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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

CONVENTION

The forty - fifth convention of the Ameri

can Federation of Labor was held in Atlantic

City, N. J. , October 5-16 , inclusive.

The convention was called to order by

President Solomon Saltzman of the Atlantic

City Central Labor Union as temporary

chairman, who extended to the convention ,

on behalf of the Central Labor Union, a

hearty welcome.

At the opening of the convention the

Mayor of the city was represented by Mr.

Thomas G. Reynolds, who extended to the

convention the regrets of the Mayor that

he was unable to attend and expressed the

sentiment of His Honor as having a “ keen

interest in the welfare of that great army,

of workers which you so loyally serve.

Other addresses were made to the conven

tion by Senator Emerson L. Richards and

Vice- President Thomas B. Eams of the N.

J. State F. of L. President Green , upon

taking the chair , responded to these ad

dresses .

The report of the Committee on Creden

tials , in its adoption , seated 388 delegates,

representing 95 International and National

Unions, 4 Department Unions, 25 State

Federations , 56 Central Bodies, 21 Federal

Unions directly affiliated with the A. F. of

L. and 7 Fraternal Delegates. The Fra

ternal Delegates seated were Delegates Ben

Smith and A. A. Purcell of the British

Trades Union , Donald Dear of the Canadian

Trades and Labor Congress, Elizabeth

Christman of the Womens' Trades Union

League , Anna Fitzgerald of the Womens

International Union Label League and

Trades Union Auxiliary and Canuto A.

Vargas and Roberto Haberman of the

Mexican Federation of Labor.

The Amalgamated Association of Street
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FASHION LETTER

Three

5288

4537

The new styles convey a sense of animation and motion , in the futter

ing draperies, light panels, godets and flares. Fulness lis every wbero,

in front back and at the sides. When a dress is made with straight lines,

it usually has some flare effect in added plaits, flare flouncing or inserts.

Sleeves grow longer as collars grow higbor . The band collar, gauntlet

cuffs and a plaited flounce at the hem readily transform a straight line

dress to an up to date expression of the "mode."

Velvet is most popular for dresses , coats and trimming.

Satin and crepe aro used in combination for afternoon dresses. Satin

and lace combine well .

Brocaded velvet and georgetto go well together with a trimming of

fur or embroidery,

Chiffon velvet lends itself most attractively to draped effecto.

Youthful and charming is the dress with a blouso waist and circular

skirt. This style is equally attractive in crepe , velveteen or serge .

Cloth and satin are pleasingly combined in a day time dress in wbich

the gatin forms the small vestee , the plaited panel, also collar and cuffs,

which are trimmed with a narrow band of fur.

To makeback fulness more striking , one could have a row of buttons

at the centre. In a dress of two materials this is very attractive.

The molded princess dress is the most outstanding of the now styles.

It required darts and gores to mako it quito realistic. Effects suggestivo

of this stylo may be obtained by shaping at the underarm gores .

Tho straight line waist remains with us , but the skirt to go with it

must stand out with the prescribed flaro .

The variety of materials the choice of exquisito trimmings, and the

wonderful combinations achievablo make this a very wonderful season

from a Fashion point of view . Every woman may be well dressed ,

whether her purse is slender or well filled .

The styles are youthful, skirts are brief and trimmings may be had

that are becoming.

5274 )

4537 . Girls ' Coat.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 8, 10 , 12 and 14

years . A 10 year size requires 2 %

yards of 54- inch material. Price
12c .

5279

5288. Girls ' Dreas.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 6, 8, 10 , 12 and

14years. A 14year sizą requires

2 % yardsof 54- inch material, and

X yard of contrasting for the col

larand facings if made as illus
trated in thelarge view . With

short sleeves2% yards will be re

quired and X yard of contrasting.
Price 12e.

5274. Ladies' House Dress,

Cut in 8 Sizes : 36, 38 , 40, 42,

44 , 46 , 48 and 50 inches bust

measure . A 38- inch size requires

4% yards of 36-inch material if

made withlong sleeves , with short

sleeves 4% yarda will be required .
Price 12c .

4692

5278. Ladies Dress .

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38 , 40 , 42

and 44 inches bustmeasure. A 38

inch size requires 3% yards of one
material 40 inches wide and i

yard of contrasting if made as

illustrated in the large view .

Width of dress atlower edge is
52 inches . Price 120 .

9
3

4692. " Peter Rabbit" and his

Winter Suit.
Pattern includes " doll " and

garments and is cut in 3 Sizes :

Small 12, Medium , 16;Large, 20

inches in length . A 12-inch size

requires y yard for the " doll "

and 38 yard for the Jacket and

overalls. Price 12c .

5279. Child's Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 2, 4, 6 and 8

years . A 6 year size as illustrated

in the large view will require 274

yards of one material and %

yards of contrasting36inches
wide for pockets , cuffs and collar

facings . Price 120 .

5276. Mjeses' Dress.

Cut in 3 Sizes : 16 , 18 and 20

years . An 18 year size requires 4
yards of 40 -inch material. The

width of the dress at the lower

odge (under the tunic ) is 52
inches . Price 12c.

4984, Ladies' Dress.

Cut in 7 Sizes : 34, 36, 38, 40 , 42

44 and 46 inches bust measure. A

38-inch size requires 444 yards of
40 -inch material. The width of

the dress at the foot is 1% yard.
Price 12c .

42

5276

4984

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP-TO -DATE FALL an,
WINTER 1925-1926 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color plates,

and containing500 designs ofLadies',Misses' and Children'sPatterns.
8. CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON DRESS

MAKING , ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THE NEEDLE(illustrating

30 of the various, simple stitches ) all valuablohints to thehomedressmakar

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO..

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn , N. Y.
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Wear Better

Uniforms

BY

Y putting your trust in a

Bloch Uniform of quality

you insure yourself against

dissatisfaction .

Style No. 20

Twenty years of knowing how

has enabled us to offer Traction

men everywhere the best uniform

that money can buy.

Strength in every part that has a

strain , materials of proven long

wearing value, design and tailoring

of a superior quality that assures

every customer the comfort and

appearance he enjoys .
Bloch

UNIFORNS
QUAUTY

Ask your dealer for a Bloch

Uniform of Quality. It will pay.
The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland,

Send me, free, a

Trolley lim Time Book .

The Bloch Company

Uniforms of Quality

Cleveland Ohio

1

Name.......

Address
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and Electric Railway Employes of America

was directly represented by International

President W. D. Mahon , International Vice

President Wm . B. Fitzgerald , G. E. B.

Members P. J. Shea and John H. Reardon ,

President Wm. Quinlan of Division No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill . and President John J. Bruce of

Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill.

International President W. D. Mahon

served the convention as a member of the

Committees on Legislation and Interna

tional Labor Relations. Delegate Fitzgerald

was a member of the Committee on Reso

lutions. Delegate Quinlan was a member of

the Committee on Laws. Delegate Reardon

was a member of the Committee on Boy

cotts.

The report of Secretary Frank Morrison

showed a total membership of the American

Federation of Labor at the end of the fiscal

year-October 31 , 1925 — of 3,377,297, which

was an increase of 11,318 members over the

preceding year . This report covers the

actual membership reported by National

and International organizations as reported

by those organizations as a basis upon

which per capita tax is paid to maintain the

American Federation of Labor, and does not

include the actual membership of the or

ganizations reporting. Due to Auctuation in

membership, locals reporting their member

ship to the A. F. of L. report upon a

minimum basis comprehending this fluctua.

tion , so that it can be readily recognized

that the actual membership of the American

labor movement is far in excess of that

reported .

The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America ,

in respect to membership as shown by the

report of the A. F. of L. Secretary, stood

sixth in membership, the International

Unions exceeding the Amalgamated Asso

ciation in membership in the A. F. of L.

being the Miners, Carpenters and Joiners ,

Electrical Workers, Brotherhood of Railway

Carmen and Painters , Decorators and Paper

Hangers.

The work of the convention was volumin

ous, due to the multitude of resolutions sub

mitted by various delegates and recom

mendations contained in the report of the

Executive Council .

Important work of the convention

determining upon processes and methods of

organization extension and in support of a

recommendation of the Executive Council

that a general movement be put forth to

extend organization . A policy was adopted

which was concurrent with President Green's

policy in extending organization among and

in the interest of the various unions.

Jurisdictional questions occupied much

time and led to what should have been a

vigorous understanding of the endeavors of

certain unions to invade the ranks of others

in obtaining membership . This is , un

doubtedly, due to the lull that has endured

in the immediate past in organizing the un

organized ,, causing certain organizations to

seek members among those, that through a

sort of constructive policy had become mem

bers of the operative unions in the industry

in which they are employed . This element

of various organizations would have been in

no organization at all had it not been for

the efforts of the particular organizations in

their constructive work . In bringing this

element in as a reinforcement of the labor

movement, it is a question that should be

dealt with carefully to evade possible moves

of disintegration in the American labor

movement.

One of the jurisdictional questions before

the convention seriously involving the Amal

gamated Association, was the contention of

the Teamsters Union upon the bus operator

organization. This question , however, was

settled by compliance with the jurisdiction

provisions of the Amalgamated Association,

which was favored by President Green and

finally accepted by the Team Drivers Union .

In the discussion on organization exten

sion , the subject was discussed from every

angle and brought out much from organiza

tions that by virtue of the existing condi

tions were limited in their extension move

ments,

The convention adopted an extensive

policy to include an education and publicity

campaign, through which the unorganized

may be well reached . But this policy calls

upon the hearty unison of the entire ranks

of the organized workers, and particularly

the officers of International and Local

Unions . The program carried out will be

momentous and extensive.

The convention urged wage workers to

resist reductions in wages, on the ground

that wage reductions are the strong factor

in combinations that seek to institute

periods of business depression in order to

control the industrial field .

The convention urged co-operation effort

on the part of the wage workers to elim

inate waste in industry . It is held that

social inequality and industrial instability

must increase unless wage workers advance

in their organized movement. It is the only

stay to depression .

The extensive plan of organization adopted

includes a special effort to organize women

in industry . * Laundry workers, office clerks,

bank clerks, and machine laborers employed

in automobile garages sought co -operation

in organization and obtained its assurance

in the convention. It is up to affiliated

unions in central bodies to assist those or

ganizations. A feature in the publicity plan

is a moving picture which will be shown

throughout the United States and Canada,

as an educational feature . Central bodies

and affiliated unions are expected to unite

in this vigorous campaign of education .

Another act was the adoption of a policy

that where National and International

Unions refuse to admit colored workers , the

American Federation of Labor shall or

ganize them by granting charters direct, that

the colored workers may be thoroughly or

ganized and have the support of all white

organizations.

The convention went on record condemn

ing the fostering of dual or seceding unions

in any industry. The convention pledged

united support on the part of all trades to

was
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The convention passed a resolution calling

upon Congress to investigate the textile

industry.

Addresses of fraternal delegates of the

British Trades Congress, the Mexican Fed.

eration del tes and other organizations

thus represented, were all of vast educa

tional interest to delegates present and

copies of these addresses are being placed

in the hands of the M. & C. Editor, that

important extracts from those addresses may

be placed before our membership.

Aside from the regular Association dele.

gates, members of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation who served as delegates in the A. F.

of L. Convention were International Vice

President Robert B. Armstrong, who rep.

resented the Mo, State Federation of Labor ;

Gus Anderson of Division No. 757, who was

the delegate of the Portland Ore. C. L. U.;

Thomas Lonegan of Division No. 22, Wor

cester, Mass., who represented the Worces.

ter C. L. U. , and Lawrence Hart of Division

No. 168, who represented the Scranton , Pa.

Trades Council .

Fraternally submitted,

A. F. of L. Convention Delegates.

assist A. F. of L. organizations in resisting

encroachments by dual or rival organiza

tions.

A special enactment by the convention

was the urging of support of the Hatters'

Union labeland the Cloth Hat and Cap and

Millinery Workers International Union Label.

The convention protested the diverting of

necessary concert on the part of the labor

movement from the legitimate trade union

purpose in assisting movements for social

legislation, in that the social legislation that

is most progressive is that embodied in the

policies of the labor movement .

All State Federations, Central Bodies and

Local Unions were urged to support all

practical movements offarmers in advanc

ing farmers' interests.

The convention directed that full publicity

be given the strike of the Metal Polishers

at the Cribben and Sexton Stove Works in

Chicago .

The Federation was instructed to secure

better trade union statistics and promote

union management co-operation , which means

where industries are organized the members

of the organization should associate in every

possible way with the management in mak

ing the industry a success.

Many legislative moves were directed by

the convention . The Executive Council of

the A. F. of L. was instructed to seek legis

lation more restrictive of prison labor pro

ducts. The convention took a decided stand

against the Wadsworth - Garrett amend

ment to the Constitution which would make

amendments to the Constitution

difficult, It went on record in opposition

to conscription, except during, actual de

fensive war. It declared for public develop

ment and control of Muscle Shoals . Or

ganized labor is sought to assist the Execu

tive Council in defeating any legislation

providing for a sales tax.

The Executive Council was instructed to

exert every effort to make the immigration
law

restrictive and to under

circumstances , permit the weakening of its

present provisions.

The convention voted to seek the transfer

of government administrationof Porto Rico

from the Bureau of Insular Affairs to the

Civil Department.

The convention directed the Executive

Council to petition the Federal Secretary of

Commerce to call a national conference of

representatives of trade associations , farm

ers organizations and organizations of trade
unions, consider the elimination of

difficulties preventing constructive organiza

tions of agriculture and industry .

The convention denounced the scheme of

Vice-President Dawes to abolish free speech

in the Senateas un -American and not in the

interest of the people,but in the interest of

element seeking control
legislation .

The convention condemned the “ efficiency

system " in operation in postal service and

other government establishments as harmful

to the workers, physically , and destructive

to service morale , adding materially to

labor costs on government employment.

more

ANNIVERSARY OF THE DEATH OF

SAMUEL GOMPERS

By William Green

( President , American Federation of Labor)

Just before daybreak , December 13 , 1924,

the news flashed throughout the world that

Samuel Gompers, president of the Ameri

can Federation of Labor, had passed away.

The sorrow was universal. The wage earn

ers had lost a loving, conscientious leader,

the nation a great statesman and the world

a great soul .

On the first anniversary of his death,

the love for Samuel Gompers and the re

spect for his teachings are as great as

ever. He was a man who frowned upon

all efforts to create classes or castes ; he

was a true seeker for the brotherhood of

His vision was surpassing great. As

a boy of fourteen he became a leader in

thought and principles that afterward made

the American labor movement so success

ful .

As he looked forward every day to a

better day and a still better day for the

wage earners let us follow his example . Let

his spirit guide us as he would have guided

more no
man,

us .

to

It was an eventful life that passed when

Samuel Gompers died . For sixty years or

more he had only one thought, one ambition

-to help in the advancement of his fellow

men .

Words are inadequate to expresse the love

and veneration held for him in life and now

in memory.

Let us make his ambition our ambition .

Let us hew to the line as he hewed to the

line so that in time his vision will become

a reality,

the
reactionary

Prejudice dwindles, respect increases be

fore a determined front on the Union Label

issue.
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1
STREET RAILWAY FARES

By W. D. Mahon

on

One of the serious problems that has

confronted the street and electric railway

business of the United States for some years

past has been the rate of fare that should

be charged for transporting passengers. The

rate of fare in practically all of the cities

of the United States was established years

ago on a basis of five cents ( 50 ) per ride ,

no difference how long or short the ride

might be. The reason for this I never was

able to clearly understand. Surely it was

not a good business proposition or a proper

basis on which to establish the rate of fare .

If we look at the grocery business , we know

that they can sell just so much sugar for

five cents and continue in business and no

more . The same is true in all other lines

of business . Yet the street railways were

established on a five - cent basis . No differ

ence how long the ride might be they pro

posed to carry the passengers for five cents

( 5c ) . Possibly this comes from the cus

tom of the past .

In the early days our street railways

were propelled by horse power. The rides

were short and transfers were unknown,

and to a great extent each street was oper

ated by a different company, and in those

days the rate of fare was established at

five cents ( 50 ) a ride, it being a convenient

rate under the circumstances. When elec

tricity was adopted as the means of motive

power the street railway business was revo

lutionized and extended not only through

out the city streets but into the suburbs.

Promoters took hold of the proposition .

They did not seem to give any consideration

to the question of fares and left them on

the basis established by the old horse car

conditions.

The truth is , the promoters were too eager

to secure franchises, sell stocks and bonds,

make their profit and get out of the busi

ness, carying very little what the rate of

fare that was established might be .

As a result of this policy hundreds of

miles of street railways were built in the

various cities of the country by promoters,

who, after having established the lines and

sold out their interests , left them in the

hands of the people who are now trying to

promote them as a business proposition, and

as a result a serious condition was already

confronting a number of the street railway

companies of the country when the war

came on and demoralized the financial con

ditions of the country by depreciating the

purchasing power of money. The five-cent

piece , or nickel as it is called , dropped to

where it was worth about two and a -half

cents ( 212c). This brought on a condi

tion that resulted in a number of the street

railway companies being compelled to go

into the hands of a receiver. This condi

tion, of course , brought about a considera

tion of the readjustment of the question of

fares , and it was not ait easy problem to

work out .

When the franchises were secured from

the various cities , agreement has been en

tered into establishing the rate of fare . This

had to be changed by contracts , and in

some cases by legislation, and it has taken

a long and hard struggle to bring about a

change, and the establishing of a rate of

fare , that was necessary to continue the

operation of the street railways upon a suc

cessful basis. However, the change has

been taking place gradually .

The war conditions came in 1914 ,

and, as I say , immediately changes became

necessary , but in the earlier days they were

slow . Up to 1917 out of 267 cities with a

population of 25,000 or more, but 25 cities

had secured a rate up to six cents (60 ) .

Since 1917 great changes have taken place .

The records of 267 cities that have over

25,000 population, that were originally oper

ating upon the five-cent (5c) basis , now

show the following: Report dated November

15 , 1925 , shows that 83 of these cities are

now receiving a ten -cent ( 10c ) rate of fare ,

148 of these cities are receiving from a six

cent (60) to nine -cent (9c) rate of fare ,

33 of these cities have adopted zoning sys

tems of different kinds, which shows as

a total that 264 cities out of 267, having a

population of 25.000, · have increased the

rates of fare in line to somewhat meet the

prevailing conditions. In addition to these

changes some 12 cities are now charging

additional for transfers.

The period that we have gone through to

bring about these changes has created a

great deal of hardship for the employes

that operate these railways . The same con

dition that has confronted all other people

of America , the high cost of living, has

affected the street and electric railway men ,

and on account of the business being in the

condition that it was , it has been a hard

struggle for them to secure a satisfactory

and living wage, and where the organized

street car men have taken any hand in try

ing to bring about a better understanding

on the question of fares. they have been

criticized and accused of combining with

the heartless corporations to mulct the pub

lic . That is one of the things that I de

sire to resent, and if possible, place the posi

tion of the street railway employes of

America where it should be placed .

It seems to me that employes of street

railways are as much interested in the wel

fare of the business they are engaged in as

any other class of employes, and in order

secure proper conditions, an increased

rate of fare was necessary . It was neces

sary to get wage and proper working con

ditions upon street railways, and when the

emploves in this line of work do unite to help

secure the increased rate of fare that is

necessary to establish proper conditions for

themselves in the employment of the busi

ness in which they are engaged, they are

doing nothing more or less than that of pro

tecting their own interests, and it is not a

matter of collusion or of mulcting or do

ing an injustice to the public.

to
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You do not accuse the shoe clerk , who,

today, charges you $8.00 for a pair of shoes

he used to sell you for $4.00, of being in

collusion with his employer to plunder you .

You do not accuse the clerk who sells you

à suit of clothes today for $40.00 that he

used to sell you for $ 20.00, of being in col

lusion with his employer to rob the public.

No, of course, you do not . You readily agree

that the clerk is compelled , owing to the

financial conditions that prevail and that

he is engaged in , to sell you clothes at the

higher rates now prevailing and to stand

up for those rates because of the financial

condition that has forced them to the price

they are now selling at .

The same is true of the street car man

who is compelled, on account of the revo

lution in financial conditions, to do the same

as the clerk or any other employe working

for any other business concern is compelled

to do. He stands for the rate that is neces

sary to protect the business and to pay to
him a living wagę.

The street car men of America for many

years have been underpaid. That was clear

ly shown by Ex- President Taft, now pre

siding Judge of the Supreme Court of the

United States, when he presided over the

War Labor Board . In his statement, he

said that he could not understand how the

men following this occupation had been able

to exist in the years goneby, to say nothing

of the increased cost of living that the war

brought on to them .

Therefore, when the men in this line of

business do take up the proposition of

pointing out to the public the necessity for

a rate of fare that will properly remunerate

them for their employment they are only

doing that which every other business man

and laboring man in America is doing - pro

tecting their own interests and business , and

.naking it possible for their families to en

joy the American standard of home environ

tion , lumbering and harvesting, has been

furnished by immigrants and hoboes. Leave

out the reserve army and it is doubtful

whether crops could be produced or lumber

cut at anything like present costs .

" ' Labor-saving machinery, ' says the

Magazine, ‘has resulted in the employment

of many more workers . ' It thus predicts the

results of immigration restriction :

'the day will come when surplus American

capital will not invest at home, where labor

cost is excessive, but abroad where it is

cheap . In this way formidable com

petitors will be built up with our own

money, .. Our skilled labor and middle

class have been sustained upon an increas

ing productivity, based upon reserves of

immigrant labor. To conserve the Ameri

can standard of living, we had best conserve

its basis-liberal immigration .' "

The above portrays the intensity of em

ploying business in its endeavor to establish

and continue vicious labor competition. The

fact is that long since considerable of the

surplus profits resultant from cheap labor

production has been invested in foreign

countries , to such an extent that even now

there is a vigorous competition that affects

the labor market, which vigorous competition

of foreign manufactured products, manufac

tured on Americal capital investment, is one

of the important factors necessitating rigid

restrictions of immigration of wage workers

from foreign lands. There is no need at

this time of labor being terrorized by the

threat that American capital will seek in

vestment in foreign lands for manufacturing

purposes , when the situation now actually

exists and has for years gone by .

HIGH PROFITS IN COAL

ment.

Washington.- “ Coal dealers in this city

are making a 50 per cent profit,” said F. H.

Newell, consulting engineer and economist .

He said that the production of bitumin

ous coal is the largest in recent years, but

coal prices in Washington have jumped from

$ 8.81 to over $ 15 a ton .

“ It costs $ 6.50 a ton for actual mining,

plus $2.44 freight from the coal centers to

Washington ," he said . “ Local dealers are

buying this coal at about $ 9.94 a gross ton

and sell it for $ 15 to $ 16 delivered."

--- A . F. of L. NEWS,

Opinion on

GEORGIA WILL PROBE

TORTURE CHARGES

WALL STREET OPINION ON

IMMIGRATION

The Information Service of the Depart

ment of Research and Education of the

Federal Council of the Churches of Christ

in America, under the heading “Wall Street

Immigration , " published the
following:

" The attitude of business toward immi

gration restriction is reflected in the 'Maga

zine of Wall Street for December 5, in

which it says: "Today, if our industrial or

ganization is ' to advance, we must have
immigrants. A surplus of the labor

ing population is a pre-condition of the
advancement of industry , This does not

mean unemployment, but what may be

termed quasi-employment, Such a surplus

is required in order that there should always

be enough labor on handto meetthe de

mands of new types of industry. Without

this surplus the Magazine thinks there can

be very little advance. Labor for tenipor

ary employment such as railroad construc

Atlanta , Ga. - A special legislative com

mittee will investigate alleged inhuman

punishment of prisoners in certain Georgia

convict camps. The majority of these

camps are located in the northern part of

the state . They have been severely criti

cised the past several months. A subcom

mittee of the house and senate has investi

gated the camps and reported that stocks,

sweatboxes and other “ extreme devices" are

used . The camps will be investigated again .

-A. F. of L. News.
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The Motorman and Conductor unites with They use the bus or coach proposition as

the entire membership of the Amalgamated what they believe to be anentering wedge

Association in according Christmas Greet in an endeavor to destroy Divisions of the

ings . Amalgamated Association . That is a beau

tiful type of spirit for one who assumes to

There is that about Christmas that en be a fair employer. It reads that the em

livens the best of the innate element in the ployes upon the rail cars have forced or

human family. Anguish comes only with the ganization that the management would use,

sense of restriction in the possibility of ex and does use every available opportunity to

pression. Fortunately, that is generally un destroy, as an expression of unfriendliness to

derstood. the rail car workers . Fortunately, there are

but few managements of street and electric

The fact that equity in the distribution of railway, properties that are showing this

wealth is obstructed , by greed, brings the type of Christmas spirit. With organized

general understanding that Christmas season
labor it affords an opportunity to place

expression is limited by the impossibilities

them in their proper class. The Amalga

of the vast multitudes. Yet the sense of
mated Association will unite in the true

Christmas spirit and zeal with every fair
kindly feelings, each for the other, is under

stood .
employing management throughout the year

1926, to make the employing property suc

cessful in results to the employing man

It is the inexpressible but fully sensed agement and company .

Christmas spirit that brings to wage work

ers the understanding of the value of or

ganization in effecting collective agreement The Nineteenth Convention of the Amal

relations in employment. It is the creator gamated Association, it will be observed,

of the fraternal spirit that governs in the passed a resolution urging the membership

social order and thus it is the creative of the Association to sustain other units of

spirit of organization . wage workers by buying union labeled

goods and lending their purchase power to

What is the type of Christmas spirit that the prosperityof fair employing producing

designs to continue throughout the year properties. Why cannot this same spirit of

1926 in the motive of street and electric co-operation be exercised by those of other

railway employing managements, who are organizations of the great American labor

using the suggestion that collective agree movement in buying transportation ? Where

ments with Amalgamated Association locals collective agreement relations exist between

do not cover bus operators? Of course the Divisions of the Amalgamated Association

purpose of such managements is easily and employing companies, union rides are

understood. They are of the element that sold andit is the policy of the American

is back of the coal mine owners in the en labor movement that members of trade

deavor to wreck the Mine Workers Union . unions should buy these union rides in
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careful man -- very careful that an officer is

not in sight before he " steps on it." Street

railway men can greatly assist in the safety

movement by reporting reckless drivers to

the Police Department Director of Traffic,

and very likely results will obtain.

preference to non -union rides soldby com

peting companies or properties . This ques

tion can well be taken up in all central

labor bodies and trades councils by dele

gates of the Divisions of the Amalgamated

Association . Local unions of all crafts can

be reached upon this proposition . Such a

course on part of the labor movement in

many places would soon either organize the

employes of unfair companies or at least

lessen the prosperity of the unfair employing

property , if not make it non -paying and

drive it out of business, This non-union

competition can be looked after along this

line.

President William Green of the A, F. of

L. in an appeal in behalf of the anthracite

miners now on strike, says : " The attitude

of the anthracite coal operators constitutes

a challenge to the membership of the

American Federation of Labor." As every

member of wage workers' organizations

knows, President Green is' right. It is not

only the coal mine owners who are trying

to defeat the anthracite coal miners. It is

that great element identified as all unfair

employers and employing corporations that

is backing the coal mine owners in this

fight. It is assumed by them that by de

feating and paralyzing, and if possible

destroying the United Mine Workers of

America , a big step will have been taken in

the way of destroying the American labor

movement or stultifying its possibilities in

the interest of labor. The Miners' Union

has been a strong contributor to the weaker

elements of the American labor movement .

Naturally, the entire American labor move

ment should at this time be strong sup

porters of the Union Mine Workers in their

life and death struggle . Let labor accept

the " challenge" and properly contribute to

the sustaining of the anthracite miners, as

they are now in the battle line for labor.

BUCKLEY BENEFIT

Where wage earners are employed under

collective agreements that provide protec

tion to each and every employe , such agree

ments establish a condition wherein the

wage earners can associate in endeavors to

carry out the policies of the employing

property in the operating of such properties.

The condition is thus created by which if

policies or rules may be adopted by the

management of the property that in the

sense of the employes lessen the possibil

ities of service to the patrons of the prop.

erty, such employes, observing means of

betterment, through their proper representa

tives are in a position to approach the

management with suggestions to modify and

how to modify the deterring rules or regula
tions . All co -operative managements na

turally invite suggestions for improvement

in service and its organized workers, when

these suggestions come to them , will ad

vance the suggestions in the proper way

and spirit to the management.

Chief Inspector Thomas O'Grady , Direc

tor of Traffic of the Detroit Police Depart

ment, reports that in Detroit during the

month of November, 58 persons were killed

and 1015 injured in traffic accidents. There

were 34 killed by passenger automobiles and
motor coaches or busses. There were 10

killed by autos driven by chauffeurs and 14

were killed in steam and street railway acci
dents.

There were 5 of the 58 killed by

light truck or delivery cars . Of the 58, 12

were children and 46 were adults. Inspec

torO'Grady gives comparative data for the

months of August, September and October

in 8 cities of the 500,000 population class.

This data shows that in August in New

York 61 personswere killed; inChicago 45;

Philadelphia 21; Detroit31; Cleveland 15 ;

St. Louis 13 ; Baltimore 16 ; Los Angeles 8.

In September in New York 106; Chicago 58 ;

Philadelphia 22; Detroit 22 ; Cleveland 15 ;

St. Louis 14; Baltimore 15; Los Angeles 12.

In October in New York' 90 were killed ;

Chicago 65; Philadelphia 33; Detroit 26;

Cleveland 17 ; St. Louis 20; Baltimore 15;

in Detroit of the 58 killed in November,

Mr. O'Grady states that

only 7 were killed within the one mile

circle, while 37 were killed within the two

to five mile circles, where congestion, as he

states, is yet considerable and very few

officers present to guard the public, showing

conclusively that the reckless driver is a

The following International and Local

Officers consisting of International President

W. D. Mahon ; International Treasurer L.

D. Bland ; International Executive Board

Member Edward McMorrow ; Wm. Quinlan ,

President, and Wm . Taber , Financial Secre

tary , and Joseph Kehoe, Recording Secre

tary of Division 241 ; John J. Bruce, Presi

dent, Wm. S. McClenathan , Secretary of

Division 308 ; are serving upon a Com

mittee for the purpose of raising a Benefit

Fund to assist our old - time friend and fel

low- worker, M. C. Buckley . Brother

Buckley was the pioneer President of Divi

sion 260 of Chicago, and led that Organiza

tion through its trying days when they were

battling to establish the right of Organiza

tion in Chicago. Brother Buckley has now

become old and is not in good health and ,

therefore , unable to do hard work. Owing

to the sacrifices he made while serving the

Organization he is in a bad financial condi

tion , and his little home is heavily mort

gaged and he stands in danger of losing all

that he has. In order to assist him, his

friends in the International Organization and

Local Organization and their friends in

Chicago have got together and formed a

committee , and are arranging to give a

benefit entertainment in Division 241's large

hall on February 16th of this coming year.

Appeals also have been sent out through

the International President to many of Mr.

Buckley's friends throughout the entire Or

Los Angeles 29.
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ganization requesting them to make dona

tions to assist in creating this fund ; and to

those who know Buckley we feel assured

there will be a generous response , and to

any of our membership anywhere who feels

like assisting a worthy cause
here is a

splendid opportunity.

recently negotiated have been entered into.

Discharge cases upon the Toledo property

were matters for special advisement. Aside

from this work, he has assisted the Inter

national President in the affairs of the Gen

eral Office and was at the General Office

thus engaged December 19 .

Second International Vice - President P. J.

O'Brien , who was assisting Div. No. 448,

Springfield , Mass., in the adjustment of

transfers resultant from installing busses in

Westfield and Palmer, has thus far not re

ported upon the consummation of the adjust

ment. The case was awaiting information

from the management as to the extent of

bus service that is to take the place of

rail cars .

cer

FROM LATE REPORTS OF

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

International President W. D. Mahon in

December visited Cleveland, Ohio, where he

attended and addressed a meeting of Div .

No. 268, the members of which are employ

ed upon the properties of the Cleveland Rail

way Company, the Cleveland & Painesville

Company, the Cleveland & Eastern Railway

Company and the A. B. C. Interurban

Branch of the Northern Ohio Traction Com

pany . The local held its Nineteenth Anni

versary Meeting and there were present in

attendance, city officials and councilmen.

President Mahon was accompanied by First

International Vice - President William B.

Fitzgerald , who also addressed the meeting.

President Mahon made a survey of the

Akron situation while in Cleveland. Div .

No. 98 of Akron , Ohio, is menaced by a

threat of violation of agreement. A

tain member is being used to assail the

so-called closed shop feature of the agree

ment. This certain member for a time was

enabled to enlist adherents to his antagonis

tic endeavor in the interest of some unseen

influence . There was also brought to the

attention of President Mahon in December,

a matter involving Div . No. 777 , Muskegon,

Mich . One of the original members of the

local was dismissed from the service of the

Muskegon Traction & Lighting Company,

November 17, upon a charge apparently un

warranting dismissal. Reports indicate that

the superintendent takes the position that

the member voluntarily quit the service. Cir

cumstances associated with the removal of

the member do not support that theory.

President Mahon directed that the arbitra

tion provision of the agreement be applied

in this case , unless the member is otherwise

reinstated in employment. His attention was

also called to an unfair arbitration award

upon the Michigan Electric Railwav, inade

in a discharge case which was submitted for

arbitration. The award was not based upon

the evidence submitted to the arbitration

board. President Mahon directed that the

case be called to the attention of the Labor

Department of Michigan, in that members

of the locals involved are protesting the

award as illegal. Under date of December

19, President Mahon was at the General

Office giving his attention to the general

affairs of the Association.

Seventh International Vice - President

James Largay, under date of December 12.

reports that the bus situation involving the

interests of the members of Div. No. 669,

Auburn, N. Y. , is yet in an unsettled con

dition. He expects continued conferences

will result in an agreement that will satis

factorily cover bus operators.

Fourteenth International Vice - President

R. B. Armstrong was successful in assisting

Divisions Numbers 905 (Danville ), 906

(Decatur), 907 ( Springfield ), 908 ( Peoria )

and 909 ( Staunton, 11.), upon joint agree

ment work upon the Central Illinois Trac

tion Company properties. He reports the

agreement to have been consummated. It

carries with it 5 cents per hour increase

in wages , with an increase of 5 cents per

hour in overtime, establishing for overtime

work, 15 cents per hour in addition to the

regular wage rates . The new agreement

fixes wage rates in the passenger service

at 65 cents per hour for first year service

men ; thereafter, 672 cents per hour. In

freight service and sleeping train service,

70 cents per hour, with brakemen's wage

rates fixed at 60 cents per hour. Follow

ing the completing of this agreement, Vice

President Armstrong assisted Div . No. 915,

Granite City , 111. , " upon continuance of

agreement conferences and per his report

of December 14, this situation was pending

action of the membership upon an offer

from the company of 2 cents per hour in

crease in wages. The case was pending sub

mission of this proposition to a meeting of

the local for a vote of the membership

thereon, relative to its accepting or reject

ing the 2 cents per hour increase proposi

tion .

First International Vice- President Wil

liam ' B. Fitzgerald , in December, in asso

ciation with President Mahon , visited Cleve

land, Ohio, where they attended the Nine

teenth Anniversary Meeting of Div. No.

268 . Later he advised with the officers of

Div. No. 697, Toledo, Ohio , upon the af

fairs of that local.
Interurhan agreements

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow at Atlanta , Ga ., assisted Inter

national President W. D. Mahon in outlin

ing a policy of Div . No. 732 upon the dis

pute that has arisen between the employ

ing property and the Atlanta city admin

istration. The company is seeking reason

able rates of fare and proper competition

restrictions. Addresses were made by Presi

dent Mahon and Board Member McMorrow

to Div . No. 732, upon the policies outlined
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and to a meeting of tlie Central Labor

Union of Atlanta. From Atlanta Board

Member McMorrow was dispatched to Win .

nipeg in association with G. E. B. Member

Fred A. Hoover in the interest of Div. No.

99, that is in a process of extension of

membership and the establishing of a founda

tion upon which to effect agreement rela

tions with the employing property . Per

his report of December 12, he was yet at

Winnipeg, where he had attended meetings

of Div. No. 99, the Central Labor Union

in Winnipeg and had associated in a con

ference with the assistant general manager

of the Winnipeg Railway.

New York assisting Div . No. 967 in exten

sion of membership.

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon ad

vised with Div. No. 620, Framingham , Mass . ,

upon agreement work . The local has voted

to demand arbitration of the wage scale .

The property is in the hands of a receiver

and the question how is up as to the ad

visability of seeking any change in the

wage scale in the renewed agreement. At

Waltham , Mass. , he assisted Div. No. 600

upon agreenient work in preparation of

changes being sought in agreement condi

tions upon application to the employing

property. At Boston he is assisting Div . No.

589 in conferences with the Machinists upon

a jurisdictional dispute. The A. F. of L.

has dispatched an A. F. of L. organizer,

Hugh Frayne, to take charge of negotia :

tions between the local and the Machinists'

Union, in an endeavor to adjust the Ma

chinists' claims of jurisdiction . The Ma

chinists are seeking to make inroads upon

the membership of Div . No. 589 . Board

Member Reardon in his report of Decem :

ber 14 , states that in the petition in equity

of one Rossi in the employ of the Fitch

burg Railway Company, it has been deter

mined upon by a Master in court . Rossi

petitioned the court to prohibit Div. No. 690 ,

the members of which are employes of the

Fitchburg Railway Company, from inter

fering with his claimed rating in employ

ment, which had been determined upon by

provisions of the existing agreement. The

court has ruled in favor of the local , thus

discontinuing the case of Rossi .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair" at

Akron, Ohio , assisted the local officers in

adjusting what appeared to be internal con

tentions that were developing in line with

sustaining the employing property in viola

tion of the existing agreement between the

property and the company. Led by the

pretense of a member under veiled influence,

several of the members had protested the

closed shop provision of the agreement and

had sought the intervention of attorneys to

provide a notice to the company and Asso

ciation that the so - called closed shop fea

of the agreement must not be en

forced by the company. Board Member

Sinclair failed to unearth the source of

meeting this expense of employment of at

torneys for court precedure in seeking an in

junction restraining the compliance with

the agreement. He reports, however, that

of those who has been led to confide in this

outside influenca, many had returned

the local, with assurance that they would

assist in maintaining the agreement rela

tions with the employing property, indicat

ing that the outside influence is limited to

the instrumentality of one or two who are

lending themselves as instruments to the

disorganizing element seeking to invalidate

the agreement. Later Board Member Sinclair

was dispatched to Scranton, Pa . , from where

he reports conditions very favorable in the

affairs of Div . No. 168 . The local has

changed headquarters. There have been

complaints of the policy of election on the

part of the officials and certain members of

the local, but an investigation proved this
complaint fallacious. Later Board Mem

ber Sinclair was dispatched to Halifax, N. S. ,

in the interest of Div. No. 508 , where he

had arrived per his report of December 13 .

ture

to

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson, who

was in New Orleans, La ., assisting Div . No.

194 upon a grievance resulting from the

unjustified dismissal of a member, reports

that the case is yet pending further confer

In the meantime, he visited Bir

mingham , Ala . , where per his report of

December 14 , he was assisting Div . No. 725

upon grievance work involving the dismissal

of an employe. He attended and addressed

a meeting of Div, No. 725.

ences.

.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea has been

successful in establishing a local of what

is known as the Williams Bridge car oper

ators in New York . The new local organ

ized by Board Member Shea is known as

Div. No. 974. AtStapleton , Staten Island ,

he held a meeting of Div . No. 967, the

members of which are employed upon the

municipally owned and operated street rail

way line . He also attended and addressed

a meeting of Div. No. 726. Staten Island ,

from which local he reports favorably. Per

his report of December 13, he was vet in

G. E , B , Member Fred A. Hoover was

returned to Winnipeg , Manitoba , where in

association with G. E. B. Member Edw .

McMorrow , per his report of December 7,

he was assisting Div. No. 99 upon exten

sion in membership work. The local is seek

ing to effect conditions as a basis for en

tering a collective agreement with the em

ploying company. Conferences, he reports ,

have been held with the assistant general

manager, Meetings of the local, as well as

the Central Labor Union , have been held

at which Board Members Hoover and Mc

Morrow were present and addressed the

labor movement upon the Winnipeg situa
tion .

The man who reaches the top of the heap

doesn't stop on the way to throw brickbats.

-Forbes Magazine ( N. Y. )
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GERMAN UNION DELEGATION INVESTIGATING LABOR CONDITIONS IN

THE UNITED STATES

Above is a picture of the German Union Delegation that is investigating American

labor and industrial conditions. This picture wastaken in front of the A. F. of L. Building

in Washington, D. C. Reading from left to right , the names of the delegates are given

as follows :

Front row-President Fritz Munter of the Union of Federal and Municipal Employes;

Secretary Frank Morrison of the A. F. of L .; President William Green of the A. F. of L.;

President Oswald Schumann, German Traffic Union ; President Fritz Tarnow, German

Woodworkers ' Union .

Second row - President Hermann Jochade , Amalgamated Union of German Railway

Employes; Board Member George Berger of the German Mine Workers' Union ; Board

Member Fred Scheffel of the Amalgamated Union of German Railway Employes; Secre

tary Kurt Heinig of the Afa - Bund Federation of Various Unions of Salaried Employes;

Board Member Franz Wendel of the German Woodworkers Union ; Secretary William

Eggert of the G. E. B. of the German Trade Unions Federation.

Back row - President Fred Husemann of the German Mine Workers ' Union; Bank

Director Bernhard Meier of a German Trade Union Bank; G. E. B. Secretary Franz J.

Furtwengler of the German Trade Unions Federation; President Eduard Backert of the

Brewery, Flour Mill, Cereal and Soft Drink Workers Union ; Dr. Otto Iserland. Inter

preter and Member of the German Traffic Union ; Martin Plettel, President of the Ger

man Clothing Workers' Union .

A delegation of the German Delegates recently visited Detroit and were piloted about

Detroit industries by International President W. D. Mahon, First International Vice -Pres

ident Wm . B. Fitzgerald , President Frank X. Martell of the Detroit Federation of Labor,

President H. A. Meeker, Secretary Clarence Nugent and Business Agents Neil McLellan

and Sidney Van Ness of Division No. 26 , A. A. of S. and E.R. E.of A. The delegates

visiting at Detroit and so entertained were Delegates Kurt Heinig, Dr. O. Iserland, Otto

Schurman, Hermann Jochade, F. Scheffel and Fritz Munter. The German delegates visit

ing Detroit expressed themselves as favorably impressedwith the American labor move

"I

" All
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ment and its methods in dealing with industrial affairs . President Hermann Jochade of

the Amalgamated Union of German Railway Employes was one of the German union of

ficials who directed the visit of International President W. D. Mahon and International

Treasurer L. D. Bland in Berlin, on their visit to that city in their investigation of mu

nicipal and government ownership of transportation properties in the year 1912. President

Jochade showed himself to be well versed in the English language and a man of unusual

ability and knowledge of industrial affairs. In fact , the entire delegation were men of

exceptional ability and progressive thoughtfulnes
s

.

TEXT OF BUS JURISDICTION

AGREEMENT

To the Officers and Members of the Divi

sions of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America.

Fellow Workers : I take this means of in

forming you of the agreement reached,

through the American Federation of Labor,

with the Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauf

feurs, Stablemen and Helpers of America

and our Association on the question of

jurisdiction over buses operated by street

railway companies.

You are aware that the Brotherhood of

Teamsters had protested to the American

Federation of Labor against the attitude of

our organization in taking men who operate

the buses into membership in our organiza

tion , and this subject was brought before

your last convention at Montreal, where the

convention took a strong position upon the

subject , and instructed your delegates to

the American Federation of Labor conven

tion as to the stand they should take upon

this subject. Complying with the instruc

tions of our Montreal convention your dele

gates to the American Federation of Labor

convention notified President Green of that

body of the position taken by the conven

tion. President Green called a conference

of the representativesof the American Fed

eration of Labor convention of the two or

ganizations on themorning of October 13th .

After a discussion of some length it was

agreed that the subject matter should be left

to Vice -President Fitzgerald, representing

our Association , and Vice - President Gillespie

of the Team Drivers' Association, to dis

cuss the matter and to bring a proposition

of a settlement ata meeting to be called at

9 o'clock on that sameevening. Accord

ing to this arrangement the meeting was

held on the evening of the 13th where the

representatives of both organızations were

present and discussed the subject at great

length , and finally the following understand

ins and agreement wasreached:

" It is hereby agreed between the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America

and the Brotherhood of Teamsters,

Chauffeurs , Stablemen and Helpers of

America.

" That where buses are operated by or

in connection with any Street Railway,

the operation of such buses orservices

shall belong to the members of the

Amalgamated AssociationofStreet and

Electric Railway Employesof America.

" All men employed on buses operated

by independent owners or companies

not connected with any Street Railway

Company shall be recognized as coming

under the jurisdiction of the Internation

al Brotherhood of Teamsters , Chauf

feurs , Stablemen andand Helpers of

America. Where a dispute arises as to

whether a bus line , or buses, is independ

ent , or is operated in connection with a

Street Railway Company, it shall be re

ferred to the presidents of the two or

ganizations for settlement."

This agreement was endorsed by Presi

dent Green , reported to the convention and

endorsed unanimously bv the convention,

ated in connection with any street or elec

tric railway company come under the juris

Now, by this agreement all buses oper

diction of the Amalgamated Association oi

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America , and where the companies purchase

or take over bus companies in the future

the men operating these buses become eligi

ble to membership in our Association. This

agreement, as I have stated , has been ratified

by the Federation after the approval of

the delegates of both organizations. It is

our belief that it has established a clear

line of understanding between the two or

ganizations , and that in the future as in

the past , harmony will prevail between our

organization and the Brotherhood of Team

sters , and should any question at any point

come up between our Local Divisions and

Local Unions of the Team Drivers we would

request that before getting into any serious

complications you communicate with us in

the General Office, where the matter can

be taken up according to the understanding
that has been reached and worked out. On

the other hand , we would request that our

Local Divisions proceed under this under

standing to organize wherever possible , the

bus men operating and working in connec

tion with the street and electric railways

over which they are operating and are work

ing .

Trusting this will explain the matter, and

with best wishes , I remain ,

Fraternally yours ,
W. D. MAHON,

International President.

The refusal of the mine owners to accept

Gov. Pinchot's settlement of the coal strike

should awaken the public to a demand for

a knowledge of the profits in the coal mining

industry .

Coercion is a weapon the employer can

not use
to thwart a demand for Union

Label goods.
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Disbursements from the Death , Disabil

ity and Old Age Benefit Fund during the

month of October, 1925 , were made io bene

ficiaries on claims as follows:

Death Benefits

Mrs. Grace Trickett, beneficiary, death claim

of W. D. Trickett, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Cancer of Liver ...... 800.00

Sadie Bonness , beneficiary, death claim of

William C. Bonness, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ;

cause, Sarcoma of Lung. 600.00

William Taber, financial secretary-treasurer

of Div. No. 241 , for funeral and tomb .

stone expenses, death claim of John Shabo

(Schabott ), deceased, late member of Div.

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Mitral In

sufficiency
375.00

William Taber, financial secretary-treasurer

of Div. No, 241 , for funeral and tombstone

expenses, death claim of Fred W. Stru

belt (Strubeldt), deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Pul

monary Tuberculosis 375.00

Mrs. Catherine Calderwood , beneficiary,

death claim of William Calderwood, de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 85 , Pitts

burgh , Pa.; cause , Apoplexy 275.00

F. H. Wilson, financial secretary of Div .

No. 235 , for tombstone expenses, balance

due on death claim of Joseph B. Robbins,

deceased , late member of Div . No. 235 ,

Brockton, Mass .; cause , Carcinoma of

Signoid 100.00

L. A. Graeser , financial secretary and treas

urer of Div . No. 788 , for payment of fu.
neral and other expenses, death claim of

Patrick McMahon , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause ,

Mitral Regurgitation 500.00

Mrs. Eva Ostling , beneficiary, death claim

of John Albert Ostling, deceased, late
member of Div . N. 459 , Bridgeport,

Conn.; cause , Illuminating Gas Poison

ing - Suicide 800.00

Mrs. Nellie Morrissey, beneficiary, death

claim of James Morrissey, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Shock and injuries received from

being struck by train 800.00

Mary E. Connors, beneficiary, death claim

of William Connors, deceased, late mem

br of Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass .; cause ,

Apoplexy 800.00

Anatasia Van Tassell, beneficiary, death

claim of Wm . Van Tassell ,deceased, late

member of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .;

cause , Nephritis and Enlarged Prostate 275.00

Mrs. MaryGallen, beneficiary, death claim

of Patrick Gallen , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause ,

Carcisioma of Gall Bladder. 800.00

Mona J. McKinnon , beneficiary, death claim

of William L. McKinnon , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.;
cause , Acute Cardiac Dilatation 800.00

Mrs. Rosamond Goring, beneficiary, death

claim of Hamilton G. Goring, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 846, St. Cath
arines , Ont .; cause , Pneumonia 300.00

James McKeever, financial secretary of Div .

No. 821 , to apply on bill of funeral ex

penses, death, claim of Jens Christian Jen

sen , deceased, late member of Div . No.

821, Jersey City , N. J .; cause, Typhoid

Fever 100.00

Mrs. Ida Townsley, beneficiary, death claim

of T. A. Townsley, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 628. Covington, Ky.;

cause , Laryngeal and Pulmonary Tuber

culosis 500.00

Mrs. Hulda Swanson , beneficiary , death

claim of Otto Swanson , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Pyelenephritis 800.00

John J. Haley, power of attorney, for bene.

ficiaries, death claim of Mary G. Haley,

deceased, late member of Div. No. 589,

Boston , Mass.; cause , Cerebral Hemorr

hage
800.00

Mrs. Dora Hutchinson , beneficiary, death

claim of A. Frank Hutchinson , deceased,
late member of Div . No. 689 , Washing

ton , D. C .; cause , Cancer of the Bladder .
Andrew Murphy, administrator of estate of

deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

John F. Murphy, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass ,; cause ,

Toxemia

Mrs. Alexina Bigras, beneficiary, death

claim of Daniel Bigras , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 279 , Ottawa, Ont.;

cause , Cerebral Embolism

Mrs. Vera Allison , beneficiary , death claim

of Ralph C. Allison , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 664 , Great Falls, Mont.;

cause , Pneumonia Infarct due to Endo

carditis

Susan Clements, beneficiary , death claim of

Leonard Clements , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Acute Indigestion

Katharine A. F. Averill, beneficiary , death

claim of Archie F. Averill. dceased , late

member of Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass .;

cause , Endocarditis and Mitral Stenosis

Mrs. Margaret W. Kieffer and H. M. Wal

lace, beneficiaries. death claim of Henry

Wallace, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 194 , New Orleans, La.; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis

Mrs. Nettie May McElroy, beneficiary, death

claim of E. L. McElroy , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 628 , Covington, Ky .;

cause , Broncho -Pneumonia

Mrs. Alvina Hagen , beneficiary, death claim

of Ferdinand Hagen , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 757 , Portland, Oregon ;

cause , Apoplexy.Senility

Mrs. Susan Simpson , beneficiary, death claim

of Robert Simpson, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 373, Hyde Park , Mass .;

cause , Aortic Stenosis and Cerebral Em

bolism

Mrs. Alma Bruckhauser, beneficiary, death

claim of Oscar Rodine, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause,

Strangulated Right Inguinal Hernia and

Cardiac Embolism

Mrs Alice Cranston , beneficiary , death claim

of George E. Cranston, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause ,

Hemorrhage to Brain due to Fractured

Skull from automobile accident ..

Edward J. Metzinger, administrator of

tate of deceased, for beneficiaries , death

claim of Peter Metzinger , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y .;
cause , Gall Stones and Cholengitis...

Helen M. Matthews, beneficiary, death claim

of Orville B. Matthews, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 416 , Peoria , Ill .;

cause, Myocarditis

Mrs Elda Davis , beneficiary , death claim of

William Q Davis, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 433 , Lansford , Pa .; cause ,

Apoplexy

Mrs. Elizabeth C. Tuttle , beneficiary , death

claim of Alfred G. Tuttle, deceased , late

member of Div . N. 163 , Meriden , Conn.;

cause , Perforated Sinus of Gall Bladder

following operation for Gall Stones ..

Mrs. Elizabeth Massion , beneficiary , death

claim of Peter J. Massion , deceased, late
member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Accident - Shock and injuries due
to being wedged between two street
while adjusting trolley pole.

Mrs. Nellie Keefer , beneficiary, death claim

of Sheridan Keefer , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 779 , Sioux City , Iowa ;

cause , Myocarditis and over -exertion

L. A. Graeser, financial secretary and treas .

urer of Div . No. 788 , for tombstone ex

penses , balance due on death claim of W.

R. Keith , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Carcinoma
of Left Lung

Mrs. Ralph Clark, beneficiary, death claim

of Mike Lawler , deceased , late member of
Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La .; cause ,

800.00

800.00
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800.00
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275.00

100.00
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Senility, General Arterio Sclerosis , Chronic

Cardio -Renal

James Prat and Mrs. Lena P. Krauss, ben

eficiaries, death claim of J. P. Prat , de

ceased, late member of Div. No. 194 , New

Orleans , La.; cause, Gun -shot wound of

lower jaw -- self-inflicted

Mrs. Catharine Igoe, beneficiary, death claim

of. John Igoe, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause , Frac.

tured Skull from automobile accident ..

Mary D. Ewing, beneficiary, death claim of

George Ewing, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 582, Utica , N. Y.; cause, Chronic

Gastritis, Chronic Bronchitis and Dilata

tion of Heart

Mrs. Emma Schneider, beneficiary , death

claim of Edward Schneider, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill. ;

cause, Organic Heart Disease

Mrs. Anna B. Saunders, beneficiary, death

claim of William F. Saunders, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 906 , Decatur, Ill .;

cause , Acute Dilation of Heart .

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Lawrence J. Downey , deceased, late
member of Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Lohar Pneumonia

Mrs. Mayme Mense, beneficiary , death claim

of H. Mense, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Typhoid Fe.
ver

O. E. White, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div . No. 416 , for beneficiary ,

death claim of Daniel Cashen , deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 416 , Peoria, Ill .;

cause, Pneumonia, left lower lobar ..

Helen Franzier, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph H. Franzier, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 738 , Hamilton , Ohio ;

cause, Accidental- Shot while hunting .

Julia Fisher, administratrix of estate of de

ceased, for beneficiaries, death claim of

JeremiahP. McCarthy, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio ;

cause, Heart Disease

Mrs. John A. Jamison , beneficiary, death

claim of John A. Jamison , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 725 , Birmingham ,

Ala .; cause , Lobar Pneumonia and Acute

Myocarditis.

Mrs. Enima Lewey, beneficiary, death claim

of George Richard Lewey, deceased, late

member of Div . No , 915 , Granite City ,

III .; cause , Accident--Electrocuted while

using telephone in Company's yards.

Mrs. Katherine A. Boyle , power of attorney ,

for beneficiaries, death claim of Frank

Smith , deceased, late member of Div . No.

241, Chicago , Ili .; cause , Chronic Nephritis

Mrs. Agnes Watson, beneficiary, death claim

of Samuel Watson , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Ac

cident-Abscess of Brain caused from a

fall at barns-- struck head against a sup

porting column

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Fred A. Spencer, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No, 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis
Mrs. Frances Delia , beneficiary, death claim

of Alfred Delia , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis

William Taber , financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 241 , for medicine , nurs

ing, board and other expenses, balance due

on death claim of Fred W. Strubelt ( Stru .

beidt), deceased , late member of Div . No.

241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Pulmonary Tu

berculosis
Mrs. Edith Hook, beneficiary , death claim

of John L. Hook, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 441 , Des Moines, lowa ; cause,

Chronic Nephritis
Mary J. Zollner, beneficiary, death claim of

Walter J. Zollner , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause,

Tuberculosis of Larynx
Mary Jameson, beneficiary, death claim of

John M. Jameson , deceased ,late member

of Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause ,

Homicide - Shot by bandit while in per

forniance of duty as motorman .
400.00

Elveda Mangels , beneficiary , death

claim of Louis Mangels, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill. ;

cause, Acute Myocarditis and Chronic Ne

phritis
800.00

Julia O'Neill Connors , beneficiary , death

claim of John J. Connors , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.;

cause, Angina Pectoris 800.00

James H. Flanagan, power of attorney , for

beneficiaries , · death claim of Michael Flan

agan , deceased , late member of Div, No.

589 , Boston, Mass.; cause , Cerebral Apo

plexy 800.00

Mrs. B. Simmons, beneficiary , death claim

of Benamin S. Simmons, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass, ;

cause , Cancer of the Stomach ... 800.00

Rose Blessinger, beneficiary, death claim of

August Blessinger, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ; cause ,

Acute Dilatation of Heart... 800.00

Mrs. Elisha D. Palmer, beneficiary, death

claim of Elisha D. Palmer , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 199 , Ottumwa, Iowa;

cause, Chronic Diffuse Nephritis . 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Nevison, beneficiary, death

claim of Thomas Nevison , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.;

cause , Broncho - Pneumonia 800.00

Mrs. Sophia Walsh, beneficiary, death claim

of John S. Walsh , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Acute Dilatation of the Heart 800.00

Mrs. Leea Hebert , beneficiary, death claim

of Felix . Hebert , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 194 , New Orleans , La.; cause,

Carcinoma of Liver 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim

of John T. Quilter, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill ; cause, Ac

cidental drowning while bathing .. 500.00

Angus MacInnis, financial secretary of Div.
No. 101 , for beneficiary, death claim of

Erastus T. Lough, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 101, Vancouver , B. C .; cause,

Anuria and Stenosis of Aortic Opening...... 790.00

Wilhelmina Berndt, beneficiary, death claim

of Albert Berndt, deceased , late member of

Div No. 820 , Union City, N. J .; cause ,

Cerebral Apoplexy 100.00

Disability Benefits

Byron W. Folmsbee, member of Div . No.

304, Glens Falls , N. Y ; cause , Varicose

Veins 800.00

Milton E. Daniel , member of Div. No. 732 ,

Atlanta , Ga; cause, ran into a freight

train and sustained compound fracture of

left leg , causing total disability. 500.00

Lafayette Claybrooks , member of Div . No.

497 , Pittsburg, Kansas ; cause , Right leg

crushed while adjusting draw bars be

tween two 800.00

John B. O'Connell, member of Div. No.

801 , Altoona, Pa.; Car jumped

track ; he was thrown out , striking on rail ;
left leg being broken below knee and knee

also broken 300.00

William H. Ruel , member of Div . No. 26 ,

Detroit , Mich .; cause, Accident - cutting

nose in car when trying to prevent acci

dent and other injuries .
800.00

Old Age Benefits

Silas G. Baxter, member of Div. No. 26 ,
$ 800.00

Detroit, Mich ,
Matthew V, Hines , member of Div. No. 192 ,

800.00
Oakland, Calif .

George Ambrose, member of Div. No. 241 ,
800.00

Chicago , 111 .
Patrick D. Gavin , member of Div. No , 241 ,

800.00

Chicago, Ill.
Andrew Johnson, member of Div . No. 241 ,

800.00

Chicago, III .
Michael Goertz, member of Div . No. 308 ,

800.00

Chicago, In .
Joseph B. Kent , member of Div . No. 19,

800.00

Colorado Springs, Colo .

$ 52,500.00

Total

150.00

600.00

800.00

800.00 cars

cause ,

800.00

800.00

325.00

800.00

100.00
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Disbursements from the Death , Disability

and Old Age Benefit Fund during the month

of September, 1925 , were made to bene .

ficiaries on claims as follows:

Death Benefits

Louis G. Kramer, beneficiary , death claim of

Charles Kramer, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y .; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis... $ 800.00
Mabel Tuzzo , beneficiary, death claim of 0.

S. Tuzzo, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 582, Utica , N. Y.; cause , Tubercular

Meningitis . 800.00

Annie E. Tooker, beneficiary , death claim of

George F. Tooker, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 281 , New Haven, Conn.; cause,

Accident-Fracture of Skull and other in

juries from being struck by automobile . ... 500.00

Elizabeth Sweeney, beneficiary, death claim

of Eugene L. Sweeney, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 22, Worcester , Mass .;

cause, Ulcerative Colitis ...
400.00

Mrs. Frankie Quetschenbach , beneficiary ,

death claim of George C. Quetschenbach ,

deceased, late member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill.; cause, Accident-Shock and

Hemorrhage from being crushed between

two street cars .
800.00

Mrs. Kate Steres , beneficiary, death claim of

William Steres, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 627, Cincinnati , Ohio ; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis and Arterio ' Sclerosis 800.00

Mrs. Sophia Wolf, beneficiary , death claim of

Robert Wolf, deceased , late member of Diy.

No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Chronic

Nephritis .. 800.00

Mrs. Louis Grefford, beneficiary, death claim

of Louis Grefford , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 790, Montreal, Quebec; cause,

Double Pulmonary Congestion . 700.00
Mrs. Alice Miller, beneficiary, death claim of

Joel Swan Miller, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 805 , East St. Louis, Ill .; cause,

Fracture of Skull (Multiple) , Shock and
Hemorrhage from collision of street cars-

Accident . 800.00
Hattie De Bruhl, beneficiary , death claim of

George W. DeBruhl, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 128 , Asheville, N. C.; cause,

Gastritis complicated with Interstitial

Nephritis .. 800.00

Mrs. John H. Bayley, beneficiary, death claim

of John Herbert Bayley, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 333, Battle Creek , Mich .;

cause , Myocarditis.. 400.00

Ada B. Howell , beneficiary , death claim of

Israel Howell, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 540 , Trenton , N. J .; cause , Cere

bral Hemorrhage . 800.00
Laura M. Reed , beneficiary , death claim of

Irvin A. Reed , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 641 , Shamokin, Pa.; cause, Pneu
monia . 800.00

Mrs. Martha D. Bowdoin, beneficiary, death
claim of J. J. Bowdoin, deceased , late mem

berof Div . No. 595. Salem, N. H.; cause,

Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Mrs. Jane A. Saillant , beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph A. Saillant, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I .;

cause, Chronic Interstitial Nephritis and

Myocarditis .. 800.00

Gus. J. Bienvenu , financial secretary of Div.

No. 194, for beneficiaries, death claim of

S. J. Daunoy , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 194, New Orleans , La.; cause ,

Heart Lesion ... 800.00

Owen Lynch , financial secretary of Div. No.

580, for administrator of estate of de

ceased, for beneficiary, death claim of

Michael Connors, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 580, Syracuse , N. Y.; cause ,

Pneumonia .. 300.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 241 , for beneficiaries, death claim
of Martin McNamara , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Kerins , beneficiary , death
claim of Thomas Kerins, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;
cause , Endocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Ella Smith, beneficiary , death claim of

Charles Lemke, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Organic

Heart Disease . 800.00

Mrs. Mary E. Lynaugh. beneficiary, death

claim of Michael Lynaugh, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Il.;

cause, Organic Heart Disease . 800.00
Margaret J. Hood, beneficiary , death claim of

Harry E. Hood, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Hyper.

trophy of Prostate and Chronic Infectious

Nephritis
800,00

Mrs.Mary Grace, beneficiary , death claim of

John Grace, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Pulmonary
Tuberculosis .

800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div, No._241, for beneficiaries, death claim

of John J. Fick , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Myo

carditis ,
800.00

Cora D. Swartz, beneficiary, death claim of

Michael M. Swartz, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 184, Williamsport, Pa.; cause ,
Pernicious Anaemia ...

100.00
Elizabeth M. Palvey , beneficiary, death claim

of William J. Palvey, deceased . late mem

ber of Div, No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause ,

Pyo - Pneumo Thorax with Broncho Pneu
monia 700.00

Mrs. Annie McCarthy, beneficiary, death

claim of Christopher McCarthy, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 235. Brockton ,

Mass.; cause , Heart Trouble .... 800.00

Mary E. A. Parkhurst, beneficiary , death

claim of James J. Shields, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 618, Providence , R. I .;

cause, Cancer of Osophagus. 800.00

Sarah McCormick, beneficiary, death claim of

Walter J. McCormick , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 618, Providence, R. I.;

cause, Accident -- Skull Fracture from being

thrown from a Tower wagon while at work ,

also Meningitis 100.00

Cora Maud Ferrell, beneficiary, death claim

of Charles L. Ferrell , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 889, Salem , Ore .; cause,

Obstruction of Bowels .. 600.00

Miss Jessie Fraser , executrix of will of de .

ceased , for beneficiary, death claim of John

Fraser, deceased , late member of Div . No.

113. Toronto , Ont.; cause, Cerebral Hem
orrhage . 800.00

Charlotte McKinley, beneficiary, death claim

of Willia rn McKinley, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 113 , Toronto, Ont .; cause,

Angina Pectoris 700.00

Mrs.Jennie C. Esputa. beneficiary, death
claim of George F. Esputa, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 689 , Washington , D.

C .; cause, Angina Pectoris.. 800.00

Mrs.' Katharine T. Bransfield, beneficiary,

death claim of Wm. J. Bransfield , deceased.
late member of Div. No. 589 , Boston ,

Mass .; cause, Fractured Skull from being
struck by an automobile . 150.00

Mrs. Mary Sheehan , beneficiary, death claim

of John Sheehan, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause, Cere

bral Hemorrhage... 800.00

Mrs. Nettie Harrison , beneficiary, death claim

of William Henry Harrison, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 134, New Westminster,

B. C .; cause , Locomotor Ataxia... 800.00

Louise Furber, beneficiary , death claim of

Joseph H. Furber, deceased, late member
of Div. No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.; cause,

Abscess of Brain following Carbuncle of

Lip ... 500.00

Emma Corey, beneficiary, death claim of Wal

ter W. Corey , deceased , late member of
Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Neph

ritis and Myocarditis... 300.00

Mrs. Nellie K. Simonson , beneficiary, death

claim of J. K. Simonson, deceased , late

Member at large, at International Office,
Detroit, Mich.; cause , Chronic Valvular
Heart Disease ... 500.00

Sarah A. Smith , beneficiary, death claim of F.

W. Smith , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 256 , Sacramento , Calif . ; . use , Ex

haustion of acute mental disease . 800.00

Anna Walker, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles N. Walker, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 524 , Oskaloosa , Iowa ; cause,
Acute Entero -Colitis ... 800.00

Mrs. Jennie Watkins, beneficiary, death claim

of Llewellyn R. Watkins, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 433. Lansford, Pa. ,

cause , Angina Pectoris (Heart trouble ).... 700.00
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F. H. Wilson , financial secretary of Div. No.

235, for beneficiary, death claim of Stephen

Fitzpatrick , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 235 , Brockton, Mass .; cause, Suicide

by hanging while despondent.. 800.00

Mrs. Richard T. McCleary , beneficiary, death

claim of Richard Thomas McCleary, de

ceased, late member of Div . No. 790,

Montreal, Que.; cause , Oedema of Lungs .. 300.00

Mrs. Josephine Rell, beneficiary, death claim
of Franche Reli (Frank Relle ), deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Furey, beneficiary , death claim of

Henry Purey, deceased , late member of

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Organic Heart
Disease 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Scholtus, beneficiary , death

claim of John Scholtus, deceased , late mem
ber of Div , No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Carcinoma of Stomach .. 250.00

Mrs. Mary Roll, beneficiary, death claim of

Jacob R. Roll, deceased , iate member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Organic

Heart Disease . 800.00

Disability Benefit

G. M. Weeks, member of Div . No. 577,

Augusta, Ga.; cause , While attempting to

board street car , missed his step, struck leg

on edge of step above ankle, wlch has

caused permanent disability .
800.00

Old Age Benefit

Henry Burgo, member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, il 800.00

Steve Colier , member of Div. No. 241 , Chi

cago, Ill ... 800.00

John McCafferty, member of Div . No. 241 ,
Chicago, Ill .. 800.00

By Div. No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y.

WHEREAS, the Supreme Ruler in his infinite wis

dom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst

our late Brother George Blosser , and we have not

only lost a good and worthy brother, but a faithful

worker ; and, while we know that mere words cannot

alleviate the grief and sorrow of those who were near

him ; therefore , be it

RESOLVED , That Division No. 623, in regular

meeting assembled, extends to the bereaved family our

heartfelt sympathy in this their sad bereavement, and
be it further

RESOLVED, That the Charter of Division No. 623

of A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a

period of thirty days ; and that a copy of these reso.

lutions be sent to the bereaved family ; that they be

spread upon the minutes of this meeting and a copy

sent to the Motorman and Conductor for publication.

WHEREAS, the Supreme Ruler in his infinite wis .

dom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst
our late

BROTHERS OTTO CONRAD DREHER and ED .

W LAV and we have not only lost good

and worthy brothers , but faithful workers, and, while

we know that mere words cannot alleviate the grief

and sorrow of those who were near them, therefore,

be it

RESOLVED, That Division No. 623, in regular

meeting assembled , extend to the bereaved families

our sympathy in this their sad bereavement , and be

it further.

RESOLVED , That the Charter of Division No. 623

of A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a

period of thirty days ; and that a copy of these seso

lutions be sent to the bereaved families , that they

be spread upon the minutes of this meeting and a

copy sent to the Motorman and Conductor for pub .

lication .

JOHN B. KOLB,

C. F. CONROY ,

VINCENT TUERO,

By Div. No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y.

WHEREAS , the Supreme Ruler in his infinite wis .

dom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst

our late Brothers Charles Kramer, Peter Metzinger,

Hugh Reavey , Otto Dreher and Edward Laverey, and

we have not only lost some good and worthy brothers,
but faithful workers , and , while we know that mere

words cannot alleviate the grief and sorrow of those
who were near them ; therefore , be it

RESOLVED, That Division No. 623, in regular

meeting , assembled, extend to the bereaved families our

heartfelt sympathy in this their sad bereavement, and
be it further

RESOLVED , That the Charter of Division No. 623

of A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a

period of thirty days ; and that a copy of these reso

lutions be sent to the bereaved family ; that they be

spread upon the minutes of this meeting and a copy

sent to the Motorman and Conductor for publication.

JOHN B. KOLB ,

C. F. CONROY .

VINCENT TUERO,

Committee.

Total.. $ 35,200.00

IN MEMORIAM

By Div. 240, Chelsea Mass .

Whereas , Our Heavenly Father , in His infinite
mercy and wisdom , has called to his eternal home

our late brother , William Cassidy, in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal brother, from the
community, a loyal citizen , and from the home a
loving son and brother, Therefore, we trust that

he has entered into the reward that is rightfully his,

one who has been a faithful member since the insti.
tution of this Local Division , and as & token of
Our esteem .. be it .

Resolved . That we, the members of Local Division

240, A , A. of S and E. R. E. of A, in our regular

session assembled on this, the 8th day of December,

1925, extend our heartfelt sympathy and consolation

to the bercaved family , and be it further

Resolved That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for thirty

days, and copies of these resolutions be spread on

our minutes of this Division , and a copy sent to

the bereaved family and published in theMotorman

and Conductor, our official journal.

AUSTIN J. FLAHERTY,

JAMES J. M. CARROŃ,

R. J. COPITHORNE,

By Div . 240 , Chelsea , Mass.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom , has called to his eternal home

our late brother, Patrick O'Leary, in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal brother, from the

community, a loyal citizen, and from the home a

loving brother therefore, we trust that he has en

tered into the reward that rightfully is his , one who

has been a faithful member of this Local Division ,

and asa token of our esteem , be it further

Resolved . That we, the members of Local Division
240 , A. A. of St , and E. R. E. of A. In our session

assembled on this, the 8th day of December, 1925,

extend our heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the
bereaved family, and be it further

Resolved, That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother ,our charter be draped for thirty

days, and copies of these resolutions be spread on
our minutes of this Division and a copy sent to the

hereaved family , and publishedin the Motorman and
Conductor , our official journal.

AUSTIN J. FLAHERTY ,

JAMES J. M. CARRON

R. J. COPITHORNE .

By Div . No. 966, Fort William , Ont.

WHEREAS, It has pleased the Divine Ruler of the

universe to suddenly take from our midst our dear

brother James Grant Johnson , causing us to lose a

loyal and true comrade and his family a kind and

lving husband and father ; therefore , be it

RESOLVED , That we, the members of Division

966 , A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A., in regular meet .

ing assembled, extend to the family of our late brother

our most heartful sympathy in their time of sorrow ,

and assure them that we mourn with them the loss

of their loved one ; and , be it further

RESOLVED, That as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days and a copy of these resolutions
he sent to the bereaved family, published in the

Motorman and Conductor and entered in our minutes

JAMES DOUGLAS ,

President ;

A. JOHNSON
Rec. Secy .;

G. A. LAMBERT,

Financial Secy .
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GET TOGETHER MEETING PLANNED

Battle Creek , Mich . - We of Division No. 333 held

a regular meeting Dec. 8, at which we elected of

ficers for the year 1926. Brother James E. Merrill,

former president , was elected president; Brother Roy

Bowers, secretary -treasurer; and Brother Irving Peck ,

vice - president.

We voted to have a get - together meeting at

first regular meeting in January. By the way we

will have some feed to go with this get- together

meeting. Our worthy cook and superintendent of

banquets, Brother Hendricks , will have charge of

the affair. It will be directed under the slogan of

President -elect Merrill, which is— " Feed the beast;

then tame him ." We hope to have some good speak .
ers at this meeting.

So far this winter we have had very little snow .

Our cars have experienced very little difficulty. We

hope it may be this way all winter .

Brother Fred Richardson made his annual hunting

trip up north and came back with a buck - a big

one, at that. There are several rumors-- some say

Rich shot it ; others say he ran it down . Yet there

are some who believe he bought it, as they hold

that it was impossible for him to have nerve steady

enough to hold a gun, as he formerly worked a

Puddle Jumper . You tell them , Rich , and tell them

on the square.

Brother Crickmore has returned to the service, after
90 days leave of absence . He failed to get married.

He just went home to see his folks. Howabout that

straw hat he wears ?

Brother Frank Sleight continues on the farm. Yes ,

we have union farmers .

Brother John Clark has been on the sick list , but

tries to work when he can and don't miss any of

our union meetings, if it is possible for him to be

there . We hope for his early recovery .

Our extra men are not working as strong as they

might , dueto no sickness in ourranks and no snow

to fight . Brothers, be patient. Let's hope for bet

ter days .
Brothers , union men are known to do their task

right. Let's follow that slogan by avoiding acci

dents and avoiding injuring the equipment on
slippery rails , which we will now have until spring .

Serve the public as a servant should . We are serv .

ants , hired by the company, but to serve the public ,

and we are the ones to do our best .

Yes, Old Man Newman has finally laid away his

straw cap for the winter .
333 .

.

the

.
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OLD LOCAL TAKES NEW LIFE

new

Winnipeg, Man . - Well, boys , your Local Division ,

old Div . 99, met in the Labor Temple November 11 .
There appeared several members. Welcome,

brothers, welcome . We sure had a great meeting.

We also had nomination and election of officers .

There were but few changes in our office staff and
Executive Board .

We are pleased to see that the boys are beginning

to turn out to the meetings and it puts pep in the

officers.

Brother I Lizette still holds the chair and Brother

Cheadle Blimme retains his position as business

agent.

We were paid a visit by General Executive Board

Member Fred A. Hoover and we were glad to hear

that the canary arrived home sale with Brother

Hoover. There are many more canaries in Winnipeg
that need catching.

We were pleased to see the old charter renovated .

I think Brother Blimme has something under his

hat, or he never would have gotten it all cleaned up .

Now , boys , don't forget that your meetings are

held the second Wednesday of each month . By, re .

ports , there will be lots doing and each one of us

can do our bit.

Atta boy ! Brother Henley - also Brothers Forest

and Ray Davey, bring them in . Some workers, these
brothers. Each of us should show the same spirit.

We hope, Brother Parkinson, that you are getting
the Motorman and Conductor every month. Watch

99. Things are coming our way , according to the

buttons I can see in the hats of some of the boys.

boys , distribute the applications. Brother

Cheadle will be only too pleased to hand you out
more forms . We hope to see all new members at .

tend meetings.

If any of the boys have anything for the Motorman

and Conductor, Ole Bill will be only too pleased to
forward it on .

Brother Sherring, we hear, is getting into shape

for the snow -sweeper, and Brother Rust is figuring

how he can get one fixed to the bus.

Now , boys, let's all try and be at ſuture meetings.

OLE BILL

Now

Division 846 extends sympathy to Bro . Fred Rich
ardson in the recent death of his father . A wreath

was sent to the funeral .

At our meeting on Nov. 5th the members decided

to have printed a number of cards of condolence,

which are to be sent to a brother when any member

or relative of a brother's family dies ,
Brothers , eggs are cheap in Port Colborne . Bro .

Warner attends that market every Saturday. Avery

says they are fresh ones, too .

Passeiger: " How long will the next car be, con

ductor ? "

Cond. Pete Howitt: " About the same length as

this one , lady. "

Passenger on Car 66 : “ Does this car always make

this noise , conductor ? "

Cond. Art Adams: " Not when it's in the barn ,

lady ."

Manager to Prospective (' onductor : " If you were

going up a steep grade and the car started to run

backwards , what would you do ? "

New Man: “ Run and change the destination sign."
Brother Cheshire has now become a radio fan. The

first night he got Chicago on the stove pipe.

Brother Wedow slipped one over on the boys. He

got married, We wish him good luck , as he will

need it from now on . But , Dave, it is not too late .

for the cigars . His conductor, Bro . Whetson . just

looked at him the first day he came back to work

and knew right away that he was married.

No. 36 Henry street was the scene of a surprise

party on the night of Nov. 17th , when many friends

of Brother Bill Wilson gathered to celebrate his
birthday. Local 846 was well represented.

Brothers , get ready for the races on the Welland

Line . Bro . Hunt says he will win any day if you
just give him a 60 -type car. Bill does not like the

80 - type cars . We wonder why ?

Bro. Gallagher changed cars on Thanksgiving Day

and forgot his coffee -pot. He had to borrow Bro .

Pink's at Barnsdale . " Bunch " believes in collecting

ſares the old way .

Art Chater was heard singing the same old song ,

" I'm coming, I'm coming, although I may be slow ,
I'll be a member of 846 before we get the snow .

During the month of November , Train No. 70 from

Port Dalhousie carries boxes of fresh herrings being
sent to New York City. Brother Pink has named

this train " The Cisco Limited.”

We are all pleased to see Brother " Dave" Evans
back to work again . He underwent an operation

a short while ago .

The schedule of rehabilitation work on our city

lines has been concluded for this year, and operation

will be resumed in April. The new loop is now in

operation , with five divisions using it. Yes , boys,

the new loop is fine. Now , with care, we can keep

the car on time , as at James St. we have no wait.

How can we blame the other fellow for being late ?

The Terminal car attempted to loop the loop twice

on the first day . Ero. Tom Crozier says he didn't

know how many times he was to go round. Also ,

he is having a sheath made to carry the switch iron
like a sword. He turns nine switches every trip .

Others say the loop is just like going around Bro.
Timmie O'Mara.

In conclusion, brothers , let me remind you that

next month is nomination and election of officers for

the ensuing year. Everybody get out and vote , and

what about a sick benefit fund ? This is a necessity .

I trust the new officers for 1926 will endeavor to

get one started on Jan. Ist . PINKIE .

LOOK FORWARD TO SATISFACTORY

AGREEMENT

a

we are

and we are

that our

St. Catharines, Ont.-The regular meetings of Lo

cal 846 for November were held on the 5th and 12th ,
with fair number in attendance . We are now

giving our mind to the obtaining of a new agree

able and satisfactory agreement, in which

asking for our old rate of wages back again and

free transportation , with improved clauses pertaining

to working conditions, At this time we have noth

ing further to report, except that the expiration of

the necessary thirty days notice is near at hand,
all looking forward to a satisfactory

agreement, as by agreement small things grow ; by
discord great things go to pieces.

Division 846 has been taking a tonic . It is getting

stronger every day . At our November meetings we

initiated five men into our Local , one being an ex

member, Brother Tom Crozier. The others are Broth

ers W. Irwin , H. M. Smith and two brothers from

the Niagara Falls , Ont . , division of our property ,
Brothers Morrison and Dyer. Right here we say

in Niagara Falls are beginning to

realize that there is freedom through organization ,

and that labor has a bitter root, but a sweet taste .

If organized, never is work without reward, or re
ward without work , So , brothers, remember there

is always victory where there is unanimity. The
brothers who have joined us within the past three

months, as well as all other members,arereminded
that loyalty in attendance at the meetings of your

Every meeting is of suprenie
importance and you should bethere as often as pos.

sible. Let's, then, be loyal to our work , loyal to

our Local, loyal to our meetings, loyal to our fellow
workmen and loyal to ourselves. For, when we lose

loyalty for our meeting, there will be nothingworth

while living for, as the joy of being organized shall

have gone out of life and the right of collective

bargaining will ultimately disappear from the face

Members present at our meeting of Nov. 12th were

delighted to see Brothers Caughill, Warner and Culp

Have the " ponies " stopped running

men

PLAN OYSTER SUPPER

Local is important.

Muscatine, iowa-Div . No. 599 held a regular meet
ing November 28 . Officers for the year 1926 were

ominated. It was decided to give an oyster supper
at our next meeting. Brother Harry Steveson ad .

vised the use of the large type of bowls .
Brother Ed . Springborn is back at work . He had

the unisfortune of sustaining a fracture of his ſore

arm while cranking his tin Lizzie .

Brother H. J. Lange has changed his whim on the

California trip and purchased a grocery truck .

Brother N. F. Dillon has announced that the This
teenth Annual Dance will be held at Joose Hall,

February 16 .

Brother Fred Rick is now the proud driver of a

new Buick . It makes Brother Dillou's car look cheap.

Brother H. Greenwall is an indefinite fishing

trip, due to his indigestion . COR , M. F. D.

of the earth .

on

in
attendance ,
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ually looking after your interests . They can, in the

proper place, generally give a good account of their

stewardship

It is also well to remember that " The Union " you

hear so often spoken about is made up of a number

of men , plus or minus yourself. BERT.

Post
be very

was a

BROWER ELECTED PRESIDENT

Gloversville, N , Y.-A meeting of the members of

Division No. 925 of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E.

of A. was held December 10, being called together
at 8 p . m . in the Benefit Association Rooms. At

this meeting we clected officers for the year 1926 ,

as follows: President, Asa Brower of Johnstown ;

vice-president, Wm . Abel; recording secretary, Ward

Abel ; financial secretary treasurer, J. S. Ostrander:

corresponding secretary , Wm . N. Ferguson ; execu

tive board , Asa Brower , Wm . Jackson, Wm. Rose ,

J. D. Henry, George Putnam, Fred Selmser; warden ,

Fred Dye ; sentinel , Carl Wolghmuth.

Our president-elect may possibly be remembered

by delegates who attended the Nineteenth Conven .
tion in Montreal, Quebec. Brother Brower repre

sented Div . No. 925 in that convention and brought

back to us a glowing report of the convention, both
in a business and social way . On his return from

the convention he stopped at Ottawa , Ont., where

he met the officers and members of Div . No. 279,

as well as General Executive Board Members Allen

H. Burt of Salt Lake City , Utah , and Fred Hoover

of Vancouver, B. C. He was favorably impressed

with his visit in the Canadian provinces and with

the convention. He is the man who will be at the

helm of Div . No. 925 throughout the year 1926, which

assures the members and the employing property

that employment relations will be reasonably fair.

At our election meeting there were in attendance

several members of Div . No. 923, Amsterdam , N. Y,

These two locals are associated ' by being employed
upon the same employing property . We trust that

Div. No. 923 will install a correspondent for the

year 1926 , that our general membership may be im .

pressed that there is an Amsterdam in New York
State . Amsterdam is entitled to be known gen

erally to the membership. The name originated long

before it was adopted on the American continent as

thename of an important industrial community. We

of Gloversville are rather proud of Amsterdam and

trust it may be heard from each month , through
the M and C. , in the future . Div . No. 923 is also

entitled to that representation, but it is up to the

members to elect a correspondent. We were pleased

to have the boys with us at our meeting and hope

that a mutual exchange of visits may continue.
At the conclusion of the business of the election

meeting we enjoyed a smoker. A luncheon

served. Music was furnished by Richard Henry's

Orchestra:

Div . No. 925 extends greetings of the season to all

sister locals. W. N. FERGUSON , Cor .

ELE
we

The opening up of Pharaoh's tomb may

useful and interesting to the historians and others,

but it is a little far fetched when the craze for
digging up relics disturbs the slumbers of a few

street car men, and a couple of outsiders, so much

that they have to unearth that corpse called " Cana .

dian Union ,” that as far as street car men are con .

cerned was buried and not embalmed for its preser .

vation over four years ago in Toronto . However,

I suppose the foolish, like the poor , will always be

among us, and will need our sympathy as well as

our protection. And we certainly do sympathize with
them in their recent stunt, especially when they

cannot get the support of their officers, who see fit

to stay on their car and work , whilst an electrician

and a printer come in and tell the car men what is

best for their interests .

And it becomes almost amusing when one hears of

the stuff ( or guff ) that was handed out to those

present, of course , to be fair to the speakers brought

in from the outside. The size of the meeting may

have upset their line of thought. The sight of 25

at one meeting, to hear all about the benefits of

their l'nion smashing campaign , no doubt

shock to them . But it hardly excuses them for

stretching their imaginations so far as they did ,

according to reports, in telling those present that

various officials of the T. T. C. had promised them

so many things, when the truth of the matter is ,

those officials have told your officers, times with

out number, that they have never had dealings

with them .

And it is somewhat surprising to learn that an
organization whose main claim to existence is to

teach us to be real Canadians, can only offer our

members as an inducement to leave the Interna .

tional, the same death benefits , etc. , are now

receiving , and that only on condition we can pass a

medical examination . Pretty tough on those Cana

dians who have stood the hardships of our country

and our occupation , who have struggled to raise
families in this country, and did their share in

building up the country , and also our street

conditions.

But even worse on those who went overseas , and

fought for the country these “ gentry ” hold

dear, that they , at this late date, should be told :

" If you are fit , we will take you in ." “ Take you

in ," is right, but our men are not so easily " taken
in ." Neither are they so easily led away by this

false cry of patriotism . We take second place to

none as true citizens of our country , but we are not

so bigoted or so narrow that those who would break

up our organizations, tear down our affiliations , etc. ,
can do so at their will.

We have yet to be shown that breaking down the

ties of fellowship with our next door neighbors, lay

ing ourselves open for the onslaughts of capital from

almost every country, paying our money into a pri

vate insurance company directed by those interested

in all kinds of international wage cutting campaigns,

etc. , is preferable to continuing our association with
our fellows in the U. S. We are carrying at cost

price a fund that will provide for our families at

death ourselves in old age , or accident . Our

present organization will also build up , instead of

tear down the wages and working conditions of the

street car men and others all over this continent .

It will do more to build up society and bring about

harmony and contentment among peoples than any

body of directors of a private insurance concern , or
Manufacturers' Association .

Whether it be " purely '' ? Canadian or openly In

ternational, I have taken the liberty to write this ,

this month, to let those of our members who do not

attend the meetings know just what is going on.

It is regretable they do not come to those meet .
ings oftener. Simply paying your dues , or attend

ing a mass meeting just before an agreement, does

not fulfill all the duties of a Union man. There are

the regular , ordinary meetings, held twice a month ,

for the purpose of doing regular business. Your

duty is to attend these mcetings at least once in a

while , get acquainted with your fellow employees,

discuss with them your blessings and your troubles

and help build up in your midst an organization
such as you would have it .

Remember, also, that your officers, although they

do not make much noise around the barn, are us

car

so

was

LET'S TRY

or

on we to a

Wheeling W. Va.-Well , sir , the last meeting of

Local 103 was a humdinger. We had all the way to

seven members at the first meeting, and sixteen at

the second. Of course I am referring to the Wheel.

ing end of the meetings , and the upper end was at .

tended poorly ; and this reminds me of a
statement

made not so long ago by one of our greatest states

men , to the effect that , “ People would rather go to

war than go to a lodge, and would rather go to hell

than go to church , and they were going there on

high speed." Doesn't it appear by the quotation

above that we had better try and go in low speed

our meeting days , so that can stcer

certain doorway on the third Thursday of each

month ? Let's try , anyway , and see what becomes

of our good old Local .

Even if our last meeting was a humdinger; it was

interesting while it lasted .
Bro. Charles Bowery has had a streak of rather

bad luck , Besides having a youngster sick the

brother had to " bust" a kneecap, which incapaci

tated him for about two months. He is back

work again and we are glad to see him there on

the platform .

Bro. Ford Moore hurt his back a few weeks ago,

which has laid him up for awhile, but we hope by

the time he reads this he will be back to work again .

J. D. M.

at
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Day Foreman Tom Taskers continues on the sick

ELECT OFFICERS FOR NEW YEAR Brother Ed. Herman is undecided on buying a car .

Former Inspector Merriman of O'Neil, Neb. , was

Paterson , N. J.- The November meeting of Div . No.
recently in town for a few days . He is in the pop

822 was of a lively charter . That was to be expected and soda business in O'Neil.

in considering the important business on the agendum , Brother Andy Johnson is off with a cold .

The most important subject before the members was Brother Pat O'Brien is again on the job, after a

the election of Executive Board members. The con brief illness , as is Brother Tom Morris, who suffered

fidence of the meeting was expressed by the re-elec injuries from being hit by a truck .

tion of Brothers Wm . Conlon, D. Harrow , A. Mc:
Brother John Mopps is busy with a punch -board.

Dermott and Henry Stockard. They have given long Why not try one for the Trades Assembly and help

and faithful service to our local. . The only change those who try to help us ?

made on the board was the election of Brother J. J.
Pete Storm is helping Si Peters on the express car.

Scanlon , Lakeview , to succeed Brother George Betts.
Brother Frank Matz recently enjoyed a needed va .

cation .
Our popular president, Harry Jones, outlined the

chief items of business transacted at the convention Brother Earl Garnett does the lettering for the

held in Montreal. The most important item was the
Social Committee.

necessity to raise the dues, and after hearing his very
Our first entertainment of the season-a basket

explicit explanation, a resolution passed to raise our
social-was a huge success . Mrs. Dunn won the head

dues to $ 2.00 per month, commencing Jan. 1 , 1926 .
prize for the ladies and Mrs. Waples the booby prize.

This was unanimously adopted. Mr. Haels got the head prize for the gents and Mr.

Palmer the booby. President Woodward was rather

Another old friend who addressed the members of
ungallant and beat Mrs. James on the all - cut prize.

our local was Brother Appleton , our energetic business Brother Weber bought his usual number of baskets .

3gent. Brother Appleton spoke chiefly on the work Brother Earl Garnett was the crier . Brother Haeis

of the union from its inception to date and the hard voice was croaked , so he did little talking that eve .

ships and efforts put forth in the interest of the ning.
union . Our sincere hope is that the doubting Brother C. W. Bern is recovering from sickness .

Thomasas and after -meeting orators may take to
Brother Hall seems more natural since he got his

heart his remarks and the benefit of them . furnace fixed.

After long and faithful service with our Company,
What helps the company , helps us , so we are in for

Brothers Ike Farber and Alec McKenzie were this the franchise.

month placed on the pension list . May God spare Have you seen Mr. Jamz trying to look out the

them to enjoy years of well - earned ease . storm windows ? His face looks good in a frame.

Brothes Spangler joined the band of benedicts dur. COR. 779 .
ing November and we wish him all the happiness

possible and may all his troubles be little ones . NOMINATE SAME STAFF OF OFFICERS
COR. 822 .

Mansfield , Ohio .-- Div . No: 389 met Saturday night,
ELECTION RESTORES OLD OFFICERS November 28 , with a goodly number present . Nom

ination of officers occurred , and we nominated the

same old staff of officers for the coming year . After

Sioux City , lowa - Div . No. 779 held her annual all local officers were attended to, we retired to the
election of officers December 9, Officers elected were

as follows : President , H. T. Woodward ; Vice -Presi
banquet hall and partook of an elaborate lunch pre

dent , Walter Noyes; Financial Secretary - Treasurer,
pared by Dusty Rhodes, which means that the lunch

M. R. Boughton ; Recording Secretary, A. T. Day ;
was assuredly good,

Correspondent, M.R. Boughton ; Conductor, Thomas
It would be a crime to publish the number of rab

Lyons; Sentinel, J. C. Dunn ; Warden , Thomas bits some of our hunting brothers " almost" shot dur.

Cameron ; Business Agent, J. D. Griffin ; Executive
ing the first few days of the hunting season .

Brother George Remer is in a critical condition and
Board, H. T. Woodward, 'o . L. Barboe, L. E. Gar .

nett, J. D. Griffin, FredLoetz, Roy Stewart; Trades
iit is reported that he is about to lose his eyesiight .
Brother Charles Oswalt is still using his crutches .

and Labor Assembly Delegates, M. R. Boughton,

J. D. Griffin , H. T. Woodward. President Woodward
All seem concerned over the rumor that our Com

and most of the old officers were re - elected .
pany intends taking off two runs from the Shelby
interurban line the first of the year. This means

Should any of our members know of a run upon that at least two crews will be forced back on the city

which Brother Joe Smith has not made a bid , please lines, necessitating, a radical change. All we can do
have it posted , so he can try it out at the next is wait and see what the outcome may be.

Brother Smith wishes to try them all. The report of our financial secretary indicates a

Then he will be qualified to advise the rest of us . healthy financial condition of Div . No. 389 with which

Brothes Woodward reported having a wonderful trip to start the new year.

to Montreal , where he represented Div . No. 779 at We wish every local of our Association and the

the International Convention. He spoke wonderfully membership a Merry Christmas and Prosperous New

of the entertainments given by the Montreal dele Year .

gates, as well as success of the Convention . COR.389.

Brother A. J. Weber recently enjoyed a vacation

of severaldays. He missesthe good eats since he THE OPEN SHOP
returned .

Brother Weeks says he will not try to stop iny By J. A. Spencer
more Fords. He is again back at work. The open shop is the place , alas ,
Brother Tom Morris was recently hit by a truck, You find employed the working ass.

which resulted in his being taken to a hospital. His head is weak ; his back is strong ;

Brothers Tripp and Keyser believein being fair to His pay is short ; his hours long.
hunters. Theywill shootbut one duck, goose He's " independent,” yes, of course ;
rabbit on their hunting trips. So is the meek , down broken horse.

Our snow -plow has already had a work out. Poor chump ! He cannot realize

Be sureand sell a punch -board, boys, and help a Employers even him despise .

He's satisfied and well content
We were pleased to see so many out at our last So long as he can pay the rent.

It shows that the boys are interested in
what their officers are trying to do.

Thats good enough for such a jay ,

And unto himself you'll hear him say :

Brothers Woodward , Griffin and Weber acted as

Community Fund solicitors for our company.
" No labor union goes for me,

For I am independent, you see."
Brother R. V. Campbell has an addition to his

Congratulations.
Employers pat him on the back

Brother Newell was out at the last meeting , and
And urge along the braying jack .

will try the punch -board and carnival proposition. An open shop is where you find

We should boost this enterprise, as it is for a good The backward type of humankind

Of being " free" he likes to blow

Brothers Nelson and Bags are back at work.
As he tries to reap where others

Brother Frank Hart has again come infor the win .
He furthers sweatshops, brings disease

ter. It_is hard for him to stay away. And pads he wears upon his knees .

If he has brains they're not on top,

Sustainer of the open shop.

sign -up.

Or

good cause.

meeting

family.

cause .

Sow.
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PASSING YEAR BROUGHT RESULTS

Windsor, Ont.-- It is some time since Div . No. 616

appeared in our journal. Brother W. O'Hara, our

retiring secretary treasurer , asked me to help him

out in the matter and of course I have been some.

what lax. We ask pardon of the members for the

absence of our monthly contribution.

In sending contributions to the magazine, the mem .

bers can assist in no small way by handing to the
correspondent a note of any incident or joke of

interest to our fellow workers. What we like to

hear best of all is good news .

The year 1925 has been one of the best years in

the history of old 616. Work has ben fairly plenti

ful , despite the fact that we have a large spare

iist . We have lost not a member by death this

year and those of us who have suffered through

sickness have been assisted financially, thanks to

the kindness and generosity of the more fortunate

members who have enjoyed good health .

At our last wage agreement we received an in .

crease of 2 cents per hour. It was argued by some

of our members that we hold out for 5 cents .

all agreed that it was not much, but it was a step

in the right direction - something we had not en .

joyed for four or five years. It reflected credit on
our agreement committee . On first ballot the offer

was not accepted, but upon advice of our Inter

national President W. D. Mahon, the second ballot
was taken , which was almost unanimous to accept
the 2 cents per hour. We take pleasure in thanking
President Mahon for his timely advice and as
sistance in our negotiations with the management.

The committee handling the agreement was President
George Bennett, Financial SecretaryW. O'Hara .

Recording Secretary Jazzy " Scott and Board Mem
bers Sheardown and Tanguay.

At our last meeting we held nomination of offi

Some were elected by acclamation . Several

new faces are nominated for Executive Board mem

bers and other officers. Elections took place at the

car barn , London street . Monday, December 7 . I

will later give the result of the election .

Brother " Dopey " Patrick's sleeping - in sickness

seems not to improve. We wonder if he remembers

what happened during the last sign -up, when he did

the usual . Ask Brothers George Scott, Bird, Ardern

and Yates . Willie sure got a rough time .

Brother Charles Chittle is the only member of

Div . 616 who can stand sitting. Dame Rumor has it

that Brother Charlie will assist the Good Fellows

this year .

Brothers Sheardown and Pollock report fine shoot

ing this fall. They recently returned with a fine

young buck from the wilds of Northern Ontario .

We kind of expected a venison supper. What say

the rest of the gang ?

We don't see much of Brother Tom Hicks since

he joined Brother Loop-Dennis on the late Bury

Run. We wonder if Tom finds his smokes in the

same old way .

During the past summer we enjoyed a series of

soft ball games at Wilson Park . Four teams. com
prising traction men , barn men , office staff , etc.

played . Some of us had never played ball before, but

all who played and those who watched got lots of

fun out of it. The Four -Point -Four played four games

and all of them . Brother Picard had the

strongest team , though it held all of the rest of the

teams up by taking four defeats out of four .

Well , brothers , this is about all for this month.

You will hear from yours truly in every issue of

the coming year.

Christmas will be upon us very soon. Speaking for

the members of 616 , I hope old Santa Claus will

be good and kind to every members of the Amal

gamated Association and his family. Merry Christ .

mas to all and a Happy New Year . 616.

Orleans, where he and First Vice -President Wm. B.

Fitzgerald were endeavoring to adjust some matters

that had arisen in Div . No. 194.
Brother Robert Birkholtz, blacksmith at the barn ,

who was recently operated on , will soon return to

work . He is about the sixth member that has en

dergone the knife this year, but fortunately all have

inade it fine .

Brother J. C. Agnew , our regular Chaplain , re

signed, and has leit the service of the company. He

is now located in Memphis , Tenn. Best wishes from

the membership went out for Brother Agnew's suc .

cess in his new abode.

Brother Otis Weaver was granted a three days'

suspension for failing to stop when trailing car 100

0. L. Gee has been called upon the red stool for

an explanation pertaining to his car.

The Broadmour extension has been in effect and the

cars are now making a fifteen minute headway from

the old turn - around at Gladstone.

We are reliably informed that there are now run
ning 35 jitneys on the Highland end of the Fair

Grounds line, and on other lines there is some com -

petition that makes a great inroad on
the com

pany's revenue. There is now at this time an ordi

nance being passed to regulate the operation of the

jitney by the city council . We hope to

unfair competition of jitneys against street cars set .

tled or eliminated, for it is evident that they are

sapping the life out of railway companies all over

the country , and , of course, that is a knock on our

jobs.

Hoping that a joyous Christmas will be enjoyed by

all carmen and that the New Year will be entered

into with bright prospects . COR . 558 .

UNIONISTS SHOULD BUY UNION RIDES

Pittsburg, Kan . - As our International Convention

is over and our representati
ve has returned and se

ported, I feel as though we have all received some

benefit from it .

We have a peculiar situation down here . We are

organized and enjoy a collective agreement with our

Company. Therefore , our Company is selling union

rides. Our Delegate reported that our International

Convention passed a resolution urging the members

to purchase union -made goods. That is right. But

right down here we havebus service that is selling

non - union rides . Are our associate unions buying

non -union rides when union rides are available ? It

is reported that many of our unionminers are riding

the non - union busses. Why ? It seems well that we

should ask the Mine Workers' Union. Maybe they

can explain . Anyhow , this is a question that we can

bring up in the Central Council.
Let's do it . No

member ofa union can pride himself as a good union

man who buys a non -union ride, when theunion ride

is available . The true union man should go a little

beyond that, and use his influence in the directionof

having, his family withhold their patronage from non

union busses. Organized labor should stand together.

This might well become a matter for the interna

tional unions. Our motto should be : “ United we

stand, divided we fall." COR . 497 .

RE -ELECT OLD OFFICER
S

Muskegon . Mich. The results in the election of

officers by Div . 777 for 1926 were as follows

Anderson , president , 1669 Ruddiman ; Henry San

ders , vice-president, R. No. 3 . N. Muskegon;

A. E. Ribble, business agent , 1683 Vernon Place ;

A. A. Jones, ' recording secretary, 2070 Torrent St.;

Chris Jensen, financial secretary, 852 Grand Ave.;

Perley Hall, treasurer , 894 Grand' Ave .; Henry Kops ,

warden ; A. A. Jones, corresponding secretary ,
We had a real good attendance at this meeting, duc

to the fact that we, or the boys, "expect someaction,
By what consideration was given Brother Pant after
23 years of service, we all know that under the pres .

ent administration none of our jobs are in any way

secure, only to the extent of friendship, or to bow

our heads as a vassal does .

any kind of free speech is denied or youwill be dis

This is a vicinity where

charged for insubordination .
Things are coming to the climax that has been

looked for by those
the ground and could see

things as they really are and have been .
777 still lives regardless for which we are thankful.

Mr. Steinwedell'assured " Ex.Bd. that there was
no intent to " break us, But he seems notto under .

stand .

won
Alfred

OLD YEAR PASSES

a

on

Shreveport, La . - Again will try and tell few

things that are happening in Division No. 558.

Another year is just about to pass , and when we

look back and see what has been accomplished in

the way of bettering working conditions, we feel

thankful for the victory that we won in an arbitration

on the wage question in the month of July .

Brother H. W. Robertson and family returned from

the nineteenth convention feeling fine and reported

a splendid time.
Brother J. B. Lawson has just returned from New

But Local

COR . 777.
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ENJOYING ANOTHER HOUR OF SLEEP
The weak union man is never tired of pointing out

the deficiencies in the system , but is only too glad to

hang around where union conditions exist . Such an

idea has a charitable flavor and odious to the ones

that keep the organization intact . Just as soon as

misfortune comes to the lame duck he gets in touch

with an active member and informis him that he was

always a believer in the union , but he quit because

so and so was an official. But so and so made the

thing go so that you could come back in the time

of need .

Some are discharged and just as soon as they can

get to the union office they are willing to join until

they are reinstated and then go back and keep knock .

ing.
Of course

we believe in protecting the weak and

defenseless, so we let them stay and give them a

short workday and good wages , and perhaps some

time they will become ashamed and join the union .

Well , this month is election of officers and men

that never attend the meetings are the most educated

ones in this line of business, and just now is a good
time to get wise. But if they worked from nine to

sixteen ours a day they would want the boss to come

through . But the union official is different. The

union man is the hardest employer .

COR. 587 .

MAINTAINING WELL

Ottawa, Ont.-Our fair city has been exceptionally

busy lately . We had our annual exhibition the latter

part of August . Also, the Dominion Trades Con .

gress was in convention here during the week of

Aug. 31 .

The brothers were all very much shocked when

they heard of the sudden death of one of our veteran

motormen, Brother Michael Young, Aug. 31. Brother

Young was on his run as usual all morning and had

just stepped off his car after being relieved for dinnet
when he took a weak turn and collapsed on the

street , Before medical aid could be summoned life

was extinct . He had the distinction of being the

second oldest motorman in the employ of the 0. E.

Ry . , having over thirty years service to his credit .

The funeral was attended by over 150 of the brothers

in full uniform , the officials of the company and a

large number of friends and acquaintances , which
showed the high esteem in which our late brother

was held . " Mick " , as he was known to the boys,

may have had a very blunt manner, but nevertheless
he was all man . Div . 279 extends sincere sympathy

to the bereaved family .

Brother A. A. Gibeault , President of Div . 591, Hull ,

Que . , paid us a friendly visit at our regular meeting

recently . Brother Gibeault tendered a short address,

which included some very good advice.

Brother George Maxwell , our delegate to the Do
minion Trades Congress, brought in a very complete

report at the regular meeting of Sept. 8 . He was
certainly on the job while the convention was in

session.

Brother Jack Lockerby is back on his run again

after spending a month renewing acquaintances in

the province of Quebec.

Fifth International Vice - President Fred A. Hoover

was in town during the week of Aug, 31 representing

the A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A , at the Dominion

Trades Congress. He also attended the funeral of

our late Brother Young on Sept. 2.

Brother George Coughlan was on the sick list , but
has recovered ,

The sympathy of the Division is extended to

Brothers fergus O'Connor, Joe Siguoin and Jack
Marks. Brother O'Connor's mother passed to the

great beyond recently, after a long period of illness .

Brother Siguoin lost his only baby boy, who was ill

only a few days. Brother Marks buried his brother

a lew days ago . He was employed as a lineman

and was instantly killed by coming in contact with a
live wire .

The construction work on the Lindenlea extension

is completed. The company has cars running over it.

Ottawa reverted back to standard time Sept. 27.

The brothers are enjoying that extra hour of sleep,
mornings now.-P. J. T.

San Jose, Calif.-- There is nothing unusual to re

port from Division No. 265 , but that we are doing

well and maintaining our nearly 100 per cent mem

bership .

We are compelled to announce that the young

daughter of our old member, Brother Charlie Mon

toya , departed this life some weeks since , to be with
her Maker. Our local forwarded a letter of con

dolence to the bereaved parents and a floral piece

was supplied at the funeral. The bereaved relatives
have our profound sympathy.

Usual vacations were enjoyed by the employes of

our railroad and their absence was rather straining

to the extra list . One of the superintendents said

they could not give a man a day off to go to his

own funeral. But the boys have returned from their

vacations, generally, and the situation is again nor .
mal.

Brother Pete Bayard some time since made a trip

to Los Angeles, where he reports having enjoyed

himself ,

Brother Melvin Smiley took six days off some

time since, touring the state with his machine; and

Brother J. W. Trousdell visited Mariposa County,

There are three Davises on our line , all of whom

are good members of Division No. 265 and good

carmen .

Wehave two Browns , George and W. H. , who are

good members and good carmen.

Brother W. Gemmel made Los Angeles during his

vacation trip .

Mr. Edwards and Mr. Burton stayed here and kept

the cars going while others played.

We are pleased to report that President R. J.

Jameson of our local has fully recovered from

period of blood poisoning, during which he suffered

severe pain in his arm .

COR . 265.

IS UNIONISM WORTH WHILE ?

#

ENJOY HOUSE PARTY

Seattle, Wash . - Every modern industrial country

has a labor movement, an organized and continuous
effort on the part of the wage earners to improve

their standard of living over a national era .

The origin of the labor movement lies in self-de

fense in attempts of the workers to protect them
selves against the worst ravages of the industrial

system as it proceeds step by step, and yet some of

the supposed genuine union members proceed to dis

rupt just the moment things don't go to suit them .
It is a wonder we have reached the elevation we

occupy today, but with hard work, and against the
will of a few , we have made wonderful progress in
enabling the worker to obtain better wages, a shorter

day and the right to some say in regard to working

conditions, in about the measure it has organized to
force the issue.

It cost the old members of Local 587 more than

$ 70,000to belong to it, but we have gained more than
100% in wages and working conditions. Still , there
are some blind to the fact that if these men were not

active they would be working under deplorable conditions.

Most of this kicking comes from members that

never attend a meeting and know absolutely nothing
about its working .

But all history corroborates the melancholy fact that

in proportion as the mass of the people becomes ig.

norant, misrule and misconception ensue, liberties are

subverted, and tyrannic ambition hasnever failed to

take advantage of their helpless condition .

Sioux City, lowa - Brother A. J. Webber, some time

since laid off three weeks to clean house . He gave

a party to a few of his many friends and had to

clean house again after the party, He sure is 1

good provider and handy with the bread knife . Eats,

drinks and smokes are his long suit . Yes, and he

also likes flowers. We wish him many happy re

turns of the day .

Brother Frank Dvoracek is again at work, his

lumbago having leit him.

Brother Walter Mason has taken a position in

Detroit with an electrical firm . He has our best

wishes.

Brother Tripp says his new daughter is growing

rapidly and looks like her dad .

Brother Hutchinson is looking for a lot . Speak
quick ! Have you a lot for sale ? He will soon need

Brother Barboe is proud of the way he decorated

the inside of his house. He says nothing about what

Mrs. Barboe has to say about it . COR. 779 .

a home .
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WILL BE ON THE JOB

run

the

CONGRATULATE OAKLAND DIVISION

San Francisco , Cal. - Haul to the Oakland Division

across the Bay. After years of struggle for the

eight hour day and a hundred per cent organization ,

they have just done themselves proud by going

ahead of our Division in Wages.

To the younger men on this job of the Municipal

Ry. who know nothing of the history of the Labor

movement, let me tell you that every condition that

we are now enjoying we owe to the Labor Move.

ment. The organized Labor movement of this city

is more responsible for our Municipal Ry .. than any

other body . It was the Labor movement that were

of the first to subscribe to the Bonds, which made

it possible for us to enjoy the eight hour day and

receive one of the high - wage standardards in

country for platform work . Don't forget Brother

Dick Cornelius was the leader for ourpresent condi

tions. Remember, too, that the United States Em

ployes have all seen fit tojoin the organized labor

movement of this country, andasa result, have just

been able , through their perfect organization , to raise
their wages and conditions to that of the best

Mechanics in the country .

To the men of this Division who are thinking of

dropping their cards, let me urge you to consider

thesereminders and remember theslogan of Lincoln,
" In Union their is Strength . ' Without our Organi.

zation we could be broke , one by one , and would be

damned like our competitors on the terrible United

Railway running parallel with us and receiving one

dollar a day less for the same hours of work .

Brother Hanley has been elected for the fourth

time at the Primary election which shows that he
has the confidence of the in handling our

sinews of war. He has done his job to perfection ,

and perfected a very good system of bookkeeping,

and his dear wife is duea great deal of the credit
for her able assistance in aiding him to keep the
books straight.

The officers for 1926 as elected at our election are :
Edward D. Vandeleur, president; Wm. Corcoran ,

vice -president; Wm . F. McEvoy , recording secretary;

M. J. Nelson, sergeant at arms; R.J. Connolly,

correspondent ; Executive board, Dan Hanley , Dan

Curry. Tom Foley , J. T. McGovern, John Phelan;

labor council delegates, R. J. Connolly, Mike McAu

liffe, John B. Mooney, Barney Doyle, Jim Flynn ,

Jack Sherry , Mike Coody. J. J. Blanchard , Mike
Moore.

Seasons Greetings . --Cor. 518.

men

was

Springfield, Mo.--Brother W. J. Mackey has been

elected correspondent to the M. and c. for Div . No.

691 , so now we can hear from home each month and

be anxious to get our magazine, Two years ago

Brother Mackey held this office and not a month was

missed without a report from Springfield.

Listen ! Some want to know the length of 60 days .

Brother Fred Buchanan got 60 days early in the
spring and is still off.

Brother Johnnie Jones is trying to recall that he

took a drink of something before he signed a
on Central Street . He is still on his run .

Brother Emery has returned to work after a period

of sickness.

Brother Joe Hart is well satisfied with his new

housekeeper. He does not have to do the work at
home now.

Brother Howard Martin has returned from a visit

in Arkansas . While on his visit he went hunting

rabbits , deer and quail . His hunting trip came to

an end, however , when he ran onto a panther. So

Howard took the trail back.

Brother Bill Brown broke an axle on his car re

cently and blocked traffic for a short time . The com .

pany helped him out with the wrecker.

Some are back on their cards. Brothers , how would

you like me to owe you , knowing you needed cash

and delayed payment ? Besides , boys, remember, when

behind you are not entitled to sick or death benefit.

Call this to the attention of your beneficiaries .

Brother Rogers has been off sick for a few days.

Some are putting in good time in the woods during

the hunting season .

Vice -President and General Manager R. E. Rey.

nolds has set one day each month to meet the train .

men and get better acquainted and to talk on methods
of running the cars . This month's meeting

" Helping work out a way to keep the cars on correct
time."

Since the city installed the electric block system

on the busy streets , it makes it easier and more con

venient for all street car operators .

Brother Mason is wintering in his new $8,000 home,

Our boys stepped out this fall with their new uni .
forms . One cannot find a more neat looking bunch

of street car men than are the Springfield, Mo., boys.

A few days ago a bus ran into a Nichols street car,

knocking the rail car across the track and breaking
the flanges on the wheels . The damage to the bus

was some $ 2,400 . No one was seriously hurt.

Our company is installing electric blocks at Jef.

ferson and St. Louis Streets, Central and Jefferson
Streets and at Boulevard and Turner.

Brother Bob Andrews, our track foreman, has the

tracks in good shape. The boys want to thank Bob

for his good work .

Brother Fleming has purchased a new Chandler

sedan. Some class !

Brother Fred Buchanan had his car stolen a few

nights ago. Before daybreak the following morning

he had the car back and the boys behind the bars.

Brother O. D, Hale averages six shaves a week . No

doubt he takes two on Saturdays to make up for Sun.

day. Even a barber doesn't get that .

Brother Fred Maebab was recently called to Denver

account of the serious illness of his father-in .

law , who passed away after Brother Maebab arrived

at his bedside.

Friends and neighbors of Brother Fred Alexander

gathered at his country home with well filled baskets

recently and had a big dinner , in honor of the twenty.

first anniversary of Mr. and Brother Alexander's mar.

riage. We wish them to enjoy about five more twenty.
first wedding anniversaries.

Brother D. V. Cross was on the sick list the first

of last week .

Brother Johnnie Jones advises the boys not to be

too inquisitive in exacting descriptions of packages

left on their cars by ladies. He had a little unpleas

ant experience along this line , when a lady had left

a package containing a pair of bloomers on the car

and returned for it.

Brother Howard Martin was financial and record

ing secretary of Div . No. 691 for six years. He

goes out this year . Brother Martin was always right

on the job and never short one, cent in his books,

keeping them up to date and ready for inspection at

any time . COR, 691 .

+

we are .

on

EIGHT HOUR DAY ESTABLISHED

Oakland , Cal.-- You have not heard from us for a

couple of months because we have been saving it all

for this big issue, to tell you what a solid Division

April 14 we took a vote of our membership

for arbitration and an 8 -hour day at 75 ¢ an hour.
The vote was 100 % strong. We formed a committee

composed of President Geo. Durand, Secretary

Treasurer L.W. Mathews and our line executives,

John Glass, HarveyHowes,James Thompson and
A. Van Benton . These men were selected because

they were in touch with all the conditions we were
under. It took this committee only a few days to

select our representativein the Hon . Frank Colborn ,

Commissioner of Public Health and Safety of Oak,

land. It took sevenweeksto select a third man and

it is to the everlasting credit to this committee that

hey selected an honest man in the personof John

A. McNab, an eminant lawyer of San Francisco.

Our case was started May 7 , and we held 7 hear

ings in which we brought out every evidence to show

our side of the case . The credit of presenting this

evidence must be extended to our Worthy Interna

tional Brother Edward McMorrow and Mr.Melin

kow of the Labor Bureau incorporated , who Division

192 commends for his very able presentation of our

case, who did allthe pleading and examining of the
witnesses in our case and was ableto combat the

opposite side, composed of several learned men who

belong to the head of the Key System Co.

Afterthese hearings were over, the Board of Arbi

tration took seven weeks to hand downthe decision.

The confidence and patience in the Arbitration

Board was wellrewardedmythe decision which was

renderedin our favor , granting the platform men of

the street cars of the city of oaklandaneight-hour

day at 70 cents per hour, the key men on the ferry

trains eight hours at 75' cents per hour, also Bus

Drivers and one-man operators the same.

for 54 per cent straight runs, 46per cent swing ruas

to be completed within thirteen hours.
Weconsider

this one of thegreatest victories inthe Labor move

ment. We have struggled 20 years to establish the

eight hour working day .

This calls
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interurban passenger cars into Detroit .

While this arbitration was going on we did not sit TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE
idle or go to sleep on the job. We put on a dance

on Thanksgiving eve for the benefit of our sick and
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

accident fund and we are proud and happy to say " International President W. D. Mahon
that we cleared Fourteen Hundred dollars . The

is at present on an extended trip throughcredit of this success must to to the dance com.

mittee composed of H. L. Swain , Ed. T. Dalton , L. the southern states, visiting locals and un

W. Mathews and president George Durand, also our organized cities from which appeals have
Champion ticket sellers . These Brothers are Joe

Simonetti and Chas. Duncan who sold twenty-two come to him urging his personal attention

tickets at one dollar a piece . for some time past. Upon this trip he is

Now we ask all our members to back up our or accompanied by Mrs. Mahon, whose health

ganization by keeping dues paid up and doing every
thing possible to keep up the morale of Division 192. has been broken for a long time. It is

The membership of this Union recommends to mem hoped that much good may result from her
ber Locals that in the event they desire to go to

visit through the south .arbitration , they give the Labor Bureau Inc. , serious
consideration . Address, 525 Market Street , San " International Vice- President H, T. B.

Francisco , California .

-COR. J. W. H. Grey of Salt Lake City , Utah, has instituted

Div. No. 418, at Ogden , Utah . The new

DETROIT DIGEST Division in Utah starts out with every

promise of success , every man in the em
Business Agent Sidney Van Ness of the D. U. R.

Branch of Division No. 6 , re ently visited Flint , ploy of the company being enrolled in mem

Mich ., from where he reports that bus service has bership .
seriously declined in that city . Where formerly " G. E. B. Member Edw . McMorrow has

forty runs were being operated , only fifteen are now

operated , thus depleting the bus end of the service succeeded in establishing a local comprised

by twenty - five runs . His statement infers that the of the employes of the Peoria , Ill . , company.

riding public generally prefers street -cars and are

withdrawing patronage from the bus end of it .
The success of Brother McMorrow's work is

Upon the Detroit Street Railway system , aside signified by the fact that a most acceptable

from his regular duties , Business Agent Neil McLel agreement has been entered into by the

lan is taking an active part in safety first meetings

that are being held at the various car barns.
He re newly established local , Div . No. 416 , and

ports much interest on the part of the employes in the employing company , providing for ar

an endeavor to improve the service and avoid acci bitration of grievances and recognitiondents .

There are less complaints at this time upon the of the organization . He reports that a

D. S. R. lines of leaving passengers at intersections spirit of co -operation exists between the

to await a following car.

President H. A. Mecker has been seriously ill for Association and management, which cannot

several days at his home , having been afflicted with result other than to the advantage of both
gravel trouble . He has sufficiently receovered so that

employes and employer. The complete and
he can again leave the house for brief periods .

has been a painful period of sickness and thorough manner in which Board Member

pleased to report that hisrecovery seems assured. McMorrow conducted the work of organ

Division No. 26, upon the city lines, in the matter

of bus operation , reports situations in good shape izing the Peoria men, and the friendly re

a ad the various bus lines having practically thor lations established between the local and the

oughly organized. SecretaryNugent reports that the
officers of the various bus divisions are on the job ,

employing company speaks not a little for

doing excellent work . The executive board member the earnestness and zeal of our new Board

of the Jefferson Division of the bus system is Member.
Brother David Everett . At the Woodward and

" G. E. B. Member William B. Fitzgerald
Second Avenue lines, Brother Earl Star is executive
board member. At the Grand River Station from recently instituted Div. No. 417 at Hudson,
where busses operate, Brother Charles Nickerson is N. Y. The local is conposed of the emp
executive board member. Brother Peter Gallagher

is the board member from the garage at Fourth and
ployes of the Hudson and Albany Rail

Oakwood , Not only are the bus operators well System and extends along the Hudson

within the union, but the garage employes have also River from Hudson to Albany .affiliated .
The local designs extending organization

to rail car employes in the varoius car barns, as " From some intimations of the Paducah

many of them have expressed a desire to affiliated
with Division No. 26. street railway officials, might be falsely

Death has taken from the membership of old assumed that the drawing of the line against

Division 26, some of her old , devoted members, the employment of union men on the elec
among whom are Brothers John Dilworth of the

Fourteenth Line, whose death occurred November 26, tric railway lines in Paducah, Ky., is a new

and Ernest Meyer ,who was stricken with paralysis feature , making its advent with the manage

on his car and died the day following. ment of a a new ownership . Rather it
Brother Al. Fortier of the Jefferson Line , is re

ported improving in the hospital.
looks like an old policy continued. Div .

Brother Martin Bessey, who has been sick for 415 , the members of which are now locked
some time, isreported on the gain .

out of employment, was instituted about the
Brother William H. Perry is off sick.

Brother Arthur v. Rumohr is reported seriously first of September, 1905. The new owner

ship took control from that time, or , as

Brother A. D. Mee, who has at various times
served the local in the absence of the secretary as known to the outside, but a few days later .

record clerk , is now reported to be convalescing in However, as early as March 18 , 1904 , some
the Northville Sanitarium .

18 months prior to the present lockout ,

The D. U. R. isreported to have about completed
a bus terminal on the Woodward - Flint Line.

under the caption, 'What About the MotorThis

situation ráther infers that busses will be used as man's Union ? ' there appeared in the

terminal transports between theD. U. R. interurban
and city terminal station . Paducah Labor Journal the following artiThe D. U , R.'s business

in the operationof busses indicates that the fad of
cle : 'Some months ago the motormen of

hus patronage is declining. But terminal bus lines the Paducah Street Railway Company were

are being forced onto the public to avoid operating organized and the next day locked out. Later
It will not

an agreement whereby part of their num

way, as experience hasshownthatbus riders are not ber were put to work was made under a

wholly in sympathy with this type of terminal

promise that all would be replaced as speed .

REX ily as possible . Does the Paducah Street

we are

service ,
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POLICY RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY

THE NINETEENTH CONVENTION

Railway Co. object to their men organi

izing ? We would be glad to have their

official answer. There are now 30 or 35

motormen and 14 to 18 conductors . The

motormen receive in wage $8.25 to $8.75

per week for 11 to 11/2 hours work , 7 days

per weck . The maximum is $ 11.50 for 7

day week . Conductors have 11 and 12 -hour

runs and average $7.00 per week or $ 1.00

per day.' Why should not the Paducah

Street Railway Co. object to their men or

ganizing when, with their men unorganized,

they are able to secure their service at a

weekly rate averaging from 7 to 14 cents

per hour ? In the matter of profit, the man

agement of the company reasons that their

profit is best conserved when the increase

in wage granted by other employers of

labor and to this they have no serious ob

jection . Profits are not increased by grant

ing increased wages to their own employes.”

were as

Cases

an

Policies and resolutions adopted by the

Nineteenth Convention of the imalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America , held in Montreal,

Quebec, September 14-22 , which resolutions

were not of a nature, law resolutions, but

designed to extend and add to the policies

of the Association in the conduct of its

affairs for the next two years,

follows :

Savings Resolution

Upon report of the Committee on Inter

national President's Report, the Convention

adopted a recommendation of the committee

to govern the course of Division Associa

tions in cases that are submitted for arbi

tration , upon which Locals employ an at

torney . In such the Convention

directs that International Officers shall not

be retained upon such cases , that they may

devote their time elsewhere as a savings

policy to the Association .

To Seek Shorter Service Day

Upon recommendation of the Committee

on President's Report, the Convention reso

luted to go on record directing the Associa

tion and Locals to make strenuous efforts

during the coming two years to shorten the

service work -day in street and electric rail

way service and auto bus service, to

8 -hour day.

Safety Resolution

Upon recommendation of the Committee

on President's Report, and in accordance

with Resolution No. 22 , introduced by

Delegates W. T. Kelly , W. M. Foley,

Thomas F. Coyle and Walter F. Norton of

Division No. 282 , under the report of the

Committee on Résolutions, the Convention

resolved that the Association should put

forth a vigorous effort on part of the Inter

national and various Local Divisions, to

secure the enactment of state legislation

granting to street and electric railway

ployes and auto bus or coach operators, the

one day rest in seven law.

resolution it was argued that such legislation

would be in the interest of safety , not only

to the employes of such properties, but to

patrons of the property and those who use

the streets and highways upon which street

car, electric railway and bus operation

exists , from the point that perpetual opera

tion to exceed six consecutive days is ex

haustive to the operators and necessarily

proportionately detracts from safety in

operation.

Resolution to Lesson Number of Appeals

Upon recommendation of the Committee

on President's Report, the Convention reso

luted directing local officers and Executive

Boards of Local Divisions, in case where

appeals are possible or are about to be sub

mitted by a member or members in matters

of internal dispute, to use their best efforts

in trying to harmonize and adjust such

matters before allowing appeals to be made

to the International President .

Change of Address Notice

Upon recommendation of the Committee

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

“ Gompers Re - elected President of the

American Federation of Labor”

“ Tlie election of officers of the American

Federation of Labor resulted in the election

of Samuel Gompers for President for the

coming year by a majority of 13 votes. The

vote stood : Gompers, 1,041; McBride, 1,023.

“ Delegate Garland, of the Iron and Steel

Workers' Amalgamated Association, divided

his vote , giving 30 to each candidate. Dele

gate W. B. Prescott, of the Typographical

Union, voted solidly for McBride, giving him

191 votes. James Gelson, of the Interna

tional Printing Pressmen's Union, repre

senting 25 votes, did not respond to the

call , and his delegation was not recorded

as having voted for either of the candidates.

" Peter J. McGuire was the unanimous

choice of the convention for First Vice

President , and he was so declared elected .

There were two nominations for the office

of Second Vice- President . Delegate O'Con

nell re -nominated the present encumbent,

James Duncan, of the Granite Cutters' Inter

national Union. Delegate Weissman nom

inated C. F. Reichers , of the United Gar

ment Workers. The vote was by roll call ,

and resulted in favor of Duncan by a nia

jority of 625. James O'Connell, of the Inter

national Machinists' Union, was elected

Third Vice - President and M. M. Garland

Fourth . John B. Lennon of the Journey

men Tailors' Union, was unanimously re

elected Treasurer. August McCraith , of the

Typographical Union , was re-elected to the

office of Secretary,

“ Retiring President John McBride and

Adolph Strass, of the Cigar Makers' Union,

were elected delegates to the British Trades

Union Congress to be held in London, Sep

tember 3, 1896 . J. W. Sullivan, of the

Typographical Union, was made alterna

tive .
“ A resolution was adopted by the Ameri

can Federation of Labor Convention favor

ing the establishment of the 8 -hour work

day.

em

Upon this

Re .
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President's Report, the Convention that later their report upon approval of the

enacted directing that there should be agreement had been endorsed by an Inter

carried a form in space on the corner of a national Convention . The Nineteenth

page in the MotORMAN AND CONDUCTOR, International Convention resolved to

containing proper blank opportunities for affirm the former action approving the agree

members who change their addresses to ment between Local Division No. 441 and

enter their names , old and new addresses the Des Moines City Street Railway Company,

upon such provided coupon , for return to To Promote Union Label

the office of the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR Upon recommendation of the Committee

for change of address upon the mailing list . on Resolutions, in passing upon Resolution

Allegiance To American Federation of Labor No. 3, submitted by Delegate Clarence

Upon recommendation of the Committee Blewett of Division No. 381 , Butte, Mont . ,

on President's Report, the Convention en the Convention enacted recommending that

acted to reaffirm its allegiance to the delegates at the convention and the entire

American Federation of Labor, its policies membership of the Amalgamated Associa
and principles, and to aid in promoting the tion , buy union labeled goods, wherever pos

interests of that organization and its various sible, when making purchases.

subsidiary organizations. Resolution Directing G. E. B. to Investigate

Resolution No. 38 Benefit Plan

Upon motion of DelegatesEd . A. Veillon , On recommendation of the Committee on

Division No. 194 , and H. Lee Camp, Resolutions, resolution introduced by

Division No. 697 , the Convention adopted Delegate Julian E. Johnson of Division No.

Resolution No. 38, which reads : " The 308 , Chicago, Ill . , was adopted. The resolu

Amalgamated Association of Street and tion is as follows :

Electric Railway Employes of America here “ Whereas, Previous investigation of the
by expresses its conviction that communities International has somewhat discouraged the

everywhere need to pay greater attention to formation of a pension , and
the play and recreation needs of the people. “ Whereas, It seems reasonable that

" These needs arise out of the conditions pension can better be established by com

of our time such as the congestion of popu . bining the financial support of the younger

lation, the ever-increasing complexity of members with the older members more im

life , the rush and strain under which indus mediately interested in a pension, therefore

trial and commercial business is carried on . " Resolved, That the General Executive

These conditions harmfully affect the health , Board be instructed to investigate the

nervous stability, happiness and citizenship feasibility of a plan along the following lines :
of America . " 1. Compulsory participation of the en

"Experience having proven the value of tire membership , young as well as old .

constructive play and recreation for both “ 2. Combination of sick benefit and pen

children and adults in not only off - setting sion provisions to appeal to young as well

the unfortunate effects of these conditions

but also in building up our young people in " 3 . Provision that a member separated

strength and virility to meet them success from the occupation and unable to continue

fully we hereby record our belief that under his membership in the plan shall have re

municipal auspices there should be estab turned to him without interest that part of

lished more and better playgrounds , athletic his premium applied to the pension feature ,

fields, swimming pools, social centres and but, of course, not the part applied to the
the like , all under wise leadership . sick benefit feature ; this protects the re

" Following the example of the American signing member against loss of the money

Federation of Labor we pledge our co -opera he paid toward a pension, and provides him

tion for the realization of these ideals to the with a fund to help him toward new em

Playground and Recreation Association of ployment.

America, a non-political, non-denominational
It is understood that the directing

organization whose work lies wholly in this heads of the new Union Labor Insurance

field ." Company shall be consulted as their

Re-approve Des Moines Agreement views, and whether they can offer such a

Brought before the Convention was the combined plan.

question of the agreement of Division No. “ 5 . Should the plan prove feasible, the

441 of Des Moines, Iowa , with the Des
General Executive Board shall propose a

Street Railway Company. campaign of ' agitation looking toward the

This proposition was brought before the employing companies defraying or sharing

Convention by the report of the General the cost of the plan .

Executive Board, citing that the Company “ The General Executive Board shall re

was taking the position in court that the port back to the next Convention ."

Des Moines agreement is illegal, announcing Seek To Restore Citizenship To

as one of its points that the International Eugene V. Debbs

Association of which Division No. 441 is a Upon recommendation of the Committee

member and a part , has in its laws that on Resolutions, in acting upon Resolution
Locals shall make agreements

No. 6 , submitted by Delegate H. W. Rob

exceed threeyearsin duration , whereas, the ertson of Division No. 558, Shreveport, La .,

Des Moines, Iowa agreement is continuous. the Convention enacted directing that

it was cited to the Convention that the request be made to the President of the

International President and General Execu United States to completely pardon and

tive Board had approved this agreement and restore to citizenship , Eugene V. Debs.

as old .

to

Moines City

not to

а
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CALL FOR UNITY
I have great pleasure in bringing to yoll

Address of Fraternal Delegate A. A. Purcell , the greetings, and good wishes, of the

British Trades Union Congress , to recent British Trades Union Congress and the

American Federation of Labor Convention whole working - class movement of Britain ,

held in Atlantic City, N. J. and to express to you on behalf of our

Tribute to late Samuel Gompers inovement, the comradeship and solidarity

of the workers of Britain with the workers

Mr. President , Friends , Fellow Workers,
of America .

and Trade Unionists All : I am very glad to
In Britain we follow the progress of your

have this opportunity of speaking here this
movement with keen interest , and take pride

mroning and cononveying the fraternal greet
in your growth and rejoice in your victories .

ings of the British trades union movement.
In some respects you are closer to us than

My colleague, Smith , and myself are the
our brother workers on the Continent of

representatives of the four and a half mil
Europe. We speak the same language

lions of workers in Great Britain who are
think and act in very much the same way.

organized within the four corners of what
What your Unions do here is more easily

we call the British Trades Union Congress . understood by us because there is not the

Wereciprocate the good feelings , desires, in
great barrier of language to prevent us from

tentions and good wishes of the many repre reading your journals and completely com

sentatives that have visited our Congress, prehending the speeches of your representa

and I think that we can easily associate our tives. I am sure we mutually influence each

selves with you in the condolences that have
other to a far greater degree than is gen

been so often and rightly expressed with re
erally realized .

gard to the late Samuel Gompers .
Sometimes I think that Britain is speedily

Some of us had the pleasure of seeing becoming a colony of the United States,

Samuel Gompers - in my own case and in thus turning history topsy turvey , in re

the case of my colleague, Smith - at the
venge for those unfortunate taxations which

Blackpool and Derby Congresses. There lost Britain her New England colonies.

was quite a large number of our delegates I never go to a cinema in London or

who were intimately connected with Samuel Manchester , or in a mining villgae of South

Gompers, and I think you can therefore ap Wales or a cotton town in Lanceshhire, but

preciate to the full our astonishment that what I see movies of Charlie Chaplin and

the end should come in such a sudden way. Tom Mix , who are citizens of your great

Nevertheless , we place on record our highest Republic. Your pictures of cowboys and

appreciation and regard for the tremendous Western life are as eagerly and enthusiastic

and wonderful work that your great col ally followed by the youth of Britain as

league, now passed , went through. The they are by the youth of America. Your

work that Gompers did must be assuredly newspapers largely set the tone to the news

an incentive to the workers in every part of papers of Britain . The songs you sing

the world , must be a help, must be an en about Dixie and Tennessee and old Ken

couragement , and indeed is an encourage tucky you can hear sung in British workers '

ment to many of us in the British trades homes and whistled down our village streets.

union movement today. It is almost an accepted opinion amongst

In addition to that I want to say that our business men that they are not really

when we speak on behalf of the British up-to -date unless they have installed a large

trades union movement, it is very difficult portion of American plant and machinery,

indeed in these days to assert that you rep and adopted many of your business methods.

resent one view that is acceptable to every During the great war, for instance, an enor

one in our agreement. We are such a huge mous quantity of American machinery was

family , and if we all came to agreement it set up in our engineering plants. In nearly

would be the end of our movement . There every other way the life you live here

is such a diversity of opinion that its divers directly and intimately affects us in Great

ity , I think , is a sign of extraordinary good Britain , The little pond that divides us is

health , and I am therefore pleased because being so narrowed down by the development

of that to see that there is not always unan of transport and the means of communica

imity in our movement in any part of the tion , that we are being made to see as you

world on certain subjects. see, and feel as you feel .

Observers of American Labor Movement I think that is good - good for us and good

We, require, I think, in the long run , to for humanity generally . ° And I want our two

magnify the points of agreement, certainly, great labor movements to come closer and

and to minimize as far as we can the other still more close together to be linked to,

little oddities that come in the way of gether in steel-like bonds of friendship and

points of disagreement. Anyhow, I think solidarity, mutually helping, stimulating and

we shall have to fight our way through, and inspiring each other,coming to each others'

indeed , if it becomes necessary, as we ap assistance in days of trial and difficulty,

pear to be in that position atthe present givingeachotherencouragement totackle

time in Great Britain , we shall probably those formidable tasks with which we are

have to fight our way through very stiffly confronted , engaged in a rivalry --if rivalry

and argue about it afterwards. there need be of organization, of the spread

I therefore say I am glad to have the op of ideas, of building up and strengthening

portunity of conveying these fraternal greet our movement, and of big and noble human

ings , and I propose to speak to you in the endeavour.

following terms: I am sure I am expressing what every or
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ganized worker in Great Britain at this

moment would desire me and urge me to

express, when I say: Organized workers of

America , do whatever is conceivably pos

sible to make our two movements one in

aim and purpose .

We have so much in common. There is

so much that we can do in common.

When the war drums throbbed “ Over

There" in Europe, when the flower of the

young manhood of Europe was being mown

down like prairie grass before death's scythe,

a call was made to America to play a part

in the awful game of blood and terror.

America responded , and many of her bravest

and her best are now lying in France and

Flanders.

Science and Industry Forcing

Labor Fraternity

I come to make another call . The call I

want to make is not the cannon-mouthed,

flame belching , desolating call of war -- a call

that if made today would go screaming

down the ages, from ruined and smoking

cities and the agonies of millions of maimed

and murdered men. It is a different call al

together. It is a call for the unity of the

world's workers--for the world brotherhood

of all these who toil . I make no apology

for making that call . I consider it my high

est duty and my finest privilege to make

that call here and now, at this great Con

vention of American workers.

Over there, in Europe , just as here in the

United States and in all other parts of the

world, many things are happening. Great

changes are taking place. Vast, fundamental

changes are taking place. Whether we like

not must take notice of these

changes. Of course , we can shut our eyes

to what is happening , and pretend that

nothing is altering ., But would that be

wise ? " Is that the kind of attitude which

sensible men of affairs would adopt ?

I think not.

If we are to be men of our own time we

must become conscious of what is transpir

ing in our own time, and exercise our influ .

ence and do our work in accordance there
with, We must not let pride or prejudice

blurr our understanding. We must have

open minds, clear judgment, andbe quick

to realize and appreciate to the full the new

issues, questions and problems that are con

tinuously arising:

Things do not stand still. Things have
not stood still with the world , or with any

part of the world . The world is today a

vastly different place to what it was even

at the conclusion of the Great War.

Science and industry --much of which

owes its birth to America -- now encircle the

world in a mesh which is being drawn tight

er and tighter. Our poor little planet is

being made to shrink and shrink . You all

know what the steamship and the oilship,

the aeroplane andelectric railways are do

ing. You all know what the cablegram and

radio -gram are doing. Geographical barriers

are being swept aside, the barriers of race

and creed are being broken down .

To cross the Atlantic or Pacific today is

less difficult - is less troublesomeand danger

ous - than it was to cross an inland sea like

the Mediterranean a century ago . You are

informed here as to what is happening in

London or Paris , Moscow or Berlin , Cal

cutta or Pekin , as quickly as to what is

happening in Chicago or Little Old New

York .

Just as I have mentioned how American

films and songs, newspapers and machinery,

influence the life of our people in Great

Britain so equally could I have said they

influence in degree the peoples of Europe,

and countries like Japan , China, India, and

those other parts of Asia and Africa and

Australia where modern capitalism holds

sway : So too are you here the people of

the United States -- influenced in turn by

what is done abroad and exported from

abroad . I want you to sense this , to let

your minds reflect upon it , and to realize its

full significance.

This last few years I have done a consid

erable amount of travelling . I have visited

all the countries of Europe. One day I have

been in Manchester and London , another

day in Amsterdam , in Paris or Berlin , or

Moscow or Vienna. I have visited these

places as a workman and as a representative

of our trade union and Labor organizations.

I have been brought into contact with Labor

Union officials and leaders of all kinds , and

with the organized workers. I have spoken

countless conferences and meetings,

marched in processions, participated in dem

onstration , I have felt the pulse of our

great movement; heard as it were, the beat.

ing of the mighty heart of the toiling mil

lions. And in London, Berlin, Moscow and

Vienna, and in many other towns and cities ,

I have watched the serried ranks of the

hosts of Labor go marching past . It is

impossible for me to convey to you the

surge and thrill of it all - to give you any

idea of the sweep and passion and power of

it all .

I have been made to realize that there is

growing upon this old world of ours a vast

and tremendous vital force, a gigantic con

fraternity of Labor , a world power, possessed

of inconceivable potential strength , pro

found in ideal and pregnant with the genius

of a new human mode of life and culture .

This, I say, is growing up, taking shape,

coming into being. It is only half articulate

as yet. Its power is dispersed and, in many

cases , unrealized. Its strands have yet to

be gathered together. Its forces have yet to

be centralized , re-organized and rendered

capable of full expression . But there it is .

The call I want to make to you , our fel

low workers of America, is to join with us

in this great confraternity of Labor. Upon

reflection I am sure you will realize that it

is to your interest, to your advancement

and betterment to do so .

We need the American Federation of

Labor in our Trade Union International.

We require the American point of view

stated in our international deliberations, at

our international conferences. We need the

presence of your representatives to aid is in

planning our world work and developing

our world organization,

it or we
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Just as the Governmental representatives

of the United States are in practically every

country of the world giving effect to the

policy of your Government; just as the

powerful American trusts and combines have

representatives and agents in every country

of the world , advancing their interests, so

must American Labor be in a position, also

to safe -guard its interests internationally.

I tell you that the policy of isolation is a

mistaken one. You cannot afford to think

only in terms of the United States , or of

the Americans , The Monroe Doctrine no

longer holds good for your government - as

its imperial policy in the Phillippines, in

China and elsewhere demonstrates and no

longer holds good for your capitalists . It

can no longer hold good for you.

Foreign Industrial Development

Compels World View

Circumstances, the development of cap

italism , tre establishment of great industrial

fabrics in Asia , Africa and Australia , neces

sarily compels you to take a world view and

to act from a world standpoint.

The other day, I read a letter which your

worthy President, Brother William Green,

addressed to President Coolidge, in which he

states that : “ The organized workers must

see to it that the wage-earners of China,

who are now turning to Trade Union or

ganization , are guaranteed justice and lib

erty and the opportunity of the free develop

ment of their movement in a land enjoying

national freedom . "

That was a generous and noble letter to

write at a time when the workers of China

were undergoing strife and suffering, and

confronted by repressive action on the part

of the leading governments of the world .

And I submit that that is a case in point,

which emphasises the call I am making.

There is an aspect of the international

work of our movement which I think calls

for very serious consideration here in

America . My attention was first drawn to

it by the policy of our movement in Aus

tralia . For years , it has been the settled

policy of the Australian Labor movement to

maintain a white Australia. Vigorous ex

clusion laws have been promulgated against

Japanese, Indians and Kanakas to prevent

them from entering Australia . The funda

mental reason for this has been the de

termination of the workers there to prevent

a lowering of their wage and living stand

ards by the competition of cheap Labor.

The same policy has been pursued, so I

understand, in California . I think I am

right in saying that there has been consid

erable feeling about this matter, and that

it is still a burning question. And, in re

gard to the United States generally , this

question of immigration is a matter of grave
Suppose, however, take

glance at the converse side of the situation .

These foreign workers are excluded , but

they are still in being . They are outside

the country, but they are none the less

ready and willing, diligent and intelligent,

and capable. There are other parts of the

world for them to go to , There are Asia

and Africa thousands of Hindoos are now

working in South Africa. They can work in

these places equally as well as in Australia

or the United States -- given the means.

They are being given the means.

It is a fundamental urge , an insistent im

pulse, of capitalism to go to those places

where labor is cheap and where the raw

materials are immediately available. Cap

italism , the trusts and combines, business

men generally , know no frontiers. The cap

italists are not concerned about maintaining

race purity or the conservation of jobs for

the workers of any one particular country .

They are merely concerned about profits.

Your American capitalist is not concerned

whether his factory be in San Francisco or

Tokio, so long as he can make the most out

of it. If these foreign workers, working for

very low wages, receiving cents where you

would be receiving dollars, are working in a

Tokio factory or a Shanghai factory, or a

Bombay or Calcutta factory , they are none

the less competitors to the wage earners of

this country, just as if they had been work

ing in San Francisco, Chicago, or

York .

I want you to let that fact sink deeply

into your minds, and to reflect upon it in

relation to the enormous development of in

dustrialism in Japan , India , Chica , South

Africa and the other parts of the world

where there are infinite reserves of poor

workers-workers of the brown , yellow and

black races --anxious and willing to be

drawn into the industrial vortex .

In India today there are twelve million

wage earners, in the modern sense , working

in mills, factories, workshops and mines, on

railways and at the ports. And factories

and mills are being set up , mines are being

sunk , railways are being built, at a very

rapid rate. As with India, so with China,

and the other parts of the world .

What will the wage earners of America do

to maintain their wage and living standards?

What will they do against this menacing

competition ? What can they do by pursu

ing a policy of isolation , shutting themselves

off from the world as though the world did

not exist ? How can the 750 millions of

Indo-Chinese population isolate themselves ?

And here I want to say that the world is

a battleground of conflicting industrialisms.

America aspires to obtain the world market

for her goods . Britain aspires to obtain the

world markets for her goods. Japan, Ger

many, France, all the capitalist countries do

the same, and the world market is woefully

circumscribed, restricted . As things are , the

tendency must inevitably be for the world

market to go to those countries where the

raw materials are at hand, labor is under

paid , and the costs of production are low .

And I say further, that the only hope for

the future of American labor, and indeed

the world's white race, is for the Trade

Union movement, internationally, to raise

the status of the workers in 'Asia and

Africa , to assist them with Trade Union or

ganization so trat they may build up their

own Trade Union organization, and through

that means secure higher rates of pay and

better wirking and living conditions.
We,

concern . we a
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are

worse.

.same .

names .

all the workers of Europe and the Western harvest years and Russia will become one

World , will go down unless we help them to of the wealthiest countries in the world. I

come up. The only way we can help them have seen the foundations of the biggest

up is to assist them with our movement, electrification scheme in the world being

united in one powerful Trade Union Inter laid down in Russia . The Russian people

national. a great people strong, patient , hard

Nor is that all . We must now realize working and clever. And they number 150

that the economy of the world is so highly
millions. These people , these workers and

developed , so technically efficient, and so ex peasants, are building up, a new economy

tensive , that infinitely more can be produced and a new life , keenly and rapidly adopting

than consumed under capitalism . In Britain to their use all the latest developments in

we have 12 per cent of our workers perman science and industry, the most up-to-date

ently unemployed. And our experts tell us machinery, the most modern and technical

that unemployment must grow increasingly devices . I say that you , workers of Amer

Not because our workers have lost ica, have much to learn from Russia . We

any of their skill or capacity , not because must not be afraid of new ideas . It has

they have suddenly been bereft of their often struck me that while the Americans

ability to work . Nor is it because we have have been the most advanced -- the most re

not in Britain the machinery, the plant, the ceptive- in ideas concerning mechanical in

technical apparatus for employing them . vention and business organization , they have

No, it is because the markets to which been slow in accepting new social and polit

British manufacturerd goods were normally ical ideas . I do hope that from now on , the

sent and sold , are now markets no longer. organized workers of America will establish

These places where we found those markets the closest fraternal relations with the or

-India, South Africa, Australia, and so on ganized workers of Russia. Just as the

are now manufacturing, to a large degree , General Council of the Trades Union Con

their own goods. Their industralism has so gress, representative of the whole Trade

developed that they in their turn are seek Union movement of Britain has sent dele

ing for markets . Industrialism is making gations to Russia , so I hope and trust the

such tremendous strides that it will not be American Federation of Labor will do the

long before a somewhat similar position to Do not be afraid of being called

that of Britain obtains here in America . Were Abraham Lincoln , Sam

What are we wage earners , the people most Gompers , or ' Gene Debs , those great sons

concerned, goingto do about it ? We must of the American people, ever afraid of being

find a way out for ourselves somehow, and called names, or being reviled , maligned and

to do that we will need all our organized persecuted ?

strength , and all our corporate international In Britain, as you no doubt know , we
intelligence.

have made enormous strides forward with

Thus we are faced with new fundamental our movement- not merely in Trade

issues and great new tasks. Union sense , but with our political and co

I have been to Russia . There I have seen operative organizations as well. Britain is a

the workers assuming, vast responsibilities compact little island and the difficulties of

and duties, carrying through the organiza
organization are not so many as you have

tion of workmen. I am proud of thegenius in this great country . Some months ago we

for organization and the essential grip of
had a labor government in office, a few

things which my class in Russia has dis
months hence we hope to have a labor

played. Just as your President sent that
government in power. Our movement, in

warm and helpful letter on behalf of the
its different phases , is becoming more and

Chinese workers, demonstrating thereby a
more unified, becoming one in purpose and

desire to help those Chinese workers in
objective. I think some of our experiences

their difficulties, so I want you to approach
will be valuable to you here in America

the question of relations with the workers
just as some of your experiences teach us

of Russia . Let the same generous spirit pre many valuable lessons over there. Let us

vail. The times we live in are too big, too exchange experiences more frequently. Give

fraught with fate , to permit of little preju
us the opportunity of profiting more by

those experiences . Once again , I say , let

dices, barring the way to human relation

ships. Russia is a
our comradeship and brotherhood be a real

very big place the

Union of Socialist Soviet Republics occupies and lasting thing. The workers of the world

one-sixth of the land surface of the globe.
hold the future in their hands.

Good luck and continued prosperity to
enormous factor in the world-a

the American Federation of Labor !

tremendously powerful factor in the life of
the world .

Just recently, I read in the

press that great business concession
DOCTOR RIPLEY'S CHALLENGE

amounting to millions of dollars , was By President Wm. Green, In Federationist

granted by the Russian Government to

one of your leading firms. Many American In striking contrast to the indiscriminat

capitalists and financiershave been to Russia , ing joy with which “ popular” ownership of

endeavoring to fix up business deals. There stocks has been heralded , was Dr. W. Z.

is, illimitable potential wealth in Russia . Ripley's critical analysis of trends in stock

The soil of Russia is rich , the mineral re ownership, before the last meeting of the

sources of Russia are enormous , the timber, New York Academy of Political Science .

flax, hides and raw materials of Russia With the practical replacement of individual

generally are plentiful. Given a few good and partnership ownership by the corpora .

a

It is an

a
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come a STOVE SHOP STRIKE

Cribben & Sexton Stove Works, Chicago, Ili.

tion there has divorce between

ownership and responsible management.

Formerly general stockholders had the right

to vote when they chose to exert themselves.

A trend that has developed rapidly particu

larly in utilities, provides " preferred stock

to the hilt of the value of assets" but limits

the right to vote to very restricted classes of

shares.

Wide diffusion of stock ownership . has

been accompanied by constantly restricted

participation in control . In addition, con

trol has shifted from the industry to inter

mediaries, Dr. Ripley says, such as pro

moters, bankers, holding companies, etc.

This separation of responsibility from owner

ship has helped to make stock ownership an

increasingly insecure investment .

The electrical industry has been using

" popular" ownership as propaganda against

public supervision . Other corporations have

introduced it as a means to forestall union

organization and additional supervision . In

the light of Dr. Ripley's revealing analysis,

it will be difficult to avoid opening the facts

to review ,

Investors have a right to information on

their investments . This has proved a solv

able problem so far as railroads are

cerned where the practice of frequent and

public statements has been developed under

the Interstate Commerce Commission. Sim

ilar principles could be applied to other

corporations. More difficult is the problem

of eliminating irresponsible control , for : that

involves radical changes within the industry.

These are problems that come home to

wage earners as we review the facts of em

ploye stock ownership. The problem of wise

investments for Labor involves something

more than assured financial returns. It

involves using our investment power to in

fluence industrial trends control along con

structive lines .

men.

e

con

was

Thirty- five members of Local Union No.

6 of Chicago, went out on strike at the

Cribben & Sexton Stove Works, at 9:30

A. M , Wednesday, September 16th , 1925.

The strike is still in progress .

Our members made four major demands

from the firm . First , the recognition of the

Metal Polishers Union , and the right of the

Polishers and Buffers to organize . Second,

the recognition of the Shop Committee.

Third , the restoration of the $ 1.00 per hour

day work. Fourth , the re -adjustment of the

piece work prices so that it will be possible

for a Polisher to earn $ 1.10 per hour.

Three ears ago in the midst of a severe

industrial depression , the Cribben & Sexton

Stove Works took advantage of the situa,

tion to discharge the union Polishers and

Buffers, and fill their places with non - union

These original non-union men have been

gradually displaced from time to time until

the present working force, while unor

ganized , were not the ones that took the

places of the union men at that time .

During the three years of the "open

shop ” policy of the Cribben & SextonPlant,

conditions in the Polishing and Buffing

Department reached a hopelessly deplorable

condition, where those working at our craft

had nothing to hope for . The right of

collective bargaining denied these

workers.

Then the Company attempted to cut the

day rate from $ 1.00 an hour, to 85 ¢ per

hour, and the piece prices were arranged to

an average of around 75 ¢ an hour ; the union

is now demanding a decent wage rate.
The

following is an example of the result of their

treating with their employes individually :

The firm paid its laborers from 42 to 45 €

an hour and the highest rateof wages for

the fastest stove mounter does not now

exceed $ 5.00 a day. The Company has em

ployed a large number of women in its

Enameling Department on a low wage basis.

The Cribben & SextonCompany manufac

tures gas stoves , ranges and furnaces. They

all go under the name of the “ Universal."

From the antagonistic and arbitrary attitude

of the Cribben & Sexton Company, this

strike bids fair to develop into another

“Buck Stove and Range" fight which is

very will known to organized labor in

America .

NOTE : Organized labor is requested to

give this grievance all the publicity possible

and appeal to their local dealers handling

the “ Universal” gas stoves, ranges and

furnaces, to write letters to the firm urging

them to adjust their labor troubles or cease

patronage of their products .

" Use of the union label is inseparably

connected with collective bargaining.

workers are denied the right to organize,

there can be no union label.
The label is

not only a guarantee of fair working condi

tions, but it is the emblem ofright relations

in industry . " - A . F. of L. News.

BAGGY KNEES OF NON-UNION MAN

BLAMED FOR THIS FIRE

" Must have been a hot iron," said one

bystander .

" If so , what become of the fellow who

was having his pants pressed ? " retorted

another.

But the first man was wrong, because the

fire which smudged up the Grand Rapids

Railway Company valet car started in the

controller--and stayed there until firemen

put it out .

James Porter , skipper of the car, was at

the control lever when it happened and he

made a break for the rear entrance . At the

same time a large cloud of smoke prevailed

upon som -body to pull the fire alarm and

the intersection of Monroe and Ottawa

Avenues was a scene of excitement. After

the excitement had abated , Porter reached

into an overcoat pocket and withdrew a

container with cleaning fluid similar to

benzine. He will leave that back with the

flatirons the next time he takes control.

Grand Rapids Free Press.

If

1
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A BUFFALO WAGE INCREASE $4,172,000.00 for the year 1922 ; a deficit of

$ 1,027,000.00 for the year 1923 ; a deficit of

$666,513.00 for the year ending December

31 , 1924. In 1924 the street-car fare in

Buffalo was 7 cents, with 4 tickets for 25

cents.

Such is the type of property for which the

Mitten Management pleases to impose the

burden of low wages upon wage earners as

succor for the property and parade the

scheme as the Mitten Plan, decorating it

with the profession of extreme welfare in

terest in the affairs of the employes. No

one knows better the deception of the plan

than the Mitten Management of the Inter

national Railway Company . Of course the

employes naturally feel the deception of the

plan , but the employes' right of organiza

tion to resist , at the expense of some six

millions of genuine dollars was opposed and

is still being opposed by the said Mitten

Management.

The company, in making its report, in

cludes “ Earnings Per Share. " Following

this title “ Earnings Per Share" the amount

of earnings per share for the year 1921 is

scheduled at 59 cents. For the year 1922 ,

Nil . 1923, Nil . 1924, Nil . The recent

increase in wage can properly be placed in

this line as " Nil."

The maximum basic wage for motormen ,

conductors and operators on street-cars in

Buffalo , N. Y. is 57 %2 cents per hour . The

minimum rate is 5242 cents per hour. It

is being considerably paraded that the Mit

ten Management, Inc. , a year ago promised

that after 5 per cent interest had been paid

on the company's bonds for 1925, there

would be an increase in the wage rates . It

is reported that payment of this interest

was made November 1 . The increase in

wage, it is alleged , will mean a deficit now

estimated at $ 200,000.00 for the year. The

company has stated that it will go down in

its own pocket in payment of the increase,

" depending upon the company's employes

to make the deficit good by rédoubling their
efforts in 1926."

With the Buffalo employes, 21/2 cents per

hour of their wages are to be invested in

the company's securities by " the trustees of

the wage fund ."

There are many street railway companies

that would be pleased to have wagę in

creases invested in street railway stock, or

in other words returned to the coffers of the

company to assist in operating expenses.

It is the experience, however, where these
schemes

are inaugurated to absorb the

wages of employes, that the employe re

ceives very littlesatisfaction from so divert

ing his earnings. It does not enter to the

support of theemploye's family or to effect

added necessities or conveniences in the

family life. But it is the Mitten Manage

ment Plan . Yet it is older than the street

railway experience of Thomas A. Mitten.

The plan was devised and applied when an

tagonism of organized labor first developed

with street railway property manipulators,

who, in their promotion schemes, exploited

both the public and employes in the en

deavor to inflate street railway property

values.

The Buffalo street railway property,

known as the International Railway Com

pany, is reported to have 419 miles of

single track , of which 230 are in Buffalo ,

The capital stock is $ 17,500,000.00. The

property has a bonded indebtedness in ex

cess of $28,000,000.00. The assets of this

property represents the property value of

approximately $ 45,000,000.00 . The total

liabilities are given ascapital stock , bonded

debt, notes payable, accounts payable and

accrued interest aggregating nearly . fifty
millions of dollars .

Any electric railway

constructor would be delighted with a con

tract to construct and equip an electric

railway of the nature and equipment of the

International Railway Company property:

at a contract price of $ 25,000,000.00. It

would assure him of approximately $5,000,

000.00 of profit for construction and equip

ment, and the entire property would be

new - not old and worn as is the present

International Railway Company property:

The detailed income account of the In

ternational Railway Company shows a net

surplus of approximately $ 600,000.00 for
the year 1921 , It shows deficit of

THE ANTHRACITE MINERS STRIKE

The Life and Labor Bulletin , published

by the Women's National Trade Union

League of America, in calling attention to

the strike of 158,000 anthracite coal miners ,

which took place September 1 , gives some

insight to the reason why the mine owners

refused to accept the settlement policy pro

posed by Gov. Pinchot of Pennsylvania.

The article deals with the Coal Commis

sion Report rendered in 1924 to the U. S.

Congress and cites that the Coal Commis

sion Report showed that four - fifths of the

contract miners worked less than 260 days

and that two -fifths of them worked less

than 190 days . The scarcity of work days

for these men is due to conditions entirely

beyond their control , conditions largely hav

ing to do with the problem of efficient

management of the collieries . Taking into

consideration every factor , the yearly earn

ings of these workers underground, who

constantly risk life and limb , is about $ 1,

650.00 for the most highly skilled and $ 1,

350.00 for the less skilled ,

The article cites that in the year 1924

in the anthracite fields, 538 men met death

and in the year 1925, for the first seven

months of the year, 355 men were killed . In

1924 , 30,241 men were injured.

Bearing on the income of the companies,

the statement shows that the Lehigh Coal

and Navigation Company, of which Mr.

Warriner is president, reported a profit of

$ 1,500,000.00 in 1922; $3,500,000.00 in 1923 ,

and $ 2,500,000.00 in 1924, on the basis of a

net investment of $ 15,752,000.00 . The Coal

Commission in its investigations, found that

the Lehigh and Wilkes -Barre Coal Com

pany in 1921 earned 38.2 per cent on its

investment; in 1922, 38 per cent and in 1923a
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51.2 per cent. Other statistics gathered show

the same conditions prevailing - enormous

dividends for the investors, but dreadfully

low dividends for those who invest their

all — the very sunlight of their existence.

Mine owners do not want their present

profits known to the public. It would in

tensify the appeal that coal mining is a

public utility .

GE

CO

extra

EXPRESSION OF APPRECIATION

FROM EUGENE V. DEBS

The Nineteenth Convention of the Amal

gamated Association, held in Montreal in

September, passed a resolution directing that

this Association make a petition to the

President of the United States, petitioning

restoration to Eugene V. Debs of his citi

zens's rights. When he was released from

the Atlanta prison , where he was serving .

a term as a penalty for utterances charged

to him as having been made deprecatory of

wars , during the World War, he was re

leased with a provision on the part of the

government that his citizenship be with

held from him . Therefore , he was in the

state of being one without a country. The

Nineteenth Convention of this Association ,

in deliberating upon this case , took the posi

tion that the circumstance does not warrant

a continuance of such penalizing of a man

of the type of Eugene V. Debs, who has

given practically his whole life in vigorous

work in the interest of mankind. Inter

national President W. D. Mahon complied

with the convention's instructions, by noti

fying the President of the United States

that this Association appeals to him to

restore to Eugene V. Debs his right of

citizenship . President Mahon notified Mr.

Debs of the action of the convention and

also his letter in compliance with the in

structions of the convention, which he ad

dressed the President of the United

States . In return , President Mahon has re

ceived a letter from Eugene V. Debs, dated

at Terre Haute , December 15 , 1925 , which

reads :

“My Dear Mahon :

“ I have just returned from the East after

filling a series of speaking engagements in

New York state . Your good letter of the

7th inst. is in my hands, and its contents

have been noted with deep satisfaction and

full appreciation. I am glad you forward

ed a copy of the fine resolution adopted by

your Montreal Convention to the President

of the United States and that you also for

warded a copy to Frank Putnam at Mil

waukee, and I need not say how much I

appreciate your further wish to be of sery

ice in the restoration of my citizenship .

“ Thanking, you and through you once

more the delegates to your Convention for

this expression of their sympathy and good

will and with all the greetings of the season

to you personally and best wishes for the

success of your organization , I remain,

" Yours faithfully ,

“ Eugene V. Debs. "

SPRINGFIELD -LIMA , OHIO AGREEMENT

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT, entered

into this 16th day of August, 1925, by and between
J. M. McClure, Receiver of THE INDIANA ,

COLUMBUS AND EASTERN TRACTION COM

PAVY, its successors and assigns, party, of the first
part , hereinafter known as the RECEIVER , and the

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF

AMERICA, hereinafter known as the Association ,

through its division No. 845 of Springfield , Ohio,
and Division No. 852 of Lima, Ohio , party of the

second part :

Section 1 . The Receiver or his authorized repre

sentative agrees to meet and treat with properly

accredited officers and Committees of the Association

on all grievances that may arise .

Sec . 2. The work day of all motormen, conductors

and traininen shall be on the basis of ten ( 10 ) hours

All regular runs shall pay not less than ten ( 10 )

hours, and shall be completed within twelve ( 12 )
consecutive hours. No regular men shall be required

to work trippers or extra runs, before or after their

regular runs. so long as there are men not

working . Any extra trip operated by a man who is

not working a regular run or does work his regular

run that day shall pay no less time than two ( 2 )

hours . Any man taken from his regular run to work

other runs or trips shall receive no less time than

his regular run calls for . Any extra man required

to dead - head to and from a station to take out a

run , or to reach his home terminal after working a

run , shall be paid full time necessary to such journey.

it being understood that where a man holds a run

for several days in succession , dead -head time will

only be allowed at the beginning and end of such

period . Any extra man making five ( 5 ) hours or
less will hold his place on the board. Any run

created after sign -up to last thirty ( 30 ) days or mor :
shall be assigned to oldest man desiring same. At

expiration of said run he shall be allowed to return

to previous run .

Sec . 3 . The officers and Committee of the Asso

ciation shall have leave of absence wherever the

business of the Association requires their absence .

Sec . 4 . When a member of the Association is sum

moned before the Superintendent or official in charge,

it shall be as soon as possible after the alleged offense

was committed . If , after a fair and impartial hear

ing. he is not found guilty, he shall be reinstated in

his former position and paid for all time lost.
He

shall , upon request , be handed a copy of the chargas

against him and be given an adjournment of a reas

onable time , not more than one (1 ) day, to enable

him to present his defense . If he is not satisfied

with the decision of the Superintend
ent or ofhcial in

charge , he shall have the right to appeal to the

Receiver . Final decision shall be given within one

( 1 ) week and, if not proven guilty, he shall be re

instated and paid for all time lost . In either , or

both of these hearings he shall be entitled to choose

an advisor oradvisors, and if not proven guilty of

the alleged offense, no other charge shall be read to

him . Petty charges shallbe answered without loss
of time .

Sec . 5 . The Receiver agrees to furnish each mem

ber of the Association with annual free transporta

tion in the form of pass book , in the case of interur

ban men, good on the interurban lines operated by

the Receiver, and inthe case of Citymen , good on

the City cars operated by the Receiver. In addition

to the above, free transportation will be givenşuch
interurban men on the City line of the city in which

they actually reside, in cases where city lines are
operated by the Receiver. It is further agreed that

trip passes for dependant families of members of the

Association shallbe kept in theoffice of the Division

Superintendent, and shall be furnished promptly on
36 hours ' notice to a reasonable extent; and it is

further agreed that any member of the 'Association

who has been in the employ of the company for one

year or more shall be furnished an annual pass for

employes' wife good on the interurban lines operated
by the Receiver .

Sec. 6 . The seniority list of names shall be placed

in the crews' room starting with the oldest man in
the service andso on in rotation through theentire
list . Schedule showing the run numbers, hours and
minutes each run works shall beposted ten ( 10)

days before going into effect, except in emergencies
over which the Company has no control.

tion of runsshallbein accordance with seniority of
continuous platform service with the Company.

This selection ofruns to include freight and utility
cars as well as passenger service .

The selection of

to

The selec
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SAMPLES

GALLSTONES

your
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FAMOUS COAST TO COAST' MIRACO GUARANTEED

' S - FACTORY PRICES
Cet

SAVE 43TOY for
Users everywhere report Miraco Radios get this
programa coast to coast on loud speaker;
oatperform seta three timesascostly
Many bear foreign countries. Radio's
most smazingvalues in guaranteed face
tory built. factory - tested long distance
sets - let testimonyof users convince you .

Powerful New Multi
tube Miraco gets

MIRACO long distance on
floudspeaker . Set, 35

RADIO ONLY
retail

GETS'EMFREE! Literatura on latest Liverand StomachTroubles

els, dow low prices, testimony ofTAGENTS

COAST Y users and SPECIAL OFFER , Write.
You do not need to suffer from gallstones, pains in

DEALERS back ,orliver and stomach troubles. You can get rid

COAST MIDWEST RADIO CORP'N Write !
of themnow .Ifyou will send for thisfreesample,

Pioneer Builders of Sets Gallstones are dangerous;they are painful, torture,
CE, 8th St., Cincinnati, Ohio and cause burning paing around your liver, paine ja

your sides , and oftenthey cause chillg , fever ,colic ,

runs shall take place at least twice a year -- Fall and
indigestion , or gastritis, Let mesend you a liberal

Spring -- and when the time tables change or vacan FreeProof Gallstone and Liver Cape

cies occur. When the schedule has been signed up sules, and be relieved. Theymay save your life

and put into effect, such schedule shall not be chang avoid an operation . Send name and address to

ed until the succeeding schedule is signed up and put day : no obligation . Addreas: F. Granzow , Drog

into effect, except in cases of emergency over which
gist, Dept.452 617 W.Madison St.,Chicago, m .

the Company has no control.

In casea regular motorman or conductor turns
down a regularrun on regular sign -uphe goes to the Sec. 13 . All line and work cars shall be operated

foot of the extra list, but will resume his seniority by two qualified men, consisting of a motorman and

position in case sign -up is abrupted . Every man conductor.

must sign up at the beginning of sign -up, whether
hehasleave of absence or not.

Sec . 14. The wages to be paid all trainmen shall

be on the following scale:

Sec. 7. Any member of the Association selected INTERURBAN LINES

or appointedto anyoffice in the Association , whereby First three months . 41 € per hour

his duties take him from his work with the Com Next nine months . 46 € per hour
pany, shall be allowed upon his retirement from such Second year . 52 € per hour
office to take his former position with the Company. Freight Brakemen 40 ¢ per hour

Sec. 8 . Motormen and conductors shall receive One-man car operators, additional to

not less than one dollar additional overtime and
base rate . 3 € per hour

CITY LINES
above their regular runs for instructing students for

each day or portion of a day so employed. Alsoone
First three months . .394 per hour

( 1 ) hour's additional time for making out accident
Next nine months . 44 ¢ per hour
Second year ..

reports, provided such reports to be made out at
49 € per hour

the end of the run upon which the accident occurred .
One-man car operators, additional to

base rate ....
If such reports arenot submitted at the time speci.

3 € per hour

fied above no additional pay shall be allowed . Sec . 15 . In consideration of the above , the Asso.

Sec. 9. It is agreed that any member of the Asso ciation agrees that its members shall perform their

ciation compelled to movefrom one town toanother
labor and use their influence and best endeavors to

by reason of changing his run or position with the promote and advance to a successful end the welfare

Company, shall have his goods or furniture moved, and prosperity of the Company.

free of charge, in freight cars supplied by the Com Sec. 16. This agreementand the provisions hereof,

pany . shall continue in force and be binding upon the

Sec. 10. Any matter that may arise between the respective parties heretofor the period of one year,

officials of the Company and thelocalcommittees of
ending August 15th, 1926.

the Association thatcannot be satisfactorily adjusted Sec . 17 . It is understood by and between the

between them shall besubmitted to arbitration at parties hereto that this agreement is subject to the

the request of either party, The Board of Arbi approvalofthe District Court of the United States

tration for the settlement of such dispute shall con for the Northern District of Ohio , Western Division .

sist of one arbiter , selected by the Receiver, and one IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the parties hereto

arbiter selected by theAssociation, These two have caused this agreement to be duly executed as

arbitrators shall select a third,anda decision of a of the day and year first above written .

majority of the Board thus composed shall be bind J. H. MCCLURE, Receiver,

ing upon both parties. The expenses of the Arbi THE INDIANA, COLUMBUS AND

tration Board shall beborne as follows: Each party EASTERN TRACTION COMPANY

shallpay the expenses ofits own arbitrator, and the By John S. BLEECKER , Genl Mgr.

expense of the third arbitrator shall be assumed LIMA DIVISION NO . 852 , AMALGA
jointly , together with such other legitimate expenses MATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

as are necessary to successfully carry on the arbitra AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM.
tion . Either party refusing to name its arbitrator

PLOYES OF AMERICA,
within five ( 5) days shall forfeit its case . J. K. LINKHART

Sec. 11 . When additional men are required for P. C. SNOOK

the operation of the interurban line , motormen and
SPRINGFIELD DIVISION NO. 845 ,

conductors operating on City lines shall begiven
AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

an opportunity to transfer to the interurban lines if, STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

in the judgment of the Receiver, they are eligible, WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

All freight train crews shall consist of J. C. MOUL
not less than three ( 3) men. GEO. J. WAGNER .

WORKERS UNION
No shoes are Union Made, under our Fair Arbitration

Contract, except those having this stamp.

UNION STAMP INSIST upon having them for The Whole Family,

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

346 Summer St. , Boston , Mano.

Calita Lovely, Prue . Charles L. Baine, Sec . - Trent.

Sec. 12.

Do Not be Imposed Upon

Factory
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AGENTS
Sen Inkographs make bigger profits , more sales, withoutInvestment. Quicker commissions , popular

prices, no collecting, no competition . Send for an Inkograph or write for special sales plan booklet.

10 DAYS FREE TRIAL - MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED

THE NEW INKOGRAPH SELEFILLER

ThePerfect WritingInstrument 150
AGENTS

1

HEMISPHERE

IMPROVED
GREATEST VALUE EVER OFFERED

We

Want

Writes with ink free and easy as a lead pencil, with

out a miss, skip or blur. Its steady uniform flow

TheWriting of ink actually improves your handwriting.

Patent Won'tblot,scratch , leak, or soil hands.

Automatic Makes3 or 4 Carbon
14 kt. gold feed Copies With OriginalIn Ink ,
prevents clogging; Anyone can write with your In

kograph , no style of writing
Made of best grade,

orpressure can bend ,highly polished ,hard rubber,
spread , injureordis

highest class workmanship tort its 14 kt.
Pocket clip attached makes it gold point.

an instrumentof refineme
nt,

ActualTheel
INKOGRAPH You'll never usea fountain pen onceyou try
ACCOMPLISHMENT

sizeThat hard smooth round ball like
clean or get outof order. SEND NO MONEY .

an Inkograph. No complicated mechanism to

point,whichglides witheaseover Pay postman $ 1.50 plus postage. Year's guarantee certificate
the coarsest paper and makes assores absolute satisfaction . Write name and address plainly .

possible writinginink as rapidly

long
as withthe softest lead pencil, INKOGRAPH CO ., Inc. 179-77 Centre St., New York

For theManon His

FeetAllDay

DON'T EXPERIMENT!

Use the Best in the Beginning!

HIGH SPEED
HIGHSPEED MONEY CHANGER

CHANGE

CARRIERS

LEVER OPERATED

The most depend

able Change Carrier

on the market and

equipped with lock .

Essential
rapid change making is desired .

wherever

Over one million in use.

Write for our very lowest prices.

A COMBINATION FOR BVERY NEED

J. L. GALEF, 75 Chambers Street, New York City
Pars

yards

Motormen's Non-Magnetic Watch Holder
Cut in 4

* + yards

Aaches a

5114. G

reds of 34

HERMAN'S

PoliceSHOE

357. LaMature

Cat in 9

taure .

yards

her
sleeves

ne edge i

The ease, strength and economical service

that make HERMAN'S the official New York

Police Department shoe also make it the

favorite shoe for men on their feet all day .

Motormen, Conductors , Railway Men, Chauf

feurs , Firemen , Collectors . Mechanics - will

find its genuine Munson Last, built -in Arch

Support and waterproof Rubber Welt big fea.

tures that make the miles in a day seem short,

Illustrated folder and name of nearest

Herman dealer on request.

JOS , M. HERMAN SHOE CO.

Department T

BOSTONand MILLIS, MASS .

4482

A practical little holder adjusted for any size watch . May

be attached to head of screw in frame of car.Saves motor

men's timeand promotes " Safety First." May be con
veniently carried in pocket when not in use.

WANTED - Motormen and Conductors to Actus Aged to

Send 50 ¢ in money order or stamps for sample. Sent to any

address inUnitedStates prepaid. w . c . WILLIAMSON ,

22 Arbor Street ,E. B. Pittsburgh, Pa .

Send 12 €

SUM
en

containCONCIS
MAKING
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FASHION LETTER

5245

5204
1

Although flare effects are much in evidence the straight line dress

is not discarded .

Fulness in coats is created by very little flare or by pressed plaits

that are released by the movement in walking.

Back fulness is the newest expression of the flare. Fulness at the

sides is not so smart, and front fulness is still in great favor.

Color is seen everywhere. Dresses in dark red or bright blue are

worn under black coats. Green , gray, browns and reds are largely rep

resented in many variations. Like a rainbow the colors appear bright

for day wear and ablaze for evening wear .

In last year's_fashions one color was chosen and all things were

matched to it . Today one may wear a green coat with a putty colored

or beige colored dress trimmed with green, black shoes and a green or

light colored hat .

Velvets, crepes and satins will be full of color. Black velvet will be

combined with metal or brocade trimmings.

Fur will be lavishly used on coats especially. Long collars, hem

facings and bands are shown .

All skirts are short, and there is a choice in the styles . One may bave

back fulness or a little flare in plait or godet form at the sides, or a
circular effect, or a straight Bounce trimmed skirt. Tunic effects are

alsoin evidence.

Sleeves show various types and very pleasing outlines. A wide

bishop sleeve lengthening & close fitting cap may be finished at the

wrist with a narrow bandcuff or tieends.

A close fitting sleeve with inserted flare effects or finished with tiny

flare cuffs is also smart .

A bellshaped sleeve will be pleasing if trimmed with broad bands of

fur or with braid .

The collar in pointed outline is generally becoming. It may be

finished with tie or scarf ends. The high collar is not generally becom

ing , but is chic when soft and finished with or without a turnover.

A youthful becoming turnover collar, finished with a little bow is

nice for a short pretty neck. The draped and tied collar finished with a

frill or jabot is soft and pretty .

If you chose bordered material for your new frock , have it made
simply .

5258

}

Di

ģ

5263

5204. Boys' Over Coat.

Cut in 6 Sizes: 2 , 4 , 6 , 8 ,10 and

12 years . A10 year size requires

2 yards of 54 - inch material.
Price 12c.

5245 . Child's Rompers .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 6 mos . , 1 , 2 and
3
years. A 1 year size requires 14

yard of 36 -inch material with

yard of constasting for collar ,

sleeve facings and belt. Price 12c .

siia
5249

5258, Juniors ' and Misses

Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes: 14, 16 , 18 and

20 years. A 16 year size requires

2 % yards of 54- inch material
with 14 yard of contrasting 40 or

54 inches wide . The widthof the

dress at lower edge is 1 % yard .
Price 12c.

5263. Ladies' Morning Dress .

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38 , 40 ,
42 and 44 inches bust measure .

A 38 -inch size requires 49. yards
of 36 - inch material. The width at

the foot is 1 % yard . Price 12c .

5114. Girls' Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 8 , 10 , 12 and 14

years. A 10 year size requires 2

yards of 36 -inch material for the
Dress, and 15% yard for the

Guimpe. Price12c.

5257. Ladies ' Dress for Women
of Mature Figure Slender

Hips.
Cut in 9 Sizes : 38, 40 , 42, 44 ,

46 , 48 , 50 , 52 and 54 inches bust

measure . A 42 - inch size requires

378 yards of 54-inch material if
made with short sleeves . With

long sleeves 48yards will be re

quired. The width of the dress at

lower edge is 24 yards. Price 12c.

5249 . Girls ' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 6 , 8 , 10 and 12

years. A 10 year size as shown in

The large view ,will require2 yards

of 40 - inch figured material and

yard of plain . If made with short

sleeves and of one material, 242

yards of 40 -inch material will be

required. Price 12c .

5264

5264. Ladies' Night Dress.

Cut in 7 Sizes : 36 , 38 , 40 , 42 ,

44 , 46 and 48 inches bust meas

ure. A 38-inch size requires44
yards of 36 - inch material. Price

12c .

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

5257

Send 12c in silver or stamps for ourUP -TO -DATE SPRING

and SUMMER 1926 BOOK OF FASHIONS,showing color plates,

and containing500 designs of Ladies',Misses' and Children's Patterns,
a . CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON DRESS

MAKING ,ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THE NEEDLE (illustrating

30 of the various, simple stitches ) all valuable hints to the home
dressmaker .

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO .,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn , N. Y.
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Wear Better

Uniforms

Byputting your trust ina

Bloch Uniform of quality

you insure yourself against

dissatisfaction .

Style No. 20

Twenty years of knowing how

has enabled us to offer Traction

men everywhere the best uniform

that money can buy.

Strength in every part that has a

strain , materials of proven long

wearing value , design and tailoring

of a superior quality that assures

every customer the comfort and

appearance he enjoys.
Bloch
UNIPORTS

QUALITY

Ask your dealer for a Bloch

Uniform of Quality . It will pay.The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland ,

Send me, free, a

Trolley Jim TimeBook.

The Bloch Company

Uniforms of Quality

Cleveland Ohio

Name..

Address
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New oil electric articulated car operating between Ottawa and Montreal

THE FIRST SUCCESSFUL STEP IN of ten minutes, the car spun for miles and

MEETING MOTOR COMPETITION miles over the iron ribbons at a speed of

By J. A. Haydon
from 35 to 65 miles an hour.

The advent of the oil electric car is com

A successful test was made of the new pared as being to railroading in Canada what

" oil electric articulated car" recently over hydro electric has been to Ontario , Built

the Canadian government-owned railway entirely of steel the oil electric cars are 102

lines between Ottawa and Montreal. The feet in length with the front half containing

run was made in the fast time of two hours the engine room, baggage room and smoker

and fifty minutes and at a cost of 700 per with the rear half a passenger compartment

cent. less than the ordinary locomotive and giving the entire car a comfortable seating

train, the peak cost being three cents a mile. capacity of 126. In complements the car

It is expected that this new invention carries the latest in improvements with

will result in the revolutionizing of the short ventilation provided by exha ist type ventil

haul for railways and experts see in it the
ators located on the roof of the car .

first successful step against the competition In speaking of the car , Mr. C. E. Brooks,

of the motor busses and trucks. chief of motive power of the Canadian

During the test run this new type of National Railways, said that its low cost

" train " was ableto attain a maximum speed of operation was one of itsfeatures and it

of 65 miles an hour without difficulty and would not deprive railway workers of their

on its two hour and fifty minutes trip from employment. With it the Canadian Na

Montreal which included three stops, one tional Railways was merely aiming to se
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h . p.

cure traffic that had gone with the trend

of the times to motor highway traffic.

Much credit has been given Mr. Brooks

and his able assistants for making the oil

electric car possible . Its machinery is a

revelation and the engine is an eight cylin

der four stroke cycle, solid injection Diesel

type , developing 340 h . p. at 550 r. p . m.

It weighs 5,450 pounds or 16 pounds per

The Diesel engine is one which de

pends upon high cylinder compression , ap

proximately 450 pounds per square inch to

secure the temperature of combustion of the

fuel , instead of the electric spark as used

in the gasoline engine. Fuel oil is sprayed

into the cylinders at a pressure of about

8,000 pounds per square inch . The engine

is water-cooled, similar to a gasoline engine.

Lubricating oil is forced through the engine

at 60 pounds pressure . Both the cooling

water and lubricating oil are cooled by

radiators mounted on the car roof.

It is expected that a regular service with

this type of car will operate soon between

Ottawa and Montreal on the Canadian

National Railways.

?

A RETROSPECT

By W. D. Mahon one

mo

On reaching the first day of 1926 I ap

peal to the members of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America to pause for a

ment and review the past history of their

Organization . Look back over the years

that the Organization has traveled and re

view , if possible, and recall to your mind

the great work that your Association has

done for the street and electric railway

workers of America.

First , look at its struggle for wages . That

has been a continuous struggle since the

very inception of the Organization . If we

were to go back to the year of 1892 we

would find the wages of street railway men

running from ten to fifteen cents an hour,

and the great battle of the Organization has

been to establish something like a living

wage. Compare that with the present wage

and you can gain some idea of the advance

ment that the Organization has made along

that line .

Then go back again to 1892 and see what

the hours of labor were . The street railway

men in those days were working fourteen,

sixteen and eighteen hours a day. Through

the struggle and efforts of this Organization

those hours of labor have been reduced

down to the present; in some places not

just what we would like to have them , but

by comparing your own conditions you can

see the great improvements that have been

made, for today thousands of our members

are enjoying an eight hour day with the

compensation more than trebble what it

was in the olden days .

Again pause and consider the efforts and

struggles this Organization has made to

preserve the employment of its membership.

Thousands of dollars have been spent in

conferences and arbitrations struggling to

reinstate men who have been unjustly sus

pended or discharged, and the results are

this - that hundreds of men's positions,

through the efforts of this Organization,

have been restored and they have been re

tained in the service. This has not only

protected their positions but has enabled

them to maintain the proper conditions for

their home and surroundings.

Then , after reviewing that situation, re

view what the results of wages , hours of

labor, and protection of the position has

been to the two hundred thousand street

and electric railway men and their families .

First , it has given them leisure time to

spend with their families. Second , it has

increased their income so that they could

properly provide and take care of their

wives and children . Third , it has made

them secure in their employment, for today

no company thinks of discharging a member

of this Association without it is for good and

sufficient reasons.

Then take a look upon the other side of

this question . That is , of benefits. The

reports for the last two years as made to

the Montreal Convention show that during

the past two years there had been paid

$ 1,337,734.00 in benefits to two thousand ,

hundred and seventy-eight (2,178).

That is , that number of members or their

beneficiaries had either received funeral, old

age or disability benefits. Then take that

fact into consideration and think of what

the benefits has been to not only this mem

ber to have a respectable and honorable

burial , but what the benefit that his family

has derived from that income in the way of

protection, has been. Take another look

and realize what the Organization has done

throughout its history. It has paid benefits

in over twelve thousand ( 12,000) cases.

Assemble , if you can in your own mind ,

twelve thousand members of this Organiza

tion, and have them parade down the

street, in your mind's eye, and see how far

this procession would extend .
It would

reach several miles in length. Take just

what was paid in the last two years -- two

thousand one hundred and seventy-eight

( 2,178) members. Assemble them all to

gether in one hall and see what a vast

audience you would have before you .

Now in calling your attention to this

brief review I have only touched the high

places. There are many other things for

you to look at and to review upon this New

Years Day . The improvements of your

working conditions, your protection in the

way of vestibules, air brakes and every

other convenience that has been placed upon

the electric cars of the country has been

due, at the outset, to the agitation of this

Association . It is my opinion that if you

will give but a few moments to honestly re

viewing the achievements of this Organiza

tion, there will be no question but that you

will be more patriotic and more in earnest

during the year coming than you have been

in the past . For if we are to maintain the

results that we have secured in thepast it

means that our Organization must be pre

served , and if we are to go ahead and ad

vance in the future as we have in the past,
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it means that our Organization must not the operators by the ruling of the General

only go ahead but must be strengthened Executive Board of this Association is

and advanced; strengthened with member that where motormen and conductors were

ship, strengthened with power, strengthened required to take one-man cars, providing

financially and strengthened in every other they could qualify; they were to take them

way. The past achievements clearly show according to their seniority as a motorman

the benefit and influence of the Organiza or as a conductor, their rights of seniority

'tion , and reflect what may be hopedfor in dating from the time they had become a

the future if we stand true to the principles conductor or a motorman.

and policies upon which ourOrganization is To work out seniority the Organization
founded , namely : Freedom Through Organ has recognized three forms or divisions.

ization .
First, line seniority on the systems where

that was adopted. Next, barn or station
SENIORITY RIGHTS seniority. Then , system seniority . Line

By W. D. Mahon seniority has gradually given away until

now on all large systems barn or station

From time to time I have received re
seniority prevails , which gives to the motor

quests from members of this Association to
men , conductors and operators, the right to

explain the position of the Organization on
select runs going out of that barn or station

the question of seniority, and in order that
according to their seniority rights . System

this explanation may reach the membership
seniority prevails on small systems where

in general, I take this means of placing it
there is usually but one barn or station , in

before them. cases two, but in general , barn or

It was Arthur Brisbane, America's great
station seniority prevails and seems to be

est editorial writer, who in 1922, in discuss the most satisfactory line of seniority that

ing the Steam Railroad Shopmen's strike ,
the Association can adopt.

made the clearest explanation of the rights In the change from two-man to one-man

of seniority that we have ever seen , Mr. cars there have been some complaints by

Brisbane's editorial was as follows : members who, for instance , had once been

" If railroad workers agree to return , sub motormen or conductors and had changed

mitting to arbitration, provided their seni
from motorman to conductor or vice versa ,

ority rights are preserved, and if the rail
and then when the one-man car was put

roads refuse that arrangement, some into operation they wanted to go back and

marks to them from the President will be in take their seniority from their original time

order.
of hiring as a conductor instead of taking

" The railroad worker's seniority rights aer it from the time they became a motorman

as important to him as the locomotives, or vice versa, but the position taken by the

tracks and railroad stations to railroad General Executive Board, which has been

owners. approved of by the Conventions of the

“ If workers say to railroads, 'We shall Association , holds that when a man changes

burn your buildings, blow up your locomo and gives up his right, for instance , as a

tives,' that is called sabotage , for it's de. motorman and takes the other position he

stroying property in which owners have in
has ended his seniority rights as a motor

vested their dollars . It is just as much man and his rights must date from the time

sabotage to threaten men with destruction he became a conductor. One of the strong

of their seniority rights, for those rights reasons for the adoption of this rule was

ARE PROPERTY in which the workmen that in times gone by many used to trade

have invested their energies, their lives and runs . For instance , a man might be holding

their hopes . ' ten years seniority as a conductor and be

I repeat, that explanation of seniority , as
entitled to a day run . He might want to

we understand it in both the street and quit or leave the service and hewould trade

steam railroad world , expresses clearly our his seniority to some motorman who had

position . but a year or two seniority, and then after

On the street and electric railways of making the trade would leave the service.

America we had a hard struggle in the early To prevent such trading, the rulings were

days to establish seniority . Prior to or made and have been carried out that when

ganization there was no line of seniority
a man once gives up his former seniority as

with
many companies. Favoritism pre a motorman or conductor and changes to a

vailed, and it was always said-the bigger
conductor or motorman , his seniority must

the sucker the better run he could obtain , also change and date from the time he

but due to the efforts of this Organization changed his class of work,

seniority has been practically established If seniority is correctly understood and

throughout the entire jurisdiction of the carried out, there can be no misunderstand

Association . Seniority for each class is ing or wronging of any member . The

recognized and maintained in train service. trouble is with this as with other things in

Motormen hold their rights to select their human life , selfishness many times asserts

Tuns according to their continuous age in itself and men raise technicalities in order

the service as motormen . Conductors , as a to promote their selfish interests , but seni

class, hold the same right; and since the ority means just what it says - that the

adoption of the one-man cars, wherein the person shall hold his right to select a run

companies have consolidated both the posi in his class according to his continuous age

tion of motormen and conductor, the right
in the service of the company.

of seniority that has been established for The question comes up very often : What
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some

right does an extra man hold ? The ruling

of the Association always had been that the

extra man holds the same right of seniority

as any other employe in the service. He

has a right to select a run or place accord

ing to his age in the service . The Associa

tion has always taken the position that an

extra man , as he is so called , is just as

essential to the operation of the business as

is any other man. The only thing is that

he is younger in service and his seniority

may not give him the right to select a

permanent or established run , but he is

necessary and must be there to fill his

position in case an extra man is needed.

There are some who occasionally clamor

for the destruction of seniority, but usually

their position is for only a partial destruc

tion of it . This comes, of course, usually

from junior men .
There are few

exceptions to this where a new road has

been established and all men are practically

of the same age, butthat situation is very

seldom met with . These junior men, of

course , want the better runs, or day runs

as they are called , and clamor for a change

about weekly or monthly of all the regular

runs, but they lose sight of the fact that

you cannot destroy seniority and have it.

There cannot be half seniority or anything

of the kind . If seniority is to be wiped out

and men are to be allowed to change about

weekly or monthly , it must affect all men

in the service , the extra man as well as the

man who holds a run , and if they are to

change about weekly or monthly the extra

men have their right to claim and have the

best runs the same length of time that other

men older in the service have them. This

clamor on the part of junior men usually

disappears when they become senior in the

service, which clearly demonstrates a sel

fish movement only and not a just one . As

Mr. Brisbane has so ably stated , seniority

is a property right that men have gained

in the occupation by years of continuous

service . To the great mass of men it is

practically the only property right they

hold in the business, the right to advance

themselves into better, more prosperous and

more satisfactory runs as they grow older

in the service of the company, and it is a

just position for the older men who, because

of age, have grown feeble , their eyesight

has grown dim , and they are not able to

meet the requirements of night work that

younger men in the service are required to

do , and taken as a whole, in my opinion ,

seniority is just and right, and the policy

followed by the Amalgamated Association

has been to try and establish it upon the

most fair and satisfactory basis possible .

APPEAL IN BEHALF OF ANTHRACITE

MINERS

I take this means of submitting to you

an appeal in behalf of the striking Anthra

cite Miners and in compliance with the re

quest of the Executive Council of the

American Federation of Labor , who have

sent this appeal to all Local, National and

International Unions in America . President

Green, in this appeal, states that the United

Mine Workers' organization is doing its

best , exhausting every resource at its com

mand, to meet the urgent need of the

Anthracite Miners who are on strike and

their families depending upon them . For

many months, yea, for more than a year,

the United Mine Workers of America, have

been spending many thousands of dollars

each month in supplying relief in the way

of food , clothing and shelter to members of

the organization who ve been on strike

and who have been forced into idleness in

West Virginia, Kentucky and Pennsylvania

and other mining sections. This situation

has been bravely faced by the United Mine

Workers of America . It is giving all its

resources to the members of its organization

in both the Anthracite and Bituminous

fields, who are in need of assistance , but the

burden is too great for one organization and

the cry for help reaches beyond the United

Mine Workers of America . The organized

workers of America must hear that cry at

once, and hearing it must respond to the

needs of the men , women and children in

the Anthracite region who are suffering from

hunger and cold . The attitude of the An

thracite Coal operators stands a challenge

to the membership of the American Federa
tion of Labor. Their unrelenting attitude

towards their employes, the Anthracite

Miners , and their indifference to public

welfare and public interest, cannot fail to

rouse the general membership of organized

labor. It seems to be the purpose of the

Anthracite Coal Operators to crush the

spirit of organization among the Anthracite

mine workers, brutally to starve them into

submission and tyrannically to dictate the

terms of employment and conditions under

which the employes shall live.

Organized labor is appealed to by Presi

dent Green and in compliance a donation

has already been sent by the International

organization and I take this means of ap

pealing to every Local Division of the

Amalgamat Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America , to

at once forward assistance to these suffering

men , women and children who are putting

up such a noble struggle for the right of

organization in the Anthracite regions of

Pennsylvania.

Do not put this off but act at once and

forward any donation you may make to

Frank Morrison, Secretary of the American

Federation of Labor, American Federation

of Labor Building , Washington , D. C. , who

will promptly acknowledge receipt of same

and also notify this office of your acts .

With best wishes , I remain ,

Fraternally yours, W. D. MAHON,

International President .

God grant that I may live upon this earth ,

And face the tasks that every morning

brings ,

And never lose the glory and the worth

Of humble service and the simple things .

-EDGAR A. GUEST.

The foreman or executive who knows how to

get behind men is the one who gets men behind

him-and gets ahead.-- ForbesMagazine,N.Y.
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Do low non -union wage rates favorably that part of the wage for other purposes in

affect the wage standard . If so , how ? life, cited to the applicant that the or

ganized wage workers, through collective

Is the non -union wage worker to be held agreement relations with the employing

responsible for what he contributes to the property, established a
wage to the em

disadvanta
ge

of his associate wage workers? ployes far in excess of what they would

receive had they not been organized and

In reviewing the year 1925, can a non
enabled to obtain collective agreement re

union wage worker recall an instance where
lations, and suggested to the petitioner that

he in anyway contributed to the advantage
the petitionerwould have less wages for

of associate employes? Ask him.
the necessities of life should the job be

made non-union . Don't you think the

As a general rule, is it the union or non

judge was right?

union man that receives the highest stand

ard of wages? The non-union man is Is there any other means of participating

capable of answering this question . Ask in wage fixation except through wage work

him . ers associating together as an organization ?

The average wage worker understands there

Will not the non -union wage worker deny is no other means of participating in wage

that he has contributed anything to the fixing. No individual wage worker can fix

disadvantage of those who are dependent wages even for himself, as a general proposi
upon their wage earnings in the purpose of tion . There may be remote individuals who

life - the pursuit of happiness? can determine upon their wages and exact

the particular wage rate he fixes upon in his

The big benefit to wage workers comes own mind , but such individuals are very

from the establishment of collective agree remote. Theycannot beof group employes,

ment relations with employing properties. as the wage fixed for one individual is gen

There are other benefits, but thisis the big erally known to the other workers and the

and lasting benefit. It is the original pur employer would understand that a spirit of

pose of wage workers in organizing. It is discontent would result from paying one

yet the incentive for wage workers to wage workerupon the samejoba wage in

organize. excess of the others. The employer, there

fore, is necessarily required to rejectthe

An Australian judge, in a case brought proposition of uniting with the individualin

before him by a wage earner to seek to fixing the wage rate . Where men are unor

restrain a union from exacting union dues, ganized the management of theemploying

to the end that without payment of the

dues the job should ceasetothisparticular individual of the unorganizedwage workers:

property fixes thewage,independentofany

individual, and placed before thejudgethe Any individual wage worker that wants

suggestion that the wage worker required more wages must seek otheremployment, as
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the employer well knows he can employ an

other non-union man at the wage rejected

by this particular individual employe and

thus in no way inconvenience the operation

of the property, That is the reason that

the management has full control of wage

fixing where wage workers are unorganized.

The ordinary wage worker can understand
this.

Any and every union revolting influence

may well be first met with the question as

to whether non-unionism will increase or

decrease wage rates in future employment.

That is sufficient conviction to the union

wage worker that the trade union move

ment must not be deserted . When this

understanding comes to the non -unionist,

such non -unionist will readily , at the first

opportune time , become a member of the

American labor movement by joining the

organization of his craft and in the street

and electric railway business such wage

worker will join the Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes of America. . Passing this along to

the unorganized is in the spirit of and in

line with educational organizing work .

THE STRUGGLE OF THE ANTHRACITE

MINERS

By W. D. Mahon

At the present time Organized Labor

throughout the United States and Canada

is being appealed to by the American Fed

eration of Labor to assist financially the

striking Anthracite Miners, and I take this

meansof again reiterating my appeal to the

membership of the Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes of America to do all they can in a

financial way to assist the Miners.

The Anthracite Miners are now engaged

in a life and death struggle so far as their

Organization is concerned. The operators

of those mines have been scheming for a

long time to destroy the Miners' Union , and

since the expiration of the present agree

ment, in the various conferences they have

been putting forth all kinds of sugar -coated

propositions in an effort to mislead the

public and to, if possible, get the miner to

return to work , where they can in the end

defeat him and destroy his Organization.

The Miners have been persistently and de

terminedly opposing and rejecting these

propositions. Of course, they keenly realize
what it means. They know if they lose

their Organization they will drift back into

the terrible conditions that existed prior to

the time they had organization in those

regions .

In order that the reader may gain some

idea of the terrible conditions that prevailed

among the Miners prior to the time of or

ganization, and to reflect to them what

would happen to the Miners if they lost

their Organization, I am hereby quoting a

short speech that was made several years

ago when the Miners were struggling to

establish their Organization in the anthra

cite regions. It is a truthful statement ,

and truly reflects conditions then and con

ditions that will follow should the Miners

be defeated .

“ Recently at a labor meeting in Throop,

Pa ., a young miner named Stephen McDon

ald made the following remarkable state

ment , showing what the conditions

where no trade unions exist :

Men ,' said McDonald, 'you all know

me around here. You know the truth of

what I say. I repeat it to you to remind

you of the common lot of our misery and

suffering, which has made us combine to

cry out fora better order of things.

" ' When I was six years and four months

old I went to work in the breakers of the

Pancoast Coal Company. I have worked

nineteen years , every day that I could get .

I have never been on an excursion in my

life. I have never been to a theatre but

twice in my life . I have not drank a drop

or beer or liquor for five years , and for two

years I have not smoked. I have prac;

ticed the closest economy in food . But I

have never been able to accumulate
$ 100

in my life.

" Men , I have lived in the hamlet of

Throop all my life . You and I know this

has always been a company store town . We

a

Included within the wage -working crafts

that have no other trade union with which

to affiliate except the Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes of America, are various employes of

street-car and street and electric railway

properties . Motormen , conductors, one-man

car operators and certain of the maintenance

employes are embraced as are bus oper

ators, brakemen and certain shop and yard

workers. A bus or gasoline coach operator

who operates a motor, let it be gasoline or

electricity, is motorman . It matters

nothing as to whether his car runs on a rail

or on pavements or highways, when he is

doing passenger service or in connection

with passenger service is doing freight or

express service, the only organization of

wage workers to which he may affiliate and

be recognized as a trade unionist, is the

Amalgamated Association of Street and
Electric Railway Employes of America ,

That status has been fixed by the American

labor movement , the American Federation

of Labor. It is the business of all organized

wage workers to extend their organization

and extend the organization of wage work

ers, generally. It is not only the duty of
the officers of locals and their general

officers to be on the alert to extend organi

zation, but it is the duty of every member.

That is recognized by every trade union

employe and the field is open for extension

of organization. The non -union wage work

er contributes to the low standard of wage .

The unionwage worker contributes to
higher standard of wage. The union worker

clearly understands that it is better and

affords more satisfaction in life to be a con

tributor to a higher standard of wage and

the big thing is to educate the non-union

wage worker, that he may understand that ,
too .

are

a
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know in our hearts what that means, what

ever the operators may say.

“ 'Eleven years I worked for the Pan

coast Coal Company, and during those

eleven years I swear here before the Omni

potent I never handled one cent of earnings

in money'."

DUTY OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

IN VISITING LOCAL DIVISIONS

the Convention by the generous, kindly ex

pressions towards Div. No. 790 , our employ

ing property and the various Trade Unions

of our city. We feel that this expression

of thanks will be received in the same spirit

that it is made . This letter is by direction

of a unanimous standing vote of Div. No.

790, taken at the first general meeting of

the Local suceeding the Convention.

“ Further, personally, I feel very grateful

for the respect and good will shown by the

Delegates in their unanimous election of me

as an International Officer, and I wish to

assure the Association that so far as my

competency may permit, I shall further

show my appreciation in the work that I

may be called upon to do, generally in the

interest of the Association and the labor

movement. My associates in Div. No. 790

have a feeling akin to my own expression,

as I am sure that they are entitled to much

of the credit that brought to me this appre

ciable manifestation of good will and com

mon fraternity.

" Most fraternally , Raoul Trepanier ,

Secretary Div . No. 790,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A."

The Officers and members of Local

Divisions will understand that the Laws of

the Association require that when an Inter

national Officer is visiting a Local Division

of this Association , it is his duty to investi

gate and find out if the business of the

Local Division is being conducted according

to the Laws and policies of the Association

He must find out if the President under

stands the Laws and Ritual of the Associa

tion . He must examine all books of the

Financial Secretary and Treasurer and if he

finds that the President is not following the

Laws or the Ritual, he must advise and in

struct him regarding same. If he finds the

books and accounts of the Division are not

properly kept as the Laws of the Associa

tion require, he must instruct the Financial

Officer as to how the books and accounts

must be kept and if he finds them in bad

shape, it is his duty to bring the facts to

the attention of the Executive Board and

membership of the Local Division . On the

other hand, it is the duty of the Officers of

the Division to co -operate with the Interna

tional Officer and aid him in every way pos

sible and where defects or mistakes are

pointed out to the Local Officers by the

International Officer, it is their duty to

make the correction at once and carry out

the policy and Laws of the Association .

I call this to the attention of the mem

bership , so there may be no embarrassment

to the Local Officers or the International

Officer in making these investigations, for

they are required by the Laws of the

Association and the object is to aid the

Local Divisions in carrying out and living

up to the Laws and Policies of the Associa

tion in order that their Division may be

successful.

W. D. MAHON ,

Int. President.

BUFFALO CONSPIRACY CHARGES UP

There is being placed before a jury in

Buffalo the cases of ten of the twenty -four

men indicted on conspiracy charges in con

nection with the Buffalo street railway

strike . The jury before whom these cases

are tried comprises: Robert E. Mulhern,

trainmaster; Nelson D. Baker, Salesman;

Edward Barrett, accountant;' Lester M.

Close, foreman ; Edward L. Conner, elec

trician ; Clive Cottingham , grain manager :

Richard T. Delaney, clerk ;
Everett M.

Demund, clerk ; Edward G. MacFayd
en

,

salesman; William A. Madd, tailor; George

I. Peugot, business man; Franklin Wilder,

clerk . The ten cases on trial are Clarence

Conroy, Vincent F. Tuero , Arthur P. Jack

son , Joseph White, David N. Kennedy ,

George H. Warner, William F. Launders,

George E. Reed , Edward Peckham and

Martin McDonou
gh

.
The list of defend

ants leaves out some of the most prominent

of the men indicated. It is alleged that this

includes Robert C. Lacey, former state

senator .

Cases deferred are those of First Vice

President William B. Fitzgerald, Former

Vice- President Frank O'Shea and A. F. of L.

Organizer William P. Collins.

dicted are Vice-President John M. Parker,

Stuart Hayward , John C.Hurley, Frank

McKurth, John B. Kolb , Bertrand Wilson ,

George S. Webb,Frank Wessels, William !:

Butler and Dennis J. Carney. The case is

before Judge Harland B.Howe ofVermont,

a Federal Court . The case is being prose

cuted by Prosecutors Sager and Templeton.

The defense counsel is reported to be

headed by Ernest W. McIntyre and James

McCoy, assisted by Attorneys James H.

Vahey and William B. Mahoney :

By’a jury decision of Friday,Jan. 21 , the

men on trial were foundnot guilty.

Others in

A MESSAGE FROM MONTREAL

" Montreal, Quebec,

December 10 , 1925 .

“ To the Officers and Delegates at the

Nineteenth Convention and Officers and

Members of the Association in General :

“ Div. No. 790 wishes to thank the Amal

gamated Association , those to whom this

letter is addressed , for the keen apprecia

tion shown by representation at the Nine

teen Convention held in our city , arrange

ments for which were made by Div . No.

790. We wish also to express our sincere

thanks to the Delegates and those they rep

resented for the expressions of appreciation

passed by the Convention and made known

by the Delegates and visitors throughout
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

were

International President W. D. Mahon in

January was required to visit Cincinnati, O. ,

to assist Division No. 627 upon an internal

dispute that had arisen involving certain

members of the Local . Following the out

lining of a course to pursue in this situation,

President Mahon returned to the General

Office, where he was later required to give

attention to the affairs of Division No. 697 ,

Toledo, O. , upon which he held conferences

with President Ernest Melms and Business

Agent H. Lee Camp. In the case in Mus

kegon, where a member of Division No. 777

was alleged to have been dismissed from

the service, a thorough investigation of the

case resulted in a settlement of it , by the

reinstatement of the member involved in

the dispute , without arbitration. President

Mahon visited New York, N. Y., where

he was in advisement with G. E. B. Mem

ber P. J. Shea upon the institution in that

city of a new Local , known as Division No.

974. His report is that the Local starts

with all the evidence of being well estab

lished and well officered . January 20 ,

President Mahon had arrived in Buffalo ,

N. Y. , where the prosecution of the so

called conspiracy charges against members

of Division No. 623 and others involved,

was in progress.
These cases had been

pending for several months and

brought into the court as associated with

the wrecking of a train on the Buffalo

Interurban road leading to Niagara Falls,

through the motorman failing to observe

à defect in the track , which resulted in the

car plunging into the defective section of
the road. In the derailment , some Phila

delphia street railway employes

Niagara Falls excursion, were injured . The

defect in the track had resulted from an

explosion that occurred some hours previ

ous to the approach of the excursion train .

The prosecution announced the names of

ten of those who had been indicted , as the

cases to be prosecuted in this session of the
court . The cases

are being tried before

Justice Harland B. Howe of Vermont, a

Federal Judge. Among the ten who are

being tried at this time are Business Agent

Clarence Conroy, Secretary Vincent F.

Tuero and President John B. Kolb of the

Buffalo Local. Among those deferred are

First International Vice -President William

B. Fitzgerald , Eleventh Vice- President John
M, Parker

former International Vice

President Frank O'Shea and A. F. of L.

Organizer William Collins. President Mahon

was called to Buffalo for a conference upon

this situation, having been summoned by

the attorneys for the defence, headed by

Ernest W. McIntyre , James H. Vahey and

James McCoy. Due to the deferring of the

other cases, Attorney George A. Kelly of

Detroit was not held in the defence of the

cases , he being engaged in the defence of

Vice -President Fitzgerald and other Inter

national Officers and Organizers.

First International Vice - President William

B. Fitzgerald , aside from assisting Inter

national President W. D. Mahon upon the

affairs of the Association at the General

Office , at the institution of the conspiracy

cases in Buffalo, in the matter of their trial ,

was required to be present at that trial ,

where the case was in progress January 21 .

The case shows that there is practically no

evidence involving those being tried as in

any way associated with the interurban

incident that has been used to bring forth

these prosecutions.

Seventh International Vice -President

James Largay in January attended a meet

ing of Division No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y. ,

where he installed the newly elected officers.

While in Syracuse he held a meeting of the

Joint Advisory Board of Divisions Nos. 282 ,

Rochester, 580, Syracuse and 582, Utica,

N. Y. The subject considered at this con

ference was the matter of Division No. 282

desiring to withdraw from the associate

character of the three Locals in future

agreement work . Vice - President Largay

advised the Locals that they should con

tinue in associate agreement work, as the

Constitution , as amended at the Montreal

Convention , so required . He held a Joint

Conference Board of the officers of Divi

sions Nos. 669, Auburn ; 681, Oswego ; 737,

Syracuse and 887 , Newark , N. Y. The

members of these four Locals are employed

by the same employing property . The

Joint Board meeting was for the discussion

of the future attitude of the Locals and

employing company relative to the bus

service that has been installed on various

sections of this employing property, known

the Empire State Railway Company .

The result of this conference deferred

further action in the case until future con

ferences are held with the management of

the property, as per the report of Vice

President Largay under date of January 16 .

Eleventh International Vice -President

John M. Parker, per his report of January

20, is in attandanceat the conspiracycases

being. tried in Buffalo, involving members

of Division No. 623 and certain Interna

tional Officers. The case was in progress.

Fourteenth International Vice - President

Robert B. Armstrong assisted Division No.

915, Granite City , Ill ., upon wage agree

ment work . No agreement was consum

mated upon the rate of wages. The offer of

2 cents per hour increaseby the company

was rejected by the Local, and, under ad

visement of G. E. B. Member Edw . McMor

row, the dispute was submitted for arbi

tration. Two of the arbitrators chosen are

Attorney W. L. Perry , President of Division

No , 805, East St. Louis, chosen by Division

No. 915 , and Attorney J. B. Thomas of St.

Louis, chosen by the employing property .

At Ottawa , Ill., Vice -President Armstrong

assisted Division No. 916 upon agreement

work . This required a visit on his part to

Peoria , Ill., where he with the committee,

conferred with Manager Fisher of the em

ploying property. While in Peoria he ad

dressed a meeting of the Local . He also

took up with the management of the prop

as

on a
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erty the subject of consolidation of the La G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea instituted

Salle Local with the Ottawa Local . Per his Division No. 974 , New York , N. Y. and

report of January 10 , this case was pending, reports the Local to be well officered and of

as was also selection of a third arbitrator a standing that assures its continuance.

in the wage arbitration case of Division He was later dispatched to Allentown, Pa .,

No. 915, Granite City , Ill . where Division No. 956 was involved in an

election dispute, it having been charged by

General Executive Board Member Edw . certain of the members that the recent elec.

McMorrow left the_Winnipeg situation in tion of officers of the Local had not been

the hands of G. E. B. Member F. A. property supervised by the tellers of the

Hoover and the Local and returned to St. election. Board Member Shea found the

Louis, Mo. , where he was required to advise complaint well grounded , addressed two ses

with Vice-President Armstrong and Division sions of the meeting of the Local and under

No. 915 of Granite City , Ill . , upon a wage his advice a new election wasto be held .

dispute that had arisen through the Local He was later dispatched to Washington,

rejecting the 2 cents per hour increase D. C. , where railroad legislation was up be

offered by the employing property . Upon fore the U. S. Congress, the Senate having

his advice the subject was submitted for before it a bill that had been presented in

arbitration . While upon this situation , he the interest of steam railway employes,

advised with the officers of Division No. 788 Board Member Shea sought to have inserted

St. Louis, Mo., upon the affairs of that in this bill an amendment that would elim

Local, attended and addressed a meeting of inate from it electric railway properties.

the Local and installed the newly elected He consulted with President William Green

officers. He also advised with the officers and Secretary Frank Morrison upon this

of Division No. 916, Ottawa , Ill . , and Vice situation and per his report of January 17

President Armstrong upon the affairs of feels that the case will have to be further

that Local . Per his report of January 16 , dealt with when it comesbefore the House

Board Member McMorrow had arrived at of Representatives, except that the steam

Atlanta, Ga ., where he was assisting Divi railway brotherhoods accept the amendment

sion No. 732 in the matter of establishing suggested by him . Upon that report he

seniority in the operation of busses that had returned to New York , where he was

had been installed by the employing prop assisting the newly instituted Division No.

erty .
974 upon its affairs and was also giving

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair visited
attention to the interests of Division No.

967 , Staten Island .
Halifax , N. S. , where he assisted Division

No. 508 in the adjustment of an internal

dispute. An appeal had been made by
G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon at

Member Williams of the Local to Interna
Northampton, Mass., assisted Division No.

tional President W. D. Mahon, protesting 549 upon the adjustment of the one-man

re-election of the newly re -elected president, car seniority which had arisen by the in

on the assumption that he was unqualified
stalling of one-man cars upon that system .

from the fact that he held what was termed He attended a meeting ofDivision No. 589,

a foremanship position with the employing
Boston , Mass . , where he installed the newly

company Board Member Sinclair, upon elected officers and addressed the Local

investigation , found that the craft upon the subject of jurisdiction brought

ployment of the president-elect was not of
forth by the Machinists Union .

à nature that disqualified him for president.
ton and Augusta , Maine ,

Divisions Nos .721 ' and 724 upon the ad

he assisted

The Local accepted the decision of Board

Member Sinclair upon the case and the justment of a dispute that had arisen rela

appeal to the I. P. was withdrawn.
tive to register shortages.

He
He advised an

visited Montreal, Quebec, where he held a investigation of the registers, as the em

conference with the officers of Division No. ployes held that the registers were defective.

790 and reports that Local in fine shape.
He attended and addressed a meeting of

He was then dispatched to New Albany , Division No. 717, Manchester, N.H. and

Ind., where he attended and addressed a
installed the newly elected officers.

meeting of Division No. 838 . He reports report was very flattering upon the affairs

that the officers are well up in the affairs of
of that Local . At Providence, R. I. , he

the Association . He later visited Fort addressed a meeting of Division No. 618

Wayne, Ind . , where he attended and ad and installed the newly elected officers.

dressed a meeting of Division No. 682. He
He also visited Lowell, Mass., where he
installed

reports the Local in good shape and well
the newly elected

officers of

officered and on excellent relations with the Division No. 280 and addressed a meeting

He also visited the
of the Local .

employing property.
He reports upon the agree

officers of Division No. 645, Indianapolis ,
ment situationsinvolving Divisions Nos.

Ind . , and reports that he found a thor 600, Waltham and 620 , Framingham , Mass.,

oughly intense membership of that Local. that they are pending conferences per his

Those of the Local who are employed in
report of January 16 .

street railway work are employed upon what

is known as the Beech Grove Line and re
G. E. B. Member Wm . F. Welch in

ceive 10 cents per hour more than the un January instituted Division No. 975, em

organized Indianapolis street railway men

for their service. This comes of his report
bracing the employes of the Elm Grove

Street Railway Co. of Eim Grove, W. Va.

of January 17 . Per his report ofJanuary 10 the Local has

em

At Lewis

His
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been well officered and starts out in good and you find ahigher standard of man and

shape. womanhood. The same is true in any in

dustry, or in the same industry . By com

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson parison, you will readily see, where the

visited andaddressed a meeting of Division shorter hours prevail the higher and better

No. 725, Birmingham, Ala ., and assisted standard of man and womanhood, and this

the Local in adjusting certain grievances reflects itself in every environment that pre
that had arisen . He reports the Local in vails, and I only wish I could burn into the

fine shape and well officered. He later minds of all the people this fact : That in

visited Durham , S. C. , where he made a order to have true prosperity we must have
review of street railway employment in that an increase in leisure as well as in wages.

city and reports that the wage rates are 37 " Some years ago the opponents of the
cents per hour for first six months service eight hour day contended that if they gave

men, advancing 1 cent each six months to the worker the shorter hours of labor it

until those in employment at the end of would only result in the increase of drunk

four years of service receive 45 cents per enness and laziness on the part of the work.

hour. There is no differential for overtime. er, but even the statistics of Russia prior to

Per his report of January 16, he was at the downfall of the Czar show that where

New Orleans, La. , where he was assisting the hours of labor were decreased to the

Division No. 194 upon grievance work. Russian worker, drink also decreased , and

that is true in the English and in the

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover in American statistics.

Winnipeg attended meetings of Division “ The fact is that workers who are com

No. 99, and assisted the Local in extension pelled to put in long hours of labor resort

of membership. He returned to his home to drink as a stimulant in order to enable

December 21, where he made a report them to continue the struggle . As soon as

very gratifying upon the affairs of the the hours are shortened and their environ

Winnipeg Local. ments bettered their desire and require.

ments for stimulants of this nature de

THE EIGHT HOUR WORK DAY crease, and the fact is that wherever the

shorter hours of labor prevail there is less

The following is taken from an address drunkenness and debauchery than there is

by W. D. Mahon on the eight hour work where the long hours of labor prevail.

day :
It seems from figures and facts, that long

" Unless you get working power into the hours, drunkenness and misery belong in

people you cannot get it out of them. the same class and travel together. When

There is a living example of this fact when the long hours are removed , the other two

you compare the conditions of Australia
'fold their tents like the Arabs and silently

with that of India. Both India and Aus
steal away '."

tralia are under the British flag.

" For the past sixty years the colonies of AMERICAN FEDERATIONIST

Australia have had the eight hour work day

with an established living wage. The result
Official Magazine of the American Federa

is that the people of Australia are among tion of Labor. - William Green , Editor.

the most progressive and advanced people What Others Think of the American

in the world today, and the country has Federationist,

gone forward by leaps and bounds. “We find Mr. Green's editorials to be

" In India where the long hours of labor
sound and wholesome, idealistically elevat

and low wages prevail , and if you please
ing , and the whole an excellent magazine .

low, wages always prevail where the hours
* It is a duty every union member

of labor are long, there we find just the
owes to himself and to his organization to

opposite of what we find in Australia-a

demoralized, degraded people, who
read this publication . If every employer

live
should read it , it would do much toward

from hand to mouth, as it were, not know

ing scarcely where the next meal is to come
minimizing the misunderstandings between

employers and employees . ” -Central Law

" Some time before the late war took place Journal.

Henry Ford adopted the eight hour work
“ The June number shows real vitality.

day for his workmen , and made the mini
* We shall be surprised if the Fed

mum
wage Five ($5.00) Dollars a day.

erationist does not increase its circulation

There was on the part of some people a
and influence under this editing." - New Re

prediction that Ford would fail, but what public.

has been the result ? Ford's business has “ The changes made in the general attrac

gone onand prospered until today he is the
tiveness of the American Federationist have

richest man in America, and possibly the been most pleasing. Today this official

richest man in the world , and he would magazine of the American Federation of

pever think of returning his men to the
Labor has become one of the foremost labor

longer hours of labor and lower pay that publications in the country, if not in the

prevailed prior to the time he adopted the world , reflecting , within its pages all the

eight hour day . major activities in current labor history in

The eight hour day, or the shorter hours both the new world and the old world. It

of labor, reflect the standard of man and is a worthy medium in which to record the
womanhood wherever they prevail. Take unfolding history of labor. We heartily rec

the community where shorter hours prevail ommend that this convention convey to its

from .
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1

editor , William Green , an expression of deep

appreciation for the creative ability displayed

in fashioning the American Federationist

after this new high standard.” — Atlantic

City , 1925 , convention of the A. F. of L.

Matters of national and international im

portance are discussed by men and women

of recognized standing. Monthly there ap

pears an article by the leaders of the Amer

ican Labor movement, touching the affairs

of their particular craft. The growing im

portance of the trade union movement has

now reached almost every field of human

endeavor. In its columns you will find ar

ticles on workers' education, labor banking,

co -operation between management and em

ployee, current labor legislation and an ac

count of the Federation's organization work.

No worker can afford to be without it . If

you cannot obtain it through your news

stand , write to William Green , American

Federation of Labor Building, Washington,

D. C. Subscription $2.00 per year ; single

copies , 20 cents.

1

tion .
800.00

Mrs. Dorothy, Hart, beneficiary , death claim

of Louis W. Hart, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .; cause,

General Peritonitis following Intestinal Ob

struction ,
100.00

Mrs. Anna Stiles, beneficiary, death claim of

Fred E. Stiles , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .; cause , Peri

tonitis .
800.00

Mrs. Louis E. Vernon . beneficiary , death

claim of Eugene Vernon, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 194. New Orleans,

La.; cause, Chronic Interstitial Nephritis .. 800.00

C. N. F. Reddick , financial secretary of Div;

No. 713 , for beneficiary, death claim of

John F. Coats, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 713, Memphis , Tenn .; cause,

Typhoid fever
100.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer

of Div. No. 241,for beneficiaries, death

claim of William W. Sanderson , deceased,

late member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Chronic Nephritis and Chronic Myo

carditis .
800.00

WilliamTaber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 241, for beneficiary , death claim

of Austin V. Mannion , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause,

Tuberculosis of both upperlobes including

a Tuberculous Enteritis ,
150.00

Mrs. Wanda Muller, beneficiary, death claim

of Fred Muller, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago , N .; cause, Acute

Heart Failure due to Myocarditis .
800.00

Edna G. McAlpine, beneficiar
y

, death claim

of Lemual A. McAlpine, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 373, Hyde Park,

Mass .; cause, Phthisis and Tuberculosis of

Lungs.
800.00

Joseph Haggerty, beneficiary , death claim of
Patrick Haggerty, deceased, late member

Cancer of Stomach andBroncho-Pneumonia: 800.00

J. Edna Curwin , beneficiary , death claimof

William R., Curwin , deceased , late member
of Div. No. 238, Lynn, Mass.; cause,

Tumor of Brain . 800.00

R. U. Morford, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div . No.272 ,for beneficiary, death

claim of John P. Nelson , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 272, Youngstown, Ohio ;

cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 700.00

John T. Roach, beneficiary, death claim of

William J. Roach , deceased,late member
of Div . No. 589 , Boston, Mass. ;. cause,

Accident - Fracture of the Skull with asso

ciated laceration of the brain sustained
under circumstances unknown .

Mrs. Pearl A. Love and Mrs. Fay A. Perkins,

beneficiaries, death c !aim of James T. John,

deceased , late member of Div . No. 883,

Everett, Wash.; cause, Carcinoma of Stom
ach and Liver... ,

Norma F. Deeney, beneficiary, death claim

of H. F. Deeney, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 256 , Sacramento, Calif. ;. cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia and General Paralysis of

the Insane ..

Mrs. Doma
Lawrence, beneficiary ,

death

claim of Boyd S. Lawrence, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 732, Atlanta , Ga.;

cause , Angina Pectoris ..

Ella Chipman, beneficiary, death claim of

GordonN. Chipman, deceased , late mem
ber of Div. No. 308. Chicago , Ill .; cause ,
Cerebral Hemorrhage . .

Wm. s. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Divi, No. 308, for beneficiary, deathclaim
of Edgar L.Johnson , deceased, late member
of Diy. No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .;

Chronic Valvular and Myocardial Disease ..

Mrs. Lucindia Park, beneficiary, death claim

of Caleb L. Park , 'deceased , late member of

Div. No. 757, Portland , Ore .; cause, Pul

monary Tuberculosis .
Mrs. Mary A. Blosser, beneficiary, death

claim of GeorgeBlosser,deceased , late

member of Div. No. 623,' Buffalo , N. Y.

cause, Arterio Sclerosis and

Hemorrhage.

Mrs. Helen Walker, beneficiary , death claim

of Edward S. Walker, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 20 , Detroit, Mich .; cause,

Pulmonaryand Intestinal Tuberculosis

Mrs.Nettie Wysner, beneficiary , death claim
of John J. Wysner,deceased . 'latemember

of Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich .; cause,Left

A

CE

800.00
1

Disbursements from the Death , Disability

and Old Age Benefit Fund during the month

of November, 1925 , were made to benefi.

ciaries on claims as follows :

Death Benefits

Adelgunda Reavey, beneficiary, death claim

of Hugh Reavey , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y.; cause, Gen

eral Paralysis . . . $ 800.00

Kate A. Harris , beneficiary, death claim of

William Arthur Harris, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I .;
cause , Carcinoma of Stomach 300.00

Ella A. Hoxie, beneficiary , death claim of

Warren L. Hoxie , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 618 , Providence, R. I .; cause,
General Arterio Sclerosis 800.00

Casper Schneider, beneficiary, death claim of

B. Schneider, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 697, Toledo , Ohio ; cause, Cerebral

Apoplexy ...
800.00

Mrs. William W. Ford , beneficiary, death

claim of William W.Ford, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 163 , Meriden , Conn .;

cause , Septicemia , probably caused by

Pyorrhea and Ulcerated Tooth . 800.00

Katherine J. Morris, beneficiary , death ciaim

of Matthew M. Morris, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass .; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis, Chronic Nephritis and

Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

A. C. Shields, financial secretary of Div. No.

408, for beneficiary, death claim of M. H.

Atkins , deceased , late member of Div. No.

408 , McAlester, Okla .; cause, Pleurisy with

effusion , Nephritis and Cardiac Envolve

ment
700.00

Mrs. Alma Stockdale , beneficiary, death

claim of Charles A. Stockdale, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh,

Pa.; cause , Gall Stones.. 800.00
M. J. Hennessey, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 448 , for beneficiaries,

death claim of Patrick Costello , deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 448. Springfield ,
Mass.; cause , Valvular Heart Disease 800.00

Mary Riley , beneficiary, death claim of R.A.

Riley , deceased , late member of Div. No.

628 , Covington , Ky :; cause , Pistol shot in

right temple - Suicide. 800.00

Hattie Willsher, beneficiary, death claim of

George W. Willsher , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 758 , Tacoma, Wash .; cause,

Heart Disease . 700.00

Mrs. Minnie Kessler, beneficiary , death claim

of William H. Kessler, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Accident - Shock and internal injuries from

collision between street car and auto truck .. 800.00

Jennie May Morrisette, beneficiaty, death claim

of William Henry Morrisette, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 600, Waltham, Mass.;

cause , Broncho -Pneumonia, following opera

100.00

800.00

500.00

100.00

cause, 0
300.00

I
1

800.00

GE

Cerebra
l

800.00

100.00
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Lobar Pneumonia following Fracture of

Left Lung caused by Fractured Ribs from

fall into pit in car barn . 800.00

Mrs. Anna Stelling , beneficiary, death claim

of Herman Stelling, deceased, late member
of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Edema of Lungs .. 800.00

Mrs. Isabelle Wilkinson, beneficiary, death

claim of Charles Wilkinson, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Organic Heart Disease . 800.00

Fannie Belmore, beneficiary, death claim of

Nelson J. Belmore, deceased , late member

of Div .No. 600, Waltham, Mass.; cause ,

Organic Heart Disease . 800.00

M. J. Hennessey, financial secretary and
treasurer of Div . No. 448 , for beneficiary,

death claim of John Hurley, deceased, late
member of Div . No. 448, Springfield , Mass.;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

ClaudeV. Eaton , financial secretary of Div.

No. 197, for beneficiary, death claim of

William John Steele , deceased, late member
of Div. No. 197 , Meadville, Pa.; cause,

Accident-Collision of street cars, causing

Fracture of Skull and Concussion of Brain .. 400.00

Dr. Theodore E. A. McCurdy, executor of

will of deceased for beneficiaries, death

claim of Archibald Wharton , deceased, late

member of Div . No: 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause , Acute Dilatation of Heart, Alcohol.

ism and Arterio Sclerosis , .. 800.00

Harry E. Stevens, beneficiary , death claim of

Ora E. Stevens, deceased, late member of
Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause ,

Mesenteric Embolism . 800.00

Rebecca S. Franklin, beneficiary, death claim

of Samuel J. Pranklin , deceased, late mem.
ber of Div, No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause,

Arterio Sclerosis .. 800.00

Euphemia Hayden , beneficiary, death claim

of Herbert W. Hayden , deceased , late mem

ber of Div, No. 238, Lynn, Mass.; cause,

Asphyxiation by Illuminating Gas--Suicidal. 800.00

Annie B. Dolan , beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas P. Dolan , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 238, Lynn, Mass .; cause , Acute
Appendicitis and General Peritonitis .. 800.00

Ellen Shelp , beneficiary, death claim of

Harley A. Shelp, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 282, Rochester , N. Y .; cause , Ex
tensive Ulceration, non specific of the

Aorta .. 700.00

Mrs. Minnie Lee Porter, beneficiary , death

claim of Travis R. Porter, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 725 , Birmingham, Ala.;

cause, Tuberculous Meningitis. 400.00

Mrs. Maggie Reho , beneficiary, death claim of

Jake Reho, deceased ,late member of Div.

No. 758, Tacoma, Wash .; cause , Acute

Endocarditis ( Heart Disease ) : 800.00

Mrs. Buelah Stanley, power of attorney for
beneficiaries, death claim of Hiram H.

Stearns, deceased , late member of Div, No.

241 , Chicago, 111 .; cause , General Paralysis.. 800.00

William V. Reid , beneficiary , death claim of

Anthony Reid , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Bac

terial Endocarditis . 400.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Goelling, deceased, late memberof
Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Chronic

Myocarditis, Chronic Nephritis and Arterio
Sclerosis . 800.00

Perry E. Kingan, beneficiary, deathclaimof
W. A.Kingan, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa ., cause, Apoplexy . 800.00

Alice M. Furno, beneficiary, death claim of

James H. Furno, deceased, late member of
Div. No. 600, Waltham , Mass .; cause ,

CerebralHemorrhage and Fractured Skull,
also bullet wound of leg from being shot by

bandits while on duty as night watchman
at car barns . 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth F. Vivien , beneficiary , death

claim of F. Vivien , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 194 , New Orleans , La .; cause ,

Ruptured Appendix and Peritonitis. $ 800.00

Mrs. Annie Donahue, beneficiary , death claim

of T. B. Donahue, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause ,
Peritonitis.. 800.00

Mrs. Aiabel W. Woods, beneficiary, death

claim of W. J. Woods, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 194, New Orleans, La.;

causo, Uremic Coma and Chronic Parenchy.

matous Nephritis . 800.00

Joha Flowers, executor of will of deceased , for

beneficiary , death claim of Prank Flowers.

deceased , late member of Div. No. 281 , New

Haven, Conn .; cause, Bladder Trouble and

Cancer..... 800.00

Mrs. Bridget Kennedy, beneficiary, death

claim of Patrick Kennedy, deceased , late
member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, 111 .;

cause , Cancer of the Larynx.. 275.00

Mary H. Larkins, beneficiary, death claim of

Frank Larkins, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 925, Gloversville , N. Y.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage. 450.00

Thomas F. Leaden, beneficiary, death claim

of John H. Leaden , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 281 , New Haven , Conn .; cause,

Diabetes Mellitus ... 800.00

Mrs. Virgie May Jarrell, beneficiary, death

claim of Thomas R. Jarrell, deceased,late
member of Div. No. 103, Wheeling. West

Va .; cause, Abscess of Liver ... 150.00

Mrs. Nora Hooley, beneficiary, death claim

of Walter M. Hooley, deceased , late mem

ber of Div, No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Asphyxiation by compression, accidental

crushed under his auto when jack slipped .. 600.00

Franz Recourt , beneficiary, death claim of
Peter Recourt , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 382, Salt Lake City, Utah ; cause,
Myocarditis , Coronary Thrombosis and

Acute Bronchitis.. 800.00

G. A. Lambert, financial secretary of Div. No.

966 , for beneficiary , death claim of James

Grant Johnson , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 966, Pt . Arthur and Ft . William ,

Ont.; cause ,Myocarditis and Lobar Penu

monia . 250.00

Ernst 0. M. Fehrnstrom , financial secretary

treasurer of Div. No. 589, for payment of

funeral and tombstone expenses, death claim

of Sanford Beattie , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause ,
Arterio Sclerosis . 375.00

Mrs. Anna Sexton, beneficiary , death claim of

Arthur E. Sexton , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Hodg
kin's Disease . 500.00

Mrs. Martin McMahon, beneficiary, death

claim of Martin McMahon, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 790 , Montreal , Quebec ;
cause, Heart Disease ... 500.00

Miss Monelvia Dygert, beneficiary, death

claim of Wellington Dygert, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 281 , New Haven ,

Conn .; cause , Asphyxiation from gas- feli

asleep in room as gas pipe became discon.

nected from a gas stove .. 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer

of Div. No. 241, for benenciary and exe

cutor of wilt of deceased , for beneficiaries,

death claim of Harry, C. Frew , deceased ,
late member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;
cause, Uremia . 80.000

Mrs. Louisa Coney, beneficiary, death ciaim

of George Coney. deceased , late member
of Div . No. 113, Toronto , Ont.; cause,

Myocarditis (Hardening of the Arteries) . 800.00

Nora Kearney, beneficiary, death claim of

Patrick T. Kearney , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.; cause ,
Pneumonia . 800.00

Catherine Phillips, beneficiary, death claim

of George, Phillips, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y.; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 100.00
Wm . S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Robert L. Smith, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis.... 275.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Edwin H. Schoenberg, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Organic Heart Disease.. 800.00
William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 241 , for beneficiaries, death claim

of Joseph McCabe, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis and Artério Sclerosis . , 800.00

Mrs. Lucy Eighme, beneficiary , death claim

of George Eighme,. deceased, late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Cere

bral Arterio Sclerosis 800.00
Herbert O. Harding, administrator of estate

Frank A.
De ,

erdecasedaOficiaries, deathclaimof
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IN MEMORIAM

By Div. No. 662, Pueblo, Colo .

Whereas, The all wise creator of heaven and earth

has seen fit to take from our midst , our true and

beloved brother, T. W. Taylor, one who has suffered

many years of sickness patiently until he was called

by Him who doeth all things well and knoweth best ;
therefore, be it

Resolved , That we, the members of local Division

No. 662, A. A. of S. and E. R.E. of A., in regular

meeting assembled . extend tothe bereaved family
our heartfelt sympathy; and , be it further

Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions be

spread on the minutes of this Division, one sent to

the family and one to the MOTORMAN AND CON

DUCTOR for publication .

Chas. G. EASTERLY,

Dec. 1 , 1925 . D. L. READ,

G. W. COMPTON

L. V. LEROUX.

of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Carcinoma of Larynx . 800.00

Hilda E. Van Tassell, beneficiary, death claim

of Richard Van Tassell, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause,

Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mrs. Anna Welch , beneficiary, death claim of

John Welch , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 589, Boston , Mass . , cause , Myocarditis

and Broken Compensation . 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Hanlon , beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph Hanlon , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 570, Waterbury, Conn .;
cause, Automobile accident -Shock from

Multiple Injuries ... 800.00

Mrs. Henry Roeder, beneficiary, death claim

of Henry Roeder, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 805, East St. Louis, Ill.; cause,

Injuries received in Street car Collision

accident . , 800.00

Mrs. Nora Griffin , beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Roy Griffin , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 805 , East St. Louis, Ill .; cause ,

Crushing injuries to both legs in Street Car

Collision - Accident. 800.00

Mrs. John Scarritt, beneficiary, death claim of

John Scarritt, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 805, East St. Louis, Ill.; cause ,

Fracture of Skull and other injuries from

Street Car Collision --Accident .. 800.00

Mrs. Pearl Weaver, executrix of will of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Charles F. Weaver, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 794 , Wichita , Kansas; cause,

Apoplexy and Bright's Disease.. 500.00

Mrs. Louis Brown, beneficiary, death claim

of James W. Brown, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Or

ganic Heart Disease .. 800.00

Mrs. Marie Gratton, beneficiary, death claim

of Arthur Gratton , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 279, Ottawa , Ont.; cause , Cellu

litis of Neck with Acute Endocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Lou Mason , beneficiary, death claim of

George Mason , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 925 , Gloversville , N. Y.; cause,

Cerebral Apoplexy and Arterio Sclerosis... 275.00
Daisy White, beneficiary, death claim of

George H. White, deceased, late member
of Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause,

Broncho-Pneumonia. 800.00

Mrs. Gertrude Riegler, beneficiary, death
claim of Conrad Riegler, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio ;

cause, Carcinoma of Stomach .. 500.00

Harriet Morris, beneficiary, death claim of

Wiliam Morris, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,

Chronic Nephritis and Uremia .. 250.00

Mary Hegener, beneficiary, death claim of C.

Hegener , deceased , latemember of Div . No.

628, Covington, Ky.; cause , Pulmonary

Hemorrhage and Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Bonat, beneficiary, death claim

of Albert A. Bonat, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause, Pul
monary Tuberculosis . 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary - treasurer

of Div . No. 241, for funerai , tombstone and
other expenses, death claim of Patrick Con.

nolly , deceased, late member of Div. No.

241, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Carnicoma of

Bladder .. 800.00

Mrs. Rose Piper, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Piper, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 107 , Hamilton , Ont: ¡ cause ,

Uremic Poisoning due to Chronic Nephritis. 800.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 215 , for beneficiary,

death claim of Eugene L. Ryan , deceased,

late member of Div. No. 215. Wheaton ,

Ill.; cause , Pernicious Anaemia.. 800.00

R. S. Northey , financial secretary of Div .

No. 818, for beneficiary , death ciaim of

William Treloar , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 818, Oakland , Calif.; cause ,

Asthma and Dilatation of the Heart...... 200.00

Old Age Benefit

George Rossiter, member of Div. No. 282,

Rochester, N. Y.. $800.00

Total... $ 62,950.00

By Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas, Almighty God , in His supreme power

and wisdom , called unto Himself, our beloved brother
Patrick T. Kearney , in whose death we have lost a

true , and loyal member, and while we know that
words cannot alleviate the grief of those who mourn

his loss, yet we feel that it will be a consolation for

them to know that his faithful friends and brothers

offer their deepest sympathy in this hour of their
affliction ; therefore, be it

Resolved. That we the members of Division 448 ,

extend our heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the
bereaved relatives of our late brother, and be it

further

Resolved, That our charter be draped for a period
of thirty days as a token of respect for our departed
brother; that a copy of these resolutions be sent to the
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for publication, and

that they be entered on the minutes of this division
meeting .

C. A. RALEIGH ,

J. P. COUGHLIN ,

M. J. HENNESSEY,

J. W. LEONARD,

Committee on Resolutions .

1

By Div. No. 737, Syracuse, N. Y.

Whereas, The Almighty God , in His infinite wis.
dom and love has seen ' fit to claim by death our

brother , Vanda V. Groom , calling him to his eternal

home, we trust that he has entered into the reward
that is his . He has been a faithful member since

he came to work with us, and as a token of our

esteem ; be it

Resolved, That we, the members of Division 737 ,
A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A., in regulas session as,

sembled on this 8th day of January, 1926 , extend

our heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the be

reaved family of our late brother; and, be it further
Resolved , That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother our Charter be draped for thirty

days, a copy of these resolutions be spread upon

the minutes of this meeting , a copy be sent to the

bereaved family and a copy to the MOTORMAN AND
CONDUCTOR for publication .

A. C. Cady, President .

C. B. PICKENS, Secretary.

A. H. CROWELL, Rec. Sec .

our one

By Div. No. 725, Birmingham, Alabama

Whereas. The unwavering hand of the Divine

Providence has again stretched forth and led from
midst of our most esteemed brothers,

Lamar Dorton,and in bowingin humblesubmission

to the Divine Will , we desire to express our sym .

pathy to the beloved widow andchildren ; therefore ,
be it

Resolved, That our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days as a tribute to his memory ; that a

copy of this resolution be sent to the family ; a copy
spread upon the minutes of the local division and a

copy sent to the M. & C. for publication .
Jan. 15 , 1926. J. L. HURSI.

Apathy and Indifference, arch foes of the

Union Label ,
the world's greatest

traitors.

are

So may the New Year be a happy one

to you , happy to many more whose happi

ness depends on you . So may each year be

happier than the last .-DICKENS .
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.

our heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the be

reaved wife and family ; and , be it further

Resolved, That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for thirty

days , a copy ofthese resolution be spread on the

minutes of this Division, a copy sent to the bereaved

family , and that they be published in the Motor

MAN AND CONDUCTOR, our official journal.

0. CURTIN,

J. FLAHERTY,

JAS . J. McCARRON,

R. J. COPITHORNE.

By Div. No. 654, Hubbard, Ohio

Whereas, The Great and Supreme Ruler of the

universe has in His infinite wisdom , removed from

among us, one of our worthy and esteemed fellow

workmen , William Abernathy; and , whereas , the

long and intimate relations held with him in the

faithful discharge of his duties in this Division makes

it eminently befitting that we record our apprecia

tion of him ; therefore, be it

Resolved , that the wisdom and ability which he

ha exercised in the aid of our organization by

service , contributions and council , will be held in

grateful remembrance ; and

Resolved . That with deep sympathy with the

bereaved family of the deceased , we express our hope

that even so great a loss to us all may be overruled

for good by Him that doeth all things well ; be it
further

Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the records of our organization , a copy

printed in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR and a

copy forwarded to the bereaved family ,

F. P. HIBLER,

Jan. 2. L. F. HEMINWAY,

J. W. ALDRICH,
Committee.

By Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas , Almighty God, in His Supreme power

and wisdom , called unto Himself, our beloved brother

William Scholes ; and

Whereas, Deferring to His wisdom, we mourn the

loss of our late brother; therefore, be it

Resolved , By the members of Division 448, that

we share with his relatives in their bereavement; and,
be it further

Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of the Division meeting.

a copy sent to the sorrowing relatives, and to the
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for publication, and

that our charter be draped for a period of thirty
days.

E. A. RALEIGH ,

J. P. COUGHLIN,

J. W. LEONARD,

Committee on Resolutions .

By Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

By Dir. No. 107, Hamilton, Ont.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to re

move from our midst , Brother Chas. Piper; and

Whereas, We bow in humble submission to Him

who knoweth best, yet we feel that it will be con

soling to his family to know that faithful friends

and brothers extend to them, their deepest sym

pathy; therefore, be it

Resolved, That as a mark of respect for our de

parted brother, we drape our charter for thirty days

and a copy of this resolution be entered on the

minutes, also a copy sent to his family and to the
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

Jas. MCILWRAITH , Pres.
Dec. 30. W. F. CLARK, Rec. Sec .

By Div. No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .

Whereas, It has pleased the Divine Ruler of the
Universe to take from our midst our friend and

brother, Odis Killian , causing us to lose a loyal and

true comrade, who followed his wife by a few days ,
leaving behind them, two small daughters to mourn

their death ; therefore, be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Division 725 ,

extend to the bereaved family our heartfelt sym

pathy in this, their hour of sorrow ; and, be it further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent

to the family of our late brother ; that a copy be

sent to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR ; also spread

on the minutes of the meeting and that we drape
our charter for thirty days.

Jan, 15. 1926. J. L. HURST.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to re

move from our midst , our dear and beloved brother,

John Hurley, in whose death we have lost a true

and loyal brother , one who was faithful and did his

duty well, until he was called by Him who doeth

all things well and knoweth best; therefore, be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Division 448 ,
extend to the bereaved family our profound sym

pathy and consolation ; and , be it further

Resolved , That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for a period
of thirty days, and a copy of these resolutions be
sent to the bereaved family , and published in the

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.
DANIEL COUGHLIN ,
THOMAS GLEASON,

J. W. LEONARD,

Committee on Resolutions.

By Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

By Div. No. 360 , Alliance, Ohio

Whereas, In obedience to the Divine Will , our

esteemed and beloved brother, Spencer Hazen , was

taken from this life, his colleagues and associates ,
December 17 ; and

Whereas, Brother Spencer Hazen was one of the
oldest members of Division No. 360 , we do sin .

cerely and truly feel our loss in his being taken from
us; therefore, be it

Resolved, That Division No. 360 , A. A. of S. and
E. R. E. of A. extend to the bereaved family , our

heartfelt sympathy in their time of sorrow ; further
Resolved. That a copy ofthese resolutions be

forwarded to thebereaved family of our late brother

and associate and that the resolutions be published

in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR ,
-Div. 360 .

January 4, 1926. Will J. Robinson , Secretary .

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty God, the

Ruler of All Things, to remove from our midst, our

friend and brother, Patrick Costello ; therefore, be it

Resolved , That in that we are sincerely saddened

by the taking away of our late brother and keenly
recognize the loss , we here extend our profound

sympathy to his bereaved family; further, be it
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be

forwarded to the bereaved family of our late brother,

also to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for publica.

tion , and that the resolutions be spread upon the

minutes of our organization meeting, and also as
evidence of our sorrow and respect . that the charter

of the Divisionbe draped for a period of thirty days.

JOHN MCGRADY,
HENR . WARD,

PATRICK CONNOLLY,

J. W. LEONARD,

Committee on Resolutions .

By Division No. 628 , Covington, Ky.

By Div. No. 240 , Chelsea, Mass.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father , in His infinite

mercy and wisdom, has called to his eternal home,

our late brother, Burley E. Parks, in whom we have

lost a true and loyal brother, thecommunity a loyal

citizen, and the home a loving husband and father ,
therefore, we trust that he has entered into the re

ward that is rightfully his. He has been a faithful
member of Division 240 , and a token of our

esteem ; be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Division_240

of the Amalgamated 'Associationof Street andElec

tric Railway Employes of America, inregular session
assembled this 15th day of January, 1926. extend

Whereas, God in His infinite wisdom , has removed

from our midst our beloved brother, Casper Hagener,

and realizing that by the death of Brother Hagener

the Union has lost a worthy brother, his wife and

family a loving husband and father , and the com

munity a good citizen ; therefore be it
Resolved , That we extend our sincere sympathy to

the bereaved family ; that our charter be draped for

thirty days ; that a copy of this resolution be spread

upon the minutes of the Local Division and a copy

sent to our International Magazine for publication

Dec. 14, 1925 .

JOHN DAY,
CHARLES CHILDERS,

KIRTLEY ADAMS,

Committee

as



Edited by

Division Local Correspondents

International President Wm . D. Mahon and German Labor Envoy Herman Jochade.

The picture wastaken inNovember last , when a Committee of the German Union

Delegationmaking atourof industrial inspection in theU.s., visited Detroit. Envoy

Jochade is an executiveof the Amalgamated Union of German Railway Employes.
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SEEK NEW FRANCHISE

Hamilton , Ont.-- At our last regular meeting in

December occurred the election of an Executive

Board for Local 107, for the year 1926 . Those

elected were Brothers W. Allen , D. Turnbull , J.

Ritchie and W. H. Perrin . The first three are old

members re-elected and the last was elected to the

1926 Board in the place of Brother A. T. Reese, the

old stalwart, who served the Division faithfully for

six or seven years . The new Board should be weil

able to look after the interests of the Local, as all

members are well tried and experienced in negotiat
ing with the company.

Brother Dan Murphy was elected chairman of the

Sick Committee and auditor, with Brothers J. Bur
TOWS and W. F. Black .

It is respectfully requested by the new officers

that all members make concerted effort to attend

every meeting regularly throughout the new year .

We feel that we need all the support we can get

during the coming year.

Brother Murphy, when he attends the first audit,

will be able to indulge in his favorite , butter scotch
and home brew.

Our Christmas drawing came off and some mem
bers were lucky, as usual . Brother Howitt won the

turkey. Brother Jameson won a goose . Both had a

good time , no doubt.

Brother Camps won a turkey for selling the most
drawing tickets. The president of the Trades and
Labor Council drew the tickets .

Who was the member of our local who had over

thirty tickets ? He won in a raffle and then failed

to win a turkey or goose .

I am more than pleased to state that all of our

members had a most agreeable and profitable sur
prise this Christmas, when we were requested to
report to the office . We all received a five doliar

bill and a card wishing us the compliments of the

Our thanks were mailed officially to the

president of company, which was suitably

acknowledged .

We are still working under a temporary agreement
with the city . At first it was to February 9 . Now

it has been extended to May 1 . I trust that during

the period named , it will be possible for our com

pany and the city to come to an agreeable agree
ment, satisfactory to all and to the electors of the

The last agreement for a new franchise was

turned down December 7 , but it is hoped this one

will carry and be suitable for ail.

Now , boys , as members of Division 107 and em
ployes of a company that has always treated us

fairly, wemustagain put our shoulders to the wheel
and do all we can for the next vote on a new fran

chise to carry with a big majority. We seemed to

be under a cloud with the general public just re

cently, as it appears to begenerally recognized that
we are a very discourteous body of men . If that is

so, there is a remedy and a quick one. Courtesy

costs nothing except a concentrated will and an en

deavor to be good and trustworthy with the public .

Manners make the man and remember, good feeling

and good thought naturally , follows. Now , boys,

shake all disagreeable types of character off and let's
do our best to make ourselves the best liked , best
mannered and most courteous body of men this

company and Division has ever had .

-COR, 107 ,

season .

our

city.

dent. Never mind, Mack, there is always a place

for you at our meetings. This yearwe decided to

form an office of ist vice -president. We are glad to

see Brother F. C. Bates elected to this office, every

thing will run smooth on the Wesley Park Division
of our Local . The keenest competition was for the

office of business agent and recording secretary :

Brother Frank Hall weathered the storm and amid

congratulations, takes this chair . He now becomes

more closely associated with his comrade- in -arms,

good old Brother May . Brothers Mould and Myers
gave Frank a hard race . Brother Jack Hiltz was

elected to the warden-sentinel office unanimously .

Brothers Holt and Pink were re - elected by acclama.

tion to their present offices. The installation of

officers will take place on January 7th , and will be
followed by an entertainment with lots of eats and

cigars .

Brother May, our worthy president , thanked the

boys for his re -election and co-operation in the past
year , but wants closer co -operation in 1926. Much

has been accomplished , but there is yet a lot to be

done , as each year brings forth bigger jobs for the

future success of organized labor, so, we must stand

shoulder to shoulder and then we will win .

A new sign -up of runs took effect the first of the

year. A number of changes are noticeable this time .

Evidently the boys are anxious to start the new year

right .

Brother Baker has signed on his regular run again ,

from the house to the barn.

Brother Parkinson , a fast conductor , has signed on
the Dead Line.

Brother Myers, our champion whistler, decided to

go to the Niagara Gardens, where he can whistle to
the birds every half hour.

Brother Hendry took the Main Line . Brother

Warner says he will be able to keep on time now ,
as he won't be getting short bells from Hughie when

he loses his punch in the snow.

Brothers on the spare board wish Brother Steve

Pratt a Happy New Year. He has been very good

to the 5:15 report motormen in 1925 .

Brother Haywire Ruddle signed extra to get the

jam.

Brothers Gallagher and Sheahan have separated .

Mr. Gallagher to the Cemetery -- Mr. Sheahan to the

dogs.

Art Chater was on the job early , January 1st , for
the Welland run . Now watch the extra men grin .

Many of the brothers wonder why Brothers

Richards and Evans signed the Toonerville.

Brother Evans suffered from sea sickness the first

day and had to get relieved .

Brother Pink took the Terminal. He made a good

start with twelve hours in on the first day,

Who was the Conductor that flagged the Local

Line Diamond at Ball's crossing ?

Who was the Conductor on December 9th that
had his Thermos bottle of tea frozen when working

on car 113 ?

Many brothers wonderwhy Brother Walt Smith
loses his punch every fifteen minutes . He had

better get a chain ,

Brother Keating says the heaters on the Local

Line cars are likea lighted candle on the golf links.

Tough luck for Brother Tom Crozier that he could

not get back on the Terminal, as the little girl in the
doctor's office misses him .

Any brothers wanting any bones should apply to
Brother Hall. He was seen the day after Christmas

eating 3 turkey leg.

Brother Parkinson never hollers about cold cars .

He attended the union meeting without underwear,

Conductor Woods on the C. N. R. has the habit

of telling his motorman that he has only four more

trips to make. The motormen say the day is long

enough without being told .

Brothers, did you ever hear of the pole coming off
the wire when the car was standing still? Well , car

102 on the Victoria Lawn Division .
Brothers , would it not be advisable after the dis

cussion at our fast meeting on cold cars and no

lights at the end of the lines to form a light and
heat committee ?

The report read at our last meeting by Brother

Keating, delegate to the Trade and Labor Council
of St. Catharines delighted all present. " SILENCE "

No report is considered a good report , Jim.
Who was the Inspector that accused a crew on cas

108 of shooting crap but on investigating found that

it was the windows rattling ? This car also has an

Hallucination window, You see a fat man ahead

but when you get up, to him , he hasn't hadany
thing to eat for a week.

Brother Charlie Myers has acquired the taste for

He was seen eating a couple of large onions ,

on

OFFICERS FOR NEW YEAR

St. Catharines, Ont.-- Division 846 held her annual
election December 9th . The following officers were

elected for the ensuing year : President, L. P. May ;

1st vice - president, A. Crozier ; 2nd vice- president , F.

C. Bates; recording secretary and business agent, F.
Hall ; financial secretary -treasurer, W. Holt ; corre

spondent, A. F. Pink ; warden , J. Hitz.

The regular meetings of this Division were held
December 3 and 10 with good attendance. At our

first meeting we initiated into membership two new

brothers; also, at therequest of a number of brothers ,

our new agreement that is now before the company
was read and discussed again .
The feature of our meeting on December 10th ,

was the result of our election , which met with ap
proval by all . Much interest was displayed at our

election , and a large vote was poled, due to the hard

and efficient work on thepart of Brothers Ruddle and
Cheshire, who acted as scrutineers. A vote of thanks

was extended to these brothers . There were some

Vigorous contests this time . Brother Louis May was

Te-elected president, defeating Brother Parkinsonthree

to one,but Parky mustconsole himself that he can
try again another time . Brother Andy Crozier , who

was business agent for 1925, will be our vice-presi garlic.
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street -car

cars We

was

the Knights of Pythias, the Maccabees and Local
Division No. 360 of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E.

May we live a life that when death comes to us it

can be said of us, as of you , that we lived a life of

Whitacre ; treasurer, Wm . J. Wallace ; recording and
financial secretary , Will J. Robinson ; executive board ,

Charles W. Smith , Ira A. Watson, H. W. Whitacre,

Will J. Robinson ; delegates to Central Labor Union ,

Brother Parkinson and Whetson were the lucky operated by two men . Many who ride them so

winners for the turkeys. Brother Whetson's cost consider them . The adoption of the ordinance in

jour cents, and Parky won two. Brothers Woods November, 1923 , was by a total vote of 21,777

and McClelland enjoyed a free pheasant supper , and Dayton citizen voters . Federal Judge Hickenlooper

Brother Baker got a rabbit, minus the head. rules that the one - man cars shall continue to operate

The express on the Port Dalhousie and Lake Shore in Dayton. His decision was not unexpected.

Divisions is getting heavier . The Port carries 50 Upon the enactment of the ordinance Dayton city
boxes of rubber boots and 15 boxes of fish . The

officials failed to take any steps to put the ordinance

Niagara car carries 15 quarters of beef and 30 cans into effect and about three months later the come

of milk all on the passenger cars . We think an ex

press car would come in handy for the extra men ,
pany took the case into the Federal Court. How a

city election should become a matter for a Federal

The management has placed the following sign in Court to consider is a question that has agitated
all car vestibules : " It is contrary, to rules for pas many minds. Anyhow, this case landed in that court

sengers to ride in car vestibules. Now, brothers,

let's all keep the vestibules free , as it is only a bad

The final point raised by Judge Hickenlooper was

habit and dangerous practice, and to save argument,

that an ordinance passed in 1921 granted the street

just show the passenger the sign and they will do
car company the right to use one-man cars on the

streets of this city and that said ordinance consti

the rest . While many of us allow this , sooner or

later we will have to offer our explanation on the

tuted a contract that cannot be impaired . In other

words, when the peoplegranta public utility cor

carpet .

In conclusion , brothers, another year has closed
poration a privilege. that privilege is a binding con

its pages in the history of time and a new year has
tract and the people lose all control over their

dawned upon us. We may, at this time, look back
property. To the layman such seems to be the only

and review our accomplishments, and let us approach
construction to be placed upon Judge Hickenlooper's

decision.
the new year with courage and renewed confidence

An ordinance granting concessions to an

in our officers. Let's all get behind these men , and
individual or a private company is a contract.

attend the meetings .
At the last election only one-third of the citizens

Presuming all to have had a Merry Christmas, we, of Dayton eligible tovote cast ballots. This is what

of Division 846, wishes the whole A. A. of S. & you heard: " What's the use of voting? It doesn't

E. R. E. of A. , and its officers , a Happy and Pros.
mean anything . Look at the one -man

perous New Year. case . Federal Courts rule. " Oh, well !

-PINKIE .
-COR. 810.

LOOK FOR WAGE INCREASE RESPECTED MEMBER PASSES

Pueblo , Colo.-Division 662 is yet on the map Alliance , Ohio . Local Division No. 360 bows in

making some progress in our wage scale by the long humble submission to thewill of Himwhoin His

experted , unwelcomed appearance of the one-man all wise providence, has taken from our midst, our

on the Lake and Fairmount Park Line. beloved brother, Spencer Hazen .
He was a trusted

went on an increase of one and one-half cents per employe of the Stark Electric Railway, highly re :

hour December 16, and our company has put in a spected by his fellow workers .
To know him truly

bid to the City Council for an increase of fares , a
to love him. Those who knew him so well

proposition which has been passed on third reading
will know him no more forever.

But his kind deeds

in the company's favor. It was passed December 28 . and words will be everlasting, May God bless all

If all goes well and the company wins in the race , those who mourn the loss of this near and dear one.

we will be granted another one and one- half cents Brother Hazen was fatally injured early Tuesday
per hour increase in wage, to take effect on the start morning .. December 15 . His left leg was badly

of the increase in fare , which will likely be in the crushedin an accidentand after its amputation, he

early months of our new year. Men operating one was seemingly improving. His condition suddenly

man cars now think they should have about $ 1.00 changed themorning of the 17th, andat 8:25 A. M.
he passed away.

Our local seems to be having rather a hard time
Brother Hazen was born March 21 , 1866 Dear

on the election of officers. There was a tie vote on Alliance, and in the early history of the electric

the president and we decided to take the second railway in Alliance he became a motorman.
When

vote . We set Friday, December 18 , but on account service was instituted on the interurban cars to

of the extra travel before Christmas the tellers were Canton, he was the first motorman tooperate a cas.

unable to get a day off, so we set Monday, the 21st . His cap badge was No. 1 .

The same circumstance resulted in another deferring Funeral services were held Sunday, December 20,
of the election to the 28th . The results of the elec with Dr. W. W. Dieterich and Rev. A. B.Moore in

tion on December 28th was as follows: President , charge. Burial was at the Alliance City Cemetery:

D. A. Spencer; vice- president, J. W. Biggs ; recording Friday evening.Prior to his burial, the Knights of

secretary. C. L. Brady; financial secretary -treasurer, Pythias Lodge called in a bodyathishomeand on

J. L. Brady; conductor, C. L. Evans; warden, George Saturday evening, Local 360 and the officers ofthe

Brook; sentinel, H. C. Speas ; corresponding secretary, Stark Electric Railway visited the bereaved home;

Charles G. Easterly ; executive board, J. W. Briggs, The beautiful couch casket containing the remainsof

A. L. McAuley , E. E. Leach . The auditing board is Brother Hazen was surrounded by fowers ofmany

to be appointed by the president on the night of
designs, among which the largest was

installing officers, which will be at our meeting of street-car and an easel on whicha cap was worked
January 5 . out of flowersanda gold figure 1 on the front,
Wehave passed over another Christmas and every donating that Brother Hazen was known as Motor

body seems to be glad that the great rush and extra
man No. 1 on the Stark Electric .

heavy travel is over. We can say we certainly en Thedeceased was survivedby his widow , three

joyed a real warm summer day on thatgreat, thank
children , Mrs. Robert

ful holiday that brings cheer and glad tidings to all . Hazen,Alliance, and Mrs.Charles Barnes, who lived

Balmant, Alliance, Selden

We will live hopeful of seeing many more. at his home.

The writer had the pleasure of being off Christmas isters and one brother who also survive .

There are three grandchildren , two

Day-the first time in many years . Our superin Brother Hazen was a member of the Odd Fellows,

tendent gave seniority rights as to who should get

off on that day and so on down the list to see who

will follow next year and so on each year.
of A.

Well, as this winds up my, writing for 1925, I will
Brother Hazen, thou art gone. We miss you .

close and you can watch for some more hot air Yes, we miss you, yet you have only preceded cust

during the new year with our new staff of officers .

There will be no neglect. Division 662 will see that

the Association in general hears from us once each

month . peace .

We wish al a Happy and Prosperous New Year . Division No. 360 has installed officers for the year

COR . 622 . 1926 as follows :

vice- president ,

President, Charles W. Smith ; first

Clarence Ayers ;

ONE-MAN CARS NOT TO BE OUSTED
dent, George Lewis; business agent ,

Dayton, Ohio-The decision of Federal

Hickenlooper sets aside the vote of the people of this

city , who enacted an ordinance initiated forbidding
the use of Dayton streets to one- man cars .

ordinance was due to the fact that the public con son, C. W. Smith and will). Robinson.
officers were installed January 7 .siders these vehicles dangerous than Cors

WILL J. ROBINSON

per hour.

a miniatur
e

second vice -presi

Harry W.

Judge

The These

more
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slipping, then they come out in force and want to

TORONTO TOPICS to run on . Do you get me, men? Come out. At ,

tend the meetings and show your colors.

The value of organization has again beenproven On December 14th we held our regular election of
to the members of Division 113 . During the year officers for the two year term of 1926 and 1927 .

just closed there were taken from our midst by death Brother George H. Nelson was re - elected president
24 of our brothers. We sincerely regret their loss by acclamation. This is President Nelson's 10th con

and extend to their families and friends our heart secutive term as president and business agent of this
felt sympathy. In addition to the 24 deaths, two Division. He was our first, last and only president
of our brothers drew their old age benefits and are in the history of this Division.
now honorary members of the Local . Brother Jesse W. Crow, who has held the office

Some of the benefits of organization are here shown : of vice-president for the past four years, declined
the nomination forWe paid in local death benefits during the year, re -election on account of

$ 3,150.00 and in International death benefits, $ 13, personal reasons. Brothers W. J. Powell and V. J.
250.00 , with $ 1,600.00 old age benefits. Sick benefits Stokeswere nominated for vice-president , Brother
and doctors aggregated $ 10,000.00, which is a total W. J. Powell was elected. Recording secretary C. E.
in direct financial aid to our members of their bene Dennison and Financial Secretary and Treasurer C. C
ficiaries of $28,000.00. The fol.We were also successful in Fergusonwere re - elected by acclamation ,

having 82 of our members who were discharged , lowing officers and delegates were elected by accla

reinstated , The value of this to them would repre mation : A. M. conductor, R. W. M.Arhart; A.
sent quite a pile of union dues . We made in con warden, A. A. Einkauf; P. M. conductor, V. E.

nection with these and other cases and grievances, Griffen ; P. M. warden , E. J. Dubose; tradescouncil
some 400 visits to the office of the management of delegates, Jesse W. Crow , C. E. Dennison and O. F.
the property. Keene; delegates to the Labor Temple Association ,

Still we have the old gag -- " What is the Union C. E. Dennison, V. J. Stokes and J.H. Osborn.

doing?" During the year there were a couple of We succeeded in having all three of our delegates
bad accidents where the broader benents of trade elected on the Board of Directors of the Labor
unionism was demonstrated. It showed how the Temple Association at the last meeting of the Asso

Union provides protection for the non-union man ciation . This Board is comprised of twenty -five

and their families, as well as for those who pay the directors.
shot. One of these was a man seriously injured who Our band is coming along fine, We have dis

for months drew from the Workmen's Compensation covered some five or six first class musicians among
Board two-thirds of the union wages, as well as our newer men. They are taking an interest in the

payment for his permanent injury , and free medical band , which has at this time about twenty - five
attention . The other case was fatal and in this in members. Your correspondent feels right proud of

stance the Compensation Board paid the funeral the band as does the other officers and members.
expenses and is paying $40.00 month to the We are planing on two special social meetings fo I

widow for life. It would be a sad day, indeed , for our membership, one in January for the P. M.

those families if everyone neglected trade unionism tripper and extra men , one in February for the A.
as they did . It was only by the persistent agitation M. and any other of the men who may be off duty .
of the trade union movement that Workmen's Com At these meetings we will expect our band to dem
pensation ever came on our statute books. onstrate their ability to furnish some real Music.

I would like, in view of the above facts, to point On the morning of the 28th of December your

out to our members the responsibility that rests on correspondent rolled out about four -thirty A. M. to
their shoulders and the duty they owe to their find San Antonio the Winter Playground of America ,
families and ask them to see to it that they retain wrapped in a blanke of snow, the first real snow to

their membership and keep their dues paid each fall here in years. It reminded me of the days of

month . I regret that there are afew in each barn 1903 to 1908, when I was with old Division 268 in
who are careless in this respect . They should realize Cleveland , Ohio . However, we expect to be able to

now , that our per capita tax has been raised so that go bathing in the bathing pools here again in the
the head office can continue to pay our death bene next few days, with the Sun shining on both sides

fits, that our local financial secretary cannot carry of the fence again . In the meantime, the most per

them beyond the second month of arrears. Touching fect harmony prevails, in old Division694thatit

on this subject, I would ask the members' wives to has known for several years . Our Extra men

see to it that the union dues are paid every month. busy while the regulars are takingi lay -off to go out

During the past one widow was surprised to learn and hunt deer , or dear, I know not which .
her late husband was not a member of the Union -DENNIE, Cor. Div, 694 .

and had no death benefit coming. Three others were

astonished to find their husbands had been suspended OFFICIAL STAFF FOR NEW YEAR
for non-payment of dues and they had no benefits
coming. It is well to remember that members in

E Lewiston, Maine, - Division No. 721 has held herarrears two months or more are not entitled to sick
election of officers for theor death benefits of any other form of union pro year 1926 . Officers

tection. elected are : President , Daniel McCarthy ; vice

Our attendance at the meetings is increasing as we president, Thomas Graham; treasurer, Carl Mason;
draw near the end of our agreement. Don't forget financial secretary ,, James Longley; recording secre

the mass meetings we shall be holding shortly . tary, Frank Davidson; warden , E. Hebb ; sentinel,
It is

up to every member to be on the job this year. E. Turgeon.
I

At the close of the election meeting some of our
would also suggest as a reminder, that only those

carrying a paid up working card can be admitted
members did some fancy bowling.

to these meetingsor have anything to say on the We regret that our day dispatcher, Tim Longley,
matter of agreement relations. is ill . He is a great favorite with our boys and we

Brother Albert Wadley is now the proud possessor hope to see him with us again soon.

of a diamond stick, whichhereceived, together with There is much talk about Brother McKenna and

a check at Christmas, for having turned into the a lady on the main line .
There is to be

office a wallet containing fifteenthousand dollars
a great bowling match when

worth of diamonds.
bring you luck !

Good boy, Albert, and may it
Brothers Willete and Davidson bowl for the cham

pionship.
Brother Charles Mason is afilicted with radio.--BERT.

bugism . He sits up nights. He has the Sabaettn

NELSON ELECTED FOR THE TENTH TERM and Crowley's Junction as a night run.
Brother Parent loafed a recent Sunday and there

San Antonio , Tex.-Division No. 694 is still on is falling off of female travel on his car.

the Map and going strong , Brother Turegon had an addition to his family

We have changed the hour of meeting for our
recently, making the eighth. , Heis now trying toput

A. M. shift from eight_P . M. on the second Friday a base ball nine in the field . Congratulations.
Brother Potter's wife is using his mustache for a

in the month , to fourP. M. on the second Tuesday
in the month . carpet -sweeper.

change willbe the means of increasingtheattend.
We were of the opinion that the Brother Bergeron has laid off the Şabatten night

ance . run, much to the disgust of Brother Footman.
The change hashelped some,but the attend

ance is not what it should be . Brother Hamilton has laid away his Chevrolet on
satisfied to let the officers hold the meetings and

Union men
account of the cold weather,

transact the business of the organization until they Brother Hebb has sent his Dodge to the farm for

feel something in theway of wages or conditions its health ,

Thingsare slack in our shops here and thus work

'What's the matter. Are ou is dull

at the switch ? " No, brothers. officers asleep Division No. 721 sends her best wishes for a
remember this, the best train It is not that. Just Happy and Prosperous New Year to all other locals

cannot run a train unless the ties and rails are therecrew in the world of the Amalgamated.

-Cor . 721 .

are

are

know .
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The greatest problem the trade union movement
faces is the sound education of the union's members.

AND
CONDUCTOR ; also the Constitution

and General
Laws of the organization

. It is well, also , to observa

But always, the battle has been against the

dreamer possesses nothing and is forced to labor for

Toiling under the whip of necessity , eating our
bread in the sweat of our brow , toiling on until the

last return to the dust from which we came is &
constant reminder. For the most part, the individual
of misunderstanding is like the ox laboring under

heavy burdens, like sheep before the shearer, dumb,
but now and then staggering like frightene i cattl ,
breaking down every barrier in a mad rush to fini

to be turned back with a halter about their necks to

So it has been , through all centuries of recorded
history, the best way is to unite and pull together

If not, we will be one in a hill.

Persecution and oppression have always tended to
drive men together and cement the tie that binis

them in their age -long struggle for freedom . Strong
than the ties of blood are those of the mind and

Men who suffer the same wrong, have the

same thoughts , see the same visions, but the herd

instinct, mad and unreasoning, most often destruc

Struggling together and when driven byond en
durance straining to throw off the yoke, men have

found that in union there is strength in isolation
So let us all think and pull together. In

isolation there is nothing but poverty and misery .
Many of our members know what it would be to

Twenty-four

FAREWELL TO OLD FRIEND him in his work and in bringing benefit to the memº

bership .
Sioux City, Iowa.-- Some of the older members of We are getting ready for our 25th annual ba!!,

Division No. 779 prepared for a farewell party for which will be held Easter Monday night , as in past

Mr. Kisk , Jr., before he left for his home in Hon . years . We hope to make it a grand success.

olulu . A good time was enjoyed by those present ; Brother Henry L. Manchester, the third oldest of

but several of our men failed to show up, making it our members in point of service on the Fall River
rather unpleasant for the committee who put in Division of the Eastern Massachusetts Railway, we

their time and money to prepare for the event . Now very much regret recently passed from this life.

boys, do not say you will come to gatherings unless Brother Manchester was first employed July 4, 1889,

you intend to attend . It is very embarrassing to more than thirty -six years ago, when this property

make preparations and then have only about two. was known as The Globe Street Railway Company ,

thirds of them come, after otherwise expressing He was employed as a blacksmith, but slightly more

themselves. If you do not intend to come, you than a year from that date he took the position of
should place that information before the committee. driver of a horse -car. In 1892 horse -cars were abol.

Brothers Webber, Garrett and Boughton have put ished and Brother Manchester became a motorman
in much time getting up a new year book for our on the Main Line . Later he was transferred to the

local . They hope to get out the best book we ever Stafford Road and Winter Street Line .
He was

published and make a little money on it for the recognized as one of the best of our men by the

Sick Fund. It is surely needed , as several members patrons and the company and becamevery popular

are even now on the sick and injured list . The book with his fellow employes ,
Brother Manchester is

is in the hands of the printer and will likely be out survived by his widow , who has the profound sym.

before this appears before the members. pathy of our members.
Brothers Woodward, Criteser, Johns, Garnett and President Marchado on December 18th issued an

perhaps several others, have new radios installed in appeal , which hehad published in the Fall River

their homes. All report plenty of good music in the daily papers, urging the publicto co -operate with us

air . street.car men to make the week of December 18th

Brother Frank Metz of the express crew had the a No-Accident Week . One of his suggestions was to

misfortune to be hit by an auto recently and sus. make everybody happy on Christmas Day by avoid

tained a broken leg . His leg was re - set at the St. ing accidents and injuries for the week preceding

Joseph Hospital and he is improving . Brother Peter Christmas. Brother Marchado sounded the purpose

Storm is helping out on the express car pending the of the members of Division 174 in their endeavor

time of the recovery of Brother Metz. and hopefulness to make every week for the year

Brother Jack Dunn did wonderful work getting 1926 a No-Accident Week. This can be accomplished

in the new members for our local in the past year . much betterwith the co -operation of the public ,

He sure is a good hustier. which was sought by ourworthy president:
Brother Webber is out on the franchise team doing

good work.

Brother J. Griffin had the misfortune to fall while

hurrying to catch an early owl car and splintered a
IN UNION THERE IS STRENGTH

couple of his ribs . We trust he will be out soon .

Brother E. E. Howe is again on his run , after Seattle, Wash .—Div. No. 587, in the midst of a

three weeks vacation with smallpox
campaign to elect ofħcers for the year 1926 , is con

Some of our boys are complaining of sore arms fronted with a score of nominees, but webelieve the

from vaccination. right ones will be elected .

Brother Newell is dividing his time on the night It is too bad thatthere are not better educated

shift and day run .
men in our ranks . It has been said that the present

Sweeper men have been doing fine work so far officials are too ignorant for office.

this winter. There has been some snow here .
true . We know it isa great responsibility to hold

Brother Tom Norris , recently hit by a delivery
office in a union.

truck , is yet unable to work . ence of the trade union they represent ,

The officers reflect the intellige

Some of our boys are slow paying their dues . one should be trained for his position. The one who

This is rather aggravating to Brother Rice , our dues qualifies himself for office during active service in the

collector. He hasn't the time or money to spend union, coupled with education which helps him to

hunting delinquents. Now, boys , let's all help him understand better the social and labor movement,

out by paying our dues promptly and thus keeping broadens his outlook and viewson society as a whole:

ourselves in good standing. Just bear in mind that
it may be an advantage to our beneficiaries. Let's

This comes of attending meetingsmore than two of

-Cor. 779 . three times a yearand by reading the MOTORMAN

INSTALL OFFICERS
the bulletins posted at the carbarns. In doing this:

Fall River, Mass.-- Division No. 174 has installed
one can educate himselfin the working needs of this
local .

officers for the year 1926 . The officers installed are
misunderstanding.

as follows : President, John R. Marchado; vice the weak and unfortunate.

Those of misunderstandings are

president , Frank Morriss; financial secretary-treas

Let's not dream .

urer, John W. Porter; recording secretary. Thomas victory until the end .
F. Fletcher; executive board, Peter Atherton, Thomas

Fletcher, Frank Morriss, John W. Porter, Nicholas
Wilkinson ; auditors , Alfred H. Bassett , Henry

Belanger and George Ross ; hall committee, Peter

Atherton,William Dube and Thomas Fletcher; dele.

gates to C. L. U., ThomasFletcher , John Marchado,
Frank Morriss , John W. Porter and Nicholas Wilks

inson ; correspondent, James Chadderton ; conductor,

William Dube ; sentinel, William J. Migarry ; warden ,
Frederick Wilding. President Marchado, one

a way out to a new pasture and fresh streams,only
who

has been of excellent service to his associate em. the will of the master.

ployes, was re-elected and likely will be for years to
come , as he is a first class presiding officer and a

first class president. for the good of alle
We are pleased to report that Brother Joseph

Coppinger and Denis Powers are recovering from

illness .

Snow -plow men were given a banquet recently in

Eagle Restaurant . They discussed the subject of spirit .

fighting snow-storms and Brother Robert Mullen

songsang very to
appropriate

the occasion .

Brother Mullen has transferred the Taunton
tive, has been the salvation of those who toil .Division and we wish him good luck .

Our 8 -hour bill is coming up again this year. We

hope to put it across.

President John A. Marchado, in a recent address weakness.
to our boys, urged better attendance at the meet

ings . Hepictured to them that it was to their own

good that they should make our meetings a success
It has its effect in assisting

be without a union .

by vigorous attendance. Let's go !

Perhaps that is

Therefore,

go !

The

a
to

-Cor. 587.
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once

Brother Hicks was elected as vice-president and

Brother Kessel second vice-president. They are both

good men .

We elected former president, Charles Gregory as

recording secretary , Brother Gregory has established
the reputation of being an efficient official. There

fore , we can rely upon a complete keeping of the

records of our work for the year 1926 .

Brother Herbert Chamberlain, also a former presi.

dent of our local , was elected Joint Board Member.
He will associate with Brother Montgomery in repre

senting us upon the Joint Advisory Board of the

Michigan Electric Railway Locals and we feel that

we will be properly represented .

There is not much change in the personnel of our

executive board and other officers.

Brother Herrick , formerly with the street car com

pany of Indianapolis, is improving in his illness, but
not yet able to work on his run .

Brother W. C. Morse, a veteran in the street -car

business, has been taken to his former home in

Kentucky on account of his health . He is reported

to be improving and we are pleased to hear it . He

was a conductor for twenty - five years.

Boys, do you know what is going on ? Get out at

the meetings and find out . The man who knows the

least always argues the most. Are you one of them ?

Consider what a wise man thinks, not what a foolish

one would say . Attend your meetings and let's make

a record year for attendance in the meetings of
Division No. 563 . In that way you will make a

record year for the local .

-Cor. 563 .

INSTALLATION OF OFFICERS

RE-ELECT OLD PRESIDENT

Bridgeport, Conn.- Local 459 held its annual elec

tion in December . Once again the boys can be con

gratulated in unanimously electing Robert E. (Doc . )
Wald to the office of President. Doc. has worked

hard for the organization since its inception . He
was one of the charter members of the local and we

ought to be proud to have him take over the reins

more . Incidently, Doc. Was also re -elected

delegate to the Joint Conference Board . The other

officers elected were : John Brown, vice - president;

John A. Sullivan , recording secretary; John Cody,
financial secretary and treasurer ; M. J. Clyons ,

correspondent ; Executive Board composed of Doc.

Wald , B , Flanagan, John Dooley , John Buckley Jr. ,

J. Webb, J. Brown and J. A. Sullivan.

The boys regret very much the retirement of

Sammy Strauss as recording secretary . Sammy has

held that office for several years and his handling of
same has been up to the standard. However, in his

successor, Sullivan, the local has acquired a good man

and we believe he will be heard from later on.

We held our annual ball in October. It was a

success , largely through the corts of brothers

Sullivan and O'Niel and it was mostly through their
work that we went over the top.

All the extra men are waiting for the snow to

come. Josephson is next on the list for a plow.

After the holidays the extra men are going to have
a radio installed in the motormen's and conductors '
room. In addition, there has been a Bowling Team

organized to play the different locals all over the
State . So far Dean , Jordan , Bergeron, Collins and

Takazs comprise the team. We have several more

good men and it is hoped that they will be out for
the team, A match game has been arranged be

tween the married and single men every Friday

night for the rest of the winter .

Quite a number of the boys went down to the big
town to see the Delaney -Berlhenbach fight. Most

of them were dissatisfied over the decision being

rendered against Delaney and since that night the

fight has been fought over several times in the
Middle Lunch. Ask Tom Walsh . Nice day, Bill .

That's right, Robby.

Collins thinks that Santa Claus was a Scotchman .
The Arbitration has come and gone . However,

this fellow Kleiner can't live forever, even though

he has been working since he has been fourteen .

Our man , Vahey, claims that Kleiner was prejudiced
against the carmen from the start . He holds a

political position , therefore, he gave his decision as a

politician would . So much for him .

Well boys, we shall wait until next year. We may

do better. Remember, our worthy president cannot
accomplish anything without your help. Show that
you are all with him by being present at the meet
ings. There should be no excuse . Either take in the
afternoon or night meetings .

There has been a committee formed amongst the

men to arrange for several whist and forty - five

parties next month . The committee is composed of

Daly, Cody. Sullivan, Eagen, Kelly and Mulrennan.

Just as soon as they obtain a suitable hall, the first
one of these entertainments will be announced .

Several of the boys have had some tough luck

lately through illness and death . Brother Ball had

the misfortune to lose his daughter, while Brother

Parfitt lost a brother .

Our quartette is coming around in good shape.
Scully will now sing the Prisoner's Song. Parley,

we still have some good checker games. In the near

future , a checker tournament is to be held . The

players entered so far are Strauss , Rogers , Riley ,

Collins, O'Niell, Green, De Vincent and Daut.
The

latter is sure winning first prize .

By the way, ask Ike Dorgan how many green
Bags he would display.

Well, we are still looking for the snow .

Don't forget, boys , get to the meetings.

OPEN SPACES.

St. Louis, Mo.- At our regular meeting held the

11th inst . Brother Edward McMorrow of the Gen

eral Executive Board was present and performed the

installing feat to a finish . We had a ciass of 29 to

be put over in the various offices, which made a

semi-circle entirely across the large hall, Brother

Mc. commenced at the head of the circle which was

Brother Douglas, re- elected president, then down the

line to the last man and obligated them all . It was

a credit to our Local , and an honor to himself .

We also had other noted speakers with us , Brother

Armstrong made a splendid talk. Brother T.

Conboy , A. F. of L, organizer of Washington, D. Ć :

made a rousing good talk of about one hour, appeal

ing to the boys to gather all the non -union employes

into the fold, emphasizing the fact that the time is at

hand when we must win with brains, and brother

hood, and not with muscles and mis -joinder .

Ifany of our readers happen to be in Alexandria ,
Ind . , drop around and see Brother Conboy. It will
cheer him up. He resides at 202 East Garfield

street, and I am sure he would be glad to see you .

Brother Douglas' official report was mighty good.

Taking the meeting as a whole, it was one of the

best our Local has experienced for some time and it
was an intellectual treat. As Brother Ralston said

his last communication , discord is disap

pearing from our Local . We are looking forward to

many such meetings .

I presume by the time this is in print we will be

working for the new concern which we understand ,

will be known as the St. Louis Public Service Com

pany. I think, while the reorganization is going on ,
it would be a splendid time for Local 788 to get

busy and readjust wages and conditions.

Brother McMorrow took up the Anthracite Coal

Miners' strike and that their labors are what keeps

the homes warm, the bake ovens going and the

wheels of industry revolving in the hard coal re

gion, and for all of this, their thousands of little
children the past Christmas, looked for " Santa

Claus" in vain . He made an appeal for help and

Local 788 donated $ 250.00 to help feed and clothe

the needy ones.
Brother Mc, also touched on the

fact that the 60 policemen here who had their wages

decreased surely stood in line for organization , as

they had to accept the cut and not say a word.
Brother W. M. Ebeling of station (13) North

Grand, who resided at 4046 % North Broadway

passed from his labors on the 10th inst . and was
buried on the 14th from Herman's Funeral Parlor ,
West Florisant and Fair avenues Thursday . An

other good old brother has passed on, leaving room

for a younger conductor to take his place, and I

hope whoever that is, that he will emulate " dad's "
character and example, in kindness and courtesy .
There are others who have passed away since the

first of the year that I will report later.
Now just a few words to the boys for the splen

did support they gave me in the recent election , in

the way of a New Year's Greeting and this will con
clude my first letter.

ENTER NEW YEAR WITH CONFIDENCE

Lansing, Mich . - Division No. 563 has elected
officers for the year 1926. We elected our old - time

and long -serving Board Member A. L. Montgomery ,
president. We believe we have made no mistake .

BrotherMontgomery is recognized asa conservative,

in noway radical, but apractical business man.
He takes matters well underadvisement and when

he has determined upon a policy of their disposition ,

you mayrelyuponitthat his policy will succeed.

We, therefore, enter the new year with a vigorous

degree of confidence that will be recorded as one of

the successful years of our local .
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journal, for it is there we learn of what is going on

in our line of work in other places , and the special

articles found within its covers gives thought for
much consideration .

Our Local at its last regular meeting voted to in.

crease the dues from $1.50 to $ 1.75 in order to take

care of the increased P. C. tax of the International

benefit fund . We must not fail to take care of our

obligations. Praternally submitted,

-Cor. 199.

The New Year, Nineteen Hundred Twenty-six,

should be to us all a year of special importance

owing to the fact that the great concern for which

we work is soon going to be rejuvinated , and in that

general change, we will have the best chance since

our inception in the union ranks to get our fingers

in the “ pie, " for greater progress and achievemen
from our organized effort to carry out our union

principles . The friction and disorder complication

that has existed in our ranks is giving way to more

peaceable and desirable conditions, thus enabling us
to carry on with new zeal and determination that

come from pleasanter relations, and with this new

condition existing, it is a real pleasure to attend our

Local meetings, and as Brother McMorrow said :

May we all enter the new year optimistic and full

of the faith that will win. We are determined that

Local 788 will experience this new thrill and make
this forward march, in keeping with the progress of

all other commendable purposes in life. As members

and co- workers in the great cause for better wages

and working conditions, let 1926 be a banner year
for our Local . -788.

THE OLD TRIO RE-ELECTED

man

NEW STAFF OF OFFICERS

we

can

old saying :

Ottumwa, la .-As it has been quite some time

since anythingfrom Division 199 has been notedin

our official journal, I hope this will find its way into

print.

Division 199 at its regular meeting on the first

Monday and Tuesday of December, °1925 held its

regular election of Officers for the year 1926, which

resulted as follows : President, Ira A. Smith ; vice

president, F. H. Finley; recording secretary, J. J.

Johnston ; financial secretary -treasurer, M. Ó . Brad
ford ; conductor, Anton Carlson; sentinel, W. H.

Morehouse ; executive board , H. Denebrink, F. H.

Finley , J. J. Johnston, C. N. Lewis ; correspondent

to MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR, H. Denebrink.

Our local operating Company has been sold by the

H. M. Byllesby interests to the Iowa Southern

Utility Co.

So far the employes have had no occasion to re

gret the change of ownership, and we feel we

continue in a harmonious relationship with the new

management .

A beautiful token of remembrance was presented
to our former manager , Mr. C. E. Fahrney by the

employes before he left here for Ardmore, Oklahoma,

where he was transfered by the Byllesby interests.

We regret that Mr. Fahrney has left our city , but

wish him well in his new location .

We believe that our new manager , Mr. H. F.

Darbyshire, will make good with us.

The Company is issuing a life insurance policy to
its employes which the writer is informed is in

amounts of from $500.00 to $ 1500.00, increasing

each year to the maximum , this without any con

tribution on the part of the employe, of course this

only holds good so long as in the employ of said
Company, and is not an unmixed philanthropy

altogether.
We are also granted under the new management a

50 % reduction from the regular rates

sumption of current for lights and power used in

our homes, for which we are thankful. Every little

bit helps.

Weare sad to report thedeath of one of our most

popular members, Brother E. D. Palmer, his funeral

took place October 22nd. Brother Paimer was taken

sick in the latter part of March and was bed -fast

continuously until he died . We will miss his jovial

smile among us for a long long time ; he was also

very popular with the public.

Our Local is planning for a benefit dance for our

sick fund , to be held some time in February. Quite

afew of our members are getting up in years, and

are therefore, more subject to sickness, so our sick

fund needs a little help occasionally. We did very

fine with a similar venture a year ago.

These notes would not be complete without men

tion thatBrother Wade McReynolds has again been

joined in wedlock to a very nice young lady of this

city . We all join in wishing them much wedded

happiness.
We regret very much, but this seems to be a

complaint from many Locals, and that is that so

many of our members find it more interesting to stay

away from Local meetings than to attend . Laboring

people can never expect to get anywhere very far

unless they take an interest in their own business ,

and attending Local meetings is surely one of the

most important matters that come before us as union

men. We preach co-operation, but it is more import

ant that we practice it.
Also your correspondent would like to see much

more interest taken by our members in their official

New Haven , Conn .-- Yes, the Old Trio is with us

again for the coming year --O'Connor, Reynolds and
Woods. We have with us again this year, Brother

Oliver White, our financial secretary. It is hard to

keep a good down . More power to you,

Brother White.

Boys, as I said before, we still hold our meetings

the first Friday of each and every month . Some of

the brothers find it hard to get up . What are we

coming to if you do not backup your officers better

than for the past year?.

Now that arbitration is over and our election has

been had, let's get together and make the best of it.
There is no need of getting excited . We hope for

the best next year . It has always cost to learn and

it always pays in the end. We have found that out .

Yes, we have those on the job who do not wear
the union button , but what'sit all about? Are they

too cheap to join the Union or are they afraid to
protect their own families? What would be

getting today in the way of wages had it not been

for the Union ?

There are a number of the boys who have radios.

A few of the boys sure do get results -- Brothers
Heath, Mix and Knowlton . Brother Heath opened
his window the other night and got Chili. Brother

Knowlton was trying to get Santa Claus. Somebody

told him there was no Santa Claus and he was very
much disappointed. Brother Boleau was over to a

friend's house and said he could not understand why
he was not getting Caroline on the radio. Jim

thought they were the same as a telephone.
Charlie Davis is still going strong. He knows the

... There will be plenty of work after

you are gone." But he is going to get big before he

goes. He had a Winchester run the other night .

Hesaid: " Nine hoursa day isnot enough forme
as I need much sleep ."

The other night down on Thomas Street , Charlie

asked BrotherMcMinn to get off asheneeds the
money . The question is --how much incometax does
Charlie pay ?

Manyof our boys have cars, but the question is
what are they worth ? George Driscoll allows that

he got $ 20.00 out of his Ford . If he don't get

caught again for speeding. some of the boys told

him to putit up for the winter, as they are putting

in new lights in West Haven.

Only the other day the boys found out who the

sheik was out Dixwell avenue way.

Sam says his wife has gone to the old country for

Brother Joe Terrell is on the Dixwell avenue line.

Brother McShean is
the Edgewood with

Brother John Callahan. Move forward , Brother

John .

Some of the boys suggest a ride with Billy, pro

viding they don't get arrested for blocking traffic.

The electionresult was a surprise.Why manyof
the men didn't vote no one's fault but their

It was because they were in

member, Brother White is around every Wednesday

and you don't have to look forhim either. He is

always on the job.

Ihope that our next regular meeting will have a

good attendance. as the meetings are interesting and

we should not have to wait to get a quorum.
should be on hand so that the meeting can

called early,

I wish to say that it is all wrong for many of the
members of our local to stay away from meetings.
If a man has no more interest in his local than some

of our men have, what interest have they in their

employment ? So let's turn out strong - say 100 per

cent--at the next meeting and find out what is going

onin your local and how things look.

Don't forget, boys, June will be here soon and we

hope for the best.
will have tocome to a close , Wishing you all a

Happy New Year and don't forget about

button .

I forgot to mention that Brothers Jim Barrett and

Bill Wiley are back in the Union again .
some of the other brothers would take noticeand

follow these two men as an example. -Cor. 281 .

on our con a year.

on

was
own .

Re.arrears.

be

your

I wish
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CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY

Syracuse , N. Y.-Division No. 580 celebrated her
anniversary with smoker and installation of

officers, January 12. Speakers of the evening were
International Vice- President James Largay and

Business Agent P. T. Noon of Division No. 582 ,
Utica. A good time was had by those present.

Vice-President Largay installed the following officers
for the year 1926 : President , Wm. McGinn ; first

vice -president, A. McCann ; second vice-president,

M. J. Sullivan ; recording secretary, T. J. Van Etten ;

financial secretary and business agent, Owen Lynch ;

treasurer, E. I: McNamara ; conductor, J. J. Murphy ;

warden , D. Carney ; board members, John Loftus,
John Collins, James Barry , H. Merritt , J. Carney

and P. O'Mara.

Division No. 580 wishes to extend heartfelt sym

pathy and consolation to President Wm. McGinn
onthe death of his beloved wife .

Brother Frank Grayson is still on the sick list.
Brother James Barry is all smiles . Brother Drohan

has let him have the owl car again . Jim says he

cannot sleep nights .

Brother Farrington, who was hurt on one of the
busses, is again on the job.

They say Brother Harry McCarthy is losing sleep .
He has a new radio. Get your rest , Harry , you

know 3:30 A. M. comes quick .

Come on, boys , let's start the new year right,

Attend at least one meeting each month . You have

some new officers this year and , remember, the

officers cannot do all . There are some very import

ant questions that come up at every meeting . Come

out and help the officers. You know it will soon be

time for our new agreement. They want to know

what you want.

Don't forget your dues collector, for you are not

in good standing after the 15th of the month unless

you pay your dues . Brothers in the shop and barns,

if there are any new men coming to work, get their
applications as soon as you can and give them to

your dues collector.

Come on , boys, let's fill the hall every meeting for

the coming year and show the officers you are with
them . Come on, let's go ! -Cor . 580.

marvelous Paddy Mack at left end introduced his

sleeping end play - a flash of lightning is Paddy
alwayson his job . Twosturdy guards mustbe men;

tioned , Pat . Scally and Shorty Grace combined with

John Breen and Zybysko Brooks form a stone wall

of defence . Youthful Captain Griswold at center

made a clean sweep in front and behind him . Un .

fortunately, Captain Griswold was tackled unreas

onably rough because one of Moon's suspected he

had the ball concealed under his jersey which was

not the case and in the last quarter, two minutes to

go , the Captain got even by running 80 yards to a

touch down and placed the ball fairly in back of the

opponents goal post .

As published in the local newspapers, this is how

they lined up on the day of the game : (Photographs

are wisely omitted for reasons best known to the

correspondent but if space permits next year on

Thanksgiving day a good likeness will be forwarded

with all express charges prepaid) : Left End, Turkey

Flynn ; left tackle, John Breen ; left guard , Pat Scally;

center, Captain Griswold; right tackle: John Grace;
right guard , Fred Brook ; right end , Turkey Flynn ;
quarter back, Charles Pender; right half back ,

Martin O'Connor; left half back, Mike Woods; full .
back, McDermott.

Moon's A. C. , in the same positions, Mike Gill ;

wideawake Gadue, Ernest Klenke ; Captain Zeek , a

very cool and collected general; Murtha O'Brien;

Ulysses Grant ; Gorgeous Branzell ( a quiet boy

taking radio talking lessons from the I. C. S. );
Oliver White : Art Thou West; Fifty-seven

Hines and Old Friend , John Callahan.

Prexy, with appologies to H. Wheeler,

Correspondent,

yard

INSTALL OFFICERS

ONE-MAN CAR AND BUS OPERATORS GET

INCREASE

Hartford , Conn . - Division No. 425 is still going
strong . We have installed officersfor the year 1926 .

They are as follows : President , Thomas H. Murray :

vice- president, Daniel Donahue; recording, secretary
Fred T. Gerich ; financial secretary , Francis R.

Everin ; treasurer, Hugh McShane ; business agent ,

Frank O'Meara ; correspondent , Robert J. Lloyd ;

joint conference board members , Frank O'Meara,
Francis R. Everin , Edward P. Lawton ; executive

board , Edward P. Lawton , Thomas V. Lee, Archic
Frenette , Leonard Leiberg , John J. Kenny. Thomas
F. Murray, Daniel Donahue, Fred T. Gerich ,

Francis R. Everin , Hugh McShane; conductors,

Albert Devanney and Hans Esbessen ; wardens ,

Thomas Walsh and Joseph Crigleano; sentinels ,

Harry McCue and John Miller .

Some of our members have been suspended for

non -payment of dues . Brothers, keep away from

them. Do not talk to them , unless you really have

to . To give them credit for a fair understanding,

they cannot have a proper interest in social develop

ment and in the advancement of their fellow work

men and have a reason in loaning themselves as in

struments to destroy our organization . There are

certain individuals who might not understand the

purpose of the trade union movement and the im

portance of mutual association, but I cannot believe
that these men are of that type and they are , there

fore , not fit to work with real men . Our dues are

$ 1.75 per month. Anyone working here knows very

well that were it not for our associate character our

wages would be so low that it really would hurt to
I believe those individuals to whom I

refer fully understand this . Therefore , give them

their distance .

Brothers Herman Miller and Henry Leiser are

proud fathers of new born boys. It takes the

Dutch . Congratulations,

Brother Frank Dunn joined the matrimonial tribe .
We wish Mrs. and Brother Frank the best of luck

and that they may live happy in double harness.
Brother Owen Martin has gone to Ireland for

hree months .

Our arbitration has been finished . Bus men and

one -man car operators received substantial in

crease . The 2 -men car operation was retained on

the 60 cents per hour maximum . While this was

not what we expected, the best thing for us to do is

get behind our officers for another year , at the end
of which we can try again .

This is the first time I have acted as correspond

ent , but I have been re - elected, so look for the
magazine every month. Of course the editor may

note this resolution on the part of all correspondents
at the beginning of the year, but for my part, I am
going to stick to the resolution. He will receive at

least tweive submissions from me within the year

1926 .

Wishing everyone a Happy and Prosperous New

Year -Cor . 425 .

New Haven , Conn.-Division 281 has finished an
extended arbitration , Our wages remain 54 ¢ for

the first three months ; 57 ¢ next nine months and 60 €
per hour thereafter. Also we receive time and one

half for overtime after the completion of a regular

run --no run to pay less than nine hours up for a bid.
Seven cents additional is to be the differential on

one-man cars. One quarter hour is paid for Con

ductors making, returns to cashier daily.

A gain which may amount to something in the

future was awarded' by the neutral arbitrator to
bussmen of an increase of 10 cents per hour or a

maximum hourly wage of 70 cents. The question of

seniority on the present busses, some fifty through

out the State , was denied . However, any extension

of, or vacancy in the buss service will be given to

blue uniform men and upon bidding in, 30 hours

pay will be allowed for qualifying in the buss service.
A word for the able assistance of our friend

William Welch . He won the hearts of the men in

the Nutmeg State . He was a constant attendant at

all our Joint meetings-he has the faculty to quickly
perceive the method to carry out progressive ideas

of a group of men rather than a weakness to snap

judgement towards extreme radical views that lead
nowhere.

Attorney James H. Vahey of Boston , Mass ., our

counsel, carried the standard when William Welch

retired from the scene and gave of his best efforts.

No doubt many of the members of the Amalga

mated Association are familiar with the history of

New Haven, Conn . First, it is the seat of intellec

tuality and of higher education having within its
confines the world renowned Yale College . We get

along, respectfully with the students. Perhaps it

would be of interest to some to know Yale has made

football fans of the entire Connecticut employes, in

sofar as a crew on a two-man car is either a right or

one- man operator right or left end .

Buss-operators right or left tackles - all depending

upon their ability to dodge in and out of heavy
traffic ,

As illustration : The famous Neversweats

played the Moons recently on the concrete at James
St. Barn in No. 4 Barn . The turf was in very firm

condition but made no impression on the seasoned
warriors, for both sides were greatly re - inforced.

The clever wingman, Turkey Flynn at right end , the

pay dues.

a

left guard , a

an
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At our meeting of January 4, the report was that

Brother Elliott, sick for some time , hopes to be back

on his car soon . Some of the boys have been up to

visit him and he sure enjoyed their company.

Brother Kinsley gave a little talk about the meet

ing of Clothier Workers he attended . Of course he

made our mouths water when he told of the refresh

ments. " Us for you , Jim ."

The rank and file moved and seconded to fine

every member $ 1.00 if he doesn't attend one meeting

out of three , Some down early, brothers , and you

can be home by 9 o'clock . So there is no excuse for
being fined .

Four applicants were initiated January 4. We are

going .

Otħcers were installed at our meeting of January 4 .
Cor . 313.

RADIO BUG PREVALENT

RETURN OLD OFFICERS

Grand Rapids , Mich.-Well, Division No. 836 has
again elected officers. This time we have elected a

staff for the year 1926. The new year comes with

some promise, we believe, both for our employing
property and our members.

Boys, let's pull together throughout the year 1926

and show the management of this company that we

are intense in a purpose to co-operate to make the
property prosperous and to ourselves prosper. Pros

perity must come from mutual endeavor. So let's

extend Division No. 836 throughout the year 1926

and make it a period that, when the year has passed ,

we may look back over it with vigorous satisfaction

and with an understanding that our general manager

may have every reason to unite with us in the un

derstanding that co -operation has produced year

satisfactory both to the employing property and the
members of our organization .

In reference to our recent election , I think I may

indulge in a sort of finishing touch , as follows :

We have just elected officers for the ensuing year.

Sure we know that other locals will all be glad to
hear

That we have elected Fisher-he's our former presi

dent,

With us now for several years , while members came
and went .

John Gilders is our vice ; he is also re -elected ;
He's been a faithful fellow , just what we all

expected .
Ernie Kayser is a new one ---recording secretary .

We hope to transact business to keep him busy

very .

To F. S. E. L. Johnson we extend our hearty greet

ings ,

Though he sleeps in very often , he's sure on time

at meetings.

Treasurer Fred Roell with our business keeps in

touch .

But Correspondent A.M. Grawberg, for him we
can't say much .

Now, folks, get behind these brothers ; put your

shoulder to the wheel ;

Come to meetings; take an interest ; try to make

the officers feel

That we're with them to the limit ; back them , every

one ;
Give them our co- operation and let's make the

new year hum . -F. T. G.

25

was on

Wichita , Kan .-Division No. 794 has installed

officers for the year 1926 as follows: President, J.

M. McKinster; vice -president, R. J. Ford ; recording

secretary, A. 0. Magann ; financial secretary-treas
urer, J. L. Riley ; correspondent, William Fane

Fisher ; executive board , A. C.Arnett, R. J. Ford ,

J. E. Littrell , J. L. Riley, William B. Tanksley .

Brothers McKinster, Riley and Fisher were

elected . Former President Littrell waselected tolthe

executive board .

Brother W. Buttrum and wife spent their two
weeks vacation in and around Joplin, Mo.

Brother Fred Sweat recently left for Missouri to
see his mother, who is very sick .

Brother John Stamps is looking for a rabbit skin .
The hair has about all left his dome.

BrotherBob Harris was quite sick for some days.
Brother Bert Ouguid the sick list for

several days .

Brother Higlofall just recovered from a siege of
fiu .

A slick track makes Brother Bob King as spooky

as a squirrel sitting on a twig in a high oak tree.

Brother L. C. Littrell, Wichita's old reliable street
car conductor, has left the street -car service . We

are very sorry to hear such news, as he was very
conscientious in all his dealings.

Brother George Howard was recently married to
an estimable young lady . Congratulations.

Carl Nichols, one of the office boys, was recently
married . There are now very few single men in the

service . One more epidemic will just about ciean
the state .

Brother M. A. Crow won two successive banquets

with sweeping victory over the other two competi
tive teams in the safety contest .

About fifty per cent of the trainmen have been hit
by the radio bug.

Cor . 794 .

WINTER WORKING

NEW YEAR COMES WITH FIREWORKS

was

He

Rock Island , III.- Election is over with Division

313 , and Old Man Winter is working day and night ,

making it as hard as possible for the street.car men .

If it is not cold fingers and toes , it is slick rails .

Yes, we have plenty of slick rails and hills to con

tend with .

Since election is over in our Local some of the

boys are breathing easies; , Not much change was

made on the official staff of last year. Those elected

and installed are : President , H. E. Wendel; vice

president, J .: A. Chaon; secretary, G. G. Engstrom ;

treasurer, E. Ellison ; conductor, F. A. Cordell ;

warden , F. Erickson ; sentinel , J. Vint; executive

board , W. Applequist, J. T. Bauer, J. A. Chaon ,

G. G. Engstrom , S. L. Rucker ; delegates to the Tri

City Federation of Labor, W. Applequist, J. T.

Bauer, J. A. Chaon, G. G. Engstrom . J. C. Kinsley
and H. E. Wendel.

Mr. Regan, editor of the Tri City LaborReview,
gave a very interesting talk at our meeting.

told the history of the paper and enlightened several

members as to how the paper stood by and for our

Union .

The attendance at our meetings is getting a little
better. I think a few need to get a letter from the

president again about their attendance . You had

better come down, fellows, as a present is given away
at every meeting . Cold weather , snow and ice make

it impossible for any , with the exception of Brother

Andre and a few others having closed cars , to enjoy

automobiling, so why not come to the meetings once

amonth ?

We are getting along pretty good so far. Very
few of our men have been sick. Stick it out , boys ,

the winter will soon be over .

Our Union is enlarged by a few new members .

Get busy, boys , and we can increase our member

ship more.
Our company put on a number of extra cars for

the holidays . Then cold weather made the auto

owners put away their Alivvers. All in all , it has

made street- car business quite prosperous for a time.

We were getting short of men , so our company has

been hiring a few of late.

Colorado Springs, Colo.—The New Year

ushered in, in pompous display of fireworks from the
summit of old Pikes Peak , the world's most famous

mountain . Three yearsago the hikers of Colorado

Springs conceived the idea of celebrating the New

Year from the summit of Pikes Peak with fireworks .

They organized the Adaman Club , to which they
add one new member each year. This year they

electedthe Rev. McDonald , pastor of the First M.E.
Church . I was told that they gave him all degrees

belonging to the Adaman Club . The year 1925 as a

grim reaper has made its exit and the new born year
1926 has entered . People from Colorado Springs,

Pueblo and Denver watched the fireworks from th:

summit of Pikes Peak - 14,109 feet above sea level.

They used rockets made specially for the occasion

of 50,000 candle power andthedisplay was wonder

fully and perfectly magnificent.

December 5, Division No. 19 met in regular session

and elected the following officers for the year1926:

President, C. Sheidler; vice -president, Claud Nellis;

secretary-treasurer, C. R. Darland; correspondent ,

W. J. Greenly; conductor, J. Brand; warden ,M.

Symmonds; executive board , ' Ė . Sheidler, C. Nellis,

J. Brand, Robert Arnold and F. Bryant .

I read the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR with great

pleasure, especially the doings in Louisville, Ky. and

St. Louis, Mo., where I put in

street railway work .
I started my eventful life in

Louisville, Ky. September 4, 1881 , by pounding

mules and really I was proud of my position - 50

much so that I wrote to my sweetheart down on the

farm and told her of the wonderfulposition I had

down in the big city .
All her letters afterwards

were addressed W. J. Greenly , M. D.

SO many years in
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It is up

New Year resolution that I shall attend all meetings
for the year 1926. How many of you brothers have

made a like resolution ? We will be able to tell by
the attendance at the meetings, no doubt .

to each member to make these meetings a howling
Success ,

I wish you all the very best for the New Year and

I will try very hard to improve in every way . How

many of you are with me ?

Let's read the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR regu

larly eac m this year. Read als he Labor

Advocate . Keep posted on the labor movement.

Don't give it a glance , but read it all through . It is

utterly impossible to advance without learning. The

editorials in particular in the M. & C. are very often
the best of solid food --the best food for thought
that comes in print. So don't miss the editorial

page by any means.

Yours for a successful year.
-E . W.

REMEMBER RETIRING PRESIDENT

was

1

Brother Street Car Men , I will admit I rather
like the work . Did I not I would not have stuck

to it all my life. Yet perhaps, my friends will see

that in my obituary:

I asked our president some time ago when he

thought I would be eligible for a pension . He said :
“ Forget it . You are good for thirty years yet . " So ,
you see I have a long way to go , but I fear I am on

the down grade now and may go faster.
I have

operated all types of cars , worked under all imagin

able conditions , from the lowest to the highest wage
and when I have rounded out my fiftieth year, I will

write you a history of my life's work.

Some five years ago our company conceived a

home-buying plan for the employes . The provision

was that the company would loan us 90 per cent of

the purchase price at 5 per cent interest, payable at

the rate of one per cent per month ; for example,
on a $ 3,000.00 home the company would loan

$ 2,700.00, interest bearingat the rate of 5 per cent

and upon which would be paid $27.00 per month.
As a result of this system , 90 per cent of our mem
bers own their homes. I think Division 19 can

claim the highest average service to the man of any
Division belonging to the Association . Our average

is 19 years .
Our oldest employe has been with the

company 33 years . Some time ago our company

established a permanent pension system and now

they have 7 men on the pension roll.

Since we jast wrote for publication in the M. & C..

Brother I. E. Russell departed this life December 29,
1925 . The All Wise Providence saw fit to call him

home and he died with a fond hope of a better and

brighter world . Among his last words were : " All

is well . " When we shuffle off this mortal coil and

our heart is right with God , we need not fear death .
Instead of taking a leap into the dark , we will pass
from darkness into light . Brother Russell left be.

hind him a widow, two children, a host of freinds
and fellow workmen to mourn his loss . He was of

high integrity andsplendid character and of a genial
disposition . He rendered most valuable service to

his employer and to Division No. 19 , of which he
was long a member. He won regard as a loyal co
worker and our affection as a friend . We deeply

deplore his passing and pay to his memory

loving tribute.

To Division 788 : I am signing my real name to

this article , so the real old -timers of St. Louis may
know who and where I am , I put in twelve years

on the platform in St. Louis, six on the Lindell
system under Bumhaff and six for the suburban
under Jenkins and Mahoney.. I was working on

Washington Ave. when they installed the first car
with a vestibule . It was No. 5 on the Park Ave,
Line . I was there at the time of the cyclone in

1896. I parked my car at Eighth Street and re
mained with it until the next morning. I read in

your letter of Brother Spits meeting with a violent
death. I made a short visit to your fair city a few

years ago , buy my time was too short to hunt up
many of my old friends. I spent the night with Jess

Sherly , a wheel-horse of former days, and predict he

is still running on high . Is Spiky Rohan there yet ?

He was grey as a badger thirty years ago :
way , I saw Bumhaff two years ago. He is running

a ranch near Pueblo . He was on my car and recog

nized me and invited me down to his ranch to shoot
ducks.

-W. ) . Greenly.

Regina, Sask .-- A mass meeting was held January

2nd when a large number attended. The principal

business the election of officers for 1926 , as

follo President , R. Baldwin ; vice - president, F. W.

Thomas ; financial secretary, A. G. Morris ; recording

secretary , A. S. Perkins ; correspondent, A. Partan;
warden , R. Casson ; sentinel , R. Skippon; conductor,

M. Bourke; executive board , J. Dickey, S. B.

Sanders , J. Long, F. W. Thomas, G. Stevens;

auditors , H. Gardner, H. Edinborough ; delegates to

the Trades and Labor Council , R. Baldwin , F. W.

Thomas, H. Gardner.

Previous to the election of officers, several matters
were discussed . One or two members getting some

what sore, especially Brother Hogg, for the position

of recording secretary ., Brother Perkins and Gardner
were nominated . A ballot was taken and Brother

Perkins elected by a majority of only two votes .

Brother Gardner accepted the decision without even

asking for a recount. The financial position of the

Division was shown to be good and one or two small

sums voted to a useful purpose.

At 2 or 3 of the last meetings much time has been

wasted discussing the purchase of a second hand

typewriter . He who expects something for nothing .
often gets disappointed. If a typewriter is necessary ,
the best makes are being sold in Regina stores.

Why not step in and buy one ?

Towards the close of that last meeting , President

Baldwin asked the Vice -President to please leave the

room while he addressed the members .
The mem

bers looked at each other in surprise, probably

thinking , there would soon be , a call for the police
patrol, but such was not the case , He simply

wanted to tell us what a lot of work the retiring

president , F. W. Thomas had done during the last

2 years and asked for a little recognition which was

readily granted .
-A. A. P. -588.

our

By the TO ANY DADDY

Selected

A NEW YEAR RESOLUTION

Tacoma, Wash . - Election of officers to serve the

Local for theyear 1926, by Division No. 758, re
sulted as follows : President, L. A. Hull; vice -presi

dent, J. B. Johnson; recording secretary and corre
pondent. Everett w Walker; financial secretary,

Hopwood ; conductor, F. B. Terrill; warden,

Ti Rigney; sentinel. A. J. 'Nelson; executive board,

Johnson , G. 'McQuillin , A. J. Nelson, T. ' 'Rigney.
F. B. Terrill,Robert G.Wailer;grievance officer,
A. Z. Booth .

Brothers,this is the beginning of a

Let's make it the best year forattendance that Divi
sion No. 758 has experienced . The way the brothers

stayed at home last yea: on many nights was not

commendatory. But that's past . Let's pull for this

new year. Remember,we meet on the first and third
Tuesday of each month . Get the habit of coming

regularly. Never miss. Attend all meetings , then

you can get somewhere. I know it is an oversight

of some, whileothers have failed to ever form a

habit of coming out to the Union meetings. We are

justone big human family, so let's do our best and

be at the meetings. I,for mypart , have made a

There are little eyes upon you, and they're watching

night and day ;

Thereare little ears that quickly take in every word

you say
There are little hands all eager to do everything you

do,

And a little boy who's dreaming of the day he'll be
like you.

You're the little fellow's idol , you're the wisest of
the wise ;

In his little mind about you no suspicions ever rise ;

He believes in you devoutly , holds that all you say

and do

He will say and do in your way when he's grown up
like you .

There's a wide-eyed little fellow who believes you're
always right ,

And hisears are always open and he watches day

and night .

You are setting an example every day in all you do ,

For the little boy who's waiting to grow up to be
like you.

Don't fail to educate him upon Trade Union themes ,

And never miss a chance to tell him what it means
Thatin Union there is strength , and that you ex

pect your lad,

To be a real Trade Unionist , just like his dear old
Dad.

new year .
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running between Gloversville and Johnstown and

electrified it. Miles, as he was generally called , was

Battle Creek , Mich.-We held our regular meeting one of the drivers on these horse-cars and became
January 12 . It was well attended . As to the ban one of the first to run an electric car. He was in

quet which we were to have take place, we were not continuous service from June , 1893 to June, 1925 ,

able to have it on that date , but the next meeting. when he was placed on the pension list .
February 9 , we intend to call our Fifteenth Anni Brother Stephen A. Warner became employed by

versary, although it is not quite on that date. But the F. J. & G. R. R. Co., September 6, 1898, some

we were organized fifteen years ago . On that date twenty -seven years ago. He broke in as a motorman

we intend to feed and celebrate . We are extending and conductor, serving as conductor a short time,

invitations to other locals to attend and to make when an opening occurred for a regular run as motor

this meeting one to be remembered , we hope that man, which he took . He served continuously in this

some of our Internationai officers will be with us . capacity on the lines of the company until Novem
We have just pulled through a pretty successful ber 6 , 1925 , or twenty-seven years and two months ,

year and hope this new year will be a little better . when he was retired to the pension list ,

At this writing we are having much snow and Of course these pensions are a pretty good thing

cold weather, which is very hard on our cars - flat for old men like that, who served their lives in this

wheels, broken axles, frozen brakes aplenty . employment to a point where they must retire .

At our last meeting we installed our new officers. However, pensions on the part of street railway com

Brother James E. Merrill seems at home as panies are really not permanent propositions, as,

president . Brother Bowers, our new secretary-treas according to the records, as I have read , many

urer, is new to the work, but we feel we have an street railway properties have gone out of existence

efficient officer in him. within the past ten years and particularly within the

Brother Johnson, our retiring president, sure did last five , six or seven years . Any who may have

do his stuff while in that office . He was always been on the pension list of those properties, of course

ready and willing to give advice, never tiring of the were naturally discontinued as receiving pensions.
duties of the office, We, as a body, wish to thank Within this period there are other properties that

him heartily . are yet operating that arethreatened with conditions

Brother Davis , our retiring secretary -treasurer , has apprehensive of discontinuance.
When this results

taken care of that office in a very satisfactory man . the pension propaganda ceases. Besides, I noted a

ner and he was always ready to respond when asked report some few years ago where a company was in

to perform other duties not pertaining to that office . the hands of a receiver, wherethe court ruledthat

Brother Cotton says he wants to be a policeman. the property could not continue pensions,

So he took time off to try it out . charter did not provide for granting pensions or dis:

Brother Huff is trying out a new position at a pensingwith the returns of the property in that
drinking fountain for Lizzies and other makes of way. presume these pensions would have been

buzz-wagons. continued hadthis property notgone into the hands
Brother Trousch is still making those fine, hot of a receiver and objections taken on the part of

sandwiches for the boys and our superintendent, stock and bondholders who were receiving noreturn
Mr. Mahoney , approves of the service he gives. He from the property . But we trust that these brothers

does everything, but run the car while you eat. will continue receiving their pensions.

Regular fellow, I say . Cor . Div . 925.

Brother Hodson got hold of the wrong jug and he

will tell you the result .

Brother Montgomery has a special twist which he
THE OPENING OF THE LINE

nibbles at .
By Jay Kay.

Brother Jones is a hard sleeper -- three times out in

ten days.
It was the sixth day of November,

Brother Hall , our faithful inspector, is on the job In the year Nineteen Twenty - Five,
with a smile and wishes to thank all for the Christ And to be exact about this dope

mas remembrance . The time was just two forty - five.

Brother Soules still has the pipe which he calls I was honored by the Company-

the Pipe of Peace -- the one he used to avert being The thought made me feel proud

stuck up by hold -up men. To open up our double track
Brother Crickmore's straw cap got frostbitten one Before a vast distinguished crowd.

night last week .

Brother Wheelock says the car ahead don't carry
With car 107 we started from St. James,

signals for the trailer , but he is much second section.
Then ran into Apostle Paul,

Passengers on the morning after , want to know
All our streets have Bible names;

why the cars run in bunches .
There the Romans were laying asphalt,

Brothers, take your grievances to the meetings . Fumes of tar were in the air,

John's is not the hall. Until we reached Academy
Brothers, I think J. D. M. of Division 103 ,

Wheeling . W. Va. , has the right dope on poor at
And made our first stop there.

tendance at meetings. I wish to complimnet him on
Now , my mind was only on the job,

that article .
And my obligations not to shirk ,

Brothers , look over that MOTORMAN AND CON For I wanted to let the officers see

DUCTOR again and read about yourself . There are That the boys of 846 can surely do their work .

things in that book which will give you an idea, or I

--COR. 333. On board the deck we had the famed T. C. ,miss my guess ,
There was J. C. H. as well,

THREE RETIRED TO PENSION LIST And Walker of the overhead staff,

And some whose names I cannot tell .

Gloversville, N. Y.-Division No. 925 enters the Now a word of praise for Charlie,

with every
That genial-hearted soul,to believe that thereason

A review of the record He was whistling " Rule Brittania "
year 1926 will be successful.

of the year 1925 that has just closed , brings no As he maníully watched the pole .

It has been one of marked
1

special regret to us .

However ,
three of members

progress .
Wedrove along down St. Paul Street ,

retired to the pension roll. They are as follows : Without the slightest hitch ;
Brother George Hulbert entered the employment Then at Queenston and Geneva Street

of our employing company , April 1 , 1893 , nearly We slowly glided through the switch ;
thirty -three years ago. He entered employment as Then out again and up St. Paul,

a watchman, in which capacity he served until May But on the other side ,
more than thirteen months, when

20. 1894, some Believe me, boys, when you ride this track .Hehe became a conductor on the local trolley line,
You will appreciate the ride.

remained in this position until in December, 1899,

when he resigned and accepted a position as
Success to C. N. R. endeavor ,

He held this position untilGloversville policeman .
For now the Standard cannot barkJune 1 , 1903, about three and one-half years , when

re- entered employment with the
About the old N. S. & T. ,

he resigned and
For we've surely hit the mark ,company as a motorman on an electric engine which

He ran this until By giving them a railway line
the railroad company, had built .

July 15, 1925, when he was retired on pension. That you admit is hard to beat ;

Brother Miles Bowdish, following thirty-two years May it bring success to old St. Kitts

motorman in the employ of our employing And put her on her feet .

to the pension list. The

property ,
-Dedicated to Brothers W. McClelland and C.

F. J. & G. R. R. took over the old horse -car line Myers.

new year

our were

a

as
was retired
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OAKLAND LOCAL OFFICIALS GUESTS would buy a radio the same as Ed. Hall , when the

broadcaster says a storm is coming, the extra med

San Jose, Calif.-We have the same old story to would have plenty of work or the company would

report--all men take their cards and but a few at. not be able to operate cars.

tend meetings . All seem to think that it is sufficient Brother “ Buster" Cogan is the chief water-boy in

to pay dues and that is all there is of unionism . the lobby . When he is done work he supplies the

Yet all those induced to come to a special meeting boys with water . He gathers paper bags,which he

for the day and night men voted unanimously to fills with water and deposits them in the other

pay the 25 cents assessment. President R. L. fellow's pocket , starting riots on jig - time.

Jameson and Financial Secretary F. C. Vierke FROG .

handled matters very nicely indeed . Brothers Dur

and and Cavanaugh of Division No. 192 , Oakland, INSTALL STAFF OF OFFICERS FOR NEW YEAR
were invited by President Jameson to be present.

Brother Durand gave a full history of the nego .

tiations of the Oakland men with the Oakland Transit
Portland, Ore . - Local Division No. 757 held an

Company and the Key Route System . He also nual election of officers the 15th of December, and
installed them December 29.

spoke at length upon the insurance system of the

Amalgamated. All of this resulted in two splendid
The following officers were elected and installed :

meetings. We adjourned for the night men at 1:30 President. William Cooper ; 1st vice- president, H.

P. M. and for the day men at 8 P. M. President Leeding ; 2nd vice-president, c. Ļ. Penrose; business

Jameson and Financial Secretary Vierke deserve agent, ºH . Prendergast ; financial secretary, H. L.

great credit . Thomas; recording secretary, J. N. Berry ; conductor,

We have very little personal news to write. Our A. N. Spengler ; warden , J. D. Hunt; correspondent
to MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR,

old friend and general manager, Frank A. Chapin ,
Gust Anderson ;

N.

had a stroke of paralysis and is critically ill in the
executive board members, freight agents, A.

Southern Pacific Hospital at San Francisco.
Barker; Piedmont Division, S. A. Albee; Savier

Brother Frank Spineili has been made dispatcher
Division , P. E. Gurske ; Rip Track Department, R.

at the Los Gatos interurban office of that road on E. Vandemarr ; Sellwood Division , F. R. Beeson ;

Market Street . Maintenance of Way, Bridge and Building Depart.

Our company has re - laid about one -half mile of ment, Dwight Miller ; Track Department, R. A.

track east of 26th Street in East San Jose .
Floyd; Ankeny Division , J. W. Galloway ; Mechanical

Brother Artie Trowbridge has been on the sick
Department shops, I. C. Bridges ; Mechanical De

list for some time . partment barns, E. J. Flagg .

Brother Melvin Smiley pilots a one-man double Much interest was taken in the election at this

truck car. timeonaccount of W. H. Doyle, business agent and

Brother J. Donahoe was appointed on our Execu J. E. Barrick , financial secretary, who held these

tive Board . positions for number of years, declining to enter the

C. S .-- 265 .
race for re -election. Brother Doyle served as busi

ness agent for the past five years and Brother Bar

rick served as financial secrearty for the past three
SNOW INCREASES TRAFFIC years . These brothers deserve much credit for their

efficient management of the business of our local

Lewiston, Maine . - Division No. 721 has installed
during their years of service and much praise was

officers for the year 1926 as follows : President, given them on the eve when they retired from office.
Dana McCarthy; vice -president, Thomas Graham ; After the new officers were installed , the organiza.

recording secretary, Frank Davidson; financial secre tion pledged its full support to the incoming officers

tary, James Longly; treasurer, Carl Mason ; warden, and every indication points to a Happy and Pros

Ernest Potter ; sentinel, Ellard Hebb. perous year for the Portland Division .

We recently had three speakers from the A. F. COR . 757 .
of L. at our meeting. Their talk was much enjoyed
by the members . They were Brothers Charles Kim

FOR THE YEAR
ball, Joseph Elie andWilliam Mersen . Coffee , sand
wiches and cigars were enjoyed . NINETEEN TWENTY-SIX

Brother Footman recently sprained his ankle while
getting off a carat the barn .

Brother Casey Morius' father is in a very serious By Evelyn E. Nutting
condition, He has the sympathy of the members of

this local. Brothers , all through the year, remember

Our genial starter, Tom Longly, is with us again From January until December,
after two weeks illness.

That your Union's the best bet
Brother Parent is ill and we hope to see him soon

again with us. That has come to you yet ;

Brother Penny has spells of indigestion and looks So be loyal and staunc every member.
like a snow-storm.

It would give the officers of Division 721 a lot of
courage if the members would attend the meetings Regard your meetings as a pleasure

regularly. What you learn there always treasure.

Cold weather and snow has increased our business
You'll be always used fair .

here a little.

--Cor . 721 . Pay your dues and be square.

They'll come back to you , too , in full

PRESIDENT MCGOWAN RE-ELECTED measure .

Brockton, Mass .-- Division No. 235 has been

unabletolet theoutside world know of us, because Remember benefits received in the past ,

nocorrespondent hasfunctioned in the past, but we Those benefits sure have been vast.

will try and do better in the future .
Think of those that will come

We hadanexciting election of officers. The first

ballot was objected to by BrotherO'Connell who When your life's work is done

was the candidate opposing President McGowan . The ones that will come at the last .
His protest was of the method of ballotting . In the

second ballot Brother McGowan again
elected president. When your dear ones you leave at the end ;
Preparations are now completed for our annual The Union will be their good friend

ball , whichwill be held in Canton Hall, the largest
hall in Brockton, January 22 .

And the dues you have doled
It promises to be a

success this year. Will come back many fold .

Brother Bracconier believes in economy,, except The death benefit assistance will lend .
when buying shoes. He can wear No. 12 , but for
comfort uses size

14 . December 26 he was

walking home with a Christmastree. When asked if he So , Brothers , be loyal and true

was not a little behind time, he answered : " No , Give credit where credit is due .

times have changed . I got this at a bargain and as

Christmas trees are evergreen , I will save it for next
Pay your dues on the dot;

Christmas and you can see I am ahead of time." Attend meetings - why not?

Brother Brac. is a Scotchman , ' Twill your officers' courage renew .

Work in Brockton has been rather poor lately .

The boys on theextra list are watching the sky for
And the best strategy is Label action .

signs of a snowstorm . If each of the regular men

Was re

1

seen
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put into it and to get out of it all the good

Traditional background insures the con

MEMBER SEEKS POSTMASTERSHIP
THANKS TO DIV. NO . 380, ELYRIA, 0.

Fort Smith , Ark .-- Weare proud that

appear in this great organization and in the MOTOR Seville , Ohio , January 5, 1926 .
MAN AND CONDUCTOR that carries messages from our Through the MotorMAN AND CONDUCTOR

associate locals far and near.

We are sorry to relate that Brother Sharpless we wish to tender our thanks to Division

has been afflicted with some sickness in his family . No. 380, AmalgamatedAssociation of Street
Mrs. Sharpless recently underwent operation , and Electric Railway Employes of America,

but we are pleased that she is improving nicely.

Brother Sharpless signed up for the Van Buren Stub for the beautiful floral piece, the fine

this time. He sayshe has wound up more chain in Christmas present and kind assistance and

the last thirty days on the Stub than he did in
sympathy tendered to us during the sicktwenty years in the Navy pulling up anchors.

After more than two years of good, hard service ness and demise of our beloved wife and

on Grand avenue, Brother Furnner has qualified and mother ; also for the kindness and care dur

is able to sign up for Park Hill .

Brother Johns is working for a job as postmaster .
ing my recent attack of influenza.

The boys all wish him success. Profoundly submitted,

If you wish to stand in with Brothers Ben and FRANKLIN L. REESE ,
Sid. , stay on the track until after 7 A. M.

To be good friends with the trainmaster, get your
MILDRED REESE ,

car out of the barn on time. KATHRYN REESE,

Switches are made to pass on and not to park on VINCENT REESE.
to entertain your passengers.

In the year 1925, Brother Deshago made thirty
Mrs. Reese is survived by her husband,

odd misses, when he eliminated the cost of Mr. Franklin L. Reese , a member of Division

McCluskey's pencils. He purchased a Ford and ex No. 380, her two daughters, Mildred, aged
pects to be at the barn on time hereafter.

Bear in mind, boys, you don't have to park your
12 ; Kathryn , aged 10 and a son , Vincent,

street-car. --COR . 674. yet in infancy .

OLD AGREEMENT RENEWED UNFAIR MAGAZINES SEEK

Charleston , S. C.-Just a few words to let the SUBSCRIBERS

various Divisions throughout the country know that The following warning against unfair

Local Division 610 is still in existence and every

thing going along nicely. Our agreement was auto magazines is being carried by the Typo

matically renewed for 1926 , this being the second graphical Journal :

year that this has been accomplished without ex

pense . We attribute this unusual outcome to the As the holidays approach solicitors for

manner in which the men on the line, have conducted magazines and other periodicals are active

themselves, in handling the public, and the fair and in securing subscriptions. The type of these

impartial manner with which our committee has

dealt with the company in matters pertaining to our
magazines is set in union and non - union

interest . “ It pays to be square .' composing rooms. List No. 39, issued from

We were pleased to have with us at our December the office of the International president,

A. M. meeting and our January P. M. meeting , our

vice-president and general manager,
Mr. Stuart contains the names of more than 250 periodi:

Cooper and our Ry. superintendent, Mr. H. Bigelow . cals that are produced , so far as type and

Both gave a short but interesting and instructive

talk which was very much appreciated by the men ,
mailing are concerned , in non -union print

Our company has arranged a course of instructions ing offices. Our members can aid in the

in Public Utility free , for the benefit of the men , effort we are making to place all periodicals

and a number have enrolled for same.
President J. M. Stoper has been on the sick list with union concerns if they will subscribe

for a few days, but is on the job again , we are glad only for union publications and urgefriends

to say:
and supporters to do likewise. In every in

During the Christmas holidays a number of the

car men and officials of the company gave an oyster stance where our members subscribe
for

roast at the car shed and all report having a good publication
s

produced under non -union con

time.

We are looking forward to something a little more ditions the money earned in union compos

claborate in February—A barbecue and fish dinner, ing rooms is set at work to disrupt union

in which all the men and their families will partici conditions. Copy of List No. 39 will be
pate .

We'll let you hear from us again soon.
furnished by Typographical Journal, In

Fraternally ,
dianapolis , Ind . , on request. The most con

COR. 610.

spicuous in the list of non-union publications

DETROIT DIGEST are Collier's Weekly, American Magazine,

Farm and Fireside , Woman's Home Com
The D. U. R. has succeeded in obtaining an in panion and Mentor.

crease in the rates upon the Port Huron , Mich . city

lines. The former rate was 5 cents flat.

tion was submitted to the voting public and with
LIFE'S SYMPHONY

the assistance of Division No. 26, the Port Huron

increase in fare was adopted by the voters of Port

Huron . The new rate of fare is 4 tickets for 25 To be thankful for each new day and to

cents , 11 tickets for a dollar and 7 cents cash fare .

The D. U. R. has discontinued bus service on the

Algonac line between Algonac and Port Huron and To give, expecting nothing in re
between Algonac and Mt. Clemens , and has restored turn ; to help to bear the burdens of others
the former electric railway service .

Brother Martin Purcell of Flint , a motorman of without burdening them with mine; to know

more than twelve years of service, recently passed enough of sorrow to be able to sympathize;

away with pneumonia . The Local extends sympathy to know enough of sin to directothers into

to the sorrowing family .
right paths.This is the philosophy of myBrother Virgal Soward , who was some time since

dismissed from the service on the Fiint line , for his life ; the symphony of my soul .

endeavors among the bus men to bring about an Catherine Cordelia Jenney:
equal wage rate with the electric railway men , has
been reinstated to city service ,

Brother Roy Johnson of the Detroit, Monroc &

Toledo line was recently dismissed from the service,

charged with being responsible for irregularity of fare tinued power of the Union Label.

collections, is reported by Business Agent Van Ness years of advertising meansa valuable stock

to be reinstated by the management. --REX . of good will.

The ques

I can .

Fifty
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“Mirror of 1905—Wage Adjustment”
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city of Chicago. His reports are most en

couraging. He has effected a consolidation

of Division No. 318 with Division No. 241 ,

whereby the membership of Division No.

318 have become members of Division No.

241 . This will greatly facilitate the work

of the two Divisions and do away with the

expense of maintaining Division No. 318

as a separate local .

"G. E. B. Member Fred Fay is engaged

in assisting Southern Ohio locals requiring

the attention of an International officer.

He reports progress.

" During the year 1905 there were paid

from the Death and Disability Benefit

Fund 129 death benefits aggregating $ 12,

900.00. There were paid 4 disability bene

fits aggregating $ 400.00. $ 13,300.00 were

paid upon death and disability claims.

“ During the year 1905 the per capita tax

was 10 cents per month per member or

$ 1.20 per year, and it required a full year's

per capita tax on 11,083 members to meet

the $ 13,300.00 death and disability benefit

payments alone."
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“ During the year 1905 an increase in

wage was secured to 53 Local Divisions of

this Association . The wage increase affected

directly , over 11,000 members, and aggre

gated approximately $300,000.00 .

“Wage adjustments and agreements of

1905 were by conferences between Associa

tion officers and employing company offi

cials , with the exception of two instances

wherein agreement could not be reached

upon the wage rate and the contentions

were submitted to arbitration - one the

Albany and Troy , N. Y. case , the other

that of Detroit and Jackson , Mich . In the

first instance Divisions Nos . 132 and 148

had embodied in their agreement a rate for

motormen and conductors of 22 %2 cents per

hour, and a proportionate increase to all

other employes. This proposition was re

fused by the company and the wage rate

was submitted to a board of arbitration who

fixed the rate of 22 cents per hour for car

operators, which carried with it a

sponding increase to all other employes.

The prior rate was 20 cents per hour , thus

a 10 per cent per hour increase was gained

which aggregated annually $52,000.00.

" The Detroit and Jackson arbitration

resulted from failure of Division 111 and

the officers of the Detroit , Ypsilanti, Ann

Arbor and Jackson Railway to reach an

agreement upon the wage rate for the motor

men and conductors upon the interurban

system operated by the company . The local ,

the membership of which were receiving a

graded scale of from 21 to 23% 2 cents per

hour , asked for 25 cents and 30 cents for over

time. The arbitrators wiped out the dis

criminating scale and fixed the rate at 2372

cents per hour flat and 30 cents per hour

for overtime.
The officers of the Associa

tion , Jackson Branch and company mutually

agreed upon a one cent per hour increase

for the jackson city employes working for

the Jackson Consolidated Traction Com

pany, which , together with the action of the

arbitrators on the D. Y. A. A. & J. , brought

to members of Division No. 111 an aggre

gate increase approximating $ 1,500.00 per

year .

" International President W. D. Mahon ,

commissioned by the recent A. F. of L.

Convention to investigate and if possible

adjust differences arising from internal con

tentions in the Buffalo Trades and Labor

Council , took up the work of the commis

sion on the 10th inst. in the city of Buffalo .

He will give a hearing to the parties con

Çerned and after completing his duties there

he will meet with Division No. 107 , Hamil

ton, Ont.
Prior to reaching Buffalo he

visited Rochester Division No. 282 and

Albany , N.Y. Division No. 148.

" International Treasurer Rezin Ort is

engaged in advising with Divisions at Alton,
Venice, Belleville and East St. Louis . He

reports those locals in a healthy condition .

" G. E. B. Member Edw . McMorrow is

assisting various locals in and about the
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“ Let the merchant who thinks there is an

over-production of manufactured clothing
stand in his front window a few moments

and view the passing multitude.

see the demand, but he knows the half

clothed people have no money , as a rule ,

to satisfy the demand.

“ Division No. 49, Toledo , Ohio , sub

mitted to the Toledo Traction Company a

request for a 9 -hour day and received in

reply a notice from Manager A. E. Lang

which reads: We take pleasure in

nouncing an
increase in wages to take

effect February 1st , 1896 as follows : First

3 months service men , 12 cents per hour;

3 to 9 months 14 cents per hour ; for the

fourth 3 months service men, 16 cents per

hour ; after 12 months, 16 cents per hour.

12 hours to constitute a day's work as near

as the schedule of runs can be made to

conform thereto . '

" International President W. D. Mahon

reports the winning of a strike in Phila

delphia on the Union Traction Company

system . The settlement reinstated members

of the Association who had been dismissed

from the service on account of their mem

bership . Some changes were made in hours

and the wages are to be increased .

“ In the course of an effort of the Kansas

City Street railway men to organize, there

was distributed among the employes among

other propaganda from the company
letter which reads : " To Whom It May

Concern : This is to certify that W. S.

Shaylor has been a conductor on this line

from November 22, 1894 to November 30,

1895, upon which latter date he was dis

charged by the general office on account of

suspected co -operation in the formation ofa

union of trainmen . He has been under my

charge since June 12 , 1895, and I have al

ways found him gentlemanly, honest and

attentive and havealways considered him a

a
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day for the first offense, two days for the second
offence and three days for the third offence within

apply on days subsequent to the day of the actual
failure to report for duty ; provided further that when

within two hours after his regular report time and
does work that day or on the other hand, is called

and required to work or report for work that day
one day only of the penalty for sharking shall be

This does not cancel the record of his

shark nor the cumulative penalty for more than one
Provided that if the failure to report for

duty is due to intention or indifference it shall be

subject to such discipline as shall be reasonable in

good conductor. (Signed) W. C. Barnhart, The Board of Arbitration shall consist of three

Kansas City , Kas., December 5 , 1895. '
disinterested parties as follows : One to be selected

by the Company, oneto be selectedby the Associa
George P. Steele , A. F. of L. organizer, was tion and the two so selected to select the third.

assisting the employes in their effort to Provided further that should the Arbitrators so ap

organize ."
pointed by each of the parties to this agreement fail

to agree within a period of five days upon the third

PUT IT IN MY ENVELOPE
arbitrator, then the officers of the Company and the

By C. S. Kinnison , in Detroit Times.
officers of the Association with the two arbitrators
selected shall meet and see if it is possible to agree

upon a third arbitrator, or make such arrangement
I wanta tell yuh somethin ', Boss,

And that is - can your apple sauce !
concerning the arbitration as they may deem advis

able . The decision of said Board of Arbitration in
This welfare stuff has had its day writing by majority vote shall be binding on both
I'm sick of it -- I'm here to say ! parties to this agreement.

I'm man enough to git along

Somehow , without your dance and song .
Expenses and compensation for said Board of

So I don't need your custard soap
Arbitration shall be borne as follows :

I want it in my ENVELOPE ! Each party hereto shall bear the expense of the
arbitrator of their

My words may sem a little rough,

own selection and jointly bear

the expense of the third arbitrator. All other ex

But I am SICK of all this guff. penses of the arbitrators to be borne equally by the

You MEAN all right-so please don't think parties to this agreement.

I'm callin ' you a crazy gink .
Section 1. This agreement shall apply to persons

I understand it's hard for you

To get us fellow's point of view
in the employ of the Company working as motor;

men , conductors, trainmen's helpers or shop and
For, don't you see , your life and ours barn employes and such employes must, if eligible
Is far apart as weeds and flowers ! to membership therein, become members of the Asso

don't blame you , for what I am , ciation within at least sixty (60) daysafterformally

And wealthy guys I do not damn starting to work for the Company, its successors,

Your job LOOKS soft to me--but still
lessees or assigns.

I reckon it is hard to fill. The provisions of Section 1. Paragraph 1 shall

You have your fight , the same as me , apply to busdrivers oroperators shouldthe Com :

But, SAY! I wish that you could see
pany undertake the actual operation of same.

It

The way to fill our hearts with hope
being agreed that all matters relating to wages,

Is put it in our ENVELOPE ! working conditions, etc., shall be determined by con
ference between the parties hereto ninety (90) days

I want no more than I am WORTH after such operation actually begins.

While I am here upon this carth .

But if you'd show that you're a friend,
It is agreed that the Company shall have the

right , at its discretion to dismiss any employes

And have some cash you want to spend working under this agreement, withinthe period of

Don't spend it on our swimmin ' pool; sixty (60) days after his or her employment without
Or hifalutin language school, such dismissal constituting a grievance .

Or on a lot of useless dope Sec. 2 .

But PUT IT IN OUR ENVELOPE!
Any member of the Association in the

employ of the Company " (except those expressly

stated herein) suspended or discharged from the

WHEELING, W. VA. , AGREEMENT service of the Companyshall have a notification of

the charges for which he or she has been suspended

THIS AGREEMENT, Made and entered into this or discharged within forty -eight hours after said
14th day of May, 1925, by and between the action by the Company, if after

WHEELING TRACTION COMPANY, including thorough investigation of said charges bythe ac.

the PAN HANDLE , THE STEUBENVILLE , credited representatives of the Company and ofthe

WELLSBURG AND WEIRTON and THE STEUB Association itis foundthat he or sheis not guilty of

ENVILLE AND WHEELING DIVISIONS, their suthcient cause to warrant such action on the part

successors, lessees or assigns, party of the first part, of the Company, he or she shall be reinstated to his
hereinafter called the

Company, and LOCAL or her former position and seniority rights, with
DIVISION NO. 103 of the AMALGAMATED compensation asprovidedfor in thisagreement for

ASSOCIATION OF STREET AND ELECTRIC such of the time he or she lost through the un.

RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA, party of warranted action of the Companyas may be de

the second part, hereinafter called the Association . termined equitable by said Board of Arbitration.
WITNESSETH : Sec. 3. Any offence charged againsta member of

THAT WHEREAS, under the contract between theAssociation by the Company must be notified to

the Company and the Association, effective from such member withinten( 10 ) days after the date the

May 1st, 1923, to April 30 , 1926, notice in writing
offence was committed and hasbeen brought to the

thirty (30) days previous to May 1 , 1925 was duly Company's attention . In no case, however, shall a

given in accordance with the terms of Section 31 longer periodthan thirty (30 ) days elapse.

thereof, and the Company and the Association desire member shall acknowledge such notification by at:

that certain changes effecting working conditions taching hisor her signatureto the report or other

should be incorporated as set forth herein . papers which stated the occurrence
offence arose.

Now , therefore, in consideration of the conditions ,

stipulations and covenants hereinafter set forth , both to present the charges within the specified time

Failure on the part of the Company

annuls the offence .
parties hereto agree as follows:

But this provision shall in no

The Company through its properly accredited way effect the records of the Company made up

officers will treat with its employes and the properly
prior to May 1st, 1918 and further, shall noteffect

accredited officers or committees of the Association
the official records made up during the life of the

contracts running from May 11, 1918to April 30,upon all matters covered by this agreement . 1926 .

Such Committee representing the Association shall Sec. 4 .
consist of not more than six employes of the Com

When a regular or extra trainman fails to

reportatthe time specified by the Company ohepany , including the president of Local No.103and

addition , International Executive
shall be sharked to the foot of theextra list , one

Board

member.

That the properly, accredited officers or Committee thirty days ; the penalties of

of the Association shall have full power to adjust all days for the first. second and third sharks are to
differences that may arise between the parties hereto

with the properly accredited officers of the Company,
and all differences, except those expressly stated a train man reports for work on the day of his shark
herein , shall be submitted to the Company by the

properly accredited officers of the Association , and if
an agreement can not be reached , the entire matter

shall be submitted to the General Manager of the

Company and should be he unable to adjust the .
differences at issue, the same shall be submitted to a

Board of Arbitration within ten ( 10 ) days after shark .

failure to adjust such differences , The Arbitration

Board shall meet in continuous sessions until decision

is reached . the circumstances.

a complete and
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pick of runs at all uning barns of the Company

from a position of trainian desiring to return to his

shark shall not apply to extra men unless they have promotion . Any member of the Association assigned

been off duty six ( 6 ) or more hours. to duties of the aforesaid Association shall return to

Sec. 5 . It is further understood , agreed and their respective position or place on the board on

guaranteed that all employes working for the Com their return to the position held prior to said pro

pany under the terms of this agreement will perform motion or assignment .

their duties at all times efficiently and loyally and It is agreed that the officers and the committee of
will observe and obey to the best of their judgment, the Association as provided for herein, consisting of

all rules of the Company. not more than six of the Company's employes shall

be granted leave of absence on such days as are
Sec. 6. All grievances (except those expressly

necessary to enable them to attend to the duties of
stated herein ) arising , between the Company and

the Association or to carry on negotiations of any
any member of the Association shall first be sub

kind with any of the officials of the Company .
mitted to the General Manager or other accredited

authority, of the Company by the accredited Com Sec . 15 . Seniority of service of motormen and

mittee of the Association. if the accredited repre conductors is to be recognized at all car barns, In

sentatives of the Association are unable to agree with the event there is a run taken off, the board shall be

the accredited authority or the General Manager of thrown open . Provided , however, that if run or runs

the Company , then the grievances shall be submitted taken off should be held by youngest crew or crews,

to a Board of Arbitration as provided herein in not the board will not be thrown open. A run added

to exceed ten days thereafter. shall be advertised the same as a vacancy , In the

Sec . 7 . case of change in schedule of one or more runs that
The basis of operation for motormen and

may inconvenience crew or crews, the board may beconductors shall be nine hours for a day's work . All
thrown open at the car barn where such run or runs

regular passenger runs shall as far as practicable,
originate for pick. All

runs permanently vacantconsist of early and late straights and shall be paid
shall be advertised and moved up the first Sunday of

straight time for the time actually consumed by the
each month .

run , but not less than nine hour day on week days.
In the event of any early man being off withOn Sundays this provision for a minimum of nine

sickness or otherwise for a period of ten days or
hours shall not apply. The time of all regular runs

more and not exceeding sixty days , the oldest lateshall be divided as nearly equal as practicable.
man shall have preference of runs and oldest extraThe Company shall have the right , however, to

establish such swing runs as may be necessary to man preference of late run. For a period longer

meet franchise or other conditions, provided however,
than sixty days, a temporary move-up shall be made .

that no existing straight time runs shall be changed The above provision of this section shall apply at

the Island Car Barn .
to swing runs on anygiven division .

In the event a run is taken off , a run added or a
Time and one -half shall be paid to any motorman change made in schedule in any one or more runs ,

of conductor holding or working a regular passenger the board shall be thrown open at that barn for a

car run, for time in excess of thirty (30 ) minutes
pick according to age in service. All runs vacant ,over the scheduled time of such run . Provided,
shall be advertised and moved up within ten ( 10)

however , thatanymotorman or conductor holding a
days from the time the vacancy occurs . In the

regular passenger car run , including an extra man
event that any trainman may be off with sicknessworking a regular passenger run is called upon to do
or otherwise , for a period of ten (10 ) days a temp.work in addition to that constituted in such run , he

shall be paid overtime for such work .
orary move-up shall be made. The above provision

to apply at all barns except the Island Barn .Any motorman or conductor holding or working a
Provided further that there shall be an annual

swing passenger car run, shall be subject to work

other than that constituted in such swing run with the first Sunday in and provided

out overtime pay for such additional work , until ten if the Board has been open ninety days previous to
hours of work shall have actually been performed .

All work in excessof ten hours shall be paid for at June first, this paragraph shall not apply.

time and one-half . Or in other words , overtime is to Sec . 16-a It is hereby agreed that motormen and

be paid for all work in excess of ten hours including conductors on snow sweepers shall receive five ( 5 )

swings that call for more than ten hours as the cents per hour in addition to their regular rate for

regular run . the time they may actually be required for such

Sec . 8. work ,
If an extra man (including any regular

man who is on the extra list) is marked up on any Sec . 16 -b . Motormen or conductors on express or

day for any runor any work is definitely assigned freight car runs shall receive not less than six cents

to him , he shall receive not less than five hours' pay per hour in addition to their regular passenger rate .

at regular rate for such day, but it is understood Freight car helpers shall receive 47 € per hour for the

that this does not apply to extra men who report first three months, 50 € per hour for the next nine

generally as extra men to take such runs as may be months and 55 € per hour thereafter and shall be

open . Extra men shall be paid not less than one subject to the same working conditions as motormen

hour for each time they may be required to report and conductors holding such runs.

in person for duty, until relieved by accredited Sec. 16-c . Motormen or conductors on regular

authority of the Company, providedthat ifthe extra work, line , coal or cinder car runs shall receive not

man is assigned to any work , bench time shall not less than four cents per hour in addition to their

apply. regular passenger car rate .
Sec. 9 .

It is agreed by the Company that dues Regular runs of both of the above classifications

Collectors of the Association shall have the privilege ( " b " and " c " ) shall be guaranteed nine hours of

of collecting dues from the members of the Associa work at the rate as provided for above and after

tion inside the barns and the employes' private rooms the completion of ten and one -half ( 104) hours '

but not on the cars of the Company while on regular work on said regular runs at the regular rate, shall
or extra runs . be paid time and one-half for all time in excess

thereof .
All regular express , freight , work, cinder,

line and coal cars shall be classed as regular runs , so Motormen or conductors on non- scheduled work

numbered and shall be open for choice annually on car runs shall be paid time and one -half after the
June 1st. performance of ten and one-half ( 10 % ) hours ' work .

All regular express, freight, work, cinder, line and
On any day when motormen or conductors holding

coal car runs shall be manned by full crew of runs of either of the above classifications are called
motorman and conductor. upon to perform passenger car service in addition to

that performed on their regular runs, they shall be
Stools shall be provided for motorman

paid time and one -half for such work .and conductors and all cars shallbe fully equipped If required to work on other than their regular

by the Companybefore being taken out of the barn runs or combination of part of the time on their

own runs and part of thetime on other work , they

Employes shall be given free and un shall be paid for time equivalent to that called for

limited transportation on regular passenger cars at by their regular run and any, time in excess thereof,

alltimes, andon all lines owned bytheCompany.
if put in on passenger car service, shall be paid for

under Section 7 and if on other class of work, shall

Employes must be supplied by the Company.
All badges and punches necessary for the

А be paid for according to classification.

reasonable deposit , tobefixed by the Company, shall On Sundays, holidays or days set apart therefor ,

be made by the trainmen upon such issuing, and when any such regular runs are not in scheduled

Such deposit will bearinterestat four per cent if service , the motormen and conductors shall be sub
held as a deposit of one ject to other work in emergency or when necessary:year or more, but not

prior to May 1st, 1918 . If such work is in passenger car service , Section 7

shall apply, otherwise the rates applicable to such
Sec. 14. Any employe of the Company promoted runs shall apply .

Sec . 17 . Motormen and conductors when acting

as instructors of student motormen and conductors
as to seniority which he held before the time of

Sec . 10.

Sec . 11 .

for runs.

Sec. 12.

Sec . 13 .
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A Time Book

forTraction Men
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He

contrary to the conditions and spirit of this agree

conditions of such renewal or new agreement which

entitled to arbitration to settle any or all terms and

the parties hereto have not agreed upon previous to

the time of the expiration of the present agreement

Pending the adjustment of any differences between
the parties hereto upon any matters arising under

the terms of this agreement or as to such renewal or

new agreement, there shall be no lockout, strike or

All motormen and conductors
in the employ of the

Company on and after May 1st , 1921 after two

years' of continuous service and for any reason
leaves the employ of the Company

who may be re
employed

within two years thereafter
, shall receive

the prevailing rate of wages for the first two months
of service and then be rated according to the actual

SEND FOR

The Fe chheimer Timer
TRACTION

It's full of Information

and fits the vest pocket
UNIFORMS

FREE UNION MADE

Write for Catalogue

Samples & Prices .

The Fechheimer

Bros. Co.

CINCINNATI, OHIO .

shall receive five (5) cents per hour in addition to or barn employes shall be paid five (5) cents per

their regular passenger car wage.
hour in addition to their regular rate for such time

Sec. 18. Trainmen shall receive pay at his regular as they may be actually required to work on snow

straight time wage rate for making out accident
sweepers while such snow sweepers are in use on the

reports. A minimum of fifteen minutes and Company's lines otside of its barns or shops.

maximum of one hour's time shall apply to the pay Shop and barn employes who are members of the

of all men making out these reports. Association will be allowed one day off per week, if
desired except in cases of extreme emergence.

Sec . 19 . Straight time only shall apply for dead
shall notify hisforeman at least one day previous.heading.

Section 20 . It is further agreed that the Com
The Company to payno portion of such time.

Sec . 28.
pany will provide workmen's Compensation protec The Company will provide soap, and

tion for members of the Association in its employ to
towels for the use of the Shop andBarn employes.

the extent of its ability to do so under the laws of Female employes will be provided with a separate

West Virginia and Ohio or the equivalent thereof . dressing room provided with heater for warminglunches.
( This clause to be subject to further consideration

Female employes will not be required to

by the Company and officers of the Association . )
work on Saturday afternoons.

Sec . 21 . The wages for all motormen and con
Sec . 29 . The shop and barn employes of the Com

ductors in passenger service shall be as follows dur
pany to be classified as follows :

Painters, Class “ A " 62 cents per hour; Class " B "
ing the year ending April 30, 1926 :

First three months of employment , 49 cents per 55 cents per hour. Blacksmiths , 56 to 65 cents per

hour; next nine months of employment, 52 cents per
hour .

hour ; thereafter, 57 cents per hour.
This classification covers men capable of doing

Sec . 22 . The recognized holidays applying to all necessary work required of themin Blacksmith Shop.

Repairmen, Class " A." 59 cents perhour; Class
sections of this agrement shall be as follows: Janu

ary first, May 30th , July 4th , Labor Day. Thanks " B. "54 cents per hour. Helpers in ShopandBarn
Department , 42 to 53 cents per hour.

giving Day and December 25th, or days set apart
for the observance of the same. Errand Boys, etc.,25 to 30 cents per hour; Watch;

men and janitors , 30 cents per hour; Car cleaners and
Sec . 23 . Nine hours shall constitute a day's work sanders, 34 to 38 cents per hour.

for all shop and barn employes, except where other The Company shall have the right to pay any

wise agreed by Company and Association . barn or shop employe any rate higher than the

Sec . 24. In making promotions, consideration shall highest rate in hisgroup than those provided for in
be given to fitness and ability , provided, however, this agreement that may in the judgment of the

that in all cases where two or more men possess Company seem proper.

equal qualifications, seniority of service shall rule .
Sec . 30.

Further, that any grievances arising under this by word or act, shall interfere with or disturb the

That if any member of the Association,

section shall be determined by the provisions of courseof negotiations between the properly accredited
Section Six hereof .

officers of the Company and the Associationrespeco

Sec . 25. All shop or barn employes shall be privi tively, upon any subject whatsoever, or interfere

leged to buy and own their own tools . If any em with or disturb the Company's service in any way:

ploye choose to do so , the Company shall within

thirty (30 ) days after employment furnish such em

ploye with tools, which in theCompany's judgment
able proof of thesame, hedismissed from the Com
ment, such member or members shall upon reason:

shall correspond with his line of work which may be
pany's service . This section does not apply to any

charged to said employe by the Company. In case memberworking underinstructionsof the Associa
tion ,

any tool is defective or broken while in the use of

the Company's service, it shall be turned over to the
Sec . 31 .

At the time of the expiration of this

proper official of the Companyanda new one shall agreement, shouldeither of the parties hereto desire
be issued for same. No employe shal forced to renewal hereof or a

receive Company's tools if he does not wish to do so parties are unable to agree on the terms andcondi
but if he does not choose to receive the Company's

tools, he must provide suitable tools of his own . All them , either of the said partiesmayask for and be

employes, upon leaving the service , shall return to

the Company the tools accepted from the Company
and in case any tool is missing they shall make
proper compensation for same. No charge will be

made for socket or box wrenches . and the Board of Arbitration shall be selected as
The Company further agrees to replace any tools provided for in this agreement.

that are worn out or broken on the service of the

Company provided that such tool or tools shall ina
reasonable measure correspond to the Company's

standard tools .

Sec. 26. Fifteen minutes may be taken for lunch
cessation of work.

by the day or night forces at any car barn at such
time as may be agreed upon by the Associationand

theCompany. This time shall not be paid for. Ten

minutes shall be given each shop and barn employe
at the close of their , day's work to put their tools
away and prepare to go home.

Sec. 27. Time and one-halfshall be paid shop and number of years of previous service.

barn employes for all overtime and holidays, Shop date at the time of re -employment.
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It Cured His Piles

STOP

Asthma

Mototmen's Non-Magnetic Watch Holder

SLEEP IN COMFORT

BOOT
&
SHOE

Sec. 32. This agreement shall be in full force and

effect from May 1st , 1923 to April 30th, 1926 .

Provided that either party hereto desiring a change

in any section or sections or additions, shall notify Sell Craftsman full horsehide gloves direct

the other party in writing thirty (30 ) days previous
to wearer.Made especially for Engineers,

to May 1st . of each year,
Firemen, Trainmen , and others . Chanceas to the section or
to establish permanent business in spare

sections or additions . time. No experience necessary. Easy

WHEELING TRACTION CO. DIRECT to sell. Write for particulars.

By G. S. WILLS, Gen. Manager. GLOVER The Craftsman Glove Company
LOCAL DIVISION NO. 103, AMALGA USER

Dept. 2 , South Peoria Street, ChicagoMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET
AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYES OF AMERICA ,

H. S. Carnahan ,

William F. Myles,

E. D. Kennon , Without Operation or Pain

S. M. Wilson , FREE TRIAL TO PROVE IT HEALS
Clarence Wood ,

Oscar Wilson , Relieves and Prevents

President , Local Division No. 103,
" I suffered for years with piles and

am cured thanks to the Page Internal

Pile Remedy. They cured me when all
else failed ," says E. H. Meuller, Blue

Ash,lo.

Costly , painful, dangerous operations

E.H. Meuller are unnecessary - Piles can be healed if

treate dinternaily . The Tablets, the com .

bination method , stop piles. Ointments and salves
alone will never cure your piles- you must treat the

cause , treat internally. Write for Free test package

Choking, Wheezing, Gasping
to prove its worth . Send no money - it is free .

and Short Breath
E. R. PAGE COMPANY, 214A Page Bldg.,

MARSHALL , MICH.
If you are a sufferer from Chocking, Wheezing,

Gasping, Asthma, or Catarrh, you will be glad to

learn that your suffering can be ended and that

you can Sleep Soundly All Night from the very

first. I want to send you a fullsize$1.00 FREE
bottle of Florence Formulal absolutely
Users commonly report this size gives great com

fort and stops the trouble within twenty -four
hours . No obligation – if you are satisfied tell

other sufferers --that's all I ask. Write today,

and be well again .

F. H. SHEARER

Dept. 675 A.A., 2233 Grand Ave.,

Kansas City , Mo.

The above letters , when properly arranged,
spell the name of a late President . Mail in

the correct solution at once and you will be

awarded a beautiful building lot, size 20x100

feet, FREE and clear of all encumbrances, in

Hollywood Manor, our superb development in
New Jersey.

À practical little holder adjusted for anysize watch. May

be attached to head of screwin frame of car.Savesmotor

Solve puzzle and mail today with your
name and address . This offer expires March

men's timeand promotes “ Safety First.” May be con

10, 1926. ACT NOW ! veniently carried in pocket when not inuse.

WANTED - Motormen und Conductors to Act us Aguat .MONTE DEVELOPMENT CORP.

303 Fifth Ave., Dept. 79, New York City
gend 50clo money order or stampe for sample . Sent to any

address in UnitedStates prepaid . W. C.WILLIAMSON
22 Arbor Street, L. E. Pittsburgh , Pa .

WORKERS UNION No shoes are Union Made, under our Fair Arbitration

Contract, except those having this stamp.

UNION NASTAMP INSIST upon having them for The Whole Family .

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

246 Summer St. , Boston , Mass.

Charles L. Baine, Sec . - Treas.Collis Lovely , Pres .

Can You

Solve This Puzzle ?

LOVEROTES

BIG AWARDS !

Do Not be Imposed Upon

Factory
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Kills Catarrh Germ

In Three Minutes

2350

Chronic Catarrh germs, no matter how bad , and

cases of bronchialAsthma now yield to theamazing

discovery of aFrenchscientist. Inactual laboratory

tests,he hasisolated germson microscopic slidesand

killed them in3minutes.His method oftreatment,

calledLavex,is positively harmlesstothe most deli

cate tissues yet works like magic. Sufferers are relieve
ed in a single night.

To prove it and to introduce Lavex to 50,000

sufferers in one month, I offer to send a treatment

freeand postpaidto anyone who willsend for it . No
obligation .Nocost. Ifit does the work ,youcan re.

paythe favorby telling your friends — if not,the loss

ismine.No matterwhatyou have tried, just send

me your nameand address for this generousfree

treatmentand prove that you canridyourself ofcatarrh germs.

W.R. SMITH , 1012 Lavex Bldg. ,

Kansas City , Mo.

S

HERMANS

SHOE

SUPER

SERVICE

How would you

like to sell a line

of men's clothes,

made of the fin

est quality of

pure Virgin Wool

-guaranteed to

fit the wearer

and please him in every way - and all at the one

low price of $ 23.50 ?

Then read the facts about just such a proposition we here

offer you.

We are manufacturing tailors. We make a line of men'sclothes

which we sell directto the consumer through special repre

sentatives , all at the one low price of $ 23.50 .

Our clothes are ready to wear. This makes possible the great

est economy in production and the greatest promptness in de

livery. Prompt delivery is a big feature in selling. It is a big

factor in satisfying customers and in building business. You

cando both when you go out to sell BARTLETT Clothes.

Every fabric used in the making of BARTLETT Clothes is

pur Virgin Wool. Every fabric is of a quality generally offered

only in suits selling at $ 40.00 or more . This is a fact,aswe

can prove.

So that you may judge for yourself the stylish appearance of

BARTLÉTTClothesweshow you above an untouched photo

graph of a coat takenat random from our regular stock. It

showsyou just how BARTLETT Clothes look to the un

prejudiced eye of the camera .

The BARTLETTSelling Outfit is, we believe, the most power

fulever put into thehandsof a salesman. It is complete . It

is comprehensive. Yet it iscompact and convenienttohandle.

In itiseverythingnecessary to dobusiness, including gener

ous quantities of advertising and selling matter. We know of

no house more liberal than we in this respect.

Back of it all we stand, a big , successful institution, training

and directing the new man whose experience is limited and

who needs such training; and cooperating with every man

regardless of his experience, to the limit of our abilities and
resources ,

As to our responsibility , we refer you to the Mercantile Trust

and the Union TrustBanks of Chicago, and to the publishers

of 150 magazines in which we advertise.

If you are an honest, clear -thinking, straight-forward man

who believes that worth -while success is to be achieved only

through worth-while effort

If you believe that “ He profits most who serves best” —

If you agree that selling a man a suit of clothes for $ 15 to $ 20
less than he has to pay elsewhere is rendering that man a

genuine service

And further , if you have the confidence in yourself to believe

that you can successfully sell a line such as we here describe,

if given the sametraining and cooperation that enables2000

other men to sell it successfully

Then let us hear from you — at once. Signthe coupon and

mail, or better still , write us a letter. Either way, you'll get

careful consideration and a prompt reply . Address Dept. 747

WILLIAM C. BARTLETT, Inc.

850 West Adams Street CHICAGO

Please send me the full facts about the BARTLETT proposi
tion without obligation to me. 747

means

For Motormen

and Conductors

For men who're on their feet

all day--HERMAN'S SUPER

SERVICE POLICE SHOE

new comfort in their

work . For this unusual com

bination of genuine U. S. Army

Munson Last , chrome boarded

upper stock , built-in arch

support , heavy oak sole with

storm-proof rubber welt , and

genuine Springstep rubber heel ,

insures " old -shoe " foot-comfort

and restfulness with rugged

service over many months.

JOS . M. HERMAN SHOE CO.

Dept. T Boston and Millis , Mass.

Makers of over 4,000,000 pairs of

shoesforthe U.S.Govt.

Let us send you

illustrated fold

er and nearby

HERMAN

Dealer's name.

.

Name .

Address ,

Town ..
State.
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5304 5308

Fulness and animation is expressed in the new styles, with

all the fulness that was worn in the front , pushed to the back

so to speak. There is a great change in the cut of the new

models, bias, spiral, and circular effects are in evidence, and

both care and skill is required in the execution of some of the

latest features.

The princess or molded , type seems to occupy a place of

elegance. With this style the figure is not concealed but rather

outlined .

Draped dresses may, soon appear . Skirts show fulness in

godets, flounces, circular movements, and
the sleeves

show fulness below fitted tops.

Ensemble costumes will be rich and luxurious .

Velvet plays an important part in prevailing fashions. It
is seen in combination with chiffon , rith brocades and metal

laces, also with jersey weaves for sports dresses.

The wide girdles now in vogue , the back tunics and bustle
sashes indicated draperies to come.

Skirts remain short, as practical and youthful as we could

wish them to be, but we already see added length in the

irregular hem lines .

Some of the newest gowns have the waistline at normal.

Evening wraps as always are beautiful with colorful materials

and elaborate trimming . A very modest wrap could be of

faille or velvet with fur or embroidery for trimming.

Now that the art of dyeing is so near perfection new and

suggestive ideas in furs appear so that every conceivable color

and variety may be obtained.

Fur is used so extensively this season . Cloth coats show
entire sleeves of fur. Collars are large and fur trims coats

from neck to hem and all around it .

The flared afternoon coat may be of bolivia , cut with slim

lines above the hips and flaring below . Krimmer fur may be

used for high collar and broad sleeve and hem facing.

5297

DOLL

53203304. Ladies' Dress.

Cut in 6 Sizes: 34, 36, 38,

40 , 42 and 44 inches bust

measure . A 38-inch size re

quires 374 yards of 40-inch

plain material, and yard of

contrasting for facing revers,

collar, cuits and vestee
illustrated . Price 12c.

5308 . Misses ' Dress.

Cut in 3 Sizes : 16, 18 and

20 years . An 18 year size

made as illustrated will Te

quire 38 yards of 40 -inch ma

terial. Width of skirt at
lower edge 1s yards .
Price 12é .

244
as

5080

5311

5297 . Child's Rompers.
Cut in 3 Sizes : 6 mos.; 1

and 2 years . A 6 mos . Size

will require 1% yard of 36
inch material . Price 12 ¢.

5320. Doll's Outfit .
Cut in 6 Sizes : for Dolls ,

14, 16 , 18 , 20, 22 and 24
inches in length . An 18-inch

size requires 38 yard for the
Drawers, % yard for the

Petticoat, and % yard for the
Dress, of 36 - inch material .
Price 12 è .5311 . Ladies' Morning

Frock.

Cut in 6 Sizes : 38, 40 , 42 ,

44 , 46 and 48 inches bust
measure , A 42- inch size re

quires 5 yards of 36 - inch ma

terial , if made with long
sleeves. With short sleeves

474 yards will be required,
The width at the foot is 154

yard. Price 12 €.

5080. Ladies' Apron .
Cut in one Size : Medium .

To make as illustrated re

quires 1 % yard of 32- inch

figured material and 15 % yard
of plain 32 or 36 inches wide.

To make without the facing

requires 158 yard. Price 12 ¢ .

10 years. as

5027. Girls' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 4 , 6 , 8 and

A 6 year size re
quires 274 yards of 36-inch
material if made with long
sleeves. With short sleeves

2% yards are required. Price
12 é.

5318 . Girls ' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 8 , 10, 12

and 14 years. A 12 -year size
made illustrated in the

large view will require 448
yards of 36-inch material.

Without the over blouse 2%

yards will be required . Price

12 e .

53/8

5027

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP - TO -DATE SPRING
and SUMMER 1926 BOOK OF FASHIONS , showing color

plates, and containing 500designs of Ladies,Misses 'andChild
Patterns, CONSICEJ and COMPREHENSIVE

ARTICLE ON . DRESSMAKING , ALSO SOME POINTS

FOR THE NEEDLE (illustrating 30 of the various, simple
stitches ) all valuablehints to thehome dressmaker.

ren's

Send to Tant M PDATTTV DATTERN co
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The Go-Ahead Man

An ill - fitting , poorly made uniform is like a “ block” on a man's

road to success . His industry, honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier.

A Bloch uniform is " two bells” and ahead for the man of “ pep ”

and ambition. It is so carefully made , so clearly above the ordinary

in tailoring, so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his nas Always

insist upon seeing this label .

lame.

GOAL

UNITED

AMERICA

In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY, Cleveland , Ohio
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Vol. 34
DETROIT , MICHIGAN , FEBRUARY 1926 No. 3

Published monthly by the Amalgamated Association Entered at the Post Office u Second Class Matter .

of Street and Electric RailwayEmployes of America. Accepted for Mailing at special rates of postagº pro

W. D. Mahon, President
vided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917.

260 Bast High Street, Detroit, Michigan Subscription Price • $ .75

THE COMPANY UNION

Among the methods of union antagonism

on the part of union antagonizing employ

ers , is the encouragement of so -called com

pany unions or employes mutual or bene

fit associations. It doesn't matter what term

is applied to such organizations, they are

company institutions.

Why are there so - called company em

ployes' unions or associations?

Managements of union opposing employ

ing properties are very ardent that the cm

ployes who are members of such associa

tions shall recognize that these associations

exist as founded upon the welfare interest

of the employing concerns in the affairs

of the employes. Is that true ?

It should be clearly evident to every wage

earner that no such thing as one of these

welfare institutions ever existed, until wage

workers, in their endeavor to advance their

own affairs sought to organize and succeeded

in demonstrating that through real, genuine

organization the wages andworking condi

tions of wage workers are advanced and

that there is no other means of advancing

along this line . Then it was. as a union

destroying policy, that company unions were

instituted by the employing managements.

The policy was adopted to destroy the union

and control the associate character of the

employes.

This policy of company unions came into

existence immediately after the institution

of unionism by wage earners. It is one

of the old methods of endeavoring to ob

struct the progress of the American labor

movement, and deter organization of wage

earners .

Isn't it a fact that the control of these

company unions is within the property

control ? Are these company unions per

mitted to meet and discuss their affairs,

exceptby consent and under the control and

surveillance of the management ? Investi

gation has proved this to be a fact.

The real trade union members know that

their organizations could not attain to the

standard of wages and working conditions

now enjoyed by trade unionists through any

such procedure as reliance upon company

management control.

There is just one big club of militancy

in the hands of labor. That is the cessa

tion of work to enforce reasonable wages

and working conditions. Did anyone ever

hear of a company union suspending work

to enforce wages and working conditions ?

The mere fact that no such thing ever oc

curred is abundant evidence of the little

benefit to be relied upon through company

unions. It is evidencethat wages and work

ing conditions are absolutely within the

control of the employing management just

so long as it is able to maintain its so

( alled company union.

No fair employing management, where

mployes have instituted their own organ

ization , will undertake to insult wage earn

ers by suggesting to them that they are not

capable of determining upon the type of

organization they wish. Any fair manage

ment will accept it as a fixed fact that wage

workers do have brains enough to deter

mine upon their own type of organization.

Investors in employing properties invest

for profit. Investments under the industrial

system are entitled to profit. But invest

ments that cannot result in fair profits with

out taking it from the wages and working

conditions of employes , from a moral stand

point should be withhdrawn. They are so

regarded, except that where managements

may be able to enforce profits by enforcing

cheap wages and long hours of employment.

Then, again , with many investors in em

ploying properties, the maximum of profit

is notlimited. The promoters or investors

in such cases are not usually known to

add the excess profit to wages and working

conditions in employment . Where proper

ties net 50 per cent profit on investment, it

has not been known that the management

tendered 40 of that 50 per cent to the wage

earners, with the excuse that 10 per cent

was regarded as sufficient for the investors .

But criticism by employes of investors

for taking extreme profit is in no way justi

fied. It is not the business of organized

labor to criticise investors for accepting

extreme profits. It is the business of organ

ized labor to establish fair wages and work

ing conditions . It is to the interest of

organized wage workers that properties by

which they are employed may receive

reasonable profit. The justified criticism on

the part of wage earners, stands out reason

ably where fair wages and working condi

tions are not available to the wage worker.

It is as much up to the wage worker to

see that he obtains fair wages and reason

able working conditions, as it is to the

investor that he receives profit from his in

vestment.

2
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Where it is found necessary on the part tective association plan , employes' relief as

of managements to defeat employes in at sociation plan or otherwise .

tempts to organize by using the so -called

company union method, the company union VICE-PRESIDENT MARSHALL ON THE

must necessarily be made as attractive as MINERS' SITUATION AT HERRIN

the situation will permit, without increas

ing wages. Therefore, stock selling to em Thomas R. Marshall, Vice -President of

ployes becomes one of the processes in the United States under President Wilson ,

volving many company union attempts. But in his “ Recollections,” which he had just

promoters of properties have designed vari completed and published a short time before

ous ways and methods by which control of his death, gave

the properties , and the property's employing

an explanation on the

Miners' situation at Herrin, Illinois that

policy is retained by the promoters or stock should be read byeveryone; especially by

and bondholders. This, of course , excludes some of the newspaper editors who raved

the possibility of employe stockholders in and tore their hair over the situation . In

having anything to say in the management his book , Mr. Marshall states as follows:

of the property or the fixation of wages . " Some two or three years ago the people
But, in this employer's union system , it is were appalled by the occurrences that took

intended to lead the employe to believe place at Herrin , Illinois --men shot down in

that the employe is one of those interested cold blood, in the sight of thousands of

in low wages and exhaustive working con spectators, their throats cut , a drink of

ditions , from the fact that he is a stock water refused to the dying ; and nobody was

holder, with the possibility that if he lives punished ; all acquitted at the hands of the

long enough in association with his fellow jury trying the alleged offenders. A storm

workers, he may get control of the employ of indignation swept over the United States

ing institutions . None know better than against the civilization of the people of the

those who foster these plans that the em city of Herrin and the county of Williamson.

ploye never will live long enough to see Newspaper editors requested their private

that day come, and his stock ownership re
bootleggers please to return upon the mor

verts to him only in the way of low wages row, as they were busy writing scathing

and exhaustive working conditions . arraignments of conditions at Herrin, Illi

nois.

There is nothing in the company union

Attempts have been made by the

United Mine Workers ofAmericato throw

in any way to the advantage of the wagę the responsibility for these occurrences upon

There is nothing in it that will a co-called Red movement. The attempt

increase his wages or improve his working a foolish one because it was wholly

conditions . There is nothing in it only false and because therewas no necessity for

added surveillance of the employing man making any such defense .
The court deci

agement over the affairs of the employe , es sion there was thejudgment of the moral

tablishing a more complete control of the sentiments of the people of that county.

wage earner. In fact , the wage earner is in “ And here comes the startling thing in

worse condition under the company union reference to the enforcement of the law.

than the extreme non -unionist is in , as it
Here appears the difference between the law

is more difficult for him to throw off the
as it is written in cold type and the law as

yoke of tyranny in uniting with his asso it finds its expression in the verdict of

ciates in establishing the right of equity jurrors and the opinion of courts.
There

collective agreement relations in employ never was any anarchistic movement in this

ment. county worth mentioning. The citizenship

Even street and electric railway proper is composed almostwholly ofpeople who

ties are known to exist upon which the
trace their lineage back to the American

Revolution .
company union is maintained, in spite of the

They are North Carolinians,

fact that the vast majority of employes
Virginians, Kentuckians, Tennesseeans and

have thrown off the talons of the company

Pennsylvania Dutch . They are intensely

union and established themselves in genu
religious , reverence the Bible, keep the Com

ine trade union unity, where they are deal
mandments , and you would better not be

ing and making collective agreement rela

profane upon the streets of Herrin , Illinois,

tions with the employing property. Upon
unless you have the money to pay a fine.

these properties , after the union agreement
They are in their own opinoin , patriotic to

is made , the company then makes a similar

They sent more soldiersintothe

World War than any county in Illinois, save

agreement with the company union , grant

ing the company union the same wages and
Cook;bought moreLiberty Bonds than any

county in Illinois, save Cook . Their moving

working conditions that the genuine union picture shows open with the flinging of the
has been enabled to work out. In none of flag upon the screen , the audience rises and

those instances has it been found that the
sings " The Star Spangled Banner," then

company union took the lead and estab
they have the picture ofGeorge Washing

lished increased wages prior to the establish ton, then of Abraham Lincoln and thenthe

ing of increased wages by the genuine trade melodrama, perhaps, of Dead -Eyed Dick.

union . These things should show the wage Their politics date back to the controversy

worker the real purpose of the so -called between Lincoln and Douglas. They would

company union, or employes ' protectiveas resent any suggestion that they are not

sociation , let it be known as the Mitten
loyal to the

Constitution , the Union and

plan, shop committee plan , employes' pro
the Flag.

They attend Church, have fine

the core .

i
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secret society buildings, good schoolhouses,

well kept roads, and a vast majority of

citizens own their own homes and drive

their own cars . And yet the men indicted

for the murders which took place there, were

acquitted and I doubt whether there has

been a restless dream in the mind of a

single citizen over what occurred or over the

result of the trial .

" How account for such a condition of

public sentiment? The answer is simple.

These people were in a distinctly bad agri

cultural part of Illinois. Coal mines were

discovered. They sought to eke out their

precarious existence byworking in the mines

They made two or two and a half dollars a

day ; they stood up to their shoe tops in

water ; gas explosions were frequent; death

was the rule, not the exception; there was

no sanitation, no health inspection, no gas

inspection , workmen's compensation .

Along came the United Mine Workers of

America and organized them . They gave

them a dry place to work ; as perfect sani

tary conditions as could be procured in the

mine ; workmen's compensation; reduced the

loss of life and increased their wages to five,

six and seven dollars a day . They thought

the non-union miner who came in there was

attempting to drive them back to what

they believed to be a state of peonage.

They believed their civil and religious lib

erty was guaranteed to them by the Gov

ernment and the Constitution of the United

States, but they thought that all the com

forts and conveniences of life , all the oppor

tunities their children were to have to get

on in the future, had come to them from the

United Mine Workers of America.

"Whether there was any reason or justifi

cation for it no man knows , but they did

believe that the opening of the non -union

an attempt to return them to

their former conditions. They felt that as

they had a right to defend their wives and

their homes against assault, so , too, they

had a right to defend their condition in life

against what they deemed to be practically

death to the conditions which they were

enjoying

" No, it will not do unqualifiedly to say

because the letter of the law is not carried

out on every occasion that those who do

not thus administer it are essentially bad

citizens. On the contrary , the only real

way in which to judge it is to take the

moral sentiment of the community and if

the decision rises to the height of that

sentiment then , whether you like itor not ,

you have the law . And you will never

change any of these conditions otherwise

than by educating the people up to a higher

and finerstandard;up toa better obedience

of the strict letter of the law ."

ka

weeds as is the rule on fertile ground. If

the farmer wanted to raise good beets, the

weeds must be removed, but the women he

had for such work were not able to pluck

out the weeds as fast as they grew . In the

village the children went to school from 7

to 10 o'clock in the morning, with no school

in the afternoon. Ah ! here was a labor

market to draw upon ! It would be easily

available and it would be cheap. He would

pay the boys 25 pfgs . (674 €) and the girls

20 pfgs. (5 %) a day and have them pull

weeds from 1 o'clock until 8 o'clock in the

evening. He puffed out his chest at the

thought-not only would he be rid of the

weeds but he would be a benefactor of the

people --were they not having a hard strug

gleto feed and clothe theirlarge families?

He appeared at the school thenext morn

ing and engaged several of the boys and

girls to work for him . A week passed and

the battle against the weeds went merrily

But after a time the children found no

fun in it . Their backs were aching and

their knees sore - anyone who has

pulled weeds very long at a time can well

appreciate their feelings. The days seemed

never to end . Unlike the old women who

kept steadily at their task, the children

would accasionally straighten out their

backs and gossip with each other. When

they did this the overseer would scold and

swear at them and even at times cuff some

of the worst offenders.

Having been brought up in an atmosphere

of obedience and in homes where hardships

were accepted as the natural lot of the

working class, the children took their scold

ings and cuffings as a matter of course .

Did not the old women cast disapproving

glances in their direction when they did the

things that brought on the punishment?

A Youthful Rebel

But among the children was one who did

resent this treatment. He tall ,

rangy, tow -headed lad of 12 years. Being

older and bigger than the other boys , he

was looked up to by all the children . Each

day, his resentment grew stronger.
His

spirit of independence made him

courageous and more rebellious than the

others and he was punished more severely .

One evening he said to his mother , “ Mother,

I'm not going to pull weeds any more. I

won't be scolded and cuffed around just be

cause I am tired and my back aches." This

was a most unusual attitude on the part of

a German child . But his mother did not

reprove him—that , too , was most unusual .

She was a hard working woman but she

possessed deep sympathies that were stirred

by her son's recital of the overseer's cruel

ties . " I don't want you to go back ,

Fritz , " she said . “ You can spend your

afternoons gathering wood for fuel ."

Scampering to school next morning, the

youthful rebel was happy indeed and he

proudly told his school mates of his new

freedom . Naturally, they were envious and

they said so . A happy thought struck him .

Why not all refuse to go ? Why not let the

weeds choke out the beets? Then , the

farmer would learn something . No

mine was

was a

more

"*
*
*
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NOTABLE CAREER OF GERMAN

MINER'S PRESIDENT

Edward A. Wieck, in the Illinois Miner

In the summer of 1886, on the outskirts

of a small village in Westphalia, Germany,

lived a farmer on a large farm . Among the

beets he raised for his cattle grew many one
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as

and those holding official positions therein

and of his worship of the Red International

should work for such low wages and endure with today when the Dawes Plan is under

such treatment. The idea spread rapidly consideration or the Reparation question is

among the children . All pledged them before the diplomats of the world. Fritz,

selves not to work unless they received more the 12 -year-old leader of the striking weed

pay and better treatment.
pullers of Westphalia of 40 years ago, is

At 10 o'clock the overseer, as was his Frederick Husemann, president of the Ger;

custom , arrived at the school to write down man Miners' Union, now visiting the United

the names of all the children who were to
States a guest of the United Mine

work that day. But not one responded.
Workers. Husemann's study of the Ameri

The overseer was aghast. At first he could can coal industry and the methods of the

find no word to express his feelings . He miners' union here, will better equip him for

stared at them , in amazement and then his tackling the big problems confronting his

gaze fell upon Fritz. coal miner comrades of Germany.

" Fritz, what is the matter, aren't you

going to work today ?"
SECESSIONISTS' TACTICS

" No," replied Fritz , bravely. “ We have From Canadian Congress Journal

all decided not to work any longer for such

little pay and endure such treatment from Following up their “ victories" ( ? ) in dis

you .'
rupting the ranks of the membership ofthe

The teacher spoke up . “ Why that is a United Mine Workers of America in Dis

strike! Like the men at Steinmetz in the trict 18 and the Boiler Makers' Interna

quarry last summer. You children don't tional Union in Montreal, the "Left Wing.

know what you're doing.' The teacher used ers” have now succeeded in splitting the

the English word " strike," just then be Commercial Telegraphers' Union of America

ginning to appear in the German language, and, no doubt, will claim thisasa further

and to the people of that day strike meant accomplishment towards their proclaimed

treason , rebellion against the state. In this ideal of " Trade Union Unity ."

neighborhood, where a quarry strike had This division in the ranks of the Com

broken out, the thought of a strike was mercial Telegraphers has been brought

terrible indeed .

But the children were firm . Fritz played
about under the fictitious plea of securing

freedom for Canadian workers from Ameri

his part well. He made a demand for 50
can control and its leaders are loudly pro

pfgs. a day, to the utter astonishment of the

children themselves. But no one weakened .
claiming their purpose of setting. up
Canadian union run by Canadians for

The overseer went awayand the children
Canadians."Thenew organization isto be

went to their homes . The strike of the

weed pullers was on.

called “The Electrical Communication Work

But canny Fritz was not too optimistic.

ers of Canada " and among its new officers

He selected a few of the larger boys and

are Harry , Lynch , general chairman, an

American , born in ' Illinois ; ThomasSmith ,

together they quietly passed out the word
assistant general chairman, born in the

that dire consequences would result if any

of them deserted their comrades and went
U. S. A., and E. J. Kelly, secretary ofthe

Central District,

They stationed themselves

born in Ogdensbu
rg,

back to work.

on the road to the farm to see that every

U. S. A. , whilst another active supporter,

former International vice -president PaulF.

one kept the faith . They had never heard

the word "picket ” , but they quickly sensed

Schnur, is likewise an
American citizen .

These are the men who are to emancipate
the value of the idea . However, not one Canadian workers from " Yankee domina

child appeared for work . tion . "

The third day the farmer himself came to

the school. As Fritz surmised , he had come

A number of these officers have been

actively identified with " Left Wing" move:
to make terms . The young strike leader

ments and "Red" propaganda forthepast

was shrewd in his handling of the “ Union's"

grievances. He knew that the farmer would

few years , sometakinga prominent part in

the previous secession movementwithinthe
never pay 50 pfgs. that was only a bar

gaining point . The negotiations were closed

Commercial Telegraphers, brought about at

with an acceptance of an increase of 10 pfgs .

the time of the upheaval of the One Big

for all of them , girls as well as boys; nor
Union to which organization they trans

did Fritz forget the old women whose wages

ferred their allegiance at that time. " Com

were raised from 40 to 50 pfgs . a day .
rad " Henry Lynch may ormay not bean

Like all trade unionists, Fritz was demand.
active memberoftheCommunist Party but

ing more than wages he was demanding

last May, when remitting a donation to the

United Mine Workers of Nova Scotia from

conditions, and the terms of settlement in
DivisionNo. 43, of the CommercialTeler

cluded a solemn promise that the scolding

and cuffing would cease .

graphers' UnionofAmerica, he forwarded it

through Communist channels,accompanying

The next day they all trooped back to it with a letter addressed to " Comrade

work ,
The overseer's manner was much Editor of the 'Worker "" (Communistofficial

changed. The weed pulling proceeded with organ ) in which letter hetookthe oppor:

real vim .

Since that time Fritz has appeared in

tunity to make known his hatred of craft

union form of organization, theinternational

many conferences with employers; he has
unions,the Trades and Labor Congress of

been a figure in international labor gather Canada, the American Pederation of Labor,

ings; his power and influence among the

coal miners of Germany must be reckoned

" a
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(PRESIDENT WILLIAM GREEN OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

Trades Unions and the Communist Party,

more interested in following out their

policies than they are in the actual condi

tions of the workers.

The title of thenew organization , "The

Electrical Communication Workers of Can

ada," has been chosen, it is stated , in order

to allow of inclusion in its membership those

at present holding membership in the Order

of Railroad Telegraphersand the Interna

tional Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,

should the support which they anticipate be

given to their present efforts. In this way

another Left Wing Communist policy would

be achieved, namely, the substitution of an
industrial union for the present craft unions.
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The Amalgamated Association of Street purchase. The wage worker is dependent

and Electric Railway Employes of America upon his wage income for his purchasing

has entered the year 1926 with even more power. This shows that there is an inter

than usual encouragement for a successful relation between business interests and wagę

year. workers that should be understood and

recognized by both wage workers and em

It is true that the cost of living exceeds ployers of wage workers. How is this inter

that of one year ago . This is of import relation of interest to be dealt with ?

ance to wage workers. It enlivens concern

as to the future. Is the depreciation of the Wage workers, as we enter this year 1926,

value of a dollar to continue ? are industrially educated far better than at

the beginning of any preceding year to

Look over the Benefit payments of the understand the inter-relations of wage work

Amalgamated Association as published each ers and wage workers employing institutions.

month and then you will understand that That understanding is demonstrated by the

the Benefit Department furnishes the cheap advanced movements of organized wage

est benefit assurance that exists to wage workers. Every union man is desirous of

workers.
seeing all non-union men organized, because

the union man understands that it is better

The General Executive Board of the A. A. for labor and better for business that wagę

of S. and E. R. E. of A. met at Headquart workers shall participate in the fixing of

ers, 260 East High Street , Detroit , Michigan wages, and that can be done only through

February 8. It is in progress as this issue the establishing of collective agreement rela

goes to press. The proceedings will be pub tions with employing properties. Organized

lished in the March issue . labor makes better markets, because it holds

to and establishes better wage rates — a

The Union Labor Life Insurance Company greater income or purchasing power to wage

is an institution being created by the Or. workers . It extends employment so that

ganized Labor movement . It will supply there is less competition in the labor market.

life insurance at actual cost. Every policy It standsfor a better citizenship and ad

holder will be a profit receiver. It is a co vancement in education and understanding

operative proposition that is assured off suc possibilities . Therefore , when we speak of a

labor organizer, it applies to every union

man in the American labor movement.
It

Business reports are in line with the is the natural duty of everyunion man to

thought that the cost of living will remain avail himself of every opportuni
ty

toen

high throughout the year 1926. This means courage the non -union man to unite with

that manufactu
ring, industries and com his fellow workers inunionism , or, in other

merce will be more active than during the words, join theorganizat
ion

of his craft or

past year . The business world depends trade. That is how the labor movement

much upon the ability of wage workers to grows. Every union man is an organizer .

cess .
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF work, President Mahon was at the General

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS
Office directing the general affairs of the

Association and at the close of this report,

International President W. D. Mahon, in February 8, was in attendance at the General

the course of the court cases in Buffalo in Executive Board meeting being held at Asso

volving members of Div . No. 623 and
ciation Headquarters, Detroit , Mich .

others, including International Vice - Presi

dent William B. Fitzgerald , International First International Vice - President William

Vice- President John M. Parker, former In B. Fitzgerald, the latter part of January

ternational Vice -President Frank O'Shea and was in Buffalo , N. Y. where the conspiracy

A. F. of L. Organizer William Collins, was trials were on , involving himself and others,

required to visit Buffalo to advise with the in an endeavor on the part of the prosecu

attorneys and members upon those cases. tion to associate them as conspirators in the

There were ten cases set for trial at this obstruction of traffic the Buffalo

hearing. These ten cases comprised Busi Niagara Falls line of the Buffalo street rail

ness Agent Clarence Conroy , Secretary way company, in 1923. Those who were

Treasurer Vincent F. Tuero, Arthur Þ . tried before the Federal Court in this in

Jackson, Joseph White , David N. Kennedy, stance were acquitted . He later attended a

George H. Warner , William F. Launders, Joint Advisory Board meeting of the locals,

George E. Reed, Edward Peckham and the members of which are employed upon

Martin McDonough. These cases were de. the Michigan Electric Railway . The Joint

fended by Attorneys James H. Vahey of Board meeting, was held in Jackson , where

Boston, ErnestMcIntyre and James McCoy he advised with the Board in consideration

and William B. Mahoney of Buffalo. of grievances resulting from a dismissal each

the course of the trial the court dismissed of two members. While in Jackson at this

six of these cases on the ground that the Board meeting he also attended the conven

street railway company hadfailed to obtain tion of the Michigan State Federation of

evidence to justify the continuance of the Labor, which took place in that city this

cases. Only four of the cases went to the year. A feature of the proceedings of this

jury, that after the cases were presented convention was the passing of a resolution

brought in a verdict of not guilty, thus directing theofficersofthe State F. of L.

dismissing the whole ten cases. The other to petition the legislature to extend the

cases held on the docket included Vice amount of defalcation that creates a felony,

Presidents Fitzgerald and Parker and former
from $25.00 to $100.00. There was also

Vice-President Frank O'Shea, President action taken upon proposed amendments to

John B. Kolb of Division No. 623 and the Compensation law . Aside from this

others, against whom indictments stood . work he assisted the I. P. in the general

The case against the ten who were placed affairs of the Association and was at the

on trial was conducted in the interest of the close of this report, February 8 , in attend

prosecution by Prosecuting Attorneys Sager ance at the regular meeting of the General

and Templeton. The cases were tried_be
Executive Board being heldat Headquarters,

fore Justice Harland B. Howe of the Fed Detroit, Mich.

eral Court. Justice Howe is a resident of

Vermont. It is quite well assumed that the Sixth International Vice-President Albert

other cases remaining on the docket will be E. Jones in January visited Springfield,

dismissed without trial, as the ten who Ohio , where he took up with Division No.

were placed on trial were those against 845 the matter of membership in the Asso

whom the prosecuting , attorneys assumed ciation of bus operators. He reports that

there was the most evidence . The basis of there are being employed fourteen bus

the prosecution was that those who stood operators by the employing property in the

indicted were conspirators in an endeavor operation of busses and that these oper

to obstruct the operation of cars by the ators are paid 45 cents per hour on a basis

Buffalo street railway company , between of ten hours per day, which is less than the

Buffalo and Niagara Falls, at atime when agreement wage for rail car men in that

there had been a destruction of a piece of city. Following advisement with the officers

track through an explosion, the responsi of the local upon the matter of absorbing

bility, of which had been charged to certain these bus drivers into membership , Vice

members of Division No. 623 . The break President Jones was dispatched to Hamilton,

in the track resulted in a train being op Ohio , where Division No. 736 was engaged

erated over the section of track whererails in agreement negotiations . He reports that

had been displaced, resulting in the obstruc
all matters were agreed upon except wages,

tion of the operation of the train. The which were submitted for arbitration. The

train had been run into this disturbed sec local has chosen former Mayor Smith of

tion of thetrack by an inexperienced strike Hamilton , an attorney, as its representative

breaker ,whowas acting as motorman at the
on the Board of Arbitrators. The com

time. Following his visit toBuffalo Presi pany's arbitrator is a banker of Dayton ,

dent Mahon visited Cincinnati , Ohio, where
Ohio . Per his report of January 30, the

he advised with Division No. 627 upon the was pending selection of the third

internal affairs of that local . Upon this arbitrator.

work he was assisted by International Treas

urer L. D. Bland and G. E. B. Member Ninth Vice-President M.J. Murray was

Edw. McMorrow and all matters were satis required to visit Tacoma, Wash ., where he

factorily adjusted . Aside from this outside is assisting Division No. 758 in the adjust

ch

case
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ment of a grievance resulting from the dis

missal of a member of that local, which the

local believes is unjustifiable. Per his re

port of January 24 , the case was pending

further conferences with the officials of the

property

Eleventh Vice-President John M. Parker

in January was associated with others in the

conspiracy cases being tried in Buffalo .

These cases were brought at the instance of

the officials of the Buffalo street railway

company. The trial ended January 21, by a

verdict of not guilty in the case of four

members submitted to the jury .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair was

dispatched to London , Ont., where he as

sisted Division No. 741 in matters involving

members of that local , resulting from a dis

pute between the managementof the prop

erty and the city administration over the

installing of bus operation . With the com

pany an agreement was obtained by which

the busses are to be operated by members

of Division No. 741 . He reports Division

No. 741 to be well officered and in fine

Per his report of January 31, he

was assisting the Toronto Federation of

Labor in a labor forward movement which

has been instituted, with a view of extension

of organization in that city on the part of

the various crafts.

shape.

PED

DA

serve.

Fourteenth Vice- President Robert B. Arm

strong reports upon the wage arbitration

case of Division No. 915 , Granite City, Ill . ,

that in the selection of a third arbitrator,

one Mr. Eden, a Chicago banker, who was

agreed upon by both parties, declined to

Later, Circuit Court Judge Danes of

St. Louis was chosen as the third arbitrator

and per his report of February 1 , the case

was being prepared for submission.
He re

ports that Division No. 916 , Ottawa , Ill.,

succeeded in agreeing with the employing

property upon wage rates. The agreement

brought an increase to the members of 3%

cents per hour, fixing the maximum rate

at 6379 cents per hour.

:لوا

TheInternational Treasurer L. D. Bland, the

latter part of January was dispatched to

Cincinnati, Ohio , to assist Division No. 627

in the adjustment of an internal matter that

had arisen . In this work he advised with

International President W. D. Mahon and

G. E. B. Member Edw . McMorrow and the

result was the resignation of an officer of

the local , which adjusted the complaints.

He reports the local in fine shape.

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow at Birmingham , Ala ., attended

and addressed a meeting of Division No.

725. He reports the local well officered and

in fine shape. He later visited Atlanta , Ga.,

where he addressed meetings of Division

No. 732 and advised with the officers of the

local upon the Atlanta situation , which is in

effect a condition of dispute relative to

street railway operation in Atlanta between

the management of the property and the

city administration . Upon this situation he

conferred with the officials of the company

in association with the officers of the local

and later with the city administration

officials. He believes that a satisfactory

adjustment will be worked out that will

continue operation of street railways without

interruption. At Cincinnati he assisted In

ternational President W. D. Mahon and

International Treasurer L. D. Bland in the

adjustment of an election contention that

had arisen . At Gary, Ind ., per his report

of January 30, he was assisting Division No.

517 upon the subject of wage re-adjustment

for shop workers, and the matter was pend.

ing consideration of the proposition by the

local .

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, at Washing

ton, D. C. , succeeded in prevailing upon the

Congressional Committee having before it a

proposed railway bill for adjustment of dis

putes on steam railroads, to eliminate the

paragraph of the said measure which applied

to electric railways. He was assisted in this

work by instructions from A. F.of L. Presi

dent William Green, who obtained for him

the assistance of the A. F. ofL.Legislative

Committee. Per his report ofJanuary 31,

the case was being watched by the A. F.

of L. Legislative Committee. Board Mem

ber Shea further assisted Division No. 974

in New York in obtaining working condi.

tions for the members and reports that

seniority for ticket agentsand gatemen has

been agreed upon by the employing man.

agement.

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardonat

tended
a meeting of Division No. 688,

Newport , R. I. , where he advised with that

local upon its affairs, particularly in refer,

ence to bus operation. He later attended

and addressed a meeting of Division No.

246, Salem , Mass. , where he installed the

officers of the local and advised with the

local upon a discharge case. He assisted

Division No. 22, Worcester , Mass. in ad

justing a back-pay dispute affecting the

members of the Attleboro Branch of that

local . He assisted Divisions Nos. 238,

Lynn and 280, Lowell, Mass. in the adjust

ment of grievances with the Eastern Massa

chusetts Street Railway Company, resulting

from the recent dismissal of two members

of the Association .

recommended that the cases be dropped.

Upon investigation, he

Per his report of January 30 , he was in ad

visement with Divisions Nos 600, Waltham

and 620, Framingham, Mass. , upon agree

ment conditions, which were pending ad

justment by conferences with the manage

ment of the two properties.

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt was dis

patched to Cedar Rapids,Iowa, to assist

Division No. 638 upon'wage adjustment
conferences. Per his report of January 31,

this matter was in a conference stage.

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson, while

assisting Division No. 194, New Orleans,

La . , in the adjustment of two dismissal
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cases, after exhausting endeavors for the

reinstatement of the two dismissed mem

bers, submitted their cases to a vote of the

local . The result of this referendum vote on

the part of the local, was the dropping of

the two cases , per his report of January 30.

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, who is

assisting Division No. 99 , Winnipeg, Mani.

toba upon agreement work , reports that

agreement conditions to a considerable ex

tent have been agreed upon , but one sub

ject of the agreement was yet resulting in

further conferences, per his report of

January 29.

prohibiting operation under the unsafe con

ditions complained of.”

In this case the assumption of the inan

agement to the court was that the ordinance

in Dayton had been enacted by popular vote

through the influence of labor and was,

therefore, a labor measure. The Judge, in

his decision, seems to uphold this conten

tion and that even though the ordinance were

a safety ordinance, for the reason that con

tributive to the enactment of the ordinance

labor had been recognized , the safety fea

tures must be set aside and the ordinance

declared illegal .

The decision upholds the interlocutory in

junction restraining Dayton from enforcing

the ordinance, which was the decision pre

pared and sought by the Dayton City Rail

way Company .

The decision does infer that cities have a

right , or that it might be so declared by the

courts, to pass ordinances regulating the

operationof one-man cars in the interest of

safety . However, the legality of such ordi

nances would likely depend upon the mat

ter of burden imposed upon the operating

property.

FEDERAL COURT INVALIDATES

DAYTON, OHIO, ORDINANCE

SOME SUGGESTIVE FIGURES

man cars.

November 6, 1923 , the voters of Dayton ,

Ohio, enacted an ordinance prohibiting the

street railway properties in Dayton from

operating one-man cars.

This is another case where the Federal

Court has declared against rule by vote of

the people and in favor of corporation con
trol .

The opinion in this case was handed down

by United States District Judge Smith

Hickenlooper at Cincinnati, Ohio, and filed

in Dayton, December 7.

The company had previously entered a

lower court, seeking an injunction prohibit

ing the effectiveness of the ordinance that

would have driven one -man cars off the

streets of Dayton . The City Railway Com

pany's position in its petition was, first that

it impaired the obligation of the contract

created by the acceptance by the railways

of the conditions of an ordinance passed

in December, 1921 , by the Dayton City

Council, authorizing the operation of one

It was this ordinance that the

people of Dayton, by popular vote , enacted

to rescind. Second, the company raised the

point that the ordinance prohibiting the use

of one -man cars was not a lawful or rea

sonable exercise of police power. The com

pany's position was sustained by the court .

Federal Judge Hickenlooper infers in his

decision that regulations do tend to elimin

ate accidents and are manifestly enacted for

such purpose and will receive the hearty

approval of the court , if within the munici

pal power of the city . " In the instant case .

however, we are constrained to hold not

only that the ordinance of November 6,

1923 , impaired the obligation of the con

tract created by the acceptance of the con

dition of the ordinance of December 14 ,

1921 , but that its purpose was simply to

provide employmentfor alarger number of

operatives, and that even if it were con

sidered as having some slight connection

with the public safety ,suchconnection is

too remote to consider the ordinance to be

a reasonable exercise of the police power ."

The Judge further says : “Wehave point

ed out that the reasonable method of accom

plishing the desired result along this line

"1. hy the reseagr ni mreinann. •perifroll .

An audit has been completed by the

Price , Waterhouse Audit Company, furnish

ing a statement on the operation of the

Detroit , Mich . Street Railway . The audit

is for a period of 18 months, from January

1 , 1924 to June 30, 1925. It shows a net

income for the property during those 18

months aggregating $ 3,956,494.00_approxi

mately four millions of dollars . This is an

average annual net profit exceeding $2,500,

000.00. It embraces a dull period in the

industries of Detroit .

The audit shows an accruing of the city's

equity in the property to aggregate $ 10 ,

241,771.00. That means that within the

period of operation of the Detroit Street

Railway , there has been made a clear profit

above operating expenses and interest

charges aggregating more than $ 10,200,000.

The city started operation of street railway

service in Detroit in 1921, by constructing

and operating municipal stub and Cross

town lines that are now attributes of the

entire property. The main property was

taken over by Detroit in 1922.

The report shows that the total passen •

gers carried on Detroit municipal lines for

the year ended June 30, 1923, aggregated

471,289,115 ; for the year ended June 30 ,

1924, 482,158,798 ; for the year ended June

30 , 1925, 458,208,396 .

The report shows that the railway revenue

' car miles for the year ended June 30, 1924 ,

aggregated 50,401,902; for the year ended

June 30, 1925 , 48,300,107 .

The report shows that coach miles for the

year ended June 30 , 1924 aggregated

85,242 ; for the year ended June 30 , 1925,

1,218,307.

Railway revenue car hours for the year

ondant 109 . 2 # 48
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and for the year ended June 30, 1925, for it is the evidence of his membership and

5,252,021 . by this certificate all claims that may be due

The railway operating revenue per car him from death , disability and old age will

mile , for the year ended June 30, 1924 be settled and it is very important that it

was 44.75 cents ; for the year ended June be carefully preserved and it is important

30, 1925, 44.02 cents. that each member sees to the fact that they

The railway operating revenue per car are in possession of this certificate of mem

hour for the year ended June 30 , 1924 bership, for if their names are not sent in no

was $ 4.00 per hour; for the year ended certificate is granted , and, therefore, they

June 30, 1925, $4.05 per hour. are not yet accepted into membership in the

The railway operating expenses per car Association or are not entitled to benefits.

hour for the year ended June 30, 1924 was Any member not in possession of his certifi
:

$2.89 ; for the year ended June 30 , 1925 , cate of membership shouldat once bring it

$2.90.
to the attention of the Financial Secretary

The ratio of railway operating expenses and the Officers of his Local Division and

to railway operating revenue for the year if he does not receive satisfaction he should

ended June 30 , 1924 was 72.46 per cent; write to the General Office and inform them

for the year ended June 30, 1925 , 71.77 per of the facts in connection with his case.

cent.
Requesting that all the membership care

The total revenue for the 6 months ended
fully adhere to this provision of the Law ,

June 30, 1924 aggregated $ 11,506,897.00 ;
and with best wishes , I remain

for the year ended June 30 , 1925 , $ 21,561,
Fraternally yours,

826.00.
W. Ď. MAHON

Total operating expenses for the 6 months International President .

ended June 30 , 1924, $ 7,941,992.00 ; for the

year ended June 30 , 1925, $ 15,790,261.00.

Within the term covered by this report Disbursements from the Death , Disability

there has been an extended development in and Old Age Benefit Fund during the month

coach transportation as a sort of feeder and
of December, 1925 , were made to benefici

street-car extension of service. The state
aries on claims as follows ;

ment covering coach operation shows that

for the year ending June 30 , 1924 , coach
Death Benefits

revenue passengers aggregated 429,231 and Emma C. Peterson, beneficiary , death claim

for the year ending June 30 , 1925, 4 , 171,385 .
of Lars C. Paterson, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 836, Grand Rapids, Mich.;

The rates of fare in Detroit are 6 cents cause, Pernicious Anaemia .. . $500.00

cash , with one cent for a transfer and tickets
Peter J. Rooney , financial secretary of Div,

are sold at the rate of nine for 50 cents.
No. 22 , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Patrick Hanratty , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 22, Worcester , Mass.; cause ,
Cerebral Hemorrhage.

MEMBERSHIP'S PRIVILEGES AND Katherine R. Harding, beneficiary , death

REQUIREMENTS
claim of Arthur Harding, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 22. Worcester, Mass.;

cause, Chronic Interstitial Nephritis and
Section 79 of the General Constitution Chronic Myocarditis.

and Laws of the Association reads EdwinS. Ringberg, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 900, to apply on bill
follows :

of funeral expenses, death claim of Carl
“ Section 79. Each member will be en Hirshner Sr., deceased ,late member of Div.

titled to all benefits, rights and privileges of
No. 900. Highwood, 111 .; cause, Myocarditis

and Chronic Nephritis ..

this Association by strictly adhering to his Edwin S. Ringberg . financial secretary and

obligation and by him and his Local Divi treasurer of Div. No. 900 , to apply on bill

sion obeying the Constitution and Laws.
of funeral expenses,death claim of Michael

W. Murphy,deceased,latemember ofDiv.
He must have been obligated into member

No. 900, Highwood ,' Ill .; cause , Organic
ship , properly enrolled in the General Office Heart Disease..

and be in possession of a certificate of
F. H. Wilson , financialsecretary of Div. No.

235 , for beneficiary , death claim of Lauch
membership ." len Glenn , deceased , late member of Div,

You will note that this Law requires that No. 235 , Brockton , Mass .; cause, Cerebral

each member must be enrolled in the Apoplexy .
Mrs. T. Schafer and H. L. Muller, beneficiar.

General Office and be in possession of a ies , death claim of J. P. Muller, deceased.

certificate of membership . late member of Div. No. 194 , New Orleans,

It is the duty of the Financial Secretary
La.; cause. Acute Myocarditis and Pulmon

ary Tuberculosis .....

of each Division as soon as he enrolls new Elsa Bochmetz , beneficiary, death claim of

members to forward their names with his
George Bochmetz, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 268, Cleveland ,Ohio ; cause,Acute
monthly reports to the General Office for Lobar Pneumonia and Acute Myocarditis .. 700.00

enrollment and in return he receives the Mrs. Nellie Martin, beneficiary, death claim

member's certificate of membership, which
of La Mar M. Martin , deceased, late mem

ber of Div, No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause,

he must give to the member or see that it is Perforating Gastric Ulcer ...
placed in his hands . This certificate of Sophia Cassidy, beneficiary, death claim of

membership records the date that the mem
William J. Cassidy, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 240, Chelsea , Mass.; cause,

ber joined the Association and gives his age Crushing injuries to chest with subsequent

at that time. It is the member's duty to Pneumonia , caused by railway

examine the certificate and if it is not cor
accident.

Mrs. Margret Kingston , beneficiary , death

rect to return it to the Financial Secretary claim of Patrick O'Leary, deceased , late

to have it returned to the General Office for member of Div. No.240, Chelsea, Mass.;

correction . If it is correct . the member
cause , Fracture of Skull with associated in

tracranial injury caused hy a motor vehicle

should file BWAV anot preserve this rertifiento

800.00

800.00

as

250.00

50.00

800.00

800.00

500.00

& street
800.00

100 ne
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Mrs. Anna Krause, beneficiary , death claim of

Frank Luger, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Shock and in

juries sustained from being hit by taxi
accident . 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary , death claim of

JamesD. Murray, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause ,Apoplexy.800.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 215, for beneficiary ,

death claim of John Ernest Jewett,deceased

late member of Div, No. 215, Wheaton,

Ill.; cause , Carcinomatosis and Obstruction
Metastatic Carcinoma of Liver .. 800.00

Mrs. Katherine Siglar, beneficiary. death

claim of Walter Siglar, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Gun shot wounds of body - murdered . 800.00

Mary McCarthy, beneficiary, death claim of

Patrick McCarthy, deceased, late member

of Div , No. 580, Syracuse , N. Y.; cause ,

Myocarditis 800.00

Mrs. Alice Carey , beneficiary , death claim of

Richard Carey , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.; cause , Pneu
monia . 200.00

Mrs. Mary Ann Guy , beneficiary, death claim

of William James Guy, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 113, Toronto ,Ont.; cause,

Carcinoma of Oesophagus. 800.00
Mary E. Gheen , beneficiary , death claim of

J: P. Wiley, deceased, late member ofDiv.
No. 689, Washington , D.C .; cause, Mitral

Regurgitation of Heart . 800.00
Mrs. Ella Case Tuller ,beneficiary, death claim

of Arthur F. Tuller, late member at large

at International Office , Detroit, Mich.;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage and Chronic

Myocarditis . 800.00

P. J. McGrath , financial secretary -treasurer of

Div, No. 85, for beneficiary,death claim of

E. J. Lowrie (Loree ), deceased, late member

of Div, No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause ,

Acute Alcoholism .... 700.00

William 0. McGowan, executor of will of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Elmer I. Megathlin , deceased , late member
of Div . No. 235, Brockton , Mass .; cause ,
Cerebral Hemorrhage . $ 800.00

L. P.Heminway,financial secretary of Div,

No. 654, for beneficiary , death claim of

William E. Abernathy , deceased, late mem

berof Div . No.654 ,Hubbard, Ohio ; cause ,
Diabetes Mellitus. , 800.00

Mary Dreher, beneficiary , death claim of

OttoConrad Dreher , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y.; cause,

Cancer of Stomach . 800.00
Jobo H. Lang, financial secretary of Div. No.

540, for beneficiaries, death claim of Hora

tio Jackson , deceased , latemember of Div.

No. 540, Trenton, N. J.; cause, Accideat

Fracture of Vertebra at neck , while install

ing aerial from radio accidental fellfrom
roof at home ...

800.00

Anna C. Dobrn , beneficiary , death claim of

D. F. Dohrn , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 313, Rock Island, Iii.; cause , Cirrhosis

of Liver and Dropsy . 800.00
Lewis Brady ,foancial secretary of Div . No.

662,for beneficiary, death claimofThomas

W. Taylor, deceased , late member of Div.
No. 662, Pueblo , Colo.; use , Carcinoma
of Stomach . 800.00

Mrs. Margaret O'Keefe, beneficiary, death

claim of Jerry O'Keefe, deceased , late mem
ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause ,
Perforated Gastric Ulcer . 800.00

Josephine E. Horton, beneficiary, death claim

of Herbert E.Horton , deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 618. Providence, R. I.;

cause , Primary ( Pernicious) Anemia ..... 800.00

Mrr. Jobe W.Avery, beneficiary, death claim

of John W. Avery, deceased , late Member

at Large at International Office, Detroit,

Mich.;cause, Pneumonia and Acute Dilata
tion of Heart .

800.00
Mrs. Buelah Richardson, beneficiary, death

claim of Ben Richardson, deceased , late
member of Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La.;

cause, Apoplezy- (Cerebral Hemorrhage ) .. 600.00
Mrs. Florence Couch ,boneficiary ,death claim

of John V. Couch, deceased, latemember of
Div. No. 416, Peoria , ill .; cause, Gun- shot
wound of left Groin, shot by bandits ..... 100.00

0. B. White , financial secretary and treasurer

of Div . No. 416, for beneficiaries, death

claim of George B. Deobler, deceased , lato

member of Div. No. 416, Peoria, Ill.; cause ,

Nephritis. 800.00

Mrs. Annie Bartelt, beneficiary , death claim

of August Bartelt, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 697, Toledo, Ohio ; cause , Valv .
ular Disease of Heart... 800.00

Mrs. Tillie Wilson,beneficiary, death claim of

Oscar Wilson, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause, Shock

and injuries caused by being crushed be .

tween two street cars -- Accident. 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Lavrey. beneficiary, death

claim of Edward Laverey , also known as

EdwardJames Lavrey , deceased , late mem.
ber of Div. No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y.; cause,
Arterio Sclerosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Hoffman , beneficiary , death claim

of Nicholas J. Hoffman, deceased, latemem

ber of Div. No. 479 , Middletown, Conn .;

cause, Cancer of the Stomach . 800.00

Mrs. Pearl H. Ottendorfer, beneficiary , death

claim of H. Ottendorfer, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 194, New Orleans,

La .;, cause, Myocarditis, Endocarditis and

Nephritis , 800.00

Mrs. Mary Gora, beneficiary, death claim of

John Gora , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Shock and in.
juries sustained from falling downstairs in
his home -- accidental ... 500.00

Mrs. Ann Mulkern , beneficiary, death claim

of Patrick Mulkern, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause ,

Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs. Dominica Rossi, beneficiary , death claim

of Angelo Rossi, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass .; cause, Hem

orrhage of Stomach due to Gastric Ulcer ... 275.00

Margret Harold , beneficiary , death claim of

Daniel Harold, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 820, Union City, N. J.; cause,

Cerebral Apoplexy .. 300.00

Mildred Braman, beneficiary, death claim of

Fred C. Braman, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 549 , Northampton, Mass.; cause ,

Arterio Sclerosis and Chronic Endocarditis .. 800.00

Lillian May Finney, beneficiary , death claim

of Frank Finney, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 114, Youngstown , Ohio ; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis (Bright's Disease ).. 500.00

Abraham L. Hughes, financial secretary of

, ,
stone, doctor and other expenses, death

claim of Charles Omlor, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 118. Pottsville, Pa.;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia .... 800.00
Ernst 6. M. Fehrnstrom , financial secretary

treasurer of Div. No. 589, to be applied on

bill of funeral expenses, death claim of James

McAuley, deceased , late member of Div .
No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Chronic

Myocarditis . 100.00

Mary J. Fearnley, beneficiary, death claim of
Herbert Fearnley, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia 800.00

Mrs. Anna Sheehan, beneficiary , death claim

of George F. Sheehan , deceased, late mem .

ber of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Organic Heart Disease... 150.00

Clarence Nugent, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 26 , for beneficiaries, death

claim of John Dilworth , deceased, late mem
ber of Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich.; cause,

Cerebral Apoplexy .. 800.00

Tracy Loan & Trust Co., administrator of

estate of deceased , for beneficiaries, death

claim of William B. Wright Jr., deceased,

late member of Div. No. 382, Salt Lake

City, Utah ; cause , Suspected Carcinoma of

Stomach , 800.00
Mrs. Milton B. Pendleton, beneficiary, death

claim of Milton B. Pendleton, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 382. Salt Lake

City , Utah ; cause, Shock- ( Traumatic )
and Hematamesis , 800.00

Mrs. Anna Ruedel, beneficiary , death claim

of Louis Ruedel, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia
100.00

Johanna McDonough, beoeficiary . death
claim of Michael McDonough, deceased ,

Tate member of Div. No. 108, Scranton,

Pa.; cause, Accident - Fractured Skull and

other injuries -- struck by automobile.. 800.00

Catherine Keegan, beneficiary , death claim of

James Keegan, deceased, late member of
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gDiv . No. 168, Scranton, Pa.; cause, Possi. Stelade Diges Brickor, beneficiary , death claim

ble Fractured Skull and other injuries- of Dart C. Pielu ,toonased ,latemember of

struck by automobile near Car Barn Div. No. 282, Rochester , N. Y.; cause ,

Accident.. 300.00 Chronic Valvular Heart Disease. 800.00

Mrs. Alice M. Suddeth. beneficiary, death Nellie Grosa , power of attorney for beneficiar

claim of R. H. Suddeth, deceased, late ies, death clain of Harry L. Richardson,

member of Div. No. 732, Atlanta, Ga.; deceased , late member of Div. No. 589,

cause , Accident - Crushed by steam roller, Boston , Mass.; cause , Lymphoblastomo

which he was operating for Street Ry. Co... 100.00 Lymphosaroma.. 800.00

Matilda Rose Graf , beneficiary, death claim Mrs. EstherAnna Lattner, beneficiary, death
of Frank Graf, deceased , late member of claim of Raymond D. Lattner , deceased,

Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause, late member of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh,

Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 800.00 Pa .; cause , Diabetes Mellitus..
500.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and Delbert Dean, beneficiary, death claim of

treasurer of Div. No. 215, for beneficiary , W. H. Dean, deceased, late member of Div.

death claim of C. G. Hoover, deceased , late No. 256. Sacramento , Calif.; cause,Endo

member of Div. No. 215 , Wheaton , Ill.; carditis and Myocarditis . 800.00

cause, Perforated Duodenal Ulcer and In.
Anna Schroeder, beneficiary, death claim of

testinal Obstruction ..... 800.00 John Schroeder, deceased, late member of
Mrs. Minnie Schaefer, beneficiary, death Div . No. 847, St.Joseph , Mo.; cause. Can

ste:

claim of John L. Schaefer, deceased, late cer of Stomach ..
100.00

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;
Mrs. Edna Petrie, beneficiary, death claim of

cause, Tabes Dorsales...
800.00 George W. Petrie, deceased , late member

Mrs. Tekla Fautkevicz , beneficiary , death of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Acute
an

claim of Anthony Fautkevicz, deceased, late Appendicitis ..
700.00

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; Mary McCann , beneficiary, death claim of
cause , Interstitial Myocarditis, Chronic .... 800.00 James McCann, deceased, late member of

Mrs. Lillie Bowen, beneficiary, death claim of Div . No. 618,Providence, R. I .; cause, Gall

Bert Bowen , deceased , late member of Div . Bladder Disease, Pneumonia , Pulmonary

No. 343, Kalamazoo , Mich.; cause, Cere Oedema and Acute Nephritis ..
800.00

bral Hemorrhage . 800.00 Angus MacInnis, financial secretary of Div.

Luella B. Reed , beneficiary. death claim of No. 101, for payment of funeral, doctors,
W. H. Reed , deceased, late member of Div. hospital and other expenses, death claim of
No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Angina Pec William Copperthwaite, deceased , late mem
toris 800.00 ber of Div .No. 101, Vancouver , B. C.;

Mrs. Mary Meyer, beneficiary , death claim of cause , Pernicious Anaemia .
500.00

Ernest Meyer, deceased , late member of Disability Benefits

Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause , Cere Patrick Jordan, member of Div . No. 589,

bral Hemorrhage. 600.00 Boston, Mass.: cause , while lifting back of

Sadie Osgood, beneficiary, death claim of a dump car, a lump camedowninhis right
Jesse Osgood, deceased , late member of groin ; wearing a truss on account of strain

Div . No. 923, Amsterdam , N. Y.; cause, and permanently disabled .
800.00

Arterio Sclerosis and complication
s
... 450.00 Isaac F. Gardiner , member of Div. No. 618 ,

Mrs. Emma C. Maxim , beneficiary, death Providence, R. I .; cause, While working as

claim of George W. Maxim , deceased , late a sign man at Car house, fell into pit re

member of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; ceiving injuries to his left side , which has

cause , Arterio Sclerosis .. 800.00 caused permanent and total disability ....
800.00

Mrs. Mary Owen , beneficiary, death claim of Old Age Benefits

George J. Owens, (Owen ), deceased , late David Aurelius, member of Div , No. 132 ,

member of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; Troy , N. Y. $ 800.00

cause, Lobar Pneumonia . 500.00 John R. Jones, member of Div, No. 19,

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of Colorado Springs, Colo..
800.00

Div . No. 241, for beneficiary , death claim Charles Almand, member of Div. No. 111 ,

of James White , deceased , latememberof Ypsilanti, Mich ..

Div , No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Lobar W. R. McDonald, member of Div, No. 381 .

Pneumonia .. 800.00 Butte , Mont.. 800.00

Mrs. Cora Moody, beneficiary, death claim of Wilson Hower, member of Div. No. 169,

Edward Oliver Moody, deceased, late mem Easton, Pa..
800.00

ber of Div. No. 900, High wood, Ill .; cause, Henry Leidinger, member of Div . No. 194,

Angina Pectoris .. 50.00 New Orleans, La...

Mrs. Agnes M.Lyons, beneficiary, death claim
William 0. Curtis, member of Div. No. 373,

of Sheffield H. Lyons, deceased , late mem Hyde Park ,Mass..
800.00

. causedFractured Skull from fall off wagon
Total... . $61,225.00

Meningitis.. 800.00

John Ehrhardt , administrator of estate of de Disbursements from the Death, Disability

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Gustav Ruschke, deceased, late member of
and Old Age Benefit Fund during (themonth

Div . No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause , Pneu
of January, 1926 , weremade tobeneficiaries

monia and Oedema of Lungs .. 800.00 on claims as follows:
Mary M. Martin , executrix of will of de

ceased for payment of funeral , doctors , nurs Death Benefits

ing and other expenses, death claim of Gertrude Harold, beneficiary ,death claim of
George B. Snook , deceased , late member of

Arthur Harrold, (Harold ), deceased, late
Div. No. 132 , Troy , N. Y .; cause , Arterio member of Div. No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.;
Sclerosis, Myocarditis and Nephritis.. 800.00

Catherine Quirk, guardian for

cause, Rheumatism with resulting Heart
minor Disease . $ 100.00

beneficiary , death claim of John P. Quirk, Mrs. Edmond J. Neels , beneficiary, death
deceased, late member of Div. No. 241 , claim of Edmond ) . Neels, deceased, late
Chicago, Ill .; cause , Pulmonary Tubercu member of Div.No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.;
losis .. 600.00

cause, Chronic Myocarditis.
Mrs. Mary Walsh , beneficiary , death claim of Mary Ridgeway , beneficiary , death claim of

Thomas Holleran , deceased, late member Charles F. Ridgeway, deceased, late men .

of Div . No.241,Chicago , Ill.; cause, Lobar ber of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause ,

Pneumonia 800.00 Chronic Myocarditis ..

Thomas Hunt, beneficiary , death claim of Mrs. Jennie Ś. Parks, beneficiary, death claim

Katherine Hunt, deceased, late member of of Burley E. Parks, deceased , late member

Div. No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y.; cause, Cere of Div.No.240, Chelsea, Mass.;cause , Pul

bral Hemorrhage . 800.00 monary Embolism .
Ellen Nolan, beneficiary, death claim of Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

James H. Nolan, deceased , late member of Div. No. 308. for payment of funeral,

Div . No. 589 , Boston, Mass .; cause , Pleur doctor'sandotherexpenses,death claim of

isy and Myocarditis , 800.00 Frank A. Anderson , deceased ,late member

Zadok L. Stiles, beneficiary, death claim of of Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Thomas H. Stiles, deceased , late member of Uraemia following operation for Strangu
Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Bron lated Hernia and Drainage of the Bladder.. 800.00
chial Pneumonia end Acute laterstitial George Boner , financial secretary of Div. No.

Nophritis .
800.00 sei, for beneficiary , death claim of Joha

800.00

800.00

son,

500.00

300.00

800.00
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Maiden, deceased. Ja te mamber of Div. No,
503, Haverhill, Mass .; 68480 , latestinal

Obstruction .
800.00

Mrs. Agnes F. Splitt,beneficiary, death claim

of John M , Splitt, dossaset, lata member of

Div . No. 228, Joliet, III.; cause, Myo

carditis .. 600.00

Mrs. Mary Horasby, beneficiary , death claim

of W. L. Hornsby, deceased , late member

of Div . No.732, Atlanta , Ga.; cause, Flu

followed by Abscess of Liver , 500.00

Mrs. Curt Shambaugh, beneficiary , death

claim of Curt Shambaugh , deceased, late

member of Dir. No. 389, Mansfield , Ohio ;

cause, Apoplexy :
275.00

Wm. S. NcClenathan , secretary -treasures of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim

of Sarah Schoen , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 308, Chicago, 111.; cause , Gan .
grene Diabetes . 700.00

F. P. Bradchulis, powerof attorney for bene

ficiary , death claim of JosephRendok,de

ceased , late member ofDiv. No. 308, Chic

cago , fil.; cause, Suicide, Asphyxiation due

to inhaling illuminating gas . 250.00

Mrs. H. L. Dorton , beneficiary, death claim

of H. L. Dorton , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div , No. 308, for payment of funeral and
other expanses, death claim of John A.

Mathews, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 308. Chicago, iu .; cause, Apoplexy .. 300.00

Mary T. Ward, beneficiary , death claimof

John Ward, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 89, New Castle, Pa.; cause , Myo

carditis . 800.00

Mae E. LeGault, beneficiary, death claim of

Alfred J. Le Gault, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 587, Seattle , Wash .; cause ,

Organic Heart Disease . 800.00

Leora Darling, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph C.Barling , deceased,late member
of Div. No. 587, Seattle, Wash .; cause ,

Suicide by hanging ... 250.00

Cora Keeney, benefciary, death claim of Guy

E. Keeney ,deceased, late member of Div.

No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio;cause , Chronic
Interstitial Nephritis . 800.00

Hattie Smith , beachciary, death claim of Joe

Smith, deceased , late member ofDiv. No.

268, Cleveland , Ohio ; cause, Organic Heart
Disease . 800.00

Mary Baker, beneficiary , death claim of

Charles Baker, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y.; cause, Strep

toccocia infection of mouth and neck from

extraction of tooth ... 800.00

James O'Malley, beneficiary, death claim of

Lohn O'Malley, deceased,' latemember of

Div. No.241, Chicago, Ill.;causo, Asphyxia

tion due toinhalingilluminating gas from

open jet - Suicide while deranged ... 500.00

Mrs. Dorothy Corcoran , beneficiary.. death

claica of Peter Corcoran, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241. Chicago, Ill.;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 800.00

Prank 'E. Sutton, Anancial secretary, and
treasurer of Div , No. 947, to be applied on

bill of funeral expenses, death claim of

Amos Turner , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 947, Morristown, N. J.; cause ,

Arterio Fibro Sclerosis and Apoplexy . 100.00

Mrs. Elisabeth Smeltzer , beneficiary , death

claim of Frank Smeltzer, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 118 , Pottsville, Pa. ,

cause , Heart Failure (Mitral Regurgitation) 800.00

Mrs. OdileSt. Denis , beneficiary , death claim

of Oliver St. Denis,deceased, late member

of Div. No. 174, Fall River , Mass .; cause ,

Heart Disease . 800.00

Mrs. Aane F. Krautor, beneficiary, death

claim of Ernest W. Krauter ,deceased,late

member ofDiv. No. 757, Portland , Ore.;

Cruse, Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Mr. Anna Hazen,beneficiary, death claim of

Spencer Hazen , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 360 , Alliance , Ohio ; cause. Acci:
dept- Crushing injury to back and left

thigh froa collision of two Interurbancars .. 800.00

Mn. Emily Harding,beneficiary,death claim

of Thomas E. Harding,deceased , late
member of Div . No.26 , Detroit, Mich .;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia .. 100.00

Bogsie Dennison, beneficiary, death claies of

James K. Dennison, deceased, lato member
Div.No.788,St.Louis, Mo.;causo,

Cardiac Decompensation and Broncho Pneu

ponia . 100.00

Marjorie Washlogton , beneficiary , death claim

of Jesse W. Rigsby, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause ,

Cerebro Spinal Syphilis.
700.00

Mary E. Brooks , beneficiary , death claim of

William Oran Brooks , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo., cause ,

Arterio Sclerosis and Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 300.00

Jennie Diffenbacher DeLowry, executrix of will

of deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Peter Deutsch , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause , Cere

bral Hemorrhage
800.00

Alfred Kennard Brednick , beneficiary , death
claim of William S. Brednick ,deceased ,

late member ofDiv. No. 85, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; cause , Heart Block ... 800.00

Nicholas J. Delaney, financial secretary of

Div. No. 132, for payment of funeral, doc

tor and other expenses , death claim of

Arthur J. Keefe , deceased ,late momber of

Div . No. 132, Troy, N. Y.; cause , Trau

matic Fracture of Urethra and Hypertro

phied Prostate.. 406.00

Frances Boyer, beneficiary, death claim of

B. F. Boyer, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Myocarditis 700.00

Edwin S. Ringberg, financialsecretary and

treasurer of Div .No. 900, for beneficiary ,

death claim of Charles Berong, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 900 , Higlawood ,

Ill.; cause , Accident - Being crushed under

wheels of Interurban train while alighting

from same. 600.00

Susan McGwinn, beneficiary , death claim of

Mark McGwinn , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 618 , Providence, R. I.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage... 800.00

Adele Sathorey, beneficiary, death claim of
Caesar Sathorey,deceased , late member of

Div . No. 448 , Springfield , Mass.; cause ,
Carcinoma of Stomach . 800.00

Wm. Larcamp, fiaaacial secretary and treas.

ures of Div. No. 455, for Guardiaa s'ofd

minor children , death claim of John P.

Bane, deceased , lato member of Div . No.

455, Portsmouth , Obio ; cause, Hodgkin's

Disease . 800.00

Clementino Douglas, beneficiary, death claim

of Charles Douglas ,deceased, late member

of Div .No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Or.

ganic Heart Disease .. $ 800.00
Mary Hayes Miller , beneficiary, death claim

ofWilliam H. Miller, deceased , late member
af Div . No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.; cause ,
Arterio Sclerosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Germain Lemay, beneficiary , death

claim of Germain Lemay, deceased, late

member of Div. No: 790, Montreal, Quebec ;
cause , Septicomia of hand . 700.00

R. L. Wier, administrator of estate of de

ceased for beneficiaries, death claim of 0.

D. Killian , doceased , late member of Div.

No. 725, Birmingham , Ala.; cause, Ruptured
Appendís with Peritonitis followed by

Pneumonia ... 800.00

Jenny Darling.beneficiary, death claim of E.

A. Darling . deceased,late member ofDiv .
No. 618, Providence, R. 1.; cause, Accident
-Crushing injuries toAdbomen , Fracture

of Pelvis and Compound Fracture of Left

Thigh from collision of electric car and

freight car . 800.00

Mrs. Addie Kelly, beneficiary, death claim of

Edward Kelly, deceased , late member of

Div , No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Organic

Heart Disease .. 800.00

Mrs. Alice Savage, beneficiary : deathclaim
of Thomas Savage, deceased, late member

of Div . No: 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, An

gina Pectoris and Chronic Myocarditis .... 800.00

William Taber; financialsecretary -treasures of
Div . No. 241, for beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph Feeley, deceased, late memberof

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Organic

Heart Disease . 800.00

Mrs. Mildred Sawatzki, beneficiary , death
claim of Albert O. Sawatzki, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill.;

cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 150.00

Hannab c . Gullivan, administratrix of estate

of deceased , for beneficiarles,death claimof

Patriek A. Calvin , deceased, late member of
Div. No. 589, Boston, Mas .; cause , Aoute

Nephritis .. 100.co
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Mrs. Mary F. Burke, beneficiary, death claim of Div . No. 618, Providence , R. I .; cause ,

of Thomas F. Burke, deceased , late member Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 150.00

of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause, Katherine Lannon, beneficiary , death claim of

Fracture of skull with subsequent Menin Martin A. Lannon, deceased, late member
gitis, caused by an accidental fall down of Div. No. 618, Providence , R. I .; cause ,

stairs .. 100.00 Acute Dilatation of Heart .. 800.00

Mrs. John Donnelly, beneficiary, death claim Emily Eliza Chase Groom , beneficiary, death

of John Donnelly, deceased , late member of claim of Vanda V. Groom, deceased , late

Div . No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause, Myo member of Div. No. 737, Syracuse , N. Y.;

cardial Disease with Failure and Diabetes cause, Mitral Regurgitation ..
400.00

Mellitus .
350.00 Mrs. Celia Radtke,beneficiary, death claim of

Mrs. Theresa Boillotat, beneficiary , death Ernest Radtke, deceased , late member of

claim of Alexander Boillotat, deceased, late Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause , General

member of Div . No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .; Paralysis of the insane .
800.00

cause , Cardiac Decompensation . 800.00 Mrs. Katherine Trossen , beneficiary, death

Rose Foutz, beneficiary, death claim of W. claim of Jacob Trossen , deceased , late mem
Foutz, deceased , late member of Div. No. ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Accident-Shock Hypostatic Pneumonia, Diabetes and Gan

and injuries due to external violence caused grene of foot. 800.00

by being run over by Chicago Rapid Transit Mrs. Annie Mason, beneficiary, death claim of

Company's train while making a coupling .. 800.00 Thomas Mason, deceased , late member of

Mrs. Ada Russell, beneficiary, death claim of Div . No. 168. Scranton, Pa.; cause, Bron

I. E. Russell, deceased , late member of cho-Pneumonia . 250.00

Div . No. 19, Colorado Springs, Colo .; Grace E. Scott, beneficiary , death claim of

cause, Carcinoma of Prostate with Metas Frank Scott, deceased , late member of

tases, General . 800.00 Div . No. 568. Erie , Pa.;cause , Influenza

Lizzie A. Manchester, beneficiary , death claim and Myocarditis .. 300.00

of Henry L. Manchester, deceased , late
Mrs: MaryKoske, beneficiary, death claim of

member of Div . No. 174 , Fall River, Mass.; Martin Koske, deceased, late member of

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00 Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause , Car

Mrs. Jason G. Wolfe, beneficiary , death claim cinoma of Stomach .. 800.00

of Jason G. Wolfe, deceased , late member Mary A. McGrain , beneficiary, death claim of
of Div. No. 839, Newark , Ohio ; cause, Peter McGrain, deceased , late member of
Septicaemia following mashed finger ... 300.00 Div . No. 900, High wood, Ill .; cause, Cancer

Mrs. Helen A. Betz, beneficiary, death claim of Stomach 100.00

of Milton M. Betz, deceased, late member Louis G. Berling and Mrs. Bessie R. Scheib ,

of Div: No. 852 , Lima , Ohio ; cause, Angina beneficiaries, death claim of Louis A. Berl
Pectoris . 300.00 ing, deceased , late member of Div , No. 85,

Mrs. Elizabeth K. Wulschlieger, beneficiary,
Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause , Fracture of right

death claim of August Wulschlieger, de
hip . Pneumonia developed . 800.00

ceased, late member of Div. No. 382 , Salt Mrs. Clarie Purcell, beneficiary, death claim
Lake City , Utah ; cause, Vomited blood and of Martin Purcell, deceased, late member

hemorrhaged through mouth, cause
of Div . No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause ,

known .. 800.00 Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Mary Maguire , beneficiary , death claim of John Goudzward , beneficiary, death claim of

William Maguire, deceased, late member of Peter Goudzward, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 113, Toronto, Ont .; cause , Chronic Div . No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause, Asphyx

Endocarditis, Acute Myocarditis and Myo iation by illuminating gas - accidental.
150.00

cardial Degeneration... 800.00 Artie , M. Lascell, beneficiary, death claim of

Florida Guibeault, beneficiary , death claim of Joshua B. Lascell , deceased, late member of

Adelard Guibeault , deceased, late member Div. No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y . ; . cause ,

of Div. No. 591 , Hull, Quebec ; cause, Pul. Chronic Myocarditis, Chronic Nephritis and

monary Tuberculosis and Addison's Dis Disbetes Mellitus . 100.00

700.00 Mrs. B , F. Marshall, beneficiary, death claim

Mrs. Ellen Blainey, beneficiary, death claim of of B. F. Marshall, deceased , late member

James T. Doyle , deceased, late member of of Div . No. 757, Portland , Ore .; cause ,

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Arterio
Suicide by Illuminating Gas ..

800.00

Sclerosis . 800.00 Rose Alma Maisoneuve, beneficiary , death

Mrs. Nellie G. Canning. beneficiary , death claim of Philias Maisoneuve, deceased , late

claim of Martin J. Canning, deceased, late member of Div. No. 591, Hull, Quebec ;

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Heart Disease .. 700.00

cause , Arterio Sclerosis .
800.00 Mrs. Nora Needham , beneficiary , death claim

Mary Hester, beneficiary , death claim of of Michael Needham , deceased , late mem

Charles Hester, deceased, late member of
ber of Div . No. 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause,

Div . No. 738 , Hamilton , Ohio ; cause, Para.
Senile Paresis and Myocarditis. . 800.00

lysis and Dropsy .
800.00 Sophia Heiderman, beneficiary .death claim of

Cloyce W. Halstead, administrator of estate Isaac Heiderman, deceased, late member of

of deceased, for payment of funeral , tomb
Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Arterial

stone, hospital and other expenses, death
Sclerosis (High Blood Pressure) and Tumor

claim of James W. Castleman , deceased, late
of Bladder and Prostate .. 800.00

member of Div . No. 697 , Toledo, Ohio ; Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasures of

cause , Chronic Myocarditis and Chronic Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

Nephritis .. 800.00 of Margaret 1. Lenehan , deceased, late
member of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .;

Mrs. Carrie B , Keywood , beneficiary, death cause , Lobar Pneumonia . 700.00

claim of Albert S. Keywood, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 713, Memphis, Tenn.;
Mrs.. Henry Neiderkorn , beneficiary. death
claim of Henry Neiderkorn , deceased , late

cause , Lobar Pneumonia, Empyema Gall

Bladder . 800.00
member of Div . No. 805, East St. Louis,

Ill.; cause, Paralysis .
Agnes B. Moore, beneficiary , death claim of

Mrs. Mary Barrett, beneficiary, death claim
Joseph Moore , deceased, late member of

of Cornelius Barrett, deceased , late mem
Div . No. 280, Lowell, Mass.; cause , Cardio ber of Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill .; cause ,
Vascular Disease..... 800.00 Valvular Heart Disease . 800.00

Eliza Burrett, beneficiary, death claim of
Mrs. Eleanora Lane, beneficiary, death claim

John Burrett, deceased , late member of of William J. Lane , deceased , late member
Div . No. 741, London, Ont.; cause, Chronic of Div, No. 194, New Orleans, La .; cause.

Myocarditis . 800.00 Endocarditis..

Pearl Hall , beneficiary , death claim of Earl Rachel A. Anderson, beneficiary, death claim
W. Hall , deceased , late member of Div . No. of

Leander P. Anderson , deceased ,, late
268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause, Heart Failure member of Div . No.388, Newburgh , N.Y.;

following Pleurisy ...: 800.00 cause, Arterial Sclerosis .

Gertrude Covill, beneficiary, death claim of Mrs. Grace Wheeler Smith , beneficiary, death
Everitt F. Covill, deceased , late member of claim of Charles Smith , deceased, late mem

Div. No. 618. Providence, R. I.; cause , ber of Div. No. 692, Hartford , Conn .; cause ,
Uraemic Convulsion from Chronic Neph Chronic Myocarditis and Angina Pectoris
ritis . 800.00 EdwinS. Ringberg,financial secretary and

Ethel Griffith , beneficiary , death claim of treasurer of Div . No.900, to be applied on

Bdward J. O'Brien , deceased , late member
bill of funeral expenses . death claim of

ease

800.00

100.00

300.00

100.00
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Edward Harvey , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 900, Highwood, 111.; cause , Frozen

to death, possibly Alcoholism ... 250.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 241, for beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph M. Casey, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause , Acute
Cardiac Dilatation ... . $ 500.00

Mrs. Mary Dempsey, beneficiary, death claim

of Patrick J. Dempsey deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause,

Acute Cerebral Embolism . 800.00

Disability Benefits

Bartholomew Connolly , member of Div. No.

589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Struck by auto

mobile white employed as switch cleaner,

was thrown some distance and rendered un

conscious -- sustained broken leg between

knee and ankle, a fractureof ribs and other

injuries.... 800.00

Angelo Lomenzo , member of Div. No. 819,

Newark, N. J.; cause, Fractured Vertebrae

due to auto collision when cleaning out

switch while employed as trackman . 500.00

Old Age Benefits

Patrick Barrett, member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill .. $800.00

James J. Brennan , member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ili...... 800.00

Thomas Scanlan, member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago, IlI .... 800.00

death we have lost a true and loyal brother, one

who did his duty until called by Him who doeth all

things well, and while we know that words cannot

alleviate the grief of his loved ones , we feel that it

will be a consolation to know that faithful friends

extend their deepest sympathy ; therefore , be it

Resolved . That Division No. 713, Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes of America , extend to the bereaved family and

relatives , our heartfelt sympathy ; and, be it further

Resolved , That as a token of respect for our de.

ceased brother, our charter be draped for a period of

thirty days , that these resolutions be spread upon the

minutes of our association , & copy sent to the be .

reaved family and that they be published in our

official journal , the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR , and

the Memphis Labor Review .

A. D. BROWN,

Jan. 28 . C. S. ELKINS,

J. P. LIDDELL.

By Div. No. 518, San Francicso, Cal.

Whereas , Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom, has called to his eternal home

our late brother, Ira Elgin, in whose death we have

lost a true and loyal brother, from the community ,

a loyal citizen , and from the home a loving brother;

therefore , we trust that he has entered into the re

ward that rightfully is his, one who has been a faith

ful member of this Division , and as a token of our

esteem ; be it further

Resolved , That we, the members of Division 518
of the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , in regular ses

sion assembled, extend our heartfelt sympathy and
consolation to the bereaved family ; and , be it further

Resolved, That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for thirty

days, and copies of these resolutions be spread on

our minutes of this Division and a copy sent to the

bereaved family, and published in the MOTORMAN

AND CONDUCTOR , our official journal,

EDWARD D. VANDELEUR , Pres.

ROBERT J. CONNOLLY, Cor.

Total . . $ 60,881.00

IN MEMORIAM

By Div. No. 839, Newark, O.

By Div . No. 713, Memphis, Tenn .

Whereas, Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom

and mercy, has seen fit to remove from our midst ,
our beloved brother and fellow worker, Jason Wolfe ,

whose cheerful disposition and kindly manner en

deared him to all , and in whose death the company

has lost an efficient and faithful employe and the

family a loving husband and father ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That Division 839 extend to the family

and relatives our sincere sympathy and assure them

that we mourn with them in this time of sorrow ;

and, be it further

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be sent

to the sorrowing family and to the official journal
for publication , and also that a copy be spread
upon the minutes of our regular meeting, and

our charter draped in mourning for a period of
thirty days.

F.

ti. N. SNELLING, Rec. Secretary.

Jan. 20, 1926.

Whereas , Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom

and power, has seen fit to remove from our midst

by death , our late brother, Fonnie L. Patterson , and

Whereas, In the death of Brother Peterson , we

have lost a faithful brother , and his mother, a

loving as faithful son ; therefore , be it

Resolved , That Division No. 713 of the Amal.

gamated Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes ofAmerica, extend to the bereaved family
and relatives, our heartfelt sympathy ; and, be it

further

Resolved. That as a token of respect for our de
ceased brother, our Charter be draped for a period

ofthirty days , that these resolutions be spread upon

the minutes of our Association, a copy sent to the
bereaved family and that they be published in the
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR, also , the Memphis
Labor Review.

C. N. F. REDDICK ,
Jan. 28 . J. D. MATHIS ,

J. P. LIDDELL .

2

By Div. No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn.

By Div . No. 388, Newburgh , N. Y.

Whereas, It has pleased the Divine Ruler of the
Universe to take from our midst , Qur beloved

brother, Henry A. Gardener, causing us to lose y

loyal and true comrade and his family , a kind and

loving husband and father ; therefore, be it

Resolved . That Division No. 713 of the A. A. of

S. and E. R. E. of A. extend to the family of the

deceased brother, our heartfelt sympathy in their
time of sorrow , and assure them that we mourn

with them in the loss of their loved one , whom we

respected and loved ; and, be it further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the family of our late brother , that they be

published in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR , spread

upon the minutes of our Division and published in

the Labor Review , and that our Charter be draped

for a period of thirty days.

C. N. F. REDDICK,
Jan. 28 . J. D. MATHIS ,

J. P. LIDDELL.

Whereas, Almighty God in His infinite wisdom has

called to higher service, our brother , Leander R.

Anderson ; and

Whereas, Deferring to His wisdom , with sad

hearts we mourn the absence of a faithful brother;

therefore , be it

Resolved . By the members of Division 388 , that
wesharewithhis relatives in their great bereave

ment ; and, be it further
Resolved , That as a token of respect for our de

ceased brother, our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days; that these resolutions be spread upon

our minutes; a copy be sent to the bereaved family

and Tone gbe published ſin Jthe
MOTORMAN ANDACON .

GEORGE W. TYSON,
SAMUEL McBoyd , JR .Peh
HAROLD

LOUNSBURY.
GEORGE EARL ,

By Div. No. 713, Memphis , Tenn .

DUCTOR.
Whereas. In the passing of time, our activities

cease, when we separate from loved ones and the

pursuits to which we were devoted in life. This is
inevitable to all of us. So it was witb ou much

beloved comrad .. Alhart Finney Ravenna in hn ..

1
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There exists the best of relations with the progress .

DETROIT DIGEST

Division No. 26 can report wondestul

employing property management.

Thereis one thing that we would like to see ac

complished by the city administration and we be

lieve the people, in general , would heartily concur

in it. There exists a serious competition to Detroit's

street railway business in the nature of the Detroit

Motor Bus Company, that actually operates busses

on the Jefferson Line right on the same street with
street-cars, making a vicious competition . In fact,

there is no place where the Detroit Motor Bus Com

pany operates but that it is operating in competition

with the Detroit Street Railway, system , and it

means the taking away of much business from the

city street railway system. There should be passed

anordinance doing away with this competition.

In the matter of benefits, our Association has pro

gressed and is properly meeting its obligations to the
beneficiaries of deceased members. During the year

1925 claims for benefits were paid , including old age

and disability claims, per the following statement:

John Butt, died Sept. 21 , 1924. . . $ 1,800.00

C. L. Compton, died Sept. 30 , 1924 . 2,000.00
Charles Noli, died Sept., 1924.. 1,240.00

George Makris, died Oct. 14, 1924 . 500.00

James Wright, died Nov. 15 , 1924 . 2.000.00

Charles Beach, died Nov. 16, 1924 1,750.00

Clinton_Nixon , died Nov. 22 , 1924 . 2,000.00

Harry E. Wheeler, died Dec. 3, 1924 . 1,700.00

Daniel Callahan, died Dec. 3 , 1924 , . 1,800.00

Chas. D. Brown, died Dec. 4 , 1924. 200.00

Harry Simpson. died Dec. 14, 1925 2.000.00

Stanley Anderson , died Jan. 5 , 1925 2,000.00

John D. Clark, died Jan. 24, 1925 . 500.00

Earl Peeling, died Mar. 31, 1925 500.00

Evan Long , died April 8 , 1925 2,000.00

James Hogue, died May 12, 1925 1,200.00

Charles Kelly, died May 22, 1925 2,000.00

Clarence Duren , died June 10, 1925 400.00

Martin Burda, died August 11, 1925 2,000.00

Edward Siden , died Aug. 11 , 1925.. 200.00

Peter Stanton, died Aug. 23, 1925 .. 200.00

A. L. Stearns, died Oct. 11, 1925 , 200.00

Thomas Nevison, died Oct. 14 , 1925. 2,000.00
Edward S. Walker, died Oct. 18, 1925 400.00
Louis Hart, died Oct. 25 , 1925.. 400.00
Fred Stiles, died Oct. 26, 1925 .

2,00.000
John J. Wysner, died Nov. 1. 1925 . 2,000.00

John Sheeran, old age claim 1,000.00
Horace Fields, old age claim . 1,000.00
Dennis Cronin, old age claim . 1,000.00

Silas Baxter, old age claim . 1,000.00
William Whing, disability, claim . 1,000.00
Walter Hope, disability claim 1,000.00
Isaac Tophan, disability claim . 1,000.00
William Ruel, disability claim 1,000.00

Total
. $42,990.00

It will be observed that the total amount paid in

benefits during the year 1925, aggregated $ 42,990.00.

Claims pending at the close of the year 1925, were
as follows:

Halliday, George, died Oct. 9th, 1923. $ 2,000.00
Leblebijian, Aram ,died Jan. 1, 1924 . 1,400.00
Tuttie, Henry , died , Nov. 26 ,1925. 200.00

Myers, Ernest, died Dec. 11, 1925 . 1,400.00

Total .
$5,000.00

Claims that developed within January, 1926, were
as follows :

Harding. Thomas, died Jan. 1, 1926 .. $ 600.00
Boilatat, Alex, died Jan. 5 , 1926

2,000.00
Goudzward, Peter, died Jan. 17,1926 . 600.00
Purcell, Martin , diedJan.17 , 1926 .

1,800.00
Two of the claims that were pending at the close

of the year 1925 were paid in January , The other

two claims will be paidassoon as a judicated .

We wish to state to the membership in general,

throughout the Amalgamated Association, that the

cheapest death , disability and old age benefit insur

ance may be had on the basis provided by Div. No.

In a later issue I will explain
the by -laws governing our benefit feature.

-CLARENCE NUGENT, Sec. - Treas .

Div. No. 26.

Brothers H. Charron , Geo. Maxwell and A. Leclaire

will act on the Executive Board .

The Labor situation, which did not look very

promising earlier in the season , has improved some

what in this locality , due to some extensive building

operations that have given employment to a large
numbe of men .

It is very gratifying to report & marked improve

ment in the attendance at our meetings since the
beginning of the year. We trust this means a re

newed interest in the affairs of the Local.

We regret very much to report a large number of
brothers at present on the sick list. This is partly

due to our severe Canadian winter. We hope to see

them all back on the job in the near future .
The stork paid a visit to our locality recently and

Brothers Geo. Maxwell and A. Brisbois were the

recipients of a baby boy and girl, respectively . Con
gratulations are in order.

We are pleased to see Brother Sylvester again on

the job after a long period of illness.

Brother Geo. Robb had the misfortune to injure
his hand with axe while splitting wood. We

hope it did not interfere with the carving of that

turkey George was seen taking home.

Brother Tom McCabe has been promoted to the

position of car-starter at the Elgin St. starting office.
He has the best wishes of the Division in his new

vocation ,

Brother Fred Page has joined the ranks of the

benedicts again. Congratulations are in order.

We have experienced some very severe weather so

far this winter but the weatherman appears to have

a shortage of snow, as we only have enough for

good sleighing .

Our popular Inspector " Dick " Potvin had the mis

fortune to injure his leg while assisting in coupling

up two cars recently. We hope to soon see him

around again.

The brothers are again reminded that the Finan.

cial Secretary will be in the Committee Room on

both pay -days of each month for the purpose of

collecting the monthly dues. -P. J. T.

an

SHOULDER TO THE WHEEL MOVEMENT

Mansfield , Ohio.- the last meeting of Division
No. 389 held in the year 1925 was the best meeting

held by the local in i long time . It was an election

meeting. Practically all of the old officers were re
elected for the year 1926. The only opposition was

on the Executive Board , requiring six ballots before

the election was completed. The officers elected are:

President, Michael Curtin ; vice-president , C. Rusk ;
recording secretary and treasurer, L. Cammel;

financial secretary, R. A. McGinty ; sentinels, Robert
Rodes and Van Tilburg ; executive board, Michael

Curtin , Con McCreedy. Ed. Curtis, William Wise,
Dan Wheeler and James Newville ; conductor, John

Badel ; correspondent, John Newville.

Our members seem to be well pleased with the

selection of our official staff.

Our sick members are all improving. Brother

McCreedy returned to work after some five weeks

off with an abscess on his neck.

Brother Riemer is suffering from bad eyes, but is

improving.

Brother Oswalt, who sustained a broken leg, is

improving.
Brother Frank Rodes has recovered from his recent

illness .

Through the death of Brother Curt Shambaugh,

we have lost a good brother. Although he was not

an active member, he was always ready to do his

part . His family are well pleased with the prompt.

ness by which the benefit upon his death was paid
by the International Association, The benefit was
received within seven days after the claim was pre

sented to the International Office . The family have

the sympathy of our members .
A vote of thanks was extended to our committee

for the excellent lunch prepared as a feed at our last

meeting .
At the close of a lengthy discussion at our last

meeting, the general sentiment was expressed and it
wassodecided , that discussing our work conditions

and our troubles among ourselves in the pool room
and elsewhere outside of our meetings and with our

officers, should be discontinued . Our affairs are of a
family nature and should notbe published

broadcast

by such discussions
outside of our meetings.

Now , brothers , let's make Division No. 389 a

progressive local by attending all meetings through

out the year 1926 . If we do this , at the close of the
year there will be nothing to regret in our affairs.
it will be a shoulder-to -the-wheel movement and

progress will be assured .

-- Con

26 for such payments.

LABOR SITUATION IMPROVED

Ottawa, Ont.At the
last regular meeting inDecember, the election of officerswas held for the

year 1926, and the following were duly elected to
look after the interests of Division 279forthe com

ing year: President. J.A. Robinson; vice -presidnet,
Coke: treasurer,E. Earle; financial secretary, A.
Brivning Print Let's make every weetjag
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J. R. Poynter; treasurer, C. C. Smallridge ; inside

Sentine ;. L. G. Staricks ; outside sentinel, G. F.
Mitchell; conductor, S. G. Allen ; executive board,

W. C. Warne; C. R. Miley, Mead Ward , J. R.

Poynter; trustees, E. J. Linsheck , J. R. Poynter and
F.C. Greathouse.

There has been placed in our cars

gotten up. by Brother M. T. Judge , better known as

Mickey."

A sad trip back :

Said Pa to Ma: “ Get in there, now, and hold on

very tight. I will take you whereyou want to go

and bring you back all right." Said Ma to Pa :

" You cut her down; you are driving her too fast .”

She tried to keep him posted where the trolley cars

he'd passed . Pa took a chance that did not pay-

they both came home in a hearse that day.

Our traction company called and held a meeting

of ex -servicemeninall departments of the Weston,
Clarksburg & Fairmont line. The meeting was held

at Fairmont, January 21 . The boys expected some

thing like what they got when they were " over
there . " However, theywere very much surprised

and pleased with a fine supper and entertainment the
company officials gave in their honor. Earl H. Smith

gave very interesting talk “ The American

Legion." The event was enjoyed.

On our sick list are Brother C. G. Lanham , who

has recovered froma serious attack of la grippe;

BrotherO. M. Whitewas off with neurosis; Brother

W. H. Bartlett has been off much since Christmas

with a bad cold ; Brother E. L. Fitzpatrick has

suffered with a severecold and Brother Harry Wood

was off sick for some time and is now taking a turn
on the C. & F. interurban .

Brother E. E. Welch visited his mother at Mounds

ville, W. Va . She was stricken with paralysis.

Brother E. M. Shaffer was off 22 days with a

nervous breakdown resulting from having 15 teeth

extracted and the kidding of the boys about his
being compelled to join the soup gang .

Brother P. R. Mitchell started to work one morn.

ing and found that his regular car was going to be
held in for inspection. He hid behind a telephone

pole to avoid the dispatcher for an opportune time

to return home, from where hecalledback ,starting
that he had just returned from Buchanan, W. Va.

The boys are wondering when hemovedfrom Bu
chanan to Sixth Street, Clarksburg.

Brother and Mrs. D.'F. Nicholas had the bad luck

to lose their only child . Freddy Jr., age , 2 years.
On January 12 , the child accidentally fell into :
boiler of hot Mrs. and Brother Nicholas

have the sincere sympathy of our members.
boy was buried at Salem, w. Va.

-COR. 812 .

Springfield , Mo.- Our company officials gave our

boys eacha nice box of canned fruit as a Christmas

present. We were proud of it . Many thanks.

Brother Emery is riding about in a new Dodge
sedan.

Brother B. W. Vaughn recently served on the

county jury .

Brother Frank Ross says he has known of thieves

stripping autos of tires and casings. but has experi

enced the first time of thieves stripping his oil stove
of the oil . If he later discovers this thief, it will be

the last stove he will rob .

Brother H. A. Sheridan found Brother Haynes
tied up with his auto . Brother Sheridan assisted

him in pushing it about several blocks , thinking that
to warm it up would cause it to run . After becom

ing exhausted it was discovered that the car had run

out of gasoline.

Brother W. J. Mackey observed Brother Johnny

Jones' wife riding on Brother Jones' car .

it was the first time Brother Jones was on time.

December 30 , Brother P. C. Hayes was held up at

the end of the line, about 7:30 and robbed .

quested the bandits not to take his money changer .
" Keep your mouth shut or will blow a hole

through you ," was their reply .

We have some brothers on the cars who formerly

drove the old mule-cars . They are healthy boys yet .

It takes Brother D. V. Cross a half hour to get
his car in order. But his car comes out clean .

The night following the robbery of Brother Hayes,

Brother Claud Ruyle went through the same experi

The bandits obtained $ 20.00 . He obtained

the license number of the bandit car , but on report

ing it, found it had been stolen a few minutes before

he was held up .

Brother Hyful is soon to move to a country home

and Brother Haynes designs to move to his suburban

home early in the spring.

Brother Jack Maianphy was called to appear in

court the first of this month .

Brother O'Neil is back on duty after a few days

illness .

Brother Joe Hart is improving rapidly.
We extend sympathy to Brother Joe Hart in the

recent death of his mother, Mrs. Amanda Hart, who

passed away January 3.

Brother Mackey wonders who can be more in

quisitive than a woman . One asked him why it is

that when it is bad weather cars stop running. She

was on his car , well sheltered , and he was waiting
to make connections with another car .

Brother Jasper Cross and Ed . Grantham are on
the sick list.

Our boys presented ous Trainmaster, Mr. Frank
boner, with a beautiful stone last Christmas. He

appreciated it .

oid Mr. Winter made his appearance in our city

January 21. Six inches of snow fell . The boys had

little trouble in getting over the tracks , as Supt.

C. H. Copley had the big snow-plow out. The boys

on the snow -plow were kept busy the entire day .

Brother Carden was recently seen figuring up his

lost time when he failed to report on time for his

run .

Men generally ask off to be home with their fam

ilies , but one of our boys had to be ordered to go

home and see his wife and babies by the superintend
dent . He had worked on his run for three days and

remained away from home for three days and nights.
It is a shame to think there is such a fellow among
us living just two blocks from his work . Our

readers will agree that this is the proper kind of a
superintendent to have .

Brother Claud Ruyle is sick at this writing .

hope he will soon recover .

Boys, Brother Johnny Jones isn't the only in
quisitive street- car man , Even Brother Lester Tuck

recently asked a lady what she was selling . We do

not recall the answer,

Brother Perry Monday is well pleased with his run
on Monrow Street . He is before a constant exhibi

tion of pretty knees .

Brother Mackey and family recently entertained

his parents, who visited him and his family from

their home in Aurora, Mo.

-W. J. M. Cor. 691 .
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OBTAIN TWO CENTS INCREASE

Decatur, III .-It has been some time since Division

No. 859 has appeared in the M. & C.However,

we are not dead. We are not even feeling badly.

Our new agreement went into effect November 1.

There some changes. The most important

change was a 2 cents per hour increase in wages .

Our wage scale is now45 cents perhour forthe

first 6 months; 47 cents per hour for the second

months; 49 cents per hour for the second year and
51 cents per hour thereafter.

Local859 had plenty to do for some time. There
were those new bus routes started here in addition

to the street -cars in the last year .

some grievances , but it has all been threshed out

and everything is going fine.
The cars and busses

are combined and are running off the same board;
We have a new assignment every three monthsand

the sheet comes out three days before the date to
take the runs. There is one change that was made.

We have fivedaysto signup, instead offrom one to

three , and we found that more agreeable .

At our last meeting we installed officers for the
year 1926 as follows : President , E. S. Davis; vice

president , H. L. Preston .

A New Year Party was given by General Manager

M. L. Harry at the main office in Decatur forthe

employes and their families . The evening was spent

in dancing anda good time was reported by every

one present. One -half of the cars and busses were

taken off at 9:30 and the boys went to theball.
Mr. Harry tried hard to have them all stoppedat

an earlier hour than usual, but

Elder, could not see things that way.
missed this fine time . Well , we probablywill re

member Mr. Elder on election day .

Division No. 859 wishes every Division in the
Amalgameton

vaar in 1976 --AL

FEAST EX-SERVICE MEN

our mayor, Mr.

So some of us
Clarksburg, W. Va.-- Division No. 812 has in

stalled officers for the year 1926 as follows : Presi

dent , Russell Hall ; vice-president, W. H. Warne;

recording and financial secretary , W. T. Holt ; cor
N hair. Rainer

responding sorretary
R

Dep.OM.
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J. R. Promet

sell white fantails and jumbo squabs. If the squabs
do well , the Dew Drop Inn Club will give him

several orders.

Brothers Connie Driscoll and Francis Houliban

are working steadily now . They expect to attend

Mike Delaney's Cherry Park meeting .

Brother Louis De Palma is authority that he

spent his back pay that he got through arbitration,

in the purchase of a Ford .

There are about twenty individuals here who do

not belong to the union . I might suggest that they

are sort of frostbites or stingers whom it would be
well to avoid . It would be wrong to put in print

seally what they are.

-Cor. Div. 425.
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OLD OFFICERS RE -ELECTED

Clinton , Iowa.- Old Division No. 911 held

annual supper in January and it surely was some

feed and very much enjoyed . The supper was held
after a midnight meeting at O'Neil's Cafe - the best

in town. Brothers Mitchell and Black were declared
the champion eaters. My! How they did eat !

All of our former officers are holding, their old

posts for the year 1926, with the exception of two

-Brother Mitchell, our new warden , and Brother
Owen Giese, our new board member . We are

pleased to keep our old officers in the chair . They

have served us well in the pastand we have ab
solute reliance upon their judgment and ability for
the future .

Brother Ray Lahey has been very sick some three

weeks past , but we are pleased to report that he is
on the way to recovery .

Brother Bill Scanlan underwent an operation on

his finger. It was not serious, although he lost a few
days' time.

Brother Otto Passick is having trouble with his

feet . He believes it is rheumatism .

Our new member, Brother " Hoot" Gibson , is up

on the Park Linegettingexperience .
We wish more of the boys wouldcome out to the

meetings and see for themselves what is going on .

Those who werenot at our last meeting missed much.
Understand, boys, this is your union . It is the

institution in which we are associated to maintain
and, if possible, get better results. It means much
to you and your families. It means that we are

getting more wages and better working conditions
that are enjoyed by you and your families . Our

members who are married men have a double reason

for attending meetings . Consult your wife about
this and if she does not understand , explain to her

the importance of this organization -- the importance

of collective agreement relations with our employing
property -- andsee what she says about your attend

ing meetings. Our members who are single men also
cannot fail to recognize the necessity to them of

maintaining this organization in the fulness of its

endeavors. They may be married some time and the
union better fixes men for married life. In fact, it

makes a more progressive citizen of the community.
The merchants will tell you that he who earns most

money is the most profitable customer. It is so in
all lines. Even the children feel the effect of union
ism . It is for their benefit. Solet's all get together

in our meetings in the way of demonstrating the
fact that we can all participate in running our co
operative move .

--COR . 911 .
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Sioux City , Iowa. On election day Brother F.

Smith discovered that he could stop his auto by
running it into a large oak tree . Of course it re

quiredthe taking of the auto to an auto hospital.

We are pleased that he was not seriously hurt.

Brother Lars Christenson recently lost his pocket

book containing $ 26.00 . Hereafter, Mrs. Christenson

will meet himon pay -days.

Brother Earl Garnett is at home under the doctor's

care due to his sustaining serious injury to his shin

recently, while getting on a car .

Brother George Spencer devotes his spare time

teaching the boys the manly art of boxing.

Brother Boorman is to have an aeroplane the com

ing summer and thusavoid traffic cops.

Business Agent J. D. Griffin is again at work after

a few days' rest , recovering from splintered ribs.

Brother Tom Morris is again around following

recovery from injuries sustained some two months

ago , by being run down by a delivery truck .

Brother Frank Matz is doing well in recovering

from a broken leg.

Brother JakeKlasman recently sustained severe

bruises by being run down by an auto. Fortunately,
he sustained no broken bones .

Division No. 779 held a social and dance January

13. Everybody, enjoyed themselves . It is under

stood that Brother Webbes was too busy to eat , so

he must have been a very busy man. There were

three generations on the floor dancing at one time
Mrs. Cameron, her daughter, Mrs. Howe and her

daughter's daughter, Miss Howe. How's that ?

We will try and have a larger hall next time.

Brother Garnett did a good job as caller at the

dance . Brother Hillard was hard to get started in

the dancing game, but it proved tobe a harderjob
to get him stopped. Brothers O'Bryan , Bolton ,

Westcott, Motts, Johns, Menges, Mackey and

Keyser had a fine time. Be sure and come next

time, fellows. We will try and have the same

music . Brother John Motts missed the doughnuts;

Brothers Brown, Bern , Poston and Menges beat him

to them.

Brother Webber will be missed on the sports com

mittee. Oh, boy !

Brother Barboe's father is yet in the hospital, but

late reports are that he is improving.
-COR. 779.
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NOT DEAD

Hartford, Conn . - Division No. 425, with associate

locals, has finished with arbitration , We are sorry

we did not come out as we expected. We got the

same wagęs as before on the trolleys and 3 cents
per hour increase on the busses. It cost us $ 5.00

per member assessment and the carmen gained

practically, nothing ,except that we fixeda better
standard for the busses. Yet we had to take a

chance and, fortunately ,there is another year com .

ing to let us see what we can do . It was worth

$5.00 to get seniorityon thebusses and also to get

3 cente per hour increases on those busses . So,

þrothers, do not findfault with themoneywe paid,

foritdidnot hurt usany and we didreally gain
something.

Sympathy is extended to Brothers John Frender,

CarlCooley andHerman Caineintheloss oftheir
beloved wives.

Gould have joined the police force.
Brothers Joseph Stickney , Thomas O'Brien and

We wonder

who will be thefirst targetamong trolley men that

sets pinched .

Brother Thomas Lewis is the proud father of a

baby, girl. Brother Daniel ConnollyandRaymond

Bradley , areequally proud fathersofbaby boys.

Wewishto congratulatethosebrothersand their

wives upon these events and wish them health and
happiness for the future.

Brother John Murphy is quite often seen getting
off at Concord Street.

he will soonbe visiting furniturestores .
Wepresume it means that

However,

Wewould advise him to letthe future Mrs. do the
selectingof furniture.

Sympathyis extended to Brother James Roche in
the loss ofhis sister.

Those interested in police dogs would do well to
getintouch with Brother PredCookin Unionville.

BrotherJames Hunt is entering the pigeon busi

deu . Brother Dick Benson is tryingtosell him

coop thatwill hold 100 pigeons." Brother Hunt will

Syracuse , N. Y. - Division 737. isn't dead , but it
would do no harm if we could inject a little more
life into our Local.

We are having joint conferences with the several

Divisions coming under the management of Mr.

T. C. Cherry and hope to talk better business to

him in the spring,
The members of 737 have decided to buy Brother

E. Allen a lineman's safety belt to use while in

sweeper service, as recently he fell off the back -end

three times in one day, and it is hoped he will be

able with the aid of the belt to keep from again

fallingoff.

Until lately, Brother John has always held the
record for being the work -hog, but he has beenside

tracked this winter , as Financial Secretary C. B.

Pickens has taken the record from him. Brother

John is still going strong:

Since snow came, work has been picking up and
we now have the president of the stove pipe com
mittee back. You all know who that is ( D. J.

Hogan ) of course.

Thenew officers were installed at our last regular

meeting by Brother Patrick Long, former president.

We hope Brother Long , will attend the meetings

morein the future than he hasin the past.
-Cor. A. H. C.
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glad to know that we speak so bighly of this brother.

We regret that Brother JohaPiercehasbeen very
low for some time. Brother Pierce was formerly

your writer's motorman. A more competent train

man never pulled a car. As a union man , he was

always loyal to the cause and willing tolend a help

ing hand. Many times hewas known to make dona

tionsto sick brothers withoutbeing asked and never

turned down a collection atthebarn . He has our

best wishes .

Brother E. R. Jones of the Jefferson Barnhasbeen

sick since December 22, but isimproving slowly;

Brother Pearsonmet with an accident some four

months ago , injuring his right leg . It necessitated

an amputation near the hip. We expect him to

leave the hospital soon and he will then make his

home withhisfamily. Brother Pearson is well

thought of by our trainmen , for he always had a
smile for those whomet him.

Brother F. E. Townsely recently underwent a

goitre operation. He is at home again , feelingfine.

He had a very narrow escape , but it isn't possible

to keep a good man down .

Brother R. L. Raymond of the Fremont Barn,
unable to work for more than a year, is again

knocking around the house. The boys sure miss

BrotherRaymond, for therewas always action when

he was about.

Brother Daniel T. Campbell has returned to work

after several weeks of sickness as the result of an

operation .

Brother Wm. Travis, at the Madison Bain, was

sick forseveral weeks. 'We learn he is feeling better

at present. He is one of the smoothest gripmen on

the cable lines.

We hope all of our brothers who are sick will

We extend best wishes to all for a Happy and

Prosperous New Year.

COR . LOCAL 587 .

We pay

OPERATE SICK DBPARTMENT

San Antonio , Tox . - Division No. 694 is in excel

lent condition at the present time. Our members

are standing more solid together in their Organiza

tion than they have for several years . There has

been some increase in the attendance at our meet

ings, and the men generally seem to be taking a

greater interest in their Organization.

We are planning on holding Two Special Social

Meetings, one for the P. M. men on the morning of

January 28th, and one for the A. M. men some

time in February. We expect to invite the Officers

of our Company to be present at these meetings.

Short talks will be made by theOfficers of the Com

pany and the Officers of the Division, afterwhich

lunch will be served in the Cafe of the Labor Temple

We expect much good will result from these meet

ings, both to the Company and Organization ..

For the past three years we have maintained a
Sick Benefit Department in our Division. In the

three year period we paid in sick benefits to our

members the sum of $7336.75 . In the year 1925,

we paid $2345.25 to our sick brothers.

benefits commencing the 8th day of illness at the

rate of $2.50 a day for confining illness, that is,
where a man is confined to his home or bed . To

the man not confined at home and bed and who is

able to get out and away from his home, we pay

the sum of $ 1.75 a day. A member is entitled to 90

days' benefits in any consecutive 21 months period .
We run a special assessment of $1.00 a month on our
working card to carry on this department. When

our reserve fund reaches the sum of $6000 . we drop
the assessment from the cards. When the fund

drops down to $ 4000.00 , the assessment is again
placed on the Cards. Our Company has kindly

consented to donate 35 cents per member per month

to our Sick Pund. Therefore, our members only pay
65 cents per month instead of $ 1.00. We have

from three to ten men on the sick list most of the
time, We are very proud of our sick department,

and we are of the opinion that this is thecheapest
benefit in the Country. There is no overhead ex

pense attached to this department, as our regular

Officers handle the affairs of the department.
Brothers, if you have any Inews you would like to

see in the Journal, let me have it and I will send
it in.

Brothers, your Correspondent just did escape a

fatal accident a few minutes ago. You see , I forgot

to mention thefact that our Band will be out in full

force to furnish music for the Special Meetings.

Your Cor, has advance information that the Band

has improved wonderfully of late, and are prepared

to furnish some first class music when called upon .
We are for the Band, first, last and all the time.

We will ring down the curtain for this time, hop

ing to see you all at the Special Meetings.

-DENNIE, Cor. Div. 694.
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CONTEMPLATE PURCHASE OF

RENTON VALLEY LINE

Seattle , Wash . The second meeting of Division
No. 587 held in 1926 , took place January 21. Our

new president, Brother J. W. Hall, presided. A few

changes in our executive board resulted from the

recent election . We wish the new men the best of

success. We believe they have the ability to deliver

the goods.

We extend our wishes for good luck to our mem

bers who work on the Seattle - Renton Valley system.

Our City Council had voted to purchase those lines

and everything was going fine, until a few knockers

got together and started a referendum , thinking the

people would vote the proposition down. This is

unfair . The citizens in the Rainier Valley section

always have voted for anything that would improve

other parts of the city , and these people out there

have due them some consideration , of which the

members on the city cars are very much convinced

and a large per cent is willing to do everything to

push the thing through.

At this time of the year there is much sickness

among our trainmen, along with accidents . We have

convalescing from a serious accident, Brother E. J.

Dever, who was injured when 2900 pounds of feed

wire fell on his right foot November 23.

confined to a hospital for several days following the

accident. Brother Dever worked from 1896 to 1902

in St. Louis, where he helped organize the carmen
there , Then he went to Pueblo, Colo . and worked
on the cars there from 1902 to 1906 , when he made

his way to Seattle and started on the cars here
when we organized in 1907. Brother Dever in one

of our best and most loyal members. No doubt the

brothers back in Colorado and St. Louis would be

HOLD BANQUET

Newburgh, N. Y.-oid Division No. 388 held her

regular January meeting in Labor Hall , where

officers for the year 1926 were installed . We had a

reallive meeting.withmany sharp debates between
various officers, who announced their intention of

forwarding the work of this Association with the

zeal and fidelity that has governed them duringthe
past year . Their reports most favorably

received .

After the meeting we adjourned to the banquet

hall , where Superintendent Frederick Snyder was

present . We had several good talks.
We were ad.

dressed by Superintend
ent

Snyder, President George

Plant and others. Officers installed were : President,

GeorgePlant ; first vice-president, Joseph Downer:

second vice-president , AltonBroch; secretary, George

Tyson; treasurer , Pinkerton Sutton; correspondent to

the M. & C., SamuelBoyd; conductor, Patrick Shea

warden, William Knapp : executive board, Wilfred

Embler, Edgar Fowble and Alton Broch .

Members of Division 388 having legal difficulties

will please consult Pinkerton Sutton, L. L. D.

It is rumored that Brother Downer is to buya
new uniform , because thekneesof his breeches are

worn out.

Brother Duzenbury, pretty well underthe weather

with a lame wrist and unable to crank his car, says

hewas kicked by a rabbit .

Brother Cousins is still caring for the widows.

orphans and old maids. Probably it is all for the

best .

Brother Shapero appears as though he had lost
his last friend . Cheer up, Henry , the worst is yet
to come.

Some think our superintendent, whose name is
Berry , is the real fruit.

Brother Ruske puts one in mind of the people og

the Heights. They live on a bluff.

BrotherBokelar is still" playing the game called
Cluck Cluck. He feels there is money in it. Quite

right, Brother Bokelar.

BrotherCarl must have money in the bank. The

passengers say he isalways talkingto himself. Come

Brother Bokelar repeated a little verse the other

and still had enough left to make two chairs.
goes like this : Now there isCharlie Lilly ; he

cranked until he was silly.
Then he called onWillie

to come and start his bus . But with laughter Willie

said : “ Charlie, stop your faking and don't be belly:

aching, you lazy little cuss."
defiant and said : " I'll rosee Bryant and find the

reason why I'm not as good's the rest. "
-Con . 388.

He was
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COMPLETE A SUCCESSFUL YEAR

Bridgeport, Conn.- Well, boys , we have completed
a successful year. Thanks can be given our officers

for their efforts. We can give them a little more

help the present year, that is, more of the boys

should attend the meetings than have in the past.

Remember, it is for your own interest to show you

appreciation of having at the head of our organiza

tion one of the best men you could ever choose.

Our Treasurer's Report showed a satisfactory , gain
over the previous year. That all speaks for itself.

At our last election we elected our worthy. Presi

dent, Doc. Wald , Delegate to the Joint Conference
Board . At the initial meeting of the Joint Con

ference Board, they elected Doc. their Secretary :

It is the first time a man from Local 459 has beld

such an office on that Board . So , let me repeat,

attend the monthly meetings more frequently , boys.
Doc. will have something interesting to tell you.

Our bowling team , composed of Brothers Dean,

Jordan, Scully. Takasz and Bergeron , have been
doing nicely. They have won several games from

the Adams Express and the Mail Carriers. They are

open for games withanyof the localsin the State.

Games can be arranged by writing to Conductor
Arthur Dean,

A. number of brothers have been off sick . Our

new Vice -President Brown is right on the job , going

rounds visiting them. We are glad to see Smiling

Joe Phelan backafter a briefillness. Johnny Norris

and Shea missed him, as they could not have their

usual confab in the morning. What are you going to

pick ?

We hope to see Micky Dunn back on his run

soon . He has been off sick for the last few months,

The usual pightly gatheringscontinue to be heldat
the Middle Lunch . Bill Dorley is the Big Chief.

Any topic is the main topic. Try and get a word in
edgewise. You're wrong whether you are right or got.

By the way. Josephsonis growing something.
What is it ? He claims it's a mustache.

Our quartette, composed of Brothers Sullivan ,
McDowell, DuniganandStapelins, are practicing

daily for ourSmoker, which will be held in a short
time.

The checker tournament is going along nicely;

Brothers Strauss, Reilly , Rogers, Krugh, Kelly and
Daut can be seen at it every day.

Mickey Byrne continuesto have Wednesdays and

Sundaynightsoff . I wonder why?

-0. S. 459.

Brother Walter McClelland has invented a new

way to blow out a patch .

Brother Neal Mara was asked how he lost his

ofice of warden, after filling it for so long and
faithfully. The answer was : "Youth will be served . "

The seven newly installed officers answered all

responses January 7, like a bunch of united church
workers.

A neworder has changed the name of Patterson's

Stop to Parkinson's Stop. The Sheik will have his
OWD way .

New Car No. 82 seems not to be a success - cold

and so slow that Brother Ruddle requires his con

ductor to flag him around all curves.

Our proposed new agreement calls for our old

wagerateback, which is a little higher than our
present rate . Of course there had to be a crepe

hanger. It was Brother Andy Crozier, who said :

" If we get a cut, look what we will owe the com

pany, as the agreement is retroactive to January 1."

Our property has applied to the Dominion Railway

Board foran increase in fares to 7 cents in Merrit

ton , Thorwald and Port Dalhousie . Some of our

brothers are aaxious to know if they will get a piece

of the increase . Attend meetings and find out.

Brother Jack Barnes has joined our big cast of

radio fans. He can't understand how all that music

comes from a piece of wire in his back yard. It is

a DeForest Loud Speaker.

Brother JackMould slept in one Sunday, so he

could get the Welland Line.

A certain brother requests the reading of the Com

mittal Service over the piano in our meeting -room ,

as it has been dead for some time.

Brother Oakley recently slept in and complained

of a dizzy head . He is not accustomed to the mile

& -minute stuff.

Brother Alex Egerter says the Niagara Line is

like the old gray mare - she ain't what she used to
be.

A new motorman has arrived at the home of

Brother Sid Richards . Congratulations.

Brother " Bunch " Gallagher will now occupy, the

next few lines, in that he is a member of the Knights

of Columbus and his motorman belongs to the Black
Kaights of Ireland , " Bunch " would like to know

who changed the sign at Niagara Gardens to read :
" Five Minutes to the Post Office. " It may be he

who changed the time table. Brothers, it is ten

times better than a show when " Bunch " gets through

his run and the gang is seated around the table to

listen to his stories. He can spiel them off. Some

" Bunchi"

The concluding lines of this letter are self-explana

tory: On the Main Line we have Sam McPherson

he is a very good , person, Alec. Caughill has the
gravy on the Welland Line with Avery. Don't

forget we have our Chater, which accounts for run
ning later, Then there's Jud. Robins with Jakie

Farr, with not tremor or a jar. On the Lake

Shore Line with Jackwe have Oakley on the stack.

Toonerville Trolley with the Jam with Pink and
Polly near the dam. We have Bill Holt on the

Port Dal. Line; cough up one - fifty, please, this is
fine . There's Canary Myers on the Local Line and

with Radio Cheshire, they do shine. When Borland

for conductor got Scotty Foreman, he was so pleased
he cțied : " Hoot, mon !" Bill Richardson and Peters

on their car are speedometers. Last but not least is

Ellis and Hall wbo are on the 'phoneat every call .

Bucking, the board we have Ruddle - Haywire seems
always in a muddle. -PINKIE .

WAITING FOR NEW AGREEMENT

EXPECT BUS AWARD SOON

St. Catharines, Ont. The regular meetings of

Division No. 846 were held in the Labor Temple,

January 7 and 14, with just a fair attendance.

Atour meeting of January 7,we installed officers
for 1926 as follows: President , L. P. May ; vice

presidents,A. Crozier and F.c . Bates; recording

secretary and business agent, F.Hall; financial sec.

retary -treasurer,W.Ho's;warden and sentinel, J.
Hilts; correspondent, A. Pink.

The evening of themeeting of January 7, a social

washeld andagoodlygroup of our street car men
gathered to spend a few hours in entertainment

cards, songs, recitations, windingupwithrealhot

dogs, coffee, pieandunion-madecigars . Ourguests

for theevening were Messrs Butlerand Buller .
We

must admit that the fun given by the two Bs was

thoroughly enjoyed by those present.
Brother

Myers,chief chef, deserved first class papers.

Brothers,we will not forget thatcoffeepreparedby

Mrs. Carlisle. Our appreciation was shown to those
who assisted in making thisevening enjoyable.

is a keen desire to make these social meetings &

monthly order. Remember, brothers, Labor is often
the father of pleasure.

At our January meeting. we initiated one

applicant - Brother Ed . Gillett of Niagara Falls.

Keep the good work up, brothers,andwewill soon
be 100 per cent.

Our members are waiting patiently for the new

agreement.Our officers have been busy with inter

views with various company officials and will likely

have a good report to make atour Februarymeet
ings . The agreement will then beupforratification.

Brother whammond hurt his kneetwo days before
Christmas, but is again at work .

Brother Cox, off for sometime with eye trouble ,
We hope mayspeedily recover.

Other localsofour Association will notice that
Division 846 has startedto economize in 1926by
Amalgamating many of the officesinto one. This
will help fill the treasury .

Brother P.c. Batesreports an exodus of visitors

to NingunaFalls toviewthe annual ice- bridge there.

new

Lansing, Mich .-- At the last meeting of Division

563 we had a splendid attendance. Here's hoping

that we will have double that attendance at the next

meeting. Let's demonstrate to the world that we are
here. Let's make old 563 100 per cent. It can be

done. Let's do it.

Brother A. D.Hicks will represent Division No.
563 at the Thirty -seventh Annual Convention of the

Michigan Federation of Labor, to be held at Jackson

beginning February 2 . We are looking forward with

much pleasurable expectancy to his report from that

convention.

Brother Herbert Chamberlain will attend the State

Federation of Labor Convention as one of four dele

gates from the central body - the Lansing Trades

and Labor Council . We know he will give a good

account of himself.

We are expecting an early, decision on the bus

arbitration . We trust it will be a favorable one.
Brother William Hart is on the sick list and we

are all hoping that his illness will be of shortdurs

tion and he will soon again be among us.

-Cor. 563,
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cars and absorbing competing bus lines wherever

HANSON RE-ELECTED PRESIDENT the proper spirit. , Stand solid together and we can
not lose. I was thereand I was the one who made

Worcester, Mass. - At recent meeting newly the motion .

elected officers of Division No. 22 were installed by BrotherRoland is very sick at this writing, as is
Second International Vice- President P. J. O'Brien, also Brother Dunn . We are having more sickness

who was in attendance at our meeting, The officers this winter than usual . Brother Frank Reddick has

installed were : President , Ernest Hanson ; vice been sick lately. He had a doctor. I think Brother

president, David McGrath ; recording, secretary, W. H. T. Lashlee should pay the doctor's bill .
Ask

H. Leahy ; financial secretary and business agent, Frank.

Peter J. Rooney; treasurer, Harry Bailey ; joint Con. Brother Harris got married during the holidays.

ference board representatives, Peter J. Rooney, He says had he known that married life was so

Thomas F. Broderick , W. H. Murphy and W. H. sweetthe marriage would have been hastened. He

Fitzgerald ; executive board. W. H. Fitzgerald , Dana should bear in mind that it takes two to make a

Hodgkins, Charles Dacey, Fred McAuliffe, W. E. bargain .

Russell, Elmer Hood. Wm. McCann and Richard The writer had the pleasure of a recent introduc

Boyne; legislative committee, Peter J. Rooney and tion to the future Mrs. T. C.Maus. Congratula.

W. H. Murphy ; wardens, Arthur Hayward and tions, Tom .

Charles Towers ; conductors, Edw. Flynn and James Brother Tidwell says it is expensive to have work

Morrison ; sentinels, Martin Clain and John McPart done ina non -unionbarber shop.Itcost him $ 5.00

land ; correspondent, Percy G. Deu . plus the barber's charges.

At this meeting we held a banquet . The principal Brother Hammer reports that he caught Secretary

speaker was Joho Parant of the State Utilities Com Reddick coming outof a non-unionbarber shop.

mittee. His topic was “ What has organization done? " Reddick denies it . Brother Hammer admits that

He was given a rousing reception and promised to Prank hadthree daysgrowth ofbeard onhis face

again speak to the members in the near future . and hadn't had his hair cut since he attended the

Other guests and speakers were Vice -President convention at Oakland, Calif., ashe emerged from
O'Brien , Business Agent Martin Hennessey and this non-union barber shop . So he was let down

Board Member J. Haggerty of Division No. 448, with a reprimand .

Springfield . Brothers Tom Lonergan , Pete Rooney Ask Kid Bailes what he thinks of the one-man

and Tom Broderick of Division No. 22 also ad car on the Lakeville Line.

dressed the meeting. Supt . Joseph Sully could not Boys, let's make the year 1926 a banner year for

be present , as his mother was very ill and since Division 713. Let's put Memphis on the map

then has passed to the Great Beyond. Division No. ahead of Nashville on our accident record . It won'

22 unites in extending profound sympathy to our do to allow a non-union system tobrag that they run

bereaved superintendent, more miles per accident thanwe do. Let's make it
President Hanson and Business Agent Rooney 3 cents per hour bonus.

were re-elected . Brother Hanson, however, had a What position doyou occupy in your local? Are

stiff fight, his opponent being Brother W. H. Mur you an attendant or absentee at meetings? Areyou
phy, for the past three years Gates Lane Division å pillar or sleeper - a wing or a weight? Are you a

Board Member. power, or a problem ?
At our installation meeting Brother John Shea ,

Are you a promoter or a
provoker? Are you a giver or a getter? Are you a

assisted by Brother Jim Leary, gave several humor. peace- maker or strife -creator ? Are you a supporter

ous readings and character sketches. Brother Wil or a sponger ? Are you a soldier of slacker ?

mot rendered several violin selections and was ac you a friend or a fault-finder? Are you a helper

companied by Brother Joe Walker on the piano. or hinderer ?

Two of our veteran conductors' sons, John Dowd

Are you there with the goods or off
with an excuse ?

and Robert Guertin , gave selections on the piano -REPORTER.

and saxaphone. It was a very enjoyable evening.

to which all present can testify.

Heads up , Division No. 221 Show these newly
OUR FIRST DUTY

elected officers that we are backing them. There is

one good place to prove it. That is at our meet Providence , R. I .-- As correspondent for the

ings. Boys, ' tis only once a month and they need Providence Division , I intend to write in the interest

your help , and above all things, don't forget to see of Local 618 each month, if possible. Of course , it

your dues collector once each month . It takes may not be possible , as once eachmonth is possibly

shekels to run a business , and , believe me, this is a quite too often for one to resort to thought and pen.

big business. Local 618 is progressing and has passed through
-COR. 22-2160.

one of themost tryingyearsin our history, successo
fully . With a united forceof our entire membership

RE - INSTALL OLD OFFICERS supporting and encouraging the officers and the

Executive Board Members, we are bound to progress

Memphis, Tenn . - Division No. 713 is moving and continue to meet our problems and the many

along , very nicely . We have installed our officers
changes that are affecting our industry .

for the year 1926 as follows : President. C. H. International President w . D. Mahon has devoted

Hammer; vice - president, C. H. Artman; recording much ofhis time inthe past in the interest of

secretary , J. D. Mathis; financial secretary -treasurer
Division 618 and has renderedvaluable help to our

and business agent, c. N. F. Reddick; sentinel,
Local. I only wish that the entire membership

H. E. Goldman ; conductors, A. D. Fortune and G. would follow outhis wise council and advice. He

C. Smith ; wardens, C. L. Mincy and S. L.Melton ; has delegated G. E. B. Member J. H. Reardon to

executive board, F. Hammer, C. M. F. Reddick , cometoProvidence many times when our Localhas

J. D. Mathis , A. D. Brown, C. H. Artman, L. D. needed assistancein matters of great importanceto

Gresham , J. R. Hawkins . Our president, vice our membership and through his assistance , we have
president, recording secretary and financial secretary . overcome many difficult problems.

treasurer were all re -elected . We are pleased to say Division 618I want to express our appreciation for
that the men did not want to make & change . the assistance of the International Association.

Those who were raised on a farm well know that it When we look back a few years in our industry

never pays to swap a well-broken mule for one you in Rhode Island, we note many changes.

do not know, when there is a heavy crop ahead. years ago we had all two-man cars .

Boys, you had better stand by the old war-horses . influx of the Jitney whichthreatened our very exist

They are usually the best bet. We are to begin anceand owingto the fact that we were thoroughly

negotiating a new agreement soon.
The officers are organized it was possible to legislate, with the assist

asking the members to get out and push . Don't ance of the entire Labor movement, successfully in

lay back . We are trying for an 8-hour day with overcoming that menace. Then came the One-man

more pay. The way to get it is to get out at the car. Every streetcar man wondered if it could be

meetings. Of course our men are standing 100 per properly regulated without seriously affecting our
cent to the wheel. At our meeting held January 27 , membership , especially the older members and that

our secretary-treasurer announced that we had three

members die during January, which would auto wonder ifit could have been accomplished without

matically bring our dues up to $5.50 on February's our Union.

working card. But it is a pleasure for every one of meansoftransportation camein the form of the Bus

us to know that we are boosting the dependents of and it is encouraging to
see the Street Railways

our deceased members . Of course it hits the new Company's runningBusses in conjunction with the

men rather hard to pay three assessments in one

month . So a motion was made that the assessments possible. The operators aretaken from theplatform

be distributed to advance some money to claimants men, members of ourAssociation , so ,with the assist:

until it is all collected, but it could not get any ance ofthe Internationa
l Office it is possible to meet

second. Every man present said : “ Let it all como allthe changes in our industry and preserve our

at once . We are ready to pay. ' Boys, this shows Union.

In behalf of

A few

Then came the
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We are pleased to see Bick back with his smile

and big pipe, after a three months illness.

January 24, death took a charter member in the

person of our late Brother Albert Newell .

Our much respected warden , Brother Wm. S.

Doyen , is at present on the sick list .

We regret to learn that our dues collector, Brother

Herbert E. Hooper of the Westbrook Division, is on
the sick list .

-COR. 714 .

PIONEERS YET ON JOB

Franklin , Pa.--While we of Division No. 470 have

been sawing wood for a long time, we are still on

the job . Our ranks are thinner now, that most of

our lines are covered by one-man cars and busses .

We can count our old vets now on the fingers of

two hands. Perhaps it might be a proper tribute to

mention some of them here.

We still have with Brother W. D. (Dad)

Porter, our grand old man. Dad is getting pretty

well along in years - nearly 80—but still is active.

His street -car career dates back to the old horse -car

days. Some time we will tell you all about him.

Then there is C. L. (Pa) Beal, who is holding his

own at about 250 pounds avoirdupois. He is the
biggest fellow on the job .
Brother J. W. Gibson, our worthy, treasurer, re

elected for the steenth time, takes toll down on the
bridge. Reckon he won't have any job if the ice

keeps pilingup in the river. Look out , fellows, if you
live on the flats.

Our president, Brother W. B. Bixler, has been ill

forsome time, but is again able to work his run ,

Brother J. L. Delehunty, on the sick list for some
time, is back on his run .

Wednesday night, January 27 , our Division held

its regular monthly , meeting andinstallationof
officers took place. Not all of the officers were able

to be present. Those absent will be installed at the

next meeting:

Financial Secretary J. B. Beck is now under quar

antine, which accounted for his absence fromour
last meeting:

Past President P. H. Davison acted as installing
officer at our installation meeting. Those installed

President, W. B. Bixler ; vice -president, J. C.

Chelton; treasurer, J. W. Gibson ; conductor, L. E.

Nagel. During the session it was suggested that we

have a correspondent to the MOTORMAN AND CON.

DUCTOR. This suggestion was accepted and a motion

passed to that effect. Brother F. D. Harriger was

duly appointed to that position . At the close of the

meeting a social session was held attended by the

wives, kiddies, sweethearts and friends of our mem
bers. Our general manager, Mr. Vi A. Redfield ,

gave a very interesting address on " Co -operation .'

Refreshments were served about 10 P. M. and our

Eats Committee, under the chairman, Brother J. O.
Berry , sure did hand us the stuff . The remainder of

the evening was spent in dancing and cards. The

late men came in about 1 A , M. and it was a tired

but happy bunch that separated about 3:30 A. M.

to snatch a little sleep.

Now, brothers, if you expect your scribe to keep
you on the map, send in the news.

OIL City Cor. 470 .

Let us all unite this year and attend the meetings

of our Local regularly , legislating for the best in

terest of our Division,supporting the officers in their

work and by our interest in the Association that has

made so much possible for ourselves, our homes and

our families, we will be able to accomplish greater

results in the future ; because it is through the un

tiring effortsofourorganization that has raised the
standard of living of the Street Car man and made

it possible for our membership to live better and

give our children a better education than we were

able to get ourselves.

Sometimes I think we forget the effort and work
of the Amalgamated Association who made these

things possible, especially when we see the vast

number of our members who devote so much of

their time to fraternal societies and so little to their

Union . If we only stop tothink ,wewouldunder,
stand that were it not for the Labor Movement and

the wages we receive through its efforts, we could

not so well belong to those societies. Is it not our

first duty to ourorganization that makes all these

good things possible ? We should attend the meetings

regularly and take an active interest in the work of
the Division .

Since the latter part of December we had seven of

our members pass into the great beyond - Brothers

James McCann, Mark McGwinn, Edward Darling,

Edward O'Brien, Martin Lannon , 'Everett Covill and
Andrew Froberg. I want to express my deepest

sympathy to the families of these brothers. I also

want to urge to the membership the importance of
keeping themselves in good standing for the protec

tion of their families and to realize that the Interna .

tional Union established the Old Age, Funeral and

Disability Benefits for the protection of our members.
Many of the members of our Local are careless and

I hope they will realize the chances they are taking

as no benefits can be paid to members who are not
in good standing financially .

-COR. Div. 618.

BROTHER CRISP DREW THE DOLLAR

Fort Smith , Ark .-- Division No. 674 met January
13 and for all of the fact that it was the 13th, we

hada splendid meeting.
We held our general election December 23 .

Brother John Carroll was re - elected president. The
others as follows : Vice -President, M. E.

Thresher; recording secretary, 0. S. Davis ; financial

Secretary-treasurer , D. C.Davies ; correspondent, H.

M. Traylor; conductors , F. J. GoldenandW. H.
Cope; wardens, J. H. Purener and M. Crisp ; sen

tinels, J. J. Seabourn and W. R. Biggs; executive

board, J., J. Seabourn. D. C. Davis, B. Webb and
G. H. Hevron ; Trades Council Delegates, D. , C.
Davies and S. C. Dyer. We are also pleased that

we can supply, a man for President of the Trades

Council. Brother D. C. Davies, our financial sec

retary - treasurer, re -elected President of the
Trades Council .

We are pleased that Brother Dixon is again up,

after 15 days illness with the influenza .

It is easy to get a pitch game now, boys, as
Brother Mutt is working a daylight run .

The weather never gets too bad fora street - car
man's wife to take his shoes to town and have over
shoes fitted to them.

Brother Lee Cannon took thirty days off the first

He worked so card during the year

1925, it took him thirty days to rest.
Come to meetings. At our last meeting Brother

Crisp drew the dollar.

-Cor. 674 .
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ONE-MAN CAR REDUCED RANKS

as

Portland, Maine. - Division No. 714 is still alive

with pulse and temperature subnormal; but not
found beneath themarkwhen put to the test .

Six of our members were laid off on three differentoccasions.
We voted for arbitration and three of

them were put back to work.
The one-man car has reduced our ranks from

nearly 400 members to 270. Also the one-man car

means increased grievance expense . Along with this,

came the increased International tax and arbitration
expenses . Altogether , it necessitated the inoreasing
of our dues from $ 1.50 to$ 2.25, upon which the
necessary two -thirds vote was forthcoming.

At the annual election of officers , the competition

for president received considerably over 50 per cent
of the vote of the blue uniform men .

On account of the illness ofhis wife, Brother

Gardiner Sawyer in spending the wintor in Florida.

Veteran Churie pirne rently and tho muthern
troil

Paterson, N. J.-The past year has shown very
marked changes in local transportation in

neighborhood. The coming of the busses and the

elimination of several trolley lines is only a fore
runner of what is to come and it is up to the

members to keep pace with these changes.

The present year is likely to be a trying and stren .
uous one for all concerned and a one hundred per

cent co-operation is necessary to bring the most

successful results.

A few pointers to be observed this year are

follows:

1 . Bring all grievances and complaints to your
executive board . Do not air them around the

barns .

2. Pay your dues promptly and save unnecessary
trouble .

3 . Always carry your working card , so you can

show it on demand.

4 . Don't forget that this is agreement year and

govern your actions so that the company will have

no axes to grind .

5 . Attend your meetings .

Look for the next edition of the MOTORMAN AND

CONDUCTOR , as it will contain news from

Peterson . There are o few of our members whom ?
mon.in in the ori ivy. -Oos N27

more
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doubt as to their re -election . The local admires the

sincerity and hard work of these two brothers and

for that reason place our confidence in them . It

has been alleged that their opponents went into the

race simply to satisfy formality and add spice to the

election . However, anyone who is defeated when

running against such strong incumbents, may be

truly said to have lost with dignity.
The fightfor the other offices was certainly in.

teresting. The winning candidates were finally an

nounced as follows: President and Business Agent,

George Durand; vice -president, B. F.
Bowbeer;

financial secretary, L. W. Mathews; recording secre

tary , E. T. Dalton; conductor, James Halloran;

warden , A. B. Handy ; sentinel, Joe Simonetti; dele.

gates to the Alameda County Central Labor Council,

C. G. Carlson , J. W. Hayes , E. T. Dalton, John

Glass, N. H. Miller, H. L. Swain.
-N . H. M. LOCAL 192.

1

?

YET ON TOP

since

TORONTO TOPICS

The reputation of Division 113 of being able to

supply the Trades and Labor Council with officers,

is still being maintained . At the recent elections,
Brother Larry O'Connell was elected President of

that body, and Brother Jas. Scott, re-elected to the
executive committee and board of trustees. It is

hopeful that our delegates will turn out at the meet

ings of the Council to support them.
We are also glad to note that a member of Divi

sion 113 is now president of the Letter Carriers

Union. Brother J. c . Wilson, who still retains his

membership with us. We wish him and his members

all kinds of success. Watch out for the " Postmen's "

new " white button . "

The international unions are carrying on a mem
bership campaign in Toronto. We've had several of

the organizers address our meetings. Those present

enjoyed some very interesting addresses . The camo

paign is doing a lot of good. Most of the unions
report new members and new life.

Division 113 can say that during the past month,

several of our old members have rejoined and we

welcome them back. It's the only way to get re

sults - everybody join and work .

Once more, don't be afraid to wear your button .

Some firms pay high to advertise in the street cars.
That buttonof yours advertises your union and your

beliefs, with no extra costs.

The Bowling cup offered by Division 113 and

open to members only , is arousing great interest and

keen competition. The boys are smashing records

as fast and as easy as a mad bull in a gramaphone
shop. Lansdowne seems to hold their lead . Bert

Shepperd says it's because when you count the totals,

you'll find they DUNMORE than the others.

think it's on account of them having the only

WISEMAN in the league.

Russil is going strong, SAYMAN the way they

" PICK " their DALEY scores, shows the team is a

GOODWIN . Danforth is RUSHEN right along ,

and Tommy Harvey says his team is the cats

BEARD. Roncesvalle is making the pace so hot it

has them all PANTING. We may see them BOL

TON to_first place yet. Anyway, they'll be

THORNE in somebody's flesh . Conn's team is a

DARLING The boys from Eglington are making

some HUGHES scores, but Brother Davis says it

they don't soon move faster, he will get a COBB to

move them on.

Now somebody has started a story going that it

doesn't matter who wins the cup, our secretary will

be ROBBIN them of it .

The family league is becoming quite an event on

our alleys . Brother George Collins says his family

can beat any other on the job . Bob . Hawkins has

taken up the challenge, and the " weekly ". contests

are becoming " stronger.' The last time they were

down, when Percy Andrews went to collect, Bob

says, " Aw ! let George do it. " Since Bobby Arnott

started winning prizes with his dog, Brother Tom
kins has turned his kennels into bird cages . How's

the canaries, Joe ?
-BERT.

&

a
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Everett, Wash.-It has been some time

Local 883 has been mentioned in the Journal. ,,We
are still on top and able to answer to Roll Call in

our Local. I am glad to say we are about 80 %

organized and we hope, before very long, we will be

perfect in our organization.
January 25th , was ourannual election. The fol

lowing officers were elected to serve this local for the

next six months : President, Thomas A. Mitten ;

vice- president, Peter LaBrash ; recording secretary,

H. A. Love; secretary treasurer, J. Å . Meegan;

business agent, Victor DeBarr; correspondent, Thos.
A. Mitten ; executive board , Victor DeBarr, R. F.

Hanson , J. H. Meegan , H. A. Love.
Will state that the President of the Street Car

Men's Association was unanimously re -elected Presi

dent of the Everett Central Labor Council for 1926 ,

having held this position for eighteen months. He

has beenthe meansof re -establishing fair conditions

for theStreetCar men during his term of office.

The same interest willbe kept up through the year

1926 that has characterized the past.
-COR . 883 .

AMALGAMATED OFFICER CAPTAINOF

FISHING TUG " INDIAN " RECENTLYRESCUED

Muskegon, Mich . - Everything is going along, fine

in . Muskegon at the present writing with Division

No. 777 and we hope it may so continue .
We know

of no reason why it should not .

Recently we had
visit from an international

Officerwho, of course, by being an International

Officer is one of our own officers .
The occasion of

his visit was a dismissal case that created some con

fusion , but a conference with the Company

Officials and officials of our Local, he succeeded in

adjusting the case and the member is again on the

job. , We were pleased withtheadjustment, as the

memberwho was dismissed, Brother JessePant,has
served the boys here as an officer of our Local in

various positions since the institution of the Local

and is well thought of .

Officer's visit herehas left a better understandin
g

of

We believe the International

what co -operative spiritin the operation of a street

railway means and is . Co-operation covers lots of

ground and both parties interested should work to a
common end . One party never can make the grade

alone . It makes no difference which one it is.

management recently issued a bulletin showing ap.

preciationfor co -operationand weare hopeful that

this spirit of mutual self-help will continue between

the officers of the Company and the officers and

members of our Association .
We believe it will.

We, as well as others,liketo think and know that

our efforts to make the employing Company's propi

erty asuccess financially inthe service, is recognized

and appreciated . It stimulates our efforts.

We are pleased to let the Amalgamatedworld

know that it was our financial secretary, Brother

Chris Jensen , who

" Indian " that was imprisonedin theice floe, miles

was captain of the fishing tug

off the coast in Lake Michigan last month .

It was

he thatbraved the dangers of walking ashore and

there is no question but that he washungry.

were pleased that they were all saved.
read of this incident in the daily newspapers.

Brother Jenset: is entitled tobe lauded as a hero.

Remember, he is an Amalgamated Association man.

We believe that , generally, it is unnecessary to
suggest that it is poor policy for our members to use

There is really

anhonest coursebywhich we canparticipa
te in the

return of this propertyand that is on pay -day,
when we receive our share . Of course there are

HAVE EIGHT-HOUR DAY

Our

Oakland, Cal. - The last few weeks have seen

great deal of activity in the ranks of Local 192.

When the arbitration decision was handed down ,

there was a necessity of recruiting 300 new men into

the ranks of organized labor. The local , at its first

few meetings, was rather dubious as to the success

that it would meet in enlisting the new men in its

ranks. Forceful arguments were presented as to the

methods and procedure of securing the new members.

But finally , it was decided that the regular methods

would be adhered to . Everything seems to be well .

The new men seem to sense their responsibility in

our ranks and are cognizant of the fact that their

present occupation was created by the very Union

which asks them to be of assistance , From Fifteen

to Thirty applications are received weekly .

Now as to the eight hour day : The transition

has been so sudden that the men are unable to

distinguish between the work-day and vacation .

The enthusiasm of the men is remarkable . The

old timers who have been working over ten hours

each day seem to be taking a new lease on life ,

judging by their vivacity.

All in all , Local 192 is happy and wishes that

all other locals may soon enjoy the fruits which

come through organization .

We had our annual election of officers this month .
The work of our President and Business Agent ,

George Durand and that of our financial Secretary,
Brother mototantino

You have

ortoin romato rhonn. vith
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other people's money, but it is not a proper qualifi.
cation for anyone in our line of work and it isn't

fair to our families . In fact , the misuse of others '

funds by a street-car man doesn't stimulate credit

for the occupation . If there is a job that requires a

high degree of integrity it is our job -- that of handi

ing the funds of our employing property and making
proper return therefor .

We are pleased to report that our business agent,

Brother A. E. Ribble, is much improved physically

and we are hopeful that he will continue to so im

prove, until he fully recovers his former health .

Cor. 777 .

LEAVE DISCORD OUTSIDE

Don't bring into our lodge -room

Anger or a spirit to deride.

Drop them at the door of the Temple ;

Leave these unwanted things outside.

Forget all our troubles and trials

And forget all our selfish sorrow ;
But, remember the cause we meet for,

And hasten our glad tomorrow.

Leave at the door of the Temple

Envy, spite and gloom.

Don't bring personal quarrels

And discord in our lodge-room.

Forget the slights of a sister;

Forget the wrongs of a brother ;

But, remember thegrand commandment

That we all should love one another.

Bring your hearts to our Union meetings,

But leave selfishness outside ,

That is -- our personal feelings

Ambition , vain - to deride.

Then don't bring into our lodge-room

Envy and vain pride
Os_aught that will mar our meetings ,

But leave them all outside.

Wake up your slumbering conscience .

We assure you you will not fall .

The weak ones we'll try to strengthen,

If they'll listen to our call.
W. A. Purner -- Div . 99 .

lost their baby girl just two days before

Christmas. The child choked while feeding

and her death was most tragic to the bereaved

family.

The stork visited the home of Brother and

Mrs. Basteen , December 10 and left a sweet

baby girl. Congratulations.

Brother Nels Richards is back on the job

following three weeks on the injured list. He

and his conductor, Brother Allen Ardern ,

had a most unusual accident and came near

being crushed to death. Brother Ardern

luckily escaped, but Brother Richards re

ceived injuries about the chest.
We are

pleased that he is again on the job.

Brother Charlie Chittle was recently de

tailed to see the “ Soup" for leaving his con

ductor at the telephone. The visit cost

Charlie a young fotrune -- haircut, shave, new

shirt, new rubber collar. Charlie was boasting

of saving laundry bills by wearing rubber

collars. Brother Guard took the cue and

bought six rubber collars to cut his laundry

bill and getrich quick.

Brother Sheardown felt he was living too

far from the car house. Verne has moved one

door nearer.

Agitation by the public, also by our City

Council has resulted in a rumor that our

property has bought new rolling stock of the

two -man car type to be operated by two-men.

We hope this is true, as the one-man car is

not adequate in rush hours here. Besides,

it will make more jobs for our extras, as our

spare board is crowded.

Well, brothers, don't forget to pay your dues
promptly and attend the meetings. This is

the way to make our affairs more successful

and will pull off a good year for 1926 .

-Cor , 616.

CONTEMPLATE INSTALLING

TWO -MAN CARS

ers .

Windsor, Ont. Division No. 616 has in

stalled officers for the year1926.
We re

elected our old president, Brother George
Bennett. The officers as installed are as

follows: President, George Bennett ; vice

president, Leo Talbor ; recording secretary,

Cecil Scott ; financial secretary -treasurer,

Allen Ardern; dues collector, Cal Davidson;

executive board, R. Yates, R. Burgess and

Leo Talbot.

Division No. 616 has gain settled down to

business.We hope the year before us will be

even better than the one just past and that

the true spirit of unionism will prevail.

There is a movement on in the border cities

known as the Friendsof Labor . Our Trades

and Labor Council canvassed for advertising

matter in the form of a booklet that is issued

annually. Each merchant declared himself

favorable to the union cause and the ad. of

any merchant found discriminating against

the union will be dropped and the cardgiven

him by theT. & L. c . will be taken fromhim.

All union organizations will be notified of any

such case . Members are warned not to make

purchases from merchantswho violatethat

code. Ourmemberswill be governedaccord

Sympathy of our local is extended to

Brotherand Mrs. Joe Thomas who by death

The anthracite coal strike has reached a

settlement. We are told by newspapers that

the anthracite miners returned to work

without a wage increase. That was not the

cause of the strike . The fact is that the

anthracite miners returned to work with

their dues collecting system — the check -off

preserved. It means maintaining the solid

fanks of the anthracite miners' unions.

The strike has been an illustration of the

co -operative spirit of organized wagę work

Under their settlement they have a

means of increasing wages. They retain

collective agreement relations with the em

ploying mine owners. The miners knew

that if the mine owners were successful, col.

lective agreement relations would cease and

their wage rates would go back to the

despicable low wages thatprevailed before
the anthracite miners were well organized .

The general labor movement that supported

the miners in this strike, have won the

fight. The miners came back to their work

with their organization well protected and

after demonstrating to the non -union ele

ment that it is not for profit to discredit

the power and integrity of honest wage

workers and their organization.

ingly.
Those who never do any more than they

get paid for, never get pay for any more

than they do.-- Hubbard .
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FIRST AVIATOR'S FLASHING

BEACON

$ 11

004

mart

sterdam (Compagnie Internationale Aerien )

Air Lines have all been equipped with B. B.

T. dioptric lighting systems.

More recently a lighthouse for aviators

projecting a beam of one billion ( 1,000,000,

000 ) candlepower was erected by the B. B.

T. Company on Mount Afrique , near Dijon,

France. This is the largest light beacon of

any type in the world , and it is intended to

guide the airmen on the route between Paris

and Algiers .

At a height of 500 feet it will be visible

as far away as the British Coast, Brussels,

Frankfort -on - the -Main and Milan , or about

three hundred miles,

The same lightnig principal is used in the

500 million candlepower B. B. T. air mail

field floodlights which have been installed

at all the flying fields on the New York to

San Francisco air route .

Before America can take its place in the

world of commercial aviation it must pre

pare the uncharted air lanes with the same

care and diligence that it charts the treach

erous waterways. The lives of those that

navigate the blackness of the night in air

planes are worthy of as much consideration

as those who sail the seas .-Bruno-Blythe

Corp.

***

HEALTH OF CANADIANS IS NATIONAL

PROBLEM

Startling Figures

The first aviator's Rashing beacon to be

installed by a civilian organization in Amer

ica has just been erected on the twenty - two

story office building of the Atlantic Refining

Company in Philadelphia .

The work is completed for the installation

of the powerful fashing aerial lighthouse to

guide the night flying aviators on their

course . This civilian co-operation is hailed

by the military authorities and aeronautic

executives as one of the most constructive

steps to safeguard the lives of the night-fly

ing pilots .

In order that the light may be distinctive

and not be confused with any other lights

in the city , the B. B. T. beacon will be

equipped with a flashing mechanism similar

to that used in large lighthouses. It will be

visible in the air at distances of from

twenty to thirty miles. The installation of

the beacon was made with the co-operation

of the constructors of the B. B. T. type of

light which contains a lens specially built

to be visible from the air.

The science of lighting the air routes for

night Aying is perhaps one of the newest

branches of navigational lighting that has

recently sprung into existence. The U. S.

Air Mail field at New Brunswick , N. J. , is

an example of the lengths to which the aero

nautical engineer must go to properly dis

play the contour of the earth and surround

ing buildings at night. The flying field is

outlined by forty - eight boundary lights, each

of sixty candlepower. A B. B. T. floodlight

with a special dioptric 180 degree lens of

500 million candlepower, lights the landing

field. This B. B. T. beacon illuminates an

area in the shape of a half circle, and the

radius of light extends three miles from

the light in all directions within the 180 de

grees . In this area it is so bright that an

ordinary small newspaper type may be eas

ily read at a distance of two miles from the

light source . This light is so constructed

that the rays are reflected upon the ground

and in a line across the field not over four

feet high. Thus the pilot in landing does

not come within the direct rays of light, and

is not blinded with light as would ordinarily

be the case.

The lens used in the large half million

candle power light has been developed since

1862 by the B. B. T. Corporation , which

has supplied the United States with the ma

jority of large lighthouses along the coasts.

Block Island, Trinity Shoals, Cape Henry,

Cape Charles, Minot's Ledge , Delaware

Breakwater and many other points are being

guarded by B. B. T. lighthouses.

With the progress of aerial navigation this

company began to develop devices for signal

beacons and landing lights for aircraft . The

results of these experiments were highly suc

cessful .

The Paris -Prague-Warsaw and Bucharest

( Societe Nationale de Transportes Aerien ) ,

the London to Paris Air Line (Compagnie

Air Union ), and the Paris , Brussels and Am

"11

By Bert Merson, vice -president of the

Trades and Labor Congress of Canada.

“ Figures compiled by the Social Hygiene

Council and published recently are of such

a character that any thinking pộrson on

reading them must ask themselves the

question, ' Where are we drifting ?'.

“ We are told from such a reliable source

that over 30 per cent. of the deaths in

Canada are preventable, that 180,000 of our

people are continually ill, that 21,000,000

working days per year arelost through sick.

ness, one-half of which is preventable, and

that $50,000,000 annually or about $ 1,000,

000 per week is expended on hospitals,

asylums and sanatariums, not including the

amount spent on private doctors, nurses,

etc. These are only a few of the startling

figures just made public .

" And in addition to all this we learn that

our infant mortality is 102 per thousand

births, twice as great as New Zealand, our

maternal mortality is 4.9 per thousand, or

nearly twice as great as England and Wales,

that over 500 Canadian mothers and babies

die each week. Is it not time wefaced the

question as a national one ?

“ 'It is true the B. N.A. act places health

under provincial jurisdiction , and we well

know that to even think of changing the

B. N. A. is in some quarters considered

seditious, disloyal and such like , but even

these people will admit, I think, that the

fathers of confederation with all their fore.

șight and good statesmanship little realized

how the health of the nation would become

a national responsibility. However, the

changing of the B. N. A. is a slow job, and
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in the meantime thousands are dying whose

deaths and the subsequent sorrow and

suffering can be prevented.

Suggests Changes

“ And the question is still before us,

What can we do? We have at present a

federal department of health whoseactivities

could , I think , be made more useful. First,

by the appointment of a minister of health

whose duties as such should not be hamp

ered by the responsibility of another de

partment of government. Secondly, a large

sum of money should be voted annually to

the department so as to enable it to take

the initiative wherever possible, and to help

in a more effective manner to co -ordinate

the activities of the provincial and civic

health departments, and to enable the fed

eral department to watch more closely the

health of the people entering Canada, and

to have a better system of following up or

keeping in touch for a time with these new

comers ,

Blerone

COM

en.

of

“The B. N. A. act definitely puts immi

gration under federal control and the gov

ernment responsible for bringing them in

should surely be the one to see to it for at

least a reasonable time that they do not

menace the health of the citizens already

here.

" Another branch of the federal depart

ment's work which could be enlarged on,

if the necessaryfunds were voted by parlia

ment, is the child welfare branch . And this

money should be forthcoming, even if it

means spending less on the false induce

ment of immigrants.

A National Issue

" I think we can all agree that a new

comer via the cradle is more valuable to the

country than one by the boat, and that the

family already herethat is kept together by

the prevention of the death of either the

father or mother, is much preferable to an

imported family , or thepayment ofmothers'

allowances, or the upkeeping of orphans'

homes, etc. These are only a few reasons

why we should consider health as a national

question.

"The problem is too serious to be left

any longer to provinces alone, and neither

is it a party question. Disease knows no

provincial or party boundaries and the

Tory is just as liable to typhoid as the

Grit is to diphtheria or us Laborites to

scarlet fever. And it is a matter the mem

ber of parliament must consider from the

national standpoint, and should be prepared

to deal with the policies of the health de

partment and the money voted to it, not as

a government or opposition, but as a body

of Canadians elected by the people of

Canada to look after the interests and the

welfare of our people.

"They should realize that national health

means national wealth . "-Toronto Star.

LAW AND LABOR

The state of Arizona enacted a minimum

wage law for the protection of women wage

earners in the industries of that state. Of

course, employing concerns, organized as

theyare, appealed this law to the courts and

the Federal Court has declared it unconsti

tutional. What is known as the National

Women's Political Party , controlled by the

wives and women sympathizers of those of

low wage interests, is jubilant over this de

cision of the Federal Court. But the Na

tional Women's Trade Union League of

America diverts in such matters from the

union hating policy of the National Wom

en's Party. The League is comprised of or

ganized women workers and women who

favor fair wages and organization for work

ers. Upon the decision of the Federal Court

in the Arizona decision , Ethel M. Smith,

in Life and Labor, published by the National

Women's Trade Union League, has this to

say on the Arizona decision :

" Organs of the manufacturers and of the

National Woman's Party have alike been

rejoicing over the United States Supreme

Court decision wich invalidates the minimum

wage law of Arizona - and naturally enough,

of course, since the organized manufacturers

and the National Woman's Party have both

been fighting minimum wage laws for wom

The National Women's Trade Union

League, however, and organized women of

other groups as well, see no occasion for re

joicing in the fact that the highest court

in the land has repeated its dictum that

women have no legal right to a living wage.

Such a finding leaves the women not only

of Arizona but of the rest of the United

States , at the mercy of their exploiters so

far as protection of the law is concerned.

" The Court's decision in the Arizona case

is merely a reaffirmation of the District of

Columbia minimum wage law two years ago.

But it is all the more disastrous and far

reaching for just that very reason. After

the District of Columbia decision, with the

amazing judicial procedure which character

ized the case in the two highest courts that

considered it , with, also, the final majority

of but one to determine the fate of the law.

there was reason to hope that in another

case the majority of the Court might re

deem itself .

" It is hard to see how a bad decision it

self could be so bad as such an adherence

to a majority's bad precedent . If a thing

is to be done the second time merely be

cause it was done the first, it is hard to see

how we can have progress under the law .

We are put into a straight -jacket made not

to fit our body politics today, but to fit the

form it used to have . Change, adaptation ,

growth , are forever precluded.

“ Of the two adverse decisions of the Su

preme Court dealing with minimum wage

laws-District of Columbia and Arizona

the latter seems for all reasons the worst in

its effects.

" The effect of this upon state situations

is obvious. Any employer or opponent of

*B
H
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Why worry over the mean things which

are said of you and which may come to

you, when you know you are going straight

and doing the right thing ?

-American Flint.
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the laws may refuse to comply with the min the law , and California fixed $ 16 as a mini

imum wage commission's orders , and un mum . In every state where minimum laws

doubtedly could at once secure an injunc- existed , they raised the standard some. And

tion , and win his case on the basis of the they lessened the deadly competition of the

Supreme Court ruling. The only restraining unorganized, unskilled groups with those
influence is public opinion, which is not very that were organized and had standardized

potent with the type of employer who ex their wage scale."

ploits women's labor. In some states it is The writer pictures the little reliance that

still apparently possible to enforce the law wage workers can place in courts and laws

in so far as it applies to minors . Minnesota for proetction. The only protection she dis

is doing this , under a ruling from the State covers is organization . The Federal Court

Attorney General, and in Wisconsin, where sustains no law that interferes with the ex

the original minimum wage law was held ploitation of labor. Federal courts are ap

invalid in the state courts , a revised law re pointive.

tains the former provisions affecting minors .

From California comes a proposal to meet “ UNIVERSAL " STOVES FAIR

the situation by a constitutional amendment

enabling the states to enact minimum wage A letter from the Metal Polishers' Inter
legislation for women . What will be the

national · Union explains that the strike at
course in other states is yet to be decided.

the Cribben andSexton Stove Factory of
And what will be the ultimate policy of the

Chicago has been settled . The letter reads :

organized groups to whose efforts minimum

wage lawswere due in the first place , is not
“ The Metal Polishers' International Union

yet agreed upon, It is a big subject , and
have settled their four months strike at the

CRIBBEN & SEXTON Stove Factory of
it involves the issue not only of women's

wages and standard of living , but the bear
Chicago , Illinois .

ing of that upon industrial standards in gen
“ This strike which occurred September

eral , and upon legislative problems from
16th , 1925, was satisfactorily adjusted on

January 25th , 1926 .
many angles .

“ Every condition demanded by the Union

" One thing that does seem clear , however, was granted by the firm .

is that without minimum wage laws , unless " The long series of prelim n ry confer

the industry is organized throughout, there ences which resulted in the above settle

is no bottom to the wage structure. Among ment , have effectively overcome in every

men as well as women , the workers who way possible all ill-feeling which may have

have been able to organize and to hold their been engendered because of the
strike,

unions are those who are comparativ
ely Nothing whatever was overlooked which

skilled . The unorganized men are the men would leave cause to doubt that complete

of least skill , generally speaking, and the concord was finally effected . Both sides

same is true of the women, with the differ express satisfaction and a willingness to

ence that the proportion of unskilled and work for their mutual interests.

unorganized women is higher than the pro “ The Metal Polishers International Union

portion of men. That is the biggest reason takes this occasion to express its sincere

for the difficulty of the trade union organ thanks for the support rendered them in

izer's task among women — they are so large this struggle by labor and the labor press ;

ly the lesser skilled workers, with the nor and earnestly request this same spirit will

mally higher turnover aggravated by the im manifest itself in a hearty co -operation by

permanence of the individual woman on her giving this settlement the same publicity

job . With minimum wage laws in operation , that you gave when thestrikewas on, that

even without organization among the lower organized labor everywhere may know that

paid groups , there was a point below which the “ UNIVERSA
L

" stoves are again fair to

a woman's wages could not fall , and con organized labor."

sequently she was a less formidable com

petitor of her organized fellow worker . The increased cost of coal which is ma

" Now the competition is wide open . The terial and is attracting the attention, even

bottom of the wage scale is as low as the of newspapers aswell as consumers, is an

worst exploiter can drive the bargain with
added increase to the increased cost of

the most necessitous woman there is ; as low
living that will haveto be taken into con

as the lowest-paid job that hunger and cold
sideration by the wage workers .

can drive her to accept . That , even since crease in the cost ofcoal, except with a

the war, is as low as four dollars a week in
proportionate increase in wages,

some laundries . It is as low as $9 and $10
means a general reduction in wage rates,

for candy workers , $ 12 in unorganized gar It means that the regular wage received

ment shops, and $ 10 to $ 12 in stores and
prior to this increase in thecost of coal ,

restaurants are common figures. Indeed,
will not purchase the amount of coal now

that it did before theincreaseincoal prices.

there are but two or three states where in

vestigations show a median wage above $ 12
That canbe figured only asa reductionin

a week .
wages, generally, to wage workers who rely

upon coal as one of the necessities and com

" The minimum wage law of the District forts of life . Do the low wage union

of Columbia brought the minimum-not the opposing employers who are supporting coal

median-up to $ 16.50 a week in the indus mine operators in their fight against the

tries covered before the Court invalidated Miners ' Union comprehend this fact ?

This in

really
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CUTTINGS FROM CANADA And let it be made clear over and over

By Bert Merson again that labor in making this fight

Telegraphers Take Strong Stand against revolution and ultimate autocracy,

is fighting the fight of all democracy.

In expelling Lynch and Bradley, the Com Labor is not merely protecting trade union

mercial Telegraphers' Union of America has ism ; it is protecting every free institution.

taken the first step in clearing its trade --Canadian Congress Journal.

union structure of officials who are at fisti
An Encouraging Siga

cuffs with everything that the American It is often said-and perhaps not without

Federation of Labor and the Canadian some justification -- that our great interna

Trades and Labor Congress stand for. tional organizations are largely, if not en

The Union has been compelled in self tirely, internationals of leaders. Only a

defense to take determined stand in comparatively small number of trade union

dealing with the Red element, Other craft ists in the different countries - generally

unions affiliated with the American Federa. speaking always the same ones — keepup

tion of Labor and the Trades and Labor correspondence with one another and meet

Congress will find themselves forced to do
from time to time at international con

thesame thing veryshortly or else be ferencesandcongresses. The great mass of

rendered impotent as true representatives of the rank and file takes little direct part in

constructive trades unionists.
the international movement. Occasionally

Lynch and Bradley have been convicted their journals and papers give them a little

of using their offices within the Commercial information about the struggles of their

Telegraphers' Union to propagate revolu
comrades in other countries; and still more

tionary socialism , destruction of the Ameri rarely they have an opportunity of hearing

can Federation of Labor, overthrow of a foreign comrade speak at one of their

democratic institutions and finally establish meetings. For more than 99% of the

ment of a so -called " workers' industrial re workers the only opportunity of meeting

public . For the time being the secession
their brothers in other countries is on the

leaders are cloaking their real aims with a
battle - field .

mantle of respectability, by appealing to
It must be admitted that when it comes

Canadian national patriotism . That, of to modifying the structure of international

course,is an old trick of the redborers organizations so that the rankandfilecan

from within, take direct part in the work, difficulties are

As proof of the real purpose of the likely to crop . up . It is not impossible,

secessionists , let me quote from a pamphlet
however, and it is very desirable that en

written by Joseph Brandon, official spokes
deavours should be made.

man of the Socialist Labor Party , with It is quite possible, for instance, to pre

headquarters in New York. (Lynch is one vent delegations from consisting exclusively

of the leaders of this organization in of officials - and always the same ones at

Canada). that. There are signs that some of the

Bore From Within ! unions are beginning to realize this. At

" Industrial unionism is necessary, and if we least two of the delegations to the I. T. F.

cannot change the present craft unions into International Tramwaymen's Conference in

industrial unions, then dual unions become Brussels in July — those from Austria and

necessary The Socialist Labor Party's Great Britain-consisted with one exception

purpose of working inside trade unions is of men still working as tramwaymen , and

to destroy them and establish the bulwark their contributions to the debates did not

of socialism --the industrial union ." compare unfavourably with those of the

Lynch and Bradley, together with their delegates who were also trade union officials .

followers, have done all the “ boring from At the beginning of last month a delegation

within " that will be permitted . The show consisting of seven representatives of the
down is here. The commercial Telegraph British Transport and General Workers '

ers ' Union of America takes the firm and Union visited the portsat Antwerp, Rotter

logical position that the men and women dam, Amsterdam and Hamburg to study on

of our movementcan berevolutionists if the spot working conditions and equipment

they want to, but they cannot be revolu these ports. Of this delegation five

tionists and constructive trade unionists on members were still earning their living at

the samedayoftheweek.
the docks ; and the trade union leaders at

In its decision, the Executive Board has the ports they visited were very much

ruled that no officer of this union can be struck by the efficient way in which these

considered faithful to his trust , to the men went about their enquiries.

principles and fundamentals underlying the We heartily welcome this tendency to give

trade union movement,ifhisofficeand his the rank and file members a share in inter

time are used to propagate the false doc national work, and we hope that other

trines of the enemiesof all that the trade unions will follow the example . If our In

union movement represents . He is either ternational could become a living reality for

for or againsttradeunionism . If an officer the workers who are still earning their living

does awake to the conviction that the only as railwaymen, tramwaymen , dockers or

road to emancipation of the telegraph seamen, our gain would be an immense one;

workers is the revolutionary road lightedby and direct contact between the workers

the Marxian torch , then that officer should , themselves and the I. T. F. and its affiliated

in honor, sever his connections with this unions is an essential preliminary .-1 . F. T.

organization or be expelled . U. News Letter .
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Thirty-four MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

a success.

was

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE move is under the supervision of Third

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR Vice-President A. L. Behner and will prove

" Detroit, Mich .-Division No. 26 is now “ President William F. Welch of Wheeling

composed of about 1200 members. Few Local No. 103, is now President of the Ohio

general meetings of the men are held . Their Valley Trades and Labor Assembly.

business is transacted by an executive board “ Our Ohio Divisions, through the Ohio

composed of representatives from the vari StateF. of L., have secured the passage of

ous roads on which the men are employed

and their instructions to the secretary and

a bill by the State Legislature at Columbus,

providing for heaters to be placed in the

travelling delegate are disposed of by meet vestibules of electric cars .

ing with the officers of the different branches

and in the event of not being able to adjust

" There are being submitted to Interna

tional President W. D. Mahon many written

difficulties with the company the same is

referred to a board of arbitration, which is

agreements for his approval, by Local Divi.

sions that have heretofore been working

formed by the Association selecting two under verbal understandings, and many

men, the company selecting two men and
under no understanding at all in the past.

these four agreeing who the fifth man shall This would give rise tothe assumption that
be to constitute the arbitration board of

the written agreement is receiving more
five men . The decision of this board is

general favor among our employers as a

always final in all disputes.

“ Keene, N. H.-A contract has been

means of mapping out codes of conditions,

awarded for building electric roads in this

which bear more forcefully in the direction

of industrial peace than does the constant

city :
" Dover, Del .-It is expected that work

antagonism against formal recognition of the

will be commenced on a new electric line

rights of employes to do business collec

between this place and Milford some time
tively as an organization .

in February .

“ Treasurer Rezin Orr has returned from a

" Michigan- The Ecorse Central Electric
trip in Western Illinois, where he was advis

Railway Co. has been granted a franchise
ing with Divisions Nos. 236, Alton and 248,

to build and operate an electric railway in
Venice , pertaining to a joint agreement be

Wyandotte. A new electric street railway
tween theemploying company and the two

locals .

running from Owosso to Corunna
The agreement was secured , and

opened to the public February 20. Two
carries with it improved conditions and an

miles of track will be added to the Owosso
increase in wage to the membership of the

two locals .

end of the line in the spring.
The old rate of wage was a

" Philadelphia, Pa. — The Union Electric
minimum and maximum of 20 and 2274

cents an hour. The new rate tends to de

Co. of Philadelphia , is capitalized at $ 139,

000,000 , while its whole plant, tracks, cars,

stroy the discrimination and is established

at 22/2 cents and 23 cents an hour. Under

powerhouses, etc., could be duplicated for

$20,000,000. It is expected that dividends
the present arrangement, only extras re

ceive 22 %2 cents an hour .
are to be paid on stocks and interest on

Regular men

receive 23 cents per hour, thus making a
bonds. The meaning of this is that the

franchise, the right to run
on the very satisfactor

y increase.
He reports that

streets of Philadelp
hia

, is capitaliz
ed at

the agreement is eminently satisfactory to

$ 119,000,000 and dividends are paid on this
both the company and the membership of

the Association .
enormous sum, not to the people to whom

the streets actually belong, but to members
" The records of the Amalgamated Asso

of the corporation which , by means more or

ciation show that thousands andthousands

less sinister, secured a grant from the city
of street railway employes have received the

upon which to establish these fallacious
blessing of a higher wage through its efforts.

values.
The records ofthe organization show, for

" At the close of this month , (February ,
instance, that

members in Colorado

1896) the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR has
Springs, Colo., unorganized were working

been in existence one year."
for 15 cents an hour. At the present time

they are receiving 20 cents an hour for the

TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE
first year ; 22 %2 cents for the second year

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR
and 25 cents anhour after that period .

Detroit, Mich. at the time of organizing

“ The third charter issued by the Inter. were receiving 14 cents an hour.

national President thus far in the year 1906 present timethey are receiving 23 cents

was Division No. 421, Mt. Carmel , Pa . an hour . Division No. 52, East Liverpool,

The new local was instituted by President Ohio, at the timeof organizing were receiv;

J. P. Balser, of Shamokin, Pa., Division ing 12% cents an hour . At the present

No. 162 . The Mt. Carmel local starts off
time they are receiving 23 cents an hour.

with a membership of 24 employes of the At Pittsburgh, Pa. Division No. 85 at the

Shamokin and Mt. Carmel Electric Rail time oforganizingwere receiving 1638cents

an hour .

Division No. 380 , Elyria, Ohio , embrac receiving 22, 23 and 24 cents an hour. At

At the present time they are

ing the employes of the Cleveland and New Castle, a small city in Pennsylvania
,

Southwestern system , are the incipients of at the time of organizing Division No. 89,

the move to establish Central Labor were receiving 1242 cents an hour. At the

Union among the organizations of the vari present time they are receiving 22 cents an

ous crafts of Elyria and vicinity . The In New Orleans at the time of or

cars

our

At the

way Co.

a

hour .
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ganizing, the members of Division No. 194

were receiving 13 cents an hour. At the

present timethey are receiving 21cents.

When Division No. 125 , Belleville , Ill. was

organized the men were receiving 12% cents

an hour. At the present time they are

receiving $2.15 per day for a 9- hour work

day. Troy, N. Y. street-car men

receiving 1638 cents an hour when Division

No. 13Ž was organized . At the present

time they are receiving 22 cents an hour.

Street-car men of Oakland, Calif. , when

Division No. 192 was organized , were re

ceiving less than 20 cents an hour. In less

than four years of organization they are

now receiving 25 cents an hour. In San

Francisco street- car men were receiving 20

cents an hour when organized. In less than

four years of organization they are receiving

27 % cents an hour. So the record goes

down through the list , showing the improve

ments that have come to the street and

electric railway men of America through the

efforts of organization .”

ALLEGED REPUBLICS RULED BY

DICTATORS

Washington. - Five so -called “ republics”

below the Rio Grande are controlled by

dictators who deny every right to workers,

according to information received by the

Pan -American Federation of Labor. The

countries are Nicaragua, Guatemala, Vene

zuela, Ecuador and Bolivia.

" These nations have lost their constitu

tional form of government through military

rebellions and high political treachery ," said

Santiago Iglesias, Spanish -language secretary

of thefederation .

" Reports to this office," said Mr. Iglesias,

" urge that the state department at Washing

ton inform Wall Street financiers who are

connected with the politicians and militarists

of these countries that no sympathy can be

expected from the state department in these

constitutional government. '

A. F. of L. News.

DECATUR, ILL. AGREEMENT

MEMORANDUM OP AGREEMENT entered

into this 31st day of October , A. D. 1925, by and

between the ILLINOIS POWER & LIGHT COR .
PORATION , DECATUR DIVISION, party of the

first part, hereinafter known as theCompany , and
DIVISION NUMBER '859 OF THE AMALGA

MATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET AND

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMER

ICA , hereinafter knownasthe Association, party of

the second part , WITNESSETH :

It is mutually agreed between the parties hereto

as follows:

Section 1 . The Company agrees to recognize the

Association and that it will not interfere with or

oppose in any way its employes joining the Associa

tion , and the Association agrees that it will not use

any unfair or unjust means for soliciting members

for the Association .

Sec . 2 . The Association recognizes the complete

authority of the Company in the conduct of its

business and agrees not to interfere with the em

ployes of the Company whether or not they desire

to join the Association. The Company shall have

the right to employ such men as it may deem for its

best interest and may discharge for cause from its

service any employe it considers to the interest of

the Company to dismiss, providing, noemploye shall

be discharged merely because he is a member of the

Association.

Sec . 3. The Company agrees that its properly

accredited representatives will meet and treat with

the properly accredited representatives of the Asso

ciation , provided that said Association representa

tives be employes of the Company ; and in case the

Company's said representatives cannot agree with

the Association's representatives, then the Company

will treat with members of the International Board

of the Association upon all questions and grievances

that may arise during the time this contract is in
force .

Sec . 4 . Any question or grievance arising during

the life of this agreement that cannot be amicably

settled or adjusted as provided in the last preceding
paragraph shall be submitted to a Board of Arbi

trators which shall be selected in the following

manner, and whose decision shall be final and bind.

ing upon the parties :

One arbitrator shall be chosen by the Company

and one by the Association and the two arbitrators

may, if necessary, appoint a third arbitrator. The

arbitrators so selected shall meet promptly and when
they reach a decision , their findings shall be sub

mitted in writing to each party hereto.

shall bear the expense of their own arbitrator, and

both parties shall share equally in paying the expense
of the third arbitrator.

In the event of the failure of the arbitrators to

render a decision after reference to them, the parties

hereto shall proceed in the creation of a newboard

in like manner as if no appointment had previously
been made.

Sec . 5 . All accidents, in any way incident to the

operation of the car, however apparently insignificant,
and all disturbances and ejectments , shall be fully ,

properly and completely reported by employes con .
cerned, upon report blanks supplied by the Com

pany . Such reports shall be made and delivered

during the day of such accident or other occurrences

if possible, and if not reports must be made within

two days of the accident or other occurrences and

shall be prepared in conformity with the Company's
rules . Any street car or bus operator who, after

submitting full, complete and proper report as afore

said , shall be required to appear at the office for

additional report or examination, shall be paid for
time actually consumed therein , Accidents or dam

age caused by carelessness, neglect or violation of
Company's rules shall be cause for discipline or

discharge .

Sec . 6. It is agreed by the Company, and the

Association that when any member has been sus.

pended or discharged for violation of a rule of the

Company, and after investigation or arbitration has
been found not guilty of such violation , he shall be

reinstated in his former position and also , if so de

termined by arbitration or by mutual agreement

between Company and Association , shall be paidfor

part or all of such time so lost, at not to exceed his

regular rate .

Sec . 7 . It is agreed by the Company and the

Association that inconsideration of the mutualcove

enants herein contained the members of said Asso .

ciation will be courteous to passengers and the gen.

Each party

attacks on

15 .

These figures are

The outstanding street railway bonds

which represent the gross indebtedness of

Detroit in the Detroit city -owned and op

erated street railway system , aggregates

$ 23,551,000. There is reported in the sink

ing fundma fund reserved for payment of

this indebtedness— $ 2,642,457.31, as of De

cember 31 , 1925. This leaves the real in
debtedness at

a figure of $ 20,908,542.69.

contained in " Public

Business " issued by the Detroit Bureau of
Government Research . " Public Business ' '

shows the total indebtedness of the city of

Detroit , including thestreet railway in

debtedness, less thesinking fund for pay.

ment of indebtedness, to be $ 169,956,059.73,

This is a per capita indebtedness based

upon a basis taken by the publication of

1,242,044 population, of $ 136.84.
It is a

bonded indebtedness of $61.63 for $1000

of assessment valuation . The street railway

part of this indebtedness is less than 13 per

cent of the entire indebtedness of the city

1

of Detroit.
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Florida

Is Calling You

The Company agrees that Officers or

elected or appointed to an office of the Association

which requires his absence from work . shall, upon
retirement from such office, be reinstated to his

eral public , and work at all times to the best inter of this contract , there shall be no sympathetic

est of the Company. They further agree at all times strike for any outside cause or grievance, and in case

to protect the property of the Company from injury of disagreement or dispute between the Company

at their own hands or at the hands of others when and the members of the Association, the Company

in their power to do so ; that in the handling of cars agrees that they will not lock out the members of

and busses at all times they will comply with the the Association , and the Association agrees that

rules of the Company, State laws and City . Ordin they will not strike but will settle all grievances as

ances, and use every effort to prevent injury to provided in this contract. All employes, members

property and person of the Company and the of said Association, shall faithfully comply with the

travelling public. rules and regulations now inforce or hereinafter

The Association also agrees that, during the life made by the Company, and all State laws and City

Ordinances, thatare not in conflict with the terms
of this contract .

Sec . 8. In consideration of the foregoing, the

Association agrees to promote the interests of the

Company, and to see thatall reasonablerules and

orders,StateLawsand City Ordinances, are faith

fully and honestly fulfilled to the best of their abil

ity ; and theemployes agree to co -operate with the

Company in the handling of carsand busses to give

the most efficient service to the public.

Sec. 9 : The Company reserves the right to assign

Do you want to get away. Street Car Operators to front or rear end service

From the grind of every day
as it may elect, from time to time, providing it

From the drudgery ofthings you have to do ?
does not interfere with their seniority rights.Street

Carand Bus Operators shall have the right to pick

Do you want to settle down their runs according to seniority and shall have a

Near a lively , busy, town,
pick of runs once every three ( 3) months, or oftener

Where the joy of living will appeal to you ?

if mutually agreed upon between the Company, and
the Association. The Board shall be open for choos

ing

Do you want to scent the breeze

runs thirty-three (33 ) days before the date

agreed upon for the assignmentand close thirty (30)

Coming through the orange trees ? days before said dates at 6 P. M. All daylight men

Do you want to hear the birds cali - loud shall sign up the first day assignment sheet is open.

and clear ?
The night men shall have thenext two days or the

second andthirdday to sign up underthesame rule.

Are you seeking perfect health Any man failing to sign up within one hour after

That's combined with certain wealth being notified by an officialof the Company or the

And an income from an orange grove each
Association shall lose his right to the next man in

seniority . When a regular run is open and an extra

year ? man refuses to take it, he shall takethebottom of

the extra board for the balance of the assignment.
Do you want a piece of land

The intention is to leave thirty (30 ) days between

That willgrow to beat the band the date runs or newassignments are chosen and the

Allthe different garden crops thatyou enjoy ?
date which they are effective,to enableoperators to

learn to operate the runs they choose.
Do you want to make a "Nest, ' further agreed and understood, that each operator

And a permanent bequest prepare himself onhisowntime,during the thirty

For the future welfare of each girl and boy ?
( 30 ) dayssothat he can properly operate the sun
of his choice .

Do you want a sunny clime If street car or bus operator chooses a run that

Where there's fishing all the time?
hecan not or does not hill to the satisfaction ofthe

Where there's ducks and deer and quail and

Company's Superintendent, after he has had the run

one ( 1 ) week, the Superintendent, can request him

other game? totrade with some other operator, for a run that

Where the summer climate's cool, he canfill, and if no tradeis possible, he will have

to take the Top Extra List until the next assign
And within each lake and pool, ment of runs .

You can swim in January — just the same ? Sec. 10. Regular runs shall conform , as nearly as

Do you want to buy this land
possible to anine (9 ) hour days on week days, and

On an easy -payment plan,

to an eight and one-half (8 % )hour days on Sunday,

and not to exceed ten (10 )' hours, and no regular

With about your monthly outlay for cigars ? run shall payfor less than nine (9 ) hourson week

Do you want to read a book
daysand eight and one-half (8 % ) hours on Sunday:
and all temporary substitution in regular runs shall

That will make you want to look be filled bymenin the extra class in their turn. All

On the finest land that lays beneath the regular and extraoperators shallbeready to respond

stars ?
calls made them by the Company for

services on extra -ordinary and unusual occasions and

Send a letter right away ; for extra work after regular runs when necessaryand

Put it in the mail today,
shall receive compensation from the timethey report

for such service untiltheyarereleased ,atfive

We will send this Booklet absolutely FREE ($ .05) per hour in addition to regular wage; except

After you have read it through , that this does not applytooperators on work of
line cars.

If a thought occurs to you ,
Sec . 11 .

Just address another letter here to me.

Where a regular operator takes a layoff

ofnot more than two( 2 ) weeks,hisrunshallbe

We will answer, straight and true, filled from the extra list' ? possible ,and no regular

Questions that occur to you.
operator shall berequired togiveup his regular mun
and takeanother runon account of his taking such

We have nothing to evade or to conceal, a layoff; provided further that when a run is open

On an Orange County Farm
formore than two (2)weekssame shall be filled by

Life will take on added charm,
the next man in line for promotion, - (For example:

If a day run is open , first nightman up gets the run

And you'll never lack a dollar -- nor a meal. and the first extra man gets thenight man'srun.)

Sec . 12 .

Send for our Big , FREE Illustrated Book
- " TWENTY ACRES AND PLENTY." reasonable leave ofabsence when doing business for

the Association .
It tells of almost unbelievable profits made

Any member of the Association

from trucking and fruit-growing in our part

of FLORIDA. Also about sick -and-out-of

work Clauses, and other protective features
former position in the Company'sservice without

anylossof seniority, provided he applies for re

of our contract . AddressSylvester E. Wil instatement immediatelyupon such retirement.

son , Dept. Y- 1 , Orlando, Florida. Sec . 13 .
The Association agrees that street cal

And, it is

to
upon
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$ 75FXEASY

ShowYouHow
Hundreds earn amazimg profits solling finestshirts
ever våered at $ 4 95 for three. You can make $ 10
to $ 16 every day makingcalls in garages offices .
factories etc. They sell fast on sight .

Chronic Catarrh germs, no matter how bad, and

cases of bronchial Asthma now yield to theamazing
FREE Samples - Send Name You don't

perience. J E Burns earned $ 40 in halfanhour,
discovery of a French scientist. In actuallaboratory Hundreds earn big incomes . Simply Bend Dame for
tests, he has isolated germson microscopic slidesand FREE outfit .Butactquick . Address Charles Hope,

FASHION WEAR SHIRT COMPANY, Dept. B1221 Cincinnati.o .
killed them in 3 minutes . His method of treatment,

called Lavex, is positively harmless tothe most deli

cate tissues yet workslike magic. Sufferers are reliev . wage shall be five ( 5 ) cents per hour less for each

edin a single night. classification listed above.
To prove it and to introduce Lavex to 50,000 Sec . 17 . The term of this contract shall be from

sufferers in one month, I offer to send a treatment November, 1st, 1925, until November 1st, 1926.

free and postpaid to anyone who will send for it. No APPROVED BY:
obligation. No cost. Ifit does thework, youcanre ILLINOIS POWER & LIGHT CORP.

pay the favor by telling your friends-- if not, the loss DECATUR DIVISION
is mine. No matter what you have tried , just send ILLINOIS POWER & LIGHT CORP .
me your name and address for this generousfree By M. L. HARRY,
treatment and prove that you can rid yourself of General Manager.
catarrh germs. DIVISION NO. 859 OF THE AMALGA.

W.R. SMITH, 2012 Lavex Bldg. , MATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

ANDKansas City , Mo. ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYES OFAMERICA.

By E. S. Davis,

President

and bus operators will appear, when on duty, in a For the Amalgamated Association

neat, clean uniform and cap of the Company's of Street and Electric Railway

standard requirements and that once a year between Employes of America.

March 1st and 15th, street car and bus operators ALLEN H, BURT.

shall_bave their uniforms inspected and approved by By C. C. CRAVENS,
the Superintendent of Transportation. If the same

Secretary.
are in such a condition that he deems it advisable By H. L. PRESTON

that they purchasenew uniforms, the employes agree By W. HOPPER
to do so. The uniformsshall be purchased wherever By O. M. BROWN
individual employes desire . By W. B. SANDOMS

Street car and bus operators desiring to go without

their coats must wear a blue shirt with collar at
Make new friends, but keep the oldtached and black tie . The shirts must be uniform ,

selected by theCommitteeand meeting the approval Those are silver ; these are gold.

of the Superintendent. Friendships that have stood the test

Sec. 14. The parties hereto further agree that at Time and change — are surely best.
the time of the expiration of this contract a new

So , make new friends, but keep the old
agreement shall be entered into, and pending the

Those are silver ; these are gold."
execution of such new contract , this contract shall be

in full force and effect, and if said parties can not

agree upon the stipulation of a new contract, then The Union Label program - LOYALTY !

all questions in dispute shall, at the request of

either party , be submitted to a temporary board of
LIBERTY ! LONGEVITY !

arbitrators, to beselected and to set as hereinabove
provided .

Sec , 15 . Where State laws and City Ordinances

are referred to in this agreement,the intention is to
I was badly ruptured while lifting a trunk several

refer to State laws and City Ordinances dealing
with and applying to street car and motor bus opera years ago . Doctors said my only hope of cure was

tion .
an operation. Trusses did me no good. Finally I

Sec . 16. The Company, in consideration of the got hold of something that quickly and completely

agreement of the members of the Association herein cured me. Years have passed and the rupture has
made and, of the faithful performance thereof, and
of the faithful observance of the terms of this agree never returned , although I am doing hard work as a

ment, for the operation of any type of car or bus, carpenter. There was no operation, no lost time , ao

one-man or partly two -men cars , further agrees, and
the Association agrees and aceeptsthe full right of

trouble. I have nothing to sell , but will give full

the Companytooperate any.orall cars and buses information about how you may find a complete

with one man
under the terms of this agreement cure without operation , if you write to me, Eugene

and at the following rates of wages :
M. Pullen , Carpenter, 10 M Marcellus Avenue,First six months $ .45 per hour

Second six months . .47 per hour Manasquan, N. J. Better cut out this notice and

.49 per hour show it to any others who are ruptured-you may

.51 per hour
have a life or at least stop the misery of rupture and

It is further agreed that for strictly two -man opera ,

tion, where cars are operatedregularly , the rate of set worry and danger of an operation .

WORKERS UNION No shoes are Union Made, under our Fair Arbitration

Contract, except those having this stamp.

UNION STAMP INSIST upon having them for The Whole Family .

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

346 Summer St., Boston , Mas .

Collio Lovely , Pru . Charles L. Baine, Sec . - Trenr.

e cheg
a

each

Oper
ate

30 gas

for IT

Second year .

After two years .

Do Not be Imposed Upon

Factory
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Rapid Ready Change Maker

5

Ford Owner

MAKES $120 A DAY

B. R. PAGE CO ., 2140 Page Bldg., Marshall, Mich.

LEVER OPERATED

(Model 1921)

After twenty -five years experience manufacturing

change carriers, beingthe first to originate such a de

vice, we offer our new model, whichbya simple ad

justment throws ONE to FIVE coins from oneor

all tubes in any combination wished.

Holds fiftyper cent more coinsthan other makes,

with many newfeatures not possible in others , that

speed up fare collections. No springs to get out of

order, will never rust or tarnish . Agents most cities,

where not, will send for $4.25. One style does for

quarters, dimes, nickels or pennies. Our Slip Carrier,

so well known, is $2.50 either style, nickels or pennies.

A. F. NELSON, MFR .

Agents wanted 907 N. Front St.,

Special prices. Harrisburg , Pa.

Make $2.50 an Hour

YOUR PROFITS IN ADVANCE
8TAY- PREST TROUSER
PRESSER Bells quick - every

wbere . Thousands in use . Sales
men and saleswomen cleaning
ud . Sells on eight-minute dem

J. M. James actually made $ 120 in
onstration . Reasonable price.

40 % clear profit for you . You
just one day with the amazing little

take orders . We deliver. device which makes practically any

Wonderful New Invention

car give double its regular mileage

a gallon , Vernon Gaines netted

Puts perfect crease in trousers. $ 94 in eight hours . With this astounding new in
Takes out wrinkles and baggy

vention many cars go 37 to 57 miles and even 60
knees. Easy to use - takes less than a mileson a gallon . Thedemandis enormous - you can make
minute . Folds into small size. Finely $ 250 to $500 a monthinspare orfulltime. Andnow the

finished . Looks rich. Saves clothes and inventor will send you a sample at hisown risk . Write totailor bills . Every man wants one or two.

J. A. Stransky 2650 Stransky Bldg., Pukwana. Sok

Make Big Profits -- Others Do

Jack Ames made $ 24.00 in four hours. Tire Punctured 857 Times
Randle sold twenty - five the first day .
Mary Roberts made $ 10.00 in one eva
ning. Others making good in full or

Leaks No Airspare time. So can you ,

Write us quick for treo
FOUR PATENTS

FREE amplo offer and full A newand amazing scientific puncture proof dis
details. covery has been perfected by Mr. 0. s. Nelson,

The Getgey-Jung Co.,Dept. B204G&J. Bldg.Cincinnati,O. B2200 Logan Building,Mitchell, South Dakota , with

which anautomobiletire was punctured 857 times
without loss of air. Makes all old as weil as new

tires puncture proof. It increases the mileage of

Makes ordinary tire troubles go

forever . Prevents tire changing . It is inexpensive.

Mr. Neison wants agents and is willing to send
samples for demonstration at his own risk .
him today .

BE COMFOR
TABLE

Wear the Brooks Appliance, the

modern scientific invention which

gives rupture sufferers immediate re
lief. It has no obnoxious springs or

pads. Automatic Air Cushions bind

and draw together the broken parts.

No salves or plasters. Durable.MR. G. E.BROOKS

Cheap . Sent on trial to prove its
worth . Beware of imitations. Look for trademark

bearing portrait andsignatur
e of c . E. Brooks which

appears on every Appliance.Noneother genuine. Pullin

formation and booklet sentfreeinplain, sealed envelope.

BROOKS APPLIANCE CO .,115B Slato si., Marshall, Mich.

New Internal Treatment Will Do It

49& S NoOperation - No Delay

SEND FOR FREE TRIAL

A practical little holder adjusted foranysize watch . May
be attached to head of screw inframe of car. Savesmotor Thousands have written of their

men's timeand promotes “ Safety First. ” May becon the Page Method — just the combination treatment

veniently
carried in pocket when notin use.

with the tablets and thepiles leave.
and

WANTED Motormon and Conducto
rs to Act us Agents internall

y - the correct

ments giveonly temporary relief. Write today for

Send 50c in money order or stamps for sample . Sent to any
Free Test Package - it costsyou nothing : the Page

address in United States prepaid . W. C. WILLIAMSOR ,
Method will heal your piles.

Send for free test .

22 Arbor Street, E. E. Pittsburgh, Pa .

G

Write

DON'T WEAR

A TRUSS

PILES STOP

cure by

They heal

oint
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Why Foot Pains

Goin 5 Minute
s

.

Proved by Thousands

Letters like these, from former foot suffer

ero, show what Fairyfoot Cushions will do:
* I had to hobble on a cane. With Fairyfoot

Cashions I walk

perfectly."
" Had a bad

case of fallen

arch . Fairyfoot

Cushions have

completely cor
rected it. "

"Legandback

pains all gone
now , thanks to

Fairyfoot Cusb
ions ."

Mortons to. Howto Order
have gone, also
my pains and Place stockinged foot

nervousness. on piece of paper and

FairyfootCush
trace outline of foot with

ions did it." pencil held vertically , as
" The first real shown above . Send this

relief I havehad and also write sise ,and

from foot paino
width of sboo in coupon .

in 10 years. "

Send No Money

Sosound arethe scientific principles on

whichFairylootCushions are made som
markablebave been the recolto obtainedin

" hopeless" cases , that we gladly wood thea
on free trial

The regular price is $ 3.00, but for a limited

time we offer Fairyfoot Cushions for only

$1.98 . Pay only when postman brings them .
Or you can sendmoneyin advance if you wish .

Either way . Make the 5 -minute test- see
how quickly the pains go . Then wear them

14 days and if not satisfied return them and

we refund yourmoney . Send coupon today .

FOOT REMEDY CO .
22nd Street and Millard Avenue

Dept , 145 Chicago
Encloned is outline of my foot. Sendmethe

Fairyfoot Cushions. I willpay special price,
$ 1.98 , on arrival, and will make the b -minute
test. Am also to have privilege of wearing
them 14 daysat your risk . If I am not satis
fied , I will return the Cushions and you will
refund my money .

thesame for you .

Fiveminutes isnow the time limit for foot point the toesstraight ahead, causing the
and leg pains. Reports from people who arches to take their natural position . They

were chronie sufferers tell of practically in also direct the body's weight to the ball,
stant rehet fromallsorts offoot troubles, heel and outer part of the foot, where

sloo relief fromleg and back pains and Natore intendo it to be . Every bone and

beadaches , caused by feet out oforder. A muscle is put just wbere it belongs ,
Wanderful new , scientific invention, known Fairyfoot Cushions are very flexible, and

- Fairyfoot Cushions, bas while positioning the foot nor

broughtastounding ,sepsational mally , gently massageand exam

recentes on the amazing reports Key to Diagrams cise the muscles which have

Veryspecial offer enablesyou to 1. Normal Position of them strength to supportthe

provewithouta penny's risk Arch and Print of Nor readjusted arch .

that thisgreat inventionwill do mal Foot. Stif metal devices can't give

2. Fallen Arch and
this kind of pressure and

Print of Flat Foot.
strengthening exercise. They

What Ails Your Feet
act merely a supports and

3. Callason actually allow the muscles to

Purenty- six bones formthe 4. Morton's Toscanuod become weaker. They apnally
arch of the foot Evenoneof by arcb breaking across have to be fitted and adjusted

these bonesgetting out of place for part of foot. by experts. Theyarebeavyand
puts abnormal strain and pre

ton on the muscles and perver 5. Bunion .
clumsy. Pads and bandages are
mere makesbifts .

6. Corn .. You don'thave toadjustFairy.

It lo displacement of these 7. Crowded Too .. foot Cushions, and theyweigh

bonas by theweight of thebody. less than in ounce , Fairytoot

too much standing or ill-Atting 8. Ingrowing Nail Cushions are made in 60 differ

shoes that causes dat foot. " 9. Hammer Toucaused ent sizes to fit the daintiest

Theweight of the bodyis throwa by foot proogiag for slipper orheavy shoe - Do Cost
out of balance and the foot to ward . lymade- to -order appliances to
often crowded down into the

shoe, causing bodions, corns
10. Fairyfoot Casbion .

callones ,ingrowing toenails ,

Showing bailt -ap lay : Your feet also regain their

er for flexibility and correct shape . The instep .the

hammer toe ,or Kortoo's toe , device for " position heel, the toes all stay intheir

and the show becomemiesbapea

and run overat the boel.
ing " foot.

proper positions. Your shoes

keep their shape, your suttering

Then you haveagonistas Daias
A. Pains in Lan ,Back has vanisbed . Results are im

in the feetandoften lespains,
Neck and Head, orig mediate . Guaranteed in fire

backache, beadache, " rheoman
pating in Feet minuter .

tiar " and Darvou ne... Let the B and C. Rosal of ser
areh drop over kittle and lecting foot troubles Heed the Danger

troublestarte . Youcan'talwayı

elthatyour foot is dat - it may lookall Signals

riebt - bat the merclieno pain , tell you that
moothing has gone wrong .

Any pain in your feet, legs or back means

mostlikelythat something is wrong with

How Fairyfoot Cushions
your feet - something that needs attention

rightaway . Don't nesume that these pain ,

" Position " the Feet
will care themselves." Even a few slight

Thesewonderful Casbions (highly recome

twingos may point to condition that will

maan serious trouble later OD Fairy foot

mended by Orthopediate and physiciano Ceobions will correct the cause of the trouble

then the pains appear .

pay for,

Name.....

Address ..

Size Shoe........Width. F.R.Co.

| Check Oman OWoman Boy Girl
not
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The Go-Ahead Man

An ill- fitting, poorly made uniform is like a " block" on a man's

road to success. His industry, honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier.

A Bloch uniform is “ two bells” and ahead for the man of " pep"

and ambition. It is so carefully made, so clearly abovetheordinary

in tailoring, so superior in all the essentials of uniformmerit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name: Always

insist upon seeing this label.
3
8

The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland :

Sendme free,a

Trolley Jim

Time Book
In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio

Name

Address
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foremost and successful labor organizations

in Wilmington . Brother King is one of

those who insists upon respect for collective

agreement relations with the employing

property, and persists in agreement condi

tions being complied with, as well by the
membership as by the company. Brother

King served a delegate representing

Division No. 842 in the Nineteenth Con

vention of the Amalgamated Association

held last September in Montreal, Quebec,

and served the convention upon the Com

mittee on Credentials. He also took an

active part in the legislative work of the

convention in the revision of the Constitu

tion and General Laws. Brother King's ex

perience in the electric railway service covers

some sixteen years.

COMPTROLLER JOSEPH GIBBONS

SECRETARY ALFRED H. KING

Division No. 842 , Wilmington, Del.

Business Agent Joseph Gibbons of Divi

sion No. 113, at the recent Toronto, Ont.

municipal election , had the satisfaction of

again being re-elected a member of Toronto's

Board of Control . Brother Gibbons re

ceived the highest vote of any of the nine

candidates in the field . The city gave him

37,898 votes . The candidate next to him

was Mr. S. McBride who received 36,211

votes . The other candidates elected comp

trollers were Mr. A. E. Hacker who re

ceived 31,427 votes and Mr. D. C.

MacGregor who received 30,975 votes.

The candidate receiving the fifth highest

vote was Brother W. Ď . Robbins, who is

secretary -treasurer of Division No. 113.

Brother Robbins received 30,230 votes.

Brother Robbins lost out to D. C. MacGreg

Brother Robbins has served several

terms as city councilman and three terms

as city comptroller. Brother Gibbons has

been several years on the Board of Control .

At his previous election he received the

largest vote cast by the City of Toronto.

The four comptrollers and mayor constitute

the Toronto Board of Control. The mayor,

by virtue of his office is chairman. Business

Agent Gibbons is vice -chairman by election

of the board . He now has the distinction

of being the oldest member of the Toronto

Board of Control in the number of years of

service. Brother Gibbons has been business

agent of Division No. 113, continuously , for

some seventeen years. For six years he

served this Association on the staff of Inter.

national Vice-Presidents and has since done

valuable work for the International As

sociation .

Division No. 842 of Wilmington , Del . , was

instituted under a charter granted August

19, 1918, some seven and one-half years ago .

Among those who were active in establishing

the organization, was Brother Alfred H.

King, who was elected Financial Secretary

of the Local, at the first election of officers

of the new Division . Brother King has

held this position from the institution of the

Local until the precent day, and has been of
those of Division No.842, who have

officiated as active promoters of organized

labor in Wilmington. It is known that if

not the most important , one of the most

important positions ina trade union, is that

of Financial Secretary . There is no other

post more important. And Division No. 842

has been held in fine working order from its

institution to the presenttime by the fact

of it having been well officered . Brother

King has also servedthe Local as a member

of the Executive Board and the Localhas

the reputation of being one of the most

or .
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REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF GEN

ERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING

HELD FEBRUARY 8-13 , 1926
Vooth

tas c

pudera

stende

s

The first regular semi-annual meeting of

the General Executive Board of the Amal

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, for the term

beginning with the close of the Nineteenth

Convention , convened at General Head

quarters, 260 East High Street, Detroit,

Michigan, at 10 o'clock A. M. , Monday,

February 8.

Upon roll call there were present General

Executive Board Members Edw. McMorrow,

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; Magnus Sinclair,

Div. No. 113, Toronto , Ont .; P. J. Shea,

Div. No. 168, Scranton, Pa.; John H. Rear

don , Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass.; Allen

H. Burt , Div. No. 382, Salt Lake City ,

Utah ; Willlam F. Welch , Div. No. 103,

Wheeling, W. Va.; James B. Lawson, Div .

No. 558, Shreveport, La.; Fred A. Hoover,

Div. No. 101 , Vancouver, B , C.; R. L.

Reeves, Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa.; Int .

President W. D. Mahon, Detroit, Mich .;

Int. Treasurer L. D. Bland, Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill. and First Vice-President Wil

liam B. Fitzgerald , Div . No. 132 , Troy ,

N. Y.

The prepared report of the International

President covering the six months audit

period ending January 31 , 1926, was sub

mitted to the Board .

The report of the International President ,

with the exception of such features as re

quired action of the Board and which will

appear in doings and enactments of the

Board in this report, included thefollowing

record of the six months to which it applied.

Work of International Officers

and Organizers

International President W. D. Mahon , in

the course of the six months period, made

16 official visits, assisting 10 Local Divisions.

On Labor Day , in September, 1925 , he at .

tended the Labor Day demonstration at

Toronto , Ont ., where he was delegated to

deliver a Labor Day address and thus took

part in the Labor Day demonstration. He

attended the meeting of the General Execu

tive Board held in September, preceding the

Nineteenth Convention, which was held at

Montreal , Quebec and at which President

Mahon presided. He also attended the

American Federation of Labor Convention

held later in Atlantic City , N. J. , where he,

together with the delegates representing this

Association, were enabled to effect a perm

anent settlement of the jurisdiction dispute

existing between the Team Drivers and

Chauffeurs International Union and this

Association , relative to the eligibility in or.

ganization of bus drivers . This agreement

sustains the jurisdiction provisions of the

Constitution and General Laws of the

Amalgamated Association as applying to bus

and coach operators. He was also required

to give much attention to the litigation in

Buffalo, N. Y. , involving, as well as mem

bers of Division No. 623 of Buffalo , certain

of the International Officers whom the

company endeavored to involve in

spiracy charges before the Federal Court ,

but in which it has been clearly shown that

the International and Local Officers were in

no way involved , a condition , seemingly,

that should have been very apparent to the

traction officials who were responsible for

these groundless indictments. Aside from

this work he had supervision of the general

affairs of the Association at Headquarters.

International Treasurer L. D. Bland, in

the course of the six months audit period,

is credited with having made five official

visits, in the course of which he assisted

two Local Divisions. He also attended the

General Executive Board meeting held in

September and attended the Nineteenth

Convention held in Montreal, Quebec, where

he rendered invaluable service . Aside from

this work he has edited the Chicago Union

Leader.

G. E. B. Member R. L. Reeves, in the

course of this six months audit period, is

credited with having made 11 official visits,

in the course of which he assisted 9 Local

Divisions.

G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow , in

the course of the six months audit period,

attended the General Executive Board

meeting held in September, 1925, and the

Nineteenth Convention held in Montreal ,

Quebec. He is also credited with having

made 27 official visits, in the course of

which he assisted 17 Local Divisions. In

the course of his work he assisted Division

No. 192, Oakland , Calif. , where the wage

was arbitrated and which arbitration re

sulted in a very substantial increase in

wages to the membership of the Local.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, in the

course of the six months audit period,is

credited with having made 21official visits,

in the course of which he assisted 13 Local

Divisions . He also attended the meeting

of the General Executive Board held in

September, 1925 and which meeting con

tinued concurrent with the Nineteenth Con

vention in Montreal , Quebec.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, in the

course of the six months audit period, is

reported to have made 34 official visits, in

the course of which he assisted 14 Local

Divisions upon agreement and grievance

work . He attended the G. E. B. meeting

held in September, 1925, which required his

attendance at the Nineteenth Convention

held in Montreal, Quebec,and with other

delegates attended the American Federation

of Labor Convention held inAtlantic City,

N. J., where he was of service in assisting

the International President in effecting the

jurisdiction agreement made by and between

the Amalgamated Association and Team

Drivers and Chauffeurs International Union.

He also organized Division No.974, New

York , N. Y.

G.'E. B. Member John H. Reardon , in

the course of thesix months audit period,

is credited with having made 65 official

visits, in the course of which he assisted 26

Local Divisions upon agreement and griev.

ance work and rendered assistancein four

different wage arbitrations, which proved

materially successful tothe'Locals involved.
con
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He attended the G. E. B. meeting held in

September , which required his attendance

at the Nineteenth Convention held in

Montreal, Quebec, at which convention he

was chosen delegate to the later American

Federation of Labor Convention, which he

attended in Atlantic City, N. J., and there

associated with the International President

and his associate delegates in effecting the

agreement with the Team Drivers and

Chauffeurs International Union .

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt , aside

from attending the G. E. B. meeting held

in September and the Nineteenth Conven

tion in Montreal, Quebec, where he was re

elected Board Member, is reported to have

made 22 official visits , in the course of which

he assisted 13 Local Divisions upon agree

ment and grievance work within the six

months audit period .

G. E. B. Member William F. Welch, in the

course of the six months audit period , at

tended the G. E. B. meeting held in Sep

tember, 1925 , and which was continued con

current with the Nineteenth Convention , at

which he was in attendance in Montreal ,

Quebec, at which he was re-elected G. E. B.

Member. Aside from this he is reported to

have made 21 official visits , in the courseof

which he assisted 14 Local Divisions. His

work also included the institution of Divi.

sion No. 975, comprised of the Elm Grove

Line employes at Wheeling , W. Va .

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson, dur

ing the six months audit period , attended

the General Executive Board meeting in

September, 1925 , and the Nineteenth Con

vention held at Montreal, Quebec ,where he

was re-elected to the G. E. B. He is also

reported as having made 16 official visits,

in the course of the six months period , in

which he assisted 7 Local Divisions upon

agreement and grievance work . His work

also included organizing work , through the

efforts of which Division No. 973 was insti

tuted in Tampa , Florida.

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover at

tended the Nineteenth Convention of the

Association held in Montreal, Quebec, in

September, where he was elected to the

General Executive Board. Proceding his

election to the Board he was serving upon

the staff of International Vice- Presidents .

He attended the Nineteenth Convention as

à, delegate representing Division No. 101 ,
Vancouver, B. C. In the course of the

six months audit period, aside from this, he

is reported as having made 13 official visits
and assisted 7Local Divisions upon griev

ance and agreement work. He assisted in

the Labor Forward movement, where the

various trades were increased by additional

membership
. He also represented the

Amalgamated Association atthe Canadian

Trades Congress held in Ottawa , Ontario ,

in August, 1925.

First International Vice- President William

B. Fitzgerald,during the sixmonths audit

period ending with January 31, 1926 , is re

ported to have made 15 officialvisits , in the

course of which he assisted 10 Local Divi

sions upon agreement and grievance work.

Aside from this work Vice-President Fitz

gerald has served as first aide to the Inter

national President in conducting the general

affairs of the Association at General Houd .

quarters. He attended the Nineteenth Con

vention held in Montreal , Quebec, and the

G. E. B , meeting held in September, 1925,

and later attended the American Federation

of Labor Convention held in Atlantic City,

N. J., where he materially assisted the In

ternational President and associate A. F. of

L. delegates in working out a satisfactory

agreement upon jurisdiction with the Team

Drivers and Chauffeurs organization and

the Amalgamated Association . He was also

involved in the Buffalo , N. Y. Federal

Court trials, in the course of which some

ten members of Division No. 623

given trial and acquitted of the charge of

conspiracy to interrupt street railway serv

ice , for which they had been indicted. Vice

President Fitzgerald was included in indict

ments upon these charges, together with the

officers and members of Division No. 623

in Buffalo and other International Officers

and former Vice- President Frank O'Shea .

Second International Vice- President P. J.

O'Brien, in the course of the six months

audit period, is reported to have made 11

official visits , upon which he assisted 6 Local

Divisions upon grievance and agreement

work . He attended the Nineteenth Conven

tion of the Association held in Montreal,

Quebec, last September ,as a delegate repre

senting Division No. 448, Springfield , Mass. ,

wherehe was re-elected International Vice

President.

Third International Vice- President Wil.

liam S. McClenathan , in the course of the

six months audit term , was engaged in his

Local work as Secretary - Treasurer and Busi.

ness Agent of Division No. 308, Chicago ,

111 . He attended the Nineteenth Conven

tion as one of the delegates representing

Division No. 308, where he was re -elected

Third International Vice- President .

Fourth International Vice-President Geo .

A. Dean , was re-elected to the staff of Vice

Presidents at the Nineteenth Convention of

the Association held in Montrdal , Quebec,

last September and has contributed much

of his time to the promotion of the affairs

of Division No. 276, Stockton , Calif . , during

the last six months,

Fifth International Vice -President P. J.

McGrath in September, 1925 , attended the

Nineteenth Convention held in Montreal ,

Quebec , as a delegate representing Division

No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa . Since the Conven

tion he has been devoting his time to the

affairs of Division No. 85 , of which he is

Financial Secretary. This is one of the

largest and most progressive Locals of the

Association .

Sixth International Vice- President Albert

E. Jones attended the Nineteenth Conven

tion held in Montreal , Quebec, as a delegate

representing Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ,

where he was re -elected to the staff of Vice

Presidents. The report shows Vice-Presi

dent Jones to have made 5 official visits

during the six months, audit period , in

which he assisted 4 Local Divisions , largely

upon agreement work .
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Seventh International Vice-President Montreal, Quebec, the affairs of which have

James Largay is reported to have made 27 received his attention during the course of

Official visits during the six months audit the six months audit period .

period, in the course of which he assisted Thirteenth International Vice-President

12 Local Divisions upon grievance and Charles H. Clark attended the Nineteenth

agreement work . He attended the Nine Convention in Montreal , Quebec, as one of

teenth Convention held in Montreal , as a the delegates representing Division No. 589,

delegate representing Division No: 582, Boston, Mass. , and was elected to the staff

Utica, N. Y. , and was re- elected to the of International Officers by that convention.

staff of International Vice-Presidents. Since the convention , Vice- President Clark ,

Eighth International Vice-President James who is president of Division No. 589, has

B. Wiley, during the course of the six
devoted his service to that Local.

months audit period, hasbeen giving his
Fourteenth International Vice - President

attention to the affairs of Division No. 441 , Robert B. Armstrong attended the Nine

Des Moines, Iowa, of which he is Secretary teenth Convention of the Association at

and Business Agent. Vice-President Wiley Montreal, Quebec, as one of the delegates

attended the Nineteenth Convention held representing. Division No. 788, St. Louis,

in Montreal, Quebec, in September, 1925 , Mo. At this convention he was elected to

as a delegate representing Division No. 441 . the staff of International Officers. Since

There he was re - elected to the staff of In then and in the course of the six months

ternational Vice- Presidents. audit period, he is reported to have made 11

Ninth International Vice-President M. J. officialvisits, during the course of which he

Murray is reported to have made 2 official
assisted 8 Local Divisions upon agreement

work.
visits during the six months audit period,
in the course of which he assisted one Local Organizer Fred Hamlin is reported to have

Division upon agreement work. His other made 3 official visits during the six months

time has been devoted to the affairs of audit period , in which he assisted one Local

Division No. 587, Seattle, Wash ., of which
Division upon grievance work.

he is Business Agent . Vice-President Mur Charters Granted

ray attended the Nineteenth Convention in Charters were granted for the institution

Montreal, Quebec , as a delegate from Divi of new Divisionsas follows : Division No.

sion No. 587 and at which convention he 973, Tampa, Florida, organized by G. E.B.

was re-elected to the staff of International Member J. B. Lawson ; Division No. 974,

Officers. New York, N. Y., organized by G. E. B.
Tenth International Vice-President C. U. Member P. J. Shea , and División No. 975 ,

Taylor , during the six months audit period, Elm Grove, W. Va. , instituted by G. E. B.
has assisted in the affairs of Division No. Member Wm. F. Welch .

757 , Portland, Oregon, of which he is a Divisions Disbanded

member. He is also President of the Ore . During the course of the six months audit

gon State Federation of Labor. Vice-Presi period, Divisions disbanded follows:

dent Taylor attended the Nineteenth Con Divisions Numbers 513, Bartonville, Ill .;

vention in Montreal , Quebec , in September, 749 , Dayton , Ohio ; 762, Aberdeen , Wash .;

1925, as a delegate from Division No. 757
772, Danville, Ill.; 833 , Preston , Ont. and

and at which convention he was re-elected 894 , Lincoln , Ill.

to the staff of International Vice-Presidents . Divisions Consolidated

Eleventh International Vice- President Division No. 90 , Mt. Clemens, Mich . con

John M. Parker, in the course of the six solidated with Division No.26, Detroit,

months audit period, is reported to have
Mich.

made 12 official visits , in the course of Death, Disability and Old Age Benefits

which he assisted 3 Local Divisions upon During the six months audit period end,

grievance and agreement work. Vice -Presi ing withJanuary 31, 1925, there were paid

dent Parker attended the Nineteenth Con $ 316,734.50 in death, disability and old age

vention held in Montreal , Quebec , in Septem
benefits. This amountincludes payment of

ber, 1925, where he was re -elected Interna 455 death benefits, aggregating $285,034.50;

tional Vice - President. Vice -President Parker 12 disability benefits, aggregating $ 8,500.00,

was also one of the officers of Division No. and 29 old age benefits, aggregating $ 23,

623 , Buffalo, N. Y., included in the indict 200.00. The total number of death, disa

ments obtained through the efforts of the bility andold agebenefitspaid aggregated496.

Buffalo street railway company upon the The 455 death benefits averated $626.45,

charge that he was guilty of conspirary in The 12 disability benefits averaged $708.33

obstructing street railway traffic in 1922, each . The 29 old age benefits were $ 800.00
during an active period of the Buffalo strike each . The 496 death , disability andold age

and was one of those in attendance at the benefit claims paid averaged $638.57 each ,

Federal Court trials in Buffalo , where ten Sick, Funeral and Disability Benefits Paid
of those indicted were tried and found not By Local Divisions in the Year 1925

guilty .
In accordance with my usual custom ,

Twelfth International Vice- President have gatheredinformation from the Local

Raoul Trepanier was elected to the staff of Divisions of the Association

International Officers at the Nineteenth Con amount of money expended by them for

vention held in Montreal, Quebec, where he sick , funeral and disability benefits during

was in attendance as a delegate of the the past year, forwarding these blanks to all

Montreal Local. Vice -President Trepanier the Divisions for information upon this

is also secretary of Division No. 790, subject .

as

as to the
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I have received reports from two hun

dred fifty -one (251 ) Divisions.

The reports show that 102 Divisions have

established regular sick benefits, which are

paid to their members. In addition, 24

other Divisions donated to their sick mem

bers during the past year.

The reports of the Divisions paying sick

benefits show that the benefits were made

as follows:

3 Divisions pay $3.00 a week,

1 Division pays $ 3.50 a week,

8 Divisionspay $4.00 a week,

24 Divisions pay $5.00 a week,

2 Divisions pay $6.00 a week,

21 Divisions pay $ 7.00 a week ,

1 Division pays $7.50 a week,

1 Division pays $8.00 a week ,

13 Divisionspay $ 10.00 a week,

1 Division pays $10.50 a week ,

1 Division pays $ 12.50 a week,

1 Division paye $ 14.00 a week ,

1 Division pays $ 20.00 a week.

1 Division pays $ 1.00 a day after first week's
illness .

1 Division pays $ 1.00 a day with a maximum of
$ 75.00.

1 Division pays $ 1.50 a day after first week's
illness.

1 Division pays $2.00 a day for 100 days in any
one year.

1 Division pays from Fund No. 1 , $ 2.00 a week for
second week's illness , $ 3.00 a week for third week,
$ 4.00 a week for fourth week and $ 5.00 a week for
next ten weeks and from Fund No. 2 after one

week's illness $ 1.00 per day for ten weeks.

1 Division pays $ 2.50 a day starting with eighth
day for confining illness and $ 1.75 per day for non

confining illness.

1 Division pays $ 3.00 a week for one week and

$ 8.00 a week for next sixteen weeks in any one

year.

1 Division pays $ 3.00 a week for second week,

$ 4.00 a week for thirdweekand $ 5.00 a week for
next ten weeks.

1 Division pays $4.00 a week for ten weeks.

1 Division pays $ 4.00 a week for thirteen weeks,

$ 3.00 a week for next thirteen weeks, $ 2.00 a week

for third thirteen weeks and $ 1.00 a week for next
twelve weeks.

1 Division pays $ 5.00 a week for ten weeks in a
year,

1 Division pays $ 5.00 a week for thirteen weeks in

1 Division pays $5.00 a week in each six months.

1 Division pays $5.00 a week for ten weeks in a

year and $ 10.00 per week from Special Sick Benefit
Fund.

1 Division pays $ 6.00 a week for five weeks in a
year.

1 Division pays $6.00 & week for ten weeks in a
year .

1 Division pays $7.00 a week for ten weeks in a

1 Division pays $ 7.00 a week for thirteen weeks

1 Division pays $ 8.00 a week for ten weeks and
then $ 4.00 a week for next ten weeks.

1. Division pays $ 8.00 a week for first two weeks

of islness and then $ 5.00 a week for next five weeks.

1 Division pays $ 10.00 & week for ten wecks' ill
Aess , $ 5.00 a week for next seven weeks and then

$ 2.00 a week fornextfifty -two weeks.

1Division pays$ 10.50 a week for thirteen weeks'

Division pays $ 12.00 a week for seven weeks
and then $ 10.50 for nexteleven weeks of illness, and

Division pays $14.00 a week in Class 2 and
$ 7.00 a week in Class B.

The reports show that the 126 Divisions which

have paidand donated to their sick members during

the past year havedisbursedin this way theamount
of $ 174,027.88.

The reports also show that 59 of the Divisions

pay funeralbenefits in some form or another on the
death of their members.

The reports of the Divisions paying funeral bene

fits show that the benefits were paid as follows:

2 Divisions assess the members 25 cents each on
the death of a member.

2 Divisions assessthe members 50 cents each on
the death of member.

20 Divisions levy an assessment of $ 1.00 each on
the death of a member.

1 Division assesses its members $ 2.00 each on the

death of a member.

1 Division pays $25.00 on the death of a member.

3 Divisions pay $50.00 on the death of a member,

2 Divisions pay $75.00 on the death of a member.

7 Divisions pay $ 100.00 on the death of a member.

1 Division pays $ 100 and $200.00 on the death of
a member,

1 Division pays $100.00 for the first six months,

$ 150.00 for the second six months and after one year

of membership, $200.00 on the death of a member.

1 Division pays $ 100.00 for first year and $ 200.00

after second year on the death of a member.

1 Division pays $ 150.00 on the death of a member.

6 Divisionspay $200.00 on the death of a member.

1 Division pays $200.00 after three months of

membership on the death of a member.

1 Division pays $200.00 after four months of mem.

bership on the death of a member.

1 Division pays $200.00 for the first year of mem

bership and then adds $ 200.00 each year up to and
including the tenth year, which is $ 2.000.00.

3 Divisions pay $ 300.00 on the death of a member,

1 Division pays $400.00 on the death of a member

under forty years of age .

2Divisions pay $ 500.00 on the death of a member.

1 Division pays a minimum of $ 50.00 and a maxi

mum of $800.00 on the death of a member, and

1. Division pays from $200.00 to $600.00 on the
death of a member.

Nineteen ( 19) Divisions pay benefits to

their members on the deaths of wives and

eleven ( 11 ) Divisions pay benefits to their

members on the death of a child.

The amount paid out by the Divisions

reporting on the matter of benefits paid on

deaths of their members and also on deaths

of members' wives and children amounted

to $187,490.84.

The reports, therefore, show that the

Local Divisions were paying in sick benefits

during the year the amount of $476.78 . and

a fraction over each day and for death

benefits they paid a fraction over $513.67

a day.

In addition to the benefits paid by the

Local Divisions , the International Associa

tion paid out during the year of 1925 in

death , disability and old age benefits, the

sum of $682,320.45. That would mean the

amount of $ 1,869.37 and a fraction over a

day.

Then , in addition to this, there was paid

in strike and lockout benefits and donations

from the Defense Fund by the International

Association during the year of 1925, the

amount of $36,617.57.

This would mean a total in benefits paid

by this Association during the year of 1925

- $ 1,080,456.74 , which shows that the Asso .

ciation was paying out every day in benefits

during the year a fraction over $ 2,960.15 a

day, or, in other words, it shows that the

Association was paying in benefits to its

members during the year a fraction over

$123.33 an hour or over $2.05 a minute .

In addition to the above, the reports show

that the Local Divisions had donated from

its funds to other organizations and labor

causes during the year of 1925 , the amount

of $25,090.76.

There was also donated by the Local

Division for automobiles, flowers and other

causes during the year of 1925 , the amount

of $22,251.89 .

In submitting the report this year, we

put in another question asking of the Local

Divisions whether they had created a Con

vention Fund or not , and out of the num

ber of reports received , thirty-one (31 ) have

answered that they have created a Conven

a year:

year,

in a year.

illness in a year,
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tion Fund in order to have delegates at our to trial during the month of January. There

Conventions . I presume many of the Divi were some twenty -five ( 25 ) of our members

sions have now dropped this fund due to and officers indicted. Ten ( 10) of them

the fact that we have no Convention in were put on trial and all ten of them have

1926, and, no doubt , they will put this fund been acquitted . At the time of drafting

in operation again later in this year. this report we are unable to report to you

If the reports had been returned from all what the results of the other cases will be,

our Local Divisions it would have shown a but, no doubt, they will be dismissed .

greater amount than here given. Lima, Ohio

This report showing the amounts ex This Division suspended work on August

pended by the International Association and 11 , 1923 .

the Local Divisions during the year of 1925

Full report of this situation has

I feel cannot be execeeded by any organiza

been made to your Board from time to

time. At the last meeting of your Board
tion of labor and will show what this Asso

we took action concerning the attorneys who

ciation is doing in the way of benefits for

its membership .

had been representing these men, otherwise

no action has taken place concerning this

Enrollment of Members situation during the past six months.

During the period covered by this report Dayton, Ohio

five thousand fifty -seven (5,057 ) members Division No. 749, Dayton, Ohio, sus

have been enrolled and certificates of mem pended work on November 22 , 1924. You

bership granted to the same.
are aware this matter was in the hands of

Agreements

Vice- President O'Brien and under instruc

(77 )During this term , seventy-seven

tions of your Board busses were employed

there for some time in assisting these men.

agreements have been renewed , and twenty Finally the busses were withdrawn and the

three (23) carried increases, making a total
fight was practically given up.

Since that

of one hundred ( 100) agreements closed this time the Division has disbanded, and I

term. would recommend that your Board take

Strikes and Lockouts
action in wiping this matter out.

During this past term , the Association Shamokin , Pa.

has had six (6) Strikes and Lockouts, in
Division No. 641 , Shamokin , Pa. , sus

volving six ( 6 ) Local Divisions.

Two (2) of these Strikes and Lockouts
pended work on September 1 , 1925.

suspension had the endorsement of your

have taken place during this term ; the other Board .

four (4) have been previously reported upon.

The Division suspended work due

During this period, there has been ex

to the Company's dismissal of four men

which the Company would not arbitrate,

pended in strikes, the amount of Two

Thousand Twenty-eight Dollars and Forty

thereby violating their agreement with our

one Cents ( $ 2,028.41), which represents legal

Association, which provides for arbitration.

expenses in connection with the same . The situation was looked after by Executive

Board Member P. J. Shea. The men were

Inasmuch as there is a complete record
out one day when the Company agreed to

of the causes and conditions that have

caused the various strikes and lockouts on
submit the matters to arbitration. The re

record for the information of your Board

sult was that the cases were submitted to

arbitrationand the men resumedwork. The
and the Officers of the Association which

result of the arbitration will be reported to

can be consulted by your Board at any

time, I will be brief in my report , merely
you under that head,but it resulted in the

four members returning to work.
calling your attention the various

strikes, and such information as you may
London , Ontario

want upon them can be secured by con
Division No. 741 , London, Ontario,

sulting the records .
notified us that the Company had sus

During the past term strikes and lockouts pended the operation of theirlines on Janu

have taken place as follows :
ary 2nd , over a contention with the city

St. John, N. B.

regarding the rates of fare.OnJanuary 8th

Division No. 663 , St. John , N. B. , was

the Company reached some understanding

with the city and work was again resumed.

locked out on June 29 , 1921. Full facts in
Our members were in no wayresponsible for

connection with this lockout have been re this situation, it being clearly a dispute be

ported to former meetings of your Board. tween the city andCompany which caused

There is no change in the situation there as

there has been nothing new concerning this

the suspension in the operation of these

situation during the past six months.

cars , and it was a strike of the Company

against the city , and not of the employes.

Buffalo, N. Y. Arbitrations

Division No. 623 , Buffalo, N. Y. , sus At the close of the last Board Report,

pended work July 2, 1922 . Full report of there were seventeen ( 17 ) arbitration cases

this suspension and the reasons for the same pending . Fourteen (14) of these cases have

have been reported to former meetings of been settled and the manner of adjustment

The suspension is still on and is given herewith ; the other three ( 3) re

there have been no changes in the situation main pending. Seven ( 7 ) new arbitration

during the past six months, except that the cases have been submitted to the Interna

prosecution that had been carried on against tional Office during the past six months,

certain of our members by Officials of that and of these seven (7) cases five (5) have

Company through the Federal Courts came been closed leaving two (2 ) cases pending.

to

your Board .
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This makes five ( 5 ) cases in all pending at

the close of this Board Report.

The report of the arbitration cases as en

tered at the International Office during the

past six months is given herewith :

Division No. 168, Scranton, Pa .

The award in the wage arbitration at

Scranton, Pa. , which was reported as pend

ing in the last Board Report, has at this

time been received . The arbitrators in this

case were : John M. McCourt for the Com

pany, Lawrence F. Hart for the Division,

with Thomas J. Williams, Federal Mediator

of the Labor Department at Washington,

acting as Chairman of the Board . The

award left wages as they were and gave to

the bus drivers, five cents (5 €) over the

maximum wage, or sixty -nine cents (69€ )

per hour ; and to one-man car operators,

eight cents (8 ¢) over the maximum wage,

making their wage seventy-two cents ( 72€)

per hour. Heretofore one-man car operators

and bus drivers were not included in the

agreement, and, therefore, their wages were
not listed . This arbitration was under the

supervision of Board Member Sinclair.

Division No. 589, Boston, Mass .

The arbitration of Division 589, Boston ,

Mass., which was pending at the close of

the last Board Report, hasat this time been

completed and award rendered . It will be

remembered that this arbitration was

greatly delayed due to the inability to reach

an understanding with the Company re

garding the manner of selecting the arbi
trators . However, the arbitrators selected

were: Roland W. Boyden, President of the

Boston Chamber of Commerce, for the

Company; Attorney JamesH.Vahey for

the Division ; and Judge Nelson P. Brown,

of the Superior Court, as the third arbi

trator. Their award left wages the same as

previously with the exception of the one
man

car operation which they increased

two cents (24) per hour, making the differ

ential for the one- man cars ten cents ( 10 € )

per hour. This differential applies also to

the bus operators. Board Member Reardon

assisted this Division with their arbitration .

Division No. 98, Akron , Ohio

The arbitration case affecting Division 98 ,

Akron , Ohio , and the Northern Ohio Trac

tion and Light Companywas pending at the

close of the last Board Report. This arbi

tration covered the bus as well as the wage

question as the Company refused to sign

the agreement covering the bus men . At

this time the Arbitration Board , composed

of Gus Casch for the Division , Charlie

Currie for the Companyand James McCaus

land, Neutral Arbitrator, have rendered

their award which favored the Company as

far as the bus question was concerned inas

much as the agreement is to regulate only

the wages and conditions ofemployment of

motormen , conductors, brakemen and op
erators of one-man cars.

However, the con

tention of the Company, regarding wages

was not considered as the wage rate re

mains the same covering the two-man car

operation , but a four cent (46) differential

was established for the one-man car opera

tion .
Board Member Shea assisted this

Division in preparing and presenting their

Division No. 558, Shreveport, La.

The agreement between the Shreveport

Railways Company and Division No. 558,

Shreveport, La ., expired May 1 , 1925 but

an agreement to extend the contract to

July 1 , 1925 was entered into to enable the

Company to go before the City Council and

see if there could not be some relief given

the Company in regard to the jitneys.

However, at the end of this extended time

the Company and Division were unable to

agree on wages, the Company desiring a

ten per cent (10%) reduction, so the matter

was submitted to arbitration . The arbitra

tors in this case were : John Howat for the

Division , R.O. Roy for the Company, and

Thomas C. Dawkins acting as Chairman of

the Board . At the closing of the last Board

Report this case was pending, but at this

time the award has been rendered which

left the wages as they were. General Execu

tive Board Member Lawson assisted this

Division with their arbitration case .

Division No. 192, Oakland, Calif.

The arbitration case covering the wages

and working conditions of the members of

Division 192, Oakland, Calif . , which was

pending at the close of last Board Report,

has at this time been concluded and the

award rendered . The wages of the city men

were increased fourteen cents (14 ¢ ) per

hour , making seventy-cents (70 %) per hour

for the maximum ; and for the Interurban

men a seventeen cent ( 174) increase, making

wages seventy - five (750) per hour for the

maximum . The working day was reduced

to eight ( 8) hours with a_spread not to

exceed thirteen hours. Board Member

McMorrow assisted this Local with the

preparation and presentation of this case .

Division No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio (A. B. C.)

and

Division No. 696, Canton, Ohio

At the closing of the last Board Report

hearings in the wage arbitration affecting

Divisions 268, Cleveland , Ohio (A. B. C.

Branch) , and 696 , Canton, Ohio, had been

concluded but the award had not yet been

rendered . However, at this time the award

has been received which left wages and

working conditions as they were. These

Divisions had a joint arbitration but they

have separate agreements with the same

Company:
Board Member Shea assisted

these Division with their arbitration case.

Continuen on page 25

Death has taken from the ranks of the

American labor movement Secretary - Treas

urer H. J. Conway of the Retail Clerks

International Protective Association . The

headquarters of the Retail Clerks Interna

tional Protective Association is in Lafayette ,

Indiana, and it was in that city , at St.

Elizabeths Hospital, that Secretary Conway

passed from this life March 3 , following a

surgical operation .

It costs no to buy Union Label

goods , but it nevertheless swells the funds

of organized labor.

more
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There is no work that requires more at

tentiveness in the matter of efficiency than

that of an electric railway or passenger bus

motorman, conductor or operator .

The operation of a street -car or an elec

tric railway car is a public business. It has

to do with the public in the way of con

venience in transportation and safety to the

public in operation .

The Pan American Federation of Labor

Convention this year convenedin Mexico

City , Mexico. International President W.

D. Mahon of the Amalgamated Association

was one of the delegates representing the

American Federation of Labor.
A definite

report of the convention is not at hand at

this hour. It adjourned March 10.
There

were over 1500 delegates in attendance: A

letter from President Mahon states that

President Calles ofthe Mexican Republic

addressed the convention and showed an

excellently strong feeling in the interest of

the American labor movement. A. F. of L.

delegates were well received .

Non-union bus lines sell non-union trans

portation. A purchased non-union ride is

as hurtful to the American Labor Move

ment as is the purchase of products of union

smashing manufacturers. This could well

be called to the attention of Central Trades

and Labor Councils in Communities where

bus systems are operated, the management

of which prohibits employes to organize.

Labor is important in patronage of such

companies.

Most managements of transportation

properties have come to understand that the

greatest skill and efficiency in the operation

of these properties comes of uniting in an

effort to carry out the principles quoted in

the Constitution of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation , An efficient manager cannot fail

to recognize that harmony is important in

the ranks of employes in developing to a

higher plane of efficiency and skill and that

not only safety in operation is dependable

upon this, but also is the prosperity of the

employing property. This is a fact that

cannot avoid being understood by any

management of a transportation property

that is in itself a management of efficiency

and skill .

In street- car and electric railway work the

mind of the operator, motorman and con:

ductor is naturally centralized on safety at

all times. No accident occurs but that some

individual or condition is responsible. No

passenger is injured but that there is a

responsibility for it. No pedestrian is in

jured butthat there is a responsibility for it.

No employe is injured but that there is a

responsibility for it.
No one knows this

better than the efficient motorm
an, con

ductor oroperato
r. And it is efficienc

y in

which organized electric railway men and

operators are intereste
d .

The preamble of

the Constitution of the Amalgamate
d

Asso

ciation as a principleuponwhich the of:

ganization is based, declares that we of.

ganize in order to " create an

whose seal shall constitute a certificate of

character, intelligence and skill."

objects quoted in the Constitution and Gen

eral Laws is that “ toplace ouroccupation

upon a higher plane of intelligence, effici;

ency and skill.” Therefore, the members of

autho
rity

Of the

N
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the Amalgamated Association, as organized

since the starting of the organization some

thirty -seven years ago , committed them.

selves to safety and efficiency in their work.

This comes hand in hand with the purpose

of establishing and maintaining collective

agreement relations with employing prop

erties in employment.

The American Federation of Labor has

designated that the only organization with

which bus and motor coach operators and

conductors can associate and be recognized

as trade unionists is the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America . An arbitration board

comprised of two efficient attorneys re

cently rendered a decision that the motor

bus employes of an electric railway com

pany , shall belong to the Amalga

mated Association and be parties to the

collective agreement held by that company

and Divisions of the Amalgamated Associa

tion . Yet is the face of these rulings, and

in antagonism of unity in service and effici.

ency in the operation of passenger transpor.

tation service, and contrary to the spirit of

safety in operation, there are managements

denying to bus operations the priviledge of

organization. But organization will prevail

from the fact that right prevails .

Those of an employing concern

ways anxious that other employers shall pay

wages sufficient to create a good demand in

the selling market. Yet with the particular

employing concern the question of profit

arises and it is recognized that the wage

payments enter much into the possibility of

profit and the measureof profit . Naturally ,

the wage working employing concern wishes

to fix the wage rates on a measure that will

assure the greatest possible inflow of profit.

This spirit is the spirit that endeavors to

maintain so- called open-shop or non -union
relations in employment. It is the only

condition under which the employing man

agement can fix wages independent of the

wage worker. Non -unionism eliminates col

lective agreement relations and establishes a

condition by which the employing manage

ment can fix wages at the lowest possible

wage iates that will assure continuance in

operaton.

LABOR'S REWARD

International President W. D. Mahon

following attending, the last General Execu

tive Board meeting held in February

visited Cincinnati, Ohio , where he advised

with the officers of the Local upon a bus

operation question that had arisen in that

city . He later delegated this work to

G. E. B. Member McMorrow and in

Chicago attended a large mass meeting of

Divisions Numbers 241 and 308, where the

Locals had arranged to present a substan

tial token to former President Michael C.

Buckley of Division No.260, that was later

consolidated with Division No. 241. He

later returned to the General Office, where

he had direction of the general affairs of the

Association until the convening of the con

vention of the Pan American labor move

ment in Mexico City , Mexico , at which he

attended a delegate representing the

American Federation of Labor . Reports

show that President Mahon was well re

ceived and took a leading part in the con

vention as representing the A. F. of L.

The delegates were entertained by President

Calles of the Republic of Mexico and the

Mexican labor movement. Upon the recent

adjournment of this convention he returned

to Texas , where at the time of this writing

- March 22 — he was reviewing the situation

there relative to prospective organizing work

in the unorganized towns of that state.

this work he had associated with him Inter

national Treasurer L. D. Bland and Busi

ness Agent William Taber of Division No.

241 , Chicago , Ill. President Mahon has re

ceived a copy of the award rendered by the

arbitrators chosen to determine upon

whether bus operators employed by the

Michigan Electric Railway justly

within the right of organization . The

award extends the agreement to include bus

operators employed by that company. The

arbitrators who determined upon this award

were two prominent attorneys - Mr. Norman

E. Leslie of Jackson , Mich . and Mr.

George A. Kelly of the legal firm of Detroit

headed by Governor Alex J. Groesbeck,

Due to the prominence in the legal profes

sion of these two arbitrators the award can

be accepted as a decision of judicial char

acter.

are al .

In

were

The American Federation of Labor is

having presented in all the principal marts,

a moving picture show that, as it appears in

cach community, should be attended by, or

ganized labor and by all whom the members

of organized labor can awaken to attend it.

The picturehas already been shown in many

cities and it seems to have been attended

with results as expressed by President E. G.

Hall of the MinnesotaState Federation of

who accompanied the picture

throughout that state. He says : “ The

picture seems to be just what was needed

to arouse the workers from the lethargy into

which they had drifted . The lesson the

picture teaches cannot he excellent in ito

First International Vice-President William

B. Fitzgerald visited Cincinnati,Ohio , where

he advised with Division No. 627 upon the

matter of the operation of contemplated

busses . A conference with the management

of the property , that was later under the

supervision of Board Member McMorrow,

brought about an understanding that the

agreement of Division No. 627 with the

employing company shall cover bus opera

tion . With International President W. D.

Mahon , Vice-President Fitzgerald attended

the mass meeting of Divisions Numbers 241

and 308, Chicago, Ill., in honor of former

President Michael C. Buckley of Division

No. 260. He was also in attendance at the

Labor ,

effects
1 .
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February 8-13. Due to an internal dispute Per his report of March 13, the dispute in

arising affecting the membership ofDivision volving Division No. 758 , Tacoma, Wash .,

No. 616, Windsor, Ont . , Vice-President relative to the adjustment of a grievance

Fitzgerald held several meetings with the was yet pending.

officers of that Local, by which a harmoni

ous condition in the Local was restored and Thirteenth International Vice - President

he reports the Local to be one of the pro Charles H. Clark was dispatched to Port

gressive units of the Association . Aside land , Maine , where he assisted Division No.

from assisting the I. P. in the direction of 714 in the adjustment of grievances result

the affairs of the Association in general , ing from cases of dismissal of members in

Vice- President Fitzgerald is associating with the service of the employing company. The

the Joint Board of Division No. 111 , cases were satisfactorily adjusted .

Ypsilanti, Mich . and the D. U. R. Branch

of Div . No. 26 , Detroit , upon agreement Fourteenth International Vice- President

work , which was pending at the close of this
Robert B. Armstrong , who assisted Division

report , March 22 .
No. 915 , Granite City , I11 . , upon the arbi,

tration of wages , reports the case completed
Sixth International Vice -President Albert

award rendered , granting an in
E. Jones, who was assisting Division No. crease of wages rates of 32 cents per hour.

738, Hamilton , Ohio, upon a wage arbitra This fixes the wages for motormen and con.

tion , reports that the presentation of evi.
ductors at 58 %, cents per hour for first six

dence in the case was closed and per his months service men and 6142 cents per hour

report of March 7 , the case was awaiting for those of more than six monthsof service,

the award of the arbitrators . The arbi.
with 80% cents per hour for overtime or

trators in this case were : Attorney C. J. time worked in excess of nine hours. The

Smith , chosen by Division No. 738, Mr. 392 cents per hour wage increase affects all

Charles Snyder of Dayton , Ohio , chosen by employes , members of the Division Associa

the employing property and Attorney Cecil tion .

Randall of Columbus, Ohio , appointed by

Following this work Vice- President

the Federal Court as a third or presiding Louis, 11. in extension of membership and

Armstrong assisted Div. No. 125, East St.

arbitrator. The Local is seeking an was successful in extending the membership

crease in wages through this arbitration . of the Local to include what is known as the

Blue Goose Bus Line , operating in and from

Seventh International Vice -President Belleville . At the close of his report of

James Largay attended a meeting of the March 14. he was assisting Division No. 788

State Conference Board of the Amalgamated St. Louis, Mo., upon work of shaping, a

Locals of New York State at Albany, N. Y. , proposed franchise to be granted by the

upon the matter of a bill before the Legis city to the employing property, to include

lature designing to appointmotormen as provisions protective to the people of St.

special police officers. This purpose of the Louis in the way of adjustment of disputes

Board was to defeat this bill. A hearing that may arise between the employing

was had before the Legislative Committee property and the employes .

having the bill in charge, before whom was

stated the objections of the Association to International Treasurer L. D. Bland at

the measure . He is also assisting Divisions tended the General Executive Board meet

Numbers 669 , Auburn, 681 , Oswego, 737, ing held in Detroit February 8-13. He later

Syracuse and 886, Newark , N. Y. upon accompanied International President W. D.

agreement work . The members of these
Mahon and Business Agent William Taber

Locals are employed upon the same prop of Division No. 241 , to Mexico City ,

erty and are working jointly in preparation Mexico, as a delegate of the A.F.of L. in

of a new agreement. While this work was the Pan American Federation of Labor Con

pending , Vice-President Largay dis
vention heldinthat city . At the close of

patched to Pottsville , Pa . , to assist Divi
this convention, in company with the Inter

sions numbers 118 of Pottsville and 443 of
national President, he visited various sec

Lansford , upon wage agreement work . tions of Texas and was in that state at the

agreement reached upon close of this report .

rates and the matter was submitted for

arbitration . The Locals appointed as the General Executive Board Member Edw.

arbitrator of the Divisions , Mr. Michael McMorrow visited and addressed a meeting

Hartneady and the company appointed Mr. of Division No. 611, Kankakee, Ill. He re

Knapp , an attorney . Per the report of

Vice - President Largay of date of March 13 .

ports the Local in good shape. He later

attended the GeneralExecutive Board meet

this case was pending the selection of a ing held at Association

He also assisted Division

Headquarters ,

third arbitrator. Detroit , Mich ., February 8-13, following

No. 641, Shamokin , Pa. in the adjustment which he

of a grievance dispute.

was dispatched to Gary, Ind . ,

where he assisted Division No. 517 upon

wage agreement work applying to shopmen.

Ninth International Vice- President M. J. This matter was pending in a conference

Murray was dispatched to Everett, Wash ., stage per his report of March 14. In an

Where a dispute had arisen within Division interim in the course ofhis work, he was

No. 883 relative to an election . Vice-Presi dispatched to Cincinnati, Ohio , where he

dent Murray succeeded in adjusting the assisted Division No. 627' in bringing about

pitnation oatieforbert en hoorhin

3

was

No

the wagewas
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the installation of bus operation in that city upon seniority as applying to one -man car

by the employing property , the workwill be service upon that system. He later attended

given to members of Division No. 627. He the General Executive Board meeting at

visited Covington , Ky. , where he addressed Detroit and upon his return to Massachu

a meeting of Division No. 628 and advised setts, took up the wage agreement work in

with the officers of that Local upon the bus assisting Division No. 600 , Waltham , Mass.

proposition . He later detailed to He attended a meeting of that Local. He

Akron, Ohio , where per his report of March was detailed to attend , and attended

14, he was assisting Divisions Numbers 98, meeting of Division No. 972, Bridgeport,

Akron ; 702, Canton and the A. B. C. Conn ., from which Local he reports pro

Branch of Division No. 268, Cleveland , gress. He attended a meeting of the Joint

Ohio , upon agreement adjustment work. Advisory Board of the Connecticut Locals

at New Haven , Conn ., where agreement

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair visited
conditions were deliberated upon . Per his

Peterboro, Ont . , where he advised with report of March 13, the wage disputes of

Division No. 622 upon a matter of seniority Divisions Numbers 620, Framingham and

in bus service, busses having been installed
600, Waltham , Mass. , were yet in con

by the employing property. The matter
ference.

was to be taken up with the management.

Board Member Sinclair then attended the G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt was dis

G. E. B. meeting held in Detroit February patched to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where he

8-13 and was later detailed to Des Moines, assisted Division No. 638 upon a wage dis

Ia . , where he made an investigation of the pute that had arisen. After conferring with
financial affairs of Division No. 441 that the Local officers and company officials upon

had appealed for financial assistance. He this subject , the Local deferred further en

found that this Local had been financially deavor until a continued try -out of the fare

burdened by litigation imposed upon it by rate had reached a further six mnoths

the employing management in an endeavor period . He addressed a meeting of the

to annul certain features of the existing Local and later attended the G. E. B.

agreement. Assistance agreed upon by meeting at Detroit , Mich., February 8-13.
Board Member Sinclair and the officers of Following the Board meeting he visited

the Local was rendered . He later attended Indianapolis, Ind . , in the interest of Divi.

a meeting of the Executive Board of Divi sion No. 645, where there had arisen a fake

sion No. 616, Windsor, Ont., in company story of some individual assuming to repre
with International Vice-President William sent the International Association in the

B. Fitzgerald, where an international con encouragement of extension of membership
tention had arisen . The case was deferred of the Local. No such representative had

to a later Board meeting and Board Member been detailed by the International Associa

Sinclair was dispatched to St. John, N. B. ,
tion for the purpose. At Sioux City, Iowa,

in the interest of Division No. 663 , where he addressed a meeting of Division No. 779.

he was, per his report of March 14. He reports that a new franchise has been

granted the Sioux City street railway com

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea attended pany and that the Local is in good shape.

and addressed a meeting of Division No. Upon his arrival in Salt Lake City he as

947, Morristown, N. J. and advised the
sisted Division No. 382 in conference upon

officers thereof upon agreement work . He the wage adjustment, which resulted in an

attended the General Executive Board increase of wage of 2 cents per hour, fixing'

meeting held at Detroit, Mich . , February 8
rates at 48 cents per hour for the first year

13 , following which he was returned to New
of service upon two -men cars and 55 cents

York, where he assisted Division No. 974 per hour thereafter, with rates of 53 cents

in the adjustmentof working conditions. per hour upon one-man cars for the first

The questions taken up with the manage year and 60 cents per hour to those of

ment were those of seniority and the rein more than one year of service. Overtime is

statement of a dismissed member. These paid at the rate of time and one-half .

cases were pending in conference stage, per
These rates go into effect April 1 , per his

his report of March 14.
report of March 13 .

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon as
G. E. B. Member William F. Welch at.

sisted Division No. 618, Providence, R. I. tended the recent General Executive Board

in conferences with the employing, manage meeting held at Headquarters, Detroit,

ment, relative to seniority that had been Mich ., February 8-13 , Following this he

brought forth by a reduction in the service was dispatched to assist Division No. 689 ,

in the miscellaneous departments. He ad Washington, D. C. upon wage agreement

vised with Division No. 620, Framingham , work. Per his report of March 13 there

Mass. upon wage agreement work, confer appears to have been an adjustment of all

ences being held upon the question of wages. matters in respect to the renewal of the

He also advised with officers of that Local collective agreement, with the exception of

and Division No. 22, Worcester , Mass . upon the wage rates to prevail under the new

the matter of transfer of work from the agreement. This dispute was pending in a

Marlboro Line to the Framingham Division, conference stage, per his report of March 13 .

work that had been previously that of mem

bers of Division No. 22. He also advised G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson at

with Division No. 549, Northampton, Mass ., tended the General Executive Board meeting
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By Div. No. 939, Wapakoacta , Ohio

Whereas, Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom ,

has seen fit to remove from our midst, our beloved

brother, William Minton , in whose death we have

lost a loyal member, who endeared himself to all of

us and his family has lost a loving husband and

father, and while we know words cannot lighten the

sorrow of those he loved and protected, we feel that
it will be aconsolation for them to know that friends

and brothers offer their sympathy; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the members of Div. No. 939

of the Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes of America, extendto the

bereaved widow and family, our heartfelt sympathy

in this dark hour of their afiction ; further be it

Resolved . That our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days as a token of respect for our departed

brother and that a copy of these resolutions be en

tered in the minutes of our meeting, also a copy sent

to thebereaved family and that they be published

in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR .

J. F. SAUERS, President.

E. M. BARBER , Fin . Sec.

C. W. SHOPP. Cor. Sec.
100

held at Association Headquarters, Detroit ,

Mich . , in February, following which he was

dispatched to Gulfport, Miss., to investigate

the standing of Division No. 927. He found

that cars were being eliminated from the

service and bus service substituted therefor.

From Gulfporthe was dispatched to assist

Division No. 874, Tulsa , Okla. , in the ad

justment of a condition that had arisen

through the management making a submis

sion to the members for alleged examina

tions as to qualification in employment.

Conferences with the management led to an

understanding, that this was to have no

effect upon the tenure in employment of

the employes and the subject was adjusted

satisfactory to the company and the em

ployes. He then took up the matter of

assisting Division No. 892, Sapulpa , Okla . ,

upon bus agreement work, which was pend

ing, per his report of March 13 .

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover at

tended the General Esecutive Board meeting

held at Association Headquarters, Detroit,

Mich . , February 8-13. Following this meet

ing he was dispatched to Winnipeg, Man. ,

to assist Division No. 99 upon membership

extension work . Per his report of March

12, this work is proceeding favorably.

Attacked and denounced as scarcely any

other institution ever has been , the unions

have thriven and grown in the face of op

position . This healthy vitality has been

due to the fact that they were a genuine

product of social needs - indispensable as a

protest and a struggle against the abuses of

industrial government. - John K. Ingram ,

LL.D.

By Div. No. 343, Kalamazoo , Mich.

Whereas, Death has again entered into our midst,

and called another ofour number, Brother Bert

Bowen, to a newand brighter home; therefore, be it
Resolved. That we, his brothers, sincerely and

deeply sympathize with the widow of our late

brother in her sorrow and commend her in placing

her trust in One who alone can give solace and
comfort to the sorrowing.

Resolved. That as a token of our esteem for our

departed brother , our Charter be draped for a period

of thirty days, that a copy of this resolution be sent
to his widow, a copy sent to our International

Magazine for publication and a copy spread upon

the records of this Local Division .

HERMAN WEDEL, President.

RAY HOLMES, Rec. Sec.

IN MEMORIAM

By Div. No. 732 , Atlanta , Ga.

By Div . No. 568 , Erie, Pa.

Whereas. Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

wisdom , has seen fit to suddenly remove from our
midst, our beloved brother , Frank Scott, in whose

death we have losta true andloyal brother, whilewe

feel the loss of a true friend ,the Company a faithful

employe , and his family a loving husband and

father; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we the members of Local Division

568, A. A.of S.& E. R. E. of A., in regular meeting

assembled, extend to the bereaved wife and family,

our heartfelt sympathy and consolation in this their

dark hour of affliction ; and, be it further

Resolved, Thatasa' tributeto the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be drapedfor thirty

days , copies of these resolutions be sent to the be

reaved wife, and to the MOTORMANAND CONDUCTOR,

our official journal, and a copy be spread on the

minutes of our meeting;
William J. SUTTER, President

Jan. 21 , 1926 . HARRY SOLOMON , Bus. Agent.

Whereas, Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom ,
has seen fit to remove from our midst , our beloved

brother , Peter A. Caldwell , in whose death we have
lost a loyal member, who endeared himself to all of

us and his family has lost a loving husband and

father , and while we know words cannot lighten the
sorrow of those he loved and protected , we feel that

it will be a consolation for them to know that friends

and brothers offer their sympathy ; therefore, be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Division 732 ,
Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America extend to the be

reavedwidow and family our heartfelt sympathy in

this dark hour of their affliction; further, be it

Resolved, That as a tribute to the memory of our
departed Brother, our charter be draped for

periodofthirtydaysanda copyof these resolutions
be sent the bereaved family and published in the

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR and entered in the

minutes of this Division .

H. E. JAMES,

March 3 . Secretary .

W. J. Dean,

Resolution Committee

By Div . No. 235, Brockton, Mass.

Whereas, Almighty God, in His supreme power
and wisdom , called untoHimself, on November 20,

1925, our beloved brother, Lauchian Glenn; and
Whereas, Deferring to His wisdom , with sad

hearts, we mourn the absenceof ourtrue, loyal and

faithful brother; therefore, be it

Resolved, By the Members of Division No. 235,

that we share with his relatives in their great be

reavement; and, be it further

Resolved , That a copy of these Resolutions be

spreadonthe minutes of Div. No. 235, a copy sent
to the sorrowing relatives and to the MOTORMAN AND

CONDUCTOR Magazine andalso as evidence ofour

sorrow and respect, that the Charter of theDivision

be draped for a period of thirty days .
W. C. McGowan , President.

Jan. 18 , 1926. A. E. HAZARD, Rec. Secretary.a

By Div. No. 805, East St. Louis, Ill.

Whereas , It has pleased the Divine Ruler of the

Universe to remove from our midst our friend and

brother, Henry Neiderkorn , causing us to lose

loyal and true comrade and his family a kind and

loving husband and father ; therefore, be it

Resolved , That as a token of our esteem for our

departed brother, our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days ; that a copy of this resolution be sent

to his family ; a copy be sent to our International

Magazine for publication and a copy spread on the

records of this Local Division .

J. L. MYERS,

Peb. 26, 1926. Rec. Secretary.

By Div. No. 878, Evansville, Ind .

Whereas, The Supreme Ruler , in His infinite wise

dom has seen fit to suddenly remove from ourmidst,

our late brother, JamesW. Hurst, andwe have not

only lost a good and worthy brother, but a faithful

worker, and whilewe knowthatmere words cannot

alleviate the grief and sorrow of those who were

near him ; therefore, be it
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Resolved . That Division No. 878, in regular meet

ing assembled, extend to the bereaved family our
heartfelt sympathy in this their said bereavement;
and, be it further

Resolved, That the charter of Division No. 878
of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E, of A. be draped for a

period of thirty days ; that a copy of these resolu

tions be sent to the bereaved family; that they be

spread upon the minutes of this meeting and a copy

be sent to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for

publication .

JAMES T. HOLDER ,

M. B. MOORE,

R. C. BARNETT,

Committee.

sent to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for publi

cation,

JOIN B. KOLB,

C. F. CONROY,

VINCENTTUERO,
Committee.

By Div. No. 215, Wheaton , Ill.

Whereas, our heavenly Father has taken to His
eternal home, Mrs. L. Safford, the beloved and
highly esteemed mother of our past president ,

Brother J. F. Safford ; and

Whereas , We wish to extend to Brother Safford

and family our sincere sympathy in their great loss ;

therefore, be it

Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions be sent

to the bereaved family; that the resolution be en

tered upon the minutes of our meeting ; also for

warded to the official journals for publication .

WM. FRAZER,

A. C. LYON,

H. E. CLARK, Committee

By Div. No. 811 , Norristown, Penna .

Whereas, Almighty God in His Supreme Power

and wisdom , called unto Himself our beloved brother ,

Jeremiah Schaeffer, and

Whercas, Deferring to His wisdom, we mourn the
loss of our late brother; therefore, be it

Resolved, By the members of Division 811 , that

we share with the relatives in their bereavement ;
and, be it further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of the Division meeting, a
copy sent to the sorrowing relatives and to the

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for publication and that

our charter be draped for a period of thirty days .
WALTER LEIGHTKEP,

President Div. 811 .

EDWARD W. FURLONG,

Sec. Div, 811 .

By Div. No. 215, Wheaton, Ill .

Whereas, The Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis

dom and mercy has been fit to remove from this
life , Miss Jennie Koos, and while we bow in humablo

submission to Him who doeth all things well , we feel

that it is fitting at this time to convey to Brother

Koos and family, our heartfelt sympathy in the loss

of one so dear to them ; therefore, be it

Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions be sent
to the sorrowing family ; that copies be spread upon

the minutes of the meeting and sent to the official

journals for publication.
WM. PRAZER,

A. C. Lyon ,

H. E. CLARK , Committee

By Div. No. 972, Bridgeport, Coon .

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

wisdom and power has seen fit to remove from our

midst by death , our late brother, Jerome Carey, Jr ;
and

Whereas, In the death of Brother Carey we have
lost a faithful brother and his parents a loving and

faithful son ; therefore, be it

Resolved ,' That Division No. 972 of the A. A. of
S. and E. R. E. of A.extend to the bereaved family

and relatives heartfelt sympathy, further.
Resolved, That as a token of respect for our de:

ceased brother, our charter be draped for a period of

thirty days , that these resolutions be placed upon

the minutes of our Division Association , a copy for.

warded to the bereaved family and that they be

published in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR .
March 10. W. L. COSTELLO, President

RICHARD CUMING , Rec. Sec.

By Div. No. 215, Wheaton , Ill.

Whereas, Almighty God has removed from his
earthly labors, Mr. George 0. McNair, whose death

has caused much sorrow in the home, and a great

loss to the community in which he lived ; thereforo ,
be it

Resolved . That we convey to Brother McNair and

family, our profound sympathy in this, their hour of
sorrow ; further

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of the meeting and copies
sent to the sorrowing family and to the official

journals for publication .
WM. FRAZER,

A. C. LYON,

E. H. CLARK, Committeo
By Div. No. 125, East St. Louis , Ill.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father who controlleth the

Heavens and the Earth has seen fit to call from us

our beloved brothers, Lue Epperson and Frank

Pennell, who aftershort illnesses , were called to the

infinite home, and in whose deaths we have lost two

loyal members; therefore , be it

Resolved . That we, the members of Division No.

125 , A, A. of S.and E.R. E. of A., in regular meet

ing assembled , extend to the bereaved families ofour

late brothers , our heartfelt sympathy in this dark
hour; and

Resolved, That in evidence of our sorrow ,, our

charter be draped in memory for a period of thirty
days,a copy ofthese resolutionsbe placed upon the

minutes of this Division, a copy be forwarded to the

stricken families and also that they be printed in our
official publication .

O. B. SHARROCK, Rec. Sec.

T. J. CUNNINGHAM, President .

By Div. No. 125, East St. Louis , III.

Whereas, Almighty God in His infinite wisdom en
tered our midst and called from us our beloved

brother, W. H. Harris, an active and loyal member

for the past seven and one-half years ; and

Whereas, We, as members of Division No. 125 ,

feel that we have lost a true brother and the family

a beloved father and husband ; therefore, be it

Resolved. That we extend to the bereaved family

the profound sympathy of the members of Division
No. 125 in their hour of sorrow and that these reso

lutions be entered upon the minutes of our Division

Association , a copy sent to the bereaved family and
that the resolution be published in our official

journal, the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

T.J. CUNNINGHAM ,President.

Jan. 29. 0. B. SHARROCK , Secretary .

By Div . No. 382, Salt Lake City , Utah

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father has taken from
Division No. 382, A. A. of S._and E. R. E. of A. ,

to the distant realm of life, Brother August Wull.

schleger; and

Whereas, It has taken from us a devoted member

of our organization and one who was promotive in
his service with the employing proporty; therefore ,

be it

Resolved , That we of Division No. 382. A. A. of S.
and B. R. E. of A. , in meeting assembled , extend to
the bereaved family of our late brother, our deepest

sympathy in their hour of sorrow and pray that our
Heavenly Father may extend to them the power and
wisdom to bear well the strain and grief caused by

the loss of a loving husband and father.

Jan. 25 . DIVISION No. 382,

By T. J. Owon, Rec . Sooy .

• By Div. No. 623 , Buffalo, N. Y.

Whereas, the Supreme Ruler in His infinite wisdom
has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst, our
late brothers , Robert Vance and Samuel Johnson ,

and we have not only lostgood and worthy brothers
but faithful workers , and while we know that mere

words cannot alleviatethe grief and sorrow of those
who were near them ;therefore, be it

Resolved, That Division No. 623, in regular meet

ing assembled, extend to thebereaved families, our

heartfelt sympathy in thistheir sed bereavement;
and , be it further

Resolved , that the Charter of Division No. 623

of A. A.of s , and I. R. E. ofA.be draped for

period of thirtydays;and that a copy of these reso

ations besent to the bereaved families; that theybo

pread upontheminutes of thismeetingand a copy
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The organization campaign carried on in Toronto

by International Unions has been very successful.

The A. F. of L. picture , " Labor's Reward," was
shown to large crowds with good effect. This cam

paign has reflected on our membership . many of
whom are paying more attention to the wearing of
their button. No doubt the organizers have been

after them.

We also have better attendance at our meetings

and have added many more new members to our

roll . The motor coach department has shown up

very well in that connection . Brother George Wright

came proudly into our office a few days ago and an.

nounced that he had every driver , except two , signed
up to membership in our Lo That's the stuff,

boys, now get the other two.

We recently had a request from the International

Barbers' Union for our men to demand the union

shop card at the shops they use . If it cannot be

shown, relieve that particular shop of your patronage

and take it to a shop that will produce the card .

It is the only safeguard we have and it is a duty we

owe our fellow trade unionists . We expect our em

ployers to employ union helpand payunionwages.
So , when we spend our union made wages,

should see to it that we employ union men . The

only way we can make sure is to demand the union

label, shop card or button and this can be done with

very little effort and with a great deal of satisfaction .

Various sporting elements on our system are busy

taking the winter's stiffness out of their arms and

legs and are looking forward to a successful season.
The Senior League Football Team has a president

they can about and are already wondering
where they will put all the cups they are going to

win . That doesn't mean "maybe," as the trainer

says he has a magic wand that will fix things.

We understand the Commission is to issue a mag:
asine. Here's wishing it success . We hope it will

give us, as an organization , a little space once in a

while . They are also starting a welfare department

which we hope will be useful, but don't let us forget
that proper wages, working conditions , etc. are the

most essential things for our welfare and for the wel.

fare of our families and that the only way to insure

these, is to keep up your membership in your union ,

Put the best that is in you into your work , so that

your officials can more easily assure the management

that you are an asset to the service and that you , as

members of your union , will look after the interests

and welfare of the property just as keenly as your

membership Proves you are interested in your own

that the man who won't look after his own interest

bybeing in the union, hasn't the ability to look
after the interest of the property as he should .

--BERT.

Elizabeth Park Line, that he may not further miss

the young lady at Fern Street Switch .

Our bus men received their backpay, due from

last June , in proportion to the increase granted by
the recent arbitration board . They can testify that

the arbitration was not altogether a failure.

Brother Harry Hiscock is reported about ready to
take the fatal step. He was recently observed look.

ing in the furniture stores . Better let her pick out

the furniture , Harry .

Brother John Bukley is getting thin on the Burn

side Line .

Brothers, don't forget your dues and attend the

meetings the first Monday in eachmonth. You can

surely afford to spend two hourseach month at

meetings. If more would take an interest in the of.

ganization, we would get better results. Let your

wivesknow what the union means, then they will

see that you are in attendanceand they maymake

some good suggestions to you that will be for the

benefit of all . The big thing is to get them to un

derstand what the means to you and your

family. Then you will attend meetings.
-COR . 425 .

OBTAIN FAVORABLE AWARD

Lansing, Mich.-It has come to Division No. 563

that an award has beenhanded down inthebus dis

pute arbitration . This arbitration award affects the

Lansing Local more than anyother Local upon the

Michigan Electric Railway property.
The award

amends the agreement to includebus operators em

ployed by the Michigan Electric Railway Company.

So, from now on , ourcollective agreement applies in

all details to bus operators.

At our last meeting held preceding this corre

spondence , there was
good attendance. Let

everyone be there next time. " You can't get any.

thing if you don't go after it ." Let's go to meetings

and get what we go after. Bear in mind the bus

operators are now with us and entitled to the pro

tection of our collective agreement. We hope to see

every one of them at the next meeting, where a

complete report will be made on
the arbitration

award .

Brother More is gaining in health and we trust

he will be on the job in a short time.

Brother Hart is not improving as fast as wehad
hoped he would . However, we are thankful that he

is no worse than before reported.

Brother William Stevenswasnot working the last
week of February. We wonder what he was up to:

Brother L. D. Hasbrook laid off again . Beat's all

hecannot look afterthat good looking young lady
without laying off. Some wonder if he went away

to tie the knot .

Do we all know Don Nickles?

enough.

-COR . 563

crow

Well, that's

BUS MEN RECEIVB BACK PAY

Hartford, Conn.-Division No. 425 , is proceeding
rapidly. We are about to hold a " bid - in " of runs,

which entitles motormen and conductors to bid for

busses according, to seniority and also they can go

from bus to trolley and vice versa .

Brother and Mrs. Andrew Kennedy are the proud

parents of twin boys.of Brother and Mrs. KrampitzCon

gratulations to both families. Keep the good work

up.
We can also extend at least one-half such expres

sion of congratulations to Brother and Mrs. Mike

Krips and Brother and Mrs. Raymond Bannon . In

both families recently entered one new child .
It is reported that Brother Harry McCue has taken

unto himself u fair young lady for his bride . Con

gratulation , Harry.

Brother Daniel Lyach on the Cedar Hill Line , for

many years a great favorite among the passengers,

always has a smile and is always willing to help

passengert. Brothers, follow suit .

We hope to hear from the Amusement Committee

Let's have a dance and entertainment. If the

Le BalTabarin is burned , there are other places,
such as the Palais Royal . Let's have a little pep in

the organization .
Brother Joe Horan says he is going back on the

FORMER GENERAL MANAGER PASSES AWAI

San Jose, Calif . - Div . No. 265 has only good

news to report, in that we maintain nearly 100 per

cent in membership and President R. L. Jameson

and FinancialSecretary F. c . Vierke keep after

the outsiders in grand style and keep them in

membership .
We reported in our last letter that General Man.

ager F. E. Chapin had suffered a strokeof paralysis

while in San Francisco and that he was in a serious

condition . We have to inform our readers that he

remained unconscious for several days and then

passed away; In his going the boys lost a good and

just friend, for he was one good old scout.

Mr. Paul Shoup, president of the Los Angeles

Electric, who controlsthe San JoseR. R., has not

yet appointed a new general manager, but the road

is being handled by General Superintendent Pred

Griffin . Mr. Griffin is also chief clerk and a good

friend of the boys.

agingthe property.

He is going splendidly in man.

His assistants are Superintend.

ent CharlesEdmonds, Ed. Shoup and Ms. Burton.
Theyare handling the affairs of the s .J. & Los

Brother J.W. Frousdely starts assessing the first
of March and wil beoff at this work unti July1:

Brother Glover had a long spellof sickness that

began with pneumonia, but he is better.

soon .
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Brother James Bannan has retuned after a

period of sickness .

Brother Louis Chavarria has been confired in the

hospital for some time witha poisonous state of his
system. Our boys checked in and raised a neat sum

for him . We also paid him a year's sick benefits of
$32.50.

Brother William Gemmel, badly hurt in an acci

dent , is getting along all right and will soon be back
at work .

Brother Lyndall is enjoying good health and keeps

at work every day:

Brother J. Donahoe of the L. G. I., was appointed

on the Executive Board of Div. No. 265, for that
branch .

Brother Leighton continues to be a member of
Div . No. 265.

Brother Mike Judge, one of our charter members,

is still one of the pillars of our union .

Brother George Tully is always sure he has that

union button plainly in sight.

C. S.-Cor. Div. No. 265 .

ON EIGHT-HOUR DAY

an

on

Gary, Ind . — Division No. 517 recently held

election of officers for the year 1926, which resulted
as follows : President, George Biggs; vice-president ,

R. Pierce; secretary -treasurer , J. C. Sargent; execu

tive board --West Division , A. Nordahl and G. E.

Schulp , Eastern Division , J. H. Schlurdt; Crown

Point Division , c . V. McFadden ; Highland Division,

W. J. Muller; Hobart Division , '0. Caldwell and B.

Biggs; conductor -warden, T. Quinn ; sentinel , E. Old ;

correspondent, G. E. Schulp ; delegates to the C. L.
U., C. McFadden and L. A. Jones ; delegates to

Labor Temple Corporation, A. Nordahl, G. Shearer

and A. J. Wilson ; board member for the shopmen ,
J. Burton .

We are having better attendance at our meetings

of late . We expect to have some improvements in

our working conditions soon .

We are pleased to report in this issue of the M.

and C. that all members on regular runs are enjoying

the 8 -hour day.

--COR. 517 .

INSTALL CANION BALL SCHIDOLL

Shreveport, La. Division No. 358 not in regular

session the evening of Priday , January 22 , is Car
penters Hall, 1623 Texas Avenue. A goodly number

were present. We were pleased to see the new year

start out with a good attendance . Chairman H. W.

Robertson upon calling to order, called upon Brother

George S. Mitchell, assistant chaplain , to render the
invocation . We all enjoyed hearing George, for he

is a man of sincerity and earnestness,

Officers ' are being re-installed for the year 1926 .

Brothers W. C. Turnbow and J. D. Kee con

tracted pneumonia in January . We are glad to re

port that they are back on the job .

January 1 a cannon ball schedule was placed in

effect on the Cedar Line, cutting the time to one

hour for a round trip , passengers being educated to

be sure and get on the spot, so they will not be
obliged to ask why they were passed. All other

lines were requested to give the right of way.

Brother James B. Lawson has been in New Or.

leans since the holidays and at this writing is attend

ing the G. E. B. meeting held in Detroit.

Some new faces have been added to our ranks .

We hope to see them make good and receive a gold

star to be worn the sleeve of their uniform .

There were many who made the grade last year and

have been awarded gold stars.

Brother George Stone is farming near Blumberg
Texas . He gave up his job on account of failing

health . We wish him a speedy recovery and that

he may enjoy future good health .

A number of one-man cars are being run here

enough to mix up passengers, as you know on these
cars they enter at the front. As an illustration of
the bewilderment they cause : A colored lady who

had become accustomed to taking the one-man car,
recently stopped a two-man car to get aboard. She

proceeded to enter the front way, but the motorman
very kindly told her: " Back end, please." ( Meaning

the rear door. ) In a humble and submissive way she

deliberately turned around with a bundle of clothes
under one arm and a large hamper basket on the
other , and started backing into the car, saying :

" Laws have massy, Chile , dis is the fust time Ah
evah is have to git on one of dese cahs dis way

befo . " Of course there was a little delay in explain

ing to her that she should get on the back end, but
she allowed to the motorman that if he would be

patient she could get both ends on.

We are pleased to learn that the anthracite coal

miners and operators have reached an agreement .

Members who fail to get their working cards on or

before the 15th of the month are placed in bad

standing and it is read out to the entire membership

by the secretry in his monthly report. We hope
that the secretary will have no occasion to mention

names and that the reading of this list may be
eliminated by all men paying their dues promptly .

-COR. 558.

INSTALL OFFICERS

MEETINGS WELL ATTENDED

Salem , Mass. — Division No. 246 has installed
officers for the year 1926 as follows : President ,

James J; Duggan ; secretary, Michael J. Crane; treas

urer , John J. Gleason ; executive board , John Cooke,

Ed. Kellyand M. Shea; delegates to the C. L. U.
James J. Duggan, John Cooke and M. Shea . The

officers were installedby G. E. B. Member John H.
Reardon . Brother Reardon gave the boys a very

good address containing a lot of fine advice, particu

larly relative to grievances - when not to arbitrate
them.

The Mass. Supreme Court has upheld the Public
Utilities Commission in granting permission to keep

the tracks on Mason Street, Salem . The boys are

looking forward to when all will be located in the
power house , This is a great change from five car
houses.

Brother T. Corbett is a very busy man mornings

until the 5:45 bus goes out. Until then , all others
must stand aside .

All predictions of an open winter were dissipated
when a blizzard struck here in the early part of

February. It sent theowners of small automobiles
and their free rides to the electric cars .

We are pleased to have President Duggan again
with us after his brief illness .

The Educational Program carried by the

Central Labor Union the last two winters has re

sulted in great benefit to those who attend the meet

ings. Many labor leaders, college professors and
lawyers addressed the classes. It is under the direc

tion of BrotherCharlesL.Reed of the Machinists.

He spent two years at Brookwood Labor College.

Heisnow conducting classes in Lowell,Lynn ,Wor
cester and East Boston . As a result of this, labor

and adult education has been given a great boost .

This year thepeople ofSalem will celebratethe
Tercentenary of the settlement of this section by
Roger Conant. The fraternal , labor and

societies in general have sent delegates to a meeting

ofail citizens, so we expect one grand celebration the
week of July 4 to 11. Societies from adjacent towns

set apart from the originalgrant, willalso help
Salem and we invite ail our absent children and

others tocomo for oid Home Week.

Brother Mark Shea visited headquarters in Den

troit last Augurt and he ialoudin his pruine of his

on

Fort Smith , Ark . — The meeting of Division No.

674 heid Pebruary 10 was well attended , as was also

our March meeting and we trust that this good at
tendance will continue through the year 1926 .

We are pleased that Brother Dixon is again on tho

job after serious illness, as is Brother J. N. C. Wood.

We can see an increase in Brother Cope's flower
department. He has a much larger bill-board this

year .

Mrs. Plurry , wife of Brother Plurry recently

moved and when Brother Flurry started home at

midnight, he went to Van Buren and spent the rest

of the night to wait for daylight, so he could find

where he lived .

If there is any city you can't get by radio, see

Brother Centry .

If it is vegetables you want, see Mrs. Deshazo ,

wife of Brother Deshazo . They have moved out on

the farm .

Brother J. M. Woodward is back on the 11th

Street late , but the pirch game is easy and he is

always playing dominoes.

It is easy for a postman to get bitten by a dog .

What we cannot understand is how a street -car man

gets bitten by a dog when it is tied .

Brother T. J. Davis worked the Grand Avenue

Line for some fifteen days. That it is a rough line

mnr. by the lant that he lost all of his teeth

civic
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BEST WISHES TO NEW LOCAL Brothers Maguire and Donigan have been ap

pointed on the police force and Brother Meehan to
the fire department. Thus we lose three good

brothers . It is rumored that a few more of our

brothers are to receive like appointments . Con

gratulations, boys . The old saying is that troliey.

men make the best police and firemen . Their train

ing in the trolley gamo fits them .
Pa President Johı Hurleywas recently married

to an estimable young lady . Congratulations. It is

understood that Brother Bodine will also forsake

bachelorhood in the near future .

Don't forget , boys , the Temlpe of Wisdom is open

all the time and all arguments are settled over the
table . Brother Bill Dorley is the big chief. The

slogan is : “After working a train car, visit the

Temple of Wisdom ( Middle Lunch) ."

Boys, continue to be present at the meetings for

the next few months, as there will be considerable
business to transact . Our new agreement will be

coming up for discussion soon, so, as our worthy
president is secretary of the Join : Conference Board,

remember he will have something interesting to

report .

Boys, you should all be proud to belong to Local

459. We are considered as having one of the best

organizations in the state , that is , not only financi

ally, but all except four or five of the employes here

are members. Just a little diplomacy, boys, and we

believe we can get those four or five in the fold , as

they are formermembers.

Don't forget the meetings.

-0. S. -COR.

$

Wheeling, W. Va . - Even though some members of

Division No. 103 would hang crepe of pessimism on

the door, it does not stop the officers' optimism in
the meetings. The instance of the last meeting indi

cates this,forwith the number present, smoothness
and dispatch of business and the harmonythat exist

od, showed a growth , both in ttendance and morale .

Further, it is the belief of the officers that if the

members who have pessimism in them would attend

meetings , that pessimism would soon be turned to

optimism .

Everybody is glad that Brother J. M. Boner is

over his long illness and has again returned to work .

There is no doubt but that the members of Divi.

sion No. 103 will be glad to hear that our recording

secretary, has installed the loose leaf ledger , type
written sheets for the minutes of the meeting. Any

how, Brother Swain seems to enjoy the reading of

the minutes better and the hearers enjoy his reading.

All of our members extend sincere sympathy to

Brother Charles Duglas in the loss of his wife , who

departed this life after an extended illness .

Our omicers, who were elected some three months
ago, are now installed as follows : President . S. 0 .

Wilson ; first vice -president, Russell Miller; second
vice-president, J. D. Moore; treasurer, Charles

Somerfeld; recording secretary, T. A. Swain; financial
secretary, A. H. Crumley: a . m. sentinel , Wm .

Satterfield ; D. m . sentinel . Roy, Tripp ; a . m . warden ,

Edw . Welling ; p . m . warden, Isaac Crow ; executive

board members , Harry Sharder, Clarence Woods,

N. W. White, Wm . J. Myles ; Jack O'Connor, Frank
Huff. Officers at the Follansbee Barn are : First

vice -president, Jack O'Conner; second vice -presidnet,
Frank Huff ; a . m. sentinel , Harry Horb ; p . m . sen

tinel , Harry Duely ; a . m . warden , Robert Baker ;

P. m . warden, H. S. Carnahan ; a . m . conductor, Wm.

Demmitt; p . m . conductor, Camemillo Antonie.

Since the Elm Grove boys pulled away from us

and formed a Local of their own , Division No. 975,

we wish them the very best , regardless of how great
the things may be that they get . They can rest

assured that the best wishes of the entire member

ship of Division No. 103 are with them and we shall
always treat them as brothers in the cause of trade

unionism , because we know them to be true union
nen , as much now as ever before .

Brother Goldsmith has returned to work after a

long illness. We wish him the best of luck in the

future.
During the last year - 1925— we had death

record never known before in the history of 103.

There occurred ten deaths in our ranks and death

benefits received by their beneficiaries aggregated

$ 5,000.00. Our sick list came in second with a pay
ment of sick benefits aggregating $1,500.00 . Accord

ing to our financial reports this was oniy a small part

of the expense account of our Local , so if any mem

ber wishes to know where his dues go , just come to

the meetings and listen to the financial report , as

it is read at each meeting.

-Cor. 103

DEATH ENTERS RANKS
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MEETINGS BEING WELL ATTENDED

St. Louis,Mo. - The regular A. M.and P.M.
sessions of the meeting of Division No. 788 were
held March 8. President M. J. Douglas was in the

chair . Brother G. E. Tiptonwasrecording themeet
ing and Brother L. A. Graeser was looking after the
financial end. Everything went off fine. Brother

Douglas had a very fine financial report to read,

of which we were veryproud . Iftheboys will co

operate with Brother Douglas and quit knocking.

they will find it will be much better for the Local .

A letter was read at our meeting from Interna

tional Vice- President William B. Fitzgerald , relative

to the five men from NorthBroadwaywho were dis

charged for fighting, also the Brother Tom Walsh

case , and it looks like the boys will be unable to get
back again,

President R. T. Woods of the Mo. State F. of L.

of Springfield , Mo. , was present at our last meeting,

bothsessions, and made arousinggood talk . Brother

Woods emphasizedthefact that to function properly

it is essential for all members to be on the alert and

be present at as many meetings as is possible , work

in harmony and co -operate with the officers . Another

thing he said was, for all union men to spend their

union earned money for union made goods bearing
the union label .

Division No. 788 has sent the usual donation to

the Anthracite Coal Miners. The entire membership

were pleased to learn that the struggling miners won .
President John L. Lewis said : “ It was the greatest

victory in the face of immense odds in the history

of the United Mine Workers, ever recorded ."

I would like to say something aboutthe Compen

sation Act that seems to be squarely up to us union
men. The ratification and approval of the Compen:

sation Act by the voters of Missouri at the next
general election , rests with union men . If we men

and women who are members of trade unions will

exert the proper influence, the battle will be won.
If we are indifferent to the success of the measure

in the face of unqualified approval by our highest

trade union officials in state and nation, how can we
expect voters not affiliated with us to support the
Compensation Act at the polls ? Our enemies are

at work. The entire state will be flooded with litera

ture opposing the measure, and it is not too early

for you , a loyal member of organized labor, to urge

upon your neighbors and all persons with whom you

come in contact, not only the possibility but the

necessity of supporting the Compensation Act.

We justreceived a letter from Miss Nettie Reckert

of 2023 Russell Ave.,stating that Brother Lewis

Koch is sick in the Deaconess' Hospital with bron

chial pneumonia and pleurisy and has been there for

several weeks. It would be well for some of the

brothers to go out and see Brother Koch.
The first partof the year Brother Frank Riley of

the Track Department departed this life.
Others

who have passed away since the örstofthe year are

Brothers Ebeling, John F. Reusch , T. H. Sigipooor .

Putriple Murphy and Po Pehr

We got

Bridgeport, Conn . - The last monthly meeting of

Division No. 459 was well attended , both afternoon

and evening sessions . Keep it up, brothers. You

owe that much to yourselves and the officers you

elected .
Many of our bo are on the sick list . Brothers

Kelly and Mickey Dunn have returned to work and

Brother Miller is recuperating, from a serious opera
tion . Our worthy Vice- President Brown heads the

Sick Committee and he makes it his business to go

around visiting sick brothers .

Well, the big snowstorm came and went .

plenty : The trolleys did wonderful work , proving

that they are here to stay . A number of the boys

got snow-plow work , but Brother Josephson was

left our ; so he got mad and raised a mustache.

Recently , the wife of Brother Frank Scalzi passed
from this life. She died after a short illness . Brother

Scalzi has the sincere sympathy of the members of
Division No. 459 in his bereavement.
We are to soon bave a radio installed in the motor

men and conductors' room. Brothers Shea and

Norris have been trying out several sets , and , as

they are authorities , we are sure we will get a good

det .
Brother Foorch wears the ile that won't come

of . Mrs. Foorch has pleas a him with the birth of

* daughter. Brother Buckley thinks ten yearsis a
Anyhow nongratulation to Mrs
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We

GIVE BARBECUE

Wilmington, N. C.-Dear Brother Members of the

Amalgamated' Association : We of Division No. 708,

wish to announce to you that we are not dead , but

are very much alive and doing business on the same

old plan --the square deal .
We held our annua homecoming day at our last

regular meeting. We enjoyed a barbecue - the best

our old friend Nixon could compound and , believe
me, Brother W. H. Darden found use for his false
teeth . We regret that some of our boys had indi

gestion to an extent that it retarded obtaining the

proper degree of pleasure out of our roast pig .

will look out for you , Brother Ward , next time and
get one with more lean meat . We had one grand

old time, with a fairly good attendance , We wish
all had been present .

We were pleased to see Brother L. G. Baer again
with us for a day or so and we hated to see him
return to Florida .

Well, boys, by the way, listen : We heard that

our scab brothers held their annual crap game a
recent Wednesday . What do you know about that ?

The place for you fellows is in our meeting, where
we never shoot craps. There , you will have all to

win and nothing to lose.

Now, boys, meet me at the hall next meeting day.

So we can all talk some, as I am only one in writing

this and I want something to write about.

-F. S.-Cor .

GETS NEW AGREEMENT
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A large number of the boys attended the Boxing

Bouts at the Armouries on February 8 . All were

well satisfied for Bert ' Hillier demonstrated to the
2000 fans that he can give punishment and take it
as well . He gave Henning the hardest fight of his

career and took from him the middle -weight cham

pionship of Ontario. Here is wishing Bert much

success ,

There is a big rush of auto owners to the insurance

offices these days. Why? Because they saw Brother

Walt Smith training to drive a street car .

The town of Merritton was recently visited with a
serious house fire. Brother Hargraves asked if it

was a blue flame. Doesn't he know this is a dry

country?

Brothers, in future all funeral specials will be run

by Milt Stouck and Walt Smith.

Why does Brother Legg drive so slow on St. Paul

St.when approaching Queen Street?

Any brothers desirous of knowing why they put
blue ink in beans should ask Brother Andy Crozier .

copy of Collier's Weekly received a pauper's

burial at the hands of the brothers of 846.

Brother Stouck, on the freight , says it is like the

plum and apple jam you got in the army.

A new lock is to be seen on the cupboard door in

the Labor Temple. Ask Brother Andy. Crozier.

For once we had a warm room to hold our meeting
in . Brother Legg brought a fire with him.

A certain young lady on the Terminal cars pays

50 cents a dozen for oranges to feed the conductor

with . Who is the conductor ?

Who were the ambitious men on our local line at

Niagara Falls who decided to take their car down

the M. C. R. tracks ?

Art Chater was the soloist at a local church re

cently . His intonation of , " Count your many

blessings one by one," was beautifully rendered .

Brother Parkinson is taking orders now for Spring

Suits . Brother Ellis has ordered one with the open

space trousers.

Brother Pink is sorry that the sick iist is finished ,

as there will be no more jam .

Brother Sid Richards was pleasing to all who at

tended the musical treat, Tambourine" at the

Griffin . His make-up and representation of a gentle

man lover of the 18th Century had the girls licking

the lip stick.

Brothers, we have on the road the formation of a

very good orchestra if only the boys would give it a
little boosting .

Brother Andy Crozier wants to know if the snow

sweeper has the habit of breaking downwhen near
the golf links ?

Now who should run the snow sweeper? Why ,

Baldy Egerter .
Who was the local line conductor that took a

switch iron with him to flag the Merritton diamond ?

Brothers Pink and Myers are now planning for

their Chestnut Tour for Sept. 1926 .
Brother Bill Holt wishes to advise the members

that it is a very foolish plan to form a one man

committee .

Brother Dunham, off sick for two weeks, is back

on the job ,

Brother Scott of Niagara Falls, better known as

“ Scotty " will have to get a spider for his bald head

when summer comes .

Brother Bill Richardson must have been inocu .

lated with the monkey gland serum .

Brother Langeson on the Port line recently had

a full car with others trying to get on ,

Brother Bill Burrows who attended our last meet

ing says he just wanted to this here Labor

Temple before we pull out of it .

Brother Gallagher was car 70 with his
coat off.

Brother Scotty Foreman wants to know if there

is any interest coming to him for the extra half pay

for New Year's Day?

Brother Fred Richardson says, “ Yes sir, she's my

baby. Car 82 is my baby doll.
Brother Parkinson has purchased a large suit to

carry enough accident reports for the dead line.
Brother Keating remarks that it will be a wonder

ful help for Pinkie when we get issued with two caps.

He will be able to let the wife wear one when taking

her to the show .

Brother F. C. Bates , our Niagara Falls represen

tative, was instructed by our president recently, as

to what is the best kind of a waste paper basket
(the stove) .

Brother Legg has bought a new pipe.
In conclusion, brothers, many would like to know

why our Correspondent is seen at all times rubbing
his hands ? Well. beye . it is a distinctive mark of

St. Catharines, Ont. The regular meetings of

Local 846 were held in the Labor Temple February
4 and 11 . Both were well attended . It was gratify

ing to all, especially to the officers, to see so many
of the older members present . Keep the good work

up, brothers, and the year 1926 will spell " Success.

At our meeting on February 4 , we had a full
house. Brother May , our worthy president, had

three of a kind. He plays a good hand at all times .
At this meeting . we initiated into membership, three

new applicants. Theyare Brothers Cochrane , Scott
and Worral from our Wesley Park Division at Niag.
ara Falls, Ont . We are pleased to see so many of

our men down there realizing the necessity of joining
the union.

The most important business this month was our
new agreement. It had to be made for the passenger

trainmen only , as the other crafts were not in our
union,

It was presented by our officers at both
meetings for ratification and it was accepted. It

might well be said at this time that our officers

worked hard on our new agreement and although

some brothers regret that we did not get our old

wage rate back again , which is an increase over our

present rates, we feel confident that our accomplish
ments are many .

We lost nothing , but gained, and
we must agree that this is the best agreement yet .

Brothers, another benefit is about to come to pass,

months of dissatisfaction , cold and
dampness , we have decided to vacate our present

meeting quarters and move into the fine hall of the
Oddfellows on James Street . Our first meeting in

the new hall was held March 4 . On March 8 , a big
social is to be held . Every one come and enjoy

yourself in a decent place.

After many months of hard fighting, our company

has been granted an increase in fares in Thorold ,

Merritton, Port Dalhousie and St. Catharines. The

new fare will be seven cents cash , four tickets for

twenty -five cents, with universal transfer privileges
in effect.

Get your pockets ready for the coppers ,
Boys.

A subscription list was taken up amongst the

membership recently for a brother who has suffered
from much sickness.

The fine sum of forty dollars
was raised.

Once again , boys, the necessity of a
sick benefit fund prevails.

Let's get one going in

It is a wonderful asset to any organization ,

A number of the brothers attended the celebration
of the I. 0. O. F. held in Buffalo February 2 . They

all reporthaving had a real good time,and the air
Seemed full of music the next day . Brother Myers

said he always did likebaked beans. Brothers

Jakie Farr and Jack Barnes partook heavily in the

Brother Andy Croziet, slightly under the
" light" refreshments .

Whatdid Brothers Holt and Mitchell have ? They

next morning. Looks bad ,

Brothers McClelland and Myers con
tinued the entertainment on the car coming home

61,singingmany well known songs ,including, "The
Brother Farr closed this pleasant

" vent by asking where will

After many

see

seen on

1926 .

in some

eats.

weather, indulged

failed for their runs
brothers .

oid Grey Mase ."

Tin
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BENEFITS COME FROM MEMBERSHIP

Did you see

Inspector Keyser attended our last dance and 1p ;

peared to enjoy himself. We were also surely glad

to see our old friends, Mr. and Mrs. James, at the
dance . Mrs. Woodward exhibit the

Charleston ? She sure is handy with her feet .

Now , boys, don't forget the big April dance.

There will be plenty of room and good music. Also

Mr. Haas will serve lunch, of course at so much per.

Now, fellows, quit your kicking about music and
dances when it is all donated to you. Quit your

crabbing. We heard that some of the boys failed to
appear at the dance because they thought they

would be expected to help pay for the music and
hall rent . Now , boys, don't be so small . Bring your

folks and let them have a good time, even if it does
cost you a quarter .

-COR. 779 .

NO
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GAINING IN MEMBERSHIP

a

Seattle, Wash . - Local 587 is progressing, finely .

At the last meeting . February 18th , a very interest.
ing attendance showed enthusiasm . Several candi

dates for office addressed the meeting and all talked
favorable to the workers.

Brother John Pierce , who at the last writing was

not exepcted to survive, has passed to the Great
Beyond Brother Pierce was one of our truest mem

bers, always ready to do anything for the union. We

miss him .

Brother Chas. Consylea, after a long sickness , has

returned to work and the boys at Fremont are glad
to have him back .

Brother E. J. Dever, convalesceing for several

months, is back on the job .

Brother G. W. Duval sick since February 1 , re

turned to work February 24.

Brother W. T. Harvet of the Fremont Barn is

slowly recovering.

Brother D. B. Honn of the North Seattle Barn

will soon return to duty after a few weeks sickness.

Brothers E. R. Jones of the Jefferson Barn , sick

since December 29th , 1925 , returned to work Feb
ruary 15th .

Brother J. O. Nelson, one of our cable splicers , is

slowly recovering from sickness.

Brother E. W. Ohlander of the North Seattle Barn

has been sick since December 21 , but returned to

work February 8th . Brother Ohlander is a former

member of 241 Chicago , Ill . , and true union

member,

Brother A. M. Pace of the Fremont barn is grad .

ually recovering from an injury received by fauing
from his car.

Brother R. W Sward of Fremont Barn is now in

Lake Cushman Hospital near Tacoma , Wash . , for

treatment for an ailment contracted while in the

Army. Good luck to him .

Brother F. E. Townsley of the Fremont, is recov .
ering from a serious operation for Goiter. Brother

Townsıey is one of our most loyal members.

Brother H. Zwanzig of Fremont returned February

11 , after an operation for Goiter .

Brother M. Zoietto of North Seattle Shops is
slowly recovering from sickness .

We hope that we don't witness the sad experience

that was witnessed last year - 1925 -- when we laid to

rest 16 members of this local and there were a few
passed that were not members of this local . And I

wish to call to the attention of the non-union mem

bers that the dependents of these 16 members drew

from our International more than $ 7,000.00 worth of

insurance . The back riders will come to the point

some time where it would come in handy and not

have it coming;, but will say : " I have always been
a believer in Unionism , but neglected to take ad
vantage of it ." That will be pure bunk . The only

reason they don't belong to the union is because it

costs a small part of what they earn . When they

don't pay their share, the other fellows keep up the

conditions that they enjoy . They have some nerve !
--Cor . LOCAL 587 .

feel we

Winnipeg , Manitoba.- Well , the brothers have

been getting after me because there is nothing in the

M. & c . from Division No. 99. So I think I had

better get busy.
We held our regular February meeting in the

Labor Temple and had & fair attendance. We

would like to see every member at these meetings .

They come only once each month and I think we
should all try and attend them. The regular meet

ings are held the second Wednesday of each month.

Itis easy to remember that and be present and show

that we are all taking an interest in our Local.

At our last meeting we had several new members
and we are getting new members all the time . Some

of our boys are making a special effort to get others
interested and to join . The results are gratifying.

We have an International Officer with us, Brother
Hoover, and we can assure the boys that did not

hear him at our last meeting. they lost & treat, as
he sure can talk trade unionism in fine style and in
an educative way. We also had with us a represen

tative of the Machinists and those who were not

present certainly missed a treat by not being able
to hear him. It was a surprise when our President

introduced Brother McLennan and he warmed up,

but as he is a busy maninWinnipeg at this time,
he could give us not much of his time. What he did

say, I can assure those who were not present, was
well worth listening to . Our Business Agent also

received a letter from the TorontoLocal forwhich I

must thank that Local for their very en
couraging message. We hope very soon to be as

strong as the Toronto Local and in as sound a

position as that Local is . Brothers, as you said in

that letter , we of Division No. 99 have passed
through a very hard time, but things are coming

our way and we hope to be in as good position as
we were in 1915 and 16 . We kept our eyes turned

on Division No. 113. We instructed our business

agent to write you .

Now , brothers of 99 , let's all try and get to these

meetings . At our last meeting. Brother Rust was

absent. Brother Currie was present.

a very busy man these days and we hope soon to
hear that he has taken unto himself a wife .

Brother Sherringand Brother Reevesare wearing

long faces, as these two brothers are part of our show

fighters. Ben predictsan awful time for the farmers
of Manitoba this year. He says there has been no

snow or rather he has not been out much with the

sweeper.

Our business agent reports that the canary busi
ness is coming along fine.

Brother Newman says that they had a heavy frost
in his part of the woods and he lost his soup strainer.

Ourpresidentisbusy thesedaysand soon wehope

to have something of great importance to tell you,

so be at the Marchmeeting at Labor Temple.
We hear thatone of our Brothersis in the hospital

very sickand we trust we will have better news of
Brother Morris soon.

-OLE BILL.

CAN REPORT PROGRESS

Marinette, Wis. and Menominee, Mich. Division

No. 302 , even in the depth of northern snows, can
report progress .

Brother Louis Kickbush will have his oldest son

working on the street -cars in the spring ,

working onthe main line, where Dadcan watch him .

Brother MerrillLarson, on vacation for ten days,
is again on the job .
A motormens' ball will be given here Friday,

April 16 . Come on , brothers, let'ssee who can sell
the tickete and male this dance , grand

rmy ?

I hear he is

BURT VISITS LOCAL

on him .

Sious City, Iowa.- Division No. 779 had two

sessions of a good meeting February 24. Brother

Allen H. Burt, G. E. B. Member, of Salt Lake City,

Utah , was with us and gave us some good advice,

as well as good stories . Brother Weber entertained

him in the usual way .

Brother L. L. Cormany was a boarder at St.

Vincent Hospital for a few days while undergoing

and recovering from an operation for appendicitis.

Brother Frank Matz left St. Joseph Hospital and

at this writing is at home being entertained by the

radio He would be pleased to have the boys call

He lives in South Sioux City.

Brother PeteStorm is on the express car with

Simon Peter . They make a good team .

Brother Tom Norris is again out . We hope he

will quit trying to stop autos. He is too old for such

light work.

Brother Jack Dunn is operating a run on River

side , tiring of the bright lights of the city.

We had a good crowd at our last dance and all

reported general good time . Brother Weber

played cards just to help out, as he never really cares
to play cards. Brother Peterson of the Boot and

Shoe Workers gave a couple of good talks and made
a good plea for the Union Labei.

Attorney Goltz and twoburly policemen called
on us at our last meeting and spoke in regard to
tbrir petition for more per W. true thome get

а He will be

most
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PRESIDENT RESIGNS

ac

too great and he did not want to hog it all of the
time.

Division No. 583 is soon to hold a big dance and

We are hoping to have a capacity crowd. At our

last meeting a Ladies Auxiliary was formed and
these ladies are working to make our big dance a
success . Oh . if we only had some of our brothers as

eager to work ! Three chcers for the Auxiliary !

We are sorry to report that the winter was so
wonderful this year that the street railway system
suffered . The boys in Calgary had a very easy

winter. However, see by the financial statement

for the year that the operation here produced a sur

plus, which is a good thing.

Our worthy inspector says that next time he goes

to a hockey game he will watch his headgear. The

last time he went, someone hit him on the head when

the home team scored the winning goal . Guess who

the brother was?

The sympathy of our Local is extended to Brother

Joseph Padden in the loss of his dearly beloved

partner, Mrs. Padden . Brother Padden is a very

sick man himself .

Our Willie says the jug is no good unless you have

something in it.

Now , boys, let's get together and attend meetings
and make 1926 a banner year.

-CASEY.

WHAT A LAPSE MIGHT MEAN

a

Cincinnati, Ohio.-We regret to inform different

Locals throughout the country that our president,

Julius Luschsinger, who served us for a period of

four or more years and worked hard for the fire

fighters of the city while in the Legislature to obtain

the double platoon system for them , and he was

elected to the City Council last fall as the only labor

man on the ticket , recently tendered his resignation

to us, resigning from the presidency of Division No.

627. It was quite a surprise to our members. He

stated that owing to his physical condition he deemed
it necessary

to resign . His resignation was

cepted . We wish himgood luck and speedy recovery,

also good luck in his position as Councilman .

Some of our boys are kicking on account of having
no news from Cincinnati in the M. & C. I don't
blame them. I'd kick, too. You know, brothers,

you have to go to your Board Member and com

plain , as I have asked each of them for news and it

is not forthcoming. Now if you brothers have any

pews, give it to your Board member and instruct
him to give it to your correspondent and I will see
that it reaches our publication each month. Other

wise I will send in only what news comes to me

casually.

Brother Lawrence Mead seems to know about his

duties already as the new board member at Brighton .

I am sure he will make good.

They now have a new nickname for Vice -President

Black . We now call him " Whispering. Harry ." ., By
the way, he is now candidate for president,

Brother Brophy, the ex -sailor is running also, as is

Brother Dick Cunningham , the famous Head Pine of
Brighton . Brother A, E. Jones is running to the

Waterbury watch also, as is Brother Garby Schutte ,

the old war-horse of Hartwell. So don't rock the
boat.

We have several on the ticket for vice - president,

such as Brothers J. B. Lovett , theace of Brighton,

W. Camp, the fatman of Hartwell , and T. White,
the dark man of Walnut Hills .

Brother workers of Division No. 627, just a few

words of appreciation for the support and loyalty

you extended to Brother Luchsinger in the two

campaigns just closed. First, you showed organized

labor and others in this city and the U. S. that you

had faith in him when you went to the polls and cast

your vote for him for City Councilman at the charter
election , You know what a hard fight he had ,

pitted as he wasagainstthe most ableand popular
candidates. The result of that election opened

labor's eyes. Now that he is elected to the Council,

will the members of Division 627 sit with their

hands folded and let opportunity slip ? We were not

asleep in pointing theway to other organizations, by

havinga representative in the government of our
city. This is the first time on record of which I

know , wherea labor leader was elected to Council

by the vote of the people in this city.

In closing, I willquotea saying of one of the
greatest presidents that the Vaited States ever had
Abraham Lincoln :

" With malice towards none , with charity to all,

with firmness in the right as' God gives us to see

the right, let us strive to finish the workwe have

begun."

Let mesay in conclusion, that I truthfully believe

that our late President Julius Luschinger is in the
same frame of mind .

COR. 627.

Worcester , Mass.-- Division No. 22 started the

year well, but there is still room for improve

ment, Meetings for February, were well attended ,

but there were vacant seats . Let's see if we cannot

at least keep interest enough in the Local to get a

good meeting once each month .

Iwas talking to one of our duescollectors a day
or two ago and learned that there were a few mem

bers behind in their dues. I wonder if those members

ever think what a lapse would mean to their families

if they should be taken away . Is it possible that

they want to go back to work for 20 cents an hour?

Brothers, that's what will happen if we let our Local

go . What do you say, boys ? " Let's pull together and

back our Joint Conference Board with dues and

loyalty.

Brother Eddie Devlin has a son four years old .

According to Eddie he is a chip from the old block.

Eddie took him to the barbers for the first time the

other day. When Eddie Jr. got seated in the chair,

the barber asked him how he wanted his hair cut.

He promptly replied, " Just like Dad's, with a hole
in the top .

Brother Johnny Ring attended the opening of the

new Eagle Hall . The weather was bad , so Johnny

took hisumbrella . Rumor has it that Johnny didn't

know how he got home, but when he came to in the

morning his umbrella was in bed and Johnny was
lying in the sink. Of course , rumor is often not

dependable.

Now that Brothers Genevo and Gerrish are again

on the job , we wonder when the next meeting of the

Wednesday Night Club will be.

Can any brother tell us why Mike Larkin has all

of those pretty girls pictures pasted on his sweat

shirt ? What's the matter, Mike, slipping ?

-COR . Div . 22 .

EXPRESSIONS OF APPRECIATION

We are

here goes :

year.

SUPERINTENDENT ATTENDS MEETING

Calgary, Alta . - We of Division No. 583 are still

on the job, though very little has been heard of us
lately in the M. & c . At our recent election of

officers,yours trulywas selectedas correspondent, so

Our last_meeting was one of the best attended in

We had our superintendent, Mr. R. A.Brown, with us.
He came with a two-fold purpose .

Onewastogive us a little talk on the financial end

of the Calgary Street Railway Department and

Division 583 assures him it was greatly appreciated .

We have in our superintendent a square shooter.

The Loca! has always found him willing to listen

40 any grievance thecommittee brought before him .

MiasecondpurposewasalsopleasingtoDivisionNo.

583.Hehad the honorof presenting to ous retiring

president, Brother T. Halpin , a handsome club bag.

If all the

thing the SuperintendentsaidaboutBrotherHelpin

Wereknown,theLocalmadea mistakein letting him

bimto stayinthechair, but he saidthe honor was

Wheaton , II . — Division No. 215 can report pro

gress . seldom heard from through the

columns of the M, & C. This is very likely due to

the dilatory atmosphere that tends to the survival of

our correspondent . We may expect now, that this

frigid condition is melting, that we may be more
numerous in the future .

As an example of the appreciation of the social
well-being of those of organized labor , we wish here

to reproduce expressions of appreciation that Divisio

No. 215 has received from those who understand the

merits of the labor movement. The first is a letter

from Brother John E. and Mary Koos, which reads:

We wish to extend our most heartfelt thanks to

Division No. 215 of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes, for the floral

offering, sent to us in the way, of expressing sympathy

for us in the passing of our late beloved sister, Miss
Jennie Koos.

The second is a letter from Mrs. G. 0. McNair,

Mr.and Mrs. Floyd McNair and Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Averill , which reads:

" To Division No. 215 : We wish to acknowledge

with sincere thanks the kind expressions of your

sympathy,"
-Con . 215 .
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INSTALLATION MEETING AN EVENT

Kalamazoo, Mich.-We of Division No. 343 are

quite busy at this time of year, due to the snow

storms and it keeps us busy as our extra board is

small and some of our regular men are on the sick

list. This, with the snow plow, keeps our extra men

working.

Brother William Pickard is again on the job after

being off sevenmonths with a fractured hip . Even

nowhe uses his cane to get around on the job. We

hope he will not have to use it much longer.

Brother Dave Bowman is laid up witha fractured
wrist, caused by trying to crank his fivver . We

hope to see him back at work soon .

Brother Jesse Nippress , off for a few weeks with

the flu, is again at work and we trust he will enjoy
good health in the future .

Brother Abie Vestal was also confined to his home

with the flu, but is recovering .

Brother Carl Brown recovered from the fly and

returned to work, but is again off sick . We hope

for his early recovery .

Officerswere installed by Division No. 343 for the

year 1926 as follows : President, Herman Wedel;

recording secretary, R. Holmes; financial secretary , L.

Farr ; treasurer, A. Carlyon ; assistant recording secre
tary. J. Small ; executive board,B. C. Riley, William

Winniger, E. Fisher,L. Parr . E. Rosely ; Joint Ad .
visory Board Members, Herman Wedel, B. C. Riley.
The installation meeting was a great event. We

had a grand time. A banquet was sevred and after

a feed we danced , and had speeches and entertain.

ment. There was something doing every minute.

Many good selections were played and sung bythe
Washburn Five Piece Orchestra . Brother Tim

O'Neil and Tony Kidwell put on a skit which was
very amusing. Brother Kidwell took the Yiddish

end, while Brother O'Neil took the shady end .

hope to see these two in action again with their

songs and funny jokes . -ROSEY .

UNION INCREASES PAY CHECK

Mansfeld, Ohio.-The January meeting of Divi

sion No. 389 was a success from every standpoint.

All officers were present and we were installed by

past President O. W. McCready. A delightful lunch

of sauer kraut and hot dogs with trimmings was

served by the Luncheon Committee. All seemed

deeply interested and enjoyed the meetings .

Our day men , as usual, were poorly represented at

our meeting . There is one thing they never miss
and that is the pay check . There is no doubt but

they understand that our Local has been instru
mental in building up that pay check for them . Of

course it is easy to forget a little thing like Local

meetings if you feel that way .

Brother Oswalt is the only brother I have to

report on the sick list . We expect that before this

is read, he will be back on the car. At least we

hope so.

Our Local stands 100 per cent in membership,

with a substantial treasury and everything in good

shape. We feel the prospects are bright for 1926 .

Brother Lee Blackman is again at work after an

extended tour through Richland and Delaware

Counties .

Brother Van Tilberg has returned to work after a

short nerve rest . -Cor. 389.

We

DETROIT DIGEST

Bus operation in Detroit seems assured to be ex.

tended. The city has obtained bids for the making

of 125 additional busses of gas-electric type, double
deck to carry , seated, sixty passengers . The design

of the city is to place 450 new busses in the service
soon. Some of these busses will be placed in service

now being rendered by a competing company, the
Detroit Motor Bus Company.

The grim reaper has entered the ranks of Division

No. 26 , and taken from us late Brother Ezra W.

Chase, whose death occurred February17; Victor

Voliski, whose death occurred February 20; Henry
Smith, who died March 8 ; Wm . H. Terry, who

passed away March 23, and John Krejci, whodied
March 23 . Brother Krejci became a member,
September 11 , 1895. He has served as a clerk in the

Justice's Court of Detroit for some seven years, but

maintained his membership in the Association .

Division No. 26,since January 1, 1926 ,has paid

eleven death benefits, aggregating $ 12,000 . This does

not include death benefits received by the benefici

aries of those 11deceased members from the Inter:

national office. Thisadds $4,600, making a totalof

benefits paid through DivisionNo. 26. of $ 16,600.

Thus, death benefits averaged, $ 1,600 each .

Secretary Clarence Nugent has received a letter

from Mrs. Herbert Gee, of 507 West Alvarado St.,
Pomona, Calif., in which she states that Brother Gee
has just recovered from several weeks' sickness.

They are pleased with California as ahome state.

Business Agent Neil McLellan, aside from his reg;

ular work has lent assistance to the waiters and
waitresses union, No. 705 . There will be union eat.

ing places near the car barns. The Hamilton Bros.

Restaurant near the Gratiot Barn is fair and en
titled to patronage.

Brother John Kuntz is off his run on the Detroit

Plint line as a result of scalding his hand and wrist

when the steam pipe of the heating equipment of the
car broke . He is improving .

OUR WELFARE

Oakland, Cal. — You probably never heard of an
individual or association who does not have troubles.

But in Local 192 we are happy to declare that our

good fortune outweighs by far any troubles that we

may have. The main reason for our good fortune

is the fact that certain individuals who are endowed

with personality or eloquence , or both havebeen

destined to gather about our various divisions where

they might preach the doctrines of the American

Federation of Labor. These brothers know, under:

stand , and believe in the value of organization and

forthat reason are able to imbue that samespirit in
the new men of our ranks.

We have many of these men who exert their

strength and energy toadvance thecause of ora
ganized labor. An injustice would be done if the

names were not mentioned . At Central, our largest

division . we have Brother Frank Vanella , who, by

his eloquenceand most pleasing personalityas well

as his extraordinary training has done a great deal

in inducing the so called " hard eggs" to join our
Association . At the Key Division , we have Brother

Glodfelty, who by his straight forwardness and ut
most sincerity keeps the members of that division

paid up 100 % ; At the Western Division, Brother

Peru , by his dynamically stern personality spreads

the spirit of Organized Labor.
At the Northern

Division ,we haveBrothers Hechť and Matthews,

who would be willing to give their very lives for the
organization ; and when you have this type of men,

you mayimagine the results for yourselves.

EasternDivision hasBrothers Kanute. VanBenten

and Gilbert who are entrusted withthe task ofof:

ganizing and keeping intact the membership of that
organization .

Last month a resolution was legally adopted,

whereby our officers' salaries were increased .

opposition honestly believed that

salary for theofficers wouldtendto keepthemaloof
from the rank and file . The other contention was

that they were already receiving sufficient remunera:
tion . But when the various duties as well as the

responsibilities of the officers were disclosed, the en

tire membershiprealizedthe urgency of an increase.

After it is all done, the writer believes that it was
good move. Labor cannot engage in gossip any

longer. It must face the issues and meet them

squarely, To gain that end, a business agent of

Local of our size cannot be'a dues collector and

dues collector Soniya He must, if his work is to be

effective, mingle with powers or groups in the coming

munity on aneven ballssothat our division may be
regarded as an asset to the community.

NEW OFFICERS INSTALLED

The

The

an
increase in

Bridgeport, Conn .-- Owing to the severe snow

storm of February 10 , when the meeting of Division

No. 972 was scheduled to be held , we postponed the

meeting until February 16, when at Metal Trades

Hall officers for the year 1926 , who were elected

January 13, were duly installed as follows: Presi

dent, William Costello; vice-president, John Kearns ;

financial secretary -treasurer, Leo P. Farrell; recording
secretary, Richard Cummings ; warden-sentinel , Oscar

Ringstrom ; conductor, George Damm ; correspondent,

Harry A. Forholts ; executive board, William Costello,
John Kearns , Jack Clark .

Boys, you remember the obligation we have taken .

Get behind your officers and support them in every

possible way:
You know that the best way to sup

port them is to attend the meetings . They will

appreciate that. Show them you take an interest in

the affairs of Local 972 and have your dues paid .

Your dues should be paid by the 15th of each

month . Money talks and it takes money to run
this organization . As one of our brothers stated at

the meeting we had in a car one noon : " Don't

knock . Be a booster and boost your officers for this

next term for all you are worth .

-H. A. F. COR. 972 .

1
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2
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REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF GENERAL was in no way to blame, after which the

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING Company refused to reinstate him. We have

HELD FEB. 8-13, 1926 endeavored on several occasions to get in

Continued from page II formation upon this case but do not seem

Arbitration to receive it for some reason or other and

Eastern Massachusetts Divisions
have come to the conclusion that the case

(174 Fall River, 235 Brockton, 238
has been dropped, and am , therefore, re

Lynn, 240 Chelsea, 243 Taunton, 246 porting it as such which disposes of the

same.
Salem , 253 Quincy, 261 Lawrence, 270

Gloucester, 280 Lowell, 373 Hyde Park , Division No. 618, Providence, R. I.

and 503 Haverhill , Mass .) The seniority case which was reported in

The agreement covering the Divisions last Board Report as that of Brother Bailey

whose members are employed on the East was reported in error, the member involved
ern Massachusetts Street Railway property being Brother McCormick. This case was

expired May 1, 1925, and being unble to reported as pending in last Board Report

arrive at a satisfactory conclusion relative but at this time has been decided , and the

to wage rates it was agreed to submit the award of the arbitrators sustained the Com .

same to arbitration. At the closing of the pany. The same arbitration board that

last Board Report the same was pending decided the wage question decided this case

before a Board of Arbitration composed of : also .

Fred J. Cummings, Vice-President of the Division No. 618, Providence, R. I.

Company, representing the Company : James The case of Brother Kearns which was

H. Vahey, Attorney, representing the Divi
also a seniority case and which was pending

sion, and Judge Thomas J. Enright of at the close of the last Board Report has at

Lowell, Mass. acting as Chairman of the this time been concluded . The arbitrators

Board . However, at the closing of this in the wage matter acted in this case also,

Board Report an award has been rendered and decided against the Division. This

which gave to the members a three cent case, as well as the one above, was under

(3 €) per hour increase, but the working con
the supervision of Board Member Reardon .

ditions that were submitted to the Board of
Division No. 108, Scranton , Pa.

Arbitration for change remained as in the

previous agreement . This arbitration was At the closing of the last Board Report

under the supervision of Board Member the discharge case of Brother Laymon was

Reardon. reported aspending, due to not being able

Connecticut Locals
to get a third arbitrator. He was dis

(163 Meriden, 281 New Haven, 425 charged for crossing the railroad tracks

Hartford, 443 Stamford , 459 Bridge while the warning bell was ringing. How

port , 476 Norwalk, 469 Derby, 479 ever, at the closing of this Board Report

Middletown, 570 Waterbury and 692
the Board of Arbitrators, composed of:

Hartford, Conn .)
Daniel R. Reese for the Division, Frank E.

As reported in the last Board Report the
Walsh for thc Company, and M. J. Martin

agreement covering the Connecticut Locals
third arbitrator, have rendered their

expired June 1 , 1925 and being unable to
award whereby Brother Laymon was found

arrive at a satisfactory conclusion it was guilty of the charges made against him, but

agreedto submit the questions in dispute
that instead of a discharge a suspension of

to a Board of Arbitration ;thequestions eight months should have been placed

being wages to be paid for theperiod againsthim, andatthe end ofthatperiod

June 1, 1925 to June 1, 1926, and whether
he should be reinstated as a motorman on

the right of seniority applying to motormen
the same or equal run . When this matter

and conductors should be extended to in brought up for arbitration Board

clude the bus operators. The Board of
Member Sinclair was in Scranton on the

Arbitrators consisted of: Joseph F. Berry wage arbitration and assisted in this arbi

for the Company, James H.Vahey for the
tration also.

Locals, with Charles Kleiner, State Com Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.

pensation Commissioner, acting, as Chair It will be recalled that the dispute be

man of the Board . The award in this case tween Division 26, Detroit, Michigan , and

left the rates for the two -man and one-man the Street Railway Commission , regarding

car operations the same, but increased the payment of back wages to Benedict Robins,

differential paidto bus operators three cents was pending at the close of the last Board

(3 €) per hour, making the differentialten Report before a Board of Arbitration com

cents ( 10€) per hour over the two-man car posed of : Carey D. Ferguson , Collector of

rate. Relative to the seniority, question the Customs, for the Division; Frank J. Denney,

award granted seniority to the bus men. Chief Clerk of the Department of Street

This situation was under the supervision of Railways, for the Company; with Judge

Board Member Welch .
Frank Murphy of the Recorder's Court act

Division No. 441, Des Moines, Iowa ing as Chairman of the Board. The award

There has been reported in a number of
of the arbitrators entitied Robins to $509.09.

Board Reports thearbitration case of a He claimed $ 718.49 but they deducted from

motormanwhosecar collided with an auto that sum his earnings during the period of

mobile resulting in the death of one person , his inactivity and wages for seven days that

and who was bound over to the GrandJury theydid notbelieve he was entitledto.

and after a thorough investigation by the
Vice-President Fitzgerald assisted the Divi.

Grand Jury they found that the motorman sion with this arbitration case.

as

was
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D

Division No. 726, Staten Island, N. Y. the Company, and Fred C. Ransom , Chair.

The discharge case of Brother Marion , a man of the Board . The award of the Arbi

member of Division 726 , Staten Island, N.Y. tration Board called for the reinstatement

was pending at the conclusion of last Board of Conductor Conover, and further found

Report. This member was discharged for that he was entitled to compensation in the

four misses within a sign -up. Vice- President sum of $ 300.00 ; but in the case of Motor

Parker represented the Division and Mr. man Hamlin the Board by a unanimous

Gillespie the Company, and after getting to vote decided against the Local and sus

gether and going over the case, it was tained the action of the Company in dis

agreed to let the matter drop for it was missing him, but recommended that the

found that in ten months this member had Company make some provision for Motor

made twenty-nine (29) misses . man Hamlin in the way of future employ

Division No. 726, Staten Island, N. Y. ment if possible. Secretary R. L. Reeves

In addition to the one above , there was assisted in the preparation and presentation

another arbitration case of a man named of this case for arbitration .

Wheeler who was discharged for an accident . Division No. 836, Grand Rapids, Mich.

In this case also , Vice- President Parker and Arthur Grawburg and Fred Behrens,

Mr. Gillespie represented the Division and members of Division 836, Grand Rapids ,

the Companyrespectively, and it was agreed Mich., were discharged by the Company as

to reinstate this man to his former position a result of two accidents. The matter of

with full seniority, but no pay for lost time . their reinstatement was taken up with the

Division No. 641, Shamokin , Pa. Company but they refused to consider the

Four members of Division 641 , Shamokin , same, so the cases were submitted to arbi.

Pa. , were discharged for irregularity in tration, In the Grawburg case this man

registering fares, and the matter of their had been an employe of the Company for

dismissal was taken up with the Company thirteen and one-half years, and while oper:

but they refused to do anything about it . ating a one-man car ran into a truck which

Vote was then taken to arbitrate, but the stopped on the tracks on account of the

Company also refused to arbitrate , which traffic signal. The arbitrators in their

was in violation of the agreement. The award decided that, undoubtedly, the acci

General Executive Board sanctioned the re dent could have been avoided, butin view

quest for permission to suspend work, and of the long service and good record of

on September 1 , 1925 the men went on Grawburg ,the penalty of discharge, which

strike. The Company then readily agreed was inflicted, was too severe, and that he

to ' arbitrate and the men returned to work should have been suspended.They awarded

September 2 , 1925 and the matter was sub that he be reinstated without loss of sen

mitted to a Board of Arbitration composed iority rights. The case of Fred Behrens is

of : Edward Brennan, a stockholder of the regarding an accident that took place in

Company, representing the Company, and September. The car on which he was a

Victor Maretta representing the Division. conductor ran into an automobile loosening

The award of the arbitrators favored the the bumper and damaging the fender. The

Division and the four men returned to work motorist did not stop ; in fact, the conductor

on the 6th of September. Prior to the did not know ofthe accident until after it

strike, Board Member Shea assisted this happened, and after talkingwith the motor

Division relative to the discharge of these man, decided the accident could not have

four members, but after the same was sub been seriousand did not make a reportof

mitted to arbitration , it
handled the same. The award of the arbitrators

locally . reinstated Brother Behrens with two weeks

Division No. 714, Portland, Me. back pay whichmade the duration of his

Six members of Division 714, Portland , suspension six weeks . The opinion of the

Me. , were discharged for leaving, switches arbitrators that the action of the

open , which resulted in two accidents and motorist led the operator of the car to be

caused the death of an operator. The lieve that no report was necessary, but in

matter of their reinstatement was submitted their award they stated that they did not

to arbitration and five of the men appeared
intend to convey the impression that

before the Board , the other one left the operators are excused from making reports

city . The award of the arbitrators rein even thoguh the accident be of the slightest

stated two without pay and placed another nature . These cases were under the super

at the foot of the spare list for six months. vision of Secretary Reeves.

In the cases of the other two, the award
Division No. 362, Albion, Mich.

sustained the action of the Company in dis As reported inthelast two Board Re

charging them . This arbitration was under ports the discharge

the supervision of Board Member Reardon. McKibban , member of Division 362, Albion,

Division No. 245 , Jackson, Mich. Mich . , who was dismissed for circulating

Fred Hamlin , a motorman, and Conduc obscene language among passengers,

tor Conover, members of Division 245 , submitted to arbitration . This case

Jackson , Michigan, were discharged due to under the supervision of Brother Reeves,

an accident , and the matter of their rein and as nothing further has been heard rela.

statement was taken up with the Company tive to the same, it is again reported pend

but they refused to do anything about it ing at the close of this Board Report.

and the cases were taken to arbitration be Division No.690, Fitchburg, Mass.

fore a Board composed of : Attorney P. M. It will be recalled that the discharge.case

Freeman for the Local, Leland S. Bisbee for of Brother Dunklee, member of Division

was

was

case of Conductor

was

was
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REC

le

690, Fitchburg, Mass., was reported as

pending in the last Board Report. Nothing

further having been heard relative to this

case it is necessary to again report it as

pending. This case was under the super

vision of Board Member Reardon .

Division No. 245 , Jackson, Mich.

Division No. 333 , Battle Creek, Mich.

Division No. 343 , Kalamazoo, Mich .

Division No. 362 , Albion , Mich .

and

Division No. 563 , Lansing, Mich .

As reported in the last Board Report

arbitration was resorted to by the five

Divisions above and the employing com

pany to determine whether or notthe agree

ment was to include bus men . At the close

of the last Board Report the situation was

awaiting the selection of the third arbi

trator. However, at this time the Arbitra

tion Board is complete and consists of :

Attorney George E. Kelly for the Local,

Attorney Richard Price for the Company,

with Attorney Norman Leslie acting as

Chairman of the Board . The hearings in

this case have been completed but the

award has not as yet been rendered, which

again leaves this case pending . Secretary

Reeves assisted these Divisions with this

arbitration case.

Division No. 915, Granite City, Ill.

The agreement between Division 915 ,

Granite City, 111., and the employing Com

pany expired November 1 , 1925 and being

unable to arrive at a satisfactory rate of

wage the same was submitted to arbitra

tion . This Division represents the

working on the Bridge, and the Company

offered them a two cent ( 2 ¢ ) increase, but

as the Company gave the Main Line men

a five cent ( 5 ¢) ' increase the Bridge men re

fused to accept the two cent (24 ) increase,

and after several conferences it was agreed

to arbitrate the terms written by

Brother McMorrow and Armstrong, which

specify that the case to be decided is what

the wage shall be over and above the two

cent ( 2ę ) increase proposed by the Company

The situation is now awaiting the selection

of the third arbitrator, and, therefore, is

pending at the close of this Board Report.

Vice-PresidentArmstrong, assisted by Board

Member McMorrow , has this situation under

his supervision .

Division No. 738 , Hamilton, Ohio

Division 738, Hamilton , Ohio, and the

employing Company entered into negotia

tions after the expiration of the agreement

and agreed upon all matters with the excep

tion of wages.The Company offered a one

cent ( 1 °) incrdase but the men asked for a

ten cent ( 10¢) increase, so the matter was
submitted to arbitration . The Local have

chosen as their arbitrator Ex-Mayor Smith

of Hamilton, and the Company abanker of
Dayton as their man . At the close of this

Board Report the situation is awaiting the

selection of the third arbitrator . Vice

President Jones is supervising this arbitra

requiring the deliberation of the General

Executive Board and enactments thereon

and those features will come in the sum

mary of the acts and ruilings of the Board.

Acts and Rulings of the Board

Disability Benefits

Payment of claim for disability benefit to

Member U, S. Weire of Division No. 587 ,

Seattle, Wash ., was disallowed . This appli

cation was based upon Chronic Incordina

tion of the Nerves and Circulatory System

of the Arm . The Board's action was based

upon evidence of the physicians , that in

effect the brother was suffering from Chronic

Chilblains to such an extent that it in

capacitated him from following his usual

occupation of street railway conductor.

There was no evidence that this disability

resulted from the occupation as required by

Section 109 of the Constitution and General

Laws of the Association permitting pay

ment of Disability Benefit. Applicant was

46 years of age at the time of filing applica

tion ,

Payment of claim for Disability Benefit

of Member Carl D. Hendricks of Division

No. 114, Youngstown , O. , was disallowed by

the Board . Claimant was 53 years of age

at the time of filing application. The action

of the Board in disallowing payment of this

claim was based upon the evidence that

disability was the result of Rheumatism ,

which as a cause could not be reconciled

with the provisions of Section 109 of the

Constitution and General Laws permitting

payment of Disability Benefit. The appli:

cation was based upon Deafness, being blind

in the left eye and suffering Arthritis in

nearly every joint of the body, having been

compelled to withdraw from service in 1917 ,

more than two years previous to filing the

claim for Disability Benefit.

Payment of claim for Disability Benefit

of Member B. Brussard of Division No. 194 ,

New Orleans, La. , was disallowed by the

Board . The basis upon which this action

was taken appears by the certifications of

physicians to have been due to sclerotic

affecticn in the spinal cord and that appli

cant presents Arterio Sclerotic changes or

hardening of the arteries , afflictions not

possible to associate as resultant from em

ployment as required by Section 109 of the

Constitution and General Laws permitting

payment of Disability Benefit.

Payment of claim for Disability Benefit

or Member George S. Brown of Division No.

240 , Chelsea, Mass., was disallowed . Action

of the Board upon this case was based upon

evidence that Member Brown was suffering

from Cardiac Hypertropyy ( enlargement of

the heart ) , a condition that does not permit

of over-exertion of the heart . Brother

Brown was 68 years of age at the time of

making application . Statement before the

Board carried no evidence that the afflic

tion of Brother Brown
originated

through his employment in the street rail

way service.

Payment of claim for Disability Benefit

of Member Lewis L. Leavitt of Division No.

253 , Quincy, Mass . , was disallowed . The

men

on

was

tion case .

Other subjecte dealt with by the report
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to the evidence accompanying the claim to Claim for Disability Benefit in the inter

the effect that the member was suffering est of Member Christopher Meyers of

from Arterio Sclerosis and Paralytic Shock Division No. 416, Peoria, 111. , failed to be

resultant from cerebral hemorrhage, but in accompanied by the proper evidence relative

no way originating from employment as to the occurrence of the disability. It was

required by Section 109 of the Constitution held for further investigation and was re

and General Laws permitting payment of ferred back to the International President.

Disability Benefit. The member was 54 Claim for Disability Benefit filed in the

years of age at the time of filing application . interest of Member Charles Antaya of

Payment of claim for Disability Benefit of
Division No. 26, Detroit , Mich ., failed to

Member William Allen of Division No. 118, be accompanied by proper evidence as to

Pottsville , Pa . , was disallowed . The basis the stage of the disability upon which the

of action upon this case was the evidence
claim was based and definite action thereon

that Member Allen is suffering from Ad was deferred, the claim being referred back

vanced Brights Disease, a physical condi
to the International President for further

tion not traceable as resultant from em investigation .

ployment. Applicant was 53 years of age
Death Benefit Claims

at the time of filing application. Payment Submitted to the Board was the matter

of claim was not permissible under Section of adjustment of an application for Funeral

109 of the Constitution and General Laws Benefit upon the death of late Member A. J.

governing payment of Disability Benefit. Keefe of Division No. 132, Troy , N. Y., a

Payment of claim for Disability Benefit
member who died with no one surviving to

in the interest of Member William Pfeiffer
whom the benefit could be eligibly paid as

of Division No. 519 , LaCrosse , Wis., was
provided by the laws of theAssociation,

disallowed . Claimant was 65 years of age
leaving payment of the Funeral Benefit to

at the time of filing application and applied
the disposition of the laws providing for

for Disability Benefit upon an affliction
such cases and the I , P. had made an ad

known as Chronic Cystitis or Inflammation
justment of the claim upon the bills sub

of the Bladder . There was no evidence
mitted to him , forwarded check in payment

accompanying this claim that the origin of
thereof and the check had been returned as

the affliction was occupational as required
not receivable in payment of the claims

by the laws of the Association permitting

alleged to have been made as funeral and

illness and other expenses.
payment of Disability Benefit.

In giving this

consideration, there wasbefore the Board

Payment of claim for Disability Benefit the evidence and laws of the Association to

of Member H. J. Neikranz of Division No. show that the International President had

660, Centralia, Ill ., was disallowed . The
properly adjusted the claim upon the basis

action of the Board in this case was based of the bills he had received, which were the

upon lack of evidence to establish that the only bills in evidence before the Board . The

disability was resultant from the occupation . Board enacted to approve the adjustment

The application was filed upon disability of the claim as adjusted by the Interna

from Deafness , which started as far back as tional President .

1918 . Age of claimant at the time of Submitted to the Board was the matter of

making application was 49 years, the afflic payment of the Funeral Benefit upon the

tion having progressed to a degree that late Member Myron Eves of Division No.

Brother Niekranz is unable to work in em 836, Grand Rapids, Mich ., in which there

ployment where hearing is essential . As
appeared irregularityin the submission of

this affliction was not resultant from the
the claim by Local Officers. Payment of the

occupation, the laws of the Association pro claim was submitted to the Board for its

hibited payment of Disability Benefit approval or disapproval. The Board en

thereon . acted to dismiss the case, as the evidence

Payment of claim for Disability Benefit was clear that the officers had misconceived

of Member Herbert L. Davis of Division the laws governing the making of applica

No. 721 , Lewiston, Maine, was disallowed. tions for bencfits.

The basis of the action of the Board upon Enactments on Decisions on Appeals

this claim was in effect that Member Davis Submitted to the Board for its considera

was suffering from an affliction known as tion, were decisions on appeals made by the

Cardiac Sclerosis and hardening of the International President, together with the

walls of the heart and arteries . Applicant appeals and evidence thereon .

was 68 years of age at the time of filing appeals were of a local nature and volumin .

application and was employed as a motor ous, there being 18 of them , mostly not of
man , an employment from which the afflic general interest, cases upon' which the de

tion could not have resulted as provided in cision of the 1. P. was respectively apo

Section 109 of the Constitution and General
proved are here given :

Laws and payment of which claim was pro The Board approved decision of the I. P.

hibited by that section . lipon appeals of Members Joseph J. Moccio,

Claim for Disability Benefit filed by Division No. 618, Providence,

Michael J. Clifford of Division No. 148, Walter E. Burns, Division No. 240, Chelsea,

Albany , N. Y. , failed to be accompanied by Mass.; J. D. Sheffeld and 22 others of

proper
evidence and the Board referred it Division 'No. 497, Pittsburg, Kan.; James L.

back to the International President for Smith , Division No. 194, New Orleans, La.

further investigation as
3 appeals of Member Edwin Peyroux,Divi:

or the tieshiti ' ? ring Nr . 104 N.

As these

R. I .;

he and

..one
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La Pereiden !
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John J. Bruce, Division No. 308, Chicago , sion of the General Executive Board sus

Ill .; James Thomas and 15 others, Division tained the appeal and set aside the action

No. 26, Detroit , Mich ., Edward L. Nolan, of Division No. 308 in respect to directing

Division No. 168, Scranton, Pa.; Walter payment of the bills and in respect to repu

Crane , Harry Bussey, P. Carroll, E. W. Lill , diating the findings of the Trial Board , as

et al., Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; Mary it was held by the Board that the subject

Treanor, Division No. 589, Boston , Mass.; had not received the proper attention of the

Thomas A. White, Division No. 627 , Cin general membership, in that approximately

cinnati, Ohio ; D. L. Shireman , and 18 3 per cent of the members had acted there

others , members of Division No. 19 , Colo on , a majority of whom had endeavored to

rado Springs, Colo .; John J. Almansberger, condone the confiscations on part of the de

Division No. 282, Rochester, N. Y .; Martin faulting member which were clearly proven .

A. Keane , Division No. 22, Worcester, There was submitted to the Board a peti

Mass.; Arleigh L. Tierrell, Division No. 253, tion of Members Clay H. Womack, Ulysses

Quincy, Mass.; T. W. Coleman , Division S. Rose , William Balmer and E. B. Gray of

No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa . Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich ., petitioning

Most of the above decisions of the I , P. , to withdraw an appeal that had been sub

which were approved by the G. E. B., were mitted to the General Executive Board,

upon seniority disputes from which appel through the I. P. , at the preceding Board

lants appealed from action of their respec meeting and upon which , upon petition to

tive Local Divisions. the Federal Court, Appellant Clay H.

Womack had obtained a court order, re.

Appeals To and Decisions Thereon by the
straining the Board from acting thereon.Board
Appellant Womack had withdrawn his court

There was submitted to the Board for its
petition . The appeal involved seniority

consideration and action , an appeal of the
rights of members upon one of the lines of

officers and certain members of Division No. the Detroit city railway. The Board

308, Chicago, Il1., appealing from action of enacted to permit the withdrawal of the

the Local Division upon a case involving the appeal and dismiss the case.

disposition of a Trial Board finding, where Submitted to the Board was a petition

a member had been given a trial upon
of Division No. 503 , Haverhill, Mass . , re

charges , generally , of misappropriating funds questing the re -opening of a case upon

of the Association, found guilty and upon which the Board had previously approved

which the Trial Board regularlyreported to
the decision of G. E. B. Member John H.

the Local Division, reporting its decision
Reardon in deciding a subject of work

and properly making recommendation to the
jurisdiction upon a certain line involving

Local. The report came before a small
members of Divisions Numbers 503, Haver.

meeting of the Local, where a motion was
hill and 261 , Lawrence, Mass . , in which it

made and sustained by a vote of 134 mem was alleged that the decision of Board

bers to 31 out of an approximate member
Member Reardon favored the Lawrence

ship of 5,000, exonerating the member who Local. In considering this petition for re

had been found guilty by the Trial Board , opening of the case, the Board recognized
repudiating the finding of the Trial Board .

that there was no further evidence bearing
The meeting then voted directing payment

upon the case than that which was before
made and sustained by a vote of 134 mem

the previous meeting where the decision of
bers to 31 out of an approximate member Board Member Reardon had been approved .

ship of 5,000, exhonerating the member who The Board enacted not to re-open the

had been found guilty by the Trial Board ,
Lawrence- Haverhill dispute.

repudiating the finding of the Trial Board .

The meeting then voted directing payment
Jurisdiction Disputes

of certain bills submitted by the member Upon the subject of jurisdiction disputes,

who had been tried for the offense, also bills there was submitted to the Board for its

for witnesses, aggregating some $ 110.00.It consideration and action , a report of Gen

was from this action of the Local that the eral Executive Board Member John H.
appeal was made . The member who had Reardon relative to the claims of the Inter

trial former Executive national Machinists Union to certain of the

Board Member, who was charged with members of Division No. 589, Boston, Mass.

collecting dues from members and retaining This jurisdiction dispute had been before

the money so collected, causing members to the A. F. of L. Executive Council and , in

be suspended from membership and placing fact , preceding conventions of the American

the dependents in jeopardy relative to bene Federation of Labor, wherein it was referred

fits. Further, he was charged with having to the Executive Council of the A. F. of L.

received money from employes for initiation for adjustment. In this instance in Boston ,

fees and dues which hedidnot turninto the the President of the A. F. of L. delegated

Division Headquarters until he was A. F. of L. Organizer Hugh Frayne toNew

fronted with charges of delinquency and York to associate with rerpesentatives of

then turned in only such amounts ashe the two organizations in an endeavor to

claimed he had collected and was dis adjust the Boston dispute. A representative

puted by those whoclaimed had paid their delegated by President Mahon was to take
fees and dues to him . There appeared to part in this adjustment conference with

have been sufficient evidence and in fact G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon. The

the confession of the member himself, upon Machinists were represented by Charles Fry
which to render this decision finding him of the Machinists Union , The report of

guilty. In passing upon this case the deci Board Member Reardon showed that in

hich wurde
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dealing with the subject he had held to the upon this subject relative to team Drivers

jurisdiction agreement made by and be and that it is the sense of the Board that

tween President W. D. Mahon of the Amal the Local should assure the International

gamated Association and President James President that the understanding relative

O'Connell of the Metal Trades Department to this jurisdiction dispute will be carried

of the A. F. of L., governing jurisdiction of out by the Local Division.

trades on the Boston street railway system. Miscellaneous Rulings and Enactments

This agreement was in effect that the The audit report of the General Office

eligibles to membership in the Amalga showed being held in trust , funds of dis

mated Association be recognized by the banded Locals, Divisions Numbers 557 ,

Machinists, and which was later approved Joliet , 111.;877, Lake Charles, La.; 942,

by the A. F. of L. were all blue uniform Honolulu, T. H. and 962 , Greenfield, Mass.

men-motormen and conductors, guards , sum total of $622.55 , which had been

trackmen and trolleymen - all men operat held in trust for more than one year as re

ing cars and trains of the company, all quired by the Association . The Board en

gatemen, watchmen and wardens, cmployes acted directing that this $622.55 be trans

of the car house and pit department, em ferred to the Death , Disability and Old Age

ployes in the receiving department, janitors, Benefit Fund .

yard crews, elevator men, porters, clerks,

vacuum cleaners and laborers . That agree

Donations to Miners

ment turned over several hundred men to
Submitted to the Board by the report of

the various craft organizations, including

the I. P. , was the subject of assisting to

the Machinists Union . However, when
finance the Anthracite Miners Union on

busses were installed by the street railway
strike. Appeals made by President William

Green of the A. F. of L. to assist in the

company, the Machinists contended that in

that these busses were repaired in the car

support of the Miners on strike were fol

houses , except such repairs as upon which it

lowed by appeals of the AmalgamatedAsso

was necessary to employ Machinists , that
ciation and an appropriation of $ 1,000.00

these repair men were doing Machinists'
from the International Association. These

work, technicalizing to include in their or

appeals and the appropriation by the Inter

ganization and to have transferred to them ,
national Association were approved . The

all employes of car houses and pit depart

report of the I. P. as borne out by the

records of the General Office from reports

ments , a condition directly contrary to the

agreement of Presidents Mahon and O'Con
of Local Divisions having donated tothe

nell. The conference failed to arrive at any

Miners' Strike, together with a donation

adjustment of the dispute. In deliberating

from the General Office force, is as follows:

upon this case the General Executive Board Div . 26, Detroit , Mich ..

recognized that the existing facts should be Div . 235 , Brockton , Mass .

placed before the American Federation of Div . 238 , Lynn, Mass .

Labor and directed that this be done at the Div . 242, Montpelier, Vt .

next A. F. of L. Executive Council meeting
Div. 268, Cleveland , Ohio

and that this Association is not violating
Div . 282, Rochester , N. Y.

and will not violate the Mahon-O'Connell Div . 302 , Marinette, Wis .

agreement governing jurisdiction and that Div . 312 , Davenport, Ia ..

this Association will adhere to that agree Div . 382, Salt Lake City, Utah .

ment as applying to the claims of the Div . 389, Mansfield , Ohio ..

Machinists Union ; that such explanation be Div . 398, Boise , Idaho

made to the Executive Council that it is the Div . 421 , Mt. Carmel , Pa .

sense of this Board that proper compliance Div . 470, Franklin, Pa.

of the Mahon -O'Connell agreement should Div . 517 , Gary, Ind..

bring jurisdiction contention of the Ma Div . 519 , La Crosse , Wis .

chinists Union to an end , in that it is the Div . 537 , Holyoke , Mass .

purpose and determination of this Amal Div . 543 , Columbus, Ohio .

gamated Association to respect that agree
Div , 545 , Missoula, Mont .

ment in all matters of disputes arising with
Div . 568, Erie, Pa .

the Machinists Union . Div . 577 , Augusta , Ga..

Div . 582 , Utica, N. Y ..

The report of the International President Div . 587 , Seattle, Wash .

called to the attention of the G. E. B. a Div. 638, Cedar Rapids, Ia .

course being pursued by Division No. 589 , Div . 660, Centralia , ill..

Boston , Mass., that is not consistent with Div. 669 , Auburn , N. Y.

the existing agreement made by and be Div . 674, Fort Smith , Ark .

tween this Association and the Brotherhood Div . 678 , Mars, Pa .

of Team Drivers, that certain employes in Div . 685 , Brantford , Ont.

employment with the Boston street railway Div . 700 , North Cobalt , Ont..

properties now being held as members of Div. 713 , Memphis, Tenn..

Division No. 589, should be transferred to Div . 714 , Portland , Me.

the Team Drivers Union . This subject, it Div . 717 , Manchester, N. H.

is reported , had been seriously discussed at Div . 732, Atlanta , Ga ..

the time of the making of the agreement Div . 779 , Sioux City , la .

upon jurisdiction over bus drivers with the Div . 782, Dover, N. J..

Team Drivers Union . It was enacted that Div . 788 , St. Louis, Mo.

the Board should direct Division No. 589 to Div , 819 , Newark , N. J

comply with a previous decision of the I. P. Div . 878, Evansville, Ind .

$ 1,100.00
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Div. 887 , Newark , N. Y

Div . 898, Macon , Ga...

Div. 900 , Highwood , Ill .

Div. 905 , Danville, Ill .

Div. 934, Harrisburg, Ill ..

Div. 975, Wheeling, W. Va...

International Association ..

Office force at Gen'l Office.

50.00

10.25

50.00

10.00

10.00

30.00

1,000.00
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Total... . $5,340.43

The I. P. reported to the Board informa

tion that the Anthracite Miners strike had

been settled , therefore there was no need of

taking any further action relative to solicit

ing continued assistance to the Miners of the

anthracite regions strike.

Reported to the Board by the I. P. was

the litigation in which the International was

involved in connection with indictments

through the instigation of the Buffalo street

railway management, of International Vice

Presidents Wm . B. Fitzgerald , John M.

Parker, former International Vice - President

Frank O'Shea, A. F. of L. Organizer William

Collins and officers and members of Division

No. 623, in the Federal District Court of

Western New York, the employment of

attorneys in the matter of the defense of

these cases and the bonding of those in
dicted who

arrested in connection

therewith. The report showed that ten of

those indicted were recently tried and a

verdict rendered of not guilty. The charge

in these indictments, which involved some

36 International and Local Officers and

Local Members, was that of conspiracy to

obstruct traffic in 1922 in the active period

of the strike of Division No. 623 , the com

pany holding that it was conducting inter

state transportation. In deliberating upon

this matter, the Board enacted approving of

the defense support as participated in by the

International Association and which had

been directed at a previous Board meeting

to be rendered by the International Presi

dent.

The Board enacted directing the President

to forward to thePeoples Legislative Serv

ice, Washington , D. C., $ 1,000.00 to com

plete payment of subscription in Association
affiliation

with the Peoples Legislative

Service, which was enacted at the previous

Board meeting, the totalsubscription being

$2,000.00 . This is a service organized to

maintain surveillance over legislation by the

U. S. Congress and to act in defense of and

guarding the interest of organized labor in

the matter of legislation .

Upon petition of Division No. 697,

Toledo, Ohio , which petition was accom

panied by the personal appearanceof Secre

tary and Business Agent H. Lee Camp be

fore the Board in explanation of the peti

tion, the Board enacted toassist the Local

financially by remittance of two months per

capita tax.
The Local had financial re

verses from recent expensive grievances and

agreement negotiations .

a petition for financial assistance

made by Division No. 441, Des Moines,

lowa, the I. P. was instructed to investi

gate, with authority to assist the Local as

the situation might warrant . This Local

had been involved in expensive litigation

occasioned by the employing companypeti.

tioning the courts to annul features of the

existing agreement, including that feature

of the agreement that provides for the

“ Check-off System ."

The Board enacted to approve a newly

devised emblem representing bus and coach

operators , members of the Association.

Upon report by the I , P. in the move

ment ofmembership extension in Division

No. 99, Winnipeg, Man., the Board enacted

to approve appropriation of $350.00 to

assist the Local in its re -organizing, cam

paign and to grant dispensation to former

members to re -enter with former seniority

to May 1 , 1926. This Local was rendered

inoperative some three years ago by the

then officers and vast majority of the mem

bership withdrawing , and establishing a

branch of the so -called “One Big Union "

that had been originated in the Northwest

as a rival to the American Federation of

Labor. However, a few of the members held

to the charter of Division No. 99, recogniz

ing that this new emotional movementgave

no assurance of general material growth, in

that its policies had been tried and long

since abandoned as futile by those of the

American labor movement.

In the matter of ownership of $1,500.00

capital stock in the Labor & Agricultural

Building Company of Omaha, Neb . , the

I. P. was authorized to select a member of

organized labor, a resident of Omaha, to act

as trustee of the stock , that the ownership

of the same may be properly registered as

consistent with the advice of the trustees of

the property. This capital stock came into

the possession of the International Associa

tion through the disbanding of Division No.

807 of Omaha, Neb ., the properties of

which , as required by the Constitution and

Laws, were surrendered to the International

Association and which included the said

stock of $ 1,500 par value.

The Board enacted instructing the Inter

national President to investigate the stand

ing of certain Locals that by the records of

the International Association are inactive,

with a purpose of obtaining information to

determine the policy best for the member.

ship in future continuance, as required by

the Board under Section 32 of the Constitu

tion and General Laws.

Upon petition of the Federation Bank of

New York City , petitioning that the Amal

gamated Association participate as patrons

of the bank, the I. P. was authorized to de

posit $ 10,000.00 of the funds of the Amal

gamated Association in the said bank , its

record showing that it is a successful institu

tion owned and operated by and for the

labor movement in New York City .

Union Labor LifeInsurance Company

Submitted to the Board for its considera

tion and action was the subject of affiliat

ing with the Union Labor Life Insurance

Company. This was a company instituted

by instance of the American Federation of

Labor. Preceding the institution of the

company A. F. of L. Conventions had

directed that a study be made of the ques

Upon
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tion of establishing some type of insurance company : Matthew Woll, President, Photo

that would comprehend group insurance to Engravers Union ; G. W. Perkins, Secretary,

include those of labor unions. When this Cigar Makers Union ; Executive Board,

proposition was first brought to attention Matthew Woll, G. W. Perkins, Luther C.

the existing life insurance companies would Steward of the National Federation of

issue group insurance to employers, but re Federal Employes; Thomas F. Flaherty,

fused to give cognizance to group insurance secretary National Federation of Post

to labor organizations. A committee of two office clerks; Elmer E. Millman, secretary

was appointed by the Executive Council of United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way

the American Federation of Labor to carry Employes; James Maloney, president Glass

out this mandate of the A. F. of L. Con . Bottle Blowers ; Thomas E. Burke, secretary

ventions . These two were President of the Plumbers; Thomas C. Cashen , presi

Matthew Woll of the Photo Engravers dent Switchmen's Union ; James M. Lynch,

Union and President Perkins of the Cigar president of the
Typographical Union;

Makers Union . The matter was given much Martin F. Ryan , president of the Railway

study by these two committeemen and a Carmen ; W. D.Mahon, president of the

report was made to a meeting held in A. A, of S. and E. R. E. of A.; William H.

Washington of representatives of several Johnston , president Machinists Union ;

International and National labor organiza. Joseph N. Weber, president Federation of

tions, at which the institution of a company Musicians; A. A. Myrup, treasurer ofthe

controlled by organized labor was directed. Bakers Union ; Morris Sigmun, president of

The company was formed and chartered . the Ladies Garment Workers; Joseph C.

This was necessary , as the American Federa. Orr, secretary Pressmens Union. The com

tion of Labor and its units are not incorp pany has also an advisory committee of

orated . So the name has been given to various labor unions . This advisory com

labor's insurance company, that it may be mittee is to be comprised of fifty members

known and do business under the name of three-fourths of whom to be trade

“ The Union Labor Life Insurance Com unionists and one-fourth to be experienced,

pany." Under the plan of distribution of expert insurance men. The company will

stock , the laws of The Union Labor Life write old line insurance. The forms of in

Insurance Company provide that none can surance to be written will be known as

purchase stock in the company other than whole life policies, 20 -payment life policies,

International and National Unions, State endowment policies, term policies and old

Federations, Central Trades and Labor age income policies. The company's charter

Councils, Local Labor Unions affiliated with will permit the issuance of the usual stand

International and National Unions of the ard:forms of personal, health , accident and

A. F. of L. , Railroad Brotherhoods and casualty insurance. These policies will be

members of organized labor . Under the issued with surrender values payable in cash ,

plan of distribution , as it was laid before loan values and other features of value to

the General Executive Board, International the policy holder. The company is provided

Unions are allowed to purchase not to ex with authority to acceptpremiums monthly,

ceed 800 shares. Local Unions may pur if desired . Representative Woll explained

chase 80 shares each and the individual not that upon investigation he had found that

to exceed 10 shares. The stock is placed commissions and salaries of twenty -three

at a selling price of $50.00 per share. New York insurance companies represented

$25.00 pays for a share of stock, but the 25 to 30 per cent of the income from policy

purchase of this share of stock must be ac holders, whereas this insurance proposition,

companied by $25.00 additional with which in its operation expense, will not exceed 3

to establish a reserve, that the institution per cent of that income and after paying

may proceed immediately to do business . a reasonable interest to the stockholders,

This that where an International which will be International, National and

Union purchases to the limit it may invest Local Labor Unions and State Federations,

but $40,000.00. A Local that purchases to Central bodies and individual Union men,

the limit , as permitted , may purchase 80 the remaining profit will be divided among

shares or make an investment of $4,000.00. the policiy holders, proportionately . His

The company has the authority to issue records of stock purchase and subscriptions

$ 1,000,000.00 in stock . That is its capital showed that two International Unions had

ization . already subscribed for the maximum amount

There appeared before the Board upon
and several others had subscribed for sub

this subject, President Matthew Woll of the
stantial amounts of stock , showing that it

Photo Engravers , who is also president of
would be but a short timebefore the

The Union Labor Life Insurance Company . $ 600,000.00 requirement for a basis upon

He stated to the Board that as
which to issue policies, will be had .

$606,000.00 should be paid in to the com In giving consideration to this Union

pany it would begin to do business. This Labor Life Insurance Company, which was

means the purchase of $300,000.00 capital
instituted by the American Federation of

stock , with the additional $300,000.00 paid
Labor, the General Executive Board enacted

in as surplus. This means that the company authorizing the purchase of $ 20,000.00 of

will start to issue policies as soon as 12,000
stock and so instructed the International

shares are purchased . He stated that al
President .

ready more than one-third of this amount

had been subscribed by International Unions
Audit

alone . He gave as the officers of the new The audit of the books and accounts of

means

soon as
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the General Office presented a recapitulation

as follows:

Balance on hand

July 31 , 1925... $ 1,328,112.74

Receipts from

Aug. 31 , 1925

to Jan. 31 , 1926

inclusive . 473,321.57

Total .. $ 1,801,434.31

Disbursements for

6 mos. end , with

Jan. 31, 1926.... 435,533.45

Balance on hand at the close

of Jan. 31 , 1926 ... $ 1,365,900.86

The cash and assets balance of $ 1,365,

900.86, as shown by the General Office Audit

Recapitulation, comprises the following :

U. S. Bonds and

U. S. Treasury

notes .
. $ 272,150.00

Dominion of

Canada Bonds.. 64,450.00

Canadian North

ern Ry. Bonds

(Gov. R. R. ) . 14,624.29

State of Michigan

Bonds . 40,000.00

State of No.

Dakota Bonds .. 1,000.00

Prov. of Ontario,

Can ., Bonds.... 27,131.70

Township of Ecorse,

Mich. School Bonds . 10.000.00

Findlay, 0. Street

Improvement Bonds . 5,172.78

Niles, O. , School

Bonds ..
5,096.78

Winnipeg, Man.
Bonds . 9,566.88

Windsor, Ont.

Debentures
15,000.00

Niagara Falls,

Ont. Bonds ..
6,000.00

Woodmere, Mich.

Bonds . 12,194.60

Toledo Labor

Bldg. Bonds.. 1,000.00

Council Bluffs, Ia.

Labor Temple

Stock ...
30.00

Central States Co

operative Stock.. 175.00

Real Estate

Mortgages ...: 340,000.00

Accounts receive

able . 3,422.94

Division Loans . 16,178.00

Postoffice Deposit
17.80

Assn . Real Estate,

Office and Fac

tory Buildings

(Detroit, Mich . ) . 66,769.03

Supplies, Emblems

and Office equip

ment . 9,528.71

Accrued Interest

on Bonds.. 125.00
Cash in the way

of Bank Deposits

and Petty Cash

on hand . 446,267.35

Total Net Assets ... $ 1,365,900.86

The statement shows an increase in the

net funds and assets of $37,788.12 during

the six months audit period.

The audit of the Union Leader of Chicago

as presented by the Walton, Joplin, Langer

Co., auditors, showed a creditdeposit in the

Central Trust Co. of Illinois Bank of

$ 1,127.77 . This, added to the net cash and

assets at the General Office, increases the

net cash and assets of the association to

$ 1,367,028.63.

Of the $435,533.45 expenditures for the

six months audit period, $ 316,734.50 or ap

proximately 73 per cent was from the Bene

fit Fund in Funeral, Disability and Old Age

Benefits.

There were 496 claims paid from the

Benefit Fund . These claims averaged

$638.57 each .

There were paid 455 Death Benefit claims,

aggregating $285,034.50 - average of

$626.45 per claim .

There were paid 12 Disability Claims ,

aggregating $ 8,500,00, an average of $708.33

per claim .

There were paid 29 Old Age Benefit

claims at $800.00 each, aggregating

$ 23,200.00

The total number of claims paid from the

Benefit Fund during the preceding six

months term ending with July 31, 1925,

were 516 claims, aggregating $ 327,149.10 %

an average of $ 634.00 per claim . Of these

516 claims paid within that six months

period, 468 were Death Benefits, aggregat

ing $ 292,824.10 , or an average of $625.70

There were paid 16 Disability

Benefit claims during that period , aggregat

ing. $ 8,725.00 - an average of $ 545.31 per

claim . There were paid 32 Old Age Benefit

claims, aggregating $25,600.00 at $800.00

each ,

Within the year ending with Jan. 31 ,

1926 , there were paid from the Benefit

Fund 1012 Death , Disability and Old Age

Benefit claims, aggregating $643,883.96 — an

average of $636.25 per claim .

During the course of the six months audit

period there occurred but one strike and

that lasted but a brief time. The men were

out but one day, when the dispute was sub

mitted for arbitration .

In the course of the six months period the

members of Division No. 741 , London , Ont . ,

were without work for about one week , due

to a contention between the company and

city administration relative to the rates of

fare. This dispute was temporarily ad

justed and operation of the system was

resumed .

Other strikes and lockouts reported upon

as existing within this six months period ,

were those that entered this six months

period from having taken place some one

or more years previous to the ending of the

period . These were the cases of Divisions

Numbers 663, St. John , N. B. , where work

was suspended June 29 , 1921 ; 623 , Buffalo,

N. Y. , where work was suspended July 2 ,

1922 ; 759, Lima , Ohio , where the members,

ship were locked out August 11 , 1923 and

749, Dayton , Ohio, where the membership

went on strike November 22, 1924 , which

per claim .
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Is Calling You

these 24 arbitration cases 5 were pending at

the close of the six months audit period .

There were 17 cases completed within the

audit period and awards rendered.

Therecord of the six months period shows

it tohavebeen a period of progress for he

membership of the Association , generally - a

most gratifying record .

In closing this report your General Execu

tive Boardwishes to acknowledge and fully

recognize the concentration of effort on the

part of the membership in handling the

affairs of the Association in a co -operative

spirit that assured continued and future

progress in employment in behalf of the

general membership . This co-operation has

been manifest by the vigorous support

rendered to International Officers in the

work that has been assigned to them in all

Respectfully submitted ,

Edw . McMORROW

MAGNUS SINCLAIR ,

P. J. SHEA,

John H. REARDON,

ALLEN H. BURT,

Wm. F. WELCH ,

JAMES B. LAWSON

FRED A. HOOVER ,

R. L. REEVES,

General Executive Board .

cases.

1

MEMOIRS OF A SNOW PLOW CREW

Anonymous

On one dark night on de Lester Line,

De wind an sno she blew

An de crew of de snow Plow, dey got scare ,

An cry " wat we go do? "

Do you want to get away

Prom the grind of every day

From the drudgery of thingsyou have to do ?

Do you want to settle down .

Near a lively, busy, town,

Where the joy of living will appeal to you ?

Do you want to scent the breeze

Coming through the orange trees?

Do you want to hear the birds call - loud

and clear ?

Are you seeking perfect health

That's combined with certain wealth

And an income from an orange grove each

year ?

Do you want a piece of land

That will grow to beat the band

All the different garden cropsthatyou enjoy ?

Do you want to make a " Nest,

And a permanent bequest

For the future welfare of each girl and boy ?

Do you want a suany clime

Where there's fishing all the time?

Where there's ducks and deer and quail and

other game ?

Where the summer climate's cool,

And within each lake and pool,

You can swim in January — just the same ?

Do you want to buy this land

On an easy -payment plan,

With about your monthly outlay for cigars ?

Do you want to read a book

That will make you want to look

On the finest land that lays beneath the

stars ?

Send a letter right away ;

Put it in the mail today,

We will send this Booklet absolutely FREE

After you have read it through ,

If a thonght occurs to you

Just address another letter here to me.

We will answer, straight and true,

Questions that occur to you.

We have nothing to evade or to conceal,

On an Orange County Farm

Life will take on added charm ,

And you'll never lack a dollar-- nor a meal.

Send for our Big, FREE Illustrated Book

- " TWENTY ACRES AND PLENTY."

It tells of almost unbelievable profits made

from trucking and fruit -growing in our part

of FLORIDA. Also about sick -and -out-of.

work Clauses, and other protective features

of our contract. Address Sylvester E. Wil

son , Dept. Y - 2 , Orlando, Florida

Local disbanded and surrendered the charter

within this six months period .

During the course of the six months

period , as reported by the International

President , there were 24 arbitration cases,

17 of which were pending at the beginning

of the six months period and 7 cases de

veloped within the six months period. Of

Jim Doyle he walk on de front end ,

He walk on de hind end too .

He called new crew from out de barn ,

He called Joe Gonyea, too.

Joe Gonyea she car shifter ,

She come from Montreal.

She used be chamber maid at Market St.

Til two year go las fall .

De win she blo Nort East ,

An de Sout win she blo too .

Wen Pore Gonyea cry ."Please Mister Jim ,

Please tol me wat I do. "

Jim Doyle she trow out his chest ,
He trow out his bosom too,

An cri , “By chrise I show de peeple

Wat Jim Doyle she can do."

He gave wan notch , he gave her two,
But still the Plow she stick .

An de crew they all pass on de barn,
Because he made dem sick .

De nite was dark lak wan black cat ,

An de sno fel tick and fas

Wen de Chefe Despache, he took Pore Jim ,
An tie him bard and fast .

Den he tak heem out to Webster,

An chuck heem in de lake

An cried, "Good bye my dear ole Jim

Please go down for my sake. "

Nex morning ver erly, bout haf pas two, tree , four ,
De milkman's find poore Jimmie .
Most drownded on de shore ,

Now all you good snow plow mans,
Tak lesson by dat storm,

An go marry some nice French Gal ,
An live on wan beeg farm .

Den de win she can blo lak hurrycane,

By and by she can blo some more ,

But you don care be dam,

For dat Pore Gonyea he's no more .
!

Labor's flag — the Union Label - keeps a

just cause ever before the public.
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Tire

Agents

Wanted

Use and In
Produca MELLINAER CORD TIRES

15,000MILLESGUARANTEED

LowestWholesale Prices in Amer
ca. Shipped prepaidon approval.Mako
big money allor part time. No capitalor

experience. Semplo sections furnished .

TOUR TIRES FREE!

Almolysend pame today for TREK BOOK , telle
bow thousanda do big business . Special Agenta
Otter , Wholesale Prices and FRE2 Sampla Ki

MELLINGER TIRE & RUBBER CO .

Dept.451 Philadelphia ,Pa .,or KansasCity ,Mo.

AUGUSTA, GA. AGREEMENT

STATE OF GEORGIA

COUNTY OF RICHMOND

This agreement entered into this 24th day of

December, 1925, by and between Division No. 577,

of the Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec .

tric Railway Employes of America, as partiesof the

first part , hereafter called the " Association, " and the

Augusta -Aiken Railway & Electric Corporation, as

parties of the second part, hereafter called the

" Company." The parties hereto, in consideration of

the mutual covenants and agreements herein con

tained , contract and agree with each other as fol

lows, to -wit :

WITNESSETH

1 , That the Company , through its properly ac
credited officers, will treat with the Association ,

acting through its properly accredited officers, and
will not discriminate against any , employe on ac

count of membership in this Association .

2 . All differences arising between the parties

hereto shall be adjusted as follows:

They shall be submitted to the Superintendent of

the Company by the Officers of the Association , and,

if they cannot agree, the General Manager shall be

called into conference. If, after such conference,

differences still remain, the case shall be submitted

to a Boardof Arbitrators as soon as possible ; said
Board to be constituted as follows: One to be

selected by the Association; one tobeselected by the

Company and a third to be selected by the Arbi

trators selected by the Association and the Company.

Each party shall pay its own arbitrator, and the

parties hereto shall pay (jointly) a third arbitrator,

A decision of such Board(on all differences referred

to them) shall be final and binding on both parties
hereto .

3 . The Management of the properties of the

Company arereservedby the Company and shall be

vested exclusively in the Company. The Company

shall have the righttohire andretain in its employ

sufficient number of men to operate its various de

partments, together with the right to exercise full
control and discipline in the interest of proper

service and the conduct of its business, except as

expressly restricted by this contract .

4. No member of the Association suspended for

misconduct or any other cause (except reporting late

for fun) shall be required to report until the last

regular reporting time of the day preceding the ex

piration of his suspension . Any member who may

bęsuspended or discharged for any cause whatever.

who is, after proper and mutualauthorized investi

gation, found not guilty of the offense for which he

was suspended or discharged, shall be reinstated to

his former positionandshallbepaid for all timelost
at the same rate that he would have received had
he been regularly employed.

5. The Company agrees that when men are to be
disciplined for violation of the Company's rules, with

exception of cases of accidents, employes shall be
notified within ninety-six hours.

6. Where reports of violations of rules other than
routine reportsby officials of the Company are

brought to the Company's notice too late to comply

with this rule, necessary time shall betaken for in
vestigation. In the case ofthe discharge or disci.

pline of any, employe(shouldsaidemploye wishthe
assistance of the Grievance Committee) same must

be taken upwith the said Committee and Superin

tendent notified of his intentions within ninety - six

All runs are to be divided into regular relief ,

conforming as near as possible tonine hours, the
completion of which shall constitute a day's work.

Regular runs of less than ninehours shall be paid

Time andhalf time shall be paid

for all timein excessofregular scheduled run time;
providedaman has worked ninehours , or more. If

regular man is excused from duty any time and

there is a man available who has worked full time

and there is a supper car to be run, such man , if

called backand he works, is to be paidtime and

half time.Extra runswith more than ten hoursshall

be paidtimeand half time for allin excess of ten

When traffic conditions make it necessary ,

regular and extramenagreetowork longer than

When men are laid off to reduce the service,

the lastmanemployedshallbe the first laid off, and

on, and when men are again employed ,they shall

bere-employed in accordance with their previous

employment, provided , they avail themselves of this
opportunity within fifteen days .

9. Extra men reporting at Dispatchers' office for

A. M. runs and who fail to be assigned to a run are

to be paid one hour's time. The Dispatcher is to

designate the Extra Men who are to report for such

purpose and this one hour's time applies only to

thosemendesignated and does not apply to all men

on the Extra List.

10. The Company agrees to continue the privi.

lege of one of its cars to be used by Interurban

Trainmen residing in South Carolina to reach their

work in the mornings and return to their homes

at night, the operation of this car to be subject to

regulation as specified in Bulletin A -596, dated

January 23, 1924 .

11. Regular runs are runs of more than six hours,

operated daily as a regular part of the service , to

continue for three months or more. No trading of

suns without the permission of the Superintendent.

All regular runs to be posted for choice, accordingto

seniority, every three months. Any vacancy arising
between choosing time will be assigned to the first

extra man. Any run tobe open for ten days or more

to be signed up as a hold -down to the extra man

entitled to it . Hold -downs to be adjusted on the

1st and 15th of each month, according to seniority.

If , however, an A. M. rus becomes permanently

vacant the first P. M. man who is entitled to this

run shall have the choice of said run , and will be

entitled to such run at once. Then , the first extra

man will be entitled to the P, M, run thereby made
vacant .

12 . Men will be assigned to special work of all

kinds according to their seniority, as a hold -down.

subject to the approval of the Superintendent, whose

decision shall be final. The Augusta -Aiken regular

freight run shall be considered as a regular run,

operated by trainmen, motormen and conductors,

open to seniority choice when a vacancy occurs in

said run, subject to approval of the Superintendent.

All regular runs shall be completed within fifteen

consecutive hours.

13. In case of temporary curtailment of schedules

on account of providential, or cause beyond Com

pany's control, trainmen so affected will be usedfor

extra work as requested by Dispatcher. However, if

there beno work for them to perform , they will not
be paid for time so lost .

14 . In case of cars off schedule crews will be as

signed to cars on their (crews) reguiar scheduled time
at relief period. Also crews will swap cars to get on

their schedule, but cars will not be turned back to
put crews on schedule unless so ordered by the

Inspector or Dispatcher.

Switchboard Operator :

15. Employes in this Department are to have an

eight hour day and receive time and half time for

all over-time, when so directed by an official of the

Company. They have seniority rights as to choice

of watch in their respective plants. Floormen and
Oilers will have seniority rights in their respective

plants.

16. Any differences arising will be first sub

mitted to the Superintendent in charge of the plant,
and if a satisfactory agreement is not reached, it

shall be submitted to the Superintendent of the

Electrical Department and then to the General

Manager in accordance with Section No. 2 .

Motormen and Conductors

17 . The wages of motormen and conductors and

all otheremployes as classified below , from January

1st, 1926 to January 1st, 1927 , shall be:

First six months service ... 43% ¢ per hour
Second six months serfice .

45 % per hour
Third six months service and there

after ...
.47 % ¢ per hour

A bonus of five 4.05 ¢) cents per hour will be paid

for One-man or Safety Car Operations.

hours.

7 .

for nine hours.

hours .

their runs call for.

8.
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GALACITE MakesYourlires

PUNCTURE PROOF

in ONEminute

N

TM

Tires hammered fullof nails , leak no

1926
air . This startling new invention
banishes tire trouble forever .Repairs
punctures without taking thetire

offthe rim . Actually makeg any tire
SEG puncture -proof for life . Seals instantly

all punctures , slow leaks and porous

places, oftenincreases tire mileage

from 10,000 to 12,000miles by pre

serving rubber and keeping tiresprop
erly inflated . Positive money back

guarantee means GALACITE * must

make good - or we will.

AGENTS $10,000 a Year

PER IMMEDIATE.Tremendous profits sell
ing this revolutionary invention to_car
owners,Garages,Service Stations , etc, Earn
up to $10,000 a year with exclusive ter

ritory. Your name and address brings par.

ticulars by returnmail . Send Today before
someone else gets territory you want,

C.F.JOHNSON & CO. , 19 W. Jackson Blvd.,Dept.116 Chicago , U.S.A.

CHECOSTIRE

VERYLOW

and conform to the rules and regulations of the Com.

pany ; that they will comply with instructions and

directions of the officers of this Company over them ;

that they will operate their cars carefully and with

the utmost regard at all times for thesafety of pas

sengers and public ; that they will give the riding

public courteous and respectful consideration and

treatment at all times ; that they will use their in

fluence and best endeavors to protect the Company

and its interests and that they will co - operate with

the Company in promoting and advancing the wel.

fare of the same at all times.

28. Employes, Boards of Arbitrators and Officials

of the Company and of the Association shall in all

matters pertaining to this agreement take into con

sideration thatthe Company is a Public service

Corporation and that the safety and good will of the

general public, including the patrons of the Com

pany, are of primary importance.

29 . This agreement, with the exception of those

articles havingstipulated expiration,shall remain in

force from year to
year, unless discontinued by

mutual agreement of the parties hereto . so long as

the Company shall continue operation , but should

the Company for any cause voluntarily cease opera

tion, this contract and all rights ofcither party

thereunder shall cease . Should the Company re

commence operation, this contract will at once be

thereby reinstated in full force .

30. The stipulations and agreements herein made

by eachof saidparties shall have thebinding force

of a moral agreement.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF the parties hereto

have set their hands and seals through their proper

officers.

Executed in triplicate this 24th day of December,

1925, A. D.
AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES

OF AMERICA, DIVISION NO. 577 ..

By G. H. FANNING , President

By L. B. FURTICK , Secretary .

AUGUSTA-AIKEN RAILWAY
& ELECTRIC

CORPORAT
ION

.
By F. B. CULLEY, Gen. Man .

Filth, poverty and oppression or cleanli

ness , comfort and independence. Men sup

port one set of conditions or the other in

every purchase. Give the Union Label your

support.

TI

IGE

Motormen's Non -Magnetic Watch Holder

Switchboard Operators

18.

First three months .. .47% ¢ per hour

After three months' service . 52% 2 ¢ per hour
Assistant Operators .. 47 % per hour

Oilers... .39 %2 € per hour

Oilers working as operators, in place
of the regular operator in their re

spective piant, will receive . ......47 % ¢ per hour

while performing such duties.

19 . The Operator preparing the Daily Station

Report or log summarizing and completing the report

forthe day's operations shall be paid onehour extra

time daily in addition to his regular shift time of

eight hours.

20. It is further agreed that transportation in the

form of a pass book will be provided for all em

ployes covered by this agreement, who have been in

the service sixty days.

21 . It is further agreed that the probationary

period of new men shall be ninety days.

22 . It is further agreed that the daily operating

percentage standingoftrainmenon the Interurban
Division is to be posted not later than the morning

of the second day following the date of reports for

which percentages are posted and that the monthly

percentage standing is to be posted on or before the

fifth of the month following ; and that unless so

posted the records are not to be held against the
Trainmen .

23. Employes shall be granted the right to pur

chase their uniform in the open market. The Com

pany, however , toprescribe the styleand quality of
such uniforms.

24. It is further agreed that motormen and con

ductors wiil be permitted to use stools on the cars

of the Company within limits and under the condi

tions which have already been fixed in Builetins, or
rules governing the same.

25 . It is further agreed that should the Associa

tion desire the service of a member which shall re.

quire their absence from their regular position , leave

shall be granted , having priority over other applica

tions for leave and should any member be trans

ferred to another position with the Company, he

shall be permitted to retain his seniority rights so

long as he remain in the department he was origin

ally employed .

26 , It is further agreed between the Association

and the Company that in consideration of the fore

going , the employes will conduct themselves as

gentlemen, be courteous to the passengers and the

public , present themselves for duty in a neat and

tidy condition, wearing the uniform of their position ,

will provide themselves with watches, the same to be

inspected at regular intervals, by a watch inspector

authorized by the Company. This agreement is to

be affected by Bulletin .

27. Employes of the Company, members of the

Association , agree, and this Association agrees, that

said members will perform loyal and efficient service

in their several departments of work; that they will

be attentive to their duties ; that they will observe

o

A practicallittle holder adjusted for anysize watch .Mas

be attached to head of screw in frame of car. Saves motor

men's time and promotes Safety First." May be com

WANTED - Motormen and Conductors to actas Agents ,

Send 50c in money order or stamps for sample. Sent to any

address in United States prepaid.w. C.WILLIAMSON,

22 Arbor Street ,E. E. Pintsburgh , Pa.

.
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NEWFIVE-BARREL ADJUSTABLE HIGHSPEEDCHANGER

Lever Operated

Makes changes quick as a flash ,

Strong, Durable, Rapid,

Beautiful in appearance, highly

polished .

Can be adjusted in a moment to

throw out one to five pennies, or

one to six tokens.

No tool required to make adjust

ment, use coin .

INSTANTANEOUS LOCKING DEVICE

Slight pressure of thumb locks coin

chambers.

No. 555 . Quarter, dime, nickel, penny, penny

No. 566. Quarter, dime, nickel, penny, token

PRICE $4.00. Postage paid .

J. C. GALEF, 73 Chambers Street, New York City

MAKES MEN

Mr. J. A. Strasnky , C - 650 Stransky Bldg. ,

Do you know thata great percentage of all men Pukwana, S. Dak. , has invented an auto

of mature years are troubled with Urinary Irritations matic and self regulating device which has

and disorders of a little gland -the Prostate ? When lowered the gasoline cost of autos to 9 ¢ per

this tiny but very vital gland begins to " slow up."
gallon because they have made from 37 to

many distressing ailments may arise , such as nervous

ness, restlessness , frequent night risings, scanty , 57 miles on a gallon of gasoline. The de

painful, smarting, difficult Urination and sometimes vice fits all cars and can be installed in five

lack of control.
But now at last , there is a praise minutes. Mr. Stransky wants agents and is

worthy treatment for these annoying symptoms, that

according to signed statements has brought sweet willing to send a sample at his risk . Write

relief to many thousands. The treatment is pleasant him today.

and perfectly harmless and so seemingly remarkable

in action tkat for a short time a liberal " proof of

merit" trial size is being offered absolutely Freeto

convince people of its amazing efficiency , ABSO .

LUTELY FREE . Just send yourname , address and

106tohelppayposatgeand packing ,andbyreturn
mail you willget theliberaltrial package. New Internal Treatment Will Do ItAct at

once, as the offer may be made for a short time only.
NoOperation - No Delay

,
Thousands have written of their cure by

the Page Method -- just the combination treatment
The altruism of women is a priceless ally with the tablets and the piles loave. They boal

in the Label struggle.Convince the women intorpally - the correct way. Salves ead oint.

--the buyers for the home that the Union ments giveonly temporary relial. Write today for

Label stands for fair play , and the battle
Froe Test Package -- it costs you gothing ; the Page

Method will heal your piles. Sead for free test.

E. R. PAGECO.,214A Page Bldg., Marshall, Mich.

WORKERS UNION

No shoes are Union Made, under our Fair Arbitration

Contract, except those having this stamp.

UNIONASTAMP

INSIST upon having them for The Whole Family .

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

246 Summer St., Boston , Mass.

Collis Lovely , Pres. Charles L. Baine, Sec . - Treas.

TINY GLAND Lowers Gasoline Cost to

9c per Gallon

Get Up Nigh
ts

PILES STOP

Write today to

will be won.

Do Not be Imposed Upon

Factory
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FASHION LETTER

0533 /

Rich materials and ariety in decorative effects are features

of many new frocks .

Long bodice lines are shown in both one piece and jumper
dresses.

For afternoon wear the two piece jumper suit is effectively

developed in checked light weight woolens, satin, crepe, and
taffeta .

Pin tucks are much in evidence as trimming.

Metal cloth is used extensively for daytime dresses, and
blouses.

Plaid and plain material combines well for jumper styles.

One may have the blouse of plain material with collar, cuffs

and vests of the plaid , and plaid for the skirt also.

As the season advances the princess styles fitted to the

figure are becoming more popular.

A dress of this style requires little trimming. In satin or

taffeta alingeriecollar and cuffs will form a becoming decora
tion .

The silhouette with long waist lines and ample lower flare

is youthful and becoming to slender figures.

A very smart model on this order was made of crepe back

satin and with apaneland collarandcuffsof metal cloth.
Velvet is used for wraps of all kinds. It is elegant when

combined with brocade and fur .

Woolrep willmake an interesting utility coat. Krimmer fur

is good for trimming such a model.

Velvet andchiffoncombine tomake a charming evening dress

The skirt is in petal effect in alternate chiffon and velvet

petals.

Changeable moire was used for an afternoon coat, cut on

straight lines with flares below the hips, effected by inserts of
velvet. The inserts are repeated on thesleeves. A high collar

and broken bands offur on sleeves and hem form the decora
tion .

Chiffon and georgette in all over beaded effects are shown for
evening dresses . Bands of ostrich and a chiffon scarf supply the

trimmings.

Lace is used lavishly in every conceivable way on blouses

and frocks.

5329

5096 5372

5331 , Junior's and Misses'

Dress .
Cut in 3 Sizes: 16, 18 and

An 18 year size

requires 3 /4'yards of 40 -inch

material . Price 12 ¢.

20 years .

5329 . Ladies ' Dress.

Cut in 7 Sizes : 34 , 36, 38,

40, 42, 44 and 46 inches bust

measure. A 38 - inch size as

shown in the large view re

requires 3% yard of 36 -inch

crepe or serge, and 1 % yard

of satin for the panel and col
lar facing, cut crosswise. If

made without the long sleeve

portions 3 % 8 -yard of the crepe

or serge are required. The

width of the dress at the low.

er edge is 2 % yards with
plaits extended . Price 126.

5096 . Boys' Suit .

Cut in 3 Sizes : 2 , 4 and 6

years. A 4-year size requires

378 yards of 36 -inch material.
Price 12 € .

5342 . Child's Dress

Cut in 4 Sizes: 4, 6 , 8 and

A 6 year size re

quires 2 yards of 32 -inch ma

terial . Price 12 ¢.

10 years.

5339. Ladies' Morning

Frock with Slender Hizs.

Cut in 9 Sizes : 38 , 40, 42,
44 , 46 , 48, 50, 52 and 54

inches bust measure .
As illus

trated in the lare view a 42

inch size requires 4 -yards of

one material and yard of

contrasti
ng

, 36inches wide.

The
width of the dress at

lower edge is 1 % yard . Price

12 ¢ .

5334 S339

5334 . Ladies ' Under Gar

ment.

Cut in 4 Sizes : Small, 34

36 ; Medium , 38-40 ; Large , 42

44 ; Extra Large, 46-48 inches
bust measure . A Medium size

requires 2 yards of 36-inch
material . Price 12 ¢.

5347 . Girls' Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 8 , 10, 12
and 14 years. A 10 year size

requires 3/4 yards of 36 - inch
terial. Price 12 € .

5344 . Girls' Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes:

and 12 years .
requires 274 yards of 36 - inch

material . Price 12 ¢.

6, 8, 10

A 10 -year size

5347 5344

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

and SUMMER 1926 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color plates,

Send 12c in silver or stampsfor our UP - TO -DATE SPRING

and containing 500 designs of Ladies', Misses and Children's Patterns

MAKING , ALSO SOME POINTS FORTHENEEDLE(illustrating

30 ofthe various, simple stitches) ali valuable hints to the home

dressmaker .

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO .,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn , N. Y.
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If you are looking for the big chance - your real opportunity

tomakemoney - this is it. If you have the ambition andthevision

to go after $ 75 to $ 100 a week profit for yourself, then you will

realize that this is the one opportunity you have been looking for .

A Stylish , Long -Wearing Suit

Now read this carefully. Get it ! On the right is a picture of a suit of

clothes. It's a good suit of clothes - stylish - good -looking. It fits.

It holds its shape. The pattern is excellent. Clothis of pleasing weave

and long -wearing. Thousands of men in your locality Take Orders

need this new , modern, sensible, low -priced suit .
for this

wonderful,

Tremendous Demand lined suit at

And now we're making this wonder suit in tremendous quanti

ties -- not one at a time — but by the thousands. All thatmod $ 1495

ern machinery and efficient methods can do to produce big

valueat small cost is applied in makingthe new Comer suit .

And finally, we are using the same modern efficiency in

selling it - direct from factory to wearer through our

local representatives.

The result is amazing. It brings this suit to the wearer

at a price that is revolutionary - a price that everyonecan afford

to pay - a price that makes it the greatest clothing value in years.

An
195

3 -piece,

Think ! $ 14.95 for a good suit of clothes. You can see immediately that every

man is aprospect . Every communityin America isswarming with oppor
tunities for sales. And nowif you are interested in making money we want to

show you how youcanmake it.Weareappointing men in every localityto

represent us — to takeorders. That's all. Wefurnish all instructions. We

deliverand collect.Butwe must have local representativeseverywhere

through whomour customerscan send us their orders.

Experience is not necessary. We want men who are ambitious - industri.

ous and honest. Men who can earn $ 15 or$ 20 a daywithout getting lazy

-menwhocanmake $ 100a week and still stay on the job .If you arethe

right type -- you may be a bookkeeper, a clerk , a factory worker, a me

chanic, a salesman, a farmer ,apreacher, ora teacher, that makesno

difference --the opportunity is here and we offer it to you.

Complete Selling Outfit Sent Free!

If youwant tomake $10 to $ 20 a day , if you want a chance at this
bigmoney -making opportunity, mail the coupon below . We

willsend you ourcomplete selling outfit absolutely free. With

it will comefull instructions, samples, style book, order book

andeverything you need to getstarted.
CHEVROLET

Write Today Territories will be filled rapid

Coach
a flood . Men are making money faster and easier

than they even hoped .

Don't send anymoney. Capital is not re

quired. Just fill out the coupon and

mail it for all the facts .

C. E. COMER , Pres .

In addition to your big
TheComerMfg.Co.

earnings I offer you a

Chevrolet Coach, with Dept. W -422

out a cent of cost, that you can use to help Dayton , Ohio
you in developing this great business. Mail

the coupon NOW.

Tha
Comer

Mts.co..
Dept.w.122

Dayton, Ohio
Please send

complete selling
outfit on your Dew

$ 14.95 suit propo
sitionthat offersop

portunity for a man
without experience or

capital toearn as much as
$ 100 a week , No obligation

to me,GIVEN
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The Go-Ahead Man

An ill - fitting, poorly made uniform is like a “ block ” on a man's

road to success . His industry , honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier.

A Bloch uniform is “ two bells ” and ahead for the man of " pep"

and ambition. It is so carefully made, so clearly above the ordinary

in tailoring, so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name. Always

insist upon seeing this label .

UNITE

The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland :

Send mefree, a

Trolley Jim

Time Book
In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio

Name

Address
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Labor as fraternal delegate at the conven

tion of the Mexican Federation of Labor,

held in Mexico City , Mexico , March 1-6,

1926. The above picture represents Interna

tional President Mahon upon the platform in

the course of delivering his address as fra

ternal delegate to the Mexican Federation of

Labor Convention delegates. Standing to his

left is Interpreter Robert Haberman, who

interpreted to the convention President

Mahon's address as it was delivered . The

INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENTW. D. convention is recorded as the seventh Annual

MAHON AND INTERPRETER Convention of the Mexican Federation of

ROBERT HABERMAN
Labor, instituted upon the plan of the Ameri

can Federation of Labor and very closely
International

President W. D. Mahon allied with the American Federation of

represented the American Federation of Labor.
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THE UNRELIABILIITY OF

NON-UNIONISM
ONE

I.

Non -unionism comprises different types .

Commonly, non- unionists are wage workers

who for some, usually , ordinary reason , fail

to associate together to establish collective

agreement relations. The ordinary reason is

that of fear of loss of employment. It is

not that the individual wage worker does

not know and well understand that through

organization better wages and working con

ditions obtain , and in no other way . Com

monly, the low wage job is held as a sort

of rain check until the worker obtains a bet

ter paying job. These better paying jobs do

not commonly appear, except where wage

workers are organized and a more firm ten

ure of employment is thus established . These

better paying jobs , of course , are not availa

ble to the non-union wage worker , except

that he converts himself to unionism .

Among non -unionists are that element,

rather uncommon, that are willing to serve

in any opening that may temporarily assure

excess of actual wage rates . Of this element

are those of the non -unionists who go to the

extreme of serving as strike -breakers, know

ing well that while in such service they are

lending themselves as a unit of the force to

retard wage workers in their endeavors to

make employment more resourceful. This

strike -breaker non -unionist well understands

the effect of the service he renders as a

strike - breaker and knows that he is con

tributing to the maintaining of a low stand

ard gauge for wage workers. He knows he

is assisting in the endeavor to retain a low

standard of wages and working conditions

for wage workers . But his big interest is

one of selfishness. He temporarily receives

excessive pay.
His endeavors are of a na

ture , so far as his brain power will permit,

to make himself appreciated by those inter

ested in retaining non -union wages and

working conditions, that he may soon obtain

another job of like character that will well

yield to him financially. What type of indi

vidual is this ?

An instance was recently revealed demon

strative of this type of non -unionist. It also

demonstrates to what excess the type of

management seeking to enslave labor and

perpetuate non -unionism will go in the way

of entrusting such workers, that they may be

held in readiness for strike -breaking pur

poses .

The particular case--and there are more

of them - is where a cashier of a street rail

way company was arrested upon the charge

of embezzlement of the funds of the com

pany and before a jury was convicted of

embezzling approximately $ 1,000.00 of the

company's finances. The exposure resulted

from an audit of the accounts of the trac

tion property where this individual was em

ployed . Who was this embezzler ?

Some more than twelve years ago the

street railway employes upon a certain street

voilway system , seeking to establish collec

tive agreement relations, organized. The

employing management was bitter against

organization . This body of some five hun

dred men were immediately locked out of

employment and given to understand by the

management that except that they should

give up their union they would no longer be

in employment upon that property . The men

declined to return to work without collective

agreement relations and the result was that

the management of the property inaugurated

a vicious, and what proved to be a mercilessly

bloody campaign against the employes who

persisted in organization. The management

of the property employed strike-breakers.

Shootings and killings by strike - breakers

characterized the procedure of the manage

ment.Active among these strike -breakers

was this particular individual to whom is

referred above as having been convicted by

a jury of embezzlement of funds of a street

railway property.

In itis case the superintendent of the

property upon which the lockout was de

clared some more than twelve years ago, ob

tained employment as a superintendent upon

another property where the employes were

organized. He brought with him and in

stalled in employment upon this property,

some of those in whom, from his experi

ence with the non -union employing property ,

he could confide as being of that type of

non-unionists who could lend themselves.

for added compensation , to union -smashing

purposes. Among these was this particular

individual whom a jury declared guilty of

embezzlemeent. He was placed in various

ệcsitici.s, first as a platform man, and when

it was found he was objectionable to the

unionmenemployedupon the property . he

was installed in official positions, inspector,

etc. , until finally he was placed in a posi

tion where he handled the returns of the

property as cashier.

The strike -breaker works for excessive

pay. He loans himself to union -smashing for

excessive pay . This excessive pay weighs

upon him in the way of attraction , a sort

of magnet way, to destroy any possibility of

mutual helpful feeling towards associate em

ploves. Money is the strong incentive.

hast!.. same fluence with him that it has

with non -union employing managements .

He observes that it at least serves as a tem.

porary advantage to him , even though it is

at the cost and discomfort of his associate

wage workers .

Managements that place this type of men

in positions of trust do not show that the

appointments are made with the usual busi

ness prudence. This man was appointed, not

from his qualifications as a trustworthy em

ploye with capabilities for the position, but

he was employed in this position to be main;

tained for possible future employment of

altogether a different type--that of con

tributing to destroy organization.

What was there of this man's previous

employment and life attributes that would

inspire an employing management to hand

out to him a positionoftrust? Hehad shown

by his strike-breaking proclivities that he

was untrue to his associateemployes and un

true to the purposeofwageworkersto im

It
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BUS OPERATION

By W. D. Mahon

prove their conditions and improve the con

ditions of mankind. He was of the type of

non-unionist that had so contributed him

self , well knowing what his type of service

meant to his associate employes. He had so

contributed himself for pay . He had not so

served from any love or fondness he had for

the employing management or the conditions

he assisted in maintaining on non - union

property.

This individual should not be held respon

sible to the employing company through the

loss that the employing property sustained

as resulting from the embezzlement for which

the jury held him guilty, The man who

placed this individual in the position of

trust, knowing well that he was without re

sistance possibilities , should be held responsi
ble to the property .

This individual who was convicted of em

bezzlement, embezzled only in line with

his conception of the course to pursue in

employment , in which he had been educated

by a non -union employing management. He

had not been encouraged to confide in non

union managements of the type that employed

him. He had been encouraged by them to

recognize them , even, as unreliable in con

ducting themselves in the interest of the

public, stockholders and wage workers .

Practically . he had been forced to his con

ception of the disrespect for integrity exer

cised by non-union employing managements.

Why should he be held responsible for the

embezzlement ? He was not responsible for

it and he should not suffer from it . Had he

been an individual who had been taught to .

respect the rights of mankind in his employ

ment, there would have been no embezzle

ment and no one should sense that more

fully than those who placed him in the em

ployment that has resulted in his conviction

as an embezzler.

These instances are as

union employment extends in the way , of

union -destroying connivances. Only a few

weeks since, an individual charged with en

bezzlement of the funds of a restaurant and

cigar store in Detroit , admitted in the court ,

before whom he was tried , that he had

served on the street railway properties in

a spotter, being then affiliated

with or an agent of a so -called detective

agency engaged in union -destroying
deavors for profit.

A management or managing official that

installs a well-known unreliable individual

in a position requiring reliability, should be

held responsible for the unreliability of the

individual soinstalled and that responsibility

should be legal , as well as moral. Then ,

union destroying would cease , and the plun

dering of properties and the public would

A union smashing employer is not an hon

None know it better than 1011

union wage workers . That is the example

that is set as an integrity standard for non

union wage workers. An employer that robs

wage workers by refusing them the fruits of

collective agreement relations is responsible

for the enforced dishonesty.

While the change that has taken place in

bus operation has been so rapid that it is

almost impossible to keep up with the

data on the same, however, the American

Electric Railway Association is keeping a

careful record , and their records up to the

first of February, as published in the " Aera "

state : That there are two hundred and

eighty -seven ( 287 ) street railway companies

operating about five thousand six hundred

( 5,600 ) busses over about thirteen thousand

( 13,000 ) miles of route. They also show that

the great amount of bus service in Ameri

can cities is operated by the street railway

companies. The only exceptions are-New

York, Chicago, Detroit and St. Louis, and

in these cities street railway companies do

Operate some busses while there are private

companies also operating.

It is estinated that the total investmeni

in busses up to the present time is forty

million ( $40,000,000 ) dollars . That is equiva

lent to seven ihousand olie hundreci and

forty ($7,140 ) dollars per bus owned. This

figure, of course, includes the investment in

plants and equipment as well as in the

busses themselves.

Complete data on
the number of pas

sengers carried is not available , but from

the statistical reports received it is possible

to make a reasonably accurate estimate. An

analysis of these reports shows that the

average number of passengers carried per

year per bus in city service is eighty - five

thousand (85,000 ) ; in inter - city service the

average is twenty thousand (20,000 ) . The

average of all companies reported

eighty -two thousand four hundred ( 82,400 )

passengers per bus per year. It is estimated

that the electric railway busses hauled dur

ing the year of 1925 five hundred million

( 500,000,000 ) passengers.

The average rate of fare is in the neigh

borhood of eight cents ( 80) per passenger.

The income is estimated at forty million

( $ 40,000,000 ) Dollars . The estimates

given show what the busses, as a business,

are not really upon a paying basis. It would

require an average fare of ten cents ( 100 )

or over to make them an absolutely paying

basis .
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The convention of the National Women's

Trade Union League of America has been

called to meet this year in Kansas City, Mo. ,

June 28 to July 3 , in the Hotel Baltimore.

One day of the convention will be given

over as a one day institute on organization .

This day will be used to devise methods of

the extension of organization among women

wage workers.

cease .

est man .

as
em

Laborers must be recognized as being en

titled to much consideration as

ployers, and their rights must be equally

safeguarded.--Commission on the Church

and Social Service , Federal Council of the

Churches of Christ in America .
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FOR WHAT THE AMERICAN FED. UNION LABOR LIFE

ERATION OF LABOR STANDS
INSURANCE COMPANY

By President Matthew Woll

President William Green of the A. F. of

L. , in an address as published inthe Charles Union Labor Life Insurance Company is a

ton, S. C., Sunday News, cited the prejudice co -operative enterprise of trade Unions and

that is continually being attempted to cause members thereof, to pool their moneys to

to be reflected on the American labor move indemnify each other against loss by acci

ment, the attempt being made by those who dent, sickness , old age and death .

would destroy the labor movement, and pre It is primarily a corporate form of or
sented to the public a declaration of the

ganization whose shares of stock are to be

American Federation of Labor, setting forth confined to trades unions and trades union

that for which it stands . It is good that all ists. These shareholders provide the initial

people should know for what the American
capital and surplus required by law as

labor movement really does stand . The
dition precedent to entering the insurance

declaration presented by President Green is business .

as follows:
It is more difficult to organize an insur

" Organized labor contends for the im ance enterprise under the mutual plan by

provement of the standard of life , to uproot reason of existing insurance laws. The stock

ignorance and foster education, to instill plan enables a more speedy collection of

character and manhood and an independent necessary capital and surplus . When suc

spirit among our people, to bring a recogni cessfully established , it may easily be con

tion of the interdependence to the modern verted into a mutual form of organization.

life of a man and his fellow men . It aims In addition , the Union Labor Life Insur

to establish a normal work day, take the ance Company is organized on the stock

children from the factory and the workshop plan to safeguard and perpetuate for all

and place them in the school , the home and time organized labor's control of this insur

the playground . In a word the unions of ance company. Such control could not be

labor, recognizing the duty of toil , strive to guaranteed by a mutual plan .

educate their members , to make their homes Where the earnings of stockholders are

more cheerful in every way, to contribute limited to six per cent on their investment

an earnest effort toward making life the bet and all other profits accrue to the policy

ter worth living, to avail their members of
holders there is no benefit or advantage in

their rights as citizens and to bear the duties the mutual plan - indeed , where the owner

and responsibilities and perform the obliga ship of stock is widely distributed through

tions they owe to our country and our fel out the trade union movement , the advant

low men. Labor contends that in every ef age is in favor of the plan followed by the

fort to achieve its praiseworthy ends all hon
Union Labor Life Insurance Company.

orable and lawful means are not only com
The Union Labor Life Insurance Company

mendable but should receive the sympathetic
is organized under the laws of the State of

support of every right-thinking, progressive Maryland , and principally so for the reason

man . ' that the directors of the Company need not

Upon these principles President Green
be residents of that State, and its principal

said : “ I hope the people of South Carolina
office may be located elsewhere.

and of the entire South will study that dec
The principal office of the Union Labor

laration , for in it they will find only those
Life Insurance Company is located in the

principles which make for the good of every
American Federation of Labor Building ,

community. In the following out of that
Washington , D. C.

declaration the 35,000 local unions in the The Company is so organized as to enable

United States have committees working in
it to sell its stock to organized labor and its

cessantly. The city, central bodies and state
members throughout the North American

federations of labor unite with the local
Continent , embracing the United States ,

Canada and Mexico .

unions in this splendid struggle to make con

ditions better for all people . And the Amer

The appeal for the sale of stock is made

ican Federation of Labor persistently car

to all trade unions and trade unionists in

the United States and Canada.

ries out that program .
ready to do business it will carry on its in

" If the citizenship of the South that is not
surance enterprise in all

States of the

connected with trade unions will study its
United States,allprovinces inCanada, and

make-up, its principles, its hopes and ambi
later in Mexico .

tions, I feel certain they will heartily com First: Only trade unions and trade union
mend them .”

ists can acquire or hold stock.

Second : Stock can

Trade unionism has passed the trial stage .

not be transferred

without first givingtheUnion Labor Life

It has come to its maturity out of long Insurance Company the opportunity of pure

years of struggle and experience to chasing such stock at the price it

earned position of trust and confidence. The obtained .

unions have built up standards of life and Third: The Board of Directors, consisting

living, carefully , step by step . - William of 24 , must always have at least three

Green .
fourths of its members consist of officers or

representatives of National and Interna

The Union Label is the Nation's guaran tional Unions affiliated with the American

tee of a competent and happy working class . Federation of Labos.

When

an was
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Fourth : The Advisory Commitee, con ile day when the company will open its

sisting of fifty members, must be selected doors for business.

from representative trade unionists affiliated

with labor organizations not dual or seced LOW BUS FARES CLOSE DOORS OF

ing in character to those affiliated with the BIG TERMINAL

American Federation of Labor.

Affairs in the Union Labor Life Insurance What has been characterized the

Company are moving rapidly and success " world's largest bus terminal" located in

fully. Up to date a quarter of a million dol Indianapolis and erected at a cost of a quar

lars has been subscribed by a handful of na ter million dollars, has been closed and the

tional and internationals, and reports re property offered for rent. Of the 18 indepen

ceived from others that the matter is pend dent bus lines which were accommodated

ing favorably before their general executive in the terminal, only three remain active.

boards . Every mail is bringing individual The others have been either abandoned or

requests for application blanks and informa sold to the traction companies. Insuffi

tion. cient fare is cited as the cause for the

In the next month , local unions will re majority of the failures.-Indianapolis News.

ceive notice of quotas allotted, and there
The above clipping from an Indianapolis .

is every indication that the amount set will newspaper rather reinforces the argument

be reached within thirty days . that bus service cannot substitute rail elec

A well attended directors' meeting on the tric car service on a basis of rail car serv

21st was sought by the camera men and ice fares. It is another suggestion to the

movie news reel photographers, and the riding public that railless bus operation to

Board suspended business for five minutes be maintained, must be at a higher rate of

out of a five-hour session to be snapped on fare than that necessary to keep rail cars

the steps of the American Federation of in operation .

Labor Building

Arrangements will be made shortly for Trade unionsare the bulwarks of modern

anarial, medical and other service against democracies .-W . E. Gladstone.

2 RUS

Picture of fraternal delegates in attendance at the 7th Mexican Federation of Labor

Convention, held in Mexico City , Mexico, March 1-6 , 1926 .

Reading left to right the four standing in front are: International Treasurer L. D.

Bland,International PresidentW. D.Mahon,Secretary PaulScharrenberg of the Califor

nia State Federation of Labor and President John Horn of the California Building Trades.

Third from the right stands Secretary William Taber of Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill.,

and standing most immediately in the rear of President Mahon is Interpreter RobertHaberman .
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In every union of wage workers , there are

those who do not understand the necessity

of co-ordination. Most of the members do

understand .

The fact that wage workers organize so

extensively in trade unions is clear evidence

that wage workers generally well under

stand the co -ordinate principle necessary to

the betterment of mankind. Immediate

progress depends upon immediate reasoning

and progressive policy following.

An individual , acting alone , is helpless. Even

in street railways , there would be no work

were it not for the multitudes who ride the

cars . The possibility of wage payments is

in the money received from street railway

patrons . This return has all to do with the

possibility of wage increases.

must accumulate to the property or there is

no employment and no wages.

It is the concerted purpose of union street

car operators that makes a bid to the public.

These operators , motormen and conductors ,

are the people of the property with whom

the public comes in contact. The people can

be pleased and patronage thus increased by

studied unity in giving the best of service.

The union man wishes to render to the pub

lic the very best of service, and if possible ,

will aid his associate employes in doing as

well as he, to serve the public . One alone

can't do it . It must be a unity of purpose

and a unity of service.

The money

pends upon the unity of will of the operat

ing employes. The manager cannot single

out one employe or a few of a great number

and extend to them special favors without

it becoming generally known. Then, in the

measure of his favoritism comes a spirit of

remonstrance on part of the many. That

remonstrance will take form and become ac

tive in no other way than to be observed in

the kind of service that results. It then re

flects not favorably to the property, from

the public . Such a condition exists on every

non -union employing street railway prop

erty. Doesn't it ?

A fair management of a street railway

property will invite unionism of the em

ployes . Employes, unionized, should be

good advertisers of the property upon which

they are employed and with which they hold

a collection agreement in which they have

taken part in fixing wages and working con

ditions. Their advertising should , and does

lead to better service and better returns. It

should lead to a higher degree of safety in

operation . It leads to better salesmanship.

It establishes a high protection to the prop

erty. And organized workers have the op

portunity to advertise among and through

other unions . It is the duty of all union

men to support fair employing properties.

A statement has been issued by the Amer

ican Electric Railway Association as pub

lished in the Electric RailwayJournal that

the average hourly wage paid motormen and

conductors by companies operating 100 or

more miles of track for March 1 , 1925, was

56.02 cents per hour; for Feb. 1, '1926, 56.51

cents per hour; for March 1 , ' 1926, 56.58

A properly qualified street railway man

agement cannot fail to know that much of

the success of street railway business de
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cents per hour. This report covers 205 com

panies. What non- union roads operating

more than 100 miles of track pay the aver

age ?

Statistics seem to show that the average

wages throughout the country to motormen

and conductors in two-man car operation is

slighly in excess of 567/2 cents per hour. Is

it non -unionism that cuts wages to the low

average ?

President William Green and Secretary

Frank Morrison of the American Federation

of Labor, under date of March 15 , submitted

a letter to organized labor, calling attention

to the fact that the anthracite mine strike

was settled February 12. The settlement

came after the struggle had been carried on

for some six months. The letter calls atten

tion to the two appeals issued by the Execu

tive Council of the American Federation of

Labor to the officers and members of organ

ized labor in general, calling for financial as

sistance to supply the striking miners and

their families with food and clothing. The

letter states that the response to these ap

peals aggregated $ 196,000.00, which was for

warded by Secretary Morrison to the United

Mine Workers. It is also pointed out that

the money supplied and service rendered by

organized labor contributed very largely to

the success of the strike . President Green

and Secretary Morrison extend thanks of

themselves and the Executive Council of the

A. F. of L. for the vigorous response the

appeals received .

FROM LATE REPORTS OF INTER

NATIONAL OFFICERS

International President W. D. Mahon re

turned to the general office from his trip

to Mexico City , Mexico, March 24. At Mexi

co City he served as fraternal delegate of

the American Federation of Labor in atten

dance at the seventh Annual Convention of

the Mexican Federation of Labor. He was

accompanied in attendance at this conven

tion by International Treasurer L. D. Bland

and Business Agent William Taber of Divi

sion 241 , Chicago, Ill . President Mahon

delivered the address of fraternal greetings

in liehalf of the American Federation of

Labor to the convention . He assured the

Mexican trades delegates who were present

of this keen interest of the American Federa

tion of Labor in the progress of the Mexi

can labor movement. He reports that the

Mexican Federation of Labor is constructed

upon the principles and along the line of the

American Federation of Labor and is pro

gressively proceeding in extension in mem

bership in the various wage working trades.

While in Mexico City he met with Presi

dent Calles of the Mexican Republic and re

ports that his policies are constructive and

educational in the development of the Mexi

can people as a whole. Upon his return to

the General Office President Mahon took up

the affairs of the Association in general and

was at his desk at the close of this report ,

April 12. Of matters upon which he has

been consulted were wage agreement fea

tures of various Locals. He is also in

advisement with the officers and Agreement

Committee of Division 26, the members of

which are employed upon the Detroit street

railways and the Detroit United Railways ,

This work was in progress at the close of

the report .

Citizenship is being withheld from Eugene

V. Debs ,
Congressman Victor Berger has

before the House of Representatives what is

known as Joint Resolution No. 172 , seeking

to have the civil rights of Eugene V. Debs

restored by an act of Congress. At the Nine

teenth Convention of this Association the

Convention unanimously enacted a resolu

tion petitioning the President ofthe United

States to restore to Eugene V. Debs his civil

rights . International President W. D. Mahon

forwarded to the President of the United

States a letter containing the resolution of

the Nineteenth Convention . It is consistent

with the American labor movement that

every Union in the United States belonging

to the American labor movement, may peti

tion their respective members of Congress to

support Resolution No. 172 introduced by

Congressman Berger. It is not a credit to

the United States to continue denial of civil

rights to Eugene V. Debs, a man who was

born in Indiana and who has devoted his

life to what he believed to be in the inter

est and uplift of mankind. He has now

grown old .

First International Vice - President William

B. Fitzgerald , aside from assisting the Inter

national President at the General Office has

assisted Divisions Numbers 26 and 111 , De

troit and Ypsilanti, Mich ., upon agreement

work . In this work he has attended commit

tee meetings representing the D. U. R.

Branch of Division 26 and the members of

Division 111 upon joint agreement amend

ments sought by these two Locals , in their

collective agreement relations with the De

troit United Railways . He also associated

with International President W. D. Mahon

in attendance at the committee meetings of

the D. S. R. Branch of Division 26 , upon

agreement work . He advised with the offi

cers of Division 788 , St. Louis , Mo. , and

Vice - President Robert B. Armstrong upon

features sought by the Local to be inserted

in a proposed new franchise being pre

pared by St. Louis officials and the officials

of the employing street railways. This con

ference took place at the General Office,

where provisions were shaped and agreed

upon for insertion in the franchise . At the

close of this report , April 12 , Vice- President

Fitzgerald was at Cleveland , O. , in the in

terest of Div . No. 268 .

to organize.
I rejoice at every effort workingmen make

I hail the labor movement.

It is my only hope for democracy. Or

ganize , and stand together! Letthe nation

hear a united demand from the laboring

voice.-- Wendell Phillips .
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Second International Vice- President P. J.

O'Brien in March was detailed to assist

Division 717, Manchester, N. H. , upon agree

ment work. The Local is seeking a renewal

of agreement with desired amendments. By

his report of April 3 , this matter was in a

conference stage with the management of

the employing property.

Division 241. He reports that the conven

tion was well representative of the trades

affiliated with the Federation throughout

Mexico and was harmonious and progressive

in its work. Many subjects were determined

upon and good policy was adopted for exten

sion work of the organization in the various

wage working trades in that country .

th

MIT

Seventh International Vice - President

James Largay has completed his work in

assisting Division 641 , Shamokin, Pa ., in

arbitrating a dispute with the employing

property. The subject was that of a peti

tion for reinstatement of a discharged mem

ber . The arbitrators were : President Ship

man of the Chamber of Commerce of Sha

mokin , chosen by the company, Vice - Presi

dent Victor Muriatta of the Mine Workers ,

chosen by the Division and Conciliation

Director David Williams of the Department

of Labor as the presiding arbitrator. Per

his report of April 3 , the evidence in the

case had been submitted and the award was

being awaited. His report also shows that

the wage agreement dispute of Divisions

Numbers 118 Pottsville, Pa . , and 433 Lans

ford , Pa. , with the employing property ,

which had been submitted for arbitration ,

was yet pending the selection of a third

arbitrator.

* ady

Eleventh Vice- President John M. Parker

was dispatched to St. Catharines, Ont . , to

assist Division 846, where an internal dis

sension had arisen. He conferred with the

officers of the Local and attended and ad

dressed a meeting of the members. In his

report of April 1 , he expresses the opinion

that a better mutual understanding has been

reached and that he believes that all in

ternal disputes will be harmoniously adjusted .

G

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow assisted Division 752, Bloom

ington , Ill . , in the adjustment of a grievance

that had arisen by the dismissal of a mem

ber of the Association. He also conferred

with the President of Division 416 , Peoria,

Ill., upon the affairs of that Local. He was

then dispatched to Akron and Canton , Ohio ,

to assist Divisions Numbers 98, Akron , the

A. B. C. Branch of Division 268, Cleveland

and Divisions Numbers 696 and 702, Can

ton, Ohio , upon renewal of agreement work.

These Locals are employed upon the North

ern Ohio Traction property and are seeking

joint collective agreement relation with the

employing property . He also advised with the

officers of Division 268 , Cleveland, Ohio ,

upon the affairs of that Local and per his

report of April 3 , was yet engaged upon

those situations , the former being in a con

ference stage with the officers of the em

ploiyng company.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair at St.

John, N. B., completed his investigation of

the situation affecting Division No. 663 and

left the situation under the advisement of

officers and members of the Local. He re

ports in this Local a staunch membership.

Не
was dispatched to Memphis, Tenn . ,

where he assisted Division No. 713 upon

agreement work. Through conferences with

the officers of the employing company fea

tures of the agreement were agreed upon,

except the wage clause, which was submit

ted for arbitration and per his report of

April 4 , this was pending the creation of an

arbitration board . Board Member Sinclair in

this interim returned from Memphis.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea visited Wash

ington, D. C., and gave his attention to the

railroad bill at present before the U. Ş.

Senate, that is being promoted bythe Rail

road Brotherhoods as a substitute for the

law that established the Federal Railway

Labor Board. The object of Board Mem

ber Shea was to have this law exclude elec

tric railways. At Trenton, N. J., he paved

the way for the consolidation of Division

564 with Division 540. In New York , N. Y.,

he assisted Division No. 974 in endeavors of

adjustment of working conditions more

favorable to the membership . This situation

continues. At Morristown, N. J. , he assist

ed Division No. 947 upon wage agreement

work , which work was pending in a con

ference stage per his report of April 4.

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon at

Hartford , Conn ., addressed

Division No. 425. He also attended a meet

Fourteenth International Vice- President

Robert B. Armstrong in March was detailed

o assist Division 788, St. Louis, Mo. , upon

ranchise work. The members were desirous

of obtaining provisions in a proposed new

franchise being sought of the city by the

employing property. Upon an appeal for

assistance to the International Office, Vice

President Armstrong was delegated to assist

the Local. Provisions were drafted for in

sertion in the franchise and presented to the

city administration, with encouragement that

fair consideration would be given them. The

Local is progressing with this situation .

Vice - President Armstrong visited General

Headquarters in Detroit with the officers of

Division 788, where the proposed amend

ments were prepared under advisement of

Vice -President Fitzgerald, as agreed upon

by the officers of the Local .

International Treasurer L. D. Bland at

tended the Convention of the Mexican Fed

eration of Labor held in Mexico City ,

Mexica. He attended this convention in

company with International President W .D .

Mahon and Secretary William Taber of

a meeting of
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a'cted by the regulat:0.75 that may be

adopted .

of a G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson was

successful in extending the agreement of

Division No. 892, Sapulpa , Okla ., to cover

bus operators . He later visited Shawnee,

Okla . , where he met with the members of

Division No. 763 and reports the Local to

be in good shape . At Ashville, N. C. , per

his report of April 3 , he was assisting Divi

sion No. 128 upon agreement work .

ing of the Joint Conference Board of the

Locals , the members of which are employed

by the Connecticut Consolidated property .

This meeting was upon preparation

proposed new agreement. At Framingham,

he took up with the management of the com

pany the subject of bus work allotment. At

Fitchburg and Lowell , Mass. , he assisted

Divisions Numbers 690 and 280 in confer

ences with the officers of the employing

property upon the subject of operation of

the cars upon the Ayer- Lowell line . There

has been some change upon this system , the

runs of which were previously operated by

the members of Division No. 690, Thus the

subject of allotment of runs upon this branch

has arisen, involving the interests of the two

Locals. At Waltham, Mass . , he is rendering

assistance to Division No. 600 upon agree

ment work conferences. At Waterbury ,

Conn . , he addressed a meeting of the mem

bers of Division No. 570 and reports the

local to be in good shape, with accurate

financial records. At New Haven, Conn . , he

addressed the members of Division No. 281

upon the affairs of that Local and rendered

assistance to the Local upon its internal

affairs. For his report of April 3 , he was

in advisement with the Joint Advisory Board

of Division No. 174 , Fall River , Mass., and

associate Locals, the members of which are

employed upon the Eastern Massachusetts

Railway property . The subject before the

Joint Board is that of renewal of agree

ment . He has also given attention to legis

lative work before the Massachusetts Legis

lature .

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover con

tinued with Division No. 99 , Winnipeg,

Manitoba, which Local he was assisting at

this time upon agreement work and also in

the extension of the Local among the em

ployes of the Winnipeg street railway . His

reports slow substantial progress .

ABSURD UNION-WRECKING

PROPAGANDA

а

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt at Butte .

Mont . , assisted Division No. 381 upon

situation developing from a strike of one

of the locals of the Electrical Workers "

Union. This particular union has some thirty

members on strike , seven of whom were em

ployed by the street railway property. It

appears that they entered the strike several

months before the expiration of their regu

lar agreement . The purpose of the strike

was to enforce increased wages. They are

petitioning to the labor movement for a

general strike . Other unions have refused

to enter a general strike . It is reported that

even other Electrical Workers' Unions have

declined to strike in sympathy with this par

ticular local. Board Memember Burtadvised

Division No. 381 to observe their collective

agreement with the employing property. Per

his report of April 4 the Electrical Work

ers ' strike was yet pending.

G. E. B. Member William F. Welch at

Washington, D. C., assisted Division No.

689 uponagreement workwith the Capitol

Traction Company. His report of April 4 is

that the agreement
was negotiated and

signed and he was continuing to assist the

Local upon bus hearings now going on in

Washington, which is in pursuit of efrect

ing regulations upon bus operation within

the District of Columbia. Tie entravor is

to see that Division No. 689 is favorably

Detroit newspapers that profit from ad

vertising, exhibit a strong tendency to serve

as propagandists to shape the public mind

along a line of prejudice in the interest of

those who are constantly endeavoring to

destroy the American labor movement .

This may be regarded by some as quite

natural from the fact that newspapers de

pend upon advertising for extended profits.

Really, newspapers are mentors supposed to :

educate the public to a better life, if in the

line of education, and to report facts to the

public that will be of public interest and re

port such facts without so shaping publicity

language to mislead, or erratically construct

public conclusions.

The charter of the City of Detroit pro

vides that wage workers employed by the

city in the various departments, shall re

ceive the highest prevailing wage rates and

that the service day shall not exceed eight

hours. This is a basic law of Detroit, en

acted by a vast majority vote of Detroit's

electors at the time of the adoption of the

present city charter.

Very recently certain Detroit newspapers

gave front page space, attractively captioned,

to what was alleged to be antagonisms of

trade unions by members of the City Coun

cil . The articles were headed, keenly in

purpose , one of which read : “ Council Puts

Check on Unions' Dictation."

The City Council was passing upon the

so - called city budget as a basis for taxation

for the ensuing year and in doing so, of

course, was required to take under delibera

tion the petitions of the various department

heads, including the Public Works Depart

ment, relative to the allotment of tax col

lections for use by the particular depart

ments . The Public Works Department, of

course, in estimating its possible expense

must include the question of wages to be

paid to wage workers working for the City

of Detroit . The base for appropriations of

wages is naturally wage rates and the pos

sible term of employment required to per

form certain necessary work .
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The people of Detroit had a reason for de charter as a basic law , that wage workers

termining that wage workers of the city shall receive the highest prevailing, wage,

should receive the highest prevailing wage the unions will naturally be " dictating" or

as applying to the respective craft einploy presenting to the City Council and city offi

ments. cials the prevailing wage rates, that their

Naturally, it is the duty of wage workers members may receive the real prevailing

to be watchful relative to wage rates as a wage rates of Detroit and the only wage rates

standard . It is one of the primary duties of that prevail for any period of time, are the

the American labor movement.
There are

union wage rates, for which usually con

no other wage workers in Detroit that enter tracts are niade to cover one year .

into the fixation of wage rates, except in the Unions do not dictate to Detroit's City

way of contributing to the committing of the Council. Unions merely contribute informa

fixing of wage rates exclusively to tion to Detroit's City Council and depart

ployees . Non -union men have nothing 10 ment heads, that they may be in a position

say of their wages . Therefore, the matter to legally fix wage rates to Detroit's wage

of workers taking part in the fixation of workers .

wages requires the association of the wage
The people of Detroit, or any other city ,

workers, and these associations are known are not advocating the fixation of low wage

as labor unions. rates . The wage workers constitute a ma

Anyone of the intelligence of the publish terial factor of all cities and the wage rates

ers of Detroit's newspapers , knows very well they receive from the municipalities, natur

that there can exist no prevailing wage when

rates are exclusively fixed by non -union em ally , has much to do in standardizing wage

ploying concerus. In such cases wage rates rates to those who are not fortunate enough

are as various as are employment concerns. to be in municipal employment.

The management of each conceru fixes the Instead of " dictating", Detroit's Unions

wage paid by that particular concern and are lending helpful assistance to Detroit in

except that the einployers become organized, tendering advice as to the prevailing union

which they are , particularly this non -union wage rates as a basis of wage fixation for

employing element, there can be no “ pre- municipal employes .

vailing” wage .

Trade unions establishi prevailing TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL

wages. The carpenters' wage is fixed by the NEWS

union and employers and cannot be fixed at

a rate less than the prevailing union wage Germany

scale . This applies to engineers, machinists Unemployment- At the beginning of Janu

and all other crafts.
Thus , naturally , the

ary, 1926 , forty German labor unions, with

only prevailing wage upon which the City total membership of 3,639,071, reported

Council or city officials can determine the 19.4 per cent unemployed, as compared with

legal wage rates that shall prevail to wage 10,7 per cent at the beginning of December.

workers in Detroit , is to consult the unions Unemployment in East Prussia

or rather the union wage rates . The ridicul number registered at the public employment

ousness of publishing to the public that offices in East Prussia increased during the

Councilmen " put check on unions' dictation " past two months to 59,000, of whom more

is made very clear when it is known that the than 45,000 are in receipt of state support.

only prevailing wage in Detroit to wage

workers is the wage that unions fix or Latvia

wages in the fixation of which unions take Immigration - Post-war immigration into

part.
Latvia shows as its chief characteristic an

The Councilmen of Detroit , naturally, in cxtraordinary influx of refugees , the most

vite the necessary information from unions of whom are farm or industrial workers

relative to the prevailing wage rates which who formerly lived in Soviet Russia .

the law of the city requires to be paid. Par

ticularly is this necessary at the time of Sweden

budget fixing. Unemployment -Unemployment agencies

Labor unions are not even represented by in the principal cities of the Malmo Consu

collegians in drafting advice to the City lar District report a further increase in the

Council. No ones knows that better than number of unemployed persons.
During

the Councilme
n

themselves . Of the nine January, a total of 6,657 male workers re

serving as City Councilme
n

in Detroit , it is ported unemploymentas against 1,186 avail

not generally known that any one of them able vacancies, of which 1,126 were filled.

can be termed a college graduate. At least

two of them are trade unionists themselves. Switzerland

One carries a card in the Street -car Men's Unemployment - An increase in unemploy

Union and the other carries a card in the ment was noted in Switzerland at the begin

Bricklayers' Union and is President of the ning of the year , due, mainly , to the fact

Detroit Local of Bricklayers and Masons. that ( 1 ) building activities slackened on

So it can be seen how much dependence may account of winter weather conditions, and

be placed in the publicity given to the City ( 2 ) the textile and watch industries experi

Council in its endeavor to check unions' dic enced a lull . The approximate total at the

tation . beginning of last month was 20,000 unem

So long as Detroit maintains in its city ployed persons. - U . S. Department of Labor.

a

The
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MICHIGAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY

ARBITRATION AWARD

BUS

as

so

Upon the Michigan Electric Railway

upon which there are employed the mem

bers of five Locals of the Association, the

company, some three years ago , installed

bus operation . Upon petition of the Joint

Advisory Board of the five Locals the man

ager agreed to give these busses to members

of the Association . This course was fol.

lowed out in Lansing and Kalamazoo.

Conditions and wages were fixed by the

collective agreementof the Association with

the company.
All grievances were taken

up and disposed of in the ordinary way as

applying to bus operators, until in Septem

ber, 1924, when there was submitt to

company, the subject of a dispute relative

to the dismissal of four bus operators. The

management of the company then took the

position that the bus operators were not

covered by the agreement. As agreement

time was approaching the matter was al

lowed to pass over and in the spring of 1925

there was made a submission to amend the

agreement to include the bus employes.

The company refused to amend the

agreement, claiming that it was a different

occupation and that the agreement only

applied to rail car men. The Locals then

submitted the subject for arbitration. The

company held that it was not arbitrable

and the Locals then submitted that the

question of whether the dispute was arbi

trable should be arbitrated .

What had been requested as an amend

ment to the agreement read :

" All motor vehicle employes in the service

of the said company employed for and in

connection with the operation of motor

vehicles not running upon rails owned and

so operated by the said company. ' This

was the amendment that was requested to

be inserted in the agreement. The subject

submitted for arbitration as follows :

" First : The question shall be first de

termined by the arbitrators as to whether

the dispute existing between the parties to

the agreement relative to the inclusion of

motor bus operators, motor coach operators,

motor truck operators and employes, em

ployed in the operation of said vehicles

operated by the Michigan Electric Railway

Company, 'is arbitrable under the existing

agreements providing for the arbitration of

disputes.

" Second: Providing the arbitrators de

termine that the dispute is an arbitrable

dispute in the agreements existing,then the
arbitrators shall determine the question as

to whether the occupations covered by the

existing agreements include motor bus

operators, motor coach operators, motor

truck operators and employes employed in

the operation of said vehicles operated by

the said Michigan Electric Railway Com

“ Third: In the event that the arbitra

tors determine upon the first subject that

the dispute is arbitrable,then the arbitrators

are to determine upon the advisability of in

serting bus operators and employes

ployed in the operation of motor busses for

transportation purposes in the said agree

ments, to avoid any further disputes upon

this subject. "

Pending the period of creating an arbi

tration board and bringing the matter to

arbitration , which period passed from Sep

tember, 1925 to the first of November, the

company had organized the so- called “ Mich

igan Southern Transportation Company,'

which company was incorporated and re

ceived permit to operate busses for interur .

ban service in competition with the Michi

gan Electric Railway. In the trial of the

case an attempt was made to include the

Southern Michigan Transportation bus op

erators , as to whether they should also come

under the agreement.

The arbitrators held that the arbitration

applied exclusively to the Michigan Electric

Railway Company and the Southern

Michigan Transportation Company was in

corporated as a separate company , the ar

bitrators excluded interurban busses op

erated by the Southern Michigan Transpor

tation Company, but included all bus oper

ators employed by the Michigan Electric

Railway. The award is as follows :

The Award

In the matter of the Arbitration between

the Michigan Electric Railroad and Joint

Advisory Board Employes' Association and

Division No. 245, Amalgamated_Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America.

The undersigned arbitrators after careful

consideration of the matters in dispute be

tween the parties as stated in the corre

spondence framing the issues between them ,

the evidence submitted at the hearing and

the arguments of counsel , have determined :

1 . That the dispute is arbitrable.

2. That a strict construction of the exist

ing contracts between the parties excludes

operators of motor busses , coaches, trucks

and other vehicles operated by the Michigan

Electric Railroad Company.

3. That the following amendment in

writing to the existing contracts between

the parties was duly offered by the Em

ployes at the Arbitration and under the

evidence submitted the contracts between

the parties should be and are hereby amend

ed to include, “ All motor vehicle employes

in the service of said Company employed

for and in connection with the operation of

motor vehicles not running upon rails owned

and so operated by the said Company,'

within the protective terms of the agreement

intending hereby to bring within the terms

of the agreement all motor bus operators

employed directly by the Michigan Electric

Railroad Company, the same being those

operating in cities and also those employed

in motor bus operations between the cities

of Lansing and St. Johns , and especially

excluding all others employed in interurban

service.

4. It may be that the various parties to

the controversy did not intend to admit , in

framing the issue, that anything might be

added to the present contract, but under the

testimony , under the various exhibits and

was

pany.

em
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under the question as submitted to this

arbitration board, we cannot avoid the con

clusion that we "may consider what, if any.

thing, proposed by either of the parties

hereto in writing, on the arbitration , should

be added to the present contract." We

submit that, under all the testimony intro

duced and under the various exhibits as

heretofore mentioned , the door was left open

not only for an amendment by way of add

ing new parties to the contract but to much

oral testimony which might otherwise have

been excluded as being immaterial.

In view of the fact that this arbitration

arose , due to the difficulty on the part of

both sides to this controversy in construing

said contract, and goes principally to the

working conditions of the men envolved, in

all fairness, it seems to us that the amend

ment which has been placed in said contract

under the findings of your arbitration board

should take effect as of the date of these

findings, namely : March 9th , 1926.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated this 9th day

of March , 1926.

George A. KELLY ,

NORMAN E. LESLII .

800.00

400.00

WEIR'S CO-OPERATIVE PLAN

Executive Board Member Charles Weir

of the Flint Branch of Division No. 26, De

troit , Mich . , gave publicity to the Flint mem

bership of a few points he wished to call to

the attention of the street railway men of

that city . It is the advice that he posted

a copy in the car barn . It contains some

good suggestions and reads:

“ Define the word 'Unionism '; live it ; be a

Disbursements from the Death , Disability and Old

Ago Benest Fund during the month of February

1926 , were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows

Death Benefits

Hannah M. Downing, beneficiary, death claim

of Matthew T. Sullivan, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 284 , Nashua, N. H.;

cause, Carcinoma of Stomach , $ 800.00

W. D. Robbins, financial secretary of Div.

No. 113, for beneficiary , death claim of

Thomas H. Gould , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont .; cause ,
Lobar Pneumonia and Cardiac Failure.. 800.00

Yeghsapet Leblebijian , beneficiary , death

claim of Aram Leblebijian, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.;

cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 600.00

Catherine Barrett, beneficiary , death claim of

Thomas Barrett , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause ,

Gastro Enteritis . 800.00

Mrs. Ada Hawk, beneficiary , death claim of

George Hawk, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 627. Cincinnati , Ohio ; cause ,

Septic Pneumonia... 800,00

Mrs. Mary A., Hill,,, beneficiary, death claim

of William G. Hill , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 540, Trenton, N. J.; cause,

Carcinoma of Stomach with Acute Dilata

tion of the Heart ..

Mrs. Ruth Wain , beneficiary , death claim of

John T. Wain, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause, Bul

bon Paralysis...

Mrs. William H. Mosely, beneficiary, death

claim of William Hall Mosely. deceased,

late member of Div. No. 898, Macon, Ga.;

cause , Influenza Pneumonia.. 100.00

Cordelia Kilpatrick , beneficiary, death claim

of J. A. Kilpatrick, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 569, Edmonton , Alberta; cause ,

Apoplexy . 800.00

Mrs. Anna F. Daly , beneficiary , death claim

of Walter J. Daly, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Anemia . 800.00

Mrs. Margaret French, beneficiary, death

claim of John P. French , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause , Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Anthony Brand, beneficiary , death claim of

Fred J. Brand, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, General

Peritonitis . . 150.00

George Durand, president and business agent

of Div . No. 192, for beneficiary, death

claim of Albert H. Wilson , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 192, Oakland, Calif .;

cause , Syncope from Aneurysm of Aorta
and Broncho Pneumonia .....

Margaret Traver, beneficiary, death claim of

C. E. Traver, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 582, Utica, N.Y.; cause, Chronic
Myocarditis . 100.00

Wm. s . McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for funeral , doctor , and other

expenses , death claim of August Mosshutz,
deceased, late member of Div. No. 308,

Chicago , Ill .; cause , Asthma and Ulcer of
Stomach 800.00

Mrs. Alice Spauiding, beneficiary, death claim

of B. Frank Spaulding, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 201, Ithaca, N. Y.; cause ,

Suicide - shot himsed inright temple (Had
diabetes for years) 800.00

Mrs. Arcade Pepin , beneficiary, death claim

of Arcade Pepin , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 790, Montreal , Quebec; cause ,

Pleurisy and Cardio Renal Disease 700.00

Mrs. May Kerrigan, beneficiary, death claim

of Peter H. Kerrigan, dedeased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241. Chicago , Ill.; cause ,
Organic Heart Disease...

Lena Weed , beneficiary, death claim

Edward G. Weed, deceased, late member
of Div. No. 168, Scranton , Pa.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage.

Fracesca A. Proberg, beneficiary,death claim

of Andrew P. Froberg, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 618. Providence , R. I.;
cause , Lobar Pneumonia ...

Ada L. Newell, beneficiary , death claim of

AlbertS. Newell,deceased, late member of

Div . No. 714, Portland, Maine; cause, Val
vular Heart Disease .

Mrs. Mary Elmer Gardener, beneficiary.

death claim of Henry A. Gardener, de

man.

600.00

" Street-carring is a business. You are in

it . Be a success. Thus an asset to your

Association and the employing company you

serve.

" Efficiency and co-operation lead to de

pendability.

" Use smiles and pleasant words as a mag

net to draw respect .

" Car equipment spells money. Be con

servative.

" Neatness in appearance and cleanliness

of car denotes model workmen .

" Hot tempers and unruly tongues create

trouble .

" Don't throw stones . Your own house

may be of glass.

" Radicalism and rowdyism are twin

brothers .

“ Fortify yourself with the thought that

every object around your car contains dyna

mite and that you are the protector."

It is hoped that this right (of labor to or

ganize and bargain collectively ) will never

again be called in question by any consid

erable number of employers.--Administra

tive Committee, National Catholic War

Council .

Ideals are steadfast. Interests are fleeting.

Hence the inevitable triumph of the Union

Label Army.

800.00

of

800.00

800.00

800.00
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ceased , late member of Div. No. 713, Mem.

phis, Tenn., cause , Acute Lobar Pneumonia. 800.00
Mrs. Warren Peterson , beneficiary, death

claim of Fonnie L. Peterson , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 713, Memphis, Tenn .;

cause, Pericarditis following Influenza .. 250.00

Gomer Nichols, beneficiary, death claim of
William E. Nichols, deceased , late member z

of Div . No. 852 , Lima, Ohio ; cause, Heart

Failure from Ventricular Stenosis . 500.00

W. M. Rea, financial secretary of Div . No.

268, for beneficiary, death claim of M.
Pixley, deceased , late member of Div. No.

268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause , Endocarditis .. 800.00
Elizabeth Ruth Smith , beneficiary , death

claim of A. W. Smith, dece.sed , late mem

berof Div . No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Anna Barrett, beneficiary, death claim
of Patrick Barrett, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Mul

tiple Sclerosis . $800.00
Mrs. Alice Noble, beneficiary, death claimof

R. W. Noble, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause , Carcinoma

Pancreas . 800.00
Mrs. Stella Wattam , beneficiary, death claim

of W. (Wm. ) Wattam , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 627. Cincinnati, Ohio ;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage. 800.00
Margaret Pierce, beneficiary, death claim of

John Pierce, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 587 , Seattle, Wash.; cause , Cerebral
Hemorrhage .. 800.00

Amelia Stock , beneficiary, death claim of

Charles F. Stock, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Cere

bral Hemorrhage. 200.00

Kate Wiley, beneficiary , death claim of Frank

P. Wiley, deceased , late member of Div.
No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Angina

Pectoris and Chronic Myocarditis . 100.00

Mrs. Annie Price, beneficiary , death claim of

J : S. Price , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .; cause , Entero
Colitis 800.00

Patrick Donnellan , administrator of estate of

deceased, for beneficiary, death claim of

John H. Daly , deceased, late member of
Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Cere.
bral Hemorrhage . 800.00

John B. Kilduff, power of attorney forbene

ficiaries, death claim of Bernard Kilduff,

deceased, late member of Div. No. 589,

Boston ,Mass.; cause,Cerebral Hemorrhage 100.00

Maggie Ebeling , beneficiary , death claim of

William Ebeling, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Intes

tinal Obstruction ..
100.00

Bertha Reusch, beneficiary , death claim of

John F. Reusch , (Rush ), deceased , late

member of Div . No.788 , St. Louis, Mo.;

cause, Chronic Myocarditis , 500.00

Mrs. Helen Heatley, beneficiary, death claim

of William Heatley , deceased, jate member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,
Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mary Richards, beneficiary , death ciaim of

Charles H. Richards, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 280, Lowell, Mass .; cause ,

Chronic Endocarditis (Acute Indigestion ) ; 100.00

Mrs. Mathilda R.Morei, beneficiary, death

claim of R. Morel, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 194, New Orleans , La .; cause ,

Ruptured Peptic Ulcer . : 800.00

Mrs. Mary Trippen , beneficiary, death claim

of William J. Trippen , deceased , late mem
ber of Div. No. 125, Belleville , Ill .; cause ,
Cholecystitis (Liver trouble) . 800.00

Mrs. AnnaHarris, beneficiary, death claim of

William R. Harris , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 125, Belleville , 111 .; cause ,
Apoplexy . 300.00

Mrs. Ida Pennell, beneficiary , death claim of

Frank Pennell , deceased, late member of
Div . No. 125, 'Belleville , 111.; cause, Neph
ritis and Uremia , ... 800.00

Henry C. Root, beneficiary, death claim of

Henry Frank Root, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 714 , Portland , Maine; cause ,
Angina pectoris . 800.00

John J. Zolp,executor ofwill of deceased for

beneficiaries, death claimof Joseph Lau

kawski, deceased ,late member of Div . No.

241, Chicago, 11 .; cause , Chronic Nephritis 500.00
Mrs. Florence' Warchus. 'beneficiary, death

claim of George Warchus, deceased, late
member of Div . No. 241. Chicago, Ill .;

cause, General Peritonitis and Appendicial
Abscess . .... 800.00

Mrs. AmandaKruse, beneficiary , death claim

of John C. Kry . ,testased, late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Tubercu

losis Pulmonalis . 800.00

Bertha Tuttle, boroiciary , death claim of

W. H. Tuttle, deceased , late member of

Div , No. 900 , Highwood, Ill .; cause , Myo

carditis . 50.00

W. M. Rea , financial secretary of Div. No.

268, to be applied onbillof funeral ex

penses,death claim of Ben Bush . deceased ,
late member of Div. No. 268, Cleveland,

Ohio ; cause , Acute Cholecystitis Operation .. 250.00

Martha M. Wright, beneficiary, death claim

of Edward A. Wright, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs.. Emily Papendick , beneficiary, death

claim of August Papendick, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause , Acute Myocardial Failure .. 800.00
Mrs. Anna Soukup, beneficiary , death claim

of Joseph Soukup, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause . Strangu .

lation due to hanging with rope around neck
in basement of his home while temporarily
insane . 150.00

Mrs. Josephine M. Peterson, beneficiary, death
claim of Thure 0. Peterson , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia - Senile . 800.00
Mrs. Louisa Lawler, beneficiary , death claim

of John T. Lawler, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Car

diac Asthma and Nephritis. 300.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308 , for beneficiary, death claim

of Egbert Daw , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis . 800.00
Mrs. Eleonore Thiac, beneficiary , death claim

of J. Thiac, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 194, New Orleans , La.; cause , Myo

carditis, Nephritis, Broncho-Pneumonia and
Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Anna M. Crickard , beneficiary, death claim of

George Crickard , deceased , late member of
Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Arterio

Sclerosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Amina Myers, beneficiary , death claim

of Samuel Myers, deceased, late member

of Div .No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Lo

bar Paeumonia .. 800.00
Mrs. Harry G. Burton , beneficiary, death

claim of Harry G. Burton , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 689, Washington, D.

C .; cause , Lobar Pneumonia ... 100.00

C. C. Ferguson , financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No.694, for beneficiary, death

claim of M. D. Russell, deceased , late mem .

ber of Div. No. 694, San Antonio, Texas;

cause, Paeumonia . 800.00
Clara Hague, executrix of will of deceased for

beneficiaries, death claim of J. (Jos . ) Calla

han , deceased, late member of Div. No. 627,

Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause, Multiple Neuritis, 800.00

Mrs. Feliksa Vyzikiowski, beneficiary, death

claim of Felix Vyzikiowski, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241. Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Acute Dilation of the Heart 800.00
Dr. E. L. Epperson , beneficiary , death claim

of Llewellys Epperson , deceased , late mem
ber of Div. No. 125 , Belleville, Ill .; cause ,

Empyema .. 800.00

Arthur H. White, administrator of estate of
deceased for beneficiaries, death claim of

George R. White. deceased, late member

of Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mrs. Cora M. Curtis , beneficiary , death claim

of William & Curtis, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Chronic Hemorrhagic Nephritis . 400.00
Mrs. Minnie Smith , beneficiary, death claim

of George W. Smith , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; cause ,

Chronic Myocardial Degeneration .. 300.00
Gussie Rades, beneficiary , death claim of
Edward Rader , deceased, late member of
Div . No. 823, Elizabeth, N. J.; cause,

Fracture of both Femurs and Diffuse

Hemorrhage --accident, Collision of jitney

bus with tree . 100,00
Margaret Murphy, beneficiary, death claim

of James E. Murphy , deceased , late mem
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By Div. No. 674, Fort Smith , Ark .

Whereas, On February 19 , 1926, Almighty God in

His infinite wisdom saw fit to call from our midst

Mrs. Minnie Dyer, the beloved wife of our brother

and co - worker, Sam Dyer ; therefore , be it

Resolved , That we extend to this bereaved husband

and family our heart - felt sympathy in their great

loss and commend them to the Heavenly Father, who

alone can comfort and heal their broken hearts, and

be it further

Resolved , That we cause a copy of this resolution

to be included in the minutes of this meeting, one

copy to be presented to our bereaved brother and

one to be printed in our paper, the “ MOTORMAN
AND CONDUCTOR .”

LOCAL 674 ,

Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway

Employes.

JOHN CARROLL,

President .

OSCAR DAVIS,

Secretary.

H. M. TAYLOR ,
March 5 . Cor.

ber of Div . No. 618. Providence, R. L .;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Margaret Baker, beneficiary , death claim of

Jess Baker , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 757, Portland , Oregon ; cause , Lobar
Pneumonia . 800.00

Mary L. Shea , beneficiary, death claim of

Daniel F. Shea , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 688, Newport, R. I .; cause , Dia
betes Mellitus .. 275.00

Charles S. Wark , beneficiary, death claim of

Samuel Wark , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause, Car

diac Hypertrophy, Chronic Myocarditis and
Valvular Disease... 800.00

Mrs. Barbara Joyce, beneficiary , death claim

of Michael Joyce, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Mul

tiple injuries including Fracture , compound
of the Skull , from an electric street railway

accident . 800.00

Mrs. Sadie E. Chadwick , beneficiary, death

claim of Fred E. Chadwick , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause, Presumably Cardio-vascular Disease .. 800.00

Mrs.. Amy M. Jenson, beneficiary , death
claim of Anton C. Jenson , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Organic Heart Disease 800.00
Mrs. Thomas H. Sigafoose, beneficiary, death
claim of Thomas H. Sigafoose, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 788, St. Louis ,

Mo.; cause , Cerebral Apoplexy .. $ 300.00

Eva Behr, beneficiary , death claim of Fred

Behr, deceased, late member of Div. No.

788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Thrombosis

and Endocarditis... 500.00

L. A. Graeser , financial secretary and treas

urer of Div . No. 788 , to apply on_bill of

funeral expenses, death claim of Edward

Callahan, deceased , late member of Div. No.

788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Acute Bron

chitis with Grippe .. 100.00

Mrs. Esther A. Gunning, beneficiary, death

claim of John H.Gunning , deceased , late
member of Div , No. 540, Trenton , N. J .;

cause, Duodenai Ulcer . 800.00

Margaret Veronica Gannon, beneficiary , death

claim of Charles Gannon, deceased, late
member of Div . No. 280, Lowell, Mass.;

cause , Heart Disease 800.00

Mrs. Amanda L. Schell , beneficiary, death

claim of Gilbert J. Schell , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.;

cause , Drowning when street car left the

rails and went over an enbankment into
river . 500.00

Helen C. O'Donnell, beneficiary, death claim

of William N. Huestis, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 580 , Syracuse , N. Y .;

cause , Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Mrs. Mary Veon , beneficiary , death claim of

Charles W. Veon, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Decom

pensated Heart .. 800.00

Mrs. Sue C. Best, beneficiary, death claim of

A. W.J. Best , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala .; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia ... 800.00
Lena Hurst, beneficiary , death claim of

James W. Hurst, deceased, late member of
Div. No. 878, Evansville , Ind.; cause ,

Cirrhosis of Liver... 600.00

Carrie Hodges, beneficiary, death claim of

John Hodges, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 821, Jersey City , N. J .; cause,

Diabetes Mellitus and Acidosis . 700.00
Mrs. Josephine Cavanaugh, beneficiary ,

death claim of E. (Edw .) Cavanaugh, de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 627, Cin

cinnati, Ohio ; cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage.. 800.00

Disability Benefits

Richard H. Hartle , member of Div . No. 801 ,

Altoona, Pa .; cause, Stepped off car to turn

switch when he stepped on a round stone,

which threw him , causing a double Hernia

and permanent disability .. 100.00

Old Age Benefits

Henry Kolley , member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill ... $800.00
John Connelly , member of Div. No. 85,

Pittsburgh , Pa... 800.00
Michael W. Gannon , member of Div . No.

241 , Chicago, Ill .. 800.00

Total . $55,625,00

By Div. No. 537 , Holyoke, Mass.

Whereas, Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom ,has
seen fit to remove from our midst our esteemed

and beloved brother, Joseph Willette , in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal member; and while we

know that words cannot alleviate the grief of the

beloved widow and family , yet we feel it will be a

consolation for them to know that faithful friends

and brothers offer their deepest sympathy in this

their dark hour of affliction . Therefore , be it

Resolved, That we, the members of Local Division

No. 537, Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America , extend our

heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the bereaved
family of our laté brother ; and be it further
Resolved , That copies of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes, and a copy sent to the be.

reaved widow

“ Motorman and Conductor .'

copy be published in the

CLAYTON W. HASKELL ,

FLORENCE A. DONOVAN ,

JOHN L. O'NEILL,
March 27 , 1926 Committeee.

and a

By Div. 954, Souderton, Pa.

Whereas, The unwavering hand of the Divine

Providence has again stretched forth and led from

our midst one of our esteemed brothers , Harrison H.

Souder, and in bowing in humble submission to the

Divine Will , we desire to express our sympathy to

the beloved widow and children ; therefore be it

Resolved, Thatour charter be draped for a period

of ninety days as a tribute to his memory ; that a

copy of this resolution be sent to the family ; a copy

spread upon the minutes of the local Division and a

copy , sent to the Motorman and Conductor for pub
lication .

F. G. FORKER,

President ,

T , H. GRIMLEY,

Recording Secretary .
March 1 , 1926 .

seen fit to

By Div. No. 215, Wheaton , Ill .

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father has

remove from this life the beloved and kindly wife

grievedthe family of thedeceased, as well as all

those who had the privilege ofknowing her ;þeit
Resolved , That we join in our expressions of

sympathy to the family and relatives of Brother
Genz ; and be it further

Resolved ,That these resolutions be forwarded to

the official' journals for publication and be entered
upon the minutes of the meeting and sent to our
bereaved brother.

WM . FRAZER,

A. C. LYON,

H. E. CLARK ,

Committee, Division 215 .

April 2, 1926 .
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By Div. No. 537, Holyoke, Mass. By Div . No. 765, Montgomery, Ala .

Whereas, Almighty God in His infinite wisdom has Whereas, Almighty God in His infinite wisdom has

seen fit to remove from our midst our esteemed and seen fit to remove from our midst our esteemed and

beloved brother, Charles Beaulac, in whose death beloved Brother J. C, Eiland, in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal member; and while have lost a true and faithful member and his family

we know that words cannot alleviate the grief of the a loving husband and father, and while we know

beloved widow and family , yet we feel it will be a that words cannot alleviate the suffering and grief

consolation for them to know that faithful friends of his family, yet we feel that it will be a conso .

and brothers offer their deepest sympathy in this lation for them to know that friends and brothers

their dark hour of affliction. Therefore, be it offer their sincere sympathy; therefore , be it

Resolved. That we, the members of Local Divi Resolved , That we, the members of Division No.

sion No. 557. Amalgamated Association of Street and 765, Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Electric Railway Employes of America, extend our Railway Employes of America, extend our heartfelt

heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the bereaved sympathy and condolence to the bereaved widow and

family of our late brother; and be it further orphans ; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be spread Resolved, That as a token of respect for our de

upon the minutes , and a copy sent to the bereaved parted brother we drape our charter for thirty days,

widow and a copy be published in the " Motorman that a copy of these resolutions be entered upon the

and Conductor." minutes of our meeting, a copy forwarded to the

CLAYTON W. HASKELL , bereaved family, and a copy to the Motorman and

FLORENCE A. DONOVAN, Conductor for publication .

JOHN L. O'NEILL, N. O. ARNOLD,
March 27 , 1926. Committee. E. STEPHENS ,

M. C. TOWNSEND,

March 23 .
By Div. No. 975, Wheeling, W. Va. Committee.

Whereas, Almighty God in his Infinite wisdom has By Div. No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y.

fit to remove from our midst our beloved

Brother Leonard Bloomfield , and Whereas, the Supreme Ruler in His infinite wisdom

Whereas, In the death of Brother Blooinfield we has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst our

have lost a faithful friend ; and his family a kind late Brother, Martin D. Lewis, and we have not only

and loving husband and father; therefore be it lost a good and worthy brother, but a faithful worker ;

Resolved, That Division No. 975 of the Amalga and while we know that mere words cannot alleviate

mated Association of Street and Electric Railway the grief and sorrow of those who were near him,

Employes of America , extend to the bereaved family therefore, be it

heartfelt sympathy ; and be it further Resolved, That Division No. 623, in regular meeting

Resolved . That a copy of these resolutions be assenbled , extends to the bereaved family our heart.

sent to the bereaved family of our late brother ; be felt sympathy in this their sad bereavement, and be

spread upon the minutes of our organization ; also it further

published in the Motorman and Conductor, and our Resolved, That the Charter of Division No. 623 of

Charter be draped for a period of thirty days . A. A of S , and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a

PAUL MINK, period of thirty days ; and that a copy of these reso .
President , lutions be sent to the bereaved family ; that they

R. E. SMITH , be spread upon the minutes of this meeting and a
Secretary ,

copy sent to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR
March 17 , 1926.

for publication,
JOHN B. KOLB ,

By Div . No. 975, Wheeling, W. Va.
CLARENCE F. CONROY,

VINCENT TUERO ,

Whereas , Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom .

has seen fit to remove from our midst our beloved By Div. No. 215, Wheaton , Ill .

Brother Michael Elkins , and

Whereas, In the death of Brother Elkins we have Whereas, It has pleased the Supreme Ruler of

lost a faithful friend ; and his parents , sisters and the universe to take to His heavenly home Mr. Le

brothers a loving son and brother ; therefore, be it Roy Plummer, the beloved stepson of Brother L. A.
Resolved , That Division No. 975 of the 'Amalga Larson , leaving a vacancy in the home and sorrow

mated Association of Street and Electric Railway in the hearts of those who know him in life ; there .

Employes of America, extend to the bereaved fam fore , be it

ily our heartfelt eympathy; and be it further Resolved . That this Division tender to Brother

Resolved , that a copy of these resolutions be sent Larson and family our united and heartfelt condo

to the bereaved family of our late brother ; be spread lences in this sad hour ; and be it further

upon the minutes of our organization ; also published Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be sent

in the Motorman and Conductor, and our Charter be
to the bereaved family, to the official journals for

draped for a period of thirty days. publication , and spread upon the minutes of the

PAUL MINK , meeting.

President , WM. FRAZER ,

R. E. SMITH, A. C. LYON ,

Secretary . H. E. CLARK ,
March 17 , 1926 . Committee, Division 215 .

April 2, 1926 .

By Div. No. 235, Brockton, Mass .
By Div. No. 215, Wheaton , m .

Whereas, Almighty God , in His supreme power

and wisdom , called unto Himself, on March 13, 1926, Whereas , The Great Redeemer has called to His

our belover brother, William Oliver Foye , and home above , the loving and estimable mother of

Whereas, Deferring to His wisdom , with sad hearts , Brother Frank Krohn, and while it is with sincere

we mourn the absence of our true , loyal and faithful regret we have received this sad news, we bow in
brother ; therefore, be it humble submission to the will of God in His great

Resolved, Bythe members of Division No. 235, wisdom and mercy and love . Words cannot express

share with his relatives in their great how much we sympathize with you in your deep
bereavement; and be it further grieſ , and hope this will help to console those who

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be are left to mourn ; therefore , be it

spread on the minutes of Division No. 235 , a copy Resolved , That copies of these resolutions be sent

sent to the sorrowing relatives and to the Motor to the family of Brother Krohn ; and be it further

man and Conduuctor magazine , and also ,, as evi . Resolved . That copies be sent to the official jour.

dence of our sorrow and respect, that the charter of nals for publication and entered on the minutes of

the Division be draped for a period of thirty days. the meeting.

W. O. MCGOWAN , WM . FRAZER,

President , A. C. LYON ,

A. E. HAZARD, H E. CLLARK ,

Rec . Secretary Committee , Division 215 .

April 2 , 1926 .
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that we

March 15 .
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SECRETARY WILL J. ROBINSON

Div. No. 360, Alliance, O.

At this date , March 27 , the committee handling ne.

gotiations for our new agreement is in the midst ol

the fray . Very likely the finality of the agreement

will be reached before this goes to the readers.

I believe that without a real breach of confidence,

I can safely publish some figures and arguments laid

before the Commission by our committee in their

endeavor to obtain holidays for our membership. It

was necessary to travel far afield to get the infor.

mation, as naturally holidays on this continent are

the exception rather than the rule. Therefore, the

fight to obtain this very needed reform in our in

dustry is at present harder than the ordinary mem
ber conceives In many industries those to whom

falls the burden of obtaining new conditions or, in

creases in wages ( and may I say here that anything

that costs the employer money is considered a wage

increase) have to meet the argument that while the

employer may feel inclined to do something and

would maybe if and but Only his competitors are

not doing it and, therefore, it being a competitive

business, competition must govern his action.

In the street railway business we are beginning

to meet competition arguments, due to busses, cheap

taxies and other new means of transportation. Gen

erally speaking, we get up against the comparative
rather than the competitive argument . In making

comparisons we found the following interesting

figures on holidays :

Great Britain-after one year's service-8 holi
days with pay .

Austrilia -- after one year's service -- 14 holidays

with pay

New Zealand - after one year's service - 14 holi
days with pay.
Detroit - aiter year's service - 7 holidays

San Francisco - after one year's service — 7 holi
days with pay .

Amsterdam - after one year's service --12 holi
days with pay.

Berlin - after one year's service - 4 holidays with
pay.

Berlin-after three years ' service - 7 holidays

Berlin - after five years ' service - 10 holidays

Berlin - after years ' service - 14 holidays

Berlin - after twenty years ' service-17 holidays

Copenhagen - after one year's service-15 hoti
days with pay;

Stockholm -after one year's service-10 holidays
with pay.

Stockholm -after four years ' service-14 holi
days with pay.

Stockholm - after five years ' service -- 18 holidays

Vienna - after year's service - 7 holidays

with pay .

Vienna - after five years ' service- 14 holidays

Vienna - after ten years' service--21 holidays

Vienna - after 28 years ' service - 28 holidays with
pay .

Toronto ,

In all the European cities mentioned above the men

get paid for reporting and signing off time, also time
and one - half for overtime.

The following are other interesting figures that

formed part of the argumentsput forward by us:
T. T. C. officestaff regular hours average 36 hours

per week for50 weeks, 1,940 hours per year, less

public holidays at 7 hours per day, 56 hours, which,
deducted from the 1,940 hours , leaves 1,884 hours per
year.

The average hourly employe works 48 hours per

week for 52 weeks,2,49hours, and for trainmen add

forreporting times2 hours,making 2,548hours,a di'.

ference between the two groups of 664 hours per
year.

with pay

with pay .

ten
with pay.

with pay.

with pay .

one

with pay

Brother Will J. Robinson , through a sort

of general solicitation, has announced him

self as a candidate for State Senator for the

district in which he lives , which includes two

Ohio counties. Brother Robinson is now

serving as a member of the Ohio State

Legislature for the second term. When he

was elected to the State Legislature the last

time, he received a very gratifying vote from

his constituency , placing him far in the lead

of other candidates , and it is the belief of

many that he will be elected to the Senate

without very much opposition . His record

as a representative in the House shows that

he makes a legislator for the people and

keenly keeps the interests of the people at

the front. The district in which Brother

Robinson is a senatorial candidate embraces

a large aggregation of trade unionists, in

cluding some four Locals of the Amalga

mated Association . of which he is a mem

ber, who will have an opportunity of seeing

that he is properly placed in the Senate at

the fall election of 1926. Brother Robinson

has for years served as an active officer of

Div. No. 360, Alliance , O. , one of the oldest

Locals in the Amalgamated Association, the

affairs of which his advice has entered, ma

terially, in making it one of the progressive

Locals of the Association .

with pay.
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The foregoing is not published for glory or apology,

lor , as we have stated , at this date we do not know

what the result may be . However , for the informa.

tion of anyone wishing to keep these figures, they

were obtained through the International Federation

of Trades Unions of Amsterdam .

There is a persistent rumor in circulation in Divi.

sion No. 113 , that someone is going to publish a

book entitled- " Under a Delusion , " or " How Bobbie

Saw the Light." BERT.

SEEK TO CARRY AGREEMENT

Brother Hoover . We don't wonder that they are

able to get such a good agreement, as shown by the

one I read in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR .

in which it was published . We wish we , in Winni
peg, could have an agreement of a like type. We of

old Division No. 99 formerly were able to lead the

way , but now we have to stand to one side for Van .

couver and Toronto. However, we hope soon to be

on a level with those two Divisions again and to

the members of those two Locals we would like to

say : Stand pat with the International . We , in Win .

nipeg, had a lesson which will not be forgotten . Nuf
sed .

Now , to our own Local: Brothers, we miss many

of your smiling faces at the meetings . Come and

give us your help and support. We need it right

now and it is to your advantage as well as ours.

We would also like to draw to your attention

Brother Pruner's lines published in the M. and C.

of the February issue. Bill is getting to be some

composer ,

Yes , we are getting new members all the time

and hope to keep getting them .

We hear that Brother D. Forrest recently had a

stroke of luck . Watch it grow .

Boys, we hope to hold several meetings aside from

our regular meetings and we wish you may try to

attend them and give Brother Hoover your help .

Thanks to Brother J. Parkinson very much for

his letter and good wishes. Old 99 was pleased to

hear from him and Ole Bill wishes him the best of

luck .

Isn't it about time Brother B. Sherring got a

rubber collar ?

Which brother is it who, every time there is a

new change or divisional sign - up , gets his hair cut ?

-OLE BILL.

new

was

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT ?

our

Hamilton , Ont. - Here we are again , boys . We are
again in the stress and turmoil of a new agreement

recommended by our city council and the company

for the people to vote upon in April. It is very

different from the last voted upon , but it is being

commented upon very favorably by the citizens gen
erally . With all of the employes earnestly co - oper:

ating , it is most probable that this agreement will
carry and end a long drawn out controversy.

I believe the feeling of the public towards the cm

ployes has improved , at least we have been trying

to be as courteous as possible to the public during

this very trying period, and we hope the carrying of

this agreement with our help will be a success .
Within the month of March death visited us very

suddenly and took from us Brother Alder, who was

a very patient sufferer for a long time. HC was

finally stricken with pneumonia and taken from us

within forty - eight hours of his contracting this ail .
ment . He was a good brother , faithful employe and

well liked and cheerful to the last .

Brother Robert Hunter , an employe of twenty - two

years , died at the hospital following a stroke at

eight o'clock in the morning, while on his car . He

never regained consciousness. It a sad shock
to us all . He always seemed to enjoy good health .

He was well thought of by the management and had
a record of which to be proud. He was a man of

cheerful disposition , very quiet and reserved , and
Division No. 107 has lost a valuable member.

The funerals of two members who passed

from us in March were well attended by the mem

bers of Division No. 107 .

Mrs. and Brother T. James were recently paid a

visit by the stork. Congratulations,

An interesting debate is always heard upon pro

hibition when Brothers Alex Kerr and Ben Baikie

meet on equal ground.

Sickness in some form or another has hit our mem.

bers very hard recently and many have been off

duty. Our best wishes go for their speedy recovery.

There was published in our daily paper relative

to our late Brother Robert Hunter the following :

" An interesting incident in connection with the late
Robert Hunter, an old street railway employe, is

that he carried a book of tickets for 17 years and

used only 28 of them . February 5 , 1909, he was

given a book of 50 tickets by the company . Не

was a home loving man and did not go out much.

On his death only 28 tickets were used, leaving, 22 in
the book .

Both book and tickets are in good con
dition ."

Our genial superintendent , Mr. William Parker,
is often miss- taken . It has been noted by one of

our city, mentors that Superintendent Parker recently
answered a telephone, when a housewife asked him

to hurry and deliver 5 cents' worth of meat which

she had ordered , stating that the cat was urgently
waiting its mid -day meal . He delivered the meat
without delay . Of course, the lady thought the
butcher was on the line. The day following he was

asked to fill an order for liver and kidneys. This

was a little more expensive and, as he is a Scotch

man , he hesitated to comply with this order. An
other telephone caller asked if he was " Parker, the

fortune teller." Well, Superintendent Parker really
can tell fortunes. He is somewhat psychic.

-Cor. 107 .

New Haven , Conn . - Yes, everything is going alone

nicely in New Haven, Local 281 . As I said before ,

brothers, the only way to support our brother offi .

cers is by attending the meetings which are held

the first Friday of each and every month.

Remarks have been passed that our local is dead,

just because they find nothing interesting in the

monthly journal. Let me set their minds at rest and

assure them that we are very much alive , and that

our Local is growing larger and stronger every year .

If all the members would attend the meetings

they would find that Division 281 is very much alive .

Wé realize that it is impossible for every member

to attend all the meetings. Some think their pres .

ence is not needed until the wage question comes up .

From the attendance of some members at the recent

meetings , one knows how things have gone along

smoothly, for it is the committee who are responsible

for the good results, and we are hoping they will keep

up the good work .

We are now in the midst of another hard winter ,

slippery rails and plenty of snow . Let us all be very

careful. Accidents are a lot of expense to the com

pany and flat wheels are not at all pleasant to ride

with . Treat the public so that they will like to ride

with you , and when in need of a witness to a mis .

hap , they will not hesitate to give you their names .

Some of the boys are saying we have an expert

bike - rider on the job . Some call him Craemer , but

his name is Morris Weiner. He rides his wheel to

and from work in all kinds of weather , One of the

hrothers asked him the other day what was the big

idea . He replied he was in training and also said
that he had some new jokes for the next minstrel

show. We are wondering what kind of a joke he
thinks it is riding his wheel over to the West Haven

Barn on cold mornings. He must get some kick out
of it .

Who said Radio Harry, Woodward and Jim Filbin

do get good results from their sets ? Jim

says he stays up all night and then can't make roll

cail . Now , if that is true, we must have more than

one Radio brother among us who does not tell us

anything about them .

Brother Woodward found a funny looking bundle

on his car about a month ago which he turned over

to the police , which later proved to be only a joke.
He cannot understand why they picked on him ,

and caused him to have his name in the papers .

Nowadays they are broadcasting almost anything

imaginable, so I though it no harm for me to do

a little broadcasting to some of our drothers who

are so far behind in their dues . It's about time they

got wise to themselves and pay some of their back

ben

sure

OLD FACES RETURNING

Winnipeg, Man . - Well, boys , old Division No. 99

held a regular meetingin the LaborTemple, March

11. After the minutes were read the meeting was

turned into an open meeting. We had several vis .

itors- old faces of 99 . We were pleased to see them .

It was a very nice meeting. G. E. B. Member Fred

A. Hoover gave a very interesting talk .
We wish to congratulate our brothers of Division

No. 101, Vancouver , B. C., in having as
a member
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we cross

can

we

car.

button any

to one another , for the time is coming when we
will have the same come to us and our families .

There is good in unionism ,

Speaking of courtesy, we have it at our car barn .

It makes no difference how cold or rainy , we come
in at midnight, just after over Kelley

Highway and meet Brother Ben , the night foreman .

He knows we are bringing more work to him , but

just the same he has that home welcome smile for

each any every one of us . So is the men at the car

harn get a kick out of being pleasant, let's

all of us try it with our passengers.

We have two very old men who have wonder

ful memories. They remembered St. Patrick's Day

and I really don't know what nationality they are .

It may be some of the boys would like to know

where these men are. They are still working the Van

Buren stub .

Well, boys , the deal is off . Brother Deshazo is

farming this year . Even though he had a late run

he could produce more and better products. So he
to give Brother Parker five bushels of spuds

it . Brother Parker couldn't get security for the
spuds and feared that Brother Deshazo might fail ,
so he took the old Grand avenue back . All the

people on the Grand avenue seem to be pleased to

see Brother Parker back there. He is always glad

to get back among his dear friends.

Boys, come to the meetings if your wife will

If she won't otherwise permit you to at .
tend the meetings, send her to a picture show .

Mutt, you and Speedy also, come. We might have

more cigarettes. Anyhow, the president is

glad to see you at meetings, so be dead sure and

be in attendance. Cor. 674 .

was

let you .

some

nue run .

dues to Brother Oliver White. He is going to start

and drop a lot of the brothers who find it hard to

pay up.

Brothers, remember that it is the Union that put

you where you can afford to have an automobile.

Were it not for the Union , you would not be re

ceiving the wages you are getting today , as small

as they are.

Let some of these non -union men get into the

Local and let us all pull together. The younger men

on the job know nothing of the history of Union

labor . Let me tell you that every privilege we are
now enjoying owe to Union labor which is

organized throughout the country.

Brother Terry Higgins says he has a pretty good

Even if it is second-hand, it goes good and

that is all that is necessary .

Brother Max Price is not wearing a

more, What is it all about, Max ? There is a time

and place to do talking, and that is at the meet .

ings the first Friday of every month.

We have a brother on the job who says that

resistance is a wonderful thing, that is to keep

away from coughs and colds , but you have to have

the will power also . So, more pep to you , Charlie .

Brother Tom Halpin said it won't be long before

he will be at the shore for the entire year, so it

will be easy to take a dip every afternoon ,

Brother Owen Smith sure is a proud daddy . Al

though he says his baby is only one year and a

half, you ought to hear her talk and sing . The

other day she took the badge off her dad's hat

and he did not discover it until he was on his way

to the barn . Look out there , Smithy.

Brother Riley is still in the Bridgeport run and

Brother Harry Olinsky is still on the Congress ave

Brother Earl Thomas put up his Ford for the

winter . It is pretty hard going down his way .

Two brothers have been wondering who has the

best watch . They are Pretrilla and Fishman . They

finally found they were alike , only Fishman paid

five cents more for his in stamps.

Service McGowan is still on the City Point line ,
wondering why the boys gave him the of

Service .

Who said Hook Spencer is a key storm starter ?

He knows how to handle the boys out Dixwell avenue

in the snow storms . Hook says he has a lot of

new moves in the line of checkers and if any of

the boys wants to learn any kind of a lesson , take

a run over to the Grand avenue barn . Down in the

West Haven barn , Tom Hughes is always ready

to play them all . We also have a man in the James
street barn , Mr. Joe O'Keefe , and he says he

will give Spencer a run any time for his money.

Brother Jim Barrett is a proud Daddy these days.

Both his young son and his wife are getting along

nicely and we certainly wish them the best of luck.

Brother Cassey on the Second avenue line says
he has lost weight since the last bid - in .

Brother Jack Locke is still on the Ferry street line

and is pretty well liked over there . He has a win

ning smile.

Some are wondering what became of Frank Millio

since the day of the big storm .

We have a brother who just joined the Matri .

monial tribe . Bob Desmond and Brother Mulcreevy

say it won't be long now. We wish them both the

best of luck .

Bear in mind , brothers, that our meetings are

held the first Friday of each and every month, and

we should have better attendance . We hire a hall,

now let us use it and have a good crowd once in

a while. Hoping to of our brothers at

the next meeting and wishing you all Happy

Easter, I remain , Cor . 281.

name

You

ADD FOUR NEW MEMBERS

Worcester, Mass.-- Owing to the bad weather for

the past six weeks here , a number of our men were
called upon to do extra work . Unfortunately , some

could not stand the strain and had to lay off with

colds . Glad to report that most of usarenow again

able to be on the job. Somewere seriously ill , con

tracting pneumonia , namely, Chief Dispatcher Fred

Bond and Brothers GeorgeSampson and Louis Mey
ers of the Gates Lane Division, and Dan Gilmore

of Market Street , Brothers Meyers and Gilmore

are at present writing in bed . The others have re

turned to work .

Four new members have been added to the roll of

Division 22. They are Brothers Frank Elliott, Soxie

Lyons, James Fallon and Ralph Clark . All are now

papas. Brother Lyons has been under the doctor's

care for fallen arches , caused by carrying the baby

around nights , and Foreman Boland installed an alarm

clock in the pits to keep poor Soxie awake. It is
his first offense .

Division 22 has some wonders .

We wonder when Brother Tom McKenna will bid

in the car he wants at the re- ratings or when Brother

Billy Holden will get used to working nights.
We wonder where Brothers Burns and Tim Ma .

honey spent their vacation and where Brothers John

Shea and Bill Leahy do their broadcasting,

know what I mean, Brother Shea .

We wonder why it was that the barbers refused

to shave Brother Dubuque. Loosen up on the roll,
brother. Five weeks is a long timeto carry a beard,

unless you intend to keep it for life .

We wonder when Brother Murphy of Gates Lane

will open his shower baths and private sand bath:

Brother Ambrose Denesha recently had an excit:
ing experience . In the evening he was held up by

gunmen. He refused to obey the command,

" Hands up," and knocked one of the bandits cold .

The otherfired a shot, then ran. Lucky for Brother

Denesha the bulletstruck the visor on his uniform

cap and was thus deflected and Brother Denesha re.

ceived only a fractured wrist .
But the bandits didn't

get his money .

Brother BillBailey is either a Blue Nose or French

Canadian. It doesn't matter, butrecentlyhe built

a nice,new bungalow outside of the city limits.He

found 'no way ofgetting water except by drillinga
well. While he wrote to some firm , asking

them to send a pump:

failed to And the handie, so he sent them a second

letter that read : "I get the pumpe witch I øy from

you , but wy you doan sen no handl. I loose to yu

me'cusstmer sure ting if you doan trete me rite

I rote 10 days and my cusstmer heholler for water;
The pumpeshe hev no handl. so wot I goan do. If

you doan sende de handl purty kwick 1 sen heem

see more two

а

OBTAIN THREE CENTS INCREASE

Fort Smith, Ark . - Division No. 674 held a special

meeting February 27, which brought our members

together to hear the good news that our committee

had to tell us . We got a 3 cents per hour increase

in wages, for which we thank our committee in

the highest.
Our Local 674 is located way down in Arkansas

and we are proud to say we are 100 per cent union .

Brothers , we should be proud of our Localandthat

it holds us together like brothers at home, in a

we help one another in time of need .

This Local paid Brother Dyer $147.50 at the death

of his beloved wife . So, brothers, let's take this

deep down in our hearts and be closer and dearer

The pump came, but Bill

way that
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back an Igoan ordere some pumpe frome Meyers
Co. Gode bie.-P. S.-Since I rite I finde de ham

handl in de boxe. Excuss to me."

Perhaps at this time it might be well to say in

behalf of one who is a charter member and who has

worked hard to put us on the map and is still work

ing hard to keep us there and who a few years ago

had the honor of being president of 22 and at the
same time was in politics. He was very popular,

but for some reason his party and friends seemed

to desert him and for a few years the worthy brother

had to take a back seat. This year his hat was in

the ring again. Strange, at the polls he was still

lost , but the few votes he received caused the de

feat of the other party and now the worthy brother

is reaping his just reward for faithful service. He

has succeeded in obtaining the post of Road Com

missioner of his town and has left the oehtr parties

who fought hard to defeat him , holding the back

seat, so to speak . Brothers, I am writing of Tommy

Welch . Hats off to Tommy! He is a good fellow

and a hard worker for Division 22. I thank you .

COR. 2160 .

Brother Lounsbury is now playing the horses. He

gets his tips from Brother Shapero. Of course it

leads to the poorhouse.

Brother George Plant recently had a little experi

ence on the Walden line. An old gentleman pushed a

wheelbarrow in front of the bus. George blew his

horn and the elderly gentleman stopped in the path

of the bus. George jammed on the brakes and told

the old man that he ought to be wheeling a baby

carriage. “ Yes,” was the answer, " and you ought
to be in it."

Brother Downer took a Turkish bath one time and

when he got home he announced to his wife that

he had lost his striped vest . He told her he lost it

in the Turkish bath ; at least, he couldn't find it when

he dressed. About six months after, he went to the

bath again and returning home said to his wife, " I
found my vest." She asked him where he found

it and he replied, “ Under my shirt."

Brother Tony recently asked Mr. Snyder to fix his

bus. “ Jim , you are always kicking, " replied Mr.

Snyder. " I hate always to be kicking. I would rather
live in peace . But the wheel that does the squeaking

is the wheel that gets the grease, replied Tony.

A reward of $50 for the safe return of Brother

Lahey's wooden leg.

Brother Torry motored to the country Sunday. As

the pig season will soon be on, he expects to be a

very busy man.

The Downing Park line recalls to Brother Collier the

time he was riding bucking bronchos in the West .

Brother McVey , is so cheap he fries his bacon in

Lux to keep it from shrinking.

Brother Cousins is now using Dr. Griffin's Spavin

Cure,

The barn men have acquired a by - word expres -

sion- " Shovel them out , brothers."

Brother Crawiord is getting a new seat on his

trousers . The old one was finished in riding the goat

at the last meeting.

Brother Williams will soon tell us of the trials and

tribulations of a newly, married couple. Don't forget

the cigars. What kind of flowers do you prefer ?
S. B. Cor.

EIGHT -HOUR DAY ESTABLISHED

Pueblo, Col. - Division No. 662 has been organized

twelve years this month . During that time our wages

have increased from 29 cents to 60 cents per hour

on two - man cars and 65 cents on the one -man cars ,

and we have evolved from the long working day to

the eight-hour day on the one man-cars .

We have two types of one-man cars , the Birney

Safety Car and some of our old cars remodeled in
to one-man cars with the treadle door exit in the

center and some one - man cars with the treadle door

exit at the rear end .

We have established the eight -hour day on the

one -man cars and most of the runs work straight

through. Some of the members get through their

day's work at 1:11 p . m . , which makes it nice

out here in the Rocky Mountains district , where one

can drive out to the cool mountains for an evening
meal ,

During the 12 years we are organized , Brother J.

Biggs has held office on the Executive Board , one

term ,as president, and the rest of the time as vice.

president. He is a union_man through and through .

He represents us at the Trades andLaborAssembly

and represents that body as the Labor member in

the Commerce Club. Jim is a great reader and one

of our best speakers .

President D. A. Spencer , who has nine years as

president of Division 662 to his credit , knows Rob .
erts ' Rules of Order from cover to cover and with

his natural ability, plus development , he stands out
prominentaly as a real leader of men .

Our working conditions are the best of any city

in our state. "We receive 10 minutes show -up time,

15 minutes for making out accident reports , 10 min.

utes turn - in time on one -man cars and receive one
day off with pay each month . For overtime , we

receive time and a half, if called for extra work.

Great credit is due to Brother Ed McMorrow,

who organized the Division and to International

President W. D. Mahon, who was ever willing to

help and advise up and last but not least , our faith .

ful past officers for their untising efforts on behalf of
Division 662. Cor . Div . 662 .

ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS GROWS

COMPANY SUPPLIES UNIFORMS

Little Rock , Ark . - Rah ! Rah ! Rah ! Whoopee!

Division No. 704 has awakened , ending its regular

annual dream . At the last three meetings the at .

tendance has grown from a mere handful to a seated

house . It might be because of the change in the offi.

cial lineup. There is a new lineup, except President

W. R. Howland, Financial Secretary- Treasurer Lee
Evans and regular griever Bob Rowland. These

brothers are regular A. C. spark plugs and always

awake.

At the last election of our Local, Brother W. W.

Richards was placed on the Executive Board . He

has ben away for several months for his health ,

but since he returned everybody is rejoicing - he looks

so much better, We are pleased to see him on the

griever bunch, because he is strong for short hours

and more pay.

Our Sick Benefit Fund has been hit rather hard all

winter . It stood the cold winter , so shall it stand

the following spring and summer.

Brother Eugene Chastain is off with a strained

back, caused from raising a window, the frame of

which had swollen from getting wet in the window

well.

Brother W. W. Bean has improved after sus

taining an operation and has gone to visit his

father . We expect he will get much better there,

where there are plenty of ham and eggs.

Brother Sam Steel assures us he has plenty of

tobacco, but it is of a nature private stock .

I understand some do not know where Division

704 meets . This is to tell the world that Local No. 704,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E .of A. meets at Labor

Temple , 519 Scott street , Little Rock , Ark. We meet

the fourth Tuesday in every month. Furthermore,

the said Local is one of the few leading organiza:

tions in this city , and the Labor Temple is owned

and operated mostly by union men . Division 704 owns

its share of stock . Also , we furnish the Labor Tem

ple with a salesman who knows his business . He

isa member of Division 704. Believe me, he sure can

sell Labor Temple stock. Now , boys, come on out

to the meetings and see why the rest are so inter.

ested . You owe it to Division 704 and you owe it

to yourself and your family .

Cor. 704

ress.
Newburgh, N. Y.-Division No. 388 can report prog

We held our regular quarterly meeting March 27 .
Except three, all operators were present at this

meeting. The main subject beofre the meeting was

discussion of changes in agreement for the coming

year. Some new clauses were added as approved by

the Local. The boys are pleased to hear that our

company has consented to buy two uniforms per

year for the drivers . One is to be a summer uni

form and the other a winter uniform. Our company

has also presented each drives with an insurance

policy of $ 2,000, which includes a sick benefit of $15

per week. After the meeting a luncheon was served.
by the committee .

Brother Sutton had better watch out for the barber

and the lady with the scrubbing, brush .

Brothers Shapero and Kohen drew straws to see

whether they or their wives were bosses in their

homes. Itappears they lost out.
Brother Brock appears not

so worried since the
runs were picked .
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Norristown, Pa. - Officers that are serving Division

No. 811 during the year 1926 , as elected and installed,

are as follows: President , Walter Lightkep; vice

president, Charles Wood; financial secretary -treasurer,

Ed W. Furlong ; recording secretary , William Pierce;

finance committee , William Spangler , John Radcliff

and James Sassaman ; business agent, William Span

gler ; executive board , Norriston, William Alterholt,

George Benson , Ed Furlong and William Wesner ;

Roxborough, Daniel Chestnut and William Kurtz ;

Potts , J. Lee Yerger ; first meeting conductor, Wil .

liam Wentz ; second meeting conductor, William Det .

wiler ; first meeting sentinel, Leo Buke ; second meet .

ing sentinel , John Radcliff ; correspondent , Matthew

Walters.

During January eight new members were added
to the Local ,

Brother Charles Wood is very busy since he start .

his new Butterine route.

Our company has a new type of car running on

the Swedeland Division and our men were all anxious

for that division . Ask Brother Shaw .

The new River bridge being opened , has done away

with the bus congestion, and we are all again en

joying the good old cars.
Brother McPherson can now read the newspaper

to Brother McGory, as the cars are operated by the

front door only .

Brother Furlong has the boys on their feet and is

making a good showing with his new job .
The company has put grab - handles all

man cars , SO there is no excuse for a conductor

falling on the car at the railroads in Bridgeport.

Brother Wallace sure does miss the busses on

the Swedeland division ; so does Brother Yeager .

The man who stole Brother O'Brien's dinner kettle

was no gentleman. Was he, James ?

Some time since our Local voted on the matter of

one or two meetings per month . The one meeting

a month carried by 77 to 13 .

Brother Shaw has recovered from rheumatism .

Brother McCoy is now a member of the new secret

order known as the Black Bears. Brother Mitchner

is also a meniber. They hold meetings in the Rambo

House, Cor. 811 .

of butter and eggs to market , also expects to have

lots of vegetables to sell.

Glen , son of Brother Torrence of Jefferson City ,

was visiting home folks the last weck . Glen is a

second lieutenant .

Brother Johnny Jones alleges that if Mr. Copley
will place a on Central street , he will sign up

there again .

Brother Joe Hart is back on his run after two

months of sickness .

Brother Dave Morris is now talking of fishing

and what he can do with a fishhook and line. Dave

is a sportsman in hunting and fishing.

Every time a man gets a chicken in the night ,

he doesn't steal it. Brother George Rogers " found"

one and he sure had a big chicken dinner the fol
lowing day.

Brother Lem Davis thinks that if Brothers Jack

Melanphy and D. V. Cross would run more closely

on time, it would help him out.

Brother McDanielcame in recently in an awful
hurry and wanted to lay off . His excuse was that

his mother was approaching death. He then gotin.
terested in a game of pool and some believe that,

while his mother is approaching death , it will be
many years before she reaches it.

Brother Perry Monday has been on the sick list
for about two weeks .

Brother Tuck was recently passing a paper for

donations for Brother Tim Grantham, who is on the
sick list .

Brother Lem Davis recently took a night off to

hear his eighteen-year-old son speak before 3,000
people at Drury College, Brother Davis ' son Loy

is a natural orator. In a state contest for the cham .

pionship, he won first in Drury and came out sec:

ond for the state. Loy isthe youngest orator in this
state . We know that Brother Davis is naturally

proud of his son .

Brother P. C. Hayes was takenfrom the service

account of not waiting until Train 7 from St.
Louis passed. Pat tried to get across before the

passenger got there and just did get across , when

the train rolled by. If the engineer had not seen the
street car and applied the brakes , Pat and all of

the nine passengers on the car would hardly have

known what hit them .

We have several on the sick list this month with
Alu .

If all trainmen were like Floyd Cochran, the com :

pany would not need extra men. Brother Floyd is

going to work 500 days or more before he lays off.

Our boys had a great shock when the news came

to them that Brother Fred Alexander had died sud

denly . He was in good health and apparently very

jolly while working about his suburban home plant :

ing, when he dropped dead. We extend our heartfelt

sympathy to Mrs. Alexander and family .

on one

on
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DEATH TAKES RESPECTED MEMBER

Cor. 691.

duced us

a

see

Springfield , Mo.-Mr. C. H. Copley had the lodge

room fixed up for the boys of Division No. 691 and

has placed comfortable seats in the room, so , now ,

we have a fine meeting hall . We have all conveni.

ences for every member at each meeting. Locals,

this is the kind of a superintendent to have - one

who is with the boys and the boys with him , to make

things pleasant for each other.

Brother Bill Mumphord is repairing the pool tables
at the barns.

Brother Perry Monday was on the jury the first

of the week .

If all would go to visit our sick brothers and

not sit around in the lobby playing cards their idle

time , they will do more good and receive a bet .

ter reward. Also those who have cars and go out

joy - riding, might just think of our sick brothers and

stop long enough to visit them few minutes .

It will please them . You, too, might be sick and

lonely some time.

Brother Bob Andrews has reported to the Local

that he has opened a grocery store at Broadway and

Poplar . He will receive the patronage of our

brothers.
Brother Mayab says his business is picking up .

He looks forward to a good business this year .

Brother and Mrs. Torrence recently motored down

to Marshfield and back .

Brother Howard Martin is visiting in Fort Worth ,

Texas .

Brother Tim Grantham is reported on the road to

recovery .

Brother D. V. Cross recently underwent an opera
tion . He is reported to be recovering rapidly.

Several of our boys recently helped Brother Gott

build a house on his sub place. Brother Gott had the

misfortune of his house burning, and he lost all of

his furniture. Thus are helping him to build

a new one,
Brother Holmes has improved his home by con

structing a basement under it .

Brother Alexander reports that there is no place

like home, sweet home. He claims that this particu

larly applies to a country home, where he has plenty

son .

REORGANIZE BASEBALL TEAM

San Antonio , Tex . - Our baseball fans have in

to reorganize our baseball team . Thus,

with all confidence in their ability to play the game,

we have signed up the team to playin the San

Antonio City Baseball League for the coming, sea :

son .Our team played classy ball last season. While

they are mixing inpretty fast company this season,

we hope that under the leadership of the new

manager, Brother Alex Pittsand the supervision of

President G. H. Nelson , to
them ' land right

close to the top of the list at the close of the sea .

Band Manager E. Freitag informs us that with

Brother L. A , Larsen as instructor and Brother New

ton Hill as solo cornet leader, the band expects to

make a very creditable showing in the Fiesta San

Jacinto parades during the week beginning April 21.

During themonthsof January and February we

held to special meetings for our members and had

a large attendance at both meetings. Wehad some

of the officers of the Public Service Co. present and

our members listened to some very interesting talks

by the officers of the company and the officers of

the union . Our band furnished the musicfor these

meetings and did a good job, after which were:

tired to the cafe in the basement ofthe Labor Tem ;

pleand demolished a considerable amount of good

eats ,drinks,cigars and cigarettes. Everybody left

the Labor Temple feeling well pleased with them

selves and their Union. The attendance at ourmeet.

ings has increased some of late,and ourmembers

seem to be taking a greater interest in their organ .

we
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ization at present than for some time in the past .

past .

Brother Jesse W. Crow , one of our delegates to

the Trades Council, was re - elected president of that

body.

Again, I wish to invite any of our members who

may have news of interest to the membership at

large to hand it in , and I will see that it reaches

the Motorman and Conductor. They say that no

news is good news, so having received none from

our members I take it for granted that every thing

is lovely and the goose hangs high .

DENNIE , Cor .

INTERESTING LECTURE

enjoy through our unity and accord in effort

as trade unionists. We feel that this same spirit pre .

vails with our associate employes who are repre

sentatives of Divisions Numbers 245 Jackson, \ 333

Battle Creek , 343 Kalamazoo and 362 Albion . We re .

ceived in our award an amendment to our agreement

with the employing property that any and all bus

operators employed by the Michigan Electric Rail

way Company are members and under the protection

of the Amalgamated Association. The award was in

the interest of the public and property by which

we are employed, as well as to our own interest ,

as it wipes out a most serious disputed point . We

are hopeful that the officers of our employing property

will respect the moral purpose and intent of the

arbitrators who rendered the majority decision in

this dispute.

Cor. 563.

SKIP -STOP AGAIN ADOPTED

ary 5.

Seattle, Wash . - Local 587 is holding its own , but

at present there are several members on the sick
list ,

Brother C. E. Brott of North Seattle has returned

to work after an illness from March 1 to March 8 .

Brother F. C. Coryell has recovered from mumps
and returned to work March 1 .

Brother S. R. Cardell was injured March 20 by

an auto. It must have hit Sama severe blow, for

he is some hard guy .

· Brother F. W. Dawson is at work after twenty .

six days ' illness,

Brother W. T. Harvey of the Fremont Barn, is

recovering from a sickness that overtook him Febru .

Brother E. R. Jones is again knocking about the

house after a sickness that lasted since December
29 last ,

Brother E. C. Kreger returned to work March 15 ,

after recovering from a period of sickness.

Brother J. O. Nelson is gradually improving from
an illness that has confined him to his home since
October 29 .

Brother R. W. Sward of the Fremont Barn , is im .

proving at the U. S. hospital at Tacoma, following
an operation for appendicitis .

Brother F. E. Townsley is feeling like a fighting

cock since he underwent an operation by which

goitre was removed.

Brother H. Zwanzig insists that he will get well ,
in spite of the doctors.

At our last meeting, Brother Carl Brannin , special

representative of theFederated Press , gave a very

interesting lecture transportation , wages and

conditions in European countries. After the lecture

he neglected to take his watch with him , which he

had laid on the table nearby, presumably to watch

his time. Knowing that others had an eye on the

watch , Brother J. H. Barry called the speaker's

attention to it before he left the room. We hope to

have more of these educational lectures from such

men as Mr. Brannon , Cor . 587.

а

Ottawa, Ont. - We appreciate very much being able

to learn through the Motorman and Conductor the

important doings of all our associate Locals.

The month of March was ushered in in this locality

with a bang and presented us with a couple of feet
of that beautiful white stuff . Our friend Henry

hasn't fully recovered from the effects yet .

Th ; majority of the brothers did not forget "The

Wearin' o ' the Green " and " The Top o' the Mornin '

on the 17th of March . It could easily be seen where

Brother Joe Kelly hails from .

The sympathy of the Division is extended to

Brother P. Summers , whose mother passed away

a few days ago, and to Brother Fred Lauzon, whose

brother died recently after a short illness.

The stork paid a visit to this locality recently ,

and Brother and Mrs. Charles Kearns were the proud

recipients of a baby boy. Congratulations .

Brother Sam Baldwin has left the service and in

tends residing in Uncle Sam's domain. Best wishes

of the Division go with him .

The skip- stop is again being adopted here, in an

effort to speed up traffic. It is expected the riding

public will be somewhat confused for a time , due

to the changes in street car stops, but we trust the

beneficial results forthcoming will overcome this con

fusion.

We are pleased to report Brother V. Boivin able to
be around again after undergoing a serious opera .

tion some time ago.

Uttawa is at present experiencing a mild epidemic
of the fiu . A number of the brothers are feeling

the effects of it at the present time.

Our executive board is exceptionally busy at the

present time. The results of its activities will be

published later .

A Union Label Campaign Committee has been

formed in this district at the instigation of our

central Labor body, The Allied Trades and Labor

Council , in an effort to increase the membership

of the different locals affiliated with it. Division 279

wishes this committee all success in its undertaking .

Some of the brothers have recently found out the

advantages of belonging to the organization ; also

that a paid - up working card is very essential at

times.-- P . J. T.

on

UNIONISM PROVES ITS VALUE

Lansing, Mich.--Again unionism has proved its

value to the wage earner. Our bus question , which

was in the air for a long time, is now settled, and

bus operators are ours yet and we are glad that our

bus operators realize and well understand the value

of unionism . They are equally pleased , with us, to be

recorded as properly recognized union men .

We are put in this world to benefit others. The

man who lives for himself alone, is , of course, of no

value socially and he cannot fail to recognize it .

It is what we do for others that makes us happy.

We who recognize this, must vibrate that which
others lack ,

Every time you do something fine and helpful

to someone else, there is something from that per :

son that comes to you something from that person .

ality - and it is a something that lasts , as it comes
direct from the heart .

The cheapest thing in this world to give is advice .

That is why somany people give it away. Advice

is something that should be kept until asked for .

Seek advice , but do not give it, unless you know

that it will dissuade to the benefit and for the bene.

fit of those towhom it is given .

Division No. 563 can report progress. We are

in as fine shape today as We are

as well cemented today as we ever were and better

cemented than while our bus question was in the

air, as our brothers who were operating thebuses

had reason for unpleasant suspicion. We had con 6 .

dence, however, in our associated movement, upon

which wewere all centered , that our endeavors would
yield the same protection to bus drivers

SUMMER BRINGS AUTO COMPETITION

Sioux City , lowa.--We of Division No. 779 very
much regret to hear that some of our boys will

be laid off for the summer. There are too many
autos in the summertime

for the street car busi .

ness to keep up winter schedules.

We trust that all will be at the dance April 7.
The names of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. James and

Mr. and Mrs. E. Robertson were omitted in the

last report which was made upon our social evening

at Labor Temple. We will try and not let it occur

again . We beg their pardon .
Our sick list remains about the same , Brother

Matz is at home doing as well as could be expected .

Brother Cormany is again about. Brother Norris

has returned to work , but is still fearful of autos .

Brother Weldon is at work once more, as is also

Brother Walter Noyes .

President Woodward and family are busy getting

ready for summertime.
Brother Day's flivver is at the College most of

the time, keeping his daughter company .

Cor. 779.

Capital co -operates , why not Labor ?

we ever were.

our
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did what they could to make it the grand succes that

it was . I will mention it in my next letter.

We are soon to have our 20th annual celebra

tion. We are hopeful to have our International Presi .

dent, Brother W. D. Mahon, in attendance.

Brothers, pay your dues promptly . Don't get be.

hind. Make it easier for Brother Francis R. Everin.

It is a small matter to keep your dues paid up. It

is only seven cents a day. Any man that can't pay

that is a very poor stick , Cor. Division 425.

THE ELECTRIC WAY

Muskegon , Mich . - Our employing company recently

put on a clever bit of advertising by painting one

of our latest type cars a battleship or greyhound

color , with slogans covering it in contrasting colors,

emphasizing safety, cleanliness , cheapness, etc., by

riding " The Electric Way." The riding public dub

this car “ The Greyhound." Now it has been definitely

decided by the management that we make a com

plete change in uniforms and wear the same as is

worn by Greyhound bus drivers. We understand,

however, that the Greyhound officials are contem

plating a change to our blue.

Nevertheless, we are getting along in " big city".

style , as one of our members has been promoted to
inspector.

Brother Bill Hall , our oldest man in point of

service on the M. T. & L. lines and presumably in

years), recently made a trip to Hastings , Mich. , his

boyhood home ofsome sixty years ago, and returned
with a blushing bride on his arm . He has abandoned

his residence onLake Shore drive , taking up his

residence on the Bolt highway, one of Michigan's

main trunk lines. We extend to Mrs. and Brother

Hall our best wishes for a long and happy life .

Shortly after the return of Mrs. and Brother Hall

from their honeymoon , several company officials,

headed by our genial President and General Mana

ger, Mr.George Steinwedell, andTraveling Auditor

" Peg " Hammer of the American Lighting Com .

pany, called upon them and showered them with

useful gifts .

Be careful, brothers, about applying the power too

fast. Thereisan orderto the effect that you will

not be retained in service if you do. Of course, we

allhave enough pride to want tokeepour cars.com
schedule time and should know about how to apply

power after ten , fifteen or thirty years doing this

work , day after day. However, don't let your left

hand slip, unconsciously , knowing you are behind

schedule , for there may be someone watching you .
Cor. 777.

a

Bridgeport, Conn.- Local 459 held a special meet

ing the end of March . Our delegates to the Joint

Conference Board , President Doc Wald, reported on

our next agreement in June and quite a few new

articles are included. We are starting early this

time. Get up to the meetings , so you won't have to

ask your brother what is going on. We should have

an over - flowing crowd at our meetings from now on.

I have heard quite a few kicking regarding how

this and that should be done at the meetings. How

ever, most of these critics never attend a meeting

and know absolutely nothing about its working.

Well, brothers, as they say in the classics, Spring
has come. We can now prepare for the old base

ball season which is fast approaching. Pretty soon

we will be out seeing the Bridgeport team perform .

ing , mostly from the platform .

We still continue to have a number of the

brothers on the sick list . The old fiu has hit local

459 very hard. The old jinx still continues to follow

Brother McGrath. Falling down the pit several weeks

ago was followed by his being burned on the hand.

Let's hope that he loses that jinx. Brother Jimmy

should he not sign up for a run, but let him have

Walsh was stricken with a serious illness . Let's

hope he is back with us soon , as we all miss his

smiling countenance . Brother Tanz, who had

nervous breakdown , is a very likeable fellow and we

all hope he will be on his run within a short time .

The sympathy of the division is extended to brother

Nolan , who lost his only baby girl , who was ill

only a few days.

Well, brothers, what do you think of the signal

lights . I haven't met anyone who said they were

O. K. outside of the rush hours. Talking about acci

dents - according to the bulletin board , Bridgeport,

within the last year has had the most accidents pro
rata per miles or something to that effect. That

would not have been the case if some of these

dizzy , one -armed automobile drivers were sent to

the open spaces .

The checker tournament is still going on. Sammy

Strauss beat Skipper Magee in the semi- finals. He

is to meet Brother Riley for the championship.
By the way , the Oak Street line is

Buses have been substituted instead . Brothers Wald ,

Webb, Reilly and O'Leary will be missed by the

people on Oak street , as they had runs on that line

for some time .

Bill McCarthy now has a run on Beardsley Park .

Shea and Phelan have the laugh on Bill. " What
are you going to pick ? " " Oh , guess 1:30 switch .

Brother Connors has a new car . Let's look at it ,

Tommy.

If you want to know anything about radio, ask

Brother Bliss or Makuck . They can be heard argu
ing every day as to who has the best set . M. C.

INCREASE DUES
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no more .

ing, Bill."

res .

Hartford, Conn.--Division No. 425 can report prog .

We were recently visited by G. E. B. Member John

H. Reardon , who attended a special meeting of the
Local held in March . He gave an interesting talk

in which he explained the necessity of the increase
of per capita tax. His address was well received .

By referendum vote, Division No. 425 voted to

increase the dues to $2.00 per month and pay $ 10.00

sick benefits per month in case of sickness, which

will be a very good help to sick brothers.

Brothers, be sure and wear your union button on

the right lapel of your uniform coat. It shows you

are a man. It shows that you stand for association

of your fellow employes. There are some who are not

even entitled to wear our button. We do not wish

to be placed in that class . So let's wear our union

button and say that we are really not in that class .

Brother Lovell Dower is the cartoonist of Divi .

sion 425. He is certainly good at it. As correspondent,

I think I shall invite him to try a couple of car :

toons to submit to the editor of our publication for

appearance in the M. and C. A little publicity may

encourage him .

Brothers James Daley and Louis Rome instruct

all new men. The pupils are good men when the

instructors get through with them .

Brother Thomas Yacarone is the boy with the

smile , on the Franklin avenue line .

We held our dance Easter Monday night at the

Palais Royal . We are pleased that all of the brothers

DETROIT DIGEST

The D. S. R. branch of Div . No. 26 has prepared

to ask some agreement changes of the Street Rail.

way Commission. The members are interested in

improving the schedules. A committee instructed

to compile the wishes of the employesis comprised

of President H. A. Meeker and Executive Board

Members Glen Swartz, Benedict Robbin ,George Geh

ling and J. A. Osborn .

The D. U. R. branch of Div . No. 26 is making

application for an increase in wages. The company

is seeking a reduction in wages.

dressed a meeting ofD. U. R. interurban men in

Some years ago Superintendent Harry Bullen ad.

Flint, Mich . , where he told them thattheir work

should command more wages than the Detroit City

lines paid . He told them that so long as they

joined with the Detroit City men in makingtheir

agreement, they must be satisfied with the Detroit

City men's wages .
Now , Mr. Bullen has the oppor :

tunity to carry out his ideal . The wage rates of

the Detroit City men are 65c per hour for men less

than six months in service; 69c per hour for the

second six months and 73c per hour to those of more

than one year in service .
Mr. Bullen should now

show the interurban menthathe was in good faith

inhis talk"by fixing the wage rates at 67 , 71and

75 cents per hour. Will he

men cannot otherwise than expect him to unite with

them in trying to get it .

Brother John Kuntz , who sustained severe scalds

from the bursting ofa hot waterpipe in his vesti:

bule, has since died from his injuries. Bro. Kuntz

was a most popular motorman on the FlintDivision

of the D. U. R. His death has taken from the fam :

ily a most kind husband and father. The widow and

children have the profound sympathy of the mem
bers of Div . No. 26 .

serve to do it ? The
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PECULIAR VERDICT there are complaining. One of our brothers seems

to have gone farther than that . We don't believe

he has lost his wonedrful pride and energy.

I would be pleased to call attention to that $ 1.00

per month that our company is paying out for our

benefit, that we don't have to get into the France

habit . Cor. M. F. D.

Oakland, Cal. - Dec. 4. 1924, when a Key Route train

stopped at the command of a danger signal, a train
of the Sacramento Short Line collided head on with

the Key Route train . The result was tragic. The

motorman of the Key Route train who stopped at

the danger signal in accordance with the rules was

Brother J. B.Compton, one of the finest and most
efficient men who ever handled a train . An action

was brought against the two transportation com
panies and J. B. Compton, the motorman. The

jury's verdict was that the cause of the accident was

due to the negligence of the Key System Transit

Company, Sacramento Short Line, and J. B. Comp

ton . Yes, it is a queer jury that will make a motor
man whoobeys instructions to the letter, a negligent

party. If the jury felt that the plaintiff was en .

titled to recover for her injuries, then they should

have rendered the verdict against the railroad

carriers on the theory that they are almost insurers

for the safety of their passengers, Why Brother

Compton should be held negligent is pretty difficult
to see . The judgment against Mr. Compton per

sonally has no practical significance but it makes

you wonder how much the ordinary person realizes

the responsibility that a trainman must shoulder,

Usually when there is a visitation of the grim

reaper, we try to forget it . But sometimes it is ex

tremely difficult. Brother J. P. Kelly's death at

such an early age touched our hearts and made us

realize the part that our Local plays in the solace
and comfort of the bereaved ones. The day of the

funeral was certainly not one suitable for such a sad
occasion . When we the outside of the

mortuary, the beating of the California sun tried to

negative any thought of death within. We could not

imagine that our Brother Kelly, was silent forever,

Butas we softly entered the Chapel, the silence of

death seemed to clog the atmosphere; and when we

saw the minister offer his prayer to the Almighty for

the soul of our brother, we could only see sorrow .

But this sorrow was mingled with courage of the

members of the local who were present when the

solemn rites were administered. Members of our

Local accompanied the body to the cemetery; and

when the body of BrotherKellywas lowered into

his final resting place, the brothers, with bowed

heads asked for the safety of his soul, and retired

with the firm resolution to help those who are living .

We pray that Mrs. Kelly andher children be com
forted . NHM . LOCAL 192 .

ENJOY BANQUET AND CONCERT

were on

IT IS YOUR DUTY

Wichita, Kansas .- President J. M. McKinster and

Brother Harris of Division 794 were in Topeka , Kan .

sas, recently on an outing trip .

Brothers Carson and Highball are undergoing pain .
less dental work.

Brother I. W. Hart has returned to work after a

fewdays' sickness.

Major M. A. Crow acted as relief inspector in the

busy section of the city during a recent severe snow

storm . The major discharged the duties of his office
with exceptional success.

Vice -President R. J. Ford is having his big Stude .
baker car all shined up .

Rex says he will come out
aiter the snow is gone.

Come out to our Union meetings , boys . You will

see many new faces there . It is your duty to be
there.

Brother Fiegot complains that his teeth are giving
him much trouble.

Brother A. E. Evans is again on duty after sev .
eral months ' sickness.

Brother Fred Sweet is busy instructing new men.
President Coolidge isn't the only silent man in

the world. Try conversing with Brother Morton on

College Hill.-Cor. 794 .

St. Catharines, Ont. - Local 846 is making history .

Just read on , as another milestone has been reached

on the road of organized labor. An event of more

than passing interest took place on the evening

of March 8, when our street car men from this city

and Niagara Falls celebrated the official opening of

our new meeting headquarters in the spacious rooms
on the third floor of the Oddfellows' Temple. А

sumptuous repast and splendid program followed by

dancing comprised a most delightful evening. Some

one hundred and fifty guests sat down to dinner .
I will tell the brothers who were unable to be

there all about our banquet .

First , just take a look at the snap above. They

are three of the six brothers who did their utmost

to make our banquet a success. Although they do

not look wide awake, it must be remembered that

these three brothers had the misfortune to sleep

in the next morning, so it was the morning after ,

but believe me, they all earned that extra sleep.

On the afternoon of March 8 the wives of the

six committeemen laid the tables, which were cov .

ered with white paper and green trimming symbolical

of the seventeenth of Ireland. They were tastefully

decorated with green ferns and pink carnations, and

appetizing eats consisting of delicious cooked ham ,

potatoes, salad, pickles, celery and bread , followed

with fancy cake and all the best kinds of pie,

served up with good fellowship, the keynote that

will long be remembered, Right here , we extend

many thanks to the ladies of 846. Their efforts and

willingness helped to put the banquet over in good

style. Their cooking , was “Nilli Secundus."
Our worthy president, Brother L. P. May, was

chairman of the evening. In opening the banquet

at 8:30 p . m . , he spoke in a few well chosen words
of welcome on behalf of Local 846 . He also spoke

at some length on the workings of the union , of the
work it has accomplished and is doing at the present
time . He then asked all present to stand and sing

grace , and then the fun commenced. The six commit.

were Brothers May , Crozier, Stouck , Bates,

Adams and McClelland . They started right' in and

poured the coffee and some wanted to know what

was put in it , as Brothers Richards and Evans fairly

enjoyed the banquet and they sure will attend the

next.

Following the banquet the concert proceeded un .

der the capable chairmanship of Brother May . The

whole program passed off without a hitch . Those

taking part in the program were : Mrs. A. Pink, Miss

Arnold , Mrs. M. Stouck, Miss Hunter, Miss Read,

Mr. Geo. Cochrane, Mr. Butler, Mr. H. Johnston ,

Professor Baimbridge , Mr. Grier, Mr. Geo. Wha.

mond , Mr. Burgoyne, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Ivan Larri.

man , Mr. Bunch Gallagher, Messrs . Legg and Pratt ,

The Grier Family, Messrs . Burgoyne and Hines , and

last but not least , our newly organized orchestra,

which was formed from union members , and is

worthy of great praise. It is no slouch when it

comes to playing fox trots and jazz . All they need is

a little encouragement, and they will be a wonder

ful asset to Local 846. So, brothers, don't forget

Charlie with the trap drums, Steve and violin , and

Cyril with his saxophone. The fun, it did begin ; they

teemen

HOLD BANQUET

Muscatine, lowa - Division No. 599 held three ses

sions of a regular meeting March 27 . The meeting

was in reality a chicken banquet. Brother Harry

Stelson acted as toastmaster and we all enjoyed an

old -time social. It broughta good turnout.

Brother Homer Milton is now the owner of a new

Ford. Some of our boys are protesting that he is

taking dimes from the employing property by haul

ing certainindividuals onjoy -ridingtrips and we

know what greatjoythere is in ridingin a Ford.

Iwouldsuggest to the brothers that it has been

noted that certain leavings from their lunch appear

on Pearl street atthe end of the line. Residents
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played fox trots, two-steps, dances square and round , Burrows has now assumed the title of champion back

the Highland Fling, and everything which kept us scratcher .

all dancing around. Following the program , dancing Inc race is Why , what race ? Well, it is

continued until one o'clock. In bringing this report between Brother Parkinson and Brother Howitt, and

to a conclusion , let me remind all the membership takes place nightly near Thompson's Store in Mer .
that we scemed to be just a big united family , with ritton .

one object in view , to have a good night's enjoy. We would like to know if Brother Whetson was

ment . And let us also co - operate with the officers seen running a street - car

of 846 more closely in what they undertake to do

or a meat business the

other day ?

for our entertainments and comfort. This will prove All lost children in the town of Thorold will be
benecial , as it did on March 8 , and now for a few found and taken

personals .
care of by Brother Jud Robins.

They will also get a free ride to Port Colborne and
T. k about our twentieth century , why , when the back .

old -time fiddler started everybody wanted to be Brother Professor Steve Pratt has certainly put

back in the nineteenth century. They just wanted a very remarked orchestral appearance

the poor cleared for a real old -time square dance , wearing those large horn - rimmed glasses.

as he sure got all our feet shuffling. Come again, In conclusion , brothers , how many of yoti know

Mr. Grier . the rule of three ? It is more than likely that we
We greatly disappointed in not hearing forget them sometimes. So I will conclude this

Brother Gallagher's reading that night, owing to his month's issue with the rule of three :

Tuxedo suit not arriving home from the New
Three things to govern --tongue, conduct and tem .

Method in time. per

Brother Sid Richards likes to sing “ Yes, sir, he , Three things love--Courage, gentleness and als

my baby. " fection .

The Grier Family had to respond to an encore . Three things to hate-Cruelty , arrogance and in

The Welland Hotel is not in it when the boys gratitude.

of 846 start catering to the public . The well lighted

hall and a good toned piano made
Three things to delight in - Frankness, freedom and

us all forget beauty .

the one dollar and fifty cents that night. Our dues Three things to wish for-Health , friends and a
were well worth it . cheerful spirit .
Some of the boys of 846 can sure shake a wicked

shimmey, especially Brothers Stouck and Richards.
Three things to avoid --Idleness, flippant jesting and

loquacity.
As an artist of exceptional value, Mrs. Pink Three things to fight for -- Honor, country and home.

proved to be a pianist of great merit. Some brothers Three things to admire - Intellectual power, dignity

think that our correspondent would do well to take and gracefulness.

lessons from such a teacher, and then sign up with Three things to think about--Liſe , death and eter
our orchestra Slim chance for a dumbbell.

nity .
Because the company raised the fares on March 8 . 'Twas the first month of the year ,

Brothers Richards and Evans tried to raise the roof That did our

with their voices .
management prepare

If Niagara Falls is an attraction to visitors from
To spring, a surprise on Merritton

By raising of the fare .
all over, then the 846 banquet was an attraction to

our brothers from the Falls. We thank the com From the humble little nickel

pany for the special car .
To seven cents was made the jump .

And it caused stupendous uproar

Brother Gallagher's splendid baritone voice

heard at its fullest advantage in singing " Sitting
In this quaint, old -fashioned dump .

on Top of the World ." The town clerk , as well as Reeves,

The one great question is : “ When are we going And with rage they went wild ;

to have another banquet ?' ' . Made strenuous application

The regular meetings of Local 846 were held March The damn thing to expel.

4 and 11 with very good attendance. Our officers They lost their case in Ottawa ,

are looking forward to a much larger attendance , And wit hrage they went wild ;
as we are now located in our new hall .

Though enjoying the ride at the expense
The annual report by Brother Frank Ellis of the Of taxpayers whom they had beguiled .

Labor Temple Company was well received . It was

read at both meetings. Brother Ellis was congratu .
Sure they would never take that trip

lated on being made a director of the Labor Temple
If they had to foot the bill ,
But they did sure enjoy it

Company.
A hearty vote of thanks was extended to the

Though not from the ratepayers ' will .

banquet committee, their wives and the orchestra , So they bear a smiling countenance
and to all others who assisted in making March 8 For the villagers all to see ;

Though it's time for a new town clerksuccess .

The Dominion Railway Board has granted Who'll let railway matters be.
PINKIEcompany an increase in fares on our lines in St.

Catharines, Merritton , Thorold and Port Dalhousie.

The new fare is now seven cents cash , four tickets AGREEMENT RENEWED

for twenty - five cents, for adults , and four cents cash ,

seven tickets for twenty - five cents for all children Pittsburgh , Pa. - Division No. 85 and the employ.

under fifty - one inches . Transfer privilege is now ing street raitway company have renewed the wage

universal . " Wait a minute, please . The fare is now agreement that xpires April 30, for another two

seven cents. “ What- seven cents ? Why, it ain't years
worth a nickel.” Such is the average conversation Of changes in the agreement was a reduction from
these days in our town , between conductors and 3 days to 2 days ' suspension for run missing.
passengers. Yep, the old increase went into effect Overtime on the Charleroi interurban will here .

March 8th. Merriton opposed it , but to no avail . after be paid for all time worked in excess of 8!

So, it isn't only " watch your step ," but, “ watch hours. Theovertime rate on thePittsburgh lines is

your pennies.". And, furthermore , from all accounts, 1% time for work done in excess of regular runs.

we will soon have to watch our step , as the com The amendment applying to the Charleroi line is es .

pany intends to operate one - man cars here and at tablishing a basic 8 -hour day on that line .

Niagara Falls. They are at present building twelve Wage rates carried in the agreement are 63 cents
new cars of this type in our car shops , and we will an hour for the first three months ofservice; 65

likely see some of them on the streets next month. centsan hour for the next nine months' service. and
It now remains to be seen whether these cars will be 67 cents an hour aiter the first year, with theprivil.
a menace to the welfare of the traveling public, or ege to the carmen of renewing the demand for an

not. Weare to receive an additional four cents per increase in wages any
time within the two -year

hour for their operation, period that increased patronage
of the car service

An effort is being made to have Brother Ed warrants .

Sparrow reinstated . The report of the result of conferences with the

Does Brother Charlie Myers know what the fare company officials was made to an overflow meeting

is between Slab Town and Port yet ? of the members of Div. No 85 on April 10, by Sec

A lady passenger on the Lake Shore car recently retary P. J. McGrath and the report was adopted

met with a very embarrassing accident. A hat pin by a vigorous majority .
The committee was in

fell down her back , with the result that Brother Bill structed to sign the renewedagreementfor another

Burrows was asked to assist in its removal , Brother two years .

a
our

1
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Division No. 134, New Westminster
, B. C .:

ASSOCIATION BENEFIT FUND Division No. 165, Girardville, Pa.:

PAYMENTS
Green , Robert, deceased 100.00

Division No. 168, Scranton , Pa.:

Keegan , James , deceased 300.00

A feature of the audit of the books and Mason , Thomas, deceased 250.00

McAndrew, William J., deceased 800.00
accounts of the Amalgamated Association of

McDonough, Michael, deceased 800.00

Street and Electric Railway Employes of Division No. 174, Fall River , Mass .:

America, for the six months' audit period be Manchester, Henry L. , deceased 800.00

St. Denis, Oliver, deceased 800.00

ginning with August 1 , 1925 , and ending
Division No. 184, Williamsport, Pa.:

with January 31 , 1926 , and as compiled in Swartz , Michael M., deceased 100.00

the records and report of International Division No. 194 , New Orleans, La.:

President W. D. Mahon , was the payment Brady, Patrick , deceased 500.00

Daunoy , S. J., deceased 800.00
of benefits upon deaths and disabilities and Donahue , T. B. , deceased 800.00
retirement from service from old age, as Early, Emile A., deceased 800.00

occurring within the association member Hebert, Felix J. , deceased 800.00

Lane, William J. , deceased 100.00
ship , was the following compiled record : Lawler, Mike, deceased 100.00

Muller, J. P. deceased 800.00
DEATH BENEFITS PAID : Ottendorfer, H., deceased 800.00

Division No. 19 , Colorado Springs, Colo .: Prat , J. P. , deceased 800.00

Russell, 1. B., deceased 600.00$ 800.00 Richardson , Ben, deceased

Division No. 22 , Worcester, Mass.: Vernon, Eugene, deceased 800.00

Hanratty, Patrick, deceased 800.00800.00 Vivien , F. , deceased

Harding, Arthur, deceased 600.00
800.00 Wallace , Henry , deceased

Sweeney, Eugene L. , deceased 150.00
400.00 Whalen , John T., deceased

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.: Woods, W. J. , deceased 800.00

Boillotat, Alexander, deceased 800.00 Division No. 197, Meadville, Pa.:

Dilworth, John, deceased 800.00
800.00

Drake , George, deceased

Goudzward , Peter , deceased 400.00
150.00 Steele, John , deceased

Harding , Thomas' E. , deceased Division No. 199, Ottumwa, Iowa :100.00
Hart, Louis W. , deceased Palmer , Elisha D. , deceased 800.00

100.00
Meyer, Ernest , deceased Division No. 215, Wheaton, II.:600.00
Nevison , Thomas, deceased Hoover, C. G. , deceased 800.00

800.00
Purcell, Martin, deceased

800.00Jewett, John Ernest, deceased
800.00

Stiles, Fred E. , deceased 800.00Ryan, Eugene L., deceased
800.00

Wales, Edward S., deceased Division No. 282, Joliet, Il.:
100.00 600.00Wysner, John J., deceased Splitt , John M., deceased
800.00

Division No. 52, East Liverpool, Ohjo : Division No. 235, Brockton , Mass.:

Little, H. V. , deceased Fitzpatrick , Stephen , deceased 800.00
800.00

Division No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.: Glenn, Lauchlen, deceased 800.00

Berling, Louis A. , deceased McCarthy, Christopher, deceased 800.00
800.00

Brednick, William S. , deceased Megathlin, Elmer I. , deceased 800.00
800.00

Calderwood, William , deceased
Robbins, Joseph B. , deceased ( balance due

275.00
Cranston, George E. , deceased on benefit for tombstone expenses 100.00

800.00
Davis, Simon , deceased Division No. 238, Lynn, Mass.:

800.00
Deutsch, Peter, deceased Curwin , William R. , deceased 800.00

800.00
Kingan, W. A , deceased Dolan , Thomas F., deceased 800.00

800.00
Lattner, Raymond D. , deceased Hayden , Herbert W. , deceased 800.00

500.00
Lowrie (Loree ), E. J., deceased

Division No. 240, Chelsea, Mass.:
700.00

Stockdale, Charles A. , deceased
Cassidy , William J. , deceased 800.00

800.00
Zeller, Emil L. , deceased O'Leary, Patrick , deceased 100.00

400.00Division No. 89 , New Castle, Pa.: Parks, Burley E. , deceased 800.00

Ward, John, deceased Division No. 241 , Chicago, I .:
800.00

Division No. 90, Mt. Clemens, Mich.: Anderson , Henry , deceased 800.00

Badley, J. D. deceased Barrett , Cornelius , deceased 800.00
500.00

Division No. 101, Vancouver , B. C.:
Bonat , Albert A. , deceased 800.00

Copperthwaite, William , deceased
Brown, James W., deceased 800.00

500.00
Lough, Erastus J., deceased Bruckhauser, Henry J. , deceased 600.00

700.00
Division No. 103, Wheeling, West Va.:

Canning, Martin J. , deceased 800.00

Frohnapple, Henry, deceased
Casey, Joseph M., deceased 500.00

800.00Jarrell , Thomas R., deceased Connelly, Patrick , deceased 800.00

150.00
Myers, John M., deceased

Corcoran, Peter , deceased 800.00

600.00 Delia , Alfred , deceased 800.00Division No. 107, Hamilton, Ont.:

Piper, Charles, deceased Dempsey, Patrick J., deceased 800.00
800.00Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont.:

Doyle, James T. , deceased 800.00

Fautkevicz, Anthony , deceased 800.00Carey, Richard, deceased
200.00

Cohen, Max, deceased Feeley , Joseph, deceased 800.00

800.00 Felten , Charles, deceased 800.00Coney, George, deceased
800.00 Fick , John J. deceased 800.00

Donnelly, John, deceased
350.00 Frew , Harry C. , deceased 800 (X )Fraser, John, deceased
800.00 Furey , Henry, deceased 800.00

Guy, William James , deceased
800.00 Gora , John , deceased 500.00

Maguire, William , deceased
800.00

McKinley, William , deceased
Grace, John , deceased 800.00

700.00 Harrington, John J. , deceased 150.00
White, GeorgeH., deceased

800.00 Holleran , Thoinas, deceased 800.00Division No. 114 , Youngstown, Ohio :
Kelly , Edward , deceased 800.00Finney, Frank , deceased

500.00
Division No. 118, Pottsville , Pa.:

Kennedy , Patrick , deceased 275.00
Kerins , Thomas , deceased 800.00

Omlor, Charles, deceased
800.00 Kessler, William H., deceased 800.00

Smeltzer, Frank, deceased 800.00
Division No. 128 , Asheville, N. Ç.:

Koske, Martin, deceased 800.00

Lemke, Charles , deceased 800.00DePruhl, George W., deceased
800 00 Luger, Frank , deceased 800.00

Division No. 132, Troy, N. Y.: Lynaugh , Michael , deceased 800.00
Keefe, Arthur J., deceased " ( for funeral . Mangels, Louis, deceased 800.00

doctor and other expenses)
406.00 Mannion, Austin V., deceased 150.00

Snook , George B., deceased
800.00 Martin , La Mar M., deceased 500.00

Massion , Peter J. , deceased 700.00
Harrison , William Henry. deceased

800.00 McAuliffe , Timothy F. , deceased 400.00

Division No. 163, Meriden , Conn.: McCabe, Joseph, deceased 800.00
Ford , William w.. deceased

800.00 McNamara , Martin , deceased 800.00
Tuttle, Alfred G., deceased

800.00 Morrissey, James, deceased 800.00
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Beric

Faires

Pearl

Prad

Calvin

800.00

450.00

800.00

800.00

500.00

700.00

800.00

800.00

600.00

800.00

400.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

150.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

250.00

500.00

Heider

Hole

Voir

Her

300.00

800.00
ཟག༢

300.00

700.00

375.00

800.00

800.00

100.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

700.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

600.00

800.00

700.00800.00

800.00

800.00

Muller, Fred , deceased

Nelson , August, deceased

Nighme, George, deceased

O'Keefe, Jerry, deceased

O'Malley , John, deceased

Petrie, George W. , deceased

Piette, Albert, deceased

Quetschenbach , George C. , deceased

Quirk, John P. , deceased

Radtke, Ernest, deceased

Reid , Anthony, deceased

Rell, Franche ( Frank Relle) , deceased

Rodine, Oscar, deceased

Roll, Jacob R., deceased

Sanderson, William W. , deceased

Savage, Thomas , deceased

Sawatzki, Albert C. , deceased

Schaefer, John L. , deceased

Scheidacker, Frank, deceased

Schneider, Edward , deceased

Scholtus, John, deceased

Sexton , Arthur E. , deceased

Shabo, John (Schabott ) , deceased ( for fu .

neral and tombstone expenses)

Sherin , John, deceased

Siglar, Walter, deceased

Skutas , John R. , deceased

Smith , Frank , deceased

Stearns , Hiram H. , deceased

Stelling, Herman , deceased

Strubelt, Fred W , ( Strubeldt ) , deceased .

Swanson , Otto, deceased

Trossen, Jacob, deceased

Walsh , John S., deceased

Watson, Samuel, deceased

White, James, deceased

Wilkinson , Charles , deceased

Wilson, Oscar, deceased
Wolf, Robert, deceased

Division No. 256, Sacramento , Calif.:

Dean , W. H., deceased

Deeney, H. F. , deceased

Smith , F. W. , deceased

Division No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio :

Blessinger, August, deceased

Bochmetz, George, deceased

Bonness, William C. , deceased

Graf, Frank , deceased

Hall , Earl W. , deceased

Keeney, Guy E., deceased

McCarthy, Jeremiah P., deceased

Ruschke, Gustav , deceased

Smith, Joe, deceased

Division No. 272 , Youngstown , Ohio :
Nelson , John P., deceased

Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont.:

Bigras , Daniel, deceased

Gratton , Arthur , deceased

Division No. 280 , Lowell, Mass .:

Moore, Joseph , deceased

Division No. 281, New Haven, Conn .:

Dygert , Wellington , deceased

Flowers, Frank , deceased

Haggerty. Patrick , deceased

Leaden , John H .. deceased

Tooker, George F. , deceased

Division No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y .:

Amish , Christie G. , deceased

Connors, John J. , deceased

Fisher , Bert G. deceased

Lascell, Joshua B. , deceased

Miller, William H. , deceased

Shelp, Harley A. , deceased

Division No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .:

Anderson , Frank A., deceased

Chipman , Gordon N. , deceased

Clements, Leonard, deceased

Dorman , George F. , deceased

Douglas, Charles , deceased

Downey , Lawrence J. , deceased

Foutz , W. , deceased

Goelling, Charles , deceased

Johnson, Edgar L. , deceased

Lenehan, Margaret J., deceased

Mathews , John A. , deceased

McMillan, William D., deceased

Mense , H. , deceased

Molcar , Jim , deceased

Murray, James D. , deceased

Quilter, John T. , deceased

Reed, W. H. , deceased

Rendok , Joseph , deceased

Ruedel, Louis, deceased

Sackett, Benjamin F. , deceased

Schoen , Sarah , deceased 700.00

Schoenberg. Edwin H. deceased 800.0

Sheehan , George F. , deceased
150.00

Smith , Robert L. , deceased 275.00

Spencer, Fred A., deceased
800.00

Trickett, W. D., deceased 800.00

Division No. 313, Rock Island, II.:

Dohrn , D. F., deceased 800.00

Division No. 333, Battle Creek , Mich .:

Bayley, John Herbert, deceased
400.00

Division No. 343, Kalamazoo , Mich .:

Bowen, Bert , deceased
800.00

Hoffmaster, Charles N. , deceased
800.00

Division No. 360, Alliance, Ohio :

Hazen , Spencer , deceased 800.00

Division No. 373, Hyde Park , Mass .:

McAlpine , Lemuel A. , deceased
800.00

Simpson , Robert. deceased 800.00

Division No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah :

Hughes, James H., deceased
700.00

Pendleton, Milton B., deceased
800.00

Recourt , Peter , deceased
800.00

Woodward, James R. , deceased

Wright, Jr., William B., deceased

Wulschlieger , August, deceased
800.00

Division No. 388 , Newburgh , N. Y.:

Anderson , Leander P. , deceased

Division No. 389 , Mansfield , Ohio :

Shambaugh , Curt, deceased
275.00

Division No. 408 , McAlister, Okla .:

Atkins, M. H. , deceased

Division No. 416, Peoria, Ill.:

Cashen , Daniel , deceased
800.00

Couch , John V. , deceased
100.00)

Doebler , George B. , deceased
800.00

Matthews , Orville B., deceased

Division No. 425, Hartford , Conn .:

Nordquist , Gustaf A., deceased
800.00

Division No.433, Lansford, Pa.:

Davis, William D., deceased

Watkins, Llewellyn R. , deceased

Division No. 441, Des Moines, lowa :

Hook , John L., deceased
800.00

Division No. 448, Springfield , Mass.:

Costello , Patrick, deceased

Hurley , John . deceased

Kearney, Patrick T. , deceased

Sathorey, Caesar, deceased

Division No. 455, Portsmouth , Ohio :

Bane, John P. , deceased

Division No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn .:

Ostling, Albert , deceased

Division No. 479 , Middletown , Conn.:

Hoffman, Nicholas J. , deceased

Division No. 496 , Pittsfield , Mass .:

McDowell, William , deceased

McGuire , Edward, deccased

Ryan, Harold R. , deceased

Division No. 503, Haverhill, Mass .:

Maiden. John , deceased

Division No. 518, San Francisco , Calif .:

Bergstrand, John A., deceased

Mills , Robert J., deceased

Division No. 524, Oskaloosa , lowa :

Walker, Charles N. , deceases

Division No. 540 , Trenton , N , J.:

Howall , Israel , deceased

Jackson . Horatio . deceased

Division No. 549 , Northampton , Mass.:

Braman , Fred C. , deceased

Division No. 568, Erie , Pa.:

Scott, Frank , deceased

Division No. 570, Waterbury, Conn .:

Hanlon , Joseph , deceased

Division No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y.:

Blanchfield, James, deceased

Connors , Michael, deceased

Green , Earl T., deceased

Herman , Gustave, deceased

McCarthy, Patrick, deceased

Phillips. George, deceased

Division No. 582, Utica, N. Y.:

Ewing, George , deceased

Tuzzo , O. S., deceased

Division No. 587, Seattle , Wash.:

Darling, Joseph C. , deceased

Ely , George H. , deceased

Le Gault , Alfred J. , deceased

Makinson , Joseph , deceased

Division No. 589 , Boston , Mass.:

Averill , Archie F.. deceased

Beattie , Sanford, deceased (for funeral and

tombstone expenses)

Bransfield , Wm. J. , deceased

800.00

700.00

600.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

5000.0

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

700.00

800.00

800.00

275.00

800.00

400.00
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Burke, Thomas F. , deceased

Connors , William , deceased

Falvey, William J. , deceased

Fearnley, Herbert, deceased

Flanagan, Michael, deceased

Franklin , Samuel J. , deceased

Gallen, Patrick, deceased

Galvin, Patrick A., deceased

Haley, Mary G. , deceased

Harding, Frank A., deceased

Heiderman , Isaac, deceased

Hood , Harry E. , deceased

Hooley, Walter M., deceased

Igoe, John, deceased

Maxim , George W. , deceased

McAuley, James, deceased

McKinnon , William L. , deceased

Mongan, John , deceased

Morris, Matthew M. , deceased

Mulkern, Patrick, deceased

Murphy , John F., deceased

Needham , Michael , deceased

Nolan, James H., deceased

Owens, George J. , deceased

Richardson , Harry L., deceased

Roach , William J. , deceased

Rossi, Angelo, deceased

Sheehan, John, deceased

Simmons, Benjamin S. , deceased

Stevens , Ora E. , deceased

Stiles, Thomas H. , deceased

Sullivan , Thomas , deceased

Van Tassell, Richard , deceased

Van Tassell, Wm . , dceea sed

Welch , John, deceased

Wentworth, Timothy, deceased

Wharton , Archibald , deceased

Division No. 591, Hull, Quebec:

Guilbeault, Adelard, deceased

Maisoneuve, Philias , deceased

Division No. 595, Salem , N. H.:

Bowdoin , J. J., deceased

Lyons, Sheffield H. , deceased

Division No. 600, Waltham , Mass .:

Belmore, Nelson J. , deceased

Furno, James H. , deceased

Morrisette, William Henry , deceased

Division No. 618 , Providence, R. I.:

Covill , Everitt F. , deceased

Darling, E. A. , deceased

Harris, William Arthur , deceased

Horton, Herbert E. , deceased

Hoxie, Warren L., deceased

Lannon, Martin A , deceased

McCann, James , deceased

McCormick, Walter J. , deceased

McGwinn, Mark, deceased

O'Brien , Edward J. , deceased

Saillant , Joseph A. , deceased

Shields, James J., deceased

Thornton, John G., deceased

Division No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y.:

Baker, Charles , deceased

Blosser , George , deceased

Dreher, Otto Conrad, deceased

Hunt, Katherine , deceased

Kramer, Charles . deccased

Laverey , Edward , deceased

Metzinger, Peter, deceased

Reavey, Hugh , deceased

Division No. 627. Cincinnati, Ohio :

Hoeh , Carl. deceased

Morris, William , deceased

Riegler, Conrad , deceased

Steres, William, deceased

Division No. 628, Covington , Ky .:

Hegener, C. , deceased

McElroy, E. L.. deceased

Riley , R. A. , deceased

Townsley, T. A. , deceased

Division No. 641, Shamokin , Pa.:

Reed, Irvin A. , deceased

Division No. 654 , Hubbard, Ohio :

Abernathy, Williain E., deceased

Division No. 662 , Pueblo, Colo.:

Taylor, Thomas W. , deceased

Division No. 664, Great Falls, Mont .:

Allison , Ralph C., deceased

Division No. 687, San Francisco, Calif.:

Cronin, Daniel, deceased

Division No. 689, Washington , D, C.:

Esputa, George F., deceased

Hutchinson, A. Frank , deceased

800.00

800.00

800.00

Wiley, J. P. , deceased

Division No. 02, Hartford, Conn .:

Smith , Charles, deceased

Division No. 697 , Toledo, Ohio :
Bartelt , August, deceased

Castleman, James W. , deceased

Cross, George Quick , deceased

Irons, Elmer L., deceased

Schneider, B. , deceased

Sprout, Ira O. , deceased

Van Norman , W. E. , deceased

Division No. 713, Memphis, Tenn.:

Coats , John F., deceased

Frost, Lester L. , deceased

Keywood, Albert S. , deceased

Division No. 714 , Portland, Maine:
Davis , H. , deceased

Division No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .:

Dorton, H. L., deceased

Jamison, John A., deceased

Killian , O. D. , deceased

Porter, Travis R. , deceased

Division No. 732 , Atlanta , Ga .;

Carney, R. , deceased

Hornsby, W. L., deceased

Lawrence, Boyd S. , deceased

Suddeth , R. H., deceased

Division No. 737, Syracuse, N. Y.:

Groom , Vanda V. , deceased

Division No. 738, Hamilton , Ohio :

Franzier, Joseph H. , deceased

Hester Charles, deceased

Division No. 741, London , Ont.:

Burrett . John , deceased

Division No. 757, Portland, Ore .:

Daly, James 'T., deceased

Hagen , Ferdinand . deceased

Krauter, Earnest W. , deceased

Marshall, B. F. , deceased

Park , Caleb L. , deceased

Slack, Charles, deceased

Division No. 758, Tacoma, Wash.:

Reho, Jake , deceased

Willsher, George W. , deceased

Division No. 779, Sioux City, lowa :

Keefer, Sheridan , deceased

Division No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.:

Boyer , B. F., deceased

Brooks, William Oran , deceased

Corey , Walter W., deceased

Dennison , James K. , decea sea

Furber , Joseph N. , deceased

Harrold, Arthur, deceased

Jameson , John M. , deceased

Keith , W. R. , deceased ( balance due

benefit for tombstone expenses)

Martindale , Wm . , deceased

McMahon , Patrick, deceased

Neels , Edmond J. , deceased

O'Brien , William , deceased

Ridgeway, Charles F., deceased

Rigsby, Jesse W. , deceased

Zollner, Walter J., deceased

Division No. 789, Gates , N. Y.:

Coner, George, deceased

Division No. 790, Montreal, Quebec :

Grefford, Louis, deceased

Lemay , Germain , deceased

Leonelli, Enrico , deceased

McCleary, Richard Thomas, deceased

McMahon , Martin , deceased

McNeil, John , deceased

Division No. 794 , Wichita, Kansas :

Weaver, Charles F. , deceased

Division No. 797, Topeka, Kansas:

Brain , Frank E., deceased

Division No. 805, East St. Louis , Ill .:

Griffin , Charles Roy, deceased

Miller, Joel Swan , deceased

Neiderkorn , Henry , deceased

Roeder , Henry, deceased

Scarritt, Jobn, deceased

Division No. 818, Oakland, Calif.:

Treloar , William , deceased

Division No. 820 , Union City, N. J.:

Berndt , Albert , deceased

Harold , Daniel , deceased

Division No. 821, Jersey City , N. J.:
Jensen , Jens Christian , deceased

McCarthy , Edward, deceased

Division No. 833, Preston , Ont.:

Coleman , Edwin, deceased
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Ohio , that has been running a non -union

placed its employes in the so -called Amal.

comprises seceders from the United Garment

Workers of America. The company is about

to operate a chain of stores throughout the

United States and represent to organized

Workers' Union , the only union of garment

workers recognized by the American Federa

Division No. 836 , Grand Rapids, Mich .: Division No. 90, Mt. Clemens, Mich .:
Peterson , Lars C. , deceased 500.00 Woodard , William S. 800.00

Division No. 839, Newark, Ohio : Division No. 101, Vancouver, B. C .:

Wolfe, Jason G. , deceased 300.00 McLean, Donald

Division No. 846, St. Catharines, Ont.: Division No. 111 , Ypsilanti, Mich .:

Goring, Hamilton G. , deceased 300.00 Almand, Charles

Division No. 847, St. Joseph, Mo.: Division No. 132 , Troy , N. Y .:

Schroeder, John, deceased 100.00 Aurelius, David 800.00

Division No. 852, Lima, Ohio: Division No. 169, Easton , Pa .:

Betz , Milton M. , deceased 300.00 Hower, Wilson
800.00

Division No. 872, Hannibal, Mo.: Division No. 192, Oakland, Calif.:

Bates, Frank E. , deceased 275.00 Hines, Matthew V.
800.00

Division No. 883, Everett, Wash .: Division No. 194 , New Orleans, La .:

John , James T. , deceased 100.00 Leidinger, H. ,
800.00

Division No. 889, Salem, Ore.: Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .:

Ferrell, Charles L. , deceased 600.00 Ambrose, George

Division No. 900, Highwood, Ill .: Barrett, Patrick
Berong, Charles , deceased 600.00 Blake , John

Harvey, Edward, deceased 250.00 Brennan, James J.

Hirshner, Sr. , Carl , deceased 250.00 Burgo, Henry

McGrain , Peter , deceased 100.00 Colier, Steve

Moody, Edward Oliver, deceased 50.00 Gavin, Patrick D.

Murphy, Michael W. , deceased 50.00 Johnson, Andrew

Division No. 906 , Decatur, Ill .: McCafferty, John

Saunders , William F. , deceased 450.00 Scanian , Thomas

Division No. 915, Granite City , Ill.: Division No. 245, Jackson , Mich.:

Lewey , Richard, deceased 600.00 Carpenter, Arthur
800.00

Division No. 923, Amsterdam, N. Y.: Division No. 282, Rochester , N. Y.:

Osgood, Jesse, deceased 450.00 Miles , Frank Eaton

Division No. 925 , Gloversville, N. Y .: Rossiter, George

Larkins, Frank, deceased 450.00 Division No. 302 , Marinette , Wis.:
Mason, George, deceased 275.00 Buttrick , Frank

Division No. 927, Gulfport, Miss .: Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill.:
Allen , F. C. , deceased 400.00 Goertz, Michael

Division No. 947, Morristown, N. J .: Division No. 373, Hyde Park , Mass.:
Turner, Amos, deceased 100.00 Curtis , William O.

Division No. 966, Pt. Arthur and Ft . Wil Division No. 381, Butte, Mont.:
liams, Ont.: Lyden , Peter S.

Johnson, Grant, deceased 250.00 McDonald , W. R.

Members at Large, Int'l Office, Detroit ,

Mich.; Total old age benefits
$23,200.00

Avery, John W. , deceased 800.00 Total death , disability and old age bene.

Simonson, J , K , deceased 500.00 fits paid during the six months from

Tuller , Arthur F. , deceased 800.00 the Benefit Fund amounted to ...........

During the sixth months' period, there were 455

Total $ 285,431.00 death , 12 disability and 29 old age claims paid, mak .

Amount returned by Division No. ing a total of 496 claims.

308, Chicago, Ill . , funeral

benefit claim of Sarah Schoen

not disbursed , same being for
FORMER M. E. R. EMPLOYE IS

funeral expenses paid on May
COMMITTED TO IONIA

23 , 1925 $ 296.50

Amount returned by Division No.

308, Chicago, Ill . , funeral Chester A. Padgett , former M. E. R. em .

benefit claim of Benjamin Sack .
ploye, whom a circuit court jury found guil

ett not disbursed . $ 100.00 $ 396.50 ty of embezzling, appeared before Judge

This would make the total ex
North , following the expiration of his stay

penses in six months in death
of sentence, this morning, and was commit

benefits $285,034.50 ted to lonia Reformatory for a period of

DISABILITY BENEFITS : nine months to five years . The judge recom

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.:
mended nine months.

Ruel , William H. $ 800.00

Division No. 304, Glens Falls , N. Y.:
Padgett, while an employe of the Michi:

Folmsbee, Byron , W.,
800.00 gan Electric Railway, had partialcharge of

Division No. 497 , Pittsburg , Kansas : receipts . About $ 1,000 was missed and Pad

Claybrooks, Lafayette 800.00

Division No. 577 , Augusta, Ga.:
gett was arrested on complaint of J. J. Ma

Weeks , G. M. 800.00
honey, superintendent.--- Battle Creek En

Division No. 589, Boston , Mass .: quirer and News, April 6, 1926 .

Connolly, Bartholomew 800.00

Jordan, Patrick 800.00

Division No. 618 , Providence, R. I.
The United Garment Workers of America

Cooney , John 800.00 are wishing to advise organized labor that

Gardiner , Isaac F. 800.00

Division No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio:

the Nash Tailoring Company of Cincinnati.

Hathorn , J. ( Jacob ) 800.00

Division No. 732, Atlanta, Ga .:
clothing manufactory for some time , has now

Daniel , Milton E. 500.00

Division No. 801, Altoona, Pa.:

O'Connell , John B. 300.00

gamated Clothing Workers of America, that

Division No. 819, Newark , N , J.:

Lomenzo , Angelo 500.00

Total disability benefits $8,500.00

OLD AGE BENEFITS :

Division No. 19, Colorado Springs , Colo.:
labor that their product is union -made, when.

Jones, John R.
800.00 as a matter of fact, the company will not

Kent , Joseph B 800.00

Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass .:

employ members of the United Garment

Nutting , Edwin E. 800 ( 0

Division No, 26, Detroit , Mich.:

Baxter , Elias G. 800.00 tion of Labor .

$ 316,734.50

on

on
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE
the companies , for the purpose of heading

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR off the completing of the organizations,

granted increased in wages to a part, and

“ For the six months audit period of the in some instances to the whole of their em

Amalgamated Association ending March 1 , ployes. Prominent among this character of

1906 , the report of the Intertational Presi grants was that of St. Paul and Minneap

dent shows that much energy was put forth olis, where the company granted an increase

during the six months to extend the or of 2 cents per hour and it was given out in

ganization , and that as a result , 9 charters the daily newspapers that the movement

were granted to new Divisions embracing
was made to anticipate the organization

an acquired membership of 680 street and and thus silence 'carping critics who are

electric railway employes. Five Divisions attempting to organize their men . '

that had previously lapsed were re-organized " During the six months audit period end

These Divisions brought to the Association ing with March 1 , 1906, there were paid by

nearly 1000 members ,making an actual gain
the Association from the Benefit Fund , 63

in organized and re-organized Divisions of
death benefits, aggregating $6,300.00.

about 1500 members . To this may be “ Audit Report"

added a constant increase in membership to
" The audit report for the six months

other Locals by extension of service during audit period ending with March 1, 1906 ,

the six months preiod which has brought a showed a recapitulation of the funds and

greater additional membership to the Asso assets of the Amalgamated Association of

ciation than has come by the acquisition of Street and Electric Railway Employes of

new and lapsed Divisions.
America to be as follows :

" Balance in the Treasury,
" Strikes"

" President W. D. Mahon cites to the
Sept. 1 , 1905 ... . $34,667.81

General Executive Board that the Associa “ Receipts from Sept. 1, 1905 to

tion had but one strike during the entire
and including Feb. 28 , 1906 ... 37,275.76

six months period ending with March 1 , Total .... $ 71,943.57
1906. This strike occurred at Paducah , Ky . ,

" Disbursements from Sept. 1 ,
and was caused by the discharge of men who

1905 to and including Feb. 28,
attempted to form a Local Division of the

1906 .... 25,199.05

Association among the electric railway men

of that city .
The situation was that of a

“ Balance on hand March 1 ,
practical lockout. The locked out men re

1906 .... $46,744.52 "
ceived Defense Fund Benefits from the

Association Defense Fund to the extent of

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE
$790.00, which carried them to a time when

they secured employment at other occupa
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

tions . In consequence of the Defense Fund

payments the members who dis “ Extracts taken from an address of In

charged were enabled to severely retaliate ternational President W. D. Mahon made in

hy declaring the strike which placed the Philadelphia a short time ago is the follow

company upon the unfair list for a period ing :

of some ten weeks, making the disruption ' ' You say this is a republic with free

of the effort to institute the Local speech . Of what use can free speech be ,

enormously expensive experiment to the if it is afterward to be defeated by force or
company. fraud ? What use would it be for an at

“ Agreements " torney to argue the defense and the jury

" During the six months audit period end to find a verdict of not guilty , and then the

ing with March 1, 1906, 14 Division Asso defendant to be hanged by a mob ?

ciations secured written working agreements “ 'As trade unionists are for free

with employing companies , and this, in the speech ; yes , we believe in it .

face of the fact that most agreements are of thought. It is the gem of the human

made at a time of year which is not included brain and as trade unionists we have always

within the six months mentioned . These stood in the defense of it and we say if you

agreements , for the most part, affected will not allow it you are not yet civilized .

small Divisions and in all embraced a mem (Applause ).

bership of about 930 employes. Twelve of Further, I want to ask you , who have

the 14 agreementsembraced strictly union upheld and stood for free speech in this
road clauses .

Two of the agreements are country, has it been the corporations or the

upon systems where the employes' mem trade unionists that advocate free speech ?

bership to the organization is not insisted If you want free speech preserved in this

upon by the conditions of the agreements . United States , the trade unionists must do

All except one embrace the usual arbitra it . Plutocracy never favored free speech

tion clause for the adjustment of grievances and never will. It is the same old cry

where agreements cannot be reachedby the today as in the days of Christ , who said :

parties to the agreement. Eight of the ' Ye shall know the truth and the truth shall

agreements made embrace an increase of make you free . '

wage of from 2 to 372 cents per hour. “ How well does plutocracy know that

" Aside from the advantages set forth as where truth prevails freedom must follow .

secured by Locals of the Association , in Yes, we not only believe in it but are de

five cities where the craft is unorganized termined that the lips of thought shall fors

and attempts were beingmade to organize,
ever be free .

A were

an

we

It is the gem
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t
Big Typewriter Bargain !

Own your own Underwood Model 5!

Why take less when our rebuilt plan

bringsthisaceofallwritingmachinesat

a big savingand on easymonthly terms!

OWNaTYPEWRITER Don't SufferLonger

$ 3 andit's yours

RUP
TUR

E

Don't buy a typewriter until
after afree trialof thisone !We

giveyoua quick course in touch writing.

Send today,here and now ,forourspecial
offer ;we'll send catalog andnew , valuable

Typewriting Manual Free. Address

SHIPMAN -WARD MFG . Co.,2264Shipman Bldg., Chicago

The Brooks Appliance I PROM

Most wonderful discovery ever

made for rupture sufferers.

No obnoxious springs or pads.

Automatic Air Cushions. Binds
and draws the broken parts to

getheras you woulda broken
limb. No salves. No plasters.

No lies . Durable, cheap .

Many imitatory. None equal.

SENT ON TRIAL, CATALOGUE FREE.

THE BROOKS CO ., 115C StateSt., Marshall, Mich .

INCOME

TAX

Earn $5,000.00 to $ 10,000.00 a Year

Greatest opportunity for Bookkeepers. Study at home-- now .Qualify

for a position in U.S.Government, private or corporation service .Our

simplified Training Course in IncomeTax Accounting is prepared

under thedirectionof former U.S.Government Experts andis designed

to take any man with a knowledge of simpleBookkeepingand qualify

him as an expert Tax Accountant. Write today for particulars.

AMERICANINSTITUTE, Washington, D. C. ADDRESS Eastern

Branch , 145 F, Station Z, Philadelphia, Pa .

FASCISTI BRANCHES ARE

HUGH SPY PLOT

He says :

“ 'If you believe in the preservation of

this sacred right join the grand army of

trade unionists, who are banded together

to crush every form of tyranny and estab

lish once again those glorious principles of

free Americanism for which the forefathers

of this sacred republic offered their blood

on the fields of Bunker Hill and Lexington

and passed_through the memorable winter

of Valley Forge, where they marked the

virgin snow with the blood from their shoe

less feet in their tireless march for liberty. '

“ Street Railways of the United States”

“ Mr. Higgins, the New York expert, ex

timates thewhole street railway mileage of

the United States as near 15,000 . It was

13,588 last July , and this was divided as

follows :

“ Electric .. 10,363

“ Horse . 1,914

" Cable. 632

“ Miscellaneous . 679

" These lines are owned by 986 companies

with a capital stock of $ 748,000,000.00 or

$ 55,000.00 per mile.

" The funded debt was $552,000,000.00 or

$40,600.00 per mile.

" The capital liabilities were $ 1,300,000,

000.00 or $ 95,600.00 per mile ."

Enlightened humanity threw off the yoke

of military aristocracy. How long will it

take the hosts, served by the Union Label ,

to outlaw industrial exploitation ?

The local branch of the Italian Fascisti

movement in Pueblo , Colo . is a spy system

maintained_by Mussolini, according to E.

Clemente, Editor of L'Unione, Italian -Lang.

guage newspaper of Pueblo.

“ The Fascisti movement in America can

not and should not be formed , as it is con

trary to the democratic traditions of this

large republic.

The Pueblo Branch of Fascism has no

business to exist. It is against America's

high ideals of democracy and freedom . It

is nothing more than an Italian spy system

to report to the Italian government those

who are opposed to Mussolini."

-A. F. of L. News .

Child labor , the shame of society, can not

be used on union -made goods .
Women ,

forced by necessity to labor, receive the

same pay and treatment as

trade where the product bears the Union

Label.

men in the

a flash ,

NEWFIVE -BARRELADJUSTABLE HIGH SPEED CHANGER

Lever Operated

Makes change quick as

Strong, Durable, Rapid.

Beautiful in appearance, highly

polished .

Can be adjusted in a moment to

throw out one to five pennies, or

one to six tokens,

No tool required to make adjust

ment, use coin .

INSTANTANE
OUS LOCKING DEVICE

Slight pressure of thumb locks coin

chambers.

No. 555. Quarter, dime, nickel, penny, penny.

No. 566. Quarter, dime, nickel, penny, token

PRICE $4.00. Postage paid .

J. L. GALEF, 75 Chambers Street, New York City

1
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Buoyant

FootComfort

for Everyone

Who Walks and Stands

GALLSTONES
Good Bye, tired, aching feet ! Walk mtles orstand all day
with a new feeling of joyous foot comfort never before exper

ienced . The secret is all in a simple but scientific little fabric

and elastic appliance called the ARCHLET that distributes

the weight of your body over your arch and takes away the

stretching strain between your heel and toes . In a little

fabric pocket under your arch is the

Amazing Sponge Rubber Arch Pad
that soft, resilient springy cushion that inakes you step

sprightly with startling poise and balanced buoyancy. Light,
washable, and worn out ofsight. Simply send foot measure.
ment or shoesize now with $ 1.85 or pay postman whendelivered
on an absolutemoneyback guaranteeofsurprising satisfaction .

The Anklarch Company , Incorporated
144 S. Limestone St. Lexington , Ky.

Liver and Stomach Troubles

You do not need to suffer from gallstones, pains in

back ,or liver and stomach troubles . You can getrid
of themnow ,if you will send forthia freesample.

Gallstones are dangerous;they are painful, torture,

and cause burning paing around your liver, pains in
your sides ,and oftenthey cause chills , fever, colic ,

indigestion , or gastritis, Letmesend you a liberal

Free Proof of Dr Bildebrand's famons

sules, and be relieved, They maysave yourlife
avoid an operation. Send nameand address to
day : no obligation . Address: F. Granzow , Druge

gist, Dept. 548 517 W.Madison St., Chicago, ul.

NI

le

MEASURE AROUND
FOOT HERE

Archlets
TRADE MARK REO .

Tire .

York City.
.

With the Amazing SpongeRubber Arch Pad
Agents

Wanted

Use and in
troduce MELLINGER CORD TIRES

15,000MILLERS
GUARANTEED

Lowest Wholesale Prices in Amer

Ica . Shipped prepaid on approval. Maka

big money all or part time. No capitalor ATTENTION
experience ,Sample sections furnished .

YOUR TIRES FREE !

Motormen and Conductors
how thousanda do big business, SpecialAgente
Simply send nametoday for FREE BOOK, telle

Offer Wholesale Prices and FREE Sample Kit
MELLINGER TIRE & RUBBER CO. WE SPECIALIZE IN

Dept.451 Philadelphia ,Pa .,or Kansas City,Mo.

BetterBuilt Uniforms

INFORMATION WANTED

Made of Regulation Blue Serge

On February 1st, 1831 , Frances Sarah by skilled UNION Tailors

Hyland was born at 168 Leonard St. , New

She had a sister named Mary Hoffman Tailoring C.

Ann Hyland, and a step -brother named

Timothy Betson . Their parents both died 2341 Olive St. at Jefferson

in 1841, leaving three small children . Mary ST. LOUIS , MO.

Ann Hyland and her step-brother , Tomothy

Betson , were put in Orphan Asylums in the

City of New York, and Frances Sarah

Hyland was taken care of by an English

man of means, who lived in a beautiful Free Book Tells How

home in New York City , andlived in Sara

toga Springs, N. Y., for a while . This To Strengthen Eyes

Englishman died when Frances Sara Hyland

Do you wantstrong, healthy, beautiful eyes and good sight?
was about 12 or 14 years old . At his death Here is valuable advice based on the discovery that 90 %

he willed all his property and valuables to of all eye troubles are due to weakness of certain little

She being too young to know, the muscles which adjust the eyes .

property was taken charge of by some of This book tells how to reach thesemuscles, tone them up

herfriends or cousins, and she went to work
and restore them and the eyes to their old - time strength

in a hotel in New York City as amaid. It
and vigor. If you value keen sight and bright, sparkling

eyes , clear as a child's, write forthis book , " Stronger Eyes

was while shewas working at this hotel and Better Sight" today. It is sent free, postpaid .

that she met Paulin Durel, the buyer for Valmas Drug Co., 50 Arcber Bldg . , Rochester , N. Y.

the wholesale dry goods house of Giquel

and Jamison, of New Orleans, La. She

married him in 1848. She was then 17

years old , and in December, 1848, they both

came to New Orleans , La ., where they died .

She was known as a beautiful Irish girl .

Now, what I would like to know is the
New Internal Treatment Will Do It

name of this Englishman who took care of
No Operation - No Delay

her . If you don't know, maybe you heard SEND FOR FREE TRIAL

your mother or father speak of her. Any Thousands have written of their cure by the
information to the above will be greatly Page Method - just the combination treatment with the

appreciated and rewarded by her grandson . tablets , and the piles leave. They heal internally , the

correct way . Salves and ointments give only temporary
Paulin J. Durel , member Div. 194 , relief. Write today for Free Test Package it costs you

1517 Gentilly Ave. ,
nothing ; the PageMethod will healyour piles. Sendforfree

New Orleans, La . E. R. PAGE CO. , 214 Page Bldg., Marsball, Mich .

her .

PILES STOP

test.
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FASHION LETTER
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The Fashions of this season truly reflect the spirit of the

times - animation and freedom are shown in the fare of the

skirts , and their shortness, the loosely molded garments, and

the all apparen ease and comfort .

The waistline is gradually returning to its natural place ,

curves are replacing straight lines, and 6tted effects are shown .

Circular and plaited flounces , tunic effects uneven hem lines ,

scallops, capes , fringes , jabots , ties and cravats are all in favor.

Sleeves are long and the neck finish is usually high .

Metal materials are shown for evening and dance frocks for

trimmings on dresses, and also for blouses to be worn with

tailored suits .

Taffeta is again in favor. It is shown in wide widths and

soft and supple in quality .

For dresses, and other garments made with full skirts , surah

is a material that promises to be popular.

The new Spring fabrics are wide and supple . Printed and

bordered effects, old fashioned failles and marquisetts, wool

reps, alpacas, satin in silk and in rayon mixtures, and broad

clothes and cashmeres will be worn .

Blue in dark and in pastel shades is liked for street wear .

Yellow is a strong " sports" color , and scarlet is again popular

for sports and evening wear.

In pastel shades green , mauve, rose and blue are popular .

Pistache with sose is a favored combination .

Cravats are used in combination with choker and Eton col

lars , and come in every width from that of a shoestring to the

width of georgette or surah .

Collar and cuff sets of white net or embroidered batiste

trimmed with a color are smart with tailored frocks .

Guimpes are shown in soft sheer fabrics.

Silk coats are worn over dresses of printed chiffon or figured

silk .

The ensemble retains its popularity and appears both for

afternoon and morning wear , with new and attractive features .

* The

yan

7970
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53865381 . Ladies ' Dress .

Cut in 6 Sizes: 34 , 36 , 38 ,

40 , 42 and 44 inches bust

measure . A 38 - inch size , if

made as illustrated in the large

view , requires 45 yards of

40 -inch plain material, and já

yard of contrasting material.

The width at the lower edge

of skirt is 2 % yards. Price

12 ¢ .

4842 . Ladies ' Undergar
ment.

Cut in 4 Sizes : Smail , 34

36 ; Medium , 38-40 ; Large, 42

44 ; Extra Large, 46-48 inches
bust measure . A Medium

size requires 238 yards of 36

or 40 inch material , To trim

as illustrated will require 5

yards of edging or lace 2 or 3

inches wide . Price 12 ¢ .

5022 . Junior's and Misses '

Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 14 , 16 , 18

and 20 years , If made as il

lustrated in the large view for

a 16 year size , it will require

14 yards of figured , 32 inches

wide. made with long

sleeves 1 % yard of the plain

material is required . If the

godet is made of contrasting

material, it will require 14

yard cut crosswise . Price 12 .

5378 . Ladies ' House Frock

with Slender Hips .

Cut in 9 Sizes: 38 , 40 , 42 ,

44 , 46 , 48 , 50 , 52 and 54 - inch

bust measure. A 44 - inch size

size requires 474 yards of 36

inch material, with a yard

of contrasting for facings on

collar, cuffs , and beit . The

width of the dress at the

lower edge is 248 yards . Price
12 ¢ .

5373 . Child's Dress .

Cut in 5 Sizes : 6 months, 1

2 , 3 and 4 years . A 2 - year

size requires 1 % yard of 40
inch material , Price 12 ¢ .

4842

4970 . Girls ' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 6 , 8 , 10 and

12 years .
A 10 year size re

quires 258 yards of 36 inch

material . Price 12e .

53 78

5386 . Girls ' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 6 , 8 , 10 and

12 years . A 10 - year size re

quires 3 yards of 40- inch ma

terial . Price 12 $ .

5369 . Ladies ' Blouse .

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38 ,

40 , 42 and 44 inches bust

measure . A 38 - inch size re.

quires 2 % yards of 32 - inch

material. Price 12 ¢ .

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

ren's a

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP-TO- DATE SPRING

and SUMMER 1926 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color

plates, and containing 500 designs of Ladies. Misses' and Child
Patterns, CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE

ARTICLE ON DRESSMAKING, ALSO SOME POINTS

FOR THE NEEDLE ( illustrating , 30 of the various , simple

stitches) all valuable hints to the home dressmaker .

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO . ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn , N. Y. apr

53 73 5369
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new woman.
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ADDRESS DELIVERED IN NEW YORK 30 fied with the sphere man has given you in

YEARS AGO BY AN A. F. OF L. DELEGATE the past we will help you to a better one.'

" There was a mass meeting in Cooper
That's why I stand for the trade

Union in the evening at which the most
union. The trade union has welcomed the

interesting address, according to the New

York World, was made by Mrs. Eva Mc

Donald Valesh , that was listened to by
The Brewery, Flour, Cereal and Soft

Drink Workers' Union reports that the

the delegates to the convention . Part of

Pabst Corporation is being operated under
her remarks were as follows :

strictly union conditions, so it can be under
“ ' There has just been one little cor

stood that products of the Pabst Corpora .

ner left that none of the other speakers tion of Milwaukee, Wis. are strictly union

has thought of, and I have got that all to made .

myself. I want to say a few words about

the relation of the New Woman to the CALGARA, ALTA . AGREEMENT

trades unions. Even if I am married, I
Memorandum of agreement in duplicate as

claim to be a new woman, because I have tered into for the year 1925 between the Corporation

spoken on the same platform with Susan B. of the City of Calgary, of the first part , and The

Anthony and Mary Ellen Lease. I am sure
Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Rail.

way Employes of America , Division No. 583, ofthe
that no other credential is necessary to second part .

prove my newness.
Terms of Agreement

It is hereby agreed and understood that the
“ ' The new woman is not so new as you Motor-Conductors and Conductors, Trackmen , Point

think. She appeared when woman Cleaners and Greasers, Barn Men and Office Staff in

obliged to go out of her home into the
the employ of the Street Railway Department aro
to receive the wages , conditions and terms of emfactory.

She did not do it from choice , ployment as herein set forth :

and I hope to see the day when she may

take her choice between work in the fac. Motormen's Non -Magnetic Watch Holder

tory and the shelter of the home circle. But

that is when the new woman registered.

“ There is a great deal of public preju

dice against the new woman . People are

slow to accept her. But what is the atti

tude of the trade union ? It is on account

of that attitude that I am proud to lift my

voice for the trade union in preference to

any other school of reform .

" 'I am the product of the factory . 1

have not the time for education. I have

not the strength to educate myself after

the long hours of work in the factory. I

looked about me for something that could

help me to develop not only a higher plane

of thought, but also my material condition.

I wanted better food and better clothing to

prepare myself for something in the way

of study . Where did I find it? I found that

the trade union said : “Why, women , you

don't know enough to want to work short

hours . You don't care what wages you get.

You have got to be taught . You take our

places until the case gets too hopeless that A practical little holder adjusted for anysize watch. May

we cannot afford to marry you to get you be attached to head ofscrew in frame of car.Saves motor

out of the factory . But, says the trade men's timeand promotes “ Safety First.” May becon
veniently carried inpocket whennot in use.

union, 'Come right in. We will help you to
WANTED-Motormon and Conductors to Act u Aguatu .

organize and to give you things that will Bend 50c ln money order orstamps for sample. Sent toany

develop for you these qualities of woman address in United States prepaid . W. c .WILLIAMSOK,

hood that you desire. If you are not satis
22 Arbor Štrost, R. L. Pittsbusch , Pa.

WORKERS UNION No shoes are Union Made, under our Fair Artitration

Contract, except those having this stamp.

UNION STAMP INSIST upon having them for The Whole Family.

BOOT AND SHOB WORKERS ' UNION

Wfamu St. Boston , Mana

Com honete , te
Charla L. Balme, Sue .Tren

448

Do Not be Imposed Upon

ONESTAM

Factory
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(h)

Salaries and Rates of Pay

Salaries and wages shall be paid from Pebruary

1st , 1925 , according to the following schedule :

(a) Motormen and Conductors

1st six months, per hour 53c

2nd six months, per hour . 55 % ¢

3rd six months and thereafter, per hour....60 %

(b) Motor Conductors

1st six months, per hour . 55 %
2nd six months, per hour .. .60%

3rd six months, per hour . ..65% ¢

(c) Shop and Barnmen

Shop foreman, per month $ 185.00

Day foreman , per month 180.00
Night foreman , per month . 175.00
Foreman Carpenter, per hour. 88 €
Leading hand carpenter, per hour 834

Carpenters, per hour
Air-brake and wheel lathe operators, per hr..78 €

Painter foreman , per hour . 834
Painters , per hour... 73 ¢
Cleaners, washers and yardmen, per hour . .52 %2 ¢

Truck and Car Repairers

1st six months, per hour ..
5572 ¢

2nd six months, per hour . 60 % ¢
3rd six months,per hour . 6572 ¢

Leading hand while so acting to receive 5 ¢

per hour extra, Foreman while so acting 10 ¢

(d) Track Maintenance

Track foreman , per month . . $ 147.25

Switch repairmen , per hour . 60 ¢
Trackmen , per hour. .57 % 2 ¢
Greasers and switch cleaners, per hour .. ..5272 €

( e ) Office Staff

Accountant , per month .. $ 180.00
Cashier and timekeeper, per month . 120.00

Stenographer and clerk , per month 100.00
Cashier and night clerk, per month , 100.00

Advertising Manager, per month . 160.00

Chief Inspector, per month 175.75

Ticket Agent, per month 166.25

Inspectors, per month . 166.25

Claims Agent , per month 175.75
Night clerk and timekeeper, per month .. 150.00

( f) Rates of Pay for Sundays, etc. , and for Training

Students .

All men operating cars shall be paid on the same
basis with one hour extra allowed for time worked

on Sundays. Should a legal holiday occur during

his shift, he will be paid one-quarter of a day's pay

extra . Where an employe is called upon to work on

his regular day off , he shall be paid double time .

Motor conductors for training students shall be

paid 5 ¢ extra per hour.

WORKING CONDITIONS

1 . Motor-Conductors and Conductors .

(a ) Lectures . Deleted .

(b ) Rules and Regulations .

All employes shall be come efficient in all rules and

regulations covered by the Rule Book which shall be

carried in the possession of the employe at all times

while on duty ; all employes shall be subject to an

examination in said rules and regulations at any time ,

(c ) Working hours

Eight (8 ) hours shall constitute a day's work and
shall be observed as far as operating conditions per

mit . When operating conditions necessitate

schedule time up to and including eight hours and

thirty minutes, payment shall be made therefor at

straight time .

Except as above provided, a working week shall

consist of forty -eight (48) hours . No motor
ductor or conductors on a regular run shall work

more than six (6 ) days per week . Overtime to be

computed from Monday morning till Sunday night.
Further, no motor conductor or conductor shall

work more than six hours overtime any one week

except during Fair Week or a period of epidemics.

(d ) Runs,

Ali regular runs shall be made in two ( 2 ) shifts as

nearly equal as possible , and shall be completed
within twelve ( 12 ) hours .

A new " Sign-up sheet" shall be posted every three

months and shall include therein the runs of all

passenger, scenic, freight and work cars, as well as

snow sweepers and sprinklers.

No runs of less than seven and one -half hours

(7% ) shall be classed as regular runs, but they shall

be placed on the regular " Sign up Sheet."

All regular runs becoming vacant by sickness,

leave of absence, discharge, resignation other

causes, shall be filled from the list of spare men ,

Extra men filling last half of late runs and book.

ing off duty after eleven p m . shall not be required

to report early next morning .

Seniority .

Conductors and Motor Conductors shall have the

right to select their runs in order of seniority of

service, and for this purpose a new seniority list shall

beposted along with each new " Sign up Sheet.".

If a man is off duty duringthe signupthe Chief

Inspector shall make a choice for him and he shall

work run so chosen until next regular sign up.

All promotions to Inspectorship shall be made
from the Motor Conductors who have over one

year's service.

Spare men shall be given regular runs according

to seniority and any spare man refusing a run in

rotation of seniority shall be placed at the bottom

of the list of spare men and the next spare man in

order will be entitled to the run .

(f ) Holidays.

In the granting of holidays as provided in Clause

6 of the General Preamble, senior men shall be given

preference and choice as to when same shall be taken .

(g) Car for Employes.

Passenger cars shall be provided to convey em

ployes to and from their work, night and morning,
as heretofore.

Car Equipment.

Motor conductors will see that the car they oper

ate is supplied with kiln dried sand at all times .

Single truck cars shall also have proper sanders,

Stoves and front vestibule windows shall be placed

on all cars from October 1st to May 1st following.

All cars shall have the front vestibule window taken

off and cleaned once in every two weeks ; viz, on

their day off. The front vestibule of all cars shall be

kept as warm and as comfortable as possible during

the winter months and for this purpose foot mats

shall be supplied .

All cars shall be maintained in a good state of

repair and comfortable for operation.

(i) Extra Duties.

All regular men, when called out for extra duties

shall be paid from the time they are required to re

port at the car barns or at waiting room until they

are finally relieved, and they shall not be paid for

less period than two hours for each call .

( j) Spare Motor Conductors .

Spare men shall be given preference according to

seniority of eight ( 8 ) hours work per day or as

nearly eight (8) hours per day as possible .

All spare men reporting at or before six a. m. and
not allotted a run shall be paid for a period of one

and one-half ( 19 ) hours for such report and for a

period of one hour for each report after six a. m.

Any spare man reporting at or before six a. m .

and although not then allotted a run, shall , if on a

later report he is allotted a night run, be entitled to

receive payment for reporting at or before six a. m.

as hereinbefore provided .

Spare men shall bepaid straight time for all time

worked except on recognized legal holidays and Sun
days for which they shall receive the same rate as
regular men.

The Department agrees to keep the permanent

list of spare men not to exceedthe numberofforty

( 40) .

( k ) Taking Cars Out and Reporting Time.

All time shall be computed from the time ordered

to report at Car Barns.
Sufficient time shall be allowed to take out cars

after reporting at car barns andsufficient relief time
shall be allowed for meals .

When acar is takenoff a run for repairs it shall

be returned as speedily as possible to its proper run

except for good and sufficient reasons .

Spare men and regular men neglecting to report

for duty at the schedule time, unless prevented by

sickness, or withoutnotifying the carstarterone

hour fromschedule time, shall serve at the bottom

of the spare list forthree days, provided , however,

that should they personally report at 7. a.m .,,10

a. m . and 4 p . m ., theyshall be allowed their regular
run next day.

Travelling Time.

When it shall take ten or more minutes from the
waiting room at the corner of 2nd St. E. and 8th

Ave , to the point of relief . Motor Conductors shall

be paid fora period of fifteen( 15) minutes travelling
time to and from the said point of relief.

( m ) Uniforms.

The clothing supplied by the City of Calgary for
Motor Conductors and Conductors shall consist of
the following :

One full uniform , including cap and one extra pair

of pants eachyear; onepea jacket every twoyearsand an overcoat every four years.

In the caseof allmenin the service of the Depart

a

CON

or
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the SepartementTicketsadvance to all Motor Con

ment for one year or more, the City shall pay the
full cost of all uniform , and in the case of all men

under one year's service, the City shall pay half the
cost of the uniform .

All articles of clothing which have been in the

possession of the men for six months or more shall
thereafter become his absolute property , except in

the case of pea- jacket when it will be after one
year. And overcoats after two years' possession.

All caps , including light summer caps and badges,

will be supplied by the City without charge, and

shall remain the property of the City and returnable
on demand .

( n ) Lavatories.

As far as practicable lavatories shall be provided
at the most suitable terminal of each line . Such

lavatories shall be kept in clean and sanitary
condition .

(0 ) Lost Parcels.

Parcels found in cars by employes which have been
properly tagged as provided in Rule Book will

be returnedto the employe finding same if not
claimed by the owner within sixty (60) days after
being duly advertised as required by law .

Change in Tickets .

ductors and Conductors the sum of $25.00 to $50.00

for the purpose of making change or purchasing

tickets for sale .

During the first year of service Conductors of

Motor Conductors may be required to furnish a
Bond for this advance .

All Conductors or Motor Conductors receiving such

advance must be prepared at all times upon inspec

tion to show the amount of such advance in cash or
tickets.

All Conductors and Motor Conductors shall be

provided by the City with money changers which

shall be the property of the City .

( 9 ) Leave of Absence .

Employees shall make all applications for leave

of absence by means of a register placed at the wicket
at the car barns .

Thereafter, if the service will so permit without in
convenience , leaveof absence shall be granted .

One month leave of absence shall be themaximum

allowed any employe in one year, except in special

cases when by the consent of both parties to this

Agreement a further period of sixty (60) days may
be allowed .

Any employe overstaying his leave of absence shall

automatically cease to be an employe of the Depart

When it is necessary for an employe to make ap

plication for leave of absence to perform the duties

of any office in Division 583, such application shall

have priority over all other applications and upon

return to duty, he shall retain the same seniority
rights as if he had not been absent .

( 1) Sick Leave.

Not more than thirty days sick leave shall be

granted at any one time; provided, however, that if

medical evidence is produced as to the necessity for

same, a further thirty days may be granted, and if

necessary a further period of thirty days sick leave

may be granted, not to exceed in all six clear months.

Satisfactory medical evidence shall be necessary

for the granting of any sick leave.

Regular men on sick leave shall, when returning

to duty, notify the Department not later than five

o'clock p. m . onthe preceding day (shouldsamebe
on Saturday, then before 12 o'clock noon) . He shall

then be allotted a run for the following day .

(s ) Grievances & Disciplining of Employes.

The Chief Inspector and GeneralForeman shall

have theright to discipline employes for all misde

meanors, the penalties for which shall not exceed
five days suspension . In case of more serious infrac

tion of the working rules , or where the employe has

already been twice suspended by the Chief Inspector

of Foreman , the following rules shall govern :

The name of the complainant shall be given to the

employeand he shallbeentitledtoa hearing by the

Superintendent in the event of his being suspended

OF discharged by the Superintendent for the said
offense he shall be givennotice in writing stating the
cause thereof. He shall then have the right to have

the case investigated by a grievancecommittee com
posed of members of Division No. 583 . Said com

mittee shall have the right to have appeal to the

Superintendent on behalf of the employewhen evi
dence from both sides shall be submitted. Such in

vestigation must be held within six days (holidays

and Sundays excluded )from the date uponwhich

the employe was notified as hereinbefore provided.
In the event of the decision ofthe Superintendent in

the said appeal of the Grievance Committee aot

being satisfactory thesaid Grievance Committeein

conjunction with the appointed officers of the Fed

eration, shall have the right of appeal to the City
Commissioners or the Commissioner in charge, for

the time being , of the Street Railway Department.

If a satisfactory settlement is not then reached the

Division , through the Federation shall require the

matter to be referred to a Board of Arbitration .

When employes are exonerated , payment for lost

time shall be made.

2. Barn Staff

(a ) Working Hours .

Eight (8 ) hours shall constitute a working day .

Five and one-half ( 5 % ) days or forty -four (44) hours

per week shall consitute a week's work. One bour

extra shall be allowed for all Sunday work.

Carbarn employes shall punch the clock going on
and off duty.

(b ) Holidays.

Holidays shall be granted as provided in Clause 6

of the General Preamble .

Time shall be paid to all employes working on all

legal holidays as set forth in Clause 7 of the General
Preamble .

(c ) General .

In case of reductions in staff the last one shall be

the first laid off provided the older employes are

equally capable of carrying on the duties or business.

The person laid off, when available ,, will be given

first preference of employment and allowed seniority

according to his previous time served .
When filling a vacancy for day, work preferenco

will be given men according to seniority and ability.

When a man is called upon to perform duties for

a period in excess of two (2 ) days carrying with it a

higher rate of pay than his ordinary duties, he shall

receive said higher rate of pay during the period

in which he is called upon to do such work.

3 . TRACK MAINTENANCE MEN .

Working Hours .

Eight hours shall constitute a day's work ; viz, from

8 a . m. to 5 p.m. , with one hour off for lunch or such

other hour as may be mutually arranged .

Six (6) days per week shall constitute & veek's

work and one day shall be allowed off in every seven.

This may be varied to a 5 % -day week at the discre.
tion of the Commissioners when circumstances

warrant it .

One hour extra shall be allowed greasers working

on Sundays except where Sunday is his regular day

off, when regular overtime rate shall be allowed .

(b ) Overtime.

Trackmen and switch repair men shall be paid

time and one-half for all Sunday work. All em.

ployes called on shift on their day off shall receive
overtime as per Clause 7 in the General Preamble.

(c) Holidays .

Holidays shall be granted to all employes as per

clause 6 of the General Preamble .

( d ). General .

Switch repairmen shall be named by the track
foremen.

Signed on Behalf of the Corporation of the

City of Calgary

R. C. MARSHALL
Mayor.

A. G. GRAVES;
City Clerk

Signed on behalf of the Amalgamated Association of

Street & Electric Railway Employes of America

Division No. 583

W. J. HARTRICK,
President .

P. LANGLEY,

Secretary.

.
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IF YOU DON'T RECEIVE

YOUR MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

Fill in this coupon and hand to your F. 8., or

mail it to THE MOTORMAX AXD CONDUCTOR , 360

E. High Strest , Detroit , Mic

Name .. Div .No......

Street ..

Former Address ..

No........ Street .

Post Office..



Let Us Serve You !
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you are in need offinancialadvice, want

help with your income tax, or just want

a dependable and trustworthy institution

to deal with, you will always find this

bank willing and anxious to serve you.

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

Branches Throughout Detroit
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BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORMS
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TO EVERY WEARER .

For Sale Deadore
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Fashion LETTER

1

1

1

5409

5402

5419

542/

Prevailing styles make it very apparent that curves are again

in fashion, waists seem to exist and hips are in evidence al

though slightly .

Tiers, flounces, plaits and plaitings make both day time and

evening dresses interesting; even the two piece jumper frock

is shown with a two tiered skirt .

Prints are again used for ensemble suits and costumes , with

coats of silk or cloth , and as in the previous season, the cloth

of the coat trims the frock , and the dress material lines the
coat . The ensemble with short jacket is new featured with a

dress of printed silk trimmed with satin , and a hip length

coat of satin trimmed with printed silk .

Short coat suits are much in evidence .

Scallops are seen on many new dresses . A very pretty skirt

shows scallops in sawtooth outline .

Plastron effects are in great favor. One recalls the “ bosom "
effects of former seasons in this new feature .

A very attractive blouse has the plastron extending over the
back in the form of a round yoke. The front is embellished

with embroidery and a graceful jabot .

The metal cloths so much in vogue during the past season ,

are again in evidence, and used for daytime dresses and blouses.

A pretty model in gold and brown metal cloth , portrays a one

piece tailored dress , with high tie collar, and close fitting sleeves

Fullness in plait effectat the sides of the skirt portions relieves

theotherwise plain effect.

Necklines continuehigh, sometimes with tie or scarf collar,

again with convertible collar. The turnover collar is a good

" between ” the high and low effect. Where an open neck is

desired, the " V " outline is usually chosen .

Chemisettes and gilets of crepedechine or lingerie are much
in evidence . A narrow fold of white makes a pretty finish for

a " V " neck .

Many of the long sleeves are slim and tight , and finished
with tailored cuffs or cuff facings . Puff sleeves are also shown ,

some with the puff added at orbelow the elbow. Short sleeves

in kimono cut are also in vogue.

Knife plaiting is used for trimming on coats and dresses .

Capes are so generally accepted, they have ceased to cause

much comment . They may be long or short , tailored , formal

or informal , and of silk or cloth .

5404 . Misses ' & Ladies ' 5421 . Girls' Dress .

Dress . Cut in 4 Sizes : 8 , 10 , 12

Cut in 8 Sizes : 16 , 18 and and 14 years . To make as

20 years for Misses and Small illustrated for a 10- year size

Women , and 36, 38 , 40, 42 in the large view requires %
and 44 inches bust measure yard of taffeta 40 inches wide

for Ladies. A 38 inch size re for collar facing and front of

quires3 % yards of 54 -inch the waist, and 2% yards of

material . The width of the wool rep 40 inches wide for

skirt at the lower edge , with skirt, short sleeves, bolero ,

plaits extended is 2% yards. back of waist and underpor
Price 126. tion of collar. If made with

out the bolero 74 yard less of

5419. Child's Dress. the rep is required. If made

Cut in 4 Sizes: 4 , 6 , 8 and with long sleeves, 25 yards

10 years.
A 10 year size re of the rep is required. Price

quires 2 % yards of 36 - inch 12 ¢ .
material with 4 yard of con

trasting for collarand cuffs.
Price 124. 5409 . Ladies ' House Dress

with Slender Hips.

5412. Ladies' Apron. Cut in 9 Sizes : 38 , 40, 42 ,

Cut in One Size : Medium . 44 , 46 , 48 , 50, 52 and 54

It requires1 % yard of 36 - inch inches bust measure,
A 42

material. Price 12 ¢. inch size as illustrated will re

quire 1 yard of plain material

5049. Child's Dress . and 47 & yards of striped ma
Cut in 4 Sizes : 2 , 4 , 6 , and terial 32 inches wide . The

years . A 6 -year size re width of the dress at the

quires 248 yards of 36-inch lower edge with plaits extend

material, Price 12 é . ed is 2% yards. Price 12 ¢.

5402 . Ladies' Dress.

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38 ,

40, 42 and 44 inches bust 5398 . Child's Rompers.
measure . A 38-inch size re Cut in 3 Sizes : 6 mos.; 1

quires 5 % yards of 40-inch and 2 years . A 2 year size

material if made with long requires 1 % yard of 36- inch

sleeves. Without the loug material with Yg yard of con

sleeves 5% yards are reqnired. trasting for pocket and facings
The width ofthe skirt at the on sleeve bands and leg bands

foot is 378 yards. Price 126 . Price 126,

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP - TO -DATE SPRING

and SUMMER 1926 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color

plates, and containing 500designs of Ladies,Misses 'and Child
ren's Patterns, CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE

ARTICLE ON DRESSMAKING , ALSO SOME POINTS

FOR THE NEEDLE (illustrating 30 of the various, simple

stitches )all valuablehintsto thehome dressmaker.

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO . ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

.

5412

54098

&

5398

5099
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The Go-Ahead Man
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An ill - fitting , poorly made uniform is like a " block” on a man's

road to success . His industry , honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier .

A Bloch uniform is " two bells” and ahead for the man of " pep”

and ambition. It is so carefully made, so clearly above the ordinary

in tailoring, so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name. Always

insist upon seeing this label.

FARMENT

CAMERICA

UNITE
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Company

Cleveland :

Send mefree, a

Trolley Jim

Time Book

ROEKEN

In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY , Cleveland , Ohio
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REPUBLIC PRESIDENT AT MEXICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR CONVENTION

IN MEXICO CITY

Seated on the convention speaker's platform , from left to right are : A , F. of L.

Fraternal Delegate Wm . D. Mahon; President Plutarco Ellias Calles of the Mexican

Republic; Convention Chairman Fernando Rodarte; Secretary of Commerce, Industry

and Labor Luis N. Morones of President Calles' Cabinet. Secretary Wm. Taber stands

second from the left and directly in the rear of President Calles. International Treasurer

L. D. Bland stands immediately at the left of Secretary Taber. The picture was taken

in the Convention hall upon the day of attendance at the convention by President
Calles , and on the fifth day of the Convention.

MEXICAN WORKERS STRUGGLE FROM old amusement house, interesting because

SLAVERY of its quaint construction and five tiers of

By L. D. Bland galleries were 1525 trade union delegates

from all parts of the Republic, some 60 per

In the City of Mexico , one of the most
cent of these delegates coming from and

picturesque spots on the North American representing the peasant element in the or

continent, was held March 1-6 , 1926 , the ganized labor movement of Mexico.

Seventh AnnualConvention of the Confed A seasoned trade unionist from the United

eracion Regional Obrera Mexicana, known States, viewing from the platform the Mexi

throughout Mexico as the Crom , and on can Federation of Labor in action , could not

this side of theRio Grande as the Mexican fail to be impressed with the great change

Federation of Labor.
that is taking place in that unfortunate

Assembled in the Hidalgo Theatre, country for the betterment of its people,an
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and particularly for the betterment of its Scharrenburg of San Francisco, representing

long oppressed workers . There they were, the California State Federation of Labor ;

more than 1500 men and women, old and and John Horn of Los Angeles ,representing

young, representing an organization of the Los Angeles Central Labor Union. Both

workers only eight years in existence and addressed the convention and were given an

comprising a membership of nearly a mil attentivehearing and appreciative applause,

lion and a half. These delegates came from Robert Haberman , well known to A.F. of

the Federal District and every state, terri. L. delegates as

tory and island within the jurisdiction of

a representative of the

Mexican Federation of Labor, acted as in

Mexico . Their dress was as varied as the terpreter for the American trade unionists.

environments under which they lived , from Accompanying International President

the neat, modern attire of the skilled arti Mahon were William Taber, financial sec

sans to the large straw headgear , blankets, retary - treasurer of Division 241 , and L. D.

jeans, sandals and bare feet of the itinerary Bland, International Treasurer,
both of

workers and peasants. Chicago : The visiting trade unionists from

The officers of the convention , who never the United States were extended the full

serve two terms consecutively, all elected courtesies of the convention and at the

by the convention delegates, were able, close each was presented with a beautiful

competent men . This convention was pre gold emblem .

sided over by Fernando Rodarte, a pioneer
Mexican Convention Action

in the Crom movement, who showed much The high spots in the convention action

diplomatic skill as a chairman. Subjects of the Mexican Federation of Labor follow :

affecting the welfare of the workers and of A resolution was passed providing for the

the nation were discussed generally, and the foundation of an Institute of Social Sciences,

ability of these delegates to express them a workers' college for the training of trade

selves, coupled with the practical action that union leaders. The school is to be main

almost invariably followed, was most con tained by the Crom andwill open May 1,

vincing that a real movement to lift the 1926. The students will be registered from

people of Mexico out of the ignorance, all labor unions in the Republic of Mexico

poverty, misery and destitution that has according to percentage of membership.

made them the prey of foreign exploiters for A resolution was passed calling for the

centuries — some of the same crafty indus foundation of a Rehabilitation Institute, to

trial interests that are still exploiting our be supported by the Government and the

own people has been established, and Crom.

genuine era of prosperity for the Mexican

The purpose of this is to rehabili

tate workers who have been disabled in in

people has begun . dustrial accidents .

To the practical observer. at this conven A resolution was endorsed calling on the

tion it was plainly apparent that the or
President of the Republic to curb the ac

ganized labor movement of Mexico is doing tivities of the military in assuming a Fascist

effective work to improve the standards of attitude toward the labor movement and

the country, which is undergoing a great
assassinating labor leaders.

peaceful revolution for the better , and that The Rochdale co-operative system was

if the people of Mexico are permitted to adopted as the basis for the construction

work out their own problems in their own of workers' homes and operation of produc
way there is a great future in store for their

țion and consumption co-operative societies

country. by the Crom.

The interest manifested by these delegates
Resolutions were endorsed calling for the

in the success of their movement was in foundation of a labor bank and a farm loan

tense . There was apparent a fervor that in bank .

dicated deep sincerity, and during some of A resolution was passed to call a conven

the discussions the talks from the floor de
tion of miners, for the purpose of creating

veloped into bursts of oratory from these the National Federation of Miners.

poverty-clothed men and women workers
The last day of the convention, Saturday,

that brought thrills to their appreciative March 6, was devoted to reports of labor

listeners. attaches and Mexican delegates to various

A. F. of L. Represented international conventions, among which were

Representing the American Federation of
those of the Mexican representatives at

Labor at this convention as fraternal dele
Geneva, Switzerland ; Argentine, Germany,

gate was W. D. Mahon , International Presi Italy, France, Russia and the United States.

dent of the Amalgamated Association of Eulalio Martinez , labor attache to Russia,

Street and Electric Railway Employes of in his report objected to the espionage to

America . He was no stranger to the Mexi.
which he was subjected throughout his stay

can workers , having visited their country on in Russia . He stated that even his mail

two previous occasions with the late Samuel was opened . As a result of this report the

Gompers to aid them with their movement. convention adopted the following resolution:

When he addressed the delegates and con “ Considering the incorrect form in which

veyed the well-wishes of the organized our delegate , Eulalio Martinez , was treated

workers of America and of President Green
while in Russia, being subjected to indecor

and officers of the A. F. of L. for their suc.
ous espionage, the Crom suspends all ac.

cess , he was given an enthusiastic reception . tivities and classes of relations with the

Other trade union representatives from workers' organizations of Russia until it

the United States at the Mexican Federa explains satisfactorily its conduct towards

tion of Labor Convention were : Paul our delegate .
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“ Let there be made a public protest

against the manner in which our delegate,

Martinez , was treated by the Moscow In

ternational .

“ That the executive council request the

diplomatic representatives of Russia in

Mexico to stop lending moral and economic

support, as they have been doing, to the

so -called radical groups , enemies of the

Crom and of the workers. "

Elect New Officers

As is the custom each year with the Crom ,

a new executive committee was elected to

take charge until the next convention . The

new officers follow : Ricardo Trevino , secre

tary -general; J. Marcos Tristan, secretary of

interior; Lomberto Elias , secretary of agri

culture; Louis Navarro , secretary of exterior ;

Ignacio Viscarro , secretary - treasurer ; Louis

N. Morones , president .

Morones Closes Convention

In a lengthy address, which inspired the

delegates to repeated enthusiastic applause,

Louis N. Morones, secretary of commerce,

industry and labor in President Calles ' cab

inet , the founder of the present labor move

ment of Mexico , and a man of rare ability ,

closed the convention at 8 o'clock Saturday

evening, March 6 .

Calles Addresses Convention

The most thrilling of the many interesting

incidents of the Seventh Convention of the

Mexican Federation of Labor was the ova

tion given President Plutarco Ellias Calles

and Secretary of Commerce, Industry and

Labor Louis N. Morones when they ad

dressed the delegates on the fifth day of the

convention. These men , both trade union

ists graduating from the ranks and both in

early, life inured to the hardships of the

Mexican peasant, came to the labor con

vention without frills or flourish , as common

as the rest, In his opening talk , President

Calles said he addressed the delegates not

only as President of the Republic but as a

brother unionist and fellow Mexican . He

said , " Domestic and foreign interests , fo

mented by the aristocracy of this country ,

desire to divert and obstruct our course .

He criticized the " malevolent Mexican press

for attempting, in this age of fundamental

social reforms to raise the issues of religion

and special privilege and ofexemption laws

in order to stir up new civil war.”

President Calles in his talk urged the

people to work , that Mexico might become

independent economically , thereby realizing

its potential capacity to be a great and

powerful nation .

“ Then ," he continued , " we will be in a

condition to enact all laws we regard suit

able, without any nation of the world at

tempting to discuss or examine them , or

undertaking to impose its judgment upon

Establish 3,000 Schools in a Year

The President expressed gratification over

the strong development of organized labor

in Mexico, and renewed his government's

dedication of all its strength and force to

the formation of a new Mexico. He told

of the great work that had been done in the

government's educational campaign , by

which he stated 3,000 rural schools had

been established in the past year and were

now functioning, and that the people were

being lifted from " the condition of virtual

slavery " prevailing before the revolution .

“ This government," President Calles con

tinued , "has demonstrated undeniably the

fallacy of the belief formerly prevailing that

Mexico would be unable to develop without

foreign aid. We have demonstrated that

Mexico in the future can develop itself , rely .

ing upon our own resources , thus reaching

economic liberation . All the forces of our

government are b < ing directed to this end

and must have the support of all the people ,

because without actual economic independ

ence we shall never be able to reach actual

political independence ."

In concluding his address President Calles

outlined the financial accomplishments of

his administration, including the establish

ment of the Agriculture Loan Bank , the

Bank of Mexico and other agencies for the

assistance of the farmers.

Throughout the address of President

Calles the applause was vigorous and pro

longed . It was evident that he is loved by

the Mexican workers .

History of Mexican Movement

When it is realized that the present

Mexican labor movement is only eight years

old , the progress it has made is remarkable.

" Ten years ago," said a wise old head at

the convention , we were slaves , practically

afraid to look up . Now we are freemen,

standing up and asserting our rights, and

we mean to attain them . Our labor move

ment , co-operating with honest men in gov .

ernment , has brought about this great

change , and so long as the government re

mains true to the workers we will stand by

Our labor movement has been

salvation . "

A brief history of the Mexican labor

movement, officially related through

labor sources in Mexico , follows :

" General Diaz , dictator in Mexico for 34

years up to 1910, although in many ways a

great statesman , not only did not try to

solve the social problems but suppressed any

attempt of labor to organize and better it's

conditions.

" Against the dictatorship of Diaz, Fran

cisco I. Madero , visionary of great

strength of character and exceptional hon

esty , started a successful revolution in 1910 ,

and succeeded in forming a government

which introduced many valuable social laws

Unhappily, the reactionary movement plung

ed the country into a prolonged civil war ,

which ceased only in 1920 when General

Obregon was constitutionally elected presi

dent of Mexico. But even Obregon had to

fight against reactionary and foreign influ

ence , which in 1923 fomented a short-lived

rebellion hea ed by Adolpho de la Huerta.

Several months later the labor candidate,

General Ellias Calles, was elected president

by a majority of 1,300,000 votes over his

opposing candidate.

" This ten years of struggle brought about

sound social legislation embodied in the

Constitution proclaimed in February , 1917 ,

it. our

as

a

us . "
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The Constitution , as far as social legislation Finally in the year 1912 the first important

is concerned , provides for a redistribution of labor organization, “ La Casa del Obrero

land , so that every peasant family will be Mundial” ( The House of the International

able to live from the product of its work, Workman ), was established , its hopeful in

and will either own in its own right a sep fluence being_immediately felt throughout

arate parcel of land, or will have the right the Mexican Republic.

to use jointly -owned village property in ac "Notwithstanding the persecution of the

cordance with the old Spanish and pre reactionary military dictator, Victorian

Cortesian traditional Indian laws, the Huerta, the labor movement began to sense

specific term for such a system of commonly its possibilities, but not until the formation

owned village lands being “ ejidos." Το of the Confederation Regional Obrera Mexi

effect this re -distribution of land, it has been cana (known now under the initial letters

necessary to reclaim in the name of the de. C. R. O. M. ) , did it present a real and ma

spoiled peoples those large tracts of Indian , terial
power .

This Confederation

communal and national lands which ,during founded by Louis N. Morones, then an

the years of oppression, had been illegally electrician, now Minister of Industry, Com

taken over and held by some few large land merce and Labor in President Calles' cabi

The fact is that at the beginning net, Ezequiel Salcedo, labor attache in

of the Twentieth century, out of a popula Berlin and Jose Barragan Hernandez, who

tion approximating 16 millions, only about was later traitorously killed by paid mur

48,000 owned land, and about 10,000 of derers of the reactionary government .

these held some 93 per cent of the land
" A preliminary and first meeting of the

(excluding, of course , national lands) . Such
organizers of the Crom was called in Sal

illegal owners were forced to return these tillo in 1918, at which time the basis and

lands to the people or to expropriate them general plan of the future organization was

(against indemnity) and redistribute them worked out. Morones, with Ricardo Tre

among those dispossessed peasants who vino , leader of the Labor bloc in the Mexi

couldmake their living only by working the can Parliament, and J. M. Tristan were

soil . elected the first secretaries.

" Regarding labor legislation , Article 123 “ With the Congress of Zacatecas in June,

of the Constitution of 1917 is equally as 1919, the Crom became a real entity. One

important as the regulations concerning land hundred and ten delegates from all over the

distribution . This article provides for the Republic and representing approximately

eight hour day ; for a minimum wage ; for 100,000 members, some 60 per cent agricul

councils of mediation and arbitration ; for tural workers, the remaining 40 per cent in

maternity and childhood protection; for dustrial workers , attended this Congress.

collective bargaining ; for social insurance,
" The general basis of organization and

etc." The opposition of capital , both internal program of the Crom is notunlike that of

and external , however , has made the carry

other Federations oflabor in Europe and the

United States.

ing out of these provisions very difficult.

Never has the Crom fallen

Internally, the opposition found expression
into the trap of current politics, which it

considered always as an arm , never an aim ,

in the formation of powerful bodies of land
This ideal , as a matter of fact, was the in

owners, mine owners, merchants; externally,
spiration which led the Crom leaders to

foreign capitalists had the support of their

respective governments .

organize the political Labor Party (Partido

Laborista ) of Mexico , the constitution of

" To have pacified the country without re which explicitly states that the party de

linquishing any of the principles of the revo pends upon and is aninstrument of the or

lution will remain an undying glory for Gen ganized Labor movement of Mexico and is

eral Obregon . Obregon was the pacificator;
not supposed to supersede it.

In reality ,

Calles follows as the organizer . Such is the theleaders of the LaborParty are also the

political history of Mexico .
leaders of the Crom , the secretary -general

“ The labor movement has been no less being Juan Rico , one of the founders of the

phenomenal in its advancement. Although Crom , while the Parliamentary leader is the

the first labor organization , a union of rail same Ricardo Trevino who was one of its

waymen , was started in Mexico in 1888, it first secretaries .

met with the fate which was to befall all " The progress and growth of the Crom

similar organizations following it , that of during these first eight years of its existence

being suppressed immediately by the Diaz has been enormous. Its membershiphas

government.
mounted from 40,000 in 1918 to 1,500,00

“ The first organized strike took place in at the present time, the composition remain

the copper mines of Cananea with Plutarco ing more or less the same (60 per cent

Ellias Calles , then a modest school teacher , agricultural and 40 per cent industrial

now President of the Republic of Mexico, workers). There is practically no town of

among the leaders . This strike was cruelly village in Mexico where it has not some

suppressed by the soldiers of Diaz , as were ramifications.

later the strikes in the textile industry cen

The joint budget of the

Crom and the Labor Party exceeds $ 250,000

tering around the city of Orizaba. So that a year, this figure of course not counting the

at the close of the Diaz regime in 1910 there budgets of the composing unions. Its mem

was no legally recognized labor organization bers are perfectly disciplined. As proof,we

in Mexico . have only to recall the great Firstof May

" Madero encouraged labor organizations manifestation, when in Mexico City alone

and labor supported him enthusiastically . 93 unions , with over 100,000 members, took
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some

part ; or again, the fact that organized labor while three states , Mexico, Hidalgo and

decided the issue of the last presidential Aguascalientes, have labor governors.

campaign, loyally and whole-heartedly sup "While the great forward movement

porting General Calles. among the laboring classes of Mexico is to

" Better conditions of livelihood for the be credited directly to the Crom and its

Mexican workman have become a reality leaders, this same enthusiasm has some

due to the efforts of the Crom . While be times crystalized in other labor organiza

fore the revolution the average salary was tions, some collaborating with the Crom ,

about 50 cents a day, today in Mexico City others opposing it. Among its antagonists

it is about three pesos, or $1.50 a day, a are the Ĝeneral Confederation of Workers

similar change being, felt throughout the (Confederacion General de Trabajadores), an

Republic. Collective bargaining is a fact all anarchist organization with 12,000

over the Republic. Now , under pressure of members, the Communist organizations with

the Crom , Parliament is discussing the ap some 5,000 members, and some religious

plication of the new Labor Law drawn by labor organizations, especially on the Pacific

Crom leaders themselves. Already its gen coast, with some 25,000 members. The

eral terms have been approved by Parlia Railway Union, while not antagonistic to

ment and there is no doubt that the moral the Crom , guards its autonomy. It counts

prestige and the real power of the Crom will about 70,000 members.

carry it through. “ The international obligations of

" In the work of educating the Mexican ganized labor have never been slighted by

masses, the plans of the Crom are far the leaders of the Crom . For some years

reaching. To -day they are being put into before 1919, the late John Murray, Samuel

effect under government authority , the pres, Gompers andLouis N. Morones planned for

ent cabinet of General Calles being inspired some sort of closer contact between the

in all its social dealings with the spirit laboring classes on the American continent,

implanted by the Crom. Morones, as Sec but the World War and internal revolution

retary of Industry, Commerce and Labor, in Mexico prevented the plan from being

can see realized many of the reforms he realized until 1919 , when at a preliminary

dreamed and planned as a poor electrician meeting at Laredo on the Mexican border,

who, through vicissitudes, self-sacrifice and the Pan -American Federation, comprising

political persecutions, strove to assert the eighteen American countries, was organized.

personality of Labor organized . Calestino Several congresses have been held since, the

Gasco, another leader of the Crom, after most important being the one held in Mex

having been governor oftheFederalDistrict ico City in 1921 . William Green, president

(Mexico City and surroundings) for three of the American Federation of Labor, is now

years , is now chief of the national factories, president of the Pan-American Federation ,

or

1

VERRUZ

2. SEE

Group picture of the delegates of the 7th Mexican Federation of Labor Convention,

taken astheconvention is being addressed by InternationalPresident w,D. Mahon
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Louis N. Morones, leader of the Crom, is

vice-president, Matthew Woll , treasurer ;

Chester Wright , English secretary, and

Santiago Iglesias of Porto Rico , Spanish

secretary .

Contact with European labor organiza

tions dates back to 1918, when Morones

made a trip to Europe, especially to get into

touch with the French and Italian unions.

In 1921 Eulalio Martinez and Fernando

Rodarte were sent by the Crom to Russia

to study conditions there, their trip , how

ever, giving negative results . Relations with

the Amsterdam Federation of Trade Unions

are friendly , Morones and Ricardo Travino

having paid two visits to Amsterdam, while

J. W. Brown , one of the secretaries of the

Amsterdam Federation , spent several months

in Mexico studying conditions,

In October of last year, A. A. Purcell ,

president of the International Federation of

Trade Unions, and Ben Smith , secretary

general of the British Transport and General

Workers' Union , both members of Parlia

ment in Great Britain , made a short visit to

Mexico as delegates of the British Trade

Union Congress , which served to strengthen

the bonds of understanding and good will

between the workers of Mexico and those of

Great Britain .

LIMITATIONS OF BUS SERVICE

an( Taken from address of President

Britton 1. Budd of the Chicago Rapid

Transit Company before the A. S. of C. E.

at Kansas City, recently , in which he shows

that bus service cannot economically sub

stitute rail cars. )

Rapid development of the bus , or, as we

prefer to have it known , the motor coach ,

in the interurban transportation fields have

given railway operators a new problem .

That problem is to find the best and most

economical use to which the motor coach

can be put, then to fit it into its proper place

in our transportation system . It is the busi

ness of transportation companies to supply

the public with the character of service it

demands. If the public prefers to ride on

rubber tires at increased cost , the transpor

tation company must supply that service,

even though it may not be the most

economical.

For the solution of the problem , the pub

lic must look to the men who , by experience

and training are qualified to perform this

service . That rapid strides are being made

in co -ordination of facilities is seen in the

manner in which steam and electric railway

companies have adopted the motor coach.

A survey made by the National Automobile

Chamber of Commerce shows that some 20

steam railroads are operating motor coaches

as a part of the irregular passenger service

at the end of 1925 and that 18 others are

considering the installation of similar serv

ice . The same survey shows that 51 steam

railroads in the U. S. and Canada are using

motor trucks to supplement their freight

service .

The adoption of the motor coach by the

electric railways of the country is much

more marked . In 1920 only 16 electric

railway companies used motor coaches as a

part of their service, while at the end of

1925 there were 290 companies using them.

This great increase has come in the last

two years. In January, 1924, only 14% of

the electric railways of the country were

operating motor coaches. In January , 1926,

the proportion had risen to 35%. These

companies are operating 13,000 miles of

motor coach routes. That most of this

traffic is new business is seen in the fact

that electric railways in the same period

carried more passengers than ever before in
their history.

This extensive use of the motor coach

and the motor truck by the railway com

panies is only a small phase of the industry,

The number of independent motor coach

operators has increased until there is a net

work of routes all over the country. All

told , there are said to be 70,000 motor

coaches now in operation throughout the

country , and estimates have been made that

the number will reach 100,000 by the end

of 1926 .

While the experience of the last few years

has demonstrated the usefulness of the

motor coach as a transportation agent , it

has shown as clearly that it has certain

definite limitations . The experience in some

instances has been a costly one to the public

and to private investors. The public suff

ered because of inadequate service and the

independent motor coach operator lost all

or part of his investment . In the urban

field it has been shown by the experience

of Akron and Des Moines , to mention only

two of the number of cities which tried the

experiment , that the motor coach is not

suited for mass transportation . It cannot

substitute for the electric railway . In the

interurban field the experience of Indiana

is a strong argument for co -ordination of

the motor coach with the electric railway .

Comparison of the relative speeds and

carrying capacity of the motor coach , the

street car and the rapid transit line-- ele

vated or subway - under heavy traffic con

ditions, tends to place each agency in its

proper place in urban transportation . Under

average conditions in the large city during

the hours of heaviest travel, the speed of

the motor coach is from 8 to 9 m . p. h . ,

and the utmost capacity of double-deck

buses under the most favorable conditions

in a one-way movement is from 5,000 to

6,000 passengers per hour. The average

speed of the surface electric car is from 9

to 11 m . p . h . and its carrying capacity

from 14,000 to 16,000 passengers, The

rapid transit lines, subway or elevated,

operating trains instead of single cars , have

an average speed of from 14 to 15 p. m . h.

in local service and from 18 to 25 miles in

express service . The maximum capacity is

from 35,000 to 50,000 passengers an hour.

Certain definite conclusions may be drawn

from the Indiana experience. It proves

that competition between two transporta

tion systems serving the same communities

prevents either system fromgiving the pub

lic the best service . It proves that rates
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as a

of fare that do not provide a reasonable

rate of return on the capital investment

lead to bankruptcy .

Type of Service Should Determine Fare

Many motor coach operators made the

mistake of establishing rates of fare on a

competitive basis with electric railways .

Motor coach service costs more to produce

than electric railway service and it probably

always will . But the public demands this

special service and has shown its willingness

to pay a higher rate of fare . This is seen

in the patronage given the motor coach in

New York, Chicago, St. Louis and other

large cities where higher fares are charged

than on the electric railways,

Although no general rule can be laid down

to apply to every situation, either with

respect to motor coach operation or the rate

of fare to be charged , experience indicates

that in city service the rate necessary to

maintain motor coach service should be

approximately twice that paid on electric

railways. In interurban service the rate

would be from one-third to one -half more

than the railroad rate . The future of motor

coach industry depends on its being made

self-supporting .

California was among the first of the

states to adopt the motor coach on an ex

tensive scale . At first the industry was

entirely unregulated , but afterward the

motorbus was brought under the regulation

of the state railroad commission, which

prescribes the system of keeping accounts.

An incomplete report issued by the Cali

fornia Railroad Commission covering motor

coach operation in that state for the year

1924 brings up the question whether the

rate structure is sound .

An analysis of the report made by the

chief statistician of the American Electric

Railway Association shows that while the

California motor bus operators carried 1.5

per cent more passengers in 1924 than they

did in 1923 and their total revenues showed

an increase of 8 per cent, their net revenue

from operations showed a decrease of 7.6

per cent . Operating expenses, exclusive of

taxes, increased 10 per cent over the previ

ous year. Taxes were increased 165 per

cent during the year when they are de

ducted the net income showed a decrease

amounting to 42.5 per cent .

The California motor vehicle operators

have had moreexperience than those of any
other state. Nearly all of them operate

independently of electric railways. If , as

the report shows, they are finding it neces

sary to increase their operating ratio in spite

of an increase in business , it indicates that

the rate structure is not on a sound econ

mic basis, Electric railway companies

which have gone into the motor coach busi

ness have generally adapted a rate structure

from their railway practice. Experience so

far tends to show that railway rates applied

to motor coach transportation will not

cover the cost of operation .

Proper Maintenance Facilities Needed

City motor coach operation and interur

ban or inter-city operation are separate and

distinct propositions. Motor coaches en

gaged in long -haul operation must be at .

tractive in type and comfortable.

In interurban and inter -city service motor

coach schedules must be arranged with

great care. They must provide for conveni

ent rest stops and public omfort facilities .

These conveniences must be counted in the

capital investment and in the cost of opera

tion and maintenance, things which many

irresponsible independent operators did not

consider .

Bus Placed in Transportation System

In summing up the motor coach situation

in the urban and interurban field some fairly

definite conclusions may be drawn from the

experience we have gained. In city service

the motor coach has its greatest economic

value when operated in conjunction with

electric railways. It is a most convenient

agent to give transportation service along

boulevards and parks and to serve

feeder to electric lines in territory not other

wise served . In the suburban and interur

ban fields the motor coach is most successful

for comparatively short hauls of 20 miles or

under. In long -haul traffic it is not as use

ful nor as economical an agent as the high

speed electric railroad and should not be

operated in territory served by rail . As an

auxiliary to the railroad the motor coach

has its greatest usefulness in the interurban

field, as it can be used to serve territory

contiguous to the railroad for a distance of

25 miles or more. The cost of operating

motor coach service is greater than the cost

of supplying rail service, and that is always

likely to be so. Railway operators with

their special training and experience are the

men best qualified to operate motor coaches

and co-ordinate them with the railways .

It is apparent that in the near future,

under a properly co -ordinated transporta

tion system , the motor coach business will

simmer down to a sound economic basis .

Where it will be found economical to oper

ate motor coaches they will be run , and

where it is found that the public will be

better and more economically served by rail

lines, the latter will carry the traffic .

1

A letter from Brother Arthur Blackwell ,

financial secretary-treasurer of Division 107 ,

Hamilton , Ontario, carries with it informa

tion that Mrs. E. R. Hunter and Mrs. A.

Alder, the widows of Brothers E. R.

Hunter and A. Alder, who were taken from

the ranks of that Local by death , extend

to the Amalgamated Association sincere

appreciation for the prompt payments of

the benefits that the membership of those

two brothers brought to their widows

through their death. Each received the

$800.00 death benefit. Brother Blackwell's

notation was of the many that come to the

International Office in response to the pay

ments of death benefits and such expressions

forwarded to International President W. D.

Mahon , concurs in his intense insistence

that, generally , the wives of members of the

Amalgamated Association are ardent sup

porters and advocates of organization .

I
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$
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It will be observed in the agreement of

Division 388, Newburgh, N. Y. , as pub

lished in this issue , that of the agreement

terms there is a provision providing that

during the life of the agreement the em

ploying property will pay sick and death

benefits. It provides for a sick benefit of

$ 15.00 per week and a death benefit of

$ 1,000.00 . There is no reasonable objection

that could be advanced by any employing

property to inserting such a provision in

collective agreements . How far will this

policy extend among employing properties ?

Wage workers organized are effective in

their own interests and the interests of the

social order are the interests of the wage

workers . The wage worker looks to that

portion of his production which comes to

him in the way of wages as his source of

livelihood and as his source of livelihood for

his family and dependents . Naturally he

is as interested in what his wage shall be as

are the capitalists interested in obtaining a

substantial return for investments or for

their capital. In fact , more as the

capitalists , if necessary can work and re

ceive compensation therefor in addition to

the return from their capital investments,

while the wage worker , generally , has but

very little , if any , capital from which he

receives an income.

is important , both to himself and the em

ploying property , that he should be a good

salesman. Individually, he contributes but

little in acquiring custom for the employing

property. Individually, he can contribute

nothing in making more productive to him

the customer to whom he sells his labor.

Associated with his associate employes in a

fair, co-operative spirit in advancing sales

manship and the solicitation of custom , he

can promote the business of the employing

property. Associated with his associate em

ployes he can advance the sale price of his

own product of his own labor. It requires

organization and mutual endeavor .

The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America

is one of the big units of the American labor

movement. It is an institution comprised

of street railway employes who are asso

ciated together in amutual purpose - thatof

improvement of the social order of street

and electric railway employes.
Those of

the big Amalgamat
ed

Association are quick

to recognize dissoluting elements.

Associatio
n

is a construct
ion

of the brain

power of street railway employes. The As

sociation represents what the street railway

employes who form it believe to be the

proper and most productive policy course

that may be resultant from such associating

together. The members shape their own

policies. The members provide for protec,

tion from disintegrat
ion

.
It has evoluted

as an organization for thirty-four years to

its present status and policies.
Its whole

history is marked with progress of those

who have participa
ted in the construct

ion

of the Associat
ion . Its policies, protective

and progress
ive, cannot be changed by a

so ,
The

men . en

Street railway employes are told by their

employing managements that they are sales

The employing managements

deavor to educate the street railway em

ploye in line with the idea that he is a

salesman . What does he sell ? He sells the

salable business of the employing property.

He sells the product of his own work . It
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

single or minority unit . These changes are

and must be wrought by the majority and

at this period in the life of the Association

the majority is vast , as in numbers it is a

vast organization .

to aThe membership of the Amalgamated

Association have established many meansof

benefit. One of these is resultant from the

establishing ofthe benefit feature of the

Association. The gratifying advantage of

this may be noted each month by consult

ing the benefit that each member contrib

utes to beneficiaries of departed members,

Each member has the satisfaction of know

ing that he has contributed to each and

every one of those condoling benefits that

passes to the beneficiaries left behind by

departed members. Does not organization

appeal to the unorganized ?

Of the two great nations of the earth ad

vertised as representative of democracy and

government , wherein the majority may rule

and where the laws may be obeyed for the

immediate protection of individual elements

of the social order, are the British govern .

ment and the United States . In both of

these two great nations the people elect
their rulers. Supposedly , the majority

rules . In both of these great nations it is

conceded that wage workers have the same

right to associate together in organization

for mutual advantage and for the promotion

of the social order as have the employing

elements or Industries. Protection of indi

viduals in their rights depends upon those

who control the protectorate or police power.

International President W. D. Mahon ,

aside from his general work as director of

the Association, has given special attention

situation developing in Cleveland ,

Ohio , where changes in theemploying prop
erty franchise are being sought. The

questions arising in this situation are as to

what effect changes sought by the employ .

ing property would have upon future work

ing conditions of Division 268 proper. The

Akron , Bedford and Cleveland Branch of

the Local is not involved in this question .

The Local is also having the assistance of

the Central Labor Bodyof Cleveland upon

this situation, It is the opinion that it

will work out satisfactorily . Upon the

Michigan Electric Railway property, the

management has submitted to the members

of the five Locals employed,a proposition

for a reduction in wages. The Locals are

opposing this by a counter proposition for

an increase in wages and a submission for

an extension of the agreement to cover in

terurban busses operated by the Southern

Michigan Transportation Company, held by

the management to be a subsidiary of the

M. E. R. Conferences are still in progress

upon this situation, as the present agree

ments continue to June 1 . It involves the

employes of the Jackson , Battle Creek ,

Kalamazoo , Lansing, Owosso and the inter

urban roads connecting these properties,

Associated with Vice-President Fitzgerald .

he has taken up the subject of renewal of

agreement withthe Agreement Committee

of the D. U. R. Branch of Division 26,

Detroit, Mich . and the management of the

employing property . These agreements

cover themembers employed upon properties

in Flint , Pontiac, Port Huron, Ann Arbor

and interurban lines connecting these prop

erties with Detroit , including the Detroit ,

Monroe & Toledo interurban line and Divi

sion 111 , Ypsilanti, Mich . This matter is

in a stage of conference at the present

writing—May 12.

If there are groups of wage workers to

whom organization appeals, the Indian

apolis street railway employes are one of

them.
In Indianapolis the street car con

ductor or motorman receives wages for his

first year of service at 37 ¢ per hour. He

receives straight wages for overtime work

he may do . For the second year of service

he receives 38 cents per hour. For the

third year of service he receives 39 cents

per hour.
For the fourth year of service

he receives 40 cents per hour. For the fifth

year of service 41 ¢ and for the sixth year and

thereafter he receives 42 cents per hour for

his work. That employe recognizes that he

is receiving far below the wage received

under collective agreement relations in

Gary , Ind., where the street car workers

are organized. He senses that he is receiv

ing slightly more than one-half the wages

paid to organized street railway workers in

the little city of New Castle, Pa .
He rec

ognizes that he receives barely one-half the

wages received by the street railway, men of

Springfield, Mass., where the workers are

organized. The wages he receives are the

wages fixed without his pleasure or partici

pation in fixation and they are fixed by the
employing management. But the manage

ment associated with other employing con

cerns controls the police power of Indian

apolis. Is that a sample of democracy and

the real nature of democracy's laws ?

First International Vice - President William

B. Fitzgerald since last reported has as

sisted the International President in the

general affairs of the Association. A serious

situation arose in Akron and Canton and

the interurban lines on the property of the

N. 0. T., including the N. 0. T. Branch

of Division 268 , Cleveland . This situation

is placed under the advisement of Board

Member McMorrow . The company had

taken an arbitrary stand relative to renewal

of agreement and in the matter of bus

operators being included . He also associated

with President Mahon in work upon the

D. U. R. agreement that is in a conference

stage between the D. U. R. Branch of

Division 26 and Division 111 , Ypsilanti,

Mich . and the employing property at this

writinga-May 12 . He visited Cleveland

upon the franchise subject that is involving
Division 268 proper—the members employed

upon the Cleveland Railways property . It
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is believed that an amicable adjustment will

be effected upon that situation .

Second International Vice- President P. J.

O'Brien at Manchester, N. H. assisted

Division 717 in working out a renewal of

the old agreement , which was successfully

obtained . Per his report of May 1 , schedule

work was in progress upon the employing

property with a view of establishing the 8

hour day. This subject was in a conference

stage at the close of his report .

Fourth International Vice-President

George A. Dean in April visited San Diego

and Bakersfield, Calif. , from where had come

requests for assistance in organizing. He

found the situation in both cities of a na

ture not to warrant the attempt at or

ganizing at this time and per his report of

April 30 , he had returned to Stockton .

IE

10

course

Sixth International Vice - President Albert

E. Jones reports that under date of April

10 the award upon the wage arbitration in

volving Division 738, Hamilton, Ohio , was

granted and carries with it a wage increase

of 2 cents per hour, creating wage rates of

50 cents per hour for first three months

service men ; 52 cents per hour for the next

nine months service men and 54 cents per

hour thereafter.

Eleventh International Vice - President

John M. Parker, who was at St. Catharines,

Ont . , in advisement with Division 846, re

ports that the Local has renewed the old

agreement for another year with the em.

ploying property . He reports the Local to

be well officered and in a progressive state.

Vice - President Parker was later dispatched

to Indianapolis, Ind., where , with Vice

President Robert B. Armstrong, he was to

assist the Indianapolis street railway em

ployes in their endeavor to organize upon

the Indianapolis street railway property ;

Soon after the arrival of the International

Officers the endeavor of the employes to or

ganize became known to the management

and it appears that the conception of the

company officials was that the movement

was incepted by the International Officers.

With this conception, the company officials

started a campaign in an endeavor to drive

Vice-Presidents Armstrong and Parker from

Indianapolis. Threats and innuendoes were

used by the company officials. In this they

apparently obtained the co-operation of the

city police . The basis of the company's

was that the International Officers

were serving to obtain a violation of the

master and servant agreement under which

the officials of the company hold that the

employed are individually working. Per his

report of May 6 , these threats and in

nuendoes are continuing and extended into

the courts by petition of the Company for a

revival of injunction proceedings.
It ,

seemingly , has not intervened the intention

of the employes to organize , as it is a mat

ter solely with the employes themselves,

they having an absolute right to organize ,

regardless of their master and servant agree

ments with the employing company, as any

agreement that holds an employe in service

contrary to his rights as a citizen , is in direct

violation of the Fourteenth Amendment to

the United States Constitution. No Inter

national Officer has a right under the laws

of the Association to exact from members of

the Association that they violate any agree

ments or that they create a strike condition.

It is the duty of the International Officers,

however, to assist the members in obtaining

what they themselves want . Per his report

of May 6, the management of the property

was in the courts on petition for an in

junction.

12
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Seventh International Vice- President

James Largay, who is assisting Divisions

Numbers 118 , Pottsville and 433 , Lans

ford , Pa., upon agreement work , where the

subject of wage was submitted for arbitra

tion , reports that the arbitration board has

been completed by the acceptance of Mr.

Charles F. Ditchey of Shenandoah , Pa . as

the third arbitrator. He reports that the

arbitration conducted by him in the interest

of Division 641 , Shamokin , Pa ., has been

completed, with an award that reinstates a

discharged member, the question of whose

reinstatement was in submission in arbitra

tion in that case . The member is rein

stated without pay for lost time, thus con

verting the dismissal penalty inflicted by the

company to one of suspension, rather than

the extreme penalty. Per his report of May

1 , the wage arbitration at Pottsville and

Lansford, Pa . was awaiting an early or

ganization of the chosen arbitration board .

Eighth International Vice -President M. J.

Murray recently visited San Francisco ,

Calif., where he consulted with the officers

of Division 518 and reports that the Local

obtained an increase in wages of 40 cents

per day or 5 cents per hour. The Local

works upon the 8 -hour service day basis .

Following the fixation of the wage rates that

applied to the platform employes , other

crafts employed upon the property sought

to have the aggregate of this wage diverted

to include employes exclusive of members of

Division 518, which are known as platform

employes. Vice -President Murray reports

that this change in the award of the Com

missioners is very highly improbable.

Twelfth International Vice- President Raoul

Trepanier attended a Trades and Labor

Congress of Canada conference with the

Canadian Prime Minister and Cabinet Min

isters in Ottawa , Ont . The object of this

conference was to present proposed legisla

tion and changes of legislation to the Minis

ter , which was done. Features sought are a

modification of the conciliation laws of

Canada and the right of Canadian em

ployes to function in organization work in

the interest of the members of the various

organizations, such as letter carriers, other

postoffice employes , etc.
At this confer

ence , which was under the direction of

President Tom Moore of the Canadian

Tradesand Labor Congress,was Brother
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row has given advice to the Cleveland Local

proper, upon the franchise change provisions

that involved the membership of that Local

and per his report of May 8, was assisting

Division 380, Elyria, Ohio , upon agreement

work conferences.

Bert Merson of Division 113 , Toronto , Ont. ,

who is also an officer of the Trades Con

gress. While in Ottawa, Vice -President

Trepanier attended and addressed a joint

meeting of Division 279 and the Carpenters '

Local Union of Ottawa . He also attended

a special Board Meeting of Division 279,

where agreement work was taken up and

outlined. Vice- President Trepanier reported

most favorably upon the present and prob

able future progress of Division 279, being

confident as he left the situation, that the

Local will satisfactorily obtain a renewal of

agreement.
was

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair at

Guelph , Ont ., held meetings of Division 796

on the affairs of that Local . He reports

that the Local has elected new and efficient

officers and bids fair to proceed successfully

in its future relations with the employing

company.
He then dispatched to

Rochester, Syracuse and Utica, New York,

to assist Divisions Numbers 282, 580 and

582 upon joint agreement work . Per his

report of May 8, conferences had resulted

in a proposition from the employing com

pany to renew the old agreement with slight

concessions asked by the Locals. This

proposition was awaiting a referendum vote

of the members of the Locals . In an in

terim in this work , he attended and ad

dressed a meeting of Division 789 , Gates,

N. Y. , and is in advisement with the officers

of that Local upon agreement work , pend

ing conferences .

name

Fourteenth International Vice- President

Robert B. Armstrong in April was detailed

to assist the employes of the Indianapolis,

Ind . street railway property in organizing

work that had been instituted . His first

report explained that a healthy movement

was under way to which an encouraging

number of the employes had committed

themselves . The work had been extended

in complete secrecy . The management of

the employing property failed to discover

the movement or the development of the

organizing, spirit, until the appearance of

Vice- President Armstrong upon the situation.

Later, dispatched to aid him , was Vice

President John M. Parker . April 17, an

alleged company representative giving his

as Bridges, served upon Vice- Presi

dents Armstrongand Parker an injunction

that had been obtained a long time since ,

enjoining the city , as well as any one else,

from enforcement of a safety ordinance that

had been previously passed by the City

Council . It was inferred to them that this

prohibited them in their detailed work. Per

his report of May 2, civic police seemed to

be championing the purpose of the company

in its endeavor to prohibit the employes in

organizing . This is rather of an unusual

attitude on the part of civic authorities and

leads back to the days of centuries ago in

the attitude of administrative forces con

trolled exclusively by employing properties ,

when for an employe to be found encourag

ing his associates to organize , he was pen

alized by the severing of one ear, as well as

other penalties to be inflicted by the police

element of the then social order .

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea is assisting

Division 974, New York , N. Y. , upon griev

ance work , the principal of which is dis

charge of a member held by the Local as

unwarranted in the matter of the extreme

penalty: . He reports that the membership
of Division 967 has been transferred to

Division 726 , the old Staten Island Local.

This resulted from limitations of work upon

the property upon which the members of

Division 967 were employed . He is also in

advisement with Division 726 upon wage

agreement work. At Morristown, N. J. he

is assisting Division 947 upon wage agree

ment work . A counter proposition to a re

quest for an increase in wage made by the

management , applied only to Dover city em

ployes and per his report of May 2, this

work , together with the agreement work of

Division 726 , was in continuance as in con

ference stages.

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow has under his advisement the

strike situation involving the members of

Divisions Numbers 98 , Akron ; the A. B. C.

Branch of Division 268 , Cleveland ; 696, the

Akron, Canton and Massillon interurban

unit of the N. 0. T. property, and Division

No. 702, Canton city employes , the mem

bership of which Locals is at present locked

out of employment or denied the right of

collective bargaining. The company refused

to renew the old agreement, except that

changes should be made which were prac

tically disastrous to theLocals , including the

striking out of the union clause of the agree

ment and also refused to include bus oper

ators within the agreement . Following con

ferences , work was suspended May 3. While

upon this situation , Board Member McMor

G. E. B. Member John Reardon , in con

tinuing his work upon the Eastern Massa

chusetts agreement in the interest of Divi

sion 174 , Fall River, Mas and associate

Locals , reports that conferences resulted in

submission of all questions in dispute rela

tive to the agreement , for arbitration and

the case is pending the appointment of an

arbitration board . Included in this arbitra

tion will be the wage question. He has

associated with the Joint Advisory Board of

Division 281 , New Haven , Conn. and asso

ciate Locals upon the Connecticut Consoli .

dated Traction properties upon agreement

work. The Locals are in preparation of a

new agreement for submission to the man

agement , At Waltham, Mass. , he reports

that a wage settlement has been reached in

the interest of the members of Division 600 ,

by which a 2 cents per hour increase was

obtained . This creates wages at 48 % cents

per hour for first three months service men ;
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53 cents per hour for the next nine months to adjust a dispute that had arisen through

service men and 57 cents per hour for those the instituting as a subsidiary a new bus

of more than one year in service, with 5 company for the operation of busses as

cents per hour added to these rates for feeders to the rail cars . The company took

members operating one - man cars and busses. the position that the busses are being oper

An understanding was reached relative to ated by the Peoples Transfer Company,

the manning of busses by members of the which is separate from the street railway

Association . At Framingham he advised company, but in reality is a company

with Division 620 upon the subject of wage established by street railway officials. Per

rates proposed by the Local to be submitted his report of May 1 , this situation was

in theway of an application for an in- pending further conferences which heleft
crease in wages. This property is in the in the hands of the Local and a committee

hands of a receiver and the court advises of the Central Labor Union of Shreveport

that the present wage rates continue until a and he was dispatched to Atlanta, Ga., to

reorganization of the property. He is assist Division 732 upon grievance work.

further assisting the Local upon the subject On his way to Atlanta he visited Sheffield ,

of reinstatement of a dismissed member, Ala. in the interest of organization. He

which has been submitted for arbitration. found two of the employeswho desired to

At Northampton , Mass . he attended and become members of the Association at large .

addressed a meeting of Division 549 and

assisted the officers of that Local upon the G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover con

adjustment of a grievance, which case per
tinues his work in Winnipeg, Man . , in as

his report of May 8 was yet pending. ' In
sisting Division 99 in re -establishing itself.

the course of his work he has associated
He has assisted the Local upon agreement

with the officers of Division 589, Boston,
work with the employing property and re

Mass. upon agreement work and has also
ports that an acceptable collective agree,

under his advisement the matter of adjust ment has been consummated . He has held

ment of a jurisdiction dispute as between
various meetings of the Local, at each of

the Machinists and the Local . which have been added members . He re

ports the Local to be well officered and is

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt reports confident of its substantial advancement ,

that the Electrical Workers ' strike at Butte, even in the face of the tricks and misrepre

Mont. has been settled and the thirty sentations of the 0. B. U. , that some years

seven Electrical Workers have returned to ago set itself to work in an endeavor to

work at the old wage rates. This excludes destroy the entire labor movement of

any further threatened conditions of the in Canada .
It was this impossible movement

volvement of Division 381 in this strike.
that originally disintegrated the Winnipeg

Some of these thirty -seven members of the Local through its impossible professions of

Electrical Workers are employed upon the what it could do for the wage worker in

property of the street railway , but the advance of what the wage worker could do

settlement relieves Division 381 from any in the exercise of his brain power in any

further annoyance . other organization.

G. E. B. Member William F. Welch, fol STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

lowing the renewal of agreement of Division

689 and the employing property in Washing Akron , Ohio,-Divisions Numbers 98,

ton , D. C. , assisted the Local in the adjust Akron , 696 and 702 , Canton and the Akron,

ment of grievances that existed . He was Bedford and Cleveland Branch of Division

then dispatched to East St. Louis, Ill . , to 268 suspended work the morning of May 3.

assist Division 805 upon agreement work. The real cause of this suspension was of

Conferences failed to result in an agreement such nature that it could be regarded more

and the wage feature was submitted for as a lockout on the part of the employing

arbitration, The arbitrator chosen by property . These Locals for years had co

the Local is Attorney W. L. Perry, Presi operated with the management in a vigor

dent of the Local and the arbitrator chosen ous endeavor to make th Northern Ohio

by the employing property is Engineer C. E. Traction property a properly protected prop

Smith . The case is awaiting the selection erty as against the competition that arose

of a third arbitrator. Per the report of through independent bus operation and jit

Board Member Welch of May 8, it is shown ney service, which beset the service as in

that the Waterloo Branch of Division 805 many other sections . In the course of

does not come under this arbitration and time this competition was practically elim

the wage question for this branch of the
inated, perhaps more through the efforts of

Local is yet in a conference stage . the unions thanany other element. Then

the N. 0. T. Company installed bus service

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson re as an adjunct of the street railway service

ports that an adjustment of the bus dis in Akron and Canton . Immediately there

pute relative to the manning of busses in was shown a spirit on the part of the man

volving the members of Division 128 , Ashe agement of the propertyto antagonize the

ville , N. C. has been made through the Amalgamated Locals by refusing to include

assistance of a civic committee. The com the busses within thecollectiveagreements,

pany has conceded the operation of busses It was clear that the management assumed

to members of Division 128. At Shreveport , that they hadreceived from organized labor

La , he assisted Division 558 in an endeavor
all the assistance they regarded necessary

TO
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arin the protection of the property, as management, the employes recognized a con

rangements had been completedby the city dition of lockout and suspended work . The

authorities giving the N. 0. T. Company company has added busses to the service,

exclusive controlof transportation so far as whichservice is operated by non- union men.

the cities were concerned . A year ago, The Locals are being assisted by General

after this spirit of antagonism had shown Executive Board Member Edw. McMorrow

itself, the Locals submitted the question of and Vice - President A. H. Jones.

whether the busses should come under the

collective agreement, for arbitration, hopeful LETTER TO OFFICERS AND MEMBERS

of settling this question through orderly ON LABOR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

procedure. The Locals had also asked for

desirable increase in wages, which accom

Detroit , Mich ., April 12, 1926 .
panied the bus question for arbitration. In

To the Officers and Members of the Local
the construction of the arbitration board

member of the Board of Directors was ap
Divisions of the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes
pointed by the company as its arbitrator of America .

and the company succeeded in getting
Fellow Workers : I take this means of

prejudiced third arbitrator, who denied both

the increase in wage and the privilege of
bringing to the attention of your Divisions,

the newly formed Labor Life Insurance
operation of bussesby the members of the
Locals, This Company, and to urge that you take part

was passed over by the

Locals, hopeful that at a later time the
in making this new movement on the part

of Labor a success.
company would show a different disposition.

Then the management incited certain of the
The Union Labor Life Insurance Company

members not to pay their dues in the or
has been organized through the direction,

ganization .
and has the full approval and co -operation,

The agreements provided that
of the American Federation of Labor. It iswhere members refused to pay their dues,

wilfully , they should be suspended from
a life insurance company organized by the

service . Trade Unions for the purpose of protectingThe management of the property

supported these particular employes in en life insurance, and bringing the cost of it

tering court to obtain an injunction re
down to its actual cost without great profits

straining the Locals from insisting on com
to anyone.

pliance with the agreement. It is generally The Company is organized under the laws

known that individual wage workers do not of the State of Maryland, and has its head

enter courts or assume the expense of it quarters in the Federation Building at

themselves and this injunction proceeding Washington , D. C. The By-laws of the

appears as convincing evidence to the other
Company provide as follows:

" Sec . 1 .
employes, that the company was back of

AUTHORIZED ISSUE. The

this move and that these particular em
maximum amount of the capital stock

ployes whohad entered court were not look
authorized by the Articles of Incorporation

is One Million Dollars ($ 1,000,000.00) , but
ing upon their employment as trainmen or

car operators as their exclusive wage source ; the Company may commence its operation

that it was quite probably that they were
at any time it is deemed best by the Board

in the employ of another employing concern
of Directors after Three Hundred Thousand

aside from the Northern Ohio Traction Dollars ( $ 300,000) has been paid in on ac

Company. In the event that this was their
count of capital stocksubscriptions.

“ Sec . 2 . PAR VALUE .
status, it was clear to the employes that The capital

they were there to assist the company in its
stock shall be of the par value of Twenty

destructive purposes. five Dollars ($ 25.00 ) per share, but it shall
However, the viola

tion of the agreement by the employing
be sold at Fifty Dollars ( $50.00 ) per share,

to create a surplus equal to the amount ofproperty was tolerated for several months,
the capital.

until the appointed time came for an appli

cation for changes in the agreement.
" Sec. 3. The sale of capital stock of the

Then

the Locals asked for an increase in wages Company shall be confined to International

and improved and National Trade Unions, Local Unions,
working conditions. The

State Federations of Labor , City Centralmanagement of the property , very pre

sumably under the instructions of the direc
Bodies and other forms of organization of

labor and members thereof affiliated to the

tors of the property, advised the represen

tatives of the Locals that no further agree
American Federation of Labor and such

other labor organizations and members
ments would be made to include elimination

thereof as the Board of Directors may de

of prejudice or favoritism on part of the
cide from time to time.

management. Further, the company re " Sec. 4 . In order that the capital stock

fused the requested increase in wage.

However, the exclusion of the non -dis
may be widely distributed, and that all

criminating feature of the agreement was
groups of Organized Labor may participate

in the ownership and management of the

recognized by the employes as the undis
Company, the maximum amount of stock

puted entering wedge into the relations of which will be sold to any National or Inter
the Locals and company for the purpose of national Union shall be Eight Hundred (800 )

ultimately destroying the organizations. The shares ; to any Local Union or Local Central

membership insisted upon a renewal of the Body, Eighty (80) shares ; to any individual

agreement in its entirety, with an assurance ten ( 10 ) shares.

that it would not further be violated by the “ Sec . 5 . HOW TRANSFERRED. The

management and as this was refused by the capital stock may be transferred on the
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one or

a

was to

books of the Company either in person or stallment plan , which givesten ( 10 ) full

by an attorney , but none of the stock issued months to pay up at Five Dollars ($5.00)

or re-issued more times, may be per month per share.

sold or transferred by the holder thereof, nor For any further information you will ad

be sold or transferred by legal process , or dress Mr. George W. Perkins, A. F. of L.

operation of law, until the Company shall Building, Washington, D. C.

have had an option to acquire the said stock The Trade Union Insurance Company has

for its own account or for the purpose of been organized to cover the workers of the

resale at the price at which it was originally United States and Canada, and is to that

sold by the Company, plus a per cent, not extend an International insurance company.

to exceed six per cent per annum on the Again I would appeal to every Local

investment , and as may be deterimined by Division , and to every member of this Asso

the Board of Directors, provided that any ciation, to give this matter careful consid

dividends which may have theretofore been eration, and to interest yourself in order to

paid on such stock shall be deducted from help promote an insurance company that

such purchase price . The Company shall will stand not only as monument to

have thirty days after the stock has been Labor but will enable the workers of the

tendered to it at its home office , during country to establish insurance upon a safe ,

which time it may purchase such stock at sound and economic basis.

the aforesaid price.
With best wishes , I remain

“ Sec . 6 . DIVIDENDS. (a ) Dividends
Fraternally yours, W. D. MAHON ,

upon the capital stock shall be limited to
International President.

6% per annum upon the amount of the

original investment in the capital stock and
TRADE UNIONS WIN GENERAL STRIKE

contributed surplus of the Company.

(b) After the payment of dividends upon The whole world became intensely inter

the capital stock each year , as hereinbefore
ested in watching the course of a so-called

provided, and after the setting aside of an sympathetic strike situation in Great Britain

adequate surplus for the protection of policy embracing wage workers of England, Scot

holders, the remaining profits shall be divid
land and Wales. The cause of this sym

ed among the policy holders of the Com
pathetic strike was the lockout of miners

pany in such proportions as the directors imposed by the British mine owners . The

may deem fair and just . lockout instituted compell the

“ Sec. 7. VOTING RIGHTS. The vote miners to accept a 1393 per cent reduction

on all questions in the stockholders ' meet in wages and force them to work an addi

ings shall be by shares; and each share of tional hour to the 7 -hour day that had

the stock shall be counted as one vote. All previously prevailed .

stock must be voted by the owner of it in Data published in connection with this

person , or by a person authorized by a strike shows that the mine workers were

power of attorney to vote such stock . " receiving wage rates ranging from approxi

You will note by these provisions that the mately $5.00 to $ 16.00 per week, the basic

stock of this Company is under the control scale being from $8.00 to $ 12.00 per week.

of the Trade Unions , and so arranged that The proposition of the mine owners would

no one person , or set of persons, can get have reduced this weekly wage 1343 per

control of the Company. It also provides cent and force the miners to work 6 hours

for six per cent ( 6% ) dividends , and then more per week to earn the reduced wages.

whatever profit there is goes to the policy The presumption is that the mine owners

holders . This will keep the insurance at its instituted this campaign of wage reduction

cheapest and lowest safe basis, and at all on the miners from the fact that the British

times protect the policy holder. government had served notice on the mine

Already many International Unions have owners that the subsidy having been re;

taken stock . Your own Association has ceived by them since the World War would

taken Four Hundred (400 ) shares of this be discontinued and a purpose to impose

stock . This action was taken at the last this subsidy upon the miners themselves.

General Executive Board Meeting after a Other crafts associated in the British

thorough discussion of the subject and the Trades Congress withthe mine workers ex.

full and unanimous approval of the Board, pressed their sympathy for the mine workers

and I take this means of appealing , first, to in the way ofinstituting a so -called general

every Local Division of our Association to sympathetic strike.

take some shares of this stock . If you are The British government under the present

not financially able to take Eighty ( 80 ) premier is what is known as a Tory govern

shares you can take any amount, from one ment or practically a government by cap

share which will cost Fifty Dollars ($50 ) up italism, with capitalism in control. The

to eighty shares . Its investment is good , government immediately took the attitude

which will pay Six Per Cent ( 6% ) , and by that it should be afighť to a finish and that

taking stock you will show your interest and wage workers should be sufficiently punished

encourage the work of this Company. I to tend to disrup the organizations of labor.

would also appeal to every member to also The strike lasted nine days and as each day

take stock . If he cannot take Ten ( 10) succeeded the other , the situation became

shares, which is Five Hundred Dollars more intense by added numbers of em

( $500) worth , he can take one share , or as ployes on strike, until practically all of the

many shares as he feels able , and under the industrial plants of Great Britain

provisions they can be paid for on the in stopped. Labor showed its power .

were
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Disbursements from the Death , Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of March , 1926,

were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows :

Death Benefits

Ella Wiles, beneficiary , death claim of Robert

Williams, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis . $ 500.00

Mts . Elsie J. Warrick, beneficiary, death claim

of Orville E. Warrick , deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 800.00

Arthur P, Hanson, administrator of estate of

deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Harvey R. Hanson, deceased , late member

of Div, No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , La

Grippe ( Influenza Type ) ... 800.00

Hannah Bozan , beneficiary , death claim of

Daniel Bozan , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia ... 800.00

Matilda Snider, beneficiary , death claim of N.

D. Snider, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa ; cause , Per
forated Gastric Ulcer .. 800.00

Mrs. Hilma Grimes, beneficiary , death claim

of John H. Grimes, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, I11 .; cause, Shock

and injuries sustained by being crushed be

tween street cars ; accident . 100.00

Elizabeth O'Donnell , beneficiary , death claim

of Michael O'Donnell, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 618, Providence , R. I .;

cause , Pericarditis .. 800.00

Reta Lynch, beneficiary , death claim of John

P: Lynch , deceased, late member of Div .

No. 757 , Portland, Oregon ; cause , Sarcoma

of lower bowels . 500.00
Mrs. Elverthe Duplessis,beneficiary , death

claim of Joseph Duplessis, deceased, late
memberof Div . No. 194, New Orleans , La.;

cause , Pneumonia and La Grippe .. 400.00

Mrs. Cecila Kwilecki , beneficiary, death claim

of James Kwilecki, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich .; cause , Dia
betes . 600,00

Ellen Thelin, beneficiary , death claim of Wil

liam Thelin, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 308. Chicago, Ill .; cause, Pulmonary
Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs. Agatha Pearce , beneficiary, death claim

of Thomas W. Pearce, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 592 , Fredonia , N. Y .; cause ,

Bacteramia following operation for Fracture
of Oscalcis from fall from car... 800.00

Barbara Peters, beneficiary, death claim of

William Peters, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause , Myo
carditis , 800,00

Patronella Zoger, beneficiary , death claim of

William Zoger, (Zaeger) . deceased , late
member of Div . No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.;

cause, Acute Nephritis . 150.00

Edward W. Furlong, financial secretary of

Div. No. 811 , to apply on bill of funeral ex

penses, death claim of Jeremiah Schaeffer,

deceased , late member of Div . No. 811 ,

Norristown, Pa .; cause, Heart Disease.... 100.00
Mrs. Viola Mertz, beneficiary , death claim of

George F. Mertz, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause, Mitral

Stenosis and Rheumatic Heart Disease .... 800.00

Mrs. Helen Mizera, beneficiary, death claim

of John L. Mizera, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill. ,, cause ,

Bronchial Pneumonia and Cardiac Failure .. 800.00

Roxie Ann Birdwell, beneficiary, death claim

of. A. Birdwell, deceased, late member of

Div. No.725, Birmingham , Ala .; _cause ,
Broncho -Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mrs. Alice L. McEvoy , beneficiary , death

claim of Thomas J. McEvoy ,deceased, late

member of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass .;

cause, Accident -- Multiple injuries including

crushed chest from collision of two street
800.00

Annie Clark, beneficiary , death claim of

Thomas F. Clark , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 618 , Providence, R. I .; cause,

Tuberculosis of the Lungs .. 700.00

F.H.Wilson , financial secretary of Div. No.

235, for beneficiary , death claim of Thomas

Nash , deceased, late member of Div . No.

235 , Brockton , Mass.; cause , Diabetes

Mellitus .
800.00

Mrs. Olive Callahan , beneficiary, death claim

of Charles Callahan , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 757, Portland , Oregon ; cause ,

Diabetes 800.00

Mary E. Repp, beneficiary, death claim of

Fred W. Repp. deceased , late member of

Div. No. 757, Portland , Oregon ; cause ,

Pernicious Anaemia .. 150.00

Mrs. Mabel Johnson, beneficiary, death claim

of Harry W.Johnson, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 241 ,Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 500.00

Jennie Lydon , beneficiary, death claim of

Mark J. Lydon, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 448, Springfield, Mass.; cause ,

Acute Endocarditis .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary, Madigan , beneficiary, death claim

of Patrick Madigan , deceased , late member
of Div. No. 235, Brockton , Mass .; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Mrs. Mae A.Niven, beneficiary, death claim

of George R. Niven,deceased,late member

of Div . No. 192 , Oakland, Calif .; cause ,

Carcinoma of Colon , ( Liver trouble ) .. 250.00

Mrs. Mabel Rogers, beneficiary, death claim
of Daniel O. Rogers, deceased,late member

of Div. No. 425 , Hartford, Conn.; cause ,

Apoplexy . 800.00

Charles H. Reagan , financial secretary of Div.

No. 242, for beneficiary , death claim of

Harry F. McIntosh , deceased, late member
of Div. No. 242 , Montpelier, Vt .; cause ,

Tuberculosis of Lungs . 800.00

John J. Shaughnessy, beneficiary, death claim

of Fred Shaughnessy , deceased , late member
of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Scarlet Fever .. 800.00

Mrs. Emma Tucker, beneficiary, death claim

of Edwin H. Tucker, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Lobar
Pneumonia ..

800.00
Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, to applyon bill of funeral ex

penses , death claim of William Jarchow , de

ceased , late member of Div. No. 308 ,

Chicago , Ill.; cause , Lobar Pneumonia .. 275.00
Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 308 , for beneficiary, death claim

of David Fleet , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, Cardiac

Hypertrophy : 800.0

Mrs. Mary Helen Becker, beneficiary , death
claim of William J. Becker, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Gastric Ulcer . 250.00
Mrs. Ida Peters, beneficiary, death dlaim of

William Peters, .deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Pleuritis

Exudativa ..
800.00

Minnie Mary Kalb , beneficiary , death claim
of Charles Kalb, deceased, late member of

Div, No. 956, Allentown , Pa. , cause,

Uremia . 400.00
Mrs. Lessie Caldwell , beneficiary , death claim

of Peter A. Caldwell, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 732, Atlanta, Ga.; cause ,

Pneumonia . 700.00
Mrs. Rose Vinet , beneficiary, death claim of

Louis P. Vinet, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La .; cause ,

Chronic Parenchymatous Nephritis... 700.00

Mrs. Margaret F. Jeunnesse, beneficiary, death

claim of F. E. Jeunnesse, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 194, Mew Orleans,

La.; cause, Cardiac Hypertrophy ... 800.00

Mrs. MargaretShaw, beneficiary, death claim

of Erasmus Shaw , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Chronic

Nephritis . . 800.00

Margaret E. Perry, beneficiary, death claim

of Lewis Perry, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 618, Providence , R. I .; cause,

Post-operative shock from Gall Stones .. 800.00

Mrs. Frances Marie Ogren, beneficiary, death
claim of Alvin Ogren , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia . 100.00

Mrs. Malinda Souder, beneficiary , death claim

of Harrison H. Souder, deceased , late mem

ber of Div, No. 954, Souderton , Pa.; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis with Acute Emercabation

and Uremia . 400.00

Mrs. Mary Kelleher, beneficiary , death claim

of John Kelleher, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause, Carci.

noma - Primary in Stomach ; secondary in

liver and intestines . : 800.0

Annie J. Gorham , administrix of estate of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Edwin J. Gorham, deceased , late member of

>

1

cars ..
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Div . No. 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause , Myo

carditis, Ascites and Oedema . 800.00

Edna L. Crosby , beneficiary, death claim of

Solomon D. Grimes, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 589. Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis and Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00
Agusta Alkire, beneficiary, death claim of

Dan Alkire , deceased, late member of Div .

No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa ; cause , Broncho.

Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mrs. Sarah Chase , beneficiary , death claim of

Ezra W. Chase, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .; cause , Cere
bral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Mrs. Marie Slaton , beneficiary, death claim of

John T. Slaton, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 194 , New Orleans , La.; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia .. 500.00

Mrs. Sophie J. Roth , beneficiary , death claim

of John Roth , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause ,

Sarcoma of Paroted Glands of roof of

mouth 800.00

Mrs. Wilma L. Rhodes, beneficiary , death

claim of Roy E. Morse , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis . 500.00

Mrs. Anna Slominski, beneficiary, death claim

of Lewis Slominski, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 241. Chicago, I11 .; cause ,

Mediastinal Tumor . 800.00

Mrs. Ruth Halladay, beneficiary, death claim

of Josiah W. Halladay, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause ,
Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Northwestern Trust and Savings Bank, guar

dian of minor beneficiaries, death claim of

M. Krajewski, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, Accident

Shock and Hemorrhage due to external vio
lence , being wedged between two Elevated

800.00

P. J. McGrath , financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 85, for beneficiaries, death

claim of David F. Dillon , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa.;
cause, Neuralgia of Heart . 150.00

Mrs. Theresa Demas, beneficiary, deathclaim

of Tony Demas, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause , Haem

orrhage, focal, subpial (non-traumatic) of

the brain . 700.00

Frank Goodwin, beneficiary , death claim of

Charles L. Goodwin, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 238, Lynn , Mass.; cause, Cere

bral Hemorrhage and Arterio Sclerosis... 800.00

Mrs. Mary Opferman , beneficiary, death claim

of H. A. Opferman , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause,

Pernicious Anaemia .. 800.00

Mrs. Louisa Griffen, beneficiary, death claim

of John Griffen, (Griffin ), deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Carcinoma of Tongue and Throat .: 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary - treasures of

Div . No. 308 , for beneficiaries, death claim

of C. E. Wright, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause,Arterio

Sclerotic Myocardial Degeneration . 800.00

Mrs. Bridget Kincaid , beneficiary , death claim

of Thomas Kincaid, ( Kinkade), deceased,
late member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause , Acute Lymphetic Leukemia . 800.00

Mrs. Peter Greenan , beneficiary , death claim

of Peter Grennan, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.; cause, Acci

dent- Traumatic Pneumonia, result of

severe injury to chest - struck by automobile.350.00

Mrs. Charles R. Burnell, beneficiary , death

claim of Charles R. Burnell, ( Bummell) , de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 113, To

ronto , Ont .; cause , Pneumonia .. 100.00

Catharine Kearns, beneficiary , death claim of

John J. Kearns, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Ulcer

of Stomach .. 800.00

Julia A. Murphy , beneficiary, death claim of

Richard Murphy, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass. ;cause , Cancer

of Intestines .. 800.00

Mrs Nora Hart, benficiary, death claim of

Michael Hart, deceased, late memher of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Chole

cystitis Appendicitis..
800.00

Mrs. Emma Smith , beneficiary, death olaim of

Henry Smith , deceased , late member of
Div . No. 26, Detroit , Mich.; cause , In

Buenza complicated by Broncho-Pneumonia. 100.00

Joseph Kelly, beneficiary , death claim of

James A. Kelly, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Acute
Perforated Gangrenous Appendicitis. 150.00

Mrs. Rosella Myers, beneficiary, death claim

of C. L. Myers, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 843, Bellingham , Wash.; cause ,
Influenza and Myocarditis . 100.00

Mrs. Rose Chodan , beneficiary, death claim of
Alexander Chodan , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Tu

berculosis of the Lungs . 800.00

F. H. Wilson, financial secretary of Div. No.

235 , for beneficiary , death claim of William

0. Foye, deceased, late member of Div. No.

235, Brockton , Mass .; cause, Chronic Inter

stitial Nephritis ( Bright's Disease) . 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, to apply on bill of funeral ex

penses , death claim of John Kos, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Pneumonia . 150.00

Annie Thompson, beneficiary, death claim of

Henry Edward Thompson, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 128, Asheville , N. C.;

cause, Sudden Cardiac Failure .. 800.00

Mrs. Clara Kelly , beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph J. Kelly, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 192 , Oakland , Calif.; cause , Acute

Indigestion or Fatty Degeneration of the

Heart 150.00

Mrs. Sadie Estabrook , beneficiary , death

claim of S. M. Estabrook, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Myocarditis..
800.00

Nicholas J. Delaney, financial secretary of

Div. No. 132, balance due on death claim

of Arthur J. Keefe , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 132 , Troy, N. Y .; cause , Trau

matic Fracture of Urethra and Hypertro

phied Prostate ..
175.40

Mrs. Anna Westwood, administratrix of es

tate of deceased , for beneficiaries, death

claim of Harry M. McAnulty , deceased,

late member of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh ,

Pa .; cause , Drowning.
400.00

Thomas H. Cheadle, financial secretary of

Div . No. 99, for funeral, doctor, hospital
and other expenses , death claim of Edgar

Morris, deceased , late member of Div . No.

99, Winnipeg, Man.; cause , Septicaemia . .
216.50

Wm . s. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for funeral, tombstone and

other expenses , death claim of Margaret

Heerey, deceased, late member of Div . No.

308, Chicago , Ill., cause , Acute Myocard
itis 800.00

Disability Benefits

Christopher Meyers, member of Div . No. 416.

Peoria , Ill.; cause, He fell striking his head

on a foreign object injuring the optic nerve

and causing total blindness ..
800.00

Michael J. Clifford, member of Div . No. 148 ,

Albany, N. Y.; cause , Neuritis and Sprained

Ankle, causing total disability .
800.00

Charles M. Antaya, member of Div. No. 26,

Detroit , Mich .; cause, Blindness from eye

strain while employed as motorman .
800.00

Benjiman F. Santee, member ofDiv . No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause, While operating his
car motorman , had collision with

wagon , which necessitated anoperation on
wrist and other injuries ..

800.00

R. W. Moseley, member of Div. No. 610,

Charleston , S.C .; cause, Fell from stool on

Suburban car, rendering him unconscious

and causing Congested Cerebrum .

Old Age Benefits

Virgil J. Taylor, member of Div. No. 245,

Jackson, Mich ..
800.00

George Page, member Div . No. 245,

Jackson, Mich... 800.00

W. A. Brown, member of Div. No, 128 ,

Asheville, N. C......
800.00

Louis Strack , member of Div. No. 212 , Bur

lington , Iowa ....
800.00

Total . $ 55,316.90

as a

800.00

I rejoice at every effort workingmen make

to organize. I hail the labor movement. It

is my only hope for democracy. Organize,

and stand together! Let the nation hear a

united demand from the laboring voice.

Wendell Phillips .
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sorrow and gloom and the abundance of Thy wis

dom, love and power abide with them . We ask it
in Jesus name ;

Heavenward doth dur Journey tend,

Here on earth we are but strangers,

Toward our promised land we wend

Through a winderness of dangers.

Here, we roam a pilgrim land.

Yonder is our native land .

Leo SCHUETZ,

April 23 . JAMES MOORE,

WM. N. KITSON , Comm.

By Div . No. 389, Mansfield , Ohio

Whereas, The supreme power and .wisdom of our

Heavenly Father has come into our midst and re
moved from among us to a better life, Brother O. M.

McCready, whose death occurred April 8 ; and

Whereas, The taking away of Brother McCready

has left an opening difficult to fill, as he was always

true and loyal as a helper in our cause and was a
kind and loving husband an father in his own home ;

therefore, be it

Resolved , Thatwe of Division No. 389 extend to

the bereaved family our profound sympathy in their

hour of sorrow ; further

Resolved, that these resolutions be transmitted to

the bereaved widow ; that these resolutions be en

tered upon the minutes of our meeting and that they

be published in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

April 14 . FRANK NEWVILLE,

C. C. RUSK ,

Lewis M. CAMPBELL,

R. A. MCGINTY,

Committee.

***

LATE BROTHER DAVID FRED

ALEXANDER

Div. No. 691 , Springfield, Mo.

By Div. No. 829, Wichita , Kansas

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

wisdom has called to his eternal home, our brother,

William Griffith, whose kind and cheerful disposition

endeared him to all and in whose death the company

has lost a faithful employe and the family a kind and

loving husband and father; therefore, be it

Resolved, That Division 829 extend to the family

and relatives, our sincere sympathy and assure them

that we mourn with them in their time of sorrow ;

and, be it further

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be sent

to the sorrowing family , to the official journal for
publication and also that a copy be spread upon the

minutes of our regular meeting.

J. E. MCCLURE,

March 7 . J. M. LONG,

Chas. O'BRIEN,

Committee .

Brother David Alexander , who is repre

sented in the above picture as the motor

man standing on the step of Car 107 , was

long a member of Division No. 691 of the

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. Without d

moment's warning and while apparently in

the very best of health , working at his

home Monday, March 22, he very suddenly

passed from this life . During the years he

served the Springfield Traction Co. as a

motorman , he was a member and officer of

Division No. 691 and was always faithful

in his attendance. He was always ready

and anxious to help his associate brothers,
Brother Alexander passed through two

strikes in which our Local was involved and

was one of the active spirits of each strike .

He always made friends and always wore

a benign smile. His kindly expression was

appreciated by the thousands of passengers

he accommodated. At his funeral officers

and members of our Local were in attend .

ance and those who served as pall bearers

were dressed in full uniform .

100

By Div. No. 215, Wheaton , Ill.

Whereas, God in His wisdom and power has re .

moved by death the aged and beloved mother of

Executive Board Member Wm. Pries , and while we

realize that words mean but little to them at this

time, we feel it our duty to extend to Brother Pries

and family our sincere and heartfelt sympathy , that

they may feel that we share this loss with them ;

therefore, be it

Resolved, that copies of these resolutions be spread

upon the minutes of this , our regular meeting, and

sent to the sorrowing family ; and be it further

Resolved , That copies be sent to the official jour.

nals for publication . WM . FRAZER ,

A. C. LYON,

H. E. CLARK ,

Committee, Division 215 .

1
IN MEMORIAM

By Div. No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va .

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father, as we gather in

our monthlymeeting, a shadow has fallen across our
pathway and sadness has filled our hearts and our

thoughts. We look to Thee for guidance and help.

for comfort and strength ,for wisdom and allthat is
needful but not ourwill but Thine, be done; and

Whereas, Thou hast called away our brother and

co -worker, Benjamin F. Cunningham , who has been
faithful to the end ; therefore, be it

Resolved , That ' our Union , Division No. 103 ,

A. A. ofS.' and E. R.E. ofAl' extend their heartfelt

sympathy to the bereaved family and son . We ask
Theeto comfort them in this hour of trial. May

Thy blessing be with them and the consolation of

Thy spirit and gracewhich never fails us in deepest

By Div . No. 448, Springfield, Mass .

Whereas, Almighty God, in . His supreme power

and wisdom , called unto Himself our beloved brother,

Mark J. Lydon ; and
Whereas, Deferring to His wisdom , we mourn the

loss of our late brother; therefore, be it

Resolved, By the members of Division No. 448,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , that we share with

his relatives in their bereavement, and be it further

Resolved . That copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of the Division meeting, a

copy sent to the sorrowing relatives ; to the Motor:

man and Conductor for publication; and that our

charter be draped in mourning for a period of thirty

days . I. H. BOURKE,

R. G. CORNISH ,

J. W. LEONARD,
Committee on Resolutions.

a
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war.

which they were employed. Thus his de

votion to his associate employes and their

organization led him also to be devoted to

hearty co -operation with the management

in the actual operation of the road. As a

result , Division 777 proceeded in the Asso

ciation as one of its advanced units. His

course held to him the confidence of his

associate employes and resulted in a most

complete understanding on the part of his

associate employes of the purpose of the or

ganization. Brother Ribble was a Spanish

American War veteran , having creditably

served in that Brother Ribble's

course as a member and officer of organized

workers is one that can be well emulated

for success by all wage workers . Brother

Ribble's death came at the close of a long

period of sickness that kept him from serv

ice upon the car line for several months,

although able to at all times care for the

business affairs of the Local. A most

gratifying expression as applying to Brother

Ribble's active life came from officials of the

company, in the way of a special notice

posted by Superintendent Chester M. Ryder,

announcing the hour of the funeral . This

notice bore date of April 19 and of Brother

Ribble bore this expression : " He has com

pleted a long term of faithful service as a

trainman , stretching over a period of more

than twenty years . Since the birth of your

organization he has served you equally as

faithful as one of your officers, As an ex

pression of appreciation and loving respect,

let us all that possibly can , do the one last

thing. Let us be at his funeral .
All

operators who cannot attend, please check

up your watches before taking your runs

out and , promptly at 3 o'clock Tuesday

afternoon, stop all cars for a period of two

minutes as a special tribute to our departed

brother . " ( Signed) Chester M. Ryder,

Superint
endent of Transport

ation .
This

was posted as a notice to Brother Ribble's

associate trainmen and wholly at the in

stanceof the officials of thecompany. The

Amalgamated Association extends to the

bereaved family profound sympathy .

LATE BROTHER ALBERT E. RIBBLE

Division 777, Muskegon, Mich .

upon the

In the recent death of Brother Albert E.

Ribble of Division 777, the Amalgamated

Association has lost an exceptionally valu

able member. Late Brother Ribble's street

railway experience covered periods of em

ployment in Toledo , Ohio , Detroit and

Muskegon, Mich . For some twenty years

he was employed as a motorman and later

an operator of one-man cars

Muskegon Traction and Lighting system .

He was one of the charter members in the

institution of Division 777 , which was or

ganized October 10, 1917. From the insti

tution of the Local, Brother_Ribble served

officially on the Executive Board and for

years as business agent. His methods in

conducting the affairs of the Local were

those of a positive diplomat. He had ab

solute confidence in square dealing between

the management and employes. He was

ever watchful for the best of employment

conditions and wages for his associate em

ployes and guarded their interests with a

precision that paid high tribute to his de

votion to the organization. While thus

watchful in the interest of the employes, his

long experience as an officer brought him to

a complete understanding that possibilities

of employes in the way of wages and work

ing conditions rested wholly upon the suc

cessful operation of the property upon

ADD ONE HUNDRED MEMBERS

Paterson , N. J .-- The untiring efforts of the or
ganizing officers of Division 822 to make us 100 per

cent union among the transportation employes, was
rewarded when the mechanical department was

brought into the fold. Nearly 100 new subscribers

were signedupandI must take this opportunityof

offeringfraternal greetingstoallof our new brothers,
Brother J. Miller, 5352 , met with unexpected

troublewhen two thugshit himonthe head while

he was driving his bus. Now the police have these

men in hand, We hope they will be giventhe term

of imprisonmen
t they deserve.

Owing to the writer havingbeen away for a month,

he finds news isscarceand a more interesting write
up will be seen in our next issue .

--Cor . 822 .

Establishment of the Union Label in the

public mind as the symbolof ahigh ideal

will purge the class struggle of bitterness.
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THE DRIVER ANT

Ants , "

a

New Orleans, La .-April 14 we held our regular

monthly meeting, which was well attended , there

being, over 300 members present . This shows that

Division 194 is getting back to what it once was.

This large attendance reminds me of the “ Driver

Union strength is not in weight , great size

or power, but in mental determination and CO

operation .

The greatest monsters of the African jungle are

driven in terror by a creature, big of its kind , but

less than an inch in length , weighing a small fraction

of an ounce, and by itself easily crushed by anyone
of the animals that fee before it . In the so-called

“ Driver Ants" of South Africa , from whom men , quad

rupeds and gigantic serpents flee in terror, there is a
lesson for men . If men , like ants, would stick to

gether, fight together and work together, instead of

fighting each other, they could conquer all their
troubles,

The “ Driver Ants" are very abundant in the

whole region of South Africa and is the most voraci
ous creature I ever met. It is the dread of all living

animals, from the leopard to the smallest insect.
do not think they build a nest or house of any kind .

At any rate they carry nothing away , but eat all
their prey on the spot . It is their habit to march

through the forest in a long , regular line-a line
about two inches broad and often several miles in

length. All along this line are larger ants who act
as officers. They stand outside the ranks and keep

this singular army in order . If they come to a

place where there are no trees to shelter from the
sun , whose heat they cannot bear, they immediately

build underground tunnels through which the whole
army passes in columns, to the forest beyond. These

tunnels are four or five feet underground and are

used only in the heat of the day or during storms.
Wher

they grow hungry , the long file spreads itself

through the forest in a front line and attacks and
devours all it overtakes with a fury which is quite
irresistable. The elephant and gorilla fly before this
attack. The black man runs for his life . Every

animal that lives in their line of March is chased .

They seem to understand and act upon the tactics

of Napoleon and concentrate with great speed their
heaviest forces upon the point of attack . In an

incredibly short space of time the mouse, dog,

leopard or deer is overwhelmed , killed , eaten and the
bare skeleton only remains .

Success depends upon earnestness and determina
tion when a task is undertaken. Lukewarm effort

produces only lukeworm results . The Driver Ants

attack with fury , know no fear , no cessation of

effort until victory is won.

-Cor . Div . 194 .

He was

that you support the M. & C. Outside of that we

wish the company the best of luck in their new

enterprise .

Recently, Brother John O'Neil of the Line Depart

ment met with a bad accident, which might have
been fatal . By the heroic work of two of his

brother linemen -- Harry McDonough and Charlie
Sharp-he escaped death . There was an explosion

in one of the man -holes and Brother O'Neil went

down to investigate . Harry and Charlie were work

ing with him at the time. Failing to get any signal.
they decided to enter the man-hole to find the

reason . On reaching the bottom they found Brother

O'Neil apparently dead. They lifted him from the

man-hole and gave him emergency, treatment, but he
failed to show any signs of life. He was then rushed

to the hospital, where he regained consciousness .

Later reports are that he is out of danger and rest
ing comfortably, The doctor's diagnosis showed that

he was gassed .

Brother Dennis O'Neil , our expert switch repair.

man recently met with a serious accident . While

repairing a switch he was run down by an auto and

picked up unconscious and rushed to the hospital.
At first it was feared his back was broken . Later

developments showed nothing worse than bad

shaking up. He was released from the hospital and

at present is taking a well-earned vacation . We

shall be glad to see him back on the job .

Brother James Hickey of the Power Department

met with a serious accident . He stepped from a car

on his way to church and was knocked down by an
auto. His head struck the curbstone.

rushed to the hospital and found to be suffering from

a skull fracture . Eight stitches were required on his

head and three in sewing a gash on his left cheek .

He has recovered from the fracture sufficiently to be

discharged from the hospital and is yet improving .

though he has not returned to work. We expect him

back on the job soon .

April seems to have been a very unlucky month
for Division 22 . Apart from one-man cars, several

of our members have given up the fight and we hope

they have found a resting place in Heaven .

tend profound sympathy to the families of the fol

lowing late members : Brother John Murphy of the

Miscellaneous Department, Gates Lane, who died of

pneumonia ; to Brother Ernest and Mrs. Johnson in

the death of their baby son, the family of Brother

Bob Sperry of the Grove Street Division and to
Brother Jack Kittredge in the loss of his beloved

wife ,

We are pleased to report at this time that a few

of our brothers who were forced to take leave of

absence through sickness, have returned to work

Brothers Sampson, Germaine and Maurice Perry.

Brothers , ask Bunny O'Hare and Farmer Irish
what they think of the Toonerville Trolley they are

operating on the Cherry Valley Line. " Nuf sed ."

The meetings for April turned out to be the
best so far this year. Brothers, we are doing fine .

Try and beat April's record in May and June and
on . We suggest that all park our personal

grievances outside of the meeting . By doing so, our

arguments will be constructive and a great help

in getting_better conditions. At the last meeting

President E. W. Hansen and Brother Tom Lonergan

spoke briefly on the life of the Worcester Credit
Union during the last

ten years . It started in

August, 1915, with eleven members and $ 55.00 . By
February 1, 1925, cash on hand was $56,384.90, with

a membership of 454. In the same period they have
loaned to members, $ 164,343.68. Brothers, this

looks like a mighty good place to put your odd

dollars .

We are pleased to report that five new members

were added to our roll at the last meeting .

-COR. 2160

We ex

MORE ONE-MAN CARS

were

on

So
At

Worcester, Mass .-April 20 schedules ar

ranged and more one - man cars installed the
Gates Lane Division . This caused a reduction in the

force of five motormen and four conductors.

present there seems to be no relief in sight from these
one - man cars . So, brothers, it is up to us to meet

this situation fair. So go out and do your work

right and follow the rules . Since the one - man car

has come to Worcester, some have considered them

a joke. They bid them off at re - ratings and operated
them as a joke.

Rules and regulations meant noth
ing. wonder if we can make those members see
differently now.

Come on , brothers , follow the rules,
pull together and do your work right .

Brother Harry Bailey was recently called to Ver.

mont where his mother was seriously ill , but we are

pleased at this time to report that she is recovering

and Harry is again back with us.

Executive Board Member Dana Hodgkins takes

pleasure at this time in thanking the members for

the excellent support they are giving the Sick Fund.
He also wishes to thank all members, who, through

sickness or other troubles,werebehind in their dues,

for the prompt payment of same:

Perhaps the majority of Division No. 22 by this

time know that the company have started in circu

lation a monthly magazine. A ten dollar prize is

offered to the employe who submits the best name

It is asked , through the columns of the

magazine , that the employes send in notes of interest

that comes to them during their work regarding
efficiency and co -operation , We wish the company
the best of luck.

In going further, would suggest
that the members either send their notes of interest

to their business agent or correspondent, with assur
ance that the M. & C. will print whatever sugges

tions they may have. Now, brothers ,this will show

whereyou stand fairness toyour Local demands

THE ONLY COMPLAINT

for it.

San Jose, Calif .- Division No. 265 of San Jose ,

Calif ., is still in existence and nearly 100 per cent

strong. thanks to the untiring efforts of Brothers
Jameson, Vierke , Montoya, Hanson and others, who
keep the new men well rounded up and busy joining
the Division . The great trouble is that the older
men take out their cards regularly but do not come

to the meetings. This is the only complaint that
the officers of Division No. 265 have to make ofthe

men . Our members are a set of splendid fellows

and they should attend the meetings.

For example, at our last meeting we had barely

enough for a quorum , but when the company called

a day meeting for the night men and a night meet

ing for the day men, to discuss company business,

there was a full attendance at both meetings.
Why
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was this? Is it that some conceived that they would

feel the crack of the company's whip ?
In our last letter we mentioned the death of our

general manager, Mr. F. E. Chapin, who passed

away at the S. P. Hospital in San Francisco . The

appointment of his successor was delayed for several

months, during which time the railroad was in the
hands of General Superintendent F. Griffin . Mr.

Frank Webster, who is General Manager of the

Stockton -Fresno and Visalia Railroads, with head

offices in San Francisco, is now our General Manager

and Superintendent Griffin has been appointed sec
retary to Mr. Webster. Traffic Manager E. J.

Shoup has beea appointed General Superintendent

of the San Jose and Los Gatos Interurban. Superin

tendent Edmonds takes the place as chief clerk of

the railroads of San Jose .

Brother Louis Chavairria has been on the sick

list for some time. He is much improved.

Brother Frank Spinnelli has received the appoint
ment of assistant dispatcher of the Los Gatos

Interurban .

Brother Matthew Dixon holds down his job with

great regularity :
Brother J. M. Goble is still on the sick list .

Brother P. T. Bayard experienced a severe attack

of flu , but is recovering.
Brother Jack Donahoe of the Los Gatos Interur.

ban occasionally shows his genial face .

-Cor. 265 .

Local 103 is being chased by jinxs this year. We

were last year and we trust we have had our last
death for this year. Last year we had ten deaths

from out of 580 members, whereas in the first four

months of this year death has reached into our

ranks and taken five members from a membership
of 490. By these figures you can be that the death

rate has climbed considerably this year, but we hope

that we have met with out last loss for this year.

Brothers, you will observe another page of this

issue of the M. & C., you will no doubt , find

some of the resolutions we adopted upon the depar.
ture of some of our brothers .

Brother William Boles was taken ill and collapsed
while at work. Brother Boies is one of the oldest
men working in the shops at the Island Barn . We

hope his illness is not serious and that he will soon

again be onthe job .

Brother Charles Bawery is confined to his home

seriously ill with influenza. At this writing he is

improving very nicely .

The brothers who havepassed to the Great Be
yond are : Late Brothers B. F. Cunningham , Nelson

D. Criswell, C. R. Goldsmith, Walter Dickson and

Brother Martin from the Up River Barn.
If any of our brothers know of other brothers who

are not receiving the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR,

please advise them to notify the Financial Secretary

or Correspondent of their names and addresses and

1 they will be forwarded to the International Office ,

that they may beplaced upon the mailing list.
Cor, 103

TO HAVE NEW CLUB HOUSE

DEATH TAKES ESTEEMED MEMBER

SI

Newburgh , N. Y.-Our regular monthly meeting

was held the evening of April 24 at Labor Hall .

was a midnight meeting. Attendance was very poor .

Our Local is carried on practically by our night men
and extra men . The day men fail to come to the

meetings, with few exceptions. Now that there is a

fine of 50 cents for not attending a monthly meeting

and a one dollar fine for the quarterly meeting. it

won't be long before we have a treasury so large that
no other Local will equal it .

The boys were very well pleased to hear from our

president, George Plant, Saturday night , concerning our

new clubhouse . The company has consented to build a

club -house adjoining the bus barns for the sole use

of Division 388 . It will be 40 by 75 feet , made of

cement blocks. We are looking forward to having a

bowling alley and a pool table , also a radio . In our

next issue of the M. & C. we hope to be able to say
that our club has been started .

Brother Terwillegar is trying to hold down two

jobs , but if he loses much more flesh he will be

obliged to give up both .

Brother Bokelar is now working in the bus barn

in the hot-air department.
The Walden Line has been sold to the Hudson

Transit Co. We are all very sorry to hear that

Brother Williams will lose his run . The boys are

wondering where he will get his flowers for his

florist shop.

Now, that Brother Tony has returned the poles

he took on the Horeys estate , Jim is wondering if he

will have to put them up again,

Brother Knapp, is now keeping steady company.
Go to it , Bill . You are about the only single fellow

left.
Brother Sutton has consented to have the barber

remove the spinach from his face and head .

Brother Tyson has acospted a position on the
police force. We bus drivers won't have much

trouble getting through traffic now. Oh, no !

Brother Ralph is developlng a horse laugh . So far

he has been successful .

Brother Collier, one of our new members from the

wild west , tore his pants Saturday night riding the

goat .

Brother Crawford, another new man , when he is

to report an early bus roll -call, stays awake

nights to be on time in the morning.
Brother Stabler recently won the radio . Hurrah !

-S. B .-- CoR . 388.

Mansfield, Ohio.-The last meeting in March held
by Division 389 was a bummer. The music started

following the reading of proposed amendments to the

new agreement that is to be sought for the year

1926 . There was some nice display of selfishness.

Some of our boys serve the union as they do their

God-always looking for a chance for personal gain,
not caring, very much for anything but dollars. Some

feel thatit wouldbe a pleasure even to die sitting

on a motorman's seat watchinga dollar mark flying

before their eyes. Some would like their choice of

everything, regardless of others .
All seem greatly awed here since the Grim Reaper

stepped into our mist and took from us our dear
brother , O. M. McCready. He was one of our most

highly esteemed brothers. He was big and strong

and apparently in fine health and it is sad to see a

man of that appearance called from this life on a

week's notice . Mack, as he was known to us, will be

greatly missed. It isn't always easy to find men with

a natural smile at all times, the fulness of geniality

and the devotion he had for his fellow men.

Oh , that men would live the lives they teach

That men would live the lives they preach !

Then the throne of a varice would fall

Then would the glamor of grim selfishness pall.
Love would trample out the baleful flame of hate

And in its ashes the Lily of Peace would rise in

state .

--Cor . 389 .

DON'T FORGET THAT ROOM

on

Dubuque, Iowa.-Some time has elapsed since

Division 329 was represented in the M. & .C .
First

of all, it seemsa largenumber of our brothers have

loat the location of our union hall. Why ? If you

fail to forget your meals ,why fail to rememberthe
real source of them ? Now that summer is here,

imbibe a little pep and join the class.
You may

learn something for your own benefit .
We are sorry to announce that Brother John Lesh

is confined to his bed with flu .
We trust he will

again soon be with us .

Brother Frank Ames has managed to again get to

the car barn after a severe attack of flu. Flu seems

tobethestyle in Dubuque ,aswell as many other

picturesque cities.

Some of our boys are about half sick , waiting for

base ballgamesto start. Tony, Eddie and Bill and
even Tom , Dick and Harry will attend the opening

game. Hop to it , boys, but leave your soda water

bottles at home.

Business the West Dubuque

dropped considerably since Substituting the union

label to non -unionmadegoodswasdiscovered. See

that the genuinelittletag is on your daily bread .
Don't forgetthat room on 20th and White Streets

the first Tuesday of each month.
We will keep the

goat tied , so don't be afraid .
--COR . 329.

OBTAIN RENEWAL OF AGREEMENT

on
Division has

Wheeling, W. Va .-Div. No. 103 met in session

April 15, at the Trades Assembly Building in Wheel

ing .
It was the greatest attendance for more than a

year. Among important things brought up for con

sideration and acted upon favorably was the new

agreement. The old section providing for the open
ing of any section upon a thirty day notice by either

party is changed . At this time are not going

into detail regarding this agreement, as it will be

printed in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR at

early date . So, watch for it .

we

an
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AWAITING REPORTOFAGREEMENT

COMMITTEE
calor
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five thousand in Division 518 . In my next contribu

tion I will explain to the members, generally, the

difference in employment upon the privately owned

competing property - the Market Street Railway

and the Municipal Railways. This will give some

idea of what organization means to street railway

men, as the employes upon the Market Street Rail

way property are unorganized . Of course our getting

substantially fair wages contributes to the lowwages

received by the employes on the Market Street

system. In giving this information , I will try and

show that the Market Street system employs a

greater number of men than the municipal road . I

will try to get the information as to what they get

for overtime work and what their conditions of em

ployment are . I know it will be interesting to the

readers of the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

Executive Board Members McGovern, Curry,

Foley, Phelan , Hanley and Recording Secretary

McEvoy deserve credit for the co -operation they

gave our President in obtaining our recent wage

increase .

President Vandeleur is chairman of the Grand

Annual Ball to be given in September. His Honor,

Mayor James Rolph Jr., will be the guest of honor
and lead the grand march . We have a whole lot of

good feeling for our Mayor.

Our base ball team looks like the real mustard in

their new uniforms and Manager Jack Daly says he

wouldn't change places with John McGraw of the
Giants.

International Vice - President M. J. Murray, who

is employed in Seattle, Wash. , recently visited our
beautiful city and trust he enjoyed our hos

pitality .
Delegates Donigan , Connolly and Murtle send

their best regards to all delegates whom theymet in

Montreal and particularly the boys from Chicago,

Boston and New Orleans .

We are now working on hospitalizing plans to

care for our injured and I hope to be able to report
favorably upon this plan next time.

-Cor. 518,

brother
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Ottawa, Ont. - Well, everything is going along
smoothly with Division 279. Our meetings

being well attended and best of all , a number of

new members are coming into the organization . The

Union Label Campaign Committee is apparently

showing results.

The weather man has been a little rough on us in

this locality. The nice warm weather we usually

enjoy at this season of the year is apparently behind

schedule . This is causing considerable unemploy

ment in the building trades at the present time..

Our negotiating committee is busily engaged dis

cussing the new agreement with the employing com

pany. The brothers are anxiously awaiting to hear

the results of their efforts,

We hear that Brother Barney Taylor is becoming

extremely popular with some of the fair sex at Sher
wood Exchange.

Somebody said that Brother Paddy Hall enjoys

an argument.

The stork was in town recently and Brother and

Mrs. Fred Bradley were the proud recipients of a

bouncing baby girl . Congratulations.

Brother Bill Colfe joined the ranks of the bene

dicts recently ... Congratulations are in order.
The sympathy of the Division is extended to

Brother B.* Chartrand whose father passed away

recently:

President J. A. Robinson is back on his run after

undergoing a serious operation at the Civic Hospital.

We regret to report that one of our old timers in

the person of Brother Geo. Coughlan has been com

pelled to retirefrom the service on accountof illness.

Brother Coughlan will be greatly missed by all the

brothers as well as by the patrons of the Farm

Jigger, where he was a familiar figure and had a host
of friends.

The annual Spiking of watches took place this

year May 2nd, when daylight saving went into
effect. The inventor of daylight saving apparently

isn't employed on a street railway.

Brother Wes Twa has decided to try his luck at

farming.
We hope he calls around when the onions

come up.-- P . J. T.

OBTAIN FIVE CENTS INCREASE

San Francisco, Calif.-- Division 518 has only good

news to report, in that our request that motormen

on the municipal railways be permitted to bid on

bus runs according to seniority , the same as for

conductors, has been granted by the Board of

Public Works. We believe our Board of Super

visors are to install busses in some districts where it

is possible and our Local is now prepared witb

members ready to avail themselves of this bus op :
eration. When the time arrives that aeroplanes will

be substituted for street cars - rail or raillness - and

when car barns will be called hangars, Division 518

will be on the job in supplying crews for the opera

tion of the aeroplanes.

Our Local is fortunate in having for president this
term , Brother Edward Vandeleur, who

presiding, officer in 1916 . We have been seeking an

increase in wages for the past eighteen months and

due to the energetic work of President Vandeleur, we

have succeeded in receiving an increase of 40 cents
per day. President Vandeleur conducted our meet

himself to be
ings in real parliamentary style and has proved

fine representative. He showed

himself to be a shrewd diplomat in bringing our
wage question to a final settlement. In appreciation

for the good work done by him and for the progres

siveprogram he hasin view . the members of Divi

sion 518 voted , unanimously , to increase his salary .

wage scale went into effect April 15 .
We now receive wage rates as follows:

Day rates - 8 hours per day -- $ 5.80.

Overtime wage rate for work done in excess of 8
hours, time and one -half.

The service week isfixed at 6 days per week.

Vacation with pay is to be had for 12 days '

Our Division has always had a Chinese way to

retard progress in the unfair Market Street Railway,
the private corporation ha competes with the
municipal lines. Fortunately, in 1929 , 60 per cent
of the franchises of that road will expire. Our mem

bers hope that ways and means will be foundby
which the people of San Francisco will acquire allof

that mileage and it will putthe entirecompetitive

system outofour city and place our entire street

operation.
under municipal ownership and

The hope ofYour officers will then be
realized when we can have a membership offour or

5 sad 12
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St. Catharines , Ont. - The regular meetings of
Division 846 were held April 1st and 8th . There

was just a fair attendance . International Vice

President John M. Parker was in attendance at both
meetings . He gave us a very encouraging report on

the one-man car operation, which our company has
advised the various local municipalities it will install ,

Every effort is being made throughout this district
by the various city and town councils to prevent

their operation .

Lengthy discussion was heard on the present

financial standing of our Local, after the report of

Financial -Secretary Holt was read , who stated that

something must be done immediately to curtail cer.
tain expenses and put the Local on a firm financial
basis . Now , brothers, present your suggestions.

A number of our brothers are on the sick list , the
most serious being Brother Scott , of the Wesley

Park Div. , who is suffering from an old war wound

and Brother Borland , who has been able to work

but a few days this winter. Brother Bunch Gallagher

is in the hospital undergoing an operation . Brother

Bill Fyffe is in bed withthe flu . Brother Bill Irwin ,

ill for a long time, is once more on the job. The
working cards of these brothers were paid for an
other month and it is the sincere wish of our entire

membership that they will soon be with us again .
The necessity of a sick benefit fund was once more

spoken of by certain brothers . Further discussion

will take place at our next meeting . This fund is

worthy of consideration .

Every effort on the part of Local 846 to have Ex
Brother Ed . Sparrow reinstated has been done and

it is now in the hands of our International President .

Brother C. Myers assumed his new post of duty

on April 1st . He is now warden-sentinel for the re

mainder of the year .

We initiated into membership another ex-member

who had strayed and was lost . Brother " Polly"

Lachance is once again with us and we trust he will

stick to the old ship for good this time.

The quality of new uniforms for 1926 was under

discussion at our last meeting, attention being

brought to the poor material used in past years for

coat lining. A light blue serge lining was suggested .

Navigation opened on Lake Ontario on April 7th ,

Our steamer Dalhousie City arrived promptly on time

in Toronto Harbor, winning for the ninth year the

customary silk hat given the skipper of the first

vessel of the season entering the harbor .

The schedule of rehabilitation work on our city

fines for 1926 commenced on April 15th and is now

a
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in full swing . The railway allowance on St. Paul

St. to the C. N. R. Station has already been com

pleted and the work of removing the old track on

Queenston St. has started . Upon the completion of

new tracks and pavement on these two main streets,

the citizen , the street car rider, the bus rider , and

the tourist will enjoy smooth riding for many years

to come . These streets form part of the provincial

highway No. 8, which runs from Niagara Falls to

Toronto and we will likely see hundreds of tourists

this summer.

Brother Jud Robins was recently seen pushing a
wheel-barrow, and puffing a big cigar. Some brothers

think a baby carriage and pipe would look better,

Jud .

Brother Milt Stouck has discovered another pocket
in his coat . He was seen training for a conductor,

Do brothers Adams and May enjoy their daily

rides on the busses? We have two busses acting as

substitutes during the work of rehabilitation .

Now brothers,I think I will cut this month's news

a little shorter than the last , otherwise our editor will

say that Local 846 wants a magazine all to them

selves. I would like to see some other correspondent
fill a page for a change . Let's hear from you,

brothers.

In conclusion, I will publish at the request of a

brother a few things that he says we will never see :

Brother Alan Darroch going to a union meeting .
Brother Neal Mara taking a holiday. Brother Lou

May with a smile . Brother Steve Pratt getting to

work on time . Brother A. Pink pushing a baby
carriage . Brother Parkinson running rame .

Brothers Gallagher and N. Mara working together,

Brother Woods going all day without telling about
his expenses over there . Brother Milt Stouck in the

trainmen's room for one hour without delivering a

speech .

-PINKIE.

Dues Collector Alex Yarr took a trip to Havre -de

Grace and upon his return decided the best way to

follow the ponies was with a broom and shovel.

Our worthy president was recently heard to re

mark that he received a balling out at the last meet

ing Well, you can't expect boquets all the time,

Jake.
Our company is inaugurating a new system of

fare collection with the electric fare -boxes, which is

a decided improvement over the old type. It should

be heartily supported by the men . Let's hope the

company will extend as far in their rolling stock.

Then probably we may be able to live up to the

reputation of careful , courteous operators, as per
public advertisement . Thereby we will discard the

prefix , cowboys, which is at the present decidedly

proper, considering the Iron Mikes of rare old vint

age with which we endeavor to proceed from and to

-Numbers 902-905-115 , etc.

-BAG- EARS.

REARDON VISITS LOCAL

**
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CAMDEN COMMENTS son .

Bridgeport, Conn.- Wednesday, March 10 , Local

972 held a regular mecting at Metal Trades Hall .

We had with us G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon,
who gave us a very interesting talk on unionism and
collective bargaining. The boys truly enjoyed it. I
am sure that they appreciated it. If they will only

heed the advice given them, it will make better
union men of all of us .

Brother Jerome Carey Jr. , following an illness of
three months, was claimed by death. This was a

blow to his parents and a shock to the members of
Division 972 . Two days later Brother Carey's

mother passed away of grief, which was a terrible

blow to Jerome Carey Sr. The boys in the shop

were very much surprised when they heard of her

death so closely following upon the death of her

We, of Division 972, extend deepest sympathy

to Brother Jerome Carey Sr. in his bereavement.

Monday, March 8th, Brother Vincent O'Brien met

with a serious accident , He was hit in the eye with

a piece of steel, which punctured the eyeball. He

was taken to the Bridgeport Hospital for an X -Ray

and the latest report is that he may lose the sight of

We extend to BrotherO'Brien profound

sympathy in his hour of trouble .
Boys, don't forget to attend meetings. You

surely can spare one night a month . Come out .

Don't forget that Brother Farrell is always ready
to accept your dues on or before the 15th of each

month . Keep in good standing and you won't

have to worry about anything , at all.

Brother McFadden is looking for a dog,
You

who know wherehe can find one, pleaselet him

know . He will surely appreciate it .

Brother August Phelke is improving slowly after
a prolonged illness .

Brother Frank Tucker is again at work after a
short illness .

Brother Stanley George was out a few days to
have his tonsils removed . He is now carrying them

around in a bottle .

-H . A. F. COR. 972 .

the eye.
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PLEASED WITH NEW SCHEDULE

Camden, N. J.-For the luva Mikel Lay off, will

you ?

Brothers, cowboys, please excuse my rather im

promptu salutation, but being accustomed to in

terruptions by Brother Meyers during daily Stove

Pipe discussions , I sorta absent mindedly felt his

three hundred pounds on mny trusty pen - pusher in

an attempt to deny my wish to chronicle events of

the past month .

It has been quite some time since brothers of

Local 880 could look to the arrival of the M , & C.

and find us represented therein . So , with this

thought in mind, in the future I shall endeavor to

have something for this column every month .

Past President William Kille is again with us,

after an attack of appendicitis . We are pleased to

see Bill back ; also Brothers Crumley and Cassadoon .

Brothers , a word to the wise : Our Financial

Secretary reports too many delinquent members and

that drastic measures may be taken in the

future . There is no excuse for members being delin

quent in dues . It is not a square deal to them .

selves, their families or to the brothers who carry

paid- up working cards . Remember your obligation .

Our first regular meeting in April proved a huge
success, thanks to our Entertainment Committee.

The package party offered many surprises and lots

of fun for everyone there . Our popular merchant

and friend , Sam Goldstein, acted as auctioneer and

upheld his reputation for bringing in the shekels.
The best bargain and surprise fell to Brother John

Schlagel . Never mind, John, it is consoling to know

that Jelly Beans were in season at that time .
Brother Bauers, our best regards to Ann. She

sure did things grand .

Brother Peter Kelly took great pleasure in assist
ing Sam as " Come On Man . " Pete met his Water.

loo when Sam banged his gavel and cried : “ Sold to

Pete for 85 cents . ' Evidently Peter has plunged

rather heavily , as he was compelled to borrow two

bits to meet the price .

After a successful sale were entertained by

Professor Shannon , whose slight of hand and magic
work kept the boys very much amused and mysti

fied .

Brother A, Dunnelt seemed very well pleased with
the answer to his question . Six kids isn't so bad .

At our event, Brother George Moore of the Track

Department ably assisted the professor. He seemed

to have considerable trouble when it came to count

ing money. It would be difficult to decide which

was right, as the professor admits his purpose is to

deceive and we all know George rolls the ivories in

an efficient manner. " I'se not alludin ' , Gawge, but

it sure looks like a pair of sixes to me."

Sioux City, Iowa. --The Pierce Street car boys are

pleased with their new schedule . They have more
time during the rush hours . This helps out.

Brother William Tripp's home is quarantinedon

account of sickness in his family.
He is rooming

near the suburbs of Moville untilhis family recovers

so that he can return home .

Brother L. Christensen recently lost his only

brother . The Local extends sincere sympathy. The

Odd Fellows had charge of the funeral .

Brother Joe Royalty is nursing a sore side . Joe

is too heavy to perform as an acrobat.

Grandpa Spencer is proud as can be since that

arrival ofa grandchild at his daughter's home.

Brother Dave Keyser is arranging to go, west.

understandthat Mat Keyser has bought another
farm. He will soonhave plenty of help to work it.

Brother M. R. Boughton hopes tosoon again be
able to go to work .

Brother Dvoracek likes the Pierce Street end of

There he needs no watch.

Brother H. T. Woodward isbusy in his garden
these days.

Brother Harry Matts is batching it for a few days.

He says heis an adept atcooking and dish -washing

and is, therefore, enjoying the absenceof Mrs.

Matts.

-Cor. 779 .

We
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Another way we can help develop receipts is by

bringing business to the motor coach department,by
getting all of the chartered and special trips possible
for them . How about the church , lodge or other

societies you belong to? Where do they getthe bus

from that takes them their trips ? Do they

patronize public ownership with all of its advantages

of up- to-date equipment, its up - to -date drivers, whose

service is unequalled , whose wages are of the best

and who, themselves, like you , are Union men ? Or

does that society of yours, for the sake of saving 10

or 15 cents per head on a trip , hire a less comfortable

bus owned by goodness knows who and which is run

all day to scalp our city street railway system of its

fares and injure your chance for better wages and

working conditions and which is run by some unor

ganized man for $ 18 or $ 20 per week? No decent

service can be expected of that nature. And are we

as members of these different societies, sitting idly by

at our meetings and letting these busses get our

business without at least informing the people of the

difference in the service for the odd dime per head,
that we can all do if we will ? In doing it, it will

not only help our employing property, but will help
our fellow trade unionist . We can all do our bit to

keep the bus in business . By such things we can

do our share for the betterment of our job.

I hope the new magazine, coupled with our own

old MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR , will be able to form

a perfect connection .

Our football team has started its season with a

fine win . Keep it up , fellows.
1 told that Johnnie Borrowman suddenly

thought about his old chum , Jimmy Forbes, going to

be married and took his spite out on the football and

scored two goals in the last fifteen minutes. Any

way , congratulations on the goals , John , and to

Jimmy on the news .
--BERT.
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Division 113 has signed an agreement for another
two years . On the whole thereis little change from

the previous agreement. There are a few slight ad

vantages and an increase of 6 cents per hour to the
operating trackmen. These men recently joined our

union and now , in addition to our other benefits, the

6 cents per hour increase will provide for them to

receive 48 cents per day, or , in other words , for their

$ 18.00 per year dues that they will pay into the

Association they will get $135.00, as well as the in
surance advantages of the Association . This is an

illustration of the advantage of organization .

In accepting the agreement our members showed

good judgment, as an agreement entered into through

peaceful negotiations is worth more to each party

than when the good relationship between the two
parties has been strained . For us to continue the

friendly relations that exist between the manage

ment of our employing property and Division 113,

means much to our future.

However, to say that our agreement was accepted

without dissent would be "kidding the troops.'
It

would be quite within the realms of truth to say that
somebody got the president's goat . Even at that ,

there is more credit coming to those who attended

the meeting and expressed their opinions and then

were big enough at the finish to change on the ad
vise of others . There is much more credit to them

than there is to the members who stayed in bed

and thus remained away from the meeting that de
cided their bread and butter.

There is no doubt but that many of us were dis

appointed on the holiday proposition, but the holi
days will come in good time. We did not obtain the

recognition of our Union , the eight -hour day . Our

seniority rights and the many other things we have ,
all in five minutes. It takes time and perseverance,

education and sometimes sacrifice to get reforms .

We, as Union men , must learnto know these things.

Many of our men were sore ,too , because we did not

get the closed shop written into our agreement.
Did

you join Division 113 because your employer said
you must ? Or did you join believing it to be the

right thing to do and the best thing in the interest
of yourself, your familyand your fellow men ? If it

was the latter, then help convince those on the out
side of their duty, You have all the real argument

on your side . You have the reasons . The non

union man only has the excuses . There are about
ninety of us Union men to every one of them . If it

is the real desire of the ninety , the one could be
easily shown what is expected of him . Don't wait

for the boss to build up your Union . That's your
job .

Now, boys, let's go. 1928 won't be long coming.

Let's stop the gaps in our ranks, cut out the grumbi
ing, put the best that is in us into our job and then
come back in 1928 and say : " Now we want the

best the job can give us . '

Since our last issue we have started a Ladies

Auxiliary . The officers will be glad to meet any of
the members ' wives , mothers or sisters at their

meetings. A good Ladies Auxiliary can do a great

deal for a Trade Union and a Trade Union can do

much to make the lives of members' wives better
and easier. So the officers of the Union join with the

officers of the Ladies Auxiliary, in extending to our

ladies a hearty andearnest invitation to join in this
good work.

We now have the first copy of the new magazine

issued by our Street Railway Commission, which
carries the T. T. C. news. Some of us were a little

suspicious as to its intention . After seeing it and

being informed that space will be given Division 113

for notes and notices, we should have no further

Themanagement of our employing property is to
be congratulated on

two things : First, the get -up.

of the magazine . Second, its name- " The Coupler.

It should be the means of coupling up the various
branches of our industry. No one will welcome that

more than Division 113 . We hope , from time to

time, it will carry articles dealing with our system
that will be of benefit to all, so that our road may
soon be in a position to money and

provide us with thebetter things of life. We mem

bers of Division 113 can set the pace with a little

We must try even more than we have to
developthe riding habit. In the past few years our

Toad, like all other electric roads, has suffered a

decrease in passengers,but it appears by the returns

of the first four months of thisyear that thisde.crease has struck bottom .
Here's hoping that it has

and that from now on, with our heln , itwill show
improvement.

as

work site

We are108. 972
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Oakland, Calif.-- Will you agree with me that the

strength of organization of street car men is largely
determined by the men who are in close contact

with new men as they enter the employment and

are able, because of their personality to induce new
men to join our grand army of union men ?

A line executive in our Local is primarily a brother
elected to collect dues in the division in which he

is employed. Advisedly, we do not call them dues

collectors, as that is not all of the official functions or
responsibilities they assume. We do not call them

secretaries, we have secretaries for secretarial

work. We do not call them organizing committee

men , as that is incidental to their major functions .

We do not call them grievance committeemen , as our

Local will testify that President Durand is well able

to care for grievances . A line executive , to be suc

cessful in our organization, must possess qualifica

tions and in addition must have a personality that
blends harmoniously. He must possess tact , intelli

gence and honesty. Perhaps what I have said will

explain the scrutiny and enthusiasm that accom

panies the election of our line executives .
fortunate in having line executives who are supreme

in their work . It is gratifying to know that the

membership feels that the affairs of the Local are
safe in their hands.

At the Key Division , Brother Glodfelty is our line

executive . When , out of several hundred men ,

Brother Glodfelty makes the announcement that

every man is in the organization and dues 100 per

cent paid , you can realize the work that this brother

must be doing. Every man on the Pier respects

Brother Glodfelty and every man associates his name

with 100 per cent unionism . He is modest in his

ways and yet aggressive . He is quiet of speech and

yet forceful in expression . He has a voice of kind

ness and his arguments are persuasive .

On the Western Divisionwe have Brother John

Glass who looks after our affairs. He is known by

every union man in town and by every person who

has the pleasure of associating with him , as simply

“ John. " If you want to know why we call him

“ John, " we might tell you that " John " embodies the

acme of irresistibility. If there ever was a lovable

fellow, Brother John is it . You cannot embarrass

him , because if he is wrong in any particular he is

ever ready to apologize and thank you for your sug:

gestions and if he is right , merely smilos at you and
forgets about it . The least we can say about John

is that he can play as a kid , work as a man , be as

stern as any execuitve need be and be as kind as

anyone can hope to be. Brother Glass had a hard

time at the Western Division , because most of the

men who have recently come to his Division have

been men who never had any relation with unionism

mu

fears .

earn more

effort.
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When you have to implant the principles of unionism

in their minds, the job is not easy . Brother Glass

has been very earnest in his work and at present his
Division is practically 100 per cent . He aims at

results and gets them .

At the Central Division we have just elected

Brother Kavenough to this important position . From

the enthusiasm manifested in his election , there is
no doubt of his getting results . He knows how to

handle himself and because of his broad acquaint

ance , he is especially qualified for his work. He, too ,

has a faculty of doing hard work and that is what

our line executives must have primarily.

At the Northern Division Brother Mathews is the

line executive. This is in addition to his other ac.

tivities in the Local . His personality is so replete in

accomplishments that it is truly impossible to think
which acts of his deserve special mention . He has

the fight and grit which makes his division 100 per
cent true union .

Brother Van Benten is our line executive at the

Eastern Division . Though your writer knows little

of the activities of that division , he is informed that

the Eastern Division is equal to any Division and

if that is so it may be said that assuredly the East
ern Division is practically 100 per cent . Brother

Van Benten is a comparatively young man and if

he can accomplish so much now, our Local can feel

proudof having such amanin our ranks, who can
line up and encourage the younger men in his divi

sion .

This entire paper has been given in explanation of

the work of our line executives, because it is our

desire that you may know of the good work they
are accomplishing. With the aid of our officers we

find our organization in very good condition.

There is just one thing . however, that is very

deplorable. That is the fact that by the arbitration

award handed down a short time ago, the new men

must wait a whole year before they can make enough

to live on . The first year is very difficult for the

new men , as they probably work just a few days a

week on a very low scale . However, if a man has

enough to carry him through for the first year , he

then finds himself in very good condition from that

time on.

N. H. M.- 192 .

a very

Probably when this comes off the press, we will be

working for and under a new management.

Our meetings are being well attended , which speaks

well for our Local .

Death has again invaded our ranks and snatched

Brother William Rochre of 101 Broadway from our
number. The vacancy will be hard to fill, as

Brother Rochre had an excellent disposition and it
will be hard to duplicate him. This is another re .

minder that the roll is being called and it is one
more name nearer us .

In regard to the welfare of our Local being repre

sented in the new franchise , if we get the four things

we are asking to be inserted in thenew franchise , we
will be getting some . The special things for which

we have asked are : Recognition of our Local; the

right to arbitrate differences ; one day's rest in seven
and the abolition of the one- man car.

With best wishes to all , on behalf of Division 788 .
I will bring my. letter to close for this time .

Just glanced at the clock and both hands are on 11 ,
Good night , --Cor. 788 .

HELD TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL BALL

Fall River, Mass.- Division 174 held

pleasing event the evening of April 5 . It was the

Local's 25th Annual Ball . The event was held in

Anawan Hall and the capacity of the hall was filled
with attendants.

Leading the grand march were President and Mrs.

John R. Machado, Vice-President and Mrs. Frank
Morriss, Recording Secretary and Mrs. Thomas

Fletcher . Financial Secretary - Treasurer and Mrs.

John Porter, followed by Floor Director Camille

Marchand and Brothers Joseph Chatterton and their

ladies. The first couples were presented with boquets

by Miss Lucille viachand, the daughter of Brother
and Mrs. Camille Machand .

Kathleen Lyden, champion Charleston dancer of

Massachusetts gave a very entrancing exhibition of
dancing . Other entertainers were : Albert Gilbert ,

vocalist , Albert Poirier , pianist and Miss Stevens and

Mr. Johnson of New York , dancers of the new Pea
body and others.

The hallwas prettily decorated with blue and gold
bunting and festoons . On the stage , in the rear of

the orchestra , was a large sized model of a street-car.

The Elite Orchestra supplied music for the dancing .
At the close of the ball , the attendants were ac

commodated with transportation by street - cars from

thehall to all parts of the city.

The committee in charge of the event comprised
President John Machado , Vice -President Frank

Morriss , Recording Secretary Thomas Fletcher,

Financial Secretary - Treasurer John Porter, and Com
mitteemen William Farlow , James Chatterton, Goef.

frey Henry, Camille Marchand and Nelson Guimond.

COR . 174 .

SEEKING PROVISIONS IN FRANCHISE

can

St. Louis , Mo.- Local 788 has gone to work in

dead earnest . We have changed attorneys and a

number of important things have been done recently .

Our new attorney's name is Snyder . We are greatly

encouraged with the way he has begun to handle

things for us .
Our meeting held April 12 was a knockout . Not

a discord or argument of any kind was indulged .
This is the way all of the meetings should be con
ducted . Then we get somewhere . Brother

Douglas's report was fine , so was that of Brother

JoeHidenfelder of the Shop Department.
Our Local is making an effort to get President

William Green of the A. F. of L. to come here

Labor Day and speak .

Brother Ed . Walton of Easton Ave. Shed recently
had the misfortune to lose one of his arms . A

resolution was passed at our last meeting , for the

shed captains , when collecting dues , to also take up

a collection for Brother Walton for the purchase of

an artificial arm for him.

Alice Carlin of Hillsboro , Ill., was present at the
meeting and made a good talk on Child Labor,

which was well taken by the boys . She sold many

little books explaining the work . Brother Harry
Galvin of Hartshorn, Okla . , was present and made a

splendid speech in behalf of the Hartshorn Region
Coal Miners of District 21 . They have been on
strike for eighteen months. While this district be

longs to the United Mine Workers of America , they
have received not much assistance from the Miners
Headquarters , owing to the fact that the Anthracite

Coal Miners were out at the same time and every.
thing obtainable was sent to them . This little ,

struggling body of men had to fight their battle
alone . Brother Galvin said the greatest blow was
when Governor Walton was thrown out of office, as

he was very friendly towards the miners, while the

man that is in the chair now is very unfriendly and

has the right name , for he is always studying how

to trap a union man . His name is Trap.

A unanimous vote was taken at our meeting for a

Labor Day parade.
At the last Executive Board meeting . a resolution

was passed to organize a Ladies Auxiliary to Division

788 .
think this a good move the right

direction .

DEATH ENTERS RANKS

Calgary, Alta . — The regular meeting of Division
583 was held in Labor Temple , April 15 . I regret

that both sessions of this meeting were poorly at.
tended . I suppose sickness kept many away. Cal .

gary has been suffering with an epidemic of Au .

Over 25 per cent of our men have been off duty

with it .

Six of our brothers have recently undergone op
erations . Four of them are again home but not

yet on duty .

Two of our members, Brothers Louis Wright and

Ira Hamilton. we very much regret, have passed

a way to a better land .

I must congratulate all of the brothers on their

visits to the hospital. They saw
to it that the

brothers in therewere not lonely andthey certainly

cheered them up .
We had a benefit a whist drive and dance for

Brother Cadden last week .
The committee wishes

to thank those who bought tickets and could not

attend . It was a great financial success .
I am sure

the money will do much good .
Local 583 wishes

to thank the Musicians' Union for their part in the

benefit . They donated the orchestra service .
luck to them . We hope to help them out at some

future time .
Brother Dan Kinlock is home after undergoing

an operation for appendicites.

Brother Jim Gleason
is doing nicely after his

recent operation and expects soon

duty .

Division 583 extends sympathy
the

of late Brother Wright, who passed away April 22.
Our sympathy goesout to the widow and daughter

of late Brother Ira Hamilton, who passed from this

life April 29 .
-CASEY.

Good

to be back on

to
Sister

in
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PREPARING PROPOSED NEW AGREEMENT meeting. If more take an interest in the organization
we will get better results . Let your wives know and

also your furure wives what these union meetings

mean to you . Then they will see that you are in

attendance. They may also make some good sug

gestions for the benefit of all of us . Let them know

what the union means to you nd to them. Then

you will be there every meeting night.

Cor, 479 .

All one THINK IT OVER

We

Bridgeport, Conn.- Local 459 held her usual

monthly meeting at our new hall . It is a big im

provement and there is more space. So , come down,

boys, and look our new quarters over . Doc Wald ,

our delegate to the Joint Conference Board , re

ported details of our proposed new agreement and

that everything will be completed by June 1.

By the way, boys, there has been some calamity
singing around the barns . can hear from

some of these birds is this and that , etc. Now is the

time to cut that stuff out and get facts and figures

and bring them to the meetings. Remember, har

mony is what counts . Let's have plenty of it .

Well, the good old summer season is fast ap
proaching. Pleasure Beach and the rest of the

beaches will soon be in full swing . That means

good -bye to the Sundays off. ' Day runs on Sunday
for the extra men will be few and far between .

all welcome the good weather as we have put in a

tough winter.

Owing to the abolishing of the Oak Street trolley

line and busses being substituted , we have had two

picks within the last two months. Trolleymen have
taken advantage of the picking of busses. Bowdine.

Dorley, Hurley and Takasz are the new additions .

By the way, since Dorley picked , it is reported that

in the near future he will step off on the sea of

matrimony . It hasn't leaked out yet who the lucky

girl is. Maybe Bowdine can give us some pointers.
He is to be the best man in the house . Tom Walsh

says they are to be married by radio . So's your old

man .

Brother Sammy Strauss can now practice checkers .

He had an extra large checker board put in our new

meeting hall . His one ambition is to beat Checker

Riley . The latter is still leading in the checker

tournament , with lots of time now, as he is one of

the new additions to the unassigned list.

Brother Tom Murray , sick on and off for the past

few months, thought he could get rested a bit by

picking Norwalk . However, I think Andy Gump

was a little too much for him .

Conductor Cronk , the sheik of the Derby Line, is
contemplating renting cottage in Elim Park ,

where he will spend his summer vacation. Jimmie

Walsh , who has been ill , is also going to Long Hill,

where he expects to regain his health ,

Has anybody looked up Brother Tamz lately ? Get

busy , boys, don't forget Tamz was always a good

fellow .
Brother ķyle had the misfortune to be struck by

an automobile . We are glad to report that his in

jury was not serious . However, the fellow who

struck him has been unable to run his car since , as
he struck Brother Kyle on the head . So much for

Kyle's head .
-Cor. 459.

Lansing, Mich.-The wye that our company has

been putting in to provide for single end one-man
cars is now complete and the one man cars can be

again placed on Michigan Ave.
We are glad to have Brothers Hart and Hicks back

at work again . They were off on account of sickness .

There are two day and two night runs more off on

Sundays, which results in only six crews on Michigan

Ave. on Sundays instead of eight. Sunday is now no

day of leisure on Michigan Ave.

When you are able to get pleasure out of duty,

you are then on the highway to success . Aren't you ?

Here is something.
Think it over : The ways of

the strong man are difficult to fathom . It is the

little dog that barks and irritates . The big man

smiles under the lash of criticism , insult and calam

ity . He sees far below the surface of things. His

dealings are with and for the big stakes -- with the

good of the largest number in view .

We pay for our losses, as well as our gains. When

we gain in respect and confidence our gifts to others ,

we leave no regrets behind .

Be superior to resentment.
" Hadan accident at our house the other night. "

“ Yeah , anybody hurt ? " “ Naw . The old man was

just about asleep when the pillow slipped , the bed

spre he fell through the mattress and almost

drowned in the springs . '
“ The man who does things doesn't know it can't

be done.
" We are overwhelmed with the wonders of the

world , but we live by the simplicities of the world .

After our minds have grown weary of the big words

and decisions, our hearts come back hungering for

the simple things of life, love and laughter, grace

and gentleness . '
The psalmist somewhere has the expression, “ Thy

simpleness hath made thee great. “ Great is he who

lives close enough to the universe that he is pro

foundly simple and beautifully sincere.'
--COR , 563 .
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NEGOTIATING NEW AGREEMENT

St. Joseph, Mo.-- Division 847 is now negotiating
new wage agreement to take effect as of May 1.

Brother C. 0. Madsen was called to Louisville,

Ky . the last of March upon the death of his father.

He has the sympathy of our Local.
Brother Singleton at this time is in the hospital

recovering from serious injuries sustained

accident .

At the meeting of the Local held April 8 , there

were reported sick Brothers C. L. Walton, A. D.

Thornberry, L. B. Fowler, and H. M. Singleton.

made a donation to assist Brother Walton and the

company contributed a like amount. The boys are

always there when itcomestoassisting those in need .

Brother Walton has been illfor a long time.

Brother Harve Hogue is
near Falls City ,

Neb . , farming . We wish him luck .
Can anyone tell Alva Rush where Main Street is?

We understand Brother Tom Carroll is reaching

out in high aspirations. He wants to be constable of

Washington Township and is
the Republican

ticket for nomination . We hope he will succeed.

Brother Nish Hoskins is yielding money to hold -up

men these days. Brother A. Smith is doing likewise

on the Grand Ave. line . They should endeavor to

talk these fellows out of it .

Brother Dick Johnson is working a tripper on the
Massanie Line . He says he needs the experience .

You know the rest .

They tell me that Brother John McCombs was

compelled to down a ladyto get her fare .

Brother, you are not treating the ladies right or you

would have none of that type of trouble.

Brother C.V. Scott is taking athirty -day lay-off

assist in building a duplex house in the 3500

block on St. Joseph Avenue . It exhibits something

of the qualities of a financier.

At our meeting of April 22, Brothers C. L. Walton,

H. M. Singleton and P. Curtin were reported yet on
the sick list.

-Cor . 846 .

Middletown , Conn .-- Division 479 held her regular

meeting April 14 . There was a fairly good attend

ance and we trust this good attendance may con

tinue with our future meetings . Some of the boys

should forget their sweethearts and attend meetings.

Take a hint, Brothers Jimmie, Dan and Quigley .

We are wondering when Brother Sam Bilt man is

to take his vacation , He has worked very steadily

a waiting a Jewish holiday. You're young yet, Sam ,

and the carpet is bulging with inoney soaked away.

You should find a girl .

Wny are the regulars, particularly Pat and his boy

friend , sick on Sundays?

Where does 1243 go nights off ? Is he looking

about for furniture ?
Brother Caples is the only known sheik here . The

day sheets show results . You'll be holding down a

regular job soon .
How many sets of teeth are there in the outfit

now ? Bill is having a hard time trying to bite .

Never mind , Bill , they are false, but they are true

to you .

We are pleased to see Bill back with us . We are

lucky to have a man like John L. Sullivan to care
for Bill , we hope you stay always . More

power to you .

Our force of bus men (four) received their back

pay obtained through the recent arbitration board .
They can testify that the arbitration not al

together a failure.

What's going on down the avenue lately , boys ?
Let us in on thesecret.

Brothers, don't forget your dues . Attend the

meetings the first Wednesday in each month . Surely
you can afford to spend two hours each month at a

on

us . run

was to
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MEANS BREAD AND BUTTER

Windsor, Ont .-Well , here is Division No. 616

again .

I would like to see every member put his shoulder
to the wheel and keep his dues paid up and help the

dues collector, Brother Davidson , in his work . We

should all carry an up-to-date card at all times .

There should be no delinquents . I know there is not

one of us who would like to return to the long hours

and small pay , with no seniority and no one to stand

by us if we should get into trouble. There are also

none of us that would like to pass from this life in bad

standing in this organization , as it would be an in

fiction upon those who would become our benefici.
aries. Imagine where you would be in wages and

working conditions at this time had you not been as
sociated in this Division No. 616. So let's try and do

better in our dues each month , as it means our bread

and butter and a better appearing organization .

Brothers V. Sherdown and C. Sinclair were on the

sick list for a few days , but they are again on the job .

We are advised that Brother McNiece is acquiring

the French language since Brother Meloche signed
with him on the Tecumseh line .

Brother J. Cedar has taken back his summer run

on the Tecumseh line.

Will Brother S. Bouchner pay to Brother P. Sinser

that twenty - five cents he borrowed ? Ha ! Ha !
Brother C. Chittle continues on the sick list . We

hope he will soon be able to be again on the job .

Don't forget to get your 0. K.'s for the bus lines

and be ready to take a run when the company puts

the busses in service the first of June .

I wonder who supplies Brother Bastien with chew

ing tobacco on the Lincoln Road bus line .

Rumor has it that Brother Girard is to be married .
We wish them the best of luck in this new adventure .

We would be pleased to see a few more of our
members at the meetings . There is no excuse for not

being in attendance when off duty . It also helps
your officers to perform their duties. It is an en

couragement to them. So , brothers, be there.
This is about all I have to say this month . I wish

you boys who have any little jokes or something you
would like to see in our journal would please bring

it to me and I will see that it goes across.

-Cor . 616.

Brother Ben Nesary is feeling much better now .

He has been on sick leave since December, 1924.

Brother David Davis of the Rainier Valley system

is confined to his bed with the fiu .

Brother A. C. Connelly, in the hospital for more

than four years, is convalescing .

Brother Wahlmouth of the Fremont Barn is re

covering from sickness .

Brother J. W. Kennedy is again around after

several months ' sickness.

Brother Fundeen of the Jefferson Barn , is recover

ing from a long spell of sickness.

Brother H. H. Frarry has returned to work after
a few weeks ' illness .

At our last meeting , President J. W. Hall and
Business Agent M. J. Murray gave the boys words

of good advice on courtesy to the public . This

advice was well taken . During the summer months

there will be many thousands of strangers in our

city and trainmen should reflect the citizenship of

this wonderful city in dealing with those strangers

and it will shape public opinion and represent the

trend of the public mind . It may not be the opinion

of all . At best it may represent the opinion of an

effective and substantial public . Public opinion is

the product of discussion , mode of social control and

if the laboriog people will think, they can shape

public opinion to their own good. Labor includes

human activity of every sort . It is intellectual , as

well as physical , having economic significance. Labor

is a personality and its productiveness is given in

expectation of an award . Labor brings its peculiar

environments , Labor is naturally in demand for

what it produces .

Unions help to build up labor. The only way the

non-union worker can help to build up the reputation

of his trade is by getting into the union or leaving
the job . A non -unio man does real harm by lower

ing the standard of living . If Local 587 had its way,
all would belong to the organization . But when the

vocation is infested with parasites it has to tolerate,

of course it makes the struggle of 587 more difficult .

Take into consideration the material that consti
tutes the human race . It has made wonderful pro

gress in the wayof emancipating, the wage worker,
Labor organizations have increased productivity and
elevated the standard of living . Collective bargain

ing must be considered as an economic gain for the
individual and for the nation . The methods and

policies of labor organizations generally depend upon

the circumstancesunder which collective bargaining
takes place as affecting its efficiency . So see

labor is very liberal with everyone concerned .
Cor . 587 .

UNIONS BUILD LABOR

we

PROVISION OF CONSTITUTION

car men are

Seattle , Wash .-- Local 587 is still on the map . We

are doing more than for which we are given credit.

At the last meeting we initiated two applicants and

accepted four more applications .

We have moved our meeting place to the new

million dollar Eagles Temple, Seventh Avenue and
Union Street .

Many of the street

Eagles and looking forward to the convention here

this summer, when thousands of strangers will visit

our great city , for its age the best city in the world .

At this time of writing Brother Nels Anderson is

off on account of a condition of his legs . We hope

he soon again will be with us .

Brother Sam Cordell returned to work April 5 ,

after recovering from an auto accident.
Brother Pat Dcery returned to work April 8 ,

following sickness from bronchitis .

Brother J. D. Fischer is convalescing in the hos

pital, recovering from injuries sustained in an auto
mobile accident .

Brother W. T. Harvey of Fremont is gradually
recovering from rheumatism .

Brother E. R. Jones of the Jefferson Barn is re
ported at work. He is one of this Local's best
members.

Brother Herman Le Gault is recovering from illness
which has caused him to be off duty since March
10.

He is one of the pioneer gripmen of Seattle and
has seen many hard winters.

Brother William Travis , off for several months
sick , is again around and will soon be able to pull the
grip .

Brother J. 0. Nelson , ill since October 26, is not
yet in a condition to return to work, although im .
proving

Brother A. M. Pace , sick since December 4 , is

taking a trip to California for his health .
Brother W. M. Pohle returned to work April 12 ,

having been off sick since February 22.

Brother R. W. Sward , off since April 9 , is again
at work.

Brother R. L. Raymond of Fremont is still knock
ing around the house. He feels that he will be out
at the barn some of these days. We know there will
be direct action when he arrives ,

Hartford, Conn.- We are now getting ready for

our Twentieth Year Anniversary. We hope to have

President W. D. Mahon with us and some other

International Officers . It is to be held in June. We

trust that every member will try and make this event

a great success . You know what a hard time the

older men had to start this organization here twenty

years ago .

We are selling tickets on a Ford car at 10 cents

each , which we expect will go fast .

We held our annual dance at the Palais Royal ,

Easter Monday night and it was a grand success .

Brothers, be sure and come to the meetings from

now on , for it is near our wage agreement renewal .

Come up and give the officers your ideas. Help

your officers and don't tell them that they ought to

have done differently after everything is over . You

have no kick coming if you are not at the meetings

giving your help. Many members are very good in

giving their ideas in the lunch rooms, car barns and
on the street corners , where the public is listening in .

They would do much better if they would attend the

meetings, the meeting is the proper place for

those discussions.

Brother Jas . Donlon has joined the matrimonial

tribe . We wish Mrs. and Brother Donlon the best

of luck and may they live happily in double harness.

Brothers Frank Coughlin and Timothy Curtin are
yet on the sick list . We hope to see them back on
their runs soon .

Former Vice - President Jas. P. Sheehan is now the

proud father of a baby girl Congratulations. Keep

the good work up .

Well, brothers , be sure and keep up your dues.
You can always find Brother Francis R. Everin on
Wednesdays. You can never tell what will happen

and you know you are not entitled to benefits if you

are behind, as that is a provision of the Constitution,
-Cor . Div. 425 ,

as
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Gloversville, N. Y .-- We frequently hear

member of the Local Union say : " I don't see what

good I derive from the Union . I only pay my money

out and get nothing in return ." This conclusion can

be arrived at only by a narrow, selfish point of view.

To be well and able to work and contribute towards

those who are less fortunate , is a blessing and benefit

which should be sufficient reason for any member to

keep his dues paid and keep in good standing in his
Union .

We do not know what a day will bring forth or

how soon we may be counted with the needy or with
the departed ones.

Four of the members of Division 925 have been

taken from us within the past six months. The

money that came to the families of these four

brothers has proved very acceptable and is positive

proof that the Union does do some good. Members

who have contributed to the fund by paying dues

into the Union and thus helping to maintain the

Union, have the satisfaction of knowing that they

contributed to this benefit to the families of our

deceased brothers. Is not that sufficient answer,

even to the narrow minded ?

Employers realize that they are up against a real

issue when they deal with the Amalgamated Associa

tion . Every employe should feel that he is getting
something by reason of the Union , in increased

wages and better working conditions. Aside from

this is the sick, death , disability and old age benefit .

The total benefits paid out by the Amalgamated

Association during the year 1925 , aggregated $ 1,080,

456.74, or at the rate of $ 2.960.00 per day . Is there
no benefit in the Union ?

It would be well to look, listen and think before

saying : " It don't do me any good to belong to the

Union. "

-COR. 925 .

it up .

it in .

INSTALL NEW EQUIPMENT

THANKS TO TICKET SELLERS

Sioux City , Iowa.-- Division 779 reports progress.

Well , the dance is over . Of course the committee

is sure glad. We realized a little besides expenses,

but should have done better . You cannot get any .

one to help the Amusement Committee do anything,

as they seem to think it is all up to the committee.
All had a good time and some ask when we are to

have another dance . Well, we will have another,

but the arrangement committee should embrace a

greater Number, so that they can have some experi.
ence. We wish to thank those who helped to sell

tickets and make the dance a real success . One of

our ticket sellers seems to have forgotten to turn

in the receipts to the treasurer or dance committee.
Brother Tripp is again out after a few days

sickness .

Brother Walter Noyes was called awaythrough the

death of his brother's wife in North Dakota .

Brother Peter Storm tried a freight car and gave

Brother Rhoads was the unlucky one to bid

Brother Frank Matts is liable to be left with a

stiff knee , following an accident.

Brother Weberis again atwork after a week's
vatation .

Brother L. E. Garnett is nursing a bad shoulder.
Vaccination might do it good.

Brother Barboe isbusyathome watching his wife

write receipts for the Woodmen'sLodge.Only six hun.

dred to write. Oliver is treasurer and Mrs. Barboe

is his chief clerk. That is whatwe call co-operation.

Brother Walter Moore is again at work, following

a short vacation .

Brother J. H. Dunn is a checker champion.

Brother McCarty is a dyed -in - the-wool Democrat.

A few car men who are not in good standing in

Division 779 had better straighten up. You or your

family may need help some day .

Collector Rice appears to have troubles of his own.

Did you ever heara President of a Local advocat.

ing a reduction in salary for its officers? If not ,

take a look at President H. T. Woodward of Division

779.

Brother Cormany is again working.

Brother Ed. Herman's smile doesn't wash off.
Brother A. T. Day sports a new car. Of course

his daughter is the cause .

Best wishes to Brother and Mrs. George Criteser .

They are now proud parents.

We are pleased to see Brother William Pryor in .

terested in the Highland Church . It is a good

example for the children and some older ones.

-Cor. 779.

BROTHER NICHOLSON RECOVERING

East Liverpool, Ohio.- Division 52 , and we are
proud that we are one of the oldest Locals of the

Amalgamated Association , takes pleasure in reporting
to the general membership of the Association that

we have consummated an agreement with our em
ploying property in which isrestored our old union

provision providing that employes are
remain members of the Association pending the

period of the agreement. The agreement is for a

three -year period , with the
wage question subject

for opening at the end ofeach year, if either party

so desires .

tion many who attended those conventions will bear

In past conventions of the Amalgamated Associa

in mind that periodically BrotherHughThorn repre;
sented Division 52 . He was for years persident of

our Local . In fact , he was president during our

controversy with our employing management a few
years ago . You will be . perhaps, not surprised but

interested to learn that he is now superintendent of
our property . He is one of those with whom our

agreement was recently made,

One of our old , reliable members, Brother William

B. Nicholson,we are pleased to report at thistime
is recoveringfrom a long period of threatening sick.

Brother Nicholson may beremembered as the

delegate who represented Division52 at the Mon.

treal Convention last year. After

treatment and several diagnoses it was finally disa
covered that Brother oison's affliction

practically due to goiter . He recently underwent an

operation in Cleveland which has

started his restoration of health that

that the final diagnosis is the correct , one.
He is

advised that he willbe required to undergo another

operation some few months later, but in the mean :

time he is recuperating fand enjoying better health

than he has enjoyed forIthe last two years .
most gratifying .

I have vigorously requested the president of our

Newark, Ohio.— Yes, Division 839 of Newark,

Ohio, is still alive . We are getting along nicely . We

had an election of officers some time ago and I was

elected to do the corresponding and this is my first.

Hereafter, I will be regularly once each month be
fore the Division Associations, with information

from our post .

Division 839 is about 75 strong and growing , as
the bus operators have been taken in and, believe

me, they make things lively .

Ask Brother Angus - Buck - Waddell how far

Moxahalia is from Zanesville .

Several of our boys have been on the sick list , but
the well ones don't mind doubling for them .

Brothers Leedy, La Crone, Wilson, Vorner and a

few others are having trouble getting up in the A.

M., due to the fact that they are tuning in on the

radio ,

Congratulations have been forwarded to Mr. and

Mrs. Neil Tuffier -- a daughter; Mr. and Mrs. D.

Angus Waddell, a daughter, and Mr. and Mrs.

R. M. Catt, a son .

Our company has purchased new equipment for

the service , including city busses , intercity busses and

city cars, which we appreciate very much .

-R. M. C .-- COR .
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RETURN TO SQUARE DANCE
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Youngstown, Ohio.-- Division 114 held the regular

April meeting in the I. 0. 0. F. Hall, Falls and

Market Streets . Following a brief business proced

ure and in accordance with a program arranged by

our Executive Board , an old fashioned box social

and square dance was enjoyed . The event was well

attended and those present had a glorious time.

Music was furnished by Professor Roy Whitten

berger and orchestra . Brother Whittenberger is one

of our members and an operator , as well as being
the director of a fine orchestra . The music

highly appreciated .
The affairs of Division 114 are directed by a staff

of officers as follows : President , J. A. Lilly ; vice

president . W A. Butcher; secretary , Earl Brush;

treasurer, T. B. Wilkins; executive board , Ben

Davis, Walter Miller, J. Boyan and H. N. Brown.

Division 114 has the distinction of being one of

the oldest Locals of the Amalgamated Association,
of which we of course are justly proud. Division

114 is as strong today as ID the beginning, some

twenty-eight years ago .
-COR . 114 .
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Local to appoint a correspondent, that Division 52
may appear in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

every month. On all other matters the president

seems to be up-to-date and efficient, but for some

reason he seems to have neglected this one feature.

Now there are twenty men or more in this Local

who are wholly capable of writing a letter once each

month for publication in the M. & C. and I trust

that our good president will see to it at our next

meeting that a correspondent is appointed ,so that

in the future I will not be compelled to butt in .
--COR PRO. TEM.

SYMPATHY EXTENDED TO

BEREAVED MEMBERS

Brother Harry A. Liening, Baker Board Member,

reports that Brother A. Isham on the sick list since

November 14 , 1924, is improving slowly.

Brother Charles Howk, on sick leave, is in Bing

hamton , N. Y. , where it is reported that he is

recovering.

Brother Chris Chrysler's wife is visiting her people

some 200 miles north_in Michigan, nearGrayling :

Brother Anthony Desanter passed from this life
May 1 . He is survived by his widow and son, who

have the sympathy of Division 26.

The Woodward Avenue members have established

a Sick Fund. It hasnow acquired over 400 members
of the Local. The fund is conducted on the basis

of paying $8.00 per week sick benefit after the first

week of sickness. It is reported that only six men

upon the system are ineligible to the Benefit Fund .

Brother David Semel is operating a union restau

rant opposite the Woodward Car Barn . He still re.

tains his membership in the Local.
Brother Ben Robin recently enjoyed a vacation ,

during whichhe visited Flint.

Secretary Clarence Nugent reports that there is

but one employe on the Jefferson Line out of the
Union .

The Baker Division of the D. S. R. won the ban

ner for the least accidents in the recent " Less Acci

dent' week. The Baker Branch of the D. S. R.

Bowling League also won the champion cup in the
bowling contest .

The annual excursion of Division 26 will take

place July 14 , This year it is to Bois Blanc Park.

Boats will leave the dock in Detroit at 9 and 10

o'clock A. M. and 1 and 3 o'clock P. M. Members

can secure tickets from their respective board mem

bers .

Brother Fred Reno is serving on the Agreement

Committee on the D. S. R. Branch . He is one of

Division 26's old war horses. -REX .

6

Wheaton, Ill. Division 215 can report progress.

as a general proposition everything is running, very

smoothly and there is mutual co -operation with the

management of the property.

Two of our members recently suffered the loss of

members of their families. Brother Perry L. Weston ,

throughdeath, lost hismother. The father of Broth

er John Klein also has passed to his eternal home.

Division 215 ,in meeting assembled, enacted resolu
tions of condolence to these two brothers. The

resolutions were prepared by the Resolutions Com

mitteecomprising Brothers William Frazer. E. E.
McFadden and C. C. Yeager. The resolutions as

adopted were as follows :

Resolution Upon the Death of the Aged Father of

Brother J. Klein

" Whereas, The Supreme Ruler of the universe has

called to His eternal home, Ms. John Klein , the aged

father of Brother Jake Klein ,

" And whereas , Mr. Klein was an old and respected

citizen of this community for many years, whose

sterling character and friendly manner made for him

a host of friends, who will not soon forget his many

kindly acts;

" Therefore be it resolved that we mail a copy of

these resolutions conveying our deepest sympathies

tothe bereaved family and relatives,

"And be it furtherresolvedthata copy of these

resolutionsbe spread upon the minutes of the regular

meeting, of the Division, and copies sent to the
officialjournals for publication . "

Resolution Upon the Death of the Beloved Mother

of Brother Perry Weston

“ Whereas, our heavenly Father, in His infinite

wisdom and mercy, has seen fit to remove from this

life the beloved and kindly mother of Brother Perry

L. Weston, whose death came after a long illness and
much suffering, and

" Whereas, wewant Brother Weston and family to
know that ' friends and brothers are sympathizing

with them in this great loss,the loss of amother,

and while we realize that words mean but little to

them at this time, we hope that this will be some
consolation to them in their great sorrow .

" Therefore , be it resolved that copies of these

resolutions be spread upon the minutes of the meet.

ing and sent to the bereaved family ,

" And be it further resolved that copies be sent to

the official journals for publication." -Cor . 215 .

DETROIT DIGEST

Former President Herbert Gee who now lives at

705 West Alvarado, Pomona , Calif . , is not enjoying
the best of health . A letter recently received shows

that he weighs 138 pounds. He and Mrs. Gee are to

make a trip east and are hopeful that they will
reach Detroit to be here to take part in the excur

sion that is to be given to Bois Blanc, July 14,
when he hopes to see many of his old associates .

Heappreciates the letters he has receivedfromthe

members of Division 26, in which he maintains his

membership . Mrs.Gee's health seems to be of the
best California .

Brother Joseph Myin , sick for some three months ,
is rapidly improving.

Brother James A. Osborn is serving on the Agree.

ment Committee of the D. S. R. Branch of Division
26.

Car Foreman Jack Halbrou has suffered the loss of
a leg through blood poisoning in the ankle. While

in the hospital undergoing the operation and treat
ment , his father died. He has the profound sym
pathy of Division 26.

BrotherGlen Swarts is serving on the Agreement

Committee ofthe D. S. R. Branch of Division 26 .

Brother FrankWilliams, whois on the Agreement
Committee of the D. S. R. Branch , reports that

Brother Charles Jessop haspurchased a new Ford ,
with matrimonial intent, provided the added
trancement of the Ford may center upon him the

attention of some kindly disposed young lady .

CAREY D. FERGUSON

Special Notice

1

Detroit, Mich . , May 10.

To Members of Division 26 and Employes

of the Department of Street Railway

and Detroit United Lines.

Brothers :- The Officers of Division No. 26

deem it advisable to call your attention to

a subject of considerable interest to one of

our old staunch and tried members and

former officer, who is now endeavoring to

the nomination and election for

Sheriff of Wayne County. There is

doubt that a great many of you already are

secure

en
no
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PRESIDENT BERT MERSON

Division No. 113 , Toronto , Ont .

aware of his candidacy at the present time

but to those who were not able to attend

the last mass meeting of the Division held

on April 24th at Moose Hall, the candidacy

of Brother Ferguson was endorsed for Sheriff

and the Division membership pledged their

loyal support to the fullest degree in secur

ing his nomination and election for the

position of Sheriff of Wayne County.

Brother Ferguson is all deservingof every

effort that each and every one of us can

put forth for his success . He has been a

loyal member of our Association and as an

officer occupying the position of Business

Agent for several years, he needs no intro

duction to the Street Car men , both of the

Department of Street Railways and Detroit

United Lines. His work as an officer stands

forth with the highest degree of efficiency.

There are many of you aware that since

he has taken up his official position in

public life, both for the State of Michigan

and our Federal Government , he has at

many times, served the Association with his

advice and particularly, has he rendered

valuable service in several arbitrations for

the Association and without cost to the

Association and acting as their arbitrator.

It is our earnest desire that , first, each

and every one of us do all in our power to

promote to a successful end , his nomination

and election , by our individual efforts.

Second, we can best do this by first sign

ing his petitions that are now out , urging

all of our friends to participate in the sign

ing of this petition .

Third , petitions can be accured at the

Local Headquarters, 138 Cadillac Square,

Detroit , and we sincerely hope that our

membership will take advantage and secure

Fourth, it is our earnest desire that those

who have petitions at the present time filled

out, will return them as soon as possible to

the Local Headquarters and as stated above ,

those who have not secured petitions can

secure same by calling at the Local Office

for same.

In conclusion , we know of no member who

has more loyal friends in our Association and

generally in the City of Detroit , than

Brother Ferguson and he has earned that

loyalty by the fact that all of the responsi

bilities that have been placed upon him

have been carried out with the intent of

higher purposes and integrity and with no

thought of selfishness on his part . At this

time, his friends have a fine opportunity,

with the assurance of success, to pay tribute

to him , that has been well earned in his

services to the Association and its member

ship.

Trusting you will do your share and with

best wishes, we remain .

Fraternally yours,

H. A. MEEKER ,

President Div . 26 .

NEIL MCLELLAN ,

Business Agent, D. S. R.

SIDNEY VAN NESS ,

Business Agent D. U. R.

CLARENCE NUGENT,

Secretary ,

same.

By virtue of old Division 113 , Toronto ,

Ont., the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America

is in a way in attendance at the Interna

tional Labor Office Convention held this

month in Geneva , Switzerland.
Brother

Bert Merson , President of Division 113,

through the prestige of the Local and his

own ability as a trade union executive,

through appointment of the Canadian Gov

ernment is the representative who is a mem

ber of this Association , who , with President

Tom Moore of the Canadian Trades and

Labor Congress is representing the Canadian

Government in the Labor Branch of the

League of Nations . Division 113 is to be

congratulated upon its official selections, in

having a man as President who so extends

the latitude of the Amalgamated Associa

tion . Not only is Division 113 thus repre

sented in a civic way, but the Business

Agent of the Local, Brother Joe Gibbons,

hasserved for years 'asComptroller upon the

Board of Comptrollers of Toronto,having

been elected by the people of Toronto at the

last election by the largest majority of any

of the ten candidates running for the posi

tion . Brother W.D. Robbins has also

served the city of Torontoas a member of

the City Council .
The election of such

officers places Locals of the Amalgamated

Association in the lead in the American lab

or movement. Brother Merson , as have his

associate officers, has proved himself to have

been one of the best executives of the Amal

gamated Association ,
Brother Merson is a

member and an executive of the Canadian

Trades and Labor Congress ,
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE

" MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR "

ever

our membership, but I know that in this ,

our hour of distress, our brothers in the

east will not forget us.' What a grand ex

pression of confidence in unionism this mes

sage bears to our members. That confidence

is not being betrayed. The San Francisco

membership can never forget the substan

tial benefit of unionism that is being dis

covered to them by the distressing experi

ence they are now passing through. How

ever sad, it is a grand and noble demon

stration and one of lasting credit to our

Association , The fact that the same course

is being pursued by other unions of labor

extend the credit to unionism in general .

“ ' In organizing I often meet the individ

ual who asks : ' What good is a labor union

anyhow ?' I would reply to that man by

asking him what he amounts to , acting as

an individual, in the way of fixing wages,

shortening hours of service or gaining better

conditions.' — W. D. Mahon. '

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

" MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR"

" Appalling to the world was the news

that flashed over the wires on the 18th of

April announcing that one of the vast

centralized communities of enlightened

peoples had met with and had been over

come by one of the most terrifying calam

ities that has befallen the human

family. San Francisco , the metropolis of

the Pacific Coast ; San Francisco, one of the

jewel cities of America and the Mecca of

thousands of annual tourists , the home of

more than 400,000 people, in the bare space

of a few seconds, and while, for the most

part, her multitude of souls were sleeping

in peaceful confidence of security, had been

shaken from her foundation and plunged

into a seething , burning furnace. The

happy people were converted into homeless

fugitives. Such was the story that came

over the wire, and such was the story that

set to beating the concordant heart of

human sympathy . The story has been told

and read. There are many who had friends

in that golden city , and they will continue

to tell and read . But reaction has taken

place , and Cold Business is stalking over the

ruins of that once happy city . Cold Busi

nesseven now has its grip upon the throat

of Human Kindness and public charity is

ceasing its interest in the welfare of the

afflicted people of the once prosperous city:

Cold Business was early upon the scene of

devastation—so early that the great money

interests were in our national congress to

land a knockout blow upon any measure of

permanent relief , as was seen in the defeat

of the Hearst Bill to loan money to the

rebuilding of the city , at a nominal interest ,

by the government. Cold Business has

money to loan , and no competition is de

sired from the government . But, thanks to

the brotherhood of common interests, there

is a power that lookstothe individual. We

have read how the bankers of the nation

rushed to the assistance of the bankers of

the fallen city . It was a gratifying example

and commendable. Other illustrations might

be used . Merchants will be given credit by

merchants.
But the wage earner, he who

suffers most , he who lost the furnishings of

his little home, he who has seen even his

employment annihilated, he it is who suffers

most , In this is where again we see the

benefit of the brotherhood of interests assert

itself. However, there is only one institu

tion by which this brotherhood of interests

may effectively demonstrate , and that is the

labor organization . Fortunately for the

multitude of San Francisco's wage earners ,

they were union men . Thus we not only

see the banker rush to the relief of the

banker, but we see the laborer transmitting
substantial succor

across the continent to

his fellow interests in the quake-shaken and

fire-swept city. Information comes from

President Richard Cornelius, of Division No.

205 of this Association, that the quakeand

fire made homeless and destitute over three

hundred families of members of our Associa

tion . 'It is a sad situation ,' said he , ‘ for

“ Milwaukee Strike"

“ During the past year many hardships

and ill treatment have been imposed upon

the employes of the Milwaukee street rail

way : good, competent men have been dis

charged without any valid cause other than

that they were active members of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America .

“ Many times have the men been desirous

of an aggressive move and had just cause

for so doing, but their good judgment and

a desire to preserve peace and save the city

from what at all times indicated a bitter

fight by the arbitrary disposition of the

street railway company prevailed . But for

bearance ceased to be a virtue, and after

five months of thorough organization and

the continual discharge of men , the com

pany absolutely refusing to entertain a com

mittee , the employes were forced to a strike,

and on May 4 every man left his car and

at this time not a man has deserted the

ranks of nearly 1,000 men . The demands

are for the reinstatement in a body of dis

charged employes, an increase of wages to

20 cents per hour and an annual agreement

binding the company and employes in

question of dispute. President Mahon was

called to Milwaukee by the officers of

Division No. 15 before the strike was or

dered and has been there all the time en

deavoring to effect a settlement .

“ The tyrannical and arbitrary disposition

of Manager Henry C. Payne in refusing to

confer with or entertain a committee, the

State Board of Arbitration or anyone de

sirous of a settlement , has made it a fight to

a finish . The firm stand which the entire

population of Milwaukee has taken in be

half of the street- car men and against the

soulless corporation is a strong indication

that the men will be victorious in the final

round-up .

" To give the readers some idea of the

general situation a few clippings are taken

from the Milwaukee Daily News as follows :
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“ “Yesterday's demonstration of labor in

sympathy with the striking street railway

men and electricians was one of the largest

and most notable in the history of the state .

The weather man was good to the strikers ,

and a beautiful day followed a stormy night,

to the agreeable surprise of the public and

the friends of the strikers. Consequently

the parade that preceded yesterday's picnic

a big affair, as nearly 10,000 people

took part in it .

“ ' Nearly every labor union in the city

was represented in the parade , which was

the largest seen here for years . An im

mense throng of people crowded the streets

and sidewalks and cheered lustily the

thousands of hardy sons of toil as they

marched in unison to the sympathetic

throbbing of their noble hearts for the good

cause of humanity which they had espoused .

Conductors and motormen , nearly 900

strong , were at the head of the first division

and were all dressed in their neat blue uni

forms . They were given almost a continu

ous ovation from the time they left National

Avenue until they reached Schlitz Park .

The electrical workers followed the street

railway men and they also made a fine

G

ernment in its efforts to maintain control of

the Government.

" The American Federation of Labor is

strongly committed to the policy of collec

tice bargaining, of wage contracts and the

observance of wage agreements. It will not

depart from this well established policy . It

has made its greatest progress through a

religious observance of contract obligations.

In my opinion the organizations affiliated

with the American Federation of Labor will

strictly adhere to such a program.

“ However, we realize that economic and

industrial conditions in Great Britain differ

from the economic and industrial conditions

prevailing in America . In addition, under

the form of organization prevailing in the

different nations across the sea the organi

zations of the workers in each country may

determine their own policies . The organi

zations of Continental Europe and Great

Britain are affiliated with the International

Federation of Trade Unions, with head

quarters at Amsterdam , Holland. The

American Federation of Labor is not affili

ated with this International Federation of

Trade Unions.

“ The American Federation of Labor be

lieves the miners of Great Britain are justi.

fied in their demands that they be paid a

decent living wage. We believe their

grievances are well-founded and should be

speedily redressed . We express the hope

that those qualities of deliberation and

judgment which have always characterized

the British people in every crisis will so

assert themselves as to bring about an im

mediate settlement of the causes of the

strike and to avert the dire consequences

with which the people of the Nation are

threatened ."

11

appearan
ce

. '

“ President Mahon has just announced

that the trades unionists of Milwaukee

through the Local Federation of Labor, have

wired President Gompers of the National

Federation , demanding his presence here .

This gives a new and startling turn of

affairs and means that the battle of the

strikers against the street railway company

is to be conducted on methods even more

vigorous than those now employed ."

STRIKE OF MINERS OF GREAT

BRITAIN JUSTIFIED

By President William Green

BROTHER WM . B. NICHOLSON

ha

most

a

“ Press dispatched convey the information

that peace negotiations have broken down

and the general strike which was threatened

in Great Britain has become an established

fact . Naturally , this has created a

grave situation and one which causes

feeling of deep concern in the minds of all

thinking people. This is the first time a

general strike has been resorted to in Great

Britain. The working people in the United

States will observe with keen interest this

experimentation in the use of the sym

pathetic strike as a means of bringing about

the settlement of a wage controversy in a

single industry .

“ The great danger involved in a general

or sympathetic strike is the possibility that

the original grievances which are the primary

causes of the strike and which are, in this

case , meritorious, may be lost sight of be

cause of the charge that the general strike

is a challenge to government and to the

existence of government. The issues of the

strike become obscured and the public mind

becomes confused. Public opinion, in Great

Britain , might support the workers in their

demand for the redress of just grievances

whereas it would solidly support the Gov.

Delegates who have attended various

conventions of the Amalgamated Associa

tion , will remember Brother Wm . B.

Nicholson of Division 52, East Liverpool ,

Ohio . Brother Nicholson attended the

Nineteenth Convention as the third conven

tion attended by him and those who were

in Montreal will remember him as being at

that time a very sick man .
After much

treatment his case was diagnosed as that

of illness resulting from goiter. He recently

went to the Cleveland Clinic Hospital,

Cleveland, Ohio, where he sustained two

operations, relieving him of this condition

and his many friends will be pleased to

learn that the operations were successful

and that Brother Nicholson is now on the

way to a restoration of his former health .

Division 52 is one of the oldest Locals in

the Amalgamated Association and Brother

Nicholson is one of theoldest members of

the Association. He has for years served

as an officer of the Local, many times as

President .

Glib salesmanship is not needed to sell a

Union Label bearing article. That it was

made by self-respecting and skilled work

men is guarantee enough.
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THE UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY

The Department of Commerce has re

ceived a report for the first quarter of 1926

showing a tremendous increase in insurance

written by the forty -five companies which

have eighty-one per cent of the total out

standing business of all United States legal

reserve life insurance companies.

Note these staggering amounts of new

business written in the respective months :

January $ 854,057,000

February
869,246,000

March . 1,039,098,000

$2,762,401,000

Get thosefigures in your mind NEARLY

THREE BILLION DOLLARS NEW BUS

INESS in the first quarter ofthis year, and

note the statement of the Manager of the
Association of Life Insurance Presidents.

" It is significant that the largest per

centages of increase for the quarter are in

the volume of new industrial and group in

surance -- PROTECTION PRINCIPALLY

TO THE WORKERS OF THE COUN

TRY."

What finer argument can be presented

for the need of LABOR having its own

company, owned by LABOR , controlled by

LABOR, for the benefit of LABOR .

THE UNION LABOR LIFE INSUR

ANCE COMPANY has nearly three hun

dred thousand dollars subscribed for its

stock, or nearly one half the required

amount, and this large sum from a handful

only of nationals and internationals . Let

the local unions and invididuals act at

once and put the Company in position to

write its share of the enormous volume of

business carried in the United States.

NEWBURGH , N. Y., AGREEMENT

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT entered in

to in triplicate this First dayofMay , 1926 , by

andbetween the NEWBURGH PUBLIC SERVICE

CORPORATION of Newburgh , N. Y., hereinafter

called the CORPORATION ,party of the first part,

and the AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYES OF AMERICA , DIVISION No. 388, of

Newburgh, N. Y., hereinafter called the ASSOCIA

TION, party of the second part .

WITNESSETH : That in the conduct of street

transportation business of the corporation , both

parties hereunto mutually agree :

Section 1 . That all bus drivers in the employ of

the corporation are to become and remain members

of the Association in good standing , and when new

men are employed as bus operators in the future ,

they are to become and remain members of the Asso
ciation in good standing during the life of this agree

ment , with the exception that call men who do not
work more than one day a week will not be con

sidered as regular employes and will not be required

to become members of the Union.

Sec . 2 . The selection of runs shall be in accord

ance with seniority.

On all lines owned and operated by the party of

the first part , their seniority will date from their
continuous employment with the Company, provided

they become a member of the Association at the
first regular meeting after their employment Oper
ators will have the right to change runs every two

months, change to be effective by the fifth , or at
any change of schedule.

In case one or two regular runs are open, senior

extra men are to fill vacant runs until next change

of runs; in case of more than two regular runs being

open , all runs shall be picked again .

Any driver employed at other than actual opera

tive passenger or freight service for the computive

period of over ninety (90 ) days in any twelve ( 12 )

consecutive months shall lose his seniority rights .

Sec . 3 . The wages of regular bus and freight oper

ators shall be five (5 ) dollars per day.

All bus operators operating snow plows or per

forming extra or additional work shall be paid at the
rate of fifty - five ( $ .55 ) cents per hour for such extra

or additional work ; meals to be furnished by the

Corporation to men engaged in snow plow work

when such men are unable to receive meals at home.

The Corporation will furnish during the life of this

agreement to each operator:

(a ) A weekly sick benefit by standard insurance

policy of fifteen ( $ 15.00) dollars per week .

( b ) Also a one thousand dollar ( $ 1,000.00) death

benefit policy effective after three months' service .

Sec . 4. Straight runs shall consist of nine hours of

labor to be performed in nine consecutive hours . No

runs that are kept on now known as straight runs

shall be made into swing runs during the life of this

agreement ,

All swing runs shall consist of not more than nine

hours' labor to be performed in twelve consecutive

hours, except in extreme cases in any one day of
twenty -four hours .

No bus operator shall be compelled to work over

time in connection with the regular discharge of his

duties except in extreme cases, such as holidays,

Sundays and so forth, for which overtime he shali

be paid at the rate of fifty - five ($ .55 ) cents per hour.

No bus operator, after having completed his day's
work, shall be called upon to perform extra work

except in extreme cases , and if he is ordered to per
form such labor in case of emergency, he shall be

paid at the rate of fifty - five ($ .55 ) cents per hour,

such time being computed from the time he is or
dered to report for duty as aforesaid , except in

cases where his time is not continuous , then he shall

be paid a minimum of two ( 2 ) hours .

Nothing in this agreement shall prevent the Cor .

poration from discontinuing any of its regular runs
if failing revenues or other causes make such action

necessary .

Sec . 5 . No regular bus operator shall be required

to perform extra or additional work when extra men
are available .

Sec . 6 . No bus operator shall lose more time than

necessary when notified to report to the Superintend.
ent of the Corporation , or other proper official.

Sec . 7 . In case of suspension or discharge , any bus

operator, who, after investigation is found not to be

at fault shall be reinstated to his former position and

paid for the time lost at the same rate of pay he

PROFIT IN INJURY FILLS

POORHOUSE

Lansing, Mich.—The evils of private profit

in workmen's compensation are indicated

by Silan Main , county superintendent of the

poor, who says the private insurance com

panies compel employers to weed out only

the most fit workers.

" There are more persons in the Ingham

county infirmary than a year ago , " said Mr.

Main. Some ofthese persons are physically

able to do light work, but are unable to

find employment as the employer does not

care to take a chance , he said .

" In fact, there is a weeding out process

now going on among factories in this city .

Although the corporationmaydesire to give

employment to certain persons, yet these

persons, for one reason or another, are 'bad

risks ' for employer and the insurance com

pany carrying compensation .”

We affirm as one of the cardinal principles

of the trade union movementthat the work

ing people must unite irrespective of creed,

color, sex, nationality or politics. - A . F. of
L. Convention Declaration.

$
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NEWFIVE -BARRELADJUSTABLE HIGHSPEEDCHANGER

Lever Operated

Makes change quick as a flash .

Strong, Durable, Rapid.

Beautiful in appearance , highly

polished.

Can be adjusted in a moment to

throw out one to five pennies, or

one to six tokens.

No tool required to make adjust

ment, use coin .

INSTANTANEOUS LOCKING DEVICE

Slight pressure of thumb locks coin

chambers.

No. 555. Quarter, dime, nickel, penny , penny.

No. 566. Quarter, dime, nickel, penny, token

PRICE $ 4.00 . Postage paid.

J. L. GALEF, 75 Chambers Street, New York City

guidance and instruction of its members, and such

bulletin board shall be main taned in the waiting

ATTENTION !

room provided for the bus operators ,

Sec . 12 . The Corporation agrees to meet and treat

with the proper officers and committeesof the Asso
ciaton

Motormen and Conductors

all grievances that may arise between

them , and such hearing to be granted within twenty

WE SPECIALIZE IN
four hours after having received a requestfromthe
proper representative of the Association for the same.

Sec . 13 . It is further understood and agreed be

Better Built Uniforms tween the parties hereunto that in consideration of

the foregoing, the Association will work at all times

Made of Regulation Blue Serge
for the best interests of the Corporation ,and that

by Skilled UNION Tailors
they will strictly observe and obey all orders when

not conflicting with the provisions of this agreement.

They further agree at all times to protect the prop:

Hoffman Tailoring Co. erty of the Corporation from injury at the hands of

others when in their power to do so, and to use

2341 Olive St , at Jefferson

every effort to prevent injury to the property and

persons of the travelling pubiic.

ST . LOUIS, MO.
Sec . 14 . All orders that are to become permanent

shall be posted upon the bulletin boards in the

waiting rooms for the bus operators and left there so

long as they remain in force .
would have received had he been regularly employed Sec 15 . Extra bus operators first to work shall

in his proper position . have the preference of extra work during the day

Sec. 8 . Suspension or discharge of bus operators and all runs or specials or other work which the

shall not be made public .
official in charge knows that calls for extra men shall

be posted on the bulletin board in the bus operators

Sec . 9. All bus operators shall be granted free waiting room before each roll call . A minimum of

transportation over all lines owned by the Corpora
twohours willbepaidfor extra passenger work .

tion .
Sec . 16 . No strikes or lockouts shall be permitted

Sec . 10. During the life of this agreement two
during the lifeof this agreement, both parties theretouniforms, one pair of puttees and one cap will be recognizing their dutyto the public. In the event a

supplied each operator by the Corporation, same to strike or lockout shall be threatened and the parties

remain the property of the Corporation . Operators to this agreementfailto reach an agreement by

will be required to keep same cleaned and pressed

at least once each month ; an inspection system by
methodswhichare provided in this agreement, then,

the Corporation is to be maintained . Operators will
and in that event thequestion atissue shall be sub
mitted to three arbitrators chosen in the following

be required to furnish their own Winter coats. manner : One shallbe chosen by the party of the

Sec . 11 . The Association will be permitted to first part, one to be chosen by the party of the

maintain a bulletin board at the bus barn for the second part, and the thirdto be selected by the two

WORKERS UNION
No shoes are Union Made, under our Fair Arbitration

Contract, except those having this stamp.

UNION STAMP
INSIST upon having them for The Whole Family ,

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

246 Summer St., Boston , Mans .

Colle Lovely , Prau. Charles L. Baiae, Sec.-Trona

Do Not be Imposed Upon

Factory
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this

It Cured His Piles

Without Operation or Pain

FREE TRIAL TO PROVE IT HEALS

Relieves and Prevents

" I suffered for years with piles and

am cured, thanksto the Page Internal
Pile Remedy , They cured me when

all else failed , " says J. H. Mueller,
Glendale, Ohio.

Costly , painful, dangerous opera
tions are unnecessary - Piles be

healed if treated
J. H. Mueller

internally. The
Tablets , the combination method,

stop piles . Ointments and salves alone will never

your piles — you must treat the cause , treat

internally . Write for Free test package-to prove

its worth . Send no money - it is free .

E. R. PAGE COMPANY, 214 - A Page Bldg ., MARSHALL, MICH.

Get FRE
E
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cure

Liver and StomachTroubles

You do not need to suffer from gallstones , pains in

back , orliver and stomach troubles. You can getrid
of them now , if you will send for this free sample .
Gallstones aredangerous;they are painful, torture,

and cause burning paina around your liver, pains in
your sides ,and oftentheycausechills, fever,colie ,
indigestion , or gastritis . Let me send you a liberal
Free Proof of Dr Hildebrand's famous

sules, and be relieved. They may save yourlife
avoid an operation . Send name and address to

day;no obligation. Address: F. Granzow ,Drag
gist, Dept.579517W. Madison St., Chicago, ni

Tire

Agents

Wanted

Use and In
troduce MELLINGERCORDTIRES

15,000 GUARANTEED
Lowest Wholesale Prices in Amer

ica. Shipped prepaid on approval. Make
big money allorpart time. No capitalor
experience. Sample sections furnished.

YOUR TIRES FREE !

Simply send pametoday for FREE BOOK , telle
how thousands do big business. SpecialAgonts
Olfer, Wholesale Prices and FREE Samplo Kit.

MELLINGER TIRE & RUBBER CO .

Dept. 451. Kansas City , Mo. WRITE

Dept. 451. Philadelphia , Pa . NEAREST
Dept. 451 , Oakland , Calif. OFFICE

after profit or a woman after a living wage.

When women learn
to rally around the

Union Label such conditions will change.

The purchaser of union- made goods is the

real employer of the workers.

Motormen's Non-Magnetic Watch Holder

448

thus chosen, and both parties agree to abide by the

result of such arbitration . In the event of failure to

choose a third arbitrator in the manner herein before

described, both parties to this contract shall confer

with the appointed arbitrators and arrange for such

selection . The Board when organized shall proceed

with its investigation within fivedays thereafter and

shall proceed day by day until a final award is made ,

which award when so made shall be binding upon

both parties.
The expense of such arbitration shall

be borne as follows: Each party shall bear the ex

pense of its own arbitrator and the presentation of

itsown case, the expense of the third arbitratorand
such other legitimate expenses as are necessary suc

cessfully to carry on the arbitration shall be borne

jointly by the parties to this agreement.
This agreement shall be nding upon the parties

of the first part , its successors and assigns, and upon

the party of the second part ,and shall take effect

on May 1, 1926, and continue in full force and effect

until the first day of May in each succeeding year

unless either party shall desire tochange or modify

the same, inwhich case the party desiring such

changeor modification shall notifytheother party

at least thirty days prior to May first of the change

or modification desired and such agreement must be

fully ratified bythe parties hereuntoat least fifteen

days in advance of the expiration day of the existing
contract .

NEWBURGH PUBLIC SERVICE

CORPORATION

By B. Bryant Odell, Secy. and Treas.
THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY

EMPLOYES OF AMERICA , DIVISION

NO. 388 , NEWBURGH, N. Y.

By George R. Plant, President.

By Joseph M. Douner , Vice-Pres.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTÉE :

Edgar D. Fowble.

Pinkerton Sutton

Aulton W. Brach .

Fixing a minimum wage for women in the

District of Columbia has been held by the

Supreme Court tobe an invasion of con

tract rights .
Fixing a maximum rate for

public utilities through lawfully constituted

agencies of the people has been held invalid

when that rate , in the opinion of the U. S.

courts , does not allow a reasonable profit."

It seemsto make a vital difference whether

the applicant for protection isa stockholder

A practical little holder adjusted for any size watch .

May be attached to head of screw in frame of car.

Saves motormen's time and promotes " Safety First."

May be conveniently carried in pocket when not in use .

WANTED --Motormen and Conductors to Act as

Agents. Send 50 ¢ in money order or stamps for

sample. Sent to any address in United States pre .

paid . W. C. WILLIAMSON ,

22 Arbor Street, E. E. Pittsburgh , Pa .

11 You Don't Recoin Yous

Motorman and Conductor

fill inthis couponandhand it to your ... ..
or mail it to theMOTORMAK AM , CONDUCTOR ,
260 East High St. , Detroit , Mich .

Name .. Div . No......

... Street ...

Former Address ,

No........... Street ..

Post Office .



Let Us Serve You !

P
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F you are in need of financial advice ,

want help with your income tax , or just

want a dependable and trustworthy institu

tion to deal with , you will always find

this bank willing and anxious to serve you .

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

Branches Throughout Detroit

8

Tobe well dressed and
BATCHELDER MADE

neat in appearance, order

UNIFORMS
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QUALITY STYLE MAKE

BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORMS

A SOURCE OF SATISFACTION

TO EVERY WEARER .

For Sale by Donlara

WRITE : : SAMALAS

CA

FRED M.BATCHELDER CO.

120 HARRISON AVENUE

BOSTON
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BLOUSE
5424

SKIRT

5439

con

$ 443

FASHION LETTER

This season's fashions are most interesting because of the

radical change from severely simple lines, to the more femin

inely lovely undulation of the flare effects.

One finds endless variety in the fluttering flares, draperies ,

plaits, godets , frills and founces.

Harmony in dress, cout, shoes , hat and accessories is now an

absolute necessity , and most economical too, for one may wear
one coat with several dresses in harmonious colors.

Prints and bordered silks are widely shown , all are in brilliant

colors, and are used for all styles of dresses.
Taffeta appears in coats and afternoon dresses . It combines

well with georgette , chiffon and lingerie materials .

The cape- dress , carefully tailored in rep , kasha, or twill is

much in evidence.

Basque effects, with full skirts flaring from the normal

waistline are shown in dresses for youthful figures.

Two piece (jumper) frocks are made up for daytime and

evening wear.

The straight lines prevail in this mode , although one may

wear a slightly flared skirt with a jumper dress.

A blouse of checked or plaided material will look well with

a skirt of plain material and vis versa .

A new plaited skirt shows plainmaterial on the underside

of the plait folds , and plaid material on top .

On sports coats and sports dresses one sees yokes and yoke

effects are shown . They may be deep or shallow, straight or

pointed , and may be used with high collars or open necks.

Eyelet and cut work embroidery is used on evening frocks.

The effect is very attractive when the underslip is of a
trasting shade .

A new godet arrangement suggestive of " umbrella " folds is

shown on princess dresses .

5424-5400 . Ladies ' Costume of 27 - inch material . The

Blouse 5424 cut in 6 Sizes : Sack 78 yard of 27-inch ma

34 , 36 , 38 , 40 , 42 and 44 inches terial, and the Cap yard

bust measure . Skirt 5400 cut of 18-inch material . Price 12 €

in 6 Sizes : 25 , 27 , 29 , 31 , 33 5439. Ladies ' One Piece

and 35 inches waist measure. Dress.

To make this style as illus Cut in Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38 ,

trated in the large view for a 40, 42 and 44 inches bust

38 -inch size will require 574 measure . If made as illus

yards of 40-inch figured ma trated, a 38-inch size requires

terial and 78 yard of plain 2% yards of one material 54

material . If made with short inches wide , and 14 yard of

sleeves % yard of the plain another material of the same

material is required . The width , for collar and cuff fac

width of the skirt at the lower ings , for facing on pocket flap

edge is 24 yards. Two sepa and for pocket and overlap.

rate patterns 12 ¢ FOR EACH The width of the skirt at the

pattern . lower edge is 194_yard , with
5442 . Girls ' Dress . plaits extended. Price 12 ¢.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 6 , 8 , 10 and 5443 . Girls ' Jumper Dress.

A 10 year size re Cut in 4 Sizes: 6, 8 , 10 and

quires 3 % yards of 40- inch 12 years. An 8 year size re
material , with 3 yard of con quires yard of lining for

trasting for the " tie collar," the underbody, 2 yards of
if made as illustrated in the figured material and 44 yard

large view. If made with of plain material for plastron

short sleeves and without con and facings on the tie ends, if

trasting material for the col dress is made of 40- inch ma

lar, 3/4 yards will be required . terial and as illustrated in the

large view If made with long

5437 . Ladies ' Morning sleeves % yard more of the

Dress with Slender Hips. plain or figured material is

Cut in 9 Sizes : 38 , 40, 42 , required . Price 12 .

44 , 46 , 48 , 50, 52 and 54 5449 . Dress for Junior and
inches bust measure. If made Miss .

as illustrated in the large view Cut in 4 Sizes : 14, 16 , 18

a 42-inch size , will require 438 and 20 years . A 16 year size,

yards of 36 - inch plain material if made as shown in the large

and 14 yard of contrasting view will require 3 yards of 40

material for facings on collar, inch material, and 1-6 of a

revers, cuffs and pocket. If yard of contrasting material
the Dress is made with long 4 yard wide for facing on the

sleeves it requires 47 yards yoke insert . If made of one

of the plain material. The material entirely and with

width of the skirt at the foot peasant sleeves, it will require

with plaits extended 274 378 yards of 40-inch material,
yards. Price 12 €. Price 12 € .

5031. Infant's Set. 5427 . Child's Dress.
Cut in One Size. If made Cut in 5 Sizes : 1 , 2 , 3 , 4

as illustrated, the Dress will and 5 years . A 3 -year size re

require 1 % yard of 36-inch quires 1 % yard of figured ma
lawn or nainsook, and 2 % terial and 4.yard of plain

yards of edging 372 inches material, 27 inches wide if
wide for the ruffle. The made as illustrated in the

Gown will require 1 % yard large view . Price 12 ¢ .

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP - TO -DATE SPRING

and SUMMER 1926 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color plates,

and containing 500 designs of Ladies",Misses' and Children's Patterns,

ACONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ONDRESS

MAKING , ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THE NEEDLE (illustrating

30 of the various,simple stitches ) all valuablehintstothehome

Send to Dept. M. C, BEAUTY PATTERN CO .,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn , N. Y.

5442

12 years.

Price 12 € .

5437

5449

dressmaker.

54274
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The Go-Ahead Man

An ill- fitting, poorly made uniform is like a “ block ” on a man's

road to success. His industry, honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier.

A Bloch uniform is “ two bells ” and ahead for the man of " pep"

and ambition. It is so carefully made, so clearly above the ordinary

in tailoring , so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

The
Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name. Always

Bloch

Company

insist upon seeing this label .

Cleveland :

Send mefree, aai

Trolley Jim

Time Book
In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio

Narne

GALVE

MUS AMENICA

Address
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Published monthly by the Amalgamated Association Entered at the Post Office as Second Class Matter.

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of America . Accepted for Mailing atspecial rates of postage pro

W. D. Mabon, President vided for in Section 1103, Act. of October 3 , 1917.

260 East High Street, Detroit, Michigan. Subscription Price . $.75
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are :

STAFF OF OFFICERS OF DIVISION 174 , FALL RIVER, MASS .

Reading from left to right seated are: Financial Secretary John Porter, Vice-President

FrankMorriss , President John Machado, Recording Secretary Thomas Fletcher. Standing

Board Members William Farlow , Joseph Chatterton, Geoffrey Henry, Camille Mara

chand and Nelson Guimond . Division 174 has the distinction of being the second oldest

Local of the Amalgamated Association within the State of Massachusetts - a state within

which the street and electric railway employes are practically a solid unit of organization.

THE MITTEN PLAN

The “ Mitten Plan ," so -called by the ex

ploiters of open shopism, is being used to

promote antagonism of organization of wage

workers. Back yearsbefore Mr. Thomas E.

Mitten came into prominence as a street

railway magnate and manager, various

policies were adopted to promote relief as

sociations among employes for the purpose

of dissuading employes from efforts to or

ganize bona fide trade unions.

These union antagonizing managements

recognize the advancements that organized

wage workers have made in the processes

of wagefixing and thatit has become so

general that even non-union wage workers

are constantly on the alert for the appear

ance of conditions by which they

affiliate with their craft organizations and

federate with all organized crafts in attain

ing a solid ground upon which to operate

in the fixation of wages and working condi

tions . In later years an avalanche of en

deavor has been instituted to prevail upon

prospective organizing employes to satisfy

themselves with what is known as “ Shop

Committee" methods in which the pretense

of collectivebargaining is made to appear.

The so -called Mitten Plan for " collective

bargaining and co -operative welfare" had its

start some fourteen or fifteen years ago ,

when Mr. Mitten took over the operation of

the Philadelphia Rapid Transit property.

He found existing there a collective agree

ment made by and between the employing

property, and a Division of the Amalga
mated Association of Street and Electriccan
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Railway Employes of America, which was the wage rates in Buffalo would lower the

established through much effort on the part standard of wage rates in Philadelphia by

of the Philadelphia street railway employes including Buffalo in the four union estab

in meeting antagonisms in organizing and lished wage cities .

in the conduct of an organization. Lock Now to return to the Philadelphia Rapid

outs had been instituted, which had been Transit Co-Operative Plan , so -called

really overcome by a majority of the em Mitten Plan : ' It will be observed that the

ployes belonging to the organization and Philadelphia Rapid Transit employes had

through which an agreement had been made, not one word to say relative to the fixation

by which wage rates increased so that the of wages following their collective agree

last real effect of the Philadelphia Local ment relations that expired with the propo

brought wages to 25 cents per hour for first sition of Mr. Mitten to base wages upon the

year service men ; 26 cents per hour for the four unionized properties in Buffalo, Chi

second year ; 27 cents per hour for the third cago, Cleveland and Detroit. This basis of

year ; 28 cents per hour for the fourth year ; wage fixation in Philadelphia continued

29 cents per hour for the fifth year and 30 until the Mitten management, in taking

cents per hour for those of over five years over the properties in Buffalo, instituted a

in service. The Chicago maximum rate, on lockout of the Buffalo street railway men's

the surfaces lines, at that time attained to union. Then , for a brief time, the cities of

32 cents per hour following the fifth year of Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit were ac

service. The Detroit maximum rate to the cepted as the union basis of wage fixation

members of Division No. 26 was 30 cents in Philadelphia, until the rates moved for

per hour following the second year. The ward to a point where Mr. Mitten proposed

Buffalo maximum rate attained within the and conceived a plan called the " Market

first three years and was 28 cents per hour. Basket Plan " of fixing wages, which was

The Cleveland rate was 27 cents for the very recent and returned the wage fixation

first year of service and 30 cents per hour in Philadelphia to the full control of the

to those of more than one year of service. management of the property. This new ,

At the time of the wage statements as so -called market basket plan discontinues

given above, the Philadelphia Local, Divi the possibility of any further increase of

sion No. 477 , had become practically so dis wages in Philadelphia, but practically as

integrated that the management of the prop
substantial reduction in wages

erty was enabled to eliminate itself from within the space ofa few brief years, should

further operation under agreement condi the plan continue.

tions that resulted through the collective It will be observed that up to practically

bargaining of the Local with the manage the present date the Amalgamated Associa

ment and a new system of wage fixation was tion of Street and Electric Railway Em

put into effect by Mr. Mitten . ployes of America has possessed the credit

system of wage fixing was to take the wage

rates prevailing to surface employes in

of fixing wages for the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Employes. The Philadelphia Rapid
Chicago - Division No. 241- to members of Transit employes have enjoyed this fixation

Division No. 26, Detroit ; 268, Cleveland of wages through the Locals of Chicago,

and 623 , Buffalo , add these rates together Cleveland and Detroit almost to their pres

and divide them by 4 , which would effect ent wage rates. Of course there are no

the wage ofthe Philadelphia street railway union men left in employment upon the

employes . This was to impress upon the Philadelphia Rapid Transit street railway

employes that they were to receive the av. property .
They have been eliminated

erage union wage scale of those four cities
through processes within the period of the

and thus be working under wage rates fixed
Mitten management of that property,

A

through collective bargaining of those four
known member of the Amalgamated Asso

Unions. The Buffalo Local was a newly in ciation cannot obtain employmentwith the

stituted Local , having been instituted early
Philadelphia Rapid Transit property.

in 1913 and as a result of the Buffalo em
It was from employes of the Philadelphia

ployes organizing, they were locked out and
Rapid Transit property that the Mitten

the wage fixation resulted in a settlement management drafted substitutes to take the

of the lockout. This settlement brought a places of union men when the Mitten man

substantial increase in wages to the Buffalo agement instituted the lockout in Buffalo,

street railway men. in the way of eliminating union men from

Of course it is clear to understand the
service in that city.

reasoning process of Mr. Mitten in the The “ Philadelphia Rapid Transit Com .
adoption of the fixing of the union wage pany Co-Operative Welfare Association "

scale for the Philadelphia men as prevailing regulations comprise the following :

in the four cities mentioned . There were The Association shall be known as the

less than one-third of the number of men Co-Operative Welfare Association .

employed in Buffalo than were employed in “Membership

Philadelphia . In 1913 there were about one “ All employes of the Philadelphia Rapid

half as many men employed in Detroit and Transit Company between the ages of 16

one-half as many in Cleveland as were em and 45 years, who shall have been continu

ployed in Philadelphia , In Chicago , the ously in the service of the said Company

number of men empoyed upon the surface for six months or over , whose sole occupa;

lines exceeded the numberof men employed tion has to do with the Philadelphia Rapid

in Philadelphia by about 30 per cent. One Transit Company duties and whose entire

may presume that Mr. Mitten assumed that working time and services are subject ex

This new

242
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tion . "

clusively to the call and demand of the bers of the Amalgamated Association are as

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, shall acceptable as employes as are non-union

be eligible to membership in the Associa wage workers, However, this assertion

tion. Membership in the Association shall stands disproven by ` the attitude of the

cease immediately the member leaves the management towards members of the Amal

employ of the Company or is discharged, gamated Association. Not only is employ,

and neither they nor their beneficiaries shall ment denied members of the Amalgamated

thereafter have any right to any benefits Association in Philadelphia, but Philadel

or any equity in the funds of the Associa phia non -union men were used in the incep

tive movement of the Mitten management

Of course , at the institution of this “ Co to destroy the Union and eliminate union

Operative Welfare Association " all employes men from the service in Buffalo .

in the employment of the Company were In an announcement made by the Mitten

made members. This qualification of mem management under the title of " Collective

bership applies only to those who were em Bargaining and Co -Operative Welfare,"

ployed following the institution of the which announcement was made some 6 or

Collective Bargaining and Co- Operative 7 years ago , but which is being used in the

Welfare Association ." way of circulation for education in support

In the application for membership signed of the plan, is the following :

by employes who become members of the " The Government has been good to us in

said Welfare Association is the following various ways. The War Labor Board has

provision : dismissed the complaints of those who were

" I expressly agree and covenant that my desirous of destroying our efficiency . The

membership in this Association and all Emergency Fleet Corporation and the

benefits, rights and equities therein shall
Bureau of Industrial Housing and Trans

forth with cease upon my leaving or being portation have advanced us millions of dol

discharged from the service of the Phila iars with which to buy new cars and other

delphia Rapid Transit Company, except such equipment ."

benefits as I may previously have been en The " Collective Bargaining" procedure

titled to by reason of accident or sickness
provides that the management of the prop

occurring while in the service, as provided erty and the employes shall be represented

in the said regulations." by an equal number of committeemen . The

Another provision is that : “ The Chair committeemen to constitute this board com

man of the Board of Directors and the prise two elected by the workers from each

President ofthe Company shall be Honorary branch of the industry, there being desig

Chairman of the Association ." nated five branches , viz ,: Transportation

A further provision reads: “ The Secre
Department , Rolling Stock and Building

tary, Assistant Secretary, Treasurer and Department , Electrical Department, Way

Assistant Treasurer shall be appointed an Department and General Offices Depart

nually by the President of the Company.' ment. This creates a committee of twenty,

The Association provides that the mem comprising ten chosen by these five depart

bers shall carry a One Thousand Dollar life ments as representative of employes and ten

insurance certificate issued by the Metro appointed by the management as representa

politan Life Insurance Company. Of course tive of the management. A majority of this

when the member' retires from the service general committee controls . The secretary

he is privileged , in the agreement with the of this committee, it provides , shall be ap
insurance company , to retain his One pointed by the President of the Company,

Thousand Dollar life insurance certificate , who shall not be entitled to vote. This

without further medical examination, but secretary must keep accurate minutes of

must pay the regular premium to the insur meetings of all committtees.

ance company thereafter.
The plan also provides for a board of ar

The Association provides for pensions in bitration in the event that disputes are not

case a member reaches the age of 65 years adjusted by a majority vote of this general

and has completed 25 years of service with committee . The plan for creating the arbi

the employing company. In such case he tration board provides that the employes

may receive $ 40.00 per month pension . committeemen shall select one arbitrator,

Sick benefits are paid at the rate of $ 1.50 the employers committeemen shall select one

per day during sickness, not to exceed 100 arbitrator and in the event that these two

days in any consecutive 12 months . arbitrators are unable to appoint a third

The Association pays compensation for in arbitrator, then the Provost of the Univers

juries as determined under the “ Workmen's ity of Pennsylvania, the Chairman of the

Compensation Act," a state law obtained by Public Service Commission and the President

the organized wage workers of Pennsylvania. of the Chamber of Commerce may sit with

The P. R.T. Co. gives out that the prin the two arbitrators upon the subject in dis

ciple of the " Co-Operative Plan ," as origin pute or may appoint the third arbitrator to

ally established , is , that employes may be complete the arbitration board .

long to any union or other organization The plan , of course , provides a fund for

without let' or hindrance, and holds that stock investments . The creation of this

this " is the rock of its dependence and the fund is from an alleged appropriation of the

disarming of its opponents ." This is , of wages of the employes . This stock pur

course, to assume to organized labor and the chase plan is assumed to create ownership

public' in general that the Company has no in the property on the part of all members
antipathy towards unionism and that mem of this Mitten Plan Association .
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The capital stock of the Philadelphia in many of them , employes have alrea ly

Rapid Transit Company is today $33,000, lost the investments they made in the stock

000.00 . Of this stock the said stock pur. of employing properties, due to the financial

chasing fund of the employes owns 150,000 manipulation by the managements of the

shares or a proportion ofthe $ 33,000,000.00 properties.

represented by $ 7,500,000.00. The market " The Mitten Plan " is nothing but the old

value of the stock fluctuates, presumably at " welfare” association plan that has been

present averaging but $32.00 per share, used in warfare on unions from the early

which would create a stock value of this antagonisms of unionism .

employes association investment aggregat

ing $ 4,800,000.00 . To show what this repre TROLLEYMEN'S PRESIDENT VISITS:

sents in the capitalization of the Philadel.
LOCAL EMPLOYES

phia Rapid Transit Company, you must

take into consideration the following figures :
Mahon Lauds Co-operation Between Com

Capital stock of P. R. T.... $ 33,000,000.00 pany and Men

P. R. T. direct indebtedness.. 23,000,000.00

Capital stock of underlying " When I visited this city 23 years ago I

companies.... 60,000,000.00

Indebtedness of underlying

encountered a fusilade of bricks and other

missiles, but today there is a great difference

companies.... 39,000,000.00 -I am greeted with a simultaneous dis

charge of smiles."

Total capitalization ....... $ 155,000,000.00 William D. Mahon, of Detroit, interna

Should this property ever be sold to tional president of thé Amalgamated Asso

satisfy the bonded indebtedness or through ciation of Street Railway Employes, made

bankruptcy proceedings, it will be observed the above statement last night as he address

that $ 122,000,000.00 must be realized to the ed approximately 150 members of the local

stock , and bond-holders of underlying com Trolleymen's union in Knights of Columbus

panies and bond -holdersof the P. R. T. Co. Hall. Mr. Mahon painted a verbal picture of

before the $33,000,000.00 of P. R. T. stock the unrest existing when he came to Water

can participate in any selling price of the bury over two decades ago. He said he had

property. One well knows who has observ . tried in vain at that time to effect a settle

ed the processes of the capitalization of ment in the controversy between the striking

traction properties that there would be railway workers and the Connecticut com

nothing left for the stock -holders owning the pany.

$33,000,000.00 of P. R. T. stock. Mayor Talks

To equate the ownership of the Employes The trolleymen were also addressed by

Association Investment Fund with the
Mayor Francis P. Guilfoile , Charles H.

capitalization of this property on a $ 155, Chapman, district manager of the Connectiu

000,000.00 basis, it shows that the Em cut company; John B. Reardon of Worces-

ployes Investment Fund now represents ter , member of the general executive board,

about $ 3.00. per each $ 100.00 capitalization . and Frank O'Mara, chairman of the state

What this glowing Mitten Plan proposi conference board and president of the . Hart

tion means to the employes may be better
ford Trolleymen's local.

understood by taking into account the fact David J. Scully, president of Local 570 of

that there is a 75 per cent complete turn the Trolleymen's union of this city, presided

over of employes in each 10 years . Of the

cmployes today employed by the P. R. T

at the meeting. Mr. Scully introduced the

speakers .

Co., it would be found that a very minor Mr. Chapman described the members of

per cent of them were in employment with the local trolley men's union as the finest

the Company 20 years ago .

Should any, proportion of this stock in

group of subordinates he had ever had the

pleasure of supervising. Mr. Chapman

vestment fund be returned to employes hav

ing retired from employment , this would

singled out one particular conductor who al

continually deduct from the fund and hold
ways displayed a smile. He said Mr. Mahon

it , presumably , about where it is at the
is recognized by labor industries all over the

country because of his efficient and capable

present time. Of course, it is the design of

the Mitten Plan that employes shall never

qualities.

gain the least control in the way of direct

Mr. Mahon devoted most of his remarks

ing the affairs of the property or of wage
to the fight of organized labor to gain a foot

fixation.
hold in industry . He said the trolleymen's

A review of this article will show that the
union as well as all other trade unions, stand

Mitten Co -Operative and Welfare Associa
for the development of bettermanhood. He

tion is nothing more nor less than the shop
declared further thatthe trade unions had

committee plan or relief association plan of improved , rather than damaged , industries.

all non -union employing properties that are Fine Spirit Exists

using this old method of dissuading em A fine spirit exists here between the union

ployes from organizing and having anything men and the Connecticut company officials,

to say in wage fixing or the fixing of work . according to Mr. Mahon . He stated that the

ing conditions. situation actually surprised him because the

Neither is it the first company where the cooperation is so noticeable.

management have succeeded in interesting The remarks of the mayor and the other

the employes in the purchase of stock . speakers were devoted to the type of men

There are numerous cases of this kind and representedby the trolleymen's union and of

Tth

In
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the courteous manner in which the trolley LABOR ORGANIZATION IN CANADA,

men render service to the general public. 1925

The Brass City quartet entertained with

several vocal selections. Two young daugh- Report Published by the Department of

ters of Mr. Scully, oneof them butfive years Labor Indicates an Increase in Trade

old, danced the Charleston . - Waterbury Union Members

(Conn.) Republican.

According to the Fifteenth Annual Report
RAILROAD MEDIATION BILL

on Labor Organization in Canada, being for
BECOMES LAW

the calendar year 1925, which has just been

issued by the Department of Labor, the

Washington, D. C. - The president has trade unions operating in the Dominion con

signed the Watson-Parker railroad bill. The sist of the following groups : ( 1 ) Local

was urged by organized railroad branches of international craft organizations

employes and by a majority of the carriers. having headquarters in the United States,

The bill was opposed by the National As (2) local branches of the Industrial Work

sociation of Manufacturers and farmers' or ers of the World, with headquarters in Chi

ganizations on the ground that the public is
cago, (3 ) One Big Union, an international

not protected and that higher wages may be industrial body, with headquarters in Winni

reflected by increased freight and passenger peg, (4 ) non - international craft organiza

rates. These opponents urged that the In
tions, with headquarters in Canada, (5 )

terstate · Commerce Commission pass independent trade union units, and (6)

wage increases. Catholic unions. The international craft

In signing the bill , the president indicated union group, although losing 43 branches

that he did not approve it in its entirety. and 17,908 members, occupies first place

When the senate was considering the meas to numerical strength, having 1,985

ure it was announced that the administra branches with a combined membership of

tion was not behind it. 172,573. The membership of all classes of or

" I should have preferred some more ganized labor bodies in Canada, as reported

definite declaration for the protection of the to the department for the past fifteen years,

public, but should the operation of the plan
has been as follows :

demonstrate such protection is needed it can 1911 ............ 133,132 1919 ............. 378,047

easily be supplied by a future congress," 1912.............160,120 1920 .............373,842

said the president. 1913 .. .175.799 1921. .313,320

The plan provides for collective bargain 1914 ... .166,163 1922. .276,621

ing through joint adjustment boards and 1915 ....... .143,343 1923. .278,092

then arbitration. Where these methods fail 1916......... .160,407 1924 . .260,643

a permanent board of arbitration appointed 1917. .204,630 1925 ............271,064

by the president mayintervene.
1918 ..............248,887

In the event that this board of arbitration
Trade Union Membership by Provinces ,

fails to adjust any important dispute the The 2,494 local branch unions of all classes

president is empowered to appoint an emer in the Dominion are divided by provinces as

gency commission to investigate and an follows: Ontario , 1,009; Quebec, 444; British

nounce the rights and wrongs of the issue.
Columbia, 246 ; Alberta, 225; Saskatchewan,

Advocates of the bill are confident that 172 ; Manitoba, 151; Nova Scotia, 131 ; New

the public's interests are protected through Brunswick , 105 ; Prince Edward Island, 11.

the presidential commissions . If the manu Expenditure for Benefits by Trade Unions

facturers' plan were adopted, the Interstate -The report shows that for 1925 four of the

Commerce Commission would have final eighteen Canadian organizations spent $ 23 ,

power of wage agreements . 184 for benefits to members, a decrease of

The bill abolishes the Railroad Labor $ 9,843 as compared with 1924. Of the 89 in

Board, created under the Esch -Cummins ternational bodies operating in Canada , 65

Transportation Act . The public was rep reported disbursements

resented on that board , and its authors in benefits, the combined expenditure being

sisted it was the last word for machinery to $17,397,271 , a decrease of $2,903,093 as com

adjust industrial disputes. Chairman Hoop- pared with the previous year. The disburse

er, a member of the public group , destroyed ments for each class of benefit were as fol

his usefulness in the nation -wide shopmen's lows :

strike when he denounced that movement . Death benefits $ 10,172,310

Under the new bill a larger share of re Unemployed and traveling

sponsibility for continuous operation of the benefits 925,832

roads and for a settlement of disputes is Strike benefits 1,767,820

placed on the carriers and employes. Sick and accident benefits 1,671,807

A. F. of L. News.
Old age pensions and other

benefits 2,859,502

The social influence of the Union Label is
A chapter of the report is devoted to revo

greater than even its friends, know . 3 It lutionary organizations , in which reference is

benefits everyone, through centering atten made to the opposition which the old estab

tion upon the human side of toil; it in lished trade unions are offering to communist

creases the public buying power ; it stands
activities in North America . As a directory

for sanitation . And it harms no one . of labor unions the volume is very complete .

for one or more
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governme
nt ?

The wage workers of Britain in their to organize as wage workers, that they

sympathetic strike bring to the fore rela might be associated for the purpose of es

tionship of government, capital and labor. tablishing collective agreementrelations

It causes to arise the question : What is
with their employing property. They have

found the situation quite to the contrary,

Public policy in Indianapolis as represented

There has arisen in Indianapolis a situa by police authority, which is government

tion that is a sort of exposure of the types executive authority, is endeavoring to pre

of police policy as they stand protective in vail upon the street railway wage workers

their nature as of course meeting govern . that their supposed right to organize or as

ment purpose. Indianapolis is in the United sociate together is not permissible. The

States. police there, under government authority

and direction, are arresting men for va

The American labor movement is a federa grancy in an endeavor to impress upon the

tion of all craft organizations , in which each employes that for them to associate to

craft is committed to support the other in gether for the purpose of collective agree

its struggles . . Thus eachcraft organization, ment relations, they become vagrants.

under the principles of the American Fed.

eration of Labor movement has the right to It is the law within which individual

expect the ardent support of all other crafts.
wage workers are protected , that the wage

That is where the strength of labor lies . worker has the right to organize with his

That is what the federating of labor means. associate employes . Thereis no powerthat

That is from where the American Federa can prohibit him of that right. There is no

tion of Labor receives its name. It means court in the land that can say hehas not

something. It means protection to the re that right. There is no court in the land

motest wage worker that associates with his that can say he has no right to associate

fellow workers in the great American labor with his associate employes in collective
movement . That is what allays the fear of agreement relations with the employing

organizing.. That is what the unorganized property. There is no courtin the land

should be brought to understand. That is that will say to the wage worker that he

what results in the extension of organization cannot associate in organization with his

to the unorganized . associate wage workers in an endeavor to

obtain collective agreement relations and
In Indianapolis , Ind . street railway em have something to say in the fixing of his

ployes wish to organize. They assume that wages because he may be under a master

they are a part of the people that constitute
and servant agreement, individually, with

a government of, for and by the people.

In incepting their movement to organize,

the employing property . For a courtto say

they assumed that the laws of the govern
he has not thatright to organize would be a

violation ofthe Fourteenth Amendmentto
ment of which they are a part were of a theConstitution of the United States. No

nature that guaranteed to them the right wage worker can contract himself into

VON
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slavery. Slavery is prohibited. Wage Every conceivable delusion is outlined by

workers have the right to organize, regard profit seeking, non-union employing con

less of master and servant agreements. cerns and managements to maintain control

They have the right to associate with their of wage fixing. With this element it mat

associate employes in effecting a new agree ters little whether a candidate for the legis

ment that will do away with the masterand lature , judiciary or executive position is a

servant agreement. Organization gives them supporter or antagonist of the Volstead Act.

an advantage by whichthey can bring about With the non -union employer, child labor,

such agreements.
not children , must be protected. All social

order elements that tend to the oppression

President Bert Merson of Division 113, of the wage worker must be sustained and

Toronto, Ont. , as a representative of the protected . Legislators , judges and execu

Canadian Government associates with Presi tives favorable to the control of wage work

dent Tom Moore of the Canadian Trades
ers must be supported, regardless of their

and Labor Congress to attend the Interna attitude in respect to other questions that
tional Labor Office (League of Nations)

are immaterial in profit making. This atti

Convention that is to be held in May in tude of non -union employers is material to

Geneva, Switzerland. The International
be known and guiding to wage workers in

Labor Office is a department of the League politics .

of Nations, having representatives of labor

from the various unions affiliated with the

League. While in Europe, President Mer
Wage workers associate together in the

son with President Moore will attend the way of organization on the primary principle

Migration Conference held in London, and purpose of establishing collective agree

England , May 18-21 . President Merson's
ment relations. Any management, of any

attendance atthese two important functions
efficiency, or skill in management, recog.

will prove of important information to the
nizes this and credits the employes with

Amalgamated Association, as to what the possessing sufficient intelligence to under

Labor Branch of the League of Nationsis stand their purpose in organizing and the

really accomplishing for the workers of the management that disrespects this degree of

various unionssorepresented in theLeague. intelligence on the part of employes,can be
recognized as not moving in a course de

There is no city or community within noting efficiency in the management of a

which are those employed in street and elec property, and in directing the employment

tric railway and bus transportation where
service thereof. Yet there are managements

such employes are non-union or unorganized who, long since , have recognized the under

from their own election. Upon every unor standing of employes in relation to organiza

ganized street railway or electric railway tion and that theunderstanding is a mark of

property it may be accepted as true that
intelligence on the part of the employes,

the
wage workers in their practical complete

and have proceeded along the lines of col

ness wish to be organized and in a position ective agreements with the organizations of

to enjoy collective agreement relations with
employes , but have perpetually watched for

the employing property.
what they might believe to be the opportune

Not even

union employing managements time to drive a disintegrating wedge into
can deny

that fact . That is the reason that non the ranks of the organization. Some of

union employing managements are required
these managements have assumed that the

to be persistently watchful in prohibiting
introduction of bus operation in connection

wage workers from organizing. Methods
with rail car operation, presents the oppor

tune time to drive the wedge of disorganiza
used are numerous, menacing and threaten
ing . There is tion into the ranks of employes, by refusing

a yielding of that
watchfulness to maintain non -unionism in bus operators the right of membership in

the ranks of non- union employing manage
the union , The argument used is that

ments, until a majority of the wage workers operating a passenger bus in connection

actually organize. Then organization is with a street railway is a different type of

planted , becomes a fact and is in a position employment than operating a rail street or

electric car . As a matter of fact, qualifica

to enjoy collective agreement relations with

the employingpropertyand participate in
tion necessary in these two employments is

identical . They are both street-cars. One

the fixing of wages and working conditions.
is railless and trolleyless -- a less intricate

employment than that of motor rail car,
Will rescinding, modifying or changing of but one in which the requirements as to

the Volstead Act have any effect upon efficiency, and skill are the same in the

wages ?
Will it have any effect upon the matter of safety in operation . The line of

control of labor and labor's possible earn business is the same. The conducting end

ings ? Those are the questions to be de of the two employments is identical. No

termined upon by wage workers before vot one knows this better than the manager

ing for legislatives, executives or judiciary who attempts to putup the false argument

candidates. It would appear that it is much that they are two different classes of em

more necessary for laborto know the atti ployment . That argument is only to op

tude of political aspirants in respect of the pose the unionizing of bus operators. It is

rights of wage workers to organization and a thrust at organization.

collective agreement, than to know or care
what the attitudeof the candidate may be The fair employer is the best friend Labor

upon the Volstead Act . Is that not true ? can have. The Union Label helps him .

non

never
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF INTER

NATIONAL OFFICERS

ment with him upon agreement work of Di

visions Numbers 282, Rochester; 580, Syra

cuse, and 582, Utica, N. Y. He was also in

advisement with the attorneys of Division

No. 623 and the officers of the Buffalo Local

upon the affairs of that Division. The court

cases against the members of the Local and

certain of the International Officers have

been cancelled . He, together with Interna

tional President W. D. Mahon, advised with

the officers of Division No. 268, Cleveland,

Ohio , upon the affairs of that Local and at

the close of this report, June 4, was assist

ing theInternational President upon the gen

eral affairs of the Association at General

Headquarters.

62
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International President W. D. Mahon, in

the course of his recent work, visited Divi

sions Numbers 425 and 692, Hartford, Conn .,

where Division 425held its Twentieth Anni

versary Meeting . This meeting was attend

ed by representatives from other Connecticut

Locals and President E. A. Raleigh of Divi

sion 448, Springfield, Mass. , and President J.

K. Punderford of the Connecticut Railways

Company attended and addressed this meet

ing, as did Attorney James H. Vahey of Bos

ton, Mass. President Mahon addressed the

meeting. Following this meeting he visited

Bridgeport, Conn., where he attended meet

ings of Divisions Numbers 459 and 972, the

members of which work upon the Connecti

cut Railways property. He later attended

and addressed a meeting of Division No. 570,

Waterbury, Conn . He also visited New

Haven, Conn ., the home of Division 281 .

The Connecticut Locals were recently en

gaged upon agreement work, through which

anamicable adjustment was obtained. Presi

dent Mahon reports upon his visit to the

Connecticut Locals a meeting with the offi

cials of the various Locals which is highly

commendatory. The Locals are employed

by the Connecticut Railways Company under

a joint collective agreement covering Divi

sions Numbers 163, Meriden ; 281, New

Haven ; 425, Hartford ; 443, Stamford; 459,

Bridgeport ; 469, Derby ; 476, Norwalk ; 479,

Middletown; 570, Waterbury; 692, Hartford,

and 972, Bridgeport, Conn . Among the old

Locals of Connecticut that do not work for

the Connecticut Railways property are Divi

sions Numbers 269, Danbury, and 452,

Thompsonville. Following his visit to the

Connecticut Locals, President Mahon visited

New York, N. Y., where he consulted with

Board Member P. J. Shea and A. F. of L.

Organizer Hugh Frayne upon the work of

Board Member Shea in connection with Divi

sion No. 974. The matter of agreement

work upon the D. U, R. Branch of Division

No. 26, Detroit, Mich. , yet remains in a con

ference stage, with prospects of an early

settlement. This is the situation as applying

to the Detroit Street Railway Branch of Di

vision No. 26, the members of which are

employed upon the city owned and operated

street railway system . These are situations

upon which the International President has

been in advisement with the agreement com

mittees of the two branches of the Detroit

Local and Division No. 111 , Yysilanti, Mich .

At the close of this report, June 4, the In

ternational President was at the General

Office in charge of the general affairs of the

Association .

Second International Vice -President P. J.

O'Brien assisted the officers of Division No.

717, Manchester, N. H., in conferences with

the employing company upon the establish

ment of an eight-hour day. He was later

dispatched to Akron and Canton, Ohio,

where Divisions Numbers 98, Akron; 696

and 702, Canton , and the N. 0. T. Branch of

Division No. 268 were on strike, where he

relieved G. E. B. Member Edward McMor

row, who was dispatched to Portland, Ore.,

to assist the Portland Local upon agreement

work . Vice - President O'Brien reports that

the strike of the Akron and associate Locals

upon the N. 0. T. property has been de

clared off by a vote of the members of the

Locals, with an understanding with the man

agement that the old wages and working

conditions would be renewed. Per his re

port of May 29, Vice-President O'Brien was

yet in charge of the Akron situation ,having

associated with him Vice- President Albert E.

Jones .

S22
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Sixth International Vice-President Albert

E. Jones since last reported has been en

gaged, first with G. E. B. Member Edward

McMorrow and later with Vice -PresidentP.

J. O'Brien, upon the Akron -Canton strike

situation . Vice -President Jones was dele

gated to assist upon that situation in the

Canton, Massillon and New Philadelphia dis

trict . Per his report of May 25, he was yet

upon that situation , assisting International

Vice- President O'Brien in the affairs of the

Locals involved, that include the Canton and

Akron Locals and the N. 0.T. Branch of

DivisionNo. 268, Cleveland, Ohio. The

strike has been declared off and members re

turned to work , but there has arisen the

question of reinstatement of some one dozen

of the members of the various Locals against

whom the managementof the property has

placed charges of misconduct.

Seventh International Vice-President

James Largay reportsthat the arbitration in

volving the members of Divisions Numbers

118, Pottsville, and 433, Lansford, Pa., has

been completed and the award granted,

which retains former agreement relations.

He later visited Easton, Pa., to assist Divi

sion No. 169 upon the subject of manning

auto busses , two of which have been installed

upon that system . Upon this same question

First International Vice- President Wm . B.

Fitzgeraldin the course of his work visited

Toronto, Ont., where he consulted with the

officers of Division No. 113 upon the affairs

of that Local. He also attended and address

ed a meeting of the Local. From Toronto

he visited Buffalo, N. Y., where he met with

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair in advise
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dianapolis, upon which he reports' most

favorable. He reports that the Indianapolis

street railway men, as a general proposition,

are thoroughly aroused to the situation and

have practically completed a strong organi

zation that already. embraces some three

fourths of the employes upon the property,

with full encouragement that the organiza

tion will early be upon a firm foundation .

.

he attended a nieeting of Division No. 956,

Allentown, Pa. , and consulted with the offi

cers of that_Local and Division No. 954,

Souderton, Pa ., upon the bus manning

proposition. He assisted Division No. 169

in an endeavor to adjust a discharge case

upon the Slate Belt Branch of that Local,

where the member was dismissed from the

service on the assumption that his eyesight

was defective, Vice-President Largay re

quested back pay for this member in the sum

of some seventy dollars, which seemed to

have been favorably accepted by the super

intendent, but was later turned down, and

the Slate Belt Branch members suspended

work the evening of May 26 as a protest of

the refusal of the company to pay back pay

to this member and reinstate him. Vice

President Largay made a submission for

arbitration to the management of the prop

erty, and pending consideration of this by

the manager, he was dispatched to Syracuse,

N. Y., where, per his report of May 29, he

was in advisement with members of Divi

sions 669, Auburn ; 681 , Oswego ; 737, Syra

cuse, and 887, Newark, N. Y., upon agree

ment work upon what is known as the Bis

bee or Empire State street railway proper

ties.

General Exectuive Board Member Edward

McMorrow , who was in charge of the Akron

Canton strike , was relieved in this situation

by Vice -President P. J. O'Brien and was dis

patched to Portland, Ore., where, per his re

port of May 22 , he was engaged in assisting

Division No. 757 upon agreement work. He '

i eports that the situationis very encouraging

and that an early agreement will be obtained.

G. E. B. Member .Magnus Sinclair, who

was upon agreement work in the interest of

Division Numbers 282, Rochester ; 580, Syra

cuse, and 582, Utica, N. Y. , reports, per his

report of May 30, that the collective agree

ment has been renewed , with an additional

provision establishing a nine-hour day for

bus operators. The old wage rates are re

newed . The joint agreement was signed

under instructions of a majority vote of the

three Locals.

1

G. E. B. MemberP. J. Shea, who is assist

ing Division No. 974, New York, N. Y.,

upon grievance work, reports the reinstate

ment in employment of the financial secre

tary of that Local, who had been previously

dismissed. At Morristown, N. J. , where he

was assisting, Division No. 947 upon agree

ment work, he reports that the agreement

has been renewed. Per his report of May 30,

he was assisting Division No. 726, Staten

Island , N. Y., upon agreement work .

Eighth International Vice-President M. J.

Murray, per his report of May 23, was yet in

San Francisco, Calif., and reports that the

wage adjustment of Division No. 518 with

the employing management has been fully

completed and that the platform employes

have received the 5 cents per hour increase

in full . Other crafts are yet petitioning for

an increase in wages , but he reports that this

will in no way affect the wage granted to

the platform men.

Tenth International Vice-President C. U.

Taylor was dispatched to Olympia, Wash. ,

where he assisted Division No. 882 upon a

grievance adjustment .

Eleventh International Vice- President

John M. Parker, per his report of May27,

was continuing in association with Vice

President Robert B. Armstrong upon organ

izing work in Indianapolis, Ind. Per his re

port, this work has been very successful , a

Local having been instituted .

deavor to defeat the efforts of the Indian

apolis street car men in organizing, the com

pany used the city police department to em

barrass Vice-Presidents Parker and Arm

strong in their work. They were repeatedly

arrested for vagrancy, until an injunction

order was issued by the Marion County

Court restraining the police from further
interference.

Thirteenth International Vice-President

Charles H. Clark recently assisted Division

No. 714, Portland , Maine, upon grievance

work, in which an'adjustment was obtained .

Fourteenth International Vice-President

Robert B. Armstrong, per his report of May

29, was continuing upon the situation in In

In an en

G. E. B. Member John H, Reardon visited

New Haven, Conn . , where he assisted the

officers of Division No. 281 in the audit of

the books of the Local . While there, he ad

vised with the Joint Advisory Board of the

Connecticut Locals employed upon the Con

necticut Railways upon agreement work. He

reports that the old agreement was renewed,

carrying with it 2 cents per hour increase in

wages, which effects wage rates to members

of Divisions Numbers 163, Meriden ; 281 ,

New Haven ; 425, Hartford ; 443, Stamford ;

469, Derby ; 476, Norwalk ; 479, Middletown,

and 570, Waterbury,,at 55 cents per hour

for first three months' service men ; 58 cents

per hour the next nine months and 62 cents ·

per hour for those of more than one year of

service, with one-man car operators receiving

7 cents per hour above those rates and 10

cents per hour increase to bus operators.

Overtime is paid at the rate of time and one

half . The members of Divisions Numbers

692, Hartford , and 972, Bridgeport, received

a proportionate increase in wages. At Dan

bury, Conn ., he attended and addressed a

two-session meeting of Division No. 269 and

advised with the Local upon agreement

work. He reports that in the case of Divi
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sion No. 620, Farmingham , Mass., the em

ploying property being in the hands of a re

ceiver, the court, upon petition of the Local,

has issued an equity order directing the re

ceiver to comply with the collective agree

ment that exists with the Local upon that

property . At Boston he is assisting Divi

sion No. 589 upon agreement work. Per his

report of May 29, _the_wage arbitration of

Division No. 174, Fall River, Mass ., and as

sociate Locals upon the Eastern Massachu

setts property, is awaiting the selection of a

third arbitrator.

ism there. Evidence developed that an ele

ment in Division No. 101 favorable to the

said One Big Union, at an opportune time

presented a resolution to the Local that was

drafted by the One Big Union in Winnipeg,

and , at seemingly by pre-arrangment, was

entertained by certain officers of the Local

and under apparent official leadership passed

by a small vote to denounce the work of

Board Member Hoover and the Amalga

ated members of Division No. 99, as well as

the Amalgamated officers in general , for

their efforts to establish agreement relations

with the employing companyand the Local.

This caused the return of Board Member

Hoover to Vancouver to correct the misguid

ance of the Vancouver Local. Per his re

port of May 21 , he was at Vancouver, where

action of the Vancouver Local upon the

malicious resolution was being awaited to be

made at a special meeting.

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

12

of

023

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt is assist

ing Division No. 416 , Peoria, Ill., upon wage

scale agreement work. All conditions have

been agreed upon except wage rates , which

have been submitted for arbitration . The

Local has chosen Attorney E. B. Hamilton

and the company has chosen Mr. E. E.

Soules as two of the arbitrators, and per

his report of May 29, the case was pending

the selection of a third arbitrator . In an

interim of his work at Peoria, Board Mem

ber Burt visited Sioux City , Iowa , where he

attended and addressed a meeting of Division

No, 779. He reports the Local in good shape

and well officered.

-

TE

G. E. B. Member William F. Welch is as

sisting Divisions Numbers 125 and 805, East

St. Louis, Ill . , in an effort to work out a fea

ture of the agreement providing proper

seniority on busses. Wage rates involving

Division No. 805 have been submitted for

arbitration and the case is awaiting the selec

tion of a third arbitrator, Per his report of

May 29, the wage settlement on the Water

loo Branch of Division 805 was awaiting the

return to Waterloo of the president of the

employing property of that branch for fur

ther conference.

HOV

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson , at At

lanta, Ga., assisted Division No. 732 upon a

petition for reinstatement of two members

who were discharged by the employing man

agement . His efforts resulted in the rein

statement of one of the members. Later he

was dispatched to Macon, Ga . , where a dis

pute had arisen relative to the dismissal of a

member, the dismissal of whom was regard

ed by the Local as unjustified. While this

case was pending a conference with the man

ager, who was absent, Board Member Law

son was returned to Shreveport, La . , to as

sist Division No. 558 in the settlement of a

bus manning dispute that had arisen there.

Per his report of May 29, this subject was

in a conference stage with prospects of an

early settlement .

Akron, Ohio - Divisions Numbers 98, Ak

ron ; 696 and 702, Canton , and the A. B. C.

Branch of Division No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio,

the members of which locals were employed

by the Northern Ohio Traction Company,

suspended work the morning of May 3. As

previously reported, the real cause of this

suspension was practically a lockout on the

part of the employing property, in the pur

pose of the management to destroy organiza

tion . The opportune time seemed to have

arrived, as it may be presumed that the

management had regarded that it had re

ceived all of the assistance from organized

labor it needed in accomplishing certain ar

rangements with Akron City for future oper

ation and regarded the opportune time at

hand to eliminate the collective agreement

relations between the property and the em

ployes that had existed in Akron for many

years. An arrangement seems to have been

brought about between themanagement and

the employes by which they were to return

to employment under the old wages and

working conditions, and, as a result , the sus

pension of work was declared at an end May

22. These Locals were first assisted by G.

E. B. Member Edward McMorrow and later

by Vice -Presidents Albert E. Jones and P. J.

O'Brien. The settlement was under the

direction of Vice- President O'Brien.

Nazareth , Pa. - The members of the Slate

Belt Branch of Division No. 169 suspended

work May 26. The suspension was insti

tuted by the membersas a protestof the

dismissal of oneofthe membersbythe em

ploying property, the cause for the dismissal

being regarded as unwarranted. Following

the suspension, under direction of Interna

tional Vice -President James Largay, a sub

mission wasmadeto the management ofthe

property for arbitration of the dispute rela

tive to the dismissedmember, withan under

standing that in case of arbitrration work

wouldbe resumed . The case, per report of

May 29, was pending reply from the man

agement upon the proposed arbitration.

WAS

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover con

tinued at Winnipeg, Manitoba, in assisting

Division No. 99 upon agreement and exten

sion work , The progress of the Local is

being harassed by the so - called One Big

Union , the headquarters of which is in Win

nipeg. The One Big Union appears to have

sponsors in Vancouver, B. C., who are yet

using every opportunity to embarrass union
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Seven members of the Easton Local are in

volved. Secretary F. A. Hatter of the Easton

Local is assisting in the endeavor to adjust

the situation.

WAGE INCREASE APPLICATION

DIVULGES SUCCESS OF MUNICIPAL

OPERATION

Division 518 of the A. A. of S. & E. R. E.

of A. and associate trade unions of San

Francisco, through the San Francisco Cen

tral Labor Council has petitioned the city

of San Francisco for an increase in wage

rates. As a result, April 5 the Board of

Supervisors of San Francisco passed a reso

lution recommending an increase of 40 cents

per day to the employes of the municipally

owned and operated street railway system

of San Francisco. This fixation of 40 cents

per day, applies to the service day of eight

hours which is 5 cents per hour increase in

wages.

The recommendation of the Board of

Supervisors was referred to the Public

works Commission and this commission re

plied that while it was evident that the em

ployes should receive the increase, there was

no money available in the operating expense

fund of the street railway to meet the 40

cents per day increase and , therefore, the

increase was denied under the provision that

it may be granted in the event that the

Board of Supervisors provide a means to

meet the increase .

The application for wage increase rests

in the stage of further consideration by the

Board of Supervisors.

Mayor James Rolph Jr. , in a letter to the

Board of Supervisors, as published in the

San Francisco Examiner, advises the super

visors that to recommend the increase in

wages and not provide necessary funds , is

themocking of the petition of labor for the

increase. His letter is a practical recom

mendation to the board of Supervisors to

provide some means of meeting this request

for an increase in wages.

Division 518 and associated organizations ,

in preparing to make the application for an

increase in wages, obtained the service of an

accountant and the result of the investiga

tion shows that five years ago the municip

ally owned and operated street railway sys

tem of San Francisco was at a valuation of

five millions of dollars and bore a bonded

indebtedness of three millions of dollars.

At the close of the audit , April 1 , 1926, San

Francisco owns and operates a plant the

valuation of which is fixed at twelve mil

lions of dollars, with a bonded indebtedness

of three millions of dollars . The capitaliza

tion of the plant has increased from five to

twelve millions of dollars within the period.

The bonded indebtedness remains at the

This shows an increase in capitaliza

tion of seven millions of dollars, all of which ,

as the statement bears out, “has been ac

complished out of the earnings and with no
additional borrowed capital or any

tribution from taxes."

The statement shows that there has been

& profit from operation of the San Fran

cisco municipally owned and operated street

railway system of seven millions of dollars,

that has been returned into the property as

added capitalization. This return into the

property of the seven millions of dollars

represents extended mileage of the system

and increased value in equipment, including

the added number of cars and later the pur

chase of several 'busses .

The report shows that the San Francisco

street railway system has been operated

under a plan of setting aside for damages

and depreciation , 18 per cent of the gross

ceceipts. Of the gross receipts 14 per cent

is being reserved for depreciation and 4 per

cent to meet the cost of injuries and dam

ages. From the 14 per cent reserved for

depreciation, the depreciationfund repre

sents over four millions of dollars. The 4

per cent reserved for costs of injuries and

damages has met injuries and damages ag

gregating approximately $550,000 in the

course of the period of operation of the

municipal lines and has accumulated beyond

that figure, as an excess , $650,000, showing

that pending the operation of the system

this 4 per cent reserved aggregated

$ 1,200,000 .

The San Francisco municipally owned and

operated street railway system is being op

erated upon a rate of fare of 5 cents , per

haps the lowest rate of fare existing upon

the American Continent . The wage rate of

platform men in San Francisco is $5.40 per

day of eight hours, with an overtime pro

vision of time and one -half. The rate rec

ommended by the Board of Supervisors of

San Francisco would effect a service day

wage of $ 5.80 per day of eight hours or

72% cents per hour.

There is a system competitive of the San

Francisco street railway system known as

the Market Street Railway system , formerly

the San Francisco United Railway lines,

which system operates double the mileage of

the municipal system , but which will likely

be acquired by the city of San Francisco

within the next four years and this will give

the city a complete monopoly of the munici

pal street railway lines . The success of the

municipally owned and operated system will

prove_ no discouragement to the people of

San Francisco in the acquirement of the

presently operated private corporation lines.

PRESIDENT JOHNSTON RESIGNS

William H. Johnston has resigned as

president of the International Association of

Machinists. Arthur O. Wharton has been

selected by the executive board to succeed

him until the next election. The change

will be effective July 1 .

The retiring president has been in ill

health for several months. He has held of

fice since 1912.

The machinists' new executive is former

president of the A. F. L. Railway Em

ployes ' Department . He was a member of

the labor group of the railroad labor board

since its creation under the transportation

act. This board passed out of existence with

the president's approval of the Watson

Parker bill.-A. F. of L. News.

same.

con
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600.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

300.00

800.00

500.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

Disbursements from the Death , Dlability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of April, 1926,

were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows :

Death Benefits

Mrs. Amelia Lewis, beneficiary, death claim

of Martin D. Lewis, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y .; cause,

Chronic Intestinal Nephritis and Toxemia ,

from crushing injury to both legs at ankles

-run over by truck ..
800.00

Lillian J. Grimes, executrix of will of de

ceased for beneficiaries, death claim of

George J. Grimes, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause,

Angina Pectoris and Coronary Disease.... 800.00

Mary Z. Kaveney, executrix of will of de .

ceased, for beneficiary , death claim of

Thomas A. Kayeney, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause ,

Acute Dilatation of Heart...... 800.00

Sarah B. Edwards, beneficiary, death claim

of Fred C. Edwards, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause,

Arterio Sclerosis , Oedema of Lungs and

Valvular Heart Disease ..
800.00

Mrs. Jacob C. Eiland, beneficiary, death

claim of Jacob C. Eiland, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 765, Montgomery, Ala .;

cause , Broncho - Pneumonia ... 700.00

Mrs. Agnes Lynch, beneficiary, death claim

of Lawrence Lynch , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 168, Scranton, Pa.; cause, In

fluenza Pneumonia ... 800.00

Harriett. M. Bailey, beneficiary, death claim

of Orrin W. Bailey, deceased,late member

of Div . No.620, Framingham , Mass.; cause ,

Acute Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs. Helen Blakley, beneficiary , death claim

of William H. O'Brien, deceased, late mem .

ber of Div . No. 620 , Framingham , Mass.;

cause , Mitral Stenosis and Nephritis ..
800.00

Mary E. Dickson , beneficiary, death claim of

Walter Dickson , deceased ,late member of .

Div . No. 103, Wheeling, West Va.; cause ,

Pneumonia
400.00

E. W. Nelson, financial secretary of Div. No.

691, for, beneficiary, death claim of David

Fred Alexander, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 691, Springfield, Mo.; cause ,

Apoplexy
800.00

Mrs. Marie Winkler, beneficiary, death claim

of William F. Winkler, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Influenza ( Pulmonary Type ) and Broncho

Pneumonia 600.00

Sussie E. Alderton, beneficiary, death claim

of R. W. B. Alderton, deceased, late_mem .

ber of Div. No. 689, Washington , D. C .;

cause , Sarcoma of left leg extending into

abdomen
800.00

John J. King, beneficiary , death claim of

Joseph E. King, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Pul

monary Tuberculosis ... 800.00

Mrs. Aurette Noolan Suprenant , beneficiary ,

deathclaim of Hector Suprenant, deceased,

late member of Diy. No. 790, Montreal,

Quebec ; cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis... 700.00

Margaret E. Jarvis, beneficiary, death claim

of John Barnett Jarvis, deceased , late

member of Div No. 128, Asheville, N. C .;

cause , Aortic Insufficiency ....
800.00

Mrs. Mary Jackson , beneficiary, death claim

of William F. Jackson , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 925, Gloversville , N.

Y .; cause , Lobar Pneumonia .. 275.00

Mrs. Philomine Beaulac, beneficiary, death

claim of Charles Beaulac, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 537 , Holyoke, Mass.;
cause, Lobar Pneumonia followed by Acute

Endocarditis
300.00

R. J. Copithorne, financial secretary of Div.

No. 240, for payment of funeral, doctor,

nursing and other expenses, death claim of

Abram W. Ames, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 240, Chelsea , Mass.; cause , Cere

bral Hemorrhage, Arterio Sclerosis ... 800.00

F. H. Wilson, financial secretary of Div . No.

235, for beneficiary, death claim of George

E. Eames , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 235, Brockton , Mass .; cause , Heart

Disease, probably Coronary Obstruction ... 300.00

Amy Ables, beneficiary , death claim of Jesse

0. Ables, deceased, late member of Diy .

No. 587, Scattle, Wash .; cause , Accident

Injuries of bead and chest received in col.

lision with railway train and automobile ...

Elizabeth Ruck , beneficiary , death claim of

Charles A. Ruck , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 587, Seattle, Wasb .; cause, Pul.

monary Tuberculosis...

L. A. Barton, financial secretary and treas.

urer of Div. No. 577, for beneficiary, death

claim of E. W. Lyles, deceased,late mem.

ber of Div. No. 577, Augusta, Ga .; cause ,

Gun -shot wound of head - Suicide...

Mrs. Mae Potts, beneficiary , death claim of

C. V. Potts, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 19, Colorado Springs, Colo.; cause ,

Sepsis from infected Hemorrhoids andRec

tal Disease

Eva Behr, beneficiary, balance of death claim

of Fred Behr, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Throm

bosis and Endocarditis ...

Mrs. Anna Brunson, beneficiary, death claim

of A. H. Brunson, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Cerebral
Hemorrhage

Mrs. Pauline Basart, beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph Basart, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause,

Pleurisy and Bronchitis terminating in

Pneumonia

Lida c. Withers, beneficiary, death claim of
Fred E. Withers, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 240 , Chelsea, Mass.; cause, Myo

carditis and Nephritis .. :

John N. Harvard Jr. , administrator of estate

of deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim

of John Harvard, deceased, latemember of

Div. No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y .; cause,
Chronic Nephritis ..

Mrs. Alice Alder, beneficiary, death claim

of Albert Alder , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 107, Hamilton, Ont.; cause , Lobar
Pneumonia

Mrs. Emily Rose Hunter, beneficiary, death
claim of Robert Hunter, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 107, Hamilton , Ont.;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage (Apoplexy) ..

Cora M. Kuntz, beneficiary, death claim of

Andrew J Kuntz , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 282 , Rochester , N. Y.; cause,

Septic Ulcer of Stomach and Duodenal

Hemorrhage

Sarah J. Bell, beneficiary , death claim of

Spurgeon T. Bell, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Lobar

Pneumonia
William F. White, financial secretary

treasurer of Div. No. 645, for beneficiary,

death claim of HarryH. Ramsey, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 645 , Indianapolis,

Ind .; cause , Diabetes Mellitus with Gan .

grene

Clara P. Barton, beneficiary, death claim of

E. Watson Barton, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 801, Altoona , Pa.; cause ,

Catarrhal Pneumonia ..

Adelina Bloomfield, beneficiary , death claim

of Leonard Bloomfield ,deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 975, Wheeling, West Va .;

cause, Accident - Fractured skull due to

being struck by automobile when stepping

off street car ..

Mrs. Emma Krejci, beneficiary, death claim

of John Krejci, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause, Chronic

Myocarditis and Acute Bronchitis ...

Mrs. Mattie Koontz, beneficiary, death claim

of John Koontz , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 26, Detroit, Mich.; cause, Bron

chial Diphtheria ....

Edith Holloran , beneficiary , death claim of

William Holloran, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia ..
Angus MacInnis, financial secretary of Div:

No. 101, for beneficiary , death claim of

Albert Chapman , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.; cause ,

Suicide - Suffocation from drowning...

Gertrude Littlefield ,beneficiary, death claim

of Oliver Littlefield , deceased ,' latemember

of Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I.; cause,

Diabetes Mellitus with Coma....

Mrs. Minnie Griffith , beneficiary, death claim

of John Griffith, deceased, late member

800.00

300.00

800.00

700.00

150.00

800.00

700.00

...

150.00

800.00

800.00
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800.00 800.00

600.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

100.00

800.00 800.00

800.00
800.00

300.00

800.00

800.00 800.00

300.00 800.00

800.00 800.00

800.00

of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Lobar
Pneumonia

Mrs. Hattie Casey, beneficiary, death claim
of John A. Casey , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Lobar

Pncumonia

Mrs. Mary Scully , beneficiary, death claim of

Patrick Scully , deceased, la member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Pul

monary Tuberculosis ....

Mrs. Anna Labine, beneficiary, death claim

of George Labine, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Influenza

and Broncho .Pneumonia ...

Mrs. Annie W. Painc, executrix of will of

deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

David Willocks, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause, Bullet

wound of Head - Suicide .

Mrs. Magdelena J. LeBlanc, beneficiary,

death claim of Joseph LeBlanc, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 194, New Orleans,

La.; cause , Lymphatic Leukemia ...

Mrs. Laura Lindsey, beneficiary, death claim

of Charles A. Lindsey, deceased, late mem .

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis ...

Vincent Tuero, financial secretary and treas .

urer of Diy. No. 623, for payment of

funeral, doctors, medicine, hospital and

other expenses,
death claim of Robert

Vance , deceased, late member of Div . No,

623, Buffalo, N. Y.; cause , Cancer of

Stomach
Emma Davis, beneficiary, death claim of

John H. Davis , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 591, Hull , Quebec ; cause, Pheu

monia
Mrs. Louise Luebke, beneficiary, death claim

of Frank Luebke, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Gan .

grenous Appendicitis and Peritonitis ...

L. A. Gracser, financial secretary and treas .

urer of Div. No. 788, to apply on bill of

funeral expenses, death claim of Patrick

Murphy. deceased, late member of Div.

No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Hemiplegia

(Apoplexy )
Alice Metherell, beneficiary, death claim of

Harry T. Wetherell, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause,

High Blood Pressure , Arterio Sclerosis and

Nephritis
Ethel Grebe , beneficiary, death claim of

Walter Grebe, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 820 , Union City, N. J. , cause,

Syncope due to Cardiac Disease.

Elizabeth Henrichs, beneficiary , death claim

of Leo Henrichs, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 820, Union City, N. J.; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis...,
William F. Gould, financial secretary of Div.

No. 537, for guardian of minor children,

the beneficiaries, death claim of Joseph

Willette, deceased, late member of Div . No.

537, Holyoke, Mass.; cause , Purulent Bron

chitis and Gangrene following Influenza..

J. J. McCarthy, financial secretary and treas.

urer of Div , No. 687, for payment of funeral

and other expenses, death claim of John

Benson, deceased, late member of Div . No.

687, San Francisco, Calif .; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis

Charles I. Price, financial secretary of Div.

No. 276 , for beneficiary, death claim of

L. W. Lewis , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 276 ,Stockton, Calif.; cause, Myo

carditis

Zora Griffith , beneficiary, death claim of

William T. Griffith, deecased , late member

of Div . No, 829, Wichita, Kansas ; cause,

Acute Dilatation of Heart ( Mitral In

sufficiency )

Mrs. Margaret M. Terry, beneficiary , death

claim of William H. ferry, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.;

cause , Myocarditis and Generalized Eczema

Mrs. Thelma Coble, beneficiary, death claim

of LeRoy Coble , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .; cause , Internal

Hemorrhage following gun - shot wound of

chest - killed while on duty ....

Catherine Olsen, beneficiary , death claim of
Alfred Olsen , deceased , late member of

300.00

Div. No. 623, Baffalo , N.Y .; cause , Chronic

Nephritis and Myocarditis...

William Taber, financial secretary-treasurer

of Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death

claim of Herman Wilke, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause, Hypostatic Pneumonia ..

Aeah Healy, beneficiary, death claim of Jere.

miab Healy, deceased , late memberof Div.

No. 22 , Worcester, Mass .; cause, Valvular

Disease of the Heart ..

Mrs. Maude Grandstaff, beneficiary , death

claim of John R. Grandstaff, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Organic Heart Disease.

Alfred Bourke, beneficiary , death claim of

F. J. Bourke, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Carci .

noma of Intestine ....

Franklin Baron Cunningham, administrator of

estate of deceased, for beneficiary, death

claim of B. F. Cunningham , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 103, Wheeling, West

Va .; cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage ..

Mrs. Rebecca J. Goldsmith, beneficiary,

death claim of Calvin P. Goldsmith , de

ceased, late member of Div, No. 103, Wheel.

ing, West Va .; cause , Aneurism of Arch of

Aorta (Heart trouble )

Mary E. Galvin , guardian of minor children,

the beneficiaries, death claim of Philip J.

Galvin, deecased, late member of Div . ' No.

589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Cerebral Hemor

rhage and Nephritis...

Elizabeth E. Adams, beneficiary, death claim

of Frank N. Adams, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Cere .

bral Hemorrhage ...

Mrs. Elizabeth Keefe, beneficiary, death claim

of David Keere , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Chronic

Endocarditis and Myocarditis ...

Mrs. Mary Morton, beneficiary , death claim

of George T. Morton , deceased , late . mem.

ber of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Carbon poisoning due to auto operating in

closed garage - accidental.....

Mrs. Julia Cones, beneficiary, death claim of

T. Cones , deceased, late member of Div .

No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause, Cirrhosis

of the Liver .....

Mrs. Mary Ginn , beneficiary , death claim of

Edward Ginn , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,
Hypostatic Pneumonia due to fractured

Vertebra from injury to back ..

Grace M. Jefferds, beneficiary, death claim

of John H. Connor; deceased, late member

of Div . No. 714, Portland, Maine ; cause,
Cancer of Prostate Gland ..

Mrs. Frances Liss, beneficiary, death claim

of Frank Liss , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Cerebral

Hemorrhages from skull fracture due to

being hit by an auto .....

Mary Louise Scanlon , beneficiary , death

claim of Stephen Scanlon , deceased , late

memberof Div. No. 819, Newark, N. J.;

cause , Gas Bacillus Septicemia ....

Mrs. Albert Mainguay, beneficiary, death

claim of Albert Mainguay (MaGee ) , de.

ceased , late member of Div. No. 790 , Mon.

treal , Quebec ; cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage

Elizabeth Geiger, beneficiary , death claim of

Arthur Geiger, deceased , late, member of

Div . No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ; cause , Acute

Myocarditis, due to accident a year ago ..

Mrs. Orton M. McCready, beneficiary, death

claim of Orton M.McCready, deceased ,late

member of Div. No. 389, Mansfield, Ohio;

cause, Myocarditis and Acute Dilatation of
Heart

William Taber, financial secretary - treasurer

of Div. No. 241 , for beneficiaries, death

claim of Thomas Lyons, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.;

cause, Acute Lobar Pneumonia .

Mrs , Mary Toomey, beneficiary, death claim

of Timothy J.Toomey, deceased, late mem .
ber of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Myocarditis, Nephritis and Paralysis ....

Raoul Trepanier, financial secretary of Div .

No. 790, to be applied on bill of funeral ex

penses, death claim of Andre Bleau, de .

800.00

500.00

700.00

700.00

800.00

275,00

700.00

800.00

600.00

289.80 300.00

250.00

800.00

800.00

275.00

800.00
800.00

150.00
600.00
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ceased, late member of Div. No. 790, Mon

treal, Quebec ; cause, Heart Disease... 100.00

Mrs. Edouard Perrier, beneficiary, death

claim of Edouard Perrier, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ;

cause , Cardio Renal Disease .... 300.00

Mrs. Sallie E. Kee, beneficiary, death claim

of James Y.Kee, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn.; cause ,

Angina Pectoris 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Synan, beneficiary, death

claim of John Synan, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 243 , Taunton, Mass .; cause,

Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Philip Hothberg, administrator of estate of

deceased, for beneficiaries, death claim of

Alfred Gothberg , deceased , late member of
Diy . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Coronary

Embolism 800.00

Mrs._Marie Stenzel, beneficiary, death claim

of Edward F. Stenzel , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.... 150.00

Ida Bodman , beneficiary, death claim of

Harry H. Bodman , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 448, Springfield , Mass.; cause ,

General Septicemia ... 800.00

Rufus C. Barnett, financial secretary of Div .

No. 878 , for marker , death claim of Frank

T. Lefler, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 878, Evansville, Ind.; cause , Chronic

Cholcystitis (Gall Bladder Trouble) , Appen
dicitis and Peritonitis . 100.00

Mrs. Emma Hawkinson beneficiary , death

claim of G. Hawkinson , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 308 , Chicago ,

cause, Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Catherine Crockweil, beneficiary , death claim

of John J. Crockwell, deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No. 240, Chelsea , Mass .; cause,

Myocarditis, Hypertension and Chronic Ne.

phritis 800.00

Frances Cipala , beneficiary , death claim of

Mrs. K. Higgins, deceased, late member of

Diy , No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Carci

noma (Metastatic ). 800.00

Mrs. Henrietta D. A. Schwartz , beneficiary,

death claim of Henry Kuntz, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 194 , NewOrleans, La.;

cause , Acute and Chronic Nephritis and

Chronic Myocarditis .. 100.00

Disability Benefits

Frank E. White, member of Div . No. 618,

Providence, R. I.; cause , Car dasher sign

fell on his toe, injury developed into an

infection , later causing left leg to be am.

putated 700.00

John Carroll, member of Div. No. 240, Chel

sea , Mass.; cause, Was run over by auto

truck while welding a rail in the street,

causing nine (9) fractured ribs and fracture

of right hip ...... 800.00

Old Age Benefits

George Crackel , member of Div . No. 26,

Detroit, Mich .... 800.00

Peter Hansen , member of Div . No. 241 , Chi
800.00

Charles Johnson, member of Div. No. 241,

Chicago, Ill .. 800.00

Lawrence Kelly, member of Div . No. 241, Chi .

800.00

Rodger Kennedy, member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill ... 800.00

William Riebow , member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago, III .. 800.00

James C. Jones, member of Div . No. 308 ,

Chicago, fli..... 800.00

William Bottcher, member of Div. No. 241,
Chicago, Ill .. 800.00

Frank M. Tilton, member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill .... 800.00

Barth Pallesen, member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago, Ill ... 800.00

Leonard C. Ash, member of Div , No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill... 800.00

William Fanselow , member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, III..
800.00

John Ferries, member of Div . No. 101 , Van.

couver, B. C........
800.00

William Irish , member of Div . No. 26 , De

troit , Mich .... 800.00

George Turton, member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago, Ill.. 800.00

Total .. 72,664.80

By Div, No. 857 Green Bay, Wis.

Whereas Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom ,

has seen fit to remove from our midst, our beloved

brother, Wm. D. Hoffman , who was also our finan

cial Secretary and Treasurer, in whose death we

have lost a true and loyal Brother and his family a

loving husband and father, and while we know words

cannot lighten the sorrow of those he loved and pro

tected , we feel that it will be a consolation for them

to know that friends and brothers offer their sym

pathy; therefore, be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Division No.

857, Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, extend to the be

reaved widow and familyour heartfelt sympathy in

this dark hour of their affliction ; further, be it

Resolved , That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for a period

of 30 days and a copy of these resolutions be sent

the bereaved family and published in the MOTORMAN

AND CONDUCTOR and entered in the minutes of this

Division, Nick Listet, Pres.

May 1,1926. HOMER GARDAPEE, Rec. Secy.

By Div. 674, Fort Smith , Arkansas

Whereas, Almighty God in His infinite wisdom ,

has seen fit to remove from our midst, our beloved

brother , J. M. Whitsett in whose death we have lost

a loyal member who endeared himself to all of us

and whose family has lost a loving husband and
father , While we know words cannot lighten the

sorrow of those he loved and protected, we feel that

it will be a consolation for them to know that friends

and brothers offer their sympathy. Therefore, be it

Resolved . That we, the Members of Division 674,

Amalgamated Association of street and Electric

Railway Employes of America extend to the bereaved

family our heart-feit sympathy in this dark hour of
their affliction . Further,

Resolved, That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our Charter be drapedfor a period

of thirty days and a copy of these resolutions be

sent to thebereaved family, published in the Moror;
MAN AND CONDUCTOR and entered in the minutes of

this Division .
JOHN CARROLL , President.

May 8. Oscar Davis, Secretary.

H. M. TRAYLOR, Cor. Sec .

By Div. No. 770, Mobile, Ala .

Whereas," The Supreme Ruler of the Universe in

His infinite wisdom has seen fit to suddenly, remove

from our midst, our brother, Carl Hample, in whose

death we have lost a trueandloyal member and his

family a loving husband and father ; therefore be it

Resolved, That Division No. 770, in regular meet

ing assembled, extend our sympathy and consolation
to the bereaved family , and , be it further

Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions be

spread on the minutes of this Division, a copy sent

tothe family of our late brother, and to the MOTOR

MAN AND CONDUCTOR Magazine for publication, and

also as evidence of our sorrow and respect, that our

charter be draped for a period of thirty days.

6. L, STEWARD,

May 13, 1926. W. Z. Stokes,

Res . Com .

By Div. No. 777, Muskegon, Mich.

Whereas, The unwavering hand of the Divine

Providence has again stretched forthand led from

our midst, one of our most esteemed brothers,Albert

E. Ribble, and in bowing inhumble submission to

theDivine Will,wedesire to express oursympathy

to the beloved widowand surviving brothers; there
fore , be it

Resolved. That our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days as a tribute to his memory; a copy

of this resolution be sentto his bereaved widowi a

copy spread onthe minutes of our LocalDivision

and that it be published in the MOTORMAN AND

CONDUCTOR. ALFRED ANDERSON, President.

A. A. JONES, Secretary.

By Div. No. 583 , Calgary, Alta .

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father in His infinite wis

dom and power has seen
fit to remove from our

midst bydeath , our late brothers, LouisWright and

Ira Hamilton ,in whose deaths we havelost two

loyal and upright members; therefore,be it

Resolved ,
That we,the members of Local Divi

sion 583 of theA. A. of s .andE. R. E. of A. , in

0

cago , Ill ...
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cago , Ill..
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a copy be
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regular meeting assembled , extend to the bereaved

families of our late brothers our sincere sympathy in

this, their dark hour.

Resolved, That the charter of Division 583 be

draped for a period of thirty days and that a copy
of these resolutions be forwarded to the bereaved

families, also that they be put upon the minutes of

this meeting and a copy forwarded to the MOTOR

MAN AND CONDUCTOR for publication ,

W. J. HARTRICK, President .

May 2. P. LANGLEY, Rec . Sec'y.

By Div. No. 878, Evansville, Ind.

Whereas. The Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis

dom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst ,
our late brother Frank T. Lefler, and we have not

only lost a good and worthy brother, but a faithful
worker, and while we know mere words cannot

alleviate the grief and sorrow of those who were

near him , therefore, be it

Resolved , That Division No. 878 in regular meet

ing assembled extend to the bereaved family our

heartfelt sympathy in this their sad bereavement ;

and , be it further

Resolved , That the Charter of Division 878 of the

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a period

of thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the family , that they be spread upon the

minutes of this meeting and publiched in the MOTOR
MAN AND CONDUCTOR .

M. B. MOORE,

J. T. HOLDER,

R. C. BARNETT.

RESOLVED, That this resolution be printed in the
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR and

forwarded to the bereaved family .

DIVISION NO. 540.

Attest :

JOHN H. LANG, Fin . Sec'y .

May 24, 1926.

By Div. No. 623, Bufalo, N. Y.

Whereas, the Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis

dom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst

our late brothers, Alfred Olsen and John Jehle, and

we have not only lost good and worthy brothers, but

faithful workers; and while know that merc

words cannot alleviate the grief and sorrow of those

who were near them ; therefore, be it

Resolved , That Division No. 623, in regular meet

ing assembled, extends to the bereaved families, our
heartfelt sympathy in this their sad bereavement ;
and , be it further

Resolved , That the Charter of Division No. 623,

of A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a

period of thirty days ; and that a copy of these reso
lutions be sent to the bereaved families; that theybe

spread upon the minutes of this meeting and
copy sent to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

publication. C. F. CONROY,

JOHN B. KOLB,

VINCENT TUERO, Com.

а

OT

By Division 103, Wheeling, W ; Va.
Whereas: As we brethren assembled here , we pray

Thee , our Heavenly Father, as in Thy infinite wis
dom Thou has seen fit to take from our midst Broth

er Nelson B. Criswell , that he may find in Thee, joys

and pleasures which this earth cannot give ,

Far, far away, the roar of passion dieth,

And loving thoughts rise calm and peacefully ;

And no rude storm , how fierce so'er it flieth .

Disturbs the soul that dwells , O Lord , in Thee.
Amen .

so be it

Resolved : That this resolution as read in this

Local Union meeting be sent to the bereaved family

with the heartfelt sympathy of each brother, that a
copy be sent to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUC

TOR for publication and that it be placed on file

in the archives of this Local Division .

LEO SCHULTZ .

WM. N. KITSON ,

J. D. MOORE ,

Committee.

By Div . No. 623, Bufalo, N. Y.

Whereas, The Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis

don has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst ,

our late brother, Jehn Jehle, and we have not only
lost a good and worthy brother , but a faithful

worker ; and while we know that mere words cannot

alleviate the grief and sorrow of those who were

near him ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That Division No. 623 , in regular meet

ing assembled , extends to the bereaved family our

heartfelt sympathy in this their sad bereavement ;
and , be it further

Resolved , That the Charter of Division No. 623

of A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a

period of thirty days ; that a copy of these resolu

tions be sent to the bereaved family; that they be

spread upon the minutes of this ineeting and a copy

sent to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for publica

tion . JOHN B. KOLB,

CLARENCE F. CONROY,

VINCENT TUERO,

Committee.

By Div. No. 215, Wheaton, Ill.

Whereas, Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom

and mercy has seen fit to remove from our midst ,

our dearly beloved brother, H. A. Hopps, whose
kindly manner endeared him to all of those who

knew him , and while it was with deep regret we re
ceived the news of this sad occurrence, must

bow in humble submission to Him who doeth all
things well ; therefore , be it

Resolved. That these resolutions containing our
deepest sympathies be mailed to the family of our

deceased brother and that our charter be draped in

mourning for a period of thirty days ; further

Resolved, That copies be forwarded to the Official

Journals to be published therein and spread upon the

minutes of the regular meeting .

WILLIAM FRAZER,

J. KLEIN,

J. F. SAFFORD,

Com , Div. 215 .

we

By Division 103, Wheeling, W. Va .

Whereas: As we brethren are assembled here. we

pray , Our Heavenly Father, that as in Thy infinite

wisdom Thou has seen fit to take from our midst

our Brother C. P. Goldsmith , though he is in the

shadow of the dead we ask that he may be living in

Thy light of truth and understanding and that his

Rest of Rests! O peace serene eternall

Thou ever livest, and Thou changest never ;

And in the secret of Thy presence dwelleth ,

Fullness of joy, forever and forever ! Amen,

so be it

Resolved : That this resolution as read in this

Local Union be sent to the bereaved family with the

heartfelt sympathy of each ofour brethren, thata
copy be sent to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUC

TOR for publication and that it be placed on file of
thig Local Division .

LEO SCHULTZ ,

WM. N. KITSON,

J. D. MOORE,

Committee .

BY DIV . NO. 540, TRENTON, N. J.

WHEREAS, God has seen fit to remove from our
ranks to his heavenly home, our Brother Fred A.

Hoff, who passed suddenly from this life May 21, and

WHEREAS, Brother Hoff was a most valued mem

her of this Association, a genial companion and a

brother in the true spicit; therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That in memory ofour late brother

we enter upon the record of our Division Association

a . notation of the grief he has left behind through

his sudden departure to a better land and that we

extend to the bereaved family profound sympathy in

their hour of grief. Further be it

By Div . No. 215, Wheaton, Ill.

Whereas, It has pleased the Divine Ruler of the

universe to take from our midst , our beloved brother ,

Ezra Clark, causing us to lose a loyal and true com

rade and the employing company a competent and

faithful employe , leaving sadness in the home and

in the hearts of those left to mourn his loss ; there
fore, be it

Resolved. That we convey to the bereaved family

our heartfelt condolence hoping it will be some con

solation for them to know that dear friends are sym
pathizing with them at this time ; further

Resolved . That our chartej be draped in mourning

for a period of thirty days and copies of these reso
lutions be spread upon the minutes of the meeting

and published in the Official Journals.
William FRAZER,

J. KLEIN,

J. F. SAFFORD ,

Com. Div. 215 .
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lines connecting Kalamazoo with Jackson and run

ning north between Jackson and Owosso, through

Lansing. The other four locals are city line locals.

Recently, through arbitration, all bus operators

employed by the Michigan Electric Railway in the

various cities on the lines operated by that company,

are now members and are to remain members of the

respective Divisions throughout the course of the

agreement .

The continuance of the agreement is under an

addenda agreement, which is as follows:

Jackson , Michigan ,

May 19th , 1926.

Joint Advisory Board, Employees Association ,

Michigan Electric Railway Company.

Commencing, June 1, 1926, and ending June 1, 1928,

the wage paid to conductors and motormen of the

Michigan Electric Railway Company will be as fol
lows :

Interurban Conductors and Motormen :

4972 cents per hour for first six months of con .
tinuous service .

5442 cents per hour thereafter.

Operators of One -Man City Cars :

494 cents per hour for first year of continuous
service.

527/2 cents per hour thereafter.

Operators of City Buses Michigan Electric Railway

Company :

4942 cents per hour for first year of continuous

service,

52% cents per hour thereafter.

Conductors and Motormen of Two-Man City Cars :

4412 cents per hour for first year of continuous
service.

47 % cents per hour thereafter.

All men paid under this agreement will receive 5

cents additional per hour for all work in excess of
regular scheduled runs.

These wage rates are to be entered into and be .

come a part of the wage sections of the various

agreements.

(Signed ) JOHN F. COLLINS,

Vice - President and General Manager.

Accepted :

JOINT ADVISORY BOARD, EMPLOYEES AS:
SOCIATIONS,

( Signed ) JAMES E MERRILL,

Chairman .

BURNIE C. RILEY,

Secretary ,

$
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LATE SECRETARY WM. D. HOFFMAN

Division No. 857, Green Bay, Wis.

PRESIDENT VISITS ENGLAND

Brother Wm. D. Hoffman , who was

financial secretary and treasurer of Division

No. 857, Green Bay, Wis., was recently

taken from this life by death . Brother Hoff

man had established a reputation hard to

excel as the financial officer of the Green

Bay local of the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes .

He was rigid in his integrity and devoted to

the labor movement. His service to his

associate worker was of such a nature that

his widow and children may justly pride

themselves upon the life he lived. His asso

ciate members of the organization grieve

with his bereaved family at his untimely de

mise . In his life he contributed much to the

labor movement and to the success of the

local of which he was a devoted member.

RENEW AGREEMENT

Battle Creek , Mich . - Division 333 is pleased to re

port that the Joint Advisory Board of our associate

Locals and ourselves have consummated a continu

ance of our present agreement for another two years.

The Joint Advisory Board is headed by the Presi

dent of our Local, Brother James E. Merrill, as its

chairman ,

Our Joint Advisory Board that represents the five

Locals, themembers of which are employed by the

Michigan Electric Railway Company, comprises Di.

vision 245, Jackson ; Division 333,Battle Creek : Di

vision 343, Kalamazoo; Division 362 ,Albion, and Di.

vision 563, Lansing and Owosso, Mich. The Albion

Local is the interurban local, operating upon the

Galesburg, Ill . – At the last May meeting of Divi.

sion515,themembership paid honortoPresident

Charles Cobb oftheLocal. Brother Cobb left June

? on an extended vacation in England. Our members

felt thatitwould be an idealtimeto show himthe

ap ciation we hold for him . On the occasion of

our , meeting, brother members presented Brother
Cobb with a very fine gold watch . The presenta

tion was madeon behalfof the members hy Brother

J. C. Durre. Brother E.R. Curtis made him a pre

sentationof an emblem of the Amalgamated Associa:

tion of Street and Electric Railway Employes of
America .

The watch and emblem were presented to Brother
Cobb with the good wishesof his associatemembers.

We have a veryhighrespect forhim,notonly as
an officer of the Association, but as aman. He en.
joys our confidence , as well asthat of the company

and the company unites with us in wishinghim a

very pleasant vacation abroad.

Brother Cobb sailed from Montreal, Quebec, for

London. He will spendthe best part of his time at

Reading, England ,with his brother. whois a pro

fessor in Reading University. He has looked for

ward to this fine trip for some timeand his many

friendsherewish him a safe and pleasant trip and a

safe return . He expects tobe away until September.

Vice -President H. W. Evans will preside at our

meetings,
-COR, 515 ,
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HELD TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY

was

re

Hartford, Conn.--Division 425 is progressing, I'll

say. We held our Twentieth Anniversary the even

irg of May 19. We had in attendance our Inter .

national President, Brother W. D. Mahon, who gave

us a very interesting talk . Believe me, he can cer .
tainly talk . He spoke on unionism . It too

bad that some of the members that fail to take

an interest in the organization were not present to

hear him . It would have made better members of

them .

We had with us on the occasion of our anniversary

Mr. J. K. Punderford, who gave us a very interest.

ing talk . Such men as Mr. Gauthier , President of

the Central Labor Union , Attorney James H. Vahey

of Boston, our counsel in our last arbitration and

President Patrick O'Meara of the Connecticut F. of

L. , Ex- Senators Thomas Spellacy and Rogers were

in attendance at the meeting. We had a banquet

which all present said was a good one . Some of

our brothers from the southern part of the state

New Haven, Waterbury, Middletown and Stamford

were also in attendance. We were pleased to have
them with us . All present said they could listen

to President Mahon all night . To finish out, we sold
tickets on a Ford car which will be raffled off some
time later.

We extend profound sympathy to two of our

brothers in their recent bereavements. Mrs. Cough

lin, wife of Brother Frank C. Coughlin , passed from

this life and the mother of Brother Louis Rone also

passed away.

Sympathy is extended to Brother Albert Evans

and wife in their sadness caused by the death of
their little son.

Brothers Harry Stone and Lawrence Hallisey are

now proud fathers of baby girls , who arrived at

their homes during the month of April . Congratula .

tions. We hope they keep the good work up. Of

course these girls may never make members of

Division 425, but they will be in hearty sympathy

with us.

Brother Thomas Dowling, former State Conference

Board Member, passed from this life May 22. There

was never a finer member in the organization. He

always attended meetings and took an active in

terest in the work of the organization . We extend

to Mrs. Dowling most profound sympathy in her
great loss.

Don't forget the peanut slots in the car barn run

by Brother Thomas Yacavone, the boy with the

smile. Brother Yarcavone says every peanut bears

the union label.

Former Vice - President Michael Durkin is on the

sick list , as are also Brothers Frank Coughlin , Harry

DeCiccio and Timothy Curten .

We were recently offered 2 cents per hour increase

by our company, which was voted on and accepted.

It is to take effect June 1 , 1926.

--COR . 425 .

Brother Abbott Williams succeeds Brother Connie

Jones as assistant trainmaster under Train master

Hinckley.

Brother Tuck is spending the summer at Sand

Springs, Okla ., under the advice of a physician . We

hope he will returnin good health .

Brother O. D. Hale is quite often seen around

Concord Avenue.

Brother Irby and family spend Sundays on the

river bank fishing. He usually comes back with a

big string of fishstories.

Brothers Tom East and son , Tom Jr., were

cently called to Marshfield , through the death of his
mother-in-law.

Brother John Torrence was our delegate at the

State P. of L. Convention at Jefferson City.

It is time our committee took up the bus question

with the management as the busses belong to Divi.
sion 691 . Two more busses have been recently in

stalled in service .

What conductor failed to get a nice, big piece of

pie because of failing to give his lady, friend the

time he was due at the Square ? The lady spent the

greater part of a whole evening waiting for him .

The saying is that Friday or the 13th are unlucky
days. It seems that Saturday, the 15th, was the

unlucky day for some of our boys .
Brother Stubblefield spent a week visiting in

Kansas City.

We have several brothers on the sick list with flu .

Brother Bural Hinckley was recently appointed

trainmaster to succeed Brother Perry Fankboiner.
We wish Bural success.

Brother Floyd Cochran was recently taken home

after reporting for his morning run.
He had a

spell of acute indigestion .

Our former trainmaster, Brother Perry Fank

bonier, passed away May 7. Sympathy is extended

to the bereaved relatives.

A lady recently said to Brother D. V. Cross :

" You are the cross man that works for the com

pany ? “ Yes . ' answered Brother D. V. , " that is

true, I am cross day and night and it can't be

helped ."
Since Brother Buchanan got married, there remain

just two single men in ourLocal , that is if Brother

Joe Hart is really not married.

Since Brother Bural Hinckley is trainmaster , he

has asked for more men , so Mr. Copley is putting on

five or six new men.

-COR. 691 .

STEADY GROWTH IN MEMBERSHIP

JUSTIONE LEFT

Springfield , Mo. - Mrs. Alexander, wife of our late

Brother Fred Alexander, wishes to thank the mem

bers of Division 691 for the kindness shown her in

her sorrow at thedeath of her husband and also for

the beautiful floral offering. We surely do profoundly

sympathize with Mrs. Alexander and she hasthe

consolation of knowing that we share with her in

SOTTOW at the passing of her beloved husband.

Our company has discovered that Brother Bob
Andrews needs no

blue print from which to lay
tracks .

Bob laid the blue prints aside and did his
work O. K. The blue prints were wrong.

Brother Connie Jones, one of our oldest men , re .
cently passed away , He formerly drove a mule car
way back in the eighties. Now there is just one left

who worked in those days and that is
Brother Stiffie Haynes. He is yet young and retains
his position on our executive board. Brother Haynes
yet has fifty years before him .

Brothers Jasper Cross and Mason are instructing

Ourcompany has instailed five big cars in train
service. It required the train master,superintendent

and all the shop force to get the cars out.

Brother George Fender was called to the barn re

centlytopuilout one of ourspecial carsthathauled
the Boy Scout Band,

It required six cars to accom.

modate the Boy Scouts.

Gary , Ind.-- Division No. 517 can report a steady

growth in membership. Our company now controls

a large number of bus lines and all bus drivers are
members of our Local.

We regret to report the defeat of our President,

Brother George Biggs, who was a candidate for

nomination for state representative from the counties

of Lake and Porter. He was unanimously endorsed

by the Central Labor Union and there really are

union men and women enough to have elected any

member endorsed by them . However, it seems that

when it comes to voting they fail to appear at the

polls and thus defeat labor's friends , instead of fol

lowing labor's political policy .

We had two official visits from the stork since our

last report. Brother and Mrs. F. A. Papke were

leit a 10 -pound boy and Brother and Mrs. E.Brown

were favored with a baby girl. Mothers and babes

are reported doing nicely and Division 517 extends

hearty , congratulations and best wishes.

Of late there seems to be poor attendance at our

meetings . Boys , don't stay away and knock . Stop

and think , You are only hurting yourselves . We

trust our tardy brothers may wake up to the fact

that whatever may be accomplished comes through

our meetings and nothing will be gained by staying

away .

We are pleased to report that our oldest member

in years in the train service has been a member of
Division 517 in continuous good standing, now for

twenty - two years .

Brother W. R. Lawrence, with sixteen years of

seniority as a motorman , has missed out on his run
once in those sixteen years. But he has never

missed a union meeting, without just cause. In con

gratulating Brother Lawrence, let's pay more at

tention to our Division and make a greater Division
No. 517.

Cor. 517,

with us 1

new men .
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AWAKENING

as

New Orleans, La. - Division 194 is having largely

attended meetings . Both night and morning meet

ings are well attended. The hall is being packed,

which shows that the membership here is waking

up. Our agreement expires June 30 and our pro
posed new agreement will soon be in the hands of

our company .

We have lost one of our goodofficers through the
resignation of Brother Oscar C. Pertuit vice

president . He resigned on account of not being

further in the service , as he has taken a position

with the State of Louisiana. The Executive Board ,

to fill the vacancy , elected our old pal , Brother James

Rogers. They could have made no better selection .

Brother Joe Boudreaux, better known as “ Sky "

has withdrawn as an active member on account of

his old age and bad health . We regret this.

BrotherM. Chastant is soon to leave for Detroit ,

Mich ., where he expects to get a job on the cars

in that city , where he belongs, as he is a Detroiter.

Brother Jack Barbier recently gave a stag party,
In the course of it there was sandwich eating

contest . Brother Ed Dourieu, one of the contestants,
ate 26 sandwiches , but Brother Ed Lacost won out

by devouring 39. They were wiener sandwiches and

Brother Lacost is some wiener eater .

Brother Willie Nuss sure loves hot coffee , espe .

cially when he gets it for nothing. He also loves

Brother Durel .

Brother Raymond George is getting old . His hair

is white and his face full of wrinkles , but he gets

there just the same.
Brother Bal Rotrouglio has lost his appetite. He

cats only three steaks and a pound of macaroni at

each meal.

Brother John Treadaway now has a new automo .

bile . He lives in it nights . His wife can't keep him

homo any more.

-COR , 194,

active members. We would soon have no meetings.

Of course our membership woudl dwindle down to

nothing. Out Localwould go out of existence. There

would be no fruit left for all these years of labor in

building up our Union.

Many of our members are barren , because when

obligated they are not instructed as to what their

duties are . A member to a Union is like a member

to a body, If not put to active use it becomes

dormant and useless . It is said that youth, in life

or membership, is the time when the tree is full of

blossoms andeverymember blossoms, and, if cared

for, will produce fruit. If we destroy these oppor.

tunities while the member is young and tendes, we

can expect no fruit in after years. Therefore, let us

instruct our new members as to their duties , so they

will get in the game early and turn out more work.

You will find that the best attending members are

the ones you give an opportunity, when they wish,

to talk on subjects of interest and benefit to the

Local without being toldtosit down when they rise

to talk .

Many of our members refuse to attend meetings

because there are things said at the meetings that

to them are obnoxious and not elevating, evento the
ones who utter them. Therefore, brothers, be care

ful what you say, as all have feelings. There are
those, who, when they ask the chair to speak, do so

with respectability, and everybody is attentive as
possible, knowing that they are going to hear some
thing worth while, because the speaker's words are
powerful and full of usefulness and instruction and

are for our benefit, collectively and individually.

Brothers, if we cannot all be good speakers, we can

all be good listeners and gentlemen , and thus help to
keep our attendance up to the standard and hold

our Union together in good working order.
-Cor. 788.
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PLANNING FEAST

CAN ALL BE GENTLEMEN
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Little Rock , Ark . - In looking over the sick benefit

fund report of Division 704, there appears to be

places for the brothersto spend a few minutes of
their time in a very brotherly way. The following

a list of brothers on the sick list : Brothers

A. 0. Shock, W. M. Waldrum , Dock Combs and

J. H. Koon . Brother Waldrumhad an attack of flu .

BrotherCombs was afflicted with erysipelas, resulting
from having his teeth extracted. Brother Koon was

attacked by the fu .

Brother O. Lawrence, sick for some time , is now
back at the wheel.

As we all know what may and will do for a street

car man , it is needless to announce that Brother

W. W. Bean is well . He looks it .

BrotherJ. A. Lusby has suffered another spell
with his stomach. He and his stomach have been at

outs for the past year or two .

Brother G. E. Turner, whose eyes the boys know

went bad causing him to leave the service indefin

itely, has been off for some time .
Brother H. Pigg, whom it is believed worried him .

self sick operating the Biddle car through traffic

lights whenbehind a South Main car, has recovered.

Brother J. B. Cavin , off for a while , cause un

known , has a Maxwell .

Brother J. A. Wyerick, back at work for some

time, had an operation on his neck ,
Brother D. T. Mullhollandrecently returned on 8

furlough from the government Sanitorium in Texas.

A substantial donation was madeBrother George

Taylor, sick with pellagra for some three years. He

is in the Dr. Jenkins Sanitorium , very low .

BrotherBobRowlandhad a slight attack of Au .

We believe he worked too hard . He saved a little

money when he paintedhis house , but his spell of

sickness detainsothersfrom painting their house .

Our faithful dispatcher, Mr. Sibbley , sustained a

stroke of Paralysis, butis againat the window.

Now , brothers , you never knew there were so

many sick on this small job .
If you will just drop

around for two or three minutes now and then and

offer a few words of cheer to these unfortunate

brothers, it will make the days brighter for them and

you will, yourself ,enjoy helping them along. You

can get their addresses from Brother L. H. Evans,

Phone, Rural 9527 .

There is much speculation on the new cars the

company has ordered , They are the Burney Safety

single- truck , single-end.
From observation of the

one-man vidouble-truck car, speculating, won't last

long after the Burneys arrive .
It will be just plaid

work .

The boys on South Highland will envy the man

whomakes out an income tax reportafter we have

one of our famous Little Rock parades.
run like this : One trip to Rock Island. One loop

St. Louis , Mo.-The regular meeting of Division

788 held April 26 ,, waspresided over by President

Douglas, with Brother Tipton recording the minutes

of the meeting. Brother L. A. Graeser took care of

the financialend of things . Both sessions

splendid in their work, but we wish there might be

a greater attendance at these meetings. The regular

Ten Dollar donation was made to the anthracite

coal miners. A motion passed instructing delegates

to the State F. of L. Convention to insist on a mo

tion to abolish the one-man car . Brother Graeser's

financial report was fine, showing that our treasury

is in a good, healthy condition , notwithstanding the

fact that a crook is shown up once in a while. A

letter was read from Mrs. R. E. McClanahan , thank

ing the Local for the active part it took in selling

tickets for the performance at the Missouri Theater,

held for the benefit of the Auxiliary . Brother Jos .

F. Meyers made an appeal for help . A motion was

made and carried not to take up any more collec

tions, unless authorized by Local Officers. President

Douglas appointed Brothers Hicks, Campbell and

Sherley to 0. K. appeals at the early session and

Brothers Nunn, Wild and Brown at the latter .

Candidates who were elected to membership were

obligated in the_ante-room by First Vice -President

Harry Graves . Brother Tom Moor moved that the

Promotional League, a union -sympathizing period .

ical , be distributed by the shed captains at the

various sheds while coilecting dues. Brother George

Patterson of Oklahoma senta letter of thanks from

the striking miners of Local 21 District and advised

that the help certainly came in time of need . There
was something said of holding a banquet for Brother

Grey A. Turley , who is a candidate for Congress in

the 11th District and who is said to be friendly to
organized labor. Plans were not consummated .

The Central Trades and Labor Delegates at

recent meeting passed a resolution notto parade on
Labor Day, The resolution was adopted by a vote

of 105 to 49 . This looks like the old habit and en

thusiasm are doomed to make way for something

more modern and thrilling -I will pot say better.
Here is hoping that something will be instituted to

take the place of the Grand Old Parade, with its
music and Old Glory flying. I think this

happyscene which will be hard to duplicate.
have never said much about the welfare of our

Local . In conclusion I will say a few things about

the success of our Local. We know what would

happen if some terrible epidemic would visit our

Local and take from our membership all loyal and

?

a

was а

It might
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to Union Depot via Markham Street . Two loops to

Union Depot via Fifth Street . Following this will be

several loops and half hitches to go to the barn and

turn on the wye to get a new start .

The executive board busy on the agreement,

but say very little while doing their good work.

There is a drive on to get members for the com

pany's " Employes Recreation Club . " Boys, you

won't begrudge the dues if you go one trip per year.
A fellow feels better to spend a nice evening swimm

ing and fishing with a friend or two at a place where

you feel at home. However, save no fish for meal
service that doesn't out with one of Dr.

Pisher's certificates of health attached to his tail .

Even fish have flu and other ailments.

The Ladies' Auxiliary of Division 704, comprised

mostly of wives of our members, are planning to give
a chicken supper. The time is to be announced

later.. Thanks in advance to the ladies . Most of us

still think we know what a chicken is .

The regular attendants at meetings of Division

704 wish to thank all members who have lately

shown their faces at the meetings and trust that all

enjoyed being present. We trust good attendance
will continue and grow.

Sincere sympathy of Division 704 is extended to

Brother Charles Long, and family, in the loss of three

of their relatives during the month of April .

-Cor. 704

Brother Earl Kouns, former financial secretary of
our Local, has signed for his run after an absence of

several months, during which time he was working

with a construction company.

Our Local will be represented at the Colorado

State F. of L. Convention and will also send a dele

gate to the next International Convention of the

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A.

Division 062 has an automatic wage agreement

with our company, the Southern Colorado Power

Company, whereby the wage agreement can be

opened for discussion by either party on the 16th of
June, each year. If not opened, it is then in effect

until the same date of the next year.
-Cor. 662.
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ALL ABOARD FOR LAKESIDE PARK
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SHAFFER AT STATE CONVENTION

St. Joseph, Mo. - Division 847 elected Brother Roy

Shaffer delegate to the Missouri State Federation of

Labor Convention, which was held at Jefferson City :
Brother Shaffer has before served as delegate and

we know he will bring back all the news of the do
ings of the convention.

The writer has taken a full week's vacation and

slipped down to McDonald County to view the Ozark
Mountains . The Ozark country is great.

Bill says street cars in old St. Joe look good to

him.

Brother Ralph Batt is again at work after a six
months' vacation . We are pleased to see his smil.

ing face.

Brother L. Butler has left the service , but

expect him back some day.

Brother Teaford is again on the job .

Brother Fred Crumpacker has returned to the line
department.

Brother R. T. Lee is again on the job after two

months' vacation . We knew he would be back .

Brothers H. C. Horn and Tom Randall were on the

jury, recently , making easy money.

The boys are wondering why Brother L. S. Mark
lays off Saturdays. Possibly fish bite better

that day

Myrtle, wife of Brother L. B. Fowler, passed from

this life May 19. Her death occurred in the hospital

at Topeka, Kan . She was 47 years of age. She is

survived by her husband and one Sympathy

is extended to Brother Fowler .

Brother Samuel W. Wade recently passed from
this lifeat the age of 56 . His death occurred at the

home of his daughter , Mrs.L. A. Wilds, 2023 North
Fourth Street. He is survived by two daughters .

Division 847extends sympathy to the bereaved fam

-COR , 847.
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St. Catharines, Ont.-- Our Company's popular Lake.

side resort at Port Dalhousie opened for the season

Saturday , May 22nd , with many improvements, in
cluding new pavillions , amusements and other fea

tures. Many thrills have already been added to this

season's enjoyment by the new " Hey -Dey ", a recent

invention in amusement devices . This is the first

one to be purchased in Canada and it comes direct

from Wembley, England. Already a large number

of picnics have been booked from Toronto, Hamilton

and Niagara Falls ; so everything points to a busy

season for the “Bird - cages and Coffee - pots " . Double

boat service on Lake Ontario will soon commence .

On the " Dalhousie City" a shade deck has been con .

structed over the top deck and a large hardwood

Aoor has been laid, which will provide what is pos

sibly, the largest clear dancing floor on any steamer
on the lake . The above improvements will increase

our patronage, amount of work and our pay checks.

The regular meetings of Local 846 were held May

6 and 13 , with fair attendance . Many of the

brothers present seemed anxious to discuss our agree .

ment once more. Higher wages and a six - day weck

was the big kick . Our officers informed us that we

have from now till December 1st to thoroughly dis

cuss this clause from all sides. So, brothers , get

busy. How does this sound ? Eight hours' work

and eight hours' play ; eight hours' sleep and eight

bucks a day.

The circumstances of Bro. Murrell of our Niagara

Falls Division was explained by Brothers Hough and

Bates at our last meeting. The fine sum of $ 14.00

was subscribed at this meeting and ten dollars was

ordered sent to the brother immediately, the balance

to be sent after the list had passed through every

brother's hands. This brother has had considerable

sickness in his family.

Bro. Jimmie Weller, of the Welland Division , has
been off sick for a week. We hope to see him on

the job again soon .

Once again , brothers, a case presents itself for the

necessity of establishing a sick benefit fund and I
believe a start has been made , as a committee com .

posed of Brothers Andy Crozier, Chas. Myers and A.

N. Adams will draft a plan for this fund . They are

expected to report at our next meeting .
Brothers , do we know what the word " Rehabilita

tion " means ?. Well , I'll say we do, especially the

men on the extra board. Owing to this work in our

city , some extra cars have been cut off temporarily ,
and the extras are getting only two or three hours

per day . Some plan should be made to help these
men . A number of regular men are willing to give

one day per week to these men. As a result of all

city lines being torn up and a new road- bed with

curder -curve rails being laid , the cars have to be

operated over different routes, causing much con .
fusion for passengers in getting on the right cars,

but every effort is being made to maintain efficient
service. Busses are used as substitutes on two lines.

A new bus line was started about a month ago at

Niagara Falls . It runs between the Centre and

Cynamid Plant at the end of Fourth Avenue. This

bus is being operated three months as an experi

ment, If successful, it will be taken over by our

company with our own as operators. Street

cars were run on the new track on Queens Street
June 6, which is Decoration Day in Canada. The

new one-man safety cars started at Niagara Falls

June 7th . Brothers McClelland and Irwin took some

of them down there June 1st .

The Lake Shore Division was invaded May 22 with

a special car of passengers hunting for fruit tree

blossoms. Brothers Wilson and Adams were the un

fortunate crew, and upon returning to the Terminal

announced with clear voices : “ Last stop . Car goes

son .

ily .

REMEMBER DEPARTED BROTHERS

ones.

2

Pueblo, Col.--Our organization, as well as looking

after the working conditions andwages, will, this

month , let their memory go back toour departed

On Decoration Day our Local will place
suitable floral wreathsonthe graves of our departed
brothers.

Ourtransportation department andour repair "de
partment are under seaprate superintendents . Our

Executive Board hasdevised a scheme that brings

these departments closer. A report sheet is placed

inthe street cardepartment ofice and when a man
comes off his run, he writes what repairs he wants
done on the car. A copy of this is sent to the repair

men , 80 & record is kept on file. The Executive

Board have beenworking withthe shop department,

trying to get ourremodeled one-man cars as nearly

uniform as possible. They have already made several
changes which are a real benefitto operators.

Division 662 stands high in the esteemofthe pub

lic .“ Treat the publicright"is our motto.
En .

Don't encourage

pickinguppassengers if you happen to own an auto.

Remember, it everyone did that, youwill not be

operating cars a few years from now.

men
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to barn . " Then the passengers became hostile and

demanded : "Where are those peach blossoms? " . Bro.

Adams replied : “ Darned if I know ." Bro. Wilson

said : “ Crackie, I never saw any."

Bro . Gallagher is progressing very well after an

operation. He was able to indulge in a motor tour

on May 12th . The route his chauffeur took_was a

good smooth one via Queenston Street and Thorold

Road. Some bumps, eh, Bunch?

Bro . Alec . Egerter is certainly partaking of the

jam this spring. Isn't it - when you need the

time but just can't get down to local line stuff ?

Baldy was also scen doing his stuff with the line

car .

Who is the Ramsey McDonald we have amongst
the Niagara Falls men ? His argument regarding

Niagara Falls was rather jarring .

There seem to be many arguments in the train .

men's room when some of the extra men and Inspec .
tor Howarth get together .

Many of the brothers are forgetting to put in their
time slips. Brothers Bill Burrows and Jack Mould

did not put in any for a week . Thinking too much

about their baseball scores, perhaps.
A very bright star was seen recently in the vi

cinity of Mitchell's Crossing on the Main Line. How

many may - flowers did you gather, Hughie ?

Bro . Sid Woods was seen plowing for a few days.

“So was his old man”. Once a farmer, you know ,
alwaysa farmer.

Bro.Walter Smith tried to put Bro. Baldy Egerter

on his back in the trainmen's room recently.

Bro. Sid Richards was seen a few days ago with

a lot of rhubarb roots.

Brothers Tom Crozier and Ed. Caton go over every

derail between the Cemetery and down town daily.

Did Bro. Jack Mould get his supper May 31st ?

Brother Sid Woods, Brothers Burrows and akley

will be off on June 15th.

Bro . Jack Barnes motored to Hagersville recently.
And how about the stand-in with the farmer who

helped clean your car ?

Bro. H. M. Smith has exchanged his Overland for

an Essex. Does he intend to race Bro. Parkinson ?

Brothers Pink and Myers had a few good try-outs

in the “ Tin Can” , preparatory to their flight to
Montreal next September.
Bro . Fred Richardson ran out of gas at Fonthill

recently. Who was the lady with the Ford that gave

him a lift ?

-PINKIE.

his siagle days he was very much a sheik , continu.

ally playing the role of Romeo. A little incident the
other day outshonc all of his other acts. An old

lady stepped from a car at a congested place in the

city and before reaching the sidewalk she became
frightened. Brother Butler rushed through the traf.

fic , picked the old lady, up and carried her to the
sidewalk . A fervent blessing and handshake were

the old lady's thanks. Brothers, let's take a few les.

sons from Romeo Butler. It may be that it will help

strengthen the bond of friendship between the public,

the company and employes

Brother Tommy Mack carries the ginger ale. We

wonder what his motorman carries in hislunch bottle ?

Brother George Butler of the line department was

laid up the past three weeks, baving sprained his

back while installing a signal box. He expects to be
at work within a day or two .

Brother John O'Neil seems to be having an un
usual run of hard luck . While stringing some new

sections of wire he got his head caught between two
cross - arms. Brother Hank Wilson had to climb the

pole and pin O'Neil's cars back so he could get his

head out. Brother Harry McDonough is authority

that had Hank not helped him, Brother O'Neil would

have been hanging there yet.

Business Agent Pete Rooney is doing his share to

keep Worcester and Division No. 22 on the map. Re :

cently, at the Boston Kennel Show , his dogs captured

the first and second prize. Like Rooney, they are

thoroughbreds.

Brother Tom Powell recently bought a hen farm .

Not being satisfied with one egg a day from cach
hen, he placed electric lights in the henhouse. Now

he gets two eggs a day from each hen . Still he actu

ually refuses to give them an extra feed. His eges

are fresh, but after reading this a few of the broth.

ers might feel that he is not following union prin

ciples with his hens. Brother Ed Pick buys his eggs

from Brother Powell, andwhile cooking one recently,
saw writing on the shell. Closer inspection showed

it to bethe address ofa miss somebody of Kansas

City . Pick, of course, is a single man and looking

for a wife, so he wrote a letter to the lady and re

ceived this answer : " Dear Mr. Pick :-Am sorry , to

disappoint you. I am happily married and the mother

of twin girls ." Now , brothers , really are Brother

Powell's eggs fresh ?

Brothers, don't get sore because we can never get

a chance tosee Barnum & Bailey's when they come
to town. Stand where you can see Brother Si Young

of Grove Street or Brother Ford of Gates Lane op

erating the Burney cars. Barnum's clowns have noth

ing on them . Bunny O'Hare is their anchor man.

-COR . 22-2160.
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MEETINGS WELL ATTENDED

He

Worcester , Mass . - The May meetings of Division

No. 22, as usual , were well attended . We were hon

ored by three speakers from outside organizations.

Brother Fitzmaurice, Butte, Mont., gave us a brief

talkon gold mining as it was done fifty years ago.

He is the only living member of the Miners Unionof

Butte, Unfortunately, he was injured by an explo .

sion , which left him totally blind . Brother Daniel

Dana of the Boot and Shoe Workers of Boston gave

a brief talk on the union label . He urged the broth

ers to insist on the label when buying shoes. Sec

retary William A. Rossley of the Worcester C. L. U.

and the Worcester Credit Union gave a talk on the

growth of the Credit Union Bank in the last ten

years and urged all union men to become share

holders and depositors.

Brothers of the Gates Lane division are glad to see

Chief Dispatcher Fred Bond again on the job .

was on the sick list for six weeks .

The health of Brother George Glispin of the Gates

Lane division, the oldest conductor in point of serv .

ice , we are pleased to report is in a favorable condi.

tion . He was laid up for six months with a bad case

of gangrene in his right leg . He was discharged from

the hospital , but is not yet able to work .

In the Grove Street office, recently , Brothers Jack

Donahue and Jack Speak were overheard discussing

the relative merits of their best girls. “ My girl,

said Donahue, " got Austria last night on a 3 - tube

" Huh, that's nothing," replied Speak, . "my

girl gets Hungary every night without a radio . "

Brother Tom Johnson is evidently a better car me.

chanic than historian . He made application to the

court for his final naturalization papers. When ex

amined, on being asked of Abraham Lincoln , he re

plied : " He helped his father build the log cabin in

which he was
When are you to pass the

cigars, Tommy ? We all smoke good ones, and while

we smoke union cigars, tell us how Abe did the job.

Brother Francis Butler became a benedict. During

DETROIT DIGEST

The Detroit United Railway Employees of this di

vision opened their agreement and asked for an in

crease in wages and several changesin their wo

conditions.

TheDetroit United Railway property is in the

hands of the Receivers. The SecurityTrust Company

and E. W. Simard were appointed the Receivers for

the property by the United States Court.

The Committee , which is comprised of theentire

Executive Board,'metwith Mr. Drumm , theExecu:

tive Manager for the Receivers, on three different

occasionsand presented their reasons for an increase

in wages and changes in conditions.

Mr. Drumm showed the committee the financial

condition ofthe property and statedthat the bonds of

the Company were defaulted for the year 1925. Re

produced reliable information to bear out his state.

ments ,

The interest on the bonds for the year was $ 1,220 ,

044, there being net from operation ,$ 253,637, which

left a deficit of $ 966,407.

The committee felt that with those conditions star.

ing them in the face that they would have to aban.

don the hope for anincrease in wages, and center on
conditions.

Mr. Drumm stated that he was friendly, toward

labor , and that if the men would renew their agree:

ment for another year, they would have nothing to

be sorry for. He is endeavoringto get the property

out of the hands of the Receivership, which he be;

lieveshe can accomplish with the assistance of

the employees.

He is desirous of putting adequate equipment on

the property tohandle the people and make the in.

terurban ride attractive to the public .

On recommendations of the Committee, Business

Agent Van Ness placed Mr. Drumm's proposition be.

set."

bora . "
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fore the membership. The membership expressed a

desire to renew the agrecment for another year,

after learning of the financial condition of the prop

erty, providing the changes in working conditions

were ironed out.

The Committee will meet Mr. Drumm on this

phase of the agreement sometime after the 15th of

Juoe. Mr. Drumm's busihess taking from the city
caused the delay in meeting with him at an earlier

date .

Brother Sullivan , the Board Member of the D. M.

& T .,, accompanied the business agent to Mooroc,

and advised the membership to accept the old agree .

ment for another year.

The Committee is composed of Brothers Charles

Carter, Charles Miller, Ethbert Weir , William Mil.

lard, John McLean, Robert Buxton , Charles Sulli

van , Frank Moy and Fred Rock .

Brothers Lew Lawrence , Clarence Ward , Michael

Sardonell, Albert Lampley and George Wilber visit .

ed the local office in the past week to find out

how the division was prospering:

The Board of Review case of Joseph Fike of Flint

City was won

Brother Fike was to be reinstated immediately. He

was represented before the Board by Brothers Van

Ness and Weir, Mr. Burdick, the General Manager

of the Company, was chairman of the Board and ren .
dered the decision .

The D , S. R. membership of division 26 asked for
improved schedules and a 7 -cent increase in wages

from the D. S. R. The present wage is 73 cents per

Thecommittee will meet with the street railway
officials June 4th.

Themembers representing the employees are Bene
dict Robin of Woodward line, Glenn Swarts of the

West Fort line, Herbert Meeker of the 14th line,
Henry Leining of the Baker line, A. J. Osborn of the
14th line, Fred Reno of the construction car men,

Frank Williams of the yard men, Clarence Nugent

and Business Agent Neil McLellan.

The changes in the agreement were presented to

the Street Railway Department May 17th.

The committee metseveral days anddiscussed the

desired change. They were then ratified by the mem .

bership in a mass meeting. The membership is

wishing for improved schedule conditions along with
the increase in wages .

The Division has all death claims paid up to date

and is in a very healthy condition.

Brother Robin was the first street car man to be

seen in a straw hat this year. Clarence Nugent fol
lowed the next day:

Brother Nugent has been very busy lately with

both business agents taking care of committee work

on the agreements .

Brother McLellan has been very successful in hav .

ing, men reinstated , and the membership hopes that he
will be able to keep upthe good work .

Brother Carey Ferguson, former business agent of

the division and now collector of customs for the

Port of Detroit, is a candidate for sheriff and has
the endorsement of the local. All the membership is

doing everything possible to bring about the election
of Brother Ferguson.

President Herbert Mecker has been , and is, doing

everything possible in his capacity for the better

ment of the employes. He presided at the meetings

of the wage committee.

Board Member George Flynn , of the Charlevoix .

Buchanan West Line , has been doing very good work

in his barn .

Charles Stanatis , of the East Crosstown Line, just

returned from his vacation , He visited his home near

Philadelphia .

Division No. 26 has endorsed Governor Groesbeck

for another term as Governor of Michigan .

Don't forget the Boat Excursion to Bob - Lo, July

14. Boats leave at foot of Woodward Avenue at 9

and 10 a. m . and 1:30 and 3 o'clock p . m.

-REX .

man operation and 60 cents per hour for one -man

operation . I might add that the installation of the

one-man cars bas materially reduced our membership.

The Company filed application to the Utility Com

mission two months ago for a 100 fare, and after much

stubborn resistance on the part of the public, a de.

cision was rendered in the Company's favor, grant.

ing the same. It has a tendency to simplify the

work , as the tokens are much easier to handle than

the pennies.

Efficiency seems to be the demanded element by

the Company at present, and our boys seem to use
every effort to live up to the same. We have a new

managerin E. A. West, who hails from Denver,

Colo. He has shown a marked tendency to improve

every department, the most noticeable and appre

ciated feature being to abolish and demolish Noah's

Ask, which was being used to house the Dispatchers

and Trainmen , to supplant the same with comfortable

and elaborate quarters.

We recently held our 22d aniversary celebration,

which comprised dancing, high -class entertainmeat,

music and refreshments, and a good time was enjoyed

by all the large crowd who attended.

There has been a close competition between the

automobile and the street cars in this locality for

the past two years, but in my estimation the street

cars have a decided advantage at present. Which

behooves me to say that the street car and its opera

tion has been greatly underestimated by the public

in the past, but its popularity will be attested by a

universal recognition of its actual merits together

with the skill and responsibility which is required to

successfully operate the same. --COR . 382.

HAVING GOOD MEETINGS

Clinton, Iowa - Division 911 is doing nicely. More
of the boys are attending meetings and we are really

having good meetings.

The boys took their new runs May 2.
satisfied with their choice . It has been the custom

to change runs April 15. This was held over on

account of the cold weather.

Brother Bob Black has decided to put ear flappers

on his straw cap in the event that the weather
doesn't soon warm up.

Brother Chris Claussen and his partner, Policeman

Nick Connor, are making full-fledged motormen of
the boys. If anyone is interested , apply to Brother
Chris to be initiated .

Brother George Lord , sick for some days, is again

on_the job .

Brother McGrathis yet studying the time-table

to distinguish the difference between a six and seven
car_schedule ,

We are all busy here in Clinton, making, gardens.

We are fixing, up for the summer, helping in house

cleaning and have very little time for news.
taking & vote of the wives of our members to see

who receives a majority, as the champion house

cleaner. I hope to be able to present the winner's

name in my next appearance in the M. & C.
-COR. 911 .

hour top.

All seem

We are

.

PRESERVE MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE

Gloversville, N. Y. - Therehave been many taken

from the ranks of Division925 by the grimreaper.

This not only applies to Division 925, but all over

the countr It see as expedient at this time to em

phasize the importance of every living member

putting his house in order. In other words, leave
his personal effects, in charge of the family , and

friends, especially the certificate of membership in

our Association, so that in case of sudden death the

benefit claims may be adjusted promptly. In some

casesbrothers have tucked awaythat valuable docu

ment in some obscure place, without the family and

friends having knowledge of it. This causes an un

pleasant situation, as nofuneral, disability or old age
benefit can be paid without much trouble, unless
somemember of the family or friend is inpossession

of the certificate of membership in this Association .
International President W. b. Mahon has very

thoughtfully anticipated this situation and on page

13 of the April number of the MOTORMAN AND

CONDUCTOR has completely covered this subject, by
an article under the heading " Notice to Members.

Read it and act accordingly .

-COR. 925.

ONE HUNDRED PER CENT

Salt Lake City, Utah - Just a few lines to let the
boys know Division 382 is still in existence, and

with the exception of a few inthe shops and on the

track,we arefunctioningabout 100 per cent. We are

operating the one-man cars 100 percenton all city

Wę received a raise of 2 cents per hour April 1st,

which was predicated upon theraise in the cost of

living ,accordingtothe termsof contract. Our maxi
Daum wage for trainmen is 55 cents per hour for two

lines.

Every purchase, influenced by the Union

Label, is a bomb dropped into the “ open

shop " camp.
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HOLD JOINT MEETING No collisions of importance have occurred recently,

Brother Tom Chavarria is home from the hospital

and is much improved.

Brother Tom Glover is again working steady.

Brother Archie Trowbridge is on duty.

Brother James Bannan bas recovered from a siege
of flu.

Thanks to many of the young extras who are seen
wearing our button .

One of our charter members, Brother Ben Inman,

has charge of office men during the sickness of

Brother J. W. Gobel.

Brother Bolton, one of our solid standbys, is night

clerk in the office.

Brother H. Taman keeps on the job and is a regu.

lar attendant at the Central Labor Council.

President R. L. Jameson and Finance Secretary F.
C. Vierke continue to handle the affairs of Division

No, 265 with all the skill of old veterans.

--COR . 265.

EXTENDS SYMPATHY TO BEREAVED

MEMBERS

1

Bridgeport, Conn . - Saturday evening, May 22, Lo.

cals Nos . 459 and 972 held a smoker at St. George's

Hall, which was well filled with members from both

divisions. The meeting was called to order by Presi .

dent Robert Wald, of Local No. 459 , who gave us a

little history of the trolley car from a few years back ,
but times have changed . But remember, it was

through your organization that these things were ac

complished. Brother Wald then appointed President

William Costello of Local No. 972 chairman for the

evening. Many out- of - town guests were with us , and

we also had some very fine speakers. The first speak.

er of the evening was Brother_Frank O'Mara, Chair .

man of the State Conference Board , who gave us a

short but very interesting talk on our new wage and

working conditions. Our next speaker of the evening

was Brother John Egan, Secretary of Connecticut

Federation of Labor, who also gave a lengthy speech

on the Union Label. I hope every one that was

present will follow the advice given by Brother Egan

and insist on the Union Label on everything you buy,

regardless of what it may be. Our next speaker was
Brother John H. Reardon, General Executive Board

Member, who gave a very interesting talk on the

good work of our young Local No. 972 and the bar .

mony that exists between the two local divisions.

Our last and best speaker of the evening was

Brother W. D. Mahon , International President, who

gave us as good a speech as any one would want to

hear. He gave us the history of the electric car and

the hard knocks that the workers were up against ,

such as small wages and long hours . We want to

thank our older members for sticking through thick

and thin and the hard work of our officers in elimi .

nating all of these hardships. So, boys , do as Brother

W. D. Mahon said : “ Don't be a Union man to please

someone, but be one for your own interests. Be

your own Chamber of Commerce or Board of Trade . "

Also , remember what he said about attending your

mcetings. The Company is well posted how many

attend the meetings, so come out at least once a

month and let the bosses know that we are 100 per

cent.

Brother Stanley George and the Nutmeg Synco .

paters furnished an orchestra of nine pieces, which

rendered some very fine selections. Brother Morris of

Local No. 459sang a few solos , which were also very

nice . Wm . McDermott of the line department ren .

dered a fine solo. Brother Jack Webb, Chairman of

Refreshments, was on the job .. Good boy , Jack, keep

up the good work . Some of the brothers who went

home early missed the treat of the evening, which

a Spanish- Italian Charleston Specialty. This

was put on by Brothers Mitchell and August Mar.

rett . Many wondered how they could do this

good.

Many out - of-town guests present , among

these being the following : Brother W. D. Mahon, In .

ternational President; Brother John Reardon , Gen

eral Executive Member; Brother Frank O'Mara,

Chairman Connecticut State Joint Conference Board

of Hartford ; Brother John Egan, Secretary of Con

necticut State Federation of Labor of Bridgeport;

Brother Farley, Financial Secretary of Hartford Shop

men's Local; Brother_Stanley Mayhew , President of

Norwalk Local, and Brother John Looney , Delegate

of State Conference Board of New Haven.

All who attended this smoker were well pleased and

all were satisfied that they had a good time.

-COR. 972 .

was

SO

were

Wheaton, Ill .- Division No. 215 can report progress.

This local comprises several branches. Our larger

city branches are those of the city linemen of Elgin,

AuroraandWheaton . Our largest interurban line is

the Chicago, Aurora and Elgin line . Of course, we

are the oldest local operating into and within Chi

cago . Our high wage rates are the third rail rates

of 68 cents per hour for first year men, 72 cents for

the second year and 75 cents per hour for those of

more than two years of service. Our low rates are

upon the two -men city cars, which are 54 cents per

hour for first year men and 56 cents thereafter. One.

man city cars pay 56 cents and 60 cents per hour.

Overtime is paid at time and one -half .

Death has entered the homes of two of our mem .

bers , and at a recent meeting resolutions of gym

pathy were prepared by our committee, comprising

Brothers Wm. Frazer, J. Klein and J. F. Safford,

and adopted upon the death of the little daughter of

Brother and Mrs. Burkholder as follows:

“WHEREAS, death has entered the home of Broth.

er Joe Burkholder and taken therefrom their Be

loved Daughter,leaving a vacancy in the home that

never can be filled ,

" ANDWHEREA's wedeem it fitting and proper at
this time to convey to Brother Burkholder and fam .

ily ourdeepest sympathics in their time of sorrow ,

“ BE IT RESOLVED that copies of these resolu:

tionsbe forwarded to the bereaved familyand spread

upon the minutes of the regular meeting assembled

and sent to the official journals for publication ." .

Upon the death of the late Mrs. Nord, the follow

ing resolutions were adopted :

"WHEREAS our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

remove from this life the Beloved Wife of Brother

Fred Nord and

"WHEREAS we wish to extend to Brother Nord

our heartfeltsympathy in thelossof one so dear
to him ,

“ THEREFORE be it resolved that a copy of these

resolutions be sent to Brother Nord ,

“ AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that copies

be spread upon the minutes of themeeting and sent

to the official journals for publication."

VISITED BY INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT

Bridgeport, Conn.- Local 459 , with local 972, helda

joint meeting and reception in honorofInternational

Presiden : W. D. Mahon. The reception was held at

St. George's Hall, May 22.
Mr. Mahon arrived in

Bridgeport in the' forenoon. He was escorted around

the town by a committee composed of President Doç

Wald of Local 459 and President Costello of Local

972 . He was shown the different places of interest

and was highly elated with the reception accorded
him .

In the evening it was very gratifying to see the

gathering of both locals who greeted him . His talk was

lengthy, over two hours, and everything he said was
right to the point.

mentals of unionismandin addition praised both

He spoke mainly on the funds:

locals on theharmonious way theygottogether in
conducting the meeting. All present were high in

their praise of Mr.Mahon, for men of his type are

The chairman of the meeting was Mr. Costello

of local 972. "Mr. Mahon was accompanied at the ball

by J. J. Egan, secretaryof the State Federation of

Labor ; General Executive Board Member John Rear.

4
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IN HEALTHY CONDITION

San Jose, Calif. - Division No. 265 is in good, healthy

condition , although many of our members do not at.

tend meetings. Our membership keeps up to the 98

per cent mark, with a few stubborn ones who are too

blind to the interests of laboring men to sce that it is

the duty of every man to belong to a union. They

sit around the barns and expect to gain favor with

company officials by talking to the bosses, when ,

in fact, the bosses despise them by thinking that if

such men can be traitors to their fellow workmen,

they will not hesitate to be dishonest with the com

pany. Hence, they are watched by the company
bosses and discharged at the first opportunity.
The men whom the company admire and reward by

long service are those who know more about their

own affairs. These men are kept by companies be.

cause they are staunch enough to be depended upon.

The San Jose railroads have torn up their 17th

Street tracks and are putting down single track .
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War So, folks may groan for many a year

May grieve by always looking back,

But straight ahead is where to peer

For any trouble on the track ..

A trolley car is what he drives,

And , yet , I often wish that we

Would turn the corner of our lives

With some of his philosophy.

Cor, 563.
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FROM MEXICAN NEWS SERVICE

don and Chairman O'Mara of the Joint Conference

Board. They all talked briefly to the men.

Chairman Omara spoke mainly on our new agree ,

ment, which goesinto effect this month. He stated

that the vote on the company's offer to the men was

to accept same by two to one all over the state .

Those not present missed a grand old time; lots of

cats and drinks and the affair lasted to the

hours of the morning. Music was furnished by Bas.

sett's String Orchestra and Brothers Morris and No

lan obligedwith several songs. Brothers McAllister

and Carr put across a nice little dance act . Bill

Dorley was also there, but he had to leave early .

Boudine said that BNI had to meet Tese. Never mind ,

Bill , ask Boudine what he was doing walking up

North Bridgeport last week . Pat Kennedy had to

leave early , also. He had to go up in Derby with

Jimmy Daly. Jimmy is breaking Pat in to run an

auto. The smiling countenance of Harry Bliss was

also noted . He said that there should have been

a broadcasting station put in the hall so some of

the late men could listen in.

By the way, Pop Rogers has bought a car. That

means extra men can have a number of noon re

liefs on New Haven this summer.

Brother B. Flanagan has left on a vacation for

Ireland. Some of the boys got together and made

him a present of a nice traveling bag, just to show
their appreciation for what he has done for local 459

in the past. He will be gone several months .

Most of our brothers on the sick list for the past

several months are coming around 0. K. Although

Brother Jimmy Walsh is still out, he is looking bet.
ter . Tom Murray has a long seige of it . We hope

he is back on his run Brother Eddie Price

was only recently laid up. May his operation prove a

success. Eddie is considered to be a very hardy young

man and he should overcome his misfortune. Talk

ing about hardy men , we must not forget Brother

Turpin . He has been working under a handicap for
some time.

Pretty soon Brother Tom Walsh will be down on

the beach posing around , showing his athletic form .
In his day Tom was considered to be some ath

lete. Not so long ago he and Dandrea swam across
the Hudson River.

Brothers Collins and Josephson contemplate going

into the coal business together in the near future

That ought to be some partnership.

soon .

Reports of the municipality of Mexico

City show a decrease of approximately ten

per cent in the mortality in January, 1926,

as compared with January, 1925.

Production of Mexican coal and coke dur

ing 1925 was 1,727,057 kilograms.

Official reports estimate the number of

Mexicans emigrating to the United States

in 1925 at approximately 500,000 persons .

Development of Mexico's Shoe Industry

The shoe industry in Mexico has grown

rapidly, during the last ten years. Today

3,000 shoe factories are working in the Re

public, some twenty of them very important

and maintaining a high standard of produc

tion, but even the daily increasing produc

tion can supply only in small part the ever

increasing needs of the country , Modern

shoes are rapidly replacing the " huaraches"

( a kind of primitive sandal ) long the accus

tomed footgear of the Indian.

At the beginning of the revolutionary pe

riod , approximately 3,000,000 pairs of shoes

were manufactured in Mexico. In 1924 , in

spite of the handicap the industry suffered

with all industries during the period of civil

strife , the manufacture had increased to ap

proximately 12,000,000 pairs . However,

large imports of shoes are still needed to

supply the demands . The United States

furnishes practically 95% of this class of

imports, the first six months of 1925 show

ing 660,522 pairs brought in valued at 1 ,

909,347 pesos.

At the present time, one of the most im

portant shoe factories is involved in a strike

concerning the question of salaries . No set

tlement has been reached to date , negotia

tions not even having been started . If own

ers and workers do not come to an agree

ment within the near future , the matter will

come before the Board of Arbitration and

Conciliation .

MAKES PUMPING UP TIRES

UNNECESSARY

REGRET NOT AN ASSET

We

come.

$

1

Lansing, Mich.-We all know of thenew loading dock

being put up in front of the Interurban station here .
Something more to dodge in the traffic course.

The bus men are now walking to and from the

garage -- a good morning and evening exercise .

hope something will be done to bring backto them
some means of transportation .

" A regret is never an asset-always a liability."

The story of the boy, who climbed to the highest

point on the great National Ridgein Virginia is an

inspiration . His friends kept calling: "Don't look

back, " so he carried his name to the highest of all.
Life is always better ahead . The best is always yet to

We learn the great lesson in life , which is to

pass on , and on and never look back .

Each day he drives a car

Not of the tribe of limousines

But those that more familiar are

To folks who live within their means

A trolleycar is what he drives ,

And yet I often wish that we

Would turn the coarseness of our lives

With some of his philosophy .

Just yesterday he said to me

" I never look a lot behind .

Aheadis all a man can see

And even then he's pretty blind .

So, when some one starts to shout,

Neverturn and look , " he said,

" Por I might see what he's about

And bump into a truck ahead ."

" I watch for signals that are red

And not for green ones I have passed ;

The past is done, the past is dead .

I think a man will longer last

At this or any other stunt

By seeing that theway is clear

By keeping both his eyesin front

Not worrying about the rear . '

Chicago , Ill.- F. E. Hughes , Suite 543E

424 N. Homan Ave., of this city has perfected

a new air -tight valve cap that enables auto

owners to pump up their tires once and never

touch them again until punctured or worn out .

Leading tire manufacturers, after thorough

tests, have approved Mr. Hughes' invention

and banished the old theory that air escapes

through rubber. One inflation lasts the life of

a tire and tire mileage is doubled . These caps

retail for $1.25 for set of five. The inventor

wants agents and will send proof and sample

free. Write him today. -Ady.
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The American Plan Open Shop Confer

ence entered convention in the Hotel Stat

ler, Detroit, May 26. It appears to have

been a tremendous convention . Reports in

dicate that there were some 16 delegates in

attendance. The chairman of the conven

tion , who seems to be the president and al

most the whole thing of the American Plan

Open Shop Conference , was Mr. A. C. Rees

of Salt Lake City, Utah . He seems to be

well schooled upon the American Plan Open

Shop. He is quoted in the newspapers as

saying that the convention is : “ An informal

gathering of men throughout the United

States who are charged with the responsi

bility of humanizing industry in their res

pective communities, districts or states.”

He says that the American Plan Open

Shop Conference idea had its inception four

years ago , when a small group of men from

the west and the south met by his invita

tion in Salt Lake City. He states that it

was " upon that occasion that the unlimited

possibilities of such gatherings were envis

ioned.” There isn't any doubt about it . He

holds that the conference “has brought about

a clear understanding of objectives in this

age of perplexing industrial problems . " He

states that “ it is a notable fact that before

the American Plan Open Shop Conference

came into being there was no clear concep

tion on the part of industrial leaders as to

the underlying causes of misunderstandings

of the influences and the factors that are

contributing to this unrest and discontent.”

in all of the exploiting of him and his Ameri

in all of the expliting of him and his Ameri

can Plan by the Detroit newspapers .

The importance of this great convention is

somewhat indicated by the fact that His

Honor, Mayor John W. Smith, of Detroit,

has opened practically all of the conventions

that have convened in Detroit since he was

Mayor. In this, he was merely following

the course of former Mayors. It seems that

Mayor Smith was unable to conceive the

wonderfully clear "understanding” of indus

trial problems to which the chairman of the

convention referred . Even though , undoubt

edly, invited , there has been no notation

that he attended the convention.

There really were some Detroiters in at

tendance at this convention , but they were

those who were hopeful that large employ

ers would join the ranks of the American

Plan or rather would pay in the liberal ini

tiation fees being sought by Mr. Rees and

his western confederates . Mr. Rees has

succeeded in maintaining himself through

his American Plan Open Shop Conference

proposition for at least four years.

Present in Detroit during this convention

was Mr. Noel Sargent, manager of the In

dustrial Relations Department of the Na

tional Association of Manufacturers, and

naturally as one of his resources, very much

interested in the Industrial Relations De

partment of the National Association of

Manufacturers . He is reported by the De

troit Free Press as having addressed the

Rotary Club, which is a club prevalent in

all large industrial cities and some smaller

ones, as an adjunct of the Employers Asso

ciation . Mr. Sargent, in his address, spe

cially attacked organized labor in Detroit

and warned the Detroit employers that the

organizing movement of labor in Detroit

" will, if successful , be used to create a closed

shop nucleus to establish complete unioniza

tion in the home of the American automo

bile industry. This industry,” Mr. Sargent

is quoted as saying, “ faces a period of keen

competition and to increase production

costs, which the closed shop always does,

would drive business from Detroit and in

crease the cost of automobiles throughout

the country.”

This is a frank confession on the part of

the Employers Association that labor union

izing means better wages to the working

man. It is a confession that the vicious an

tagonism of organized labor by the Employ,

ers Association is for the sole purpose of

obtaining complete wage control by employ

ing industries.

If the American Plan Open Shop Con

ference Convention brought Mr. Sargent to

Detroit, it has really more definitely effect

ed an understanding of industrial relations.

It has effected on understanding to those

who may read the address of Mr. Sargent

and who did not understand the labor move

ment before, that the antagonizing of organ

ization by wage earners is due to the vicious

purpose of those of non -union employing

corporations to control completely the toll

fixing for employing.

Mr. Sargent, in the course of his address,

stated that the purpose of the open shop is

to give a non -unionman the privilege of

working where and when he pleases and on

any job he wishes to work . The real ex

perience of employing managements and

both union and non -unionwageworkers has

long since brought to them a clear under

standing of this expression. Wage workers

are not so easily fooled. They know what

the open shop means. They know it means

absolute control of wage fixing by the man

agements of employing properties.

Wage workers well know that Mr. Rees

is not representing the American Plan of

the social order. His attempt to create

class distinction in the social order, by pre

suming to eliminate class distincton, may be

a paying propositio
n to him , but, unfor

tunately , it has no effect upon the industrial

situation , as the wage workers know that

his so -called American Plan Open Shop is

not an American plan, but an unfair and

profit-seeking, toll-taking plan that is ab

solutely un -American in its every purpose

and intent.

There is not a wrong against which we

fail to protest or seek to remedy: there is

not a right to which any of our fellows are

entitled which it is not our duty, mission

and work and struggle to attain . So long

as there shall remain a wrong unrighted or

a right denied , there will be work for the

labor movement to do. -Samuel Gompers,
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CAR COMPANY UNIONS GROW union was broken in a strike a few years

FROM STRIKE -BREAKING ago, but it seems it was not necessary to

form a company union, so the company re

(By, ROBERT DUNN ) sorted to only a housing scheme to cultivate

Company unions have shown substantial company loyalty.-- Federated Press.

growth on electric street car railways. Yel

low dog contracts, binding the worker not

to belong to the Amalgamated Association
INDICTMENTS DISMISSED

of Street and Electric Railway Employes

of America, feature the company unions. The indictments of International Vice

The Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Presidents Wm. B. Fitzgeraldand John M.

Co. has a dues-paying organization of some Parker, former Vice -President Frank O'Shea,

6,000 members called the Employes Mutual A. F. of L. Organizer William Collins, Presi

Benefit Association, ' a closed shop company dent John Kolb and Business Agent Clar

union supported largely by the company. Conroy of Division 623, Buffalo ,

In 1923 the company contributed more than N. Y., that have been standing in the Fed

$ 150,000 to the organization. The company eral Court for many months, have been dis

appoints and pays the salary of the business missed, as were all indictments of members

secretary who really runs the company of Division 623_that were yet standing,

union. When asked what the company which ends the Buffalo prosecutions in the

would do if it discoveredan employe talking so -charged conspiracy cases in connection
union , this business secretary answered with the Buffalo strike, in which those

"We'd fire him ." officers and members were indicted through

The Mitten Management Company union
the endeavors of the Buffalo street railway

on Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. lines has company, management. It is not likely that

long since eliminated the A. F. of L. street the world will be told very much of the ids

railway men's union . When the Co-opera
missal of those indictments. The indict

tive Plan was inaugurated, union men were ments of Vice -President Fitzgerald and

fired by the dozen or later removed on tech others were very much paraded when those

nical charges for " trouble making .” The
officers and members of the Association were

union made its last stand in 1918 when it arrested upon the professed charges. Secre

attempted to call a strike of the trainmen,
tary Vincent Tuero and three others were

but only 300 responded and the strike failed.
tried some months ago before a jury of the

The Mitten plan is a one-man affair and
Federal Court in Buffalo and found not

100 per cent paternalistic, thoughitoffers guilty of any illegal acts in connection with

the 11,000 workers a wider range of fake
the Buffalo street car strike.

co -operative enterprises than the New York

plans. Hire and fire rights reside in Mitten In the social order, questions are usually

and no worker who is dropped from the brought forth presuming to destroy antag

company payroll is taken back. Labor men onisms that survive the persuasive influence

tell that many of the same grievances that that should prevail in the election. A con

occasioned the great walkout of 1910 are venient subject is at present before the vot

still unsettled though a certain loyalty for ing populaceas forand against the Vol

the management is created by stock owner stead Act. What effect will it have upon

ship , wage dividend fund, and other wel the wage earner? That is what the wage

fare features. earnersshould deliberate upon.

Mitten bitterly resents criticisms of his

plan such as that launched against itat the

Bryn Mawr Summer School for Women

two years ago. His son, Dr. A. A. Mitten,

has stated that it cost his father $5,000,000

to break the street car strike in Buffalo be

fore the plan was introduced there under

the same management.

Union charges against the Mitten plan

are : committeemen have been intimidated in

elections; the co-operative committee is

dominated by management; committeemen Tireshammered full ofnails , leak no

air .This startling new invention

are hand-picked ; union men are always dis banishestire trouble forever . Repairs

criminated against. All of these charges punctures withouttaking the tire
off the rim . Actually makes any tire

hold water, outside investigators have found. puncture-proof for life. Sealsinstantly

all punctures , slow leaks and porous

Other street railway systems having com places, oftenincreases tire mileage

from10,000 to 12,000 miles by pre
pany unions are the Kansas City Railways serving rubber and keeping tiresprop

and the Louisville Railways, the latter with erly inflated . Positive money back
guarantee means GALACITE * must

a Co -operative Welfare Association and a make good - or we will

so -called employee-director sitting on the AGENTS $10,000a Year

IMMEDIATE.Tremendous profits sell
company's board of directors. Moves to in ingthis revolutionary invention tocar

troduce company unions on street car lines
owners,Garages,Service Stations,etc.Earn

up to $ 10,000 a year with exclusive ter

in San Antonio and St. Louis have been ritory . Your name and address bringsper

ticularsby return mail. Send Today before
successfully resisted bythe real union re someoneelse getsterritory you want.

cently. The A. F. of L. union's strongholds,In Denver the C.F.JOHNSON & Co.,19 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept.274Chicago,U.S.A.

at present, remain intact.

GALACITENakeyouclires
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UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE not expected that such facilities will be used

COMPANY
except in urgent cases -- to the contrary, we

anticipate once the subscription books are'

It is the specific intent that the Union
closed that we will have on file more de

Labor Life Insurance Company shall be a
mands for shares than will ever be sold or

co -operative enterprise for “ Service and Not transferred by the shareholder.

for Profit. " It is intended that fictitious or Is Insurance Growing Business ?

high market values should not be created It is a marvelously increasing, business.

for shareholders, but that the insured shall In the United States and Canada, at the

receive every benefit of saving. end of 1874, there were less than eight

pose is that the shareholders shall have a hundred and fifty thousand policies in

safe, sound and profitable investment limit
force ; 1924 closed with over ninety-two

ed to Six Per Cent per year and that the
millions. The amount of insurance in

policy holder will get his insurance at as creased from two billions to sixty -seven

nearly cost as is possible, consistent with
billions. Within the same space of time

safety. the premium receipts increased from ninety

How Does a Trade Union Benefit by two and a quarter millions to two and a

Becoming a Shareholder ? quarter billions. The assets increased from

Trade Unions, at present, place their four hundred millions to over eleven bil

moneys in banks. Such funds earn between lions and the payments to policy holders

threeand four per cent. By investing their from sixty - eight millions to one and a

funds in shares in the Union Labor Life quarter billions. These figures exclude

Insurance Company, they will advance to fraternal and assessment insurance .

six per cent . The Company will write all the usual

How Does the Individual Profit by forms of Life Insurance policies, such as

Becoming a Shareholder? Whole Life, Twenty -Payment Life, Endow

At present the individual worker places mont, and will specialize in Old Age Pension

his savings in the bank. His money thus and Trade Union Group Policies. Instead

earns three or four per cent per year. By of the usual Industrial policies it will de

purchasing shares in the Union Labor Life. velop policies identical to other policies ex

Insurance Company he will get six per cent cept for smaller amounts, payable monthly

per year. instead of weekly and effect a great saving

In addition , the individual trade unionist
to those most in need of life insurance.

will be a part owner in this co -operative en For information, write the Union Labor

terprise of labor. By becoming a share Life Insurance Company, American Federa

holder he enables the Company to provide tion of Labor Building, Washington, D. C.

insurance to himself and family, and to all

workers at a lesser cost than he and the TO GET, GIVE MORE OF YOURSELF

wage earners are now required to pay for

insurance.
The way to get is to give. The chief

What Are the Earning Possibilities of Stock executive who infuses most of himself into

And Surplus? his organization is the one who reaps the

The earning possibilities are limited to six richest results. The workman who is

per cent on the twenty -five dollar par value afraid to do very much is unlikely ever to

and the twenty -five dollars surplus of each get very much. The $ 1,500 -a -year man can

share, or 6 per cent on the total investment become a $ 2,500 -a -yearman only, as a rule,

of $50.00 per share . by first doing $2,500 worth of work.
The

The Company intends to accumulate a man who reaches $50,000 wasn't afraid to

sufficient surplus out of which to pay divi do $20,000 worth of work when receiving

dends and interest on capital stock and sur only $ 10,000. This principle of giving to

plus for the early period of the existence of get applies also to friendship.
To have

the Company so that the investment in friends you must prove you are
I

capital stock and surplus at this time may know several men who employ all their own

have established an earning capacity from time to acquiring more and more education.

the beginning of the Company's business. They are eternally reading and studying.

The holdings of stock or shares in the They concentrate their whole attention upon

Union Labor Life Insurance Company are absorbing: They are interested only in

limited as follows :
drinking in information . This may appear

800 shares to National or International praiseworthy; but is it? Of what earthly

Unions. use is information, education, knowledge,

80 shares to Local, City , State, Districts unlessit is used? To store up enlightenment

or other forms of trade unions ' organizations in one's own head and never make any

10 shares to individual members of trade serious attempt to spread it, to make it

unions. helpful to others, surely is selfish, barren,

These limitations are fixed to insure a condemnable. This is merely to get, get,

large distribution of stock and to prevent get, without striving to give, give, give.

any one or small combination dominating or After all, to get the most out of the world

controlling the company . you must do your best to put the most you

Once the Company is successfully launch
into the world. - Forbes Magazine

ed , shareholders will be able to convert such ( N. Y. )

shares into cash . Arrangements are under

consideration to provide these facilities for The Union Label is the emblem of peace

the ready sale and transfer of stock. It is able industrial readjustment.
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INSTRUCTION SHEET for them to do some coasting, Every

schedule which is maintained with suitable

The company that is putting out the so rolling stock has coasting possibilities, due

called " Economy Meter" which registers the
to the fact that the proper amount of

power used in the operation of cars, in the coasting for exonomical operation was in

way of attractive advertisi of the device, cluded by the motor manufacturer in the

that it may be purchased by operating
calculation to determine the motor , capacity

street railway properties, has given out
for the service required .

much sound advice in the economic opera We still have a number of other points

tion of electric cars , which is really familiar for the Thinking Motorman , and are

to experienced motormen and operators and follows:

embraces a sort of code, that efficient in When a motorman approaches the ends of

structors of newly employed motormen and double track where the opposing car has

operators have long since used. not cleared the railroad track , also railroad

Of the code issued by that company is tracks when you see that a train is going to

the following: hold you up or at meeting points when your

These savings are available with existing opposing car is not in sight, at all time

equipment and under present traffic condi points, when you see that you are going to
tions, arrive ahead of time and arriving at the ends

manner of operating any of lines ahead of time , should all be con.

electric car or train is to notch the control verted into coasting time, leaving the ends

at a rate that will give reasonably fast of lines promptly on time whenever possible,

acceleration which should be about 1 % giving the people the service that they are

to 2 miles per hour per second . Such accel
entitled to expect.

eration is neither objectionable to passengers
Now we come to a few places where

nor injurious to equipment. The motorman motormen cannot be too careful, and those

should throw off his controller as soon as

the car has attained the proper speed and In approaching railroad crossings.

" coast" even if it be but a few seconds, In approaching ends of double track.

before applying his brake to make a desired At Register Stations.

stop . By so doing, he allows the energy
At ends of the line, and especially where

which the motors have stored in the inertia interurban cars are operated over the city

of the moving weight of the car during
lines.

acceleration to be utilized in propelling the Meeting points.

car to the necessary point of brake applica Making a positive stop ať all points

tion. where safety stops are ordered.

As he approaches a stop or' slow down the Compliance with all slow orders while

brakes should be applied in one or two passing over derailers, while passing over

applications for a short duration by cylinder all tongue switches , watching out for them

pressure being, reduced gradually as the until safely over them.

brakes take hold . Starting the car without first looking

During the acceleration electric power is ahead or backing up without ascertaining

taken by the motors and transformed into if there is anybody back of you.

the momentum of the moving weight of the Also blocks which are controlled by block

The longerpower is left on the more light signals , each man should see to it that

energy the car will have stored up ; and it is he gets his own block, and that his block is

the proper use of this stored energy , through
cleared at the other end or protected in case

coasting, which decreases the kilowatt hours a car is following by telling the opposing

per car miles. If the motorman keeps power
or train . These instructions must be

on nearly to his stopping point, and then complied with whether late or not.

immediately applies his brake , the loss is Now then we should avoid :

double. He has stored up an unnecessary Stopping on curves as much as possible.

amount of energy in the moving weight of Starting the car before the brakes are fully

the car, and must impose an unnecessary released .

strain upon the braking equipment to dissi

pate this energy in making a stop. A large
Following a car too closely .

number of motormen run with power on You should throw off the controller while

nearly to a point where they are to make passing under all circuit breakers so as to

a stop or slow down, then as soon as the prevent burning, also coast over all special

control is thrown off they apply their brakes
work as the electric current and turn the

immediately. In many cases, even where
wheels has a tendency to cut out and crys

the motormen do throw off power some talize the special work . Always operate

distance back from a stop , they fail to take your car carefully around curves.

advantage of the inertia of the moving
When bearing down upon traffic going in

weight ofthe car, but continue to “ Man the
the same direction as you are, you should

brakes" until the car comes to a stop . It is use your brake as well as your gong, and

impossible with such operation to coast
make your calculations the same as though

very much and consequently the power con they were going to stop on the track.

sumption is high. " Safety Always.

To approach the ideal of operation , it is

most desirable for the motormen to main Over-indulgence in criticism leads to

tain given schedule speed and schedule cynicism and cynicism is human bank

time, but with this it is entirely practicable ruptcy. - Forbes Magazine, ( N. Y. )

car,

car
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SAFETY PROVISION SOUGHT IN in out-lying districts of the city, on short

ST. LOUIS FRANCHISE
feeder lines, where no heavy traffic exists.

Memorandum in Support of the Request

The St. Louis Street Railway Company Division No. 788 has submitted a mem

and the city administration are preparing a orandum in support of the request it has

renewed franchise which will be submitted made of features to be inserted the St.

to the public, and, if approved, will be a Louis street railway franchise. The met

franchise regrant to the Company.
orandum contains citations of courts in

Division No. 788 of the A. A. of S, and matters of this kind as follows:

E. R. E. of A. has prepared provisions con “ The proposed new Street Railway Fran.

templative of averting suspensions of serv . chise, in substance, will amount to a con

ice, which, if accepted into the franchise, tract between the City and the re-organized

will be protective of the business interests Street Railway Company. The Street Car

and patrons of the property by practically
Men's Union will not be a party to the

prohibiting strikes and lockouts. The pro
contract but it will be somewhat more di

visions sought provide for adjustment of all rectly interested in the contract than the

labor disputes. They are as follows : rest of the public for whose benefit pri

“The Company by the acceptance of this marily the proposed contract is to be

grant agrees: executed.

" 1. That its employes shall be entitled “ The Street Car Men are convinced that

to one day's rest per week , the same to be the incorporation of the attached provisions

fixed by the regulation of the Company ; in the proposed Franchise will be for the

" 2. That it will not directly or through best interest of all concerned, will injure no

any person do anything to prevent its em one, will tend to uninterrupted service as

ployes from organizinga labor union auth well as to economy, efficiency and safety in

orized by law, and that each class or cate the operation of the street railway and will

gory of employes may form a separate greatly aid in procuring a favorable vote of

union ; the people, if and when submitted.

" 3 . That in all written contracts which “ The specific arguments and reasons for

the Company shall make with its em each of the attached provisions, we do not

ployes, collectively or with labor organiza assume to set out here . That there is

tions of which they are members, there shall ample legal authority for the incorporation

be inserted a clause providing for the arbi. of these provisions in the proposed Fran

tration of all disputes or questions arising chise is supported by the following:

between the Company and said employes. "In the recent case of City of St. Louis,

In the event that no agreement exists by vs. Public Service Commission of Missouri,

and between the employes associated , as et al, 276 No. 509, 207 S. W. 799, the

herein designated, containing an arbitration Supreme Court of Missouri in substance

provision, then disputes that develop be stated that the city in giving its consent

tween the employes and the employing and authority to construct and operate

company, shall be submitted to arbitration, street railways, may impose such conditions

as herein provided in the arbitration pro as it deemsnecessary and proper. In the

vision. The Board of Arbitration shall be case of St. Louis & Meramec River Railway

chosen in the following manner : The Com . Co., vs. City of Kirkwood, 159 Mo. 239,

pany shall within five days appoint one ar 60 S. W. 110 I. c. 113, the Supreme Court

bitrator and the employes shall appoint one of Missouri states :

arbitrator, and the two thus selected shall The contention of the City of Kirkwood is that

meet daily thereafter for the selection of a under the constitutionandstatute quoted the town

third arbitrator. In the event said two
of Kirkwood has the right to consent or refuse to

permit the plaintiff to construct , maintain and oper,

arbitrators are not able to agree on a third ate its railway upon the streets of said town, and if

arbitrator within ten days , the Public it consented it hadthe rightto prescribe the terms

Service Commission of Missouri shall be
and conditions upon which it would permit said rail

way. to occupy its streets.

requested to name a third arbitrator. All Since the railway has nopower to use thestreets

the expense of the Board of Arbitration of the city intheabsence ofan ordinance permitting

it , the granting of sucha privilege is sufficient con
shall be borne equally by the Company and sideration for obligations imposed andassumed by

the Employes, with the exception that the the acceptance of the ordinance.

arbitrator chosen by the Company shall be " To the same effect also, are the decisions

paid directly by the Company and the arbi. of the Supreme Court of the United States,

trator chosen by theemployes shall be paid Detroit vs. Detroit , etc. R. R. Co. 184

directly by the Employes. The decision of U. S. 386, Citizens Ry. Co. vs. Citizens

a majority of the Board of Arbitration shall Rd. Co. 166 U. S. 557 McKeesport, vs.

be final and binding both upon the Com McKeesport R. R. Co., 252 Pa . 142.

pany and the Employes in the matter sub "Such conditions may include theimpos

mitted to them for determination and ing of speed regulations. Chouquette vs.

decision . Southern Electric Railway Co. Mo.53 S.W.897.

“ 4 . That the Company will not place in "In thecaseofPeoplevs. DetroitCitizens

operation or operate the type of railway Railway Co. Mich. 24 N. W. 520, it was

car known as the one-man car with the held that the city granting a street railway

operator thereof, serving as both motorman franchise may prescribe the frequency with

and conductor, for carrying passengers, ex which cars shall be run.

cept upon the issuance of a special revoc " People vs. DetroitUnited Railways, re

able permit by the Director of Public quires railway companies to equip cars with

Safety for the use of said " one-man" car air or electric brakes, Mich . 97 N. W. 36.

" R

3
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" In the case of People vs. Suburban Rail “ The foregoing we contend cogstitutes

way 178 111. 594, 53 N. B. 349, the or adequate legal authority for the incorpora

dinance granting a street railway franchise, tion in the proposed franchise ordinance of

provided for; the attached reasonable provisions.'

" ( 1) Type of power to be used .

" ( 2) Along certain specific routes. OPTIMIST ON ELECTRIC INDUSTRY

" 13) Specific height wires shall be strung,

describes the poles to be used , and where
John J. O'Brien, president of H. M.

such poles shall be set, the manner of setting
Byllesby & Co., one of the largest public

poles. utility investment and management organ
" (4 ) The character of cars to be used ,

izations in the world, serving 1,190 cities
and during what months heat shall be

and towns with
a total population of

supplied.
5,500,000, is enthusiastic regarding the fu

‘ (5 ) Regulation of fares, and further
ture of the public utility industry in the

states ;
United States.

" In the Public Utilities Report, Volume
" The possibilities for expansion in the in

1918A, page 765 the commission states , that
dustry are almost incalculable " says Mr.

one-man cars may beused only in outlying O'Brien in " Forbes Magazine, (N.Y.). “ I

districts. While in Volume 1923D of the
am thinking particularly of electricity . The

said report page 389 in the case of the West
gas business, I believe, is thoroughly stable.

Berkeley Improvement Club vs. San Fran There will be a normal growth there, un.

cisco -Oakland Terminal Railroad, the Com
questionably. But for electricity it is hard

mission states ;
even to estimate what the ultimate develop

With reference to the use of one -man cars in this ments may be. We used to consider the

city, by resolution No. 9550 N. S. of this city , coun.
business centers of cities the main source of

sel , it is recorded that the use of one-man cars is

undesirable, impracticable and unsafe , and the terms our income, and figured we had to charge

of this resolution have been construed by the de enough there to make up for service that

fendant to prohibit the use of one-man cars in

Berkeley, and no such cars are operated in this city. was not profitable in outlying and residence

All passenger cars to be used on said railway shall districts. This situation has been altered ,

be of modern design , first -class in every particular if not altogether reversed.

and supplied with suitable appliances for suburban

railway assuring the comfort, convenience and safety “ Let me illustrate with one single item,
of its patrons.

electric refrigeration , that is surely going to
The members of the court feel that the seven day

week ought to be discouraged . The occupation in
mean an incalculable amount to the inåus

which these workers are engaged must necessarily try. The average monthly electric bill, the
operate seven days in the week, but whenever it is country over, is about $ 2.50 per home. It
reasonably possible to do so , a revolving system
should be used so that individual workers be allowed is estimated that service in the electric re

one day's rest and recreation in seven . frigerator will average about 15 cents a day

" Recently the City Commission of Day -less than the usual cost of ice, and with

ton, Ohio, passed an ordinance which grant out the dirt and inconvenience of the ice- ,

ed the Street Railway Company the right
To the public service company, how

to run one-man cars . The ordinance was ever, that 15 cents a day, multiplied in

repealed by a referendum vote of the people
thousands of homes as it is certain to be in

after the Railway Company had placed such due time , means almost twice as much for

cars in operation.
electric current as the average bill amounts:

" In the case of an interurban street rail
to to-day.

way , a condition upon which the franchise
“ That represents but one utility in the

home. It is difficult to conceive a limit to

was granted and accepted was as follows :
such services that may be effected by new

" The foregoing provisions were construed

to require toilet rooms and water tanks.
inventions and developments and educating;

West Bloomfield Township,
the public.

Detroit

United Railway. Mich . 109 E. W. 258. " One important aspect of the question is

the extension of central station service to

In support of the provision in regard to farms. This is still agitating many people ,

the one day's rest per week, we have in

addition to biblical authority,the case of
and is likely to do so forsome time. My

conviction is that we are likely to see con

Wendele vs. United Pacific Railway Co.
siderable extensions of service in regions.

volume 1920E, page 887 of the Public
where dairy farming or something similar is

Utilities Reports , wherein the commission the rule, but that we are not likely to see
states ;

“ Mellis on Street railways , Volume 1 ,
any great development, say, in wheat farm

The dairy farmer can use a

Section 56, page 140, ' It maybe provided ing , districts.

(in the franchise ordinance) that disputes
fairly large quantity of electric current - for

between grantee (street railway company)
refrigeration, to light the barn and home, to

operate milking machines, to run cream

and its employes be submitted toarbitra
tion .'

Wood vs. City of Seattle, 22 Wash .
separators, and so on-but in many cases a

1 , 62 Pac. 135.
variety of uses is not apparent."

"That the Federal Government also rec

ognizes the soundness of the provision in The medicinal properties of the Union

regard to the arbitration and adjustment of Label are exceptional. It is a sure cure for

disputes betweenthe employes and the rail the diseases of child labor, sweatshop opera

way companies is evidenced by the Act of tion and long hours, and it isn't hard to

Congress Feb. 28 , 1920, Chapt. 91 , Par . 302 , take, because it guarantees the buyer honest

quality and able craftmanship.

man.

vs.

V. Š . Statutes.
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PROMOTERS OF RADICALISM

one

#

3

2

us

ers .

The so-called American Plan Open Shop

Conference Convention, in Detroit, exper

ienced the pleasure of having a front page

attraction in the Detroit Free Press, the

only newspaper of Detroit that seemed to

champion this infinitesimal aggregation of

open shop blatants . Present, as one of the

large employers of the country, was

William L. Huggans of Emporia, Kan., who

was one of the appointees of the Governor

of Kansas on the_Kansas Industrial Court,

which court the Free Press says was de

clared unconstitutional by the Supreme

Court.

Mr. Huggans was quoted as making the

statement that : " The Constitution of the

United States contains succint statements

of the open shop principle, providing as it

does for individual liberty, equality of op

portunity and equal rights of all. The open

shop fights for preservation of the Constitu

tion. Its antagonists are striving for selfish

purposes to deprive men of their liberty to

labor, of their titles to property and their

rights to pursue happiness by following

their chosen trade or profession."

Benjamin Gitlow and William 2. Foster

were paraded in the open shop discussions

and "men of business" were urged to study

the radical situation in the cities and states

and investigate the activities of the leaders

and acquaint themselves with their reading

matter. " Do not leave it all to the Federal

Government or the police . It is strictly

your problem and your fight.”

How is one to harmonize the propaganda

to which the Detroit Free Press submitted

itself when the advisers are men charged to

have gone along with an unconstitutional

proposition or at least one that the Detroit

Free Press advises the public was declared

unconstitutional by the Supreme Court, and

present such authority as a proper inter

preter of the provisions of the Constitution

of the United States ? Further, the Detroit

Free Press people , as well as all employing

managements , know that publicity of the

nature presented as including William Z.

Foster and the charge of distribution of

Bolshevik propaganda , is just what radicals

want in the extension of their realm . Of

course it is just what the American Plan

Open Shop Conference conventionites want

ed, because they are in the same resource

realm .

The Employers Association , of

has no confidence in what may be attained

through the American Plan Open Shop Con

ference , as the Employers Association has

on " Open Shop Committee of the National

Association of Employers." This “ Open

Shop Committee" has paid propagandists of

a far more capable kind than the " American

Plan Open Shop Conference" is financially

able to employ. In fact , the great effort of

the " American Plan Open Shop Conference"

propaganda is to acquire better pay for their

exploiting endeavors .

The attempt to interpret the Constitution

of the United States as containing the " open

shop principle” by assuming that it provides

" for individual liberty, equality of oppor

tunity and equal rights to all" as an open

shop proposition is most ridiculous .

The Constitution of the United States

does contemplate individual liberty , equality

of opportunity and equal rights to all.

It has been declared by the best of auth

orities and the best economic students that

contract relations between a non-union wage

worker and an employing management is

practically impossible, from the fact that the

non -union wage worker does not enjoy an

equal contract privilege with the employing

property . The Constitution of the United

States and the basic principle of law is that

a contract is not a contract when the parties

to the contract do not stand on an equal

plane in contracting: Such equity cannot

exist where a manufacturing or employing

concern requires in its business a multitude

of employes. An employing concern that

employs five hundred or more employes, ex

cept that those employes are organized to

engage with the employing concern in col

ſective agreement relations, makes no con

tract with its employes . The employe gets

his job and goes to work on the wages and

conditions fixed by the employer. He is

forced by industrial conditions and the pres

ent social order to take the job without con

tract . Any open shop propagandist knows

that . The only influence in his behalf rela

tive to wages and working conditions is the

influence of the organization of wage work

As a matter of fact, the Constitution of

the United States grants the right of or

ganization as much to wage workers as to

employers . Without organization the wage

worker would have no equality in wage con

tracting. The employer would be the sole

dictator, which would effect a condition di

rectly in violation of the Fourteenth Amend

ment of the U. S. Constitution .

The non -union wage worker cannot work

where and when he pleases or at whatever

wage he might determine would be a jus

tified wage for him to receive. He can only

work at the option of the employer and at

such wages as the employer may determine

without consulting the employe.

The management of a non -union employ,

ing property is controlled in the interest of

profit making . It is this interest that

causes the antagonizing of the organizing

of wage workers. No open shop propagand

ist can truthfully deny that fact. No open

shop propagandist can truthfully deny that

the U. s . Constitution does not prohibit the

organizing of wageworkers. Therefore, the

principle of the American Plan Open Shop

Conference is not in accord with the U. S.

Constitution. It is not in accord with the

interests of wage workers. It is not in ac

cord with a sound social order. It is an at

tempt at agitation to keep alive the flames

of classification and radicalism , that the

propagandists of the American Plan Open

Shop Conference may profit by it. For

tunately, it is unsuccessful in attaining pa

tronage .

course , :: $
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

Mass. motormen and conductors who were

organized by G. E. B. Member Wm. B.

Fitzgerald under Charter No. 428.

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

“ Two Opinions”

" E. Thorold Rogers, Professor of Political

Economy in the University of Cambridge

and Member of the British Parliament, says:

“ ' I at one time looked upon labor unions

with suspicion, but a long study of the his

tory of labor has convincedme that not only

are they best friends of the working men,

but the best agency for the employer and

the public, and to the extension of these

associations, statesmen and political econo

mists must look for the solution of some

of the most pressing and difficult problems

of our time. '

" Such testimony ought to silence the little

fellows, who, without having given the ques

tion one moment's serious consideration de

labor organizations harmful,

tyrannical and everything else that is bad .

Professors of political economy and public

men , whose duty requires them to study the

relations between labor and capital, are

unanimously of the opinion that labor

should organize; that it is the interest of the

nation and the laborers that they should do

nounce as

SO .

" International President W. D. Mahon in

Massachusetts consummated an agreement

between the OldColony and Boston & North

ern Electric Railway system and the Locals,

the members of whomare employes by that

company, including Divisions Numbers 174 ,

Fall River; 235, Brockton ; 238, Lynn; 240,

Chelsea ; 243, Taunton ; 246 , Salem ; 249,

Wakefield ; 253, Quincy ; 261, Lawrence ; 270,

Gloucester; 280, Lowell; 373, Hyde Park,

Mass.; and 284, Nashua, N. H., embracing

a membership of over 2000 men. The com

pany operates about 1000 miles of track ,

with an equipment of 2000 motor cars, and

having 20 power stations. A working agree

ment has been looked forward to for some

three or four years and various International

Officers had given much time to the assist

ance of the Locals in years gone by in order

to effect mutual effort in the interest of

employment and maintain and strengthen

the Locals. It was a difficult proposition to

harmonize the Locals in line with united

effort. This was due to the extensive terri

tory covered, the local conditions prevailing

in each city , and the weakness of many of

the Locals. An important section of the

agreement provides that differences which

may arise which cannot be adjusted mutu

ally bythe immediate operating officials and

Local Officers, shall be appealed to the high

er officials of the company, where, if an

agreement cannot be reached, the subject

matter shall be submitted to a special board

of arbitration, said board to consist of three

disinterested parties ; that notice for said

arbitration intheinterest of the company

shall be served by the president of the

operating company and where the Associa

tions seek arbitration , proper notice must be

served upon special officers of the company

by the International President. This agree

ment is signed in the interest of the com

pany by Mr. P. F. Sullivan, president and

in the interest of the Association by Presi

dent W. D. Mahon and the Local Presi

dents of the various Division Associations

to the agreement.

" Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont. is in

receipt of the following letter from Division

' Winnipeg , Man. , April 7, 1906.

'To Div. No. 113, Toronto , Ont.

" 'Brothers :-We, the members of Division

No. 99, of Winnipeg,Man.,desire to tender

to you our şincerethanks for the valuable

assistance you rendered us during our recent

strike by sending your Business Agent,

Brother James McDonald, to our aid , and

for your offer of unlimited moral' and

financial support. We, therefore , present to

you this token of our gratitude. United we

‘ Fraternally yours, T. F. Robbins,

Pres.

George A. McKay, Secretary,

Div. No. 99.' "

" The last charter issued by the Interna

tional President was to the New Bedford,

" James Redpath, the historian, registered

his opinion with regard to shorter hours of

labor in the following terms:

" ' I favor the 8-hour work day. Whether

or not it will increase the cost of production

I don't know and I don't care. The cost of

production of goods is of infinitely less im

portance to a democratic civilization than

the more equitable distribution of wealth ,

leisure and intellectual advantages. Better

dear goods than cheap men. The most im

portant products of the republic are not its

manufactures, but its citizens. Long hours

make shoddy Americans. ' '

H
a
y2No. 99 :

Fever !
!

Here's positive relief!

What would you giveto rid yourself of that an
poying and disturbing malady ? Thousands bava
been relieved, Why not you ?

CURAY RADIUM

Hay Fever Remedy-$5
Malled on receipt of price , or sent C. 0. D.

Contains Radium certified by U. 8. Gov't.
Guaranteed to do as we say , Send for free Book

let, " Radium --Nature's Way to Perfect Health ."

Radium Corporation of America

Dept. 116 Huntington, W.V &

stand .

CURAY

RADIUM
REMEDIES
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GRAND RAPIDS, MICH . AGREEMENT

AN AGREEMENT, made and entered into the

1st day of May, 1926, between the Grand Rapids

Railway Company, a corporation organized and

existing under the laws of Michigan , with its princi

pal office atGrand Rapids, in said State, hereinafter

called the Company, party of the first part; and

Division No. 836, Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America, a volun.

tary association ofGrand Rapids, Michigan, with its

office in Grand Rapids, in said State, hereinafter

called the Association, party of the second part.

WHEREAS, first party is the owner and operator

of the street railwaysystem in Grand Rapids, and as

such is entitled , obligated and desires to provide at

all times, safe , uninterrupted and efficient service to

the public upon its lines and at all times to be at

liberty to employ and discharge men necessary for

that purpose under reasonable rules, and according

to the well -known principles of the open shop and as

particularly applied and defined by the National War

Labor Board ; and
WHEREAS, second party represents that it is

lawfully authorized to contract and act for each of

said first party's employes as now are or may here

after become members of the Association ; and

WHEREAS, ' both parties are desirious that cer

tain of the agreements and obligations which do and

should exist and obtain between the Company and

such of its employes as are or may be represented by

the Association shall be evidenced by a written agree

ment between the Company and the Association :

THEREFORE, this agreement witnesseth as fol.

lows :

1 . Definitions: The words " employe" or "em

ployes" as used herein , unless the text plainly indi.

cates otherwise, shall mean a conductor or conduc

tors and /or a motorman or motormen and /or oper

ator or operators and /or employes in the mainten

ance of equipment department who are members in

good standing of the Association.

2 . The Company will bargain and /or treat with

its employes collectively through the accredited

officers and committees , or representatives , of the

Association , at or on his or their request at any and

all reasonable times upon any matter covered by this

agreement.

The Association will keep the Company con

stantly advised of the names and addresses in Grand

Rapids of its officers and the names and addresses

in Grand Rapids of the members of its committee

authorized to bargain and treat with the Company.

Unless the authority of such officers and /or com

mittee is limited in writing the Company shall be

authorized to consider and treat their authority as

general.

3. The Company has adopted and shall maintain

the open shop, according to the well -known principles

of the open shop, and particularly as applied and
defined by the National War Labor Board , in the

employment of all its employes of all kinds and no

person employed by the Company shall beinterfered

'with or discriminated against because of his member

ship in or non -membership in the Association or any

other labor union, A simple request to join or leave

the Association or any other union written

request stating reasons for joining or leaving the

Association or any other union shall not be con

sidered interferenceor discrimination.

All matters of difference between the parties hereto

being arbitrable under the terms hereof, it is ex

pressly understood that all negotiations between the

parties with respect to matters of differences and/or

with respect to the existence of any difference shall

be at all times confidential and not made or per

mitted to be made the subject of public discussion .

All matters submitted to arbitration shall be pub

licly heard by the arbitrators upon the request of

either party hereto .

4. Any and all disputes that may or do develop

relating to the employment or services of any em

ploye or violations or alleged violations of the Com

pany's orders , rules and regulations or relating to

penalties applied by the Company account

thereof shall be considered and determined as follows:

At any time within ninety-six hours after any em

ploye shall be disciplined , suspended or discharged
for any violation or alleged violation of any of the

Company's orders, rules or regulations, or for other

cause or alleged cause , the Company upon request

of the Association through its said proper officers or

committee or representatives, shall without unreas

onably delay take the matter up for conference and

adjustment through its Superintendent, and in event

that adjustment does not result from such confer.

ence, then such matter shall be appealed to the

Company's President or General Manager, and if

then not adjusted , shall be subject to arbitration

under the terms thereof.

4 - a . Party of the first part shall promptly post

on the bulletin board in each carhouse the names of

all employes given leave of absence longer than thirty
days. In case of a leave of absence such bulletin

shall state the reason thereof.

5. Any matter of difference between the parties

hereto as to the final determination of any question

arising hereunder or growing hereout and /or any

matter required by the terms hereof to be arbitrated,

shall be arbitrated and determined as follows: The

party. hereto desiring arbitration of any matter or

question hereunder shall give the other party written

notice stating its understanding of the question to

be arbitrated , and give the name and address of the

person chosen to represent it in such arbitration;

within five days from the receipt of such notice the

other party shall in writing, acknowledge the receipt

thereof, state its understanding of the question to be

arbitrated and give the name and address of the

person chosen to represent it in sucharbitration.

The person appointed by the party asking the arbi

tration shall within forty -eight hours after the other

party's representative is named furnish such other

party's representative the names of ten men compe

tentto act as arbitrators, any one of whom may be

selected by such representative as the third arbitra.

tor, but if all of said persons are rejected within

forty-eight hours after the names are submitted then

at the timeof such rejection the representative so

rejecting, shall within forty -cight hours submit a

written list of ten men competent to act as arbi

trator to the representative of the party asking for

arbitration in the first instance, who may select any

one of said ten persons within forty - eight hours after

receiving such list , and if no arbitrator is thus select

ed, then thetwoarbitrators representing the parties

hereto respectively shall forthwith meet and continue

together until they shall select a third arbitrator, but

if they are unable to select a third arbitrator or if

they separate without selecting one or if the arbi.

trator selected by them is unable or unwilling to act

and they cannot immediately agree upon another,

then the President or General Manager of the Com

pany , or his designated representative and the Inter

national President ofthe Association, or his desig

nated representative , shall selectthe third arbitrator.

The three arbitrators so chosen shall constitute the

Board of Arbitration .

Each person selected and listed as hereinabovepro

vided and the third arbitrator,whenchosen , shall be

a disinterested person .

The Board of Arbitrators shall frame the issue to

be determined, fix & time for hearing the matter to

be submitted to them, such timeto be within ten
days, and give noticethereof to both parties hereto.

At the time fixed in such notice they shall hear the

parties under such reasonable rules as they may

establish and may adjourn the hearing from time to

time, not exceeding thirty days in all.
After the

hearing and consideration of the evidence and argu;

ments of parties and /or their counsel, they shall

arrive at and announce their decision, which shall be

reduced to writing and signed by them .
The deci.

șion of a majority of the board of arbitrators shall

be final and binding upon the parties hereto.

Each party shall pay its own expenses, including

its own arbitrator, and one-half of thecost and /or

expenses of the third arbitrator, as fixed and de

termined by the board of arbitrators.

6 . Until further determined in the manner pro

vided herein the Company will pay the following

schedule of wages to motormen , conductorsand /or

operators, and motor inspectors:

For first six months, per hour.
For secondsix months and thereafter, per hour..514

Withfivecentsper hour additional for operators of

one-man safety cars .
Overtime work shallbe paid at the rate of ten

cents per hour in addition to the regular rates,

Wages will be computed on

minutes or one- twelfth of an hour .
Men called uponto work overtime will receive at

least one hour's pay.
Overtime will be worked by

extra men when they are available .

6-a .

runsshall becompletedwithin ten consecutive hours

As many runs as possible of straight regular

and none of said runs shall exceed twelve consecutive

hours within which to be completed.
Relief runs,

many as possible , shall
twelvehours but not to exceed thirteen and one-half

consecutiv
e

hours. Extraand split runs must be

completed within thirteen and one-half consecutive

hours.

or a
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1

Five minutes set -back will be allowed between the

hours of 10:30 A. M. and 12:00 noon for early run

men, and between 8:30 P. M. and 9:30 P. M. for

late run men, within which to eat lunch .

The daylight motormen, conductors and /or oper

ators shall have the right to choose a straight run or

a run with a dinner relief. Split runs will be worked

the same as at present. At the time these runs are

changed the board for all night runs will be opened

for selection of runs at a time when notices to that

effect will be posted on the bulletin boards.

The Company will post all new permanent time

cards and running, schedules upon the boards at each

carhouse forty-eight hours before they are to take
effect. It is further agreed that all runs shall be

opened for seniority , choice twice each year, viz:
June 1st and December 1st . Trippers will not be

attached to regular runs.

Regular runs are to be known as runs regularly

worked and identified by being carried upon the

standing schedule of runs . No regular run shall pay

less than eight hours. An extra man when placed

upon the regular board becomes a regular man until

placed on the extra board again .

Extra men reporting at all change times and as

required by the carhouse foreman shall be paid for

time held and guaranteed a minimum of six hours
pay , within thirteen and one-half consecutive hours.

Extra men being required to be on the board longer
than thirteen and one -half consecutive hours and

being required to relieve a regular night man, shall
be entitled to the same run next day. Extra men

who pull in a car after 12:00 o'clock midnight , and

are required to make early morning , reports the

following morning, will be guaranteed one hour's
work for such report.

Motormen , conductors and operators shall have

their respective places uponthe lines operating from
the carhouse at which they are employed in accord

ance with the time they are employed at their

respective carhouses. Seniority in employment shall

prevail in the selection of runs .

Motor inspectors, except foremen, shall have the

right to select their working shifts in accordance

with their seniority in the service at their respective

cashouses.

When motormen , conductors and /or operators are

required to report at carhouse atpoints distant from

the point of taking their runs, and are required to go

to and return from such runs, ormake reliefs, the

time necessarily consumed both going and coming
shall be paid for at the rate offull time . Five

minutes will be allowed on the Madison and Laf

ayette lines ; ten minutes on the Franklin line and
twenty minutes on the Butterworth line-these runs
from the Hall Street carhouse , Fifteen minutes will

be allowed on the Fulton line ; ten minutes onthe

Michigan and Lyon line; ten minuteson the Divi

sion - Plainfield line ; twenty minutes on the Carrier

line - these runs out of the Scribner Avenue carhouse .

These time allowances are designated to cover one

All motormen , conductors and /or operators shall

be paid fifteen minutestime in addition to the regu .

larly scheduled service day , which time is to be

regarded as reporting time, and such time is to be
devoted to seeing that their cars and equipment are

ready for service and to be on their cars ready to

start promptly on time.

Motormen . conductors and /or operators while in
structing new men under the direction of the Com

pany shall be paid fifty cents per day in addition

to their regular compensation , and they shall each

receive pay for fifteen minutes time for a full report,

with witnesses, of each accident required to be fur
nisbed . by the Company

7. Employes shall be entitled to free transporta

tionon the Company's cars over its lines in thecity

of Grand Rapids, by ticket or pass to be taken up
of registered and noted by the conductor or operator

of the car, asthe Company'sorders , rules or regula
tions may require .

Any motorman , conductor and/or operator

who so desires will have a regular day off each week.

Seniority shall prevail in selecting the day off.

All lost articles found on the cars by the
motormen, conductorsand /or operators, are to be

turned in to the party of the first part orits agent,

who upon receiving same shall deliver to said motor:

man; conductor or operator a receipt covering said

article,andafter three months thesaid articles, or in

lieuthereof a receipt bearing the nameandaddress

of the owner, shallbe returned totheemploye who
found and turned it in .

Shortages shall be presented for correction

inside of twelve days and the necessary proof from

the general office shall beshown, and any employe

called into the general office for such shortage, or

any other charge, and after investigation found not

at fault , or not guilty, of the charges, shall be paid

for all lost time . Errors due to intentional manipula
tion of registers or intentional mis-statements on

trip sheets are not included in this provision .

7 -d . When the Company instructs any inspector

or carhouse foreman to take any employe's name

from the working board and place it upon the off

duty board , such employe shall at that time be in

formed as to the proper officer to whom to report.

If he reports to such officer within twenty-four hours

and the charges against him are not proven or if

found not at fault, he shall be paid for the time lost .

7 - e . Bulletin boards shall be provided at each

carhouse and shop in a place where it shall be in

full view of the members of the Association . Such

boards shall be for the exclusive use only of this

Association to post their bulletins and notices of

their meetings or any other business that may come

up ; provided that nothing obnoxious or detrimental

to the interests of the Company shall be posted

thereon.

7 - . Any motorman, conductor or operator, who,

on account of sickness, is unable to report for his

run on reporting time, who can furnish satisfactory

proof of such cause, will be marked a miss only for

the one day , and in any case where runs do not

finish up by 11:00 P. M. or after, such employe shall

not be marked a miss for one day marked up for a

report before 10:30 A. M. the following day. All

regular platform men, employes of the Company
who otherwise miss , for the first miss inside of thirty

days will serve the day missed if he reports and

works extra on that day. If he fails to so report , he

shall serve one day additional. For the second miss

inside of seven days he shall be made to serve two

days. For the third miss inside of ten days he shall

be made to serve five days. For the fourth miss

inside of ten days he shall be made to serve seven

days . Any other miss inside of twenty days will be

just cause for dismissal .

8. Any employe elected or appointed to office in

the Association whose duties as such officer shall re

quire his temporary absence from the service of the

Company shall upon application be excused from

service , and upon retirement from such office shall

be entitled to and hold his place the same as if he

had not been so excused . Officers and committee

members shall be given preference upon application

for relief on account of office or committee work.

9 . Seats will be supplied for the convenience of

conductors and operators in the operation of all

cars and for the convenience of motormen in all air

brake cars ; but providing seats shall not be construed

as authorizing the use thereof when the proper dis

charge of the duties of the operation of the car

requires the conductorand / or motorman to be upon
his feet . Employes have the right to furnish spring;

cap cushions for their own stools . Motormen will

be upon their feet from Buckley and Division to

Wealthy and Division , and from Cherry and Division

to the east end of the Bridge Street bridge, and in

crossing Front Avenue Bridge Street; to the

corner of Lyon and Division Avenue, north to the

corner of Ionia and Michigan Street; to the corner

of Market Avenue and Fulton Street and to the east

end of Pearl Street bridge ; between Plainfield Avenue

and sand stop on Carrier line , and between Monroe

Avenue and the corner of Jefferson and East Fulton

Street; and also over all railroad crossings , excepting

operators of one -man safety cars, who may use their

seats at all times when their duties do not require

them to be upon their feet .

9 -a . Whenever it can be done without additional

expense there shall be a regular car assigned to each

crew and run and said car to be marked up every

morning for this run unless it has to be held in the

shop for repairs or other necessary causes .

9 - b . Party of the first part will place at each car

house with carhouse foreman , employes ' semi-annual

pass cards, such cards to be taken up and given out
by the carhouse foreman June 30th and December
3ist of each year.

9-c. No motorman , conductor or operator ordered

to report or while on duty shall suffer loss of time
on account of break-downs or disabled cars or short

age of cars or any of the above trouble over which

they have no control , unless sufficient amount of
time is given them in a notice not to report to pull
out extras or do extra work . Any car without work

able brakes shall be towed into the carhouse.

9- d . The snow-plow men shall be paid at the rate

of overtime work , and not be on duty longer than

on

7 -a .

7 -b.

7 -C.
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NEW FIVE -BARREL ADJUSTABLE HIGH-SPEED CHANGER

Lever Operated

Makes change quick as a flash .

Strong, Durable, Rapid.

Beautiful in appearance, highly polished.

Can be adjusted in a moment to throw out one

to five pennies or one to six tokens.

No tool required to make adjustments; use coin.

INSTANTANEOUS LOCKING DEVICE

Slight pressure of thumb locks coin chambers.

Price $ 4.00 No. 555. Quarter, dime, nickel, penny, penny.

Postage Paid No. 566. Quarter , dime , nickel , penny , token .

J. L. GALEF, 75 Chambers Street, New York City

six hours before given time to get a lunch or their
9- m. Motormen, conductors and operators while

supper ; party , of the first part shall not consider it
an offense or breaking of their rules if such employes

instructing new men as students shall receive fifty

wish to smoke while performing such duties .
cents per day in addition to their regular time, and

the provisions against discrimination in this contract
9 - e . Nine hours shall constitute a days work for shall apply to placing of students with instructors.

all motor and brake inspectors. This also applies to 9-n , Runs with seven hours or over shall be con

car washers .

9 -f . passenger cars shall be properly filled

with sand , broom , link, switch -bar and properly

fueled for the day, and fire shall be laid in the stove

before it is turned over to the crew to be pulled out

upon the road . This does not excuse the crew from

examining the car to see that everything is in work

ing order before pulling the car out , as they are and

shall be held responsible for the condition of the sand

and brakes after it leaves the barn .

9-g . Motormen, conductors and operatorsshall

not be required to remove fires from cars. when

brought into the respective carhouses.

9-h . On busy days, such as Fair Days , Fourth

of July, and all show days, motormen with less than

six months experience shall not be assigned to any
motor car, either air or hand -brakes, with a trailer

behind it, and the Company may take from their

regular runs any man necessary to run such trains.

9- i . The party of the first part shall furnish a

sanitary suitable place at the end of each line or

along each line for employes to answer the call of

nature, and shall give such employes an opportunity
to use the same.

9-j . Where any run consumes a longer period

than seven consecutive hours in one stretch , such

runshall have five minutes time on the running time

to allow such employes to eat their lunch , such time

to be designated on the time-card.

9-k. Any motorman or conductor who is capable

and does work either end of the car shall not be

entitled to take runs that would otherwise fall to 446

extra men, such as a regular night conductor taking

a daylight motor run next day away from an extra
motorman who is entitled to the said run .

A practical little holder adjusted for any size watch.
9-1 . Conductors and operators shall receive fifteen May be attached to head of screw inframe of car:

minutes time for making up their daily remittances, Savesmotormen's time and promotes Safety First.
excepting conductors or operators operating locked May be conveniently carried in pocketwhen notinuse.
fare boxes, and any apparent overage shall be re WANTED--Motormen and Conductors to Actas
ported to the employe within ninety -six hours and Agents. Send 50 ¢ in money order or stamps for
if such employe shows to the satisfaction of the first sample. Sent to any address in United States pre

party that such apparent overage belongs to such paid . W. C. WILLIAMSON ,

employe -it shall be returned to him at once . 22 Arbor Street. E. E. Pittsburgh, Pa .

WORKERS UNION

No shoes are Union Made, under our Fair Arbitration

Contract, except those having this stamp.

UNION STAMP
INSIST upon having them for The Whole Family.

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

246 Summer St. , Boston , Masa.

Collis Lovely , Pres. Charles L. Bainc, Sec.-Treas.

Do Not be Imposed Upon

Factory
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$1.75 and Up

For Hard Use

an

Ingersoll

An Ingersoll costs little and

keeps dependable time.

Why risk your expensive

watch ? Models for men and

women , boys and girls .

Ingersoll Service

If an accident puts your Ingersoll out of

commission , pack carefullyand send to Inger

SOLLWATCH Co. Inc. , Service Dept. ,

bury Conn . Quick service at nominal cost.

1

Water

sidered regular_runs and are to be paid not less than

eight hours. The crew on such runs, however, shall

be subject to additional service before 10:00 P. M.

to make up eight hours. When daylight relief and

split run men are taken from their regular runs to

be used on some other run they shall be given an

opportunity to get in eight hours time before 6:00
o'clock P. M.

9-0 . The Company will pay six per-cent interest ,

payable on January first of each year, on moneys

deposited for tools , badges and punches.

9 - p. The Company will post their daily running
time-cards and rosters on the boards at the different

carhouses at five o'clock P. M. Motormen , con

ductors and /or operators will not suffer the loss of

any, time on account of any changes made in time
cards or rosters after five o'clock P. M.

10. If a car or cars, run or runs, are transferred
from one car barn to another to be and become a

part of the street railway service at the barn to
which the transfer is made, and which said transfer

causes a decrease of work upon the lines radiating

from the car barn from which the transfer is made

and at which car barn the board indicating employ:

ment was posted to indicate regular service at said

barn , then such a number of motormen, conductors

or operators sufficient to supply the service so trans
ferred shall be allowed to transfer with the work so

transferred . In the transfer of crews seniority shall

prevail within the respective types of employment.
Upon suchtransferof cars and work the men so

transferred shall carry their seniority with them in

accordance with the term in employment at the car

barn from which the transfer is made to the barn

to which they are transferred , and will then become
of the board at the car barn to which the transfer

is made and on and after the first general selection of

runs at said car barn to which the transfer is made,

said transferred employe shall become there per

manently established in seniority upon the Board of
said barn and in accordance with the seniority they

broughtwith them ; and in respect to selecting of

runs under the seniority rule , the said transferred

work shall then become subject for general seniority

as of the work of the barn to which the transfer

is made. In the event that prior to the first regular

choosing of runs at the barn to which the transfer is

made, said work or any part of it shall have been re
turned to the barn from which it came, the men or

such proportion of the men originally transferred

shall return to thebarn from which they transferred

with their seniority unimpaired . Otherwise they shall
remain and be as of the barn to which the work was
transferred.

No motorman, conductor or operator who, except
in case of transfer of work as hereinabove provided .

voluntarily transferring from onebarn to another wiii
be permitted to take his seniority with him or retain

the seniority at the barn from which the transfer
was made.

This section of the agreement is made and entered

into with the purpose of protecting each and every

employe in employment, to establish a fair and just

distribution of work and to protect the principle of

barn seniority that no transfer of men

made fromone barn to another by which loss in

seniority shall result from said transfer, except that

a proportional amount of work shall be transferred

from one barn to the other at the time of the trans

fer of said employe, or employes.

11 . This agreement shall remain in force , until

June 1st, 1927, and from year to year thereafter,

unless terminated by a written notice given byeither

party to the other thirty days prior to May first of
any year, and until so terminated may be amended

by agreement between the parties orby arbitration
in accordance with this agreement, provided , that

notice of any desiredchange of changes in this

agreement shall be given thirty days prior to June

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto by

the respective officers duly authorized have hereunto

set their hands and seals the day and year first
above written ,

GRAND RAPIDS RAILWAY CO. ,

By T. J. DELAMARTER ,ATTEST:
Vice - Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

W. E. LIVINGSTON ,

Secretary.

*DIVISION NO. 836, AMALGAMATED
AS

SOCIATION OF STREET AND ELEC
TRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF

AMERICA,

By CLAUD W. FISHER ,

President .
E. L. JOHNSON ,

Secretary

WILL ROBINSON CANDIDATE FOR

STATE SENATOR

may be

Will J. Robinson, of Alliance, who is

serving his second term as one of the three

members of the House of Representatives

from Stark County, has announced himself

as a candidate for State Senator from the

Stark-Carroll District. Brother Robinson

has been a very popular and highly re

spected member of the House of Represen

tatives . He is popular and loved by his

constituents , and is fair and just in his de

cisions on questions of legislation . He is

well known in Stark and Carroll Counties,

which compose the district, and we bespeak

for him success in his aspiration to be a

member of the next Ohio Senate . The

voters of the District will do well to rally

to his support at the August, 1926 Primary.

-Stark County (Ohio) Journal.

first of any year.

IR YOU DON'T RECEIVB

YOUR MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

Fill in this (coupon and hand to your P. 8., og

mail itto THE MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR , 260

E. High Street, Detroit, Michigan .

Name.. Div .No......

Street .

Former Address ..

ATTEST :
No........ Street.

Post Office..



Let Us Serve You !

IR

F you are in need of financial advice ,

want help with your income tax , or just

want a dependable and trustworthy institu

tion to deal with , you will always find

this bank willing and anxious to serve you.

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

Branches Throughout Detroit

To be well dressed and BATCHELDER MADE

neat in appearance, order

UNIFORMSL
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QUALITY STYLE MAKU

BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORMS

A SOURCE OFSATISFACTION

CS

TO EVERY WEARER .

Mor Sale Dale

C45

WRITER:

FRED M. BATCHELDER CO.

1304A VISUS
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H5477

5454

worn

Now that the season's styles are established and speculation

as to " what will be worn " is at an end , it is interesting to take

note of the mode before us .

Skirts are still short, with a tendency to uneven hems, and

more length at the back in some models.

The circular flare is with us with its graceful undulations.

The newest circular effects are cut on the bias.

There are simple little frocks with fitted " basque " waists,

joined to straight or circular full skirts.

The bolero has been most gladly received by women with

youthful figures. It is sometimes shown only on the front of a

dress, and again suggested on the back.

The bolero lends itself to smart color and fabric combinations.

The two piece tailleur is again with us in such charming
versions as to be irresistible . The jackets may be short or in

hip or fingertip length , ana the skirt straight or finished with
circular godets, plaits or panels . Colorful blouses are

with these suits, and sometimes wide girdles in waist coat

effect.

The ensemble still holds its own and is shown with many

new style features.

Evening gowns show more and more fuliness, both in tulle
and taffeta models.

Matrons will be pleased with the gray evening dresses, em
broidered with beads.

Evening wraps match the gowns with which they are worn .
Heavy brocades and fine laces are used togetherfor evening

dresses. Lace founces edge full skirt portions of chiffon or

satin , and the lace is repeated on the blouse or collar.

The higher waistline and the cape are featured most at

tractively ,

Peplums are placed at normal waistline or a little lower ; they

may be gathered or circular.

A new plaited skirt has the plaits stitched to within five
inches of the hem, from which point the plaits flare prettily.

1

5472
5477 ,

Miss.

Dress for Junior and
5475

Cut in 4 Sizes : 14 , 16 , 18,
and 20 years .

A 16 year size
requires 32 yards of 40 - inch

material . The width of the

skirt at the lower edge is 2 %

yards. Price 12c .

5454 . Ladies' Dress,

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38 ,

40, 42 and 44 inches bust
measure . A 38-inch size as

illustrated in the large view

requires 35 yards of figured
material and 78. yard of plain

material 40 -inches wide. If

made with long sleeves 3 %8

yards of the figured material

is required . The width of the

dress at the lower edge is 274

yards . Price 12 ¢ ,

5472 . Girls' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 8 , 10, 12
and 14 years .

A 10- year size
requires 3 yards of 40- inch

material together with 74 yard

of contrasting for facing on
collar, cuffs and jabot. Price

124.

5475 , Child's Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 4 , 6, 8 and

10 years. An 8-year size re

quires 2. yards of 36 -inch ma
terial if made with short

sleeves. If made with long

sleeves the dress requires 2Y8
yards. To trim with bias

binding as illustrated will re

quire 5 yards. Price 12 ¢ .

5478 Ladies' One-Piece
Dress .

Cut in 8 Sizes : 36 , 38 , 40 ,

42 , 44 , 46 , 48 and 50 inches

bust measure. A 38 -inch size

requires 648 yards of 32 -inch
material . The width at the

foot of the dress is 2 % yards.
Price 124 .

5039. Ladies' Apron.

Cut in 4 Sizes : Small, Me

dium , Large and Extra Large.

A Medium size requires 278
yards of 32 -inch material.
Price 12 ¢.

ML

5039 54 78

4765. Boys' Suit.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 2 , 3 , 4 and
5 years. A 4-year size re

quires 238 yards of 32-inch
material . Price 12 € .

4800. “ Work " Garment

(for Women and Men ) . ) .

Cut in 4 Sizes : Small, 34

36 ; Medium , 38-40 ; Large, 42
44 ; Extra Large , 46-48 inches

bust measure . A Medium size

requires 3 yards of 36 - inch

material. Price 12 ¢.

4765

5800

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP- TO -DATE SPRING
and SUMMER 1926 BOOK OF FASHIONS , showing color

plates, and containing 500 designs of Ladies, Missesandchild
CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE

DRESSMAKING, ALSO SOME POINTS

FOR THE NEEDLE(illustrating 30. of the various,simple
stitches )all valuablehints to thehome dressmaker .

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO.,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ren's Patterns,
ARTICLE ON
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The Go-Ahead Man

An ill - fitting, poorly made uniform is like a “ block ” on a man's

road to success. His industry , honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier.

A Bloch uniform is “ two bells” and ahead for the man of " pep ”

and ambition. It is so carefully made , so clearly above the ordinary

in tailoring, so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name. Always

insist upon seeing this label.

UNIT

SEL
4

The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland :

Send me free, a

Trolley Jim

Time Book

l '
2

In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY, Cleveland , Ohio

Name

Address
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No. 8

Published monthly by the Amalgamated Association Entered at the Post Office as Second Class Matter .

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of America. Accepted for Maillog at special rates of postago pro

W. D. Mahon,President
vided for in Section 1103, Act. of October 3, 1917.

260 East High Street, Detroit, Michigan . Subscription Prico ... $ .75

CO-OPERATION IN LABOR

AND INDUSTRY

PRESIDENT GEORGE R. PLANT

Division No. 388, Newburgh, N. Y.

or-

Brother George R. Plant is president of

Division No. 388, Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America-one of the old Locals of the Amal

gamated Association . The local was

ganized in the year 1904, having been insti

tuted by First Vice- President Wm. B. Fitz

gerald under a charter granted July 1 , 1904.

Vice- President Fitzgerald was then a Gen

eral Executive Board Member. Division

No. 388 has not only experienced progress

in wages and working conditions within its

Tanks and taken an active part in the pro

gress of the American Labor Movement,

but has experienced transformations in the

processes of development in the affairs of

the employing property. At present , the

means of transportation is by Coach Serv

ice. Through thefairness to laborof the

original managagement ofthe property, the

local has enjoyedcollective agreement rela

tions with the employing property. Former

Governor O'Dell of New York state, who

proved himself to be a friend and worker

for the public, was the man who volun

tarily extended full recognition to the or

ganization. The result has been that the

property has enjoyed , and is now enjoying

full co-operation of 'the employes inthe

operation of the property ; Brother Plant

became a member of the Local in the year

1920 and has so served in the spirit of the

organization that he is now , by choice of

the members, president, Chiefexecutive of

Co-operation in Labor and Industry is

possible. How ?

It stands well illustrated in the experience

of organized Labor that co -operation be

tween employing capital and wage workers

can be easily accomplished.

First , it must be clearly understood that

investments in employing properties are

made by the investor for profit. The man

or woman who accumulates money is in

spired by the innate wish to obtain a helpful

return from the accumulation. Thus, it be

comes a study of the one in possession of

the accumulated money as to where to

place it , that the desired return may be

best assured .

Money placed in a deposit vault will not

accumulate. Money may be loaned at in

terest in the way of notes, mortgages and

bank savings deposits, and thus accumulate,

but to pay the interest, the banks and bora

rowers, in the business world, look to labor

to earn the interest, and then some for

profit to the employer. No employer will

use the money, except that he expects that

from labor the interest will be paid and

with a measure of profit to him. Otherwise,

borrowing, money would be an uninviting
burden . In fact, the borrower of money

cannot borrow in any great quantity, unless

the lender is sure it is safe and that the

return from it is , to him , reasonably as

sured. Otherwise, it takes the form of a

bet, and an excessive return is expected .

Wage workers work for a return . And the

wage worker hopes for an accumulating re

turn from his labor. He or she wants a re

turn in excess of actual living expenses. The

wage worker has no other living resource

than the return from his labor. Otherwise,

there would be no wage workers. At most,

there would be but few of them . That is

from ordinary reasoning, if one gives it a

moment's thought. The wage worker , ex

cept that he has a substantial margin be

yond his living expenses, can have but little

encouragement that he will live long enough

to own the property that is employing him .

The wage earner is after a home for his

wife and children . He is ambitious to

clothe his family and educate his children .

He wants them to have healthful home con

ditions and food . He has no ambition to

force his wife and children to work as wage

workers. He knows that is not only a de

terring of happy, healthful and educational
the local,
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home life to them , but he also knows that is not desirable to wage workers and will

it is a serious competition in the labor not bid for co-operation of Industry and

market, and thus lessens his own possibil Labor.

ities to provide and protect his home .
Employing managements can well know

If the wage earner has a business ambi that only genuine, far reaching

tion, it is not commonly in line with owning cooperation with labor is attainable

the employing property.
It is not com through the recognition of wage workers to

monly in line with owning and operating organize and work under fair collective

the electric railway system upon which he agreement relations . It is the only profit

is employed . He knows it is an impossi obtaining means to labor. To labor, it is

bility : There are remote cases where some the only incentive for real active and effec

individual employe rises to official positions tive co -operation .

with the employing property which

adheres him to the property as a partici ALL CENTRAL BODIES ARE URGED TO

pant in the ownership . But such instances FORM INSURANCE COMMITTEES

are few as compared with the multitude of

wage earners. They cannot all be officials
By Mathew Woll, President

of the employing property . The moment The Union Labor Life Insurance Company

that this employe arises to such a

manding position , he is out of the wage With information at hand to the effect

earningclass. that Chicago Local Unions, working through

There is but one way of establishing co the Chicago Federation of Labor, are out to

operation in Labor and Industry. That raise a total of $100,000 for stock in The

way is open only through the trade union Union Labor Life Insurance Company, it is

movement.
timely to urge that every central body in

The fair employing management that re the country at once appoint a committee to

spects the wage worker in his purpose by carry forward the work of the company in

recognizing the right of wage workers to its community .

organize and recognizes that right through There are some 900 city central bodies
collective agreement relations, is uniting in

and each should take steps at once to bring

establishing co -operation in the productive
such a committee into being and into action.

end of the business . It also establishes co There is strong indication that New York

operation in the sales ' end of the business.

The employes then recognize that the meas
will seek to match Chicago in the $ 100,000
effort. But there remain a dozen large

ure of their resource in wages comes of
cities , each capable of easily coming near

profitable operation of the property. The
the mark set in the two largest cities. In

wage workers' dividends come to them in

the way of wages . With the organized
some of these, strong committees already

are at work . But each city should play its
wage workers , then , is the knowledge that

increased accumulation to the property prise.
full part in this great organized labor enter

means a division of the increased dividends,

and that division is in the increase in wages
Ten state federations of labor are already

to the worker. Thus , organization stands interested in the company, either in an

for the utmost co-operation of the manage
official capacity , with a financial investment,

ment and workers in the operation and
or both . These are the state federations of

business of the employing property .
Wyoming, Minnesota, Ohio , New York,

Low wages and the privilege of stock

Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, California, Wash

ington, Illinois and Texas.

buying is not an incentive for co-operation .

ff the stock of an employing property is It should be borne in mind that The

on the market , the employe has the same
Union Labor Life Insurance Company is not

right to buy it as any other purchaser . It
a private enterprise.It belongs to the labor

only requires the purchase price. Coercion
movement. It is officially of, by and for

does not inspire co -operation.
the labor movement, and purchase of its

worker enjoys being driven to the purchase stock means a sound, profitable investment

of stock or bonds of the employing prop
and is in no sense a favor or a gift.

erty . His natural desire is to receive his The Union Labor Life Insurance Com

It is for his full wage that he is pany will perform a tremendous service for

working. the labor movement and it merits the full

Organized wage workers who are working support of every national and international

under collective agreement relations with an union, every state federation and city cen

employing property , recognize that it is tral body and every local union . Individ

their duty to co -operate with the manag ual members, too, will find in the Union

ment in the successful operation of the Labor Life Insurance Company stocka

property. They know that a property that sound , profitable investment which will hep

does not yield to the investor a margin of trade unionism tostrengthen its position in

profit cannot long be a desired employer. the life of our country and thus serve more

Ît cannot yield in wages more than the fully its vast membership and the wage

accumulation from operation . If an in earners in general,

vestment in an employing property cannot Let us see how rapidly all labor can join

accumulate, it cannot pay fair wages. If it in this splendid movementandhowquickly

cannot be operated to accumulate and pay
can begin writing the great bulk of

fair wages, it is soon out of business, unless labor insurance business that awaits only

operated at unfair wages . And unfair wages the opening of our books.

VA

No wage

full wage.

we
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POLICY ON GENERAL STRIKES REVIEWING THE STRIKE

.

1

11

President William Green of the American Now that the excitement incidental to the

Federation of Labor, in a recent address be experiment in massed action in Great

fore a convention of the International Britain has subsided to a considerable ex

Rotary in Denver, Colo ., pointed out that tent , it may be permissible to comment

collective bargaining should be regarded as calmlyon the events leading tothe upheaval

a proper bar against general strikes. In his and the resultant effect without being

address President Green set forth the charged with lese majeste or some other

principles of the general labor movement as mythical offence.

represented by the A. F. of L., bearing Unquestionably, blunders were made, but

upon the collective agreements and the pur it is grossly unfair to assume that the

poses of the A. F. of L. organizations to blundering was confined mainly to the side .

rigidly comply with them in language as of the men , as an examination of the history

follows: of the trouble would readily demonstrate.

" In the United States the American Fed. It must be remembered that, despite all

eration of Labor is the voice of organized efforts to find a practical solution which

labor. would insure industrial peace, the origin of

" It is thoroughly committed to a policy the trouble still exists and the miners are

of collective bargaining, the negotiation of still locked out.

wage agreements and the observance of such The situation of the mining industry in

contracts. Great Britain has been a difficult one for a

“ The American Federation of Labor re number of years. In 1919 the government

gards a contract between employers and em of the day deemed it advisable to appoint a

ployes as a solemn obligation which must commission to study and make recommenda

be religiously observed and honorably dis tions with a view to stabilizing the industry,

charged. This commission was headed by Mr. Justice

" Such wage agreements are guaranteed Sankey, an eminent jurist, well qualified by

and the security given is the honor, integ. his legal training to render an impartial

rity and moral obligation of the membership finding without prejudice to either side.

of organized labor, After an exhaustive study the commission

" A strict adherence on the part of labor
submitted a report recommending: first, the

to this policy of contract observance would immediate acquisition of coal royalties for

preclude the probability of a general strike.
the state ; second, the immediate acceptance

" To engage in such an undertaking would
of the principle of state-ownership of the

mean that the American Federation of Labor
coal mines and their acquisition for the

would depart from its traditional policy and state three years after date of the report ;

destroy the confidence which has been re third, the immediate setting up of a new

posed in it by the American people. coal mines administration . No action was

" When fellow -workers in Great taken on this report by the government of

Britain recently experimented in the use of that day or by those succeeding them.

the general strike in an effort to redress Early in 1925 trouble in the minearea in

grievous wrongs which the miners of Great Great Britain was again threatened . The

Britain were suffering, the working people miners were faced with a reduction of wages

of America, in common with those in other because operators claimed inability to pay

countries, watched its progress with feelings the current rates and operate profitably,

of apprehension and anxiety. Faced by the possibility of a general strike

“ Today the workers of America are more of the miners , the government undertook

convinced than ever of the wisdom and to find a solution . The solution adopted

soundness of the policies pursued by the was the provision of a subsidy to the mine

American Federation of Labor. operators to enable them to meet the de

" A general strike means that the line of mands of the miners and for the appoint.

industrial conflict is immediately changed ment of another commission for the purpose

so that the conflict seems to become a con of study . It is logical to assume that this

test between employes and government attitude was a tacit admission that the con

rather than between employes and tentions of both , the mine owners and the

ployers. miners were justified.

" The real issues of the strike are sub This secondcommission, headed by the

merged and are lost sight of in the mael Rt . Hon . Sir Herbert Samuel, G.B.E. , sub

strom of public opinion and public incon mitted their report early this year, and it is

venience.
perhaps worthy of note that their report

" The original grievances which precipi was couched in language somewhat similar

tated the general strike, meritorious as they to that of the Sankey commission, one note

may be, must remain unsettled until after able paragraph reading :

the general strike is ended . Such delay “ We are convinced that any unbiased in

works untold hardships upon the suffering quiry could not fail to lead to the con

complainants and greater difficulty is ex clusion that the private ownership of the

perienced in bringing about a just, true and minerals has not been in the best interest

sound adjustment of the real grievances . of the community, and that it would have

been very fortunate for the country if, three

If you look only for the worst you will and a half centuries ago, when the judges

find it - and become it. decided that the minerals , other than gold

--Forbes Magazine, ( N. Y. ) and silver, belonged to the surface -owner,

our

em
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the legislature had reversed that decision tions. The act includes non-manual as well

and reserved the coal to the State. " as manual workers. A special regulation of

They also laid down one clear condition the working hours has been allowed in

for meeting the situation, as follows: agriculture, brick -yards, saw -mills, the build

“ Before any sacrifices are asked from those ing trades and in traffic and communication,

engaged in the industry, it shall be definitel but the hours worked may not exceed 192

agreed between them that all practicable in four weeks . Permission for overtime is

means for improving its organization and in- given if it is proved necessary, if the works

creasing its efficiency should be adopted as councils and union representatives give their

speedily as the circumstances in each case consent , and if special rates are paid for

allow . " overtime . Domestic servants must have a

The Government chose to ignore what 12 -hour rest period in every 24 hours.

might have proved to be the most effective Children under 14 may not be employed.

part of these recommendations, but did not Boys from 14 to 16 and girls from 14 to 18

accept those parts referring to the with may only be employed on light work, and

drawal of the subsidy. In the light of past no night work by them is permitted. The

experience this .was clearly inviting a crisis. author states that the eight-hour day is

The mine operators immediately posted being generally accepted and is working

notices which called for a reduction of wages very satisfactorily, although he says " it

This was naturally objected to by the certainly does make things awkward" that

miners who were already receiving only a the big industrial states have not yet

bare subsistence. adopted the eight-hour day.

In the meantime the British Trade Union
Paid annual vacations for all workers are

Movement became involved and efforts
compulsory. These range from five days to

were made with a view to arriving at a
three weeks according to the occupation and

solution . While negotiations were being
the length of time the worker has been

undertaken a few printers took the law in employed .

their own hands and refused to continue

work because they objected to some anti

Wagesare settledby agreements, individ

union editorial matter that they were being
ual or collective. Minimum wages for home

asked to handle. In a fit of pique the
work are fixed by special commissions. In

dustrial courts to decide disputes about

Prime Minister broke off negotiations, thus wages and working hours have been set up

leaving no alternative to the union officials
in the industrial centers. The members are

but to exercise the mandate that they had

received from their constituent membership.
chosen from the general public by workers

and employers.
From the foregoing it should be clear to

impartial observers where most of the blame.
Works councils are required by law in the

lies . There had been ample time and op
mining industry and in all other plants with

portunity to have provided practical
300 or more employes. These councils were

solution to the difficulty acceptable by all
set up , says the author, to educate the work

parties concerned . Furthermore, theGov. ing class gradually to a " realization of the

ernment had the services of the best brains
aims of socialization . " The duties of the

available in Britain at their disposal ; they
works councils are to look after the observ

had been told where the defects in the in ance of wage agreements, labor contracts

dustry lay and pointed out the remedy but
and labor laws, and cases of unjust dis

took no action other than that which meant
missals, etc. While the author considers

pauperism to the men concerned and their
that the works councils have proved very

families and the result was inevitable.-
useful, he admits that " the economic in

Canadian Congress Journal.
fuence which they exert on the administra

tion of the works still leaves much to be

desired , ”
CZECHOSLOVAKIA'S SOCIAL

There are three forms of social insurance
LEGISLATION

in Czechoslovakia ; workers' insurance, in

surance of independent persons, and old age

An impressive account of social legislation and invalidity pensions. Employes' health

in Czechoslovakia , By G. Habrmann , former insurance is extended to all wage earners

Minister for Social Welfare , is contained in and includes the following benefits: medical

the “ International Trade Union Review " for attendance, including medicine and curative

April. While Czechoslovakia was a part of treatment for the worker and his family ;

Austria -Hungary very little was done in the payment of two-thirds the worker's wages

was of social legislation. A working day of for one year ; special provisions for women

eleven hours with two additional hours as workers before and after childbirth and for

overtime was then legal, except forminers nursing mothers; funeral expenses. The cost

who had secured a nine-hour day. Children of sickness insurance isborneequally by

under twelve could not be employed regu employers and employes; the contribution

larly ; from 12 to 14 they could be employed is estimated at five per cent of the average

for light work. wage . Accident insurance at present covers

In 1918 the eight-hour day was legally permanent or temporary incapacity for work.

adopted in Czechoslovakia. According to The benefit may be as much astwo-thirds

this act 48 hours' work per week is the of the previous year's wage. Only a small

maximum for all workers in industry, com pension is paid for partial incapacity to

merce, traffic and communication , agricul. work . Insurance for miners is under a

ture, and also the liberal professions, public, special fundwhich covers invalidity and old

profit - making and humanitarian organiza age pensions aswellas sickness and accident.
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An act insuring non -manual wage earners JITNEY OPERATION IN DETROIT

has also been passed but has not yet gone VIOLATION OF ORDINANCE

into full effect. Under this new law all non

manual wage earners below the age of 60 Some four years ago the city of Detroit

are insured . Invalidity pensions are to be purchased and started operation of the com

paid to insured persons who, for physiclal plete city street railway service. Following

or mental reasons, are unable to earn one the establishment of municipal ownership

third their normal wages. Persons 65 years and operation of street railways as provided

old who have been insured for 150 consecu by a chapter of the City Charter, some two

tive weeks and are no longer earning wages years preceding the purchase of the D. U. R

will receive old -age pensions. Theannual lines and by consent of the then city admin

pension would include 500 kronen (at par istration , municipal ownership was beset by

$ 100) for all insured persons regardless of competition by bus and jitney service on

the length of time insured or theamount of the main streets of Detroit.

the contribution, the cost of living, bonus Protests of the jitney competition were so

equivalent to one- fifth of the contributions strong at the time that the City Council

paid, and the state contribution of 500 passed an ordinance prohibiting jitney serv.

kronen for every annuity. Provision is also ice in the city. The jitney drivers combined

made for widows' pensions and pensions for and entered the Circuit Court upon a peti

dependent orphan children . tion for an injunction restraining the city

gate 2,500,000 persons are insured against from enforcing the ordinance prohibitive of

invalidity and old age. jitney service. In the trial, officials of the

Another system of insurance, which has Detroit Street Railway service appeared in

not yet been put into effect, will make in court and testified that the jitneys were

surance compulsory for persons engaged in necessary in the transportation of passengers

handicraft, industry, small farming and the in Detroit. As a result, the court issued an

liberal professions. In this case, the con injunction restraining the city from inter

tribution is paid by the insured persons fering with the operation of jitneys. Later

alone. Unemployment insurance is now paid the city administration changed to one that

through the trade unions. The state pays a is attempting to protect municipal ownership

contribution equal to that of the unions. in its right of a monopoly of the transpor

After the war the housing problem in tation service within the city. An appeal

Czechoslovakia was very serious. This has was taken to the Supreme Court of Michi

been met by a law prohibiting more than gan from the injunction and the Supreme

slight increases in rent each year and by Court of Michigan ruled that the city had

state guarantees of 70 to 80 per cent of the the right to enact and enforce the jitney

cost of building. Under these guarantees prohibiting ordinance. From this act of

24,259 houses were built .
the Supreme Court cancelling the injunc

Czechoslovakia's experience with these tion , Detroit's city attorney has advised the

measures , which show a marked drift to management of the Detroit Street Railway

toward state socialism , will doubtless be that the jitneys are being operated in

studied with great interest by the states Detroit today in violation ofthe city ordin

men of other countries. -Information Sery ance and that it is a matter for the police

ice Federal Council of Churches of Christ in of Detroit to enforce the city laws. The

America .
city , under the present administration, will

no doubt proceed to eliminate jitneys from

CLEVELAND SUBURBS OPPOSE BUSSES the transportation service within the city of

Detroit. However, so long as they operate,

Lakewood, Cleveland Heights and Euclid
it is a case where a city ordinance is being

violated openly and with evident approval
have taken a stand in opposition to the in
troduction of busses of the law enforcement authority of the city.a substitute for

electric rail cars. The Lakewood Council
The decision of the Supreme Court of the

rejected a 6 -day bus trial proposal of
State of Michigan upon this case is evidence

the Cleveland Railway. The company, if
that city administrations have the right to

control or even eliminate jitney transporta

permitted to substitute busses, offered to
tion service.

place the busses on 5- minute service, with a

seat for every passenger and free transfers

to intersectiong bus lines. The protest
METHOD FOR INCREASING ELECTRIC

comes from the fact that the fare would
RAILWAY FREIGHT TRAFFIC

necessarily be 10 cents. The Cleveland

Heights Council and the Mayor of Cleve President Britton I. Budd of the North

land Heights has petitioned the Cleveland Shore Line electric railway has invented a

Street Railway Company to .extend the process of handling freight upon a basis so
Fairmount electric rail car line to Canter cheapened that long haul competition by

bury Road,one- halfmile, and the Euclid motor trucks as competition with electric

Heights linein Mayfield Road,one and three railways may be eliminated . It is designed

quarters miles to 'Warrenville Center Road. that the loading of freight will be on auto

The successful operation of a bus service trailer bodies placed on electric freight cars .

must necessarily require a much higher fare At the receiving station, these loaded truck

than is necessary in the operation of electric trailers will be lifted from the freight car

rail cars andthe people are generally awak and towed by short haul autos to the re

ening to the fact. The buss fad is begin ceiver of the shipment. This will save the

ning to crumble . expense of double handling of the freight.

as
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The members of Division No. 976, In The provisions of employmentunder open

dianapolis, Ind . , find themselves locked out. shop conditions, the Indianapolis situation

shows to be a misleading profession. It

Mr. Robert I. Todd, president of the shows that the open shop,while designed to
Indianapolis Street Railway Company, lead the public to believe that employes are

charges that the employes who associated not blacklisted on account of being members

themselves in Division No. 976, did so in of organized labor, is a religiously blacklist

violation of the "master and servant" ing condition of employment, under which

agreement that he contends has existed employes associated in labor movements are

since 1914, and that it his purpose to live eliminated from service and those known to

he said " 1914 " agreement .
belong to the trade union movement are re

doing it ? In respect to that purported fused employment. The Indianapolis situa

agreement, he professes to the employes that tion is an immediately late exposure of the .

he was operating his road under an open " open shop" system of employment. It is a

shop system which gave to the employes the system antagonistic to organized labor.

right to belong to organized labor. He dis

charged some sixty of the employesbecause

of their affiliating with Division No. 976,
Is it American, or what the majority must

showing conclusively that he is not complying
accept as the American plan , to permit one

with his " master and servant" agreement. class — the employing class to organize for

blacklisting and destructive purposes and

The grave question brought forth by open
prohibit the other class --the wage workers

shop employment is the question as to the —from organizing for constructive pur

capability of wage workers to organize, poses ? Is collective contracting illegal and

maintain their organizations and conduct un -American ? If so, is not every bank and

them on business lines . The wage worker practically every industrial institution illegal

is not looked upon as belonging to big busi and un -American ? Wage workers are be.

ness. Neither does the wage worker profess coming more strongly organized. This is

tobe of those of big business. But within due to the clear understanding that is gain.

" business " the right to exercise ing step by step in the ranks oflabor. It

mental processes in the way of developing is recognized by fair employers and the fair

progress for wage workers and organization employeror the fair employing concern is

is really a business institution . When or the one that labor should so regard , support

ganization is successfully conducted, it is an and patronize. It is the fair employer or

example of the business qualification of wage employing institution that contracts collec

workers. That organization has progressed tively with organized labor with which wage

in the course of its existence with wage workers should co -operate to make the busi

workers is a contradiction of the open shop ness most successful . The non-union em

suggestion that wage workers are not cap ploying concern does not deserve the co

able in a business way of organizing and operation of organized labor or even non

conducting their organizations. union wage workers.

comes
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Brother Orvil Woodward of Division No. FROM LATE REPORTS OF

757, Portland , Ore., Mrs. Woodward and INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

their two children were recent visitors in

Detroit. They were on their way to the

Atlantic Coast and will return by way of
International President W. D. Mahon,

Indianapolis, their former home. Brother
in the course of his work, attended a special

Woodward speaks well of the Portland local
meeting of the General Executive Board

and its accomplishments.
held at Association Headquarters, 260 East

High Street, Detroit, Michigan, June 16-17 .

Organized labor -- trade union men and
At this meeting of the Board the subject

of jurisdiction was taken up and acted
women-stand for the protection of home

upon. This question had been brought be
and family and advancement of the social

fore the Esecutive Council of the American
order. This requires the attention of wage Federation of Labor and it became necessary

workers directly in contrast with that of
for the General Executive Board to de

profit seeking, non -union employing con
termine upon the attitude of the Amal

cerns and managements. Labor stands for
gamated Association relative to the mem

the protection of children and opposed to
bership of the Association in certain of the

child labor. Labor stands for an industrial
departments of street railways exclusive of

condition that will place men in a position
the transportation department. The Board

to care for and protect their homes — wives
in giving this mztter consideration , insofar

and children . Child labor sought by profit the Machinists International Union

seekers detracts fromthe prosperity of the
claims were concerned, definitely resoluted

head of the home. Child labor stands for
to continue the work of the Amalgamated

low wages. It stands for detracting from
Association as applying to qualification of

the possibilities of children to grow up membership , in strict accordance with the

strong, mentally and physically . Therefore, agreement made some ten years ago by and

there does exist classification and that classi between President James O'Connell of the

fication enters politics . If there is to be a
Metal Trades Department of the A. F. of L.

class control , and it does exist, the wage and International President W. D. Mahon .

working class should not be dissuaded to This agreement covers very definitely the

questions immaterial to the advancement of question of organization jurisdiction .

the social order and the interests of wage ternational President W. D. Mahon was so

workers. instructed by the General Executive Board .

The American Federation of Labor Execu

Organized labor-the American labor tive Council convened in Cincinnati, Ohio ,

movement is a product of wage workers the last part of June, and in accord with

themselves, The organization of labor de the resolution of the General Executive

veloped through no other element except Board , President Mahon attended the

the wage workers themselves. The Amal Executive Council upon this jurisdiction

gamated Association of Street and Electric question and laid before the Council the

Railway Employes of America
enactment of the General Executive Board

ganized and is a product of street and elec thereon . The attitude of the General

tric railway wage workers . Its laws and Executive Board was consistent with the

rules were fixed by the street and electric Mahon-O'Connell agreement which was

railway wage workers. Its accomplishments long since approved by the A. F. ofL.

in the way of wage fixing has been the Executive Council . Aside from this work

accomplishment of the wage workers them the I. P. , associated at times with First

selves, This can come no more forcefully International Vice -President William B.

than to the street and electric railway wage Fitzgerald , united in conference with the

worker who is required to work for 37 cents officers and agreement committees of Divi

per hour under present costs and conditions. sion 26, Detroit , Michigan, in reference to

This should also clearly appear to the em the agreement of the Detroit United Rail.

ploying managements of properties. It does. way Branch of Division 26 and also the

And that is the reason that open shop em. City Branch . Upon the municipally owned

ploying managements in the street and and operated lines in Detroit, an agree

electric railway line of business assert such ment was reached between the agreement

intense endeavor to deny to theemployes committee and the management of the De

the right of organizing and using their own trout Street Railways, by which an increase

minds in a business way in conducting or of 2 cents per hour was obtained . This

ganized labor. The idea to the open shop fixes wage rates of 67 cents per hour for

management is that extremely low wages first six months service men ; 71 cents per

add in an extreme measure to profits for the hour for the second six months service men

property, even though it destroys any possi and 75 cents per hour to those of more than

bility of profit or accruage to the wage one year of service; with time and one-half

worker himself; even though it denies to the for overtime and 82 cents per hour on runs

wage worker a wage and employment con regularly scheduled exceeding eight hours.
dition that causes hisown family to suffer These rates are to prevail upon the Detroit

from want so long as he continues under city, street railways. The agreement was

such a condition of wages and employment. made for a period of two years. These

The onlyrelief for wage workers, it is clear, rates apply to bus operators as well as two.

is for them to associatetogetherin organiza Operators of one -man
tion, directed by the business ability of wage ceive 5 cents per hour additional to the
workers themselves. above rates. At the close of this report

was or

men cars . cars re
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July 5 — the agreement upon the Detroit that situation, leaving it in the hands of

United Railways was yet pending and Presi International Vice -President P. J. O'Brien.

dent Mahon was at the General Office giv

ing his attention to the general affairs of the Seventh International Vice -President

Association James Largay reports the agreement of

Division 887, Newark, N. Y. as having been

First International Vice - President William renewed . Other Locals assisted by him upon

B. Fitzgerald, aside from assisting Inter agreement work were Divisions Numbers

national President W. D. Mahon in the 669 , Auburn; 681, Oswego ; and 737, Syra

general affairs of the Association during his cuse, N. Y. , the members of which are em

absence from the General Office, attended ployedupon the Empire State Railway sys

the special meeting of the General Execu tem. Negotiations of the agreement apply

tive Board held June 16-17 , where matters ing to these three Locals continued for some

applying to jurisdiction questions time as involving the bus question . . An

under advisement by the Board . At this understanding was reached upon this situa

meeting of the Board a hearing was given to tion and per his report of June 26, the col

the representatives of Division 589, Boston , ' lective agreements of these three Locals

Mass ., around which Local much of the were nenewed for another year.

complaints of the Machinists and Team

Drivers revolved . The Board enacted a Ninth International Vice- President M. J.

policy relative to the Team Drivers ' claims, Murray continued his assistance of Division

passing a resolution directing Division No. 518, San Francisco, Calif. , the Local being

589 of Boston to turn over to the Team
involved in a matter of adjustment of the

Drivers the employment that is included in work of the extra list staff of members. Per

the Team Drivers' jurisdiction and directed his report of June 14 , an adjustment of this

that a representative besent to Boston to dispute was consummated and he reports

adjust this situation . Vice-President Wil
Division 518 in fine shape.

liam B. Fitzgerald was dispatched to Boston

to endeavor to adjust this question of juris Eleventh Vice-President John M. Parker

diction as affecting the Team Drivers Inter reports the complete institution of Division

national Union and Division No. 589 . 976 , Indianapolis, Ind . , and per his report

Upon the date of this report - July 5 , he of June 24 , application had been made to

was in Boston engaged upon this work. the employing property for a desired in

Preceding this, he assisted the International

President in conferences with the agreement

crease in wages for the Indianapolis street

railway men . Upon this situation he was

committees of Division No. 26, Detroit, with Vice-President Armstrong , jointly,

Michigan , relative to agreement work upon assisting the Local in its work.

both the city and interurban branches of

the Local. Fourteenth Vice- President Robert B. Arm

strong, who was detailed to assist the em

Second International Vice - President P. J. ployes of the Indianapolis street railway

O'Brien visited Youngstown, Ohio and re company in instituting an organization some

ports under date of June 26 that the two months ago , reports that in the face of

Youngstown wage agreement was adjusted all opposition , the employes were successful

by and between the local officers and the in instituting'a Local and per his report of

employing company . Following direction of June 26, a submission had been made to the

the course of adjustment of the situation in employing property for an increase in wages.

Akron and Canton, Ohio , where the mem The wage rates under which the employes

bers voted to return to employment under
were wroking were :

37 cents per hour for

old wages and working conditions , he was
the first year service men ; 38 cents per hour

dispatched to Manchester, N. H. , where ,
to those of the second year of service ;. 39

under date of June 26 , he was engaged in cents per hour for the third year of service;

assisting Division 717 in working out an 40 cents per hour for the fourth year

understanding relative to the setablishment service men; 41 cents per hour for fifth year

of the 8 -hour day and the adjustment of a service men and to those who were in em

condition relative to extra work . ployment exceeding five years the wagerate

was 42 cents per hour. Inthe course of the

Fourth International Vice- President Geo. organizing, work the company dismissed '

A. Dean , in June, was dispatched to San someof the employes on account of their

Diego, Calif., where calls had been made 'activity in extending the organization to a

on the International Office for the assist point of safety. In connection with the

ance of an International Officer in organiz wage application , there has
been also

ing work. His reports show that he found placed with the company a request for the

the situation not to warrant the institution reinstatement of these employes.
In this

of an organizatio
n
process and per his re work Vice -President Armstrong has asso

port of June 18 , he had returned to his ciated with him Vice-President John M.

home in Stockton . Parker. In the course oftheir work, the

Sixth International Vice- President Albert

company obtained an injunction in an en

deavor to restrain the employes from or

E. Jones , per his report of June 1 , following ganizing. But the injunction was of a na

the discontinuance of the strike situation in
ture restraining Vice-Presidents Armstrong

volving Divisions Numbers 696 and 702, and Parker from doing thingsthat ,under

Canton , and 98, Akron , Ohio, retired from
the laws of the Association , they have no
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G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair on

June 16-17, attended the special meeting of

the General Executive Board held at Asso

ciation Headquarters, Detroit, Mich . Per

his report of June 27, he was confined to his

home in Toronto with a severe attack of

la grippe. He is under doctor's treatment.

right to do . Those things which they were

restrained from doing by this injunction

were enforcement into membership of the

Association of employes of the employing

property and the calling of a strike. As a

matter of fact, the presence in Indianapolis

of Vice-President Armstrong was due to

several appeals of the employes to the Inter

national Presiddnt for assistance in organiz

ing. The employes, themselves, had started

the movement and there was no necessity

of coercion to obtain membership in the

Local. It was a voluntary movement among

the Indianapolis street railway employes,

themselves, and they were merely being as

sisted by the two Vice-Presidents who

opened to them the opportunity of extend

ing their purpose in organizing. The mem

bership of the Local are entitled to special

credit, due to the coercive endeavors of the

employing company and the enlistment in

those endeavors by the company of the city

administration . Several arrests of Interna.

tional and Local officers resulted in the

coercive attempts to prohibit the organiza

tion . A restraining order was obtained from

the court restraining the city from further

illegal arrests. Following the issuance of

this restraining order , no further arrests

were made, although some of them preced

ing that had been arrested individually

several times, usually upon the charge of

vagrancy , when , as a matter of fact , they

were not vagrants and none knew that bet

ter than the police department that made
the arrests. The International Association

provided bail immediately in each instance
of these arrests . All of the cases were dis

missed , without trial .

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea attended the

special meeting of the G. E. B. June 16-17.

He has also given his attention to Division

726, Staten Island, N. Y. , upon agreement

work and reports that negotiations led to a

renewal of the old agreement, to include a

provision of5 cents per hour for instructing

students . He visited White Plains, N. Y.,

where he assisted Division 716 , the members

of which are involved in the matter of in

stalling busses. Per his report of June 27,

he was at Cincinnati , Ohio , assisting Divi

sion 627 upon agreement work.

International Treasurer L. D. Bland at

tended the special meeting of the G. E. B. ,

held June 16-17, upon the subject of juris

diction of the Association and the duties of

the International Officers as having been

misconstrued by the officers of one of the

Locals of the Association, He has also as

sisted Division 900 , Highwood, Ill . upon

agreement work , which is yet pending.

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon re

ports that at Framingham , Mass. the sub

ject of bus operation by members of Divi

sion 620 is at present before the court, the

court having directed the receivers of the

property tocomply with the agreement in

allotting this service to the members of

Division 620, in accordance with seniority.

At New Haven , Conn. , he assisted Division

281 upon audit work. He visited Man

chester, N. H., where he advised with the

officers of Division 717 upon the subject of

the 8-hour day and call men for special

work, which was later held to await the

assistance of the Local by Vice- President

P. J. O'Brien and Board Member Reardon

was dispatched to Northampton , Mass .,

where he assisted Division 549 in the

adjustment of a seniority dispute that had

arisen involving the members of that Local .

Per his report of June 26 , he was assisting

Division 589 , Boston , Mass. , upon wage

agreement work and was also assisting the

Locals of the Eastern Massachusetts prop

erty - Division 174 , Fall River, Mass. and

associate Locals — upon
agreement work ,

where the subjects of the agreement were

submitted for arbitration.
This case

pending an appointed time for trial by the

arbitrators . The arbitrators chosen

Judge John C. Legget of the Probate Court

as presiding arbitrator ; Attorney James H.

Vahey , chosen by the Locals involved ; Mr.

Fred Cummings, chosen by the company.

Board Member Reardon also attended the

special meeting of the General Executive
Board at Association Headquarters, June

16-17.

was

are :

are :

General Executive Board Member Edw .

McMorrow , who , per the last report was

assisting Division 757 , Portland , Oregon,

upon agreement work, in his report of June

12, reports that the agreement was consum

mated by a practical renewal of the old

agreement, with certain concessions in re

spect to working conditions, includingan

increase on one-man cars and busses. The

present wage rates of thePortland Local

58 cents per hour for first three

months service men; 60 cents per hour for

those of the next nine months of service and

62 cents per hour to those of more than one

year of service, with 772 cents per hour
additional for

one- man cars and busses.

Overtime is paid at the rate of time and

one-half. Per his reportof June 12,he was

at Oakland, Calif., in advisement with the

officers of Division 192andalso in advise

ment with Vice-President M, J. Murray

upon the San Francisco situation .

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt, who assist

ed Division 416 , Peoria , Ill . upon agreement

work , where the wage subject was sub

mitted for arbitration , per his report of June

26 , states that the two arbitrators chosen ,

one by the company and one by the Local,

reached an agreement upon the wage agree

ment without choosing a third arbitrator .

The two arbitrators were : Attorney E. B.

Hamilton , chosen by Division 416 and Mr.

E. E. Soules, chosen by the company. The

award grants to the Peoria street railway
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men 24 cents per hour increase in wage and increased wages and had applied to the

an overtime rate of 12/2 cents per hour in federal government for a conciliation board,

addition to the regular rates. This estab the instituting of the agreement with Divi

lishes wages of 4872 cents per hour for the sion 99 was deferred pending the action of

first year service men; 5072 cents per hour the conciliation board . Some six years ago

to those of the second year and 52% cents in Winnipeg, at a time when the so -called

per hour to those of more than two years of One Big Union was in its Zenith in endeav

service upon 2-men cars, with 5 cents per oring to establish itself by the absorbing of

hour additional for one-man cars and bus A. F. of L. Locals, this O. B. U. unit was

operators, and 12 %2 cents per hour added instituted by the 0. B. U. capturing the

for overtime. Board Member Burt also at official staff of the Local. The O. B. U.

tended the special meeting of the General at no time within the six years attempted

Executive Board held June 16-17 in Detroit . to improve wages and working conditions

of the employes and were of a nature a stay

G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch , aside in the possibilities of obtaining reasonable

from attending the special meeting of the advancements on the part of Division 99 ,

General Executive Board at General Head in that the 0. B. U. had a much larger por

quarters, June 16-17 , is assisting Divisions tion of the employes than remained in the

Numbers 125 , Belleville and 805 , East St. Amalgamated Local. No attempt

Louis and Waterloo , Ill . , upon agreement made at obtaining anything for the em

work. Included in this work the ployes until Division 99 put forth its

working out of an agreement as applying special effort to renew collective agreement
to bus operators . The subject of wages relations on the basis of proper recognition,

was submitted for arbitration , except the The Local applied to the International

Waterloo Branch of Division 805 , and the President for assistance and under direction

arbitration board was established and the of the G. E. B. , Board Member Hoover was

case was pending an appointed time for dispatched to assist the Local in agreement

submissions, in an interim of which Board and extension work. He was very successful

Member Welch was dispatched to Wichita, in his endeavors , until the 0. B. U. , through

Kansas, to assist Division No. 794 upon certain members of Division 101 , Vancouver,

agreement work . Prior to taking up this B. C. , who favor the 0. B. O. , obtained the

work he advised with the officers of Division enactment of a resolution in a small meeting

915, Granite City, Ill., upon agreement of that Local, demanding the withdrawal of

work, which was pending and per his report Board Member Hoover from Winnipeg and

of June 26, he was at Wichita, Kansas, as denouncing his work in assisting the Local
.

sisting Division 794.
By direction of the special meeting of the,

G. E. B. , Board Member Hoover was dis

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson, patched to Vancouver, B. C. , with instruc

aside from attending the special meeting of tions to obtain a general referendum vote

the General Executive Board held at Asso of the membership of Division 101 upon this

ciation Headquarters, Detroit, Mich . , June subject of rivalry of the O. B. U. There

16-17, assisted Division 558, Shreveport, La. was full evidence before the special Board

upon agreement work. The Local was also meeting that the O. B. U. has receded in its

involved in the question of manning busses . membership and in fact never attained

Per his report of June 26, he reports that membership through any endeavor to or

the agreement of Division 558 with the em ganize the unorganized , but through its en:

ploying company has been renewed for an deavorsto obtain the switching of A. F.of

other year. In the course of his work he L. Locals to the O. B. U. as units. Even

visited Macon, Ga . , where he assisted Divi in this it has been very unsuccessful, except

sion 898 in an endeavor to obtain the rein in the practical obstruction of Division 99

statement of the President of that Local, of Winnipeg and a minority of other Winni

who had been dismissed upon a charge that peg Locals of other International Unions.

the Local had determined did not warrant Reports before the Board showed that the

his dismissal. Being unable to obtain his O.B. U. has receded materially in member

reinstatement otherwise , the case was sub ship from the number of members it held

mitted to arbitration and was pending the when the movement was at its zenith in its

selection of an arbitration board . He also early period of endeavor to destroy the

visited Division 194 , New Orleans , La . , legitimate labor movement in Western

where he advised with the Local officers Canada and Northwestern U. S.

upon agreement work .
STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover was in Nazareth , Pa .-The members of the Slate

attendance at the special General Executive Belt Branch of Division No. 169suspended

Board meeting June 16-17 at Association work May 26 , due to the dismissal of a
Headquarters, Detroit, Mich. He also member, which the members regarded as

visited Calgary , Alta . , where he assisted unjustifiable. This strike

Division 583 upon organization extension through theintervention of Secretary F. A.
work . At Winnipeg, Man ., he advised with Hatter of the Easton Local and the case of

the officers of Division 99 upon agreement reinstatement of the dismissed member was

work . An agreement was consummated, submitted for arbitration .
The Local is

but in that the employes of that system are being assisted in the arbitration proceedings

split, some five hundred of them belonging by Business Agent L. A. Hart of Division

to the O. B. U. , who had also applied for No. 168 , Scranton , Pa.

was settled
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uire .

of gold - to America. The only safeguard

against their swamping us is the present

Johnson Immigration Restriction Act. Other

wise the onlylimit would be the carrying

capacity of the steamers. All patriotic

Americans, but particularly American Labor ,

must therefore be on guard against any at

tempt, however shrewdly disguised, to break

down this law. It must be particularly,

alert to recognize what prompts "sob stuff '

stories.

INFORMATION REQUESTED

TABER -ALTENBURG ENGAGEMENT

Announcement Made at Dinner Party Held

Saturday Evening, June 5

At a dinner party given at the home of

Brother and Mrs. William Taber, 826 S.

Kenilworth avenue, Oak Park, Saturday

evening, June 5, announcement was made

of the engagement of their daughter, Lillian

Gertrude , to Walter P. Altenburg, son of

Mrs. Augusta Altenburg, 811 S. Kenilworth

avenue, Oak Park .

Seated at the tables, which were arranged

to form the letter “ T , " were 26 guests, im

mediate relatives and friends of the families.

Many hearty congratulations were extended

the young couple.

Miss Taber, the estimable daughter ofthe

financial secretary -treasurer of Division 241,

has grown up . with our organization in

Chicago. “Bill " Taber marriedshortly after

the local car men organized , and Lillian, the

only child, has beenassociated with Division

events throughout the years. As a result,

she is well known to allour active members

and has always commanded their esteem

and friendship .

From a little tot, Lillian Taber has been

blessed with a sweet disposition and pleasing

personality, and as she has developed into

womanhood these charming traits of char

acter have grown more pronounced. At

conventions and all Division functions since

childhood she has accompanied her parents

and won hosts of friends through her sunny,

genial manner, frank friendliness and quiet

reserve , From birth she has been one of the

Amalgamated family, admired and respected,

and our members throughout the United

States and Canada who have enjoyed the

pleasure of her acquaintance will welcome

the good news and join in the congratula

tions. A remarkable girl who has budded

into a fine type of womanhood, Lillian

Taber has proved a continuous source of
comfort to her parents.

Miss Taber has the sincere wishes of her

many friends in the Amalgamated organiza
tion for a happi

Mr. John MacEachen of Division No. 589,

Boston, Mass., has disappeared and it is

desired that should any of the members of

the Association be able to locate him, that

information be forwarded to Secretary

Michael J. Walsh of Division 589, 320

Kimball Bldg. , 18 Tremont Street , Boston ,

Mass. His description is given as follows:

Six feet tall - weight 230 poundsmage 53

years - stout- ruddy complexion - greyish blue

eyes - sandy mustache and hair, rather thin

on top and slightly grey at temples-two

upper front teeth nearly all gold and quite

prominent- rather round shouldered and

slightly knock-kneed-large, smooth hnads-

large feetwears policemen's style shoes .

When he left home he wore a black suit,

black Oxford grey overcoat and soft black

hat. He worked 26 years for the Boston

Elevated and at no other trade. By birth

he was a Scotch -Canadian, and self -educated.

WHY A UNION BUTTON

By Bert Merson In

Canadian Congress Journal

FROM IMMIGRATION STUDY

COMMISSION

Dresden , Germany , June 22, 1926 .

Living standards in Northern Europe are

of course higher than in theMediterranean

basin . Yet even in Germany they compare

most "unfavorably both in hours and in

wageswith America. A study of the aver

age WEEKLY wages in the most important

German industries discloses that these ap

proximate, on the average, about the same

as the DAILY wage in the same trades in

V. S. A. Most food and housing costs in

Germany are, nearly the same as in U. S.

A. however.

Yet, compared with Italy , Poland, the

Balkans,Germany isa comparatively high
wage area . Her workmen have many com

forts denied those ofthe former countries ,

where labor oftenworksunder almost coolie

These folks all want to come to the land

The union button to certain organizations

has the same value and is of the same assist

ance as a union label is to those trades

which are engaged in producing articles to

which a label can be attached .

It is the one and only indication to the

public that the wearer is a member of the

organization of his calling. In such an

occupation as that of street railway, service

it is essential to the life of the union that

a union button be worn by its members.

The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America

recognize this, but leave the design of said

button very largely to the affiliated local

unions. Those in use are generally issued

monthly and for the most part are based on

or are a reproduction of the official seal of

the association .

But these questions are ofttimes raised by

our own members : What good is it ? What

does it mean ? The history of the button

and the right to wear it is , like many other

things enjoyed by trade unionists, only too

easily forgotten.

The answer to the question of its value is

easily found . It is intended to demonstrate

to fellow-employes that the wearer has taken

the same obligation , is meeting the same

financial responsibilities and is prepared to

stand shoulder to shoulder with them in the

effort to maintain and better the standards

of life .

conditions.
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In the early days of the history of the

association and in a number of instances

today, employing companies have taken

the stand that as they provided the uniform

the employes had no right to wear the union

button on them. Many long and bitter

arguments ensued on this question and in

some cases strikes resulted , all to maintain

or establish the right that is now so gen

erally enjoyed.

And that brings us to the questions,

What is the significance of the union

button, and what does it mean to the

worker? It means that the wearer is one

who realizes that “ In union there is

strength " and that he knows that in be

longing to his union he can be a party

to collective bargaining with his employer

and that by this means he can be reason

ably sure of adequate remuneration for his

services and equitable working conditions.

To the travelling public it means in cases

of dispute that they may feel assured of

continued service, that there will be no in

terference or stoppage of their means of

transportation until every avenue of con

ciliation has been exhausted .

In addition, it means that those wearing

the button are interested in the safety of

the public whom they serve. The associa

tion has always been in the forefront in an

effort to safeguard the interests of the

travelling public. The advocacy of a shorter

work-day less fatigue and

vitality ; this in turn means less accidents.

The application of safety devices on the

rolling stock and many other improvements

tending to safety can be placed to the

credit of the organization .

In order to demonstrate to the public

that we believe in all these things we wear

a union button and we appeal tothe public

generally and to trade unionists in particu

lar for co -operation. As in the case of the

union label we urge on the travelling public ,

in their own interests and in the interest of

the men involved, to patronize the service

of men wearing the union button.

NE

means more

Disbursements from the Death, Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of May, 1926,

were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows :

Death Benefits

Helena O'Sullivan, beneficiary, death claim

of John O'Sullivan, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 717 , Manchester, N. H.; cause,
Carcinoma of Sigmoid ..... . $ 800.00

Mrs. Bertie Wade, beneficiady, death claim

of Emory C. Wade, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 732 , Atlanta, Ga.; cause , Pul

monary Syphilis ...
250.00

Edward T. Dillon , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 253, for Administrator

of estate for_beneficiaries, death claim of

Edmund M. Faircloth, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 253, Quincy, Mass.; cause ,
Cancer of the Bladder . 800.00

Mrs. Annie Martin , beneficiary, death claim

of Charles E. Martin , deceased ,late mem

ber of Div . No. 103, Wheeling. West Va.;

cause , Influenza and Heart Failure.. 300.00

Mrs. Bertha Gump, beneficiary , death claim

of Isiah L. Gump, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .; cause,

Hemorrhage following Gun -shot wound of
Abdomen from gun in hands of person
unknown 800.00

Alice Norris , Administratrix of estate of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Richard Murphy, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis .
800.00

Alice Norris, Administratrix of estate of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Richard Murphy, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis .. 800.00

Nettie May Bragg, beneficiary, death claim

of Albert Bragg , deceased , late member of
Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis and ArterioSclerosis,
also Chronic Indigestion.. : 500.00

Mary C. Dalton , executrix of will of deceased,

for beneficiaries, death claim of Anthony J.
Hauer, deceased, late member of Div. No.

589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Cardio - Vascular
Disease . 800.00

Sadie E. Albee, beneficiary, death claim of

William C. Albee, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Myocarditis and Arterio Sclerosis .
800.00

Mrs. Rose Frieburger, beneficiary ,death claim

of George Frieburger,deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Melanotic Sarcoma . 800.00

Mrs. Mary Mullaney, beneficiary, death claim

of Joha J. Foy, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, ill .; cause , Septi
cemia .. 600.00

Mrs. Amelia Dulen, beneficiary, deato claim

of M. Dulen , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago. 111.; cause , Arterio

Sclerosis
800.00

Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth Whitsitt , benenciary.

death ciaim of J. M. Whitsitt, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 674, Fort Smith,

Ark.; cause, Acute Dilatation of Heart and

Chronic Myocarditis .

Sophie Jindracek, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph Jindracek, deceased, latemember of

Div . No. 823, Elizabeth, N. J.;. cause ,

Accidental-- Illuminating gas poisoning::

Mrs. Annie Zehner A. DuVernay, beneficiary,

death claim of Arthur A. DuVernay, de
ceased, late member of Div . No. 194, New

Orleans, La .; cause , Left Lobar Pneumonia 700.00

Carrie Dean , beneficiary, death claim of

Frank Dean , deceased , latemember of Div.

No. 757 ,Portland, Oregon ;cause. Aortic
Insufficiency :

800.00

Mrs. Albert E. Ribble , beneficiary, death

claim of Albert E. Ribble, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 777 ,Muskegon, Mich.;
cause , Aortitis - Aneurysm of the Aorta .... 800.00

Mrs. Romeo Lefebvre , beneficiary, death

claim of Romeo Lefebvre, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 790 , Montreal, Quebec;

cause, Accidental- Asphysiationbygas...... 100.00

Mrs. Mary Jenkins, beneficiary, death claim

of Charles Jenkins, deceased, late member

of Div . No.308, Chicago, I11.; cause, Cere

bral Hemorrhage and Arterio Sclerosis

Mary Patterson,beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas Patterson , deceased. late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause ,

Broncho -Paeumoni

1
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THANKS TO DIVISION 215

1

800.00

250.00

426 Union St. , Wheaton, Ill ., May 14, 1926

To Division 215 , A. A. of S. and E. R. E.

of A.

Dear Brothers :-We wish to convey to the

officers and members of Division 215 and

to other dear friends, an expression of our

sincere gratitude for their many acts of

kindness, advances of sympathy and the

beautiful floral offerings at the time of our

recent bereavement from the death of our

beloved grandmother, Mrs. Mary Smith.

Sincerely and fraternally, William Frazer

and family.

Invented by the Cigarmakers' Union in

San Francisco in 1874 , the Union Label has

grown and spread until today it is a signifi

cant economic factor in America, England

and Australia . Its development is proof of

its worth . With proper support of workers

and their friends, the Label would remove

injustice from the economic struggle.

800.00

800.00
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Mrs. Georgie E. Potter, beneficiary , death

claim of Harry W. Potter, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause , Lobar Pneumonia ... 800.00

Elizabeth Totok , beneficiary , death claim of

Frank Kovas , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 824 ,New Brunswick, N. J .; cause,
Accident- Fractured neck from automobile

accident . 700.00

Mrs. Lulu McFarland , beneficiary , death claim

of J. H. McFarland, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause,

Carcinoma of Face .
800.00

Mrs. Minnie Nordhem, beneficiary , death

claim of Bert A. Nordhem , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Abscess of Adbomen ...
600.00

Thomas Shaw, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph Shaw , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 811 , Norristown , Pa.; cause,

Uremia . 500.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiary, death claim

of Edward V. D. Amerman , deceased , late

member of Div. No, 241, Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage (Apoplexy) ... 800.00

Ralph A. Emery, beneficiary, death claim of

Augustus F. Emery, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia ..
800.00

Lawrence F. Hart, financial secretary of Div.

No. 168, for beneficiaries, death claim of

John O'Connell, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 168, Scranton , Pa.; cause, Mitral

Regurgitation ...
800,00

Lucy Ann Bacon, beneficiary , death claim of

Albert A. M. Bacon, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.; cause,

Arterio Sclerosis andFattyDegeneration of

Heart .. 800.00

Mrs. Louise D. Baratinni , beneficiary , death

claim of Dominic Baratinni , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 194, New Orleans ,

La; cause, Hyp. Pneumonia and fracture

of left femur .. . $ 300.00

Charles S. Newcombe , financial secretary of

Div. No. 583, for beneficiary, death claim

of Lewis Henry Wright , deceased, late

member of Div. No.583, Calgary, Alberta ;

cause , Embolus following operation for

penetrating Ulcer of the Stomach . 800.00

Mary Halpin, beneficiary, death claim of

John J. Halpin , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 281 , New Haven , Conn.; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis ..
600.00

R. U.Morford, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 272, for beneficiary, death claim

of John Smith, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 272, Youngstown, Ohio ; cause,

Obstruction to common duct of Liver and

Gall Bladder infection .. 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Mrs. Kate Farrell , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

GeorgeE. Adams, financial secretary, and
treasurer of Div . No. 215, for beneficiaries,

death claim of Henry H. Hopps, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 215. Wheaton, Ill .;
cause Acute Cardiac Dilatation associated

with Myocarditis and Bright's Disease... 800.00

F. W. Montgomery and H.T. Bates, execu

tors of will of deceased , for beneficiary ,

death claim of Charley Montgomery, de
ceased , late member of Div. No. 725, Birm

ingham , Ala .; cause, Apoplexy..
800.00

Mrs. Anna Love Keyser, beneficiary, death

claim ofA. E. Keyser, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .; cause,

Acute Dilatation of Heart . 800.00

Mrs. Pearl Rickard, beneficiary, death claim

of Stephen Rickard , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause,
Myocardial Disease, failure and Mitrai

Insufficiency . 700.00

Mrs. Bessie McCarty, executrix of will of de
ceased for beneficiaries, death clari of

Nelson D. Criswell. deceased, late member

of Div. No. 103, Wheeling, West Va.; cause,
Pneumonia ... 100.00

E. M. Barber, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div . No. 939 , for executor of will of

deceased for beneficiaries,death claim of

William Minton , deceased, latemember of

Div. No. 939, Wapakoneta, Ohio ; cause,

Thrombosisof right andleft femoral veins
and complications ... 600.00

Wm, S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary , death claim

of Ole Nelson , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Accident

on Illinois Central Railroad when going

home from work as Gateman for Elevated

Ry. Co....
800.00

Mrs. Minnie Ryan , beneficiary, death claim

of Neal Ruddy, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo. ,, cause,

Broncho-Pneymonia .
300.00

Mrs. Catherine Harris, beneficiary, death

claim of Walter Harris, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause ,

Cerebral Spinal Meningitis ...
250.00

Mrs. Ellen Hample, beneficiary, death claim
of C. Hample, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 770, Mobile, Ala.; cause , Acute

Angina Pectoris and Acute Indigestion .... 800.00

Miss Eliza J. King, administratrix of estate

of deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim

of M. C. King, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 725, Birmingham, Ala.; cause ,

Apoplexy ..
800.00

Edwin S. Ringberg , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 900, to apply on bill

of funeral expenses, death claim of Math .

N. Wagner, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 900, Highwood, Ill .; cause . Cerebral

Hemorrhage.
100.00

Mrs. Rose Dowling, power of attorney, for
beneficiaries, death claim of Daniel McLean,

deceased , late member of Div. No. 589,
Boston, Mass.; cause, Natural causes

Arterio Sclerosis
800.00

Mrs. Nellie Connolly, beneficiary, death claim

of John J. Connolly, deceased,late member

of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass ., cause,

Heart and Kidney Disease 150.00

Harriett Briggs , executrix of will of deceased ,

for beneficiary, death claim of Levi Row

ley, deceased , late member of Div. Nó. 441 ,

Des Moines, Iowa; cause , Senility .. 800.00

Potter Title & Trust Company, administra

tors of estate of deceased, for beneficiary,
death claim of Frank G. Murphy, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh,

Pa.; cause, Tabes Dorsalis and Hyperten

sion Nephritis.
800.00

Rose Booley, beneficiary, death claim of Alex

ander Booley, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 114, Fall River, Mass .; cause ,

Chronic Interstitial Nephritis, Chronic

Myocarditis and Broncho-Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs. Josephine Wilson, beneficiary, death

claim of George Wilson , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 103, Wheeling . West

Va .; cause , Apoplexy......
800.00

Clara Mayer, beneficiary , death claim of

Charles F. Mayer, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause,
Mitral Stenosis and Insufficiency with Car

diac Decompensation ....
800.00

Christine Kloos, executrix of will of deceased ,

for beneficiaries, death claim of Fred J.

Erhardt, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 241 , Chicago, I11 .; cause, Atrophic

Cirrhosis of Liver .. 800.00

Katherine Ernst, beneficiary, death claim of

John Ernst , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Inbersuscep

tion and Peritonitis ..... 800.00

James Nolan and Thomas Nolan, beneficiaries

death claim of Michael Nolan, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 26. Detroit , Mich.;

cause, Carcinoma of Lip . 800.00

Mrs. Fronie J. Swanson, beneficiary, death

claim of J. Swanson, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Amelia Purdy, beneficiary , death claim of

C. L. Purdy , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Dia

betic Coma and Diabetes Mellitus.. 800.00

Wm, S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Myles Newby: deceased, late member of

Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Chronic

Interstitial Nephritis and Cerebral Hem

orrhage . 800.00
Mrs. Agnes Perino, beneficiary , death claim

of George Fitzpatrick, deceased, late mem
ber of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 150.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, to apply on funeral bill ,

death claim of Elias M. Day, deceased ,

1
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late member of Div. No. 308. Chicago,

III.; cause , Carcinoma of Stomach .. 100.00

Mrs. Ada Riddle, beneficiary , death claim of

George C. Riddle, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Per

nicious Anaemia .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Roach , beneficiary, death claim

of John Roach , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Periton

itis (General) 800.00

Joseph Van Langendon, financial secretary
and treasurer of Div . No. 857, for . bene
ficiary, death claim of William D. Hoffman ,

deceased, late_member of Div. No. 857,

Green Bay, Wis.; cause , - Influenza - Pneu

monia.... 450.00

Mrs. G. A. Sterling, beneficiary, death claim

of Frank Mosher Sr., deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 697 , Toledo, Ohio ; cause,

Embolism following Surgical operation .. 100.00

Mrs. MaryWest, beneficiary , death claim of

John J. West, deceased ,late memberofDiv.

No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .; cause , Carceno

ma of Stomach . 800.00

Charles S.Newcomb, financial Secretary of

Div. No. 583, for beneficiary, death claim

of Ira Robert Hamilton , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 583, Calgary , Alberta;

cause , Acute Appendititis ... 800.00

Capital Trust Corporation, administrators of

estate of deceased for beneficiaries, death

claim of Michael Young, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 279, Ottawa, Ont.;

cause, Apoplexy ... 800.00

Mrs. Nellie Macke, beneficiary, death claim

of J. Macke ,deceased, late member of Div .

No. 627. Cincinnati, Ohio; , cause, En

cephalitis and Cerebral Hemiplegia .. 800.00

Matilda Harris, beneficiary, death claim of

William Howard, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 819.. Newark , N. J.; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia . 500.00

Dennis P. Cleary , executor of will of deceased

for applying on bill of funeral expenses, death

claim of Charles W. Squire, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 819, Newark, N. J.;

cause, Chronic Parenchymatous Nephritis. 275.00

Florence Gibson , beneficiary , death claim of

EdwardJames Gibson, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 101, Vancouver, B. C.;

cause. Accident- crushed by rock , causing

Fractured Pelvis, Ruptured Bladder and

Ruptured Diaphragm . 100.00

Mrs. Mary Grandhofer, beneficiary, death

claim of Michael Grandhofer , . deceased,

late member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .;
cause, General Peritonitis .. 800.00

Alfred H. King, financial secretary of Div .

No. 842, for payment of funeral , doctor,

nursing, board and other expenses, death
claim of Michael M. Payne, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 842, Wilmington,

Del.; cause , Pulmorro Tuherculosis...... 600.00

Johanna C. O'Brien, power of attorney for
beneficiaries, death claim of Jeremiah

O'Brien, deceased, late member of Div. No.

589, Boston, Mass.; cause, Broncho-Pneu. Z

monia . 800.00

Ann Elizabeth Coleman, beneficiary, death

claim of Ralph J. Coleman ,deceased , late

member of Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass .;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage with Hemi.

plegia .. 800.00

Boleslaw Przesick, beneficiary , death claim of

Joseph Breck , (Przesick ) , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.;

cause, Tuberculosis of Lungs.. 800.00

Mrs. John N. Lesch, beneficiary, death claim

of John N. Lesch, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 329, Dubuque, Iowa ; cause,
Carcinoma of Pancreas . 100.00

Roy P. Rockefeller, executor of will ofdeceas

ed for beneficiaries, death claim of Emmer
800 A. Tifft, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause, Carcinoma of

Kidaey .
800.00

Mrs. Lizette Michelsen , beneficiary, death

claim of William Michelsen , deceased, late
member of Div, No. 241, Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Skull Fracture due to being struck

by auto truck - accident .. 800.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 215. for beneficiary,

death claim of Ezra T. Clark, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 215, Wheaton,

III.; cause , Appendicitis . 250.00

Lottie_A. Pittenger ,beneficiary, death claim

of William E. Pittonger, deceased , late
member of Div. No. 201, Ithaca, N. Y.;

cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 100.00

Mrs .. Romeo Perreault, beneficiary, death

claim of Romeo Perreault , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 790 , Montreal, Que

bec; cause , Heart Disease .. 500.00

Alice M. Sperry, beneficiary , death claim of

Robert E. Sperry , deceased , late member

of Div. No.22, 'Worcester, Mass.;cause,
Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Elizabeth Murphy. beneficiary , death claim

of John H. Murphy, deceased , late mem
ber of Div . No. 22,Worcester, Mass.; cause,

Accident- Multiple Injuries from being
crushed between two street cars . 150.00

P. H. Wilson , financial secretary of Div. No.

235, for beneficiary, death claim of Roy C..

Webber, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 235, Brockton, Mass.; cause , Pulmon

ary Tuberculosis . 800.00

EdithM.. Carpenter, beneficiary , death claim

of William H. Carpenter, deceased , late
member of Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass.;

cause, Acute Cardiac Dilation .
800.00

Mrs. Christina May Bryce, beneficiary, death

claim of William F. Bryce, deceased, late
member of Div , No. 758, Tacoma, Wash.;

cause , Angina Pectoris . 300.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer

of Div . No. 241 , for beneficiaries, death

claim of George Smith, deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Acute Nephritis .
800.00

Mrs. Remelda Harrison , beneficiary, death

claim of Paul Harrison , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 880. Camden, N. J.;

cause , Lobar Pneumonia
100.00

Ernestine Helwig , beneficiary, death claim of

John Helwig . deceased , late member of

Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause, Acute

Cardiac Dilatation .
800.00

Mrs. Ida' McGrane, beneficiary, death claim

of E. J. McGrane, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 697, Toledo, Ohio ; cause ,

Myocarditis ....
800.00

Edward Hoffer, executor of will of deceased

for beneficiaries, death claim of J. Bruegge
man , deceased, late member of Div. No.

628, Covington, Ky.; cause, Renal Car
cinoma.. 800.00

Walter G. Winslow, beneficiary, death claim

of Fred W. Winslow , deceased, late member
of Div. No. 238, Lynn, Mass .; cause ,
Pneumonia ...

800.00

Mary E. Parker, beneficiary, death claim of

J. F. Parker , deceased, late member of Div .

No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Myocarditis.. 800.00

Mrs. Annabelle Voigt, beneficiary , death claim
of Eugene S. Voigt,deceased , late member

of Div ... No. 26, Detroit, Mich.; cause,

Myocarditis ..
250.00

Disability Benefits

John F. O'Brien , member of Div . No. 253,

Quincy, Mass .; cause , Wrenched and

strained muscles of back received in wreck

of car when run into by truck ..
800.00

James P. Roan , member of Div. No. 788,

St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Motorman on cas

when air failed to work and car collided

with another car, injuring right leg resulting

in amputation of leg between knee and
ankle . 300.00

George Sheehan , member of Div. No. 168,

Scranton , Pa .; cause , while on way to work

during very slippery weather he fell on the

icy sidewalk , striking his head causing

permanent disability.. 800.00

Herbert D. Culter, member of Div. No. 388.

Newburgh , N. Y .; cause , Strain and bruis

ing , being knocked down by a bus, which

was backing into bus barn , and rolling into
the pit on a concrete floor. 800.00

Harry Quinter, member of Div . No. 118,

Pottsville, Pa.; cause, Injury to back and
Pelvis Bone from accident on street car .. 800.00

Old Age Benefit
John L. Penwell, member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill... 800.00

Total.. . $ 64,725.00

The man who neglects the Union Label in

his buying is giving aid and comfort to the

enemy.
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In An e mori a m

By Div. No. 725, Birmingham , Ala . assembled, extend our heartfelt sympathy and con

solation to the bereaved widow and family ; and ,
further be it

Resolved. That as a token of our respect for our

late brother we drape our charter for a period of

thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions be en

tered upon the minutes of our meeting, forwarded

to the bereaved widow and published in the MOTOR

MAN AND CONDUCTOR .

D. BISBEE,

Attest : Secretary.

By Div. No. 725, Birmingham , Aln .

Whereas, Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom,

has seen fit to remove from our midst, our beloved

brothers, J. J. West, E. N. Jenkins andW. F. Pitts ,

in whose deaths we have lost loyal members who en

deared themselves to all of us and whose families

lost loving members and while we know that words

cannot lighten the sorrow of those they loved and

protected , we feel that it will be a consolation for

them to know that friends and brothers offer their

sympathy ; .therefore , be it

Resolved.That we, the members of Division No.

725 A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. extend to the fam

ilies, our heartfelt sympathy in this dark hour of

their amiction ; further
Resolved , That asa tribute to the memory of our

departed brothers, our charter be draped for a period
of thirty days and a copy of these resolutions be

sent to their families , and published in the MOTOR

MEN AND CONDUCTOR , also entered on the minutes of
our local .

J. O. TONT,

J. L. HURST,

J. S. McGINNIS,

Committee.

Whereas, Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom ,

has seen fit to remove from our midst , our beloved

brothers, M. C. King and Chas. Montgomery , in

whose deaths we have lost loyal members who en

ered themselves to all of us and whose families

lost loving brothers and while we know that words

cannot lighten the sorrow of those they loved and

protected , we feel that it will be a consolation for

them to know that friends and brothers offer their

sympathy ; therefore, be it

Resolved. That we, the members of Division No.
725 A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. extend to the

brothers and sisters our heartfelt sympathy in this

dark hour of their affliction ; further

Resolved , That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brothers , our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days and a copy of these resolutions be

sent to their brothers and sisters and published in

the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR ; also entered on the

minutes of our local .

J. O , TONT,

June 3. J. L. HURST,

J. S. MCGINNIS, Com.

By Div. No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y.

By Division 621, Buffalo , N. Y.

Whereas, The Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis
dom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst,

our late brothers, James N. Hunter and William J.

Duthe, and we have not only lost good and worthy

brothers, but faithful workers; and , while we know

that mere words cannot aleviate the grief and sorrow

of those who were near them; therefore , be it

Resolved , That Division No. 623, in regular meet

ing assembled, extends to the bereaved families, our

heartfelt sympathy in this, their sad bereavement ;
and , be it further

Resolved, That the Charter of Division No. 623
of A. A. of S. & E. R. E. ofA. be draped for a per

iod of thirty days; and that a copy of these resolu

tions be sent to the bereaved families; that they be

spread upon the minutes of this meeting and a copy

sent to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for publi
cation.

JOHN B. KOLB, Pres.

CLARENCE F. CONROY, Bus. Agt .

VINCENT TUERO, Secy-Treas.

were

By Div. No. 842, Wilmington , Del.

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis .

dom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst

our late brother , James N. Hunter, and we have

not only lost a good and worthy brother, but

faithful worker and while we know that mere words

cannot alleviate the grief and sorrow of those who

near him ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division No. 623, in regular mect

ing assembled , extends to the bereaved family our

heartfelt sympathy in this their sad bereavement,

and be it further

Resolved : That the Charter of Division No. 623

of A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a

period ofthirty days, and that a copy of thesereso
lutions be sent to the bereaved family ; that they be

sent to AND CONDUCTOR

publication .

JOHN B. KOLB,

CLARENCE P. 'CONROY,

VINCENT TUERO,

Committee

spreadupon theominutes themeetins und orcope

Whereas, Almighty God has seen fit in His infinite
wisdom to call from thisearthly home, our honored

andbeloved brother, Michael M. Payne ; and

Whereas, Our departed brother was with us for

many, years , and we learned to care for him in his

suffering with the tenderness of those we love; we

feel that he has gone to that heavenly reward that

is the final home of all patient sufferers ; therefore,
be it

Resolved, That while we will miss him and we

loved him , we estend to his bereaved family, our

heartfelt sympathy in the hope that they will find
comfort in the thought that he is at rest and in
peace ; and , be it further

Resolved , That our charter be draped for thirty

days and these resolutions be spread on the minutes,

a copy sent to the bereaved family and the MOTOR

MAN AND CONDUCTOR and be published in The Labor
Herald.

(Signed) JOHN W. LYONS,

June 10. Recording Secretary.

By Div. 128, Asheville , N. C.

our

By Div . 928, Hot Springs, Ask .

Whereas, Almighty God , in His infinite power and
wisdom , has seen fit to remove from our midst, our

esteemed and beloved brother, C. L. Bowen in whose

death we havelosta trueand loyal member and his

family a lovinghusband and father; and while we
know that words cannotalleviate the grief of the be

loved widow and family, yet we feel that it will be

aconsolation for them to know that faithful friends

and brothers offer theirsympathy ; therefore, be it

Resolved. That we, the members of Division 928.

AmalgamatedAssociation of Street and Electric

RailwayEmployesof America, inregular meeting

Whereas, Almighty God in His infinite wisdom has

seen fit to remove from our midst by death two of

most beloved and respected brothers, H, E.

Thompson and J. B. Jarvis ; and

Whereas, In the death of these brothers we have

lost faithful members and loyal citizens and their

families have lost loving husbands and fathers; there

fore be it

Resolved. ThatDivision128. AmalgamatedAsso
ciation of Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, extend to the bereaved families and rela
tives heartfelt sympathy in their hour of griet; and

further be it

Resolved : That as a token of respect for our de.

ceased brothers our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days; that these resolutions be entered upon
the minutes of our Association; a copy be sent to the

bereaved familiesand that they be published in the
MOTORMON AND CONDUCTOR and Asheveille Advocate,

S, D. SLUDER

J. M. PADGETT

J. Y. SAWYER ,

Res. Com .
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OLD TIMER'S NIGHT working conditions and which encouraged the mem .

bers to continue their efforts in making our condi
tions still better.

Brother Lee Laytham , former President of our

Local and now Deputy County Recorder, gave a short
and very interesting talk on the struggles of the or .

ganization and sympathetically pleaded with the men
to carry on the good work of the old timers.

After other speakers contributed to the fragrance

of the occasion , Brother Durand , our President and

Business Agent, proceeded to close the fest: vities.

In his remarks he proved conclusively that the oi
ganization is responsible for any conditions that we
are enjoying . He ably demonstrated how, because

of united effort, collective bargaining has become a
reality and is no longer a myth . He also explained

how the opponents of organized labor trap their em
ployes by organizing the so -called company Unions

for the purpose of breakingup the organizations

affiliated with the American Federation of Labor.

Brother Durand was too modest to tell the promin

ent part he played in the Arbitration proceedings

last year which gave us the very excellent conditions

we are now enjoying. The least we can say of him
is that he is a leader of leaders and a man of men .

-Cor . LOCAL 192 .
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VICE-PRESIDENT MURRAY VISITS LOCAL

Oakland, Cal.- Local 192 had an old timer's night
about six weeks ago. But an account of that
gathering can be remembered for years to come . It

was an occasion replete with intrinsic sociability and
genuine delight . The event is really indescribable.

The appetites of the members present were wholly
satiated ; their gregarious instincts satisfied , and

their social complexes totally equalized . Above all ,

there pervaded a spirit of warm fellowship and kind

sociability .

Every person present was a participant in the fes

tivities; he had to be, because he was compelled , but

he would have been disappointed , were he not so

compelled. The Committee was certainly guilty of

fraud and misrepresentation because it was not an

old timer's night at all . It was a children's night.

If you ever enjoyed a group of children cut up, you

certainly missed something by not, being present at

this gathering.

It was certainly pleasing to be present at an occa

sion when union men , who, in the meeting room fight

for honest differences of opinion , gathered to pay

tribute to the men who sacrificed everything to have
Local 192 develop through the years until at the

present time the eight-hour day is in truth a reality .

The participants expressed their thoughts in their

own frank and jolly way.

Various types of entertainment were furnished.
Music was furnished by our Mr. McNamara who is

known by every platform man within a day or two
after entering the service . Brother Vanella's touch

ing songs and his otherwise accomplished histronic

ability made some of the boys believe they were at a
musical or vaudeville entertainment .

Brother George Clark, business representative of

the Cook's and Waiter's Union evidently desired to

Advertise his Local because he had spent a whole day

making sandwiches and other delicacies for the occa
sion . If all the members of his Local can do as well ,

then he accomplished his mission.

Brother William A. Spooner, Secretary of the Cen

tral LaborCouncil of Alameda County, spoke at

length on unity of action to the end that the labor

movement shall have to be recognized as an economic

factor in our government .

Before accounting the proceedings of the evening .
we must mention one brother there who seemed to

be absolutely rejuvenated. This Brother is J. A.

Hersey of the Northern Division . We knew that

Brother Hersey , as Line Executive of the Northern

Division was an excellent worker. But we hardly

thought he would be enthused at the Old Timer's

night to muster up enough courage to have his

division paid up 100% .

The affair was colorful because not only was the

Union honored by our retired members , but we en

joyed having with us former members who are now

public officials in our community .

Brother Charley Clark , former President of our

Local and at present Deputy Sheriff of our County,

presided . There must be a rule at the County jail

that no official may converse or joke with the prison
ers because the manner in which Brother Clark

spoke and amused the crowd made us believe he had

saved it up for a long time.

Brother Billie Ellison, now chief Clerk in the Dis

trict Attorney's office of our County seemed to be
the target of every speaker. Some of the remarks

made about him created a little blush in his face

but no one had to stretch their imagination to appre

ciate the extent of his popularity.

Brother Bird , now Deputy County Clerk of Ala

meda County , was present and showed his interest

in the organization for which he had sacrificed so

much .

Brother William Moorhead, now City Councilman
made the boys feel that he was with them in every

effort they may direct for the betterment of condi
tions .

Brother Gil Bacon , now County Recorder and one

of the most beloved officials in this County , demon

strated that he was heart and soul for our organiza

tion and promised help in our every undertaking.
One of the highlights of the festivities was the

reading of a letter by Brother Ben Bowbeer from in

ternational President W. D. Mahon , which reviewed

the struggles of organized labor in securing better
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San Francisco, Calif.- Division 518 is holding her

own, with full attended meetings full of pep :
Our

sick list has been very large the last six months and

our Visiting Committee is kept busy visiting brothers

and helping them to get on the road to health .

Brothers Friel , Swickard , Diton , Wilson and John

son, on the sick list, are gaining and will soon be

working. Brothers Fields, Stanley, Flynn , Hoard

and McGuire are yet in a condition to appreciate

visits from our brothers.

Our superintendent has started classes of instrucº

tion for platform men who desireto familiarize them

selves with the mechanism of the different type cars.

These instructions are not compulsory and Inspector

Ormsby is a pleasant instructor and qualified to help

the men. These lessons help to put our occupation

upon a higher plane of intelligence by lowering the

possibility of accidents, avoiding unnecessary tie -ups

and prolonging the life of the railway equipment.

Motormen , bear these instructions in mind and , con

ductors , try to have passengers ride on the municip

ally owned railway rather than with our competitors.

The results will be increased revenue, which eventu ;
ally means higher wagesand better conditions for all

employes on the Municipal Railway.

International Vice - President M. J. Murray has re
turned to his home in Seattle . Brother Murrayis a

fine representative of theAmalgamated Association.

He came to our city just at the time an Interna:
tional Officer was needed . Our membership had

locked horns in regard to seniority rights on the

busses and Brother Murray's advice was accepted as
a final decision . He attended our executive board

andregular Division meetings , and asa compliment

to Brother Murray, we accepted eighteen new mem

bers at the last meeting before he left for Seattle.

Brother Davis is holding whist games regularly at

the Geary Car House under the banner of Division

518 . The games are well attendedand enjoyed by

those who participate in whist . We thank Brother

Davis, as the proceeds help to pay the expenses of
our Division .

Brother Sam Burton is requested to come back

on the E. Line as the peopleinNorth Beach miss
his smile .

Brothers Spang, Galligan , Ring. Hennesy and

Scotty McDonald,togetherwith the other extra men
who gave a benefit dance for Mrs. Kendrick, are
complimented for their success .

Brothers whowanttohavetheir furnituremoved

quickly , are requested to get in touch with Brother
Eddie Flynn at Potrero Barn .

Brother Barney Sylver feels sick because the

Champion TipperaryHurlers came all theway from

Ireland and gave our boys a beating --- 33 to 17 .

Best regards to all Divisions of the A. A. of S.
and E. R. E. of A,

-Cor. 518
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COMPANY INSTALLS NEW CARS

Grand Rapids, Mich.-I suppose many , of you

have read in your local newspapers about the thirty
new street cars we have in Grand Rapids. They

surely are the last word in street car construction

and are said to be the most up - to -date cars in the

country . They have cushion seats , are upholstered

in leather and have a smoking.compartment at the

rear end. Shortly after the arrival of the new cars ,

the company staged a big parade with about thirty
five cars, some decorated with flowers and having as
passengers, our city officials and some old and

prominent residents after whom some of the cars are
named . Our local president, Claud Fisher, had the

honor of operating the first car in the parade , which
carried the officials of the railway company. A few

days after the parade, the city was invited to the

State Fair Grounds to see the fireworks and balloon

ascention and a mammoth bonfire was made of

twenty old cars. The cars were lined up before the

grandstand and Mayor Swarthout started the fire at

one end of the line and Manager Delamarter at the

other. Practically the city's whole population turned

out to witness the destruction of the obsolete rolling
stock ,

The company has made a rule that every platform

man who works for one year, beginning last May 1st ,
without having any accidents is entitled to a
uniform. So , let's watch our step , boys . A new

uniform means lot nowadays. We regret the

resignation of Superintendent
J. C. Madigan. His

smile will be missed by many.

Brother C. Johnson is feeling very proud of the
new arrival in his family.

Ernie Kayser is feeling very proud also-a new
Chevrolet car.

We haven't heard many fish stories yet .
pose because it's been so chilly . But you can go in

any direction in Michigan and find good lakes to
fish in . We wish everyone could come to Michigan

and enjoy our fishing and ride on our new cars.

We are only holding meetings once a month during

the summer, so don't forget the third Friday in each
month . Turn out and make the next meeting a big

Our company has recently taken out group insur
ance on all of its employes. Persons who have been

in their service for one year are insured for $500; the

amount increases every year until $ 1500 for those of

more than ten years service. We are very grateful

for this insurance and will try to show our apprecia.

tion by giving careful and courteous service .

-Cor. 836.
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moval to the hospital. We are all glad to see

Brother Grant back on his run again .

Brothers Burke and Shieridan have apparently

seen something to their advantage regarding the
New Agreement, as they hustled away, and were

married as soon as it was signed. The best wishes

of the Division are extended to Mr. and Mrs. Burke

and Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan ,

Brother Mick. Madden , has been wearing that

down in the mouth look for some time, having lost

something which he prized very highly . We under

stand that the loss will be made good to him in the
near future and trust we will see that usual sunny

smile again .

The sympathy of the Division is extended to
President Robinson whose sister passed away,

cently , to Brother JamesShaver, in the loss of his

father, to Brother Andy Hobbs whose father passed

away following an operation in an effort to save his

life and to Brother Michael O'Connor whose brother

died very suddenly:

During the months of July , August and September

Division 279 will meet only once a month, which

will be on the fourth Tuesday of the month.

Brother Bill Colfe has obtained three months leave

of absence and we understand intends renewing ac

quaintances in Uncle Sam's Domain,
The employing company , operating busses for

some time from the end of Rideau Streets to East.

view and the Notre Dame Cemetery and from the

Exhibition Grounds to the Hunt Club, have recently

added and up-to-date Motor-coach to the

present equipment for the purpose of sight -seeing
excursions. A route has been carefully, mapped out ,

and we assure anybody desirous of seeing the differ

ent places of interest andthe many beauty spots in

and around our Capital City will find it to their ad
vantage to take in one of these excursions, which

leaves the Chateau Laurier twice daily.

Great preparations are being made for the Cen

tenary Celebration in Ottawa this summer, com

mencing August 16th. Division 279 extends a cord

ial invitation to all brother members of the Amal

gamated to visit our Capital City while this cele

bration is in progress .

It is with sincere regret that we report Brother

Joe Meunier in the hospital undergoing an operation

for Stomach Trouble. We trust he will soon again

be around .

Brother C. Perron is still on the sick list.

The New Agreement Time Book is in the hands

of the printers and will be available to the members
at an early date . This book will contain a copy of

the new agreement, a space for entering time, a

computing table to assist the members to correctly

make up the amount of their pay-checque and a

number of advertisments from the different Mer

chants and buiness people of the city . Brothers '

Maxwell and LeClaire have been busy for the past

few weeks selling this advertising space and are to

be complimented their ability as advertising

solicitors . A tidy sum will be added to the Diss

bility Fund from the proceeds of this book .

Brother J. J. Gibeault , President of Division 591 ,

" just across the pond ", was a welcome visitor at one

of our meetings recently .

Now, that our troubles are all settled for another

two years, we hope the brothers will seriously con
sider the fact that the present is the proper time to

make preparations for another agreement two years
hence . The only and best method of showing the

officers you mean business is by every member being

in attendance at every meeting, and your officers
will then be in a position to do business, when they

know that the entire membership is behind them in

all their undertakings.

Yours truly is at present laid up with a bum leg

and that accounts for such a lengthy epistle .

-P. J. T.

NOMINATIONS FOR STATE CONVENTION

Worcester , Mass. Our regular June meetings were

well attended . Outside of the regular order of busi

ness, the By -Laws committee read their recommenda

tions , which , if accepted by the Local will be put in

effect January 1st , 1927.

A motion was made and carried , that we should

call a special meeting to discuss
By-Laws.

Details of this meeting will be given in the next

edition of MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

Nominations were in order for delegates to the

State Convention , which will be held in Springfield ,

Mass . , some time in August.

Those nominated were Business Agent Pete Rooney ,

President Ernest Hanson, Treasurer_Harry Bailey .

former treasurer, John P. Broderick , Dana Hodgkins,
board member ; Board Member William P. Fitzgerald

COMPANY INSTALLS SIGHT SEEING SERVICE

on

new

men

Ottawa, Ont.-Division 279 has signed an agree
ment for another two - year period . Although the

8-hour day schedule on all one-man cars and the

increasein pay were not obtained , we are satisfied

that the agreement is an improvement over the old

one as a whole, and feel confident that the possibility

of the adoption of the 8 -hour day schedule on our
system is not far distant . This agreement

provides for a new Run Guide on a 9 -hour day

schedule , whereby the actual platform time per

formed and the spread of hours on runs, on all lines
all over the system is considerably, reduced. That

this might beaccomplished the work has been more
evenly divided among all the and approxi

mately 35 more men will be booked on regular work.

The periods of actual platform time varyfrom 7
hours and 25 minutes and the longest period of

actual platform time attached to any run is 8 hours

and 35 minutes, with a gusrantee of 9 hours' pay
for all runs . The only disadvantage is that men

working on reliefs will be compelled to work straight
time, but assurance was given the committee that

it might be possible to overcome this by utilizing the

spare men , thus providing a short break on the,
man Cars . A referendum vote of the membership

was taken and a substantial majority voted in favor

of accepting the agreement , We believe they acted

Very wisely, as the friendly relations which have

existed between the two parties in the past is assured

for the futureand will mean much when the time

comes around to negotiate another Agreement .
All

day suns will have a break covering a period of

from 1 hour to 14 hoursin the middle of theday

forlunch and the last day-run will be relieved at
5:07 P. M. A copy of our New agreement will

appear in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR in a later

Brother Malcom Grant had the misfortune to fall

down the stairs at hishomesome timeagoand re

ceive a severe shaking up, which necessitatedhis re

!

new

1SSue .
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and Ora Bailey, a veteran of many conventions .

Those who declined nomination were former busi

ness agent, Tom Broderick, Billy Murphy of the

legislative committee , Jack Sheehan, who for the

past 15 years has represented the Blacktone Valley

Division , and Tom Welch, formerly president of
Division 22 .

Brother Jim Morrison , car shifter at Grove Street

Division recently underwent an operation for Fistula .
Late reports are that his condition is favorable.

A little amateur detective work carried on by the

boys of the Grove Street Division, has discovered

the guilty parties who took Brother Billy Sullivan's

machine and ran it in the swamp in the rear of the
Grove Street yard. It seems one of the offenders

had been to a wedding that day and the majority of
us know , no one is responsible for a few days after

a wedding . I would suggest to Billy Sullivan that

he have a little talk with Brothers Jack Speak, Jack
Donahue and Bozo Benson .

Brother Jack Cassidy is still wondering when the
Company is to furnish him with Rubber Boots and

Umbrella . Cheer up, Jack , warm weather is here

and all you will need is a bathing suit.

Recently Brother James Monahan, while collecting

fares , lost his balance as his car went over a bad

stretch of rail , fell on his left arm and sprained the

ligaments in his wrist. Brother Monahan will have

quite a rest . We wish him a speedy recovery.

Members of this Division extend sympathy to the

families of Brothers Bill Carpenter of the Webster

Division , Timothy O'Connor of the Market Street

Barn; also to Treasurer Harry Bailey for the loss of

his mother, Brother Nick Mulstay, on the death of

his father , and to Brother Tom Mack in the death

of his brother .

Brother Arthur Healey of the Cash Register Dept. ,

evidently knows more about cash Registers than

about Automobiles, especially Buicks . Somebody

made him a present of a second-hand Buick and re

cently he took it out for a trial spin . Something

went wrong . On inspection , the garage man found

that he needed a new battery . While placing it in

the car, Healey asked , “ How much is that Battery ? "

The garage man replied, " One volt and a half.

Healey asked, “How much is that in American

money? " . Dispatcher Eddy Norton says, " Save your

money, Healey, and by yourself a square meal, and

a pair of shoes . They will take you farther than

that old Buick ,

Chief Starter Alfred Bond of the Gates Lane

Division wishes, through the MOTORMAN AND CON

PUCIOR ,, to thank the boys of that Division, for the

beautiful basket of fruit, and box of cigars they gave

him while he was convalescing from his recent sick

ness . He says that while he was eating the fruit,

and smoking the cigars, it made him realize what a

lot of friends he had at Gates Lane .

The boys of the Grove Street Division say Brother

Keating is some cook. His " skunk a la shovel," is

some dish . Ask Billy Sullivan ,

We wonder who put the lost article on Brother

Rawson's car, and why he threw it away instead of

turning it in .

Well brothers, the Bowling Season is over, and we

wish to thank the bowiers for the good sportsman
ship they, have shown during the past season . But

for one big instance, the season was a successful one.

Brother Arthur Barrett of the Gates Lane Division

and Dispatcher George McGeachey of the Grove

Street Division picked out a team of crack bowlers
from their Divisions to wind up the season . The

stakes were to be the losers pay for the supper, of
both teams. Barretts team won and now McGeachey
refuses to pay for suppers . What's the idea George .

-COR. 22 .

ATTENTION GALESBURG

Brother Pat McLean contemplates, entering the

junk business . He was seen stopping his car to pick

old files and horseshoes .

Brother Ryan was recently seen trimming, the

hedge in front of his house , following remarks of the

neighbors that it looked like a porcupine's back .

Brother Louis Bergeron is to write a book entitled

"The Crying Towel or " Why Did I Leave My

Mountain Home? "

The stork recently visited the home of Brother

and Mrs. Frank Carr and left a baby girl . Brother

Beirne says Frank is attempting to catch up to the
Freibott and Wynne brothers.

Brother D. Lynch , sometimes known as the Big

Needle and Thread Man from So -and -So, is an ex

ample for the young element . In his spare time he

can be seen building a fence around his house .

Brother Meyers is yet not qualified to trim trees .

Brother Devicent says he did an awful job on the

one in front of his house .

Brother Dorley is working steady these days.

Brothers Bodine and Hurleyclaim Bill will step ofi
the latter part of July .

Brother Powetz is known the official dog

catcher . However, when he gets a dog someone

comes along and steals it .

Brother Brown says that Brother Bert Cronk's

cottage on the Derby, Line will soon be ready to
occupy. He has acquired corns on his feet walking
up the hill .

We now have a telephone booth outside the motor
men and conductors ' room . The boys are wondering

whether it was on the suggestion of Brother Micky
Byrne.

We have a few amateur gardeners around the

barn . While we know who has the best farm , it is

a question as to whether Brother Tom Connors or

Brother Richards is the best gardener.

Brother Josephson missed outa few times last

month , as Brother Alden failed to awaken him.

Shorty Stapelins, the realty magnate , is one ofour

best checker players . He is raising potatoes . Brother

Jordan says he don't want to be caught by the big

potato men next year.

Sheik Collins will never again go to Savin Rock .
Brother Arthur Dean knows about it.

Brother Tommy Carlson has been buying a fishing

smack for a long time.

Brother Bill McCarthy got in a mix-up at Main

and Fairfield and was advised by some to go east
and others to go west. He stood his ground calmly

until the fog cleared.
Brothers Southard and Wilson are seen riding their

bicycles in the early hours of the morningto make

their 4 : 20s .

Attention Galesburg. Ill. Local: Pop Rogers of

459 would like to communicate with Frank Thurlby.

a member ofthe Galesburg Local Pop says they

worked together in Galesburg for several years .
-M. C. 459.

Bridgeport, Conn.-- Division No. 459 had a well

attended meeting in June . A number of old - timers

were present . There are a few more of the day men

we would like to see at these meetings.

Well, boys, now that the making of our new

agreement is past history, we are working under its

provisions .
Most runs are straight through. It

seems good to see a trolley man getting home from

his work at three in the afternoon . Much change

has occurred in the trolley game in these parts in

the last several years, Those of us only new in the
game can hardly appreciate what organization has done.

There are a number of the boys on the sick list .

Brother Kyle has returned to work and is now on a
line where no automobiles will bother him . Brothers

Paddy Walsh and Eddie Price are in the hospital ,

where they underwent serious operations. Both are

doing fine and we hope to again see them around the

barn .

VALUE OF TRADE UNIONS

Mobile, Ala.-Dear Brothers: I wish to place be

fore you something of the nature of the benefits

resulting from organization :
Recently, from our Local, Brother C. Hample

passed to another life . He was a highly respected

member and resolutions ofregret upon his death and

condolenceto the bereaved familywereadoptedby

Division 770. Brother Hample had been a member

of this Associationeight years andeight months.

The dues and assessments he had paid into the

Local within those eight years and eight months

aggregated $ 125.00.

His membership in the Association , however, se

sulted in whatis knownas a property interest in the

way., of benefits he might leave to his widow and

family.

Division 770, upon the death of a member, pays

to the beneficiaries of the deceased à sumresulting

from an assessment of $1.00 paid by each member.

The International providesa payment to the bene

ficiaries of a member of the standing ofBrother
Hample, of $ 800.00. Therefore , Mrs. Ellen Hample,

the widow of our late brother, received from the

Amalgamated Association asa beneficiary. $ 950.00.

It will be seen that he paid for this $ 950.00 benefit

a premium of $ 14.40 per year .
That is at the rate

of $ 15.50 per year perthousand and this includes

his entire payment into the Association .
Compare

this with what one would be required to pay per

thousand dollars insurance -- death, disability orold
age— to any insurance company and the benefit of

organized labor will be shown .
Not only do wage workers who are organized in

unions get benefits as resulting from collective agrees

ment relations with the employing company, bus
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SERVICE IN QUAKER CITYthey have the opportunity, of co -operating, as shown,
in assisting in caring for the beneficiaties left by any

of our departed members. These facts should insure

special interest on the part of wage workers should

it become known to them. It is a clear illustration

of the value of trade unionism .

Division 770 comprises 150 members, of whom ap ,

proximately 120 are in the operating department and

the remainder in various other crafts, such as car

penters, blacksmiths, machinists and utility men.

We have a strictly union agreement with out em

ploying company, covering these various departments.

Our Division , though small , owns its own building.

which we purchased five years ago at a cost approxi

mating $ 15,000.00. The property was recently ap

praised by disinterested parties at $ 33,000.000. While

our Division has prospered in this respect, ourmem
bership has constantly diminished. In 1920, the

record shows we had approximately 220 members.
The decline in membership has been due to the in

stallation of one-man cars and a decrease in riding

during the last six years, thus causing the loss of
some 60 or 70 members. The operating company is

preparing to in the future, equip another of our
lines with one -man cars. This will reduce our ranks

and throw men of several years seniority back in the

night class and on the extra board. We, of course ,

must concede that our operating company is no

different than other companies and has to pass

through economic periods such as occurred after the
World War. We employés have assisted in every

way possible to cut down expenses by saving. by

non-accident campaigns and otherwise, as well as

by a voluntary reduction of 2 cents per hour from

our former scale of 50 cents in wages and a like re

duction to other crafts. The officials of our company

seemed not satisfied and after some further negotia

tions agreed that the company and Association would

make an appeal to the Alabama Public Service Com

mission for a raise in fare from 6 cents ticket fare

and 7 cents cash ,to7 cents ticket fare and 8 cents

cash , withan additional charge for transfers , and at

the same time appoint the Commission as a board
of arbitrators to adjust the wage scale . A hearing

on the above was held by the Public Service Com

mission and they granted the company the right to

raise the car fare and at the same time reduced the

wages of the operating employes 2 cents per hour and

other crafts 5 cents per hour, making the maximum

scale for motormen and conductors , 46 cents per

hour; third class carpenters 59 cents per hour;

second class, 67 cents per hour; first class, 70 cents

per hour, with other classes an approximate reduc
tion.

Wenow find our operating company, again on a

paying basis withan income of approximately three

per cent and we do not feel that the company at the

present time is justified in installing one-man cars on
more lines. In fact , we feel that after all of our

painstaking loyalty, the company in this respect is
Creating us rather unfairly . The writer has been

with the company more than seven yearsand the

installation of another line of one-mancarswould

place him towards the foot of the night class or on

the extra board . Infact , the future from the writer's

point ofview is rather gloomy. But we are told we

must not be pessimistic. So we are, despite adverse

conditions , trying to look forward to more favorable

conditions which we hope will be in thenear future.
--Cor . 770.

Philadelphia , Pa . - Wages received by street rail

way men in Philadelphia under the Mitten Plan

management are 65 cents per hour for the first six

months, after which 72 cents per hour is paid , with

a rate of_80 cents per hour on one -man cars and

busses. These wage rates were established by the

management following the principle of equating the

wage rates of the Philadelphia street railway men

with those fixed by union collective agreements in

Chicago , Cleveland and Detroit. The rates paid in

those three cities were added together and divided

by three, but when the rates in those cities reached

the presentmaximum , the Mitten management cut

this out and did not proportionately increase the

wages to the Philadelphia men. So the Philadelphia

railway men are now falling behind the union wage

scalesof those three cities under the new "market

basket plan ." Neither do the Philadelphia men re

ceive additional pay for overtime work.

Of course a percentage of the wage paid street car

men in Philadelphia is put into the stock purchase

fund, so that when an employe has worked long

enough he receives a certificate for preferred stock ,

from time to time, as the amount reaches $50.00.

But it takes some time for an employe to obtain a

certificate of one share of stock .

Mr. Mitten has also purchased the Yellow Taxicab

at $ 3,000,000.00.

It is known that the employes can make sugges

tions to the management at any time. Recently, at
the 26th and Alleghany Car Barn, 28 employes put

a suggestion to the company to make Route 54 ,

running east and west on Lehigh Avenue, a one-man

car line. As this is a rather heavy hauling line , the

company seems not to have approved of the sug

gestion.

The Public Service Commissionof Pennsylvania is

playing hand and hand with the P. R. T. Co., as is

also the city administration - Common and Select

Council and Mayor. With all of this assistance the

company seems to be operating at a less expense

than it did 16 to 18 years ago, even though the men

are now getting 72 cents per hour as a maximum

wage rate. There are now 425 one-man cars in

operation , which means about 35 one -man car lines.

The company has sold all of the yellow pay -as-you

enter cars to out of town companies.
was of the four 40 -horse -power motors . In the

place of these cars are the green pay -as- you-entes

and pay-as-you -leave cars, with two 60 horse -power

motors .

Formerly the P. R. T. Co. was required to pay a

license of $ 50.00 per car to the city and $ 75 for cars

that cross the Schuykill River bridges. This is now

all done away.

The car service is worse today than it ever was

within my experience in the city of Philadelphia.
There are betters cars , but they are operated far

apart, viving the streets less cars and the passengers
less service , with the fare rate at 8 cents or two

fares fws 5 cents and there are charged three fares

to Winon Grove Park , formerly reached on two

fares.
It 10 - ured that Mr. Mitten is now about to

start zu wer service from Philadelphia to Washington.
Considering these features which I have

tioned and others, from my observation the company
is making more money today than it ever did be

fore . I am giving the readers of the MOTORMAN

AND CONDUCTOR this information so theymay know

the true facts as they exist here in Philadelphia
under the Mitten management. The management

has released itself from following the union wage

scales of the three cities I have heretoforementioned

and the employes, themselves, are beginningto
realize that their wage rates may yet be cut, below

what they are at present, at the will of the manage
ment, even though the fare rates have been in .

creased from 50 to 60 per cent and in some instances
more and one-man cars are being installed, which

cheapens transportation .

To my mind, with the co-operation the manage

ment is receiving from the city administration and

the Public Service Commission , rates of fareshould

be as cheap in Philadelphia as in Detroit or Cleve

land , and certainly it is less expensive to operate cars

here than in San Francisco, where I understand the

fare on the municipally owned lines is only 5 cents .

Very fraternally, E. A.

This type

men

MEMBERS PASS TO GREAT BEYOND

of 76,

Buffalo, N. Y. - It is regrettable to see some of our
members depart to the Great Beyond. Much could

be said abouttheir lives and character.

Brother James N. Hunter recently died at the age

He worked at the Cold Spring Car House
for many years,up toJuly 1, 1922 when our organi
zation was locked out. Brother Hunter was one of

the oldest employes to join the Amalgamated Asso
ciationas a charter member April 2. 1913. He is

survived by Margaret A. Hunter, Mary E. Hunter,

Daniel R. Hunter, Mrs. W. J. Voelkerand Mrs. E.
H. O'Rourke, his children .

BrotherWilliam J. Duthe passed from this life at

NiagaraFalls, N. Y.,May 24, at the ageof 56
His illness was ofshort duration . Brother

Duthe was a charter member of Division 623 and

one of the oldest conductors in point of service up
to July 1, 1922. He is survived by his widow, two
daughters and three sons.

DivisionNo. 623 continues in very vigorous health ,

much to the disappointmentand confusion ofthe

International Railway Company. Iwilllater make

a more complete report.

-Cor. 623.

years .

I look to the trade unions as the principal

means for benefiting the condition of the

working classes. - Prof. Thorold Rogers,

University of Oxford.
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month of May. Let's play safety first , last and all

the time,

Brother William Patrick is enjoying a two months
leave of absence at this time.

Brother Ed. Sadler, on the Tecumseh Line, lately
has been absent from the haunted house .

The boys on the Crosstown Line wonder why
Brother L. Broderick cannot run on time.

We are pleased to see Brother C. Chittle back at

work afterhis long sickness.

Brother E. Dunsford was on the sick list for a

while, but is again on the job .

We wonder why Brother Pop Adams fails to make
Stop 12 on time.

Brother J. Reaume ( sees, all , knows all) is popular

on the Tecumseh Line. I overheard Dispatcher J.

Fix tell Joe hewould supply him with a chaperone,

Brother G. Carpenter is sure getting his share of
work on the Tecumseh Line . How come, George?

Why is it that Brother McPherson gets all the

good runs on the hand-brake cars ? Must be pull.

Brother Ed . Werders is authority that he is to

leave the silk stocking line the next sign -up, as the

tract is too smooth for him .

Brother H ,McIndoo is sporting a new car this
summer.

Thisis all the news from Division 616 this month .

So don't forget to attend meetings once each month

and let's hear what you have to say .

-COR. 616.
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FRANCHISE WORK PROCEEDING

St. Louis , Mo.-- Local 788 is getting down to busi.

ness at lastandwe are holding some veryharmoni;
ous meetings. The sessions of May 24 were well

attended . Seventeen applicants were obligated

nine atthe morning session and eight at the evening

session . Pour were obligated at the evening session

of June 14. Seven were obligated at the morning

We certainlyhave a good class for our next

meeting. as Brother Graeser read off the names of

forty - five applicants.

Our Local has discontinued paying Brother Shel.

ton'sdues , as it is thought by manythat he is now
in a position to care for himself. Most of the

brothers are familiar with this case .

Announcement was read at the meeting of May

24 that therewouldbe an Old Fashioned Picnic at

North Broadway, May 30 . The announcement was

signed by the Individual Committee, but the Local

officers gave but very little weight to the announce
ment. No permission had been obtained from the

Local to have said picnic. It was discussed thor

oughly but not concurred in .

Brother Shell of page was off some time, due to
removing & service car driver from the track with

his switch -bar after he had suddenly driven in front
of Brother Shell's car for some distance. When the

judgeheard the evidence, Brother Shell was
quitted and reinstated.

The franchise herewas held up for some time on

account of the New Tax and the four requests of
Division 788 - recognition, the right to arbitrate

differences, one day's rest in seven and the abolition

of the one-man car in congested districts . Now the

wheels have begun to turn .
Much has been said about the Union Labor Life

Insurance adopted attheA. F. of L. Conventionat

Atlantic City being patronized by our members, not

withstanding the fact that Brother Tipton, our

Recording Secretary, read a splendid communication

setting out six , good reasons why , our members

should take up this proposition. While many of our

members were somewhat indifferent to it, the com

inunication was adopted and filed .

Electrical Workers representing Union No. 1 , sent

a communication to our last meeting, pointing out

that contractors are having their work done by men

not affiliated with the Local and should not be

patronized. The communication was received and

adopted and brother members who are anticipating

building were instructed accordingly .

It was decided at our last meeting that, since we

could not secure a date on the boat for our colored

brothers, they would be given a picnic at the Grant

Base Ball Park , North Broadway , at some future

date not yet settled upon.

A motion was adopted at our last meeting to post

notices at the car barns to inform applicants when to

attend meetings for obligation , which no doubt is a

splendid move. as some men have worked on the job

for months without a card.

I will briefly state that our delegates appointed

by President Douglas to attend the State Federation

of Labor Convention at Jefferson City , Min.. were all

0 -getters, proven by the good report brought back

by Secretary Hacker of South Bellefontaine. Each

of our delegates were chosen upon some important

committee . Financial Secretary L. A. Graeser was

elected on the Legislative Board of the State F. of L.

of which we can justly be proud . This puts Brother

Graeser in a position to do some wonderful things

for Local 788 , as well as the general labor movement.

I will not elaborate at length on the report, but I

would like to say that our delegates were very gener

ously received by Governor Baker and President

Wood of the State Federation of Labor and they

conducted themselves with high honor and dispatch,

always being present and sober when the convention

was called to order for business . It has been said

that Brother Douglas could not have chosen a better

list of delegates to represent out Local.

-Cor. 788.

AGREEMENTIREACHEDWITHPORTLAND
ELECTRIC POWER CO.

Portland , Ore. — Through the assistance of Brother

Edw. Morrow , G. E. B. Member, who was in Port

land for two weeks, an agreement was reached be

tween our employing company and Local 757 , to
continue until May 1, 1927.

The agreement, which was retroactive to May 1

this year, continues the basic scale paid in the differ

ent departments and classifications, but marks an

improvement in working conditions in a number of
cases . It also provides a slightly higher minimum

to the lowest paid men; it provides for raising the
classification for a number of men , thus increasing

their wages .

One of the gains in conditions is the shortening of

theperiodof time required of men workinga split
shift. For instance, the old agreement provided that

60 per cent shall be straight runs, 26 per cent to be

completed in 12 consecutivehours, 14 per cent to be
completed in 14 consecutive hours . The last part

waschanged from 14 to 13 hours and a penaltyof

time andone-half has been placed on all runs for

the time extending fromthe period of 13 hours:

We will receive 15 minutesextra time for making

our accident reports on all runs.

A new classification was inserted in the agreement

to cover employes who are engaged in maintenance

of the busses.

Negotiations between the Union and the Company

covered a period of three months.
Brother McMorrow addressed two meetings of our

Local. He also addressedthe Central Labor Council

at one of its sessions . He is well liked byour Local

Division and hasgained many friends among the

leadersof other trades and his presence will always

be welcomed in our city.

-COR . 757.

ATTEND STATE CONVENTION

DON'T FORGET TO ATTEND MEETINGS

Sioux City , Iowa .-Well , the State Convention

heldat MasonCity is over and Brothers H.T.

Woodward, L. E. Garnett and M. R. Boughton were

delegates representing Local 779, our Tradesand

Labor Assembly and State Executive Board. They

met a Mr. Flaherty of Cedar Rapids, a very , nice

gentleman . Good mixer and a great friend of the

ladies. He hadabout fifteen good boosters with him

and succeeded in gettingthe 1927 convention for

Cedar Rapids, regardless of the efforts of the Siour

City delegates . However , the bunch were good,

jolly fellowsand we are sure they will showthe

delegates a real convention and good social time

next year .

Brother Garnett proved himself to be a good mixer

among brother delegates , as well as with the ladies .

Brother Woodward also busy and Brother

Boughton lookedafterthe conduct of both of them ,

TheStateStreetCar Employes Association had

one of the best meetings in its history and was well

attended from all parts of the state.
Moinesbranch had a new bunch of delegates -- good,

true fellows but rather quietfor 441 .
-COR. 779.
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Windsor , Ont.-Well , boys, here we are again, but

without much to say, as got little news, but will

try and get more next time, In the meantime let's

continue to sell the product of our own work, as we

are no more or less than salesmen selling transporta

tion for the property with which we are employed .

It is up to us to sell all we can and make this prop

erty a paying proposition and give the public the
best service possible under the present conditions.

Also let's try and cut down our accident record , as

I am told we had fifty -eight accidents within the

The Des
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NEW MEN ENTER SERVICE

was

was

Hartford , Conn. - Division 425 is proceeding

rapidly. Our wage and working agreement

settled quickly this year as we voted throughout the

state to accept a 2 cents an hour increase . We are

now receiving 62 cents an hour on the two men car.

69 ¢ on the one-man car and '72 ¢ on the busses for

allmen with a year's seniority.

We recently had a drawing of a Ford Sedan which
won by William Burns, a mail man . Mr.

Miller, our superintendant pulled the winning ticket .
We cleared about $ 200 on the tickets .

Tom Davis, one of our Barn Foremen just com

pleted 40 years service with the Company. He had

his picturein the paper and was given a great write
up . Tom is a fine fellow and he is well liked by the

members of Division 425 . Tom is still on the job

and we all hope he will continue on for many more

years .

Brother Oscar Romano recently become a Bene
dict . We wish Brother and Mrs. Romano all kinds

of luck in their new adventure and may their married
life be happy .

We extend great sympathy to Brother Jos . Hayes
in the death of his brother .

We recently lost of our oldest members

through death , Brother Wm.. Lutton . There never

was a finer man than Brother Lutton and we extend

great sympathy to Mrs. Lutton and family .

We extend great sympathy to Brother and Mrs.
Herman Miller in the death of his little son .

Brothers John Foley , Edmund Benson and Michael
Hynes are now proud fathers. congratulate
those brothers .

Brother Frank O'Yeara bought a new straw hat

but we hear he traded it for a latest panama.

There are several new men coming on the job.

We would like to see those men join the organization

as quickly as possible for it is the union that made

the job for them and only for the union their pay

envelopes would be , much smaller. Get in line.

Boys.

-Cor. Div . 425 .

Brother Terwilliger was up in his airplane the

other day with Brother Bokelar. " Half the people

down there thought we were going to fall ." said

Brother Terwilliger. " Yes, and so did half the people

up here ," replied Brother Bokelar.
Brother Shea was telling us the other day of an

experience he has when applying for a job with a
circus. “ No, you can't have a job looking after the

animals , but our lion died last week. We kept the
skin .

I'll give you five dollars a week, to wear the
lion's skin , " replied the manager. Paddy accepted ,
inserted himself in the lion's skin and laid down in

the corner of the cage. Then began : " Ladies and

gentlemen, " said the keeper, " to show the wonderful

docility of these animals , we will now place the lion

in the cage with the tiger." At the point of a

pitchfork he drove Paddy into the tiger's cage .
What's the matter ? " said the tiger to Paddy,

“ You needn't be afraid , I'm Irish too. " One day

he was working in his garden, when the mail car

rier handed him a black -edged envelope.. He was

uneasy. “ Hope it isn't bad news, Pat, " said the

postman. " It is bad news," he replied , “ my brother

Mike is dead . I can tell by his handwriting."

Brother Collier says it is the gas, not the load ,
that makes the cargo.

Brother Williams is authority that an open car

gathers no women .
Brother Boyd holds that rough detours are great

forgetting better acquainted .

Brother Griffin says that last year he asked his
best girl to marry him. She refused . He got even

with her by marrying her mother. Then his father

married the girl. What is he to himself ? When he

married the girl's mother the girl became his

daughter . When his father married his daughter she
became his mother. His mother's mother is his wife

and also his grandmother. He, being his grand

mother's husband, must necessarily be his

grandfather .

Brother Crawford passed a “ Stop " sign the other

day and the officer saked, " What's the big rush ?
Want me to pinch you ?" " Just because you're a

cop you don't need to get so familiar," replied
Brother Crawford.

Brother Tony says we are always picking on him
in magazine. So this month won't say

anything about him .

--S . B .--Cor , 388.
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WORKING IN HARMONY our we

We

had.

Newburgh, N. Y. -The regular May meeting of

Division 388' was held May 29, at midnight. Attend

ance was remarkable , but the faces of Brothers J.

Rumple, F. Stabler, F. Duzenhery. T. Cousins , Á.

Scott, J. McVeigh and C. Lillycould not be noted

among those present. Did they not have their

working cards, we fellows would think they did not

belong to 388 any more. Snap out of it , boys, and

come down to the meetings and surprise us.

would rather have your company than your 50 cents .

Besides, we are to have a big feed next meeting

nigbt - maybe.

In this issue of the M. & C. you will find a
picture of President George R. Plant . He has been

a member for the past twelve years and during that
time he has been a hard and willing worker. With

all due respect to you former presidents . ,! ca. Say

that Brother Plant' is the best that the Local ever

He keeps the company and our Local working
in harmony, For example, take a look at last

month's edition of the M. & C. , then turn to page

37 and you will find our new agreement for 1926 .

Read it over andif you don't say it is one of the
best, I will miss my guess. I also wish to say that

Vice-President Fitzgerald wroteus that our Local is

the first to have installed in our agreement a clause

that gives sick members sick benefits of $ 15.00 a

week and to all members a life policy of $ 1000.00.

Our treasurer, Brother Pinkerton Sutton, is
covering from his last Month's experience . The

barber shaved him too close .

Brother Moran , better turn his ignition switch on

before he tries to start his bus in the future .

Brother Knapp saysthereare a hundredthings in

life worth while . One, he holds, is wine , one is song

and the other ninety-eight women .

Brother Cohn says most girls soon find there are

many laps in the race to the altar.

Brother Plant is authority that the fellows who

formerly drank like fish now drink the fish drink .

Brother Rumple says Rex Beach might be a good

summer resort, but we know well the Hudson Bay
wasn't cut out for a race horse .

Brother Shapero stole into an outfitter's shop re
cently with a mournful face . He said . " I want you

to tell me what is the mourning custom ." * Well,"

said the assistant, "itvaries. If it isanear relative,

a band of black on the sleeve or hat, but if a friend.

just a black tie ." Give me a black shoe lace . It's

my wife's mother ," was the reply.

BECOMES STATE FEDERATION OFFICIAL

St. Joseph, Mo. - Brother Roy Shaffer, delegate of

Division No. 847 to the Missouri State Federation

of Labor Convention, held in Jefferson City, May 23 ,
was elected fourth vice- president of the state organi

zation . At out last meeting Roy made his report

from the convention, which was a good one.
Brother Tom Carroll, a true man, belongs to

Division 847 , Street Car Men's Union, also the
E. M. B. A. and Doherty Men's Praternity-a

married man with two children and lives at2309 St.
Joseph Avenue. Tom is out for the nomination of

constable on the Republican ticket in Washington
Township. The primary , is August 3. He desires

the support of every union man. , He is a native of

Buchanan County, born and raised in this county

and has always been a booster for the city . He is
well known throughout the city as a man of good
character and is held in the highest esteem by all
who know him.

Brothers, let's get busy and sell those base bal

tickets and help the Central Body... They do many

things for us . Let's help them by disposing of these

tickets .

Boys, let's continue to fight the non -union bak
eries, until they get right with organized labor. How

can you eat non -union bread anyway ?
Brother W. W. Hobbs has moved into his new

home at 2507 North Seventh Street.

Brother Charles Nelson has bought a grocery

store at 22nd and Mechanic Street , We will now

know where to go for credit. You can't turn down

a carman who is your friend .
Brother Lynn Martin has been up to Milwaukee

for a week .

Brother William Dunbar on the South Park Line

got his fingers burned and has been off duty several
days,

Brother P. O. Gregory , conductor on Messanie

Street , got relieved of some his change Sunday

night, June 6 , by holdup bandits .

Brother William Davis has been off some time

taking a vacation ,

Brother Charles Burris has taken a few days off

to go to Omaha, so he says.

Brother Frank Smith, off for some time , has been

out to Colorado. COR, 847 .

re
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FLINT BRANCH MOVING NICELY keeper, is now master mechanic. Mr. Rego, formerly

master mechanic, is now timekeeper. Mr. Smith,

who was civil engineer, is now general road superin
tendent. Mr. Egan, formerly general road superin
tendent, is now general road foreman, Instead of

San Jose, Stockton, Fresno and Visalia having each
a special managerial department, all of the roads

have been concolidated under one head, with the

head office at the main Southern Pacific Building at

the foot of Market Street, San Francisco. Each of

these roads has its own general superintendent and is
directed from the main office in San Francisco.

-COR . 265.

DETROIT DIGEST

Flint, Mich . - Everything is going nicely with
Division No. 26 in Plint.

Some of the boys are on fishing trips . Who is the

brother who threw his Dowagiac and line over the

ice company's electric wire while casting in Thread

Lake ? Don't worry , George, we won't tell who it

was .

Brother T. C. Williams is visiting in England.

Brother Kettler has driven in from the East with

his new Hudson.

Brother Floyd Amorice is talking of selling his

theater building.
Boys, tune in your radio on Schenck's residence

any night and hear the new songs he has learned

to sing since the arrival of the new babe .

Baldy Matthews is to buy a new wig.

Brother George Dean moved to the country to

raise potatoes.

BrotherAmes Earl alleges that where he was fish

ing recently, he was compelled to get behind a tree

to bait his hook, because of the fish being so thick

and lively to bite . He won't tell the boys where it

was, as he intends to return there on another fishing

trip.

be Brothers Rich Harper and Niel McNeven will

soon go to their summer home at Mitchell Lake.

Flint street cars are being painted this year. It

adds to their appearance .

We have somefine checker players here, including

the janitor and Brother Ben Sharp.

Brother George Lansberry is touring in the West.

Brother Forest Young has taken a position in

Detroit with the police department.

Brother Glen Tobias is very ill .

Brother Robert Hesner recently unloaded a truck

of gravel on Lewis Street.
Well, as this is the first news that ever came from

the Flint Branch of Division No. 26, I believe it will

be appreciated , and if it is will be back again in
August. It may ease some of the boys ' minds to

read this in the M. and C., as. so far as previously
appearing in the M. and C. is concerned, no one
would ever have known that there was a city_in

Michigan of 125,000 populltion known as Flint. We

take the credit of being the third city in sizein the

state, exceeded only by Detroit and Grand Rapids .
Our city is connected with Detroit by an interurban

line seventy miles long .
FLINT.

The officers and committeemen representing the

Detroit United Railway Branch of Division 26, have

held several agreement conferences with the manage

ment and at the present writing it appears that the

expiring agreement will be renewed for another year.

These conferences have beenheld with Mr. A. L.

Drumm ,executive manager for the receivers of the

D. U. R. Associated with him have been Mr.

Burdick , Mr. Bullen and division superintendents.

The representatives of the employes petitioned for a

straight seniority board on the Detroit, Jackson &
Chicago and Flint interurbans. Later this was

granted by Mr. Drumm . Further conferences will

beheld July 12 and 13 to include representativesof
the employes upon the Rapid Railway, Pontiac ,

D. M. & Í, and Flint interurban divisions.

Mrs. JohnM. McLean, the esteemed wifeof
Board Member McLean of the Rapid Railway,

passedfrom this life July 2, astheresult of a para
. They lived in Mt. Clemens.

The agreement worked out by the Detroit City

Branch of Division 26 with themanagement of the

municipally owned and operated city lines, aside

from obtaining a straight increase in wage of 2 cents

per hour, embodies provisions for added pay on runs

that have a spread of 13 hours in completing .. The

added pay is for thetime workedin excess of the 13

consecutive hours. Another new feature of the agree

ment is that owl car runs or runs operating between

midnight and morning, are tobecompleted from

3:30. to 6:30 A. M .; no night car run to extend in

service to exceed 6:30 A. M.

An amendment to the agreement provides that

employes living beyond the one-half mile circle from

a car house, in coming to work on night cars , are

to be required to report but five minutes previous

to the time the run is to start . Whensnow -plow

service is rendered by regular run men, when the

work extends beyond 'midnight the men will not be

required the following day, but will receive their

regular serfice day pay for the time off.

Another feature of the agreement provides that
regular men will not be required to operatea tripper
to exceed one tripper in any seven consecutive days.

The full agreement contains some forty -two para.

swapens, and is to covera period of twoyears from

-Rex.

ENJOY MIDNIGHT LUNCH

Muscatine, Iowa. - At theregular meeting of Divi

sion599ofJune 26, we enjoyed a midnight lunch.

There was a good turn -out.
Thanks to Mrs. Lange

for the preparing of the lunch. Brother Ed . Spring

born , our president, was unable to attend . He is

taking his vacation out of town .

Brother L.Bodmanattendedthe Iowa State Fed.

eration Coventionheldat Mason City and read his

report at our recent meeting.

Brother Bert Myers has lost his beloved wife by
death . All the membersof Division No. 599 extend

to him our profound sympathyinthis sad bereave

ment hour .

-W. F. D. , Cor.

AGREEMENT RENEWED

Shreveport, La.- June 22. Division 558 held the

best attended meetingthathastaken place for some

time . Some over 100 members were present and

manifested special interest. G. E. B. Member J. B.

Lawson wasalsopresentandwe are always glad to

welcome him . In the lasttwo monthswehave been

involved ina bus controversy andBrother Lawson

has been helping us. We are pleased to report that

an agreement was reached by which all busses are

to be operated by members of Division 558.

We have renewed the old agreement. It was

signed June 1in the presence of Vice-President and

General Manager Ed."Jacobs of the street railway

and PresidentJ. M. Hawkins of the Peoples Trans

1

NOW ELECT OFFICERS ANNUALLY

Trenton, N. J. - The nomination of officers by
Division No. 540 took place June 7 . Election was

held June 21 .
As a result of the balloting officers

were elected for one year as follows : President,

A. R. Rogers ; vice -president, night meetings, W.V.

Pierson ; vice-president , day meetings, A. Pinchott;

recording secretary, J. F. Webb ; financial secretary,

J. H. Lang; treasurer. J. Semler ; executive board,

A. K. Kogers, R. Rule , J. H. Lang, J. Sweeney,

Webb ; relief committee , T. Umstat; trustees,

Dutiy . L. Simkins,T. Umstatic. L. U. delegats ,

R. Burroughs, L. Challender, W. V. Pierson ; night

conductor, R. Rule; day, conductor, G. Daugherty;

night inside sentinel , A. Haines ; day inside sentinel,

C. L. Hill .

Heretofore Division No. 540 has elected officers for

six months, At this election officers were elected for

a year.

Division No. 540 can report progress.
-Cor. 540.
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STILL ACTIVE

San Jose , Calif .-Division 265 is still active - very

much alive and maintains in membership nearly the

full roster of employes of the employing company.
Of course there is very little news when everybody

is contented,

Brother Louis Chavarria is again at work following

a siege in the hospital. He is now looking very

well .

Brother Frank Spinelli is at present assistant dis
patcher at the Los Gatos Interurban Car House .

Friday and Saturday , June 25 and 26, there was

held an annual pageant in Los Gatos . This occurs

every year, making, much travel for the carmen .

We had a general shake-up of officials on this road

upon the advent of Mr. Frank Webster as the new

Sonatal manager, following the death of late Mr.

JF.# 8. Chapin , some months ago. Mr. E. J. Shoup

y the was traffic manager is now general superintend.

Mr. Burton retains his place as assistant super

intendent and Mr. C. F. Edmonds, who was assist .

Ant , is now storekeeper. Mr. Woods, formerly store
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Brother Jack Wheaton recently enjoyed a vasit
from eastern relatives. They were on their way to

the far west .

Brother Patrick is having his molars replenished

to re - establish mastication facilities .

Brother John Mercer didn't bring back the bacon,

but he did bring back some good looking fish .

Come out to the next meeting, boys. A full house

makes meetings better.

Brother Drake is again confined in a local hospital ,

a ficted with stomach trouble .

The wye at the end of the Pattie Line is being

repaired .

President J. M. McKinster was recently struck by
a passing automobile. He was hit when about to

board a street car. He received bruises about tl.

· body and several cuts on his hands and arms . He

was taken to a hospital , where they found his con
dition not serious .

--Cor . 794 .

CHICAGO TOPICS

portation Co. (bus line) . Those representing the

members of Division 558 were G, E. B. Member

J. B. Lawson , President H. W. Robertson and Secre

tary J. D. Elliott,

The new bus enterprise recently instituted is run

ning on schedule time, with members of Division No.

558 at the steering wheel.

Brother and Mrs. J. I. Alexander started on a trip

the morning of July 5 , to visit New Orleans, La . ,

Houston , Galveston , Dallas, Fort Worth and Sulphur

Springs, Texas. They will remain at the latter place

for severaldays and then return to Shreveport .

Brother L. L. Hartzo recently painted his house.

He says that the least he can say of the painters is

that they are not overpaid. and he will keep his job
on the csrs , His house is looking fine. Good job ,

old boy.

Brother A. D. Leverette is leaving the Broad Mour

Shuttle car for the main line in the new assignment
of runs .

Our agreement for the next twelve months will

remain the same. No changes were called for by

either side,

A number of our motormen and conductors have
won gold stars, making to their credit two stars . All

motormen securing two stars are given uniforms by
the company and all conductors obtaining three

stars are given uniforms. A gold star represents a

four years without accident record . We hope to see

every motorman and conductor win these uniforms

from the company, making it 100 per cent . We

know safety first, carefulness, faithfulness, co -opera
tion, kindness and courtesy to patrons at all times,

count to a great extent for efficiency. These things

are urged and requested in every meeting by our

Local, that the members may take notice and give

attention to the good and welfare of all.

The general health of our members is good at this
time . No one is on the sick list .

Brother T. C. Brigham will air out a few weeks in

the mountains of Arkansas. Bo, we wish for you a

joyful trip .

Brother and Mrs. Otis Weaver motored to Col.

orado and return O. K. They report having a fine

time and having seen wonderful sights.

We are inclined to believe that Brothers S. E.

McCravey, W. P. McGee. J. F. Lynn and some

others are acting as though something is on their
minds other than street car work . Watch your step:

boys. No doubt some furniture man will do good

business here if he can get in touch with these pros
pects .

Come, all you good correspondents , with your

Your letters are enjoyed . I look forward with
interest each month for the arrival of the M. & C.

--Cor . 558 .

Brother M. J. Brennan of Division No. 241 , who

served with honor overseas and a regular fellow in

the U. S. Army, has been joined in the holy bonds

of matrimony to most fascinating and handsome Miss

Mary Cummings. After a honeymoon in Iowa they

are now enjoying connubial bliss at home sweet
home.

Brother Edw. B. Kuhlman of Division No. 308 ,

formerly a motorman on the Northwest " L ," fell

from a load of hay at Grand Haven , Mich. , June 14 ,
and received injuries which resulted in death . He

was buried at Des Moines, Iowa, June 21 .

The Chicago, Aurora & Elgin Railroad has filed a

petition with the Illinois Commerce Commission ,

asking permission to increase passenger rates 15 per

cent on July 15, on the grounds that the average in

crease in cost over 1914 prices has been more than
110 per cent as compared with an increase of but

24.4 per cent in rates .

While crossing . Clark Street at 18th , June 20th ,

about 6 o'clock in the morning, on his way to St.

Johns Church , Brother John McLain of Division

No. 241 was struck in the back by a taxicab and

knocked against the curbstone . He was picked up

unconscious and taken to Mercy Hospital, where

several stitches were placed in his forehead . He was
bruised in the back and side , but fortunately no

bones were broken. He is now convalescing at his

home and expects to be able to get out in a few

days. " I have had many a bump in my time," said
the old Vice- President, “ but this was the first one

that I couldn't tell how it happened."
friends extend best wishes for a speedy recovery.

Brother McLain was the first vice -president of Divi

sion No. 241 , a position he has held to the present

day.
-From The Union Leader.

news,

His many

DEATH ENTERS HOME OF MEMBER

LOCAL EXTENDS SYMPATHY

Wheaton , Ill.-- Division 215 can report progress .
Death entered the home of Brother and Mrs.

George Greer , taking from them their son Carl .

Our Local presented to the family our sincere sym

pathy, in a resolution of condolence as follows:

" Whereas: Our Heavenly Father in His infinite
wisdom and mercy has seen fit to remove from this

life Carl Greer, the beloved son of Brother George

Greer, who is a loyal member of this Division; and

Whereas, We wish to extend to Brother Greer and

family, our sincere sympathy in this time ofsorrow ,

trusting that Jesus will help and strengthen them in
this trying hour; be it

Resolved . That copies of these resolutions be sent
to the bereaved family , and further, be it
Resolved , That copies be sent to the official

journal for publication and a copy spread upon the
minutes of the regular meeting.

The resolution was prepared by Brothers William

Frazer, Irving Sorenson and William Morfee, serving

as a committee on resolutions .

--COR . 215 .

Sioux City, Iowa . - Brother George Webster was

recently called to Minnesota to attend his father's
funeral.

Mrs. Herbert Chapman recently passed from this

life at the hospital . She had been ailing for some

time . Profound sympathy is extended to Brother

Chapman.
Brothers Roy and Sid Stewart were called to

Tilden , Neb., by serious illness of their mother.
Brother Walt Haefs seems to have never got used

to getting up at 3:30 to get to his work and has
taken a midnight run on the Leeds line .

Brother John Ploof's family has been released

from quarantine.

Brother Harry Grissinger recently purchaseda new

auto and now bemoans the fact that he had to take

a midnight run . This is unfortunate, as he is some

sheik .

Brother Joe Ploof is on the market again and is

soon to find another wife .

Brother Tripp recently took a night run on River

side .

Executive Board Member L. E. Garnett attended

our company's stag party and reports it to have

been a racy affair , especially the lady dancer's part

in the entertainment.

Brother L. L. Cormany is nursing a finger he broke

on window glass in one of the cars.

Brother Matt Kerger lost his owl car in the last

shake-up. Brother C. J. Carlson beat him to it .

Brother Ed. Herman is yet in the egg business.

Brother F. Smith recently played a mean trick on

Brother Pete Storm in a checker game . He did not

allow Pete to get a king .

-Cor. 779.

INDUSTRIAL COURT ABOLISHED

Wichita , Kan. - The Industrial Court in Kansas

was recently abolished by a decision of the U. S.
Supreme Court . Therefore, we have no contract
with the street car company. The executive board ,

however, is proceeding with our employing company

fora new agreement.

The paving being done on the Mt. Carmel Line
affects service verylittle.

Our bus barn has been moved from First Street
to the car barn .

Much time is being saved , as well
as unnecessary trips . The company will soon erect
a long bus barn 125 by 200 feet. It will be built
near the car barn .
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EXTRACTS FROM

DETROIT AGREEMENT

Wage Feature Sections of Agreement of the

Detroit Municipal Street Railway Property

and City Branch of Division No. 26

case

Sus

“Section 1 . In all cases of grievances,

disputes or subjects arising in thematter of

transportation involving the interests of the

operators, motormen, conductors and motor

coach operators, wherein said grievances,

disputes and subjects arising in the matter

of transportation and in the operation of the

street railways are presented by the em

ployes through themselves or designated

representatives and in of discipline

where an employe or employes are

pended , dismissed or otherwise disciplined ,

the employes shall be permitted to be repre

sented in hearings before the officer or

officers and /or Commissioners of the Street

Railway Department by the representative

or representatives of said employes chosen

by the associated employes . In case of fail

ure of adjustment of said case and /or cases

by or through said hearings, said employes

may, have such recorse as is provided in

Section 19 of the Street Railway Chapter of

the City Charter, providing for arbitration

of disputes .

“ The procedure in cases of arbitration

shall be : Upon written notice to the Street

Railway Commission by said employes in

their associate character, through their

chosen representative , or representatives,

that arbitration is desired upon certain

specified matters relative to the wages or

conditions of employment said notice shall

be recognized and accepted as a sufficient

initiation of arbitration. Such accepted

notice shall contain the name of one citizen

of Detroit, named by the said associated

employes, by their representative and /or

representatives, who shall be accepted as

the authorized arbitrator in said dispute and

shall be so respected . To complete the con

struction of a Board of Arbitration , the

Street Railway Commission and/ or its rep

resentative and /or official or officials of said

Street Railway Department shall within five

days from the receipt of said notice of sub

mission for arbitration appoint one citizen

of the City of Detroit to serve as an arbi

trator. The two arbitrators thus chosen

shall proceed without unreasonable delay

to choose a third arbitrator to complete and

constitute an arbitration board to consist

of three persons. Before this Board of

Arbitrators shall be submitted the subject

and /or subjects to be arbitrated . Said

Board shall proceed without unreasonable

delay to sit in the capacity of a Board of

Arbitration at such time and place as may

be designated by a majority of the said

three arbitrators , of which the parties to the

arbitration shall have sufficient notice. Be

fore the said arbitrators shall appear the

parties to the arbitration personally and / or

through their representative and /or repre

sentatives, and submit to the said Board of

Arbitration all evidence and statements

bearing upon the case. At the close of the

hearing and/or hearings, the said arbitration

board shall proceed without unreasonable

delay to determine thereon and render an

award which shall be binding upon the

parties to the arbitration . The decision of

the said Board of Arbitration shall be re

spected as the award which shall be ob.

served as an adjustment of the dispute or

the subject matter in arbitration. A ma

jority award shall be binding.

“ The notice for arbitration shall contain a

specification of the subject and /or subjects

for arbitration .

" In the matter of arbitration expense the

provision of Section 19 of the Street Rail

way Chapter of the Charter of Detroit shall

be observed by both parties to the arbitra

tion and when exacted the employes shall

provide sufficient and reasonable security

designated by the Commission to assure pay.

ment of one-half the arbitration expense by

the employes involved in said arbitration .

" Sec. 2. Beginning this date the schedule

and run guides of all runs operated by the

Department of Street Railways shall be

changed and all runs made to conform as

nearly as possible to eight (8) hours plat

form time. All time in excess of eight ( 8 )

hours in a runand all extra work performed

shall be paid for at the regular overtime

rate. The overtime rate of pay for all

classes of men shall be at the rate of eighty

two cents (82 ) per hour, except one-man

car operators who shall be paid eighty-seven

cents (87 ¢) per hour.

“ Sec . 3 . All scheduled week day runs

over six ( 6) hours and under eight (8) hours,

shall be considered as regular runs and shall

be allowed eight (8 ) hours time. Of sched

uled week day runs. fifty ( 50%) per cent

must be completed within eleven (11) con

secutive hours. Forty (40%) of all runs

must be straight runs as near equally di:

vided as possible between day and night

Thirty -five ( 35 % ) of the total num

ber of runs shall be completed within the

thirteen ( 13) consecutive hours.
Not to

exceed fifteen ( 15 % ) per cent of all runs

may be extended to exceed thirteen ( 13 )

consecuti
ve

hours in completio
n
. Runs re

quiring over thirteen ( 13) hours to fourteen

( 14 ) hours in completio
n

will be allowed an

additiona
l ten ( 10) minutes bonus.

Runs

requiring from fourteen (14 ) to fourteen and

a half (147 ) hours in completion will be

allowed an additional twenty (20) minutes

Runs requiring from fourteen and

a half ( 1411 ) to fifteen ( 15 ) hours in com

plete will be allowed thirty (30) minutes

bonus . One hour additional bonus for each

additional hour thereafter.

“ Sec. 4. Runs under six (6 ) hours shall

be considered as trippersand shall be paid

for at actual platformtime, except that no

tripper service shall pay less than two ( 2)

hours time.

" Sec. 5 . Sunday and holiday runs shall

be straight runs
not to exceed eight (8 )

consecutive hours. Time servedin excess of

eight ( 8 ) consecutive hours or in excess of

the regular runshallbe paid for at the rate

of $ 1.00 per hour except one-man

operators, who shall be paid $1.05 per hour,

" Sec. 6 .
All men now in service and all

runs .

bonus.

car
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men entering the service hereafter shall be per or special service, and eighty-seven

graded and paid for the first day of July, ( 874) cents per hour for all such extra work,

1926, and thereafter as follows: tripper or special service. All three piece

Rate Two-Man runs will be paid straight time for the

July 1st, 1926 Aug. 1st, 1926 shortest intervening time between two of the
1st six mos...

.66 ¢ per hour 67¢ per hour parts.

2nd six mos ...
70 ¢ per hour 71 € per hour “ Sec. 11. Regular operators, motormen ,

After one year . .74¢ per hour 75¢ per hour conductors and motorcoach operators shall

" The above rates apply to motormen , be required to report at their respective car

conductors and motor-coach operators. houses ten ( 10) minutes before the time

Rate One-Man
scheduled for their runs to leave, excepting

July 1st, 1926 Aug. 1st, 1926
that during the forty (40) minute night car

1st six mos...
.71 ¢ per hour 72 ¢ per hour

service regular operators, motormen, con

2nd six mos..
.75 ¢ per hour 76 ¢ per hour

ductors and motorcoach operators who live

After one year ...79 € per hour 80 ¢ per hour
a greater distance than one-half mile from

" The above rates apply to one-man car the car house will not be required to report

until five (5 ) minutes before such runs aremotormen, also to operators who operate

motor - coaches or busses seating 35 passeng due to leave. Whenever reliefs are made at

points other than the car house, and takeers or more.

“ (a ) Owl car men except one-man over ten ( 10 ) minutes to go from car house
car

motormen shall be paid for the month of to such relief point , they shall be allowed

July, 1916, eighty -four (846) cents per hour ;
the actual schedule running time required

August, 1926, eighty-five (854) cents per to go to and from the car house and such

hour. One-man car motormen , five (5 € ) relief point.

cents in addition to the above rates. “ Sec. 12. Ten ( 10) minutes shall be ad

“ All runs completed between the hours of
ded to each man's run to cover the actual

3:30 and 6:30 A. M. will be compensated time consumed in moving cars in and out of

at the owl car rate , but all such runs must
car houses.

be completed not later than 6:30 A. M.
" Sec. 13. Regular operators, motormen,

Regular service is not to be extended to
conductors and motor coach operators when

cover this period. required to report for extra work and not
Regular day runs

used for such extra work shall receive notonly to be added as the increase of service

requires.
less than one hour's time for responding to

' (b) In all cases over time work in excess
such call ,

of eight (8) hours shall be compensated for
“ Sec . 14. Where operators, motormen,

at the rate of eighty -two (82¢ ) cents per conductors and motor coach operators have

hour, except upon one-man car the rate selected or have been assigned to runs regu

shall be (876) eighty -seven cents per hour, larly scheduled and portions of such runs

except as herein otherwise provided . are cancelled , they shall receive full time

" Sec. 7. Changes in rates of pay will be that the run would have paid had the full

come effective on the day of pay period fol. run been completed.

lowing the expiration of various service “ Sec. 15. Operators, motormen , conduc

periods. tors and motorcoach operators shall receive

“ Sec. 8. Where a regular run operator, fifty (50 ¢) cents per day in addition to their

motorman , conductor or motor coach oper regular compensation while instructing stud

ator is assigned to and operates a night run ent operators and conductors.

and is required to report for and operate a “ Sec. 16. Operators , motormen, conduc

morning tripper in addition to his regular tors and motorcoach operators when used in

run , he shall in no case be paid less than snow plow service shall be paid $ 1.00 per

two ( 2) hours at regular overtime rate. hour. When regular day men are required

Men whose runs terminate after 12 o'clock for duty in snow plow service and are held

midnight, shall not be required to report for in such service beyond 12:00 o'clock mid

extra forenoon work until 10 o'clock A. M. night, they shall not be requested to report

the following day . for their run the following day , but shall

" Sec. 9. Time allowed for delays in ex receive at least , the amount that their regu

cess of five ( 5 ) minutes after runs lar runs would call for on that day. Com

scheduled to be relieved , shall be paid at pensation for snow plow time will be so ad

the overtime rate, except in cases of fires justed that operators, motormen , conductors

and unavoidable delay .
and motorcoach operators will not suffer

" Sec. 10. Whenever intervening time be financial loss .

tween swing runs and any of the consecu " Sec . 50 . The provisions hereinbefore set

tive runs amounts to forty -five (45) minutes forth will be in force for two years and

or less, such intervening time shall be con thereafter until changed or repealed by

sidered as actual platform time. resolution of this Commission . Repeal or

" Operators, motormen, conductors and changes may be made to occur upon reason

motorcoach operators required to do extra able notice by the Street Railway Commis

work, tripperor special, following the com sion to the employes or their designated

pletion of a regular service day, such oper representatives. Changes herein desired by

ators, motormen, conductors and motor the employes may be submitted in writing

coach operators shall be paid straighttime by the said employes and /or their repre

for all intervening time between the com sentatives to the said railway commission ,

pletion of the regular runs or service day upon which hearings will be had upon ten

until the beginning of the extra work , trip ( 10 ) days' written notice to the person sug

are
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gesting said change or changes . It is un

derstood that working under the provisions

hereinbefore set forth , the operators, motor.

men , conductors, or motorcoach operators

do not waive any rights or privileges exist

ing to them by virtue of the Street Railway

Chapter of the Charter of the City of

Detroit, Section 19, or otherwise.

concerns of the United States took up the

question of " formulation of plans to rescue

Britain from the throes of industrial chaos."

Does this suggestion mean anything to

the American wage worker ? Is it not added

evidence of the purpose of organization of

merchants, manufacturers and employers?

Is there not sufficient in this, to urge upon

employes the importance of organization

that they may have something to say rela:

tive to their wages and working conditions?

FOES OF CHILD LABOR LAWS

ASSAILED

POOR CHILDREN DRIVEN INTO

FACTORIES

11

COMMITTEE REPORTS INDUSTRIAL

SAFETY BILL ; 2,453,418 ACCIDENTS IN

1925 ; 21,232 KILLED

1

caid

able

ТЕ

Philadelphia , Pa . - The motives of inanu

facturers associations and big business men

in their opposition to child labor laws were

questioned by Miss Grace Abbott , chief of

the Children's Bureau of the United States

Department of Labor, in an address here

before the annual convention of the Na

tional Education Association .

· Miss Abbott charged that when manufac

turers' associations and other big business

organizations could not find any other

reason for opposing child labor laws they

spread the idea that poor boys and girls

should not be sent to school past the lower

grades.

“ This propaganda," declared the speaker ,

" has convinced many parents that they are

over-educating their children .

“ Back of this opposition is the desire of

the manufacturers and big business men to

get poor boys and girls into their kitchens

and factories.

“ They always evade the issue. They

never plead industry's cause .

“ If the child labor measure is a national

bill , they stick up for State rights. If it is

a proposed State law , they base their op

position on the contention that the rights

of communities would be outraged.”

BRITISH MINE OWNERS CONTINUE

LOCKOUT

The House Committee on Labor has re.

ported favorably the bill of Representative

Rathbone of Illinois to create a division of

safety in the United States Bureau of Labor

Statistics.

" Industrial accidents in this country now

rival annually in numbers and in wastage

the casualties of the great wars of former

times," declared Representative Rathbone

in explaining the bill . “ The Bureau of

Labor Statistics estimates that there were

last year 2,453,418 industrial accidents in

the United States , in which the injuries re

sulted in loss of more than one day's time.

“ The estimated fatalities for last year

were 21,232, and accidents resulting in

total disability 1,728. This exceeds the loss

of the Union army in the battle of Gettys

burg , the bloodiest of the Civil War. The

number of days lost as a result of these in

juries was estimated to have amounted in

one year to 227,169,970, with a wage loss of

$ 1,022,264,866 .

" It is evident that the problem of indus

trial wastage is one of the greatest that con.

fronts this nation today. It can only be

solved by proper education and training and

this my bill seeks to provide."

“ A division of safety is to be created by

it in the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which

will form a clearing house of information

and the latest and most approved devices

will be exhibited and brought to the atten

tion of employers and employes all over the

nation. "

The Rathbone bill is supported by Secre

tary of Labor Davis and the American

Federation of Labor. - A . F. of L. News.

The Buffalo, N. Y. City Council has

voted to authorize His Honor, Mayor

Frank X. Schwab , to advertisefor bids for

the purchase of one hundredbusses to be

operated bythe city. It is alleged that this

is due to the failure of the Buffalo street

railway company to provide adequate servo

ice on its local lines. TheCityCouncil also

directed the Mayor to inform the Public

Service Commission and theInternational

Railway Company that the city will notbe

responsible for deaths or injuries resulting

fromtheconditionof the rolling stock and

trackage of the Buffalo street railway

property . The Buffalo
street railway

propert
y

is being operate
d by the mitten

manage
ment on a strictly non-union basis.

on

em

While the general sympathetic strike in

Great Britain was peacefully settled and all

other employing managements met the gov

ernment's strike settlement assurances in re

spect to resumption of industries and trans

portation , the South Wales mine owners

turned a cold shoulder to the government's

settlement proposition and continue the lock

out of the miners .

While the general strike was there

was significant manifestations among

ployers in other countries .

It is generally conceded that had the

Liberals or Laborites of political Great

Britain been in control , there would have

been no lockout of employes or no general

strike.

As a suggestion of the trend of sympathy

in such a case, it came to light that the em

ployers and employing concerns in the

United States, under the auspices of the

U. S. Chamber of Commerce, immediately

took up the matter of aiding the employers

of Great Britain in their endeavor to de

stroy organized labor. As one newspaper

put it , the manufacturers and employing
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COAL DEALERS DEFY SENATE pended in mortuary relief. It is the owner

INVESTIGATORS
of its own headquarters in the most desir

ablepart of St. Louis.

Washington, D. C.-The coal dealers of "The grand division and certain sub
Washington have defied the Senate Com ordinate divisions and individual members

mittee on the District of Columbia by re own , and operate the Telegraphers' Na

fusing to produce a number of books and tional Bank of St. Louis, with resources of

records of their business for the use of the more than $6,000,000.

committee in its investigation of alleged " The Order of Railroad Telegraphers inti

profiteering during the coal strike of last mately touches the lives and well-being of

year. persons everywhere in the station , tower

The matter has been hanging fire for a and telegraph service on all railroads."

number of months . Now the committee

threatens to have the dealers prosecuted for GREEN DECLARES FOR LEGISLATIVE

contempt with a possible jail sentence and ASSISTANCE TO FARMERS TO PRO

heavy fines. MOTE SCIENTIFIC MARKETING

The Senate committee requested the deal

ers to produce records showing what they Cincinnati, Ohio.- William Green , presi

paid for coal, what they charged for it , their dent of the American Federation of Labor,

costs of operation, investment in plant, and declared while here attending the quarterly

other facts pertinent to ascertaining whether meeting of the executive council of the Fed

retail prices were reasonable or eration that he believed the farmers of the

able. United States were entitled to some legisla

The dealers maintain that it is none of tion to remedy their condition.

the business either of the Senate of the “ The economic condition of the farmers is

United States or the people of the District bad ," said Mr. Green with reference to the

of Columbia what the dealers pay for coal , defeat in the Senate of the Haugen farm

what they chargd for it , what their invest relief bill . , " The farmers out in the West

ment is, or what their profits are. and Northwest have been unable to meet

They are in business to make profits, they their obligations at the banks , with the re

claim . The coal is their own private prop sult that a number of the banks have failed .

erty . It is their legal right to buy it for as This reveals a very serious condition,

low a price as they can and sell it for as " It should be possible to help the farmer

high a price as the necessities of the coal market his crops in a scientific way. There

consumers compel them to pay:
If the con must be some plan better than the present

sumers don't want coal at the price the method ."

dealers fix , the consumers can go without President Green said that labor in the

heat and eat uncooked food until they get United States is in a healthy condition with

good and cold and tired of the raw food no labor troubles of any consequence . “ I

diet. Then they will find plenty of coal am pleased with the non -existence of large

at the dealers' price.
strikes,” he asserted, “ and feel that industry

This in substance is what the Washington is on the up - grade. '

coal merchants told the Senate committee.

The committee, whose chairman is Senator A. F. of L. EXHIBIT PLAN FOR SESQUI

Capper of Kansas , insists that the dealers

will haveto give the information demanded . The educational exhibit of the American

If the dealers persist in their defiance, the Federation of Labor for the Sesqui-Centen
committee's only recourse will be prosecu nial Exposition in Philadelphia will be com

tion for contempt. Senator Capper says he
pleted by the time the Educational Building

will go to the limit if necessary to protect is open - about the middle of July.

the authority of the Senate and the inter The exhibit will include charts illustrating

ests of the coal consumers .-A. F. of L.
the various activities of the Federation for

News.
the advancement of the wage

Moving pictures will also be shown daily.

TRADE UNIONS BENEFIT R. T. The films will include national and interna

tional labor buildings , labor banks, etc.

$ t. Louis, Mo.-- The Order of Railway
There will be an abundance of printed

Telegraphers was established in 1886 – forty matter and a lecturer will explain the charts

years ago . and pictures.

“ Prior to 1886, conditions of telegraphic

service were chaotic," declares the Railroad The Oregon Labor Press gives informa

Telegrapher, official organ of the Order of
tion that in the recent Republican primary

Railroad Telegraphers, in recounting the im
in Portland 50 per cent of the candidates

provement trade unionism has brought about endorsed by the Central Labor Council (32

in the conditions of the railroad telegraphers endorsements) were successful . It shows

since the order was founded . " Any number that labor in Portland is alive .

of hours ofemployment could be required

and any type oflaborious duty assigned. The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company

" Our organization now numbers 65,000 will establish an air service between Phila

Hours of labor are reduced to delphia and _Washington , D. C., early in

eight per day. Through its mutual benefit July. The Fokker type of plane , capable

department it protects the widows and of carrying 10 passengers, will make daily

orphans. Nearly $ 3,000,000 has been ex trips. - Union Leader.

earners .

members.
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YELLOW TRUCK AND COACH CO. The total number of passengers carried by

SALES REPORTED FOR MAY this group of companies in 1925 was 14,511,

690,825, which represents a decrease of 0.80

The sales of the Yellow Truck and Coach per cent under the number for 1924. Of

Manufacturing Co., Chicago, in the month these 11,569,799,316 were revenue passen

of May include 5 Z -29-passenger city service gers, which, it will be noted, is a decrease of

coaches to the Connecticut Company: 9 1.16 per cent from 1924, indicating a more

X-21 -city service chassis to the Dominion liberal policy in the issuance of transfers.

Power & Transmission Co. , Hamilton , Ont.;
The total railway operating revenue of

2 X-21 -passenger city service coaches to the these companies in 1925 amounted to $832,

Michigan Electric Railway, Jackson , Mich .; 506,416, a decrease of $2,579,073 , or 0.31 per

1 X -21-passenger city service coach to the
cent . The operating expenses, however, de

Wisconsin Public Service Co. , Milwaukee ;
creased $6,312,952, or 1.02 per cent , and this

2 2-29-passenger city service coaches to the more than offset the loss in revenue . There
Springfield Street Railway , Springfield ,

was an increase of $3,733,879, or 1.71 per

Mass .; 7 X-21-passenger city service coaches cent , therefore, in the net revenue from

to the San Antonio Public Service Co.; 3

X -parlor coaches to the Colorado Springs . $ 221,753,745as compared with $218,019,866

operations, the actual amount in 1925 being

and Interurban Railway Co. in 1924.

IMPROVEMENT SHOWN IN NET IN
As a result of the decrease in expenses ex

COME OF ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
ceeding the decrease in revenue the operat

ing ratio of the group dropped from 73.89

IN 1925
per cent to 73.36 per cent.

By EDMUND J. MURPHY It will be noted that the decrease in oper

Chief Statistician , American Electric , ating revenue compared with 1924 was con

Railway Association. siderably less than the decrease in revenue.

The operation of electric railways as passengers . The respective amounts were

whole in 1925 resulted in a slight improve 0.31 per cent and 1.16 per cent. This differ

ment in their financial condition compared ence is due to a slightly higher average rate

with 1924. Although there was a slight de of fare in 1925. When total passengers are

crease in the volume of traffic handled and considered , however, the effect of the higher

in consequence a corresponding decrease in fare is offset to some extent by the increase

the gross revenues, lower operating costs in the number of transfer passengers.

offset these adverse factors and produced an In order to give some picture of the total

increase in the net revenue in the larger operations of all kinds of electric railways ,

cities . The interurbans and smaller com the following table was prepared in which

panies are still reporting unfavorable results. the bus operations of 66 companies con

While the gains that have been made by the trolled or operated by electric railways have

industry as a whole are encouraging, condi been added to the railway operations as giv.

tions are still far from satisfactory . en above. This table then includes 327 rail

The reduction in operating expenses was way companies and 96 bus undertakings con

brought about by lower material costs , and trolled by electric railways.

by more efficient operation , particularly in The effect of adding in the bus figures is

the use of labor. The cost of labor con to increase the gross revenues and decrease

tinued comparatively stable, the average the net revenues . Some of the bus lines

wages at the end of the year being only were not in operation in 1924 and many of

slightly more than 1 per cent above the av those that were, increasedthe scope of their

erage at the end of 1924. The slight de operations materially, adding new lines dur

crease in traffic was caused by the continued ing the year and putting on additional buses .

increase in the use of the private automobile All of this added substantially to the pas

and by subnormal industrial conditions in senger traffic and the gross revenues. On

certain sections of the country, particularly the other hand nearly all of the bus lines

in New England and the northwestern are operating at a loss , and when they are

states. averaged in with the railways the offset is to

The above summary of the net results of increase expenses and raise the operating

operations in, 1925 is based on the reports of ratio of the group . Their weight in the

a group of companies representing approxi group is still very small, however, their total

mately 90 per cent of the earning power of effect on the railway figures being less than

the industry. Altogether there were 327 one -half of one per cent.
This is particu

companies that reported and the following larly noticeable in the case of the total num;

table gives briefly the most significant facts ber of passengers carried, where , in spite of

in connection with their operations : the fact thatbus operations are increasing

TABLE A

COMBINED OPERATIONS OF 327 COMPANIES

Increase or ( D)
Per cent increase

1925 1924 decrease

Railway operating revenue . $832.506,416 $ 835,085,489 (D ) $ 2,579,073

Railway operating expense . 610,752,671 617,065,623 ( D ) 6,312,952

Net operating revenue . $221,753,745 $ 218,019,866 $ 3,733,879

Operating ratio .
73.36% 73.89% (D ) 0.53%

Miles of track . 31,189.59 31,284.96 95.37

Revenue passengers . 11,569.799,316 11,705,440,140 (D ) 135,640,824

Total passengers.. 14,511,690,825 14,627,347,649 ( D ) 115,656,824

Car miles (revenue). 2,003,400,393 1,977,825,691 ( D) 25,574,702

or (D ) decrease

( D ) 0.31

(D) 1.02

1.71

(D ) 0.72

(D) 0.31

(D) 1.16

(D) 0.80
1.29
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by leaps and bounds, they only reduce the cent for the railways alone to 0.53 per cent

decrease in passenger traffic from 0.80 per for the combined group.

TABLE B

COMBINED OPERATIONS OF 327 RAILWAY COMPANIES AND 96 CONTROLLED
BUS UNDERTAKINGS

Increase or (D ) Per cent increase or
1925 1924 decrease ( D ) decrease

Operating revenue. $840,395,490 $838,904,506 $ 1,490,984 0.18

Operating expense 618,757,782 620,743,272 1,985,490 (D) 0.32

Net operating revenue . $221,637,708 $218,161,234 $3,476,474 1.59

Operating ratio .. 73.63% 73.99% 0.36% 0.49

Revenue passengers . 11,632,868,986 11,734,410,535 101,541,549 (D ) 0.87
Total passengers . 14,583,367,813 14,660,991,440 77,623,627 (D) 0.53
Car and bus miles . 1,971,496,303 1,962,126,053 9,370,250 0.48

Costper

SAYS RELIGION PAYS TRIBUTE Wichita, Kansas .28

Marion, Ohio .28

There is being circulated an alleged sur Oakland, Cal . .25

vey ofchurch buildings costs made by the Berkeley, Cal. .24

Open Shop Committee of the National As Beaumont, Texas .24

sociation of Employers, Mr. Charles B. San Diego, Cal.
.21

King, Chairman. It is inferred that this in St. Paul, Minn. .17

vestigation was made to create an argument

in favor of churches uniting in attacking Average for 23 towns .355

trade unions . CHURCHES ERECTED

Quoted from the circular : “ Religion is not CLOSED SHOP

exempt from the economic tribute exacted

by the closed shop system in this country .”
Town Cubic Foot

The circular holds that the survey revealed New York City 1.25

that the construction of churches in 13 Cleveland, Ohio .63

towns where the buildings were erected Pittsburgh, Pa . .48

under closed shop , the cost was an average Cincinnati, Ohio .45

of 4372 cents per cubic foot, while in 23 Madison, Wis. .45

towns where the structures were erected Youngstown, Ohio .38

under the open shop or non -union employ Perth Amboy, N. J. .33

ment, the average is 357/2 cents per cubic Granite City , Ill . .32

foot. The circular gives the names of the Decatur, Ill.
.30

cities in which the survey is alleged to have Peoria, Ill. .29

been made and includes 23 cities in which Newton, Iowa ,28

the construction was made under non -union Topeka , Kansas ..... .25

conditions and but 13 cities where the con Kansas City, Mo. .25

struction was made under closed shop con

ditions . Average for 13 towns .435

A very significant feature of the circular The unfairness of this comparison is eas

is that barring New York, which is given as ily recognized by observing the cities men

the highest of the 13 closed shop construc tioned . The Open Shop Committee closes

tion cities, and Poughkeepsie, N. Y. , the the circular by this expression : “ It must be

highest non-union construction city, the av noted that at the convention of the Building

erage is 12 cent per cubic foot in favor of the Trades Department of the American Feder

closed shop construction churches. The ex ation of Labor, President William Green de

posure in the circular actually favors closed clared that the Building Trades Unions

shop construction. The data given out by should have a monopoly on the supply of

the Manufacturers Association is as fol construction workers."

lows : As a matter of fact, the data given in the

CHURCHES ERECTED circular issued by the Employers Associa

OPEN SHOP tion cannot fail to impress anyone that

President Green was right and his expres

Town Cubic Foot sion was in favor of the cheaper construc

Poughkeepsie , N. Y. .60 tion of buildings , in that union workmanship

Birmingham , Ala. .50 is of a nature to effect a cheaper construc

Detroit, Mich. .50 tion . Unions attempt to give full value for

San Antonio, Texas .48 what they receive in wages .

Sioux Falls, S. D. .48

Fort Wayne, Ind. .47 Organized labor, neceecessarily , commits it

Little Rock , Ark. .40 self , more or less , to politics . The labor

Baltimore, Md. .37 movement has long since reached a point

Battle Creek, Mich . where it is necessary for labor to take some
Jacksonville , Fla . .35 interest in civic , state and government elec

Jackson, Mich . .35 tions. Tests have shown this to be neces

Canton, Ohio .35 sary . Politics has all to do with govern

Lima, Ohio .35 ment functioning - executive, judicial and

.35 legislative. And there is no need of our
Los Angeles , Cal .

.30 trying to dissuade ourselves of the fact that
Reading , Pa . .29 there is always a controlling class .

Cost per

.37

York, Pa .
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COURT INJUNCTION SERVICE this cause as prayed for in said complaint

and the defendant also appear by their

The Indianapolis Street Railway Com attorneys Mr. Frank Baker .

pany , as a sort of last resort to defeat the The Injunction

organizing attempt of the Indianapolis " IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED BY

street railway employes, petitioned Judge THE COURT, the defendants Robert B.

Robert C. Baltzell of the United States Dis Armstrong, John N. Parker and The Amal.

trict Court for the District of Indiana, Ind. gamated Association of Street and Electric

ianapolisDivision , for an injunction to pro- Railway Employesof Americaandeach and

hibit the Amalgamated Association of every agent, associate , employe, or person

Street and Electric Railway Employes of controlled by them , or either of them and

America from accepting into membership the all persons acting in combination or con

employes of the Indianapolis Street Railway spiring with them, or either of them, or for,

property. or in the interest of said) defendants or

The complaint of the company sets forth any of them, or in the interest of, or for said

that : the Indianapolis Amalgamated Association of Street and

Street Railway Company, complains of the Electric Railway Employes of America, and

defendants Róbert B. Armstrong, John M. each and every person having knowledge of

Parker and the Amalgamated Association of the existence of this order , be, and they are

Street and Electric Railway Employes of hereby restrained until the further order of

America and alleges." the court herein , from all , or any two or

The complaint continues to explain that more of them combining or confederating

the plaintiff is doing business at all times" together, or with any other person or per

conducted on the open shop principle . " sons to solicit, induce, or by any means pro

Further, cure, any employe of said plaintiff, Indian

" Plaintiff avers that said Amalgamated apolis Street Railway Company, he then

Association by and through its said Vice being a party to the working agreement

Presidents , Parker and Armstrong, mentioned and referred to in the complaint

wrongfully soliciting and persuading and herein,to violate said contract by partici.

unless restrained and enjoined by the order pating in any strike of the employesof said

of the Court will continue to solicit and plaintiff, or interruptionof its service to the

persuade the employes , motormen , conduc public, or by engaging in any such strike or

tors and bus , drivers to violate and breach
counseling or advising any employe so to

the terms and conditions of said contract. do , or entering into any agreement of any

by going upon strike and quitting their said kind or character the purpose of which shall

employment in a body, with and for the beto induce or procure the employes of

wrongful purpose and intention of thereby said company by concerted action to strike,

by intimidation and fear of bodily injury to or cease their said work for said Company

compel each and all of said employes to quit in a body or in any way to interfere with

the service of the plaintiff in a body in the employes of said Indianapolis Street

violation of their said contract in order to Railway Company so as to knowingly and

induce and compel all of said employes of wilfully bring about a strike by said Com.

this plaintiff to become members of said pany employes or a violation of their said

Association and in order to coerce and compel contract by engagingin a strike or by

said plaintiff to abandon its said working threats or other intimidations to prevent , or

agreement with its car service men and attempt to prevent persons from entering

enter into a contract for a closed shop with the service of the plaintiff, or from operat

said Amalgamated Association ." ing its cars , or by any such means to com

Of course the agreement to which is re pel or attempt to compel the plaintiff to

ferred is a modification of the old master operate its said cars by union labor exclu .

and servant agreement which the employes sively or to compel or attempt to compel

are compelled to sign in obtaining employ any employes of said company to join said

ment with the company. Amalgamated Association of Street and

As a result of the petition the court issued Electric Railway Employes of America,

the injunction . The injunction reads : without hisfreewill and consent so to do .

" Indianapolis Street Railway Company,

Plaintiff vs. Robert B. Armstrong , John M.

“ And said defendants, their associates,

agents , employes and all and every person

Parker and The AmalgamatedAssociation

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of

having knowledge of this order are further

temporarily restrained until the further or

America , Defendant.
der of the Court herein , from breaking, in

“ Temporary Restraining Order" juring or destroying any of the cars, tracks,

" Comes now plaintiff, Indianapolis Street wires, power houses, machinery or other

Railway Company, by its attorneys and ex property of the plaintiff herein, or by

hibits to the court its bill of complaint filed threats , intimidations, violence of

in this cause, verified by Robert I. Todd , means stopping , delaying or interfering with

the President of said Plaintiff, and moves the operations ormovements of plaintiff's

the Court for a temporary restraining order cars or by threats, violence or intimidations

in accordance with the prayer of said bill of preventing the safe and uninterrupted trans

complaint, and the court having fully con portationof passengers upon plaintiff's cars

sidered said complaint and affidavits filed and busses or by like means preventing

herein and being advised in the premises persons who may desire

now finds that an emergency exists for the thereon from entering or being carried in

issuance of a temporary restraining order in said cars or busses.

)

other

to be carried
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was

a move .

" And, now , plaintiff presents and files its TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE

undertaking in the form prescribed by law MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

with National Surety Company, New York, “ Worst Enemies of Street and Electric

N. Y. , as surety. Which bond is examined Railway Men ."

and approved by the court.

" It is further ordered by the court that " An inquiry has been addressed to the

the foregoing temporary, restraining order MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR from a gentle

issue immediately this 2nd day of June, man in Ohio in which he asks information

1926, and that it shall be binding upon the as to the position of the Amalgamated Asso

defendants upon being served upon them ciation towards what he styles the 'Brother

by the Marshall which service is now or hood of Interurban Trainmen .' The letter

dered by the Court. was answered privately, and a full explana

(Signed) Robert C. Baltzell , tion given . In fact, like inquires have come

Judge." to the General Office at intervals, for the

The restraining order in effect prohibits past six months, and from points in West

nothing that is in the process of the work ern Ohio . Further than a warning sounded

of Vice-Presidents Armstrong and Parker. in the January number, the MOTORMAN AND

At the time the injunction was granted , CONDUCTOR has eliminated any reference,

some seventy per cent of the employes of editorially, pertaining to the 'Brotherhood,'

the company had already voluntarily asso believing our membership to be sufficiently

ciated together in a Local Division of the familiar with it and its deceptive practices.

Amalgamated Association . Insofar as coerc However, recent disclosures to certain

ing the men to strike is concerned , there is officers of our Association impels the pub

no authority in the laws of the Amalga lishing of a letter from President Samuel

mated Association that permit its Interna Gompers of the American Federation of

tional Officers to even encourage a strike . Labor, that should explode any possible

The matter of strikes is one that must be argument that may be hereafter attempted

determined by the employes themselves. in the furtherance of the deception of the

The only authority that the International spurious ‘Brotherhood .' This letter

Officers have in such case is to either ap secured upon the personal request of one

prove or disapprove of such of our members who was confronted with

Neither has an officer of the Amalgamated the argument that 'Grand Chief ' Rutledge

Association the right to coerce any employe had assured some twenty men upon a small

to become a member of the Amalgamated road in the state of Ohio that, as members

Association . The members of the Amalga of the 'Brotherhood' they would have the

mated Association are the Association itself . sympathetic support and encouragement of

They become members voluntarily . No Inter the general labor movement. Some of

national Officer can organize a group of men these men were unable to believe they had

except that those men organize themselves. posed as victims of such unwonted duplicity

unless the proof came direct from President
INDIANAPOLIS STREET RAILWAY

Gompers . Hence, by request of the mem
PROFITS ber , President Mahon wrote Presiddnt

The Indianapolis Street Railway Company
Gompers for his personal assurance as to

the attitude of the A. F. of L. towards the

cleared $ 1,116,924 for the operating year

ending Dec. 31, 1925. On the net proceeds,
'Brotherhood of Interurban Trainmen . ' The

the company places the charge of $629,193
reply , which not only expresses the attitude

of the A. F. of L. , but carries with it the

interest on bonds and notes, leaving a clear

profit of $487,741 .
sentiment of this and every other organiza

tion affiliated with the A. F. of L. relative
The gross receipts of the property are

given as $ 5,536,369. to these disruptive attempts , is as follows:

Operating expenses are given at $ 4,032,821 “ 'Washington, D. C. , June 16, 1906 .

Within this operating expense, $ 1,149,666, " ' Mr. W. D. Mahon, President Amalga

or 21 % of the total receipts is an expendi
mated Association of Street and Electric

ture alleged to be for maintenance of equip Railway Employes,

ment, way and structures , 45 Hodges Building , Detroit, Mich.

The item of expense for the operation of
“ ' Dear Sir and Brother-Your favor of

cars is given at $ 1,682,517, or 30 % of the recent date to hand and contents noted .

receipts . Of course, this includes what was
Owing to my having been absent upon an

paid as wages to the platform men and
important mission in the interest of our

transportation officials and more . movement, which took me away from head

quarters , I could not have answered sooner .

His Honor, Mayor Frank X. Schwab of " ' I am glad you gave me the detailed in

Buffalo, N.Y.,has returned from Europe formation regarding the efforts which have

where he gave much time to investigating been made by a number of pretended friends

Municipally operated transportation service. but most dangerous enemies , of the street

He recommends tothe citythe immediate and electric railway employes . I refer to

purchase offifty busses which will be city those who have acted under one name and

operated . This would be the substantial another in the recent past, and who now

starting of acompetition with the Buffalo assume the title of ' Brotherhood of Interur.

Street Railway Company that will event. ban Trainmen. ' More than likely, after

ually force the company to yield to Munici the promoters of this scheme have fooled a

pal ownership andoperation of Buffalo's few railway employes , they will , tomorrow or

transportation service. some other day, assume another title; any.
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thing that will best hide the real object of agreement with the Ft. Wayne and Belle Isle

their work. I say that they are the worst Railway will be renewed as soon as the

enemies of the street and electric railway officials of that company return from an

men , because they come under the guise of eastern trip . The agreement with the

friendliness, when their only object is to Detroit Railway does not expire until

prevent the organization of railway employes September.

uniting for their common protection and the “ Diy ion No. 31 , Duluth , Minn . , reports

advancement of their interests , whereas, from everything in very fair condition , with a

our open enemies we are always in a better number of members sick during the past few

position to defend our rights and interests. months, to whom they paid a benefit of

“ ' I wish I could reach all the men who $4.00 per week .

labor, so as to help in protecting them from " Division No. 17, Terre Haute, Ind. ,

the machinations of those enemies who are makes her reports promptly each month
too cowardly to attack them openly. The and is in very good working order. Re

organization over which you preside has cently a request was made by the organiza

done so much for the improvement of con tion for an increase of pay and shorter

ditions of the street and electric railway hours, but up to the present time has not

employes that it is a standing monument been granted by the company.

and tribute to its history and excellent " Division No. 19, Colorado Springs, Colo .,

work. Only those who know and remem the Silver City , is alive to its interests and

ber the bitter past, the awful conditions of does not lose an opportunity to increase

the railway men, can have a proper appre membership .

ciation of the uplift work accomplished by “ Division No. 14 , Fort Wayne, Ind.,

yourorganization. whose members were once told when asking

' The Amalgamated Association of Street for an increase in wages, that they were

and Electric Railway Employes , of which asking too much , and if granted all they
you are the honored head, is the only bona

asked would soon ask for a canary bird to

fide organization of street and electric rail sing to them while on duty, are still con

way workmen, and so officially recognized tinuing in their union , and contributing

by the labor movement of our continent , their part in the assistance of the great

organized under the banner of the American
band of organized labor.

Federation of Labor.
“ Division No. 51 , Dayton , Ohio, is com

" ' I trust that your organization may con posed of motormen alone, of which there

tinue to grow in numbers , power and the are about three hundred . The cars in that

confidence of your fellow -workmen , tending beautiful city are operated with but one

always to the improvement of the men who
man to each car. The wages are not as good

work on the street and electric railways of
as should be paid. Wages in many other

the American continent. cities of the same size are higher, where

' 'With kind regards and best wishes, I
each car is operated with two men.

am, " Division No. 52, East Liverpool, Ohio,

" 'Fraternally yours, is in fine working order and while yet

' Samuel Gompers, young in the trade union movement, are

" 'President American Federation

of Labor'."
already taking advantage of the situation

and paying benefits which they could not do

before they were organized .

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE
“ Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass. , is in

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR
fine condition and keeps adding a few new

“ Local Divisions"" members to their roll each month. An in

crease of wage was asked at the rate of

“ Division No. 26, ( Detroit) is continuing $ 2.00 per day for 9 hours and the sentiment

her good work , the membership now being of the public was that the men were entitled

1175. One of the most important events of to all they were asking . Finally a settle

its transactions was the securing of the ment was made whereby all were to receive

annual agreement with the Citizens ' Street full pay for Sunday work , although the men

Railway Co., which was signed June 3 , go to work one to three trips later than week

1896 . The semi -annual election of officers days. Thus all serious trouble was averted.

occurred in June , when the following offic This Division has no subscribersfor the Mo

ers were elected : President, Alex Dill, vice AND CONDUCTOR, but does better

president, Dennis Cronin ; travelling dele by paying 5 ¢ for a copy each month, which

gate, H. Jones ; marshall, George the corresspondent delivers to each member

McKnight; sergeant -at -arms, A. Hart. Sec and collectsand forwardstothe General Office.

retary James E. Smith continues in office “ Division No.49 , Toledo , Ohio ,has voted

until January 1 , 1897 . Brother Thomas for a 9 hour day, changingfrom ten and

Dalton, the retiring delegate, having com one-half hours. The wages have been agreed

pleted his labors in that capacity, won upon at 16é per hour for the first 3 months

honor to himself and the Division he repre in service and 18 ¢ per hour thereafter.

sented, now returns to his former position “ Division No. 78, Galveston , Texas, one

on the car as conductor , under the provi of the most progressive unions in the

sions of the agreement. An agreement has southern states, is makingrapid strides.

just been closed between the Division and While yet young, it is doing everything

the Rapid Railway , a suburban running possible to improve the conditions of its

between Detroit and Mt. Clemens, the em members, which are rapdily increasing in

ployes being members of Division 26. The number. "

)

TORMAN

Wm.
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.

YourOWN
GROCERY

WITHOUT CAPITAL

l'Il Start You NOW .

Represent E. C. Harley

Company, 34 years leading

distributorofpurityproducts.Take orders and deliver.

You need no investment. Earn$50 to $150 aweek.

Write for FREE portfolio.E.C. Harley,President,

E.C.HARLEY CO., G1122 Harley Bldg ., Dayton , O.

OTTAWA, ONT. AGREEMENT

AGREEMENT made in duplicate this 11th day
of June, 1926, between THE OTTAWA ELECTRIC

RAILWAY COMPANY; and DIVISION NO . 279,
AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF

AMERICA.

The following wage schedule and working condi

tions shall be in effect and binding upon the parties

heretofor two yearsfrom the first day of May. 1926

to the first day of May, 1928, and thereafter from

year to year. If either party to this agreement

desires a change in any of its provisions, said party

shall notify the other in writing not less than thirty

days prior to the firstof day May, 1928. . On such

notification being received, the changes desired shall

be open for discussion .

The Company agrees to meet and treat through
their properiy accredited officers with the officers

and representatives of Division 279 , upon questions

and differences that may arise during the term of

this agreement, including dismissal after suspension .

General Clauses Applying to All Departments

Section 1. It is agreed that no discrimination will
be shown against any employe on accunt of his

membership in any association representing employes.

Sec. 2. The Company, agrees that employes shall

notbe censored in public for disobedience of rules.

Iftheoffenseis a serious one, theemploye at fault
will be placed under suspension , and a careful in.

vestigation of the case made by the Company. If

after an investigation the said employe is found not

guilty, of the charge against him , he shall be rein

stated to his former position and paid for all lost
time. Incompetency. drunkeness, dishonesty and

repeated minor violation of the rules of the Com .

pany will be sufficient cause for dismissal from the

service, but no employe shall be dismissed at any
time without a full investigation and the removal

of all doubt as to his guilt. No dismissal shall take

place till one week after suspension .

Sec . 3. All promotions or transfers in all de

partments shall be based upon merit and seniority

and without discrimination , but the Company must

be the sole judge asto an employe's fitness for such

promotion or transfer.

Sec . 4. When through slackness of work a reduce

tion of staff becomesnecessary in any department.

men shall be laid off after 10 days notice in the fol

lowing order, last on, first off; last off, first on .

Employes being laid off under this clause shall leave

an address with the Company, and notice of re

sumption of work shall 'be given by the Company

to the men by mailing advice to such address. If

the, men do not appear to resume their positions

within seven (7) days, the same shall be deemed to
be ' vacant.

Sec . 5. No employe shall be granted leave of ab

sence exceeding thirty days in any one year without

loss of seniority, except such employes as may at

the time be membersof acommittee or officers of

an association representing employes, or delegates to

a convention of the same, and employes in the scrv

ice over ten years, who may be entitled to 60 days

leave of absence withoutloss of seniority .

Sec. 6. All employes shall be given free trans

portation at all times on all lines of the Company.

Sec. 7. Employes shall be allowed to post notices

of meetings, bulletins, or other mattersof interest

to them at such places as are agreed to by the Com
pany. All bulletins or notices that are not plain

announcements of meetings must have the approval
of the Company before being posted.

Sec. 8. Nine hours shall constitute a day's work

in all departments with the exception of the Water

Plant governed by Section 35 . No employe shall be

compelled todoextraworkbeyond hisregularday's

work except as provided in Section 9 .

All employes shall be avialable for emerg
ency work whenever called upon All special calls

for men when offduty shall be paid at overtime rate,

such calls to pay not less than one-half day's pay
at regular rates.

Sec. 10. Work performed in excess of nine hours

on all days, exceptSundays and the legal holidays
mentioned in Section 11, shall be paid for at the
rate of time and one -half.

Time and one-quarter shall be paid for

allworkperformed on Sundays and the foilowing
New Year's Day , Victoria Day,

DominionDay, Civic Holiday , Thanksgiving Day .
Labor Dayand Christmas Day.

The present regulations governing the

conditions of work and the general conduct of the

Company's business are permanent, and will not be

changed without due notice, permitting the em

ployes an opportunity to discuss such changes with

the Company before they go into effect.

Conductors and Motormen

Sec. 13 . The Company shall posta list of the

motormen and conductors in order of seniority in

their waiting room, together with a Run Guide on

which shall be stated the regular day , relief and

swing runs, and the time paid for each .

Operators, motormen and conductors shall have

the right to choose such runs as they may prefer in

order of seniority , the senior men on the list to have

first choice, and so on until all have chosen . Run

Board to be filled as runs are chosen.

This rule shall apply to all regular day, relief and

swing runs that are listed on theRun Guide . Book
ing shall be conducted by an official appointed by the
Company. Choosing of runs shall take place every

three months, or atsuch other times as the operating

conditions make it necessary for another selection of
runs. Any man refusing or failing to select a run

in the time given shallbe assigned to one by the
official in charge of the booking in accordance with

his seniority .

When any run is made vacant through any cause

for a period not exceeding three months, such run

shall be listed after one day, and shall be filled by a

senior mari, i, e. , a day run vacancy shall be filled

by the senior swing or relief man, and a swing run

vacancy shall be filled by the senior relief man . In

filling such vacancies , operators will rank as motor.

men or conductors as the case may be.

Sec. 14 . When motormen and conductors have

selected or have been assigned to runs regularly
scheduled, and a portion of such runs is , cancelled ,

they shall be paid the full time such runs would

have paid had full runs been completed , for one

day, or until notified by the Company that the

schedule is changed.

Sec. 15 . All runs shall be classified and shall be

known as Day Runs , Relief Runs, Full Swing Runs,

Short Swing Runs, Trippers and Extras.

(a ) All day runs shall be completed within eleven

consecutive hours.

(b) All relief runs shall be completed within twelve

consecutive hours .

(c ) All full swing runs shall be completed within

twelve consecutive hours.

(d ) All short swing runs shall be completed within

eight consecutive hours.

( e) Tripper runs shall not exceed four hours pay

time, and may be coupled to the regular day runs,

and in such case shall pay double time rate for time

worked .

(f) Extra runs shall be service not regularly sched .

uled on the Run Guide, being such other work as

cannot be foreseen, and cannot be provided for by

the regular time table. No extra run shall pay less

than four hours.

All day runs, relief runs and full swing runs shall

callfor at least nine hours pay time.

Sec . 16. All motormen and conductors who fail to

report for duty at places and time designated by the

Company on the Run Guide or otherwise shall have

a miss marked against them except in cases where

they report sickor have arranged with the Company

to be away from duty.

Whenever the cars are delayed so that a motorman

or conductor cannot reach his reporting place on

time no miss shall be marked against him , but if he

arrives before his car goes outhe shall be allowed

to take it.

Sec. 17. Spare men must report at the barns or

relief points at the following hours, week days

5:40 a. m. and at other hours as arranged by proper

authority . On Sundays 12 noon , After reporting

they must remain as long as desired by the Com

pany. They must be properly clothed and readyfor

work .

If a spare man is not employed after reporting at

the morning or evening reliefs he will be credited

Sec . 9 .

Sec . -11 .

Sec. 12 .
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with the full time he is held , which time in any case Shop and Shed Men

will not be less than two hours.
Sec . 26. All shops and sheds shall be heated dur

Spare men are entitled to lay off one day in each ing the winter months to a reasonable temperature.
week of seven days if they wish to do so, but this Wrecking cars shall be equipped with proper protec
lay -off day must be arranged for with the Assistant tion from inclement weather, and men shall be sud

Superintendent. plied with rubber coats and boots when working with

Any spare man who misses will be charged 2 hours wrecking cars .

pay time for the first miss, 4 hours for the second Sec. 27 . When an employe is engaged in any two

miss , and 10 hours for the third miss in any one or more classes of workfor two days or longer, he

pay period . After the third miss in any one pay shall be paid a maximum rate for the work per.

period he becomes suspended from work and must formed. . This does not apply to apprentices.

see the Superintendent before again reporting for Sec. 28 . When vacancies occur in shop or shed
duty. (day staff) these shall be filled on probation by

Sec. 18 . Uniform clothing for motormen and con senior night employes engaged in similar work, but

ductors shall consist as follows: Summer, full suit the Company must be the judge as to the employe's

(coat , vest and Trousers) Winter, trousers every fitness for the vacancy.

year, overcoat every second year . All motormen Sec . 29 .

and conductors shall be so provided, the Company
The employes in shop and shed shall be

classified as follows : Air brake and fare box re
to pay full cost of such clothing for all men in their

pairer,
Machinist, Carpenter, Painter, Glazier ,

service over one year, and half the cost of those in Armature ArmatureWinder,
the service the first year .

Winder's Assistant,
Said uniforms are to be

Electrical Trouble and Bench Workers, Pitmen, Pit
supplied not later than the first day of May and the

first day of October in each year if possible. After
Helpers, Oilers and Greasers, Car Inspectors, Car

any article of clothing has been in the possession of
Cleaners. Car Changers .Shop Handsand Appren
tices,

a motorman or conductor for a period of thirty ( 30)

days it shall become hisabsolute property, providing

A common rate of wage will be paid all men em .

he has been in the employment of the Company for
ployed in each of the above classes, except shop

one year . All caps and badges to be supplied by
hands and apprentices. When not sufficient work to

the Company free of charge . Any motorman whose
keep any man employed in the work belonging to his

duties may include the collection of Tares must take
class he will be assigned other work of a similar

nature by the foreman.

a conductors pea-jacket in the winter .

In the event of an employe damaging or destroy
Line Department

ing his uniform in the execution of his duty through
Sec. 30. When temporary promotions occur on

no fault of his own, the Company shall make good any shift men filling these positions shall receive the

the damage or supply , free of charge, an extra uni rate of pay that said position calls for.

form if the case warrants it. Sec . 31 . All regular linemen and truck drivers to

Sec . 19 Cars shall be sent out each morning and be furnished with Rubber Boots, Rubber Coats,

night for the purpose of conveying employes to and Rubber Gloves and Pliers when needed.

from their work. Said cars to be run on Somerset, Track Department

Bank, Huil, St. Patrick, Sussex, Gladstone Ave. and
Sec. 32. Track maintenance men shall mean em.

Preston lines. ployes whose duties are to maintain the track in a
Sec . 20 . Suitable seats shall be provided for both safe condition . When such employes report and

motormen and conductors on all cars. Said seats owing to weather conditions are unable to work, they

shall be placed in a position where convenient for shall be paid for all time held on foreman's orders.
motormen and conductors in the proper discharge This Section shall not apply to extra men taken on
of their duty. for emergency workin connection with the removal

Sec . 21 . All cars shall be properly heated to a of snow , or to construction gangs.

reasonable temperature. Sec . 33. In the event of day , gangs being se.

Sec . 22 . Conductors and motormen shall be paid quired to do night work fora period of two nights

one-half hour at regular rates for making accident
or less, they shall noton that account be compelled

reports .
to lose a day prior to the commencement of that
night work , and they shall be paid time and one

Sec. 23 . The Company will supply all conductors
half for all work in excess of nine (9) hours.

and operator with tickets and change to the extent

of forty - five dollars, students to be supplied with
Sec. 34. When trackmen are employed at drain

change by the Company and motormen, where re work during the spring and fall of the year, and con;

quired, with Twenty Dollars . The employes in ditions demand such , rubber bootsshallbe supplied

accepting this amount agree to use it for the pur by the Company to all men so employed.

pose of their work on the cars only, and to have the Power Plant

full amount of their change on their person whenever Sec. 35. Eight hours shall constitute a day's work

reporting for work . to be completed in eight (8 ) consecutive hours for

Sec . 24 . The schedule of running time shall be so employes in the water power plant .

arranged as to provide for a lay up of two minutes Sec. 36 . Wood mats and proper insulation shall

at the end of the lines on each round trip . Sufficient be supplied at all power houses and substations.

running time shall be allowed at all times. Rubber gloves, rubber boots and aprons shall be

Sec. 25 . After a student has passed his prelimin supplied to men working in the battery room.

ary examination and has been accepted for employ Wage Rates

ment he will be known as a spare man , and will be Sec . 37 . The following rates of wages shall be

considered as on probation for a period of four paid from and after May 1st,1926. untilthe termin

months.
At the end of this period he will be sub ation of this agreement.

a final examination by the Superintendent, Conductors and Motormen , first year..
.45 €

and if satisfactory will be taken on as a permanent Conductors and Motormen, second year .
47 €

employe . Conductors and Motormen, third year .
48 €

WORKERS UNION
No shoes are Union Made, under our Fair Arbitration

Contract, except those having this stamp .,

UNION STAMP)
INSIST upon having them for The Whole Family .

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

246 Summer St., Boston , Mass .

Collis Lovely , Pres. Charles L. Baine, Sec . - Treas.

ject to

Do Not be Imposed Upon

Factory
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5492)

Fuliness , gracefully and attractively placed, is the outstanding
feature of the new styles. The circular flare is with us still,

with its fascinating undulation , but plaits , inserts and godets
also express the increased width that fashion permits .

Some frocks show both plaits and flares.

The bolero in all its youth expressing chic is shown on many
of the new models .

The bolero lends itself to lovely color and fabric combina
tions .

Chiffon and crepe , silk and cloth may be combined in a bolero

style .

Among top coats and wraps the dolman is shown with com

fortable cape sleeves , and in lovely seasonable materials .

Cotton coats and capes are made of cretonne , chintz and
ratines .

Pongee , shantung and rajah silks are used for summer sports

dresses , suits and coats .

Jumper dresses of damask are new and very attractive .

The most popular of all materials are the prints" which in

their most recent expression of the “ polka dot" threaten to
outshine all other designs.

Pastel shades predominate among colors for summer frocks.

Black is a good street " color" relieved with white, beige or
bisque .

Tub frocks of cotton or silk are now made with large bags

to match .

The smock is still with us in various materials , showing a

variety of neck and sleeve designs .

Fine plaiting , smocking and shirring lend softness to many
new frocks .

Peplums , flounces and tiers are in evidence, and indicate that

the waistline may soon be back in its natural position .

Dresses of taffeta show full skirts , and fitted bodices .

In black or navy blue they are smart, with collar and cuffs
of white organdy or mull .

Collars of every description areworn .

One may have a “ string tie " collar , or one simulating a deepbertha.

S500

9386

20 years.

IN

12 years.
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bust measure .
578/

5490. Misses' Dress . 5492 . Ladies ' Dress .

Cut in 3 Sizes : 16 , 18 and Cut in 6 Sizes : 34, 36, 38 ,

A 16 year size re . 40 , 42 and 44 inches bust

quires 298 yards of 54- inch measure . A 38- inch size , with

material if made with long long sleeves , requires 4'4 yards
sleeves. If made with short of 40 - inch material with 14

sleeves 2% yards will be re yard of contrasting for vestee
quired . The width of the and collar . If made with

dress at the lower edge is 2 short sleeves 37 yards of

yards . Price 12 ¢ . figured material will be re

quired . The collar of ribbon

requires 2 yards . Width of

dress at the lower edge is 274

5386 Girls ' Dress. yards . Price 12 € .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 6 , 8 , 10 and
5500 . Girls' Middy Dress .

A 10- year size re Cut in 6 Sizes : 6 , 8 , 10 , 12 ,
quires 3 yards of 40 -inch ma 14 and 16 years . To maketerial . Price 12 é.

this “ Unitorm " for a 12 year

size , with short sleeves, will

require 1 yard of 36- inch lin

ing for the Underbody , 14
5481 . Ladies ' Smock. yard of 54 - inch material for
Cut in 4 Sizes : Small, 34 the Skirt and 2 yards of ma

36 ; Medium , 38-40 ; Large, 42 terial 36 inches wide for the

44 ; Extra Large , 46-48 inches Blouse. If the Blouse is made

A Medium size with long sleeves, 214 yards

Tequires 311 yards of 32 - inch will be required . Price 12 ¢ .

material together with 2 yard

of contrasting for facing on 5486 . Ladies' Apron .

collar, cuffs, pockets and belt Cut in 4 Sizes : Small, 34

portions if made with short 36 ; Medium , 38-40 ; Large, 42

sleeves. If made with long 44 ; Extra Large, 46-48 inches
sleeves and of one bust measure . A

material,
Medium

44 yards are required. Price
size requires 438 yards of

126 . figured percale, yard of

plain material for facing on

belt portions, and 5'5 yards

5502 . Boys ' Suit . of bias binding on pocket and
other free edges. Price 12 ¢ .

Cut in 4 Sizes ; 4 , 6 , 8 , and
10 years . An 8- year size re 5498 . Child's Dresses .

quires 25 yards of 36-inch Cut in 5 Sizes : 1 , 2 , 3 , 4

material, if made with long and 5 years . A 4- year size
sleeves 244 yards will be re requires 2 yards of 40- inch
quired. Price 12 €. material Price 12 ¢ .

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP-TO-DATE FALL and
WINTER 1926 - 27 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color

plates, and containing 500designs of Ladies, Misses 'andChildren's Patterns, a CONCIŠE and COMPREHENSIVE

ARTICLE ON DRESSMAKING , ALSOSOME POINTS

FOR THE NEEDLE (illustrating' 30 ofthe various, simple

stitches) all valuablehints to thehome dressmaker ,

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO . ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn , N. Y.

s
a
a

5486

$

5498

5502
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The Go-Ahead Man

An ill - fitting, poorly made uniform is like a " block " on a man's

road to success. His industry, honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier.

A Bloch uniform is " two bells” and ahead for the man of " pep ”

and ambition. It is so carefully made , so clearly above the ordinary

in tailoring , so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name. Always

insist upon seeing this label .

E

The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland :

Send mefree, a

TrolleyJum

Time Book In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY, Cleveland , Ohio

Name

Address :
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Vol. 34 DETROIT , MICHIGAN , AUGUST 1926
No. 9

Published monthly by the Amalgamated Association Entered at the Post Office as Second Class Matter .

of Street and Electric RailwayEmployes of America. Accepted for Mailing at special rates of postage pro

W. D. Mahon, President vided for in Section 1103, Act. of October 3, 1917 .

260 East High Street, Detroit, Michigan. Subscription Price . . $ . 75

was

of Portland , one son , Donald Taylor of

Heltonville, Ind . , his father and one brother.

He was born in March, 1881 and was forty

five years of age at the time of his death .

Brother C. V. Taylor was one of the

original members of Di on No. 757 , the

charter of which Local was granted June

28 , 1917. He had thus been a member of

the Association nine years. Within that

period he had served the Local as president

and in various other positions . The first

convention in which Division No. 757 was

represented the convention held in

Chicago , Ill . , in 1919 , at which Brother

Taylor was one of the representing delegates.

At the convention held in Atlanta , Ga., in

September , 1921 , he was again a delegate

representing the Portland °Local and at

which convention he was elected to the

staff of International Officers as Fourteenth

International Vice-President , He was Suc

cessively re -elected at succeeding conven

tions and at the time of his death was sery

ing his third term , having moved from

Fourteenth to Tenth International Vice

President. During this period and in fact

from practically the incipiency of the Local

until 1925, he served as president of Divi

sion No. 757 , and in his activities became

an officer of the State Federation of Labor.

In 1925, due to the resignation of the presi

dent of the Oregon State Federation of

Labor, Brother Taylor succeeded to the

presidency of that body, the duties of which

required him to resign his position as presi

dent of Division No. 757 , and at the time

of his death he was devoting his time ,

except occasionally as he might be called

upon for International work , wholly to the

work of the State Federation of Labor , of

which he was Executive Secretary. From

his first entrance of the labor movement he

became a profoundly active spirit, practica

ally devoting his whole time to the interests

of the wage workers, as well as caring for

his duties as an officer of the Amalgamated

Association . He never allowed his affliction

to interfere with his profound endeavors in

behalf of wage workers, up until within two

or three days of his death , when he became

so afflicted that he was compelled to enter

the hospital . He devoted his efforts, largely ,

to organizing work and he has to his credit

new locals of wage workers in line with the

development of the American labor move

ment .

Brother Taylor was a native of Indiana .

He entered street railway service with the

Portland Electric Power Company in 1911

2 UD

LATE INTERNATIONAL

VICE-PRESIDENT CHARLES U. TAYLOR

Brother Charles U. Taylor passed from

this life Tuesday morning, July 13 . Notice

of his death was a most saddening shock to

his associates upon the staff of the Interna

tional Officers of the Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes of America. His death came from

diabetes while he was
a patient in the

Good Samaritan Hospital in Portland , Ore .

Althoughhis suffering from this afflictionwas

wholly unknown to his many immediate

friends, it appears that he had been a long

time uncomplainingly thus afflicted. He is

survived by his widow , Mrs. Lola Taylor
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and became a clerk and later a road official,

and at the time of the institution of Divi

sion No. 757 had entered employment as

motorman . His devotion to the labor

movement and his eminently successful

service in that line established an endurable

and most creditable memorial to his final

years of life . It can be well added that the

Amalgamated Association , as whole,

unites with Division No. 757 in extending

to the bereaved family most profound sym

pathy and the acknowledgment that his

passing away is most saddening and regret

able, not only to his immediate relatives

and friends, but to the entire American

labor movement .

The funeral of Brother Taylor was from

the Westmoreland Community Church ,

July 19. Active pall bearers comprised :

Brothers F. K. Bowman, H. Ford, C. B.

Teats, Ed . Hicks, E. B. McGlasson and

William Lund, all members of Division No.

757. Honorary pall bearers were: Brothers

Gus Anderson , secretary of the Portland

C. L. U. and a member of Division No. 757 ,

President J. S. Haughey of the Portland

C. L. U. former president , Otto Hartwig of

the State F. of L., former secretary, E. J.

Stack of the State F. of L., A. F. of L. Org .

C. 0. Young , Vice-President M. J. Murary

of the Amalgamated Association, Editor

C. M. Rynerson of the Oregon Labor Press,

President B. F. Sleeman of the State F. of

L. and Charles Sutter, William Doyle, Lee

Lime , William Cooper, F. Merriam , F. J.

Wright, W. H. Duncan, H. Stevens, F. B.

‘ H. Hill , H. F. Presndergast and H. L.

Thomas, all of Division No. 757. Brothers

Cooper, Prendergast and Thomas are

spectively President, Business Agent and

Financial Secretary of Division No. 757 .

Brother M. J. Murray represented the

International Association .

CHECKING OF UNEMPLOYMENT

were

wage workers understand it . Unorganized

wage workers should understand it .

There are multitudes of illustrations of the

extension of employment that has resulted

in shortening the wage workers' service day .

At one time in street railway service there

generally existed what was known as the

" swing system ,” which was practically crea

tive of a service day of from 11 to 14 hours.

It meant employment of six men for two

Any of the old street and electric

railway men of twenty years ago can advise

any present day wage worker of that condi

tion . Who sought to have this swing run

system eliminated ? It was not the manage

ments of street railway properties. It was

the street railway workers themselves. A

2- turn shift was established by which upon

two cars eight men were employed. It

shortened the service day of from 11 to 14

hours to 9 to 10 hours, with day wage

rates exceeding the day rates on the swing

system .

There was no other social element aside

from the wage workers that asserted in

Auence to change the long hour day or

swing system to the 2 -turn system that ex

tended employment in that line of work 33

per cent . That change meant that where,

under the old swing system , 100 wage work

ers were employed, under the 2 - turn system ,

established by wage workers themselves ,
there

133 wage workers employed.

That was a check on unemployment.

But the wage workers were compelled to

associate together - organize - to effect this

change or check on unemployment. It took

time for the street railway wage workers

fully throughout street railway employment

to extend this check on unemployment, but

through organization the wage workers sue:

ceeded . It was through no enactment of

law that this change was brought about.

Yet there did exist in some states and

provinces what was known as the 10 -hour

service day law , which was not respected by

employing managements and there was no

social element aside from wage workers

themselves who ever sought to compel its

observance . This law was placed upon the

statute books solely through the efforts of

organized labor . However, courts held that

it was optional with the wage worker to

work ten hours per day or more and without

organization wage workers were compelled

to work more than ten hours per day when

the management of the employing property

exacted it .

Unemployment became so serious that or

ganized wage workers were compelled to

seek another checking of unemployment by

shortening the service day from 10 to 8

hours . It proved a severe struggle . To

establish the 8 -hour service day, the pro

ganized wage workers understood, would be

another material check on unemployment, as

it would require 125 men in employment

where under the 10 -hour service day but 100

were employed. It meant a 25 , per

cent .extension in employment.

25 per cent more jobs wherever the 8 -hour

day was put into operation through the

efforts of the organized wage workers. It

re

Certain elements , civic and social , ad

vance as an important study , the matter of

checking unemployment . The study of dis

tribution is made. The question of seasonal

occupations enters into this subject . But

the checking of unemployment and extend .

ing of the opportunity of employment can .

not be made only through the processes of

the organization of wage workers.

One of the primary purposes of wage

workers ' organizations is to , so far as it is

possible, destroy competition in the labor

market . One of the prime purposes of or

ganized open shop employers is to defeat

the purposes of wage workers to organize ,

that there may be maintained at all times a

most substantial and effective competition

in the labor market , which means continued

unemployment. Those aside from wage

workers who are studying this question of

checking unemployment, should not fail to

understand these two forces .

The objective of the 8 -hour day was the

distribution of labor so that wage working

would be available to a greater number of

wage workers. It doesn't require very much

study to reach that conclusion . Organized

men

It meant
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workers themselves. In this elimination of

all other social elements, there may be

added thereto that element of wage workers

who are unorganized or are compelled to

work under non -union conditions, It is im

possible for them to lend their support to

the checking of unemployment. The only

element of wage workers and the only ele

ment of society that will be any way effec

tive in checking unemployment, is the ore

ganized wage workers-those of the trade

union movement.

There is one service that elements of

society that are putting forth checking of

unemployment propaganda may render ,

providing it enlists the attention of the un
organized wage workers . It should incite

them to organize . A study of the question

by the unorganized wage workers cannot

fail to lead them to the conclusion that

they can in no way contribute to the check

ing of unemployment except by organizing

in the American labor movement. The only

way that the public can contribute to the

checking of unemployment , is by supporting

wage workers in their efforts to organize .

TWO ISSUES FOR LABOR DAY

By William Green , President American

Federation of Labor

was

Two issues of far -reaching importance

should be emphasized Labor Day. They

even 1011 are :

has become quite universal in the employ

ment of all crafts .

There are now organized wage workers of

certain crafts that are seeking the 6 -hour

service day in employment and the 40 -hour

service week, and the latter, in a measure,

has been established by certain organized

crafts . This is another check on unemploy.

ment . It opens jobs for more wage workers.

The leaders in this movement are the or

ganized printers and building trades crafts .

However, the rapidity in establishing the

6 -hour day depends wholly upon the or

ganized wage workers and upon no other

element of the social order.

It is not enacted laws that will in any way

check unemployment. This has been made

clear by labor's experience in the states that

enacted the 10 -hour day law and also by

labor's experience in the state of Michigan,

where there exists a 6-day week law to

govern the operation of street and electric

railway service . The 10-hour day enact

ments in the various states were unobserved

where employment non -union . No

penalty like pay of time and one-half for

overtime or even like the infliction of fines

by courts upon employers was attached to

the violation of that 10 -hour day law. None

are observing the 6-day week law in Mich

igan, except the organized wage workers.

The 6-day week law in Michigan is wholly

unobserved by non -union wage workers and

employing properties, though

compliance with the 6 -day week law is a

rigid violation of law and subject to a fine

and imprisonment as applying to the man

agements of employing electric railway

properties.

A strict compliance with a 6 -day week in

employment would prove to be another check

on unemployment. Where wage workers

are now compelled and required to work the

full 7 days per week , should they be re

stricted to the law as it exists in the state

of Michigan as applying to street and elec

tric railway service, or in accordance with

Divine injunction, which provides that “ Six

days shalt thou labor and do all thy work ,''

it would mean added employment of ap

proximately 12 per cent . It would mean

that where in such employment 100 wage

workers are now employed, there would then

be more than 112 wage workers employed.

This is to contemplate that under such sys

tems there are those who are given a day

off or take a day off once or twice each

month . It is a check on unemployment so

far as it is today marked out by organized

wage workers and would be a further check

on unemployment were the 6-day week law

properly complied with by employing man

agements. There is no need in this discus

sion of suggesting the attitude of employing

managements relative to laws enacted to

provide 6-day weeks or service day hours.

Wage workers understand that. All elements

of the social order may understand it by

observing the disrespect of employing man

agements who violate such labor law pro
visions .

It is clear that there can be no check

upon unemployment except by the wage

1. An intensive trade union organization

campaign .

2. The Non- Partisan Political Campaign

of the American Federation of Labor .

Wherever Labor Day is celebrated , and

from reports this will be almost universal,

agitation should be renewed for a vigorous

continuance of the campaign to organize

every wage earner eligible to membership in
a trade union .

The experiences of those who in many

states exhibited “ Labor's Reward ," the mov

ing picture outlining the successes of the

American labor movement, clearly demon

strate that hundreds of thousands of wage

earners are anxious to organize.

Speakers at Labor Day demonstrations

would do well to urge every member of a

trade union to appoint himself a committee

of one to seek new members.

Unions that have adopted this policy have

gained in membership. Members of unions

who have relied upon the officers alone to

accomplish results have not been so success

ful.

It is therefore necessary for the rank and

file of all unions to understand that it is

their duty to aid their officers at all times

in the work of organization.

The present stable conditions enjoyed by

the organized wage earners of America were

not voluntarily conceded by employers.

They are the result of organization, of years

of struggle and sacrifice, until collective

bargaining became the recognized vehicle

through which it was possible to maintain
industrial peace .

Organized labor is a recognized institution ,

The right to organize is not questioned . No
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be advanced , therefore, why
THE UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE

every union should not be 100 per cent TO HELP RESCUE CREDIT FROM

organized. It all depends upon the willing GREAT MAW OF WALL STREET

ness of the members to perform their share By Matthew Woll, President, The Union

of organization work . Labor Life Insurance Company

The importance of selecting members of

congress who will be true to their constitu
At the beginning of this year, the Amer.

ents and to the people generally cannot be ican people were in debt to the banks and

over-estimated . Thirty-four senators and
insurance companies of the country to the

435 members of the house of representatives staggering extent of $ 122,000,000,000 or

are to be elected . more. That is more than the mind can vis

There is hardly a congressional district in ualize in dollars .

the United States in which the voters can The American Federation of Labor has

not nominate and elect a forward- looking repeatedly pointed out that those who con.

representative. It is doubtful if there is a
trol the credit of a people control much of

state in which a senator cannot be nom
the life activity of that people.

inated and elected who will be true to the On Sept. 30, 1925 , 52 insurance com

people. The only obstacle will be the failure panies doing about 90 per cent of the insur

of the wage earners to vote for the most
ance business of the country, hadloans out

acceptable candidates.

Members ofthe house of representatives

standing amounting to $ 10,381,000,000.

These figures represent billions of dollars ,

should be elected who will refuse to permit not mere millions ! By the close of the year

three men to dictate what legislation shall they had run the figure up to eleven billions

be considered and voted upon .
It is a and it is now doubtless close to twelve

dictatorship repugnant to our democratic billions. This represents close to

institutions and those responsible should be fourth of the money loaned by banks and

emphatically rebuked through the ballot box . shows to what extent insurance companies

The issue from now until election should a power in the industrial and social

be how to arouse the voters, how to con world —to what extent they hold a pseudo

vince the wage earners that if they desire a ownership over the heads of our people.

congress that will favor remedial legislation Those who loan money may, to a large

and defeat malevolent legislation they will extent, determine the policies and course of

go to the polls on election day and vote . action of those who borrow money. For

• It is not a question of party politics , it example , not long ago certain insurance

is a question of the men and the principle
s companie

s
announce

d
they would loan no

they represent . It is a question of which more money on certain types of building.

candidate
s

more truly measure up to the I am not branding their policy as right or

requirem
ents of the people.

wrong . I am simply showing their power

Labor also should be warned that the to shape the actions of others.

conspiracy to repeal direct primary laws
Insurance companies hold mortgages

will be fatal to the nomination of friendly amounting to $ 1,871,000,000 on American

candidates . The claim that the people are farms . Policy holders have borrowed

competent to elect delegates to party con $ 1,271,000,000 . Insurance companies have

ventions which nominate candidates but are loans approximatin
g
$ 5,000,000 outstanding

not competent to nominate candidates di on city building developments and property .

rectly should be answered by the ridicule it That this vast credit power exerts a strong

deserves . The people are to be influence over wage is beyond

trusted than are the political bosses. question.

It is my hope that every wage earner will It is a further amazing fact that less than

faithfully register and vote in the November 300 life insurance companies have more

election . But these votes must be cast for assets than 30,000 national banks, state

candidates who will be loyal to the people. banks and trust companies combined.

If loyal to the people they will be loyal to Through loans , through potential credit

labor as labor never asks for anything that power, through affiliations, through group

is not good for the people generally . insurance policies and in other ways, the

This applies to Canadian wage earners as insurance companies of the country exert

well as those of the United States , as only their influence .

the most acceptable candidates should be The Union Labor Life Insurance Company

elected to the Dominion parliament. will bring into the hands of the workers

Therefore let us all this Labor Day de themselves as much aspossible of the credit

clare that we will launch an organization power created by their own savings and ac

campaign greater than that of any previous cumulated resources . Every labor organiza

year and that we will all vote for candidates tion in the country ought to be alert to the

that we know will be faithful to the wishes
importance of this new labor enterprise, its

of labor and the people. possible power for labor and its power to

bring to the countryan influence for good

I think you know how genuinely I am in that will extend into every community

terested in the fortunes of the American where it does business.

Federation of Labor and how earnest and In addition to this it will provide insur

sincere a hope I entertain that its labors ance at a figure as near cost as possible,

will be crowned with the best sort of suc consistent with safety and compliancewith

cess in the promotion of the best interests law , at the same time carning a profit for

of the working men of the country . - Wilson . those who invest in its stock .

more earners
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Trade union organizations have before

them, through this company, one of their

most attractive opportunities to add to the

power and prestige of the labor movement

for the benefit of wage earners and our

citizenship generally .

Study the startling figures which I have

presented and act at once to bring The

Union Labor Life Insurance Company into

the field as a force for good in the financial

world as well as in the insurance field .

LABOR DAY, 1926

By Frank Morrison, Secretary, American

Federation of Labor
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living standards, decrease hours and im

prove working conditions .

From this economic base comes all other

progress that develops as the wage workers

develop.

The value of high wages, that business

men and publicists generally accept, is the

most recent illustration of the organized

workers' power of agitation . From its in

ception, the American Federation of Labor

has insisted that high wages create markets

and increase living standards . This theory

has often been engulfed in the demand for

low wages and the philosophy of economists

who defended that doctrine. The present

public attitude , that is being indorsed by

European students of economic conditions ,

is the best proof that again labor's position

is correct.

New times bring new problems, and the

present is no exception to an age -long rule.

While opinions may differ as to the import

of present -day problems , I submit
these three :

On the industrial field , the company

" union ." These employer -controlled institu

tions would assume the form , but not the

spirit, of the trade unions, They are pa

ternal in intent and deny an independence

and vigor that marks the legitimate trade

unions.

On the political field, a growing disbelief

in the value of our law- making branch of

government. This sentiment is encouraged

by those who favor the Mussolini idea .

They consider the people's representatives

á barrier to their will , and at every

opportunity, they attempt to bring Congress

into popular contempt.

On the Judicial field, the injunction judge.

The practice of issuing orders, unsupported

by law , in times of industrial disputes, is

an evil that strikes at our system of govern

ment, just as do those secret adherents of

the dictator theory.

The workers are not discouraged by these

and other problems. They realize that life

is a battle , that every gain is another step

on the long road to greater freedom , to the

day when men shall brothers be--" for a '

that and a' that."

With another page added to the history

of organized labor, the workers can look

forward with enthusiasm and hope .

Year by year our movement records that

slow, substantial progress that is based on

an intelligence of the workers and a public

opinion that is accepting our purposes for a

fuller and larger life .

During the past year ourmovement has

made substantial gains. Wages were in

creased, hours reduced , working conditions

improved and the general social and eco

nomic advance that marks the history of

the American Federation of Labor has been

maintained .

Neither has the past year been an excep

tion to previous years in the securement of

spiritual values that are inseparable from

man's development. These values include a

higher intelligence, a stronger determination ,

a greater capacity and a consciousness of

social worth .

These equip wage workers for various

duties every believer in a democracy must

perform . Wage workers are equipped to

join with fellow citizens in other walks of

life in a solution of new social problems.

Organized labor has changed the tide of

events for wage workers . The trade unions

have implanted a discontent in the breast

of laborers and have urged that the ideals

of that discontent can only be realized

through organization and education.

The trade unions have been unceasing in

their plea that progress is only possible

through a slow intellectual development that

collectively increases the workers' intellect

ual capacity and trains them for enlarged

civic and industrial duties and responsibil

ities , while their living standards are ever

increased .

The trade unions accept the charge that

they are " step -at -a - time" movement.

This is the law of social development, as

against the proposal of " short cuts " that

invariably bring' bitter disillusion to those

who accept the alluring doctrine.

Our trade unions are not narrow . Within

the American Federation of Labor are found

men and wage workers of every

race, creed , nationality and political view .

The only test is : " Do you work for

wages ? "

Our unions are born of the necessities of

wage workers . There is no attempt to

standardize any view other than that those

who work for wages must unite to increase

as

HANDLING THE TRAFFIC

a

Recent checks in Los Angeles show that

during the evening rush hour, the average

street -car carried 77 passengers, while the

average automobile carried 1.67 passengers .

To transfer the load of one street car into

automobiles would require a line of auto

mobiles 660 feet long, or more than a city

block . About 1000 street cars are operated

there in the evening rush hour. Imagine

yourself in the last automobile of a line

1,000 blocks long.

The street car is the most economical user

of street space and serves more people than

all other forms of transportation in the

downtown district.--- Atlanta Two Bells ,

women

Capitalistic change of heart will not be

the solution of any Labor problem . It is

up to the union members.
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Labor Day is the mile -stone of Organized

Labor.

What is the value of organization to

wage workers ?

Labor Day is a holiday not from being

the product of non -unionism . It came into

existance as a product of unionism . It

brings to mind that organized labor is

effective.

strike, which is in reality a lockout on part

of the company management. The judge

alleges that they led the employes to violate

the master and servant agreement alleged by

the presidentof the company to exist be

tween the employes and the company. ,, At

this time the report is that the case will be

appealed .

Cape

Labor Day will be well observed this

year in industrial communities. The reason

it will be so observed is the fact that or

ganized wage workers are alive to the pur

pose of organization. The dignity of labor

is upheld by no other social or individual

element .

to wage

Is there any more positive evidence that

organization is of great value

workers than the desperate attempt of non

union employing managements of properties

to maintain their control in employment and

thus prohibit the wage workers from or

ganizing into trade unions?

Is there a non -union wage worker that

fails to understand why his employer is ever

watchful to restrain him from associating

with his associate employes in the institu

tion of a trade union of his craft ? Every

non -union wage worker who does so under,

stand , clearly understands the benefit of

organization to wage workers. He knows

that for him to associate with his fellow em

ployes in an organization means for him to

obtain better wages andworking conditions,

or at least improve thestandard of wages in

employment for himself and his fellow men .

If such organization leads to a strike or

lockout, he may rest assured that his effort

in the interest of wage workers will not fail,

even though the strike or lockout may be

termed lost to the wage worker. Those of

the employing property will well under

stand that thewages and working conditions

of the employment maintained are not satis

factory and those who follow in employ

ment will receive better wages and more
respectful attention than existed prior to

the strike or lockout.
That is advancing

the standard for wage workers. It is the

organized wage workers
who have ad

vanced the standard of wages and working

conditions for wage workers.
No unor

ganized group of wage workers can promote

their wages and working conditions. It is

the influenceof organization that brings to

Vice - Presidents John M. Parker and Rob

ert B. Armstrong, July 29 , before Federal

Judge Baltzell of Indianapolis, were held in

contempt of an injunction issued by the

judge restraining them from calling or en

couraging the Indianapolis Street Railway

employes to go on strike . While the strike

was voluntary on part of the organized In

dianapolis street railway cmployes, the court

held that their presence at the meeting at

which a lockout was declared to exist, was

sufficient to declare them violators of the

injunction and contributors to the so-called
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them even what they have, though it is FROM LATE REPORTS OF

lower than what they would enjoy were INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

they organized. This should be clear to

the non -union man, even though he looks
International President W. D. Mahon ,

upon his employment as a rain check .
aside from his work at the General Office,

called to Chicago, Ill., upon wage
In another column in this issue appears

the Oakland, Cal . arbitration award . The
agreement work in the interest of Divisions

Nos . 241 and 308. These Locals had ap
chairman of the Arbitration Board that

rendered the award was Attorney John L.
plied for some changes in their agreement .

McNab of San Francisco , Cal . , an attorney
The most important changes being sought

increase in wage rates and
ranking among those of the most advanced

judicial minds in the world . In his reason
" benefit" provision in the agreement. Presi

dent Mahon immediately upon arrival in
ing as expressed in the award , he has set

Chicago took the situation up with the ex
forth the nature of labor servitude most

ecutive officers of Divisions Nos. 241 and
instructively .

308 and later associated in conferences with

the managements of the properties . The

No employer will spend thousands of dol submission of the Locals for the benefit

lars to prohibit his wage workers from join feature in the agreement appeared to be a

ing any association or organization aside new proposition to the officials of the two

from the trade union movement. Such a
employing properties and they wish time in

course on the part of wage workers does not which to investigate the measure of the

interfere with wage fixing by the employing
request in the way of benefit payments by

management . There is no suspicion on the the employing properties. As President

part of the employing management that Mahon said in statements issued to the

such a
course will have any effect upon public , the proposition was really a wage

profits of the employing property. But
proposition. His work upon this case may

when wage workers attempt to organize a be well understood by one of the statements

trade union the interest of the employing issued by him and published in the Chicago

management is aroused . Why ? daily papers. This statement was issued due

to the deferrence of a final reply on the part

Publicity is being given to the damage of the company to the proposition, within

suit brought by the Interborough Rapid which time a study is to be made upon

Transit Company of New York City against which to establish an estimate of the cost

sixty-two of its striking employes. The of the provision. President Mahon's state

company is asking for $ 269,000.00 damages. ment issued and published in the Chicago

The suit is based on the charge that these papers July 18, in full explanation , reads:

employes have caused other employes to " Our reason for adjourning our conference

violate the master and servant agreement with the Elevated company was because we

that exists in employment upon the Rapid have some important requests before the

Transit Company's property. The Inter Elevated and surface companies for consid

borough Rapid Transit Company, follow eration . We believe that to men and women

ing the disruption of the Amalgamated who give their lives to an occupation like

Association local upon that property, en this, the industry should fully protect them ,

couraged the employes to enter into not only by a wage while they are strong

company union under individual agree and healthy and able to work, but that

There arrived a time when the they should be protected in case of sickness,

employes recognized that they were power injury which causes disability, in old age

less within this company union to improve and that their children should be protected

working conditions and wages . As a result in case of death . These employes have

of this conclusion some five or six thousand never had a wage sufficient to protect them

of the Interborough Rapid Transit Com against these conditions, and we have re

pany employes associated together in a quested that the companies establish this

sort of independent movement and applied line of protection for their employes. When

for an increase in wages and improved
we went into conference with the company

working conditions. This was ignored and we found but very little consideration had

this group of employes suspended workto been given to these important questions,

enforce recognition of their right to ask either by the committee or by the company .
for reasonable wages. The strike has con Therefore, we adjourned until both sides could

tinued for some time with one of the results · give careful consideration and gather data

being that the company has sued the lead upon the cost of these propositions. Some

ers for damages on the charge that they people may think that this is something

induced others to joinin the strike move: It is not new to the thoughtful men

ment and violate their " master and servant" and women of labor, or those who have

agreement, which is termed the agreement studies the labor conditions of the world as

with the employes' company union and the they prevail today. The thoughtful econ

company.

New York street railway em

No one questions but that the omist is urging these questions and many of

loyes the larger companies are putting beneficial

justified in their attempt to enforce reas features of this kind into effect , We be

onable wages
and

It is another illustration of a

working conditions. lieve that the men and women affected have

company a right to say how these benefits are to be

in establishing company unions in the arranged and provided, for they naturally

interest of the employing property. become a wage question and the cost is not

a

ments,

new .

are
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such a great item some people may that situation . He was assisted by G , E. B.

imagine. It is not a question of a strike. Member John H. Reardon . Vice -President

We are calmly and intelligently considering Gillespie represented the Team Drivers and

these questions in a conference, and theni, Chauffeurs Union . The investigation showed

if we cannot mutually agree they will go to that there were about thirty jobs in which

arbitration , where all of the facts and fig . members of Division No. 589 were em

ures concerning the cost and how they shall ployed that could be rightfully classed as

operate will be presented and the board of within the jurisdiction of the Team Drivers

arbitration will determine upon them after and Chauffeurs. However, these situations

considering all the facts. The time con had been developed through the processes

sumed in considering these questions I con in the work in the maintenance department

sider is time well spent by both the officials of the company and are in

of the companies and our committees, for seasonal employments, not giving continuous

we are all interested in trying to promote work the year around and during which in

and better the conditions of mankind. I tervals truck drivers, etc. revert back onto

believe that within the next few years you work within the jurisdiction of the Amal,

will see wonderful advancements in the en gamated Association . It was also discovered

vironments of the working men and women that the Electrical Workers, which organiza

of America , for I think both the workers tion holds an agreement with the employing

and those representing great industrial in property, is likewise embracing employes as

terests are coming to realize that in the end members of that organization in the same

the elevation of mankind is the only ques status and that the demands of the Team

tion of vital interest and concern .' In Drivers and Chauffeurs Union could not

assisting the officers and committees of fairly be complied with, except by involving

Divisions Nos. 241 and 308 upon agreement the Electrical Workers Union, other than to

work , President Mahon had associated with show discrimination on the part of the

him International Treasurer L. D. Bland Team Drivers and Chauffeurs Union against

and in the later conferences G. E. B. Mem Division No. 589. The situation was held

ber Edw . McMorrow . As time was being for further conference and Vice -President

taken for a study of the proposition , he left Fitzgerald , upon his return to the General

the situation the hands of Board Member Office , visited Albany, Troy and Buffalo,

McMorrow and the Local officers and re N. Y. , where he conferred with the officers

turned to the General Office, where he was of Division Nos . 132 , Troy , 148, Albany

directing the general affairs of the Associa and 623, Buffalo , upon the affairs of these

tion at the close of this report, July 31 . Locals. He associated with President W. D.

In the course of his work , together with Mahon in the conference with the officer s

Vice -President Fitzgerald , he held a confer and attorney of Division No. 788 , St.

ence with the officers and attorney of Divi Louis, Mo. and upon the D. U. R. agree

sion No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo. , upon the pro ment situation he attended meetings of

posed features being sought by the Local Division No. 26 held in Port Huron and

in the new franchise proposition for the St. Flint in line with a renewalof the expiring

Louis property. The important features agreement . While in Boston , he addressed

sought by the Local are those which will a meeting of Division No. 589, at which the

protect the patronizing public of St. Louis new agreement that had been consummated

in a continuous operation of the system by under the direction of G. E. B. Member

making the matter of arbitration of indus Reardon and the Localofficerswas approved.

trial disputes that may arise between the Vice -President Fitzgerald
visited Indian

employes and management of the property , apolis, Ind., where he made an investiga

that cannot otherwise be adjusted, subjects: tion of the lockout situation involving the

for arbitration . In this conference members of Division No. 976 ,
There he

President M. J. Douglas and Secretary L. A. found a
movement on by the people of

Graeser of Division 788 and Attorney Schnei Indianapolis to establish a Citizens Com .

der of St. Louis . mittee to effect a settlement of the lockout

situation. After advising with Vice -Presi.

International Treasurer L. D. Bland , dents Armstrong and Parker , he returned

aside from his work as editor of the Union
to the General Office and was later detailed

Leader, assisted International President W. to assist Division No. 194, New Orleans ,

D. Mahon upon the agreement conferences
La . The Local is involved in wage agree

held in Chicago in the interest of Divisions ment conferences with the employing, com

Nos. 241 and 308 . At the close of this pany. At the close of this report, July 31 ,

report the situation was awaiting the reply Vice- President Fitzgerald was in New Or

of the company to the benefit proposition
eans, where the situation

was in a con

sought by the two Locals in their agree
ference stage.

ments .

Second International Vice- President P. J.

First International Vice - President Wm. B. O'Brien atManchester, N. H.,reports that

Fitzgerald who was called to Boston, Mass . , the management of the property has con

in conference with representatives of the sented to try out the 8-hour service day

Team Drivers and Chauffeurs International proposition submitted to the company by

Union , making a thorough investigation of Division No.717. He also reports an ad

the jurisdictional dispute between the two justment of the dispute relative to what was

organizations as involving Division No. 589 known as call men . Per his report of July

of Boston, made a thorough investigation of 24 , he had arranged for a conference at

were
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Bridgeport, Conn ., with the officers of Div . no other assumption than that should they

No. 459 upon the affairs of that Local. continue in employjent they would be elim.

inated from the service the same as their

Seventh International Vice-President sixty-four associates had been dismissed and

James Largay visited Amsterdam, N. Y. in with whom the company refused to arbitrate.

the interest of Division No. 923, upon the Sensing the fact that the company had in

internal affairs of that Local. He was then stituted a lockout against employes who

dispatched to Easton , Pa ., where he assisted were members of the organization, the em

Division No. 168 upon presenting a case of ployes suspended work. Preceding this, an
arbitration to determine upon the reinstate injunction had been obtained by the com

ment of two dismissed members upon the pany from the Federal Court, restraining

Slate Belt Branch of that Local. The cases Vice -Presidents Parker and Armstrong from

were presented and the award of the arbi in any way encouraging a strike or

trators sustained the Local in its contention soliciting membership to the organization

that these two dismissed employes should be among the employes. The injunction, how

reinstated . The arbitrators comprised Mr. ever, permitted the company to institute a

Michael Hartneady of Nesquchoning, chosen lockout or discriminate against employes

by the Local, Mr. J. Ham of Bangor, who were members of the Association . Per

chosen by the company, and Mr. C. L. his report of July 22 , the lockout situation

Hesler of Portland , Pa. as chairman . Per exists and on July 21 , by direction of Fed

his report of July 24 , he was at Pottsville, eral Judge Robert C. Baltzell , Vice-Presi

Pa., where he was assisting Division No. dents Parker and Armstrong were arrested

118 in conference with the employing prop and imprisoned upon the charge of violating

erty, in which the Local was seeking to ob the injunction. They were released

tain the reinstatement of a discharged mem $ 10,000 bail the morning of July 22.

ber . In an interim while on this situation

he visited Lansford, Pa., where he addressed Thirteenth International Vice-President

a meeting of Division No. 433 .
Robert B. Armstrong, associated with Vice

President John M. Parker, is giving assist

Ninth International Vice - President M. J.
ance to Division No. 976, Indianapolis, Ind .,

Murray, as representing the International in its endeavor to establish the right of em

Association , attended the funeral of late ployment with the Indianapolis street rail

Vice- President C. U. Taylor , whose death way company as members of the Amalga

occurred July 13. The funeral was held
mated Association. Following the institu

July 19, in Portland. Interment was under tion of the Local, Division No. 976 pre

the ritualistic work of the F. and A. 11. , sented to President Robert I. Todd of the

of which organization Brother Taylor was company an application for an increase in

also a member,
wages and the reinstatement of sixty -four

employes who had been discharged for join

Tenth International Vice -President John ing the Association. President Todd ignored

M. Parker continues his work in the interest the appeal, both for an increase in wage and

of Division No. 976, Indianapolis, Ind., and the reinstatement of the discharged em

has associated with him in this work Thir ployes. The subject was then submitted to

teenth International Vice - President Robert the company for arbitration . This President

B. Armstrong. The Local submitted to the Todd also ignored and as an excuse to the

officials of the employing property an ap public, stated that he would not arbitrate

plication for an increasein wages and the only before the State Utilities Commission

reinstatement of sixty -four employes who under a master and servant agreement that

had been dismissed by the managementon he claimed was subscribed to by all em

account of their having affiliated with the ployes, To call his hand , the Local sub

local Division Association . The president mitted to the State Utilities Commission a

and general manager of the property ignored petition to sit as arbitrators to determine

the application for both a wage increase and the question of wages and reinstatement of

reinstatement of the dismissed members . the discharged employes. The Utilities Com

The Local then submitted the subjects for mission ignored this petition on the pretense

arbitration and again their submission was that it had no authority to arbitrate only

ignored. They then took the matter of under the master and servant agreement ,

reinstatement of the sixty -four dismissed when , as a matter of fact , it had no author

employes to the State Utilities Commission . ity to arbitrate any question only as

Preceding this, the president of the com arbitration board chosen by the two parties

pany had stated to the public that there tolthe arbitration . Any other type of arbi

could be no arbitration , only before this tration would be compulsory and not within

body. The State Utilities Commission held the province of the Utilities Commission or

that it had no jurisdiction and would not anyone else . However, the State Utilities

serve as an arbitration board , unless under Commission, without question, recognized

a master and servant agreement between that its attitude would serve the purpose of

the employes and the company. In fact, the the employing property. Appeals to the

appeal of the Division was ignored by the governor of the state and also to the mayor

State Utilities Commission , the governor of Indianapolis were likewise ignored . Then ,

and the Indianapolis city administration. at a meeting of the employes held July 5,

At a meeting of the Local, held July 5, the the employes recognized that there actually
members deliberated upon the attitude of existed a condition of lockout instituted by

the company and found that therecould be Mr. Todd , and suspended work , as it was

an
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clear that they would have been gradually

dismissed had they attempted to continue

in their employment. Two of the Indian

apolis newspapers have been condemnatory

of the employes for organizing and the

Indianapolis News very emphatic in

stating that their wages of 37 cents per hour

should be a satisfactory wage, as it

rate equal to , if not greater than the wage

rates existing to wage workers in Indian-'

apolis of whom no greater skill was required

than that of operating street The

Indianapolis Times, however, recognized that

37 cents per hour was an unjust wage rate

and in its comments and editorials sustained

the employes in their desire for better wages.

Even a Citizens Committee of fifteen that

voluntarily organized to bring about

adjustment of the situation was ignored by

President Todd . Under date of July 21 ,

Vice -Presidents Armstrong and Parker were

arrested at the instance of the U. S. Federal

Court on a charge of violating the injunc

tion that had been issued against them July

3., . They were arrested by a U. S. Marshalí.

This injunction was granted and the arrests

were made, even in the face of the Four

teenth Amendment of the United States

Constitution. . They were released on bail

July 22 and per Vice - President Armstrong's

report of July 24, they had petitioned the

court, as provided by the Federal Law in

such cases, for a trial before a jury.

General Executive Board Member Edw .

McMorrow at Oakland, Cal. addressed a

meeting of Division No. 192 and reports

the Local in excellent shape and well

officered. He then visited Seattle, Wash .,

where he addressed a meeting of the Seattle

Central Labor Union , also a meeting of

Division No. 587. Following this he visited

Tacoma, Wash ., where he attended and ad

dressed a meeting of Division No. 758 .

From his Pacific Coast work he returned to

Chicago, where he associated with Interna

tional President W. D. Mahon in confer

ences upon the agreement work of Divisions

Nos . 241 and 308, as explained in the report

bearing upon the work of the I. P. He also

advised with Division No. 215 , Wheaton ,

and Division No. 900 , Highwood, Ill . , rela

tive to the affairs of those Loacls and in the

interest of Division No. 517 , Gary, Ind .,

associated with the officers of that Local in

a conference with the officers of the em

ploying property on a dispute that had

arisen relative to the operation of a double

truck car with one man . Per his report of

July 24 , Board Member McMorrow was at

Chicago awaiting the reply of the surface

and elevated railway companies relative to

a proposed added feature in the agreements

to provide for benefit features in the agree

ments.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair visited

Cornwall, Ont . , in the interest of Division

No. 916 . He attended a meeting of the

Cornwall Local and per his report of July

11 , he reports the Local to he well officered.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , who, per

the last report was at Cincinnati, Ohio ,

assisting Division No. 627 upon agreement

work , reports that the agreement, excepting

the wage rates, has been accepted by both

parties thereto and the wage rates have

been submitted for arbitration. The arbi.

trator chosen by the company is Mr.

Walter Knight and by Division No. 627,

Mr. James H. Vahey of Boston . It has

been agreed with the management of the

property that these two arbitrators ' shall

first meet in an endeavor to agree upon the

wage rates to prevail within the future

agreement prior to any attempt to select a
third arbitrator. Per his report of July 25,

the situation was awaiting a meeting of the

two arbitrators for said purpose of reaching

an award .

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon

visited Framingham, Mass., where he ad

vised with the officers of Division No. 620

upon a bus operation question that has

arisen . This property is in the hands of a

receiver . The receiver is withholding from

the members of Division No. 620 the oper

ation of a certain bus line that has been

established and which , under the agreement,

belongs to the members of the Local. This

question was submitted to the court and

the court sustained the receiver in refusing

to permit the members of Division No. 620

to operate this bus system . Another ques.

tion arose relative to the disqualification by

the receiver of an operator of a one-man car,

This dispute was submitted for arbitration

in accordance with the existing agreement

and the receiver has refused to arbitrate the

A petition has again been made to

the court, petitioning that this case be dis

posed of in accordance with the existing

agreement. He assisted First Vice-President

Fitzgerald upon the jurisdiction claims of

the Team Drivers and Chauffeurs Interna;

tional Union, which situation was deferred

to await the attitude of the Electrical

Workers who are in a like condition in the

matter of membership employment. He

assisted Division No. 589 , Boston , Mass.,

upon agreement work and reports that an

agreement has been entered between the

company and Local and that it carries with

it 192 ¢ per hour increase in wage to ele.

vated motormen, fixing their maximum rate

at 76é per hour. Car cleaners and shifters

also received an increase to 63 %2 ¢ per hour.

The rate fixed upon as wages for car house

repairmen was 80 ¢ per hour. There were

some other crafts that also received wage

increases, although the surface motormen

and conductors and elevated employes other

than motormen received in the new agree:

ment the same rates of wages that existed

under the expiring agreement.
At Salem he

assisted Division No. 246 upon a grievance

case that had arisen. Per his report of July

24, the wage arbitration in the interest of

Division No. 174 , Fall River, Mass. and

associate Locals, the members of which are

employed upon the Eastern Massachuset
ts

Railway property, was pending submission

in arbitration .

tie

case .

7

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt in July

was dispatched to Springfield, Ohio , to
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Fitzgerald arrived in New Orleans and per

the report of Board Member Lawson of date

of July 24, he was assisting Vice - President

Fitzgerald upon that situation and it was

yet continuing in a conference stage .

assist Division No. 851 upon agreement and

grievance work . A grievance existed as re

sulting from the dismissal of an employe.

In conference with the manager of the

property , the manager was prevailed upon

to reinstate the discharged employe, with

the penalty modified to a suspension period .

At Newark he advised with the officers of

Divisions Nos . 809, Zanesville, and 839,

Newark, Ohio , upon agreement work . These

two Locals work under a joint agreement

with the employing property and have made

a request for an incresae of 5 cents per hour

in wages. Per his report of July 24, this

case was pending a reply from the manage

ment of the property.

to
1

G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch reports

that the wage arbitration in the interest of

Divisions Nos. 125 and 805, East St. Louis ,

Ill . , has been completed and an award has

been rendered , granting to the employes 2

cents per hour increase in wages . This

establishes wage rates on the East St. Louis

city lines of 47 cents per hour for the first 6

months service men ; 52 % 2 cents for the

second 6 months service men ; 572 cents for

the third 6 months service men ; 5872 cents

for the next 3 months service men , and to

those of more than 21 months of service , 59

cents per hour . One-man car operators are

to receive 5 cents per hour in addition to

these rates . These same rates apply to the

Alton city men and the Belleville city men .

The Alton city men are members of Division

No. 805. The interurban rates established

by this award are : 52 cents per hour for

the first 6 months service men ; 5772 cents

for the second 6 months service men ; 59

cents for the third 6 months service men ;

60% cents for those of the next 3 months

service , and for those of more than 21 months

of service, 61 cents per hour. Men operating

limited cars receive one cent per hour in

addition thereto . Bus operators are to

receive the wage rates of one -man

operators . Per his report of July 24 , the

settlement of the wage dispute upon the

Waterloo Railway , theemployes upon which

a branch of Division No. 805 ,

pending in a conference stage, as was also

the dispute existing between Division No.

915, Granite City , 111. and the employing

property .

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover visited

Edmonton, Alta ., where he advised with

Division No. 569 upon a jurisdiction ques

tion that had arisen from claims on part of

the membership by the Stationary Engineers

Union . This dispute applied some

thirty- five members of the Local, who have

expressed themselves as desirous of continu

ing their membership in Division No. 569 ,

which appears to be understood by the

officers of the Engineers . He returned to

Vancouver, B. C., where he had been in

structed to take a referendum vote of Divi

sion No. 101 relative to the attitude of the

members upon a resolution adopted by that

Local on the 3rd day of May, while Board

Member Hoover was assisting Division No.

99, Winnipeg, Man . upon agreement work

and organizing extension work. This resolu

tion was condemnatory of Division No. 99

and the International Association and was

enacted in the interest of the so - called " One

Big Union " that had instituted itself a few

years ago by absorbing certain locals of

various crafts in the Northwest United

States and Western Canada and included in

its rival endeavors the absorbing of a large

majority of Division No. 99, Winnipeg,

Man. as a unit of the said O. B. U. In

the entire course of its existence in Winni

peg , the 0. B. U. had accomplished nothing

for the employes and had made no attempt

to advance conditions to the employes, until

Division No. 99 started a movement to re

establish collective agreement relations with

the employing property. The evidence indi

cates that in Vancouver there yet remained

exponents of the 0. B. U., dissoluting ele

ment and upon petition of the said O. B. U.

from Winnipeg, the resolution condemning

Division No. 99 and the International Asso

ciation was adopted by Division No. 101 .

Even before Board Member Hoover obtained

information of this radical act on the part

of Division No. 101, the resolution was in

the hands of the 0. B. U. in Winnipeg and

being published in a publication of that

institution, showing the direct intercourse

between the Winnipeg 0. B , U. and an ele

ment within Division No , 101 . Board

Member Hoover was instructed to take a

referendum vote repudiating this act by

Division No. 101. The referendum vote was

held and per his report of July 9 , of some

900 votes cast , 499 sustained the condem

natory resolution enacted May 3 and 466

voted to rescind it . This act on the part

of Division No. 101 refers the subject back

to the General Executive Board for such

action as it may take at its next regular

meeting, which will convene August 16 .

car

are was

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson was

dispatched to Asheville , N. C. , where he

assisted Division No. 128 upon agreement

work. He assisted the Local in preparing

proposed agreement provisions, which were

submitted to the management of the prop ;

erty.
A conference was held thereon and

while awaiting a reply from the company

officials, he was dispatched to New Orleans,

La. , to assist Division No. 194 upon agree

ment work . The management of the prop

erty in New Orleans appears to be taking

an arbitrary stand relative to future agree

ment relations between the Local and em

ploying property . In accordance with the

expiring agreement, disputes are subject for

arbitration , towhich the company is hesitat

ing to consent . Later, Vice - President

Individual effort can accomplish nothing .

Men of large affairs in politics and business

hunt in packs. Wherefore should a crafts

man neglect the invitation to unite with

others in the Union Label movement.
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STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
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Indianapolis, Ind.—Division No. 976 sus

pended work July 5 , by declaring to exist a

condition of lockout . Preceding this date ,

throughout the organizing of Division No.

976, sixty -four members whose membership

had been brought to the attention of the

managers of the employing property , were
dismissed from the service. The attitude of

the president of the Indianapolis Street

Railway Company was of a nature to war

rant the members of the Local to assume

that should they continue further in em

ployment , they would be discharged from

the service at the early convenience of the

employing management. It was, therefore,

recognized that the company had estab

lished a lockout and adopted a policy to

withhold employment from members of the

Amalgamated Association. There were 803

employes affected, including the sixty-four

who had been dismissed from the service.

Preceding the suspension , a vigorous en

deavor was made to have the company arbi

trate the question of reinstatement of the

sixty -four members. Petitions along this

line were ignored by the company, that

seemed to have supporting its attitude the

mayor and city administration, as well as

the governor and state officials , including

the State Utilities Commission , all of whom

prior to the suspension of work manifested

such an attitude. Later, a Citizens Com

mittee became self -appointed and endeav

ored to effect an adjustment through arbi

tration or conference. This Citizens Com

mittee was ignored by Mr. Todd and his

associates and was advised by the political

adherents of the employing property that

they were powerless to assist. Feeling that

some respect might be shown them , an as

semblage of the employes' wives endeavored

to petition the governor and mayor to in

tervene in the interest of a settlement of

the dispute and re-employment of their hus

bands, with the right of organization . This

Ladies Committee of some fifty or more

were turned down in their appeal by the

State Utilities Commission . They then

went to the mayor's office, but His Honor

slipped out of his office while they were

waiting , as shown by a statement published

in one of the Indianapolis papers, which

reads : " Duvall, (the mayor) in his private

office with several politicians , kept the

women , many of them carrying children ,

waiting in an outer office from 10:40 A. M.

until nearly 1 P. M. Then Lieut. Arthur

B. McGee, Duvall's aide, announced, “ The

mayor has left . ' We don't believe it , '

came from the excited women , 'not after he

has kept us waiting all this time . ' Where

upon McGee personally conducted Mrs.

O'Brien through the empty inner offices of

the city's chief executive. The women had

to request Mayor Duvall to at

tempt to settle the car strike, now in its

nineteenth day , through arbitration , and to

learn the general attitude of the city's chief

executive with respect to the strikers . While

the women waited, Duvall received in his

inner office, from which he fled , a number of

prominent Republican politicians belonging

to his political faction and the members of

the Board of Safety . First out of the

oftice through the side door was Charles J.

Orbison , National Vice - President of the

Klan and a participant in numerous con

ferences pertaining to the political welfare

of Senator James E. Watson. Next to exit

was . George B. Coffin , Republican County

Chairman and boss of the G. 0. P. ball

bearing machine of which Duvall is the

leading cog: Then out came 0. B. Haskett ,

John A. George and George W. Friday of

the Board of Safety members. Mrs.

O'Brien, the “Mother Jones' to the local

strikers, kept her delegation intact, even

after the faliure to see the mayor. " Tell

these men , ' said Mrs. O'Brien , 'they're

taking food away from our children . They

won't go on and work after that if they've

got any red blood in their veins , ' Governor

Jackson left today for a trip which will last

until August 10, without announcing any

decision on a request of the Citizens Com

mittee that he appoint a Mediation Com

mittee to consider the strike." These quo

tations taken from an Indianapolis paper

supply , very convincing evidence of the

political control in Indianapolis and In

diana , as being, in the hands of the non

union employing element. Late reports in

dicate that there is nothing discouraging in

the situation . The ladies " learned the gen .

eral attitude of the city's chief executive ."

President Claud Fisher , Vice - President

John Gelders and Secretary Ed. Kaser of

Division No. " 836, Grand Rapids, Mich .

were recent callers at General Headquarters,

while on
a trip to Detroit. They report

Division No. 836 to be in an excellent

prosperous condition. The Grand Rapids

Railway was never more popular with the

public of Grand Rapids, thân it is under

the present management.

Disbursements from the Death , Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of June, 1926,

were made to beneficiariesyon claims as follows:

Death Benefits
Angelina De Palma, executrix of will of de

ceased for beneficiary, death
claim of

Joseph Palmer, (" Guiseppe De Palma" ).
deceased , late member of Div. No. 618,

Providence, R. I.; cause , Nephritis ... $ 800.00

Mrs. Johanna Zigman, beneficiary.. death

claim of Frank Zigman, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 400.00

Rose Winchester, beneficiary , death claim of

George H. Winchester, deceased, late mem
ber of Div. No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio ;

cause , Chronic Myocarditis .

John F. Britt, financial secretary and treas.

urer of Div . No. 549, for beneficiaries, death
claim of Fred G. Powers, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 549, Northampton,

Mass.; cause, Pernicious Anaemia .

Mrs. Emilie Kaiser, beneficiary, death claim

of Charles L. Schulz, deceased, late member

of No. 241 , Chicgao , Ill .; cause ,

Broncho-Pneumonia .. 800.00

Elizabeth Duffley. power of attorney for bene
ficiaries, death claim of Daniel Lynch , de

ceased, late member of Div. No. 589 , Bos

ton , Mass .; cause , CardioRenal Disease and
Arterio Sclerosis .

Minnie Ida Fairman , beneficiary , death claim

of A , A. Fairman, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 618. Providence, R. I.; cause ,

Apoplexy

Thomas Moore and Elizabeth Irving. bene

ficiaries, death claim of Steve Moore, de

800.00

800.00

Div.

come

800.00

800.00
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ceased , late member of Div . No. 194, New

Orleans, La.; cause , Acute Parenchymatous
Nephritis . 300.00

Mrs. Mary P. H. Larsen , beneficiary, death .

claim of P. H. Larsen , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La .;

cause, Chronic Interstitial Nephritis and
Uraemic Coma . 800.00

Patrick Hagerty , beneficiary, death claim of

Cornelius W. Hagerty, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 284, Nashua, N. H .; cause ,

Cancer of Bowel. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Pursell Hofi, beneficiary, death

claim of Fred A. Hoff, deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No. 540 , Trenton, N. J .; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis, Chronic Endocarditis
and Acute Dilatation of Heart 800.00

Mrs. Adelaide Costenoble, beneficiary, death
claim of Arthur E. Costenoble, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 26, Detroit, Michi ;

cause, Strangulation by hanging while tem

porarily deranged-suicide , 250.00

Mrs. Julia A. Gray, beneficiary, death claim

of William Gray, deceased , late memberof
Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Na

tural causes - Syncope associated with Hy

pertrophy and Dilatation of Heart 800.00

Mrs. Jennie Patterson, beneficiary, death claim

of Harry Patterson , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Acute

Meningitis secondary to Brain Abscess .. 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Linehan, beneficiary, death
claim of Thomas Linehan , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Carcinoma of Esophagus .. 800.00

F. H.Wilson, financial secretary of Div. No.

235,for beneficiary, death claim of Alonzo

A. Hatch , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 235 , Brockton, Mass.; cause , Carcinoma
of Prostate Gland 800.00

John Conlon, administrator of estate of de
ceased for beneticiaries , death claim of

Michael Joyce, deceased, late meinber of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Bilateral

Inguinal Hernia .. 800.00

Mrs. Katherine Halas , beneficiary , death claim

of John Halas, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Aortic
and Mitral Stenosis .. 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasures of

Div . No. 308 , for payment of funeral, tomb

tone, board, nursing and other expenses ,

death claim of Robert V. Stanley, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .;
cause , Chronic Myocarditis . . 800.00

Mrs. Euthelda Moore, beneficiary , death

claim of D. W. Haie , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 98, Akron, Ohio ; cause, Per
forated Duodenal Ulcer with General Perit.

onitis . 700.00

McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary , death claim

of Thomas J. Gordon, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause ,
Influenza 300.00

Zora Bowmer, beneficiary, death claim of J.

B. Bowmer, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Cerebral
Hemorrhage.. 300.00

Mrs. Lillian Gilbert ,beneficiary, death claim
of James A. Mossor, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 702 , Canton, Ohio ; cause, Cere
bral Hemorrhage .. 100.00

Mrs. S. L.Howitt , beneficiary , death claim of

Richard Coghlan , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 113, Toronto , Ont .; cause , Arterio
Sclerosis and Epileptic Dementia 800.00

Vincent Tuero, financial secretary and treas:

urer of Div . No. 623 , for executor of will

of deceased for beneficiary, death claim of

Samuel Johnson, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y .; cause , Cere
bral Hemorrhage. 800.00

Vincent Tuero , financial secretary and treas

of Div .
No. 623 , for beneficiaries,

death claim of James N. Hunter, deceased ,
late member of Div . No. 623 , Buffalo , N.

Y .; cause , Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Amelia Budwet, beneficiary, death claim

of Toney Budwet ( Budvidis) , deceased, late
member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Strangulation by hanging with sui
cidal intent .

600.00
Margaret Jones, beneficiary, death claim of

L R. Jones, deceased ,late memberof Div.
No. 582, Utica , N. Y .; cause, Chronic

Muscular Atrophy (Spinal) and Myocard
itis ,

500.00

Mrs. Clara B. Crossman , beneficiary , death

claim of Albert A. Crossman, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 459 , Bridgeport, Conn .
cause , Endocarditis , Pulmonary Tubercu

losis and Pulmonary Hemorrhage . 800.00

Mrs. Louis Sauriol, beneficiary , death claim

of Louis Sauriol , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ; cause ,
Hematuria . 300.00

E, O. M. Fehrnstrom , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 589, for beneficiary ,

m of Michael J. O'Brien , deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage . 500.00

Albert E. Taylor and Nettie E. Thompson ,

executors of will of deceased for beneficiar

ies , death claim of Thomas B. Hassett , de
ceased , late member of Div . No. 589. Bos

ton , Mass.; cause , Carcinoma of Caecum .. 800.00

Mrs. Sophia Ketchum , beneficiary, death

claim of A. (Albert) Ketchum ,deceased ,
late member of Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati,

Ohio; cause, Uremic Coma and Nephritis .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary O'Neil, beneficiary, death claim of

Patrick O'Neil, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Gay, beneficiary, death claim

of Thomas B. Gay, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 587 , Seattle , Wash .; cause,

Lobar Pneumonia and Arterio Sclerosis .. 100.00

Antonio Giorgi alias George, administrator of
estate of deceased , for beneficiaries, death

claim of Peter George, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 618, Providence , R. I.;

cause , Accident-run over by auto , causing

crushing injuries to head and chest -- oc

curred while in performance of duties as
trackman . 800.00

Mrs. Mary Heimbuck, beneficiary , death

claim of Lorenz Heimbuck , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 308, Chicago, I11 .;

cause , Chronic Endocarditis and Arterio

Sclerosis . 800.00

Mrs. Blanche Barrow , beneficiary , death claim

of John (J.) Barrow , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800,00

Alfred Coates , financial secretary of Div . No.

618 , for beneficiaries , death claim of Charles

J. Sherman , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 618 , Providence, R. I .; cause, Diabetes 800.00

James Potter, beneficiary, death claim of Wil

liam Lamont Potter, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 99 , Winnipeg , Manitoba ; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Bonang, beneficiary, death claim

of Ephriam Bonang, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 508 , Hallifax, Nova Scotia ;

cause, Cancer of Stomach and Cancer in

Liver 500.00

Gus. J. Bienvenu, financial secretary of Div.

No. 194 , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Edward F. O'Brien, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 194, New Orleans , La.; cause ,

Broncho -Pneumonia . 800.00

Laura L. Moore , beneficiary, death claim of

John C. Moore, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 689, Washington, D. , C.; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis and Cerebral Hemorrhage

(Paralysis ) 150.00

Mrs. Anna Dalbow, beneficiary , death claim

of A. L. Dalhow , deceased, late member of
Div . No. 805 , East St. Louis, Ill .; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis ... 800.00

Marvin V. Andersen , beneficiary and power

of attorney and also guardian for bene

ficiaries, death claim of Arne Anderson , de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 241 , Chi

cago, Ill.; cause, Organic Heart Disease .... 800.00
Doris Fletcher, beneficiary and also guardian

of beneficiary, death claim of Ernest 0.

Fletcher, deceased , late member of Div . No.

241 , Chicago , Ill ,; cause , Cerebral Hemorr

hage . 800.00

Mrs. Mary Jensen , beneficiary, death claim of

Harold Jensen, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia . 800.00
Mrs. Hannah W. Lemmon, beneficiary, death
claim of Thomas Lemmon , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Cerebral Embolism 300.00
Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for . beneficiary, death claim
of Anna L. Ramplin , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago , 111 .; cause , Myo.

carditis . 800.00

2
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Augusta A. Jones , death claim of Collins W.

Jones, deceased, late member of Div . No.

589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Cerebral Hem

orthage .
800.00

Mrs. Delia Fay, beneficiary, death claim of

Frank J. Fay, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass .; cause , Cere

bral Hemorrhage . 800.00

DeliaT. Dinsmore, beneficiary , death claim

of George C. Dinsmore, deceased , late mem.
ber of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause ,

Chronic Cholelithiasis and Cholecystitis and

General Peritonitis . 800.00

Elizabeth Costigan , beneficiary, death claim

of John Costigan, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 148, Albany, N. Y .; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis and Cerebral Hemorrhage 800.00

Edwin S. Ringberg . financial secretary and

" treasurer of Div. No. 900, to apply on bill

of funeral expenses, death claim of James
Edwards, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 900 , Highwood , Ill .; cause , Chronic

Endocarditis. 100.00

Emma Reddick , beneficiary , death claim of

George W. Reddick, deceased, late member
of Div. No, 801 , Altoona , Pa .; cause , Can

cer of Gall Bladder and Stomach 300.00

Sarah Worley, beneficiary, death claim of

Clarence Worley, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo .; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis . 600.00

Jannie H. Bagby, beneficiary , death claim of

T. A. Bagby, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis and Chronic Nephritis .. 100.00

Sophia J. Duthe, beneficiary, death claim of

William J. Duthe, deceased, late member of

Div. No.623, Buffalo , N.Y .; cause , Chronic

Britht's Disease . 800.00

Oliver White, financial secretary of Div. No.

281 , for payment of balance due on funeral

bill , on account of death claim of Edward

D. Page, deceased , late member of Div . No.

281 , New Haven , Conn .; cause, Cerebral

Hemorrhage .. 187.50

Elizabeth G. Murphy, administratrix of estate

of deceased , for beneficiary , death claim of

James E. Murphy, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass .; cause ,

Broncho-Pneumonia , (Primary) . 500.00

Mrs. MaryPerrine , beneficiary , death claim

of John Fleet Perrine , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 813, Fairmont, West Va .;

cause , Shot in back, knee and left thumb

murdered . 200.00

Mrs. Clara Dawes Craigbon , beneficiary,

death claim of Arthur F. Craigbon , de

ceased , late member of Div. No. 789, Gates ,

N. Y.; cause , Acute Dilatation of Heart , . 100.00

Bridget Beechel , beneficiary, death claim of
John Beechel , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 819, Newark , N. J .; cause , Cere

bral Hemorrhage . 100.00

Mamie Meineke, beneficiary, death claim of
John Novak, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio ; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis . 700.00

Mrs. C. L. Bowen , beneficiary , death claim of

C. L. Bowen , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 928 , Hot Springs, Ark.; cause , Acute

Dilatation of Heart , 100.00

Mrs. George W. Whitney, beneficiary, death

claim of George W. Whitney, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 576 , Schenectady , N.

Y.; cause , Broncho -Pneumonia 800.00

Nils Harry Bostrom , executor of will of de

ceased for beneficiaries, death claim of

John P. Bostrom , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Pulmon:
ary Abscess . 800.00

Mrs. Amanda Hanlon , beneficiary, death

claim of Thomas R. Hanlon , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Accident-crushing, injuries due to

being struck by automobile .. 800.00

Mrs. Daisy Jones , beneficiary, death claim of

Morris Jones, deceased , late member of Div .
No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause , Bronchial

Pneumonia 700.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308 , for payment of funeral bill,

death claim of George Blackmer, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Perforated Ulcer of Stomach 250.00

Louise Blake, beneficiary , death claim of

Samuel Blake, deceased , late Member at

Large, Int. Office, Detroit , Mich .; cause,

Carcinoma of Liver..
800.00

Mrs. Harriet Benet, beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph G. Benet, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis 800.00

John Scarpelli, administrator of estate of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Michaelle Leonetti, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ; cause ,

Accident - Automobile in which he was rid

ing was struck by street car , causing Frac

ture of ribs on left side and Rupture of

Spleen ... 500.00

Mrs. Susanna Bailey, beneficiary, death clair
of Thomas F. Bailey, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 969, St. Benedict, Pa .; cause ,

Carcinoma of Stomach .. 75.00

Mrs. Maud F. Lecates, beneficiary, death

claim of Alonzo A. Lecates, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 842 , Wilmington , Del.;

cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis , 700.00

Mrs. Eva Dowling, beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas F. Dowling, deceased, late member .

of Div. No. 425 , Hartford , Conn .; cause ,

Chronic Cystitis, Nephritis and Myocard
itis . 800.00

Mary J. Crossley , beneficiary, death claim of

John Crossley, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 418 , Ogden , Utah ; cause , Apo

plexy .. 800.00

Sarah A. Murphy, beneficiary, death claim of

Harry L. Murphy, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 568, Erie, Pa.; cause, Cerebral

Hemorrhage and Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Gus . J. Bienvenu , financial secretary of Div .

No. 194, for beneficiaries, death claim of A.

Dietrich , deceased , late member of Div . No.

194, New Orleans, La.; cause , Pulmonary

Tuberculosis... 800.00

Mary A. Bell, beneficiary , death claim of

James A. Bell , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Myo

carditis and Arterio Sclerosis 100.00

Bridget Conroy , beneficiary, death claim of

James Conroy, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Dia

betes 300.00

Mrs. Dorcas E. Quinn, beneficiary, death

claimof James Quinn ,deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause ,
Chronic Heart Disease . 800.00

Disa bility Benefits

A. E. Rundblade , member of Div . No. 381 ,

Butte , Mont.; cause , Struck by automobile

when he stepped from street car while at

work, breaking leg , injuring arm and suffer

ing from shock and nervousness , also suff

ering from Gastritis and Neuritis . 800.00

George Knepp , member of Div . No. 98 ,

Akron , Ohio ; cause , Collision between two

street cars where a heavy jack fell on left

foot, causing operation on left foot, remov.

ing middle phalange and also Gangrene of

of foot .. 800.00

Marion Walton , member of Div . No. 788 , St.

Louis, Mo.; cause, Loss of right arm above

elbow due to Sarcoma caused by a bruise

received by the sudden start of car while

in performance of duties as conductor ..... 500.00

Old Age Benefits

John D. Nolan, member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill ..... $ 800.00

Wilbur L. Chamberlain , member of Div . No.

281 , New Haven , Conn ... 800.00

Joseph Devlin , guardian of Henry Devlin,

member of Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich . 800.00

Michael Curtin , member of Div. No. 389 ,
Mansfield , Ohio

William Birmingham , member of Div. No.

241 , Chicago , Ill..

Matthew Higginson , member of Div . No. 282 ,

Rochester, N. Y .. 800.00

William Wilson Anderson, member of Div.

No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .. 800.00

William Kinsella , member of Div. No. 241 .

Chicago, Ill ....
800.00

John Kelly , member of Div . No. 85, Pitts

burgh , Pa ..

B.F: Roberts, member of Div . No. 194, New
Orleans , La ..

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

Total . $60,212.50
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In Memoriam

By Div. No. 757, Portland , Ore.

Whereas , In the passing away of our beloved

brother , C. U. Taylor , in whose death we recognize

that we have lost one who was loyal to our associa

tion and who was a genial companion, devoted to
the principles of unionism ; and

Whereas, Through his activities in the labor move

ment throughout the state the membership suffers a

deep loss ; therefore, be it

Resolved . That we extend to the bereaved widow

and relatives our heartfelt sympathy in their sad

hour of trial , and assure them that the untimely

death of our deceased brother most severe

shock , and cause for grief to us ; and, be it further

Resolved, That
tribute of respect to the

memory of our departed brother, we drape the

charter for a period of thirty days: that this resolu

tion be entered upon the minutes of this meeting ;

that a copy be forwarded to the bereaved family and

a copy to our official paper .

Adopted by Local Division No. 757 .

GUST. ANDERSON ,

July 20 , 1926 . C. F. LEPPERI,

F. R. BEESON ,

Committee .

was a

as a

By Div . No. 568, Erie , Pa.

Whereas, Our heavenly Father has seen fit to re

move from our midst , our esteemed brother, Carl

Weber, in whose death we have lost a loyal brother ,

one who has suffered three years of sickness, the loss

of one limb and totallyblind , who suffered patiently

until he was called by Him who doeth all things well

and knoweth best ; therefore , be it

Resolved . That we, the members of Division 568 ,
A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , in regular meeting as

sembled , extend to the bereaved wife and family our

heartfelt sympathy and cosolation , and pray that

our Heavenly Father will reward the wife for her

patience in attending the husand and father so care

fully during his sickness ; and, be it further
Resolved . That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for thirty

days , a copy of these resolutions be sent to the
bereaved wife and family , a copy sent to the MOTOR

MAN AND CONDUCTOR for publication and a copy

spread on the minutes of our meeting .

WILLIAM J. SUTTER, Pres.

July 15th . HARRY SOLOMON , Bus. Agent .

By Div. No. 568, Erie, Pa.
1

Whereas , Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

suddenly remove from our midst, our true and be

loved brother, Harry L. Murphy, in whose death we

have lost a true and loyal brother , his family a

loving husband and father, and while we know that

words cannot lighten the sorrow of those he loved

and protected , we feel that it will be a consolation

for them to know that friends and brothers are

sharing the sorrow with them in the loss of their

loved one; therefore , be it

Resolved, That we, the members of Local Division

568 , A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. in regular meeting

assembled, extend to the bereaved wife and family.

our heartfelt sympathy and consolation in this , their

dark hour or_affliction , and , be it further

Resolved , That as a tribute to the memory, of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for thirty

days , a copy of these resolutions be sent to the be.
reaved family, a copy sent to the MOTORMAN AND

CONDUCTOR for publication and a copy spread on the

minutes of our meeting.

WILLIAM J. SUTTER, President .

July 15th . HARRY SOLOMON, Business Agent.

By Division No. 99, Winnipeg, Man .

Whereas, The Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis

dom , has seen fit to remove from our midst , late
Brother William L. Potter , in whose death we have

lost a good and worthy brother and faithful worker,

and while we know words cannot express our grief

and sorrow to those near him ; therefore, be it
Resolved . That Division No. 99 , in regular meeting

assembled , extends to the bereaved family of our

late brother , our heartfelt sympathy in their sad

hour of bereavement; and , be it further

Resolved . That the charter of Division No. 99 ,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. be draped for

period of thirty days; that a copy of these resolu
tions be sent to the bereaved family, placed upon

the minutes of our meeting and that they be pub

lished in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

J. LIZETTE, President,
THOMAS CHEADLE, Secretary

and Business Agent.

By Div. No. 235 , Brockton , Mass.

seen

By Portland , Ore . , Central Labor Council

Whereas. In the passing away of Brother C. U.
Taylor , Executive Secretary of the Oregon State

Federation of Labor , the Labor Movement suffers a

deep . loss ; and

Whereas, In his devotion to Union principles, he

so impressed all with his sincerity and honestythat

he will be greatly missed ; and

Whereas, ' Through his untiring effort. Brother

Taylor accomplished much for the Organized Labor
Movement of this state ; therefore , be it

Resolved . That the Central Labor Council of

Portland and vicinity , speaking through its delegates

assembled , does hereby express the sorrow and regret

of the Labor Movement at the loss to the working

people of this state; and , be it further

Resolved , That a copy of this resolution be sent to
the members of the bereaved family, a copy to the

Oregon Labor Press. Fraternally ,

J. S. HAUGHEY , President .

Gust. ANDERSON , Secretary ,

By Div . No. 518, San Francisco, Cal .

Whereas, Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom , has
fit to remove from midst , our beloved

brother, Frank Stanley, in whose death we have lost
a loyal member who endeared himself to all of us

and whose family has lost a loving husband and
father . While we know words cannot lighten the sor

row of those he loved and protected , we feel that it

will be a consolation for them to know that friends

and brothers_offer their sympathy; therefore, be it

Resolved . That we, the members of Division 518 ,
Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, extend to the be
Țeaved family , our heartfelt sympathy in this dark

hour of their affliction ; further

Resolved , That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days and a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family, published in the MOTOR :

MAN AND CONDUCTOR and entered in the minutes ofthe Division .

July 14 . ROBERT J. CONNOLLI, Cor .

By Div. No. 109 , Victoria , B. C.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom , has called to his eternal home ,

our late brother, Ernest Redford , in whose death we
have lost a true and loyal brother, his wife a loving

and faithful husband and the company an efficient

and faithful employe: therefore, be it

Resolved . That we, the members of Division No.
109 , extend to his wife and relatives our sincere

sympathy and share with them in their sad bereave
ment; and , be it further

Resolved, That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days, à copy of these resolutions be sent
to the bereaved wife , a copy spread on the minutes

and that they be published in the MOTORMAN AND

W. TURNER , Rec. Secy .
July 13 . E. F. Fox , President.

our

1

Whereas , Almighty God, in His supreme power and
wisdom , called unto Himself , on May 26 , 1926 , our

beloved brother. Alonzo Arad Hatch ; and
Whereas , Deferring to His wisdom , with sad

hearts, we mourn the absence of our true , loyal and

faithful brother ; therefore , be it

Resolved . By the members of Division . No. 235
that we share with his family and relatives in their

great bereavement ; and , be it further

Resolved , That a copy of these Resolutions be

spread on the minutes of Div . No. 235 , a copy sent

to the sorrowing family and relatives and to the

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR Magazine, and also as

evidence of our sorrow and respect, that the Charter

of the Division be draped for a period of thirty days .

June 21 , 1926.

WILLIAM O. McGowan, Pres .

A. E. HAZARD, Rec . Secretary .

CONDUCTOR.
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smile. He always guarded the charter of

Division No. 99 and gathered up a few of

the spirited members that could not see

their way clear to join the 0. B. U. unit.

He has been a great factor in holding those

boys together and extending, the old or

ganization, even in the face of vigorous op

position from the 0. B. U. Brother Cheadle

now has great hope, and it is well based,

that in the very near future Division No.

99 will function as it did previous to the

year 1,919 . Brother Cheadle and family

reside at 402 Bannatyne Ave. , where all

are always welcome. He has a hobby for

birds and has many good singers, showing

the nature of the man and his general feel.

ing for mankind . Few would go

through what Brother Cheadle has gone

through in standing for the right, but we

are sure that the proper reward will come

to him and the indications here are that the

O , B. U. has run its course. An organiza

tion endeavoring to stand upon the princi

ples of the O. B. U. has long since been dis

sected and looked upon by organized wage

workers as not the proper principle tomain

tain in harmonious
relations and be effective

for good . Study of organized wage workers

has long since resulted in the conclusion

that craft organization is much farther

reaching in benefit to the workers than so

called shop organization
and that the best

method of organization is craft organiza

tion , with the increased power of federation

of craft organizations as represented by the

American Federation of Labor. Anyone

who has given study to the industrial sys

tem thatprevails upon the American Contin

ent, in Canada and the United States par

ticularly , can come to no other conclusion.

The O. B. U. movement has been beneficial

in a way to a select few and is so bene

ficial, even to this day , but they are very

few and they are not wage workers and the

particular benefit to them cannot possibly

extend to others, as the financial' benefit

must be corralled by those few . Whatever

advantage may come tothe 0. B. U. unit

of street railway men in Winnipeg may be

credited to Brother Cheadle and his asso.

ciates, as no effective endeavor was ever put

forth by the 0. B. U. unit and its leaders

that has brought one iota of benefit to the

Winnipeg street railway men in the entire

six years of its existence, until Brother

Cheadle and his associates sought to re

establish collective relations with the em

ployingcompany, which really aroused the

O. B. U , unit or its leaders to the sugges

tion that they must do something and the

results are being awaited .

-Written by one committed to stand or

fall for the right.

Only men whose selfish interests dominate

their minds can see harm in the Union

Label .

C

SECRETARY -TREASURER T.H. CHEADLE

Division No. 99, Winnipeg, Man.

Among the untiring workers of old Divi

sion No. 99 , Winnipeg, Man. , is Brother

T , H. Cheadle , who holds the office of

financial secretary -treasurer of our Local.

He is also an executive board member of

the Trades and Labor Council . Brother

Cheadle has gone through some very trying

times in the last six years, in his endeavor

to maintain old Local 99 . Some six years

ago a large body of the members of Division

No. 99 followed the appeal of the One Big

Union that was at the time making its

pinnacle endeavor to establish itself by ab

sorbing units of the American labor move

ment and form a unit of that union -disseci

ing organization
. Those who understood

the unwisdom of such a movement main

tained their membership in Division No. 99 .

Brother Cheadle recognized
the impossibil

ity of this O. B. U. movement in the matter

of benefit to wage workers as compared

with the bona fide labor movement and was

always there with a glad hand anda wel

come, " you will come back to us yet"
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Seattle, Wash .--Along with other duties, Division
No. 587 gave a picnic at Leschi Park , July 5 . Both

young and old present had ample opportunity to en

joy themselves. We gave away forty prizes-prizes

for fat men's race , girls' race, boys ' race, fat women's

race and in the evening during the dance intermis

sions , gave prizes too many to mentioni .

Everyone had a grand time at the dance.

Brother M. Murray who had been on International

duty in California , returned home in time to put the

finishing touch on the arrangements for our picnic .

Brother Edw. McMorrow , G. E. B. Member, spent
a week in Seattle . While here he visited our Local

and gave us one of his grand talks . To cap every

thing , was a talk he delivered at the Central Labor

Council, where he went into the labor movement in

general. Brother McMorrow also visited Tacoma and

made a good talk to the Tacoma Local. lle is a

good talker, but a bum gusser on beans. Our Local

had a jar of beans and offered a prize to the one who

would guess the closest to the correct number of
beans in the jar. The prize was a gold watch

donated by Weisfield & Goldberg . Brother McMor.

TOW niissed the winning number by about 10,000.

Brother Ole Hellum , motorman at the North Scattle
Barn , won the watch . His estimate was 4,600 . The

actual number of beans in the jar was 4,567,
Our Local is improving little by little . We took in

five new members last month.

I suppose all Locals have political fad addicts .

Some of our members have a mania for criticising

the very organization that protects them and gives

them a living wage . We may be fooled , but it

would seem that anyone who possesses union policies ,

procedures and its form of organization, should not
have visions drawn by outsiders . We do not intend

to be deluded by fads or impractical visions.
We

will examine each new one , to see whether it con
tains that essential quality -- the furtherance

of human welfare . We have been wedded to our

cause and to the movement for the protection , ad
vancement and betterment of the workers and we
have

ever endeavored to maintain alertness and

awaken to the needs and tendencies of the mem

bers of our organization , so that our fellow workers
might profit thereby.

As we look back on the days of wavering friends ,

of subtle opposition to the hosts of labor, which

was disheartening and discouraging , and then view

the splendid vantage gained with respect to most

of our workers who daily gather within the folds

of unionism , it should instill deeply in the hearts

and minds of all who are sincerely in the move
ment for the upbuilding of the masses, renewed

energy , renewal of hope and confidence in that great

cause with which we have the honor of being asso .
ciated . In spite of all that has been done to dis

harmonize, the labor movement will move on .

COR . LOCAL 587 .

everyone who handles it , from the grain to the
groceryman , carries a union card .

Former Attorney Ed. Forrestel's bill was referred

to our present attorney, Mr. Schneider , for advice be

fore paying it . A resolution was passed to post the

names of all candidates for public office who are

favorable to organized labor at the car barns, so our
members may familiarize themselves with their

friends , before election day . The regular ten dollars

donation was made to the anthracite coal miners .

President Douglas and Secretary Graeser reported

to our meeting that things look pretty favorable in
regard to the franchise . We want the franchise to

contain provisions guarding the interests of labor .

This would assure the public of no future interrup

tion of service . We are seeking to have inserted in

the franchise a provision requiring disputed points
between the employes and management thc

property to be arbitrated . This is in the interest

of the public. It is also as much in the interest of

the property as the employes . In the event that the

franchise contains this provision, which practically

assures collective agreement relations with the prop

erty and employes , the franchise will receive the sup
port of every union voter in St. Louis. It should

also receive the support of every voter, regardless of

the union end of it , as it stands as an assurance to

the public that there would be no interruption of
service through strikes and lockouts . We are inter

ested in this property. It is our resource.
therefore , doubly interested in maintaining the

service to the public. The more this property makes,

the better wages we can get out of it while we re

main organized and that is the source of our dividend
from the property . It also assures dividends to the

stockholders. But our dividends are more important

to us than stockholders' dividends are to them . No

one buys stock in street railways as a living resource.

People buy stock in a street railway because they

have money to invest and are really getting their
livelihood from some other source , while we get our

livelihood from our employment . The arbitration

provision in the franchise, properly protected with

the rights of the employes to associate together as
we are organized , makes an assurance of collective

agreement relations that is to the benefit of the

property and employes and especially beneficial to
the public, in the assurance of non -interruption

through any labor disputes. There can be no strikes

and lockouts under such a provision .

At our meeting we purchased a new stamping

machine at a cost of $ 155.00 . The old one was about

shot.

It is understood that the question of opening our
agreement is to remain with the officials of

Local to determine upon the opportune time.
Brother Walter Loe of the Page Shed was granted

permission to sell tickets to our boys to raffle a
player piano. Brother Walter has gotten behind

financially on account of sickness and death in the

family and other misfortunes and wishes to meet

his obligations. He has decided to rate his player

piano to help do so . He will appreciate our taking

à ticket and thus helping him out of his financial

difficulties.

--Cor. 788

one
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WORK STARTED TO EXTEND SYSTEM

INTERESTED IN PROPOSED FRANCHISE

St. Louis, Mo.-The last two meetings of Divi
sion No. 788 were pretty well attended . Good order

prevailed and a general good conference was had.
That old mud slinging is fast disappearing. The

members seem to be awakening to the fact that to

get anywhere, to use Brother McMorrow's assertion:

" They must sit steady in the boat .'

I would like to explain a paragraph that appeared

in our last issue regarding new members being in
structed following obligation . Brother Douglas took

exception to the assertion, assuming it as areflection
on him . It read as follows: “Many of our members

are barren , because when obligated , they are not in
structed as to what their duties are . The reason

this assertion was made, was that the obligation is

underestimated . Frequently, when a class of appli

cants are to be obligated , they are ushered into the

ante -room and there obligated without receiving the
solemn influence and sense of duty to which they

Bre entitled and are more apt to receive in the main

hall when our president officiates in the ceremony.

When President Douglas has his hands tied with
work, aresolution is usually passed to obligate the
applicants in the ante- room . At our last P. M.

meeting we had a class of seven to initiate and it
took President Douglas just se minutes to give

the general instructions, as I timed him by the
watch .

While this may seem a little funny, by the
way, it was the 7th month of the year.

Brother Boekel addressed ourmeeting in behalf

of the Budweiser Malt Syrup and following the
meeting gave each member a sample. Brother

Boekel said that those who carryunion cards and

use malt, should use this brand, from the fact that

San Francisco , Cal.- Work has been started on the

Duboce Tunnel through which the Municipal Rail
way will run the " N " line . It is estimated that it

will take from fifteen to twenty months to complete

the job . This new line means from twenty to forty

runs and about one hundred and fifty new members

for Division 518 .

We are now making preparations to participate in

the Labor Day parade that will be held in Septem
ber . We won second prize last year for having a big

representation and neatness of appearance. Our

members wore white shirts, blue ties, blue armbands,

belts and regular uniform caps . Brothers , Division

518 wants first prize this year .

In memory of late Congressman Lawrence Flaherty
who devoted his entire life to the cause of labor in

this city , President Ed. D. Vandeleur placed a beau

tiful Aoral offering upon the casket as the body lay

in state at the City Hall, as a tribute from the

members of Division 518 .

Brother Tim Donohue has been selected chairman
of the Father Yorke Memorial Committee. A11

members of Division 518 know of the great work

that was done by the late Father Yorke to help the

working men and women of our city obtain better
working conditions and wages. A man's religion , his

creed or color , was immaterial to this great man who
devoted his time to help the organized workers ob

tain the fruits of labor to which they are justly en

bi
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Brother W. H. Comstock , Those not at the picnic

missed hearing this quartette and should hear them

at the first opportunity, as they make a hit every .
where they go .

It seems all were weli pleased with the picnic, as

the crowd did not leave the park until 10 o'clock
P. M. and later.

Our picnic committee comprised as chairman , Mrs.

A. Sherrill, Mrs. J. C. Strickland, M J. A. Jeffries

and they were assisted by Brothers A. 0. Young

blood and Lee Evans , from the Local chapter. We

wish to thank them all who helped to make the

picnic a success .

Boys, be sure and attend the Local meetings held

the fourth Tuesday of each inonth .
--- COR . 704 .

titled , that workers may rear their children to the

standards of Americanism . Organized labor has con
tributed thousands of dollars to help the Father

Yorke Memorial High School . Brothers , we owe an

honest debt and let us put our shoulder to the wheel

and help Brother Donohue fulfil the obligation that

we pledged ourselves to pay.

Our members extend iheir heartfelt sympathy to
Brother Charles Keane and family , in the loss

their beloved mother, who recently passed away .

Division 518 has lost another loyal member by

Brother Leane having accepted an appointment in

the police department. Good luck, Tim .

President Vandeleur has appointed as sick com

mittee Brothers Ring , Drew , Moore, Robinson and

Cranna at the Potrero Barn , and Brothers Sias,
Taylor. Cramm , Sharkey and Earl Porter on the

Geary Division . Remember, committeemen , there is
a fine of one dollar for not doing your duty. The

following brothers are reported sick and will appre
ciate Visits from all members: Brothers Foster ,

Flynn , Fields , Mark Johnson and Starkey .

We still have a few individuals here who do not

belong to Division 518 . Their excuse can be summed

up as narrow and selfish . Our local has spent prac

tically $ 7,000.00 in the past three years to increase
wages from $ 5.00 to $ 5.80 per day and obtain an

eight hour day, with time and one- half for the

seventh day. Aside from these conditions , the Amal

ga mated Association guarantees death , disability and

old age benefits . Anyone who cannot see the benefits

of organization can be known only as “ one without

a principle ."
COR . Div . 518 .

RELIC OF ANCIENT DAYS

ELECT OFFICERS

Ås

Atlanta , Ga . - Division No. 732 on Monday , June
28 , held the annual election of officers . More than

eight hundred members participated in the election.

The officers elected were as follows: President, T. L.

McBrayer; vice-president , J. W. Cagle; recording

secretary, A. C. Baker; financial secretary -treasurer,

E. P. Dodd ; warden, J. A. Boswell ; sentinel, J. C.

Thompson : executive board , J. C. Burdette, Ü. F.

Starr , J. W. Askea , W. J. Dean and G. W. Garner.

Our newly elected staff of officers were installed

Tuesday night, July 6 . There was a large number

of members present . That's right, brothers , come on

and attend the meetings.

Our Division, we consider, is one of the best and

we are proud of the fact that we are in the Amal

gamated family. President McBrayer's report shows

that the Division is in better shape than ever. The

one - man car is hitting us . We hope it will not

spread far.

Brothers, be sure and come to the meetings from

now on . We must back up our officers if we expect

to get results . Help. Don't stay away from the

meetings and tell the officers they ought to have done

differently when things are over. You should not

kick if you are not at the meetings . Give your help .

Many of our members are very good in giving

their ideas in the lunch rooms and car barns. They

would do much better if they would attend meetings,

as the meeting is the proper place for such discus

sions.

Brother E. H. Hopkins is very sick at his home .

Drop in and see him .

Now , brothers, watch out for Division No. 732 .

You will surely hear from us every month .

- Cor . 732 .
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Pittsburgh , Pa . Division No. 85 , as well as the

inembers of associate Locals of the Amalgamated

Association , may be well interested in a document

that has just come to light bearing on early history
of Division 85 that was written in Pittsburgh

twenty - eight years ago last April.

The old Citizens Traction Company , November 1 ,

1895 , was leased to the Consolidated Traction Com

pany , a company that was originally the Fort Pitt

Traction Company: Prior to January 1 , 1896 , the

Citizens Traction Company employes were organized

in Local 2126 , Knights of Labor and collective agree
ment relations existed by and between the Citizens

Traction Company and Local 2126 . The leasing of

the Citizens Traction Company to the Consolidated

Traction Company was an omen to the street railway

employes of a disturbance of the relations of the em .

ploying property with the enployes as an organized

body and the employes recognized that it was neces ,
sary to extend organization or there would be a real

disruption of it , as the Consolidated Traction prop;
erty reached out to unite with the Fort Pitt and

Citizens Traction Company properties, including the

Millvale and Etna line, the Duquesne, Honnewood,
Wylie and the Fifth Ave. lines. The first acquired
was the Millvale and Etna line . There was very

little trouble inextending organization to include the

Millvale and Etna line. Upon this line were men of
the type of M. T. Shryock , John Dooley, Hanna and
others that understood well the advantages of

organization .
The old Citizens Traction Company line was

largely a cable system . The new Company imme

diately proceeded to reconstruct the line into an

clectric railway, eliminating the cable system ,

tapidly as this was done, service was established on

what was known as theswing run shift, making
practically from to 13 hour days . Wage rates

prevailing upon non -union systems in Pittsburgh on

electric cars was 16 cents per hour. However, orxar

ization obtained 18 * per hour for electric car service

on the Consolidated system ,

A general manager was installed who hope the

name of Greenwood . He was a bitter antagonist of

organized labor . He out through

agencies that for the employes to remain members of

the labor organization would mean the loss of their

employment. Many were so intimidated . A history

of the experience underwent by the employes is too

long to repeat here .

At the time the Fort Pitt system came into exist

ence , certain ofthe union employes of the Citizens

Traction Company took employment

Pitt line running out Liberty Avenue.
was Lee Shaw . Through him and his associates,

others rapidly associated with the organized workers,

bringing that property into line .
difficult problem to obtain the right of organization

the employes upon the Duquesne and Fifth

Avenue systems. Some day we will write the history

of that work . To be more brief. in 1897 the of

ganized workers had come
to the conclusion that

they would try and obtain service days not to e

ceed ten hours . This , it
was observed, could be

obtained by instituting a two turn system , as there
but few cars of the twenty hour day type :

Most of them were of between eighteen and twenty

hours , There existed condition of antagonist

towards the organization through manager Greena

wood , that caused many to hesitate to attend union

meetings and a large numberof new men hesitated

to join with their associates in the organization,

spy system of the management had brought oficials

of the employing property to assume that the of

ganization represented but a very few of the elementi

ployes. However, at a meeting of Division No. 85.

provisions were submitted that were approved . a5

shown in the relic notice of those days, and the

officers sought
and obtained conferences with the

gave
Various

on the Fort

Among them

HELD OLD TIME PICNIC

It was more of a

to

were

Little Rock , Ark.- I noticed with some concern

that interest seemed to have died down among our

membership. I couldn't understand what was wrong

until I learned that everybody was waiting for the

big picnic sponsored by the Ladies Auxiliary of 704.

Believe me, it was some picnic . There were about

500 in ali that gathered at the Fair Park , Wednes.

day , July 14 , for a basket dinner and supper, It

was a regular od time, get together, all day long

afair . Plenty of lemonade, ice cream and ice water

all day and free rides on the merry -go -round for all

the youngsters .

There were several noted speakers at our picnic.
Among them were County Clerk H. B. Crisp ,

Judge C. P. Newton, General Manager C. I. Griffith.
Assistant General Manager several

others , who made interesting talks . General Man .

aser Griffith enjoyed the spirit of the picnic so well
that he donated ten more gallons of ice cream for

the evening .
Community singing was enjoyed on the picnic

evenirg. The people were also honored with several

numbers by the Southern Men's Quartette , led by

a
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an as
the officers were installed as officers of Division No.
85 and Division No. 85 was instituted . Then , a

recess of Division No. 85 was held , during which oc

curred the reconvening of the Knights of Labor local

that transferred all of the equipment and property

of the Knights of Labor to Division No. 85 and the

local was disbanded , with instructions to the secre

tary to return the charter to the Independent Order
of the Knights of Labor. Thus was instituted Divi

No. 85 which conducted the negotiations in

1897-8 , as reported by the report made April 9,

1898 . In the next issue we will continue this history
to include the real establishment of the two turn

system on the Pittsburgh Railways . - SCRIBE.

Sion

HARMONY PREVAILS

an We 1

Granite City , Ill.-- It has been some time since

Division No. 915 has appeared in the columns of the
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR . However, Division

No. 915 is still in existence .

We had a strenuous time last winter to work out

agreement with our employing property .

were unable to agree upon the wage rates and the
subject was submitted for artibtation . The board

of arbitration rendered an award granting 3 % cents

per hour increase ' to train men and shopmen . This

established wage rates for trainmen - motormen and

conductors-- at 58'2 cents per hour for the first six

months of service and 61 cents per hour to those

of more than six months of service, with overtime,

or time exceeding nine hours of service, paid at the

rate of 80 ' : cents per hour .

Division No. 915 recently elected officers. Brother

E , Overbey was elected president for his third term .

He has made a good president,

Local 915 is getting along fine. Harmony seems

to prevail . We have very few so -called " card mem
bers . Our boys all seem to be union members and

attend meetings and take an interest in their em.

ployment .
REC. SEC .

ONE HUNDRED PER CENT UNION

management of the property and there presented to
them the proposed features of agreement

shown by the instrument which is as follows :

Notice

" Pittsburg, Pa . , April 9th , 1898

* TO THE MEMBERS OF DIVISION NO. 85 ,

A. A. OF R. E. OF A.

" Your executive committee submit the following as

their report in reference to the communications and

interviews held with the Managers of the Consoli

dated Traction Co., and by instructions of the Board

of Managers of the A. A. of R. E. of A., under date

of December 28th , 1897 , a communication was sent

to General Manager Greenwood, with the following

stipulated conditions embodied , and requesting an
interview :

" ist . Schedule to be arranged for a two turn

system of equal hours and not to exceed 10 hours per
turn .

“ 2nd . The time to be counted 10 minutes before

the starting time of each CH which shall be the re
porting time, duty to be considered until relieved or

car put away .

" 3rd Not less than 7 minutes lay over be allowed

for crews to have lunch while on cars ,
" 4th . The compensation for regular platform work

shall be 22 cents per hour. Motormen to receive 25

cents per hour when pulling Trailers.

5th . 25 cents per hour shall be allowed for all

extra platform work .
" oth . 25 cents per hour shall be allowed Trailer

Conductors when making less than 6 hours per day:
* 7th . Car men be allowed to ride free when in full

uniform .
8th . In case of sickness, or living a great dis

tance from work, to be allowed use of telephone in

asking off, or reporting for duty.
Oth . When employes are laid off pending investi

gation of reports, the Company shall pay for loss of

time if employe is proven innocent of violation of

Company's rules.
" On January 31st , '98 , an interview was held with

Mr. C. L. Magee, and discussed with him the con
ditions submitted .

" In this interview Mr. Magee seemed favorable to

a teadjustment of the system of service , in the matter

of reduction of hours and an increase in wages; also ,

estra pay for overtime, and some other mediations,

he , however , being desirous of referring the matter

to Mr. Greenwood before submitting a final reply, or

consenting to a rearrangement.

** This report was submitted to your Board and.

after waiting some length of time, your committee

was again instructed to solicit consideration of the

propositions submitted.

" A communication was submitted to the President

and General Manager, requesting a conference, which

was granted, and on April 3, '98 , your committee met

Mr. Greenwood at which time the matter of reduc

tion of hours were carefully considered , and the com

mittee was requested to appear on April 8th for a

final reply , on which date the committee appeared

and were informed, that after deliberate consideration

on his part, that as much as he regretted it , that it

was impracticable to make appropriate changes in the

line of a properreduction of hours underthe present

Operative ability , but that the matter will be given

full and favorable consideration as soon as the opera

tive arrantements of the system is completed, at

which time an interview will be held , and in the

opinion of your committee a proper adjustment of

your grievances will be consummated . "

The report as posted in the various car barns was
signed by the executive board , comprising F., J.

Denman , of the Penn Avenue system , M. T. Shy

rock of the Millvale system , Lee C. Miller of the

Fort Pitt system , Lee Shaw , financial secretary, and
a member from the Butler Street line. This notice

was posted in every car barn . The purpose of it

was, aside from reporting generally to the members,
to also show those who were delicate in their mem

bership that the time had passed when employes

would be eliminated because of their membership in

In placing this history before the membership of

Division No. 85 and other Locals , to show something

of the experienceof organized workers in Pittsburgh,

I may add that in May, 1896, the Knights of Labor

had become so shattered that it was necessary for

the street railway men of Pittsburgh to transfer their

organization into the American Federation of Labor,

which resulted in the instituting of Division No. 85

of the Amalgamated Association of Street Railway
Employes of America. This was brought about at a

meeting of theKnights of Labor localheld in a hall

at 36th and Butler Streets, where the Knights of

Labor meeting held a recess, in the course of which

cream .

&

Flint, Mich.--Well , the boys here were surprised
to see Flint entered in the M. & C. last month .

Brothers Floyd Chittenden was a little put out be

cause of it not being mentioned that he got sand in

his eyes at the Durant Wye .

The picnic at Bob Lo Island given by Division
No. 26 was well attended . Flint was well repre

sented . All reported a good time. Brother Roades

advertised the fact that he was from Flint, when he

stepped into the ice-cream parlor and ordered ice

The lady who waited on him said , " Sundae?"

" Gosh, no ! I've got to be back in Flint Thursday, "
he answered innocently.

Brother Howard Lounsbury expects his patent

forwarded to him from Washington, D. C. He will

then start making cash boxes . He intends to use old

Ford fenders, He has a sample box on hand now .

Brother Paul Heiser is the latest in Flint to go

wrong. He replied " Yes" to that little phrase :
“ Wilt thou love , honor and obey ? " and is now

married man .

Brother Andrew Hisner is looking for a market for

25,000 bushels of apples he expects to produce on his

farm this year. His trees are hanging full . He holds

that he is the man who put the " go " in cargo.

Brothers Pratt and Osbun have returned from their
northern fishing trip , full of trout .

There are many strange faces around the car barns

now. The company has hired several new men . I

want the readers of the M. & C. to know that Flint

is one hundred per cent union . Here it is not neces

sary to ask new men to join the union. They come

in immediately after the expiration of the ninety

days probationary period . It creates a good , harmon

ious group of employes. It means that we are united

and at all times anxious to assist each other in

rendering the most acceptable service to the patrons

of this property .

Brother Fred Halbert has purchased a new auto ,

with an extra wide door . It is difficult for him to

enter the ordinary auto door. He tips the beam at

300 pounds .

Ask Ben Turpin how old he is . Some of his rela.

tives remember when the Norwegians came to Amer

ica 200 years before Columnbus.
Well, am about to take my vacation , so I looked

around to get a last note . The one of most interest

is that I saw Brother Covert cranking his Ford . To

his surprise it flew off the crank and he had to chase

it to Mt. Morris before he overtook it .
--FLINT.

the union .
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OBTAIN ONE CENT INCREASE

Mansfield , Ohio.--The Executive Board of Divi

sion No. 389 on July 26 closed up and signed the

agreement with the employing company for 1926 .

This had been pending reply of the company for
fifteen days. The Local accepted the company's

offer of one cent per hour raise . This makes a flat

rate on all lines of 57 cents per hour . There were

only a few changes in our working conditions . The

most important change was the bus clause , which

gives our men the right of signing either on , busses

or cars in accordance with seniority and at the car

rate of pay .

At a special meeting called July 15 all but four
active members of the Local were present . It was a

good meeting.
At our meeting of the 17th , which was held to

hear the report on the signing of the agreement , one

day man showed up. Still they don't seem to feel

ashamed. They forgot about the meeting . However ,

they will not forget that they have fifteen days back

pay at one cent per hour coming,
Since the retirement of Brother Mike Curtin ,

Brother C. C. Rush, Vice- President , has charge in the

unexpired term of the president.

Brother Charles Oswalt is still troubled with his

sore leg.

Just recently , another 77-poundcar operator put
in his appearance at the home of Brother and Mrs.

McCaric. Congratulations.

There are others pending, but we don't know what

they will be yet.
Brother Leo Blackman has taken unto himself a

better half . Best wishes .

Our Local treasury is in excellent shape at the

present writing.
-COR. 389 .

write about. Anyway, we will endeavor to pick up

a few items so that we may be represented every

month in the M. & C.

Our double track on 17th Street has been taken

up and re -laid as a single track line . It has been

laid in concrete full to the top of the rails . It will
probably remain there for years . The track on

10th Street should be re - laid in the same way .

Our old friend , Jim Marks, has resigned on ac

count of an incident with the one-man car on the

First Street Division .

Brother Henry Dose is used as a general utility

man . He works anywhere a car man is needed and

is very useful .

It looks good to see the young extra men receive
their cards and don their union buttons and 80

about as good union men . They make us fellows

who have put in long years working for the good of

unionism , feel that there is someone who can see

what unionism is good for .
-Cor. 265 .
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THEIR OWN HARD LUCK
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Hartford , Conn .-Division No. 425 is very much
alive . Things are generally 0. K. Some of the ex

members who were suspended for arrears in dues

seem to make no effort to get back into the or

ganization . Well , if they want to be on the outside ,

that is their own hard luck . The only thing mem

bers can do is to keep away from them as much as

possible . They should understand what their stand

ing is worth to the obtaining of the wages and

working conditions that prevail here today.

Most of our day runs here are straight runs. This

brings the day men home around 2:30 o'clock P. M.

You can see what organization has done for us . It

is more like a real job now, because you get some

time at home with your own family. Some day runs

have a relief for dinner and they get through at

4:30 P. M. All night runs are straight.

Brothers Patrick Williams and Joseph Roullens

have joined the matrimonial class. We wish them

selves and their ladies the best of luck and that

their married life will be a happy one .

Brothers Daniel Donahue, John Lynch , Harry

Orenstein and Zazzaro became proud fathers during

the month of July . That's right , boys, keep the good

work going.
Brothers William Stuart and Timothy Warren re

recently returned from a vacation at the beach ,

We have two crews who have been together for

many years . They are Brothers Hans Esbessen and

Dan Lynch on the Cedar Hill Line and William

Stuart and Jack Sullivan on the Elmwood Line .

Brothers Francis Houlihan and James Hunt paid a

recent visit to Vice -President Daniel Donahue to see

his newly born son . They found the proud father

to be in bed at 9 o'clock P. M.

Brother Louis De Palma has joined the matri

monial tribe . May his married life be a happy one.

Brothers Francis Houlihan and James Hunt took

in the races at Cherry Park . Brother Hunt gave one

of Mike Delaney's horses a work-out before the race .

Brother James Horan is on the Elizabeth Park

Line , following five years upon the Capitol Avenue

Line.
Should you get any news, please give it to Brother

Lloyd . He will be glad to get it .
COR . DIV . 425 .

Division No. 26 is at this time working in dead
earnest to nominate Brother Carey D. Ferguson,

for Sheriff of Wayne County .

Division No , 26 held her annual excursion and

picnic this year at Bob-Lo Island , July 14th . There

was present a large attendance the day was fitted

for the occasion, games and sports were featured.
Several prizes were won . One of the interesting con
tests was a voice test for ladies, Mrs. M. Stamlash

won a pair of silver candle sticks . She was capable

of attracting her husband at the greatest distance.
She exhibited a wonderful command , Mrs. Clyde

Haney won the baseball throwing contest for ladies

by throwing the baseball over three hundred feet.

The prize was a $ 5.00 Hat. The Trainmen won the

Tug of War taking the prize from the Shop Men.

Each winner received a box of Swift's Cigars. The

Committee in charge of the events was Clarence

Nugent, Sidney Ness ,
Richard Dawson,

F. J. Tackaberry. - All enjoyed the trip . Flint and

Pontiac_were well represented .

The D. U. R. Branch of Division No. 26 has ab

sorbed the membership Terminal Freight men in

Detroit . All Freight men are eligible to membership.

This was accomplished through the approvalof Mr.

A. L. Druinm , Executive manager for the Receivers

of the property.
Brother Chas. Miller, Board Member of the

Pontiac Line, recently sustained injuries in a truck

accident, his hip was fractured .
Division No. 26 within the last six months paid

Deathand Old Age benefits upon the Deaths and old

age claims as follows :

Death Benefits

Lebleijian, Aram , Jan. 1 , 1924 ..

Tuttle, Henry , Nov. 26, 1926 .

Myers, Ernest, Dec, 11, 1925 .

Harding, Thomas, Jan , 1, 1926..

Boilotat , Alexander, Jan. 5 , 1926

Goudzward, Peter, Jan , 17, 1926 .

Purcell , Martin , Jan. 17 , 1926 .

Kwilecka, James, Feb. 13 , 1926 .

Chase, Ezra , Feb. 17 , 1926 .

Smith , Henry, Mar. 8, 1926 .

Coble , Leroy , Mar. 27, 1926

Volinski, Victor, Feb. 20 , 1926 .

Koontz , John , Mar. 27, 1926 .

Nolan , Michael, Apr, 12 , 1926

McFarland, J. H., April 16 , 1926 .

Harris , Walter, Apr. 22, 1926 .

Voigt, Eugene, Apr. 28, 1926 .

Disanti, Anthony, May 1, 1926

Costenoble, Arthur, May 19, 1926 .
OLD AGECLAIMS

Crackel , George ,

Irish , William

Devlin , Henry .

Total

$ 1,400.00

200.00

1,400,00

600.00

2,000.00

600.00

1,800.00

1,400.00

2,000.00

400.00

1,400.00

200.00

1.600.00

2,000.00

2,000,00

800.00

800.00

1,200.00

800.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

$ 25,600.00

NEW MEN DON UNION BUTTONS

San Jose , Cal.-- In our last issue we had nothing

to write , except the old story that we are a Local of

nearly a full membership, with a sort of zero attend

ance at our meetings . The boys yet continue very
neglectful about meeting attendance. If we have

nothing new to write , except the same old story , it
is not our fault. Should the boys attend their meet

ings more regularly , there would be something to

REQUESTS SUPPORTED BY LOCAL

AUTHORITY

A very interesting and instructive article

appeared in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch of

recent date in support of conditions sought

by Division No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo. to be

insertedin a proposed new franchise. The

article
written by Atty:

Schneider, one of the mostable St. Louis

Wm. R
was
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Attorneys. It was in answer to an editorial

in the Post-Dispatch bearing upon the sub

ject, and reads :

Your editorial of July 2 entitled , “ U.

R. Employes ' Future” was read with great

interest. I agree with its contents with the

exception of the last paragraph.

The employe of a street railway occupies

a different position than an employe of a
10

purely private corporation . The general

public is vitally interested in his capacity

for his position. If he is required to work
RIC

day after day without à rest period being

assured him, his capacity for managing his

car is reduced, and accidents are likely to

occur in which many of the public will be

injured and killed during the year. One
PRESIDENT MICHAEL CURTIN

man street cars with all their modern safety
Division No. 389, Mansfield , Ohio

appliances will have the same effect when

operated in congested districts where the
Brother Mike Curtin who is seen in the

operator of the car has all he can do to
above picture with his old regular car No.

watch the traffic to avoid accidents without
10, is now serving his third year as president

also giving some attention to his passengers,

as he would be required to do. His own
of Division No. 389 , that places itself as

one of the old Locals of the Amalgamated

safety and that of his passengers is involved . Association . Brother Curtin has the dis

The public is vitally interested in continu tinction of having been the first to sub

ous uninterrupted service. So are the em scribe for the charter of old Division No.

ployes. Therefore, when they ask the city 389. He now expects to retire from active

to insert in the proposed franchise a provi service on account of ill health . This we

sion to the effect that all disputes shall be very much regret . As president, he was

submitted to arbitration , is it not a wise elected each time without opposition . He

provision in order to insure uninterrupted became a member of the Amalgamated
service ?

Association in February , 1901 , and has been

It might interest you to know that since a member over twenty -five years, during

the employes have organized their union which period he has been active in the or

they have been able to obtain living, wages ganization and wasatrade unionist at the

which they did not receive before . This has time Division No. 389 was instituted . He

resulted in reducing the labor turnover from has belonged to the Brotherhood of Railway

40 per cent a year to 13 per cent a year. , Trainmen thirty -nine years and was presi

Consequently the men remain longer in the dent of the local of that organization for

service and become much more efficient in eighteen years, having been thus elected

every department of their work . As a re without opposition. He yet holds his mem

sult the number of deaths caused by street bership in the Trainmen's Union . He is

cars has been reduced from an average of also a member, in good standing, in the

about 38 per year to an average of about 14 Maccabees organization he joined

per year, while the number of other less twenty-four years ago.
We feel this is a

serious accidents to persons and property record that might well be followed by every

has been reduced to an astonishing extent, member of the Amalgamated Association

thereby saving the company much money and to the benefit of this grand organization.

and protecting the public. Division No. 389 extends best wishes for a

It required the employes ' organization to long and happy life toour old retiring mem

bring the management to the realization ber and friend, as well as to all others who

of the factthat when the men receive a retire with a like record .

living wage, they are ableto continue in the -Cor . Div . 389.

employment, become efficient, be happy in

their work, andtake pride in it . The above STATE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL HOLDS

mentioned splendid results followed . MEETING

Where an organization accomplishes 're

sults like that , is it not entitled to recog; The Executive State Council of Street

nition ? In fact since administrations and and Electric Railway Men's Union of

corporate managements change , would it Washington held their third annual meeting

not be a protection to the public to have a this year in Everett , Wash . The report

provision in the franchise recognizing
the shows that there were in attendance at the

employes ' right to continue their organiza meeting members representing
Divisions

tion ?
Numbers 587 , Seattle ; 758 , Tacoma ; and

There is ample legal authority and pre 883, Everett , Wash .

cedent for the request of the street car Among resolutions enacted in this con

employes. ference was one designed to start a vigorous

campaign for a legislative program for or

The fundamental interests of trade union ganized labor in general and for street car

common interests. men in particular.

chase of Union Label goods helps the Label The conference convened the morning of

craft, it also helps the buyer. July 12 and continued on July 13 . The

an

í

members are If pur
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meeting was addressed by Brother Fred W. THE INDIANAPOLIS LOCKOUT

Bond, International Organizer of the Culin

ary Workers. The Indianapolis, Ind. street railway

Pending the sessions of the conference, the company paid wage rates of 37 cents per

delegates had the pleasure of attending a hour for first year service men . In the event

meeting of Division No. 883, held at the
that an employe remained more than one

Labor Temple in Everett, at which there year , he received 38 cents per hour for the

a splendid attendance. This meeting second year; 39 cents for the third year of

was addressed by International Vice -Presi service; 40 cents for the fourth year ; 41

dent M. J. Murray, Brothers J. W. Hall cents for the fifth year, and if he succeeded

and S. A. Gordon of the Seattle Local and

Brother Tom Mitten of the Everett Local.

in holding employment to exceed five years

he received 42 cents per hour. Nothing was

It was a most interesting meeting. added for overtime work and there was no

The Legislative Committee appointed by limit to the management fixing of wage

this conference who will have charge of the working conditions,

legislative work of the Amalgamated Asso In the early months of 1926 and preced

ciation Locals in the coming legislature ing those months, International President

comprise Brothers W. E. Carpenter, J. W. W. D. Mahon received letters from street

Hall and 0. A. Stone of the Seattle Local, car men in Indianapolis requesting that he

Tom Mitten of the Everett Local, No. 883 ,

and R. M. McCord of Tacoma Local, No.

dispatch a representative of the Amalga

mated Association there to advise the

758 . The legislative representative will be workers on a procedure to organize, that

International Vice - President M. J. Murray.
they might be placed in a position to re

The Board of Trustees for the Executive quest better wage rates and better working

State Council was elected comprising Broth conditions without fear of dismissal from

ers L. A. Hull, Tacoma , C. B. Wilder, employment. In April, the I. P. responded

Everett and W. E. Carpenter, Seattle. to these appeals and dispatched Interna.

Officers elected for the ensuing year were : tional Vice-President Robt. B. Armstrong of

M. J. Murray, president; Harry McClure, St. Louis to Indianapolis, to make a survey

vice-president; S. A. Gordon , secretary of the situation . Vice- President Armstrong

treasurer, all of Seattle, and Thomas Mitten , reported that the appeals were genuine and

recording secretary , Everett, Wash . that a movement was on among the In

During the conference attention was called dianapolis street railway men to establish

to the recent death of International Vice an associated movement and that what they

President C. U. Taylor of the Amalgamated wanted was the advice of an experienced

Association and a resolution compiled by member and officer of the Association. Upon

Brothers H. McClure, J. W. Hall, M. J. receiving this report, the International Presi

Murray, T. A. Mitten , S. A. Gordon, L. A. dent delegated Vice - President Armstrong

Hull, W. E. Carpenter, R. M. McCord and and Vice- President John M. Parker to assist

Otto H. Stone, was adopted at the session the employes in their endeavor to organize.

of July 13 , paying tribute to our departed The employes well understood that if their

International Vice -President and which reads movement became known to the employing

as follows : management, the right of employment would

" Whereas, Death has removed from our be immediately denied by the management

midst, one of our loyal leaders in our move and men known to be active in the endeavor

ment, Brother C. U. Taylor, 10th Vice to organize would be immediately dis

president of the Amalgamated Association missed from the service .

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America ; now , therefore, be it

A history of the experience of Vice-Presi

" Resolved , That we , the delegates as

dents Armstrong and Parker in Indianapolis

may be interesting and instructive .

sembled at the regular conference of the

Executive State Council of Street
Saturday, April 17, the Association repre

and

Electric Railway Men's Unions of Washing
sentatives were approached by individuals

bearing the names of Bridges and Black,
ton , extend to the bereaved wife and family , who stated they had a document to present

our heartfelt sympathy and consolation and
to them . This was refused .

hope that the good work of our late Brother

C. U. Taylor will remain a lasting memory

April 19, Police officers Claude Worley,

in the minds of his immediate colleagues

Simmons and Rodamacher arrested Vice

President Parker upon atrumped up charge

and fellow -workers to encourage and pro of which he was later acquitted .

mote the ideals of organized labor; and , be
April 22 , one of the primary meetings of

it further

" Resolved, That a copy of this resolution

the employes was held at the home of

Joseph Fort.

be sent to the sorrowing family and to the

Threats of arrest were made

by the police department.
labor press." -- Thos. MITTEN, Rec. Secy . formed policemen surrounded the house,

well as company officials.
The following

There is not a wrong against which we day, Fort and his brother Russell Fort were

fail to protest or seek to remedy ; there is dismissed from the service of the company:

not a right to which any of our fellows are Onthis same date Deputy U. S. Marshalls

entitled which it is not our duty , mission served an injunction order upon Vice-Presi

and work and struggle to attain .
dents Armstrong and Parker.

This injunc

as there shall remain a wrong unrighted or a tion was cancelled .

right denied, there will be work for the April 28 , Police Officers Simmons and

labor movement to do . - Samuel Gompers. Rodamacher took the two vice-presidents

31

Several uni

as

So long
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before Chief of Police Claude F. Johnson

who ordered them to leave Indianapolis,

saying that he had 529 police and that they

were rough .

During the stay of the vice-presidents at

the Claypool Hotel in Indianapolis, a room

across the hall from the room occupied by

the two vice-presidents was occupied by

Sergeant Chipwood and Police Officers Pope,

Hudson and Marcy. Vice - Presidents Parker

and Armstrong paid out in this hotel, in

tending to enter another hotel, but were im

mediately arrested on a charge of vagrancy.

They were released on a five thousand dol.

lar bond. The police officers followed them

to their new hotel quarters in the Washing

ton Hotel .

The city administration, through the

police force , continually pursued Vice-Presi

dents Armstrong and Parker and others who

were dismissed employes and from May 1

until May 20 they were arrested a total of

fifty times for vagrancy . On these charges

they were all acquitted without even taking

the witness stand .

To show the extent of the influence of the

traction company and the open shop asso

ciation of Indianapolis, it may be added

here that the U. S. Federal Government

kept a close watch upon Vice -Presidents

Armstrong and Parker , with the hope of

citing them for violation of an injunction

issued by U. S. Federal Judge Blatzell.

Before this same Judge Blatzell, Vice-Presi

dents Armstrong and Parker then appeared

to obtain an order restraining the city ad

ministration from further mercenary arrests.

The U. S. Federal Judge refused to grant a

restraining order in this case. A restraining

order was then obtained in the Superior

Court before Judge Miller, following which

no further vagrancy arrests were made by

the city administration .

When petitioned by Armstrong and Park;

er for a restraining order, U. s. Federal
Judge Blatzell stated that the Federal Court

was not going to be dragged down to settle

a disputebetween the railway company and

the organization . Even in the face of this

remark , when petitioned for an injunction

by the street railway company, he readily

granted it .

June 3, the organization having reached

in membership far in excess of a majority

of the employes, presented to the company

a petition for an increase in wages and a

request for reinstatement of members who

had been discharged by the company in

pursuit of its policy to deny employment to

This petition was completely

ignored by the employing management.

Petition was made to the Federal Labor

Department, hopeful that through the in

tervention of the Federal Labor Department

the lockout that had been instituted by the

employing management might be halted and

the matter of wage submitted for arbitra

tion. The intervention of the Federal Labor

Department was ineffective, and in that

some sixty of the employes had already been

dismissed for joining the union and with the

attitude of the company to continue the

lockout until the entire 803members would

be eliminated from the service, the asso

ciated employes who were yet in employ

ment suspended work the morning of July 5 .

Preceding this suspension the officers of

the Local and International representatives

had used every available means of endeavor.

ing to interest the mayor of Indianapolis and

Governor Edward Jackson of Indiana, to

intercede on behalf of a peaceable adjust

ment, either through arbitration hy

mutual agreement on the wage question and

the right of membership in the newly or

ganized Local, These endeavors proved of

no avail, due, assumedly, to the influence

of the Street railway company officials and

the Indianapolis non-union employers asso

ciation with the city and state officials. This,

of course, demonstrated the political control

situation that exists in Indianapolis, as well

as applying to the state administration.

When the suspension took place, July 5 ,

there were 739 members of the Local em

ployed by the company who were menaced

by dismissal of employment as the matter

of maintaining service would convenience

itself to the management.

Since the strike a fair minded element of

the citizens of Indianapolis formed

Citizens Committee who put forth an

deavor to effect a settlement, but this com

mittee found the president and managers

of the property adamant. This committee

made petition to the mayor and also to

Governor Jackson for intercession and at

this writing, such is the situation, other

than that since July 5 many of those who

continued in employment have suspended

work and joined the Association, so that the

Local Association today is stronger than it

was when the suspension of work went into

effect July 5.

The company has continued to operate

cars with employes over whom it main

tained imperial control and with others em

ployed as strikebreakers, so that it has been

enabled to accommodate those who would

patronize the entire property. This, of

course, did not require over forty to fifty

per cent of full schedule resumption. More

than half the former patronage is refusing

to patronize a company that has shown

itself so unfair to its employes and the

public.

Two of the Indianapolis newspapers, the

Indianapolis News and Star, have stood

loyally by the management of the property

in its endeavor to keep down wages to 37

cents per hour and deny the right of or

ganization to the employes . These news

papers, in editorials, have attempted to be

little the type of employment in street rail

way service and to educate the public that

37 cents per hour for street railway men

represents a fair wage consideration
for

workers, The public can well understand

the disregard of these two public mentors in

respect to the rights of the people and par

ticularly the rights of wage workers .

The Indianapolis Times is the only daily

paper in Indianapolis that has held to the

principle of properly functioning in present

ing the facts of this situation to the public.

union men .
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As yet there is nothing discouraging to

the locked out employes in the situation.

The attitude of the management of the com

pany is becoming more clearly understood

by the public and this situation cannot fail

to be presenting itself to the mayor of

Indianapolis and the governor of Indiana ,

wherein lies the power to enforce a fair

adjustincnt.

OAKLAND, CAL . ARBITRATION AWARD

TIL

So many

The present agreement of Division No.

192 of the Amalgamated Association , Oak

land, Gal., was negotiated within the year

1925, to take effect June 1, 1925 , The

management and officers of Division No.

192 were unable to arrive at an agrecment

upon the wage rates, the length of the

service day and one or two minor provisions

that affected wage rates and these subjects

were subinitted for arbitration . The time

of creating an arbitration board covered

many weeks and finally resulted in the con

struction of the board to comprise Attorney

Frank Colburn, chosen by the employes,

Attorney Edwin 0. Edgerton, chosen by the

company, and , Attorney John L. McNab of

San Francisco as presiding arbitrator. The

submissions of evidence were completed in

September, 1925 , and the award completed

the agreement and it continues for another

year .
The arbitrator chosen by the com

pany, gave a dissenting opinion and the

award was made by the two arbitrators ,

Attorneys. McNab and Colbourn, and con

tains opinionated statements bearing upon the

street railway cmployment that was frankly

far reasoning upon this line of employment.

The award is as follows:

In the Matter of the Arbitration Between

The Key System_Transit Company and its

Employes

which shall constitute a day's work and the

wages to be paid therefor.

The other questions are related to these

major propositions, but in a large measure ,

subsidiary thereto . In other words, a de

cision on the major questions of the number

of hours constituting a day's work and the

rate to be paid therefor will largely de

termine the other matters,

The parties to this arbitration have, with

great diligence and industry, supplied the

Board with a vast amount of informative

material.

The hearing had not proceeded far , how

cver, until it became apparent that a large

part of the material presented to the Board

was of little value in arriving at a conclusion

Much of the evidence introduced revolved

around the cost of living. To arrive at an

arbitrary figure, which shall determine the

actual cost of living in any given industry,

is a matter of great difficulty .

elements enter into the cost of living, par

ticularly when applied to any certain in

dustry, that it is not possible to state in

dollars and cents what a given family should

expend in order to live in ordinary comfort.

With respect to the proof on the cost of

living , it was apparent to the Board at the

hearing that the Company was in some re
spects on the defensive . If the minimum

budget of the National Labor Board is

worth anything, the Association had applied

it to California conditions by pricing articles

at stores , including everything from the

neighborhood grocery to the large depart.
ment store .

The attack inade on this was twofold ,

namely , that as the investigators were inter

ested parties, there arose an opportunity for

unfairness. While this is a legitimate

ground of argument, no proof of unfairness

was presented, and the questions for the

purpose of this hearing must therefore be

accepted as correct. Equal opportunity for

investigating prices was afforded the Com

pany but it presented no evidence on this

question. The names of the stores and the

range in quality of the goods were presented

to the Company, but it did not see fit to

offer proof on the subject.

Secondly , Professor Silberling, Associate

Professor of Economics from the University

of California , attacked the theory of the

budget, but merely submitted theories of

his own in its place , whichgave the Board

but little light on the subject.

However ,when the surveyreport of the

Heller Foundation was placed in evidence,

the employes presented the most substantial

evidencein the record on the question of

the cost of living as related to local condi

tions.

This cost of living question is filled with

uncertainty, but it seemed to be fairly well

established , if not conceded , that while the

rise in wages had appropriated something

like 40 % , the cost of living had increased

in the neighborhood of 60 % . In any event

the Heller Committee reports that it re

quired 82394.00 peryear for a family of five.

ProfessorSilberling , who was a member of

the Heller Foundation Committee, allowed a

This arbitration , pursuant to the Agree

ment between the parties, resolves itself into

a settlement of disputed questions relating

to hours of service and rate of pay .

All other questions have been settled by

Agreement between the employers and

employed.

The problems presented for settlement are

involved in the proposal to revise Article

XX , XXI and XXIII of the Agreement at

present existing between the Key System

Transit Company and the employes.

Article XX , as proposed by the Associa

tion , asks for an increase of wages to the

rate of seventy -five cents per hour for the

traction division men , and cighty cents per

hour for the Key Division motormen and

one-man car operators.
Article XXI proposes the establishment of

an eight-hour day.

Article XXIII proposes changes in the

number of straight runs, their allocation to

be several barns, the time for completing

runs , the extension of the rest period and

the penalties in the way of excess wages for

runs in excess of twelve hours.

The major questions to be determined are

those revolving around the number of hours
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a man were

minimum of $1500.00 , or a maximum of

$ 1640.00 for a family of three. This, on

his minimun, would mean an average with

the Heller Report of $ 1947.00, and on the

maximum of $ 2017.00. If

earning $5.60 a day and worked 360 days

in the year, he would earn $2016.00. How

ever , it seems to the Board that we need

not waste much time in the discussion of

theoratical figures . Under Civil Service

laborers, whose • duties require no special

skill, make between $ 5.00 and $ 6.00 a day

for eight hours work for a municipality.

There is little equality in an economic

condition which permits groups of street

laborers , composed of non-skilled men, to

draw in the neighborhood of $ 5.60 to $ 6.00

a day for eight hours, while men on the

platforms of street cars work ten hours in

order to make the same amount.

While the Superintendent of the Railway

Company testified that the labor of a plat

form man , while tedious, is not hard , we

cannot fail to be impressed with the neces

sity of having trained and competent men

in charge of such a service . The most

casual observation of the operation of a

street car during rush hours is enough to

convince anyone that the motorman is

called upon to exercise more than ordinary

skill and discretion in order to preserve life .

During the busy time of the day the street

crossings in the City of Oakland , like almost

every other American city , present innumer

able instances of accidents narrowly averted .

Aged and infirm people , careless pedes

trians and negligent motor drivers , con

stantly beset the path of the motorman .

Only by the exercise of patience and skill is

he able to take his car to its terminus ,

within the schedule time , and avoid damage

to life and property . Surely such service is

more skilled than the ordinary laborer who

receives wages for eight hours work at least

equivalent to the present ten hour wage of

the Key System platform men .

The Board has given prolonged and seri

ous consideration to the question of the

eight hour day. It is fully conscious of the

readjustments which will be involved in

adopting the actual eight hour day to the

street railway service .

In reading the decisions written by pre

ceding Boards of Arbitration , we have been

struck by the fact that they all praise the

theory of the eight hour day and admit that

it is a factor to be accepted in our economic

life , but decline to apply it to the wage

earner in railway service.

Quotations are given from Presidents of

the United States and leading economists of

the country in praise of the eight hour sys
tem. Boards of Arbitration agree to the

sentiment but decline to translate it into a

reality. The Board can see neither courage

nor wisdom in such a course.

Employers and employes over a century ago

commenced to battle over the reduction in

the hours of toil .
The battle first revolved

around fourteen hours, then passed onto

twelve; it raged around a reduction to ten ,

and as eachreduction was made , it was

contended thatindustry could not bear the

burden and that economic ruin would ensue .

These arguments have proved fallacious.

In the opinion of the Board , the eight

hour day is as applicable to the platform

men in street railway service , as it is to any

other established linudstry, where an ap

propriate range of operation is provided to

care for the daily recurring peaks of travel

during the rush hours. In our opinion ' the

eight hour day should be established as the

basis day for the platform men on the Key

Route service.

The eight hour day is now in full opera

tion on the Southern Pacific lines paralleling

the Key Route System . We are not deaf

to the arguments that the Southern Pacific

men are classified as employes of a Trans

Continental Railroad System . This, in a

large measure, is a distinction without a

difference. The men who parallel the Key

division lines perform the same service , over

practically the same route, and are being

paid for on the basis of eight hours, while

the Key Division men are being paid for

on the basis of ten hours. In the opinion

of the Board there is no substantial reason

for a difference in the time limit of the

men's work .

There is nothing revolutionary in the

adoption of the eight hour system . At the

present time it is in operation on a number

of street car systems. Ultimately its adop

tion will be universal.

Therefore the Board grants the request

of the employes for the adoption of its pro

posed Article XXI, changing the hours of

service to a basis of eight hours instead of

ten hours per day.

The question of penalties for shortening

the rest period and running excessive hours

is hereinafter provided for when we consider

Sub -Divisions B and D of Article XXIII .

Assigned schedule runs of less than eighf

hours are provided for by the language ot

Article XXI . However, in actual railroad

practice there are a number of short runs,

sometimes called trippers. Many of these

short runs involve only three , four or five

hours . The Board construes these short

trips to differ from regularly assigned or

schedule runs. In actual practice there will

be no dispute between the Company and the

men with regard to these short runs. In

other words , the Company is entitled to

protection against a man claiming eight

hours pay for the ordinary short or emerg

ency run . This is usually done and should

be done by not having these runs marked as

“ Assigned Runs.” In other words, the Com

pany, in readjusting its schedules to conform

to our holding , will make its runs as nearly

as possible to match up with the eight hour

day . Anything less than the eight hour

period ( excepting the fragmentary short

runs which the men voluntarily agree to

take ) would nevertheless constitute an eight

hour day , and the run will be signed up by

the men, or in the language of the contract

an “ Assigned Schedule Run."

The meaning of Article XXI , where it

speaks of “ Assigned Schedule Run " is

familiar to both Company and men and in

volves a set run signed up for by the men .
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Nothing should prevent voluntarily It shall therefore become the duty of the

working on short trip runs considerably less Company to rearrange its schedule runs to

than eight hours , which are not assigned on comply with the new provision calling for

scheduled runs, to be paid for merely on the eight hours of service .

hourly basis . Rates of Pay

The increased wage for overtime, will, in

our opinion, become a prohibition against

Having concluded that the eight hour

hasic day should be applied to the Key
long hours of work . Unquestionably, there System Transit Company, the next question

fore, in the rearrangement of schedules the which arises is the rate of pay:

Company may be required to put on more We have adverted to the fact that the

With those questions the Board has common laborer and non - skilled employe in

nothing to do .

We are satisfied that if men are willing

our Cities, is, in most cases, getting as much

as $ 5.00 to $ 6.00 per day , and many crafts,

to limit the amount of their income in order

to shorten the hours of labor, they are en

more skilled than platform men, are

doing as well .

titled so to do . In San Francisco , for example, street

It has been argued with great vigort, on laborers and others, under Civil Service re

behalf of the Company, that the eight hour

day is impracticable in railway service.

ceive $6.00 per day for eight hours work

with full pay for a half day's work on Satur

These arguments are not very convincing, day , plus twelve days vacation with full

when we are confronted by theproof that in pay, plus a paid pension system , and in

an ever increasing number of cities through addition thereto , time and one -half is paid

out the United States the eight hour day for all overtime.

has become the basis of labor in street rail
On the Southern Pacific System , operating

way service . However, the utmost that this under an eight hour day , the men receive a

Board can do is to make the basic eight minimum of $ 7.00 per day , with appropriate

hour day applicable, on the Key Route Sys provisions for increase over certain mileage.

tem , only during the life of the contract

which has been agreed to except as to the

On the Municipal System in San Fran

cisco , operating under an eight hour day,

disputed matters submitted to this Board of
the men receive a basic wage of 67 % ¢ per

Arbitration. That contract expires by limi hour, but this is in addition to annual

tation the first of May, 1926. The contract vacations on full pay, and a paid pension

is the Charter of authority to this Board

and we cannot extend the time provided

system , which makes the pay of the Munici

pal carmen in San Francisco the equivalent

therein . The Company has proposed that of about 722€ per hour. In addition , time

any Award made in this arbitration shall re
and one-ahlf is paid for overtime.

main fixed for a year. We , however, are We believe that these men should be en
governed by contract and the Award

titled to
hereby laid down will be effective until the

earn for eight hours of service

first of May, 1926 , and thereafter, until, on

enough to pay them $5.60 on the traction

thirty davs notice, as provided in the con

. division and $ 6.00 on the Key division. This

would mean that the men on the traction

tract, either party shall declare its dissatis
division should be paid , not 75 ¢ per hour,

faction .

The Board has given much thought and

as demanded , but 70¢ and in the Key divi

serious consideration to what should consti
sion the men should be paid , not 80¢ per

tude the spread or range within which these
hour, but 75 ¢ , it being conceded that the

eight hours might operate .
Platform men

Key division men
are entitled to an in

may work for five hours, be called off for crease over the traction division men . Even

a time, and later work for three hours.

at this age it can be seen that the Key divi

It is recognized that a certain amount of

sion men will be receiving less, than Bouth

liberalitv should be indulged in , in order to

ern Paciftic men performing identical service.

enable the Company

Operators of passenger vehicles and one man

arrange its

schedules to cover the peak of travel which

car operators should likewise be entitled to

at stated intervals throughout the

the same wage astheKey division platform

men , namely, 75 € per hour.

ray. Both morning and night bring with Accordingly the foregoing wages are here

them the problems of the rush of travel and
by fixed in these respective employments.

the Company should be permitted a suffici
Practice, as well as good judgment, indi

ent extension of time to spread the eight cate that those serving an apprenticeship in

hours over these periods. In the opinion of learning the duties of motorman and con

the Board it is fair to the Railroad Com
ductor , should be paid a lesser wage.

pany to extend this spread to thirteen hours.

Within this period of time, we believe , that

cordingly the wage of the platform men

the Company will be able to reorganize its

serving for the first three months is hereby

schedules and take care of the peaks of

fixed åt 514 and 53é respectively per hour;

travel which constitute one of the Com

those serving for the next nine months,

54 ¢ and 56é respectively, per hour. At the
pany's major problems. end of the nine monthsperiod the respective

The charts presented on behalf of the wages of 70 ¢ and 75 ¢ shall apply,

Company would indicate that a range of Accordingly the Board directs that Article

twelve and one -half hours might be sufficient XX, as proposed by the Association , be

to cover the two peaks of the day, but in adopted, with the modification that traction

order to prevent the possibility of too rigid division motormen and conductors andKey

a restriction on time we have fixed it at division brakemen shall receive 70€ per hour

thirteen hours. for eight hours, and passenger vehicles and

a

Toe

to SO

Occur

Ac
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car operators and Key division therefore say that 60 % straight runs could

motormen and conductors shall receive 75 € be enforced without hardships. However ,

per hour for eight hours . Additional pay of in view of the fact that the Company will

time and one-half, after scheduled runs, is be compelled to readjust its schedules , we

taken care of by the other provision of the have come to the conclusion that 54 % of

section approved . the passenger runs should be straight runs ,

Leeway of which at least one-half shall be day runs,

In applying the basic eight hour day, and the Board so awards. However, we de

however, the Board feels that to avoid cline to grant the proposal of the men that

hardship some flexibility in the nature of 'these runs shall be allocated to their several

leeway should be permitted to cover these barns, Certainly the Company is entitled

cases , where , from the peculiar length of the to flexibility in arranging its schedules. It

run , or other circumstances, it cannot be is unreasonable to expect a Company to

made to fit exactly within the eight hour give good service when it may be compelled

period, but may slightly exceed it . These to send a given number of runs out of a

cases will not be many in number, but there given barn , and when , as a matter of fact ,

are instances where obviously some flexibil the territory to be served may be

ity should be permitted . In other words, economically and promptly served from a

there
may

be a certain number of runs wholly different barn ,

where it is impossible, within the minute, In this respect the Association failed to

to bring a car to the end of its run . We
meet the suggestion of the Company that if

infer from evidence that a certain amount the men would provide any other workable

of leeway has been recognized in the actual schedule , it would be adopted . Therefore ,

practice of railroading between the system it is clear to the Board that the Company
and the association . In order, therefore, to should be permitted to distribute such

enable the Company to accommodate its , straight runs over its entire system as pro

schedules to the eight hour system , without vided in the present Article XXIII .

hardship , we have come to the conclusion
Accordingly, Sub-Division A of Article

that thirty minutes leeway should be per XXIII, as proposed by the Association, is

mitted as a matter or practice in adjusting avlopted , with the modification that 54 % of

these emergency In other words,
passenger runs shall be straight runs, but

while the basic eight hour day will be the provision ‘ in each barn " is ordered

strictly enforced , yet the company and men stricken out.

in this Award should be informed that in We now come to the consideration of Sub

those runs where it is impossible, on
Divisions B and D, as proposed by the Asso

count of their length , to have them strictly ciation . These Sub- Divisions are intended

completed within the eight hour period - for
as penalizing clauses to prevent prolonged

example where a car would be fifteen or
which will exceed twelve hours , or

twenty minutes beyond the eight hour
which will limit the rest period below twelve

period in completing the run or getting to hours. The present existing contract pro
the car barn--the leeway of thirty minutes

tects the rest period only to the extent of

should be allowed without involving the ten hours, and provides for time consumed

extra pay of time and one -half . on swing runs as fourteen hours.

The Board is quite confident that both We have determined that the period of

parties will accept this part of the Award thirteen hours will be a sufficient spread or

a spirit of mutual co-operation . The range within which the Company can take

Company, we are quite confident will not care of the travel peaks of the day.

attempt to stretch the eight hour day into The Association contends in Sub -divisions

an eight and a half hour day, and on the B and D of Article XXIII , that the men

other hand , the men will understand that a should be entitled to apply a penalty where

certain amount of tolerance , within the the elapsed time on a run exceeds twelve

period of thirty minutes, should be con hours , and where the rest period would be

sidered for the good of the public service . restricted below twelve hours. In other

Accordingly, the Board in this Award di words, it is the proposal that a penalty of

rects that in those cases where it is impossi additional time and one - half shall be applied

ble to actually terminate a run sharply after the period of twelve hours elapsed time

within the given period , if an unforseen

emergency should arise , this leeway will be The Board has come to the conclusion

allowed to avoid any hardships arising from
that Sub -divisions B and D , as proposed by

a rigid and inflexible application of the eight
the Association, should not be adopted as to

the full extent claimed by the men , but that

Remaining Proposals
Sub -division B should be modified to en

Coming to Article XXIII in which de large the rest period from ten hours, as

mand is made that 60 % of all passenger runs provided in the existing Agreement, to

in each barn shall be straight runs, our con eleven hours, instead of twelve as proposed

clusions are as follows: by the Association.

Mr. Potter, the Superintendent, testified , Further, and in harmony with the plan

that while the existing contract provided for hereby put forth , Sub-division B of Article

not less than 50 % , and as nearly as possible XXIII is modified so that the elapsed time

60% straight runs, the Company is actually on a given run, at which the penalty of

additional time and one-half wages will

Were we to determine this matter on the attach , is reduced from fourteen hours, as

basis of the existing working day, we should set forth in the existing contract, to thirteen

runs

in

on a run .

hour day..

affording 61 %.
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hours instead of twelve hours, as proposed

by the Association .

These are in the nature of penal provisions

to discourage excessive hours of toil .

Modern legislation and practice have

united in either arbitrarily fixing a period of

time beyond which men should not work or

affixing a penalty in the form of added

wages, which would make it unprofitable to

employ men beyond this period. The pur

pose of this practice is not merely for the

protection of the employes , who may be

perfectly willing to work extended hours in

order to add to his earnings, but rather for

the protection of the public against the

accidents which may happen when men are

in a state of physical wearniness of exhaus

tion . Likewise men should , to a certain

degree, be protected against their own de

ire to work an excessive length of time.

In addition , of course , is the purpose to

prevent employers, should they feel so dis

posed, from having men work on too long

a schedule. Therefore , the purpose of these

penalties is to put both parties in the posi

tion where hours of rest will be enforced .

As a matter of practice, however , all these

provisions relating to penalties are of neg

ligible importance because the enforcement

of the basic eight hour day requires that

time, above scheduled runs, shall be at such

a figure that there is little probability of the

Company calling, upon men to work into

this range of higher wages . It is only be

cause these provisions are inserted among

the disputed elements that they are here

treated at length .

Date When Award Becomes Efective

It has been assumed by prior Arbitration

Boards, which concerned themselves merely

with a readjustment of wages, that an

Award could be made retrocative. This

was granted in two Awards and denied by

In view of the complete readjustment

of schedule , it would be unfair to make this

Award retroactive. A certain time should

be allowed within which the Company may

reconstruct its schedules to meet the re

quirements of this decision . It is therefore

directed that the Award herein may become

effective on the first day of January, 1926.

The request of the Company that any

Award rendered be made effective for one

year, must for reasons hereinbefore stated ,

be denied on the ground that the Board is

of the opinion that it is without power to

make such an order. The proposed contract

between the Company and men has been

agreed upon with the exception of the

clauses concerned in this arbitration . By

express provision it is made to end May 1st,

1926 , or until after thirty days notice . We

do not feel we have the power to extend

the date limit thus fixed .

Financial Ability of the Company

It has been argued with much cogency

and force, on behalf of the Company, that

the granting of the Association's demands

would place too heavy a burden on the

Company's finances.

Prior Arbitration Boards arrived at the

conclusion that the financial ability of the

Company to meet the demands of reason

able hours and wages a secondary

consideration .

Certainly the Company is entitled to urge

its inability to meet , out of its existing

revenues , the goal of wages proposed to be

fixed. However, our modern economic life

demands that public service corporations

shall pay to their men wages required to

meet modern living conditions.

While this Board is extremely anxious to

avoid the necessity for placing any added

burdens on the people , and throughout this

hearing, has striven to avoid the necessity

for such a course, we are compelled by the

facts to hold that the hours and wages

should be changed in accordance with this

decision in order to keep step with modern

living conditions. We would not willingly

impose a burden on either party to the pró

ceedings, but we are controlled by the facts

as we find them.

We are quite confident that the intima.

tions of serious consequences, put forward

by the Company, will not be fulfilled, but

that the genius of modern industry will

rapidly and effectively accommodate itself

to a new economic arrangement. If, as the

men predict, this new system will bring

greater effectiveness in work and greater

contentment in private life , the benefit will

insure not alone to the employes but to the

employer .

It has been insistently argued , on behalf

of the Company, that the granting of the

proposed changes will place heavy burdens

on the Company, and the Board has been

repeatedly reminded by the Company's

representative that these additional burdens

will be passed on to the people. The Board

is not in a position to say that any addi

tional burden must be passed on to the

people.

Certain financial summaries were pre

sented to this Board and upon these the

argument is advanced that this result will

follow .
While we have given due consid

eration to these statements, as far as they

go , we are not in a position to say that any

increase in rates must necessarily ensue.

That is a matter to be decided' by the

Railroad Commission of California, which

has had pending before it for some time,

applications of the Company for an increase

of rates . Doubtless any legitimate conse:

quences flowing from this Award will be

given due consideration by the Railroad

Commission .

In readjusting the schedules and wages,

affected by this Award , we

that the men will meet the Company in a

spirit of active and constructive co -opera

tion , and that by conferences and consulta

tion all future difficulties may be avoided .

( Signed ) JOAN L. McNAB,

(Signed ) FRANK COLBOURN .
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A White Knight, armed for a crusade,

against Corruption , Rapacity, Injustice and

Oppression, the Union Label champion must

feel a glow of happy pride. His is a ro

mance anyone may aprticipate in.
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE land and have effected agreements for four

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR Locals and an increase in wage to the mem

bers of six Locals in that state ,

" International President W. D. Mahon is “ International Treasurer Rezin Orr , im

at present at New Bedford, Mass. Divi mediately after the institution of Division

sion No. 428 was instituted at New Bedford No. 430, at Mauch Chunk , Pa . , was called

by G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald , from the east to take charge of the settle

May 31. Immediately after its institution, ment upon the renewal of the agreement be

the company showed a provocative spirit by tween Division No. 285 , Steubenville , 0 .

discharging some of the active officers of the and the employing company. He reports

Local. Board Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald having effected the signing of an agreement,

and Vice- President P. F. Sheehan succeeded which embraces an increase of 2 cents per

in securing the reinstatement of the dis hour for the membership of that Local and

charged men after some little time . How establishes a rate of 23 cents per hour.

ever, conditions were not settled , and in
" G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair has

order to effect a working condition of the
personal charge of the strike in London,

Local , and as an increase in wage Ont . In the month of April of this year ,

desired, the Local presenteda working agree inspired by a desire to secure an increase

ment to the management. This was ignored in wage, and to eliminate some of the en

and G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald was vironments which had crept around their

dispatched to the aid of the Local in at employment, the motormen and conductors

tempting to secure some consideration of
revived old Division No. 97 and prepared

the conditions embodied in the proposed to approach the company for the purpose

agreement. The management of the com of their movement . The company antici

pany was obstinate andrefused to give any pated this and increased the wage one cent

consideration to the demands . As a result, per hour, and promoted the prime mover of

by consent of the G. E. B., on July 24, the the Local to an under official, presuming to

Local went strike. However, every have the organization so crippled that any

reasonable compromise was offered by Board remaining life would soon dieout. In this

Member Fitzgerald, who had with him they were mistaken , as the Division in its

Vice -President P. F. Sheehan , but to no renewal had been under the supervision of

effect. In consideration of the seriousness Board Member Sinclair, who had left it too

of the strike situation , President Mahon well entrenched for early uprooting, The

went to New Bedford to lend his personal determination to maintain the union soon

advice and assistance in the direction of the
became apparent to the manager, who again

affairs of the Local. The men are standing became active in his opposition and dis

firm and indications are that the prediction charged the secretary of the Local and some

may be made that a creditable settlement of the more open advocates. Board Mem

may be effected. Since the settlement of
ber Sinclair again responded and used every

the Allentown strike , there have been in honorable means to prevail upon the com

stituted in Eastern Pennsylvania, Divisions pany to withdraw opposition to the Divi

at Mauch Chunk, Pen Argyl and Lansford, sion, but without avail . On the morning

Pa. The last charter granted by the Inter of July 25 , 102 of the employes of the

national President was to Division No. 435 . London Traction Co. suspended work . The

While there are situations taking the atten following day the Railway Commission took

tion of the International President upon the up the grievances and after a hearing, on

Pacific Coast and in the various sections
August 3, rendered a compromise decision

where organizers are carrying out his plans, to the effect that the strikers should return

yet a general report of progress can be made to work without discrimination as to their

he having granted five charters since the unionism .

" G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald

" International Vice -President J. C. Colgan succeeded in establishing a Local Division

is at present in Pittsburgh upon special of the Association in Syracuse, N. Y. As
work for the Association. While in New

a result, the Syracuse company has been

Orleans , he visited Division No. 194. He
prevailed upon to increase wages of motor

reports progress on his work in Pittsburgh . men and conductors in that city. The in

“ Vice - President P. F. Shechan has been crease amounts to from one to four cents

associated with G. E. B. Member Dennis S. per hour and aggregates some $30,000 per

Fitzgerald in the conduct of the strike at year.

New Bedford, Mass . “ New Haven , Conn . - At a special meet

" Vice - President A. L. Behner, who has ing of Division No. 281 held Tuesday,

charge of the situation in Cleveland, O., re May 16 , the executive board was instructed

ports eminent progress in the affairs of to secure a conference with the local street

Division No. 268 . Affairs of the Associa railway management to ask for an increase

tion there under his supervision are assum in wages from the present scale to a flat

ing appreciable proportions. Vice-President rate of 25 cents per hour. After consulting

Behner and G. E. B. Member Fred Fay International President W. D. Mahon ,

have been associated in the effective work President Charles Minnix obtained a

of the Association throughout Western and ference with Acting Manager F. P. Harlan .

Northern Ohio. They have organized and The Local Board that met Acting Manager

re-organized six Local Divisions, with an Harlan comprised Charles Minnix, Chair

aggregate membership of nearly 3,000 , in man ; F. D. Jodon , secretary ; James W.

cluding the present membership in Cleve Burke , James J. Lunch , the two James J.

last report.

con
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installed follows : President, George

Henry ; vice -president, Joseph McGrath; re

cording secretary, Ernest A. Bourke ; finan

cial secretary, Hugh E. Gilmore ; treasurer,

John O'Brien ; conductor, Walter Thayer ;

warden , William Allison ; sentinel, George

Lawrence ; executive board , Edward Bourke,

John J. Murphy , Dennis F. Kennedy, Ed

ward Kenney , Edward Morton and Richard

Toner.

“ The members of Division No. 14 , Fort

Wayne, Ind., are very much encouraged

with the prospect of securing situations on

the White Street Railway .

“ The Sorry Horse "

“ Yes, things are shifting all about and

horses, to their sorrow

Aren't sure when they lie down at night

they'll have a job tomorrow.

With cycles coming, more and more, and

everywhere the trolley,

It's quite enough to make a horse feel

rather melancholy.

The outlook for the noble beast is growing

gloomy, very ;

It's true he still is hauling folks out to

the cemetery ;

But when he views the drift of things it

won't be long, he feels,

' Til the hearse is a motorcycle and the

mourners all riding wheels."

TRADE UNIONISM AND RELIGION

}

Whites , J. J. Flynn , M. D. Norton , W.

Butler and Thomas Deskin . On Friday,

July 6 , President Charles Minnix, called at

Mr. Mellen's office to receive the reply from

the company to the appeal made to Man

ager Harlan. The reply was reported to a

special meeting of the Localheld Tuesday,

July 10 , and accepted .
The new wage

scale fixed wage rates at 21 cents per hour

for first year service men ; 2172 cents for the

second year ; 22 cents for the third year ;

2272 cents for the fourth year; 23 cents for

the fifth year ; 2372 cents for the sixth

year ; 24 cents for the seventh year ; 2472

cents for the eighth year and thereafter, 25

cents per hour, with overtime rate of a

straight 25 cents per hour . The preceding

scale was from 2012 cents to 2272 cents .

The increase obtained was from one-half

cent per hour for first year men to 272

cents per hour for those in the service in

excess of nine years.

" Ontario Railway Laws Touching Labor"

" In the carly part of the year there was

a bill introduced in the Ontario Legislature

known as “An Act respecting steam , electric

and street railways,' and termed the 'On

tario Railway Act, 1906.' Division No. 113

of Toronto seized the opportunity to go be

fore the Legislature and have inserted

clauses protecting the street railway occupa

tion . Division No. 107 co -operated in the

movement. The deputation composed Busi

ness Agent James McDonald and John

Williamson, Business Agent and President

of Division No. 113 , and President John

Theaker of Division No. 107 , Hamilton,

Ont. Through their efforts there was in

serted in the law Section 27 to provide,

" That all cars in use for transportation of

passengers in November, December , Janu

ary , February, March and April of each

year , which , while in motion , require the

constant care or service of motormen upon

the platform , shall have said platforms en

closed in such a manner as to protect the

motormen from exposure .'

“ Clause 2 of Section 79 provides that ‘ Al

companies operating their cars without rear

end ' vestibules shall allow the conductor

employed, to stand inside said car, so far

as is consistent with his duties, during the

period commencing November the first and

ending April 30 of each year. '

“ Section 82 provides that 'all summer cars

constructed after the first day of January ,

1907, shall be so constructed that the seats

will face the front and an aisle sufficiently

wide to allow the passage of a conductor

shall be provided in every such car ; the

side steps on such cars shall be so

structed , if practicable , that passengers shall

be prevented from standing on same while

the car is in motion .'

" Section 202 of the said enactment pro

vides that no franchise is to be given for a

period longer than twenty -five years . ” '

G

Trade unionism is closely related to relig ;

ion. They both stand for the elevation of

the human race , both individually and col

lectively. They both call for much co

operation between large numbers of persons

and for much tolerance, if there is to be

harmony, and if there is not harmony there

is not efficiency. Trade unionism and relig.

ion both have to deal with details, and un .

less care is used the details will be stressed

to a greater extent than their importance

warrants . There is much need , in the case

of both of them, to center the mind on big

issues and important matters.
How much

blood has been shed within the Christian

church comparatively unimportant

matters ! How much time and energy is

wasted in organized labor over small juris

diction fights, personal rivalries and similar

things! Clearly , the need is great for much

attention to begiven, through trade union

educational institutions, to the big issues;

to the doings of labor as a whole, here and

abroad ; and to matters that are of supreme

importance.
When this is done, little room

is left for the little things .-Workers Educa

tion News.

over
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THE ATTRACTION OF INEXPERIENCE

During the strike in England the volun

teer driver of the London -Liverpool express

performed the remarkable feat of bringing

the great train into Liverpool twenty

five minutes ahead of time . The pas

sengers went forward in a body to thank

him . A pale face emerged from the cah.

“ Don't thank me," it gasped ; " thank

God ! I only found out how to stop this

thing ten minutes ago . " '-Ex.

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

“ At the last meeting of Division No. 22 ,

Worcester, Mass ., officers were elected and
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Why Foot Pains

Goin 5 Minutes

iong.

Proved by Thousands

Letters like these, from former foot suffer
ere, show what Fairyfoot Cushions will do :

"1 had to bobble on a cane . With Fairyfoot
Cushions Iwalk

perfectly ."
" Had a bad

Case of fallen

arch . Fairyfoot

Cushions have

completely cor
rected it. "

" Legandback

pains all gone
now , thanks to

Fairyfoot Cush

"Bunion and

Morton's toe How to Order

have gone , also

my pains and Place stockinged foot

nervousness . on piece of paper and
FairyfootCush trace outline of foot with

ions did it. "
pencil held vertically , as

"The first real
shown above, Send this

relief I havehad
and also write size and

from foot pains width of shoe in coupon .

in 10 years."

Send No Money

So sound are the scientific principles on
which Fairyfoot Cushions are made , so o

markablehave been the resulta obtained in

" hopeless" cases, that we gladly send them
on free trial,

The regular price is $ 3.00, but for a limited
time we offer Fairyfoot Cushions for only
$ 1.98 , Pay only whenpostman brings them .
Or you can send money in advanceif you wish .
Either way . Make the 5 -minute test - see

how quickly the pains go. Then wear them
14 days and if not satisfied return them and

we refund your money . Send coupon today.

FOOT REMEDY CO .
1225 S. Wabash Ave.

Dept. 145 Chicago
Enclosed is outline of my foot. Send methe

FairyfootCashions . I will pay special price,
$ 1.98 , on arrival, and willmake the 5 -minute
test. Am also to have privilege of wearing
them 14 days at your risk . If I am not satis
fied , I will return the Cushions and you will
refund my money .

Five minutes is now the time limit for foot point the toes straight ahead, causing the

and leg pains. Reports from people who arches to take theirnatural position . They
were chronic sufferers tellofpractically in also direct the body's weight to the ball,
stant relief from all sortsoffoottroubles, heel and outer part of the foot, where

also relief fromleg and back pains and Nature intends itto be. Everybone and

headaches, causedby feetout oforder. A mascle is put just where it belongs .
wonderful new ,scientificinvention, known Fairyfoot Cushionsare very flexible, and

as Fairyfoot Cushions, bas while positioning the foot nor

broughtastounding,sensational

penitenTheamazingreports Key to Diagrams cise the muscles which have

Very special offer enables you to 1. Normal Position of themstrength to support the
prove withouta penny's risk Arch and Print ofNor readjusted arch.
that thisgreat invention will do mal Foot, Stiff metal devices can't give

the same for you .
2. Fallen Arch and

this kind of pressure and
strengthening exercise . They

act merely a supports and

3. Calleseth actually allow the muscles to

I wenty- six bones form the 4. Morton's Toe caused become weaker. They usually
areh of the foot. Even one of by arch breaking across have to be fitted and adjusted

these bones gettingout of place forpart of foot. by experts . They are heavyand

puto abnormal strain and pres .

Bare on the musclesandserves-
5. Bunion .

clumsy . Padsand bandages are
mere makeshifts.

then the pains appear . 6. Com .. Youdon'thave to adjustFairy.

It is displacement of these 7. Crowded Tom . foot Cusbions, and theyweigh

bones by the weightof the body . less than an ounce. Fairyfoot

toomuchstanding orill- fitting
8. Lagrowing Nail. Cushions are made in 50 differ

shoes that causes " Aat foot.' 9. Hammer Toocamed entsizes to fit the daintiest

Theweightof thebody is thrown by foot prenging for slipper or beavy shoe - no cost
out of balance and the foot to ward . lymade-to -order appliances to
often crowded down into the

shoe, causing bodions, corns,
10. Fairyfoot Cashion . pay for
Showing built -ap lay Your feet also regain their

calluses, ingrowing toenails , er for flexibility and correct shape . The instep, the
hammer toe , or Morton's toe , positiondevice for heel, the toes all stay in their
and theshoes becomemisshapen

and run over at the heel.
ing " foot. proper positions. Yourshoes

A. Pains in Lens,Back , keep their shape,your suffering

Then you haveagonizingpains ha , vanished . Results are im

in the feetand often leg pains, Neck and Head , origi mediate . Guaranteed in five
Dating in Feet.

backache, headache, " rheuma minutes .
tina " and nervousness. Let the B and C. Result ofnet

areb dropover so little and lecting foot troables Heed the Danger

too ble starts . Youcan'talways

Wethat your foot is Nat - it may lookall Signals

right- bot themercilesspains tell you that
Momething has gone wrong ,

Anypain inyour feet ,legs or back means
most likely that something is wrong with

How Fairyfoot Cushions
your feet - something thatneeds attention

right away. Don't assume that these pains

" Position ” the Feet
will" core themselves . "Evena fewslight
twinges may point to a condition that will

These wonderful Caphions (highly record mean serious trouble later on , Fairyfoot

mended by orthopedists and phyoletana) Cushions will correct the cause of the trouble

beingrelief by positioning" the feet They and then the pain must sco .

What Aile Your Feet Priat of Fle: Foot.

Name...

Address

Size Shoe........ Width ... 1925

F.R.Co.

|_Check OMan Woman Boy Girl
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NEW FIVE - BARREL ADJUSTABLE HIGH -SPEED CHANGER

Lever Operated

Makes change quick as a flash .

Strong, Durable, Rapid.

Beautiful in appearance, highly polished,

Can be adjusted in a foment to throw out one

to five pennies or one to six tokens.

No tool required to make adjustments; use coin.

INSTANTANEOUS LOCKING DEVICE

Slight pressure of thumb locks coin chambers.

Price $ 4.00 No. 555. Quarter, dime, nickel, penny, penny.

Postage Paid No. 566. Quarter, dime, nickel, penny, token .

J. L. GALEF , 73 Chambers Street , New York City

Relieve Yourself of
MAKES 1

08

In Few Hour's

The Safe and Natural Way . Tea made from Fresh Without experience E. Lube earned $ 18.08 in
Natural Herbs give amazing results . , The Scrip one afternoon with our beautiful dress goods ,

tures quote : He Causeth The Grass To Grow for
silks and wash fabrics. No capital needed .

We show you how to succeed . Write for sam

Cattle and HERBS FOR THE SERVICE OF ples and complete selling instructions.

MAN . ( Psalm 104 ; 14 ) . Herbs are entirely harmless The National Importing Company

as they do not contain poisonous drugs . Our fore
Dept. H57 , 573 Broadway, New York City

fathers all used herbs for the elimination of disease

and the promotion of health . We supply you with Two colored boys were driving along a

Strictly Fresh Herbs and give Free instructions for road . One was an expert with the whip and

Constipation and Piles. A three months supply for he said to his companion :

$ 1.00 post-paid . Send P. O. Money order. No
“ Watch me strike that leaf on a branch

stamps. HERMAN BROS . Dist of Botanic Herbs . over the road. "

3540 McKean Ave. , St. Louis , Mo.
He cracked his whip and the leaf was in

stantly destroyed . A little later his com

WILSON SPENDS $88 IN panion saw a bull frog on the side of the

SENATORIAL PRIMARY road , and said :

“ See if you can strike the frog."

The statement of William B. Wilson, The whip expert snapped his lash again ,

former Secretary of Labor , that his personal and instantly the frog gave his last croak.

expenses in the Pennsylvania primaries were
Further along the road they saw a hornet

only $88.81 , with a limit of $10,000 for the nest on the limb of a tree, and his com

entire ticket upon which he was associated
panion said :

with other political aspirants, startled the

Senate committee investigating campaign

" Sam , see if you can hit that."

expensesin the Pennsylvania primaries.
But the whip expert said :

Mr. Wilson was a candidate for the Dem " Not on your life my boy. A leaf is a

ocratic nomination for the United States leaf - and a frog's a frog—but that's an

Senate. The Republican candidates for the Organization !"

same office spent all the way from $ 194,000, There are many people who do not realize,

reported by the Pinchot organization, to as Sam did , the power and influence of of

$ 1,046,295 reported by the Pepper-Fisher ganization , not even of an organization with
group .-A . F. of L. News .

which they are affiliated .

WORKERS UNION

No shoes are Union Made, under our Fair Arbitration

Contract , except those having this stamp.

UNION STAMP
INSIST upon having them for The Whole Family .

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

246 Summer St., Boston , Mass .

Collis - Lovely, Pres. Charles L. Baine, Sec.- Treas.

Do Not be Imposed Upon

Factory
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Radium Baths

for Rheumatism

Right in your own home, get

the relief others travel thou

sands of miles to seek , Relieve

Lumbago, Arthritis, High or

Low Blood Pressure, Nervous

Ailments, Insomnia.

CURAY

Radium Emanation

Bath Compound

Contains Radium certified by U.S.
Government. Write today for Free

Booklet- " Radium - Nature's
Way to Health . ”

RADIUM CORPORATION

ofAMERICA

Dept.112 Huntington,W.Va.

KING DET

50L
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'ork

CURAY

RADIUM REMEDIES

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this

19th day of April , 1926, effective May 1st , 1926 , by

and between the WHEELING TRACTION COM

PANY, including the PAN HANDLE, THE STEU.

BENVILLE, WELLSBURG AND WEIRTON and

THE STEUBENVILLE AND WHEELING DIVI.

SIONS, their successors, lessees or assigns, party of

the first part, hereinafter called the Company, and

LOCAL DIVISION NO. 103 of the AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION OF STREET AND ELECTRIC

RAILWAY EMPLOYEES OF AMERICA , party of

the second part , hereinafter called the Association,

WITNESSETH

THAT WHEREAS, under the contract between the

Company and the Association effective from May 1st,

1923, to April 30th, 1926, notice in writing thirty ( 30 )

days previous to May 1st, 1926, was duly given in

accordance with the terms of Section 31 thereof and

the Company and the Association desire that certain

changes effecting working conditions should be in

corporated as set forth herein ;

Now, therefore, in consideration of the conditions,

stipulations and covenants hereinafter set forth , both

parties hereto agree as follows:

The Company through its properly accredited offi

cers will treat with its employees and the properly

accredited officers or committees of the Association

upon all matters covered by this agreement.

Such committee representing the Association shall

consist of not more than six employees of the Com

pany, including the President of Local No. 103 and

in addition, one International Executive Board mem -
ber .

That the properly accredited officers or committee

of the Association shall have full power to adjust all

differences that may arise between the parties hereto

with the promerly accredited officers of the Company,

and all differences, except those expressly stated

herein, shall be submitted to the Company by the

properly accredited officers of the Association , and if

an agreement can not be reached , the entire matter

shall be submitted to the General Manager of the

Company ard should he be unable to adjust the dif

ferences at issue , the same shall be submitted to a

Board of Arbitration within ten ( 10 ) days after fail

to adjust such differences, The Arbitration

Board shall meet in ocntinuous sessions until de
cision is reached .

The Board of Arbitration shall consist of three dis
interested parties as follows: One to be selected by

the Company, one to be selected by the Association

and the two so selected to select the third . Provided

further that should the Arbitrators so appointed by

each of the parties to this agreement fail to agree

within a period of five days upon the third arbitrator,

then the officers of the Company and the officers of

the Association with the two arbitrators selected

shall meet and see if it is possible to agree upon a

third arbitrator, or make such arrangements con

cerning the arbitration as they may deem advisable.
The decision of said Board of Arbitration in writing

by majority vote shall be binding on both parties to
this agreement.

Expenses and compensation for said Board of Ar
bitration shall be borne as follows:

Each party hereto shall bear the expense of the

arbitrator of their own selection and jointly bear the

expense of the third arbitrator . All other expenses

of the arbitrators to be borne equally by the parties

to this agreement.

Section 1. This agreement shall apply to persons in

the employ of the Company working as motormen,

conductors, trainmen's helpers or shop and barn em.

ployees, automobile mechanics and helpers and such

employes must, iſ eligible to membership therein , be

come members of the Association within at least

sixty (60 ) days after formally starting to work for

the Company , its successors, lessees or assigns .

Rules governing bus operators : The Company will

assign men who are holding road seniority to bus

operating jobs provided, in their judgment , they have

men who can quality for such positions, but in the

event they have not, they have the right to hire

bus operators from the outside. Any employe taking

a position as a bus driver and later desires to go

back to his place on the cars will retain his seniority .

It is agreedthat the Company shall have the right,

at its discretion to dismiss any employees working

ure

under this agreement, within the period of sixty ( 60)

days after their employment without such dismissal

constituting a grievance.

Section 2. Any member of the Association in the

employ of the Company (except those expressly

stated herein ) suspended or discharged from the sery.

ice of he Company shall have a notification of the

charges for which they have been suspended or dis

charged within forty - eight hours after said action by

the Company; if after a complete and thorough in

vestigation of said charges by the accredited repre

sentatives of the Company and of the Association it

is found that they are not guilty of sufficient cause

to warrant such'action on the part of the Company,

they shall be reinstated to their former position and

seniority rights , with compensation as provided for

in this agreement for such of the time they lost

through the unwarranted action of theCompany as

may be determined equitable by said Board of Ar .

bitration .

Section 3. Any offense charged against a member

of the Association by the Company must be notified

to such member within ten ( 10) days after the date

the offense was committed and has been brought to

the Company's attention . In no case , however , shall

a longer period than thirty ( 30 ) days elapse. Such

member shall acknowledge such notification by at

taching their signature to the report or other papers
which stated the occurrence in which the offense

arose . Failure on the part of the Company to pre

sent the charges within the specified time annuls the

offense , but this provision shall in no way affect the
records of the Company made up prior to May 1st ,

1918, and further , shall not affect the official records

made up during the life of the contracts running

from May 1st , 1918 , to April 30th , 1929 .

Section 4. The penalty for trainmen failing to re

port at time specified by the Company he shall be
Sharked to the foot of the extra list , and shall serve

this penalty on the day subsequent to the day of

the shark .. The penalties shall be one day for first

offense, two days for second offense and three days

for third offense, within thirty days . Any trainman

failing to report at the time specified by the Com

pany if he reports in person or by phone within two

hours of the above time , will be subject to be as .

signed to such work or on the extra boards as the

dispatcher may deem advisable.

Such reporting or working shall cancel one day

of his shark but shall not cancel the record of the

shark . If the failure to report for duty is due to
intention or indifference it shall be subject to such

discipline as shall be reasonable in the circumstances.

The penalty, for shark shall not apply to extra

men unless they have been off duty six (6 )

more hours .

Section 5 . It is further understood, agreed and

guaranteed that all employes working for the Com

pany under the terms of this agreement will per .

form their duties at all times efficiently and loyally

10
1

10
1

or
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and will observe and obey to the best of their judg .

ment , all rules of the Company.
Section 6. All grievances ( except those expressly

stated herein ) arising between the Company and any

members of the Association shall first be submitted

to the General Manager or other accredited authority

of the Company by the accredited Committee of the

Association. If the accredited representatives of

the Association are unable to agree with the ac .

credited authority or the General Manager of the

Company, then the grievances shall be submitted to

a Board of Arbitration as provided herein in not to

exceed ten days thereafter.

Section 7 . The basis of operation for motormen

and conductors shall be nine hours for a day's work.

All regular passenger runs shall as far as practicable,

consist of early and late straights and shall be paid

straight time íor the time actually consumed by the

run, but not less than a nine hour day on week

days . On Sundays this provision for a minimum of

nine hours shall not apply . The time of all regular

runs shall be divided as nearly equal as practicable.

Time and one-half shall be paid to any motorman

or conductor holding or working a regular passenger
car run, for time in excess of thirty ( 30 ) minutes

over the scheduled time of such run . Provided ,

however, that any motorman or conductor holding

a regular passenger car run , including an extra man

working a regular passenger run is called upon to

do work in addition to that constituted in such run,

he shall be paid overtime for such work .

Any motorman or conductor holding or working a

swing passenger car run , shall be subject to work

other than that constituted in such swing run with .

out overtime pay for such additional work, until ten

hours of work shall have actually been performed.

All work in excess of ten hours shall be paid for at
time and one - half. Or in other words , overtime is

to be paid for all work in excess of ten hours, in

cluding swings that call for more than ten hours

as the regular run .

Section 8 . If an extra man ( including any regular

man who is on the extra list ) is marked up on any

day for any run or any work is definitely assigned

to him , he shall receive not less than five hours'

pay at regular rate for such day, but it is under .
stood that this does not apply to extra who

report generally as extra men to take such runs as
may be open . Extra men shall be paid not less

than one hour for each time they may be required

to report in person for duty, until relieved by ac.
credited authority of the Company, provided that if

the extra man is assigned to any work, bench time

shall not apply .

Section 9. It is agreed by the Company that dues

collectors of the Association shall have the privilege

of collecting dues from the members of the Associa.

tion inside the barns and the employees' private

rooms, but not on the cars of the Company while on

regular or extra runs, or while on duty.

Section 10. All regular freight and service cars

shall be classed as regular runs, so numbered and

shall be open for choice annually on June 1st, and

shall be manned by a full crew of motorman and

conductor .

Section 11 . Seats shall be provided for motorman

and conductors and all cars shall be fully equipped

by the Company before being taken out of the barn

for runs.

Section 12. Employees shall be given free and un .

limited transportation on regular passenger cars at

all times , and on all lines owned by the Company.

Section 13 . All badges and punches necessary for

the employees must be supplied by the Company . A
reasonable deposit, to be fixed by the Company, shall

be made by the employe upon such issuing, and

such deposit will bear interest at four per cent if

held as a deposit of one year or more , but not prior

to May 1st , 1918.

Section 14 . Any employee of the Company pro

moted from a position of trainman desiring to re

turn to his former position may be placed in the

same position as to seniority which he held before

the time of promotion . Anymember of the Associa .

tion assigned to duties of the aforesaid Association

shall return to their respective position or place on

the board on their return to the position held prior

to said promotion or assignment.

Itis agreed that the officers and the committee

of the Association as provided for herein , consisting
of not more than six of the Company's employees

shall be granted leave of absence on such days as

are necessary to enable them to attend to the duties

of the Association or to carry on negotiations of

any kind with any of the officials of the Company .

Section 15. Seniority of service of motormen and

conductors is to be recognized at all car barns. In

the event there is a run taken off, the board shall

be thrown open. Provided, however , that if the rua

or runs taken off shall be held by the youngest

crew or crews, the board will not be thrown open. A

run added shall be advertised the same as a vacancy.

In the case of a change in schedule of one or more

that may inconvenience crew or crews, the
TNS

board may be thrown open at the car barns where

such runs originate for pick. All ruas

permanently vacant shall be advertised and moved

up to be effective the first or the 16th day of the

month.

In the event of an early man being off with sick.
ness or otherwise for a period of more than ten

days and not exceeding 60 days, the oldest man not

working an early run shall have preference of the
run and the oldest extra man preference of the

man's run who has been assigned to the early run .

For a period longer than 60 days , a temporary move .

up shall be made . The above provision of this

section shall apply at all car barnsexcept McMeches

Barn and Pan Handle Division cars working out

of the Warwood Barn .

In the event a run is taken off, a run added or

a change made in the schedule in any one or more

runs, the board shall be thrown open at that car

barn for a pick according to age in service. All

runs vacant shall be advertised and moved up within

ten ( 10) days from the time the vacancy occurs. In

the event that any trainman may be off with sick

ness or otherwise, for a period of more than ten (0 )

days , a temporary move -up shall be made. The

above, provision to apply at McMechen Barn and «

Pan Handle Division cars working out of the War
wood Barn.

Provided further that there shall be an annual

pick of runs at all operating barns of the Company

the first day of Juneand provided further that if the

Board has been open ninety days previous to June

first, this paragraph shall not apply.

Section 16 - a . It is hereby agreed that motormen

and conductors on snow sweepers shall receive five

( 5 ) cents per hour in addition to their regular rate

for the time they may actually be required for such
work .

Section 16 - b . Motormen or conductors on freight

car runs shall receive not less than six cents per
hour in addition to their regular passenger rate.

Freight car helpers shall receive 47c per hour for

the first three months, 50c per hour for the next

nine months and 55c per hour thereafter and shall

be subject to the same working conditions as motor:
men and conductors holding such runs .

Section 16 - c . Motormen or conductors on regular

service car runs shall receive not less than four cents

per hour in addition to their regular pasenger car
rate .

Regular runs of both of the above classifications,

(“ b " and " c" ) shall be guaranteed nine hours of
work six days perweek attherate as provided for

above and after the completion of ten and one-hall

( 107 ) hours' work on said regular runs at the regula

lar rate , shall be paid time and one- half for all time

in excess thereof .

Motormen or conductors on non - scheduled service

runs shall be paid time and one-half after the

performance of ten and one half(107 ) hours' work.

On any day when motormen or conductors holding

runs of either of the aboveclassifications are calle

upon to perform passenger car service in addition

to that performed on their regular runs,they shall

be paid time and one- half after ten and one hali
( 1012 ) hours ' work ,

If required to work on other than their regular

combination of part of the time on their

own runs and part of the time on other work, thes

shall be paid for time equivalent to that called for

by their regular run and any time in excessthereof,

ifput in on passenger carservice, shall be paid for

under Section 7 andit on other class of work, sha!!

be paid for according to classification .

Section 17. Motormen and conductors when acting

as instructors of student motormen and conductors

shall receive five (5 ) cents per hourin addition to
their regular passenger wage.

Section 18. Trainmen shall receive pay at his res :

ular straight time wage rate for making out accident
Teports. A minimum of fifteen minutes and a maxi.

mum of thirty minutes' time shall apply to the pay

car

runs or

car
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or more men

and Barn Department, 42 to 53
Helpers in Shop

cents per hour.

Apprentices, Errand Boys, etc. , 25 to 30 cents per

hour .

Watchmen and janitors , 30 cents per hour.

Car Cleaners and Sanders , 34 to 38 cents per hour.

The Company shall have the right to pay any barn

or shop employee any rate higher than the highest

rate in his group than those provided for in this

agreement that may in the judgment of the Com

pany seem proper.

Section 29 . That if any member of the Associa

tion , by word or act , shall interfere with or dis

turb the course of negotiations between the prop

erly accredited officers of the Company and the As .

sociation respectively, upon any subject whatsoever,

orinterfere with or disturb the Company's service
in any way, contrary to the conditions and spirit of

this agreement, such member or members shall upon

reasonable proof of the same, be dismissed from the

Company's service. This section does not apply to

any member working under instructions of the As

sociation.

Section 30. At the time of the expiration of this

agreement , should either of the parties hereto de.

sire a renewal hereof or a new agreement and said

parties are unable to agree on the terms and condi

tions of such renewal or new agreement or any of

them , either of the said parties may ask for and

be entitled to arbitration to settle any or all terms

and conditions of such renewal or new agreement

which the parties hereto have not agreed upon

previous to the time of the expiration of the present

agreement and the Board of Arbitration shall be

selected as provided for in this agreement .

Pending the adjustment of any differences between

the parties hereto upon any matters arising under

the terms of this agreement or as to such renewal

or new agreement, there shall be no lockout, strike
or cessation of work.

All motormen and conductors in the employ of the
Company on and after May 1st , 1921, after two

years of continuous service and for any reason leaves

the employ of the Company who may be re - employed

within two years thereafter, shall receive the pre

vailing rate of wages for the first two months of

service and then be rated according to the actual

number of years of previous service. Seniority to

date at the time of re - employment .

Section 31 . This agreement shall be in full force

and effect from May 1st , 1926 , to April 30th , 1929 .

Provided that either party hereto desiring, a . change

in any section or sections or additions, shall notily

the other party in writing thirty ( 30) days previous

to May 1st of each year , as to the section or seca

tions or additions .

WHEELING TRACTION COMPANY,

By. A. C. SPURR ,

General Manager .

LOCAL DIVISION NO. 103 , AMALGAMATED AS .

SOCIATION OF STREET AND ELECTRIC

RAILWAY EMPLOYEES OF AMERICA ,
CLARENCE WOOD,

JOHN L. O'CONNOR ,

WILLIAM J. MYLES ,

WILLIAM N. WHITE ,

HENRY SHRODER ,

S. O. WILSON .

President , No. 103.

of all men making out these reports. If more time

is necessary, application shall be made to the super .

intendent or dispatcher.

Section 19. Straight time only shall apply for

dead heading.

Section 20. It is further agreed that the Company

will provide workmen's Compensation protection for

members of the Association in its employ to the ex .

tent of its ability to do so under the laws of West

Virginia and Ohio or the equivalent thereof.

( This clause to be subject to further consideration

by the Company and officers of the Association .)

Section 21 . The wages for all motormen and con

ductors in passenger service and bus operators shall

be as follows during the year ending April 30th , 1927 :

First three months of employment- 49 cents per
hour.

Next nine months of employment - 52 cents per
hour .

Thereafter - 57 cents per hour.

One-man car operators shall be allowed 5c more

per hour.

Section 22. The recognized holidays applying to

all sections of this agreement shall be as follows:
January first, May 30th , July 4th , Labor Day , Arm

istice Day and December 25th, or days set apart for
the observance of same.

Section 23 . Nine hours shall constitute a day's

work for all shop andbarn employees, except where

otherwise agreed' by Company and Association .

Section 24. In making promotions, consideration

shall be given to fitness and ability , provided , how .
ever , that in all cases where two

possess equal qualifications , seniority of service shall
ruie.

Further , that any grievances arising under this

section shall be determined by the provisions of
Section Six hereof.

Section 25 . All shop or barn employees shall be

privileged to buy and own their own tools.

employee choose to do so , the Company shall within

thirty (30 ) days after employment furnish such em .

ployee with tools, which in the Company's judgment

shall correspond with his line of work which may be

charged to said employee by the Company. In case

any tool is deiective or broken while in the use of

the Company's service, it shall be turned over to the

proper official of the Company and a new one shall
be issued for same. No employee shall be forced

to receive Company's tools if he does not wish to do

so , but if he does not choose to receive the Com

pany's tools he must provide suitable tools of his
Own . All employees, upon leaving the service, shall

return to the Company the tools accepted from the

Company and in case any tool is missing they shall

make proper compensation for same . No charge

will be made for socket or box wrenches .

The Company further agrees to replace any tools

worn out or broken in the service of the

Company provided that such tools or tool shall in a
reasonable correspond to the Company's

standard tools .

Section 26. Fifteen minutes may be taken for

lunch by the day or night forces at any car barn

at such time as may be agreed upon by the Asso .
ciation and the Company. This time shall not be

paid for. Ten minutes shall be given each shop and

barn employee at the close of their day's work to
put their tools away and prepare to go home.

Section 27. Time and one- half shall be paid shop

and barn employees for all overtime and holidays.

Shop, or barn employees shall be paid five ( 5 ) cents
per hour in addition to their regular rate for such

time as they may beactually required to work on
sweepers while such snow sweepers are in

use on the Company's lines outside of its barns or
shops .

Shop and barn employees who are members of the
Association will be allowed one day off per week , if
desired except in cases of extreme emergency . He

shall notify his foreman at least one day previous.

The Company to pay no portion of such time.
Section 28 .

The shop and barn employees of the
Company to be classified as follows :
Painters :

Class “ A ” , 62 cents per hour ; Class

“ B ”, 55 cents per hour.
Blacksmiths : 56 to 65 cents per hour .

This classification covers men capable of doing

necessary work required of them in Blacksmith Shop .

Repairmen : Class “ A ” , 59 cents per hour ; Class

“ B ” , 54 cents per hour.

If any

that are

measure

It is immoral to desert in the face of the

enemy . The Union Label has a moral claim

on every unionist and his dependents.

Snow

If You Don't Receivo Your

Motorman and Conductor

fill 18 this coupon and hand istoyour I. B.
ormail it to theMOTORUAN AND Comucron.

260 Eust High St. , Detroit, Mich .

2

.. Div. Ne......Name ....

.. Street ....

Pormer Address

No...............Street..

Post Office .
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The styles are kind to all of us and suit our individual

Deeds. Though skirts are full, they are adoptable to each

and every figure. If one needs to express fulness, one may

wear the full gathered or circular models. On the other

hand flat plaits, panels and tunics with straight lines will

suit the woman who is not slim.

The newest feature of summer styles is the hip flare,

especially attractive as expressed in the page boy peplum ,

which is used on both dresses and blouses.

Skirts with tiers and flounces are shown on many of the

new frocks.

The uneven hem line is seen on bouffant dance and

evening frocks, in which the back is longer than the front,

or deep scallops show the irregular movement.

Though street dresses for town wear show long sleeves,

the summer afternoon frock for both city and country

shows small sleeves or none. Usually if the sleeve is long

it is transparent with width at the wrist flowing or gathered

to a narrow band or a cuff.

Smart sports dressesshow smocking or shirring at hips,

shoulders and at yoke lines as one may prefer. Sometimes

the smocking or shirring is in contrast to the color of the

frock .

In pretty prints and flowered cretonnes one finds charm

ing smocks which article of apparel is now recognized as

superior to the apron for kitchen and garden service, and

very serviceable for office and studio wear.

Tailored suits with short boyish jackets are shown in

attractive pastel shades of covert cloth .

In spite of smoking jackets and dinner coats, the fashions

show many feminine touches in the way of bows, lace, and
floral decorations.

From the sash ends of tulle to the string ties, bows are

much in evidence.

The two piece dress is still with us, and is especially at

tractive in the new sports silks and linens.

Embroidered satins and girlish chiffons are used for

evening and dance frocks, quite eclipsing the beaded and

spangled creations.

5532

+

V

5508

TADE

WS

5508. Ladies ' Dress.

Cut in7 Sizes: 34, 36, 38 , 40, 42, 44 and 46 inches bustmeasure .

A 38-inch size requires 3 % yards of 40 -inch crepe, and X yard of

goorgette. The width of the skirt at the lower edge is 2 % yards.
Price 12c .

5532. Girls' Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes: 6, 8, 10 and 12 years . A 12 -year size requires 24%

yards of 36 -inch material with y yard of contrasting material. Price 12c.

5524. Boys' Suit.

Cut in4 Sizes: 2, 3, 4 , and 5 years. A 3 -year size requires 245 yards

of 36 -inch material withX yard of contrasting material. If made with

long sleevesand of onematerial 24% yards will be required. Price 12c.

5515. Ladies ' Morning Frock .

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36, 38 , 40 , 42and 44 inches bust measure. A 38

inch size requires 4 % yards of36 -inch material with 4 yard of con

trasting material. The width at the hem of the dress with plaits

extended is 248 yards. Price 12c.

24

5524

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP-TO -DATE FALI, and
WINTER 1926-27 BOOK OF FASITIONS, showing color plates, and

containing 500 designs of Ladies, Misses 'and Children's Patterns, a
CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON DRESSMAK

ING , ALSO SOME POINTS FORTHENEEDLE (illustrating 30

of thevarious,simple stitches) all valuable hints to the home dress
maker .

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO. ,

Il and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn , N. Y.

5515
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The Go-Ahead Man

An ill- fitting, poorly made uniform is like a “ block” on a man's

road to success. His industry, honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier .

A Bloch uniform is “ two bells” and ahead for the man of “pep"

and ambition. It is so carefully made , so clearly above the ordinary

in tailoring, so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name. Always

insist upon seeing this label .

The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland :

Send me free,a

TrolleyJim

Time Book
In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY , Cleveland, Ohio

Name

Address.
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Published monthly by the Amalgamated Association Entered at the Post Office as Second Class Matter .
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among the most progressive and well man

aged street railway properties upon the

American Continent , and much of this is

due to the hearty co -operation of the em

ployes , members of Division 826, and the

managing officials of the property .

THE UNDERHAND IRRITANT

come

1

1

1

Labor Day, in 1926, was the marker of

another era in the American Labor Move

ment. From this marker the American

Labor Movement will continue its progres

sive policy, and it is safe to assume that

when the inventory is taken on Labor Day,

in 1927 , there will have been observed even

a greater degree ofprogress in the interest

of wage workers than in the year from

RETIRING SUPERINTENDENT which inventory was taken on Labor Day,

1926.
J. C. MADIGAN

There are constantly arising signals of in

Grand Rapids (Mich .)•Railway tenseness on the part of the Underhand

Irritant. These evidences forth

Mr. J. C. Madigan, for thirty -eight years through projections from the secret policy

in the employ of the Grand Rapids Street that is really well guarded by the Underhand

Railway Company, has resigned his position Irritant . In Detroit is published, weekly,

with the Company as general superintend by the Detroit Board of. Commerce, The

ent and retired to his farm at Childsdale, Detroiter . In editorials of the issue of

Mich . The retirement of Mr. Madigan from August 30, 1926 , the editor states that

the position of general superintendent with " from a number of sources, we have re

the Grand Rapids Street Railway Company ceived complaints about an article that ap

was very much regretted by the members of peared in last week's Detroiter. Big busi

Division 836 of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E. ness men have agreed that what we said

of A. At a recent general meeting of the was true, but - we should not have printed

Grand Rapids Local , Mr. Madigan was in it . They accuse us of telling the unions

vited to attend and was presented a testi how to go about the closing of Detroit's .

monial from the members as an expression plants . Such readers, in their alarm , do not

of his endearment to them during their em grasp a full understanding of current con

ployment under his administration. Mr.
ditions. The Detroiter does not circulate

Madigan made a splendid address to the among your workmen . Remember ,

members of the Local , in which he en they (your workmen ) are_not being told

couraged them to stand loyally to their your side of the story. They are having

associated spirit · in looking after their
painted to them the glorious pictures that

affairs, which cannot otherwise than be to
the smooth -tongued organizers are paid to

the advantage of the employing property. paint. If for no other reason , the local

His address was sincerely appreciated by Citizens' Committee should be maintained

The presentation of the

token to Retiring Superintendent Madigan

to provide a counter irritant to these pro

fessional organizers. What are you doing

was made by President Claud Fisher of the

Grand Rapids Local, who expressed to him

to support the Citizens Committee? "

On another page of The Detroiter may be

the most kindly regards of the employeshe quoted the following :

was leaving behind. Mr. Madigan invited

the boys to visit him at the farm , where he
“ American Plan Workmen Are Best"

intendsto spend the remaining years of his " When the carpenters' strike was called

life. Mr. Madigan, forty years ago, was a in Detroit, Vokes & Schaffer had 130 union

school teacher at Ada , Mich ., which profes men working on the Wardell Apartment

sion he resigned to engage in street railway building . When the union men walkedout

work in GrandRapids.The Grand Rapids the contractors hired 40 men under the

Street Railway property has taken its place American Plan of employment . *** American

*****

those present:
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Plan work was more satisfactory to the em the organizing work was elected president

ployers, according to the members of the of the newly instituted Division Association

firm of contractors." No. 976 of the A, A. of S. and E. R. E.

This is inserted in an article dealing with of A. This was an extreme case, where

strikes and complaining of “ Government these instruments of the Underhand Irritant

acts in union fight, " in which the Federal were forced to light in the prosecution and

Government stepped in to restrain this em persecution of non -criminal employes, who

ploying companyfrom bringing wage work were struggling to relieve the wage workers

ers into the U. S. under contract labor from the fastenings by which they were

the contesting of the right of organization compelled to work and support their wives

to the carpenters by thiscompany, was being and children on 37 cents per hour in the

done by substituting with " American Plan” well populated confines of Indianapolis, one

employes from foreign countries. of the metropolis cities of the American

Another Underhand Irritant manifesta Continent. Presumably, not all of those in

tion arises in Indianapolis, Ind . , from where struments of the Underhand Irritant were

several weeks since letters came to the Gen disclosed in this case , but it came to light

eral Office requesting assistance on the part that of them was the one who had ad

of street railway employes in the employ of
vanced himself in the irritant processes to

the Indianapolis Street Railway Company,
the end that he was elected chief executive

in organizing. Vice-Presidents Robert B. of the Local Union . He testifi in court

Armstrong and John M. Parker of the "that the company was paying him extra

Amalgamated Association were dispatched
for his services in reporting to the company

to Indianapolis to assist the Indianapolis everything which happened. And that the

street railway employes. This, however , company was appraised' of the entire pro

was not done until an investigation was ceedings so that the company, knew every

made, showing that the process of organiza- thing , practically before it took place.” As

tion was under way by the employes before screen of this case , this president left

the two International Officers were dis Indianapolis at the time that the Federal

patched to their assistance. Immediately Judge moved to destroy the employes ' or

upon their arrival in Indianapolis, the street ganization by way of citations for contempt

railway management and non -union Em in violating provisions of the injunction.

ployers Association obtained information of However, as a further smoke screen , follow

their presence and set about to halt the ing the appeal of the penalizing course of

street railway employes from associating to the Federal Judge, this individual was

gether in an endeavor to better their wages brought back to Indianapolis and adjudged

and working conditions. It was clear that as one of those guilty of violation of the in

the street railway employes of Indianapolis junction and was sentenced to a term in the

were religiously up against the organized county jail . Open divulgence of the as

non-union employers of Indianapolis . It is sumption that this instrument of the Under

unnecessary to infer that a Chamber of hand Irritant is yet being paid his weekly $ 50.00

Commerce " Citizens ' Committee " may exist by the Indianapolis Street Railway Com

in that city , as it is well known that there pany or the " Citizens' Committee" is un

is an Employers Association in existence necessary. His temporary jail sentence will

there that can have a “ Citizens' Commit serve its intended purpose in a general way;

tee " of its own to provide the “ Counter Publicity in Indianapolis mentors carried

Irritant" and the “ Counter Irritant" was set to the public , impressions that criminal in

in motion . Not only was it found that the cidents arose in connection with the sus

city administration was within the realm of pension of work by the Indianapolis street
this " Underhand Irritant, " but it was railway men . Some of them were charged

found that even the state administration with planning a destructive policy and were

was respondent . Then again , to show the penalized therefor. Evidently evidence was

all powerful Underhand Irritant, the Fed. brought forth thatthe management of the

eral authority activity developed in the way property and its Underhand Irritant were

of injunction service and with a final force the real conspirators and real inceptors of

of committal of International Officers and this proposed illegal transaction . Hence the

Local members to prison for violation of an necessity of the screen .

injunction designed to restrain the employes All of this will pass over . There will be

from organizing or in any way interfering
no penalizing of company officials, members

with the employment plan of the Indian
of the “ Citizens' Committee" of the non

apolis Street Railway, Company . This in

junction, issued by the Federal Court , re
union Employers' Association , or any arms

strained the employes even from suspending of the law , municipal, state or federal , in

employment as a protest of the 37 cents per any way of condemning or traducing the

hour wage rate embraced in the Indian Underhand Irritant . The purpose was at

apolis Street Railway Company's employ tained—that of denying to innocent, honest

ment plan . wage workers the right of organization.

The mysterious Underhand Irritant, in the It is clear that tense policies stand well

course of court procedure in Indianapolis, mapped in antagonizing the future progress

forced itself to the surface ,by identifying of the American Labor Movement.

various " employes," assumedly provided by labor will progress andits only method of

the " Counter Irritant" supplying “ Citizens'
progress is through organization. The sur;

Committee . ' Even the one who had so ad vey made at the next Labor Day stand will

vanced himself as an Underhand Irritant in show that progress .

Yet
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WHERE THE MONEY GOES
where the money goes?" I had to confess it

did . He then went on. He said : " Now

Chicago , Ill. , August 24 , 1926 you will note, that leaves 25 cents per mem

Editor, The Union Leader, Chicago, Ill. ber to be accounted for . Well, out of that

Dear Editor :-It has been some time since 25 Cents, 10 Cents per month is set aside

I have had anything to say through your to create a defense fund to assist members

columns but I have what I feel is an im who are locked-out or on strike. He then

portant subject which I am sending you. showed me there was over $400,000.00 in

As a member of this Association, I often that fund but pointed out that a big strike

hear my fellow members criticizing the In
would soon eat it up .

ternational Union for the amount of money Next, he pointed out to me that 4 Cents

that they spend and I have listened to per month went to pay for the publication

these complaints until I had fallen into the
of the Union Leader and MOTORMAN AND

same error of wanting to know where all the
CONDUCTOR . That left 11 cents per member

money went . per month to operate the International

I was on a little trip , not long ago , to Association .

Detroit and being a member in good stand I asked him what all had to be paid out

ing, I decided I would go to the Interna
of that , Well , he said : “ You understand

tional Office and demand to know where all that 11 cents is the only money we

the money goes to. So I hunted up the touch for the operation of this Organization.

office and went to see them . I found the We must pay the salaries of the Officers and

Office on High Street , a modest little brick Organizers and their expenses. Out of that

building and when I entered it I noted a 11 cents we must pay the clerks that work

number of clerks all busy at work . I was in the General Office; we must pay such

politely asked who I wanted to see, told donations as the International Union may

them I wanted to see the President. I was make to other Unions ; we must pay the per

escorted to the President's room and in capita tax to the American Federation of

formed him I was a member of this Associa Labor, to the Dominion Labor Congress in

tion , showing him my card , and that I Canada; payLawyer's fees for assisting and

wanted to talk with him . I received a aiding the Organization and all other ex

welcome handshake and was invited to be penses in the operation of the Association."

seated . He then asked me what was on my He then pointed out to me several Constitui.

mind . I told him I was a member in good tions of other Organizations and showed me

standing of this Association and I felt I had where the Team Drivers pay 35 cents per

the right to come to this Office and know month to operate their International Union ,

how the Association was run and I wanted that they do not pay death , disability or

to know where all the money we paid into old age benefits and he showed me a num

this Association went to. The President re ber of International Unions that paid for

plied that he would be very pleased to give operating their Organizations from 40 ¢ to

me all the information he could and asked 50 ¢ per capita per month and when I got

me to take out my Constitution and refer through, I assure the readers of the Union

to Section 57. Well, I began to feel a little Leader, I had changed my mind .

leery as I did not have any Constitution . I could not help but congratulate the

The President said " Oh, I presume you Amalgamated Association for being the most

have forgotten your Constitution ," so he economical and best operated General Union

took outa copy and handed it to me and I had any knowledge of. To tell you the

told me to refer to Section 57. Well , I honest truth , I felt a little cheap. I sort of

began to look around in it butthe fact is i begged the pardon of the President and

never read the Constitution and did not congratulated him and he was kind enough

know where to look for the Section . He to give me the copy of the Constitution

told me and I began to feel nervous already .
had been reading.

However, the President took the book, I decided before I again would make any

turned to the Section and asked me to read charges I would know what I was talking

it. Well, I read it , and it first says that the about and I would advise every member of

Local Division should pay to the Interna this Association to read the Constitution

tional Office $ 1.00 per member per month .
and Laws and study them and read the

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR and watch the
The President said : " Now I will ex •

plain this to you . " . $ 1.00 per member per
reports of the Association and if they do ,

month is forwarded here to the Office; 75 they will readily see where every penny of

cents of the $ 1.00 is set aside to pay death , the money goes and that our Association is

disability and old age benefits ."
the cheapest operated organization in the

United States .
Then the President took the records of the

Yours, as ever , BILL HAWK.last six monthsand showed me where the

-Union Leader.International Association had paid 586

claims in those six months. Eighteen of

UNION LABOR ALMOST READY FOR
these claims were disability and forty-three

were old age claims for members who had
ENTRY INTOINSURANCE, MARVEL

BUSINESS OF WORLD
received $ 800.00 a piece , having become too

old to follow the occupation.

The records showed in these six months, Washington , D. C .-- September. The in

that through death, disability and old age come of American life insurance companies

benefits, over $ 376,000.00 had been paid out. could pay the national debt in five years.

“ Does that give you an idea It has gathered a momentum and accumu
He said :
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lated a total of funds which mark it as the LABOR SPIES AND COMPANY UNIONS

business marvel of the age. Into this tre. IN SAME FAMILY

mendous field of finance union labor is about By Robert W. Dunn, Federated Press

ready to step with the formal launching of

THE UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE
Labor spies and company unions are com

COMPANY, under the presidency of
plementary devices used

Matthew Woll , vice-president of the Amer

against trade

unions by many American corporations.
ican Federation of Labor.

Mr. Woll believes the company will be
This fact is again emphasized by a series of

articles now appearing in the Daily News, a
gin writing insurance policies shortly after Passaic, N. J. paper. The articles are

the closing of the American Federation of Labor

Convention , which opens in Detroit Oct. 4.
written by Harvey G. Ellerd of the per

sonell department of Armour & Co. and are

The life insurance companies of the coun. intended to bolster up the company union

try hold in trust more than $11,000,000,000 idea among the striking textile workers who

for over 35,000,000 policyholders, it is refused to return to the tyranny of " em .

pointed out. In addition to that, officers ploye representation " at the Forstmann and

of thenew company point to the fact that Huffmann mills , or to accept the offer of a

no policy holder in a legal reserve life in company union now made by the Botany

surance company has lost a dollar in forty Mills.

years, and this applies also to holders of Ellerd's articles of course make no men

stock. Life insurance is regarded as the tion of labor spies. Instead they reek with

best conducted and most systematic and phrases touching on the " new relationship

best protected financial undertaking of the between employer and employe," " the rule

present day. of reason " and " co -operation and better

It is the announced purpose of THE feelings He is describing the workings of
UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE

the company union committees in the

COMPANY to bring to the labor movement Armour stockyards, where undercover, oper

the tremendous strength of accumulated atives and spies have been aiding the com

funds and the dividend increment of a busi pany union , during the last few years, in

ness which now turns its strength and profits wiping out the last vestiges of the real labor
in other directions .

unionism achieved in war days .

Approximately $ 100,000 worth of stock In Passaic likewise detectives and com

remains to be sold before the company be pany unionism have been co -operating to

gins operations, but a large portion of this liquidate trade unionism . Other great
amount is already pledged . When that American corporations where the spy and

amount has been distributed, making a total the " newer methods of labor co -ordination "

stock subscription of a half million dollars , have been used without any suggestion of

the books will be closed and the company inconsistency are many of the railroads, such

will begin writing policies , it is announced. as the Pennsylvania , the Sante Fe, the

It is made clear at the headquarters of Union Pacific , the Delaware and Lacka

the company that organizations and individ wanna, the Long Island , the Boston and

uals wishing to secure stock ought to make Maine, the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie, the

application at once. At least four conven Atlantic Coast Line, the Great Northern and

tions are to act within the coming week the New York, New Haven and Hartford.

and each of these is expected to subscribe On the latter road the notorious Sherman

for a substantial amount , ' if not for the Corporation , Engineers-- America's premier

limit in each case. labor spy service, installed and developed

The company has literature descriptive of the company union system among the shop

the undertaking and of this it has distrib craft workers.

uted large quantities. It may be had upon Elaborate espionage and company , union

request . Central bodies which have not systems are used side by side on some of the

yet formed committees in connection with leading street , and electric railway lines.

promoting the insurance company are urged Among such are the Interborough Rapid

by President Woll to do so at once and to Transit Company of New York, the Brook

request literature from the headquarters lyn -Manhattan Corporation of the same

which are in the American Fed on of city, the Kansas City Railways, the Louis

Labor Building in Washington. ville Railway, the Twin City Rapid Transit

Co. of Minneapolis, and the Milwaukee

Brother Bert Merson of Division 113 , Electric Railway and Light Co.

Toronto , Ont. , recently visited Association Of the more than 700 miscellaneous

Headquarters in Detroit . Brother Merson corporations that now employ the latest

was representing the city ofToronto upon a "employ representation" devices to forestall

trip to Detroit and other cities as a member and defeat trade unionismthe following are

of a committee appointed by the Toronto known to have used the " inside undercover

city administrationto compile a report upon man ," either hired directly or through one

the subject of civil service in city employ of the several hundred detective or engineer

ments, to aid in determining upon what im ing services now sharing in American pros

provement in the interest of labor may be perity -- The International Paper Co.; Shef

advanced in that city. Brother Merson was field Farms, milk distributors of New York ;

also a delegate to the recent Geneva Confer Amoskeag Manufacturing Co.; Wheeling

ence of the International Labor feautre of Steel Corporation and Bethlehem Steel

the League of Nations, upon which his im Corporation . In the current issue of Labor

pressions may be read in another column . Age, Louis Budenz gives a close-up of the
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to choose routes curbed ; taxes will be in

creased ; fares will be reduced. Upkeep will

be found onerous, replacement expensive.

Only powerful interests will be able to ata

tract outside capital. Many independent

owners, novices in the field of transporta

tion , will go to the wall.

Probably the next form of transportation

to be taken to the public's bosom will be

Aying. No doubt inducements will be eager

ly offered to establish regular air routes

here, there, everywhere. But in time air

craft owners will meet the common experi

ence ,

We are fickle mortals.-- B . C. Forbes , in

Forbes Magazine ( N. Y. )

company union plus spy system in force at

the Lackawanna plant of Bethlehem Steel.

Other company-union-and-spy employers

are duPont, deNemours& Co. of Wilming

ton, Delaware ; Borden Farms Products Co.

of New York ; Davis Coal and Coke Co. of

Maryland; Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.

of Akron ; Hooker Electro - Chemical Co. of

Niagara Falls, presided over by Elon H.

Hooker, president of the American Defense

Society; the Intertype Corporation of Brook.

lyn ; Pacific Mills of Lawrence, Mass.;

Phelps Dodge Corporation of Bisbee, Ari

zona; Pacific Steamship Co. of Seattle ; the

Standard Oil Companies ofNew Jersey and

Indiana; the Washburn -Crosby Co. of

Minneapolis; the Westinghouse Électric and

Manufacturing Co. of East Pittsburgh and

the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co.

The Pullman Co. employes the spy sys

tem as an auxilliary to the company union .

In its efforts to organize the Negro workers

the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Portershas

run into dozens of spies and stools the Pull.

man Co. is using against the trade union

and in behalf of the company organization.

Many of the company-unionized corpora

tions, such as the Forstmann and Huffmann

Co. of Passaic, also used an effective black

list in connection with the operations of a

central spying and employment agency .

A few company union firms, such as the

Dennison Manufacturing Co. of Framingham

Mass., and the Dutchess Bleachery of Wap

pinger Falls , N. Y. , use no spies , their

owners and managers being opposed to

espionage on ethical grounds. But the great

majority of companies with company unions

have the spy adjunct, either employing un

dercover agents directly as a part of the

plant police department, or hiring them

through one of the big " labor engineering

and survey" agencies , such as Sherman or

the Corporations Auxiliary Co.

are

WE HAIL THE NEW, CURSE THE OLD

APPEAL FOR BRITISH MINERS

Detroit , Mich., Aug. 23, 1926

To the Officers and Members of the

Amalgamated Association of Street

and Ælectric Railway Employes of

America .

Brothers :-- Acting upon the instructions

of the General Executive Board I am hereby

submitting an appeal to you for financial aid

for the families of the striking miners of

Great Britain .

The International Executive Board have

made a donation from the funds of the In

ternational Union , and are hereby calling

upon every Local Division of this Associa

tion that can possibly donate any financial

assistance to this cause to do so at once.

The American Federation of Labor has

issued a call for voluntary, contributions, and

in the call they state that the miners of

Great Britain have been on strike for many

weeks, and that the conditions of the miners

and their families deplorable ; that

women and children are without an ade .

quate supply of food and clothing. There

has just recently come to America a com

mittee , representing the miners of Great

Britain , who state that thousands and

thousands of wives and children of these

miners are suffering and are on the verge of

starvation .

The miners of Great Britain are struggling

for the rights of organization and are putt

ing up a desperate and determined fight to

save their conditions from going back to the

slavery that formerly existed in the mines,

and to preserve one of the oldest and

strongest Trade Unions in the orld .

Their struggle and the suffering they are

enduring in order to preserve their Organi
zation should appeal to the heart of every

Trade Unionist in America , and I , therefore ,

appeal to the membership of our Organiza

tion to make such contributions as possible ,

and to do it quickly as they are suffering

and cannot last long under the circum

stances.

You will send your donations direct to

Frank Morrison, Secretary of the American

Federation of Labor , at the A. F. of L.

Building, Washington, D. C. , and notify

this office of the amount forwarded .

Again appealing for immediate action , I

remain Fraternally yours,

W. D. MAHON,

International President .

high to pay .

The new appeals , the old repels. How our

fathers and grandfathers hailed the building

of railroads through new territory ! Money,

land, everything available was offered to

attract pioneer builders. No price was too

No welcome was too good .

Early street car builders also were received

with rejoicing
Franchises were willingly

granted, freedom to fix fares readily ac

corded. Once established, the people's at

titude towards the railroads and towards the

street cars gradually cooled. Later , cor

diality gave 'place to hostility, freedom to

regulation , sometimes strangulation.

Now it is the turn of bus lines to be wel

comed and coddled. They have been

granted carte blanche in most communities.

Being new , they attract. But set thisdown

as a certainty : the time is coming, rapidly ,

when busses will experience the same treat

ment as railroads and street cars experienced

Busses have come to stay. But all that

have come will not stay. In my judgement,

the mortality among weakly -owned buslines

will be very heavy during the next two or

three years. Owners will have their freedom
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There has been a process of education sulted therefrom has established an Amer

within the ranks of the American wage ican Labor Movement from which newly

workers that has kept alive the flames of acquired membership continue in the work

organization in a most vigorous and pro of progress upon an already established con

gressive way for the last half century, until stitutional platform , from which extension

today the American Labor Movement num and structural work is absolutely sure. The

bers millions, united in this work of pro movement is so solidified in unity of en

gress . deavor of the membership that rivalry is

most uninviting and practically without en

The American Labor Movement as it couragement. The American Labor Move

stands today, based upon craft autonomy, ment is based upon principles of a nature so

with federated endeavor in its advance broad as to afford opportunity for tests of

ments, has been in existence during the all types of progressive ideals. There can

course of the American Federation of Labor. be no progressive movement for labor out

That means that in all of these years there side of that realm . It is so advanced that

has been almost a complete transition in the its possiblities are recognized by its most

membership of the American Labor Move. virulent antagonists in the employing

ment. Yet it progresses. classes . The reasonableness of the labor

movement has already invited fair delibera

The 46th Annual Convention of the tion on the part of the major element of em

American Federation of Labor will be held ploying concerns. That speaks much for the

this year, In Detroit, Michigan. That American Labor Movement.

means that the American Labor Movement,

as represented by the American Federation The wage settlement between Division

of Labor, is old enough so that members of 725, Birmingham , Ala., and the employing

that Organization who are today. 45 years company has avoided a serious situation.

of age were unborn at the time of its insti
The Local was asking for an increase of 10

tution . And it may be assumed that the cents per hour over the rates in the old

very major portion of the American Federa agreement, but finally receded to 5 cents

tion of Labor comprises those of 45 years of per hour. The company at first offered 2

age or less. It means that the great force cents per hour increase, which was rejected

of the American Labor Movement today by the Local. The situation was handled

lies in the hands of those who were yet un by G. E. B. Member J. B. Lawson and re

born at the institution of the American sulted in a wage fixation of 44 cents per

Federation of Labor. That signifies much . hour for first year service men ; 49 cents per

hour for the second year service men , and

The processes of advancement to wage 54 cents per hour to those of more than

workers is the result of vigorous study on two years of service, with 5 cents per hour

the part of the membership of the wage added to these rates for one -man car oper

workers' Unions for a number of years gone ators . Overtime was fixed at time and one.

by . This unifying analysis of labor's prob- half and this is to include service on legal

lems and the constructive work that has re- holidays, with doubletimepay for Christmas
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The knocker shows the importance of

Larmony.
FROM LATE REPORTS OF

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

The knocker is either self- conceited or

feels that he is failing in his ambition. But ,

his obstructive knocks educate others in

the fact that there are obstructions to over

come in keeping the pathway clear .

а was

The knocker , of himself alone, cannot be

a constructor. He can serve only as an ob

structor . The constructors are required to

remove the obstruction in the course of

their construction . Of course , the knocker

adds to the work of those in the Labor

Movement , and it is a fortunate fact that

those of the Labor Movement, except the

knocker , are in it for harmonious construc

tive work and the advancement of conditions

to wage workers and the social order in

general . In their harmonious efforts they

have succeeded in the face of the obstruc

tionist . Harmony and co -operation makes

for success.

It is true that even among those who be

long to unions there are a few who look for

ward to an opportunity to cease paying dues

feeling that by saving their dues they will

have more money . The wage worker who

is out of his union by not paying dues , has.

the satisfaction of knowing that had the or

ganization of his associate employes not

existed he would not have received wages

sufficient to pay dues into his union . It

is the union that has made it possible for

him to pay dues and it is the union that

stands ever alert to improve his wages.

However, he has the satisfaction of knowing

that he is enjoying, wages and working con

ditions that have been brought to him by

his organized fellow workers and which have

come to him not through any effort of his

Further , he has the satisfaction of

feeling that he has been a contributor and

is contributing to the obstruction of his fel

low workers who are striving in the trade

union to improve his own conditions, as well

as theirs. Thus the wage worker who has

the opportunity to be and maintain as a

member of his trade union as associated

with his fellow workers , in the event that

he is capable of using ordinary reasoning,

will become and remain a member of his

union and take part in the uplift movement

instead of being an obstructionist and really

a destroyer of organization . Unionism

means better wages and better working con

ditions for the wage worker. It means a

higher grade of workmanship in the interest

of an employing property, as the union

wage worker takes a distinct interest in the

employment from which he realizes must

come his wages and he senses the fact that

the more prosperous the employing concern

is, the more wagesis obtainable through his
trade.union . He has an equal interest in

the property with the stockholders. In

fact, his interest is even beyond the interest

of the stockholder , as his wages are his

source of living. while the dividends upon

stock are merely a return from investment
to stockholders who do not rely upon their

ownership of stock for their livelihood .

International President W. D. Mahon

since the last report has remained at the

General Office, where he has directed the

affairs of the Association in general. His

health has been not of the best . He at

tended the General Executive Board meet

ing, held at Association
Headquarters,

August 16-21 . In his work he has been in

close advisement upon several situations , in

cluding the wage question which has been

submitted for arbitration in Cincinnati,

Ohio , involving the members of Division

627, which is yet pending. He was also in

advisement upon the New Orleans agree

ment negotiations
situation and dispatcher

First Int. Vice- Pres. Wm. B. Fitzgerald to

that situation , to assist G. E. B. Member

J. B. Lawson, who was in charge there. A

conference was held in the General Office

upon this situation, at which was in attend

ance President Ed. A. Veillon of Division

194 , the Local involved . Following this

conference, settlement obtained

Upon the Michigan Electric Railway sys

tem , involving the members of Divisions

Nos, 245 , Jackson , 333, Battle Creek , 343,

Kalamazoo, 362, Albion and 563, Lansing

and Owosso, Mich. , arose disputes, the most

important of which was a suspicioned evad .

ing of agreement provisions applying to the

manning or city busses in Jackson and

Lansing and the non -observance of the

Michigan Six Day Week Law governing

operation of street and electric railway cars

upon the streets and highways of the State

of Michigan . These matters have been sub

mitted by the Joint Advisory Board of the

Locals to the management of the property,

with the request that they be arbitrated,

naming as the arbitrator of the Locals,

Attorney Norman E. Leslie, of Jackson.
In Indianapolis upon the situation of Divi

sion 976 , the Indianapolis Street Railway

Company obtained an injunction from Fed

eral Judge Robert C. Baltzell. The in

junction was obtained upon a sworn state

ment of President Robert I. Todd of the

Indianapolis Street Railway Company, to

the effect thatthe company had individual

agreements with its employes, which would

be violated in the event of a strike. This

injunction restrained Vice-Presidents Robert

B. Armstrong and John M. Parker , and

certain officers and members of the Local ,

from causing a suspension of work , but per

mitted the company to continue its dismissal

program by which it was gradually dis

missing the members of Division 976 and

substituting new employes for them . The

employes recognized a condition of lockout

to exist and suspended work following the

refusal of the company to arbitrate the

question of reinstatement of some eighty

discharged employes and the question of

proposed agreement conditions. This lock

out was gaining ground to the men, when

it appeared to be recognized by Judge

Baltzell that the only way to advance the

interest of the company would be to cite

the two Vice - Presidents of the International

own .
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case

Association and certain officers and mem work in the interest of Divisions Nos. 819 ,

bers of Division 976 for contempt, upon the Newark ; 820 , Union City; 821 , Jersey City;

charge of violating the injunction . This 822, Paterson ; 823, Elizabeth ; 824, New

citation made and Vice-Presidents Brunswick ; 825, Edgewater; and 862, Dun.

Parker and Armstrong, together with cer ellen , N. J. , the members of which_work

tain members of Division 976 , were brought upon the property of the New Jersey Public

before the court and sentences imposed , re Service corporation. This situation was in

sulting in some seven days in prison by a conference stage at the close of the report ,

Vice- Presidents Parker and Armstrong, who September 15.

were later released upon bail and the case

was appealed . This case involved the at:
Second International Vice-President P. J.

tention of the International President from O'Brien at Bridgeport, Conn. , conferred

the time of the citation until appeal was with the Presidents of Divisions Nos. 448,

granted , thus releasing the two Vice-Presi
Springfield , Mass.; 459, Bridgeport; 469,

dents and one of the members of Division
Derby and 476 , Norwalk, Conn., upon a

976. The others were incarcerated for short

periods, such as five and ten days in prison.

future bus proposition that had enlisted the

attention of the members of those Locals.

The cases are now pending in appeal . Upon In attendance at this meeting, also, was

this work in Indianapolis, President Mahon
Chairman M. J. O'Meara of the Joint Ad

had associated with him International
visory Board of the Connecticut Locals, wit

Treasurer L. D. Bland .
whom Vice-President O'Brien held a confer

ence in Hartford upon the same situation.

International Treasurer L. D. Bland , There appears to be nothing definite upon

aside from attending the recent General that situation at the time. At Boston,

Executive Board meeting, held August 16 Mass. , he assisted upon the wage agreement

21 , at Association Headquarters, was dis arbitration involving the members of Divi.

patched to Indianapolis upon the citation of sions Nos. 174 , Fall River ; 235 , Brockton,

Vice-Presidents Parker and Armstrong and and associate Locals, the members of which

certain officers and members of Division 976, are employed upon the Eastern Massa

upon charges of contempt, to make an in
chusetts Railway properties. The case was

vestigation. His report upon the completed and presented to the arbitrators

shows that the attorneys representing the under date of August 13, and at that date

employes held that there had been no con was awaiting decision of the arbitration

tempt of the injunction granted by Judge board . At Framingham , Mass., Division

Baltzell and that the penalizing of the No. 620 was involved in wage agreement

members was without justification. There propositions and the property was in the

was abundance of evidence that with the hands of a receiver, placing the matter of

employes who suspended work there were agreement relations in the hands of the

no individual agreements with_the employ court . No progress was made upon this

ing company to be violated. Further, that situation and a strike vote was taken . Per

the alleged agreement , so far as it obtained his report of September 4, this situation

among the employes, was forced upon the was awaiting further conferences . At Dan

employes by practical coercion. Following bury , Conn ., a dispute arose involving the

his work in Indianapolis, Treasurer Bland members of Division 269, upon agreement

gave attention to the agreement work of work. This property is in the hands of a

Divisions Nos. 241 and 308, of Chicago , and receiver , who , at the time was absent, and

Division 900, of Highwood, Ill . , which situa this situation is also pending further con:

tions at the close of this report , September ferences. At Waltham , Mass., he attended

15 , were yet pending , and addressed a meeting of Division600 and

advised with the officers of the Local upon a

First International Vice- President Wm . B. seniroity question , resulting from the return

Fitzgerald, who , per his last report was in to work of a member who had been absent

New Orleans , La ., upon agreement work in
for some ten months. In the course of his

the interest of Division 194 , upon which was work he visited Portland and Augusta,

associated with him G. E. B. Member J. B. Maine, upon grievance work involving the

Lawson, succeeded in obtaining a three members of Divisions Nos. 714 and 724.

year agreement, but not until a strike vote These grievances were awaiting further con

had been placed in the hands of the Inter ferences upon the return of the manager

national Officers and officers of the Local , frori a vacation trip .

the Local having voted to authorize the

calling of a strike. The company had taken Seventh International Vice-President James

the position that it would no further enter Largay at Pottsville, Pa. , conducted the

tain essential provisions in the agreement arbitration of the question of reinstatement

and had endeavored to divide the Local of a discharged member, in the interest of

membership . Upon this situation the Local Division 118. In this case the award of the

and International Officers were in advise arbitrators returned the member to employ.

ment with International President W. D. ment , without pay for lost time. The arbi

Mahon , and a satisfactory agreement was trator representing the company was a Mr.

ultimately obtained . Following this work , Williams, of Pottsville, and chosen by the

he attended the meeting of the General Local was Mr. Michael Hartneady, of

Executive Board , held at Association Head Nesquehoning. The third arbitrator was
quarters , August 16-21 , and was then dis Mr. Fernier . At Bangor he assisted Divi

patched to Newark , N. J. , upon agreement sion 169 upon the arbitration of the Christ
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man case. He was discharged for failure of

delivery of mail at the time the Local en

tered a strike. Member Christman discon

tinued his work on that occasion at the car

barn. This case was pending the presence

of a representative of the Post office De

partment, whose testimony was favorable to

Christman , and the arbitration board

awardedthat he should be returned to work.

Later, Vice-President Largay visited Shen

andoah, Pa . , in the interest of Division 165 ,

Girardville, upon agreement work , which

was deferred to await the presence of the

president of the employing property, per his

report of September 4.

Mo. , upon a grievance . He was then dis

patched to Bloomington, Ill., to assist Divi

sion 752 upon agreement work. Following

conferences, the question of wages involving

the Local was submitted for arbitration,

and, per his report of September 6, the case

was awaiting the appointment of a third

arbitrator.

Tenth International Vice-President John

M. Parker, on Thursday, July 29, with

Vice-President Robert B. Armstrong was

arrested and remanded to the Marion

County, Ind. , jail until Saturday, July 31 , when

he was brought before Judge Robert C.

Baltzell of the Federal Court and sentenced

to ninety days in jail , upon the charge of

contempt of an injunction that had been

issued by Judge Baltzell, restraining Vice

Presidents Parker and Armstrong from in

terfering with the master and servant agree

ment between employes and the employing

property. The court held that Vice -Presi

dent Parker had encouraged the suspension

of work on the part of members of Division

976 , of Indianapolis, which had resulted

from a practical lockout instituted by the

employing property. Vice -President Parker re

mained in jail until August 5, when , through

the instrumentality of International Presi

dent W. D. Mahon , he was released upon

bail pending an appeal of the case. Follow

ing his release from prison , he was dispatch

ed to Elyria , Ohio , to assist Division 380

upon a situation developing from installing

busses upon the Cleveland & Southwestern

Line. These busses substituted several cars

upon that system and the employes were not

permitted to follow their work, Per his

report of September 2, this situation was

yet pending conferences. In an interim of

his work at Elyria , he visited Alliance , Ohio ,

in the interest of Division 360 , upon

seniority question that had developed from

the installing of the one-man car system of

operation upon the Stark County Electric

Railway lines.

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow, who was delegated to assist

Divisions Nos. 241 and 308, Chicago, Ill . ,

upon agreement work , reports that the wage

question and other features of the agree

ment as applying to Division 308 was sub

mitted to arbitration and finally adjusted ,

without the selection of a third arbitrator .

He also assisted Division 215 , Wheaton , Ill . ,

upon a grievance that had arisen requiring

his attention. He was also detailed to as

sist Division 900 , High wood , Ill . , upon

agreement work , and Division 517, Gary,

Ind., upon agreement work. Per his report

of September 4 , these cases were yet pend

ing in a conference stage. In the course of

his work he attended the General Executive

Board meeting, held at Association Head

quarters, 260 East High Street , Detroit ,

Mich . , August 16-21 .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair , aside

from attending the regular semi-annual

General Executive Board meeting, held in

Detroit, August 16-21, visited Montreal,

Quebec , in the interest of Division 790 ,

where, per his report of September 5 , he was

assisting the Local upon an audit of its

financial accounts .

a

Thirteenth International Vice - President

Robert B. Armstrong , in association with

Vice-President John M. Parker and certain

officers and members of Division 976 , In

dianapolis , Ind . , was arrested for violation

of an injunction July 29, as cited in the

report upon the work of Vice- President

Parker. Later, Judge Robert C. Blatzell

imposed sentences of ninety days upon

Vice -Presidents Armstrong and Parker , with

light sentences upon the members of Divi.

sion 976, upon the charge of having inter

fered with a master and servant agreement

zieged to have existed between the em

ployes of the company and employing prop

erty . August 5 he was released upon bail ,

pending an appeal of the case , and was dis

patched to assist Division 788, St. Louis ,

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea attended the

General Executive Board meeting, held in

Detroit , Mich . , August 16-21 . He also has

charge of the wage arbitration between

Division 627 and the Cincinnati Street

Railway Company. Following the arrests of

International Vice-Presidents Parker and

Armstrong in Indianapolis , Ind . , he was dis

patched to Indianapolis to assist Interna

tional Treasurer, L. D. Bland in obtaining

the release of the two Vice- Presidents and

members of Division 976 , who had been

penalized by prison sentences for violation

ofan injunction that had been granted by

the Federal Judge in that city. Following

pending an appeal, he was dispatched to

Newark and Zanesville , Ohio , where he as

sisted Divisions Nos. 809 , Zanesville , and

839, Newark , upon agreement work . He

was successful in obtaining a renewal of

agreement, with one cent per hour added to

the first year service men's wages upon the

interurban road. He found that in Newark

the city council had granted a franchise to a

competing bus line , which resulted in the

company suspending operation of street

railways in that city, until a condition of

operation should be agreed upon that would

be within possibility of operation with the

competing bus line. The city granted to

the competing bus line a fare of 10 cents ,

which was refused to the street railway

property . Following the recent G. E. B.

meeting, Board Member Shea dis .was
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patched to New York , where he advised sisted Division 497 upon grievance work , in

with the officers of Division 726 upon agree which one member, who had been dismissed

ment conditions, which were left pending a from the service was reinstated . He re

further conference . He also associated with ports that Division 497 is well officered and

Vice-President Fitzgerald and Board Mem a progressive state. Per his report of

ber eardon upon agreement work in the September 4 , he had finished his work at

interest of the New Jersey Locals and from Pittsburg , Kansas.

there, while that situation was pending, was

dispatched to Asheville , N. C. , where he G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch at East

advised with Division 128 upon agreement St. Louis, Ill . , assisted Division 125 in the

work . Per his report bf Septemher 5, that obtaining of the reinstatement of a dismissed

situation was awaiting a reply from the em member. He later took up the wage ques.

ploying property, upon a proposed agree tion in the interest of the Waterloo Branch

ment which had been submitted to the of Division 805, East St. Louis, and there

company by the Local.
was obtained a renewal of agreement. From

this situation he attended the General Ex

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon as ecutive Board meeting, held in Detroit ,

sisted Divisions Nos. 174, Fall River ; 235 , August 16-21, and was then dispatched to

Brockton ; 238 , Lynn ; 240 , Chelsea ; 243 , Wichita, Kansas, where, per his report of

Taunton ; 246, Salem ; 253, Quincy ; 261 , September 4 , he was assisting Division 794

Lawrence; 270, Gloucester ; 280 , Lowell; 373 , upon agreement work .

Hyde Park and 503 , Haverhill , Mass. , upon

agreement arbitration work . The arbitra G. E. B. Member J. B. Lawson assisted

tion of the agreement provisions, including Division 194 , New Orleans, La . , upon agree

wages , was completed and submitted to the
ment negotiations. The Local was endeav

arbitrators. He also advised with Division

589, Boston , Mass . , upon jurisdiction ques

oring to re-establish agreement relations to

take the place of the expiring agreement.

tions with which the Local is involved , asso The company had taken the stand that it

ciating in a conference with the manage would not renew the old agreement. This

ment of the company thereon . At Salem he situation became of such a nature that

assisted Division 246 upon grievance work First Vice-President Fitzgerald was detailed

and assisted Division 600, Waltham , Mass . , to assist him and the Local , with the result

upon audit of the financial accounts of the
that a renewal of agreement was consum

Local, which were found to be correct. At
mated to cover a period of three years. The

Framingham , Mass. , there developed a case

of dismissal of a member of Division 620

company had taken the position that it

would not retain essential features in the

upon alleged responsibility for a slight acci agreement . The agreement was not con .

dent. This case was appealed to the re summated until after Division 194 had in

ceiver , as also other matters in dispute structed the executive board of the Local

which are governed by agreement provisions, to call a strike in the event that satisfactory

and which work was turned over to Inter agreement relations could not be established

national Vice- President P. J. O'Brien , and Following his attendance at the General

Board Member Reardon was dispatched to Executive Board meeting, held in Detroit ,

Newark , N. J. , where he assisted Divisions August 16-21 , Board Member Lawson was

Nos . 819, Newark; 820, Union Ciy ; 821 , detailed to assist Division 725 , Birmingham,

Jersey City ; 822 , Paterson ; 823 , Elizabeth ; Ala . The Local was endeavoring, to nego

824 , New Brunswick ; 825, Edgewater; 862,

Dunellen and 880 , Camden , N. J. , upon

tiate a renewal of agreement , with a de

sired increase in wages. Conferences led to

agreement work. Later he had associated
an offer on the part of the company of 2

with him upon this work International Vice cents per hour increase in wages. This was

President Fitzgerald . This situation was in
rejected by the employes, who, practically

a conference stage, per his report of Septem unanimously voted to suspend work, unless
ber 4 . In the course of his work he at

the company would arbitrate the wage ques

tended the General Executive Board meet.
tion or grant a desired increase in wages.

ing, held August 16-21 , at Association Head.
Per his report of September 4,thissituation

quarters in Detroit .
was yet in a conference stage under the

direction of Board Member Lawson .

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt visited

Springfield , Ohio , where he attended and G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, upon

addressed a meetnig of Division 851 and the obstructiveresolution adopted by Divi

assisted the Local upon preparation of by sion 101 May 3 , interfering with the work of

laws . He later assisted Divisions Nos. 845, Board Member Hoover in Winnipeg, Mari

Springfield and 852 , Lima, Ohio , upon joint toba , reported that the resolution had been

agreement work, which , while pending rescinded by the Vancouver Local .
He

further conferenc
es, was left with the Locals later attended the meeting of the General

and he was dispatched to Akron , Ohio , Executive Board, heldin Detroit, llich . ,

where he held a meeting of Division 98 , August 16-21 , after which he visited Winni

recently involved in a strike and at which peg , Manitoba , in the interest of Đivision

meeting he installed newly elected officers 99 . He reports the Local to be in a pro

of the local. Following this , he attended gressive state .

the General Executive Board meeting, held

Board Member Hoover

visited Division 614 , Moose Jaw , Sask . ,

in Detroit, Mich ., August 16-21 , after which where he advised with the officers upon the

he visited Pittsburg, Kansas, where he as affairs of that Local. He reports the Local
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to be well officered and progressive, Per his PLEASE HELP UNION COLLARWORKERS

report of August 29 , he had arrived at, Greetings to organized labor.

Calgary , Alta ., where he was about to take Just a few words to ask if you will stand

up extension of organization work in the by and see a small local of union collar

interest of that Local. workers go down to defeat after struggling

for some time past due to the lack of de

Division 134, Amalgamated Association of mand for Bell Brand Collars, bearing the

Street and Electric Railway Employes of Union Label.

America , New Westmingster, B. C., through We ask if you will please create a demand

the recent death of Brother Alexander for the above brand in your city which are

Donald McRae has lost one of the old mem now being made with the best of material,

bers of that Local, and the Amalgamated workmanship and the very latest shapes. In
Association has lost a devoted adherent to doing so , we might obtain sufficient employ

its principles and policies . Brother McRae ment to keep our bodies and souls together,

became member of the Association , which are now on the verge of disruption.

through Division 134, October 9 , 1906 , and
When our firm recently reconstructed

for twenty years of his life he devotedhim their entire line to measure up favorably

self to the sustaining of the principles of the
with the best brands on the market, together

Organization . Brother McRae passed from with adding a better, a very fine line of

this life July 17 , being afflicted with actue semi-soft collars to take care of the men

dilatation of the right lobe of the heart, that desire collars of high quality ,

with coronary embolism . He was formerly thought sure the union men would fall in

employed upon the S. P. Condolence is ex line, But regret to say our enthusiasm has

tended to his bereaved widow by his many turned to sorrow and sincerely hope you

friends and the members of the Amalga will help lift this burden from our shoulders ,

mated Association . If your dealer will not supply you with

Bell Brand Collars bearing the union label ,

Political situations come and go. In some
we believe the form of the Union Label

cases labor succeeds in electing its friends
Collar Co., 139 Hamilton St. , Albany, N. Y.

and defeating its enemies.
In other in- will sell direct.

stances labor appears not to have cen
Thanking you in advance for any favors

tralized. But the centralization of labor in that you might grant, we remain , Fratern

politics cannot obtain to the completeness ally Yours, Local 261 , U. G , Workers .

Per Secy. Pearl Matson , 39 2nd Ave. ,
of the membership, from the fact that many

do not understand the effect that politics Rensselaer , N. Y.

has with progress .
The average political

aspirant following his election stands with Call has been issued for the convening of

the element to which he is idebted for the the 46th Annual Convention of the Ameri

plum he has won. His political course in can Federation of Labor , to be held beginn .

his official realm will be guided by favoring ing at 10 o'clock A. M. , Monday, October

those from whom he expects the greatest 4 , 1926 . This year the convention will be

support that may continue him in office.
held in Detroit, Mich . , in what is known as

Thus the force in election must be demon Greystone Hall. The official headquarters

strated to candidates. If the centralized
will be at the Tuller Hotel . The conven

endeavor of organized labor shows a weak tion , after convening October 4, will con

ness from failure to unite, the politicians tinue from day to day until all business will

will look to some other element for their have been completed . The call is issued by

guidance, and, naturally , that other element
President William Green , Secretary Frank

is an antagonist of the principles of the
Morrison , Treasurer Daniel J. Tobin and

American Labor Movement. Neither can the eight Vice -Presidents. Delegates at this

one deduct distinctions in political offices. convention will represent National and In

The judge is equally ambitious with the
ternational Unions, State Federations , Cen

sheriff in cohorting with the political power
tral Bodies and Local Unions affiliated di

upon which he must depend for his position . rectly with the Federation . There will also

The legislative aspirant is naturally the
he in attendance, fraternal delegates from

same in his inclinations to serve. In serious foreign labor organizations.

disputes public service is set aside by the

average office aspirants. Conception of this In the recent wage settlement by and be

isvery open towageworkersbytheir ob tween Division 308, Chicago , and the em

serving when and where injunction processes ploying property , insurance provisions were

serve union antagonizing employers . It also
obtained in the agreement. The adjust

comes in the matter of progressive legisla ment of this measure was left by the Joint

tion sought by wage earners and very com Board of Divisions 241 and 308 to be work

monly met by defeat in legislatures. It is ed out with the company employing the

also observable where executives apply police members of Division 308. The principal
power in the way of city police, state troops feature sought was the inclusion in the

and private detectives in obstructing and agreement that sick and death benefits
halting the progress of labor , though wage should be paid to employes. The final

workers really are not criminals. In fact , settlement grants these provisions. Thus

they are of the most law abiding . Then the union agreement with the employing

why should not labor centralize politically company provides sick benefits of $ 20.00 per

and show that it can unitedly be in con week for a period not to exceed 26 weeks in

trol of governmental affairs ? any one year and a life insurance policy of
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was

$1000.00 for members who have been in the

service 3 months. The agreement is to con

tinue until May 31, 1927. As the agree

ments of the two Locals are worked in

joint endeavor of an Advisory Board, these

same provisions will likely be inserted in the

agreement of Division 241. The renewal of

agreement directed by International

President W. D. Mahon up to the time of

establishing the Joint Arbitor Board , com

prising Mr. Bernard J. Fallon ,vice-president

of the Chicago Rapid Transit Company, and

Mr. Maclay Hoyne, former state's attorney,

chosen by the Locals. Before these two the

situation was handled by President John J.

Bruce , of Division 308, Secretary - Treasurer

Wm. S. McClenathan , Martin Johnson ,

Charles Burns , Charles E. Keating, W. J.

Larabell and Anna Dolan, who were assisted

by G. E. B. Member Edw . McMorrow .

This is a move in progress.

CHARLES U. TAYLOR culosis . . ::

a

known in labor circles as many other labor

officials. The record of his achievements is

necessarily not so long nor so obvious as

that of many others. But in the past year

he has done much to bring into the fold of

organization many groups in widely sepa
rated parts of the state. The full value of

his labors will be more apparent in the

years to come when some of the small or

ganizations which he helped to launch have

grown into strong and virile unions.

In sincerity , in frankness and in intense

application to the work at hand he has

not been excelled. His passing is a distinct

loss to labor.-- Oregon Labor Press.

Disbursements from the Death, Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of July , 1926,
were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows :

Death Benefits
Joseph Crowley , power of attorney for

beneficiary, death claim of John T. Crow

ley , deceased, late member of Div. No. 22 ,
Worcester, Mass .; cause , Pulmonary Tuber

$ 800.00

Margaret M. O'Connor, beneficiary, death

claim of Thomas J. O'Connor, deceased, late

member ofDiv . No. 22, Worcester, Mass.;

cause, Cancer of Stomach .
800.00

Mrs.Anna M. Disanti , beneficiary ,death claim

of Anthony G. Disanti, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich.; cause ,

Traumatic Appendicitis ..
500.00

Thomas McNiece, beneficiary, death claim of

Nathan McNiece, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 26. Detroit, Mich .; cause , Exo

phthalic Goitre ..
150.00

Mrs. Pearl Balmer, beneficiary , death claim of

Russell Irwin , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause, Diabetic

Gangrene of Foot.
800.00

Mrs. Rowena Barker, beneficiary , death claim

of John C.Barker, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich.; cause , Perni

cious Anaemia .
100.00

Clarence Nugent, secretary - treasurer of Div.

No. 26, to apply on bill of funeral expenses,
death claim of Charles W. Harrison , de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 26, De

troit, Mich .; cause, Shot by wife ...
250.00

Mrs.:Margaret Kenning. beneficiary, death
claim of James Kenning, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 85,Pittsburgh, Pa.;

cause, Chronic Myocarditis .
800.00

Mike Pavkovich , beneficiary, death claim of

John Pavkovich , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause, Con
vulsions- General Paralysis of the Insane .. 800.00

E. F. Hepner, financial secretary of Div. No.

98, for beneficiary, death claim of George

Stillwell , deceased, late member of Div . No.

98 , Akron, Ohio ; cause, Pulmonary Tuber

culosis
700.00

Elizabeth Schofield , beneficiary, death claim of

Harry S. Schofield , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 101 , Vancouver , B, C.; cause ,

Intestinal and Renal Carcinoma.
800.00

Emma Redford, beneficiary, death claim of

Ernest Redford , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 109. Victoria, B. C .; cause , Tuber

culosis of Bladder and Left Kidney .. 800.00

Mrs. Ada Irine Ingersoll, beneficiary, death

claim of John M. Ingersoll, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich .;

cause ,Pneumonia .
800.00

Lydia Elliott, beneficiary, death claim of

George Elliott, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.; cause, Pernici

ous Anaemia, Disease of Heart Muscle and

finally Congestion of Lungs .
800.00

Mrs. MaryAnn Hill, beneficiary, death claim

of Robert George Hill, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 134, New Westminster, B.

C .; cause , Cancer of Bladder .
800.00

Mrs. Margaret McRae, beneficiary, death '

claim of Alexander Donald McRae, de

ceased , late mem of Div. No. 134, New

Westminster, B. C.; cause , Acute Dilata

of right heart with Embolism of

Coronary .
800.00

Mrs. Mary A. McGuire, beneficiary, death

claim of Patrick McGuire , deceased , late

The sudden passing of Charles U. Taylor,

executive secretary of the Oregon State Fed

eration of Labor, on Tuesday morning,

brought to the labor movement of the state,

keen realization of the fact that his

activities for labor hastened his death .

Until after his death there were but few

who knew that he had for some time been

suffering from a disease which would most

certainly be aggravated by his intense appli

cation to the duties of the office which he held .

Taylor had not a long record with or

ganized labor , as measured by the years

which have been devoted by many labor

officials, but in a few years had held many

places of trust and great responsibility for

labor . In a period ten years from the time

he became a union member he was presi

dent of the largest local union in the state ,

a vice-president of an international

union , vice -president of the State Federa

tion of Labor, was acting president of the

State Federation for half a year, and since

the first of the present year was executive

secretary of the State Federation.

Just a year ago - July 1 , 1925 , to be exact

he assumed active direction of federation

affairs, and since that time had devoted

himself unreservedly to labor's service. Not

having the background of a life time of ex

perience, he tirelessly labored to grasp all

of the multitudinous threads of labor ac

tivity that he might serve better and ans

wer every appeal from all organizations .

There were those who—though they did

not know of his physical condition - cau

tioned him against the strenuousness with

which he threw himself into the work . But

no group was too small nor too far distant

for him to answer its call for counsel and

assistance. That the continuous travelling

and the constant drain on his nervous

energy hastened his mortal end cannot be

doubted. It is the price that others have

paid and that still others will pay for their

devotion to the cause of the people who

toil .

Taylor's services were over a period so

comparatively brief that he was not so well

was

tion
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member of Div, No. 164 , Wilkes- Barre, Pa .; Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary - treasurer of

cause, Accident - Compound Fracture of Div . No. 308 , for beneficiary, death claim

Skull with laceration of brain -- fell from a of Dennis Reidy , deceased, late member of

moving street car .. 800.00 Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Acute

Mrs. Kittie Styers, beneficiary, death claim
Inflamatory Oedema of Larynx and Myo

of Oscar Styers , deceased , iate member of carditis 800.00

Div . No. 169, Easton , Pa .; cause, Acute Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Myocarditis and Cerebral Apoplexy (Stroke) 800.00 Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

Mrs. Agnes B. Dantagnan, beneficiary, death of Lewis P. Glass, deceased, late member

claim of B. Dantagnan, deceased , late of Div. No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Shock

member of Div. No. 194, New Orleans , La.; and injuries following abi-lateral compound

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage . . 800.00 fracture of both legsin unavoidable colli

Mrs. E. Hannigan , T. A. Plemer and H. H. sion on Elevated R. R... 700.00

Plemer, beneficiaries , death claim of Wil Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

liam Plemer, deceased , late member of Div. Div . No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause , Suicide of Luther Hull, deceased , late member of
Internal and external Hemorrhage and Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Chronic

Shock due to penetrating Gun-shot wound Nephritis and Cystitis . 800.00

of right temporal region .... 800.00 Mrs. William ]: Foy, beneficiary, death claim

Mrs. Helen C. Taylor, beneficiary , death of Sidney Kilmer , deceased , late member of

claim of John A. Taylor, deceased , late Div. No. 308, Chicago, Illi.; cause , Lobar

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; Pneumonia 275.00

cause, Chronic Myocarditis . . 800.00 Mrs. Anna McLean , beneficiary, death claim

Mrs. Amelia Cook, beneficiary, death claim of of James McLean, deceased, late member

Albert H. Cook , deceased , late member of of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Acute

Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause , Phthisis Dilatation of Heart .... 800.00

Pulmonalis . Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary - treasurer of800.00

Tillie Berg, guardian of minor beneficiaries, Div . No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

death claim of John W. Lundin , deceased, of William B. Dale, deceased , late member

late member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; of Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Cere

cause, Tuberculosis . bral Embolism caused by Heart Disease... 800.00800.00

Mrs. Bridget Hefferman, beneficiary, death
Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary - treasurer of

claim ofBartholomew Hefferman , deceased, Div. No. 308, for bencficiaries, death claiin

late member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; of Mary A. McCarthy, deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

cause, Thyro -toxicosis - Toxic Goitre . 800.00

Mrs. Ida Rosell,beneficiary, death claim of
Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 600.00

Oscar F. Rosell, deceased , late member of
Wm . S. McClenathan, secretary - treasurer of

Div. No. 241, Chicago. 111.; cause , Car Div . No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim

cinoma of Stomach .. 800.00 of Kate Crowe, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Opera

Frank A. Malone, power ofattorney for bene tion following Gall Stones . 800.00
ficiaries, death claim of James Malone, de Mrs. Olivia Fairweather , beneficiary, death
ceased , late member of Div . No.241, Chi

claim of Henry Fairweather, deceased , lato
cago , Ill.; . cause, Pulmonary Embolism .. 800.00 member of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .;
Mrs. CatherineMcAlister, beneficiary, death

cause, Carcinoma of Tongue . 800.00
claim of John J. McAlister, deceased , late

Mrs. Elizabeth Coleman , beneficiary, death
member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

claim of James Coleman, deceased, latecause, Chronic Myocarditis.
800.00 member of Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .;William Taber, financialsecretary -treasurer of

cause, Uraemia . 450.00
Div . No. 241, for payment of funeral and

Mrs. Mary A.F. Crismon , beneficiary , deathtombstone expenses, death claim of Joe
claim of Herbert P. Crismon, deceased , late

Kollis , deceased , late member of Div. No.
member of Div. No. 382 , Salt Lake City,

241, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Cancer of the Utah ; cause, Chronic Parenchymatous
Stomach . , 375.00

Nephritis and Chronic Myocarditis ... 700.00
Clara A. Willingham , beneficiary, death claim

of William Beyer, deceased,
of Robert J. Willingham , deceased , late

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Chronic member of Div. No. 416 , Peoria, Ill.; cause ,Myocarditis with Dilatation of Heart .. 800.00
Chronic Nephritis .. , 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Bennis, beneficiary, death
Mrs. Theresa Lutton , beneficiary , death claim

claim of Garrett Bennis (Bemis) deceased,
of William Lutton , deceased, late member

late member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;
of Div . No. 425, Hartford, Conn .; cause ,

cause , Pernicious Anaemia .
800.00 Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Eila Kelley, beneficiary,death claim of Mrs. Delos V. Clement, beneficiary , death
Michael J. Kelley , deceased , late member claim of Delos V. Clement, deceased, late
of Div. No: 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause , An member of Div . No. 425, Hartlord , Conn .;
gina Pectoris .. 800.00

Mrs. Plorence Sullivan, beneficiary ,
cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage and Nephritis. 800.00

death
Margaret Baker, beneficiary, death claim of

claim of Michael Sullivan, deceased, late
Henry J. Baker, deceased , late member ofmember of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; Div. No. 448 Springfield, Mass .; cause ,

cause , Pulmonary Influenza and Pneumonia . 800.00 Cerebral Thrombosis .
150,00

Martia Coady , financial secretary of Div. No. Ida A. Hendricks, beneficiary , death claim of
246, to apply on bill of funeral expenses, Richard J. Hendricks, deceased, lale mem

death claim of Edward O'Sullivan, deceased, ber of Div. No. 481, Port Chester , N. Y .;

late member of Div. No. 246, Salem , Mass.; cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage and Broncho.
cause , Traumatic Hemorrhage of Brain and Pneumonia . 800.00
Multiple Internal and External Injuries Mrs. Elvira Letano, beneficiary, death claim

from fall off pole.. : 100.00 of Frank Letano, deceased , late member of

EdwardT. Dillon , financial secretary and Div . No. 496 , Pittsfield, Mass .; cause ,

treasurer of Div. No. 253, for administratrix Homicide --Pistol wound of Heart and Lung 800.00

of estate of deceased for beneficiaries, death Elvira Stanley, beneficiary, death claim of

claimofAngus Beaton , deceased , late mem J. E. Stanley, deceased , late meinber of

ber of Div . No. 253, Quincy , Mass.; cause , Div. No.518, San Francisco, Calif .; cause ,

Decompensated_Aortic Regurgitation . 800.00 Hemorrhage from Kidney following
Abbie Gertrude Eldridge, beneficiary, death moval of Stone . 800.00

claim of Benjamin F. Eldridge , dcceased, Daniel Hanley, financial secretary and treas

late member of Div . No. 253, Quincy , urer of Div . No. 518, for payment of fun

Mass.; cause, Chronic Myocarditis .. 800.00 eral expenses, death claim of James McLean

Eli Mix, administrator of estate of deceased , deceased , late member of Div. No. 518,

for beneficiary , balance due on death claim San Francisco , Calif.; cause , Bronchial

of Edward D. Page,deceased, late member Pneumonia . 275.00

of Div. No. 281, New Haven , Conn.; cause , John H. Lang , financial secretary of Div. No.
Cerebral Hemorrhage... 212.50 540, for payment of funeral, board, nursing

Mrs. Rosina Grandinato , beneficiary, death and other expenses, death claim of William

claim of JamesGrandinato , deceased , late Mizner, deceased, late member of Div . No,

member of Div . No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .; 540 , Trenton, N. J.; cause , Atheromae

cause, Intracranial Hemorrhage from skull Heart and Arteries .. 800.00

fracturedue to external violence inaccident Harry Solomon, financial secretary of Div .

while employed as guard . 100.00 No. 568, for beneficiary, death claim of Carl

Mrs. Amma Beyer. beneficiar Yatememberof

re
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Weber, deceased , late member of Div, No.

568, Erie, Pa.; cause, Diabetes Mellitus... 800.00

Owen Lynch, financial secretary of Div . No.

580, to be applied on bill of funeral ex

penses, death " claim of Louis . Hansen , de

ceased , late member of Div. No. 580, Syra

cuse , N. Y.; cause , Myocarditis and Arterio

Sclerosis . 100.00
Ethel G. Barbour , executrix of will of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of 1

James Schanre , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Hodg

kin's Disease , ( Multiple Generalized Sar .

coma) . 800.00

Alice M. O'Connor, beneficiary , death claim

of William F. O'Connor, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage. 800.00

Elizabeth Doherty , beneficiary, death claim of

Cornelius Doherty , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause,

Carcinoma of Stomach . 800.00

Mrs. Jennie Sheedy, beneficiary, death claim

of Martin Sheedy, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Pul.
monary Tuberculosis . 700.00

Angus D. McDonald, power of attorney for
beneficiaries , death claim of John McDon

ald , deceased, late member of Div . No. 589,

Boston, Mass.; cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage 800.00

Mrs. Abina Good, beneficiary , death claim of

Michael A. Good, deceased, late member of

Div , No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Pul

monary .Tuberculosis . 150.00

Jeanette Harrington, beneficiary , death claim

of L. M. Harrington , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 592, Fredonia, N. Y.; cause,

Tuberculosis of Spine .. 150.00

Margaret E. McGlone, beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph F. McGlone, deceased , late .

member of Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I .;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage. 800.00

Leontta Haxton, beneficiary, death claim of

H. P. Martin, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 618 , Providence. R., I.; cause,

Fracture of right tibia and fibula , Chronic

Myocarditis, Chronic Nephritis and Uremia 100.00
Sarah A. Holbrook, executrix of will of de

ceased , for beneficiary. death claim of

Patrick Henry Jones, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 618, Providence, R. I.; cause,

Cerebral Hemorrhage..
800.00

Alfred Coates, financial secretary of Div . No.

618, for beneficiaries, death claim of Percy
Dexter, deceased, late member of Div . No.

618 , Providence , R. I.; cause, Subdural

Hemorrhageof Brain -- foul play. 800.00

Mrs. Rose Jones, beneficiary , death claim of

John Jones, deceased , late member of Div.

No.627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause , Erysipelas

-Facial Abscess .. 800.00

Abe L. Spradling ,financial secretary -treasurer

of Div. No. 627 , for beneficiaries, death

claim of E. (Edgar) Gandee, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio ;

cause , Cirrhosis of Liver and age . 800,00

Margaret Seifner, beneficiary , death claim of

George Seifner , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 628, Covington , Ky .; cause, Acute

Leutic Meningitis.... 800.00

Mrs. Christina Harper, beneficiary , death

claim of James H. Harper, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 685 , Brantford , Ont.;
cause , Heat Stroke .. 800.00

Ella R. Anderson , beneficiary , death claim of

Charles M. Doster, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 689, Washington , D. C.; cause,

Struck by Automobile . 700.00

Frederick W. Rayburn , administrator of

estate of deceased, for beneficiary, death

claim of Horace R. Rayburn , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ;
cause , Apoplexy. (Mitral Stenosis ) 800.00

Augusta Nachtigall, beneficiary , death claim

of Carl Nachtigall, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ; cause ,

Pneumonia and Myocardial Degeneration . 800.00
Lola Taylor, beneficiary , death claiin of

Charles U. Taylor , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ; cause ,

Diabetes Mellitus....... 800.00

Mrs. Dora Trosper, beneficiary , death claim

of Jesse H. Trosper, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 758 , Tacoma, Wash .; cause ,
Cirrhosis of Liver and Diabetes 450.00

Mrs. Walter Hobson , beneficiary, death claim

of Walter Hobson, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ; cause ,

Peritonitis.. 300.00

Mrs. Emma Portelance, beneficiary , death

claim of Joseph Phidime Portelance, de

ceased , late member of Div. No , 790, Mont

real, Quebec; cause, Chronic Nephritis..... 700.00

Caroline C. Hoffman, beneficiary, death claim

of Andrew Hoffman , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 820, Union City, N. J .; cause,
Lobar Pneumonia . $275.00

Catherine Liapple, beneficiary, death claim of

John Liapple, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 820, Union City, N. J .; cause ,

Myocarditis . 100.00

Elizabeth Murphy, beneficiary , death claim of

Patrick Murphy , deceased , late member of
Div . No. 821, Jersey City, N. J .; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia and Myocarditis .. 300.00

Mrs. Annie Dolan , beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph Dolan , deceased , late member of
Div. No. 822 , Paterson , N. J .; cause,
Uremia .. 700.00

John Finlay, financial secretary of Div. No.

823, to apply on bills of funeral expenses,

death claim of John Moran, deceased , late
member of Div. No. 823, Elizabeth , N. J.;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage and Chronic
Myocarditis . 300.00

Mrs. Nellie Bush, beneficiary , death claim of

Merritt S. Bush, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 836, Grand Rapids, Mich.; cause ,

Hemorrhage and Shock caused by getting

right leg crushed between two street cars,

causing amputation - accident.. 500.00

Sarah Isabelle Scott, beneficiary, death claim

of William D. Scott,deceased , late member

of Div. No. 876, Hamilton , Ont.; cause ,
Pernicious Anaemia . 500.00

Rufus C. Barnett, financial secretary of Div.

No. 878, for beneficiary, death claim of

Oatley H. Krueger, deceased ,late member

of Div . No. 878, Evansville, Ind.; cause ,

Interstitial Nephritis . 700.00

Emma W. Jones, beneficiary, death claim of

William M. Jones, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 880, Camden, N. J .; cause ,

Appendiceal Abscess resulting in Appendi
citis 600.00

Myra A. Bryant, beneficiary, death claim of

Augustus Avary , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 900, Highwood , Ill .; cause , An
gina Pectoria ..

100.00

Mabel E. Kemmerer, beneficiary, death claim

of Frank Kemmerer, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 956, Allentown, Pa.; cause ,

Gall Stones and Arterio Sclerosis . 250.00

Disability Benefits

Benjamin Goldstone, member of Div. No. 282

Rochester, N. Y.; cause, Accident-Struck
by taxi cab when crossing street to board

car for work sustaining broken bone in leg ,

which necessitated amputation of leg close
to hip 700.00

Patrick Harrington ,member of Div. No. 589,

Boston , Mass.; cause, In making repairs on
top of car on trolleys at car station re.

ceived two electric shocks, was thrown to
ground , sustaining a broken back which has

necessitated being strapped in steel jacket . 800.00

Old Age Benefits

John E. Sarvis, member of Div . No. 26 ,

Detroit , Mich . $800.00

Charles A. Comstock, member of Div . No. 26 ,

Detroit, Mich . , 800.00

Wilhelm Wilsman, member of Div . No. 85 ,
Pittsburgh , Pa ... 800.00

James A. Taylor, member of Div. No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh, Pa ... 800.00

Julius C. Tosch, member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago, Ill . 800.00

Patrick Aylward, member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago , Ill .
800.00

Timothy F. Lyons, member of Div. No. 241 ,
Chicago , Ill .... 800.00

Charles F. Rackliffe, member of Div . No. 246,
Salem , Mass....

800.00

James Peck, member of Div . No. 279 , Ottawa
Ont... 800.00

Thomas A. Sorrell, member of Div . No. 416,
Peoria , Ill .. 800.00

Total . $67,612.50

Luxuries are available in this age for every

man and his family, but many will miss

their share if the Union Label is forgotten .
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BY THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION By Div. No. 587, Seattle, Wash.

Whereas, Almighty God , in His infinite power and

wisdom, has seen fit to remove from our midst, our

esteemed and beloved brother, Frederick H. Cox, in

whose death we have lost a true and loyal member

and his family , a loving husband; and while we know

that words cannot alleviate the grief of the beloved

widow, yet we feel that it will be a consolation for

them to know that faithful friends and brothers

offer their sympathy ; therefore , be it

Resolved, That we , the members of Division 587

Amalga mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America , extend our heartfelt

sympathy and consolation to the bereaved widow ;

and , further be it

Resolved , That as a token of our respect for our

late brother , we drape our charter for a period of 30

days and that a copy of this resolution be forwarded
to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for publication ;

and a copy spread upon the minutes of our local .
W. E. CARPENTER,

J. L. GOOTER,
C. V. RAWDING.

By Div . No. 215 , Wheaton , Ill .

Whereas: Under date of July 13, 1926 , a Tuesday

morning, Brother Charles M. Taylor, a member of

the staff of Officers ofthe Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of America,

passed from this to the higher life realm ; and

Whereas : Our late Brother Taylor in the course

of his life identified himself in the social order by his

most intense concern in the welfare of humanity as

one well understanding that the utility of life lies

only in service to others and not in the committal

of one's energies to his own selfish purpose ; he learn

ed the field in which most may be done for others

and arduously devoted his efforts within that field

rom which advancement to the great human family

as a whole can come ; and

Whereas : His work was so recognized by his fel

Ow workers that he was sought as a chosen director

n the field of labor within which his whole- hearted

service was most highly appreciated, as shown by his

own unsolicited advancement from the ranks to the

position which he had held at the time of his passing
from this life - Executive of Division No. 757, Amal

zamated Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America, embracing the employes of the

Portland Electric Power Company , Portland, Oregon;

Executive of the Oregon State Federation of Labor

and of the International Executive Staff of Officers

of the Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes ofAmerica, and

Whereas : In his passing he has left as of his own
creation a testimonial that will stand the test of

time as a beacon to those who may well emulate him

in their pursuits of happiness, as true happiness

comes only from the good one does forothers, which

was the incentive that led Brother Taylor in his

life's work ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That this General Executive Board , of

the Amalgamated Association, representative not

only of themselves but of the entire Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes of America, here express sincere regret at the

departure of our late true brother from our field of

labor, and that we tender to hisbereaved widow and

son in their hour of sadness , our most profound

sympathy. Further, that we extend to Division No.

757, Portland , Oregon, with which our late brother

was devotedly associated as a member, an expression

of our recognition of the loss sustained by the Port

land membership of our Association and the trade

union movement in general, in the departure of our

late respected and honored brother.

Resolved : That copies of these resolutions be for.

warded respectively to the bereaved family of our

late brother and to Division No. 757 , Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Employes

of America , Portland , Oregon .

GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD,

PRED A. HOOVER, Chairman ,

R. L. REEVES, Secretary.

Whereas. Our heavenly Father in His infinite
wisdom and mercy has seen fit to remove from our

midst our beloved friend and brother, William A.

Kern , former president of our local Division and an

active trade unionist , and

Whereas, He was known to his fellow workers as a

conscientious and energetic officer, whose dceds of

kindness and hospitality were always outstanding

characteristics which made for him a host of friends;

therefore , be it

Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions con

veying our deepest sympathies be sent to the be .
reaved family ; further

Resolved . That this resolution be published in our

official journals and be spread upon the minutes of

the regular meeting and our charter be draped in
mourning for a period of thirty days:

WM. FRAZER,

V. HARTIGAN,

C. 0. KELLY,

Com. Div . 215 .

By Div. No. 169, Easton , Penna.

our

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to re

move from our midst , our beloved brother. Oscar

Styrs, in which his beloved wife has lost a true and
loving husband, and we , esteemed brother ;

therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the members of Local Division

No. 169, A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , in regular

meeting assembled, extend to the bereaved widow

and family , our heartfest sympathy and condolence ,
and , be it further

Resolved. That our charter be draped for thirty

days, that copies of these resolutions be spread on

the minutes of this Division; a copy be sent to the

bereaved wife and family , and a copy sent to the

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for publication .

Adopted 8-16-26 .
L. BICKEL,

F. FUZER,

C. DAVEY, Com ,

By Div. No. 685, Brantford, Ont.

are

By Div . No. 826, Grand Rapids , Mich .

Whereas , Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

suddenly remove from our midst , our true and be

loved brother, James Harper, in whose death we

have lost a true and loyal brother, his family, a

loving husband and father and while we know that

words cannot lighten the sorrow of those he loved

and protected , we feel that itwill be a consolation

for them to know that friends and brothers

sharing the sorrow with them in the loss of their

loved one ; therefore, be it

Resolved. That we, the members of Local Division

685 , A. A. of S. & E , R. E. of A. , extend to the be

reaved widow and family.. our heartfelt sympathy

and consolation in this, their dark hour of affliction
and , be it further

Resolved . That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for a period

ofthirty days and that a copy of these resolutions

be sent to the bereaved family ; a cosy be sent to

the MOTORNAN AND CONDUCTOR for publication , and

a copy be spread on the minutes of our meeting.

Aug. 22 . C. B. FORSYTH , Pres.

G. H. GILHAM , Secretary .

Whereas, Almighty God in His infinite wisdom ,

has seen fot to call from his earthly home our

friend and brother , Merritt L. Bush , in whose death

we have lost a loyal member and his family a loving

husband and father ; therefore , be it

Resolved . That we , the members of Division No.

836. Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, extend to the be .

reaved family and relatives most profound and heart

felt sympathy in their sad bereavement.

CLAUD FISHER, President.

ERNEST KASER, Rec . Secy.
A. M. GRAWBURG, Cor . Secy .
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car on

and give the public the very best service possible at

all times. We should meetthe public with a smile

while they are on the car. A pleasant good morning

or goodnightgoesa longwayto make this property
a paying proposition . So, boys, let's pull together

and give a thought to the Hydro -Electric Railways

management and let our motto be : " Courtesy - good

service to the public at all times, with a smile for

everyone you meet. "

The stork called at the home of Brother and Mrs.

H. Le Page, July 9, and left a nice, big, 8 % pound
boy. Congratulations.

Brother George Gerard did the trick , June 22, at

6 o'clock in the morning, by getting married in
Tecumseh , Ont . It was rather early inthemorning,
but members of Division 616 wish Mrs. and

Brother Gerard a continuous height of prosperity

throughout their married life .

Brother Bob Barney yet has on his mind that little
girl at Stop 26 on the TecumsehLine. The boys

expect he will be the next to say , " I will. "

Brother Pop Adams enjoyed a holiday of two

weeks, in July,

Brother J. Renaud, on the sick list for some time ,

we are pleased to see back on the job.

We held our picnic this year, July 28, at the
Amherstburg Park. We went by special cars. All ,

with their families, enjoyed the day's, outing. The
day wasn't any too bright, as it looked like rain.

but the rain held off and we were able to participate

in all of the sports on the program .

Now that we have our3 cents increase, maybe the
brother that operates . the one-man the

Seminole Line will pay the $3.00 carpenter bill and
save garnishee expense.

Brother E. Sadlerreturned from his two weeks

holiday tripand is again on the job .

Brother Peg Immelinvested in a new Dodge

coupe and is sure having a wonderful time with it.

Brother w. Simser and family , in July, enjoyed

a motor trip of a couple of weeks down east and

took in the Old Boys Renunion at Cornwall.

Brothers desiring to obtain a watch holder, may

do so by applying to Brother P. Simser.

We see Brother J. Cedar has invested in a new

pair of clippers. He believes in cutting his own.

Brother J. Armstrong holds that it is a great life

driving a bus, as you have nothingtodo butwork.

Brothers H. Readman and E. McKaig recently

enjoyed a motor trip down east in a new Dodge
sedan. They visited Hull and Montreal, Quebec ,

and claim they enjoyed their vacation.

Brother C. Chittle, late in July, had a brand new
hair-cut . So much for the 3 cents increase .

Brother P. Simser took a three days vacation in
July , without pay . Be careful .

Brother William McNeice left town on a real good

vacation trip and reports a good time .

Don't forget to pay your dues promptly, boys,
Also don't forget the meetings and let's hear what
you have to say . It is only for a couple of hours

each month that we ask you to be there.
Don't

beafraid to come up, as our president doesn't enjoy

talking to empty chairs . It surely isn't the proper

encourageme
nt

to give him .

This is all from Windsor this time, but next month
you will again hear from us, and in the meantime

play the game fair.

-COR. 616.

!

Now, that the seasickness is over and forgotten . I

guess it is time Division 113, put in an appearance

in the M. & C. May I take this opportunity of

thanking the members for their kind wishes during

my absence ? Since my return I can assure you all

that, despite the wonderful experience I had and the

many kindnesses enjoyed while in Europe , it was

good to get home and receive a real Canadian

'HELLO BURT."

I have been asked much about the British general

strike . I regret that I cannot give my impressions,

as , to do so would be breaking faith with the leaders

of the British movement who , in their wisdom , have

refrained from making public their reasons for sud

denly calling the strike off. I think, however, I can

tell, without a breach of confidence, this strike story :
During Britain's memorable ten days, an ocean

liner docked at Liverpool and a special train was. put
on to take the passengers direct to Lonidon Of

course the engine driver was one of Britan's new

National heroes , & “ volunteer" in his full dress

regalia-a jazz sweater, plus fours and all the usual

trimmings and real Oxford twang. Even the

engine seemed to resent its new boss and after a few

disdainful snorts started off. The passengers noticed

that speed seemed to be no object. Going down hill

or through a station was of no consequence to the

chap at the throttle and it was a great relief to most

of the passengers when they finally pulled up at the

London station. One passenger, with a little more

courage than others, went up to the engineer and

thanked him for the quick trip, advising him that
it was the most rapid trip he had made. Much to

his surprise, he received the following answer: “ My

word , it was fawst and it was only in the lawst

twenty minutes that I found out how to stop the

bally thing . "
Now that our exhibition is over once more and

most of the outdoor attractions are disappearing, it

is to be hoped that our members will attend the

meetings of our local much better than they have in

the past. There are still quite a few of your fellow em

ployes who have not yet seen fit to join with us for

our common good and protection , and it is the duty
of every member to point out to these men the

necessity of keeping our organization up to strength
and the benefits to be derived from it , and the only

way you can get the full knowledge of the good your

organization is doing, is by attending the meetings

of it yourself and taking part in the discussions and

the work .

Youwill also be welcome at our Bowling Alieys,

remember that you are part owner of the best alleys

in Toronto , and that when you want to spend a
morning , alternoon, or evening, together with a little

money. you can't do better than partonize your own

Bowling Alleys, so come along, bring your friends and

make our new headquarters your meeting place for
your fun as well as for your business.

May I also remind you all of our Ladies Auxiliary.
This very useful branch of our Division was formed

last spring and is doing very good work and all that

is needed now is for every member's wife to become

a member of it , and in that way add to the strength
and usefulness of our Union ,

Don't forget all these pleasant and useful activities

are being carried on at 60 Bond Street , right in the

center of the city . -BERT .

RENEW OLD AGREEMENT

Windsor , Ont. - Well, here again appears Division

No. 616 in print . We are saying to you that we

have our old agreement, which expired June 30 , of

this year, renewed . There few changes ,

among which is included a 3 cents per hour increase

in wages . This establishes our rates to be : 50 cents

per hour for first 6 months service men ; 55 cents

per hour for the second 6 months service men , and

to those who have been in the service one year, 00

cents per hour ; overtime,, 20 cents , per hour in addi
tion to above rates . We appreciate this increase .

We sure can use it these days to meet the high cost

of living along the border. We hope the same happy

co -operation and harmony will continue during the

life of the agreement between the operating ofhcials

and employes as it has in the past . We should try

***

are &

AFTER THE CUP

Worcester, Mass.-- The veterans of the 1925 base

ball team of Gates Lane, Barrett. Jeffrey, Holden
and Rice , are all set to go . They want to know

what's the matter of Cy Lee, their manager. Brother

George McGeacheyof the Grove Street Team says

he's got cold feet, but Cy says : " Let McGeachey

do the hollering . ' Ina very short timehis team will

holler with base hits and that's what wins ball

games." Captain Chick Fontaine, of the Grove

Street Team , is willing to pla a series of games with

the GatesLane boys , but says it isa jobtoget his
team started .

It has been the custom for a Worcester picked

ball team to play a series of games with Springfield .

So , brothers, let's get going and see if wecan'tget
that cup the Springfieldbunchkeeps there. It really
belongs to us .
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Some of our boys are enjoying their annual vaca

tions. Others have returned and report a pleasant
time.

Night Operator Tom O'Hare of the Toonerville

Trolley in Cherry Valley, returned from a deep sea

fishing trip recently . Some suspicion that the deep

seanever saw Bunny. They think he stopped short
in Canada. He is yet telling no fish stories.

While soliciting ads for our 1926 souvenir program

recently, the solicitors were presented with a lawn
mower. It was put up as a prize to help the cick

fund. The lucky number was held by "Smiling

George " Diefenbach of the Gates Lane Division ,

Pop Prouty would like to know what George will do
with it. He lives in an apartment with no roof

garden and Pop says he surely can't cut his hair
with it , because he hasn't any .

We are pleased that Danny Ferguson is again back

on the job. He has been suffering with neuritis and
rheumatism . The doctor pulled his teeth out, Pop

Myers says, because he wouldn't pay his bill, and

he now has a job holding his corn cob pipe when he
wants to smoke,

Brother Eddie Devlin recently bought a Ford .

His friend, Red Lynch , volunteered to teach him

how to run it. Eddie has a nice , little farm in Au

burn and to reach it one has to drive down Dead

Horse hill. Half way down is a coal ' yard. Follow

ing a few lessons, Eddie started home alone, but was
to call Red as soon as he safely arrived home. Two

hours passed and Brother Lynch heard nothing from
Brother Devlin , and with his own machine drove out
to look for him. He found him in the coal yard ,

and for the rest we have to take Red's word. He

found Devlin driving round and round the coal yard ,

unable to stop ., turn around or back up. Devlin

says that if it had been a junk yard instead of a

coal yard, he would have jumped out and walked
home. However, he is yet driving his Ford.

Brother Jim Reardon , while operating his one -man

car recently, received in his eyes an electric flash

from the controller, which blinded him for several

days. He gradually got his sight back, however, and

has returned to work . We are pleased that he

recovered.

Brother Jim Ryder of the Grove Street division
met with a peculiar accident recently. He operates

on the South Worcester Line . On one of his trips ,

while pulling the trolley down , he received a blow
on the head . Numerous hold -ups have been going

on, so Jim regained his senses and expected to hear

the customary command, “ Hands up. Hearing no

one , he investigated the cause, as he was beginning
to feel the effects of the blow. His investigation

showed that when he pulled the trolley from the

wire, the street pole broke at the ground and struck

him on the head , inflicting a severe scalp wound .

He managed to take his car back to the barn and
collapsed as he was relieved . He was rushed to the

hospital, where he remained under observance for

several days. He has returned to work . Congratu

lations, Jim, on your lucky recovery.

We received a saddening shocka few days ago ,
when informed of the death of Brother Harry
McDonagh. He was of the line department, em

ployed as an electrician and lineman and was for

several years board member of the line department .

He met an untimely death . While returning home

from an auto trip with his family, he was attracted
by another car that had crashed into a pole by the
side of the road . He went to the assistance of the

occupant and as he touched the damaged machine ,

was killed by 13,000 volts from a ground wire con

nection of the New England Power Co. Two others,

giving aid, met the same fate . Harry will be missed
by all the brothers and we extend profound sym

pathy to the bereaved family.

President Ernest Hanson , Business Agent Pete
Rooney and Board Member Bill Fitzgerald repre

sented our Local at the State Convention, held in
Springfield , August 2 . The big contest in the elec .

tion of delegates was between Brothers Fitzgerald
and Dana Hodgkins, Gates Lane board member.

Dana was beaten by eight votes.

Brother Thomas , of GroveStreet, in failing health

for the past six months and though not yet able to
work, is feeling much better. We will all welcome

Brother Thomas when he is again able to pilot his

While checking ballots at the recent convention

delegates election, which took place in the business

agent's office, Brothers Bill Leahy, Billy Murphy,

Jim McArdle and Bill McCann, were overcome by

heat. Brother Charlie Dacey gave first aid and says

there should be a law compelling hotels androoming

houses to pull down their window curtains after

--COR , 22_2160 .

CHANGE HOURS OF MEETING

Bridgeport, Conn.-- Division No. 459 held her

usual monthly meeting in August. Our meeting

hours havebeenchanged and by this new arrange

ment it is expected that more of the members can

be present. Remember the hours, boys-10 :30
A. M. and 8 P. M.

Our boys seem to take to the way things are going

at present. It has been a good season so far . We

enjoyed one week of real hot weather. It brought

back memories of the days in Texas , when

romped around in Uncle Sam's outfit . Due to this

intense heat some of the old timers were forced to

seek shelter. However, after a few ducks in our

beautiful Long Island Sound they were again able to

resume their duties on the platform .

Brother Carlson is now the proud possessor of a

motor boat . We will hardly be able to stand his

fish stories from now on . Brothers Oliver Smith ,

Farrin , Paddy Welsh , Bodine and Bill Dorley will

forsake their autos, now that Brother Carlson has

the boat. Brother Smith will be the cook and

Bodine the coxswain.

A number of the boys went down to New York

to see Jack Delaney wrest the light heavyweight

championship from Berlhenback. Brother Tom

Walsh was also one of the gang to go down. He

had to go there as oneof Delaney's seconds.

Recently Brothers Bill Dorley and John Morgan
are making frequent trips to Walnut Beach . It is

understood that these trips are to take the air.

Talking about getting the air : Sheik Collins paid a
visit to Walnut Beach also . He was told to take

the air to Bridgeport. Why ?

J. Pinto , the road man , is strong for saising straw
berries next year . He raised some this year. He

left a sample basket in the Middle Lunch. However,

the box disappeared , so Pinto has blamed Ike

Dorgan.
When Green Flag Ike gets through telling Skipper

McGee how to grind valves in his auto , McGee will

know something. By the way, Ike sold McGee the
It hasn't run since . Platt would have sold

him a good car.
Brothers Connors and Richards are our amateur

gardeners . They had a little tough luck lately, as

during the heavy rain Richards lost all his chickens
and the bugs have eaten Tommy's potatoes . Buck

Meade says he thinks it was the bugs that did away

with the rear end of Tommy's car.

Major Butts did a fine job on his Dodge, using
P. B. paint .

Brother D. Lynch is now on the bridgeport Line .

Pruss says he picked it to get the lights . Pruss

intends to pick it away fromLynch the next time.

Brother Pop Rogers, recently fell asleep in the
barber's chair. When he awoke he_found his ador

able mustache had disappeared . When Pop went

home he was ordered out of the house, as they did

not know him , until a little explanation on his part
and a little ride in his Rolls- Royce , after which

everything was serene .
--- M . C. COR .

car ,

TOOK PART IN LABOR DAY PARADE

St. Joseph , Mo.-- At a recent meeting of Division

No. 847, we passed a resolution, unanimously, to

parade on Labor Day. At this meeting we enter

tained three visitors --President R. T. Wood of the
Mo. State Federation of Labor, who gave us a fine

talk on the labor situation in this state, J. L. Wines,
International Officer of the Garment Workers, who

spoke in behalf of the union label, and Mr. Eastly ,

an International Officer of the Railroad Clerks, who
gave us a good talk.

Mrs. Louisa B. Smith , 72 years of age , wife of

Charles B. Smith , passed from this life July 13, at

3120 St. Joseph Avenue. We extend heartfelt sym

pathy to Brother Smith and family in their loss.

Mrs. Alice Kelly Burris, 74 years of age, wife of

Fernando Burris, dies July 13, at the home of her

daughter in Omaha, Neb . She was the mother of

Brother Charles Burris, operator on the Wyatt

Park Line . The brothers extend to Brother Burris

profound sympathy in this sad hour of bereavement.
Brother A. W. Roades took a month's vacation .

Brother Thomas Carroll took a month's vacation

to promote his candidacy for nomination as con

stable of Washington Township. He is seeking the

nomination on the Republican ticket. We wish

Brother Carrollsuccess .

Brothers F. E. Wilson and G. Hadley took a two

week's vacation early in August , and their families

accompanied them to Denver and Colorado Springs ,

where they had a most pleasant time .

car .

lights are oa .
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Now , brothers , be careful . George Sweargen was

sitting around the car barn June 22 , getting, ac

quainted with the boys. 0. L. Mark was doing

likewise the other day.

Brother Charles Ireland took two days of June
24 and 25 .

Brother Frank Smith visited Colorado on his

vacation .

Brother William Davis spent his vacation out of
town ,

Brother William Haskins of the shop department

took a six weeks vacation , in which he visited in

California .

Brother Bert Francis recently took a two days '
vacation .

July 12 , Brother Vade Siglar took a day off to get

acquainted with the extra men.
-COR. 847 ,

declare he was a bum ump. Brother Paul Lamp's

six piece orchestra played for our dancing : The

dance was enjoyed by all. Yes , Brother Bill Scanlan

was there dancing with the office girls. What do

you know about that ?

Well filled baskets were brought and enjoyed at
our annual picnic . We had lots of good things to
eat . Mr. Boehnson furnished ice-cream , cigars and

the dance hall . We wish to thank him and the en

tertainment committee -- Brothers Lampe, Lord and
Rasmussen and their wives . The boys were surely
well entertained .

Division No. 911 is still 100 per cent strong and

doing fine.

A big fire came near disrupting our last meeting ,

Many of the boys went there and were tardy in
their attendance .

Brothers David Tassick and Mitchell have been
on the sick list .

Brother George Lord represented us at Mason
City some time ago at the convention . He also

visited the I. 0. O. F. Home while there. He made

a good report on his visit .

-COR. 911 .

2

OBTAIN NEW FRANCHISE

BROTHER NICHOLSON RETURNS

TO GOOD HEALTH

Hamilton , Ont.--At the franchise election recently
in Hamilton , a new franchise was approved by a

large majority and our company has ordered ten new
busses as feeders to the service . We expect to have

them installed in operation in August. Our employes

will supply the drivers, the company, preferring our
own men . The rate of wages and schedule of hours

has not been decided upon, but I dare say that by

the time this is in print we will have come to a

satisfactory agreement regarding the same .

We are moving into another new venture - one

man cars . There is no doubt that inside of a year

we shall have a few one -man cars running. Whether

they will be a success and suitable as a rapid trans
portation to the citizens, remains to be proved . Of

their frequency there can be no doubt, but the public
of today needs a safe and rapid service. No doubt

some of the one - man cars could be used in our city,
with their routes carefully and judicially mapped out
to the satisfaction of the public. New cars will soon

be ordered , rejuvenating our system , and then some
of the old chariots will pass out of existence.

There is ahead of us a lot to be done by the

management and employes towards a betterment of
transportation service here.

Now , boys, in the future please attend the meet .

ings regularly. There is no doubt that in the near
future some important questions will be up for dis

cussion . Be on the job. Don't leave it all to the

other fellow .

At our Trades and Lahor Council meeting held

recently . Division 107 was honored by the election
of Brother William Allen President. Brother

Arthur Blackwell was elected recording secretary and

Brother James McIlwraith as trustee and executive
board member. So Division 107 is well represented

on the Council. Brother Blackwell was also elected

as one of the three delegates to the Trades and
Labor Congress, which will open at Montreal ,

September 20 , this year.

Brother Arthur Blackwell is sporting a new sedan .

No doubt it will prove its worth on his trip to

Montreal .

Brother John Green and an estimable young lady
were recently married and he has been seen collect

ing a supply of coal for winter 'from that which falls
from the coal cars close to his home .

Brother Andy Ross was recently seen taking home
a kiddie car . I wonder what was his expectation .

Halt ! Who goes there ? Brother Tom Weir , his

wife and two sons enjoying a holiday up north .

Brother Moses Stokes is a regular attendant at the
Grand River on his off days . Some fisherman .

Brother Herb . Johnson was a prominent figure in

the Orange Day parade, as standard bearer with

the Union Jack . How is the mushroom trade , Herb?

Brothers Joe Nelson and Henry Leats are yet on
the sick list . They have been away a long time .

The Division wishes them a complete recovery .

The annual Barn Employes Picnic took place

August 5 . They had a good time and good weather .
--COR . 107 .

as

East Liverpool, Ohio.- We are pleased to report
that Brother Wm. B. Nicholson , one of our old

timers , is rapidly recovering from an amiction that

had been troubling him for many months - in fact,
years . He went to the Clinic Hospital in Cleveland

for examination and found that his illness was re
sultant from goiter . This was last April . After a

temporary treatment, he was returned home, with

instructions to again appear for treatment.
He im

proved some following his first treatment in Cleve.

land and later returned to Cleveland and on July 19

underwent an operation, by which the removal of

the goiter was completed. Mrs. Nicholson accom .

panied him on this trip . The goiter taken from the

left side of his neck was nearly as large as a goose

egg and on the right side about the size of a hen's

egg.

Brother Nicholson is very thankful to the Cleve

land Clinic for this relief and he is particularly ap

preciative in his mention of Dr. Densmore, the sur

geon who so successfully performed the operation,

and recommends him to any others so afflicted.
With the relief he has received by sustaining opera

tions for goiter, Brother Nicholson will be soon in
his old state of health in his work on the East

Liverpool Electric Railway Company lines . Brother
Nicholson lives in Wellsville , Should anyone wish

to write him to obtain information on his relief from

goiter, he would be pleased to give them his ex
perience.

Brother Nicholson completed his twenty- fifth year

in the employment of the East Liverpool company

August 9 , during all of which years he has main.

tained membership in Division No. 52 and served

several terms on the executive board and as presi

dent of our Local .

Our company has bought nine new cars for interur.

ban lines . These cars were constructed in Cleveland ,

Ohio . They are very fine and up to date in every

thing . The company has not numbered these cars ,

but has named them , the cars bearing their particu

lar names as do Pullman cars.

We regret very much that our financial secretary

appears to have gone wrong in his handling of the
finances of this Local . We were astounded, as the

boys had implicit confidence in him .

-Cor. 52 .

GREATER ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION STAGED AT

FOREST PARK

St. Louis, Mo.-Commencing the morning of

September 4, started on a mammoth scale, the

Greater St. Louis Exposition, celebrating 150 years
of independence and industrial progress -- also ob
serving the Thomas Jefferson Centenniel and the

one hundredth anniversary of Jefferson Barracks. It

is also the fifteenth anniversary of Forest Park.
The elaborate exposition will last to and including

September 19-4-16 days in all . This will be the

greatest event that has struck our city in almost a

quarter of a century , or since the World Fair was

here .

The exposition city constructed in Forest Park

covers an area of 45 acres. It is a modern, respect.

able little city in itself . It will amply repay anyone

to cross the continent to see it . I am here giving a

brief outline of the exposition :

The entrance is in a semi-cirale shape, with a

colonnade of siers 75feet high.illuminated, and 300

HOLD ANNUAL PICNIC

Clinton , Iowa.-- July 19 the employes of the

Clinton street car company and their families held

their annual picnic at Eagle Point Park . It was a

big day for us. We had two ball games, racing , tug

of war , other games and activities and dancing,

The A. M. ball game was played by teams chosen

by Brothers Clarence Taylor, Jr. and Bud Anderson.
Brother Taylor's team won by a score of 13 to 9 .

The P. M. game was played between the lights and

heating The lights, of course, gave the heavies a

good walloping . Mr. Bochnson umpired both games

and took pride in his ability , but the losing teams
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feet long. In this entrance are the Presidents , from
Washington, the first, to Coolidge, the last . Wash

ington and Coolidge have gigantic pictures on either

end and the other presidents occupy spaces between,
with Old Glory waving over their heads. A restau

tant with 20,000 square feet of foor space, just inside
of the entrance , is arranged to feed the great throngs

that attend and wish there to dine. The electric

equipment is something magnificent to see; the total

candle power to light up the exposition city is said

to exceed 5,000,000 candle power and the light has a
radiance of 35 miles. A pantomimical display is

shown at night that lasts only 15 minutes, but at a

cost of $ 25,000.00 to produce. There is also a gi

gantic display of fireworks each sight. Two concert

bands of international fame are in attendance for the

entire term of the exposition. The Mexican National

Band , one of the greatest ever organized, is one of
these. The entire program is without intermission

and the staging schedule of expert showmen of in

ternational renown are speedier than a New York

revue and a circus combined .

In addition to the regular amusement program ,

the exposition committee is bringing to St. Louis a

number of internationally prominent statesmen, who
address the great throngs at various times . The

invitation list is in th hands of a distinguished
group, comprising Gove.no Sam A. Baker of

Missouri, Mayor Victor J. Miller of St. Louis and

Mr. Carl F. G. Meyer, President of the St. Louis

Chamber of Commerce.

It is understood that President Coolidge has made

tentative plans to visit St. Louis during the exposi
tion.

As this is " tell a friend week ," I thought I would

write this letter to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

and in that way, have an opportunity to tell all my

friends, collectively , about the Great Exposition that

is being held here , andI might have other friends

working on the cars in other cities, anticipating a

vacation trip, and if so , friends, I want to tell you

that you will never regret bringing your family to

St. Louis to see this great pageantof progress .

-E . E. ALDERSON.

own

Listen to what Brother Glover said the other day

when he stepped off the Lake Shore car. " Boys, )
have been down to Port Weller to buy a rooster ? "

Bert , you do not have to go that distance to quench
your thingt.

Our president was seen eating his lunch at the last

meeting. This was followed by a song entitled

“Jam Mug." How come, Louis?'

Has Brother Frank Ellis learned the art of Land

scape Gardening since he went up to Fonthilland
Welland ? On June 23 he was imparting his knowl.

edge to his boarding house Missus and her daughter ,

out in the garden .

A lady passenger enquired recently at the Term

inal about a car that would take her to the shopping

district . She had forgotten the name of the car, but

remembered that it goes round and round , and the

crew look like Mutt and Jeff . Stick in your fork

and drive on to the next pile, Pinkie and Frankie .

Who was the conductor on the Port Line that

turned in the empty fare box at the end of his run ?

Evidently some financier.

Half-hour service is now in effect on the Main Line

every week-end. Brother Fred Richardson says they

will need a bigger train order book now . What with

meet, hold and may go orders, he gets every kind

but back up orders, and these he is liable to get any

time. Whoa ! Freddie .

Brother McClelland acted as chaperon to Tommy

at Ringling Brothers Circus: Tom just wanted Mac
to see some of Tommy's friends .

What is the matter with Brother Jack Barnes
these days ? He had two crippled Main Line cars

on the Welland Line , and did not want to go on an

excursion over the Park and River Route . Barney ,

youare slipping.

Why does Brother Hughie Henry sigh when he

thinks of June?

Brother Hall would like to know how is it that

four conductors to every motorman automo

biles ? Tell him .

It has been said that Brother Ruddle is a very

successful farmer, but it appears that his better half

keeps the lawn and garden in good shape . How

about it , Charlie ?

Brother Walter Smith is fairly stepping out this
summer . He took a trip to Jordan in a car recently

with two young ladies . Be careful , Walt, one at a

time is fairly good catching.

Brothers Polly Lachanse and Sid Richards came

to work one morning with their eyes bandaged up .
An explanation is in order.

Just think, brothers, that Brother Bunch Gallagher

is partaking of the jam this summer.

Your lawn graded and resodded , terms reasonable .

Apply to Brothers Bill Irwin and McClelland.

Brother Lachanse says that June 21 is not the
longest day in the year , bu the day that he

worked on the Terminal run was .

Did Brother Sam McPherson catch the 10 P. M.

Cemetery car home on July 26 ?

Three good men have leftour ranks recently. We

hope it was for the best . They are Brothers Booth,

Hunt and Hargraves ?

Our brothers that reside in the east end of the

city wish to report that clothes should not be left

out on the line overnight since Brother Polly Lach
anse has moved back to Berryman Ave. Polly

knows on what street he can get the good eats .

In conclusion , brothers. I offer an apology for the

non -appearance of news from St. Catharines during

June, but trust that this issue will satisfy .

The report of the Sick Benefit Fund Committee
read our June meeting by Brother Charles

Meyers, showed that it will be necessary for 80 per

cent of our membership to enroll in the fund. We

hope the work of the committee will not bein vain.
It is a benefit to every member, both when alive and

dead .

Why did Brother Poreman run from the terminal
to his car August 2?

For the benefit of all members : There will be

published in this issue , our agreement. This is the
result of the many complaints received from

number of our brothers that they have not seen qur
agreement,

-PINKIE.

NEW UNIFORMS, SHIRTS AND CAPS

St. Catharines, Ont.-Owing to the hot weather

period and the great amount of extra work this

summer, we cancelled our meetings for July and

August.

Theboys are very pleased that the new uniforms,
shirts and summer caps have arrived . In spite of the

agitation caused over the shirts we trust they will

meet with the approval of the majority.

We are very pleased to see our worthy President

back to work. Brother May was sick for about five
weeks .

A card of expression was received by our Local
from Brother Ed . Sparrow .

Brother Andy Crozier says the old stove from the

Labor Temple would have felt good at our meeting

of June 3.

Brother Armstrong of Niagara Falls was unable

to pay his dues last month . Why ? Bought a

" Sheikh guit .

Brother Dave Wedow and Inspector Merriaott

clashed recently. A grievance , written by Dave

explaining the Inspector's very unfair action and the

unpleasant incident that occurred at Hennessy's

Corner was read at our last meeting in June.

Brother Sid Woods had the misfortune to get hurt

June 30 near the Martindale Farm . Trying to pinch

some cherries ?

What about those five year card passes? Are they

being delayed on account of writer's cramp ?
One of our well known brothers has written six

verses about the rehabilitation work that is going on
at the present time on the Lake Shore Line. It will

be found on one of these pages . Read it .

Tears were to be seen running down the face of

Brother Foreman July 31st, while his motorman held

up the platform onSt. Paul St., that the kids could

locate their lost nickel .

Brother Walt McClelland accepted the arduous
position of Nursery Governess to Brother Tom

Crozier. Walt started to study the Chinese Language

as he thought it might be useful in his conversation
with Tommy: The position proved a failure for

Walt so he has passed him over to Pinkie.
BrotherFrankHall iscollecting Shopper's Cou

pons. He would love to win the auto because he

says the family now is too big for the go cart.

Brother Charlie White acted the Knight Valiant

when he stopped his car to allow acharming young
lady to recover her lost glove . How many

gentiemen have we ?

at

a

MORE ONE-MAN CARS

Worcester, Mass.-- During the past month , big

changes have been made in the schedules. Now

practically 95 % of our cars are under one-man

operation. Results from this change have meant a

wholesale laying off of men , Gates Lane Division

losing twenty - four, while the Grove St. Division lost

nineteen .

more
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if not interfered with he ever employed .

Division 22 regrets the lay -off of men , but during

the past two years, have appealed to the members,

to operate their cars according to the rules laid down

by the company . We regret to say that some of our

members have operated their cars on a rulesde damned

policy , and have broken all rules laid down by the

company, and have operated their cars recklessly.

Results from this indiference have meant a reduc

tion of cars and faster schedules, which naturally

leads to a lay -off of men. Come on , brothers , let's

pull together; let's be an organization of Doers, not
Talkers.

Most all of the brothers have returned from their

vacations and they report a wonderful time, with but

one exception. Louis Allen says the Beer at Hamp

ton Beach wasn't as good as last year.

Brother Angelo Galla, a track greaser from the

Gates Lane Division, had a narrow escape from

death a few days ago . While working, he

knocked down by a loaded coal truck .

pickedup unconscious, but at this writing, his con

dition isnot serious, and unless something else sets
in , he will recover. This makes the second time for

Galla during the past few weeks. Look out, Red, or

they will get you proper.
-Cor. 2160-22.

was

He was

a class by himself as an orator, and is eagerly sought

by all Organizations.

Well, our new officials have been installed in the

various positions of the company, and with the ex

ception of Mr. Towle, Superintenent of Transporta.

tion , who formerly was in Pittsburgh, and formerly

Superintendent in Dayton, Ohio, all are local men.

Mr. Harry Dartt who is Operating Manager, is well

known to every member of Division 168, and if his

record as Superintendent of Maintainence of Way for
the last tenyears is a criterion , then I am satisfied ,

he will be the best manager

the Scranton Ry. And as

BusinessAgent,L. F. Hart hassaid on many occa

sion before Mr Dartt was promoted, " He was the

fairest and the squarest official of the Scranton Ry.

Co., similar to our old friend , Lord rest his soul, Mr.

Crowley,when manager of theAmericanRys. Co..

and it will certainly bea disagreeable surprise if Ms.

Dartt is anything but what we expect of him ."

That is a fair and square deal to all.

The evening tripper trips have become an aggra

vating question , and is a daily topic of the Batra
Men . Yes, at the Street Car Office only, and sing

why are they so many trippers. We fellows coming
around and only work a few hours . I have heard
this so often I believe I could set it to music. What

else have you noise makers done outside of that.

The business agent has taken this matter up, and

who is he going to report to, when we have not been

able to hold a meeting during the month of August?

Well, you canrestassured this willnot happen

again . There will be laws enacted that will make

attendanceat our meetings compulsory , or we will
know the reason why.

Well, I have to close for this time, as we are
about to make arrangements for one of the great

events in this city -- our Annual Ball. I hope that

conditions will improve before mynext letter, as I

expect to become more proficient in the art of

criticism , so , beware .

-The ICONACLAST.

THANKS TO COMPANY OFFICIALS

Trenton , N. J. - Members of Division 540 and

their familes and friends enjoyed their 2nd Annual

Outing given August 12th , at Woodland Park .

Prizes were donated by all the leading Merchants

of this City and all the folkswho took part in the

games and who were among the lucky winners were

very well pleased with the prizes they received .
Ice Cream , Popsicklesand allkinds of soft drinks

were distributed free to all.

The Committee worked extra hard to make this

affair a success, onlyhavingone week inwhich to

get everything in apple pie order and they put it

We trust , with th able assistance given us this

year from the President, Manager and other men of
the Trenton & Mercer Traction Company. Mr.

Rankin Johnson, Mr. Edward Peartree, Mr. Robt.

Costigan, also an old time friend, Mr. A. Kline, that

we will have a bigger and better affair next year.

Thanking you for past favors, we remain,
Fraternally ,

A. R. ROGERS, Presa

J. H. LANG, Fin. Sec.

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OLD

Ottawa, Ont.At the time of writing, the Cityof
Ottawa is celebratingtheone hundredth anniversary

of her birth as an organized community, Many

men and women who were born or spenttheirearly

days here and went away to otherpartsto follow

their chosen vocations returnedfor thisevent, and

are renewing acquaintances and associations of years

gone by. The Capital City is one mass ofdecora.

tions and everybodyis enjoyingthemselvesto the
limit . Those in charge of arrangements for this

occasion have apparently forgotten nothing that will
provide pleasure andrecreationfor those who have

come from far and near to be presentat this Cele

bration . A historical parade washeld on the even .

ing of April 19th , and many relics of former years
made their

appearance in this procession.

younger members of Division 279º had the oppor

tunity of witnessing the first method of transporta,

tion in the early days of Ottawa, as one of the old

horse cars, which the employing company has kept

in excellent repa was among the many old time

features presented, and those who viewed this in.

teresting procession will bein apositionto estimate

the advancement that has been madesince the old

By-Town days. There are a few of the members of

Division 279 who drove the horse- cars in the old

days at present operating our electric cars and we

CHANGE IN PERSONNEL

Scranton, Pa . - This is the first time in a good
many years since the news of Division 168 has

adorned the pages of the MOTORMAN AND CONDUC

TOR, but after the Rip Van Winkle sleep we will

again takeour place amongst our fellow workmen,

and endeavor to disseminate information that may

be of value to our members.

Obl what a change has taken place in this city

since January 1 , 1925. In spooking around Memory's

Garret , I find we have in operation 50 % one-man

cars. It has cut our membership 30 % , and more of
them going , nto service within the next three

.moatbs which will make it 80 % one-man operation.

What a picture to look at some of our old mem

berswho are operating those cars, drawn and hag

gard, their frames bent over with the loaded money

changers. It has added ten years to their age , and

with the shortening of schedulesandthe speeding up

advocated by some of those ctar- like Dispatchers,

and the worst traffic signal system in America, no

wonder they , are becoming mentally and physically

unfit. But this system will have to change. We are
free men , and are going to exercise that right. Those

bonds of slavery must be severed; but it cannot be

done by street comer meetings. It appears some of

our members are afraid that even their shadowmight

reflectonthemeetinghallof Division 168. yet they
can afford to attend lodge as some of them term it.

Let me ask of you : can you show any Fraternal,

Religious, Sectarian or Political Organization that

has done more for mankind, and particulary the

members of Division 168 ?

Many changes have taken placeintheofficial
family of the Scranton Ry. Co., within the last

three months, John J. Duffy, Superintendent of

Barns and Power Equipment. Andrew Conlon ,Sup
erintendent of the Line Department, William W.

May, Superintendent of Transportation and William

Norton , Paymaster, have been compelled to resign

from the service of the Company. After the cyclone

passed , only Jilson J. Coleman, General Manager,

was left standing on terra firma. He still holds his

title, but they have created a new position known as

the operating manager, which takes the responsibility

of operating the road off the shoulders of Mr. Cole .

Well, the boys sent them off with a smile.

What a splendid demonstration of loyalty and

friendship was expressed as each one of them re

tired . Mr. John Duffy was the first victim . The

boys employed in the barns certainly outdid any.

thing on this occasion . They gave him a testimonial

banquet, a $500.00 purse , and what a night did they

celebrate . Then comes Mr. W. W. May and Mr.

Andrew Conlon and all hands joined in and made a

double celebration, and it was one that never will be

forgotten . Mr. William May was the recipent of a

beautiful gold watch, and a purse of $ 500.00 pre
sented by the Motormen and Conductors, and Mr.

Andrew Conlon received a purse from the employes
of the Line Department. L. F. Hart was Toast

master on both occasions, and he held them spell

bound with a glowing tribute to the retiring officials

with a grand display of oratory which will never be

forgotten. I must not forget the wonderful presenta

tion speech of Brother William Rcese to Mr. Duffy .

It certainly was a classic , Bx - Mayor Durkin of

Scranton made the presentation speech to Mr. May

and Mr. Conlon, and his Honor was at his best.

That is saying a great deal as the Ex- Mayor is in

over.

man,

The

1
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EMERGED IN SORROW

Hartford , Conn . - Division No. 425 can yet report

progress. New men are joining our ranks practically

as rapidly as they are being employed . Of course,
we want every motorman and conductor in the or.
ganization, as without the Union we would be

nowbere . A man that works on this job and does

not belong to the organization, is naturally not

accepted as a fit associate.

The members of Division No. 425 were emerged

in deep sorrow upon the death of late Superintend.
ent Fred W. Miller. He was one fine man, and

although strict in requirement of rules in the opera

tion of the cars, he was a friend to each employe.

Division No. 425 extends profound sympathy to Mrs.

Miller and family.

Brothers Hugh McShane and James Roche are

now on the West Hartford line .

Brothers James Donlon and Francis Houlihan are

proud fathers of newly born boys. They came into

this life during August. Brother John Hannan is

also now a proud father.

Deep sympathy is extended to Brother Louis

Rome and family in the recent death of Brother
Rome's father.

We have held our election of delegates to the Con .

necticut Federation of Labor Convention , held this

year in Danbury.
Our delegates representing Divi

sion No. 425 are: Brothers Charles Bronkie,Francis
R. Everin and Leonard Lieberg . They were elected

from a field of nine candidates.

Brother Edward Fitzgibbons is again on his run ,

following sickness at the Hartford Hospital.

Brothers Frank Turner , Prank Coughlin , Timothy

Curtin and Harry DeAccio are yet on the sick list .

We hope to see those brothers back on their runs
Soon ,

-COR . Div. 425 ,

NEW CAR

S

are proud to say that they are still going strong .
Brother Hupp was so anxious to see the old borse

car again that he climbed a telegraph pole in order

not to miss it . To say the least, the events of Cen

tenary Week in Ottawa will remain long in the
minds of those who were able to be present at this

most memorable event in the history of the Capital

City of the Dominion .

Brother Bert Shaver, a former resident of Ottawa

but now of Calgary , Alta ., and a member of Division

583, is renewing acquaintances in town .

Brother Barnaby who has been spending , some
time in Vacle Sam's Domain is back on his run

again .

The employing company have remodeled a num

ber of the old green cars of the 600 class and have

placed them on the .Hull-St. Patrick Line. These

cars are equipped with the latest safety devices, but
unlike the new red cars are pay-as-you -enter. It

will soon be a thing of the past to run after a street

car in Ottawa, and hop on .

A number of the brothers who were unfortunate in

being laid off some time ago are again at work , as

extra cars have been added to the service for the

period of Centenary Week and Exhibition Week.

Brother James Peck recently received his Oid Age
pension from the International Ofice . Brother Peck

has the distiction of being the first member of

Division 279 to receive this benefit .

The sympathy of the Division is extended to

Brother Jos. Vermette , whose father died very sud

denly and to Brother Thos. Beaudry whose mother

passed away recently .

The new run guide which was provided for in the

New Agreement signed on May 1st went into effect

on July, 12th, and is very satisfactory to the ma.

jority of the brothers. Although some dissatisfaction
was at first discernable , this is gradually disappearing

and we are confident that when the next booking

of runs takes place that the entire membership will
agree that our working conditions have been some

what improved, also that the way is paved to obtain
better results in the future .

Some of our (used to be) brothers do not seem to

realize that a uniform coat looks rather bare without

a Vaion Button in the lapel .

P. J. T.

Rec, & Cor . Secy.

CHAMBERLAIN ENTERS NEWSPAPER WORK

Lansing, Mich.--Secretary Herbert Chamberlain of
Division No. 563 has resigned his employment with

the Michigan Electric Railway Cornpany to enter

work on the Lansing Industrial News, of which paper
be has become one of the owners. Brother Chamber

lain has foryears served Division No. 563 in various

official capacities, including several terms as Presi
dent and Executive Board Member and is

Financial Secretary. Of course, hehas not, and will

not resign his membership in our Local . However,

we regret to lose him as a co -worker on the road , but

he will find us with him in making his new venture

It gives him an opportunity to extend

bis service for the general labor movement in which

he has always taken active part as a prominent

member and official of the Lansing Trades and Labor
Council.

Our old Cashier has checked out of employment

with our employing Company and his placehas been
filled by one of our members. We are all very much

satisfied with the new appointee .

Superintendent Arne is away on his annual vaca

tion . We are sorry to hear that he has become ill
at this time and trust that he will speedily recover .

Brother Herrick has recovered from his illness

sufficiently to be about and we trust he will again
soon be with us at work.

We have adopted a new ruling to increase our

duesand deduct apercentage tothose who attend
meeting 3. Those who are required to work their
runs at meeting hours will be given the same credit

percentage on dues as though they attended the
meetings.

Brothers Hubbard and Winn are trying their luck
on the interurban line.

They replace Brothers

Taylor and Wortenberger who resigned a short time
ago .

Men who require the least bossing, pull down the

Impudent employes keep down dividends and
Wages more than hard times . Impudence doesn't

-COR . 563 .

Marinette, Wis .- Division No. 302 can report

fairly good progress . The summer traffic has been

as,good as could have been expected for this season.

Brother George Greenier has a new automobile .

He likes it very much . I will not mention the name

of the auto, so , some may assume it to be a Ford .

Some may assume it to be a Chevrolet . However ,

Brother George was heard to say recently : " It is

better than my old Overland , but there was a mis

take made in trading in my old car . I forgot to

drain the gas from the tank ."

Brother Frank Wiegers recently walked nine miles

on one of his days off to pick blackberries. Frank

had forgotten that he was entering the wilds of the

Wissahickon, infested with various wild animals. For

some six hours he was unmolested and filled his

large 16.quart bucket with fine blackberries, and as

he was about to leave through the woods, there ap

peared before him one of those innumerable Northern
Michigan, wild , black bears. Frank declares now

that had he been in possession of a gun he would

have brought home with him both the bear and the

blackberries, yet he refuses to return for even the

bucket of blackberries without a bodyguard . No

one disputes that he really picked thi bucket full of
blackberries and from fright , left the on his trail .

-COR 302 .

MEETINGS WELL ATTENDED

10W

& success .

Dubuque, Iowa. --The meetings of Division 329 are

being attended better than in the past , but there is

room for more. Try and buy your groceries , boys ,

the day before, so that you can be in attendan'e at

the meetings .

Vacations seem in vogue at this time . Brother

Frelick spent several weeks in the sunny south and

reports enjoying it . Brother Frost had several days
rest .

Brother Vouale was sadly disappointed on his in

tended trip on account of too much rain . Sorry ,

Tony, but try again .
We regret to lose Brother George Gilligan from

our ranks. Nevertheless, he is still among the gang ,

particularly when out with the livver squad.

is now a full grown police officer . The bootleggers
had better be wary .

The baseball season is on in dead earnest . It

seems when certain fans lay off for a game , it rains .

We have a dumber of pool sharks that defy even
Willie Hoppe - Brothers Glovik , Sonnenburg , George

Becker, R. Chapman and Fens are crack shots.

We are pleased to see our financial secretary ,

Brother C. J. Carroll , again at work, after a severe

sick spell .

--- Cor. 329.

He

biggest pay:

invite
patronage.

Teach love of Label principles and reap

your own reward .
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PARTICIPATED IN LABOR DAY EXERCISES

The

New Orleans , La . --Division 194 , on Labor Day .
participated in the Labor Day parade. We made a

good showing . Our Baby Elephant Grand Marshal

Brother Ed . Dourrieu was the talk of the parade.

He rode a horse about the size of a goat and when

the horse got tired , he would lie down to get & rest.

Brother Dourrieu weighs 340 pounds.

After the parade, our officers and Executive Board
Members of Division 194 gave a big dinner at

Milneburg, the famous old summer resort on Lake

Pontchartrain at the Alma Club , where a good old
time was had.

We were taken out to Milneburg by a Special

train decorated with flags of all nations. We made

several stops along the route, the first at Stern's

factory where we got a good whiff of the atmosphere.

The next stop was Gentilly . There we were met by

a thousand mosquitoes who were glad to meet us .

At Milneburg we were met at the Depot by a large

Brass Band which escorted us to the Alma Club ,

where all put themselves at ease in readiness to eat .

The table was beautifully decorated with cut roses ,

flags of all kinds and all the delicacy of the season.

The $7,500 silver service was donated by Brother
Ed. Lacosta . Our handsome President Ed. Veillon

sat at one end of the table and at the other was our

faithful friend and attorney , Mr. Arthur J. O'Keefe,

Jr. The meal was composed of Daubewhich was

cooked by the celebrated French cook Henri De La

Barbier, and the macaroni was cooked by the famous
little dago , Baron di Russo . We also had chicken ,

stewd , roasted and salade and Ice Cream , Cakes and

fruit of all kind , also coffee.

After the meal , Brother Ed . Veillon made a beau.

tiful talk and thanked our worthy attorney, Arthur

J. O'Keefe, Jr. , for his good work in our last disa

greement and presented him with a beautiful gold
watch which was given by Division 194.

We had a little vaudeville. Brother James Rodgers
danced the Heebs Jeebs dance. Brother Ed, Dourrieu

sang Nearer My God to Thee, and Brother Gus
Bienvenue danced the Buck and Wing dance .

Brother Ed. Peyroux played the Yukelee. Brother

0. C. Pertuit played the bag pipe, Brother Dick

Wagner played Home Sweet Home on the Comb ,

and Brother John Koenig imitated the needle man .

And Von Folse , the great fire eater, made several

tricks . That was the end of the vaudeville . In the

evening, sandwiches and soft drinks were served catil

a late hour .

Those present were President Ed . A. Veillon ,

Arthur J. O'Keefe, Jr. , James Rodgers , Richard

Wagner, Gus Bienvenue , Ed. Lawrence, Paul J.

Durel , John H. Koenig , E. J. Bienvenue, J. W. Bare.

field , Ed . Peyroux , Ed. Dourrieu , H. L. Pitfield ,

Oscar C. Pertuit and Chas . Gautrean .

Division 194 has just fought one of the hardest

open shop battles in the history of its organization ,

battle where part of its own membership was

fighting hard against it , fighting for an open shop,
but thanks to our International Officers. "the Hon .

Mayor and Commission Counct of this City , our

Local Officers, Mr. Arthur J. O'Kecfe , Jr. and our
loyal members of this Division , we were able to get

a signed contract for three years at the eleventh

hour . A closed shop . also an Arbitration clause

which we have not enojyed for the past six years .

On Friday , August 13 , 1926 , the strike was called ,

but on Thursday, August 12th, at 5:20 P. M., the

contract was signed , our disloyal member went as

far as to sign an injunction to stop the strike, but
this injunction was stopped by the action of our

attorney, Mr. Arthur ) . O'Keefe.

Finally, the solution came in a proposition whereby
the union men could get their dismissal and suspen

sion cases before the board of directors of the com

pany without having to subject the board to the

necessity of sitting regularly to go through formal

trials .

Here is the paragraph upon which agreement was

reached :
" If any employe shall have grievances or claim

unjust treatment , same shall be taken up directly by

the employe involved , or through representatives or
committees composed of and selected by the em

ployes for that purpose , with the division superin

tendents . The right of appeal to and review by the

general superintendent of the department in such case

shall exist from any ruling of the division superin

tendent and in turn to the general manager . If the

decision of the general manager is unsatisfactory to

the party accused , he, or the association , shall have

the right of appeal to the executive committee of

the board of directors of the company and upon
notice of appeal the said executive committee shall

sit within ten days and determine the case upon

written statements . The decision of the said execu .

tive committee shall be final and conclusive."

Hecht Issues Statement

After the new contract had been signed yesterday

Rudolph Hecht, chairman of the company board of

directors, issued this statement:

" The directors of the New Orleans Public Service

Inc. are pleased that a strike has been averted and

that the differences between the company and the

employes have been satisfactorily adjusted.

company has consistently taken the position that

matters of discipline could not in the very nature of

things be the subject of arbitration. However, to

avoid any misapprehension on the part of the em

ployes and to assure them that the company, and

its officers and directorshave everyintention of giv

ing them a square deal, it has been provided that

the ultimate decision in matters of discipline will rest
with the executive committee of the board of

directors.

--COR . 194 .194 .

TO EXTEND CAR LINE

Flint, Mich .-- The Glenwood car line will be ex.

tended one and one-half miles to take the place of
the busses that now operate .

The boys at the barn have decided that Brother

Commodore Wren wears the largest trousers of any

wren ever seen in Michigan.

Brother George Lefler is candidate for sheriff at

the primaries to be held September 14 . We hope to

see him nominated.

Brother Lawrence Winters will take your order for
coal , as he has a fleet of trucks at his command.

Brother Nick Carter still has trouble with his
neck,

There are several of the two-men cars returning to
operation in Flint .

Brother Houghton declares he was over to Hic

Hic- Hicksville with Claude Bungard.

Brother George Lounsburry has returned from a

western trip,

Brothers Joseph Anderson and Roy Lamb are on
the sick list .

Brother Eddie Rau has a smile on his face that

will never wear off, since his wife presented him with

a big baby boy. Congratulations.
Someone saw Brother Floyd American sneaking

out past the end of the Third Avenue car line with

a gasoline can. He is not accustomed to driving to

work, so , when he put his car in the garage, he

forgot to shut off the motor. His gas was all gone

the next morning and he had to walk to town to get

gas.

Should you see Brother Newman reach for his

hip , look out, as he has a big gun . But after the

superintendent sent him to the police department, it

was discovered to be a toy pistol thatsome small
boy had lost .

Brother Ruggles recently almost got bit by a fish
in Lake St. Helen . It happened, fortunately, that

another sportsman caught the fish just about as it

was to charge little Ruggles.
-FLINT BRANCH [Div. 26.

SOMETHING DOING EVERY MEETING

Holyoke , Mass .-Our correspondent for the year
1926 seems to have sadly fallen down. Brother

Thomas has been too busy, evenings, so I will pick

up a few items to help him out.

We wish to note that we will have something

doing every meeting night this fall and winter. So,

brothers, wake up and attend meetings at least once
a month, that youmayknow what is going on and

not beobliged to rehearse what should be said in

the hall , at the barn or lobby .

We have a few brotherson the sick list, among

whom Brothers Kent and Buckley . Brother

Grise is laid up with a broken foot.
We wish these

brothers a speedy recovery :

Brother Angus McDonald has taken on new life

recently and will have to mind, from now on.

Brother Herd . we would think you would sit up

and take notice .

Brothers , it is about time to get out to the meet:

ings and give thought to our newcontract, which

is to come up soon. We have been sitting tight for

a long time.
We have lost some of our runs on the Amberst

and Sunderland Line . Brothers of Amherst, we

regret it very much .
Brother Duval, of Amherst, has taken to himself

a wife , He will sit up and take notice now .

We expect to have areal old get-together night

There will be afine time for the brothers

who may attend .

&

are

later on .
--LIVE WIRE.
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REHABILITATION ON THE NIAGARA LINE The most regrettable thing that I see in the

workings of our Local is the laxity of our members
in paying dues . Remember , brothers , we are all re

ceiving the same benefits from our Organization . So

let's all take the same interest in the financial side

of it . You all know the seriousness of becoming in

arrears . Think it over .

The shores of our eternal happiness, life and

liberty , brought about by organized labor, are being

endangered by the tidal wave of the terrible stream

" Inactivity, " which flows by the very door of our

hearts, and floating on this terrible stream are the

middles of dissatisfaction , the desire to rule or ruin
and the finding fault with the othcers , all of which
when drifted together with the strength of the

streams pulling down current, will be sufficient to

wear away the banks of our dear old Local , which

we have labored so hard to establish and maintain ,

If it continues to wash against our shores , we will
be damaged beyond repair. I am just sounding this

as a clarion note that you may realize it is time to

discard all foolishness and get down to business,
overlooking one another's faults. Stop throwing

stones in the stream and sit steady in the boat and

help keep it adrift. The time is at hand when Or

ganized Labor will be tested to its fullest measure
and it is up to stand solidly behind

officers , that we may fight unflinchingly , co -operating

our strength against our enemies -- the foes of or
ganized labor - in this day of test . That is the way

to win .

I trust the boys will give the above remarks

serious consideration and co -operate to make this a

hapry, healthful Local.

-Cor. 788 .

to our

4

A VOICE FROM THE PAST

Now I've heard a lot of people knock
About our street cars in this town ,

And I'm sure you've heard some people say

That the franchise, they'd vote down;

" The days of street cars is past and gone

And the bus will take their place,

So in keeping with the times these days

The street cars are a disgrace ."

Sure, I've heard things said along those lines

And I'm sure that you have, too.

Some people will say anything, because

They haven't much else to do.

So, now, since our streets have been torn up

Right here in our own home town ,

Lots of folks are glad because they didn't

Vote the railway franchise down.

Those busses, O yes , how comfortable !

Well , I've never seen it yet ,

Take a few trips to Niagara St. Bridge ,

And you never will forget ,

For you'll get jarred and shook to pieces

And get slammed against the door,

Don't forget to watch your old false teeth ,

In case they di op to the floor.

You get on a thing they call a Bus,

Then the Conductor shouts " all right,"

And the Bus Driver takes hold of a lever-

Has to pull with all his might.

The old motor starts , a chug , chug, chug,

Then he steps right on the gas,

Every vehicle on Niagara Street
Sure the driver wants to pass .

By the time you reach Niagara St. Bridge

Well, you'll almost want to " cuss"
And you'll ask someone , who invented

This thing that they call a Bus.
O , well , I suppose it can't be helped ,

What else can we all now do?

But just wait till that cement gets set

Then its solid through and through .

One of these days the car will be back

Then we'll be through with the fuss ,

And we'll be very pleased to say good-bye

To that thing they call a Bus .

" Rehabilitation ," that's one big word
That I'm sure we won't forget,

One of these days the ride will be smooth

'Twill be smooth, I said , you bet!

-Local 846.
St. Catharines .

SIT STEADY IN THE BOAT

St. Louis, Mo.-Our last meeting, held August 9,

was called to order by President Douglas at 8:15

o'clock P. M. and the wheels of unionism began to
revolve,

We had with us three brothers from In
dianapolis. They were Brothers Joe and Hewlet
Carothers and Jesse Burgess. They told us of the

treatment they received during the time Vice- Presi
dents Armstrong and Parker were attempting to or

ganize in Indianapolis . Brother Armstrong was also

present and reported upon his experience in that
city: It was everything but pleasant. From reports

Indianapolis must be a mighty " scabby" town .
am inclined to believe thatsome day that old sore

will become infected to such an extent that there

will be a greater epidemic there than during the
World War. Lord, have mercy on such a " scahby"
place .

We will never be able to forget the boat excursion

on the Steamer St. Paul, August 31. at 8 o'clock ,

for the benefit of our Sick Benefit Association .

Everybody enjoyed themselves andthe proceeds from
the sale of tickets was very gratifying .

Labor Day at the Greater St. Louis Exposition

was September 6. We had a booth there . There

was a wonderful opportunity for organized labor to

There were speakers of International
fame present who addressed the great throngs that

Be sure and vote for Amendment No. 1 for the

Workmen's Compensation Law , to bevoted on at
the regular election in November. Instructions will

be posted at the various sheds, so post yourselves ,

boys, and vote accordingly.

Division No. 788 is standing on a very solid plat

form financially. Let us all try and keep that plat

form solid as the Rock of Gibraltar,

At our last meeting the reports of Brothers Doug.
las and Graeser were most gratifying.

act . "

1

Indianapolis , Ind. In view of the recent disturb

ance here , which has been broad -casted all over the
country , we want it known that Division No. 645 .

which was organized in 1913 and locked out in 1916,
is still very much alive and that we have continued

to hold our membership and our Charter . We had

hoped that the new organization would be a winner
but it seems that the company still retains their

Loyal Guards. They were also well supported by
State and City officials. The Governor ducked , and

the Public Service Commission dodged " authority to

Mayor Duvall refused to take any action .

Chief of Police Claude F. Johnson , who at one time

was a conductor on the cars here , and who no doubt,

is still in debt to the company , arrayed his police

force with riot clubs and placed two on each car and

stationed a gang around each car barn , at the tax

payers' expense, to do picket duty for the company.

You have no doubt read reports from Brothers

Armstrong and Parker , who expressed the opinion
that Indianapolis was not a part of the United

States, because in a civilized country, such as the

United States , they have long ago abolished such
cruet treatment as was handed out to Brothers

Armstrong and Parker by the City Officials who are

servants of the non-union Employers' Association,

and thus failed to do their duty as servants of the

public, We would like to correct the impression

that was made on Brothers Armstrong and Parker

because Indianapolis isn't all bad . " It is the Gang

that is now runinng things . The next election may

disqualify that Gang ." .

President Robert Todd told the boys when they

must go back to work , and they flocked back like

flies to ' lasses barrel , Even some who have

carried cards in 645 since 1913 went back with the

flock .

A very peculiar situation has arisen by the elec

tion of Albert Greeson as President of Local 976 .

He tells , in an artistic manner, of his fourteen years

service with the companyand why the fight had to
be made at this time. When he is boasting of his

fourteen years of service , he does not mention the
fact that he was a member of Division 645 for one

month in 1913 when he voluntarily removed his

button . He does not state where he was when we

were locked out in 1916 nor why he failed to join

the Union when they were re -organized in 1918 and
he gets away with it . However, we very much

regret the failure of this latest attempt to establish
a new local . It may be that President Greeson has

had a sincere change of heart. Let us hope time will

The meetings of No: 645 are well attended and the
socials , after the business hour, are enjoyed by all

and we have been locked off the road for nine years .

The members hope to keep their Union clean and for
that reason we expelled the ones who violated their

obligation as Union Tradesmen .

a

demonstrate.

attended .

prove it .
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September 6, we participated in Labor Day exer

cises, so far as our work would permit. Many of our
members were in the parade . will write more of

this day in my next report.

A. W. (Dusty ) Rhoades has returned from a 60

day vacation. Wife and him motored to Yellow .

stone Park and around several other places , and now

he is telling us what he saw ind did and the ex

periences he had were great.

Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Hobbs , 2507 North Seventh
street , returned from three weeks ' motor trip

through lowa . At Des Moines they visited their

daughter.

A letter has been received from B. F. Kohler of

Tacoma, Wash., and says to tell the boys to write.

Chris Hansen on the Hyde Park line, was held up
last week and relieved of $ 22 . Chris, like all the

rest of them , handed it over without arguing the

question .

G. E. Jenkins was sitting around the car barns

Sunday trying to get acquainted with the extra men .

G., E., try to get up earlier Sunday mornings ; it
will do you lots of good .

L. A. Beck , 2302 North Seventh street , a motor

man on a Union Line car, fainted while operating his
car , at Sixth and Charles, Saturday night. He was

taken in the police ambulance to Missouri Methodist

hospital where it was learned that he was suffering
from acute indigestion .

-COR. 847 .

PRESIDENT RESIGNS

I regret to report Brother Elijah White is ill, but

we hope to see him out soon. Also Brother Fred J.

Weber, who has been unable to work for several

months, is not able to care for himself at this time

and his wife, who has been taking care of him , is
dangerously ill at this time. Aslo Brother George

T. Layne isn't in the best of health , at this time.

Just recently he became a Grandfather, but we do
not believe that this is the cause of his present

illness.

So far this year death has claimed three of our
members . Brothers Harry Ramsey, Noah C. Milam

and George E. Core . The members of Division 645

extend their sympathies to these families in their
bereavement

-Cor. LOCAL 645 .

ATTEND THE MEETINGS

Seattle , Wash . - Local 587 is still on the map

fighting for a living wage for its members.
The

sooner the workers wake up to the fact that the

politicians are pure bunk, the better we will be.

Mayor Bertha K. Landes urged her department

heads to keep their estimates as low as possible. She

fecommends that salaries of employes who, either

through advanced years or through other means are

incapacipated , had been given lighter duties, be
given lower wages. This is not the bunk peddled

during the campaign. Big promises were made to
deceive the voters . But as long as our men stay

at home and sleep , they can expect nothing else .
If each man would attend his union meetings

twelve times a year, I guarantee they would get
better results . I guarantee another thing too : If

the membership would try and promote labors cause

instead of knocking , they would be benefitted to

their own good .

Just as soon as we asked the city council for a 5 ¢
increase for trainmen and proportional increases for

other employes of the railway department, the press
came out and broadcasted to the world that our

railway department faced a deficit of about $ 800,000.
This was done to defeat our demand for better

wages, better living and working conditions, and a
just share of the fruits of our labor.
A man's ability to consume is controlled by the

wages he receives.

Just wages will create a market at home which

will far surpass any market that may existelsewhere

and will lessen unemployment.

This city council that we have can always find

money to build bridges , purchase busses that people
request in out districts to create a deficit of about

$ 90,000.00 annually. Remember, boys, this is all

taken out of what you produce. There is no way
whereby, we can obtair and maintain wages

except through our organization which is paramount
to all other activities. Do you get this?

Our men work day in and day out without costing

the city one cent. Last year's report showed this to

be a fact when the traffic department showed that

Autos struck down 1,289 pedestrains and street cars
hit only 22 . Capable men to have on the cars , but

when you get old , the political fakers will reduce

your salary if you don't wake up and attend your

meetings .
But, remember, we will have the lines paid for

some time and then I don't think our slave drivers

will need us any longer, so we can be shot to get

us out of our misery .
But just think they have cheated us out of enough

salary for 1927 so they can show a gain of $9.919.94
according to the amend budget . And then they
can buy some more busses to create another deficit

to blindfold us again next fall when we feel that our

children have starved about long enough and decided

that we will say , " please, Mr. Faker, give us a little
of what we earned last year or a little of what we

are going to earn next year . But if we don't show

them where to get off at , they will say , " no, we are
in the hole . Show us where to get the money .

But that's not our business . They are supposed to

have brains enough to do that. If we owe taxes , it's

up to us to get the money to pay them or they

will sell our property and set us out in the street .

Attend the meetings , boys .
COR, LOCAL 587 .

Wichita , Kansas.-President J : M. McKinster of
Division No, 794 , recently resigned and left for

Kansas City, where he will take up the insurance
business . Brother McKinster was wonderful

leader . He is a broad -minded and keen-thinking

young man . We sincerely miss him and hope he will

have success in his new work.

Brother fane Fisher and his daughter Letha,

recently returned from Colorado Springs, where they
spent a two weeks vacation .

Brother Bob King is visiting relatives in the state
of Illinois .

Brother Fulton hasn't missed a day as motorman
for a year. He says he is now ready for a vacation .

All seemed to enjoy themselves at Our annual

picnic held in August.

Brother R. J. Ford, vice - president , is now acting

president, due to the resignation of Brother J. M.
McKinster,

A fine baby girl recently arrived to bless the home
of Brother J. N. Moore.

Brother M. A. Crow is again on duty, after acting

as inspector for several weeks.

Brother Carrier is again in the car service , after

being off for over a year.

Our new master mechanic is a live wire and a

dandy good fellow .

When the hot weather pushed the mercury to 108 ,

Brother John Storms began to complain .
Brother Chet Price insists that Brother Jack

Whalen isn't the only good-lookingmotorman in the
service . He said this as he stood before the mirror

with a lipstick in his hand. However, Chet did not

use the so -called paint .

-Cor . 794 .

our

STRIVING TO ELECT A MAYOR

Atlanta , Ga.-- Division No. 732 is here again .

Things are in good condition . The application Com .

mittee is on the job getting new members as soon as

they are passed up by the Company.
Wewillbein the Labor Day parade one hundred

per cent .
There is very little sickness here . Let's get

around and see the sick brothers as often as possible.

The members at this time are working hard to

elect Brother J. Allen Couch Mayor of Atlanta.

Let's pull hard brothers and put him over.

Our last regular meeting was held Tuesday, August
17th . A large number was present . That's right,

brothers , come on down and help us run the Union.

Remember, if you are not present and something

doesn't go to suit you , it's your fault, not ours.

Sincelast writing, Brothers R. E. Hopkins and

H. V. Jones passed from
this life . Division 732

extended to the bereaved family profound sympathy

and the acknowledgmen
t that their passing away

most saddening and regretable, not only to their

relatives but to the entire membership of Division

No. 732 .

Several of the brothers are out of town on their

vacations, including Board Member J. W. Askea

who went up to the Blue RidgeMountains . Hurry

back , John , and you know the rest ,

PARTICIPATE IN LABOR DAY DEMONSTRATION

St. Joseph , Mo.-At our regular meeting of August

26. Division No. 847 made it an open mecting at

which our families were in attendance . We had a

most interesting meting which was enjoyed by ail

present . Many of our members made good talks on

various subjects in the interest of the Labor move.

ment ,
-732
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you will find them there. It has been well said that

the worst enemy a working man has is the working

man himself, because , unlike the business man, the

working man will not attend his business meeting .

The working man is too prone to sit down and let

his brother or friends attend to his business for him .

What is anybody's business is nobody's business.

So , the working man drifts through lifc without any

material progress, because he will not get in line

and help push for himself .

--Cor . 265 .

MAYOR ATTENDS SOCIAL

THE DAY OP JUDGMENT

By J. c . Eddingfield

George Layne has said " Six -forty - five

Has lost 4 men , " as I'm alive !

No doubt it is all for the best

To let them go-and keep the rest .

They were untrue, I understand,

And that is why these men were " canned,"

I hope you'll meet tomorrow night

And do the thing you know is right .

Now let me whisper this to you-

Just keep the men that's proven true ,

And, George, tell Mr. Toms for me ,

That with you "boys" I'd like to be.

Right there, on " Oakland Avenue"

At old " one thousand, thirty -two."

( These four - I do not know their names )

"Tom, Dick, or Harry," maybe “ James."

Have played you false, and you set free

These men ; and that's what pleases me .

I hope that you will all enjoy

Yourselves , and nothing will annoy.

On this September fourth, to-night .

I wish I had your feast in sight.

For George, my nephew , knows that he

Can scarcely eat as much as me.

ASSIST THE BUSINESS AGENT

WHEN CALLED UPON

Siour City , Iowa .-- Brother Rice , our Collector of

Dues reports that the boys are responding in fine

shape. This helps him .

Brother George Bain reports having enjoyed his

vacation trip to Denver, Colo.

President" Woodward of Division 779 is thinking

of running for City Councilman. This would put

him in a position to join the Chamber of Commerce .
We would liketo see him in the City Council .

Brother Pryor is building himself a new home .
Good for Bill,

Brother Pat O'Bryan is again working.

Brother Lundy, sick for a few days, is again out .

Former Brother Walt Moore recently had the mis

fortune to lose the ends of three fingers in a grinding

machine he was operating .

We were pleased tosee so many members out at

our recent regular meeting. Keep the good work up .

Members should keep themselves in good standing
and remember that after the 15th of each month ,

they are not eligible to benefits unless dues are paid .

Business Agent Griffin did good work for Brother
Bolton in his recent enforced idleness .

Brother L. E. Garnett spent his vacation in the
Nebraska sand hills .

He reports having a good

Brother Bates has concluded to move once more .

Assistant Supt. Koontz is now enjoying his , vaca

tion. Inspector Thornley is filling his job in his
absence.

All brothers should assist Business Agent J. D.

Griffin on Committee work whenever called upon.

Please attend to this, as you maywant help yourself
some time .

-Cor. Div . 779 .

San Francisco, Calif.-- We have, out here in Cali

fornia , a plan that might be called a State Federa

tion of Street Car Men. Divisions in San Francisco ,

Oakland , Sacramenta, Stockton and San Jose send

representatives to the meetings that are held monthly
in one of these cities . The motive for these meetings

is to help one another and discuss working conditions,

wages , safety devices, railway improvements and

other problems that will benefit our occupation .

Our members extend heartfelt sympathy to the

bereaved family of our late Brother Joseph Walsh,
in whose death we have lost one who was loyal to

our Association and its principles.
Division 518 received a letter of thanks from the

family of our late Brother Stanley, for our assistance

during their affliction . It is a pleasure to know that

Mrs. Stanley will be compensated by our Interna

tional Association to help her start life anew .

Brothers, keep your dues paid , as we do not

know the day , week or month that we may be

stricken . It is your duty to see that those you

leave behind are not in want and without friends .

Brother Billie West and wife have returned homa

after touring the United States in their Hupmobile.

They were away for one year and covered 14,000
miles. Brother West carried his Union Card with

him and visited some Locals in his travels . He

went by the southern route , through New Mexico ,

Arizona and Texas to Florida, and returned home by

way of New York, Chicago, Salt Lake City and
Portland . The trip included the Grand Canyon,

Florida beaches, Niagara Falls, Yellowstone Park and

other places of interest . Outside of a hundred

punctures, the trip was fine and he is now ready to
settle down.

Brother Faulkner, a loyal member of our Division ,

was recently retired and is now spending, the re
maining happy days at Cresthill Farm . If any of

our members are in the vicinity of the Farm , they
are requested to call upon Brother Paulkner and

extend to him the best regards of Division 518,
Our Social Committee held a reception recently ,

which was well attended by the families and friends

of the car men . Mayor James Rolph , Jr. was the

guest of honor and was presented with an engrossed

set of resolutions from the members of Division 518 .

for the fair treatment he has always given , to help

better the working conditions and wages of our

members. After a pleasant evening of entertainment ,

light refreshments were served and everybody went

home happy and proud of the Car men's Union.

Best regards to all Locals of the A. A. of S. and

E. R. E. of A.

--- Cor . 518

time ,

CHANGE MEETING HOUR

GET IN AND PUSH

San Jose, Cal. There is almost nothing of a news

nature at this time to write to the members from
old Division 265 .

Yet, as the old saying goes, no
news is good news.

We are still in a healthy work
able condition , only many of our boys yet fail to

attend our meetings as regularly as we would wish .

They seem tothink that all they have to do to be

good union men , is to pay their dues and stay at
home. This, indeed , is a poor way to do . Were
every Union man in the U. S. and Canada to do the

same, naturally there would be very little accom

plished . So , boys of Division 265, do not expect

the advancementby yourstaying away from meeting

that you may expect will come
to you by good

attendance. You will help others more by attending

You had better leave your comfortable
rocking chair and pipe for a few minutes and attend
your meetings.

You may say that there is nothing of interest oc
curring at your meetings. This may be so, many

times, but it may besobecause you are not there

to make anything of interest occur. Then , again,
if it is uninteresting toyou ,thinkof whatitmust
be to your faithful officers? ' Year in and year out ,

Bridgeport, Conn .-- Local 459 heid her usual

monthly meeting in August . Although the attend

ance at both meetings was very small , it can be
attributed to the intense heat wave which hit

Bridgeport and vicinity. However, from now, on we

expect to have overflow attendance at our meetings.
The hour for one of our meetings has been changed

to 10 A. M. Theevening meeting is the same as

previously, 8 P. M. The change to the morning

meeting ought to bring out some more of our late

men as the majority of them don't have to take
their runs until afternoon .

Local 459 can be proud of their outfit, according

to the report of the financial secretary . Most of the

members pay their dues promptly. However, boys ,

it is essential that we attend the meetings also . In

the last month or so , five new extra men were ini

tiated into the outfit . It makes the old timers feel

good to see the new men wearing their union buttons,
and receiving their cards. We still have a few indi

viduals who do not belong to our organization . It is

beyond me to understand their attitude. They

accept wages, working conditions etc., but when it

comes to joining the organization , that's a different

story. Their excuse can be summed up as Darrow

and selfish . There is not an insurance company in

the world that will pay the benefits for death, sick

meetings.
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ness or disability , that the Amalgamated Association
guarantees, so anyone that cannot see the benefit of

organization surely can be termed only as either with

us or against us .

Well, boys, arrangements are to be made at our

next meeting for our annual ball , to be held in

November We are going to get a good start this
year and the committee will have lots of help . We

are also going to be represented in the parade on
Labor Day in Bridgeport. Some of us old soldiers,

like Dorley, Daut and Mickey Dunn , are all set to
count off.

Baudine says that Paddy Walsh was originally a

bridge-builder and that he helped Roebling to build

the Brooklyn Bridge .

Tom Walsh can be seen carrying a book around
with him all the time. It is said that he is trying to

pick up the Swedish language, so when he takes a

trip over to Sweden , in Carlsons boat , it will come

in handy .

Leo Callahan and Eugene Lynch were seen arguing

on Main Street , lately . Leo said that Lynch asked

for the special, but Gene took exception to the re
mark , so he challenged Leo to a duel a la Valentino ,

However, everything is serene now , as both of them

were together again inspecting Gene's estate in

Stratford .

Brother , Mickey Byrne takes his usual day off.

He goes bathing up in Brewster's Pond. He intends

to take up the Elderle challenge to swim the English

Channel .

We still have a number of men on the sick list .
Brother Tupin is once more laid up . He sure has a

tough run of it . Vice- President Brown continues to

go around visiting those who are sick .

Local 459 lost another good member by death .
Brother Tanz died of a serious illness, He was a

popular fellow with all the boys and as he left a

large family, our heartfelt sympathy is given to those
who are berift by his death ,

During the latter part of September, Brothers

Johnson, Roberson and Galsky are going to take a

trip by motor through the western states. They in

tend seeing the open spaces they read so much about.

Brothers Sullivan , Johnson and Roberson took a

trip in Johnson's car to Bear Mountain last month .

They got lost , and took them two days to find

their way back . They should have taken Collins

with them . He would have furnished the gasoline .

Brothers Morris and Beane are going to have a
race in their boats at the Danbury Fair in October .

Morris says that Bean's boat or car won't run ten
miles. I wonder who has the best car. Ask Connors

if he has .

Brother John Hurley is one of the most popular
bus drivers. All the people along the Beardsley Park

route are high in their praise of John .

Dorley contemplates going on the buses again , as

he claims that he is tired of running into draw

bridges . He claims that every time he comes to the

Yellow Mill Bridge , lately , it goes up. However,

Bill , what ever goes up , comes down.

Cuckoo Smith can be seen in a new uniform these

days.He is considered to be one of the neatest con

ductors on the job .
The bicycle men will never go out of business as

long as Wilson and Southard live so far away from

the barn . They can be seen every A. M. racing one

another to make a 4:29 .

-Cor . 459 .

brought back two grizzly bears , a lynx and 3 wild .
cat . His hunting experience exposed him as not

having receded from his earlier period marksmanship,
The law prohibited him from shooting deer, many of

which he saw during his vacation ,
Brother Walter Clark, one of the pioneers of

Division 26 , has moved from his old residence, which

he sold , to a new home at 2037 Beecher Ave.

Brother Edw. Prilger while visiting his people in

Cincinnati, O., recently wasdrowned in the Miami

River, while participating in his boyhood sport of

swimming. He was evidently attacked by cramps in

deep water. His family have the sympathy of
Division 26.

It has been the experience of the Detroit United

Railways in Flint, Mich ., that in cities of that size

and larger, it is not an economic experiment to sub
stitute bus service for rail car service . Busses have

receded in numbers in street transportation service
in that city and the company is extending its rail

car lines to meet the increase in population . Flint

has now reached approximately 130,000 in population.

Generally , the employes on the Detroit city street

railway lines exercise special endeavor to accommo

date the public in transportation service work . This
is a proper course to pursue. It is important that

the greatest caution be exercised in accommodating

every patron by affording them the greatest of con

venience and the best service possible, and in doing

so in a genial courteous way. It is the car operator ,

motormen and conductors and bus operators that

come in immediate contact with the public. It is

the attitude of these employes that has more in.

fluence in fixing the standard of service in the minds

of the public than any other element.
--REX .
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THE GRAND OLD AMALGAMATED

By a Member of Division 441

and worn,

A street car man was dozing on a trolley long ago,

He had worked from 12 til 11 - tired from head
to foot, you know.

He thought of all the years that he had faithfully

put in ,

With ne'er a raise in wages, or even a fair look -in.

His wife and kiddies were sleeping, in a cottage old

The pangs of hunger creeping and their clothing

scarce and torn .

He thought : " I wonder if conditions will ever

change,

With any recreation or good wages 'twould seem

strange .

His run was finally finished and a vow he made that

night ,

To try and form a Union, for his heart was always

right .

So , he called his closest comrades to a meeting the

next night,
And they all agreed to bring a friend , who could

be banked on right .

Then they called the International and a Charter was

brought down ,

And from that time on conditions changed in that

long -houred town .

Now he has the eight-hour day and good wages, by

His family isn't hungry and grocery bills he can

pay;
His wife and kiddies wear clothes like other people do
And they thank the “ Grand Old Union " and the

loyal members, too .
Now he often wonders to himself , why he trudged

along and waited ,
When help was waiting at the door-the Grand

old Amalgamated .

The knocker knocks to gain for himself

alone . But he gets only what the harmoni

ous efforts of others gain for him, and he

eagerly takes it . His use is only that of an

obnoxious stream confined to its own rock

bottom and banks that must be bridged to

cross . Yet the bridging requires mentality

development of others.

The printers' Label came into being in

1891 and its forward movement has been

paralleled by constantly improving condi

tions within the trade.

the way;

DETROIT DIGEST

а

Division 26 became interested in a political situa

tion from the fact that the working Men's friend ,

Hon. Alex. Groesbeck, has to meet vigorous opposi
tion that had developed from the dissaffection of
numerous political aspirants whose methods had not
met with his favor . These people, together with the

Detroit Free Press and Detroit Times , assembled in

their endeavor to nominate Mayor Fred Green of
Ionia and made very lively campaign of mud

slinging . Again , a member of Division 26, Brother
Carey D. Ferguson , became ambitious to be sheriff

of Wayne County and a vigorous effort was put
forth in his behalf. At this writing a complete tabu
lation of the facts in the primary has not been made
known . There is little doubt but that Governer

Groesbeck will pull through for the nomination for
governor for a fourth term.

President Herbert A. Meeker is at this writing

serving as business agent of Division 26 , D. S. R.

Branch , in the absence of Business Agent Neil

McLellan , who is taking a vacation in Canada,

where he is visiting relatives and friends.

Brother Clarence Nugent has just returned from a

vacation expended in the Upper Peninsula , among

the wilds of Michigan's wild animal sphere. He
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BUSINESS ACTIVITIES labor, always about three jumps ahead of

the wolf. Their only meat is goat-mutton

once monthly. Their food is almost en

tirely dry bread , never butter . Occasionally

as a treat they have olives or onions or

homemade cheese of sheep's or goat milk .
This man was seen bargaining for fish.

The fisherman asked 37c per lb,. about the

same as in U. S. A. This the crusher could

not afford ."

The Immigration Study Commission sets

forth information thus gathered in support

of immigration restriction legislation , as a

proper protection for American labor and

sets forth that " these folks all want to come

to the land of gold - America." It is cited

that were it not for the Johnson Immigra

tion Restriction Act , the only limit to en

larging the army of unemployment in

America would be the carrying capacity of

the steamers.

turned up.

The first quarter of 1926 was a period of

great activity and sustained prosperity, in

most of the important industrial lines, but

business sentiment was doubtful and appre

hensive. There had been a great break in

the stock market ; the Florida boom was

passing over its crest; installment selling was

viewed with alarm ; and building construc

tion and real estate speculation appeared to

be exceeding the safety limits .

The second quarter was a period of con

tinued industrial activity, with business sen
timent feeling relieved and becoming hopeful.

The Florida boom had burst without doing

much harm elsewhere . The stock market ,

after a protracted period of indecision , had

Installment financing had cor

rected many of its dangerous features. Build

ing construction and real estate speculation

were slowing down gradually and in orderly

fashion . The automobile industry was en- '

joying a period of exceptional prosperity.

Hope began to be replaced by confidence.

The third quarter begins with business

sentiment so buoyant that it almost verges

on rampant optimism . Forward ordering is

being substituted for hand-to-mouth buying.

Stock prices are advancing on their way to

make a double-topped bull market. It is

probable that the volume of industrial out

put in 1926 will exceed that of any previous

12 months period , and that the industrial

profits will be the greatest of any peace-time

year. Employment is general ; wages are

high; credit conditions are easy ; the con

súming power of the country is enormous ;

and the agricultural outlook " is better than

fair.

Business now is good , and very good , and

it will probably continue high in activity and

output until it becomes involved in serious

over-production , over -construction, and over

expansion of industrial equipment . All this

could happen within the space of a few

months. The developments of this quarter

should indicate whether or not such a pros

pect is shortly ahead of us.--Cleveland

Trust Company Bulletin .

THE LABOR INJUNCTION

From International Labor News Service

Written by Editor John P. Frey of the

Molders' Journal

There are two men being held without

bail in a prison cell in Indianapolis. . They

have killed nobody; they are not gunmen ;

they are not burglars ; they are not bootleg

gers. They are two trades union officials

held without bail because they are charged

with contempt of court .

The street car men of Indianapolis, like

many trades unionists, have suffered froni

that juggling of the law of the land and

that construction of authority which we call

the judicial conscience in such a manner

that they are unable to organize ; unable to

go on strike without the full force of the

Federal court being used assist the em

ployers in denying the right of men to or

ganize and quit their employment when it is

unsatisfactory.

The Indianapolis Street Railway Company

compelled its employes to sign an agreement,

which they call a legal contract , in which

as the price of holding their jobs they

promised not to join a trade union or take

any collective action dealing with wages ,

hours of labor or other conditions of em

ployment .

The Street Railway Men's Union sent two

organizers to Indianapolis and the day they

arrived they were visited at the room of the

hotel which they were occupying by officers

of the Indianapolis police force and told if

they did not leave the city immediately they

would be arrested .

As they felt they had a right as good

citizens engaged in commendable work to be

in Indianapolis, they refused to go. They

were arrestedand put under extraordinary

heavy bail , They left the hotel and spoke

to street car men and were arrested again ,

so that within a space of 24 hours these two

men were compelled to put up many thou

sands of dollars in bail .

Finding that these two organizers were

making headway in organizing the lowest

paid street car employes in any Western

State , the street car company went into the

PROMPTING MIGRATION

A Fieldworker of the Immigration Study

Commission of California who is making an

investigation of the prompting of emigration

from foreign countries , writes from Corinth ,

Greece , August 7 , from which is taken

paragraphs as follows:

"Hershoes soled with rubber from a dis .

carded auto tire , the olive oil presser's wife

is a typical local harvest hand. She walks

four miles from their village to the field,

trudging back at dusk. Theforage for their

sheep she gathers from roadside herbage as

she returns.

" Barefoot, and in a goat -hide apparel,

the crusher himself works in this grimmest

of occupation (olive oil crusher) from 5:30

A. M. to 6 P. M. for $ 1 per day. This

couple is trying to raise eight children , hence

comes the necessity of the wife's earnings as
farm laborer.

Theirs is a life of grinding
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gardless of the consequences, permit our

God-given constitutionally guaranteed free

dom to be taken from us by any authority:

Our rights come from God Almighty and if

we believe in Him we will defend them .

STRIKE BREAKERS MOB SCAB HERD .

ERS IN PHILADELPHIA

210

Federal court, a court made notorious by

Judge Anderson, and applied to Federal

Judge Baltzell for an injunction. He issued

an injunction prohibiting any of the street

car employes of Indianapolis working for the

street railway company from quitting their

platforms. They were restrained from or

ganizing and denied the rightby injunction

to quit work if they did not like their jobs.

Thank God, there was still enough knowl

edge of the guarantees of the Constitution

to lead those men to quit their jobs when

they were dissatisfied.

Finding that the tool - I mean that, the

tool (and I am measuring my words care

fully)-which the Indianapolis Street Rail

way Company had secured in a Federal

court was not to accomplish its purpose,

these two organizers were arrested, charged

with contempt , placed in cells and denied

bail .

I want to call your attention to the fact

that among the provisions of the Clayton

amendment of the Sherman anti-trust law

was a guarantee of trial by jury in contempt

cases where the contempt was not com

mitted in the presence of the court or its

immediate vicinity. The newspapers tell us

that Federal Judge Baltzell has ruled this is

a criminal contempt instead of a civil one

and that therefore these two men will not

be given a trial by jury.

There is forgiveness in Heaven for the

public man who fails to do his duty here,

but so far as we are concerned, we will

never forgive the man in public life , the

man wholends his assistance to the main

tenance of the yellow dog individual con

tract method of attacking, us or the man

who uses a judicial conscience to tie our

hands behind our back and assist the em

ployer as the most powerful strike -breaking

agency that he can possibly secure .

Judge Baltzell in the action he took was

doing more as a strikebreaker , as

supporting the so-called American plan ,

than all of the strikebreaking agencies, all of

the private detective agencies , all of the em

ployers' associations combined . I am talk

ing plainly and I know that statements like

these are used to indicate that we are law

less ; that we disregard the law , the Con

stitution and the authorities . I can only

say this , that there is no law more supreme

than the law of equal rights and human

liberty . We are not without our sacred

precedents.

When judicial decisions held that the

colored man was a chattel to be bought and

sold as the employers wanted to buy and

sell him , when he was looked upon as an

article of commerce and a commodity, it

was the clergymen of this State who or

ganized the underground railway. It was

the clergymen and their congregations in

this State who defied the decision of the

United States Supreme Court and held that

every human being was free and that they

would do all in their power to avoid and

evade the decisions of the highest judicial

tribunal.

There are times when we must take a

stand. We must never for a moment, re

Philadelphia, Pa.—After hiring 200 men

from this city and 400 men fromNew York

to take the place of striking motormen and

conductors of New Orleans, the scab re

cruiting employment offices tried to ditch

their strikebreakers without pay in Phila

delphia , but riots which lasted over night in

the Broad street station of the Pennyslvania

lines resulted .

At 11 a. m . after the previous night of

riot, labor agents tried to pay off some men

and refused others , with the result of more

rioting. A call was sent to District 6 police

station and a load of police appeared at the

Pennsylvania employment office, 115 North

12th street, where the men had been hired

to scab on the New Orleans street carmen ,

during the last two weeks.

Rice, Patterson and Swizer, officials of the

Railway Audit and Inspection company,

with offices in the Franklin Trust building,

an organization that furnishes spies to corp

orations under the fancy title of " inspec

tors, " were on hand to pay the men off.

At interviewing the men , some claimed

that they received only $2 after having

waited around two weeks, others received

more, but all stood pat for two weeks' pay .

As far as could be learned , all were paid in

full after the riot , in fact it is reported that

some men were paid off that did not know

anything about the affair until they hap;

pened to walk down the street and learned

that the scab-herders were being forced to

pay off by a riot of the strikebreakers.

Later in the day Rice, one of the firm of

scab recruiters , was interviewed and stated :

" I will never again hire a man in Phila

delphia." Pale and nervously tossing , his

hands, he exclaimed , “No, no , never again !"

The New Orleans Daily Worker.

a man

latt

WINDSOR PROFITS

A report issued by the Hydro -Electric

Railways upon the Boarder Cities street

railway system , shows that the Windsor

street railway system rolled up a profit of

$50,000.00_in the eightmonths preceding

July 1 . The Border Cities street railway

property , which is the Windsor street rail

way system , is municipally owned and is

operated under mainanage
ment of the Hydro

Electric Power Commission, which is an in

stitution owned and operated by the Pro ;

vince of Ontario , making the operation of

the Windsor property practically a munici

pally operated institution. The rate of fare

is5cents flat. The maximum wage paid by

the Windsor street railway system to train

men is 60 cents per hour following one year

of service . The property supplies transpor:

tation approximately 80,000 people,

60,000 of Windsor , Ont.

to
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DIVERGENCIES IN COURT MADE LAWS

The Research and Education Department

of the Federal Council of the Churches of

Christ in America, in its Information

Service gives out condensed citations of

certain court decisions as affecting or

ganized labor. The Information Service

mentions that the full text of any of the

cases may be had by applying to Informa

tion Service, 105 22nd Street, New York,

N. Y. , and enclosing therefore, 25 cents, to

pay for the transcript requested. Citations

of court decisions are as follows:

Picketing - The right to picket has been

sustained in the Passaic Textile strike.

Mass picketing was enjoined . The right to

an injunction was not forfeited by joining

an employers association which used labor

spies and blacklisted " undesirable " employes

including union men .

The court quoted from an opinion of the

V. S. Supreme Court with respect to labor

unions: " They were organized out of the

necessity of the situation
Union was

essential to dealon an equality with their

employer * . * To render this combination

at all effective, employes must make their

combination extend beyond one shop

They may use all lawful propaganda to

enlarge their membership and especially

among those whose labor at lower wages

will injure their guild ."

Contract Right- An employer required

each employe to enter into written contract

stating that he was not a member of a

union affiliated with an international broth

erhood and would withdraw from employ

ment on joining, union ; such contract also

requires the employe to notify the employer

of any attempt at unionization. The union

declared a strike and four employes left .

Court held that there was no bona fide

strike but that the Union unjustifiably and

without reason .entered plaintiff's premises

and declared a strike of its employes when

none, in fact , existed , or should have been

called ." Picketing enjoined , there

being an unlawful interference with the

customers. 215 N.Y.S. (App. Div. ) 753.

Contempt of Court - Forty -nine members

of the United Mine Workers were found

guilty of contempt of court in W. Va. be

cause of violating an injunction , consisting

of picketing accompanied with yells, songs,

ejaculations, scurrilous, ridiculous, obscene

and profane language,togetherwith deafen

ing noise from a band. " The judge warned

the foreign-born violators of the injunction

of inability to become citizens, revocation

of citizenship and deportation . The address

of the judge was most extraordinary, referr

ing to " ungentlemanly and unladylike con

duct, moral music" and the giving of the

" eloquent shrug of the shoulders' to the

sheriff who attempted to address an

sembly of strikers concerning the strike .

7 Law and Order ( W. Va. ) 307 .

Labor Unions- , contract between the

Cleveland Railway Company and the em;

ployes operating itsstreet cars included

provisions for " closed shop " and for arbi

tration of disputes. In action to enforce an

award of arbitrators as to wages, the Court

held : ( 1 ) “ Contracts by which an employer

agrees to employ only union labor are con

trary to public policy when they take in an

entire industry of any considerable propor.

tions in a community so that they operate

generally in that community to prevent or

seriously deter craftsmen from working at

their craft or workmen from obtaining, em .

ployment under favorable conditions without

joininga union ." ( 2)Suchillegalprovision

for " closed Shop " rendered the whole con

tract void. (3) Either party may withdraw

from common-law arbitration , before award

actually made. (4) The giving , by the

union involved, of political support to the

" key " arbitrator voided award. 151 N E

(Ohio App .) 808.

Closed Shop Contract Sustained - Con

tract for " closed shop " will be enforced by

injunction prohibiting employment of non

union men, when the union is able to

furnish employes. 7 Law and Labor

( Mass. ) 286 .

Non-Union Contract Valid-A contract

between employer and employe that latter

shall not join a labor union is valid. Where

employes contract for a definite period of

time, inducing them to break such contract

is illegal and a labor union was enjoined

from so doing. 212 N.Y.S. 113 .

Boycott Valid -- An agreement between

building contractors , manufacturers and

labor unions restricting the use of " non

union " manufactured material does not

violate the Sherman Anti Trust Act, not

withstanding marked curtailment of ship

ments from non-union factories in another

state, 6 Fed . (2d ) 98.

Note the contradictory nature of these

court made laws. In one case , the " closed

shop " is held valid . Another decision holds

such a contract to be void . Another holds

a " non -union contract to be valid .

pears to depend on the court.

It ap

was

The Merchants National Bank , Detroit ,

Mich . , has just issued a statement in which

it is ' declared that more goods were pro

duced , distributed and consumed during the

first six months of 1926 , than during any

corresponding period in the countries solic

ited . Although there is some natural relaxa

tion compared with the spring peaks, gen

eral business remains well above expecta

tions of a few inonths ago . Steel ingot

production during the period was nearly 9

per cent in excess of the corresponding

months of 1925. Freight traffic increased 3

per cent; building construction 13 per cent;

automobile output 12 per cent , and mail

order sales gained 10 per cent . This data

is given in the face of the fact that in July ,

1926, the price of wheat was $ 1.45 and in

July, 1925, $ 1.65 ; corn in July, 1926 , was

quoted at 83 cents and in July , 1925, $ 1.07 ;

sugar was quoted in July, 1926 , at $5.70

per cwt. and in July, 1925 ; $5.35 . Cotton

was quoted at $ 18.55 in July, 1926, and

$ 24.50 in July, 1925. Hides were quoted at

$ 14.50 in July , 1926 , and $17 in July, 1925.

This statement shows a lessening of the

purchase power of farmers for the year.

as
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MY IMPRESSIONS OF THE GENEVA The critics of the I. L. 0. usually point

CONFERENCE to the few conventions or recommendations

By Bert Merson, Vice-President Trades and that are actually embodied into legislation.

Labor Congress of Canada .
The failure of this should not be levelled

at the I. L. O. , but at the government or

Since my return from the recent confer the people of the countries concerned .

ence at Geneva, I have been asked many As to the future of the I. L. O. , such a

times, " What is the International Labor body composed of so many nationalities ,

Organization and what use is it to the work and with representation from the three

ing people of the world ? " most important groups in their countries,

The International Labor Organization was meeting annually to discuss matters per

formed after the great war, and its forma taining to the social welfare of their peoples,

tion was inspired by the following declara and each country or group pointing out the

tion that is taken from the Preamble to advantages of disadvantagesof theproposed

Part XIII of the Treaty of Versailles now measures and explaining to the other repre.

known as the Treaty of Peace , and reads in sentatives the particular difficulties of their

part as follows: " Whereas, the League of country, or giving their reasons for the

Nations has for its object the establishment adoption of the measure, cannot fail to be

of universal peace , and such a peace can be come an ever -lasting benefit to the peace
established only if it is based upon social and harmony of theworld . And in addin

justice; tion to this , especially from the workers

“ And, whereas, conditions of labor exist viewpoint, it provides a meeting place for

involving such injustice, hardship and priva the various nationalities to discuss their

tion to large numbers of people as to pro common problems. not only in the confer

duce unrest so great that the peace and ence, but also outside and this meeting and

harmony of the world are imperilled; and
mingling of the various groups of the differ

an improvement of those conditions is ur. ent countries is another argument in its

gently required ; as, for example, by the favor, as the animosity, in fact, the very

regulation of the hours of work , includng wars between nations is usually because of

the establishment of a maximum working the ignorance of each others problems, and

day and week , the regulation of the labor the more these groups meet in annual ses

supply, the prevention of unemployment , the sion and try and remove the barriers to

provision of an adequate living wage, the social peace , the more is being done toward

protection of the worker against sickness, world peace and good will .

disease and injury arising out of his em The I. L. 0. is as yet only eight years

ployment, the protection of children , young old . Although it was blessed with good

persons and women, provision for old age parents , and sponsored by the most influ

and injury, protections of the interests of ential people , too much should not be ex

workers when employed in countries other pected of one so tender in years, and to try

than their own, recognition of the principle and cram or force it too much , is a big mis

of freedom of association , the organization take . Looking over what has been accom

of vocational and technical education and plished to date, one can only marvel that

other matters . so much good work has been done in such a

“ Whereas, Also , the failure of any Nation comparatively short space of time, especi

to adopt humane conditions of labor is an
ally when one realizes that not only has it

obstacle in the way of other nations which been necessary to hold annual conferences,

desire to improve the conditions in their own but also that an immense amount of infor

countries . " mation has been gathered from all parts of

And it was to carry out these ideals that the world , on the many subjects that the

the International Labor Office was set up . I. L. O. is now able to , ' and does deal with

The International Labor Conference is not, in a manner that previous to its formation ,

as most people imagine from its title , a was almost unhoped for, and that to gather

conference of Labor organizations only , but and compile all this information , it was

is made up of two delegates from each of
necessary to build up a staff of experts, and

the governments, and one each from the in addition to all this , an enormous building

most representative organizations of had to be erected to house this great staff

ployers and workers in each country . A and their valuable collection of information,

conference made up in this manner cannot and the building that was opened during

but help to bring out discussion that in the the recent sessions, is one that does credit

end will be useful to those who are gathered to those who were responsible for its erec

there for the purpose of putting these great tion . It is a magnificent structure . The

ideals into effect, and while it is not always various countries and organizations that

possible to get a unanimity of opinion , the donated different articles of

Draft Conventions and Recommendations furniture, sculpture; paintings, and other

which are carried usually get a big majority, beautiful gifts that now adorn its walls and

thus expressing the combined thoughts of offices, may well be proud not only of their

the various groups present . gifts but also of their membership, in what

When a Draft Conventions or Recom is proving to be one of the most useful and

mendations is adopted by the conference, beneficial works the world has ever known

each member state is then under obligation and itbehooves all those who are really in

to submit them to the “ Competent author terested in the betterment of mankind as a

ity" in its particular country, and it , in whole to lend theiractive support and in

turn , is expected to enact it into legislation . terest to the International Labor Office.

em

the many
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE situation to be placed betore the General

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR Executive Board .

" Vice -President J. C. Colgan is looking

" International President W. D. Mahon is after the interests of Division No. 273,

at present associated with Vice-President Chicago , Ill . , where conferences are being

A. L. Behner in directing the interests of held on a proposed new agreement.

Division No. 268 , Cleveland, O. It would " G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald

appear that , during all these years of inac was successful in aiding Newburgh , N. Y.

tivity on part of that Division, the real
Division No. 388 in the consummating of

situation has been virtually up to the men new agreement , which terminated the

themselves, who have been misled by a strike in that ctiy. The agreement secured

supposedly vicious antagonism on part of embraces an increase in wages , an arbitra

the company which existed more in imagina
tion and union road clause. He then as

tion than otherwise . At least such is the sisted Divisions Nos . 304 and 307 , Glens

case if the fact that the large membership
Falls and Stillwater , N. Y. , upon agreement

built up through the efforts of Vice-Presi. work. An increase in wages was secured

dent Behner is being tolerated without direct and the agreement now reaches 22 cents per

interference on part of the company. At hour.

the beginning of the work 73 men were dis “ Mt. Carmel, Pa . , Strike"

charged by under officials, and the presump “ The stand which was taken by the

tion was because of their open affiliation Shamokin and Mt. Carmel Electric Railway

with the Association . However, most of Company pertaining to wage requests of

these men were immediately reinstated, and the employes seems the most ungrateful yet

since that time men have openly affiliated, to be recorded in northern traction history.

or at least affiliated without any special pre Surprisingly, regardless of increased living

caution as to secrecy and not a union man expenses, the employes, year after year,

has since been discharged. The course that gave compassionate consideration to the

has been followed in Cleveland was origin company's hard luck story and worked for

ally mapped out and approved by the In 13 cents per hour until the company became

ternational President , As a result, Division ashamed, and some three years ago placed

No. 268 bids fair to become one of the fore the wage at 16 %2 cents per hour. Repeated

most in the Association . President Mahon requests for a higher rate were made day

visited Hamilton , Ont . , where Division No. after day , but were warded off with the

107 was seeking a new agreement to include poverty song and promises for the future.

not only the city lines , which had formerly În 1905, the company paid 6 per cent

comprised the membership, but also the dividends upon preferred stock and retained

membership of the Radio or interurban line twice that amount as the profit side of a

now being operated by the Cataract Power profit and loss account. This year, the

Co. These interurban employes were reports indicate a profit of 30 per cent of

cently taken into Division No. 107 and they the preferred stock, besides paying interest

desire to be embraced in the working upon the bonded indebtedness , With this

agreement. This, the company opposed and showing after years of encouraging promises

refused to make an agreement with but the on the part of the company , and
sym

city membership. Board Member Sinclair pathetic patience on the part of the em

had been acting in the situation which ployes, the company turned a deaf ear to

culminated above stated . President the request for a $2 day , approximately 20

Mahon was able to bring about further con cents per hour . If there was ever a righte

ciliation which led to the desired agree ous strike , it is that of the Mt. Carmel and

ment , subject to the arbitration of the wage Shamokin Local . The striking members are

scale. Upon the wage scale the company, being assisted, by Organizer P. J. Shea of

agreed to arbitrate and that feature of the Scranton, Pa."

agreement is now before a selected arbitra

tion board . THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

" International Treasurer Rezin Orr has
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

had situations ander advisement in East

St. Louis and Alton , Ill. and Wheeling , W. " The Toledo street railway employes re

Va. In East St. Louis the contention arose ceived an increase in wages of about 12 per

over the discharge of a crew in consequence cent - they have union . The Grand

of a collision . Treasurer Orr made a thos Rapids street railway employes received a

qugh investigation ,withthe result that the reduction of 10 per cent in wages-they

discharged conductor was reinstated . This have no union . See ?

disposition of the case was approved by “ Division No. 54 , Lansing , Mich., is just

Division 125. In Wheeling, the Moundsville now waiting for developments in the trouble

membership of Division 103 contended that between the street railway company and

their right of seniority had been disturbed the Common Council of that city. At

by the appointment from the Wheeling present the sound of the gong on the cars

membership to runsoperating from Mounds is not heard in the capital city , and every

ville, which runs should have been allotted body is walking while the company is on

to Moundsville men . After advising with strike ,

the officers of the Local and the member “ Division No. 52 , East Liverpool, O. , is a

ship, Treasurer Orr was unable to secure model organization and every report indi

what he regarded as an equitable adjust cates improvement. On Labor Day each

ment and made a complete report of the member wore an attractive button .

re

as
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per hour.

won .

" Clipped from the report of Secretary purchase of the half loaf, or even the

H. B. Ryan of Division No. 49, Toledo, O. , quarter loaf . Here is pathetic evidence as

as made in the Labor Day number of the to how most wage earners' families still live

Toledo Union , is the following: “At the and tighten belts. As one of them

time this union was started we were working said " year in, year out, we are ever about

twelve to thirteen and a half hours a day, two jumps ahead of the hunger wolf."

and received the magnificent sum of $ 1.30 Once the ancestors of present day Ameri

per day, or less than 11 cents per hour for cans lived under similar conditions. That

the first three months, $ 1.50 for the next " half a loaf is better than none,” is a folk .

six months ( 1242 cents per hour) ; after nine saying so old its origin is almost forgotten .

months' service $ 1.75 per day, or 14 % , cents It arose centuries ago when famines period

Remember, when a man starts ically swept NordicEurope as they still do

he does not get steady work, but has to China and India. Then even the blue-eyed

stay around the barn or station until one giant accepted his part of the family's half

of the regulars has to lay off before he can loaf and tightened his belt.

even earn $1.30, and I can cite many cases The way up from such misery was hard

where men have reported at the barn every There is today danger of slipping

morning for fifteen or sixteen days before back. Unless Americans want such reduc

getting one day's work . I have heard one tion of living standards , they must watch

of the old men say that the first three earnestly the enforcement of the Johnson

months he lived on soup, and still you will Immigration Restriction Acts. With a

see prominent citizens hold up their hands deluge of immigrants, would come competi

in holy horror when speaking of the actions tion that would mean breaking down our

of some of the men on the line, 'and go to American standards, to , first, those of

the office of the company at once to report Mediterranean
Europe, finally to those of

the least infraction of the rules. Our pres. Japan , China , Hindustan.

ent scale is as follows : Nine hours to con America has a high spiritual duty to

stitute a day's work as near as possible, the mankind . That duty cannot be discharged

average run being about nine and one-half by an inefficient people. An immigration

hours. For the first three months the men flood of cheap labor , cheap in every sense of

have 16 cents per hour ; after three months the word, would make toward such national

18 cents per hour. One year ago at the old inefficiency.

rate we worked thirty days at twelve hours
Immigration Study,

per day, 360 hours, and the highest wages
Commission Field Worker,

was 14% cents per hour, or $52.50 a month .

At the present time we work 972 hours for HOLD TENTH BIENNIAL CONVENTION

thirty days, 285 hours, and receive $51.30.

The present pay is $ 1.20 per month less The National Women's Trade Union

than wherr we worked the long hours. We : eague of America held their 10th Bi-ennial

worked seventy -five hours for that $ 1.20 .
Convention this year in Kansas City, Mo,

Figuring it for the year weworked ninety June 28 -July 3. The convention enacted

10 hour days for $ 14.40 . This applies to
to retain its National Headquarters in Chi

the highest wage rate . Fully 60 per cent
cago .

of the men receive less than the highest rate
Legislative proposals upon which the or

of pay , which would make the average much
ganization will act as adopted by the con

less than the present rate.
Of course the

vention are : The Child Labor Amendment

first three months service man now receives
now pending ratification by the states; con:

5 cents per hour more than he did under the
tinued opposition to the so-called Equal

old wage, and the second and third months Rights Amendment, which would take from

service men receive 572 cents per hour more

than they did under the old rates , and these

women wage workers certain protective con

ditions that have been enacted in their be

two classes of employes are receiving more
half in the past through the efforts of or

money on the nine hour day than they pre
ganized labor; continued opposition to the

viously received on the twelve and thirteen
Wadsworth -Garrett Amendment to the Con

and one-half hour day'." stitution , that would make it more difficult

to obtain amendments to the Constitution ;

WAGES IN TURKEY
continued support of the bill estbalishing a

Federal Department of Education, and other

Constantinople, Turkey , provisions progressive in the interest of wage

Aug. 23, 1926. workers.

Fifteen Cents for ten hours ' work . This It was brought out in the convention that

is the wage for bakers ' delivery here. The there are 460,000 in the textile industry of

Constantinople baker -wagon
basket the country and that female wage workers

strapped to a hoy's back. This youngster constitute 663 per cent of all of the people

ought to be at school. He is about 8. in that trade . Textile mills in Alabama

Hardly taller than his basket, he staggers work 66 hours a week , employing girls from

with the latter, heavy with loaves, up flight 14 to 18 years of age, who receive from $6

after flight of stairs in the 5 , 6 and 7 story to $ 8 per week .

building. Even an adult American would

chafe under the job , for elevators are prac. Tell a friend that the salary, wage and

tically unknown . profit levels in America have been raisedby

In the Mediterranean basin's overpopu Trade Unionism . You will have found a

lated areas, one today often still sees the recruit for the Union Label army.

1S a
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ST. CATHARINES, ONT., AGREEMENT

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT covering

wages and working conditions between THE NI.

AGRA , ST. CATHARINES AND TORONTO

RAILWAY, hereinafter called the " COMPANY."

of the first part, and its employesin the various de

partments represented by the parties who sign this

agreement, being their duly accredited representa
tives, hereinafter called the " EMPLOYES, " of the

IS
second part :

forritz WITNESSETH : That the parties hereto mutually

agree to and with each other as follows:

Section 1. The party of the first part agree to

meet and treat with the properly accredited com .
beta mittees of the party of the second part on all

grievances and disputes respecting wages and condi.

tions of employment that may arise between the

Company and the Employes,and, failing to reach an

agreement, these shall be referred to a Board of

Conciliation under the Industrial Disputes Act.

Passenger Service - Wages apd Hours

Sec. 2. Regular runs shallbepaid for in accord ,
ance with time allowed therefor, on & basis of

straight time up to ten ( 10 ) hours, and time and

one-half thereafter. In the case of a trainman com .

pleting a regular run of a minimum of nine ( 9 )

hours, whoreturns home and iscalled out again, hé

shall receive time and one-half for the second run .

Sec. 3 . All trainmen who are called for extra

work and are not assigned shall not be held longer

than two (2) hours andshallreceive two hours' pay

at their regular rates.

Sec. 4. Extra men will be paid on the basis of

fische straight timeup to ten ( 10) hours and time and one
half thereafter .

Sec. 5. Sunday runs of less than ten (10) hours
shall be paid for as platform time. The conditions

of Section Two shall apply to Sunday runs .

Sec. 6. No regular Motorman or Conductor after

finishing his run shall berequired to do extra work,

if there are competent extra men available, and the

Company shall at all times provide sufficient extra
men so that regular men will not be required to do

extra work, except when it shall be absolutely
necessary .

Sec. 7. Trainmen shall act as either Motormen

or Conductors in an emergency, when ordered to do

$0 by the proper authority of the Company, if
trainman is competent to take run required .

Sec. 8. The wage scale for Passenger Motormen
and Conductors shall be as follows :

40 cents per hour

.43 cents per hour

45 cents per hour

4th year and thereafter .48 cents per hour

Sec. 9: Operators of one-man cars will receive a

bonus of four (4) cents per hour over their regular
rate .

Sec. 10. Trainmen shall receive fifty ( 50) cents

per day for training a student, in addition to their
regular pay.

Sec. 11 , In order to recognize the spirit of the

Christmas Season, the Companywill pay time and

one-half for the period of oneday of normal working

hours, to all trainmen who work on Christmas Day

or New Year's Day, and who are on duty during

such days for a collective period of one day. To

those who work lessthan one collective day , time

and one -half will be paid pro -rata .

Sec. 12. Where trainmen are required to report

for work away from their regularreporting place,

they shall be paid for such timeasit takes to go and

come from their regular reporting place, at their
regular rate. Such allowances are arbitrary and are

not to be included in computing overtime. This

also applies toTrainmen who are required to report

at their regular reporting placeand are afterwards
compelled to go to another point to get their cars .

Sec. 13. Fifteen minutes at regular schedule rates,

in addition to time ofregular run will be allowed to

crews, who are required to go to barn to take car to
initial terminal and fifteen minutes will be allowed

to crews who are required to take car back to barn .

Sec. 14. A Trainman's seniority starts from the
hour on which hestarts drawing pay.

A Trainman becomes a Motorman or a
Conductor on the existing senioritylist when he
elects and signsfor a regulas run . But this does
not limit the scope of Section Seven .

Sec. 16. Trainmen shall have the privilege of

choosing the line on which they wishtowork every

January, June and September, according toseniority

ofcontinuous service, having regard to qualifications,

with the Company. Passenger men to work week
about as at present. No trainman onWesley Park

Division selecting a run on another Division is to
leave Niagara Falls until another Trainman is

available to fill his place.

Sec. 17. Trainmen leaving St. Catharines to work

at Niagara Falls, or vice versa , must go to the foot

of working seniority list at barn from which he works.

Sec. 18. Lists of regular runs shall be posted every

January , June and September, ten days prior to runs

going into effect, and Trainmen must sign thereon
according to seniority of continuous service, having

regardto qualifications,withthe Company. Train.
men must sign with ink and no erasions will be

permitted .

Sec . 19. . Regular Trainmen shallnot be required
to report for duty before 7:30 o'clock A. M. for

extra work, when they have worked until midnight

on the day previous.

Sec . 20. When a regular Trainman elects to sign

extra he shall retain his seniority only on the Extra

Board for that period.

Sec . 21 . Extra work shall be performed by extra

men, ifcompetent for service required . Where extra

men fail to make twenty (20) days per month , the
extra list shall be reduced by dropping junior men .

Sec. 22 . When a regular run becomes vacant

through the temporary absence of a Trainman, said

run shall be termed an extra run and shall be filled
by men on the extra board.

Sec. 23 . When a regular run becomes vacant

through the permanent absence of a Trainman,said

run shall be termed a regular run , and the next

Trainman whose turn it was to sign shall be per

mitted to sign thereon .

Sec . 24 . Motormen and Conductors who have

elected to work as either Motormen or Conductors

on the existing seniority list shall retain such classic

fications unless otherwise approved by the Superia.

tendent and the President of the Employes Organiza
tion .

Sec . 25. Trainmen who sign for regular runs must

retain such runs during period signed for unless

otherwise approved by the Superintendent,

Sec . 26 . When an outpost run becomes vacant,

Buch run shall be posted for a period of three days ,

and trainmen shall have the privilege of signing

for same, according to seniority of continuous

service .

Sec. 27 . Trainmen on outpost duty at Port Col.

borne shall retain their runs until such time as they

sign for anotherrun irrespective of seniority, having
regard to qualifications with the Company.

Sec. 28 . Trainmen on sick leave when ready to go

to work shall be permitted to report for duty either

in person or by telephone on or before two ( 2)

o'clock P. M. of the day previous to their starting.

Sec . 29. All conductors will , upon application , be

furnished with sufficient change and tickets, before

starting on their runs .

Sec . 30 . Notice of shortage in Conductors' reports

shall be furnished to each Conductor who by such

report is found to be short in his returns to the

Company, in each instance as soon as such daily
report is checked and shortage noted .

Sec. 31. Every Passenger Trainman in the service

of the Company shall wear a uniform suit of ma

terial and tyle to be selected by the Company after

consultation with & committee of employes. Such

uniforms not to cost over thirty (30) dollars

Sec . 32 . The Company agrees to pay one -half the

cost of one uniform per year for each passenger

trainman who has been in the employ, for a period

of not less than one year. A standard uniform cap

will be supplied when required by the Company at

its expense . If a trainman who has paid one-half

the cost of a uniform leaves the employ of the

Company :

( 1 ) Within three months after he has received

his uniform , he shall retain the said uniform and pay

to the Company,anamount equal to one- halfof the
total cost of Said uniform.

( 2 ) After the expiration of three months, he shall

again retain the uniform without payment of any

additional a mount.

Sec. 33 . Deduction for payment of uniforms to be

made from wages due employe on the first payroll

following receipt of such uniform by employe, or at

request of any employe, it may be extended over

three equal installments covering three semi-monthly

pay periods . The Company is hereby authorized to

FE U:

1st year .

2nd year .

3rd year.

ht

2

d

Sec. 15 .
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Don't Buy a New Changer

Every time the fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five - Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Saves time,

pockets, patience -- and Speeds up sched

ules— No fumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device and our exclusive

Adjustable feature onfourth and fifth barrels .

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 -BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 peonies

No. 566 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to o tokens

Price $ 4.00 postage paid . J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St. , New York City

make such deductions. In case of an employe leav • to take on prolonged extra work after the regular

ing the service, notwithstanding what the cause may hours, without allowing such trainmen the privilege
be, the balance owing on any uniform shall become of going home to obtain a hot meal. Where time

immediately due and be a first charge on any wages does not permit , we will either supply the meal,

due. through having trainmen go to restaurant, or have
Sec . 34 . The buttons on each uniform shall lunch delivered to him , all to the end that unreas

remain the property of the Company and shall be onable timeshould not exist between meals.

returned by employe concerned upon request. Sec . 41 . In the matter of long-service transporta

Scc. 35 . Trainmcn shall be permitted to leave tion . The Company will issue long-service Passes

their coats and vests off during certain periods of the to those employes who are incontinuous service for

summer months, these periods to be fixed by the a period of five years , good on all Interurban Lines.

Superintendent. At such time, or times, trainmen Where anemployehasbeen in the service, and bas

must wear a uniform shirt , of style and material to left in goodstanding, recognition of his previous

be approved by the Company. When uniform shirts service will be made to the extent of reducing the

are worn , belts and invisible suspenders must also be continuous service period, by one year. In connec

worn . It is understood that the granting of this tion with the issuance of long-service transportation,

privilege is dependent upon retaining the neat and it is distinctlyunderstood that these passeswill be

smart appearance of trainmen while on duty, and used only by the employe to whom they are issued,

depends upon the co -operation of trainmen to this and any abuseofthe privilegewillmean the dis

end in order to maintain the practice. missal of theemployeor employes involved ,andthe

Sec . 36 . The vestibules of all cars operated by cancellationoftheprivilege . It isfurtherunderstood

the Company shall be properly heated at all times. that Trip Passes will be issued to dependents as

Sec . 37 . The accredited representatives of the heretofore.

employes wishing to be off duty on business shall Sec. 42. This Agreement shall continue in force,

make application to the proper officer for specified andbe binding upon the respective parties, from the
leave of absence which shall be granted as soon as First dayofDecember, 1925, until the First dayof
relief can be provided . December, 1926, and from year to year thereafter popolari

Sec . 38. Any employe who may be suspended or provided that after the first day of November, 1926

dismissed from the service shall be entitled to a the agreement may be opened by either party giving

hearing within three (3 ) days , and, if upon investiga;
to the other thirty days' notice in writing, of their

tion , the charge is not sustained , shall be reinstated desire to open Agreement for revision .

and paid all time lost through suspension or dis
Sec. 43 . So long as this Agreement continues in

missal at his regular rate of pay. The said employe force , and in consideration of the same, the em

shall be notified 24 hours in advance of his hearing ployes agree that they will loyally and faithfully,

and also of the charge laid against him , and he shall perform their work and will serve the interests of

have the right to produce witnesses, and to have the Company in all proper ways, and that they will

assistance of any other employe he may desire . not in any manner interrupt or interfere with the

Sec . 39 . In the matter of uniform caps . We operations of the Company. All to the end that the

would like to meet your requestfor alightercap for
Employes and the Company may jointly work in

Summer wear, and in the event of the enclosed
cordial co -operation for the better service to the

Agreement being acceptable , we will supply a light
public.

weight poplin cap, or one of other suitable material , IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto

when new uniforms are issued this summer ; and be have executed this Agreement this Thirtieth day of

fore Winter sets in next Fall , another issue of a April, 1926.

Winter cap of suitable design will be made, but it is APPROVED:

understood that this will overcome the necessity of FOR THE COMPANY

an issue of caps in the year 1927 , the idea being that E. W. Oliver, Manager.

with the issue of two caps , each cap should be good FOR THE EMPLOYES
for two seasons . F. A. Hall (Pres. Div. 848.)

Sec . 40. In the matter of Company supplying WITNESS A. N. Adams (Committeeman)

meals. The Company does not expect its trainmen J. C. Haight Lewis P. May (Rec. Secy.)

WORKERS UNION
No shoes are Union Made, under our Fair Arbitration

Contract, except those having this stamp.

UNION 1STAMP
INSIST upon having them for The Whole Family.

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION

246 Summer St., Boston , Mass.

Collis Lovely, Pres. Charles L. Baine, Sec.Treas .

LT
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Ceghi

Do Not be Imposed Upon

Factory 13
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FASHION LETTER

Operaty

anger
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1 to :

You

Fashions for Fall and Winter, seem grouped in two

divisions, thedistinctly feminine, and theyouthfully boy

ish or mannish type.

Tailored and sports garments are shown with feminine

touches, a prettyclasp , a bit of lace or hand embroidery.

The approved waistline is placed one inch below the

normal. Hips are shaped or molded, and draped , or made

to flare with short peplums.

Skirts are short , straight and full, with back flat, and the

fulness from the sides across the front.

Blouse effects, tunics, plaitings and fancy sleeves, are

outstanding features.

The ensemble is still with us. One sees it for afternoon

wear in moire, velvet, crepe, satins, faille or broad cloth ,

over a dress of georgette, satin or crepe de chine. It is

often fur trimmed .

Moire is a favorite material. It is being used for dresses

made with tunics and draperies.

Some of the newjumpers are finished with three wide

folds at the lower edge.

A simple evening frock may have its neckline finished.

in square outline and edgedwithafold of chiffon tiedin

loops and ends at the side.

There is now no longer any difference between the woman

who wears sports clothes just to be in style, and the one

who followssports.

The simple two piece frock is still much favored. One

may be comfortable and smart in it while it keeps its trim

appearance .

In striped wool taffeta soft silk and wool jersey this style

is very seasonable .

The well dressed woman is not the overdressed woman,

Her frocks are simpleand well designed, with that under

tone of smartness that is ever fascinating.

An afternoon coat of black chiffon velvet, shows the new

bloused effect in clusters of shirrings at the waistline, also

the new dolman sleeve.

Navy blue velour was used for a coat in which the fronts

are crossed and draped slightly at the hips. The wide

sleeves are open at the back of the hand, andtrimmed with

broad bands of fur, which also is usedon the collar.

5546

5561

1

5546. Ladies ' Dress .

Cut in 7 Sizes: 34, 36 , 38, 40, 42, 44 and 46 inches bust measure .

A 38-inch size requires48yards of 40 -inchmaterialwith 4 yard of

contrasting material. The width of the dress at the lower edge is 52
incbes. Price 12c.

5561, Girls' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 6 , 8 , 10 and 12 years . A 10 - year size requires 2%

yards of 40-inch material, if made with long sleeves. If made with
short sleeves, 24 yards will be required . Price 12c .

5547. Ladies ' Dress .

Cat in 8 Sizes: 38 , 40 , 42, 44 , 46 , 48, 50 and 52 inches bust measure .

A 42-inch size requires 27 yards of54-inchmaterial with 4 yard of

contrasting material.The width of the dress at the lower edge with

plaits extended is 2 yards. Price 12c .

5566. Ladies' Blouse .

Cut in 6 Sizes: 34 , 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 inches bus measure. A 40

inch size requires 23% yards of40-inchmaterial . Price 12c .

04

5547

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps forourUP - TO -DATE FALL and

WINTER 1926-27 BOOK OF FASHIONS ,showing color plates, and

containing 500 designs of Ladies, Misses' and Children's Patterns, a

CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVEARTICLE ON DRESSMAK
ING, ALSO SOMEPOINTS FOR THE NEEDLE ( illustrating 30

of thevarious,simple stitches)allvaluablehintstothehomedress
maker.

5566

Sond to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO. ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn , N. Y.
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UNIFORUMS
OF QUALITY

1

The Go-Ahead Man

An ill- fitting, poorly made uniform is like a " block" on a man's

road to success. His industry, honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier.

A Bloch uniform is “ two bells ” and ahead for the man of " pep ”

and ambition. It is so carefully made, so clearly above theordinary

in tailoring , so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name. Always

insist upon seeing this label .

The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland :

Send mefree, a

TrolleyŠim

Time Book In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY , Cleveland, Ohio

Name

Address
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Published montbly by the Amalgamated Association Entered at the Post Office as Socood Claus Mattor ,

of Stroet and Electric Railway Employes of America . Accopted for Mailing at special rates of postage pro
W. D. Mañon , President vided for in Section 1103 , Act. of October 3 , 1017 .
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP , MANAGE

MENT, CIRCULATION , ETC., REQUIRED BY

THE ACTOF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912

Of the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR , pub

lished monthly at Detroit , Michigan, for October 1st ,
1926.

State of Michigan, County of Wayne, ss .

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State

and County aforesaid, personally appeared R. L.

Reeves, who, having been duly sworn according to

law , deposes and says that he is the Editor of the

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR, and that the following

is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true

statement of the ownership, management (and if a

daily paper, the circulation ), etc., of the aforesaid

publication for the date shown in the above caption ,

required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied

in section 411 , Postal Laws and Regulations, printed

on the reverse of this form , to -wit :

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher,

editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
Publisher , Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, 260 East

High Street , Detroit, Mich .; Editor, R. L. Reeves,

260 E. High Street, Detroit, Mich.; Managing Editor ,

R. L. Reeves, 260 East High Street , Detroit, Mich .;

Business Manager, .R. L. Reeves, 260 East High

Street, Detroit, Mich .

2. That the owner is ( If owned by a corporation ,
its name and address must be stated and also im

mediately thereunder the names and addresses of

stockholders owning or holding one per cent or more

of total amount of stock . If not owned by a cor

poration, the names and addresses of the individual

owners must be given . If owned by a firm , com:

pany, or other unincorporated concern , its name and

address, as well as those of each individual member,

must be given .) .. Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America, 260 East

High Street, Detroit, Mich .; W. D. Mahon , Inter

national_President, 260 East High Street, Detroit ,

Mich.; R. L. Reeves, Secretary General Executive

Board , 260 East High Street , Detroit, Mich.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and

other security holders owning or holding ! per cent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are (If there are none , so state) .
None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving

the names of the owners, stockholders and security

holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock

holders and security holders as they appear upon the

books of the company but also, in cases where the
stockholder orsecurity holder appears upon the

books of the company as trustee or in any other

fiduciary relation , the name of the person or corpora

tion for whom such trustee is acting, is given ; also

that the said two paragraphs contain statements em

bracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the

circumstances and conditions under which stock

holdersand security holders who do not appear upon

the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and

securities in a capacity other than that of a bona

fide owner; and this affianthas no reason to believe

that any other person, association, or corporation has

any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds

or other securities than as so stated by him .

s. That the average number of copies of each

issue of this publication sold or distributed through

the mails or otherwise to paid subscribers, during the

sixmonths precedingthe date shown above is ( This
information is required from daily publications only ).

R. L. REEVES, Editor.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this twenty

fifth day of September, 1926 .

Jennie Shellfish, Notary Public.

(Seal) My commission expires May 27 , 1929 .

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMI-ANNUAL

MEETING OF THE GENERAL

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Held August 16-21 , 1926

The second regular semi-annual meeting

of the General Executive Board of the Amal.

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America convenedat

Association Headquarters, 260 East High

Street , Detroit, Michigan , at 10 o'clcok

A. M., Monday, August 16 . This was the

second semi-annual meeting succeeding the

Nineteenth Convention.

The roll call showed present : General

Executive Board MembersEdw. McMorrow,

Division 241, Chicago, Ill.; Magnus Sinclair,

Division 113 , Toronto, Ont.; P. J. Shea,

Division 168, Scranton, Pa.; John X. Rear

don , Division 22, Worcester , Mass.; Allen

H. Burt, Division382, Salt Lake City , Utah;

Wm. F.Welch, Division 103, Wheeling, W.

Va.; J. B. Lawson, Division 558, Shreveport,

La.; Fred A. Hoover, Division 101 , Van

couver, B. C .; and R. L. Reeves, Division

85 , Pittsburgh, Pa.; International President

W. D: Mahon, Detroit, Mich .; International

Treasurer I. D. Bland , Division 241 , Chi

cago , Ill.; and First International Vice

President Wm. B. Fitzgerald , Division 132,

Troy , N. Y.

International President W. D. Mahon

presented to the Board his regular semi- annual

report ending with July 31, 1926 , a synopsis

of which is given as follows:

President's Report

“ Detroit , Michigan August 1 , 1926.

“ To the Members of the General Executive

Board of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America .

" BROTHERS:

" In accordance with the laws of this As

sociation , I hereby submit the report of my

office for the past six months from February

1 , 1926 to and including July 31 , 1926. In

connection with this report I am also sub

mitting to your Board the books, bills , re.

ceipts and expenditures for the six months

covered by this report for audit and in

spection."

“ Charters Granted "

" In the course of this six months period a

charter was granted for the institution of

Division 976 , Indianapolis, Ind."

“ Divisions Disbanded "

"Locals that disbanded in the course of

this six months audit period are : Divisions

Nos. 310, Beaumont , Texas; 560, Saratoga
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AGREEMENT COMMITTEE OF DIVISION 725 , BIRMINGHAM, ALA .

Division 725, Birmingham , Ala. , recently negotiated a renewal of agreement between

the Local and the employing property. The renewal of agreement carried an increase in

wages of 3 cents per hour.

Reading from left to right, sitting, are : General Executive Board Member James B.

Lawson , Attorney John W. Altman, President J. E. Hughes of Division 725 , Vice-President

W. P. Provost and Financial Secretary J. S. McGinnis.

Standing are : Executive Board Members C. S. Sides , J. L. Hurst and J. O. Tant,

Recording Secretary V. A. McDowell and Executive Board Members William Gray and

J. T. Johnston .

Springs, N. Y.; 564, Trenton , N. J.; 603, 241 , he attended the Mexican Federation of

Sheridan, Wyo.; 696 and 702, Canton , Ohio ; Labor Convention held in Mexico City ,

742, Fort Dodge, Iowa ; 759 , Lima, Ohio ; Mexico. Treasurer Bland also attended a

764, Kansas City, Mo.; 781 , Zanesville, special meeting of the General Executive

Ohio ; 850, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; 853 , Board held June 16 , 1926 . His work em

Sheffield, Ala .; 927, Gulfport, Miss.; and braced the assisting of the International

938, Yakima, Wash . President upon the affairs of Division 976 ,

" Divisions reported as having disbanded Indianapolis , Ind., following arrests of In

include Divisions Nos. 310 , Beaumont, ternational Officers and members upon the

Texas ; 564, Trenton , N. J .; 742, Fort charge of violating an injunction that de

Dodge , Iowa ; and 764, Kansas City, Mo., signed to restrain the employes from or

the charters of which Locals in accordance ganizing. His work there embraced assist
with action of the General Executive Board ance in obtaining the release on bail on

were called in and the membership trans those sentenced by the Court for violation

ferred directly to the International Office of injunction.

and the members have become Members " General Executive Board Member R. L.

at-Large .' Reeves, in the course of the six months

“ Divisions Consolidated" period ending with July 31 , 1926 , is credited

" In the course of the six months audit with having made eight official visits, in the

period Division No. 967, Staten Island, N. of which he assisted six Local

Y. , consolidated with Division No. 726 , Divisions.

Staten Island , N. Y." “ General Executive Board Member Edw.

" Work of International Officers" McMorrow , in thecourseof the six months

" International Treasurer L. D. Bland, in audit period, is credited with having made

the course of the six months audit period twenty - five official visits, in the course of

covered by this report, made five Official which' he assisted nineteen Local Divisions.

visits, in the course of which he assisted His work embracedthe assistingof Divisions

four Local Divisions. Associated with the Nos . 98, Akron, 696 and 702, Canton, and

I. P. and Secretary Wm. Taber of Division the N. 0. T. Branch of Division 268,

12

course
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Cleveland, Ohio, prior to and in the early . “ General Executive Board Member Fred

part of the strike enteredinto by the mem A. Hoover, aside from attending the special

bers of those Locals . While engaged upon meeting of the General Executive Board ,

this work he was dispatched to Portland, held June 16, is credited with having made

Oregon, where he assisted Division 757 upon fourteen official visits, in the course of which

agreement work , which resulted in a re he assisted five Local Divisions. His work

newal of agreement with improved working also embraced that of assisting Division 99,

conditions. At the close of the report he Winnipeg, Manitoba, upon agreement work ,

was assisting Divisions Nos. 241 and 308, that Local seeking to restore agreement re

Chicago, Ill., and 517 , Gary, Ind. , upon lations with the employing company.

agreement work .
" First International Vice - President Wm.

"General Executive Board Member Mag-. B. Fitzgerald in the course of the six months

nus Sinclair, in the course of the six months
audit period ending with July 31, 1926, is

audit period, is credited with having made
credited with having made ten official visits,

twenty -three official visits, in the course of in the course of which he assisted twenty

which he assisted eighteen Local Divisions. eight Local Divisions. In addition to this

He also attended the special meeting of the work he served as assistant to the Interna

General Executive Board held June 16. His tional President in directing the general

work was principally that of assisting Locals affairs of the Association . He attended the

upon agreement work. special meeting of the General Executive

"General Executive Board Member P. J.
Board , held June 16. Among the Locals he

Shea, in the course of the six months audit
assisted upon agreement work was Division

period, is credited with having made twenty. 194, New Orleans, La ., in its final confer

official visits and assisting eight Local Divi. ences, in the course of which an agreement

sions. He attended the special meeting of was obtained. Upon this work he had asso

the General Executive Board held June 16.
ciated with him G. E. B. Member J. B.

At the close of the six months audit report Lawson.

he was assisting Division 627, Cincinnati, " Second International Vice-President P. J.

Ohio, upon wage arbitration work. His
O'Brien within the six months audit period

service comprised principally wage agree is credited with having made twelve Official

ment and grievance work . visits, in the course ofwhich he assisted ten

" General Executive Board Member John Local Divisions. His work was generally

H. Reardon, in the course of the six months that of grievance work.

ending with July 31 , 1926, is credited with. “ Third International Vice-President Wm.

having made forty-six official visits, in the S. McClenathan in the course of the six

course of which he assisted thirty-seven months period was engaged in his service as

Local Divisions. His was that of grievance Secretary and Business Agent of Division

and agreement work, includingthe conduct 308, Chicago, Ill .

of the arbitration of wages for Division 174 , " Fourth Int . Vice -President George A.

Fall River, Mass. and associate Locals em Dean in the course of the six months audit

ployed by the Eastern Massachusetts Rail period is credited with having made five

way. He attended the special meeting of official visits . All of his work was in con

the General Executive Board held in June . nection with organizing.

" General Executive Board Member Allen " Fifth International Vice - President P. J.

H. Burt, during the course of the six months McGrath in the course of this six months

audit period, is credited with having made period was taken up with his work as Sec

twenty-one official visits , in the course of retary of Division 85, Pittsburgh , Pa. , and

which he assisted twelve Local Divisions . in looking after the agreement affairs of that

His was principally agreement work. He Local .

attended the special meeting of the General “ Sixth International Vice- President Albert

Executive Board held June 16 .
E. Jones in the course of the six months

"General Executive Board Member Wm. period is credited with having made three

F. Welch in the course of the six months official visits , in the course of which he

audit period is credited with having made visited five Local Divisions. Included with

fourteen official visits, in the course of which in his work was the arbitration of the wage

he assisted five Local Divisions. His work dispute in the interest of Division 738 ,

waslargely upon agreement negotiations and Hamilton , Ohio . He also assisted upon the

included the assisting of Divisions Nos . 125 strike situation in Akron and Canton , Ohio ,

and 805, East St. Louis , Ill . , upon wage involving Divisions Nos. 98 , 696 and 702

arbitration. He attended the special meet. and the N. 0. T. Branch of Division 268 ,

ing of the General Executive Board held Cleveland .

June 16. " Seventh International Vice-President

" General Executive Board Member James James Largay in the course of the six

B. Lawson in the course of the six months months audit period is recorded as having

audit period , aside from attending the made twenty-three official visits, upon

special meeting of the General Executive which he assisted fourteen Local Divisions .

Board June 18 , made twenty - seven official His work was largely that of agreement and

visits and assisted ten Local Divisions. In grievance work , including the assisting of

cluded in his work was that of assisting Divisions Nos . 118, Pottsville , 169, Easton ,

Division 194, NewOrleans, La.in renewal and 641 , Shamokin, Pa., upon arbitration

of agreement negotiations . He assisted cases in the adjustment of grievances.

Division 558, Shreveport, La., in obtaining the " Eighth International Vice-President

manning of bus service installed in that city . James B. Wiley in the course of the cix
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months audit period has continued his serv his work was that of assisting in the or

ice with Division 441 , Des Moines, Iowa, ganizing of Division 976, Indianapolis, Ind.

as Secretary and Business Agent, exclusively
In this work he had associated with him

looking after the affairs of that Local. International Vice- President John M. Parker

" Ninth International Vice-President M. J.
Due to the attitude of the employing com

Murray made four official visits, in the
pany, a lockout condition was recognized to

course of which he assisted two Local exist by the members of the Local and they

Divisions within the six months audit period.
suspended employment. Preceding the sus

He also attended the funeral of late Inter- , pension a Federal Court Judge had issued

national Vice- President C. U. Taylor, as
an injunction restraining the International

and Local Officers , and the members of the
representing the Amalgamated Association .

“ Tenth International Vice- President C. U.
Local from suspension work. As a result ,

Vice- President Armstrong was one of those
Taylor in the course of the six months audit

period was credited with having made one

who were penalized for alleged violation of

the injunction , and the case is now pending
official visit, in the course of which he as

sisted Division 882, Olympia , Wash ., upon

an appeal from the penalty imposed by the

adjustment of a seniority case. Brother
Federal Judge. By virtue of the death of

late Vice-President C. U. Taylor, Vice.
Taylor was also Executive Secretary of the

Oregon State Federation of Labor at the
President Armstrong automatically advanced

to Thirteenth International Vice- President .

time of his death , which organization he

had rendered much service . His death oc
" International President W. D. Mahon in

the course of the six months audit period

curred July 13, 1926. made eleven official visits in assisting

" Eleventh International Vice-President twenty-six Local Divisions. This work was

John M , Parker , who by the late demise of in addition to his work as general director

Brother C. U. Taylor automatically became of the Association and also in assisting

Tenth International Vice- President, in the Division 26 , Detroit , Mich . , upon agree,

course of the six months audit period is re ment and grievance wurk. In the course of

corded as having made seven official visits his work he served as delegate of the

and assisting two Local Divisions. The American Federation of Labor, held in

principal of his work was in assistance of Mexico City , Mexico. He had associated

Vice-President Robert B. Armstrong in the with him upon this work, International

organizing of Division 976, Indianapolis, Treasurer L. D. Bland and Secretary Wm.

Ind ., and the assisting of that Local follow Taber of Division 241, Chicago, Ill. He

ing a suspension of work that resulted from attended a meeting of the Executive Council

dismissal of several members who joined the of the American Federation of Labor, held

Local and whom the company refused to in Cincinnati, Ohio, were he placed before

reinstate and in which the company exhib the Executive Council of the A, F. of L.

ited a firm purpose of eliminating from the the position of the Amalgamated Association

service employes who affiliated with the
relative to jurisdiction complaints of the

Organization. Machinists International Union .
While

" Twelfth International Vice- President there, he advised with Division 627 upon

Raoul Trepanier in the course of the audit agreement work. His work also included

period has served Division 790, Montreal , the assisting of Divisions Nos. 241 and 308 ,

Quebec, as Financial Secretary . He is also Chicago, Ill., where the Locals were en

credited with having made one official visit , deavoring to inject into the agreements a

upon which he assisted one Local Division . provision providing for sick and death

He attended a conference of union represen
benefits. His plan was later adopted and

tatives held in Ottawa , Ont. , as representa became a part of the agreement between

tive of the Amalgamated Association. Upon Division 308 and the employing company.

the death of late Vice- President C. " U.
“ Work of Organizers included in the re

Taylor he automatically became Eleventh port of the International President was that

International Vice- President. of Organizer Lawrence F. Hart, member of

“ Thirteenth International Vice- President Division 168 , Scranton , Pa . , who is credited

Charles H. Clark by virtue of the recent with having made two official visits , inthe

death of Vice -President C. U. Taylor is course of which he assisted two Local Divi

automatically advanced to Twelfth Inter sions; Organizer James H. Coleman , member

national Vice- President. In the course of of Division 618, Providence, R. I. , who is

the six months audit period Vice- President credited with having made two official

Clark is given credit with one official visit visits , in the course of which he assisted one

and assisting one Local Division. Local Division, and was also engaged upon

the adjustment of a seniority dispute in organizing work ; and Organizer T. L.

volving the members of Division 714 , Port McBrayer, who is a member of Division

land , Me. Vice - President Clark is also 732 , Atlanta, Ga., who is credited with

President of Division 589, Boston, Mass. , having made one official visit and assisting

the duties of which required much of his one Local Division upon grievance work.

attention ,
He assisted Division 898, Macon, Ga. , in

" Fourteenth International Vice-President the arbitration of a grievance."

Robert B. Armstrong in the course of the “Death , Disability and Old Age Benefits''

six months audit period ending July 31 , “ During the past six months audit period,

1926, is credited with having made thirteen from February 1, 1926, to July 31 , 1926,

official visits , in the course of which he
the following death , disability and old age

assisted four Local Divisions . Included in benefits have been paid ,"

It was
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"Death Benedts "

* Division No. 19, Colorado Springs , Colo .
Potts, C. V. , deceased... . $ 800.00

Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass.

Carpenter, William H. deceased . 800.00

Crowley, John T., deceased . 800.00

Healy, Jeremiah , deceased . 800.00

Murphy. James E.,deceased .
500.00

Murphy, John H., deceased. 150.00

O'Connor, Thomas J. deceased . 800.00

Sperry, Robert E., deceased . 800.00

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.

Barker, John C., deceased .. 100.00

Chase, Ezra W., deceased . 800 00

Coble , LeRoy, deceased . 600.00

Costenoble, Arthur E. , deceased 250.00

Disanti, Anthony C. , deceased .. 500.00

Harris, Walter, deceased .. 250.00

Harrison, Charles W. , deceased . 250.00

Irwin , Russell, deceased .. 800.00

Koontz, John, deceased . 700.00

Krejci, John ,deceased .
800.00

Kwilecki, James, deceased 600.00

Leblebijian, Aram , deceased. 600.00

McParland , J. H. deceased
800.00

McNiece, Nathan, deceased 150.00

Nolan , Michael , deceased 800.00

Smith, Henry, deceased . 100.00

Terry , William H. , deceased 800.00

Voigt, Eugene S. , deceased 250.00

Division No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Dillon , David F. , deceased . 150.00

Gump, Isaiah L. , deceased
800.00

Kenning, James, deceased .
800.00

Keyser, A. H., deceased .. 800.00

McAnulty, Harry M., deceased . 400.00

Mertz, George P. deceased 800.00

Murphy, Prank G., deceased . 800.00

Noble. Ř . W., deceased . 800.00

Oplerman , H. A. , deceased 800.00

Pavkovich , John, deceased .
800.00

Schell, Gilbert J., deceased .
500.00

Wain , John T., deceased . 400.00

Warrick, Orville E., deceased . 800.00

Division No. 98, Akron , Ohio.

Hale, D. w. , deceased . 700.00

Stillwell, George, deceased . 700.00

Division No. 99, Winnipeg, Manitoba .
Morris, Edgar, deceased , ( For funeral, doc .

tor, hospital and other expenses) . 216.50

Potter, William Lamont, deceased 800.00

Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

Bacon , Albert A , M. , deceased . 800.00

Chapman, Albert, deceased .
800.00

Gibson, Edward James , deceased 100.00

Schofield , Harry S. , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 103 , Wheeling, West Va .

Criswell, Nelson D. , deceased . 100.00

Cunningham , B. F. , deceased 800 00

Dickson, Walter , deceased .. 400.00

Goldsmith, Calvin P., deceased . 800.00

Martin , Charles M. , deceased .. 300.00

Wilson , George, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 107, Hamilton, Ont.

Alder, Albert , deceased 800.00

Hunter, Robert, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 109, Victoria , B. C.

Redlord , Ernest, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 111 , Ypsilanti, Mich.

Ingersoll, John M. deceased
800.00

Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont.

Burnell, (Bummell) Charles R., deceased... 100.00
Coghlan, Richard , deceased . 800.00

Elliott, George, deceased . 800.00

Gould, Thomas H., deceased 800.00

Grennan, Peter , deceased . 350.00

Rickard, Stephen, deceased . 700.00

Division No. 125, Belleville , Nil.

Epperson, Llewellyn,deceased
800.00

Harris, William R., deceased . 300.00

Pennell, Frank, deceased . 800.00

Trippen , William J., deceased . 800.00

Division No. 128 , Asheville, N. C.

Larvis. John Barnett, deceased . 800.00

Thompson , Henry Edward, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 132 , Troy, N. Y.

Keefe , Arthur' j., deceased (balance due) .. 175.40

Division No. 134, New Westminster, B. C.

Hill, Robert George , deceased . 800.00

McRae ,AlexanderDonald ,deceased 800.00

Division No. 148, Albany, Y. N.

Costigan , John, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 164, Wilkes - Barre, Pa.

McGuire, Patrick. deceased ..

Division No. 168 , Scranton, Pa.

Lynch, Lawrence, deccased .

O'Connell, John, deceased .

Weed, Edward G. , deceased

Division No. 169, Easton, Pa.

Styers, Oscar, deceased ..

Division No. 174, Fall River , Mass,

Booley , Alexander, deceased .

Division No. 192, Oakland, Calif.

Kelly, Joseph , deceased...

Morel, R.,deceased

Niven, George R. , deceased

Wilson , Albert H., deceased

Division No. 194, New Orleans, La .

Baratinni , Dominic, deceased

Basart, Joseph , deceased .

Dantagnan, B., deceased

Dietrich , A., deceased ..

Duplessis, Joseph , deceased

Du Vernay. Arthur A. , deceased .

Jeunnesse, F. E., deceased .

Kuntz, Henry, deceased ..

Larsen , P. H., deceased .

Le Blanc, Joseph , deceased

Moore , Steve, deceased ..

O'Brien , Edward F. , deceased

Plemer, William , deceased .

Roth , John , deceased .

Slaton , John T. , deceased

Swanson, J. , deceased ..

Thiac, J. deceased .
Vinet , Louis P. , deceased

Division No. 201 , Ithaca , N. Y.

Pittenges, William E., deceased .

Spaulding, B. Frank, deceased .

Division No. 215, Wheaton , Ill .

Clark , Ezra T., deceased .

Hopps, Henry H. , deceased .

Division No. 235 , Brockton , Mass.

Eames , George E. , deceased

Foye , William O., deceased

Hatch , Alonzo A., deceased

Madigan, Patrick , deceased .

Nash, Thomas, deceased .

Webber , Roy C. , deceased .

Division No. 238, Lynn , Mass.

Goodwin, Charles L. , deceased

Winslow, Fred W. , deceased ..

Division No. 240, Chelsea , Mass.

Ames, Abram W., deceased .

Crockwell, John J., deceased .

Withers, Fred E., deceased .

Division No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .

Amerman , Edward V. D. , deceased

Anderson , Arne, deceased .

Barrett , Patrick , deceased .

Benet , Joseph G., deceased

Bennis, ( Bemis ) Garrett , deceased

Beyer, William , deceased..

Bostrom , John P., deceased

Brand, Fred J. , deceased ..

Budwet . (Budvitis ) Toney, deceased

Casey , John A. , deceased ..

Chodan , Alexander, deceased .

Cook , Albert H., deceased .

Daly , Walter J. , deceased

Eshardt, Fred J., deceased .

Ernst, John, deceased..

Fletcher, Ernest O. , deceased

Foy , John J., deceased .

French , John P. , deceased

Gothberg, Alfred, deceased .

Grandhofer, Michael , deceased .

Griffen , (Griffin ) John , deceased

Griffith , John , deceased .

Grimes, JohnH., deceased

Halas, John , deceased .

Halladay, Josiah W. , deceased

Hanlon , Thomas R., deceased

Heatley, William , deceased .

Hefferman, Bartholomew , deceased

Jensen , Harold , deceased .

Jenson , Anton C., deceased .

Johnson, Harry W., deceased

Jones, Morris, deceased

Joyce, Michael , deceased .

Kelley , Michael J. , deceased

Kelly, James A., deceased

Kerrigan , Peter H., deceased

Kincaid , (Kinkade) , Thomas, deceased

Kollis,Joe,deceased. (Puneral and tomb
stone expenses) .

300.00
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800.00

800.00
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800.00
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800.00

800.00
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800.00
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800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00
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800.00

800.00

800.00
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800.00

2

375.00
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Kruse, John C. , deceased ..

Labine, George, deceased .

Laukawski, Joseph, deceased

Lindsey ,Charles A., deceased .

Linehan , Thomas , deceased .

Liss, Frank, deceased .

Luebke, Frank, deceased .

Lundin, John W., deceased

Lyons, Thomas, deceased ..

Malone, James, deceased .

McAlister, John J., deceased

Mizera , John L., deceased .

Michelsen , William , deceased .

Morse, Roy E. , deceased ..

Morton , George T., deceased

Myers, Samuel, deceased .

Papendick, August, deceased .

Patterson,Harry , deceased .

Peterson , Thure 0., deceased .

Riddle, George C. , deceased

Roach , John , deceased .

Rosell , Oscar F.. deceased .

Schulz, Charles L. , deceased

Scully, Patrick, deceased .

Shaughnessy, Fred, deceased

Shaw , Erasmus, deceased .
Slominski, Lewis, deceased

Smith, George, deceased ..

Soukup, Joseph, deceased.
Stenzel, Edward F. , deceased

Sullivan, Michael, deceased .

Taylor, John A., deceased .

Tifft , Emmerson , A., deceased

Tucker, Edwin H. , deceased .

Veon, Charles W., deceased .

Vyzikiowski, Felix, deceased

Warchus, George, deceased

Wilke, Herman , deceased .

Winkler, William F. , deceased .

Zigman , Frank , deceased .

Division No. 242, Montpelier, Vt.

McIntosh, Harry F. , deceased .

Division No. 243, Taunton, Mass.

Synan, John , deceased .

Division No. 246 , Salem, Mass.

O'Sullivan, Edward , deceased .

Division No. 253 , Quincy, Mass.

Beaton, Angus, deceased .

Eldridge, Benjamin F. , deceased

Faircloth , Edmund M., deceased

Division No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio

Bragg. Albert, deceased .

Bush , Ben , deceased .

Geiger, Arthur, deceased .

Holloran, William , deceased

Mayer, Charles F. , deceased

Murphy , Edward, deceased

Novak , John, deceased

Pixley , M., deceased .

Smith, A. W., deceased

White, George R. , deceased
Williams, Robert, deceased .

Winchester, George H. , deceased .

Wright , Edward A. , deceased ..

Division No. 272 , Youngstown , Ohio .

Smith , John, deceased ..

Division No. 276 , Stockton , Calif.

Lewis, L. W. , deceased .

Division No. 279, Ottawa , Ont .

Young, Michael, deceased .

Division No. 280, Lowell , Mass.

Gannon, Charles , deceased

Richards , Charles H. , deceased

Division No. 281 , New Haven , Conn .

Halpin, John J., deceased

Page, Edward D., deceased .

Division No. 282 , Rochester , N. Y.

Breck , (Przesick ). Joseph, deceased

Harvard. John , deceased .

Kuntz , Andrew J. , deceased .

Division No. 284 , Nashua , N. H.

Hagerty, Cornelius W. , deceased
Sullivan , Matthew T. , deceased

Division No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .
Becker, William , deceased .

Blackmer , George, deceased

Bourke, F. J., deceased .

Brunson , A. H. , deceased

Coleman , James, deceased.

Crowe , Kate, deceased

Curtis, William E. , deceased

Dale, William B. , deceased ,

Daw. Egbert, deceased .

Day , Elias M., deceased .

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

Dulem, M., deceased .

Estabrook , S. M., deceased .

Fairweather, Henry , deceased .

Farrell, Mrs. Kate,deceased ..

Fitzpatrick, George, deceased .

Fleet, David, deceased .

Glass, Lewis P. , deceased .

Gordon, Thomas J. , deceased

Grandstaff, John R., deceased

Grandinato, James, deceased .
Hawkinson , G. , deceased .

Heerey, Margaret, deceased
Helwig, John , deceased .

Higgins, Mrs. K. , deceased .

Hull, Luther, deceased .

Jarchow, William, deceased

Jenkins, Charles, deceased

Kilmer, Sidney, deceased .

Kos, John, deceased .

Krajewski, M., deceased .

Lawler, John T. , deceased

Lemmon , Thomas, deceased .

McCarthy, Mary A., deceased

McLean, James, deceased .

Moschutz, August , deceased .

Nelson, Ole , deceased .

Newby. Myles, deceased .

Nordhem , Bert A. , deceased

Ogren , Alvin , deceased .

Parker, J. F., deceased

Peters, William , deceased .

Purdy, c. L., deceased

Ramplin , Anna L., deceased .

Reidy, Dennis, deceased .

Smith, George W., deceased .

Stanley, Robert V., deceased

Thelin, William , deceased

Toomey, Timothy J. , deceased

Wright, C. E. deceased ...

Division No. 329 , Dubuque, Iowa.

Lesch, John N. , deceased

Division No. 382, Salt Lake City, Utah .

Crismon, Herbert F. , deceased .

Division No. 389, Mansfield , Ohio.

McCready, Orton M., deceased ..

Division No. 416, Peoria , III.

Willingham, Robert J., deceased .

Division No. 418 , Ogden , Utah

Crossley . John, deceased .

Division No.425, Hartford, Conn .

Clement, Delos V. , deceased ..

Dowling, Thomas F. , deceased .

Lutton, William, deceased

Rogers , Daniel O. , deceased .

Division No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa

Alkire , Dan ., deceased .

Rowley , Levi, deceased

Snider, N. D. , deceased .

Division No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Baker, Henry J., deceased

• Bodman , Harry H., deceased

Lydon , Mark J. , deceased ..

Division No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn.

Crossman, Albert A., deceased ..

Division No. 481, Port Chester , N. Y.

Hendricks, Richard J. deceased .

Division No. 496, Pittsfield, Mass.

Letano, Frank, deceased .

Division No. 508, Halifas , Nova Scotia

Bonang, Ephriam , deceased ...

Division No. 518 , San Francisco , Calif.

McLean, James, deceased, (Funeral

expenses) .

Stanley , J. F. , deceased

Division No. 537, Holyoke , Mass.

Beaulac , Charles, deceased .

Willette , Joseph , deceased .

Division No. 540, Trenton, N. J.

Gunning , John H., deceased

Hill, William G., deceased .

Hoff , Fred A. , deceased

Mizner, William , deceased

Division No. 549, Northampton , Mass.

Powers, Fred G., deceased

Division No. 568, Erie , Pa .

Murphy, Harry L., deceased

Weber, Carl , deceased ..

Division No. 569, Edmonton, Alberta.

Kilpatrick , J. A., deceased .

Division No. 576, Schenectady, N. Y.

Whitney, George W., deceased
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Division No. 577, Augusta, Ga .

Lyles, E, W., deceased .

Division No. 580, Syracuse , N. Y.

Hansen , Louis, deceased ,

Huestis, William N., deceased

Division No. 582, Utica , N. Y.

Jones, L. R., deceased ..

Traver, C. E., deceased ..

Division No. 583, Calgary, Alberta

Hamilton, Ira Robert, deceased .

Wright, Lewis Henry , deceased .

Division No. 587, Seattle, Wash.

Ables, Jesse O., deceased .

Gay, Thomas B. , deceased

Pierce , John , deceased ..

Ruck , Charles A. , deceased .

Division No. 589, Boston, Mass.

Adams, Frank N. deceased

Albee, William C. , deceased .

Bell, James A., deceased .

Bell, Spurgeon T. , deceased

Bozan , Daniel, deceased ..

Chadwick,Fred E. , deceased

Coleman, Ralph J.,deceased .
Connolly, John J. deceased .

Conroy. James, deceased .
Crickard , George, deceased .

Daly, John J., deceased .

Demas, Tony, deceased .

Dinsmore, George C., deceased

Doherty, Cornelius, deceased

Edwards, Pred C., deceased .

Emery, Augustus F., deceased .

Fay, Frank J., deceased ..

Freiburger, George, deceased .

Galvin , Philip. J., deceased

Good , Michael A., deceased .

Gorham , Edwin J. , deceased

Gray, William , deceased .

Grimes, George J., deceased .

Grimes, Solomon D., deceased .

Hanson, Harvey R., deceased .

Hassett, Thomas B., deceased .

Hart, Michael, deceased

Hauer , Anthony J. , deceased

Jones, Collins W., deceased .

Joyce, Michael, deceased .

Kaveney, Thomas A. , deceased
Kearns, John J., deceased

Keefe, David , deceased .

Kelleher, John, deceased

Kildufi, Bernard, deceased

King, Joseph E., deceased .

Lynch , Daniel, deceased

McDonald , John , deceased .

McEvoy, Thomas J., deceased .

McLean , Daniel, deceased .

Murphy, Richard, deceased

O'Brien , Jeremiah , deceased

O'Brien, Michael J., deceased

O'Connor, William F., deceased

Patterson, Thomas, deceased

Potter, Harry W., deceased

Quinn, James, deceased .

Schnare, James, deceased

Sheedy, Martin, deceased

Wark, Samuel,deceased .
Willocks, David, deceased .

Division No. 591, Hull, Quebec.

David , John H. , deceased .

Division No. 592, Fredonia , N. Y.

Harrington, L. M., deceased

Pearce , Thomas W. , deceased

Division No. 618, Providence, R. I.

Clark, Thomas F., deceased .

Dexter, Percy, deceased
Fairman , A. A., deceased ,

Proberg, Andrew P., deceased

George, Peter, deceased .

Jones , Patrick Henry , deceased
Littlefield , Oliver, deceased .
Martin , H. P. deceased ..

McGlone, JosephP., deceased .

Murphy, JamesE., deceased .
O'Donnell, Michael. deceased .

Palmer, Joseph, (Guiseppe De Palma ).
deceased

Perry. Lewis, deceased .

Sherman, Charles J., deceased .

Division No. 620, Framingham , Mass.

Bailey, Orrin w ., deceased .

O'Brien, William H., deceased

Division No. 623, Bufalo, N. Y.

Duthe, William J., deceased .

Hunter, James N., deceased .

Johnson, Samuel, deceased .

Lewis, Martin D. , deceased.
800.00 Olsen , Alfred , deceased

Vance, Robert , deceased .

100.00 Division No. 627, Cincinnati,Ohio

800.00 Barrett, Thomas, deceased

Barro John (J. ) , deceased

500.00 Callahan , J. ( Jos. ), deceased .

100.00 Cavanaugh, E. ( Edw. ) , deceased

Cones, T., deceased ..

800.00 Gandee , E. (Edgar ), deceased

800.00
Ginn, Esward, deceased .

Hawk , George, deceased

600.00
Jones.- John , deceased .

100.00 Ketchum , A. ( Albert) , deceased

800.00 Macke, J. , deceased ...

800.00 O'Neil, Patrick , deceased

Wattam . W. ( Wm . ) , deceased

Division No. 628, Covington, Ky.800.00

800.00
Brueggeman , J. , deceased .

Seifner, George , deceased
100.00

300.00 Division No. 645 , Indianapolis , Ind.

800.00
Ramsey, Harry H., deceased .

800.00 Division No. 674, Fort Smith , Ark.

800.00 Whitsitt , J. M., deceased .

150.00 Division No. 685, Brantford , Ont.

300.00 Harper, James N. , deceased .

800.00 Division No. 687, San Francisco, Calif .

800.00 Benson , John , deceased , ( Funeral and

700.00 other expenses) .....

800.00 Division No. 688, Newport, R. I.

800.00 Shea, Daniel F. , deceased .

800.00 Division No. 689, Washington , D. C.
800.00

Alderton , R. W. B., deceased .
800.00

Burton , Harry C., deceased .
800.00

Doster, Charles M., deceased
800.00

Moore, John C., deceased .
150.00

Division No. 691, Springfield, Mo.
800.00

Alexander, David Fred , deceased
800.00 Division No. 694 , San Antonio, Texas
800.00

Russell , M. D. , deceased .
800.00

Division No. 697, Toledo, Ohio
800.00

McGrane, E. J., deceased .
800.00

Mosher, Frank Sr. , deceased
800.00

. Division No. 702 , Canton , Ohio
800.00

Mossor, James A., deceased .
800.00

Division No. 713, Memphis, Tenn .
800.00

Gardener, Henry A., deceased .
800.00

Kee, James Y., deceased .
800.00

Peterson , Fonnie L., deceased
800.00

Division No. 714, Portland, Maine ,
800.00

Connor, John H. , deceased .
100.00

Newell, Albert S., deceased .
800.00

Root, Henry Frank , deceased .
800.00

Division No. 717, Manchester, N. H.
800.00

O'Sullivan , John , deceased ..
800.00

Division No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .
800.00

Best , A. W. J., deceased .
800.00

Birdwell, A., deceased .
800.00

King. M. c ., deceased .
500.00

Montgomery, Charley , deceased .
800.00

Price, J. s ., deceased .
800.00

West , John J. , deceased
800.00 Division No. 732, Atlanta , Ga .
800.00

Caldwell, Peter A. , deceased .
800.00

Wade, Emory C., deceased .
700.00

Division No. 757, Portland , Oregon
800.00

Baker, Jess , deceased .
800.00

Callahan . Charles, deceased .

Dean , Frank, deceased ..
300.00 Leonetti, Michaelle , deceased

Lynch , John P., deceased .
150.00 Nachtigall , Carl, deceased .

800.00 Rayburn , Horace R. , deceased

Repp , Pred. W., deceased .

700.00 Taylor, Charles U., deceased .

800.00 Division No. 758 , Tacoma, Wash .

800.00 Bryce, William F. , deceased .

800.00 Trosper, Jesse H. deceased .

800.00 Division No. 765 , Montgomery, Ala .

800.00 Eiland , Jacob C., deceased

800.00 Division No. 770, Mobile, Ala .
100.00 Hample, C. , deceased .
800.00

Division No. 777 , Muskegon , Mich.
800.00

Ribble , Albert E. , deceased .
800.00

Division No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.

800.00
Bagby, T. A. deceased .

800.00
Behr, Fred, deceased ..

800.00
Bowmer, J. B. , deceased

Callahan, Edward , deceased

Ebeling, William , deceased .

800.00 Murphy, Patrick , deceased .

800.00 Peters, William , deceased .

Reusch, ( Rush ), John F., deceased

800.00 Ruddy, Neal, deceased

800,00 Sigafoose, Thomas H., deceased .

800.00 (Continued on page 22)

800.00

800.00

250.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

700.00

250.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

500.00
500.00

800.00

800.00

150.00

800.00

!

300.00

450.00

700.00

800.00

800.00

100.00

800.00

300.00

100.00

100.00
300.00

800.00

500.00

300.00

300.00
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Section 1. The objects of this Association shall be

to organizeDivision Associations.

Sec. 2. To placeouroccupation upon a high plage

of intelligence, efficiency and skill; to encourage the
formation in Division associations of Sick Benefit

Punds; to establish schools of instruction and, ex,

amination for imparting practical knowledge of

modern and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally; to encourage

čbe settlement of all disputesbetween employer and

employes by arbitration ; to secure employment and

adequate pay for our work ; to reduce the hours of

daily labor and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social conditions.
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Names of correspondents will not appear with their

products unless by special permission of the corre.

spondent. Matter for publication should be in not

later than the 2ndof the month , and should be

written on one side of the paper.
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The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America

is an organization of many Street and

Electric Railway Employes and Street

Transportation Bus and Coach Operators.

Are you one of them?

year ending with July 31 , 1926, the mem

bers contributed approximately seven hun.

dred thousand dollars to beneficiaries of

members who passed from this life within

the year and to help those who were dis

abled from accidents or old age. This is in

addition to what locals contributed directly

from local benefit funds. This represents

one of the features of benefit from organiza.

tion .

The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employers was insti

tuted by honest wage workers for an honest,

helpful purpose. It was instituted through

the reasoning of those wage workers thatit

was the only way the job could be im.

proved upon as , and made a more accept

able employment. Has that been the result ?

The Toronto , Ont . street railway manage

ment has under consideration discontinu

ance of the use of one-man cars on street

railways. The street railways of Toronto

are being operated under municipal owner

ship and operation . The suggestion is that

the operation of orie -man cars results in

congesting traffic and does not afford the

desired transportation convenience that can

be supplied with two-men cars.

“ Organize" is the watch word of every

wage worker who is a member of a craft

organization. He understands that it is his

duty to carry an invitation to every non .

union wage worker to organize with his

fellow workers. Then thatnon -union wage

worker will know that his associate wage

workers are with him and that he has a

strong support. He will then know he will

become a contributor to the progress of

labor and society in general. He will then

know that he is a contributor to better

education for wage workers' children. He

will know that he is a contributor to better

homes for wage workers' families. He will

know that hehas contributed to the benefit

of those left behind by those of his fellow

workers who pass from this life.
He will

know that he is helping to make his own

job better and more resourceful for himself

as well as for his associate workers. He

will know that it is his duty to sustain

fair employers in their business.
He will

have the satisfaction of working for fair

employing properties and will unite in co

operation to make the property a success,

as he will understan
d
that the success of

the property is an advantage to himself.

Let's carry the message of organization to

the unorganized and invite them to join

with us for the benefit of all .

Results of organization to wage workers

are clearly observable. This comes of com.

parison of wages and working conditions as

they are general, upon Union and Non

union employing properties. It can be ob.

served in every industrial community within

which wage workers are employed under

these two conditions. A group of union

carpenters receive better wages and working

conditions than a group of non-union car

penters in the same industrial community.

The audit of the books of the Amalga

mated Association shows that during the
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

of, car service men in bus operation. Upon

this situation he was assisted by G. E. B.

Member William F. Welch . He was suc

cessful in getting the matter properly ad

justed . Upon his return to the General

Office he took up the work of the general

affairs of the Association in the absence of

International President W. D. Mahon and

was at the General Office at the close of

this report , October 4.

International President W. D. Mahon ,

aside from his work at the General Office in

supervising the general affairs of the Asso

ciation, was called to Montreal, Quebec,

where a serious internal situation had de

veloped in Division 790, relative to the

financial affairs of that Local. While on

this work he visited Ottawa , Ont ., and

consulted with the officers of Division No.

279. His report upon the Ottawa Local is

highly commendatory of that organization.

On his visit to Montreal, the work there

required the auditing of the books of the

organization . In this work he had asso

ciated withhim G. E. B. Member Magnus

Sinclair. Upon his return to Detroit he

participated in the American Federation of

Labor Convention , as one of the delegates

of the Amalgamated Association. This con

vention convened in Detroit October 4 , and

was in continuance at the time of this report .

6

TO

Second International Vice - President P. J.

O'Brien , at Salem , Mass., assisted Division

246 in the preparation of dismissal cases that

had been submitted for arbitration . This

case was pending the completing of an arbi

tration board . He also advised with the

Joint Advisory Committee of the Eastern

Massachusetts Locals upon agreement con

ditions over which there is a contention .

This subject was submitted to two of the

arbitrators who granted the award fixing

the conditions in dispute. At Framingham ,

Mass., he assisted Division 620 upon agree

ment work, Conferences upon renewal of

agreement that were held with the superin

tendent brought forth a situation that is to

be taken up with the property receiver and

then to the court for final hearing. At

Hartford , Conn . he is assisting Division 692

in auditing the accounts of the Local. At

Portland , Maine, he attended meetings of

Division 714 and assisted the Local in ad

justment of grievances . At Manchester ,

N. H. he is in advisement with Division 717

in an attempt to reshape an 8 -hour schedule

that has been posted to carry out the un

derstanding for an 8 -hour day and which

schedule has become a subject of contro

versy . Per his report of September 25 , this

situation, together with the auditing of the

books of the Hartford Local , was continuing.

International Treasurer L. D. Bland , who

was in advisement with Divisions Nos. 241

and 308, Chicago, Ill . , upon agreement

work, reports that an agreement has been

effected between Division 308 and the em

ploying property, which includes benefit

clauses providing for the payment of sick

and death benefits by the company . At

the close of this report he was yet assisting

Division 900, Highwood, Ill . , upon agree

ment work. The settlement with Division

308 was followed by a settlement of the

agreement between Division 241 and the

Chicago surface lines

1

Fifth International Vice -President P. J.

McGrath , as one of the delegates represent

ing the Amalgamated Association of Strect

and Electric Railway Employes of America ,

is in attendance at the American Federation

of Labor Convention held in Detroit , Mich .

This convention convened in Detroit,

October 4 .

First International Vice- President Wm . B.

Fitzgerald , who was assisting the Locals

upon the New Jersey Public Service Corp

oration lines upon agreement work , as per

last report,was successful in assisting the

joint committee of the various Locals in

effecting a renewal of agreement that will

continue for a period of three years . Some

modificatinns of the old agreement were ob

tained , including an increase in wages to

the employes of the departments aside from
the train service . In this work he was

early assisted by G. E. B. Member John H.
Reardon . The Locals involved in this

agreement are : Divisions Nos. 819 , Newark ;

820, Union City; 821, Jersey City ; 822 ,

Paterson ; 823, Élizabeth ; 824, New Bruns

wick; 825, Edgewater ; 862, Dunellenand

880, Camden, N. J. Upon his return from

the New Jersey situation he was dispatched

to St. Louis , Mo., where, associated with
Vice- President Robert B. Armstrong , he

was in advisement with the officers of

Division 788 upon the affairs of that Local ,

including certain provisions sought by the

Local to be inserted in a proposed new

franchise that is being negotiated by and

between the city authorities and the street

railway management. While in St. Louis

he visited East St. Louis, III . , where he

assisted Division 125 in an adjustment of a

provision to be inserted in the renewed

agreement of that Local in the replacement

Seventh International Vice -President

James Largay, who was assisting Division

165 , Girardville , Pa . , upon agreement work ,

where the company had insistently asked

for a reduction in wages and other changes

in the expiring agreement , was successful in

conferences in bringing about a renewal of

the agreement to continue for another year.

This continued the old wages and working

conditions for another year. He assisted

Division 669, Auburn , N. Y. in an endeavor

to adjust a dispute arising from the mann

ing of a freight car that is now scheduled

to run from Skaneateles to Syracuse. Also

a dispute had arisen relative to right of em

ployment upon a bus system that had been

extended into Auburn, competing with the

Auburn rail cars . Upon this subject , the

management of the property has agreed to

submit the bus system for a new bid - in , as

per his report of September 25 ,

!
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Tenth International Vice-President John grievancework resulting from a dispute rela

M. Parker was successful in conferences in tive to the dismissal of a member of the

assisting Division 380, Elyria, Ohio , in ad. Local by the employing property. This case

justment of grievances that had arisen by was submitted for arbitration and pending

the dismissal of a motorman and by the in the creation of an arbitration board he was

stalling of bus service in competition with dispatched to Asheville, N. C. , to assist

the cars, which had resulted in the taking Division 128 upon agreement work. The

off of rail cars, and per his report of Sep- management of the employing property had

tember 21 he had returned to his home in refused to renew collective agreement rela .

Niagara Falls, Ont. tions with the employes. Following several

conferences, the management held to the

Thirteenth International Vice-President position that no further collective agreement

Robert B. Armstrong at Bloomington , Ill., relations would be continued. A citizens

was successful in assisting Division 752 in committee endeavored to prevail upon the

conferences seeking renewal of agreement for management to change its course , but this

that Local with the employing property. citizens committee was turned down and

The renewed agreement carries with it an the company still persisted in not negotiat.

increase in wages of 2 % cents per hour , ing a satisfactory agreement of a collective

establishing wage rates of 4272 cents per nature. The Local looked upon the situa

hour to first six months service men ; 44% tion as a lockout of the organization, and

cents per hour to those of the second six per the report of Board Member Shea of

months of service; 4612 cents per hour to September 26, the employes suspended work

employes of the second year of service ; and September 25 pending settlement.

48% cents per hour to those of more than

two years of service; with one-man G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon early

operators to receive 5 cents per hour in ex in September was associated with First

cess of these rates . A provision of the International Vice- President Wm. B. Fitz.

agreement includes the operation of busses. gerald upon joint agreement work in the

He also assisted the Local in adjusting interest of Divisions Nos. 819, Newark ; 820 ,

seniority complaints. Per his report of Union City ; 821 , Jersey City; 822, Paterson;

September 27, Vice-President Armstrong had 823, Elizabeth ; 824 , New Brunswick ; 825 ,

associated with Vice-President Wm. B. Edgewater ; 862, Dunellen and 880, Camden ,

Fitzgerald and Board Member Welch in the N. J.
While engaged upon this work,

interest of Divisions Nos. 125, East St. Board Member Reardon was stricken with

Louis, Ill., and 788, St. Louis, Mo. In illness and returned to his home in Wor

East St. Louis the subject of conferences cester, Mass. , where he has since suffered

was the question of seniority in bus opera from a severe attack of pneumonia. Under

tion . At St. Louis , Division 788 is inter date of October 4, it wasreported that he is

ested in the new franchise being negotiated recovering.

by the employing property and the St. Louis

city administration. The East St. Louis G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt, follow

question was settled . ing his work for Division 497, Pittsburg,

Kansas, visited Denver, Col., from where he

General Executive Board Member Edw. returned to his home in Salt Lake City, per

McMorrow was successful in assisting Divi. his report of September 14.

sion 308, Chicago , Ill . , in a renewal of

agreement. The new agreement contains G. E. B. Member William F. Welch, who

benefit clauses providing for the payment is assisting Division 794, Wichita, Kansas,

of sick and death benefits by the employing upon agreement work, in an interim pending

property.
He assisted Vice- President Arm conference delays with the company officials,

strong in conference with the officers of the visited East St. Louis, Ill . , wherehe asso

Bloomington , Ill . street railway company ciated with First International Vice-Presi

upon agreement work for Division 752, by dent Wm. B. Fitzgerald in the adjustment

which a plan for settlement was agreed
of a bus altercation . Per his report of

upon . He visited Aurora , Ill ., upon an September 25 , this question was adjusted

appeal case of a member of Division 215 , and the subject of seniority in bus operation

upon which he obtained important data. in cases of transfer of employes from rail

At Gary , Ind. he assisted Division 517 upon cars was agreed upon and entered into the
agreement work .

He was also assisting agreement, following which he returned to

Division 900 , Highwood , Ill . , upon agree Wichita, Kansas, to continue his assistance

ment work, and per his report of September
of Division 794.

25 , the cases of Divisions Nos . 517 and 900

were pending further conferences with the
G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson , at

respective employing companies.
Birmingham, Ala . , was successful in assist

ing Division 725 in negotiating a renewal of

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair at agreement , which carries withit 4 cents per

Montreal, Quebec , assisting Division 790 hour increase for trainmen and from 4 to 8

upon an internal affair, per his report of cents per hour for barn men . This estab

September 19 was still continuing in that lishes wage rates for trainmen of Division

work . The work involves an audit of the 725 at 44 cents per hour to first year service

books of the Montreal Local . men ; 49 cents per hour to the second year

service men and 54 cents per hour to those

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea assisted

Division 726 at Staten Island , N. Y. upon
of more than two years of service: with 5

cents per hour added for one-man cars; for
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overtime and holidays the pay is time and to give his attention to , other situations

one-half; with double pay for Christmas arising in various sections. After shaping

Day. He was later dispatched to Memphis, his office work, he was again called to

Tenn ., to assist Division 713 upon an ad Cleveland where conferences were held with

justment of grievance resulting from the the management of the Cleveland Railway

dismissal fromemployment of two members Company, and where, on Monday night of

of the Local. The dispute relative to these the 15th , he addressed a mass meeting of

cases involved a question of the meaning of the railway men of that city. This meeting
provisions of the agreement, and per

his was followed by further conferences, and

report of September 25, the situation was associated with him is Vice-President Behner

yet pending who is also business agent for the Cleveland

Local. Aside from the work to which he

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, per has personally applied himself he has di

his report of September 22, was yet at rected other International Officers upon

Calgary, Alta. , assisting Division 583 upon situations requiring attention .

organization extension work. He reports

that the Local is being well conducted . THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

The Forty -sixth Annual Convention of

the American Federation of Labor was " The Lansing Street Railway Company

called to order in Detroit , October 4, the is continuing the fight against the city and

date of closing forms for this issue of the the union men. The company is running a

M. & C. The report of Secretary Frank few cars without conductors in direct viola .

Morrison upon membership of the American tion of a city ordinance , and at the present

Federation of Labor shows a grand total of time are on trial for contempt of court. It

3,313,910 members. The report shows that is possible that in the near future all cor

there are 29,417 local unions in the 107 porations and monopolies will have to be

National and International unions and 380 law abiding citizens as well as employes and

local trade and federal labor unions directly members of labor organizations.

affiliated with the A. F. of L. The report “ W. D. Mahon has carefully, analyzed

shows that the American Federation of the Tenth Annual Report of the U, S. Com

Labor is 65 per cent in excess of its highest missioner of Labor in regard to strikes in

World War membership or the membership the last seven and one-half years. The

in 1913.
period covered is from January 1 , 1887 , to

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
June 30, 1894, and during that time he

finds that Detroit had 37 strikes in which

Asheville, N. C.-Division 128 suspended
612 employes were involved. During the

work September 25. The cause of this sus
same period Cleveland had 60 strikes and

Toledo 34.
pension was the refusal of the employing

The report shows that Detroit

had less strikes than any other city in the
management to enter negotiations for a fair

collective agreement. The management has
United States .

for some time refused to renew collective
Disbursements from the Death, Disability and old

agreement relations and the attitude of the Age Benefit Fund during themonth of August,

management of the company was taken as
1926 , were made to beneficiaries on claims

as follows :

beingin pursuit of establishing a lockout of Death Benefits

employes' who might be associated for col Mrs. Martha E. Milam, beneficiary, death

lective agreement purposes. The situation claim of Noah C. Milam, deceased, late

is under the immediate direction of G. E. B.
member of Div . No. 645 , Indianapolis, Ind .;

cause, Arterio Sclerosis and Chronic Neph
Member P. J. Shea. ritis . $800.00

Mrs. Ruth N. Steigerwald, beneficiary, death
claim of Edward A. Robinson , deceased,

TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE late member of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh ,

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR Pa.; cause, Degeneration of both Kidneys .. 800.00

Edwin S. Ringberg ,, financial secretaryand

treasurer of Div. No. 900, to be applied on

" International President W. D. Mahon,
bill of funeral expenses, death claim of

immediately after the close of the meeting John Hibel , deceased , late member of Div.

of the General Executive Board , went to the No. 900, Highwood, Ili.,, cause, General
Peritonitis following Perforated Gastric

assistance of Vice-President A. L. Behner Ulcer

in Cleveland, Ohio, where conferences had Mrs. Elsie Poehner, beneficiary , death claim

been arranged with the Cleveland Railway
of Clifford Poehner, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 627, Cincinnati , Ohio ; cause,

Company, looking to some understanding Abscess of Liver ..

between Division No. 268 and the Cleveland Mrs. Anna Huitger, beneficiary, death claim of

company. These conferences continued in Philip Huitger, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 627. Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,

formal " for some days, when President Lobar Pneumonia .

Mahon was called to Chicago in the interest William C. Derry , executor of will of deceased

of the A. F. of L. , looking to the adjust
for beneficiaries, death claim of William C.

Derry, late member of Div. No. 589 , Bos
ment of differences in the Team Drivers

ton, Mass .; cause, Lobar Pneumonia .

Union. Local matters engaged his attention Abbie E. Johnson, beneficiary, death claim of

there, prominent among which the EC. P. Johnson , deceased,latemember of

Div . No. 582, Utica, N. Y .; cause , Acute

matter of arbitration ofa difference which Myocarditis and Odema of Lungs ... 800.00

had arisen between Aurora Division No. 215 M. W. Howell, administrator of estate of de

and the Chicago,Auroraand Elgin Railway.

ceased for beneficiaries, death claim of W.

He left thatsituationin the hands of Vice
F. Pitts, deceased, late member of Div. No.

725, Birmingham , Alm .; cause, Third degree

PresidentColganand returned to the office burns of both feet and Chronic Nephritis .. 800.00

100.00

800.00

800.00

100.00

was
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Mrs. Grace Flowers, beneficiary, death claim

of Samuel Flowers , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 176, Sharon, Pa.; cause ,

Suicide by drowning .
800.00

Mrs. Sallie Waldrip, beneficiary , death claim

of William L. Waldrip, deceased , late men .
ber of Div. No. 843, Bellingham, Wash.;

cause , Apoplexy .
700.00

Katheryn La Gant, beneficiary , death claim of

Emedee T. La Gant, decesed , late member

of Div . No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause ,

Apoplexy :
800.00

Apnir Widekamp. Ellen Wurth , Sister Joselita

and W. F. Fruin , Jr. , beneficiaries , death

claimof William Fruin , deceased, late mem.

ber of Div. No. 788. St. Louis, Mo.; cause ,

Chronic Pulmonary Tuberculosis . . 300.00

Mamye Tharp , beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Tharp, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.; cause , Car

cinoma of Stomach . 800.00

Edith Hoffman , beneficiary, death claim of

William E. Hoffman , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 587 , Seattle, Wash .; cause,

Left Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Abraham L. Hughes, financial secretary of

Div. No. 118 , for beneficiary , death claim

of William Allen, deceased , iate member of

Div. No. 118, Pottsville , Pa . , ; cause, Cere

bral Embolism and Arterio Sclerosis 800.00

Mrs. Katherine Schockweiler, beneficiary,

death claim of Peter Schockweiler, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause, Shock .and injuries due to being

struck by cab . 800.00

Elsie Lane, beneficiary , death claim of Walter

Lane, deceased , late member of Div, No.

268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause , Myocarditis,

probably due to Acute Indigestion .. 800.00

Rachel J. Whitney, beneficiary, death claim

of Edward Whitney, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 388, Newburgh , N. Y.; cause,

Arterial Sclerosis .... 450.00

Margaret McManus, beneficiary, death claim

of Cormack McManus, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass .; cause,
Broncho- Pneumonia .. 500.00

J. O. Barber, administrator of estate of de

ceased for beneficiaries, death claim of E.

N. Jenkins, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 725, Birmingham, Ala .; cause , Apoplexy 800.00

Mrs. Frances Hansen, beneficiary, death claim

of Alexander J. Hansen, deceased , late mem.

ber of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Cerebral Thrombosis . 800.00

Mrs. Mary Beare, beneficiary, death claim of
Charles Beare, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause, Poison .

ing from teeth . 800.00

Elizabeth A. McDonnell, beneficiary, death

claim of Michael J. McDonnell , deceased,
late member of Div. No. 600, Waltham,

Mass .; cause, General Arterio Sclerosis .... 800.00

Nellie Lochre, beneficiary , death claim of

William Lochre, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Lobar

Pneumonia . 300.00

George Turnbull, executor of will of deceased

for beneficiaries, death claim of G. L. Turn

bull, deceased , late member of Div. No.

553 , Schenectady, N. Y.; cause , Cancer of

Prostate and Pulmonary Embolus (ter

minal) 800.00

Mrs. Caroline Anderson , beneficiary , death

claim of Carl Hansen , deceased, late mem
ber of Div. No. 241. Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim ,

of Ignatz Schreyer, deceased , late member

of Biv. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Union Trust Company, administrator of estate

of deceased for beneficiaries, death claim of

E. H. Armstrong, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 689 , Washington, D. C.; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Elsie Gertrude Rump, beneficiary , death claim

of Frederick E. Rump. deceased, late mem .

ber of Div . No. 184, Williamsport , Pa.;

cause. Accidental Electrocution while on a

pole of the Company; fell from same crush
ing his skull

250.00

Mrs. Bessie McGill, beneficiary , death claim

of James McGill, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 240 , Chelsea, Mass.; cause , Cere

bral Hemorrhage 800.00

R.S. Northey , financial secretary of Div. No.
818, for beneficiary , death claim of Frank

L. Douthitt, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 818, Oakland, Calif.; cause, Cancer of
Stomach(Pyloris ). 300.00

Mrs. Etfie Farrell, beneficiary, death claim of

James T. Farrell , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Rup

tured Appendix .. 100.00

Mrs. Nettie Harris, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Harris, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, Apo

plexy and Arterio Sclerosis. 800.00

Mrs. Mora McLay, beneficiary, death claim of

S. C. McLay, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Organic

Heart Disease and Chronic Nephritis...: 800.00

Mary Grace O'Keefe, beneficiary, death claim

of James W. O'Keefe, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; cause,

Shock and injuries caused by being struck

by engine of C. & N. W. Řy. Co. - Acci

dental , 250.00

Mrs. Melvina Friend, beneficiary , death claim

of La Rue R. Friend, deceased , late mem

ber of Div, No. 805 , East St. Louis, III.;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Mrs. Olga Fekete, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph Pekete, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause ,

Broncho - Pneumonia ... 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Lewis, beneficiary, death claim

of John J. Lewis, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 168, Scranton , Pa.; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis .. 350.00

Mrs. Mary Frazer, beneficiary , death claim of
Julius Prazer, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 855 , Grand Haven , Mich .; cause,

Bronchial Asthma and Myocarditis .... 500.00

George P. Chateauvert , notary to the succes

sion of deceased for beneficiaries, death

claim of Pierre Campagna, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 790, Montreal, Quebec;

cause , Brain Hemorrhage.. 500.00

Wm . S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary , death claim

of Lillian Downs, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308. Chicago, Ill.; cause , Pulmon .

ary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Kettel , beneficiary, death claim

of William Kettel , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause, spinal

Meningitis . 700.00

Mrs. Ollie Brink, beneficiary, death claim of

W. 0. Brink, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 192, Oakland, Calif .; cause, Apo

plezia . 800.00

George Durand, president and business agent

of Div . No. 192, for beneficiary , death

claim of H. N. Lorentzen, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 192 , Oakland, Calif.;

cause, Diabetes .. 800.00

Mrs. Ralph B. Cantrell, beneficiary, death

claim of Ralph B. Cantrell, deceased , late
member of Div. No.408, McAlester, Okla.;

cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 250.00

Irvin H. Gamble, executor of will of deceased

for payment of funeral and other expenses ,

death claim of Peter Miller, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.;

ca use , Valvular Disease of Heart and

Arterio Sclerosis . 300.00

Mrs. Kate Hopkins, beneficiary , death claim

of Robert E.Hopkins, deceased, late meme

ber of Div. No. 732, Atlanta, Ga ., cause,

Chronic Nephritis .. 700.00

Lewis Parker, financial secretary of Div. No.

741 , to be applied on bill of funeral ex

penses, death claim of John W. Ellwood,

deceased, late member of Div . No. 741 ,

London, Ont.; cause, Pulmonary Tubercu
losis . 150.00

Mrs. Mandy E. Jackson , beneficiary, death

claim of Elzkile Jackson, deceased, late
member of . Div . 194, New Orleans, La .;

cause , Chronic Pulmonary Tuberculosis ...
300.00

Mrs. Irene Bowie, beneficiary, death ,claim of

Joseph P. Bowie, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 620, Pramingham , Mass.; cause,
Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 500.00

Ann . c . Abel, beneficiary . death claim of

Adolph F. Abel, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 388. Newburgh , N. Y.; cause ,
Metastatic Squamous Carcinoma..

800.00

W. P.Ley , financial secretary and treasurer

of Div . No. 497, for beneficiary, death

claim of A. F. Adams, deceased , late mem

.
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ber of Div. No. 497 , Pittsburg. Kansas;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage and Arterio
Sclerosis ... 400.00

Thelma Saunders, beneficiary, death claim of
William R. Saunders, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 575 , Portland , Oregon ;

cause , Chronic Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs. Alvina Rogers, beneficiary, death claim
of Charles E. Rogers, deceased, late meme

ber of Div . No. 312 , Davenport, Iowa.;

cause , Chronic Myocarditis .
800.00

Mrs. Lula Schild , beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph Schild , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati , Ohio ; cause ,

Appendicitis Operation .. 800.00

Mrs. Minnie Driskell, beneficiary, death claim

of H. (Henry ) Driskell , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ;

cause, Tabes Dorsalis .. 800.00

· Mrs. Nellie Drake, beneficiary, death claim of

Ray Drake, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio; cause , Cerebral

Hemorrhage. 800.00

Sarah E. Rollins, executrix of will of deceased

for beneficiaries, death claim of Patrick

McCarthy, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause , Cerebral

Hemorrhage 800.00

Mrs. Flora Parker , beneficiary , death claim of

George W. Parker , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause ,

Acute Cardiac Decompensation and Lobar

Pneumonia .. 700.00

Mrs. Catherine Arceneaux , curatrix for bene

ficiary, death claim of Charles E. Guste ,

deceased , late member of Div. No. 194,

New Orleans, La . , cause , Broncho -Pneu

monia . 800.00

Mrs. Alice S. Bell, beneficiary , death claim of

Solomon Bell, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La .; cause ,

Cerebro Spinal Syphlis . 300.00

Elizabeth Burgoyne, beneficiary, death claim

of George H. Burgoyne, deceased , late
member of Div . No.22, Worcester, Mass.;

cause, Recurrent Apoplexy . 800.00

Victoria McDonaugh , beneficiary, death claim

of Henry , h McDonagh ,, deceased , late
member of Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass .;

cause, Electric Shock and Burns while em.

ployed as lineman for Company, 800.00

Nora M. Brosnahan , beneficiary, death claim
of Michael L. Brosnahan , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass.;

cause, Multiple cuts, crushing injury to

Thorax and Rupture of Lung due to col.

lision of freight and trolley cars ..... 800.00

Disa bility Beneft

Martin H. Busse , member of Div . No. 26,

Detroit, Mich .; cause, Collision with Auto

and street car, causing Valvular Lesion of

the Heart accompanied with extremely high
blood pressure . 700.00

Old Age Benefits

J. H. St. John , member of Div. No. 215,
Wheaton, 1!1.. $800.00

John Anderson, member of Div. 'No. 241,

Chicago, Ill . 800.00

John O'Hare, member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill... 800.00

James McGowan, member of Div. No. 241,

Chicago, Ill. 800.00

James Larkins, member of Div. No. 312 ,
Davenport, Iowa .. 800.00

N. Nuessly, member of Div. No. 194, New

Orleans, La . 800,00

Mjes Burns, member of Div . No. 382, Salt

Lake City, Utah . 800.00

Total . $ 47,300.00

.

In Memoria m

By Div. No. 732, Atlanta , Ga. By Div. No. 610, Charleston, s . C.

Whereas, God in His infinite wisdom and power,

has removed from our midst , our beloved friends and

co -workers, Brothers R. E. Hopkins and H. V. Jones,

and while we realize that words mean but uttle at

this time of sorrow , we feel it would be a consolation

to the families to extend to them our sincere and

heartfelt sympathy, that they may know we share

this loss with them ; therefore , be it

Resolved. By, members of Division 732, A. A. of

$. & E. R. E. of A., that we sharewith relatives and

loved ones in their bereavement ; and, be it further

Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of this meeting, a copy

sent the bereaved family , a copy to the MOTORMAN
AND CONDUCTOR magazine and a copy to Snapshots

for publication , and that our charter be draped for a
period of thirty days.

Respectfully ,

August 17, 1926 . W. J. DEAN ,

H. E. JAMES,

Committee.

Wherens, The Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis ,

dom , has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst

out true and beloved brother, Moses L. Bragg, in
whose death we have lost a true and loyal brother,

his family a loving husband and father, and while

we know that words cannot lighten the sorrow of

those he loved and protected , we feel that it will be

a consolation for them to know that friends and
brothers are sharing the sorrow with them in the

loss of their loved one ; therefore, be it

Resoived , That we , the members of Division No.

610. Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America , in regular meeting

assembled, extend to the bereaved family, our heart

felt sympathy and consolation in this , their dark
bour of a Miction ; and, be it further

Resolved , That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for a period
of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions be sent
to the bereaved family, a copy sent to the MOTOR
MAN AND CONDUCTOR for publication and a copy

spread on the minutes of our meeting.
H. G. BOYTER,

Septemhor 17, 1926. Fin. Secy .- Treas,

:

By Div. No. 109, Victoria , B. C.

By Div. No. 497, Pittsburg, Kan .

Whereas: Almighty God in His infinite wisdom has

called unto Himself, our beloved brother, Alfred F.
Adams; and

Whereas: It has taken from us a faithful member

ofour Organization and from his family ,a devoted
husband and father; therefore, be it

Resolved : That we of Division No. 497 , A. A. of

S. and E.R. E. of A. , in meeting assembled, extend

to the bereaved family of our late brother, our deep

est sympathy in their hour of sorrow ; further

Resolved :' That in evidence of our sorrow , our

Charter be draped in memory of our departed brother

fora period ofthirtydays, a copy ofthese resolu
tions be placed on the minutes of our Division, a

cowy forwarded to the bereaved famliy and that the
resolutionsbepublishedin our official paper.

JERRY LL DLOW ,
September 10. W. F. LEY,

CHARLES KEPLINGER,

Committee.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

mercy and wisdom has called to his Eternal Home,

our late brother, Andy Baird, in whose death we

have lost a true and loyal brother , his wife a loving

and faithful husband and the company , an efficient

and faithful employe ; therefore, be it
Resolved , that the members of Division 109

extend to the widow and relatives, our sincere syna .

pathy and share with them in their sad bereavement.

and , be it further

Resolved , That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions be spread

on our minutes, a copy sent to his bereaved wife

and also be published in the MOTORMAN AND Cox

DUCTOR.

September 16. W. TURNER, Rec. Sec .,

E. F. Fox, President.
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TORONTO TOPICS

Labor * day in Toronto was, as usual , well cele .

brated, and Division 113 made a good showing, all

our members wearing a special badge, whilst on duty ,
and about 75 marching in the parade. Another

feature of the parade was the Bus kindly loaned us

by the Transportation Commission , and which was
very prettily decorated , outside with flags and

streamers and inside by the members of our Ladies'

Auxiliary.

It is to be hoped that next year, a large number of

our men off duty in the morning will take part in

the parade, and that we may be led by our own

band. It is very gratifying to know that we have

such a splendid aggregation of musicians on our

system , They are to be congratulated on winning

the 3rd prize at our Canadian National Exhibition ,

especially as it was their first attempt in competition

and that 5 of their members were not allowed to

compete owning to some technicality.
Toronto's big show , the Canadian National Exhi

bition , was a great success . Over 1,500,000 people

paid admission to this wonderful annual event of

ours and on Labor Day all previous attendance

records were broken as 258,000 entered the grounds

that day. As it to be expected , the bulk of this

huge traffic fell upon our Street Railway System,

and , as usual, our boys were able to do the job and

do it well and its nice to know that the efforts put

forward by ourmembers during those strenuous two

weeks are fully appreciated , not only by our officials

and the exhibition authorities, but also by the pub

lic visitors and residents alike paying tribute to our

system, praising the equipment, the service , and the

men ; and we have now gained the reputation of be

ing the best system on the continent .

Adding to that the compliment paid us recently

by a gentleman from New Zealand and my own

observation whilst in Gt. Britain and Europe, we

can truthfully claim the title of "Best in the World."

We don't have to prove it . We will admit it .

Now , of course, that pinnacle is not reached without

effort and the effort is not one sided. It is only by
the co- operation of ourselves with the management

that this is done. They provide us with up -to -date

facilities and we , in turn, put the best we have into

that, and by our combined efforts, have struck a

Dew era in electric transportation.

Thedays of careless street railway operation either
by employer or employee are gone. The advent of

the private owned automobile and now, of more

recent date , the Motor Bus . has made those re

sponsible for the management of the roads look

about for ways of improving their systems and in

creasing the revenue. And where could they turn

with better prospects than among those who have

chosen this line of work as a means of livelihood .

Co -operation is a big word, It has a big meaning

and a much bigger future . It is not one sided , and
cannot be suceessfully carried out unless each side is

prepared to do its bit. We , in Toronto , are for

funate in our officials, who have always tried to see

things from our point of view . They , too , are for

tunate in having an organized body of men to deal

with as then the spirit of co -operation is much more

easily, developed. We, as officers of Division 113,

are glad , as is everyone of our members to continue

this co -operation, knowing as we do that , in the

end , it means better wages and working conditions,

and hoping that even yet the management will see

that the men putting forth the best effort, providing

the best service to the public and producing the

most harmony on the system , are the ones who are

wearing the button of Division 113.

And we trust the day is not far distant, when the

last link of the co-operation chain is forged and that

those in authority see to it that every man must be

one of " our men .

So, keep up the good work , boys . If possible ,

improve on the good name we have. Put the best

that's in us in the system , and then expect to take

the best that's possible, out of it .

Another way to co-operate-Attend Your Meetings.
BERT.

sleep on the job, and found he was just in time to

help celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the Local.

We are all aware of the fact that this present

yearhasbeen one of interesting events. TheSesgui.

Centennial at Philadelphia, The Staten Island Ses
qui-Centennial, and a thousand and one other events,

and when the brothersof Division 726 looked back

over the past ten years, full of events, and called to

mind thatthey were theonly Local of all the five

Boroughs of New York City, the greatest and largest

city in the world , that had been able to hold to-,

gether and exist , successfully winning their battles

and holding their own, the brothers felt that itwas

no more than right that this big event should be

duly givena place in the history of the great events

of the present yeas and celebrated ina befitting
manner.

The Entertainment Committee, consisting of

Brother Jas .Brown , chairman ; BrothersMoses

Silverman , Adolph Shotter, Thos. Curry , Thomas

Morrison and Andrew Mitchell, aided by the officers

of the Local, had been workingfor some time per

fecting plans for the big event.

Promptlyat nine o'clock, P. M. August 3rd, 1926,

President Edward J. Leahy, called the meeting to

order, and Recording Secretary Carl L. Laskey.

called the roll. Immediately after, the meeting was

adjourned and the rest of the evening was devoted

to entertainment and other festivities.

An almost endless number of selections was ren .

dered by the AmphionMale Quartet, consisting of

Harry Foley , Lyric Tenor; Arthur Foley, Tenor;

Hubert Liester, Baritone; and Chas. Hobman , Bass;

whom our Brother President had induced to set

aside an evening from entertaining theRadio World

and appear before us in person .
Boxing bouts of interest and amusement were

given by the well known Cardella Brothers, Nate

Meyers and Frankie Daly , also Brothers Jobs

Fisher and Pepper Martin of theLocal, whowere

refereed by Brother Warden Moses Silverman . Piano

selections were rendered and there were several

addresses of congratulation and good wishesfor the

continuance of thelife and growthof our Organiza

tion .

President Leahy gave us an interesting history of

the inception of the Local, and its life and growth

during the past ten years.

There were refreshments a plenty, and at the close

of festivities near the midnight hour, everyone ad

nounced that they had enjoyed the evening to the

limit, and that this celebration would add another

page to the History of Division 726, which will long

beremembered.

A very cordial invitation had been extended to the

Company Officials to join us on this occasion, but

they were for some unknown reason , unable to

attend. First Vice -President Wm. B. Fitzgerald ex .

pected to be with uson this occasion but unfor.

tunately , business affairs of importance prevented

him from being present.

Among theguests of the evening was our former

President Michael J. Finnegan, who after a brief

address, sang a song of the " oid Sod,"that would

have done anyone, whether hebeone of Ireland's

sons or not. good to hear.
It was largely throughthe years of hard work and

the efficiency of Brother Finnegan and our worthy

BrotherPresidentEdw . J. Leahy, of to -day, that
Local 726 wasable toexist and thrive where others

in the greater city failed . To these faithful brothers,

the Executive Board Members, and their fellow

officers, we owe much , and we extend our thanks

and appreciation and trustthat thegood work done

in the past will be carried on through an endless

future.

COR . 726.

New Brighton, N. Y.

COME OUT ONE AND ALL

Muskegon, Mich .-- Here we are, brothers. It has

beena long time since Division 777 has said any .

thing through the M. & C.

To begin with, is the old subject, the weather.

Itis pretty cold' herein Muskegon this afternoon,

following a three days rain . Here's hoping it warms
up before it sets in for good .

Brother Cleveland is again on the job , following a
visit to friends and relatives in Chicago.

CELEBRATE TENTH ANNIVERSARY

Staten Island, N. Y. - The Corresponding Secretary

of Division No. 726 awoke with a start after his long
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Brother Leon Coverly , has a new second hand

Ford Coupe. Most any hour at night you can see

him on Ottawa Street. Beware, Leon, someone may.
get ahead of you in the use of the words “ I will .

It is rumored that we are about to have two

large, new cars on the main line . Here's hoping we

get them.

Brother Kalman is again on duty, following the

consuming of that spoiled meat at the Dirtfly
Restaurant.

Well, brothers, let's see if we can have a better

turn -out at the next meeting. Come out, one and
all.

Brother John Dykstra recently, took a vacation

without pay. Beware, brothers! Learn to make the

safety stops..

Brother Lipman isn't getting along as well as we

would like after his fall from a ladder, when he
broke his arm . It is feared that he may have to

have his arm re -broken , that it may be properly set .

Brother Henderson acts very much like a two

year-old with his newly painted car. No. 79 looks

first rate with that new coat .

Brother Cleveland was on the sick list , following

his visit to Chicago, but is again on the job .

Our old friend and brother, Bill Hall , isour oldest

motorman in Muskegon . Stick to it, Bill, we want

you with us.

Brother Witt doesn't like old 65 , so he makes an

extra run on theOttawa line before his sun goes out

in the morning and another extra man makes his

first trip on the main line .

Brother Mitty Langlois is the proud father of a

new baby. We hope he has fine luck ingrowing
this little fellow up .

Brother Jensen says 10 -cent tickets are too ex

travagant on $225 Victrolas. So he left his dime

rest in the lower story of his pajama pocket. Good

luck, C. V.

Brother C. Vandenberg recently took his five day

trip to Montana on an aeroplane. He says he did

not go, so how do we know whether it was a plane
Ofaplan?

Brother Cy Crotty seems to be pleased to lay off
each Sunday. Is it one of those thirteen young
ladies on Lakeside Drive?

Brother Batcheler says Sunday time is too fast

for him . Don't worry , Fred .

Brother Yuilkey has never returned to work. He

laid of some weeks ago with hay fever.

Brother Earl Runner picked Pine for his winter
run . Why?

Brother Ralph Thurman has five new birds . De

darkey like chicken pie. Beware!

We hear Brother John Dykstra received a seven
day late mark. If he expects to be elected state

representative, he had better get up in the morning.
Brother Kolekamp had another accident. Kole

says they just get in his way and don't have time
to get out. Be careful, boy.

Brother Kolman isauthority that they have big
times at the Modern Woodman Hall. Let's go and
see for ourselves.

All for the first.
JOHNNIE .

The accountant of the office staff has returned from

a three weeks holiday during which much of the

time was spent in the eastern part of Canada with

the Great War Veterans band who came back suc .

cessful.

Brother Webster is home from the sanitarium and

is looking and feeling much better.

We regret the loss of Brother Brooks who left our

midst for western points. He was a good motorman
and a successful president of our Local. For ac

cepting the leadership of the flock he got a week's

holiday without pay .

A business man, in writing a letter that was

printed in our local paper, referred to our street car

system, especially the tracks on Athabasca Street
West. He stated that he saw no reason why one

shoud attend a carnival or fair to have a ride on

the Missouri Mule.

Gordon Ross, our Liberal member for the Domin

ion House, supported the four points without reser.
vation, by which all laborers will benefit. We wish

him success to the final conclusion . He had a ma

jority over the Conservative and Progressive candi.
dates by thousands . We attribute his success at the

polls on September 14 to his stand for labor princi
ples, also his ability shown in the last session of

Parliament.

Brother Wrayton claims he will never vote Tory

again . He has been compelled to move from rooms

on Main Street away out on Ford Street East.

Brother Sparky lost his vote. You can hardly

believe it .

Steve bought Olie's cow. Olie bought a Ford with

one light.

Wedding bells have rung on South Hill. We all

wish them a happy and prosperous life . Tommy,

you will have farther to go for lunch .

Winter has set in early. The big sweeper was on

duty early in September.

Brothers, be sure and get your cards on the first

of the month. A union man stands for better work

and freedom .

-Cor. 614.

DO NOT FORGET MEETINGS

HOOVER VISITS LOCAL

Moose Jaw, Sask .-- Division 614 enjoyed a recent

visit made by Brother Fred A. Hoover, G. E. B.

Member,and we greatly appreciated it. He related
to us relative tolthe 0. B. U. activities in Winnipeg
and more so relative to one of our delinquent

brothers. This, alone, would tell the depth to which

these facts will reach, as good results are always

showing: Brother Hoover explained what we all

know, that the 0. B. V. did not start its life move

ment by organizingthe unorganized, but by trying

to dissuade those who had obligated themselves to

their system of organization to desert that organiza .

tion and commit themselves to the impossible pro

gram of the 0. B. U. Perhaps the best showing

comes from the fact that the 0. B. U. in Winnipeg

never attempted to progress from the conditions
gained by old Division 99, until Division 99 recog ,

nized the ineffectiveness of the One Big Union and

started to again restore collective agreement rela

tions with the employing property.So, whatever

may be accomplished in Winnipeg, will really be due
to the bona fide labor movement as represented by
old Division 99 .

A one hundred per cent attendance was looked

forat our meeting of October2. Uniforms werein

stock.It wasreported that Mr. Long has received
a uniforma since his return from holidays with pay ;

Not all motormengetholidays. Why ? We would

like to know whyhe does not wear the uniform
buttons on his tunic. We know why he doesn't
wear the union button . It stands for freedom .

Windsor, Ont . - Well, brothers , here we again ap

pear in the news column. You know our organiza

tion is still on the map and that it is our only means

of holding present wages and working conditions and

that it is the best means of co -operation in the oper

ating of transportation cars. So let's see what a

united effort will do and don't let your feelings to.

wards the organization be ruled by some personal

grievance . It is impossible for each of us to have

exactly what we want , but by laying, aside these

personal matters and all working collectively the

success of our organization will be assured to the
limit . We can accomplish much more that will give

us greater results as an organization. This should

be the aim , for in union there is strength .

Brother E. McKaig recently enjoyed three days
without pay, due to missing his run one afternoon .

Brother G. Paddon has been on the sick list for

some time. We hope he will soon be again on the

job.

Brother Bob Barney did the trick September 6, at

9 A. M., and entered the bonds of matrimony. He
united with his little girl, whose name is Rose , at

Stop 26 on the Tecumseh. They were married in
Tecumseh. Brother McKaig had the honor of acting
as best man. Mrs. and Brother Barney took their

honeymoon trip down East, through Toronto ,

Montreal and New York . They say Brother Barney

is singing " Thanks for the buggy ride. We enjoyed
every bit of it. " Ha ! Ha ! However, we wish

Brother and Mrs. Barney a long, happy life .

Brother C. Cowan recently took five days rest
without pay.

Brothers , don't forget to keep your dues paid each

and every month and help your dues collector in his

work.

At our regular meeting held August 19, Division

616 presented Brother George Bennett, our President

for the last two years, with a beautiful silver set in

a fine case and two wonderful rocking chairs, in ap

preciation of his good work as president of this

Division . Brother Bennett was taken very much by

surprise. It was something he never expected and he

thanked the membership at large and stated he would
try and carry on the good work in the future as in

the past.

We wonder why Brother G. Tanquay cannot get

that old Ford out of town on time on his first trip

in the afternoon .

D We see Brother Doyle has his hand in on the inter
urban lines, as he is out there often . -616 .
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$ 1400 . If all of our members would have purchased

one ticket cach, our nct gain would approximate

$ 2400. The officers of the organization , although

slightly disappointed because each member did not
purchase a ticket , are encouraged by the fact that

the most fervent enthusiasm prevailson the part of
the membership toward our association . We hope

that a year hence we shall be able to report that

every member has purchased a ticket for this most

worthy cause . Qur membership can and will do it .

We feel that our prophecy is justified because we

have a great number of young men in our ranks who

are giving us active assistance in our programs.

With the assistance of our President , George Durand ,
these young men have organized baseball teams at

almost every division on our system , and the sports.

manship they display is a credit to our organization .
-COR, LOCAL 192 .

REPRESENTED IN CONVENTION

Lansing, Mich . We regret that Brother Weeks is
in th hospital for an operation and hope that it

may be successful .

Brother Herbert Chamberlain is répresenting the

Trades and Labor Council of Lansing at the A. F.

of L. Convention in Detroit .

We are losing another good city man by Brother

Stevens going to the interurban .

Can you beat this ? “ Why the Editor Left Town."

Somebody sent the editor of the Piketown Gazette

a few bottles of home brew . The same day the

publication announced a wedding as follows: " Wil.

liam Smith and Miss Lucy Anderson were dsiposed

of at public auction at my farm , one mile east of a
beautiful cluster of roses her breast and two

white calves, before a hackground of about seventy

guests , including two milch cows , six mules and one

bob-sied . Rev. Jackson tied them up with hay

rope and the bridal couple left on one good John

Dune gang plow for an extended trip with terms to
suit purchasers, They will be at home to their

many friends with one good baby buggy and a few

kitchen utensils after ten months fromdate of sale

to responsible parties and some fifty chickens.

-Cor. 563 .

on

DETROIT DIGEST

The American Federation of Labor is holding the

46th Convention here in Detroit . Bus. Agt. Neil

McLellan is on the convention entertainment com .

mittee of the Detroit Central body.
Brother Clyde Brooks has returned home from the

hospital where he has been suffering from a slight
stroke.

While Brother Carey Ferguson received a very

good vote for Wayne County Sheriff , the failed to

get enough for nomination .

The next meeting of Division No. 26 will be held

at Moose Hall , Saturday evening, October 25 . As

at this meeting. schedules will be under discussion ,

it is important that members attend this meeting.
In fact , all meetings should be well attended .

There are always matters of importance that re

quire attention at each meeting, A complete ac

quaintance of members is necessary as the best

meansof effective co-operation in employment and

in the affairs of our Associate character.

Brother Jas. Osburne has returned from the hos

pital following recovery from a serious operation.

Brother A. J. Smith is to visit Buffalo, N. Y. , his

old hom town. " Be there Smithy."

Our brothers of Fort Street are letting it be

known that the mental condition of BrotherEdward

Harrison can be improved by matrimony. He is

becoming seriously morose.

Brother Sidney VanNess is arranging for the com

mittee to meet early that the D. U. R. agreement

may be signed .

We were pleased to have a visit by Brothers Wm.

Quinlan, and Wm . Taber of 241 and John Bruce

of 308, Chicago, recently . They report things in

food shape in Chicago. -REX .

SOCIAL ACTIVITY OF OAKLAND LOCAL

Oakland, Cal.-Carmen's Union Local 192, in de

vinting from the usual activity, of labor and entering

into the field of social activity in conjunction with

Its progressive labor program , has stisred great com

meat in the organized labor movement of our County

and State .

Heretofore , a labor organization was content if

those of its craft all joined the particular union ,
Indeed, it was the constant hope that workmen toil .

ing in a certain calling shall all become members

of a union . Consequently, there was no time for any

social development.
The result was that if a mem

ber of a union had fraternal affiliations, he gained

some social contact , but if he did not-- and usually

this was the case--he was an alien , socially .

The history of the labor movement will show that

while laboring men were always sincere and honest

in their purposes, they failed to gain a maximum

benefit from their organization because they were
socially estranged from one another. The men had

no conception of what their fellow worker would or

would not do. In a crisis, the employer could win

his point if he were only able to attract a few em

ployes to his proposition for, the remaining employes,

not knowing the attitude of their fellows, would sus

piciously " go along.".

The making of social activity a component part of
a labor union is a new philosophic conception in the

effectiveness of collective bargaining . Organizations

that have the foresight to enter into such activity

should be laudably commended , while those who are

not as yet capable of doing so , should be helped and

encouraged.

To speak of the social activity of our union, with.

out mentioning the names of the men who are re
sponsible for it , would not only be unfair to the

inbor movement, but would be the same as an ac
count told of a vessel which bra ved through a dan.

gerous storm without telling the greatness of its

captain and mates.

The stability, effectiveness and progress of Local
192 is due to the foresight and untiring efforts of

George Durand , our president and Business Agent,

Ben F. Bowbeer, our Vice- President and the other

officers and members of the various committees.

Some months ago, we had an " Old Timer's Night."
an account of which was related in the pages of this

chronicle Later, we enjoyed a general get together,

where the greater part of our membership spent an

entire day and evening , in wholesame "fellowship.

About a month ago, we had a picnic at one of our

celebrated parks where 5000 people were in attend.

ence . The union took care of all expenses for the

day and even afforded free concessions to our mem .
bers and their friends .

The lastsocialactivity ofmagnitude was a ball

heldSeptember 15th , where 12.50 people were present
And which will get our Sick and Accident Fund about

as

OT

REMARKS WELL TAKEN

St. Louis, Mo.-Division 788 is still doing business
for the Amalgamated abroad . We are having good

attendance at each meeting, good discussions, good

interest , good order and a general good time.
If

this is kept up , under the leadership of Mr. Schneider

our attorney , we are sure of getting somewhere.

At our regular meeting held September 13,
motion prevailed to invite Mr. Greenland , our possi

ble next general manager, to attend our next execu
tive board meeting , that the boys may become
better acquainted with him , there should be

hearty co -operation between the management of the
company and this organization , I may say here

that the rank and file of our Local, as well asPresi.
dent Douglas, will ask the International Office to

send us a representative. hopeful in the person of
International President W. D. Mahon First

International Vice-President Wm. B. Fitzgerald, to

be present and confer with our officers and attorney

during the birth of the new franchise , so we may get

that to which we are justly entitled .
Brother Frank Fitzenrieder gave us an eye

opener in the way of a short talk relative to paying

dues and neglecting to attend meetings. He admon.

ished the boys not to get cold feet when they go to
the polls to vote this fall. His remarks were good ,

snappy and well taken .

motion prevailed at the meeting to donate
$ 10.00 to the striking British Miners. This was in

response to a letter from the A. F. of L. Head

quarters, stating that the families of the striking

British Miners are without food, proper clothing

and many of them in a deplorable condition.

Brother W. L. Jackson , now residing at Belleville,

Ill ., and who was shot in the mouth here during our

strike of 1918 and disfigured for life, madean appeal
to our local to see if the management would put

him the pension list . Brother Douglas don't

know how far ' he will get with it, but he will take
it up when he returns from his vacation .

Our officers sent Col. Perkins five complimentary

tickets to attend our hoat excursion heldSeptember

31 . Col. Perkins responded with a communication

wishing the project success , with good results for the

Sick Benefit and to make it a success, he enclosed

his personal check for $5.00, for which the Associa
tion thanks him.

At the last meeting , in August , a motion was

pasked to give our President, FinancialSecretary and

RecordingSecretary ten days vacation with pay.

on
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REPRESENTED IN LABOR DAY PARADE A PIONEER LOCAL

Hartford , Conn.-- Division 425 is coming along in

great shape without trouble. Several new men are
coming on the job and joining our organization. Be

sure and come to the meetings, boys, and help your
officers out . If you are not there, don't find fault

with the officers, for it is your place to be at the

meetings and give your ideas.

Brothers Patrick Cullina , James Nolan and Albert

Miller became proud fathers during the past month.

Congratulations, boys, keep the good work up.
Betts

have joined the matrimonial tribe, Congratulations.

May your married life be happy ,

Brother Peter Winters bought a new automobile.

Boys, get out of the way when you see him coming.

Division 425 was represented in the Labor Day

parade . Although not many members turned out to

march, we had the best float of any organization and

took fisst prize . Wehad a decorated trolley car on
& truck. Brother O'Meara was in charge of the

Labor Day Parade Committee . Brother Robert

Lloyd was named on the committee , but he was

moving and Brother O'Meara had all the work to do.

Brother Carney is on the Prospect Avenue Line .

He looks bad. For heavens sake !

Brothers Francis Houlihan , James Hunt and Louis

DePalma are to take in the World Series at New
York.

Brother Frank Coughlin , Tomothy Curtin and
Daniel Praher are on the sick list . Brother Fraher

had his legs hurt when an auto backed into his car .

We hope to soon again see him on his run.

Brother Solyn and Kissane are in the hospital

from being slightly hurt inan accident.

Be sure and pay your dues to Brother Everin and

make the work lighter for him .

Cor. Div. 425.

i

East Liverpool, Obio . - Brother Carl Emery recent

iy sustained a broken leg in an accident and was

otherwise cut and bruised . He is improving and we

trust will soon be back on the cars .

Brother George Culp , one of our motormen, is

recovering from injuries he sustained recently in an
accident .

Brother Wm . B. Nicholson, the fifth oldest employe

in the service of the Steubenville , East Liverpool and

Beaver Valley Traction Company, has now been in

the service for twenty - five years. Brother Nicholson ,

some few months ago , became seriously ill from

throat affliction , but through operations he has now

sufficiently recovered to take his place on the cars

again . Brother Nicholson is an authority on the

little toy cars that twenty - five years bumped along

on the rails of the East Liverpool street railway

lines . In those days the cars had no vestibules or

heaters and there was not much regularity in the

regulation of them , the big idea being to get from

one end of the run to another. The run in Wells

ville terminated at 17th and Main Streets. There

was then a turn -table at this point . Double tracks

at that time were just beginning to appear. Walkers

was the main switching point between East Liver.

pool and Wellsville . Brother Nicholson is looked

upon by both the company and employes as a good

man in the service and has served four times as

president of old Division 52 and for some ten years
on the executive board . Brother Nicholson is Coun

cilman of the Fourth Ward in Wellsville and is now

serving his second term , much to the satisfaction of

his constituents. A good write -up of Brother Nichol

was recently presented to the public in the
Wellsville newspaper. The article discloses that

Brother Nicholson had served as a delegate in the

International Convention at the conventions held in

Salt Lake City, Utah , Rochester, N. Y. , Providence,

R. I. and Montreal, Quebec , which indicates that he

has had much to do with the shaping of the policies

of the Association to which he belongs . Division 52

stands out as one of the progressive units of the

Amalgamated Association and is one of the oldest

Locals within the Association , having been organized

some thirty -two years. There are only three Locals

in the Amalgamated Association older than Division

52 . Those are Divisions Nos . 19 , Colorado Springs,

Col. , 22 , Worcester , Mass . and old 26 of Detroit,

Mich .

son

ENTER LABOR DAY PARADE

1

LIVE WIRE NOTES

new

Pueblo, Col.-- Div . No 662 has every reason to
be proud of this year's Labor Day celebration . For

the last nine years we have been advocating Labor

Day parades and this year we got enough support

to carry it through . It is usual , when one advocates

ameasure to get appointed on the committee, so one

of our members, Brother Ray Stahlnecker, was ap .

pointed general chairman of the Lahor Day celebra.
tion and grand marshall of the parade . The parade

was the best Labor Day parade ever held in this

city, thanks to the ability , energy and enthusiasm
of our worthy BrotherStahlnecker. To crown her

glories, Division No. 062 was awarded the second

prize for their truck display, representing a model

car with pretty children of our members as passeng
ers . Members not working participated in the

parade. Dr. C. A. Turner, a past financial secretary

of our Local, marched in the ranks with the uni

formed members of Division 662 . Brother Turner

still carries his union card , even though his profes

sion is of a higher nature than that of working by
the hour .

Our company recently opened new and elaborate
offices in the best location of our city . We had a

grand opening. Three members of Division 662 gave
out invitations to our patrons to visit the

offices. Over 12,000 people responded to the invita
tions during the grand opening. The street car de

partment co -operated with the main office, showing
that our boys can interest the public in the com
pany's welfare. The Southern Colorado Power

Company offices are now located in the heart of our

beautiful city and considered by far the best looking

store in town . Nearly twenty -five per cent of the
population of Pueblo visited the new show-rooms and
offices during the grand opening.

Vice- President J. W. Biggs took the bull by the
horns when he made a speech at a dinner given by

the Commerce Club , advocating an increase in wages

for the city firemen. He used good logic and facts,
showing to these business men that it is to their ad .

Vantage to have better wages paid to labor. The

splendid spirit of Brother Biggs should be
mended . The words " Do unto others as you would

have them do unto you ” represents good politics.

Division No.662, true to itsusual form , got two
members on the primary ballot and both won their
respective nominations. Brother A. E. Leach won

the Republican nomination for state representative

and Brother Talbot won the Democratic nomination

for state representative." Brother Leach is a membes

of the executive board and Brother Talbot is em
ployed in the car barns.

Let the selection of Divi
sion 662 be for the man that represents labor and
forget political affiliations.
the man, not for the party . In November, vot fore

COR , 662 .

Wm .

Holyoke , Mass.-- There seems to be something

going on in Division 537 , as every meeting we have

something-every meeting is of interest . The meet

ing of August 26 we had the pleasure of having

Business Agent Martin Hennessey of Division 448.

Springfield, as our guest , also President Edward

Raleigh of the same Local . They addressed our

meeting

We regret the sad accident of Sunday , August 29,

when Brother Florence Donovan was seriously in .
jured . At this writing he is on the danger list at

the hospital. We hope for his recovery .

Brother Kent is still on the sick list, as is also

Brother Buckley .
We wish them speedy recovery.

I wish to state that at our meeting of September

23 we had the pleasure of having with us Business

Agent P. J. Rooney of Division 22 , Worcester.

Every member who missed that meeting missed a
treat . His address was one to be remembered by

all . Also we had with us Senator Daniel Martin

and Representatives Kirkpatrick , Thomas

Hefron and John Murphy. They all made short

talks and had a chance to see what they all

looked like ,

It is the wish of Brother Gould , our live wire and

financial secretary- treasurer, to have something
going on every meeting. At a later date we are

hoping to have the pleasure of our International
President or International Vice - President being with

us, and a good time awaits them .

Brothers, we want you to come to the meetings

and share a good time . Why stay home on the

fourth Tuesday of each month ? Wake up and come
out and go home early at 9:30 P. M.

-LIVE WIRE-537.

LABOR'S REWARD PRESENTED

Lewiston, Maine.-- Out Central Labor Union had

presented here the picture ' ' Labor's Reward ," Sun

day, September 26.

Brother Potter is becoming very popular on the

Webber Avenue Line, much to the disgust of Brother

Ernest Turner.

com
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Brother Ed. McCormick is now running a Dodge.
Brother M. Langevin is sporting a new felt hat

bought in Canada .
Brother Kennison is looking for a beard softener,

following complaint of the ladies about his stift

whiskers.
Brother Footman has recovered from a long spell

of illness.
Brother Jim Hamilton would like to race his

Chevrolet against anysix -cylinder car in the country.

Brother George Willette spent a recent Sunday in

Portland .
Brother Greenlief attended our County Fair.

Brother P. McCarthyis very proud of his picture

in the Labor Leader. If he will get the cut for me,
I will send it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

Our genial starter , Ralph Brule, is canning corn in

his shoe factory,
Brother LaBour Dais thinks that the way to put

& street car out ofcommission is to spoil the car.

Brotber Charles Turgeon is much pleased to be on

the spare list .
Brother Carl Maser was interested in the side

show at the fair .
Brother George Leonard built a camp on Lisbon

Road.
The work is very good here .

-COR, Div. 721 .

MOTORMAN DIES

1

St. Joseph, Mo. - Charles A. Johnson, 59, a motor.

man for the street railway company, died late Thurs

day night at a local hospital after a brief illness. Mr.

Johnson was a lifelong resident of St. Joseph. He

had been in the employ of the street railway com

pany, continuously 43 years, and had operated cars

on all the tines in the city . The family home is at

2904 North Ninth street .

Mr. Johnson was a member of the street railway

employes' union, Woodmen of the World lodge, and

Marvin McMurray Methodist church. He leaves a

son , Clarence Johnson ; three daughters, Mrs. Myrtle

Davis, Mrs. Clark Frank and Miss Madge Johnson;

and two sisters, Mrs. Mary Buckee and Mrs.

Shaffer, all of St. Joseph .
Whereas, God in His infinite wisdom has removed

from our midst, our beloved Brother Chas. Johnson,

the union has lost a worthy brother, his wife and

family & loving husband and father, and the com

munity .a good neighbor and citizen.

Division No. 847 extend our sincere sympathy to

the bereaved family and relatives.
Our local was well pleased to know that our men

made a good showing in the Labor Day parade

also pleased with the float that the company designed

and made for our organization, which was a good one.

P. H. Shields is back on the job after a ten -day

vacation . He went to Chicago, and is now telling

how they street car there.
C. G. Gomel is back with us again after several

days vacation .
A Smith has been off duty for some time. He got

burnt with a trolley wire .
Sam Richardson was knocked down at Fifth and

Edmond on Sept. 11 by an automobile . Hope it's

nothing serious, Sam .
Sam Richardson was knocked down at Fifth and

Edmond on Sept. 11 , by an automobile . Hope it's

nothing serious, Sam .
Any of the boys want to go hunting this season ?

Take a chance from H. L. Cobb ; he has them for

sale .
-Div . 847 .

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING

OF THE GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD

(Continued from page nine)

Death Benefits

Stock , Charles F. , deceased . 200.00

Wetherell, Harry T. deceased .
500.00

Wiley, Frank P., deceased
100.00

Worley , Clarence, deceased .
600.00

Zoger , (Zaeger) , William , deceased .
150.00

Division No. 789, Gates , N. Y.

Craigbon , Arthur F., deceased .
100.00

Division No. 790 , Montreal, Quebec

Bleau, Andre, deceased .
100.00

Lefebvre, Romeo, deceased .
100.00

Mainguay, (MaGee), Albert, deceased . 300.00

Pepin , Arcade, deceased ..
700.00

Perreault, Romeo, deceased . 500.00

Perrier, Edouard , deceased . 300.00

Portelance, Joseph Phidime, deceased 700.00

Sauriol, Louis, deceased .
300.00

Surprenant, Hector, deceased .
700.00

Division No. 801, Altoona , Pa .

Barton , E. Watson , deceased 700.00

Reddick, George W., deceased
300.00

Division No. 805, East St. Louis, Ill .

Dalbow, A. L. , deceased ..
800.00

Division No. 811 , Norristown , Pa.

Schaeffer, Jeremiah, deceased .
100.00

Shaw, Joseph, deceased..
500.00

Division No. 813, Fairmont, West Va.

Perrine, John Fleet, deceased .
200.00

Division No. 819, Newark , N. J.

Bee John, deceased 100.00

Howard, William, deceased .
500.00

Scanlon , Stephen , deceased .
600.00

Squire, Charles W. , deceased .
275.00

Division No. 820, Union City, N. J.

Grebe, Walter, deceased ,
700.00

Heinrichs, Leo , deceased
275.00

Hoffman, Andrew, deceased
275.00

Liapple, John , deceased .
100.00

Division No. 821 , Jersey City , N. J.

Hodges, John , deceased .
700.00

Murphy, Patrick , deceased .
300.00

Division No. 822, Paterson, N. J.

Dolan, Joseph, deceased .
700.00

Division No. 823, Elizabeth , N. J.

Jindracek , Joseph, deceased
250.00

Moran, John , deceased .
300.00

Rader, Edward , deceased .
100.00

Division No. 824 , New Brunswick , N. J.

Kovas, Frank, deceased .
700.00

Division No. 829, Wichita, Kansas

Griffith , William T., deceased .
275.00

Division No. 836 , Grand Rapids, Mich.

Bush, Merritt s . , deceased .
500.00

Division No. 842 , Wilmington , Del.

Lecates, Alonzo A. , deceased .
700.00

Payne, Michael M., deceased
600.00

Division No. 843 , Bellingha
m

, Wash.

Myers , C. L., deceased ..
100.00

Division No. 852, Lima , Ohio

Nichols, William E., deceased ,
500.00

Division No. 857 , Green Bay, Wis.

Hoffman , William D., deceased
450.00

Division No. 876 , Hamilton , Ont.

Scott, William D. , deceased .
500.00

Division No. 878 , Evansville, Ind.

Hurst. James W., deceased .
600.00

Krueger, Oatley H. , deceased

Lefler , Frank T. , deceased .
100.00

Division No. 880, Camden,N. J.

Harrison , Paul, deceased .
100.00

Jones, William M., deceased .

Division No. 898 , Macon , Ga.
Mosely , William Hall, deceased

100.00

Division No. 900 , Highwood , Ill.

Avary. Augustus, deceased .

Edwards, James, deceased .

100.00

Tuttle , W. H. , deceased ..

Wagner, Math , N., deceased .
100.00

Division No.925 , Gloversville, N. Y.

Jackson, William F., deceased .
275.00

Division No. 928 , Hot Springs, Ark .

Bowen, C. L. , deceased .

Division No. 939, Wapakoneta , Ohio

Minton, William, deceased
600.00

Division No. 954, Souderton , Pa.

Souder, Harrison H., deceased

Division No. 956, Allentown , Pa.

Kalb , Charles , deceased ..
400.00

Kemmere
r

, Frank, deceased .

700.00

600.00

100.00

A NEW GRANDFATHER

Indianapolis, Ind .-- We, the members of_Division

No. 645, beg to ask that Brother William F. White ,

our Financial Secretary , be excused for any mistakes

he may make in his report this month. He has

recently become a proud grandfather for the first

time and we are very much afraid that he is not

accountable for his actions. We have been advised

that this event has caused Brother White to have a

very high blood pressure and we all know that is

dangerous. We are all hoping that Brother White

will soon recover his equilibrium and become his

natural selt .
We congratulate Grandpa White and may his

granddaughter live to be as fine a woman as her

granddaddy is a man.
-R. S.

50.00

100.00

400.00

The buyeris the real boss. If he wishes

to be a " fair employer ” he must demand

the Union Label,

250.00
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Division No. 969 , St. Benedict, Pa.

Bailey, Thomas P. , deceased .. 75,00

Division No. 975, Wheeling, West Va .

Bloomfield, Leonard, deceased . 150.00

Momber at Large, Int. Office, Detroit, Mich.

Blake, Samuel, deceased.... 800.00

Total.. $329,056.70
An puntreturned by Division No. 113

Toronto, Ont., on Funeral Benefit

Claim of James Wright not disbursed
on tombstone expenses . $ 10.00

" Amountreturned by Division No. 692

Hartford , Conn., on Funerai Benefit

Claim of Peter Lesanco not disa

bursed .... 37.89 47.89

$ 329,008.81

$ 800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

700.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

Penwell, John L. , 800.00

Riebow, William 800.00
Tilton , Frank M. 800.00

Tosch , Julius C.. 800.00

Turton, George . 800.00

Division No. 245 , Jackson, Mich .

Page, George . 800.00

Taylor, Virgil J ... 800.00
Division No. 246 , Salem , Mass.

Rackliffe , Charles . 800.00

Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont.

Peck, James .. 800.00

Division No. 281,New Haven , Conn .
Chamberiain, Wilbur L.. 800.00

Division No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.

Higginson , Matthew . 800.00

Division No. 308 , Chicago , Ill.

Jones, James C.. 800.00

Division No. 389, Mansfield , Ohio

Curtain , Michael . 800.00

Division No. 416, Peoria, III .

Sorrell, Thomas A ... 800.00

"Total Old Age Benefits.. $ 34,400.00

" Total death, disa bility, and oldage bene

fits paid during the six months from the
Benefit Fund amounted to ... . $ 376,108.81

" During the six months' period , there were

525 death , 18 disability and 43 old age

claims paid, making a total of 586

claims. '

"Enrollment of Members"

"During the period covered by this re

port seven thousand seven hundred and

seventy-nine (7,779) members have been en

rolled and certificates of membership granted

to the same. "

" Agreements"

During this term one hundred and four

( 104) agreements have been renewed,

twenty -seven (27 ) carried increases, and one

( 1 ) a reduction in wages, making a total of

one hundred and thirty -two agreements

closed this term .

" Strikes and Lockouts "

“During this past term , the Association

has had five strikes and lockouts, involving

eight Local Divisions.

Three of these strikes and lockouts have

taken place during this term ; the other two

having been previously reported upon .

During this period, there has been ex

pended in strikes the amount of $26,220.17 ,

which includes legal expenses in connection

with the same.

The strikes and lockouts are as follows:

"St. John , N. B."

“ Division 663, St. John, N. B., as your

Board know, has been on strike for some

time. A full report of the strike has been

made to your Board at several of its meet

ings. Since the last meeting of your Board ,

Executive Board Member Sinclair was sent

to St. John to discuss the advisability of

calling off this strike, but after conference

with the men they requested that it be

allowed to remain , and it has been con

tinued ."

“ Buflalo , N , Y."

“ The causes of this strike have been fully

reported to your Board at former meetings.

At your last Board Meeting the report

showed that Vice- President Fitzgerald, Ex

Vice-President Frank O'Shea, Organizer

William Collins, of the American Federation

of Labor and a number of the Local men

were still under indictment.

Board Meeting, trials have taken place in

Buffalo at which several of the men were

800.00

700.00

" This wouid make the total expenses

in six months in death benefits .

" Disability Benefits"
Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.

Antaya, Charles M...

Division No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Santee, Benjiman F..

Division No. 98 , Akron , Ohio

Knepp, George.

Divisioa No. 118, Pottsville , Pa .

Quinter, Harry ..

Division No. 148, Albany, N. Y.

Clifford, Michael J...

Division No.168, Scranton , Pa.

Sheehan , George....

DivisionNo. 240, Chelsea , Mass .

Carroll, John ....

Division No. 253, Quincy, Mass.
O'Brien, John F ..

Division No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.

Goldstone, Benjiman ..

Division No. 381 , Butte, Montana

Rundblade, A. E ....

Division No. 388, Newburgh , N. Y.
Culter. Herbert D...

Division No.416, Peoria , Ill. .

Meyers, Christopher .

Division No. 589 , Boston , Mass .

Harrington , Patrick ...

Division No. 610, Charleston , S. C.

Moseley, R. W ..

Division No. 618 , Providence, R. I.

White, Prank E ..

Division No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.

Roan, James P..

Walton, Marion .

Division No. 801, Altoona , Pa.

Hartle, Richard H....

" Total Disability Benefits .

" Old Age Benefits"
"Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.

Comstock , Charles A... ,
Crackel, George.

Devlin , Henry .

Irish, William

Sarvis, John E..

Division No. 85 ,Pittsburgh, Pa.

Anderson, William Wilson .

Connelly, John ..
Kelly, Joha ..

Taylor, James A..

Wilsman, Wilhelm .

Division No. 101, Vancouver, B. C.
Perries, John ..

Division No. 128, Asheville, N. C.

Brown, W. A ..

Division No. 194, New Orleans , La .

Roberts, B. F ..

Division No. 212, Burlington , Iowa

Strack, Louis ..

Division No. 241, Chicago , Ill.

Ash , Leonard C.

Aylward, Patrick

Birmingham , William .

Bottcher, William .
Panselow , William .

Ganpon, Michael W.
Hansen , Peter

Johnson , Charles .

Kelley, Henry ..

Kelly, Lawrence.

Kennedy, Rodger .

Kinsella , William

Lyons, Timothy F ..
Nolan, John D..

Palleson , Barth ..

300.00

500.00

100.00

. $ 12,700.00

. $ 800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00
1

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800,00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800,00

800.00

800.00

800.00
800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

Since your
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seven cases

$ L

al

was

tried and found innocent and discharged by February 1,there were five arbitration cases

the Court. Since that time the Courts have pending . Three of these cases have been

dismissed the cases against all of the men settled and the manner of adjustment is

who were being held , and the entire matter given herewith ; the other two remain pend

is now wiped off the records, and all of ing. Eleven new arbitration cases are re

them have been acquited and their cases ported as having developed within the six

annulled by the Courts as having been in . months period covered by this report. Of

nocent of any wrong doing in connection these eleven cases , six are closed and five

with the Buffalo strike. " are pending. Thus, this report includes

“Akron and Canton, Ohio"
arbitration pending as of

“ Divisions 98 of Akron and 696 and 702 August 1 , 1926.

of Canton, Ohio suspended work Monday, “The report of the arbitration cases as

May 3 , 1926. Their action was endorsed entered at the International Office during

by your Board . Executive Board Member the past six months is as follows :

McMorrow was handling the situation and “ Divisions Nos. 245 , Jackson ; 333, Battle

was later assisted by Vice-President Jones. Creek; 343, Kalamazoo; 362, Albion ; and

Later on Brother McMorrow, was relieved 563 , Lansing and Owosso, Mich. , were re

and Vice-President O'Brien took his place. ported as pending in the last report to your

This strike included the men at Akron and Board . The questions at issue were as to

Canton , covering the Canton city and inter whether the contract covered, or should cover

urban lines operating between Cleveland, all motor vehicle employes in the service of

Akron and Canton and surrounding com said company employed for and in connec

munities. During the entire year past the tion with the operation of motor vehicles not

officers of the Company have been trying running upon rails owned and so operated

to destroy these Organizations, and the men by the company :
The arbitrators com

felt that something had to be done or their prised Attorney Richard Price of Jackson

Organizations would be lost . The strike for the company; Attorney George Kelly of

continued from May 3 , until May 22nd. Detroit for the Divisions; and Attorney

A number of men had deserted and gone Norman Leslie of Jackson as chairman of

back to work , so the committee representing the board . The company had taken the

these Divisions trok up the situation with position that the question of manning

Vice-President O'Brien and after thoroughly busses was not arbitrable and this question

considering the situation the committeebe was also submitted for arbitration. The

lieved a settlement ought to be made in award in this case was that the question in

some manner , so after thoroughly discussing dispute arbitrable and that busses

the matter, they had one ofthe employes, should beincluded in the agreement, on the

W. K. Jones, interview the Management to same basis as though they were rail cars.

attempt to bring about an understanding The case was handled by Board Member

that would enable them to call off the strike R. L. Reeves.

and return the men to work . Mr. Jones “ Division No. 738, Hamilton, Ohio, as .

secured an understanding in a verbal man entered in the last Board Report, had nego

ner, agreeing that all former trainmen on tiated a renewal of agreement , everything

strike would be employed in accordance being agreed upon except wages, which

with their seniority, and cases objectionable question was submitted for arbitration be.

would be investigated and if there were no fore Attorney Culberson J. Smith , chosen

merits to the contentions against certain by the Local; President Charles Snyder of

men , they would be reinstated . the Central Building and Loan Association,

plied to all of the interurban divisions, ex for the company ; with Mr. Cecil Randall

cepting seniority out of the Canton barns. acting as chairman. The award in this case

Certain men there had returned to work and granted 2 cents per hour increase, thus

had been given seniority rights. The propo. closing the agreement for another year,

sition of this settlement was submitted to The Local was assisted by Vice -President

the various Divisions and accepted by them. Albert E. Jones .

"Easton, Pa . (Slate Belt Line)" “ Division No. 915, Granite City, III., as

“Part of Division 169 of Easton , Pa. , last reported , in entering agreement with the

known as the Slate Belt Line, suspended St. Louis Electric Terminal Railway Co.,

work Wednesday evening, May 26th, 1926. submitted the question of wages for arbi

The situation was handled by Vice- President tration . The board of arbitration com .

Largay. The dispute was over the dis. prised Mr. B. F.Thomas Jr., chosen by the

charge of an employe whom the Company company; Attorney W. L. 'Perry, for the

refuse to reinstate, also refused to arbitrate Local; and Mr. Chas. H. Daues chairman.

the case. They had agreed at one time to The award granted372 cents perhour in

pay this man $70.00 back pay but later
crease, retroactive to October 31, 1925. In

refused , After making an attempt to get a this case the companyhad offered a2 cents

settlement without success the men
per hour increase. The Local was assisted

pended work. They were out one day, when in this case by G. E. B. Member Edw.

it was agreed to arbitrate the matter in dis McMorrowand Vice-President Robert B.

pute, and the men returned to work ." Armstrong .

“ Indianapolis, Ind." “ Divisions Nos . 118 , Pottsville and 433,

“ A full report of this strike is made to Lansford, Pa., were jointly negotiating an

you under heading ' Indianapolis Situation '." agreement with the employing property.

" Arbitrations!
The company insisted on several changes in

" At the close of the last Board Report, working conditions and

This ap

sus

a reducti
on

in
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men ,

wages. Considerable time was lost in com

pleting the board of arbitration . The board

of arbitration finally comprised Mr. Michael

Hartneady, chosen by the Local; Mr.

Knapp, by the company ; and Mr. Chas. F.

Ditchey of Shenandoah as chairman , The

award favored the Locals . The only loss

was the meal relief on the two-man cars .

Wages and other working conditions were

saved. Thus with the exception of one con

dition their former agreement was restored.

This arbitration was under the supervision

of Vice- President James Largay.

"Division No. 416, Peoria , Ill., worked out

the renewal of agreement with the employ.

ing property except upon wage rates . This

feature was submitted for arbitration. The

time set for the selection of a third arbitrator

expired and the two arbitrators chosen by

the company and Local fixed upon an award

without the selection of the third arbitrator.

The award granted 272 cents per hour increase

to trainmenand shopmen . The overtime rate

was also increased 2/2 cents per hour to train

This situation was under the super

vision of Board Member Allen H. Burt .

" Divisions Nos. 125, Belleville , and 805 ,

East St. Louis, Ill. , in negotiating a renewal

of agreement submitted the question of

wages for arbitration , The board of arbi

tration comprised five members, consisting

of Mr. Frank M. Slater, chairman ; C. E.

Smith and B. F. Thomas Jr. , chosen by the

company; and J. R. McMurdo and W. L.

Perry by the Locals . The award granted

2 cents per hour increase to all employed

covered by the agreement. This case was

under the supervision of G. E. B. Member
Wm. F. Welch,

" Division No. 641, Shamokin , Pa ., be

came involved in a dispute relative to the

dismissal of the president of the Local. The

company officials refused to reinstate him

and his case was placed before an arbitra

tion board comprising: Vice-President Victor

Marietta of the United Mine Workers

Local, for the Division ; Vice- President Ship

man of the Chamber of Commerce, chosen

by the company; and Director of Concilia

tion David ' Williams of the State Labor

Department, as chairman of the board . The

case was submitted before the board and an

award rendered , directing the reinstatement

of the discharged member without reim
bursement for time lost . This case

under the supervision of Vice-President

James Largay.

" Division No. 169, Easton , Pa . , the Slate

Belt. Branch-had two cases of dismissal

which were submitted for arbitration . The

board of arbitration comprised : Messrs J.

Hamm Jr., for the Company; M. J. Hart

neady, chosen by the Local; and Mr. C. L.

Hester, as chairman . The cases were those

of Members Charles Pennington and Stewart
Christman .

Member Pennington was first

suspended for thirty days for alleged taking

out of a wrong car. Investigation showed

that the suspension was unwarranted and

then the company dismissed Brother Pen

nington on the fact that he had but one eye.

Later this case was settled, with the under

standing that the member should receive

$70.00 for lost time. Then the company

refused to reimburse the member, upon

which the Slate Belt Branch of the Local

suspended work. A conference resulted in

the case being submitted for arbitration and

work was resumed. The arbitration award

reinstated Member Pennington in employ.

ment, with back pay. In the course of the

suspension of work upon the dispute relative

to Brother Pennington's case, Member

Christman had placed his car in the barn,

when it was alleged that he was carrying a

mail sack , and the company management

dismissed him , due, as it was alleged, to a

demand of postoffice inspector. The

question of reinstatement of Brother Christ

man was submitted for arbitration after the

disposition of the Pennington case. There

was a desire for the presence of the U. S.

Postoffice inspector as a witness and this

case was pending at the close of the period

covered by this report . The Local was

assisted in this case by Vice - President

James Largay and Organizer L. F. Hart .

“ Div . No. 898, Macon, Ga. , became in

volved in a dispute with the employing

property over the dismissal andthe question

of reinstatement of President Lamar Jones

of the Local, The company refused to rein.

state Member Jones and the case was sub

mitted for arbitration . The arbitration

board comprised : Messrs. D. C. Horgan ,

chosen by the company ; T. S. Felder, by

the Local; and G. Glen Toole, chosen as

chairman . The award in this case was in

favor of the company, except that the

board recommended payment of the member

for a lapsed period between the time he

was taken from his run and the time he

was discharged. This case was handled up

to the time of the submission for arbitration

by Board Member Lawson and the Local

was assisted in the arbitration by Organizer

T. L. McBrayer.

“ Div. No. 362, Albion, Mich., as per the

last report , had a case subject to arbitration

of a conductor who was dismissed for circu

lating alleged obscene literature among his

passengers. No further report has been

made upon this case and it is pending at

the close of this report. The case

under the supervision
of Board Member

Reeves.

" Div . No. 690, Fitchburg, Mass. , it will

be recalled, had the case of the question of

the reinstatement of a discharged member

submitted for arbitration which

ported pending at the beginning of the term

period covered by this report . Although

three arbitrators were chosen upon this case,

the arbitration hearing has not yet taken

place. Thus , this case is yet pending. It

was under the supervision of Board Member

J. H. Reardon .

“ Div. No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn., upon the

expiration of the agreement expiring March

31, 1926, had conducted negotiations for

renewal of agreement, all matters having

been agreed upon except wages. This ques

tion was submitted for arbitration , the pre

siding arbitrator being former Governor

M. E. Patterson , who is at present circuit

judge. The evidence in this case has been

was

was

was re
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an

months of service; and 66 cents per hour

thereafter; overtime at the rate of time and

one-half for Sundays and holidays and time

and one- fourth for week-days ; one-man car

operators receive 5 cents in addition to the

regular two-men car rates .

“ Div . No. 125, Belleville, ill ., received an

increase of 2 cents per hour, establishing

wage rates of : 47 cents per hour for first

six months service men ; 52 % cents for the

next six months of service ; 57 cents per

hour to those of the third six months of

service; 5872 cents per hour to those of the

next three months service; and 59 cents per

hour to those of more than 21 months in

service; 5 cents per hour additional for one

man cars ; overtime rate to be paid at the

rate of time and one-half. Bus operators

are to receive the one-man car rate of wages .

" Div. No. 163 , Meriden , Conn ., received

an increase of 2 cents per hour, fixing wage

rates at 55 cents per hour for first three

months service men; 58 cents per hour for

the next nine months service men ; and 62

cents per hour to those of one ormore years

of service ; one-man car rates 7 cents per

hour in addition to the above rates; busses

10 cents per hour in addition to above rates;

overtime at the rate of time and one-half

time pay;

submitted, but at the closing of this report

the award was yet pending. In this case

the Local was assisted by G. E. B. Member

Magnus Sinclair.

“Eastern Massachusetts Locals, compris

ing Divs. Nos . 174, Fall River ; 235 Brock

ton ; 238, Lynn ; 240, Chelsea ; 243, Taunton ;

246, Salem ; 253, Quincy; 261 , Lawrence;

280, Lowell ; 373, Hyde Park ; and 503,

Haverhill, Mass., in negotiating a renewal

of agreement were unable to agree upon the

wage rates and other working conditions

with the employing property. These ques

tions were submitted for arbitration before

arbitration board comprising: Vice

President Fred Cummings, chosen by the

company ; Attorney James H. Vahey , chosen

by the Local; and Judge John C. Leggat of

the Probate Court of Middlesex County, as

chairman. This hearing opened July 19, but

was adjourned to the week of August 9 ,

which leaves the case pending at the close

of this Board Report . The case is under the

supervision of G. E. B. Member John H.

Reardon.

“ Div. No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio , entered

negotiations with the Cincinnati Traction

Company for renewal of agreement. Ad

justment of the wage scale could not be

arrived at and it was submitted for arbitra

tion. Two arbitrators were chosen , one

each by the Local and thecompany , but

owing to illness of James H. Vahey, the

arbitrator chosen by the Local , the selection

of the third man has been held up and at

the close of this Board Report the case was

pending. This situation is under the super

vision of Board Member P. J. Shea.

“ Div . No. 118, Pottsville, Pa., had a case

in dispute with the employing property re

lative to the reinstatement of a discharged

member. This case was submitted for arbi.

tration and at the close of this report was

pending the selection of a third arbitrator.

The case was under the supervision of Vice

President James Largay ."

“Increases, Decreases and Renewals of

Agreements"

“ During this term one Local received a

reduction in wages; 107 Local Divisions

renewed the old wage rates; 30 Locals re

ceived increases, which makes a total of 138

Local Divisions that settled their wage con

tentions during the six months audit period

covered by this report.

“ The increases and decreases that took

place within the six months audit period are

listed as follows :

“ Div , No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.Detroit

Street Railway Branch-obtained an in

crease of 2 cents per hour, fixing wage rates

upon two men cars and busses at 67 cents

per hour for first six months service men ;

71 cents per hour for the second six months

service men ; and 75 cents per hour to those

of one or more years of service ; 5 cents per

hour additional for one-man car operators ;

82 cents per hour for all time worked upon

regular runs in excess of eight hours . The

D. U. R. Branch of Division No. 26 re

newed the old wage rates of : 61 cents per

hour for first three months service men ; 64

cents per hour to those of the next nine

“Div. No. 215, Wheaton, Ill. Upon the

Third Rail Division wage rates were in

creased one cent per hour, establishing rates

of 68 cents per hour for first year service

men ; 72 cents per hour for the second year ;

75 cents per hour for those of more than

two years of service ; brakemen and collec

tors paid at the rate of 63 cents per hour;

overtime, time and one-half.

“ Div . No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio, received

5 cents per hour increase, establishing wage

rates of 65 cents per hour for first three

months service men ; 68 cents per hour to

those of the next nine months of service;

70 cents per hour thereafter.

"Div. No. 281 , New Haven, Conn., re

ceived 2 cents per hour increase, establishing

wage rates at 55 cents per hour for first

three months service men ; 58 cents per hour

for the next nine months service men ; and

62 cents per hour to those of one or more

years of service ; one-man car rates 7 cents

per hour in addition to the above rates ;

busses 10 cents per hour additional ; over

time at the rate of time and one-half.

“ Div . No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah, re

ceived 2 cents per hour increase in wages ,

establishing wage rates at 48 cents per hour

for the first year service men and 55 cents

per hour to those of more than oneyear of

service ; 5 cents per hour additional for one

man car operators ; xertime, time and one

half .

“ Div . No. 389, Mansfield, Ohio, received

one cent per hour increase, establishing the

rate of 57 cents per hour for trainmen and

operators.

"Div . No. 416, Peoria, Ill. , received 2 %

cents per hour increase , establishing wage

rates at 48 % cents per hour for first year

service men ; 50% cents per hour for the

second year of service; and 5244 cents per
hour for those of two or more years of
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service ; with one-man car operators paid 5

cents per hour additional ; overtime, 12%

cents per hour.

* Div. No. 425, Hartford, Conn. , received

an increase of 2 cents per hour, establishing

wage rates at 55 cents per hour for first

three months service men ; 58 cents per hour

for the next nine months service men ; and

62 cents per hour to those of one or more

years of service; one-man car rates , 7 cents

per hour in addition to the above rates ;

busses, 10 cents per hour additional; over

time, at the rate of time and one-half.

" Div. No. 443 , Stamford, Cònn . , received

an increase of 2cents per hour, establishing

wage rates at 55 cents per hour for first

three months service men ; 58 cents per hour

for the next nine months service men ; and

62 cents per hour to thoes of one or more

years of service; one-man car rates, 7 cents

per hour in addition to the above rates ;

busses, 10 cents per hour additional over

time at the rate of time and one-half,

" Div. No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn. , received

an increase of 2 cents per hour , establishing

wage rates at 55 cents per hour for first

three months service men ; 58 cents per hour

for the next nine months service men ; and

62 cents per hour to those of one or more

years of service; one-man car rates , 7 cents

per hour in addition to the above rates ;

busses, 10 cents per hour additional; over

time at the rate of time and one-half.

“ Div. No. 469, Derby, Conn . , received an

increase of 2 cents per hour, establishing

wage rates at 55 cents per hour for first

three months service men ; 58 cents per hour

for the next nine months of service ; and

62 cents per hour to those of one or more

years of service; one-man car rates, 7 cents

per hour in addition to above rates ; busses,

10 cents per hour additional; overtime at

the rate of time and one-half .

" Div. No. 476, Norwalk, Conn. , received

an increase of 2 cents per hour, establishing

wage rates of 55 cents per hour for first

three months service men; 58 cents per hour

for the next nine months of service ; and

62 cents per hour for those of one or more

years of service; one -man car rates , 7 cents

per hour in addition to above rates ; bus

operators, 10 cents per hour additional ;

overtime at the rate of time and one-half.

"Div. No. 479, Middletown, Conn ., re

ceived an increase of 2 cents per hour ,

establishing wage rates of 55 cents per hour

for first three months service men ; 58 cents

per hour for the next nine months of serv

ice; and 62 cents per hour to those of one

or more years of 'service; one-man cars , 7

cents per hour in addition to above rates ;

bus operators, 10centsper houradditional;

overtime at the rate of time and one-half.

" Div. No. 518, San Francisco, Calif . , re

ceived 5 cents per hour increase in wages ,

establishing wage rates at 72 % cents per

hour, with overtime rate at time and one

"Div. No. 519, LaCrosse , Wis . , received

an increase of 2 cents per hour , establishing

wage rates of 58 cents per hour for first

six months service men ; 59 cents per hour

for the second sixmonss service men; and

61 cents per hour to those of more than one

year of service ; overtime, time and one-half.

(All one-man cars ).

“Div. No. 570, Waterbury, Conn ., re

ceived an in increase of 2 cents per hour,

establishing wage rates of 55 cents per hour

for first three months service men ; 58 cents

per hour for the next nine months of serv

ice ; and 62 cents per hour to those of one

or more years of service; one-man car oper

ators, 7 cents per hour in addition to above

rates ; bus operators, 10 cents per hour addi

tional; overtime , time-and one-half.

“ Div . No. 600, Waltham , Mass., received

an increase of 2 cents per hour, establishing

wage rates to first three months service men ,

4872 cents per hour ; to the next nine months

service men , 53 cents per hour; to those of

more than one year of service, 57 cents per

hour ; one -man car operators, 5 cents per

hour additional .

“ Div. No. 616, Windsor, Ont., received

an increase in wages of 3 cents per hour,

establishing wage rates of 50 cents per hour

for first six months service men ; 55 cents

per hour for the second six months of serv .

ice ; and 60 cents per hour to those of more

than one year of service. Overtime is paid

at the rate of 20 cents per hour additional. :

"“ Div . No. 674, Fort Smith, Ask., received

a one cent per hour increase for the second

and third year men ; 2 cents per hour for the

fourth year service men ; and 3 cents per

hour to those of more than four years of

service, establishing wage rates of 33 cents

per hour for first six months service men ; 34

cents per hour for the second six months of

service ; 36 cents per hour for the second

year of service ; 37 cents per hour for the

third year of service ; 39 cents per hour for

the fourth year of service; and 42 cents per

hour to those of more than four years of

service ; with 3 cents per hour additional for

9

one-man cars.

“ Div . No. 678, Mars , Pa., sustained a re

duction of one cent per hour, establishing

new wage rates at 67 cents per hour in

passenger service and 69 cents per hour in

freight service .

“Div. No. 692 , Hartford, Conn ., received

2 cents per hour increase. (Maintenance

and repair work. )

“ Div. No. 697, Toledo, Ohio . - Ohio Pub

lic Service Co. Branch-received 3 cents

per hour increase to first and second year

service men , establishing rates of 43 cents

per hour for the first three months service

men ; 46 cents per hour to the next nine

months service men ; and 51 cents per hour

to those of more than one year of service ;

with 2 cents per hour added to these rates

for freight and express service.

“ Div . No. 704 , Little Rock, Ark . - Inter

City Terminal Ry. Branch - received an in

crease of one cent per hour, establishing

wage rates of 45 cents per hour for the first

sixmonths service men ; 46 cents per hour for

the second six months service ; and 48 cents

per hour to those of more than one year of ser

vice ; with time and one-half for holiday work .

“ Div . No. 738, Hamilton, Ohio , received

an increase of 2 cents per hour, establishing

wage rates upon the Main and City lines,

half.
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including Dayton, Ohio Branch, establishing

rates of48 cents per hour for the first three

months of service; 50 cents for the next nine

months of service ; and 52 cents per hour

thereafter ; Interurban rates : First three

months service men , 50 cents per hour ; next

nine months , 52 cents per hour; and to

those of more than one year of service , 54

cents per hour .

“ Div . No. 805 , East St. Louis , Ill . , re

ceived an increase of 2 cents per hour, estab

lishing wage rates of 52 cents per hour for

first six months service men ; 5772 cents for

the second six months ; 59 cents per hour for

the third six months; 6072 cents per hour

for the next three months ; and to those of

more than 21 months of service, 61 cents

per hour; with one cent per hour added for

operating limited cars ; 3 cents per hour addi

tional for one-man car operation on the

Brooklyn Division; 5 cents per hour addi

tional for operating one-man cars on the

Interurban Division ; and 4 cents per hour

additional for Alton City one- man car

operators ; with rates for Alton city men at

47 cents per hour for first six months serv

ice men ; 52 %2 cents per hour for the second

six months of service ; 5412 cents per hour

for the third six months of service; 56%

cents per hour for the next three months

service; and 57 cents per hour to those of

more than 21 months in service .

“ Div . No. 818, San Francisco ,

( Maintenance and repair men ) , received 4

cents per hour increase in wages.

“ Div. No. 915, Granite City, Ill., received

3% cents per hour increase , establishing

wage rates at 5872 cents per hour for first

six months service men and 61 %2 cents per

hour to those of more than six months of

service ; with time in excess of nine hours

paid at the rate of 77 cents per hour.

“ Div . No. 960, LaSalle , Ill . , received 2

cents per hour increase in wages, establishing

new wage rates as follows: 45 cents per hour

for first year service men and 49 cents per

hour to those of more than one year of

service.

“ Div . No. 972 , Bridgeport, Conn ., (Main

tenance and repair men ) , received 2 cents

per hour increase in wages.

(Further features of the report of the International

President , together with his financial statements and
reports , will be reported as hereinafter given from
the minutes of the resolutions and enactments of the

General Executive Board .

Enactments , Decisions and Rulings of the Board

Enactments on Disability Benefit Claims

Before the Board was submitted a claim for disa

bility benefit in the interest of Member John J.

O'Connell of Division No. 235 , Brockton , Mass.
The application and evidence accompanying the

claim were in effect that Brother O'Connell became a

member of the Association , through Division No.

235 , March 3 , 1902 , and age of claimant at time of

filing application was 56 years . His employment

was that of operator upon a one -man car .

plication was based upon the loss of one eye and a

strained hip . The statement of Dr. F. W. Murdock
was that Member O'Connell had been under his care

for tumor treatment behind the left eye from April ,
1925, until an operation in October, 1925 , in which
operation the eye was removed . Dr. J. W. Gorman's

statement was that he had treated Member O'Con.

nellfor arthritis of the right hip , from which he was

ill from February 20, 1925, and he believes it to have

been caused by leaning or sitting in an awkward

position on the motorman's riding stool.
There was

a statement of Dr. Harry C. Lowe upon this case,

which appears to have been evidence given before

the State Compensation Commission. It is in effect

that Brother O'Connell appeared before the doctor

some eight times and that his condition pointed to

lesion of the sacroiliac joint and that he had recom

mended an arterio posterior brace , which gives firmer
support to the joints of the lower back . Thinks

brace is improving condition . In deliberating , upon

the case , it appeared to the Board that the evidence

as to the cause of total disability was too indefinite
to act upon and the case was deferred for further

investigation .

Application for disability benefit of Member John

Russell, member of Division No. 615, Saskatoon,
Sask . , was submitted to the Board for its considera
tion and action . The application and evidence were

in effect that Brother Russell became a member of

the Association , by affiliation with Division No. 615 ,
September 1 , 1918 , and that he was 44 years of age

at the time of filing applictaion for disability benefit,
He was employed as a mechanic by the Saskatoon
Municipal Railway . A statement of the secretary

of the Local was in effect that Brother Russell now

resides in Scotland . It is alleged that owing to fail

ure of eyesight he was required to suspend work

August 7, 1925, but had faith that his condition
would improve. Certifictaion of Dr. James P. Sid .

dell, of Glasgow , is that Brother Russell is totlly
incapacitated due to complete blindness. Certifica

tion of Dr. R. J. McDonald, of Saskatoon, is that

after a long series of treatments , Brother Russell be.
came completely blind in August, 1925. There was

no evidence upon which it could be fixed that his

affliction came to him as a result of his employment

with the Municipal Railway, but was resultant from

a gradual process of some amiction the origin of
which was unknown to the Board , and the Board

recognized that the law governing the right of disa.
bility benefit does not include authority to grant
payment of the benefit. The Board enacted that

payment of the claim be disallowed .

Claim for disability benefit in the interest of Mem

ber John F. Potter, of Division No. 515, Galesburg .

Ill . , was submitted to the Board for its consideration

and action , The application and evidence before the

Board were in effect that Brother Potter became a

member of the Association, through Division No.
515 , December 10 , 1910 , and was 63 years of age at

the time of filing application for disability benefit.
He was employed as an operator. Certification of

Dr. J. Ç . Redington, of May 19, 1925 , was that
examination of Brother Potter shows normal heart

and lungs, with blood pressure slightly raised; has
pain on pressure ata point near back on right side.
which is made worse by movements. Inability to

work seems to be due toa nervouscondition. Certi

fication of Dr. C. B. Ripley is that Brother Potter

describes an injury by a biow on the back of his

head whena boy, which he thinks responsible for

headaches and neuritis during the past few years.

No evidence of damage to the skull . Arteries not

markedly sclerosed . Had moderate hemorrhoids and

fistula , which is painful but not discharging. Some
edema of the ankles present . Had been worried and

distressed by the multiple difficulties and danger of

modern traffic conditions until control of nervous

system refuses to function further. Certification of

Dr. Linnae May Pine, osteopathist, of date of

August 13 , 1926 , is that his opinion is that Brother

Potter's, nervous breakdown is due to his fall into a

pit . The fall in the pit it is alleged occurred August

18 , 1924 . Brother Potter gave up employment April
2 , 1925 . In deliberating upon this case, theBoard
recognized that there was no evidence of a definite

nature to establish the claim as based upon an

aMiction resultant fromemployment, as required by

the Constitution and General Laws governing, pay:
ment of disability benefits. The Board enacted that

payment of the claim be disallowed .
Submitted to the Board was a claim for disability

benefit in the interest of MemberH. I. Leach. of

Division No.497, Pittsburg , Kansas, for its consid

eration and action . The application and evidence

bearing upon this case were in effect that Brother

Leach became a member of the Association, through

Division No. 497, May 27 , 1908, and was employed
as a motorman . His age at the time of filing appli

cation was 46 years . Certifications of Drs. B. }.

McKay and J. F. McNaught are in effect that

Brother Leach ' has chronic Coli Cystitis, probably

duodenalulcer, and chronic constipation , andthat

his condition has been aggravated and made worse

by his occupation as a street car motormanand that

he has been advised that he is incapacitated to con

tinue as a motorman . A further certification of Dr

McKay is that Brother Leach has an infection of gall

bladder and duodenal ulcer .
There was no evidence

before the Board that this affliction originated from

his employment, asrequired by the Constitution and

The ap
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Laws in payment of disability benefits . The Board

enacted that payment of the claim be disallowed.

Claim for disability benefit in the interest of Mem .

ber James Garrett Reynolds , of Division No. 639 ,

Lexington , Ky. , was submitted to the Board for its

consideration and action . The application and evi
dence upon this case were in effect that Brother

Reynolds became member of the Association ,

through Division No. 639 , August 1 , 1920, and was

58 years of age at the time of making application for
disability benefit. He was employed as a motorman .

Certification of Dr. W. S. Allphin, of date of Febru

ary 8 , 1926, is to the effect that Brother Reynolds

is afficted with circulatory troublesand unable to do

manual labor ; that he finds him suffering from
chronic condition of heart and varicose veins. Certi

bcation of Dr. R. M. Coleman, of date of February

16, 1926, is in effect that in his opinion Brother

Reynolds is unable to attend to his duties and is re

maining at his home upon the doctor's advice.
Certifications of Dr. F. C. Collins are that he finds

Brother Reynolds has endocarditis of the heart , also

varicose veins and is very nervous, and that it is

brought on by his constant work as motorman and

he is totally disabled to continue his work as a

motorman. . In deliberating upon this case , it ap
peared clear to the Board that the claim of circula

tory troubles upon which the application for disa
bility benefit was based could not be attributed to

the employment , as required by the Laws of the As
sociation for payment of disability benefits. The

Board enacted that payment of the claim be dis
allowed .

Claim for disability benefit in the interest of

Member Thomas Fogarty, of Division No. 788, St.

Louis, Mo., was submitted to the Board for its con
sideration and action . The application and evidence

before the Board were that Brother Fogarty became

a member of the Association , through Division No.

788, Pebruary 2 , 1918 , and was 49 years of age at

the time of making application for disability benefit.
He was employed as motorman, Certification of

Dr. R. A. Kinsella , of date of April 9 , 1926 , was that

Brother Fogarty had been a patient under his ob
servation for about one year. Blood pressure is very

high, as a result of which there have been two in

complete paralytic strokes , the last taking place

while at work as a motorman, and that the occupa

tion is dangerous to him and that at present he is

unable to engage in productivework. Certification

of Brothers E. N. Wood and Henry Gerding were

that they relieved Brother Fogarty upon his last

paralytic stroke, February 10 , 1926. There was no

evidence before the Board that the affliction was

otherwise than from natural causes in such cases ,

and the disability could not be attributed by the

Board to the occupation. The Board enacted that

payment of the claim be disallowed .

Funeral Benefit Claims

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action was a funeral benefit claim based upon the

death of late Member Bert Wilson, of Division No.
343, Kalamazoo, Mich. The application and evi.

dence before the Board were in effect that Brother

Wilson became a member of the Association, through

Division No. 343, December 11, 1909; (later left

street railway employment to engage in other em
ployment; that his death occurred in an accident or

resulting from an accident by which he sustained
fatal injuriesthrough a collisionof an automobile

with a Michigan State Highway Department truck .
Age of deceased at the time of death was 55 years .

In that the Constitution and Laws ofthe Association

prohibit the payment of death claims where death
occurs in an accident in other lines of employment

than that of street or electric railway service , the

Board , in deliberating upon this case , recognized

that they had no authorityto direct payment of the

claim . The Board enacted thatpayment of the claim
be disallowed .

Claim for funeral benefit upon the death of late

Member Edgar Morris, of Division No. 99. Winni

peg. Man., was submitted to the Board for its consideration and action . The claim was for benefit of

$600.00, petitioned to bepayable to Mrs. Thomas

Eames, sister of deceased.Upon this claim there

had been reimbursed to Division No. 99 burial ex

pense in the sum of $216.50, leaving a balance on

the claim of $383.50. Due to the nature of member

ship of lateMember Morrisin the matter of a

grevious suspension and in that the title of Mrs.

Eames was questionable, the Board enacted that

further payment upon the claim be disallowed.

Old Age Benefit Claims

Claim for old age benefit of Member Thomas

Smith O'Brien, of Division No. 148,Albany, N. Y

was submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action . The application and evidence in the case

were in effect that Member O'Brien becashle & mem.

ber of the Association, through Division No. 148.

January 8, 1906 , and was 69 years of age at the

time of bling the application. Certification of, Dr.

D. F. Hannon, of date of Pebruary 16, 1926, was in

effect that Brother O'Brien is suffering from a bi

lateral complete Inguinal Hernia and because of the

relaxed musculature it is poorly supported. He also

has chronic arthritis , which in itself incapacitates

him from performance of any type of duty, insofar

as railroad company, work is concrened . He is

further afflicted with failing eyesight . There is

evidence that this brother still retains his railroad
badge and buttons . The Board enacted to defer

the claim for definite action to await further infor

mation relative to Member O'Brien's present em

ployment.

Claim for old age benefit of Member Charles H.

Davis , of Division No. 262 , Norwich , Conn . , was
submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action. The application and evidence in this case

were in effect that Brother Davis became a member

of the Association, through Division No. 262 , No.

vember 1 , 1905, and at the time of filing application
was 70 years of age . He was employed as amotor

man on the Norwich road , until in 1919 Division

No. 262 entered upon an approved strike , which was

lost , thus barring many of the members, including

Brother Davis,from re -employment in street railway
service . Certification of Dr. J. M. Ganey was in

effect that Brother Davis is totally disabled from

doing any work from age infirmities, arterio sclerosis

and high blood pressure, and has been unable to

work since August 22, 1924 . In deliberating upon

this case , it was clear to the Board that Member
Davis was out of electric railway , employment due

to the loss of an approved strike of his Local Union .

The Board enacted that payment of the claim be

allowed.

Enactments on Decisions On Appeals

Submitted to the Board by the report of the

International President were appeals and decisions

thereon . These appeals and decisions were submitted

to the Board for approval of disapproval of said

decisions . The cases were where appeals had not

been made to the General Esecutive Board and de

cisions upon which were approved by enactment of

the General Executive Board . These appeals are

generally of a local nature an are as follows:

Appeal of William F. Lyman, Division No. 416.

Peoria , Ill . , in a case applying to seniority , the sub
ject matter of which for appeal developed some

fifteen years prior to the appeal and which had been
regarded by the I. P. as outlawed, it having ex
tended beyond the two years limitation of the Con
stitution and General Laws in such cases ; appeal of
Member Fred W. Schneider. Division No. 455 ,

Portsmouth , Ohio, from action of the Local upon á

question of seniority , decision upon which had been

rendered by First Int. Vice - Pres. Wm. B. Fitzgerald ,
who sustained the action of the Local Division in
determining , upon the case;. appeal of Member

Ernest L. Venghaus from decision of Division No.
589, Boston , Mass. , in fixing his seniority, in which
the action of the Local Division was sustained by

the decision of the I. P. thereon ; appeal of Member

John Cunningham . Division No. 26. Detroit, Mich ..
from a decision of Division No. 26, in the establish :

ing of his seniority and involving employment as a

coach operator, upon which appeal the decision of
the I. p . sustained the decision ofthe Local Division;

appeal of Members Daniel P. Lyons, Walter W.
Phegley and Jerome S. Broderick of Division No.

118, Póttsville, Pa ., in which appeal was taken from
action of Division No. 118 in granting seniority to
Member George Wildermuth ,upon which appeal

First lot. Vice -President Wm. B. Fitzgerald rendered

a decision sustaining Division No. 118 in establishing

the seniority of Members Berger and Wildermuth ;

appeal of Member Henry . McArthur, et al., of Divi
sion No. 26, Detroit, Michigan ., which was a case

of seniority dispute upon which the I. P. sustained
the appeal of Appellant McArthur , et al . and over

ruled the decision of the Local Division ; appeal of
Member G. F. Cantello of Division No. 620, Pram

ingham , Mass., relative to the transfer of members
from the Marlboro to the Framingham Division in

employment in the matter of following transferred

work, which had been ruled upon by G. E. B. Mem
ber John H. Reardon, in which he had ruled that

the transferred work would permit the transfer of
seven members, whereas the Division had permitted
but five members to transfer, and from which the

appeal was taken seeking to have sustained theruling
of Board Member Reardon, upon which in rendering

his decision the I. P. sustained the ruling of Board

Member Reardon ; appeal of Member Esther Brauer ,
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Division No. 215 , Wheaton, Ill . , relative to seniority

in employment as ticket agent and from which en.

actment of the Local the appeal was taken and upon

which the I. P. sustained the appeal and overruled

the action of Division No. 215; appeal of Member '

James J. Thompson , et al., of Division No. 26,

Detroit , lich., D. U. R. Branch , from action of

Division No. 26 in the establishment of run guides,

upon which the decision, of the I. P. overruled the

appeal and sustained the action of Division No. 26 ;

appeal of Member M. C. O'Brien, Division No. 241,

Chicago, Ill., upon the subject of seniority in place

ment of a member of the Local , from which action

of the Division the appeal was taken and which

appeal was overruled by the decision of the I P. and

the action of Division No. 241 sustained .

Decisions On Appeals To The General Executive

Board

Submitted to the Board was an appeal made by

Member John M. Dickerson, of Division 26 , Detroit,

Mich . , it being an appeal from a decision of the

International President, in which he had sustained

the action of Division 26 in a case of coach service

seniority. The original appeal to the International

President was of date of February 27 , 1926, in which

appellant stated that at the time coach service was

started by the Detroit Street Railway, in December,

1924, the management posted notices that employes

who wished to transfer to the coaches would be

chosen according to seniority in rail car service , and

appellant made application and took the examination ,

butwhen the coach line service opened, appellant

was not called for that service and appealed to a

Mr. Snyder, superintendent, who advised him that

he had been in the service too long to give up his

seniority, as nothing was sure about the coach serv

ice . A month later appellant was called before Ms.

Dawson , who said that a letter he had forwarded to

Superintendent Smith had been referred to Mr.

Snyder, and Mr. Dawson offered him a position on

the coaches, but stated that owing to the fact that

the Association had ruled that members entering the

coach service would start at the bottom of the board ,

appellant took the case up, with the business agent,
who told him nothing could be done, and later took

the case up with a seniority committee appointed by

the Local and at the same meeting of the Local the

business agent was instructed to settle the case ac.

cording to the rules governing seniority . The busi

ness agent later brought back a communication from

Superintendent Smith refusing the seniority sought,
and the business agent was again instructed to in .

tercede in the case and later brought a communica

tion from the general manager requesting that the
case be considered cloased , and further efforts in the

case were discontinued . The appeal to the Inter

national President was from this action of the Local

Division, In rendering a decision upon the case, the
International President pointed to the fact that

appellant's controversy developed while Division26

was barred from doing business with the manage.

ment of the property and that these appointments to
coach service were absolutely out of control of the

employes in their associated character and that since,

the Local had established the regulation governing

seniority in employment upon the coach service, but
that appellant at that time was not qualified to

take advantage of this provision of the Local grant.

ing seniority on coaches and he, therefore, sustained

the action of the Local Division. Before the Board

appeared appellant and Business Agent McLellan ,

but their statements added nothing to the evidence

that was before the International President. The

Board enacted to sustain the action of the Loca!

Division and the decision of the International Presi

dent , and overruled the appeal .

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action was an appeal of former Member Donald F.

Mitchell of Division 26, Detroit Mich. This appeal

was in the form of a petition to the International
Association petitioning for reinstatement in member.

ship in Division 26 . The evidence and record in this

case were in effect that appellant came into the street

railway service and into the Amalgamated Associa

tion in the year, 1905 and continued his membership
until in 1913 , when he entered farming for a period ,

remaining out but a few months, when he returned
to employment upon the cars and became reinstated

in Division 26. Early in 1922 he again left the street

railway service and at the time of his case being

submitted to the G. E. B. was employed in construc
tion work in Pontiac . At the beginning of this period

of divergence from street railway employment ap
pellant continued in membership in Division 26 for

some period and finally became nine months in

He approached the secretary , to pay ihs
arrearage and the secretary instructed him that he

was suspended for non-payment of dues, and that for
him to be reinstated it would be necessary for him to

petition the International Office . Former Member

Mitchell appeared before the G. E. B. and made a

statement that he had left the street railway service

in 1922 and had paid his dues in the Association,
but had gotten behind , not suspecting he would

be suspended,due to his previous continuance in

membership. He had exceeded the six months allow .

ance for reinstatement, even though he were in the
service . The Board recognized that to order the

reinstatement of former Member Mitchell , would be

imposing a possible burden upon the Local, which the

International had no right to do . The Board enacted

to dissallow the petition for reinstatement.

An appealof Division 549, Northampton, Mass .,

per Harry P. Hitchcock et al ., was submitted to the

Board for its consideration and action. The appeal

was from a decision upon the subject matter by

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon . The case was

one where a member, in December, 1922 , was as .

signed by the management to operate a tower car,
it being a regularly operated run . Following several

years of the operation of this run , it was discon .

tinued . Then arose the question as to whether the

member should be restored to his seniority in the

transportation service. Board Member Reardon had

passed upon this case, granting to the said member

his seniority rights in the transportation service, to

which exceptions were taken, and the appeal was

based upon Article 22 of the agreement existing bea

tween Division 549 and the employing property,

which provides that when a motorman or conductor

takes an official position with the company, or is
working for the Association he shall retain his sen

jority rights in the bidding in system for ninety

days. For all other occupations, except substituting

for a regular official in the service of the company,

he shall lose his seniority at the end of thirty days.

Further, that it has always been understood by the
company and the Local that a man taking work

outside of the transportation department, auto

matically lost his rating after thirty days. There

was evidence of others holding this tower car prior to

1922 who had conceded their seniority and on return

to the transportation service had again taken their
position at the foot of the board . However , there

was an instance of a regular motorman running this

tower car for some ten months who did notlose his

seniority rights. Also this particular member over

whose seniority the dispute had arisen had run the
tower car in 1921 for some three and one -hall months

and did not lose his rights. The Board enacted that
it is the sense of the Board that runs of the tower

car nature are and should be embraced in regular

seniority as maintaining seniority to operators runn
ing it and that the decision of Board Member

Reardon upon the case be sustained and the appeal

overruled.
Therewas submitted to the Board an appeal from

DivisionsNos. 125 and 805, East St. Louis, ill ., and

the employing property, which was more a submis

sion to the Board for a decision upon seniority in bus

employment, it having been entered in the agree

ment that the question of seniority of members
transferred to bus service would be fixed by the

General Executive Board . The real question was as

to whether employes being transferred from rail car

service to bus or coach operation should carry

their seniority from the rail car service. The

conclusion of the G. E. B. upon this question was

that employes operating busses, now or in the future,

shall be given their seniority rights as bus operators

from the time they entered thecontinuous company

service as motormen, conductors or operators of one

cars or bus operators and that entering bus

service should not take from them any of the sen.

iority, earned in the service of the company, either

as rail car or bus operators, in that thebus has be
come and is a partof street car service in transpor

tation .

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action was an appeal of Member James A. Garwood,

of Division 114. Youngstown , Ohio . This is a case

where appellant was charged by the Local with

having secreted an allegedagreementas applying ,to

seniority in employment in booths established for

collection of fares , etc.
It appears that the Local

had instructed the president, who atthe time was

Member Garwood , and hiscommittee to obtain an

understandin
g

with

would grant to the employestheright of seniority

the employing property that

in , employment in these booths.
A conference was

held with themanagemen
t
but no definiteagreement

was reached. However , notes were taken of this

conference with the president and committee, and

it appears to have been the understandin
g

of the

representativ
e

of the company that the notes kept

man

artears .
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carried with them a practical verbal agreement, of to comply with the agreement made some years since

which he alleged the notes to be a memorandum . by International President W. D. Mahonand Presi

Appellant, as president, had not reported to the dent James O'Connell of the Metal Trades Depart

Local that the company had such a memorandum ment of the A. F. of L: relative to jurisdiction mat

and was assuming, it to be what had been agreed ters as affecting the Machinists , and the report of

upon by the president and his committee as con the I. P. was in effect that he had complied with the

taining the future method of allotment of booth em instructions of the Board. Accompanying this re

ployment, when , as a matter of fact , none of the port was a letter from Vice - President Robert Fechner

committee understood that such an agreement had of the International Association of Machinists, re

been reached at the conference and appellant had questing a conference upon jurisdiction disputes, but
denied that such an agreement existed. At a con no specification was made in this letter as to what

ference held by a succeeding president, the company disputes might be in question. The Executive Coun

official took the position that he understood that cil report was before the Board , wherein the Execu

such was the agreement. However, at this confer tive Council of the A. F. of L. had directed thatthe

ence appellant had denied that such an agreement Machinists and Amalgamated Association Interna

did exist. Yet charges were preferred against appel tional Officers endeavor to adjust disputes that arise

lant and he was tried thereon , with the result that relative to jurisdiction. The Board enacted directing

the committee held in effect that appellant had the secretary to request of Vice- President Fechner of

made an agreement with the management, the nature the Machinists Union , upon just what subject he

9f which had not been reported to the Local . The wished to hold conference with International

evidence before the G. E. B. in this case Officers .

effect that the members of the committee present Miscellaneous Enactmonts

at the alleged agreement conference had even testi. Submitted to the Board by the International
fied to the trial board that no such agreement ex. President's report was theIndianapolis situation in
isted , and it was clear to the G. E. B. that had such volving International Vice -Presidents John M.Parker
an agreement existed it would necessarily have been and Robert B. Armstrong, Division 976 and the
known by the members of the executive board who officers and members thereof. This report was in
were in attendance at the alleged agreement confer effect that upon several appeals fromtheIndianapolis

ence with the president and that, therefore, there street railway men, International President W. D.

was no agreement in existence of which the said ap Mahon delegated Vice- Presidents Parker and Arm .

pellant was guilty of secreting. The Board sus strong to assist the employes in their endeavors to

tained the appeal, and as appellant had been pen organize . Vice - President Armstrong was first dis

alized by some forty -five days suspension, the Board patched to Indianapolis to make a survey of the

directed that appellant be remunerated by Division situation , and when he reported the attitude of the

114. employes upon the endeavors to organize, Vice- Presi

Submitted to the Board was an appeal for former dent Parker was delegated with him to assist upon

Member Roger Kirkland , of Division 308. Chicago, the situation. Practically immediately, upon taking

Ill., fos reinstatement in membership. This appeal up this work the company obtained the use of the

was in its nature a petition that the International
federal department of justice in Indianapolis, the

intercede to obtain the reinstatement into member federal judge being one Robert C. Baltzell, in bring
ship of former Member Kirkland . The evidence in ing forth an injunction that had been previously
the case was in effect that Member Kirkland was granted byformer Federal Judge Anderson, prohibi

suspended by Division 308 June 30 , 1925, for non tive of the Amalgamated Association conducting any

payment of dues. It appears that former Member organizing work in Indianapolis. The record of a

Roger Kirkland , while a member of Division 308 , previous Board Meeting embraced notice of the can

retired from employment and migrated to England,
cellation of this injunction. The service of this

and that fot several months thereafter his dues were obsolete injunction by federal authority caused con

paid by his son, who during an absence hadleft the cern as to whether the information of the cancella

matter of payment of thedues of his fatherto his tion comingfrom Attorney Sol H. Esarey was really

sister, who had failed to meet the payments , and the definite, and Vice-Presidents Armstrong and Parker

secretary's statement in connection with the were instructed to learn if the report he had made

was that when former Member Kirkland became in upon this injunction could be confirmed. Attorney

arrears he had no address by which he could com
Esarey was consulted and it is reported made a

municate with either the son or daughter or the further investigation and later advised that the in .

former member and that through neglect the mem junction was obsolete. The company then petitioned

ber became in errears and was suspended. The Judge Baltzell for a likeinjunction,whichwas readily

Board recognized that in such cases the matter was granted, but not until Division 976 had been chart

one of Local autonomy in its nature and that there
ered and had extended in membership to embrace

was nothing to guide the action of the G. E.B .. some two- thirds of the employes of the Indianapolis

except Sections 93 and 99 and as provided in Section Street Railway Company. The report showed that

53 of the Constitution and General Laws as applying the management of the company also entered onan

to members-at-large and that such membership in eliminating process to destroy the organization by

Local Unions and the carrying of members in mem the dismissal of employes whose activities indicated

bership is wholly within the autonomy of Local that their dismissals would have an effect in terroriz
Divisions, except in cases of divergence from the ing the other employes. The report of the I. P.
laws, and it was enacted not to grant the petition . shows that every endeavor possible was made to

effect an understanding with the company . to obtain
Jurisdiction Disputes

the reinstatement of these members and also estab

Submitted to the Board was a report madeby lish collective agreement relations with the property .

First International Vice -President B. Fitz All of these attempts were ignored by the manage

gerald and G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon , who ment that appeared to be in control of the political

had been appointed by the International President situation - both the city and state administrations,

to represent him in the adjustment of a jurisdiction as well as the district federal department of justice.

dispute with the Team Drivers andthe Amalgamated Repeated arrests of Vice- Presidents Parker and Arm

Association as applying to the membership of Divi strong were made on the charge of vagrancy, etc. , to

sion 589, Boston , Mass. This report showed that the end that a restraining order was obtained pro

the situation was yet in a conference stage and the hibiting the court that was under the infuence of

subject matter had not beendefinitely disposed of. the employing management from issuing any more

In accordance with instructions at a previous G. E. such warrants . A condition developed exposing, to

B. meeting, the situation in the immediate the employes that a lockout process was established

hands of the International President as representing
by the management of the employing property ,

the International Association , and no action and on July 5 the members of Division 976 suspended

However, the report showed a care work . This action was taken at a meeting of the

ful study ofthe situation and an endeavor to bring Local attended by Vice - Presidents Armstrong and

about a fair adjustment thereofinaccordance with Parker, who advised the members that they were

the agreement existing between the International under the restraint of an injunction and, therefore,

TeamDrivers and Chauffeurs Union and the Amal
gamated Association . could give them no advice as to what their future

course should be . The management of the property

Submitted to the Board was the report of the In . again utilized the federal department of justice in

ternational President as applyingto the jurisdiction the way of obtaining action on the part of Judge

question of the InternationalAssociation of Machin Baltze!!' to cite Vice- Presidents Parker and Arm

ists, wherein the Machinists International Union has strong and several members of the local organization

entered complaint that the Amalgamated Association before him upon the charge of violating the injunc

is trespassing upon its jurisdiction. At the preceding tion . The report of the I. P. shows that Judge

Baltzell declared the two International Vice - Presi

been instructed to place before the American Fed, dents and variousmembers of Division 976, including

eration of Labor Executive Council the attitude of Members Day. Ellis, Baine, Frakes, Southern, Wigg

the Amalgamated Association , that it is its purpose ton , McNew , Tally and Tade, to be guilty of viola

case

Wm.

was

was
taken thereon .
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tion of the injunction and imposed penalties therefor,

including a penalty of imprisonment of ninetydays

on Vice-Presidents Parker and Armstrong and thirty

days upon Member Edgar Day. The other sentences

ranged from five to twenty days imprisonment. Some

of the members plead guilty, among whom

Curtis Johnson and Jesse . Young. who gave testi .

mony before Judge Baltzell showing that they were

in the employ of the company and had really re

ceived pay from both the Association and the com

pany in the course of the strike and, in organizing

work . While the President's report did not implicate

President Harry Boggs of Division 976 as an instru.

ment of the employing company , this fact became

known to the members of the Executive Board upon

information that showed that President Boggs was

being paid $50.00 per week for his service as a detec
tive . The report states that at the time of the cita

tions for contempt before Judge Baltzell , the I. P.

dispatched to Indianapolis, International Treasurer
L. D. Bland, to assist upon the case . At the close

of the report, July 31 , Vice- Presidents Parker and

Armstrong and others were yet in prison , but appli.

cation was being made for their release upon bail

pending an appeal of their case, as it was shown by

the report that the attorneys representing the Amal.

gamated Association in the case held that they were

not guilty of violating the injunction. This injunct

tion restrained those upon whom it was served from
encouraging or in any way contributing to the viola

tion of a master and servant agreement that the

president of the company had testified before the

court as existing between the company and em

ployes, but relative thereto, many members of Divi

sion 976 were in a position to testify that there was

no such an agreement . This alleged agreement, it

it appears, was one that was instituted by the man .

agement of the property in its endeavor to destroy

old Division 645 , in 1913 . In connection with the

citations, the company took the position that the

Amalgamated Association was yet violating the in .

junction by giving succor to the employes who had

suspended work. The court made it directly known

that theAmalgamated Association in contributing to
the employed in their suspension of work would be

regarded as violating the injunction and that other

International Officers would be subject to citation

for contempt of court. The International President

had taken the position directing , all International

Officers to withdraw from any actin connection with

this strike that would subject the International

Association to definite charge of violation of the in

junction. Yet the report indicated that several of

the members of the Local were still continuing their
endeavor to effect their right of organization . The

report showed that 754 employes of the Indianapolis

Street Railway Company had enrolled in membership
in establishing Division 976. Those who remained

out of the organization and continued employment

with the company pending suspension of work, were

paid by the company $ 2.00 per day bonus.

nection with this report , the I. P. submitted state

ments of Attorney Baker, who was employed by the

Association upon the case , showing an account of

$ 3,100.00 In acting upon this situation , the G. E.

B. sustained the course pursued by the International

President and approved payment of the attorney's

fee of $3,100.00 . In connection with this report,
there was also submitted to the Board a statement

of account of $ 500.00 charged to the Association by

Attorney Sol . H. Esarey of Indianapolis. This bill

seemed have been submitted by Attorney Esarcy

for work he had done in the way of confirming his
former report that the 1916 injunction had been

brought to a status of not benig further effective .

Attorney's fees of Attorney Esarey had been ad

justed at a previous Board meeting and payment had
been made for his service in connection with that

injunction, and the Board enacted that this bill be

not paid , in that it was the opinion of the Board

that it was merely the giving of confirmation to a

previous report upon that subject which had been

made by Attorney Esarey and payment had been

made for his services in caring for the case .

Submitted to the Board by the report of the I. P.
was action of Division 101 upon an illegal resolution

adopted by that Local at a time when Board Mem
ber Fred A. Hoover was assisting Division 99 ,
Winnipeg, Man.,, upon agreement and extension

work , which resolution demanded the removal of
Board Member Hoover from further assisting the
Winnipeg Local . At a special meeting of the Board ,

International President W. D. Mahon had been in

structed to present this situation before the Van

couver Local for reconsideration . The report of the

1. P. showed that on August 9 , he had received a

telegram from Board Member Hoover, stating that

through the action of the Joint Advisory Board of

Divisions Nos. 101 , Vancouver; 109, Victoria ; and

134, New Westminster , B. C., a second referendum

had been taken by Division 101 upon the rescinding

of the illegal resolution and that the resolution was
rescinded by a vote of 464 to 174. This report was

further confirmed by a letter from the financial

secretary of Division 101, of date of August 13.

Uponthissituation, the Boardenacted directing the
secretary to acknowledge receipt of the letter of the

financial secretary of Division 101.

Before the Board appeared Representative John T.

O'Connor,of the Benefit Association of Railway Em

ployes. He explained that this is an organization

originating with steam railway employes; that it was

institutedas an insurance or benefit organization and

has nothing to do with the industrial end of wage.
working . He stated that in San Francisco the plan

had been submitted by a representative of their or:
ganization , a Mr. Roche, to President Vandeleur of

Division 518 , who hadstated to him thatthe Local

could take no action in the matter without the plan
having been approved by the International President.

He stated that there are now 110 railways where the

employes are insured in the Benefit Association; that

the Association'spurposeis to promote social fea

tures and care forthe sick and that they make indi.

divual contracts with members. Upon this situation,
the I. P. stated that he had received a letter from

President Vandeleur of Division 518 ,making inquiry
of the Benefit Association and that he had written

President Vandeleur that he knew nothing particu

larly about the Association or its workings, but that

it had headquarters inChicago. Upon the retire
ment of Representative O'Connor, his verbal petition

was given consideration and in deliberating upon it,

it was held that it was not advisable to make any

enactment relative to approval or disapproval of this

Benefit Association of Railway Employes, in that it
is a matter entirely out of the jurisdiction of the
General Executive Board . It was known by the

Board that alike organization also exists in Mus.

kegon , Mich ., which had previously petitioned for a
like recognition and upon which the Board had taken

the same attitude .

The report of the I. P. presented to the Board the

subject of attorneys' fees in connection with the

strike of Division 759, Dayton , Ohio, in the course

of which an injunction was sought and obtained by

the company to interfere with the strike process .

Attorneys were employed to care for this situation.

The attorneys' fees as submitted were $ 395.00. The

Board enacted authorizing the International Presi

dent to pay the bill of the Dayton , Ohio attorneys.

The Board enacted to appropriate $25.00 to assist

Members Lorenzo Peck, Gilbert Patterson and Roy
Duke, of Division 976, Indianapolis, Ind . They

had been denied re -employment by the Indianapolis
Street Railway .

The Board enacted to appropriate $ 100.00 to assist

former Secretary Vincent Tuero, of Division 623,
Buffalo, N. Y. , who was involved in the strike of that

Local and the litigation resultant therefrom .

Before the Board was the subject of the strike
of theBritish Coal Miners, in the wayof apetition
from the American Federationof Lahor for assist

The petition was signed by Secretary Prank

Morrison and President William Green . The Board

enacted toappropriate $ 1,000.00 to assist the strik

ing miners of Great Britain as a response to the

appeal of the A. F. of L., and directing that Local

Divisions be circularized that they maybe permitted
to make donations to assist th British Mine Workers

Deliberation was given to a proposed appropriation
for the Forty- sixth Annual Convention of the

American Federation of Labor, tobe held in Detroit.

Mich . , beginning October 4. Relative to preparation

for this convention, the I. P. was authorized to assist .

Apetition to assist the PeoplesLegislative Service

of Washington, D. C., was presented to the Board,
and it was enacted that further appropriation to

assist the Peoples Legislative Service be deferredto

await the Twentieth Convention ofthe Association.

Presented to the Board for its consideration was

the proposed participation inan European investiga

tion by a committee of organized labor, representa
tiveofRailway Brotherhoods and other organizations,
In deliberating upon thissubject, the Board enacted

to refer the matter to the International President,

with authority to participate, providing time and
convenience should permit .
The Board gave much study and deliberation to

the Death. Disability and old Age Benefit Pund

and the matter of benefits paid therefrom and the

conditions affecting insurance in the interest ofthe

membershipof the Association. Upon this subject,

itwasenacted that following May 1, 1927, facts and

figures upon this subject be submitted in circular

form tothe various Local Divisions, that delegates

In con

ance.
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appearing at the succeeding convention may be in a

position to intelligently deliberate upon the situation .

Brought to the attention of the Board was the

candidacy for United States Senator in Pennsylvania

of Brother William B. Wilson , of the United Mine

Workers, he being a candidate upon the Democratic

ticket. The Board recognized that this candidate for

United States Senator is recorded as an old friend

of the Amalgamated Association and was formerly

Secretary of Lahor under President Woodrow Wilson

The Board enacted as a Board to endorse the candi.

dacy of Candidate Wilson and urge like endorse

ments by the locals of this Association and the

labor movement in Pennsylvania.

Death of International Vice-President

Charles U. Taylor

Before the Board was brought a report upon the
death of late International Vice- President Charles

U. Taylor, whose death had taken from the Amal.

gamated Association and the American Lahor Move

ment one who had been devoted to the advancement

of the cause of labor and who was also Executive

Secretary of the Oregon State Federation of Labor.

Upon his death, the Board enacted a resolution as
follows:

Whereas: Under date of July 13, 1926 , a Tuesday

morning, Brother Charles H. Taylor, a member of

the staff of Officers of the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of America,

passed from this to the higher life realm ; and

Whereas: Our late Brother Taylor in the course

of his life identified himself in the social order hy his

most intense concern in the welfare of humanity, as

one well understanding that the utility of life lies
only in service to others and not in the committal

of one's energies to his own selfish purposes ; he learn.
ed the field in which most may be done for nthers

and arduously devoted his efforts within that field

from which advancement to the great human family
as a whole can come ; and

Whereas: His work was so recognized by his fel .
low workers that he was sought as a chosen director

in the field oflabor within which his whole -hearted

service was most highly appreciated, as shown by his

own unsolicited advancement from the ranks to the

positions whichhe had held at the time of his passing

from this life - Executive of Division No. 757 ,Amal

gamated Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America, embracing the employes of the

Portland Electric Power Company, Portland, Oregon;

Executive of the Oregon State Federation of Labor

and of the International Executive Staff of Officers

of the Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec.

tric Railway Employes of America, and

Whereas: In his passing he has left as of his own
creation a testimonial that will stand the test of

time as a beacon to those who may well emulate him

in their pursuits of happiness. as true happiness

comes only from the good one does for others , which

was the incentive that led Brother Taylor in his
life's work ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That this General Executive Board, of

the Amalgamated Association, representative not

only of themselves but of the entire Amalgamated
Association of Street and Electric Railway Employes

of America , here express sincere regret at the depar.

ture of our late true brother from our field of labor ,

and that we tender to his bereaved widow and son

in their hour of sadness , our most profound sym
pathy . Further, that we extend to Division No.

757, Portland, Oregon, with which ourlate brother

was devotedly associated as a member, an expression

of our recognition of the loss sustained by the Port

land membership of our Associationand the trade

union movement in general, in the departure of our

late respected and honored brother.

Resolved : That copies ofthese resolutions be for
warded respectively to the bereaved family of our

late brother and to Division No. 757, Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Employes

of America , Portland , Oregon.

Audit

The accounts at the General Office were audited

by the Newton Audit Co.ofDetroit and reviewed

by a committee of the General Executive Board .

A recapitulatio nas shown by the auditis as follows :
Balance on hand Feb. 1 ,

Receipts Feb. 1 to July
. $ 1,365,900.86

31, inclusive. 647,914.68

$ 2,013,815.54

July 31, 1916 , inclusive. 528,972.27

The above balance consists of the following:

Cash on hand in bank

and P. O. deposits .. . $ 612,589.20

U. S. Govt. Bonds and

notes - 4 % per cent .... 232,150.00
Dominion of Canada

Bonds . 98,824.29

Micbigan State Bonds .. 40,000.00

No. Dak . State Bonds . 1,000.00

Prov. of Ontario Bonds .. 27,131.70

Ecorse , Mich. School

Bonds . 10,000.00

Toronto , Ont. Bonds. 9,475.00

Findlay, Ohio Bonds. 5,172.78

Niles, Ohio Bonds . 5,096.78

Windsor, Ont. Bonds. 10,000.00

Niagara Falls, Ont. Bonds 6,000.00

Woodmere, Mich . Bonds.. 12,194.60

Toledo, O.Labor Bldg. Bond 1,000.00

Braun Lumber Corp.

Bonds . 6,982.50

Ashland Blvd. Auditorium

Mortgages 200,000.00

Div. No. 113 ,Toronto, Ont.

Headquarters Bldg .

Bonds .
1 40,000.00

Residence and store build

ing mortgages in Detroit 43,150.00

Association real estate

Office and Factory

Buildings, Detroit, Mich. 66,774.03

Union Labor Life Insur

ance Co. Stock .. 20,000.00

Central States Co-opera

tive Wholesale Society

Stocks 175.00

Council Bluffs , la. Labor

Temple Stock 30.00

Division and interest bear.

ing Loans 16,128.00

Accounts receivable . 1,714.75

Furniture and Office

Equipment ..
7,563.36

Association Supplies and

Emblems...
1,603.40

Advanced to credit of

Vice- Presidents Arm

strong and Parker, to

meet expenses in connec

tion with Indianapolis oro

ganizing work . 521.00

Total . . $ 1,484,843.27

The audit statement shows an increase in

the funds of the Association in the course

of the six months audit period aggregating

$ 118,942.41 .

The audit of the Union Leader was made

by the Walton , Joplin , Langer Company,

auditors, and represents that at the close of

the audit period there was on deposit to

the credit of the Association in the Central

Trust Co. of Illinois Bank, $2,301.14. This

extends the balance of the Association in

cash and assets to $ 1,487,144.41 .

Represented in the receipts as shown by

the audit for the six months audit period

is $28,435.00 interest on deposits and in

vestments . This is exclusive of uncollected

accrued interest.

Of the $ 528,972.27 expenditures in the

course of the six months audit period , is

included $376,108.81 expended from the

Benefit Fund in funeral , disability and old

age benefits. This is in excess of 71 per

cent of the entire expenditures of the

Association .

Within the audit period there were paid

525 funeral benefit claims, aggregating

$ 329,008.81. Death benefit claims averaged

$626.68 each .

In the course of the six months audit

period there werepaid 18 disability benefits,

aggregating $ 12,700.00 . Disability benefits

averaged $ 705.55 each .

During the six months audit period end

1926 ...

Total

Expenditures Feb 1 to

Balance cash and assets at

the close of July 31 ,
1926 .

$ 1,484,843.27
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ing with July 31 , 1926, there were paid 43

old age benefits, aggregating $ 34,400.00 - an

average of $800.00 each .

There were paid within the six months

period ending July 31, 1926, 586 funeral,

disability and old age benefit claims, aggre

gating $376, 108.81-an average of $641.82

each .

The total number of claims paid from the

Benefit Fund during the preceding six

months ending with January 31 , 1926 , were

496. The average per claim was $638.57..

It will be observed that there has been an

increase of $3.25 per claim in the course of

the last six months audit period in excess

of the previous six months audit period.

This is largely due to the increased number

of old age benefits paid within the last six

months as compared with the number paid

in the preceding six months. In the pre

ceding six months there were paid 29 old

age benefits, whereas during the six months

covered by this audit period there were

paid 43 old age benefit claims.

Within the year ending July 31, 1926,

there were paid from the Benefit Fund

1,082 death , disabilityand old age benefit

claims, aggregating $692,483.31 — an average

of 640.00 per claim.

Within the six months audit period ending

July 31 , 1926, there were expended in

strike and lockout benefits and strike ex

pense , from the Defense Fund, $27,420.17

This, together with the disbursements from

the Benefit Fund, aggregated $403,528.98

or in excess of 76 per cent of the total ex

penditures of the Association within the six

months audit period.

Within the course of the six months audit

period there became involved in strikes and

lockouts five Local Divisions. The first was

that of Divisions Nos. 98, Akron ; 696 and

702, Canton ; and the A. B. C. Branch of

Division 268 , Cleveland , Ohio , upon the

Northern Ohio Traction Co. property.

These Locals suspended work May 3, 1926 .

The suspension continued until May 22,

when a verbal understanding was reached

by which former trainmen on strike would

be re -employed in accordance with their

seniority, except specified members , and the

strike was declared off.

The Slate Belt Line Branch of Division

169, Easton, Pa. suspended work May 26,

1926 . The cause of this suspension was

immediately adjusted , as hereinbefore re

ported .

Division 976, Indianapolis, Ind . , suspend

ed work July 5 , due to a lockout process of

the employing property .. The Federal Dis

trict Court of the Indiana District inter

vened in this situation confirming the atti

tude of the employing property.

The above three strikes and lockouts de

veloped within the six months audit period.

Other strikes that continued into and

through that period are those of Divisions

Nos. 663,St. John , N. B. and 623, Buffalo ,

N. Y. No adjustment of these situations

has ever been made and the strikes con

tinue into the next period.

The report of the International President

will show that most serious disputes de

veloping as between Local Divisions and

the employing properties were amicably ad

justed by arbitration, showing that the

process of arbitrating disputes has practic

ally taken the place of strikesand lockouts.

The strike of Division 663, St. John, N.B.

was begun June 29, 1921 , and that of Divi.

sion 623, Buffalo , N. Y. began July 2 , 1922.

In both cases the strike situation continues

to have an effect upon the business of the

respective properties.

The record ofthe six months period shows

a continuance of progress on the part of the

Association . The audit shows a substantial

increase in the funds and assets of the Asso

ciation .

The General Executive Board in closing

this report , wishes to express sincere appre

ciation for the hearty co -operation of the

officers and members of Local Divisions in

the progress of the Association . Such co

operation, it is clearly recognized , is the

solid foundation upon which the Amalga

mated Association stands and it is an assur.

ance of continued advancement of the Asso

ciation in the industrial field.

Most fraternally submitted ,

GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD

Edw. McMORROW,

MAGNUS SINCLAIR ,

P. J. SHEA,

John H. REARDON,

ALLEN H. BURT,

WILLIAM F. WELCH ,

JAMES B. LAWSON ,

FRED A. HOOVER,

R. L. REEVES.

1

BROTHER REARDON RECOVERING

Worcester, Mass . - During the past month our

members have been very much on theanxious seat

through the serious Plness of our Deiegate and
G. E. B. Member Jack Reardon . He was brought

home suffering frompneumoniaand for a time his
doctor did not expect himtorecover . Recent reports

indicatethat Jack is out of danger. Weare all for

you , Jack, and will be pleased to see you around
again ,

A few of our members are on the sick list, able to
be around but not able to work.

Brother Thomas

had a long siege of it and Brothers Bowen and

George Hispin , our two oldest veterans, are seen

around occasionally. Brother Gilmore, who suffered

a shock , is again around . Although these brothers

are up and around, they yet need the support of our

Local to put them on their feet until theyare able

to work.

Preparations are being made and the stage set for

our annualelection of officers, whichtakesplace in
December. Each member should take an interest.

The present set of officers are very efficient and have

conducted the business of the Local for the past year

in a fair manner, but competition means improved

business. So, if the membersare dissatisfied with

any officers whomtheyelected, then it is their duty

to elect someone elseas the time rolls around. The

past trouble, has been that a majority of the mem .

bers.after election , have not supported their officers

and have always been ready to antagonize them.

Brothers , let'spulltogether on this thing. Ifany

officers have neglected their duties, this is thetime

to show them that it doesn't pay. But on the other

hand, after electing your men you have to do your

part and support them .

Recently one of our congenial starters from Grove

Street and Smiling Billy Sullivan visited asecond

hand dealer and bought aFord . with the idea of
taking their families out over Sunday.

The dealer

seems tohave unloaded . It is some job for a layman

to say what makes ofmachine he gets. In compar:

ing both machines, we will call®Starter Charlie

O'Donnell's " The Steam Rollerof 1898"and Billy

Sullivan's The Galloping Horse of 1492."Botha

machines havebeentested on the speedway. Charlie
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Last Word in a Change Carrier

" Buy tho.best , it's cheapest in the end ”

THE RAPID READY -LEVER CHANGE

CARRIER Model 1926 is several ounces

lighter in weight than all others, with fewer

parts. Is accurate, fast, strong, durable and

fool-proof.

Hus no castings to break , and spring troubles unknown. Made

entirely of LIBERTY SILVER , which will never rust or larnish .

Coins drop from the bottom into the hand,

Easy tokeepclean, needs no oiling. Price

$ 3.25. Our "OLD RELIABLE SLIP CAR

RIER, price $2.50 , brought out in 1896 is
still used and liked by many .

Agents wanted . A. F. NELSON , Mfgr.

Special prices. 907 N. Front St. , Harrisburg, Pa .

FREE

Change Carrier Mfgr.

since 1896

MEN ) HERE'S BUTTONS

THAT SNAP ON

No sewing necessary . Pilcher's
" Detachable " Bachelor Bur.

tons fit any garment, Don't

bother to sew or worry about

buttons. If dealer can't supply ,
send 25c for full assortmentof3

sizes , 3 colors.

PILCHER MANUFACTURING CO ., Inc.

Dedt. 401
Louisville , Ky,

doesn't know why his steam roller machine comes

out second best. Starter George McGeachey sug

gests that Charlie should use soft coal instead of gas

and Charliethinks he will do that the next time

they race . Brothers, place your bets early.

Sympathy of the brothers goes to the family of

Brother Joe Norton, who passed from this life from
heart disease. He was a conscientious worker and

well liked . He was assigned to the Market Street
Division about twelve years ago as a motorman, but

ten years ago he was promoted to inspector, serving

in that position for some time, when he returned to
his car and atthe time of his death, was an operator.

Through the advent of the one-man car, a few of

our old veterans have decided to retire and try their

luck at some other business . Among them are

Brothers Larose and Sam Crothers Brother Larose

was formerly a Leominster conductor and can be
called a real veteran . He was in employment for

thirty years . Brother Crothers was a motorman with

about twenty years to his credit. We wish these two
young brothers success in their new work.

Boys, congratulations are in order and while throw

ing bouquets,don'tforget Brother Cy Lee and his

better half . They are the proud possessors of an.

other son. This makes seven good , sturdy boys for

Mr. and Mrs. Lee. A son was also born to Mrs. and

Brother Denesha. All are doing well and we wish

them the best of luck .

Sympathy is extended to Brother Arthur Healey,

the Register Checker of Gates Lane. He was called

on the phone and told that a certain lady was sick

with the measles. Brother Healey was to have met

her that evening, but he did not want to annoy a

sick friend,particularlyif afflicted with acontagious
ailment. Time hung heavy on his hands and

Brother Healey took a rideone evening by his girl's

house , Imagine his surprise when he found the house

all lighted and a party in full swing. Can someone

tell who the doctor was that lied to him over the
'phone ?

--COR , Div. 22 .

MEMBERS SHOULD REMEMBER

Sioux City, Iowa. - Brother Freem Smith ended his
matrimonial troubles for a while by resorting to the

divorce mill. Now , girls , don't rush, as we believe

he is spoken for .

Brother J. C. Garnett took his vacation by serving

onthe jury for a few weeks . Brother Ike Rochester

took his place at the expressoffice.

Brother Ray Poston and wife have agreed to disa
gree,

Brother A. J. Webber figures on working this fall

and winter. Seems he has rented a house near the
car barn.

Brothers Campbell and Tripp, traded runs onthe

Riverside , so Frank could walkfourand ahalfmiles
home nights for exercise .

We recently visited South Sioux City and saw

Brother Frank Matz whosustained a broken leg

He moves about with the helpof a
cane, but his knee is stiff. He is constructing a

filling station which he will try and look after. He

would like to havetheboys comearoundand see him

Some arewondering if we are to have a dance and
entertainment. Dancesshould be self-supporting and

if thosewhoare willing todonate willcome forward,
we will try and arrange one soon . The committee is

comprised of Brothers L. E. Garnett, M. R. Bough
ton and Prank Tripp - mostly Garnett.

Members should remember that if their dues are

not paid by the fifteenth of each month , they are

not entitled to sick benefits, and in case of death ,

their families would not receive the funeral benefit.

Neither would the dues collector have somany de.

linquents. Some of our members found this outto

their sorrow .

Brother H. Grissinger still visits the Orpehum.

We believe Joe Ploof is stiil single , thoughhe is

not faint -hearted and lives in hope .

Some of our boys are getting to be regular checker

fiends.

If any wish to be an officer in this Local , now is

the time to get busy, as nominations will soon be in

order.

Brother H. T. Woodward has his hands full look

ing after the affairs of this Local and the Trades and

Labor Assembly.

Brothers Dunn, Weldon, Hagerty, Storm , Guenther

and Pryor love to play checkers and Easton and

Christenson furnish the hot air.

Brother Weeks is getting fatter every day and

will soon have to have a new uniform, unless he

changes boarding houses.

Brother Joe Royalty has gone back to his first

love - the Stockyards.

Wonder when the company will spring the new

car on the public.

Brother L. L. Cormany moved Sunday to keep in

practice.

Brother Fred Ames recently got mixed up in an

auto accident .

We were pleased to see so many of our members in
the Labor Day parade . It was the best showing we

evermade. About fifty of our brothers were in the

procession.. Brother L. E. Garnett was a real busy

man that day and ended up as auctioneer for all that

was left over in the refreshment stands. Mrs.

Garnett won the nail-driving contest, driving fifteen

nails in forty seconds . She also won the secondprize
in the ladies' foot race. Brothers Woodward, Gar

nett, Day , Newell and Boughton were on the com
mittee . Someone has to do the work. Brother
Griffin carried the banner and Brother George

Criteser carried the flag for the Ladies' Label League.
It was an act of chivalry. Brother Woodward was

decorated with a policeman's star .

Well , what do you think of the company's pro

posal to change uniforms next spring ? Let every
man tell what he thinks about it . Asfor me, I pre

fer the blue uniform , the same as we have at present.
Most of us look green enough in a blue uniform .

Brother Pred Laetz of the shop crew is laid up

with a case of blood poisoning.

Brothers Jack Dunn and J. J. Harvey handled the
Special car for thewomen and children in the Labor

Day parade and all were well pleased.
-Cor. 779.

last winter.

occasionally.
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Don't Buy a New Changer

Every time the fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five - Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Saves time,

pockets, patience — and Speeds up sched

ules — Nofumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device and our exclusive

Adjustablefeatureon fourth andfifthbarrels.

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODĖL Sold at the 4 - BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 566 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to o tokeas

Price $ 4.00 postage paid . J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St., New York City

Cet
for

BUY

this

SHOES

We ask all members of

Liver and Stomach Troubles

You do notneed to sufferfrom gallstones, pains in organized labor to pur
back, or liver and stomach troubles. You can get rid
of themnow ,ifyouwillsendforthis free sample. chase shoes bearing ourGallstonesaredangerous; they are painful, torture,
and cause burning paing around your liver , paine in

Union Stamp onyour sides, and often they cause chills, fever, colic
Indigestion, or gastritis , Letme send you a libera)

Free Proof Gallistoneand Liver Car
the sole, inner

sales, and be relieved . Theymay save your life
sole or lining of

WORKERS UNION

avoid an operation, Send name and addressto

day : no obligation . Dr. Hildebrand's Laboratory,
the shoe . We ask

Dept. 662. 155 N. Union Ave. , Chicago , Ill . UNION STAMP

you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

ATTENTION ! you actually see

Motormen and Conductors
this Union Stamp .

WE SPECIALIZE IN BETTER -BUILT

Traction Uniforms

Worker's Union

at $ 32.50
Boot & Shoe

Made of Regnlation Blue Serge . Also Affiliated with the

Civilian Suits, Gaberdines, Overcoats American Federation of Labor

Made to Measuoe
246 SummerSt . Boston , Mass .

$ 25.00 $ 30.00 $ 35.00

Caps and High- Speed Changers COLLIS LOVELY, General President.

All Garments have the Union Label CHAS. L. BAIN, General Secʻy -Treas.

Hoffman Tailoring Co.

2341 Olive St. at Jefferson

Phone : Central 9279 ST . LOUIS , MO.

SA
MP
LE

your

GALLSTONES

dis

way

on }STAMP

It Cured His Piles

PIMPL
ES

Cleared Up - after 24 hours . To prove you can be rid of

Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruplions on the face or body,

Barbers' Itch , Eczama, Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny

Skin , simply send me your name and address today - no

cost - no obligation. CLEAR - TONE tried and tested

in over 100.000 cagro - used like toilet water - is simply

magical in promptresults. You can repaytho favor by

telling your friends : if not, the loss is mine. WRITÉ

TODAY.
E. S. GIVENS

499 Chemical Bldg. , Kansas City, Mo.

Without Operation or Pain

FREE TRIAL TO PROVE IT HEALS

Relieves and Prevents

" I suffered for years with piles and am

cured, thanks to the Page Internal Pile

Remedy. They cured me when all else

failed ," says E. H.Meuller. Blue Ash. O.

Coelly, painful, dangerous operations

are unnecessary - Pileg cau be healed it

treated inlernally.
The Tablets, the

combination method slope pilps . Oint

E H. Mueller
ments and salveg alone will never cure

treat internally . Write for Free tent package-- 10 prove

your piles - you must treat the cause,

its worth . Send no money - it is free .

E. R. PAGE COMPANY

214- A Page Bldg ., Marshall, Mich.
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REPORT OF WORKERS' HEALTH Public Health Service and disclosed the

BUREAU SHOWS GROWING STRENGTH failure of the United States Government

to cope with the growing menace of indus

The annual report of the Workers Health
trial poisons which are being experimented

Bureau made to its Trade Union Advisory
with for commercial purposes , regardless of

Council , May 22, 1926, showed the growing
their effect on workers ' bodies.

strength of the Bureau in organization and
The Council endorsed the recommenda

services to the trade union movement.
tion that the Bureau conduct a national

One hundred and sixty trade union or campaign to arouse trade unions to the need

ganizations in 22 statės and British Colum for a national government agency to control

bia are now affiliated with the Bureau , as
occupational dangers.

against 92 in 13 states reported to the
EAST LIVERPOOL, OHIO AGREEMENT

Council in May 2, 1925. The Bureau has Articles of Agreement

now extended its services to 17 trades. In

addition to local unions the Bureau now has THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into at

4 international unions affiliated and 5 state
East Liverpool, Ohio, this first ( 1st ) day of May,
1926 , by and between THE STEUBENVILLE,

federations of labor. EAST LIVERPOOL & BEAVER VALLEY TRAC

Services to affiliated unions during the
TION COMPANY, its successors and assigns, party

of the first part, (hereinafter for convenience called

past year include the preparation of health the Company ' ) , and DIVISION 52 of the AMAL
agreements for the painting, stone cutting, GAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET AND

glass beveling and mirror making industries,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMER

ICA, party of the second part , (hereinafter for con

and surveys of shop conditions in bakeries, venience called the " Association " ).

stone cutting and glass beveling establish WITNESSETH : That in consideration of the

ments. mutual conditions and covenants hereinafter set

The Bureau reported assistance to all forth , both parties hereto agree as follows :

territories working for improved compensa
SECTION 1 . The Company through its properly

accredited officers, agrees to meet and confes with
tion laws. To this end a leaflet was pre

the properly accredited ofħcers and Committees of
pared and distributed showing 6 states with said " Association upon any and all grievances not

no compensation laws whatever, 29 with
specifically covered in this Agreement, which may

arise from time to time.

compensation for accidents only , 7 with SEC. 2 . Whenever under this agreement there

compensation for accidents and certain shall arise any dispute or difficulty between the Com

occupational diseases , and only 5 where pany and any employe or employes who are mem

workers receive compensation for accidents
bers of the Association, including herein any decision

of the General Manager, which cannot be settled by
and all occupational diseases. mutual consent of the parties hereto , such dispute or

Even where compensation is paid, the difficulty shall be submitted to a Board of three

amount is far below a worker's need . In Arbitrators , one of whom shall be selected by the

Association and one by the Company , and the third

the State of Pennsylvania, for example, of whom shall be selected by the two so chosen . In

with its high percentage of coal mine and the event of the failure of the two so chosen to select

the third member within a period of ten days, the
steel mill accidents, the maximum amount third member shall be selected by agreement be
of weekly compensation is only $ 12.00 . The tween the Association and the Company and the
Bureau takes the position that workers be two arbitrators so chosen . The decision of two of

the aforesaid arbitrators shall be final and binding

paid full union wages for the entire period upon both parties.

of disability, for accidents and all occupa In the event of a failure to so select said Board , or

tional diseases. in the event of any failure on the part of the Asso

Two million five hundred thousand indus
ciation or any of its members or of the Companyto

trial accidents occur
comply with any award made by a Board so selected,

each year in the
then the existing disputes and difficulties shall be

United States -- this means a loss of more submitted to a Board of Arbitration as provided by

than 225,000,000 working days, and a wage
the existing ordinance under which the Company is

operating in the City of East Liverpool, which arbi.
loss of at least $ 1,000,000,000. At least

tration shall be between the Company and itsem.

25,000 workers are killed each year. Workers ployes , who may be represented therein by or

must be on their guard against the steady

through the Association,

SEC. 3 .
introduction of new poisons, dangerous tools

Trainmen shall be promoted to the runs

in accordance with their seniority in the service of
and machinery, and new methods of work . the Company. The longest in continuous service are

The Bureau has rendered definite service
to have first choice of runs and so on down the list

until all runs are filled .
to organized labor during the past year in

The Board shall be opened for selection of runs

supplying health arguments to be used by every six months, January 1st and July 1st. The

strikers in winning their demands . Such daily Board shall be marked up in so far as practic

service was given thefurriersunion of New able so to do at 4:00 P. M. each day.

This shall not prevent a regular man from selecting
York City in support ofits 40-hour week the extra list , should he so desire .

fight. A study on health hazards in the Barnmen , Members of the Association , when com

textile industry, basedonmedical examina petent , shall be promoted to positions of employment

ţions of 404 men , women and children , is
according to their seniority in the service .

SEC . 4 .
being made for the benefit of the striking

All motor , cars, regular or extra , shall be

manned by Motorman and Conductor, except one
textile workersofPassaic and vicinity. man cars which will be manned by either Motorman

The Bureau aroused the trade unions of or Conductor. After probationary period of sixty

(60 ) days all Motormen and Conductors of a good
the countryto the menace of a new occu moral character, who are eligible , will become mem

pational poison ,, tetra ethyl lead, which bers of the Association; and no regular assigned

was introduced by the oil interests to mix

Motorman or Conductor shall be required to do

extra work if there are competent men available ,
with gasoline and killed 11 workers and and the Company will endeavor at all times to pro
poisoned 113 before its dangers were in vide sufficient extra men so that regular men will

vestigated. The Bureau represented its
not be required to do extra work except when it is

affiliated local unions at thetwo national
absolutely necessary , and in such cases they shall be

paid straight time until said overtime is completed .

conferences called by the United States . When a regular lateMotorman or Conductor is re

.

1
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quired to do extra early service, he shall be paid For the first six months of service , ... $.49 per Hour

straight time until the finish of his regular run . For the next twelve months of service....53 per Hour

Trainmen shall hold their seniority either on the Thereafter . .58per Hour
Motorman's or Conductor's list and no Trainman Five cents (5 € ) per hour additional will be paid

will change from one list to the other without going for one-man cars , automobile busses, work or freight
to the foot of same. This section does not prohibit cars, including messenger on freight cars and snow
Motormen from conducting a run when necessity sweepers. Five cents (56) per hour additional will

demands, or vice versa . be paid for instructing men . The rate of payment

This section does not prohibit Barnmen from trying
for line cars shall be the same as for two-men pas.

out cars , making change -offs, or running cars to take senger cars .

crews to and from work . No reduction in present rate of wage to Barnmen
Wreck cars may be operated by either Barnmen shall be made the first year of this contract, but the

or Trainmen . Company reserves the right to give additional com

SEC . 5 . Should any Trainman holding rights on
pensation to any employe whom it deems specially

merits the same by reason of his faithfulness, ability ,
the Board accept other employment with the Com

pany in the Transportation Department, he may
efficiency or any other justifying cause .

stillretain his seniority rights, providing he has been
SEC, 12 . A day's work, when possibly practicable

in the employ of the Company not less than five so to do, will be made in eleven hours. No regular

years . run shall be less than eight hours , except by mutual
consent .

SEC . 6. All employes under this agreement , shall

have free andunlimited transportation in book form
Swing runs may be put on by mutual consent of

at all times over the lines of said Company on all
the two parties concerned .

An extra man called out for extra service nad re

regular passenger cars. porting for same shall not receive less than two

SEC . 7 . It shall be the duty of Trainmen of each hours pay andworking over two hours shallreceive

run on which any accident occurs , to report the same four hours pay:

as speedily as possible by telephone , or in person to The extra Motorman and Conductor reporting for

the Dispatcher, Inspector or other Officer of the the early morning run shall be paid not less than one

Company, and to take a list of the names and ad hour's compensation for reporting. In the event the

dresses of all witnesses, whether passengers or not, waiting time should be more than one hour, he shall

as far as possible. Unless otherwise notified , early be paid for the actual time waiting , provided, how

men having an accident will call at the Superintend ever, that if he catches a run during the day of less

ent's , Dispatcher's or Claim Agent's Office imme than four hours, this reporting charge shall be can:

diately after finishing their run on the same day as celled and in the event he shall work in excess of

the accident occurred and late men at least one hour four hours, he shall receive in additionto his regular

before their run goes out on the day following the compensation , the one hour's compensation for

accident, for the purpose of making a written report. reporting.

For the service of making such written report, Train SEC . 13 .
men shall be paid one hour's time at their rate of

Each car will be properly equipped be ;

fore the run is started , but it shall be the duty

wage. the crew to ascertain that the car is in proper condi

SEC. 8 . The Company will operate one -man cars tion for operating by applyingalltests which shall

in part of its service and each man operating a one be required by the rules of the Company.

man car will be entitled to five cents (5 € ) per hour SEC . 14 .
additional compensation over and above the regular

Incase it is deemed by the Manage

ment that any Trainman is incapacitated or physic
rate allowed .

ally unfit to safely and satisfactorily perform his

This contract applies to any busses or automobiles duties, he shall submit himself to a physical examin

operated by said Company in place of or in connec ation by physicians, one to be selected by the Com.
tion with the street car service of said Company.

Seniority shall apply equally to Motormen and
pany who shall be paid by the Company, and one

to be selected by the Association who shall be paid

Conductors in the selection of runs on which one by the Association , and the two physicians shall
man car or motor busses are used.

SEC . 9 . No Motorman or Conductor shall report
make a physical and mental examination of the em

ploye and shall determine whether the grounds of

off except in case of sickness, without the consent of

the Superintendent or

objection are well taken, and if they cannot agree
Whenthe Dispatcher. they shall then be at liberty to select a third physi

regular or extra Motorman or Conductor fails to re cian to whom they shall submit the matter and
port on time , he shall serve one day at the foot of

the extra list for the first offense ; two days for the
whose expense shall be equally and jointly shared.

The determinationoftwo of said physicians thus
second offense; three days for the third offense inside

chosen shall befinal and conclusive, said examination
of thirty days, four misses within thirty days being

sufficient cause for immediate suspension or dis
to be undertaken and concluded within a reasonable

time.
charge; provided further, that when a regular or ex In any case of dismissal on account of any mental
tra Trainman reports for work on the day of his

shark in time to , and does work a full turn on that
or physical defect, the employe may ask for a state
ment of the cause and if not satisfied he must then

day, the shark for his tardiness shall be cancelled .
submit himself to such examination by experts as

SEC. 10 . When any regular Motorman or Con may be determined to be proper by the Company ,

ductor is given leave of absence for a period of but of course the expense of the Company,

fifteen days there shall be a temporary selection of Should said employe be dissatisfied with the decision

runs , such selection to be confined to those Motor of the Company's expert or physician, he shall have

men or Conductors younger in the service than the a right to submit himself to an examination as pro

Motorman or Conductor given such leave of absence . vided in the first paragraph of this section .

Vacancies caused by such leave of absence for less SEC . 15 .
than fifteen days shall be considered as an extra from

This agreement shall be binding and

remain in full force andeffect between the respective

day to day. parties hereto for the term of three (3 ) years, to wit :

SEC . 11 . The rate of wages under this agreement From the first dayof May, 1926 until the 30th day

shall be for Motormen and Conductorstas follows : of April, 1929, provided,however, that Section No.

WORKERS UNION

No shoes are Union Made, under our Fair Arbitration

Contract , except those baving this stamap .

INSIST upon having them for The Whole Family

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

M6 Samma Bt. Boston , Mona

Colillo love . Prem Charles La Balae, Boetre

a

at

Do Not be Imposed Upon

UNIONSTAMP

Factory
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11 hereof is subject to change each year upon written

notice served by either party upon the other thirty

days prior to the first day of May each year, of its

desire for such change. Upon the failure of both

parties to give such written notice , then in that

event Section No. 11 shall not be subject to change
for that particular contractual year; or in other

words, until said annual noticeis given in writing by

the parties as aforesaid . In the event service of said

notice is made by either or both parties hereto, said

Section No. 11 shall be subject to change by mutual

agreement and otherwise under the provision of Sec
tion No. 2 hereof.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF , the said parties have

hereunto set their hands this First ( 1st ) day of May ,
1926.

THE STEUBENVILLE,EAST LIVERPOOL

& BEAVER VALLEY TRACTION CO.

By C. A. SMITH,

General Manager.

By G. McELRAVY,

General Superintendent .

DIVISION 52 OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION OF STREET . & ELEC
TRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF

AMERICA .

By W. 1. HALL.

President .

By W. H. MENDELL,

Secretary .

The number of motor' cars in operation

throughout the world on January 1 , 1926,

is reported to have been 24,589,249, or one

to every 71 persons.
The ratio of cars to

populationin the United States was onecar

to every 6 persons. In Hawaii, standing

second to the United States, the ratio was

one car to every 11 people. Canada is re

ported as third , with one car to every 13

people. New Zealand had one car to every

14 people and stood fourth. Afghanistan

hadthe lowest ratio, being creditedwith one

car to every 1,120,000 people.

The National Industrial Conference Board

presents a statement that, per its investiga

tion, earnings of the farmer in the years

1924-25 amounted to $730 per year. This is

compared with theaverage industrial work.

ers earnings of $ 1,256 per year ; transporta

tion workers, $ 1,572 per year; ministers,

$ 1,678 per year; all groups exclusive of

farmers, $ 1,415 per year. Of course this

statement is exclusive of the earnings of

capitalists.

ccept by :

Motormen's/Non-Magnetic Watch Holder

de

pentrs

Pb

CONDUCTORS GRIP

Division 757 , Portland , Oregon , has within

the membership, Brother W. C. Million ,

who has invented a " Conductor's Grip ,” a

representation of which appears above. The

grip is made of leather and its dimensions

are: Length , 11 inches ; width, 4 inches ;

depth , 7 inches . Brother Million is now

making these grips and it is reported that A practical little holder adjusted for any size watch.
they are being universally used by the May be attached to head of screw in frame of car.

Portland, Oregon electric railway conduc
Saves motormen's time and promotes "Safety First."

May be conveniently carriedinpocketwhennotinuse.
tors and are regarded as very convenient. WANTED-Motormen and Conductors to Act as

He is making them in color, black or tan . Agents. Send 50% in money order or stamps for

The price is $3.00. Brother Million is sample . Seatto any address prepaid .

W. C. WILLIAMSON .

anxious to get these grips before the con 22 Arbor Street, Pittsburgh , Pa.
ductors upon various street and electric

railway systems and will be pleased to

establish agencies for that purpose, that the

convenience of the grip may be made known
It You Don't Receive Your

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR
and extended to all. Further particulars in

fill in this coupon and hand it to your F. S., OT

respect to the grip and agency for the sale mail it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR, 260

be obtained by addressing East High St., Detroit , Mich .

Brother W. C. Million , 25 East 79th Street,
Name Div. No.

Portland, Oregon , who will promptly re

spond to any inquiries. ..Street .

Former Address ...

Among other vital things the Union Label

stands for the dignity of craftsmanship.
No....... Street

Pride should prompt loyal adherence to Post Office .

1 thereof can

Labor's banner.



SAVE A LITTLE

EVERY PAY-DAY

GOOD way to build up a worth

while savingsaccount is to set aside

a certain part of your earnings ev

ery pay -day and deposit it in The Peoples

State Bank where saving is a pleasure.

A

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

Branches Throughout Detroit

OPEN MONDAY NIGHTS

To be well dressed and
BATCHELDER MADE

neat in appearance , order

UNIFORMS

TRADE MARK
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C3

QUALITY STYLE MAKE

BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORM

A SOURCE OF SATISFACTION

C5

TO EVERY WEARER

For Sale by Dealers

A WRITE FOR SAMPLES

C4

FRED M. BATCHELDER CO.

120 HARRISONAVENUE

BOSTON

с
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DontEnvy thePlumber
.BeOne!

I can teach

you how to

make from

$10 to $50every

dayin theyear /

as a Plumber

Aay. Snythen

A

P
o
g

REyouable to do that now? Are you enjoying the goodthings
in life that a trained plumber's income will give you ? If not,

you can , regardless of past occupation .

I am speaking from years of experience. I know what I can do,

because I know what I have done for hundredsof others .

PLUMBERS RANK AT THE TOP ROUND OF WAGE EARNERS

in the skilled mechanics class — they get top pay. If you doubt

that, just investigate the comparison of trade wages put

out by the United States Department of Labor

Bureau Statistics. Don't take myword for

it . And mind you-a trained plumber can

be on the job every working day of the

year. HE DOESN'T STÅRVE ONE

WEEK AND FEED ON THE FAT OF

THE LAND THE NEXT. He can have

a steady income and a steady job. There is

a shortage of trained plumbers in this country

rightnowand there WILL be for years to come.

This means that the fellow that understands his business

need not worry about losing his job.

And here is another ting — if you understand the plumbing trade

you can start a shop of your own and " clean -up. " You've heard

jokes about the amount of money plumbers make. Let me tell

you-- it isn't a joke " --it is a FACT.Here too iswhere

the $ 50.00 and more a day comes in . If you doubt this,

just hire a plumber and have to paythe bill .

DO YOU WANT SOME OF IT?

You can get it and won't have to wait a

thousand years either. Here in the Uni

versal Plumbing School we can positively

teach you the Plumbing Trade in ten wecks'

time, although we issue you a Life Scholar

ship . I mean we will teach you plumbing

in a way that should enable you to secure a

plumber's certificate - to hold down a plumbers job and to

earn a plumber's income. Age is no handicap , if you are

between 16 and 60.

NOT A CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL !

THERE IS NO ' MAYBE" ABOUT THAT. This is strictly

2 tool-using school. You areinstructed and work

with TOOLS - MATERIALS - you become an

expert in Lead Work - Plan Reading

all other tricks. You get right down

to brass tacks the minute you enter.

This school proposition is NOT an EXPERIMENT.

We have been teaching plumbing — have been put

ting men on the highway to success for years. I
can show you letters from men all over the United

States who have mastered plumbing through

this school — who conduct big businesses or hold Ms.

high pay jobs today . Ray Smythe,

What I have done for them I can do for you ! Pres. Universal
PlumbingSchool,

I wantto tell you the whole interesting
The Kansas City !

story . I want you to write your name School of Plumbing,
and address in the coupon right now 2113 Troost Ave. ,
and mail it to me today . I want to Karsas City , Mo.

send you my catalog - chuck full
Send me your catalog .?

of pictures and straightfrom the I'd like to know all a hout!
shoulder facts. You will also be

your school - the moneymak
surprised at mylow tuition fee

ing possibilities and so forth .
offered for a short time . I
know whatcan be done for Name

you . Let me proveit . It's Address

no obligation

DontEnvythe

Phumber
BeOne!

I
Help

Ambitious
Men

Make

More

Money

The

UniversalPlumbing
School

Rogery
MORNATOQUE PA ANG

TODOST

KATASOTO MO
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The Go-Ahead Man

An ill-fitting , poorly made uniform is like a " block" on a man's

road to succes His industry, honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier.

A Bloch uniform is “ two bells” and ahead for the man of "pep "

and ambition. It is so carefully made , so clearly above the ordinary

in tailoring , so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name. Always

insist upon seeing this label .

UNTER

The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland :

Send mefree, a

Trolley Jim

Time Book
In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY , Cleveland, Ohio

Name

Address
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LATE PRESIDENT JOHN J. STANLEY

Cleveland Railway Company

Mr. John J. Stanley , President of the Cleveland (Ohio ) Railway Company, passed

from this life the evening of October 4. Mr. Stanley was General Manager of the Cleve

land Electric Railway Company at the time that Div. No. 268 was extended to embrace

the trainmen employed upon that system, some 18 years ago. The Local was instituted

June 14, 1902, upon the Cleveland City Railway, known as theHanna System , which was

later absorbed by the Cleveland Electric Railway Company. Further consolidations and

re-organizations in Cleveland brought into existence the Cleveland Railway Company,

which comprises all Cleveland street railway properties and of which company Mr. Stan

ley became president. The death of Mr. Stanley has occasioned profound sadness in the

ranks of the Amalgamated Association , as he was recognized as one of the American
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electric railway managers most fair and sympathetic in the interest of employes. He was

recognized as of those of street railway managements who recognized and appreciated the

co-operation of employes in the operation of railway properties. He was one of those who

was able to lay aside his cloak of authority and serve as a fair and impartial judiciary

upon matters of grievance and complaints brought to him by the representatives of his

employes. His policy as a director is marked by the success of the street railway company,

the property of which , under his direct management stands forth as oneof the most suc

cessfully operated street railway systems upon the American continent. His passing from

this life was from a host of friends among wage earners, which stands as a magnificent

tribute to his life's work and cord.al and real benevolent spirit. Mr. Stanley was 63 years

of age at the time of his death.

eaܟܐ;݂

"

THE NEW ERA week. His system includes an acquaint

anceship of the type of life of his employes.

It is a common bit of information well Ford employes well understand that they

circularized in the daily papers that Mr. are expected by their employer to rest

Henry Ford, the manufacturer of the Ford during the interim between employments.

automobile, has instituted the five -day week He is installing the five-day week that his

in employment in his various enterprises, employes may have two days rest each

and they are many. week , within which to recuperate and he

Twelve years ago Mr. Henry Ford , at the will know that they are not applying them

time employing some 60,000 wage workers, selves to other employment during those

adopted the eight -hour day with a maximum two days. Otherwise, their Ford employ.

wage of $ 5.00 per day. Later , he advanced ment would be discontinued.

the maximum wage to $6.00 per day. Now The shortening of service days and service

it is regarded , generally, that he is to insti. weeks to wage workers is not new in indus

tute, and really has instituted the five-day try. It is one of the basic principles of the

week, to be paid at the rate of $36.00 per American Labor Movement. It is one of

week. the principles upon which the American

It may not be generally known that the Labor Movement was instituted. It was

various industrial enterprises and transpor. thought out by the wage workers them

tation properties of Mr. Henry Ford today selves, It means better wages and better

employ some more than 200,000 wage working conditions. It means less competi

workers when at the height of employment. tion in the labor market and it means a

It is unnecessary in this article to mention greater purchase power in commercial

the various industires and transportation markets. Men who have the most money

employments owned and operated by Henry become the best patrons in the commercial
Ford , but they are many in mines, manufac world . The man who earns $36.00 per

turing and transportation . And his indus week is of more value to the commercial

tries are in many industrial centers. world than the man who earns but $24.00

But employment with Henry Ford, in per week. He is a greater stimulus to the

some of his industries, and this includes market . Merchants and manufacturers

those that employ the greater number of his should know this. Organized wage workers

employes , has in the past operated three, have long since known it . It iswhy they

four, five and six days per week, depending organized and sought to establish better

upon the output . Therefore, the five-day wages and eliminate competition in the

week is not a new thing to Mr. Ford . He labor market by establishing better working

has been able to study the effect of it and conditions.

he goes forth to the public with a state Upon the basis of the eight-hour day and

ment that installing a five -day week does a five -day week , the service week will com

not limit production. On the other hand , prise forty hours, In many industries

he alleges that his men are in a better con where labor is organized the forty -hour

dition by having two days off each week week is already established. The Typo

and are thus equally as productive on five graphical Union has in many Union print

days as on six. Mr. Ford has instituted shops the seven -hour day on the basis of

systems in his major industries by which five and one-half -day weeks or a week of

production is by machinery driven by thirty-eight and one-half hours. There are

trained operators and is of a nature that other.. organized wage workers that have

he has been able to observe that the great established the forty-hourweek. So, Ms.

est production comes from continuous speed Ford is not the inceptor of the five-day or

operation . He is in a position to tell the forty -hour week. Further, his main em .

world that men alive and not exhausted ploying plants for years past have not

are the most productive. He is even con operated to afford regular employment to

templating the shortening of the eight- hour wage workers to exceed the five-day week

day.
for the entire year . However, the estab

The introduction of the five-day week by lishing of the five -day week with theeight

Mr. Ford in his gigantic industries, includ . hour day, on the part of Mr. Ford, is highly

ing mining and transportation, on sea and commendable and cannot fail to be appre

on land , is merely another increase in wages. ciated by wage workers. In the event that
He wants in his employ men who are well

he pays $36.00 per week ,it will make his

rested and physically capable of enduring minimum wage $ 7.20 per day for an eight
throughout the period of employment, which hour day .

takes in the service day and the service Organized wage workers can well testify
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more

to the vigorous endeavor in which they efficient in the service, more capable and

have indulged to improve employment on more productive. This also applies to street

the principle of shortening the service day and electric railway employment and bus

and service week . The organized wage operation . Eighty per cent of the acci

workers have succeeded, to the end that dents upon transportation properties may

generally in employments of union wage be traced to over-exhaustion of wage work

workers the eight-hour day prevails, witha
ers . The seven -day week is exhaustive and

five and one-half-day week, and as hereto it is unfitting to the wage worker. In

fore stated, this has been improved upon by street and electric railway service, less acci

the printers trade and a few other trades. dents would result in the event that there

In street and electric railway work , it is should be enforced the one day of rest in

well known that one of the basic principles each successive six days and this would not

was to shorten the service day and the or be a burden upon street and electric railway

ganized wage workers were so successful in workers or bus operators. It would mean

Their endeavors that the old swing run sys but sixty -one days rest in a year or but

tem which prevailed in the early days of nine days less work than the one day rest

the organization, has been abandoned. That in seven would provide. It would also

system required employment of the wage mean the extension of employment and with

worker upon an eleven to sixteen -hour it an increase in wages to the wage worker.

service day. Today there are several street It would also stimulate business by estabe

and electric railway properties upon which lishing a better commercial market, wholly

have been established the basic eight-hour consistent with the ideal of Mr. Ford.

day. In various provinces in Canada and
Neither should we lose sight of the fact

in the State of Michigan, through the efforts that Mr. Ford established his eight -hour

of the organization membership, laws have day at $ 5.00 per day twelve years ago , at a

been effected establishing the six -day week. time when organization was rife among the

Through the efforts of the organization, wage workers of automobile manufactories

street and electric railway employment has in the city of Detroit and organization was

extended employment to vast numbers of creeping into the factory of Mr. Ford .

wage workers. As an illustration , in one
When employment with the Ford Company

city where the wage workers were organized
was at the rate of from $ 1.15 to $ 2.00 per

in 1907, the old swing run system prevailed day , on long hour shifts and sufficient dis

and there were employed approximately one content existed among those employes to

hundred and eighty men upon that street inspire them to accept of the assurance of

railway system.Within a year from insti obtaining through organization, it

tuting their organization the members of gave Mr. Ford a
cause for study of the

that Local effected a two-turn system and labor question and he anticipated the

the roster of employed immediately em movement of his employes by establishing
braced two hundred and sixty wage work the eight -hour day on a $5.00 per day

ers, thus opening employment to eighty minimum wage. The result was that there

more wage workers. That was the work of
was no strike in the Ford factory .

organized labor. That is taken only as an
Thus, the American Labor Movement is

emample and it shows that through the

efforts of the American Labor Movement, as
even entitled to the credit for the inspira

tion of the eight-hour day in Ford employ
represented by the Amalgamated Associa

ment , Yet this does not detract from com
tion of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes of America , there are today em
mendation of Mr. Henry Ford for his

advancement of employed in employment in
ployed approximately eighty thousand more

the way of increased wages and the shorter

employes in the street railway service than

would have been employed had the old long
service day. Neither does he deny employ

ment to members of wage workers' unions .
hour, swing run system maintained .

Again , many agreements of the Amalga

However, his new move should prove a

mated Association contain provisions for
stimulus to the American Labor Movement

the shorter service week. and encourage unorganized wage workers to

organize .
And the Amalgamated Association can

vouch for its experience and observation to
ROBBERY CONNECTED WITH

indicate that even yet there must continue
EMPLOYMENT

education along the trade union line to

bring about, in real practice the actual close

observance of the shorter service day and Trenton, N. J. - The New Jersey State

the shorter service week . This, of course, Supreme Court has affirmed a workmen's

is not to the credit of those who are anxious compensation award of $ 1,700 to a worker

to work exhaustively long hours or the full
who was shot in a hold -up at Newark .

seven day week. Such employes should The court ruled that " in these times" a

understand that in participating in this hold - up can be " reasonably , anticipated as

practice they are not contributing to the
connected with employment."

improvement of employment in the way of A. F. of L. News.

better wages andworking conditions to

street and electric railway employes. On Truth is symbolized by the Union Label,

the other hand , they are contributing as for the Label always means the same things,

an obstruction to such improvement.
fair wages, decent working conditions . In

Mr. Ford goes forth to tell the public America, England or Australia the Label's

that the man with proper rest is more story never wavers, never varies.
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REPORT ON 46TH AMERICAN tials showed present 403 delegates, repre

FEDERATION OF LABOR CONVENTION senting 91 International and National

Unions, 4 Department Organizations, 28

The 46th Annual Convention of the Amer State Branches, 72 Central Bodies, 16 Local

ican Federation of Labor convened in De Trades and Federal Labor Unions and 7

troit this year October 4. The convention Fraternal Delegates.

was held in Graystone Hall , Woodward The delegates representing the Amalga

Avenue. It was called to order by Inter mated Association of Street and Electric

national Vice - President William B. Fitz Railway Employes of America at the con

gerald of the Amalgamated Association, vention were : International President W.

acting as temporary chairman. Vice- Presi D. Mahon, International Vice -Presidents

dent Fitzgerald represented President W. D. William_B. Fitzgerald and P. J. McGrath,

Mahon, who had been selected to preside as G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, President

temporary chairman , but who was absent William Quinlan of Division 241 , Chicago,

at the convening of the convention. Vice and President John J. Bruce of Division

President Fitzgerald acted as alternate 308, Chicago , Ill.

delegate.
Aside from the delegates direct of the

The invocation was made by Rev. R. W.
Amalgamated Association, members of the

Woodroofe, Rector of St. John's Episcopal Amalgamated Association were representa

Church of Detroit, who represented Bishop tive in the convention as follows : T. L.

Herman Page of the Episcopal Diocese .
McBrayer of Division 732, Atlanta, Ga . ,

Following the invocation , Chairman Fitz was a delegate of theGeorgia State Federa.

gerald introduced the Rt. Rev. M. G. tion of Labor. Brother Pierce Quinlan of

Drupa, Director of the Orchard Lake Division 589 , Boston , Mass ., was a delegate

Seminary, who before the convention repre representing the Cambridge, Mass . Central

sented Rt. Rev. Bishop Gallagher of the Labor Union. Brother Herbert E. Chamber

Roman Catholic Diocese of Detroit . lain of Division . 563 , Lansing, Mich . , was a

Chairman Fitzgerald delivered the wel. delegate representing the Lansing Trades

coming address in the opening of the con
and Labor Council . Brother John Colbert

vention , following which he introduced of Division 741 , London , Ont. , was a dele

President Frank X. Martel of the Detroit gate representing the London Trades and

Federation of Labor, who , aside from ex Labor Council . Brother Lawrence F. Hart

tending a hearty welcome to the delegates , of Division 168 , Scranton, Pa. , was the

explained to the convention that a program delegate representing the Scranton Central

of entertainment had been arranged , and
Labor Union .

called upon the Chief Executive of Detroit The report of the Executive Council of

for an address. the A. F. of L. touched upon all measures

Mayor John W. Smith then presented to affecting organized labor, such as " Volun

the convention a most hearty welcome , in tary Principle and Organization of Indus

which he expressed his keen interest in the try, " Organization Progress," " Jurisdic.

American Labor Movement. A paragraph tional Problems," " Company Unions," "Anti

of his address is as follows : Union Shop,” .. "Wages, "Employe Stock

“ I believe you could quite properly take Ownership , “Banking and Insurance,"

the prayers of the two clergymen as the
“ Observance of Contracts," “Economic

resolutions of this convention and no Measuring Rods," " Co -operation Between
could find fault with them . I am for this Unions and Managements, " Information

five -day movement, and I hope the labor and Education ," _ " Committee on Educa

movement of the city of Detroit in the tion ," " Workers Education Bureau," " Citi,

future will leave me alone so that I can zens' Military. Training Camps," " Child

get one holiday a week . The Detroit Labor," " Radio Broadcasting,' “ Relations

Federation of Labor in both my elections
to Other Groups, " Internal Relations,'

supported me, and I am sure you won't " Labor's Specific Days," " Samuel Gompers

feel I am egotistical when I tell you I be Memorial," " Legal Information Bureau, "

lieve they did the right thing . We want “ National Legislative Activities," " Legis

you to take off your coats and feel that lative Draft Proposals," " State Compensa

you are in the house of your best friends . tion Legislation " and " A. F. of L. Non

You are welcome to every place in the city
Partisan Political Campaign . '

of Detroit. ' The report on Jurisdictional Problems

Following the address of Mayor Smith, contained a feature upon the jurisdictional

was an address by President Frank Wade dispute between the Machinists and Street

of the Michigan Federation of Labor, in and Electric Railway Employes, which is

which he , on behalf of the labor movement as follows :

of Michigan extended a hearty welcome to " Machinists vs. Street & Electric Railway

the delegates. President Wade is a resident Employes.-- The Conference and Adjust

of Flint, Mich . ment Committee authorized by our Atlantic

Following the address of President Wade City convention was duly appointed. This

of the State Federation of Labor, the gavel committee held several meetings. Finally

was passed to President William Green of the committee and the officersof the two

the À . F. of L. , who , following a forceful organizations met with your Executive

address in response to the addresses of wel Council when the whole subject was fully

come, formally called the convention to
considered . We thereupon decided:

order as its permanent presiding officer. “ After giving all the facts submitted

The report of the Committee on Creden careful consideration and afterweighing all

one

ant
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the arguments offered , it is the opinion of products of that organization and to en

the Executive Council of the American Fed deavor to persuade jobbers and wholesalers

eration of Labor that the Amalgamated not to handle prison -made brooms.

Association of Street and Electric Railway Resolution directing the President of the

Employes does not claim jurisdiction over A. F. of L. to call a conference of National

machinists and machinists' helpers employed
and International organizations interested

in machine shops devoted to machine and in the automobile industry, to work out

machine-repair work. The Executive Coun
and inaugurate a general organizing cam

cil suggests that in car barns or terminal
paign among the workers of that industry,

points not regarded as machine shops de
and that the question of jurisdiction in such

voted to machine work and machine-repair
work be suspended for the time being , so

work , if there arises a dispute over the that desired results in organizing may be

classification of machinists or machinists'
accomplished.

helpers, such dispute to be taken up for Resolution directing National and Inter

adjustment by the representatives of all national Unions to keep before the member
parties at interest.' "

ship, the importance of purchasing Union
The report was referred to the various

labeled goods and products manufactured
convention committees before whom the

under. Union conditions.

respective topics were material in dealing Resolution directing the President of the
with resolutions that might be presented to A. F. of L. to lay before the proper officials

the convention .
of the Government a petition for the 44

The report of Secretary Frank Morrison hour work week in all Navy Yards , Arsenals
showed that at the close of the fiscal year and other industrial establishments within

there was a grand total of membership of
the respective departments and that the

the American Federation of Labor of 3,313, Executive Council co -operate with the repre.

910. This membership total is figured upon sentatives of affiliated organizations of

the basis of the membership of National Government employes for the observance of

and International Unions upon which those the Saturday half holidays in employment

Unions pay per capita tax, including mem by the Government.

bers on strike or locked out upon whom Resolution committing the Labor Move

per capita tax is not paid . The total dues
ment as favoring a progressive shortening

paying membership is given as 2,813,910. of the hours of labor and the days per

This is a membership of over 800,000 in week and that the Executive Council in

excess of the dues-paying membership at augurate a campaign of education , to the

the beginning of the introduction of the end that the purpose of the resolution may

United States in the World War.
be placed into effect, and that the Executive

Of the total membership of the American Council continue the campaign of education

Federation of Labor, the Amalgamated upon the subject of shorterhours of labor

Association of Street and Electric Railway and a shorter work week , and that every

Employes is shown to stand numerically effort be made to present the facts upon

fifth. The four organizations in excess of which this move is based to the public . A

the Amalgamated Association in membership basic principle of this policy is that of

are the United Mine Workers , the Car eliminating, so far as possible , the intense

penters, the Electrical Workers and the competition of the labor market, that em

Painters.
ployment of all kinds may be more general .

The report of Secretary Morrison shows A resolution was adopted urging that
that affilicated with the American Federa State Federations of Labor interest them

tion are 107 National and International selves in the enactment of legislative meas

Unions and 380 Local Federal Unions direct
ures to insure the highest efficiency in the

ly affiliated with the A. F. of L. There are practice of the medical profession .

49 State Federations of Labor and 833 City Resolution committing the A. F. of L. to

Central Bodies.
sustain the present Federal Immigration

The audit of the financial affairs of the Restriction Law.

American Federation of Labor , as taken Resolution urging the A. F. of L. Council

from the accounts of Treasurer Daniel J. to continue in preaching the gospel of a

Tobin, show a balance on hand August 31 , closer co -operation between the farmers and

1926, of $212,391.96.
organized labor, for mutual benefit and

In the course of the proceedings of the protection.

convention there were some 90 resolutions Resolution placing with the Executive

introduced by various delegates. These Council of the A. F. of L. an endeavor to

resolutions were referred to and acted upon obtain Federal legislation to prohibit en

by the various committees. Of those
listed men in the Army and Navy from

adopted by the convention are the following : accepting engagements that would interfere

Resolution committing the American Fed. with employment of civilians.

eration of Labor to co -operate in a moral A resolution committing the A. F. of L.

and financial way to improve conditions to and its affiliated membership to a bill in

the wage workers of Porto Rico and the the legislature providing for increasing

promotion of social and civil rights. compensation for watchmen , messengers and

A resolution committing the A. F.of L. laborers of the Postoffice Department.

to the assistance ofthe International Broom A resolution directing an endeavor to

and Whisk Makers Union, in obtaining the have repealed certain laws that work against

co-operation of State Federations andCity improved safety at sea in employment of

Central Bodies inpromoting the sale of the seamen,
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A resolution committing the A. F. of L. Executive Council that further study be

to assist in the passage of a bill providing given to formulation of legislation to outlaw

for standardized annual and sick leave for yellow dog contracts ' and that the Execu.

Federal employes. tive Council be authorized to take such

A resolution was adopted pledging the further action as its study shall suggest."

support of the American Labor Movement
The sense of the convention as expressed

to the Bakery and Confectionery Workers relative to the " Open Shop," . " Company

in their struggle against the Ward Bread Union ," or " American Plan " is that the

Trust that is unfair to organized labor. American Labor Movement needs to be on

A resolution was adopted urging Congres guard at all times and ever alert against

sional Commission investigation of condi anti-union or " Open Shop " and " American

tions in employment in Porto Rico and the
Plan " in every guise .

transfer of Government administration of The convention enacted to caution against

Porto Rico from the Bureau of Insular
employe stock ownership. In doing so, it

Affairs to the Civil Government.
cites that stock ownership by employes

A resolution was adopted opposing further acts as a substitute for wage increases and

increase in Federal postage on printed mat imposes upon the worker a share in the

ter. hazards without the functions of real

A resolution was adopted to sustain and partnership, showing that many firms have

extend the direct primary methods converted stock ownership into a weapon

nominating Federal and State officers.
against organized labor, thinking to en.

A resolution was adopted committing the

American Labor-Movement in favor of a new

courage an employer's point of view in

offering profits instead of adequate wages

trial in the Sacco-Vanzetti case , in which
to the worker. It cites that any chance of

those two men previously tried were by a control of property by employes in such

jury declared guilty of murder, there being cases is directly prevented by restricting

evidence to show that at the time of their
stock selling to employes usually to non

trial prejudice against them existed to such

an extent that à fair trial was impossible. of ownership .

voting classes of stocks and to a limitation

It is an instrument used

A resolution was adopted authorizing the directly in competition with organized

Executive Council to issue an appeal for labor.

financial assistance in behalf of the United The convention went on record in com

Textile Workers of America, as assistance mending the progress made in establishing

to the Passaic, N. J. textile strikers , who labor insurance and urged further develop

had been on strike some eight months. ment in such undertakings .

A resolution was adopted urging that pen The convention resoluted to continue the

sions of not less than $50.00 per month be endeavor of the Executive Council to ,

granted to widows of war veterans. through legislation, limit the equity powers

A resolution was adopted directing the
of Federal Courts and free organized labor

A. F. of L. to endeavor to have Govern from the conspiracy interpretation which

ment contracts for war memorials to pro has hampered Unions by injunctionsin the

vide for the use of American granite. performance of normal functions. It also

A resolution was adopted denouncing the urges state legislation along this line .

Fascisti principle of government . It can
The convention went on record in reaf

not be regarded otherwise than as a dicta firming the principle of maintaining wages

torship and autocracy, and seeking increased wages to conform to

A resolution was adopted referring to the increased production , and cited that an

Executive Council the matter of assisting industry that cannot pay high wages is

the Railroad Signal men in securing legisla self -convicted of inefficient management and

tion for their protection under the Hours wasteful methods .

of Service Act . The convention went on record encourag:

By resolution the convention went on ing co-operation between Unions and em

record as opposing company unions and to ploying managements , where managements

sustain the educational campaign promoted are fair to labor.

on part of the A. F. of L. Executive Coun The convention enacted to vest authority

cil for the substitution of genuine, voluntary in the Executive Council of the A. F. of L.

trade unions for company unions . to carry through a plan outlined for secur.

A resolution was adopted favoring higher ing voluntary donations to a fund to create

differentials in pay rate for night work in a suitable memorial to late President Samuel

government employment . Gompers .

By resolution the A. F. of L. was com The convention commended the endeavors

mitted to favoring substantial increases in of the Legal Information Bureau as an im.

rates paid to Government workers under portant service to the labor movement.

Federal compensation for injury and a more The convention directed continuance of

liberalization of the Civil Service Retire the efforts of the A. F. of L. Executive

ment Law , Council in opposition to the Johnson

The convention enacted to reaffirm op Capper Conscription Bill .

position to the practices generally called the The convention wenton record as direct

" Yellow Dog Contract" as un-American in ing vigilance on the part of the Executive

principle and industrially unsound. “ Be Council and labor to prevent the passage

cause of the vital connection between this

of legislation providing for compulsory

practice and organization problems of our military training:

Unions , we endorse the proposal of the Discussions of various subjects brought
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before the convention by resolutions and the facture , maintenance and repair of the ma .

report of the Executive Council of the chinery of street cars and auto busses; and

A. F. of L. contained addresses of most “ WHEREAS, Numerous conferences have

capable reasoning and explanation that been held between the respective parties and

would be most interesting to the members also with the Executive Council of the

of the American Labor Movement, but it American Federation of Labor, all of which

is voluminous for this report . have failed to adjust the dispute ; and

There were in attendance at the conven " WHEREAS, The work in question is, in

tion fraternal delegates who made most in the opinion of this convention, clearly and

teresting and instructive addresses to the properly under the jurisdiction of the Inter

delegates. The British Trades Union Con national Association of Machinists ; there
gress was represented by Fraternal Dele fore, be it

gates J. Bromley and G. Hicks , whose ad “ RESOLVED, That this convention in

dresses were educational., The Canadian struct the Amalgamated Association of

Trades and Labor Congress was represented Street and Electric Railway Employes to

by Delegate Richard Lynch, who addressed relinquish claim to all men engaged in the

the convention, but in line with the policies manufacture , maintenance and repair of the

of the American Federation of Labor. The machinery of street cars and busses except

Mexican Federation of Labor was repre such minor work usually known as running

sented by Delegates Ricardo Trevino, Jose repairs necessary to keep a car or bus on its

F. Gutierrez and Salustio Hernandez , who run without being removed from service ;

made a complete explanation of the labor
and , be it further

situation in Mexico. The National Women's " RESOLVED, That , failing to comply

Trade Union League of America was repre with this nistruction within sixty days after

sented by Fraternal Delegate Rose Schneid the adjournment of this convention , the

erman , who addressed the convention upon Executive Council of the American Federa.

the affairs of that organization, pointing out
tion of Labor is hereby directed to revoke

the importance of the organization to the
their charter. "

labor movement. The final work of the convention em

The addresses of fraternal delegates were braced the election of officers for the en

submitted with this report and may be suing year as follows :

used by the Editor of the MOTORMAN AND President, William Green of the United

Conductor as convenience may permit .
Mine Workers .

Upon the resolution introduced by repre
First Vice - President, James Duncan of the

sentatives of the Machinists International
Granite Cutters.

Union , in which jurisdictional complaint
Second Vice - President, Frank Duffy of the

was directed against the Amalgamated As
Carpenters and Joiners.

sociation , the convention adopted the report
Third Vice - President, T. A. Rickert of the

of the Committee on Executive Council's
United Garment Workers,

Report, which was as follows : Fourth Vice- President, Jacob Fischer of

the Barbers International Union .

" It is the opinion that the Street and

Electric Railway Employes
Fifth Vice- President , Matthew Woll of

Association

should be made to understand that they
the Photo Engravers.

should no longer undertake to exercise juris
Sixth Vice-President, Martin F. Ryan of

diction or control over the work properly
the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen .

Seventh Vice - President, James Wilson of

coming under the jurisdiction of the Inter

national Association of Machinists and that
the Pattern- Makers League.

theybe instructed to proceed without delay
Eighth Vice-President, James P. Noonan

of the Electrical Workers.
to disassociate from their organization all

Treasurer, Daniel J. Tobin of the Team
men who are doing machinists' work ex

sters and Chauffeurs Union.

clusively , whether employed in machine

shops or
Secretary, Frank Morrison of the Printers

car barns ; that the executive
Union .

officers of the Street and Electric Railway

Employes Association should immediately
Fraternal Delegates to the British Trade

Union Congress, John Coefield of the

move to appraise all their local organiza Plumbers and Steam Fitters and Albert
tions of this decision , and to instruct their

subordinate officers to take steps at once to
J. Berres of the Pattern Makers.

Fraternal Delegate to the Canadian
put this decision into effect."

Trades and Labor Congress, Thomas

The resolution of the Machinists Inter

national Union, which was non-concurred
McQuade of the Plate Printers and Die

in , was as follows :
Stampers Union .

Convention City for the year 1927 , Los
" Machinists vs. Street Railway Employes Angeles , Cal .

"Resolution No. 38 – By Delegates A. 0..

Wharton ,Chas. W. Fry, Daniel P. Hag
Fraternally submitted,

gerty, Fred Hewitt, Chas. F. Wills and
AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION

Robert Fechner ofthe International Asso
A. F. OF L. DELEGATES.

ciation of Machinists. P. J. McGrath, Secretary.

"WHEREAS, A controversy has existed

for several yearsonthe question of proper
The merchant or manufacturer whose

jurisdiction between the International Asso education has been neglected , will find a

ciation of Machinists and the Amalgamated great schoolmaster in the Union Label. The

Association of Street and Electric Rai.way degree " Doctor of Fairplay" eventually will

over men engaged in the manu be conferred on all successful employers.
Employes
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Upon the

The 46th Annual American Federation of Labor. He is known as an exceptionally

Labor Convention recently held in Detroit forceful speaker, educational in his way,

is now a feature of history and in that re and had he delivered an address to the

spect, of the most lasting features of history Y. M. C. A. it would have been wholly con

in the social order . sistent with the professed purposes of that

organization to advance Christian religion .

There were some wonderful developments The withdrawal of the invitation was illus

resulting from the convening of the A. F. trative of the fact that in some cases and

of L. Convention in Detroit. One most in some church organizations non-union em

marked result was the unveiling of the ployers associations stand out as the govern,

viciousness of anti -union employers in their ing divinity. The Y. M. C. A. was ordered

antagonism of organized labor. This was by the Detroit Chamber of Commerce to

brought vividly to light for the most posi withdraw the invitation to President Green

tive perception of the general public. Labor or suffer financial loss .

cannot fail to profit hy it , thanks to labor's

antagonists.
In San Francisco , there are two employing

Wage workers in
street railway properties. Upon the prop

a city or industrial

center where wage workers are well or
erty employing non -union employes wages

are 48 to 54 cents per hour.
ganized , receive better wages and working

conditions, in their employment than exist
property employing union wage workers,

to wage workers in cities and industrial
wages are 72 cents per hour. Across the

centers where wage workers are generally
bay in Oakland , Cal., is a property that

employes union men .

Ordinaryunorganized. Why is this so ?
The city service men

receive 63 cents per hour for the first three
reasoning shows why it is so . Organized

months of service, 66 cents for the next nine
wage workers know why it is so . Employ

months and those in the service more than
ers know why it is so . There is no excuse

for unorganized wage workers not to under

one year receive 70 cents per hour. Inter

urban men receive 75centsperhour. Why
stand why it is so .

the 48 to 54 cents per hour? Because the

men are not organized.

Why did the Y. M. C. A. , without solici

tation, advance to President William Green There are many examples to consult that

of the A. F. of L. an inyitation to address show that men who organize obtain better

that body while serving as chairman of the wages and working conditions. In Johns

American Federation of Labor Convention town, Pa ., unorganized street railway men

held in Detroit, and then withdraw the in receive from 30% to36 ¢ perhour. In New

vitation ? Undoubtedly President Green

wasinvited to visit and addressa meeting railway employes receive 48 cents perhour
Castle, Pa . organized wage working street

of the Y. M. C. A. because of his promin hour for thefirst three months of service,

ence as an exponent of Christian religion, 51 ¢ for the next nine months and those who

reinforced by the eminence given him as haveworkedto exceed one year receive 57

President of the American Federation of .cents per hour. In Indianapolis, Indiana,
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there are two employing street railway

properties. One employes organized wage

workers at the rates of 46 to 54 cents per

hour. The other property is an unfair non

union employing property that pay. wage

rates of 37€ to 42 ¢ per hour. Is it not

true that the reasoning of union wage

workers is right ?

The friends of Brother W. D. Robbins,

Financial Secretary - Treasurer of Division

No. 113 , Toronto , Ont . , who served To

ronto for seven years as an Alderman and

for three years on the Board of Control,

have placed him before the people of To.

Tonto as a candidate for Mayor. Brother

Robbins is fully qualified for the position

and it is hopeful that he will succeed .

or

The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes was

ganized in the year 1892—-more than 34

years ago . It was organized by street rail

way wage workers. It was organized to

create a higher standard of employment in

street railway service . It has been success

ful in carrying out its purpose.
Its success

has been due to the wage workers them

selves . It has been a struggle . It has not

been a struggle of men unorganized. It has

been a struggle of those wage workers who

united to push the purpose of the organiza

tion . The elevation of the craft is the

product of those who organized and have

sustained the organization . It stands forth ,

today, as a manifestation of the value of

organization to labor. The non -union wage

worker gets that to which he contributes.

What is that ? To what does he contribute ?

He does not contribute to that for which

organization stands . He contributes to low

wages, long hours of service , undesirable

working conditions and strong competition
in the labor market . These are the things

that have caused the organized wage work

ers to organize.

International President W. D. Mahon was

in attendance at the 46th Annual Conven

tion of the American Federation of Labor ,

held this year in Detroit , Mich . President

Mahon was associated in representing the

Amalgamated Association with International

Vice-Presidents Wm. B. Fitagerald and P. J.

McGrath, G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea and

Presidents William Quinlan and John J.

Bruce of Divisions Nos . 241 and 308, re

spectively , of Chicago , Ill . The report of

the delegates as presented to the readers by

the secretary of the delegation appears in

another column of this issue of the M. and

C. A feature of the convention of special

importance to the Amalgamated Association

was its action upon a resolution introduced

by the International Association of Ma

chinists , complaining that the Amalgamated

Association is trespassing upon its jurisdic

tion . President Mahon appeared before

the committee having this case in charge

and set forth to the committee the situation

as affecting the Amalgamated Association .

The convention considerably modified the

resolution . The Machinists, without ques

tion , very well know that the Amalgamated

Association never solicited members of the

Machinists Union to desert their organiza

tion and join the Amalgamated Association.

In fact, President Mahon and the Amalga

mated Association have always encouraged

membership of craftsmen in their own craft

organizations. The American Federation

ofLabor Executive Council well understand

that fact . President Mahon , aside from

caring for the general affairs of the Asso

ciation, has given personal direction to the

officers of various Locals upon grievance

and agreement work , and at the close of

this report, November 8 , is in New York ,

where the affairs of the New York Locals

required his personal attention. He has

associated with him in this work First In

ternational Vice- President Wm. B. Fitz

gerald .THANKS TO DIV. NO . 855

Fruitport , Mich ., Aug. 24 , 1926.

To the Officers and Members of the

Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of

America, Div. No. 855 :

I wish to thank the officers and members

of the Amalgamated Association for the

kindness the members of Division No. 855

showed us during the sickness and at the

time of the death of my late beloved hus

band, Julius Frazer, member of the Grand

HavenBranch of the Amalgamated Associa

I also wish to thank the General

Office for the prompt payment of the Fun

eral Benefit of $ 500.00, which I have re

ceived and which is one of the elements of

organized labor that rightfully bids for loyal

membership of wage workers . I am proud

at the death of my dear husband that his

record was that of a loyal member of his
organization.

Very sincerely ,

MRS. MARY FRAZER .

First International Vice-President Wm. B.

Fitzgerald attended the A. F. of L. Conven

tion as representing the Amalgamated Asso

ciation . He also officiated by acting as

temporary chairman of the convention in

calling it to order, being an associate repre

sentative upon the Preparations Committee

of the Detroit F. of L. He also assisted

the International President in the general

affairs of the Association and under date of

November 8 was in New York in advise

ment with New York and Newark, N. J.

Local officials. Prior to his trip to New

York he visited Port Huron and Flint,

Mich ., in the interest of the D , U. R.

Branch of Division 26, relative to the bus

operation question .

tion .

Second International Vice- President P. J.

O'Brien was dispatched to Dover , N , H. ,

where he assisted Division 782 upon

question that had arisen affecting that Local

by the substitution of busses for rail cars ,

a
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He assisted Division 600 , Waltham , Mass.

upon the adjustment of a grievance resulting

relative to the manning of busses, in which

the Local was endeavoringto obtain sen

iority in this service. At Hartford, Conn .

he assisted Division 692 upon audit of the

financial affairs of the Local , which was

completed , and following which he assisted

Division 281 , New Haven , Conn . upon audit

work. At Portland , Maine, he assisted

Division 281 , New Haven , Conn . upon audit

work . At Portland , Maine, he assisted

Division 714 in the adjustment of a com

plaint relative to schedules. Per his report

of October 30, the question of agreement

relations affecting Division 620, Framing

ham , Mass . , was pending a conference with

the receiver of the property.

S1

new agreement for Division 517, Gary, Ind. ,

whichcovers both rail car and bus opera

tion. The agreement is for two years . He

also advised with Division 215, Wheaton,

Ill . upon agreement conditions, and per his

report of October 30 , the renewal of the

agreement of Division 900, Highwood, Ill .

was awaiting action of the Local upon a

proposition that had been agreed to by the

employing management .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair at

Montreal completed the audit of the finan

cial affairs of Division 790 and pending this

work , in association with International

President W. D. Mahon , visited and ad

dressed a joint meeting of Division 279,

Ottawa, Ont . and 591 , Hull, Quebec, held

in Ottawa . He also , in ocmpany with

President Mahon and Vice- President Tre

panier attended sessions of the Canadian

Trades and Labor Congress , held in Mont

real. Later, he was dispatched to Memphis,

Tenn . , where there existed a dispute be

tween Division 713 and the employing

property management relative to the arbi

tration provision of the existing agree

ment . Per his report of October 31, this

was pending the action of the court

upon a petition that had been presented by

the management of the employing property

for a court decision relative to what ques

tions the arbitration provision of the agree

ment covered.

bera

vo

as

case

Fourth International Vice- President

George A. Dean visited San Jose , Cal . ,

where he addressed Division 265 and re

ports the Local to be well officered . While

upon this visit he attended a meeting of the

State Association of Amalgamated Locals,

at which were in attendance representatives

of Divisions 518 and 687, San Francisco,

and 192 and 818, Oakland , as well

Division 265 , San Jose .

Fifth International Vice- President P. J.

McGrath attended the American Federation

of Labor Convention in Detroit, October 4 .

16, as one of the delegates representing the

Amalgamated Association. Following the

convention he returned to Pittsburgh .

Seventh International Vice-President

James Largay at Springfield, Ohio , was suc

cessful in assisting in obtaining an agree

ment for Division 851 . This renewal of

agreement extended to embrace a provision

by which employes in cases of hold -ups

shall be reimbursed for losses . At Lima he

assisted Division 852 upon agreement work,

which was for the time being deferred , and

per his report of October 30, he was at

Toledo in consultation with President Melms

and Business Agent Camp of Division 697.

Na

Com

Eleventh International Vice- President

Raoul Trepanier associated with Interna

tional President W. D. Mahon and G. E. B.

Member Magnus Sinclair in attending a

social meeting of Divisions 279, Ottawa,

Ont. , and 591 Hull, Quebec. He reports the

meeting to have been a success.

Thirteenth International Vice - President

Robert B. Armstrong at Belleville, Ill. was

successful in assisting Division 125 in the

organizing of thebus operators of the Blue

Goose Line. At Decatur, ill., on agreement

work he was successful in obtaining a re

newal of agreement for Division 859, which

includes a 2 % cents per hour increase in

wages. Per his report of October 31st ,

Divisions 909, St. Louis, Mo. and 915,

Granite City, Ill., were in advisement with

him relative to consolidation of the two

Locals .

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow was successful in obtaining a

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea at Ashe.

ville, N. C. was not successful in effecting

an agreement in the interest of Division 128

with the employing company, and a suis

pension of work took place September 25 .

Pending this suspension, the agreement was

made and work was resumed September 28.

He later attended the 46th Annual Conven

tion of the American Federation of Labor,

held in Detroit, Mich ., October 4-16, where

as a delegate he associated in representing

the Amalgamated Association . Following

the convention , he visited Pittsburgh, Pa.,

where he assisted Division 85 in the adjust

ment of a question that had arisen relative

to the choosing of runsat the Manchester

Barn . A plan was finally proposed by the

management of the company and adopted

by the Local . Per his report of October 31,

he was in New York, N. y. in advisement

upon the affairs of the New York and New

Jersey Locals.

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon , per

his report of October 30, was rapidly con

valescing from his recent illness from

typhoid pneumonia .

G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch at

Wichita, Kan. , is assisting . Division 794

upon agreement work. Pending conferences

upon this situation, he visited St. Joseph,

Mo., where he addressed a meeting of

Division 847 and reports the Local to be

well officered and in fine working condition.

Per his report ofOctober 30 , he had re

turned to Wichita, where the situation

affecting Division 794 was pending further

conferences,
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G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson in

stituted a new Division at Chattanooga,

Tenn ., chartered as Division 978. Following

this work, he was dispatched to Memphis,

Tenn., where he advised with G. E. B.

Member Sinclair upon a controversy relative

to arbitration involving Division 713. He

was later dispatched to New Orleans, La . ,

where, per his report of October 30, he was

assisting Division 194 upon grievance work .

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

Asheville, N. C .-- Division 128, the mem

bers of which suspended work September

25, due to the refusal of the management of

the employing property to enter collective

agreement relations with the employes , was

successful in effecting a renewal of collec

tive agreement relations and work was re

sumed September 28. The Local was as

sisted in this work by G. E. B. Member

P. J. Shea.

Ill.;

Disbursements from the Death, Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of September,
1926, were made to beneficiaries on claims

as follows :

Death Benefits

Alfred Coates, financial secretary of Div . No.

618, for beneficiaries, death claim of Timothy

D. McCarthy, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 618, Providence, R. I.; cause, Acute Gan .

. $ 800.00
grenous Appendicitis

Bridget M. Freil, beneficiary, death claim of

Patrick J. Freil, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 240, Chelsea , Mass.; cause . Arterio

Sclerosis
800.00

Mrs. Edward S. Hartigan, beneficiary , death

claim of John Ryan, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill .; cause, Strangu
lated Hernia 250.00

William Drum , beneficiary, death claim of John

Drum, deceased , late member of Div. No.

580, Syracuse, N. Y .; cause, Coronary Closure

800.00
and Chronic Myocarditis. : ..

Mrs. Mary Farrell, beneficiary, death claim of

John Farrell, deceased, late member of Div .

No.241 ,Chicago , Ill.; cause, Accident- Injury

sustained from a collision with milk truck

and street car on which he was motorman .... 800.00

Mrs. Wincireid O'Neil, beneficiary, death claim

of William J. O'Neil, deceased , ' late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Chronic
Myocarditis 800.00

Mrs. Antonette Smutney, beneficiary. death

claim of Joseph Smutney, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Sarcoma of left side of neck . 800.00

Mrs. Rose O'Connell, beneficiary, death claim

of JosephM. O'Connell, deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;
Diabetes Mellitus ... 400.00

Catherine McAtamney, beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph S. Walsh , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 518, San Francisco, Calif.; cause,

General Paralysis .... 800.00

Mrs. Esther Tanz, beneficiary, death claim of

Isadore Tanz, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn.; cause, General
Paresis of the Insane ....

800.00

Eliza Rayner, beneficiary, death claim of Bert

Rayner, (B. R.), deceased, late member of
Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause , Ery .
sipelas and Pneumonia ..

800.00
Sophia Kelly, beneficiary, death claim of A. I.

Kelly , deceased , late memberofDiv . No. 268,
Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,
Tuberculosis Pulmonary

800.00
Helen N. Burnett, beneficiary, death claim of

Lloyd W.Burnett,deceased, late member of

Div: No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, General
Peritonitis and Gangrenous Appendix ... ,

Bridget Conroy , beneficiary, death claim of Pat
800.00

rick Conroy, deceased, late member of Div.
No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause,
Epithelioma of Mouth and Throat .. (Cancer)

800.00

Mrs. Annak E. Core, beneficiary , death claim

of George E. Core, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 645, Indianapolis, Ind.; cause ,

Hyperthrophic Cirrhosis .... 800.00

Lizzie Ella Milliken , beneficiary, death claim

of William H. Milliken, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 818, Oakland, Calif.; cause, Bright's

Disease and Heart Trouble .. 300.00

F. H. Wilson, financial secretary of Div . No.

235, for beneficiary, death claim of Oliff A.

Bokman , deceased , late member of Div. No.

235 , Brockton, Mass .; cause, Diabetes Mellitus 800.00
Mrs. Laura M. Cox , beneficiary , death claim of

Frederick H. Cox, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 587, Seattle, Wash.; cause , Accident

-Fractured Skull due to auto in which he

was riding colliding with street car .. 800.00

N. D. Evans, financial secretary of Div . No.

381 , for beneficiaries, death claim of W. G.

Schmidt, deceased, late member of Div . No.

381 , Butte, Mont.; cause , Chronic Myocarditis 800.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and treas .

urer of Div. No. 215 , for beneficiary, death

claim of Willis Winans, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 215, Wheaton , Ill .; cause ,

Cerebral Apoplexy ... 800.00

William Jacobi, beneficiary , death claim of
Charles Jacobi, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 241, Chicago, cause , Cerebral

Hemorrhage 800.00

Mrs. Thomas J. Kirrane, beneficiary, death

claim of Thomas J. Kirrane , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 246 , Salem , Mass.; CRUIC,

Metastatic Carcinoma ( Cancer ) .. 800.00

W. D. Robbins, financial secretary - treasurer of

Div . No. 113 , for beneficiaries , death claim

of W. J. Johnston, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause , Bright's

Disease 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary - treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim of

Anthony ( Tony P.) Frugolia, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 308, Chicago, IL.; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 800.CO

Mrs. Nellie Sullivan , beneficiary , death claim of

Jeremiah J. Sullivan, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 238 , Lynn, Mass.; cause, Cancer

of Liver ..... 800.00

L. A. Graeser, financial secretary and treasurer

of Div . No. 788, for beneficiaries, death claim

of James Thomas Conlon, deceased, late mem .

ber of Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause ,

Carcinoma of Prostate Gland ... 300.00

Katie Shoulders , beneficiary , death claim of Ira

P. Shoulders, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.; cause , Miliary

Tuberculosis 500.00

Mrs. Anna Boggan, beneficiary, death claim of
Martin Boggan , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill . ; , cause , Shock and

crushing injuries due to being crushed be .
tween two street cars - accident .. 800.00

Mary Jane Egan, beneficiary, death claim of

James J. Egan, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Gangrene

of foot causing amputation ... 800.00

Mrs. L. H. Herchert, beneficiary, death claim

of L. H. Herchert, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Carcinoma

of Stomaca .. 800.00

Mrs. Catherine O'Brien , beneficiary, death claim

of Michael O'Brien , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Mitral

Regurgitation of Heart.... 800.00

Etta Johnson , beneficiary, death claim of C. A.

Johnson, deceased, late member of Div. No.

847, St. Joseph , Mo.; cause , Strangulated
Inguinal Hernia .. 800.00

Mrs. Lillian C. Leathem , beneficiary, death

claim of John H , Leathem , deceased, late
member of Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La.;

cause , Cancer on Foot (heel) .. 400.00

Phoebe Allshouse, beneficiary, death claim of

Otto C. Allhouse, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause, Pui .

monary Tuberculosis . 500.00
Alice Goodman , administratrix of estate of de

ceased, for beneficiary, death claim ofJoseph

Polansky, deceased, late member of Div . No.

589 , Boston , Mass.; cause, Arterio Sclerosis

and Cerebral Hemorrhage ....

Mary J. Darling, beneficiary, death claim of
700.00

Mahlon N. Darling, deceased, late member

ofDiv. No. 589, Boston, Mas8 .; cause, Carci.

noma of Liver ..
800.00

cause ,
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Mrs. Mabel Peterson, beneficiary, death claim

of R. J. Peterson, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause , Asphyxi.

ation , inhaling gas - accidental.....
100.00

Mrs. MaeE. Blackmer, beneficiary, death claim

of M. W. Blackmer, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 19, Colorado Springs, Colo .; cause ,

Interstitial Nephritis anl High Blood Pressure 800.00

Catherine Mulderick , beneficiary, death claim

of Cornelius J. Mulderick, deceased, late mem .
ber of Div . No. 433 , Lansford, Pa.; cause ,

Intestinal Obstruction ... 800.00

Mrs. Ella Bowdoin , beneficiary, death claim of

John N. Bowdoin, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 765, Montgomery, Ala.; cause ,

Chronic Bright's Disease. 300.00

Mrs. Martha Jones, beneficiary, death claim

of H. V. Jones, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 732, Atlanta , Ga .; cause, General

Paralysis of the Insane. 400.00

Mrs. Hazel I. Matthews, beneficiary, death claim

of Charles W. Matthews, deceased , late mem .

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago, I }}.; cause ,
Drowning accidental. 150.00

Emma M. Brady, beneficiary, death claim of

John F. Brady, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 618, Providence, R. I.; cause , Val .

vular Disease of Heart.... 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth J. Rooney, beneficiary, death

claim of John F. Rooney, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 194, New Orleans , La .; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage and Lobular Pneumonia 300.00

Mrs. Bertha Scheiderer, beneficiary, death claim

of Edw. Scheiderer (Scheider), deceased ,late

member of Div. No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ;

cause. Pulmonary Embolism following opera

tion (Prostatic ) ... 800.00

Mrs. Edith Stump, beneficiary, death claim of

G. (Geo. Edw .) Stump, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause , Myo

carditis, Chronic, and Arterio Sclerosis ........ 800.00
John H. Tagen , administrator of estate of

deceased, for beneficiaries, death claim of

John B. McDonnell, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis 800.00

Earl Peniwell , administrator of estate of de .

ceased, for beneficiary, death claim of William

B. Peniwel!, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause, Multiple Ureth

ral Abscess and Fistulae with cloughing..... 500.00

Mrs. Mary Pilger, beneficiary, death claim of

Edward Pilger, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 26, Detroit, Mich.; cause, Drowning while

in swimming, accidental ..... 700.00

Isabella Baird, beneficiary, death claim of

Andrew Baird , deceased, late member of Div ,

No. 109, Victoria , B. C .; cause, Intestinal

Obstruction, secondary to a Perforated Gastric

Ulcer 800.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and treas .

urer of Div. No. 215 , for beneficiary, death

claim of W. A. Kern , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 215, Wheaton, Ill .; cause , Dia .
betes Mellitus 800.00

Mrs. Mabel E. Harty , beneficiary , death claim

of Frank E. Harty, deceased, late member

of Div. No 916, Ottawa, Ill.; cause , Opera

tion for Exophthalmic Goitre ... 700.00

Mrs. Bridget Ryan , beneficiary, death claim of

Timothy Ryan, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 241, Chicago , IV .; cause, Labor Pneu
monia 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Kenny , beneficiarcy, death claim

of Michael J. Kenny, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Carcinoma
of Liver 800.00

Fanny, Briggs, beneficiary, death claim of Ed .

ward S. Briggs, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 589 , Boston, Mass .; cause , Tabes Dor .

salis 800.00

Wm. S. Clenathan, secretary -treasurer of Div .

No. 308, fos beneficiary, death claim of Ma .
belle H. Foster , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Hemorrhage,

Gastric from Malignant Abdominal Growth... 500.00

Josephine Sorkowski, beneficiary, death claim of

Adam Sorkowski, deceased, late member of

Div. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Accident

Shock , Hemorrhage and Fracture of Skull due

to external violence when he fell from ele .

vated structure 150.00

Mrs. Annie E. Mogan, beneficiary, death claim

of Michael J. Mogan, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 496 , Pittsfield , Mass.; cause ,

Chronic Entero - Colitis 800.00

Johanna Fitzsimons, administratix of estate of

deceased, for beneficiaries, death claim of J.

C. Griffin , deceased, late member of Div . No.

582, Utica , N. Y.; cause, Acute Myocarditis

and Angina Pectoris .... 800.00

Edwin S. Ringberg, financial Secretary and

treasurer oi Div . No. 900, to be appliedon bill

of funeral expenses, death claim of Romeo

Bergeron, deceased, late member of Div . No.

900, Highwood, Ill. ; cause, Apoplexy and Car.
dio Nephritis 75.00
Edwin S. Rinberg, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 900, to be applied on bill

of funeral expenses, death claimofJulius Ui.

bricht, deceased, late member of Div. No. 900,

Highwood , Ill.; cause, Chronic Myocarditis .. 100.00

George Durand, president and business agent of

Div. No. 192, for beneficiary, death claim of

Robert E. Smith , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 192, Oakland, Calif.; cause , Fatty

Degeneration of the Heart. 300.00

Sarah A. Mullaney , beneficiary , death claim of

William Joseph Mullaney, deceased, late
member of Div . No. 819, Newark, N. J .;

cause , Accident between Motor Truck and

Trolley Car, causing Compound Fracture of

left Pelvis, Internal Hemorrhage and Shock .. 500.00

Mrs. Hulda Johnson, beneficiary, death claim of

Swan Johnson, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 241, Chicago, II .; cause , Carcinoma of
the Stomach 800.00

Ellen O'Connell, . , beneficiary, death claim of

Dennis O'Connell, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 788, St. Louis , Mo. ; . cause , Acute

Nephritis and Myocarditis ... 300.00

Anna M. Jolly, beneficiary, death claim of E.

H. Jolly , deceased, late member of Div. No.
788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Carcinoma of
Liver 800.00

Mrs. Nettie J. Schoeff , beneficiary, death claim

of J. Schoeff, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause, Chronic

Nephritis 800.00

W. E. Carpenter, financial secretary , and treas,

urer of Div. No. 587, for beneficiary agreed

to, death claim of Ben Nesary , deceased , late
member of Div . No. 587, Seattle, Wash .;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage (Apoplexy)...... 800.00
Maude Vose , beneficiary , death claim of Frank

B. Vose, deceased, late member of Div. No.

192, Oakland, Calif .; cause, Hypertrophy and

Degeneration of Heart Muscle.... 800.00

Mrs. Olivia Pedersen, beneficiary , death claim

of Christian Pedersen, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cuse, Myo.
carditis 800.00

Mrs. Mabel Heidorn , beneficiary , death claim of

William H. Heidorn , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 851, Springfield , Ohio ; cause, Tuber .
culosis 700.00

Elizabeth J. Nelson, beneficiary, death claim of

Johannes O. Nelson, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 587, Seattle, Wash.; cause, Myocar.

dial Degeneration 800.00

Mrs. Minnie Cotter, beneficiary, death claim of

Jeremiah J. Cotter, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill. cause, General
Carcinoma 800.00

Mrs. Annie Hanson, beneficiary , death claim of

August Hanson , deceased,late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Acute
Hepatitis and Cholangitis due to
duct 800.00

Mrs. Jennie Walsh, beneficiary, death claim of

Martin J. Walsh, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ilj .;

cause, Brain
Tumor

Mrs. Marie Gutke, beneficiary, death claim of

Alfred J. Gutke, deceased , 'late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, 111.;'cause, Acute Car .

diac Dilatation due to Chronic Myocarditis .. 800.00

Disability Benefits
Michael O'Leary, member of Div . No. 589, Bos.

ton , Mass.; cause, while working as a paver

on track he was struck by an automobile and

knocked unconscious, receiving ... a fractured

knee cap and permanent disability .....

Swan Peterson, member of Div. No. 192, Oak .

land, Calif.; cause, Color Blindness, old age ,

High Blood Pressure, VaricoseVeins , Insom .

nia, extreme nervousness and tremor caused

by the occupation . 800.00

August J. Torres, member of Div. No. 194,

New Orleans, La.; cause, Accident - Jammed

common

800.00

800.00
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between two street cars while employed as

pitman, causing an injury of right arm nec .

essitating amputation of arm near shoulder .. 400.00

Old Age Benefits

Patrick Downey, member of Div . No. 192 , Oak .
land , Calif. 800.00

Henry A. Moore, member of Div . No. 246 ,

Salem , Mass. 800.00

Anson F. Miner, member of Div, No. 308, Chi

800.00

Charles H. Davis, member Div . No. 262,

Norwich , Conn . 800.00

Dennis C. O'Connell, member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago, I11 800.00

Henry M. Herbert, member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago, Ill. 800.00

Peter Frederickson , member of Div . No. 192 ,

Oakland, Calif . 800.00

George W. Ferguson, member of Div . No. 52 ,

East Liverpool, Ohio 800.00

Total..... . $58,625.00

cago , Ill.

in M emori a m

By Div. No. 638 , Cedar Rapids, Ia .

Whereas, Almighty God, the Ruler of all things , ha3
removed from our midst our friend and brother,

Christian Carl Borchart ; therefore , be it

Resolved, That as we sincerely mourn the loss of

our dear brother, we extend to the bereaved widow

and family our deepest sympathy in their hour of
sadness; further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be

forwarded to the widow of our late brother ; also

that they be entered in the minutes of our meeting

and published in the Motorman and Conductor.

October 17. W. T. PALMER,

W. H. LEWIS,

0. W. RUSH , Res . Com .

1

1

1

By Div. No. 704, Little Rock, Ark .

Whereas, Our God in Heaven who knowsand sees

all things best has seen fit to call to the Great Be

yond our dear and faithful brother , Thomas Lane,

to enjoy a rest well earned through loyal service on
earth; and

Whereas. The members of this Division Association

take this means of expressing sincere and earnest

sympathy for the bereaved widow ; therefore , be it

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent
to the widow of our late Brother Lane and that our

resolution of condolence be placed upon the minutes

ofourLocal, also published in the MOTORMAN AND
CONDUCTOR.

A. SHERILL ,

E. A. EVANS,

A. 0. YOUNGBLOOD,

October 30. Res , Com .

By Div . No. 765, Montgomery , Ala .

Whereas, AlmightyGod, in Hisinfinite wisdom and

mercy has seen fit to remove from our midst our

dearly beloved brother, J. N. Bowdoin ,whose kindly

manner endeared him to all of those who knew him,

and while it was with deep regret we received the

news of this sad occurrence, we must bow in humble

şubmission to Him who doeth all things well; there
fore, be it

Resolved, that these resolutions containing , our

deepest sympathies be mailed tothe family of our

deceased brother and that our Charter be draped in

mourning for thirty days; further

Resolved, That a copy be forwarded to the Motor

man and Conductor journal to be published therein

and spread upon the minutes ofthe regular meeting.

N. 0. ARNOLD,

B. P. GODWIN ,

E. W. PLATT.

Whereas, Deferring to His wisdom, with sad

hearts, we mourn the absence of our true, loyal , and

faithful brother; therefore, be it

Resolved , By the Members of Division No. 235 ,

that we share with his family and relatives in their
great bereavement , and be it further

Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions be

spread on the minutes of Division No. 235, a copy

sent to the sorrowing family and relatives and to

the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR Magazine ; also, as

evidence of our sorrow and respect , that the Charter

of the Division be draped for a period of thirty days.

WILLIAM G. McGowan, Pres .

Oct. 18. A. E. HAZARD , Rec. Secretary.

By Div. No. 587, Seattle, Wash.

Whereas, Almighty God . in His supreme power

and wisdom, removed from our midst, two of our
beloved brothers, Ben C. Nesary and John O.

Nelson ; and

Whereas, Deferring to his wisdom, we mourn the

loss of our late brothers ; therefore , be it

Resolved , By the members of Division No. 587,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. that we share with

their relatives in their bereavement ; and, be it

further

Reso ed , That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of this Division, a copy

be forwarded to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

for publication , and that our charter be draped

in mourning for a period of thirty days .
W. E. CARPENTER,

C. V. RAWDING,

J. L. GooTEE,

Committee on Resolutions.

By Div. No. 809, Zane ville , Ohio
Whereas, Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom

and power, has seen fit to remove from our midst by

death , on September 27th , 1926, our late brother,
Arthur Potts ; and

Whereas, In the death of Brother Potts we have

lost a faithful brother , deferring to His wisdom with

sad hearts we mourn his loss; therefore, be it

Resolved . By the Members of Division No. 809 ,

that we share with the family and relatives in their
great bereavement; and be it further

Resolved, That as a token of respect for our de.

ceased brother, our Charter be draped for a period

of thirty days; that these resolutions be placed upon

our minutes, a copy be sent to the bereaved family,

and that they be published in the MOTORMAN AND
CONDUCTOR. R. W. SPENCER,

A. 0. DENNE ,

E. L. KENNISON,

Committee.

ByDiv. No. 898 , Macon, Ga.

Whereas, The Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis.

dom, has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst
our true and beloved brother, Forrest Homell, in

whose death we have lost a true and loyal brother,

his family a loving husband and father, and while

we know that words cannot lighten the sorrow of

those he loved and protected , we feel that it will be

a consolation for them to know that friends and

brothers are sharing the sorrow with them in the

loss of their loved one ; therefore, be it

Resolved . That we , the members of Division 898,

Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Rail.

way Employes of America in regular meeting assem

bled , extend to the bereaved family, our heartfelt

sympathy and consolation in this, their dark hour of

affliction ; and, be it further
Resolved, That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for a period

of thirty (30) days, a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family, a copy sent to the
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for publication and a

copy spread in the minutes of our meeting.

J. F. McCARTHY, Rec.-Sec.

November, 1926. Local 898, Macon, Ga.

to
By Div . No. 851, Springfield , O.

Whereas, Almighty God has seen fit remove

from our ranks our beloved brother, Wm. H. Heidorn,

who passed from this life September 16, and

Whereas, Brother Heidorn wag a true and worthy

member of the Amalgamated Association and a most

genial companion ; therefore, be it

Resolved. That in memory of our late brother we

enter upon the records of our Division Association a
notation of grief, that our charter be draped in

mourning for a period of thirty days and that the
members of Division No. 851 wearattached to their

association button a drapery of mourning for a like
period ; further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be for
warded to the bereaved family and that they be

published in the Motorman and Conductor.

W. F. DUANE, President.
October 7 .

J. W. BROCK, Rec. Sec'y .

By Div . No. 235, Brockton , Mass .
Whereas, Almighty God, in His surpeme power

and wisdom , called unto Himself, on September 25th ,

1926, our beloved brother , William Andrew Maguire ;
and
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GROUP OF PIONEER CONDUCTORS AND MOTORMEN IN PLATFORM SERVICE

IN OTTAWA, ONT.

Reading from left to right, top row : E. Schroeder, F. Bourke, E. Hupp, F. Page, J.

Sinclair and A. Kritsch .

Bottom row : S. Collins, W.J. Stalford, W. McQuarrie, A. Beaupre and B. Sabourin.

The above members of Division 279 entered street railway service with the Ottawa

Electric Railway Company when the property started operation in 1891–36 years ago ,

and are yet in the service. They are also members who were active in the institution of

old Division 279, one oftheleadingLocals of the Amalgamated Association ,havingin

membership, at the present day those who were yet unborn when the above brothers

instituted the organization .

PRESIDENT VANDELEUR SPONSORS AMEND

MENT

San Francisco, Cal. - Division. No. 518 is going along

nicely . President Vandeleur recently returned from

his vacation spent in Sonoma county, deer hunting.

The rest and change of scenery is noticeabe, as he

appears back on the firing line with more vigor than

ever.

Those on the sick list who will appreciate visits

froin our members are Brothers Newhouse, Fields,

Mark Johnson , Hanley , and Foster .

Our first effort to liquidate the debt we owe to
the Father York Memorial Fund was successful in

raising $ 250.00. Brothers Phelan and McDonough

were the committee.

Brother James C. Flynn, our popular little motor

man atPotrero Barn, received the Republican party

nomination for Assemblyman at the primary " held

in September He has been a loyal and active

member of our Local for some eight or ten years,
since he came on the Municipal Railway. He has

been a delegate to the San Francisco Labor Council

from our Local for a number of years and has ful.

filled his obligation. It is our duty to help Brother

Flynn at the coming general election . His success

means that Division 518 will have representation in

the California State Legislature to combat all bills
detrimental to our occupation.

Brother Fitzgibbons is again on the job after
sustaining an operation.

Brother Joe Sullican is doing nicely and will soon

again be working.

Our Local has an amendment on the ballot this

year known as Hospitalization Amendment No. 39.

This amendment willbenefitall employes of the city

of San Francisco working on the public utilities such

as, water, power and transportation. President Van.
deleur is the sponsor of this worthy amendment that

will protect the wives andchildren of our members

through timesof sickness. Each and everymember

of Division No. 518 is earnestly requested to tell
their relatives and friends and others to vote "Yes"

on Charter Amendment No. 39, the last amendment

on the ballot.

It has been reported that Brother O'Reardon is

about to enter the bonds of matrimony with a young

lady named Pearl. Best wishes, Charlie,

Best regards to all Locals ofthe Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Employes.

of America .

-COR . DIV. 518.
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THANKS MEMBERS

nts

Sious City , Iowa. - Division ,779 .was very sorry

to hear of the death of our old friend and former

brother, William Larmer. His death resulted from a

fractured skull sustained by a fall. He was a mighty

good scout and will be missed by a large circle of

friends. Sincere sympathy is extended to his loved
ones and friends. His remains were taken to Mis

souri for intermentin the familycemetery .

Brothers J. C. Garnett and Tom Cameron were

on the jury forseveral weeks. They claimed they

would have liked to have been excused.

Brothers Dunn and Barboe were recently checking

up the bridge traffic .

Brother Frank Matz has received a check for $700

from the International Office as a total disability

benefit. He also received $ 162.50 from our Local
benefit fund . This assistance rendered to a totally

disabled member of $862.50 should serve as an in

spiration for all of our members to keep their dues

paid promptly. None of us know when we may need

it and if we are not paid up by the 15th of each

month , we are not entitled to one cent from any

source. Please remember.

Brother Day's daughter is again able to attend her
studies following a couple of weeks sickness . She

missed her mother who is visiting in California.
Most children miss their mother when she is gone .

Brother Fred Ames is again at work .

Brother Cormany's daughter is gaining slowly in a

period of a few weeks illness.
Brother C. E. Hall has a waterless cooker. He

doesn't like water in any form .

We hear that former Member Dave Keyser is
learning thebarber's trade in Portland, Oregon. He

certainly ought to be able to pull the whiskers out

if he can't cut them.

Brother Matz wishes to thank the members of

Division 779 for what they have done for himand
will be glad to see any of them at any time. He is

running an oil station on his lots in South Sioux

City and will appreciate your business .
Undoubtedly Brother Webber will be married be

fore this is printed . We all wish them a long and

happy life . Oh, boy !

-COR. 779 .

seems to be the old story : " Let the officers do it ."

We hope, as the winter months are on us, better

attendance will be recorded in future meetings.

Brothers C. L. Allison , Arthur Chambers and

Harper Goodmanare on the sick list.

Executive Board Member B. B. Cox is again at

work after recovering and following a long time off

duty.

Brother Albert Walker is again at work after a

short visit to the home of his boyhood , Jackson

County, West Virginia, where he used to drive ox

team, run the hounds and kill copperheads.

Brother Wm . Nicholson, following a long period of

illness , returned to work October 18 . Nick looks

fine. He has many friends along the line who gave

him the glad hand and who were really pleased , with

us, to see him again in shape to return to work.

Within November nomination of officers will take

place in old Division 52 . How time goes ! It seems

but a short time since our former nomination and

election , which was one year ago .

We would like to have a visit from some Inter

national Officer here in East Liverpool, not on any

business trip , but as a social meeting. It has been

a long time since we have seen an International

Officer here . Come and pay us a visit . We will put

up a big feed for you , and you who have visited

East Liverpool know well that old Division 52 can
do it.

-OLD GUARD.

ATTENTION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO MEETINGS

on

*
!

PUT SHOULDER TO WHEEL

Hartford, Conn . - Division 425 is progressing rapid.

ly. We are approaching nomination of officers. !
trust the brothers will attend the meetings and

place their men in nomination and not find fault
afterwards because someone else gets in . Whoever

gets in office, it is our duty to put our shoulder to

the wheel and help and not knock on the outside .

If you will bear it in mind, you will get good attend.

ance at meetings.

Brother JohnHogan is a regular attendant at our

meetings. Some of the other brothers should follow
suit.

Brother Daniel Fraher continues on the sick list .

He was hit by a truck while working on his car.

We hope to see him back with us soon.

Brother Joseph Crigliano is operator on the all

night Franklin Avenue run. He is not afraid after

dark and has seenno dark objects below Victoria

Road . Brother Bill Edwards contends he saw them

when he was on that night run.

Brothers HarveyHiscock, James Shea and John

Murphy are now of thematrimonial tribe. We wish

the brothers and theirbetter halves the best of luck

and a long , happy life in double harness.

Brother James Horan is on the sick list , following

the sustaining of an injury when he was hit by an

auto while throwing the light at the Pern Street

switch . We hope soon to see him back at work .

Brothers William Flynn and Martin Murray are

now proud fathers of baby girls. Brother and Mrs.
Peter Winters have a baby boy. Congratulations.
Keep the good work up.

BrothersJamesHunt and Fred Talmadge spent a

recent Sunday at MadisonBeach , fishing. They had

Very good luck considering the weather was bad.

Now, Brother Hunt is practicing on thefootballteam

each night, trying to make a first class club of the
Catholic Club Football Team .

Brother Jerry Murphy is quite often visiting on
Marshall Street. Possibly wedding bells may soon

be ringing.

-COR. 425 .

New Haven , Conn .-- Division No. 281 for the first

time in many months is
now appearing in the

Motorman and Conductor . After the Rip Van Winkle

sleep , we will again take our place among our fellow
workmen and endeavor to disseminate information

that may be of value or at least interesting to our
brothers.

What a change has taken place in this city since

June 1 . Some men like it and some don't . There

is nothing like having a hot dinner these cold days.
However, there is no one to blame, as our members
voted for it , possibly with their eyes closed .

A few words of a brother who once worked

the job with us-Brother Charles Plush - who for

the past four years has been working inNew York
and who still holds his Union card in 281. Brother

Oliver White hears from his regularly . He is what

we can call a good Union man.

Who was the owner of a car that was for sale for

$15.00 as it was standing by the West Haven Car
Barn ? It looked like a Ford , but it was hard to

tell-so much mud on it .

Now that sunimer is over , we should have better .
attendance at our meetings. You all know that is

the place to do your talking and not around the
car barns and lunch rooms . Some of our brothers

do not know what the meeting hall looks like, but
it is waiting for them , Those brothers can tell you

about the shows going on every week . Let's all

try to get to the meetings once a month and show
our officers that we know what the Union has done

for us and our families .

Deep sympathy is extended to Mrs. Martin O'Con .
nor and family in the recent death of Brother

O'Connor.

Brother Bill Grubb is running on the Bridgeport

line. He says it seems good to be back , as the

one - man cars are not as easy as they look . There

are several brothers who will agree with him .

Talk is going around about a bid in for runs . No

to know when it is going to take place .

Some say when the Forbes ave. line is paved we

are to have the bid - in-maybe Christmas and maybe
not .

We sure have many radio bugs on the job. It
is too bad they can not take time to tune in on

our meetings and find out what is doing in 281.
Brother Doc. Turgeon, on the sick list for some

weeks , says it will not be long now before he wiv

be back with us . More power, Doc. You have been

missed by all .

Our members extend heartfelt sympathy to Brother

Fred Martin and family in the recent death of his

beloved mother .

Brothers , I wish to again draw your attention to

the meetings the first Friday of each month Let's

show our officers we are with them . It won't be

long before the election of officers will take place

and we will understand who to elect. We want

100 per cent attendance at the next meeting.

-COR . 281.
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NOMINATIONS TO TAKE PLACE

East Liverpool, Ohio.The meetings of old Divi.

sion 52 arenot aswell attended asshould be . It

a
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out and nominate your favorites , so we will have a

little opposition .

Brother H. White is improving after a very serious

injury to his thumb.

Brother Jim Pascucci is laid up with a smashed

finger.

Brother Ed. Rebstock bought a car , boys , and the

first morning he brought three fellows to work , and
they arrived at eight o'clock-only an hour late .

Better luck next time , boys.

Brother Robert McFadden is still looking for a

dog . Some of you fellows ought to be able to heip

him out, and tell him where to get one .

Some of the boys don't seem to know what they

are missing when they don't come out in the yard
at noontime to see the baseball game. We have

two good teams known as the Cry Babys and the
Cheaters. Brother Bill Heminway is the champion

slugger for the Cry Babys and Brother Wm. Costello
holds the title for the Cheaters. Both teams have

some very good players but there are too many
umpires. The pitching of Brother " Alexander "
Clark is also noticeable . He surely does get those

balls right over the plate.

COR, LOCAL No. 972 .

a car
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WRITES INTERESTING STORY

Wichita, Kan . - Brother Amos Grable, an employe

of the Wichita Street Car Company thirty -four years

and the tallest man in the service , standing six feet

and three inches , 61 years of age, is the second

oldest employe in the service here. He has written

a story entitled " Interesting Adventures.” The story

covers many interesting things developing from 1872

to the present time- eating fried mush, hunting buf

falo, smoking buffalo meat , fleeing from Indians, trips
from ten to eleven miles to posts , scouting trips,

returning home, etc. Thirty - four years ago Brother
Grable ran his first street car , very small

without a stove or heating appliance, leaking roof

and with hay on the floor for the use of passengers

in keeping their feet warm in cold weather. Fre

quently the car would jump the track, taking an

hour or more of time to replace it . However, the

passengers would be comíortable and were always

willing to lend a helping hand, not criticising the
motornan or street company . I will request

Brother Grable to forward to the editor of this

publication a copy of his historic narrative, that

features of it may be published in the Motorman and
Conductor , as I believe it will be of very great

interest to the readers.

Things have changed since the days of wild

Indians and early street cars . Now we must

on schedule time, make stops at certain points and

if something unavoidable happens the motorman or

street company must perform miracle

that the car may immediately be put on schedul :.
Brother Grable says the people are spoiled with

conveniences and kick when things go wrong, like

spoiled kids complaining when they have too many

toys .

President Rex Ford recently visited Topeka

business .

A freight train recently backed into one of our

street cars at Ninth and Wichita sts, resulting in
two coal cars being derailed and the rear end of a

street car being badly demolished. No passengers

at the time and the motorman escaped

uninjured .

Brother Charles Smith says he hasn't the "snuffles" ;

that it is only the reaction of a cold serum he is

taking.

Brother Ed. Newman is preparing to leave for

Arizona . We wish him luck . "

The rails are getting a coat of sand these days .

Several men have been added to the extra board

here. They will make good members of our Local.

-COR. 794.
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REPORT SPLENDID PROGRESS

Wheaton , Ill.- Division No. 215 can report splen.

did progress . Things are moving along very nicely.

Of course , we are saddened occasionally by death

that reaches into the families of our members.

Recently, the esteemed wife of Brother Lee Jor

dan passed from this life and Division No. 215 ex

tends to the bereaved family profound sympathy in
their hour of sorrow . The Local at its recent meet

ing adopted the following resolution :

*.Whereas: Almighty God, in His wisdom and

mercy has removed from this life the loving wife of

Brother Lee Jordan, and

" Whereas , We feel it our duty at this time to ex

tend to Brother Jordan most heartfelt sympathy in

his hour of sorrow , knowing his deep grief in the

loss of one so dear to him ; therefore, be it

" Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions con
veying to Brother Jordan our condolence be for

warded to him and also spread upon the minutes
of the meeting of Division No. 215 , A. A. of S. and
E. R. E. of A.

The resolution wasdrawn by our Resolutions Com
mittee , comprising Brothers C. C. Shumaker, A. M.

Bugbee and Wm. Frazer.

Cor. 215 .

PRESIDENT ROBERTSON RECOVERS

Shreveport, La.- Division No. 558 met in regular

session the night of October 22 , with President H.

W. Robertson in the chair . Brother Robertson had

been absent for some two months. He had susta ned

an operation August 20 , from which he has recovered

and we are glad that he puled the grade and is

again with us.

The health of our membership at this time is very
good . Brother Walter Russell has been on the sick
list with stomach trouble .

The Louisiana State Fair opened October 28 and
closed November 7 . The boys were very busy dur.

ing those ten days. Many people were in attend

ance from miies around. The first day of the Fair

was known as Children's Day and there were some
26,000 passed through the gates. Thousands of

prizes were given on that occasion , which added to

the day of success and enjoyment for the kiddies .

We would call attention to the Labor Day cele

bration held here September 6 . A goodly number of
our boys were in the parade in full uniform . One

of the outstanding features was that of Brother J. A.

Crenshaw's daughter being Labor Day Queen, having
been elected in a race with five contestants. She

was sponsored by the street car men . Mae received

more votes than all the other contestants combined.
She was dressed in a magnificent costume, very

fitting to the decorated float built in the form of a

ship , which headed the great procession. Many

other wonderful displays ofthe progress of organized

labor was seen in this line -up, and all in all the day
was a great success . Many hearts were made glad

on this occasion and the spirit of organized labor was

thoroughly demonstrated by the pleasantry of the

faces of the great throng of people.

Brother James B. Lawson, away for some time

engaged in his International line of work , was home

for a few hours a recent Thursday , and Friday.
Many motormen and conductors have been award

ed gold stars this year ; 33 motormen having made

two years without accidents chargeable to their

negligence were given free uniforms. The conductors

do not receive this treatnient until a credit of three

years without accident . The writer is in the latter

class and hopes to aid the conductors in getting
more than 33 uniforms . Let our motto be - ' More

rides, less accidents and more free uniforms."

Brother J. R. Hankins was suspended for ten days.

He was replaced on his run November 8 .

Mrs. Frank Hickey , wife of Brother Frank Hickey,

was recently operated upon . We are pleased to re

port that she is improving .

Brother James Permenter in the last assignment
of runs took the Broadmour shuttle car and bid fare

well to dear old Cedar Grove .
Brothers Russell , Hartzo and Bloxon worked at

the gates at the Fair Gounds handling passengers

during the Fair .

Brother Andy Davis, noted operator and dis

tinguished conductor, recently moved into his new

home on Alabama Avenue.

Brother G. W. Sabin has sold his interest in the

Watkins Agency to BrotherT. G. Westmoreland.

He says his Union Depot splitrun pays him all the
money he can care for . Watch your step, George.

Don't hang your free uniform on the rear end of

some automobile .
Brother W. A. Rankin for a brief period some

days sincejoinedthebird gang. He was runninga
one-man car . .

COME OUT TO MEETINGS

Bridgeport, Conn.- Wednesday evening . October

13th . Local No. 972 held their regular meeting at

Metal Trades Hall on Main Street . The meeting

was not very well attended. Come on , fellows, get
on to yourselves and attend your meeting . It is

only once a month, and don't forget that Brother

Pete Parrell will be found on the job as usuai to
collect dues, which should be paid before the fifteenth

of the month ,

Boys,don't forget to come to the next meeting .

There will be nomination of officers for the next

year , and an election in December, so try to come
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can

Each of the contestants have a unique way of train

ing for these matches. Skink attands the Burlesque

Shows, and takes a Milk Bath every Friday nigh '.

Scarface has got the habit of betting with oths

peoples money , Doggie washes the dishes wh n his

at home, which is very seldom , while Frenchy trains

on Charcoal. Scarface also has a bad habit of wash

ing his nose on the wrong side of his handkerchief.

Am glad to report at this time , that Brother

John Reardon, has fully recovered from his recent

sickness, and is able to be out on the street again .

Brothers Mike Ford and Charlie Deardon , are at
last on the road to riches . They signed up undur

new managers a few days ago . Yes, Brothers, they

are now married .

Brother and Mrs. John Cullen are to be con

gratulated . They are the proud parents of twins ,

born a few days ago . Both mother and children ar ..

doing well-a boy and girl.

Brother John Keating of Grove street, served an

other of his famous banquets at the Lobby a few
nights ago. Tell us where you get your delicious

meats, Eddy. Flynn is just crazy about it . He says

it's chicken but Jack says he gets it second -hand .

He calls it pure skunk. Just a minute, Eddy .

What's your hurry ? Don't leave the table like that .
its bad manners .

Brothers, lets hear a little noise from another of

the Grove street crowd . McGeachey is hollowing

again about his famous bowling team . Gates Lane

is ready for you , George, but we want the supper

before we bowl this time.

-Cor, 22-2160.

ATTENDANCE GROWING

LOST TWO LOYAL MEMBERS

Syracuse , N. Y.-It has been some time since

Division 580 has appeared in the columns of the

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR. We are still with you ,

boys.

We have moved to the new Labor Temple at 309

South Franklin Street . The officers would be pleased

to have the brothers come down and look the place
over . It is far better than the place we had before.

Come down to the meetings and help the good
work along, brothers . Don't let a few do it all ,

When something is put through the meeting, don't
go out on the corner or up in the barn and tell what

you would have done had you been there . Come

down to the meeting and you tell all your

troubles to the officers, who will be glad to help you
to the extent of their powers,

Division 580 has lost two loyal members-Brothers

Cregg and Ragen - whom death took from our ranks .

Our heartfelt sympathy goes out to the bereaved
families .

Some twenty of our members recently went to

Sandy Creek to a chicken dinner enjoyed at the home

of our old board member, Brother C. Crandell , who

left the service a few years ago . Every year he has

the board members and officers of our Local out
there to talk over old times . The occasion was en

joyed by all present.

Brother Frank Grayson continues on the sick list .
He has been unable to work for over a year . We

trust we may soon see you back, Frank.

Nights are getting cold and Brother Henry Frank
will be looking up his mittens .

Brother Mersfelter has been very sick , but will be

able to see some of the brothers in a few days.

Brother John Loftus has left the Saline Line . Too
much work, Jack ?

Brothers Farley, Tiff, Barnard and Bowering trans

ferred from the Wolf to the Tallman Station when

the company transferred the West Genesee Line to
the Tallman Barns . Must be the boys like that line .

Brother McGonegal is taking Brother Boal's place

as flagman while Brother Boai is on the sick list,

Brother John Drohan never forgets the pipe when

he comes to the meetings, and he never misses a
meeting.

Brother James Barry is learning a new dance-
the West Genessee Glide . Hang on , Jim .

There are some due cards in the box the last of

each month and it seems it is always the same

brothers. Why not pay the first of the month in
stead of the last ? Be in good standing . Suppose

something should happen . Think of your family and

keep up to date with your dues, It will be just as

easy to pay before the 15th of the month as it is

after your dues collector spends time to get your

dues following the 15th , when he could use his time
to a better advantage . Come on , boys, and let's
all of us have our dues paid by the 15th . Let's

be in good standing and we will all feel better. Come

down to the meetings and have a word to say and a
good time . You can stand two nights a month for

an hour or so and let the officers know you are with
them.

-Div. 580.

DEESRVE CREDIT FOR YEAR'S WORK

Worcester, Mass.--Now that the Business Year of

1926 is coming to a close, the officers all join in

thanking the members of Division 22, for the loyal

support they have given them.

Considering allthings the past year has not dealt
very fairly with this Local . A number of the mem

bers have been laid off through the advent of one

man . cars, also through curtailment of service , and
junking of lines throughout the system, Many of
our Loyal workers have been taken from us by

death, while others have beenobliged to seek other

work, through their inability to cope with the high

Pressure brought upon our work, through the use of

the one-mancar, but in spiteof all these drawbacks
the officers and members of Division 22 deserve a

lot of credit for their showing , for the year just
passing.

At the November meetings, nominations of officers
will be in order for the year 1927. Brothers, this is

vital part of our local, so see to it that the meet

ingsarewell attended. Election of officers will take

place in December. The date to be announced at

Quite a little rivalry is noticed at the Gates Lane
car barn , since the indoor season started . Brothers

Skink McKenna, Scar-face KenningtonandDoggie

Devlin have all been trying to cop the checker
championship. Preachy Goulette was a strong con

tender , but he has been eliminatedby the bigthree.

Little Rock, Ark .--- Brothers, do you know that the

attendance at the meetings of 704 is still growing ?
The morning meeting gets better every month . The
attendance consists of the young men. Now, you

so -called Old Heads had better come out at nights

or you will get rusty on the job .
The time has come when a working man in a town

like Little Rock must stay by his brother and let

the whole town know we are a loyal bunch of Union

Men . Anyway, come down to the meetings.

We , sometimes get letters from some of the old
home town boys who have gone out into the world

to see what it looks like . Believe me, from the way

some of their letters read , you surely will laugh .
Brothers Garner, Garnes and Lynn are in Chicago .

It must be to them like a plow-boy with his first

pair of shoes . They surely are satisfied . Brother

Kirkham has gone back to his old home town-San

Antonio, Texas . He seems to be well pleased . We

hope the boys will all stay pleased , as they are all

good trumps and we miss them .

Now brothers, let's look around . There are still

some sick brothers who would appreciate being

visited occasionally .

At our October meeting a committee was & p

pointed to draft a resolution of condolence inbehalt

of our deceased Brother Tom Lane .

--Cor , 704.

PLEASED TO ATTAIN EIGHT -HOUR DAY

Fall River , Mass. - The members of Division No.

174 are pleased that they attained the eight - hour

day .

The result of our recent arbitration is bringing a

greater number of members to our meetings. The

president calls a meeting, once each month for night

men and spare men in the morning at 9:30 , to give

them a chance to meet together , as they work nights

and have no chance to come to the evening meetings .

Division No. 174 will soon hold an election of

officers to elect a staff of officers for the year 1927,

Members wishing to run for office must have their

names placed in nomination .

In observing the number of regular and spare men

signing for snow plow work, one is impressed that

there is a big storm brewing.

A couple of our older members were recently heard

in conversation relative to the new eight - hour day.
One remarked to the other : "You must well remem

ber when you first started in this work that you

went to work at five o'clock in the morning and

got through at ten or twelve at night,

day you would get up early to get your
five

o'clock run started on time and I am mighty pleased

that we have progressed finally to the eight -hour

day ."

Our officers have done good work for all of the
members. Stick together and attend meetings.

-COR . 174.

our next meeting: The next
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GIVE THE EXTRA MAN A CHANCE

By C. Earle Horton

You have read all kinds of poems of passengers and

crews

This poem is of the greedy regular who gives the
extra man the blues .

' Tis strange he don't recall when he was on the

extra list ;

Doesn't he remember in the past the days that

he then missed ?

After all his toiling through the many weary years,

When he passes from this life, extra men will

shed no tears .

Why rot take in a show ? There are many places

you might go .

Don't you understand that the extra man needs

some work to do ?

He has his loved ones at home, just the same as you ,

For the needed comforts of life he must have
work , too .

Take a half day off-make no boast of it by the way ,

The sense of having helped a fellow man will

be your ample pay .

Have you lost the joy of living since you were a boy?

For those who do kindly deeds this world is

filled with joy .

Why not enjoy an evening taking your family out ?

They would enjoy your company without a single
doubt .

Start now , take a day off and note a brother's

grateful glance.

You'll be doing good to others by giving the extra

a chance .

al

the Local, thus depriving their wife and little chil.

dren , ( if they had any), of the benefits they would

have been justly intitled to , had they been in good

standing, at death . Boys, be careful and keep your

dues paid , for you don't know when you will be

called on by the Great Captain to make that " trip "

and if you are not in good standing, with your

Local, you'll rob your Loved Ones of the Death

Benefit Fund they would be entitled to , and boys,

remember, you will not need any change , transfers,

or trip-sheet in making this trip .

The meeting of October 11th , was very good both

morning and evening . Brother Douglas presided

and eleven were initiated at the morning meeting
and fourteen at the evening meeting. Brother

Douglas' report was fine . It was lengthy, but he

has everything in good shape , except a few little

minor things that he expects to adjust 0. K. in a
very short time . Brother Armstrong was present at

the evening meeting, and just before the meeting

adjourned he made a splendid talk , in regard to the

work he has recently been engaged in in several

small cities in Illinois, lining up the Buss drivers etc.

He also spoke of the outlook of the work that is to

be done for our Local in the near future , and says it

looks very favorable .

It was generally discussed to watch your steps

along union lines, buy label goods, employ union
mechanics , patronize union card shops and stores,

and pay your dues promptly, and attend all meet.

ings you possibly can .

The favorable candidate's names to organized labor,
will be posted atthe various car barns. Watch for

them and vote accordingly . Three ladies were

present.

The officers have gotten out a questionaire to be
filled out by any member of the local who applies for

financial assistance , to determine whether the brother

is in actual need . Some have been receiving assist.

ance who did not need it, and others refused who

were actually in want . I think this is a splendid

move, and will spread the help where most needed,

The Labor Life Insurance Co. sent in a request for

our boys to take out stock and policies in the com .

pany. It must be good or Organized Labor Leaders

would not be recommending it. Boys, investigate it .

and if it is a good thing. "let's have it. ".

Brother Tipton was put under bond . I think this

is a good move, as Brother Tipton handles a good
deal of money . This will make Brother Tipton safe,

and Local 788 secure .

This will wind up my correspondence for the local,

with the exception of one more letter. Wishing all

the boys good luck, I will bid you good night.
-Cor. LOCAL 788.

man

MEET AT UNITY HALL

was

was

VISITED BY BOARD MEMBER WELCH

.

St. Louis , Mo. — The regular semi -monthly meeting

of Local No. 788, was held on 27th, ult . at Unity

Hali, Grand and Page Boulevards, our new place of
meeting , ( of course we have been meeting there for

some time, but some of our members don't know it.)

The meeting called to order by President

Douglas , with Brothers Graeser and Tipton , in their

respective places. Brother Douglas, had just return

ed from his vacation and did not have very much

to report, so he called on Brother Harry Graves, 1st.

Vice- President, who took Brother Douglas' place

during the latter's vacation . Brother Graves come

out with a good report, notwithstanding the fact

that the " road " that he had to travel over during
Brother Douglas' absence strewn with many

stones, including, one-man car collisions, bus acci.

dents and some white mules" in the way . Brother

Graves had one " bouquet" of nice words to hand to

the Market line men, from Mr. Butler, Supt . of

transportation , thanking them for the good service

rendered during the Exposition at Forest Park.

Brother Robt. B. Armstrong, Thirteenth Interna .

tional Vice - President, was present and made a good

talk , and reported that First Vice -President Wm . B.

Fitzgerald and General Executive Board Member

William F. Welch were in the City on the 24th , 25th

and 26th , ult ., and attended the Executive Board

meeting of Local No. 788 , on the 25th , and each

made a splendid talk to the Board Members, who

were very much enthused over their addresses .

Brother Fitzgerald promised to be here on the 25th

of October , at the regular meeting, and will make

an address to the “ Rank and File" that will be

worth while , so layyour plans to be sure and attend .

Let's fill Unity Halli In the talk that Brother Arm

strong made among other things he said : " Boys , be

patient with the one -man proposition , and

watch for a solution , for always where a condition

arises, there is a solution following close by if you

watch for the opportune time."

Brother Joe Hidenfelder , Foreman over the shop

department, was called to S. Broadway, on the 27th,

ult. to adjust a little grievance that existed between

the men at that place, concerning a licensed and

non -licensed engineer. The difference was fixed up

by Mr. Wiebert and, Joe , satisfactory to all con.

cerned , thus Brother Joe " stuck another feather, in

his hat. "

On account of our attendance being very small,
Brother Douglas referred to the fact that some of

the Shed Captains were picking runs at their respec
tive Barns on this date, and this should not be, as

some time ago a motion was passed by the rank

and file prohibiting the Captains from picking runs

on meeting days, which is a good motion, and should

be observed. Captains, I take notice, and don't let

it happen again !

Brother Douglas emphasized the fact that some of

our members, who have gone to " The Land Of No

Return " had become delinquent in their dues to

car

St. Joseph, Mo. - On the evening of October 28,

Division No. 847 helda meeting at which was in

attendance G. E. B. Member Wm . F. Welch, who

gave us a good talk. At ameetingofOctober29, re.

lief men Board Member Welch was present and
again addressed the members. Brother Roy Shaffer

was alsopresent at both of thesemeetings and made

a good talk in behalf of the Workmen's Compensa
tion Bill . He urged the members to support this
bill . We were pleased to have with us Board Mem.

ber Welch.

October 1 , we held a special meeting at whichwas
a good attendance. We had some grievances to

bring before our members, which were settled satis
factorily.

Brother Sam Richardson met with an accident

some time since, but is again on the job. We are
pleased to see him back .

Mrs.F. E. Wilson ,wife of our President, Brother

F. E. Wilson, was in the hospital some time since

for treatment for acture idigestion. We are pleased
to report that she is recovering.

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Thornberry, widow of late

G. T. Thornberryand mother of Brother A. D.

Thornberry , passed from thislife at 1204 South 19th

Street. She had been a resident of St. Joseph fifty

years and was a memberof the PateeParkBaptist
Church . Aside from Brother A. D. Thornberry , she

is survivedby her daughter, Mrs. Flora Welles of
this city.

There is a new arrival at the home of Brother and
Mrs. B. N. Robb. It is a boy. What about the

cigars?

Brother J. Thompson is in the hospital for an
operation on his knee and is getting along fipe.

BrotherGroverHadley recently won a shotgun,
Ducks will suffer this season .

COR. 847.
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Division No. 26 can report progress.

Brother Charles Comstock is again able to be

around following recovery, from a broken leg. His

leg was broken twice in the same place and he was

of suffering from the fracture several months.

Brother A. D. Mee is again in the Herman Kiefer

Hospital. Brother Mee is one of our faithful Union

men and we trust he may recover.

Work has become rather slack for extra men on

the Jefferson Line since vacation season is over and

the coach line is in operation on Jefferson Avenue.

In fact, there seems to be a dull period at the present

time throughout the city of Detroit , as most factories

are now not running full.

Business Agent Neil McLellan during the recent

A. F. of L. Convention held in Detroit served upon

the Entertainment Committee. Delegates were well

cared for, as something was goingon continuously .

Brother Charles Bennett of the D. U. R. Branch

has returned with his family to their home in Flint.

For some two years he was residing in Oxford, Mich .

Brother Bennett is employed upon the work car.

His daughter recently graduated at the Oxford High
School.

Brothers Wm. Eldrington and John McLean of

the Rapid Railway are the most prominent hunters
in the Street Car Men's Union. They recently

journeyed to Traverse City in quest of polar bears.

They were fortunate , according to their story, in
shooting two pheasants at one shot. Brother El

drington weighs 350 pounds and finds it difficult to
climb hills.

A bowling team has been organized within Divi
sion 26. Brother Clarence Gugel is manager of the

team ,

Brother Charles Leonard of the Rapid Railway is

the proud possessor of a 10-pound boy. The boy

was born in September, but the boys knew nothing
of it until he brought the cigars around in October.

Brother Clyde Brooks, ill for a long time, is re
covering.

The agreement with the Detroit United Railway

has been signed by the company and representatives

of Divisions Nos. 111, Ypsilanti, and the D. U. R.
Branch of Division 26, Detroit . This agreement

covers all propertiesoperated by the Detroit United
Railways, including the cities of Flint, Pontiac, Mt.

Clemens, Port Huron and Ann Arbor and interurban

lines extending from Detroit .

-Rex

get out and vote yourself . Also have your wife and

mother cast their votes, as it will be the best thing

that we ever did . We want Brother Bennett in the

Council. Let's put him there .

We are glad to see Brother A. Norry back on the

job following his recent illness.

Brother Wm . Patrick would like Brother J. Knapp

to pay him that five cents with which he bought a

cigar.

They tell us that Dispatcher J. Pox has a great
line now since he started to smoke Bull Durham,

The boys on the Tecumseh Line now know where

he_gets the bull to shoot over the phone. Ha! Ha !

Brother O. Meloche is again back on the job fol
lowing a recent sickness.

Weare pleased to see Brother C. Gaudette again

after spending four weeks vacation in Montreal .

We wonder what the attraction is on the Te.

cumseh Line of late . Our little girl , Marie , from the

downtown office has been seen out there much , al

though it is rumored that she is thinking just now

of the possibilities of a matrimonial trip .

Don't forget to cast your vote election day for the

men you want to represent you for the coming year.

You only get that chance once a year.

They tell us that Brother Frank Renaud is think

ing of taking a day run on the Tecumseh Line next

sign -up:

Brother L. Broaderick , it is rumored, will take a

run on the Parent Avenue Line at the next sign -up.

as Brother Sheardown is to buy him a wreath if he

don't move.

Well, I guess this is all for the present , so don't

forget to attend the next meeting and pay your dues,

as it will sure help our Local.

-Cor. 616.

TORONTO TOPICS

1

MAY TAKE OVER ANOTHER LINE

Windsor, Ont. Well,boys, here weare again with

another write -up for Division 616. I haven't very

much news this month . I will try to do better next

time, should I continue in this office, which I pre

sume the editor hopes I will.

I would like to impress upon the minds of our
members at this time that there is much talk around

towa and through the members of our management

taking over the Windsor, Essex &Lake Shore Rapid

Railway. It seems there will be something done in

this regard before the year is out. So I would be

pleasedto see each andevery member co -operate

with the Hydro-Electric Railways by telling the
publicwith whomyou come in contact of the good

thing it would be if the Hydro should get that road ,

as we believe that under Hydro control the road

could be put on a paying basis,asthere wouldbe

better service maintained and there is but little

doubt but that there would be a cut in the rates of

fare,so that working menandwomen couldafford

to take a ride on it occasionally , for pleasure and

otherwise. So let's all get together and work to that

end,aswe can do somethingalong that lineby tell

ing the people the difference itwill make with them .

You know of the improvement of servicerighthere
Windsorsince theHydrotook hold of the prop

erty . Point that out to them .

It comes to me that weare still having a large

accident list. I sure would like to see all try, and

work to cut this accident record down. You know

that accidents cost money andsometimes loss of life .

| quite realize thatitis almostimpossible at times

o svoid these things, but we can try our best and
play safety first andnottake chances inmaking up
lost time,

doubt by this time aware that Presi .
deat George Bennett has been endorsed by the

Trades and LaborCouncil as a candidatefor alder
man in Windsor for 1927. It is up to us to get

out and putbine across and see that he gets one of

those councilmanic chairs . It's going totakea lot
of backboneandhard work.

So tell every laboring
man to vote for BrotherBennett and don't forget to

In the last issue of the M. & C. I spoke of the

spirit of co -operation on our system . I pointed out
that in our work co -operation is necessary . The

same holds good at our play. It holds good that one
side cannot do all the co -operating. It is to be re

gretted that our fellow employes cannot see fit to

co-operate with Division 113 and patronize our bowl.

ing alleys.

It does not speak any too well for the co-operative

spirit supposed to have emanated from the head
office to see it broadcasted through our daily papers

that the largest league in the city composed of sixty

two teams is the T. T. C. League and that they

prefer for some reason to go on alleys ownedby
foreigners, when their fellow employes own and

operate sixteen, of the best bowling alleys in town ,
It is in view of these facts that one is bound to ask

why the writer is fully convinced that our general

manager did not encourage this lack of co -operation .

Last year we were told that the service the Big

League received at the alleys, they were then pa

tronizing was of such a quality they (the officers)

could not countenance any change and come to the

Union's own alleys . This year a change has been

made and one cannot help asking the question:

Is it because the alleys are owned by Division 113 ?

If so , I would remind my fellow employes that even

though some of them are not eligible for membership

in our organization, Division 113 has been an asset to

them on more than one occasion and its members are

just as loyal employes of the Commission as any

other section . If lack of co-operation with us is not

on account of our trade union principles, then what
can it be ?

The prizes and other known inducements offered

by our alleys have been on a par, if not better,

thanthose of either of the foreign owned concerns.

Yet, despite that fact , the foreigners get the business.

We can only hope that time will tell who is responsi

ble. But it is safe to bet that whoever is responsible

cannot sign the name-W. E. Co-operate .

We are pleased to know that Brother Roy Moun

tain is recovering following his bad accident. We

hope he will soon again be onduty.
The boys at Russel showed that when one of our

brothers need help it is forthcoming. Our brothers

on the Kingston road are also to be congratulated

in this connection . Although Brother Mountain did

not work on their system, they realize that he was

one of their fellow trade unionists and volunteered

to come to his assistance in a very notable manner .

The one-man car is coming in for much publicity

these days. It has many faults and few virtues .

Chief among the latter is that it has helped to swell

our meetings of late. Keep up the attendance , boys.
It is youractive interest , as well as your bank in .

interest, that counts.

-BERT.

You are
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STILL HOLDING ITS OWN

F

San Jose, Cal.- Division No. 265 is still holding

its own, though there is yet a dearth of attendance

at our meetings. Members take out their cards with

the regularity of clockwork , but simply do not attend

the meetings. They seem to think that is all there is

of unionism. Well, some day they will wake up to

the fact that they had better have attended their

meetings and injected a little business spirit into

their union organization .

It is not sufficient that one shall take out his

dues card and then sit down and do nothing further

in the interest of the organization .

There is little news to write, as everything is

extremely quiet.
Our one-man cars still continue and they are

getting such a hold on San Jose that it is doubtful
that they will ever be shaken loose .

Our company treats our boys all right and there

is little complaint, but it is almighty hard to keep

the one-man car out of trouble in these days of auto

mobile traffic. Especially is this so when the auto

mobiles are so thick that you cannot see the ground.

Our efficient general superintendent, Mr. E. J.

Shoup, has a big heart and lets the boys alone as
much as he can . Our assistant superintendent,. Mr.

Burton , is as kind as any " Nature's Gentleman " can
be .

Our barn men are a lot of princes who fly to it
and help us out. But when this is all said and done,

the San Jose car men have a hard row to hoe.
COR , 265 .

The boys are anxiously, awaiting his return in order

to enjoy a feed of venison.

Our popular Vice -President, Brother Fred Colfe,

during the recent Federal Election Campaign dis
played the fact that he is an orator of no mean

repute and expounder of political views .

Brother Wm. Hill recently received his Old Age

Benefit from the International Office and has taken

out a withdrawal card . The Division extends con

gratulations to our brother on this occasion .

The census of opinion in this locality points to an

extremely moist atmosphere in the near future.

The annual euchre in aid of the sick and disability
fund held on October 11th and 18th was again a

success financially, and a tidy sum has been added

to this fund. Rec .-Secretary Þ. J. Tomkins, who has

been chairman of the euchre committee for the last

three years , was agreeably surprised at the regular

meeting of October 26th , when after submitting the

final report of the euchre, was presented with a
Parker Dufold Fountain Pen and Pencil in a leather

case,, accompanied by a suitable address by the
members of the executive board, in appreciation of

his efforts in making these undertakings a success.

The nomination of officers for the coming year

will take place on the first regular meeting in De

cember.

-P. J. T.

AGAIN BROADCASTING

Moose Jaw, Sask . - Brothers, Division No. 614 is

again broadcasting. Conditions are about the same
with us. The equipment does not improveand our

cars still somewhat resemble the Missouri Mule.

Some are wondering is there any truth in the

rumor that our company is considering replacing our
old cars with Ford busses supplied with flanged

wheels. It really does seem strange to see so many

of our brothers buying Fords .
We are sorry to hear that Brother Monk has been

suffering from chicken pox . All except the spare men

hope he will be out soon. Brother Bill Wrayton

says Brother Monk will know enough hereafter to

leave the chickens alone .

Attendance at our last meeting was far from 100

per cent . The regulars are always hoping to see a

few more faces at the next meeting.

Brother Bill Wrayton hadn't nerve anough to 80
to the political banquet . The writer is surprised,

because be thought Bill had nerye enough for any.
thing .

Brother Éckberg's Ford has thoroughly disgusted
him. The other light went out on him one night

recently and he found it would not run alone on
beer. Steve is pretty sore on Ollie . He says the

cow Ollie sold him went dry the next day.

Brother Wrayton holds that there isa light mis
take in the last publication . He hadn't money

enough left after thelast election to live on Ford
Street . He had to go down to the Palace Livery

Barn.

Don't forget your cards, brothers. Try and give
us a surprise next meeting. Come and show your

faces.

COR. 614.

PRESIDENT McBRAYER RETURNS FROM

CONVENTION

It sure

Atlanta , Ga.-- A regular meeting of Division 732

was held October 19. A large crowd was present.

You can guess the reason . The Executive board

will soon have the contract for 1927 drawn up.

President T. L. McBrayer has returned from the

A. F. of L. Convention . He reports a fine trip and

much constructive work passedby the convention.

Brother C. H. Terry is convalescent at his home

after a serious operation . Drop in to see him,

brothers , and give him a word of cheer .

Our Company is still putting on one-man cars .

The public is kicking heavy on them here.

is getting, the brothers back on the extra list.

The grievance committee has been kept busy here

of late settling matters affecting the one-man cars .
The schedules are so fast , and, too, a lot of young
conductors are operating them . The committee at

the last meeting advised the membership to run the
car safe regardless of the schedule .
On October 3rd, Brother H. S. Sea, one of the

old war horses , passed from this life. He was one

of the oldest men in the Street Railway service here,
having driven horse cars in the old days. The Divi

sion extends sympathy to the friends and bereaved

family .
--Cor . 732.

HOLD JOINT SOCIAL

Ottawa , Ont. - Everything is going along fairly

smooth with Division 279, only we regret the fact

that there are yet a number of our fellow workers

who have failed so far to realize the advantages of

an organization .

Divisions 279 and 591. Hull, Que . , held a joint

SOC18 evening on September 23rd , and a real en

joyable time was spent . International President

W. D. Mahon and several International Officers were

present and delivered short addresses, outlining some

of the accomplishm nts of the Amalgamated Associa

tion in the interests of the labor movement. It is

proposed to hold several of these social evenings

during the coming winter, as it is felt that by brings

ing the members and their families together in this

manner, the advantages of an organization willbe

more readily recognized.

Brother H. Charroni, who attended the Trades and

Labor Congress Convention in Montreal as the dele .

gate repres nting this Division , reports a real good

time, also he understands more fully the aims and

ideals of the labor movement.

The sympathy of the Division is extended to Mr.

P. D. Burpee. Vice-President and Manager of the
employing company. whose Mother passed away

recently.
The stork paid & visit to this locality recently and

Brother and Mrs. A. Pouliotte and Brother and Mrs.

E. Blais are the proud recipients of a baby boy and

girl , respectively. Congratulations are in order .

Brother Herb . Munroe is away on a hunting trip .

CO-OPERATION WANTED

St. Catharines, Ont.-The regular meetings of

Division 846were heldin our fine hall on October 13
and 14 . Your correspondent , as well as the other

officers, couldnot help noting the poorattendance.

At our meetingsofthe pasttwo months there has

been only a handful in attendance . Why? Brothers,

you arę forgetting your obligation. Attend meetings.

There is always something of importanceto discuss
for the good of all .

its officers and fellow members is allthat is asked .

Co-operation with your Local,

Our president cannot talk to empty chairs, and it is

only for two hourseach month ; so,brothers, let's
hear what you have to say.

During October we initiated into membership to

new brothers. They were H.Remnant and A. Doane

You werealong while joining us,Dell,butwehope
you have come to say.

Weregret to reportthe suspension from our union
of three members. They failed to pay dues. Pay

your duespromptly, boys, and then you will not be
left out in the cold, Co-operation is also needed

right here.

At the Oct. 14th , meeting of our local we were
visited by Brother 'Armstrong. memberof the Ist.
Machinists Union, Lodge 82, Montreal. He gave as

a lengthy talk in connection with a new automobile

enterprise to be soley financed andworked by union

money and labor. He asked this local to endorse
his scheme.
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GERMAN STREET CAR SERVICE

AGREEMENT
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All the brothers who were away on holidays after

the summer rush have returned to their jobs_again .
A number attended the Canadian National Exhibi.

tion at Toronto . Everybody, enjoyed themselves.

Brothers Pink and Myers, accompanied by their

wives and the “ Tin Can, " visited the world's largest
city and stoodat the top of the world's tallest build

ing. Pinkie's Ford made the thousand miles in good

style, but felt very much out of place in Times
Square, New York City. Being railroad men,

thought the various transportation systems of the

city were the most amazing sight .

Our company has two one -man cars in operation

onthe Station Division. Since their operation, the
most serious accident occurred on the night of Oc

tober 31 , when an auto with four Chinamen ran

head-on into the street car at a fast rate of speed.
The front vestibule of the car was smashed in .

Brother Lachanse thought this was the end .

How do the Local Line boys like the re -built cars ?
The motormen now have a cinch , since the conductor

has to operate those terrible doors. The change in

color of paint on the one -man and 120 type cars is a

great improvement. It is yellow and green with red
striping .

The new traffic by -law that is to go into effect in

our city soon has already caused some fun at Church
and Geneva Streets . Traffic in every direction stops

here now . Brother Richards says they do the

Alphonso and Gaston stuff very nicely .

Brother Frank Ellis was heard talking about

" Economical Science ." We think these words are

too big for a little man to use .

Brother Glover at a recent meeting said we are all

not going blind .

Brother Lachanse would like to know why they

did not put a detour sign at Clark Street . Polly
took the South track.

Brothers, have you heard Brother Jack Hiltz '
latest ballad ? It is entitled , “ We take 'em on the

Street Car when Brother Ed . Caton's car breaks
down.'

The peace of the new household was broken when
Brother Pink got three days for smoking and then

slept in as well .

Many of the brothers were taking a days vacation

Tecently owing to their Eversharp pencils having no
refills.

Pratt's Prattlers made a decided hit when they

played at a Local Dance on Oct. 12 . This orchestra

needs boosting as it will be a great asset to our

Local. Brothers, here is another place where Co
operation " is needed . Remember, we anticipate

holding a Union Dance soon .

Our president has been seen several times out in

the rural districts learning to drive the latest addi
tion to his family, a Ford Sedan .

Brothers, you are reminded by your officers that
our agreement expires on December 1st . Be

attendance at the next few meetings to present your

suggestions for a much better agreement for 1927.

All that is required is co -operation with your officers.

A copy of our agreementappeared in theSeptember
issue of the M. & C. Read it now.

Last but not least, your correspondent needs co
operation when writting to your magazine. Every
brother looks forward to this monthly magazine.

Why not have news in from Local 846 ? Two or

three of the boys are very good at writing news, but

what is this number out of ninety. My new address
is 70 Dufferin St. Mail your news items, or give

them to meon the job ; then read 'em in the M. & C.

In conclusion, brothers, " CO -OPERATION " mean:

ing, " TO ACT OR OPERATE JOINTLY WITH
ANOTHER OR OTHERS."

--PINKIE.

Remarkable Agreement for German Bus

men, ( 1. T. F.) The Greater Hamburg

branch of the German Traffic Union re

cently concluded with the Altona Transport

Company, Ltd., a collective agreement which

is remarkable for its completeness, all the

conditions of service being dealt with in de

tail. We give below a few of the principal

features :

Working hours : In principle eight hours

in continuous services. Drivers and con

ductors are allowed twice 30 minutes, in

cluded in working hours, for preparatory

and finishing work.

Overtime will be restricted as much as

possible. It will be paid for at 35% extra,

or equivalent time off shall be given.

Free days : 52 days off a year will be

given , in such a way that every eighth day

shall be a free one, and an additional day

off in every eighth week .

Wages: Hourly Monthly

Rates Rates

Controller and Head

Fitter . Mk. 1.33 Mk. 275.

Bus Driver . Mk. 1.16 Mk. 242.

Conductor , Mk. 1.06 Mk. 220.

A monthly allowance of 4.50 marks will

be given for each child cared for at home

up to the age of 16.

Holidays :

After 6 months' service, 5 working days

with full pay .

After 1 year's service, 7 working days

with full pay

After 5 years' service, 10 working days

with full pay.

After 10 years' service , 14 working days

with full pay

Notice of termination cannot be given

until 1st April , 1927 , except for the wage

clauses which will be terminable as from

1st July, 1926 , subject to one month's

notice, if a substantial change in the cost

of living should take place.

(The monthly wage rates in U. S. and

Canadian money are approximately $ 98_for

controller and Head Fitter, $82 " for Bus

Drivers and $78 for Conductors, with $ 1.25

added to these rates for each dependent

child . )

in
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VETERAN LEADER IN MEXICAN

LABOUR'S STRUGGLE FOR FREEDOM

RETURNS

ROBERT DISSMAN IS DEAD

Washington, Nov. 6 .-- Cable dispatches

from Berlin announce the sudden death at

sea of Robert Dissman , on board the steam

ship, Columbus whilereturning from New
York.

He was president of the German Metal

Workers' Union , and was one of four repre

sentatives of the International Metal Work

ers' Federationwho visited this country and

who attended the recent Detroit convention

of the A. F. of L.and the Metal Trades

Department.

The Labour movement of Mexico has

recently had the privilege and the pleasure

of greeting one of its oldest comrades who

has just been released from thirteen years '

imprisonment in an American jail for so

called political crimes.

Jose Maria Rangel is the man's name.

He is old , quite old. He is broken in flesh .

Only the light of his eyes could not be

wholly put out. More than all else his

eyes tell the story of the wrong done to the

brave soul within. For thirteen years, from

his prison in Huntsville, Texas, Rangel's

eyes saw afar the passing of the day and the
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EUGENE VICTOR DEBS MOVES TO

NEW SPHERE

coming of the night and, at all hours , in

humanity more terrible than was ever con

vincingly told in words.

This man was a dreamer. He preferred

to make his dream a reality rather than to

be at peace with things as they are. He

loved his fellowmen . When in his native

Mexico, tyranny, wrought the unhappiness

of the masses, there was no leisure, repose

or delight for him . Rangel was among the

first men in Mexico who, conscious of the

rights of their class and unable to bear the

dictorial regime of Porfirio Diaz, began to

agitate in the name of social freedom .

Flores Magon, the Vacas and a handful of

other Mexican workers in Mexico began to

organize associationsof workers. They were

persecuted by the Diaz regime and often

compelled to seek_ refuge in territory of the

United States . Rangel was several times

imprisoned by Mexican authorities. At last

in ` 1910 he was dragged to an underground

prison in Mexico City where the liberal

revolution of Madero found him and lib

erated him .

Then Madero was murdered by the most

bloody tyrant Latin America has ever had

to suffer, Victoriano Huerta , and the

dreamer , still unchastened , more than ever

impenitent, once more took up his work for

the redemption of the labouring classes in

Mexico .

The United States , as it happened , was

that year of 1913 , committed to a policy of

strict neutrality . Rangel and his followers

were caught in American territory while

they were preparing an armed movement

against Victoriano Huerta, Madero's assas

sin . They were sentenced by an American

court to imprisonment for no less than five

nor more than ninety-nine years , and hard

labour .

But it was because there were enough men

of the stamp and resolution of Rangel that

Mexico is free at last from the rule of Diaz

and the rule of Huerta. Rangel seems per

plexed , and a little unaccustomed to the

Mexico he now finds. It is too much like

the Mexico he dreamed of, conspired for,

revelled in while international , authorities

chased him from city to city until they

finally caught him and bound him and

caged him to break him .

It was through the constant efforts of the

Obregon and Calles governments and at the

continued instances of the Mexican and

American labour organizations that Rangel

and the survivors among his followers were

finally released . The organization of the

Mexican Federation of Labour delights him .

He can still feel pride . He is proud that

because there were men of his quality - men

like Flores Magon who died in the federal

prison at Fort Leavenworth , Kansas

Mexico has now a national labour organiza

tion able to take care of itself and of the

country . Rangel, with arms that move fit

fully , seems literally to take Mexico's labour

movement and wrap it about his gaunt ,

bowed figure. The flush lights up his cheeks

again . His eyes blaze with feverish pain

and the little cough drives knives into his

lungs.
-Mexican News Service .

Green

Eugene V. Debs passed away October 20,

while being treated in a Chicago sanitarium .

No man ever made himself better and more

familiarly known than did Eugene V. Debs

in the course of his seventy -one years. And

he has left many friends who are saddened

by his being taken from his earthly career.

Eugene V. Debs first saw the lightofday in

Terre Haute, Ind. He was born November 5,

1855 , and had he lived sixteen days longer he

would have been seventy -one years of age at

the time of his death. His early life was of a

nature that compelled him to be a wage worker.

He was of a mentality to be able to clearly

understand the nature of the discrepancy be

tween the type of life possible to a wage worker

and the one of the social order who enjoys

this life through taking toll from wage

workers. While employed as a fireman upon

the Terre Haute & Indianapolis Railway he

became the inceptor of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen. From then on, his life

was committed to the endeavor to educate wage

workers aong the line of his ideals of organ

ization. He committed himself to deep studyof

the social order that establishes classification

within the human family. He entered the rail

way service as a fireman in his teens and when

a very young man he served in the Indiana

State Legislature where he discovered the

forces utilized in the precautionary methods

of the capitalistic class in combating the pro

gressive ventures of wage workers.

He served the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen as secretary -treasurer of that organ

ization and as an official representative for

several years, until in 1897, when he conceived

the idea that greater progress could be ob

tained by labor in the employ of railroads by

having all wage workers in railway employ:

ment in one organization, and he instituted

what was known as the American Railway

Union. His inspiration for this was that the

brotherhoods of railway workers were not suffi

ciently associated to attain a fair ascendancy

in wages and working conditions, in that each

brotherhood acted separately in their applica

tions for increases in wages and betterment

of conditions and each brotherhood was be

ing held back in its attempt atprogress by the

indifferent attitude of the other brotherhoods.

The Engineers led , and in the early history

of the railway brotherhoods engineers were re

quired to be competent machinists. In fact,

in his time as a railroad worker, there was

rigid classification among theemployes. This

led to his attempt to establish the solid railway

union in which all typesof wage workers in

the employment of railways would be associat

ed in endeavors for advancement.

The result of the institution of the Ameri

can Railway Union by Eugene V. Debs and

his endeavors to carry out the policy of that
organization was the historical American Rail

way Union strike , which resulted in demon

strating to all wage workers that politics were

being controlled by a controllingclass. Eugene

V. Debs , for no crime whatever, as he was not
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president and intellectual leader . This placed

the railways affected in a position to easily " International President W. D. Mahon ,

destroy the American Railway Union and with who was reported in the October number as

the imprisonment of Eugene V. Debs that or assisting Vice-President A. L. Behner upon

ganization entered past history . But it brought the situation in Cleveland , was required to

new light to Eugene V. Debs. He sensed that go to the aid of Division No. 85 , in Pitts

for wage workers to become in any way ef burgh . The situation in Pittsburgh was

fective in political advancement, they must nec that of a grievance upon the discharge of

lighte essarily associate together in political endeavor
Executive Committeeman M. J. Murray .

and he organized a political party known as
Other grievances existed which consorted

the Social Democracy , which survived for some
with the case in the shape of aggravations

time and conducted a national campaign in suffered by the membership from an under

which the leader was a candidate for President
official, President W. T. Hanna had

of the United States . The extending of this
carried the case through a hearing before a

organization was difficult and Debs allied him- . commission composed of two officers of the

self with the Socialist Party , with which he

company, the Chairman of the G. E. B.

and himself. President Mahon succeeded

was associated for some twenty - five years, to

the time of his death . His first race for Presi
bringing about a proposition from the

dent of the United States was made in 1900 as
company which was accepted by the dis

charged member and which embraced re
a candidate of the National Social Democracy,

muneration for Brother Murray and the dis
In 1904, 1908 and 1912 he was the chosen can

charge of the offending dispatcher. Prior

didate of the Socialist Party for President. to returning to the office, President Mahon

Eugene V. Debs looked upon wars of na came to Cleveland , where he held a con

tions as capitalistic and without results to ference with Vice -President A. L. Behner,

wage workers, except in the drafting of the arriving at the office on the 5th .

wage workers to establish contending armies cumulated work of the office occupied his

in which the suffering fell wholly upon that attention until the 10th , when he left for

class that includes the wage working element. the A. F. of L. Convention being held in

He looked upon the World War as of a na Minneapolis. The last charter granted by

ture of this type and vigorously opposed it the International President was for the in

and opposed the drafting policy in creating stitution of Division No. 444, Chicago , Ill."

armies. As a result, he was again incarcer “ Vice - President P. F. Sheehan has under

ated in prison, the nature of which is cur his advisement the adjustment of differences

rent knowledge. He served nearly two years which have arisen between the Eastern

in the federal prison at Atlanta , from where Massachusetts Locals and the employing

he was released in 1921 , many months follow company. The question involved is the

ing the close of the World War. matter of wage rate for newly employed shop

No matter what criticisms are placed up men and hours of labor arising from differ

on the labor and political attitude of Eugene ent interpretations of the recent agreement .

V. Debs, his persistence and active endeav Reports upon the situation indicate that the

ors in the interest of wage workers and his differences will go to arbitration .

persistent work to eliminate class distinc “ Vice - President H, T. B. Grey is reported

tions cannot fail to bring to him the highest in Salt Lake City upon the sick list . While

commendation on the part of the wage work sick at his home , a recent convention of the

ing class and establishes for him an eternal
Independent political party nominated him

memorial of one who lived and fought the as a candidate for the state legislature. His

battles of his life in the interest of mankind. many friends in the East trust that the

His name may well be written as of one who
canvas may be successful and that he may

loved his fellow men. be elected to the position .

“ Vice- President A. L. Behner continues in

The change in the reading of the Rapid
charge of the Cleveland situation , from

Ready Change Carrier advertisement in the
which he reports favorably upon the work.

Motorman and Conductor can be observed.
ing out of more favorable conditions for the

Mr. A, F. Nelson , who is the inventor and
membership of the organization in that city.

manufacturer of the Rapid Ready Change Car He has been in close advice with President .

rier, is now putting out a new model which Mahon upon his work there.

gives the users, as he intends, the benefit of a
“ G. E, B. Member Edw. McMorrow, who

better article for less money. This carrier is
is at present in Des Moines , Iowa , has met

now provided with wide, flat, non -corrosive
with appreciative success in establishing two

springs -- two springs to each ejector lever, new locals in that city , both of whom em

which increases the lifeofthe carrier as well
brace a membership of some 500 motormen

as safety and convenience. and conductors. There are two companies,

but both operated by the Des Moines City

Brother Guy H. Tresilian , a member of Railway Company . However, Board Mem

Division 589 , Boston, Mass. , is selling auto ber McMorrow instituted Division No. 441

mobile insurance . Members of Eastern to embrace in its membership the city em

Massachusetts can greatly assist him by ployes and the Des Moines suburban em.

their patronage. His businessaddressis 346 ployes, and Division No. 442 to embrace

Broadway, South Boston , Mass . the employes upon the Interurban Railway
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Session of the International Labor Confe nce, held at Geneva , Switzerland , May

June , 1926. Thirty-eight nations were represented by two hundred and thirty delegates

of governments, employers and workers. Among the representatives were President

TomMoore, of the Canadian Trades and Labor Congress, and President Bert Merson,

of Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont., who served as representatives of the Canadian

workpeople. The representatives of the employers were Major Thomas Robb, of the

Shipping Federation of Canada, and Mr. Rufus W. Gould, Secretary of the Canadian

Manufacturers Association , Quebec Division. The government was represented by Dr. W.

A. Riddell , advisory officer of the League of Nations, Secretary Lucien Pacaud , of the

Office ofthe High Commission for Canada in London, and Mr. Thomas Poulin, of Quebec.

It was the eighth conference of this branch of the League of Nations. President Tom

Moore, of the Canadian Trades and Labor Congress holds that the general result of

these conferences is the bringing together of representatives from all parts of the world

and providing the means of exchange of thought. He also cites that it is a sort of break

ing down of national prejudices and the establishment of a better understanding.

Company lines. This road connects Al " The award upon the wage rate being a

toona, Mitchellville, Colfax, Valley Junction , subject of difference between Division No.

Norwoodville Fort and Des Moines.
107 and the employing company of Hamil.

" G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius re ton , Ont. , was handed down by the arbi

ports preparation for arbitration on the trators , October 10, Wages fixed by the

San Francisco dispute. arbitrators are : City men–First year men,

" G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald is per hour, 16 ¢; second year men, 18 ¢; third

at present assisting Hartford Division 425 year men , 20 ¢ . Hamilton and Dundas

in adjusting differences. First year men , per hour 15 ¢; second year

" G. E. B. Member Fred Fay was dis men, 16¢ ; third year men, 18 % é. Hamilton

patched to Steubenville , Ohio , where internal Radio Line- Straight scale of 17 per hour.

strife had developed in the ranks of Division The term of agreement was fixed to begin

252. He was able to adjust the discord and August 1 and continue in force for two

left the local in a progressive_condition. years and eight months. The rates awarded

" G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald was increased wages one and two cents per

dispatched to Charleston, W. Va., to under hour."

take the work of reinstituting Division No.

335. Reports upon the situation are at

present incomplete.
THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

"Since the meeting of the General Execu MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

tive Board , there have been granted Chart

ers No. 439, Charlest W. Va . , instituted “ Through the hard work of John McCor

by Board Member D. S. Fitzgerald ; No. mick , of the Street Railway Men's Associa

440, secret ; Numbers 441 and 442, Des tion , Lewis Tossey, A. F. of L. Organizer,

Moines, Iowa, instituted by Board Member and Joseph Harris, of the Shoe Workers'

McMorrow . Union, The Retail' ClerksofDetroit have
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been organized and started out under prom dances and the committee having charge of

ising conditions ." Labor is better organized the floor comprised Brothers George E.

in the city of Detroit than in any other Henry , Joseph McGrath, Richard Toner ,

city in America . Yet there is much room John Sughrue, Davis Barker , O. J. McDon

for improvement on both sides. Here is a ald, Michael Guerin , J. P. Kelly, Thomas

loss in seven and one-half years jointly of and Daniel Sullivan , George Knott, John

$426,119.00. From a business standpoint O'Brien , Fred Trudell and William Burns .

this should cause both sides to consider " ''RAILROAD CATECHISM ' "

more carefully in the future and submit to " ‘Primer of Municipal Government,' is

the only way of adjusting these difficulties, sued by the Buffalo Crosstown Railway

when impossible to do it in any other way, Company :

to arbitration . ' " Q. What are streets for ?

" Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass ., re “ Ā . To put car tracks on .

cently held its first banquet and social in " Q. What are people for?

Horticultural Hall . The attendance in the " A. To pay fares.

early part of the evening was not large, but " Q. What are municipal authorities?

as car after car got through its day's jour “ Ā . The manager of the street railway

neying the crowd in the hall kept on in company.

creasing until 150 couples were on the floor. " O. What form of government has the

The banquet wasconfined tostreet railway city of Buffalo ?

employes and was very successful due to "A. An absolute monarchy.

Michael Guerin, who is an indefatigable " Q. Who is the monarch ?

worker in everything pertaining to the " A. The manager of the street railway

union's benefit. The order included 18 company . . - Buffalo Express.

Canadian Delegates who attended the Eighth Conference of the International Labor

branch of the Leagueof Nations.TheConferencewasheldat Geneva , May 26 to June 5 .

Those represented in the picture, reading from left toright are: Bottom row , President

Tom Moore of theCanadian TradesandLabor Congress,Secretary Lucien Pacaud ofthe

Ofice of the High Commissioner of Canada,Dr.W.A.Riddell Dominionof Canada Ad

visory Officer to the League of Nations,Manager Thomas Robb of the ShippingConfedera

tion of Canada. Back row areAdvisor Thomas Poulin , Mr. D. S. Stevenson, Mr. N. A.

MacKenzie, Secretary Rufus W. Gould of theCanadian ManufacturersAssociation, Pro

fessor Mack Eastman and PresidentBertMersonof DivisionNo. 113, of the Amalgmated

Association of Street and ElectricRailway Employes of America. The Labor Representa

tives are Presidents Moore and Merson .
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COMPANY UNION HEADS DISTURBED

BY A. F. OF L. CHALLENGE

By ROBERT W. DUNN, Federated Press.

news
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Where will the A. F. of L. strike first ?

This is the question asked by labor man.

agers and personnel experts of certain

corporations as comes of the stiff

resolution against company unionism at the

Detroit convention , backed up by an assess

ment on nearly 3 million workers, to finance

the fight against this menace to genuine

trade unionism .

Passaic -- this word comes first to mind.

Company unionism is the issue there . As

Law and Labor , organ of the militant anti

labor League for Industrial Rights, puts it

in a recent headline on the textile strike :

“ Its Major Aspect is Now that of a War on

Employe Representation.” The mill owners

still rally around the policy of Forstmann ,

who in defending his bankrupt company

association , says : " no outside agency can

interfere in a family dispute

conduct of the Forstmann & Huffmann Co.

I am absolutely convinced that the type of

employe representation I propose is superior

to any organization directed by outsiders,"

meaning, the A. F. of L.

The Botany Mills echoes the Forstmann

slogan , and the textile strike becomes the

focal point of the new A. F. of L. offensive

against the company union . Those who

want to fight the company union can do no

better than help feed black bread to the

Passaic strikers.

Other textile mills now under the hege

mony of the company union are the Pacific

Mills in Lawrence and Amoskeag Mills in

Manchester , N. H.

After Passaic , where should the A. F. of

L. concentrate on anti-company union prop

aganda ? Certainly the railroad shopcrafts

will come in for immediate attention. The

International Association of Machinists have

been putting up a fair fight against the " in

dependent associations" that have developed

on over 60 roads since the shop crafts were

beaten in 1922 . But the machinists need

the support of the A. F. of L. company

union experts on their job, as do the other

shopcraft unions. Lines on which they will

doubtless aim first shots are the Pennsyl

vania , the New Haven, the Sante Fe , the

Union and Southern Pacific, the Burling

ton, the Rock Island , the Great Northern,

the Illinois Central and Boston and Maine.

Officers of the shop craft unions report that

“ it is a little early to decide whether the

company unions are being weakened by the

New Railroad Labor Act. " They believe,

however, that when the feat of discharge

and reprisals is eliminated that “ the men

will return to the old established unions, as

they have little faith in the company

unions . "

On street and subway lines , such as the

I. R. T. in N. Y. City , the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Workers, will doubtless be assisted in cam

paigns to line up workers , some of them op

pressed for 10 years by company union

tyranny .

In Steel , the Amalgamated Association of

Iron , Steel and Tin Plate Workers is slowly

awakening to the company union challenge,

especially through reports received from the

Lackawanna plant of the Bethlehem Steel

Co. at Buffalo . The U. S. Steel Corp. has

never tried the company union tricks, as

Gary is not convinced that, public opinion

requires this " concession. " He uses em

ploye stock ownership and welfare devices.

The employe representation plans in force

at the several plants of General Electric

have been flouted before liberal conferences

of late as the last word in employe "works

councils , " But trade unionists at Schenec

tady and West Lynn are - critical as ever and

determined to battle the plan within the

next few months . Some of these men have

been blacklisted. The G. E. company union

gives the firm the “ say" on all vital ques

tions, they report.

The miners' union has been knocked out

of Colorado and displaced in the (Rocke

feller ) Colorado Fuel and Iron towns by a

company union . Davis Coal and Coke and

the Pacific Coast Coal Co. have company

unions and other mining corporations have

introduced welfare councils and efficiency

committees that lead towards full fledged

company unions,

Typical corporations where trade unions

have been knocked out by company unions

who will now attempt to stage a combeack

are the Sheffield Farms Co. of N. Y. C.

( Teamsters ); Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Co. (machinists and other

metal trades unions); Standard Oil Co. (Oil

Workers); Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.

(Rubber Workers ); Phelps Dodge Corp. and

Utah Copper Co. (Mine, Mill and Smelter

Workers ); Norfolk Navy Yard (machinists

and boiler makers ) ; International Harvester

Co. (metal trades unions). More important,

because of the race issues involved, the

Pullman Co. , how being fought by the new

Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, not

yet affiliated with the A. F. of L. The

porters' union is waging one of the most

spirited campaigns against the company

union system .

THE DOMINION TRADES AND

LABOR CONGRESS CONVENTION

By Delegate Joe Gibbons

( Brother Joe Gibbons of Division 113, To

ronto, Ont., was the delegate who represented

the Amalgamated Associated at the Dominion

Trades and Labor Congress Convention, held

this year at Montreal , Quebec.)

I attended the 42nd Annual Convention of

the Dominion TradesandLabor Congress of

Canada , held at Montreal, Quebec. The con

vention opened September 20, being called to

order by President J. T. Foster of the Mon

treal Trades Council . Following his welcom

ing of the delegates , the Mayor of Montreal

extended a hearty welcone on behalf of the

city . This was followed by an address by

Hon . Louis Guyon , Provincial Deputy Minis

ter of Labor for Quebec, who extended a heartv

welcome to the Province
Others on the plat

form included Hon. F. C. Roberts, British
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tions for the purpose of considering the fur

thering of national trade unity in Canada,

after a heated debate was non - concurred in.

At sessions on Thursday September 23, Fra

ternal Delegates Connors of the A. F. of L. and

Roberts of the British Trades Congress deliv

ered addresses as fraternal delegates . Inter

national President W. D. Mahon of our own

Association was present on this day and ad

dressed the gathering. He mentioned the many

pieces of social legislation of benefit to the

Canadian workers that had been brought about

by the Trades Congress. He also gave sound

advice for future guidance and pointed out

that with the assistance of the rank and file

the Dominion Trades Congress would be a

power for good for the workers.

The election of officers for the ensuing year

resulted in the return of Brother Tom Moore

as president, Brother P. M. Draper as secre

tary -treasurer, and Brothers James Simpson,

R. J. Tallon and T. J. Foster were elected

vice-presidents. Brother George R. Brunet

was elected fraternal delegate to Great Brit

ain and Brother R. Lynch fraternal delegate

to the A. F. of L.

The convention elected Edmonton, Alta. , as

the next convention city .

WASHINGTON STATE F. OF L.

CONVENTION REPORT

fraternal delegate, and Mrs. Roberts, Mr.

James B. Connors, delegate of the A. F. of L. ,

Alderman Leon Trepanier of the Montreal

City Council and Ontario Deputy Minister of

Labor James H. Ballantyne . Following ad

dresses of these representatives, Chairman

Foster turned the convention over to Presi

dent Tom Moore of the Dominion Trades

and Labor Congress, who, after suitable re

marks thanking those present for their

hearty welcome, declared the convention

duly opened.

The Credentials Committee reported present

325 delegates , with representatives from all

International Unions.

There were 73 resolutions presented to the

Congress 4 being amendments to the Consti

tution.

Secretary -Treasurer P. M. Draper submit

ted his report of the finances of the Congress,

a synopsis of which shows that the total re

ceipts from all sources aggregated $23,100.84.

Total expenses were $ 19,273.95, leaving a

balance of $3826.89 at the close of the term .

The Secretary's report showed a dues-paying

membership of 103,037 .

The Treasurer's report upon headquarters

building in Ottawa showed receipts to have

been $1,620, with expenditures of $1,563.04 ,

leaving a balance of $56.96.

A special committee was appointed to deal

with picketing and injunction which covered

Resolutions 38 to 46 and the report caused a

warm debate. The Congress went on record as

favoring the advice of Mr. J. G. O'Donoghue,

K. C., that we abide by the law until such

time as we can get amendments thereto .

A resolution was adopted opposing the man

ufacture of commercial clothing in the homes

of wage earners, and that all motor car own

ers shall take out public liability insurance

before being granted a license .

The convention went on record favoring old

age pensions the age to be 65 years and that

it should be a Federal matter. The executive

was instructed to press for this legislation .

Further resolutions were adopted one favor

ing one day rest in seven ; one favoring an 8

hour day for guards in the penitentiaries ;

mothers' pensions; to amend the bankruptcy

law to provide that wages shall be the first

privileged claim ; that prisoners in jail be paid

full wages for work outside of prison labor ;

that home bank depositors be fully reimbursed ;

that legislation be obtained to guard under

ground workers in caissons and tunnels; for

more sanitary inspection in barber shops and

opposing molar barbers ; to provide safety fen

ders for street cars as approved by provincial

and federal governments ; to provide free text

books in all schools to be issued by the gov

ernment on the recommendation of the Board

of Education ; to amend the Factory Act in re

gard to the hours of the Minimum Wage

Board; to extend workmen's compensation to

workers not now covered ; to insert a fair wage

clause in all government contracts ; to oppose

military training in schools.

A resolution directing that a conference be

called of all Canadian Trade Union Organiza

Report of the Delegates to the Conven

tion of the Washington State Federation of

Labor held in Everett , Wash . , July 12-15 .

The 25th Annual convention of the Wash ,

State Federation State Federation of Labor

convened in Eagles Hall , Everett, Wash. ,

Monday , July 12, 1926, with 250 delegates

present. Besides the delegates and their

wives, many visitors attended the conven

tion . The convention was called to order

about 10 A. M. by Thomas A. Mitten ,

Pres. of the Central Labor Council of

Everett and member of the Everett Street

Car Men's Union . Address was delivered

by Mayor J. H. Smith of Everett who gave

one of the most hospitable receptions ever

accorded any delegations ; C. H. Fickel ,

Pres. of the Everett Chamber of Com

merce ; H , C. Cooly, President of the

Lions club ; Herb Robinson , Commander of

the American Legion ; Frank McChasney,

Pres . of the Rotary Club ; Harry Winde,

Pres . of the Kiwanis club . Response was

by Pres. William Short.

Following these addresses, the delegation

was taken on a sightseeing tour of the city .

Delegates represented 22,000 workers .

Tuesday afternoon many Resolutions were

handed in after which Frank Dowd of Aerie

No. 1 , F. 0. E. delivered an address telling

the delegation that the Eagles stood for

much the same thing as the labor move

ment , the up building of mankind.

Wednesday morning many telegrams from

labor and civic organizations of Centralia ,

Wash, inviting the convention there in 1927 ,

after which many speakers of many organi

zations spoke regarding their respective

unions. Wednesday after noon a communi

cation from the Teamsters Local 174 , Seattle
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asking the Shell Oil Co. be placed on the tion through the enactment of kindergarden

unfair list, which was concured in.
laws, a resolutionrecommending allaffiliated

J. D. Ross of Seattle Light Dept. spoke unions to subscribe for stock in the union

on hydro -electrical development in the north life insurance co . was adopted . Resolution

west and public owner ship. that all labor strive to make Labor Day the

The first order of business Thursday
biggest Labor Day this year, was adopted.

morning, was a telegram from Wenatchee,
Resolution endorsing the Trades Union

asking for the convention in 1927. Fol.
Promotional League and urging the organiza

lowed by final reports of the credential ,
tion of the league in every part of the state

constitution and Legislative committees.
where there are none. Resolution urging the

Many Resolutions were passed without
repeal of the Criminal Syndicalism Law.

Resolution asking the investigation of
very much discussion, the Resolutions ap

religious troubles in Mexico was voted down

proved were as follows. Retirement of em
by the convention. Resolution opposing the

ployes of classified Civil Service after a
registration of Aliens in the United States,

certain length of time . Placing the tru blu adopted . Resolution supporting the new

cookies and cracker co . upon the unfair
Cascade Tunnel adopted . Resolution giving

list of Washington State Federation of
all Street Railway men in Washington one

Labor. Endorsement of a proposed Amdt.
days rest in eight was adopted.

to the constitution of Washington favoring a Shortly after convening Thursday after

policy reforestration , Discouraging the sale noon , trades of different sections of the

of I. M. Cohen cigars . Pledging support to State Federation caucused and elected their

the United Miners. Asking a stay of execu representatives. This concluded the official

tion and new trial for Saccho and Vanzetti .
business with the exception of the election

Calling for a complete investigation of the
of the next convention city and some minor

State Fisheries Industry. Placing the en reports. Alice Lord of the Seattle Wait

dorsements of Labor Papers throughout the resses nominated Centralia as the next con

state in the hands of the Executive Council
vention city which was chosen by unami.

of theState Federations. Ammending the mous vote.

Constitution of the Federation relative to The delegates from Wenatchtee informed

Trade Unions financial support of the State
the convention they would bid for it in

Federation . Pledging assistance to the
1928. Label committee reported as follows:

Electrical Workers Union in an effort to get Gertrude Millson reported that the com

a better wage scale . Asking Municipalities
mittee had awarded the prize to the woman

to adopt a policy of collective bargaining
wearing the most labels on her person to

with its employes. A proposed Constitu Emma Schwartz of the Seattle Garment

tional Amendment placing a secretary on a Workers with eleven labels. William Finn ,

salary to relieve the president of much work
Secretary of the Spokane Central Labor

was voted down, by the convention . Adopt
Council won the men's prize for having the

ed a resolution supporting the Eagles old largest number of labels on his person which
age pension as a worthy and humanitarian

was 21 . The prizes were offered by the

Adopted resolution increasing the Seattle Card and Label League and is now

salaries of the State Legislators to $6000.00 an annual affair. It was decided by motion

per biennium . Adopted a resolution asking at the next convention that all labels be

the legislature to co-operate in securing pro counted except duplications on the same and

tective tariff on shangles . Adopted resoul actually purchased and used by the dele

tion asking our legislative representatives to
gates.

work for the enactment of a measure that Thomas Mitten , President of the Everett

will provide healthful employment for state Central Labor Council addressed the con

prisoners, and study labor conditions in the
vention in a few well prepared words ex.

state penal institutions. Resolution adopted pressing his appreciation of the Everett

confining the Federations legislative program LaborMovement in chosing this city last
to measures to generate impotance to our year and expressed his best wishes to the

movement , such as the Clayton act , increas
delegates during the coming year. Brother

ing the pension of widows , orphans , cripples
Mitten was given a rising vote of thanks

coming under the workman's compensation and many cheers for the splendid hospitality
act prior to July 1 , 1923 , to include occupa

and good time showed thedelegates . After
tional diseases under the workman's com which President Wm. Short assured that

pensation act. A measure to require mer

chants to placard all prison made goods as

there had never a city surpassed Everett

in entertainingdelegates and that the good

such . A measure or measures providing for

a prison industrial program to provide suit

people would be long remembered by the

departing delegates , after which the conven

able employment for prisoners at the state tion adjourned .

penitentiary on products for state use only,

no products to go into open market in com
Signed M. J. MURRAY ,

W. E. CARPENTER ,
petition with free labor. Resolution adopted

HARRY MCCLURE,
urging all labor to be active in the field this

fail to defeat all candidates antagonistic to
J. W. HALL,

labor and elect candidates friendly to labors
O. A. STONE,

Resolution adopted asking investiga
S. A. GORDON,

tion of Indian affairs and ask representatives Someone has compared party platforms

to support other representatives friendly to to the platforms of a street car. They are

ward this investigation. Resolution pro

moting the extension of kindergarden educa
meant to get in on , but not to stand on.

-The Outlook.

measure.

1

cause .
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COMPANY UNIONS A FAILURE do not compare favorably with any other

Address of President Wm. Green Before group in society.

the Detroit Convention of the American " I am reminded further that there is

Federation of Labor some apprehension in the minds of some

who assume to speak for these minirity

" This is indeed a great city, a great groups lest we might disturb ' the tranquility

manufacturing center , a beehive of industry, and economic peace that prevails in this

and as I look at this great city , Detroit, city. That would imply that there is tran

with its broad streets, itstowering buildings quility, peace and satisfaction among the

its beautiful homes, I am reminded that working,people of this city. Well, I wonder

after all, it is the great hosts of labor that , if thatis true? If that assertion is correct,

through their skill and genius and their then I ask in all fairness why did these

service, builded and erected this great city. people who are so peaceful and subdued

" I am reminded just now that there has elect a trade-unionist as the chief executive

come to us through devious ways the in of this city ? As an answer , I would submit
formation that there are some minority in evidence, as exhibit number one , the

groups of this city who seemed somewhat Honorable John Smith , Mayor of the City

alarmed because of our presence here. Per of Detroit.

haps they still entertain the idea that the “ But, my friends, I am sure that much

representatives of labor are vicious back of this apprehension expressed is due to a

woodmen who know little about cultured lack of understanding of the motives, the

life, but as a refutation of that impression , principles and the policies of our great

I invite them here; I invite them to come American labor movement. We come into

among us during the deliberations of this every community as a constructive force, an

convention, sit with us, look and listen , and organization that attempts to establish in

when they departI will leave it to their every community a full and free exercise of

judgment andto their conscience as to all the rights of men . We hold that men

whether or not the representative men and must be free, and anyone who is not eco

women of labor assembled here in this city nomically free is not free indeed , and it is
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our purpose to make men politically free, and free in America - economically free and

religiously free and economically free , and politically free.

we propose, with all the diligence at: our “ There is another reason why, in my

command , with all the force of our eco judgment, the company union will fail ulti.

nomic movement to carry on our work mately, and that is because it cannot, in

among the working people of America in the very nature of things, serve the needs

every city and in every state of the union. of the working people. I must enlarge upon

" I think I can , with profit to us all,
that just a moment. The trade union

direct attention to some of the things with movement has been serving the workers for

which we are called to contend . We know more than half a century in America. It

from our experience that our whole pathway has sensed their needs, and in season and

is marked with conflict and struggle and
out of season it has served the workers of

sacrifice. Our labor movement did not reach our land. Who was it that led in the agita

the proud position it occupies today without tion for high living standards? Who wasit

struggle and without sacrifice.
that demanded increases in wages ? Who

" Now , a movement that is inspired by
was it that advocated a progresšive reduc

such devotion to principles, should be ac

tion in hours of labor suitable to the needs

cepted by all thinking citizens as a fixture
of the workers and the development of our

in our institutional and economic life.
modern industrial life ? Who was it that

led in these great economic reforms in
" It is necessary, fellow delegates, for me America ?

in this brief reference to refer to the open
"Long before the company unions were

struggles in which those whom you repre thought of, long before this idea originated

senthave been engaged. They are fresh in in the minds of those who formed them , the
your minds. Some of you are here today trade union movement was on the economic

deeply concerned about struggles which are field, using its great economic and moral

going on now among your constituents.
strength in furthering the interests of the

" But I want to refer to a subtle influence working people of America and the working

that is attracting the attention of the work people of the world.

ing people of the country . I refer to this " When legislation was advanced in the

movement among manufacturers who sensed interest of children, in the interest of the

the instinct of the workers for organization working women, in the interest of sanitary

and who attempt to satisfy that instinct inspection, in the interest of social justice,

by conferring upon them a ready-made ore workingmen's compensation , who was it

ganization fashioned upon their own notions appeared before the committees of legisla

and subject to their control . tures of the different states and of the fed

" I refer to this organization of company eral government?

unions which were conceived and developed
“ Whose voice was heard in the councils

by the so - called industrial experts. I think of our legislative chambers?

I can say that it is in our country where "Who was it spoke for the women and

this experimeet is being tried on a large.
children?

scale , We know it deserves some considera " Were the representatives of these com

tion at our hands. pany unions there?

“ We are living in an age of organization,
“ Can they claim credit for a single legis.

when the instinct and the urge to organize
lative reform?

is strong and impelling, when men realize,
" And the movement that cannot protect

and women as well, that it is impossible to
the women and children of our land, that

stand aloof as individuals, either socially ,
cannot advance a moral and economic in

politically or economically. These employers
fluence can never live in America.

sensing that new development in our modern “ We are committed to a definite program ,

life , have tried this new tack of grasping We areorganizingfor definite purposes. We

these forms of organization , of presenting are united for the purpose of advancing the

them to their workers , and hoping and ex economic, the social, the industrial and cul

pecting that these workers will sit down tural welfare of thegreat massof the people.

satisfied because their instinct for organiza " Who was it that led in the fight for re

tion has been in a measure met.
ducedhours,the shorter workday and the

“ My friends , if I am a student at all of shorter week? I leave that to the record.

economics and economic development, I Let it answer , because the record justifies

predict that this experiment will fail ulti the claim that organized labor makes the

mately , just as experiments of this kind and shortening of the hours of labor a primary

character in other fields have failed . The object. It was one of the fundamental de.

company union does not permit the worker mands of practically the first convention of

to exercise his own freedom , to exercise his the American Federation of Labor.

own opinions , to put into effect his own " And from that time until now we have

will; he is always controlled by those who never ceased in our efforts to secure shorter

shaped and formed the organization and working days for the worker, and it is our

conferred it upon him. The working people

will not long subject themselves to such

purpose to continue that policyof securing

for the workers a shorter workday and a

subordination of conscience , judgment or shorter work week as industrial conditions

will , because if there is any one character will permit and as the productivity of our

istic of the working people of our land that working people will demand.

stands out more prominently than another,

it isthis determination to be independent part of any employer, large or small, in

"We are glad to welcome action on the
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SAMPLE OF BENEFIT OF

ORGANIZATION

are

***

establishing the shorter work week, and we

ask him to accept the philosophy and the

theory of the American Federation of Labor

regarding this great social reform .

" There are many in this country who

reap , what they do not sow , who enjoy

blessings and benefits for which they are

not responsible. There many who

would like to claim credit for themselves

when the credit belongs to other groups and

to other people, but in our old fashioned

way, in our methodical work , we will go

forward doing the things we have in mind,

performing the work we have set our face

to do , bringing about the reforms that are

close to the hearts and minds of the working

people until we make America an ideal

place in which to live .

" Now , fellow delegates, I have covered

briefly some points that appeal to me and

about which I know you are thinking . You

are here for the purpose of legislating in the

interest of the working, people of ourland,

for what we do here will not only affect the

economic and social welfare of the member

ship of organized labor, but in a larger and

broader sense it will affect the well -being

and happiness of those thousands of unor

ganized workers who are inarticulate and

whose voice cannot be heard .

“ So, sensing our deep responsibilities, let

us apply ourselves to the task, let us dis

charge the responsibility which rests upon

us in a manner befitting the representatives

of our great organization

" And let us not forget the children, let

us remember them and the fight in which

we are engaged for them . If we do not

speak for them , who will ?

" If we do not carry on the agitation for

the adoption of the federal amendment , who

will ?

" Do we hear it coming from the other

groups? Are there other voices raised in

behalf of the children ?

" It must remain for the American Federa

tion of Labor to carry on the struggle , to

hold aloft the banner, to keep alive the

issue until the conscience of the American

people is sufficiently aroused to the needs

of the situation and the different states will

then approve of the federal amendment.

" I feel deeply the great responsibility that

rests upon me. I have tried during the past

year to translate into words the hopes and

aspirations of the working people of our

country. I have carried the message of or

ganized labor into fields hitherto unim

proved. I have spoken to friend and foe

and I have endeavored to truthfully, and

honestlybespeak the heartbeats, the hopes

and aspirations and the purposes of our
great movement .

" I bring to this convention the record of

the past year. I leave it to you for your

determination , but I promise and pledge to

you that all the powers I possess , physical

and mental, will be given to the great work

of this organized labor movement."

From a member of Division 441 , Des

Moines, Iowa , comes to this office a state

ment bearing upon a report made to Di

vision 441 by Vice- President James B.

Wiley, who is also the financial secretary

and business agent of that Local. A feature

of the report is very clearly illustrative of

the report is very clearly illustrative of

the benefit of organized labor, as it carries

facts and figures indisputable . The report

was made at a regular meeting of the Local

held April 12, 1926, and the illustrative

feature of it is as follows :

" Brother N. D. Snider became a member

of Div. 441 Oct. 12, 1906, and died Decem

ber 29, 1925 .

“ During his membership he paid the fol

lowing amounts to Div. 441 :

For dues $ 320.00

For Local Funeral Reliefs .. 99.75

Making a total of.......... $ 419.75

" He received in increased wages during

this period , based on eight hours per day

313 days per year or 2,504 hours per

year .$ 8,983.14

Rece ved in Funeral Benefits for

his Widow 2,100.00

Making a total of..................$ 11,083.14

“ He was a member for nineteen years and

therefore received in benefits an average of

$583.32 for each year he was a member.

" Through the efforts of the organization

he received on an investment of $419.75 a

net gain of $ 10,663.39 together with his orig

inal investment or a total of $ 11,083.14 .

" While it is true that there were some few

additional assessments, it is also true that,

because of the fact , he was working nine

ten and eleven hours a greater part of the

nineteen years , which would much more than

offset the few additional assessments.

" Had the dues been $2.50 per month dur

ing the entire period, his net gain would

only have been $10,413.39 .

" The above only considers the financial

benefits and does not take into considera

tion the many benefits obtained through

changes in working conditions, such as the

eight hour day , one day off . in eight, air

brakes, enclosed vestibules, heated cars , the

right of free speech , etc.

“ He was also protected by a sick relief of

$7.00 per week during sixteen years of his

membership, which was established three

years after he became a member."

It is brought to light that the A. Nash

Co. , the firm known as Raab Bros. , also the

R-B Tailors of Cincinnati, O. , are fighting

organized labor. These firms are refusing to

employ members of the United Garment

Workers of America and are making an open

fight against that organization and against

the labor movement in general. In buying

clothing, these firms can be borne in mind

by those of the members of the trade union

movement, their families and friends .

Coercion is a weapon the employer can

notuse to thwart a demand for UnionLabel goods.
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PORT ARTHUR AND FORT WILLIAM , ONT.

AGREEMENT

Agreement

THIS AGREEMENT entered into in duplicate)

this firstday of May, 1926.

BETWEEN:

THE CITIES OF PORT ARTHUR and FORT

WILLIAM , ONTARIO (hereinafter called the Parties

of the First Part ) , and DIVISION 966 ,AMALGA
MATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET AND

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMER

ICA , and ALL OTHER EMPLOYES OF THE

STREET RAILWAY DEPARTMENT (hereinafter

called the " Employes" of the Second Part ).

1. IT IS AGREED between the parties of this

agreement that the following clauses shall contain

and define working conditions and wages of the

Cities of Port Arthur and Fort William Street Rail

way.

2 . GOODWILL. The Manager will be willing

at all times upon reasonable notice being given by

the Employes to interview the Employes or any

Committee of them duly appointed , on any subject

or matter for the mutual benefit of the Employes
an the Cities in relation to the general public .

3 . DISCRIMINATION. That the management

does not object to any Employe being a member of

any Street Railway or other Union , and will not dis

criminate against any Employe because of his con
nection with the same. The Employes, on the other

hand, collectively or otherwise, will not in any way

interfere with or limit the management's rights or

the right of any officer so authorized to discharge

or discipline any employe where sufficient cause can

be shown .

DISPUTES. Any Employe who feels that he

has been unjustly disciplined, suspended, superceded

or discharged , shall have the right to have his case

investigated , if he so desires, by a committee of the

Employes and the Managers, In the event of dis

agreement between the Employes as appointed and

the Manager, then shall the evidence of both these

parties be put in writing and subrnitted to the Com
mission , whose decision shall be final. Should the

Employe so disciplined , suspended , superceded

discharged be exonerated by the Cominission, then

he shall be paid for lost time and reinstated forwith .

5 . REFERENCE. Any Employe who has been

six month or more in the service , on leaving of his

own accord and giving reasonable notice piror to his

leaving, shall, upon application for same, be furnished

with a reference as to length of service , character and

ability while in the service. This reference shall be

embodied on the Department's official letterheads

and shall bear the signature of the Manager or other

authorized officer.

6 . DISCHARGE . Any Employe having been

discharged shall be furnished, upon his request, with
a letter stating , why discharged and previous record

to his having been discharged .

7 . LEAVE OR ABSENCE . Reasonable leave of

absence will be granted any employe without remun

eration . Any Employe taking employment for wages

during his leave of absence will forfeit his standing

on the seniority list , unless permission has been given

him on mutual agreement between the Employes and

the Manager. Any service , however , that the Em

ploye may be called upon to render in a representa

tive manner on behalf of his fellow employes shall

not be considered as covered by the word " Employ

ment " as used herein and upon his return to the

service such employe shall be entitled to his former

position on the seniority list . It is understood that

at no time leave of absence will be granted for a

period exceeding three months except in of

sickness or other extenuating circumstances .

8 . TICKETS AND CHANGE . Each operator,

after approval will be provided with the amount of

thirty dollars ( $ 30.00) to cover tickets and change

monies in the operation of cars . Such advance of

thirty dollars ($30.00) to be returned to the Depart

ment on notice or when operator leaves the service.

SENIORITY . The seniority list shall be com .

piled such that each individual employe will be

placed in accordance with his term of continuous
service in his respective department. Each employe

shall be entitled to choose his run in accordance

with this seniority list , the preference of runs com

mencing with the oldest employe in the continuous
service of the Department. All runs shall be posted
for employes to make their selection as to the run

they desire once in every three months, commencing
ist . January, or at any time the management may

desire . The proposed schedule shall, whenever pos

sible, be posted up not less than four days before

going into effect. Any day run madevacant by any

cause for a period exceeding five (5) days, senior

night man shall have first choice in filling same,

senior spare man shall fill run made vacant by senior

night man.
acant night runs shall be taken care of by spare

men according to seniority . Should any employe fail
to report forduty at the appointed time , the same

not being his first offense, he shall at the discretion

of the Manager or other officer so authorized by him ,

be placed on the spare list for a period . This period

to be graduated according to the nature of the
offence but in no case to exceed at any one time

seven days .

10. EXTRA WORK. That all extra work be

divided as evenly as possible amongst the Spare Men .

case shall regular men be given extra runs

when spare men are available, in so far as this does

not interfere with the operation of the department
as outlined in clause 9 of this agreement.

11. PAYMENT OF WAGES. Employes shall be

paid for services semi-monthly on the dates as

specified in the 1923 agreement as far as ever pos

sible. If, however, the above dates should fall on a

Sunday or on a Holiday, payment may be made on

the day previous to such date if proper arrange

ments can be made so to do.

12 . WORKING HOURS. Working hours shall

be in accordance with the requirements of the On

tario Statutes governing street railways.

13 . WAGE SCHEDULE.

Transportation Department
First six months 45 ¢ an hour.

Next 18 months ..48 ¢ an hour.

Over two years 50 ¢ an hour.

Operators of one man cars to receive , in addition

to the above rates , 742 cents an hour. Time will be

paid from regulation time for reporting, and it is

agreed that suflicient time will be allowed from time

of reporting at car barns or head office to time of

taking the car. It is further agreed that time and

one-half will be paid all transportation employes on

their regular day off, also the following legal holidays,

if called to duty , namely, New Year's Day, Good

Friday, 24th of May, Dominion Day, Civic Holiday ,

Labor Day, Christinas Day, and Thanksgiving Day .

Straight time will be paid for overtime. Operators

taking out extra , special or work car shall not be
paid for less than 3 hours. All time in excess of the

aforementioned three hours to be paid as straight

time. Should operators, after being requested to

report for duty by the proper official and after re

porting be not required for that particular duty,

they shall receive two hours' pay at the above rates .

Car Barns

Armature Winder.

Carpenter ... .62 € per hour.

Painter .58 ¢ per hour.

Machinist and Blacksmith 62 ¢ per hour.

First Class Pitman 57 ¢ per hour.

Second Class Pitman 52 ¢ per hour.

New EmployesandCar Cleaners . 45 ¢ to 50€ per hour.
It is further agreed that time and one -half will be

paid hourly rate Employes on Sundays, also on the

above quoted Holidays, also time and one half for

all hours over ten hours' work on regular working

days . In case of emergency after regular working

hours a minimum of not less than three hours will

be paid .

Track Men

Track bonder . 49 ¢ per hour

Track Greaser and Laborers 42 ¢ to 47 ¢ per hour

It is further agreed that time and one -hall will be

paid hourly rateEmployes on Sundays, also on the

above quoted Holidays and all hours' work over ten

hours on regular working days.

14 . SPARE MEN OPERATORS. Spare men

working less than five hours in any one day will be

paid at the rate of 60 ¢ per hour.

15 . TRANSPORTA
TION

. Free transportation

will be provided by pass or tickets to all employes

covered by this agreement .

16 . SEATS. Seats to be supplied to operators.

17 . HEATERS. Operators' Vestibules to be

fitted with heaters or sucharrangements made as far
as possible to maintain a temperature in conformity
with

the other portions of the car.
Car to be

equipped with sand , broom , switch bar, ash pan and

shovel .

18 . UNIFORMS, CAPS and OVERCOATS.

Operators in the service after three months' service

shall be supplied with a uniform suit and cap each

year , on or before 1st Mayand with an overcoat

every second year, on

free of charge .

or before 1st November, all

In the event of employes leaving or

case

9 .

1
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Don't Buy a New Changer

Every time the fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five - Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Saves time,

pockets, patience andSpeeds up sched

ules — No fumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device and our exclusive

Adjustable feature on fourth and fifth barrels.

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 -BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter , 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 566 throws 1 quarter , 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 per pies , 1 to o tokens

Price $ 4.00 postage paid . J. L. GALEF , 73 Chambers St., New York City

A&B Battery

# 2

this

Char
ger

ONLY

Cet FREE

SA
MP
LE

30

for

you

Satisfaction Guaranteed

GALLSTONES

Charges any type of storage

A orB battery, using a few
cents worth of ordinary

house current, either alter

nating or direct . Cannot in

jure battery. Complete di

rections enclosed . Anyone

can operate . No expensive

" extras" to buy. Why pay

$ 10.00 to $ 15.00 for a charg

er when you get this splen

did GUARANTEED R. B.

Charger by mailing us two

dollars (bills, money order,
check or stamps) plus ten cents instamps or

coin to pay mailing costs. Charger will be

sent postpaid. If you are not satisfied, return

within five days and we will refund your

money . Order at once-TODAY.

R. B. SPECIALTY COMPANY

Dept. D - 4 , 308 East Third St.

CINCINNATI , OHIO

Liver andStomachTroubles

You do not need to suffer from gallstones, pains in
back, or liver and stomach troubles. You sen getrld

of them now . If you will send for thig treesample.
Gallstones are dangerous; theyare painful, torture,

and cause burning pains around your liver paing to
your sides, and oftentheycausechills, fever , colie ,

Indigestion , or gastritis. Let me send you a libera )

FreeProof Gallstoneand Liver Car

sules, and be relieved , Theymay save your life

avoid an operation. Send name and address to
day : no obligation. Dr. Hildebrand's Laboratory ,
Dept. 689 . 155 N. Union Ave. , Chicago , in .

PIMPLES

Cleared Up after 24 hours . To prove you can be ridof

Pimples, Blackheads, AcnoEruptions on the face or body.

Barbers' Itch , Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny

Skin , simply send me your nameand address today - no

cost - no obligation. CLEAR - TONE tried and tested

in over 100.000 cases -mused like toilet water - is simply

magical in prompt results. You can repay tho favor by

telling your friends: if not, the loss is mino . WRITE

TODAY.

E. S. GIVENS

499 Chemical Bldg. , Kansas City, Mo.

The public does not prefer scab merchan

dise. It just accepts it , in many cases, with.

out question. It's the job of every stanch

unionist to raise that question as often as

possible.

being discharged , however, within six months after
receiving any of the said uniforms or overcoats, they

shall pay to the Department one-half the cost of

such uniform or overcoat, when same shall then be

comethe property of the employe so leaving or being
discharged.

1.19. This agreement when signed by the proper
officers and a Committee duly appointed , represent;

ing a majority ofthe Street Railway Employes, will

become effective the First Day of May, 1926 and

will remain in operation and effect until the first of
May, 1928.

This agreement shall have full force and effect

until a newagreementis enteredinto.
Signed for the Cities

Signed for the EmployesJ. E. CRAWFORD ,
J. FIELDHOUSE,Mayor of Fort William President ,

A.
MCNAUGHTON

W. G. WELLS,City Clerk.
Vice - President.MILTON FRANCIS

A.JOHNSON,Mayor of Port Arthur. Rec . Secretary .

A. KOHAR,Sec . Utilities Com.
Fin . Secretary .

Port Arthur.

The Union Label is a two-edged sword

it cuts thebusiness of the unfair employer

and increases thestrength ofhis competitor,

If You Don't Receive Your

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

fill in this coupon and hand it to your F. S. , or

mail it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR, 260

East High St., Detroit, Mich .

Name ... ....Div . No...

........Street ....

Former Address ...

P. D. JACKSON ,

No....... Street

the fair
employer. Post Office .
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FASHION LETTER

It is very evident that the skirt length will not length

en for the present . Even though the period type of

dress is in ankle length , the shortest skirts continue in

fashion , and with the higher waistline , add a youthful

tone .

Width at the hips is shown by means of short tunics ,

and peplums.

Blouse effects are noted in dresses , waists and also in

coats.

Plaits and gathers effect fulness and undulation in

skirts, quite eclipsing the circular effects of past seasons.

Belts are shown in various widths and formations ,

from narrow belts of material or leather, to girdles that

are draped and sashes tied in bows and ends.

The surplice leads both for day and evening as a

point of good style, sometimes this line extends from

one shoulder to the other hip in a smart slant. In

the two piece dress the surplice closing is quite prom

inent , and in coat dresses it also appears.

The coat dress style is one that seems to gain favor

each season , especially useful as it is , duringthe early

Fall and Spring days , when it is real smart with a

small fur for outdoor attire.

The youthful note of the two piece dress may be a

reason for its continued popularity.

The ensemble idea is still withus, and is exploited

for sports and evening wear as well as for daytime and

tailored dress . The dress is to match the coat lining

this season , regardless of other points.

Yellow, turquoise and voilet , the latter entirely new ,

are sponsored for evening wear .

Black will be important for daytime wear and red in

various wine and lacquer shades also .

Blues in two or more tones combine well .

Black and white georgette combined is the vogue for

afternoon dresses .

There are several new shades of blue on the Fall

color card .

Striped , checked or plaided crepe de chine and

shantung are much favored for sports dresses.. Crepe

jersey and crepella , are also good for sports attire .

5572
1

5596

5572. Ladies ' Dress .

Cut in 7 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38 , 40, 42, 44 and 46 inches bust meas.

ure . To make the model for a 40-inch size requires 5 yards of

material 40 inches wide , together with %8 yard of contrasting ma

terial. The width of the skirt at the foot is 248 yards . Price 12 ¢ .

5596. Girls' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes: 8 , 10, 12 and 14 years . A 12 -year size requires 3

yards of 40-inch material with 4 yard of 54- inch contrasting ma
terial . Price 12 ¢ .

5589. Youthful “ Combination ."

Cut in Sizes : 14, 16 , 18 and 20 years. A 16-year size requires 2
yards of 36 or 40 -inch materiai . Price 12 $.

5574. Ladies ' Morning Frock.

Cut in 7 Sizes: 34 , 36, 38 , 40 , 42, 44 and 46 inches bust measure .

A 38 -inch size req'iires 3/4 yards of 36-inch material with 15 -yard

of contrasting material . The width of the dress at the lower edge
with plaits extended is 248 yards. Price 12 ¢ .

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

55 74

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP- TO -DATE FALL and

WINTER1926-1927 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color plates,

and containing 500 designsof Ladies, Misses' and Children's

Patterns, a CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON

DRESSMAKING, ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THE NEEDLE

(illustrating 30 of the various, simple stitches) all valuable hints
to the home dressmaker,

Send to Dept. M.C. BEAUTY PATTERNCO.,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn , N. Y.

5599
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FASHION LETTER

Autumn styles express simplicity, and are more inter

esting in cut, also more decorative than the styles of

recent seasons.

Skirts are to continue in their comfortable brevity, 14

to 15 inches from the floor is the rule.

The fares so animating in the skirts of the past

season , have crept nearer to the knees and hips; some

have reached the waistline, yet the new silhouette is

still built on the slender flat hipped figure.

Fullness , in shirrings, plaits and gathers is noticeable

on many new models.

Although much has been said about bringing the

waistline back to normal , it still appears at the hip ,

even the new blouse styles completely cover the normal

waistline.

Bolero Fronts with the blouse back are in evidence.

Boleros are also shown in coatee length back and front.

They are becoming to every type of figure — the mature

or slim .

In coats we have quite a variety. The straight line

youthful model the raglan utility coat , that flares from

shoulder to hem, the cape coat, and the dolman coat

are all well represented .

The Dolman introduces a new silhouette and is a

coat easy to develop, and suited to most figures.

The Raglan Coat is a sporty model and good for

general wear.

The Straight line Coat is made with plaits at the

sides this season . It is a general favorite.

Coats are made up in fancy and novelty weaves ,

double faced coatings, checked woolen , homespun,

tweeds , cheviot, and pile fabrics, as well as in furand

velvet .

Two piece suits are in vogue , with a simple two piece

skirt , having plait fulness or a wide overlap. The coat

may be short and tailored , or it may be a straightline

longer model, or in cape style .

Shepherd checks, tweeds, cashmere covert or crepe

in wool and mannish materials are good for two piece

coat or cape suits .

A suit is correct for general wear , traveling or

shopping .

5616

5601

11
5616. Girls ' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes: 8 , 10 , 12 and 14 years. A 10 year size requires

2 % yards of plain material40inches wide, with %s yard ofcon
trasting material 40 inches wide. If made with long sleeves 2 %

yards of plain material will be required. Price 12 ¢.

5601. Ladies' Dress .

Cut in 7 Sizes : 34, 36, 38 , 40, 42 , 44 and 46 inches bust measure

A 38 -inch size requires 23 yards of 54 - inch material with 3 yard

of contrasting material . Price 12 € .

5600. Ladies ' Dress .

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38, 40, 42 and 44 inches bust measure .

A 38 - inch size as illustrated requires 344, yards of 40-inch material.

with 4 yard of contrasting material . ' If made without the jahat

% yard of contrasting material is required. The width at the

lower edge of the dress is 2 % yards. Price 12 é .

5615. A Popular Model.

Cut in 4 Sizes: 14 , 16 , 18 and 20 years . A 16 -year size requires

2 % yards of 54 - inch material . The width at the lower edge is 1 %

yard. Price 12 € .
5615

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

5600 Send 12c in silver or stamps for ourUP - TO -DATE FALL and

WINTER 1926-1927 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color plates,

and containing 500 designs of Ladies, Misses' and Children's

Patterns, a CONCISE andCOMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON

DRESSMAKING , ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THE NEEDLE

(illustrating 30 of the various, simple stitches) all valuable hints

to the home dressmaker.

Send to Dept. M.C. BEAUTY PATTERNCO.,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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The Go-Ahead Man

An ill- fitting, poorly made uniform is like a “ block” on a man's

road to success. His industry, honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier.

A Bloch uniform is “ two bells” and ahead for the man of " pep "

and ambition. It is so carefully made , so clearly above theordinary

in tailoring, so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name. Always

insist upon seeing this label.

UNIO

PEDAL

The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland :

Send me free, a

Trolley Šim

Time Book

PAKEN

In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY , Cleveland, Ohio

Name

Address
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COMMISSIONER THOMAS C. DAWKINS

Commissioner of Public Safety of

Shreveport, La.

FORMER PRESIDENT S. J. ALLEN

Div. No. 558, Shreveport, La.

Mr. Dawkins, some more than a year

ago , was chosen as the presiding arbitrator

in the construction of an arbitration board

upon a controversy by and between the

Shreveport Railways Company and Division

558 of the Amalgamated Association . The

company at that time was seeking a reduc

tion in wages, which was protested by the

Local and finally submitted for arbitration,

and through the devotion of Mr. Dawkins

to the interest of wage workers and his fair

ness as a jurist, the Local won the case .

When he became a candidate for Commis

sioner of Public Safety, Division 558, well

acquainted with his persistence in right and

justice and his respect fornon - classification

among men , put up a vigorous support for

his election, and he was successful, winning

over Mr. R. L. Stringfellow , who was sup

ported by the capitalistic element and the

newspapers of Shreveport. He stands to

the principles ofOrganized Labor.

The members of Div. No. 558, Shreve.

port, La ., are enjoying the satisfaction of

the appointment of Former President S. J.

Allen to the position of Shreveport's Chief

of Police . Delegates who were in attend

ance at the 13th Convention of the Amal.

gamated Association, held at Salt Lake

City, Utah , and the 14th Convention, held

at Rochester, N. Y. , will remember that

Division No. 558 was represented by our

then President S. J. Allen , Brother Allen

took an active part in shaping the affairs

of the Amalgamated Association at those

conventions. He was a charter member of

the Shreveport Local and contributed much

to the placing of the Local in the front

rank of the Amalgamated Association as a

progressive unit. In the course of his active

work in the Trade Union Movement he

served as President of the Shreveport Cen

tral Trades and Labor Council and was one

of the leading spirits of the Labor Move
ment in Louisiana.
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CHRISTMAS AGAIN UPON US THE NON-UNION SAFETY DIRECTOR

CO

at

men

Christmas is again at hand . It is the one The 15th Annual Safety Congress was

time in the year at which the spirit of held in Detroit the latter part of the month

Christianity is most impressive inthe general of October, this year. A feature of this

weal of mankind. It brings to all minds the Safety Congress was a seession devoted to

expression -- " Peace on Earth ; Good Will to the electric railway branch which was held

Men ." at the Tuller Hotel, October 27. In dis .

When the time comes that the Christmas cussing methods of advancing safety in the

spirit may prevail throughout the entire operation of street and electric railways,

year, peace will have been attained with
Mr. J. J. Connors of Nashville, Tenn. , de

nations, in the relations of nations , in the livered an address .

social order and in industrial affairs . Then Mr. Connors explained that he was an

the element of selfishness that disturbs peace official of the company operatingthe Nash

will have become ineffective it will have
ville , Tenn. street railway, and of some

passed . Can that time come ? years ' experience. His address was a sort of

Advancement in world peace , industrially explanation of the methods he pursued in

and socially, must be worked out by the what he termed " holding the interest of the

minds of men and women. It is the state platform men" at various group meetings

of men's minds that establishes the rules of throughout the company's experience , and

the social and industrial order of affairs. advised as to the methods that street rail

Until the minds of men and women way managements should use in their ob

operate , " Peace on Earth ; Good Will to servations and dealing with the results of

Men " cannot be of a nature absolute in the such observations in the way of encourag.

human family . ing safety endeavors on the part of motor

Wars bring to mind that even the minds men , conductors and operators of street and

of nations cannot accord for world peace . electric railway cars.

Poverty , strikes and lockouts do not fail At the close of his narrative talk , oppor

to call to mind that there is not a unison tunity was given to present questions to the

of minds in industry. The Christmas speaker. A question was raised as to the

period brings these thoughts most forcefully bonus system , and Mr. Connors replied that

to mind . he uses the bonus system and finds it suc

But there has been progress ; industrial cessful. He was then asked by one of the

peace has been promoted , even by the delegates in attendance the meeting

unison within the classes . This comes from whether the upon his system-the

the fact that the class that has promoted Nashville street railway property -- are or

industrial peace is numerically stronger and ganized.

greater than the class controlled by the The question was designed to elicit the

element of selfishness. information as to whether collective agree.

There cannot be industrial prosperity , ex ment relations existed upon that property

cept that it comes from the great numerical between an organization of the employes

class-- the producers--the workers. In large and the property .

industrial cities the prosperity of merchants Mr. Connors replied to the question in

is dependable upon the workers, as the extreme brevity and emphasis, " No, thank

workers are the profit-yielding element. Yet God, they are not."

the merchant classifies himself with big In attendance at this session of the Safety

business. He enters the attempt of control Congress were many street and electric

of the social order by uniting with other em railway employes from systems where the

ployers in the selfish purpose that breeds employes are organized and are operating

destitution - impoverishment and central under collective agreement relations . In

izes it within the ranks of the purchasers fact , the vast majority of the attendants

the workers. Such is not a Christian spirit were representatives from these properties

of control . It is exclusively a selfish con and belong to their respective Division

trol , no matter how much that element may Associations of the Amalgamated Associa

seek to divert cirticism by philanthropic tion of Street and Electric Railway Em

pretenses. It is not a Christian endeavor. ployes of America . Nautrally , one of these

It is the antagonism of general good will in delegates asked Mr. Connors what he meant

the human family . by the expression “ No, thank God , they

The advancement to world peace must are not. "

come of the co -operative, careful, unity de He stated : “ I forgot. I thought I was

liberations of the purchasers--wage workers. at home."

It can come only through the supporting It may be explained that Mr. Connors in

spirit of Trade Unionism , and that support addressing this branch of the Safety Con

ing spirit is the Christmas spirit. Organiza gress used some explanatory remarks, as

tion brings common , earnest interest, each though addressing one of the meetingsof

in the other, of wage workers. It brings his own employes in advising them of the

with it the understanding of good will to methods ofadvancing the safety feature of

wards men . Christmas will be impressive operation of electric cars.

in the homes of those of organized wage gized to the audience by urging the dele

workers. gates not to recognize his address as one

It is in organization that the Christmas being deliveredtoplatform men, as he in

influence will extend and advance for good . way wished to class his audience as

Organize . Extend the Christmas spirit . platform men . In this expression it was

He, then, apolo

no
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an

em

can

clear that he was assuming that he was ad tions with the employing property upon

dressing a meeting of electric railway com which he and his associate workers are

pany officials. Thus it may be inferred that employed .

he wished it to be understood that he was Mr. Connors, in addressing his audience

thanking God that the employes upon the of delegates to the Safety Congress, was not

Nashville street railway system are not aware of the fact that fully three- fourths of

unionized .
the convention comprised members of or

It could not have failed to have brought ganized wage workers unions upon various

to the minds of those who listened to the properties throughout the United States and

address of Mr. Connors that he in a measure Canada-wage workers who, through collec

assumed that non -unionism upon the Nash tive agreement relations enjoy better wages

ville street railway lines is a Divinely fixed and working conditions than is possible to

condition in employment.
prevail upon the Nashville street railway

Can the employes upon the Nashville property. They are enjoying better wages

streetrailway system agree with Mr. Con and better working conditions than ever

nors that the denial to them of the right of will prevail upon the Nashville street rail

collective agreement relations with the em way property , until the Nashville street

ploying property is a Divinely fixed and railway employes are organized and enjoy

Divinely protected condition in employ- collective agreement relations under which
ment? they may unite with their employing man

What state of employment is that in agement on something in line with

which the right of organizing and enjoying equity , plane in the way of effecting a

collective agreement relations with an mutual working agreement.

ploying property is denied - forbidden to the
There was present at this convention a

employes ? What type of Divine sentiment delegate who is a member of a Trade Union ,

does such a state of employment represent ? who addressed the convention in language

It is known that the characteristics of explaining that through the organization of

non-union employment prevails upon the which he is a member a vigorous co -opera

Nashville street railway system . That tion with the Safety Director exists , and

means low wages and embarrassing employ through this co -operative move, made possi

ment conditions that prevail upon all non ble through the organization of the em

union employingproperties . ployes, safety has been advanced in trans

In line with Christian endeavor, slavery portation work, even to exceed that which

has long since been condemned as not in can possibly exist upon any property where

nature a Divine institution. No man employment is looked upon by the wage

justly thank God for the privilege of en workers as a rain check to bear them over to

slaving his fellow men . It is not a Divine a better job .

order.
A representative of a property upon which

The expression of this speaker before the employes are organized , countered the bonus

Safety Congress may cause some to reflect system advocated by Mr. Connors.. This

upon those passages in the Bible, where the employer representative stated that his com

rich man may weep and howl and is told pany had tried the bonus plan and had

that his silver is a canker and may become eliminated it upon petition of the organized

a witness against him in the day of reckon wage workers upon that system , and had

ing. used the money in advancement of wages

It is through the organized wage workers, which had resulted in advancing to one hun

that it has come to be known that non dred per cent the co-operation of the em

unionism in employment is not an advanc ployes with the company in the interest of

ing element in the social order of mankind . safety .

It is not believable that Mr. Connors as an It remains that there is nothing for which

agent of non -unionism in employment can may thank God for non -unionism .

thank God for his success in the denial to There is nothing in non -unionism to sustain

the employes of the Nashville street railway the declaration of Mr. Connors, God is

property of collective agreement relations with working men and the organizations of

and the right to organize for that purpose . wage workers in the interest of collective

God is to be thanked for progressive wages agreement relations with employing proper

and manly conditions of employment, rather ties is a Divinely blessed and Divinely sus

than for impoverishing wages and burden tained employment condition .

some conditions of employment.

Fortunately, the attitude of Mr. Connors Our International Brotherhood has had

at the Safety Congress was brought very the five day week in operation for the last

forcefully to the attention of those in at six or seven years and out of a membership

tendance, and upon motion of a representa of approximately 125,000, we have at pres

tive of the employment element in attend ent about 35,000 members working the five

ance at the said Congress , his remarks in day week : New York and its surroundings,

antagonism of organization were stricken Boston and its surroundings and many other

from the records, That was something for cities and towns too numerous to mention

which he might well thank God . And it and not in a single instance where it has

was a favor brought to him by a delegate become effective , is the employer desirous of

in that Congress, who is a member ofa again returning to the five and one-half day

Trade Unionand who is one of an organiza week . If the work of the world can be done

tion of employes, who, through the organiza in five days - why work six ? - George F.

tion , is enjoying collective agreement rela Hedrick , President Painters' Union .

one
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" If we

reason .

THE VALUE OF CLASSIFIED ACCIDENT fully, and from each is taken the type of

STATISTICS
accident , place, date, time, type of bus or

car, division , line, and years of service of

At the Safety Conference held in Detroit employe involved . Prom this data, monthly

in October , many presentations were made semi-annually and annually, reports are pre

in the interest of safety. An addressby pared for the operating vice-president.

Mr. H. K. Bennett of the United Electric " On another chart we classify collisions

Railways Company, Providence, R. I. , with other vehicles , with other cars , falls

seems to cover some very good points for upon boarding and leaving cars, as to the

dissemination among street and electric particular type of car. For instance , we

railway men . From the address delivered have the one-man safety car, the one-man

by him is taken the following: two -man safety car, and converted double

“ This is not a new subject. For more trucks operated by one man, these latter

than 20 years it has cropped out here and having folding steps with automatic control

there, only to be squelched with the fire of of doors or stationary steps with manual

adverse opinion . It is true that local con control of doors. Hence the particular

ditions do not always warrant an elaborate reason for this last chart.

set of books to keep the various wheels are having too many accidents
going around. Yet ' I unhesitatingly say (and of course any are too many) traced to

that if the department of my company of boarding or leaving a certain car, there is a

which I happen to be the head, did not
It may be high heels, dragging

keep an elaborate systematized accounting skirts or plain carelessness ; but, on the

of the accident statistics , we would never other hand , the platform may be defective,

know from one week to the other where we the edge of the step may be of the saw

stand nor whether we were slipping back tooth variety, there may be loose bolts or

ward or advancing in the right direction . some obstruction on the platform , or floor

"To the safety man these figures are as boards or treads may be dangerously worn.

essential as costs are to the purchasing The car is then inspected and if anything

agent, or the number of passengers carried wrong is found, it is pulled off and taken

daily, in comparison with other periods, to care of.

the operating head of the company. " Perhaps somebody will say here, " such a

" Is it begging the question to know what condition would not exist if there were

types of cars are more prolific of accidents ? proper inspections." My only reaction to

Is it not essential to show the accident this is that such a contention , of course , is

ratio between one-man operated and two. perfectly, true, but unfortunately there are

man operated cars ? those who still wait for the horse to be

" The question naturally arises , what is stolen before closing the barn door . There

considered necessary in the way of keeping fore , if anybody thinks are keeping

statistics ? records unnecessarily, let them be consid.

" Perhaps, if I outline briefly the system ered simply as a check and the means of

that is used in Providence , and make the constructive criticism .

modest assertion that with the ammunition “ If you are having a multiplicity of auto
furnished by these statistics we were able to collisions at a certain point, there is a

get at the very foundation of accident Go out there and get a first - hand

causes , so that with the first full year of picture for yourself. It may be out on a

accident work on the property accidents suburban line, at a point where there is a

were reduced 26 per cent and , notwithstand density of traffic because some particular

ing a 20 per cent increase in automobile intersection is a popular way to reach a

registrations, there was a decrease of 17 per shore resort or pleasure park . Brush may

cent in this classification of accidents , you obstruct the corner ; it may be crossed at
may be at least interested . grade; or any of a half-dozen other physical

" In the first place, the safety manager's conditions may have caused the accidents .

office is the clearing house for figures that Study the situation, put yourself in the

have to do with accidents on the property place of your operator or motorman ; then ,

of the company, whether it be on the street, if you are unfortunate enough to own an

in the power station , pits or any other de auto, drive out and put yourself in the other

partment .
fellow's shoes and see the accident from his

" Large maps of the principal cities in viewpoint. Having done this, apply the

which we operate, enlarged to an approxi cure that seems best to suit the case, re

mate size of 8x10 feet , giving every street membering that the first application may

and lane , are used for the charting of the not work and the patient may need a differ

various classifications of street and highway ent kind of treatment. Do not give up for

accidents , by means of colored pins placed lack of remedies , however, for there are just
at the points where these accidents occur. as many remedies as there are diseases, and

Every day new pins are added and a galnce accidents are nothing more than a disease

will show where the automobile collisions, of a certain kind . There is a cure for every

pedestrians injured , fatal accidents, derail. accident that ever occurred.

ments, car and car collisions , bus accidents " But how can a disease be cured if you

and collisions with other vehicles occur . do not know what the disease is and the

Thus , you have a birdseye view at all times remedy, to apply ? How can accidents bę

where these various accidents are stopped unless you know how , when and

occurring. where they are occurring, and so have the

" Every accident report is gone over care facts in order to apply a remedy that will

we

reason.

as to
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cure not only temporarily but permanently.

“ I have only alluded to industrial acci

dents but it is just as important to know

the kinds of accidents that are occuring to

our employes as it is to know those affect

ing the general public.

" If employes are being injured by defec

tive tools, your safety department or some

body interested should know it . If any of

your employes get a shock in connection

with any machinery , used in your shops,

this fact should also be known . I think an

ideal way is to have the heads of your line ,

power, track , equipment and transportation

departments keep separate records of em

ployes ' accidents ; these should show the

name of the injured person (for the purpose

of seeing if this particular person is prone

to have accidents) , the particular classifica

tion of accident, where, when and under

what circumstances the accident occurred

and in connection with what appliance . A

duplication of the cause, kind or person

involved in a second accident naturally

brings up the question of why, and this can

be followed out to suit the individual desire .

" These records , of course , should be kept

in such a way that they may be looked over

and by this I do not mean a casual look

over, but a systematic checking so that pre

ventative measures may be applied as soon

as possible .

" It may be a new adventure for some

companies to delve into this matter of acci

dent statistics at all , but we must remem

ber ( and this is particularly pertinent for

those of us who have been in the railway

game for many years) that this is 1926 and

not 1900 , and that in this stage of existence

there are msny new angles to street railway

work which could not have been appreciated

25 years ago. One would have been put

down as a dreamer if he could have predict

ed , 25 years ago , some of these new things

which are now engrossing the attention of

our public service corporations.

" So I strongly urge that each representa .

tive here give this matter serious considera

tion . When you get back to your respective

properties look the matter squarely in the

face , and with the knowledge that other

companies have benefited by keeping these

classifications, benefited in the reduction of

accidents and in suffering, and also from the

cold -blooded angle of dollars and cents ,

adopt some suitable plan meeting the per

sonal needs of your organization and try

it out for one year. If you will do this, I

will venture to predict that the effort will

not have been made in vain , and that at

the end of the year you will say that you

not only believe in keeping such records,

but that you are adding to your classifica

tions as the trend of the times demands,"

company, through the organizing of Division

976 of the Amalgamated Association .

The company directed the choosing of a

so-called wage committee from the various

barns and crafts , with instructions to the

committee to ask the company fora 3 cents

per hour increase in wage rates. This, it is

the evident contention , will give the manag

ing company officials an opportunity to go

before the State Utilities Commission upon

petition for an increase in the rate of fare

to passengers on the pretense of covering

increase in wages , but with the real intent

of recovering the expense of the recent lock

out. There are those of Division 976 that

have retained their membership in the Local .

Some two hundred of these members, as

given out by the Indianapolis newspapers,

held a meeting and passed a resolution with

the intent of calling to the attention of the

patrons of the Indianapolis property the

program of the street car company in using

an application for an increase in wage as a

justification for obtaining increased fares .

Various newspapers throughout the coun

try have cited to the public generally that

the political situation in Indiana, and par

ticularly as applying to Indianapolis, is

under an influence committed to serve the

interests of the Indianapolis street railway

property , but naturally the Public Utilities

Commission, politically appointed, will be

pleased with the excuse presentable as an

apparent justification for the increase in

fares , and very likely the increase in fares

will be granted on the assumption that it is

to meet the 3 cents per hour increase in

wages.

The 3 cents increase in wage will give to

the Indianapolis street railway employes 40

cents per hour for the first year of service;

41 cents per hour for the second year ; 42

cents per hour for the third year ; 43 cents

per hour for the fourth year; 44 cents per

hour for the fifth year ; 45 cents per hour

to those of the employes who are in the

service five or more years, and this element

of the employes number very few . Thus ,

the union will have the satisfaction of again

increasing wages for non -union men .

The superintendent of the Indianapolis

street railway property is quoted by

newspaper upon the subject as saying :

“ This is something new in the history of our

company. No definite increase in wages

has been decided on by the company but it

was felt that it would be equally beneficial

to the men and the company for the com

mittee of employes to discuss these matters

with the company officials." Of course , the

" beneficial" feature is the preparation of the

company to apply for increased rates of fare

pretext acceptable the Public

Utilities Commission .

a

on a to

MOVE TO RECOVER LOCKOUT

EXPENSE

The Indianapolis street railway company

has evolved a movement to recover the ex

pense to which the company went in lock

ing out the employes that sought to estab

lish collective agreement relations with the

Mr. Adolph Wisnefski, one of the victims

of the Passaic, N. J. textile strike , has been

elected justice of the peace in Garfield , N. J.

Brother Wisnefski , who is a member of the

Textile Union , was in jail at the time of his

election , being held under $ 80,000 bail upon

charges lodged against him by the employ

ers involved in the Textile Workers ' strike.
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The M. & C. extends Christmas Greet

ings to all members .

returns in the interest of stockholders of

non -union employing properties . That is the

way the non -union managements view it .

The record year will stand as a tribute to

the endeavors of the American Labor Move

ment .

Fortunately for wage workers and for

business interests, wage workers start the

new year on a well founded platform for not

only maintaining the American Labor

Movement but for extending it . The year

1927 will record as vigorous endeavors on

the part of wage workers to maintain and

extend organization as will be recorded in

the endeavors of the open shop " American

Plan " employers to destroy Organized

Labor and enslave the workers.

The year 1926 goes into past history as

embracing a period of prosperity . Profits

have been huge with all profit -seeking em

ploying properties and wages have been

maintained through the live activities of

organized wage workers. ·

Wage workers' organizations stand for

prosperity to all . There are live examples

of it. Wage workers employed under non

union conditions can contrbiute nothing in

the way of maintaining general prosperity .

They can contribute nothing in the way of

advancing their wages and working condi

tions. They can contribute nothing in the

way of distributing the fruits of production

to create better markets. Non-union wage

workers are becoming well conversant with

these facts and their better understanding

paves the way for the extension of organiza

tion .

We enter the year 1927 with non -union

wage workers better informed than at the

beginning of any previous year, upon the

fact that the better paid wage worker is

the better purchaser of the products of

wage workers and is a . stimulus to markets

for the sale of things produced. This gives

wage workers a strong platform upon which

to stand in their endeavors to extend or

ganization. Unorganized men know that

that which they contribute to wage stand

ards is the lessening of wages and the con

tinuing of seriously exacting and fatiguing

conditions in employment. The individual

non-union wage worker cannot rebel, can

not . protest only by associating with or;

ganized wage workers. As alone individual

in non -unionism he recognizes he has no

force and can exercise no power for ad,

vancement. It is a
case of master and

servant. He has only to compare his wages

and conditions in employmen
t

and hispur

chasing power with the wages and conditions

in employmen
t

and the purchasing power

of wage workers who are

stand within the American Labor Move

The final part of the year 1926 has well

lifted the veil of privacy from the intents

and purposes of the obstructionists of the

American Labor Movement. Frank admis

sions have come forth from the antagonists

of organized labor that non -union profit

seeking employing concerns purpose to put

forth and are putting forth the most vigor

ous endeavors possible to maintain control

of wage workers. It has been frankly con

fessed by the representatives of open shop

pists that control of wages and working con

ditions is material in extorting unjustified

organize
d and
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ment, and the opportunity for comparison is

today greater than ever before. Organized

Labor is the only institution under the

present system that stands as an assurance

of prosperity to all . We enter the year

1927 with a better understanding of that

fact and a more extended understanding of

it .

a meeting of Division 788 . Conditions of

the franchise are yet pending before the

City Commission . At the close of this re

port, December 5 , he was at the General

Office assisting the International Presinent

in the direction of the general affairs of the

Association .

FROM LATE REPORTS OF

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

a

International President W. D. Mahon in

November visited New York , N. Y. , where

he surveyed the situation affecting the vari

ous Locals upon different properties in that

city. Associated with him were Vice- Presi

dent Wm. B. Fitzgerald , G. E. B. Member

P. J. Shea and officials of New York Locals .

He later visited Philadelphia, Pa . and

Washington, D. C. , where he consulted with

A. F. of L. President William Green upon

the affairs of the Association . He later re

turned to the General Office, where situa

tions were awaiting his consideration
and

advice as affecting Division 788, St. Louis ,

Mo, and Division 618 , Providence, R. I. ,

relative to elections about to take place in

those Divisions . He reviewed these situa

tions and directed that the elections be

taken up under the supervision of Interna

tional Officers. He advised with and gave

instructions to the International
Officer

having under his advisement grievances

developing upon the Michigan Electric

Railway , where there are charges resting

that the company is violating the agree

ment by operating city busses in Jackson

and Lansing without consideration of the

agreement provision that provides that such

city busses shall be operated by the respec

tive city Employes Associations. Informa

tion was at hand that the company had

agreed to revert to the agreement provision

relative to the operating of city busses in

Jackson, Mich ., and was contemplating the

retiring of two busses operated upon the

East Lansing Line. There are also three

discharge cases upon the M. E. R. system

that have been submitted for arbitration

and in which delays are being occasioned in

their bearings by the failure thus, on the

part of the company to agree on a third

member of an arbitration board endeavor

ing to be constructed . the close of this

report, December 5, the International Presi

dent was at the General Office giving his

attention to the general affairs of the Asso

ciation ,

Second International Vice - President P. J.

O'Brien , at Framingham , Mass., assisted

Division 620 upon agreement work . The

employing property is in the hands of a

receiver who refuses to recognize collective

agreement relations with the employes . A

strike vote was taken, but upon seeking

intervention on the part of Attorney James

H. Vahey , the case was brought before

Mass . Supreme Court Justice Pierce , who

took cognizance of the situation , brought

the parties before him and directed that

Attorneys Vahey and Bacon , the latter rep

resenting the receiver, take the matter up
and endeavor to work out some proper

agreement. At Portland , Me. , Vice - Presi

dent O'Brien attended and addressed

meeting of Division 714 . The company is

about to install a measure of bus service

upon the Portland lines. Vice- President

O'Brien speaks highly of the Portland Local

and feels that there will be no serious

trouble in effecting bus operation conditions

with the employing property: At Chelsea,

Mass. he met with officers of Division 240,

where he took up cases of delinquency in

membership on the part of three members
of that Local and directed the reinstate ,

ment of one of the members . At Hartford,

Conn , he attended a meeting of Division

692 , where he advised with the Division

upon the election of officers and fixed De

cember 9 as a date for the election of

officers for the year 1927 . At Danbury,

Conn . he addressed a meeting of Division

269. The Local had been involved in agree

ment work . The company had posted

notices directing that employes could make

application for positions in the operation of

the bus service that the company designs

to substitute for street cars .

refused to enter agreement relations per

taining thereto and the agreement as apply

ing to operation of cars had expired . The

Local recognized the attitude of the com

pany as that of a lockout and suspended

work the morning of November 23. Per

the report of Vice-President O'Brien of

November 27 , the case was pending .

The company

Fourth International Vice - President

George A. Dean in November attended a

meeting of Division 265, San Jose, Calif.

He urged better interest on the part of the

members in extending the organization, and

per his report of November 18 , he had re

turned to his home in Stockton.

First International Vice - President Wm . B.

Fitzgerald associated with International

President W. D. Mahon upon his work in

New York and Washington and was later

dispatched to St. Louis , Mo., where Divi

sion 788 is being assisted by the Trades and

Labor Council of that city in an endeavor

to have embraced in a proposed new fran

chise provisions looking to the interest of

the public in continuationof service. While

in St. Louis, associated with Vice -President

Robert B. ArmstrongandG. E. B. Member

Wm. F. Welch ,he attended and addressed

a

Seventh International Vice-President

James Largay addressed meeting of

Division 697, Toledo , Ohio , in November,

from where he was dispatched to Rochester,

N. Y. , where he took up the audit of the

financial affairs of Division 282 , and dis

covered a financial deficit in the books of
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that Local. Per his report of November 30,

the case was pending adjustment .

to his home in Chicago, where he was

suffering from a cold . Aside from the work

reported , he advised with Divisions Nos.

517, Gary, Ind . and 215, Wheaton, Ill . re

lative to the affairs of those Locals.

was

Tenth International Vice -President John

M. Parker in November was dispatched to

Peterboro , Ont . , where Division 622

complaining of the ignoring of the working

agreement existing between the employing

property and the Local, relative to the

service day. He advised with the Local

upon this situation and pending an expected

conference with the manager of the property

he visited Guelph , Ont . , to assist Division

796 upon agreement work . Per his report

of November 24 , both cases were pending .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, who

was at Memphis, Tenn. assisting Division

713 upon grievance work , in which a ques

tion of discipline had been submitted by the

Local for arbitration and the question of the

construction of the agreement as applying

to the latitude of arbitration had been sub

mitted to the court for interpretation , re

ported that the case was pending in court

awaiting reply by the attorney chosen by

Division 713 in the case and the action of

the court thereon. Pending the court's

interpretation of the agreement, Board

member Sinclair visited Ottawa , Ont., where

he audited the books of Division 279. His

report upon the financial affairs of the

Local was in effect that the books are being

carefully kept and the accounts of the

Division correct . His report highly

commends the officers of the Local in handl

ing their affairs. He then visited Hull,

Quebec, where he audited the books of

Division 591 , upon which he reported under

date of November 28 as being left for recon

ciliation of accounts .

are

In a

Thirteenth International Vice -President

Robert B. Armstrong met with Divisions

Nos . 909, St. Louis , Mo. and 915 , Granite

City, Ill . , upon the subject of consolidation

and advised the Locals to take the subject

up with the employing managements . Later

he assisted Divisions Nos . 125 and 805 , East

St. Louis, Ill . in an adjustment of wage rates

affecting bus operators upon bus lines newly

acquired by the employing company:

conference with the company officials an

agreement was reached hy which the wage

rates of those operators was increased 4

cents per hour, the rates to be in the future

upon the basis of agreement wage rates of

64 cents per hour in bus operation. He was

then dispatched to Lexington , Ky . , where he

found Division 639 involved in a dispute re

lative to the dismissal of three operators.

It was charged that these three operators

were discharged in the course of discriminat.

ing against membership of the employes in

the Local. This , in a conference, was de

nied by the superintendent. However , it

was cited to him that under officials had

made statements to verify the charge.

· Pending an investigation of these cases by

the management of the property for future

information, Vice-President Armstrong re

turned to St. Louis, where in conference

with the officers of Division 788 the ques

tion of embodying safety provisions in the

proposed new franchise sought by the

employing company , he advised a confer

ence on part of the committee of the Local

with the Mayor. This conference was held

and the Mayor advised that the matter be

taken up with the officials of the company

under a meeting to be arranged later by the

Mayor . Per his report of November 30 ,

this situation and the Lexington, Ky . griev

ance, were pending.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea has under

his advisement the arbitration of a dispute

between Division 726 , Staten Island, N. Y.

and the employing property.
Conferences

failed to effect an adjustment. A member

of the Local was dismissed from the service

by the management under conditions upon

which it was the judgment of the Local

were not warranting such discipline. In

submitting the case for arbitration , the ar.

bitrator chosen by Division 726 is Mr.

Francis McNamara. This case was pending

per his report of November 28. While upon

this situation, he associated with Interna

tional President W. D.Mahon, Vice-Presi

dent Wm . B. Fiztgerald and others relative

to the affairs of other New York Locals , at

the time of the visitof International Presi

dent Mahon and Vice -President Fitzgerald

to New York during the month of Novem

ber .

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow reports that at a meeting of

Division 900, Highwood, Ill . , the proposed

agreement that was reported back to the

meeting as a result of the conferences with

the management of the employing property ,

was approved and the renewal of agreement

was signed. From Highwood , Board Mem

ber McMorrow was dispatched to Green

Bay, Wis ., where Division 857 was seeking

an understanding relative to bus operation.

Upon this situation he was successful in

obtaining a satisfactory settlement, and per

his report of November 27 , he had returned

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon upon

his recovery from his recent illness, assisted

Division 22, Worcester, Mass. in the adjust

ment of various grievances relativeto dis

missal cases that had developed affecting the
Local . An amicable adjustment of these

grievances resulted .
At Brockton, and

Chelsea , Mass. he advised with Divisions

Nos . 235 and 240 relative to a complaint

of the membership of the miscellaneous de

partments who were urging the suspension

of the 8 -hour day agreement provision,

which under present working conditions

provided them with 444 hours per week.

The petitioners were seekinga longer service

week , which under present requirementsin

those departments would lessen the oppor:

tunity of employment in respect to the

numher of employes retained upon the
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roster. Board Member Reardon advised the understanding with the president of the

against the suspension of the 8-hour pro company, which was in effect an assurance

vision . He was called into consultation in that the provision of the agreement govern .

the interest of Division 620 , Framingham, ing grievances would be carried out , and

Mass., in a case where the receiver of the that the under officials would be so in

employing property had resufed to continue instructed by the chief authority . He urged

collective agreement relations with the co -operation on the part of the membership

members of the Local . The Local had taken to follow closely the course of the collective

a strike vote while being directed by Vice agreement: This was approved by the

President P. J. O'Brien , who at the meeting membership . He then visited Tampa, Fla . ,

at which the stike was to be declared , ad where he addressed a meeting of Division

vised that the strike be deferred in com 973, and per his report of November 27 ,

pliance with advice given by Supreme Court had returned to his home in Shreveport , La .

Justice Pierce and upon appeal of Attorney

James H. Vahey . In this case the parties G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, per

were brought before the court , who in his report of November 20 , is at Winnipeg,

structed the attorneys representing the Manitoba, assisting Division 99 in an en

Local and receiver to make some arrange deavor to adjust a seniority dispute that

ment in line with restoration of collective has arisen affecting four members of the
agreement relations. Per his report of Local , One of these members is a orld

November 27 , the result has been that the War veteran who was disabled overseas

attorneys recommend a new wage rate with and following his return and recovery from

10 cents per hour reduction in wages. The disability was re-employed as a new mem

Local is advised to accept this provision, ber . The Amalgamated Association had

due to the report of the receiver that except enacted a general resolution at one of the

something is done along this line , the prop war period conventions, providing that the

erty must cease operation. An investigation Association would retain seniority rights to

of the affairs of the property seems to have members who returned from the World War

sustained the attitude of the receiver and and resumed employment. The other threc

the question of restoring collective agree are members who held their positions in em

ment relations on the basis of a temporary ployment with the agreement understanding

reduction of 10 cents an hour was at the that they were to be restored to their

time , November 27 , before the Local for its seniority rights upon return to car service

consideration . He was also in advisement transportation work. Board Member Hoov

with Division 589 upon the subject of juris er , in his report , states that these cases are

diction affecting certain of the membership in'a conference stage , conferences being held

of that Local . with the employing company thereon .

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTSG. E. B. Member Wm . F. Welch , who

was at Wichita , Kan . assisting Division 794

upon agreement work in conference with

the employing company, was successful in

bringing about a mutual understanding be

tween the Local and the employing manage

ment on future relations. From this situa

tion he returned to St. Joseph , Mo., where
he advised with Division 847. In this

Local there had arisen an internal contro

versy relative to conducting the election of

officers. He was able to adjust this situa

tion and reports that the Local is in good

shape and well officered . From St. Joseph

he visited St. Louis, Mo., where with Vice

President Fitzgerald he attended and ad

dressed a meeting of Division 788, and per

· his report of November 27, he had returned

to the Association General Headquarters in

Detroit .

Danbury, Conn.-The members of Divi

sion 269 suspended work November 23 .

The cause is what appeared to the members

to have been a purpose of the management

of the property to establish a lockout to

eliminate further collective agreement rela

tions between the employes and the prop

erty . Some weeks ago the company posted

a notice that employes might apply for re

employment in bus service, the assumption

being that busses were to practically sub

stitute street car operation in Danbury,

The executive Board of the Local was in

structed to take the matter up , with the

company and renew the collective agree

ment. To this appeal on part of the ficers

the company turned a deaf ear and refused

to further continue collective agreement re

lations. The impression made by the com

pany officials upon the employes was that

such of the employes who would apply for

re -employment in the bus service would be

subject to the approval of the management

before given employment, and thus many of

the members would be excluded from further

employment. Further consideration of con

tinuing collective agreement relations on the

part of the management was stopped ,

There was nothing left in view of the em

ployes but to recognize a condition of

lockout and the suspension followed . To

this date there has been no attempt to

operate either rail cars or busses. However ,

were

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson, who,

per the former report was assisting Division

194 , New Orleans , La ., upon grievance work,

reports that under officials of the employing

property not complying with the

agreement relations in disposing of disputes

and grievances. This matter was brought

before the president of the company and a

proper adjustment and understanding was

brought about on a basis that will effect

Co -operation between the Local and the

management of the property. He then at.

tended a meeting of Division 194 , where he

explained to the membership the nature of
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the members are hopeful that there may be Railway Company property are one-man cars

an early resumption of conferences that will The provision of the award in respect to

lead to a better understanding . The Local the 8-hour day reads :

is being assisted by International Vice “ The eight-hour day is in force on three

President P. J. O'Brien . other systems in this state, on two of which

at least the conditions are fairly comparable

SAFETY COUNCIL ATTENDED BY to those on this system. It was estimated

ASSOCIATION MEMBERS by the company that so far as it concerned

the operating of the system and furnishing

The National Safety Council that con proper service, it made no difference whether

vened in Detroit in October , was attended the hours of labor per day be eight or nine ,

by many members of the Amalgamated The eight-hour day is becoming more uni

Association. From the Pittsburgh Railways, versal each year and is recognized by law in

Pittsburgh , Pa. , there were in attendance
Massachusetts for public employes. '

twenty - five motormen and conductors , aside A further provision of the award reads :
from officials of the company . Those in “ Men having regular runs or doing work

attendance from Pittsburgh were: Vice with outside time, exceeding twelve hours

President and General Manager Thomas shall be paid additional compensation at th

Fitzgerald , Commercial Manager W. H. rate of 20 per cent of the rate per hour for

Boyce, Superintendent J. M. Loftis and the work he is then doing for the first

Safety Director W. G. Marshall, Trainmen excess hour or fraction thereof , and at the

and Department Employes James Abbott, rate of 35 per cent for any further excess."

T. E. Alderdice, Edward A. Aubele , John A further provision reads :

B. Barr, Allen Brown , Fred W. Ernst , “ The basic principle for work required of

John Gallagher, Henry Griffinstette, Louis extra men shall be eight hours and shall be

Huehn,W. H. Hughes, D. C. King, Joel completed insofar as possible in twelve con

Knox, E. J. Kreh , John A. Logan, Paskel secutive hours and only in extreme cases

McDonald , F. J. Martin , Frank Moore, shall they be required to work beyond

Michael Olesak, Joseph Paskey , George fourteen consecutive hours. Any man re

Read, James Ridge, Ellsworth Schultz, quired to work overtime on any day shall

John Simpson, Andrew Tenner, Joseph be paid at the rate of time and one-half

Wagner and Louis Wilson . Division No. 85
for the same."

was well represented . “ Regular employes in the mechanical and

Of the Boston delegation there were pres miscellaneous departments will receive nine

ent at the Council as representing the Bos hours pay for eight hours work done on

ton street railway company, train men and
Sunday.'

members of Division 589 as follows : George

A. Auld , John Dwyer, Carroll F. Finn, EXPERIMENT PROVES FAILURE

Godfrey Gwinnearth , Alfred Johnson , Ches

ter B. Landers, Leo V.MhennonseJohan : Michigan Transportation Company, en ele:A financial statement of the Southern

McKenna, Harlow A. Miller, George Å .

Pratt, Paul O. Reitchel, Oscar J. Thorp, ment of the Michigan Electric Railway

John J. Walsh and W. J White. Company, for one year of operation ending

Brothers Hacker, James and Walker of in October, 1926 , upon the East Lansing
Division 788 , St. Louis, Mo. also Branch of the Lansing, Mich . street railway

delegates to the Safety Council .
property, where two busses were operated ,

shows that the gross earnings of the two

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS AWARD busses aggregated $ 13,086.81. Operating ex

GRANTS 8-HOUR DAY penses aggregated $ 19,197.59. This shows

a deficit of $ 6,110.78, to say nothing of the

The arbitration award upon the arbitra depreciation of equipment which in the

tion between Div . No. 174, Fall River, statement is represented at $ 2,445.71.
The

Mass ., and associate Locals upon the busses charged a straight 10 cent fare.

Eastern Massachusetts Railway. Company Street cars upon this line were operated at a

und the Company carries with it one and profit on less than 10 -cent fares.

one -half cents per hour increase in wages

and the 8-hour day. This establishes wage The Women's Bureau of the U. S. De

rates to the members of Divisions Numbers partment of Labor issues its statement rela

174 , Fall River ; 235, Brockton ; 238, Lynn , tive to changing from job to job by women

240 , Chelsea ; 243 , Taunton ; 246, Salem , of industry, in which is cited an investiga

253; Quincy, 261; Lawrence, 270 ; Glou tion of ninety -seven women workers under

cester, 280 ; Lowell, 373 ; Hyde Park and going five hundred and ninety-one changes

503, Haverhill, Mass., upon the electric in jobs. Low wages and long hours were the

For firstrailway cars , on two -men cars : chief cause of the changes . Discharge and

3 months service men , 57 ¢ per hour; for " lay-off," it cites , accounted for twenty -five

the next 9 months service men, 60 ¢ per per cent of these changes, and dislike of the

hour; and to those of more than one year work and dislike of the management was re

of service , 62 /2 ¢ per hour. Upon one -man sponsible for twelve per cent of the changes .

First months, 62 ¢ per hour ; for the A conclusion reached through this investiga

next 9 months, 65 € per hour; and to those tion is that " the individual worker cannot be

of one year or mor ? of service , 67 ! e per assured today that he will improve his skill

hours. About 90 per cent of the and his pay by holding his job, although a

Eastern Massachusetts little while ago it was possible to do so .

were

Cars :

cars

' perated by the
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2 PELS

Mrs. Charles A. Lord , beneficiary , death claim

of Charles A. Lord, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 489 , Dalton, Pa.; cause , Heart

Disease, complicated with Diabetes Mellitus . 500.00

William J. Calhoun, Administrator of estate

of deceased, for beneficiary, death claim of

John Calhoun , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 825 , Edgewater, N. J.; cause, Ach

cident - Hemorrhage of Brain from fractured

skull; Struck by trolley car ... 275.00

Mary 6. Borchart, beneficiary , death claim of

Christian Carl Borchart, deceased, late

member of Div, No. 638, Cedar Rapids,

lowa ; cause, Cancer of Bladder and Perni
cious Anemia . 800.00

J. D. May, financial secretary of Div. No.

906, for beneficiaries, death claim of John

Young, deceased, late member of Div.No.

906 , Decatur, Ill .; cause , Cerebral Hem

orrhage . 700.00

Mrs. Ophelia Jepson , beneficiary , death claim

of Christ Jepson , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Ureinia .. 800.00

Mrs. Elsie J. Althanase, beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph Althanase, deceased, late

meniber of Div . No. 194, New Orleans,

La .; cause, Chronic Endocarditis .. 800.00

Alfred Coates, financial secretary of Div . No.

618 , for beneficiaries , death claim of Charles

L. Anthony, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 618. Providence , R. I .; cause , Acute

Bronchitis with Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Annie L. Potter, beneficiary, death claim of

Lucian I. Potter, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 618 , Providence , R. I.; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis, Chronic Myocarditis and

Arterio Sclerosis .. 800.00

Angelina L. Levesque, beneficiary, death claim

of Carolus Levesque, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 618, Providence , R. I .; cause,

Fracture of Skull due to auto accident while

crossing street .. 800.00

Rev. Joseph M , Harrington , Administrator of

estate of deceased for beneficiaries, death

claim of Martin Harrington, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Gastric Ulcer and Myocarditis. 700.00

Mabel Lee Potts, beneficiary , death claim of

Arthur B. Potts , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 809, Zanesville, Ohio ; cause, Malig

nant Tumor of Posterior Medisterim . 300.00

Mrs. Mary E. O'Connor, beneficiary , death

claim of Daniel J. O'Connor, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 308 , Chicago, 111 .;
cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 800.00

Walter F. Norton , financial secretary of Div.

No. 282, for beneficiary, death claim of

Stephen Hondorf, deceased, late member of

Div . No.282 , Rochester, N. Y.; cause, Car.
cinoma of Stomach and Liver .' 800.00

Wilma 0. Jay, beneficiary, death claim of

John P. Jay, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 441, Des Moines, Iowa ; cause , Uraemia 800.00

Mrs. Edelia Mae StarrDodds, beneficiary,
death claim of Frank M. Dodds, deceased,

member of Div . No. 678, Mars, Pa .; cause,

Electrocution while using telephone at booth

when on duty as motorman ; wires coming
in contact with live tension wire . 800.00

F. H. Wilson , financial secretary of Div . No.
235 , for beneficiary, death claim of William

A. McGuire, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 235, Brockton , Mass.; cause , Nephritis,

Heart Disease , Arterio Sclerosis and Hyper

tension . 800.00

Mrs. Josephine Aylmore , beneficiary, death

claim of M. (Michael) Aylmore, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 627, Cincinnati,

Ohio ; cause, Carcinoma of Stomach ... 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Killene, Administratrix of

estate of deceased , for beneficiary, death

claim of P. (Peter) Killene , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati , Ohio ;
cause , Cancer of Stomach . 800.00

H. G. Boyter, financial secretary of Div. No.

610 , for Administrator of estate of deceased

for beneficiaries, death claim of Moses L.

Bragg, deceased, late member of Div, No.

610, Charleston , S. C .; cause, Angina

Pectoris ... 600.00

Mary A. Cleary, beneficiary , death claim of

John Cleary , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 591, Hul., Quebec; cause , Cancer of Jaw 300,00

Veronica Condon, Administratrix of estate of

deceased , for beneficiary, death claim of
Daniel A. Condon, deceased, late member

LATE BROTHER CHARLES A. JOHNSON

Div . No. 847 , St. Joseph, Mo.

Brother Charles A. Johnson of Division

No. 847, St. Joseph, Mo., passed from this

life September 3, at the age of fifty -nine

years. Brother Johnson was
one of the

original creators of Division No. 847 and

in the course of his continuance in mem

bership to the time of his death was most

devoted to the principles of organized labor.

His death has taken from the Association

a member who was most sincerely respected

by his associates and those who knew him .

He had been in the service forty -three years

and had operated cars upon all lines in the

city of St. Joseph . He was a member of

the Marvin McMurray Methodist Church

and a member of the Woodmen of the

World, a fraternal organization. Surviving

him are his widow, Mrs. Etta Johnson,

one son , Clarence, three daughters , Mrs.

Murtle Davis, Mrs. Clark Frank and Miss

Madge Johnson, and two sisters, Mrs.

Mary Buckee and Mrs. Shaffer , all of St.

Joseph . His death resulted from hernia .

TRE

Disbursements from the Death, Disability and old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of October, 1926,

were made to beneficiariesonclaims as follows :

Death Benefits

Mrs. MaryThieman ,beneficiary,death claim

of Emil 0.Thieman , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause,
Cancer of Stomach ... $ 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, forbeneficiaries, death claim

of W. E. Chase, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cerebral

Hemorrhage. 800.00

Mrs. Olive Sandt, beneficiaiy , death claim of

SamuelE. Sandt, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 169 , Easton , Pa.; cause, Neph

ritis, Myocarditis, Endocarditis and Arterio
Sclerosis . 800.00
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of Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 800.00

Mrs. Abbie L. Moore, beneficiary , death claim

of Harry A. Moore, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 570, Waterbury, Conn.; cause ,

Angina Pectoris incident to Cardio Vascu
iar Renal Disease .. 500.00

Emilie Schmitz , beneficiary , death claim of

John A. Schmitz, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Carci

noma of Stomach 800.00
Lelia Evans, beneficiary , death claim of

Gwilyn Evans, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 757, Portland , Oregon ; cause ,

Double Lobar Pneumonia and Acute Dilata

tion of Heart .
800.00

Marry A. Cregg, beneficiary , death claim of
James H. Cregg , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y .; cause ,

Apoplexy 800.00
Mrs. Ada W.Thiel , beneficiary , death claim

of Walter Thiel , deceased , late member of
Div. No. 194 , New Orieans, La .; cause,

Organic Valvular Disease of Heart and

Paralysis ... 800.00

Mrs. Adele L. May Ferran, beneficiary , death

claim of Charles Ferran , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La .;

cause, Acute Bright's Disease .. 800.00

Mrs. Katherine Jones, beneficiary , death claim

of Blanchard D. Jones , deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, I .; cause ,

Chronic Interstitial Nephritis. 800.00
Mrs. Clara Kuhlmann, beneficiary , death

claim of Louis Kuhlmann, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Tuberculosis of Lungs.. 600.00

Isabella Vasey , beneficiary , death claim of

William Vasey, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 113, Toronto , Ont.; cause , Acci
dent - Extensive Fracture at base of the

Skull when riding bicycle . 800.00
William Taber, financialsecretary -treasurerof

Div . No. 241 , for executor of will of de

ceased for beneficiaries , death claim of

James D. Finnigan, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00
Jesse S. O'Donnell, beneficiary, death claim of

Katherine S. O'Donnell , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Diabetes Mellitus . 300.00

Elizabeth O'Connor, beneficiary , death claim

of Martin O'Connor, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 281 , New Haven , Conn .;

cause, Accident-Crushing injuries to chest
and abdomen -- crushed by street car . 800.00

Mrs. Hermeline Girouard , beneficiary , death

claim of Louis Girard , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 790 , Montreal, Quebec;

cause , Accident - While working,

freight car taken suddenly ill and fell on

ground .. 300.00

Mrs. Jennie Nickle Bannister, beneficiary,

death claim of Sam Bannister , deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 790, Montreal,

Quebec; cause , Myocarditis .. 300.00

Catherine Lockhart Hutchinson, beneficiary,

death claim of Charles Hutchinson, de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 280,

Lowell , Mass .; cause , Carcinoma of Oesoph.

agus .. 800.00

Mary Riley, beneficiary, death claim of

William H. Riley , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 618, Providence, R. I .; cause ,

Senile Dementia and Endocarditis.. 800.00

Addie Norton, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph B. Norton, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 22 , Worcester, Mass.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage and Arterio Sclerosis. 800.00

Mrs. Isabel Jackson , beneficiary , death claim

of William Renton Jackson , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 134, New Westminster,

B. C .; cause, Myocarditis and Endocarditis 800.00

Margaret Tobin, beneficiary , death claim of

L. Tobin , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause , Carcinoma of

the Rectum 800.00

Mary Hickey, beneficiary, death claim of Em

manuel Hickey, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Chronic

Endocarditis and Lobar Pneumonia 250.00

Mrs. Julia Howarth , beneficiary , death claim

of Sam Howarth , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 758, Tacoma, Wash .; cause,

Broncho Pneumonia , Myocarditis and Hy

800.00
pertension .

Mollie Lane , beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas E. Lane , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 704 , Little Rock , Ark .; cause ,

Acute Appendicitis.. 800,00
Maud E. Kelley, beneficiary, death claim of
David Kelley , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 280, Lowell , Mass.; cause , Car
cinoma of Tongue . 700.00

Mrs. Mary Deist, beneficiary, death claim of
William Hupe, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause, Lobar
Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs. Rena Huecker, beneficiary , death claim

of Henry Huecker, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause,

Chronic Parenchymatous Nephritis ... 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth
Trautvetter,

beneficiary,
death claim of John E. Trautvetter, de.
ceased , late member of Div . No. 85 , Pitts

burgh , Pa .; cause , Peritonitis following

Acute Gangrenous Appendicitis ,
250.00Mrs. Esther Corcoran , beneficiary, death

claim of William Corcoran, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause, Chronic Myocarditis and Bronchial
Asthma

100.00
Cora E. Heidy , beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas H. Heidy, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,
Diabetes ..

800.00

Gus J. Bienvenu , financial secretary of Div.

No. 194 , for beneficiary, death claim of

George L. J. Clark, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 194, New Orleans , La.; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 400.00
Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Arnold R. Walliser, deceased , late mem
ber of Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Shock and injuries due to being struck by
automobile while crossing street on foot 800.00

Mrs. Belle
Newmaster, beneficiary, death

claim of A. (Albert J.) Newmaster, de

ceased, late member of Div. No. 627. Cin

cinnati , Ohio; cause , Myocarditis and Cere .

bral Hemorrhage .
800.00

Mrs. Margaret Wehrle, beneficiary , death

claim of J. ( Joseph ) Wehrle, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ;

cause , Shock and Hemorrhage from Gun
shot wound -- self inflicted . . ;

800.00
Nora S. Regan, beneficiary , death claim of

Jerry Regan , deceased, late member of
Div. No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y.; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis and Lobar Penumonia 300.00

C. F. Farley, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 692, for payment of fun .

eral and hospital bills, death claim of

William A. Moody, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 692, Hartford , Conn .; cause,

Lobas Pneumonia and Chronic Myocarditis 257.60

Pasyualena Di Alesio, beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph Di Alesio , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.; cause ,
Tuberculosis of Lungs ...

250.00
Mrs. Etta M. Rowe, beneficiary, death claim

of Ernest F. Rowe, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 253, Quincy, Mass .; cause ,

Ocsomegalia ..
800.00

E. O. M. Fehrnstrom , financial secretary and
treasurer of Div. No. 589, for beneficiaries,

death claim of Pasquale Gatta, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 589, Boston ,

Mass .; cause , Arterio Sclerosis and Broncho
Pneumonia .. 100.00

Alice L. Donnelly, beneficiary, death claim of

John Donnelly, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 589 , Boston , Mass ., cause ,
Chronic Myocarditis .

800.00
Mrs. Katherine Mower, beneficiary, death

claim of David W. Mower, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .;

cause , Gangrenous Appendicitis and Peri
tonitis .

800.00
Mrs. Anna Meyers, beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph Meyers , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause , Per

forating Gastric Ulcer... 800.00

Mrs. Bridget Boyle, beneficiary, death claim

of Thomas Boyle , deceased, late member of
Div. 0. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Diabetes

Mellitus . 150.00

Mrs. Helen Kruse , beneficiary , death claim

of Albert Kruse, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause , Post

600.00operative Broncho Pneumonia

on a

1
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V. A.Olson, financial secretary and treasurer

of Div . No. 880, to be applied on bill of

funeral expenses, death claim of George

Boggs, deceased , iate member of Div. No.

880, Camden , N. J .; cause , Penumonia ... 275.00

Elizabeth Seville , beneficiary , death claim of
James Seville , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 623 , Buffalo , N. cause,

Arterio Sclerosis and Cerebral Hemorrhage. 800.00

Mrs. Clara A. Higgins, beneficiary, death

claim of Payne W. Higgins, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause, Carcinoma of the Rectum .. 800.00

Mrs. Winifred Foley, beneficiary , death claim

of John Foley , deceased, late member of
Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause,

Apoplexy .. 800.00

Herbert A. Czachorowski and Alice B.

Czachorowski, beneficiaries, death claim of
Benjamin Czachorowski , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Miliary Tuberculosis. 800.00

R. U. Morford, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 272, for beneficiary, death claim

of E. B. Parks, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 272, Youngstown, Ohio ; cause ,

Cardio Renal Disease . 800.00

James Loder , William Loder and Marion

Loder, beneficiaries , death claim of Marion

B. Loder, deceased , late member of Div.
No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis. 800.00

Marie Anne Marin Trottier , beneficiary , death

claim of Isaie Trottier , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 790, Montreal , Quebec ;

cause , Diabetes .... 800.00

Frank W. Lovejoy, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 452, for beneficiary,

death claim of Charles F. Lees , deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 452, Thompson

ville, Conn .; cause, Ulcer of Stomach . 800.00

Mrs. Alice Wieland, beneficiary, death claim

of John Wieland, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Chronic

Pleurisy complicated by Acute Dilatation

of Heart from Myocarditis. . 800.00

Mrs. EmmaFisher , beneficiary, death claim

of James Fisher, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause , Pneu

monia, Lobular .... 350.00

Disability Benefits

John O'Connell , member of Div. No. 235,

Brockton, Mass.; cause , Loss of one eye

and a strained hip caused by his work in

sitting on one side of a seat provided for

operators .. 800.00

Frank G. Matz , member of Div. No. 779 ,

Sioux City , Iowa ; cause, Accident - Being
hit by automobile while delivering

package from express car, causing Fracture

through left knee joint , adhesions and
callous have causec complete loss of

motion ... 700.00

Frank Sarallo, member of Div. No. 241,

Chicago, Ill.; cause , Accident--while clean

ing switches was knocked down by an auto
mobile , receiving injuries to his skull and

legs which has crippled him .. 800.00

J. T. Helman, member of Div. No. 497 ,
Pittsburg, Kansas; cause, Street car acci

dent - Injury to back of both shoulders,

rupture of part of Trapezios Muscle of
right shoulder and injuries to Lumbar

Vertebrae . 800,00

Edward Roe , memberof Div. No. 839, New

ark, Ohio ; cause , While handling barrel of

asphalt at freight house , causing Cerebral

Hemorrhage .. 400.00

Old Age Benefits

Daniel A. Durfee , member of Div. No. 26 ,

Detroit , Mich . 800.00

T. Smith O'Brien, member of Div. No. 148,

Albany, N. Y. 800.00

Valentine Barthel, member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill . 800.00

Herman Huisken, member of Div. No. 241,

Chicago, Ill . 800.00

Thomas Peters , member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill .... 800.00

Charles Pfhaler, member of Div. No. 168,
Scranton , Pa ... 800.00

William Hill , member of Div. No. 279, Ot
tawa , Ont.. 800.00

Frank Clark, member of Div. No. 168 ,

Scranton , Pa . 800.00

Frank Crawford , member of Div. No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa ... 800.00

Total . $61,657.60

In Memoriam

By Div. No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y.

Whereas , The Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis

dom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst ,

our late brothers , James Seville and Joseph Kobarg.

and we have not only lost good and worthy brothers,

but faithful workers ; and , while we know that mere

words cannot alleviate the grief and sorrow of those
who were near them ; therefore, be it

Resolved , That Division No. 623 , in regular meet.

ing assembled, extend to the bereaved families our

heartfelt sympathy in this their sad bereavement ;

and, be it further

Resolved . That the Charter of Division No. 623

of A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a

period of thirty days; and that a copy of these

resolutions be sent to the bereaved families, that they

be spread upon the minutes of this meeting and a

copy sent to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for

publication . JOHN B. KOLB,
WILLIAM BUSHELL,

CLARENCE F. CONROY.

Committee,

By Div . No. 279, Ottawa, Ont.

Whereas , Almighty God in His supreme power and

wisdom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our

midst , two of our oldest brothers, Henry Holtz and
William F. Bradley .

Whereas, In their passing we are not only deeply
affected as an organization , but a sense of sorrow

Tests heavily on all our hearts ; yet our present sor.

row is soothed by the reflection that under the vari
ous conditions of life , we recognize the faithful per
formance of their duties to their fellow men ; there

fore , be it

Resolved. By the members of Division 279, of the
Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America that we, extend to the
bereaved families , our heartfelt sympathy and con.

dolence ; be it further

Resolved , That we drape our charter for a period
of thirty days as a token of esteem , that a copy of

this resolution be published in the MOTORMAN AND
CONDUCTOR and be spread in the minutes of our

meeting.

J. A. ROBINSON , President ,

P. J. TOMKINS, Rec-Secretary,

By Div. No. 279, Ottawa, Ont.

By Div. No. 587 , Seattle , Washington

Whereas, God in His immeasurable wisdom , has

removed from our midst, our beloved Brother, John

C. Land, and realizing that by the death of brother

Land our local has lost a worthy member, his wife

a loving husband and the community a good citizen ;
therefore, be it

Resolved, That we extend our sincere sympathy to

the bereaved widow ; that our Charter be draped for

thirtydays;that a copyof this resolution bespread
upon the minutes of this local and a copy forwarded

to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for publication .

W. E. CARPENTER ,

C. V. RAWDING

J. L. GOOTEE

In Loving Memory of our brothers and members

of Division , 279 who made the Supreme Sacrifice in

the Great War, 1914-1918.

In Memory

A light is from their household, gone.

The voice they loved is stilled ,

A place left vacant in their homes
Which never can be filled .

E. LEE, Div . 279.

P. J. TOMKINS, Rec. -Sec.
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As one of the inceptors of Division 425 he

continued as one of its material promoters

in advancing that Local to its present

status as one of the leading Locals of the

Amalgamated Association . Until his final

sickness, Brother Dowling missed not to

exceed half a dozen meetings of Division

425—an expression of his most ardent de

votion to the movement. The Amalga

mated Association unites with Division 425

in making an expression of sincere appre

ciation for Brother Dowling's life's work in

the movement and in extending, to Mrs.

Dowling, his bereaved widow , and his rela

tives most sincere sympathy, as the loss of

such men by their families and relatives is

also a saddening loss to the entire Amalga

mated Association .

TORONTO TOPICS

2 S

LATE BROTHER THOMAS F. DOWLING

Div. No. 425, Hartford, Conn.

Delegates who attended the 15th Conven

tion of theAmalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, held at Providence, R. I. in 1917 ,

will bear in mind that the delegates who

represented the old Hartford Local No. 425

were Brothers Thomas F. Dowling and John

J. Miller. Brother Dowlingwas very active

in the affairs of the convention and served

the convention upon the Committee on In
ternational President's Report . Brother

Dowling passed from this life within the

month of April of this year and in his death

the Local and the entire Association lost a

most valuable member who took active in

terest in the Association's progress. He was

a charter member of Div . No. 425 and was

almost continuously upon the executive

staff of officers of that Local. He also

served upon the Joint Advisory Board of

the Locals the members of which are em

ployed upon the Connecticut Consolidated

Railway property . The Joint Advisory

Board represents Divisions in Hartford, New

Haven , Bridgeport, Waterbury, Stamford,

Derby, Meriden, Middletown and Norwalk,

The oldest of these is Division 163 , Meriden ,

Conn. Division 425 was instituted in May,

1906, over twenty years ago , and Brother

Dowling was for twenty years an ardent

and devoted member of the Association .

At a recent meeting of the Executive Board of
Division 113 , as is the usual custom , the Board

Members discussed the grievances arising in their

respective divisions .

It is not usual that the big grievance dealt with

by our Executive Board is the blame that concerns
certain of the membership , but on this occasion

nearly everymember felt that he had a kick coming

on the attitude of some of the members in respect

to what should be the most important duty of each
Union Man . That is the prompt and proper pay.

ment of Union dues . Many examples of gross care

lessness and absolute indifference for this important

duty were related , as to how some of the men seemed

to think that a dues collector is simply to be made

the subject of stale jokes and to take whatever slam
they wish to throw at them. It seems to be their

idea that he should await their convenience as to

when he shall get their Union dues.

It is becoming commonpractice for certain mem

bers , as soon as they get their pay checks, to leave
the car barn , cross the street to a bank and cash

their check, never dreaming for a moment that they
owe a duty to themselves, to their Union and to the

collector to pay their dues . Others will get relieved

from their runs outside the door and instead of going

in and attending to their firstduty, will leave it to
the last . Some will even sit within a few feet of

the collector and piay games with non -unionists or

stand around and talk about things, with the idea

that a few minutes delay wouldn't hurt at all , then

suddenly theywake upto the fact that their car is

due on the street and neglect to pay their dues.
A member of the Board stated that he had been

inthebarnonpay-dayfrom 9 A. M.until8P.M.,

with one hour offfor lunch, the following day from

4:45 A. M. to 11 P. M., with just three hours off,

and the third day two hours before his car was due

and stayed three hours after he came off duty, and

was blandiy saluted by a man he passed in and out

several times during the periods mentioned with :

" Well, where the H --- have you been ? "

It is not the intention of the writer to infer that

this is the attitude of all men. It is not . Many of

them would no more think of going home without

paying their dues than they would think of going
home without their pay. To that type of men , we

express our thanks. The others, we ask for a better

spirit of co -operation. We ask them to on pay -day,

make it the first order of business to pay their dues

and do it in the same cheerful and business-like

manner that they are pleased to have people pay
their fares . Don't leave it to the last minute, or

be like that type of passenger we all dislike who

tenders aten dollar bill with one hand and has the

right money in the other.
We ask all to consider the dues collector. He is

human, like yourself, and is entitledto expect the

same treatment as you expect is due you in your
position . He is placed there by your officers for

your use and not for your abuse . The more prompt

ly you pay your dues, themore time he has to get
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new members and do other work for the organiza
tion .

Another angle of this question is that when it
comes to collecting benefits, we notice that those

who are the most slack in paying dues are generally

the most prompt in looking for benefit payments.

Now , it is the proud boast of our Financial Secretary

that no organization in or out of the Amalgamated

Association is more prompt in its payment of sick

or death claims than Division 113 ; that we must all

see to it that our case is not the exception and that

payment of our claims is not held upon account of
unpaid dues.

May you start this year so bright and new

And pay your card as it comes due ;

And every month as you pay your way

May you be able to all men say :

" I havepaid my dues and this card will show

That I'm no slacker, but pay as I go .

--BERT.

1

1

..

RETURN TO BLUE UNIFORM

a

Muskegon, Mich .- Division 777 is again before
you and Johnnie will be the writes . Some of the

brothers do not know who Johnnie may be . I will

sign my full name at the bottom of this present
ment.

We have received the sad news of the death of
Brother Earl Runner's mother. Earl has our pro

found sympathy in this sad hour.

We are now receiving winter weather here. It is

early, but the big snowflakes just make themselves

at home and settle wherever they please .

Our brothers are smoking on those wedding cigars .

Cy, they are fine, and we wish the missus and your

self a long, happy and prosperous wedded life .

Brother Wittagain has his big Car 83 on duty

following the many weeks it was laid up for repairs .

Brother John Harmon figured in a little accident

a few days ago. It seems a party tried to knock him

off the track by striking the car in the middle , or

possibly the auto driver felt that he could make a

clean jump of the car and missed in his calculation.

Brother Lipman is again on duty , although his
shoulder seems to yet bother him .

Some of our brothers are off duty, hunting. The
rabbit and bird season is open . Waltz, Lutes and

Coverly are out after them . Good lucki

Brother M. Carpenter recently suddenly decided

to resign , so the Ottawa and Pine boys went without
eats at noon .

Brother Rice has completed breaking in a new

student . We are hopeful Brother Cnningham will

like his new work and make good on the extra

board .

Division 777 is changing back to the old trusty
blue uniforms in the spring. Some of the brothers

are ordering reefers for the winter.

Brother Runner brought his father back with him
after the burial services of his mother. His sister

went on to Chicago for a visit . Brother Runner's

father is a ruralroute mail carrier at Walkerville .

Brother John Dykstra has been elected representa
tive in the state legislature . Good luck , John ! It

has not only placed a good union man in the legisla
ture, but it means another notch on the extra board .

We smoked wedding cigars a few weeks ago at the
expense of Brother Rice . He now seems to be stay

ing at home since the big day. Of course he will be

at the meetings, as the new missus will persist in his
being a regular attendant. She could not marry a

true blue union man without being a union sup

porter.

The attendance our last meeting could have
been better. Bear this in mind , brothers, and come

out and all pull together one night a month. Don't

say that you haven't time and that you must do this
or that . We want to see every member at the next

meeting at which our election will take place .

Well, brothers, here is the name of the mystery

writer .

-PRED J. KALMAN.

Rainier Valley district, was brutally murdered by

an unknown highwayman . Brother Land was one

of the most loyal members of Division 587 , joining

the Local when it was first organized . From then

on , he was ever ready to do his bit in the better.

ment of his fellow workers and at the time of his

death he was a member of our executive board . The

assassin boarded the car and demanded that Brother

Land " Stick 'em up.' Brother Land was not built
that way and resisted and the gunman shot him

four or five times in the body, one of which shots

resulted in his immediate death . Brother Land was

running a one -man car and had no assistance and

was compelled to take what he received . I note that

practically ail hold-ups reported by correspondents

in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR take place upon
one-man cars . So the one - man car is inviting at

least to the bandit . Brother Land's funera . was well

attended , so well attended that many were unable

to enter the chapel. This showed that patrons of

the road appreciated his good service, as there were
many there who were non -members of our Local .

His life's work is a standing mark as a memorial of

his service to mankind in the realm of organized
labor . We trust that the brute who cut his life short

will be apprehended .

Division 587 fights the battle for those including

the ones who do not see fit to become members.

During a little controversy between our Local and
the Teaming craft relative to putting municipal

busses on one of our streets formerly used by private

interests, non -union employes took particular pains
to see what the union was doing for them . This

would prove that the labor union is just as necessary

a part of the industrial system as the corporation.
The union came into existence because of the

working man's aspiration to be something more than
slave in the industrial system . Some say that

wage earners are human beings and have aspirations
as human beings and are naturally dissatisfied with
bare living wages. The only way in which we can

express our aspirations is by organizing to obtain
some equity place in bargaining for wages and better
working con litions. The individual workers is help

less in 1. igaining with powerful corporations. His

right to work has been described as the right to go

from one powerful employer to another and beg for

a job, and failing to find one, go the poorhouse.
It is as reasonable and just to require workers to

join the union in order to work in a certain job as
it is to require them to abide by the numerous

regulations and restrictions that corporations make
for their employes. As a matter of fact, human

rights are contingent on the welfare of society gen
erally . If a non -union worker jeopardizes his own

well being and the well being of his fellow workers,

it is no encroachment on his rights to give him the

choice of joining the union in a given job or seek
another job . The non -union man should be made

to read this . Of course it might fail to soak in .

Under present conditions there is no such thing as

the freedom of working as one pleases.

The industrial system is so vast and complicated

and its parts so interrelated that it operates without
regard to the individual . The weaker labor is , the

more mercilessly is it exploited . It is only through

organization that workers can obtain any sort of
equity in bargaining with employers. To insist that

the worker has the inalienable right to be a non

union worker, is to say he has the inalienable right
to be a slave . The non-union worker is wholly

without opportunity to express grievances or make
demands either for himself or for others of his type .

--Cor . 587 .

AN URGE FOR ATTENDANCE

VICTIM OF ROBERY

Seattle , Wash .-Division 587 is not dead by a long

shot as some would have you believe.

We are approaching our annual election of officers

and all intending candidates are drawing, pictures of

what they can do when under the whip of about
twelve hundred bosses . The membership usually

use good judgment in selecting officers. It is far

more prudent to do so than to put the Local upon

a political auction block as some would .

November 1an incident happened that will long
linger in the memory of our members . Brother

Jack C. Land, while working his run out in the

Fall River , Mess .-- A few lines to let the members

in general know what is going on in Division 174 ;

President John R. Machardo called two sessions

of a meeting for November 9, one at 9:30 A. M. and
the other at 8:15 P. M. The night meeting was the

regular meeting and the morning meeting was called
for the convenience of night run men and extras .

There were not so many members present at the

meeting as there should have been to have accorded
with the number of members with whom it was pos

sible to be present . However, President Machardo

called the meeting to order and we went along with

the business of the Local . Before we were done ,
President Machardo stated that he would not run

for president for another year .

Now we all like our president who has served us
for the last six years . He is not only a good presi

dent, but a very good man . At present we have

wonderful conditions in our employment here and

every member knows that we owe much of it to our

president again , even though attendance on the part
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president. We shall insist that he shall be onr

of members may have been disappointing to him in

the past. Wetrust our memberswill get to the
meetings and show a man of the type of President

Machardo that we are behind him.

In respect to meetings : Let me ask the boys who

do not attend, what type of organization would

Division 174 be, should we have a president who
would fail to attend the meetings ? We could not

feel any more disappointed in the non -attendance of

the president of the Local than the president may in
the non -attendance of the members. If we could

comprehend this I am sure there would be no dis

couragement to our valued president through any

non -attendance at the metings, as every man with

whom it would be possible to be present would be

there .

How many times has Brother Machardo been ab

sent from meetings within the six years that he has

served as our president? Can you recall any meet

ings at which he was not in attendance except that
he had a most wonderful excuse ? So , boys , let's get

out to the meetings and after we return Brother

Machardo as president of our Local , let's show him

we are behind him by attending meetings .

Out of one hundred and sixty -five members there

should be from șixty to seventy -five in attendance at
meetings instead of ten to twenty. Our president

knows our agreement at all times from the front

page to the last section . He never fails to explain

its points to the members. He is a capable speaker

and his talks are interesting as well as instructive. I

hardly believe there are any of our members who be

lieve we can get along very well without our OT

ganization , although there may be such members .

it wouldn't take them long to find their mistake
should we abandon the Local.

At the morning session there was a very good at.

tendance . Some were present who said very little,

but after the meeting was over they went forward

and shook hands with our president . These men

have been members since the organization was in

stituted many years ago and they are devoted to

the organization and they are solidly behind Presi

dent Machardo.

We are soon to get ready to run our twenty -sixth
annual ball . It will be held Easter Monday night .

If we all work together this time we can put over

the top one of the most wonderful times we have
had - even improve on last spring . At that ball we

had many attractions, including a Charleston con

test, Peabody dance, singing, etc. , and the people
spoke well of it . Let's begin early enough to make

the next one even better.

-Cor . 174.

with had he been a full-fledged member, but on in

vestigation it was found that he had been a member

of our Local for over these years , but was never

obligated until after this instance.

At our last meeting, ten dollars worth of tubercu

losis seals were purchased from the Red Cross , to be

used on our Christmas packages. If you need any,

apply to either Brother Graeser or Brother Tipton .

An effort is being put forth by President Douglas

to induce the Colonel to furnish free bus transporta

tion to bus employes in various parts of the city.
to and from work . We don't know whether he will

be able to convince the Colonel that an employe
cannot work until he gets on the job or not. If he

does, everything will be 0. K., as I know the

Colonel always stands for better service .

Some of our members are becoming a little impa

tient because of the delay in the four points we have
asked to be placed in the new franchise. I would

like to say that, so far, no franchise has been

granted, and we have not lost a single point. Our

officers, together with our attorney, Mr. Schneider,

are closely watching the situation , and in due season ,

when the franchise begins to ride , you can bet your

bottom dollar Mr. Schneider will be there and will

know what is going on.

Some of our members are sick and in distress .

To these, we extend our sincere sympathy and love ,

and hope they will have a speedy recovery.

This letter about winds up my year's correspond
ence for the M. & C. During my office year I have

tried to tell you the high points and things of in
terest, and as I close, I may say I realize my weak

ness for the position and have made mistakes , which

I ask you to overlook, for they were unintentional ,

and I am hoping our new correspondent will do
much better.

If space is permitted, I will close my letter with

the following poem :

' Tis the human touch in this world that counts ---

The touch of your hand and mine

That means much more to an aching heart

Than shelter , bread and wine ;

For the shelter is gone when the night is o'er

And bread lasts but for a day ;
But the touch of the hand and the sound of the voice

Will linger in the soul alway .

' Tis the kind word spoken at the right time
That acts like magic on the brain ,

That sooths the soul with anguish torn

And dispels the spirit of shame.
' Tis the kind word on occasions like this ,

When we are shrouded with passion and pain ,

That helps us to do the manly thing in view
And helps us to victory again .

With best wishes to all members of Local 788, I

remain ,

--Cor . 788 .

( I wish to thank Division No. 788 for their pru.

dent selection of my St. Louis assistant, and will

doubly thank the membership in the event that he

is returned to the job for another year.-Ed. M. & C.)

ONE HUNDRED PER CENT ORGANIZED

we T.

SENDS SEASON'S GREETINGS

St. Louis, Mo.-- Division 788 sends greetings to

all ther Locals and correspondents throughout the

United States and Canada, and wishes all a most

happy Christmas and a very happy and prosperous

New Year.

By the time this letter gets before the readers the

year will be nearly gone and we will have our candi

dates nominated for office , from whom will be elect

ed those who will direct our dear old Local for the

coming year . Let's make no mistake and elect the

best men for the respective offices. The coming

year is going to be a test and tax upon our officers
to their full intellectual capacity, in getting our

Local, well represented in the new franchise as
should be .

At our last semi-monthly meeting, Brother Gipson

was granted permission to rafflea radio , and Brother
E , E. Schaffer of South Broadway held the lucky

number, A motion was passed to buy ten dollars

worth of dance tickets from the ladies of the Auxil

iary , the dance to be soon given .

We are generally very well supplied with good

speakers at our meetings. Brother Armstrong. At

torney Schneider and Brother Wood of Jefferson

City have been attending our meetings pretty regu

larly, and each have been giving us some good talks.

Thequestionnaire the officers have gotten outto

be used by those who apply for help. will provide

the officers an opportunity to tell whois entitled to

help , and they are a splendid thing . They also tell

who arefull-fledged members, and the result is that

several members are being obligated to be in line

for help should occasion arise. Boys, be sure and be

obligated , for one of these days you might have oc
casion to check out for good and your wife and

children might lose the death benefit- $800, more or

less .

We recently had a request for a collection to be

taken for a member ofour Local , off on account of

bis eyes. The requestwould have been complied

Gary, Ind.We are pleased to report through the

M. &Ć . that Division 517 is progressing nicely - 100

percent organized , including coach operators,

We are sorry at this writing to report that we
have three brothers in the B. sanitarium

Brothers Koutsky.. Pinnert and Frazee.
Brother

Koutsky has been in the hospital for eight months,
and is slowly improving . Brother Frazee has gained

17 pounds in two months. Brother Pinnert has been

in but a short time , but improvement is noted .
We are sorry that our oldest and most loyal mem

ber, Brother Lawrence, has been compelled to leave

the service as motorman on account of his age and

inability to perform his duties. He is 65 years old

and was a member of this Association for 22 years .

He was an active worker in the Division , and our

membership is planning a farewell party, at which

some small token of appreciation will be presented
to him on his retirement .

In the near future we expect to take into our or

ganization all of the Calumet coach operators.
As

yet we have not seen way clear. This move

will swell our ranks, as it is regarded that there are

over one hundred men on that system .

At our next meeting we will hold nomination of
officers to nominate candidates for office for the

ensuing year . We hope the membership will be in

attendance at this meeting 100 per cent, as it is the
duty and for the welfare ofevery member to attend

this meeting.

--Cor . Div.: 517 .

Our
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HAD GOOD WEDDING DINNER terest in the organization. We lost a good brother

and true friend. By his death , Brother William

Tredo is now the oldest motorman in the service ,

We held nomination of officers at our last meeting .

We hope the members will come up and vote for

their candidates at the election and not find fault

afterwards . Whoever is elected should be supported

to the limit by the members in general and the great

help we can render to them is in our attendance at

the meetings.

-COR , Div . 425 .

our

Sioux City, Iowa . - Brother A. J. Webber and his
lady love hied themselves over to Dakota City ,

Neb. , where they were married . Brother Webber

had a good wedding dinner on the following Sunday

and all who attended had a most enjoyable time.

The guests left some very nice presents. We en

joyed the eats and surely did justice to the repast
and left , extending the very best of good wishes to

the bride and groom for a long and happy life

together.

Applicants G. L. Daugherty, William Deal and C ,

Taylor were sworn into membership of Division 779,

November 24.

Brother Poston is again at work , following several

weeks of rheumatism .

Brother J. C. Garnett is confined to his home with

asthma.

Brother Freeman Smith recently donated the use

of hiscar to the solicitors working on the new Year
Book .

Brother George Criteser gave a party to some of
his friends November 21 . All who attended report

a good time, with plenty of good eats . Mrs. and

Brother Criteser surely know how to entertain and

Donald , their son , appeared to have a good time

keeping the visitors busy .

The solicitors for the new Year Book report suc

cess and expect to have the book ready for distribu

tion January 1 .

Brother James Newell is meeting success in getting
new members. He is sure a live wire.

BrotherMike Kaiser is now the proud father of a

S01 . Both mother and son are doing fine. Congratu

lations, Mike.

President Woodward entertained by a Thanksgiv
ing dinner for his family and friends. Woody is sure

a good entertainer and Mrs. Woodward is an expert ,

as those who participated in the Thanksgiving dinner

will insist .

Brother Walter Haefs played a fine trick on Mrs.

Haefs, by having a surprise party to help celebrate

her fortieth birthday. Due to the many stories told
by Walt , some of those in attendance got home about
time to get up , We wish Mts . Haefs many happy

returns of her birthday.
Brothers Woodward , Day and Rice will be officers

of Division 779 for the ensuing year . They will need

your co-operation. Show them by your attendance

at the meetings that you appreciate their service .

Brother Boughton has been Financial Secretary for
seven and a half years . He wishes to thank one and

all for their loyalty and advice and urges them to
stand by his successor as faithfully as they have

stood by him.

" Oh, Daddy, how good you look !"

COR , 779.

THANKS FOR RE-ELECTION

Windsor, Ont. - Well , we had election of

officers on the 7th and I think every member voted

and should be satisfied with the result . Now let's

see if we can't try and attend meetings each month

and make this new year a prosperous one for Divi

sion 616, and see how much better it will help our

officers, besides , each one to know just what is doing

all the time .

As correspondent, I take this means of thanking

the members for re -electing me by acclamation at

our regular meeting in November . I also would like

to thank the members for their co- operation in the

past few months that I have been doing this work ,

and I hope will be able to carry on through this

new year as in the past .

They tell us, Brother Joe Celest Coon Ben Shiek

Reaume has some attraction at Stop 10, Tecumseh

Line . We wonder what ?

Will Biother G. Tanquay kindly pay Brother P.

Simser that 50 cents he owes him , with interest, and

avoid garnishee expense ,

Brother E. Langlois, on the sick list a few days, is

again on the job .

Brother G. Carpenter, on the sick ist last month ,

is again with us .

Brother O. Meloche has taken a winter run on the

Tecumseh Line. He is seeking fresh , country air to
improve his health .

Brother L. Broderick has taken a day run on the

Crosstown Line, to play hide-and-seek with Traffic

Tuson's red light toys.
Inspector J. Pickard is sporting around with a new

Essex Coach lately . He is also tolling his own bull .

I wish I had his recipe.

Brother E. Stadler has invested in a new change
carrier, to speed up the service on the Tecumseh

Line,

Brother P. Simser was a few days on the sick list

in November.

Brother G. Kenney was married November 8, at

3 P. M. We wish him and Mrs. Kenney the best of
success in this new venture . The boys have been

telling him to go easy.

Brother S. Boughner, on the sick list for some time

in November, is again on the job.

The boys are noting that Brother C. Logan is

having a busy time breaking in a mule .

that if the boys want some exercise , now is the time

to get it . Heel Haw !

Brother Richard Burgess is practicing while on the

Safety Committee. He is really a good safety

adviser .

Brother J. Daniels says it is like living in a new

work sincehe changed runs .

Brother William McNice has a new stunt on the

Tecumseh Line . Yes , sir, he often plays the mouth

organ for his passengers while waiting on the switch ,
besides telling them Sunday School stories.

it always keeps the bright side of life forward .

Brother G, Girard has received his Lizzie Ford.

He will now be able to use it nights to take the

family out , since he has taken a day run on the
bus line .

Will the party who took Brother N. O'Loane's

watch holder and Hamilton watch out of Car 418

the night of November 18, between the hours of one
A. M. and five A. M. , while the car was over the

pit at the car barns, kindly return same?

Brother J. Knapp would like someone to show

Brother Bosworth how to run on time on the Erie

Line .

Brother G. Paddon , we hope will soon be able to
take up his work on the road . He has been on the

sick list for some time, but is again able to get out .
I think this will be all for this time. This is the

last write -up for the year. The officers of this

Division wish the membership and their families a

very Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year,

We also extend to the officials of our company the

same hearty wishes . We hope that we will be able

to enjoy the same happy relations and co -operation

during this coming year that has marked the past

year.

-COR . 616 .

FINANCIAL SECRETARY RETIRES
He says

He says

Hartford , Conn.-- Division No. 425 is progressing
rapidly . We are about to hold our election of

officers for the year 1927. We regret that Financial

Secretary Francis R. Everin refused to run again .

He was a good man for the organization and
we

hate to see him leave his office . However , we can

be assured he will be on hand with his assistance as

a member.

Brothers Donohue and Gerich are the candidates

and either of them is qualified.

Brothers Caron and Thomas Allen have joined
the matrimonial tribe . We wish them and their

better halves the best of luck and continuously

happy married lives .
Division No. 425 extends profound sympathy to

Brother Frank Smith in his bereavement in the
recent death of his beloved wife . We also extend

deepsympathy to Mrs. Joycein her bereavement

upon the death of her husband, who was one of our
respected members.

Brother Patrick Green continues on the Uniondale

Line, after putting in thirty years with our company .

Division 425 tenders sincere sympathy to Brother

and Mrs. Arthur Lane upon the loss of their little
son .

Brother Harry Di Cioicio has again returned to

work, after being for seven months recovering from
a broken leg .

Brother Richard T. Skehan, former Financial

Secretary, recently went on an auto trip , stopping

at several of the large cities ,incuding Philadelphia ,

New York , Washington and Richmond.

Our oldest motorman in point of service, Brother

Frank Coughlin , passed away in November: He was

with the company thirty-five years, mostly on theElmwood Line.
He was well liked by all and nearly

always attended ourmeetingsand took a deep in

a
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LOSE TWO OLD MEMBERS Hilbert, Vanderbush and Raymond; Recording Sec

retary, Brothers McDermott, Speck and Peterson ;

Financial Secretary and Treasurer, Brothers Sutter

and Conklin ; Conductor, Brothers Eick and Gourley ;

Warden , Brothers Cashen and Moody ; Sentinel,
Brothers Van Kirk and Ozworth ; Correspondent,

Richards and Maher.

Come out, Brothers, to the clection meeting and
elect your officers. It is your duty . Don't forget .

--Cor . 947 .

Ottawa, Ont.-In reviewing the events of the year

that is coming to a close , the fact cannot be disse

garded that Division 279 has made progress , as ,
practically speaking. the eight hour day is estab

lished . While there is yet room for improvement in

matters pertaining to our new work -day, we feel

that our lot in life has been considerably bettered .

G. E. B. Member, Brother Magnus Sinclair visited

this Division during the week of November 15th ,
in the interests of the International Office . He also

was present at the regular Executive Board meeting

and gave us some excellent advice on matters con
cerning the best interests of the Division .

It is with sincere regret that we report the passing

from this life of two of our oldest members and

pioneers of the street railway industry in this city .
within a few days of each other. Brother Wm. F.

Bradley died very suddenly on November 15th , due

to an attack of acute indigestion and Brother Henry

Holtz passed away after a week's illness, death being
due to plural-pneumonia. Brother Bradley was in

his 58th year and had been in the employ of the

employing company, as & conductor, since 1900 .
He was very conscientious in the discharge of his

duties , had a ready wit for all occasions and will

be greatly missed by all who knew him personally or
came in contact with him . Brother Holtz was in

his 73rd year , having been on the staff of the em
ploying company as a motorman since 1892 , which

position he held until a year ago when he was placed

in one of the car- barns being assigned to work that
was more suitable to his advanced years . He had

an exceptionally sunny disposition , was well liked

by all the brothers and had a record covering his 3
vears of service that is one to be proud of. The

funerals of both of our brothers were well attended

by the members in full uniform and a large number

of citizens from the different walks of life , which

showed the esteem in which our late brothers were

held . Division 279 extends sincere sympathy to the

families of our late brothers.

A large number of the brothers are at present on

the sick list . It is expected that their recovery will

be rapid after December 1st .

The second social evening in the interests of the

Division was held on the evening of November 23rd ,
and was a decided success . It was very gratifying

to note that a number of our fellow employes who
as yet cannot be called brothers were present.

Mr. Tom Moore, president of the Dominion Trades
Congress and Mr. G. W. McDowell , Executive

member of the Allied Trades and Labor Association

delivered short addresses outlining the benefits that

had been forthcoming in the past through organiza

tion and emphasing the fact to the ladies present ,

that the women folk could further the interests of

the labor movement, wonderfully, by demanding the

union iabel on all their purchases and insisting that

their husbands and gentleman friends attach them .

selves to our great organization . A programme con

sisting of music and dancing was provided and re

freshments were served .

Brother V. Landry and Car- starter Wm. Scobie

admit the fact that a (45 ) generally makes an argu
ment short lived .

The winter schedule which was a little overdue

owing to the delay in laying some new track con

nections went into effect on December 6th , and in

the neighborhood of three or four cars have been

added to the service .

The sympathy of the Division is extended to
Brother Thomas Mahoney whose father passed

away recently after a lengthy illness.

Division 279 extends the season's greetings and a

Happy and Prosperous New Year to a ! ) .

-P. J. T.

CANDIDATES NOMINATED

RENEW OLD AGREEMENT

Clinton , Iowa .–Old Division 911 is up and com

ing, although it has been some three months since I

had the Local appear in the M. & C. We are yet

very much alive.

Our, old agreement has been renewed for another

year. It retains the same wage scale .

Brother Kelch joined us at our last meeting . That

makes every operator on the road a Union member.
Brother Chris Clausen recently bought a book

entitied “ Millions Now Living Will Never Die ."

for thirty -eight cents , We are sure he made a good

buy . Anyhow, he got rid of the book agent -- that

was worth something. We haven't investigated to

find whether Cris ' name appears among the * Mil

lions or not .

Brother John Burke keeps his shoestrings in the
barn , For further details see Brother Bill Scanlon .

Brother McGrath will soon be leaving us . We

wish him the fullest of success in his new prospect.
It surely was cold at our last meeting. We be .

lieve we will soon be changing our meeting place ,

if we do not get some heat .

It is getting near time for our annual supper , al

though there is yet no announcement of it .

We shall elect officers for the coming year at our

next meeting . It would be grand if we could keep

our old officers in .

--- Cor . Diy . 911 .

GREETINGS OF SEASON

Bridgeport, Conn.-Division 459 extends greetings

of the season to all members of the Amalgamated
Association .

We had a very good year and we hope that the

year 1927 will be even more prosperous.

We held our regular monthly meeting in Decem
ber. In addition to the regular work of the meet
ing , the annual election of officers took place.

Brother John J. Cody , our genial Financial Secre

tary, and the writer were the only ones elected
without opposition . We were automatically elected .

In the next issue of the M. & C. I will give a full

report upon the election , with the names of the

successful candidates . However, our boys now know
that the best men won .

Our members regret very much the retirement

from the office of President of Brother Doc Wald .

Without the least doubt Doc was one of the best

Presidents Local 459 has had in its experience since
its inception . Although Doc will not occupy the

chair for another year, we can feel assured that he

will be with us at our meetings and beready to give
us the best of advice in our affairs.

It will be noted that wehavenot been mentioned

in the M. & C. for the last four months, However,

we will be there strong from now on .

COR. 459 .

was
Morristown, N. J. - The regular meeting of Divi

sion No. 947 held Nov. 8 was attended by twenty

members. A fine of $ 1. stands against those who do

not attend meetings , but not much success can be

noted from any increase in membership attendance.
What is the reason ?

Brother McDermott is again with us after resigh

ing his position as motor instructor.

Brother Kennedy, sick for some years , would be

pleased to have the boys call on him .

The Company has agreed to place lights at term
inals where it is now too dark to see well while

changing ends.

At our last meeting we nominated officers for
candidacy at the next election meeting . Those

nominated are as follows: President, Brother U. F.

Quick and George Boland ; Vice-president Brothers

IN HEALTHY CONDITION

San Jose , Calif.— Division 265 hasn't much to say

at this time, except that the Local is in a healthy
condition .

Our members show their devotion to the organiza

tion by voluntarily taking out their working cards

and thus promptly paying their dues, but on No.

vember 12 the first regular meeting of the Local
since July 9 was held . This meeting , even ,

rather lightly attended .

November 12 , at a meeting of Division 265 , there

appeared before the members present International

Vice -President George A. Dean, whose residence is
in Stockton , Calif. We went into the condition of

our Local Union with him and its relation to the
employing company . Officers present at this meet
ing were : President Jameson , Vice - President Mon

taya . Financial Secretary F. C. Vierke, Recording

Secretary S. W. Smith , Conductor Hanson, Warden
Murray and Sentinel Trousell. It was a very en

joyable and profitable meeting and all went away
wishing Brother Dean the best of success in trying

to help our Union.

COR. 265.
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NOMINATION OF OFFICERS that Seattle banks have not yet decided to cash our

warrants . Some of those hollowing so much are fac .

Worcester, Mass .-- At the November meeting of ing a crisis and have to make some showing to hold

Division 22 officers were nominated for 1927 as fol their jobs. Our Superintendent always finds some way

lows : President E. W. Hansen and W. Murphy; to get hy without making such a fuss .

vice - president, D. J. McGrath and Michael Kane;
Councilman E. L. Blain says that we have made

recording secretary and correspondent, Percy Dew;
financial secretary and business agent, Peter J.

excellent showing in view of the fact that in five

Rooney ; board members, Miscellaneous, W. J.
years up to Dec. 31 , 1925 , a deficit of over two mil

Fitzgerald ; Gates Lane , Dana Hodgkins; Grove lion dollars that was created by nearly two years ' op.

Street, Charles Dacey and John Shea ; joint confer eration of Division A has been reduced to $590,182 ,

ence board, Ernest W. Hansen, P. J. Rooney, J. P. and during this five years' period the bond indebted .

Broderick , Harry Bailey , W. Murphy, James Rear. ness has been reduced three million dollars and in

don , W. J. Fitzgerald and Charles Dacey; legislative addition to these reductions more than five million

committee, Peter J. Rooney, W. Murphy and E. W. dollars have been paid out in interest, and the rail .
Hansen. Election will be held December 8. Come way has invested about three million dollars in main
on boys, everybody up and do your duty-vote . tenance . I think if the four hundred and twenty

During November sorrow entered the homes of
five thousand traction experts in Seattle will let Mr.

two of our brothers . Mrs. Samuel Crothers, the be
Henderson and his trainmen alone they will come

loved wife of Brother Samuel Crothers, passed from
out all right.this life . The esteemed mother of Brother Charles

Voller also passed from this life. Sympathy of the Local 587 secured a 2c increase for the boys on

members of Division 22 goes to the families of these the Rainier Valley. Six members have been reinstated

two brothers. back on the job during the year through the efforts
Brother Albert Wedder is again on the job . He of Local 587 and reconsideration of our Superintendent.

was severely injured in automobile accident , If we had been without a union I am sure our per.

which laid him up for three weeks. centage would not have been that much .

I am pleased to report at this time that Brother
Free Rides

John H. Reardon , our G. E. B. Member, has fully

recovered from his recent illness and is again on the Seattle has been trying out free rides to its patrons

job. during certain times of the day. This was made pos .
Brother George Gilispin , a veteran conductor of sible through an agreement reached by the downtown

the Gates Lane Division , is again with us . He was business men and the railway department. This was

laid up for the past two years with a severe case of in effect between 9:30 and 10:30 Friday and Satur

gangrene in his legs. day, Nov. 26th and 27th , 1926 . About twenty - five

Brother Michael Ford has returned to work, fol thousand patrons took advantage of this opportunity

lowing two months' sickness with penumonia.
of doing their Christmas shopping each day. Oi

During the past month of esteemed
course the business men in the outlying districts obbrothers joined the ranks of benedicts . I am referr

ject to this way of getting people down-town, it's dog
ing to Brother John Moroney of the Gates Lane

eat dog and the railway lines have to be paid for and
Barn . John was a good man and was well liked by
all who knew him and worked with him . Soxy

the merchants have to make a living off of us who

work .
Lyons, his co -worker, says John will never again be If we were all out of a job there would be
the same. no business men in town, They follow the worker .

He's gone the way of lots of other good

Cheer up, John , we all wish you and Mrs. Bro. Murray and Secretary Carpenter attended the
Moroney the very best of luck and may all your meeting of local 883 in Everett , Wash ., Nov. 22 , and
troubles be small ones.

were very much pleased with the attendance of the
Cor . 2160.

members of that local. If local 587 bad the same per

centage of attendance we would have to get a
CHANGES RUN ROUTE hall . Let's all attend more than we have in the past

and make local 587 stronger.

Menominee, Mich.-Brother McBride has changed
the run of his new Chandler car . Don't

He was formerly a

regular caller down east in Marinette , Wis ., on Cole Don't forget that organization increases wages ,

man Street . He says it is all off now. He turns the shortens the working day and makes work steadier.
wheel and shoots out Pierce Avenue a short ways . Don't condemn the labor movement because you

Mack has a run on the Ogden Avenue Line, but know of objectionable features . Every man and every

wishes that the Odgen Avenue Line run out Pierce human institution has some imperfections.

Avenue, instead of going to East Marinette .
Don't " wait for the others." Others are waiting

Brother Harry Ferriault in November was laid off
with a sore hand.

for you . Some must be among the first. Why not
He feels that there will be no

deer hunting this year, unless his hand again becomes

perfect. Don't forget that the more bitterly the employer

Brother Peter Westagard is busy afternoons taking opposes labor unions, the more the employe should

notes on football games over the radio . support them . There's a financial reason , Think it

Brother Kickbush- " Hello, Swede!" Brother over .

Larson -- " Hellow , Louis!" Don't shirk the moral obligation to do all you can

Brother John Hysiop was a happy lad for a few to uphold the dignity of your trade- to elevate the

days in November, when his wife was away over a standard of living - to abolish child labor.
week - end. Brother John was visiting neighbors and Don't be blind to your own interests . Unionism
eating during the interim .

helps all workingmen , all society , the home and state .
Brother George Greenier purchased a new twenty Don't let so - called " independence" prevent you from

five dollar heater for his car. He assures the boys
being unselfish . We are all dependent on some one

that

after the meetings.
will keep them warm as he takes them home or something. No man stands alone. Get closer to

gether.
Brother Bill Provenger was off one-half day No

vember 11 , to take in the football game . Don't retard our progress by remaining a weaponHe is

authority that it was in the hand of the employer. Stay on your own side.
a good game, but his heart

was in his shoes the first half of it . Don't forget that our interests are identical. Im
--- Cor . Diy . 302 . provement in your working conditions means improve

ment for all our craft . We want your wages increased.

JOIN YOUR UNION Don't be guided by unfair papers , or employers '

magazines. Hear both sides of the labor question .

Seattle, Wash .-- Local 587 will nominate candidates
Don't say : " I got along without the union for 5

for office at its next meeting , Dec. 2 , 1926 . We are or 45 years—it is useless to me."
Organized labor

looking for the largest attendance for the year. Many has helped , and is helping you now . For it has in

will become candidates and we hope those that creased the general average of wages .are

fortunate enough tobe elected will attend to the office
Don't say : " Unions can't accomplish their

work. pur
pose. " They do ! More than 7,000,000 of union men

It seems that after election the members go into a say so !

long sleep until next election is near . We have done Don't be a non -unionist " because unions are not run

well during 1926 and held our own in regards to right.” Get into one and help keep it " in the straight

wages andconditions in spite of the propaganda that and narrow path ."

our road was going on the rocks. Our cars will be Don't put it off. " Procrastination is the thief of

running when some of our knockers are dead . time." --Join the union . DO IT NOW .

Some say that our system is facing a crisis and
-Cor. local 587 ,

new

you ?

1
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The members of the Jefferson Line were recently

considerably disturbed over the increasingly pale com
plexion of Brother John L. Griffith . The boys be

came so concerned that they appointed an investigat

ing committee to see if something could be done for

him . Upon consulting Mrs. Griffith, they found that

the haggard appearance of Brother Griffith was caused

by his tong use of an old briar pipe, the use of
which Mrs. Griffith has protested, making it excep

tionally disagreeable for him to use the pipe in his

own home and these cold days he is compeled to go

out on the veranda to smoke. It is understood that

an arrangement has been made to purchase him a

new pipe for a Christmas present and it is hopeful

that when this new pipe arrives, he will discontinue
the use of the old one, which he claims was pre
sented to him in the year 1898. He holds that it

has been a genial companion for twenty -eight years,
but his health demands a change.

Brother William Dunn , with whom two red apples

constitutes his breakfast, is about to buy a new over

coat . The apple breakfast seems not to serve him well

as a resistance against the increasingly cold weather.

He has already purchased a new hat.

Brothers Perry Ward and Carey D.Ferguson have

returned from a hunting trip in Northern Michigan.

They brought back a large buck deer, that Ward takes

the credit of capturing. However, there has come in

the report that the deer cost him $ 152.00 . Brother

Ward is authority that Brother Ferguson committed

himself to rabbit hunting and kept from entering very

seriously into the dense forests.

Mrs. Meyers, the esteemed wife of Brother Charles

Meyers , of the Jefferson Line, recently passed from

this life. Brother Meyers has the profound sympathy

of the members.

Brother Sam Kennedy was taken from the ranks by

death . He passed from this life November 27. His

family have the sympathy of the members.
Brother M. J. Stofa, who recently went to Deer

Lodge, Tenn . , to visit his people, was taken with a

fatal illness and died the last of November.

The little son of Mrs. Anna Seiter recently met

his death by being struck by a truck. Mrs. Seiter

has the sympathy of the members.

A dispute has arisen relative to seniority rights to

the operation of coaches upon the Fort Street Line as

between the coach operators operating upon

Street and the Fort -Oakwood rail car operators.

The D. U. R. has made a transformation that is
serious to members of the D. U. R. Branch of Di.

vision 26, by reducing runs on the Orchard Lake

Division . There are now being operated but four runs
on that division, whereas, a few months ago the line

employed some fifty trainmen .

Something of the advancement of values of real

estate in Detroit is shown by a statement recently ap.

pearing in the paper that twenty -five years ago Mrs.

Jane Pulling sold a brick house and lot at 104 East

High Street to Samuel A. Sloman for $ 5,700.00.

This is the lot upon which stands the International

Association Headquarters Office Building and is now

owned by the Amalgamated Association. Such a lot

today could not be purchased upon High Street any.

where near the vicinity of 104 East High Street,

which is under the renumbering 260East High Street,

for less than $100,000.00 .

Reports show that there are some 80,000 less wage

workers employed in Detroitfactories and shops today

than were thus employed one year ago .

Fort

SPECKLED MOUNTAIN LAKE TROUT

a

The above is a picture of G. E. B.

Member Magnus Sinclair exhibiting

speckled mountain lake trout which he

caught while fishing in an inland lake at

Karnarvon, Ontario, some eighty miles

north of Toronto . The trout weighs twenty

three pounds and seven ounces. Brother

Sinclair advocates the inland lakes

Karnarvon for summer vacations, as both

a fish and game resort . He states that the

average trout landed by his party weighed

five pounds and upwards.

at

DETROIT DIGEST

an PERSECUTION OF CUBAN RAILWAY

MEN (I. T. F. )

Secretary Clarence Nugent of Division No. 26 has

taken it upon himself as extra duty , to advise

members of the Local who get behind in their dues of

the importance of their continuing in good standing.

This Local pays $2,000.00 to the beneficiaries of a

deceased member in addition to the International

benefit. It makes an exceptionally cheap insurance

and should inspire every member to keep his mem

bership dues paid up. It is to the interest of his wife

and family that he should do so , provided he is mar

ried. It is a fact that it is practically an inadvertance

or lack of concern in one's own interest and the in .

terest of those depending upon him that he should get

behind in his dues . There isn't a member of the

Local or an employe upon the property but that knows

that it is the devoted members of the organization

through whose influence they are now receiving the

wages that puts them in a position to keep themselves

in good standing. Have you received one of the let .

ters from Financial Secretary Nugent, calling your

attention to your negligence in paying dues ?

According to reports of labour leaders

seeking refuge in the United States, in a

recent strike on the Cuban railways, in

which the Government took sides against

the staff in a brutal fashion , seventeen rail.

waymen were murdered by agents of the

Government. Subsequently another two of

the leaders were assassinated, while others

have been deported.

Every Union Label idea dropped into an

ear will bear fruit some time.
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NEW CARS INCREASE PATRONAGE refinements, continue to be operated when

By Vice-President and General Manager there were many opportunities for improve

L. J. DeLamarter, Grand Rapids Railway ment ? Why not adopt the same methods

Company in AERA employed by the auto manufacturer and

improve the type of street railway vehicle

Transportation is becoming more
and to meet the modern popular demand ?

more an essential part of modern every day
With this in mind I went to Chicago and

life and our industry is learning the full
there met one of the leading car builders

significance of modern competitive condi
of the country.

tions . The problem of the electric railway “ What have you that is new in car de

companies , as I see it , is how best to meet sign ? " I asked , after explaining my wants.

the serious situation confronting us , in order The car builder reluctantly confessed that

to successfully carry on . he had nothing new to offer.

To this end many companies are endeav Still my idea , ' which seemed so simple, so

orving to win back their old patronage and natural and logical , obsessed me. It seemed

attract the potential customer by applying to me that changes in coach construction

the automotive industry's methods, the en could be made comparatively easy and for

gineer's skill , the master car builder's art , ttoe better.

the painter's brush , and adding thereto the

lessons learned from successful commercial
Then shortly after the meeting in Chicago

fire visited our Hall Street carhouse and de

institutions -- courtesy and salesmanship.
stroyed more than fifty of our best cars.

Salesmanship of urban and interurban
Our misfortune and adversity offered the

transportation today is one of the vital opportunity for the new car design idea to
factors in the life of the industry. Upon be worked out . Again I conferred with the

it depends the necessary increased revenues, car builders, after conferring with my own

good will and good public relations, but engineers , and explained to them the kind

which can only be secured when backed by of new electric rail coach I wanted . They

dependable service. Platform men offer the promised to do their utmost to carry out

important contact between the company and my ideas. So, instead of rushing our order

the public . Any one conductor or operator for the old type of equipment to replace

meets and serves in one day more customers that destroyed by the fire I asked the in

than most salesman approach in many dulgence of the Grand Rapids residents,

days. This being so , unless we give these promising them the newest and latest in an

platform men the right kind of atmosphere electric car.

and surroundings, new uniforms, a clean , at I prevailed upon three car builders to

tractive car, a vehicle in keeping with the
enter a car each in a so -called competitive

quiet running automobile our patrons have test . Each car builder constructed a coach

become used to , a car the employe auto
that they believed would meet with my

matically takes pride in , he will unconsci ideas. These cars they agreed to enter in a

ously not be very enthusiastic in his sales

man's efforts, and as a result the company
test for several months in Grand Rapids.

The industry is well acquainted with these
will directly or indirectly suffer .

coaches—the “ St. Louis,' the “ Ohio " and

In Grand Rapids the installation of new
the " Minnesota ," which were displayed at

and improved equipment with all the re
the Atlantic City convention in 1925 and

finements and comforts enjoyed by auto
which have finally furnished inspiration for

mobile users, with fairly courteous and at

tentive salesmanship by our platform men ,
many street railway companies throughout

the United States .

has been attended to some extent at least

with very gratifying results. To a large Composite Type of Car Developed

From these three coaches a composite
degree it has proven that the combination

of attractive equipment, new uniforms and
type of attractive coach was designed and in

a new order of things has brought - even it incorporated all the modern comforts, re

in the face of a monthly average increase of
finements and conveniences for both patron

approximately one thousand automobile and operator that were practicable, based

licenses issued - splendid results in increased on the satisfactory showing of the three

earnings and in the necessary public good coaches during the trial period,

will, as well as a large decrease in operating Interest of the industry closely followed

expenses due to the new type of car and the the coaches from the time of their first ap

hearty co -operation of the operators which pearance until the consignment of twenty
is reflected in earnest effort toward seven new coaches were received in Grand

power saving and in other ways. Rapids, when their favorable impression on

I will give you as briefly as possible, the the public and the practical results they

history of the Grand Rapids development produced we hope and feel to some extent

which it was thought might prove interest at least has stimulated a general movement

ing to you. I , as doubtless many others, throughout the country for better equip

had long thought that the old , obsolete ment, possessing harmonious color combina

type of street car could be and should be tions and other new features , such as low ,

improved upon if the industry. rakish and streamline body , control cabinet

weather the automotive competition and concealing, unsightly appliances , etc. , easy

survive. Why should the 1890 type of street steps , leather upholstered seats, plate glass

cars be operated in these modern times ? windows, smoking compartments, rubber

Why shouldthesame noisy , lumbering and tiling for floor covering, thermostat heat
unattractive

lacking in comforts and control and automatic treadle exit , auto

5
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car ,
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mobile type of bumper, double headlights

and names instead of number system .

On June 12, 1926, Grand Rapids residents ,

after patiently waiting two years for the

development of the new coaches, during

which time they had borne with the Grand

Rapids Railway Company and ridden in the

ramshackle , noisy and uncomfortable cars

rented from other companies to tide it over

the resconstruction period, showed their ap

preciation and good -will in a manner rare

in street railway history . The day was set

apart as a gala day, a real holiday, to view

the parade of the new coaches. Streets

were jammed unlike they had been since

the historic Armistice Day in 1918 ; city

officials, representative citizens , invited

guests, descendants of pioneers and early

residents for whom many of the new coaches

were named, public and parochial school

pupils proud of the cars named for their

schools and adorned with their pennant dash

designs and panel insignia, participated in

the colorful pageant of modern street rail

way equipment .

The next day the coaches were placed in

service, being dedicated to Grand Rapids

residents, and immediately be -came the

pride of every citizen .

Grand Bonfire on Old Equipment

A few days later came the street car bon

fire at the Fairgrounds. It was a jollifica

tion staged for the people by the Grand

Rapids Railway Company to celebrate the

new coaches , the beginning of a new era in

local mass transportation and to usher in

the new order of things . Some of our old

and some of the rented cars furnished the

funeral pyre. The celebration even exceeded

the expectations of the railway company,

more than 50,000 people jamming into the

Fairgrounds to enjoy the band concert ,

illuminated balloon ascension , fireworks dis

play and witness Mayor Swarthout and my
self touch the torches at either end of the

line of cars that had outlived their useful

showing the depth of regard for the new

coaches and the wide civic pride they

entertain .

Patronage Increases in New Cars

The Grand Rapids Railway Company's

records show an increased patronage on the

lines over which the new coaches are operat

ing, as compared with the older type of car.

This proves that giving the people a type

of street railway vehicle to ride in, to which

they have become accustomed as a result of

the more luxurious trend of the auto , will

help restore our industry to the former

place it held a public transportation

utility.

In Grand Rapids we realize that civic

pride in our railway system is the first step

toward public friendship, patronage, fair

franchise terms and adequate rates of fare,

and our Company has used every endeavor

to improve the physical equipment with

which it is rendering a regular, speedy and

safe service.

A recent unsolicited statement by Mayor

Elvin Swarthout that any street railway

company's effort to improve its equipment ,

to progress and to give the best service pos

sible is entitled to civic support, is proved

by his words :

" The new coaches are more comfortable

to ride in than the auto because you have

more leg room , more freedom , more comfort

and less liability of accident. They are the

safest place in the street." His tribute was

concluded by this unusual declaration : " The

City must see to it that the railway com.

pany is sustained , even if it is subsidized

by the City." thus encouraging our com

pany to continue its program of improve

ment so auspiciously started .

It is my firm belief that by progressive

ness, courage and service along the lines

pointed out the road and the future will

become smoother and more cheerful, and

with the new order of things people will

gradually return to the street car, good -will

further strengthened and, combined, will

help our industry to emerge from stagnation

to our proper place in the transportation

world .

ness .

THE “ YELLOW DOG " CONTRACT

The wide publicity given the inauguration

of the coaches into the service, the bonfire

and other technical facts pertinent to the

development and benefit of the industry ,

caused many officials and experts of street

railway companies throughout the country

to come to Grand Rapids and inspect the

new coaches and gain first-hand information

regarding their operation and results .

Since the new coaches were placed in

operation there has been a decided favorable

public re-action toward them . Many letters

have been received from local residents, non

residents, visitors and tourists praising the

Grand Rapids Railway Company for its

spirit, bravery and results in sponsoring the

new type of street railway vehicle .

Old , enfeebled or crippled patrons, chil

dren and especially women, enjoy the low

easy steps that make entrance and exit safe

and pleasant , while the easy riding qualities,

because of the specially designed trucks, and

the semi-noiseless operation, together with

the attractive streamline appearance, name

system and harmonious color schemes have

also called forth letters and verbal tributes

Under the heading, “ Man Hunting," The

Nation has dealt with the " yellow dog"
contract . The particular case is where a

street railway company has the " yellow

dog" contract with its employes.
The

minority of these employes went on strike

for better wages and working conditions.

The company took the position that these

employes were violating the "yellow dog"

contract and brought suit against them for

damages by loss of traffic pending the strike.

This particular " yellow dog' contract was

put into effect by the company succeeding

a strike of the employes that occurred in

1916. It is a “ contract,” to which appli

cants for employment must subscribe in

taking employment withthe company and

really creates a company union . Of course

this so - called Brotherhood of employes is

controlled by the management of the prop
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erty. One of the provisions of this " yellow they would otherwise be were they , non

dog" contract reads: union employes with no " yellow dog " con

"In conformity with the policy adopted tract. In fact, the company union ties the

by the Brotherhood and consented to by the employes to non-unionism and to the com

Company, and as a condition of employ: pany in employment in which they can

ment, 1 expressly agree that I will remain a have nothing to say further than the em

member of the Brotherhood during the time ploying property will permit .

that I am employed by the Company and Of course, the so-called contract of an

am eligible to membership therein ; that I employing company with compulsory

am not and will not become identified in company union is clearly illegal .

any manner with the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway Em JOHN PIERPONT MORGAN'S

ployes of America , or with any other asso NEW PLAY

ciation of street railway or other employes

Another play with new ideas has been
Bearing upon this " yellow dog " contract ,

the Nation says :
written by the versatile John Pierpont

Morgan , who resides at 71 Prosper Street,

" The one weakness of the Company (in San Francisco . He was born a Russian

its suit brought for damages) is the nature
Count, and at the time of becoming , a

of the contract which workers are compelled citizen of the United States , he changed his

to sign . The worker who signs it in order to name through the court to John Pierpont

get work is not a free agent no matter how Morgan, and he is now a member of the

many times ancient judges may say that American Federation of Labor for twenty

he is. He is an economic dependent forced two years .

to submit to superior power just as a help His work is the most elaborate from pen

less pedestrian submits to the robber who of the embryo playwright. Morgan has

points a gun at his heart . This common written probably twelve plays, some of

sense interpretation of the 'yellow dog' con which prepared especially for his

tract may not win the support of the Su favorite actresses of both stage and screen ;

preme Court at the present time, but it is but up to the present time have not made

the only interpretation that is workable in " Broadway."

the industrial - world . No company in this
The latest brain child of Morgan could

history of American industrial struggles has be called his " piece de resistance.' The

been able to collect damages from workers title of this new drama is “ Twentieth Cen

for striking , whether they signed pledges tury Civilization ," and the author has left

against striking or not.
In the much cited

nothing undone to instill in the minds of

Danbury Hatters case the strikers were the producer, as well as the members of

punished not for striking against a contract the cast , the idea or theme to be gotten

but for secondary boycott of interstate ship across the footlights.

ments of goods. We cannot buy workers as Morgan , by the way , is in no manner re

commodities while they are on the job and lated to the New York family. His ideas

then hold them responsible for the conduct and outlook in life are vastly different .

of industry as soon as they go on strike. This is demonstrated in his play. The

The article in the Nation cites that the creation is pronounced " Plea for Humanity."

company in asking for an injunction with It is an appeal against war and has a de

damages from the strikers is coupling the cided leaning toward humanitarian ideals,

two most hated weapons of the employing The play is in four acts. It is rather

class, the " company union " and the " yel voluminous, being in two volumes. The

low dog" contract. action of the play is entirely modern, yet

It is cited that the company union , as a the basis for the plea is the injustices that

strikebreaker, serves two purposes in this have been heaped upon the weaker since the

particular case where it was but a division Middle Ages.

of the employes that went on strike. The So there will be no misunderstanding, the

company was able to picture to the public author has prepared a series of eighty won

that the strike was in violation of the " yel derful drawings to illustrate his theory and

low dog' contract which continued to be as a guide to the producer, and when it is

sustained by those employes who yet re produced it will be a great help to abolish

mained in employment pending the strike, war.-Organized Labor.

and , secondly, asthe" yellow dog " contract

continued as certain of the employes con DRIVERLESS TRAIN IN COLLISION

tinued in employment under it during the

strike, the company could not arbitrate the The International Transportation Work

questions in dispute because of it being a ers ' Federation Press Report contains an

violation of the " yellow dog' contract to article relative to an accident involving a

which theemployes had subscribed which
one-man operated train on the London &

provided the nature of adjustment of dis Northeastern railway that occurred August

putes , although the adjustment of disputes 14 , and contains commentary on the

was wholly within the dictation of the operation of such trains . The report is

management of the employing property. given as follows :

The article as a whole shows the incom “ Driverless Train in Collision . A collision

petency of the " yellow dog" contract, in between an electrically -operated passenger

that it was forced upon the employes, forc train driven by one man and a standing

ing the employes in the same position that goods train occurred on the London & North

>

3
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Eastern Railway on 14 August. Search who does extra work more than his sched

failed to find the driver of the former uled run shall be paid at the rate of time

amongst the wreckage , and subsequently his and one-half for such overtime and shall be

dead body was discovered by the side of the called in regular order for assignment for

line two miles away . Apparently he had overtime work ; and all extra men called

been leaning too far out of the window to upon for work aggregating over nine hours

see something and had been struck and in any one day shall be paid at the rate of

dragged out of his cab by an overbridge, time and one -half for such overtime."

while the train continued its course at full The agreement includes sections providing

speed. The remarkable point is that the for seniority in the selection of runs; arhi

train was fitted with the “ dead man's tration of disputes not otherwise adjusted

handle " which should automatically bring and that the agreement shall continue for
the train to a standstill if it loses contact two years from the first day of October,

with the driver. Whether the device failed 1926. The management of the property

to work , or whether it had been interfered also assures the present platform service

with in a manner which prevented it operat men , that in the event of the substitution

ing automatically, is the subject of further of any or all of the system with bus service ,

investigation. Whatever the outcome of the platform men will follow their work ,

these investigations, it is evident that the and that the wage provisions and other

introduction of the one-man system provisions of the agreement, consistent with

locomotives lessens the safety of railway the operation of bus service , will continue.

traffic .
WHY THE AMALGAMATED THRIVES

ASHEVILLE, N. C., AGREEMENT The Amalgamated Association thrives be

The members of Division No. 128, Ashe cause of its square dealing and its loyalty to

ville , N. C. have succeeded in re-establish- principles and friends.

ing collective agreement relations with the Here is a voluntary expression from the

employing property.

heart from one of Chicago's foremost citi

zens , who knows the

As much as it may be regretted , it re

Amalgamated in

quired extreme protest on the part of the

Chicago from its inception , and because of

its honesty of purpose and consideration for

members the Local to re - establish the
the rights of others has proved one of its

right of collective agreement. When this
most consistent supporters :

wasaccomplished the agreement was very
readily obtained and embraces relative to Letter from Judge Kickham Scanlan

the wage and hour scale provisions as
Chicago, November 10 , 1926.

follows:
Mr. L. D. Bland ,

Editor of The Union Leader, Chicago, II.

" Section 1 . Hours of Work : All regular My Dear Mr. Bland : I wish to thank

runs shall be continuous and shall be for The Union Leader and the officers and mem

nine hours as near as practicable ; and not bers of the Amalgamated Association for the

less than eight hours .

“ Sec. 2. Scale of Wages : All Motormen

great aid they extended to my old friend

and comrade, Adam Wolf, in the late elte

and conductors in the service of the Com tion . This aid , in my judgment, helped

pany shall receive compensation at the very materially to swell the wonderful vote

following rates: that he received . I realize that this gener

" For the operation of two -man ous action was prompted, in a measure, by

First 6 months' service , forty -eight cents feelings of friendship for me, and my heart

per hour; Second 6 months' service, forty is filled with appreciation of this friendship
nine cents per hour ; Third 6 months'

and gratitude to those who have so often

service , fifty cents per hour; Fourth 6 manifested it . For what little I may have

months ' service and thereafter , fifty - six done for the Association in the past I have

cents per hour. been repaid a thousand fold .

“ For operation of one -man
cars , Five

My mind often goes back to the early

cents per hour additional. days of the Association and to the fights

“ Sec. 3 . Regular men will not be called that were waged for the existence of the

for relief work when extra or relief men are Association and for the betterment of the

available , except in of emergency intolerable conditions under which its mem

when overtime payment will apply : in all bers worked . Only those who went through

other cases , every regular man those fights can appreciate what it cost ' to

assigned run when called for extra work will build up your great organization, and to

be paid for at least two hours' time; Pro change the working conditions of the car
vided , men who voluntarily quit before ex men from quasi-servitude to labor by free

piration of assigned run will not be entitled
When I think of the pittance the

to overtime. men received for pay in those days, and the
“ No extra man shall be called for less

awful conditions under which they worked,

than one hour's pay . I thank God that the Amalgamated Asso

" All work aggregating not than ciation was born . My hope and prayer is

four hours in any one day shall be paid for that the Association may continue to grow

at the rate of time and one -half. and to flourish , and to its officers and mem

“ No extra man will be held off a regular bers I wish prosperity and happiness.

run to do extra work when the regular run Again thanking you , I remain ,

is scheduled to be out before extra is needed . Very sincerely yours,

" Sec. 4 . Any motorman or conductor KICKHAM SCANLAN ,

cars :

cases

with an

men .

more
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RUSH FOR UNION LABOR LIFE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF WOMEN'S

STOCK PRECEDES CLOSING OF TRADE UNION LEAGUE

BOOKS SOON TO BE ORDERED

By President Matthew Woll The Boston Women's Trade Union League

Washington, D. C.-With closing of the
has to its credit organization assistance to a

books of The Union Labor Life Insurance number of the trades . It was instrumental

Company soon to be ordered by the Board
in helping the workers in a hat and cap fac

tory in Lowell, Massachusetts, and a fine
of Directors Internationals, local unions and

local union was established .
individual trade unionists are rushing to se

In co -operation with the newly elected
cure holdings while there is still time .

officers of the Neckwear Makers ' Union , the
The past week has witnessed sales of stock

League is enrolling every neckwear worker

to internationals, local unions central bodies in Boston . The textile workers of the

and individuals in almost every part of the Suffolk Mills in East Boston have asked for

United States and Canada .
the assistance of the League in planning a

One of the surprising features of the clos series of meetings. Two successful

ing period of the campaign is the number of meetings for the waitresses, with the neces

local unions subscribing for the limit of stock sary follow -up meetings, had the help of

allowed them . the League . Effective assistance has also

During the week the United Garment been given the millinery workers, now meet

Workers of America forwarded a check for ing regularly, and to the cranberry canning

$ 12,500.00 , the first installment on a pay factory workers, as well as the women em

ment that will total $ 40,000,00, the organiza ployed in domestic service.

tion hav ng taken the full amount allowed Strike assistance has been given the fur

to international unions . riers . League officials were asked to

Over The Top Lodge, Brotherhood of range a conference between representatives

Railway Carmen , Joliet, Ill. , came in for $ 4,
of the union and a prominent fur manu

000 worth of stock , while Grand Trunk Pio facturer, They organized committee

neer Lodge of the same organization Lon
which was instrumental in reopening nego

tiations between the union and the Manu
don , Ont . , too $500 worth . Lodges of this

facturers ' Association which led to a settle

organization are giving local unions of other
ment of the strike , with the workers ' wants

trades something to think about.

Baltimore Md., photo engravers bought $ 500
met in their entirety .

worth of shares, the United Hatters of Dan

bury came in for $ 1000 and the Paving Cut
AN IMPORTANT EXPERIMENT

ters of Rockport, Mass, equalled that amount.

These subscriptions, a partial list of a A proposed solution of Great Britain's

week's recordings show the manner in which
industrial problem , offered recently by two

The Union Labor Life Insurance Company New Zealanders , has attracted sufficient at

is appealing to trade unionists
tention in England so that Bishop Gore

The company is rapilly rounding into shape

wrote a review of in the “ Manchester

for the writing of insurance business, the offi Guardian ." The document itself, published

cers now being under instructions from the as a pamphlet by Unwin Brothers (London ),

will strike Americans as especially significant
board of directors to proceed with all work

‘ in that one of the two authors, Harry
necessary to a beginning of business includ

ing selection of a properly equipped staff.
Valder, is a prominent business man, while

the other, Frank Harty, is a clergyman.
But little time is left for those who wish

to secure stock and officers of the company
The proposal contained in it has been em

bodied in an enabling act passed by the
advise that there be no delay in making reser New Zealand Parliament making the plan

vations .

operative in that country.

This frank comment on industrial condi

During the fiscal year ending June 30, tions occurs on the first page :

1926 , foreign immigration into the United " Although the guns have ceased to roar

States aggregated 496,106. It is given that and we flatter ourselves that we live in the

of these aliens 304,488 comprised immigrants days of peace, there never a greater

and 191,618 non -immigrants. The total delusion . The spirit of war has merely

number of aliens admitted during the pre ceased for the time being to manifest itself

ceding year aggregated 468,435, of which on the battlefield , but still continues its

294,314 were immigrants. Departing aliens deadly work in the very vitals of the na
within the fiscal year of 1926 aggregated tion -- in our business life .

227,755, of whom 76,992 were emigrants and " We had no difficulty in connecting the

150,763 were non -emigrant aliens. The net realities of the battlefield --the appalling

gain in alien population was 268,351. The waste both of life and material-with their

preceding year the net gain of alien popula cause - war, but we fail to connect the hope

tion aggregated 223,945. The record shows less misery of starvation, the sorrow and

that for the past fiscal year immigrant grief in the homes of the people caused by

aliens came into the United States at the strikes and unemployment, with the cause

rate of nearly 25,000 per month . Before the lack of principle on which business is

quota restrictions were enforced , the monthly conducted today.

rate was 100,000 or more per month. During The characteristic feature of this plan is

the past year 20,550 aliens petitioning for the issuance , in addition to capital shares ,

admission were rejected . of " labor shares" which are given to all

was
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who contribute service, from manager to

office boy, and which serve as " counters"

for the distribution of surplus profits. They

have no nominal or capital value but they

entitle the holder to attend and vote at the

meetings of stockholders , and, in general ,

to all the privileges of capital shareholders.

The capital shares, on the other hand , en

title the holder to a “ fixed remuneration

based the current market value of

money, and in addition to this a risk rate

proportionate to the risk run ." On this

point the authors say : “ There is nothing

novel or revolutionary in the principle of

the limitation of the payment for capital .

By far the larger portion of capital now in

vested in business is paid for on this prin

ciple , e. 8. , mortgages, debentures , loans,

overdrafts and similar investments . '

The principle is , of course, profit -sharing,

but the plan is manifestly quite distinctive .

It is related that at the outset opposition

came from both extreme capitalist and ex

treme socialist , but the plan seems to have

won its way in New Zealand .

In answer to the frequent objection that

labor will share profits but will not share

losses the authors say : " The contributors

of service cannot escape sharing losses of

capital, as such loss must eventually be re

flected in unemployment.

“ It is suggested that if it were possible

assess the total loss of capital in one

year, the amount of such loss would not

equal the value of the time lost through un

employment over the same period .

"Further, the loss of capital is largely only

relative , that is , the capital merely changes

hands and does not actually disappear;

whereas the loss of the workers through un

employment is absolute , as a day's work

once lost can never be regained .”

An important provision of the act is the

following: “ No scheme under this act for

the issue of labor shares by any company.

and no alteration of such scheme shall be

valid unless and until the court of arbitra

tion under the Industrial Conciliation and

Arbitration Act, 1908, on application by the

company, and after taking steps to ascertain

the views of the company and the workers

employed thereby , certifies that in its opin

ion the scheme would be favorable to the

general body of the workers .

“ If at any time complaint is made to the

court by or on behalf of the company or

the workers that the provisions of the

scheme are no longer favorable to the work

ers , or that the provisions of the scheme are

being violated or that the scheme is not

being fairly administered, that the

scheme is proving detrimental to the busi

ness of the company, or that satisfactory

reasons exist for revoking the certificate,

the court shall examine into the complaint ,

and , if satisfied that good cause exists for

such complaint, may, on such terms and

conditions as it thinks fit, revoke the certifi

cate . " --Information Service F. C. C. in A.

The St. Louis, Mo. street railway com

pany is at present negotiating with the city
authorities for a new franchise. In this new

franchise, Labor has proposed the insertion

of some safety provisions.

The provisions sought by Labor to be in
serted in the new franchise are :

First . The six-day week .

Second . Right to employes of collective

agreement relations.

Third. A provision that disputes be

tween employes and the employing property

shall be subject for arbitration , to avoid

suspensions of service .

Fourth . Restrictions of operation of one

man cars to outlying districts.

The management of the employing com

pany, through Attorney Stanley Clark, has

taken exception to the entry of these pro

visions in the franchise on the ground that

the granting of such provisions in a fran

chise is illegal and class legislation and ,

therefore, unenforceable. He sets forth in

his opinionated memorandum to the Mayor

and City Council in substance that " no

municipality, either by ordinance or

tract, can impose upon a public utility es

sential to the welfare of the people , condi

tions of operation or maintenance which

would confiscate its property or destroy its

power to serve the public .'

He cites relative to the first proposal, that

it “ would require the company to agree to

permit its employes a day of rest each

week , but not without pay, so that the

company would either pay the employes for

the time they did not work or would raise

their wages to an amount necessary to com

pensate them for this day of rest. Such a

condition would be invalid and unforceable,

first : Because the charter of the city now

where contains a grant of power authorizing

the city to legislate as to hours of labor or

the number of days an employe should

work , and such power cannot be employed

from any other express power granted to the

city . Second : Because such a condition

would violate the State and Federal Consti

tutions. Such a condition would also be

obnoxious to the Constitution of Missouri

prohibiting special or class legislation ."

Objection is made to the second proposal

in which he states that the company would

be required " to agree not to do anything pre

venting its employes from forming a labor

union , and providing that each class of em

ployes may form a separate union . Such a

condition would be objectionable because

the city is not authorized expressly

pliedly in its charter to legislate on the sub

ject of labor unions , and any attempt to re

quire a company to agree notto oppose the

formation of a union , or that the employes

might form separate unions would be vicious

as special and class legislation .

On the third proposal, that of arbitration

of disputes , Attorney Clark states : “ Per

haps it might be within the province of the

State Legislature , in the exercise of its

or

or im

11

Prejudice dwindles, respect increases be

fore a determined front on the Union Label

issue.
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police power, to require all labor contracts power of the state and such conditions are

to contain a clause for compulsory arbitra valid and enforceable until the public

tion , or the Legislature might empower the service commission : exercising the state's

city to so contract, but such legislation, in police power deems it advisable to abrogate

order to be valid , would have to operate or change any one or more of such terms

alike upon all members of a ciass so as to or conditions in the interest of the common

avoid the constitutional inhibition against good and general welfare. In support of the

special legislation, but since the city now above we quote further from the opinion in

has no means of compelling its employes to , the above case as follows :

submit to arbitration certainly the city " ' The same is true in the case at bar. The

could not by indirection in the ordinance power of the city, under the constitutional

validly compel the employes of the street
provision mentioned, to grant consent to

railway company or street railway company the company to enter the city, was absolute

itself, to submit to arbitration ."
and rested exclusively with the former ; it

Relative to the fourth proposal of Labor, therefore might place such conditions and

Mr. Clark states : “ This proposal ciearly limitations upon such consent or none at all

falls within the exclusive jurisdiction of the
as it deemed proper. But the powers to

Public Service Commission " impose such conditions and limitations is

In his memorandum in support of his wholly different from the power to give

position, Attorney Clark quotes cases held such assent. "

by him to be of similarity of what court " ' I therefore feel confident that the City

actionmight be upon the proposals of Labor of St. Louis , under the greater power to

providing they should be brought into court . admit or deny the railways company the

However, his citations are vague and elusive right to enter the city left it at full liberty ,

as none of them apply expressly to the ques not under the constitutional provisions men

tions he has raised in each instance. His tioned , but under its general reserved pow

petition opposing the proposals of Labor to ers , to impose such terms and conditions

be inserted in the proposed new franchise upon the company as it deemed proper in

answered by Attorney William R. permitting it to operate its railways upon

Schneider, representing Labor. Attorney the streets of the city ; this , of course, in

Schneider clearly points out the inconsist cludes the power to fix by agreement the

ence of the argument of Attorney Clark , fares to be charged by the company for

excerpts from which reply are here presented the services to be performed under its

as follows : charter, yet in line with the public policy

" This memorandum is a reply to the of the state , as gathered from the general

memorandum filed with you by Mr. Stanley trend of the laws enacted for the general

Clark, attorneyfor the re -organization Com welfare of all.

mittee of the United Railways Company of “ 'When reduced to their final analysis,
St. Louis. In order to follow this memoran

the foregoing authorities in substance an

dum readily, it will be necessary to read it nounce this rule ; That where a person or
page by page in connection with Mr.

WeClark's memorandum hereto attached .

corporation, including a city , has the abso

lute and exclusive legal power or authority

also attach a copy of our original memoran to do or not to do a particular thing, then

dum and the employe's requests.
no additional power or authority , except

" To begin : We agree with the broad
mental capacity and physical force, is neces

general statements contained on pages one sary to enable such person , corporation , or

and two of Mr. Clark's memorandum . On city to impose such conditions or limitation

page three of his memorandum Mr. Clark as he or it may deem proper upon the mode

quotes certain excerpts from the opinion of or manner of the performance or non -per

the Missouri Supreme Court in the case of formance of that thing. Possibly sound

the City of St. Louis vs. Public Service Com.
public policy of the state and the general

276 Mo. 509 , 207 S. W. 799 , which quota welfare clause of a city charter might con

tions when taken out of their context make demn any condition or limitation attached

it appear that the opinion in that case sup thereto which would be detrimental to the

ports his contention to the effect that if the
public good. This is not only, elementary ,

employes ' requests were inserted in the but seems to me to be self -evident.'

franchise ordinance they would not be valid “We quote from the opinion the follow

or enforceable. The quotations as setforth ing, which statement is qualified in the

by. Mr. Clark are misleading half truths, opinion in the have stated

which as applied to the question before us above :

give a wrong impression and one exactly “ ' It has been consistently held that in

opposite to the whole case from which they giving its consent to the use of its streets by

are quoted . A reading of the whole opinion å street railway a city may lawfully impose

discloses the fact that the case supports conditions. '

precisely the contention of the employes. " In quoting from this opinion Mr. Clark

" It holds that the City may properly fix has underscored that part which states

a rate of fare in a franchise ordinance and that :

may impose other conditions under the 're “ ' No municipality can impose conditions

serve power of the City in the interest of of operation or maintenance which would

the public welfare . ' ' It might independent
confiscate its property or destroy its powers

of the Constitution incidentally in further. to serve the public .'

ance of the common good, prescribe such “ We may be in error but it appears to

terms, ' subject, however , to the police us that he wishes the reader to believe that

manner we
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this underscored quotation applies to the

provisions requested by the railway „em

ployes, but nowhere in his brief has he

cited a single case to the effect that it does

apply to these provisions. The conclusion

which he undoubtedly wishes you to draw

without stating it for you , does not follow

at all from any authority he has cited , nor

is it supported by logic or facts. On the

contrary in our original brief we have cited

specific ' white horse' cases as precedent in

support of the propriety and practicability

of each of the provisions requested by the

employes and that such provisions tend to

the general welfare and the common good ."

" On pages 11 and 12 of his memorandum

Mr. Clark states that the case of Wood vs.

City of Seattle , 23 Washington 1, 63 Pac .

135 , is not authority for the legality of a

compulsory arbitration provision because

the City of St. Louis has no provision in its

charteras has Seattle, which specifically

authorizes a compulsory arbitration provi

sion in a franchise ordinance and the lack

of such provision in the charter of the City

of St. Louis ,' says Mr. Clark, ' would un

doubtedly prevent the city from including

such a provision in an ordinance. If Mr.

Clark's conclusions were correct, then it

must logically follow that there must be

express authority in our city charter for the

other provisions contained the tentative

draft of the franchise ordinance . The de

cisions of the Supreme Court above quoted

from make it clear that his conclusion for

which he has cited no authority , is incor

rect . A lawyer does not require authority

on the subject that legislation must be

authorized specifically and in detail in a

constitution or charter in order to be valid .

" Principally, however, we cited the Wash

ington case to show that what we are re

questing here has long been in operation

elsewhere.

" On page 12 of his brief Mr. Clark in

substance states that ' since all matters ad

dressed to equipment or service falls within

the exclusive jurisdiction of the Public

Service Commission of Missouri, therefore a

provision prohibiting the use of the one man

street car in the congested sections of the

city would be illegal and void . ' " Under no

guise may the city trench upon this exclu

sive jurisdiction of the Public Service Com

mission ,' says Mr. Clark , citing the follow

ing statute: Section 10 , 456 , Paragraph 2 ,

R. S. 1919, which in part provides that:

“ ' If in its opinion such provisions are

unjust, unreasonable , unsafe, improper, or

inadequate, the Commission shall determine

the just, reasonable, safe and adequate, and

proper regulations practices , equipment, ap

pliances and service . '

" In addition to the above statute Mr.

Clark on pages 12 and 13 of his brief cites

four decisions of the Supreme Court of

Missouri which hold that rates established

by a franchise ordinance may be set aside

by the Commission under its police power.

" Emphatically do we desire to call your

attention to the fact that neither the above

statute nor any of these decisions hold or

prescribe that the city of St. Louis may not

incorporate equipment, service and rate

provisions in a franchise ordinance nor do

they prescribe that such provisions so in

corporated as a condition precedent are in

valid . They merely hold that if the Public

Service Commission in the exercise of its

police power on behalf of the State find

such provisions to be unjust , burdensome ,

oppressive and detrimental to the general

welfare of the city and its inhabitants, they

may be set aside the same as

other provisions already contained in the

tentative draft of the proposed franchise

ordinance . But They Are Valid Until Set

Aside For Such Reasons. For Mr. Clark

to assert otherwise is to assert simultane

ously that we are not possessed with the

minimum requirements which ordinarily

equips one for the mostelementary strug.

gles with logic. We dislike to make this

statement, but the repeated occurrence of

similar illogical statements in Mr. Clark's

brief impelus to this unvarnished truth ."

Class Legislation : . Are the Employes'

Requests Such?

“ It has been suggested that to incorporate

in the proposed franchise the provisions re

quested by the street railway employes

would constitute class legislation when you

consider the fact that there are no such

provisions in the so - called Keyes Ordinance

under which the Union Electric Light &

Power Company and the Laclede Gas Com

pany claim franchise rights to do an elec

trical lighting business . If the City is to

pass a franchise ordinance which contains a

provision to the effect that the Street Car

Company will do nothing to prevent its

employes from organizing a labor union as

a condition of being permitted to operate

street cars in the city, such provisions are

supposed to be class legislation and uncon

stitutional unless there are similar provisions

in the ordinance under which the lighting

companies claim their franchise rights.

“ The foregoing idea is based upon a mis

conception of what constitutes class legisla

tion . We quote the following from an

article by Andrew Alexander Bruce of the

University of North Dakota in Vol . 60,

page 425 , of the Central Law Journal. His

statements are amply supported by author

ities cited .

' ' Is not the test of class legislation after

all whether or not by that legislation any

person is hindered in his struggle or compe

tition with his fellow men , and not whether

the rules which are adapted to regulate his

particular trade or calling are made applic

able to trades and callings with which he

has no concern? Is not this all that 'equal

protection of the laws ' implies ? '

" " The inquiry should be , is it wise, is it

necessary, does it include all competing

with one another in the particular trade or

business or calling, not whether other inde

pendent callings are similarly regulated and

controlled .'

'Classification is not necessarily dis

crimination, and a reasonable discretion in

such matters has been generally conceded

by the courts.'

' ' It must treat all alike under the same

*
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conditions, that is , competing with one an " ' It required the employes' organization

other under the same circumstances, and to bring the management to the realization

must bring within its influence all who are of the fact that when the men receive a

under the same conditions. ' living wage , they are able to continue in the

" The proposed street railway franchise employment, become efficient, be happyin

does not consititute class legislation merely their work , and take pride in it . The

because it by its very nature does of neces above mentioned splendid results followed.

sity apply to only one company.
Such 'Where an organization accomplished

franchise ordinances granting municipal results like that , is it not in the interest of

consent are expressly recognized and author the general public of St. Louis entitled to

ized, by Section 20, Article 12 of the Mis recognition ? In fact since administration
souri Constitution . The street railway to

and corporate managements change , would it

which it applies does not compete with
not be a protection to the public to have a

others in the territory which it serves; hence provision in the franchise recognizing the

in the light of the foregoing authority the employes' right to continue their organiza

provisions requested by the employes when tion ?

contained in the franchise do not constitute
“ ' There is ample legal authority and

discrimination or class legislation , and are precedent for the request of the street car

not illegal and unenforceable.
employes.'

" The city should ' be interested in having 'Mr. Clark on page seven of his brief

them inserted in the franchise as a condition states that :

of its consent because said provisions tend " Under the laws of this State, a munici

to promote the peace, health , safety and
pality, .in granting, consent to the use of its

welfare of the community which will to an
streets , may onlyinclude such conditions as

unnecessary extent be endangered by their are lawful.'
omission .

“ We must again reiterate that he has not
"Why the proposed provisions will do so

cited a single case or authority wherein any
is briefly indicated in the following excerpt

one of the provisions requested by the em
from a letter published by a local daily

ployes has been held to be unlawful, whilenewspaper :
we have cited ample authority and pre

" "The employe of a street railway occu cedent for their legality , practicability , and

pies a different position than an employe of desirability.

a purely private corporation. The general

public is vitally interested in his capacity
" If the reorganization committee are con

vinced that these provisions are illegal, void

for his position. If he is required to work

day after day without a rest period being
and of no force and effect why do they take

assured him , his capacity for managing his the arbitrary stand that they will not ac

car is reduced, and accidents are likely to cept a service at cost franchise containing

occur in which many of the public will be
them , when by accepting such franchise the

injured and killed during the year. One many millions of dollars' worth of street

man street cars with all their modern safety
railway bonds which they or those for whom

appliances will have the same effect when
they act purchased far below par will at

once go to par when the franchise becomes
operated in congested districts where the

effective and a liberal rate of return isoperator of the car has all he can do to

watch the traffic to avoid accidents without
assured . Would they not prefer to take

also giving some attention to his passengers ,
their millions in profits now rather than

as he would be required to do . His own
refuse them just because a few harmless

safety and that of his passengers is involved .
illegal, void provisions of no force and effect

have been inserted in the proposed fran

" " The public is vitally interested in con chise?

tinuous uninterrupted service. So are the

" We respectfully submit the foregoing toemployes. Therefore, when they ask the

city to insert in the proposed franchise a
your serious consideration in behalf of all

provision to the effect that all disputes shall
the people of St. Louis , as well as the em

be submitted to arbitration, is it not a wise
ployes of the Street Railway Company.''

provision in order to insure uninterrupted

service ? BAD LUCK

' It might interest you to know that

since the employes have organized their A Scotchman named Sinclair was going to

union they have been able to obtain living take a trip from Boston to New York by

wages which they did not receive before. train . He was told to throw a penny out

This has resulted in reducing the labor turn of the window at every tunnel for good

over from 40 per cent a year to 13 per cent luck .

year. Consequently the remain When he returned to Boston he was asked

longer in the service and become much more if he had good luck by throwing, a penny

efficient in every department of their work . out of the window at every tunnel,

As a result the number of deaths caused by
The Scotchman answered :

street cars has been reduced from an aver “ I had good

luck the first three times, but the fourth

age of about 38 per year to an average of
time I had bad luck ."

about 14 per year, while the number of

other less serious accidents to persons and “ How did you have bad luck at the

fourth tunnel? " he was asked .
property has been reduced to an astonishing

extent , thereby saving the company much “ The string broke and I lost the penny,"

money and protecting the public . he replied .–Forbes Magazine, ( N , Ý . ) .

a men
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PIMPLES PILES STOP

Cleared Up - after 24 houry . To prove you can be ridof New Internal Treatment Will Do It

Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions ontheface or body.
No Operation - No Delay

Stin, simply send me your name and added today SEND FOR FREE TRIAL

in ovor 100,000 cases used like toilet water - is simply

magical in prompt results. You can repay tho favor by
Thousands have written of their cure by the

tolling your friends: if not , the loss is mino. WRITE Page method - just the combination treatment with

TODAY. the tablets and the piles leave. They beal internally

E. S. GIVENS the correct way. Salves and ointments give only tem.

499 Chemical Bldg ., Kansas City , Mo. porary relief . Write today for Free Test Package -- it

costs you nothing; thePageMethod will heal your piles.

Restored to its
Send for Free Test .

E, R. PAGE CO ., 214B Page Bldg., Marshall, Mich.

Original Color

Without Dyeing MEN !

Amazing new discovery --BEVA - restores hair to its original color, DON'T SEW BUTTONS

Applied to scalp not to hair, Is not a dye! Restores exact original

shade so naturally your friends cannot noticechange ; Does not streak
These buttons snap on, andthey

or crack bair. Will not wash off or fade. Keeps hair uniform color
fit any garment. Pilcher Bachelor

always. Does not get gray ac roots. Same clear, colorless liquid used
Buttons are detachable ' too . Use

for all cases. No sample of hair needed. themagain . If dealer can't supply

REVA also acts as hair tonic . Over send his name and 25c for full as

comes dandruff. Thousands have used sortment of 3 colors, 3 sizes .

successfully . Noobligations . WRITE TODAY ! PILCHER MANUFACTURING CO ., Inc.

REVA CORPORBTION , 1700 Wilson Ave, Dept. 539 , Chicago, IN . Dept. 403 Louisville, Ky.
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MEXICAN LABOR MOVEMENT

ADVANCES SCHOOL PRIVILEGES

BRICKLAYERS TAKE LIMIT IN THE

UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE STOCK

By President Matthew Woll

The 1927 budget for the Ministry of

Public Educationprovides that the number

of rural schools be increased to 5000 with

a teaching force numbering 6000.
And not

only is the number of schools and teachers

increased . The scope of the scholastic pro

gram for these rural centers will be ex

panded to include elementary studies or

ganized on a basis of four years courses

which will be carried on along with the

practical industrial and agriculturel educa

tion now imparted .

The Mexican Federation of Labour has

been unflagging in its insistency that con

sideration and all possible material and in

structional help be given to groups of or

ganized workers desirous of educating them

selves . In accordance with resolutions

adopted at the Seventh Convention of the

CROM last March , delegates are nowmak ,

ing a personal survey of the unions affiliated

with the CROM throughout the Republic

collecting statistics of the number of men,

women and children unable to read and

write as well as the number of those possess

ing this elementary training. This data will

guide the organization in carrying out its

program to establish primary day schools as

well as evening schools for workers under

the direction of the various unions but

where necessary with the help of the central

committee of the CROM and of the govern

ment .

Mexican News Service .

WASHINGTON , D. C.-After listening

to an address in which he developed the

growth of insurance as a feature of the labor

movement, from the first friendly societies

to the formation of The Union Labor Life

Insurance Company, the Bricklayers, Masons

and Plasterers International Union voted to

subscribe for stock to the limit taking

$ 40,000 worth .

The convention vote followed the recom

mendation of President William J. Bowen

to the effect that the organization partici

pate fully in the enterprise, President Woll's

address and President Bowen's recommenda

tion were received with an ovation that as

sured in advance the later action.

The B. M. & P. I. U. held its convention

in Atlantic City, where the Wood , Wire&

Metal Lathers were in convention at the

same time . President Woll also addressed

that convention , after which it was voted

to add $ 10,000 to the $2,000 already invested.

The week is regarded by the company as

a $ 100,000 week and it will be possible to

report during the A. F. of L. Convention to

open October 4 , in Detroit that the sub

scriptions have gone over the $ 500,000 mark

and that the $600,000 mark , which must be

reached before any insurance is written , is

in sight.

Local unions continue to subscribe and it

is expected that a large number of local

unions of the Bricklayers, Masons and

Plasterers will follow the lead of their inter

national and offer subscriptions for the

largest amount of stock allowed to local

unions.

" I regard the speed with which our

capital has been raised thus far as almost

phenomenal," said President Woll . " So far

as I know it is a record never equalled ,

either for speed or for low cost.
It is a

matter of pride for the whole trade union

movement."

DO

Sagacious employers, expert management

and industrial economists recognize the fact

that there is a potential power for good

within the trade union, and that it can be

utilized in the development of economic,

industrial processes . Prudence, wisdom and

good judgment ought to inspire the con

trolling factors in industry to develop this

potential power, making it active and serv

iceable in the interest of the common good

and the public weal . -WM . GREEN .
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Radiolite,tellstimeinthe dark ,54.00 R

INGERSOLL Wrist Watch

It Recently reduced to ..

New model this year . Tonneau

shape; silvered metal dial . Wrist

" B ' BATTERY

ELIMINATOR

Only

350

7
9
5

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

No more worry with " B " Batteries ! Hook up a

Roll- O " B " Battery Eliminator and forget bat

tery troubles forever. This wonderful new Inven

tion means better reception , sharper tuning .
Gives you morereal pleasure from your set.

Completely Equipped - No " Extras" to Buy
Operates perfectly on direct or alternating cur

rent, giving up to 90 volts current, and using the
full wave of the power supply . Simple directions
enclosed - anyone can plug it in to any kind of set
up to six tubes. Constant voltage gives set more
power . Costs no more than set of good " 1 " Bat

teries. Solidly built in beautifully finished metal
case, with genuine Bakelite top .

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW

Send Don't blame your set because run
down " B " Batteries won't let it work

right. Order your Eliminator NOW.
Writo name and address on a piece of

paper , pin a dollar bill to it, and
mail it TODAY, Pay postman bal

ance ( $6.95 plus a few cents postage ) when he
delivers your Eliminaior. Use it ten days. If not moro
than satisfied , return it and get your money back .

Roll - O Trickle Charger, for either " A " or " B "

Batteries, only $3.95 (plus few cents postage ).

Send $1.00 with order - balance C. 0. D. Satis

faction guaranteed or money refunded.

THE ROLL -O RADIO CO .

Dept. 09 Third and Sycamore , Cincinnati 0 .

v

ES

COCK
$100

For Christmas an

Ingersoll

A&B Battery

ChargerONLY 2

When you give an Ingersoll

watch
you make a gift that is

appreciated all out of propor

tion to its cost. For there's no

gift like a watch , nothing used

so much , consulted so often ,

carried so long . And Ingersoll

Watches , made for over 30

years , have a reputation fir

dependability and enduring

service that is worldwide and

thoroughly deserved .

INGERSOLL WATCH Co. , Inc ,

Chicago

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

3

New York San Francisco

Chargey any type of

storage A or B battery ,
using a few cents worth

of ordinary house current,

elther alternating ng di

rect . Cannot injure bat
tery. Complete directions

enclosed . Anyone can 03 -

@rate. No expensive

" extras " to buy . Why

Day $ 10.00 to $ 15.00 for
a charger when you can

get this splendidGUAR

ANTEED R. B. Charg

er by mailing us two dol
lars (bills , money order ,

check or stamps) plus ten cents in stamps or
coln to pay malling costs . Charger will be

sent postpaid . If you are not satisfied , return
within five days and we will refund your
money . Order at once - TODAY,

R. B. SPECIALTY CO.

Dept, 4-E 308 East Third St., Cincinnati , O.

12
ul

10
Ingroll

q
u
e

3DON'TWEAR

A TRUSS

.8 4

The New YANKEE

Recentlyreduced
to

BE
COMFORTABLE

Wear the Brooks Appliance, the modern

scientific invention which gives rupture

sufferers immediate relief. It has no ob

noxious springs or pads. Automatic Air

Cushions bind anddraw together the broken

parts.No salves or plasters. Durable. Cheap. MR. C. E. BROOKS

Sent on trial to prove its worth. Beware of

imiations.Look for trade-mark bearing portrait and signature of C.

E. Brooks, which appearsonevery Appliance.Noneothergenuine.

Full information and booklet sent free in plain sealed envelope.

BROOKS APPLIANCE CO. , 98 State Street, Marshall, Mich .

The capitalist will be glad to stamp the
Union Label on

his merchandise when

American workers demand it .

bow and crown , new dial and

other new features of grace

and beauty. Sturdy and de

pendable.
$ 150
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Don't Buy a New Changer

Every timethe fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five - Barrel Lever-Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Saves time,

pockets, patience — and Speeds up sched

ules - No fumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device and our exclusive
Adjustable fcature on fourth and fifth barrels.

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 -BARREL PRICE

No.555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 506 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 6 tokens

Price $ 4.00 postage paid. J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St. , New York City

.
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“ At the last report, International Presi

dent W. D. Mahon was in . attendance as a

delegate at the A. F. of L. Convention

being held at Minneapolis, Minn. In an

other column will be found the report of

the A. F. of L. Convention delegates. Dur

ing the course of the convention , President

.Mahon returned Delegate McMorrow to

Chicago, where there had arisen trouble that

threatened the newly instituted Tunnel

Workers' Division No. 444. At the ad

journment of the convention President

Mahon returned to Chicago in person , and

gave advisement upon the situation em

bracing the Tunnel Workers Local. While

there he received an appeal from G. E. B.

Member Fred Fay , at Hamilton, Ont . ,

which resulted in his going direct to the

strike situation in that city . A report of

the work of President Mahon in effecting
the settlement of the Hamilton strike is

given in another column . While awaiting

the award of the Ontario Railway Commis

sion upon the Hamilton arbitration, Presi

dent Mahon, in company with Board Mem

ber Fay and President Theaker, of the

Hamilton Division , visited Toronto and ad

dressed a mass meeting arranged under the

auspices of Division No. 113. The meeting

was held at the Toronto Labor Temple on

the night of December 5th . Business Agent

McDonald had short notice within which to

arrange for the meeting and many of our

members were unable to be present. Fron

Hamilton President Mahon returned direct

to the office where he directed the move

ments of officers upon several situations

which he was unable to reach personally.

On the 12th , President Mahon visited

Cleveland, wheresituationsrequired a con

ference with the Cleveland Railway officials.

Since the November report, the Interna

tional President has granted two charters

to newly instituted Locals.
Those new

Divisions are Numbers 445 and 446 re

spectively. Division No. 445 was organized

by International Vice-President A. L.

Behner, at Cleveland , Ohio , and embraces

the employes of the Forest City Railway

Company. Division No. 446 was organized

by Organizer P. J. Shea , of Scranton, at

York , Pa . , and embraces electric railway

men in and about York .

" International Treasurer Rezin Orr, upon

his return from Lincoln , Neb . , visited Divi

sion No. 125 , East St. Louis, Îll . , where the

consolidation of the interests employing the

membership of Divisions No. 125 , 236 and

248 had been made . Divisions Nos. 236

and 248 are located at Alton and Venice

respectively . Treasurer Orr reports favor

ably upon the consolidation of the Divisions

and left the situation under development to

that end . In consequence of agitation

caused by an order of the railway company

looking to the bonding of conductors by a

surety company affecting the membership of

Divisions Nos. 281 , New Haven , and 425 ,

Hartford , Conn . , Treasurer Orr was dis

patched to those cities to assist the Divi

sions in an adjustment of the trouble.

“ Platform of principles adopted by the

A. F. of L. Convention in Minneapolis are

as follows :

“ 1 . Free schools and compulsory educa

tion .

“ 2 . Unrelenting protest against the issu

ance and abuse of injunction process in

labor disputes.

" 3. A work day of not more than eight

hours in the twenty - four hour day .

" 4. A strict recognition of not over eight

hours per day on all federal, state or munici

pal work and at not less than the prevailing

per diem wage rate of the class of employ

ment in the vicinity where the work is per

formed .

" 5. Release from employment one day in

seven .

“ 6 . The abolition of the contract system

on public work .

The municipal ownership of public

utilities .

" 8 . The abolition of the sweat-shop

system .

" 9. Sanitary inspection of factory, work

shop, mine and home.

" 10. Liability of employers for injury to

body or loss of life .

" 11. The nationalization of telegraph and

telephone.

" 12. The passage of anti-child labor laws

in states wherethey do not exist, and rigid

defense of them where they have been en

acted into law .

M.

“ 7 .
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" 13. Woman suffrage co-equal with man hold in earnest ; luck was with them ; they

suffrage. raised wages from 122 cents to 18 cents ;

" 14. Suitable and plentiful play grounds they reduced the hours of service days from

for children in all cities . 12 and 1372 hours to 9 and 9% hours, thus

“ 15. Continued agitation for the public employing 25 per cent more help than

bath system in all cities. under the long hour day . And today those

“ 16. Qualifications in permits to build, are better in every way ; they are

of all cities and towns , that there shall be healthier, better dressed , better educated,

bathroom and bathroom attachments in better fitted in every way to bring up sons

houses or compartments used for habitation . and daughters that will be respected Amer.

" 17. We favor a system of finance where ican citizens. People will tell you this

by money shall be issued exclusively by the wasn't a labor union that caused this; that

government, with such regulations and re it would have happened anyway : Would

strictions as will protect it from manipula the street railway magnates have done this ?

tion by the banking interests for their own Why, certainly , they are all affilicted with

private gain ." enlargement of the heart and will turn over

the 60 to 70 per cent dividend to the em

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE ployes; of course, they would . We know

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR
that organization was what brought all of

this about .

" The first labor paper published in the Respectfully ,

United States was the 'Workingman's Ad " H. B. Ryan."

vocate .' It was published by the Evans " The Executive Board have appointed

Brothers, two English labor reformers; its Secretary- Treasurer Orr, whose term would

publication was commenced in 1825 in New have expired on the first day of November,

York. In the course of a couple of years to fill the office of secretary -treasurer until

the Advocate gave way to the “ Daily the coming convention in May, and in

Sentinel , ' and this, in turn, to the ' Young accordance with their instructions I have

American, ' which last printed at its head renewed the bonds of Secretary - Treasurer

the first American labor platform ever form Orr with the Co -operative Indemnity Union

ulated, which we hereby give in full . It of New York City. Yours Fraternally:

wasupon this platform that the Working " W. D. Mahon ."

men's Party of New York State ran the

first labor candidate ever nominated for the MUSKEGON, MICH. AGREEMENT

office of Governor in the United States in Memorandum of Agreement

1830, Mr. Ezekile Williams, who received
This memorandum of agrement made this First

3,000 votes. day of June, A. D. 1926 , by and between the

" The first labor platform was as follows : Muskegon Traction & Lighting Company, party of

" Ist. The right of man to the soil ; vote
the first part , and the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of America,
yourself a farm. Division number 777, of Muskeon, Michigan, party

“ 2nd . Down with monopolies, especially of the second part, comprised of Street Car Operators

the United States Bank. and Car Barn Employes only .

" 3rd. Freedom of public lands.
WITNESSETH : That in the contractual relations

of the parties to this agreement, it is understood
" 4th . Homesteads made inalienable .

that the Party of the Second Part is comprised and

" 5th . Abolition of all laws for the col representative of some of the employes of the said

lection of debts. Party of the First Part, as above designated , and

herein , by authority of said employes, so

* 6th. A general bankrupt law . through the chosen officers and representations of said

" 7th . A lien of the laborer upon his own employes, and with the said Company, Party of the

work for his wages. First Part, upon wages and conditions of employ.
become effective as of June 1 , 1926 , as

" 8th. Abolition of imprisonment for debt . hereinafter set forth , and to which the said Party of

" 9th. Equal rights for women with men the First Part hereby agrees, as provided in Twenty

in all respects .
Sections as follows :

“ 10th . ` Abolition of chattel slavery and of
Section 1 . It is mutually agreed , for convenience

in this agreement that wherever the term “ Associa
wages slavery. tion " appears in this agreement in any of the para.
" 11th . Land limitation to 160 acres ; no graphs or sections hereof, said term shall be and is

person after the passage of this law to be hereby deterimined to comprise the said employes of

the Muskegon Traction and Lighting Company in

come possessed of more than that amount this present association . Further , it is understood

of land . But when a land monopolist dies and so interpreted that wherever the term “ Com

his heirs are to take each his legal number pany " appears in any paragraph or section hereof,
the term shall and does hereby signify the Muskegon

of acres , and be compelled to sell the over Traction & Lighting Company .

plus,using the proceedsas they please . Sec . 2 . From eight ( 8) to ten and one-half ( 10 % )
" 12th , Mails in the United States to run hours shall constitute a day's work on all regular

on the Sabbath . scheduled runs . All operators on regular runs are to

be paid from the time they are required to report .
“ Division No. 49, Toledo , O."

They shall see that cars are equipped with sand ,

" One year ago today our brooms, spikes and switch bars and have the carson

union, with a membership of about 120
main line track at times the runs are marked to
leave the Barn .

men, and many of whom were so far back The hours and minutes worked by operators shall

in their dues that they had forgotten when be computed by tenths of an hour, six (6 ) minutes

they had paid any. We held meeting after constituting a tenth and any fraction thereover con
stitutes an additional tenth .

meeting with scarce enough to form No regular man shall be compelled to do extra
quorum . About that time some of the work when extra men are available except in emerg

officers resigned and went to other places
The work day for said employes, other than ,

to find employment. We filled their places operators, shall be ten ( 10) hours with time and one

with men who were interested, who took half pay for all overtime , except night crews whose

agrees

ment to

men had a

a

ency cases .
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work day shall be twelve ( 12) hours with one and

one-half time pay for all overtime.

Sec . 3. If the time worked on each part of some

regular run is not divided evenly , it is mutually

agreed that two members of the executive board of
the Association shall have the privilege of investigat

ing such runs in conjunction with the dispatcher or
Company official in charge of making up the runs

at each time of change of schedule.

Sec. 4 . All operators shall have their respective

places on the Board in accordance with their senior
ity in the service .

It shall be optional for operators on the extra

board to refuse or accept a regular run on a sign-up .

In case of refusal, seniority on the Board is forfeited.

Sec . 5 . All extra operators shall receive not less

than seven (7 ) hours pay each day for any time

worked up to seven ( 7 ) hours, excepting those who

may be serving time or those who ask to be relieved

from duty, who shall receive pay for actual time

worked .

All reporting operators shall receive seven (7 )

hours pay for not more than six (6 ) hours' time put

in reporting up to seven o'clock P. M. All extra

operators shall receive pay at their regular rate of

pay for any and all work performed over seven ( 7 )

hours and reporting operators shall receive pay at

their regular rate of pay for all work performed
after seven o'clock P. M. No more than four (4)

extra operators shall be compelled to report at car

barns at earliest morning report time , which is at

5:10 A. M. at present , except in emergency cases .

all extra operators must report at all reporting times

except early morning report .

The extra board at the car barns shall be worked

in rotation . The first extra man in off from a run

shall be the first to go out on a run and no man

shall be excused from taking the run that falls to

his lot , except where a regular man is off for more

than three days. In that case, after the third day

the run shall be given to the oldest extra man in
regard to service , to hold during the vacancy. Shall

he refuse or give up the run , it shall fall to the next

oldest man in regard to service, and so on down the

list .

Sec . 6. All operators are to report in full uniform

ten ( 10) minutes previous to the time run is sched

uled out, and to be clean and neat in their appear.
ance . Each car is to be manned by a full crew of
regular operators except in Emergency Cases. As

applied to safety , one-man cars , a full crew of regu
lar operators shall be construed to mean one day

operator and one night operator.

Sec . 7 . Unless prevented by lawful State or City

authority all members of the Association in the

employ of the Company shall be entitled to free

transportation on all lines owned or operated by the

Company; identification for same to consist of

badges or any method suitable to the Company.

Sec . 8 . Any operator may be given leave of ab

sence for thirty (30 ) days , providing a shortage of
men does not exist at the time. On failure of

operator to report for work at the end of thirty ( 30)

days he forfeits his seniority standing on the Board

unless in case of sickness or that he has a special

permit from the Company and the Association .

Operators off duty shall not engage in any busi

ness or occupation other than in the Company's

employ.

Section 9 . In case regular operators are compelled

to put in time in waiting to do extra work , they

shall receive pay for all such time at their regular

rate of pay.

Section 10 . All bulletins issued by the Company ,

or officers of the Company, relative to the duties of

operators aside from the rules in the rule book, shall

be posted at the barn or each man shall be furnished

with a copy of same.

Section 11 . All operators shall be allowed a selec

tion of runs , in accordance with their position on the

board , at change of schedule and on February First

( ist ) of each year, and to have seven (7 ) full days to

make their selection . In case the Company deems

an operator incompetent to hold the run he may

choose , the Company will take the case up with the

executive board of the Association , who, with the

Company officials , will make a choice of runs for him

which he is competent to hold ; providing such a run

exists . If any man is off duty during " Sign -up " and

cannot be present, the president of the Association

shall make a choice for him and he shall work the

run so chosen until the next regular " Sign -up."

Sec . 12 . The wage scale for operators of one-man
cars shall be forty -nine ( 49c ) cents per hour for

first year of service; fifty -two ( 526) cents per hour
for second year of service and fifty -six (564) cents

per hour thereafter.

Operators of two-man cars shall receive three (3)

cents per hour less than above rates .

Pay for work performed either in excess of the

time worked on a regular run, or ten and one-half

(10 % ) hours daily, or in excess of their regular time

worked daily by car barn employes shall be at the

rate of one ( 1) and one-half (7) time .

Operators shall be paid two ( 2 ) hours pay at regu.
lar rates over and above their regular day's pay for
each day's time instructing student operators.

All operators who fail to report for work on time

and receive late marks shall work each day as marked

up on the Bulletin and receive pay for only actual
time worked.

Sec. 13. It is further agreed that officers or execu

tive board of partyof the second part , shall have

time to be off duty at any time desired to adjust
grievances of the employes, providing sufficient

notice is given . Any member of the Association

elected or appointed to office in the Association , in

which the duties of the office require his absence, not

to exceed six ( 6 ) months at any time , from the

service of the Company, upon his retirement from

such position in the Association shall be returned to

his respective place in employment of the party of

the first part provided the Company has employment
for him in the same capacity, His position in re

spect to seniority shall remain the same as though

he had been in constant employ.

Section 14 . It is agreed the Company shall have

a time or record sheet at the car barn for at least

three (3 ) days after each pay day, to enable any

member who may claim to be short in his check, to
check up his time worked with above mentioned

time sheet .

Sec . 15 . It is agreed that all crews employed to

operate the snow-sweeper shall be regular street car

operators except in cases of emergency, and there

shall be three (3 ) , regular operators in each crew .

All crews shall receive ten (10 ) hours' pay for one ( 1)
round trip of five (5 ) hours of service . For all time

worked in excess of same all crews shall receive one

and one- half time. All crews shall be relieved as

as possible after nine (9 ) hours ' service and

shall not be compelled to serve more than ten (10)
hours .

Sec. 16. Any member of the Association by act or

word interfering with or disturbing the course of

negotiations between the properly accredited officers
of the Company and the Association, respectively ,
upon any subject whatever or interfering with or

disturbing the service in any manner contrary to the

conditions and spirit of this agreement , shall upon
proof of the same be dismissed from the service .

Sec . 17 . Grievances arising out of the relations of

the parties hereto as defined in this agreement shall

be adjusted in manner following :

Upon petition , verbal or written , by either party

to the other and or by the officer or representative

of either party to the officer and or representative of

the other, in which " verbal" or written petition shall

be stated or described the said grievance or matter

for adjustment , conference shall be held thereon with

the purpose of mutual adjustment of said grievance

or matter for adjustment. Date of such conference

shall be fixed by the party receiving said petition,

and date for said conference shall be within three ( 3 )

days from date of said petition , Said conference and

such further conference as may be deemed necessary

or advisable by the parties to the conference shall be

attended on part of the Company by the Manager

or official or representatives authorized by the Com

pany and on part of the Association by the president,

business agent and or representatives so authorized

by the Association . In the event that said confer

ence or conferences fail of adjustment of said griev.

ance or matter for adjustment, thereupon written

request to the party petitioned , in which will again

be set forth and described the said grievance or

matter for adjustment, said grievance, or matter for

adjustment shall be submitted for arbitration in the

following manner :

The Board of Arbitration shall comprise five dis;
interested persons. The creation of said Board of

Arbitration shall be as follows : The said request for

arbitration shall contain the name and address of one

person to serve and beoneof said board of five

arbitrators , as chosen anddesignated by the party
to the request for arbitrators. Within five days

from the date ofsaid request for arbitration,the

party of this agreement receiving said request for

arbitration shackpowledge its receipt in writing,

3
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ATTENTION !

Motormen and Conductors

WE SPECIALIZE IN BETTER -BUILT

Traction Uniforms

at $ 32.50

Made of Rogalation Bluo Serge. Also

Civilian Suits , Gaberdines , Overcoats

Made to Measure

$ 25.00 $ 30.00 $ 35.00

Caps and High -Speed Changers

All Garments have the Union Label

Hoffman Tailoring .

2341 Olive St. at Jefferson

Phone: Contral 9279 ST . LOUIS , MO.

the desired change, thirty ( 30) days prior to the

ending of each year, which is the first day of June.
Sec . 20. So long as this agreement continues in

force and in consideration of the same the Associa

tion agrees that its members who are employes of the

Company will loyally and faithfully perform their

work and will loyally and faithfully serve the inter

est of the Company in all proper ways, and that

they will not in any manner interruptor interfere
with the operations of the Company. All to the end

that the members of the Association and Company

may jointly work in cordial co-operation for the

better service of the public .

Signed and delivered this Pirstday of June, 1926.

MUSKEGON TRACTION AND

LIGHTING CO.

Geo. Steinwedell, President and Mgr.

Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes of America ,

Muskegon Branch No. 777 .

Alfred Anderson , President .

F. L. Batchelder,

F. R. Griswold ,

A. A. Jones,

H. W Sander,

Members of Executive

Committee.

Buy

Union Stamped

Shoes

L

within which acknowledgment shall be given the

name and address of one person to serve and be one
of the said Board of five arbitrators as chosen and

designated by the said party to this agreement. The

two arbitrators thus chosen shall select three arbi

trators to complete the board of five arbitrators.

The two primarily appointed arbitrators shall meet

within five days from date of appointment of the

second arbitrator named and shall thereafter meet

daily and each day, make effort to agree upon and
choose the other three . Provided further that in

event of failure thus to select the other three arbi

trators within fifteen (15) days, the parties to the

arbitration shall meet with the two primarily ap

pointed arbitrators in an endeavor to agree upon

the other three arbitrators , adjust the dispute or

provide other means of creating a full Board of

Arbitrators.

The Board of Arbitration , by majority vote , is

hereby authorized to determine upon the place and
time of hearings . A majority award of said Board

shall be final and binding upon the parties hereto ,
No elective or appointive state , county or city

official (except Notaries Public ) shall be eligible to
serve as a member of the Board of Arbitration .

The following rules shallgovern the proceedings
on the arbitration :

1 . Each of the interested parties shall have the
right to introduce in evidence such testimony and

documentary proof as he or it may deem competent,
relevent and material , and the Board of Arbitration

shall have no power to rule upon the admissibility of
evidence .

2. Each of the interested parties and their repre

sentatives shall have the right to be present at the

taking of any and all testimony .

3 . Each of the interested parties may be repre

sented by counsel , who shall have the right to ex

amine and cross -examine witnesses, and to be heard

in argument before the Board of Arbitration .

The findings and award of the Board of Arbitra

tion shall be set forth in writing and a copy thereof

furnished each of the interested parties .

The cost and expense of the arbitration shall be

paid as follows: Each party to this agreement shall
рау the arbitrator of its own selection and one-half

of the wage and expense of the other three arbitra

tors , together with one- half of such expense of arbi

tration as may be created by authority of the said
arbitration board expense attendant upon the

procedure of arbitration .

Sec. 18. Any employe under this agreement laid

off for any, offense, and after investigationor arbi.
tration said member if found not guilty of charge

sufficient to warrant his suspense or dismissal, he

shall be reinstatedto his former position and paid

for all time lost, excepting when a case of dismissal

is agreed to be unwarranted, dismissal may be with
drawn and a suspension given according to the guilt

established. Any employe serving time who is called

back to work, before said time is served shall be

considered to have served his full time.

Sec. 19. This agreement shall continue in force

and be binding upon the respective parties until

June 1, 1927 , and from year to year thereafter un

less changed by the parties hereto , or unless first

party shall discontinueoperation of its street railway

department on accountof losses or for any other

reason , in which event this agreement shall there .
upon become null and void . Either of the parties

desiring achange in any section orsections ofthis

agreement shall notify the other party in writing of

We ask all members of

organized labor to pur

chase shoes bearing our

Union Stamp on

the sole, inner
BOOT &SHOE

sole or lining of WORKERS UNION

the shoe. Weask
UNION STAMP

you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

you actually see

this Union Stamp .

Boot & Shoe

Worker's Union

Affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor

246 SummerSt. Boston, Mass.

COLLIS LOVELY , General President

CHAS. L. BAINE, General Sec'y- Treas.
as

If You Don't Recolvo Your

Motormad and Conductor

fill in this coupon and bond it to your P. 8.

or mail it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR,

260 East High St. , Detroit, Mich .
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.....Street ..
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Athletics and
Saving

THE

'HE athlete gets farmore than exercise in

striving for his laurels - he receives good

mental training, physical development, and

above all , character development.

The saver, like the athlete, receives far more

benefits from saving than the accumulation

of wealth - for saving builds character, encour

ages thrift and lays the foundation for success.

START SAVING TODAY

!

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

46 Branches in Detroit
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5647

5641

FASHION LETTER

The new sports ensemble consists of a plaid sport

coat , loose fitting and comfortable and a plaid skirt

worn with a knitted sweater.

Three piece costumes show a jacket and skirt with a

jumper blouse . One also sees the jumper dress with a

long coat.

Novelty weaves are much in vogue for coats, and

wraps, and decorations are profuse and elaborate . The

plain coat is not often seen.

Cloth coats are often half fur or fur lined, sometimes

velvet takes the place of the fur.

Attractive sleeves and shoulder treatments are shown .

The dolman sleeve is a general favorite; sometimes it

is close fitting from the elbow to the wrist, and again

the fulness is confined at the wrist by a band cuff.

Saddle or raglan shoulder lines are seen on dolman

sleeves.

Capes with hood collars are new and very smart,

one sees the hood also on sports coats.

Uneven hems are in vogue - especially on the dressy

frocks.

Velvet is used extensivelyfor dresses andwraps. Black

velvet trimmed with fringe is very smart . One sees plain

and printed velvet combined.

A very attractive model in velvet has the skirt laid

in very narrow şide plaits, and the blouse in finger tip

length, shaped in deep round scallops at the lower

edge, and fitted at the waistline .

The blouse is sleeveless and finished with a round

neck . A rose on the shoulder is embroidered in soft

colors .

Pantelettes replace slips on some evening dresses.

Dresses of black and colored lace have replaced the

lace trimmed chiffons and beaded frocks.

Trimmings placed horizontally on blouses and skirts

simulate stripes .

A very attractive coat has a deep inverted plait at

the centre of the back below a long pointed yoke which

is part of the sleeves .

A smart tunic dress is cut in pointed outline over a

straight line slip .

Tailored simplicity marks the daytime frock of cloth ,

moire or velvet.

5647. Girls' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes: 6. 8 , 10 and 12 years. A 10 year size

will require 248 yards of_40 inch material with 38 yard

of contrasting material. Price 12c.

5641. Ladies' Dress.

Cut in 8 Sizes : 38, 40 , 42, 44 , 46 , 48 , 50 and 52 inches

bust measure. A 42 inch size requires 48 yards of 40

inch material with % yard of contrasting, material. The

width of the dress at the lower edge is 1 % yard. Price

12c.

5642. Ladies' Envelope Chemise.

Cut in 4 Sizes ; Small, 34-36 ; Medium , 38-40 ; Large,

42-44 ; Extra Large, 46-48 inches bust measure.

dium size, requires 1 % yard of material, with % yard

of contrasting material 36 inches wide. Price 12c.
5648. Girls' Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes: 6 , 8 , 10 and 12 years. A 10 year size

requires 1 % yard of '54 inch material with 38 yard of

contrasting material , ' If made with short sleeves 1 %

yard of material will be required. Price 12c .

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP-TO-DATE

FALL and WINTER 1926-1927 BOOK OF FASHIONS,

showing color plates, and containing 500 designs of

Ladies'. Misses' and Children's Patterns, a CONCISE and

COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON DRESSMAKING ,ALSO

SOME POINTS FOR THE NEEDLE (illustrating 30 of

the various , simple stitches ) all valuable hints to the

home dressmaker .

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO . ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn , N. Y.

:

A me

5642
5648
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The Go-Ahead Man

An ill- fitting, poorly made uniform is like a “ block ” on a man's

road to success . His industry , honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier.

A Bloch uniform is “ two bells” and ahead for the man of “ pep "

and ambition. It is so carefully made, so clearly above the ordinary

in tailoring , so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name. Always

insist upon seeing this label .

UNIT

The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland :

Send mefree, a

Trolley Jim

Time Book
In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY , Cleveland , Ohio

Name

Address
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TORONTO , ONTARIO, TRACTION EMPLOYES BAND

The Band is composed of 50 employees of the Toronto, Ont. , Transportation Commission.

They are all members of the Musicians Union, and with the exception of two who are

not eligible , are also members of Div . 113 of the International Union of their craft . The

Conductor, Captain Hayward is a graduate of the Royal Military School of Music, London,

England, and he deserves greatcredit for the progress the band has made under his

leadership, the members of the band are also to be congratulated for their performances.

At the recent T. T. C. concert at the Massey Music Hall their entire programme took

the Toronto music world by storm , and the press critics were more than liberal with

their praises. All predict a great future for the band . The Toronto Evening Telegram

summed it up very nicely as follows: " Has unmistakeably staked its claim as the

Dominions best "" A credit to the T. T. C. the conductor, and Toronto itself” “All-British

concert combination to lead Dominion into world -wide musical fame." When one

siders they have only been formedabout 10 months and that some of them had no

previous band experience, it proves conclusively
what a body of Union men can do.

con

STREET RAILWAY SITUATION

By W. D. Mahon

If one was
to listen to some of the

grouches, pessimists and bus people they

would think that the street railway business

was rapidly going to the eternal " bow -wow ”,

but it one willtake the pains to examine

• the Governmnt reports they will find just

the opposite to be true, for these reports

show that while there has been some de

crease in the number of cars operated there

has been a steady increase in the number of

passengers carried , and an increase in the

income of earnings.

The Census Department of the United

States Government each five ( 5) years

gathers the statistical facts concerning the
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street railway industry of the United States .

The last report issued by the Census Bureau

was for the year 1922. The one before that

was issued in 1917. Now, a comparision of

these two reports is hereby given which will

give the reader the true facts concerning

the progress and advancement of the street

railway industry in the United States .

These statistics show that in 1917 there

were one thousand three hundred and seven

( 1,307 ) companies operated by nine hundred

forty-three (943 ) operating companies.

1922 there were one thousand two hundred

( 1,200) companies operated by eight hundred

fifty -eight (858 ) operating companies.

In 1917 there were forty - four thousand

eig :it hundred and thirty - five ( 44,835 ) miles

of single track operated , while in 1922 there

were forty - three thousand nine hundred and

thirty -one (43,931 ) miles of single track

operated , showing a decrease in track mile

age of two per cent ( 2% ) .

In 1917 there were carried eleven billion

three hundred four million six hundred sixty

thousand four hundred and sixty-two ( 11,

304,660,462) revenue passengers. In 1922

there were carried twelve billion six hun

dred sixty-six million five hundred fifty -seven

thousand hundred and thirty -four

( 12,666,557,734 ) revenue passengers , an in

crease of twelve per cent ( 12% ) in the num

ber of passengers carried .

In 1917 there were issued three billion

twenty-one million one hundred thirty -seven

thousand nine hundred and thirty-five ( 3,021,

137,935) free transfers. In 1922 there were

issued two billion four hundred ninety -nine

million eight hundred twenty-two thousand

three hundred and eight-two ( 2,499,822,382 )

free transfers, a decrease of over three per

cent (3% ) .

In 1917 there were operated one hundred

ninety-nine million fifty -two thousand six

hundred and thirty -three ( 199,052,633) pas

senger car hours. In 1922 there were oper

ated one hundred ninety -seven million one

hundred forty - six thousand three hundred

and thirty - five ( 197,146,335 ) passenger car

hours, a decrease of about five per cent ( 5% )

in car hours.

The income from all sources in 1917 was

seven hundred thirty million one hundred

four thousand forty ($ 730,104,040 ) dollars ,

In 1922 the income from all sources was one

billion forty -nine million forty - eight thousand

three hundred and twenty -one ( $ 1,049,048 ,

321 ) dollars , an increase in income of over

forty - three per cent ( 43 % ).

The surplus for 1917 , after all expenses

were paid, was shown as eight million one

hundred thirteen thousand four hundred

ninety - five ( $8,113,495 dollars . In 1922 the

surplus was twenty million four hundred

fifty- eight thousand three hundred sixty - nine

($ 20,458,369 ) dollars , an increase in surplus,

after all expenses had been paid , of one

hundred fifty -two per cent ( 152% ) .

The report shows for 1917 that there were

main officials numbering one thousand eight

hundred and eight-three ( 1,883 . This is

what is called the first class, which comprises

Presidents, Vice- Presidents , Secretaries ,

Treasurers, General Auditors and Lawyers.

They received in 1917 as salary six million

seven hundred eighty -six thousand four hun

dred sixty -nine ( $6,786,469 ) dollars . In 1922

this class of officials had increased to two

thousand seventeen (2,017) , although the

number of roads had decreased and their

salary had increased to eight million nine

hundred forty-six thousand eight hundred

and ninety-three ($8,946,893 ) dollars, an in

crease of over thirty-one per cent ( 31 % ).

In 1917 there were two thousand eight

hundred and eighty -nine ( 2,889 ) managers

and superintendents, and they received a

salary of six million two hundred five thou
sand five hundred and seven ( $ 6,205,507)

dollars . In 1922 this number had increased

to three thousand three hundred fifty- eight

( 3,358 ) , and their salary amounted to ten

million four hundred three thousand seven

hundred fifty nine ( $ 10,403,759 ) dollars, an

increase of over sixty- seven per cent (67 % ).

Clerks, stenographers and other salaried

employes in 1917 numbered twenty -two

thousand three hundred and seventy - nine

( 22,379 ) , and they received in salary twenty

million nine hundred seventeen thousand six

hundred and ninety -eight ( $20,917,698 ) dol

lars . In 1922 the number of clerks , sten

ographers and other salaried employes

increased to twenty -four thousand eight

hundred and sixty -four ( 24,864 ) , making

over an eleven per cent ( 11 % ) increase, and

the total amount of salary had increased to

thirty - eight million one hundred thirty -eight

thousand four hundred and thirty -nine ( $ 38,

138,439 ) dollars , being an increase of over

eighty -two per cent (82% ) .

In 1917 there were sixty -eight thousand

three hundred fifty -two (68,352) conductors

and sixty -seven thousand eight hundred and

thirty - two (67,832 ) motormen . That was

the total number engaged in the operation of

cars for that year and which totaled one

hunderd thirty - six thousand one hundred

eighty - four ( 136,184 ) . In 1922 there were

fifty -eight thousand nine hundred and eighty

eight (58,988) conductors , a reduction of

over thirteen per cent ( 13% ) . In 1922 there

were fifty- eight thousand one hundred sixty

six ( 58,166 ) motormen , a decrease of over

fourteen per cent ( 14% ) . In 1922 there

were added thirteen thousand seven hundred

( 13,700 ) as one -man car operators, and four

hundred and four ( 404 ) as bus operators ,

making the total number of conductors ,

motormen, one -man car and bus operators

for the United States one hundred thirty

three thousand six hundred and twenty

eight ( 133,028 ). Comparing this with 1917
when there were

one hundred thirty -six

thousand one hundred and eighty -four (136,

184 ) as a total it shows a decrease in the

number of employes operating the cars of

over four per cent ( 4 % ). The report shows

that the conductors for 1917 received sixty

two million nine hundred ninety -two thou

sand five hundred and eighty -seven ( $62 ,
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992,587 ) dollars , and for 1922 they received

ninety-two million nine hundred thirty-nine

thousand two hundred and thirty- six ($ 92,

939,236 ) dollars, an increase of forty - seven

per cent (47% ) . The motormen in 1917 re

ceived sixty-four million two hundred sixty

nine thousand five hundred and fifty -seven

( $64,269,557 ) dollars , and in 1922 they re

ceived ninety -two million nine hundred

fifty -three thousand three hundred ( $ 92,953,

300 ) dollars , an increase of forty - four per

cent (44% ) .

Now an analysis of the whole situation

shows that while there was a decrease in

the number of companies, which due

mostly to consolidation and some in aban

donment, of about nine per cent ( 9% ) , the

decrease in the miles of track in operation

was only about two per cent (2% ) . These

figures show that with this decrease in the

mileage the increase in passengers carried

in 1922 over 1917 was over twelve per cent

( 12% ) . It also shows the number of free

transfers to have been decreased about three

per cent ( 3 % ). This was due to a change

of conditions that caused transfers in a

great many cases to be paid for. While

the comparison in the miles of track oper

ated between 1917 and 1922 shows a de

crease of two per cent (2% ) yet with that

we have an increase in passengers carried

of over twelve per cent ( 12%) , and the totai

income shows an increase of over torty

three per cent (43 % ) in earnings. This is

also reflected in the surplus after meeting all

expenses, for that time, comparing 1917 with

1922, shows an increase in surplus of one

hundred and fifty -two per cent ( 152% ) .

Then when we come to an analysis of the

figures showing officers' and others' salaries

it shows in the first class, which covers

Presidents, Secretaries , etc., that they had

increased their number seven per cent ( 7 % ),

and had increased their already high salaries

over thirty-one per cent ( 31 % ) . Then when

we come to the second class covering man

agers and superintendents, we find that they

increased their number sixteen per cent

( 16 % ) although the number of miles

of road operated had decreased, and

we find that they had voluntarily in

creased their salaries over sixty - seven per

cent ( 67% ) . Then , the next group is that

of clerks, stenographers and other salaried

employes. We find that they had increased

their number eleven per cent ( 11 % ) , while

they had increased their salaries over eighty

two per cent (82 % ) , Why the great in

crease in this class , with the reduction of

motormen and conductors and the decrease

of mileage, should be called for is unex

plainable , at least to the writer, for when we

come to the operators we find a decrease of

over four per cent ( 4 % ) in the number of

men operating trains , and we find the in

crease in salaries for the conductors to be

only forty -seven per cent (47 % ), and for the

motormen only forty - four per cent (44 % ),

and this in face of the fact that while the

number had been decreased, the work

naturally increased because they carried

twelve per cent ( 12% ) more people than

they did before the reduction, and they

earned forty - three per cent (43 % ) in the

general income more than they did in 1917.

These figures as given by the Government

are, no doubt , the correct and actual con

ditions, as nearly as possible to obtain them ,

affecting the street railway situation, and

they show , as stated above, that the officials,

including the Managers and Superintendend

ents , have voluntarily taken good care of

themselves. I say , voluntarily, because the

difference between them and the motormen

and conductors is this : That their increases

were granted voluntarily while the motormen

and conductors had to struggle through

conferences, arbitrations and battles of that

kind to obtain their forty -four per cent

(44% ) and forty -seven per cent (47% ) in

crease respectively, while the first class,

including Presidents, Vice - Presidents, etc. ,

increased their salaries thirty -one per cent

( 31 % ), and the Managers and Superinten

dents increased theirs over sixty- seven per

cent (67% ) .

On the other hand, these figures contra

dict the " calamity hollerer” who is con

tinually telling us that the street railway

business is on the decline . Since these sta

tistics have been published in 1922 the busi

ness has been steadily increasing, and there

is no question but that the next report,

covering the five ( 5 ) years from 1922 on ,

will show practically the same increases as

these figures here show for the past five ( 5 )

years .

SALESMANSHIP

Salesmanship is the occupation of selling

something. It has become a term well ap

plied to street and electric railway employ

ment as a sort of magnet word to inspire

wage workers in street and electric railway

employment to use their best endeavors

in advancing the business interests of the

property upon which they are employed .

Many managements seem persistent in the

endeavor to train employes to comprehend

themselves as salesmen . No one can criti

cise this course , as really the conductor of

a two -man car or the operator of a one

man car or bus finds the great activity within

his work to be that of selling rides.

Merchants, in their business, in the em

ployment of clerks to deal with customers ,

must necessarily be rather delicate in em

ployment, to the end that those who are

most attractive to customers in selling goods

may be chosen as employes at the counter.

A counter employe in a store who is distaste

ful to even a minority of the customers , is

not equal in value to the merchant with a

counter employe that makes himself most

acceptable or most agreeable to the cus

tomers. The counter salesman whose ways

and acts invite criticism and contempt of cus

tomers is a menace to the business of the
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gale

merchant and, naturally, lasts not very long

in employment.

Street railway properties are really in the

merchantile business . The business of the

property is that of selling rides , and as the

selling of rides depends upon the purchasers,

naturally the patrons of street and electric

railways are those who ride on the cars .

Thus it comes to an understanding that the

greatest advertising medium for street and

electric railway properties is the contact

of the employes with the patronage and the

public. It is true that there is a force that

compels patronage, and that is the neces

sity for transportation to many. They must

ride, and necessarily must buy rides. But

affront on part of the management of the

property and the employes does not add in

inviting patronage or of inviting extension

of good will . Therefore, it should be a

study on the part of employes, as well as

managements, to discover means and ways

of stimulating sales and increasing patron

age.

Of the things that are impressive to pa

trons -- ride buyers - is safety in transporta

tion , and safety is a big word. It compre

hends much. It includes more than merely

a safe ride from one point to another. It

includes averting accidents in front or rear

that cause delays. It includes the conven

ience of the extreme capacity of cars . It

includes even pleasurable operation of the

car. It includes the peace of mind of pas

sengers and the extreme courtesy of the

employes. It includes the protection of

property of others .

In qualifying for employment in transpor

tation , safety and convenience are the two

big problems to which continuous study is

given by efficient workers . It is not so

much the question of caring for accidents .

The big question is caring for prevention

of accidents. It is not so much the question

of caring for altercations with patrons as it

is a question of avoiding altercations with

patrons. The big thing is to be a first class

salesman , and it does not all rest with the

conductor. It is clearly as much the study

of the motorman . And these are the sub

jects that are continually under advisement

with Union wage workers in the employ of

street and electric railway properties.

Motormen , conductors and operators know

that in their employment their wages and

actual employment depend exclusively upon

the business of the employing property.

They know that accidents reach into their

own financial possibilities. They know that

the discouragement of patronage reaches in

to their own finances and their possibility

of employment. Therefore, these questions
even of more concern to the wage

workers than to the stockholders and bond .

holders of the employing property . Of the

bonds and stocks of street and electric rail

way properties, 99 per cent are owned by

those not dependent upon the prosperity of

the property for living expenses . Of the

stocks and bonds of street and electric rail

ways , 99 per cent are owned by those with

whom it represents surplus capital. Those

stocks and bonds are not the source of ac

tual living expenses, but they are merely the

source of further accumulation of capital.

With the employe , his returns from the

property represent a living income for him

self and family, and with organized wage

workers—those who do not hold these jobs

as rain checks--the question of efficiency in

service - efficiency in salesmanship - is an

eternal question and an eternal problem up

on which he unites with his fellow workers in

solving.

The wage worker knows that in his ca

pacity as a salesman , his own interest lies ,

as well in the matter of obtaining a fair

price for what he, himself, sells in the line

of efficiency and safety service as within

the line of successful operation of the prop

erty. Therefore, both are dependable and

particularly more to the interest of the wage

worker-the salesman himself. It is wholly

a co -operative proposition. The organized

wage workers know this is fully demonstrat

ed through organization . It cannot come of

non-unionism , even with coercive influence

of non-union employing managements.

The non-union wage worker in street and

electric railway employment cannot look up

on himself as an efficient salesman . He

cannot function as an efficient salesman. The

right to function as an efficient salesman is

denied him by the employing management,

and it is ever upon his mind. Hecannot

even function as he would be pleased to

function . He has enforced upon him by

the employing managemen
t a nasty ideal of

himself. He recognizes the limit and re

striction with which he is encompasse
d. His

work is personally unpleasurab
le to him .

He knows that he sells what he personally

has to sell -- his efficiency and safety in

service-at a price which he is prohibited

from fixing , or having anything to do with

fixing. He knows he is prohibited from as

sociating with his fellow employes in deter

mining upon the selling price of that which

he has to sell . Such restriction does not per

mit the mind contentmen
t necessary for

voluntary co - operative endeavor in the in

terest of the property upon which he is em

ployed . He cannot accept as sincere any

concern the manageme
nt may tender him .

He knows he is being tricked from exercis

ing equal rights with his fellow men , and

he naturally expects and really rightfully

recognizes that every expression of special

concern on the part of themanageme
nt is

trickery and an endeavor to mislead him .

a bit upon this subject of

denial of rights :

The manager says to the non - union man

figuratively or otherwise_ “ You are incompe

tent to determine upon the limits within which

you shall be confined. You are not competent

to associate with your fellow workmen to de

liberate with them in determining upon the

wages and working conditions under which you

Cod

Let us reason

are
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as SO

2

many lives were sacrificed in the

founding of our nation.

One hundred and sixty years have passed,

but have we learned anything from our ex

perience, or must we adopt the methods of

protection the Puritan used, for in the past

20 years more of our fellow citizens have

been killed in traffic accidents than met

death by disease , starvation or the red man ,

up to the time the Declaration of Independ

ence was signed.

Will posterity look back to the present

times as darker years than those of the

Puritan ?

It is up to us.

A little courtesy, a kindly thought for

the other driver or the pedestrian, a reduc

tion of speed in congested districts and nar

row streets , obedience to the traffic ordi

nance, which is only the rules of safety, an

inflexible inforcement of the law on the

reckless and indifferent will change all this.

Will you do your share in helping reduce

this terrible record of death and accidents ?

I am wishing you a Merry Christmas and

a Happy New Year,

bis :

theo

The

att a

shall be employed. I am the smart man and

the only man competent to direct your move

ments as an employe. I am the only man who

should have authority to say what wages you

shall work for. You are not competent to de

termine that question or pass upon it . You

have no right to discuss the question of wages

and working conditions with an associate em

ploye or assemble with your associate employes

in discussing those questions. I am here to

govern your mind. I am here to do and think

for you insofar as your employment with this

property is concerned . Under those conditions

you may continue in employment."

The bonded slave in slavery times was no

more limited in mental functioning relative to

the return from his employment than is the

non-union wage worker. With such limitation

and with such an understanding of the atti

tude of the management of non -union employ

ing properties towards him, is he inspired to

put forth his best efforts as a salesman in the

interest of the property with which he is em

ployed and under which employment he is held

in such restraint as applying to his mentality ?

The attitude of the management of the prop

erty towards him is that of the master to the

servant. No one knows that better than the

non -union wage worker himself . Until such

restraint is lifted on the part of the manage

ment of the property, the best of salesmanship

and safety in operation of the property cannot

be expected.

Men cannot be driven by the lash of des

potism without the kindling of resentment, even

though the resentment may be kept under cover.

The best of salesmanship can come only from

the contentment of mind of the salesman him

self , and that contentment of mind cannot come

from non -unionism . Its only source results

from the management of the property in fairly

respecting the rights of wage workers to or

ganize and enjoy collective agreement relations

with the property. That is the source of free

dom of mind and the source of the best of

good will for the employing property on part

of the wage worker -- the salesman .

PEACE ON EARTH-GOOD WILL TO

MEN
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OPENING OF A NEW YEAR

By E. E. Nutting

The old year passes out and we welcome

the new.

Last year much was accomplished ; there

is yet much to do.

Let us start in this twelve months with never

a fear

And see what can be done throughout this

new year .

are

" Right makes might" we have read, and we

know it is true .

And we know it is right what we've set

out to do.

We are striving to attain that which all

humans crave-

Freedom , happiness , peace-not the life of

a slave .

Stand by your officers, men , they

standing by you ;

Then , when better things come , you'll have

done your part, too .

Do the best that you can ; let it come from

your heart;

You'll feel better to know that you've done

well your part.

Let us work for better hours and for better

pay .Carry on the work of the A. A, of S. and

E. R. E. of A.

Let us meet One-Nine-Two-Seven, eager,

bravely, full of life ;
Let's not be like driven cattle ; let's be

heroes in the strife.

By Arthur T. Waterfall

The season of kindness and remembrance

is here, when our thoughts naturally turn

toward others, and we consider their happi

2

ness.

Are we selfish in our consideration limit

ing our kindly thoughts and deeds to our

own small circle, or are we willing to give

a thought to all with whom we come in

contact, and grant them the courtesy that

you would appreciate from them .

The life of the Puritan , early in the history

of our country was

one of struggle for

self-preserva
tion against disease , starvati

on

and the red man. None of his family dared

leave his homeeven to go to church unless

accompan
ied

by an armed guard , and we

look back on those days of struggle for

existence as the dark days of our country,

Some happy talent and some fortunate

opportun
ity

may form the two sides of the

ladder on which some nien mount, but the

rounds of that ladder must be made of stuff

to stand wear and tear...Dickens .
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The

Upon entering the year 1927, the Amal and thousands of street car men in the

gamated Association of Street and Electric United States and Canada have demonstrat

Railway Employes of America in a retro ed that it pays to organize. Their wages,

spect covering the past year, has the satis conditions and general environment are ab

faction of realizing that a vigorous progress solute proof of this fact.

in the affairs of the Association characterized

the closing year. The one hundred and fifty thousand (150,

000 ) members of this Association in the

The year 1926 has now entered and can United States and Canada extend a welcome

be recorded as having kept pace with pre hand of fellowship and invite every unorgan

ceding years in the affairs of the Amalga ized electric railway worker in the United

mated Association . No past year in the States and Canada to unite with the mem

existence of the Organization can be marked bership of this Organization, in order that

as without progress. Wages and working they may improve their own conditions and

conditions have maintained and actually ad jointly elevate and improve the conditions

vanced as in past years. of the street and electric railway workers

of the continent .

The organized street and electric railway

men of America spent over Twenty - five You are a free man . You have the same

thousand Dollars ($ 25.000,00) for flowers economic rights in the world as that posses

and tokens of esteem for their dead during sed by youremployer. You havethe same

the year of 1925. That was in addition to right to join with your fellow workers in

the benefits of over, One Million Eighty organizingto promote your best interests

Thousand Dollars ($ 1,080,000) to their de as the employer has to unite with his fellow

parted members. Compare this with the con employers to promote his interest , and any

ditions of the unorganized worker, if you man , or set of men , who attempts to take

please . that right from you is doing you a great

injustice. Yes , a wrong that you should re

Remember, no business , under the condi sent with all your manhood .

tions of today, can be successful without or

ganization . The business world demon The Amalgamated Association of Street

strates that wherever you look. The suc and Electric Railway Employes of America

cessful business of the world today is the or paid out in benefits , such as old age, death

ganized business. This is true of the work and disability , during the year of 1925, One

er as well as all other lines of business . Million Eighty Thousand Four Hundred

What hope has the individual worker when Fifty-six Dollars and Seventy-four Cents

is comes to establish wages and working con ( $ 1,080,456.74 ) . That means that the Asso

ditions ? He is absolutely alone in the world . ciation was paying out every day in benefits

His hope is organizing and uniting with his a fraction over Two Thousand Nine Hun

fellow-men. Why delay longer ? Thousands dred Sixty Dollars and Fifteen Cents ($2,
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960.15 ) , or in other words the Association

was paying out for every minute in the year

1925, Two Dollars and Five Cents ($2.05 ) in

benefits.

Throughout the year 1926 , wage rates

were maintined . This is another indication

of the advantage of cooperative endeavor

as represented by the Trade Union Move

ment. In agreement negotiations that took

effect within the year 1926, two hundred and

thirty -seven , Locals maintained the preced

ing year's wage rates . Fifty -one Locals

succeeded in increasing the wage rates.

Several Locals passed through the year upon

two and three -year agreements, retaining the

wage rates previously entered in the agree
ments .

The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America

is organized to promote the best interests

of the street and electric railway men in

every particular. It looks after wages , hours

of labor, grievances and complaints of their

members, provides sick benefits, death bene

fits, disability benefits where a man is injur

ed in the occupation, and old age benefits

after a man has been twenty years in the

Organization and reaches 65 years of age,

He is entitled to the full amount of his old

age benefit which is paid to him directly and

in a lump sum in order to enable him to en

gage in some other business that will help

him to meet the burdens of life . Remember,

there are no strings tied to these benefits .

They are paid from the Association to their

membership under the laws of the Associa

tion, and every man has his say , through the

Organization, in establishing and distributing

these benefits.

One of the vigorously live endeavors ou

the part of non -union employing manage

ments to thwart employes in organizing

throughout the year 1926, has been the ex

ploiting of the so -called Mitten plan, which

is nothing more or less than the time -worn

non -union shop committee plan or company

organization with the old time assumption

of stock ownership on the part of the em

ployes , to divert employes from seeking

advances in wages and working conditions.

Through the so- called Mitten plan it is held

out to employes that they are to attain

ownership control of the property that em

ploys them . That time will come when

socialism in its extreme attainments prevails

as a government director. No one will ques

tion that socialism in its extreme control

in governmental affairs would be a protective

guardianship for the present vast majority

of any nation . But socialism in that light

will never prevail ; neither will ownership

of employing properties by the employes ever

prevail, even in a control character . Under

the Mitten management, it is cited that in

Philadelphia the stock purchase fund of the

" Mitten management plan ” has advanced to

a point where this fund owns nearly_one

third of the $33,000,000 of stock of the Phila

delphia Rapid Transit Co. They will tell

you that in 1911 Philadelphia was suffering

from the results of an immediately prior

street car strike. Whereas, Philadelphia was

really suffering from manipulation of stocks

and bonds as a result of the course of street

railway property financial manipulators who

had soaked the property with water at the

expense of the public, and street car strikes

had nothing whatever to do with gouging

of the publiic , further than to bring before

the public the manipulating methods of the

profiteer control of the property. Then it

will be cited that the company union pacified

the employes by making them stockholders

of nearly one- third of the P. R. T. stock .

Really , the control of the P. R. T. railways

can never attain to the employes. Anyone

with a knowledge of the financial condition

of the P. R. T. company can recognize that

fact , when it comes to the surface that the

capitalization of the Philadelphia street rail

properties is $ 160,000,000, a part of which ,

even though the employes purchase fund

now represents the alleged $ 11,000,000, said

employes ownership represents less than

seven and one-half per cent of the capitali

zation . Further, when this P. R. T. com

pany reaches a condition by which indebted

ness must be liquidated, the $ 33,000,000 of

capital stock of the P. R. T. company will

be completely wiped out of existence . It

is the capitalization of the property that

is in control, regardless of the management.

According to the processes of the Mitten

management as experienced in the last ten

or more years, it will require more than one

hundred years existence for the employes

purchase fund to obtain control of the Phila

delphia street railway property . Thus non

union employes, their wages and working

An effort of more than ordinary import

was put forth throughout the year 1926 in

maintaining the priciple of the Amalgamated

Association that the members should follow

their work. This effort was accentuated in

the extensive introduction of motor-driven

coaches—busses-by various street and elc

tric railway properties in which in many

instances it was undertaken by managements

to establish and preserve a distinction be

tween the operation of motor busses and rail

cars. However, the concerted movements oi

members of various Locals and Local offi -

cers , sustained by the International Associa

tion , have practically succeeded in embracing

the operation of motor coaches within the

agreement relations of the Locals and em

ploying properties, and in a way that has

protected the principle of the Association

that members shall follow their work.

We enter the year 1927 with that principle

fully established, and where street railway

properties are introducing bus operation,

generally full respect is given to the senior

ity rights of rail car employes in the manning

of the busses. This is one of the specal

features that marks the progress of the

Association for the year 1926.
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conditions will be controlled for more than

one · hundred years in Philadelphia by capi

talistic control before the suggestion of con

trol of their own wages and working con

ditions will come within their privilege . The

system , when analyzed, is ridiculous. Its

purpose is to destroy the remotest suggestion

of control of their own affairs. But it is a

situation that has to be met by the Ameri

can Trade Union Movement. Non -union

wage workers must be led to understand that

the shop committee plan - the company union

-is a process of subjection to servility on

the part of managements of non -union prop

erties and is used by non -union employing

managements wholly to withhold and destroy

the possibilities of organization . Union

wage workers have analyzed the proposition

and know what it is . Wage workers have

a right to invest their surplus funds , even

in stocks of property with which they are

employed ; but in doing so, it should not be

forced upon the employes as a means of

committal to abject control of non -union

employing managements.

Thirty years ago the street and electric

railway employes of America were unorgan

ized . Their hours of labor were long and

the wages paid them were below the wage

of practically every other class of workers

in The United States and Canada , and they

had no standing as a craft of workers . No

one paid much attention to them except here

and there pity was extended to them by

those who saw their unfortunate condition .

Today, through organization, the situation

is absolutely reversed. In over three hun

dred ( 300 ) cities in the United States and

Canada the Organizations of street and elec

tric railway employes prevail . These Organ

izations meet every two weeks at least , and

more often if necessary , to consider and leg

islate for the benefits of the street and elec

tric railway men , and in each of these Divi

sions their Executive Committees meet at

least every two weeks, and more often if

necessary , to consider the welfare, grievances

and general conditions of their membership,

to look after their sick , and to bury their

dead. In the larger cities of the United

States and Canada all of the Local Divisions

of street and electric railway employes have

headquarters that are open daily. In these

headquarters there are from one to four men

who devote all their time looking after the

welfare and promoting the best interests of

their membership. In some of those Divi

sions, like Toronto and Chicago, the street

and electric railway men own their own

headquarters. In Chicago the surface street

railway men have a building that has cost a

million and a half dollars . In Toronto the

street and electric railway men have a build

ing that has cost the men thousands of dol

lars. Every penny for these buildings has

been paid by the street and electric railway

men themselves. It is their property, their

home. These are the results of thirty years

of work among the organized street and elec

tric railway men of America, and it is an

example that should stand out as a beacon

light to encourage the unorganized workers .

FROM LATE REPORTS OF INTER

NATIONAL OFFICERS

International President W. D. Mahon has

been informed that the M. E. R. bus con

troversy has been adjusted. The company

has accepted the collective agreement pro

vision in the operation of the bus in Jack

son , by manning the bus operation with

members of Division 245 of the Association ,

as provided in the agreement . At Lansing ,

the Southern Michigan Transportation

busses have been withdrawn and M. E. R.

busses installed to substitute that work ,

which are being manned by members of the

Lansing Local. The last charter granted

by the International President was for the

institution of Division 979, Rome, Ga. In

the matter of petitions of members of the

respective Locals for inspection of elections,

the International President detailed Vice

President Wm . B. Fitzgerald and G. E. B.

Member John H. Reardon to superintend the

election of Division 618, Providence, R. I. ,

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair to oversee

the election of officers in Division 788, Si .

Louis, Mo. , and Vice- President James

Largay to oversee the election of officers

in Division 85, Pittsburgh, Pa . These

elections have all been held to the satis .

faction of the Locals and candidates. At

the close of this report , December 27 , the

International President was at the General

Office, where he was directing the general

affairs of the Association .

First International Vice- President Wm .

B. Fitzgerald, who was dispatched to Provi

dence, R. I., upon petition of officers and

members of Division 618, gave direction to

the Local in the course of election of offi

cers, and was later dispatched to Toronto,

Ont., where he advised the officers of

Division 113 upon the affairs of that Local

and addressed a meeting of the Local . He

advised with Vice - President O'Brien upon

the strike of Division 269, Danbury, Conn.,

and at the close of this report, December

27, he had been instructed by the I. P. to

visit Cincinnati, Ohio, in the interest of

Division 627.

Second International Vice- President P. J.

O Brien attended and addressed a meeting

of Division 281 , New Haven, Conn., in an

interim during the period in which he has

been assisting Division 269, Danbury,

Conn . , in the conduct of thesuspension of

work of the members of that Local, where

the attitude of the company was accepted

by the members as that of instituting a lock

out, upon which the members suspended

work November 23 , to await the consumma

tion of a collective agreement which had

been refused by the management of the

property. This case was pending at the

close of his report of December 19.
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G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea assisted

Division 168, Scranton, Pa . , in advisement

upon the holding of an election . Per his

report of December 26, the case of arbi

tration submitted by Division 726, Staten

Island, N. Y., on a grievance dispute, was

yet pending the completing of the construc

tion of the board of arbitration .

Seventh International Vice- President James

Largay visited Pittsburgh, Pa. , where he

witnessed the election of officers of Division

85. He was also instructed to investigate

a complaint relative to the selection of runs

on the Millvale Line. However, upon this

subject , he found upon arrival in Pittsburgh

that Business Agent Joseph Thomas had

adjusted the situation . He was then dis

patched to Alliance, Ohio, upon the way to

which he attended and addressed a meeting

of the Beaver Valley Branch of Division

85. Per his report of December 18 , he was

at Alliance, Ohio, in advisement with

Division 360 upon agreement relations with

the employing property .
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Ninth International Vice - President M. J.

Murray, at Everett, Wash ., attended and

addressed a meeting of Division 883 , where

nomination of officers took place. He re

ports the Local to be in good shape.

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon inves

tigated a complaint relative to the filing of

funeral benefit claims with the International

Association in the interest of Division 600,

Walham , Mass. He also advised with the offi

cers of that Local upon agreement work . At

Brockton and Chelsea, Mass ., he advised with

Divs . Nos . 235 and 240, respectively, upon

the matter of compliance with the 8 -hour

provision in the working agreement

governing repair work in the car barns. He

found that the company is complying withi

the 8 -hour provision. At Providence , R. I.

he assisted the Local in supervision of elec

tion of officers. He reports that the arbitra

tion of Division 690, Fitchburg. Mass . , that

was pending relative to a petition for rein

statement of a discharged member, had been

adjusted without arbitration , the member

having been reinstated in employment. In

the interest of Division 620 , Framingham ,

Mass., he was assisting upon agreement

work of that Local , which, per his report of

December 23 , was yet pending further con

ferences with the management of the prop

erty.

Tenth International Vice - President John

M. Parker, at Peterboro, Ont., upon agree

ment work in the interest of Division 622,

also visited Guelph, Ont . , where he is assist

ing Division 796 upon agreement work. Both

cases, per his report of December 23 , were

pending further conferences with the man

agement of the property.

Thirteenth International Vice -President

R. B. Armstrong at Springfield , 111. , is

assisting Divs . Nos. 905, 906 , 907, 908 and

909 upon collective agreement work . Per

his report of December 26 , the case

pending further conferences with the em

ploying property .

was

General Executive Board Member Edw .

McMorrow assisted Division 215, Wheaton ,

111. , in adjusting disputes relative to agree

ment provisions. He was able to bring

about a better understanding relative to the

present agreement. He then assisted Di

vision 517, Gary , Ind . , upon the subject of

bus operation relative to an arrangement

for operating busses , as directed by the

Indiana Public Utilities Commission, that

withheld from the members straight day

service . He appeared before the State

Utilities Commission of Indiana upon the

subject and was successful in bringing about

a revision of the operation of bussess , to

provide straight runs for the bus operators .

G. E. B. Member William F. Welch ,

following his return to the General Office .

November 27, was taken seriously ill in

Detroit . Upon his illness he was treated in

a Mt. Clemens hospital for some days, where

he recovered sufficiently to return to his

home in Wheeling, W. Va . , December 16 .

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, who

was at Winnipeg, Man . , assisting Division

99 in the adjustment of a grievance relative

to the reinstatement in seniority of three

members of the Local , held several con

ferences with the management of the em

ploying property , and the subject was taken

under advisement by the management, pend

ing which, per his report of November 11 .

he returned to his home in Vancouver.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair was

dispatched to St. Louis , Mo. , upon a petition

of members of that Local and candidates

for election of officers to supervise the elec

tion of the Local. He reports that the

election was held wholly within the pro

visions of the election laws and the result

was completely satisfactory to the contend

ing members and the Local. Per his report

of December 20, he had returned to his home

in Toronto.

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

Danbury , Conn. The suspension of work

of Division 209 continues, due to the obstinacy

of the management of the property . This sus

pension has been on for some six weeks. It

started November 23. The cause was the re

fusal of the company to further continue col

lective agreement relations with the employes.

Notices were given out by the management of

the property of the substitution of bus opera

tion for street cars, and the employes were

notified that they could apply for positions on

the busses and that such of them as would be

acceptable would be given employment in bus
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non tin

service. An endeavor was made to obtain some for the years ended Nov. 30, 1926 , and Nov.

collective agreement arrangement with the man 30, 1925. Net revenue was $5,933,539 against

agement relative to entering the bus service , $6,071,670 for 1925. The net income was $ 3,

but this the company refused on the principle 243,243 for this year compared with $ 3,440,529

that bus operators would be employed as new for a year ago . The balance for the period

men , and seniority on rail cars would have was $638,063 against $562,741 for a similar

nothing to do with their employment. The period last year . Railway passengers carried

members of the Local recognized this as an at in 1926 totaled 489,726,807 and 477,412,178 in

titude designed to destroy the collective char 1925. The total number of passengers carried

acter of the employes and establish
on the coaches was 25,804,419 this year against

unionism in employment, and recognized it as a 9,435,872 for the year ended Nov. 30, 1925.

lockout. For some three weeks no endeavor
The above figures offer an opportunity for a

was made to operate busses, but at this writ conclusion upon bus operation . The report

ing some one -half dozen busses have been in
states that the expense of operating busses for

stalled, being operated by strike -breakers . They the year ending Nov. 30, 1926 , aggregated

are not being patronized and the operation is
$ 1,959,592. The number of passengers carried

under an extreme expense to the property , as it
by coaches during the year aggregated 25,804,

costs ordinarily nearly double to operate busses 419. This shows that to meet expense of the

that it does to operate rail cars. The Local is
operation of the coaches in Detroit required a

being assisted by International Vice - President
fare rate of 7.6c per passenger . The actual

P. J. O'Brien . coach fare average was 7.84c . The cash fare

rate on coaches in Detroit is 10c. The reduc

TEN TIMELY SAFETY TIPS FOR tion to 7.84c per passenger results from the

MOTORISTS issue of transfers, which causes that average

per fare.

corners a

Ten timely anti-accident suggestions are con

tained in a bulletin issued by the National

Safety Council , which credits Charles A. Har

nett , New York State Commissioner of Motor

Vehicles, with the following :

1. Look out for children. You can never tell

what they'll do , and you're always in wrong

if you hit one.

2. Don't pass a standing trolley car. Some

day the jury may call it manslaughter.

3. Don't speed around for it's

straight route to the hospital .

4. Drive on the right side of the road ; it's the

only safe side .

5. The fact that you had the right of way

won't bring anybody back to life - least of

all yourself. Use discretion .

6. Do not stop short without giving warning.

The other fellow is no mind reader .

7. Do not back up without looking to the rear .

8. Do not park or pass

There's plenty of straight road .

9. Slow down when approaching a crossroad ;

it is nearly as dangerous as a railroad cross

ing.

10. Be courteous to other drivers and traffic

officers. Courtesy prevents accidents . - N .

S. C.

The fare rates upon rail cars in Detroit

are 6c cash fare, with tickets at the rate of

nine for 50c , fixing the ticket rate at 5 5 / 9c

per passenger. On the rail cars one cent is

paid for transfers. However, the transfer of

passengers was great enough to reduce the rail

car fare to 4.65c per passenger. Even this rate

yielded a profit to the rail cars.

The coach fare rate per passenger carried

was in excess of 681/2 per cent greater than

the rail car fare.

The expense of operating the rail cars in De

troit averaged slightly in excess of 3 / 2c per

passenger. The average expense of operating

coaches in Detroit was 7.6c per passenger. It

will be observed that the cost of operating

busses , or coaches as they are called , in Detroit

was more than double the cost per passenger

of operating rail cars .

The figures clearly indicate the advantage of

rail car operation above that of bus operation

to the public, as the expense of operating trans

portation means must be paid by the patrons

of the property , whether it be busses or rail

on curve or hill.

in the

cars.

DETROIT STREET RAILWAY

OPERATION STATEMENT

A statement of the Detroit, Mich ., municipal

ownership operation of Detroit's street railways

for the year ending Nov. 30 , 1926, shows an

operating revenue of $ 22,788,523 against $22,

246,735 for a similar period of the year pre

vious. The coach operating revenue was $ 2,

023,802 and $702,596 for this year and last year

respectively . The total from all

sources was $25,075,554 against $ 23,132,562 for

the year ended Nov. 30, 1925. Total operat

ing expenses were $ 19,142,015 against $17,060,

802. in these two figures are included coach

operating expenses of $1,959,592 and $673,299

ORGANIZED WORKERS

INTERESTED IN SAFETY

Editorial in Fall River ( Mass. ) Globe,

A communication received from Mr. John R.

Machado, president of Division No. 174 , the

Street Carmen's union, respectfully asks that

The Globe co -operate with the trolleymen at

this Christmas-tide in the matter of urging all

classes of people among the ctiizens to try and

make this a " griefless Christmas” so far as all

manner of street accidents are concerned.

“No -Accident Christmas" is what the car

men call it--want to have it called , and of

course they have the support of their employer ,

the Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway

Company, in this matter. It seems a fine thing

that the carmen should have been public spirit

ed enough to have sought help in this important

revenue
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matter. No home can have the Christmas spirit

where there is a maimed person in it who has

been seriously hurt the week preceding the

holiday.

Besides the participation of the trolleys in

street traffic we know that pedestrians, horse

drawn vehicles and trucks and automobiles have

a share in it too. While unnecessary slowness

in crossing a street is as bad nearly as a lack

of caution on the pedestrian's part, it is also

true that just because a man in an automobile

is coming toward a crossing, each person who

is about to cross the street at that point, does

not necessarily have to run pell mell and pre

cipitately across the street just to keep out of

the way of the motorist and save him from re

ducing his speed or applying his brakes . The

pedestrian crossing the street has a right of

protection at least equal to that of the motorist

in his use of the highway.

From observation of the men who operate

our cars in Fall River, we believe they are at

once the most cautions men who use the streets .

It seems almost incredible, but as a matter of

fact, while operating the one man trolley the

carman has to have his faculties and his atten

tion distributed in four different directions : 1 .

the right of way ahead of him ; 2. the car en

trance at his right, is there a passenger about

to leave or is there one who "wants in ” from

the outside ? ; 3. Has he secured the incoming

passenger's fare ?; 4. traffic approaching his car

from the side streets from at least two direc

tions , left and right.

We believe the carmen are certainly giving

the operation of their cars due and necessary

caution . It seems not at all an unreasonable re

quest that they humbly ask the rest of the pub

lic to match their caution while on foot and in
vehicles.

Disbursements from the Death , Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of November,

1926, were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows:

Death Benefits .

Mrs. Julia Olson , beneficiary, death claim of

Harold Falting , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 820 , Union City , N. J .; cause, Nephritis

and Diabetes Mellitus ... $ 100.00

Margaret Fox, beneficiary, death claim of Ivan

Fox, deceased , late member of Div. No. 900 ,

Highwood, Ill.; cause , Accident- Killed by

being struck by passenger train .. 150.00

Mrs. Marie Tiden, beneficiary, death claim of
Magnus E. Tiden, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Pulmonary

Embolism
800.00

Otto Hampe, public administrator of estate of

deceased, for beneficiary, death claim of Wil

liam McClusky, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause Chronic Myo

carditis ... 300.00

Katherine Jorgens , benificiary, death claim of

Charles Jorgens, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 818, Oakland, Calif.; cause , Leakage

of Mitral Valve and Decompensated Heart

Failure 500.00

Mrs. Margaret A. Shipe, beneficiary , death

claim of Joseph A. Shipe , deceased , late mem .

ber of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage......
800.00

A. F. Blackwell, financial secretary and treasur .

er of Div . No. 107 , to apply on bill of funeral

expenses, death claim of Arthur Laird Cliff ,

deceased, late member of Div , No. 107, Hamil

ton , Ont.; cause, Heart Disease .. 250.00

Mrs. Grace Hutt, beneficiary, death claim of

James Hutt , deceased, late member of Div .

No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Bright's Di.

sease and Heart Disease.. 800.00

Delia Costello, beneficiary , death claim of Pat .

rick Costello, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 687, San Francisco, Calif .; cause Chronic

Glomerular Nephritis ...
800.00

Mrs. Lillye Neely Cotton , beneficiary , death

claim of Felix 0. Cotton , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La.; cause,

Acute Alcoholism ... 800.00

Mrs Freda A. Lentz , beneficiary , death claim of

of George P. Lentz , deceased , late member of

Div . No, 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause Acute

Jaundice
700.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim of

C. Vanselow , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Arteric Sclero

sis ... 800.00

Mrs Hannah Hedin , beneficiary , death claim of

John Hedin, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 308, Chicago , Ill . ; cause, Acute Peritonitis

from Ruptured Appendix .....
800.00

Mrs. Anna Johnson, beneficiary , death claim of

Otto Johnson, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Internal injuries

due to automobile accident ...
800.00

Mrs. Marie Speck, beneficiary , death claim of

Otto B. Speck, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause, Septi

caemia ..
600.00

Mrs. Catherine Mombleau , beneficiary, death

claim of Moses Mombleau, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause,

Cerebral Hemorrhage (Apoplexy) .....
800.00

Mabel Purcell , guardian for minor beneficiary,

death claim of Okley Purcell, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 757 , Portland, Oregon ;

cause , Aneurism at juncture of left renal

artery and aorta ..... 800.00

Walter P. Carney , executor of will of deceased,

for beneficiaries, death claim of Patrick Car

ney , deceased, late member of Div No 589,

Boston , Mass.; cause, Carcinoma of the Pros .

tate 800.00

Percy S. Alden , executor of will of deceased,

for beneficiaries, death claim of Charles H.

Alden , deceased , late member of Div . No. 589,

Boston , Mass.; cause , Carcinoma of Bladder

and Embolism ...
800.00

Mrs. Katherine Carrigg , beneficiary, death claim

of Michael Carrigg , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Pulmon

ary Tuberculosis ..... 250.00

WALLING'S NEW BOOK

William English Walling has written a

new book entitled, " American Labor and

American Democracy .” Mr. Walling is ,

without doubt, one of the clearest economical

writers we have today, so far as understand

ing the aims, objects and motives of the

American Trade Unions . His last book,

which is now issued by Harpers , gives

clearly the political history and trend of the

Trade Unions of America, showing what has

been accomplished, the obstacles overcome

and also points out the future course that

will bring success to the poltical struggles

of the Trade Unions of America. It is a

work that should be in the hands of every

student of political economy and every Trade

Union worker , as well as the lovers of Dem

ocracy in America and I recommend to all

those who are interested in promoting and

advancing the work of the American Trade

Union Movement, to carefully read this new

book of Walling's and get clearly the Fed

eration's political and Democratic position .

W. D. MAHON .

Energy and determination have done won

ders many a time.--Dickens.
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..... 800.00

Naomi Abbott, beneficiary, death claim of Ar.

thur E. Ervins, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Pulmonary

Tuberculosis

Laura A. Davis, beneficiary , death claim of

D. W. Davis, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Hypostatic

Pneumonia ..
500.00

Susan L. Lemon , beneficiary, death claim of

Lonnie M. Lemon, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Accident.

crushed between two street cars while putting

trolley on car ; sustained crushed chest....... 100.00

Mrs. Mary. Wigton, beneficiary, death claim of

T. B. Wigton, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 389, Mansfield, Ohio; cause, Arterio

Sclerosis with Dilatation of Heart due to

Softening
800.00

Florentina Calienno, beneficiary, death claim

of Charles Gellimo (Calienno), deceased , late

member of Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.;

cause , Syncope due to Cardiac Disease........ 800.00

Mrs. Mary Shaughnessy, beneficiary, death

claim of Thomas Finn , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Carci

noma of Liver .... 275.00

Mrs. Isabelle Travis , beneficiary, deatb claim

of Henry Travis, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Exhaustion

in course of Senile Dementia ... 800.00

Mrs. Fabrtha Seay , beneficiary , death claim

of H. S. Seay, deceased, late member of Diy,

No. 732, Atlanta, Ga.; cause , Pneumonia .... 100.00

Mary Ramos, beneficiary, death claim of Man .

uel Ramos. deceased , late member of Div .

No, 818 , Oakland. Calif.; cause . Bronchial

Pneumonia and Acute Cystitis, developed from

being struck by train ....
100.00

Mrs. Martin Miller. beneficiary, death claim

Martin Miller , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 329, Dubuque, Iowa ; cause, Appendicitis . 800.00

Mrs. Alice B. Sharples. beneficiary, death claim

of Robert Sharples , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 688, Newport, R. I.; cause , Cardio

Renal Disease...
800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Harney, beneficiary , death claim

of George H. Harney, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Lobar

Pneumonia ...
800.00

Harriet A. Bartlett , power of attorney for bene

ficiaries, death claim of William H. Brown,

deceased, late member of Div . No. 589, Boston ,

Mass.; cause, Organic Heart Disease and Ar .

terio Sclerosis..
800.00

Mrs. Merville C. Pierson , beneficiary, death

claim of Merville Copper Pierson, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 909, St. Louis, Mo.;

cause, Accident - caught between two draw .

heads of two cars while switching when em .

ployed as brakeman for employing company . 100.00
Mrs. Mary Ross, beneficiary, death claim of J.

W. Ross, deceased, late member of Diy . No.

627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause, Cerebral Hem

orrhage .
800.00

Mrs. William J. Hoey, beneficiary, death claim

of William J. Hoey, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 113, Toronto, Ont .; cause , Glo

merulo Nephritis and Hypertension Uraemia.. 600.00

Anna L. McCormick, beneficiary , death claim

of John McCormick , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 880 , Camden , N. J.; cause , Chri .

nic Myocarditis and Acute Bronchial Asthma . 700.00

Rachel A. Williams, beneficiary, death claim

of John Wesley Williams, deceased, late mem

ber of Div, No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause ,

Endocarditis...
300.00

Frances Jansen, beneficiary , death claim of

Henry Jansen , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 805, East St. Louis, Ill.; cause, Suicide

Hanging by neck .....
450.00

Mrs. Emma Summerville, beneficiary , death

claim of Harry Summerville, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis .. 800.00

Mrs. Aline Duguay Prevost, beneficiary, death

claim of Gustave A. Prevost , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ;

cause, Cardiac Syncope ...
800.00

Mrs. Carrie Cousins, beneficiary , death claim

of William H. Cousins , deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause

Myocarditis and General Arterio Sclerosis.... 100.00

Angus MacInnis, financial secretary of Div .

No. 101, for beneficiary, death claim of James

N. Hammond, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.; cause, Dilitation of

Heart following operation ....,
800.00

Ellon Ward, administratrix of estate of de

ceased, for beneficiary, death claim of George

Dunleavy, deceased , late member of Div . No.

589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Lobar Pneumonia. 250.00

Catharine McLaughlin, beneficiary, death claim

of John McLaughlin, deceased, late member of

589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Pulmonary Tuber.

culosis ....
800.00

William Taber, financial secretary - treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death claim of

James Reilly, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, Acute Dilitation

of Heart ...
800.00

Mrs. Almira Webster, beneficiary, death claim

of William H. Webster, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause, Carci

noma of Larynx.
75.00

Mrs. Lular Faulk Howell, beneficiary, death

claim of Forest Howell , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 898 , Macon, Ga.; cause, Apoplexy 300.00

Mary E. Moore, beneficiary , death claim of

Mark J. Moore , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 281, New Haven, Conn .; cause , Chronic

Interstitial Nephritis and Myocarditis ...
800.00

Martha Feigler, beneficiary, death claim of

Albert Feigler, deceased , late member of Div .
No. 268, Cleveland , O.; cause , Diabetes

Mellitus.
500.00

Mary E. Mowatt, beneficiary, death claim of

Samuel H. Mowatt, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Aortic

Aneurism and Hepatic Cirrhosis, ..
250.00

Margaret A. Gallop , beneficiary , death claim

of Lee Gallop, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 757, Portland, Oregon ; cause, Pernicious

Anaemia ...

350.00

Mrs. Kate Gamel, beneficiary, death claim of
Jacob Beller, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio; cause, Intestinal

Obstruction
100.00

Mrs. May Fenner, beneficiary, death claim of

P. ( Preston) Fenner), deceased, late member

of Div . No.627, Cincinnati, Ohio; cause, Car .

cinoma of Liver and Stomach......
800.00

Abe L, Spradling, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 627, for beneficiaries, death

claim of V. ( Valentine) Wolf, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio;
cause, Paralysis from Cerebral Hemorrhage.. 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Fitzpatrick, beneficiary, death

claim of W. E. (Wm.) Fitzpatrick, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ;

cause, Chronic Nephritis and Myocarditis .... 800.00

The First National Bank of Chattanooga, admin .

istrators of estate of deceased, for bene.

ficiary, death claim of J. D. Potts, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 750., Chattanooga,

Tenn.; cause, Accidental Drowning ...

Marion S. Peck , beneficiary, death claim of

Charles E. Peck , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 618, Providence, R. I.; cause, Lobar

Pneumonia
800.00

Alfred Coates , financial secretary of Div. No.

618 , for beneficiaries, death claim of Antonio

Lande, deceased, late member of Div. No. 618,

Providence, R. I.; cause, Phosphorous Poison -

ing ; took rat paste , self administered ..... 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson , executrix of will of de

ceased, for beneficiary, death claim of George

Hillyer, deceased , late member of Div. No.

103, Wheeling, West Va.; cause, Carcinoma

of Stomach ...
Emma Ebert , beneficiary, death claim of Joseph

Kobarg, deceased, late member of Div. No.

623, Buffalo, N. Y .; cause, Hypostatic Pneu:

monia and Fracture of Hip due to accidental

fall on floor......

Mrs. Anna Olson, beneficiary, death claim of

Louis Olson , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, Myocarditis.... 500.00

Mrs. Rose McDermott, beneficiary,deathclaim
of John J. McDermott, deceased, late member

of Div . No , 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, Lethar

gic Encephalitis.

Margaret Dean, beneficiary, death
claim of

Lyman A. Dean , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 900, Highwood, Ill .; cause , Accident

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00
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Shock and injuries received in collision be .

tween motor bus and passenger train ..... 150.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Kozko, beneficiary , death claim
of John Kozko, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis and Cerebral Hemorrhage . .. 300.00
Jessie Barton, beneficiary, death claim of

Angus Barton , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 569, Edmonton, Alberta ; cause , Extravas

ation of Urine... 50.00

F. H. Wilson, financial secretary of Div . No.

235, for beneficiary , death claim of William

F. Garrison, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 235 , Brockton , Mass .; cause . Mitral In

sufficiency and Acute Nephritis . 800.00

Mrs. Sophie Walter, beneficiary , death claim of

Anthony Walter, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause Acute Ex
acerbation of Chronic Myocarditis .. 600.00

Thomas J. McGauley, executor of will of de

ceased, for beneficiaries, death claim of C. A.

Archer , deceased , late member of Div. No. 618,

Providence , R. I.; cause, Carcinoma of Liver
and Gall Bladder.. 800.00

Alfred Coates, financial secretary of Div. No.

618, for payment of funeral, hospital, tomb .

stone, board and doctor's bills, death claim

of Joseph Jelenepski, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 618 , Providence, R. I .; cause Cere

bro Spinal Meningitis (Mastoid opera

tion
800.00

Winnifred Girard, beneficiary, death claim of

Williain 0. Girard, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 900, Highwood , Ill .; cause , Bron

cho-Pneumonia ... 300.00

Alice Bartholemy, beneficiary, death claim of

Paul Bartholemy, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 757, Portland, Oregon ; cause, Angina
Pectoris and Cancer of the Prostate .. 800.00

Mrs. Lydia Eberline, beneficiary, death claim of

Frank S. Eberline, deccased, late member of

Div . No. 103, Wheeling, West Va.; cause , Ac,
cident - Crushed skull by losing control of

street car he was operating , causing it to

run into a building... 800.00

George Durand, president and business agent of

Div. No. 192, for beneficiary , death claim of

Aaron Williams , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 192 , Oakland, Calif .; cause , Pulmon

ary Tuberculosis .. 600.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary - treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim of

Mrs. Matilde Anderson, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause,
Bright's Disease ... 800.00

Walter F. Norton, financial secretary of Div.

No. 282 , for payment of funeral , tombstone

and hospital bills, death claim of Albert Dam

ert, deceased , late member of Div . No, 282 ,

Rochester, N. Y .; cause , Acute Pyelonephritis

and Adenoma of Prostate ... 522.00

Alfred H. King, financial secretary of Div.

No. 842, for executor of will of deceased , for

beneficiaries, death claim of Harry C. Harri.

son . deceased , late member of Div . No. 842 ,

Wilmington, Del ; cause, Pulmonary Tuber

culosis and Laryngeal Tuberculosis .. 600.00

Nanny 0. Anderson , beneficiary, death claim

of Otto Anderson , deceased, late member of
Div . No, 425, Hartford, Conn .; cause , Strangu

lation by hanging Suicide.. 800.00

Francis R. Everin , financial secretary of Div.

No. 425 , for beneficiary, death claim of Miles

E. Joyce , deceased , late member of Div. No.

425 , Hartford, Conn.; cause, Myocarditis ...... 100.00

Mrs. Elizabeth A. Lawler , beneficiary, death

claim of Frank Coughlin , deseased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 425, Hartford , Conn.; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis .... 800.00

Minerva Land, beneficiary, death claim of John

C. Land, deceased , late member of Div. No.

587 , Seattle , Wash.; cause, Gun shot wound

of chest and abdomen ( Homicide) , murdered

while in line of duty as conductor... .800.00

Mrs. Joseph Barber, beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph Barber, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 540, Trenton , N. J .; cause , Intestinal

Obstruction for Strangulation of Bowel ...... 700.00

Mrs. Elsie J. William, beneficiasy, death claim

of James William , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La.; cause , Gas

tric Carcinoma.. 450.00

Mrs. Louise B. Ford , beneficiary, death claim

of Burl K. Ford , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 194, New Orleans , La .; cause , Pul .

monary Tuberculosis .. 600.00

Rose Murphy , beneficiary, death claim of John

J. Murphy, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 821 , Jersey City, N. J .; cause , Cerebral

Hemorrhage 300.00

Louise O. Butts , beneficiary, death claim of

Arthur L. Butts, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio; cause , Tuber

culosis of the Kidney ... 800.00

Mrs. Adelaide Bradley, beneficiary, death claim

of William Bradley , deccased , late member of

Div . No. 279, Ottawa, Ont .; cause , Acute

Dilatation of Heart.... 800.00

Mrs. Bertha Wilhelmina Holtz , beneficiary ,

death claim of Henry Holtz, deceased, late
member of Div . No. 279 , Ottawa, Ont.;

cause, Acute Lobar Pneumonia (Double )..... 800.00

Emma E Cutter, beneficiary, death claim of

David Bryce Cutter, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 819, Newark, Ñ . J .; cause ,

cause, Chronic Nephritis and Chronic Myo
carditis 800.00

Disability Benefits .

A. D. Davis , member of Div . No. 725 , Birming.

ham , Ala .; cause , Broken arm and other in

juries caused by collision with street car and

steam engine while employed as motorman.... 800.00

Edwin M. Davis , member of Div . No. 103 ,

Wheeling, West Va.; cause , while replacing

trolley on street car tripped on rail and fell

striking back on cross tie , causing permanent

disability ..... 800.00

William Eisbert, member of Div . No. 687, San

Francisco, Calif.; cause , Chronic Hypertrophic

Arthritis as a result of injury received while

at work as trackman ... 800.00

Charles H. Wilson , member of Div , No. 809 ,

Zanesville, Ohio ; cause, while operating his
street car over a rough piece of track, his

car struck a low joint causing a Double Her

nia and permanent disability ... 700.00

Old Age Benefits .

William A. Carey, member of Div . No. 246,

Salem , Mass.,...... 800.00

Martin Amundson, member of Div. No. 382,

Salt Lake City, Utah,. 800.00

James T. Worthington, member of Div. 241 ,
Chicago, Ill . , ... 800.00

John Knoch , member of Div . No. 194 , New Or .

leans, La . , .. 800.00

Thomas E. Parker, member of Div. No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa . , ...... 800.00

5
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!

Total , $ 60,072.00

In Memoriam

By Div. No. 380 , Elyria , Ohio

Whereas: Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

and inercy has seen fit to remove from our midst

our beloved brother, F. L. Higgie, whose kindly man.

ner endeared him to all those who knew him , and

while it was with deep regret we received the news

of this sad occurrence, we must bow in humble sub

mission to Him who doeth all things well ; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That our charter be draped in mourn

ing for thirty days and that this memorial upon

the death of our late Brother Higgie be entered upon

the minutes of this meeting and published in the

Motorman and Conductor .

December 13.

T. 0. MARSH , Treas,

R. E. PIERCE,

Committee.
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AFTER THE ELECTION

anSt. Louis, Mo. - Local Division No. 788 held

election at which officers were elected for the en

suing year-1927. The coming year promises some

thing good.
Brother M. J. Douglas was re - elected president,

Brother L. A. Graeser was re - elected financial sec

retary - treasurer, Brother G. E. Tipton was re - elected

recording, secretary and Brother Harry Graves was

re- elected first vice-president. With a few minor

changes down the line among the shed captains and

one or two new men on the floor, with the losing

out of your humble scribe to Brother Fleming of

South Broadway, this will wind up your correspond .

ent's work at the closing of the year 1926 .

I am now about to turn the pen over to my suc
cessor, Brother Fleming, at the conclusion of this

letter. As Brother Fleming has had several years

of experience at the bat and I only one , I judge the

readers of the M. and C. will get something worth

while the coming year. I would have liked very

much to have represented our Local another year in

the columns of the M. and C., as I believe there

are going to be some good things to report from

St. Louis and this Local during the year 1927.

However, as I was not the Local's choice, it is now

up to Brother Fleming to give us some good write
ups , and I urge the boys to read the journ and

give Brother Fleming every assistance possible,

General Executive Board Member Magnus Sinclair

presided over our election and was well pleased with

the way our boys conducted the election . At our

regular semi-monthly meeting, held December 13,

Brother Sinclair made a splendid address to the rank

and file . It, according to my judgment, was one of

the best addresses our boys have been privileged to

hear since we have been organized. Among other

thingsBrother Sinclair cited the boys to the freedom

and liberty we have attained through organization,

the better wages and working conditions we have

attained, and the improved demeanor and expression
the boys have on their faces. He admonished us

to, by all means, attend meetings, pay our dues,

stand by the officers and cut out wrangling, in which

event we will have one of the best and one of the

strongest Locals in the country. I trust the boys

will bear in mind his advice .

The two candidates for shed captain at the Well .
ston Shed tied at the general election . Therefore,

there was a special election on the 18th , The two

candidates who tied Brothers Casey and

Kenney .

Boys, when you are taking out insurance, don't

forget the Union Labor Life Insurance. Organized

labor is writing that insurance and we would thus

be spending our money for union insurance, which

will be cheaper than any other insurance and which ,

no doubt, is as good as the best and will be in

keeping with the trades and labor movement .

Inconclusion of my work at this post for this

term , I want to thank my friends for giving me the

privilege of representing Division 788 for the past

year and I wish to state that I have done my best.

Of course I realize that you are the judge as to
whether I have done my duty or not. I also wish

to thank those who were loyal to me in the recent

campaign. Although I was defeated, I regard with
the utmost esteem and affection their loyalty just as

much as though I had been elected,

I wish to say, for Local 788, that the road_to

peace and harmony is down to Unity Hall. The

way to bring about amicable relations is to leave

your religious affiliations out of the Union's deliber.

ations; then tranquility of mind and conscience will
exist among the men. The way to gain high esteem

and the most regard from the public, is to treat the
public with honor and respect . The way to keep

our strength is to pay our dues promptly, attend

meetings regularly , economize on expenditures and

fill up our treasury. The way to get

points in the franchise is to be patient, use diplo .

macy and stand solidly behind our officers and at.
torney . The way to get a new and better contract

and an increase in wages is to show the new man

agement that we must have it and that we cannot

get along without it . I hope the foregoing are some
of the things my successor, Brother Fleming, will

be able to record in his next year's writings through
the M. and C.

The following is my limerick to the boys :

There is a road - a highway

That leads to success and peace,

Where harmony will prevail

And trouble and discord cease

If you do not assail your brother,

And learn to love one another.

So , here's success to the new year,

For harmony , peace and cheer .

Yours for the success of Local No. 788,

E. E. ALDERSON .

OBTAIN WAGE INCREASE

Pittsburgh , Pa. - The wage committee of Division

No. 85 of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. has

worked out a new agreement with the Pittsburgh

Railway Company. The committee was successful in

obtaining one and one -half cents per hour increase in

wages, to take effect January 1 , 1927. This fixes wage

rates at 61%2c per hour for the first three months ;

66 /ac per hour for those of the next nine months;

and 68/20 per hour to those of more than one year

of service. Overtime is paid at the rate of time and

one- half, and 5c per hour additional to the rates

given is paid to operators of one-man cars.
Division No. 85 has held its biennial election .

Officers were elected as follows : President, William

White ; first vice-president, P. J. Carney; second

vice - president , Sanford Babbitt ; recording secretary,

Joseph Paskey ; business agent , Joseph Thomas; con

ductor , James F. Morgan ; warden, James McGuire;

sergeant-at-arms, C. Ď. McLone ; trustees, Joseph

Farrell and James C. Woods; delegates to the In

ternational Convention, William White , P. J. Mc.

Grath, Joseph Thomas, Sanford Babbitt , Martin

Brett, George Carnahan, Michael Garvey, J. J. Gil

lespie, M. J. O'Connor and JohnW. Lucey; dele

gates to the State F. of L. Convention , P. J. Mc.

Grath, P. J. Ward, D. J. Sullivan , Pat Higgins and

M. B. Ayers; delegates to the Pittsburgh Central

Labor Union , P.J. McGrath, P. J. Ward, P. J. Car.

ney , Joseph Paskey, and M. J. O'Connor ; executive

board , Fred Perkins, John J. Flynn , Alexander H.

Logue, George Carnahan , Joseph Paskey, Frank

Niccoli, D. J. Sullivan, Fred Renziehausen, W.H.

Gallagher, John W. Lucey, M. J. O'Connor , Wm.

B. Rogers, Floyd Osborne, J. C. Henderson, John

F. Murphy, Edward S. Stockton, Michael Garvey,

W. B. Hewitt, S. L. Barnes and Edward S. Mich.

The office of financial secretary - treasurer continues

from June to June with a term of two years, and

the election of financial secretary -treasurer will not

take place until June, 1928. Our financial secretary .

treasurer who has served us for many years in that

capacity is International Vice -President P. J. Mc.

Grath. -Cor, Div. 85.

were

ener .
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nts

I also

now one

Within the last few months Local 459 initiated sev .

eral new members and we hope it won't be long

when those that do not belong to our local will see

the light and be amongst those present .

Brother Bill Dorley did not put up his car for the

winter as yet . Bill says it never gets cold . One

turn and off it goes. Bill says that Baudine will

surely step off this year as he is getting older.

We picked runs again in December. Milíords are

nian cars .

We had two bad snow storms so far and the extra

men got plenty of work, even Josephson.

Our local has a few radio bugs. Sullivan , Krugh,

Staplins, Connors and Deitz can be heard arguing

which has the best set , especially for distance,

The checker board has been kept busy these days .

Paddy Walsh, who is considered one of the best

players in the state was beaten by Stapelins in the
first round of our tournament,

Well, boys, don't forget to attend the meetings.

M. C. - 459 .

Be read

DETROIT DIGEST

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Worcester, Mass.-Election of officers by Division

22 for the year 1927 took place Wednesday , December

8. The polling places were at the barns of each
division, The principal contests were for president

and vice -president. Brother Ernest Hansen nosed out

Brother Murphy for president , while Mike Kane ,

dark horse , beat Dick McGrath for vice -president.

Brother McGrath had been in office for four years.

Other officers in order elected were : Financial

Secretary and Business Agent, Peter J. Rooney ; Re

cording Secretary, PercyG. Dew ; Treasurer, Harry

Bailey; Joint Conference Board , Harry Bailey , Ernest

Hansen, Peter J. Rooney , W. Fitzgerald; Legislative

Committee, Ernest Hansen, P. J. Rooney ; Local Cor

respondent, P. G. Dew ; Early Warden, Sam Cham .

payne; Late Warden, Charles Towers; Early Sentinel,
Eddie J. Coonan ; Late Sentinel, Arthur Haywood ;

Early Conductor, Willis Blanchard ; Late Conductor,

Frank Sibley ; Executive Board , Gates Lane, Diana

Hodgkins; Grove Street, Charles Dacey ; Leominster,

Elmer Hood ; Charlton, Bill McCann ; Miscellaneous,
Wm. Fitzgerald.

All officers, both old and new, thank the members

of Division 22 for the confidence placed in them by

their election , and they all wish the members a

bright and prosperous New Year. -

We regret to inform the members of the death of

Brother Bob Johnstone's wife. Our sympathy goes

out to the bereaved family ,

Apart from election of officers, there is little to

report for December, except that a few of our mem .

bers spent Christmas in hospitals , one of them being

yours truly . I wish to thank all of the brothers for

their remembrance of me all through my sickness .

Let me tell you , you don't know what a feeling it

gives a fellow when he's down on his back day after

day and week after week , and not knowing when he

is going to be about again , when he finds out how

many friends he's really got . Believe me, brothers ,

I've found out , and I thank you all from the bottom

of my heart .

Our veteran brother , George Glispin , from Gates

Lane, also passed Christmas in the hospital, and

Brother Casavant underwent an operation Christmas

Day. By all accounts he missed his turkey , too, but

the latest reports are we are all getting along as

well as can be expected.

In closing , I regret to inform the members of Di

vision 22 that Chief Dispatcher Fred Bond's daughter

is seriously ill . Our sympathy goes out to Fred .

We all wish her a speedy recovery.

Brother Bill Foley's wife has just left the hospi

tal , after recovering from a very serious illness.

COR .-- 2160-22 .
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REMEMBER PAST PRESIDENT WALD

Bridgeport, Conn .--- Local 459 held their regular

monthly meeting the first Wednesday in January.

At that meeting our newly elected officers were in

stalled . The officers installed were : Bernard Flana .

gan, President; John Brown, Vice - President ; John

Cody, Financial Secretary and Treasurer ; John Sul.

livan. Recording Secretary; Fred Preuss, Sentinal , and

M. Clyons , Correspondent. The Executive Board is

now composed of B. Flanagan , Chairman : Doc Wald ,

John Brown, Sam Strauss, Jack Webb, John Dooley

and John Sullivan.

Our election was held in December and the race

for the office of President was hotly contested . In

cidently Bernard Flanagan in addition to being elect

ed President was also chosen Delegate to the Joint

Conference Board.

We hope the members of Local 459 will give the

same hearty support this year to our new President

as they have been doing in the past . What we want

is to see the members up at our meetings and the

great help we can render to the officers is in our
attendance at meetings.

In behalf of our members, the Executive Board

paid a holiday call to the home of Past President

Doc Wald and presented him with an appropriate

giſt .

Some of our members have been having some hard

luck lately . Brother Sam Strauss has been laid up

some time . We hope he is back on the cars again

soon . Mickey Jordan lost his little daughter , through
death , and the members of our local extend our

heartfelt sympathy to him . He was also stricken

with illness and we all hope that he is back on the
road to recovery .

Mrs. Walter Page, wife of Brother Walter Page of

the Crosstown Line, very suddenly passed from this

life December 24. Her remains were taken to Ken

tucky for burial. She is survived by her husband

and four children . Brother Page has the sympathy

of the Local in his sad bereavement .

Brother George Beck of the Fourteenth Ave. Line

fell into the pit at the Warren Avenue barn re

cently , fracturing his leg. Brother Beck is rapidly

recovering and will soon again be on the job.
Brother John McLean recently visited Montreal,

Quebec. Following his departure it was discovered

that he had converted to his own use on the trip a

grip belonging to one of the other boys on the Jef

ferson Line. Of course , it was assumed that this

was done as a precaution , not wishing to lose his

own grip.
Brother Tohn Holowsko is on sick leave with stom

ach trouble .

Brother H. L. Hart has prospects of hitching up

with a fine young lady . It was a little surprising to

his associates to learn that he was contemplating

matrimony.
Brother Allen Goodfellow is board member at the

Tefferson Garage. He is always on the job and is

making good .

For the seven years to the first of January , the
period within which Brother Clarence Nugent has

served as secretary -treasurer of Division 26, death ,

disa hility and old age benefit claims have been paid

hy the Local aggregating $ 243,856 . The Local en .
ters the year 1927 with all benefits paid . Benefit pay .

ments were made per year as follows: 1920_ $32,900 ;

1921- $ 26.200 ; 1922— $ 32.500 ; 1923— $ 27,750 ; 1924— $ 39,410 ;

1995 $12.990 ; 1926 __ $42,106 .

"To show something of the increase in the number

of claim's submitted for payment each year during

this period, the number of claims paid are given as

follows :

In the year 1920 there were paid 19 death bene .

fits, 2 disability benefits and 3 old age benefits,

making a total of 24 .

In the year 1921 there were paid 12 death benefits,

6 disability benefits and 4 old age benefits, making

a total of 22 .

In the year 1922 there were paid 15 death benefits,

7 disability benefits and 5 old age benefits, making

a total of 27.

In the year 1923 there were paid 18 death benefits,

1 disability benefit and 2 old age benefits, making a

total of 21 .

In the year 1924 there were paid 26 death benefits ,

1 disability benefit and 4 old age benefits, making a

total of 31 .

In the year 1925 there were paid 22 death benefits,

4 disability benefits and 4 old age benefits , making

a total of 30 .

In the year 1926 there were paid 34 death benefits.

1 disability benefit and 6 old age benefits, making

a total of 40 .

Within the seven years there were paid 146 death

henefits. 12 disability benefits and 28 old age bene .

fits, making a total of 196 benefits paid in the seven

years . This was an average of 28 benefits per year .

Death benefits , alone , averaged 21 per year during

the seven years . The claims averaged $1,245 .

The benefits paid by the Local as above enumerated

do not include benefits received by the beneficiaries
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to be heroes . Never mind, fellows , we'll take it out
of him some way.

They are to remove that fire siren from the motor

room . Some of the boys, claim they cannot hear it .

However, everyone heard and saw Brother George

Fisher running around yelling " Fire " . George is as

good as a siren any day.

More dope on latest events next month ,

COR . - 972. NA

OFFICERS FOR 1927

from the International Office, which would add ma .

terially to the benefits paid by the Local. The total

amount in death, disability and old age benefits paid

by the International Association to members and

beneficiaries of members of Division 26 during the

seven years aggregated $ 137,000 . This , added to the

$ 243,856 paid by the Local, aggregated $ 380,856 , and

extends the average benefit to $ 1,940.

It is hopeful that there will be less deaths among

our members for the year 1927. However, it is a

pleasure to know that beneficiaries of the members

of our Local whom death claimed within these years

have been able to realize the advantage of the death,

disability and old age benefit features of our asso .

ciation , both locally and internationally . The max .

imum death benefit paid by Division 26 is $2,000 and

the maximum benefit paid by the International is

$ 800 , making $ 2,800 paid to those who have remained

in membership long enough to attain the maximum

rate before death overtakes them. It makes an in

surance on deaths , disabilities and old age at actual

cost , which is far less expensive than insurance can

be obtained from any insurance company .

Secretary Nugent and the officers of the Local

would be pleased to receive suggestions on the mat .

ter of building a permanent home for Division 26. It

is believed that such a plan would save the Local

money in the course of time which is now paid for

rent . It must impress every member of the Local

that we are large enough to purchase a lot in á

desirable location and construct a temple thereon

that will afford office room and hall space . Such a

building might also prove an income proposition to

the organization, providing it was constructed within

a locality in which rentals from the lower floor would

be paid to the Local. It is a subject for considera

tion of every member of Division 26, and suggestions

forwarded to Secretary Nugent would be of value in

consideration of this proposition, and prepare
the

membership for discussion of it on an intelligent basis,

as these suggestions would be presented to a meet .

ing of the membership at which the subject may be

considered and determined upon.
Division 26 is hopeful that the present state ad

ministration may retain Brother Perry J. Ward in

the Department of Labor and Industry, where he has

shown his efficiency in the interest of labor for the

several years he has held the position with the
state .

REX .

Hartford , Conn . - Division 425 is still going strong,
We recently held our election of officers. The fol

lowing officers were elected : President , Thos. F.

Murray ; Vice - President , Archie Frenette; Business

Agent, Frank O'Donnell; Financial Secretary , Daniel
Donahue ; Recording Secretary, Wallace Gibson ;

Treasurer, James Hunt ; State Conference Board,

Frank O'Donnell , Chas . Bronkie and Francis R.

Everin ; Executive Board , Edward P. Lawton, Francis

R. Everin, Thos. V. Lee , Leonard Leiberg and John

. Kinney ;Conductor aft , Martin Prendergast; Sen

tinel aft , Harry McCue; Warden aft, John Lafko;

Conductor evening, Hans Erberson ; Sentinel evening ,

Wm . Tighe; Warden evening, John Bukley ; Corres.

pondent, Robert J. Lloyd.

Bro. Frank O'Meara bid in a Stafford Springs run

with an old timer on the front end who will take

Frank over the iron . He is going to find a good

fishing place for his old motorman , Bro. Jack Norberg.

A son was born recently to Bro . and Mrs. Francis

P. Houlihan. Congratulations, Francis.

Bro. Ricky Godfrey is on the Ashley Street Line on
Bro. O'Meara's old run. Spare men won't get the

so often .

Bro. Daniel Sweeney is now on the Bankers car.
He goes out at 8:15 a. m . for Stafford. Bro. Sweeney

deserves a good run after 29 years of service.

Division 125 extends profound sympathy to Bro.

Chas . Drew and family in the recent death of Mrs.
Drew .

Brothers, we have a new set of officers, except

President , so let's get behind those officers and make

it easier for them by attending the meetings and pay .

ing our dues promptly , and also trying to keep out
of trouble to make it easier for our new Business

Agent, Frank O'Donnell .

Our Financial Secretary, Daniel Donahue, also a

new officer, will be up in the barn nearly every

Wednesday to collect dues. It is much easier to keep

your dues up each month for when you get behind

it is hard to get back again .

I am elected Correspondent again for the third term .

if you fellows have any stuff for the book, let
me know. COR .-Div . 425.

run now

RE -ELECT OLD PRESIDENT

SO

ATTEND THE MEETINGS

Bridgeport, Conn. - Well. boys , another election has

come and gone , and Division 972 is now within the

direction of officers chosen for the year 1927 .

Brother William Costello was again the unanimous

choice for president of Division 972. Bill tried to

nominate some other brother for president, but his
effort failed to work . We wanted him and we have

imposed the duty upon him , and it is our business

now to stand back of him and attend meetings to
encourage him .

Brother Jack Curran declined the vice -presidency,
but was elected to the executive board , and that

helps a whole lot . Jack is very conscientious about

visiting the sick and will be greatly missed along

that line.

Brother Pete Farrell-Honest Pete-was unanimous

ly elected financial secretary . He can't be beat. Try

and get by without paying your dues before the
15th of the month and find out. Atta boy , Pete !

Brother S. George was elected recording secretary

and to the executive board . Without doubt he will

make good in both jobs .

Brother Pascucci was elected warden -sentinel , and

Brother G. Dann conductor . Your humble 0. Ring.

strom was elected correspondent and this is my first

attempt as a reporter, and I beg that juggling in this

letter may be excused. However, I can assure you

that I will have something in our magazine every

month . I will not lay down on the job.

The boys had their test under fire a short time

ago , when one of the busses caught fire. We have a

fire department in the barn that can't be equalled .

The boys were fighting hard when Brother Costello

spoiled it all He was looking for Chief McClean

with the iron hat , and not being able to find him

pulled thealarm for the city fire department. They
soon bad the blaze out and some of the boys felt

that they should have been given at least another

hour to prove their worth . BH1 spoiled their chance

Sioux City, lowa - Brother A. J. Webber's wife had

the misfortune to have her arm seriously burned by
hot grease . The report is that she is doing nicely.

Brother A. J., when not working trippers , is doing

the housework, pending recovery of his better half .

Brother Lincoln spent his vacation by being on
the jury.

Brother J. C. Garnett is yet on the sick list . He

is reported doing as well as can be expected .

Brother Walt . Haefs recently underwent a birth .

day celebration . He entertained his company by tell

ing stories , an unlimited supply of which he has.
We are sorry to hear that former member Beeler

of 779 is in a hospital in Des Moines. Here's hoping

for his speedy recovery .

Brother Criteser is again at work, after being out

of service for a few days, due to a series of acci .
dents . We are hopeful that the hoodoo leaves for

some other camp.

Brother and Mrs. L. E. Garnett are spending some

time lately at the Labor Temple looking after the

dances and helping with the dinners.

Mrs. Noyes, the esteemed wife of Brother Walter

Noyes, had charge of the dinners and suppers, that

the ladies of the Label Leagueserved at the Labor

Temple lately , and they serve good meals at its;
sonable prices. Here's hoping they got well paid

for their efforts.

Each and every member of Division 779 should

attend the meetings, as it helps the officers and en .

courages them to do better work if possible. Make

themfeel as though their efforts were appreciated.

Boost and don't knock . COR .--779.
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TORONTO TOPICS

Things have been moving fast in Toronto this past

month . First there was the T. T. C. concert which

was well attended and enjoyed by all . Whilst it would

be hard to say who was the star artist , there is no

doubt that the band came in for the most praise, and

they deserved it . Of the vocal performers, one of

our members, Bobbie Arnott was beyond question

the favorite.

Our Ladies' Auxiliary held a very successful social

this month. All those present had a wonderful time

and the committee in charge deserve much credit for

the manner in which they provided for the enter

tainment for those in attendance.

Another matter of great importance was the mon

ster smoker and get-together held by Division 113 in

the Crystal Ball Room of the King Edward Hotel .

This night was open to all employees of the sys
tem , and over 800 took advantage of it . It

without a doubt the best social night that Div . 113

has put on for some years . Those present listened

with great interest to the speeches of International

Vice- President W. B. Fitzgerald , W. D. Robbins,

Financial Secretary of Div. 113, and our Business

Agent, Jos . Tomkins. The music was provided by

the Capitol Quartette and our old friend Bobbie Ar

nott, who, by the way , can sing much better than

he can tell Scotch stories. There were a number

of men present who are not as yet members of Div .

113 . We would welcome them in our fold and can

assure them that it will be to their advantage.

Watch for the big social and dance toward the end
of January.

We still hold our meetings on the first Tuesday in

the month at 8 p. m . , and the third Sunday at 10
a . m . in our own building at No. 60 Bond St. Comie

along and find out what's doing.

" BERT.”

was

car .

see Grover. He can direct you to a good place, as

he knows by past experience.

Now comes our old faithful war-horse and barn

man , Brother Holleman , who defeated Brother Schrie

teis for barn executive, Brother Bill is well fitted

for the position, a true father to his men and is al .

ways ready to give a helping hand ,

And last , but not least, Brother Barney Google

Powell defeated Brother Strader for executive board

member at the East End Barn . Brother Powell will

surely be initiated to the third degree when he

takes the oath of office, as they are waiting for new

thinkers to arrive . We wish him all the luck in the

world , as he has some tough customers to handle

in the cast end.

Did it ever occur to you that some of our brothers

are sick and need a call from the brothers ? Make

up your mind to give them a call , Wish them a

happy New Year, if nothing else . It goes a long

way to help one when he is sick ,

Brother Jake Bluettneo is kicking for his regular
He has the shoes.

Brother Abrams is kicking for more heat on his

He holds that he is not paid to advertise the

Frigidaire Iceless Box .

Yes , some of the busses carry heat, some of the
drivers will tell you ,

There is still some dissatisfaction in regard to the

block system of schedules on some of the lines . The

want more time to cat, as well as their lay .
over the end of the line. you have any

plaint along these lines, come out to the meetings

and tell it to the boys .

Brother Cunningham is still floor champion speaker

and is giving some of the new element of members
food for thought. Come out and listen to what our

old friend Dick has to say .

Now, brothers, this is the beginning of a new year .

Come to your meetings regularly and see if we can .

not make this a bang -up year in attendance .

I wish you all a Happy and Prosperous New Year .

and assure you that each and every month of the

year I will present something to the readers of the

M. and C.

COR . - 627 .

car .

men

com

BROTHER SPRADLING RESTORED TO

AUTHORITY

HAVE NINE BUS LINES

Cincinnati, Ohio Following a spirited election in

Division 627, held December 16, in which some 1,200

votes were cast , it was disclosed that a majority of

the old officers were re - elected . Brothers Mead ,

Metz , Bingle, Siley, Bogan, Clem and Wood had no

opposition and were unanimously re - elected . Brother

Brophy was elected to fill the unexpired term of

former President Luchsinger . He defeated Brother

Brennan .

Our old faithful friend , Brother Abe Spradling,

financial secretary and business agent, was re -elected.

His opponent was Brother Bob Fogle . This will make

Brother Spradling's twelfth term in that office . We

hope to see him fill the position as in the past and

with the same vim and determination .
Brother Kilgour, very much noted orator , was

elected vice -president by a small margin over Broth
er Schutte , He is one of the best attendants at the

meetings and is very capable of filling his duties as
vice - president .

Brother Barnis succeeded in giving Brother J.

Jacobi his third trimming for recording secretary.

We expect to see Brother Jacobi on the firing line,

even though he was deefated , as such men are need
ed to stir the boys up .

Brother Jake Schultz is yet looking for someone to

help him carry the body of the voter who signed his

name to the ballot, causing him to lose in a close

battle for bus executive to Brother Brooks by one

vote. Brother Brooks is well fitted for the position

and will make a fine board member.

Our old friend , Whispering Harry Blake, deleated

Brother Downing for board member by a three to

one vote, after a most thorough canvas . Brother

Harry is so wrought up over his election he don't
know how to act . Please pass the cigars .

Brother Steve McCaffery of H. P. defeated our old
faithful L. Varley for board member. Brother Mc .

Caffery is a veryactive and non-tiring member and

is on the job at all times. Good luck to you, Steve !

Brother "" Wyke" Wikoff defeated our real kidder

and jokester , Brother Schuster of Vine Street, for
board member. You can rest assured, Brother Schus

ter, you'll get all the news that's coming to you in

the future , as Wyke says he is going to supply me .
Brother Sheik Wilson of the Hartwell barn de

feated Brother Terrell by a small majority. Brother

Terrell, whenever you are in need of a good meal,

Wichita , Kans.-- The Wichita Railway & Light Co.

is buying all of the independent bus lines in this
city . The street car company now have nine bus
lines which will be operated in connection with the

street cars . The bus lines will soon be re - routed and

some of them extended to parts of the city hereto .

fore unaccommodated with transportation service,

About fifteen new busses of the late type will be

placed in service in the near future. Fares here

have been raised from five to eight cents .

Mr. Earl Carrothers , inspector here for some time,

has been promoted to take charge of the busses.

There are few men that have better knowledge of

transportation than Mr. Carrothers .

Messrs. Bell, M. A. Crow , Buttrum and Hensworth

are now inspectors. They are men well qualified for

the place, as they have years of street car experi.
ence in this and other cities . Wichita should in the

near future have one of the best transportation sys .

tems in the country .

Brother Phelps spent several days in the hospital
with a large carbuncle on his neck . He is

looking for a Polyvalent Bacteria as a preventative .

Brothers Grable and J. L. Riley have recovered

from pneumonia. -Cor. 794.

ELECT FUNCTIONING CORRESPONDENT

now

Utica, N. Y. - Elected as correspondent for Division

582, I shall endeavor to inform the readers of the

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR what takes place
in the old Utica Division ,

Officers elected by Division 582 for the year 1927

are : President, Ray Tallman ; Vice - President, James

Shannon ; Recording Secretary, H. R. Cole ; Business
Agent , P. T. Noon ; Correspondent, E. G. Bernath ;

Conductor, James Summa; Warden , Tony Aiello ; Sen

tinel , E. G. McLaughlin ; Executive Board, 0. J.

Hand ; James Shannon , R. T. Pritchard, M. J. Cun

ningham , R. J. Gifune ; Third Rail Members, John

Hall and W. J. Hayes.

Reading in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR ,

I notice that Brother James Largay, Seventh In

ternational Vice - President, is kept very busy with
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his work , and the brothers of Division 582 wish him
the best of luck and success .

Work has been rather slack on the extra list for

the boys at the Forest Park car barn .

What a wonderful world this would be if we had a

few more Henry Fords operating large industries!

Brother Ray Laird is again with the boys , after
being on the sick lis for nearly a year.

What a blessing it would be if the street and

electric railway workers could be granted the Lord's

will -- the six - day week - and on the seventh day rest !

I am positive there would be a better spirit among

the men , as the seven -day week is exhaustive and

unfitting to the wage workers . However, this mat

ter should be taken into consideration in our meet .

ings.

When the cook eats , the king looks on with envy .

The man who earns $ 36 per week is of more value

to the commercial world than the man who earns

but $24 per week .

The world does not require so much to be informed

as to be reminded .

I wish to congratulate the party that wrote the

poem entitled “ Give the Extra Man a Chance ."

We wish the old Amalgamated the best of luck

and progress for the year 1927.

COR .--582.

the company. We received 2 / c an hour increase and

our working conditions were greatly improved. Our

new scale is : Ist 6 mo . 475c, 2nd 6 mo. 491c, after

1 yr. 51920 and over 2 yr . 531c with 5c an hour for

overtime. Contract runs for two years and cxpires

July 1st , 1928 .

The busses that were put on the past summer are

proving a success and we are hoping they will con .

tinue to operate, for it gives our local more members.

Brother Tuggle, on the sick list for the past two

months, has our sympathy and we are hoping for his
early return to work .

Our members have a good plan for getting off on

Christmas day . All men put their names in a hat

and then keep drawing out until all extra men are

used. The extras are included in the drawing.

Red Tienian , one of our bachelor extras , always

signs the Normal Loop run when open for the rea.

son that the girls ride the front seat and are sociable.

Red hails from the small town of Lexington where

everybody is sociable and therefore he feels more at
home on the Loop.

--Cor. 752.

ENGAGED ON NEW AGREEMENT

RE-ELECT OLD OFFICERS

New Orleans, La . - Division 194. at the recent elec

tion of officers for the year 1927 , re - elected the old

officers, without opposition. The officers for the year
1927 are : President, Ed. A. Veillon ; First Vice .

President, Ed . Peyroux : Second Vice - President , E. J.

Bienvenu; Secretary , Gus Bienvenu : Assistant Secre.

tary , Richard Wagner ; Treasurer, Ed . Lawrence ; Cor

respondent, Paul J. Durel; Grand Marshall , Ed . Dour .
rieu ; Conductor, T. M. Carbon ; Warden , John H.

Koenig ; Sentinel . Fred Huge : Delegates to the Cen .

tral Trades Council, Ed . Veillon , Ed . Peyroux and

Oscar C. Pertuit .

This will make the third term as president for

Brother Ed . Veillon . Our members think the world

of his ability, fairnessto everybody and good judg.

ment. He is a real live wire .

Now I will appeal to the membership to attend

meetings and back up our officers, beacuse the offi .

cers need them to make a success . Don't stay away

from the meetings and tell the officers they should

have done differently when the meeting is over. Be

there and have your say at the mestings. That is

the place. You should not make a kick if you are

not at the meetings . Give your officers your help by

attending at least one meeting each month .

We have moved to our new home-the Labor Tem

nle - at the corner of Camp and Common, in the old

New Orleans National Bank Building .

Brother James Rogers, our first vice -president, has
retired from active service and our old friend . Ed .

Pevroux has taken his place as first vice - president.

This was the only change in our election of officers.
COR .-194 .

Atlanta, Ga . - Regular meetings of Division No. 732

were held December 21st and 22nd. The Executive

Board reported upon the agreement work for 1927:

All of the features of the agreement has been agreed

to, except the wages in the Transportation and

Mechanical Departments. Conferences will be held

during the week of December 27 , upon the wages in

these two departments. The committee reported

marked improvement in working conditions and

other parts of the contract, which the membership

accepted unanimously .
We have established a pot , which has increased

our attendance at the meetings. Everybody present

drops in some small change . The names of each

member is written on a small card and put in the

box . These are mixed up and drawn . If the member

drawn is present, he gets the pot .

We have several sick Brothers at this writing.

Get around and see them as often as you can .

Some of the Dear Brothers are purchasing new

Henry's . We understand one of them had a " run

in ” with the speed cop . Watch out , Brothers , you

can't tell what these Fords will do sometimes.

Brother L. E. Bishop is wearing anew smile. It's

a boy. Mother and babe are doing fine.

Best wishes and a prosperous New Year to the

Amalgamated family. Cor. 732.

NO ACCIDENT YEAR

OBTAIN WAGE INCREASE

as

Shreveport, La . - Again I will give you a few items

from Local Division No. 558 .

At our regular meeting held in December, the old

year was passed out with one of the best attendances

for many months. All seemed deeply interested and

the spirit of co -operation manifested itself through:

out the hall . We were very glad to have with us

Brother James B. Lawson on that occasion, for it

was a treat , as it had been a long time since he

was given an opportunity to attend one of our meet

ings. We are all proud of old Big Ben, as he is

generally called by the boys.
Brother J. A. Crenshaw was elected conductor in

the place of Brother James Permenter.
This was

the only change that resulted from election of officers.

The old officers were unanimously elected, as they
were without opposition . The honor of installing our

newly elected officers conferred upon Brother

Lau son . It has been thepleasure of Brother Law ;

son's life to be able to remain at home 10 spend

Christmas holidays with his wife, whose delight and

wish could not be expressed in words .

A recent fire on Market Street, proved very dis.
astrous in the loss of automobiles

Paul Babin , O. H. Wagner, J. F. Lynn , S. F.

Nettles and F. 0. Harrison. Most of them had their

autos insured , yet it was hard luck . Just smile,

boys, and pass on .

Biother ), D. Elliott left December 29 for Texas , to

spend a few days with his mother and father.

The health of our membership at present is very

good,and we are pleased to report thatcash business

for our company is fine. All cars are doing nicely ,

which is interesting to the officials of the company.

Bloomington , Ill. Division No. 752 , on Friday , Dec.
17th , held their annual election of officers . All the

members except two articipated in the election . The
officers elected were follows : President , B. I.

Cassaday ; Vice-President, W. H. Carroll ; Recording

Secretary, J. W. Hart; Financial Secretary, B. H.

Hayes; Correspondent , W. A.Trimmer: Conductor,
Ed Wood ; Warden , Frank Bigger ; Sentinel, H.

Curry : Executive Board , H. Curry , W. H. Carroll ,

Wm . Dekin, H , Gierman .

Our newly elected officers will be installed at the

next regular meeting and we hope there will be a

good turn out of the members to help us

way for the next year . Everything is working

smoothly at present and if everybody watches his

step I think we will have a very good year . Would

like to see more of the boys at the meetings as it

would help the officers along in their duties . We

have a 100 % organization and are proud of the fact

that we belong to the Amalgamated family . So ,

come on boys , put your shoulder to the wheck for a

prosperous year .

Thanks to Brother R. B. Armstrong of the Amal

ganiated and our local committee, our contract was

settled after four and one- half months dickering with

Was

on our

to Brothers
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We hear them no longer complaining of going in the
red. We are delighted to see our company making

money, for that means much to each and every em

ploye.

Our conductors are striving hard to make 100 per

cent on accidents, so they may be in line for free

uniforms. It takes three years of holding the position

of conductor, so let's be careful .

May the New Year bring joy and success to every

member of the Analgamated Association throughout
the United States and Canada . This is the wish of

Division 558 . -J. D. E.

again able to work, after his sickness. We hope he

continues on the road to health .

We are pleased to have Brother C. Sinclair again

on the job. We know he will be more careful in

the future.

Don't forget to start the year right by taking your

cards each month when due and help Dues Collector

C. Davidson in his work .

Brother M. Cody has been on the sick list fo

some time, but we hope he will soon be back on the

job .

Brother S. Boughner says he had a real time

Christmas Day , as that was his day off .

Well, I guess this is all for the first of the year.

I will try and do better next time. --Cor. 616 .
MAKE NEW RESOLUTIONS

REPORTS PROGRESS

Marinette, Wis . - Division No. 302 can report pro.

gress .

Brother Theodore Johnson , living next door to

Brother Kickbush, was recently lost on a day off .

He asked Brother Kickbush if he had anything for

him to do , and was advised that he could pile wood

for Brother Kickbush and take little Kickbush out for
a buggy ride . lle has since been recovered .

Brother Joe Laundre has enjoyed a thirty days

vacation .

Brother Felix Moline during a recent off period

spent two days with his two kids on the Grant
School sliding hill. He had a great time ,

Brother Albert Sewald again has his old car No.

23 on the Hall and Pierce Line. The one he was

working was placed in the repair shop for some three

weeks. Now watch out for Brother Sewald .
Cor. 302

the

Syracuse, N. Y.-Division 580 held an election of

officers December 13 . All last year's officers were

re - elected. They are as follows: President, Wm. Mc.

Ginn ; first vice - president , A. W. McGann ; second

vice- president, M. J. Sullivan ; recording secretary,

T. J. Van Etten; financial secretary, and business

agent , Owen Lynch ; treasurer, E. J. McNamara ;

conductor, P. Bonner ; warden, Neal Crowley ; execu

tive board , James Barry , H. Merritt, John Loftus ,

John Collins, P , O'Meara and M. J. Sullivan .

Our Division is to hold a dance in the new Labor

Temple January 15 , to celebrate our anniversary.

Our Local has lost two of our most loyal members

in the deaths of Brothers Grayson and Richter.

Brother Grayson was sick more than a year, Brother
Richter fell from the top of a car . While he was

acting as motorman he went on top of the car to

fix the trolley and fell , sustaining fatal injuries.

He lived only a few hours following the fall . Most

heartfelt sympathy is extended to bereaved

families.

There is a story that Brother John Drohan is to
have no more roomers . They keep him awake too

much .

Brother Mersielter, off sick , is much better. He

would like to have the brothers come and see him.

Brother George Mahoney is on the sick list .

Well , brothers , this is a new year and it is now

we all make a few resolutions . Let's all make one

and stand to it , and that is to come out to one

meeting a month during the entire year. If we

can't make the two of them , be sure and make one

each month . There are a few of the boys who como

to every meeting. Why not all come and fill the
hall ? Let new members come down and let's hear

from them , that they may get in with the boys .

Don't wait until you are in trouble to go to your

officers. Come down before. Come on, brothers, and

start the New Year right.

Don't forget your dues . See that they are paid
belore the 15th of the month .

With best wishes for a Happy New Year,

Cor. 580 .

ANOTHER BUS PROPOSAL FOR

BUFFALO

SAFETY FIRST ENTIRE YEAR

Windsor, Ont. - Division 616 has entered the New

Year . Let's try and make this year a bigger success

than 1926. We can do this by attending the meetings

each month and co -operating with our officers . Also

let's try and see if we cannot cut down our accident
record this year.

You know the management of the

property don't like accidents , and it takes our time
in making accident reports, as well as lessening the

possibility of more pay. So let's play safety first the
entire year and do our best to avoid accidents . In

the performance of our duty we must remember that

We are not only a motorman or conductor, or both,
but we are salesmen of transportation. We are the

only real representatives of our property with the

public, and the more we practice to treat the riding

public civilly and courteously, the better relations

we are going to establish between ourselves and the

officials, as well as with the public. It is only this

kind of treatment that adds to the patronage of the
property we work for .

Brothers George Bennett and P. Simser also ran
during the election at the close of the year.

Will Brother H. Richards kindly have a heart and

pay Brother V. Carson that twenty- five cents ?

Our little girl, Marie, from the downtown office

was slightly disappointed this Christmas that she

did not receive that box of candy Brothers T. Hicks

and W. Burdon had promised her.

We are pleased to see Brother G. Paddon out and

Ernest M. Howe of Detroit, whose 5 - cent

bus pian is Buffalo collapsed last spring,

has outlined to Mayor Frank X. Schwab a

proposal for the operation of a fleet of 25

buses ir : Buffalo over three lines at an 8

cent fare . In his statement giving publicity

to the new Howe bus proposal, Mayor

Frank X. Schwab of Buffalo said that the

American Car and Foundry Company had

notified him that it would finance the new

bus lines in Buffalo for Howe and his asso

ciates , who will operate under the name of

the Buffalo Bus Corporation .

Sufficient capital to start the operation of

25 buses on three lines in Buffalo has been

secured and Mr. Howe and his associates

have indicated their willingness to post a

bond of $25,000 to insure the city that they

will carry out every detail of the new plan

to operate buses in competition with the

local lines of the International Bus Cor

poration, a subsidiary of the International

Railway , both of which are under Mitten

Management of Philadelphia .

Application will be made to the City

Council by Mr. Howe and his associates for

a franchise on the three proposed lines and

then the application will be taken before the

Public Service Commission for the neces

ary approval . One of the largest makers of

buses, it was stated by Mayor Schwab , will

lend its financial support to the Howe plan

and will appear before the state utilities

board in support of the 8-cent bus lines . The

International Bus Corporation charges a 10

cent fare on its three local lines in Buffalo.

Old General Prosperity serves under the

Union Label.
$
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HOSII
ITALIAN GOVERNMENT RAIDS to all electric railway companies in the

UNION LABOR OFFICE IN ROME United States. The selection of the winner

International Transport Federation was made by a committee of five judges, all

Rome - During the night of October 31 , nationally noted as heads of prominent news

Fascist gangs broke into the premises of the papers , publicity departments and advertising

Sub-Secretariat of the International Trans agencies. The prize was a certificate of

port Workers' Federation in Rome, which award and a silver loving cup. Among the

were looted and sacked. Since then the basis of data for the award was the consid

premises have been occupied by the police , eration of better relations between the com

while the leader of the Sub- Secretariat, Com pany, the public, the municipal authorities

rade Sardelli , is refused all access. and the employes .

On learning of this raid , the Central Sec Our membership can take considerable

retariat of the I. T. F. in Amsterdam appeal pride in sharing in this achievement. It

ed to the Dutch foreign minister, asking him speaks well for Amalgamated co-operation

to approach the Italian government through with management . It is a refutation of the

the Dutch ambassador in Rome, so that the charge of inefficient managements that proper

assurance might be obtained that in the fu co -operation is not possible on a unionized

ture the Rome secretariat would be able electric railroad system .

to carry out its work undisturbed . At the
The Chicago electric railroad systems, both

same time the foreign minister was asked surface lines and elevated, are internationally

to support the I. T. F. in its claim for dam- recognized as the most efficient in the world ,

ages. both in management and in employe co

The president of the Dutch Railwaymen's operation. These systems are unionized 100

Union, P. Moltmaker, who is also a member per cent, and the Amalgamated Association

of the management committee of the I. T. F. has done much to help establish this very

in his capacity of member of the Dutch creditable record . — Union Leader.

senate , put the following questions to the

foreign minister:
UNION SHOP IN FILM PRODUCTION

" Is the minister aware that during the

night of 31 October armed bands of Fa

scists raided and plundered the Rome secre
One of the most significant victories of

tariat of the I. T. F. ?
organized labor during the present year was

" Is the minister aware that as a result the unionization last Wednesday of the me

the property of an organization established
chanics employed at the film studios of

in Holland with a management committee Hollywood and other parts of Los Angeles

consisting solely of Dutchmen has been de
county where film studios are in operation.

stroyed, and that the secretariat afore-men
For many months the foundation has been

tioned cannot fulfill its function unless ade laid by the five major union organizations

quate protective measures are taken ?
that joined hands to put an end to the open

" Is the minister prepared to make a fuli shop in the operation of the studios of film

inquiry into the above matter, and demand land. For years these five organizations have

an apology from the Italian government for
tried the plan of fighting separately the

what has happened, damages for the de
notorious open shop conditions in the studios.

struction wrought and also a pledge that in
Little headway was made by this method of

the future no obstacles will be laid in the fighting. During all this time each organi

way of the Rome secretariat ? zation tried to go it alone while considerable

On 24 November the minister gave the bad blood existed between them until all

following laconic reply : came to a realization that if any headway

" The government is aware of what has
was to be made in unionizing the film indus

happened to the Sub-Secretariat of the I. T.
try all the organizations affected must bury

F., in Rome in so far as notices about the
their differences and stand as one unit for

matter have appeared in the press . It does the establishment of the union shop,

not appear that Dutch interests have been The five unions whose joint action brought

prejudiced and the Dutch government per about the peaceful transition from the open

ceives no reasons why an inquiry should be shop to the union shop in the studio realms

undertaken ."
of Los Angeles county were those of the

American Federation of Musicians , Interna

AMALGAMATED MEN PROVE EFFI tional Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,

CIENT International Brotherhood of Painters , Deco

rators and Paperhangers, the United Broth

It is interesting to note that the employes erhood of Carpenters and Joiners of Amer

of the company that was recently awarded ica and the International Alliance of The

first prize in a national contest among elec atrical Stage Employes and Motion Picture

trically operated railroads , to determine
Machine Operators.

which company made the best record during This is a most significant victory and is

the past year in the field of public relations, likely to have far-reaching effects in estab

are members of the Amalgamated Associa lishing more friendly relations between em

tion . The prize was awarded the Chicago ployers and employes throughout the coun

Rapid Transit Company in a contest con try.-Santa Barbara (Calif . ) Union Labor

ducted by Forbes Magazine. It was open News.

TAU
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HOSIERY UNION LEARNS OF SPIES' tells of nagging the men to keep toilets

UNDERMINING clean , gossips about those who lay off for

court summons - getting married - or what

Labor spies equipped to work in union or not , and suggests to his employers that

non -union shops are being supplied to full certain garbage pails should be washed with

fashioned hosiery manufacturers of Philadel hot water or painted.

phia by Keystone Engineering Company, Hosiery Workers officials say the adver

say officials of the Full- Fashioned Hosiery tisements for such stools appear daily in

Workers, affiliated with the United Textile the Philadelphia Inquirer . Philadelphia tex

Workers. tiles have been afflicted with spies for years .

In a letter to an applicant for a spy job Jim Cronin, exposed and expelled official of

with this agency H. W. Heyer, employment the molders union , now operates an agency

superintendent, writes on Sept. 28, 1926 : “ As there. But the Hosiery Workers manage to

you know, some plants operate on the open defeat the spies' undermining work and

shop basis and others require that you belong
maintain an effective union organization.

to the local union . Be sure to specify this

on the blue application . " NO LABOR SCARCITY ; IMPORTS NOT

" You understand that we are interested in
NEEDED

several mills and factories , and therefore re

quire individuals of various trades and ex Vancouver, British Columbia . — The Do

periences.” The applicant fills a " white minion government's decision that it will

application card” with answers to queries accept agricultural workers and domestics

about himself, not the least of which reads: from England is protested by organized

Do you believe in a Supreme Being ? (Yes workers , who see in this move a side -door

or No) . If ever arrested, where ? And what attack on their living standards .

languages can you thoroughly understand " There is supposed to be a demand for

and speak ? Spying on foreign -born workers agricultural workers and domestics, but judg

is a specialty of certain agencies .
ing from reports there is an oversupply of

both kinds," the Labor Statesman says.
The officers of the Full - Fashioned Hosiery

Workers have come into possession of day
" Farmers had no difficulty in obtaining

to-day reports of Agent X - 10 , who appears
the necessary workers during harvesting,

which is the only time any great demand
to be a pet operative of Keystone. Extracts

is made. Idle men could be found in almost

from these reports of an inside spy operat. every town on the prairies . In Calgary the

ing in a union shop are interesting and
authorities were called upon to feed or pro

amusing. On May 24, last, he gave his
vide work for the large army of unemployed .

agency a suggestion intended to increase
“ Domestic servants are also plentiful . In

shop efficiency : “ The boys have a crap game this city at the present time, and for a con

every day in the garage. However this is
siderable time past , domestics have been

a medium of relaxation . They stop promptly
compelled to put up with all kinds of abuses

at 12:45 . I believe it would be a better
because there are plenty of these workers

plan to blow a whistle at 12:40. No doubt
available and other jobs are scarce."

the game would stop then , giving the boys

a chance to get to their machines at 12:45 . "
Hon . Martin L. Davey, re -elected to Con

May 30 Mr. Spy reports on his fellows gress on the Democratic ticket from four

in the shop, naming them and classifying strongly Republican counties of Ohio, has

the various leggers, footers , winders , knit shown that he has won the confidence of

ters, toppers and boarders. Some “ are doing the people of three of those counties-Summit,

well,” others are " good workers, ” still others Portage and Lorain . In these three coun

are "worthy of consideration ” -a phrase bor ties he led even the winning candidates on

rowed from the Sherman Corporation, an the Republican ticket in the vote he received

other big spy concern with a heavy busi He also ran 25,920 ahead of Gov. Donahey ,

ness in the Quaker City. who lost the district, and 17,000 ahead of

On June 9, X- 10 had a SMASH and broke Senator Willis , who carried it . It is reported

about 500 needles in his knitting machine. that his plurality of 25,213 is the largest

Whereupon the union committee " distributed ever given a congressional candidate in the

the needles among the knitters and in about Fourteenth Congressional District of Ohio .

one hour and a half I had all the needles Congressman Davey's record was of a nature

returned . If I were to straighten this out that won to him the solid Trade Union vote

by myself it would have taken one day, of the Fourteenth Congressional District, in

perhaps more.” The union comrades did cluded in which are Lorain , Akron, Canton

not know they were helping a man spying and other large industrial centers. His elec

on them daily . tion is an indication of what organized labor

One June 16 he attends a union shop meet can do when united behind their candidate,

ing and reports under special work, names regardless of partyism .

of new officers. Morale preservation is a

function of a " labor emissary .” The spy
In every service ... a man must qualify

usually opens his day's report by telling himself by striving early and late , and by

what minute he arrived at work and that working heart and soul , might and main.

he said "good morning to all the boys.” He Dickens.
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CANADIAN LEGISLATION Legislation is asked allowing of registra

PROPOSALS tion of union labels, shop - cards, etc. , of labor

unions, with a penalty for infringement.

December 16 the Trades and Labor Congress Upon the Immigration Law, the Congress

of Canada presented to the Legislature of the seeks amendment to provide that all immi

Dominion proposals for labor legislation. grants shall be medically examined.

Amongthe several features presented is a pro Amendments to the Criminal Code are

posed Eight-Hour Day enactment. Upon this sought to protect the right to peacefully con

subject the Trades and Labor Congress " urged duct strikes , and to picket in cases of strikes ,

that the Government supplement its signature without intervention from injunctions and

to the Treaty of Versailles by giving effect to federal authorities.

the Eight - Hour Day Convention of the Wash Petition is made for an amendment of the

ington ( 1919) International Labor Conference laws governing old age pensions by urging

insofar as it lies within the jurisdiction of the a federal law under which pensions will be

Dominion Authorities and with particular re payable upon reaching the age of 65 years

gard to : ( a ) all those employed on works gov and after 15 years domicile in Canada, the

erned by the Fair Wage Regulations of the sum of such pensions to be not less than $30

Dominion Government, and ( b ) all those em per month and payable to those whose in

ployed on works carried on direct by the Fed come shall not exceed, including the old age

eral Government or in the employ of any pension , the cost of living as published in the

government department. In respect to the official Labor Gazette of the Dominion Gov

latter, attention is particularly directed to ernment.

the protest registered at our Montreal Con

vention against men employed as guards,
CHICAGO AS AN ILLUSTRATION

etc. , in Dominion penitentiaries being com

pelled to work 11 to 13 hours per shift , as Some twenty years ago the street railway

compared with the 8- hour day adopted for workers in Chicago were unorganized both

men engaged in similar employment in pro on the Surface and Elevated systems. The

vincial jails ." men on these properties were working from

Another proposition is the 6- day week, or sixteen ( 16 ) to eighteen ( 18 ) hours a day at

one day of rest in seven . a wage as low as sixteen cents ( 16 cents ) an

Unemployment insurance is sought. hour. On the Elevated roads practically all

In a memorandum relative to the Senate, the guards were extra men . College stu

the Labor Congress calls attention to the dents and those who would worka few

fact that the Senate is a non-elective body, hours a day were employed for this work.

having absoluteveto power over legislation
Conditions were deplorable. At that time

enacted in the House of Commons, and cites both men on the Surface and the Elevated

that over a long period of years the Senate roads of Chicago took up the work of or

has shown itself as definitely opposed to per ganizing, and through their efforts and strug

mitting the enactment of social and labor gles they are today the best paid street rail

legislation of benefit to the masses. It cites way men in the world , and are working un

instances of veto of measures by the Senate der the best conditions that any class of

that were specially to the interest of the peo street railway men in the world are work
ple. In this petition the Congress requests ing under .

that the veto of the Senate should be made They have an absolute eight (8 ) hour day.

inoperative in respect to legislation which has If they are compelled, because of any con

been passed by three different sessions of the dition , to put in anything over eight (8 )

House of Commons, and urges that steps be hours they receive time and one-half as ex

taken at the present session of Parliament tra compensation for the overtime work .

to give effect to the same . Their grievances are handled by commit

The Congress cites that under the present tees and officers, and every man is fully pro

system of representation, the House of Com tected against any discrimination of any

mons bears very little comparison to the ac kind.

tual numbers casting their ballots in favor Both the Surface and Elevated men have

of the respective political groups and as a headquarters where they have officers on

step towards making it more representative duty all the time to look after and promote

of the people, the Congress asks for changes their interests .

in the election act , to provide for propor The Surface men have a building that

tional representation in group constituencies cost them over One Million and One-half

and the use of the transferable vote in sin Dollars , all paid for by the Surface street

gle member constituencies . railway men of Chicago, and they owe no

A request is made for the repeal of Clause body a dollar. They have one of the finest

10 of the Franchise Act of 1920, which pro halls in the City of Chicago in their build

hibits unincorporated associations, such as ing. In this building is located the offices

trade unions, from making voluntary contri of Both Divisions—the Surface men and the

butions towards election campaigns, and re Elevated men and women .

peal of Clause 11 of the Franchise Act of They also have a weekly publication known

1920, which prohibits any person not being as the Union Leader, which has headquart

an elector and who resides without Canada ers in this building.

from assisting in any manner in election What the Chicago men have done in the

campaigns. way of organization can be done by the men
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of New York if they are only determined

and take up the work . It required some de

termined action in the early days in Chicago.

Men had to stand firm and determined in or

der to establish their Organization, but after

that determined stand all opposition has been

swept away, and today they are working

in absolute harmony with their respective

companies, and are adjusting all their dis

putes either through mediation or arbitra

tion . The same can be done in New York

if the street car men of New York will only

take a leaf out of the Chicago street railway

men's book.

SUPPLEMENT TO THE AGREE

MENT OF THE CHICAGO RAPID

TRANSIT COMPANY AND DIVI

SION NO. 308, OF THE AMALGAM

ATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMER

ICA.

Supplemental to the agreement of Division

No. 308 of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, Chicago , Ill . , with the employing

property--the Chicago Rapid Transit

Company -are provisions that cover benefits

another illustration of attainments to wage

workers through organization. The supple

mental agreement is as follows :

" AGREEMENT, dated the third day of

September, 1926 by and between CHICAGO

RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY, (here

inafter called the 'Çompany') and Division

No. 308 of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, (hereinafter for convenience term
ed ' Division 308' )

"WITNESSETH : “ That the Company

and Division 308 do hereby mutually agree

as follows :

" SECTION 1. The agweement between

the Company and Division 308 covering

wages and working conditions , which by

its terms , was to expire on the 31st day of

May, 1926 is hereby continued in full force

and effect as to all its terms and conditions

until the 31st day of May , 1927.

" SECTION 2. From and after September

1 , 1926 and during the time this agreement

shall remain in force, the Company shall

bear and pay the cost of group life insurance

to the amount of One Thousand ($1,000 )

Dollars upon the life of each employe cover

ed by this agreement who has been in the

service of the Company for three months,

while continuing in the service of the Com

pany, subject to acceptance by the insurance

company writing such insurance, of any in

dividual as a risk .

"The Company shall also , from September

1 , 1926 and during the time this agreement

shall remain in force , bear and pay the cost

and expense of a group health policy cover

ing each employe covered by this agreement,

who has been in the Company's service for

more than one year, for Twenty ($ 20.00 )

insured under said policy, wholly and contin

uously disabled and prevented from perform

ing any and every duty of his or her occupa

tion by sickness contracted or injuries sus

tained, provided that no indemnity shall be

payable for the first seven ( 7 ) days of in

capacity or for more than twenty-six (26 )

weeks thereafter. Such group health policy

shall not cover the following :

“ ( 1 ) Any period of incapacity for which

the employe is not treated by a licensed

practicing physician.

Any period of incapacity for which the

employe is entitled to indemnity or compen

sation under any Workmen's Compensation

Act.

“ ( 3 ) Sickness contracted or suffered or in

jury sustained outside of the continental lim

its of the United States in North America or

Canada, or in any part of either, north of

the 60th degree of north latitude ; nor sick

ness or injury caused directly or indirectly

by war or riot , or while participating in , or

in consequence of having participated in ,

aeronautics; nor intentionally self- inflicted

injury, while sane or insane .

" Said health insurance shall continue only

while the employe remains in the employ of

the Company:

" IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties

hereto have executed this agreement in dupli

cate this 3rd day of September A. D. 1926 .

" CHICAGO RAPID

TRANSIT COMPANY,

' By Bernard J. Hallen, Vice- President.

" William G. Griffin, Secretary.

" DIVISION NO. 308, AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION OF STREET AND

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES

OF AMERICA,

" By John J. Bruce, President,

"William S. McClenathan , Secy - Treas ” .

" Martin Johnson

“ Charles Burns " W. J. Larabell

" Chas. E. Keating “ Ann Dolan

“ Members of Executive Board, representing

Employes of Chicago Rapid Transit

Company."

NON-UNION HAT SHOPS !

Your attention is called to the shops listed

as strictly non -union factories, where mem

bers of the United Hatters are not permit

ted to work and retain their membership in

the United Hatters of North America :

Bethel - H . Hoyt Co., Wm . Staib Co.

Danbury, Conn.-F. Lee Co. ( Old Beck

erle Hat Shop ).

Norwalk , Conn.-F. Berg Co. , Norwalk

Hat Co. ( Barlow Co. )

Newark , N. J .-- Hudson Co. , Napier Co.,

Marne Co. , I. & F. Hat Co.

New York - Cunningham Co., Golden Rod

Co., J. P. Ash Co., Circle Hat Co.

Perth Amboy, N. J. - Sarnoff Hat Co.

Fall River, Mass.--Franklin Co. ( Kanner ).

Philadelphia -- Style - Park Co., ( Jack Katz ) .

Baltiniore --Goodman Hat Co.

To be sure, buy hats bearing the union

while bhel
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Something of the advantages to be gained

through organization is demonstratedby the

Detroit street railway employes. Through

their organization, Div. No. 86, A. A. of St.

& R. E. of A. , they have established collec

tive agreement relations with the city of De

troit , features of which exhibit the advan

tages of the organization .

Contained in the collective agreement

sections which provide as follows :

“ Section 3. Beginning July 1st , 1926 , all

scheduled week day runs over six hours and

under eight hours, shall be considered as

regular runs and shall be allowed eight

hours' time. Fifty per cent of all scheduled

week day runs must be completed within

eleven consecutive hours . Forty per cent of

all runs must be straight runs as nearly

equally divided as possible between day and

night runs. Thirty - five per cent of the total

number of runs shall be completed within

thirteen consecutive hours . Not to exceed

fifteen per cent of all runs may be extended

to exceed thirteen consecutive hours in con

pletion . Runs requiring from thirteen hours

to fourteen hours in completion will be allow

ed ten minutes bonus. Runs requiring from

fourteen hours to fourteen and one-half hours

in completion will be allowed twenty minutes

bonus. Runs requiring from fourteen and

one -half to fifteen hours in completion will

be allowed thirty minutes bonus. One hour

additional bonus will be allowed for each

additional hour thereafter."

Section 4 provides :

" Section 4 . Runs under six hours shall

be considered as trippers , and shall be paid

at actual platform time, except that no trip

per service shall be less than two hours'

time . "

Section 5 reads :

" Section 5. Sunday and holiday runs shall

be straight runs not to exceed eight con

secutive hours ."

Section 8 reads :

" Section 8. Where a regular operator,

motorman , conductor or motor coach oper

ator is assigned to and operates a night run ,

and is required to report for and operate a

morning tripper in addition to his regular

run , he shall in no case be paid less than

two hours at regular overtime rate . Men

whose runs terminate after 12 o'clock mid

night, shall not be required to report for ex

tra forenoon work until 10 oʻclock A. M. the

following day."

Section 9 reads :

“ Section 9. Time allowed for delays in

excess of five minutes after runs are schedul

ed to be relieved shall be paid at the over

time rate , except in cases of fires and una

voidable delay."

Section 11 provides:

“ Section 11. Regular operators , motor

men , conductors and motor coach operators

shall be required to report at their respec

tive car houses ten minutes before the time

scheduled for their runs to leave , except that

during the forty minutes night car service

regular operators, motormen, conductors

and motor coach operators who live a great

er distance than one-half mile from the car

house will not be required to report until

five minutes before such runs are due to

leave. Whenever reliefs are made at points

other than the car house, and take over ten

minutes to go from car house to such relief

point, they shall be allowed the actual

schedule running time required to go to and

from the car house and such relief points.”
Section 12 reads :

“ Section 12. Ten minutes shall be added

to each man's run to cover the actual time

consumed in moving cars in and out of the

car house."

Section 14 reads :

“ Section 14. Where operators , motornien ,

conductors and motor coach operators are

selected or have been assigned to runs reg

ularly scheduled, and portions of such runs

are cancelled , they shall receive the full time

that the runs would have paid had the full

run been completed.”

Section 15 reads :

“ Section 15 . Operators , motormen , con

ductors and motor coach operators shall re

ceive 50 cents per day in addition to their

regular compensation for instructing student

operators and conductors. "

Section 19 reads :

“ Section 19. After six months continuous

service with the Department of Street Rail

ways, each platform man shall be allowed a

vacation of seven days at full pay each year."

Section 22 reads :

“ Section 22. The commission and/or

street railway officials will treat with the em

ployes through the employes' representative

and/or representatives upon all matter and

grievances that may arise from time to time

that are presented through the employes' rep

resentative and !or representatives. In case

of failure to adjust said matters and / or griev

ances the said matters and / or grievances

shall be subject for submission to arbitra

tion as provided in Paragraph 1. In case

of dismissal or suspension of any plat

form man who is afterward exonerated,

said man shall be paid for lost time. Peti

tions for reinstatement shall be made within

seven days from date of suspension or dis

missal.”

Section 31 reads :

“ Section 31. Seniority in coach service

shall be terminal seniority . All men in a

given terminal shall be entitled to select

their runs from that terminal according to

their seniority. General selection of runs shall

be held every four months. When lines are

added to a given terminal, a new run selec

tion shall be held at the earliest opportune

time.

" Section 32. In the event that new lines

are created , which will operate from new

terminals, such lines shall be filled by men

from both traction and coach departments,

according to their seniority in their respec
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tive department. Where new lines are put to their train seniority in the coach service

on from established coach terminals the list for which coach service these men added to

would be filled first by men from that term their lines have qualified.

inal according to their seniority and if there “ Section 39. In the event new traction

are not sufficient men in that terminal to fill lines are created as the result of a partial or

the new line , then the opportunity would complete abandonement of coach lines , then

be given to all men employed either upon the employes of the coach terminal affected

coaches or street cars over the entire system , shall have the right to consolidate with the

according to their seniority. employes of the traction line to which the

• " Section 33. In the event that runs or lines runs are added . The number of men who

are transferred from one terminal to another, shall have this right, and who shall therefore

then such number of men as are required to hold their seniority rights on said line, shall

operate such runs, shall have the right to
at no time exceed the number of men re

transfer or follow such runs to the terminal quired to operate the runs taken from that

to which they are transferred . All such men
terminal by this consolidation, and not re

transferred and men at the terminal to which placed by other runs through the extension

they have been transferred shall be consoli
of lines or the addition of new lines to that

dated at the first general selection of runs at
terminal."

that terminal, according to their seniority in The agreement contains the regular arbi

the coach department . The number of extra
tration provision for the adjustment of any

men who shall have the right to transfer disputes that may arise that cannot be ad

shall be determined pro rata as such number justed through conference .

of runs transferred bears to the total num

ber of runs at the terminal from which they WOMEN WAGE WORKERS IN

transfer . Men who shall have the right to MISSISSIPPI

so transfer , shall be determined according to

seniority. Vacancies existing on the extra From U. S. Department of Labor Bulletin

board on coach lines shall be filled by first
As a result of a survey of conditions in

offering the positions to men on the traction employment of women in stores , laundries

lines, according to their seniority.
and manufacturing establishments in 25 cities

“ Section 34. Whenever new coach runs or and towns of the state of Mississippi , the

lines are created as the result of partial or Women's Bureau of the U. S. Department of

complete abandonment of a traction line , Labor gives out information relative to

the employes of the abandoned traction line employment of women in that state

shall have the right to consolidate with the follows :

traction line to which the runs are added. Total number of women employed in 81

Such consolidation of employes shall be in plants , 2,853 ; white, 81972 per cent; negro ,

accordance with their seniority based on the 1872 per cent . One -fifth are employed in

length of service with the department as stores . Two- fifths are employed in textile

follows : plants and 1174 per cent in laundries.

" Section 35 . Traction men's seniority
In laundries 80 per cent of the women

starts from the date of continuous employ
employed are negroes and in wooden box

ment with the Department of Street Rail
manufacturing plants, where 272 women are

ways or traction system .
reported employed, 54 per cent are negroes .

" Section 36. The coachmen's seniority to
In all other employments the whites pre

dominate.
start from the date of employment with the

coach department, except such men who
The average annual wage given for white

women is $ 464, and for negro women $ 300.
have carried their seniority from the Trac

The average weekly wage for white wo
tion Department to the Coach Department

men is $8.60 per week , and for negro women
as provided herein .

“ Section 37. In the event a traction line

$ 5.75 per week .

There are 2292 per cent of the women

becomes motorized, that is to say, completely workers that are married women , Others

or partially abandoned, and substituted there are either single, widows or divorcees, and

for coaches, the trainmen who fail to quali
31 per cent are under 20 years of age. About

fy for coach service shall be entitled to se
the same proportion are over 30 years of

lection of runs according to their seniority age.

to be carried out by finding what per cent In the various employments, women em

the number of men to be so placed is to ployed by mercantile establishments

the total number of men in the service to found to be receiving the highest wage rates .

which they are added. This percentage shall The average weekly wage for this type of

be applied to the total number of men on employes is $ 14.55 per week. This is exclu

each line and when the result is a fractional sive of five and ten - cent stores, where the

number the first number above the fraction average wage is $7.85 per week. The average

may be used. weekly wage in textile plants is given at

" Section 38 . When trainmen have dis- $7.80 per week .

qualified for coach service and been placed The report of the Womens' Bureau shows

on other lines as provided for, an equal num something with what organized wage work

ber of men below such men added to their ers must contend. It shows a nature of

line, shall have the right to select according competition .

are
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November 22, at Toronto , Ont . , there was

called together a meeting of representatives

of obstructive dual organizations of Canada .

At this meeting there were represented the

“ Canadian Federation of Labor," " Canadian

Brotherhood of Railway Employes," " Elec

trical Communication Workers of Canada,"

“ Mine Workers of Canada' and " Lumber

Workers Industrial Union of Canada.” The

representatives present numbered ten . They

were the leaders in these dual organizations.

The group decided to call a convention with

in the month of March for the purpose of

forming a new Canadian Trade Union center,

to be known as the " All -Canadian Congress

of Labor."

This proposed new organization is designed

to eat into the vitals of the Canadian Trades

and Labor Congress, that is well officered

and well representative of the Canadian

workers , and is affiliated with the American

Labor Movement through the American

Federation of Labor. It will be observed

that these dualist leaders have incepted a

name for their dual organization, evidently

designed to confuse the organized wage

workers through the term “ Canadian Con

gress of Labor. "

The inceptors of this new movement to

dualize the Canadian wage workers and de

stroy their organizations are a type of men

whose efforts have been felt in their endeav

ors to build up their movement by absorbing

already organized wage workers of various

trades and callings . They make little pro

gress in this , and they make practically no

effort to organize the unorganized .

The “ Canadian Federation of Labor" is

the oldest of these dual organizations and

in the course of its endeavors it has never

been known to have but a small member

ship , and within its course it has obtained

nothing in the way of improving wages and

working conditions for Canadian workers.

It has preached a doctrine of evading unity

of endeavor among American wage workers

and has urged the separation of organized

Canadian workers from the All- American

A. F. of L. organization.

The " Electrical Communication Workers

of Canada” is of recent formation by seces

sionists from the Commercial Telegraphers

Union, the leaders of which secession move

ment failed to impose communist policies on

that organization . The design of this or

ganization was to include within its member

ship commercial and railway telegraphers,

telephone and other electrical communica

tion workers. The organization has never

held a convention and is yet governed by

self-appointed officers. While its member

ship was attained by absorbing already or

ganized workers, since the institution of this

organization its membership has fallen off

and it has but very few members.

The " Canadian Pacific Express Employes"

is an outgrowth of company unions and is

reported to have a membership of about

1,500 .

The " Lumber Workers International Un

ion ' is a product of the O. B. U. , I. W. W.

and Communist Party.

The “ Mine Workers of Canada” is the

outgrowth of O. B. U. activities in Alberta

and British Columbia , in its destroying the

solidity of District No. 18 of the United .

Mine Workers of America.

The " Canadian Brotherhood of Railway

Employes” is striving to become an O. B. U.

railway union . It started as a dual move

ment to absorb membership from the Rail

way Clerks International Union . It is now

endeavoring to absorb all classes of organized

railway workers .

Of course it is not likely that this new

movement will attain any great prestige

among the workers . However, it will serve

as an obstructionist movement to the ex

tent of its endeavors to absorb the vital

force of the bona - fide trade unions, to what

ever extent this may measure .

The members of the American Labor

Movement, which comprises the progressive

element of wage workers in the United

States and Canada , are capable of their

own reasoning to the knowledge that the

present unity is the power that can move

forward in the interest of the wage workers.

It is , therefore, unnecessary to assume that

this dual movement can possibly ascend to

any great importance in membership or in

its possibilities of advancing labor. In fact ,

such movements are well -known obstructions

in the path of the progress of wage workers.

The absurdity of creating labor organiza

tions within the United States and Canada

from exclusively national confinements is

clear to any thinking wage worker . All that

is necessary is to observe the employment

powers of capitalism of the two sections.

Boundary lines of the two sections are no

barrier to capitalistic investments and this

is clear to anyone giving the subject the

least thought.

FIRST ARBITRATION UNDER NEW

RAILWAY LABOR ACT GRANTS

INCREASE

The first arbitration in the interest of

steam railway men under the new Railway

Labor Act enacted in May, 1926 , as a sub

stitute for the old Railway Labor Board,

was that of the conductors, trainmen and

yardmen on the Eastern railways. The ar

bitration was the result of a petition of the

organized railwaymen - Order of Railway

Conductors , Brotherhood of Railway Train

men and Switchmen's Union - for an in

crease in wages, which under the new Act

was submitted for arbitration .

The decision of the arbitration grants to

the railway men affected an
increase of

seven and one-half per cent, establishi
ng

new wage rates as follows :

Passenge
r conducto

rs........... $ 7.20 per day
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APPROACHES

46

em

Assistant conductors and

ticket collectors 5.91

Through freight conductors ...... 6.62

Local freight conductors ........ 7.18

Passenger baggage men ......... 5.22

Passenger brakemen 5.05

Through freight brakemen .... 5.20

Local freight brakemen ...... 5.68

Yard conductors 7.14

Yard brakemen 6.62

Switch tenders 5.07

The day rates are on the basic 8 -hour day .

The seven and one-half per cent increase

also applies to all other organized railway

workers interested in the arbitration , but

does not include Engineers , Firemen and

Maintenance of Way and Telegraphers '

Unions.

" Labor," the Washington weekly publica

tion of standard railway organizations, in

commenting upon the new Railway Labor

Act and the award rendered to the Eastern

roads ' employes is quoted as follows :

" The increase of wages granted to

ployes on fifty Eastern roads is gratifying in

the extreme. It brings back the wages of

these workers to a point slightly above the

former peak established in 1920. It shows

that the machinery set up by the Railway

Labor Act is well adapted to the task of

preserving industrial peace on the railroads .

But it does not mean that railway workers

can relax their vigilance , neglect their or

ganizations, and still expect to get justice

through the operation of law.

“ The contrary is true. There is no sub

stitute for the union . The government, in

the Railway Labor Act , set up machinery

by which men and managers can come to

gether peaceably to work out their disputes.

But unless they come with something like

equality of economic power, the equality

prescribed by the law is meaningless .

" That economic power
can only be se

cured for the workers through trades unions.

" The moral is plain : Stand by your or

ganizations, and work steadfastly to make

them more effective. Their economic power

is the only counter weight to the big com

binations of capital that dominate the mod

ern business world . This is as true in other

fields as in transportation .

" A union that includes all , or nearly all ,

the members of a given craft, or group, can

do ten times more for workers without the

special recognition of the law than any law

can do without the backing of strong

union .

" In the case of transportation workers, the

law provides valuable machinery for the ad

justment of disputes . But the motive power

to make that machinery function aright

comes from organization -- and from nothing

else."

Washington, D. C.-All eyes , including the

eyes of the country's great financial institu

tions and insurance companies , are on the

Union Labor Life Insurance Company, as

the day for the actual entry of this new

company into the insurance field draws near.

This is made clear by inquiries and reports

coming to the offices of the company here .

Meanwhile several important developments

are under way.

First , there is a rush of those who want

to secure stock before the stock books are

closed.

Second, the company itself is working day

and nighi to bring arrangements to comple

tion for the beginning of business. Actu

aries have been at work for some time in

the preparation of rates , policies , accounting

forms and other necessary arrangements.

Third, an unusual number of leaders in

the trade union movement have , within the

past week, visited the headquarters of the

company here, some coming to Washington

especially to see what progress is being

made.

There is every indication that almost from

the day of its opening the new company will

play a role in the progress of the labor

movement that will exceed in importance

the most courageous expectations of its

friends.

Subscriptions have been coming in at an

unprecedented rate, surpassing even the first

days of organization work. It is apparent

that as the stock -selling period comes to a

close the rush will be even greater than it

is at this time and there is extreme liklihood

that some who will wait too long will be

disappointed. The officers urge those who

desire stock to act at once .

go

a

STRIKERS ARE JAILED BY INJUNC

TION JUDGE

Belleville, Ill .-Circuit Judge George A.

Crow jailed and fined 29 striking enamel

workers for violating his injunction not to

picket two manufacturing plants in this city .

One unionist was sentenced to 120 days in

jail , two to 90 days and seven to 60 days .

Fines range from $25 to $200.

The strikers wanted to to jail, but

were persuaded to accept bail and agree to

an appeal that the constitutionality of the

state law limiting injunctions, may be tested .

This law was passed by the last General

Assembly .

The strikers are members of the Interna

tional Brotherhood of Foundry Employes,

The struck plants are the Belleville Enamel

ing and Stamping Company and the Roeschi

Enamel Range Company.

The Associated Industries, representing

business interests, is aiding the two concerns

with a view of retarding organization among

the workers

If you entertain the supposition that any

real success, in great things or in small, ever

was or could be, ever will be or can be,

wrested from Fortune by fits and starts ,
Diolcon
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE MO

TORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

“ Div . No. 432, Pen Argyl,Pa.

“ Div . No. 433, Lansford , Pa .

“ Div . No. 434 , Pittsburg, Kan .

“ Div . No. 435 , Hamilton, O.

“ Div . No. 436, Macon , Ga .

“ Div . No. 437, Ashtabula , O.

“ Div. No. 438, Spokane , Wash.

“ Div. No. 439, Charleston, W. Va.

“ Div. No. 440, Savannah, Ga.

" Div. No. 441 , DesMoines, Ia .

“ Div . No. 442, Des Moines, Ia .

“ Div . No. 443, Stamford, Conn .

“ Div . No. 444, Chicago , Ill.

“ Div. No. 445, Cleveland, O.

" Div . No. 446, York, Pa.

“ Div . No. 447, Pt. Richmond, Cal .

" Of these organizations eight haveproved

ineffective, making a net gain of 21 new

locals for the year. These locals have a

total membership of 2,409 — a net gain of

membership by the institution of new locals .

There were reorganized six lapsed locals of

a membership of 2,212. The total member

ship gained by organization and reorganiza

tion during the year 1906 was 4,621 . Three

divisions that were in existence January 1 ,

1906, have since lapsed. These divisions

had 120 members. The increase in member

ship to old divisions was 2,200, makinga

gain over loss by lapsed locals of 2,080

members. This, added to the increase by

new and reorganized locals makes a net gain

of 6,701 members for the year 1906."

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE MO.

TORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

" Six thousand four hundred and forty - five

dollars, or a sum less than one-half the

amount paid in death and disability benefits,

was paid in strike or out-of-work benefits

during the last year.

"This Association, during the year 1906,

paid to disabled members and to beneficiaries

of deceased members $13,900. There is some

virtue in organized labor. If this is com

mendable , then every knock against the As

sociation was a knock against a commendable

institution .

" Written agreements were secured to 98

local divisions during the year passed .

Whether these agreements are good, bad or

indifferent, they represent the fact that the

employes working under them had something

to say about the conditions and wage of

their employment. They express the pos

session of self-respecting manhood of the

members affected that cannot come to the

wage earner who is forced to submit to

conditions in the fixing of which he is abso

lutely ignored. Then organization inspires

manhood.

" The Cincinnati Traction Company dis

charges an army of more than 1,000 men

every year, who are denied both a personal

hearing, or appeal by a representative . Much

of the evidence against them is gathered by

Pinkertons and presented behind closed

doors. No known union man is tolerated

in the service .

“ When the December report was

piled International President W. D. Mahon

was at Cleveland . O., aiding in the nego

tiation of an agreement for Division No. 268

with the Cleveland Electric Company. Sev

eral conferences with the officials of the

company , committee hearings and meetings

of the division succeeded in shaping an

agreement which was acceptable to all par

ties. In this work Vice-president A. L.

Behner was associated with the International

president.

" Since last reported the president has is

sued a charter for the institution of Division

No. 447 at Rochmond , Calif. — the last char

ter issued in 1906 — and for the institution

of Division No. 448 , Springfield , Mass. — the

first charter issued in 1907.

" Twenty -nine charters of affiliation were

issued to newly organized locals during the

year 1906. Charters were granted as follows :

" Div . No. 419, Lewiston, Maine.

" Div . No. 420, Key West, Fla .

“ Div . No. 421 , Mt. Carmel , Pa .

" Div . No. 422, New Albany, Ind.

“ Div . No. 423 , Charleston , S. C.

" Div . No , 424, Newark , O.

" Div . No. 425 , Hartford , Conn .

" Div . No. 426 , Lincoln, Neb .

" Div . No. 427 , Allentown, Pa .

" Div. No. 428, New Bedford , Mass .

" Div . No. 429, Merrimac, Mass.

" Div . No. 430 , Mauch Chunk, Pa .

" Div . No. 431, Syracuse, N. Y.

com

“President's Report for the Month of

December. ”

" To the Divisions of the Amalgamated

Association of Street Railway

Employes of America .

“ Greeting: The month of December has

been unusually quiet and everything through

out the organization is moving along har,

moniously. In the early part of the month I

met the general manager and superintendent

of the Citizens' Street Railway Company of

Detroit before a meeting of the union, where

we discussed both pro and con the aims

and objects of the association, and I feel the

effects of the meeting to have been very

good , as it brought both sides to understand

each other's position . On the 12th of the

month I held two meetings in the city of

Toledo, O., one meeting in the afternoon

and another at night . The afternoon meet

ing was attended by the late men and extras ;

the evening meeting was an open mass meet

ing and was attended by most every day

men and a great number of citizens . After

the close of the meeting a smoker was held:

I feel that our unions should hold more of

these open , public meetings, as their results

have proven in the cities in which we have

held them , to be very beneficial . From To

ledo I proceeded to Cincinnati to attend the

convention of the American Federation of

Labor. The convention was one of the

largest ever held by that body and a great
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THE BRITISH LABOR MOVEMENT

Address of Fraternal Delegate George Hicks

of the British Trades Union Congress, at

the Forty - sixth Annual Convention of the

American Federation of Labor

amount of work was done looking to the

betterment of the conditions of the toilers .

The most important measure to our organi

zation was the passing of the following reso

lution :

"Whereas, The street railway companies

of the country are using the United States

mail as a cloak for the intimidation and

coercion of these employes ; therefore, be it

" Resolved, That the incoming executive

council be instructed to formulate and pre

sent to Congress a bill , making it unlawful

for any interurban , surburban or streetrail

way companies to use the mark 'U. S. Mail '

on any cars that do not carry United States

mail , and that on all cars carrying United

States mail government mail clerks shall be

employed in connection with the motorman

and conductor.

"While in the city of Cincinnati I inves

tigated the condition of the street railway

men and made some attempts at organizing

them , but found it impossible , as the men

are afraid to take any steps toward organiza

tion , being practically in a slavery to the

company. To show you to what extent the

men are in subjection to the orders of the

company, the men had arrangements to hold

a ball about the holidays; they had secured

their hall and had their arrangements par

tially made , when the company learned of

it and gave orders that no ball should be

allowed , which was at once obeyed by the

men . However, while I was there I planted

some seed that I believe in the future will

bring forth fruit . From Cincinnati I went

to Muncie, Ind ., to meet with our division

at that place , and while there held a con

ference with the manager of the street rail

ways who, by the way, is a very nice gentle

man and one who is in favor of trades

unionism . He agreed that the 10 per cent

reduction that had taken place in the fall

should be restored to the men on the first

of January, and at the first of May another

increase in the wages would be made. I

held a meeting of the union at midnight, and

on the next day met with the committee

to assist them in preparing a set of by -laws

to govern their local body. I then left them ,

with the best of feeling between themselves

and the company, and everything looking

bright for the future. From Muncie I re

turned back to headquarters to spend the

holidays at home. The only place where

any serious trouble has arisen during the

month was in Division 13 , at Pueblo, Col.,

where the company threatened the men with

a 10 per cent reduction. From latest reports

the division had resisted the reduction and

everything is moving along quietly . The

secretary -treasurer's bonds, which would

have expired on the first of the month , I

have had renewed in the New York Surety

Company, and the bonds have been deposited

with the secretary of the Executive Board .

“ Yours fraternally ,

President Green , Officers of the American

Federation of Labor and Delegates: I am

sure that the very warm and cordial re

marks of your chairman have touched me

and Brother Bromley very deeply, and we

hope by the remarks we make here this

morning that we will make some contribu

tion to a better, if possible, understanding

of the difficulties that beset us on both

sides of the Atlantic.

I am going to do something that is not

very customary for me. I have put down a

few observations on paper , chiefly because

I am going to deal in some of the observa

tions with that world shaking event that oc

curred in Great Britain during the past year,

and which it is very necessary , whenever

we speak of occasions of that character, that

our words are very well weighed and meas

ured and proportionate to the great event

that happened.

On behalf of the British Trades Union

Congress I bring you greetings and the

pledge of brotherhood and comradeship from

the whole organized working class move

ment of Britain and the British workers

generally.

I am gratified and charmed with my visit

to your wonderful Republic and am proud

to be with you here at your annual Con

vention . I have been decply interested in

all I have seen and heard since I have been

here. Your cities and their municipal or

ganization ; the manner of your industrial

life , the efficiency of your industrial fabric,

your keeness and vital urge, convey many

ideas and lessons to me. Being a builder , a

bricklayer, your buildings have been of

particular interest . You certainly do know

how to build in this country. I am sure

the Pharoah who built the Pyramids would

have been filled with envy at your sky

scrapers . I look at your towns — your streets

-the long rows of buildings - commercial

houses , business offices, factories , shops,

mansions, and I say to myself : Here is

evidence that our fellows have been pretty

busy. The building craftsmen are the same

the whole world over . And they know their

jobs , too . And I say to myself also : that

if you workers know how to build like this ,

are possessed of such knowledge , skill , con

structive ability, and power as to bring into

being these mighty cities , then you can also

build strongly and wisely in other directions.

You can build big movements, establish

powerful organizations, bring the same

creative power into play in all mighty cities

-then you can also build the material, moral

and intellectual progress of that country.

I felt that I had to say a word about your

building workers . I know of several old

members of my own trade union who are

members of the buildings workers'

union of this country . A good trade union

ist is a good grade unionist in whatever land

now

dont " mo he The world T
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came а

remember, during the critical days of the the Trade Union Movement would be im

recent General Strike in Britain at the pelled to take action .

blackest hour-when the strain upon my The General Strike came as the culmina

organization, the Amalgamated Union of tion of events which had developed since

Building Trade Workers, and the whole the close of the great war. One has only

trade union movement , was at its heaviest to review the industrial history of Great

point, receiving from the Kearney, New Britain since the Armistice to realize how

Jersey, local No. 20 , of the Bricklayers', closely linked is this chain of events. In

Masons' and Plasterers ' International Union September, 1919, there occurred a great

of America, a donation of $200 towards our railway strike, tying up the entire railway

strike funds. I can assure you that that system of the country. * In 1921, after what

spontaneous, unexpected expression of prac is known in Britain as “ Black Friday,"

tical generosity made a profound impression thirteen weeks ' lock-out of the

both upon myself and my Executive Coun miners. In 1922 came the great engineer

cil. We deeply appreciated the kindly spirit ing - what you call in this country the ma

which prompted the sending of thatmoney , chinists ' - lock -out. These were followed by

At the same time we received unexpected employers' atatcks on the workers in each

help of a similar character from the building industry in turn, The textile workers, the

workers of South Africa . We were made to printers , the dockers and so on . In 1924

realize that there were fellow workers in all we had a nation -wide dispute in the build

parts of the world who were deeply inter ing industry. So the struggles went on . All

ested in our welfare and keenly aware of the the time the greatest economic pressure was

difficulties of our struggles , and that , across exercised by the employers against the

the oceans and continents, the spirit of in workers,

ternational brotherhood and solidarity was The British employers are organized in

something very real . That as regards
powerful associations , and are linked to

building workers, as such , and the interna
gether in the Federation of British Indus

tional comradeship of those working at our tries .

crafts and trades. But that spirit has been

expressed by all crafts and trades , by all the
There were voices which arose in our

workers in all countries. movement pointing out the urgent need for

the closest possible unity. If , they said ,

As a member of the General Council of
our unions are being beaten singly into the

the Trades Union Congress, and consequent dust , the obvious thing for us to do is to

thereon as one who played a leading part join forces . Then it was that the demand

in the great historical drama of the General arose for the concentration of Trade Union

Strike of Great Britain , I feel that I cannot power in the General Council of the Trades

let this occasion go by without telling you Union Congress.

something about that world-shaking event. From this it will be readily understood

You workers of America are , and have
that a considerable number of organiza

been , enjoying a period of prosperity. Your
tional changes took place. While it cannot

wages, judging by European standards, are
be said that the British Trade Union Move

high. Employment amongst you is good .
ment was fully prepared for the General

Your conditions are much more favorable
Strike, it was nevertheless undergoing a

than the conditions under which the British
process of transformation towards that end .

workers live and have their being.
Considerable additional powers were given

In

Britain , ever since the end of the war, we
the General Council by the Trade Unions

have been passing through a period of un
arising from the Congress decisions of Hull

precedented industrial depression . Our in in 1924 and Scarborough in 1925 , and a

dustries have been in a bad way and have
conference of Trade Union executives held

undergone serious contraction. From the at the end of July, 1925. The local Trade

date of the Armistice onwards we have had
Union bodies - Trades Councils - were drawn

to
in our midst an unemployed army of from

into closer relationship the General

one and half to two millions .
Council .

This And as far as I am personally

figure, for Britain, is a really formidable one ,

concerned, realizing as I did the terrific

representing roughly , twelve per cent of our
crisis towards which we were driving , I did

workers, And also , with many of our in
everything that was in my power, through

dustries, part time employment for thou
our Labor press and by speech , to prepare

sands has been a general rule. It would be
and to arouse ourmovement for the strug

difficult to convey to you the frightful im
gle .

poverishment this has occasioned for mil We well knew that the struggle would re

solve itself around the mining industry.lions of our working people , but one has to

endeavor to grasp that fact as a background
Coal mining is the basic productive indus

to the causes which led to the General try of Britain. It normally employs over a

Strike .
million workers . The tragic plight of the

whole of British industry affected coal

In Britain , as you know , we have a great, mining the most , the decrease in manufac.
well-organized Trade Union Movement. It

ture, the decrease in transport, meant, of

was only to be expected that when condi
course , that less coal was used for fuel pur

tions became so bad 26 to be unbearable, poses . Then the revolution in shipping re,

when wages came crashing down, when sulting from the introduction of the Deisel

hundreds of thousands vainly clamoured for engine, and the use of oil instead of coal for

jobs and when employers pressed forward power purposes on ships, has had greater

in a general offensive on the workers, that reactions on the British coal industry than

a
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as

on the coal industries of other countries .

Then the intense programs of foreign com

petition has also affected this industry .

It must be borne in mind that Britian

was the first country to become industral

ized , and that coal-getting dates back for a

far longer number of years there than else

where. Today we find the British coal in

dustry in a very backward state. The

methods of long ago are still, in many in

stances, in operation. Many of the coal

mines have been well worked and the coal

face is at long distances-in some cases ,

miles — from the pit shaft, and the miners

have to walk and crawl those distances be

fore they can begin work . These factors

have to be also taken into consideration .

But, a comparatively small percentage of the

mines are operated with the latest, most up

to-date coal-getting machinery: Only the

most radical re -organization of the mining

industry , in regard to the ownership of the

mines and their working, will put it upon a

modern plane.

Consequent on all this the mining indus

try has been , during the past six years, in

a condition of chronic crisis. Pits have

closed down. The whole population of

mining villages, in many instances, have

been without, employment. Part- time em

ployment has been rife , Wages have been

bad ; conditions of work and life for the

miners have been made very miserable in

deed . The miners' life , hard, toilsome , diffi

cult and dangerous as it is in the normal

way into the grey woof of which the blood
red thread of Death from explosions and

accidents is so frequently woven-has been

made increasingly hard, toilsome and diffi
cult .

Under conditions such as these, the mine

owners came forward with a demand for

further drastic reductions in wages - amount

ing for some sections of miners, in South

Wales, for instance , to as much as one

third of what they were receiving prior to

May 1st. The mine owners also demanded

an increase in the working day; from seven

hours to eight hours,

The whole British Trade Union Move

ment rallied behind the miners.

On Friday, April 30th , the Government

subsidy to the coal industry ceased . It was

understood that the coal owners ' notices

were to take immediate effect ; which they

did. The General Strike began on May 1st

with the lock -out of over a million miners .

On that same day the General Council an

nounced its intention to call a General

Strike to begin at midnight on Monday,

The General Council's proposals for this

co-ordinated action of the unions contained

a list of trades and undertakings to cease

work as and when required . It included

transport of all kinds , printing and the

press, iron and eel, building, except on

working -class housing, electricity and gas .

Sanitary and health andgood services were
to be left alone.

Directions were issued

emphasizing the need for trade union disci

pline , and incitement to disorder

strongly deprecated. The actual calling

out was left to the respective Trade Union

executives . The issue was clearly defined :

It was war .

Fellow workers, it is impossible to give

you a word picture of what followed during

the next eleven days. Every industry was

at a standstill . Every city and town in the

country was silent and still. The improvised

machinery of the Government worked like a

locomotive whose vital parts were tied to

gether with pieces of string. There were no

newspapers ; even the “ Times" and the

“ Telegraph " had to content themselves with

issuing little foolscap sheets of typewritten

matter. The mighty power of Labor; of the

Trade Union movement, was demonstrated

as never before in all its history. The life

the vital force - had been subtracted from

everything . Just realize that in a small ,

compact, highly industgalized country, like

Britain three and a half million of the

workers in the essential industries had

ceased from functioning. The times, as we

all felt , were big with fate . It was

though some mysterious
almighty force had

swept over everything
, and had brushed

with the wings of Death the mines, mills ,

factories, workshops,
dockyards, railway

systems, leaving them inert and desolate.

The workers massed together, they held

great meetings and demonstrations
. They

organized, with remarkable
ability, local

machinery
for the relief of distress, for

picketting, for disciplining
the troublesome

elements and protecting the women and

children from the hardships that all strikes

entail . I tell you , the British workers were

splendid . The present British Government

is a reactionary. Tory Government
, and has

been , all the time, the instrument
of the

mine owners. This Government endeavored

to provoke disaster . The police were pro

vocative . There was a great parade of

armed force; steel-helmetted soldiers, with

loaded rifles , marched up and down , Tanks ,

armoured cars , and all of the panopoly of

were very much in evidence.

certainly not the fault of the Government

that a vast sea of blood was not shed on the

streets of London and other towns. With

quiet dignity the workers , themselves, main

tained the peace,

Well , this General Strike lasted eleven

days, Being the first of its kind it was very

much of a great adventure. It possessed

all the elements of a stupendous gamble .

There were many organization
weaknesses

and many factors not taken into considera

tion . We did not secure by it what we in

tended to secure . As you know the conclu

sion of the General Strike was unsatisfac

tory , and the miners have continued with

the struggle. I do not intend to go into

that ; there are many questions of a domes

tic character that we in Britain have to deal

with in this connection. But this I will say

-speaking with a full sense of my responsi

bility to our movement - that the conditions

which produced the General Strike in Brit

ain still exist. Nobody with a spark of in

telligence would desire a repetition of the

terrible industrial warfare a General Strike

involves . But we cannot escape from the

war It was

May 3rd .

was
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stern and awful realities . The tremendous

sweep of economic forces , the terrific clash

ing of class interests , cannot be avoided

We are compelled to make our plans upon

the conscious realization of actualities. On

either side in Britain today the two sides

are preparing for the coming, struggle. It

would appear that General Strikes of a more

intense and formidable character than the

one recently experienced are inevitable.

The miners' struggle still continues. It

has gone on and on for many weary months .

The coal fields are desolate . The mining

communities exist , from day to day, in a

condition of semi-starvation. It is as though

famine had descended upon the land . What

miserable mortals we are, when we permit

the deliberate creation of want and misery

and hunger in order to resolve our quarrels.

The miners are fighting to live ; live hardly

and desperately as they have done in the

past.

You know that . I believe every worker in

the world knows that now .

Indeed, what we have been undergoing in

Britain has been the intimate concern of

the workers of the whole world . East and

west have joined in this. . There is many a

miner's home in Durham or Fife or South

Wales been made the happier by help that

has been given by you workers here in

America , There is many a miner's babe

now living who would have been dead; many

a weary miner's wife been restored to hope

and health who would have been despairing

and sick , but for the help sent from abroad.

To the workers , to our people of all coun

tries , this has been a world - struggle. Every

country has forwarded its tribute. The

workers of Russia have made deductions

from their wages -- held Flag days - de

veloped mass voluntary assistance - evinced

a kindness and generosity beyond concep

tion . Th same with you here in America .

Right well have you carried out the recom

mendation of your President to " give till it

hurts ." But, in measure , that has been

true of the workers of Holland, Germany,

France, Belgium and other European coun

tries . From the down-trodden workers of

India has come a little assistance . Even

from the workers of China - ruthlessly ex

ploited and poor as they are with their

country in the throes of military strife

help has come . The workers of the world

have united , in a very, real and practical

sense , in defence of their British comrades.

We British workers are deeply grateful for

all this . We have long memories--we shall

not forget .

It is such action as this which is doing so

much topave the way towards international

Trade Union Unity. The workers of every

country are feeling the need of each other,

are developing a sense of mutual depend

ence , close comradeship and solidarity . We

must do everything for international brother

hood and unity . For several years past I

have been an ardent advocate of interna

tional Trade Union Unity . We must break

down the barriers of race and creed ,

tional prides and prejudices and really es

tablish an international community of labor.

I visualize a powerful world - wide Trade

Union organization which will aggressively

advance labor standards; which will prevent

the horror of war, and which will be a

tremendous instrument for the protection

of the weak and down- trodden . Just now I

mentioned China . I recollect reading, over

a year ago ,a letter which your President,

Brother William Green , sent to President

Coolidge, calling attention to the sad plight

of the Chinese people. At the present time

there is need for the whole of our interna

tional movement to use its utmost endeavors

to prevent murderous aggression on the

Chinese people. We must demand of the

imperialist powers that they keep their

hands off China. If we had a Trade Union

International , such as I visualize, we would

be able to guarantee that justice would be
done to the patient and long suffering

peoples of the East. I want to see the

American Federation of Labor taking part

once again in our international councils, just
as I want to see the Trade Union of Russia

there also . The times demand a wide-vision

ed statesmanship from the leaders of our

momements in all countries.

Fellow workers, it is impossible to con

vey , in a speech , no matter how long , all I

should like to say. Ours is a big movement ,

and no matter how dark the present may

seem , the future , I am confident, holds for

us a field of glorious achievement.

Good luck and long life to the American

Federation of Labor !

With the consent of your President,

Brother Green , I am going to refer back just

a moment to the present position as far as

the miners of Great Britain are concerned .

Brother Bromley and I have received a

cablegram from the secretary of our British

Trades Union Congress, Brother Walter

Citrine , informing us of the attitude of the

British government in relation to the present

mining dispute. You know that the dispute

has been on now close to six months, taking

four weeks to a month . Our miners are

certainly in a bad position-not so much

from the standpoint of organization , but in

a bad position financially to be able to offer

the necessary resistance to this attack upon

their standard .

I am sure that most of you have already

made yourselves acquainted with the nature

of the attempts of the employers to reduce

the present already low standards of the

miners. The demand has been made for

an increase in the working hours, which the

present government has legalized -- a permis

sive eight-hour day working in the mines.

When Brother Bromley and I were discuss.

ing with the late chairman of the Royal

Commission that investigated the whole

conditions of the mining industry in Great

Britain , it not only gave us a picture of the

British coal fields, but it gave us an X -Ray

photograph all that was substance and all

that was vapor in the matter .

We were discussing with him the question

of the working hours. He said the hours of

labor were already long enough, that the

hours were not really seven hours a day, but

seven and a half hours a day. The miners

19
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DILES

QUICKLY GO!

Don't be cut! And don't waste time and

money on old -fashioned salves, ointments ,

etc. The Dew Page Method is the correct

way to rid yourself of Piles.

FREE Test Proves It Thousands of
grateful letters

tell what this Combination Troatment has accom
plished . Strikes directly at cause and ends it . Then

Piles disappear. Writetoday for Free Test Package.

E. R. PAGE CO ., 214 - C Page Bide.,MARSHALL , MICH .

will be able to testify themselves that very

frequently it is eight hours and over from

bank to bank. Some of the pits are so deep

and the atmospheric conditions so bad that

the miners are unable to work for more than

four days a week; they have to have the

necessary time off to build up substance and

energy to carry on for the next week.

Their wages prior to May, ofthis year,

with the cost of living roughly 70 per cent

higher than in 1914, were on the average 30

per cent above 1914. When the demand

came for reducing these wages and stand

ards , you can easily see the conditions which

were responsible for organizing the resist

ance to that.

Our cablegram reads: " The British gov

ernment absolutely, adamant on hours ex

tension for the miners . Position is most

serious. It is imperative that you should

acquaint the American movement of this

serious attack on British trades union stand

ards, The General Council asks you to

make the strongest possible appeal for

financial support. The miners will be out

for some weeks.

That is the story that we have to tellyou

this morning. We would be happier if we

were able to tell you that the struggle was

over or that we were able to immediately

şee ways and means of settling it . You

have had a delegation over here headed by

our comrade, Ben Tillet, with other mem

bers of the Miners' Federation, who have

told you in detail what the general condi

tions have been and have made an appeal to

you for financial support.

Our British trade union movement put in

roughly three million pounds of wealth to

the strike during those eleven days, and of

course have contributed to the maximum

of their capacity since, but you can easily

understand that so far as the British trade

union movement is concerned it has not

had the chance to recover so as to be able to

make the contribution in the measure they

would have desired .

I know that you have troubles in this
great country of yours. I have read the

papers and have been in contact with your

officers and have been informed of the dis

putes which you have here and of the ap

peals which will be made for help, and I

feel somewhat unpleasant in having to ap

peal for greater assistance for our miners,

their wives and families in this struggle in

Great Britain , but I feel you will do all you

possibly can in that direction .

The hazarding life of the miner is known

to all of us. During the period of the gen

eral strike there was no
one to take the

place of the miners. Whatever other jobs

they took, none of them went down intothe

mines. We know that the safety of the mine

is very largely determined by the physical

and mental fitness of the individual that is

working in the mine. If he has not the

necessary, money to purchase the necessary

food to build himself up physically , if he

has anguish and torment of mindthat heis

not able to feed his wife and family while

continuing inthemine,then that attitude

of mind is not conducive to the safety of

work in the mine, and if there is anyone

On

who ought to have a decent living it ought

to be those people who delve into the bowels

of the earth and extract this mineral that

is the basis of the industry of the world .

I am sure that any appeal that I will

make will be responded to with the maxi

mum that you will be able to give. You have

read in the papers that some of them have

returned . They have returned , some of

them have gone back to work , but there

isn't a man that has gone back to work be

cause he is against trades unionism , it is

not that at all, it has been the very eco

nomic pressure, the starvation that has

driven him back to work. Let that point

be definitely understood by all and sundry.

The miners are still loyal to their organiza

tion , when they have had six months on the

street , unable to get food for their wives

and children , and when you think of that

you can understand the mentality of men

who will go back to work under conditions

of the character I have described .

Our trade union movement has had a

hard time. It is coming through that time,

not dull , not depressed , not down-we

have our tails up and we are going to build

up again and be able to resist any attack

our organizations. We will be ready

again . The conditions that compelled us to

take the actions of the past are the condi.

tions. We have engaged in a great experi.

ment. Our responsibilities for the future

are very heavy and very great ; we must be

careful, and not reckless in the use of the

power and responsibility placed upon us ;

on the other hand , we must not be timid ,

we must face the realiteis as they present

themselves to us in our every -day tasks.

I don't know what I want to say any

more, only to say that no matter how duil

it may appear at the moment, the general

position and the outlook , I am sure there is

a glorious field of opportunity awaiting us ,

and before long we shall take a position on

that field . We are being brought together

nearer and nearer by our wireless, by our

wonders of science, by all the agencies and

means that are able to communicate from

man to man across the oceans and contin.

ents, and we are beginning to understand

each other better than ever before. I am

sure that the world is getting much smaller,

we are coming in contact with people we

never saw previously. The same set of

conditions existing in one country are rela.

tive to a set of conditions existing in an

other country . Our movement is the great

est in the world ; it is free from control of
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Don't Buy a NewChanger

Every time the fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five -Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Saves time,

pockets, patience — and Speeds up sched

ules — No fumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device and our exclusive

Adjustablo featureonfourth and fifth barrels.

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 -BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 566 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 6 tokens

Price $ 4.00 postage paid . J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St. , New York City

A $ 1.00ĪPAIR

Motormen's Non-Magnetic Watch Holder

FREE TRY

IF YOU HAVE

Rheumatism

DYER

FOOT

DRAFT

DYER

FOOT

DRAFT

Also a free trial of Rheum - Alterative. Drafts

are worn on the feet but are used for the

pain of rheumatism in muscles and joints by

their counter irritant influence through the

great foot pores . Thousands have written

us about their recovery. Send name today

and give the Drafts a trial. If satisfied with

the benefit send me one dollar. If not, keep

your money. You decide . A splendid new

booklet on Rheumatism , illustrated with

plates, comes with the Drafts . Write today.

Send no money. FREDERICK DYER COM

PANY, Suite 171, Dyer Building , Jackson ,

Mich.

Don't Suffer Longer 448

The Brooks Appliance From

Most wonderful discovery A practical little holder adjusted for any size watch.

ever made for rupture Maybeattached to head of screw inframe of car:

sufferers. No obnoxious Savesmotormen's time and promotes “ Safety First."

springs or pads. Automat May be convenientlycarried in pocket when not in use.

ic Air Cushions. Binds WANTED - Motormen andConductorsto Act as

and draws the broken
Agents. Send 50 ¢in money order or stamps for

sample. Sentto anyaddress prepaid .
parts together you

would a broken limb. No
W. C. WILLIAMSON ,

salves. No plasters. No lies. Durable, cheap.
22 Arbor Street, Pittsburgh , Pa.

Many imitators . None equal.

SENT ON TRIAL, CATALOGUE FREE .
So far as our movement is concerned , we

THE BROOKS CO., understand it better than those people out

98A State St. , Marshall , Mich. side . So far as your movement is con

cerned, you understand it better than those

the vested interests, it is prepared to repre. outside. Wedo not interfere with you , and

sent the masses of the people the world we do not expect you to interfere with us ;

over, in order that we may be able to usher we bring you fraternal greetings and the

in a brighter, a cleaner and a happier life . hope that in the very near future our or•

We want our great educational movement ganizations will expand and extend and be

to develop nationally and internationally . able to embrace all the workers in the diff

With our great organizations linked up and erent parts of the world , so that nationally

understanding each other, let us have our and internationally wemay march side by

educational institutions that will give us side to the conquest of those things that are

thereasons why men and women in differ. waiting for us when wehave made up our

ent parts of the world are going without minds, so that we will be able to remove

food , improperly housed and improperly permanently all preventable misery, all dis.

clad. That is not God-ordained , that men satisfaction and want, and toapply our

and women should go without the neces brains and capacity to those things that

sities of life. That is man -made law, and will minister toourwants and requirements,

we must organize to remove that which is and to leave the world cleaner than when

imposing handicaps upon our people today. we came in .
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FASHION LETTER

For sports wear, for general wear and also for even

ing wear one sees Two Piece models attractively dis

played . Blouse and skirt may be of two materials or in

two shades of one color, or in plaid check or striped or

figured material combined with a material of plain

weave.

Nearly every type of dress shows the ensemble idea .

Coat and dress must be in unison , that is the colors

must be combined pleasingly ; a plain material and a

checked material may be combined.

For general wear, for business an “ensemble" may

comprise a woolen coat, and dress of the wool or of

silk or crepe, and both should be made on simple lines.

A dress of Georgette , of satin crepe or wool crepe

may be worn with a velvet coat for the afternoon en

semble, or both coat and dress may be of cloth.

Blouses are shown in attractive styles and material.

With a cloth skirt of a color to match the coat, a blouse

of satin velvet or silk may be worn.

For skating one should have a heavy sweater or

suede wind breaker to wear with a short skirt, Knickers

may replace the skirt,

Separate top coats may be worn with sports clothes

or with woolen sports dresses.

For informal dinners and the theatre as well as

for afternoon wear, the dress of crepe satin, georgette

or silk, with long transparent sleeves is quite approp

riate . The color of such a dress should be suitable for

afternoon and evening.

Dresses of brocade, or metal cloth, of lace or bead

embroidery are suitable for formalevening wear,

Velvet, moire or coating satin will makea smart and

serviceable wrap for evening wear. It may have a collar

of fur or embroidery.

Plaits are much in vogue . Fine side plaits form en

tire skirts .

Inverted or inserted plait folds trim the fronts of

dresses. Box plaits and groups of plaits are also shown.

Moire is much favored as a dress material. It is now

shown not only in waves, and other designs, but also in

'metallized , printed and floral effects .

5660. Ladies' Dress.

Cut in 7 sizes : 34 , 36, 40, 42 , 44 and 46 inches bust

A 38 inch size will require 4 yards of 40 inch

material with 14 yard of contrasting material for facing

on the collar, and % yard 9 inches wide for the vestee.

The width of the dress at the foot with plaits extended is

14 yard . Price 12c.

56 76. Boys' Suit.

Cut in 3 Sizes : 2 , 4 and 6 years. A 4 year size requires

248 yards of 36 inch material with 44 yard of contrast

ing material . Price 12c.

5679. Childs' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 6 months, 1 year, 2 and 3 years.

1 year size with long sleeves requires 1 % yard 36 inches
wide. If made with short sleeves 1 % yard is required.

Price 12c.

5664. Ladies' House Dress.

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38, 40, 42 and 44 inches bust

measure . A 38 inch size requires 3 yards of 36- inch ma

terial. The width of the dress at the lower edge is 112

yard . Price 12c.

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP-TO-DATE

FALL and WINTER 1926-1927 BOOK OF FASHIONS,

showing color plates, and containing 500 designs

Ladies' , Misses' and Children's Patterns,a CONCISE and

COMPREHENSIVEARTICLEONDRESSMAKING ,ALSO

SOME POINTS FOR THE NEEDLE (Illustrating 30 of

the various, simple stitches ) all valuable hints to the

home dressmaker.

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO.,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn , N. Y.

measure .

}
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The Go-Ahead Man

An ill - fitting, poorly made uniform is like a " block" on a man's

road to success. His industry , honesty and ability can't crowd past

that barrier.

A Bloch uniform is “ two bells” and ahead for the man of " pep ”

and ambition. It is so carefully made , so clearly above the ordinary

in tailoring, so superior in all the essentials of uniform merit.

Many thousands of conductors and motormen will wear none

other than Bloch uniforms. It is an incurable good habit.

Hunt up a Bloch dealer or ask a friend or us his name. Always

insist upon seeing this label.

The

Bloch

Company

Cleveland :

Send me free, a

TrolleyJim

Time Book

UNT

In Every Garment

THE BLOCH COMPANY , Cleveland, Ohio

Name

Address .
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elected president of the Local, he was also

elected as one of the delegates who will

represent the Local at the 20th Convention

of the Amalgamated Association, which

will be held in Birmingham , Alabama, in

September of this year.

STREET RAILWAY SITUATION

By W. D. Mahon

was

20

PRESIDENT WILLIAM COOPER

Oregon State Federation of Labor

In my former article upon the street

railway situation in the United States I

showed , from the census report of the

United States Government, the situation in

1922. I am continuing in this article the

same statistics as given by the Government

in 1922.

The valuation as given of roads and

equipment for 1917 was Five Billion One

Hundred Thirty - six Million Four Hundred

Forty -one Thousand Five Hundred and

Ninety-nine Dollars ( $5,136,441,599 ), while

the valuation given in 1922 Five

Billion Fifty -eight Million Seven Hundred

Sixty -two Thousand Four Hundred and

Fifty - four Dollars ($5,058,762,454 ) , a slight

decrease in the total valuation .

Thesame is true in capitalization. The

capitalization given for 1917 was Five Bil

lion Five Hundred Thirty -two Million Two

Hundred Twenty - three Thousand Eight

Hundred and Eighteen Dollars ($ 5,532,

223,818) , while the capitalization for 1922

was given as Five Billion Four Hundred

Forty -six Million Seven Hundred Ninety

four Thousand Five Hundred and Forty

seven Dollars ($5,446,794,547) , a deprecia

tion of a rittle over one per cent (1 % ).

The reports further show that in 1922

there were forty -three thousand seven hun

dred and eighty -nine (43,789) miles of rail

way operated by electricity , a little over

forty - five (45 ) miles by cable, a fraction

over four (4) miles by animals, a little over

one ( 1 ) mile by steam, eighty - six (86) miles

by gasoline, and a little over five (5) miles

by gravity. The report of 1922 further

shows that twenty-six thousand one hun.

dred and twenty -three (26,123 ) miles were

city and suburban while seventeen thousand

eight hundred and
( 17,807 ) were

interurban railways .

The total horse power to operate the

street railways of the United States in 1922

was twenty - four million four hundred fif

teen thousand five hundred and forty -one

(24,415,541 ) horse power.

The cost for fuel for the operation of the

street railways in 1922 was Thirty -one

Division No. 757 of Portland , Oregon,

has the credit of supplying the Oregon

State Federation of Labor with its presid

ing officer. Not only is brother William

Cooper president of Division No. 757 ,

but he was also recently elected president

of the Oregon State Federation of Labor.

It will be remembered that International

Vice-President C. U. Taylor at the time

of his death was the executive secretary

treasurer of the Oregon State F ... of L.

Upon his death the vacancy was filled by

the election thereto of brother Ben T.

Osborne, an officer of the Bridge and

Structural Iron Workers Union, and at

the recent convention President Cooper,

of the Portland Amalgamated Association

Local, was chosen president of the State
F. of L.

Brother Cooper has long been

an officer of the Portland, Oregon, Local

of this Association and has been an active

spirit in the city and state labor move

At the recent election of officers

by Division 757, aside from being re

seven

ment.
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Million Eight Hundred Ninety-four Thou. they have in the past to advance and im

sand Two Hundred and Forty-seven Dollars prove for the benefit of the public, the

($31,894,247) . The fuel used was as fol- . owners, and those who operate them , and

lows: Bituminous coal, two thousand when we stop to consider how many people

(2,000) pounds to the ton , six million seven are interested in this great industry, which

hundred fourteen thousand eight hundred represents over Five Billions of Dollars, the

and eighty -four (6,714,884) tons. Of anthra many coal miners that are employed to

cite ' coal , two thousand two hundred and produce its fuel , the railroad men that are

forty (2,240) pounds to the ton , there was necessary to convey this fuel, the mechanics

used three hundred thirteen thousand seven that are employed in constructing and

hundred and sixty -one (313,761 ) tons. Of equipping the cars and building up and

coke, two thousand (2,000) pounds to the maintaining the properties, it supports

ton, fifteen thousand two hundred and six thousands and thousands of people, and it

teen (15,216 ) tons. Of oil, including gaso is an industry that should be carefully pro

line, two million three hundred eighty- four tected by law, and advanced in every

thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven legitimate manner possible.

(2,384,837) barrels. Of gas there was used

two million six hundred seventy -three thou . JURISPRUDENCE - JUDICATORY

sand five hundred and forty - five (2,673,545)

cubic feet. Is law a science ? Is law an art ? Are

Reports for the year of 1922 show that
judges jurisprudent . Are judges law

there were one hundred and seventy - four scientists or are they artful? What pro

( 174) employes killed, and there were seven tection have the people from laws and law

teen thousand six hundred and fourteen interpretations rendered by judges ?

(17,614 ) employes injured in the service. Have these questions been solved by

The total number of persons killed in 1922 those of labor and industry ?

was one thousand six hundred and seventy In Indianapolis electric railway employes

nine ( 1,679) , and the total number of per concluded that they had a right to asso

sons injured , including passengers and other ciate together to improve their wages

persons, was one hundred nine thousand
and working conditions. They associated

four hundred and fifty - three ( 109,453 ). - some eight hundred of them — and asked

There was expended in 1922 for damage to the management of the employing property

injury Thirty -one Million One Hundred
for collective agreement relations,

that

Seventy -two Thousand Two Hundred and wages and working conditions might be

Sixty -seven Dollars ($31,172,267 ) . worked out by round table conference on

Now , the capitalization of the street rail the part of their representatives and the

ways was shown at Five Billion Four Hun .. representatives of the employing property,

dred Forty - six Million Seven Hundred Those wage workers had interpreted

Ninety -four Thousand Five Hundred and
the laws of the land , in respect to organ,

Forty -seven Dollars ( $5,446,794,547). The
izing , to be of a nature permissible of

report on steam roads for the same year of their associating together in an associate

1922 shows them to be capitalized at character and in that way seek collective

Twenty -two Billion Two Hundred Ninety agreement relations. They were confronted

Million One Hundred One Thousand One
by the management of the property with

Hundred and Eighty - five Dollars ( $ 22,290, the statement that they were already

101,185 ). The percentage shows that over under agreement relations individually ; that

nineteen per cent (19 % ) of the railroads in
as each employé had been employed he

operation in the United States are electric had subscribed to an individual agreement

railways , and the combined capitalization of and that the individual agreement carried

the steam and electric railways is over with it " open shop " employment and that

Twenty-seven Billions of Dollars.
by those employes federating together as

When one examines the facts concerning a unit of the American Labor Movement,

the magnitude of the street and electric they were violating the agreement. There

railway business in the United States it fore, the company entered Federal Court

must surely convince them that all this talk before Federal Judge Robert C. Baltzell,

about busses ruining and destroying and of Indianapolis , and petitioned that he

finally, eliminating the street railway busi restrain the employes from organizing

ness , is purely a " ghost dancing" notion of within the realm of the American Labor

those who are trying to sell and promote Movement.

the bus business . The facts from every Judge Baltzell had placed before him

point of view show the street and electric the provisions ofthe agreement, which

railway business to be a permanent and he interpreted as prohibitive of an employe

solidly established business that is necessary being a member of a labor union. He

for the transportation of the passenger busi granted the injunction . Later, upona
ness of the industrial centers of the United

pretext that certain of the employes had

States . Facts show that the street railways violated the agreement and had really

are the most satisfactory means of trans joined a union and had asked for con

portation that can be secured . They are sideration of an application for collective

reliable at all times and under all circum agreement relations, he held that they

stances. They are the cheapest and most had violated
the agreement and were

economical means of conveyance that the guilty of contempt of court, and , sent

public can have, and there is no question several of them to jail.

but that they will continue in the future as What law had these men violated ?
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What law was there for them to violate provision, is not violated when the manage

by their associating together for collective ment of the property dismisses sixty -four

agreement relations? employes for joining a labor union, and

Upon what science or art feature of law then, in support of his decision, he pen

was the injunction restraining those men alizes several men for protesting the dis

from organizing granted ? Was it juris missal of those men and for recognizing

prudence the science or art in law that that the management of the employing

imprisoned these innocent men who were property has instituted a lockout of all

guilty of no crime? Or was it artful employes who joined a labor union. Would

judicatory construction of law ? Was law it not require an artful judge to so de

protecting innocent citizens of the American termine ?

Republic by sending them to jail ? In New York the Supreme

Did Judge Baltzell interpret the law as
Court judge sitting upon a case involving

granting him the power to destroy the the question of the right of employes to

legal rights of wage workers upon the
associate themselves in labor union.

petition of an employer that was pro
Before him was a so - called agreement, a

hibiting employment of wage workers who provision of which prohibits employment

belonged to a labor union? Sixty-four of to a wage worker who refuses to join a

them were dismissed from the service of so-called company, union , or who is , or

becomes
the company because of being members

member of a labor union.

of a labor organization. That was before He declared that the so -called union .

Judge Baltzell. excluding agreement is legal. What type

In New York a Supreme Court judge of reasoning is required along the line of

has taken the stand to protect a so -called jurisprudence
that will reconcile this de

agreement to which employes must sub
cision with the Ohio decision ?

scribe to work for the employing street Naturally, judges should function

railway property management. In this that their acts may bring respect for laws.

case, in the petition for the injunction And laws should be so constructed that

before the court, the employing property they may be well and easily understood

submits the so - called agreement , a pro by laymen . Is that respect and under

vision in which prohibits employment to standing to be encouraged by the diversion

wage workers who are members of a union . of decisions of judges ?

It prohibits wage workers from associating Is one to be criticised for assuming that

together in their elective there is but one element in the social

through which to establish collective agree order that has the power to dictate to

ment relations with the employing property . courts the interpretation of laws? Is it

What is the line of jurisprudence that has to be accepted that , regardless of the

granted this injunction ?
average layman's understanding of laws,

In Cleveland, electric railway wage the interpretation of laws must rest al

workers had long since associated together together with the employing property

and enjoyed collective agreement relations managements ? Particularly may this be

with the employing street railway property. so assumed where capital and labor are in

Later, a question arose relative to the controversy .

legality of an arbitration . This question When petitions for injunctions in labor

was brought to the Court of Appeals in disputes are filed by attorneys of an em

Ohio and to the Supreme Court of the ploying property , the injunction is formu

state of Ohio. What kind of jurisprudence lated by attorneys under direction of that

disposed of that case ? Were the injunc- employing property. The injunction is

tions grantedby Federal Judge Baltzell granted upon the petition of that capital

of Indianapolis and Supreme Court Justice
istic power. Who writes and determines

Delehanty of New York consistent with upon the nature and language of the in

the Ohio court decision ? The Ohio court junction ? Who grants the injunction ?

declared that an agreement that required In determining upon the granting of an

an employe to become a member of a injunction , who interprets the law under

union was an illegal agreement. which the injunction is granted? What

The Indianapolis and New York in consideration is given to the rights of

junctions specifically deny employment to wage workers as citizens ?

a member of a labor union .
Wage workers have the right to or

In Indianapolis and in New York the ganize. That is the law. Yet , when it

judges say that an agreement made by is the disposition of those of the employ.

theemploying property that prohibits a ing property to debar wage ' earners from

motorman who is a member of a union the right to organize , it appears that

from working for a living is a legal agree there exists a power to cause the inter

ment. In Ohio the court holds, as in the pretation of the law to
the

pro

Cleveland decision , that an agreement that hibition of the right of wage workers to

is prohibitive of a motorman working who organize.

refuses to be a member of a labor union At one time , even in this nation, there

is an illegal agreement. How are these existed a condition of slavery.

decisions to be reconciled ? worker literally owned , body and

In Indianapolis the Federal brains, by the slave owner . An amend

judge sitting in case upon which he ment to the Federal Constitution

renders a decision that a so -called agree enacted liberating slaves and granting to

ment that includes the open shop as wage workers common and equal rights

5

mean

The wage

was

seewe

а was

a
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with employers. What tremendous power who control the judiciary department of

is it that is able to so swerve jurispru . the social order.

dence to deny to wage workers their rights Fortunately , today the intriguing to

as citizens? deny rights to wage workers is with the

Was it ever known that these injunction
minority of those who profit in employ:

judges who subscribe to the petitions of ment of wage workers, and that unit will

injunction -seeking employers ever granted continue to grow smaller. Their power

an injunction_restraining employers from to control courts is lessening and will

organizing ? Was it ever known that they continue to lessen . As the organization

granted an injunction restraining employers of wage workers extends, courts will ad

associations from urging employers to join vance in following ideal jurisprudence.

their organization ? Was there ever
The American Trade Union Movement

injunction granted restraining lawyers from

joining the Bar Association ? Why is it
is a law - abiding organization. As it grows

that the only injunctions of this nature
stronger it will become more a . law -con

fiding organization . There will be a more

are granted upon petition of non-union

employingconcerns toprohibit wagework correcting
ofthelaw -interpretingauthority.

There will be added further respect for
ers from organizing to obtain collective

agreement relations?
the law, even with the judicatory element.

Really, labor has nothing to fear from

There is no court but that knows that
injunctions in its endeavors to organize.

the non -union wage worker does not stand It is up to the wage workers themselves.

upon an equity in contracting with the The Trade Union Movement is a volun

employer. tary institution. No one is compelled to

Industrial conditions under the present become member of organized labor.

system are of a nature that compels the Wage workers organize because they

multitude of the social order to work for
recognize and understand the advantages

wages for a living. Families must be

supported by wages and should be sup

to be gained through organization to them

selves and the social order. Organization

ported by the wages of the head of the is a reasoning endeavor on the part of

family. But the wage worker, unorgan wage workers. It is a benefit to man

ized , is without the exercise of any right kind . But labor must organize even in

to determine upon the nature and quality resentment to unfair and illegal court

of his livelihood of the livelihood of his
interpretations of protective laws .

children , He must confine himself to the

livelihood privileges granted him by the LATIN -AMERICAN RELATIONS

management of the employing property.

His undesirable home conditions he must
William Green in the

tolerate. He has no means of extending " American Federationist"

beyond the privilege limits fixed by the

management of the employing property,
The American Federation of Labor has

He has no equality in contract under long advocated the reference of disputes

which he can have anything whatever to arising between nations, which do not

say relative to his wages and working involve honor or sovereignty, to arbitral

conditions. He cannot rely upon the laws
tribunals for settlement." This is

of the land for the proper support and the only méthod by which a disinterested

education of his children and proper and
decision upon a basis of facts can be

desirable home conditions . There is no secured. Since judges are human the term

liberty, no freedom in his life. Injunction
" disinterested " must be understood

granting judges will tell him that laws being relatively applied but the decision of

are not made for his protection, but to an arbitral court is much more likely to

control him . Laws are niade only for the be disinterested than the decision of inter

protection of capital .
ested parties.

The law protects men in organizing For the reason that the United States

all men but wage earners . How does it is the oldest republic it must assume an

sound ? Yet , it is the mandate of labor obligation to set standards that may serve

injunction -granting judges. as guides to nations less experienced in

Fortunately, wage workers can organize self-government. The very essence of self

and they know it. And the organization government is self -control and a proper

has a moral force behind it and wage regard for the rights of others.
Thus

workers know that . Therefore , organiza quickly do obligations supplement rights.

tions of wage workers exist and they will The people of the United States believe

continue to exist. When the time comes they have a right to determine the consti

that wage workers are actually prohibited tutionality of their own laws, consequently

from organizing and the moral force can they must accord the exercise of the same

no longer function, the pedestal will surely right to the people of other nations. Should

fall upon the backs of the union- smashers. there be a dispute as to fact, in what

Then , there will be no
more injunction better way can such a dispute be settled

granting judges. than by an appeal to an arbitral tribunal?

Rienzi and his followers rose to a condi fact that one nation is weaker than

tion . Also Lenin . the other puts an additional test upon the
Changes in the industrial order and quality of justice of the arbitral tribunal.

policy of nations is always begotten by If the weaker nation makes the proposal

unfair and imposing industrial masters of arbitration to the stronger, can the latter

as
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refuse without serious damage to its prestige earners of seven thousand six hundred and

and ideals ?
forty - two ( 7,642 )to whom there was paid

Citizens of the United States firmly in wages Ten Million One Hundred Eight

believe in the principle of self-determination Thousand One Hundred and Thirty -four

for nations. It is high time to reach Dollars. ($10,108,134) .

some definite understanding of distinction The operating revenue for 1922

between intervention and protection of Twenty- three MillionTwo Hundred Forty

the rights of American citizens and their one Thousand Three Hundred and Seventy

property. These purposes permit wide seven Dollars ($23,241,377) .

latitudes of interpretation which may The operating expenses for 1922 was

sometimes include the special interests of Seventeen Million Three Hundred Eighty

questionable investments . There is need three Thousand One Hundred and Eighty

for clarification of policies in the Pan eight Dollars ($ 17,383,188 ),

American sphere. An alternative course After meeting all expenses the net income

to arbitration is conference of Pan. is shown as Three Million Six Hundred

American countries to agree upon methods Eighty -four Thousand Six Hundred and

and agencies for deciding upon inter Eight Dollars ( $3,684,608). The bulk of

national relations and business.
this income is from the Detroit, Michigan,

If we would prevent war we must deal properties. The net income for the Detroit

constructively with the causes which create roads was given as Three Million Thirty

war . We cannot maintain peace by merely seven Thousand Two Hundred and Nine

wishing for peace. We must find a remedy
teen Dollars ($3,037,219) . Five or ' six

for the causes which create war and a properties show a deficit and the others

basis of accommodationby which disputes show small net incomes.

and disagreements which arise between The total assets of these properties are

nations can be fairly and equitably settled. given as Sixty- eight Million Six Hundred

American labor hopes our government will Twenty -six Thousand Four Hundred and

not play the part of an imperialist autocrat Seventy-nine Dollars ( $68,626,479 ).

in its relation with Latin -American countries The municipal roads in operation are as

but will prove itself to be, by practice and follows :

precept, an advocate and proponent of the Eureka Street Railway, Eureka, Calif .

ideals of self -government and democratic Municipal Railway of San Francisco,

freedom . San Francisco, Calif.

Fort Collins Municipal Railway , Fort

MUNICIPAL STREET RAILWAYS Collins, Colo .

IN THE UNITED STATES
Municipal Railway of St. Petersburg ,

By W. D. Mahon
St. Petersburg , Fla.

Lincoln Municipal Railway,Lincoln, Ill .

The Government statistics show that in Pekin Municipal Railway, Pekin, Ill.

1912 there were only two (2 ) municipal
Municipal Street Railway, Monroe, La,

railways in operationin the United States, Municipal Street Railway, Alexandria.
La .

which were at San Francisco , Calif., and

Monroe, La. In 1917 the number had in
Turner Railroad Co. , Turner, Me.

creased to eight (8) , and in 1922 the pum
City of Detroit Municipal Railway,

ber had increased to sixteen (16) and one Detroit, Mich.

( 1) State operated road .
St. Louis Water Works Railway , St.

The track mileage of these municipal
Louis, Mo.

Commission of Public Docks Railway,roads is a little over seven hundred and

ninety -three (793) miles.
Portland, Ore .

They operate two thousand five hundred
Amarillo Street Railway, Amarillo , Tex.

and thirty - four (2,534) cars.
Department of Public Utilities, Muni

In 1922 they carried four hundred fifty
cipal Railway, Radford, Va .

Seattle Municipal Street

two million six hundred sixty -nine thousand
Railway ,

six hundred andfifty -three (452,669,653)
Seattle , Wash .

Tacoma Municipal Street Railway,
revenue passengers.

Tacoma, Wash .
There were issued seventy - five million

The only State railroad reported is the

aine hundred eighty -two thousand five hun

dred and twenty -four (75,982,524 ) paid for
Capitol Car Line, in Bismarck, N. Dak .,

which is owned and operated by the State .

transfers, and thirty -one million eight hun. This is a small line of about one and one

dred eighty -nine thousandseven hundred half miles.

and ninety-three (31,889,793) free transfers .

In 1922there were six hundred and seven

teen (617) salaried officials on these muni.
The greatest advertising media aim to in

cipal properties
terest women - the ultimate buyers of most

who received salaries
merchandise . Publishers know their busi

amounting to One Million One Hundred

Sixty -eight Thousand Two Hundred and
ness. Loyalty of women to the Union Label

Eighty -two Dollars ($ 1,168,282) .
will bring quick and easy victory for Labor.

There were two thousand two hundred

and fifty -four (2,254) conductors, two thou
The ties that bind the wealthy and the

sand three hundred and nine ( 2,309) motor proud to home may be forged on earth, but

men, four hundred and eighty -five (485) those which link the poor man to his humble

one-man car operators, and thirty -one (31 ) hearth are of the truer metal, and bear the

bus pontors There was a total of wage stamp of Heaven - Dickene

1
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The semi-annual meeting of the General employing corporations, is the immediate

Executive Board of the .. A. of S. and citizenship. The profit resulting from ex

E. R. E. of A. will convene at Association portation of products to foreign markets

Headquarters, 260 East High Street, De during the year 1926 was very small, com

troit, Michigan, Monday morning, Feb paredwith the profits upon homepatronage,

ruary 28. The work of this meeting will and wage rates in the United States and

likely continue sessions for at least five Canada are an important factor in main

days. taining business to profit-seeking employers.

The experience in bus operation through An immediate impulse of employing

out the year 1926 has developed the fact corporations is that low wages in an im

that gasoline-driven busses cannot take the mediate employment adds to profit. This

place of electric rail cars , except that is poor business judgment on the part of

transportation patronage may be willing to the managements of producing properties,

pay double the amount of electric railway as low wages proportionately limit patron,

fares. Such extended transportation ex age and contribute to hard times - industrial

pense will not fit in with the economic depressions. Wage earners and farmers

necessity of wage earners who are the real comprise practically the whole consuming

patrons of street railways. patronage element. Their patronage is
limited to their income. Thus business

Experience in the year 1926 has shown is limited to the realm of wages and farm

that the actual cost of bus operation, in
incomes as a general proposition ,

cluding depreciation of property, is more

than twice the expense of operating electric The big element that studies the wage

rail cars. This means that, except that question is the organized American Labor

excessive profit is sought, fares can be sus Movement. The study of the organized

tained to the public on electric rail cars wage workers applies wholly to the question

at a rate of one-half of the fare necessary of maintaining than i living

to maintain the operation of gasoline bus wages, and the effort of the organized wage

service. This is a point that should be workers is put forth on that interest, with

brought to the public or that element of the full understanding that it is to the

the public that supplies the income to general social interest of mankind . So the

operating street railway element that contributes most to the

service. advancement of the social order — the com

mon weal of the people is the American

The experience in business throughout Labor Movement the organized wagę

the year 1926 has supplied positive evi workers. Future prosperity in the United

dence that profit-paying business of any States and Canada , as a general 'proposi

kind is largely dependent upon home tion , is wholly dependent upon the brgan

patronage. In the United States and wage workers. It is wholly con

Canadathe extreme purchasers of products tributable by the organized wage workers.

manufactured and sold by profit -seeking Union - destroying employers contribute

even more

corporati
ons

ized
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deavor on the part of all union wage

wholly to prospective periodical depres workers a greater proportion of the wage

sions, unemployment and the impoverish . workers. This movement will be put forth

ing of the vast multitude of the people. in the year 1927. Upon its success will

Non -unionism is a contributor to unemploy- dependdepend the contributing to prosperity.

ment and depression in industry. However, There is no other course, there is no other

naturally , there would be practically no way to contribute to prosperity or even

non -unionists were it not for the continual maintain present wages, wage working

experimenting endeavor of union -destroying conditions and wage working possibilities.

profit-seeking manufacturing and employ

ing concerns. It is the immediate poverty The year 1927 will be one of history

and the fear of losing immediate employ- making in the extension of the American

ment that causes to be in any great Labor Movement. Organization will con

measure non-union wage workers, as the tinue and at the close of the year there

non-union wage worker today knows that will be a greater proportion of wage work

organized wage workers have even
ers organized than at the beginning of the

tributed much to his wage and opportunity year, and there will be a greater prospect

of employment. for continued future development and

advancement. It will be the business of

The principle of the shorter hour service organized labor to reach every non-union
day is in maintenance of the purpose of the wage worker and educate him in the line

organized wage workers. It extends the of prosperity. It is also the daty of the

privilege of employment. It lessens compe organized wage workers to educate union

tition in the labor market . It provides a destroying and union -denying, employing

better market for products. It strengthens properties that non -unionism doesn't pay,

the maintaining of prosperity . It equips from the fact that it is contributory to

the wage worker with a better opportunity depressions, unprosperous conditions, idle

of being able to care for himself in old ness in the realm of wage workers and the

age. It provides him to be better able to extending of the army of unemployed .

maintain and care for his family in the

current time of his life. All this comes from It is true that the prosperity of employ

organized wage workers. None of it is ing properties is dependent practically

contributed by the unorganized wage work wholly upon the wage workers themselves.

ers. Attempts are continually being made This fact incites the importance of co

to destroy this opportunity and prospect operation on the part of wage workers

by union -destroying employing corporations. with fair managements in the operation

It is important that these things should be of wage working properties. Thus it is one

known to the non -union wage worker, that of the big principles of organized wage

he may see that the purpose of organiza workers to make the property with which

tion is worth even an immediate sacrificing they are employes a profitable property ,

endeavor.
as the wage worker is really more inter

ested in the success of the employing

The big element interested in immigra- property than are the stockholders who

tion from foreign lands is the organized
have invested therein only their idle

wage worker. Even protests capital. Therefore, organized wage workers

being made and propaganda sent forth are intensely interested in the success of

by union -destroying organized manufac the employing property. This is marked

turers and agencies to release immigration by the interest taken by organized wage

privileges to the hordes of foreign wagę workers upon street and electric railway

workers in foreign lands, that the United properties being operated by fair manage

States and Canada may be flooded with ments. It is characteristic in all fair

vigorous competition on the part of wage employing properties. All these things go
workers in the labor market. to show the importance to the manage

ized , wage workers are the strong element ments of employing properties that wage

in sustaining the present immigrationre workers should be organized and organized

strictions. It is not the immigrant that in a way of their own election, really in

would immediately become a farmer
the American Labor Movement, as that

idle lapds that is feared or that can con is the only movement that applies itself

tribute' to 'depression . That is not the generally to prosperity in industry and the

element that would be fooded into the advancement of the social order. Organ

land if the present immigration restriction ized wage workers cannot sympathize with

was extended or lifted. The element that union-destroying and union -prohibiting

would come would be wage workers who manufacturing concerns and employing

would compete in the labor market and properties. The elements contending against

contribute to the poverty conditions of organized wage workers, whether

American wage workers -- those who are unionists union-destroying manage

dependent upon theirwages for life and ments of employing properties naturally .

prosperity. create discord and contention and prevent.

a harmonizing necessary to prosperity .

There has been sufficient experience in But organized wage workers extend open

the past year to warrant a vigorous en arms to the unorganized, as they recog.

nize that non -unionism is maintained

workers to extend their unions and obtain through fear and not through good reasoning

within the ranks of the organized wage the part of the non-union wage worker.

now are

The organ:

on

non

or

on
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF Division 22 , Worcester, Mass ., and ad.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS vised with the officers of that Local, and

later visited and addressed a meeting of

International President W. D. Mahon Division 448, Springfield , Mass. This

in January, in association with Inter Local held 20th anniversary meeting.

national Vice-President Wm. B. Fitzgerald, He also advised with International Vice

visited New York, N. Y. , where the ex President P. J. O'Brien upon the lockout

tension of organization was in progress situation involving the members of Divi.

and the company had petitioned the New sion 269 , Danbury, Conn. He also at

York Supreme Court for an injunction to tended and addressed ameeting of Division

restrain certain of the former employes No. 537, . Holyoke, Mass. In company

fromdoing, organizing work upon the with Vice -President Fitzgerald, Vice

Interborough Rapid Transit Company President O'Brien and Board Member

property. The petition for the injunction John H. Reardon he held a conference

applied to Mr. Edward Lavin and others, with the officers of Division 589, Boston,

who had led the late strike of Subway Mass . , from where he returned to the

men in that city. The petition was filed General Office. In the course of this

with Judge Francis B. Delehanty and a period the appeal from the Indianapolis

temporary restraining order was granted , injunction to a Federal Court of Appeals

with a date set for a hearing as to whether in Chicago was argued and is now await

the order should become permanent. Appli; ing the decision ofthe Court of Appeals.

cation had been made to the International The case was argued in the Interest of

President for the transfer of the members
the Association by Attorneys Frank P.

of the independent organization to the Baker and Wm . C. Bachelder ,and for the

Amalgamated Association. Many of these Indianapolis Street Railway Company by

members had returned to employment . U. S. Attorney Albert Ward, of the Indian

The property was being operated upon apolis Federal District and Assistant At

so -cailed company union agreement basis, torneys Alexander G. Cavins and Wm. C.

the company union having been formed Mitchell. This was the case appealed by

by the management of the property and direction of the International President,

was known as the Brotherhood of "Inter
wherein Federal Judge Baltzell of Indian

borough Rapid Transit Company Em apolis had sentenced Vice-Presidents John

ployes. It was ed before the court M. Parker and Robert B. Armstrong to

that this agreement with this “ Brotherhood" ninety days imprisonment and Member

contained a provision that during the em Day of Indianapolis to sixty days imprison

ployment of the employes , each of said ment. At the General Office he took up

employes was not to become identified in
general affairs of the Association,

any manner with the Amalgamated Asso following which he was called south upon

ciation of Street and Electric Railway other work of the Association , to where

Employes of America, or any other asso he was enroute at the close of this report,

ciation of street railway or other employes. January 27 .
Former strike leader Lavin and his asso

ciates were charged with attempting to First International Vice -President Wm.

bring about a violation of this so-called B. Fitzgerald visited Cincinnati, Ohio, in

agreement on the part of the employes. the interest of Division 627 , where the

The petition was to restrain them from company had scheduled swing runs, alleged

advising, enticing, inducing or persuading by the Local to have been in violation of

the employes of the plaintiff to absent the agreement provisions regulating the

themselves from their places of duty or to apportionment of This case

abandon or quit the service of the plaintiff amicably adjusted to conform with the

or to strike . Also they were restrained agreement,. following which he visited

from advising, enticing, inducing or per Akron, Ohio, where he conferred with the

suading said employes or any of them officers of Division 98. Later he visited

to become members of any union or asso Cleveland , Ohio , where he consulted with

ciation of railroad employes other than the the officers of Division 268 upon the

said " Brotherhood," which was styled a affairs of that Local, Early in January ,

" voluntary relief department" established with the International President, he visited

by company. À third petition was New York , Worcester, Springfield and

that the defendants be prohibited from Boston , Mass. , where, with the I. P., he

advising ,, enticing, inducing or persuading attended and addressed meetings of Divi.

the employes of the plaintiff or sions 22, 448 and 589. In New York

them to breach their contracts or employ he associated in conference with President

ment with the plaintiff. While in New Mahon and Board Member Shea with

York consulting attorneys upon this case, attorneys upon the injunction proceedings
President Mahon gave attention to that were in progress at that time, where

petition of employes to re -organize upon the company had petitioned the court

the municipally owned and operated street to restrain certain individuals from exten.

railway lines of the city. In line of re sion of organization upon the Interborough

organization of this property, President system. At the close of this report, January

Mahon granted Charter No. 980 and the 27, Vice-President Fitzgerald had been

Local was instituted . Associated with him dispatched west from the General Office,

in this work was G. E. B. Member) P. J. where, during the course of his trip, he

Shea. Following his work in New York, is expected to visit Division 788, St. Louis,

he visited and addressed a meeting of Mo., where the Local is seeking the in

runs. was

any of

a
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sertion of safety provisions in the pro

posed new franchise being negotiated by

the employing property with the city

administration .

was

the legislative work of the Congress and

of which conference he a member.

Provisions were prepared for presentation

to the government, citing legislation sought

by the Congress.

re

Second International Vice-President P. J.

O'Brien visited New Haven, Conn., where

he adjusted the financial affairs of Division

281 , as applying to the accounts of the
financial secretary. A deficit in the ac

counts, as shown by the audit , was

funded to the Local. At Hartford, Conn.,

he attended a meeting of Division 692,

where he assisted the Local upon an audit

of the books of the financial officers. At

a meeting of the Local he instailed newly

elected officers and reports favorably upon

the future prospects of the Local. At

Worcester, associating with President. W. D.
Mahon , Vice- President Fitzgerald and

Board Member Reardon , he attended and

addressed a meeting of Division 22. At

Springfield he presided at the 20th Anni

versary . Meeting of Division 448, which

was addressed by President W. D. Mahon,

First Vice- President Fitzgerald and Board

Member Reardon . At Boston he attended

å, meeting of a delegation ofDivisions

Nos. 618, Providence , R. I. , 22 , Worcester,

448, Springfield, Mass . , 425 , Hartford , 281 ,

New Haven and 479, Middletown , Conn.,

upon a subject affecting the New England

Locals relative to bus transportation. He

also attended and addressed a meeting of

Division 589 , Boston , Mass . Per his report

of January 22, he was at New Haven ,

Conn., organization
extension work .

He also has under his supervision the

lockout of the Danbury , Conn . , Local .

Thirteenth International Vice - President

Robert E. Armstrong, who is assisting

Divisions Nos. 905 , Danville ; 906, Decatur;

907 , Springfield ; 908, Peoria and 909,

Staunton , Ill . , upon joint agreement work,

reports that being unable to effect an

agreement on the wage scale , the matter

of retaining the old wage rates was sub

mitted to the members of the Locals for

a vote as to whether wage rates should

be accepted or submitted for arbitration.

The members in their vote instructed that

the wage should be submitted for arbitra

tion . In preparing for arbitration of this

case , the Locals chose as the arbitrator

for the membership Attorney Perry of

East St. Louis, and the company's repre

sentative is Mr. Soles . While upon this

situation , he visited Chicago , where he

consulted with G. E. B. Member McMorrow

upon the case. Per his report of January

16, the wage arbitration was pending the

selection of a third arbitrator.

a

are

on

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow in the course of his work as

sisted International Vice -President Robert

B. Armstrong in Chicago conference

upon the wage dispute of the Locals which

involved with the Illinois Traction

Company. At Gary , Ind . , he assisted

Division 517 in the adjustment of bus

operation schedules.
From there he was

dispatched to Atlanta, Ga., where he
assisted Division 732 upon agreement

work . Conferences with the management

of the property led to an agreement upon

all matters conditioned except that of

wages , the adjustment of which was de

ferred to May 1 , as per his report of

January 15 .

Seventh International Vice- President

James Largay at Alliance, Ohio , attended

and addressed two meetings of Division

360. At one of these meetings an election

of officers was held and the newly elected

officers were installed . In his report upon

the Alliance Local he expressed much

confidence in the future success of the

Local under the administration of the

newly installed officers. On his return to

his home in Utica, he visited the officers

of Division 268, Cleveland , Ohio, and

conferred with them upon the affairs of

that Local, as per his report of December
25.

Tenth International Vice - President John

M. Parker, who was assisting Divisions

Nos. 622, Peterboro , and 796, Guelph ,

Ontario , upon agreement work, reports

the agreements of those two Locals to

have been approved by the Ontario Hydro

Commission ." Per his report of January

16, he is again to visit Toronto, where

it is expected that the agreements are

entered upon the minutes of the Hydro
Commission.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair was

dispatched to Hamilton , Ont. , to assist

Division 107 in adjustment of an election

protest , in which the party protesting

complained that proper
notice of the

election of officers in that Division had

not been posted. An investigation on

the part of Board Member Sinclair brought

out the facts that the posting of election

notices had been complied with as in

accordance with the by -laws providing

for the same, and the matter was amicably

adjusted . While there he installed the

newly elected officers. He was then dis

patched to assist Division 946 , Cornwall,

Ont. , upon agreement work . Per

report of January 16, the proposed new

agreement was pending further conferences .

his

Eleventh International Vice-President

Raoul Trepanier in December visited

Ottawa, Ont., where he attended a session

of the Canadian Trades and Labor Con

gress representatives, who have charge of

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea was dis

patched to Pottsville , Pa . , where he as

sisted Divisions Nos. 118, Pottsville , and

433 , Lansford , upon joint agreement work .

He reports that the expiring agreement

was renewed for another year. At Jersey
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City, N. J. , he attended a meeting of upon agreement work in the interest of

Division 821, at which officers were elected Division 874.

and installed, excepting president. In the

contest for president received G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover

majority and he directed another election was dispatched to Calgary, Alta . , to assist

to be held , at which a president would Division 583 upon agreement work.
He

be elected . In New York he associated reports that the agreement applies to the

with International President W. D. Mahon various crafts organized in employment of

and International Vice- President Wm . B. the Calgary street railway property and

Fitzgerald in the conferences relative to other city service, and that increased wages

the injunction proceedings in that city, in are being sought. Per his report of January

which the Interborough Company had 15, the case was pending further conferences

sought a restraining order to restrain with the City Commission.

certain individuals from attempting to

prevail upon the employes to form STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

organization. In the course of his work

in New York he organized Division No. Danbury, Conn . — There has been

980, embracing the employes of the muni
adjustment of the suspension of street

cipally owned and operated system. Per railway work that resulted from the con

his report of January 23, the grievance of cept of the members of Division No. 269

Division 726, Staten Island , Ñ . Y. , that that the company had instituted a lockout

has been submitted for arbitration of employes who should maintain member

pending completing of the arbitration
ship in their organization. There are being

board by the selection of a third arbitrator. operated some busses at this time, but

without patronage warranting their con

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon was
tinuance or extension . The situation , as

dispatched to Providence, R. I., where applying to the members of Division No.

an appeal had been taken from the election 269, is under the supervision of Inter

of a board member. He investigated this national Vice-President P. J. O'Brien.

and upon the evidence obtained

decided that the board member elected JEWISH CHURCHMEN DENOUNCE

had been duly elected . He attended a LABOR INJUNCTION PRINCIPLE

meeting of the Local and installed the

officers . At Framingham , Mass . , he advised Cleveland , Ohio—The national conven

with Division 620 upon agreement rela vention of the Union of American Hebrew

tions, the property being in the hands Congregations rejected the labor injunction

of a receiver . With International Presi theory when it distinguished between labor

dent W. D. Mahon , Vice-President Fitz power and property.

gerald and Vice-President O'Brien heat " A man's labor is his very life , and

tended meetings of Divisions 22, Worcester ; constitutes his primary service to society;

448, Springfield ; 537, Holyoke; and 549 , it is not a commodity to be bought or

Northampton , Mass. With the Inter sold in the market," the rabbis declared.

national President he attended a joint This statement accords with repeated

conference in Boston of representatives declarations by organized workers that

of Locals of Massachusetts, Connecticut labor is inseparable from life and can not

and Rhode Island upon the question of bus be classed with commodities that are the

operation. He reports a contention between result of that labor. "

Division 22, Worcester, Mass . , and 618, The rabbis further declared that " human

Providence, 'R. I., relative to jurisdiction rights take precedence over the rights of

of bus operators:
At Waltham , Mass . , property ," and that " the recognition of

he assisted Division 600 upon agreement the principle of mutual service through the

work, which, per his report of January performance of economic function is of first

22, was pending further conferences . importance to our social philosophy."

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt was

AUSTRALIA TO SEND

dispatched to Hannibal, Mo., to
INDUSTRIAL PROBERS

assist

Division 872 upon agreement work. In

this city there is joint operation of busses New York , N. Y.-Australia is the latest

and rail cars in the transportation work. country that would investigate America's

Per his report of January 22, the situation system of high wages and mass production,

there was in a conference stage.
That far-away commonwealthhas appointed

an industrial delegation that will visit the

G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch at

United States , according toa cable received

by the Commissioner for Australia, Sir

tended meeting of the Steubenville
Hugh Denison .

Branch of Division 103 , Wheeling, W. Va . ,

The probers will arrive

the middle of March . The delegation con

and later a meeting of Division 103 proper sists of four representative employers, four

in Wheeling. He reports the Local to be
representative employes and

women

well officered and in a very progressive observers .

condition . The employes' group
is headed by

Edward Grayndler, general secretary of

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson , the Australian Workers' Union, the largest

per his last report , was at Tulsa , Okla . , labor organization in Australia.

th

а

two
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BROTHER JOSEPH GIBBONS

Again Heads the Municipal Poll in Toronto

THE MEXICO SITUATION - ASSTATED

BY MEXICAN NEWS SERVICE

as

are

At the Januaryelections held in Toronto ,

Ontario, brother Jos. Gibbons of Div . 113,

Toronto, was re-elected for the eighth

time as a member of the Control Board

of that city .

Brother Gibbons headed the poll for

the fourth time in succession, and, although

the total vote cast, was slightly less than

last year, he increased his vote by 10,000.

This years. figures show the four elected

follows : Gibbons, 48,759 ; Hacker,

43,157 ; McGreggor, 34,818 ; Wemp, 34,454.

The following clippings from the Toronto

press shows how they recognize his ability :

Toronto Globe, “The City is fortunate in

so signally recognizing the ability and

service of Controller Gibbons byagain

placing him at the head of the poll; bis

intimate grasp of all phases of civic gov

ernment will be of much advantage in the

coming year.”

Toronto Star— " Mayor Foster faces an

unusually difficult year with a board of

control which cannot be described

strong. He is fortunate in having Con

troller Gibbons with him again , and Toronto

is to be congratulated upon electing Mr.

Gibbons at the head of the poll for the

fourth time."

Brother Gibbons, on being interviewed

by the " Star" after his election, expressed

himself as follows: “ I want to express

my thanks to the people again for electing

me at the head of the poll.
I had no

organization in any ward, I didn't spend

& dollar in advertising, I didn't even do

any campaigning till after my nomination.

After my eleven years service I simply

left it to the people .'

The membership of the Amalgamated

can congratulate brother Gibbons on his

victory and also Div . 113 on having one

of their members who year after year

receives the increased support of his fellow

citizens. It is a tribute to his sterling

qualities, and shows that the Toronto

voters appreciate and reward good service.

as

The figures of the National Statistical

Bureau show the full amount of capital

(including Mexican owned capital) invested

in all the industries of Mexico at $ 1,447,

043,010.00 pesos. Of this amount 46.4 %

is American , a high figure indeed, when it

is considered that only one nation is in

volved ; but not, however, the preponderant

percentage which the layman is led to

believe, because of the influence these

American investors in Mexico have, due to

their small number and their concentration

in one particular field — that of oil.

American capital in Mexico divides its

46.4% of the whole amount approximately

in this wise : Oil 92%, mining 6 % and

various small industries 2%. $614,487,

263.00 pesos of the entire amount of the

$671,399,263.00 pesos which North

American capital's interest in all industries

in Mexico is devoted to oil exploitation.

And according to the records of the

Department of Industry, Commerce and

Labour of the Mexican government, only

twenty American oil companies are inter

ested in Mexico. The complete figure for

all companies and private individuals ex

ploiting oil fields in Mexico ( foreign and

Mexican) amounts to 120. Some half

dozen of the twenty American companies

are subsidiaries of the Standard Oil Com

pany :

While, as a matter of fact, under the

most strict legal enforcement of the law ,

the Mexican legislation on oil and land

does not in any way, menace or endanger

the existence of the big oil companies; on

the other hand, smaller commercial activi

ties in Mexico stand to be ruined by the

present crisis provoked by and for the oil

interests. The home governments of these

entreprenneurs which feel so strongly the

responsibility of protecting the few power

ful companies and talk loudly about acting

in the interests of their nationals abroad

permit the ways and means of the oil

companies to precipitate the ruin of hun

dreds of manufacturing importers and small

holders caught in the maelstrom but who

are in no way interested in the outcome of

the legal discussion about the supposed

menace to the oil interests.

President Calles, who is recognized as

one of the most forceful men in

temporary world affairs, is certain to occupy

a significant place in the history of his

own country as a man of action , who has

unflaggingly championed the poor, down

trodden peasants of Mexico and has led

them forward in their march toward re.

demption from the misery and slavery

which has been their lot for centuries.

The four State Agricultural Schools

(Central Schools, as they are called ) which

were established last year in the states of

Michoacan, Guanajuato, Hidalgo and

Durango are alone such a tribute to the

enormous work for internal peace and or

ganization going on in Mexico today as

to make unnecessary the mention of any

OLD AGE PENSIONS

URGED BY PREMIER

COD

Victoria , B. C.- An act to provide old

age pensions for residents of this province

has been introduced in the Legislature by

Premier John Oliver .

The bill would authorize British Columbia

to enter into a general scheme of old age

pensions with the Dominion on a basis of

payment by the Dominion quarterly of an

amount equal to one-half the net sum paid

out during the previous quarter by British
Columbia .

as

AUTOS KILL 6,649

The auto continues to hold its own

a killer of human beings. Last year, the

tol was 6,649 deaths in 78 large cities,

according to the Department of Com

The highest rate was in San Diego,

with 42.8 per 100,000.

merce .
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of the other projects in the vast program

being carried on by , the Calles govern ,

ment — the 5,000 rural schools maintained

last year , 3,000 of them newly established

during 1926, the road building program ,

the irrigation projects and so on , without
number .

In the days before the
the revolution ,

General Calles a school teacher in

the northern state of Sonora. His heart

has always been in the education of the

people and in the establishment of state

agricultural schools for the sons of Mexico's

peasants. As President of the Republic,

he has been able, through dint of phe

nomenal personal effort and interest, to

actually see realized one of his fondest

dreams.

was

I Livet
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BATTLE CREEK , MICH., LOCAL

HOLDS ANNUAL BANQUET

The Street Railway Employees' Family

Night, held Saturday morning, January 15,

from 1:00 until 5:00 A. M. , was a wonder

ful success . At this season of the year the

employes, their wives and families, gather

for their annual celebration and Saturday

morning's event was the biggest ever.

This year the modern Woodmen Hall

was the scene of activities instead of the

American Legion Club used last year.

The banquet was served at 1 o'clock .

Following the banquet there was

program , The Kerr Brothers, probably

Battle Creek's best amateur entertainers,

were on the program . Their dancing and

music on the Hawaian guitars received

much applause. The Johnson Sisters,

violinists, and also Forest Hickey, tenor

soloist , were also well received .

Archibald's orchestra furnished music for

the dancing later in the evening, which

continued until 5 o'clock in the morning.

The efforts of the committee in making

the event a success deserve many thanks

from every individual of the Local. The

Local also is fortunate in having for its

president, Mr. Merrill, conscientious

worker for the cause of organized labor not

only in Battle Creek , but throughout the

State.--- Jackson (Mich. ) Square Deal.

Disbursements from the Death, Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of December,

1926 , were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows :

Death Benefits

Mrs. Mary Kennedy, beneficiary , death claim

of Samuel H. Kennedy, deceased, late mem
ber of Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich.; cause ,

Myocarditis .

Mrs. Susie Stofa , beneficiary, death claim of

Michael J. Stofa , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause , Nephri.
tis ...

. $ 400.00
Mrs. Mayme Sullivan , beneficiary, death

claim of John J. Sullivan , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.;

cause, Broncho- Pneumonia .. 800.00

P. J. McGrath, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 85, for beneficiaries, death

claim of David L. Henry, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.;

cause , Epithelioma of Face .. 800.00
Theodore R. Sames, executor of estate for

beneficiaries, death claim of William M ,

Sames, deceased , late member of Div . No.

85. Pittsburgh,Pa .; cause , Asthma, Edema

of Lungs and Cardiac Failure. 800.00
Mrs. Sophia Donohoe, beneficiary, death

ciaim of Austin Donohoe , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.;

cause, Carcinoma of Larynx.. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Grant, beneficiary, death claimof

E. A. Grant, deceased , late member of Div.

No., 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause, Diabetes
Mellitus and Chronic Myocarditis .. 800.00

Fannie Ritchie, beneficiary ,death claim of

James Milliken Ritchie, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 109, Victoria , B. C.;

cause, Encephalitis Myelitis.. 800.00

Mrs. Anna McGoey, beneficiary , death claim

of B. J. McGoey, deceased, late memberof

Div. No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.; cause , Cardio
Sclerosis and Uraemia .

800.00

Mrs. Margaret Sheirlaw , beneficiary , death

claim of George Sbeirlaw, deceased, late

member of Div . _No. 113, Toronto, Ont.;

cause, Arthritis, Deformans and Anaemia . 800.00
Mrs. Catherine Poole, beneficiary . death

claim of M. J. Poole, deceased , late mem .

ber of Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause,

Hemopneumothorax and Shock from falling
downstairs .

800.00

Louis Gordon , beneficiary, death claim of

Arthur Gordon, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia ..
800.00

Mrs. Rutha Ard , beneficiary, death claim of

Harrison Ard , deceased , late member of
Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La .; cause ,

Gun -shot wound causing external and in

ternal Hemorrhage and shock .. 100.00
George E. Adams, financialsecretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 215, for beneficiary,

death claim of James Flanders, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 215, Wheaton ,
Ill .; cause, Carcinoma of Prostate and
Bladder . 800.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 215, for beneficiary ,
death claim of Frederick W. Barrett, de

ceased , late member of Div. No. 215,

Wheaton, Ill .; cause , Acute Myocarditis... 800.00

Mrs. Antonia Franks, beneficiary , death claim

of. John Pranks, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ili.; cause, Organic

Heart Disease .. 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Anderson , beneficiary, death

claim of James A. Andersen , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Myocarditis .. 800.00

Mrs. Sina Hultman, beneficiary, death claim

of Charles Hultman , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Anemia due to Chronic Nephritis .. 800.00

Mrs. Myrtle Piatt, beneficiary , death claim of

Alexander Piatt, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause , Carci

noma of Pylorus.. 800.00

Mrs. Cora Fraser, beneficiary, death claim of

Theodore P. Fraser, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Acute

Hemorrhagic Nephritis and Chronic Endo
carditis $ 800.00

Mrs. Agnes Waring, beneficiary, death claim

of Charles E. Waring, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause,

Suicide from hanging while temporarily in
800.00

a

as

Mr. George W. Perkins has retired as

president of the Cigar Makers International

Union, after thirty -five years of continuous

service in that position . He is succeeded

by Mr. l. M. Orburn, of New Haven,

Conn. Brother Perkins is associated

an officer with the Union Labor Life In

surance Company of which president

Matthew Woll, of the Photo Engravers, is

president. , Subscriptions for stock in the

Union Labor Life Insurance Company

closed February 1. The company has ex

ceeded the sale of $600,000.00 capital stock

and is now entering the insurance busi

The headquarters of this insurance

company is on Connecticut Avenue , Wash

ness .

ington, D. C.

The mule is the recognized champion

kicker. Don't compete.- ForbesMagazine,N.Y.
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Mnr. Hannah Morrissey , beneficiary , death

claim of Michael Morrissey, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Broncho -Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs. Amanda Stevens, beneficiary, death
claim of Aden B. Stevens, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Pernicious Anemia , 800.00

Bessie V. Pritchard and Mrs. Tillie Hyland,

beneficiaries, death claim of John L.

Pritchard , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Myocarditis .. 800.00

Mrs. Rosette Koelle, beneficiary, death claim

of HenryC. Koelle, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Or

ganic Heart Disease. 800.00

Mrs. Josephine Grass, beneficiary, death claim
of Lawrence J. Grass, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Myocarditis and Chronic Nephritis ... 800.00

Mrs. Katherine Storm , beneficiary , death

claim ofFrank Storm , deceased , late mem.

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Augusta Zimmerman , beneficiary, death

claim of Oscar Zimmerman, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Gun-shot wound accidentally in .
Aicted while hunting . 800.00

Mrs. Anna Perst, beneficiary, death claim of

PrankJ. Perst, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Chronic

Myocarditis .. 250.00

Mrs. Clara Naddy, beneficiary , death claim of

Richard F. Naddy, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Carci.

noma of Urinary Bladder .. 800.00

William Taber , financial secretary - treasurer of

Div. No. 241, for power of attorneyfor

beneficiary, death claim of Ernest L. Dia

mond, deceased , late member of Div. No.

241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Organic Heart
Disease , 500.00

Mrs. Mary Cunningham , beneficiary , death

claim of Hugh Cunningham , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill.;

cause,Abscess of Left Lung terminating in
Tuberculosis.. 800.00

Mrs. Anna Manning ,beneficiary, death claim

ofJohnManning, deceased , late memberof
Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Lobar
Pneumonia .. 600.00

MartinCoady, financial secretaryof Div. No.

246 , for beneficiaries, death claim of Ed.

ward Brown,deceased, latemember of Div.

No. 246, Salem , aMass.; cause , Angina
Pectoris (Heart Trouble )... 800.00

Annie Gerrie, beneficiary , death claim of

George Gerrie, deceased. late member of

Div. No. 268. Cleveland, Ohio; cause,

Valvular Heart Disease and Diabetes .. 800.00

Rose Baxter , beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas Baxter, Sr., deceased , late member

of Div, No. 280, Lowell, Mass.; cause
Carcinoma of Rectum ... 800.00

Anna Siebert, beneficiary , death claim of

Henry Siebert, deceased, late member of

Div. No.282, Rochester, N.Y .; cause,

Cerebral Hemorrhage and Chronic Myo
carditis . 800.00

Helen Graves Burgett, beneficiary, death

claim of Charles R. Burgett, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.;

cause, Acute Dilatation of Heart .. 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasures of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiaries,deathclaim

of Roman Krupocki, deceased, late member

of Div . No.308, Chicago , III.; cause,

Cancer of the Bladder ... 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary-treasures of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiades, death claim

of Charles Fleming ,deceased ,latemember

of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, De.

lirium Tremens - Laceration to forehead

from injury received in a fall .. 800.00

Consiglia Dolciamore , beneficiary, death claim

of LouisDolciamore ,deceased, ' late member
of Div . No.308 , Chicago, 111.; cause, Lobar
Pneumonia . 250.00

Mrs. Agnes Mallon,benefciary, death claim

of Charles F. Mallon , deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; cause,

Acute Cardiac Dilatation ,
800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div.No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

ofMao Hant, deceased, late memberof

Div . No. 308, Chicago, "II .; cause, Carci
noms of the Liver .. 800.00

Ida M. Barker, beneficiary , death claia of

George Barker, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 313, Rock Island , IU .; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis.. 800.00

Osea A. Higgie, beneficiary, death claim of

Frank L. Higgie, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 380 ,Elyria , Ohio; cause , Tubercu

losis of Lungs .. 800.00

0. E. White, financial secretary and treasurer

of Div . No. 416 , for beneficiary, death

claim of Harry, Quick, deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No.416, Peoria , Ill.; cause ,

Epilepsy - Status Epilepticus... 800.00

Hettie Huston, beneficiary, death claim of

John H. Husted , (Huston ), deceased , late

member of Div . No. 441. Des Moines,

Iowa ; cause, Carcinoma of Caecum .. 300.00

John J. Cody, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div . No. 459, for beneficiary , death

claim of Wilbur D. Curtis , deceased , late

A member of Div. No. , 459. Bridgeport,

Conn.; cause, Tuberculosis of Spine......... 800.00

Johanna Schulz, beneficiary, death claim of

William P. Ryan,deceased, latemember of

Div . No. 518 , San Francisco, Calif.; cause ,

Sclerosis of Coronary Artery (Angina Pec

toris ) . 700.00

Mrs. Mary A. Whitcomb, beneficiary, death

claim of William LeRoy Whitcomb. de
ceased , late member Div. No. 576,

Schenectady, N. Y.; cause, Cerebral Em
bolism .. 100.00

Bessie Grayson, beneficiary, deathclaim of

Frank Grayson, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 580 , Syracuse , N. Y .; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis and Nephritis..... ... 800.00

Bertha H. Richter, beneficiary, death claim of
Gustave Richter, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y .; cause , Acci

dent-- Practureof Skull -- fell fromelectric

street cas while adjusting trolley .. 800.00

Nora Coughlin , executrix of will of deceased,

for beneficiary, death claim of William A.

Coughlin , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 582, Utica, N. Y.; cause, Angina Pec

toris and ChronicMyocarditis..
800.00

Elizabeth Pickard , power of attorney for

beneficiaries, death claim of William Pick .

ard , deceased , late member of Div. No.

589, Boston , Mass .; cause , Intestinal Ob

struction and Arterial Sclerosis . 800.00

Julia Mee, executrix of will of deceased , for

beneficiary, death claim of PatrickMee, de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 589.

Boston, Mass.; cause , Chronic Endocarditis . 800.00

Ida J. Burns, administratrix of estate of do

ceased , for beneficiary , death claim of

Samuel A. Burns, deceased, late member of

Div , No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause , Angina

Pectoris and Myocarditis.. 800.00

Mary E.Young, beneficiary, death claim of

Frederick B. Young, deceased, late membor

of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Pal

qaonary Tuberculosis . 800.00

John P. Riley, beneficiary, death claim of

Alice L. Riley, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause, Abu

dominal Tumor,probably Carcinoma. 800.00

Mrs.Alice Bates, beneficiary , death claim of

James L. Bates, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Keefe, beneficiary, death

claim of Michael , Keefe, deceased , lato

member of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage ... 800.00

Elizabeth A. Galvin , power of attorney for

beneficiaries, death claim of Patrick T.

Galvin , deceased, lato member of Div . No.

589, Boston, Mass .; cause , Cardiac Dilata
tion .. .. $ 800.00

Mrs.Margaret Peeney, beneficiary. death
claim of Martin Peeney , deocased , late

member of Div No. 589, Boston, Man..;

cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Nora S. Kaiser, beneficiary, death claim of

Edward C. Kaiser, deceased , late meraber

of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause ,

Tabes Dorsalis ... 800.00

Mary L. Coffey, beneficiary , death claim of

JamesA. Coley, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause , Arterio

Sclerosis and Lobar Pneumonia , 800.00

Mrs.. Mary Champioa, beneficiary, death

claimof JohnW. Champion, droedsed , late
member of Div. No. 389, Boston, Mass.;

cause , Lobar Paeumonia .... ..... 800.00
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Mary J. Mulhera , beneficiary , death claim of

Bardard Mulhern , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Arterio

Sclerosis .
800.00

Minnie T. Drew , beneficiary, death claim of

Michael S. Drew, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 600, Waltham , Mass .; cause,

Myelogenous Leukaemia 800.00

Olive P. Wittschen , beneficiary, death claim

of Joha N. Wittschen, deceased , late mem

bes of Div. No. 610, Charleston, S. C.;

cause , Typhoid fever
800.00

Mrs. Adah Magdalene Coria , executrix of will

of deceased , for beneficiary, death claim of

F. H. Read, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 618, Providence, R. I .; cause, Apo

plexy ..
800.00

Clarence F. Conroy , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 623, to be applied on

bills of funeral and other expenses, death

claim of John Jehle, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y. ; . cause ,
Chronic Myocarditis and Contributory,

Carbon Monoxide Gas Poisoning .. 300.00

City Bank & Trust Company, executors of

estate for beneficiaries, balance due

death claim of William A. Moody, de

ceased , late member of Div. No. 692,

Hartford , Conn .; cause , Lobar Paeumonia

and Chronic Myocarditis .
542.40

Mrs. Ida Chetister , beneficiary, death claim

of Oliver I. Chetister, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 697 , Toledo, Ohio ; cause ,

Cancer of Abdomen. 450.00

Mrs. Louella Norville, beneficiary. death

claim ofCharlie L. Norville, deceased, late
member of Div . No. 713, Memphis, Tenn .;

cause , Chronic Pulmonary Tuberculosis 800.00

Mary P. Booth , beneficiary, death claim of

Harry A. Booth, deceased, iate member of

Div . No. 714 , Portland , Maine; cause,

Poisoning -- Suicide by drinking nicotine.. 800.00

Millie S. Clarke, beneficiary, death claim of

William M. Scribner, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 714, Portland, Maine ;

cause , Operation of Large Glands ... 800.00

Walter Plaender, administrator of estate of

deceased, for beneficiary, death claim of

Carl Pfander , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 757, Portland, Oregon ; cause ,

Brain Tumor .. 800.00

Ida M. Enke, beneficiary, death claim of

Rudolph H. Enke, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause ,

Cerebral Apoplexy ..... 800.00

Helen Keeshaw , beneficiary, death claim of

Andrew Keeshaw , deceased , late member
of Div. No. 819, Newark , N. J.; cause ,

Pulmonary Abscess complicating Pulmonary
Tuberculosis.. 350.00

Alfred H. King, financial secretary of Div.

No. .842 , for payment of funeral, doctor,

nursing and other bills, death claim of

Samuel Gillen , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 842 , Wilmington, Del.; cause ,

Apoplexy and General Paralysis . 700.00

Mrs. Nora May Devauit, beneficiary , death

claim of U. s . Devault, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 845 , Springfield , Ohio;

cause, Encephalitisand Pneumonia .. 500.00
Mrs. August Fassler, beneficiary, death claim

of August Fassler, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 862, Dunellen , N. J .; cause ,

Operation for Intestinal Obstruction ... 800.00

R. C. Barnett, financial secretary of Div. No.

878, for beneficiary , death claim of Charles

Horrom , deceased, late member of Div. No.

878, Evansville , Ind .; cause , Chronic Myo

carditis and Pulmonary Embolism .... 600.00

Mary Bensinger, beneficiary, death claim of

Philip A. Bensinger, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 900, Highwood, Ill.; cause ,

Carcinoma of Prostate and Bladder..... 100.00

*Disability Benefits

Gunnar Pearson , member of Div. No. 587,

Seattie, Wasb .; cause , caught between two

street cars - seceived injuries to his leg,

which necessitated amputation of left leg

just below hip joint ... 600.00

I Old Age Benefits

Martin P. Kane, member of Div. No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh, Pa....
800.00

Joseph T. Donaldson, member of Div . No.

194, New Orleans, La .. 800.00

Samuel Mattson , member of Div . No. 192,

Oakland , Calif ...
800.00

M. Clark, member of Div . No. 113 , Toronto ,
Ont.... 800.00

Paul E. Hauser, member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, I11.
800.00

Michael J. Dinneen , member of Div . No.

280, Lowell, Mass ..
800.00

Dennis Ryan, member of Div . No. 85, Pitts

burgh , Pa... 800.00

Nora Breea , member of Div . No. 308,

Chicago, Ill..
800.00

Total, $ 66,042.40

B
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Whereas, The members of Division Association 580

take this means of expressing sincere and earnest
sympathy for the bereaved widow and family ;

therefore, be it

Resolved , That a copy of this resolution be for.

warded to thewidowand family of our late Brother

Richter and that our resolution of condolence be

placed upon the minutes ofourLocal and publisbed

in the NOTORMAN ANDCONDUCTOR.

Dec. 29 . OWEN LYNCH,

WM. McGINN ,

T. J. VAN ETTEN ,

Res. Com .

By Div . No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y.

Whereas, the Supreme Ruler in His infinite wisdom

has scen fit to remove from our midst our true and

beloved brother, Frank Grayson, in whose death we

have lost a true and loyal brother, his family a lov .

ing husband and father, and while we know that

words cannot much lighten the sorrow of those he

loved and protected , we feel that it will be a con

solation for them to know that friends and brothers

are sharing the sorrow with them in the loss of their

loved one;' tberefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the members of Div , No. 380,

Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America , in regular mecting

assembled, extend to the bereaved family of our late

brother our heartfelt sympathy and consolation in

this dark hour of affliction , and be it further

Resplved, That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days and that a copy of these resolutions

be forwarded to the bereaved fainily and that they

be printed in the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR.

Dec. 29 . OWEN LYNCH,

WM. McGINN,

T. J. VAN ETTEN ,

Rei, Com .

Div. No. 842 , Wilmington,Del.

Whereas: Almighty God has seen fit in His in.

finite wisdom to call from this earthly home our

honored and beloved brother,Daniel Desmond; and

Whereas: Our departed brother waswithus for
many years, and welearned to care for him in his

suffering with the tenderness of thosewe love; We

feel that he hasgoneto that heavenly reward that

is the final home of all patient sufferers; therefore

beit
Resolved : That, while we will miss him and we

loved him, we extend to his bereaved family our

heartfelt sympathy in the hope that they will find

comfort in thethought that he is at restand in

peace ; and be it further

Resolved: That ourcharter be draped for thirty

daysand these resolutions be spread on theminutes,

manandConductor Magazineand be published in

The Labor Herald . ( Signed ) JOHN W. LYONS,

Recording Secretary.

By Div. No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y.

Whereas, Our God in Heaven , Who knows and sees

all things best, bas seen fit to call from us to the

Great Beyond our dear and faithful brother, G. Rich .

ter , to enjoy a rest well earned through loyal ser

vice on earth, and
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By Dir. No. 610, Charleston , S. C.

Whereas: The Supreme Ruler in His infinite

wisdom and mercy has seen fit to remove from our

midst our beloved brother, John N. Wittschen, whose

kindıy manner endeared him to all thosewho knew

him and in whose death we have lost a true and

loyal member and his family a loving husband and

father, and while we know that words cannot lighten

the sorrow of those he loved and protected , we feel

that it will be a consolation for them to know that

friends and brothers offer their sympathy; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

No. 610, Amalgamated Associaiion of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, in regular

meeting assembled, extend our heartfelt sympathy

and consolation to the bereaved widow and family;
and be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirtydays and a copyof these resolutions
be sent the bereaved family , a copy spread on the
minutes of our meeting and a copy sent to the

Motorman and Conductor for publication.

January 21 , 1927.

H. G. BOYTER, Fin'l Sec'y .

By Div. No. 623 , Bufalo, N. Y.

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis

dom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst

our late brother, John Rowe, and we have not only
lost, a good and worthy brother, but a faithful

worker; and, while we know that mere words cannot

alleviate the grief and sorrow of those who were

near him ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division No. 623, in regular

meeting assembled, extends to the bereaved family

our heartfelt sympathy in this their sad bereave

ment, and be it further
Resolved : That the charter of Division No. 623

of A. A. of S, and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a

period of thirty days ; and that a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the bereaved family; that they

be spread upon the minutesof this meeting anda

copy sent to the Motorman and Conductor for

publication.

JOHN B. KOLB ,

WILLIAM BUSHELL,

CLARENCE F. CONROY,

Committee.

By Div. No. 878, Evansville , Ind .

Whereas : Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

and tender mercy has removedfrom our ranks a

dearly beloved brother, Chas. Horrom , whose noble

personality endeared him to all who knew him , and

while it was with deep regret we received the word

of this sad occurrence, we must bow in humble sub

mission to Him who donth all things well ; therefore,
be it

Resolved: That there be adopted these resolutions

containing our deepest sympathies to the family of

our deceased brother and that our charter be draped

in mourning for a period of thirty days; and be it
further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

entered upon the minutes of this Local, a copy be
published in the Labor Forumand one sent to the

MotormanandConductor for publication .
January 11.

M. B. MOORE,

HARVEY BROWN,

R. C. BARNETT.

Committee.

period of thirty (30) days, a copy of these resolu

tions be sent to the bereaved family, a copy sent to

the Motorman and Conductor for publication and a

copy read in the minutes of our meeting :

J. F. SAUERS, President,

Jan. 4 . E. M. BARBER, Fin. Sec. ,

C. W. SHOPP, Cor. Sec .

By Div. No. 737, Syracuse, N. Y.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

wisdom , has seen fit to call from his earthly home

our friend and brother, Patrick Mara, in whose death

we have lost a loyal member.

Resolved : By the Members of Div. 737 that we

share with his family and relatives in their great

bereavement, and be it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of this Division , a copy

be forwarded to the Motorman and Conductor for

publication and that our charter be draped in

mourning for a period of thirty days.

ASA C. CADY, Pres.

CURTIS B. PICKENS, Fin . Sec .,

A. H. CROWELL, Rec. Sec. ,

A. H , CROWELL, Cor.

By Div. No. 109, Victoria , B. C. '

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

mercy and wisdom has called to his eternalhome

our late brother, James M. Ritchie, in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal brother, his wife and

family a loving husband and father, and the com

pany an efficient and faithful employee. Therefore
be it

Resolved : That the members of Div. 109 extend

to his wife and family our sincere sympathy and

share with them in their sad bereavement and be

it further

Resolved : That as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days and these resolutions be spread

on our minutesand a copy sent to his bereavedwife

and family , and also be published inthe Motorman

and Conductor,

January 11 .

W. TURNER, Rec. Secy.

By Div. No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y.

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite

wisdom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our

midstour late brother, Phillip, J. Stoddart, and we

have not only lost a good and worthy brother, but

a faithful worker ; and , while we know that mere

words cannot alleviate the grief and sorrow of those

who were near him , therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division No. 623, in regular

meeting assembled, extends the bereaved family

our heartfelt sympathy in this their sad bereave
ment, and be it further

Resolved : That the charter of Division No. 623

of A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a

period of thirty days ; and that a copy of these

resolutions be sent to the bereaved family; that they

be spread upon the minutes of this meeting and a

copy sent to the Motorman and Conductor for

publication .

February 20. CLARENCE F. CONROY,

WILLIAM BUSHELL,

JOHN B. KOLB,

Committeo.

By Div. No. 515, Galesburg, Ill .

Whereas : In the sudden passing away of our

beloved brother , F. J. Thurlby, in whose death we

have lost one who was loyal to our Association and

who was a genial companion, devoted to the princi
ples of unionism ; and

Whereas : Through his activities in this organiza

tion the membership suffers a deep loss ; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That we extend to the bereaved widow

and family our heartfelt sympathy in their sad hour

of trial , and assure them that the untimely death of

our deceased brother was a most severe shock, and

cause for grief to us ; and be it further

Resolved: That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, we drape the charter for a

period of thirty days; that this resolution be entered

upon the minutes of this meeting. that a copy be

forwarded to the bereaved family , the Motorman

and Conductor and the Galesburg Labor News.

January 21 , 1927 .
CHARLES H.COBB,Pres.

L. W. CRAWFORD, Secy.

!

By Div. No. 93), Wapakoneta , Ohio

Whereas: The Supreme Ruler in His infinite

wisdom ,has seen fit to remove from our midst our

true and beloved brother , John Nash, in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal brother, his family a

loving husband and father and, while we know that

words cannot lighten the sorrow of thosehe loved

and protected,we fec! that it will bea consolation

for them to know that friends and brothers are

sharing the sorrow with themin the loss of their

loved one, therefore, be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division 939 ,

Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees ofAmerica, inregular meeting

assembled , extend to the bereavedfamily our heart

felt sympathy and consolation in this, their dark
hour of afiction, and be it further

Resolved: That, as a tributeto the memory of

our departed brother , our charter be draped for a
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etti; Sentinel. G. Halloran; Correspondent to Motor

man and Conductor, Nathan Harry Miller; Trustees,

C. G. Çarlson , H. Ġ , Hutt, and B. McCabe .

The installation was conducted by Lee Leytham ,

former President and Business Agent of our Local

and now , Deputy County Clerkof our County.
Brother Leytham enumerated the various develop
ments that have been evidenced during the last

twenty-five years and expressed his happiness over
our acquisition of the eight -hour day.

Every newly elected officer was then called upon to

make some remarks relative to his conception of our

organization and his plans for the future progress of

our Local. A spirit ofthe most unusual co -operation

seemed to prevail. But probably the most touching

words of the evening were those uttered by George

Durand, our President and Business Agent, when he

said : " During the lastfew years I have tried to

do my best for the organization and for the labor

movement in general. I have been called to serve

the organization at late hours of the night and I

am happy to do that in the future. I have disposed

of every grievance to the best ofmy ability . I sha!!
give all Ihavegot to make my work more effective."
President Durand then went on to state that many

grievances arebrought totheofficewhicharenot

legitimate and couldnot properly be taken up with
the officials of the employing company, but that a

few of the members, especially the new ones, are

persistent in making a great deal of insignificant
matters . He then asked for the co - operation of the

membership inmakingthe coming year the most
progressive in the annals of our Local.

SWAN PETERSEN

Is Unionism an incident in thelife of a working
man , or is it something more ? In some cases we

believe it is even a religion, because men live with
it and nurture ituntildeath. The story of our late
brother, Swan Petersen ,is in a sense a tragedy, yet

it is a most fitting tribute to trade-unionism . After
BrotherPetersen reached the pension age, he resigned

and left for Sweden , at the same time applying for
the old -age benefit of our International. Several

weeks elapsed until the necessary formalitieswere
complied with , and, asthe check representing the

old-age benefit was sailing toward Sweden, we re

ceived wordthatthepure andholy soulof Swan

Petersen, was sailingto the Maker. Perhaps Swan
Petersen's last andtaintest breath spelled loyalty to
trade-unionism . Isn't trade-unionism a holy doc
trine ? -Cor. 192.

MR. JOHN DYKSTRA

Div. No. 777, Muskegon, Mich .

ro

In the Michigan Legislature is a repre

sentative, Brother John Dykstra of Div.

No. 777 of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, Muskegon, Mich. Brother

Dykstra was elected as a candidate upon

the Republican ticket. Hewas one of the

originators of Div . No. 777 . The Local

was instituted October 10 , 1917, over nine

years ago .
At that time Brother Dykstra

had been some five years in the employ of

the company: He has served the Local in

various positions, including executive board

member ,recording secretary and treasurer.

During the war he served upon the Draft

Board . For practically all of his life he has

been a citizen of Muskegon . Brother

Dykstra well understands the principles and

purposes of the American Labor Movement,

and in him, labor and the public have a

progressive representative in the Michigan

Legislature. His election shows his popu
larity as a citizen of Muskegon. Brother

Dykstra has always taken an active interest

in civic development of Muskegon , in which

city he is a property owner and tax -payer.

Brother and Mrs. Dykstra are the parents

of five promising children , and he is a

member of one of the many leading units

ofthe Amalgamated Association.

OLD LOCAL AGAIN APPEARS

Jackson, Mich . - Well, boys, I presame you will be

surprised to hear fromoldDivisionNo.245. We are

still on the map and wepurpose to continue for

many years hence.

We have installed newly elected officers for the
year. 1927 as follows: President, Earl Orrison ; Vice

President. J.M. Cady;Secretary.JohnJ.Walter;
Treasurer, Scott Miller; Warden, o . Davis;Executive

Board Members,H.'Rittenhouse. AddisonSmith,

N. D. Carlton ,Prank Etienne and Wm. Cudney;

Joint Advisory Board Members, Earl Orrisonand

J.M. Cady; Correspondent, H.Rittenhouse.

Boys, let's make the year 1927 abanner year in
attendance at meetings. Let's show our newly in

stalled officers that we appreciate their efforts by
being present at the meetings and taking part

therein ,

Brother Clarence_Friend is very happysince he
became a father . We wish him the best of luck in

rearing his child , and this goes to Mrs. Friend , too.

On Sunday,the9th ofJanuary, there was adog

race at Gilletts Lake . In the race was Brother Scott

Miller's dog , which came out winner ,and for which

he received a prize of $ 16.00 .

Brother Bert Smith assures us that he is to buy

a new uniform inthe event that he can sell his lot

at Wolf Lake between now and spring.
We havea few memberson thesick list who

would like to be visited by the brothers. Call on

them .
Don't forget our dances, brothers. Our last one

was held the first Tuesday of February,which was
meeting night, and it was well attended . Let's

watch for the next one .

More next time.
-Cor. 245,

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Oakland, Cal. The officers of Local 192 were

recentlyelected and installed . It enthusiasm inan

election is any indicationoflifeand progress in alabor
ugion ,certainly our Local merits thedistinctionof

having just that. The major offices were the sub

jects of bitter struggles between the various candi

datos aad oot until the very last votes were counted

were any of the candidates assured of victory .

The officers elected for the coming year are as

follows:
President and Business Agent,. George Durand ;

Vice Prealdont, Ben F. Bow beer;Financial Secretary.

w . Matthews Recording. Secretav . Fred B.

ParujConductor , G. W.Hayes; Warden , G.Simoen
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Muskegon , Mich.-Div. No. 777 report

progress.

At our first January meeting we_installed officers.
The officers as installed are : President, Alfred

Anderson; Vice -President, M. J. Langlois; Recording

Secretary, Claude Himelberger; Financial Secretary
Treasurer, Chris Jensen ; Business Agent, Fred

Batchelder; Correspondent, Fred Kalman ; Con

ductor -Warden , Henry Kops ; Sentinel , Henry

Henderson;Executive Board , Alfred Anderson ,Fred

Batchelder , Claude Himelberger, Clarence Waltz and

William Witt ; C. L. U. Delegates, William Ward ,

William Omness and Lyman Stone; Auditors, Jesse

Pant and Henry Sander; Membership Committee,

M. J. Langlois and Dean Lutes ; Sick Committee,

John Harmon and H. Moygran .

A report upon the affairs of Div. No. 777 was

made by Business Agent Fred Batchelder and

President Anderson ,

The financial condition of the Local was reported

by Financial Secretary Chris Jensen ,

The boys were pleased to have in attendance at

this meeting brother John Dykstra, who is now

spending his time in Lansing as a member of the

State Legislature. Brother Dykstra made a very

interesting talk to the boys, advising them on the

procedure of the legislature in its organization . He

also stated that he had met with Governor Fred

Green of the State and found him to be a man

whom he believed that organized labor and the

people cad confide in and that his purpose will be

to well serve the public and, naturally, the interest

of the labor movement , which is in reality the inter.

est_of the public in general.

The Local adopted aresolution, endorsing brother

Perry J. Ward, of Div. No. 26 , for reappointment

upon the Commission of Labor and Industry .

Addresses were made by various members , urging

coacord with the management in the operation of
the employing property. Among those who spoke

most creditably of our new General Manager, Mr.

George Powell, were President Anderson and Busi

dess Agent Batchelder,

Local 777againomitted appearing in the January

M. andC. Perhaps some of the brothers would not
object if I wouldn't write at all . However, I feel

it my duty to substitute brother Hannon on this
occasion .

Some weeks ago there was a debate in the oper

ators' office early in the morning . I didn't hear the
begianing, but as I came in , Brother Cleveland was
telling Brother Hall something about grandmothers

for second wives. Brother Bill replied that he would

rather marry a grandma than one just out of the
cradle, referring to brother Cleveland's recent

marriage alliance. The air was heavy for a while
and it is hard to tell who would have won the battle ,

but brother Bül Hall's time for work arrived at the
crucial moment.

Some weeks since, Brother Holts, while on a run

on Pine Street, about ten o'clock at night, was

stopped, apparently for a couple of passengers, on
his way to town. As he stopped, one of the gentle

men surprised him with a gun, inviting him out of

As he descended , they helped themselves
to. $ 9.00 of Mike's money and such other money

belonging to the company ashe had on his person.

They were kind enough , however,not to disturb the
changer and its contents. It is another case of the

lone one -man car experience. The hold -ups were
negroes .

Brother John Dykstra, being in the State Legis

lature at thepresent time, gives Brother Crauzona
daylight run on Pine Street. He now feels as big
as the rest of the boys.

In the January selection of runs, Brother Langlois

pickeda late run on Ottawa Street . He likes it
better there. There are not so many railroad stops

and helikes a good , warm supper, which comes with

his 6 -inch stoolthat he sits on for ten hours .
However, he has said nothing of

It is rumored that in the spring, or early summer

one of our brothers is to be married - another good

Someone has suggested that were Brothers Hall,
Henderson and Witt not so slow , they could make
their time in the morning rush .

Brother Eddie Engstrom is on the main line for

the winter and misses thosepretty girls on Ottawa

Street. They will soon find outwhere he is .

On being approached recently to lay off aday for

asevening social,Brother C. Cratty replied that he

Brother Carpenter has moved his family down on
the Lakeside Drive , where the air ismore pure.

Brother Cunningham has moved into a more con

venient location .

Brother D. Johnson is now telling the ladies about

Masons Switch that he is fearful of making the Lake

following the hold-up of Brother Holts on Pine Street.

It seems Local 732 , Atlanta, Ga. , has a good way

to bring their brothers out to the meetings. Those

present brought a small bit of change in pot .

Then each name is written on a small card and put
in a box, mixed up and the member who draws the

right card is presented with the pot . Shall we try

this to bring our own members out ?

Brother Smith stayed but a short time on the cars ,

as he thought he would better like the operation of

We also have some slow operators on the late runs.

Brothers, it doesn't pay to run your car off the

track at the switches, then try to back it on . So

I'm going to stay on the other side .

As one of our operators told me he had read my
last hot air shot , I think I will now turn the damper

down before this gets overheated .

" FREDDIE . "

MEETINGS WELL ATTENDED

Muscatine, Iowa - Div. No. 599 has not appeared

in the M. and C. for some time . We wish to report

we are one hundred per cent strong.
We held our election of officers for the year 1927 .

December 28. Most of the old officers were re

elected . Following the election we had an oyster

supper, with all of the trimmings, and it was greatly
enjoyed. Brothers Harvey Long and W. J. Lewis

were with us.

Our meetings are fairly well attended. However,

some of the day men are very, slack in attendance .
Come out , boys, and get your shoulders to the wheel .

Brother Arbogast is on the sick list, but we are

pleased to report that he is about .

Brother Arthur Bishop was married the evening of
January 1. We wish him and Mrs. Bishop the best

of luck in their new venture . Arthur tried to pull

one over on the boys, but it wouldn't work. Some

one spilled the beans several days before and the

boys were prepared .

Our correspondent is a busy man , buiiding houses

for Jenny Wren and Martens, and the Motorman
and Conductor has suffered . We are now going to

give him a chance to make good.

Our general manager set up the cigars Christmas .
Those of us who do not smoke , of course , lost out.

We retain our bureau of information. This line is
intended for the bureau . Brother Huson forgot to

set the alarm a few nights ago and Charlie made
the loop . That wasn't Charlie's first loop .

We will have installation of officers January 29 .

Full attendance is what we would be pleased to see

at this meeting .
-Cor. 599.

INAUGURAL FESTIVITIES

INCREASE PATRONAGE

on

the car

our

Lansing,Mich.-They say that all those who work
NewYears Day , work the rest of the year .

Following this saying , there will be a goodly number

working during the year 1927 , as nearly all of the

members of Division 563 worked on New Years Day.

The inaugural party held here New Years Day

brought a large number from other places. It was

the inauguration of the new governor, Mr. Fred W.
Green . Due to this inaugural, it wasnot very dull

in Lansing this year on New Years Day, It made

gome business for our company in addition to what

would have been the regular business for the day.

Brothers Wm . Stevens and Winn have resigned

from the interurban road, after trying it out for a

few months.

Superintendent Arne of division of the
M. E. R. has been on the sick list , but we

pleased to report that he is again about .
Resolved - New Year resolution . What? It doesn't

make much difference what the New Year resolution

may be unless the man who makes it is capable of

putting it through the entire year. We should

resolve in the interest of our fellow men and our .

selves and we should carry that resolution through

the year. It will make better business for our com

pany . and better prospects for the future for our
selves .

President A. L. Montgomery of our Local and

Board Member A. D. Hicks attended the Joint

Advisory meeting of the five locals , the members of

which work for the M. E. R. The Joint Board

meeting was held in Jackson , January 7 . We expect

a report from them at our next regular meeting and

every member should be present . Cor. 563 ,

are

his half hour ofl .

man gone wrong .

is now a married man.
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day itself has gone .Andsomerry Christmas

SEND SEASON'S GREETINGS

St. Catharines, Ont. - Division 846 sends greetings

to the entire membership of the A. A. of S. and

E. R. E. of A. Does it not bring a benediction of

long lost wishes and visions of themanyChristmases

that have glided into the past ? Happiness, cheer,

good fellowship, and the peace and comfort that the

Christmas spirit brings, remains long after the great

so , again the old familiar

greeting and and

Prosperous New Year, and kind remembrances for

the past , good wishes for the present, and high hopes

forthe future ."

Election of officers for 1927 resulted as follows :

President, Bro. Bill Wilson ; Vice-President, Bro.

Parkinson ; Recording Secretary and Business Agent,

Bro . Andy Crozier; Financial Secretary and Treas

urer, Bro . Bill Holt; Warden and Sentinel, Bro. C.

Myers; Correspondent, Bro. A. Pink; First Vice

President to represent Niagara Falls. Undetermined.

Our past president and business agent both refused

nomination this year, as they considered that they
had filled their offices long enough and were very

anxious to see some other capable brothers in these
chairs. Failure to show any appreciation of the

services rendered by these two officers within the

past three or four years was very noticeable at our
last meeting . Some of us hope that in the next

issue some words of appreciation from the members
will be extended to these two brothers. In the

meantime, let us stick by Local 846 and its new

president and business agent.

There seems to be many sore spots in our Local.
Some brothers ask, “ Is everything in Local 846

alright? " Remarks have been passed that our union
is dead. Well, if it is, who is to blame ? The

officers or the entire membership, or maybe a bit of
both . For the past year the membership in general

has listened to much agitation and dissatisfaction

on two or three different things concerning the entire
membership here. What has been the result?

Nothing ! We still have a good membership . There

fore ; Local 846 still exists .

What is responsible for the present crisis?

Brothers, ' it is the great lack of co-operation . А

large percentage of the membership thought they
had a wonderful enterprise in sight. But it fell

through . Why? Because the lack of sufficient co

operation was prevailing . Anyway, putting the past
on & back shelf, we have one consolation , and that
is that we have not lost anything. Just get behind

your new officers and the year 1927 will no doubt

be a prosperous one. It is to your own personal
benefit that you spend two hours per month in your
union hall .

More one-man cars start . On December 1st one

man cars were put in operation on the Victoria Lawn
and Merritton - Thorold focal lines, and as soon as

sufficient cars are rebuilt they will be put on the
Port Dalhousie and Lake Shore Divisions. This will

leave the Main Line and Welland Divisions the only
two lines for two -man car operation .. A new one

man run called the Facer Street Division has been

inaugurated , giving the residents of this section of

the city an half-hourly service daily .

With the increase of one-man cars, it is only to

be expected that our company would reduce its staff

of passenger trainmen. As a result, twelve junior

men were discharged . Five others were affected as

being not qualified to operate these cars . Three of

the five may be fortunate enough to secure employ.

ment in some other department . Four of the twelve

junior men discharged were taken back to form the

extra board . We get four cents per hour additional

wage for one-man car operatio

The New Year's regular sign-up of runs went into
effect January 1st . In June we choose our runs

again . A great number of changes are noticeable,

and we trust that the brothers will not regret where
they scratched their names .

It might be wise if we publish a few tips to our
new business agent, but we ask Bro . Andy Crozier

not to get discouraged in what the following lines

will say.

A Business Agent for a Labor Organization is a

double -lunged. thick -hided human contraption filled

with peculiarities from Halifax to Honolulu.

He must have a temper as unruffled as a beetle's

brow, and his disposition must be as clear as a

Christian eye- ball in the spring of the year.

From one standpoint he isn't supposed to know

anything, while on the other hand he must positively

know everything .

He must be a walking information bureau when

asked a question, but otherwise not to be guilty of

expressing any human intelligence whatever.

It makes no difference how big and ugly the man

is, size has nothing to do with a Business Agent's

feelings when he starts to poke his proboscis into
the other fellow's affairs. If he goes home with a

whole hide, perfect bones and a clean pair of eyes,
it is evident that he was the best man or that the

other fellow daresn't .

If he locates a non-union man he must endeavor to

round him up, no matter if he kicks the bucket in

the scuffle .

If there be any trouble in town, no matter what

the nature, he must be in attendance . Johnnie on

the spot, from start to finish , to keep the trouble
well stirred up.

A Business Agent has no right even to die when

in office without a two-thirds majority vote of his

organization . He must start in with the firm under

standing thathe is a soldier of fortune.

He must fill the role of referee at prize fights,

editor-in-chief to a Chinese noodle distillery, a trust

magnate, a sanctimonious peace-maker in time of
trouble . Along with all this he must have a good

appetite ,acheerful disposition, a great conversa
tional power and a vocabulary equal to Webster's

dictionary. He must be able to quote any constitu
tion, from Hod Carriers to Japanese Parliament. Of
course there are other requirements that will be

handed to him from time to time, just to make life

pleasant and insure sociability:
If he does not do these things, someone is going

to find fault and wonder if he is any good.

After a man has been a Business Agent one whole

term his ability is perfect for anything from a soccer

football player to a Mexican revolutionist.

Andnow, brothers, these last few lines are inserted
with an apology to all business agents, and at a later

date we will publish one on the presidents. Oh yes !

We can't miss you fellows.

As
the members for re-electing me by acclamation.
would also like to thank the members for the Christ.

mas gift that I received . It was very thoughtful and
kind of you to remember me in this manner, The

gift was passed on to the coal man , who is assisting
mein keeping the home fires burning Much thanks
is due the members who showed co -operation in my

work. What the fellows want is more personals in

my write-up. Let's have them . They are interest

ing . aren't they, Freddie ? Write them down and

pass 'em along , and every month of 1927 you'll read
about what's doing in old St. Kitt's.

PINKIE..

A GRATIFYING NEW YEAR GREETING

1

Saskatoon , Sask.-A few lines to let other Divi
sions know that we are still on the map. The recent

election of officers has given us for our President,

Bro. E. Farrell , who succeeded Bro . W. H. Moore

who held the office of President forsome considerable

time and decided to take a rest . Secretary - Treasurer

C. H. Tindall was again elected to this office unani

mously. We welcome our new Recording Secretary ,

Bro: J. Dibble , who, after being out of harness for a
while, has come to his former office . We are all

pleased to see him , even it is only once every three

months at the meetings.

President E. Farrell and Secretary - Treasurer

C. H. Tindall and Membersof the Executive Board

are looking forward to a busy time this term in

preparing something for the Boys in their oldage.

We read, often , the proposed scrapping of Street

Railways, through their operating at such large
deficits. We are proud to saythatthe record of the

Saskatoon Street Railway will behard to beat, as

you will see by the New Year's Greeting from our
Superintendent, Mr. G. D. Archibald , of which ex

tracts are as follows :

"The Saskatoon Street Railway has just completed
the most satisfactory year in its history. Not so

many years ago this utility was looked upon as a

millstonearound the necks of the ratepayers. In
fact, it was responsible for an increase of almost ten

per cent in the tax levy for Municipal purposes one
year, and received many pet names ,such as the 'Lame

Duck .'. Today it can hold its head up, along with
the civic utilities, and show a most substantial and

gratifying balance on the right side of the ledger,

after paying all legitimate bills . The infrequency

accidents on this roadis now becoming traditional.

I doubt if the record in this respect over the past
few years can be approached in evena small way

by any, surface line of railway . Nearly Four and

One -half Million of passengers were carried , not only

safely, but with only two or three complaints re

ceived on lack of courtesy , and when these were

investigated theyproved to be unjustified . I wish

to take this opportunity to congratulate each and
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State Pederation of Labor, defeating B. W. Sleeman ,
Business Agent of the Portland District of Carpen

ters , by a vote of 3,028 to 1,786.

DEATH TAKES VALUED MEMBER

every Employee of the road on the fine performance

just completed, and for the splendid spirit of co

operation that exists between the various branches

of the Department. I firmly believe that the success

of the operation is very largely due to this. " Signed
" Supt. G. D. Archibald ."

That Saskatoon is still alive, you can all see by

this record, and that further additional equipment

will soon have to be got to cope with the traffic that

is now increasing year by year, instead , as some

critics say , scrap the Street Railways.

Our building permits for theyear1926 amounted
to over the Two Million mark. There is every

prospect that this amount will be exceeded this year.

Our population has increased , according to the census

recently taken, 22 % per cent higher than any other

City between Winnipeg ,and Vancouver, inclusive,
and all our Civic utilities are showing splendid

results.

Although figures are not obtainable at the present

moment, the Street Railway will show a profit of
about Ten Thousand Dollars, and, in carrying over

Four andOne-half Million passengers, the amount of

claims for accidents paid out will be about One

Hundred and Fifty -three Dollars. So , here's hoping

that the year 1927 will be a Banner year for the City

of Saskatoon and its Utilities, especially the Saska

toon Street Railway, or the“ LAME DUCK , " as our
critics have called us in the past.

Cor . 615.

BLECT CONVENTION DELEGATES

Portland, Ore. Local Division No. 757 of Port

land held their annual nominating primary election
Saturday, December 11, at which time the member

ship placedonthe ballot for the general electionthe
two high men for each place.

There were five names on the primary ballot for

president, four for business agent and four for

financial secretary. The generalelection was held

Tuesday, December 21, at which time the chief

officers of the division were re - elected in a spirited

contest that brought out over 1,300 votes.

Delegates to the next convention of the Inter

national, to the Oregon State Federationof Labor
and the Central Labor Council of Portland were

elected at the primary election. This method is

prescribed in our by -laws and is to eliminate ex

penses in holding election just prior to the conven

tion of our International,aswellastheState Federa
tion of Labor.

The question of straight seniority at each division

was placed on the ballot and voted on and was
defeated by heavy vote . All the divisions voted

against it.

The officers for the ensuing year were elected as

follows: President, Wm. Cooper,present incumbent;

Pirst Vice President. R. A. Floyd ; SecondVice Presi

dent, C. E. Gossett; Business Agent, H. F. Prender

rast,present incumbent; Financial Secretary, H.L,
Thomas,present incumbent; Recording Secretary.

J. M. Berry, presentincumbent. Brother Berry was
re-elected without opposition . Conductor, J. L.

Morgaa ; Warden , E. J. Flagg; Correspondent to

Motorman and Conductor, Gust Anderson, present
incumbent.

Executive Board Members: Ankeny

Division ,1. E. Starr; SelwoodDivision, R.H.
Shedeck ; Piedmont Division, E. P. GaRoutte; Savier

Division, P. E. Gurske ;Mechanical Department

Shop, I. c . Bridges;Mechanical Department Baras,
E. Schmuckal; Maintenanceof Way , F. Wallace;

Bridge and Building Department,W. H. Miller;

Freight Agent, E.L. Thompson.

Delegates to the nextconvention of our Inter.

national, theOregon State Federation of Labor and
to the Central Labor Council received the highest

yote in the order in which they are quoted : To the

International Union - Gust Anderson , W. H. Doyle,
Wm. Cooper, J. M. Berry, H. F. Prendergast,

R. Walker: To the Oregon StateFederation of Labor
Convention, entitledto 18 delegates - Wm . Cooper,

W. H.Doyle , H. P. Prendergast, J.M. Berry, J. L.

Thomas, A. H.Stern . J. E. Starr. R. A. Floyd,
R. Walker. c . e . Gossett, c . W. 'Rudder, C. L.

Penrose ,R. W. Crane, J. L. Morgan, S. A. Albee,

Ed Cofin . c. p . Leppert, E.J.Flagg: To the

Central Labor Council, entitled to 18 delegates, as
follow - J: M. Berry , 'Wm . Cooper,H.F. Pender
gast , W. H. Doyle , H. L. Thomas, Gust Anderson ,

R.A. Floyd.c.L. Penrose ,J.L. Morgan ,A.H.

Stein, Ed Coffin , R. Walker, Č. W. Rudder, E. H.
Lohnson , P. B. Gurske, A. J. Nelson , H. Hale,
Wm . Palmer.

The Local also voted for officers of the Oregon

State Pederationof Labor and atthis time weare

proud to announce thatWm . Cooper, Presidentof

our Division , was elected Presidentof the Oregon

St. Joseph , Mo.-- Division 847 has installed

officers for the year 1927. We held our election

January 1. The officers insta.led are : President,

F. E. Wilson; Vice-President, Richard Johnson;

Business Agent, P. O. Gregory ;Recording Secretary,
Wm . A. Payne; FinancialSecretary - Treasurer, Roy

Shaffer;Executive Board , T. L. Cobb, G. E. Jenkins,

H. Ç. Turner , George Lambert; Conductor, c. O.
Masden ;. Warden , Tom Forsee; Sentinel, L. A.

Wilds. Afternoon meeting officers for relief men are:

F. E. Wilson, President; s . r . Richardson , Second

Vice -President ; Roy. Hall, Assistant RecordingSecre

tary ; Burt Francis, Conductor ; C. D. Gomel,
Warden ; R. B. Pickard , Sentinel. On the executive

board, Brother Turner was elected from the shop

department and Brother Lambert from the track

department.

The good Lord has seen fit to remove from our

midst a fellow worker that was a man loved by all

who knew him . He was a true Union brother and

charter member of our organization. It was brother

Watt M. Hobbs, whose death occurred December 23.

His body was interred December 26 , at Burlington

Junction , Mo. He leaves a widow , Mrs. Hattie

Hobbs; & daughter, Mrs. Hazel Schultz, of Des

Moines , Iowa; one son , Forrest Hobbs; and two

sisters, Mrs. J. J. Yates, of Edmond, S. D., and Mrs.

C. H. Richardson , of Coggan, Iowa. Our profound

sympathy goes out to the bereaved family.

Now, boys, you have elected a good set of officers

for the coming year. Let's back them up by coming
out to the meetings. Give them your support, as

they will need it . Get in the habit of attending

meetings every second and fourth Tuesday evening

in the month. It will come easy for you and do you

and the Local much good . Remember, these are

your meetings. Just stop and ask yourselves what

our worthy President. Brother Wilson ,shouldexpect
from you in the matter of attending meetings. Con

sider yourselves in his place and I am sure every

one of you will be at every meeting within the year,
whenever it is at all possible for you to be present.

Just at this writing, we have on the sick list

Brothers 0. L. Marsh , C. L. Walton and J.

Thompson ,

Brother William Henry was recently called to

Mayville, Mo., by the death of his father. He has

our sincere sympathy.

. - Cor. 847 .

RE -ELECT OL PRESIDENT

Lowell , Mass.-- Thomas J. Powersstill holds the
reins of President of Division No. 280 anddelegate

to the Joint Conference Board of the Eastern Massa

chusetts Locals. Our Local voiced its approval of his

splendid work by re - electing him by a large majority

for his seventh consecutive term.

The office of Vice -President was the real political

campaign. Brothers Wm . Conroy and R. McManus

contested for this berth , with Brother Conroy as

victor.

The " Three WiseMen " -Brothers W. Cahilli

L. Rogersand Micky Hamer - make up the personne ,

of the new executive board. Great things are ex

pected from them,

Thanks, Brother Toohey, for your support. I will

baveBrother Graham present you with a pair of

white gloves. Theywill come in handy nextsummer

directing traffic at Three Rivers, Quebec.

Brothers Rosseau and Plannagan are chumming

together. They were seen on Davison Street with

the 400.

Brother Bill Cunliff made ao bargain when he

bought that fur coat .

Brother *Giant" Boyle is missed on the Tyngsboro
" Flier. "

BrothersJoe Shea and J. Sculley met with painful

accidents Christmas Day.

Brothers Green and Wright are now enjoying their

Vacations.

The last meeting of the year was a sight to behold .

Seats were at & premium and standing room was in

order. The 8 -hour straight was the question before

the meeting and it was unanimously accepted,

The sudden death of Brother Lenoue was a shock

to his many friends and brothers. Our profound

sympathy is extended to the bereaved family .

J. C.
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WAGE RATES ADVANCED

San Francisco , Calif. - The members of Division

518 received a Christmas present of 20 cents perday

increase in wages on Friday, December 24. This

Christmas present came from our friend. His Honor,

Mayor James_Rolph, Jr. The increase took effect

January 1. We now receive $6.00 per day for an

eight-hour day, with twelve days vacation, with pay.
each year. Our overtime rate is time and one -half .

This establishes an hourly rate of 75 cents.
We held our annual ball in October. It was a

social and financial success . Mayor Rolph led the

grand march and it was worth the price of admission

to the dance committee in full dress suits.

Brothers Joba Grunig, Con Ring , and Jimmie

Robison deserve much credit for making the ball a

success.

The following officers have been installed for the

year 1927 : President, Edward Vandeleur; Vice

President, Robert J. Connolly ; Recording Secretary,
Thomas Poley; Financial Secretary - Treasurer, Daniel

Hanley; Sergeant-at-Arms, M. J. Nelson; Executive
Board , Wm . Corcoran, Edward Cranna, Martin

Cummings, John Darcy andThomas Foley;Dele.
gates to the Labor Council, Wm, Corcoran , Patrick
Bonigan , James Flynn , John Mooney , Michael

Moore, Michael McAuliffe , John McGovern, John
Phelan and President Edward Vandeleur.

Brothers Darcy. Cranna and Cummings are new

members of our official family and will make fine
officers.

Our annual Christmas Tree Party was held at
Geary Barn the latter part of December. Santa

Claus was there and the children received candy and

toys, while the older folks enjoyed the entertain
meat. Brother Tommy Miller was chairman and

handled the affair splendidly . Everyone went home

happy.

The members of Division 518 extend heartfelt

sympathy to the family of our late brother . Wm.

Ryan.

Brothers sick or injured previous to Christmas

time were investigated and donations of $25.00 each

were sent to the families. Brothers Schuling. Carter,

Gallagher, Winslow , Ridley, Mark Johnson , Foster,
DaveSullivan and McGee were on the list.

Brother Guy Galloway was recently seen eating a

number of lemon cream pies and French pastsy.

Your correspondent investigated and decided that he,

too, likes lemon cream pies, and perhaps the next
issue of the M. and C. will tell more about that
little French housemaid on California Street.

The Board of Public Works is requested to send

two stools for the convenience of Brothers Mitchell

and Damanzonie, as passengers complain of those

two brothers being compelled to stand on their toes
to look into the fare box .

Brother Johnnie Brennan resigned from the

Bachelors Club recently , and married a very pretty
young lady from the Mission district.

Brother Tommy Rice, better known as “ Duke of

Roxbury, " had an unusual dream. Tom , a World

War veteran , went under an operation at the Presidio

Hospital for a wound he received at the Battle of
Belleau Woods. While under ether, Brother Rice

began to laugh violently and the doctor felt that he

was about to lose his patient. When Tommy re

gained consciousness the doctor called it tohis
attention and asked for an explanation. "Well,

Doc, " replied Tom, " I dreamed I was back in dear

old Boston , the towo you all know well . I saw the

old familiar faces, the boys from Bunker Hill, Boston

Common, Bowden Square and Pie Alley, and I

was talking to Muck O'Keefe when you wokeme

up.

Wishing all Divisions a Happy and Prosperous

New Year, I remain ,

-Cor. 518 .

line that they seemed to care for . Brothers, the

business is not a snap .

Former member Glen Keyser, of Davenport, speat

the holidays with his family here. He says things

are coming his way, and he surely looks very

prosperous.
Brother Pat O'Bryan has his share of trouble .

Brother A. J. will need a new suit soon . He surely

is getting quite portly .
Au are off for the year 1927. We elected our

officers. Former Mayor Short, editor of the Union

Advocate, obligated them at our meeting of January

12 . He also gave us some good advice for our year's

work . Now it is up to the rank and file to get be .

hindour officers and show them by their attendance

that they in tend to help them in every way possible
to make this oneofthe best years for our Local.

Co-operation will do a lot towards helping our meet
ings be a success. Every member should attend at

ieast one meeting each month and bring a luke
warm trollier aiong .

There was a vigorous attendance at the dance

given by our amusement committee following the

meeting of January 12. All reported a good time .

Former members C. L. Jones and Earl Robinson,

with their wifes, were present and it looked like

old times. Brothers, you are always welcome.

Brother George Webster wishes a lantern to be

swung on the snow -sweeper, sohe can tell it from

the back end of the barn when backing his car

nights.

The Jinx seems to be after Brother Criteser yet.

He stopped a Ford quite suddenlyone night recently
and it went to the repair shop. It is a wonder that

there arenot more accidents the waysomedrivers
want both sides of the street .

Our new year books are out and brothers L. E.

Garnett and Fred Smith delivered them in jig time.

They deserve credit for their work and should

receive extra pay for their time off . The book is a

credit to the Local, besides itwill net the Local a
nice sum of money, whichcan be used very nicely,

as our sick fund is low at this time. Brother Smith

used his car about a week on this work and asked

the Local not one cent for the use ofit..That is

the kind of help that helps.

Every member isentitled to a copy of the Union
Advocateeach week thisyear. Ifyou don't get it,
tell the officers . When you get it, read it .

Brother Webber says this popularity stuff gets his
goat.

Brother H. T. Woodward and wife appeared to

enjoy , the dance, even though they did notpartici.
pate in actual dancing.

Mrs. Garnett, Mrs. Noyes andMrs. Huney served

coffee and lunch at the dance. They deserve a heap
of credit for their efforts . We rather think that is

about all they get for their labor.

Iwish to mention thatMr. Gilbert, manager of

the Hipp Theater,donated tous a handful of compli

mentary tickets for the show duringthe week of the

17th of January . He runs a good, clean show and is

deserving of our patronage . -M. R. B. 779.
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DANCE WELL ATTENDED

AGREEMENT COVERS BUSSES

Mansfield , Ohio - Old Division No. 389 has been
going along SO fine and everything running SO

smoothly that your correspondent really has very
little about which to write.

January 1 our company abandoned one of the car

lines , known as the Reformatory of East Fourth

Street Line, and placed bus service in its stead.

They are 21- passenger buses, two of them on 15

minute service .

what surprised that the older men did not graboff

The company officials were some

the opportunity torunthesebusses, andthe job fell,

to some of the younger men.

To operatebusses one has to pass the state service

examination .

Our agreement gives us the right to sign on busses

according to seniority and the same rate of pay on
busses as on the street cars .

Brother Mike Curtin's retirement from the service

caused Vice -President Rusktofill his unexpired terem

as President for the year 1926.
In honor of his

service, Brother Rusk was unanimouslyre- elected as

our President for the year 1927. Otherwise, all of

the old staff of officerswere re-elected for another

term.
Some changes have been made in our running time

on the Shelby interurban, making a sort of swing

run system.
Wishing every member of the Amalga mated

Prosperous and Happy New Year, we remain ,

Sioux City , Iowa-The daughter of Brother Day, a

patient at a local hospital for a few days for a minor

operation, we are pleased to learn is out and again
able to continue her studies at the college.

Brother Tom Morris recently injured one of his

feet by dropping an iron upon it .

BrotherGeorge Thornygreen was sick a couple of
weeks with the grip . We are pleased to see him

out again .

Brother L. E. Garnett is busy these days with
dances and our year book .

Brother J: C. Garnett, on the sick list for some
time, is again out .

Brothers Garnett and Smith have delivered our

year book and they had all the experience along that
-Cor. 389.
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BIGHT HOUR AWARD IN EFFECT

Brockton, Mass.-- Happy New Year to all Locals

and members.
The new 8 -hour award to the Eastern Massa

chusetts employes has become popular. The back

pay came at Christmas time the best season of

the year:

Installation of officers was had at a recent meet

ing of our Local. Brother W. 0. McGowan , who

has done masterful work for our Local, is again

president. He was re-elected .

Brother Bobbie Robertson, popular operator on

the Whitman Line,has sprunganew puzzle on

the boys. It is of wooden make-up. It gave a

number of the operators extra exertion of the gray
matter.

The Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway_Com .

pany is placing five new de luxe cars on the Brock .
ton system . They are dandies, with battleship

linoleum on the doors, individual air cushion seats

and a new lightingsystem . It has been said that

people are really riding extra trips and are highly
clated with the new cars. They will prove a suc

cess. More are coming . the company promises.

We had two severe snowstorms in December.
Statistics of Eastern Massachusetts show that we

had more snowfall in this section in December

than in the same period since 1883. However, we

have an able force ofsnow -fightersin this Local.

Qur manager, Ms. A. J. Boardman, and superin .

tendent OrinB. French haveyet to lose a line since

they took over the reins.

Now , as we have started the New Year, let us

bear ia miad our obligation to our Local. It is
stronghold in our midst. Therefore, let's attend

our meetings and stand steadfast andtry and make

this property developto a point wherewecan get

evea better wages and working conditions than we
now enjoy. -Cor. 235 .

SHOW DEVOTION TO ORGANIZATION

Decatur, Dil. Division 859 has little to say at this
time. We are ina healthy condition.

Our members show their devotionto the organi

sation by voluntarily , taking out their working
cards each month . This is fine.

At our last meeting in 1926 we elected officers

for the ensuing yeas . They are as follows: Presi

dent,E.L. Davis:vice-president, W. H. Tombaugh;

recordingsecretary ,R. H.Stuart; financialsecre

tarytreasurer,C.C. Cravens; conductor, J. Depres;

wardea, L. Harsh ; sentinel, William Stare .

Brother Hanley, sick for several weeks, is soon
again to beat work .

Brother George Allen is in the hospitalsick .
Brother H. Kennedy is the proud father of .

fine girl. Congratulations.

Brother B. S. Davis has a time getting relieved,
becausehisassistant is slow . Hal Hal

Brother Al Warnick was off worka few days

from beingkickedbyLizzie.

Brother Price drove his new car to work recently

and when he started to go home he discovered his
brakes were frozen .

Some of the boys were no anxious to start work

recently that they signed the names of bus routes

instead of their own rather absent minded.

We recently had about aine inches ofsnow and

the company had the snow -sweepers out for seven
of eight hour . However , everything is working

-Cor. 859.

grocery store , He should get fair patronage from

a lot of street car boys.

Brother T. I. Davis, who recently resigned from

employment on our line, has bought a furniture

store . We wish him success . -Cor. 674.

WAGES AND COST OF LIVING

Utica , N. Y. - Were wages to be determined upon

the cost of living, then dividends should be de

termined upon the cost of capital. Capital can now

be operated for 5 per cent. It is not necessary

to provide for amortization. Since loans can be

refunded, and at the rate dew capital is being

generated at the expense of wages , in the future

capital is likely to become so cheap as to make
refunding more advantageous than providing

sinking fund to pay off the loan . Then all eart

ings above the amount necessary to pay 5 per cent

and the cost of living should be divided among

the shareholders and workers on some pro rata

basis - human or sacred bisis .

The question of cost of living has been most

pronounced in wage adjustments. Were railway

men dealing with inanimate things like producing
in a factory, where they werely give physical

effort, it might be fair to use the cost of living as
a basis, but where men are required to perform

intellectual service they are entitled to a little more

than the cost of living. Whenwe takeinto con

sideration that a railway, employe has much to
contend with , he surely should have a little more

than enough to exist-a sufficient income to acquire

a little for the so -called rainy day.

Railway companies advance the idea that we

are getting all we are worth and that, unless we

increase service, there is no possibility of obtain.

ing more . I will say to the world at large that

we are entitled to a certain amount of considera

tion. Every time there has been an increase given,
it has resulted in increased efficiency . It takes

time to acquire training and skill to become a
first class railway employe. There ar a nu! ber

of duties to perform of a supervising character in

caring for patrons. One has to be willing to listen

to all cranky passengers and give pleasant answers
and we must be an encyclopedia. Take it all in

all, there are a various amount of other things,
such as high priced watches which bear railroad

inspection, uniforms, and the average manknows
nothing of the clerical duties required . The man

who works on the extra list has a great amount
of lost time. As they are paid on the basis of

three hundred and sixty - five days & year, any

time off means a reduction in salary.In all other

classes of employment wages are based upon about
three hundred days per year.

in many classes of employment, when men are

asked to work holidays, they are paid time and
one-half for every hour. The same applies to

Sundays. The average man has his regular time

on and off duty. The railway employe has all
kinds of hours to contend with. We trust that

through our organization we will be able to obtain

reasonable working conditions with a fair living

wage.
Fellowship

When a man aint got a cent and he's feeling kind

of blue,

An' the clouds hang dark and heavy and won't

let the sunshine through,

It's a great thing , O my brother, for a fellow just

to lay
His hand upon your shoulder in a friendly sort

of way,

It makes a man feel queerish , it makes the tear

drops start

And you sorta feel & flutter in the region of

You can't look up and meet his eyes ; you don't

know what to say

When his hand is on your shoulder in a friendly

sort of way.

Oh, the world's a curious compound, with its

honey and its gall ,
With its care and bitter crosses, but a good world

after an .
And a good God must have made it, leastwise that

is what I say,
When a hand is on your shoulder in a friendly

sort of way.

It was a pleasure to see Vice- President James

Largay back home during, the Christmas holidays.

Brotber William King has resignedhis position

with the New York State Railways. We wish him

success in his future undertaking.

-Cor. 582.

fine now .

your heart .

INSTALL NEW OFFICERS

Fort Smith , Ark . - Division 674 is progressing in

fine shape .We installed new officers for theyear

1927 , at our meeting held January 12. Officers

installed are: president, John Carroll; vice-president.

financial secretary -treasurer, D. Davies; corre

spondent,J. L. Jones; conductor, J. H.' Forner;

wardens,' ElmerFlurry'and M , M. Crisp : sentinels,

m . Ardea and B. Webb: executive board,D.C.

Davies, B. Webb . p . ). Golden and w . R.Biggs;

delegates to the Trades Council, D. c . Davies,

S. L. Jaco and S. C. Dyer.
Brother B. P. Shumate, our delegate to the State

Pederation of Labor Convention, made a splendid

report at our last regular meeting.
Brother Jes Labara resigned as car operator and

accepted position is theoffice of our employing

company.
Brother Lee Cannon recently traded his home for

I mall farm .
Brother Tom Moore, • few weeks siace, bought a
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HOLD ANNIVERSARY

Battle Creek, Mich . - Division ' 333 held the

annual banquet and dance given by the Local each

year in the M. W. A. Hall, Friday night, January

14. The meeting was well attended and the eats

and musical program were enjoyed by alı. The

officers in general, and the committee on arrange.

ments in particular, of which brother Peck was

chairman , deserve great credit for the successful

carrying out of the program . The writer is sure

that their services were appreciated by all con

cernedand that this organization may have many

more such occasions is the wish of all .

Our community is about dug out of the recent

snowstorm which seriously impeded traffic of all

kinds. Street car schedules are being regularly

maintained at this time . During the storm three

of our worthy fellow workers were proceeding east

on Main Street near the Grand Trunk track with

the snow -sweeper, endeavoring to clean the car

tracks, when for some unknown Dutch

seemed to think the Grand Trunk road needed the

sweeper, so he made a desperate attempt to start
for South Bend via the Grand Trunk. He was

without success. The queer part of it is that Dutch

still had possession of his spittin -terbakker after it
was all said and done. Newman knows, so does

Whitehead?
The writer notices that brother William Davis,

Jr. , is still in possession of his much_flouted wrist
watch he purchased some time ago. Bill says that

she is some timekeeper, that her name is Maude,

and Bill ought to know .

At last report, brother Nodlin was confined in a

Martinsville , Ind., sanitarium , seriously ill. The

members were sorry to learn of it and we earnestly

hope for his speedyrecovery.

There are five little words I'd have you knowi

Theyare " pardon me," " thankyou " and" please .

Oh, use them quite often wherever you go;

There are few words more useful than these.

reason

GOG

and support of the employees, who all worked hard

to bring it to a successful issue.

We have a new arm of transportation added to
our service in the form of a fleet of motor busses,

Ten are in operationnow and give great satisfacă

tion to the public, insomuch it has warranted the

company to order six more to be delivered as soon
as possible. Twenty-four new street cars of the

latest and up -to - date models have been ordered for

delivery by May 1 , 1927. So, you see , it looks as
though we are in for a very busy and I hope pros

perous year.

Our management again remembered, our efforts by

extending tous at Christmas their appreciation and

best wishes in the form of a gift of a five -dollar

bill for each employee .. The improvement in our

relations with the public has been very noticable.

Now, boys, our slogan for success must be always

" Courtesy and Service , " and Iam sure that, during

this coming year, we willreapa benefit which at

one time seemed well nigh impossible.
The Division has had a very successful year.

Our members have increased . Our finances are in

capital shape. Our balanceon the rightside of the

ledger has increased by over six hundred dollars.

Atour openingmeeting of the year 1927 , held

January 8, a well attended meeting passed a vote

of thanksto the officers of the past year for their

judicious handling of the Division's business and

finances , whereby our creditbalance was materially

increased .

Election of officers for year 1927 resulted as fol.

lows: President, w . Allan; Vice-President, A. Dye;

Financial Secretary and Treasurer,A.Blackwell

(Acclamation ) ; Recording Secretary. W. Clark

(Acclamation ); Executive Board, W. H. Penn, J:

Ritchie , D. Turnbull , R. Turnbull; Chairman of

Sick Committee, D. Murphy;Warden and Sentinel,

R. Douglas; Conductor. V. Gill; Auditors, J. T,

Burrows, W. Clark, D. Murphy.
The voting for president was very spirited be.

tween brothers J. McIlwraith and W. Allan and

the old stalwart, brother McIlwraith , who has been

our president for ten years, was defeated by :

smau majority . May themantleof his success fall

upon the shoulders of his successor, brother Allan.

BrotherAllanhasalso beenelected president ofthe

Trades and Labour Council of Hamilton for 1927.

Brother A. Blackwell continues as financial secre

tary for his sixteenth consecutive year.

There is one change on the executive board-

brother Robert Turnbull takingthe place of brother

W. Allan ,

Brother Murphy was re - elected Chairman of Sick

Committee, a duty which he faithfully carried out
during the year 1926. Always on the job, brother

Murphymakes an ideal sick visitor.
All of our sick brothers were remembered at

Christmas by a gift of Christmascheerto brighten

their homesat this season .

BrothersCoomber and Oimstead have retired from

bus driving and resumed their runs on the street

cars ; possibly the near approach of the new street

cars was the reason .
Our President and Vice -President are running

together as a crew on the belt line. There ought

to be perfect harmony on that car.
Our Executive Board should bea tight one this

year - four Scotchmen and one Jew.

Now , brothers, attend all the meetings. Rally

round your officers.
Support them always. Trust

and honor them and make this the most successful

year Division No. 107haseverhad is thewish

of your correspondent.

These five little words are filled with a power

That money or fame cannot give.

So , commit them to memory this very hour,

And use them as long as you live.
-Cor. 333.

OLD OFFICERS RE-ELECTED

Dubuque, Iowa - At our last meeting we installed

officers for the ensuing year. They were the old

officers re-elected. Those installed are: President?

John W. Latimer; vice-president, Tony Vonah;

financial secretary -treasurer, C. J. Carroll ; recording

secretary. Edw . Latimer. There were a few minor

changes going down the line .

Brother George Jellison , on the sick list more or

less for the last year, is with us occasionally for a
day or so . Hope to see his face with us con
tinuously in the near future .

Brother Boetche is yet getting a daylight run each
Sunday, so he can tune in on WEAF each Sunday

evening - some radio bug.

Brother Ben Huckleberry Finn is a new addition

to our Grand View bus line and hitting the ball

fine. Whoop 'er up, Huck !
Last, but not least, and lest we forget - our

meetings are held the first Tuesday of each month .

Division 329 is a 100 per cent organization .

Every man in the traction department belongs to

the Local, although our meetings are not as well
attended as we would like .

Brother Billy Oglesby goes to all of our meet.

ings . He drives down with his little pony and

buggy. We think more of our brothers might well

make investments in ponies, so them

at the meetings once in a while .
What do you say

about it , brothers.

We are pleased to see brother Deitler again on

the job after a severe attack of quinsy ..
Brother Pat Welsh is yet on the sick list. Pat

had a bad fall from a ladder while doing some

work in his room . We hope for his quick recovery.

-Cor . 329.

-Cor. 107.

TO HOLD ANNUAL BALL

we can see

It is for the

New Orleans, La . - Division No. 194 is making

preparation for the regular annual ball .
This year

itwill be held on St.Josephs Night, March 19th.

We are sure it will be a great success.
benefit of our Sick Relief Fund.

Executive Board Members just elected ' byour

Local to serve for the year 1927 are: James Rogers,

John H. Koenig. Charles Gautreau, Ed.Lawrence,

Ed. Peyroux , John E.Neeb. Peter Gervais, H. L.

We had the misfortune recently to lose one of

our officers - brother Fred Huge - who had just

been elected sentinel .
He died January 6. He was

well liked by all who knew him .
and deeply sympathiz

e
with his family . Hewas

he served asan executive Board member ofthis

Locale

INSTALL BUS FEEDERS

Hamilton, Ont.-- The year just ended has been

very eventful for Division No. 107. The event of

great importance was the obtaining of a New Street

Railway Franchise for twenty five years, which gives

our company sole rights of transportation over the

city streets . This was carried by avote of the

people by over ten thousand majority . This result,

nodoubt, was greatly helped by the co -operation

Several times

---Cor. 194.1"
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REPRESENTED IN LEGISLATURE

Pueblo, Col. - Division 662 is again successful in
being represented by two members in the state

legislature -- brothers Albert E. Leach and Ray H.

Talbot, Both are live members of our Local and

they being state legislators adds prestige to our

organization. Whilethey are in attendance at the

state legislature we hope they will bring before the

Denver street railway men the importance of organi

zation, so that we can go before the worldwith

the knowledge that the street railway men of the
metropolis of Colorado are an organized group

working to the interest of the social order in general,
as well as for their own individual interest. We

haven't the least idea but that those men would

gladly volunteer to organize if permitted to do so

bythe employing property , and should theyorganize

in sufficient strengthit would establish them as an

organized unit of the Colorado labor movement,
even if at first protested by the management, We

have no doubt but that our representatives in the

legislature will get in touch with those boys indi.

vidually, and possibly collectively .

It wasthe intent of our company to complete

the100 per cent one-man car operation by the first

of the year, buton account of the rebuilding depart

ment we are still operating two-men cars .

The large double - truck cars that have been re

builts are completely equipped withthe standard
safety equipment, including the Tredil Exit Door,

which makes better time handling passengers than

the smaller cars . --Cor. 662 .

GOOD PLACE FOR SUGGESTIONS

Fort William , Ont.-- Division 966 of Port Arthur

and Fort William , Ont., at the regular meeting

held . in Labor Hall, Finlayson Street, January 3 ,

elected officers for the year 1927. The officers in

stalled are : President. J. Fieldhouse; vice - president,

E. Bass; recording secretary , A.Johnson;financial

secretary -treasurer , J. Warwick.

Nowwe are settled down once more under the

administration of brother Fieldhouse, it is hopeful

that the boys will get out to the meetings a little

better during theyear 1927. Don't stay away just

because things arerunning smoothly. That is not
a proper excuse . Let's see you at least once each

month at the meetings, where you can boost for
our Union in every way. Be a booster. Don't

indulge in street corner talk, but come to the

meetings. Only,byharmonious and indulgent co
operation can Division 966 be a success.

Bear in mind, brothers, that to attend our meet

ings gives us an opportunityofcooperation in the

operation of the property that will make it possibly

more successful, and it is important to us that the

property is operated with the fullest possible suc

cess, as it is where we get our wages and that is

something that should interest every member to

attend the meetings and if he has suggestions to

make for bettering the service, that is agood place

to make them and his suggestions can be discussed

to the advantage of all, and to the advantage of

-Cor. 966.

disappointed at non -attendance of the members.

If they could comprehend this, I am sure there

would be no discouragement to our valued presi.

dent through any non -attendance at the meetings.

Every man with whom it would be possible would
be there.

Our president knows our agreement from the

front page to the iast section . He never fails to

explain it to the members. He is acapable speaker

and his talks are interesting as well as instructive.
Our company is to establish chair car service

very shortly between Rochester and Syracuse. It

is expected that there will be a spirited bid for this
job . There is rumor that Motorman O, A.

Burns will be chosen for the operator, due to

ability and experience.

Brother Frank Emmel is having trouble with his

arm. Here's hoping for a speedy recovery.

Brother Gus Beal, Jr. , (Honest Gus) , was unani

mously elected financial secretary of Division 887 .

He cannot be beaten and you can't get by without

paying your dues before the 15th of the month .
Atta boy, Gus!

Brother Beirne is kicking for more heat on his
car. He says he doesn't care to be advertising any

make of ice-box.

Brother H. J. Sidney , seriously ill of pneumonia,

is slowly recovering.

Brother 0. Robertson, on the sick list for some

time, from injuries sustained to hisknee -cap , seems

slow in getting back in shape . We trust he will

again soon be with us.

Brother Whitley, who hails from the small town

of Port Byron, where everybody is sociable, always

signed on the stub runs as the Normal Loop runs

open for the season . The girls on that line ride

the front seats and are sociable , making him feel

more at home,

What a blessing it would be if the street railway

men could be granted the Lord's will — the 6-day

week-and on the seventh day, rest . I am positive

there would be a better spirit , as the seven - day

week is exhaustive and unfitting to the wage worker.

However, this may be taken up at Albany in the

near future and will be given consideration in ous

meetings.

Our Local has, a few radio bugs -- Soper, Cores,
Burns and Nichols. Soper and Cores can be heard

arguing who has the best set as to distance .

--Cor. 887 .

DETROIT DIGEST

the property.

PROSPERING NICELY

In the recent death of brother William Patrick

of Division No. 26, who resided in Rochester,

Mich. , and served as a motorman upon the Flint

Interurban , we have lost an old and devoted mem

ber. His affliction was heart disease . The family

have the sincere sympathy of the Local.

Brother James R.Cook , of the Flint City Divi
sion, passedfromthis life January 18 . Brother

Cook was a highly respected member of the Flint

City Branch . His family have the sympathy of

the members.

Brother and Mrs. Homer Armentrout have the

sympathy, of our Local in the recent death of their
ten months old child .

It is reported by President Herbert Meeker of

the Local, that Secretary Clarence Nugent is con

templating purchasing a new suit of clothes. This

will likely mean anaddition to the patronage of

brother Peter Whaling, who runs a gents furnishing

establishment on Woodward Avenue. It will also

mean a more presentable appearance for the secre

tary , which will likely be appreciated in his home ,
at least by Mrs. Nugent .

Business Agent Neil McLellan states that things

are moving well in the affairs of the City Branch

of Division No. 26 . He accepts, with considerable

satisfaction , the appointment of Mr. Dell Smith as

acting manager.
There is much deliberation being given in Detroit

the extension of the street railway service .

New are needed on various lines and the

property will become more respondent in returns

when the Detroit Motor Bus Company will be taken

over by the city . His Honor, Mayor John W.

Smith , has made the statement that this property

will be acquired by the city within the year 1927

It is hopeful that this will be carried out , as it

would add much to the financial advantages of the

municipally owned and operated system .

It is reported that brother Perry Ward has been

re-appointed to his old position upon the Com
mission of Labor and Industry of the state by

Governor Fred W. Green.

Division No. 26is in receipt of a very fine letter

from mail carrier William Y. Bullock . Mr. Bullock

all men say :

Newark, N. Y. - We are pleased to report that
throughout the Rochester and Syracuse system

Division 887 is prospering nicely and is 100 per

cent organized , including the coach operators.
Mayyou start this new year so bright and new

and pay your card as it comes due, and every

month asyou pay your way , may you be able to

" I have paid my dues and this card
will show that I'm no slacker, but pay as I go .

At our recent election of officers we re -elected our

president. We all likeour president, whohas served

us for the last several years. He is not only a good

president but a very good man . At present we have

good conditions in our employment here, and every

man knows that we owe much of it to him . Even

though attendance on thepart of the members is

not what it should be, we shall insist that mem

bers may have been disappointing tohim in the

past , but willshow up better in the future. Our

members should get to the meetings and show a

man of thetype of brother George R. Pellar that
we are behind him.

In respect to meetings, let me ask the members
who donot attend, what typeof organization

would Division 887 be should we have apresident

who would fail to attend the meetings? We could

not feelany more disappointed inhisnon-attendance

of the Local meetings than the presidentmayfeel

on

cars
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is a member of the Mail Carriers Union and de.

livers the mail to the office of Division No. 26.

As & remembrance for his service the Local always

extends to him a Christmas greeting . In his letter

to Division No. 26 he states : “ I feel sure that ,

had you been in our little home Christmas and seen

the Christmas tree and the little gifts that your

money helped to purchase, and seen the happiness

of the children and the happiness reflected in the

tired face of their mother, you would have con

sidered your gift to make others happy had not

been in vain . We thank you for your generosity

and, from the bottom of our hearts, repeat, with
Little Tim- " God bless you, every one. '

- " Rex . "

as

sang, for the boys, " The Mick That Threw the

Brick Into the River Shannon." This was enjoyed

by all those present.

Brothers Carrigan and Roberson sang "Pal of
Му. Cradle Days" and brother Carrigan sang

" Where do You Work , eh John? "

Professor Charles A. Roth ,composer and pianist,

entertained with music, did brother Harry

Rafferty, banjoist and Irish entertainer.

Mr. Charles KindelBenger, soloist, community

song leader of Olympic Park , entertained with songs.

A quartette composed of the boys sang " Smiles."

It was a wonderful time for the boys and all

enjoyed the evening. There was a 99 per cent

attendance .

The boys are looking forward to the winning of
the bonus next. Our motto is “ WINI WINI

WINI" and it is our slogan .

Our meeting was a real get-together dinner and

the boys wish there may bemany more. Division

862 thanks the committee for the eats and enter

tainment and wishes the company the best of suc
cess for the New Year.

--Cor. 862 .

WAY TO SHOW APPRECIATION

are

ORGANIZATION STANDS FOR

IMPROVEMENT

Brantford , Ont. - Brothers, once more old Local

Division No. 685 makes an appearance in the good

old M. and C. Why it has been neglected in the

past your correspondent is at a loss to understand .

Here we are again with the same old question
“Why the scarcity of members at meetings? " Is

it because you would rather air your views on

street corners , or are you too timid to come to

our meeting, room once a month ? Let's see you

stand up like real trade unionists and not mere

card members.

You all know what is desired of each and every
one of us. You all know how your support is

required to carry on your business. Your attend

ance is not only due to our Local Division, but the

obligation of the whole organization demands

your support. How we to know on which

side of the fence you stand if you don't come out
to the meetings and help ? Where would our

organization end if the officers remained away from

the meetings?. You are as much officers as are the
officers, as this is your organization. Be sure and

be present and make the year 1927 a banner year.

Our organization stands for improvement in the
standard of living. How do you non-attendants

stack up ? Is it more manly to be at your post
on meeting days or would you rather stay at home

Sleeping ? Rest assured, boys, while you are laying
abed, your fellow workmen are fighting your labor
battles Every luxury you now enjoy has been

fought for through the labor movement.

Wendell Phillips once said : " I rejoice at every
effort working men make to organize. I hail the

labor movement. It is my only hope for democracy.
Organize and stand together. Let the nation hear

a united demand from the laboring voice."

Brothers, let me plead with you to help the

cause you are Sworn to help . Don't be drifters.

If we drift, as we have been doing lately, where,

oh where shall we land ?

In conclusion , let me add one more word of

warning: Remarks are being made that this Local

is dead. Now it is up to each and every member

of us to disprove this statement and we can do that

only by attending meetings on the third Sunday of

each month .

Here's something new, brothers: Your financial

secretary has been given special privilege this year

regarding your fuel problem fornextwinter. Special
concessions are given Local 685 from one of our

local coal dealers. Brother Gilham will gladly give

all information regarding this matter. My advice

to all of you is rush him and see what it is all

about .

At this time of writing brother Gouid is ingreat
sorrow from the severe illness of Mrs. Gould .

Cheer up . brother Frank, every cloud has a silver
lining and this Local wishes Mrs. Gould a most

speedy recovery.

Brother Forsyth was recently observed iooking
around inside his car . " Bill, " he said , " tis a good

job . Our cars are warm or the girlies would spoil
the view by bringing laprobes." Wow !

By the time this goes to press our annual ball

will be a thing of the past, but there will be more
about it in the next issue .

" OLE BILL ."

some

Bridgeport, Conn . - Division 425_held the usual
monthly meeting in February. Brother Bernard

Flanagan presided. He gave the boys a good talk

on what is expected of them for the present year.

We had a good attendanceat both sessions. Keep

up the good work, boys, for you know your at

tendance means a whole lot to your organization

and your officers. It shows you appreciate the

efforts of your officers.

Past president Doc Wald is now sporting the

diamond ring presented to him bythe gang;

BrotherBillKrugh recently killed asilver fox

on the Derby Line . Bloomfield White is now sorry

he got off that line , as he always wanted to bag a
silver fox .

Brother Bert Crout, also on the Derby Line, is
contemplating selling his shack in Elm Park to

either brother Tom Walsh or brother D. Lynch,

both of whom have gone into the realty , game
heavy. Bardine says it would make an ideal spot

for Tommy. Tom is following the teachings of
Bernard MacFadden, the physical culturist . Some

day he will make a good cop.
Speaking of cops, Galloping Kalops was recently

appointeda Keystone. He looks good in the outfit

and some day he expects to be made a regular,

Brother Oliver Smith , the original cuckoo, re
cently had the experience of smoking loaded cigars.
One day he walked into a bank to draw his breath,

and, as he was about to sign his name to a check,

a cigar he was smoking went off - blooey . Quite

excitement for the bank officials, as they

thought a hold -up wasbeing pulled off . Brother

Smith says he will use cigarettes hereafter - never

again cigarsgiven him by Paddy Walsh.
Brother Bardine was recently a life saver for

Billy Dorley. Brother Bardine had totow Bill in

his for several blocks before he could get

Lizzie started . The distance between the two cars

was one block. It is a good thingit was late at
night. Bill insists he will sell hisboat to brother

Platt .

Several members are having a race to see who

will have the stork visit their homes first - Finn,

Beirne , McMahon and Cahill . They seem to be

struggling to catch up with brothers O'Neill, Flana

gan, Trechotts and Carr, They will have a long

road to travel to equal the latter.
ur radio bugs can be heard supplying the

bologna . Brothers Bliss and Markuch can be

heard any time arguing on their sets .

Talking about bologna , brother Wilson recently
bought sausage machine from brother Cahill.

He intends to open up a hot dogstand atthe
Beach next Brother Whispering Smith

likes hot dogs .

Brothers Morris and H. Platt are to enter a con

test at one of the local tracks in the near future.

Brother Platt claimshis one-lung motorcycle

speedier than brother Morris' Cadillac.

Harris got Bert's goat recently .
Burt was so mad

that he went downstairs and hid for an hour.

We've had this year . However,

Josephson hasn't worked the plow as yet.
Scotty

Robertson is to visit Josephson at his home in the

near future. He is to givehim an exhibition of the

Highland Fling.

Some of the boys are still off on account of

illness . Brother Micky
Jordan just came

after an illness.

car

a

summer .
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Brother

some Snow

LOCAL ON TOP

Dunellen , N. J.-The Public Service Company

has given the operators, garage mechanics and car
house men a dinner in honor of having the least

accidents in six months . Local Division No. 862

is on top when it comes to winning dinners.
Speakers at the dinner were Mr. Van Brunt,

safety lecture; Mr. Maguire, central division super
visor ; and others .

Superintendent Luhr of the Dunellen Car House

back

Cor. 459.
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fluence , has modified his work and now claims

TORONTO TOPICS Brother Grant selected president for the

first time for the year 1927 . He claims coopera

Div. 113 had a busy month and much has been tion as the great basis for success.

accomplished . The monster euchre and dance was The Employed Girls Council, which was organ

& bugh success, about 1,400 in attendance, and ized a few months ago, are extending their work

every one had a good time. It is to be hoped that to neighboring cities. We are pleased to hear the

the large attendance and the general good feeling good news.

that prevailed will be repeatedon future occasions, From our Central Council comes the sad news

as there are more of these good times in store. that one of the chain stores operating in our city
The officials ofthe Division take this opportunity pinched a girl employe with ten mintues notice

of thanking all those who helped toward the suc and pay to date . His end is not yet. There is

cess of the evening. & penalty imposed by the law of our fair province
Another item of interest was the merging of the for men thus treating employes.

Hydro Radials to our City system . For a number We congratulate brothers Arrowsmith and Wray

of years we have been able to greet the Hydro ton on their success in winning the prize in the

men as fellow Trade Unionists. No sooner recent contest.

the Radials in our great family than along , comes Hoping to see you all up at the next meeting.

the commission with the announcement that it Yours fraternally ,
-Cor . 614.has a charter to operate busses in Niagara Falls,

New York. Very shortly the Toronto Ferry Boats

IS IT RIGHT ?will be in actual operation by our commission.

All of these undertakings add not only to the

responsibilities ofthemanagement, but also to us: Halifax, N. S .-- After nearly two years of silence ,
as employees of so large a system , as we must all Division No. 508 comes forth in print. I presume

become acquainted with the different phases of this due to the fact that the office of correspondent

these new brapches, so as to do
our part toward is so coveted that numerous nominations resulted

making a success of the system as a whole . and the great majority that your humble piled up
The passing of the Hydro Radials to the T, T. C. (one) . So , here I am to please or offend -- the

was marked by great celebrations by, the people former, I hope.

of the different districts, but done of these were By the time this is in print the new runs and
any more fitting than the social held in our Head routes will have had a good trial. They sure did

quarters by, the Radial men , and at which they cause some excitement the night previousto the new

showed their appreciation of their former superin system coming into operation . Our old veteran ,

tendent, Mr. W. R. Robertson , by presenting him Levi, joined in the whys and wheres. Brother

with an illuminated address and Mrs. Robertson Combe's rushing, around with the alphabet showed

with a cabinet of silver . Ms. Robertson, in thank something and I know brother Camp lost several

ing the members for their kindness, expressed his nights' sleep .
pleased to see

appreciation of the co -operation he had always Boston , Boutisies and

received from members of Division 113 and also McIntosh back on the job, and will be more pleased

from the officers. to see them back in the fold .

BrotherNewman, of the shops department, is Now, boys, & word aboutour regulas meetings.

the busy man these days. He has brought over This applies to relief men . It is no encouragement

30 new members into the fold recently and is to the officers of our Local to hold meetings and

hoping to double that number shortly. Keep up see so few of the boys in attendance. It is your

the good work Fred . business to be there. It is your business that the

Brother Len Harris , of Lansdowne Division, was officers are there . You put them there. Now
host to a number of his fellow Trade Unionists show a little appreciation of their efforts to make
recently. The occasion was the marriage of his your working conditions better. Day men , Barn
eldest daughter, Len was sure one proud Daddy men, Shop men, Line men, Car workers, Trackthat day .

Brother Arnott added to the joy of men, Sand men , don't pat yourselves on the back

the ceremony by his beautiful singing at the Church. and say, " He never mentioned us . You are no

Brother Gibbons demonstrated to the youngcouple exception to the rule . Some of those workers I

theadvisabilityofbeingonthe look -out for Bumps, have mentioned have never attended a meeting. In
now that they were married . He was so eager to fact, I doubt if they know where Odd Fellows Hall

get them home from the Church that he took a is . Well, enough of that, but before I leave it ,

wallop at brother Robbins new. car. The writer
boys, think it over and ask yourselves the question :

and the other members present join in wishing the " Is it right? "

bride and bridegroomevery success in their married After serious talk , something on the funny side
life ,

is not amiss. On the car coming down to work
We offer our congratulations to brother Gibbons I heard Brother L. Smith asking your humble,

on his recent success at the Civic polls, and regret "I wonder how many have their rule books?
we cannot do likewise to brother Robbins.

The officersof Division 113 would like to see I replied, " I guess they all have, but they need

amending." Smith replied, " Mine is amended ."
more of our members out to the meetings. Don't

depend on a few of the other members to do your Out comes his rule book with sticking plaster for
binding. Brother Smith stated that he amended

Work and decide your policies but comealongand
help in ityourself. There's far more satisfaction

it one afternoon . What a blow to free education !

Brother W. Kearns is still on the sick list.
in being able to say what was done at a meeting,

than having to ask some one elsefor thenews . Brothers Pratt and Sowerbutts are sick .

The new sick committee has a chance to get their
- " BERT."

hand in. It isn't necessary , to be appointed on the
sick committee to visit a sick brother. A little more

CO -OPERATION BASIS OF SUCCESS
thought in that direction, brothers, would help to

pass away many dull hours for our sick brothers.
Moose Jaw , Sask . - The last regular meeting of Brother Dauphinee lately sports & pipe instead

Division 614 is to be long remembered. We met at
of a cigar. Is this because the snowfall since

the dreadful hour of 12:30 A. M., yet we felt that Decemberhas been , as the Scotchman would say,
every member of our fair Association was there in
spirit. " verra small ? "

dent Charles Given ofWe had the pleasure of listening to presi It has just been brought to my notice that

brother Stephenson, ex-alderman ofour city council.
our Central Body , also brother Berringer resigned from the Bowling Team.

The topicsdiscussedwereof vitalimportance to
I hear he has a fair amount of -medals from that

usin the work of the Association. exhilarating, pastime, but none from the barracking

the arrival of a son .
We congratulate brother and Mrs. Webster on

he received at the hands of brothers Henderson

and F. Boston.

bud , a blossom and a tree, yielding fruit forthe
May the son grow to be a Brothers Lowe and Topp appear to me to be

cause of freedom . putting on weight since working in the barn , and

Mr. Vincent, who was suspended from Division poor Tubby is cosing it. How come?

614 some few monthsagoforhis 0.B. U. in Will brother Dwyer please inform brother Lampard

how he manages that flying cross on Route 37

religious rights of Christian life
handicapped by I am pleased to say that the drawing that was

held for brother Kearns a financial success .

life is studied right, we find that the greatest ofMay I state that, if the moral of
Brother Louder's efforts were suitably rewarded.

mon , such as Moses.werenothing short ofunion -43677 - R.H.A .

We regret his fall. May it be a lesson toall others.
Capital is the fruit oflabor, and could not

Come, brothers, an extra effort will make Division exist if labor had not first existed . Labor,

therefore, deserves much the higher consid

eration.- Abraham Lincoln .

trade unions.
was

614 100 per cent .
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PRESENT TOKEN TO BOARD MEMBERS

hand the t

Our last meeting in 1926 fell on December 24

and there was no election , so the old officers will

hold office in 1927 , as declared by President R. L.

Jameson.

Sickness is present among the men here, so the

company has much trouble to man the cars. !!!

Our company has a large gang, of men repairing
tracks which have been neglected for years. The

tracks are now greatly improved. We can now run

fast enough to hold our time. Our company ex

pects to spend about $60,000.00 on this one project.

Brother J. J. Stamp, on the sick list for a long

time, is back at work.

Brother O. H. Black has been absent from work

on account of a sick baby. He is again at work.

Brothers Hardwick, Trowbridge, D. Thompson

and Williams, all old - timers, seem to stand the cold
weather very well .

We have had great freedom from accidents

lately and received a complimentary bulletin from

the company to that effect .

Cor. 265.

to

FORMER OFFICERS RE -INSTALLED

calle

NE

St. Louis, Mo.-- Happy, New Year. Well it is

common for people to wish you a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year, but never before has

Local 788 had as much to be thankful and happy

for as they have at the beginning of the year 1927.

Just think of it, brother Sinciair, of the Inter

national, has already been here and spread about

the good graces of loyal union truth and on top

of that we had our regular installation of officers
on January 10, with a whale of a turnout. Our

former vice -president of the year 1925 , brother

R. W. Harvey, presided over the ceremony of in

stallation and it certainly was very satisfactory.

President M. J. Dougias, felt right at home at
the installation because he had been installed twice

before . Neither was he embarassed when he was

chosen firstvice-president of the Central Trades

and Labor Union. That goes to show there are

others who have their eyes on him .
Officers installed by Division No. 788 are : Presi

dent, M. J. Douglas; first vice-president, Harry

Graves , succeeding himself ; second vice-president,

0.s .Owens, succeeding himself; financialsecretary
and treasurer, L. A. Graeser ; recording secretary;
G. E. Tipton ; corresponding secretary, David

Fleming:
This is the sixth time that brother Graeser has

been elected our financial secretary and treasurer.
He was also elected to the Legislative Committee

of the Central Trades and Labor Union , succeeding
himself, and is an officer of the State Federation

of Labor (Legislative Committee) . succeeding him
self in that also . He was elected to the latter body

last May.
Brother Johnson , North Broadway, was installed

as warden and brother C. A. Sheiton as sentinel ;

brother Albert Martin , conductor.

The following shed captains-executive board in

stalled are : H. L. Walker, J. W. Fletcher, W. E.

London. Ora Casey, George J , Horidge,' w : E.
Parker, Thos. Moore, C. C. Mueller, R. E. L.

Pyles, W. T. Hodges, Marvin Robbins, C. H.

Hacker, A. A. Hearin , John Crossley, Joseph Heiden

felder, James Q. Thompson, William Radie , Jas. , F .

Morgan, Joseph Schrick. Wm . H. Almstedt. This

is a fine body of Union brothers of which Local

788 is amply proud.

Now , brothers,everything looks rosy for the year
1927 and , if we follow the advice of our brother

Sinclair, we are bound to come out at the big end
of the horn , especially if we also heed the words of
our esteemed past correspondent A. L. Alderson to

come down to Unity Hall to your meetings .
We are having some good times at South Broad

way. On the 18th we had a smoker in honor of

our past shed captain , Frank Fitzenruter , and

presented him with a nice ring, bearing a diamond

and No. 788 as an insignia. Frank was proud to

know that the boys thought enough of his past

efforts to show their appreciation in this manner.

South Broadway also won two prizes in the

Safety contest for the month of December, con

sisting of $ 150.00 in cash . We were pleased to

have Colonel Perkins and Mr. H. O. Butler there

and we assured them we would have them back

again soon . Now , boys , let's get busy. You know

that real unionism goes hand in hand with Safety

and Brotherly Love .

We are glad to brother George Davis , of

North Broadway , back on his run again , after being

off some weeks with pneumonia . George

among our worthiest brothers and

always anxious about a good man's welfare.

Brother E. D. Leinhart, on the sick list since

December 3rd, is slowly improving.
Brother A. R. H. Inka , of Cass Avenue , age 43 ,

died November 19 , 1926 , of cerebral apoplexy:

Brother Inka one of our first executive board

members and served until his health failed him .

He leaves a widow and a host of friends who have

the sympathy of Local 788 .

Brother Walter M. Gray, aged 58, died December
8th of artic chronic intestinal nephritis . He leaves

a widow, two daughters and a son and a host of

friends . Walter was always one to lend a hand

to the weak and defenseless and withstood many
hard knock for Local 788 extends most

heartfelt sympathy to family and friends.

B. D. 788 .

Clinton , Iowa-Division No. 911 experienced a

very good turn -out at our meeting of January 15 .

It was followed by an annual supper. It surely

was some feed , consisting of oyster stew, T- bone
steak, shoestring potatoes , pie and ice cream,

followed by cigars . An event of this kind certainly

brings one in close touch and appreciation of his

brothers and fellow workers. That amicable feeling

will stay for a long time. Those not attending

missed much .

All former officers of Division No. 911 were re

electedand re-installed. They were elected at the
December meeting by unanimous vote . We could

not ask for a better president or a better financial

secretary . Brother Rasmussem is our president

and brother Lord our secretary. We fees much

honored to have them returned to office .

Brother Ray Lahey is the proud father of a new
boy . Both mother and son are doing nicely . Con

gratulations and much obliged for the cigars.
Brother Mitchell is againat work, feeling fine.

Hewassick for a long time, but found relief when

he submitted to an operation for appendicitis.
Brother James Clark, on the sick list for two

months, is getting along nicely .

Brother Meyers has a new cow.

Brother Lampe contemplates buying a ranch.
He has enough boys make such a project

profitable.

Former member Scofie ! d is again in the employ

of the company . We are glad to have him back.
Brother McGrath went into business with his

dad .

The question arises as to what will become of

the Park Line. Park Street is in the 1927 paving

program . We hope we will not lose the line be- ,

cause of paving assessments.
-Cor. 911. , 1

th
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AGAIN AT WORK

see

Six 1

агеone we

was

Flint, Mich .-I am again at work. Our appear.'

ance in the M. and C. will show it.

Brother Paul Heiser wishes it to be known that

he has a mouth organ and is learning to paly it

and , therefore, has notime to coal the pail for the

man who relieves him.
Brother James Cook recently was taken from

our ranks by death, following an operation .
He

will be missed by all . His body was taken to .

Missouri for burial.
Board member Weir has distributed the time

books which we were looking for in 1926 .
Brother Fred Donnelly is serving another seven :

days because of his love for sleep.

Brother Baldy Matthews has a new Hudson.

Brother Arthur Peacock gets the most pay, and

does the least work , except when brother Leach .
has the work car .

Brother Koabacker has quit the freight and is

again back on the cars .
Brother Manie Green was recently seen

three large rat traps.
He has set them at the end

of Eighth Street . He wishes to get the fellow that

threw the sledgehammer into his eye.
Brother Ruggles is authority that brother Lamb

can advise one where to get malted milk .

Brothers wishing to
attend a musical concert,

are admitted free to brotherBen Sharp's accordian

one-piece orchestra , between
8 and 12 P. M.,

Saturdays, at one of the oil stations.
--- Cor. Flint Branch Div . 26 .

with

us .

WHY NOT ATTEND MEETINGS

San Jose, Calif.- Division No. 265 is doing very

nicely . The boys still take out their membership
cards and religiously stay away from the meet

ings. Why not attend the meetings, boys.
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THE FRIENDLY WAY pany, states that there is very little differ

ence, Apparently he expects, if he takes over

local transportation, tocontinue his policyof

employing underpaid non-union labor. The

12,000 union trainmen on the Surface Lines

would be ousted from their jobs to make

room for non-union help compelled to work

at whatever wage and conditions of labor

Mr. Ritchie was willingto provide for them.

Of course, it is not likely that any such

change will happen.

When the Motor Coach Company started

operation in Chicago it selected its own

routes. It picked what it believed was the

best territory in the city for motor bus op

eration . It has denied the right of the city

to say anything about the quality of service,

and provides only suc service as it

pleases, and when it pleases. It takes only

the fat, leaving the lean to be handled by

the street cars or the elevated .

Yet, in spite of this , it is charging 10

cents per ride and granting no transfers.

The fact that the service is not satisfactory

is conclusively , proved by the steady de

crease in bus riding, amounting to a loss of

more than two million passengers this year.

The novelty of bus riding has worn off

and the people have found that it does not

compare with other local transportation. The

Surface Lines this year , according to pub

lished reports, will carry 50,000,000

more riders than they carried last year. Re

ports show that the elevated also has had a

substantial increase in riding . The bus alone

has dropped behind.

It is not likely that the Motor Coach Com

pany, with its autocratic attitude towards

jabor, its underpaid and overworked operat

ors who are denied the right of bona fide

collective bargaining, and its uncomfortable

solid tired buses , will be permitted to foist

upon the Chicago public a demonstrated im

possible transportation system to attempt to

do the work now done by the street cars.

We have more faith in the good sense of the

members of the City Council , for a council

that wculd do that to the city of Chicago

would naturally expect to be retired into ob

livion as soon as the people had a chance

to vote on their re-election .-Union Leader.

"Whena man hasn't got a cent and he's

feeling kind of blue,

And the clouds hang dark and heavy and

won't let the sunshine through ,

It's a great thing, oh , brothers, for a brother

just to lay

His hand upon your shoulder in a friendly

sort of way.

It makes a man feel queer, it makes the

tear drops start.

And you sort o ' feel a futter in the region

of the heart .

You can't look and meet his eyes don't

know what to say

When his hand is on your shoulder in a

friendly sort of way .'

Personality

There is something most elusive in that

thing called personality. To attempt to de

scribe it is useless; it is indefinable, yet our

whole being is involved. In the innermost

recesses of our being it holds sway, alluring,

attracting, that mysterious element, de

cidedly the most valuable part of one's

make-up .' It brings to us friends, it makes

us the success in business which we desire.

Without personality it would be impossible

to accomplish much that we had hoped to

accomplish . Personality is often called

charm . The remark is heard every day in

speaking of some particularly charming or

attractive
person ,

" He has a wonderful

Personality . Ask what that means and

you have the answer, " Oh , I don't know.

Just something about him that makes you
like him. ' There you have it . One need

not be beautiful. One need only be agree

able, pleasant, poised, and at all times a

man .-- Selected .

: Brothers, why not let's allbe more careful

and protect one another? You will notice

how careless some brothers are when riding

on their badges. They get insulted if you

punch their riding card,and some have a

card two or three months old and are

afraid to take it out of their pockets. So

if there is a brother that doesn't care for

the other fellowor is ashamed to show his

card and get it punched, be a man and pay

your fare.

Sometimes we tire and think it a bore

To see " Safety First " on every door.

You should worry, you'll take a chance,

Well, the fiddler's paid if we dance

To the tune of indifference and what's the

use ?

It is not fate that's raising the deuce.

In the hospital where you are nursed

You'll think thenof "Safety First.”

-George in the Union Leader.

THE CHICAGO BUS PROPOSAL

Facing a decrease of 4 per cent in this

year's business and a future none too bright,

the Chicago Motor Coach Company is pro

posing to the cityto junk the Chicago Sur

face Lines and trust to buses to carry the lo

cal transportation load of Chicago.

In comparingthecost of bus operation

with street car operation, John A. Ritchie,

president of the Chicago Motor Coach Com

over

EDITOR TELLS OF STREET CAR

RIDING

Came down town on the street car yester

day morning.
Often ride the street cars .

There were 25 cash fares on the car and two

transfers . Half way down, six street car

men got aboard . The street car company

hauled all of us from Peabody, near Cooper,

to Main and Madison, for $ 1.75 cash and

about six cents added cash .

If all of us on board the car had owned

automobiles it would have taken 31 cars to

haul us. If we had ridden down in taxis,

two to the taxi , our fares would have been

about $ 17.00 . It would have taken 15

drivers to bring us down . The 15 auto

mobiles would have occupied a line in the

street about 200 feet. If we had all ridden
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down in our own automobiles, the invest

ment in cars would have been about

$30,000.

Yet , the street car did the entire job for

about $1.80, besides hauling six extra men

for nothing. The street car did not take up

any more room in the track than two auto

mobiles would have taken.

Street car transportation to the user is the

cheapest thing we know of. You step on

the car and pay seven cents, and step off

and go about your business. You don't

have to hunt parking, space. You don't

have to carry accident insurance. — Memphis

Commercial Appeal.

URGES CONSOLIDATION OF DAY.

TON, O., CAR SERVICE

Pension

de teto 1

There

which merged with Armour &Co. , who

sought to force the payment of pensions

from a fund to which they had con

tributed during the time of their em

ployment. The 400 pensioners had paid

3 per cent of their salaries into the

pension fund until their retirement.

These four hundred old men, who spent

their lives in the service of the Morris

Company, depended upon the employer to

take care of them in old age. They labored

for low wages under conditions fixed by the

company and contributed 3 percent oftheir

earnings to a pension fund. The employer

transferred the business and the pension

fund ceased to operate.

Had these old employes depended upon

their own efforts through organization they

would not now be left stranded. Had they

established and maintained a union they

would have enjoyed better pay and working

conditions, and their pension provisions

could have been protected in the union

contract.

The Morris employes lost out because

they had no union. They had no say in

fixing their wages or conditions of employ

ment. They sacrificed throughout the years,

depending upon the promise of the employer

to care for them when they were no longer

able to work. But the promise was not

realized. They had faith in the company

and none in themselves.

It is a sad lesson . The pension promise

is one of the main props in the company

" unions," which is being forced on so many

employes today . It is a rank deception.

Only through their own organized efforts

can' the workers properly , protect them

selves.—Chicago Union Leader.

POLICE THIRD DEGREE INFLICTED

ON LABOR

The eternal desire of the American citi

zen to get from here to there, and get there

in the quickest time at the lowest possible

cost, makes the street car situation in Day

ton an interesting as well as a somewhat ir

ritating subject.

There are six distinct corporations operat

ing street car system in Dayton-Peoples

Railway, City Railway, Dayton Street, D.

& X. city line, Hills and Dales, and the

Oakwood . Each of these has its own or

ganization , purchasing department, officials,

overhead and all the other expense and wast

age incident to scattered operation.

This duplication of effort and outlay places

the local situation in an absurd light, and

clearly visualizes the utter hopelessness of

expecting improvement in operation, or in

service through increased trackage. The

conflicting interests also make impossible

any attempt to relieve the congestion in the

downtown district .

There is but one solution of the vexing

problem, and that is a consolidation of all

lines into one corporation . Some of the com

panies may object , but it happens that they

are allowed the use of the streets of Dayton

for the convenience of Dayton citizens , not

for the sole purpose of doing as they please.

And it also happens that Dayton citizens

do retain an interest in and control of their

own property , federal judges to the contrary

notwithstanding.

The franchises of the various companies

begin to expire in 1928. If common sense

cannot bring the corporations gether, then

the city commission's franchise-renewing

power may prove an effective club with

which to beat intelligence into the corporate

mind .-- Dayton Labor Review.

A NICE CHRISTMAS PRESENT

The four hundred old pensioners of the

Morris Company were handed a nice Christ

mas present by the Appellate Court last

week . The local paperstold the story in

the following news item December 22 :

Ruling that corporation is not re

sponsible for the payment of pensions

when its pension fund is exhausted , the

Appellate court yesterday ruled against

400 former employes of Morris & Co.,

San Francisco . — The widely advertised

arrest of several striking carpenters on

charges that they assaulted non -unionists is

a frame-up.

Two of the accused make affidavit that

they signed affidavits of guilt after they had

been "beaten unmercifully by the police,"

and were threatened " with worse than that"

if they did not " come clean."

Other charges made against the police

are :

That they were threatened with treatment

by a " real wrecking crew " in the Hall of

Justice basement unless they confessed.

That they were not allowed to see members

of their families.

That they were denied legal counsel.

That the police offered them all sorts of

favors if they would " come clean ."

That they were knocked down and unmer

cifully beaten .

That they feared they would be beaten

to death unless they signed a “ confession."

President Frank C. MacDonald of the

State Building Trades Council has asked

Mayor Rolph to order aninvestigation of

the charges of police brutality.
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"Organized labor will not stand for men

beingframed, beaten and railroaded to prison

on criminally forced and false confessions,"

President MacDonald said.-A. F. of L.

News Service.

ing is expressed in its statement of inability

to meet operating expenses in the operation

of bus service.

This section requirestransportation serv

ice and the company will restore the rail car

serviceman evidence that electric rail cars

can be operated much more cheaply than

can bus service. It is another point in sup

port of the fact that electric railway car

service in the interest of the public is far

more economical than gasoline bus service,

in that it is less expensive. It is also less

subject to accidents and affords a more

healthful means of transportation .

A PROGRAM AND A SHOP CARD

By James C. Shanessy

a

are

A SADDER AND MADDER MAN

By E. G. BAITY

And it came to pass when Motorman Bill

Bailey, by reason of avoirdupois, escapeth

injury by the mob when the Cardinals

winneth the world's championship, he

sayeth unto himself: " Verily, the people

are demented ! I will take a three days' and

most of three nights' journey into the

wilderness and waste my substance in

riotous living! Selah !"

gathereth all his possessions to

gether in one place, loadeth them on

spring -wagon, hitcheth it to a Ford, and,

with a loud noise, hitteth trail 61 in the

night. And lo, the wagon maketh a racket

like unto the sound of many horse -fiddles,

and Bill sayeth unto his wife : " Lizzy

runneth fine ! We maketh a goodly speed

and heareth not the engine!"

And it came to pass erethe cock crew

thrice, he passeth through Flat River and

leaveth the people in torment ; for they

comprehendeth not what manner of con

traption passeth in the night. Hespreadeth

consternation throughout the land and

leavethmany dogstoperish by thewayside.

Uncle Si Hoskins, who liveth near the high

way and walketh not on account of a

swivel joint, jumpeth out into the middle

of the floor and yelleth : " It's a yarthquake,

Sinda ; it is, begosh!" ,and immediately his

joint was unswiveled . In the land of De

Soto and all the regions thereabout, the

men signeth the pledge, the women stayeth

in after dark, and the cattle parteth the

hoof but cheweth not the cud .

Bill punctureth a tire on the hillside and

jacketh up the wheel, but the wagon back

eth and ' overturneth the jack, and the

wheel cometh down on Bill's corn-there

was weeping and wailing and gnashing of

teeth . He putteth a gunny- sack over his

head, sitteth down in the dust , scrapeth his

corn with a broken saucer, and curseth the

day he was born -- he also curseth the wagon

He runneth slow to spare the wagon and

burneth out the Ford's bearings, and haveth

pew ones put in ; he runneth fast to save the

bearings and demolisheth the wagon . He

wandereth destitutely in the wilderness

thirty days, then returneth to the city,

whence he came, a sadderand a madder

Why patronize the union label , shop card

or button ? The usual answer is that it

means that union men and women are bene

fitted in their employment. This is true,

but there other and as important

reasons.

Taking the union shop card of the

barbers for the purpose of illustration .

Shops displaying this card are pledged to

the union's great campaign for better service

and the promotion of health .

First in this program comes the matter

of skill. The Journeymen Barbers Inter

national Union is promoting a movement for

the highest degree of knowledge of their

calling by its members. It is not merely a

matter of hair cutting or shaving; it is the

ability to do these things in an artistic way.

The union barber must know his stuff if he

expects to remain a member of his craft

organization,

So muoh for the workman . The next

demand in the program is for sanitary and

hygienic barber shops. They must be clean

' and up-to -date beyond question. The union

shop must be well equipped , inviting, and

combined with satisfactory workmanship.

The barbers ' shop card , if the officers of

the union succeed in their crusade , will also

indicate that the workmen are independent

and self-respecting, insofar as compensation

is concerned; that they are paid wages

commensurate with their skill, and that they

do not depend on " tips" to meet their liv .

ing expenses. The theory of the officers is

that tipping is an imported custom , through

which one customer endeavors to purchase

better service, and thus this custom tends

to make of the workman a mendicant and

a panderer. The officers demand that the

employer charge enough for services to make

it possible for him to pay his work people

fair wages.

All of these thingsthe barbers' union shop

card represents. Where you patronize a

shop displaying this card you are not only

spending your union -earned money for em

ployment of another union member , but you

are advancing through your union consis

tency a great program of skill , order and

health .

All union shop cards , buttons and labels

have behind them platforms similar to that

of the Journeymen Barbers International

Union .

man .

BUS LINE ABANDONED

where some

Bus service between Lansing andEast

Lansing, Mich. ceased November 20 , as

announced by the Southern Michigan

Transportation Company. This was a case

months ago the Michigan

Electric Railway Company discontinued the

operation of three rail cars upon the Lansing

city line extending to East Lansing and sub

stituted bus operation therefor. The experi

ence of the company in this new undertak
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PILES
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was 9.00

Division gives promise of being an active

Aside from this, he was successful

Pilcher BachelorButtons snap on , in organizing the New Britain railway

They fit any garment, are detach : men by placing them in the Hartford

able too_Can be used again and

again . Sold nationally . Ifdealercan't
Division, No. 425 .

supply send his name and 25c for “ Vice -President J. C. Colgan has secured

full assortment of 3 colors , 3 sizes .

PILCHER MANUFACTURING CO. , Inc.

an agreement for Division 273, Chicago,

Ill.

Dept. 4050 Louisville , Ky.
The agreement is a good one and

brings improved wages and conditions to

the employes.

“ Vice -President A. L, Behner, with

Board MemberFitzgerald, helda conference

with Cleveland oficials of the Syracuse

system , after which

QUICKLY GO

they returned to

Syracuse. From there he was required to

-when treated from the inside. No matter

how stubborn your case , don't give up hope,

go to Omaha, Neb . , to the assistance of

The new PageInternalMethod is the cor Division No. 288 upon agreement work.

rect way to rid yourself of Piles. “ Vice- President A. S. Schmitz was suc

FREE Test Proves It Thousands of cessful in assisting Division No. 234,
grateful letters

tell what this Combination Treatment has accom Pensacola , Fla. , in renewing the agreement

plished . Strikes directly at cause and ends it . Then with the employing company, in which

Piles disappear . Write todayforFree TestPackage.
E. R. PAQE CO ., Page Bldg., MARSHALL, MICH. increased wages and advanced conditions

were secured.

“ Vice - President H. T. B. Grey

TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

dispatched to Ogden , Utah, where he was

successful in bringing about an adjustment

of internal differences in that Local. He
" International President W. D. Mahon

on the 12th of January, while in Chicago,

reports the Local to be in good working

shape.

participated in a meeting held under the "G. E. B. Member Edward McMorrow

auspices of the Civic Federation. The
is in Portland , Ore., rendering assistance

meeting took place at the Mrs. Potter

Palmer mansion in that city, and was

to organizer W. G. Burton, who is con

ducting the strike in that city . Meager

attended by some six hundred guests , reports indicate the situation unchanged.

invited from the ranks of employers, " G. E. B. Member Fred Fay has under

progressive societies, citizens and labor
his supervision the negotiating of a new

representatives. This meeting has been agreement between Division No. 111 of

dealt with very interestingly by the press Jackson and Ypsilanti, Mich ., and the
of the country . Its purpose was to en

employing company:
courage the institution of a branch of the " Rochester, N. Y.-Division No. 282 in

Civic Federation in Chicago. Among the stalled as newly elected officers: President,

speakers of the evening were Hon. Mr. C. H. McCrossen ; Vice-President, D. J.

MacVeagh, who presided , Hon. Seth Low Dissett; Financial Secretary and Business

of New York, Grand Chief Warren Stone

of the B. of L. E. , Mr. August Belmont,

Agent, George Keenan ; and Treasurer,

P. H. Arthur.

W. D. Mahon and others. An illustrated
" In Danbury, Conn . , the following wage

lecture on welfare work was delivered by scale went into effect February 1 : Motor

Miss Gertrude Beeks, but that which was men and conductors-For first year's serv :

published as the event of the evening was ice, 20 cents per hour; over one year and

the address of our International President. less than five years, 21 cents ; from five

He made a full and emphatic defense of to ten years, 22 cents ; over ten years, 23
the principles of organized labor. He

cents per hour.

elucidated its purposes and pointed out “ Division No. 109 , Victoria, B. C., in

its relation to the Civic Federation , Ex
stalled officers for the year 1907 as follows:

tracts from his address have been pub President, W. H. Gibson; Vice- President,

lished and re-published in the various

daily papers and publications and the

E. Gendron; Secretary , George Gardiner;

Treasurer, H. Allmutt .

substance of it is now quite familiar to

our readers. THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

" Since last reported in the Motorman MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

and Conductor, the International President

has granted charters for the institution of "President's Report for the

Divisions Nos. 449, Jackson , Miss.; 450, Month of January"

Mobile, Ala.; 451, Louisville ,' Ky.; 452,

Thompsonville, Conn.; 453, Waterloo , Iowa ; "Everything has been very quiet through

and 454, of which mention will be made out the Association during this month.

later. I was called twice to the city of Toledo to

" International Treasurer Rezin Orr, whom look afterthe interests ofour organization

it was reported in the January issue had regarding a franchise that
was pending

institute
d Division No. 448, Springfie

ld, before the city council.
The Association

Mass., still remains in the eastern field . desired a clause in the
franchise

He has done organizing work in various making it compulsor
y
upon the company

sections and has organized Division No. to submit disputes between the company

452,
Thompsonvi

lle
, Conn. The new

and their employes to arbitration.
We

new
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This Beautiful1927 Model

BUICK Sedan GIVEN

or $1195 99 in CASH

Cut Out

This

Ad.

9500

No

Don't Get Stuck

TES

77

$ 1195.00Iam going to give this beautiful new Buick Sedan
also * 1927 Chevrolet Coach and a large list of additional

costly prizes .I havealready givenover 50 new automo

biles to advertise our business andnowYOU can get

this new Buick Sedan or $1195.00 cash.

Can You Put a StarAround the Buick ?
Bydrawing abx straight lines with four dots on eschIhne you can
make a six pointed starCRD you do this Draw the linee - cut oat

1927 BUICK
the ad - send your name sed addresa, Get 6,000 Dotate toward
Balck Sedan . Yoq can bave $1195,00 In cash Instead of the Buick GIVEN

you win first prize and perfer it.

$ 250.00 Cash Extra for Promptness !

Thlak of that! Iwill pay $ 250.00 cash extra for promptnese , A
word to the wiso is safhciont- be prompt. Duplicate prizes will be

SendYou don't risk a cent of your money now , later , or over . Boiva tho
ReplyBunzle et promptly - reply now .

F.G. REYNOLDS, Dept.

500 North Dearborn Street

Chicago, Ill. Money Today

DON'TWEAR

A TRUSS
IX MUD , SAND, SNOW

BE COMFORTABLE
Because you'll prnbably end up
by paying a big towing charge.

Wear the Brooks Appliance, the modern Butwith aset of 4 ofmy ( patented

scientific invention whichgives Erupture Gets - U -OutPressed Steel

sufferers immediate relief . It has no ob TIRE LUGS

noxious springs or pads. Automatic Air An Amazing Invention

Cushions bind and draw together the broken in the tool box ,you're worry.

parts. No salves or plasters .Durable. Cheap: MR. G. E. BROOKS free. In a jiffy you slip 2 on

Senton trial to prove its worth. Beware of each rear wheel and out you

imiations.Look for trade mark bearing portrait and signature of C. go. A marvelous device. Just

3. Brooks, whichappearsonevery Appliance.None other genuine. out. Nothing like it. Win

Fullinformation and booklet sent free in plain sealed envelope. out-last your car.

BROOKSAPPLIANCE CO ., 98 State Street, Marshall, Mich .
$60 IN ONE DAY

That's wbat McLeod

made the first day out

had our resolutions prepared and are now with this much needed

in the hands of the council committee . accessory. Grab this

At the close of the month there had been
new, year- round seller.

On
no action taken upon the franchise.

Make yourself a bank
roll -20,000,000 car

the 23rd of the month I was called to owners waitiøg. Sells at

Louisville by the Central Labor Union
low price -- 100 % proflt.

Write quick for exclu

to address a citizens' meeting upon the sive territory .

railway question . I find the of ART BENSON, Gon . Mgr.

CHICAGO TIRE LUG COMPANY, 792-338 471h St. , Chicap

Louisville in a very bad condition ; they

are working long hours and for small the divisions . The matter has now been

pay. An organizer has been appointed
submitted to the divisions and we await

in that city who is now seeking to get their answers before calling the next

the men all into the organization. From convention . I would further call attention

Louisville I stopped over at Cincinnati to the divisions that the month of April ,

a short time to see what could be done in accordance with our constitution , adds

with our people in that city. I found the an extra 10 cents assessment each

same spirit of antagonism that I had
member . This they will make arrange

found in December, and if anything, the

opposition stronger.
ments for insending in their reports.

However, I have
" Yours fraternally,

hopes of seeing Cincinnati fall into the “ W. D. MAHON , President."

union lines in the near future and break

the chains of slavery thatnow exist there. WHY SAM CAN'T PLAY ANY MORE

From Cincinnati I went to Dayton ; there By Frances M. Baldsala, Grade 4, Hyde

Ifound everything very quiet; the Central School , Roxbury, Mass.

Body of that city is making quite an

effort to bring the street railway com Once there were two brothers. One was

panies around to realize the necessity of Careful and the other was Careless. One

having their men organized.
day the boys were playing in the street .

" During this month the question of the Careless told Carefulto hang on to the

place of holding the next convention has truck . Careful said, “ You will hurt your

come up, as it had previously been de self if you do." But Careless did not listen
cided to hold the convention in the city to him . He hopped on the truck. An auto

of Worcester last October; the time having came along and ran over him after he

been deferred , some of the Divisions were jumped off . He went to the hospital . The

of the opinion that it would be best also doctor said that he had broken his leg.

to change the place and hold it at some Is your name Careless or Careful?

more central point, some of them naming N. S. C.

the city of Dayton. I submitted the appeal

to the executive board; the majority of The world's best bargain in advertising

them decidingthat I should submit it to is Label talk .

men

on

11
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Don't Buy a New Changer

Every time the fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five - Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Savestime,

pockets, patience -- and Speeds up sched

ules - Nofumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device andour exclusive

Adjustable feature onfourth and fifth barrels .

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 -BARREL PRICE

No.555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 506 throws i quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 6 tokens

Price $ 4.00 nissage paid . JL. GALEF, 73 Chambers St. , New York City
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COVINGTON AND NEWPORT, KY. AGREEMENT

Memorandum of Agreement

Made and entered into by and between the

Cincinnati, Newport and Covington Railway Com

pany, its successors or assigns, party of the first part,

hereinafter called the company, and the Amalgamated

Association ofStreet andElectric Railway Employes

of America, Division No. 628, of Covington and

Newport, Kentucky, party, of thesecond part, here

inafter called the Association, WITNESSETH:

In the operation of the lines of the part of the

first part both parties hereunto mutually agree :

Section 1 . The Company will meet and treat with

the duly accredited officers and committees of the

Association on all questions arising between them.

The Association to keep on file with the Secretary of

the Company, a list of properly accredited repre

sentatives of the Association, said representatives to

consist of the entire Executive Board of the Associa

tion now numberingfive (5 ) men , all of whom shall

be employes of the Company. The Secretary of the

Company to be furnished with a complete list when

any change is made in the said Executive Board .

Sec . 2 . All employes shall retain their right to

personally or by representatives, present to and dis

cuss with the proper officials of the Company apv
grievance which they may deem to exist.

Sec. 3. The Company shall employ and discipline

or discharge for cause, such men as it sees fit , but it
shail not now , nor in the future , discriminate for or

again those who are members of the Association,
nor shall the Association members discriminate

against non -association men.

Sec. 4. In order to adjust all questions arising be
tween the parties hereto, that cannot be mutually

agreed to, it is hereby agreed that same shall be sub
mitted to arbitration .

Either party hereto desiring, to submit any ques
tion to arbitration , shall notify the other party in

writing notifying them of the question to be arbi

trated, also naming their Arbitrator; should the other

party fail to name its Arbitrator within five days
after receiving such notice, they shall forfeit their

case . After the two arbitrators have been named,

they shall meet as often as possible in an effort to

select, within five (5) days from the date of their ap

pointment, the Third Arbitrator, and in the event of

a failure on the part of the two arbitrators to agree

upon a third, within the time specified by this

agreement, notice of such failure to agreeshalt then

be transmitted to both parties hereto, and the parties

hereto, if in the meantime they fail to reach an

agreement, within five (5 ) days from date of such

notice , shall name two additional representatives,and

the four (4 ) so chosen shall meet and select , within

five (5 ) days, a third party, and the party so chosen

shall act as the third member of the Board of

Arbitration.
The Board of Arbitration after selection shall meet

and hear all points in dispute, and the award of a

majority of the Board shall be final and binding

upon the parties hereto.

Each party, herein shall jointly pay the third

arbitrator and all such other legitimate expense as

All meetings of arbitration boards, except execu

tive sessions, shall be open to officials ofthe Com

pany, and members of the Executive Committeeof

the Association .

Arbitrators chosen by the parties hereto shall be
entitled to select an assistant to assist in conducting

proceedings before the Board of Arbitration, how

ever, such assistants selected shall be confined to

employes of the Company for the Company, and

members of the Association for the Association , but

shall have no voice inthe findings of theBoard.

Upon request of either party, hereto, madein
writing, the Board may consist of five (5) members,

instead of three, two members each to be chosenby

the parties hereto and the fifth member by the four
so chosen.

Sec. 5 . When an employe is suspended or dis

charged, the cause of such suspension or discharge

shall be immediately furnished him.

Should an employe be suspended or discharged for

anoffense , and oninvestigationbe found not guilty

of same, he shall be restoredto full seniority rights

and receive full pay for time lost, if so ordered by
arbitration award or agreement.

Sec . 6 . An open book shall be maintained in the

office of each barn for the purposeof allowing em

ployes to sign up for a day or days they may wish

to be absent .

Employes registering in this book must sign in

person, in ink , or losetheir turn, unless the Division

Master is requested either by letter, telephone or

messenger by an absent or sick employe to sign for

him, in which case the Division Master is authorized

to sign for him.

No employe shall make application for leave more

than seven days prior to date l ave is desired .

It is agreedthat theCompanywill , upon applica
tion , grant a leave of absence to an officer of the

Association for thepurposeoftransacting business of

the Association . Any officer so relieved shall retain
their fulı seniority and rank.

Sec . 7. The Company agrees to grant an employe

aleave of absencefornotexceedingthirty( 30 )con:
secutive days, provided the extra list is sufficiently

large to permitsuchleave of absence,and this time

may be extendedforten (10 ) additional daysif

requested within seven (7) days previous to the

expiration of the time off .

In addition theCompany agrees to grant an em :
ploye, should his health demand, a longer leave of

absence.

An employe on a leave of absence may return on

his own winitiative before his leave has expired, in

which event he will serveas an extra man at the

bottom of the list until his leave of absence , or any

extension thereof, has expired.

Sec. 8 . When a regular platform man is off, for a

period of one (1 ) to nine (9 )days, his run shall be

given to the extra manontherevolvinglist .

When a regular platform man is off, through

sickness, the extra mancatchingsame shall hold it

until the man absent reports for work . Provided ,

however , such absence does not exceed fifteen ( 15 )

days. If the time exceedsfifteen ( 15 ) days the run

shall go to the extra man who stands for it on the

revolving list for the next fifteen (15) days, and so

on , until the sun is claimed by the regular man .

When a regular man is off, through other reasons

than sickness , for a period often (10 ) days or more.

hisrunshallbe assigned to the senior extra man for

the full time of such absence. Provided , however,

such absence does notexceed fifteen (15) days. If

the timeexceeds fifteen(15) days the run shall 80

to the extra man whostands for it on therevolving

may be incurred .
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list for the next fifteen (15) days, and so on until the

run is claimed by the regular man.

No senior sub, who is employed on a sick or hold .

dowa run, will be allowed to take another run, until
he is through with same.

Extramen serving on sick or hold -down runs shall

be allowed the same privileges on misses and lay

offs as are the regular men.

Sec. %. The present system of reporting time for
all platform men shall continue in force, except as

otherwise provided in this agreement.

Sec. 10. Should a day man, late man , tripper man

or extra man miss upon the first part of his run and

show up within two hours from reporting time, he

is to be penalized by serving at the bottom of the
extra list for that day.

Should a man miss upon the late part of his run

he is to lose thebalance of that day and is to serve

at the bottom of the extra list the following day.

In either of the above instances, if the man fails

to show up within two hours from reporting time,

he is to serve three days at the bottom of the extra
list.

If a man misses the second time within a calendar

month and shows up within two hours from reporting

time he shall lose one day only, as above specified .

If he fails to show up within two hours from re

porting time, after missing the second time within a

calendar month, he shall serve five days at the bot

tom of the extra list. If a man misses the third time

within a calendar month and shows upwithin two

hours, he shall serve three days at thebottom of the

extra list. Should he fail to showup, within two
hours, after missing thethird time within the cal

endar month , he shall be dismissed from the service

of the Company.

Should a man miss the fourth time within a cal.

endar monthirrespective of the time showing up, he

shall be dismissed from the service of the Company .

Should a regular man miss and extra men not be

ing available except men marked up for extra , then

the extra men so marked upshall take the regular

run and extra left in barn without compensation

except through guarantee.

Sec . 11 . Any employee receiving a suspension

willbe requiredto report at thebarn at four o'clock

P. M. eachday during his suspension , orif neces

sary , he may be called to duty at any time he is
needed.

Sec. 12. The reporting or run list of the following

day shallbe posted not later thanfour o'clock P. M.
of the preceding day.

Sec . 13. The selection of runs shall be in accord

ance with seniority rights as now maintained.

A pick of runs that areopen shall take place previ

ous to the first of the following month .

A general pick of runs shall be made semi-annu

ally to take effect May 1st andNovember1st.

In change of schedule a general pickshall bemade.

On a leave of absence, if a move up is to be made,

apartial pickshall be made from theemployes' place

downward. When a partial pick ismade for a man

leaving the service , the pick shall bein accordance
with seniority. When an employe returns to work

after a leave of absence , he shall have his original

run back, exceptin case the man returns after a

general pick hasbeen made, thena partialpick will
be made from that man downward .

Aftera date fora pick is set by the propernotice,

it shall bethe duty ofeach man to pick a runwhen
he is notified that it is his turn to do so . If any

man fails or refuses to pick inhis turn ,the Division
Master may select two platform men who together
with the Division Master, shall pick for the man so
failing to pick for himself.

The list of names showing the oldest
motormen and conductors in the service and so on

in rotation throughout the entire list shall be placed

in the crew room of each barn .

Sec, 15.
Schedules showing run numbers, hours

andminutes ofeach run , time at designated terminal

points, shall be postedat a convenient place ineach
Car House.

Sec. 16. All new schedules or changes in schedules

when possible, shall be posted atleast five days

before going into effect.

Sec . 17. Regular scheduled race extras shall be

classed as regulartripperrunsandshallbe given tothe senior extra men .
Conditions governing such

runs shallbethe same as provided herein for regular

Any new run that is put on and continued in

service for morethansixty(60 ) days, shall be moved

upon in accordancewith seniority rights.

Sec. 18. All notices, bulletins, rules and orders not

appearingin the rulebookshall be posted in the

Car Barns, and other reporting offices, at least

forty - eight hours, when possible , before becoming

effective, and remain posted so long as they continue

in force .

Sec . 19. The Association will be permitted to

maintain a bulletin board at some convenient place

at each Car Barn .

Sec . 20. When a motorman or conductor reports

to Barn Foreman for repairs to car and same are not

immediately made, the motorman or conductor shall

report such failure to the Superintendent, and it

shall be incumbent upon the Superintendent to cause

such repairs to be immediately made.

Sec. 21 . Platform men shall be permitted to use

stools as now specified by rule book and bulletins

bearing upon the subject .

Rules covering the use of stools are subject to

change from time to time,

Sec. 22. A regular man in addition to his regular

run shall be required to run extras two days each

week except during racing periods. All regular men

required to run extras during racing seasons shall be

paid overtime after being relieved of their regular

No regular man shall be required to do extra

work if spare men are available . However, should a

regular nan desire to run more extras than is herein

specified, he shall have the right to do so without

discrimination. The Company also agrees not to dis

criminate against a man who refuses to run extras

out of his turn .

Sec . 23 . Any employe who is relieved from duty

and called to general office for any cause , shalı be

paid for the time so consumed .

Sec . 24. All extra men serving as a Company

witness shall be paid at the rate of $ 1.00 per day for

each day he serves in court and shall alsobe entitled

to pay for all hours worked on cars while under

subpoena as a Company, witness in court.

All regular men serving as a Company witness

shail be paid for all time so consumed.

Should an extra man be marked up for a regular

run on a day when called for a witness, heshalre

ceivepay for such service as a regularman .

Sec. 25. All platform men having to make out an

accident report for Company. use shall be allowed

twelve (12) minutes straight time for same.

Sec. 26. Employes in the service of the Company
shall be permitted to wear sun glasses if made neces

sary as a protection to their eyes.

run .

1

Motormen's Non-Magnetic Watch Holder

Sec . 14.

448

A practical little holder adjusted for any size watch .

May be attached to head of screw in frame of car.

Saves motormen's time and promotes " Safety First. "

May be conveniently carriedin pocket when notinuse.
WANTED - Motormen and Conductors to Act as

Agents. Send 50 ¢ in money order or stamps for

sample. Sent toany address prepaid.
W. C. WILLIAMSON ,

22 Arbor Street, Pittsburgh , Pa .

runs .
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They shall be permitted to wear other glasses if

necessary , with the approval of the Superintendent.

Sec . 27 . It is agreed by the parties hereto, that no

complaint or grievance shall be taken up by the

Association for an employee entering the service of

the Company, until such employe has served a pro

bationary period with the Company of at least sixty

(60) days. It is not the purpose of this section to

prohibit membership in the Association, but to give

the Company full and uninterrupted control over

such employe for said period of sixty (60) days.

Any empioyee having a complaint or grievance
shall take same up with the Superintendent of

Transportation for adjustment . In the event the

adjustment is not satisfactorily made, such complaint
or grievance shall then be taken up by the Associa
tion with the Company.

Sec . 28 . A working day for platform men is to be

no less than nine ( 9 ) hours no more than eleven

( 11 ) hours , and all runs are to be made as near ten
( 10) hours as possible, consistent with schedules

adopted from time to time.

It is agreed to pay to tripper crews that have an

A. M. extra attached to their regular run , overtime

for the early extra so run . The overtime payment is

not to apply when regular crews operate the extra

only and do not complete their scheduled run.

This section to include P. M. extras attached to

night owl cars.

Sec . 29 . All substitutes or extra men shall be

guaranteed a minimum wage of $ 90.00 per calendar

month throughout the term of this agreement.

In order to facilitate the making of the guarantee

under this section, it is agreed that the Company
may assign men to daily available runs for extra

men, in such order as it may see fit, after extra

men have been assigned to runs as provided by Sec
tion 8 hereof.

Men earning more than the guaranteed minimum
$ 90.00 per month shall receive in full the amount

they earn.

It is agreed , however, that any employe missing a

show-up,absent on account of sickness, leave of ab

or under suspension , shall lose one day's

proportion (5 72 hours) of said monthly guarantee for

each miss, suspension or day of absence.

It is also agreed that should an employe be off

for a period of ten (10 ) days or more in a month

then he shall forfeit his right to the guarantee for

that month.

No extra man shall be called upon to perform any
more continuous hours work in any oneday than is

required by the longest scheduled run with the addi.

tion of an extra attached thereto.
In the event of any interruption to the business of

the Company, occasioned by fire, water or storm, or
from any other cause beyond the control of the Com.

pany, of sufficient severity to prevent the daily opera

tion of carsup to full capacity, the provisions of this

section shall not apply.
Sec . 30. The crews of work cars shail receive the

regular scale of wage paid to motormen and con

ductors . Overtime to be paid only in the event of

crews working more than one hour in excess of regu

lar day's work of ten hours, then overtime to be at

the rate of time and one-half. The Company re

serves the right to pick extra men to operate same

when the regular man is off duty.

Sec . 31 . The wage scale of motormen and con

ductors dating from midnight August 5th , 1926 , to

midnight September 30th, 1926, shall be as follows :

First Three Months .. 49 cents per hour

Next Nine Months , 52 cents per hour

Thereafter
54 cents per hour

From midnight September 30th , 1926 , to midnight

December 31st, 1927, shall be as follows:

First Three Months ..
.51 cents per hour

Next Nine Months .
54 cents per hour

Thereafter .
56 cents per hour

From midnight December 31st, 1927 , to midnight

August Sth , 1928, shall be as follows :

First Three Months ... ..53 cents per hour

Next Nine Months ,
56 cents per hour

Thereafter ..
58 cents per hour

One man cars 7 cents per hour additional.

Sec. 32 . All time worked in excess of regular

scheduled runs shall be classed as overtime and shall

be paid for at the rate of time and one -half of the

rate received per hour .
Sec . 33. All regular motormen or conductors who

or reliefmay be required to report at the barn

station shall be allowed pay for one hour if not used.

Sec. 34. Time and one -half shall be paid for all

snow sweepers , salt cars or

breaking ice, including time waiting at barn after

Sec . 35 . Sand cars , sprinklers and mail cars shall

be paid for at the regular rate per hour of the crews

assigned to operate such cars .

Sec. 36. The regular rate of pay shalı apply upon
special cars up to 10 o'clock P. M. after which time

overtime shall apply. However, overtime shall not

apply on special cars operated on straight time.

Sec. 37 . In case of blockades, accidents or delays

on relief trips and crews are prevented from reaching

their relief point on time , and such delay not being
in excess of one hour, crews are to receive their regu

lar rate of pay for such delay, but should the delay

exceed one hour, crews are then to receive overtime

accordingly.

Sec . 38 . An extra man shall be allowed overtime

for all time worked in excess of eleven ( 11 ) hours in

any one day.

Sec . 39. Whenever the expiration of a three or

twelve months period of service occurs entitling a
motorman or conductor to an increase in rate of pay,

the date from which the new rate shall be computed

shall be the first Sunday of the following month suc :

ceeding the month in which the change in period
takes place.

Sec . 40. All employes shall be paid weekly .

Sec. 41 . The Company agrees to furnish free

transportation over its lines to its employes.

Sec. 42. All departments in the shops of the Com

pany shall be classified and all promotions shall be

made in accordance with the seniority rights when
practicable .

No employe shall be transferred from one depart
ment to another department and given seniority

rights ahead of men employed in that department
to which he has been transferred .

The Company reserves the right in the operation

of its shops, to transfer men from one department

to any other department, and the rate of wage paid

such employe shall be the regular scale of the de

partment to which an employe is transferred .

However, in case of temporary transfer, which can

be made from one department to another depart

ment, for a period not to exceed thirty days, the

employe so transferred shall receive, during histem
porary transfer, therate of wage which he has drawn

in the department from whichhe was transferred.

The regular working time in all departments of

the shops shall not exceed forty -eight (48) hours per

week.

The regular working day shall not exceed nine ( 9 )

hours.

All time worked in excess of regular scheduled

hours shall be classed as overtime.

Leave of absence will be granted employes of the

shops, upon application, when practicable .
The rate of pay in all departments of the shop

shall be as follows:
Midnight August 5th , 1926 , to midnight Sep

tember 30th, 1926 :

Blacksmith Helpers
52 % ¢ per hour

Pitmen ..
52 % per hour

Machine Hands ,
53

Machinists .

Machinists Helpers .
55

Assistant Armature Winders 49

Carpenters.
57

Painters
52 % per hour

Wire Men .
54

Night Watchmen
41 ¢ per hour

Janitors ..
.41

Midnight September 30th , 1926 , to midnight

December 31st , 1927 ;

Blacksmith Helpers .
54 % ¢ per hour

Pitmen .
54% e per hour

Machine Hands
55

Machinists .
59

Machinists Helpers .
57

Assistant Armature Winders, 51
59

Carpenters .
Painters . 56
Wire Men

43
Night Watchmen .

JanitorsMidnight December 31st, 1927, to midnight August

5th , 1928 :
Blacksmith Helpers .

Pitmen ..
Machine Hands . 61
Machinists ...

Machinists Helpers ,
Assistant Armature Winders

Carpenters.
Painters

Wire Men

Night Watchmen .

Janitors ...

57

é per hour

¢ per hour

é per hour

é per hour

é per hour

per hour

€ per hour

é per hour

€ per hour

€ per hour

€ per hour

¢ per hour

54%¢ per hour

e per hour

per hour

43
é per hour

.
.

.
.

.

56 % ¢ per hour

56 % e per hour

57 é per hour

é per hour

59 € per hour

53
€ per hour

61
& per hour

56 % per hour

58
& per hour

45
é per hour

45
é per hourcars

time put in on

reporting for such day .
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Shoes

p ) : of. considering such proposed changes. In case

ATTENTION ! of failure to reach an agreement upon the change

desired by either party in accordance with such
Motormen and Conductors notice within the period of thirty (30) days next

preceding the expiration of this agreement, the mat
WE SPECIALIZE IN BETTER -BUILT ter of the changes shall be referred to arbitration as

provided for in Section 4 hereof. The men shall

Traction Uniforms remain at work pending the decision of the arbitration .

In Witness Whereof, said Parties have hereunto
at $ 32.50 set their hand this 9th day of September, 1926.

Made of Regulation Blue Serge . Also
The Cincinnati, Newport & Covington

Civilian Suits, Gaberdines, Overcoats Railway Company ,
Made to Measure W , W. FREEMAN,

$ 25.00 $ 30.00 $ 35.00 President.

A. F. FLOCKEN,Caps and High -Speed Changers

Ass't Secretary .
All Garments have the Union Label

The Amalgamated Association of Street & Electric

Hoffman Tailoring Co.
Railway Employes of America, Division No.

628,

C. A. CUMMINS,
2341 Olive St. at Jefferson M. L. ROLAND,

Phone : Central 9279 ST . LOUIS , MO.
C. W. WINSTON,

CHAS. O. ELLIOTT,

E, B. WILSON,
Overtime - Time and one-half .

Sec. 43. All departments in the barns of the Com The Union Label program - LOYALTY !

pany shall be classified and all promotions shall be LIBERTY ! LONGEVITY !
made with seniority rights, as now maintained , when

practicable,

No employe shall be transferred from one depart

ment of the barn to another department therein and

given seniority rights ahead of employes of that de

partment to which he has been transferred .

The Company reserves the right in the operation
of its barns to transfer men from one department

therein to any other department therein , and the

rate of wage to be paid such employe so transferred
shall be the regular scheduled rate of the depart
ment to which such transfer is made. However, in

case of temporary transfer, which may be made

from one department to any otherdepartment, for

a period of not exceeding thirty (30) days, the em We ask all members of
ploye so transferred shall receive during such tem

porary period, the rate of wage which they have
organized labor to purdrawn in the department from which they are

transferred .
chase shoes bearing our

Barn men may run extras, they to receive the
motormen andconductors minimum wage scale .

Union Stamp on
The regular working day shall not exceed ten (10 )

hours . The rate of pay in all departments of the the sole, inner
BOOT &SHOE

barns shall be as follows:

sole or lining of WORKERS UNIONMidnight August 5th, 1926, to midnight Sep
tember 30, 1926:

the shoe . We ask
Motor Repair Helpers, Controllermen, Brake and

UNION STAMPTruck Men .
51 & per hour

Brake and Truck Helpers. you not to buy47 ¢ per hourJanitors .
41 € per hour any shoes unless FactoryOilers ..
50 % per hourCar Placers .
46

you actually see
Car Cleaners

41 é per hour
Midnight September 30th , 1926, to midnight this Union Stamp.

December 31st , 1927:

Motor Repair Helpers, Controllermen , Brake and

Truck Men . 53 é per hour
Brake and Truck Helpers.

Boot & Shoe49 per hourJanitors .
41 é per hourOilers .

Car Placers . 52 % ¢ per hour Worker's Union

48 ¢ per hourCar Cleaners Amiliated with the43 € per hour
Midnight December 31st , 1927, American Federation of LabortoAugust 5th, 1928 : midnight

Motor Repair Helpers, Controllermen, Brake and 246 SummerSt. Boston , Mass .
Truck Men ..

55
Brake and Truck Helpers .

¢ per hour COLLIS LOVELY . General President
51Janitors .

¢ per hour

45 é per hour
CHAS. L. BAINE, General Ser'y - Treas.

Oilers .

Car Placers 54% ¢ per hour

Car Cleaners . 50 € per hour

45 per hourOvertime- Time and one-half.

Sec. 44. This agreement and the provision thereof
shall take the place of all prior contracts and con

If You Don't Recoivo Your
tinue in force and be binding on the respective part Motorman and Conductor
ies , hereunto from midnight August 5th , 1926, to

fill in this coupon and hand it to your P. S.
midnight August5th , 1928, andfrom year to year orman it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR,
thereafter unless changed by the parties hereunto.

260 East High St. , Detroit, Mich .
Either of the parties hereunto desiring achange in

any section or sections of thisagreement shall notify
Namo... Div . No......the other party in writingof the desired changes at

least thirty ( 30) days prior to the fifth day of

August , 1928.If neither party gives such notice the ....... Street...

agreement shall continue on from year to year.
If Porper Addressuch notice is given by either party, the agreement

shall then beopened for consideration of the change
or changes desired . No ......... Street .

the datewhensuch notice isgiven by either party
Within fifteen ( 15 ) days from

Post Office ...
to the other, conferences shall be begun for the pur

é per hour



Athletics and Saving

THtfivingfor hisJaurem .Theyreceivesgood

mental training, physical development, and

above all, character development.

The saver, like the athlete, receives far more

benefits from saving than the accumulation

of wealth - for saving builds character, encour

ages thrift and lays the foundation for success .

START SAVING TODAY
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46 Branches in Detroit

To be well dressed and BATCHELDER MADE

neat in appearance , order

UNIFORMS
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MADE UNIFORM

A SOURCE OF SATISFAC
TION

TO EVERY WEARER

For Sale by Dealers

WRITE
FOR SAMPLE

S
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FRED M. BATCHEL
DER

CO .

120 HARRISON AVENUE

BOSTON
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FASHION LETTER

wear .

Daytime dresses are divided between the sports

type ofone or two piece frocks, and the more dressy

type with boleros, draperies, and tiers for afternoon

The new blouse models are shown in all types of

dresses.

The square, collarless neck is seen on frocks and

blouses made with the Russian closing.

Yokes are much in evidence and sometimes are the

only trimming on sports frocks, made with the new

flat neck .

Moire is used extensively.

The tunic and the tunic blouse, sometimes classed

asa smock, are shown with new features.

In an ensemble of coat, skirt and blouse of wool

material the tunic blouse is often of crepe or metal

cloth .

Velvet is chic for afternoon dresses.

The sleeve with a small elbow puff is new and

attractive, sometimes the puff is of figured silk or

other contrasting material.

Tucks are used to create fulness at the shoulders

or under -arm and for attractive blousing at the waist
line.

The mode for gold and silver in materials and

trimming is most attractive.

Jacket blouses of velveteen are worn with skirts of

wool jersey
These blouses may be single or double

breasted, or in surplice effect .

The sleeve with deep armseye is very popular, and

becoming to most figures. A smart one-piece frock,

made with the skirt portion in three scalloped tiers,

has this sleeve in contrasting material. The round

neck, collarless, suits this style very well.

For formal evening wear one's dress may have the

uneven hem line, effected by free soft side or front

draperies, or by shaping at the hem .

Winter evening frocks may be airy and fluttering

or heavy , with laring velvet and fur trimming.

The smart coat for sports wear is the coat with

straight lines, worn with or without a belt to effect

blousing.

Two-piece dresses are shown combining two

terials, the blouse plain and the skirt in plaid or

striped effect, or vis versa.

5694

5707

ma

5694. Ladies' Morning Frock .

Cut in 6 Sizes: 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 inches bust measure,
A 38 inch size, if made as in the large view , will require 3 % 8

yards of plain material 36 inches wide,and yard ofcontrast
ing material. If made with short sleeves y yard less of the

plain material is required . The width of the dress at the lower
edge with plaits extended is 1 % yard . Price 12c.

5707. Child's Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes: 2 , 4, 6 and 8 years. A 4 year size requires

1 % yard of 36 inch ' material with % yard of contrastingma
terial. Price 12c.

5700. Blouse and Skirt for Junior and Miss.
Cut in 4 Sizes : 14, 16 , 18 and 20 years. A 16 year size re

quires 14 yard of 36 inch material for the Blouse , and 1%
yard for the Skirt. The width of the Skirt at the lower edge
is 1 % yard . Price 12c.

5687. Ladies' Dress.

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 inches bust measure.
A 38inchsize requires 4 % yardsof 40 inch material. The

width ofthe dress at the lower edge, with plaits extended , is
1 % yard. Price 12c.

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP-TO -DATE SPRING
and SUMMER 1927 " BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color

plates, and containing 500 designs of Ladies', Misses and Chil

dren's Patterns,a CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE

ON DRESSMAKING. ALSO SOMEPOINTS FOR THE

NEEDLE (illustrating 30ofthevarious, simple stitches ) all
valuable hints to the home dressmaker .

Send to Dept. M , C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO.,
11 and 12 Starlino Placa . Brooklyn . N. Y.

5687

5700 L
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$ 2750

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

That

IME AND AGAIN thousands of Traction Men

have expressed a desire to own a civilian

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here , at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands, The Bloch Companyhas

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fine appearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have long been famous.

We're anxious tohave you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50. If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted.

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.

SUCO

UNIT
ED

The Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic.
tured here and opposite

are both made ofthe

same pure wool , fine

quality material to sell at

anequally lowprice. Union Label in both Uni.

form and Civilian Suits

lloch
UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY
The Bloch Company

Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge. Also Trolley Jim Time Book.

Name

Address

Name of Dealer_
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A. F. L. PAYS CALL TO B. L. E.

American Federation of Labor executive council and members, 50 strong, were entertained

recently by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers at Venice, Florida , the young

wonder city on the Gulf, being financed and built by the latter organization. Those in

the above group, taken in front of the lovely Hotel Venice following a dinner given in

honor of the distinguished visitors are, reading from left to right: E. L. Worthington,

Mayor ofVenice and Vice President and Treasurer of the Venice Company; James Wilson,

Seventh Vice PresidentA. F. L. and General President Pattern Makers Union of North

America; Jacob Fisher, Fourth Vice President A. F. L. and General Secretary Barbers

Union ; William Green, President American Federation of Labor ; John J. Manning , Presi

dent Union and Labor Department, A. F. L.; Daniel Tobin, Treasurer A. F. L. and

General President of Teamsters' and Chauffeur's Union ; Stanton Ennes, General Manager

of the B. L. E. Realty Corporation at Venice.

METHODS TO SUSTAIN NON

UNIONISM

From a deliberate study, methods to sus

tain non -unionism seem not to have been

improved upon in the last thirty years.- The

only changes that seem to have been made

are in names in the way of delusive endeavor.

The " American Plan” term appears to have

been adopted as a sort of substitute for

"Open Shop.” The plans and the methods

to sustain it are no different than the plans

and the methods used to sustain what is

supposed to be represented by "Open Shop ."

Twenty and thirty years ago every con

ceivable plan or method used today was then

used by employers to keep wage workers

from associating together in the interest of

better wages and working conditions.

The group insurance scheme was in exist

ence thirty years ago . It was to serve the

purpose when there would develop sufficient

discontent among employes to organize . It

was also used after the organizations were

effected, and particularly in the "open shop "

where wage workers ' organizations existed .

Methods and policies are no different upon

street and electric railway properties than
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among other employers. The denial to orga

nize and the crushing of Labor Unions were

from the same incentive that leads to the

endeavor this day.

The individual profit-making employer or

employing corporation naturally conceives

that low wages add to profit-making. II

the concern has a competitor in the market,

the natural desire of the management is to

employ workers at a lower wage rate than

the competitor. This gives the product an

advantage upon the market in the matter of

sales and profit. This condition existed more

at the time that organization of wage work

ers was less extended and proportionately

less effective than at present.

In those early days, wage workers can

well bear in mind the advancement of the

" relief association " under various titles.

Some were called employes protective asso

ciations, but they contained the incentive

expressed by some term meaning " benefit to

the employe . ' These associations were ad

vanced only where the management of the

employing property became of the opinion

that something of this nature must be done

to deter or destroy the endeavors of the

employes, through discontent, to organize in

bona fide labor organizations to enforce col

lective agreement relations in employment.

Of course , every deception was 11sed to

keep from the wage workers the suggestion

that these “benefits " in the way of sick ,

death and accident benefits were not paid for

by the employe but, really a voluntary dona

tion by the employing property through the

good will of the manarement. The proposi

tion carried with the old age benetit, was

that the worker, after he had arrived at

a certain age and been in the employment a

certain number of years, would be retired

with a pension. So , the old age industrial

pension was one of the early features used in

antagonism of the organization of wage

workers , as the attenipt was made to lead

the employe to contemplate that should he

go on strike or leave the service for better

wages , he would lose the possibility of his

old age pension .

While properties are not organized to carry

on insurance or to pay old age pensionls to

wage workers, the assured advantage of

such a policy was made sufficiently attrac

tive to stockholders that it was apprived

and very seldom , if ever, protested by stock

holders or bondholders. It was a canit listic

move for the protection of Pipital, but every

argument was put forth to kad the emotie

to believe that it was inspired of generosity

on the part of the employing property in

the interest of the employe and to his breit

only :

Wage workers were supposedl not to be

capable of reasoning out or det rminis non?

the real purpose of this " belleft"

Vany business men priority

which they are convinced exists on the part

of business men over Workers

the wage worker is incapalle and the busi

ness man is the only ( 4,1, le individual to

determine upon the social order and its

methods of support.

However, wage workers have developed

their organizations as a business institution,

showing that wage workers can really exer

cise mental functions in the way of deter

mining upon public policy and the advance

ment of the social order . This is shown

through the extension of organization anong

wage workers throughout the past years.

An illustration of the effect of these " bene

fits" upon wage rates is obtainable upon the

benefits paid by Div . No. 26 of the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Entployes of America, during the

year 1926, The average total membership

of the Local in the course of the year 1926

was 4,632 . The number of benefits paid by

the Local within the year aggregated 41.

Oi them , there were 34 death benefits , 1

clinability benefit and 6 old age benefits. The

benefits averaged approximately $ 1,030 each .

The cost of this $ 1,030 insurance for the year

Was slightly less than $9.10 per member, a

ra *r" of 3 cents per day, counting 300 work

days per year per mall. This was an effect

en loruly wage rates of one -third of one cent

per hour. It means that this insurance cost

employes at the rate of $8.85 per thousand

dollars. That is cheaper than any company

will supply insurance,

- Some two years ago, there existed a man

agement over this property that attempted to

destroy the Employes' Union. The desperate

attempt was made through endeavoring to

educate the employes on the principle of the

company wion. To encourage this among

the employes, the management advanced its

purpose to establishi a sort of cooperative

insurance, which the employes were urged

to believe would be of more advantage to

them than further wage increases. The man

agiment had arranged with an insurance

company for group insurance, by which the

property was to sustain a substantial pro

portion of the amount paid for the insurance ,

While the employes were to contribute a part,

However, the membership stood their ground

200 the management changed, and largely

through the endeavors of the employes to

maintain their organization, the company un .

jon and group insurance scheme was dropped,

The result has been an increase in wages of

5 rents per hour to these 4,700 men and they

continue to pay their own insurance, wl:olly

1600structed within their organization. Had

these men vielded to the manageme: t's en

davor to persuade, they woulii have been

receiving 5 cents less per hour in wages and

yet be paying a part of their insurance, and

the insurance company would not have in

-ur. at the rate of $ 8 85 per thousand. In

fact, the employes would have paid approxi

mately one per cent of their wages in insur

d !! (" * , which would love been about seven

tenths cents per hour. This is a clear illus

tration of the value of organization. These

11en have gained not only 5 cents per fiou

in bildes, by maintaining their organization,

but they are paying an insurance within their

1 ? ) ( Ve .

Assum a

Ware
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organization at a rate that costs them ine A recent decision of the Appellate Court of

third of one cent per hour, instead of seven Chicago is evidence of the questionable relia

tenths of one cent per hour that would have bility of company old age pensions and bene

been deducted from a lower wage rate . fits . The history is that the anti -union Mor

The insurance maintained by this Division ris Packing Company, for many years , took

organization provides that in the event of from the wages of the employes three per

death during the first year of membershi), cent of their wages in establishing a company

the beneficiaries shall receive $200 . In tite union old age pension fund . When this big

event of death of a member in the second packing .company was taken over by Swift &

consecutive year of membership, the benefi Compälly, the new owners promptly repudi

ciaries receive $ 400. In the event of the ated the entire benefit system . Application

death of a member during his third conlucu for redress was made by the duped workers

tive year of membership , the beneficiaries and the original court to which petition was

receive $ 600. In the event of the death of a inade , rendered a verdict against the em

member during his fourth consecutive year ployes. The case was appealed and the deci

of membershi;), the beneficiaries receive $800. sion of the original court was sustained. It

In the event of the death of a member dur is stated that this sliould be a warning to

ing his fifth consecutive year in membership, every member of company unions in the

the beneficiaries receive $ 1,000. In the event United States. It shows the unreliability of

of the death of a member during his sixt! this method of union -smashing as applying

consecutive year of membership , the benefi to benefits to non -union wage workers. These

· ciaries receive $ 1,200 . In the event of the employes, some of them , had grown old in

death of a meinber during his seventh cus the employment of the Morris Packing Com

secutive year of membership, the beneficiaries pany and had been retired on the pension.

receive $ 1,400 . In the event of the devili When the property was taken over by Swift

of a member during his eighth consecutive & Company, their pensions were discon

year of membership , the beneficiaries receive tinued . They were lit of work and out of

$ 1,600 : In the event of the death of a mi 111 - 16 : ource, yet they had paid threc cents of

ber during his ninth consecutive year of every dollar of their wages to establish this

member-liip , the beneficiaries receive $ 1,980). pensioni sistem . None of them can

In the event of the death of a memixr nine recover this three cents per dollar taken from

years in membership , the beneficiaries receive their wages.
This case stands out as an

92000 death benefit, or insurance . education to wage workers upon the purpose

In case of total disability, the member re vf elliploviry properties to delude them by

ceives the same benefit as paid in the case company unions and conpany insurance.

of his death to his beneficiaries, and in the There are other methods applied to main

event of the loss of one hand , one leg or one tining non -unionium . They include the so

eye , the member receives one half the arirat pillead " yellow dog " contract. This is not

of benefit that is paid for death benefits. The new proposition. It reaches back to the

pension or old age benefit is paid in ( 11 ? c ginning of the master and servant program

şum and is paid where a memler has been
It is a contract in which the wage worker

in service twenty years, during which he lika ( i'll tihe no part in constructing, or modify .

held continuous membership in the organiza
It is coercive and based upon 110 even

tion and has arrived at the area of sixty five tolle of contracting . Extended to a full

vears He then receives $ 1,000 oli are bene . unit, the worker must either sign or starve.

fit, which is a substitute for a person Sui!; a contract as between those of proper

Of course , aside from thienpo benefits,
fis has long since been declared illegal, as

member of this Local Organzion Plusive it in a contract in which minds do not meet

the death , disability and old 2.5 dcincirl :: its making . It is a contract made under

by the liternaijonai Union, the uukin tule icillinances by which the wage worker is

maximum derthi and disability benefit , 28 ) V 110 means on an equity as a contracting

and the maximum old age or pension benefit irty with the empluyer.

$ 1,800 . Apother method of employment control on

This insurance feature carried on bv Dix . port of employing managements is that

No. 26 of the Amalgamated Asnorintion d6161 { immasing upon the employe's the purchase

onstrates to wage workers what the isi 11: - ſ storls in the employing corporation, in

ance per thousand would really cont, in the fii ! , while design is to torture the

event that they shouid collectively carry on inline with low wages. No employe can

this insurance that is professed to be donciter! spet to retain stock enough in the employ

to thein by the employing property.
que comples the dividends from which may

Certain it is that it is a great advi'it.be pet the differential between low and reas

to an employing property to tie de Horan obile wage rates. Neiber can the employe

ers to an insurance scheme. 1a fart, the iait to read a position of any degree of

insuring company makes a profii , ilich
ntrol in the 11magement of the property

makes the insurance cost tlie company more in which tre baron's an employe stockholder.

than one -half of one cent per hour, but it has such an instance recorded . Tlie

doesn't cost than one cent per lur, and the ise le purpose is to control wage workers

emplove earns it for the compuls, and in Inage rates.

accepting it , the emplove rektiren the con I've only indeperir's 141 for wage workers
Ut from Darin

1

I

Tier
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The

pendent choice and that organization, which BIRMINGHAM , THE NEXT

has been created by wage workers, them CONVENTION CITY

selves , is the American Trade Unioni.
By W. D. Mahon

No group of employers ever united in the

creation of the American Trade Union Move In order to make arrangements for the

ment. It was created by the wage workers, coming Convention of Association,

themselves, to solve the problem and apply which will meetupon Monday, September

the solution under the present industrial sys 12, Treasurer Bland and myself visited

tem . It is the only course through which . Birmingham , Alabama, the city in which

to obtain reasonable wage rates, reasonable the Convention will be held. We received

working conditions and an advancement in a splendid reception from the officers and

the social order. members of Division 725. We attended and

There is nothing of which a non-union addressed two large mass meetings of the

wage worker can be proud in his non-union
Division . One meeting was held at 11

ism . His enforced non-unionism is natural
o'clock in the morning and the second meet

in kindling his resentment. He recognizes
ing in the early evening.

We found a

that there is no dignityin working , insofar

hundred
per cent organization and the

as he is concerned. No non-unionist can
membership enthusiastic for the coming

Convention.

contribute to advancement in the social order

The officers are already mak

and no one knows it better than the non
ing arrangements and getting ready to

unionist . There is no dignity in slavery, and

receive and entertain the delegates, and we

can all look forward to a hospitable recep

that is the state of the non-union wage tion and a pleasant time while we sojourn
worker.

in this, the Magic City of the Southland.

Freedom comes through organization . Dig
Birmingham is known as the largest city

nity for labor comes through organization.
for its age in the world . This city was only

Pride in labor comes through organization,
founded on December 20, 1871. It was

and through no other source. Better wages
named after Birmingham , England , the

and working conditions come through organi- great steel producing center of Great

zation . It is clear that it is better for wage Britain . The year that this city was

workers to organize than to listen to the founded , 1871 , there were 2,000 persons

deceiving "welfare" myths of unfair employ that formed the first incorporation, and it

ers. has grown with giant strides until today it

It is Labor's business to organize and has a population of about 600,000 people.

participate in the making of the wages and It is situated in the center of inexhaustible

working conditions in industry. fields of coal and iron ore andmany other

minerals. Today it operates some 700

COST OFLIVING INCANADA
factories and mines , with many railroads

centering into it . Birmingham enjoys an

The increase in the cost of living in
equable climate the year round . Its winters

Canada for the past twenty years is shown

are very moderate and while we were in

by a report of the Canadian Department

the city , from the 9th to the 12th of

February, the weather would compare to
of Labour in a recent publication .

In 1906, twenty years ago , the price of

early June in Illinois and Michigan,

vegetable products given by index figure Birmingham has 22 parks, embracing

was 97.3 ; in December, 1926 , 158.5, which
over 632 acres. It has several amusement

shows an increase of 63 per cent .
resorts and is surrounded by thriving iron

Animals and meats show an increase of
and mining towns. It has a number of

90 per cent.
large skyscrapers in the way of buildings,

Textile products - clothing, etc.-- show an with a number of large hotels and two

increase of 74 per cent.
other large ones under construction .

Wood products — lumber, furniture, paper,
The committee representing Division 725,

etc.-- show an increase of 85 per cent. among other entertainments, are arranging

The average increase in all commodities for a trolley trip, which will enable the

98 per cent. This includes food , delegates to see the large steel and smelt

clothing and all prime materials for manu ing plants that surround this city, which

facturing. The statement indicates that it are only equalled by those surrounding

now requires in Canada $ 2 to purchase the city of Pittsburgh , Pa .
Shades Moun

what could have been purchase
d for $ 1 tain , surround

ing Birmingh
am

, is a natural

twenty years ago.

formation of limestone and from its summit

is one of the most beautiful views that the

PRINTERS MAKE GAINS
country affords.

I can assure the delegates attending this

Atlanta , Ga.-Commercial shop printers
Convention that they will not only be well

have secured the 44 -hour week. Wages will
pleased with their trip to Birmingham , but

be $ 1 an hour with time and one-half for
that they willleave that city with the

kindest remembrance of the hospitality of

overtime .
the South , forthe peoplein every walk of

We must fight our way onward . We must

life are a kind-hearted set of people, who

respect the rights of everyone.
The city

be brave . There are obstacles to be met , is well administra
ted

and is without doubt

and we must meet them and crush them .-- one of the healthiest cities in the South.

--Dickens. It is the home of Division No. 725.

was
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PASSENGER, FARE AND WAGE

FIGURES COMPARED

the year

more

.

The electric railways closed

1926 with a substantial increase in their

traffic for the month of December, and the

result of the whole twelve months of 1926

was an increase over the year 1925 .

The number of revenue passengers, in

cluding bus passengers, reported to the

American Electric Railway Association by

213 companies for December, 1926, com

pared with December, 1925, is as follows :

December, 1926 ... 867,763,895

December, 1925 .. 852,109,119

Increase per cent .. .1.84

For the calendar year 1926, a group of

217 companies, with only a few companies

missing for the last few months of the year ,

reported the following number of revenue

passengers, including bus passengers, carried :

Calendar year 1926 .. .9,655,400,529

Calendar year 1925. . 9,534,870,690

The average cash fare in cities of 25,000

population and over was as follows :

January 1 , 1927.. ..7.7570 cts.

January 1 , 1926 .. ... 7.6213 cts .

Average maximum hourly rates of motor

men and conductors in two-man service by

companies operating 100 or more miles of

single track follows:

Jan. 1 , 1927 . .56.88 cts. per hour

Jan. 1 , 1926 . ..56.31 cts. per hour

-E, R. J.

FOREIGN ELEMENT FLOODS FRANCE

By Immigration Study Commission

Fieldworker

Paris, France - Bank clerks here are

suffering severely this winter. Their mis

erable monthly salaries average
about

$ 15.00 American gold . With vivid memo

ries of the last strike, they dare not com

plain . The big Paris banks make enor

mous profits. Unrest among its workers

can be quickly checked because of the

French policyin welcoming outside labor;

Wages in France, though low compared

with America and even England , are higher

than in the belt of countries extending

from Spain , through Italy , to the Balkans,

Austria, Poland . Legislation restricting

immigration from theselow standard areas,

along the line of America's Johnson Immi

gration Restriction Acts , has been pro

posed. French capitalists have blocked its

enactment. Laborers, clerks, therefore, con

stantly filter through. These , though

mostly from Poland and Italy , come also

from even Siberia. Thus the bank clerk ,

forced to raise his family in a one-room

lodging, in a dingy Paris garret, dares not

complain. He knows, his bank manager

knows, there is always a Spaniard or

Italian, able to speak several languages,

ready to take his place .

This misery in French homes should

stimulate maintenance of American living

standards, the world's highest. One hears

in Paris, however, nasty that

certain Europeans, having behind them the

crushing force of population pressure , boast
that

American Congress, through highly organ

ized groups of hyphenated Americans, the

Johnson Immigration Acts will , by 1930 ,

be amended to death . Then they hope to

flood America with cheap labor .

UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE COM

PANY CLOSES BOOKS WITH $700,000

IN CASH

Washington, D. C. - With than

$700,000 paid in for stock by the trade

unionists of America , the books of The

Union Labor Life Insurance Company were

closed at the end of the business day on

January 31 , No more stock can be sold,

under the insurance laws.

The books and records of the company's

operations thus far are now being laid

before state insurance commissioners for

approval and the company is preparing for

entry into the actual business of writing

insurance at the earliest possible date.

This , it is expected, will be some time not

later than February 15 , although no definite

date can yet be fixed ,

Two of the most important positions in

the company's insurance organization were

filled this week and further important steps

will be taken at a directors' meeting to

be held on February 2 at headquarters in

Washington .

Mr. J. D. Maddrill, of the actuarial firm

of Woodward, Fondiller and Ryan, New

York City, has been named insurance man

ager for the company. Dr. R. B. Robbins,

of the New York State Insurance Depart

ment, has been named to the position of

actuary for the company . Both of these

men have had enviable reputations in their

fields and the company regards itself as

unusually fortunate in securing their ser

vices. They rank high in the insurance

world and their appointments at once indi

cate to the insurance and lay worlds the

high type of personnel upon which the

company is planning.

The record of the company in securing

more than $ 700,000 within a period of just

a few days more than one year is regarded

as setting a new pace in the conduct of

trade union enterprises. There were many

who, a year ago , said it could not be done.

But it has been done and without apparent

effort . It is a mark of the confidence of

the labor movement in the new company , now

rated as labor's principal financial undertaking.

President Woll , who has been here giving

personal attention to the important details

attendant upon closing of the books and

entry upon their duties by Mr. Maddrill

and Dr. Robbins , expressed himself as not

only pleased but enthusiastic . He will

return for the meeting of the directors.

“ The Union Labor Life Insurance Com

pany has demonstrated its capabilities

already," he said . “ We shall be ready as

soon as possible to write insurance and I

hope all of our friends will be patient for

just a few days longer. We are swamped

with work , but everyone is doing his part

and we are proceeding through our work

of, organization in a smooth and orderly

an

rumors

manner
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of inteligence, efficiency and skill ; to encourage the

formation in Division associations of Sick Benefit

Funds; to establish scbools of instruction and ex:

anipation for impartinga practical knowiedge of

modern and improved methods and systeins of trans

portation and trade matters gererally ; to encourage
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employes by arbitration ; to secure employment and
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The Twentieth Convintion of the

Amalgamated Association of Street arid

Electric Railway Employes of América wil

convene on Monday, September 12, of this

year , in Birmingham , Alchyma. This is

the big bi-ennir: meeting of the Arnalga

mated Association .

lated through the deliberations of the

Lucils they representeri, such po'icies and

chances in laws as may result' from such
desideration , These suggestions are placed

hefore the Convention for the deliberation

of the deputes in attendance. Therefore,

the Convention is a vastiy important meet

ing of the Amaiganated Association.

There are ways and means b , which

practically all locals of the Anweimated

Association may be represented
ilie

Twentieth Convention . The grave question

for some Locals will be thin (X115

can be met. The point is to retentine

upon the means of creatin ,' a fun for tria

purpose.

The history of the Amalgamated Asso

riation is of a batute that bespeaks the

wisdom of deingates who have attended

Dast conventions, and particularly the

wisdion of the majority of those delegates,

ac it is the majority that controls in the

establisting of laws ani policies in the con .

12t of the atrains of the Association suc

perling sich tollutions, The Amalga

mat: r? ' Association has progressed .
That

Discossi
on may } e largely attributab

le to

the charman
te 111 resolutio

ns cf the bi

envia Snynos Let the Twentieth

Converti
on le tie largest within the tis

tory of the section . It is possible.

110W

а

There is ab !ındart time between

and the calling of the Twintieth Con

vention of the Amalom : ted Assoriatiny

within which Lorals can conceive in 15

of setting acide Convertion atte : 1

fund. Many Locals will rursue this chile

First the actual estimate of exence Of

sending a delegate to the Convention mºst

be made by each local. Then it m.'st bo

determined upon what part of th . I'vist

necessary to meet this com boa

aside each month int , 1991 )

some other cours , ** table to live 19.1.

able to the cele mai Rituit

the local at the Congo Tot it be

the largest couverrin, in pilit

ance of delegates, tint 11 ... !

history of the Acouri

ve

ΟΙ 1112v

1

The alvart2.125 of organization under

thepiiiis if the Auerican Federatiun]

of labor are shirly percigible from the

histery of the Aralamuted Association , as

Wil vihis athjated organizations. The

bicle of organization is better

W. w wie icttir wor's & conditions. That

in atteizes thanh the efforts of the

Ini ! 09:51 Asciation It is clearly

kutii Brow by every member

Waintirsi that bas given the

There are two

in attention . The

atly conditions

11'11 employme
nt

in street

te : ent existing wages

a 111 Wurkin conditions.
The second, and

1

f
The Bi-eoni:1 ( Ventir

mated Associatia 13 wire

policies to govern the

ersuing two

general meeting of time

is attenderi by derci ipsa vho

+
11 ...

ICIH
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invite his (Operation in the management

and operation on the property .

2

ar

perhaps more inmediate mais lle

younger cleme: t, is to compare wages år

working conditions 111on vid or,ainsi

systems of street and curlic raiwar's with

the wages and working corruitious that exist

upon street aud coctric rail vay systems

that have been and are { wins operates

under unorganized conditions in the year

1920 the populatirın of Indianapolis was

234,000. Where is there city in the

United States and Canada that stone with

a population of 231.009 in the year of

1920 , where transto -tatien rives

organized , in which said organized street

and electric railway !!!! are receiving as

lot wage rates ( ?ts Dirilir,

without any additional idration for

overtime? The Indianapolis vaso se : 'n is

fixed exclusively by the umpluvis

pany , as the Indianapolis siruet with
company O'rates non - 1 :110 . Ynt

Indianapolis organization : 4,1 : 1 it's pret

in eve: addit) What insis]

be the wage scale is that city .

parisons can be inue to slow the arvointip

that has come
With Oila si titrary

organization, without even is tiek )

the early days , Win 070773 ?ime Witosu synty

that originally 1 : pired tie 01 ani dei

wage workers,

as
are

are

122

Organized wage workers recognize that

their rights ard privileges of organization

ari sof citizenship are recognized by the

112212.ments of einploying properties.

Thuy ricoprire that it is their duty to

uite with the manageinent and make the

property SICC.Ssful to the most extreme

mistire pssible , as such filccess is even

cf more concern and interest to the organ

ir pork s bimself, Therefore ,

saf ty , kicinay aid courtesy to patronage

ord tre encordement of patronage exists

poperties where we workers

git'st rirlita as citirens and

ordfirmoire thu can possibly exist

lpii a pogut, where the rights of citizen

in is steriri wage workers and they are

cum ve 11er! to Wo" * linder non -union wages

31 Wiseliid, conditions. It is this linder

swing at las me the Amalgamated

1.sori tiun e Street and Electric Railway

Euro of 1 :11C1 One of the leading

vive of tip âminican Labor Movement.

! is iis 1111rstanding that etiecis, main

in ; 31 Xiends of diration in all other

C'halloynant. It is this under

standin that reluci's the army of

ami love and contributys Įreatest to

tariat cordition that maintains employ

yent to Wite workers and successful busi

business enterprises under the

piiskt industrial system .

un

a

1 )

1

1

CH

Safety and Co -operation the Ott of

managments of properties and empo poss

are important in the operation of

and electric railways, and this includes Lin

operation . It is through such co -rporation

that accidents are
avert á ?, 1 then the ti

expense of accidents is 21te luksi oli . )

patronage is teid and external L

operation Cann . exit

conditions, as 110. Sr. Orvirrini

in the breast of the W2.." With lines.lt,

and, while he may int portro
it is

to the maniljeniit, me rently doit

that rivoltinis freading and arritules that

does not enlist his CULE: re, in the steps

of the property.
Ho recomens the of his

rights as a man are biny with fin

him by the property mitjemalt, at he

recognizes that werkt en betrs 21.1

piny union methods, o ? ???? if

ments are wholly in the ini!!' t of mov

ing propertirs in the way of mirtinis

low wages. He recognize that the proporti

is squandering monov to withheld or randas
tion from the

emplomes an ! tlat ti:

money could better be appropriated in the

way of extending wages and beties Wint

ing conuitions to the Wore Works

recognizes that he cannt eitt silver links

and gold stars anl that they contributa

very little in warmth convenience in

clothing . He recogni. is that non - ti inuisin

gives the opportunity to the maradt meget

of preference among emple, 5 , the PTO ,

nizes that non -uniorism and is nothing in

the dignity of Labor. He recivars tint

ail organized wagt
mikils, win are

ceiving wage raus in WR + 1,50 partici

pate in fixing, know tha: he is

und man, helpless in it was anal in

working Then

!tiora 12t labor oranizes to establish

cilition by wiich better wages anii

82, jogo conditions cuide to the way work

Films : 12.40lver naturally as

that this incitors with prolit

That is what creates the conten

1,'t u rol c.pin 21 employers and or

fryrii. I Waya tui'iss. Vire it not for the

0 ,"alis Warten virkers anl the fact that

they are bines ability in conducting

t'or ( rinizitions, 172,45 generally would

emim l'han at til . Meni time', even

to the Worlized with workers, as the in

iles 11.11 Itse olizei Wort Workers has

it ; tot in viits rope i sl .) amplyers. There

i : 1 d . bt but that the 37 cents per hour

paid to the man who obtaineli employment

in 11 tin Indianapilis street railway as a

Tetominos conductor was even a hichir

riite rof write han he would have received

ial nist * bai. " ware workers in employ

17.- 10 vith streyt railway properties in

is rally. However, there

I', oorwi i rase Burkers upon street

riitr, S , Stans in a ciiv of the size of

1 p1 !!!!!, ' i ' , thit are working for that low

Crits per hour 25 their wages.

T. is in Dette for whish an employe

mbi te ) work for a fuil yeur in

tilrt. with the Indianapolis street

3 be di Kurting linder such

in tintelu ! 112 pt as the manage

s of the Wale worker's

Snill se stick to thit job for five

liis filas years or service he

12 cents per hour. Under present

en used

.

t

nn

establishing
thing
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.

that employing property for five years, | FROM LATE REPORTS OF

under present costs of living ; particularly INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

would this be the case were he a man of a

family. The Indianapolis street railway em International President W. D. Mahon,

ployes recognized the situation, organized associated with International Treasurer

and applied for an increase in wages.
The L. D. Bland, has completed a southern

management took a decided stand against trip, upon which they visited Fort Worth,

the reinstatement of some sixty of the em . Texas, where they reviewed the street

ployes on the charge of organizing, believ railway situation . They visited Birming

ing that this method would intimidate the ham, Ala. , in the interest of future con.

others and serve as a coercion to drive them vention conditions, and addressed a meet.

out of the organization . There is little doubt ing of Division No. 725. President Mahon's

but that there are some among the eleven report upon Division No. 725, its officers

hundred employes who will yield to the and members and the affairs of the Local,

coercive method of the employing manage is of a most encouraging nature and war

ment. Evidently not all of them were thus rants a prediction that the next convention

intimidated , as they could look upon the of the Association , which will be held in

employment with the understanding that Birmingham, in September, will be made

even should they lose out in their endeavor, one most entertaining and instructive to

they are not losing employment or the priv delegates and visitors from various Locals

ilege of employment that is in any way who will be in attendance. Local arrange

desirable or livable and in the event that ments were made for the convention, so

they will be unable to obtain reinstatement far as is possible at this early date. Upon

with better wages and working conditions , his return to the office, he visited Cincin

they sense the fact that they have lost noth nati, Ohio , where he advised with the

ing. Of course their endeavor may have an officers of Division No. 627 upon the affairs

influence with the management of the prop of that Local . At the time of this report,

erty to slightly increase wages and improve February 26, President Mahon is at the

working conditions. This will be another General Office, where he is giving attention

illustration of the value of organization, to the general affairs of the Association.

even to unorganized wage workers and those President Mahon granted a charter for the

who may lose out in employment will have institution of Div. No. 981 , Alexandria,

the sati'action of knowing that they ele La.

vated ti standard of living — wages and

working conditions --for those who in the International Treasurer L. D. Bland

future work for the Indianapolis street rail associated with International President

way property.
W. D. Mahon upon his trip to Texas and

Birmingham , Ala . He presents a glowing

The December issue of Industrial Man
report upon the affairs of Division No. 725

agement , a publication in the interest of the
and states that the next convention, which

Employers Association, in recommending
will be held in September, has all of the

industrial executives to turn their atten
encouragement that can be expected in

tion to extending the applications of me
Birmingham as a convention city .

chanical power and specialized machinery ,

sets forth that each additional horse power
First International Vice -President Wm. B.

“ provided per worker in industry over
Fitzgerald , since his return from his trip

10-year period has increased the net annual west , has given his attention to the assist

output value of that worker by $ 1310 ." ance of the International President in the

Further it states that " mechanical and general affairs of the Association . In the

electrical power are far more stimulating
course of his work he attended a meeting

to production than is man power and that of Division No. 26, held in Monroe, Mich ,,

a horse power can be employed for about in the interest of the D. U. R. Branch

one-twentieth of the amount of a man's
of the Local . Per the date of this report,

wages .' It further states that : " Indus February 24, Vice-President Fitzgerald was

trial plants are becoming larger, but at the General Office.

fewer in number : For ten plants in 1914

there were only seven in 1923 . The out Second International Vice -President P. J.

put per worker in 1914 was $5430 and in O'Brien visited Hartford, Conn., where he

1923 , $6900 . The total power in consulted with the officers of the Hartford

American industry rose from 7,024,000 in Locals upon organization extension work.

1914 to 8,778,000 in 1923 . At Providence, Ř . I. , he attended a meet

increased 24.9 per cent ; horse power in ing of Division No. 618 and addressed the

creased 47.6 per cent , and production in members upon the subject of motor coach

creased 58.8 per cent . For every wage operation. At New Haven, Conn ., he

earner at work in American industry 334 addressed a meeting of Division No. 281

horse power is also at work. The increase upon organization extension work . In this

of 18 per cent in horse power, per, wage work he is assisted by G. E. B. Member

earner in 1923 as compared with 1914, re John H. Reardon . He also , with Board

sulted in a 34 per cent increase in output Member Reardon , attended and addressed

per wage earner.” As affecting the wage a meeting of the Joint Conference Board

earners, that means either a further redue of the Connecticut Locals. Perhis report

tion in hours for a service day or an ex of February 12, there had been no adjust

tension of the army of unemployed . ment of the suspension of work affecting

C.
a

5.

man

Man power
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PA

or

case

con

were at

Division No. 269 , Danbury, Conn. On No. 821 , Jersey City, N. J. , and per his

this date he was yet at New Haven , report of February 20, was at Allentown ,

assisting Division No. 281 . Pa . , in the interest of Division No. 95 ' .

Seventh International Vice-President

James Largay, at Dayton , Ohio , attended
G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon his

and addressed a meeting of Division No.
advised with Division No. 620, Framing

810. ham , Mass ., which Local is affected by an
He reports the Local to be in a

progressive condition . Per his report of
order of the court given to the receiver

February 12 , he was at Lexington, Ky . , of the company, granting to him thirty

days in which to put the property on a
upon . grievance work in the interest of
Division No. 639. paying basis close operation entirely.

The result of this has been that one of the

Ninth International Vice-President M. J.
lines has been abandoned and some twenty

Murray, per his report of February 6, was of the employes have been told that their

assisting Division No. 587, Seattle, Wash .,
services would have to be thereby dis

continued. At Chelsea, Mass. , he attended

upon a question of seniority that has arisen

as between the Local and the Civil Service a meeting of Division No. 240 , where he

Commission . installed the officers elected for the year
The was yet under

1927 .consideration in a conference stage. At Boston, he adjusted the

troversy between Steam and Hoisting

Thirteenth International
The case

Vice- President
Engineers and Division No. 589 .

Robert B. Armstrong , at Springfield, Ill . ,
was that of a contention relative to juris

diction of certain employes who
reports that the subject of arbitration of

the time members of Division No. 589.

wages in the interest of Divisions Nos.

905, Danville ; 906, Decatur ; 907, Spring At Waltham , he assisted Division No. 600

field ; 908, Peoria ; and 909, Staunton, Ill . ,
upon agreement work . A settlement was

is yet awaiting selection of a third arbi
made upon one cent per hour increase in

trator to complete the arbitration board.
wages, establishing wage rates at 49% cents

His report of February 12 shows that there
per hour for first 3 months service men ;

are also endeavors being made to effect . 9 months of service;and 58 cents per hour
54 cents per hour for those of the next

an adjustment without the selection of a

third arbitrator, for those of more than one year of service,
The wage question is

the closing feature of the new agreement with 5 cents per hour added to these rates

for bus and one-man car operators. Over.
being negotiated by those Locals.

time was fixed at the rate of time and

one-half .
General Executive Board Member Edw. He attended a Joint Conference

McMorrow Board meeting of Divisions Nos. 235 ,has
rendered assistance to

Division No. 517, Gary, Ind. , in an
Brockton ; 238 , Lynn; 240, Chelsea ; 243,

deavor to adjust a dispute relative to
Taunton ; 246 , Salem ; 253, Quincy ; 261,

seniority, as applying to coach service.
Lawrence; 270, Gloucester ; 280 , Lowell;

Per his report of February 12, he was
373, Hyde Park ; and 503 , Haverhill, Mass.

assisting Division 228, Joliet, Ill. ,
The Board took up subjects of the agree

upon
ment which may be subjects for amend

wage agreement work.
ment . Per his report of February 19 , he

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, who
assisting Divisions Nos . 281, New

visited Cornwall, Ont. , upon agreement Haven, and 425, Hartford , Conn . , and

618, Providence, R. I., upon agreement
work in the interest of Division No. 946,

extension work relative to bus service
reports that petition will be made for con
tinuance of operators .

the present agreement for

G. E. B. Member Alen H. Burt visited

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , at Hannibal, Mo. , where he attended and

Shamokin , Pa. , assisted Division No. 641 addressed a meeting of Division No. 872 .

upon agreement work . The company re He advised with the local upon the matter

fused to include within the agreement bus of accepting into membership bus operators

operators and refused the bus operators operating busses in connection with the

wage rates paid the rail car trainmen . rail property . He reports favorably, upon

The result
was that Division No. 641 the Local and that the company is not

suspended work the night of January 28. opposed to the bus men joining the Local.

The suspension
continued until At Sioux City, Iowa , he attended a meet

agreement
was obtained, which includes ing of Division No. 779 and, with the

the bus operators and granted to the bus officers of the Local, associated in a

operators? cents per hour increase in
ference with the employing management

wages. Work was resumed February 1 , upon the subject of grievances . From

following the signing of the agreement. Sioux City he was directed to visit Des

Board Member Shea then visited Mt. Moines, Iowa , and in the course of his trip

Carmel , Pa. , where Division No. 421 was to Des Moines he attended and addressed

involved in a subject of seniority as affect a meeting of Division No. 334 , Boone,

ing motormen and conductors, This case Iowa , and 607, Marshalltown , Iowa. He

was deferred. He then visited New York, reports most favorably upon those

where he assisted Division No. 980 upon Locals . Per his report of February 12 , he

grievance work . Following this service, he had arrived at Des Moines , Iowa, in the

en

was

another year .

was an

con

two

micitud n :
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JAPAN MARKETS
G. E. B. Member Büliam F. Welch

in February was dispatrhed to Zanesville,

Ohio , to assist Division N. 809,
lipon

agreement work .

W33

La.,

von .

G. E. B. Member Jam's B. Lawson

visited Tulsa, Obla ., were he assisted

Division No. 892 in the adjustment of a

bus seniority dispite that had arisen ard

gave assistance to the Local 11901

ment work. Puding the line " f

conferences upon this wor ' , li

dispatched to Alexandria , rilere,

with the assistałce of Presiduri Chuks

W. Swallow , of the Louisiana State Pof L.,

he organized and instituted Division Nii

981 , as per his report of February 12 .

G. E. B. Moinber Fred 1. Hoovis at

Calgary , Alta ., per his rerort ( f Fibrary

12 , was continuing 11:'n 11 * t

in the interest of Division No. 583 . Thi

Local is associsted with other minal

organizations in an 20 ; ication for an in

crease in one , This case is yut in

conference ,

STRIKES AND ICCKOUTS

f : m

ii:יי:*זנויז?

1

bern 110 )

01

Danbury, Conn . — There bus

change in the attitude of the empty or .

Division No. 269 in the mattis the

suspension of work of the tem ! min

the Local, who were practically lochi ulet

by the employing
management

The case

remains yet 19 der disment of Law

national Vice President P. J. O'Bui'n .

Something of the nature of business with

foreign inanifacturing nations as applying

to the U. S. is shown in a report upon

imports and exports of Japan, as given in

the loat :ly Circular issied by the Ec

onomic Research Department, Mitsubishi

Gosli Kaisha Tiaranouchi, Tokyo, Japan.

The stat »ment is of the exports and im

ports of that 13tion .

For the ten months of the year 1926 ,

ending with the close of November, exports

of sales productions asgregated 1,699,658,617

Iinports agr. zated 2,054,610,727 yen .

A ver is of the onroximate value of an

American or Canadian haif dollar.

The report shows that japan paid 61

inports 21 %, in exces of what was receive

Sorts . This represents Japan as a

maak..t laien . But what nations profited

by selling to Japan more in value than

was purstased ?

The stuitement shows that for every dollar

in value of shipments meleto Japan by

the l'. S. , the ' U , S. paid $ 1.24 for pr.

chases of shipments from Japan . This

shows the U. S. to be a markoi nation for

Japan of greater then the average value

of 21 %

Of the world exports by Japan during

the 10 months coverei by the report,

41 % were to the US. Of the wori!

imports of Japa!, 271 % were from the

U. S.

Exmoits from Japan to Canada within

the ten months reported wore of the value

of $ 10,143,820). Import , by Japan from

Cenada representat 28 j30,30 .

Expironts from England to Japan repre

Sented 212 times tie vilce of imports

from Jagdl.

Exports from Germany to Japan repre

sauter 21 times the valiie of imports from

Japan to Gerry.

Exports from Rysia to Japan repre
sínter 1 ! times the value of imports to

Russin from Jalan. This also represents

the dir : ction of trade with other European.

Country, as illas South American na

t1015, 304 , 1 : 3 niine.

The Uniti Siat a : a Chira purchase

61 , of all of the pricorts from Japan..

Al other natious of te world purchase

of the export produsets of Japar,

1.mesini the nited States from

Jini Viti:in th 10 mrithis quoted ex

C port d eximits from the U. S. Japan ,

in trin in the amount of 70,300,000.

Purch's made by the US from Japan

11,1! :** Over 350,091,00.1.

n

Thi c .

Shamokin , Pa.-- Division 1 ) : 611

pended wosk Janaiv 29.
Ti s ' ! Pini

was the result of the man int; ľ of the

employing property refrising tipsmit the

inclusion of bus operators within the men

agreement sought by the leal

was under the advise aerit cf G. F. l ' .

Member P. ). Sie . Carens inn i

ately following the suspensiun rosited in a

settier'lat, hy which the Liis Operators

were included in the a reerint and granted

the same rate of Wales as is civis by

the rail car nouhers f l'ivisit No. 21 ,

establishi.g wares iii . to nt m :) ,

ductors and bus oraruis of 47 ponts ),

hour to extra ne'i aril 52 Cr ; per his

to regulirs, with atlitir,

time and (97.6-1; if Ir ul . Stiin ! 1 ? ;

bris Opera : I ) 1.tojsieri

cents per hur

sumed Febrkury 1 .

C011

re

LIBON VUONOTED WITH

A } .CI CETICE

Death has taken from the risks of the

Amalgamated Association P : sitient Adops ;

Jacobs of Division No.32, Davenport, I wa

Brother Tirolen bere 10 a 10 :nber of this

Amalgamateri che priction , trouh . Dar

enport Local, inilliy -t10 Jours , löst Luli ,

He became a very a tiie Loisit in te jibus

movement in liell' OMI, 1 oral )

bered as a child te tie cilt of the

International 191,flitical Bl: initiru !.

Quebec, in not. The'l, 1977

active part in Lj. COD! c*ption and neiksi

the Ritual Committee.

+

11:40 11:0 ! i , ' T NV'S Service.

1 : 1111! .. a leo Butlein

110111

0 , " iin ile I itiesiai

tied in Oct ! :

irent positi

Pilis silueil

Iris

ܐܙ-
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The company

Commeil or

alle

UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE matics until 1922 , when the department

COMPANY INSTALLS EXPERTS granted him a year's leave of absence.

Since that time he has been in charge of

Directors of The Union Labor Life the chpartment's actuarial work in the life

Insurance Company, throlo President itis : race field ,

Matthew Woll, in a three-day session end . The Company will write group and ordi

ing this afternoon , corfind the point nary policies designed to meet the needs

ment of Mr. J. D. Madril as vice presi of waxe earners, trade unionists and trade

dent-general manager , and the appointment livia Orinary business will be written

of Mr. R. B. Roblins as vice president 111 four classes , according to hazards of

actuary .
Occupation . The Company will operate

These are the two principal auprintments through the local secretaries or other

for the immediate present anıl, in the representatives in the United States and

opinion of the director's, stane ! as an indi
Canada of over 31,000 unions, with mem

cation of the type of experts who will be bership of over 4,000,000 members. On

engaged to operate union labor's latest and ordinary policies, to which disability and

most important financial enterp :ise.
double indemnity benefits may be added

ii the insured desires, the maximum has

was organized approxi been set at $ 5,000. Annuities will be pro

mately a year ago and within that year has vidier through plans of settlement on en

grown from an idea to an organization

which , within a month , will take its place
cowments at advanced ages. Over $ 350,000

among the great financial institutions of

capital and $ 350,000) subscribed surplus bas

the country and
now been paid in , and the Company will

a place unique in the business on about March

history of organized labor throughout the
world ,

Mr. Maddrill was born in Nevada in

1880 and received his elucation ia Calin

OLD RAILWAY EMPLOYE PASSES

fornia , taking his A. B. at the University
OUT

of California in 1903 and his Ph . D. at the

same institution in 1907, late becoming
The funeral of Edward T. Goodfcilow ,

an instructor in statistical, insurance, in uo died Wednesday, January 19, brought

vestment and engineering mathematics . jush the fact that the street railway service

From 1913 to 1917 be did special analytir lust an important factor in operation of that

and editorial work at the home office of pruity Mr. Goodiellow was 75 years of

The Travelers Insurance Company for the Ile and his wife, formerly Miss Flor

actuarial and agency departments. During auce ' hasier of Cincinnati, Ohio , were in

the next three years he helped Organize the liiveth ytar of their married life . Their

the program and procedure of the var home for many years was at St. Johns Sta

Risk Bureau, and made the actuarial valt . t10 : 1, St. Louis County . He was connected

ations of Senate and House by's for the with the United Railways for more than

retirement of U. S. Ciril Sörvive emuloyecem, thirty years.
In the early days he was

later serving for five yuchas on the bar ? Wol! 25 áll owl car conductor. In the last

of consulting actuaries provided by the

existing Retirement Act .

rear lie way in vilice work on the St. Charles
He was

Electric Line, where he was employed up to

the five original superintendents of the Red

habilitation Board ' under Director Peser,

tvo (divs before his death . He suffered a

collobrating in the general organization of

fatal atieck of pneumonia. Mr. Goodfellow

that service and the complete organization

las a hálf brother of the late George T.

of the Western districi , comprising Cart
Story, a lifelong employe of the Globe Demo

fornia, Arizona and Tovarla . Froill 192 ')
flat, who died less than a year ago. He was

to 1925 he carried out reoranization
work a son of Rasert Goodrellow , one of the pio

for the Pennsvivanlia Manufacturers As:«
135 of St. Louis, and his mother was a

ciation Casualty and Fire Intranc Con 11 Unrer of the Rutledge family. He is

panies and was employer in 1925 and 1928 Svived by his widow .

for the reorganization of the lartfid
St. Louis Globe Democrat .

Accident and Indemnity Company hume

office and agency system of control over VIGILANT WATCH ORDINANCE
risk selection , In 1926 he was eligazin,

by Woodward, Forditer and Ryar ri In St. Louis there exists what is known

sulting actuaries of New York , Vi rilant Watch Ordinanca There

work of crganization of TIE UNION was recentiy a case of alleged violation of

LABOR LIFE INSURANCE COM'iy tiis cruinance b < fore the court, which re

Mr. Robbins was bor: in Ir divi in sult 1 in a 'cision that, it is a motor

1886 and received his A. B. and A. il. man's duty to be on the lookout for per

degrees from the University of Indiana anu ?
or vehicles on or approaching the

his Ph. D. from Harvard in 1911 From track and to stop his car in the shortest

that time until 1921 , when he joined the time and space possible. This duty is

Insurance Department of VW
York citingnis ad failure of the motorman to

assistant actuary, he taucht mal!emne as anproachines automobile in time to

Succissively at Harvard, Shethili Scicerisi avoid a colision with it from a point where

School at Yale and the Crivacity of he could have seen it in the exercise of the

Michigan, where he became usitant p5's care prescribed by the ordinance, consti

fessor of actuarial ani statisticai mathe tutes iltgligence.

One of

SOMS
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TO OUR GOOD UNION

By Richard Dalton

..

It always gives me pleasure, as I think of

days gone by,

When our fathers, with great foresight

and keen, discerning eye,

Saw the need to get together and " all for

one" to stand,

When they organized our Union in a

strong, determined band.

With steady, hard , increasing toil those

pioneers built well;

The world will never give full praise ,

nor half the story tell.

And so , in memory's storehouse, with lov

ing thoughts we lay

The laurel wreath of gratitude for those

who paved our way.

The seed they sowed in earnestness and

Qurtured with great care,

Has grown to such ripe fruitage that

each member gets his share.

It hag shortened hours of labor ; our toil

brings better pay :

A home for sick and feeble, where there's

got a cent to pay.

The pension and death benefit that came

when there was need ,

Show the record of the children, where

fathers took the lead .

Let's uphold our Union's standard-show

our appreciation,

And see that Unionism never ceases in

our nation .

of Div. No. 900, Highwood, Ill .; cause,

Diabetes .. 150.00

Mrs. Julia Porrest, beneficiary , death claim of

Nathan Forrest , deceased, late Member At

Large, International Office, Detroit, Mich .;

cause, Gastro Enteritis .. 600.00

Mrs. Margaret Stump, beneficiary, death

claim of Jacob L. Stump, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .;

cause , Cardiac Failure following Bronchial

Asthma . 800.00

Emma Hanson, beneficiary , death claim of

Herman Hanson, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ; cause
Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mrs. Mattie Burkhardt, beneficiary, death

claim of Louis Burkhardt, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ;

cause , Cancer of Prostate . 800.00

Nina Smith , beneficiary, death claim of

Lawrence D. Smith, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 582, Utica, N. Y.; cause ,

Angina Pectoris (Heart Trouble) . 700.00

Mrs. Luella Garvey, beneficiary , death claim

of P. A. Garvey, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .; cause , Prac

tured Skull and Oedema of Lungs from fall.

ing down stairs at his home 800.00

Mrs. Martha Horrigan , beneficiary, death

claim of W. C. Horrigan , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage .
800.00

Mrs.
Katherine Kehoe, beneficiary, death

claim of James J. Kehoe, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill.;

cause, Chronic Myocarditis and Valvular
Heart Disease .. 150.00

Mrs. Laura Hankins, beneficiary , death claim

of James W. Hankins, deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No. 915 , Granite City, Ill.;

cause , Appoplexia superinduced by Arterio
Sclerosis . 700.00

Bertha Reilly Schmitt, beneficiary, death

claim of John Reilly,deceased, late member
of Div. No. 164, Wilkes- Barre, Pa .; cause ,

Cancer of Bladder, Hemorrhage and Uraemia 800.00

Annie, M. Gallivan, beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph Gallivan, deceased, late member

of Div . No: 238, Lynn, Mass.; cause, Pul
monary Tuberculosis ...

800.00

Lillian Fisher,, beneficiary , death claim of

Anthony Fisher, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 168, Scranton, Pa.; cause, Cancer

of Bowels, following Operation for Cancer
of Rectum 800.00

Goldie A. Roope, beneficiary, death claim of

Benjamin F. Roope, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause,
Chronic Myocarditis .

800.00

Mary L. Peters , beneficiary, death claim of

P. A. Peters , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 900, Highwood , Ill.; cause . Hemiplegia
following Arterio Sclerosis and Myocarditis 500.00

Mary E. Gray, beneficiary , deat claim of

Walter N. Gray, deceased, late
tember of

Div . No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo .; c use , Acute

Aneurysm and Chronic Interstitia, Nephritis. 500.00

Mrs. Alice Mink, beneficiary , death
claim

of Paul Mink , deceased . late member of

Div. No. 975, Wheeling. West Va.; cause,
Arterio Sclerosis and Myocarditis,

300.00

Stojan Obradovich , guardianof minor bene,
ficiaries, balance due on death claim of

Jacob Glavis , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 624, Buffalo , N. Y.; cause, Acute
Alcoholism . 499.00

E. M. Barber, financial secretary and treas.

urer of Div. No. 939, forbeneficiary , death

claim of John W. Nash . deceased , late
member of Div. No. 939, Wapakoneta,

Ohio ; cause , Lobar Pneumonia .
700.00

Alice Lee Boyd , beneficiary , death claim of

Benjamin F. Boyd , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 765, Montgomery, Ala.; cause ,

Angina Pectoris ..
800.00

Mrs. Margaret Desmond, beneficiary, death

claim of Daniel Desmond , deceased, late

memberof Div . No. 842 , Wilmington , Del.;
cause , Hypostatic Pneumonia and Cardiac

Decompensation ..
500.00

Mrs. Ellen Jones, beneficiary, death claim of
George W. Jones, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Angina
Pectoris

800.00

Mrs. Nellie Howard, beneficiary, death claim

of Prapk H. Howard , deceased , late mem

ber of Div, No. 704, Little Rock, Ark.i.

savs Pneumonia ...
800.00

on

Disbursements from the Death , Disability and

Old Age Benefit Fund during the month of January ,
1927, were mado to beneficiaries claims

follows :

Death Benefits .

Lewis Parker, financial secretary of Div. No.
741 , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Richard Gough , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 741, London , Ont .; cause , Heart

Disease . $ 800.00

Mrs. Barbara Ball , beneficiary, death claim

of A. (Abraham ) Ball, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 027, Cincinnati, Ohio;
cause , Diabetes Mellitus and Cerebral

Hemorrhage .. 800.00

Mary A. Curtis, beneficiary, death claim of

Edward M. Curtis, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 757 , Portland, Oregon ; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis with Decompensation

and Chronic Hepatitis .. 800.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 215 , for beneficiaries,

death claim of Casper I. Fuller, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 215, Wheaton,

Ill .; cause, Carcinoma of Stomach . 275.00

Jessie Taylor , beneficiary , death claim of

W. R.'Taylor, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 618. Providence, R. I.; cause ,

LobarPneumonia and Cardiac Insufficiency 800.00

Mrs. Blanch E. Martin, beneficiary, death

claim of Leslie R. Martin, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 103, Wheeling. West

Va.; cause, Acute Rheumatic Fever and

Acute Endocarditis .. 800.00

Mrs. Concetta Rich, beneficiary, death claim

of John Rich, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass .; cause , Myo

carditis . 800.00

David L. Sloane, guardian of minor bene

ficiary, death claim of Maurice Sloane, de

ceased, late member of Div. No. 281. New

Haven, Conn .; cause, Endocarditis, Myo

carditis and Nephritis . 800.00

Jessie Duncan, beneficiary, death claim of

John R. Duncan, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 900, Highwood , Ill.; cause,
Shock due to crushing injuries of both legs

and feet - accident. 250.00

Jacob Zaehnler, beneficiary , death claim of

Gottlieb Zaehnler, deceased, late member

as
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Hattie · Hobbs, beneficiary, death clairs of

W. M. Hobbs, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 847, St. Joseph , Mo.; cause ,
Acute Gangrenous Appendicitis. 500.00

Mrs. Ellen L. Felipek, beneficiary, death claim

of Lorenzo Felipez, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La.; cause ,

Tuberculosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Daisy Craig, beneficiary, death claim of

Scott Craig , deceased, late member of Div.

No: 758, Tacoma, Wash.; cause , Tubercu

losis of Left Hip Joint .. 800.00

Eva May Lanour, beneficiary, death claim of

Arthur Lanour, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 280, Lowell, Mass.; cause, Cardio
Vascular Disease .. 800.00

Mrs. Louise Black , beneficiary, death claim

of Oscar ). Black, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 360, Alliance, Ohio ; cause,
Broncho -Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs. Myrtle Patrick , beneficiary, death claim

of William Patrick, deceased , late member

of Div, No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause ,

Angina pectoris .. 800.00

Margaret Rowe, beneficiary , death claim of

John Rowe, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y.; cause, Intestinal
Obstruction.. 800.00

Mrs. Helen Kujawa, beneficiary , death claim
of Stanley Kujawa, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Acute
Cardiac Dilatation and Myocarditis . 600.00

Nellie Cassedy, beneficiary, death claim of

William Cassedy, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 238, Lynn , Mass.; cause , Hem

Orrhage from Duodenal Ulcer .. 800.00

Arthur F. Blackwell, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 107 , to be applied on

bill of funeral expenses, death claim of

Thomas Birch, deceased, late member of
Div. No. 107 , Hamilton , Ont.; cause,

Rheumatoid Arthritis with Rheumatism ... 250.00

Catherine O'Donnell, beneficiary, death claim
of Hugh O'Donnell, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 433 , Lansford , Pa.; cause,
Cerebral Apoplexy . 200.00

Mrs. Prieda Grube, beneficiary, death claim
of Charles Grube, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 241, 'Chicago, 11 .;. caise, Or
ganic Heart Disease .. 200.00

Herbert W. Mann,administrator of estate of

deceased, for beneficiaries, death claim of

Lewis F. Mann,deceased , late member of

Div. No. 785. Amesbury, Mass .; cause ,
Heart Disease . 800.00

Mrs. Julia O'Leary, beneficiary, death claim

of John O'Leary , deceased , latemember of
Div. No. 304 , Glens Falls, N. Y.; cause,
Pleurisy with effusion .. 800.00

N. , J. Delaney , financial secretary of Div.

No. 132. for funeral expenses ,death claim

of William B. Scuiley,deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 132, Troy, N. Y.; cause,

Bronchial Pneumonia' and Large Hernia ... 275.00

Mrs. Maren Larsen, beneficiary, death claim

of Christ A. Larsen , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, An
gina Pectoris.. 800.00

Mrs.ThomasToole, beneficiary, death claim

of Thomas Coon , 'deceased, late memberof

Div. No. 165, Girardville , Pa.;cause, Cere
bral Hemorrhage . 700.00

Mrs. Neva Johnson, beneficiary , death claim

of Carl M. Johnson , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill .; cause ,
Accident - Struck by auto . 500.00

Mrs. Anna Cohen, beneficiary, deathclaim
of Emanuel Cohen, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241. Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Mitral Insufficiency and General Arterio

Sclerosis .
800.00

Mrs.. Pauline Tresemer, beneficiary, death

claim of Walter G. Tresemer, deceased , late

member of Div , No. 900 , Highwood, Ill .;
cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis .

700.00

Josephine M. Harrigan, beneficiary, death

claim of Dennis Harrigan , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y.;

cause, Struck by Electric Car, causing

Practured Skull and Crushed Chest.. 800.00

George Durand , presidentand business agent

of Div . No. 192,for beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph P. Richards, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 192, Oakland, Calif.;

cause, Several Paraiytic Strok : 8 Cerebro

Vascular Disease . 800.00

meline Swindles, benefciary , death elalma of
Baward Bwindlos ,deceased, lata member

of Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I.; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.
250.00

Mrs. Ada M. Carvin, beneficiary , death claim

of George Carvin , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 880 , Camden , N. J .; cause,

Myocarditis..
300.00

Mrs. Cora Lee Huling, beneficiary, death

claim of J. H. Huing, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .;

cause, Apoplexy . 800.00

Mrs. Delilah Ellis, beneficiary, death claim

of John H. Ellis, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 725. Birmingham , Ala .; cause,

Bright's Disease .... :::
600.00

Dora Sternberg, beneficiary, death claim of
Henry Sternberg, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ; cause,

Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mrs. Frieda Kling, beneficiary, death claim

of Oscar P. Kling , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 757 , Portiand, Oregon ; cause,
Hemorrhage from Gastric Ulcer .. 800.00

Rafaela Calucci, beneficiary, death claim of

Poulo Calucci, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 819, Newark , N. J.; cause, Lober

Pneumonia . 150.00

Delia English, beneficiary, death claim of

John English, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 819, Newark , N. J .; cause , Dia

betic Coma and Heart Failure. 800.00

Mrs. Fannie Parker , beneficiary, death claim

of Elbert Richard Parker, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 770, Mobile, Ala.;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage . , .. 275.00

Mr. Anne C. Jacobs, beneficiary, death claim
of Adolph Jacobs, deceased , lato member

of Div. No. 312, Davenport, Iowa ; cause ,

Appendicitis
800.00

Mrs. Bernadette J. Murat, beneficiary, death

claim of John Murat, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 194, New Orlegas, La .;

cause , Pulmonary Embolism 800.00

Gus. J. Bienvenu, financial secretary of Div .

No. 194, for beneficiaries, death claim of
P. Huge, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause, Asphyx

iation by illuminating gas - Suicide . 800.00

H, L. Thomas, financial secretary and treat

urer of Div . No. 757 , for administrator of

estate for beneficiary , death claim of Pete

Campanella, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 757, Portland, Oregon ; cause, Paeu .

monia
800.00

Mrs. Helena J. Hennessey, beneficiary, death

claim of Joho D. Hennessey , deceased , late

member of Dir , No. 194, New Orleans, La .;

cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 400.00

Mrs. Anos J. Lasciuttu, beneficiary, death

claim of Jerome Lasciuttu , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 194 , New Orloans,

La.; cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis, . 700.00

Mrs. Katherine Oberdick , beneficiary, death

claim of August Oberdick, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 308, Chicago. In .;

cause, Gastric Ulcers , Arterio Sclerosis and

Cirrhosis of Liver .. 800.00

Mrs. Johanna Grogan , beneficiary , death

claim of James Grogan , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia and Acute Myo

carditis .. 800.00

Martin P. Mara , beneficiary , death claim of

Patrick Mara, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 737 , Syracuse , N. Y.; cause ,

Myocardial Degeneration 800.00

Hannab Plocher, beneficiary , death claim of

Joho Plocher , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 757, Portland , Oregon ; cause,

Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 800.00

Rollia C. Lane , financial secretary of Div.

No. 690, _for beneficiary , death claim of

George Thomas Greene, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 600, Pitchburg , Mass.;

cause, Acute Myocarditis und Chronic

Pibrous ) Bronchitia . 300.00

H. L. Thomas, financial secretary and treat
urer of Div. No. 757 , for beneficiary, death

claim of P. J. Dungan, deceased, late meme

ber of Div. No. 757, Portland , Oregon ;
cause , Cardiac Asthma , 400.00

Mrs. Bertha O'Neill, beneficiary , death claim

of William O'Neill, deceased, late member
of Div. No. 381, Butte, Mont.; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs. Josephine Broderick, beneficiary, death

claim of John Broderick, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.;

cause , Pulmonary Dedema . 800.00
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Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary - treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of John R. Jones, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.; cause

Chronic Nephritis and Chronic Myocar
ditis ..

800.00
Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308 , to be applied on bill of
funeral expenses , death claim of Otho E.

Welsh , deceased, late member of Div . No.

308, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Generalized Septi.
cemia following compound Fracture of
right leg from being struck by cab - Acci

dent .
100.00

Mrs. Mary Wollweber, beneficiary , death

claim of Anton Wollweber, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Pleuro Pneumonia ..
300.00

Margret J. Gruby, beneficiary, death claim

of Fred A. Gruby, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 313, Rock Island, 111 .; cause ,

Arterio Sclerosis ..
800.00

G. G. Engstrom , financial secretary of Div.

No. 313, for beneficiaries, death claim of

John Dukey, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 313, Rock Island, Ill.; cause ,
Cardio Renal Disease with Terminal Pucu

monia and Uremia
800.00

Mrs. Frank Thurlby , beneficiary, death claim

of Frank Thurlby, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 515, Galesburg , N .; cause ,
Angina Pectoris , .

800.00
Lou Miller, beneficiary, death claim of Elmer

Arthur Miller, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 587 , Seattle , Wash .; causė, An

gina Pectoris .
800.00

Carrie Griswald, beneficiary , death claim of

Ole Griswald , deceased , late member of
Div. No. 587, Seattle , Wash .; cause , An

uria , Pyelitis .
800.00Nettie Pillar,

beneficiary, death claim of
Beek M. Pillar, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 587, Seattle , Wash.; cause , Pachy

meningitis, Hemorrhagic . 800.00
Mary A. Delodge, beneficiary , death c'aim of

Joseph P. Delodge, deceased, late member
of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause ,
Cerebral Hemorrhage ..

500.00

Mrs. Moses C. Wilson, beneficiary, death

claim of Moses C. Wilson , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 469, Derby, Comi.;

cause , Carcinoma of Liver . 400.00

Ada Pettet Tripp, beneficiary, death claim

of Sherman 1. Tripp , deceased, late mem

her of Div . No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.;

cause , Acute Vastoiditis with extra dural

abscess, Purulent Meningitis and Bilatcral
Broncho - Pneumonia , 100.00

Amelia Hassinger, beneficiary, death claim of

G. H. Hassinger, deceased , late member of
Div. No, 282, Rochester, N. Y .; cause,

Acute Cardiac Dilatation and Aortic In

sufficiency 800.00

Mrs. Rose Duzinski, beneficiary , death claim

of William Duzinski, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Aortic Stenosis Decompensation . 800.00

Disability Benefits.
Jacob E. Chambers, member of Div. No.

627 , Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause, Falling into
Pit at Car Barn injuring his back and

spine . 800.00

Old Age Benefits.

Donald Buchanan , member of Div . No. 101 ,
Vancouver, B. C. 800.00

David H. Marks, member of Div. No. 238,

Lynn , Mass .. 800.00

V. Miller, member of Div. No. 85 , Pitts

burgh , Pa .. 800.00

John Fitzpatrick , member of Div. No. 269 ,

Danbury , Conn... 800.00

Louis H. Mesenbrink , member of Div. No.

241, Chicago , Ill .. 800.00

William R. Lawrence, member of Div. No.

517 , Gary , Ind . 800.00

Tabor S. Latta , member of Div . No. 308,

Chicago, Ill .. 800.00

William L. Wright, member of Div . No. 280,

Lowell, Mass.. 800.00

Charles Brown , member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill .. 800.00

L. L. Michel, member of Div. No. 194 , New

Orleans, La .. 800.00

Bapoleon Laneville, member of Div . No. 101 ,
Vancouver, B , C .... 800.00

Total , $68,624.00

B

In
Memoriam

of our

By Div. No. 312, Davenport, Iowa

Whereas : We, the members of Div. No. 312 .
Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Rail .

way Employes of America , feel that our Local and

the labor movement have sustained a great loss in the
death

late beloved brother and president ,
Adolph Jacobs, and
Whereas : It is with profound sympathy for the

family and friends in their sorrow that we received

the news of his death ; therefore, be it

Resolved: That our charter be draped for thirty

days in memory of our late beloved president; that

this resolution be spread upon the minutes of this

meeting ; that the resolution be printed in the Motor .

man and Conductor and Labor Review and a copy of

the resolution be sent to the bereaved family of our

late brother.

Feb. 3
JOHN A. FELL,

OSCAR CARSTENS,

S. H. HOWELL ,

Committee

By Division No. 238, Lynn , Mass.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

remove from our midst Brother Joseph Gallivan ,

and

Whereas : We bow in humble submission to

im who knoweth best, yet we feel that it will

be consoling , to his family to know that faithful
friends and brothers extend to them their deepest

sympathy: therefore , be it
Resolved : That, as a mark of respect for our

diparted brother, we drape our charter for a period

of thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions be

Sent to his family , published in the Motorman and
Conductor and entered upon the records of our

Division ,

January 14. B. F. SIMPSON ,

PATRICK CORCORAN,

FRANK J. MURPHY,
Resolution Committee.

a

By Division 954 , Souderton , Penne .

Whereas: God in his immersurable wisdom has
removed from our midet, our beloved brother, Jacob

B. Gottshall, and realizing that by the death of
Brother Gottshall our Local has lost worthy
member, his wife and children a loving hukbani
and inther And the community & cd citizen ;
therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division 954 , of A. A. of S. &

E. R. E. of A. , extend our heartfelt sympathy to

the bereaved family ; that our charter be draped

for a period of ninety days ; a copy of this resea .

tion be spread upon the minutes of this Local and
copy forwarded the MOTORMAN AND Con

DUCTOR for publication ,

C. C. BRINNER , President;

T. H. GRIMLEY , Recording Sangatary .

By Division No. 238 , Lynn, Mass.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

remove from our midst Brother William J. Cassidy,
And

Whereas : We bow in humble submission to

Him who knoweth best, yet we feel that it will

be consoling to his family to know that faithful

friends and brothers extend to them their deepest
sympathy ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That, as a mark of respect for our

departed brother , we drape our charter for a period
of thirty days , that a copy of these resolutions be

sent to his family, published in the Motorman and

Conductor and entered upon the records of ourDivision .

January 14,

B. P. SIMPSON ,
PATRICK CORCORAN,

FRANK J. MURPHY,

Resolution Committee.
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By Div. No. 582 , Utica , N. Y.

Whereas : We regret the sudden death of our

beloved brother, Lawrene Smith , in the service

of the New York State Railways as boss plundur

for a number of years . We miss his g1 : 1 “ Hello ! "

and smiling face . He alwys had kin 1

for everyone and he took great interest

work , and

Whereas: In his death have lost

and loyal brother, and while we know that

cannot wipe out the sorrow of those he loves 15:11

protected, we feel that it wi'l he a consolation for

them to know that friends and brothers share their

sorrow in the loss of their loved one ; thercfore ,

be it

Resolved: That we , the members of Div . No. 582
of the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Enployes of America, in regular

meeting assembled, extend to the breed family

our heartfelt sympathy and conso'ition in this , thir

dark hour of affliction .

Attest : E. G. BERNATII, Cor. Sacy .

seventy -one years of splendid service here on earth :

therefore, be it
Resolved : That this Division 704 , A. A. of S.

E. R. E. of A., at its January 25 , 1927 , mcet

ini, stand for one minute of silent praver and that

the charts of this Division be draped for thirty

days in memory of our dear brother , and

R !: That Local Division 704 extend its

carnest syp hy to the widow and family of our

liceased brothr in their hour of grief; that these

r. solutions de fild on the records of this meeting;

a COPY Sent to the bereavd family and that one
copy be transmitted to the Motorman and Con

ditor for publication .

January 25 , A. SIERRILL ,

E. A. EVANS .

A. 0. YOUNGBLOOD ,

Comınittee.

By Div . No. 817, St. Joseph , Mo.

Whers; Almighty God in His supreme power
and windon his removed from our midst our be

loved brother, B. M. Hobbs, and realizing that ,

in the death of B :other lobbs, our Local has lost

a worty ? m ! or, his family a loving husband and

fatis and the community a good citizen , and

Whers: In his passing we are not only deeply

affected as an organization, but a sense of sorrow
riots heavily on all cur hearts, yet our present

Sorrow is soothed by the reflection that, under the

various conitions of Life , we recognize the faithfui

pirformance of his duty to his fellow men ; therefore,

be it

Reso'y d : That we , the members of Division

817 of the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, in meeting

ass mild, ext in to the bereaved family our sine

cese sympathy and condorence; be it further

Resolved : That we drape our charter for

pariod of thirty days as a token of respect to our

parted brother, a copy of the resolutions be pub .

lished in the Motorman and Conductor, and

copy be spread on the minutss of our meeting.

ROY SHAFFER ,

GROVER HADLEY,

WM . A. PAYNE ,

Res . Committee.

By Div . No. 690 , Fitchburg , Mass.

Whereas: Almighty God , in His infinite wision

has seen fit to remove from our rnidst our esteemed
and loyal brother, George T. Greene, in where

death we have lost a true and bord member, an !

Whereas: We know that woris cannot alleviate

the grief of his loved ones ; yet we feel that it

} be consolation for them to know that faithful

friends and brothers offer their depest sympathy;

therefore, be it
Resolved : That the members of Local Divicion

690), Amalgamatid Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, extend our heart

sympathy and consolation to the begavert

family ofour late brother , and be it further

Resolved : That our chartis be dhidrd in mourr

ing for one month as a token of our respect for

the deceased brother; that a copy of these resolu .

tions he spread upon or records and a copy sent

to the official journal for publication,
R. C. LANE ,

M. E. HARVEY ,

Committee,

felt
a

а

By Division No. 238, Lynn , Mass.
By Div. No. 628, Covington and Newport, Ky .

Whereas : Our Teavenly Father has seen fit to

remove from our midst Brother Martin J. Collins,

and

Whereas : We bow in humble submission to

Him who knowcth best, yet we fool that it will be

consoling to his family to know that faithful friends

and brothers cxtend to them their defpest sympi.

thy ; therefore, be it
Resolved : That, as a mrk of respect for our

departed brother, we drape our charter for a period

of thirty chys; that a copy of this resolution ' ve

sent to his family, published in
the Motorin

and Conductor, and entered upon the records of

our Division

January 14 . B. F. SIMPSON ,

PATRICK CORCORAN ,

FRANK J MURPHY,

Resolution Committee .

3

By Division No. 107 , Hamilton , Ont.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

remove from our midst Brother Henry Leats, and

Whereas : We how in humbles submission to

Him who knoweth best, yet we feel that it will

be consoling to his wife and family to know that

faithful friends and brothers extend to them thir

decpest sympathy; therefore , be it
Resolved : That , as a mark of respect for our

departed brother , we drape our charter for a perio !
of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions Le sunt

to his family, that they be published in the Votor

man and Conductor and entered on the records of
the Division .

W. MI . ALLAN , President,

W. F. CLARK , Rec. Secy .

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite

wisdom has seen fit to suddenly remove from

our midst our late brother, Ben Theising, in whose

death we have not only lost a good and worthy

brother, but a faithful worker; and while we know

that 11 ( words cannot alleviate the grief and

sorrow of those who were near him ; therefore, be

it

Resolve : That Division No. 628 , in regular

mzetins; isomuld, extend to the bereaved family

011 heartfilt sympathy in this , their sad bereave

mint; and, be it further

!vid : That the Charter of Division No.

6 ) , A. A. of S , and E. R. E , of A. , be draped for

a period of thirty days ; that a copy of these reso

utions be sent to the bereaved family ; that they

he spread on the minutes of this meeting and a

Copy sent the Motorman and Conductor for

publication
J. DAY,

L. H. PERKINS,

E , STONE ,
Committee.

By Div . No. 765, Montgomery, Ala .

Whereas: It has pleased our Heavenly Father
in His infinite wisdom to remove from this earth
our dearly heloved brother, B. F. Boyd , and

Whereas: In his death , Division 765 has lost

a faithful member and his family a loving husband

and a devoted father , and

Wherers : We know words cannot remove their
grief, yet we trust it will be a comfort to them to

know that frients and brothers offer sincere sympa.
thy; therefore , be it

Resolved : As mark of respect for our de

parted brother, t1 : at a copy of this resolution be

friven to the family of our isrother; a copy be for

vided to the Noforman and Conductor Maga

?,'İP for publieition ; a copy be entered into the

11? : 01 ! tes of this Division and that our Charter be

draped in mourning for thirty days .

H. II. JERNIGAN ,

W. B. MORRIES ,

V. DICKINSON,

Committee .

2

By Division 704 , Little Rock , Ark .

Whereas : God in His infinite wisdom has Stan

fit to call our dear and beloved brother, Frank ! .

Howard, to the Great Beyond to enjoy a sest will
earned , and

Whereas: Brother Howard was known for his

kindness and generous deeds toward is willi
being a kind husband and loving fatties 1. !
feel that God in Heyin
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a quarter on the market. The point is, physically,

we are all worth about the same.

What are you worth to yourself and family,

your community, to the company for which you
work ? Are you worth your wages ? You can
increase your value by knowing. You don't need

a college education to increase your value. Study

read - observe - ask questions, The difference in

individuals lies in their capacity to think.

--Cor. 563

HOLD ANNUAL BALL

In my

new hair

Lewiston , Maine-We put on our annual grand

ball February 24th . It was a success.

next I will write further about it .

Brother Charles Kennison has our fullest sympathy

in the loss of his son. His son
was known and

liked by all of our boys.
Brother and Mrs. McCormick recently had an

addition to their family . Congratulations.

Brother Pelletier is looking for a bargain sale

of radio tuhes .

Brother Charles Mason sits up until nine P. M.

listening to the radio and nearly oversleeps.

Brother William Potter recently lost three hairs
from the brush he carries on his upper lip .

Brother G. ' Penney is loafing until his son gets
his teeth out.

Brother Ed . Greenlief is trying out a

restorer.

Brother D. McCarthy is the champion hurler of
our Division .

Brother D. Parent won the beauty contest at

Salluttus Lake recently .

Brother Siroir was seen skating at Pettengill

Park a recent evening.

Who is the red -haired person with whom brother

Leonard is being seen ?

Brother Joe Willette is entitled to much credit
for the success of our recent ball .

Brother George Sullivan was recently appointed

manager of ourhurling team.

Our genial day dispatcher, Mr. Tim Longley,
took Sunday off to overtake lost sleep.

Our members are taking more interest in our

plivision Association than formerly and we
Deased to see them out at the meetings.

The officials of our company, have our sincere
thanks for their co -operation in

which we feel very grateful.

Work is good here and the weather is fine.

Members of other Locals, wishing information

about this section of the country, can obtain it

by writing Recording Secretary Frank K. Davidson ,
139 Broad Street , Auburn, Maine.

Our genial starter, Mr. Ralph Burle, is laid up
with a bad cold .

Indications around the Boys' Room lead one to
assume that Brother George Leonard will soon

again go to work , unless his luck changes.
-Cor. 721 .

PRESIDENT F. E. WILSON

Division 847, St. Joseph , Mo.

are

our dance, for

President F. E. Wilson was recently in

stalled by the St. Joseph , Mo. , Local 847 ,

for his seventh term as president. Under

his direction the affairs of Division 847have

moved along very successfully and the Local

today stands as one of the many progressive

units of the Amalgamated Association.

Brother Wilson was one of the originators

of the St. Joseph Local . He is also a

prominent member in the general labor

movement of St. Joseph .

cover on PROGRESSING NICELY

At the

SUPPLY PRESIDENT FOR CENTRAL BODY

Lansing , Mich .-- You boys have noticed the new

the Motorman and Conductor. The

original drawing was made by Miss Wilma Mont

gomery , the daughter of the President of Division
563. Brother Montgomery was also elected presi

dent of the Trades and Labor Council at their
last meeting: We have reason to be very proud

to have such a man as our president. He is a

good one.
Thecontest of teams in the safety program seems

to be quite an idea . Which group is toasted first ?

The future will tell . Let's keep out of accidents.

Brother Ream , who was recently injured , is

coming along fine. We are sorry he met with the

accident that so crippled him , but we all know
Jess has the stuff in him .

An average man, rich or poor, contains enough

fat for eight bars of soap; enough iron to make a

smail nail; enough sugar for a cup of coffee; enough

phosphorus to cover two thousand match heads;

one dose of magnesia ; enough potassium for one

toy cannon shot; lime enough to whitewash &small

chickencoopand aulphurenough to rid a medium

sized dog offons. One dollar would be quiteagood

price for the lot. A fat man , rich or poor, would

rus a little higher and probably bring adollar and

Menominee , Mich . - Division No. 302 is pro

gressing very nicely ,
Brother McBride was married December 23.

The happy, groomtreated usallto smokes, which
were greatly enjoyed. We wish brother and Mrs.

McBride a long and happy marriedlife.
present writing they areenjoying their honeymoon .

Brother Joseph Landre isagain at work, after 8
thirty days' vacation. Hello, Joe !

Brother Harry Theriault iswith us again, after
being on the sick list for nine weeks.

We are glad

thathe has recovered .

Brother Nestor Preranchu, ill during the past

summer, has gone to Texas in an endeavor to

regain his former health.

Brother GeorgeGreiner has been laid up for

several weeks, suffering from three broken ribs, the

result of acollision during a sleigh ride party :

Brother PeterWestergard hasmoved into his new

flat. He has changed runs, now being on the split
relief run .

Brother Larsen is now on the Hall AvenueLine.
-Cor. 302.
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month and will be in the form of . euchre party

and dance.

It is very gratifying to report a number of our

former members again coming into the fold .

A number of the brothers are at present on the
sick list .

The local papers are responsible for the recent
rumor that street car fares will be increased in

Ottawa in the near future . We trust this will

mean an addition to the pay-checques of the mem
bers of Division 279 .

The brothers are requested to give careful con

sideration to the fact that, in order to improve our

general working conditions, the co-operation of every
member is necessary . Every member can play an

important part in furthering the best interests of

the Division by taking up his card promptly each

month , getting after the fellow whose uniform is

minus a button and being a regular attendant at

the meetings.

--P . J. T.

TAKING A CHANCE ADDS TO LIABILITY

MCGOWAN RE-ELECTED

Brockton, Mass.-- Division No. 235 recently held

election and installation of officers. Our popular

president, brother William O. McGowan, was
elected .

This Local held its annual ball on January 28th ,

in Canton Hall . It was a grand success. An ele

gant souvenir program book was presented to all

who attended . ' Riordan's full orchestra of Brockton

furnished their usual high class music. This or

chestra has furnished the music for every one of

our balls since they first started, this being the

twenty-sixth . The net proceeds from this affair

enter our Sick Benefit Fund.

After trial on the various routes , the new DeLuxe

cars are now in daily operation on the Campello

Mattapan line . An added patronage is the result.

Pleased patrons daily comment on the beauty and

comfort of these cars and the company has ordered
more of them .

We regret to report the recent death of Day Fore

man Henry W. Thompson , who has been ill for

some time. He is survived by his widow. Messrs .

Nagle, Tucker, Brooks and Erving acted as pall

bearers at the funeral. There were many beautiful

floral offerings presented by Division 235 and the
friends of Mr. Thompson .

Several new operators have broken in and we wish

them good luck in their new venture .
Brother Robertson , popular operator on the

Whitman Line, brought a wooden puzzle into the
lobby recently, which certainly taxed the gray

matter of many of our operators.

The many base ball fans of our Division are

glad that Speaker and Cobb have been given a
clean slate. For good information on the national

game I would recommend you to Cap. Perkins and
Al . Sprague.
We have now had wo months of steady winter

weather. Our snow plows have been manned by

experts and not found wanting. We may possibly

get an early spring. Let us hope so .

Let's all make an effort to attend the meetings
of the Local regularly . Let us also be punctual

at the meetings.

-Cor. 235.
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CO-OPERATION OF MEMBERS NECESSARY

а

an

Ottawa, Ont. The president of prominent

Canadian banking institution forecasts a marked

improvement in financial circles during the year

1927 . We trust the Amalgamated Association will
be benefitted accordingly .

The employment situation in this district at the

present time is considered to be fair. The extensive

construction operations of the International Pulp

and Paper Company is providing employment for a

large number of men who would otherwise be idle ,

especially at this season of the year.

Division No. 279 held election of officers for the

year 1927, December 20th , resulting as follows :

President, J. A. Robinson ; vice -president, H.

Charron; treasurer, E. Earle; financial secretary, A.

Brisbois; recording secretary, P. J. Tomkins ; execu.

tive board, F. W. McRea, H. B. Desjardine and
P. Hall .

It is with sincere regret that we report the sad

and tragic misfortune suffered by Brother Chas.

Hill, when his home was destroyed by fire during

the early hours of January 11th , and his three
small children were & prey to the flames . The

sympathy of the entire membership goes out to

Brother and Mrs. Hill in this hour of their great
SOTTOW .

The sympathy of the Division is extended to
Brother A. Chartrand and Brother E. Paquette , in

the loss of their Mothers ; to Brother A. Barnaby,

whose young daughter died suddenly ;andtoBrother
E. Earle, whose sister passed away .

A bumper attendance was recorded at the first

regular meeting of the year, held January 11th .

Extrachairs were necessaryto provideaccommoda
tion for the members. Brother E. Hupp, a veteran

of the street railway industry, in this city and &
regular attendant at the meetings, took advantage

of this opportunity to address some pointed remarks
for the benefit of some of the younger members
for their failure to

attend the regular meetings.

We trust that this record attendance at the first

meeting ofthe year issignificantof the fact that

renewed interest in the general
welfare of the Division .

We hearthat Brother O. Scantland has the eagle

eye for late transfers on the Bronson Avenue fun .

The next social evening, under the auspices of

Windsor, Ont.-- News items few and far

away.

I may say that , within the past month , we have

been criticised by the public, through the press,

for our civility and courtesy to the public while

on duty. Most of us read this and it makes a

very bad showing for our organization,

Our officials agree that at times it is hard to take

what the public tries to hand us. We should stop

and consider before we say anything that will cause
hard feelings . It is our duty to show courtesy

under the most trying conditions, as we are sales

men of transportation . It is up to us to use our

best endeavors in advancing the business interests

of the Hydro - Electric Railways, upon which

are employed . You know that our wages and actual

employment depends exclusively, upon the business

that is done by the property, and our superintendent
doesn't like to read criticizing publicity . So, it is

to try and do better, as civility and

courtesy do not cost anything.

A number of complaints have arisen about our

members running past traffic signais and not wait
ing for the “ Go" sign . I believe we can get rid

of this complaint if we are a little careful and watch
those signs, as taking chance might mean a bad

accident some time,

Brother H. Windebank is recovering from

operation for appendicitis .

Brother G. Burrows was laid up for some time

sick, but is again on the job.

We wonder who that party is that Brother Ed .

Sadler especially accommodates on the Tecumseh

Line Thursday nights, just this side of Stop 26 .
He surely knows.

We are pleased to see Brother A, Dunlop again

on the job after his twenty -one days' holiday.

Brothers, don't forget to attend the meetings each
monthand hear what is going on . Also keep your

dues paid , as it helps the dues collector in his work .

They tell us Brother Sheppard has invested in

a Dodge roadster. What do you think he is going

to do now, step on it ?

Brother S. Boughner is busy taking soothing

syrup. nursing that cold out of his system.

Brother O. Meloche invested in a new change

carrier, so watch the speed on the Tecumseh Line.

Brother G. Tanquay holds that he will not be
sorry when the sign- up comes . He has passed the

bus fever and would like a change .

Well, I will ring off for this time and trust I
may have more news for the next issue ,

--Cor. 616.

INSTALL OFFICERS FOR CURRENT YEAR

Everett, Wash .-Division No. 883 report
progress,

We were recently visited by International vice

president M. J. Murray. whose home is in Seattle ,
We were pleased to have him with us . He gave us

a good talk and also installed our officers for the

The officers installed for the year 1927 are

foliows : President , Peter La Brash ; vice -president,

R. F. Hanson ; recording secretary , H. A. Love ;

financial secretary- treasurer, J. H. Meegan ; con

ductor, E. F. Goodwin ; sentinel. Charles Reed;
Wardea, Oscar Voleny; business agent , Victor

Axelson ; correspondent, T. A. Mitten ; executive

board, L. H. Meegan, H. A. Love, Victor Axelson ,

R , F. Hanson and Peter La Brash . The latter is

chairman .

can

year 1927 .

as

1927 will see a

the Di
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WIDE AWAKE MEETING

Holyoke , Mass . - Division No , 537 is sturting in

the new year with a bang. HnV 0 1.CO

installed January 27 , by I'risid it Arthur H.

Walker They are as follows: Pr. sidst, Joan L.

O'Neill ; vice-president, Frank II . Sza; records

secretary , Vartin G. Quinlan ; fin ? ! Secretary

treasurer, William F. Gonid ; second vice -president,
Charles Bernier ; conductor --day SSS On , Henry

Bauer; warden-- day sussion, Danii Leary ; con

ductor -- night session , Artis NicDoruld ; Sentinel

day session , George Berit; war 1413 - yht session ,
Willard Dickinson ; Sentin ! nicht Seisiin , rank

Pomeroy ; executive board, Thcodore Emond, John

B. Sullivan and Frank J. Watson ; corr spondent,

William F. Gould .

It looks very much that will ha.e a good

year. Our officers are goud work is an i will try

to have something duins at every ting.
At this time I wishi to 11k a not on the

wonderful Get- Together Meeting h id Thursday

night, January 13 . It was a st " Citss in very way .

We had the honor of having wil us our wort'iy

Interrational President, D. V ...

Hotel Nonatuck , twenty- fiyatTS Ar lil for a

banquet and our guests wire, cu weruhy jus nt

of the street füilway , Mr. L. D. Pellissit, sistant
General Manager

Giorg l'ali's T , Vir . Joseph

Griffin , representing His Honor, mayor John Cronin ,

Mr. John Wade, superinten ? nt of the toitlul pton
Street Railway Company ani the pitsid nt

Local 549, Northampton . Tire W re's presint

International Vice - President P. I. O'Bri: 1 ) , l'rui

dent Edward H. Raleigh D1:01 10 .

Springfie.d , President Edward Lowon of Dior
No. 22 , Worcester, Financial Sertory Trrer
Peter J. Rooney of the Worcester Lo0.1. ( 1. E.
B. Member John II . kerron the

banquet , all went to our meeting h : ! , whre

were greeted with a good enou int!

long to be remembered , The Pre Wu's carrid

out without a hitch . It Wis Guilds to order by

President Arthur H. Walki i at 8:15 , who in da

short opening address, giving a 19 : Wilcom .. He

then introduced the speak rs of the rinn . Ibe

first speaker was G. E. B. Memler Johi , Riardor ,
who gave a nice talk , and W ' folosed by the

president of Our board of ald imon , Mr. Jusoh

Griffin, representing the liyor. Then follow ar

address by President L. D. Pellissier, which WES

well received, Following the licê achi.ss of love

President P. J. O'Brien , our 1.0 : 7 * 101 !

President W. D). Ni ihon wis ir toliment, bude iraun

a wonderful address , An int Tipas til ,

that all might shake the hand of or laterton
President. A bufet lunch Was Sord, flows]

with cigars , after whirh the me !!! S C1 to

order again and Nir . Georg Pissier, assistant

general manager , gave a vry intestin , erdi

structive address, Brother Pitir PO1y, of Divin

sion No. 22 , Worcestr, allr's th : in *ting , uds

did President John Griffin , of Division No. 549 ,

Northampton.
I will say that the meeting ! 01:01 at 11:15

p . m . and was open for tile blivy'nt r ? " . at onr

o'clock m . , at which the in "pak ng give

addresses that spoke at t ?i ly mon's cutir .

All enjoyed the night and alw reful of life froin

the time at the Nonotuck Hote1.'1nt all went home

at an early ho'ir in the morning . Cry number

incame a special car from Disini 519 ,

Northampton, to the late meeting. A11 eapres

themselves as well pleasa .

I may say that we have not hari the flasure of
the presence of our Intenitou I'resit:nt, Brott i

W. D. Xlahon , since 1918 , I thing isler say
that his presence with us thus tion nitus non

life . We trust it is not th : ti me and it w

not be so long until he ti Wit 11S .

This meeting in ans ni w fir lyisin No.

537. Those get -tog - ther meetri lects a wiki-12

and I trust that we wil all for that ΟΙ

mecting . In fact , let's attend tist
wk 537 .

There are some changes among the checkers at
the Barn , but all olear to be satisfied .

The Good Booi siysi " The Lord loves a cheer
fu ' giver." I think some of our members would

not get very far, 300g to the line of sarcasm

and hot air spille en the presents voted to Brothers
Gárnett and Bought 111 , but it is nature for some

to take the joy out of life . Sonic folks hate to see

one get extra pay for helping others.
Brother Webber can't get over the habit of an

occasional party , which are always enjoyid by

those pres n . Mr. and Mrs. Webber are

good entertainers and the latch string reaches clear
is the perch posts.

An opon confession is good for the soui . Frue

Smith sure y felt cod when he told the members

at the meeting that the book solicitors last year
wore stalling and getting easy money. But being

out this year, he states that he has changed his
mind .

Brother Sandy Allburn is again working , following

a mishap.

Brother I. Bersor , of the Jackson Street tooth,

was cti a few days with a cold , but is again at
work .

General Executive Board Member Allen Burt was

rrcantly in our town for a few days . He addressed

ő 5 priul meeting and told the officers and mem

bers what lie thought of them and the way things

Witgoing here, and gave us a good talk and good

advice . He renritted to learn that he is not feeling

well and has to be careful what he eats, although

brother Wrbber did prevail upon him to visit his

home for dinner one day while he was here,
hope he soon rigains his former health and visits

us ag21 ) .

Brother Criteser is again on the job.

booth : Joe Poof hos promised the extra men
that wiù lay off next Christinas, if the weather

W permit.

Hus anyone works Brother O. J. Kellogg's run

lately ? brother Andrew Johnson says he believes

a man ought to lay oli once a year, anyhow .

Brother M. R. Boughton is working very steadily
a ! 111.. Glatt to hear he is fceling better. We know

he loves to work , especially Saturdays.
You sheiks should get & car . They all fall for a

lice car .

We learn with regret that Brother Grissinger

has to keep la * hours, as it is bad for his health

to ! out so much in the night air.

Now romanabpr. the members are expected to

attirib út least one meeting cach month .
Please

try and do this and see how inuch better you will

fe about the local and the way it is handled.

Brother a . Garuti is again out and in a

position in the Weter Street car shops.
Brother Fundson was an innocent party in a

Iccent accident. Al are doing well . Accidents will

11 41,5 n in the best of regulatie families,
brother John Widert is troubled with what is

said to be a flor . We trust it will not be serious.

Brother S. Peter has accepted a barn foreman .

ship, the company having distontinued the express
Domaess.

we were shocks to hear of the untimely death

of the fatier of Inspector Thorniey, caused by an

auto accident. Our Locat extends sincere sympathy

to the bereaved family.

Lors, attend the danses at the Labor Temple

Saturday evenings. Gool m'isie , good floor, clean

Patrons and the proceeds are for a good cause .

Do your part,

If you want to practice the manly art of self
deferee's get i rur 0 he South Soo Line Some

one in ther ' r it out on Brother Earl Dean ,

but got the Hust of it.
Cor. 779.

We
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No.

SWELL ATTENDANCE

at

EXPECTED TO ATTEND MEETINGS

Regina, Sask . -A : Our last midnight meeting

Division 588 Siretti SWll itteniance . Many

pre tlcre who hre not bin out to a meeting

for y 15. TV ooked Very well pleased and

they will come drit! viny good suggestions were

11. for p eii! of men .
Brother Stevens

Doposud tit the superintendent about

tinha dotisie oor in front end, to keep

Si onraft tit . 07 of the brothers stated

** ? " I winds blow, it makes his

lrothors, it is no

Jo Sirin iktid 1 !" nisi cur when it is between

T.
to 1 . 1.14 ...ters, and bring your

ide nifi it up with ts.

anything i

rea ' ) 9 ) , is the di 111 like Pit

Sioux City , Iowa---Droth 1 .1 oI

with la grippe for to di it Wik

Brother I ' O'Bryting wth

rheumatism , foi owing living ji pulveri, is

again at work and , fort?

Brother L. E. Garmtt til Prok

business and givint} . Lir " .

we very much need d . 1

extent of appreciation of the m . III IS of liis

efforts and ability to do that work .

11

1 1

1 delsy's
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are :Our officers for the year 1927 President,

R. Baldwin ; vice - president , H , J. Gardiner; inancial

secretary-treasurer, A. J. Morris; ricordi sere .

tary , G. Webster; executive boarit, G. Stevens,

F. W. Thomas, H. Edenburgh, R. Casson and

H. J. Gardiner; auditors, H. J. Gardines and in
Baker; conductor, M. Bourke; sentinel, D. Vir

Murdie ; correspondent , A. Baker; wardin, W. } ,
Entwistle, Look them over , brothers-- the cream

of the street railway .

We are pleased to see brother Regan around after
his illness. We think a lot of Dad , as he was the

one who put Division 588 on the map .
We were very much pleased to see Brother

Simpson at our last meeting. Tom is quiet, 1:10

no one can slip anything over on him . Ask the

Blue Line fellows.

There are five or six brothers who do not see

why they should take daylisht shifts , when they

prefer to work during the winter.

There are only two motormen net in our Asso .
ciation , Why is it ? Don't they know we have a

Union ? Possibly not . What do they expect to

gain by remaining out of the ranks of their fellow
workmen ?

EGAD .

Brother Tucker, on the sick list for a year, is in

bad shape. Give him a visit occasionally .

Brother H. Huddison is now enjoying his second
honeymoon --ahog for punishment. Best wishes .

Working under the block system , one has to have

the patience of Job to stand the strain .

Brother J. Edwaris has taken the owl car.

If the loys a : thi caril table in the Bum Rooms

would oniy spare two days each month to attend

Local metings, we would have some well attended

sessions .

Brother Leds is in fine fettle, enjoying work
every day. He has wonderful voice and you

should hear him call the streets ,

Brother Gardner stopped chewing tobacco . He

fecis better .

Brother T. Brooks is yet off the list .

brother M. Snider is still home with a broken
leg: Call and Sie him .

Brother C. Suyxier has a new razor.

It's a shurie , Brother Groenfeld , that your reso.
lution was defeated . However, it brought some out

to the eings . Don't give up . Frank, try again .

--Cor . 627 .

SMOKER A SUCCESS

MEETINGS STIMULATED

ISSUE

in

Cincinnati , Ohio -- It seems that, through the
recent of the M. and C. , there has been

some bearing on the attendance at our meetings,

as at our last meeting we had a few of the oll
birds present. We were pleasud to see them .
Brother J. Lovett is again on the job , after the

disappearance of the boils on his neck .

Brother Powell is in arms as to the last issue .

Cheer up, Barney. Brother Windsor will help you .

Brothes E. C. Wykoff has a new flappet shirt .

It's real. Look it over , brothers.

Brother Louis Bengel is yet on the firing line and

on the job at all times,

Brother F. W. Jacobi presented our worthy prosi

dent with a box of near cigars at the last meeting .
Who next ?

Brother W. H , Parker, of Eighth Street, was at
our meeting . Keep it up , Brother Bill , anu teil

the other boys about it .

Brother A. Heule was recently presented with

an 8 -pound boy at his home. te says the now

boy will make a motorman . Good luck to y011 ,

Albert , as well as Mrs. Heule. We wish you both

al . the fuck in the world .

Brother L. Thomas, of Wailut It's, was with .
us at our recent mectings. Come aga! ) , brother,
and show some of the men you ne Out to

the meetings. It may encourage others.

Brother ). Bluettner is kicking about his car .

He is one of the best fighters on the floor for better
service.

Brother H. E. Black removed his screen door after

remarks from some of his brothers.

Brother T. Riley, of Walnut Hills, seeins to have
the good old Irish stáre.

Brother W. Kilgour is giving a frw shost tiks
on the A. P. of L. Brothers, if you wi ? t to be

given & good treat , come to our riz ? 70 , anui hear
hina . It is worth while and it would be education

Our old friend , Loi, the Carpinter, attende our
mectings.

Brother Lawrence Meade appears very chesty in
his new tan overcoat.

Brother J. Nestor is using his mouth to better

his Local standing among the men at Eighth Street,
Good !

Brother William Camp is on the sick list . Cat
and see him.

It will cheer him up and he needs
your help.

Brother H. Schuster seems to have foryotten th :

meeting place. The same applies to Brother Masto .
It

appears that the roll cail at nettings is not
for Brother Eugenc Metz.

Brother H. West is thinking of his Florida and

Palm Beach adventures.
How about it , Larry ?

Where is our old friend , Brother Boydin ? It has
been so long since he attended a

mtos that w :
have forgotten how he looks.

We are very much put out at the taking off of
the Norwood Line at' Warnut Hills , We believe

the public in general will be much put 01 " , as tie
situation looks at present .

Brother J. Cunninghain is still harping on thi

Say , roths, if To live
anything to say , come up to your

Iet1 $ ind

Brother E. Brooks, of the hus livininn , is winny
the same old mill

Wheeling , W. Va . - Division No. 103 has elected

officers for the year 1927 as follows: President,

S. O. Wilson; first vice -president, W. E. McElhanney ;
second vice president, Russell Miller ; recording

secretary . A. Swais ; financial secretary, Hi.

Crumb y ; treasurer , Charles Soncfeld ; A. M , sentinel ,

Willis Prettyman ; P. M. sentinel, Dan Snyder ;

A. M. warden, A. D. Dye; P. M. warden , D. M.

Myers ; A. M . ,.conductor, E. J. Gilbert ; P. M.

conductor, Ford Moore ; executive board - Island

Parn , Henry Shrüder; Warwood Barn - William

Myłcs; Moundsville Barn- ). E. Hughes ; Folansbee

Barn - J. L. O'Conner ; All Shop - Clarence Wood.

Officers elected for the Steutenville Branch of

Division No. 103 are : First vice- president . William

Dimmitt ; second vice -president. Herbert Hoffman ;

executive boarrimember, J. L. O'Connor ; A. M.

gentinel, Fred Allen ; P. M. sentinci, Harry Duelly ;

Warden , Hory Horn ; conductor, Robert Baker.

General Executive Board Member William F.

Welch , who is also a member of Division No. 103,

installed or newly elected officers . One of the

officers whon Brothor Welch installed was Treasurer

Charlis Senfeld , to whom Brother Weich admin
1st tid the Outh of office twenty-six years ago ,

while he W 13 president of the Local . Brother

Sonefridi has served the entire twenty -six years as

an officer.

At our recent smoker we had the pleasure of

listening tu a splindid address by G. E. B. Member

Willia 11 I. Hich , who is a charter member of our
Local B'her ti ich touched briefly upon the

inception of our loco organization . His remarks

were scy and up -to - date. The boys turned out

in goodly nuinbess.

It mnisht be of interest to those who did not
hear the report of Secretary Swaim at our last

meeting to know that our Local paid out in the

y 10 1917, $ k and deixth benefits, almost

Seven T'intestad ilollirs, liss smail amount paid
out in UI Wir work .

Ourgsethitve bilird is at present working out a

plan whitely memis coming into the Local after

becoming sixty years of age and not being entitled
to disability ts , can be carid for .

Our In Bluship were pleased to learn that Mr.

Spurr, our culina Bal manager, was willing to agree

with the lays on any good unsform they desire

that wilito their appearance . A blue uniform

was adoptii.

--Cor. 103 .

HELD INSTALLATION AND BANQUET

Worcester, Mass, --imbers of Division 22 , their
friends and invite Sits sat down to a very

fiat fad on Tuesday, January 17. Despite one of

the worst storms of the season , five hundred persons
att ned

The chief rtson for this gathering was the

installing of officers for the ycar 1927. They were
In talle First International Vice - President

Win , B. Fits rad. Those installed were : Presi

dor , Ernst anson ; vice -president, Michael Kane ;

Detaryi Perey Dew ; financial secretary
Bees agent, Piter J. Rooney; treasures,

Harry Bily; wardens, Ed . Fiynn , Arthur Haywood ,
Carlie Towy sad Sam Champayne; executive

tou, 174 members, W. H., Fitzgerald , Dana Hodgkins,

Chrles Dacey , Tom O'Callahan, Elmer Hood, Will

to you .

1

Bum Room Orators .
ar:1

spill it.
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Among the guests the most prominent
International President W. D. Mahoo and Inter

national Vice-Presidents Wm. B.Fitzgerald and

P. J. O'Brien, Joint Conference Board Members

Raleigh , M. Hennessey and " Pep " . Hagerty 'of

o :Springfield. G. Moore of Pittsfield , Arthur

Walker of Holyoke and Joha J. Griffin of North

ampton.
Among the honored guests were several officials

of the company, who were introduced to the gather

ing by Business Agent Peter Rooney in the order
named - President C. V. Wood , General Manager

Henry Page, Superintendent Joseph Tully. Track

Superintendent Fred Wilkinson, Power Superia

tendent Frank Finlayson , Master Mechanic Alex

McPherson, Superintendent Frank Burns of the

Uxbridge and Southbridge Division, Superintendent
George Burgess of the Leominster Division and

Vice -President Harry Whitney.

The guest of honor was brother John J. Murphy,
or " Honest John ,' who was presented to the

" eaters" by President Hanson. " Honest John" was

the first president of Division 22 .

The principal speakers were President W. D.

Mahon, whogave us a very fine talk on Organi.

zation ; president C. V. Wood, of the company, who

gave us fine talk on Co -operation and Sales

manship , and General Manager Page and superin

tendent Tully, who spoke on Transportation Prob

lems.

We were very pleasantly , entertained during the

evening with music rendered by an orchestra made

up of motormen and conductors .. Joha Shea was

with us again and entertained with impersonations,

His chief_trouble at present seems to be that Brother

Charlie Dacey beat him by six votes for board

member.

Everyone who attended our banquet reported a
most enjoyable evening and, although some of the

members were slightly indisposed from over -eating.
no one has been added to the sick list .

The week of January 16 was an epoch in the

history of the company, as the Gates Lane Barn

ended its twenty -fifth year of service.

ing it was considered the best equipped car barn

in Massachusetts and was the third largest.

Recently two of our motormen, Brothers Bill

Noyes, from Grove Street, and Steve Treen, from

Gates Lane, received serious burns about their

faces and hands. It willbe some time before they

will be able to work . We sympathize with them

and wish them both a speedy recovery.

The Athletic Club of Gates Lane have beeg

waiting patiently for Starter George McGeachey, a

Grove Street, to answer some of their challenges
Now, that one of Gates Lane's best athletes has

been transferred to his barn , no doubt his feet,
seemingly so long cold, will become warm. Pronto ,

Cor . 2060-22 .

Division 801 meets the second and fourth

Thursdays of each month at 8:00 P. M. and 9:00

P. M. at Golden Eagle Hall , Twelfth Street,

At our meeting of January 13 we obligated unto

membership Candidate 0. H. Kelly , who was a

former member of the Local.

Former Member Amos Kirkpatrick recently passed

the Great Divide. We extend sympathy to his

family and it is regrettable that he was not in

good standing at the time of his death.

Brother William Woods, a celebrated skater, while

out at Lakemont Park with a skating, party, left

all he had in his possession , which included his

skates. Brother E. J. Bender rounded him up so

quick that, his brother said afterwards, he saw the

sparks in Johnstown. Hurrah for E. J.I Brother

E. J .. you had better stop, look and listen.

You say you'll win ; you say we'll fail ,
But when all is said and done,

You'll find out to your sad regret

The Odd members' team has won.

You'll realize you have had a fight

With a team that is tried and true,

And we firmly believe you'll need sympathy,

For we know that you'llbe blue. - Safety .

President Ringler was absent at our last January
meeting, held on the evening of the 27th . His

absence due to sickness. Former President

McKelvey presided . Included in the work of the
evening was the report of the audit committee

for the year 1926 . The audit showed the books

of the financial secretary -treasurer to be accurate
to date. Good for you , Harry ! The audit com .

mittee comprised Brothers T. R. Moore , J. H.

Owens and J. McKelvey. Members reported on

the sick list were Brothers Howard Wright, J. F.

Ringler and H. J. Hazard.

Brother Homer_Ale is again able to be about.

Brother H.P.Bousem is improving;
Brother Gilbert Hite, oneof our old reliables, is

among the sick. We hope he will soon be around

again to greet us.
Brother M. Peaster is still on the sick list, as

is also Brother W. E. Kelly.
We have a safety campaign drive on at this

time. I find, in looking over the list of the Odd

and Even sides , as they are called, that the Even

side has had the most accidents this month. I
told that our superintendent, Mr. W. D.

Weidman, is captain of the Even side. The Even

we want the sand car. The Odd side

is represented by our claim agent, Mr. J. P. Stouch .

He says we are to win , butnot to worry about the

hand car.
-Cor. 801 .

was

At its open

&m

side says

BROTHER DONAHUE AT THB BARN

WEDNESDAYS

ALL ONE -MAN CARS

as

Frank

Pueblo, Colo .-- Division No. 662 is still on the

map and doing, business, with a few less members

with regular jobs, the employing Company
have completed the installation of all one-man

cars . About one-third are the Birney Safety Cars.

The balance are rebuilt double -truck cars , with all

the safety features of the Birney and the Tredil

Exit door in the center or at the rear, which we

think makes a better car in several ways.

Brothers A. E. Leach and Ray H. Talbot, active

members of our_ Local , are now on duty at the

State House in Denver, as State Legislators.

The election of officers for the year 1927 resulted

in the re -election of the former officers : Dee A.

Spencer, president; J. W. Biggs , vice -president;

C. L. Brady, recording secretary ; Lewis Brady,

financial secretary -treasurer;, executive board , Dee

A. Spencer, J. W. Biggs, A. L. McAulay, A. E.

Leach , Lewis Brady.
-Cor. 662 .

Hartford, Conn . - Division No. 425 has started a

new year. Let us hope that everything will be well

with us and results maybe very satisfactory. It
is up to the members, as well as the officers, to

work to make this new year & grand success.

Our Division extends profound sympathy to

Brother Cornelius Shea in his recent bereavement in

the death of his young daughter.
Our new business agent is Brother

O'Donnell We wish him success in hisnew official

position and trust that he may obtain good results.

Brothers William Albrecht,
Samuel Weinstein

and PaulMcGuinness have joined the police force,
Look out , brothers ! Don't go against the “ Stop "

sign when these brothers are on duty.

Brother James Hunt, who in the past served as

treasurer formany years,is back onhisold job

again . We are glad to see himthere and we know

he will serve well in this office, as in the past.

Have you heard the latest ?
O'Meara has worked a full week on the Stafford

Line .

Brother James Degnan is still
Avenue Line. He must find it agreeable to him

out Charter Oak Park way.

Brother James Johnson says he was awakened

fromsleep one morning recently and upon investi
gation found that it was one of the brothers shout

ing, outside his window .

Brothers Carney, Durkin , Fox, Fowler &
are still on the sick list .

We hope to see them back

with us soon .

BrotherGeorge Stimets is again on his run, after

being two months sick at hishome.

Don't forget that brother Donahue is at the

barn on Wednesdays. " Keepyourduesuptodate.
We do not wishmore ex -members on thejob.

Brother Prank

on the Session

Brown

MEET SECOND AND FOURTH THURSDAYS

Altoona, Pa. - The first meeting of the year 1927

held by Division 801 was on the evening of Thurs

À day, the 13th of January. The meeting opened at

8 o'clock P. M., in citualistic form , and following
the disposition of other subjects the question of
election of officers arose and it enacted to

retain the old officers for another year. There

fore , our officers for the year 1927 are : President,

J. F. Ringler ; vice-president, H. W. Wolf; recording

secretary , J. W. Kell ; financial secretary -treasurer,

M. Horpster; warden,

T: B.Oeherler;datinti, N. P. Woodos

was

-Cor. 423.
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ONE -MAN CAR REDUCES STAFF OF EMPLOYES make cakes. That feed was a treat and a surprise.
Everybody enjoyed it so much."

Salt Lake City , Utah.- Although our spirits have "Well, well. I'm going to attend the next meeting

slightly burned through the setback we received in and keep on going, too. I see I have let myself

reduced membership resulting from the operation of get rusty."

the one-man cars , it is firmly resolved by the majority "Well, we surely will be glad to have you down

who are left that it is up to them to demonstrate. there and say, the Ladies Auxiliary, made up of

a true Amalgamated spirit and lend whatever assist. street car men's wives and their friends would like

ance necessary to rebuild the Division , to its old to have your wife come to their meetings. They

standing. meet every second Wednesday in the month, at first

We have evidence of still more reconstruction work one house and then another - just have a pot-luck

contemplated by our company, by way of reducing dinner and visit the sick and then, when 704 needs

interurban lines into one-man car operation and dis . help , they are there with the cake or eats or any

continuance of some of the city lines. Weare sincerely assistance possible."

hoping to reach terra firma beiore long. " Well, I sure am going to tell my wife to go to

Where some of our lines were discontinued the their meetings , for I do feel sorry for her staying

company replaced the service with the bus. After home all the time."

much negotiating by our committee , the bus runs “ You just tell her to call 3- 1425 - J and ask where

were established on a seniority basis. the next meeting will be."

The Ohmer register was recently installed on sorne Second brother shakes first brother's hand and ways

of the cars and they are considered not very popular to him , “You will see at
the next meeting.

among the boys that are called upon to work them . Good -bye."

They add to the difficulties of the street car operator. Such was the conversation overheard between !

Brother Allen H. Burt was recently suddenly called couple of the boys recently . Let's rub the dust of

away on International service while he was listed on or some other conversation may be heard later. All

the sick list . We were very much disturbed at the of you come out. I'll not call any names, because

time on account of his rather sudden departure, but I promised not to disclose who these two brothers

our financial secretary received a communication from

him , explaining his condition as satisfactory in the Now , boys, just a word for the financial secretary,

way of improvement. Brother Lee Evans : The financial secretary bas con .

We are enjoying a very satisfactory winter in these siderable trouble lately seeing the man that has the
parts this year . The weather as a whole has been money for his dues,

very mild for street car operation . I would like to call to your attention the case of

Our company has recently indefinitely laid off some deceased Brother Frank Howard. He was a union

of the older members on account of age , but has man from the heart out- always took_his card and

given them a small monthly allowance. was for the Local first and always . Brother Freak

It was very impressive recently to listen to the
worked for the company twenty - three yearsma mem .

congratulatory remarks on the merits of Unionism , ber of 704 ever since it was organized. During this

made by our old veteran member of Division 382
time he received many increases in wages through

Timothy Spray. He was compelled to relinquish his
the efforts of Division 704. Also from time to time

position with the company on account of his age. he was sick for a short spell and received $ 10.50

We can heartily commend Tim on the sterling quali. per week. Then, on Christmas, he took suddenly
ties of Unionism exhibited by him in the long time ill with pneumonia and died one week later . All

he has been a member. who knew him sadly mourn his death . We were

Wishing all Divisions a happy and successful year overjoyed that through the A , A. of S. and E. R. E.

for 1927 , we remain , fraternally - Division 382, Salt of A. we gave to his widow , Mrs. Howard, $800.00.

Lake. Brothers, such is the organization for you and with

you until after the end .

We should regard our Local as an investment in

AN OVERHEARD CONVERSATION insurance and as a valuable asset. It is through

it that we improve our working conditions. Most

Little Rock , Ark .-- " Say, buddy , were you down at every man on the job can remember of some instance

the last meeting ? " where by being organized we were able to secure a
" No. What meeting ? " better condition for ourselves. So altogether now

"Why, 704." Go, go to every meeting this year and we will then

"What do you mean - 704 ? " have the habit of go - go - going.

" Well, I declare ! Don't you know ? Division 704 lo See you next meeting day .
our Local Union . " -COR . 704 .

" Oh, no, I forgot it . I was busy. Had to go to
town and

pay some bills . Did they have the regular
ENJOY AGREEABLE TEMPERATURE

crowd ? You see, I haven't been down in such a

spell. Just so busy , don't hardly think of it." San Antonio, Texas . - Several moons have passed

" Say, I want to tellyou, we're having some of the since last you heard from Division 694 of San

peppiest meetings . Now take our last meeting - we Antonio ,

had a wonderful attendance. You see , we had an The temperature here today is about 70 above zero
election last month . Brother Guerin was elected and as it comes to my mind, this is the month of

president; Brother McBride vice -president." the year that you brothers in the northern section
"Well, well," and the brother had a surprised look . are fighting the snow and ice , and you have my

" The rest of the officers elected are : Financial sympathy. I did some of it myself in past years.

Secretary , Lee Evans; recording secretary, A. 0 . I know just what you are up against. I can but

Youngblood ; conductor, C.C. Jones ; warden,Will feel thankful that we are down here in the Winter
Rowland; sentinel,James Biand ; executiveboard mem Playground of America .

bers, W. R.Howland, Will Rowland, D. T.Mill. I have nothing startling to report, as things are

holland, Wm . Raney, J. J. Jolly, W.W '. Richards and moving along smoothly here .

R.W. Rowland; delegatestothe CentralTrades and January 25 we held an all - day social session to which
Labor Council,'C. c. Jones, Wm . McBride and Bill we invited the officials of our employing company.

Rancy." Our brass band comprising twenty -two of our mem .

" That's surely a good line-up .". bers , under the leadership of Brother L. A. Larsen ,

"Yes, we have some meetings." supplied the music . I want to thank the members
" Say, where is the meetingplace now ? " (With still of the band for the first class music rendered on

more interest.) this occasion. Our band has made wonderful progress

" A the Labor Temple, 6th and Scott Streets . Been and our Division is pretty proud of it . We also wish

meeting there for over two years." to thank the quartette composed of Brothers Cross,

" I declare, I didn't know that . " Hyden , Gelsen and Marshall, for their service in
"Well, asI was about to say, at yesterday's meet. rendering songs at the session .

ing we installed officers. Had an open meeting. Mr. The big dance hall on the second floor of the Labor

CC. Griffith , generalmanager, and Superintendent Temple was decorated for the occasion. At 11 o'clock

Kooncewerethereand madewonderful talks. Other A. M., following selections by the band, President

distinguished fellows were there,and to top it off we Nelson opened the first session by making a short

served refreshments after the meeting ." talk , after which he introduced our general manager,

"Um, um ." Mr.' E. H. Keifer, and general manager of trans

" The Ladies Auxiliary to 704 donated some swell portation, Mr. W: W. Holdon , Chief Claim Adjuster1 TL 3
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now

also made short talks to our members, after which

President Nelson called on our vice- president, Brother

W. J. Powell and Recording Secretary C. E. Dennison

for short talks . Our quartette having rendered sev .

eral selections between talks, we repaired to the

banquet hall in the basement, where a hearty repast

was served in time for the P. M. men to get to their

work. About 4 o'clock P. M. the daylight men reached

the hall and the program of the morning session was
repeated Mr. Frank Weber , our new employment

manager, and Mr. McEnerny, master mechanic at the

car shops , were present at this session and spoke to
the men. The session closed about 6 o'clock P. M.

The company officials and our members in leaving

the Labor Temple, left with a friendlier feeling one

for the other and a feeling that much good would

result from these meetings , both for the company

and our organization.

Some of our members are slow in paying their
dues . This causes extra work for our dues collector .

Some have found in the past that it also causes woe

to the man himself who gets bchird in nis dues, and

suspension follows for some or another . You

know anyone with eyes can tell at a glance at the
button on the cap if one is in good standing. Then ,

there is the sick benefit and the death benefit, which

should be of benefit to our loved ones in case of

death or sickness . Pay your dues on dues collection

days . Then you will be entitled to the protection of

the organization--sick benefits and in case of death

your loved ones would have something to ride then

over the time of sorrow , and in your heart you will

have a better opinion of yourself .

Attend the meetings of your shift of men whenever

you can You will thereby help yourself by helping

your organization ,

--COR . 694.

executive board elected and we have a good one .

A1 entertainment committee was
appointed byPresident Brey and will be on the job for the year

1927 , arranging for card parties , lunches, etc. , to
keep things interest ng.

Brother George Haber had the sympathy of on

bookers recently, when he was locked out of his

car at Sixth and Ham . It was a one -man Car and ,

of course, he was obliged to help himself.

Brother Eimer Bast is entitled to work a

straight day run . Of course , he feels proud of it .

Brother James Sinith recently took a day off to

accommodate applicants for jobs on his farm .

Those who applied numbered around one hundred.
Brother Smith is yet not fully decided on which

onc oi the applicants he will place at work .

Brothers, don't forget the address --834 Linden
Street --as that is our meeting place .. It always
welconies joui . The better our meetings are at

tended the mort interesting our organization be

comes, and it also adds to the value of the organi
zation .

--- Cor. 956 .cause

DEATH TAKES TWO POPULAR MEMBERS

a

were

MEMBERSHIP GROWING

Wichita , Kan . - Division No. 791 , of the Amalga

mated Association , has elected and installed officers
for the year 1927 . Changes made Th

election of president was bot content between

former president, R. J. Ford , and Brother J. L.

Riley . Brother Riley won by two votes.
Our officers installed are : President, J. L. Riley ;

vice-president, C. H .. Truitt ; recording secretary,
M. F. Phelps ; financial secretary-treasurer, A.Ć .
Arnett ; correspondent , Wm . F. Fisher; executive

board , A. C. Arnett, F. C. Fulton , W. P. Kirwin,
F. C. Evans and Charles Smith .

We trust that the members of our Local will

give the newly installed officers hearty support , and

particularly to our president. Give then the sun

port we have given our officers in the past and,
if anything , add to it .

Our membership is growing. We are having a

larger attendance at the meetings. Those who

have been neglecting meetings should come out.
Get the spirit of attending meetings, boys, It will

do you good . Besides , if you get into the practice

of it , it will be easy .

Brother Sweat, on the sick list , is some better

at this writing .

Brothers Handy, Charles Cline and W. K. Futrell
· are on the sick l'st .

Brother Charles Carrier was recently attack d hy
two bandits on the Orient Shop Line. llowever,

the bandits were unsuccessful, as Brothur Cartier

didn't stick 'em up," as commanded , but landed

rights and lefts to the jaws of the bandits, and they
lost no time in leaving .

Brother Shockiey has been serving on the county

jury.
Forty -three new members have been added to

our Local .

We are very much addened as we announce the

death of Brother D. C. Drak ', who was one of the

respected members . His family have our profound

sympathy .

Cor. 794 .

DON'T FORGET THE ADDRESS

Allentown , Pa.-- At the first regular meeting of

Division No. 956 for the year 1927, held in Janr1y.
our newly elected of.ch6 were installed . Brother

Martin Brey was installed as president. Prother

Clyde Horn wa installed financial secret!

treasurer He took Brother Harry R. Maswll's

place . Brother Maxweli had hed this office srce

our Local instituted . Brother Edrinn J.

Kurtz remains in his oid chair , mut of roording
secretary He has heid that position Since the

organization began . There is almost wholly A

Galesburg. [ll.-- Division No. 515 has passed
through what may called very disastrous
periori . We have lost two of our worthy members,
Brothers Frank Thurity and Kenneth Johnson.

Both have passed the Great Divide from which
there is no return . This brothers were well worthy

of the respect and ES that was shown by
everyone that they came in contact with , Their

loss from amorg the ranks oi our brotherhood is
feit by all of the boys.

Pall bearers at the funeral of Brother Thurlby
were from the ranks of the street car men who
worked with him daily for the past eighteen years --
Brothers E. N. Brown, Baldwin , Omer, Cobb, Lucas

and Guy Johnson. Brother Thuriby died January

16 and was buried January 18 .

Pall bearers at the funeral of Brother Kenneth

John -on, who died January 24, from pneumonia ,

were picked from among his chumº and from the
Wonline nad stre ! Cu mn. The two reprosenting

the street car man wer ? Brothers George Batemen

and Lawitince Wogoman . Brother Johnson was a

new mari aving been on the job but some three

morths. He was sc A Voi car and bus operatori

a good mixer , always smiling and jolly and was
well liked by everyone . His funeral was heid

January 26

Gore are they from our ranks, far o'er the Great

Divide

No more will their smuling, good humored faces

Grect us as we board the car or bus to ride .

But memory of them still lingers in these familiar

places.
Wh re their work was done it can forever be relied .

It will reminds of them , as their sculs pass on

the heaveniy tide.

Brother Ed. Anderson , sick for about a month,

has retired to work . Erother Frank Scott had

Ed's run during his übserce .

Mrs. F. H. Allison wis seriously injured in an auto
accident Aug. 28 , on tra Abingdon hard rond . She ,
with Brother Allison and family , were being taken by
Brother A ::9n's brother to Viecomb , to visit rela
tiv s . Th . rear whe i birike and the auto turn d over .
Mrs. Alison's back was broken . She was in the

hospitufour and on half months. January 15 she
had suficiently record SO that , with Brother
Alison, who had It covered fram pneumonia , as
well as having his lup injured in the accident and

two ribs brok: n , w re taken to their home. The

five children miranulously escaped injury. Hard
luck 50078 to have cumped on Brother Allison's

Trail, for he had hardly turned to work whert he
was taken down pill pricria, the right lung

baiectie . Aftet Likhters dys in the hospital
he in started ty work and worked a month ,

wh: n he taken down again with pneumonia ,

This time the lat luns ard Bronkial tubes were

affcctae 1 Charge for the heat set in and he

avan succeeded in overcoming the dread disease .

more ( the loh . Physicians say that

Athron's racovry is a miracls, as the cighth
Vinterje of the f121 ccinn was completely

* d . TUCOV TV is due to his ruled consti

titre, toute 31,1 resolve trygt ell. 89 ebe

sint pr. regras 2070105 fnllowing the injury,

S of my live little
kudis, The food Lord Est red her prayers and

tha prayers of 7 12 public, whose sympathy

ng with her in Fif ; * to cover. She is now

ws'kin around , poing most of her bework, a

livirg miracle and an einmples of God's goodness

Wis

was
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wage quest :0 !; Following the meeting, we enjoyed
650kr and al in attendance had a very fine

11 : 1 ,

At our mating of Jillary 25 our new officers

were insti ?! and nowy ( lected President Honan

pririnig Prosid nt Callahan a fine

mer2.11m 11 as tistimonial of the boys '

rispert and DDELPion of his past work.

Jal'ary 22 we (iivid Our increase of 40 cents

I tryja metroactiv * to January 1 . This

tv3 to $ 1.80 for an 8 -hour day .

115 atter : t wis & Compromiss, as we originally

501 " ; t in list of $ 1.00 pis day.

artitw of us in our line of activity

' n ari rin ir at the priis nt time.

Vie : tu the sun shine on both sides

of the Site Dery short tiine on our 100 per

fant ( 86**** it ) . Cor. 687 .

An.

I

2

and mercy to those who suing and yet have faith

in Him who holds our spily in His hanis .

Brother Gis Tiih of courly a mori, sisk ,
is again at Wik 1. Tid some harddiski too .

He has a ſamir iepirdest ' fan hinau1 sick

ness meant 10 : 4 .

Brothers Cinco Bringon lave unt')

to work for the salat 1.10 *** } , 5 . 11:11 rus

are send up to the 01 XT 1'n

Brother P.Rossuti at struke of

prior :14: 14T ; 1 . Lies 19 ♡ 1.ach ! * t'1 .

His run is also decrid terassily on .
To have sini ?

Blocki Hron , G ;! out an inson ,

W Tema inkin limon . le

work here durus than on tsenin ir plation,

Ominor 173 ), We are pl . 1 to
have him ik asit ,

Bert 3 ! Holt is protipoed to work following

a sisk of iºns. Iho online los pakel,

but 1 is st's in the ring

Our si Conite is 1,69 cump'in nt Сп

their work II tiep * ' hree tiitli Ty Suite

tave in biaya" , did He is 0 :2 * y 2:11.

te krise by I't writin ! turpirt no

TOTE : ; , SL et It TY

lint S Creu two be : * . Lei's

1.pit cortinas

1 may a ' ! hire * ???* (,'Tote 1 ,odvrt, Punk J.
Thur ! ?? , ' 1 , 12 T !! lire ,

I ! ' . He lived for a turnir Isolati , liter in

Me 1:00 anii for

Cialist 11. 10 ) deslet

l's trink , at 1.1in

widor grid thrie pajirani , " is , Ines Smith , Robert
ani Dirthy Ole

brutier, Fred 1 : 0 . sinds at Hurst, Ii .

--- Cor . 515

DETROIT DIGEST

TE

in

-
ONE HUNDRED PER CENT

Protacr Rickar ! Smith , executive board
member of he Fourin oth Ine , arranges the

Lattingent stainment from th : old Detroit Locti .

lle ricantly put on a few prize bouts to include
the prions of the Cro's ! wn and Dirtcenth
11 . le gren was the Club , Room at

Trin Avue Car Parts, wire some four thoita
Bald 31 tel. Those who entertained

narin Davis ani Artur Grispor ,

iri which he si W : a draw . Si vera lotits

W TE by Brohrs Dive Bettie úd

Bin M 1: 1 I : 175 a very intestin ! Drisonten ,

The list şi " , tritic fix,ht was that of Brother Jon

Stors of the fisson Line and Brother Alec Dickie

of Cron ! W.

This is were announced as Brothers Davis ,

Gadis y , Litle and Surry .

Two outsrinėtid theniselves on this occa

son They were Messrs. J. O'Connors and Jolly

Tonskins

In atterrirra at Brothar Smith's entertaininint

wer Genro lingur B ;'! Smith, Suposintolints

R. D sern , L.Raynolds, Il Kane, Fred lei

and R. La mon and Tackberry,

I ' 6 * her Wald O'Ney was referce . It is real

postop? Wat i came out of the game without a

sich , indirriting his fairness as a referee .

sent 1 . Vetker, Secretary Clarence

Nuntariat B !$$$ Air + n + Neil McLellan

pirë nt. ! ** it on the exports on the stara , could

rot de Iriri i upon to enter thin ring . Thiy are

uning the instructions of

' YU'ALT So , ah , hopeful of Terroing to an ad

? 21.10'1' 1 pluht, and expeit to be in condition
for om futuri but .

The Fort enth Line won the Saf ty First token ,

and presin t' ?y twill win the next. The hanner was

PI:Sird Brotters Morker of the Fourteenth

Li" , argit Nintz of the Crosstown Line .

Ili bina tistic exercises, Bioth I Nel McL : llan

recently brat!: crystal to liis watch and setmed
teprimerera ! ' y argrieved on the occurrence .

It is * ( ! t fir him to foliow the dirt program of

Breither Smit , -REX

ar ?,

Wire

V

R.

Dubuque, loud Division o . 379 isn't Btici

Jariy Te ius Caenep,
( nogiri & S Wadow W :: 5012

" We Just a big as the W i just as

smal " as titsY BV

The si, of < 10 01 ! i thone if ( 16 thirk

This is tru lin as of poverv

day , i diritti di Viivi 2011 e 3'0

try to do or beint in 71 best

we in of it d ' PO BOO !? tus ,

Little cid rovin! I 11:15 tr, le during
the inonth it Jini, ili

untu himself

Broiler Biti ch * .1.1 1:21

monial tomb and way line tid hatter half

We are very soon +1 :47 Proth : 1' il to

& sick leave so

to the hospital for a Pitopan

Brihin En !! Buat ys thit wh: 1

the old pony it in

hixh , wide 1

101 's ' ) bok on let !!!shall

yurier kry toti po

Boots Tieneri , 1. siooning in

Chevreet this wo ! 1 think Puti 15
the Presoft. I. S. A. in here the

Trims Purm , frient

Brutlier Joe Killer
1 Yllydue store

teeth . Xotv fani 인

Brother Jue Frost !
113

off for two pik sik , ! 1 tin culing pretty

good

Our moeting of it : 11. - 1.1, 11 **** q ? 17

at both early

cards try ? Torino , ).
? 1

Brother John 1

Getting till this WV

must have ir , as 1 : 1
' . Don'tespecial.y the first T11 12 of

furger, brothers.
ir 30

>

to

COMING ALONG IN GOOD SHAPE

IH

He was

Jacksor , Mich . -Well brothers, here we appear
type 12kg Col10n . We are still on the

151716d criminly alrng in good shape .

113 kes a Viry interesting meeting

Talouary 3 Cur next moeting wilt til April 7

mindarre in the evrirx . Don't forget, boys.

Prali to Bru's and Ritterhouse would like to
mo : lihts, their wives and sweet

pirts t ti . Ir tanie

2 TSI 18 7.11n on the job.
of for t hree weeks.

Art . Rikis, J. Champon , 0 . Homes ,

D .. ! Nr 21 Du.tv Rhodes are
trying their

TRAN must have caught an

i's pit on the aron.3 in the air one recent

Bithir ) k } } Drag is having his “ Big Bertha"
at Winchter's sporting goods

be Irry for the spring duck

s! 17 . some great duck and

boys- ho'l vot al.

brotings are taking a few days off ,

bedt more cariful, and don't

sithe arm for 3:30 a . n .

i ' . It mich so th : 3 Winter to bother

Vip hid sum sleet recently and it bothered a

! ; int Tiranes.
this 15 Wise I cwn for this time.

me tiny , April 7 .
-Cor. 245 .

mort
RECEIVE WAGE CRLAST

Oakland , Calif. Dis 02 to 08 is

or the Bear 1927 1.1

Piother W. 1. l'onai. Pas

Timothy

Virrarthy, firmi

Sar! F ITS

ilan flipto,

de a l ri i mi???? !So try

1 .
*

?

Sog

OK 2
Pradirekin , 7.1

their future

conjunciion with Brotlar
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dents within the year will receive sixty dollars around

Christmas time. Oh , Boy ! New trimmings for the

Christmas tree . Keep up the good work, brothers.

Brother O'Grady of 16th Avenue is going around

with a grouch on . A passenger fainted on his car and

they have him charged with an accident and he said

he didn't even look at the party . Cheer up, old

timer.

Brother Syke of 16th Avenue is becoming quite a

fireman . Ask him about it . He will tell you.

Brother Reese of Lake Street is joining " Buffalo

Bill's Wild West Show ." Some cowboy. Hold him ,

Sarah .

Brother Jake Volk of Hilton started his new busi

ness raising gold fish with silver stripes on their
back . Don't catch them all , Jake.

Financial Secretary Harry Peters is joining the

aviation club . He bought a " Flying Cloud.” Some

machine !

Brother Friedman of Hilton sold his snipe- shooting

gun and is saving for a certain occasion . Her name,
is Rose .

We have in our midst a wonderful song writer .

His name is Sir Charles Barde of Hilton and Aber .

deen , Scotland . He just finished the song entitled

" Let the Rest of the World Go Buy. "

Well , Brother Decker, we are all glad to see you

back at work after your long seige of illness.

Brother Zins seems very happy. He did the trick

a few weeks ago. We wish him the best of luck .

Brother Joe Doyle of Roseville, they_tell us , is

training, expecting a bout with Gene Tunney, the

World's Champ. What kind of flowers do you want ,

Joe ?

By the way, Brother Barney Davis of Miller Street

is a genius. He has invented a machine that roasts

and grows peanuts at the same time .

Now, Brothers, get together and attend the meet .

ings more frequently . Fill the hall , for there are

some very interesting discussions on the welfare of

your Local.

Brothers , I want to thank each and every one for

the beautiful presents I received the night I was
installed in office.

-COR . 819 .

HERBERT E. CHAMBERLAIN

LET

IN

BACK AGAIN

one

2

Brother Herbert E. Chamberlain , at a

recent Michigan State Federation of Labor

Convention , held in Lansing, was elected ,

a vice-president of the State Federation

of Labor. Brother Chamberlain was

of the originators of Division No. 563 of

the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, in

Lansing, Michigan , and has served that

Local officially since its inception. He is

at present financial secretary -treasurer of

that Local . The State Federation has

made a good choice in selecting Brother

Chamberlain as one of the state executive

board officials of that ofganization . Presi

dent Frank Wade was re -elected, as

also Secretary- Treasurer John J. Scannell.

President Wade is a resident of Flint, and

Secretary Scannell is a resident of Detroit.

Brother Chamberlain represented the

Lansing Trades and Labor Council in the

, convention ,

Morristown, N. J. - Local 947 , dead for a long

time, is back again , hoping to do better.

We are pleased tosee Brother Dunnell back on
the cars again .

About 35 members have been seen in their new

bus uniforms. Wonder what it means?

Brother Cashen showed up a little late at our
last meeting . He said he had quite a time with
the new suit . Some sport.

Brother Blanchard has been thinking about

buying a car but he never will as long as the

dealers take him for a ride every day.

No wonder had snow storm . Brother

Nelson reported on time for his run .

Brothers Cooper, Vanderbush and Conway joined

the track gang in the recent snow storm. They
took their pick and shovel, and looked natural.

Brother Regan has been very lucky with his fun
with Sundaysand Holidays off. But our Dispatcher

hooked him right, in our last snow storm .
Thanks

to Brannan . Wonder what happened to the date

that P. M.

Our announcer at station MCT, Brother Borg.

warth , is now signing off until next month.
--Cor. 947.

we a
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STREESwas

OPE

WEPNER RE -ELECTED PRESIDENT

a

Newark , N. J.-Brothers , we are still alive and pro .
gressing . We just held our election of officers . Our

worthy President, Bill Wepner, was re - elected with

an overwhelming majority. He received 998 votes

to his opponent's, Bro . Domenick Dyer, 198.

Brother Dick Naughton, the old political warrior,

was re - elected for the third consecutive time , defeat .

ing Brother Robert Clift , of Big Tree.

Brother Harry Peters, our trustworthy Financial

Secretary , was re -elected against two opponents, Bro.

Boemer of Hilton and Bro. Teatherline or 0. P. V.,

by a big majority.

Brother Michael Mahoney bested Brother Steve

Sullivan of Roseville for recording secretary .

We express our heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved

family of our late brother , John English . May He

Rest in Peace.

The company installed a bonus system in regard to

accidents . All operators receive one dollar per week,

if they have no accidents. Those baving no acci .

TORONTO TOPICS

We are glad to welcome back to our ranks, a

number of those who were misled in 1921 under

the pretense of better results from
Canadian

Union. Time haswell proved what was said at

that time ; that those starting this so -called Canadian

Union were doing it for selfish reasons and for

personal glorification , and really that they had

nothing to offer from the standpoint of trade union.

ism and the onlytangible resultwould be to impede
the progress of Div . 113 . So , that our aims would

be met, and we could again have one Organization

with one purpuse, i . e., to improve the working

conditions of the employees on

International recently held out the Olive Branch for

the third time and there was every appearance of

it being accepted until pressure was brought to bear

by some outside forces on the officers of this so

called Union , unless, of course,they were lying

when they made approaches to our officials. How

ever , the outcome is that some of them did not

our System , the
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bill creating a commission to find ways

and means to enter the light and power

business on a plan similar to the Ontario

Hydro Electric Power Company.

The resolution was introduced by dele

gates G. L. Brooks of the Electrical Work .

ers, John Reid of the Steam Fitters and

Neil Carpenter of the Painters Union .

OAKLAND , CALIF., TO BUILD

LABOR TEMPLE

come back and again allowed themselves to be mis

led by a conglomoration of malcontent from ncarly

every known sessionist body in Toronto . There

were others though who were wise enough to take

the offer made and we are glad to extend to them

the hand of fellowship and to congratulate them on

accepting the advice of the Street Car men instead
of those mentioned .

In the past, the officers of the Division have been

unable to extend the condolence of the Local to

any of our brothers who has suffered the loss of his
wife. This has not been through lack of sympathy

but because of the fact that the officers had no

means of knowing when such a bereavement oC

curred. In the future, we would like the members

to immediately notify the office so that the Division
can in a small way, extend to any brother the

sympathy we all feel for him at such a trying time.

It appears that the taking over of the Radial

lines is bringing its problems in some of the Divi
sions. May I suggest to our whole membership

that the solving ofsome of these problems will be

a test of their trade Unionism and that , if there

are advantages or disadvantages to be met, they

should be met with a spirit of brotherhood and

moreover, may I point out how that time often

proves a benefit unseen and that the disadvantage

of today is the joy of tomorrow . So , do not let us

worry too much as to what might happen and ,

certainly, let us appreciate this fact; that

brothers together and in any gain our fellow member

may have we should wish him luck with it .

Our second Euchre and Dance was a bigger suc
cess than the first . Everybody had a real good

time and we are hoping they will all come along
to the third one which will be held in March .

Also, look out for the bumper Picnic that Division
113 is going to put on this Summer.

Attendance at the meetings is gradually improving.

Why not come yourself and help to make it larger ?

-BERT.

a near

we are

Street Carmen's Division No. 192 at its

special meeting in Castle Hall on Wednes

day night unanimously favored the assess

ment now being voted by many East Bay

unions in making possible the building of

modern Labor Temple in the

future .

The Street Carmen's unanimous vote

gives a new impetus to the move on part

of leading unions to establish a home for

labor and which shall compare with the

best Labor Temples on the Pacific Coast .

The proposition was presented to those

present in detail and after a thorough dis

cussion pro and con the members saw fit

to unanimously endorse the plan as pre

sented , giving both their financial and moral

support to this worthy cause .

The Temple proposition will be presented

before other locals and , judging from de

velopments of the past week, there is no

doubt in the minds of unionists but that

the proposition will eventually receive

practically the full endorsement of all East

Bay unions .—East Bay Labor Journal .

LEWIS GETS BIG VOTE

IN MINERS' ELECTION

Indianapolis, Ind . - John L. Lewis, presi

dent of the United Mine Workers , received

173,323 votes, against 60,661 cast for John

Brophy, in the referendum held on De

cember 14, according to an official report

by tellers .

Philip Murray was re-elected vice presi

dent by a majority of 109,587 , and Thomas

Kennedy was retained as secretary - treasurer

by a majority of 75,079 .

JUDGE SUSTAINS UNIONISM

MICHIGAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

SEEKS STATE OWNERSHIP AND

OPERATION OF ELECTRIC

POWER PLANTS

1

The Convention of the Michigan State

Federation
of Labor, held in Lansing ,

Mich ., passed the following resolution :

Whereas, the water power in the State

of Michigan is fast being controlled by the

Consumers Power Company, an electrical

trust which is charging nine cents (9c) a

kilowatt-hour, or three times that of the

Canadian Hydro Electric Company, and

four times that of several public owned

plants in the United States, and are paying

as low as thirty -five cents (350) an hour

to laborers, forty - five cents ( 450) to men

working at line work on high voltage lines,

and ninety dollars ($ 90.00) per month for

power-house operators working 12 hours

per day.

Whereas, Government statistics show that

a family can not be maintained on such

wages. Therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Convention request
the Gorenon and

Denver, Col. - Judge Julian Moore has

refused to order the Building. Trades

Council to desist from its opposition to a

non - union contractor.

Union carpenters refused to work with

unorganized carpenters , and the contractor

sued for an injunction and $ 100,000 dam

ages .

The court made short work of the case .

After the plaintiff's attorney presented the

usual Citizen's Alliance plea, Judge Moore

rendered his decision without calling upon

the defendants.

" A man has the right to work or quit

work at any time , in his own determina

tion, the court said . “ An organization

has the right to order its members to work

or quit work, as it sees fit , so long as, in

the execution of such order, there is no

disturbance created or any law violated .

" A man has a right to belong to a union ,

or not to belong to a union , as he sees

fit . If he joins a union he adopts their

rules and regulations and agrees to abide

by the decisions of the organization .

" The evidence in this case tends to show

that the organization affiliated with the

defendants' Building Trades Council refused

to permit their members to work on this

particular building, and that in so far as

it goes the defendants had a right to do
whathot Tas done
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A BENEFIT FEATURE OF WILL THEY CHOOSE SUCCESS ?

ORGANIZATION

No person has vet come forward to tell

The benefit features of the Amalgamated what the Mine Workers Union of Canada

Association embrace an Old Age Benefit. has been able to accomplish for the work

Something of the nature of the benefit that ers in whose service it is supposed to be

is being accomplished by the membership oferating. The reason is clear. The M. W.

of the Amalgamated Association along this U of C has not accomplished anything

line , can be observed by noting the increase for the miners. On the contrary it is tied

in membership that are receiving the Old up inseparably with the loss of wages and

Age Benefit. This Old Age Benefit is a worling cen litions which has been ex .

substitute for pension provision . It perienced the mineworkers of the

grants to the old member practically a province. Its record is bad .

pension in a lump sum . The member is On the other hand, the United Mine

to be at least sixty-five (65) years of age Workers of America as a'r organization that

before he receives this pension . his
r cord of accompii-hment to its

In the year 1915 , two m -mbers recrived cilit, It cil thin's for the workers of

the Old Age Beneſt; in the year 1916 , five Alberta . It raised their wages, sec ,fed

members; in the year 1917 , five members; better working cuditions and raised the

in the year 1918, five members; in the general stardard of liv . The Labor

year 1919, eight members; in the News vouch for the statement of

1920 , nine meinbers; in the year 1931, Albert E. Allen who wait is it this issue of

twenty -one members; in the 19:22, The Cari of the U. V. W.

seventy members; in the year 1923, fifty of A. to the Drunt,les villa y brought

thrce members; in the year 1924, Sixty conditions immersurilly better than those

three members ; in the year 1927, sevility wlicly fristed baluse The sawe is true

seven members. In the year 1926 , there iſ ther parts of the pruviac . The U. M.

were eighty -two members of the Amalia 11. of A made soort in Alberta and is

mated Association received the Old Age the rest of the contient.

Benefit . Total, 400 members. ! It is significant that some who have in

The Laws on paying $ 809.00 Old Age the past been opponits of the luternational

Benefit went into licct on January 1 , 1912 ,
Union are now among its ar lentsurprters.

and the same have been in force since that They have learned that the U. M. W.

date . Prior to 1912, we had a small uld of A. jg the only organimation from which

age benefit ranging from $ 1.00 to 13.00 help can be expected . They have tried

per week , but the payment out of that was
otlier forms of organizations and have

insignificant . The Association was
found them waiting. In their own inter

ized in 1892 and prior to member ests and in the interests of their fellow

being able to reach his twenty (20 ) years workers they are l'rging miners to get back

of membership the new law went into elect, ir to the International Union where they

The laws adopted and which went into may mjoy the protecting of the continent.

effect on January 1 , 1912 , provides that

wide stability it provides. The miners of

a member shall have reached the age of Allerta woulu.do well to heed their advice .

sixty - five (65 ) years and shall have twenty After all, what is the use of the miners

(20 ) years ' continuous imbership in the organizing urics ; they are in an crganiza

Association to receive the Old Age Benefit tion that can do som -thing for them . It

of $ 800.00.
is admitt d that the Wine Workers Union

Amounts paid out by th International As of Canada has not done anything and

sociation in Old Age Benefits are as follows: apparently cannot do anyt'ing. It is aiso

1,600 00In year of 1915 ...
admitted that the U. M. 1. of A. has

In year of 1916 . 4,000.CO dem trotsed its utility to get things for

Ikár..

In year of 1917 4,000.00
It should not be difficult

In year of 1918 , 4,000.00 for the miners to make up their minds

In year of 1919 . 6,400.00
alout which oryani ation they will cling

7,200.00In year of 1920 .
te.-- Alberta Lubos Ves

In year of 1921 167,S00.00

In year of 1922 56,000.00 NON -UNION LABOR DOES

In year of 1923 12,100.00 SOCIAL WRONG

In year of 1924 . 50,400.00 By J. R. Clynes ,

In year of 1925 . 61,5500 00 Member British Parliament and President
in year of 1926 6.7,000.00 National Union of General and

$ 320,000.00 Municipai Workers .

21'

2nv

Total....

It is no

witli him .

The Denver Trades and Labor Assem ',' y

upon inquiry is advising that the Builna

ternational Tailors, Inc., Denver, Col., are

not fair to labor and suggests that if there

is a branch of this house in any other city

where the goods are on sale that purchasers

of clothing and garments can avid patron

izing this unfair concin by demanding the

bona fide union label of the Journeymen

Tailors or United Garment lorkers.

Wonies that resentiment against

the non - ll ' iun man has hardened in many

cises to the degree of declinirs to work

In the prison and higher paid posts,

Ture is tince of " acting unprofession

is piblicly aimunord as 'infamous .

The Oteller is treated with contempt, or

some definite proti nannt is devised Some

corresponding policy applied to the nod
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union man would be even more juistifable To illustrate : Suppose the nation's an

in the case of wage whose life nual wheat crop totaled 800 bushels , of

standards and conditions of work require which 100 bushels were exported. The

the protection of a unity greater than that price of the 700 bushels used here would

of the professional classes. If Workers be placed at $ 1.12, but a stabilizing, tax

really knew what others gain by organiza of 6 cents a bushel would be collected by

tion, and what they lose from lack of it , the Government board through wheat

they would no longer neglect one of the elevatyrs and cooperative associations. This

greatest weapons which can be used for would leave $ 1.36 net for domestic wheat .

the workers' advantage. The 0 -cent tax on the 700 bushels would

If men would keep outside i trade union total $ 12. This would be used by the

only to their advantaga, there would be less Government board to equalize the differ

need for resentmoni . Bitt the fact that ence between what the exporters are forced

they are outside enurmo : sly weakens the to accept and the domestic price.

position of the men who are in . Whira The tax would also pay operating ex

there is an interest in comun , and where Denses of the board and would guarantee

men have to serve together under similar repayment of the $ 250,000,000 Government

conditions, a few suih men can not step loan.-A. F. Of L. News.

aside as though they were entitled to dis

regard the interests of the main body. INJUNCTION LEGISLATION PROGRESS

Where a community interest exists it is
IN NEW YORK STATE

an act of serious desertion for a few to cut

them elves away from carry obligation and Lahor's bil to regulate issuing of court

service while always look out for whit injunctions in industrial disputes so as to

ever portion of bepalīt they may be able andre trial of facts before a jury in a court

of law before any injunction can be issued

If the position of the non -uon rin is is now fore both houses of the Legis

viewed from the standing of fair p ! tv 1 -tire The Senate bill was introduced by

toward his mates, he star's Paremed . Sinator !enard R. Lipowicz (Republican)

If it is vi.wed from the stailpoint of of Balo , as Senate Int. No. 497. The

material beneit, the conclusi: 1. to which we Avm ! ly bill had already been introduced
are driven is that the IOL -1111n by Assemblyman Frederick L. Hacken

inflicts losses not only upon hi'n ef but Hurg (Democrat) of New York City , as

upon other men who have done him ro Assembly Int. NO. 299. It has been re

harm . - Union Leader. feried in the Senate to the General Laws

Committee and in the Assembly to the

SKETCHI O M'NARY -HAUGEN BILL } iticiary Committee. The members of

tiese çonimittees are :

The foilowing is ta otstan ling fizure
Senate General Laws Committee : Sen

of the much -dicussed Vic Vary . Haren farm atriss Hickey of Buffalo , Chairman ; Fearon .

bill : sof Syracleo; Dick of Rochester; Mastick

Farmers' ormarizatiopiss in pritish Topcoral
of Westchning County ; Baimes of New

Bank Reserve district wh : 11 procent 1 S
Freh ; llestall of White Plains; Kech of

to the Presid'nt from which lost the Presi Jomtown , and Russell, Walsh, Austin and

dent shall appoint a muitre of 12 that ( in of Greator Vew York .

will have charge of the marketing of wheat, Assembly Judiciary Committee : Assem

corn, rice, swine and other commodities. Byin'n Jonks of Broome, Chairman ; Shonk

The Government will not lcp rit ;lving Westchester; Tolinson of Chautauqua;

fund of $ 250,000,000 at the di pusal of the Stone of Onondaga; Hofstadter of New

comniittee. York : Fay of Kings; Cooke of Erie ; James

Every bus': l of w '), ut in tis of Columbia ; Ha'l of Nassau, Cuvillier of

country may be a singen si it II , " prt suf. V , Yurk ; Ginans of New York ; Hacken

ficient to equalize tie iw Cost riivid brogrey of New York ; Berg of Bronx.

by wheat growers who are trul to export Orewnizations of members thereof desiring

their wheat. The Bit Wittui viil communicate with members of above

debar entrance of forem wheat. committees behalf of the bill should

Approximatly 820,441,0110 ! 14 h of address then at the “ Serate" or " Assem

wheat is ann ally raised in this fileiry . Ny" Chamber, Capitol, Albany, N. Y.,and

The annual consumption a , erases 70 ), mien, make sure to identify the bill by the Int.

000 bushels. This liavos 1041,000,000 b :15h Nos, and introducers' names given in first

els for export, in competition wi; other paragraph.

countries. Generally the Liinpool price of Meetings to be Held Throughout State

wheat establishes the Wirklice, which President Jolin Sullivan of this Federa

is ret cted in tire l'interi Stittis, tion , accomed by William Collins, repre

If the Liverpool price is $ 1 a bishil, the senting the American Federation of Labor,

wheat board could advince what follets wiil ad lr ( s 1115 metings of wage - earning

in this country to apļrixiratdy 42 cents. citizens in several cities of the State during

To share this in DE with West tie coming weeks on the subject of in

who are forced to silth is what acid juction legislation . These meetings will

for $ 1 , dometic
ie held jointly under the auspices of the

25sessel an
per bustani that will NOW York State Federation of Labor and

place the price ridurid by exporters Ol! tle local Trades and Labor Assembly or

parity with the domestie pile Concil, as wás tlie case in New York City

an

to

in
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The schedule of meetings arranged for next

week is as follows:

President Sullivan has accepted an invi

tation to address open meeting of

Jamestown Central Labor Union at its hall

on Thursday, March 17th , at 8 p.

N. Y. F. of L. Bulletin .

an

MOONEY AND BILLINGS

14:05

The petition says that company officials

have refused to grant a requested wage in

crease from about 37 cents to 65 cents an

hour. It also enumerates several provisions

of the contract on which it is alleged no

agreement could be reached and petitions

that changes be made.

Under the wage scale proposed in the

petition, men employed by the company

for six months would draw 60 cents an

hour ; more than six months, 63 cents;

more than one year, 65 cents, and 50 per

cent increase for overtime, with a minimum

monthly wage of $ 100 . Men operating one

man cars would draw seven cents an hour

more than the others. Those included

under the proposed scale are motormen,

conductors , operators of one-man cars and

operators of motor vehicles , and busses.

Indianapolis Star.

CuandaUNION SMASHING

CONDONES CRIME

10 years. Luador

never

A newly -elected governor by the name

of Young has taken the oath of office in

California . This renews the hope that

Tom Mooney and Warren Billings may be

released from the state prison at San

Quentin .

They have been in jail or prison for more

than 10 years , on the charge of having

exploded a bomb in the street during a

military " preparedness " parade in San

Francisco in July , 1916 , if we remember

correctly . Arrested immediately after the

explosion , they were jailed pending trial ,

and, after being convicted , were sent to

prison. In all, it is considerably more than

It came out and is now admitted that

they were convicted on perjured evidence.

We have examined the evidence

personally, as others have, and they might

be guilty for all we know , but those who

have examined the evidence seem to be

uniformly convinced that it was a frameup

and that they are entirely guiltless. They

were labor organizers, and the theory is

that the anti-labor forces framed them in

order to get them out of the way.

The judge who presided at the Mooney

trial is convinced that he is guiltless and

has asked for his release . So have others

connected with the case.

The Mooney application for release is

now before the governor, and presumably

that of Billings will be brought before him.

Asthe Labor World of San Francisco says,

“ There is important business

before the state of California than justice .

Mooney and Billings should be freed now !

Not in a month ; not in a year! But now !"

-Seattle Union Record .

APPEAL TO PUBLIC SERVICE BODY

Henico

Rucker Todd , 22 years old, and William

Harrison Ramsey, 27 years old, former

employes of the Indianapolis Street Rail,

way Company, were each fined $50 and

sentenced to serve one day in the county

jail by. Judge James A. Collins when they

pleaded guilty to theft of street car tickets

last July. M. E. Foley, attorney for the

car company, asked for leniency for the

two men, explaining that they were faith

ful employes and had worked during the

street car strike last summer.

Miss Nora Briggs, formerly employed in

the accounting department of the company,

was found not guilty on a charge of receiv.

ing stolen goods, growing out of the theft.

Joseph A. McGowan, treasurer of the car

company , testified to Miss Brigg's

character and said the company was willing

to re-employ her .

Todd accidentally shot his wife while

removing cartridges froma revolver which

he carried while strike duty. No

charges were placed against him .--- Indian

apolis Star.

instructed

as

no more

on

FIVE-DAY WEEK GROWS ;

SEATTLE UNIONS LEAD

was

1

to

An appeal, asking the public service

commission to act as a board of arbitra

tion in the adjustment of a new and higher

wage scale for employes of the India polis

Street Railway Company and providing for

the reinstatement of about five hundred

employes who have not returned to work

with the company since the strike several

months ago, filed yesterday in the

name of James Green, an employe. The

petition was filed by Frank P. Baker, local

attorney, who represented the striking

employes.

The appeal was taken , according to the

petition , in accordance with the terms of

the contract which Green says he signed

with the company, which provides that , if

arbitration with the superintendent and

the president of the company fails, the case

may be carried before the public service

commission .

Seattle , Wash. , leads in the number of

building trades unions having a recognized

five -day week . Painters, plasterers, lathers,

plumbers and steamfitters and electricians

in Seattle are all enjoying the shorter work

week . Painters in New York, Boston ,

Bridgeport (Conn. ), Newark, San Francisco,

Portland (Ore.), Scranton (Pa.), and Seattle

as well as in many smaller towns have the

five-day week. President George F. Hedrick

of the painters international union , has

stated that 35,000 out of a total of 110,000

unionized painters have the five-day, week.

Plasterers in Boston, Buffalo, Philadelphia,

Providence (R. I.), "Pittsburgh and Seattle

are under the five -day week .

Boston , Buffalo, Seattle and Pittsburgh

have it .-Montana Labor News.

Lathers in
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unceasing work for better conditions with .

out paying part of the cost. The union

man does not prohibit the non -unionist

from work so long as he does not try to

come in and threaten the good conditions

obtained by the union through the old

competitive system of bidding under him

until wages go down to the starvation

point. - Railway Carriers ' Journal.

WHAT KIND OF CUR IS A

YELLOW DOG

Brazil: Immigration , The Secretary of

Agriculture, Commerce and Public Works of

the State of Sao Paulo has just made

public figures showing that the total num.

ber of immigrants who entered Sao Paulo

during the year 1926 is 96,887. This

compares with a total of 73,335 for 1925,

which , until 1926, was the record year for

immigration into this state since the World

War.

British Columbia : Oriental Population

British Columbia contains the largest

Oriental population of any province in

Canada. According to the last census ,

there were 15,868 Japanese in Canada, of

whom 15,006 resided in British Columbia;

and of 39,587 Chinese residents, 23,377

were reported as being in this province.

Canada : Employment Expansion-Em.

ployment, as reported by employers in

Canada during 1926, was in greater volume

than in any other year since 1920.

Ecuador : Austrian Immigration - A small

group of Austrian immigrants recently

arrived in Ecuador, leading, it is said , to

the general conclusion that the economic

future of Ecuador depends upon the success

the country may have in attracting Euro

pean immigrants as the type that formerly

went to the United States.

Mexico : Emigration – Emigration of

laborers from the Guadalajara district to

the United States during the year 1926 is

said to have shown a tremendous increase

over the two preceding years.

Indian Labor- The scarcity and high

price of corn in the mountains around

Pochutla has forced the Indians to offer,

in rge numbers, to work on the coffee

plantations,

Paraguay : Colonization Project " El

Liberal” makes the announcement
that, at

the coming session of Congress, a project

will be presented granting sepcial con

cessions to another Mennonite colonization

group, affecting 40,000 persons from the

Province of Saskatchewan , Canada . It is

reported that, with proper dispensations,

30,000 will immigrate 'shortly to Paraguay .

Italian Immigration— " La Campania In

dustrial, " a large agricultural development

concern, announces that it has interested

a large number of Italian farmers in the

colonization of Paraguay, and that, during

the present year, immigration to this

country will attain large proprotions.

If a man who was not a member of a

fraternal organization should demand of

that body all its benefits and privileges

without belonging to it on the ground that

he was an independent American citizen,

we would be most apt to consider him a

blithering idiot. And yet we read columns

of abuse about unionism that gains all the

benefits of higher wages and shorter hours

for workingmen without receiving aid from

the non -union workers because the union

man will not work in the same shop with

Like the sore spot which becomes a

pimple and develops into a boil, irritating

or unfair conditions multiply along certain

lines until they come to a head — then

something happens. Judicial construction,

interprepation and metaphysical legal jug

gling in connection with the common law

of contract, is quite rapidly bringing the

question of the " yellow dog" contract to a

head .

If the wage -earners have a right to or.

ganize , the right to do so as free men, that

right, under the Constitution, as now being

interpreted by some courts, means nothing.

If the employer, taking advantage of the

wage earner's necessities, which include the

necessity of a job if he is to earn a liveli.

hood , forces a " yellow dog ' contract upon

him , then the alleged sacred right of con

tract supercedes the constitutional, the

essential, the most necessary right of human

liberty --the right to voluntary, organiza

tion. The fact that the signing of a " yellow

dog' contract on the worker's part is the

esult of coercion , seems to be invisible to

the judicial eye of many of our courts .

Some years ago there was a strike on

the Interborough Rapid Transit Company
of New York . The strike was lost . After

wards , when the men who had struck re

turned for employment, they were

pelled to sign " yellow dog." Last

summer several hundred of these men went

on strike , these strikers being members of

the company union which the Interborough

Rapid Transit Company had organized .

Having discovered that company unions

not intended to protect the wage

earners , or to give them any practical voice

in discussing their terms of employment, a

number of the members of the company

union have been considering joining the

regular trade -union organization of " Street

Car Men. " But a New York Court of

Equity , holding that " a contract is a con

tract , " has issued an injunction restraining

these company union members from be

coming members of the legitimate and regu

lat trade - union of the Street Car Men .

The " yellow dog" contract is immoral .

It is used solely for the purpose of en

deavoring, through an unsound legal form ,

to compel wage-earners to surrender their

essential right to organization . If a " yellow

dog " contract is a legalcontract, then any

contract secured by coercion and intimida

tion is a legal contract . Employes sign

" yellow dog' contracts because their em

ployor informs them that they will be dis

thev

com

а
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the individuot 1. hehenafif bis charged 11 nlegs do The omar
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assumption of risk , fellow servant and

contributory negligence absolved the em

plover from any financial responsibility, and

the injured workman bore the burden , and ,

if his injury was of a serious nature, be.

came a charge upon his family, or upon a

charitable community. It did not take

thinking men long to discover that these

three well established common law defenses

were working the gravest injustice, and so

they were annulled through the passage of

workmen's compensation laws .

The m'thod in which the law of con .

tract is being construed in connection with

" yellow dog ' contracts is working the most

scrious injistice. It has become a weapon

which courts have held permitted organized

employers to use for the frank purpose of

destroying the right of their emploves to

b) long to organizations for their mutual

benefit.

The day is coming when the " yellow

dog " contract will be placed in the same

neglected graveyard now occupied by the

decaying boly of the common law defense

of assumption of rish , follow servant and

con ributory negligence.

As row being applied, the " yellow dog'

contract is the badge of serfdom , dug up

from antiquity and used for the purpose

of converting the mass of free men and

wl. ) vork in our industries into

herless industrial seris. International

Mlders Tournal.

Or

Women

discharge is as effective intimidation and

coercion as employers can appiy. The man

out of work , whose family must have an

income, is informed that he cannot be given

work until he signs a contract binding tim

to take no collective action with his fellow

employes. The signing of such a contract

is secured through duress.

The common law of contract had its

origin many centuries age . Originally it

developed as necessary protection to

purely business transactions. It had little ,

if anything, to do with the personal ret

lationship of employer and emilye, for a

the time when the common law of contract

among English -speaking peoples was being

developed , the worlman

serf, incompetent under the law to filter

into any contract.

The sacred law of contract is sacred only

so long as it does not work injustice

When any of our inherited common law is

applied to those entirely new conditions

which have developed under modern in

dustry in a manner which works injustice,

then the sacredness of that law must

disappear, for no law or no interpretation

or construction of a law which wirks a

manifest injustice, which creates in

equalities of opportunity between m'n ,

should be permitted to exist . No people

can be expected to respect a law which,

in its application by the courts, takes

essential rights away from one group of

men while leaving another group free to

work their will upon them ,

Fortunately, a number of State Ferlera

tions of Labor are notenditavoring to

have laws @racted which will make the

" yellow dog '? contract nul and void .

Those onposed to such a law wythat it

would destroy the cominon lei of en

tract , and they quote long liss of prefi

dents to prove that it would be contrary

to the Constitution to pract sich a law .

To hold that a common law is sacre, bia

cause it has antiquiy behind it and is

something given to its through the Fils

of men who went into thmir ļratis naiv

centuries ag ), is 101.57 € . It is the loc

of rublish and fiddicsticks. When

common law , which applied tu ) con 'itions

existing centuries agy, work justic , Hit

now works an injustice, l; ( 112C virions

have become greatly change , er it is

applied to somn think never cntmutid

by those who develo , ei it , ts.nl it any .

thing sacred ri mains it is the selle od duty

to amend or annii it , so that it will nu

longer work in ustice ,

We have amenitei au ainu comme

law to the great bene it of leit Wirkurs.

It is orly a 18 years ago that tire 011

ployer's attorneys, with sob in their

voice and their eyes turne tormil heal ( ,

lamented the fact that the fillin law

made it impus il le fus injure ! Weilinn to
receive Compatia for ti in

Governed by ti ir 111, til le law

and the necessity i widto robiIn this

law unless the winnie atlikti i civili

tion was to be strontroveil, tips ,

tion to the first that the chains

CAR OPERATORS UNCORK .

ENTHUSIASM

a

Division 810, Street Car Men , after

" taking thin's easy " for a number of

month , is fe lingthe urge of spring with

its call to ambition and energy .

It all started when Jim Largey, inter

national vice president, came to town last
week . A special meeting was held and an

Xinctd supply of pep was incorked.

This is attested by the fact that 16 appilca.

tions for membership have been received

Hurtig the week .

There is a depus interest manifested in

the attairs of the organization than has

bien observed in many months.
All this

is en Ouraging, and learis to the belief that

era is dawning for the local street

Irisident Brennan made a wonderful talk

at the mieting.

The smiling face of Brother Jennings.

better known as “ the Big Chief," was

observed at the gathering,

The old war lire. Brother Clark , was

there and give an interesting talk .

Brother Mclay says his dream has come

tru He is alriving a Nash .

Brother VicEwain says the asylums are

tverllowing the overflow slevoting itself to

the driving of automobiles.--Dayton, Ohio ,

I aboj Riview .

a new

C21 men

i i Ils.

It is stupid for m'n to rant about injus

' 1 % and oppsesizon and then leave unused

chie most powerful wapen known to thi

Cor.1? ivi il apa - Buying Power.

1

verso
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AMERICAN AND MEDITERRANEAN

LIVING STANDARDS

Delphi, Greece- Resembling the fossil

footprints of some strange animal, one is

puzzled at seeing in the mud in Greek towns

peculiar impressions, There is something

strangely familiar about these . They re

semble American auto tire inúrks. The

explanation of the mystery comes when one

actually sees shoemakers cutting up worn

out tires to be used as substitute for sole

leather.

This is an illuminating example of the

difference between Arnerican ari Heditis

ranean living standaris, it is an example

of the misery attendant upon a wage rate of

about 1/10 American Wedges Vanv imagine

the cost of living in Greece is proportion?

ately lower than in the United Stat . This

is not true . A visit to the shops discloses

only a very few commerlities marker lewer.

An oke of bread cuit , id ilm rican mnry.

1112 cents. This is a hide hivher thin the

cost of a pound of bread in certain Imeri

can cities, Since the we cannls botwien

272 and 3 lbs . , breal is about 60 cheaper

than in U. S. A. Biit coal costs $ 20 $ 0 per

ton . Ham is $ 1.01 a pound , cc,w's butter

is 75 cents a pound, poat's bitter being 00

cents à pound. Coffee costs 43 cints a

pound.

Because of the universal pinch of poverty ,

it is common gossip here on th : 'Culf of

Corinth that , were it not for the Johnson

Immigration Act, half of Grecipe would

swarm to America as rap ':'!! ? e slip- room

could be secured. Under this law the Grek

quota has been reduced to 100 , thus pree

venting a mass mirration that inevitably

would break down American wa'e stund
ards.

Detrimental Condition

This has been conclusively shown , not

only by the shitis: g officialdem of the Mine

workers Uni:: of Canada ; but by the

absurri anri detiimintal conditions intro .

duced , by bosses and operators, into the

mines that broke away. Officials and men

from these small organizations, operated by

" meal ticket artists,' admit that it is not

only the amount taken from the “ wage

seule,' that is the big reduction , but the

intro l'iction of new work , formerly known

as " dead work ," that has within the past

19 months to it about a reduction of at

least anothic 2017 on their pay ticket .

U. M. W. Secured 7 Increase

The U. 1. V. of A. in Drumheller,

shortiv after resiuning work under the

pri jelit és mint, receivid an advance of

ulicin ti oth.com organizations en

de avertnl to set, but failed . We can point

specificall ; to a great many instances we

have on ricord , of reductions in wages,

under the new ori, nizations, and mines that

have no. 01/ 22/ation at all, whereas for

me'riy, men hud cais livered to the work

ing faen, bey now push their own or get

fired. Bru hins, which has a specific agree

mint in sommines, is practically done

way with, and discrimination is rampant.

Pin the mi inbri of Local No. 59 , are still

O ! the opinion that we are right in sta ving

Tith the C. M. . of A., as this is a for

vard movit; hiing international,

D'Ant, suii locking friend to still

6 ates intentional of the coalminers of

the wor ! ?.

at

a

UNITED MINE WORKERS

BEST MINERS UNION

J. Conroy, J. Dolan , R. Brownell and

H. Smith , of Miners ' Local No. 59 , in

Alberta Labor News

That the U , M. W. of A., even les

present conditions in the Alberta cal 1 : },'s,

is demonstrating its superiority to any otr

form of organization of mineworkers; is the

claim of prominent members of Drankeller
local No. 59 of District 19 , J. Conroy,

R. Brownell, J. Dolan and llait y Smith , in

a statement to the Labor News , tol' spine

thing of conditions in Drumhell s arisine out

of the chaotic state of affairs which follower

the breaking up of District 18 into several
small organizations .

The statement follows:

Immediately after the break -11 ?), several

mines in the Drumheller fie??, Vimy,

A. , B. C., Newcastle, Junior, Millanil, Rue

dale, and Star mines decided to stay with

the V. M. W. of A., principally because at

that time several of the big companies hat!

broken away and formed arogani itions of

This forced the abuses nanus

locals to the conclusion that , sv breakin's

away , they would be clinging to a bent mind

that must eventually break

TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL LABOR

NEWS

AUSTRALIA : Constitutional Amend

ment.--- A lill has been introduced into the

House of Representatives, under the terms

of which it is proposed that, by constitu

tional amendment, legislative powers of the

Commonwealth be extended so as to include

industrial matters .

BRAZIL : Immigration . - Of the total

trumber of inmirants entering Brazil during

the past eighteen ymrs,' 1908-1925 inclusive,

the Italien ( uota amounted to 16 per cent

or 237,299 of 1,484,338. This number was

exceeded only by Spaniards and Portuguese,

these three Latin races forming 70 per cent

of the total movement.

Immigration Society.- A new society has

recently been inarigurated in the State of

Sao Paulo to foster immigration for the pur

pose of increasing the coffee production in

tlat States

JAPAN : Emiration to Brazil. - The

Tokyo pross riports that Japan plans to

send a total of about 5,000 adult emigrants

and their chil ! r n to Brazil during the fiscal

year 1926-1927, Cp to March 31 , 1926 , it

is sail that Japan had sent 5,300 farm

errirants to Brazil, most of whom have

sittle l in the Site of Sao Paulo .

SPITZERLAVI) : Zurich Carpenters'

Strike -- After having lasted nineteen weeks

the Zurichi care stess' strike has come to an

erd and the strikers have resumed their

Wirk - Dartment of Tobor

1

their own .
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This Beautiful 1927 Model Cut Out

This

AdBUICK SedanGIVEN

The high

Report

$ 119500
ia State

1 the st

or $ 119500 in CASH

Iam going to give this beagtiful new Buick Sedar

sino a 1927 Chevrolet Coach and a large list of additional
costly prizes. I have already given over 50 new automo
biles to advertise our business and nowYOU canget

thisnew Buick Sedan or $ 1196.00 cash .

Can You Put a Star Around the Buick?
By drawing str straight lines with four dots on each Iho you can
wake six pointed star - can you do this ? Draw the linee cet out
tband, sond your name and address , Get6,000 polat toward
Balck Sedan . You can have $2195.00 la cash Instead of the Buick
rou whofirstprize and perfor it .

$ 250.00 Cash Extra for Promptness !
Tak of that ! I will pay $250.00 cash extra for promptnous . A
ford to the whole wothesent- bo prompt. Daplicato prizes will be

Youdon'trisk&cont of your money now , later ,or ove . Bolvethe
prolact promptly - reply now

F. G. REYNOLDS, Dept. 72

500 North Dearborn Street

1927 BUICK

GIVEN

Send

No

Chicago,Illi. Money

Reply

Today

WARD BAKING COMPANY

UNFAIR TO LABOR

veturs

dur

ܐܝ

When any

COOPERATION MANAGEMENT

The Canadian National Railways , in

their locomotive repair shops , have a group
of co -operative committees which have

added much to the efficiency of the shops.

These committees were organized in the

local shops and in the three regions into

which the system is divided about a year

and a half ago . The local committees are

made up of an equal number of representa

tives of the workmen and the management,

and the regional committees are composed

of the regional union officers and the rail

road officials for the region represented .

There is also a general committee covering

the whole road .

Suggestions may come from either the

management or the workers.

suggestion involves great expense or change

of policy it is referred to the executives

and their decision is turned back to the

local committee for action. During the

nine months' period from January to

September, 1926 , the committee at Strat

ford discussed 91 suggestions. Of these ,

79 were approved and put into practice,

4 dropped by mutual consent and 8 held

for further consideration . The frequent

discussion of shop problems and the confi.

dence that serious consideration will be

given to suggestions have made the co

operative committee an effective link be

tween worker and manager.

In this cooperative plan the unions turn

their attention to the elimination of waste

and to better production , while the man

agement undertakes to improve working

conditions and stabilize employment so

to give the men steady work . The financial

gain which has come through this arrange

ment is shared by the company and the

workmen of the whole system .

Bert M. Jewell, president of the Rail

way Employes Department , who furnishes

the account of this cooperative committee

plan in the " American Federationist" for

January, believes that " the general satis

faction with its results proves the value

of the labor union as a constructive factor

in industry and the advantage to labor of

cooperation on a basis of union recognition ."

--Information Service, Churches of Christ

in America .

The Nineteenth Convention of the trinn

Label Trades Department reaffirmed their

former endorsement in the fight of the

Bakery Workers against the non-union

Bread Trust combinations, particularly

against the Ward Baking Company operat

ing in many of the principal cities of this

country.

This company , several years ago , locked

out all members of the Bakery and Con

fectionery Workers ' Union for refusing to

accept unreasonable wage reductions and

non -union working conditions and has re

peatedly refused to negotiate or consum

mate any satisfactory adjustment with the

representatives of the Bakers' International

Union or the American Federation of Labor.

The President of the Ward Baking Com

pany, W. B. Ward , has been instrumental

attempting the_formation of a two

billion dollar Ward Food Products Corpora

tion, organized for the purpose of monopoliz

ing the baking industry and every other

kind offood producing material in order to

obtain control over the Nation's bread and

food products. This corporation was de

clared an illegal combination by the Federal

Court on charges brought by the Attorney

General and Department of Justice; how.

ever, the Ward Baking Company still

operating as a non-union concern, expects

members of organized labor to buy and eat

their non -union bread.

By order of the Nineteenth Convention of

the Union Label Trades Department.

TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE MO

TORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

in

as

“ The last charter granted by International

President W. D. Mahon was for the institu

tion of Div. No. 455, Portsmouth, Ohio.

“ The enactment of a vestibule law by the

Iowa State Legislature has been secured.

Our Association had the assistance of the

Iowa State Federation of Labor upon this

measure.

" Div . No. 78, Galveston , Texas , reports a

new wage rate . The new rate brings an

increase of one cent per hour, and fixes

.
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H

wages at 19, 20, 21 and 22 cents per hour. "Division No. 5 , Topeka, Kans., F. E.

The highest rate is to men three years or Porter.

more in service, "Division No. 6, Youngstown, Ohio, A. N.

“ Reports to the office indicate favorable Powal.

action upon the pending bill before the Illi “ Division No. 11 , Cleveland, Ohio, Ben

nois State Legislature. If the bill becomes Casson.

a law it will be the first legislative enactment " Division No. 13, Pueblo, Colo. , W. J.

in the states doing away with the fatal Maxwell .

running -board. " Division No. 14, Ft. Wayne, Ind ., Chas .

"Announcement that the Louisville, Ky., Stolte.

strike was settled on the 14th inst. came “ Division No. 15, Milwaukee, Wis . , Gus

to the office from G. E. B. Member Ben Suhfras.

Commons. The message reads : 'Strike set " Division No. 17, Terra Haute, Ind., H. S.

tled, all employes returned to work upon a Aldridge.

ten-hour work day and 4 cents increase in Division No. 19, Colorado Springs, Colo. ,

wages . ' This includes the conditions sought, F. A. Edwards .

and the refusal of which caused the strike. " Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass. , John

The local received full recognition. The O'Brien.

strike lasted but twelve days . “ Division No. 23, Bay City, Mich., James

" The Portsmouth, O. , strike is at an end . McGovern.

By the settlement, themen returned to work “ Division No. 24, Knoxville, Tenn . , J. H.

Tuesday morning, March 12, and matters of Ritter.

difference go to arbitration . The report of " Division No. 26, Detroit , Mich . , Robert J.

Board Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald com Burns.

mends the practical common sense and spirit “ Division No. 27, St. Paul, Minn. , J. H.

of fairness of the president of the railway McLaughlin.

company, Mr. Levi D. York, and the striking " Division No. 28, Minneapolis, Minn. , A. R.

employes in the matter of the settlement. Hinkle.

" Disbursements from the death and disa " Division No. 29, Minneapolis, Minn. , A.

bility benefit fund of the International Asso M. Griffin .

ciation during the month of February aggre " Division No. 30, Toronto, Can . , George

gated $1,100. Death benefits of $100 each Streator .

were paid upon the deaths of Lewis P. “ Division No. 31 , Duluth , Minn . , Chas.

Streeter, Div . No. 179, Elmira , N. Y.; John Goulette .

Flynn, L. C. Krebs, Julius Trojanowski and " Division No. 32, Saginaw, Mich . , F. J.

W. Nelson, Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; E. L. Marble .

Trainer, Div. No. 260, Chicago, Ill.; Fred “ Division No. 33, Richmond, Ind . , P. Law

Osgood , Div. No. 307, Stillwater, N. Y .; rence.

Harry L. Gould , Div. No. 235, Brockton, " Division No. 34, Bridgeport, Conn . , Chas.

Mass.; Charles A. Newcomb, Div. No. 235, Ensign ,

Quincy, Mass.; V. Treinchard , Div. No. 194, “Division No. 36 , Sacramento, Cal . , H.

New Orleans, La.; M. E. Goss, Div. No. 136, Lowry .

Fort Wayne, Ind. “Division No. 36, Louisville, Ky. , Chas .

"Vice-President J. J. Thorpe, who is also Johnson .

business agent of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh , “ Division No. 37, Denver, Colo. , E. B.

Pa. , reports that the renewed agreement with Bartholic.

the Pittsburgh Railways Company embraces “ Division No. 38, Watertown, N. Y., O.

a wage scale of 25, 26 and 27 cents per hour. A, Clarke.

This is a 2 cents per hour increase . " Division No. 40, Spokane, Wash . , Thos .

" G. E. B. Member Fred Fay, after the Rubican.

securing of the Detroit, Jackson & Chicago " Division No. 41 , San Antonio, Tex. , B. O.

agreement, was dispatched to the assistance Camron .

of Div. No. 416, Peoria,Ill.,which Division “ Division No. 46, Boston , Mass. , Peter

was negotiating a new agreement. The McCarthy .

agreement there was secured with an increase " Division No. 47, Hartford , Conn . , P. I.

in wage of from 15 to 25 per cent, the Zimmins.

maximum rate being 22% cents per hour for “ Division No. 49, Toledo, Ohio, H. B.

men four years or more in the service. ” Ryan .

" Division No. 50, Scranton , Pa . , Alex Mc

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE MO Taggart.

TORMAN AND CONDUCTOR “Division No. 51 , Dayton , Ohio, A. W.

Agenbroad .

"List of secretaries of Local Divisions of
“ Division No. 52, East Liverpool , Ohio ,

the Amalgamated Association :
L. W. Donovan .

" Division No.1, Indianapolis, Ind . , E. S.
“ Division No. 53 , Bellaire , Ohio, Thos. H.

P. Kayser.

" Division No. 2, New Orleans, La . , J. Vic
" Division No. 54, Lansing , Mich ., F. B.

Perry.

"Division No Tacoma James
" Division No 55 Philodeinhin

5

Ingram .

Leclere.

Wash
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A

Don't Buy a New Changer

Every time thefare is changed .

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five - Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Saves time,

pockets, patience — and Speeds up sched

ules- No fumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device andour exclusive
Adjustablo feature on fourth and fifth barrels .

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 - BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 566 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 6 tokens

Price $ 4.00 postage paid. J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St., New York City

6your Division in the next few days and the

different Divisions electing delegates, will no

tify the general office by addressing creden

tials to the secretary -treasurer . Every Divi

sion should be represented at the conven

tion.

"W. D. Mahon, International President."

Dep

***

" Division No. 56 , Philadelphia , Pa., Aug

ustus McNally.

" Division No. 57, Philadelphia , Pa., Wm .

C. Bonem.

" Division No. 58, Philadelphia, Pa. , W. M.

Shepperd.

" Division No. 59, Philadelphia, Pa ., Harry

French .

" Division No. 60, Philadelphia, Pa., Chas.

C. Meyhan,

" Division No. 61 , Philadelphia, Pa. , Chas.

L. Clark.

" Division No. 62, Philadelphia, Pa., T. E.

Clark.

" Division No. 63, Philadelphia, Pa., Irwin

McNoldy.

" Division No. 64, Philadelphia, Pa ., Oliver

Higgins.

" Division No. 65, Philadelphia , Pa. , John

McNamee.

"Division No. 66 , Philadelphia , Pa ., John

McKinney.

" Division No. 67, Philadelphia , Pa., H. J.

Bradley .

"Division No. 68, Philadelphia, Pa ., Robert

ton on the 3rd day of May. Calls will reach

McClatchey.

“ Division No. 69, Philadelphia, Pa. , Harry

Coogher.

" Division No. 70, Philadelphia, Pa., Harry

S. King .

" Division No. 73, Meriden, Conn ., J. W.

Watrons.

" Division No. 75, Chicago, Ill ., W. J.

Hickey.

"Division No. 76, New York City, N. Y.,

Joseph McAvery.

" Division No. 78, Galveston, Tex ., A. S.

Spurgeon.

“Division No. 80, Baton Rouge, La. , James

E. Tunnard .

“ Division No. 81 , Muncie, Ind. , H. C.

Gable .
" Division No. 82, Atlanta , Ga. , J. T.

Turner.
" Division No. 83, Syracuse, N. Y. , Geo.

R. Greene.

" Division No. 84, Houston, Tex. , H. A.

Morey.
“ Members of the Amalgamated Associa

tion should not lose sight of the coming con

vention which will be held in the city of Day

PORTSMOUTH , OHIO , AGREEMENT

Memorandum of Agreement

ENTERED INTO this 1st day of January , 1927,
byandbetween The Portsmouth Public Service
Company, party of the first part, hereinafter, for

convenience, called the Company, and The Amalga,
matedAssociation of Streetand Electric Railroad

Employees of American Division No. 455 of Ports

mouth, Ohio, party ,ofthe second part, hereinafter,
for convenience, called the Association.

SECTION No. 1. The Company shall not, dow

or in the future, discriminate for or against those

who are members of the Union, norshall Union

men discriminate against Non -Union men.

SECTION No. 2. That ten consecutive hours

shall constitute a day'sworkas near as possible .
All regular runs figured off one day in seven .

SECTION No. 3. The scale of wagesfor Motor

men and Conductors on City lines shall be as

follows:
A man in the first six months of service shall

receive a rate of . .51 € per hour

The second six months of service. .524 per hour

The third six months of service .53 € per hour

The fourth six months of service . .54 € per hour

Over two years of service...
.55 € per hour

" One-man car operators to receive 5 cents per hour

additional.

Motormen and Conductors on traction service to

receive3 centsperhourmore than on City lines.

Either party desiring achange in wage scale during

the period of this Agreement shall givethe other

party thirty dayı notice,

SECTION No. 4. Whenever any grievance exists,

they shall be adjusted between Superintendent or

General Manager ofthe Company, andthe Executive

Committee or Officers of theAssociation.

SECTION No. 5. Signups shall be three times

each year. Taking effect January 1st, May 1st

and September 1st . Seniority shall prevail at all

times on all lines.

SECTION No. 6. No conductor shall be called

to do the work of the Motorman when Motormen

are available . No Motorman shall be called to do

the work of Conductorwhen Conductors are avail

able.

SECTION No. 7 . All work cars , Baggage or

Freight cars on Traction line shall be operated
by regularly employed Motormen and Conductors.

Work cars onCity lines, when used on work

requiring the use ofa car for aperiodof one day

or longer, shall be operated by regularlyemployed

motormen and conductors,

SECTION No. 8. No extra call shall pay less

than three ( 3 ) hours; over three hours shall pay

five ( 5 ) ; over' five( 5) hours actual time shallbe

paid .

TAN
102
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HEAVYCOPPER

anger

Factory Sale

Don't Suffer
Longer

RUPTURE

eted

New ModelBoiler

Sched

1

PRICE

The Brooks Appliance
From

Most wonderful discovery

ever made for rupturo

suerers. No obnoxious

springs or pada. Automat

lo Air Cushions. Binds

and draw the broken

parts together as you

would a broken Ilmb. No

salves . No plasters. No llos. Durabio, oheap .

Many imitators. Nono equal.

SENTONTRIAL .CATALOGUE FRES .

THE BROOKS 00,

98A State St., Marshall, Mich.

BACHELOR BUTTONS

FOR " RAILROADERS”
Pilcher's Bachelor Buttons snap

No sewing necessary,
Fit

any garment. Quickly detach

able if desired . Try them , If

dealer cannot supply , send his
name and 25c for full assort

ment of 3 sizes, 3 colori.

PILCHER MFG . CO ., INC .
Dept. 406

Logo .

OBED

Catalogue

FREE Made of EXTRA STRONG ,

heavypure copper ,with

a 5 -inch Solid Brass

Cap and Spout.
Easily cleaned. No
Screw cap ,no threads

to get out of order .SOLID CAST
Noburningofhands

NOSCREW TOP no trouble intaking
off cover . Cap can

be put on or taken
off in a second by a

simple twist ofthe
thumb -screw on the

top . Safe,practical,
5.Gallon . $ 6.50 simple and durable.

No article of such
z

quality and utility
ever sold atsuch low
price. It'sa low pres
bure boiler and pas
teurizer . An ideal
cooker forthe home.

Nothing better for
general usages . It

gives real service
and satisfaction .
Above are strictly

cash with order Factory
prices . Send moneyorder orcheck. Prompt shipment in plain , strong box. Only can

worth having HOME
MANUFACTURING CO .

Dept, 2370, 18 E. Kinzis St., Chicago , Ill .

City

on.10

15

20.

25

.8.85

11.90

.14.20

-18.50

22.50

-27.50
30.

Buy

Union
Stamped

Shoes

care o absenceCentri provided , however, thatand

to

SECTION No. 9.
Men who sign for runs eitherwork runs they sign for , or lay off entirely .

SECTION No. 10. Motormen and Conductors are

entitled to a reasonable leave of absence until they

shall duty ;

longer than thirty ( 30 )days, exceptin case of sickness or disability . The

Company agrees to keep employed a

reasonablenumber of extra men to do extra work and relieve

regular sign -up , men desiring off. Regular sign -up

men to be called only when absolutely, necessary.

Extracallsfor regular sign-up menwill payatime
and one-half .

SECTION No. 11 , The Company agrees

heat the cars to a comfortable
temperature,, to

employ men to take care of fires and empty ashes.

Police protection at all time when necessary . Cars
to be swept after they are laid .

SECTION No. 12 .
Traction and City Linesto be operated separately. Only cars operating

on through service to Ironton are to be considered
as Traction Line cars .

SECTION No. 13.

Operating rules and regulations of the Company, as well as special bulletin

orders, shallbe strictly observed by all employees.
SECTION No. 14 .

Employees who are membersof any Committee of the Association,or who are

Officers of the Association of the Employees, orare
Delegates to

Conventions of the Association , shall
have leave of absence for the purpose of attending
Conventions or of doing such otherwork incon
nection with the Association as may be necessary

without losing any privilege of seniority.

Members who may be on the Grievance
Committee

are to be relieved by the Company when necessary

for saidCommitteeto meet with the Company .

SECTION No. 15. The Company shall provide
suitable toilets, consisting of commodes, urinals, at

one end of the different divisions , or shallmakearrangements

crews shall have the
with private parties whereby the

Company to see that said toilets be kept clean.
SECTION No.

16. This Agreement and the
provisions thereof shall remain in force for one

year from dateof enteringinto. Expires January

first . (1st ) Nineteen Hundred andTwenty-eight
( 1928 ).

WITNESS OUR HAND THIS NINTH (9TH)
DAY OP

DECEMBER , A. D.,

1926 .
THE

PORTSMOUTH ' PUBLIC
SERVICE CO. ,

By Jas. P. Loftus,
Manager.

THE
AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION OPSTREET &
ELECTRIC RAILWAYEMPLOYEES

By Virgil Curnutt,
President,

3.C. Hanh

We ask all members of

organized labor to pur

chase shoes bearing our

Union Stamp on

the sole, inner
BOOT & SHORE

sole or lining of WORKERS UNION

the shoe . We ask

JUNION 1STAMPI

you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

you actually see

this Union Stamp .

Boot & Shoe

Worker's Union

Affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor

246 SummerSt. Boston , Mass .

COLLIS LOVELY , General President

CHAS. L. BAINE, General Sec'y - Treas.

If You Don't Receive Your

Motorman and Conductor

fill in this coupon and hand it to your F. S. ,

or mail it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR,

260 East High St. , Detroit, Mich.

Name ... Div . No......

....... Street

Former Address .

No... Street .

OP
AMERICA ,

. Postao
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SAVE A LITTLE

EVERY PAY -DAY

and interest

La back

med or

de or

A

GOOD way to build up a worth

whilesavingsaccountisto setaside

a certain part of your earnings ev

ery pay -dayand deposit it in ThePeoples

State Bank where saving is a pleasure.

The blous

pop

Iho inch

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

Branches Throughout Detroit

OPEN MONDAY NIGHTS

les and

andtri

Tobe well dressed and BATCHELDER MADE

neatin appearance, order

UNIFORMS

Temade

TRADE
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C3
QUALITY & STYLE MAKE

BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORM

A SOURCE OF SATISFACTION

TO EVERY WEARER

C5

For Sale by Dealers

A
WRITE FOR SAMPLES

64

FRED M. BATCHE
LDER CO .

120 HARRISON AVENUE

BOSTON

SU
B
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FASHION LETTER

The bloused waistline is still with us, belts and

draperies confine the hips, skirts are straight, and

shoulders show more breadth .

Tiers, plaits of various widths, jabots and cascades

add interest to the straight lines.

Flares are shown in some circular outlines, and the

dolman sleeve is still in evidence.

The back of dresses is usually flat.

Now and again one sees a skirt with plaits all

around, or crosswise tiers on the back.

The jabot is receiving considerable attention . A

cascade or jabot drapery below the surplice closing of

a blouse or dress is very smart.

The blouse with a jabot trimming below the collar

will be popular with tailored suits.

Skirts are still short, the proper length is, of course,

that suited to the individual ; a conservative length

is two inches below the knees.

Plaits are much in evidence. Front plaits in groups,

or single plaits at the sides or in front are much in

vogue. Plaited tiers or flounces are used on daytime

dresses. The popular groups of inverted tucks at the

shoulder is quite universal.

Finely plaited skirts of printed silk are worn with

jumpers of Georgette in a plain color.

One and two piece models are shown for sports

wear and also for evening wear. A two piece dress

of metal brocade is very fashionable for evening wear.

An important style feature of the approaching season
is the bolero . Many of the new models are part of

the dress ,some areseparate, and often they are with

out collars. One sees boleros of lace with long sleeves.

Jackets of plain material are worn with striped or

figured skirts. An ensemble consisting of a dress and

short jacket in lighter tones is new.

A lace dress with long sleeves is suitable for wear

at a dinner.

Lace in all colors is shown in entire dresses as well

as for trimming.

Flowers are worn at the left hip and right shoulder.

Tie ends cut in one with neck are new and youthful .

5737

5722

5722. Ladies' Apron.

Cut in 4 Sizes: Small, Medium , Large and Extra Large. A
Medium size requires15 yard of'36 inch material. Price 12c .

5737. Girls' Dress.
Cut in 4 Sizes :

6, 8 , 10 and 12 years . A 10 year size re

quires 24 yards of plain material with Ý yard of contrasting
material 36 inches wide. Price 12c .

5726. Boys' Suit.

Cutin 4 Sizes: 2 , 3 , 4 and 5 years. A 4 year size requires

yard for the Blouse, and % yard for the Trousers,of 36inch
material, If the Blouseis madewithshort sleeves * yard less

of 36 inch material is required . Price 12c.

5715. Ladies' Dress.

Cut in 6 Sizes: 34 , 36, 38, 40 , 42 and 44 inches bust measure .

A 38 inch sizerequires34yardsof 40 inch material, together
with yard of contrasting material. The width of the dress
at the foot is 1 % yard . Price 12c.

5726

5715

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 120 in silver orstamps for our UP- TO -DATE SPRING
and SUMMER 1927

BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color

plates, and containing 500 designs of Ladies', Misses'andChil.

dren's Patterns, a CONCISE andCOMPREHENSIVEARTICLE

ON DRESSMAKING, ALSO SOMEPOINTS FOR THE

NEEDLE (illustrating ' 30 of thevarious, simple stitches ) all
valuable hintsto the home dressmaker.

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO. ,

11 aad 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn , N. Y.



$ 2750

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform SOVEST

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

of

Thaveexpressed adesiretoownacivilian

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here, at last , is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands, The Bloch Company has

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fineappearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have long been famous.

We're anxious to have you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50. If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted .

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.

2
0
T
H
I
N

The Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic

tured here and opposite

are both madeofthe

same pure wool , fine

qualitymaterial to sell at

an equally low price.
Union Label in both Uni

form and Civilian Suits

Bloc
h

UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY

The Bloch Company Cleveland , Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge . Also Trolley Jim Time Book.

Name

Address

Name of Dealer.
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP , MANAGE

MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY

THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24 , 1912

Of the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR , pub

lished monthly at Detroit , Michigan, for April 1st ,
1927.
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State of Michigan , County of Wayne, sa.

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State

and County aforesaid, personally appeared R. L.

Reeves, who, having been duly sworn accordingto

law, deposes and says that he is the Editor of the
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR, and that the following

is , to the best of his knowledge and belief , a true

statement of the ownership, management (and if a

daily paper, the circulation ), etc., of the aforesaid

publication for the date shown in the above caption ,

required by the Act of August24 , 1912, embodied

in section 411 , Postal Laws and Regulations, printed

on the reverse of this form, to-wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher ,

editor, managing editor, and business managers are:

Publisher, Amalgamated Association ofStreet and

Electric Railway Employes of America. 260 East

High Street,Detroit, Mich .; Editor, R. L. Reeves,

260 E. High Street, Detroit, Mich .; Managing Editor,

R. L. Reeves , 260 East High Street, Detroit, Mich .;

Business Manager. R. L. Reeves, 260 East High

Street, Detroit,Mich.

2. That the owner is ( If owned by a corporation ,

its nameandaddress must be stated and also im

mediately thereunder the names and addresses of

stockholders owning or holding one per cent or more

of total amount of stock . If not owned by a cor

poration , the names and addresses of the individual

owners must be given. If owned by a firm , com

pany, or other unincorporated concern , its name and

address, as well as thoseof each individual member ,

must be given.) Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America , 260 East

High Street, Detroit, Mich.; W. D. Mahon , Inter

national President, 260 East High Street, Detroit ,

Mich.; R. L.Reeves, Secretary General Executive

Board, 260 EastHigh Street, Detroit, Mich .

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and

other security holders owning or holding 1per cent

or more of the total amountof bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are (If there are

so state) ,
None .

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving

the names of the owners , stockholders and security

holders, if any, contain not onlythe list of stock

holders andsecurity holdersas they appear upon the

books, of the company but also,in cases where the
stockholder or security holder appears upon the

books of the company astrusteeor in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corpora

tion for whom such trustee is acting , is given ; also

that the saidtwo paragraphs contain statements em

bracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the

circumstances and conditions underwhich stock
holders andsecurity holders who do not appear upon .

the books of the companyas trustees ,hold stock and
securities in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe

that any other person, association, or corporation has
anyinterestdirect or indirect in the said stock, bonds
or other securities than as so stated by him.

5. That the average numberof copies of each

issue of this publication sold or distributed through

the mailsor otherwise to paid subscribers, during the

six months precedingthe date shown above is ( This
information is required from dailypublications only ).

R. L. REEVES, Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed beforemethis twenty

fifth day of March , 1927.

Jennie Shellfish, Notary Public .

President W. A. Guerin and Vice -President Wm. McBride

of Div. No. 704, Little Rock, Ark.
os Lixei ashe

PROGRESS OF THE UNION LABOR

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

By W. D. Mahon
none,

The representatives of the various Na

tional , International and Local Unions that

control the stock of the Trade Union Life

Insurance Company held their first annual

meeting at Baltimore, Md. , on Monday,

March 14th .

The report of President Woll and the

Board of Directors showed that over the

full amount of $ 750,000.00 capital stock

had been subscribed . There was something

like $ 75,000.00 that had to be returned to

those seeking stock in the new Company.

The meeting of the stockholders was ad

dressed by the Commissioner of Insurance

of the State of Maryland, a gentleman who

is considered one of the most competent

Insurance Commissioners in America. He

congratulated President Woll and the

Executive Committee on the careful and

competent manner that they had handled

the organization of the Company . He

Bac
k

(Seal) My Commission B. 27 stotod that the
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arrange and launch the Company were

among the best insurance in the

United States and, in the course of his

address, he pointed out the difference

between this Company and the many in

surance companies that he had seen organ

ized . In the private organized companies

each one representing the stock was inter

ested in seeing how much money they

could make out of the business, The

Union Labor Life Insurance Company is

formed for the purpose of giving all the

benefits to the policy -holders and the men

engaged in promoting it were seeking to

make it safe, sound and sure, at the least

possible figure that it could be made safe

to the policy -holders. He predicted a great

future for the Union Labor Life Insurance

Company.

The stockholders elected Board of

Directors of eighteen and empowered the

Board of Directors to extend their number

to twenty - five.

Following the stockholders' meeting, the

newly elected Board of Directors met and

elected the officers and Executive Commit.

tee for the direction of the affairs of the

Organization , in line with the policies that

were adopted by the stockholders.

Matthew Woll was again selected Presi .

dent ; Thomas E. Burke, of the Plumbers '

International Union, First Vice -President;

G. W. Perkins , of the Cigar Makers ' Union,

Second Vice-President and Western Man

ager ; Martin Ryan , of the Maintenance of

Ways Employes, was selected Treasurer ;

Luther C. Steward, of the National Federa

tion of Federal Employes, was selected as

Secretary and Assistant Treasurer ; James

Maloney and W. D._Mahon were elected

as Members of the Executive Committee,

who, with the Officers elected, constitute

the Executive Committee of the Board of

Directors for directing the affairs of the

Organization .

The executive Committee held a meeting

following the meeting of the Board of

Directors and made arrangements to file

bonds with the State of Maryland , so that

the Organization could begin functioning.

It is expected that within a very short

time everything will be in readiness to

accept policies and to promote the work of

insuring the workers of America in their

insurance company . The Company,

as it develops , will insure the individual and

will also insure workers in groups, giving to

the trade unions of America the opportunity

of insuring their members through their

Unions.

Full reports will be submitted through

the Officers of the Company to the various

trade unions throughout the United States

and Canada just assoon as they are ready

to issue policies. I would advise any of

our members who contemplate taking out

insurance to wait until they receive this

notice, for there is no insurance company

in America that will give to the workers

the insurance at the cost that their own

Insurance Company will be prepared to

give them when it is once in working

shape.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMI-ANNUAL

MEETING OF THE GENERAL

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Held February 28-March 6, 1927

The semi-annual meeting of the General

Executive Board of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America convened at the

International Headquarters of the Associa

tion , 260 East High Street, Detroit, Mich.,

at 10 o'clock A. M. , Monday, February 28,

1927. This meeting was the third regular

meeting within the two years' term suc

ceeding the Nineteenth Convention held in

September, 1925.

At roll call there responded as present:

General Executive Board Members Edw.

McMorrow of Division 241 , hicago, Ill.;

Magnus Sinclair of Division 113, Toronto,

Ont.; P. J. Shea of Division 168, Scranton,

Pa .; John H. Reardon of Division 22,

Worcester, Mass.; Allen H. Burt of Division

382, Salt Lake City, Utah ; William F.

Welch of Division 103, Wheeling, W. Va.;

James B. Lawson of Division 558 , Shreve

port , La.; Fred A. Hoover of Division 101 ,

Vancouver, B. C.; and R. L. Reeves of

Division 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Internationa
l

President W. D. Mahon of Detroit, Mich.;

Internation
al

Treasurer L. D. Bland of

Division 241, Chicago, Ill.; and First Inter

national Vice-President William B. Fitz

gerald of Division 132, Troy, N. Y.

International President W. D. Mahon , in

line with the order of business, presented

to the Board his regular semi-annual

report, , embracing the work , records and

financial books and statements for the six

months period ending with January 31,

1927 . His report was necessarily of great

volume and, in presenting it in this pro

ceedings of the Board , many parts are

abbreviated from lack of space. The

report, as thus abbreviated, is as follows :

“ President's Report"

"Detroit , Mich . , February 1 , 1927.

“ To the Members of the General Executive

Board of the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

“ Brothers :

" In accordance with the laws of this

Association, I hereby submit the reports of

myoffice for the past six months, from August

1, 1926, to January 31 , 1927. In connection

therewith, I hereby submit all books, bills,

receipts and expenditures for the past six

months , for inspection and audit.”

“ Charters Granted "

" In the course of this six monthsperiod,

charters were granted for the institution

of Division No. 977, New York , N. Y.

Division No. 978, Chattanooga, Tenn.;

Division No. 979 , Rome, Ga.; and Division

No. 980, Staten Island, N.Y. (Municipal)."

“ Divisions Disbanded"

" Locals that disbanded during this six
months period were : Divisions Nos. 293 ,

Marion, 111.; 679, DuBois,Pa .; 716, White

Plains, N. Y .; 736, Shawnee , Okla .; 782,

Dover, N. H .; 969 ,' St. Benedict,Pa.; and

974 , New York , N. Y."

own
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" The following · Divisions have been dis

banded for over one year, and I would

recommend that the funds held in trust

for these Divisions be transferred to the

Benefit Fund of the Association , as the

laws require : Divisions Nos, 513 , Barton

ville , Ill., $2.51 ; 772, Danville , Ill . , $ 19.62 ;

849 , Holland, Mich ., $6.03 ; 894 , Lincoln ,

Ill . , $ 104.10 ; total , $ 132.26.'

"Work of International Officers "

" International Treasurer L. D. Bland,

when this six months period began , was at

Indianapolis, Ind . Vice- Presidents Parker

and Armstrong had previously been sent

to Indianapolis to assist the employes of

the street railway company in that city

in their effort to organize. They met much

opposition from the company and the man

agement dismissed many employes because

of their becoming members of the Division ,

which resulted in a suspension of work and

the arrest of Brothers Parker and Arm.

strong and Local members on the charge

of violating the injunction. Vice- Presidents

Parker and Armstrong, together with Mem

ber Day, were given long sentences in jail .

Finally, through the efforts of Brothers

Bland and Shea , they were released on bail

to await action on an appeal of their cases
and left the city. Division No. 976 refused

to follow the advice of Brothers Bland and

Shea to discontinue the effort to organize,

demanded by the injunction , and

Brothers Bland and Shea left Indianapolis .

Aside from this work and his work

Editor of the Union Leader, Brother Bland

made three official visits and assisted two

Division Associations within the six months

covered by this report. He also attended

the previous term meeting of the G. E. B.

" General Executive Board Member R. L.

Reeves, in the course of the six months

period ending with January 31 , 1927 , made

nine official visits, upon which he assisted

eight Division Associations.

" General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow , aside from attending the previ

ous term G. E. B. Meeting, made twenty;

four official visits, uponwhich he assisted

fourteen Division Associations. His work

was largely upon agreement negotiations .

" General Executive Board Member

Magnus Sinclair, aside from attending the

preceding term G. E. B. Meeting, in the

course of the six months audit period

made thirteen official visits, within which

he assisted one or more times seven Divi

sion Associations .

"General Executive Board Member P. J.

Shea, within the six months period ending

January 31 , 1927, aside from attending the

previous term G. E. B. Meeting and assist

ing International Treasurer Bland upon the

Indianapolis situation, made twenty -nine

official visits, in the course of which he

assisted fifteen Local Divisions. Aside

from agreement and grievance work , Board
Member Shea instituted

Division 980 ,

Staten Island , N. Y., and did other organiz

ing work . He also served as a delegate at

the A. F. of L. Convention , held in Detroit

in October , 1926.

"General Executive Board Member John

H. Reardon , within the six months period

ending with January 31 , 1927 , is credited

with having made thirty - five official visits,

in the course of which he assisted twenty

Local Divisions. He attended the previous

term Board Meeting. His work was largely

that of grievance and agreement negotia

tions.

" General Executive Board Member Allen

H. Burt , in the course of the six months

period, made five officialvisits , upon which

he assisted five Local Divisions. He also

attended the previous General Executive

Board Meeting, held at Association Head

quarters within the term previous. His

work was largely inspection and grievance

work.

" General Executive Board Member

William F. Welch , aside from attending the

previous term G. E. B. Meeting, made

twelve official visits , in the course of which

he assisted six Local Divisions. His work

was largely upon agreement negotiations.

" General Executive Board Member James

B. Lawson, in the course of the six months

audit period , made twelve official visits, in

which he assisted one or more times six

Local Divisions, He attended the previous

G. E. B. Meeting, In the course of his

work he instituted Division 978, Chatta

nooga , Tenn . , one of the new Locals organ

ized within the term.

" General Executive Board Member Fred

A. Hoover, within the six months audit

period ending with January 31 , 1927 , made

nine official visits , in the course of which

he assisted Local Divisions. His

visits were largely upon agreement work.

He also attended the previous term G. E. B.

Meeting .

“ First International *** Vice - President

William B. Fitzgerald , within the six

months audit period ending with January

31 , 1927, aside from attending the previous

General Executive Board Meeting and

assisting International President W. D.

Mahon in General Office work , made

twenty-five official visits , upon which he

assisted twenty -seven Local Divisions. His

work was largely supervisory, as applying

to grievances and adjustment of agreement

situations . In association with the Inter.

national President, he had under his advise.

ment the matter of adjustment of juris.

dictional questions with other organizations.

He also attended the American Federation

of Labor Convention , held in Detroit in

October , 1926.

" Second International Vice- President P. J.

O'Brien , in the course of the six months

audit period , is credited with having made

thirty -nine official visits , in the course of

which he assisted twenty-six Local Divi .

sions. In the course of his work he had

under his supervision the conduct of the

lockout of Division 269, Danbury, Conn .

“ Third International Vice -President Wm.

S. McClenathan , who is also Secretary

Treasurer of Division 308, Chicago , Ill . ,

throughout the course of the term

wholly engaged in caring for the work of

that Local.

“ Fourth International Vice -President

seven

was
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800.00

800.00

was

George A. Dean , in the course of the six of the membership of the Amalgamated

months period, made two official visits, Association and which_matter is in the

upon which he assisted one Local Division . hands of the General Executive Board as

His work mostly has been in connection applying to further endeavors for adjust

with promoting organization . ment.

" Fifth International Vice-President P. J. “ Work of organizers reported upon by

McGrath , in the course of the six months the report of the International President

period, aside from attending to his work as includes the work of Organizers James H.

Secretary of Division 85, Pittsburgh , Pa. , Coleman, who is a member of Division

made one official visit in assisting one Local

Division .

618, Providence, R. I .; T. L. McBrayer ,

He also attended the American
member of Division 732, Atlanta , Ga.;

Federation of Labor Convention , held in Edward A. Raleigh , President of Division

Detroit, serving as one of the delegates

representing the Amalgamated Association.

448, Springfield, Mass.; and Robert J.

Coughlin. These organizers are recorded as

“ Seventh International Vice-President having made sixteen official visits , in the

James Largay, within the six months audit course of which they have assisted eight

period, made nineteen official visits, in the Local Divisions. Much of the work of

course of which he assisted nine Local these organizers has been in line with

Divisions. His work largely embraced that organizing work .

of agreement and grievance adjustments.

" Eighth International Vice-President
“ Payment of Death , Disability

James B. Wiley, whois Secretary and Busi

and Old Age Benefits"

ness Agent of Division 441, Des Moines,
" During the past six months' audit

Iowa, gave his full attention to the affairs period, from August 1 , 1926, to January 31,

of that Local during the six months audit
1927, the following death, disability and

period.
old age benefits have been paid :

“ Ninth International Vice- President M. J.
“ DEATH BENEFITS"

Murray, in the course of the six months
“ Division No. 19, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Blackmer , M. W., deceased
$ 800.00

audit period , made two official visits and Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass.

assisted two Local Divisions.
Brosnahan, Michael L., deceased

800.00

" Tenth Internation
al

Vice- President John
Burgoyne, George H., deceased .

M. Parker, within the six m

McDonagh, Henry J. , deceased

aths audit Norton, Joseph B., deceased .
800.00

period ending with January 31, 1927, is Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich. 300.00

recorded as having made ten official visits,

Kennedy , Samuel H., deceased
700.00

Parker, George W., deceased .
upon which he assisted seven Local Divi Patrick, William , deceased

sions. His work largely that of Peniwell, William B., deceased

grievance and agreement adjustments.
Peterson , R. J., deceased .

Pilger, Edward , deceased .

" Eleventh International Vice-President Stofa . Michael J., deceased .

Raoul Trepanier, in the course of the six

Webster, William H., deceased .

Division No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .
months audit period , made two official Donohoe, Austin, deceased

visits, aside from caring for his office as Fekete, Joseph, deceased .

Financial Secretary of Division 790 , Mon

Garvey,P. A. , deceased

Grant , E. A. , deceased

treal, Quebec. Henry, David L., deceased
800.00

“ Twelfth Internation
al

Vice- President Horrigan , W. C., deceased .
Charles Clark, during the six months audit Lentz , George P., deceased

Loder, Marion B. , deceased

period, has served as President of Division Mower, David W. , deceased

589, Boston , Mass.
Robinson, Edward' A., deceased

“ Thirteenth International Vice- President
Sames, William M. , deceased .

Robert B. Armstrong,

Shipe , Joseph A. , deceased.

during the six Stump. Jacob L., deceased .

months audit period ending with January
Sullivan , John J., deceased

31 , 1927 , is credited with having made

Thieman , Emil O., deceased .

Trautvetter, John E., deceased

twenty -two official visits, in the course of Division No. 101, Vancouver, B. C.

which he assisted fourteen Local Divisions. Hammond , James N ...deceased .

His work has been largely upon agreement
Division No. 103, Wheeling, W. Va.

Eberline, Frank S. , deceased

negotiations. Hillyer , George, deceased

" International President W. D. Mahon, Martin , Leslie R. , deceased

in the course of the six months audit period ,
Division No. 107, Hamilton, Ont.

Birch , Thomas, deceased .

attended the previous semi-annual meeting Cliff, Arthur Laird, deceased

of the G. E. B. He later visited Montreal ,
Division No. 109, Victoria , B. C.

Quebec, where he attended sessions of the

Baird , Andrew , deceased .
Ritchie , James Milliken, deceased

Dominion Trades and Labor Congress Con Division No. 113, Toronto , Ont.

vention . He was also in attendance at the Beare, Charles, deceased .

American Federation of Labor Convention
Hoey , William J., deceased

that was held in Detroit in October, 1926.

Johnston, W. J., deceased .

Kettel, William , deceased .

Aside from giving his attention to the McGoey , B. J., deceased

general supervision of the Association ,
Poole, M. J., deceased

President Mahon within this six months

Sheirlaw , George, deceased .

Vasey , William , deceased.

made eleven official visits , in the course of Division No. 118, Pottsville, Pa .

which he assisted nine Local Divisions.
Allen , William , deceased

He was also before the Executive Council

Division No. 132, Troy, N. Y.
Sculley . Wm . B., deceased ( Fun . Esp. ) .. 175.00

of the American Federation of Labor upon Division No. 134 , New Westminster, B. C.

the Machinists jurisdiction claims, in which

Jackson , William Renton, deceased ...... 800.00

Division No. 164, Wilkes - Barre, Pa .

the Machinists are seeking to absorb certain Reilly , John , deceased .

800.00

500.00

100.00

700.00

400.00

75.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

700.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

250.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

2.50.00

250.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

600.00

800.00

700.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00
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700.00

800.00

350.00

800.00

800.00

250.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

300.00

800.00

600.00

800.00

800.00

300.00

400.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

600.00

800.00

800.00

400.00

800.00

300.00

700.00

400.00

800.00

300.00

800.00

800.00

450.00

นี้

800.00

800.00

275.00

800.00

800.00

.

Division No. 165, Girardville, Pa.

Coon, Thomas, deceased .
Division No. 168, Scranton , Pa.

Fisher, Anthony , deceased .

Lewis, John J., deceased .
Division No. 169, Easton , Pa .

Sandt, Samuel E. , deceased

Division No. 176, Sharon, Pa .

Flowers , Samuel , deceased .

Division No. 184 , Williamsport, Pa .

Rump, Frederick E. , deceased

Division No. 192, Oakland , Calif .

Brink , W. O., deceased .

Lorentzen , H. N. , deceased .

Richards, Joseph P., deceased .
Smith , Robert E., deceased .

Vose , Prank E. , deceased .

Williams, Aaron , deceased
Division No. 194, New Orleans , La.

Althanase , Joseph, deceased

Ard , Harrison, deceased .

Bell, Solomon , deceased

Clark , George L. J. , deceased

Cotton , Felix O. , deceased .

Felipez, Lorenzo, deceased

Ferran , Charles, deceased .

Ford , Burl K. , deceased

Gordon, Arthur , deceased .

Guste , Charles E., deceased .

Hennessey, John D., deceased

Huge, F., deceased ..

Jackson , Elzkile, deceased .

Lasciuttu, Jerome , deceased

Leathem , John H. , deceased

Murat , John , deceased .

Rooney, John F. , deceased

Schoeff, J., deceased .

Thiel , Walter, deceased

William , James, deceased
Division No. 215 , Wheaton, Ill.

Barrett , Frederick W., deceased .

Flanders, James, deceased

Fuller, Casper I. , deceased .
Kern , W. A. , deceased .

Winans, Willis , deceased .

Division No. 235, Brockton , Mass.

Bokman , Oliff A. , deceased .

Garrison , William P. deceased

McGuire, William A. , deceased

Division No. 238, Lynn , Mass.

Cassedy. William , deceased .

Gallivan, Joseph, deceased

Sullivan, Jeremiah J. , deceased .
Division No. 240, Chelsea , Mass .

Freil , Patrick J., deceased ..

McGill, James , deceased .

Division No. 241, Chicago , Ill .

Anderson , James A., deceased

Boggan , Martin , deceased .
Boyle, Thomas, deceased

Broderick, John, deceased

Cohen , Emanuel , deceased

Cotter. Jeremiah J. deceased

Cunningham . Hugh , deceased

Czachorowski, Benjamin, deceased

Diamond, Ernest L., deceased .

Duzinski, William , deceased .

Parrell , James T., deceased .
Farrell, John, deceased .

Ferst , Frank J. deceased

Finn, Thomas, deceased .

Finnigan, James D. , deceased

Fisher, James, deceased .

Frank , John , deceased .
Fraser, Theodore P .. deceased

Grass, Lawrence J., deceased .

Grogan, James, deceased .

Grube, Charles, deceased .
Gutke, Alfred J. , deceased

Hansen , Alexander J. , deceased

Hansen, Carl, deceased ..

Hanson , August , deceased .

Harrington , Martin, deceased

Hickey , Emanuel , deceased .

Huecker, Henry, deceased .

Hultman , Charles, deceased .

Hupe, William , deceased .

Jacobi, Charles, deceased .

Jepson, Christ, deceased .
Johnson, Carl M., deceased

Johnson , Otto, deceased .

Johnson, Swan , deceased .

Jones , Blanchard D., deceased

Jones, George W., deceased

Kehoe , James J., deceased .

kenny, Michael J.,deceased

Koelle , Henry C., deceased .

Kruse, Albert , deceased ,

800.00

800.00

800.00

Kuhlman , Louis, deceased 600.00

Larsen , Christ A., deceased 800.00

Manning. John, deceased . 600.00

Matthews, Charles W. , deceased 150.00

McDermott, John J. , deceased 800.00

Meyers, Joseph , deceased . 800.00

Mombleau, Moses, deceased . 800.00

Morrissey, Michael , deceased 800.00

Naddy, Richard F., deceased 800.00

O'Brien , Michael, deceased . 800.00

O'Connell, Joseph M., deceased . 400.00

Olson , Louis, deceased . 500.00

O'Neil, William J. , deceased 800.00

Pedersen , Christian, deceased . 800.00

Piatt , Alexander, deceased . 800.00

Pritchard , John L., deceased 800.00

Reilly , James, deceased . 800.00

Ryan, John, deceased . 250.00

Ryan, Timothy, deceased 800.00

Shockweiler, Peter , deceased 800.00

Smutny, Joseph , deceased . 800.00

Speck , Otto B. , deceased . 800.00

Stevens, Aden B., deceased 800.00

Storm , Frank, deceased . 800.00

Summerville , Harry, deceased 800.00

Tiden, Mangus E., deceased . 800.00

Travis, Henry, deceased .
800.00

Walsh , Martin J., deceased . 800.00

Waring. Charles E., deceased 800.00

Wieland, John , deceased 800.00

Zimmerman, Oscar, deceased 800.00

Division No. 246, Salem , Mass.

Brown , Edward , deceased . 800.00

Kirtane , Thomas J. , deceased 800.00

Division No. 253 , Quincy , Mass .

Rowe , Ernest f . , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio

Allshouse, Otto C., deceased 500.00

Feigler, Albert , deceased . 500.00

Gerrie, George , deceased . 800.00

Heidy. Thomas H., deceased 800.00

Hutts , Arthur L., deceased 800.00

Kelly , A. J., deceased 800.00

Lane, Walter, deceased 800.00

Rayner, Bert ( B. R. ) , deceased 800.00

Sternberg. Henry . deceased . 800.00

Division No. 272, Youngstown , Ohio
Parks, E. B., deceased 800.00

Division No. 279, Ottawa , Ont .

Bradley , William , deceased . 800.00

Holtz, Henry , deceased 800.00

Division No. 280, Lowell , Mass .

Baxter, Thomas, Sr. , deceased . 800.00

Hutchinson , Charles, deceased 800.00

Kelley , David .. 700.00

Lanour, Arthur, deceased 800.00
Division No. 281 , New Haven , Conn .

Moore , Mark J. , deceased . 800.00

O'Connor, Martin , deceased 800.00

Sloane , Maurice, deceased 800.00

Division No. 282, Rochester , N. Y.

Burgett, Charles R. , deceased . 800.00

Damert, Albert, deceased ( For funeral ,

tombstone and hospital bills ). 522.00

DiAlesio . Joseph , deceased .. 250.00

Hassinger, G. W., deceased 800.00

Hondorf, Stephen, deceased 800.00

Seibert, Henry , deceased. 800.00

Tripp, Sherman H., deceased . 100.00

Division No. 304 , Glens Falls , N. Y.
O'Leary, John , deceased 800.00

Division No. 308, Chicago , Ill .

Anderson , Matlide, deceased . 800.00

Chase, W. E. , deceased . 800.00

Dolciamore , Louis , deceased . 250.00

Downs, Lillian , deceased . 800.00

Egan , James J., deceased 800.00

Fleming . Charles, deceased . 800.00

Foster, Mabelle H., deceased . 500.00

Frugolia , Anthony ( Tony P. ) . deceased . 800.00

Hariis, Charles, deceased 800.00

Hedin , John, deceased . 800.00

Hunt, Mae, deceased 800.00

Hutt, James, deceased . 800.00

Jones, John R., deceased 800,00

Kozko, John, deceased . 300.00

Krupocki, Roman, deccased 800.00

Kujawa, Stanley , deceased . 600.00

Mallon , Charles F., deceased 800.00

McLay , S. C. , deceased 800.00

Mowatt , Samuel H., deceased 250.00

Oberdick, August , deceased . 800.00

O'Connor. Daniel J. , deceased 800.00
O'Donnell , Katherine S. , deceased 300.00

O'Keefe , James W. deceased 250.00

Schmitz, John A. , deceased 800.00

Schreyer, Ignatz , deceased 800.00

Sorkowski , Adam , deceased . 150.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

150.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

500.00

800.00

100.00

800.00

250.00

275.00

800.00

350.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

200.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

700.00

250.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

400.00

800.00

500.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

150.00

800.00

800.00

600.00
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Tobin, L. , deceased , 800.00

Vanselow , c ., deceased. 800.00

Walliser, Arnold R. , deceased 800.00

Walter, Anthony, deceased . 600.00

Welsh , Otho E., deceased . 100.00

Wollweber, Anton , deceased . 300.00

Division No. 312, Davenport, Iowa

Jacobs, Adolph , deceased .. 800.00

Rogers, Charles E. , deceased 800.00

Division No. 313, Rock Island, Ill.

Barker, George, deceased .. 800.00

Dukey, John, deceased . 800.00

Gruby, Fred A. , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 329, Dubuque, Iowa

Miller, Martin , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 360 , Alliance , Ohio

Black, Oscar J. , deceased 800.00

Division No.380, Elyria , Ohio

Higgie, Frank L., deceased . 800.00

DivisionNo.381, Butte, Mont.

O'Neill, William , deceased . 800.00

Schmidt, W. G., deceased 800.00

Division No. 388, Newburgh, N. Y.

Abel, Adolph F., deceased . 800.00

Whitney, Edward, deceased 450.00

Division No. 389 , Mansfield , Ohio
Wigton , T. B., deceased . 800.00

Division No. 408 , McAlester , Okla.

Cantrell, Ralph B., deceased 250.00

Division No. 416 , Peoria , III.

Quick , Harry, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 425, Hartford , Conn .

Anderson , Otto, deceased . 800.00

Coughlin , Frank , deceased . 800.00

Joyce , Miles E., deceased . 100.00

Division No. 433, Lansford, Pa.

Mulderick, Cornelius J. , deceased . 800.00

O'Donnell, Hugh , deceased . 200.00

Division No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa
Husted , (Huston ), John H., deceased 300.00

Jay, John P. , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 448 , Springfield, Mass.

Gellimo, (Calienno) . Charles, deceased ... 800.00

Division No. 452, Thompsonville, Conn.

Lees , Charles F. , deceased 800.00

Division No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn.

Curtis, Wilbur D., deceased. 800.00

Tanz, Isadore, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 469, Derby, Conn .

Wilson, Moses C., deceased 400.00

Division No. 489 , Dalton, Pa .

Lord , Charles A., deceased . 500.00

Division No. 496 , Pittsfield , Ma68.

Mogan, Michael J. , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 497, Pittsburg, Kansas

Adams, A. F. deceased .. 400.00

Division No. 515, Galesburg , Ill.

Thurlby, Frank, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 518 , San Francisco, Calif .
Ryan, William P. , deceased . 700.00

Walsh, Joseph_S., deceased 800.00

Division No. 540 , Trenton , N. J.

Barber, Joseph , deceased . 700.00

Division No.553, Schenectady, N. Y.
Turnbull , G. L. , deceased 800.00

Division No. 569, Edmonton , Alta .

Barton, Angus, deceased . 50.00

Division No. 570 , Waterbury , Conn.

Moore, Harry A., deceased . 500.00

Division No. 576 , Schenectady, N. Y.

Whitcomb, William LeRoy, deceased.. 100.00

Division No. 580, Syracuse , N. Y.

Cregg. James H. , deceased . 800.00

Drum . John , deceased . 800.00

Grayson, Frank, deceased 800.00

Harrigan , nis, deceased 800.00

Regan, Jerry, deceased . 300.00

Richter , Gustave , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 582 , Utica , N. Y.

Coughlin, William A. , deceased . 800.00

Griffin , J. C., deceased . 800.00

Johnson , c . P., deceased . 800.00

Smith , Lawrence D. , deceased 700.00

Division No. 587, Seattle, Wash .
Cox, Frederick H., deceased 800.00

Griswald , Ole, deceased 800.00

Hoffman, William E., deceased 800.00

Land. John C. , deceased . 800.00

Miller, Elmer Arthur , deceased 800.00

Nelson , Johannes 0. , deceased 800.00

Nesary , Ben , deceased . 800.00

Pillar, Beek M., deceased . 800.00

Division No. 589, Boston, Mass.
Alden , Charles H. , deceased 800.00

Bates , James L., deceased . 800.00

Briggs , Edward 'S , deceased 800.00

Brown, William H., deceased 800.00

Burnett , Lloyd W. , deceased . 800.00

Burns, Samuel A., deceased . 800.00

Carney, Patrick , deceased . 800.00

Carrigg. Michael, deceased 250.00

Champion , John W., deceased 800.00

Coffey, James A. , deceased . 800.00

Condon, Daniel A. , deceased . 800.00

Conroy , Patrick , deceased . 800.00

Corcoran , William , deceased . 100.00

Cousins , William H. , deceased . 100.00

Darling. Mahlon N. , deceased . 800.00

Delodge, Joseph P., deceased . 500.00

Derry , William C., deceased . 100.00

Donnelly, John, deceased . 800.00

Dunleavy , George, deceased 250.00

Feeney,Martin ,deceased . 800.00

Foley , John , deceased ..
800.00

Galvin , Patrick T., deceased 800.00

Gatta, Pasquale, deceased . 100.00

Harney, George H., deceased 800.00

Higgins, Payne W. , deceased . 800.00

Kaiser, Edward C., deceased . 800.00

Keefe, Michael, deceased ... 800.00

McCarthy, Patrick , deceased 800.00

McDonnell, John B., deceased . 800.00

McLaughlin , John , deceased .
800.00

McManus, Cormack, deceased . 500.00

Mee , Patrick , deceased 800.00

Mulhern , Barnard , deceased 800.00

Pickard , William , deceased . 800.00

Polansky, Joseph, deceased .
700.00

Rich , John, deceased .
800.00

Riley , Alice L., deceased .
800.00

Roope, Benjamin F. , deceased
800.00

Young, Frederick E., deceased 800.00

Division No. 591, Hull, Quebec

Cleary , John , deceased ..
300.00

Division No. 000 , Waltham , Mass.

Drew , Michael S. , deceased .
800.00

McDonnell, Michael J. , deceased
800.00

Division No. 610, Charleston , S. C.

Bragg, Moses L., deceased . 600.00

Wittschen , John N., deceased
800.00

Division No. 618, Providence,
1 .

Anthony, Charles L. , deceased.
800.00

Archer, C. A., deceased .
800.00

Brady, John F. , deceased .
800.00

Jelenepski, Joseph, deceased .
800.00

Lande, Antonio, deceased .
800.00

Levesque, Carolus, deceased
800.00

McCarthy, Timothy D. , deceased
800.00

Peck, Charles E. deceased .
800.00

Potter, Lucian I., deceased .
800.00

Read , F. H. , deceased .
800.00

Riley , William H., deceased .
800.00

Swindles, Edward , deceased .
250.00

Taylor, W. R., deceased .
800.00

Division No. 620, Framingham , Mass.

Bowie, Joseph P., deceased.
500.00

Division No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y.

Jehle , John, deceased .
300.00

Kobarg , Joseph, deceased.
800.00

Rowe, John, deceased .
800.00

Seville, James , deceased ..
800.00

Division No. 624 , Buffalo, N.Y.

Glavis, Jacob, deceased (Balance due) ... 499.00

Division No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio

Aylmore, M. (Michael). deceased

Ball , A. (Abraham ) , deceased .

Beller, Jacob , deceased

Drake, Ray, deceased .

Driskell, H. (Henry ), deceased .

Fenner, P. (Preston ), deceased

Fitzpatrick, W. E. (Wm.) , deceased

Huitger, Philip , deceased ..

Killene, P. (Peter ), deceased

Newmaster, A. ( Albert J.), deceased .

Poehner, Clifford , deceased

Ross, J. W., deceased

Scheiderer (Scheider). Edw .,deceased

Schild , Joseph, deceased ..

Stump. G. (Geo. Edw.), deceased.

Wehrle, J. (Joseph ), deceased

Wolf , V. (Valentine) ,deceased

Division No. 638 , Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Borchart, Christian Carl, deceased .

Division No. 645, Indianapolis, Ind .

Core , George E., deceased .

Milam, Noah c ., deceased

Division No. 678 , Mars , Pa.
Dodds, Frank M. , deceased .

Division No. 687, San Francisco, Calif.

Costello, Patrick, deceased

Division No. 688, Newport, R. I.
Sharples, Robert, deceased .

Division No. 689 ,Washington , D. C.

Armstrong, É . H., deceased .

Division No. 690 , Fitchburg , Mass.

Greene , Thomas, deceased

800.00

800.00

100.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00
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800.00

450.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

600.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

700.00

400.00

100.00

800.00

150.00

800.00

Division No. 842 , Wilmington , Del.

Desmond, Daniel, deceased . 500.00

Gillen , Samuel , deceased . 700.00

Harrison, Harry C. , deceased . 600.00

Division No. 843 , Bellingham, Wash.

Waldrip , William L., deceased . 700.00

Division No. 845, Springfield, Ohio

Devault, U. S. , deceased . 500.00

Division No. 847, St. Joseph, Mo.

Hobbs, W. M. , deceased . 500.00

Johnson , C. A., deceased . 300.00

Division No. 851, Springfield , Ohio

Heidorn , William H., deceased 700.00

Division No. 855, Grand Haven , Mich .
Frazer, Julius, deceased . 500.00

Division No. 862, Dunellen, N. J.

Fassler, August, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 878, Evansville , Ind .

Horrom , Charles, deceased . 600.00

Division No. 880, Camden, N. J.

Boggs, George, deceased . 275.00

Carvin , George, deceased 300.00

McCormick , John , deceased . 700.00

Division No. 898 , Macon, Ga.

Howell , Forest , deceased . 300.00

Division No. 900, Highwood , Ill .

Bensinger, Philip A., deceased . 100.00

Bergeron, Romeo , deceased , 75.00

Dean, Lyman A. , deceased . 150.00

Duncan, John R., deceased 250.00

Fox, Emil, deceased .. 150.00

Girard, William O. , deceased 300.00

Hibel , John, deceased . 100.00

Peters, P , A. , deceased 500.00

Tresemer, Walter G. , deceased 700.00

Ulbricht , Julius, deceased . 100.00
Zaehnler, Gottlieb , deceased . 150.00

Division No. 906, Decatur , Ill .

Young, John, deceased . 700.00
Division No. 909, St. Louis , Mo.

Pierson , Merville Copper, deceased 100.00

Division No. 915 , Granite City, Ill .

Hankins, James W., deceased . 700.00
Division No. 916, Ottawa, In .

Harty , Frank E., deceased . 700.00
Division No. 939 , Wapakoneta , Ohio

Nash , John W., deceased 700.00

Division No. 975, Wheeling, W. Va .

Mink , Paul , deceased . 300.00
Member at Large , Int'l Office, Detroit, Mich .

Forrest , Nathan, deceased . 600.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

400.00

800.00

350.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

1

800.00

800.00

Division No. 692, Hartford, Conn.
Moody , William A. , deceased .

Division No. 697, Toledo, Ohio

Chetister, Oliver I. , deceased

Division No. 704, Little Rock, Ark.

Howard, Frank H., deceased

Lane, Thomas E. , deceased .

Division No. 713, Memphis, Tenn.

Norville, Charlie L., deceased .

Division No. 714, Portland, Maine

Booth, Harry A., deceased .

Scribner, William M., deceased

Division No. 725, Birmingham, Ala.

Ellis, John H., deceased .

Huling, J. H., deceased

Jenkins, E. N., deceased .

Pitts , W. F., deceased .

Division No. 732, Atlanta, Ga.

Hopkins, Robert E.,deceased .

Jones, H. V., deceased .

Seay, H.S., deceased .,

Division No. 737 , Syracuse, N. Y.

Mara , Patrick , deceased .

Division No. 741, London, Ont.

Ellwood , John W., deceased

Gough, Richard , deceased .
Division No. 750, Chattanooga, Tenn .

Potts, J. D., deceased..

Division No. 757, Portland , Oregan

Bartholemy, Paul, deceased .

Burkhardt, Louis, deceased

Campanella , Pete, deceased
Curtis, Edward M., deceased

Dungan, F. J. , deceased .

Evans, Gwilyn, deceased .

Gallop , Lee E., deceased .

Hanson, Herman , deceased .

Kling, Oscar F., deceased .

Piander, Carl , deceased

Purcell, Okley, deceased .
Saunders, William R. , deceased .

Division No. 758, Tacoma, Wash.

Craig, Scott, deceased ..

Howarth , Sam , deceased .
Division No. 765, Montgomery, Ala.

Bowdoin , John N., deceased .

Boyd, Benjamin F., deceased
Division No. 770 , Mobile, Ala.

Parker, Elbert Richard , deceased
Division No. 785 ,Amesbury , Mass.

Mann, Lewis F. , deceased ..

Division No. 778, St. Louis, Mo.

Conlon,James Thomas, deceased

Davis, D. W., deceased .

Enke, Rudolph H. , deceased

Ervins, Arthur E., deceased

Fruin, William deceased .

Gray, Walter N., deceased

Herchert, L. H. , deceased

Jolly, E. ' H., deceased .

La Gant, Emedee T., deceased

Lemon, Lonnie M., deceased

Lochre, William , deceased

McClusky, William , deceased .

Miller, Peter, deceased .

O'Connell, Dennis, deceased .

Shoulders, Ira R., deceased .

Tharp. Charles, deceased .

Williams, John Wesley. deceased

Division No. 790, Montreal, Quebec

Bannister, Sam, deceased .

Campagna, Pierre , deceased

Girard, Louis, deceased .

Prevost, Hustave A., deceased .

Trottier, Isaie, deceased .

Division No. 805, East St. Louis, Ill .

Friend, LaRueR. , deceased

Jansen, Henry , deceased .
Division No. 809, Zanesville, Ohio

Potts, Arthur B. , deceased

Division No. 818, Oakland, Calif,

Douthitt, Frank L., deceased .

Jorgens, Charles, deceased .
Milliken, William H., deceased

Ramos, Manuel J., deceased

Division No. 819, Newark, N. J.

Calucci, Poulo , deceased .

Cutter, David Bryce, deceased

English, John , deceased .

Keeshaw , Andrew , deceased .

Mullaney .William Joseph , deceased

Division No. 820, Union City , N. J.

Falting , Harold, deceased .
Division No. 821, Jersey City , N. J.

Murphy, John J. deceased .

Division No. 825 , Edgewater, N. J.

Calhoun , John, deceased .

300.00

800.00

275.00

800.00

Total...
300.00

500.00

800.00

800.00

300.00

500.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

100.00

300.00

300.00

300.00

300.00

500.00

800.00

300.00

300.00

500.00

300.00

800.00

800.00

. $313,221.00

" Amount returned by Division

No. 308, Chicago , Ill . , on

Funeral Benefit Claim of

William B. Dale, not

bursed . . $307.00

" Amount returned by Division

No. 26, Detroit , Mich ., on

Funeral Benefit Claim of

Aram Leblebijian, not dis

bursed . 590.00

" Amount returned by Division

No. 813 , Fairmont, W. Va ..

on Funeral Benefit Claim of

John Fleet Perrine , not dis

distributed .. 200.00

$ 1,097.00

" Total expended in the six months in

death benefits .
. . $ 312,124.00

“DISABILITY BENEFITS PAID "

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.

Busse , Martin H.
$ 700,00

Division No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va .

Davis, Edwin M ... 800.00

Division No. 192, Oakland, Calif.

Peterson, Swan . 800.00

Division No. 194, New Orleans, La .

Torres, August J....... 400.00

Division No. 235 , Brockton, Mass.

O'Connell , John . 800.00
Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill .

Sarallo , Frank 800.00
Division No. 497, Pittsburg, Kansas

Helman, J. T. 800.00
Division No. 587, Seattle , Wash .

Pearson , Gunnar 600.00

Division No. 589, Boston , Mass.

O'Leary, Michael . 800.00

Division No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio

Chambers, Jacob E.. 800.00
Division No. 687, San Francisco , Calif .

Eisbert, William . 800.00

Division No. 725, Birmingham, Ala .

Davis, A, D .. 800.00

800.00

450.00

300.00

300.00

500.00

300.00

100.00

150.00

800.00

800.00

350.00

500.00

100.00

300.00

275.00
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700.00

Division No. 779 , Sioux City , Iowa

Matz, Frank G.

Division No. 809, Zanesville, Ohio

Wilson , Charles H ..

Division No. 839 , Newark, Ohio

Roe , Edward ..

700.00

400.00

$ 10,700.00

$ 800.00

800,00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

1

800.00

800.00 JE

:)
800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00
800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

" Total Disability Benefits

" OLD AGE BENEFITS PAID "

“ Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich .

Durfee , Daniel A ..

Division No. 52 , East Liverpool, Ohio

Ferguson , George W.

Division No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa .

Crawford , Frank

Kane , Martin P..

Miller, V.

Parker, Thomas E.

Ryan , Dennis

Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

Buchanan , Donald .

Laneville , Napoleon

Division No. 113 , Toronto, Ont .

Clark , M ..

Division No. 148, Albany , N. Y.

O'Brien , T. Smith ,

Division No. 168, Scranton , Pa .

Clark , Frank ...

Pfhaler, Charles

Division No. 192, Oakland , Calif .

Downey , Patrick .

Frederickson , Peter .

Mattson , Samuel

Division No. 194 , New Orleans , La .

Donaldson, Joseph T.....

Knoch , John ..

Michel, L. L..

Nuessly, N ..

Division No. 215 , Wheaton , Ill .

St. John, J. H ...

DivisionNo. 238 , Lynn , Mass.

Marks, David H.

Division No. 241, Chicago , Ill .

Anderson , John
Barthel, Valentine .

Brown , Charles.

Hauser, Paul E.

Herbert, Henry M.

Huisken , Herman .

McGowan , James

Mesenbrink , Louis H.

O'Connell, Dennis C..

( 'Hare, John

Peters, Thomas .

Worthington , James T.

Division No. 246 , Salem, Mass .

Carey , William A.

Moore, Henry A ..

Division No. 262 , Norwich , Conn .

Davis, Charles H ..

Division No. 209, Danbury, Conn.

Fitzpatrick , John ..

Division No. 279, Ottawa , Ont .

Hill, William

Division No. 280 , Lowell , Mass.

Dinneen , Michael J .:

Wright, William L.

Division No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .

Breen , Nora

Latta , Tabor S.

Miner, Anson F

Division No. 312 , Davenport , Iowa

Larkins , James.

Division No. 382, Salt Lake City , Utah

Amundson , Martin .

Burns, Miles .

Division No. 517, Gary, Ind .

Lawrence , William R ..

800.00

800.00
800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

" I have received reports from two hun

dred sixty-nine (269 ) Divisions .

“ The reports show that 112 Divisions

have established regular sick benefits, which
are paid to their members. In addition

to these 112 Divisions, there were 24 other

Divisions which had donated to their sick

members during the past year.
The re

mainder of the Locals did not pay any

sick benefits or make any donations to

their members during illness .

“ The reports show that the 136 Divisions

which paid and donated to their sick

members during the past year , disbursed

in this way the amount of $ 157,399.86.

“ The reports also show that 65 of the

Divisions pay funeral benefits in some form

or another on the deaths of their members.

" Sixteen ( 16 ) Divisions pay benefits to

their members on the deaths of wives and

nine (9 ) Divisions pay benefits to their

members on the death of a child .

“ The amount paid out by the Divisions

reporting on the matter of benefits paid on

deaths of their members and deaths of

members' wives and children amounted to

$ 187,906.22.

“ The reports, therefore, show that the

Local Divisions were paying in sick benefits

during the year the amount of $431.23

and a fraction over each day and for death

benefits they paid a fraction over $514.81

a day.

" In addition to the benefits paid by the

Local Divisions, the International Associa

tion paid out during the year of 1926 in

deatli, disability and old age benefits, the

of $728,789.81. That would

the amount of $ 1,996.68 and a fraction over

a day.

" Then , in addition to this, ' there were

paid in strike and lockout benefits and

donations from the Defense Fund by the

International Association during the year of

1926 , the amount of $9,008.50.

“ This would mean total in benefits

paid by this Association during the year

of 1926 of $ 1,083,104.39 , which shows that

the Association was paying out every day

in benefits during the year a fraction over

$ 2,967.40 a day .

" In addition to the above, the reports

show that the Local Divisions had donated

from their funds to other organizations and

labor causes during the year of 1926, the

amount of $ 31,491.65.

“ There was also donated by the Local

Divisions for automobiles, flowers and other

causes during the year of 1926, the amount

of $28,454.56.

" I also requested information to

whether the Divisions had created a Con

vention Fund or not, and, out of the num

ber of reports received, sixteen ( 16) have

answered that they have created a Con

vention Fund, in order to have delegates

at our Conventions. No doubt, many of

the Divisions had dropped this Fund, due

to the fact that we had 110 Convention in

1926, and I presume they will put the Fund

in operation again in this year.

“ also requested information from the

Divisions whether they had any

sum mean

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00 а

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00
800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

as

" Total Old Age Benefits . $ 38,400.00

* Total death , disability and old age bene.

fits paid during the six months from

the Benefit Fund amounted to .. $ 361,224.00

“ During the six months period, there were 479 .

death , 15 disability and 48 old age claims paid ,
making a total of 542 claims."

“ Sick, Funeral and Disability Benefits Paid

by Local Divisions in the Year 1926 "

" In accordance with my usual custom , I

have gathered information from Local

Divisions of the Association as to the

amount of money expended by them for

sick , funeral and disability benefits during

the past year, forwarding blanks to all the

Divisions for information upon this subject. as to
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stock in the Union Labor Life Insurance " The strikes and lockouts are as follows:

Company and find that fourteen ( 14) of " St. John, N. ' B .-- Division 663, St. John,

Locals hold stock amounting to N. B. , the records show , has been locked

$ 9,500.00, being 190 shares at $50.00 out since June 29, 1921 . A full report of

share. this situation was made to you at the last

" If the reports had been returned by all Board Meeting, after Board Member Sin .

the Local Divisions of the Association it clair had visited the Division . There has

would have shown a greater amount than nothing new developed since that time.

heregiven. “Buffalo , N. Y.--The strike of Division

" This report, showing the amounts ex 623 , Buffalo, N. Y., reported to you at

pended by the International Association and your former Board Meetings, still prevails,

the Local Divisions during the year of so far as the Association is concerned, and

1926, I feel , cannot be exceeded by any there is nothing new to be reported upon

other organization of labor and will show the situation .

what this Association is doing in the way “Asheville, N. C.-Division 128 , Ashe

of benefits for its membership and the ville, N. C., suspended work September 25 .

Labor Movement in general."
1926, upon approval of your Board.

The

" Accidents " suspension lasted until September 28, when

a settlement was made -- the Company re
"Owing to the great number of death

and disability benefits that we were paying ceding from its position . A two-year agree

I decided to make a thorough tabulation ment was entered into . A full report of

for the last year of the claims that we
this situation has been made in the officers '

have paid for men who were killed by street reports . The case was under the advise

car and automobile accidents ; also the ment of Board Member P. J. Shea.

number of disabilities paid that have come “ Danbury, Conn.-- November 23, 1926 ,

from such accidents . Division 269, Danbury , Conn., suspended

" The report for the past year shows that
operation under the endorsement of your

there were 24 deaths from street car acci .
Board , The Company refused to deal with

dents and the amount paid in death beni . the organization there, which brought about

this situation , At the close of this report
fits for which aggregated $ 12,775.00 There

the Division is still on strike.
were 22 deaths from automobile accidents Weekly

donations have been made to this Division
and the amount paid in death benefits on

them aggregated $ 13,050.00. There were
Association since the strike occurred . There

16 disability benefits paid through street
have been donated $ 1,100.00 to assist the

Local . It is under the advisement of

car accidents, amounting to $ 10,400.00, and

9 disability benefits paid from automobile
International Vice -President P. J. O'Briei ..

accidents, amounting to $ 6,900.00 ; making “Shamokin, Pa .-- Division 641 , Shamokin ,

the total amount of $43,125.00 paid in Pa. , suspended work January 28 , 1927, over
benefits on

these automobile and street the Company's attitude in dealing with the

car accidents. The total number of claims men concerning seniority on busses. The

paid , due to these accidents , aggregated Company refused to grant seniority to

71. " trainmen on the busses and were asking

" Enrollment of Members" them to sign individual agreements on

" During the period covered by this report going into bus service. Executive Board

5,843 members have been enrolled and Member P. J. Shea had charge of this

certificates of membership granted to the situation . This contention finally

settled February 1, an agreement having

" Agreements”
been entered into , including bus men and

" During this term eighty agreements have covering the situation to the satisfaction of

been renewed. Twenty- five carried increases the Local."

and one a reduction in wages, making a “ Arbitrations"

total of 106 agreements closed this term .” " At the close of the last Board Report

there were
“ Strikes and Lockouts" 7 arbitration cases pending.

" During the six months term ending
These cases have been settled . Five ( 5 )

with January 31 , 1927, the Association has
new arbitration cases have been reported

to the International Office during the past
been involved in five strikes and lockouts,

affecting five Local Divisions. six months, and of these five only one has
Three of

these strikes and lockouts took place during
been closed, which leaves 4 arbitration cases

The other two were previously
pending at the closing of this Board Report.

The report of the arbitration cases, as
reported upon and were in engagement at

the beginning of this term .
entered at the International Office during

“ During the six months period there was
the past six months, is given herewith :

expended in strikes and lockouts $ 17,161.36 . “ Division No. 713 , Memphis , Tenn ."

Of this amount $ 13,704.36 was paid in " As reported in the last Board Report,

legal expenses in connection with the As reported in the last Board Report,
strikes and lockouts.

when the agreement between the Memphis

" Inasmuch as there is a complete record Street Railway Company and Division 713 ,

of the causes of the various strikes and Memphis, Tenn ., expired, negotiations were

lockouts for the information of your Board entered into for new agreement and

and the officers of the Association , I will everything was agreed to with the excep .

merely call your attention to these strikes tion of wages , which were submitted to

and you may obtain such information as arbitration . The award of the Arbitration

you may want by consulting the records. (Conrinu d on page 27 )

was

same.

this term.

a
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The 20th Convention of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America will be called to order

in Birmingham , Ala. , September 12. There

is no reason why it should not be the largest

convention in attendance of delegates within

the history of the Association .

com

This issue contains the report of the meet

ing of the General ExecutiveBoard , held at

Association Headquarters, Detroit, Mich. ,

beginning February 28 , 1927. The report of

International President W. D. Mahon con

tains features showing that wage workers

are well capable of operating a business in

stitution of their own.

One of the features of the report of the

International President to the General Ex

ecutive Board Meeting is that bearing upon

the payment of Funeral, Disability and Old

Age Benefits. It shows that there were 479

Funeral, 18 Disability and 48 Old Age Bene

fits paid, making a total of 542 claims. The

average payment of these claims was $ 666.46.

These payments were made upon an insur

ance rate of $ 10.00 per $ 1,000.00 per year—a

lower rate than it is possible to obtain from

any insurance company.

by the members at a rate of less than $10.00

per $1,000.00 of insurance. The insurance

premium is far less than is charged for ex

clusive life insurance by insurance

panies. It shows that organization pays,

even on the insurance basis.

Where employing properties supply insur

ance to employes on the group insurance

basis, the company pays thepremium to the

insurance company from which insurance is

taken . This premium , it is naturally under

stood, lends itself to the company as a lever

in the interest of low wages, under which

system the wage worker , himself, pays his

own inssurance by working for lower wages

than obtains through the organizations of

wage workers. It is true that some com

panies provide an insurance for employes

under certain ratings where employes are

organized , but the natural purpose is to use

this as a wedge to destroy the organization

in its effectiveness. Yet the experience of

organized wage workers is that control of

their own insurance benefits is an economic

plan and the Amalgamated Association has

demonstrated to the public that it can ope

rate an insurance plan by which wage work

ers can obtain insurance at the actual pre

mium requirement and thus eliminate the

influence of company insurance from the

wage question . Insurance premiumspaid by

employing properties are not paid from

profits. They are paid from the earnings of

the wage workers, themselves . Organized

wage workers understand this .

Taken from an application for employment

blank of an employing company is the fol,

lowing provision : "9. That the undersigned

is not a member of any labor union nor any

organization composed of persons who are

The Amalgamated Association demon

strates what wage earners can do in the way

of insurance. The members of the Amalga

mated Association pay an Old Age Benefit

of $ 800.00, a total Disability Benefit that

within the last six months averaged $713.00

and is paid on the basis of the term member

ship applying to Funeral Benefits, and Fu

neral Benefits averaged $651.61 . The maximum

Funeral Benefit is $800.00, after eight years

in membership , and these liabilities were met
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engaged in the same or similar occupation, FROM LATE REPORTS OF

business or craft, nor that he ( or she ) will INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

join or in any way become affiliated with any

such organization while an employe of the
International President W. D. Mahon at

Company in such positions as tended the recent General Executive Board

may be assigned to him (or her ) from time meeting held February 28- March 6, at which

to time at such wages and for such hours as he made a complete report of the finances

are now effective for such positions." This and affairs of the Association covering the

expression, of course, is self-explanatory. six months period from August 1, 1926, to

Fortunately, such provisions are not legal or January 31, 1927 , inclusive. His report

binding upon the employe. showed the usual progress of the Associa

tion. He was later called to Washington,

The American Plan evidently has a legis D. C. , where he advised with the officers

lator in the House of Representatives in of Division 689 and G. E. B , Member P. J.

Michigan, in the person of Representative
Shea upon wage agrement work, the wage

Ate Dykstra of Grand Rapids. He has in rates being submitted for arbitration . He

troduced a bill, which , should it become a attended a meeting of the stockholders of

law, would make it a criminal offense for a the Union Labor Life Insurance Company

Union man to ask a non-union man to be held in Baltimore, Md. , March 14 and 15, at

come a member of his Union or to ask a which meeting the stockholders elected a

non-union man not to serve
a strike

Board of Directors of twenty-three members

breaker on a job. It would also prohibit a for the ensuing year, and at a meeting of

Union man from refusing to use non -union the Board of Directors, President Matthew

made material in construction work. The Woll of the Photo Engravers was re-elected

penalty fixed in the bill is a fine of $ 1,000.00 president ; Thomas E. Burke of the Plumbers

and six months imprisonment. Those inter and G. W. Perkins of the Cigarmakers, vice

ested in Grand Rapids as a progressive city presidents; Martin Ryan of the Maintenance

would do well to bear this representative in of Way Employes, treasurer, together with

mind at the next election of state legislators . whom were elected President Mahon and

The bill, of course , will not become a law James Maloney to comprise the executive

in Michigan, but it shows the endeavors of committee of the Board of Directors. Upon

Union-smashing employing concerns to con
his return to the General Office he advised

trol the laws and the law-making of a state.
with the officers of Division 26, Detroit,

Mich. , D. U. R. Branch ,, upon agreement

NOTICE
conditions. Aside from this work he has

given his attention to the general affairs of

Notice is hereby given to Financial
the Association and per this report, March

Secretaries of Local Divisions that on and 31 , he was at the General Office.

after May 1 , 1927, I have been instructed

by the General Executive Board to publish International Treasurer L. D. Bland at

the names of the Local Divisions that are tended the GeneralExecutive Board meeting

in arrears for their per capita tax , in order held February 28- March 6, at which he made

that the membership may know the actual a financial report of the Association to the

standing of the Division , and then, should
Board.

the Division be suspended, they cannot

complain that they did not know the First International Vice-President Wm. B.

standing of the Division . I would, there Fitzgerald, aside from attending the recent

fore, request Financial Secretaries tobear General Executive Board Meeting, visited St.

this fact in mind. Louis , Mo. , where he advised with the of

The General Executive Board's ruling, is ficers and members of Division 788 upon

one that I must obey, for it is in line franchise propositions being sought in the

with the laws and policies of the Associa interest of the public in a proposed new

tion and it will save trouble all around if franchise that is now before the City Coun

Financial Secretaries will bear this in mind cil. While there, he attended a meeting of

and see that their reports for per capita Division 788. Upon his return from St.

tax are reported and made to the General Louis , he visited New York, N. Y., where

Office, as the Laws of the Association he held a conference with Association at

require in Section 60, which is , that per torneys upon the injunction case pending

capita tax and moneys owed for enrollment appeal . He later visited Boston , Mass . ,

and supplies shall be reported on the first where , with G. E. B. Member John H. Rear

of each month for the month preceding; don , he held conferences with Vice - President

that is, that the per capita tax, say for the Gillespie of the International Team Drivers

month of April, must be reported and paid Organization upon provisions to provide the

the first of May. This should reach the establishment of a Team Drivers Local , to

General Office by the 10th of May, in which will become allied the members of

order to keepthe Division in good standing, Division 589 eligible to the Team Drivers

as the Laws of the Association require. Organization. He visited Springfield , Mass .,

Trusting that you will appreciate the where he advised with officers of Divisions

importance ofcarrying out this ruling , and Nos . 22, Worcester , and 448, Springfield . He

with best wishes, I remain ,
was also in advisement with the officers of

Fraternally yours, the Locals of the Eastern Massachusetts

W. D. MAHON , property. He later visited Cleveland, Ohio ,

International President. where he advised with the officers of Di
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vision 268 upon the affairs of that Local.

Per the close of this report, March 31 , he

was at the General Office assisting in the

direction of the general affairs of the Associ

ation .

10

Second International Vice - President P. J.

O'Brien attended a meeting of Division 281,

New Haven, Conn ., where the Local is inter

ested in extension of organization work. At

Hartford he addressed a meeting of Division

692 and reports vigorous progress on the

part of that Local. At Boston he associated

in a conference with G. E. B. Member Rear

don and President Raleigh of the Springfield

Local, upon organization work. Upon this

work he also visited Providence, R. I. Per

his report of March 26, the strike of Division

269, Danbury, Conn ., was yet continuing. He

reports that the company is now operating

sixteen busses and is hopeful of an early ad

justment of that situation, which is under his

immediate advisement.

a

of an

Seventh International Vice - President

James Largay, at Lexington , Ky . , assisted

Division 639 upon wage agreement work,

which he left as a deferred matter and visited

Wheeling, W. Va., where he attended

meeting of Division 103 , from which Local

he reports progress. At Elm Grove, W. Va . ,

he attended a meeting of Division 975 and

assisted the Local in adjusting grievances .

He later visited Rochester, N. Y. , in the in

terest of Division 282. In Utica he attended

a meeting of the Joint Advisory Board of

Divisions 282 , Rochester, 580, Syracuse, and

582, Utica , N. Y. , upon agreement prepara

tion work . He was at Alliance, Ohio , per

his report of March 27 , assisting Division

360 .

General Executive Board Member Edw .

McMorrow, who was assisting Division 228,

Joliet , ill., upon agreement work , and in an

interim of conferences upon the subject at

tended the General Executive Board Meet

ing, held February 28 -March 6, at the Gen

eral Office, Detroit , Mich ., per his report

of March 26, states that the agreement con

ditions being negotiated in the interest of

Division 228 have been agreed upon and the

matter closed . The members of Division 228

obtained a substantial increase of wage in the

settlement . He was also in advisement with

Division 517, Gary, Ind ., upon a bus opera

tion question . At Wichita, Kansas , he ad

vised with the officers of Divisions 794 and

829 and reports the Locals in good shape.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair at

tended the recent General Executive Board

Meeting, held in Detroit , February 28-March

6 , and was later dispatched to Lansford , Pa . ,

where he assisted Divisions 118 , Pottsville,

and 433 , Lansford, in the adjustment of

grievances . He later visited Scranton , Pa.,

where, per his report of March 27, he was

assisting Division 168 upon agreement work ,

which was in a conference stage.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea at Allentown ,

Pa . , assisted Division 956 in the adjustment

internal grievance. He later at

tended the General Executive Board Meting,

held at Association Headquarters, Detroit,

Mich ., February 28-March 6, from where he

went to Washington, D. C. , to assist Division

689 upon agreement work. The subject of

wages for the newagreement was submitted

for arbitration . The arbitrators chosen by

the Local and by the Company were, respec

tively, Mr. Arthur Holder and Mr. Stanton

C. Peele. Per his report of March 27, the

case was awaiting the appointment of a third

arbitrator,

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon , prior

to the recent meting of the General Execu

tive Board , which he attended, was assisting

Divisions 174 Fall River, 235 Brockton , 238

Lynn , 240 Chelsea, 243 Taunton , 246 Salem ,

253 Quincy, 261 Lawrence , 270 Gloucester,

280 Lowell, 373 Hyde Park, and 503 Haver

hill , Mass . , upon agreement work. Upon

adjournment of the recent Board Meeting in

Detroit, he returned to assist these Locals

in their joint agreement preparations. At

Boston be associated with First Vice- Presi

dent Wm. B. Fitzgerald in conferences with

Vice- President Gillespie of the Team Drivers

and Chauffeurs Union , in an adjustment of

the jurisdiction situation applying to the two

organizationsand attended a meeting of

Division 589, Boston. He later advised with

the officers of the Local upon the subject

of service to which Hoisting Engineers are

entitled . Per his report of March 26 , he was

in advisement upon an agreement situation

affecting Division 540, Trenton , N. J. Also

the Eastern Massachusetts agreement propo;

sition affecting Division 174. Fall River, and

associate Locals was in a conference stage.

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt attended

and addressed a meeting of Division 441, Des

14

Ninth International Vice - President M. J.

Murray, per his report of March 13 , was

assisting Division 587, Seattle , Wash ., upon

a seniority question, which is involving the

attention of the members of that Local .

Thirteenth International Vice-President

Robert B. Armstrong, who was assisting

Divisions 905 , Danville, 906 , Decatur, 907,

Springfield, 908, Peoria , Ill ., and 909, St.

Louis, Mo., upon joint agreement work,

where the question of wage rates had been

submitted for arbitration , per his report of

March 27, is in the stage of having chosen

a third arbitrator to complete the arbitra

tion board and is awaiting time to be set by

the arbitrators upon which the case will be

heard. He visited East St. Louis, Ill . , where

he advised with the officers of Divisions 125

and 805 , in an endeavor to adjust a con

troversy that had arisen between the two

Locals relative to the rights of the members

to freight service work. This case was sub

mitted to the International President , for his

decision . He attended a meeting of Division

788, St. Louis, Mo., with First International

Vice-President Wm. B. Fitzgerald, upon the

franchise provisions subject, which was at

the time under the advisement of Vice-Presi

dent Fitzgerald and the Local officials .
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per hour for the next nine months of service ,

and 54 cents per hour to those of more than

one year of service .

Moines, Iowa, and reports favorably upon

the membership of that Local . The Local is

asking for a wage increase . At Ottumwa

he attended a meting of Division 199 and

reports the Local in good condition . At

Burlington, Iowa, he addressed a meeting of

Division 212, which was well attended , and

reports the Local well officered. At Musca

tine, Iowa, he advised with the officers of

Division 599 and attended and addressed a

meeting of that Local. He reports the

Local to be a progressive one. At Daven

port, Iowa, he attended and addressed a

meeting of Division 312. This is one of the

old progressive Locals of the state. At St.

Joseph, Mo., he assisted Division 847 upon

grievance work. He later attended the

General Executive Board Meeting, held at

Detroit, Mich . , February 28 -March 6 , and,

per his report of March 12 , had returned to

Salt Lake City , Utah.

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson, at

New Orleans, La. , advised with the officers

of Division 194. Later, at Alexandria, La . ,

associated with First International Vice

President Wm. B. Fitzgerald . They insti

tuted Division 981 and installed officers. He

then attended the General Executive Board

Meeting, held in Detroit , Mich ., February 28

March 6, from where he was dispatched to

Tulsa, Okla ., where he assisted Division 892

upon agreement work . Conferences resulted

in a renewal of agreement, with some im

proved conditions and the agreement was

signed for another year, per his report of

March 26.

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, at Cal

gary, Alta. , was assisting Division 583 upon

upon agreement work. Pending a cessation

in conferences he attended the General Ex

ecutive Board Meeting at Detroit, Mich .,

held February 28- March 6 , when he returned

to Calgary and conferences were continued,

with the result that
agreement was

reached by which a wage increase of 29/2

cents per hour was obtained. The new wage

rates are 58 cents per hour for first six

months service men ; 63 cents per hour for

the second six months of service , and 68

cents per hour to those of one or more years

of service . Overtime is paid at the rate of

time and one -half for the first four hours

and double time for overtime in excess of

four hours. Time and one- fourth is paid for

service upon eight legal holidays. This is in

accordance with the report of Board Mem

ber Hoover of date of March 26.

an

was

G. E. B. Member William F. Welch, in an

interim of agreement work at Zanesville ,

Ohio, attended the General Executive Board

Meeting, held at Association Headquarters,

Detroit, Mich . , February 28-March 6, from

where he returned to Zanesville and Newark ,

Ohio, to assist Divisions 809 , Zanesville, and

839, Newark , upon agreement work. Per his

report of' March 19, an agreement

reached , through negotiations, fixing wage

rates at 43 cents per hour for first three

months service men ; 48 cents per hour for

the next nine months service men, and 53

cents per hour thereafter ; with three cents

per hour additional for one-man cars . The

wage rates to be paid from August 15 , 1927 ,

to August 15, 1928, will be 44 cents per hour

for the first three months service ; 49 cents

In Memoriam

By Div . No. 874, Tulsa, Okla .

Whereas: Almighty God , our Savior and Supreme
Ruler, in His infinite wisdom has seen fit to remove

from our midst our true and beloved brother,

1.L. Morgan, in whose deathwe have iost a loyal

brother, his family a loving husband and father,
and while we know that words cannot iighten the

sorrow of thuse he loved and protected , we feel
that it will be a consolation for them to know

that friends and brothers are sharing the sorrow

with them in the loss of their lovedone; therefore ,
be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

874 Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric
RailwayEmployes of America, in regular meeting
assembled, extend to'kthe bereaved family our

heartfelt sympathy and consolation in this, their

dark hour of amiction ; and be it further
Resolved : That, as atribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions

be sent to the bereaved family, a copy be sent to

the Motorman and Conductor for publication and

4 copy read in the minutes of our meeting .
February 24, 1927.

A. G. DULANY, President,

F. S. WORTHINGTON , Vice - Pres . ,

L. V. BRUERE, Rec. Sec .

family a loving husband and father and the Com

pany an efficient and faithful employee ; therefore ,
be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 109

extend to his widow , family and relatives our

sincere sympathy, and share with them in their sad
bereavement; and be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days; that these resolutions be

spread on our minutes and copies of these resolu

tions be sent to his bereaved wife and family , and

also be published in the M. and C.
March 10 .

W. TURNER, Rec . Secy . ,

E. F. FOX , President .

By Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

we

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

wisdom has seen fit to call from his earthly home

our friend and brother , Andrew Brosman , in whose

death we have lost a loyal member; therefore , be it

Resolved : By the members of Division 448 that

share with his family and relatives in their

bereavement; and be it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of this Division meeting,

a copy forwarded to the Motorman and Conductor

for publication, and that our charter be draped for

a period of thirty days as a token of respect for our

departed brother.

THOMAS GLEASON,

THOMAS E. DUFFY,

J. W. LEONARD,

Res. Com .

By Division 109 , Victoria , B. C.

Whereas :
Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

mercy and wisdom has called to His Eternal Home

our late brother , Robert A. Ritchie , in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal brother, his wife and
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WILL HOLD TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY

are

the rear of the store at the time , thanked Jerry and

reported the same to the Insurance Company, Brother

O'Dea is now sporting a new uniform and smoking

good cigars.

Brother Thomas Murtle . a delegate to the Mon.

treal convention, passed away recently. We extend

our heartfelt sympathy to his family .

Brother Henry Rowe is still contined to his home ,

having taken part in an automobile accident recently

The Amalgamated Association is hereby compli.

mented upon the quick and business -like way , they

have handled our death, disability and old age claims.

Brother Ridley received hisdisability claim for eight

hundred ($800) dollars promptly , and undoubtedly the
family of our late Brother Murtle will also receive

his claim of eight hundred ( $800 ) dollars before this
letter goes into print .

Brothers , try to " Keep Smiling . " You will find

it makes your work easier and more pleasant and

will make friends for Municipal Ownership. There

will be a bond election held soon for extensions and

betterments on the Municipal Railway and its suc

cess depends upon the employees of our systein .

" Keep, Smiling” and you will find that “ a smile will

go a long, long way:

Best wishes to all Amalgamated Divisions.
-Cor. Div . 518.

**

one

Ottawa, Ont. - Weather conditions somewhat

improved and we will be enjoying the balmy breezes

much earlier than in former years.

Our monthly social evening, held February 22 , was
a grand success, with the largest attendance so far

this season. The evening's entertainment included

a musical program , dancing and refreshments . The

committee in charge of arrangements offer their sin .

cere thanks to those who participated . Preparations

are being made to suitably celebrate the 20th anni

varsary of this Local Division - April 28.

Bro. Jas. Moody, on sick leave for some time , is

back on the job again .
Bro Mick Donovan, ill since last October , is

improving ,
Bro . Bill Carson, who has been laid up with a

severe attack of pneumonia , is at work again .

It is with sincere regret that we report the sudden

and tragic death of of our old timers, Bro .

James Sinclair, who was almost instantly killed on

the night of March 8 , when struck by an electric car

at the corner of Gilmour and Bank Streets. Bro .

Sinclair was returning home, walking on the car

tracks when the accident occurred . Bro. Sinclair

was in his 68th year and had been in the employ of

the 0. E. R. for 34 years as motorman . The

funeral was attended by over 150 of the brothers in

full uniform , the officials of the company, a detach

ment of city firemen in uniform and a large number
of friends and acquaintances: “ Sunny Jim , " as he

was known to the boys , will be greatly missed. Div .

279 extends sincere sympathy to the bereaved fam

ily .
The sympathy of the Division is extended to Bro .

Terry Burns, whose mother passed away, and

Bro . Michael O'Connor, whose daughter died very

suddenly .
A bouncing baby girl appeared recently at the

homes of Bro. and Mrs. Jack McDonald and Bro . and

Mrs. Phil Seguin . Congratulations.

St. Pahrick's Day was celebrated here this year

under ideal weather conditions. Bro. Joe Kelly ex .

perienced considerable diy culty in keeping his eni -

blem of “ Old Ireland " free from dust.

Several of the brothers have been enjoying holi

days recently , which were not just to their liking.

The brothers are again reminded that it is impor

tant that ey attend the regular meetings in order

that the officers may be assured of the support and

co -operation that is necessary to accomplish any

beneficial results for the Division as a whole.

a

to

MEETINGS WELL ATTENDED

Cincinnati, Ohio . — The last few meetings of Division

627 have been well attended. That shows the proper

spirit. Keep it up .
Brother Jake Bluettner is still on the firing line .

Brother Waterbury Jones has not attended a meet

ing lately. How_come, Albert ?

Vice -President Kilgour is giving the boys food for

thought each meeting . Come out and_hear him .

What has become of Brothers Sly , Brown, Bever

age , Thomas, Davis and some of the rest of Walnut

Hills ? Get busy there, Riley.
Brother Abram's doesn't know when to take his

hat off in church .

Brother Schuster is still kicking.
Brother Duke Farrell is leaving for the

coast

to explore for gold . Good luck .

Brother Albert Heule has been presented with an

8 -pouhd boy by his his good wife .

It seems strange that some are trying to make

new schedules out of the block system by giving

themselves a couple of days suspension. Use your

blocks, boys.
The Tieding resolution on old age pension for em

ployes was klled on the floor at our last meeting.

Don't give up . Charles.
A word to the housewives : Don't let your husbands

stay at home on meeting nights. Run them out ,

as there is a possibility of their winning the five

dollars given at each meeting. So urge him to come

out. I thank you .
What has become of our old friend, Peter Schaefer,

famous singer of 8th Street . ?

Brother C. Sullivan is longing to pick up another

scrap .
Brother J. Downing was recently taken seriously

ill . Call on him , boys . There are others that need

our cheer, so call on them .
Brother w. Camp of the Hartwell Division , passed

away recently . He was a hard and urgent worker

and will be missed by a host of friends. He was a

former board member. Sincere sympathy is ex .

tended to Mrs. Camp.
Brothers. come to your meetings regularly and win

that five dollars we are offering each meeting. Stop

holding mectings in the bum rooms. Discuss your

problems at our regular meetings and have them

ihreshed out on the floor.
-Cor. 627 .

BEST YEAR EVER

San Francisco , Calif.-Div . 518 is going along nice

ly . The year 1926 has been the best year financially

and socially that we have ever had .

Our Local has opened a savings account in the Big

Brotherhood Bank, which recently opened a branch

office in our city . Organized Labor in San Francisco

is going to support this new enterprise by closing

out their accounts in the banks that are contribut

ing to publicatiuns and campaigns that are opposed

to collective bargaining and a square deal .

The Municipal Railway in San Francisco has often

been humorously referred to as the “ Musical Rail .

way” because most of our cars have " harps" on

both ends, but this humor is now a reality because

we have just organized a thirty - five piece band, and

we hope by 1929 they will be able to play a fast

one - step as the " Remains" of the unfair Market

Street Railway Company pass away into oblivion.

Brother Jeff O'Connor of Chicago recently visited

our city on business and paid a visit to Division 518 .

He is a strong admirer of the Amalgamated and will

go miles out of his way to encourage a Local to

keep up the good work . Jeff proved to be the " Luck

of Roaring Camp," but the next time he comes to

our city he should bring along a set of eight-ounce

boxing gloves and a copy of the “ Queensbury Rules.”

Brother Jerry O'Dea was complimented by the Board

of Fire Commissioners recently for extinguishing a

fire at the B. & S Drug store on the night of Janu
Jerry was going inbound on the “ F'i line

and passing Stockton and Union Streets saw flames

bursting from the store . He stopped his car and,

taking off his coat, ran into the drug store and put

out the fire. The druggist, who was occupied in

ANNUAL FANCY DRESS BALL HELD

New Orleans, La.-Our annual Fapcy Dress and

Masquerade Ball was given at the Athenaeum , St.

Toseph's Night , March 19. It was another success.

The ' hall was packed and dancing was enjoyed until

3 A. M. We had a maskers ' contest , also a black bot .

tom contest for the ladies . The committee on arrange

ments comprised Brothers Ed . Lawrence, chairman ;

Ed . A. Veillon , J W. Barefield , E. J. Bienvenu, Edw.

ary 18,
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Dourricu , P. T. Durel, C. R. Gautreau, P. A. Gervaias,

F. Gisevius, J. H. Koenig, S. P. Mistich, Toney Pa

reti , 0. C. Pertuit, Edwin Peyroux, H. L. Pitfied,

James Rodgers. R. Wagner, Gus 1. Bienvenu and

John M. Carbon .

Brother Bernard Pays, conductor on Broad Street ,

is a fine boy with a knife and fork . He talks little ,

but it takes all day for him to say what he has to

say. Why do all of his friends ask to see his grand

inother's picture ? Is it because he lives in the Sev .

enth Ward ? Bernard is the father of the Bull Club.

March 9, Division 194 held her regular monthly

meeting. The hall was packed . was pleased to see

the membership waking up and from now on I hope

the membership will keep up the good work . If every

member of the Local would pledge himself to attend

one meeting each month , we would have to get a

larger hall. We would be pleased to do so . I appeal to

you ali to show that you are still good Union nen

and to come out to the meetings . Don't be afraid to

show your colors . It is far more to be proud of being
a Union man than a non - union man . -Cor. 194 .

constructive criticism . The best offer coming from

this oífice is for the brothers to remember the case

of the controller man agitated into quitting, with the

belief that two others were with him . When the show .

down came , he found he was alone. Brothers, remem

ber that anyone can agitate, but anyone who does so

in a sneaky manner is not to be trusted .

Brcther Stanley George has become a musician. We

lear that he has an orchestra that was engaged for

the recent K. K. K. Ball , but mixed things up when
they played “ The Wearing of the Green .'

The boys have adopted a mascot for Division 972 ,

in the form of a dog . President Bill Costello has taken

it upon himself to feed the dog at noon . The dog

seems to be thriving. Bill says it ought to , as he has

stew for dinner and the dog cats chicken and lamb

chops

Don't forget to pay your dues, boys, before the 15th

of the month . You all know the small margin our

officers are working under and we are certainly lucky

to secure officers who are always trying to save for

us. Don't forget, we are one of the very few Divi

sions that are operating under the old scale of dues.

Division 972 wishes to extend heartfelt sympathy to

Brother George Fisher in the recent death of his

daughter - in -law .

Now , boys , don't forget the second Wednesday of

each month is the night of all nights .

--Cor. Div . 972.

LANSING IS ORGANIZED

CHAMPION TICKET SELLER

a

Marinette, Wis . - Division 302 held a day meeting

February 24 , but not all of the day men were there .

Brotlicis, let's attend the early meetings. Our mid

night meeting, held March 8, had a good crowd, but

could have been better . We discussesd our Easter

dance, which will be held Friday evening, April 22 .

Brothers, attend our meetings !

Brother Peter Westagard resigned March 8 and

moved to Lansing, Mich ., where he will have a run

on the cars . Good luck to you , Peter . Lansing is

organized .

Brother Frank Kuffie is becoming very popular on

the Hall - Pierce Avenue Line.

Brother George Greenier is making good on the day
reliei run .

Biother Felix Moline has a new run ,

Brother MacBride talked to the superintendent about

the dents on Car No. 6. Now the car is in the repair

shop. Later it will go to the paint shop. Now , broth
ers , take your hats off to Car No. 6 . --Cor, 302.

PURCHASE POWER COMPANY

Lewiston , Maine. - Division 721 held her second an .
nual ball February 24. It was success . Brother

James Willette was the champion ticket seller . He

sold 330 tickets . Brother Leonard , ticket seller at the

door, every time he sold a ticket tried to ring it in

with his foot .

Our genial dispatcher, Tim Longley , has a very sick

wife at the hospital . We hope for her speedy recovery,

Biother Seller's wife is in the hospital and we are

hopeful that she will soon be out.

Brother George Nelson has nervous indigestion .
Brother Butcher is learning the cares of married life ,

Brothei Haywood is making a collection of switch

irons,

Brother Bergeron is mad at the girl in the dough

nut shop

Brother McKenna has recovered from a bad cold .

Brother Leonard is back at work .

Brother Frank Lilly's wife has been very ill , but is

improving .
Brother Penny was forced to loaf when his son had

This tecth out.

Brother McCarthy wants to learn to fly to join the

Eagles.

Brotlier John McCormick was held up on the Au

burn Heights Line by a snow storm , much to his dis .

gust. It was the heaviest storm we have had since

1898. It snowed fifteen and one -half inches.

--Cor. 721 .

HELD ANNUAL DANCE

Charleston, S. C.-Division 610 re - elected and re- in

stalled all of its old officers , except correspondent, by

a unanimous vote , Brother Boyter , our esteemed sec

retary , took great pleasure in casting the vote for

himself, as well as the rest. Brother Springs having

been appointed inspector, the writer was elected to

succesd him as correspondent. I trust that I may be
as prompt in this work as Brother Springs .

President Stokes , advised by the doctor to discon

tinue on the line for a while, has been appointed in

spector. Vice - President Joyner is filling the chair dur
ing his absence .

Our company recently purchased the Southeastern

Power Company from the U. G , L., changing its name

from the Consolidated Light, Heat and Power Com

pany : o the South Carolina Power Company.

We have successfully renewed our present contract

for the fourth time and are satisfied with things in

general,

Our company has divided the trainmen into seven

teams of eleven men each in our safety campaign.

The team having the least accidents during the month
is to receive 2 cents an hour bonus , and each individ

ual guing the balance of the year without an accident
will also receive 2 cents an hour bonus. -Cor . 610 ,

SECOND WEDNESDAY OF EACH MONTH

Bridgeport, Conn . - Well, my first editorials seem to

have gone over fairly well, so here goes for more :

Brother Vic Blainer is being congratulated upon be.

coming a proud father. It is a hoy . Vic had a beton

with Foreman Shandy as to whether it would be a

boy or girl . Shandy and Joe McClean have both be

come fathers since our last writing, but theirs are

giris . Vic won the best with Shandy and the boys had
cigars .

Our newly elected officers were installed at our last

meeting. It is now up to us to do our best to better

the conditions of our fellow workers . Don't leave it

our officers. They become tired of working
along, the same as all others.

Those who hold two or three meetings a day in

dark corners in low whispers , would benefit themsel.

ves and others by applying this energy the second

Wednesday of each month at our mectings in good

Ogden , Utah -- Division 418 has held their big annual

dance. It was held in the Berthana and was a success.

The proceeds go to building up the Division's sick
fund.

President A. Ramsden, Recording , Secretary C. C.
Rond and Financial Secretary S. Y. Knowles com

prised the committee that cared for details of our an .

nual dance. Invitations to the public were extended

by President Ramsden and were resultiul.
Music for the dance was supplied by Ollie Reeve's

orchestra, and it was fine .

An interesting notation of our annual dance was

made by the Standard Examiner, one of our daily pa

pers, in which it was asked if the public had noticed
the unusual courteousness of the Ogdeu street car

men for the few days preceding the dance. A feature

was : “ If you happened to jump on a car with nothing

smaller than a ten -dollar bill, haven't you noticed the

wide smile when you expected a wicked look ? Here's

the secret :" the article read . " The street car

are taking no chances of having anyone stay away

from the big annual dance ."

However, we of the Ogden street car service , take

particular pains to make patronage most agreeable to

the public . It is up to us to see that our property is

successfully operated. as success

ployes, in the way of wages and working conditions .

largely depend upon it ,

- Cor. 418

men

all to

our Own as cm
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PLAY SAFETY FIRST

Windsor, Ont. - We cannot look for progress

function as effectually as we should until we have

more understanding and make practical applications
of the real principles upon which all Labor Unions
are founded . I believe we should try overlook

our personal differences and keep in mind the fact
that we are a united band.

Don't forget to play safety first, boys , at all times
and keep the accident record down this year.

Will Brother Richards kindly pay Brother Joe

Knapp that 25 cents and save garnishee expense.

The Erie Line boys wonder why Brother Bosworth

runs from five to eight minutes ahead of time on

his 12:10 P. m . trip from the Ferry .

Did you hear of Brother Homer Richards falling

into Turkey Creek a lew weeks ago and being fished
out ?

We are pleased to see Brother H. McAndless again

on the job . Go easy on the red lights.
Brother C. Chittle put on the boys at

the last sign -up, by taking a day run the

Tecumseh Line. He has an eye on paying runs .

Brother V. Sheardown has started a chicken farmi

and you will now know where to get fresh eggs

and chickens,

Brothers Sambo Boughner and Joc Celest Reaume

are doing their stuff on the Tecumser Line.

Don't forget to attend meetings each month and

hear what Brother George Bennett has to tell you .

We are pleased to see Brother J. C. Davidson

elected vice - president of the Trades and Labor Coun

cil . He will make a devoted official.

Brother W. Simser is now on the silk stocking

line .

Station Agent V. Campeau at Tecumseh has his

Lizzie fixed up to step on this summer.

There were eighteen members at our last meeting.

It was rather a poor showing.
Laugh this one off : Brother L. Broderick of the

Crosstown Line went around the corner so fast his

trolley came off.

--Cor. 616.
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BURT PAYS LOCAL A VISIT

St. Joseph, Mo.-A regular meeting of Division 847

was held March 24 and we had a fair attendance.

Our Local gave a ball February 26. While the at :

tendance might have been better , we made some

money

Sinse February 10 we have taken in five new mem

bers . They are : Brothers Earl Waddilove, George E.

Kuho , Charles C. Conrady , Rudie S. Breit and Fred

Crumpacher.

Several of our brothers are off sick at the present

writing.

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt paid a recent visit
to our Local to assist us in adjusting the matter of

men who were laid off in the shops contrary to rules

governing seniority rights. He was successful in ad .

justing things to the satisfaction of all , Brother Burt

uses good judgment at all times.

A. E. Smith, the fatherin - law of Brother A. A.

Patton , died March 25th . He was at one time a mem .

ber of Division 847, having been a conductor for the

street railway company. The heartfelt sympathy of

the Local is extended to the family .

Track Foreman Wm. Johns passed away February

27th from heart disease , We regret his loss .

Mr. S.B , Irelan, our general manager for some four
years, has been transferred to become division mana

ger of the Securities Department of the Henry L.

Doherty & Co. , for the Middle West . His new head

quarters will be in Kansas City . --Cor. 847.

capacity , there shall be inserted a clause providing for

the aı bitration of all disputes or questions arising be .

tween the Company and said employes .

“ Third, that its employes shall be entitled to one
day of rest each week , the same to be fixed by the
regulation of the Company."

These clauses were presented at our meeting of

March 4 and unanimously accepted .

First International Vice -President Wm . B. Fitzgerald

was a : the sessions of this meeting and expresssed in

cheerful words his appreciation and surprise at the

so completely successful solving of this difficult prob

lem and paid deserved tribute to all who handled it .

The placing of these clauses in the new franchise is

the result of untiring efforts on the part of President

Murray J. Douglas, Secretary L. A. Graeserand the

especially appointed committee of Division 788 , also

the very able support given us by Attorney W. R.

Schneider. Many obstacles had to be overcome . It was

a struggle of nine months' duration , but all was for

gotten in the rejoicing over the good and far -reaching
results .

Your correspondent paid a recent visit to St. Johns

Hospital and found several of our brothers there.

They wculd be glad to have others visit them . Among

them are : Brothers Arthur Talbert August Dusch,

L. C. Mitchell, E , H. McDonal and Charles Karnes.

We regret to note the death of Mrs. Eggers. She

leaves an infant daughter, her husband, Brother Eg .

gers , her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Green , and one

brother surviving. The Local extends heartfelt sym " .

pathy.

Brother Albert Hedges was called from this life

February 9. He is survived by his widow , to whom
we extend our sympathy.

We are having good attendances at

monthly ineetings and obligating large classes of new

members, sixteen to thirty at each meeting. We are

proud to know that such interest is being taken as

shown by the large crowds attending each meeting .

We held a special meeting this week in behalf of

the Mutual Benefit Association . We are to put on a

special drive and try and get as many members as

The annual convention of the State Federation of

Labor will be held at Sedalia , Mo., beginning May

16th and Local 788 will berepresented by Brothers

C. C. Muller, A. A. Hearing, Ora Casey, Joseph

Schrick , J.W. Fletcher, L. A.Graeser, W. E. Parker,

O. S. Owens, Joseph Morgan and Thomas Moore . L.

A. Graeser is a member of the Legislative Committee

of that body and we look forward to his reelection .

Boys, show your hands !
We are glad to see back at work Brothers August

Diepenbrock, Ronge, August Deusch and Perry Asque,

We are sorry to report that Brothers Leopard and

Joe Murray are on the sick list .

Brother Claud L. Gibson died February 6th , 1927,

aged 40 years. He leavesa wife and two children and

magy friends to mourn their loss .

Brother Jacob H. Cerpot died March 12th . He was

sick for about three years . His wife survives him .

Local 788 extends heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved

families of these worthy brothers . -Cor. 788.

LOSE OLD DEVOTED MEMBER

Utica , N. Y.-We, of Division 582, are striving for

success . But what success ? The average man's idea of

success is a nice home, plenty of money and a high

Powered car. Edgar Guest said :

"Success iſ being friendly when another needs a friend ;

It's the cheery words you speak , not in the coins

you lend .

Success lies not alone in skill and deeds of daring

great;

It's inthe roses that you plant 'longside your gar .

den gate .

Success is in the way you walk the paths of life each

day ;

Success is in the glad hello you give your fellow man ;

It's in the laughter of your home and joys for others

that you plan ."
Truth is the oil that we burn in our light of revela .

tion. If you want toknow the value of a dollar , just

try to borrow one .

Appearance doesn't always denote age.
The brothers of Division 582 extend sympathy to

Brother H. B. Kirley inthe deathofhis beloved wife.

In the recent death of Brother Thomas Dowd we

lost an old and devoted member . The family have our

sincere syrnathy

Brother Lewis Emery was recently hit by an auto

while on his way home and seriously injured . We hope

for his speedy recovery . --Cor. 582

CHEERFUL NEWS

St. Louis, Mo. - The street car system in St. Louis

will shiortly experience important changes. The new

franchise will be under the Service at Cost system .

Important provisions which mean for the benefit and

protection of the public, our members and the com

pary, as they appear in the new franchise, will read:

“ Provided, however, that the company shall not op .
erate any one -man street.cars except when and where

the Board of Aldermen shall declare that they may be

operated safely, practically and economically .

" The Company by the acceptance of this grant

agrees :

"First , that it will not directly or through any per .
sons do anything to prevent its employes from organ

iving for the purpose of collective bargaining.

* Second , that in all written contracts that the Com

pany shall make with its employes in their organized
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COMPLETE NEW AGREEMENT

We are

us

Portland, Me, - Please don't misunderstand our

apparent lethargy . still with you . For

some time we have had a laxity of interest in our
Local , if attendance at the meetings is a pulse .
Inspiring visits from International Vice - President

Pi . O'Brien, culminating in a get-together luncheon
addressed by O'Brien , A. F. Aegles. President of
Maine State Federation of Labor, and E. F. Smith ,

Editor of the " Maine Labor Leader," tended to
give us a boost .

Considerable interest was shown in the annual

nomination and election of officers, at which there

was competition for all offices except Recording
Secretary and Executive from the Westbrook and
Cape Divisions. Results were as follows : Presi

dent, H. C. Woodside ; Vice- President, Henry Evans;

Financial Secretary and Treasurer, E. W. Cobb ;
Recording. Secretary and Correspondent, W. H.

Smith ; Warden , Charles Rolfe; Conductor, J. A.

Walton; Sentinel, C. W. Webster ; Executive Board ,

E. I. Cook, D. H. MacDoughall, H. R. Kelley and

C. C. Cook .

Our present agreement with the Company termi.
nates May 1st . We have already received a notice

from the Company that they wish to open negotia

tions for a new agreement,

President H. C. Woodside, Legislative Agent for
the Maine State Federation of Labor, is in attend

ance at the Legislative Sessions at Augusta . How

ever, he is able to be with us at the regular bi

monthly and board meetings.

Our greatly esteemed ex -president, H. M. Wiggin ,
has been in failing health for some months. We

miss his valuable support for labor's cause .

We are soon to receive the cigars from our con .

genial brother, Eugene Houghton, who was lately

transferred to the line department.

Our veteran southern sojourner, Charles Payne,

recently remembered his St. John St. associates
with a box of oranges.

Merton Payson, while stepping to the rear of a

snow plough to put on the trolley, was struck by

a passing auto . The injuries received necessitated

a month off duty .

" Comrade" Record is again manipulating the air
after a two months' leave of absence.

Illness of Arthur Kecne has kept him off duty
for several weeks.

The record breaking and most destructive storm
of years has just visited us. Great credit is due to

all concerned for the magnificent manner in which
limited service maintained and service

restored.Cor. 714 .

car

old job , but decided to go easy and wait until after

dark to talk matters over with the boss . There is

a rumor that he is thinking of trying it over again.
Seeing is believing.

There is something most elusive in that thing
called personality . To attempt to describe it is

useless . Yet our whole being is involved in the
innermost senses . It holds sway . Alluringly

attractive , that mysterious element is decidedly the

most valuable part of ones make-up : It brings to
us friends . It makes successful in business .

Personality is often called charm . The remark is

heard every day in speaking of some particularly

charming or attractive person . Ask what that

means and you have the answer 0. K. I don't

know, just something about him that makes you
like him. There you have it . One need not be

beautiful , one need only be agreeably pleasant and
at all times fair minded .

We are pleased to see Brother O. Roberson again

on his run, after being off several weeks with an

injured knee cap . Brother Roberson is one among

our worthiest brothers and we are always anxious

about a good man's welfare . --Cor. 887 .

JUST TRY TO FORGET IT

Brantford, Ont. --Local 685 is pleased to report

progress , not only in wages but working conditions
generally . You know , brothers, you that enjoy
facilities that men on unorganized roads do not

enjoy. Since this Local started, ten years ago, we
have climbed all the time, until at present we find

conditions nearly all that can be desired - better

wages, less hours and , except for the one -man

system , better working conditions than were experi
enced under the old regime. To put the climax on

all this , we have one week's holiday annually , with
pay .

You see, brothers, where we are, and if you will

stand shoulder to shoulder, there is no telling how
far we shall yet go. Old time petty heckling will

have to cease . Rest assured, the more you carry

your grievances, one with another, the more your
management will like it . Although we are organized

tostand pat , one with another, your correspondent
notices discord often. This should not be. You

have the power in your own hands to stop it .

Why not do so ? I am asking for this all the time .

If you have any grievances, one with the other.
just try to forget it. For old times sake let not

your enmity live. For old times' sake let's forget

and forgive. Life is too short to quarrel; friend

ship too precious to break. Shake hands and let

us be friends for old times ' sake .

Brother Tom Weller is making a name for him
self . He has entered dancing lessons, but watching

results from the side we don't think he is proficient
yet. Stay to it , Tom . If at first you don't suc

ceed - well, we know you are a good tryer.
Brother Moon ran over a loose switch the other

day and took the switch with him. Others wanted

to know where it had gone .

Brother Ted Weller is all right on a car, but when

it comes to putting salt in the switches he seems
to get nervous . Automobiles are frightening . He

left the pail to be flattened .

At our annual ball, held recently, Brother Gilham

thought he would like to go in for the terpsichorean

art . He got fun out of it , but we all know he is

better hand at taking the
money . Anyway,

George , don't get discouraged, you know the world
was not built in a day. We hope the floors were
not too well waxed . Wowl- ' Ole Bill ."

was

SNOW MADE BUSINESS

runs

а

Brockton , Mass.-- A new choice of runs went into

effect Friday, February 25 , 1927. Several new
have been added.

A new inspector has been added to the Brockton
Division - a Mr. Bailey , employed by the Eastern

Massachusetts Street Railway Co. for 15 years .

His recent duties have been in the capacity of fore

man and starter at the Danvers car house, North
Division, We wish him the best of success here .

Work has been first rate here this winter. It

cannot be denied that snow storms , such as we had

quite regularly , created business .

Brother Joe Sherman , who was sick , is again on

Hugh McKenney , former operator, was seen in

He now has a good position with a firm
that makes oil for street tail and steam roads .

As the night operators make up their cash in the

lobby each evening, itis quite an interesting feature
to hear the current events of the day. We have to

look up to Brothers Cogan and Donohue. Queer

about this Cogan. Though he is through with his

work at 11:30 p . m . and lives only a stone's throw

from the car house , he waits until special cars are

on their way before he departs . I presume he finds

them an interesting bunch . Theya depart at 11:15

a , m .-Cor . Div . 235 .

his car .

this city .

We re

BE AGREEABLY PLEASANT

ENJOY CHICKEN DINNER

Newburgh, N. Y. - Well, it has been some time

since you heard from us . but we have not been

idle . Our Union is working better than in all of

the years since organized .

At our last meeting we installed officers.
elected our president, Brother George Plant, to

another year of torture . After the installation, a
chicken dinner was served in the new dining hali
of our Temple. Brothers Shapiro , Harry Cohn

and Patrick Shea were the committee.

It is rumored that Brother Stabler is to take a

day off.

The North End tax payers are complaining of

Brother Shapiro running his bus in their back yards.
Brother Dusenberry says he will be at work next

Monday, if no snow.
Brothers Pallazza , Lord and Trolsen better not

wait around the barn nights to get the snow plow .

Others are getting wise to them .
We now have a new sanitary janitor --Pinkerton

Sutton . He cleaned No. 2 bus .

Newark, N. Y.-Division 887 is still on the map .

There was, one time, a certain employee thatbe
came very dissatisfied and decided to go to Cali

fornia , where he supposed picking would be easy

and plentyof jobs. It seems, in due time, thathe

valuable lesson that all is not

elsewhere. They say climate conditions are good,

but you have to keep a stid upper lip and not be
afraid ofearthquakes and sunstroke, So , he de

cided to return
as rapidly as possible to lend his

learned a rosy
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thumb being crushed , At this writing he is im

proving.

By the way, we received a communication from
Division 540 , Trenton , N. J., asking us if we can

handle a bunch of tickets for a beneficial fund and

thus take chances on an automobile raffle . Our good

old reliable Brother Soloman suggested that he

would take Brother L. and dispose of the tickets,
it being a good cause. Good for you , old top, you

have the pep .-Cor. 801 .

BOOM SICK FUND

Brother Brock is complaining of his back. He

strained it reaching for something. Five dollars

reward for the return of Brother Brock's pound of

Swiss cheese .

Barn men are wondering how Shapiro put that

bus on top of a rock at the North End .

Brother Start is seeing Broadway through rose
colored glasses.

Brother James Torry , of the Toonerville Line,

on a return trip from Orange Lake with a lady

passenger, riding at a rapid rate, with the lady's

knees almost touching her chin, turned around and
said : " Every time I ride over this road it seems

to get rougher. " She replied that he had lost one

of his hind wheels .

Brother Shapiro has that sour -hearted look about
him again . Cheer up, Hank, the worst is yet to

come.

Brother Roman's hair would make a good adver

tisement for lard .

Brother Stabler advises the drivers to look up

their city tickets Sundays . The company doesn't

issue Sunday School tickets.

If Brother Starr doesn't soon get well there will

be a new star in Heaven .

If Brother Dusenberry gets his house painted
by next Thursday , he will be at work Friday.

Wake up. Brother Dusenberry, the snow is gone

and the chains are off the busses. Get a shave .

Brother Rumple has recovered from the boils

and is again on the job . Don't forget the leggings ,

Jake.
Mr. Green says that Brother Scott had better

have his eyes examined .-S. B.-388.

MEETINGS BEING BETTER ATTENDED

Sioux City, Iowa --Brother Thomas has learned

that stepping in front of an auto is a good way

to get money . We would not advise brothers to

adopt his plan .

Don't forget the Saturday night dances at the

Labos Temple . The money goes to help keep a

home for all Locals and the Assembly needs the

money .

Were it not for Brother A. J. Webber and his

good wife , some of the widowers and bachelors

would forget how a good , home-cooked meal tastes.

May Mrs. Webber and her husband long live .

We regret to hear that Brother Dvoracek is

having so much trouble lately . Yet rules are rules

and must be complied with .
Brother J. C. Garnett is reported improving .

We hope he recovers soon.
Someone took Brother Frank Taylor's changer

from the locker at the car barn . We hope it was
none of the car service men. It meant a loss of

about $ 20.00 for Frank.

Brother Granger is off for a few days ' rest .

The jinx appears to be after him.

We recently held two good special meetings,

with good turnouts . The boys always come when
they think their pay check is an element . Why

not come out at every meeting and help with your

presence and advice ?
Every time Brother Boughton visits Brother

Webber, Mrs. Webber kisses the doughnuts good

bye . He swears they are good.
We trust that Brother Barboe will be successful

in getting a free trip to Paris this Fall. Of course

his family would miss him , but the trip would do

him good and he is worthy of it .

Some of our boys are complaining of rheumatism
in their arms and shoulders . Some of them say

that having their_teeth cared for helps them .

President H. T. Woodward expects to soon be

gardening.
are pleased to see Brother Pat O'Bryan

again on the job , following his suffering from rheu

matism .

Mrs. Criteser, the good wife of Brother Criteser ,

is improving in health after ailing for sometime .
At a recent meeting Ms. George Call addressed

our Local on the Gasoline Tax Law , as to what is

meant to Sioux City and Woodburg County. His

remarks were instructive .

Brother Weidert says he thinks his teeth fecl all

right but his gums are quite sore.
Brother Harvey , off for a few days with rheuma

tism , is again at work.
Division 779 had two applications for member

ship, atthe last meeting .
We hope to see every member belong to our

Sick Benefit Fund . It is a benefit to all to become

members of it . -Cor . 779 .
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We

Altoona, Pa .-- We, of the Logan Valley Street

Railway Company, find ourselves in a sort of

dream or trance . It seems we have another firm .

We presume the so -called Penn Centra . is headed

by some of the old officials - Messrs . Day and

Zimmerman, Now that the change has been made ,

we trust the bill now in the Legislature may be in

favor of the platform employes, which means full

crews in trolley service .

We find our meetings thus far this year have

been better attended than for some time . We

hope it maycontinue throughout the year . Brothers

H. K. and J. R. can surely step on the gas.
At our last meeting none of our brothers were

added to the sick list. Those on the list at the

previous meeting are yet there ; except Brother

George Reynolds, who has returned to work . We

sure enjoy his smiling face again .

In March we had one very pleasant evening with

enjoyable entertainment at the Gym . Mr. S. S.

Crane can be thanked for it. He is always getting

up something of interest . You will find the train
orchestra hard to match for old time music . We

enjoyed the round dances, waltzes, Charleston and

the old fashioned hoe -down . Brother Jacob Leidy

and lady went away with the prize won in a clog

dance , We hope for many more of these jolly

times. The music of H. K.'s jewsharp certainly

was fine.
We think there must be some attraction in

Altoona , as Brother Robert Smith , of Tyrone, makes

frequent visits here.

Wehaveenjoyed five meetings in the new year,
all very successful .

On the sick list are Brothers Harry Bauser and

John Kell .

Brother Howard Wright is still in the hospital .
We are pleased that Brother J. F. Ringler is back

in the Chair after several weeks illness .

Some very lengthy discussions had at

recent meeting relative to seniority rights and car

equipment. But it is understood that a clause in

our agreement covers all these controversies.

noble and successful Financial Secretary, Brother

H. Klahre, made his report and, as a member of

the Executive Board, gave us some light on our

conditions .
Brother McKelvey, our former President , gave us

a very good address at one of our recent meetings.
Brother J. O. Davis, one of our old reliables ,

was present at our meeting and gave us a short

talk pertaining to amusement features.

Brother Joseph Harpster , one of our noted orators

from Tyrone, gave us very brief points to

think about in regard to amusements at our meet

ings.
Our worthy Warden, Brother Detwiler , thinks

the old -time amusement for entertainments is best.

Choose your partner and free for all.

Brother Frank Kirkpatrick , one of oldest

motormen, recently met with misfortune , his

were a
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START NEW BUS ROUTE

Decatur, Ill .- March 1 the Illinois Power & Light

Corporation started a new bus route . The prospects

are that later on they will take off the old River

side street cars and replace them with busses .

There were not many changes at our recent three

months assignment. Most of the boys stayed where

they were .

Brother O. Brown has run a hand -brake car for

four or five years. He wanted to be up to date,

so he signed on a bus for the next three months.

Brother Hanley had his teeth pulled and is now

dieting, on soup .

Brother Allen, sick for some time, has returned to
work.

Brother Orville Strickland was married in Jan.
uary . We wish him and Mrs. Strickland the best

of luck in their new venture .

All meinbers of Division 859 should attend meet.

ings. Ithelps the officers andencouragesthem ,and

it will help the members , themselves .

causes the officers to believe their efforts are appre

ciated .

Boost, dont knock .--Cor. 859 .

some

It also

our

a
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INDUCEMENT FOR ATTENDANCE
RESULTFUL

L. McDonald and G. Hardy wiping the sweat

from their fevered brows.

Well , boys , it will soon be time for the flivvers.

I hear Brother Ramsay contemplates a trip to the
States in his Hudson Six , Brother R. McKenzie

has mapped a tour of the Maritimes . • Take plenty
of spares with you Ralph. I mean tires . You

know the old saying, " Once bit , twice shy." This

also applies to Brother Jennings.
For the benefit of those brothers whose faces

are conspicuous by their absence, I append a list

of our committees : Auditors, Brothers F. Vincent ,

D. Johnson , E. Smith ; Sick , Shops, Brother John

son ; Road, Brothers J. McPhail and C. Hall; Line,
Brother Weaver ; Power -house , Brother Rawley ;

Executive Board , Shop, Brother R. Ogilvie ; Line,

Brother G. Weaver; Road, Brother F. Boston ; Gas,

Brother Boudreau ; Dues Collector, Brother J.

McPhail .

It is on the cards, brothers. President T. Moore

will visit Halifax in the interests of our new Trader

and Labor Council , to which we have five dele .

gates . Now, get behind this , boys, and show that

organized labor will stage a successful come-back

43677 - R . H. A.

Toledo , Ohio — This being my first attempt as

Correspondent, I trust the brothers will be lenient
in their criticism .

It is gratifying to report at this time that we
are enjoying a very healthy condition , The brothers

are attending the meetings a little more regularly,

perhaps owing to the fact that we have a drawing

of names of the members attending meetings and

at each drawing the five brothers present whose
names are drawn receive their card for the follow
ing month free . The lucky brothers for this month

are : James Webb , motorman ; Aaron Deck, fag

man : Charles Cochrell .. shop department; Paul

Misch, shop department; and Earl Alberts , shop

department.

The Stag party March 25 proved to be a big

The next stag party will be held at our
own hall , 232 Superior St. We are all looking

forward to a big time and hope all the brothers
and their friends will attend . The reason for the

double show is that any car man wishing to attend

can do so without laying off .
Brother Walter O'Neal , board member of the

shop department , is a blacksmith . Being asked

how he would go about it to shoe , his reply was,

" I'd toot iny Ford horn until he got out of the

way. "

A number of brothers, including myself, took a

trip to Fostoria , Ohio, February 28th and attended

the Stag party given by the Fostoria boys. A

good time was had . Brothers Lee Camp and

Kearns won first and second prize in the Professor
Goofy's mind reading act. Brothers Shoope and
Ernie Smith also did their stuff.

Just a reminder to the members of Local 697 .

We are holding our regular meetings every first
and third Monday , at 4:00 p , m , and at 7:30 p . m . ,

and every first and third Tuesday, at 10:30 a . m .

It will not be long now before we start negotia.
tions for a new agreement. Let's get together and

talk it over. - Cor. 697.

success .

PLANS COMPLETE FOR CONVENTION

We are
we are

ESTABLISH NEW TRADES COUNCIL

Birmingham , Ala .-- Officers of Division 725 wish

to announce that everything, is practically in readi
ness for the gathering of the 20th Convention of
the Amalgamated Association that is to convene in

Birmingham , beginning September 12 .
This Convention is a conference of the Amalga

mated Association and comprises all states of the

United States and provinces of Canada.

proud that to have the Convention

Birmingham this year , for more than one reason .

We are not in the least ashamed of Birmingham .

Everyone knows it ranks third in the South , follow

ing New Orleans and Baltimore . Birmingham is
surrounded by a chain of mountains and one can

look from her skyscrapers across endless rolling

mountains , where thousands and thousands of

industries can be seen .

Birmingham is not only proud of the money that

is being made from her industries and enterprises ,

but of the developments that follow . For miles
and miles on the highways can be seen rows of

bungalows . On the down -town streets may be seen

immense throngs of vehicles making their way

through the streets , and on the sidewalks the people

seem to cover the long straits in swarms.

classes of people join in going to shows and operas

statesmen , artists , poets, clerks, shopkeepers, stu

dents, rich and poor , in the mad chase of pleasure

and don the cap of folly , of fairer, but not in this

instance, always the gentler sex . Of the gentler

sex the throng is no less conspicuous. Virtue and

crime no longer mix as one .

The refinements of the 20th Century, the delicacy

of cultivated life, the charms of moral purity , are

no longer lost in the medieval folly . It is as though

one were transferred back to the apostolic days,

when the beloved diciples could be seen going out

to the synagogues. Instead of seeing a movie on

Sunday, they hear sermon , for many of the
theater stages occupied by some renowned

minister of the gospel .

We are happytoextend to all co -workers and

fellow delegates a cordial invitation to attend the

Amalgamated Association to be held in Birmingham ,

beginning September 12 .
I will try and supply the Editor of the M , and C.

with cuts or photo scenery that will show some of
the attractiveness of our renowned city of the

South . - The Coming Town of the World .

All

a

Halifax, N. S. After the many favourable com

ments, regarding the February issue of the M. and
C. and the fact that Division 508 was mentioned

therein , we will try again .

A certain poct once wrote : " In the Spring a

young man's thoughts turn lightly to love .' That
may have been so in ancient times but not so with
Division 508 .

The thoughts of some of our brothers
turn to " day -light saving" and " when are they going
to turn the clock back ? " . This argument to me is

a sure sign of Spring. Some are for it and some
against it. It certainly has its drawbacks . One

cannot expect to walk outwith young women and

do courting in daylight . This does not refer only
to single men.

Hats off , brothers , to our new " daddy," Brother
Harpell . Not one, but twins . My only comment

is, what a pity he just missed the King's bounty .

What an honour for Division 508 it would have
been, Now , you young married men , go thou

and do likewise ," and many old married men too.
Our untiring financial secretary , Brother R.

Lauder, is our latest addition to the sick list .

Come along brothers, give him a look up and, at

the same time, have a look at the busy North
end. Since the extension on Gottingen St. permits

this , Brothers Dwyer or Shellnutt wouldbe pleased

to point out places of interest this route
Rock- head, etc.

At our last regular meeting the ranks of organized

labor were swelled by two promising recruits, viz.
Brother Alcorn and Brother D. Ross. I guess that

day run did the trick, eh , Don? Nuff said !

What say you brothers, re the City Council and
their apprication to the Legislature to compel our

employers to remove all the snow which falls on
the streets or is shovelled from the sidewalks ? If

this goes through (which I sincerely hope it will
not), don't forget how to vote next time. Have a

talk with your Alderman . Feel him out and , if

he cannot seeeye to eye with you, youwill know
how to vote .

A slight improvement was noted at our last meet
ing. re attendance. There is still for the

brothers of the shops, road, line, power house , etc. ,
whose faces we have not seen this year.

Overcoats on and collars up seem to be the order

of the day on the Gottingen St. andArmdaie Lines.
Since old man Mercury fails to rise ; but not so with
the Main line . I particularly noticed Brothers

are

OD

ALL ONE-MAN CARS

was

Pueblo , Colo.--Division No. 662 is moving along
very nicely . All cars in the service are one-man

cars , and the Executive Board is busy asking for

necessary changes on the rebuilt cars.

Our members sympathise with Brother Chas. G.

Easterly, in the loss of his wife . Brother Easterly

our Locai's first president and our Repre

sentative at the Convention in Montreal .

Brothers, let's set a new attendance record . The

officers would like to see every member present at

the meetings.

What position do you occupy in the Local ?

attendant absentee at meetings ?

Are you a giver or a getter ? Are you a peace

maker strife -creator ? Are you soldier or

slacker ? Are you a helper or hinderer?

there with the goods or off with an excuse ? -Cor , 662 ,

room

Are you an or

or a

Are you
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BUSSES CONTRIBUTE TO CONGESTION motorinan on the Marlboro division . Sincere

sympathy is extended to the bereaved family .

MEETINGS WELL ATTENDEDwe

a

Battle Creek , Mich . - Winter was with us again

after a few weeks of nice spring weather and
had to polish off the Snow sweeper . But time

changes.

Brother Marsh , on the sick list for a few days,

is again on the job .

Brother Woodard was off duty one week, due to a

bad attack of lagrippe .

Our General Manager, Mr. J. F. Collins , recently
called a meeting of all employes of the Battle

Creek City Lines, which was held at the car barn ,

at which time Mr. Collins talked to us on courtesy

to the traveling , public , also regarding the future

of the street railway business in this city, which

at this time seems to be a little uncertain .

The Battle Creek Traffic Committee , comprising
three local business men, as a sub-committee of the

Battle Creek Safety Committee , recently issued
report as to the causes and remedies of local traffic

congestion. One of the causes given was the opera
tion of interurban and city cars over the congested

streets, and therefore holding up automobile traffic,

and that the best way to relieve this, would be to

discontinue the rail cars and in their stead operate
motor busses . The Traffic Committee thinks this

will relieve traffic congestion .

I will say at this time that two of the three

members of said Traffic Committee are vitally inter

ested in the automobile business in this city. So ,

figure it out for yourself. Why the above report ?

But there is , without doubt , considerable sentiment

for and against the operation of busses. Never

theless, brothers, it is up to us to do our very best

to maintain our jobs , and be as courteous as pos

sible to the patrons of the street railway , operate

our cars with the utmost safety and maintain our

schedule .

Of course , busses would breed more congestion

than rail cars.-Cor . 333 .

run for

Little Rock, Ark.--Division No. 704 wishes to ex

tend our most heartfelt sympathy to the following
brothers and their families in their hour of grief :

Brother Kerr in the loss of his father ; Brother J. W.

Rowland in the loss of his baby, and Brother Pigg in
the loss of his esteemed wife .

Mrs. Pigg was a very willing worker of the Wo.

men's Auxiliary of Division 704, It is with deep sor .

row that all mourn the loss of such a lady and our

profound sympathy goes out to Brother Pigg:

Division 704 can report progress. Our meetings are

held the fourth Tuesday of each month and they are
well attended. -Cor. 704

1

AGREEMENT TIME APPROACHES

Chattanooga, Tenn . - The meeting of Division 750
held the fourth Wednesday of February was attended

by Business Agent T. L. McBrayer of Atlanta , Ga .

We were sure pleased to have him with us .
Our meetings are held the second and fourth Wed.

nesday nights of each month at the regular meeting

hail in North Chattanooga . We have put in a new set

of young men for officers . The Local was

many years with the old officers.

Our members are pleased with the progress that is

being made and both our Local and the Company en

joyed good progress under the head of the old off .

cers. The new mien hope to duplicate in the coming

year and make it a banner year for our members .

We are looking forward to the new agreement, as

our present agreement expires May 31. Of course we

have a good company to deal with and we are expect.

ing a good agreement, without any confusion whatso.

We are a small group of men , but in dealing with

our company we stand together as one . We under

stand our work to be that of even making the propº

erty progress and we co -operate to the best of our

ability with the management.

We are still mourning the death of one of our be

loved brothers, J. D. Potts, who lost his life in the
old Tennessee, while returning from a chestnut hunt.
Brother Potts was loved by every member of our

Local and by the company officials :

The most interesting talk made at our meeting of

the last Wednesday of February was that of our vis.

iting brother from Atlanta, and he pointed out the

promptness of the International in responding to

Brotner Potts' death with the full payment of his

Death Benefit.

We recognize that our Asssociation is composed of

street and electric railway workers throughout the

United Statesand Canada and that we are proceeding

as an organization that merits the individual effort of

every member. It is a grand organization, not only in

the caring for ourselves in death , accident and old age,
but in the progress we have made in the way of

wages and working conditions.

The officersofour Local at present are : President,

F. B. Ellis ; vice -president, I. H. Haston ;recording

secretary, J. W. Rogers; financial secretary - treas .

urer, H R. Lowry.

We willtryand be heard from each month.
--Cor. 750.

ever

CHANCE FOR ATTENDANCE PRIZE

Worcester, Mass.-- Although the meetings of

Division 22' in the past have been fairly well at
tended, for the benefit of those who think it doesn't

do any good to attend meetings, I would add that
we are giving an attendance prize of three dollars
each month . In order for a member to receive this

prize he has to attend at least one of these early
or late meetings . Should the member who is called,

not be in attendance, the prize is added to the
following months, etc. At the next meeting $ 18.00
will go to the lucky man , if he is there . It is for

your own benefit personally to attend these meet

ings . Don't leave everything to your officers and
then, because things don't pan out right , kick .

Let's forget our personal enmity and get together.
Just remember Uncle Josh's motto- " Don't know

how much a bee can pull , but gosh how they can

push . "
February was a hard month for some of our

members. Brother Pete Schroeder of Gates Lane

lost his mother ; Brother Jack Donahue lost his
father ; Brother John Shea of_Grove Street lost his

father ; Chief Dispatcher Fred Bond lost his daughter .
Sympathy is extended in all cases .

Members who are back at work or convalescing

are Brothers Mike Ford, laid up with the grippe,
and Steve Noyes. Yet recovering, are Brothers

George Glispin, Thomas of Grove Street , Mike

McKenna and Board Member Elmer Hood, who is

again able to get around, but it is a task to carry
four hundred pounds all the time .

Brother Hansen wishes at this time to thank the

members for their support and the interest they took

in thework of the Organization last year .
During the past six months a record has been

kept of attendance at meetings and our President

and other officers claim we have beaten all other

Organizations in this city . This has been accom

plished through co-operation, sacrifice and hard work

on the part of officers and members, despite the
decrease in our membership that through
the advent of one-man cars , busses and the curtail
ment of service . At March meeting a letter

was read from President Clark V. Wood of our

Company, stating that the Fitchburg and Black

stone Valley Lines were to be discontinued . News

paper reports are that other lines are shortly to be

taken off . At the present time the Local is working

under a big handicap, but in spite of this Division

22 is getting stronger .
We sincerely regret the recent death of Brother

Charlie Marshall, one of our best known employes ,
having been in the service twenty - five years as a

an
came

AN UNEXPECTED SUCCESS

Allentown, Pa.-Division 956 in the last election

of officers elected the following: President, M. G.
Brey ; vice-presidents, Fred Krauss and C. Yeakel;

financial secretary -treasurer, Clyde Horne ; recording
secretary . E. Kurtz ; executive board . F. Krauss ,

William Shields, C. Ycakel and G. Cooper.

Theofficialforce of 956 ison the job getting old

members to pay up and new members in .
They

have made unexpected success . This shows

that the membership have gilt-edged confidence in

our new officers.
The campaign for building up our Local was

started by a grand Sauer Kraut Supperheld Feb;
ruary Supper was served all night until 5
o'clock a, m. Members of Easton and Philadelphia
Divisions were here and we had

Complimentsof the evening were handed to our old
friend , Paddy Bird . Paddy showed some

talent and skill andhis performance brought rounds
of applause , Our hats are off to you , Paddy, old

Brother Joe Yost has four boys who formed an

our

16.

a great time.

rare

boy .
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orchestra that is hard to beat . They rendered
selection after selection in answer to tremendous

applause given them at our meeting . Brother

Yost says that these goys give him inspiration to
stick to the Union .

An enjoyable feature of the banquet was the old

grey -haired men present, who have served with our

company upwards of thirty years . They realize

that salvation lies in organization . A sad feature

of the banquet was the announcing of the sickness

of, our old, highly esteemed recording secretary ,
Ed . Kurtz . A bouquet was sent him from the

banquet hall as a token of respect.

Brother Henry Hohl , the grand old soul , as the

boys call him , was present at our banquet.

The shop quartette, led by James Boga and

Stewart Merkle, rendered beautiful selections and

were given rousing applause . Butch George, the
veteran street car man , was present. Better come

in again , Butch. Of course Scotty and Pete did

not come until late , but the time they had they

enjoyed . They are two old standbys .

The boys consumed during the night, six pork
shoulders, twenty - five pounds of frankfurters,

twenty large loaves of rye bread , two hundred rolls ,

five pounds of coffee, one and one -half bushels of

potatoes and fifteen gallons of sauer kraut .

Our Executive Board had a meeting recently and

went over the proposed new agreement, which the

boys expect to present to the company.

Three of our members are reported confined with

sickness -Brothers Kurtz, Breisch and Williams.

The regular meeting, held February 23,

good one. Four new members were taken in and

new , applications presented . G. E. B. Member

P. J. Shea was at the morning meeting and gave
a good talk, which was enjoyed by all . Coine

again , Brother Shea .

The work being done by our new financial secre.
tary, Brother Clyde Horne, is very much appre
ciated . We surely made no mistake in electing him.

Scotty says: " Well , I am glad I found my hat."

You are all right , Scotty . - Cor. 956.

ing home three days later . " Never again ," says

Ritchie.

Brother John Hurley, on the B. P. Bus Line, is
now sporting & new suit . He is considered the

snappiest man in the game. He and Wilson are

the popular men on the line . Of course, we can't

forget Daley .

Secretary Joe Sullivan recently enjoyed a vaca
tion. He claims the big fight was the best he ever

Saw

On the sick list are Brothers Dean and S. Strauss .

We hope they will both be back with us soon.

Brother Josephson recently had a vacation , which

he enjoyed immensely . - M . C. - 459,

OLD MEMBER PASSES OUT

Butte , Mont. - This is a new experience for me .
I don't understand why Division 381 wished it on

me, but I will do my best .

It is with deep sorrow that Division 381 reports

the death of our vice -president, late Brother P. A.
Duffy , who passed to the Great Beyond February
11 , after a short illness . He was an active member

of our Local for many years, At the funeral ser

vices scores of friends filled the church during the
requiem high mass. Pall bearers were : D. A.

Vaughn , J. L. Winters, Wilbur Aitken, Harry

Mustard. Ward Graham and Lawrence Malone.

Passengers of the 7:20 a. No. 1 car, upon

which Brother Duffy was conductor, present the

following momento :

" No more we'll hand the token to ' Duffy ' for our

fare ,

For Dave has been promoted away from toil and

Faithful to his passengers, he watched for every

one :

His smile would always greet us on the 7 :20'run,

Every heart that day was saddened when they

heard he had passed away,

But God knew he finished and called him early

in the day.

His memory we'll ever cherish for many years to
come ,

These flowers convey our sympathy to his wife
and little son . '

We are sorry to lose one who was so active in

our Division as our late Brother Duffy and

words cannot express the sympathy we feel for his

wife and son .

Secretary Newell D. Evans recently had the mis

fortune of breaking his ankle and will be confined
for some time. We wish ghim the earliest recovery

possible.-- Cor. 381 .

m.

was a

care ,

BESTS HOLD-UP BANDIT

was

MEETING WELL ATTENDED

I

Bridgeport, Conn.-Local 459 held the March

monthly meeting with a good attendance at both
sessions. A very pleasing report was made of the
financial condition of the Local, President B.

Flanagan reported briefly on the doings of the Joint
Conference Board , which was interesting .
Our officers are surely doing all they can to

further our cause, So, let's continue to give them

moral support by attendance at meetings and they
will do the rest .

Brother Sharkey Fitzpatrick had some experience

with a hold -up man at theend of the Beardsley
Point Line recently . The bandit evidently was up

against the wrong party, when he told Fitz". to
" stick 'em up. *Fitz" stretched out his right

and the bandit received it on the point of his chin .

" Pitz" was congratulated by those who witnessed
it . He surely deserved credit, as there are few

who would have taken the chance. The boys of

the B. P. Line congratulate him. More power to

you , boy.

Talking of hold -up men - Brother Collins has the

record of eating a whole dinner one Sunday, not

long ago, and when William Hobbsand Walsh got

home there was nothing left but duck .

Some of the boys had a time up at Barney Finn's

lately , Frank Cart was there with his old grey

mare and sleigh , well dressed in his Dunigal Tweed .

His pal , Gene Gallagher . was there , as was Tom
Beirne, dressed in his De Valera coat. Tom is on

the committee to meet DeValera in the near future .

Two of the most popular men on their respective

lines are Brothers Patrick Flanagan and JackWebb.

Each night they can be seen going home with the
best cigars, given by their admirers . It surely

pays to be courteous.

Bill Dorley recently went to Farin's place to

enjoy a spaghetti dinner . He was so sick several

days after that he says, “ Never again ."

even with Willie Ho. Bill broughtBig B to see

him . Parin now claims that Bill tried to double

Cross him .

Brother Bodine continues to make his usual trip
to North Bridgeport.

Brothers Platt and Ritchie went to New York,

intending to see the Delaney-Maloney fight. They

left on Platt's one-lung motorcycle at 6 o'clock

Breaking down several times, they finally
reached New York at 12 o'clock that night . The

fight was over . They returned to Bridgeport, dis

appointed. They again had several mishaps, reach

Flint, Mich . - The meeting of Division 26 , held in

Flint February 14 , was well attended . Several new

members were present,

Erother Albert Bergman died at the Ann Arbor

Hospital February 20. He had been in ill health for

some time . His family have the sympathy of our

members.

Brother Thomas Conontan is recovering from small .

pox

Brother Richard Harper has been sick ever since he

worked a trailer.

Brother Fred Woods erected a building at 15th

Street and will serve lunches.

The boys have purchased boxing gloves and in the

first big fight the ex - marine knocked out Rev. Lorie.

There was a call for the first aid kit .

Brother Sloan has heart attack when a single truck

is assigned to his run.

Brother Forbes is not properly caring for his mus
tache .

Brotl:er Floyd America has a fractured hand , which

was caused by being struck by an auto while throw .

ing the switch at 8th Street.

New men are appearing on the line and some were

carrying a card from some other Local.

Brother Lemcool has had briars removed from his

knees which he received crawling through a berry

patch to a lake to shoot ducks .

Brothers Halbert and Nick Carter are about to don

the boxing gloves , -Cor. 26.

To get

HEADS TRADES COUNCIL

a. m.

San Antonio , Texas.-- Brother C. E. Dennison , re .

cording secretary of Division 694, was recently elected

president of the San Antonio Trades and Labor

Council. We know Brother Dennison will conduct

the affairs of his office with credit , not only to the
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although dead as far as attendance at our meetings
is concerned . The same old song in the same old

way. This is not all . All of the industries and

professions are unionized under the various captions

of associations, leagues , combinations, etc. , but truly

unions of whatever craft, business or profession , are

tied strictly to their own business and keep their

affairs progressing to the good of their own inter
ests, Alas, not so with the self -sufficient laboring

man . As long as he has a day's work and enough

comfort for the day , he lies down and sleeps and
lets a few of his brothers do the rest . This is the

great millstone about the neck of the Union Move

ment - the lassitude of the rank and file . They

think that all they have to dois topossess a Union

Card and then depend upon someone else to do
the work.-- Cor. 265.

are

OLD MEMBER PASSES

our

Trades Council but to Division 694 and its members.

He is a charter member of our Local and an execu .

tive board member from April 30, 1923, also a di .

rectof of the Labor Temple Association for the past

four years; He has served our Local as recording

secretary for the past two years : We feel that the

Trades Council made a wise choice for president.

Division 694 has re-organized the baseball team for
the coming season , Last year we made a creditable

showing. Our men are as much interested in their

baseball team as the average business man is in a

team bearing the name of his firm . If the team is

successful it is good advertising and results

appreciated . This is one of the views for the cre .

ation and maintaining of a baseball team , but we

have a further consideration and feel that Organ

ized Labor at large will greatly benefit by the estab

lishment of a ball club . We are in the City Base .

ball League. The title of our club is " Street Car

Union No. 694."

At first meeting in March , Brother L. W.

Pytle was elected delegate to the Trades Council to

hl the unexpired terni of Brother Jesse W. Crow ,

who accepted a position as general foreman in the

car shops. Brother Pytle has served this Local as

delegate for several years and always took an active

part in the affairs of the Council . Judging from the

reception he received in the Council, he is a popular

member. He was immediately nominated and elected

a member of th Law Enforcement Committee and of

the Board of Trustees .

Our members are showing a greater interest of
late and our meetings are better attended than for

several years . Our men are showing the real Union

spirit by laying aside all personal questions and

have some brothers who could attend the meetings
more often . We hope they will read these few lines
and wake up and look after their own welfare. The

business of the Union is their business, as well as
that of the officers. Come on , let's make the next

meeting a record breaker , We will then be able to

attend to our business . Let's go , EVERY

BODY. -Cor . Div . 694 .

INSTALL ZONE TICKET SYSTEM

own

Hartford, Conn.- Division 425 is still on the map.

We are holding two meetings each month - the first

and third Monday - untilthe wage scale and work

ing conditions are completed .

Brother Pierce Grace is the proud father of a
new boy, born in March. Congratulations. Keep

the good work up:

Have you heard the latest ? Leiberg and Barslau

at Love Lane inbound, Mutt and Jeff.

Brother Thomas Plunkett passed away recently.
He was the oldest conductor in point of service,

having been withthe company over thirty years.
He was well liked . He drove horse -cars before the

electric cars came into service .

Division 425 extends profound sympathy to

Brother James Hayes in the death of his mother,

Brother Patrick Kennedy is the proud father of
a baby girl, born March 22 . We congratulate

Brother and Mrs. Kennedy.

Brother Harry McCue is still on the Broad Street
Line . Some attraction there,

Brother Pete Winters is authority that Brother

John Butler can have his run Christmas Day only .

Brother Butler thinks Pete will sleep over before

then .

Brother Daniel Lynch is at home, due to a fall

from the roof of his car . We trust he will soon be

back on the job.
In February we lost one of our old members

Brother Peter Carlson . He was in membership

over twenty years and popular. Profound sympathy

is extended to Mrs. Carlson .
Brother Barslou is the proud father of a baby

girl, born in February. Congratulations.

Brothers Waterhouse and Curley

breakers for oversleeping .

The Manchester Division is affiliated with us and

some of the brothers have moved into Hartford ,

as the car barn in Manchester has been discon

tinued . Some of the Manchester men have taken

Hartford runs, including Brothers Miller

Lawson .

Brother Harrington is the ladies' man of the

Franklin Line .

Don't forget where the C. L. U. Hall is located ,

brothers. You will find some very interesting meet

ings from now
Be sure and come and help

your officers with the wages andworking conditions

and don't wait until itis all overand then tell

what they should have done.-- Cor. 425 .

are record

Concord, N. H.-Sone few weeks since , Brother Wm .

Spaulding broke his shoulder in a fall. As he weighs

two hundred and fifty pounds, there was no fun in the

fall. He has nearly recovered .

Brother Wm . Fisher was under the weather for

some weeks, but is coming along fine. He has worked

pretty steadily for some forty -two years . He drove

horse cars , also a steam engine to draw cars . He has

certainly seen some service.

Executive Board Member Burt Young was recently

ill , but is back in the harness again .

The Concord Electric Railway has adopted a ticket

system to check up passengers at each zone . The

boys have some punching to do and plenty to think of.

We have snow or rain here nearly every other day .

-Cor. 718 .

and

on.

BEST PAYING YEAR

was was

PRESIDENT ELECTED FOR THIRD TERM

Evansville, Ind.-- Division 878 reports progress . There

is a picking up of business in our city .

IIarry, the son of Brother and Mrs. Clyde C. Jack .

son , was recently taken from this life , profoundly

saddening their home. Therefore, Division 878 , in

meeting assembled, adopted a resolution expressisve

of our deep sympathy for the bereaved family. Their

child three years of age . The resolution

drawn by a committee comprising Brothers M. B.

Moore, Luther Thompson and Harvey Brown and

adopted at our meeting of February 16.

Our worthy president, Brother William Laswell , re .

cently elected for the third successive term , is a big

factor in our progress .

Some who have remained out of the Local for a

long time are coming in and are being received with

cordial welcome.

Brotlier Rufus Barnett , for three years secretary ,

was defeated by Brother Harvey Brown . It is gener

ally thought that Brother Barnett campaigned for
Brother Brown .

Division 878 has been negligent in appearing in the

M. and C., but promises to show improvement in the

ixture . --Cor. 878.

APPEAL FOR ATTENDANCE

San Jose, Calif. - The same old humdrum life of

a one - car man furnishes little news for this issue .

Suffice it to say that we are still very much alive,

Regina, Sask . - Things are moving nicely in Division

588. The street railway in 1926 had its best paying

year in its history ,and Superintendent Houston is on

a trip to buy five new cars

Brother Giles has thesympathy of our members in

the loss of Mrs. Giles.

Who is the motorman who wears his sweater four

inches below his coat that the " nigger" women are

looking for ?

We regret the long illness of Mrs. Brown, the good

wife of Brother Brown, and wish her a speedy re .

Tonimy Saunders seems to think it cheaper to keep

a car than a wife .

What is the matter with our motormen ? No one

seems to take interest in life. Get together, brothers

Let's have a concertand dance. We are not all old

The sweeper crew was busy this winter. Some think

the sweeper should been on the sign -up. Don't worry,

brothers, they earn all they make.

covery .

men yet .

-Egad
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMI-ANNUAL

MEETING OF THE GENERAL

EXECUTIVE BOARD

( Continued from page 13)

Board was pending at the closing of the

last Board Report but at this time has

been rendered and increased wages of two

and one -half cents per hour. Board Mem

ber Sinclair assisted the Division with their

negotiations, but the arbitration

handled locally , as Brother Sinclair

dispatched to another situation .

" Eastern Massachusetts Locals

(174 -Fall River, 235 -Brockton , 238-Lynn,

240 -Chelsea, 243- Taunton, 246 -Salem , 253

Quincy, 261 -Lawrence, 280-Lowell, 373

Hyde Park and 503 -Haverhill ” )

" It was reported in the last Board Report

that when negotiations were entered into

between the Company and the Joint Com

mittee , representing the Divisions whose

members are employed by the Eastern

Massachusetts Street Railway Company, a

satisfactory conclusion could not be arrived

at, and the question of wages, the eight

hour day and a few other working condi

tions were submitted to arbitration . The

arbitrators chosen to decide this case were :

Fred J. Cummings, Vice -President of the

Company, representing the Company; Attor

ney, James H. Vahey for the Local; and

Judge John C. Leggat , of the Probate

Court of the County of Middlesex,

third arbitrator. Their award increased

wages one and one-half cents per hour and

is the beginning of the eight- hour day on

No changes were made in

the other conditions submitted for arbitra

tion . This arbitration case was under the

supervision of Board Member Reardon .

Division No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio "

"Prior to June 30 , 1926 , the termination

date of the agreement between the Cincin

nati Street Railway Companyand Division

627, Cincinnati, Ohio , the Company and

the committee, representing Division 627 ,

met to negotiate a new agreement, but,

being unable to arrive at anything satis.

factory, the whole matter was submitted

to arbitration . The arbitrators selected

Walter Knight, for the Company ;

James H. Vahey, for the Local_and Joseph

W. O'Hara, Chairman of the Board. The

award rendered by the Board gave the

a one cent increase from June 30,

1926, to September 30, 1926 ; an additional

two cents increase from September 30 , 1926 ,

to December 31, 1927 , and a further in

crease of two cents , commencing January

1, 1928, to June 30 , 1928, the date of
expiration of the agreement. The award

also covered bus operators and called for

several minor changes in working condi

tions. This case was pending at the closing

of the last Board Report. Board Member
Shea assisted with this arbitration case .

" Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill.”.

“ The agreement between theChicago

Rapid Transit Company and Division 308,

Chicago, Illinois, expired May 31, 1926 ,

and, being unable to arrive at a satisfactory

settlement, it was decided to submit the

same to arbitration . Two arbitrators were

this system .

selected and it was the opinion of the

Company that these two could arrive at a

settlement without third arbitrator .

Therefore, it was agreed that the two

arbitrators try to reach a settlement, and ,

if unable to do so, a third arbitrator would

then be selected . However, it was not

necessary to select the third as the two

arbitrators reached an understanding. The

award granted to the employes insurance

provisions requested by them to be in

serted in their contract . These provide for

the usual standard group insurance policies

covering sickness and death; the sick pro

vision being Twenty Dollars per week for

a period of 26 weeks in the year for all

employes, members of Division 308, who

have been in the service more than a year ;

and a standard life policy , providing for

$ 1,000.00 for members who have been in

the service three months, the Company to

pay the full cost of these policies. Wage

rates and all other conditions of the old

contract are to remain the same . The con

tract will continue until May 31 , 1927 .

Board Member McMorrow
had this situa

tion under his supervision
.

" Division No. 362, Albion, Mich . "

The discharge of Conductor F.

McKibbon , member of Division 362, Albion ,

Michigan , who was dismissed for circulating

obscene language among the passengers , and

which has been pending for a considerable

length of time, has at this time been with

drawn, thereby disposing of the

This information was received from Secre

tary Reeves , who had this case under his

supervision.

“ Division No. 690, Fitchburg,Mass. ".

The arbitration case of ElmerE. Dunklee,

member of Division 690, Fitchburg, Mass. ,

which was pending for a considerable length

of time has at this time been disposed of ,

due to the Company reinstating this man .

This case under the supervision of

Board Member Reardon .

“ Division No. 169 , Easton, Pa."

" August 31 , 1926, the award in the

Christman arbitration was received at the

General Office. This case was due to the

discharge of a member of Division 169 ,

Easton , Pa ., for refusing to deliver the

U. S. Mail on the night of the strike of

the Slate Belt Branch of the Division .

At the hearing the Company claimed it

had acted in compliance with a letter from

the Postal Department. The arbitrators

demanded the presence of Chief Inspector

Campbell of the Postal Department, who

wrote the letter , and the case was post

poned until he could attend . This case

was reported pending at the close of the

last Board report . The award has been

made and in accordance therewith Stewart

Christman was reinstated in his former

position , with full seniority and pay for

time lost, Vice - President Largay had this

case under his supervision
.

“ Division No. 118, Pottsville, Pa .”

“ Member Kelly , of Division 118 , a

member of the Executive Board , was dis.

missed . The question of his reinstatement

submitted for arbitration before

was

were :

men

was a
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Board comprising Mr. George Williams , for

the Company ; Michael Hartneady, for the

Local ; and Edward Fernsler , Chairman.

The case was pending selection of a third

arbitrator at the close of your last Board

report . The award has been granted in

this case, reinstating Member Kelly, but

denying payment for lost time . This

arbitration was under the supervision of

Vice-President James Largay .

“ Divisions Nos . 905, Danville ; 906, Decatur ;

907, Springfield ; 908, Peoria , Ill .;

909, St. Louis , Mo."

“ The agreement of the above Locals

with the employing Company expired

December 1, 1926. In negotiating a new

agreement, the Company took theposition

that wages should be reduced.
The men

asked for a 10 cents per hour increase , and

the case submitted for arbitration .

Arbitrators are : Mr. Soles, for the Com

pany ; Attorney Perry, who is a member

of the Association , for the Locals. At the

close of this report the third arbitrator

had not been chosen and the case was

pending . It is under the supervision of

Vice - President Robert B. Armstrong.

“ Division No. 563, Lansing, Mich.”

“ There are two discharge cases at Lansing

to be heard before the same arbitration

board . One is Brother Beers, whom it is

charged suspended for refusing to

violate the State Law by declining to

work an extra run on his day off. He was

suspended for two days for thus refusing

to work. The Local's contention is that

he should be paid for these two days '

suspension. The other case is that of

Brother Bruce, dismissed for running into

a welding machine on a curve. Arbitrators

Attorney Frank Dodge, for the Local ;

and Attorney Richard Price, for the Com

pany .
At the close of this term the case

is pending the selection of a third arbitrator.

This is under the supervision of

Brother Reeves.

“ Division No. 726, Staten Island, N. Y.”

“ At Staten Island there are two dis

charge cases up for arbitration . One is the

case of Brother Dimler, discharged for a

head -on collision . The other is that of

Member O'Hearn , suspended one week for

missing. It was agreed to submit these

for arbitration. The arbitrators

chosen Attorney Francis McNamara,

for the Local , and S. H. Serena , for the

Company. The case at the closing of this

report is pending the selection of a third

arbitrator. The case is under the direction

of Brother P. J. Shea.

“ Division No. 362 , Albion , Mich ."

“ Member Buell of Division 362, Albion ,

Mich ., was discharged on a charge of

The Commanipulating duplex tickets .

After itpany refused to reinstate him .

had pended for a long time , it was sub

mitted for arbitration. At the close of

this report the case is pending the selec

This case istion of a third arbitrator.

under the supervision of Brother Reeves.

Donations to the Miners of Great Britain

An appeal was sent out to all the Divi

sions of this Association , requesting the

S
T
A
R
T
S

T
R
A
D
E
E

was

membership to give financial assistance to

the Miners of Great Britain , who were on

strike . They were instructed to forward

their donations to Frank Morrison, Secre

tary of the American Federation of Labor,

and then report the same to this office.

The following donations are in accordance

with reports sent to this office :
Div . No. 26 , Detroit, Michi.. 50.00

Div . No. 101. Vancouver, B. C.
605.50

Div. No. 107, Hamilton , Ont. 100.00

Div. No. ! 09, Victoria , B. C.
20.00

Div . No. 113 , Toronto , Ont. (forwarded do

nation to the Trades &

Labor Congress of Canada) 365.00

Div . No. 118 , Pottsville , Pa..
10.00

Div . No. 163 , Meriden , Conn. 15.00

Div. No , 199 , Ottumwa , Iowa , 2.00

Div, No. 235 , Brockton , Mass. 5.00

Div. No. 240. Chelsea , Mass.. 25.00

Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill . 1,000.00

Div. No. 245. Jackson , Mich .

Div . No. 262 , Norwich , Conn .
5.00

Div. No. 284 , Nashua, N. H. 10.00

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill. 300.00

Div. No. 312 , Davenport, Iowa,
10.00

Div. No. 382 , Salt Lake City , Utah
10.00

Div. No. 398 , Boise , Idaho (forwarded do
nation but did not state

for what annount)

Div . No. 459. Bridgeport , Conn.
10.00

Div . No. 508, Halifax, N. S. 50.00

Div . No. 540, Trenton, N. J. 23.50

Div . No. 545 , Missoula , Mont.
5.00

Div. No. 558, Shreveport, La..
10.00

Div. No. 563 , Lansing . Mich ..
25.00

Div. No. 587 , Seattle , Wash . 10.00

Div. No. 588 , Regina , Sask.
10.00

Div. No. 599 , Muscatine, Iowa
5.00

Div. No. 610. Charleston , s . C.
5.00

Div. No. 616 , Windsor, Ont.
76.00

Div . No. 674 , Fort Smith, Ark.
5.00

Div. No. 694, San Antonio, Texas .
10.00

Div . No. 708 , Wilmington , N. C ..
10.00

Div . No. 713 , Memphis , Tenn .
25.00

Div . No. 741 , London , Ont ..
10.00

Div . No. 757 , Portland, Ore . ,
10.00

Div. No. 765 , Montgomery, Ala .
5.00

Div. No. 796 , Guelph, Ont...
10.00

Div. No. 818 , Oakland , Calif.
10.00

Div . No. 818 , Oakland , Calif .
20.00

Div. No. 857 , Green Bay , Wis..

Div. No. 887 , Newark, N. Y..
15.00

Individual donation from Mrs. Evelyn Orr,
widow of late International Treasurer

-Rezin Orr .
5.00

Individual donation from Thomas F. Mul

cahy, member of Div. No. 589, Boston ,

Mass.. 2.00

Individual donation from H. W. Downing ,

member of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa ..
5.00

Donated by the International Association .. 1.000.00

Total ,
$ 3,914.00

( Further features of the report of the International

President were those of matters submitted to the

meeting of the General Executive Board for rulings

and enactments , and will appear in the minutes of
the rulings and enactments of the General Executive

Board , as hereinafter presented . )
Rulings, Enactments and Decisions of the General

Executiue Board

Enactments on Decisions on Appeals
International President W. D. Mahon, in his

report to the Board, included various appeals and

decisions thereon for action of the Board .
These appeal decisions rendered by the Inter

national President, which required consideration of

the Board , were upon the following appeals:
Appeal of Executive Board Member Robert J.

Coughlin, Division 618, Providence, R. 1. ,, from

action of the Local, relative to seniority rights of

men in the bus department, in which appear the

decision of the I. P. sustained the ruling of the

Local ; appeal of Member Joseph McCormick, of

Division 215, Wheaton, 11., from a decision of the

Local, relative to seniority rights of appellant, in
which the decision of the I. P. sustained the decision

of the Local thereon ;appeal ofMember Warren F.

Arnold, of Division '589, Boston, Mass., upon the

subject of appellant's claim of right to return with

seniority as a conductor upon the job following his

alleged temporary transfer
to employment as

Collector on
the Elevated Line, the appeal bung

taken from action of the Local on an alleged denial

of appellant's right to return to his former seniority

5.00

are :

case

cases

are :
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as a conductor , in which case the evidence showed Calumet Motor Coach Company, and which em

that appellant during his lay -off as a conductor ployes had entered the service of the Shore Line
became self-suspended from the Local for non Motor Coach Company, a subsidiary of the Gary

payment of dues and upon which case the I. P. Street Railway Company. The petition stated that

rendered it as his opinion that he could not act on A short time previous the Shore Line Motor Coach
the case, from the fact that the appeal developed Company took over lines which the Calumet Motor
while appellant was not in good standing in Divi Coach Company had extended and operated ; that
stion 589 ; appeal of Harold J. Pike from action of this brought about the abandonment of the Calumet
Division 240, Chelsea, Mass., in which appellant Motor Coach Company ; that there were some ninety,

stated that he had been refused reinstatement in the more or less , operators upon these lines while being

Locai following non -payment of dues occasioned by operated by the Calumet Motor Coach Company
illness and a death in his family , and upon which and that of these operators , some twenty -seven

case the evidence showed that appellant had refused were members in good standing of the Brotherhood
to pay his ducs, permitting, his arrearage . to run of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Stablemen and Helpers of
until he was dismissed from the service and in which America ; that, owing to the understanding between

case he applied for reinstatement in the Local the two International Organizations, it was agreed

several months after he was self-suspended for non on the part of the members of Division 517 that,
payment of dues, and that his appeal was filed with if these twenty -seven operators were acceptable to
the International President some one year after he the employing company, and accepted into employ

became in arrears , and upon which appeal the I. P. ment by the Shore Line Company, Division 517
rendered as his opinion that the appeal should be would grant to them membership in the Amalga
dismissed on the laws of the Association applying mated Association , without cost , and with a willing
to limitations in the matter of appeals, it being ness to give them seniority in the service of the
some one year following his suspension that the Shore Line Motor Coach Company to include their
appeal was made; appeal of Member Martin A. seniority in service of

the abandoned Calumet

McNulty, of Division 168 , Scranton , Pa . , upon the Motor Coach Company; that there were a number

question of seniority in employment, appealing from of other employes of the Calumet Motor Coach

action of the Local, relative to his seniority as based Company who were not members of any organiza

upon Section 33 of the existing agreement with tion and who have now raised the question of their

the employing Company, and in consideration of seniority , petitioning, for the same seniority granted

this appeal, in his decision the I. P. sustained the to the members of the Teamsters Organization ; that

action of the Local Division , in that said action was the position taken by Division 517 is that these

consistent with the agreement provision governing men coming from the abandoned line may enter the

the case ;appeal of Members John P. Britt, James service of the Shore Line Motor Coach Company , if

Winnie , Edward Darton , Patrick White , Arthur W. acceptable to the Shore Line Motor Coach Com

Foster, Lucius Bachand, 1. Garen, D. Joly, H. W pany, but in coming into the service they will take

Sanderson , Frank J. Hall, John F. Kelly, T. Wade their places as new men in the service and start at

and John J. Walpole , of Division 549, Northampton , the foot of the list . The petition asked for either

Mass. , which appeal was from action of Division approval or disapproval of this position taken by
549 reiative to seniority granted to a member who Division 517 . The petition was signed by Brothers

had been transferred from the tower car service as Edward F. Brown , George A. Thomas and Charles

a motorman to the passenger service, in which the J. Forsythe, officers of Division 517. Upon this

member was given his full seniority rights in the petition Members Brown , Thomas and Forsythe

passenger service, upon which the appeal was taken appeared þefore the Board, but their statements
from the fact that this member had for some time were merely in conformity with the petition . In

served as a motorman from the bottom of the extra passing upon this case , the Board's ruling was that

list , from the time he was repiaced in the passenger Division 517 , under the laws of the Association , has

service, and which case arose from action of the the right to outline and adopt plans dealing with

G. E. B. in restoring another member of like char questions of this character and that, if there is any

acter to seniority in the passenger transportation member dissatisfied with the action of the Division,

service, the appellants claiming that this particular such member has the right to appeal , and that in

man who had served from the extra list from the this case there is no appeal before the Board pro

time he was transferred to the tower car, had not testing, the position taken by Division 517 as ex

petitioned for restoration of seniority rights within plained by the petition and the Division's repre

the required time limit in such cases, as provided sentatives in the matter of acceptance into member .

in the Constitution and General Laws, and upon ship of former Calumet Motor Coach Company

which, in his opinion, the I. P. held that the mem employes and that, therefore, the position taken

ber whose seniority had been restored could not be by Division 517 be approved and that the repre

held responsible for not having made his application sentatives of the Gary Local be so instructed.

for seniority within the limited time , due to pre Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

ceding governing of his case without his consent, action, was an appeal of Members Lancie_E. Webb,
and sustained the action of the Local Division in George Loader. Ellsworth E. Rockwell, Burton H.

granting to this member his seniority as motorman Engleking. John J. Donahue and Andrew Nelson ,
during his employment upon the tower car; appeal of Division 26 , Detroit , Mich . This appeal was from
of Member John J. Johnstone, of Division 101 , a decision of the International President upon an

Vancouver, B. C., from action of Division 101 in appeal that had been submitted to him upon the

exacting payment by members of an assessment in subject and upon which he rendered a decision

support of the Canadian Labor Poutical Party, sustaining the Local Division in passing upon the

with which Division 101 , preceding the issuing of an Appellants stated that their appeal

assessment, had become affiliated in Labor's interest based on : First , Section 34 of the agreement with

and in which the I. P., in granting his decision upon the Department of Street Railways of Detroit ,

the case, held that there had been nothing illegal which cleariy specifies their right to the line in

in the procedure and sustained the action of the dispute . Second , that the decision of the I. P.

Local in issuing the assessment; appeal of Member partially awarded thecoach line tothe Fort Street

Jack P. Sowerbutts , of Division 508. Halifax, N. S.. rail car employes, regardless of Section 34 of the

upon a question of seniority, which appeal was made agreement and the Constitution and General Laws.
from action of the Local Division affecting The appear to President Mahon had been from

seniority rights upon transferring from the position action of Division 26 in a warding to the Fort

of motorman to that of conductor, and in which the Street rail car men the right to become operators

I. P. overruled the appeal andsustained thedecision upon the paralleling Port -Oakwood Coach Line,

of the Local Division ; appeal of Member James F. with rait seniority rights , to the extent of what was

Garvey , of Division 618, Providence, R.1.. relative held to be the substituting of the Fort- Oakwood

to an election dispute upon which G. E. B. Member Line for certain traſhe previously performed by the
John H. Reardon had rendereda decision and from Fort Street rail car line. There had been an ex

which decision appellant appeared, appellant hoiding tension of the Fort-Oakwood motor coach Service

that a certain regulation relative to election pro that resulted in the depleting of the service on the

ceedings had been violated, and upon which appeal , Fort Street rail car line , to the end that it was

in rendering his decision , the I. P. sustained the charged that some ten or eleven runs had been

decision of BoardMember Reardon and overruled taken from the Fort Street Line, thus eliminating

the appeal. In all of these appeals , in acting upon certain of the rail car men from employment, which
them respectively , the G. E. B. approved the the rail car men held that they had the right to
decision of the I. P. follow this transfer of service to become coach line

Decisions on Appeals to the General Executive Board operators, with their rail car seniority. The Local
Submitted to the Board was an appeal made by had so ruled. In the appeal to the International

Division 517,Gary, Indiana, which was in effect a President , the I. P. had sustained the action of the

petition for a decision of the General Executive Local , to the extent of the transfer of service from

Board , relative to seniority in service, as applying the rail car line to the motor coach line . Evidence

to motor coach operators formerly employed by the in the case showed that by the addition of coaches

case . was

as
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and the taking over of D. U. R. busses , coach

traffic had been extended 278 miles in mileage as

of operation and that the rail car service had been

depleted some 300 miles of mileage per day. Appel

lants held that the depletion of service Fort

Street had been caused by depression in business.

Section 34 of the agreement provides that whenever
new coach lines or runs are created as the result

of a partial or complete abandonment of a traction

line, the employes of the abandoned traction line

shall have the right to consolidate with the traction

employes of the traction line to which the runs are

added . The evidence before the Board was in effect

that the service on the rail cas line had been de

pleted at the same time that the service on the

coach line had been increased and, basing its ruling

upon the principle that, in case of transfer of work ,

employes have a right to follow the work , the Board

rendered a decision sustaining the decision of the

International President and Division 26 , and over

ruled the appeal.

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action , was an appeal of Division 600, Waltham,

Mass . , per President Egan of the Local. This was

a case in which the Local had suspended itself by

non-payment of per capita tax, thus rendering the

membership without protection of the Association

and without recourse to the benefit features of the

Association . The appealof President Egan was in

effect that the membership had no knowledge of
the delinquency of the Local , which had been

allowed to develop bythe Financial Secretary . The

evidence before the Board showed that even the

President was not aware of the delinquency of the

Local until appraised of it through the fact that
the Local had become self -suspended. The Board

enacted to reinstate Division 600 and the member

ship, in full standing in the Association , thus sus.

taining the appeal of the Local .
Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action , was an appeal of Members D. R. Scott,

C. E. Jackson , Charles Ahring, A. Roedershaimar

and A. F. Hertel, of Division 915 , Granite City ,

Ill . The appeal set forth that Division 915 had

enacted a motion that bus operators be compelled

to take their seniority rights on the extra tripper

board in the train department, which , it was held ,

would mean that, after finishing a regular service

day in the bus department, bus operators would

be required to care for extra trippers in the train

department. It was held that this was a violation

of Section 32 of the agreement with the employing

property , which provides that, if employes choose

bus runs , they give up their rights in the train

department for three months. Appellants cited

that the bus sheds and sheds one-half

mile a part, with way to ride between them .

The evidence before the Board was that bus oper

ators were not giving up their seniority rights but

were really holding their rights and that there is

another provision in the agreement known as Sec

tion 31 , which provides that in case bus service is

decreased operators affected may come back on the
trainmen's list with their full seniority . It was

shown that tripper runs are extra runs operated to

handle heavy traffic at certain hours of the day,
and that to supply extra mento run all of the

trippers would so enlarge the extra list that such

employment could not be upon a living wage basis .
The intent of Division 915 was to distribute this

extra work among the members, the Local com

prising less than one hundred members, The

Board regarded that the Local was within its rights

in distributing this work with the closest of equality

among the membership, and enacted to sustain the
action of Division 915 thereon and overrule the

appeal .
Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action , an appeal from Division 589 , Boston ,

Mass . , which a petition for an opinion of the

G. E. B. in the matter of seniority in the case of
lay -off of employes from one rating station and

the reemployment of these same employes at
other rating station where they would be placed at

the bottom of the extra list and then , iater, as to

the seniority of older men laid off at the first men

tioned rating station who might be reemployed at

the second rating station . The question was as to
whether these later men laid off account of

depletion of service should carry with them seniority
in excess of the ones first employed at the second

rating station, although the ones first employed at

this second rating station entered the street railway
service at a later date than those last employed at
the second rating station . It was submitted to the

Board in connection with this appeal that Division
589 was contemplating taking a referendum vote

upon this subject, but that it had been regarded

by some of the membership that a sotution of the

question as to whether the result of such referendum

vote would be consistent with the Constitution and

Laws would be necessary before such vote should

be taken and that , therefore, an opinion of the
Board was desired upon this question . Before the

Board personally appeared
President Charles H.

Clark , Business Agent Matthew McLaughlin and

Committeemen James Murphy andP.J. Mahoney.

They explained the nature of the question upon

which the contemplated referendum vote would be

taken , and that all that they wished to know was

as to whether such establishment of seniority would
be consistent with the Constitution and General

Laws governing seniority . The agreement existing
between the Local and employing property pro

vided that these employes who were laid off from

a rating station on account of lack of employment,

when employment would increase at such rating

station would have the right to return, thus pro

tecting the employes in seniority at the rating

station at which their seniority became established,
The matter would aiso apply to those who had

passed from train service into some other service

or from one type of service to another through

depleting of service in the class from which they
passed to the other class of service . The Board

regarded that to establish added seniority ratings

in such cases would seriously complicate matters

and would not be consistent with the Constitution

and General Laws governing seniority rights and

would not be consistent withthe agreement re.ations

existing between Division 589 and the employing
property . It would appear that it would be estab

lishing system seniority instead of division seniority

as existing . The Board recognized that the Asso

ciation provides for three kinds of seniority-line

seniority. division seniority and system seniority,

and to act as the Division contemplated through

referendum vote , it might be establishing system
seniority . It was easily observable that no Local
can maintain two systems of seniority, The Board

recognized that Division 589 has the right to estab

lish either line, division or system seniority, but to
establish two systems of seniority would work

scriously to the disadvantage of the membership

and that, in establishing the law governing seniority,
Conventions have taken these matters into con

sideration . It was, therefore, ruled by the Board

that Division 589 can establish but one method of

seniority to be consistent with the membership and

the rights of the members.

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action, was an appeal ofElgin members of Division
215 , Wheaton , Ill. , which was in effect an appeal

for the privilege of instituting a separate Local
under a separate charter. The petition was sub

mitted by Brother JamesH. Revere and associates.
The evidence before the Board in this case was in

effect that Division 215, Wheaton, Ill. , comprises
in membership employes of two properties, one

property being that of the Elgin and Fox River

road, the other the Aurora, Elgin and Chicago

Railway ; that the Local comprises some seven hun.
dred members ; that the petition was subscribed to
by some seventy members of the Elgin Branch,
whereas, some twice that number of members are

otherwise employes upon the Fox River road , in

cluding Aurora. It was known by the Board that

Division 215 had long since been in existence with

good agreement relations with the employing proper
ties . The Board, in determining upon this case:

held that it would notbe to the best interests of

the members of Division 215 and to the employes
of the Elgin Branch , to divide the men ofthe Fox

River Company into two Divisions, thus taking

the present members at Elgin away from Division

215, and regarded that it would not be wise to grant

such a charter and bring about such a division of

the men upon the system , and the petition for a
separate charter was, therefore, denied and the

I. P. was instructed to return the application fee

of $ 25.00 to the Eigin members of the Local.

Enactments on Disability Benefit Claims
There was submitted to the Board for its con

siderationand action , a claim for Disability Benefit

in the interest of Member GeorgeF.Sexton, of
Division 589, Boston , Mass. The application and

evidence before the Board in the case were that

Brother Sextonbecame a member of the Associa

tion, through Division 589, September 21 , 1912 .

Age at time of making application was 59 years:

Disability resulted from contact of two cars, which

resulted in Arthritis of the right knee Jand other

results , rendering the applicant totally incapacitated

from street railway work.
The Board enacted to

allow payment of the claim ,

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and
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action, was a claim for Disability. Benefit in the

interest of Member Denis Donnelly, of Division

589, Boston , Mass. The record and evidence in
this case in effect that Member Donnelly

became member of the Association, through

Division 589, August 31 , 1912 ; was 66 years of

age at the time of making application for Disability

Benefit. . Cause of disability is alleged to have been

a kick from a horse on June 28, 1925, and that

he was compelled to give up employment October

25, 1925 . Statements of Dr. E. H. Lewis Harnett

were in effect that Member Donnelly is very much

over-weight; heart action weak, due to too much

fat in muscles of heart, causing Myocarditis , weak

ened heart muscles, Arterio Sclerosis, Diabetes ;

motions of knee joint markedly unnatural and quite

painful to touch ; that his disability is permanent .

Certification of Dr. C. T. Hurley is that Brother

Donnelly has been totally disabled since October

24, 1925 . Statement of Brother Thomas Dolan is

that on June 28, 1925, his attention was called to

Brother Donnelly's condition ; that he dressed him

and he was bleeding on the thigh by being kicked
by a horse at the Lenox Stables. Claimant, him

self, stated that he was totally disabled , due to the

injuries received from kick of the horse June 28,

1925 ; that following this injury he was unable to

work until July 11, 1925, and was again laid off

September 21, 1925, and returned to work October

15, 1925 , and October 24, 1925, he became

totally disabled, It appeared to the Board that

the evidence showed that the applicant was unable

to work from Fatty Myocarditis, weakening of

heart muscles, Arterio Sclerosis and Diabetes, which

were regarded as natural afflictions and not con

sistent with the Constitution and Laws permitting

payment of Disability Benefit. It was enacted that

payment of the claim be disallowed .

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action, was a claim for Disability Benefit in the
interest of Member Daniel 1. Sullivan , of Division 589 ,
Boston, Mass. The record and evidence accompany

ing the claim before the Board was in effect that

Brother Sullivan became amember of the Associa

tion, through Division 589, December 31, 1912 ,

and was 59 years of age atthe time of filing appli

cation for Disability Benefit, which was received
May 24 , 1926 . Statement of Dr. Joseph E. Stern

berg was that Member Sullivan is hopelessly blind ,

due to hardening of the eyeballs - Glaucoma-- which

occurs in people past 45 years of age and is apt
to show itself without warning. Statement of Dr.

Joseph J. Skirball was that he finds Brother Sullivan

totally disabled as to visionandthat loss of sight
is due to Glaucomatous Atrophy. Statement of

Dr. W. P. Durby was in effect that Brother Sulli

van's cause of blindness is due to Glaucomatious
condition and that his work called for excessive

mental or nervous concentration over long periods

of time. Statement of Member Sullivan ,himself,

is that he was employed on the Boston Elevated
as a motorman from March 5 , 1885 , to November
10, 1925 , over forty years , and on November 10,
1925, became disabled due to Glaucoma ; compelled

to give up work ; that he is advised by specialists

that in all probability the Glaucoma resulted from
an electric Aash while in the occupation . In de

this case , the Board took into

consideration Section 109 of the Constitution and

General Laws- that language ofthesectionwhich
reads:

" A member legally in benefits, according

to the provisions of this Constitution and General

Laws, suffering the loss of a hand at or above the

wrist, the loss of a foot at or above the ankle

joint , the loss of the sight of both eyes while en

gaged as an employe instreet railway service . -

The evidence appeared to the Board to be that
the affliction upon which the claimwas based was

not resultant from the street railway service, and

it was enacted that payment of the claim be dis
ailowed .

Submitted to the Board a claim for Dis

ability Benefit in theinterest of Member John F.
Callahan , of Division 281 , New Haven , Conn .

The record and evidence before the Board ' in this

case, were that Brother Callahan became a member

of the Association, throughDivision 281, Juy, 15,

1914, and was 55 years of ageatthe time of filing
application was employed as motorman .

The cause of the disability in the application was

alleged to have beenthat of taking hold of an

electrically charged handle car, causing

fall into a pit, in which ribs and legs were broken

and internal injuries sustained. It was alleged that

this accident occurred August 30, 1914 , but that

claimant continuedin employment to February 15,

than eleven years after the alleged
disability accident occurred . Certification of Dr.

M. J. Sheehan was that Brother Callahan is suffer

ing from Chronic Nephritis (inflammation of the

Kidneys), Heart Disease and High Blood Pressure ,
a condition not naturally attributable to acci

dent occurring more than twelve years previous and
a condition naturally , resulting from other causes

than that of the accident. The Board held that

payment of this claim was prohibitive by the

language of Section 109 of the Constitution and

General Laws, which provides that afflictions must
result from some accident or incident in connection

with street railway service, and further provides
that claim must be hled within two years from the

time of such accident . The Board enacted that

payment of the claim be disallowed .

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action , was a claim for Disability Benefit in the

interest of Member Frank Blood , of Division 282 ,

Rochester, N. Y. The record and evidence before
the Board in this case were that Brother Blood

became member of the Association , through

Division 282, May 12, 1914 . Cause of disability

injured left foot, resulting from an accident Sep.

tember 19 , 1925, while working as a conductor,

resulting in the left leg, being amputated above

the knee . In deliberating upon this case , the

Board recognized that the case was within the laws

of the Association , permitting payment of disability

benefits, and enacted that the claim be allowed for

payment.

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and
action , was a claim for Disability Benefit in the

interest of Member Nicholas C. Stoehr, of Division

85, Pittsburgh , Pa. The record and evidence in

this case as before the Board were in effect that

Brother Stoehr became a member of the Associa

tion , through Division 85 , May 21 , 1903 , and that

at the time of making application for Disability
Benefit claimant was 64 years of age. He was

employed as a conductor . In the application

cause of disability was attributed to paralytic ail
ment, resulting from accident in June, 1925 ,
while applicant was serving as a conductor on a

car, which car ran down and severed the leg of a

boy , applicant receiving a shock therefrom . Certif
cation of Dr. W. S. Charles was in effect that

Brother Stoehr retired from work through paralytic

ailment . Statement of Brother Stoehr , himself, was

that the severing of the boy's leg caused commotion
among passengers and bystanders and that he

became excited , and that from that time on , became

more and more nervous and , at the time of retire
ment from service , November 15 , 1926 ,

eighteen months following the accident , he was a

nervous wreck, and that three months after the
accident he was stricken with a paralytic stroke
and had been unable to work since . Statement

of Superintendent J. M. Loitis was in effect that
Member Stoehr retired from service November 16 .

1926. as his health had been failing , being aMicted
with a nervous condition, accompanied by a para

lytic ailment, which compelled his retirement. The
Board viewed this case as one not consistent with

authority granted by Section 109 of the Constitu
tion and General Laws for payment of Disability

Benefit, in that the condition could not have origi
nated from the accident to which was referred , as

Member Stoehr was a conductor on the car . The

Board enacted that payment of the claim be dis
allowed .

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action was a claim for Disability Benefit in the

interest of Member Henry McNany, of Division
85, Pittsburgh , Pa . The record and evidence in

this case were in effect that Brother McNany became

a member of the Association , through Division 85 .

June 14 , 1906 . At the time of filing application

for Disability Benefit he was 60 years of age. In

an accident upon the cars applicant sustained com

pound fracture of the tibia and fibula bones of the

right leg and also fracture of the left leg , leaving

applicant in a condition , per the statement of Dr.
George L. Hays, of being permanently incapacitated
and would never be able to do any kind of labor.

Statement of Dr. Herman B. Allyn was that , due

to the accident , Applicant McNany was unable
to work at his trade . Statement of Secretary P. J.

McGrath , of Division 85 , was that McNany is

required to use a crutch and cane to move about

and that he is permanently and totally disabled
from street and electric railway work . The Board

enacted directing payment of the claim .

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action , was a claim for Disability Benefit in the

interest of Member Luther Cottle, of Division 52,
East Liverpool, Ohio . The record and evidence

before the Board in this case in effect that

Brother Cottle became a member of the Association ,

some
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through Division 52 , November 13, 1903, and was

53 years of age at the time of filing application
for Disability, Benefit. He was employed as

motorman, The claim for Disability Benefit was

based , as per application , upon injuries sustained in

a collision of two street cars which occurred May
15 , 1903 , some eight months prior to Brother

Cottie becoming a member of the Association and
some twenty-three years before claim was filed for

Disability Benefit. Statement of Dr. R. J. Marshall,

of East Liverpool, was in effect that Brother Cottle

was unable to follow his work on account of Chronic

Muscular Rheumatism , principally involving the

right knee joint and sometimes the left arm ; that

the left leg below the knee gives him trouble as

the result of an old crushed fracture received in a

collision of cars while in employment and that the

results of the accidenthave required him to give
up employment . Statement of Dr. Wilbert A.

Hobbs is that he attended Brother Cottle May

15, 1903 , for compound fracture of both bones of

left leg and involving ankle ; that the wound became
infected . Several sections of bone were removed

and now he finds poor coaptation and great impair

ment of function. Accompanying the claim was an

X-Ray picture, showing the foot and leg to be in
bad condition . In deliberating upon this case, the

Board recognized that Section 109 of the Constitu

tion and General Laws require application for

Disability Benefit to be made within two years

succeeding the accident . The Board enacted that

payment of the claim be disallowed .

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action , was a claim for Disability Benefit in the

interest of Michael Daly, of Division 788 , St. Louis,
Mo. The record and evidence accompanying the

case before the Board were in effect that Brother

Daly became amember of the Association , through

Division 788, February 2, 1918 , and was 57 years

of age at the time of filing application for Dis

ability Benefit. Statement of Dr. R. F. Hyland

was in effect that Brother Daly is suffering from

Paraıysis Agitans (Shaking Palsy) and has been

so suffering since 1914 ; a progressive disease, and

is rendered unfit to perform the duties of his occu
pation . Statement of Dr. Arthur Goebel was in

effect that Brother Daly had been afflicted with

Paralysis Agitans since 1914 ; symptoms affected

lower extremities ; that on January 16 , 1924 , he was

in a street car and automobile collision . Applica
tion states that Brother Daly was compelled to

give up employment July 28 , 1925. Statement of

Secretary_L . A. Graeser, of Division 788 , was that

Brother Daly had been in a nervous condition for

years and was taken from his position as motorman

and placed as watchman at railroad crossing.

Statement of Brother Daly is that he had Paralysis

Agitans since November, 1914 ; also had an open
sore on the right foot; was in good health until the

middle of June, 1922. Statement of Dr. J. J. Kehoe

is that Brother Daly is suffering from Paralysis

Agitans . In deliberating upon this case , the Board

recognized that the disability with which Brother

Daly is afflicted was not resultant from any acci
dent or incident in connection with the street rail

way service. There was evidence, also , that the

collision in January , 1924, occurred more than two

years preceding the filing of application for Dis

ability Benefit . The Board regarded the case as

prohibitive of payment of Disability Benefit under

Section 109 of the Constitution and General Laws .

The Board enacted that the claim be disallowed .

Submitted to the Board was a claim for Dis

ability Benefit of Member J. D. Hopkins of Divi
sion 788, St. Louis, Mo. This was a petition for

the re-opening of the case, it having been passed
upon at a session of the meeting of the G. E. B.

held September 2-22, 1925 . Brother Hopkins be

came a member of the Association , through Divi

sion 788 , February 2 , 1918 , and was 66 years of

age at the time of filing the application for Dis

ability Benefit. Application was based upon Myo
carditis and General Disability and it was stated

that he was placed upon the pension list of the

St. Louis street car company June 1, 1923 .
It was

also set forth in the evidence that Brother Hopkins
was suffering from a hip injury resulting from an
accident while a passenger an Illinois Central
steam road train July 11, 1923 . Myocarditis was
an affliction of the muscles of the heart. There

was nothing in the evidence associating the affliction

with the employment as required by the Constitu

tion and General Laws permitting payment of Dis

ability Benefit. Further certification of Dr. R. F.

Hyland accompanied the petition for re -hearing.

which was that Brother Hopkins had been under
his professional care since December, 1922, and that

at present he is suffering from Myocarditis and hip

injury. The Board recognized that there was no

additional evidence accompanying the case and

enacted to reaffirm its former decision to disallow

payment of the claim .

Submitted to the Board was a claim for Dis

ability Benefit in the interest of Member B. Brussard

of Division 194, New Orleans , La . This applica

tion was before a session of the G. E. B. Meeting

helf February 8-13 , 1926, when the Board enacted

that the claim be disallowed, and the submission

at this meeting was for re-consideration of the

claim . The record and evidence upon this claim

were in effect that Brother Brussard became &

member of Division 194 June 20, 1901 , and filed

application for Disability Benefit at the age of 53.

Cause of disability was not specified on the applica

tion, but from the Division's physician it was shown

to be marked weakness in the lower limbs and at

times difficult control of the limbs . Certification of

Dr. J. J. Wymer, of date of October 7, 1925, was

that he recommended Brother Brussard for pension

due to inability to properly control his legs; that

he had a large cauliflower growth at the rectum .

Accompanying the claim at the re-submission, was

a communication from Attorney Wm . B. Seeber ,

enclosing a certification of Dr. George F. Roeling,

which certified that he found Brother Brussard

suffering from Lateral Sclerosis of the Spine , un

doubtedly aggravated by employment upon street

electric cars; also suffering from Hemorrhoids,etc .;

that he is permanently disabled as result of his
organic nervous disease . There no further

evidence before the Board at this session qualifying

the case, as required by Section 109 of the Consti .

tution and General Laws for payment of Disability

Benefit. The Board enacted to reaffirm its former

decision upon the case that payment of the claim

be disallowed .

Enactment on Old Age Benefit Claims

Submitted to the Board for its consideration and

action was a claim for Old Age Benefit in the inter

est of Member Royal H. Williams of Division 98 ,

Akron , Ohio. The record and evidence accompany.

ing this claim before the Board were in effect that

Brother Williams became a member of the Asso

ciation , through Division 98, October 19, 1898 , and

application for Old Age Benefit was filed August

24, 1926 , and was of the age of 67 years at the time
of filing the application , This Local was involved

in a strike in May ,1926, since when many of the
members unable to return to employment .

The Board enacted that payment of the claim be

allowed .

Submitted to the Board , for its consideration and
action , was claim for Old Age Benefit in the

interest of Member Jesse W.Pound of Division 26,
Detroit , Mich . The record and evidence in this

were in effect that Brother Pound became a

member of the Association, through Division 26,

November 9, 1893, and filed application for Old

Age Benefit September 11, 1926, while at the age
of 67 years . He had been employed as a motor

man from 1893 , to and including November 2 ,

1918 . Statement of Dr. Clayton W. Burge was

that Brother Pound is suffering from High Blood

Pressure and Intermittent Heart, and forthe past
five years from Articular Sciatic Rheumatism , and

is unable to do any physical labor.
Statement of

Dr. W. R. Baker is that Brother Pound was under

his care a number of times suffering from intense

headaches and Acute Gastritis; that the constant

jar of the cars caused nervous 'spells, constant pain

and soreness of the kidneys and that he advised

Brother Pound to quit street railway work alto:
gether . A statement of Brother Pound , himself,

was that he had been advised on different occasions

to quit the work , as the jar and strain were getting
him. He, later, quit and obtained work

the Ford Motor Works.
The Board viewed this

cases as not coming within the permissive provision

Laws for payment of Old Age Benefits, as the

affliction from which the member alleges he with

drew from the street car service is that of Articular

and Sciatic Rheumatism , and he withdrew from the

service some eight years preceding his application

for Old Age Benefit and at the age of 59, some six

years preceding his arrival at the age of 65 years.

The Board enacted that payment of the claim be

disallowed .

Submitted to the Board , for its consideration and

action , was claim for old Age Benefit in the

interest ofMember Wilfred J. Slocum of Division 19,

Colorado Springs, Colo. The record and evidence be

fore the Board upon this case

Brother Slocum became a
member of Division 19

in November, 1901, and “ filed application for Old

Age Bencfit at the age of 68 .
The evidence was
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that he had given up employment in July, 1917 ,

some nine years preceding the filing of application

for Old Age Benefit and at a time when he was

but fifteen years in membership in the Association

and some six years less than 65 years of age, which

is required by the Constitution and General Laws

in payment of Old Age Benefits. Statement of Dr.

E. E. Conway was that Brother Slocum is suffering

from Mitral Regurgitation , irregular heart action

and kidney trouble, that incapacitates him from
labor . Statement of Secretary C. R. Darland of

Division 19 was that Brother Slocum was obliged

to give up his work because of kidney and bladders
trouble and is now in poor health . In deliberating

upon the claim , the Board took into consideration

Section 114 of the Constitution and General Laws,

which provides that the member shall have reached
the

age of 65 years and shall have been twenty

years in continuous membership in the Association ,
but that persons that leave the street railway

service before having reached twenty years of

continuous membership are not entitled to and

cannot make claim for Old Age Benefits. The

Board recognized that Section 114 was prohibitive

of payment of this Old Age Benefit Claim . The

Board enacted that payment of the claim for Old
Age Benefit in the interest of Member Wilfred J.

Slocum be disallowed .

Enactments on Funeral Benefit Claims

Submitted to the Board was a claim for Funeral

Benefit upon the death of late Member Walter J.
Roux of Division 194 , New Orleans, La . The

record and evidence in this in effect

that late Brother Roux, while a member of Division

194, became member of the police department

at a time before the present law went into effect,

barring members of the police department from

International Death Benefits, The record also shows

that the law was not contemplated as retroactive

by the Convention that enacted it . The Board

recognized that the Death Benefit of late Member

Roux was thus allowable and enacted that pay

ment of the Death Benefit claim upon the death

of late Member Roux , who died while in police

service from naturalcauses ,be allowed for payment .

Miscellaneous Enactments and Rulings

Through the report of the I. P. there was pre

sented to the Board a statement of funds held in

trust for disbanded Locals, the moneys from which

were in the possession of the International Asso
ciation for more than one year . These disbanded

Locals and the amounts reported were : Division

313. Bartonville, I., $ 2.51; 772, Danville, II.,

$19.62 ; 849, Holland , Mich ., $ 6.03 ; 894 , Lincoln ,

111. , $ 104.10; a total of $ 132.26 . The Board en

acted to transfer these funds, aggregating $132.26 ,

to the Funeral, Disability and Old Age Benefit
Fund .

Before the Board was presented correspondence

from the Machinists' International Union and the
President of the American Federation of Labor ,

relative to the jurisdiction claims on the part of
the Machinists' Union . Letter from President

A. 0. Wharton of the Machinists' Union was in

effect that he had been advised by President Green

of the A. F. of L. that there would be a meeting

of the General Executive Board held during the
month of February , and that the I. P. would

recommend a tri-party conference of representatives

of the Machinists' Union, the A. F. of L. and the

Amalgamated Association, for the purpose of carry

ing out the recommendation contained in the A. F.

of . L. Resolution No. 38, and that he ( President

Wharton ) had made an investigation of the mem

bership of the Locals of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation, selative to the embracing therein of workers
eligible to the Machinists ' Union , and that he

wished to have presented before the Board results
of the investigation , sothat if the said conference
should be arranged that it may be so arranged

with an understanding by which the entire matter
would be cleaned up . He then cited Locals to

the effect that Vice -President H. W. Brown of the

Machinists had discovered that of eighty -five auto

mechanics employed by the Detroit Street Rail.
ways, twelve
Association.

members of the Amalgamated

The letter cited alleged embracement
of machinists in the Amalgamated Association in

various cities throughout the United States and

Canada. being quite specific upon the number in
each Local whom , it

was held . were eligible to
membership in the Machinists' Union. His letter

showed to the Board that he ( President Wharton )

had been very intensive in hisso -called investiga

tion, giving much time of the Machinists' Union

and Machinists ' Union Organizers and Officers to
such enumeration , His letter inferred that the

General Executive Board must enter this conference

with its representatives fully empowered to transfer

to the International Machinists' Union all of these

cited alleged members of various Locals of the

Amalgamated Association as a means of settlement
of this jurisdictional question . He stated that he

was holding, himself in readiness to meet repre

sentatives of the Amalgamated Association for the

purpose ofcarrying out the desires as expressed
by the Detroit Convention of theAmericanFedera
tion of Labor " . Included in his letter was an

alleged history of negotiations between the Ma
chinists and the Amalgamated Association upon

this subject , covering a period from October 29,
1923 , to November 25 , 1926. The letter was

answered by President W. D. Mahon , advising

President Wharton that he would place the matter

before the General Executive Board at its meeting

on February 28 , and would inform him of whatever

answer the Board might instruct him to make in

regard to the communication. Another letter from

President A. 0. Wharton of the Machinists' Union

to President W. D. Mahon, of February 20, was

before the Board, in which President Wharton

stated that the C. M. and North Shore Company ,

on solicitation of representatives of the Amalga-.
mated Association Division , had discharged some

ten members of the Machinists' Union in Waukegan ,

Ill ., and requested that President Mahon wire the
representative of the Amalgamated Association

Local to withdraw his protest and that those men

be returned to service . An investigation of this
case had been made by an International Officer

upon instructions of the International President,

and it was learned that the representative of this

Local of the Amalgamated Association knew nothing

of the suspension of these men from employment,

and an investigation showed that seven men , mem

bers of the Amalgamated Association, had been

laid off by the Company. He then learned that

an organizer of the A. F. of L. had been working

among members of this Local in the shops, attempt

ing to organize them into the Machinists' Union ;
that five of the seven had obtained work

elsewhere and that one of them-a car washer

had since returned to work. The other one , the

representative knew nothing about , but the repre

sentative of the Local had nothing to do with the
removal of the men. The Board gave much de

jiberation upon this subject and concluded that it

should be a matter to be discussed and determined

upon by the 20th Convention of the Amalgamated
Association , to be held in September, in Birming

ham , Ala ., and enacted to defer further considera
tion of the contention to the coming, Convention ;

with instructions that a letter be forwarded to

President William Green of the A. F. of L. , em

bodying the decision and sentiment of the Board ,
to the effect that further consideration of the sub

ject should await the action of the 20th Conven

tion of the Amalgamated Association .
There appeared before the Board one C.

Gelnau , of Chicago, who petitioned the Board to
form Finance Corporation upon a plan which

he submitted that would involve the creation of a

million dollar finance corporation . After delibera .
tion upon this subject, the Board regarded it

practically,an impossible proposition , and enacted,
to so notify the petitioner.

Before the Board appeared Mr. W. E. Holloway ,

of the Peoples Legislative Service , petitioning for

the continuance of membership of the Amalgamated

Association with that organization . The Board

enacted to refer this subject to the 20th Conven

tion .

Before the Board appeared Messrs. James Lynch

and Calkins, of the Newspaper Publicity Cam

paign , instituted by them . They solicited sub

scription of membership on part of the Amalga
mated Association . The Board enacted to authorize

the I. P. to subscribe to this Publicity Campaign .

Before the Board , as presented by the audit of

books of the Association , came the matter of de

linquency of certain Locals in payment of per
capita tax . Much discussion was had upon this

subject , with the conclusion that various Divisions

become delinquent and place the membership in a
delicate situation through delays on the

part of
financial officers of Locals . It was enacted to in

struct the I. P. to notify Local Divisions
one

month in arrears that , in the event that payment

of per capita tax is not forthwith made , the Locals
will be published " Delinquent Divisions
column of the Motorman and Conductor, and that ,
when Locals are two months in arrears , the Locals

will be placed in the “ Delinquent Divisions" col

umn , that the entire membership of the Local may
know that the Division is in arrears .

Before the Board re -submitted a bill for
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TIMER

Dossible when you ofter

attorney's fee by Attorney Sol H. Esarey , of Indi

anapolis, for services rendered in the case of Vice 12,000,000 FORD OWNERS

Presidents Armstrong and Parker, in the matter Need This
of the service of the old Indianapolis injunction

upon those two International Officers when they NEW Timer,

took up , the work of assisting, the Indianapolis
street railway men in an organizing attempt. The

bill was $ 500, for appearing in theFederal Court
on two occasions upon the case. The Board jen

acted authorizing payment of the bill.

Before the Board was presented the New York

injunction procedure instituted on the part of the
Automotive

New York street railways property management.
engineers claim

that the average

Upon this subject the Board enacted instructing
Fordmaywearout

the International President to engage an attorney
from 8 to 10 ordi

Dary Timers .Think of the

to defend this situation. sales

Before the Board was a letter from the Presi
the Dynamo with a quaran
tee for the life of the car You do

dent of the American Federation of Labor, urging potbave tobe a salesman This amaz

contribution to the Workers Educational League,
ing Timer sells itself op sight. Youmake
200 percent profitonevery sale .

an institution approved by the recent convention
of the A. F. of L. for workers educational work.

Makes Old Fords Run Like New

The
OnceaFordis equippedwith the Dynamo

Board enacted instructing the International thetimer can be forgotten -- the only thing

President to investigate this Workers Educational
that will prevent forgettingitwill be the

League_and report thereon to the meeting of the

noticeable improvementin the runningof the
car. More power ,more mileage,instant start

G.E. B. held concurrent with the 20th Convention .
ing , amazing pickup are a few of thefeatures
that will make any Ford owner a ' Dynamo

Discussion of arrangements for the coming con booster afterheonce usesthisnew Timer.

vention was entertained within the Board Meet Get Territory Quick

ing , andthe Board appointed a Convention Arrange FREE SAMPLE Our Agents can easily make

ments Committee to have charge of the arrange
$5.000. $6,000 ,yos even $10.000

Toaldour agents wehave arranged a year . Sparetimeworkersmako

ments for transportation , etc., pertaining to attend splan thatprovides them withafree
$ 20.00andeven $30 00aday.

ance at the 20th Convention to be heldin Birming
Sampleso they can equip theirown

John Cablemade $ 200 in less
car or carry it for demonstration than 10 days Many others re

ham, Ala. , to convene September 12 . The Com purposes. The unique principlessof port tremendous profits. You

mittee appointed comprises International President
this wonderful Timer will para

too can get into the bigmoney
class thesame as John Cable

W. D. Mahon , Secretary William Tabor of Division owner after a minute's examina . andothers

241, Chicago, Ill . , First International Vice-President
tion Send narne and address for DYNAMO TIMER CO.
Free SampleOfferand particulars of

Wm. B. Fitzgerald and International Treasurer Qur.bis .monex Pasking proposition , 428-883 Eleventhst.Milwaukee,Wlt.

L. D. Bland.

In discussing the probable work of the 20th
Niles , O. , School Bonds. 5,096,78

Convention , the subject of safety in the operation
Findlay , O. , Bonds . 5,172.78

of street and electric railway cars and tributary
Toronto, Ont ., Bonds 9,475.00

bus operation received much discussion, and the
Winnipeg, Man ., Bonds . 9,566.88

Board ' enacted directing the I. P. to urge the
Windsor, Ont., Bonds. 10,000.00

setting aside of a day of the 20th Convention as a
Niagara Falls , Ont. ,

Safety First session and to invite a limited num
Bonds ..

6,000.00

ber of railway managers to attend said session,
Woodmere, Mich . , Bonds 12,194.60

not exceeding a number within which time could
Toledo , O. , Labor Bldg.

Bonds ,
be given to address the session. 1,000.00

The Board enacted to approve remittance of per
Braun Lumber Corp.

capita tax to assist Local Divisions as follows:
Bonds 6,982.50

Division 78, Galveston, Tex. , for the months of
Alta . Can . Bonds . 9,425.00

October and November, 1926 ; Division 98 , Akron ,
Los Angeles, Cal . , Bonds 10,137.13

Ohio , for the months of April, 1926 , to January
RoyalOak, Mich ., Bonds 10,443.00

31, 1927; Division 620, Framingham , Mass., for the
First Real Estate: 6%

months of October and November, 1926 , and
Mortgages 323,150.00

Division 976, Indianapolis, Ind. , to and including
Headquarters Office and

the time of the meeting of the G. E. B.
Factory Bldg .. 68,712.58

Before the Board were petitions for excuse from
Union Labor Life Insur

attending the 20th Convention the Association
ance Co. Stock . 20,000.00

in September of this year, by . twelve Locals, to
Fed. Bank & Trust Co.

seven of which Locals the petition for excuse was
of N. Y. Stack .. 400.00

Central States Co-opera
approved.
The Board directed the I. P. to extend invita

tive Stock 175.00

tions to President William Green and Secretary
Council Bluffs Labor

Frank Morrison of the American Federation of Temple Stock . 30.00

Labor to attend the 20th Convention of the Amalga
Division and Interest

mated Association, to be held in Birmingham , Ala .,
Bearing Loans . 16,253.00

Accounts receivable
beginning with September 12 , 1927.

423.01

The Board directed that the next semi-annual
Office Supplies, Emblems

and Furniture .
meeting of the G. E. B. be called to convene at

9,151.99

10 o'clock A. M., Monday, September 1 , 1927. Total . $ 1.645,655.17

Audit

The audit of the books and accounts of the
The audit shows an increase in the funds

General Office presents a recapitulation as follows : of the Association in the course of the six

Balance on hand August months audit period, ending with January

1 , 1926 . . $ 1.484,843.27
31 , 1927 , of $ 160,811.90.

Receipts August 1 , 1926 ,

to January 31, 1927 ,
The audit of the Union Leader of Chicago

inclusive . 655,882.19 showed on hand at the close of the audit

Total .. $2,140,725.46 deposited in the Central Trust Co. of

Expenditures August 1,
Illinois Bank and credited to the Amalga

1926 , to January 31 ,
495,070.29 mated Association , $ 1,881.06 .1927, inclusive..

This sum,

added to the balance at the General Office
Balance cash and assets

at the close of January of the Association ,extendsthebalance of

31 , 1927 . $ 1,645,655.17 the Association in cash and assets to
The above balance consists of :

$ 1,647,536.23.
Cash on hand in Bank

and Post Off. Deposit . $ 702,759.93
Within the receipts for the six months

U. S. Govt. Bonds .. 1232,150.00 audit period is included
$40,607.25 , in

Dom. of Canada Bonds. || 84,200.00 interest discount and premiums.
Canadian Northern Ry .

Bonds 14,624.29 In the $495,070.29 expenditures within

State of Michigan Bonds. " IT 40,000.00
theaudit period ending with January31,

North Dakota Bonds.. 1,000.00 1927, is included the amount expended

Prov.TOntario Bonds . 71127,131.70

Ecorse , Mich ., School from the Benefit Fund in Funeral, Dis

Bonds . 10,000.00 ability and OldAge Benefits of $ 361,224.00.
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Asthma Left and

Never Returned

PILES

QUICKLY GO!
Got Entirely Rid of the Disease After Suffering 17

Years Don't be cut! And don't waste time and

moneyon old -fashioned salves, ointments,

Asthma sufferers will be deeply interested in a letter etc. The new Page Method is the correct

recently written by Mrs. Mary Bean, Nashua, Iowa , way to rid yourself of Piles.

She says : FREE Test Proves ItThousandsof
" I had asthma for 17 years , coughed most of the grateful letters

tell what this Combination Treatment has accom
time and couldn't rest , day or night. I tried every . plished . Strikes directly at cause and ends it . Then
thing, but grew so weak I could hardly walk across Piles disappear, Write todayfor FreeTest Package.
the room . After taking part of one bottle of Nacor, E. R. PAGE CO ., 214- C PageBlde ., MARSHALL , MICH .
I could do most of my housework . That was 8 years

ago. I recovered completely, am still feeling fine, with
110 signs of asthma." MEN ! HERE'S BUTTONS

Hundreds of other sufferers from asthma, bronchitis THAT SNAP ON.

and severe chronic coughs have reported their recov . NO Sewing Necessary. Pilcher's

ery, after years of affliction . Their letters and a book . “ Detachable " Bachelor Buttons

let full of valuable information about these stubborn fit any garment . Don't bother to sew
diseases , will be sent free by Nacor Medicine Co., 606 or worry about buttons . If dealer

State Life Bldg. , Indianapolis , Ind. No matter how can't supply, send 25c for full as
serious your case seems , write for this free booklet sortment of three sizes, three colors .

today . It may give your whole life a new meaning. PILCHER MANUFACTURING CO ., Inc.

Dept. 407 Louisville, Ky.

This is 73 per cent of the total expenditures

of the Association . Conn .; and 641, Shamokin , Pa. Those of

Within the six months audit period there
Divisions Nos. 128 and 641 were early

were paid 479 Death Benefits , aggregating adjusted and work resumed.The Danbury

$312,124.00. Death Benefit claimsaveraged lockout continues to enter the succeeding

$651.61 each. six months period. Lockouts that passed

In the course of the six months audit through the preceding six months audit

period there were paid 15 Disability Bene
period and were in existence at the begin

fits, aggregating $10,700.00 . Disability
ning of the audit period beginning August

Benefit payments averaged $713.00 each .
1 , 1926, were those of Divisions Nos. 663 ,

Within the six months audit period
St. John , N. B .; 623, Buffalo , N. Y.; and

976 , Indianapolis , Ind . These are all cases
ending with January 31 , 1927, there were

of lockouts on the part of the employing
paid 48 Old Åge Benefit claims, aggregating

$38,400.00.
properties — the attitude of these three 'em

Old Age Benefit claims were

$ 800.00 each,
ploying properties being that of refusal of

employment of employes who are members
Within the sis months ending with

of the Amalgamated Association .
January 31 , 1927 , there were paid 542 Death , The record of the Association for the six

Disability and Old Age Benefits claims, aggre months audit period shows that practically

gating $ 361,224.00 - an average of $ 666.46.
all disputes of a nature not adjusted by

The total number of Benefit Claims paid and between representatives of the Locals

during the preceding six months ending with and employing properties, were submitted
July 31, 1926 , were 586 and the Funeral, for arbitration and, through arbitration ,

Disability and 'Old Age Benefits aggregated amicably adjusted .

$ 376,108.81 — an average of $641.82 each. The six months period was one of the

Within the year ending with January usual progress in the affairs of the Asso

31, 1927, there were paid from the Benefit ciation . This the General Executive Board

Fund 1,128 Death , Disability and Old Age recognizes to be due to the policies of the
Benefits, aggregating $737,322.81. This was Association and the devotion of the mem

an average per claim of $653.66 for the bership in general to those policies . The

audit showed an increase in the funds and

Within the preceding year--the year assets of the Association , showing so far as

ending January 31, 1926 — there were paid the financial features of the Association

from the Benefit Fund 1,012 Death , Dis are concerned, that it is upon a sound

ability and Old Age Benefits aggregating foundation , as well as being on a sound

$ 643,883.96 - an average of $635.25 per claim . foundation in solidarity of membership .

Within the six months audit period The General Executive Board, in recog.

ending with January 31, 1927, there were nizing the hearty co -operation of the officers

expended from the Defense Fund $17,836.53. and members of the Association in the

This, added to the expenditures from the progress of the Association , here expresses

Benefit Fund, aggregated a payment from sincere 'appreciation to the members and

these two funds within the six months of Local Officers and to associate International

$379,060.53. The expenditures from these Officers in the conduct of the affairs of the

two funds represented slightly more than
Association .

76% per cent of the entire expenditures of Most fraternally submitted,

the Association. GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD,

The records of the Association show that Edw. McMorrow, Allen H. Burt ,

within the six months period there occurred Magnus Sinclair ,
William F.

Welch ,

but three suspensions of work. These P. ) . Shea , James B. Lawson ,

suspensions were those of Divisions Nos. John H. Reardon, Fred A. Hoover ,

128, , Asheville, N. C.; 269, Danbury,
R. L. Reeves

entire year.
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Don't Buy a New Changer

Every time the fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five -Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Saves time,

pockets, patience — and Speeds up sched

ules — No fumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device and our exclusive

Adjustable feature onfourth and fifth barrels.

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 -BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 566 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 6 tokens

Price $ 4.00 postage paid . J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St. , New York City

IDEAS THAT CAME TO PRESIDENT DON'TWEAR

GEORGE HICKS, OF THE BRITISH

TRADES UNION CONGRESS,

FROM VISITING U. S. A TRUSS

“ The money rate of wages is high in the
BE COMFORTABLE

United States. But , relative to the cost
Wear the Brooks Appliance, the modern

scient16c invention which gives rupture

of living, wages are not so high as sufferers immediate relief. It has no ob

would imagine. I do not think , from what noxious springs or pads. Automatic Air

I have heard and seen , that workers of
Cushions bind and draw together the broken

parts. No salves or plascers. Durable. Cheap: MR. G. E. BROOKS
America live any better than do the Sent on trial to prove its worth . Beware of

workers here. The technical specialists and
imiations. Look for trade-mark bearing portrait and signature of C.

highly-skilled artisans may. The craftsmen
.. Brooks, which appears on every Appliance. None other genuine.

Full information and booklet sent free in plain sealed cavelope.
in the building industry , who in New York BROOKS APPLIANCE CO., 98 State Street, Marshall, Mich .

receive a minimum of 14 dollars and as

much as 17 dollars a day, may . With
TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE MO

wages so far in advance of what similar
TORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

classes of workers are receiving in this

country , an extra margin of comfort and

well being must be granted . But, as re

" Since the March number of the M. and

gards the general body of workers , the little

C. went to press there have been issued char

extras are nothing at all to boast about.
ters by International President W. D. Mahon

The American workers' life may possess
for the institution of Divisions Nos. 456 , Mad

certain compensation which the workers do ison, Wis .; 457, Lansing, Mich .; 458, Con

not possess here. But it has its drawbacks cord, N. H .; 459 , Bridgeport, Conn .; 460,

also . Many workers own their own “ Tin
North Adams, Mass., and 461 , Aberdeen ,

Lizzies," as the Ford cars are called
Wash .

Many of the workers' homes show a higher " New Castle, Pa . - Div . No. 89, in this

degree of comfort. But their life is more issue , is going to give a brief account of our

mechanised and standardised . I went over working conditions, which are not as good

the large_ manufacturing works of Henry as they might be , but are better than some

Ford in Detroit . I watched the workmen we read of. To begin with , we have a

at their work . There was something banal , closed shop agreement—that is, no one works

callous, inhuman , and soul-destroying about on the road as a motorman or conductor until

the endless repetition that work involves. he first puts up the money and gets a permit

The Ford workers, and workers working from Div. No. 89. We only have about an

under the various so - called scientific and

" Taylorised " methods, are , indeed, Robots.

average of eighty-five members. There is no

They are transformed from human beings
such a thing as one not paying his dues. We

into Robots. I would not work like that
get a smallrate of pay when compared with

for anything in the world . Nothing would
the price of living, but we hope to have an

compensate me for the dreadful monotony
increase in the near future. Our wage scale

of it and the intellectual degradation it
is 21/2 cents for the first six months, 2272

carried with it . Truly, as Debs said on cents the second six months, and 2372 cents

one occasion : “When the capitalist needs thereafter. We are paid each 5th and 20th of

you he does not call for men but for hands."
the month . We get time and one -half for

You are not supposed to be men . The
overtime work . Our lodge nights are the

Ford workers are truly “ hands" in the 10th and 20th of each month.
We have

crudely brutal sense of the term . The reasonably good attendance. We have what

mechanisatio
n
and standardisati

on
of Ameri is known as priority of service, the fairness

can industry must have been achieved at of which cannotbe honestly questionedby

the cost of an infinite amount of individual anyone. We have our main line equipped

initiative, taste , desire, and intelligence. ” — with very nice , large carsof which we are

British Labour Magazine.
very proud . We would like very much to see
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years of service. The best of all is that it

brings us the shorter hour day. The two

turn system will be put into effect in this

city. This will give us a taste of new life.

There are few men of the character and

integrity of our Internațional Officer, Brother

Fred Fay, who so loyally aided us in bringing

about the advantages we gained.

"The new Pittsburgh , Pa ., agreement nego

tiated by and between Div . No, 85 and the

employing property fixes wage rates, per Sec

tion 22, as follows : The wage rates of

motormen and conductors shall be as follows :

First two years, 25 cents per hour ; third year,

26 cents per hour; over three years, 27 cents

per hour. The agreement was accepted by

the officers of Div . No. 85 — Arthur Neeson,

president; P. J. McGrath, secretary , J. J.

Thorpe, business agent. "

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE MO

TORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

a brief statement of the working conditions

of each local. Atany time a local will offer

anything that will help our course in any

way, we are ready to grasp it. We think we

can be helpful to one another through this

journal, if we will only try .

" Hamilton, Ont. - Brother James McIl

wrath has left the street railway service to

take the position of organizer for the Inde

pendent Order of Foresters.

" Albion, Mich . - Some weeks since, G. E.

B. Member Fred Fay, who is president of

our sister local, Div . No. 111, came among

us and almost became a resident of the Kala

mazoo terminal. He held meetings in Kala

mazoo, then came on down the line to Battle

Creek and Albion . He got us together and

held several joint meetings in Battle Creek.

Each local appointed a committee of three

members to form a joint committee for the

purpose of submitting a written agreement

to the employing company, After making

several dates, which resulted in conferences,

first with the general superintendent and then

with the vice-president of the company, and

after making concession after concession, we

were obliged to return with nothing like

what we wished . The patience of our mem

bers became exhausted and a strike vote was

placed behind the committee and they were

returned to the company officials with full

power to settle all differences between the

company and Divisions Nos. 343 , Kalamazoo,

333, Battle Creek and 362, Albion, Mich. The

joint committee were in session two days

with Vice-President Elliott of the company,

but unable to come to any settlement, April

3 at one A. M. a strike was ordered on the

interurban line - Jackson to Kalamazoo

also in Battle Creek and Kalamazoo city .

The company hadn't much trouble in secur

ing scabs. No attempt was made to scab

the third rail line between Battle Creek and

Jackson until the last two days and then the

attempt was a failure. The people on the

entire line gave us the best of support and

through the columnsof the M. andC. I wish

to thank our sister local in Jackson for the

aid they extended us during our trouble .

We were successful in effecting an acceptable

agreement and returned to work . The wage

rates established to the members of Div.

No. 362 are 23 cents per hour for first year

service men, 24 cents perhour for the sec

ond year service men and 25 cents per hour

for those two years in the service. The new

rate is a gain of 2 cents per hour for first

year service men, one cent for the second

year and 2 cents for those of more than two

years in service.

“ Battle Creek, Mich . — Now that the smoke

of battle has liſted, Div. No. 333 can view

the field with some degree of composure .

The result of the recent misunderstanding

has left us with an agreement fixing wage

rates of 19, 21 and 23 cents per hour. This

settlement gives us an increase of one cent

per hour to the first six months service men

and to the second year service men, and 3

cents per hour to those of more than two

"Div. No. 84 of Houston, Texas, is the last

to fall in line and join the Amalgamated

Association of Street Railway Men. The

street car men of Houston were organized

through the efforts of President Payne, of

Div, No. 78, Galveston , assisted by C. E.

Woodward, general organizer of the A. F.

of L. and Brother J. F. Grimes, member of

the Executive Board of the Brotherhood of

Carpenters and Joiners of America.

“ Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass. , recently

elected Edmond T. Hastings secretary, and

Brother John O'Brien delegate to the Na

tional Convention.

“ Div . No. 52, East Liverpool, Ohio, elected

officers for the ensuing year as follows : J.

W. Stodghill , president ; Mike Fisher, vice

president; W. B. Thomas, treasurer ; G. W.

Richards, financial secretary ; J. F. Marsh,

recording secretary .

"Convention Call."

" Headquarters of the Amalgamated

Association of Street Railway Employes

of America.

" Detroit, Mich. , March 22, 1897.

" To the Divisions of the Amalgamated

Association of Street Railway Employes

of America, Greeting :

" Brothers, I take this opportunity of noti

fying your Division of the coming convention,

which will be held , in accordance with a vote

of the Local Divisions, in the city of Dayton ,

Ohio, on Monday, May 3, 1897.

" Basis of representation—In accordance

with Section 8 of the General Constitution

'The basis of representation to the annual

convention shall be one delegate for each

Division Association having two hundred

members or less , and one delegate for each

additional two hundred members or major

fraction thereof. '

“ Headquarters will be at Hotel Cooper.

The convention will be held in the Trades'

Assembly Hall and will be called to order

at 11 o'clock, Monday morning, May 3, 1897.

Yours fraternally .

"W. D. Mahon, President."
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POTTSVILLE , PA .. AGREEMENT SECTION S. Where there is less than fifteen

( 15) minutes lay -over at any terminus for one .

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT madeand
man car only , that breakfast and supper relief

entered into by and between the EAST PENN shall be furnished by the Company, with the enti
ELECTRIC COMPANY, its heirs, lessees or assigns ception that meal relief be furnished Schuykill

or successors, party of the first part, and hereina
Haven and Orwigsburg Division on the P. M.

after, for convenience ,called theCompany," and shift . Ten (10) minutes be given for marking on

the AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF and ten (10) minutes for marking off time on two

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM man cars, and that ten ( 10 ) minutes be given for

LOYEES OF AMERICA , DIVISION 118 OP marking on and fifteen (15) minutes marking off

OTTSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA , party of the
time one -man cars . ( Nine (9) consecutive

second part , and hereinafter, for convenience, called hours shall constitute a day's work for platform

the “ Association . "
men . All dead head time to be paid , whether to

WHEREAS: It is understood by both of the or from trip . Any regular run that is scheduled
above parties that it is for their mutual interest and

for more than twelve ( 12) hours shall be paid

the convenience of the public that there shall be eighteen ( 18 ) hours. Any conductor, motorman or

continuous and uninterrupted street railway service operator called upon to report for extra work shall

and, there being no disposition on the part of the
be paid from the time they report in person at

said Association to make unjust or vexatious de the Car Barn and until released . No report in

mands upon the said Company, and it being the person at the Car Barn to pay for less than one

desire of the Company to treat its employees fairly, ( 1 ) hour's time, whether called upon to take car

justly and without prejudice or discrimination, it
out or not. Runs shall be in accordance with what

is hereby mutually agreed . is known as one ( 1 ) week early and one ( 1 ) week

SECTION 1. The said Company , through its late shift, but these changes will take place on

properly authorized officers, will at all times, meet Sundays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, each Division

and treat with the properly authorized officers and
alternating every , eight . (8) weeks. When possible.

committees of the Association upon any questions the Company will provide relief for all men desiring

of contention of grievance that may arise during the same when making these changes if extra men
the life of this agreement. are available . No shift shall pay less than nine

SECTION 2,
( 9 ) hours.

Upon the failure of adjustment of
No regular safety car operator shall be

any case by procedure as provided in Section 1 of
called upon to work more than one ( 1) shift in a

single day on a safety car.
this agreement, either party hereto is hereby author
ized to order such case or cases to arbitration by SECTION 6. Regular men shall not be called
written notice. Such written notice for arbitration upon to perform extra work when extra men are

shall specify the subject matter to be submitted to
available. Continuous time shall be paid if not

arbitration and contain the names and addresses
more than two (2 ) hours elapse between reports.

of the arbitrator of the choice of the party sub SECTION 7. All runs known to be open shall

mitting such notice . be filled by 4 P. M. the day before . All runs

Upon receipt of such notice by either party to open after the board is made the night before shall
the Agreement the party receiving the same, be filled by men making the A. M. report in the
respondent, shall within five ( 5 ) days from the order of their standing on the board . The first

receipt thereof make acknowledgment in writing, A. M. crew on the board shall take first assignment,
such acknowledgment to bear the name and address whether extra or regular. The first two (2 ) men on
of the arbitrator of the respondent. Neglect in the Extra Board, known as emergency mea, shall

acknowledgment herein provided and within be allowed nine (9) hours' pay per man whether
said five (5) days, shall be forfeiture of case by worked or not to move the Extra Board . The

respondent. The two arbitrators thus chosen , one first man shall report at 4:45 A. M. and be on
each by the parties hereto , shall meet from day to call to cover all work until 1:45 P. M. and shall
day for the purpose of the selection of a third be allowed nine (9) hours' pay . The second man

arbitrator to complete the Board of Arbitration , shall report at 12:45 P. M. and be on call to cover
In the event that within ten ( 10) days from the all work until 9:45 P. M. and shallbe allowed
dateof the appointment of the arbitrator by the nine ( 9 ) hours' pay . All extra men making early

respondent there shall have been no third arbitrator morning report shall be paid for two (2) hours
chosen by the arbitrators selected by the parties reporting time, excepting those assigned to regular
hereto , then immediately upon expiration of said runs or emergency . Those receiving an assignment
ten ( 10) days there shall be a meeting of the shall be paid from the time they report until ex:
properly authorized representatives of the parties cused. No extra car shall pay less than two ( 2 )
hereto, in conjunction with the two arbitrators hours . All regular runs shall be filled from day to

aiready selected . Such meeting is provided for the day for fifteen ( 15) days, After fifteen ( 15 ) days

purpose that a joint endeavor shall be made to the runs shall be filled by the oldest extra men.
select a third arbitrator or adjust the case, Im SECTION 8. The , preference of the runs shall
mediately after an arbitration board is created by be given to the men in accordance with their
the provision hereto, such board of arbitration shall

seniority in the service of the Company.
This

meet and receive all of the evidence to be submitted
seniority rightdoesnot apply to snowplows, line

by both parties hereto bearing upon the case cars or crane cars . The oldest man in continuous

cases submitted for arbitration. After all of the service shall have the choiceof runsin the capacity
testimony and evidence have been submitted in in which he is employed . Any run that is vacant

the case, the said board of arbitrators shall submit or a new run created shall be advertised for three

their findings in writing to both parties hereto , and ( 3) days, and the oldest applicant for the same
the decision of a majority of such board shall be shall be given the run . Extra work car to be given

final and binding upon theparties hereto during the the oldest extra men. Any conductor, motorman
life of this agreement. Each party hereto shall or operator off duty shall be notified of the adver.

bear the expense of its own arbitrator and both tised run . In the event of a conductor, motorman

parties shall share and share alike in paying the

expense of the third arbitrator and such other

or operator being reported for a failure of Com.

pany's rules, said conductor, motorman or operator
necessary expenses incurred by order of the board shall be given a chance to defend himself before

of arbitration . Theboard of arbitration as pro offense is charged on record against him.

vided herein , shall meet at Pottsville, Pennsylvania ,
SECTION 9.

hear and decide all questions brought before them .
No conductor , motorman or oper

In all matters pertaining to time , rules and pro

ator employed at Palo Alto Car Barn shall have

cedure of arbitration , & majority of the board of any right to claim any run or seniority at Lansford

arbitration shall constitute authority .
Car Barn , nor any conductor, motorman or operator

SECTION 3. When any member of the Asso
employed at Lansford to claim anyright or seniority

at Palo Alto Car Barn .
ciation has been suspended or discharged and ,

SECTION 10.
after an investigation , he is found to have been

The Company agrees that it will

unjustly suspended or discharged , he shall be rein . not oppose any of its employees in belonging to the

Association .stated by the Company and paid for all the time

lost on account of such suspension or discharge. SECTION 11 . The rate of wages during the

When a member is suspended he does not have to life of this Agreement shall be as follows:

report or , if called upon to report , his suspension Conductors and motormen shall be paid 56 cents

ceases. hour for first year service , and 61 cents per
SECTION 4. It is further mutually understood

and agreed that al employees affected by this

have free transportation
The differential of 6 % cents per hour now paid

at

After one
safety car operators shall be effective during the

times on all divisions by annual passes.
life of this Agreement .( 1 ) year's service annual passes will be issued to

the wife or mother of the employee .
TO- WIT : Operators of safety cars shall be paid

as

or

agreement shall
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same
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62 % , cents per hour for first year, and 67% ceats sylvania , have caused this Agreement to be signed

per hour thereafter. by the Executive Committee of the Division atore .

SUPPLEMENT TO SECTION 11 . Applying
said as members of the Amalgamated Association,

and by its President, under authority of the Amalga
to the Coal CastleDivision , one flagmanonA.M.
shift, and one flagman on P. M. shift at 45 cents

mated Association with its seal attached .

per hour. In case of a flagman being off through
Signedthis 30th day of December,1926.

EAST PENN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
illness or otherwise, at the end of thirty (30) days

the vacancy, shall be advertised at flagman rating:
(Signed ) W. H. Evans,

It being further mutually,understoodand agreed
Manager of Railways.

upon that trainmen shall be given preference for (Signed ) Thomas R. Berger,

such work. Trainnen filling vacancies as flagman , President, Division 118, Amalgamated Association

will retain their respective and original seniority of Street and Electric Railway Employees of

on trainmen's seniority, list . Trainmen temporarily America .

assigned to perform the duties of fagman , shall EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

receive the regular two-man rate. (Signed ) Abraham Hughes,

( Signed ) Ruben Bensinger,
SECTION 12. The rules and regulations of this

( Signed ) James Collins ,
Company, whether by regular book of rules or by

bulletins posted , are to be at all times obeyed and
Signed) Harry Heller,

carried out by the members of the Association,
(Signed ) George Eckert.

and say, failure to comply with the
will

subject theoffender to suspension or dismissal from
the Company's employ. No order shall conflict

with this agreement.

SECTION 13 . From time to time, as circum .

stances warrant or permit, employees may be granted
a leave of absence.

SECTION 14. This Agreement shall be in full

iorce and effect beginning January 1, 1927, and con:

tinue to be binding upon bothparties hereto until

and including December 31, 1927.

The rate of wages for overtime shall be the
We ask all members of

same as scheduled above for regular time.

Shop Men organized labor to pur

SECTION 1 . Scale of hours constituting a day's chase shoes bearing our

work shall prevail as determined by the Company .

SECTION 2. All time over present scale of hours Union Stamp on

as determined by the Company shall be considered

overtime, and shall be paid at the rate of time and the sole, inner
one-half time.

S SECTION 3.
WORKERS UNION

Men working other than their sole or lining of

regular Sunday shift, paid at the rate of time and
the shoe. We ask

one-half time.
UNIONISTAMP

ION ESTAMPE SECTION Seniority rights shall prevail
you not to buy

according to merit as determined by the Company .

SECTION 5. Any man filling the position pay any shoes unless Factory

ing a higher rate than his own shall receive the

rate for said position, provided he is qualified to you actually see
do the work assigned ; such qualification to be

determinedby the Company. this UnionUnion Stamp .

SECTION 6. All men who are required to work

a holiday shall be notified at least two ( 2 )days
before. No work done on Sundays or Holidays Boot & Shoe

unless absolutely necessary .

SECTION 7. It is further mutually understood Worker's Union

and agreed that all employees affected by this
agreement shall have free transportation at all Affiliated with the

times on all divisions by annual passes. After one American Federation of Labor

(1 ) year's service annual passes will be issued to

the wife or mother of the employees. 246 SummerSt. Boston , Mass.

SECTION 8. When there is a man off on night COLLIS LOVELY , General President

shift, that the Company put a substitute in his CHAS. L. BAINE, General Sec'y -'Treas.
place to do the work.

It is further understood and agreed that the

following rate of wages will apply to the shop or
car barn men:

Rate Rate
The poor you will have always with you

Per Hour Per Hour

First Year Second Year cultivate in them , while there is yet time,
Painters .. 62 ¢ 654 the utmost graces of the fancies and affec
Armature Winders 674 69 €

tions to adorn their lives, so much in needCarpenters.. 624 65-67 €

Car Inspectors. 52 ¢ 56 € of ornament.-- Dickens.

55-58 €
Pitmen Helpers . 49 € 51 €
Oilers .. 504 52 €

Car Cleaners . 47 49 €
If You Don't Receive Your

Lampmen
47 € 49€ Motorman and Conductor

Airmen .: 56 € 60 €

Individual rates in the above classification may
fill in this coupon and hand it to your F. S. ,

be increased at the option of the Company .
or mail it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR,

260 East High St. , Detroit , Mich .
THIS CONTRACT is signed in good faith with

the expectation that no general reduction in the
Name . Div. No......

present rates will be ordered by the Public Service
Commission. However, should the Tariff of this

Street .
Company be forced down by saidCommission, the

wage rates willbereduced proportionately, only as
decided by arbitrationherein provided . Former Address

INWITNESS WHEREOF, The East Penn Elec

tric Company has caused this Agreement to be
No........ Street

signed by its Manager; and the Amalgamated
Association of Street andElectric RailwayEmployees Post Office

of America .DivisionNo. 118 ofPottsville, Penn

Pitmen . 53 €



Athletics and
Saving

ManyHE athlete gets far more than exercise in

striving for his laurels - he receives good

mental training, physical development, and

above all , character development.

The saver, like the athlete , receives far more

benefits from saving than the accumulation

of wealth - for saving builds character, encour

ages thrift and lays the foundation forsuccess.
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THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

46 Branches in Detroit
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A SOURCE OF SATISFACTION
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TO EVERY WEARER

For Sale by Dealers

A call
WRITE FOR SAMPLES
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FRED M.BATCHELDER CO.

120 HARRISON AVENUE
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FASHION LETTER

One Piece Frocks share honors this season with the

Two Piece Frocks. The latter are now reinforced by

the bolero and short jacket styles. A very attractive

effect is that of the two tiered skirt, mounted on a

blouse , which is finished with a bolero ; these creating

a three tiered treatment.

Many of the new styles show drapery in some form

or other ; sometimes it is in skirt fulness caught in at

the sides or centre front , or extending below the hem ,

or , it may be tie or sash effects that simulate drapery

-or, cascades or jabots that lend graceful irregularity

to straight effects.

Hips are slender in the new fashions ; shoulders

appear broader,

· Blouse fulness is noticeable above close fitting hips.

Short jacket suits are much in evidence.

The jacket blouse is very popular, sometimes button .

ing in cardigan jacket style and again displayed in

surplice and double-breasted cffect.

Sleeveless boleros and sleeveless coats also have a

place in this season's styles.

The mannish two-piece tailored suit is also in fashion .

It is made up in homespun twill land other woolen

materials , and in soft tailored effect in Alat crepe,

canton, wool crepe and crepella. Usually in the soft

finish the jacket is belted and the skirt is joined to a

blouse or bodice top .

Sports suits in basket weaves, tweeds cashmere and

jersey have separate blouses of a fabric contrasting in

tone and material.

One- piece dresses are also seen with jacket accompani

ment.

The tunic blouse is returning, and tunic effects are

seen in some new dresses.

Skirts have not aided to their length , many mod ls

show the front plaited and the back plain , but one

also sees skirts in side or box plaiting all around.

In sheer crepes and in chiffons, also in taffeta, full

gathered skirts are seen. Inverted plaits are effected

in the centre front and at the sides of skirts .

Compose effects are new and very attractive in

some contrasts such as mauve and violet , pink and

red , black and white.

In bolero designs, vestees and yokes the compose is

shown in lovely contrasts.

5759

5746

5746, Misses' Dress.
Cut in 3 Sizes : 16 , 18 and 20 years. An 18 year size requires

3 yards of 40 inch material with 78 yard of contrasting material
for sleeve inserts, collar and waist portions , The width of the

skirt at the lower edge is 1 % yard . Price 12c .

5759. Girls' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 8 , 10 , 12 and 14 years . A 10 year size p quir is

24 yards of 40 inch material with one yard of contrasting m.s
terial. Price 12c.

5741, Ladies ' Morning Frock .
Cut in 7 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38 , 40, 42 , 44 and 46 inches bus

measure .
A 38 inch size requires 34 yards of 36 inch mats !

with yard of contrasting material. The width of the driss

ar the lower edge with plaits extended is 1 % yard . Price 12c .

5756. Boys' Suit .
Cut in 3 Sizes: 2 , 4 and 6 years. If made with long sleeves,

for a year size , 1% yard of 44 inchmaterial will be requisit
li made with short sleeves 1% yard will be required. Pnce 12c .

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 124 in silver or stamps for our UP -TO -DATE SPRINIand SUMMER
1927 BOOK OF FASITIONS, showing color

plates, and containing 500 designs of Ladies , Mises and Chi!

dren's Patterns, a CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE

ON DRESSMAKING
, ALSO SOME POINTS FOR TUE

NEEDLE illustrating ' 37 of the various, simple stitches! al !
valuable hints to the home dressmaker.

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO . ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn , N. Y.

5756
5741

C
E



$ 2750

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

of

Thaveexpressed adesireto own acivilian

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here, at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands,The Bloch Companyhas

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fineappearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have long been famous.

We're anxious to have you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50 . If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted.

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.

BUCD

UNITE
D

The Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic

tured here and opposite

are both made of the

same pure wool,fine

quality material to sell ac

an equally low price.

C
L
O
T
H
I
N
G

Union Label in both Uni

form and Civilian Suits

litiging

Miloch/

UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY

The Bloch Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge . Also Trolley Jim Time Book.

Name

Address

Name of Dealer_
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was

dent . At the time of his death President

Mink Chairman of the Board of

Trustees of the Ohio Valley Trades and

Labor Assembly and was one of the active

spirits in the labor movement as embracing

the Wheeling and vicinity Trades and Labor

Union Organization . His bereaved widow ,

Mrs. Alice Mink, has the profound sympa

thy of the Association .

THE NON-UNION MAN

man a

to

There is always before all , the question

of the effect of non -unionism upon the

social order of mankind .

Just who is the non -union man ?

Just what relation to the social order

and to the social welfare of mankind is

the non -union man , that would cause him

to become a subject for study or dis

cussion ?

In the period of slavery these questions

arose relative to slave men .

Is the present day non -union

milestone from which advancement must be

marked ?

We are not obliged to go from the

American Continent to attain some idea of

social advancement and the force kindled

that inspires advancement .

Among the early laws in the Massa

chusetts Colony was a section that pro

vided that : " If any servants run away

from their masters, the magistrate and two

chief inhabitants are press men and

boats or pinnaces at the public expense to
LATE PRESIDENT PAUL MINK

pursue such persons by sea and land and

Division No. 975 , Elm Grove , W. Va . bring them back by force of arms. In

this case the word “ servant" meant the

The recent death of Brother Paul Mink non-union wage worker-the employe of

of Division No. 975, Elm Grove , W. Va.. manorial lords , merchants, shippers and

has taken from the ranks of the Amalga plantation owners . That law was passed in

mated Association one of the devoted mem 1630 . Another section of the New England

bers of the American labor movement, Colony Laws. decreed that the freemen of

Brother Mink was born October 15 , 1866 , the towns should " agree amongst them

and was past sixty years of age at the selves about the prices and rates of all

time of his death . He was one of the workmen's labor, and servant's wages , '

original creators of Division No. 975 , the There is a provision that wages should be

Local having been established from what paid in corn, the value of which was to

was previously existing as the Elm Grove be adjudged by two disinterested freemen .

Branch of Division No. 103 , Wheeling , If they could not agree, the magistrate

W. Va . The membership of Division No. appointed a third arbiter. A later act

975 are employed by a company separate prohibited the allotting of any lot of land

from the property ownership of the lines any plantation to any servant - wage

upon which the present old Division No. worker- " till he hath approved his faith

103 are employed. Brother Mink became fulness to his master during his time of

the first president of the Elm Grove Local service."

and held that position at the time of his Some over two hundred years ago , certain

death . Brother Harry Dean is vice-presi colonial acts were directed against fugitive

in

> !
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serve

In a

was

case

were

was

he

company and

was a

servants — non -union wage workers and who associated together to improve their

their entertainment . The fugitive servant , status in life , that advancement should

when captured, was required to come to those whom they leave behind.

double time with his master as a penalty . To what degree has the non -union man

The bonding out of poor men's boys and contributed in this line of progress ?

girls was provided, by which those children There are occasional illustrations arising,

were to work for a master until they grew identifying the non -union man . As an

to manhood or womanhood . instance : recent wage arbitration,

Even at the time the United States of where an employe had taken advantage of

America established in 1775 , these a so-called " yellow dog" agreement and

colonial laws existed , and extended to the carried a petition for wage rates of 60

regulating of slave ownership. Among the cents per hour for first six months service

laws that existed was a colonial law that men ; 63 cents per hour for the second

prohibited a servant-wage worker - from six months service men, and 65 cents per

traveling more than ten miles from the hour for those of one year of service, to a

master's house without a note from the state public service commission , where the

master or mistress, dame or overseer , or was heard, he was sustained by sev

else be liable to penalties as a runaway. eral wage workers who gave evidence that

The penalty was en days' additional service the present wage from which the increase

per each day's absence . was sought, beginning at 37 cents per hour

A law provided that: “ No person was was too low and that the wages sought

allowed to trade or barter with a servant none too high . To counter this

under penalty of two thousand pounds of evidence , the management of the employing

tobacco ; goods thus bartered were to be street railway company brought forth a

recovered and the offender was punishable half dozen motormen and conductors to

by a lashing of thirty stripes upon the testify before the public service commission .

bare back ." The evidence of one of these men

Wage workers could not be married with that he could see no reason why the in

out the express approval of the master and crease asked should be sought, as the wage

mistress . was receiving was abundant for his

Following the establishment of the United needs . He testified that he was married

States of America, one finds that in Massa and his family comprised his wife and four

chusetts, then to be elected a state senator, children. He was an operator in the trans,

a canidate must have a freehold in the portation service of the

state of a value not less than three hun practically assured the commission that he

dred pounds ( $ 1,500 ) or a minimum per
non-union man. His evidence

sonal estate of not less than $ 3,000. No opposed an increase in wages.

one could yote in the state of Massa

chusetts that was not a freeholder with an

It is unnecessary to suggest that the

evidence of these witnesses who testified

annual income or owner of an estate
that they did not need an increase in

worth not less than $ 300. Capitalistic
wages and saw no reason for the applica

qualification also was required to be elected tion

to the House of Representatives.

was believed by the public service

commission . No one could believe such

In Maryland, to be elected governor, evidence . Yet, there, the non -union man

the candidate was required to have identified himself. Was he contributing to

freehold of lands and tenements of not less the advancement of mankind, or

than one thousand pounds ( $5,000 ) . contributing to the selfish policy of the

Wage workers have been vastly relieved employing property management, a policy

of the restrictions under which they were that stands in the way ofsocial progress?

controlled in the early history of the Was it this type of man that contributed

United States and practically all other to the condition that brought forth so

governments. Did this release come called Bolshevism in Russia ? His attitude

through the efforts of the non -union man , assisted in effectingan intolerable situation.

when we conceive today the status of the Fortunately , they are not sufficiently

non -union man ? numerous in this country, at this time, to

There are no liberties enjoyed by wage endanger the present industrial system , as

workers today in excess of the despotic less than half a dozen men were supplied

restriction
s

that existed back in the early by this employing property , that employs

days but that the relief has come through some 1,100 men, to testify that 37 cents

the associated movements of wage workers, per hour was a satisfactor
y

wage , or even

themselves. The non -union man was there that a maximum wage of 42 cents per hour

only as a barrier or stumbling block . He was the satisfactory wage . That man knew

was wholly subdued . He was bred to that that he was falsifying under oath . He

subjection and incapable of resoluting knew that he was falsifying from fear

against it-an object for profound sympa that fear that has made progress so slow

thy . Fear was his deadening influence, as that fear that has lessened respect on the

it is today. part of the vast army of wage workers for

Wage workers have created and extended the non-union man .

organization as means of progress and That witness

every mark of progress in the social order evidence of the nature of what the non

in the interest of mankind--men , women union man has done in the way of progress

and children - has been promoted solely by for men , women and children -- the great

unionized wage workers-men and social order of mankind.

an

a

was he

"

m
a
i
n

a was a sample, and his

percentwomen
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to wage

That witness was indisputable evidence ACTIVE STATE FEDERATION

that there exists no equality for contract Address by J. B. Lawson at State

making between a non-union man and the A. F. of L. Convention

It
management of an employing property .

is a clear illustration of the subjection General Executive Board Member J. B.

under which non- union men are compelled Lawson attended the 15th Annual Con

to work. That man , in his evidence, de
vention of the Louisiana State Federation

clared the status of the non-union man .
of Labor, held at Baton Rouge, La., April

A non-union man is a victim , the same 4, 5 and 6. Division No. 558, of Shreve

today as in the early history of the United port, was represented at this convention

States and other nations, He is the by President H. W. Robertson and Secre

victim of tyranny and he stands as tary J. D. Elliott . Brother Lawson , in

combination of fear and absence of self. speaking to the convention in the interest

confidence. of the Amalgamated Association , made the

The organization of wage workers is the following address :

product of those wage workers who are Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen ,

mentally capable of subduing fear and Fellow Trade Unionists: I cannot command

relegating it by mental processes and under language that could properly and suffi

standings. The union man is the ciently express my very deep appreciation

who is capable of comprehending that the in meeting, you here, to gréct you and

only advancement for wage workers must associate with you on this occasion .

come through the united endeavor of wage “ I am pleased, beyond words, at the

workers, and it is this type of wage work splendid showing that this State Federation

ers that have sought the liberation of wage of Labor has made within the Organized

workers and have succeeded in the measure Labor Movement in this state. You have

of advancement that has come
been a guidance and an inspiration in the

workers,
interest of the American Federation of

There is no attack on the part of man Labor and I am pleased to announce that

agements of non -union employing proper my own Local Division 558 is a charter

ties that is directed against continuation of member of this State Federation . Natu

non -unionism . Why? Non -unionism places rally , I have watched with great interest

the control of the distribution of wealth the growth of this organization, also its

from production exclusively in the hands influence and work, and have been deeply

of the profit taker. It places the fixing impressed with the way in which the State

of wages and working conditions, as much Federation has served the membership and

in the hands of the profit taker as did the
how it has been a great support of the

early colonial law , that decreed that free Organized Labor Movement.

men of towns should “ agree amongst them. “ In my official capacity, before this 15th

selves about the prices and rates of all Annual Convention , I wish to convey to

workmen's labor, and servant's wages." you , your officers and members here

We observe these " freemen" today, organ assembled, and through you to those whom

ized under the " American plan " - " open you represent, the fraternal greetings of

shop employers association." Thus " free the membership of the Amalgamated Asso
men '

are organized . The big thing for ciation of Street and Electric Railway

which they are organized is wage fixing Employes of America, that represents the
and the control of labor. The big thing street and electric rail car and bus operators

for which they are organized is antagonism of the United States and Canada. Please

of the organization of wage workers. allow me to say that I feel greatly honored

Is the non -union man the emblem of low that I am able to speak for such an organi

wages and retroaction ? zation that has done so much for the street

Even a non-union
railway throughout the American

wants better

wages than he is receiving , although his
Continent, under the leadership of that

unsubdued fear compels him
grand old Internationalto swear ,
President Wm . D. Mahon . It is an honor

under oath , that his wages are perfectly

satisfactory.
of which any man can be justly proud.

The non-union man needs the assistance
I know that you must feel intensely happy

of the unionmanin the way of educating
and satisfied in being conscious of the fact

him to the importance of organization and
that you , too, form a part of this great,

militant Organized Labor Movement
,

to the knowledge of the fact that it is to

his own interest, his own welfare, the wel
through which the organized wage workers

fare of his wife and children , that he shall
accomplish so much in the interest of the

social order of mankind. We should all
unite with his fellow workers as a pro

foundly devoted trade unionist .
feel happily proud that our names are on

the roll that goes to make up the great

family of Organized Labor. I congratulate
The " open shop' is designed not to assure you , your officers and members upon the

the freedom of the workers, but to safeguard splendid progress you have made, and I

the power of the unchallengeable masters. know that the Organized Labor Movement
Open is a misnomer and a delusion , for open of this great American country appreciates

has something of the atmosphere and con beyond measure the support and assistance
notation of freedom . The open shop is the that mutually comes in your efforts to

open door to industrial despotism . - Rabbi promote the general welfare and happiness
Stephen S. Wise. of mankind .

men
man

man of ours ,

+
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war

“ I sincerely congratulate the members of

the various local organizations of this state

upon the erection of the magnificent monu

ment to the memory of our late Brother

T. J. Greer, and with these few remarks

and assuring you of my continued devotion

to the work in which you are engaged,

further wishing you behalf of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes , of America a

harmonious and successful convention and

Godspeed in your work, I thank you."

on

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

INTERESTED

car

an

as

us

“ I am reminded and cannot help from

speaking of the trying moments that

Organized Labor has experienced in the

last few years. Immediately following the

some employers of labor, by their

action , showed not idealistic intensity in

the interest of humanity. Certain manu

facturers , chambers of commerce and em

ployers organizations began plotting under

the banner of the so -called American Plan

to destroy the Organized Labor Movement

that had so willingly responded to the

call in the interest of humanity in that

dark and dreary hour. Organized wage

workers responded with a loss of member

ship in the interest of honor, in the interest

of this nation and with financial aid ; but

notwithstanding all of this , no sooner was

the war over than the American Plan cam

paign started . The drive was made to

destroy Organized Labor and every organi

zation in the Labor Movement felt its

influence. Yet , how bravely and coura

geously did our organizations meet this

antagonism ! Due to the great leadership

and the intense devotion of the member

ship , the American Federation of Labor

today stands out the institution in

progressive welfare in the interest of man

kind, in the interest of our wives and

families, in the interest of our great Ameri

can Republic and in the interest of that

grand democratic reign in Canada. We

have shown that progress with honest in

tent cannot be barred , much less destroyed .

“ Let sincerely trust that the em

ployes and employers have become better

acquainted and thatfair justice stands out

in the demand for them to sit around the

table and adjust all differences that may

arise. Where such mutuality exists , there

need be no radical warfare, as all matters

can be adjusted on that grand principle

sustained by the American Labor Move

ment—the principle of fair arbitration .

“ I might mention many things in line

of progress for which the American Labor

Movement is wholly responsible, but I will

not bear upon your time. Let me suggest

that the protection of children as designed

by the Child Labor Law . was an incentive

responded to by Organized Labor. We

were successful in having it passed by

Congress, but you will bear in mind that

in several states they failed to ratify this

great human piece of Congressional legis

lation . Let me remind you that the effort

of Labor for this law is not over -- that we

shall work all the harder in the future for

the establishment of this amendment in the

interest of even our yet unborn children .

“ Before I conclude, let me say one word

in behalf of our late beloved friend and

leader , Brother Thomas J. Greer , who was

for fourteen years president of the Louisiana

State Federation of Labor . Your friend

and mine , a friend of progress,

intensely devoted to the Labor Movement,

we miss him . It is with deep regret on

our part that he is not here with us with

his counsel and personal affection, but we

have the miemory of the good work he did , and

this will linger, for the many moons to come.

About a year ago International President

W. D. Mahon received letters from street

men employed in Indianapolis , Ind.,

requesting that they be assisted in organiz

ing . President Mahon delegated Înter

national Vice -Presidents John M. Parker

and Robert B. Armstrong to assist the

Indianapolis street railway men in forming

organization . Division No. 976 was

instituted. However, before the Local was es

tablished with a membership of 805 members,

the company petitioned to Federal Judge

Robert C. Baltzell and obtained an in

junction restraining Vice- Presidents Parker

and Armstrong from soliciting membership

among the Indianapolis street railway men

and prohibiting them from calling a strike.

The company, in its antagonism , progres

sively dismissed sixty - four members for

joining the Union and refused to entertain

any application on the part of the em

ployes for their reinstatement. However, on

the 5th of July , 1926 , the employes sus

pended work, recognizing that the company
had instituted a lock -out. Within a brief

time thereafter Vice- Presidents Parker and

Armstrong were arrested upon a charge

of contempt and the Court held that they

guilty of violating the injunction

and sentenced them each to ninety days'

imprisonment. The case was immediately

appealed and recently the Courtof Appeals

in Chicago sustained the penalties imposed

by Judge Baltzeil upon Vice - Presidents

Parker and Armstrong . Of course an appeal

will be taken from this decision, very likely

to the Supreme Court of the United States.

Upon this case , however, President William

Green of the American Federation of Labor

has issued a statement , which reads :

“ The decision of the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals, confirming the

action of Judge Baltzell of the Federal

District Court of Indiana infinding Organ

izers Robert Armstrong and John Parker,

Representatives of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and ElectricRailway Em

ployes guilty of violating an injunction, is

truly disappointing and again attracts our

attention to the inconvenience and suffer

ing to which labor organizations and labor

representatives are subjected through the

use of the injunctive process . It is alleged

that Organizers Armstrong andParker vio

lated the injunction issued by the District

Court at Indianapolis by persuading em ;

ployes of the street railway company of

were

a man
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Indianapolis to join bona fide trade

union,

" It is difficult for workers to understand

that any representative of organized labor

would be committing a crime by merely

asking men to join a trade union . No

decision of the courts will ever convince

laboring men that it is a crime to request

and persuade non-union to become

union members and become identified with

an American trade union .

" Because of this principle involved in the

injunction proceedings at Indianapolis and

the alleged violation of the injunction on

the part of Organizers Armstrong and

Parker, the American Federation of Labor

is deeply interested in this case .
We are

glad indeed to know that the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America is taking an appeal

to the Supreme Court of the United States

from the decision of the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals in Chicago. We

cannot believe that the highest court in

the land will sustain this decision .

rate we ought to find out whether or not

the Supreme Court of the United States

will affirm the decision which means that

men must be sent to jail merely because

they requested non -union men to join a

trade union affiliated with the American

Federation of Labor .

“ The American Federation of Labor will

assist the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes in

every way possible in prosecuting this

appeal to the Supreme Court of the United

States. "

tions operating in the. Bedford -Bloomington

district of Indiana and the Stone Cutters'

Union .

The suit brought by the Bedford Cut

Stone Company and other corporations,

charged that the general union of the stone

cutters and some of its officers and affili

ated local unions had combined and con

spired to commit acts in restraint of

interstate commerce . An injunction was

sought to prevent the union men from

committing what was alleged by the cor

porations to be " great and irreparable

damage."

The Clayton Act , when it became a law ,

was heralded as new charter of liberty

for the wage earners . It has since been

changed by the courts into a new and very

embarrassing legal fetter.

What can the unions do in the face of

this new decision ? Nothing, so far as this

particular case is concerned, but accept

the decision . But they can also accept the

fact that, unless they adopt the method so

generally and successfully used by the

corporations — publicity -- and make their

ideals and aspirations known to the people

in a quest for public sympathy and public

support, they may expect more and more

adverse decisions, accompanied by the dis

sents of Justices Brandeis and Holmes .

If they do not arouse themselves to the

necessities of a new day , and a new order,

they may not be surprised to find some

day that Justices Brandeis and Holmes

have realized that they stand alone in

their passion for industrial freedom , and

that their dissents are seed sown in barren

ground. Publicity of the right kind is the

great modern weapon in the struggle for

industrial liberty and equal opportunity .

At any

11

THUNDERING IN THE INDEX

By James M. Lynch

COMPANY UNION ATTACKEDThe Supreme Court of the United States

has spoken again in a labor case , adding

another fetter to the activities of the

unions. What will the unions do about it ?

Fume and fuss for a time, and then go

along as best they can until another de

cision arouses them from their slumbers.

The instant case is that of the stone

cutters, They had refused to cut stone

prepared by non -union men , or to use their

own definition, cut by men working, in

opposition to their association. The affected

companies applied for an injunction to

prevent the stone cutters from carrying on

their policy , and the district Federal Court

refused a preliminary injunction and it was

upheld by the Federal Circuit Court. The

Supreme Court reversed the Circuit Court

and granted the injunction .

It was under Section 16 of the Clayton

Act that the injunction
was sought for

relief " against threatened loss or damage by

a violation of the anti-trust laws."

Approval of the use of the injunction in

was given by divided
court. Justices Brandeis and Holmes

sharply dissented . In separate opinions

Justices Sanford and Stone concurred with

The Louisiana State Federation of Labor,

in convention assembled, in Baton Rouge ,

La ., early in April, adopted a resolution

condemning a proposed " progressive, be

nevolent and social club " among street car

men of New Orleans.

Convention delegates charged that the

proposed organization would be a veil for

the operation of an open shop system of

employment- that it was a mask for the

open shop ,

The convention adopted resolution

urging all members of the Federation

eligible to join the American Legion, in

view of the cordial relations which have

always existed between the Legion and

Organized Labor.

a

labor
disputes

a

A bill in the Pennsylvania Legislature,

denying the operation of street rail cars

with one man , has been killed . The killing

of this bill allows the continuance of

operation of one-man upon street

railways . Opposition to the bill was upon

the argument that the operation of one

cars would permit the street railway

service at a lesser fare than upon two -man

car operation.

cars

the
majority.

This
inan

is the outgrowth of long
standing trouble between limestone corpora

case
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ASSOCIATION

Articles of Constitution

Section 1. The objects of this Association shall be

to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high plane

of intelligence, efficiency and skill ; to encourage the

formation in Division associations of Sick Benefit

Funds; to establish schools of instruction and ex.

amination for imparting a practical knowledge of

modern and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally; to encourage

the settlement of all disputes between employer and

employes by arbitration ; to secure employment and
adequate pay for our work; to reduce the hours of

daily labor and by all legal and proper means to
elevate our moral, intellectual and social conditions.

Unsigned communications cannot be published.

Names of correspondents will not appear with their

products unless by special permission of the corre

spondent . Matter for publication should be in not

later than the 2nd of the month , and should be

written on one side of the paper.
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How many Locals of the Amalgamated

Association are building a fund , set aside

to pay the expense of being represented in

the Twentieth Convention of the Associa

tion that will be held in Birmingham , Ala . ,

in September ?

pension of work , and that they were re

strained from doing so by the Federal

Court's injunction and would positively

live up to the injunction . With this evi.

dence before him , Judge Baltzell held that

these two representatives of Labor had

violated the injunction by causing the

suspension of work . He assumed to so

read between the lines of the evidence he

had before him . He refused a jury trial.

Isn't it safe to presume that most Federal

Courts would have respected the evidence
before them?

The big meeting of the Amalgamated

Association will convene in Birmingham ,

Ala ., September 12. It is a meeting at

which every member of the Association is

entitled to be represented. It is where the

laws and policies of the Association to

govern for another term of two years will

be made and established . Each branch of

the Association should there be represented

by one more delegates .
This repre

sentation can be had by preparing for it .

or

It is reported that Federal Judge Robert

C. Baltzell, of the Indianapolis Federal

Court District , was admitted to the bar

as a Federal attorney immediately after he

was appointed Federal Judge, and immedi

ately before he could be installed as a

Federal Judge. The assumption that

Federal Courts should be qualified for

Federal practice as attorneys may cause

some suspicion of the ability of one who

has never be admitted to the Federal

bar, to serve as Federal Judge, when the

law is so discriminatory as to provide that

judges must be barristers qualified lawyers

within the realm within which they are to

serve as judges.

In a late decision of the Supreme Court

of the United States, in which it was held

as a violation of the Clayton Act for

Union Structural Workers to refuse to use

the products of non-union quarry compa

nies of Indianapolis, two of the Federal

Court disagreed with the majority in render

ing a decision . When a Supreme Court

renders a decision to which a minority of

the Court protest and disagree , does not

that make the decision questionable and

subject to reversion by change of the

personnel of the Court ?

In the case of International Vice-Presi

dents Robert B. Armstrong and John M.

Parker, who were sentenced to ninety days'

imprisonment by Federal Judge Robert C.

Baltzell, of the Indianapolis District, the

proofin the hands of the Court was that

Vice- Presidents Armstrong and Parker took

the stand before the employes that they

had no right to encourage a strike or sus

Abraham Lincoln and many other sub

stantial authorities recognized the status of

wage earners . They recognized that wage

workers are
a considerable army of the

great human family. They recognized that

the social order cannot progress, generally,

except with the progressionof wage work

Wage workers have advanced through

the intellectual advancement that has come

to them through their own struggle for

rights ,through theirown struggle to be

ers.
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respected as wage workers, the same

though they should become capitalistic.

The advancement of organized labor is the

mark of advancement in reasoning process

on the part of wage workers . It is the

mark of advancement in mentality .

Abraham Lincoln said : “ Working men

and should have the right to

organize ; labor is prior to , of greater value

and entitled to greater consideration than

capital; capital is only the product of

labor . " What respect for the opinion of

Abraham Lincoln has the Courts that issue

injunctions prohibitive of employes organ

izing?

In Buffalo, Mayor Frank X. Schwab

is contemplating installing a municipal bus

line to be operated from the retail shopping

district of the city to the American ap

proach of a new bridge that will spanthe

Niagara River between Buffalo and Fort

Erie, Canada. This will be the beginning

of municipal ownership of street car service

in Buffalo.

The Chicago and Kankakee electric rail

way line, that ran from Chicago to Kanka

kee, Ill., has been abandoned. It is given

that automobile, motor truck and bus

traffic the Dixie Highway , which

paralleled the Kankakee line, caused this

line not to pay operating expenses. The

employes of this system are members of

Division 241 , Chicago, Ill., and, from the

fact of their being organized in the Amalga

mated Association , they will , in some way,

be cared for in future employment. This is

another illustration of the value of organi

zation .

Fortunately, there are judges who are

honest and there are judges who exercise

honest mental reasoning in granting, their

decisions , even in labor disputes, and it is

safe to assume that this type of judges

are in the majority: Some day they will

be far in the majority. Labor has the

right to organize . Labor has that right
under the law. The wage worker has the

right to solicit membership to his organi

zation. He has that right under the law.

And the purpose of wage workers in organiz

ing is to better their status and the status

of those depending upon them in the matter

of social welfare.

over

International President W. D. Mahon

early in April was in advisement with

Business Agent Sidney Van Ness, of the

D. U. R. Branch of Division 26, pertain

ing to proposed wage agreement changes

being sought by the Local .

rates of the D.U. R. employes , members

of Division 26, under the present agree

ment upon the interurban lines, Flint and

Pontiac city lines , are 61 cents per hour

for first three months service men ; 64

cents per hour for those of the next nine

months of service, and 66 cents per hour

thereafter ; with 5 cents per hour additional

for one-man car operators. Overtime is

paid at the rate of time and one-half for

Sundays and holidays and time and one

fourth for week days . The Local is asking

for a 9 cents per hour increase in wages.

President Mahon also called into

conference upon the wage increase applica

tion of Division 168 , Scranton , Pa . , which

case is yet in a conference stage under the

direction of the Local officers, assisted by

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair . In

the case of appeal made by the Associa

tion from the penalizing of Vice- Presidents

Robert B. Armstrong and John M. Parker

by Judge Robert C. Baltzell, of the Federal

Court of the Indianapolis District, in

which the Court held Vice -Presidents Arm

strong and Parker guilty , of contempt of

court under the charge of violation of an

injunction restraining them from continu

ing organizing work in Indianapolis, the

penalty being ninety days imprisonment, the

I. P. directed an appeal to the Federal

Appellate Court in Chicago, where the

decision of Judge Baltzell was sustained .

Upon this work , President Mahon engaged

the services of Michigan's former Goy

ernor, Alex J. Groesbeck, whose offices are

in Detroit, to participate further in the

case , even to an appeal to the U. S. Su

preme Court , in the event that it becomes

warranted. Sciatie affliction deterred Presi

dent Mahon from responding to an appeal

for his attendance at a meeting in Ottawa,

Ont., made by Division 279, and he

dispatched FirstInternational Vice - President

Wm . B. Fitzgerald to substitute for him

in that case. At the close of this report,

May 2nd , President Mahon was again at

the General Office, giving attention to the

general affairs of the Association.

The annual report of the Department of

Labour of Canada, covering the year 1926

has been issued.
The report covers labor

organizations in Canada and shows that

the membership of International Unions

affiliated with the American Federation of

Labor increased in membership 2,540, and

closed the year with a total membership

of 274,604. The Industrial Workers of the

World showed a loss of 5,400 members.

Non-international crafts lost fifteen branches

but increased in membership 767 , National

and Catholic Unions reported the same

membership as for the past two years

25,000.
The One Big Union claims that

in Canada it has sixty -one local units, with

a combined membership of 18,665 .

First International Vice -President Wm . B.

Fitzgerald, aside from assisting the Inter

national President in his work of the

Association in general , visited New Orleans,

La . , where , in association with G. E. B.

Member James B. Lawson , he assisted

Division 194 upon a grievance situation

that had arisen,affecting the membership

of that Local . Upon his return from that

situation , which was left in the hands of

G. E. B. Member Lawson , Vice- President

Fitzgerald visited Ottawa, Ont., where he

addressed a meeting of Division 279, and

advised with the officers of the Local upon
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the affairs of that Division . At the close

of this report, May 2nd , he had returned

to the General Office.

he was dispatched to Elm Grove, W. l'a . ,

where , perhis report of April 25 , he was

assisting Division 975 upon agreement

work .

a to

Thirteenth International Vice - President

Robert B. Armstrong, at Peoria , Ill . , ad

vised with Division 908 upon an internal

grievance that had arisen . At Blooming

ton , Ill . , he assisted Division 752 in the

adjustment of complaint relative

uniforms. On April 5 the wage arbitra

tion , involving Divisions Nos. 905 , Dan

ville ; 906 , Decatur; 907 , Springfield ; 908,

Peoria , Ill .; and 909, St. Louis, Mo., was

started. Evidence was completed April 22.

Of the witnesses before the arbitration

board was Manager Jeffries of the Indian

apolis interurban lines , who testified in

behalf of the employing property, that upon

the Indianapolis interurban lines the wage

rates being paid are : 38 cents per hour

for the first year service men ; 39 cents

per hour for the second year ; 40 cents per

hour for the third year ; 41 cents per hour

for the fourth year; 42 cents per hour for

the fifth year, and 43 cents per hour to

those of more than five years of service ,

which wage rates , he stated, in his opinion

a fair wage rate for that type of

employment - interurban motormen and con

ductors . Per the report of Vice - President

Armstrong of date of April 24 , the arbi

tration was pending submission of

briefs and the decision of the arbitration

board .

Second International Vice -President P. J.

O'Brien , at New Haven, Conn ., attended

and addressed a meeting of Division 281,

and was in advisement with the Joint

Conference Board of Division 281 and

associate Locals in employment with the

Connecticut Consolidated property, upon

the preparation of proposed agreement con

ditions to be submitted to the employing

' property in seeking changes in renewal of

agreement . At Boston , he associated with

Business Agent Rooney, of Division 22,

Worcester, Mass., in effecting an agree

ment in the interest of the members of

that Local , by which the operation of

busses on the Blackstone Valley bus system

shall be by members of the Worcester

Local. At Hartford, Conn ., he attended

and addressed a meeting of Division 692.

Per his report of April 23, at Danbury ,

Conn . , a settlement of the suspension of

work situation, involving members of Divi

sion 269 , was in process, pending further

conferences.

Seventh International Vice - President

James Largay assisted Division 360, Alli

ance, Ohio, in the affairs of that Local,

and was later dispatched to Auburn , N. Y. ,

where he assisted Division 669 upon

grievance conditions. He later

dispatched to Lansford, Pa . , where he

assisted Division 433 in an endeavor to

adjust a grievance resulting from the dis

missal of a train crew . The case was sub

mitted for arbitration, the arbitrators

chosen by the Local and company being

Mr. Michael Hartneady of Hazelton , and

Mr. Edwin L. Lindermuth of Wilkes- Barre .

At Pottsville, Pa . , he attended and ad

dressed a meeting of Division 118 and was

in advisement upon a grievance case, which

was dropped. At Girardville, he assisted

Division 165 in the adjustment of a griev

ance. He was then dispatched to Rochester,

N. Y. , where he met with the ofhcers of

Division 282 upon the affairs of that

Local, and was later dispatched to Auburn,

where, per his report of April 23, he was

assisting Division 669 upon a grievance

arising that is affecting seniority rights of

employes of the car house branch of the

Local.

was

case
was

a

to

General Executive Board Member Edw .

McMorrow was in advisement with the

president of the Bloomington , Ill., street

railway system , upon complaint of

Division 752, relative to a change in uni

forms. He also advised with Division 241 ,

Chicago, Ill . , upon the question of replace

ment of men upon an abandoned line pre

viously known as the Chicago Interurban,

which involved some forty or fifty members

of Division 241 . At Gary, Ind., per his

report of April 23 , he was in advisement

with the officers of Division 517 relative

the seniority question involving bus

operators.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, who

was assisting Division 168, Scranton , Pa.,

upon renewal of agreement conferences ,

per his report of April 24 , states that the

case is yet pending further conferences,

although the employes had submitted that

the question of wages be placed for arbi

tration, the company insisting that further

provisions of the agreement be arbitrated.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, while at

Washington, D. C., assisting Division 689

upon wage agreement work , wasdispatched

to New York, where he learned that the

arbitration of Division 726, Staten

Island, N. Y. , was set for the first week

of May . At Washington , D. C. , the arbi

tration board was completed to comprise;

Attorney Stanton C. Peele for the com

pany, Mr. Arthur Holden of the Machin

ists ' Union for Division689 and Mr. Frank

Ninth International Vice -President M. J.

Murray, per his report of April 18 , explains

that the seniority dispute that has arisen

between the city administration and Divi

sion 587 of Seattle, Wash . , is yet pending

further conferences and action of the Local

upon the attitude of the branch of the

city administration that is having to deal

with the question in dispute.

case

Tenth International Vice - President John

M. Parker , who was dispatched to Denver,

Colo . , upon appeal from certain electric

railway employes of that city , reports that

conditions are unfavorable at this time for

the establishment of an organization, and
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C. Delano, a retired constructing engineer,

as third arbitrator. Per Board Member

Shea's report of April 24 , following a partial

submission of the wage arbitration in

Washington, D. C. , the case was deferred

for further hearing to April 30.

with 5 cents per hour additional for oper

ators of one-man cars . Overtime is paid

at the rate of time and one -half.

G. E. B. Member Wm . F. Welch , at

Hubbard, Ohio, advised with Division 654

relative to the installing of the 6 -day week ,

or one day rest in seven . The program has

been put into effect by the employing

property. He was dispatched to Providence,

R. I., where, per his report of April 13 ,

he assisting Division 618 upon

grievance resulting from the dismissal of a

member of the Local and the case was in

a conference stage .

was a

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson

attended and addressed the Louisiana State

Federation of Labor Convention, held at

Baton Rouge, La., April 4 , 5 and 6 . He

was then dispatched to New Orleans, La .,

where, with First Vice -President Fitzgerald ,

he assisted Division 194 upon complaints

relative to discrimination on the part of

company officials . Per his report of April

23, he was upon that situation .

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover,

following the completing of the agreement

work upon which he was engaged in the

interest of Division 583, Calgary , Alta .,

per his report of March 28, returned to his

home at vancouver.

per hour

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon, at

Trenton, N. J. , assisted Division 540 in

completing a renewal of agreement with an
increase in wage. The new agreement is

made for three years, during the first year

of which the wage increase is one cent per

hour, for the second year of the agreement

the wage rates will be 3 cents per hour in

excess of the present wage rates, and for

the third year of the agreement, wage rates

will be 5 cents per hour in excess of the

present wage rates . This effects wage

rates for the first year of the agreement,

for motormen , conductors and bus oper

ators , of 52 cents per hour for the first

three months; 53 cents per hour for the

next nine months of service, and 56 cents

per hour thereafter. For the second year

of the agreement the wage rates will be 54

cents for first three months

service men ; 56 cents per hour for the next

nine months, and 58 cents to those of

more than one year of service. For the

third year of the agreement wage rates

will be 56 cents per hour for the first three

months service men; 59 cents per hour for

the next nine months service men , and 64

cents per hour to those of more than one

year of service. One-man car operators

receive 5 cents per hour in addition to

the above rates . Overtime is paid at the

rate of time and one-fourth. Board Mem

ber Reardon returned Massachusetts,

from where he reports that the agreement

he assisted in working out in the interest

of Divisions Nos. 174 , Fall River; 235,

Brockton ; 238, Lynn; 240, Chelsea ; 243,

Taunton ; 246, Salem ; 253, · Quincy ; 261 ,

Lawrence; 270, Gloucester; 280, Lowell; 373,

Hyde Park and 503, Haverhill, Mass., has

been completed . The new agreement car

ries with it an increase of one and one -half

cents per hour, fixing wage rates for two

man car service at 58 %2 cents per hour for

the first three months of service ; 61 %

cents per hour for the next nine months,

and 64 cents per hour to those of more

than one year of service , with 5 cents per

hour additional for one -man car operators.

Overtune is paid at the rate of time and

one- half . Per his report of April 23, he

was assisting Divisions Nos . 22, Worcester ;

690, Fitchburg, Mass. , and 618 , Providence,

R. I. , in effecting an adjustment relative

to the placement of men on lines where

rail cars had been abandoned and busses

substituted . The case was pending further

conferences.

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt, who

was assisting Division 382, Salt Lake City ,

Utah, upon agreement work per his report

of April 7 , reports that the old agreement

was renewed for another year. This carries

with it wage rates of 47 cents per hour for

first year service men and 54 cents per hour

to those of more than one year of service,

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

Danbury, Conn.- The suspension of work

of Division 269, Danbury , Conn ., which

has continued for some time, is at present

under negotiations for settlement , the com

pany having made a proposition for re

employment under certain conditions to the

members of the Local, The situation is

under the advisement of International Vice

President P. J. O'Brien .

to

INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT W. D.

MAHON'S BROTHER DIES

Joseph Mahon , the oldest brother of

International President W. D , Mahon,

passed from this life April 12, at his home
in Akron, Ohio . He was born in Xenia ,

Ohio , in 1850 and was seventy -seven years

of age at the time of his death . He had

been a long sufferer, as some twenty -four

years ago he was afflicted by a stroke of

paralysis, which practically crippled him

throughout the intervening
twenty -four

years . He was the father of ten children,

eight of whom survive him . His wife and

two children preceded him in death . Some

three weeks before his death he was again

stricken with paralysis, from which it was

impossible for him to Inter

national President W. D. Mahon received

information of the death of his brother on

the 12th and immediately proceeded to

Akron , where he attended the funeral,

which was held April 14 . Six of the de .

ceased's children live in Akron and two in

Columbus. President Mahon and the family

have the sincere sympathy of the Asso

ciation .

recover .
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Disbursements from the Death, Disability and old Elizabeth Fay, beneficiary, death claim of
Age Benefit Fund during the month of February, Thomas Fay, deceased , late member of

1927, were made to beneficiaries on claims as Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause , General .

follows : ized Arterio Sclerosis .. 800.00

Death Benefits Lillian Forster, beneficiary, death claim of

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of Michael Forster, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary , death claim Div . No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio; cause, Gen

of Frank Furlong, deceased, late member of eralized Arterio Sclerosis and Myocarditis . . 800.00

Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause , Organic
Emma Peck , beneficiary , death claim of

Heart Disease $ 800.00 Charles F. Peck , deceased , late member of

Loretta Wise , beneficiary , death claim of Div. No. 268 . Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,

Charles F. Wise , deceased , late member of Carcinoma of Stomach ..
800.00

Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Myo Mrs. Jennie E. Brown, beneficiary , death

carditis , Aortic Aneurism and Arterio claim of Fred J. Brown, deceased , late

Sclerosis .
800.00 member of Div . No. 540, Trenton , N. J .;

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of cause, Myocardial Insufficiency . 250.00

Div . No. 308 , for beneficiary , death claim Helena Theising, beneficiary, death claim of

of Fred Lux, deceased , late member of Div . B. Thiesing, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Cerebral Ar No. 628, Covington, Ky. , cause ,
Acute

terio Sclerosis . 800.00 Nephritis
800.00

Bridget H. Budd, beneficiary, death claim of 7rs . Barbara Gottshall, beneficiary, death

James H. Budd, deceased , late member of claim of Jacob G. Gottshall, deceased , late

Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Uremic member of Div . No. 954 , Souderton , Pa.;

Coma with Bright's Disease' . 800.00 cause , Acute Indigestion and Cerebral

Mrs. Ellen Anderson , beneficiary, death claim Hemorrhage .
600.00

of John B. Anderson , deceased , late mem Mrs. M. A. Alger, beneficiary, death claim of

ber of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause , James F. Alger, deceased , late member of

Myocarditis
800.00 Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I.; cause ,

Patrick J. O'Connell , administrator of estate Angina Pectoris and Organic Disease of

of deceased, for beneficiary, death claim of
Heart 800,00

Michael O'Connell , deceased, late member Harvey Mondor, beneficiary , death claim of

of Diy , No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause,
Daniel Mondor, deceased , late member of

Carcinoma of Liver 800.00 Div . No. 618, Providence, R. I .; cause ,

Mrs. Marie P. Berot , beneficiary , death claim Heart Disease .
150.00

of Pierre Berot , deceased, late member of Amanda Jennings, beneficiary , death claim

Div. No. 194 , New Orleans , La.; cause , of J. J. Jennings, deceased , late member of

Cerebral Hemorrhage..
800.00 Div. No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .; cause ,

Caroline Sylvestria , beneficiary, death claim Broncho - Pneumonia .
800.00

of Andro Sylvestria , deceased , late member
Jennie Shankster, beneficiary , death claim of

of Div. No. 790 , Montreal, Quebec ; cause , William Shankster , deceased , late member

Acute Oedema of Lungs and Cerebral of Div. No. 101, Vancouver, B. C.; cause ,

Hemorrhage ..
300.00 Broncho -Pneumonia .

800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of Millard J. Whidden , financial secretary of

Div . No. 241. for beneficiaries, death claim Div. No. 270 , for beneficiary, death claim

of John L. Wanous, deceased , late member of H. E. Richards, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago, 111.; cause , of Div. No. 270, Gloucester, Mass.; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis .
800.00 Malignant Disease of Stomach ..

800.00

Mrs. Philippina Gatewood , beneficiary , death Melania Pyndus , beneficiary , death claim of

claim of Robert Gatewood, deceased, late Thomas Pyndus, deceased , late member of

member of Div. No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Diy , No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y .; cause ,

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage .
800.00 Angina Pectoris and Arterio Sclerosis .

350.00

Mary J. Newell , beneficiary , death claim of Mrs. Laura E. Corper, guardian of bene

A. Newe! l , deccased, late member of Div. ficiary, death claim of Jacob Welch , de

No. 113 , Toronto , Ont .; cause , Chronic ccascd , late member of Div . No. 235 ,

Myocarditis, Chronic Endocarditis, La Brockton , Mass.: cause , Chronic Inter

Grippe with Sinusitis 800.00 stitial Nephritis and Chronic Myocarditis .. 800.00

W. D. Robbins, financial secretary-treasurer Florence A. Drake , beneficiary , death claim

of Div. No. 113 , for payment of funeral of E. C. Drake, deceased, late member of

and other expenses, death claim of Francis Div. No. 794 , Wichita , Kansas ; cause ,

Pickering, deceased, late member of Div. Diabetes Mellitus....
500.00

No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause , Cerebral Elizabeth Harris, beneficiary, death claim of

Hemorrhage and Chronic Nephritis .. 300.00 Allen E. Harris, deceased , late member of
Goerge Durand, president and business agent Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.; cause ,

of Div . No. 192, for beneficiary, death Chronic Myocarditis and Chronic Inter

claim of David S. Martin , deceased, late stitial Nephritis . .
800.00

member of Div . No. 192 , Oakland, Calif.; M. J. Hennessey , financial secretary and

cause, Apoplexy :
800.00 treasures of Div. No. 448, for beneficiaries,

Mrs. Louise Dobrunst , beneficiary, death death claim of Joseph S. McCarthy, de

claim of Erich Dobrunst , deceased , late ceased , late member of Div . No. 448,

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago , 111 .; Springfield , Mass.; cause , Tuberculosis . 800.00

cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 600.00 David E. Walsh , beneficiary , death claim of

Mrs. Ellen Keane, beneficiary, death claim of James F. Walsh, deceased, late member of

James Keane , deceased , late member of Div . No. 600 , Waltham , Mass.;

Div . No. 241 Chicago, Ill .; cause , Lobar Arterio Sclerosis.

Pneumonia and Gastritis , 800.00 Catherine Gannon, beneficiary, death claim of
Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary - treasurer of Napolean B. Gannon , deceased , late mem

Div. No. 308 , for beneficiary , death claim ber of Div. No. 600, Waltham , Mass.;
of D. E. Potter , deceased , late member of cause, Myocarditis..

800.00

Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Pneu Myron R. Currier, executor of will of de

monia --- Hypostatic both bases and Senility . 800.00 ceased for payment of funeral, tombstone

Mrs. Mable Walker, beneficiary, death claim and doctor's bill, death claim of Smith R.

of Emmett Bryan Walker, deceased , late Craig, deceased, late member of Div . No.

member of Div. No. 909, St. Louis , Mo .; 785 , Amesbury , Mass.; cause ,
Probable

cause, Accident -- Laceration of lleum and Tumor of Brain

Fractured Pelvis received while coupling on May White, beneficiary, death claim of John

freight train of Illinois Traction Co.. 100.00 Dowd, deceased , late member of Div. No.

Mrs. Maggie_ Cunningham , beneficiary , death 268, Cleveland , 'Ohio; cause, Organic Heart

claim of Edward Cunningham , deceased, Disease .

late member of Div . No. 880, Camden , Frederick F. Walker, financial secretary of}
N. J .; cause , Carcinoma of Stomach 700.00 Div . No. 281, for beneficiaries, death claimy

Agnes Calhoun , beneficiary, death claim of of Fletcher Dickerman, deceased, late mem
Charles A. Calhoun , deceased , late mem ber of Div , No. 281 , New Haven, Conn .:
ber of Div . No. 268 . Cleveland, Ohio ; Cause Acute Myocarditis and Chronic

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00 Bronchitis ,
1800.00

Theima McKinnon , beneficiary , death claim Harry A. Ycreen and Edwin L. Yerden. bene !
of Martin J. McKinnon , deceased , late ficiaries, death claim of Darius Yerden , de

member of Div. No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ; Craseol. late member of Div . No. 587,

cause , Acute Encephalitis. 000.00 Seattle, Wash.; cause, Chronic Moycarditis. 800.00

cause

300.00

423.25

800.00
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mia .

Florence Goodfellow , beneficiary, death claim

of Ed . Goodfellow , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause ,
Lobar Pneumonia 100.00

Mrs. Jessie R. Work , beneficiary, death claim

of James P. Work, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa .; cause ,

Coronary Emolus. 800.00

Gus . J. Bienvenu , financial secretary of Div.

No. 194, for beneficiaries, death claim of

Joseph Baesler , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause ,

Aortic Regurgitation . 800.00

Mrs. Julia E. Chaplinski, beneficiary, death
claim of John Chaplinski, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Acute Endocarditis and Myocarditis 800.00

Amelia Jeschke , beneficiary , death claim of

Albert , Jeschke, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, Mitral
Regurgitation and Chronic Interstitial

Nephritis. 500.00

Mrs. Gertrude McKinnon , beneficiary, death

claim of Robert G. McKinnon, deceased ,
late member Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . ;

cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 150.00

Mrs. Jettie Swickard, beneficiary, death claim

of John Swickard , deceased , late member

of Div. No , 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause,

Chronic Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 308 , for beneficiaries, death claim

of Toney Cincanelli, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Acci
dent-Shock and Injuries from being

crushed between cars while working as a

car cleaner 700.00

Mrs. Clem Cook , beneficiary, death claim of

James R. Cook, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia 600.00

Mrs. Henry Zeats, beneficiary, death claim of
Henry Zeats, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 107 , Hamilton, Ont.; cause , Septicae

300.00

J. H. Cookman , financial secretary of Div.

No. 689, for beneficiary , death ' claim of

John J. Abel, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 689 , Washington, D. C .; cause ,
Bronchial Asthma and Myocarditis .. 800.00

Catharine Macdonald , beneficiary, death

claim of Duncan McDonald , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .;

cause , Thrombosis of Mésenteric Vessels,
Arterio Sclerosis and Gangrene of right
lower extremity . 800.00

Mrs. Ella E. Mills, beneficiary, death claim

of Henry D. Mills , deceased, ate member

of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass .; cause ,
Hemiplegia and Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Clarence Nugent, financial secretary -treasurer

of Div . No. 26 , for beneficiary, death

claim of George Halliday, deceased , late
member of Div . No. 26, Detroit, Mich .;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia 800.00

Mrs. Adelaide Lachance Turgeon, beneficiary,

death claim of Joseph Turgeon , deceased,
late member of Div . No. 790 , Montreal

Quebec; cause , Pneumonia .. 300.00

Mrs. Grace Howell , beneficiary , death claim

of William Thompson Howell, deceased ,

late member of Div . No, 489, Dalton , Pa.;

cause, Chronic Valvular Heart Disease and
Nephritis. 800.00

Mary A. Trotter, beneficiary , death claim of

M. A. Trotter, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ;

Acute Peritonitis following an operation for
Cancer of Bowels ... 800.00

William Taber , financial secretary-treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death claim

of Charles E. Heinsohn, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, 11.;

cause , Asphyxiation due to inhaling illumi
nating gas with suicidal intent 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer

of Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death

claim of Joseph Georno (Giorno ), deceased,

late member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Nellie Sturgen McChesney, beneficiary, death

claim of Freeman F. McChesney, deceased,
late member of Div . No. 589 , Boston ,

Mass.; cause, Brain Tumor involving the
800.00

Ellen O'Neill. power of attorney,for bene
ficiaries , death claim of Patrick Bulman,

deceased, late member of Div. No. 589,

Boston, Mass .; cause , Angina Pectoris and
Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

John J. O'Keefe, beneficiary, death claim of

Michael O'Keefe, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause , Ery

sipelas .. 800.00

Lewis Parker, financial secretary of Div. No.

741 , for beneficiary , death claim of Benja

min Woolcock , deceased, late member of
Div . No. 741 , London, Ont.; cause, Strych

nine Poison . 800.00

Margaret Felt, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Felt , deceased, late member of
Div. No. 624, Buffalo, N. Y .; cause,

Cancer of the Stomach . 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 241 , for beneficiary , death claim

of Arthur S. Bacon , deceased , late member

of Div, No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 800.00

Kate F. Harnick, beneficiary , death claim of

Charles Harnick, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ; cause ,

Malignancy of Prostate and Myocarditis . 900.00
R. S. Northey, financial secretary of Div. No.

818, to be applied on bill of funeral ex

penses, death claim of Richard Lee, de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 818,

Oakland, Calif.; cause , Scratal Sarcoma and
Stricture from Inflammation Retaining

Urine 100.00

Anna W. R. Miller , beneficiary, death claim

of Henry R. Miller, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 194 , New Orleans , La .; cause ,

Angina Pectoris . 800.00

Marjorie McCurdy, beneficiary, death claim
of Malcolm McCurdy, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 717, Manchester, N. H .;

cause , Duodenal Adhesions and Lobar

Pneumonia .. 800.00

Bessie S. Pope, beneficiary , death claim of
Edward T. Pope, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 915, Granite City, Ill .; cause ,

gun -shot wound ; self -inflicted 250.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Malin , beneficiary, death

claim of James Malin, deceased , late mem
ber of Div . No. 741 , London , Ont .; cause ,

Can . Oesophagus .. 300.00

Disability Benefits

Goerge Lotzer , member of Div . No. 282 ,

Rochester, N. Y .; cause , When leaving

front end of cas to put trolley on wire, he

stumbled and fell near derailer switch joint

injuring his back and right hip and also ,

when attempting to pry auto from rails
when acting motorman , injured his

spine, causing total disability . 800.00

William W. Sherman, member of Div. No.

425 , Hartford , Conn .; cause, Broken Toe

I followed by Gangrene Blood Poison and

Partial Paralysis of left side settled in

knees , feet and ankle , injuring his foot

I while working as night watchman at car
barn .. 800.00

Old Age Benefits

W. Thomas Edgell, member of Div . No. 164 ,

Wilkes -Barre, Pa .. 800.00
William Cocking. member of Div . No. 382,

Salt Lake City, Utah .. 800.00

Timothy Spray. member of Div. No. 382,

Salt Lake City , Utah . , 800.00

John E. Garris, member of Div . No. 169,
Easton , Pa ... 800.00

Total . - $ 53,573,25

Disbursements from the Death , Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of March , 1927 ,
were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows :

Death Benefits

Elizabeth M. Clarkson , beneficiary death

claim of Thomas Clarkson, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 113, Toronto, Ont .;

cause , Chronic Valvular Disease of Heart

and Chronic Nephritis .. $ 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiary, death claim
of Patrick Geraghty, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 150.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 241 , for beneficiary , death claim

of Henry Pederson (Peterson ), deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Shock due to being struck by auto
mobile ; accident ... 800.00

Michael Geraghty and Patrick Geraghty.

beneficiaries, death claim of John Geraghty,

*

as

cause ,

Meninges :
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cause

deceased, late member of Div . No , 241 ,

Chicago, Ill .; cause , Pulmonary Tubercu
losis ... 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for Guardian of minor bene.

ficiary , death claim of Jerry Valenta , de
ceased, late member of Div . No. 308 ,

Chicago, Ill .; cause, Adynamic lleus . 800.00

Rentge Van Dyke, beneficiary, death claim

of Libbie A. Van Dyke, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 308, Chicago, I11 .;

cause, Suppurative Multiple Arthritis 800.00

Sarah J. Miller, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles H. Miller, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia 275.00

William F. Gould , financial secretary of Div.

No. 537, for beneficiary, death claim of
George E. Kent , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 537, Holyoke, Mass .; cause ,

Myocarditis. 800.00

Margaret Donnelly, beneficiary, death claim

of Mathew A. Donnelly , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.;

cause, Coronary Sclerosis (Chronic Myo

carditis) 100.00

Mrs. Andrew Hedge, beneficiary , death claim

of Andrew Hedge, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo .; cause ,

Myocarditis . 300.00

Mrs. James W. Huber, beneficiary , death

claim of James W. Huber , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo .:

cause , Carcinoma of Neck and Generalized

Metastasis . 300.00

Francis E. Hubbard , power of attorney for

beneficiary, death claim of Charles Correll,

deceased , late member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill.; cause , Apoplexy of Brain 800.00

Mrs. Eilen Higgins , beneficiary, death claim

of Dominick Higgins, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Acute Pulmonary Tubercuiosis .
800.00

Eizabeth Sheldon , beneficiary, death claim of

Charles E. Sheldon , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 600, Waltham , Mass.; cause ,

Acute Gastritis .. 150.00

Mrs. Mary Gray , beneficiary, death claim of

John Gray, deceased , late member of Div.

No , 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Acute Uremia 800.00

Anna L. Gilliat , beneficiary, death claim of

Philip J. Stoddart, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y .; cause ,

Mitral Insufficiency and Myocarditis. 800.00

Dora Sweet , beneficiary , death claim of G. W.

Sweet , deceased , late member of Div . No.

568 , Erie, Pa .; cause , Carcinoma of Stom

ach . 800.00

Alfred Coates , financial secretary of Div . No.

618 , to be applied on bill of funeral ex

penses, death claim of Hugh Kennedy, de
ceased , late member of Div. No , 618 ,

Providence, R. I .; cause, Exhaustion and

Myasthenia Gravis .
250.00

Adelle Burns , beneficiary , death claim of

John Burns, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y .; cause , Diabetes 100,00

Owen Lynch , financial secretary of Div . No ,

580, for beneficiaries, death claim of Phillip

Mara, deceased, late member of Div. No.

580 , Syracuse, N. Y .; cause, Chronic Myo

carditis, Chronic Bronchitis and Arterio

Sclerosis 450.00

Cora M. Van Wyck , beneficiary, death claim

of James C. Van Wyck, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 580 , Syracuse , N. Y .;

cause , Edema of Lungs. Chronic Myo

carditis and Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Mrs. Fred Streigle, beneficiary, death claim

of Fred Streigle, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 425, Hartford , Conn .; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Oscar P. Carlson , beneficiary , death

claim of Oscar Peter Carlson, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 425 , Hartford, Conn .;

cause, Unknown Disease and severe pro

tracted Delirium and Exhaustion . 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Sheridan , beneficiary, death

claim of James J. Sheridan, deceased , late

member of Div, No. 496. Pittsfield , Mass .;

cause, Fell fracturing right hip , developed

Bronchial Pneumonia 800.00

Mollie Johnson, beneficiary , death claim of

Martin J. Johnson , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause , Cere.

bral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Chicago Trust Co., guardian of beneficiaries,
death claim of Stanley Acen ( Eisinas ), de

ceased , iate member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill.; cause , Myocarditis, Pleurisy
with Effusion and Nephritis 800.00

Mrs. Grace L. Durgin , beneficiary , death

claim of Elmer P. Durgin , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass .;

cause , Acute Nephritis and Cardiac Dilata :
tion . 800.00

Mrs. Ethet Epperson, beneficiary , death claim

of Smith Epperson, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 732, Atlanta, Ga .;

Tumor under Clavicle .
300.00

Mrs. Estelle O'Leary , beneficiary , death claim

of Carrie Mahood, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago , Il ! . ; cause ,

Acute Nephritis 800.00

Cyrus M. Jirousek , administrator of estate of

deceased , for beneficiary , death claim of

Edward Zmina, deceased, late member of
Div. No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ; cause ,

Ruptured Gastric Ulcer and General Peri
tonitis . 400.00

Julia Nichols , beneficiary , death claim of

James Nichols, deceased , ate member of

Div . No. 243. Taunton , Mass.; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia and Cardiac Asthma
800,00

R. A. ,C. Dewar, financial secretary of Div.

No. 109, for beneficiary, death claim of

Robert Alexander Ritchie, deceased , ate

member of Div. No. 109, Victoria, B. C .;

cause , Strangulation of the Bowels . 800.00

Frederick F. Waiker, financial secretary of

Div. No. 281, for beneficiary, death claim

of Charles Nanfeidt, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 281, New Haven , Conn .;
cause , Cardio Vascular Renal Disease 800.00

C. J. Carrol, financial secretary and treasurer
of Div . No. 329, for beneficiaries, death

claim of George W. Jellison , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 329, Dubuque, Iowa ;

cause, Paresis . 800.00

Bessie K. Gibbs, beneficiary, death claim of

R. F. Gibbs, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 689, Washington , D. C .; cause ,

Tuberculosis and Hemorrhage . 800.00

John R. Smith , administrator of estate of

deceased for beneficiaries, death claim of

Terrence L. Smith , deceased , late member
of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Arterio Sclerosis with Apoplexy .
800.00

Mrs. Froney E. Hughes, beneficiary, death

claim of Robert N. Hughes, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 732, Atlanta , Ga .;

cause , Acute Uremia Poison
300.00

Mrs. Melissa Beelby, beneficiary, death claim

of Samuel W. Beelby, deceased, late memi

ber of Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause ,
Lobar Pneumonia

800.00

Mrs. Frances J. Bleichner, beneficiary, death

claim of J. Bleichner , deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No , 194 , New Orleans, La .;

cause, Broncho- Pneumonia .
800.00

Mrs. Julia Casey , beneficiary, death claim of

Patrick Casey, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 281, New Haven , Conn .; cause ,

Chronic Endocarditis and Chronic Nephritis 300.00

George D. O'Leary, beneficiary, death claim

of Catherine Hogan O'Leary , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 308. Chicago, Ill.;

cause , General Peritonitis following Rup

tured Appendix .... 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary - treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of F. D. Shine, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, Chronic
Myocarditis . .

H. L. Thomas, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 757, for beneficiary, death

claim of Walter S. Bantz, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ;

cause , Arterial Sclerosis ,

H. L. Thomas, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 757, for beneficiary , death
claim of Barney Latusso, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 757, Portland, Oregon ;
cause, Pneumonia ..

Mrs. Jennie W. J. Roux, beneficiary, death
claim of Walter J. Roux , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La.;

cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis .

Charles E. Lewis, administrator of estate of

deceased, for beneficiaries, death claim of

J. Frank Williamson , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.;
cause , Fracture of Skull and Practured

Ribs from being struck by Train ---accident 800.00

Magdalen B. Reinhardt and Edward Law ,

rence Reinhardt, executrix and executor of

800.00

800 00

275.00

800.00
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will of deceased, for beneficiaries, death

claim of John J. Reinhardt, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y .;

cause , Arterio Sclerosis and Old Age ... 800.00
Georgeanna Hampton , executrix of will of

deceased , for beneficiary, death claim of

John Milhieser, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 880, Camden, N. J .; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia ... 700.00

Annie Brosnan, beneficiary , death claim of

Andrew Brosnan, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 448, Springfield , Mass.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Elizabeth W. Baesler , beneficiary, death claim

of William G. Baesler, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio ;
cause , Myocarditis complicating Arterio

Sclerosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Frank Weigers, beneficiary, death claim

of Prank Weigers, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 302, Marinette , Wis.; cause ,

Decompensation of Heart . 800.00

P. J. McGrath , financial secretary and treas

urer of Div . No. 85, for beneficiary; death

claim of William Eisenhart, deceased , late
member of Div . No , 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .;

cause, Cerebral Apoplexy .. 800.00

Josephine Gould, beneficiary , death claim of

W. W. Gould, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 192 , Oakland , Calif .; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis, Chronic Myocarditis and
Acute Cardiac Decompensation .

800.00

Fannin Langill, beneficiary, death claim of

William F. Langill, deceased , late, member

of Div . No. 618, Providence, R. I .; cause,

Fracture of Hip from accidental fall
home and Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Minnie F. Baxter, beneficiary, death claim of

William E. Baxter , deceased , late member
of Div . No. 238. Lynn , Mass .; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage. 800.00

Mrs. Myrtle F. Crouch , beneficiary, death

claim of Jodie F Church , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn.;

cause , Double Lobar Pneumonia
500.00

James D. Murphy, power of attorney for
beneficiaries, death claim of John D.

Murphy . deceased , late member of Div .

No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Cerebral

Hemorrhage, Hemiplegia and Pneumonia . 800.00
Margaret E. Heasley , beneficiary, death

claim of John P. Heasley, deceased , late
member of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .;

cause, Carcinoma of Cecum .. 800.00

Florence M. Queeney, beneficiary , death claim

of John Queeney, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Facial

Erysipelas and Broncho-Pneumonia .. 700.00

Mrs. Margaret McManus, beneficiary, death

claim of John Calvey, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause ,
Accident--Struck by street car, causing
Cranial Hemorrhage and Concussion of

Brain_following Skull Fracture ,
800.00

Denis Begley, beneficiary , death claim of

Michael Begley, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia 100.00

Mrs. Marie Oehl, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Oehi, ' deceased , Tate member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Myo
carditis, Coronary Sclerosis and Angina
Pectoris .. 800,00

Della Bennett, beneficiary, death claim of

George Bennett, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 441 , Des Moines , Iowa ; cause ,

Nephritis . . 800.00

Owen Lynch , financial secretary of Div. No.
580, for beneficiary, death claim of Charles

Taylor, deceased, late member of Div . No.

580, Syracuse, N. Y.; cause , Cerebral Hem

orrhage and Arterio Sclerosis 800.00

Mrs. Jane McCormack , beneficiary, death
claim of Michael McCormack , deceased ,

late member of Div , No. 134 , New West

minster, B , C.; cause, Myocarditis, Peri
carditis and Congestion of Lungs .

300.00

Patrick J. Kiley, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 600, Waltham, Mass.; cause ,
Endaritis and Arterio Sclerosis 100.00

Frank C. Schakow and Herbert F. Schakow ,
beneficiaries, death claim of Hernan

Schakow , deceased, late member of Div .

No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.; cause, Myo
carditis and Influenza .. 800.00

Mrs. Marsella Thurow , beneficiary, death

claim of William Wiggins, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, III .;

cause , Arterio Sclerosis , associated with in

jury to leg , said injury being caused from

being struck by auto . 800.00

Mrs. Winifred Glennon , beneficiary , death

claim of James S. Glennon , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241. Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Shock and Hemorrhage due to bullet

wound in head-murdered . 250.00

Mrs. Nelie Higgins , beneficiary, death claim

of William Higgins, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Acute

Cardiac Failure due to Acute Cardiac

Diiitation and Acute Gastric Dilitation .... 800.00

Newell D. Evans, financial secretary of Div.

No. 381, for beneficiary, death claim of

D. A. Duffy, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 381, Butte, Mont .; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia (Double) , ..., 800.00

Mrs. Louisa J. Burger, beneficiary , death

claim of John Burger, deceased , late mem

ber of Div , No. 194, New Orleans , La.;
cause , Gangrene of Omentum (due to

Strangulation ), Sub- acute Appendicitis and
Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Lillian Griffith , beneficiary, death c.aim

of W. M. Griffith , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 689, Washington , D. C .; cause ,

Mesenteric Thrombosis with Respiratory

Failure . 800.00

Mary E. Dowd, beneficiary , death claim of

Thomas R. Dowd , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 582, Utica , N. Y .; cause , Chronic

Endocarditis . 800.00

W.F. Ley , financial secretary and treasurer

of Div . No. 497 , for payment of funeral
and tombstone expenses , death claim of

Bert Smith , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 497, Pittsburg, Kansas; cause , Acci

dent -- Lacerations and abrasions over body ,

head and face from being run over by

truck . 350.00

Mrs. Karl Wacker, beneficiary , death claim

of Karl Wacker , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Cerebral

Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Mrs. Frank Steer , beneficiary, death claim of

Frank Steer, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 741, London , Ont.; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis and Chronic Nephritis . 800.00

Mrs. Anna Williams, beneficiary, death claim

of John J. Williams, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia 600.00

Mrs. Jane Sinclair, beneficiary, death claim

of James Sinclair, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 279 , Ottawa, Ont .; cause , Acci

dent - Struck by street car , causing injury

to head . 300.00

Mrs. Clara Roese , beneficiary , death claim of

Fred H. Roese, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 822 , Paterson , N. J .; cause, Acci

dent-Was head- on collision while

motorman on trolley car , causing Hemor

rhage and Shock . 500.00

Martina Goetz, beneficiary, death claim of

August C. Goetz, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,

Cancer of Stomach . 300,00

Mary Elizabeth Cahrs, beneficiary, death

claim of Fred Cahrs, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 819 , Newark, N. J .; cause ,

Acute Dilatation of Heart 500.00

Mrs. Annie Hughes, beneficiary, death claim

of Frank Hughes, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 819 , Newark , N. J .; cause ,

Acute Peritonitis . 100.00

Mrs. Marie Reinke . beneficiary , death claim

of William F. Reinke, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of
Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Clifton B. Ellis, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Gas

tric Hemorrhage and Catarrha! Jaundice.. 800.00

Joseph Keane and Julia Keane, beneficiaries,

death claim of John Keane, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.;

cause , Cirrhosis of the Liver 800.00

Mary F. Landry, beneficiary, death claim of

Henry E. Landry , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 618 , Providence, R. I .; cause ,

Septic Endocarditis and Aortic Aneurism . 800,00

Annie Eichelburger, beneficiary , death claim

of Lawrence A. Eichelburger . deceased , late

member of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage . , 800.00

Charles A. Warner, beneficiary , death claim

in а
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of Charles J. Warner, deceased , late mem
ber of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause,

Broncho-Pneuinonia 800.00

Disability Benefits

George Ridley, member of Div . No. 518 ,

San Francisco, Calif.; cause , Lifting fender

at end of line when street was wet , causing

him to fall down, which resulted in Double

Hernia and causing total disability , 800.00

Barney A. Carter, member of Div. No. 241,

Chicago , Ill .; cause , Injuries sustained

while in act of boarding car, when he

stipped and fell and trucks of car passed

over his leg, which necessitated amputa
tion . 800.00

Robert J. Smith , member of Div. No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa .: cause , Rear-end collision

of street cars, which threw him on his back ,

causing injury to spine .
150.00

George P. Sexton, member of Div. No. 589,

Boston, Mass .; cause , While waiting for his
car to start from yard , another car

being shifted which backed into his car,
throwing him back cutting his left hand

and right knee and causing permanent dis
ability 800.00

Frank Blood, member of Div . No. 282 ,

Rochester , N. Y .; cause, Injured left foot

on street car, which developed into Sugar

Diabetes, necessitating the amputation of

left leg above knee .. 800.00

Henry McMany, member of Div. No. 85,

Pittsburgh , Pa .; causc, Accident - Collision

of street cars, causing Fracture of both

legs and total disability ...
800.00

aniel D. Cronin, member of Div . No. 281 ,

New Haven , Conn.; cause , While operating

trolley express car, he had occasion to get

off his car and was struck by atuomobile,

injuring his left knee and right shoulder

and causing total disability ..
800.00

Old Age Benefits

Marcus Lee Pair, member of Div. No. 125 ,
Belleville , Ill . 800.00

Peter Lee, member of Div, No. 241 , Chicago,

Ill .. 800.00

Royal H. Williams, member of Div. No. 98.

Akron , Ohio .
800.00

Sidney F. Johnson, member of Div. No. 265 ,

San Jose, Calif ..
800.00

AndrewJackson Lee , member of Div. No.

441 , Des Moines , Iowa ..
800.00

Total .. . $ 66,700.00

was

In Memoriam 1

By Div. No. 103, Wheeling, W. Va.

Whoieas : Brother Lester Martin has been taken

Vrom our midst and we brethren assembled here pray

Thee, o Heavenly Father, as Thou in Thy infinite

wisdom has seen fit to take from us our brother ,

that lie may find in Thee joys and pleasures which

this earth cannot give .

Far, far away , the roar of passion dieth ,
and loving thoughts rise calın and peacefully ;

And no rude storm, how fierce so'er it flieth,

Disturbs the soul that dwells , O Lord , in Thee,

-- Amen .

Rescived : "That this resolution as read in this Lo .

cal Division be sent to the bereaved family with our

heartfelt sympathy ; that it be published in the Motor
man and Conductor; that a copy be placed on the

files of this Local Division, and that our charter be

draped for thirty days.

J. D. MOORE,

WM . KITSON ,

WM , WISECUP,

Committee.

By Div . No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas: Almighty God in His supreme power

and wisdom called unto Himself our beloved brother ,
A. H. Harris; and

Whereas : Deferring to His wisdom , we mourn

the loss of our late brother ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of this Division meeting,

a copy sent to the softowing relatives, and to the

Motorman and Conductor magazine for publica

tion , and that our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days.
WILLIAM LABREQUE ,

J. P. COUGHLIN ,

J. W. LEONARD,

Res, Com,

By Div , No. 540 , Trenton , N. J.

By Div . No. 770, Mobile, Ala .

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite

wisdom has seen fit to remove from our midst our

friend and brother, Elbert R. Parker, in whose

death we have lost a loyal member ; therefore,

be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

770 , Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, in regular session
assembled , extend to the bereaved family our

heartfelt sympathy in this, their sad bereavement,

and be it further

Resolved : That our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days; a copy of these resolutions

be spread on the minutes of this Division ; a copy

sent to the bereaved family and a copy sent to

the Motorman and Conductor for publication .

January 13 , W. T. SNYDER, President.

By Div . No. 537, Holyoke, Mass.

Whereas : Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

has seen fit to remove from our midst our esteemed

brother, George E. Kent, in whose
eath we have

lost a true and loyal member; and, while we know

that words cannot alleviate the griefof the beloved

widow and family , yet we feel it will be a consola

tion for them to know that faithful friends and

brothers offer their deepest sympathy in this their

dark hour of a fiction ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Local Divi

sion No. 537, Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America, extend
our heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the be

reaved family of our late brother, and be it further

Resolved : .That copies of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes , a copy sent to the be
reaved widow and copy be published in the

Motorman and Conductor,

February 24, 1927 .

NAPOLEON P. WOODS,

JOHN B. SULLIVAN ,

W. EDWARD DICKERSON ,

Committee.

By Div. No. 794 , Wichita , Kans.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

from midst
esteemed brother .

Elzy C. Drake, in whose death we have lost a loyal

brother, one who suffered for over three years of

sickness, suffered patiently until he was called by

Him who doeth all things well, and knoweth best;
therefore , be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

No. 794, A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., in regular
meeting assembled , extend to the bereaved wife and
family heartfelt sympathy and consolation ,

and pray that our Heavenly Father will reward the

wife for herpatiencein attending the husband and

father so carefully duringhislong spell of sickness;
and , be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to our departed

brother, our charter be draped for thirty days, and

a

Temove our our

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite wis

dom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst

our late Brother Marcus Minton, and we have lost

a good and faithful Brother, and while we know

that mere words cannot alleviate the grief and sor .

row of those who were near him ; therefore be it

Resolved : that Division, 540 , in regular meeting

assembled, extends to the bereaved family our heart

felt sympathy in this, their sad bereavement, and be
it further

Resolved : that the Charter of Division No. 540

of the A. A , oi S. and E. R. R E. of A. be drpaed

for a period of thirty days, a copy of these resolu

tions be sent to the bereaved family, that they be

spread upon the minutes of this meeting, and a copy
sent to the Motorman and Conductor for publication.

March 24 . R. ROGERS,

T. UMSTAT,

J. H. LANG,

Committee .

our
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have lost a good and worthy brother and faithful

worker, and while we know words cannot express

our grief and sorrow to those near him ; therefore ,

be it

Resolved : That Division No. 515, in regular

meeting, assembled , extend to the bereaved family
of our late brother, our heartfelt sympathy in their

sad hour of bereavement ; and, be it further
Resolved: That the charter of Division No. 515 ,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , be draped for a

period of thirty days; that a copy of these resolu

tions be sent to the bereaved family, placed upon

the minutes of our meeting and that they be pub .
lished in official journal, the Motorman and

Conductor.

February 18 . CHARLES H. COBB, President,

NATHAN ALTERS, Secretary.

By Div. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas: It has pleased the Supreme Ruler of

the Universe to take to His Heavenly Home Brother

Charles Gellimo, and
Whereas : Deferring to His wisdom , with sad

hearts we mourn the loss of our true, loyal and

faithful brother; therefore, be it

Resolved : By the members of Division 418 ,

that we share with his relatives in their great

bereavement; and be it further
Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of Division 448, a copy

sent to the sorrowing relatives, and to the Motor

and Conductor magazine; and also, as evi

dence of our respect and sorrow , that the charter

of the Division be draped for a period of thirty

days.

FRANK CARLO ,

J. A. HEGARTY ,

J. W. LEONARD ,

Res . Com .

our

man

a copy of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved

family, a copy be sent to the Motorman and Con

ductor for publication, and a copy be spread upon

the minutes of this meeting .

February 1 , 1927 .
A. C. ARNETT,

CHAS. SMITH ,

M. F. PHELPS.

Committee, Div. No. 794 .

By Div. No. 425, Hartford , Conn .

Whereas : It has pleased Almighty God to remove

from this Earth of trouble and sorrow to that other

Land " Where the wicked cease from troubling and

the weary are at rest, " our good brother, Thomas

F. Plunkett ; and
Whereas: Our late Brother Plunkett was one of

the original members of Local Division 425, always

interested and ready to be of service , a good man

and true ; therefore , be it
Resolved : That this Division deeply deplores the

loss of a faithful and loyal member and directs
that these resolutions be spread upon its records;

that a copy be sent to the bereaved family ; that

a copy be sent to official publication , the

Motorman and Conductor, for publication therein ;

and that, as a further mark of respect to our late
brother, our charter be draped in mourning for a
period of thirty days.

Green ' be the turf above thee ,

Friend of our better days.

None knew thee but to love thee,

None named thee but in praise .
March 21 .

RICHARD THOMAS SKEHAN,

THOMAS V. LEE ,

FRANCIS R. EVERIN,

Committee on Resolutions.

By Div. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite
wisdom has seen fit to remove from our midst

late Brother Joseph S. McCarthy, in whose death

we have lost a good and worthy brother and faith

ful worker, and one
who has endeared himself to

all of us, and while we know that words cannot

express our grief and sorrow to those near him ;
therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division 448, in regular meeting
assembled , extends to the bereaved relatives of our

late brother , our heartfelt sympathy in their sad
hour of bereavement; and be it further

Resolved : That the charter of Division 448 be

draped for a periodof thirty days as a token of

respect for our departed brother; that
these resolutions be sent to the bereaved relatives,

and that they be placed upon the minutes of our
meeting, and published in thc Motorman andConductor magazine

.

WILLIAM MAY,

DANIEL J. COLLINS,

J. W. LEONARD,

Res . Com .

By Div. No. 582, Utica , n. Y.

The Supreme Ruler in His infinitewisdom has removed from our ranks a true and be

loved brother , Thomas R. Dowd, in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal friend, his family a

loving husband and father, and while 'we know that

words cannot greatly lighten the sorrow of those

he loved and protected, we feelthat it will be aconsolation for them

to know that friends and
brothers are sharing the sorrow with them in the

loss of their loved one; therefore , be it
Resolved :

That we, the members of Div. No.

$82:Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America, in regular meeting

assembled , extend to the bereaved family of our

latebrotherour heartfelt sympathy and consolation

in this dark hour ofamfiction;and, be it furtherResolved:
That our charter be draped for thirty

days, that a copy of these resolutions be forwarded
to the bereaved family and that they be published

in the Motorman and Conductor.

W. R. TALLMAN ,

H. R. COLE,

P. T. NOON ,

Resolution Comm .

By Div. No. 103, Wheeling, W. Va.

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father has taken from us
our late Brother George Hillyer, and we pray Thee

that though he is in the shadow of the dead , he may

be living in Thy light of truth and understanding.
Rest of rests , 0 peace serene , eternal;
Thou ever livest and thou changest never ;

And in the secret of thy Presence dwelleth

Fullness of joy , forever and forever .--Amen .

Resolved : That this resolution , as adopted by this

Local, be forwarded to the bereaved family with

full sympathy ;; that it be published in the

Motorman and Conductor and a copy placed upon

our files ; also that our charter be draped in mourn .

ing for a period of thirty days ,

J. D. MOORE ,

WM. KITSON ,

WM . WISECUP,
Committee

our

copy of

Whereas :

By Div. No. 624 , Buffalo , N. Y.

Whereas: Our God in Heaven , who knoweth and

seeth all things , has seen fit to call from us to the

Great Beyond our dear and faithful brother, Charles

Felt , to enjoy a rest well earned through loyal

service on earth ; therefore, be it
Resolved : That we here express our sincere and

earnest sympathy for the bereaved widow and fam .

ily; and be it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be for
warded to the widow and family of our late brother

as an expression of our condolence and sympathy ;

that they be published in the Motorman and Con .

ductor and entered upon our minutes.

February 12.

Attest : JACOB F. GERNOLD , Secy .

March 8.

By Div . No. 915, Granite City , Ill .

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

wisdom has called from his earthly home our friend

and brother, Edward Taylor Pope , in whose death

we have lost a loyal member; and

Whereas : We share in bereavement with his

family and relatives ; therefore, be it
Resolved : That Div . No. 915 extend profound

sympathy to the bereaved family ; further
Resolved : That these resolutions be placed upon

the minutes of this Division , a copy forwarded to

the bereaved family and that they be published
in the Motorman and Conductor, and that our

charter be draped in mourning for a period of thirty

days . E. OVERBEY, President,

C. E. JACKSON, Secretary :

By Div. No. 515, Galesburg, Ill .

The Supreme Ruler in His infinite
fit

to remove from our midst,late Brother Kenneth Johnson, in whose death

Whereas :
wisdom has seen

we
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Newark , N. J .-- Brothers , when new come

to car houses os garages, give them a helping hand .

Help them on their pay cards and otherwise, to

encourage them . They may have a wife and kid

dies or someone to support. It's only for a moment's

impulse that they may quit and be sorry later .

So , brothers , let's give all the help we
to

recruits . A kind word, a little advice may help

them to be good Union men , Don't forget , brothers ,
do your best, as we were once new ourselves .

A new Lifeguard has arrived at the home of

Brother and Mrs. McGinnes. Good boy , Mac ,

don't sink ,

Brother Naughton was scen at City Hall St.

Patrick's Day. He went in Broad and came out

Green . Cheer up , Brother Naughton , there is to

be a bridge built across the big pond.
Brother Wylie has returned from his visit to

Troy , N. Y., and is looking good , wearing clean

collars . Troy , you know , is the Collar City.

The boys of 0. P. V. are anxiously awaiting

Charlie King's speedy return, that he may take

Brother Johnny O'Connor fishing.
Moe Goldstein is traveling in China to start

new troiley line along the zone system .

Miller St. -Sherman Ave. has a most wonderful

base ball team. Hiiton will challenge all over sixty

years of age .

Brother Davis will look younger when he has his

whiskers cut.

Brother John White is a specialist raising chickens .
He has a freak in his flock . Steve says it is a

Rhode Island Red . Emerson Crane clains it to be

a Sussex Red . Bill McCroobry specializes only in

Black Minorcas and is not an uathority on the freak
in Brother White's flock . Some think it sprang from

a monkey.

More power to Brother Tommy Roma .

Brother Daleket did the trick weli . Good luck ,

brother, and everlasting happiness.

At the Bloomfield Barn , Brothers Mike Morton ,

champion of Ireland; Mike McMan, Scotland ; and

Frank Shaboski , Poland: are contesting for the pool

players championship, to determine the champion

ship in the League of Nations.

The famous banjo tickler, Brother Joe Piecini,

has an addition to his family . Everything is Rosy .

Brother Frank Higginbothnne recently entered the

sea of matrimony and received a new alarm clock

as a wedding present . Remember, Frank, you can't

miss any more days . He was also presented with

a canoe for his wedding trip up Long Island Sound.

Don't break the paddles, Frank.

Brothers Enright and Collins have joined the

benedicts . We wish them and their better halves

the best there is .

Brother Harry Peters has become the commander

of a Studebaker.

President William Wepner has bought a

Green War Tank .

Brother Otto Hauser is getting his fishing tackle

ready , Brother William Wepner is offering two

beautiful silver loving cups , one for the largest and
one for the smallest fish of the season . Bill is

quite a fishing bug himself and got the biggest
sucker from the famous Poker Stream in Irvington .

Brother Snuffy Kearney is becoming a spend

thrift, squandering a penny every time he sees

weighing machine. Stop it !

The brothers of Hilton send a challenge to any

base ball team for Sunday morning games. Write

the station master for open dates.

Brother Willie Theime is wearing a new Scotch

uniform .

Brother Robert Cliff is rounding into shape again ,
after his recent illness.

In closing, boys , I am requesting that you do
not forget the new men and that you remember

that we were once new, too.
-Cor . 819.

J. Ringler , J. Leidy, J. McKelvey and H. Wolf .
Our musicians comprised Brothers James Owen ,

Charles Stein , Jack Rice , Harold Rice . Joseph

Harpster and Harry Wolf. Brother Wolf was on

the job with the old -time jewsharp .

Brother Jacob Leidy gave very inspiring

address. Do it again , Brother Leidy. He lifted

the lid off some of the high spots. Others made

interesting talks , including E. J. Our worthy

warden gave us some pep on safety. Brief notes

could be taken from the address of Brother H.

Klahre . He sure boils the beans. He calls us his

boys , and you would be surprised how his family is

increasing.

At this meeting we found our headquarters of

the transportation department in a skyscraper on
11th Avenue and 12th Street . Some of our day .

light crews are planning some means of getting
reports in without getting close to heaven .

The writer suggests not to turn any of them in -

then you will go to heaven .

One thing is sure : When the full crew law is

adopted you will be enjoying the cheerfulness of a

solicitor .

The Altoona & Logan Valley Co. have begun
construction work Broad Avenue , from 31st

Street to 27th . They sure will make improvements

and have some budget to fall back on .
What is the attraction in our town for Billy

McQuigg and Robert Smith , the two expert Tyrone
bus drivers ?

Division 801 is getting along very nicely , with a
good membership and nice treasury , which we can

be proud of .
Our meeting nights are now the second and

fourth Wednesdays of each month , at 12th Street
and 9th Avenue. Don't forget.
We held our first Wednesday night meeting

April 13th . Committee reports were read and the

entertainment committee reported progress . The

roller skating party at Edgewood Park was a suc

cess . We learned that Brother Mac pulled off a

fine stunt , wiping everything up but the floor. He

was a bluebird flyer .

Some of our brothers are falling down on their

attendance . I presume you find that in many other

organizations. There are too many ifs and ohs .

For instance, " if I thought they wouldn't hold the

meeting too late I would come up." " If I knew

loud mouths wouldn't be there, I'd come tonight."

' Oh , if I thought Brother K. would look up our

working conditions , then I'd come . ' " Oh , yes , then

I'll come, too . My brothers and fellow workers ,

there's no use to try to help those of you who do

not participate in helping one another.

The miscellaneous department is busy equipping

cars for one - man operators.
We find Brother' W. Woods can make a switch

iron . He made one for the express crew . I always

told you fellows he could put out the goods , even
if he had to " steel" it .

Sermonograms - Habits grow - Praise and blaze

Grumble and stumble - Anges and reason-A city

and a chorus girl are much alike, 'tis ture; the city's

built with outskirts , the chorus girl is, too.

-Cor. 801 .

new

a

WELL ATTENDED MEETINGS

New Orleans , a .-Division No. 94 broke all

speed records at the monthly meeting held March

23 . The meeting was called to order at 8:00 p . m.

and at 8:55 we adjourned, transacting all of our

business in fifty -five minutes , and there was a large
attendance.

At our meeting of April 13 , called to order at

8:00 p . m . , adjournment was taken at 9:05 p . m.
and we had a record attendance . With such short

meetings there is no excuse for our straight day men
not attending.

very thankful to have a secretary like

Brother Gus Bienvenu, as without him we could

not have such short meetings . He is the " cat's

whiskers " reading minutes . " He knows his

onions . '

I wish to make a strong appeal to all members

to attend meetings regularly .

In a few months wewill elect delegates to attend

the International Convention at Birmingham . Şey.

eral of our members are already packing their grips,

We are

onCOMPANY MAKING IMPROVEMENTS

Altoona , Pa .-- Division 801 held her monthly

meeting March 24 . It was specialized as a smoker.
It sure was a humdinger. We think should

have many more of the same kind . An entertain

ment committee was appointed , comprising Brothers
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There is a big , tall boy who packed his grip for

the last convention , but was in the wrong crowd ,
so after the election he had to unpack, This time

he is a sure winner and you will see him at Birming
ham . I will not mention his name , but he is tall

and handsome and tall men are not usuaily hand

So, you will know him .

--Cor. 194 .

some . He says ,

Several of our brothers have undergone operations

of late -- Brothers George Russell, C. l . Reaming ,
George Casier , Dave Crider and Levi Lawson .

Levi is doing nicely and the others are back at

work.

Brother A. J. Lee recently received his old age

benefit from our International Association .

*Don't tell me that it don't pay to belong to a

union . ' '

We have several more who are old enough to

be entitled to their old age pension , but continue

at work . Let the good work go on .

-Cor. 441 .

BROTHERS, LET'S GET GOING

WILL CONTINUE PRESENT AGREEMENT

Portland , Ore.-Local Division No. 757 held a

special call midnight meeting March 27th , for the

purpose of considering opening the agreement with

The Portland Electric Power Company .

Our working agreement with the Company pro
vides as follows :

" This agreement shall continue in full force and

be binding upon the respective parties hereto until

April 30 , 1927, and from year to year thereafter,
unless changed by the parties hereto . Either of the

parties desiring to change any Section or sections

of this agreeinent shall notify the other party in

writing of the desired change or changes not less

than thirty days prior to the 30th day of April of
any year. Under such notice the agreement shall

be opened to consider whatsoever change or changes
are desired . ''

The attendance at the special meeting was the

smallest in years and, after considerable discussion

as to the allvisability of opening the agreement, it

was decided almost unanimously not to open the

contract this time but to continue it for another

year. The company, of course , reserved the same

right and privilege as the Association to open the

agreement if they desired any changes but they are

evidently satisfied and will continue because we have

heard nothing from them .

The executive board , however, is instructed to
confer with the proper officials of the company

regarding a few minor changes which will be con

sidered under supplementary agreement as follows :
1. One day off in seven .

2. To request that the company pay license for
bus operators .

3. Will try to get the company to furnish each

trainman and bus operator with one uniform a
year .

4. A few minor changes in other departments
which will be for the benefit and improvement

of the members of the Association.

This is the only extent to which the agreement
will be disturbed .

The Local held an indoor circus at the Armory

from April 27th to 30th inclusive. It the

greatest event of its kind ever held in the city of

Portland ; something to remember and talk of as

an example of what the carmen can do when they
really try . Everything a regular circus has was

featured at our four days ' show . Members of the

Local sold many tickets in advance. The proceeds

from the circus will be used to pay expenses of

delegates to the International Convention to be held

in Birmingham this fall , and delegates to the State

Federation of Labor convention and the balance to

be placed in a relief fund for sick members .

Our Local is getting along very nicely. The

officers are trying to the best of their ability to

give service to the membership of our organization.

-Cor . 757 .

Holyoke , Mass.--At this writing I may say that

the brothers are slipping. Try and make a new

start and attend the meeting on the fourth Thurs

day of the month, and show your officers that you
are loyal , Back them up and see how nicely we

can get along and get something that will be good
for Division No. 537.

We give all our good wishes to Brother Donovan

and trust he will soon be with us, following his long

illness. tick to it , Pink , you will win .

We have 10 open cars out yet. When they

come and works start and trouble with it , remem
ber the two steps, Look out for accidents.

There seems to be some talk on working con

ditions, to see if we can get a new contract at

later date .

Things are progressing with some things that

are not just right , but there are bound to be .

Everybody cannot be pleased . Let's get out to the

meetings and talk business, not on the street or in

the lobby at the car barn . Wake up , brothers, and

let's go to every meeting. Let's have something

going on . Don't stay in the same old rut . Come

up and start it and all will want to come to the

finish . Here we go ! Come along to 11cxt

meeting , Don't forget .

" All Alone " -Div . No. 537 .

OUT

RESPECTED MEMBER PASSES

we

was

Marinette , Wis . - Some way have neglected

to have notice of the loss of a member of Division

No. 302 published in the M. and C. Through the
will of God, Division 302 of Menominee, Mich .,

and Marinette, Wis ., lost a faithful member and

true brother in the person of late Brother Frank
Wiegers . His death resulted from heart trouble,

following a brief illness , and he passed from this
life February 19 .

On Sunday, February 23 , he was laid to rest .
Pall bearers were : Brothers W. Y. Bellmore ,

Gilbert Brabant, Dell Collard , Joseph Landre ,

John Herscheid and George Taylor, The latter

was an old friend of Brother Weigers and a tele

phone man .

Brother Wiegers is survived by his widow and

five children , mostly grown and in good circum

stances .

Mrs. Wiegers and family have the profound

sympathy of all the members of Division 302 and

of the street railways in general . May Brother

Wiegers rest in peace.

Brother Harry Terriault is a busy man these

days . He is painting automobiles on his day off .

Brother Joe ' Maguire changed runs, but insists

that he will not leave the Hall -Pierce Line,

account of lunches.

Brother Bill Wakley now has to be home early ,
as his wife has returned .

Brother Dell Collard is using his spare time

painting his house .

Brother Combes is working hard to get his berry .

picker ready for the season .
Brother Frank Kuffle wants Car No. 1 back for

his run . --- Cor.3 02 .

COURT SUSTAINS AGREEMENT on

a

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE SUCCESS

Des Moines , Iowa --Division 441 is still on top .

We are working two-man cars exclusively and hope
to continue until 1940 , or the expiration of our
agreement .

Our employing company had us in a continual

litigation in the Courts for several years, but we

have been victorious in most cases . The Iowa

Supreme Court recently handed down decision

April 4th , declaring our agreement valid . We are

wondering what the management may start next .

Our loyal union members have spent much money
to fight these various Court cases , but are more

determined now than ever to stick to the job and
defend our rights. Many tactics known to man
have been tried to break us up , but apparently

are stronger today than ever before possibly

not financially but certainly in our determination
to continue. We feel that the time is near when

we can see daylight , for a while at least ,

On the evenings of April 20th and 21st we put

on a three -act comedy entitled “ Yinmy Yonson's
Yob . " Our auditorium seats seven hundred and

the advance sale of tickets was large . Carl Johnson

is . " Yimmie" in this play and was worth the full

admission , himself .

we

New Haven , Conn . - It is a long time since

Division No. 281 has been seen to appear in the

M. and C. , but I can say that we are still on the

map ,

We are having a membership drive , which has
increased our membership to almost 100 per cent.
In this drive we have been assisted by Second

International Vice -President P. J. O'Brien . I can

gladly say that we owe our increase in membership

to his efforts.

There is a whole lot more I would like to say .

but this being my first report I will close with
these few words : Brothers, let's mak, it

cent. " Sam , " Cor. 281 .

100 per
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THEIR OWN CREATION make or receive . Back of accurate and careful im

pressions is a trained and well arranged judgment.

The way many people feel towards us , when they

first meet us , contains the most important impres

sion they will ever form . No matter how changed

may become their feelings, that first impression is

deep cut and a picture that remains.

Neatness of dress and personal handling of the

people , the things you say and the way in which
you say them , are the gauge by which you are

judged at your first meeting with others.

We can never do more than our best , but there

is a chance for cach to improve, not only in appear

ance , but in knowledge , judgment and service .
-Cor. 563.

It is

• OLD PRESIDENT RETIRES

we

on

Cleveland , Ohio --Recent meetings of Division No.

268 have been well attended . The boys seem full

of pep , and , I was about to say , they revive the

" Spirit of '76 ," but I rather believe it to be, the

spirit of better days . Maybe it was duty itself -- a

duty each owes to himself , his family and man

kind , that is directing their steps from the movie

and corner cigar store to the Union Hall.

their Union, their own creation for a purpose . It

is the working man's ideal for a bigger and better

life .

Remember, they created the Union, nourished and

stimulated it by their own efforts and energy and

have sacrificed much that they might become a

factor in society-a real living, pulsating, humaniz

ing factor .

While do not argue that Union men are

infallible , the Union is the great factor in this

great democratic riddle. Our logic is good as viewed

by the light of history . I feel certain that you

agree with me, so far , but you ask : How can we

inake our ideals become real ? Ask yourselves if

you are not enjoying better pay and better working

conditions through your own cfforts as Union men,

Free speech and open debate, without fear of

censure , is the keynote of harmony and is a demo

cratic principle. Teamwork and harmony assures

success and remember, that without your Union

you would have neither free speech or open debate,

teamwork or harmony.

Are we controlled largely by emotions ? How soon

can we be brought to realize that we cannot repcal
the law of Nature nor stay the hand of death ?

When Secretary W. M. Rea arose and announced
the death of our esteemed brother and ex -president,

E. E. Brown, a momentary gloom settled over our
entire meeting. Brother Brown was a native of the

Middle Southwest and spent much of his early life
in Arkansas and Missouri. In the old settlers

school , he observed much of their traditional gen
erosity and southern culture. As a spinner of yarns,

he was a past master, with a pleasing, personality
that ripened with age . He was a typical product

of his carly environment. One of his early experi

ences was that of firing on western railroad ,

where he slipped from the tender and lost a leg .

He was next known as an electrical engineer at one

of the mines near Herrin . Ill . , where he became a

member of the Miners Union , serving the locat as

financial secretary . In 1917 he moved his family

to Cleveland and was employed as a motorman and
joined the Amalgamated . His experience in the

Mine Workers caused him to become active as a

worker here. He was elected president of Division

No. 268 in 1922, and served through a period of
two years that tried the souls of men . in behalf

of the membership, we wish to give a tast tribute
to the memory of our late brother, and while we

cannot lighten the sorrow of the bereaved family,

we do extend to them our profound sympathy in
their hour of affliction .

At our meeting of March 23 , we enjoyed a 15

minute talk by Miss Wing, a member of our City
Council. She sponsors the Women's Trade Union

League. She gave us some startling statistics on
wages and hours of labor and stressed the sad need
of organization among women workers. The meet

ing voted the League $25.00 and our moral support.
At a recent meeting. the report of our executive

board was discussed at length . It carried with it

some further suggestions drive for

members, which is meeting with success. Look for

a full report in the next issue.

Bear in mind the cost of living is still on the

- " Griff ."

a
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Charleston , S. C .-- As our correspondent was

elected four months ago and nothing has been

seen in the M. and C. from his pen , I feel that

I may let the brothers of other Locals know that

here in Dixie, the only Division of the Almagamated
Association in the Palmetto State, Old 610, is

getting along well these days . We are holding our

Own . Our boys attend meetings fine.

At our meeting held Friday, April 5 , Brother

W. N. Eubanks was elected president , to fill the

unexpired term of Brother J. M. Stokes, who left

the cars on account of his health ,
Our Company recently bought nine new one

man cars for use on the Rutlege Ave. and Cross

town Lines. The Company is laying now rails

Meeting St., from Calhoun to Broad, and a

part of King St. The Company is spending a

bunch of money in improvements; also power plant
transmission lines . This has come about since the

new . Company took charge.

The " City by the Sea had the biggest tourist

travel during the winter ever before in her history .
Business is getting better every year. We had a

very mild winter, but that is nearly always the
case here .

Brother E. E. Joyner is very sick. We wish

him a speedy recovery .

We extend to Brother J. R. Browning our sincere

sympathy in the loss of his little boy, about three
weeks ago.

Brother B. E. Jachens, off in bad health for
some time , is again on the job . We are pleased

to see you back , Bennie . Brother Jachens is day

receiver at the car barn .

There is but one way to get Brother Lane off

the Crosstown , and that is to pull up the tracks .
We sympathize with Brother 0. G. Wilcher,

who had the misfortune to lose his girl , Poor

boy ! He looks sad .

Brother J. M. Stokes is the last victim to buy
a Ford. Speed cops had better look out .

Brother L. H. Parish , the sheik of the Suburban,
is having a swell time. Better look out for those

red lips. They are liable to leave & mark and

then J. Henry Stur will remark that he looks bad .

Weil, the rest of the bunch are in good shape

and I will tell you about them in the next .

At our meeting of the 15th , we passed resolu

tions of respect upon the retirement of our worthy

president, J. M. Stokes , The resolutions

drawn by a committee comprising present Presi
dent W m . Eubanks and Brothers E. E. Joyner,

H. D. Lane and S. G. Boyter, and unanimously
and earnestly adopted by the Local . The resolu

tions I wish to quote here as follows:
" Whereas : It is with deep regret that we accept

the resignation from the presidency of our Local
of Brother J. M. Stokes , and , as

we know that

Brother Stokes made a good and efficient

dent for the four years of his service, we know that
his place will be hard to fill. We regret with pro .

found sympathy that his health became such that
he was forced to give up active service and we

hope for his early recovery , that he may again serve

us ; therefore, be it

" Resolved : That we , the members of Division

610, in meeting assembled , extend to our good

brother expression of our deepest respect for

his faithful service as our director, one who was

always respected by the officials of our employing

property, as well as by ourselves. Further

" Resolved : That , as a tribute of respect to our

retiring president, a copy of these resolutions be

mailed to him ; that the resolutions be placed upon
the minutes our meeting that they be pub.

lished in the Motorman and Conductor."

We wish every member of the old Amalgamated

the best of everything ,
- Fraternally, F. S. , Cor. 610.

.

were

our new

up grade .
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KEEPING ACCIDENT LIST DOWN

an

Lansing , Mich.- Brother G. Purdue had his teeth

extracted and is again at work .

Brother Jess Ream is again around , with the aid

of crutches . We are pleased to see his smile .

We all know that Brother W. Farmer's team

won in the accident contest . The point I want to

bring out is there were just twenty -five per cent

of accidents during the last month than in any

previous months for the last four years. This goes

to show that we can keep from having accidents ,

if we try .
Our success depends primarily upon two things:

( 1) The impression we make upon people withi whom
come contact for the first time. ( 2 ) The

degree in which we build upon , live up to or fall

short of the original impression we make. Nothing

is more important than the first impression we
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INCREASED ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS

cars . was

Hamilton , Ont .-A very gratifying feature in

our Local since 1927 commenced , has been the in

creased attendance at our meetings. The attention ,

interest and enthusiasm shown has been very much

appreciated by the officers, Keep it up, boys.

Give them your full, whole -hearted support and I
am sure something beneficial will be the result .

Our executive board is vested with power to

negotiate a new agreement . Attend your meetings

and co -operate.

President W. Allan has been honored with a seat
on the Confederation Committee of Hamilton . He

will try to get the boys represented in the parade .

Our president and vice-president comprise a crew
on the Belt Line .

Sickness and accident have taken their toll .

Brother Harry Laing sustained crushed legs between
two street Brother George Cousins

recently knocked down by an automobile - head and

leg badly cut . Brother Whalley , some five months

ago, was seriously injured on the head and internally

by an automobile. Brother S. Groves, very sick
with pneumonia, is recovering . Brother W. Leach

recently underwent an operation in the General

Hospital, but is again at work. Brother Arthur

Stephenson is confined in the hospital with a

currence of his old malady, contracted during the
World War.

Our deepest sympathy is extended to Brother

Joe Bigrigg in the recent loss of his wife , from

pneumonia .

Brother and Mrs. Jack Heely were recently visited

by the stork and were presented with a fine girl .

Brother Crip Hammond forgot to get up , a recent
Sunday morning.

Brother Hartley Forbes had great faith in horse

shoes , but after recent experience with one he will
have no further use for them .

Brother Charlie Camps has opened a kindergarten
class on his car. Little tots can be seen receiving

their lessons, and when they tire Charlie quietly
leaves his car and takes them home, much to the
amusement of a load of passengers.

Who is the champion speedster of the street

railway ? Ask Reid Wardell.

Let's all pull together, boys, and make a banner

year for everyone. --Cor. 107 .

RENEW AGREEMENT

Te

President B. Flanagan reported at our last meet

ing that the Joint Conference Board of the Con

necticut Locals is progressing on work of the next

agreement, which you all know comes up again in

June. If you are interested in these reports , attend

meetings instead of stopping your delegate on the
street to ask what is going on .

In March we dispatched President Flanagan and

Secretary John Sullivan to the State Capitol, where ,

along with several hundred labor delegates, they

spoke on the Corporation Bill and the Eight -hour
Day Bill.

Brother Bill Dorley contemplates moving back
to the states . He is considering an offer of Hobo

Smith to open a bachelor apartment near the barn .
Maybe he will wait until Bondine gets hooked ,

when he can go in with Bo.

Brother Leo Callahan surely swings a mean

shovel . He recently saved the life of a horse .

Fitz sold Tommy his Ford . Paul says it's another

time Tom was gipped .

Brothers Pat Mclean and P. Ryan are two of

the best walkers of our Local . On Sunday mornings

they may be seen strolling through the country .
Well , boys, we expect to have a pretty good

base ball team this year. Scotty Roberson is the

manager , Brother Collins is to finance the team .

All candidates were requested to report at the Park

the last of April . " M. C.," 459 .

DEATH INVADES RANKS

Birmingham , Ala .-- The all - wise Supreme Ruler

has seen fit in His wisdom to remove from among

two of our most worthy and highly esteemed

comrades - late Brothers D. A. Brown, who died

March 25 , and D. 0. Coaplin, who died March 4.

We bow reverently to the Mysterious Power. It is

a debt to which human opposition is in vain. The

Supreme Power removes inonarchs from their

thrones, as the poor from humble cottages.
Division 725 has lost two whom it can il! spare .

They filled a definite place in the lives of their co
workers. Like many others, they were not great

in the eye of the public. They did their work ,

unobtrusively. Therefore, like many others, the

public at large knew less of them than of many
men whose influences were not so great .
We are living in very busy, ever changing

world . Time moves swiftly and things change fast.

The memory of yesterday fades away and , by to
morrow, is approximately forgotten. The solemn

exercise of this very sad hour reminds us that death
has taken two of our most worthy and highly

esteemed comrades.
The lives and characters of great men appear

great when they pass behind the veil of silence ,

We shall nevermore see the friendly faces of the

dead nor hear their gentle voices . We miss them .

But when languid voices are hushed and the shades

of evening fall, we meet to live with the Only Be

gotten Son , who died on Calvary , that we might

have everlasting life .

Peace to our loved ones and may God bless them ,

is our unceasing prayer. Cor. 725 .

IT IS YOUR BUSINESS

us

Grand Rapids, Mich - Division No. 836 has

renewed the agreement of 1926 for another year.

Through negotiations with the management of the

property, the following addenda to the agreement
was made :

" It is hereby agreed by and between Grand

Rapids Railway Company, a Michigan corporation,

and Division No. 836, Amalgamated Association of
Street and Electric Railway Employes, of America ,

a voluntary association , that the certain agreement

in writing between the parties hereto, made and
entered into as of date May 1, 1925 , as amended

by agreement in writing as of date May 1, 1926,
is hereby continued in full force and effect for the

additional period of one year from and after June
1 , 1927 , in all respects as if the said agreement

were re- executed as of June 1 , 1927.

" In Witness Whereof the parties hereto by their

respective officers, duly authorized , have hereunto

set their hands and seals this 12th day of April,
A. D. 1927 .

" GRAND RAPIDS RAILWAY COMPANY ,

" By L. J. Delamarter, Vice -Pres. and Gen. Mgr. ,

“ Attest: W. E. Livingston , Secretary:

" DIVISION NO . 836, AMALGAMATED ASSO

CIATION OF STREETAND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA,

" By Claud W. Fisher, President.
" Attest : E. L. Johnson, Secretary . "

At this writing, President Claud W. Fisher is

not feeling very well, but we trust it is temporary.

Things are moving fine with Division 836 .

" Graw - Berg ' - Cor. 836 .

Wichita, Kansas-Foreman Ruffie of the car barn
is again on duty , following confinement in a local

hospital, where he underwent a major, operation .

We are pleased to see him back on the job.

Brother A, C. Arnett is learning the fine points

in domestic science . Mrs. Arnett is making an

extended visit among out -of -town relatives .
Brother Highfall fell victim to two bandits on

the Topeka Loop. He is sure their guns were 88s .

Brothers Fisher , Kirk and Sweat were on the sick

list last month .

Much work is being done on our tracks at present .

Our membership is growing fast. Come out, boys,

let's fill the Labor Temple at our future meetings.

Brother Dooley has purchased a Chevrolet and

the filling station reports good business.

Brother Frank Grable's wife left for Arkansas to
view the path of the severe storm that swept
through that section recently. Her parents were in

the story , but luckily came out unhurt.

Brother Duncan is on the sick list .

A few more cars are getting a real painting.

Inspector Ed . Beil was on the sick list recently.

Brother Miller is visiting relatives in Oklahoma
and New Mexico .

Brothers Fisher and Shockley have purchased a

flock of fine bred chickens .

Come out to the meetings, boys, and see the

large attendance, It is your business.

--- Cor . 794 .

ATTENDANCE ENCOURAGING

Bridgeport, Conn .-- Division No. 459 held the

regular meeting for April . It is most encouraging

that the morning meetings are better attended .

However, there are a number of late men whom

we would like to see at these meetings . There are

a number of day men who could more regularlyattend their sessions of the meetings . If you
happen to be one of the absentees, just make up
your mind to come

up and get acquainted with
the gang .
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ESTABLISHING CONVENTION FUND ORGANIZED EMPLOYES MAKE

FOR SUCCESS

a

Sioux City , Iowa . — Brother J. Wescott has ac
cepted a position for the summer with the city .

Brother L. Granger wishes to reduce . He was

getting too portly in the track gang ,

Brother N. Dvoracek is contemplating a trip to
Denver, for his health .

Brother R. Tripp is enjoying six month's

vacation .

Brother M. R. Boughton has joined the soup

gang , having had his teeth extracted .

Brother S. Howe has taken the line car for the

summer .

The boys look nifty in their new uniforms. They

cost enough.

Brother Freem Smith says he will take four to

six weeks ' vacation this summer, to visit friends in

Canada .

Brother T. Waples is suffering from neuritis in
his knees ,

Brothers, don't forget the Saturday night dances
at the Labor Temple . Brother Earl Garnett is

chairman of the committee.

Our executive board is quite busy these days and

we hope for good results .

We are pleased to see Brother S. Weber at work

again .

President H. T. Woodward is busy these days ,

between his run and committee meetings .

We regret to hear that Brother J. C. Garnett is

again laid up .

Brother Fred Ames is driving a truck these days .

We should get the convention call for the Cedar

Rapids , Iowa, State Federation of Labor Conven

tion and one from Detroit to attend the Amalga
mated Association Convention at Birmingham in

September. We are establishing a convention fund ,

that we may send the best man, regardless of creed ,

color or nationality .

In the death of George, son of Brother Andrew

Johnson , Brother Johnson and family have the

profound sympathy of Division No. 779 .

Brother Joe Webber is a patient at St. Joseph

Hospital.

Brother J. Waples is at the Methodist Hospital

with rheumatism .

Mrs. Rhoades, wife of Brother Rhoades, is re

covering at the Lutheran Hospital.

Brother Peter Merch's nine-year-old son is at the

St. Vincent Hospital with a broken leg .

Brother J. B. Wiley, of Des Moines, gave us

good talk recently . He is always welcome.

At a recent meeting. Mr. Pahl of Cincinnati dis

tributed samples of union -made tobacco .

An old -timer, Brother Joe Royalty, has returned
to us .

Brother J. C. Garnett is sick .

Brother Tripp is now employed on the Pacific

Coast . He was a good scout .

Brother Jake Clarmon attended our last meeting
and is recovering .

Ex -Mayor Short gave us a good talk at a recent

meeting and told us of his new paper that will be
out in May. We wish him success .

Brother Joe Balderson is again out .

Dr. A. J. McLaughlin addressed our last meeting

and gave us some good , snappy advice .

Business Agent Griffin is a busy man these days .

Brother Nelson contemplates going West , to grow

up with the country .
Cor. 779 .

Utica , N. Y .-- Contented employes surely will be
more interested in the success of the business of

the employing property than the employes who are
constantly contending with their employer. Men

who are forced to work under terms and conditions

not agreeable do not give whole-hearted service,

They remain on the job only until they find what

they think will be a better job and the employer

is paying the price for inferior service, which con

tributes not much to the prosperity of the property .

Half -hearted service and labor turnover costs more

than good wages . Organization stands for whole

hearted service .

We are fast coming to the day , I am pleased to

say , when the master and servant will get together

at the council table and rather each confide in the

other and compare notes to work out their industrial

destiny . Naturally , there will always be differences,

but with better understanding, a more general

acquaintance and a joint determination to work

together for the adjustment of whatever differences

may arise , will assure prosperity for the property ,
as well as the empioyes .

We've noticed when a fellow dies, no matter what
he's been

The saintly chap or one whose life was deeply

steeped in sin

His friends forget the bitter words they spoke but

yesterday

And find a multitude of pretty things to say,

I fancy when I go to rest , someone will bring to

light

Some kindly word or goodly act , long buried out
of sight;

But if ' tis all the same to you , just give to me,

instead ,

The bouquets while I'm living, and the knocks

when I am dead .

It may be fine, when one is dead , to have the folks

And have the flowers come in loads from relatives

you know .

It may be nice to have these things from those you

leave behind ,

But just as far as I'm concerned I really do not

mind .

I'm quite alone and well today , and while I linger

here,

Lend me a helping hand at times--give me a

word of cheer .

Just change the game a little bit-just kindly swap

the decks,

For I'll be no judge of flowers when I've cashed

in my checks.
--Cor. 582 ,

talk SO ,
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ONE-MAN CAR SERVICE EXTENDED

Evansville , Ill .- Division 878 is still in the ring

and going strong. The boys are peppering up, as

contract time is near .

One -man cars are being put into operation all

over our system and operators feel that they can

use more money .
President Wm . Laswell is on his fourth successive

term and prospects are favorable for his fifth .
The following is a list of the officers of Division

878 : President, Wm . Laswell; first vice -president,

T. J. Phillips ; second vice -president, 0 . Hicks ;

recording secretary, Luther Thompson ; financial

secretary, J. H. Brown ; treasurer , A. A. Brown ;

warden , A Hensinger;, conductor, J E.

executive board, R. Monahan , O. Hicks, T. J.

Phillips and L. Thompson .

Division 878 will try to get news in the M. and C.

regularly , henceforth . We came near losing out

this time.
Wewish all Divisions throughout the continent a

most prosperous year .
--Cro . 878 .

YOUR BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

San Jose , Calif . - The same old opening-nothing

to write about, except that no news is good news,

We are still in the land of the living, hale and

hearty .

We have gained one member, Mr. Waterbury, and

lost one , Brother Sidney Johnson .
Brother Water

bury is a young man just commencing the drill of

street car man's life . Brother Johnson, one of

our old members, was let out of employment when

the death of our old friend , Mr. F E. Chapin ,

resulted in very radical changes.
Brother

Johnson went San Francisco to

employment.
Your correspondent is rather tired of appealing

to members to attend our meetings. I wish the so

would come out .
Our executive board meets and turns out such

business as comes before us and then adjourns until

next meeting. It really seems that men should not

be so dilatory about what they must know is vital

to their own interest .
They will sit at home and

smoke, take their machines andgo out riding, attend

shows and seem to have plenty of time for any.

thing else, butno time or energy to attend their

union meetings.
When members get injured , themselves, they come

to see what the union can do for them . Oh, well ,

it's all human nature , anyhow.

Now , boys , as ar
additional suggestion : Let me

advise you that old Division No. 265 is your Local.

It is your business organization .

to you .
The way to show it to be your business

organization is attend the meetings.

going to ask you
discuss this question with

your wives . I think theywilltellyouto attend the

meetings and will assist you in keeping track of the

meeting dates .

Wood ;

It means much

I am
to

to

-Cor. 265 .
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CITY MAKES RAPID PACE Brother Sanford is now called " Papa." An eight

and one-half pound son blessed the home of Mrs.

San Antonio , Texas-- The building construction and Brother Sanford April 9 . Brother Sanford
record here for 1926 symbolizes San Antonio's passed the cigars .

modern growth with a figure of $ 12,511,395. A six Brother Roy Jackson is now receiving instructions
million -dollar investment in public and semi-public in car starting . Rumor has it that he is to be our

buildings were recently completed. There are more new inspector .
such buildings in process of construction . Homes Brother Jackson is a base ball player of some

alone constructed in the first eight months of 1926 note, leading players in the Cape Cod League last
went over three million dollars , season . He was also the star pitcher of the Bay

The recent spectacular oil boom here steadily State Car Men's League fifteen years ago .

progresses and is estimated of an annual production A new service stripe has been adopted by our

of $ 33,000,000. Seven large gas and oil fields were company, similar to the Boston Elevated , to be

discovered in Southwest Texas in the past year. worn on the left sleeve , only .

Texas is officially recognized as the world's great Patrons of the street are inquiring daily

est cotton producing area and produces more than about the new DeLuxe cars. They surely made

five million bales of cotton per year . The terri a hit . Street railroading is on the gain , Busses

tory about San Antonio produces nearly two million will never be able to cope with the street cars in
bales. year around service .

Widespread goat and sheep ranches within the Some good averages were piled up by the office
territory of San Antonio have an annual yield of force this winter in their bowling league .

34,000,000 pounds of mohair and wool, valued at Manager Boardman is getting his golf sticks in
more than $ 16,000,000 . shape .

San Antonio's markets are the annual recipients -Cor. 235 .

of 183,000 cattle , 50,000 hogs and 18,000 sheep .

Two million head of cattle were slaughtered at the DETROIT DIGEST
various other Texas markets. Seventy - five per cent

are from the trade territory of San Antonio and the
Business Agent Van Ness, of the Detroit Unitedsame applies to sheep, with 50 per cent of the hogs .

One thousand factories in San Antonio annually Railway Branch of Division 26 , reports progress

produce $ 100,000,000 in products. This will increase . under the new management of the Detroit United

Freight rates will be decreased approximately 40
Railway . He states that Mr. Zapp , the new Gen

per cent and deep water has brought San Antonio
eral Manager, is very agreeable and does business

in a congenial manner. Brother Van Ness lauded
sixty miles nearer connecting the city by steamer
with the ports of the world . This , with the Mr. Cady, the new General Superintendent, and

stated
pletion of the Port of Corpus Christi, San Antonio's

that negotiations between the Association

and him were exceptionally congenial . He stated ,greatest gateway into Mexico, results in monthly
further, that, under Mr. Cady's leadership , both theexports into that republic of two millions of dollars

of products . men and the Company are bound to prosper .

San Antonio is the headquarters of the Eighth The Local is asking for a nine cents increase in

Army Corps Area an the purchasing division of wages , which Brother Van Ness states he will un
five states . The garrisons of six army camps in doubtedly get for his membership.

San Antonio grow less prominent as time goes on . At the present time the Company is in the hands
However, they are not to be omitted in outlining of Receivers. Last year the membership renewed

the assets of the city .
their agreement, at the request of the Receivers,

Eighty schools are now in use in our city and
with the understanding that freight men would be

junior high school facilities to maintain the usual paid a minimum day of ten hours, and extra men
high standard of San Antonio's efficient educational

paid one hour's time for show -ups. The rest of
facilities .

the conditions granted last year was a ticket loan
Our Public Service Company, in addition to its privilege to the extent of $ 25.00 to each employee

very efficient street railway, has inaugurated a bus in City service , and a pick twice a year in freight

service to care for the inereasing , business in the service.
outlving districts not served by rail cars .

Wages, however, in San Antonio are generally Last year the Receivers were trying to float a
loan of $ 5,000,000.00 to rehabilitate the property .

There is at all times a surplus of workers.

Men seeking work in our line are advised not to be
The membership Co -operated in every detail with

attracted because of the above facts. the Receivers to help , and for this reason Brother

Van Ness feels that the membership will be re
Our meetings are better attended of late and the warded with an increase in wages.

men are showing a greater interest in the organiza
tion than for several years past. Brother Van Ness has been very successful in

All is well in San Antonio . Brother L. W. Pytle, handling cases with the new management. Several

one of our old - time war -horses, is back in the cases that were hanging fire when the old manage

Trades Council and Secretary C. E. Dennison is ment was released have been satisfactorily settled .

president . There is a better feeling between the Management

President G. H. Nelson recently installed Brother and employees.

C. C. Ferguson as member of our executive There has been arrangements for the wage com

board . Brother Ferguson served as financial secre mittee to meet the management at an early date.
tary and treasurer for years and we feel that he Cecil Brewer, of the Wyandotte Line, was elected

will make an efficient board member. Here's luck , to the wage committee by a large vote. Those who

Brother Ferguson, and the goose hangs high. opposed him were Brothers Alfred Curtis and

-- " Dennie ," Cor. 694 . Arthur Endres. Brother Brewer was a member of

the wage committee last year, and brought out some

NEW AGREEMENT SIGNED strong points in behalf of his men .

Brother Donahue's present day geniality is ex

Brockton , Mass.--Daylight saving went into plained by a friend of his , as being due to his
effect in Massachusetts April 24 . It is appreciated devotion to young lady in his former home,
by night operators , as they get an added hour of McKeesport, Pa. Brother Donahue is one of the
daylight ,

most popular men in the D. S. R. bus service and

Our lawn in front of the car house has taken on his present cheerfulness is certainly appreciated .

a rich green , thanks to Brother Cahill . He is zealous , Your' correspondent, once familiar with McKeesport,

over the shrubbery and flowers. can advise Brother Donahue's associates that Miss

Brother Ernest Linehan , call operator, and Police Winifred Conroy is really a most charming young
Officer Edward Cassidy , former car operator, are lady and perfectly capable of controlling Brother

two of the five winners in the popularity contest Donahue's future affairs.
given by the James Edgar Company dry goods Brother and Mrs. Wm . Clay Knowles are now
firm .

They both received round - trip tickets to ontheir honeymoon , visiting relatives in the South .

Paris on a steamboat excursion , Foreman George Pinlott, with Brothers William

Brother Daniel W. Hill, one of our oldest oper Weir and John Corrunker, some weeks ago went on
ators, died recently . He was placed on the pension a hunting trip. Some way , their wonderful stories
list last Fall .

He will be missed in the community.
not subside . It has been discovered, however ,

He was seventy -two years of age . An elegant funeral that Brother Pinlott fired at what he supposed
service was given . was a rabbit , but later discovered that it a

new agreement between our employing company COW. The cow was not badly hurt , indicating that ,

and its employes has been satisfactorily adjudged, had it been a rabbit , it was perfectly safe . How

going into effect May, 1. This embraces sixteen does this compare with their wonderful hunting

Locals. Our company is the Eastern Massachusetts stories ? The others were equally as good marksmen

Street Railway, controllingsomenine hundred miles as Brother Pinlott .
of rail . - " REX . "

low .

а

a

was
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TELL HIM TO COME OUT and just let them slide along and go their weary

way. Knockers are a little like mosquitoes. They

are pesky and bothersome.

“ An obstinate man does not hold opinions, but

they hold him . '

" Purpose is what gives life meaning." What is

your purpose ? What are you living for ? " No man

is free who cannot command himself."

one of these prisoners ? “ A wise man will make more

opportunities than he finds."

These are a few quotations to think about !
have something good coming next month. Watch

for it . It will be something else , and something

more to think about. -Cor. 563.

Are you

on

Cincinnati, Ohio - What's the matter, housewives?
Do you keep your husbands home on meeting

nights ? There is food for thought that comes to
the surface at our meetings. We believe we can

make your husbands feel at home with us for one

night , so tell him to come out to our next meeting,

Meetings are held the first and third Tuesday of
each month .

We regret the death of Mrs. Ond , who passed

away at Piqua, recently. She was the beloved wife

of our schedule maker. Also two small children
survive , and a host of friends.

Well, get ready , boys, for on June 11 we are to
give one grand picnic at Coney Island. Get busy

and sell tickets and win some of these valuable

prizes. Don't forget the date . Get your name on
the book for that date. Brothers Peter Schafer and

Charles Sullivan are to put on a three-round bout

for the day, after which Brother Pete will sing the
Wang Wang Blues.

What has become of our old friends , Brothers

Henry Brenner, West, Marnaleau, Pardy , Wienberg,

Harris and Kinney ? What's the matter, old timers ?

Did you forget the street number ?

Brother Joc Comes has gone hunting snakes .

Brother Charles Snyder is to tame them for him .

He is a great snake charmer .

Brother Isert is still crabbing about his run
Crosstown .

The boys are still donating to the Crepe Hangers

League, of which Brother Spradling is president
and treasurer. They have a membership of one to

the present time. If you care to join , call Main
2133 between 8:30 a . m . and 5:30 p . m . , except

Sundays. Brothers Mead and Black have no time

to join and Brother Reilly is Irish . Brother Wykoff
is too small, and little things in life count. Brother

Barney Google says his wife will not permit him to
go out nights. Brother Kilgour has no time for

foolishness . Brother Bengle has too many blocks
to look after . Brothers Wilson and Metz are too

fat . Brother Holleman has too much to look after

at the barns. Brother McCaffery fears there is no

beer on tap and Brother Brooks is too busy in the
bus business. Brother Klemm is to start a Crepe

Hanger on his line.

Now , listen , executive board members, all this is

for you, and if you have any news, let me have it
and I'll see that it is printed . Don't let me get

the dickens for not having any news in the

M. and C.

Our president states that he doesn't know what

to say about joining the League, as he has been

approached by worthy President Spradling . So ,

get busy.

Brother Wm. Smith, with the reputation of being

a long -winded orator, “ 72 -hour Bill," through his

illness has been displaced by Vice- President Kilgour.
I don't want this understood as a criticism of

Brother Smith , as he is still an active member, bui

merely to show the ability of Vice -President Kilgour .

I here issue a challenge to any other vice-president ,

in any other Local of the Amalgamated , to debate
with Brother Kilgour on any subject. Cor. 627 .

REDUCE ACCIDENT LIST

APPROACHING AGREEMENT TIME

Hartford , Conn .---Division No. 425 is approach
ing renewal of wage agreement time. We are

holding two meetings each month until that is

settled. I wish to call attention to the vacant

chairs in the hall yet to be filled by your attendance

at these meetings .

There were several births in our family during

April. Brothers William Edwards, Harry Hiscock

and Francis Geary are proud fathers of baby boys
and Brothers James Rush, Archie Bird , Michael .

Miskell andRobert Lloyd are very proud fathers

of new baby girls . Keep the good work up !
Our annual dance, held Easter Monday night,

was fairly well attended. All said they had a good

time.

Brother Michael Hynes is again on his run , after

a short stay in the hospital.

Brother Morgan Derick recently returned from a

fishing trip with a very large catch.

Brother Pete Winters is authority that Brother

John Buckley is looking for his run every morning.

Brother Winters promised to giveit to him Christ

mas Day.

Brother Dennis O'Connor better let his girl pick

out the furniture .

Brother James Coleman is in the dog business.

Snow is reported in Windsor, but is returning

with Brother Gifford ,
Spare men would like to know who that brother

is who always arises to a point of order.

none other than Brother Archie Frenette .
Brothers Michael McInniss and Gifford are to be

congratulated on the fine song and dance act at our

dance .

Brother Lieberg still insists that Brother Frenette

is from Moosup :,
Brother Houlihan says there is nothing like the

old Ashley Street Line.

Brother O'Donnell's picture came out quite good.

They would like to know if that was his graduation

from college .

I see by the picture of Brother Waliace Gibson

that he once parted his hair in the middle .

Some brothers have been suspended for non

payment of dues. Don't get in their class. Keep

your dues paid promptly.
-Cor. 425 .

It is

we

Lansing, Mich .-We notice Division 302 , Mari

nette , Wis ., says we are organized . Of course

are . If you don't believe it , come over and we

will show you . We do things .

The contest we had on during February , on the

prevention of accidents , showed remarkable results.

It cut the accidents down three- quarters, i . e . , there

were a quarter of the accidents during that month

of any of the previous month.s This goes to show

that it is unnecessary to have the number of acci

dents we've been having.
We hear, every day , some one kicking on this

or that . " Knockers?" That is just what I mean .

It isn't for us to say how this company should be

run . Do your duty the best you know how . That's

all any one can expect, but keep still or report the

difficulty or trouble to the proper Division authority

and let them take care of it .

No matter how good you build, there is bound to

be someone who will try to make you believe you

have done a bad job . It takes a strong man to

attract enemies. But these knockers. Are they

successful ? Have they friends? Have they risked,

have they built, sacrificed anything ?
Whoever

heard of a successful knocker ? Jesus said that the

poor would always be with us. Not that He wanted

poor people in this world , but that He recognized
a fact and knew human nature . How much simprle

if we would take that attitude about the knockers

LOCAL WILL TRY AGAIN

Windsor, Ont.-In the recent municipal election

our candidate, although he ran well, was defeated .

We will nominate him again .

Accidents are decreasing. much to the credit of

our members.

Brother N. O'Loane is seeking matrimonial trouble

and is about to take the long chance- “ I do." Con .

gratulations.
Brother G. Tanquay is in Grace Hospital through

sickness .

Brother L .. Cedar is getting exercise on the Am

herstburg Line, juggling mail bags.
Brother C. Chittle is again on the job after recov .

ering from sickness ,
Brother V. Wright, according to report, is some

artist .
Brother W. Patrick , with his new sheik glasses,

doesn't fool .

Brother H. Clifford is thinking seriously of get

ting married .

Brother George Burrows is reported

spring fever ,
Brother F. Weber is again working, after recover .

ing from an automobile accident .

We regret that Brother
dent, was not successful in the recent ' election in

his candidacy for alderman . We trust he will enter

the roce next year, when we feel we can put him

Brother J. Armstrong says it's great to stay in

bed on Sunday morning,

as having

orge Bennett , our presi .

over ,

Cor. 616.
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GIVE ATTENDANCE PRIZE leaves a widow and three children , to whom Division

26 extends sincere sympathy.

Brother William Driscoll was recently drowned in

Ten Mile Creek north of Toledo. He leaves a widow

to mourn his loss , to whom is extended the sym .

pathy of the members of Division 26.

Brother John Budo passed from this life March 30.
Brother Budo was a former board member and a de .

voted member of our organization . He is survived by

his widow who has our profound sympathy,

The Bowling League, comprised of bowling teams
from the various car barns, is closing up the sea -

sonal period and in functioning will be succeeded by

the Baseball League. The Jefferson Team won the

P. J. Whaling trophy. This team was captained by

Brother Barney Gugel, who is secretary of the
Bowling League. The president of the Bowling

League is Brother Carl R. Weber, who is also cap .

tain of the Woodward and Trumbull Teams.

Brother Ed . Crawford has his eye on early matri .

mony .

Brother Barney Gugel is buying a new Essex

Some class .

Brother Lyle Stocking had four tires stolen from

his Essex recently . -Rex.

REAL APRIL MEETINGwere

Sure

a

Worcester, Mass.-- Division No. 22 can again

report things in good shape .

The home of Brother George Butler and wife has
been saddened by the loss of their infant son .

Brother Jack Lappin's brother recently died in

California Brother Jack Donovan recently lost

his father by death . Sincere sympathy is extended

to the families of those deceased .

Just a snatch of a recent conversation at Gates
Lane Barn : “ Hey man's anybody she ain't got no

Screwdriver that don belong to me, it's mine, by

gar." " Joe, some tam you ax for something. you
don get , ain't it , ' and Joe walked away talking of

a screwdriver.

After considerable debate in choosing a sheik at

Gates Lane , the honors fell to Healey . It's worth

your time to take à peek at Brother Healey's

upper lip

Brother Kennington is continually changing his
mind . He was recently caught smoking Murads

and working cross word puzzles.

Brother George Brown and wife were recently

tendered a pleasant receipton by members of his
family and hosts of friends. It was their fortieth
wedding anniversary. George and his blushing

bride, his helpmate through better or worse ,

married February 17 , 1887 .

Congratulations are in order from Division 22 to

the families of Brothers Hosey and Murphy, upon

the births of daughters, and to Brother and Mrs.
Mike Kane at the birth of a son . All are doing

well .

Recently, Brother Frank Hosey completed

course in home nursing . For information , please
call on him.

Inspector Gustafson will be busy from now on .

He has been discovered in 2 new role -- that of
Tain - maker. Those western farmers will be after

Gus.

Now that the bowling season is over, what's the
matter with a match between Grove Street and

Gates Lane ? Such an event took place last Spring

and Gates Lane was the winner. The manager of

the Grove Street team refused to come across with
the chicken supper . His name was George . Now

is the time for Grove Street to give us a return

match . Of course Gates Lane can beat you . Let

George do it . Yes , Arthur will see that we get our
beans this time .

Brothers Cy Lee and Chick Fontaine are busy

getting their candidates for the base ball nines in

shape. Let's forget one-man cars for a while and

play ball.

Brother Casavant has fully recovered from his
recent sickness and is again at work.

Brother John O'Neil. has about six lives to
live .

Through the heroic work of his helpers he

was again snatched from death a few days ago .
First , he was gassed in a man -hole, then he

lowered from a pole after being nearly hanged, and

last, he was pulled out of another man -hole nearly
dead . Keep it up, John , and you will soon beat

the cat with nine lives and be in the movies,

For the benefit of members who can't or won't

attend meetings, we are giving an attendance prize
Shouid a member's name be drawn and

he has not attended a meeting on that day, the
prize is to be added to the next meeting, Brother
Eddie Fallon was the lucky man at the March

meeting . He received $ 18.00.-- 2160-22 .

Dubuque , Iowa - Here again is Division No. 329 .

We sure had a real meeting in April . All answered

• Here. " Sending notice cards of meetings

brings them out. Roy Schroeder was there.

Brother George Jellison recently dropped from our

ranks from a severe illness .

Brother ( ? ) alias Nevada Chalmers sure fell hard

the other day , when he attended the Majestic

Theater and saw a toe dancer, and wrote the little

filly a letter . But she was with her mother, her

sister , her brother -in -law and her intended ,

Nevada was out of luck.

Brother Bill Latimere is some post boy. A

matrimonial fruit basket was seen on his porch .

He believes in being prepared.

Brother “ Stoney Judge Landis '' Latimer was

waiting for the ball season to open , so he can look

the boys over .

" Jack " -- of 329.

so

SECRETARY TAKEN AWAY

We are

Everett , Wash . - Just a word to let you know

we are still doing business at Local 883 .

still holding our own and taking in new members

whenever the opportunity comes .
Since our last report to you we have lost one

of our members. Brother J. H. Meegan passed

a way March 24 , 1927 , which we regret very much .

• He was our Financial Secretary .

We have not very much to report at this time

but might add that, at the election of officers of
the State Federation of Labor in May , comes the

nomination of the seventh vice -president of this
district of Thos. A. Mitten , from Local 883 , and

M. J. Murray for president, from Local 587 , Seattle .
Brother Murray stands very good chance of

being elected . Let us hope that both make the

grade.

-Cor. 883.

was

of $ 3.00 .

ADJUSTING SENIORITY

DETROIT DIGEST

Division 26 holds her regular biennial election of
officers June 6.

The officers and delegates at that
time will be elected for a term of two years .

A resolution amending Paragraph 4 of Section 8
of the Local By-Laws provides that all delegates

to the International Convention shall be elected in
the same manner

as provided for business agents .

The quota of delegates to be elected from the De.

partment of Street Railways and the quota of dele .

gates , from the membership shall be determined in

accordance with the membership of the respective

properties in compliance with the International Con
stitution . first six candidates receiving the

highest number of votes shall be the executive board
for the following term . The Coach candidate re

ceiving the highestnumber of votes for the Inter
national Convention shall be the representative for

the Coach employes on the executive board.

Brother William Stein , a member since 1912,

cently passed from this life . He is survived by

five children , who have our sympathy.
Brother Samuel Beelby died February 24 . Hc

Worcester, Mass .- During the past few weeks

Division .22 ' has been favored by the presence of

one who rose to be president at one time of this

Local, and from that to the General Executive

Board - Brother John H. Reardon . Since the in

stalling of one -man cars and the substituting of

busses throughout the suburban districts connected

with this Local, numerous arguments have arisen

amongst the members upon seniority questions. It

was decided to ask help from the Head Office in

Detroit and Brother Reardon was assigned to the

Case We welcome Brother Reardon , not only as

an International Officer , but as a loyal brother of

Division 22

Brother Mike McKenna is still on the sick list .

Other members out sick at this time are Brother

Jack Donavan, of the Gates Lane Division , and

Prother Charlie McKenna, of the Cashiers Dept.

The main topic at the Gates Lane Barn still re
mains a mystery . Who was the guilty party that

called up the homes by telephone of Brothers Kayo
Moran, Skink Mckenna and “ Sir Harold " Kenning

ton , and got them out of bed at 3:00 a . m . the
morning of April 1st ? How about it Devlin ? We

would also like toknow what Dan Ferguson did

with Mike Ford's " Fish " the same day.

The
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Members of Division 22 extend their sympathy

to the families of Brothers John and Tom Broderick ,

who have recently lost their mother ; Raymond

Glazier, for the death of his father ; Henry Lanquer,
for the death of his mother.

Brother Walter Brock had the misfortune to break

his left wrist recently . He was standing on a ladder

doing repairs when the accident happened .
Brother Jack Casey IS confident that where

there's smoke there must be fire . He has success

fully passed the Fire Exams, and will soon be

shoveling smoke.
Brother Tim Mahoney had the misfortune of

being held up by bandits a few nights ago on the
Lake Shore Line .

Pleased to report at this time that Brother George

Glispier has returned to work , after being seriously
ill all winter.

Brother Joe Hyland went through a very thrilling
experience recently. He was operating one of the

so -called Birney Safcty Cars when the trolley rope
broke and Joe had to climb on the roof to

the trolley. While on the roof the air leaked out

and Joe took very perilous ride for about

mile . He was lucky in not being hurt , but says he

would rather be riding inside than on the roof.

Brothers take warning - Exidic Sullivan is

rambling over the streets with his “ Galloping Ghost."
He challenges all brothers to meet him the

speedway.
Cor. 22-2160 .

The death of Brother Peter Dewall , of 962

Eugenia Ave., takes from us an endeared member,

He leaves a widow, two daughters and many friends
to mourn his death .

We extend sympathy to Brother Tom Blithe, ní

South Broadway, in the death of his son , Chester,

who passed away at the age of twenty -one.
Division No. 788 lost , through death , Brothers

Michael Ward , C. F. Beckman, G. F. Buddensick,
Joseph Murray, Noah Cecil and Paul Michler.

The bereaved families of these brothers have the

profound sympathy of Division 788 . They were

highly appreciated members of our Local. The

latter, Brother Paul Michler, the father of

Mrs. M. J. Douglas, the wife of our esteemed

president.
note that Sig . Hoffman is advertising his

goods through our publication . Brother Hoffman

is a member of the American Federation of Labor,

through the Journeymen Tailors , which we should

all bear in mind .

- Cor. 788 .

was

We

a
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REPLENISH SICK FUND

a

COMPANY GRANTED FARE INCREASE

Jackson , Mich.- The regular meeting of Division

245 was held April 7 . There was a good attendance .

Our next meeting will be held May 5 .

Things seem to be running along very smoothly

with us at present.

Our company has discontinued part of the Wolf

Lake Line, from Michigan Center to Wolf Lake,

on account of it not paying operating expenses.

The company has been granted an increase in

fare , fixing fare rates at 3 tokens for 25 cents ,

with 10 cents cash fare , The old fare rate was 4

tokens for 25 cents, with
10 cents cash fare,

This will help a little.

Brother and Mrs. Kirk are now the proud parents

of a baby boy .
Brother Levi Bell has traded off his old Oakland

and now has a new Dodge dan.

Brother A. C. Smith is talking of making a trip
to California this summer. He feels that he can

discard crutches in a couple of weeks. We hope so .

Brother Wilkes has transferred to the Lansing

city lines .

Now , boys , don't forget the dance that we hold

every Thursday night at Labor Hall.
-Cor. 245 .

a

Battle Creek , Mich.--Division No. 333, through

committee of members, of which Brother Peck

was chairman , recently gave a public dance in the

I. 0. 0. F. Temple, to replenish the treasury of the
Sick Benefit Fund, which proved a good success

for the first effort of the kind . It is understood

that the committee is contemplating, giving another

dance soon , at one of the nearby lake resorts , in
an effort to further aecomplish their purpose .

Brother Russell met with very unfortunate

accident a short time ago , in which he sustained a
broken ankle and other injuries not SO serious .

It is hoped that he will soon be able to resume his
duties.

Brother Latta , who has been off duty , due to a

very severe attack of quinsy , is back on the job

minus about thirty pounds avoirdupois. It is very

fortunate that he was able to stand that much

shrinkage and still answer, “ here , sir, "

Oil stocks undoubtedly have taken a boost since
Brother Harry Cole has Oldsmobile Eight

Roadster in action , Watch Harry's dust .

-Cor. 333 .

a

his

WELL ATTENDED MEETINGS

are

a

LOCAL MOVING RAPIDLY

Paterson , N. J. - Division 822 of the Amalgamated

family. is now up and doing and the membership have
resolved to make our local one of the finest and most

up - to -date locals in the country, The first step taken

in this direction was the unanimous vote of 9815 of

the members that Financial Secretary: Treasurer,

Vaughen J. Rehn , be placed on a regular salary and

for him to be ever present during office hours at
headquarters, Room 18. 112 Ellison St., Paterson N.J.

He has a welcome for every member.
Brother Relin

is now entering his 10th year as Secretary .Treasurer

and has built Paterson local up from a membership

of 292 to reach 725 by July. The reason for this

growth is the fact that Public Service is buying the

buses that were running independent and it has been

a God send to Paterson Trolleymen.
A very inportant feature Brother Rehn has put into

operation is the signing up of new members. Each

carhouse uses a different color application black and

the first instructor that student operator

brings him to union headquarters where he receives

instructions as how he can be a good operator an

a 10051 union
New members are incouraged

to ask questions and when they are satisfied, they

then signed up and receive

and a union button ; 30 days from date of temporary

card the prospective members returns his temporary

card with his initiation fee and dues and he then

receives his working card . Thanks to the untiring

efforts of the secretary, instructors, this systems

beginning to bear fruit.
New men are Hocking to

the union office. The contpally
is getting a better

class of workmen .
A union is only what we make it . Which we say

the union is no good , it is we ourselves, that are no
good . When you think back for 10 years , the mor:

ries, sleepless nights all to try and find the right

way, to improve our working conditions you will cer

tainly realize that the Gool of Luck has been very

good to New Jersey transportation workers and 10
one can deny the fact that we have been climbing

upward and not hackward .

President Harry Jones is a mighty busy man tak

ing care of the grievances of his ever increzan

family . He is ably assisted by his executive Promsic

man .

are

St. Louis , Mo. --- Division 788 is enjoying good

times , with well attended meetings. We obligate a

new class at each meeting.

Brother Stuart , of the Coal Miners of Illinois ,

addressed our last meeting in behalf of the Enamei
Workers of Belleville , who locked out . We

donated $ 100.00.

There are many appeals for aid coming from high
water districts down the Mississippi Valley. We

will do our part .

Our ladies have started an Auxiliary to Division

No. 788 . Mrs. M. J. Douglas , Mrs. L. A. Graeser

and Mrs. Johannes are starting the move. Brothers ,

when they come to call on your wives, please advise

them to sign up . You will be helping them and

yourselves .

At our safety meeting, held April 21 , we passed
a motion to take the shopmen in as beneficiaries

in our prize money . Why not ? They work on this

property .

We are sorry to report that some sixteen of our
members are in hospitals. Be sure and visit them .

Remember that our meetings are held at Cnity
Hall, the second and fourth Mondays of cach

month , at 9:00 a . m . and 8:00 p . in .

Our clection of delegates to the Twentieth Con
vention will take place in June. Come out to the

meeting and throw your hat in the ring. You might

have the honor of representing Division 788 . It

will be a great honor and also a pleasant trip .

You know something of the hospitality of the
Southern people. I feel safe in predicting that
every delegate will be made to feel at home

the great city of Birmingham and that no means

will be spared to make his sojourn there a pleasant
01 .

We are glad to see Brother Satterfield , sick for

some six weeks, back on the job .

a temporar
y

card
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of old war horses, Dan Harrow , William Conlon,

Arthur J. McDerniott, Vice - President Charles Lil .

lard . George Betz , Tommy Watson, Tommy found

an Elk's tooth and some day he hopes to find the

rest of the animal and he will try to be adopted in

the Elks family.

George Wraxlıuti, recording secretary , has

bought a brand new Chevrolet. It is rumored that

George is going to adopt somebody's widow .
Station Master Arthur George working

time. The cause is a new BABY. Art enjoys

walking the floor, and no doubt the baby does too .

We are going to send in a white -up to our journal
each month . your wife has a baby, tell the sec

retary . If your mother - in - law wants her picture pub .
lished , send it along.

Getting back to the serious part of life , Paterson
Local has had a regular epidemic of deaths this year

and indications are that we will pay out more death

benefits this year than any other year since we have

been organized.

Fritz Maser, Jimmy Jack , Jerry Baird and others
are all set on being chauffers and they are bound

to make good . A man who has been working on a

trolley car for a few years can make good in al .

most anything he undertakes. Perhaps it is the
training he receives as a trolleyman, I am inclined

to think, however, that it comes from the mixing

with all kinds of people .
More next month . Get your news in early . ( or,

Division 822 .

Brother Takasz is to change his name to O'Toole ,

which he uses when he goes out with Sheik Collins.

Brother Joe Hurley , the silver tongued announcer

of a local fight club, intends to grab off Joe Hum -
phry's job in the Madison Square Garden . Silent

Tom Higgins is another radio fan,
The spirit of spring has luit our boys. Brothers

Collins, Kopiell, Bentord , Harris, Morris and Sullivan

look like good material for our baseball team . They

practice at the Seaside Park . Brothers Mike Byrnes

and Bobbie Johnson will be the pitchers and Birt

and ( onuors the catchers. Harris says Birt is all

set for the police force.

Tommy says Bucky Meade knows his horses.
Brother Morris sold his dog and is sporting a

Packard

Brothers Fitzgerald and Gralton are on the outs.

Brother McMahon is trying to patch it up .

Brother Boudine don't go over the Berkshire bridge

any more .

Brother Bill Dorley was seen trying to start

young lady's car outside the church , recently ,
We know Brothers Dean and Strauss are getting

along fine.- Cor, 459 .

a

JUDGE BRANDEIS ARMS

COURT OPPONENTS

ATTENDANCE ENCOURAGING
men

a

Atlanta, Ga. It is encouraging to note that the

attendance at the regular meetings of Division No.

732 for the past few months has been good. Lets

keep it up . Brothers, and bring another with you.

From all reports, our delegates to the Georgia Fed.
eration of Labor convention held in Savannah, Ga.,

April 2023, enjoyed the trip and the membership
shall look forward to a progressive and constructive

report from them at our next meeting. Be there .

By the time this is in print I suppose the com

mittee will be negotiating a new wage scale for the
year. Let's all pull together and put down petty

politics. Support the committee.

We have several Brothers on the sick list .

should all drop around when we can and cheer them

un The Brotliers are C. R. West, G. II . Wade,

J. W '. Askea and W. J. Baker.

We were all grieverl very much over the loss of

our gooul Brother, Thomas A. Kendley. Brother
Kendley was one of the old war horses, having been
in the service for nearly thirty years. He was one
of the devoted members of Divisiou 732 from its in
ception. The Divisioni wishes to extend deepest sym

pathy to the bereaved family .

Cor. 732.

We

PREPARING AGREEMENT AMENDMENTS

Bridgeport, Conn . Well, boys, the April meetings of
Division 425 were well attended .

Our new agreement, which comes up in June, was

gone over thoroughly. A few more changes are be

ing sought. If you have any suggestions,the officers
would be glad to have them . Be !! p ) to the next
meeting Don't wait until it is too late , It may be

noted that very few of our late men attend the !!

A. M. meetings. Those who don't go to work until
late could easily make them . Brothers are once more
reminded that it is important to attend meetings

regularly , that the officers may be assured of the

co -operation of the membership .

Preparations are being made to suitably celebrate

the twentieth anniversary of Division 459, in Decem
her.

President Flanagan' has appointed a committee
with lots of time for arrangements.

Brother Jim Walsh, who has gone to the Govern

ment hospital in Denver, was given a rousing senu

off. The reception was held in Brother Will loe's
apartment Entertainment included a musical pro .

gram , dancing and refreshments. The comniittee

made a fine job of it . Brother Beinne sang several
Irish

songs. Brother ( 'ollins was the clean -up man .

Brother losephson sang Scotch songs and also danced
the Highland fling .

Brother Donkey Lynch had the pleasure of enter

taining the Smith family recently;

Brother ( ' y Williams has moved to Walnut Beach.

The mystery of the extra list is what has be
come of Brother Mayhem ?

Brothers Connors and Powetz are the best pals
around the car barn . Paul claims that the name

" Ponctz" is William Tell in English .

Justice Brandeis of the United States

Supreme Court has armed free
in

their fight against the court's opinion in

the stone cutters' case .

Justice Brandeis' dissenting view includes

this scathing denunciation of slave

decision :

“ If, on the undisputed facts of this

case , refusal to work can be enjoined ,

Congress created by the Sherman law

and the Clayton act an instrument for

imposing restraints upon labor which

reminds of involuntary servitude.”

Here is a member of the highest court

in our country objecting to a decision that

means serfdom - a condition wherein free

men must labor under conditions obnoxious

to them , but which they must accept be

cause interstate commerce may be affected .

The right of workers to withhold their

labor power the difference between free

men and slaves-- is wiped out.

Justice Brandeis has said the last word

in his reproach to an institution that is

supposed to guard the liberties of citizens,

but which, according to one of its own

members, would enslave workers.

The majority opinion again emphasized

the solicitude this court shows for combi

nations of capital which are accused under

the Sherman anti-trust law and the rigid

ity with which it applies this act, and

ignores the Clayton amendments thereto ,

when labor is involved .

To permit combinations of capital to

escape, the court invented the term " rule

of reason . Or, in other words, the court

says: “ We must reason in applying

the law ." In the steel trust case, handed

down March 1 , 1920 , the court said that if

this trust were dissolved “ we see

a material disturbance of, and, it may be

serious detriment to , the foreign trade."

Rarely has this court so openly declared

that law must be enforced with an eye to

business.

In the stone cutters' case the court ig .

nored the Clayton amendment to the anti

trust law which exempts trade unions.

The court persists in classifying labor or

ganizations with corporations, though one

use

* *
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is composed of human beings while the

other is a thing created by the state.

Under the stone cutters' decision work

ers can not refuse to work for any reason

reason . There was no boycotting,

no pleading with non -unionists to join with

them or other action that courts refer to

" coercion " and " intimidation." The

stone cutters simply refused to work on

the non -union product , as Justice Brandeis

clearly shows. He points out that the

majority decision breaks paths in

judicial history and differs from every

other so -called “ labor case," such as Dan

bury Hatters, Bucks Stove and Duplex .

The majority opinion declares that the

stone cutters must handle this stone and

reverses two lower courts who refused to

issue injunctions to that effect.

It is beside the question to say that the

court can not jail the organized population

of the country. This will not be attempted.

The decision will be used only to the extent

of breaking the workers ' spirit through

fear of involvement with courts. With the

spirit of workers broken , it is hoped they

will then serve as strikebreakers against

their fellows .

Justice Brandeis warns workers what is

in store for them . He says it will enslave

them ; that it will take from them the

right to elect under what conditions they

will labor.

Free institutions and a respect for our

judiciary can not exist under such methods.

--A . F. of L. News.

more

CLAYTON LAW EQUITY IGNORED BY

FEDERAL COURT

“ The labor movement attaches great sig.

nificance to this contest because of the

court's ruling on the anti -injunction clause

of the Clayton Act,” said Mr. Baker .

“ This clause reads : ' In any case between

employer and employes, no such restrain

ing order or injunction shall prohibit any

person or persons terminating any relation

of employment or from recommending, ad .

vising or persuading others by peaceful

means to do so . '

“ In this case the courts have held that

this provision did not apply because it

was not originally a case between employers

and employes, but between the Company

and two union organizers , who were not

employes. The court extended the in

junction to cover others who

ployes of the Company.

" Organized labor sees a grave danger in

this decision , since it might open the way

for any employer to obtain an injunction

against employes after first naming one or

outsiders . Labor has lost several

cases of somewhat similar import, but this

decision is regarded as completely destruc

tive of the supposed protective feature of

the Clayton Act . We will argue that the

term 'any person or persons' in the law

was intended to cover individuals situated

as were Parker and Armstrong.'

The Indianapolis Street Railway Com

pany succeeded in crushing the outbreak

of labor trouble, which took place here last

July 4th. , The vice-presidents of the Inter

national Union were imprisoned seven times

on charges of vagrancy by the local police

before the men were locked out. Each

time the charges were finally dismissed for

lack of evidence. Judge Baltzell, on appli

cation of the Company, issued an injunc

tion restraining Parker and Armstrong from

advising the men to strike or interfering

in any way with employes of the Company

who were alleged to be under contract with

the Company

Subsequently both Parker and Armstrong

addressed a mass meeting of the men, at

which the men decided not to return to

work . Local union leaders insisted upon

calling the cessation of work a " lock-out,"

as it was said the Company was preparing

to discharge all union men anyway, sixty
two having already been dismissed . The

language used by the International Union

Officials at the meeting was held by the
court to be attempt at ambiguity .

They held guilty of violating the

order by " peaceably persuading" the men

to quit work.

Strike breakers were employed by the

Company . The court's action assisted the

Company in defeating the employes, as,

later , several hundred employes returned

to work. About five hundred remained

out and seeking reinstatement

through action pending before the

state Public Service Commission of Indiana.

The Company contract provides a minimum

wage of 37 cents an hour and a maximum

of 42 cents. An employe, working ten

hours a day, seven days a week , can earn

$29.40 a weekat the maximum scale. The

average wage is $ 19.00 per week.

an

Indianapolis, Ind .Appeal to the United

States Supreme Court " to save the anti

injunction provision of the Clayton Act

from complete destruction " will be taken

at once by the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, it was announced here today by

Frank P. Baker, attorney for the trade

union .

The action will be in the case of Robert

B. Armstrong and John M. Parker, vice

presidents of the Union , and others, who

were enjoined by Judge Robert C. Baltzell

in Federal Court here last summer from

advising employes of the Indianapolis Street

Railway Company to organize and later

were found guilty of contempt when the

men were locked out. The decision of the

lower court has been upheld by the Circuit

Court of Appeals in Chicago .

Mr. Baker left here for Chicago to join

Hon. Alex J. Groesbeck, ex-governor of

Michigan, who will be associated with him

in presenting the appeal, notice of which

will be filed in the Circuit Court of Appeals.

A message from President W. D. Mahon,

Detroit, of the Amalgamated Association

of Street Railway Employes, said that de

termination to carry the legal contest to

the highest court was reached after receipt

of urgent requests that such a course be

pursued from William Green , president of

the American Federation of Labor, and

many other leaders.

were

noware

an
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Officials of the Local Carmen's Union as other nations do . The Chinese should

have testified before the Commission that have the same rights as the citizenship of

the cessation of work was ordered by other nations. That is the condition they

Harry Boggs, then president of the Local, are seeking, through war with one another ,

who later admitted in Federal Court that and the submersive course of other nations

he had been a secret agent in the pay of has bred a bitter feeling towards foreigners.

the Company from the beginning of the Not particularly the foreigners, but towards
ispute. Boggs served a short sentence foreign rule. The Chinese think they are

for contempt of court on a plea of guilty. equal to self government.

He was paid by the Company for the time An element that is bitterly opposed to
served .-- New York World .

foreign control of Chinese affairs is con

tending with the element that has been

THE CHINESE WAR taught to look upon foreign control as the

most favorable . Thus, it is a war of the

War is on in China , and has been for common , progressive element against capi

some time. talism and a Chinese leadership that is

Of what interest can this war be to representative of capitalism .

Labor ? Millions of dollars, that have been taken

For years China has been purloined by as profit from the production of wage

interests of other nations and those interests earners in other nations, are invested in

have been assisted by other nations. In manufacturing in China on cheap wages,

fact , sections of China are being run as with which earners of other

provinces of other nations; nations that nation's are compelled to compete. Is labor

have concessions from China under treaty interested ?

arrangements - Japan , Belgium , Brazil,

France , Italy , Spain , Great Britain and CORPORATIONS ILL-TREAT
the United States. These concessions have EMPLOYES

come, generally, of oppression of the

Chinese by various nations, while China was

under so -called imperialistic rule .
Apparently the San Diego Electric Rail

way Company, under
The situation developed into a condition

its present San

like this: The imperial authority of China
Francisco management, is trying to shake

loose all the older employes. The treat
granted colonial rights to certain nations

under time treaties.
ment being received by these faithful work

These colonial rights

included the control of the colonies and
ers has been the subject of comment among

those who understand the real terror of
business under the laws of the nations

low wages or
holding those treaties .

no job at all in their de

Capitalistic invest
clining years.

ments were made by citizens of the various

nations and manufacturing was undertaken,
The plan of the management seems to

as well as other industries. Chinese were
be to make the jobs and pay unbearable,

the employes, but they were under the
so the older ones will give up and search

control conclusively of employers operating
for something else to do . One instance of

within the laws of the nations holding these
illustration is that of an employe of six

treaty rights . Foreign manufacturers and teen years standing. He went east on

employers were allowed to govern their
short vacation . On his return he found

business within the laws of the nations of his job doubled onto another man . “ What

which they were citizens . Even an offense
becomes of me? " the astounded employe

asked .
occurring out of the colonial treaty domain

was dealt with under the jurisdiction of This is not intended as a boost for the

the nation holding the treaty . former manager, but emphasizes the fact

Naturally, other nations were dictatorial.
that all workers should organize for the

Chinese manufacturers and employers were protection which organization alone

unable to compete. The condition had give.

extended to a point where it aroused the The point is this, managements of cor

Chinese people , generally, and particularly porations occasionally change . The worker

the workers and Chinese students that were should organize with his fellows for the

advancing in their ideals of human rights, protection of his family against the in

and the rebellion was in antagonism of evitable conscienceless boss. He may be

these unjust treaties. able to talk with his employer when the

It was the purloining from China of the employer is an individual imbued with

rights and privileges in employment and
some of the same ideals of right and wrong,

manufacturing and industrial affairs under but when his employer becomes a mob of

conditions that actually subsidized the stockholders who look upon their invest

Chinese. They longer free ment merely as such , they select as their

nation. Their rights to determine upon manager one whose real value is his lack

their own course of livelihood was denied of interest in anything which does not

them and they were held down to their show the glint of gold . The stockholders

old time poverty condition. It was a great can get behind this sort of manager and

thing for foreign capitalists: The most they don't know and don't care to know

progressive Chinese have rebelled against anything about his operations, beyond their

this condition and to destroy these treaties results, It is against this that the workers

with foreign nations, that China may oper:
should organize for their own protection.

ate as a nation by itself and within itself , --The San Diego Labor Leader .
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UNIONISTS JAILED BY his Civil War record , has been at the print

FEDERAL COURT ing trade for 79 years. Three years after

he began his apprenticeship, Coghlan was

Washington, D. C.- The upholding of an admitted into the International Typo

injunction by the Federal Circuit Court of graphical Union , of which he has been a

Appeals 'that prohibits trade union organ member for 75 years. He has worked for

izers from soliciting membership in a trade more than 44 years inthe composing room

union again calls attention to the misuse of of the St. Louis Post- Dispatch .

the equity process in labor disputes , said Working daily on the same floor is his

President Green .
son , Philip C. Coghlan, 72, who for nearly

The injunction issued by Judge 49 years has been a member of the typo

Baltzell of the Federal District Court of graphical union .

Indiana and restrained representatives of

the Amalgamated Association of Street and
THE UNION LABOR LIFE

Electric Railway Employes from inducing INSURANCE COMPANY

Indianapolis street men from joining

the Two representatives of the
At the American Federation of Labor

union - Robert Armstrong and John Parker
Convention , held in Portland, Oregon , in

--were adjudged guilty of violating the
1923, the matter of company insurance was

order , and the court of appeals has upheld given serious consideration by the dele

the lower court's sentence . gates. It was long before recognized that

“ It is difficult for workers to understand this insurance proposition was one of the

that any representative of organized labor

features of which non -union employing

would be committing a crime by merely corporations were taking advantage to deter

asking men to join a trade union ," said
and obstruct the American Labor Move

President Green . “ No decision of the
ment. The convention instructed that a

courts will convince laboring men committee be appointed to investigate the

that it is a crime to request and persuade influence on trade unions of group insurance

non -unionists to become identified with an as administered by capital insurance com

American trade union . " - A . F. of L. News . panies and , if possible , devise an insurance

plan that would solidify and strengthen

SUGGESTION FROM IMMIGRATION
the American trade unions. President

STUDY Samuel Gompers appointed the committee,

comprised of President Matthew Woll, of

Bologna, Italy - Does America want
the Photo Engravers, and President George

reduction of living standards to point W. Perkins, of the Cigar Makers Union .

where human muscle competes with brute
This committee made a thorough investi

strength ? One sees here men and boys
gation and their report was submitted at

training until the eyes bulge trying to push
the next A. F. of L. Convention , held in

heavy lumber carts over the arched stone
El Paso, Texas, in November, 1924. This

convention directed that a conference of
bridges. Lumber delivery, not by auto truck

but exclusively by man -drawn vehicles, is a
National and International Unions be held,

striking example of the difference between
to make a thorough study of this report.

American standards and those in the Medi
Upon the death of President Gompers,

President
terranean Basın . So cheap is human life

William Green , in compliance

with the instructions of the El Paso Con.
that men , for a pittance, willingly hire them

selves to take the place of horses.
vention , called a conference of National and

International Unions, which
One is amazed at the interest taken here

July, 1925 . At this conference a plan was
by just these lumber drawers in the Johnson devised to create the Union Labor Life

Immigration Act . They know it restricts the
Insurance Company. The work immediately

inflow from the Mediterranean Basin into
proceeded and a report was made at the

America to quotas that in the case of Italy succeeding A. F. of L. Convention, held in

is 3,845 and 'of Greece only 100 . Illiterate
Atlantic City, N. J., and the design for

peasants that have never been fifty miles the institution of the Union Labor Life

from their birthplace have been shrewdly Insurance Company was there approved .

drilled in a knowledge of this one bit of The incorporating of it was necessary for it

American law in a way that would shame to function under the laws of the various

the average American. All want to migrate states, and the active campaign for the

to the Land of Gold where even a laborer sale of stock was entered into in December,

can live like a prince. 1925 , with offices at the American Federa

Of course a deluge from these lands where tion of Labor Building , Washington, D. C.

labor is upon almost a coolie basis would Conditions under which the stock of the

inevitably result in a destruction of Ameri company to be sold First

wage standards. - Immigration Study That no commission of any kind or nature

Commission be paid to anyone. Second-- That

salary or other form of compensation be

WORLD'S OLDEST PRINTER NOW 94, paid to any officer or director .

AND STILL ACTIVE that no agents of any kind be employed

in the sale of stock .
Fourth-- That the

St. Louis , Feb. 19- Philip F. Coghlan, sale of the stock be carried on solely and

directly by the officers of the company.more94 years old , is believed to be the oldest

Stock selling continued throughout the
active printer in the world .

" The Major,'' as he is called because of year 1926 and closed February 21, 1927.

was held in

was were :
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During this time stock to the amount of

15,000 shares, totaling $ 750,000.00, was sub

scribed for by labor organizations and

trade unionists . This includes surplus re

quired in the purchase of such stock. The

minimum requirement of capital and sur

plus was $600,000.00.

Among subscribers to this company re

ported are sixty National and International

Unions , six state federations of labor,

thirty - four city central labor unions, two

hundred and forty local unions and three

hundred and sixty -one individual trade

unionists . This that the stock

ownership of the company comprises the

members of the sixty National and Inter

national Unions, as well as the membership

of the state federations of labor, central

labor unions and local unions, which , un

doubtedly, involve as stockholders the mem

bers of other National and International

Unions, aside from the sixty mentioned .

At the start of business of the Union

Labor Life Insurance Company , it is

arranged that only group insurance and

forms of ordinary insurance will be written .

Group insurance principles laid down are :

First, group insurance shall be confined

for the time being to group life insurance

(including permanent total disability

benefit). Second, the policies will be issued
in accordance with the requirements and

limitations of Section 101 -À of the New

York Insurance Law . Third , the policy

forms, premium rates, including occupa

tional extras, and underwriting practices,

will be substantially like those in use by

the large insurance companies. Fourth, the

group business will be acquired by the

officers and salaried employes of the com

pany and no commissions will be payable

for the writing of group insurance . Two

group policies have been prepared-one for

union groups and the other for employer's

groups. Six policy forms have been pre

pared for individual insurance . Three of

these are for issuance on the whole life ,

limited payment life and endowment in

surance plans to non -hazardous risks and

the other three apply to occupations more

hazardous. Limited payment life insurance
will be issued the ten , fifteen and

twenty-payment plans with the

hazardous issuance and the twenty

payment plan only to those of hazardous

occupations. Ten , fifteen and twenty year

endowments will be issued to all classes .

The project , as viewed by Carville D.

Benson , ' Insurance Commissioner of the

State of Maryland, in an address to the

Unionists who gathered at Baltimore at the

stockholders meeting, March 14 , 1927, is

quoted as follows :

" I have been watching the development

of this Company with great deal of

pleasure and interest . Please allow me, first

to thank those of you who were instru

mental in starting the Company and for

having adopted Maryland as the place of

your incorporation .

"We feel very much gratified to think

that , after looking over the Insurance De

partments and Laws of various other States,

you should have selected Maryland as the

home of what is destined to be a great

insurance institution . We have to the best

of our ability welcomed the Company and

from time to time made suggestions which

we thought might be beneficial.

“ I am sure you will agree with me when

I say that the wonderful address of the

president, which we have just listened to ,

a most remarkable paper. The results

accomplished with very small expense, in

the first place, extraordinary , but

possibly to be expected from such

organization as you have, but the part of

this report which interests me the most is

the fact that you gentlemen have started

in the right way. You have consulted and

employed competent legal and actuarial

advisers .

“ I am going to take a little time talk

ing Insurance business, so that you people

may understand how important it is to

begin as you have. Most of us , until we

get in the Insurance business, hardly know

what actuaries are . Actuaries are expert

mathematicians, and from tables which are

made up from the experience of many

companies over a period of years can tell

you what rate you can safely write your

business , and also the reserves you must

set up in order to keep financially sound,

and from information ' tendered you

have gotten the right actuarial and legal

advisers to start correctly .

" In an effort to get cheap insurance in

the past there were a great many fraternal

organizations ( I not talking about

existing conditions) which were not on a

sound actuarial basis . While the members

were young they kept down the

ments for a period of four, five or perhaps

years to a very small amount, and

thought they were carrying cheap insur

ance, which no doubt in the first few years

they were, and the families of those who

died young reaped the benefit of it . But

we, who have been watching insurance, have

had the sad experience of seeing most of

the Fraternals in the past compelled to

raise their assessment upon their people

when they attained old age to an almost

prohibitive rate , thus forcing, many

relinquish their insurance . You should

avoid that , You are starting in the safest ,

sanest and best possible manner.

employing people who are not guessing

who know what it costs to operate, and you

have the benefit of excellent advice along

these lines . I do not know , Mr. President,

whether or not you are going to be able

to hold your commissions down to $6.00

per thousand. But, from what you have

already done in raising this money, I

would say that anything is possible with

this organization. Certainly the first year

or two (because I see just what is

going to happen ) your people are going to

take the benefit of this insurance, because

it is a benefit. Most laboring men

underinsured in proportion to their earn

ings -- more so than any other class. You

are going to remedy that, and rapidly .

The experience of all stock and mutuaj
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companies -- all companies properly organ

ized—is that it takes from two to three

years for the business to become profitable

as the overhead is very heavy at first.

Some people have the idea that if a man

forfeits his insurance-gives up his policy

after two or three years that the Company

profits thereby , but the Company does not

profit because of the heavy acquisition and

overhead costs . You are going to have

the advantage, at the very time you want

it under the plan outlined, of having your

insurance put on your books for the first

one , two or three years at the smallest

price at which insurance was ever placed

on the books of any Insurance Company

in the United States , all of which is going

to build up and strengthen your Company.

I am sure that , if you follow , after your

organization, the same good advice and

good judgment that has been used in the

organization of this Company, you will

grow to be one of the strong and largest

Companies in the United States , and that

is what I am looking forward to, and is

one of the reasons that I am so pleased

that you are in Maryland. I feel compli

mented , also flattered, that you have

selected our State for your legal residence.

I sincerely hope to see you actually and

permanently located in Maryland and to

see this Company as large as any in the

world .

“ Do not let any one in the future hurry

you into declaring too large dividends to

your policy holders . Build up a surplus,

because it comes back to them any way .

Keep your reserves in good shape, continue

along the conservative lines that you have

started . You will still be giving your

people cheap insurance, and I predict that,

after the first two or three years, your

Company will expand, and of course the

larger it grows the more confidence your

people will have in it .

" I congratulate you particularly upon

the selection of your officers and upon the

selection of your advisers and by the

following of their advice, as shown by that

most excellent and comprehensive report of

your president.
“ I am glad to be here with you . I have

enjoyed meeting you and I wish you all

the success you so richly deserve. "

International President W. D. Mahon is

one of the Directors of the Company.

The suspension of operation of street

cars in Columbia, S. C. , was made March

11th . The South Carolina Railroad Com

mission has ordered the Columbia Railway ,

Gas & Electric Company to show cause

why it suspended operation without the

Commission's permission . The railway

failed to show cause and the Commission

ordered the company to resume operation

within a stipulated time or pay a fine .

The company filed an appeal for further

hearing on the case and asked that the

suspension be permitted to continue. Trans

portation, so far as it goes in Columbia , is

being given by jitneys and buses on 10

cent fare rates . Those of bus operation

are protesting the jitney competition.

Washington, D. C.- The American Feder

ation has joined forces with the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America in appealing

from the action of Judge Delahanty in

New York, who issued an injunction , re

straining representatives of the street rail

way employes' union from attempting to

organize the employes of the Interborough

Rapid Transit Company.

The American Federation of Labor is

deeply interested in the proceedings be

cause organized labor does not believe that

the injunction issued by Judge Delahanty

is in conformity with law or justice." de

clared William Green , president of the

A. F. of L.

“ We believe that the men employed

upon the Interborough Rapid Transit

Company System should be permitted to

unite with the forces of organized labor

and to join a bona fide trade union if

they wish . They should not be prohibited

from doing so through the operation of a

court injunction, nor should the repre.

sentatives of organized labor be enjoined

from soliciting these men to join a bona

fide trade union.

" Because of the deep interest which the

American Federation of Labor has in the

legal questions involved, we will support

the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes and their attor

neys in the efforts they are making to have

the injunction issued by Judge Delahanty

set aside. " — A . F. of L. News.

GOPHER STATE BUS LINES LOSE

The operation of twenty-two bus com

panies in Minnesota for the year 1926,

showed a loss of $500,000.00.
The total

revenues in 1926 are given as $ 4,639,236.00 .

The reported number of passengers aggre:

gated 11,819,294. The total number of

miles operated aggregated 19,999,068.

The total revenue of the bus companies,

obtained from operation of three hundred
and ninety -eight busses, represents an

average revenue per bus mile of 24.49

cents . It is declared that the cost of

operation was 28 cents per mile.

COACH OPERATION UNPROFITABLE

President Walter A. Draper of the

Cincinnati Street Railway is desirous of

giving what he believes would be a fair

test in the operation of busses in Cincin

nati, by placing busses exclusively upon

some certain line upon which

operated rail cars, that the trial may be

made in some densely inhabitated section

of the city . He finds that the patrons of

street cars will not yield to such a test, as

they look upon the rail cars as an essential

to their convenience. The Cincinnati com

pany has been operating motor coaches for

some one year and finds them to be un

profitable . The Cincinnati company oper

ates under a service at cost plus plan .

now are
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the American Labor
company towards

Movement.

The Labor Gazette states that the

Canadian departmental records show the

first Canadian trade union to have been

organized in the city of Quebec, in 1827,

and was composed of printers. This pio

neer union was followed in 1832 by organi

zation of another body of printers which

was formed in York (now Toronto) under

the of the York Typographical

Society. The Gazette states that, although

both of these organizations lapsed for a

number of years, they had the longest

continuous existence trade unions in

Canada, both eventually becoming identi

fied with the International Typographical

Union , under charters through which they

are now operating.

name

as

TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL

LABOR NEWS

A certain manager of an electric railway

property , when he discovered that there was

discussion among the employes relative to

organizing, called to his office certain of the

employes and urged them to discontinue the

idea of organizing in a trade union, stating

that if they had any grievances they could

bring them to him for adjustment, and in

the event that they organized they would be

paying out their money to sustain an organ

ization that would be of no benefit to them .

His inference was that they would be pay

ing dues into an organization , the only con

cern of which was to get their dues . Organ

ized wage workers understand this argu

ment . They also understand that the trade

union is comprised solely of wage workers

and that dues that they pay, they are pay

ing to themselves in creating a fund upon

which to conduct their own business as a

trade union . The union man clearly under

stands that the dues he pays into his Union

is not being paid into an institution that has

no concern for his welfare as he is a mem

ber of that institution himself. He knows

that the institution is made up wholly of

wage workers and that such inferences on

the part of managements
, that dues are be

ing paid into an outside institution outside

of the wage worker , himself, is absolutely

untrue and is put up for the purpose of re

straining wage workers from organizing and

conducting their own business, The ad

vantage of organization to wage workers

should be apparent, even to the non -union

man . All he has to do is to review wages

and working conditions of organized wage

workers. He can early discover that organ

ization means better
wages and working

conditions. It also means a mutual care and

helpfulness among the organized wage work

ers and particular concern of each of the

organibed wage workers in the affairs of his

associate unionists. The trade union is the

organized wage workers business institution .

The success of the trade union movement

shows that wage workers can organize and

conduct their own business to their own ad

vantage and the advantage of those depend

ent upon them .

aBaluchistan-In recent decision , the

Khan of Kelat , the Capital of Baluchistan ,

abolished the slavery which has existed in

that district for centuries.

England - The marked improvement in

employment, which became evident in

January, continued substantially through

out February and affected such important

industries in Great Britain as iron -mining

and quarrying, shipbuilding, iron and steel

manufacture, marine and construction engi

neering, the textile industries, clothing

trades, and building and public works

contracting.

Esthonia - According to Tallinn press

reports there is a considerable increase in

emigration from Esthonia to Australia and

Canada, The press also estimates that

upwards of from 2,000 to 3,000 individuals

would leave Esthonia at once for the

United States , in the absence of immigra

tion restrictions.

India --According to a report from the

Department of Industries of the Govern

ment of India , there were less industrial

strikes in 1926 than in any year since

1920, the first year for which statistics for

the whole of India were collected .

Japan - From current statistics it appears

that the estimated number of Japanese

immigrants who return from the United

States to Japan is considerably greater than

the number of Japanese emigrants depart

ing for American territory .

Mexico— The number of laborers making

application at the Piedras Negras Consu

late for emigration visas continues to in

The number of visas granted to

Mexican emigrants during the year 1926

amounted to 4,069 as compared with 2,170

in 1925 .

Santo Domingo, The present agricultural

prosperity , in the Cibao country particu

larly, has resulted in a shortage of labor ;

and it is feared that some of the public

works projects may be handicapped on this

account. - U . S. Labor Department News ,

a was

The Estate Stove Company, of Hamilton,

Ohio , is reported to have for some twenty

years operated the assembling and mount

ing department of its shop under a written

agreement with the Stove Mounters Inter

national Union. Early in 1926 this com

pany set up a non-union policy in employ

ment. At the Detroit American Federation

of Labor Convention
resolution

adopted, directing the A. F.of L. to assist

in effecting a settlement with this com

pany, to restore the work to the members

of the Stove Mounters International Union .

To the present time the Executive Council

of the A. F. of L. have been unable to

effect an adjustment, and the Estate Stove
Company, of

Hamilton, Ohio , is being
operated as a non -union institution . This

company manufactures a parlor heater sold
under the trade

of " Heatrola ."
Members of organized labor should

made acquainted with the attitude of this

crease.
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Pa ., where the Local was negotiating for

a new agreement. The agreement, with the

exception of the wage clause, had been

accepted by the employing company and

the Local Division . The wage rate is 23

cents per hour, with a half houroff, on

meal relief. The agreement

was signed for another year.

“ The winning of the 8 -hour day by the

Typographical Union is one of the most

signal victories ever attained to any general

labor organization . The battle has been

Large printing concerns are rapidly

breaking away from the fight and signing

contracts with the Union . The strike pay

roll has been reduced to a minimum . The

winding up of the strike has been reduced

to the regular routine of the central officers.

The success of the Typographical Union

has paved the way and made it easier for

other crafts . However, the first requisite

is to organize, and organize thoroughly .

" Since the April number, there have

been instituted Divisions Nos. 462, Chicago

Heights, Ill., organized by G. E. B. Mem .

ber McMorrow; 463, Binghamton ,

N. Y., organized by G. E. B. Member

Wm . B. Fitzgerald ; 464, location with

held ; 465, location withheld; 466, Evans

ville, Ind., organized by Organizer Wm .

Koch, assisted by Local unionists and

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay; 467 , Tampa ,

Fla . , organized by the organizing committee

of the Central Labor Union , and 468,

Birmingham , Ala ., organized by Organizer

J. H. F. Moseley and G. E. B. Member

Ben Commons. At the institution of the

Evansville, Ind ., Local the company dis

charged several members and the officers .

This was taken as a lock -out and a com

plete tie -up of the entire city system

resulted . The situation is under the advise

ment of Board Member Fay. "

Ed .

men or

" International President W. D. Mahon,

although yet embarrassed by continued

affliction from rheumatism , has gone per

sonally to San Francisco, where Div. No.

205 went on strike on the 5th inst . The

agreement of the San Francisco Division

expired May 1st. The Local officials, in

cluding G. E. B. Member Richard Cor

nelius, entered negotiations with the officials

of the San Francisco company with the

hope of reaching a new agreement.
While

the proposed agreement presented to the

company by the Local Division embraced

several conditions as applying to employ

ment , the two principal features were the

8-hour day and a wage clause at $3.00

per day . The substance of these two

propositions provides for a two - turn shift

at 37 % , cents per hour. The old agree

ment, which embraced the recent arbitra

tion award , as applying to hours and

wages , provided for an approximate 10

hour day, swing system , and a wage scale

of 31 , 32 and 33 cents per hour. Thirty

three cents per hour was awarded to the

two years in the service .

The arbitration award was unsatisfactory

to the membership of Div . No. 205, but it

was accepted to continue until the expira

tion of the agreement. Information bear

ing upon the negotiations up to the time

of the strike is meager , further than that

the company refused to grant the requested

wage rate ,

“ Vice -President H , T. B. Grey reports

having completed the agreement for the

membership of Div. No. 382, Salt Lake

City, Utah .

" International Treasurer Rezin Orr, im

mediately after adjournment of the General

Executive Board, went to Scranton , Pa . ,

where he succeeded in straightening out

the internal affairs of Div . No. 168. He

assisted in placing that organization back

in its old time working order . From

Scranton he returned to Connecticut, where

he took up the work of organization which

he had left incomplete.

" G. E. B. Member Edw . McMorrow ,

immediately upon the adjournment of the

Board , returned to Chicago, where he was

successful in organizing and instituting

Div . No. 462 to embrace the employes of

the Chicago Heights Railway.

" G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair,

upon his return from the Board Meeting,

assisted Div . No. 113 , Toronto , Ont ., in

preparing a new agreement.

" G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald

returned from the G. E. B. meeting to

the situation in Syracuse, N. Y., where he

advised with the Local officers and Busi

ness Agent Lanigan in the matter of pro

moting that Division . From Syracuse , he

went to Binghamton , N. Y., where he

succeeded in organizing and instituting

Div . No. 463.

" G. E. B. Member Fred Fay, after the

settlement of the Kalamazoo - Battle Creek

Albion strike, was dispatched to Sharon ,

more
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" The Fifth Annual Convention of the

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. convened

in Trades Assembly Hall , Dayton , Ohio ,
May 3 , 1897 , at 11 o'clock a . Presi

dent W. D. Mahon called the convention

to order . After making a short address,

he appointed the following committee on

credentials: Delegates Snell , McGougan

and Hayworth . The same committee was

appointed on rules and order.

“ When called to order the committee on

credentials reported the following delegates

entitled to a seat : Calvin Snell, Dayton ,

Ohio ; H. B. Ryan and Otis Tate, Toledo,

Ohio ; J. B. O'Brien, Worcester, Mass.:

Thomas O'Shea, Saginaw , Mich., A. S.

Spurgeon, Galveston , Texas ; Neil McGou

gan ,
Thomas Dalton , Daniel Dilworth ,

Orville B. Eaton, William Duryea, Detroit,

Mich .; E. B. Barthelic , Denver, Col .;

Elsworth Delaney, Syracuse, N. Y .; Law

rence Allison , East Liverpool, Ohio ; Walter

T. Hayworth, Muncie, Ind.; W. D. Mahon,

S. G. Clark , J. J. Murphy, J. H. Karr and

Rezin Orr, Internation
al

Officers.

“ The report of the International Presi
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" April 28 - Division No. 77,Toledo, Ohio.

ATTENTION :
" May 14 Division No. 78, Galveston,

Tex .
Motormen and Conductors " June 3 — Division No. 79, Chicago , Ill.

WE SPECIALIZE IN BETTER -BUILT “ July 13 — Division No. 86, Baton Rouge,

La .

Traction Uniforms
“ August 1 - Division No. 81 , Muncie,

at $ 32.50
Ind.

Made of Regulation Blue Serge . Also “ September 8Division No. 82, Atlanta,

Civilian Suits , Gaberdines, Overcoats Ga.

Made to Measura "November 20 — Division No. 83, Syra

$ 25.00 $ 30.00 $ 35.00

Caps and High -Speed Changers 1897

All Garments have the Union Label “ March 17 -- Division No. 84, Houston,

Hoffman Tailoring Co.

Tex .

“Divisions shown to have been dis

2341 Olive St. at Jefferson continued within this period were Divi.

Phone: Central 9279 ST . LOUIS . MO.
sions Nos. 17 , Terre Haute, Ind.; 47,

Hartford , Conn .; 48, Boston , Mass.; 50 ,

Scranton, Pa.; 53, Bellaire, Ohio ; and 54,

dent and International Treasurer for the
Lansing, Mich ."

one and one-half years covered within the " Divisions re -organized were Divisions 81 ,

term ending with the Dayton Convention , Muncie, Ind. , and 32, Saginaw , Mich .

showed Divisions organized as follows : "Benefit Fund"

1895 " Receipts from Nov. 1 , 1895, to
" October 19 - Division No. East

May 1 , 1897 ..
$803,13

Liverpool, Ohio. " Expenditures for same period .. 200.00

"November 2 - Division No. 53, Bellaire,

Ohio . “ Balance .. $603.13

" November 27-Division No. 54, Lansing , " Three death benefits were paid .

Mich , " Officers elected were : International

" December 28 - Division No. 55, Phila president, W. D. Mahon, Detroit, Mich .

delphia, Pa. first vice-president, J. H. Karr , Toledo,

“ December 28 - Division No. 56, Phila
Ohio ; second vice -president, A. S. Spurgeon,

delphia, Pa. Galveston, Texas ; third vice-president, Els

" December 31- Division No. 57 , Phila worth Delaney, Syracuse, N. Y.; General

delphia, Pa, Executive Board Chairman , Daniel Dil .

" December 31 -- Division No. 58, Phila worth , Detroit , Mich . ,second board mem

delphia , Pa. ber, H. B. Ryan , Toledo, Ohio ; third

“ December 31-Division No. 59 , Phila board member, w . T. Hayworth, Muncie,

delphia , Pa. Ind .; international treasurer, Rezin Orr,

1896 Detroit , Mich ."

" January 1~Division No. 60, Phila

delphia, Pa . HAMILTON (OHIO ) AGREEMENT

" January 1 - Division No. 61 , Phila Memorandum of Agreement

delphia , Pa.

" January 1-Division No. Phila Memorandum of Agreement made and entered into

delphia , Pa.
this first day of March , 1927 , by and between

“ January 1 -Division No. 63 , Phila
Chicinnaii, Hamilton & Dayton Railway Company,
a corporation under the laws of Ohio , and its suce

delphia, Pa. çessors, lessees, and assigns,party of the first part,

" January 2 - Division No, 64 , Phila. hereinafter for convenience called “ The Company ,

and the ofAmalgamated Association Street

delphia , Pa . Electric Railway Employees of America, Division

" January 2 - Division No. 65 , Phila
7.38 , of Hamilton, Ohio, party of the second part ,

delphia, Pa.
hereinafter for convenience called " The Association .'

" January 2 - Division No. 66 , Phila SECTION 1 . This agreement shall cover all pas .

delphia, Pa.
senger and freight trainmen employed by the Com .

pany who are now or who hereafter shall become

“ January 2 - Division No. 67 , Phila members of the Association, and no employee of the

delphia , Pa.
Company , in any branch of its service , shall be dis

" January 2 - Division No, 68, Phila
charged os discriminated against by reason of his

delphia, Pa.

membership in the Association.

SECTION 2 . The Company , for itself, its suc

" January 4 - Division No. 69 , Phila
cissors , lessees and assigns, agrees to fully recognize

delphia , Pa .
and treat with the Association all questions,

" January 13— Division No. 70, Phila grievances and complaints that may arise between

them . Grievances
delphia, Pa.

of individual employees shall

frst be taken up by the individual with the head

" January 22 -- Division No. 71 , Phila of his Department before becoming a complaint to
the Association. In the event of failure to adjust

such grievance in this manner, it shall be taken up

ville, Mich .
by the duly accredited ofhcersofthe Company and

the Association, who shall attempt to adjust and

" March 14 - Division No. 73, 1eriden , S ttle same . If the case involves the suspension or

Conn. dismissal of any employee, and he is not found

sufhiciently at fault to warrant such dismissal or

" April 3— Division No. 74 , Buffalo , N. Y. Suspension , he shall be reinstated in his former

" April 6 Division No. 75, Chicago, Ill . position and paid for all the time lost, in the event

" April 11- Division No. 76, New York
of failure to Teach amicable adjustment, the

City , N. Y.

mutter shall be submitted to arbitration as herein

a'lat provided .

62,
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Don't Buy a New Changer

Every time the fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five - Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Saves time,

pockets, patience and Speeds up sched

ules — Nofumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device and our exclusive

Adjustable feature on fourth and fifth barrels.

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4-BARREL PRICE

No.555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No.566 throws i quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to o tokens

Price $ 4.00 postage paid. J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St. , New York City

10

SECTION 3 . Grievances complained of shall be

forma ly ' submitted to the Company by the Asso

ciation , and discussed by the accredited representa

tives of the Company and the Association . If they

should fail to reach an agreement, then the grievance

shall be submitted immediately to arbitration. One

arbitrator shall be elected by the Company and one

by the Association. If the two thus selected shall

fail within five days to settle the matters in dispute,
they shall forth with select a third arbitrator. If

the two arbitrators selected by the Company and

the Association shall within five days fail to agree

upon a third arbitrator, then one of the Federal

Judges of the Southern District of Ohio shall select

the third . The decision of any two of the arbi.

trators thus selected shall be final and binding upon

both parties. If a third arbitrator is necessary,

the Company and the Association will bear the

expense of such equally.

SECTION 4. Ten hours shall constitute one day's

work.

All schedule runs on Main Line, Hamilton City

Line and Dayton City Lines, shall not pay less

than 10 hours.

SECTION 5 . Rate of wages as follows :

For Motormen and Conductors operating through
service on the Interurban Division between Dayton

and Cincinnati from February 1 , 1927 , to August

1 , 1927.
First three months . 50 ¢ per hour

Next nine months 524

Thereafter . 54 ¢

Prom August 1 , 1927 , to February 1 , 1928 .

First three months . 51 ¢ per hour

Next nine months 53 ¢

Thereafter . 55 €

From February 1 , 1928, to January 31 , 1929 .

First three months . 524 per hour

Next nine months 54 ¢

Thereafter .
56 ¢

Wages for one-man car Operators from February

1 , 1927, to August 1, 1927 , as follows :

First three months . 49 per hour
Next nine months . 51 ¢

Thereafter . 53 €

From August 1 , 1927, to February 1, 1928.
First three months 50 ¢ per hour

Next three months 52 ¢

Thereafter . 54 €

From February 1 , 1928, to January 31 , 1929.

First three months .52 € per hour

Next nine months 54 ¢

Thereafter 56 €

Helpers on freight cars shall receive wages

follows:
February 1 , 1927 , to August

1 , 1927 . 4474 per hour

August 1, 1927 , to February

1. 1928 . 45 % ¢

February 1 , 1928 , to January
31. 1929 .. ..46 %2 ¢

SECTION 6. All regular runs, working five hours

or more, shall be rated as a day's work .

No work shall pay less than two hours.

Trainmen required to report for work and do not

work, shall receive one hour's pay .

SECTION 7 . All extra men shall be guaranteed

a minimum wage of $85.00 per calendar month , to

be paid in semi-monthly installments of $42.50 on

each pay day ; prosided, however, that any man

missing a show -up shall forfeit one day's proportion

of said monthly guarantee for the day on which

the miss shall occur; and any man absint on account

of sickness, leave of absence or under suspension

shall lose one day's, proportion of said monthly

guarantee for each day of absence or suspension.

Men earning more than the guaranteed minimum

of $85.00 per calendar month , or $42.50 per pay

day, sha!l receive in full the amount which they
earn.

SECTION 8. The seniority of all trainmen shall

be determined from thedate of their last employ
ment with the Company. There shall be a selec

tion of runs at least every six months, on the first

of April and the first of October of each year, such

selection being made by the employees of the
Company successively.. in accord with their

seniority, beginning with the oldest man in the
service.

SECTION 9. Where any trainman accepts any

other position with the Company, he, after six

months in said position , forfeits his seniority rights
on the road .

SECTION 10. Barn foremen and trainmen will see

that all cars are clean and properly equipped before
leaving the barn .

Section 11 . Motormen and conductors on th

city lines of the Dayton and Hamilton and Main

Line , shall be provided with toilet accommodations
on each line . All motormen and conductors shall

be permitted to take such time as may be neces .

sary for the answering of the calls of nature.

SECTION 12 . All regular crews shall be required

to report five minutes before scheduled leaving tim
of cars, except that crews on late runs on th

Hamilton City lines shall report ten minutes before
scheduled leaving time .

SectioN 13. Whenever regular motormen

conductors shall he required to take out extra runs

from places other than their place of residence, or

shall he required to takeout regular runs which

begin or end at a place other than their place of

residence , they shall be paid for their dead head

time necessary to make such runs and return to

their place of residence. Place of residence shall

mean where regular run starts and finishes.

Whenever extra motormen or conductors shall be
required to take out extra runs from places other

than O'Neils, Miamisburg . Middleton or Hamilton
or Cincinnati , shall be requiredto take out regular

runs they shall be paid for their dead head time

necessary to make such runs and return to their

place of beginning such run.

O'Neils, Miamisburg , Middletown or Hamilton or

Cincinnati shall beheadquarters for all extra men
on main line with free room rent at Hamilton for

extra men .

SECTION 14 . The Vestibule of all cats shall be

made as nearly storm -proof as possible andheated,

as governed by state law .

SECTION 15 . Conductors on the city lines in

Dayton and Hamilton shall not be required to pay
in advance for tickets supplied for sale during the
day , but shall make settlement daily for all tickets

sold .

SECTION 16 . Trainmen employed hy Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton Railway Company shall be

furnished free transportation on all lines operated by

this Company.

SECTION 17 . No present straight runs shall be

or.
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RECITATION

Every Sign of the Trouble Gone. Tells How
She Got Well.

It was midnight on the ocean ,

Not a street car was in sight ;

The sun was shining brightly,

And it rained all day that night.

It was evening, and the rising sun

Was setting in the west;

The fishes in the pine trees

Were cuddled in their nest.

' Twas a summer day in winter,

The snow was raining fast;

A barefoot boy with shoes on

Stood sitting on the grass.

The rain was pouring downward,

The moon was shining bright,

And everything that you could see

Was hidden out of sight.

While the organ peeled potatoes,

Lard was rendered by the choir ;

While the sexton rung the dish rag .

Some one set the church on fire .

" Holly smokel" the parson shouted,

And the poor guy lost his hair ;

Now his head is just like Heaven ,

For there is no parting there .

-Kabamgler.
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Buy

Union Stamped

Shoes

We ask all members of

organized labor to pur

chase shoes bearing our

Union Stamp on

the sole, inner

sole or lining of

the shoe. We ask

UNION STAMP

you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

you actually see

this Union Stamp .

Boot & Shoe

Worker's Union

new

IS

Readers who suffer from asthma and bronchial

trouble wil be glad to learn how Mrs. W. G.

Pierson , Route 1, Colby , Kansas, conquered her
trouble , Mrs. Pierson writes :

I" Por 16 years I had asthma in severe form .

couldn't sleep, and rarely tried to go to bed before

1:30 in the morning. I kept getting more weak

and nervous, and had a terrible cough and severe

pains . I was in Akron , Colorado , when I started

taking Nacor in February. 1925 . Early in March

ItI felt so much better I returned to Missouri .

used to be that one night in Missouri would make

me choke terribly , but I don't have a sign of
asthma now.

I sleep all night, get up feeling sested ,
have gained about 10 pounds in weight , and do my

work without dreading it or getting tired. Even in
damp, rainy weather , I have no asthma. "
Hundreds of other sufferers from bronchitis and

severe chronic coughs have reported their recovery ,

after years of affliction . Their letters and a booklet

full of valuable information about these stubborn

diseases, will be sent free by Nacor Medicine Co. ,

606 State Life Bldg . , Indianapolis , Ind . No matter
how serious your

case seems, write for this free
booklet today. It may give your whole life a
meaning

made into swing runs. All swing runs shall be

completed within 14 hours.

SECTION 18. Officers of this Association shall be

granted sufficient leave of absence from work to

tra 7sact necessary business of this Association .
SECTION 19. The Association shall have the right

to erect bulletin boards at all divisions for the

purpose of posting of Association notices and bulle
ins, except those disapproved by the Division

Superintendent.

SECTION 20 . No ' segular man shall be required

T called upon
to work more than two trippers

€ 2 !12 in any one week except in case of emesgency .

No regular man shall be required or called upon
to work any extra so long as an extra man
Bvailable .

SECTION 21. Throgh intuerurban cars operated in

single units between Dayton and Cincinnati shall
hain both & Motorman and Conductor. The one

car operation between Dayton and Miamis

Our shall not be extended south of Miamisburg.
SPION

22. Time required by Company for
reponn for runs shall be five minutes, except on

1: te ring on Hamilton City line, ten minutes, and
ha te raid for.

Sic 23.
Any emp.oyee member of the Asso

ciation dismissed from the service of the Company

whose case has been taken up by the Committee

and found that employe's dismissa ! was justified,
such eit ployee shall not be re -employed in a , like

position by the Company, within a period of six
months.

Sec1101 24. This contract shall be effective and

binding on the parties hereto for a period of two

years, froin February 1, 1927, to January 31 , 1920,

and from year to year hereafter unless changed by
the parties hereto. Either of the parties desiring a

change in any section of this agreement shall notify

the other party in writing of the desired changes

at least thirty days prior to the 31st day of January ,

1929. The party notified that such change
changes are desired in this agreement , shall make

reply if they so desire at least twenty - five days

prior to the 31st day of January, 1929. Upon

such notice th agreement shall be opened for the
consideration of the change or changes desired .

Neither party giving such notice , this agreement
shall continue in op'ration from year to year.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said parties have

hereunto set theis har's this first day of March , 1927 .

THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET & ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM
PLOYEES OF AMERICA ,

By H. A. LUCAS, President,

J. S. A CRAY,
H. PARMER ,

C. FRATTER .
CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON
RAILWAY COMPANY .

By J. H ..MCCLURE, Vice Pres . & Gen. Mgr.

WORKERS UNION

man

Affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor

246SummerSt. Boston , Mass.

COLLIS LOVELY , General President

CHAS. L. CAINE, General Sec'y - Treas.

or

It You Don't Receive Yurt

Motorman and Conduriut

611 10 this coupon and hand it to your P. S.

or mail it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR,

260 East High St. , Detroit, Mich.

Name ..
Div. No......

Street ,

Pormer Address ..

No... Street

Post Office
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Chol

Every Sig

Don't Buy a New Changer

Every time the fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five -Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Saves time,

pockets, patience - and Speeds up sched

ules — No fumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device and our exclusive

Adjustablefeature onfourth and fifth barrels.

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 -BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 566 throws i quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 6 tokens

Price $ 4.00 postage paid . J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St. , New York City

COM
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a
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2

5

..

10

· SECTION 3. Grievances complained of shall be
formally submitted to the Company by the Asso

ciation, and discussed by the accredited representa
tives of the Company and the Association . If they

should fail to reach an agreement, then the grievance
shall be submitted immediately toarbitration . One

arbitrator shall be elected by the Company and one
by the Association . If the two thus selected shall

fail within five days to settle the matters in dispute,
they shall forth with select a third arbitrator. If

the two arbitrators selected by the Company and

the Association shall within five days fail to agree

upon a third arbitrator, then one of the Federal

Judges of the Southern District of Ohio shall select

the third. The decision of any two of the arbi

trators thus selected shall be final and binding upon

both parties.
If a third arbitrator is necessary,

the Company , and the Association will bear the

expense of such equally .

SECTION 4. Ten hours shall constitute one day's

work.
All schedule runs on Main Line , Hamilton City

Line and Dayton City Lines, shall not pay less

than 10 hours.

SECTION 5. Rate of wages as follows :

Por Motormen and Conductors operating through

service on the Interurban Division between Dayton

and Cincinnati from February 1 , 1927 , to August

1 , 1927 .

First three months . 50 € per hour
Next nine months .. 52 €

Thereafter .. 54 ¢

Prom August 1 , 1927 , to February 1, 1928 .

First three months 51 $ per hour

Next nine months .. .53 €

Thereafter
55 °

Prom February 1 , 1928, to January 31 , 1929.
First three months . 52 ¢ per hour

Next nine months 546

Thereafter .
566

Wages for one-man car Operators from February

1 , 1927. to August 1 , 1927 , as follows :

First three months . 49. per hour

Next nine months . 51 ¢

Thereafter . 53 €

From August 1 , 1927 , to February 1 , 1928 .

First three months . 50 € per hour

Next three months . 52 ¢

Thereafter.. 54 €

From February 1 , 1928, to January 31 , 1929 .

First three months . 52 ¢ per hour

Next nine months 54 ¢

Thereafter
56 ¢

Helpers on freight cars shall receive wages

follows :

February 1 , 1927 , to August

1 , 1927 4474 per hour

August 1, 1927 , to February

1 , 1928 .45 % ¢

February 1 , 1928 , to January

31. 1929 . 46724

SECTION 6. All regular runs , working five hours
or more, shall be rated as a day's work.

No work shall pay less than two hours ,

Trainmen required to report work and do not

work , shall receive one hour's pay .

SECTION 7 . All extra men shall be guaranteed

a minimum wage of $ 85.00 per calendar month , to

be paid in semi-monthly installments of $ 42.50 on

each pay day ; provided, however, that any man

missing a show -up shall forfeit one day's proportion

of said monthly guarantee for the day on which
the miss shall occur; and any man absent on account

of sickness, leave of absence or under suspension

shall lose one day's proportion of said monthly

guarantee for each day of absence or suspension,

Men earning more than the guaranteed minimum

of $ 85.00 per calendar month , or $ 42.50 per pay

day, sha!! receive in full the amount which they

earn .

Section 8 . The seniority of all trainmen shall

be determined from the date of their last employ

ment with the Company . There shall be a selec.

tion of runs at least every six months, on the first

of April and the first of October of each year, such

selection being made by the employees of the

Company successively, in accordance with their

seniority, beginning with the oldest man in the

service .

SECTION 9. Where any trainman accepts any

other position with the Company, he, after six

months in said position , forfeits his seniority rights

on the road.

SECTION 10. Barn foremen and trainmen will see

that all cars are clean and properly equipped before

leaving the barn .

SECTION 11 . Motormen and conductors on th

city lines of the Dayton and Hamilton and Main

Line, shail be provided with toilet accommodations
on each line. All motormen and conductors shall

be permitted to take such time as may be neces .

sary for the answering of the calls of nature.

SECTION 12 . All regular crews shall be required

to report five minutes before scheduled leaving tim
of cars, except that crews on late runs on th •

Hamilton City lines shall report ten minutes before

scheduled leaving time.

SECTION 13 . Whenever regular motormen

conductors shall be required to take out extra rura

from places other than their place of residence, OF

shall be required to takeout regular runs which

begin or end at a place other than their place of

residence, they shallbe paid for their dead head

time necessary to make such runs and return to

their place of residence. Place of residence shall

mean where regular run starts and finishes.

Whenever extra motormen or conductors shall be

required to take out extra runs from places other

than O'Neils, Miamisburg, Middleton or Hamilton

or Cincinnati. shall be requiredto take out regular

runs they shall be paid for their dead head time

necessary to make such runs and return to their

place of beginning such run .
O'Neils, Miamisburg , Middletown or Hamilton or

Cincinnati shall be headquarters for all extra men
on main line with free room rentat Hamilton for

extra men .

SECTION 14 . The Vestibule of all cars shall be

made as nearly storm -proofas possible andheated ,

as governed by state law .

SecuON 15 . Conductors on the city lines in

Dayton and Hamilton shall not be required to pay

in advance for tickets supplied for saleduring the

day, but shall make settlement daily for all tickets

sold.

SECTION 16 . Train men employed by Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton Railway Company shall be

furnished free transportation on all linesoperated by

this Company ,

SECTION 17 . No present straight runs shall be

or
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Thirty-nine

Choked All Night

From Asthma

1

BOOT &
SHOE

ane RECITATION

It was midnight on the ocean ,

Not a street car was in sight ;

The sun was shining brightly,

And it rained all day that night.rates

It was evening, and the rising sun
Every Sign of the Trouble Gone. Tells How

Was setting in the west ;
She Got Well.

The fishes in the pine trees

Were cuddled in their nest .
Readers who suffer from asthma and bronchial

trouble will be glad to learn how Mrs. W. G.
Twas a summer day in winter,

Pierson , Route 1, Colby , Kansas, conquered her
The snow was raining fast;trouble , Mrs. Pierson writes :
A barefoot boy with shoes on

" For 16 years I had asthma in severe form . I
Stood sitting on the grass.

couldn't sleep, and rarely tried to go to bed before The rain was pouring downward,1:30 in the morning. I kept getting more weak
The moon was shining bright,

and nervous, and had a terrible cough and severe
And everything that you could see

pains. I was in Akron , Colorado, when I started
Was hidden out of sight.

taking Nacor in February. 1925. Early in March

felt so much better I returned to Missouri. It
· While the organ peeled potatoes ,

used to be that one night in Missouri would make
Lard was tendered by the choir ;me choke terribly , but I don't have a sign of

While the sexton rung the dish rag,asthma now. I sleep all night , get up feeling rested ,
Some one set the church on fire .

have gained about 10 pounds in weight, and do my
"Holly smokel" the parson shouted ,

work without dreading it or getting tired. Even in And the poor guy lost his hair ;
damp, rainy weather,I have no asthma .

Now his head is just like Heaven,Hundreds of other sufferers from bronchitis and
For there is no parting there.severe chronic coughs have reported their recovery ,

-Kabamgler .after years of affliction . Their letters and a booklet

full of valuable information about these stubborn

diseases, will be sent free by Nacor Medicine Co. ,

606 State Life Bldg . , Indianapolis , Ind . No matter

row serious your case seems, write for this free
hooklet today. It may give your whole life a new

Buy
meaning

made into swing runs. All swing runs shall be

Union
Stamped

completed within 14 hours .

SECTION 18 . Officers of this Association shall be

granted sufficient leave of absence from work to

Shoes
transact necessary business of this Association .

SECTION 19. The Association shall have the right

to erect bulletin boards at all divisions for the We ask all members of

purpose of posting of Association notices and bulle
uns, except those disapproved by the Division

organized labor to pur
perintendent.

SECTION 20. No regular man shall be required chase shoes bearing our

is called upon
to work more than two trippers

( 3.72 in any one week except in case of emergency . Union Stamp on

No regular man shall be required or called upon

to Work any extra so long as an extra man

the sole, inneravililable,

SECTION 21. Throgh intuerurban cars operated in sole or lining of WORKERS UNION

single units between Dayton and Cincinnati shall
baie both a Motorman and Conductor. The one the shoe. We ask

car operation between Dayton and Miamis .
JUNION STAMPI

turg shall not be extended south of Miamisburg. you not to buy

22. Time required by Company for
TETnt in for runs shall be five minutes, except on

any shoes unless Factorylite thing on Hamilton City line, ten minutes, and
bhal' te aid for .

you actually seeich! 23 Any emp.oyee member of the Asso this Union Stamp .

cation dismissed from the service of the Company

whose case has been taken up by the Committee

and found that employe's dismissa! was justified ,

such eir. ployee shall not be re- employed in a like
Boot & Shoe

position by the Company, within a period of six
months.

Worker's Union
SECTION 24. This contract shall be effective and

binding upon the parties hereto for a period of two
Affiliated with the

years, froin February 1 , 1927, to January 31 , 1920, American Federation of Laborand from year to year hereafter unless changed by
the parties hereto. Either of the parties desiring a

246 SummerSt. Boston , Mass.
change in any section of this agreement shail notify

the cther party in writing of the desired changes COLLIS LOVELY , General President
at least thirty days prior to the 31st day of January,

CHAS. L.LAINE, General Sec'y - Treas.
1929. The party notified that such change or

changes are desired in this agreement , shall make

reply if they so desire at least twenty - five days

prior to the 31st day of January, 1929. Upon

such notice th agreement shall be opened for the
consideration of the change or changes desired .

!! You Don't Receive YunisNeither party giving such notice, this agreement
Motorman and Condurturshall continue in oparation from year to year.

fill in this coupon and hand it to your F. S..
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said parties have or mail it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR .

hereunto set their hards this first day of March , 1927. 260 East High St. , Detroit, Mich.

THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION_OF

STREET & ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM
Name .. Div. No......PLOYEES OF AMERICA,

StreetBy H. A. LUCAS, President,

J. S. MCCRAY,

Pormer AddressH. FARMER,

C. FRAYEER.
No... StreetCINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTOV

RAILWAY COMPANY.
Post Office

By J. H. MCCLL'Re, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
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SAVE A LITTLE

EVERY PAY -DAY

Pi:

TH

GOOD way to build up a worth

whilesavingsaccount is to set aside

a certain part of your earnings ev• .

ery pay -day and deposit it in The Peoples

State Bank where saving is a pleasure.

A

A

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

Branches Throughout Detroit

Se

OPEN MONDAY NIGHTS

**

A

Tobe well dressed and
BATCHELDER MADE

neat in appearance
, order
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C3

QUALITY & STYLE MAKE

BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORM

A SOURCE OF SATISFACTION

TO EVERY WEARER

C5

For Sale by Dealers

WRITE FOR SAMPLES

C4

FRED M.BATCHELDER CO.

120 HARRISON AVENUE

BOSTON
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5783
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FASHION LETTER

The waist, with a soft sash or girdle, serves to

indicate the upward trend of the waistline, although

there are still many models, with the waistline set

quite low .

Pink and blue are shown in attractive combination

this season .

This is a season of jackets , and the style is certainly

youthful and becoming, for one may have the jacket

in the mode that suits one best. A bolero, or a very

short double or single breasted model, or one of the

cardigan type. Striped jersey is much in vogue for

the sweater blouse or for jacket styles.

Jacket suits , two or three piece, are made with skirt

and coat of one material, and the blouse in contrast .

A pretty style of suit jacket has ayoke with long

tab-like extensions and a high tie collar. Yokes are

employed for dresses, jackets and coats.

Belts were never more popular. Some very charm.

ing belts are of leather, others are of self material.

For evening wear jeweled belts are shown .

Sleeveless jackets or vests, or waist coats are popu

lar for sports wear. They match the skirt, and are

worn over a blouse of contrasting material.

Sleeveless dresses may be expected to appear as soon

as warm days arrive.

Some pretty afternoon dresses are made up in lovely

violet shades.

Front draperies, cascades, and shirrings over the front

of skirts are very popular.

Plaited panels falling from the shoulders and from

below a plaited belt form attractive trimming on

dresses of silk , and chiffon .

Silk crepe and wool jersey are combined for sports
dresses.

Many interesting details are offered in the

coats this season . Tiered effects, tucking, intricate

shaping and seaming are noticeable.

A coat of beige cloth , a tweed coat or one of black

silk or black cloth will be good for early spring.

Cape sections cut in one with full sleeve portions ,

that are shirred to narrow bands at the wrists, are

new and youthfully becoming.

Flowered silks in small patternings make pretty

daytime and country frocks. Sometimes the figured

material is combined with plain material in contrasting

color.

5783. Ladies' Apron .
Cut in 4 Sizes : Small, 34-36 ; Medium , 38-40; Large , 42-44;

Extra Large, 46-48 inches bust measure. A medium size, with

out the contrasting, material will require 2% yards 32 inchos

wide. For facing of contrasting material on the pockets y yari

7 inches wide is required . Price 12c .

5773. Child's Play Frock .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 2 , 4 , 6 and 8 years. A 4 year size requires

2. yards of 36 inch material if made as illustrated in the large
view . If made without the tunic portions , 1 % yard will

be

required . Price 12c.

5795 . Girls' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 6, 8 , 10 and 12 years. A 10 year size requires

2 yards of 40 -inch material. Price 12c.

5775 . Ladies' Dress.

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38, 40 , 42 and 44 inches bust measur " .

A 38 inch size will require2 yards of32 inch material for the

waist, girdle and tie sash , and4 yards for bolero and skirt of

contrasting material. Ifholero is made with long sleeve portions

44 yards will be required . The width of the Dress at the lower

edge is 1 % yard . Price 12.c

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for ourUP- TO -DATE SPRING

and SUMMER 1927 BOOK OF PASHIONS, showing, color

plates, and containing 500 designs of Ladies ', Misses' and Chil

dren's Patterns, a CONCISEand COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE

ON DRESSMAKING , ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THE

NEEDLE (illustrating 30 of the various, simple stitches) all

valuable hints to the home dressmaker .

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PAGGERN CO . ,

il and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklya, N. Y.

new

5795

5775
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$ 2750

20 Ls

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

of

Thaveexpressed adesireto own acivilian

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here, at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands, The Bloch Company has

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fine appearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have long been famous.

We're anxious to have you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50 . If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted.

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.

ISSUU

UNITED

C
L
O
T
M
I
N
EThe Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic

tured here and opposite

are both made of the

same pure wool,fine

qualitymaterial to sell at

an equally low price.
Union Label in both Uni

form and Civilian Suits

1

Illoch

UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY

The Bloch Company Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge. Also Trolley Jim Time Book.

Name

Address

Name of Dealer.
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Published monthly by the Amalgamated Association Entered at the Post Office as Second Class Matter

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of America . Accepted for Mailing at special rates of postage pro

W. D. Mahon, President vided for in Section 1103 , Act of October 3, 1917.
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the Amalgamated Association . All of the

profound workers of the Association, of

course, cannot assemble in Birmingham

this year, but each and every one of them

can be there represented by men of their

own type, who will build from the founda

tion of the Amalgamated Association for

another two years' progressive work. It

is , therefore, an important meeting of this

great Organization, the results of the

creation of which is manifest in the much

better wages and working conditions and

in the much better lives and opportunities

of the workers in this organization craft.

The primary principle of organization is

collective agreement relations with employ .

ing properties, and the advantages that

come through collective agreement relations

depend wholly upon the policy regulations

established by the employes, themselves, as

the process of the movement.

THE SPIRIT OF UNIONISM

ers

can

There exists that which leads wage work

to organize. Primarily, it is self

interest.

But what is self-interest ?

Answer to this question can be made by

each and every wage worker. All one has

2 L to do is to comprehend the incentive that

leads to organizing. That incentive is better

life ; better things in life ; health and happi
INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT ness, and happiness comes most profusely

W. D. MAHON in one's personal knowledge of doing things

for the benefit of others. One cannot

The Twentieth Convention of the Amal benefit another but that he benefits, there

gamated Association of Street and Electric by, himself.

Railway Employes of America will convene Good wages and working conditions is

this year on the 12th of September, in the avenue through which men do

Birmingham , Alabama. International Presi good , not only to themselves but to others.

dent W. D. Mahon is hopeful that this Union men recognize that good wages

will be the largest convention in the matter and working conditions come from a good

of attendance ever held within the Asso business and that the good business must

ciation . It can be. Through approxi come from the wage worker and manage

mately thirty-five years of direct leader ment. Both are essential - good, thoughtful

ship of International President W. D. work performed by wage workers andgood

Mahon, the Amalgamated Association of management by managers. That makes

Street and Electric Railway Employes of good business. The best of business comes

America has become one of the important from mutual co-operation and endeavor on

and front rank units of the American the part of wage workers and manage

Federation of Labor. He is the oldest ments. No one understands this better

continuous executive in point of service than the union wage worker. The best

within the American Labor Movement. business must come from suitable wages

There is no need of commenting upon his and working conditions and reasonable

devotion to the work and the results of profit to the investment.
This is neces

that devotion . It is shown in the fact sary within the existing industrial system .

that there are thousands, today, following Organized wage workers well know that

his footsteps in their profound intensity wages anfi working conditions depend upon

as aides in building up and maintaining the business of the employing property.
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Therefore, it is one of the principles of workers, but with the management of the

unionism , to lend every endeavor to the employing property, So far as such co

success of the business of the employing operation isavailable or possible.

property . Wages and working conditions An accident in the operation of street

much depend upon it . cars and electric railways is a waste, that

There is a vigorous requisite for study has its effect upon both the property and

along this line on the part of organized the employes. This is known to union

wage workers employed in street car and wage workers. It is one of the purposes of

electric railway service. Organized wage organized wage workers to eliminate waste

workers in this type of employment know of any kind or description. This works to

well of this vigorous requisite. The organ the interest of the property and the wage

ized street car and electric railway em worker.

ployes know that there are many features The union wage worker knows that he

of the industry that must be constantly participates in fixing the wages and work

studied , in the interest both of themselves ing conditions of himself and associate

and the employing property, and they employes,

recognize the common interest therein . The non -union wage worker knows that

Without organization, these requisites he does not participate in fixing the wages

cannot be observed wholly to the advantage and working conditions for himself and his

of either party. associate employes and, naturally, works
Even the non-union managements of under a spirit of resentment. He knows

employing street car and electric railway that his rights are denied him. Naturally,

properties seek to organize employes, but he is not interested in waste. Naturally,

only within the profit interest of the em he is not interested in accidents , further

ploying concerns. This shunts the spirit than to keep himself, individually , free from

of co -operation. Even non-union wage them, insofar as it may apply to his tenure

workers recognize this warding off process, in employment until he finds another

as applying to co -operation in the operation job .

of the property. This comes of the denial Safety and the elimination of waste are

of collective agreement relations — the pro a feature of the spirit of unionism.

hibiting to employes of their rights to This spirit of ' unionism extends to all

organize along the lines of the trade union organized wage workers and is helpful to

and trade union principles. the employing property , in the fact that it

No group or body of wage workers will extends to those wage workers employed

fail to resent the denial to them of their
by other properties who are organized . We,

own citizenship rights and when they are of trade unions, seek to assist the other in

denied the right oforganization - associating the material principles of unionism . A fair

together in the organized labor process employing , corporation that recognizes the

this denial kindles a resentment that does citizen rights of employes , has the united

not work to the advantage of the property good -will and support of all organized

in the way of prosperity and co -operation labor. The unfair, non-union employing

in its operation . property does not have the support of the

Generally, it is known that where wage co-operative spirit of all trade unions. It

workers are denied the right of or iza cannot otherwise than have the contempt

tion and the right of collective agreement of all trade unions and trade union workers.

relations, the employing property pays low The field of the American Labor Move

wages and exacts trying and exhaustive ment is broad and bids for constant vigil

wage working conditions . It alienates the ance in the interest of union employing

wage workers' interest in the success of properties.

the property .
It uncovers to the wage It is the duty of each unit of the Ameri

workers the unfairness of the employing can Labor Movement to extend the princi.

company in its endeavor to unite the wage ple of co-operation in the interest of every

workers wholly in the interest of the em fair employing concern that recognizes the

ploying property, in full disrespect for the citizen rights of its employes to collective

citizen rights of the wage workers , them agreement relations . This principle, eso

selves . tended by each unit of the trade union

Union wage workers recognize that a movement to all other units of the trade

strong principle in the incentive for organ union movement, cannot fail to bear results

izing requires constant vigilance and pro vigorously in the interest of organized labor

found endeavor in a most extreme effort and in the interest of fair employing

in the interest of safety in the operation properties .

of street cars .

Union wage workers, in following the BROADCASTING STATION MAY BE

principle of organized labor, are constantly OWNED BY LABOR

on the alert to avoid accidents and evade

damage expense to the employing property . San Francisco-The Labor Council and

It is one of the purposes of each indi the Building Trades Council have created

vidual unit of organized wage workers to committees to consider the establishment

work intensively along safety plans in the of a labor broadcasting station.

interest of the employing property , know

ing well that it is to their own interest, Join the Union Label army and fight for

which is the success of their organization. decent pay, comfortable homes andhealthy

It means most intense co -operation, not children. No higherform of patriotism can

only among themselves as organized wage be shown .

WW
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ALL -RED CONGRESS OF LABOR

a

Credit must be given to the Communist

Partyof Canada for bringing into being the

new Canadian Congress, as a substitute for

the old Canadian Confederation of Labor

and by , so doing linking up the various

independent and revolutionary movements

that have been in conflict for some years

past with the Trades and Labor Congress

of Canada. That this step would be taken

was forecast by " Jack" MacDonald , Presi.

dent of the Communist Party of Canada,

in a public address given in London, Ont.,

over a year ago .

Concurrent with this declaration organ

izers of that body showed activity in the

mining areas of Alberta and British Colum

bia, encouraging secession from the United

Mine Workers and bringing disunity in

stead of organization in the whole of Dis.

trict 18 of the United Mine Workers of

America . The result of these efforts was

the formation of the Canadian Mine

Workers' Union, which now becomes

constituent part of the new Congress, its

president, Frank Wheatley, being made

vice -president of the latterbody.

Other disciples of the Communist Party

were similarly active amongst the Canadian

locals of theCommercial Telegraphers'Inter

national Union and , after failure to capture

the International Convention, brought about

the formation of the Electrical Communica

tion Workers' Organization.

Again Communists were to the fore in

aggravating the temporary breach caused in

the ranks of the Brotherhood of Boiler

makers, Iron Ship Builders and Helpers of

America, following the introduction of an

insurance plan with a consequent risein
dues. This group of secessionists were

immediately chartered by the Canadian

Brotherhood of Railroad ' Employees, but

unfortunately for that organization the

members soon realized their mistake .

All these and similar activities have not

" just happened " but arepart of a well laid

Communist plan to control the trade union

movement of Canada. Having failed to

do so, through their methods of" boring
from within , amongst the organizations

affiliated to the Trades and Labor Con

gress of Canada they are now endeavoring

to reinforce themselves by obtaining , con

trol of independent organizations and, by

adding this collective influence , force ac

çeptanceof their policies by the Trades and
Labor Congress of Canada.

The other major partner in the new

Congress, the o . B. U. , is not so subtle
in its manoeuvres . Its revolutionary poli

cies are well known , it having been re

sponsible for the bringing about of the

Winnipeg strike in 1919. Since the failure

of that costly blunder this organization

has been gradually passing away as

active force in the labor field but , no doubt,

hopes by its present affiliation to regain

lost influence and thus bring about its

ideals of industrial unionism , central con ,

trol and the use of the strike as a political

weapon .

Confidence in leadership is an essential

part of any movement and it is interesting

to note the opinion the 0. B. U. and

the Communist Party hold of each other.

Regarding a recent proposed " Hands off

China " conference, Secretary Russell, of

the O. B. U. , wrote to the Communist

Party, saying, amongst other things:

This statement is only another exhibi.

tion of your lack of understanding of

the labor movement , and as soon as you

people, who have created more confusion

in the labor movement, and through

whose existence a club has been placed

in the hands of the master class of this

country by which they are able to liqui

date the efforts of the workers, come to

the realization of the futility of your

actions and cease dissipating your ener

gies, which you have been doing for the

past six years, the sooner will the unity

of the labor movement be accomplished.

To which the Communist Party officially

replied :

This piece of crass nonsense was the

answer of the O. B. U. to a call for

united action upon the part of the

Winnipeg workers. It is only paralleled

by their similar actions during the last

five years. The only possible reason for

giving publicity to it is to again put

them upon record as a morally bankrupt

organization .

By declarations, such as the above,

brotherhood and unity in what should be

called the " All Red Congress of Labor"

can hardly be expected . It is into this

melange of labor discord that the Canadian

Brotherhood of Railroad Employees has

been plunged. Its President, Mr. Mosher,

having accepted the presidency_of the

new Congress, the C. B. of R.' E. , must

perforce accept whatever revolutionary doc

trines the majority partners of the new

Congress may decide upon .

President Mosher recognizes, as we do ,

that the major portion of his membership

is not sympathetic to revolutionary doc

trines and apparently is finding the dual

position of president of a trade union and

president of a revolutionary Congress a

difficult one . Speaking at Halifax, recently ,

he complained that President Moore, of

the Trades and Labor Congress of Canada,

had been devoting much time trying to

make people believe the new Congress was

communistic,

Proceeding, he said, - " Actions speak

louder than words. " It has never been

claimed by us that the new movement

is entirely " communistic" but it

doubtedly is "revolutionary ," as anyone

who remembers the O. B. U. strike in

1919, the Communist activities resulting

in the Nova Scotia steel and coal strikes,

etc. , can readily understand. These are

the people that Mr. Mosher is linked up

with as President of the " All Canadian

Congress of Labor" and as an organization

must be judged by its policies and public

activities there would seem to be ample

justification for terming the new movement

what its chief sponsors undoubtedly
fully

intended it to be , the " All Red " Congress

of Labor.-Canadian Congresss Journal.
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TWENTIETH CONVENTION CALL active service, is not eligible as a delegate

to a convention of this Association .

To the Divisions of the Amalgamated Asso " Section 11. Each delegate shall establish

ciation of Street and Electric Railway his claim to a seat by credentials signed

Employes of America - Greetings: by the President and Recording Secretary

BROTHERS: of the Local Division he represents, with

In compliance with the Constitution and the seal of said Local Division attached.

General Laws of our Association, I take " Section 12. Each delegate shall be en
this of notifying you that the titled to but one vote, no proxy votes

Twentieth Convention of our Association being allowed .

will convene on Monday morning, Septem “ Section 13. The mileage and legitimate

ber 12, 1927 , at 10 o'clock, in the City expenses for delegates shall be borne by

Auditorium , 8th Avenue and 20th Street , the Local Division they represent.

Birmingham , Ala . “ Section 14. Delegates shall not be

Basis of Representation entitled to a seat in the Convention unless

The basis of representation and rules all taxes and assessments of their Division

regulating the election of delegates to the have been paid in full.

Convention will be found in the following “ Section 15. The policies , laws and plans

Sections of the General Constitution , which for the direction of this Association shall

read : be adopted and put into force from time

" Section 8. The basis of representation to time by the direction of the regular

to the Convention shall be one delegate for Conventions of this Association , and it

each Local Division having, two hundred shall be the duty of each and every Local

(200) members or less, and one delegate Division of this Association having one

for each additional three hundred (300) hundred ( 100 ) or more members to be

or major fraction thereof, excepting that represented at these conventions by one or

the proportion shall be one delegate for more delegates. No Local Division shall be

each four hundred (400) members in excess excused from being represented except from

of ten hundred and fifty ( 1050) members distressed condition , owing to lock-outs
that are in good standing in the Local strikes, or causes of that kind . In such

Division for the month of June preceding cases, the Local Division affected shall

the Convention . apply to the General Executive Board at

(You will note this Section provides one the General Executive Board meeting prior

delegate for Divisions having two hundred to the Convention and be excused by the

( 200 ) or less members. After two hundred Board . Otherwise , all Divisions, as above

(200) members the Division is entitled to provided , shall be represented as these

one delegate for every additional three Laws provide.

hundred (300) members or major fraction “ Section 16. Division Associations shall

of membership up to ten hundred and fifty send names of their respective delegates

(1050) members. A division having more and alternates elected to the General Office

than ten hundred and fifty ( 1050) members of the Amalgamated Association of Street

is entitled to one delegate for each addi and Electric Railway Employes of America,

tional four hundred (400) members or at least two weeks previous to the date of

major fraction thereof. 151 is a major the Convention . Credentials shall be given

fraction of 300 and 201 is a major fraction each delegate elected, signed by the Presi

of 400. ) dent and Secretary and the seal of the

“ Section 9 . The election of delegates Division attached thereto .

must be held at least four weeks previous Headquarters

to the Convention . A member , to be Headquarters willbeat the Tutwiler

eligible as a delegate, must have been a Hotel, Fifth Avenue and 20th

member in continuous good standing of his Street . The rates for this Hotel will be :

Local Division the two years next preceding Single room , without bath .... $ 2.00 and up

the day of election ; except when the Local Double room , without bath . 3.50 and up

Division has not been in existence for that Single room, with bath . 3.50 and up

length of time , in which case the Local Double room , with bath . 5.00

Division will elect its delegates from There are a number of other Hotels in

amongst its members . A Local Division Birmingham , where the Officers and Com

may provide in Local by-laws that Local mittee representing the Local Division have

officers and executive board members may made arrangements for taking care of dele.

be delegates to conventions of the A. A. gates. Any delegate or delegation desiring

of S. and E. R. E. of A. by virtue of their to make Hotel arrangements through the

office. In such case , where the number of Committee , will communicate with J. S.

executive board members exceeds the num. McGinnis , Secretary of the Local Division,

ber of convention delegate positions, the at 608 Lyric Building , Birmingham , Ala .

executive board of the Local Division shall
Railroad Arrangements

select the executive board members who, We have been unable to make any

with the officer or officers designated by special arrangements for this Convention

the by-laws, shall represent the Local but there will, nodoubt, be summer tourist

Division as Convention Delegates. tickets on sale and the delegates are advised

" Section 10. Any memberin good stand to make their own Railroad arrangements,

ing atthe time of election , who ,by being By requesting of the various Railroad

voluntarily employed outside of his or her Agencies, they can get full information as

Division or the International Association to rates, whether they are tourist or ex

and thus being prevented from being in cursion rates and what they may be.
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Credentials an injunction against his employes to

Delegates are requested, on their arrival prevent a strike,and

in Birmingham , to deposit their Credentials " WHEREAS,Under the precedent estab

with the International President at the lished by this decision , any employer can

Tutwiler. Hotel, so same can be checked apply for an injunction against outsiders,

up and in readiness for the opening of the possibly even agents of his own , and then
Convention,

have the said injunction extended to cover

I also desire to call to the Divisions' his employes, who can then be enjoined

attention , Section 15 of the Constitution , without even the right of hearing, and

which provides that any Local Division “ WHEREAS, The Amalgamated Assocai

having one hundred ( 100) or more mem tion of Street and Electric Railway Em

bers is required to be represented at this ployes has taken steps to appeal this in

Convention, without they have been ex junction decision and subsequent contempt

cused by the General Executive Board prior of court decision against the said Arm

to the time this Call to the Convention has strong and Parker to the United States

been sent out.
Supreme Court; beit, therefore,

Necessity of Attending RESOLVED, That the Executive Coun

Owing to the circular letters that have cil of the American Federation of Labor, in

been sent to your various Divisions, ex meeting assembled, extend to the Amalga

plaining the various questions that are to mated Association of Street and Electric

come before this Convention, you will all Railway Employes hearty approval of the

realize the importance of having delegates contest the Amalgamated Association of

representing your Division in this Conven Street and Electric Railway Employes is

tion . It will, without question,be one of making in behalf of the entire labor move

the most important Conventions to the ment; and, be it further

membership of our Association, that has .“ RESOLVED, That the Executive Coun

ever been held and I, therefore, appeal sil of the American Federation of Labor

especially to every Local Division to have calls upon all city central bodies, state

delegates present to participate in the work federations of labor and local unions in the

of this, the Twentieth Convention .
United States to take similar action, en

Fraternally yours, couraging and approving this contest " by

W. D. MAHON, the Amalgamated Association of Street and

International President. Electric Railway Employes, and that the

secretary be and he is hereby instructed

to forward this resolution to these various
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

affiliated bodies, "
SUSTAINS AMALGAMATED ASSOCIA

TION APPEAL FROMJUDGE
DETROIT STREET RAILWAY

BALTZELL INJUNCTION
II INCREASES REVENUE

The Executive Council of the American The report of the Detroit Street Rail

Federation of Labor, at a recent meeting, way, which is a municipally owned and

after a thorough analysis of the decision operated street railway system , shows an

of the Circuit Court of Appeals of the increase in revenue. The report for the

Fourth District, at Chicago, in the case year ending March 31 , 1927, shows the

of the Indianapolis Street Railway Company total revenue for the year to have been

vs. Robert B. Armstrong and John M. $24,588,298. For the previous year, end.

Parker, and others, adopted the following ing March 31, 1926, the total revenue was

resolution : $ 24,009,932.

" WHEREAS, The Clayton Act was in The figures for the year ending March

tended to carry a measure of protection for 31 , 1927, comprise operating revenue of

labor against injunction suits in the follow $21,999,438 rail and

ing provision: ' In any case between em $2,588,859 as bus revenue.

ployer and employes no such restraining Total operating expenses for the year

order or injunction shall prohibit any ending March 31, 1927 , aggregated $ 19,

person or persons, whether singly or in 007,825. The rail car operation aggregated

concert, from terminating any relation of $ 16,619,635and the coach operation aggre

employment or persuading others by peace- gated $ 2,388,489 .

ful means to do so ,' and There were 471,992,768 passengers car

" WHEREAS, In the case of the Indian- ried on rail cars and 32,576,380 passengers

apolis Street Railway Company vs. Robert carried on busses.

B. Armstrong and John M. Parker (Vice The figures show that the cost of opera

Presidents of the Amalgamated Association tion per passenger in bus service

of Street and Electric Railway Employes slightly in excess of 7.36c per passenger ,

of America) and others, it has been held The cost of operation per passenger upon

that a court order restraining them from the rail cars was slightly inexcess of 3.52c

advising, employes of the Indianapolis per passenger . These figures show that it

Street Railway Company to strike could cost more than twice the amount to carry

be extended to apply to 'all persons having a passenger by bus service than it cost for

knowledge of this order, ' which included carrying a passenger by street rail

certain employes of the company, and service .

" WHEREAS, This construction of the If rates of fare are of any concern as appy

said provision of the said Clayton Act ing to public welfare, this Detroit financial

opens the way for any employer to obtain statement should be of general interest .

as саг revenue

was

car
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The appalling disaster that has overcome spirit of the organization of wage workers

the flooded districts of the South shows the exists and thrives.

dependency of mankind.

The big mental endeavor of non-union

The Mississippi Valley disaster stands employing managements is to control in

forth as immediate example of the the fullest of completeness the producer

interdependence of mankind . There is the wage worker - only from whose work

that in it that should impress intelligent are excessive accumulations and vast for

men and women . No one is independent. tunes possible. Were this not true, non

Some are more independent than others union wage workers would be getting the

in many ways. Naturally , this is due to same wages that union wage workers are

the unequal distribution of the results of receiving . Non -union wage workers would

productive effort. be enjoying the same favorable conditions

in employment asare union wage workers.

The best information that comes to us We know they do not enjoy the same

is that the flood damage in the Mississippi wages, and we know they do not have

Valley will aggregate far than the same working conditions. Their wages

$ 100,000,000.00. It means immediate desti and working conditions are fixed absolutely

tution to thousands of men , women and by the non -union employing management,

children who rendered extreme de wholly in the interest of the non -union

pendents as an appeal for help. It is employing concern . The non -union wage

impossible to contemplate the extent of worker has not as much interest bestowed

the devastation and it will take time to on him by the non-union management as

stay the onrush of resultant disease and do the tools he isusingthatbelong to the

health affliction to the multitude of flood employing property.

sufferers.

There isn't question but that the non

There exists a spirit of selfishness. With union wage worker fully recognizes that he

some it is more extensive than with others. is a dependent and that he is far more

There exists a means of cultivation within dependent in hisrealmof life than is the

the realm of selfishness. In industry the union wage worker . He recognizes that he

degree is marked by gathering from profit. receives small compensation for his service

Large accumulations through gathering from in comparison with the compensation re

profit never come from the productiveness ceived by the organized wage worker. He

of a profit-taker. Such accumulations come knows the reason why. He knows that

from the productiveness of others through he is not of the creative market of the

the mental endeavors of the profit accumu union wage worker.
He knows he has not

lators and vast accumulations from profit the purchase power that the union wage

necessarily make the producers — the work worker enjoys. He, therefore, knows that

ers-- more dependent. It is from this that he is not contributing to prosperity , for

the spirit of organization of wage workers all , as the union wage worker is contribut

was begotten. It is upon this that the ing. His power of purchase has its ten
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dency in the limiting of markets for

products and , consequently , contributes to

depressions in industry. The union wage

worker contributes to stay the hand of

depression and maintain prosperity; that

means more and better jobs to the wage

workers. Union wage workers less

dependent, therefore, than non -union wage

workers. They have greater respect

throughout the public as contributors to

prosperity than can possibly come to the low

paid wage workers. "No one knows that bet

ter thanthe non-union wage worker, himself.

How does it sound to the non-union

wage worker when he is told that wage

workers are
not capable of intelligently

and successfully operating their own organi

zation ? Is that reflection upon the

intelligence of the wage worker? It cer

tainly is . Wage workers have shown for

many years that they are capable of

operating an organization of wage workers.

They are capable of conducting their own

business and they have been successful

and shown themselves to be capable of

organization and conducting an organiza
tion . The multitude of organized wage

workers stand forth as convincing evidence

workers are intelligent and

capable of running their own business and

conducting their own organization . And

the non-union wage worker knows that.

He knows that organizations of wage work

ers are composed exclusively of wage work

ers and he knows that it was done ex

clusively 'by wage workers, showing that

they are of that element of the human

family that is capable mentally .

that wage

The organized wage worker, the member

of a wage workers' union , recognizes that it

is his duty to use his every endeavor and

opportunity to educate and assist the non

union wage worker, and in that way extend

the ranks of organized wage workers. It

is from this fact that out of the ranks of

the hundreds of thousands of organized

wage workers are those that are constantly

on the alert to extend the organization to

embrace the groups of unorganized. If the

union wage worker knows a ' non -union

man, he meets him with the knowledge
that it is his business to extend to that

non-union wage worker suggestions of

means by which the group of non-union

wage workers can organize, as he knows

that the group of non -union wage workers

want to organize. He knows that it is

extending the ranks of the organized wage

workers and in doing so, he is extending

the markets that make jobs and lessen the

ranks of the unemployed . He knows that

by doing so he is meeting competition of

advanced machinery that is every day

lessening the opportunity of employment,

unless the shortening of the service day

and the extension of wages bars the im

poverishment that will result from ad

vanced machinery in extension of produc

tion. He knows that it is a big proposition

and that it requires the alertness and en

deavor of every organized wage worker to

extend organization .

A financial statement of a large street

railway corporation issued in comparative

manner of the income and expense of the

years 1925 and 1926, embraces an expense

account on pensions and group insurance.

Within the expenditures of the Company

in the year 1926 are the two items

" Pensions, $22,043.00 : Group Insurance,

$64,866.00 ." This is an aggregate expendi

ture for the year 1926 of $87,911.00.

Pension expense was slightly more than

26 per cent of the total. This Company

employs approximately 2,800 employes and

the group insurance and pension expense

cost the company approximately 8% cents

per day, per employe, average

throughout the year. As the basic service

day with this employing company, is eight

hours, it will be observed that the group

insurance and pension plan of this com

pany represents one cent per hour per

employe. Of course, as held by a Grand

Rapids, judge in a wage arbitration, this

group insurance and pension expenditure is

a wage question and is taken from the

earnings of the employes, which shows that

the expenditure of the employing property

represents practically $25.00 per year, or

more than $ 2.00 per month per employe,

an exaction from the wage possibilities

of employes. As the pension expenditure

represented 26 per cent of this payment,

the group insurance paid by the company

represents $18.50 per year per employe, or

$ 1.50 per month . It means an insurance

to the employes of $ 18.50 per year

premium per $1,000.00 insurance, embrac

ing life and accident insurance. The old

age feature comprises the pension expense ,

as an

It need not be assumed that organiza

tion of wage workers depends upon organ

izers or any outside influence. The non

union wagé worker wants to organize.

There is no considerable group of, wage

workers working for any profit-gathering

property , or company, but that, were it

not for the tyranny of the management of

that property, would jump at the oppor,

tunity to organize. They stand ready and

anxious to organize the moment that their

right to organize is respected by the em

ploying, management: Thus, the charge
that the trade union organizers create

industrial disturbance in efforts to persuade

non -union wage workers to organize, is

absolutely false. There is no wage worker

that has ever had any experience in organi

zation work but that knows that no group

of non -union wage workers can be organ

ized against their will. It is the spirit of

organization that seizes upon that group

of unorganized workersthat 'establishes the
organization among The

non -union group of wage workers are con

stantly appealing for conditions to arise

by which they can organize and engage in
collective

agreement relations with the

management of the employing property .

The management of the employing property

is ever watchful to debar that opportunity

and keep the group of non -union wage

workers under the most possible tyrannic

control of the management.

wage workers.

as
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which, included with the group insurance,

shows the death , disability and old age

insurance to have been in excess of $25.00

premium per year for $ 1,000.00. This

presents a fair, argument that employes,

through labor organizations, can cheapen

insurance by carrying a death, disability

and old age benefit feature within the

organization , as the experience of the

Amalgamated Association is that death ,

disability and old age benefits can be main

tained on 40 per cent of what is shown

above.

ing within legal rights , such associations are

as legitimate as any organization of citizens

formed from common interests. They are

organized under the laws of many states by

virtue of expressed statutes, passed for that

purpose, and , being legal and acting within

their constitutional rights, the right to join

them as against coercive action to the con

trary may be the legitimate subject of pro

tection in the exercise of the police authority

of the state ."

FROM LATE REPORTS OF INTER

NATIONAL OFFICERS
IS

Henley's 20th Century Book of Recipes ,

Formulas and Processes, by Gardner D.

Hiscox, is now out. It is being sold at

$4.00 per copy .
This book contains some

ten thousand recipes for home-cooking, shop

and office work and chemical processes. It

is one of the most complete books of

recipes, formulas and processes ever issued
and a convenience for every home . The

publisher of this book is The Norman W.

Henley Publishing Company, Putnam Build

ing, No. 6 West Forty -fifth Street, New

York. an

be

concern a

cases

The W. A. Ives Manufacturing Co. , 464

Pratt St., Meriden , Conn . , manufactures

union-made machinists and carpenters ham

mers and other lines of tools , including

tools for the automobile industry. Their

line of tools isknown as the “ Mephisto.

The word “Mephisto " will be seen stamped

upon each of the tools they manufacture.

This is union wage workers

employing concern and should receive the

patronage of all organized labor in the line

of tools that they manufacture. So , when

purchasing carpenters, machinists or auto

mobile industry tools, look for the word

"Mephisto," that should be stamped upon

the tools purchased .

There exists upon the statute books of the

United States as a law enacted by the United

States Congress and approved by the Presi

dent of the United States , within which is

the provision : "Nothing contained in the

anti- trust laws shall be construed to forbid

the existence and operation of labor, agri

cultural or horticultural organizations insti

tuted for the purpose of mutual help , and not

having capital stock or conducted for profit,

or to forbid or restrain individual members

of such organizations from lawfully carry

ing out the legitimate objects thereof nor

shall such organizations the members

thereof be construed to be illegal combina

tions or conspiracies in restraint of trade

under the anti -trust laws."

Do labor injunction granting judges who

grant injunctions restraining employes from

becoming, members of a labor union take

this law into consideration ?

International President W. D. Mahon

had before him two most intricate situa

tions that required investigation upon the

part of International Officers. One was of

a concern of Division 194, New Orleans ,

La ., from where it was charged that an

attempted dualization of Division 194 was

being led by certain members of the Local,

to destroy the features and effect of the

existing collective agreement with the

employing property.
The other was

appeal designed to made to the

Twentieth Convention of the Association

by Division 589, Boston , Mass. , which

was from a jurisdiction decision of the

G. E , B., applying to work of team drivers

and hoisting engineers. This work is in

cluded within the agreement of Division

589 and the decision of the G , E. B.

was in effect of a nature eliminating the

including of this work within the future

collective agreement relations of Division

589 and the employing property , in that

the work is within the jurisdiction of the

Teamsters and Chauffeurs and Hoisting

Engineers' Unions. Following thorough

investigations of these cases by Inter

national Officers, President Mahon con

cluded that the should be dealt

with by the General Executive Board and

should not be delayed, as in the Boston

case the proposed appeal to the Convention

designed to continue the teamsters and

hoisting engineers service within the agree

ment, expiry of which is July 1. There

fore, a Special Meeting of the Board was

held at Headquarters, Detroit, Mich., at

which was submitted the evidence resultant

from the investigations made by the Inter

national Officers upon these cases,
The

Board rendered definite decisions in both

To the attention of the International

President was called the extreme delay in

arbitration cases pending upon the Michi

gan Electric Railway for several weeks.

The delay in these cases, investigation

showed , was due to the inactivity of the

arbitrator appointed by the employing

company and was contrary to the arbitra

tion provisions of the existing agreement.

Upon his advice , he was represented at a

meeting of the Joint Advisory Board of

Divisions 245, 333, 343, 362 and 563

Jackson, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Albion

and Lansing, Mich ., at which it was de

termined that the agreement provisions

should be followedin the completing of the

cases.

or

Late Judge Day , while Judge of the

United States Supreme Court, expressed his

opinion upon the rights of labor unions as

follows : " The right to join a labor union is

undisputed and has been the subject of fre

quent affirmations in judicial opinions. Act
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tions of the trainmen in the employ of

the Amesbury company. Per his report

of May 21 , he was at New Haven , Conn .,

where he was assisting, the Joint Advisory

Board of the Connecticut Locals upon a

schedule grievance. Pending this work he

attended and addressed meeting of

Division 982 at Hartford , Conn . , a newly

instituted Local.

a

arbitration board by the selection of a

third member.

In the injunction case involving Inter
national Vice -Presidents Robert B. Arm

strong and John M. Parker, who are under

penalizing sentences of ninety days' im

prisonment for violation of an injunction

granted by Judge Baltzell in Indianapolis,

Ind. , and which case was appealed to an

Appellate Court in Chicago and the penal

izing confirmed , President Mahon engaged

the law firm of former Governor Alex J.

Groesbeck to extend the appeal to the

U. S. Supreme Court . Pending this appeal

the question of the injunction being de

clared permanent was before Judge Baltzell

of Indianapolis, and upon this feature of

the injunction proceedings President Mahon,

after consulting with the attorneys, author

ized the attorneys to protest the declaring

of the injunction permanent and petitioned

for its dismissal by Judge Baltzell. This

case was set for hearing May 18 , but was

deferred to the 25th of May. The result

of this case has not yet been submitted

to President Mahon . Including these

cases, President Mahon has given his

attention to the general affairs of the

Association and at the close of this report ,

May 31 , was at his desk at the General

Office.

Seventh International Vice-President

James Largay reports that the grievance

cases submitted for arbitration in Lansford,

Pa. , in the interest of Division 433, have

been settled without arbitration hearings

by the reinstatement of the two members

who were dismissed from the service. At

Auburn , N. Y. , he was in advisement with

Division 669 and the employing property

upon the question of seniority in employ

ment in the maintenance department of

the employing property. This

deferred to a later date,

case was

Eighth International Vice -President aſmes

B. Wiley was delegated to assist Division

779, Sioux City, Iowa, upon agreement

work . Conferences led by him with the

employing property management resulted

in a renewal of the old agreement , with

slightly improved working conditions and

the maintaining of the present wage rates.

• Ninth International Vice -President M. J.

Murray , who is assisting Division 587 ,

Seattle , Wash . , upon a seniority dispute

that has arisen with the city management

of the property, by his report of May 16

states that the case is now resting with

the Central Labor Union , that is

ferring with the city administration of the

property, and the Local is awaiting a

report from the C. L. U. Committee

thereon .

con

International Treasurer L. D. Bland in

May attended the Special Meeting of the

General Executive Board , held at Associa

tion Headquarters, 260 East Vernor High

way, Detroit, Mich. A report of the

proceedings of this Special Meeting of the

G. E. B. appears in another column.

First International Vice- President Wm. B.

Fitzgerald attended the Special Meeting of

the General Executive Board, held at

Association Headquarters, Detroit, Mich . ,

May 10-13. He was one of the Inter

national Officers who investigated the cases

that were submitted to the G. E. B. for

their consideration, and made special re

ports thereon in both cases . Vice-President

Fitzgerald was required to visit Cincinnati,

Ohio, in the interest of Division 627 upon

the affairs of that Local. He , later, ad

vised with the officers of Division 697 ,

Toledo, Ohio , upon the affairs of that
Division . Included within his work was

advisement with the officers of the Detroit

United Railway Branch of Division 26,

Detroit, Mich., which branch is at present

negotiating agreement relations with the

employing property. At the close of this

report, May 31, Vice- President Fitzgerald

was at the General Office assisting in the

general direction of the affairs of the

Association .

He was

were

was

Tenth International Vice -President John

M. Parker, who assisted Division 975,

Elm Grove , W. Va. , upon renewal of

agreement work , reports that the renewed

agreement has been executed .

later dispatched to Indianapolis, Ind . , where

there was a date set for a hearing of the

injunction case under which Vice- Presidents

Robert B. Armstrong and Parker

penalized forfor violating the injunction.

The hearing in this case is upon the

question of whether the injunction shall

be made permanent or not and is before

Judge Robert C. Baltzell . The case

deferred , and in the meantime, per his

report of May 20, Vice-President Parker

was assisting Division 939 , Wapakoneta ,

Ohio , which case was in a conference stage

with the management of the property.

Twelfth International Vice-President

Charles H. Clark was in attendance at the

recent Special Meeting of the General

Executive Board , which had under con

sideration matter concerning Division

589 , Boston , Mass . , of which he is president .

Thirteenth International Vice -President

Robert B. Armstrong was in advisement

Second International Vice -President P. J.

O'Brien reports that the strike of Division

269, Danbury , Conn., has been declared
off.

At Newport, R. I. , he attended a

meeting of bus operators. At Chelsea,

Mass., he assisted Division 240 in the

drafting of new by -laws. At Amesbury,

Mass., he assisted Division 785 upon

grievance, resulting from medical examina

a

а
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with the Waterloo Branch of Division 805 , Pittsburgh , Pa. , where he addressed a

East St. Louis , Ill . , upon agreement work . meeting of Division 85. At Washington,

Further hearings in connection with this D. C. , he reports that the arbitration of

work were deferred until the latter part of wages, involving the members of Division

May, and Vice -President Armstrong was 689 , was completed and at the time he

dispatched to Peoria, Ill . , to assist Division left Washington the decision of the arbi.

416 upon wage agreement work. While tration board was being awaited. At

this case
was pending, he was required to New York he attended a meeting of Divi.

visit Indianapolis, Ind., with Vice -President sion 726 and advised with the Local upon

John M. Parker, where there had been set preparation of anew agreement. Per his

a date for a hearing upon the question report of May 22, he was at Gary, Ind. ,

of declaring the Indianapolis injunction where he was in advisement with Division

permanent. The hearing was before Judge 517 upon affairs affecting the membership

Robert C. Baltzell, Federal Court Judge, of that Local. In the course of his work

and was deferred by the Judge to a later he attended the Special Meeting of the

date , and Vice-President Armstrong General Executive Board, held at Associa

turned to Peoria , Ill . , in further assistance tion Headquarters, Detroit, Mich .

of Division 416, upon agreement work.

Per his report of May 22, this case G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon,

pending further conferences with the man aside from attending the recent Special

agement of the employing property. While Meeting of the General Executive Board,

upon this work , he visited Ottawa, Ill . , held at Detroit, Mich . , May 10-13, visited

where he advised with Division 916 upon Lewiston , Maine, where he advised with

run schedules that were regarded as Division 721 upon extension of organiza

desirable by the members of that Local. tion work . At Fitchburg, Mass. , he assisted

Division 690 in an adjustment of a question

General Executive Board Member Edw. that has arisen involving members of

McMorrow advised with Division 517 , Division 22, Worcester, Mass ., relative to

Gary, Ind . , upon grievance subjects, and the transfer of members from an abandoned

later attended the Special Meeting of the line , upon which was substituted a bus

General Executive Board , held at Associa service. He assisted Divisions Nos. 174,

tion Headquarters, Detroit, Mich. Follow Fall River ; 240, Chelsea; and 280, Lowell ,

ing this, he took up with the management Mass., upon the adjustment of grievances.

of the property in the interest of Division , Per his report of May 21 , he was at

241, Chicago, Ill . , the question of Rochester , N. Y. , upon agreement work in

employment of the employes upon the the interest of Divisions 282, Rochester;

Kankakee, Ill . , Electric Railway, operation 580 , Syracuse ; and 582, Utica, N. Y.

upon which was recently abandoned . These

men will be re-employed in other service . G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt attended

Per his report of May 21, he was advising the recent Special Meeting of the General

with Division 900, Highwood, Ill . , upon Executive Board, held at Association Head

the internal affairs of that Local . quarters, Detroit, Mich . He also assisted

Division 329 , Dubuque, Iowa, upon agree

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, who ment work. Conferences with the employ

was assisting Division 168, Scranton , Pa. , ing company resulted in a renewal of the

upon agreement work , reports that present wage rates for another year, with

agreement was consummated, carrying with the added provision that the company is

it one cent per hour increase in wages to to supply the members with uniforms.

trainmen and from two to four cents per This adjustment was accepted by the Local.

hour to the employes in other depart His report of May 21 shows the completion

ments. This establishes to motormen and of this work.

conductors wage rates of 57 cents per hour

to first three months service men ; 62 G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch, at

cents per hour for the next nine months Providence , R. I. , assisted Division 618

of service ; thereafter, 65 cents per hour ; in the adjustment of a grievance that had
one-man car operators , 73 cents per hour ; arisen from the dismissal of a member

bus operators , 5 cents per hour in addi . of the Local. The question of arbitrating

tion to the wage rates paid to trainmen ; this grievance was submitted to a referen

with overtime paid at the rate of time and dum vote of the Local. This vote re

one-half. Board Member Sinclair attended sulted in disapproval of arbitration and the

the Special Meeting of the General Execu was dropped . He advised with the

tive Board , held at Association Head officers of the Local

quarters, and was later dispatched to East preparatio
n , and later attended the Special

St. Louis, Ill . , where he advised with Meeting of the General Executive Board,

Divisions Nos. 125 and 805 upon a dispute held at Association Headquarte
rs, Detroit,

relative to the introductio
n of one-man Mich . From this BoardMeeting he was

cars and upon preparatio
n of agreement dispatched to Wichita , Kan . , where, per

work . Per his report of May 22, he was his report of May 21 , he was assisting

in advisement with Division 915 , Granite Division 794 upon agreement work.

.City , Ill . , upon agreement work .

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson,

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, at Hub . who associated withVice-President Wm. B.

bard , Ohio, assisted Division 654 in estab Fitzgerald in an investigation of the situa

lishing the six - day week . He later visited tion affecting Division 194, New Orleans,

an

case

upon agreement
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La ., from where complaints had been made
Disbursements from the Death , Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of April, 1927,

of interference with agreement relations were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows:

with the employing company, attended the Death Benefits .

Special Meeting of the General Executive Annie Bradley , beneficiary , death claim of

Edward Bradley , deceased , late member of

Board, held at Association Headquarters, Div . No. 101, Vancouver, B. C.; cause,

Detroit, Mich. , May 10-13, at which meet Acute Obstruction of Bowel . ... . . $ 800.00

ing he associated with Vice - President Fitz
William Taber , financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 241 , for beneficiaries, death claim

gerald in submitting their report of an of William H. Murray , deceased , late mem

investigation of that situation. He later ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago , I11 .; cause,

returned to New Orleans, where he ad
Organic Heart Disease. 800.00

Mrs. Lillian Orr, beneficiary, death claim of
dressed a meeting of Division 194, and Frank Orr , deceased , late member of Div.

form where he was dispatched to Little No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Acute Cardiac

Rock, Ark. , upon petition of Division 704, Dilatation .. 800.00

Lucy Ineson , beneficiary , death claim of

and per his report of May 21 , was assisting George Ineson, deceased , late member of
that Local in adjustment of internal affairs. Div . No. 113, Toronto , Ont.; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia . 800.00

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover
Mrs. Sophia Marlett, beneficiary, death claim

of S. Marlett, deceased, late member of

attended the Special Meeting of the Gen Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Cardiac

eral Executive Board, held at Association
Decompensation

800.00
ofSusan Hogan, beneficiary , death claim

Headquarters, May '10-13, and per his Patrick Hogan , deceased, late member of
reportof May 17 , was at Seattle , Wash ., Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Myo

where he was associated with Vice- President
carditis and Mitral Insufficiency .. 800.00

of

M. J. Murray upon the subject of seniority
Ellen Murtle, beneficiary, death claim

Thomas Murtle, deceased , late member of

that was involving the members of the Div . No. 518, San Francisco, Calif .; cause ,

Seattle Branch of Division 587. Left Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Katherine Rosenberger , executrix of will of

deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

ADVANCE IN CANADIAN
William Tars, deceased , late member of

STREET RAILWAYS
Div. No. 717 , Manchester, N. H .; cause ,

Chronic Parenchymatous Nephritis ... 800.00

C. C. Ferguson , financial secretary and

Reports for the year 1926 show advances
treasurer of Div. No. 694, for beneficiary,
death claim of P. Hail, deceased , late mem

made in Canadian street and electric rail ber of Div . No. 694, San Antonio, Texas ;

way, properties .
cause, Pulmonary Hemorrhage ... 600.00

Mrs. Bernadette Larocque Rozon, beneficiary,
The Essex County Branch of the prop death claim of Edmond Rozon, deceased ,

erty , under the Hydro Electric Power Com late member of Div . No. 790, Montreal,

mission, which is the Windsor and Border

Quebec ; cause , Double Pneumonia and

Heart Failure .. 800.00

Cities street railways, owned by theBorder

Cities and operated by the Hydro Electric
Bridget Mitchell, beneficiary , death claim of

John Mitchell, deceased, late member of
Power Commission, had a gross revenue for Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Lobar

the year 1926 of $ 1,031,443. This property
Pneumonia . 800.00

was taken over by the Border Cities in
Mariantonia Ruotolo , beneficiary, death claim

of Cresanzo Ruotolo, deceased , late mem
1920, The gross revenue of the lines in ber of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause,

the year 1919 was $355,000 . The state Broncho-Pneumonia : 800.00

ments show an increase in gross revenue of
Sarah V. AuClaire , beneficiary , death claim of

Peter E. AuClaire, deceased , late member
$676,000 as credited to the year 1926, in of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

excess of the receipts in the year 1919.
Chronic Nephritis .. 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Devereaux, beneficiary, death

This is an increase of approximately 204 claim of Patrick Devereaux, deceased , late

per cent. It is reported that operating member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .;

expenses increased 177 per cent, resulting cause, Myocarditis ... 800.00

Beatrice Dvorak, beneficiary, death claim of

in a gain of 148 per cent in net revenue. Otto Dvorak, deceased , late member of

The number of passengers carried in the Div . No. 308. Chicago, Ill.; . cause , Acci

year 1920 aggregated 9,150,000. The dent - Fracture at base of Skull ; injuries

sustained in a fall ... 800.00

number of passengers carried in the year William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

1926 aggregated 18,401,000. Of course this Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, deathclaim

increase in the number of passengers car of Godfrey C. Henry, deceased, tate mem
ber of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . ;. cause ,

ried is a mark of the increase in the popu Carcinoma of Bladder and Urinary Obstruc

lation in Windsor and the Border Cities tion . 800.00

within the six years covered by the report.
Margaret Gibson, beneficiary, death claim of

However, some of this increase can be
Claude Gibson , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Pul
attributed to the actively better manage monary Tuberculosis ..... 800.00

ment and extension of the property since
Mrs. Lucy Jane Nicholson , beneficiary, death

claim of Edward Nicholson, deceased , late
the properties were taken over by the

member of Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.;
Border Cities. The employes of this cause , Lobar Pneumonia and Chronic Myo

carditis
property are, today, 100 per cent organized

300.00

Frances Cierpiot, beneficiary, death claim of
and there is an intense mutual co -operation Joseph H. Cierpiot, deceased , late member
between the management and the employes of Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo. , cause ,

The
in the operation of the property.

Pernicious Anemia and Pulmonary Oedema . 500.00

Mrs. Elsie Anderson , beneficiary, death claim
Windsor Branch of the Amalgamated of Peter Anderson, deceased , late member

Association, Division No. 616, is directed of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

by President George Bennet .
Chronic Interstitial Nephritis and ' Chronic

Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Lorena J. Heath, beneficiary, death

It is better to prevent an accident than claim of Robert V. Heath , deceased , late

member of Div , No. 192 , Oakland, Calif.;

to explain about it afterwards— “ Safety cause , was fatally burned in a fire which

First," London, England.
destroyed his home ... 100.00
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Mrs. Anna E. Minton, beneficiary , death

claim of Marcus Minton , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 540, Trenton , N. J.;

cause , Cancer of Stomach .. 800.00

Mrs. Louise Boehmer, beneficiary , death

claim of Henry Boehmer, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill .;

causc , Uraemia from Nephritis , 800.00

Mrs. Vera Henry, beneficiary, death claim of
PO E. Henry, deceased, late men er of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Lobar
Pneumonia . 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for applying on bill of funeral

expenses, death claim of Patrick J. Honan,

deceased, late member of Div. No. 308,

Chicago , Ill .; cause , Chronic Endocarditis,

Cerebral Hemorrhage and Diabetes Melli

tus 100.00

Mrs. Irene Hayes, beneficiary, death claim of

GeorgeR. Hayes, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 592, Fredonia , N. Y .; cause ,

Chronic Pylo Nephritis and Acute Smusitis. 800.00

Clarence Nugent, financial secretary-treasurer

of Div . No. 26, for beneficiaries, death

claim of William S. Stein , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.;

cause, Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Mary Della Driscoll, beneficiary, death

claim of William Driscoll , deceased, iate

member of Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich.;

cause , accidental drowning in creek when

he fell from electric car,. 700.00

Mrs. Fridoline Camp, beneficiary, death claim

of William Camp. deceased , late member of

Div. No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio; cause , Atro

phic Cirrhosis of Liver and Myocarditis... 800.00

Emma H. Riley, beneficiary, death claim of

Lewis Chevalier, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 148, Albany,N.Y.; cause , Angina

Pectoris . 100.00

Mrs. Mary Burgman , beneficiary, death claim

of Albert H. Burgman , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .; cause,

Cardiac Dilatation .. 300.00

Mrs. Hayden Vaughan , beneficiary , death

claim of David T. Vaughan, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 732, Atlanta , Ga.;

cause , Heart Failure .. 300.00

Mrs. Lotta Kent, beneficiary, death claim of

Patrick Kent, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Intesti.

nal Influenza followed by Empyema of Gall

Bladder .. 800.00

Mrs. Bridget M. J. Hearty, beneficiary, death

claim of M. J. Hearty , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La.;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Anna Thorke on, beneficiary, death claim of

George Thorkelson , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ;

Suicide by hanging .. ( 300.00

Nannie M. Brown , beneficiary, death claim of

Eugene E. Brown, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis and Chronic Parenchy

matous Nephritis . 500.00

Mrs. Rose Lapisko, beneficiary , death claim

of L. J. Lapisko , deceased , late member of

Div , No. 168, Scranton, Pa.; cause, Pan

creatis Cancer.. 800.00

Mary E. Goff, beneficiary, death claim of

John W. Goff, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Cerebral

Hemorrhage . 275.00

James Thomson, administrator of estate of

deceased , for beneficiary, death claim of

George Thomson , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.; cause ,

Drowning, accidental. 800.00

Caroline Mary H. Barclay, beneficiary, death

claim of John Barclay, deceased , late mem

ber of Div , No. 101, Vancouver, B. C.;

cause, Meningitis..
800.00

Mrs. Gertrude Copeland, beneficiary , death

claim of D. 0. Copeland, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 725. Birmingham,

Ala.; cause , Lobar Pneumonia . 100.00

Angus MacInnis, financial secretary of Div.

No. 101, for beneficiary, death claim of

Clement D. Holden , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.; cause,

Uraemia .
800.00

L. F. Hart, financial secretary of Div . No.

168. for beneficiaries, death claim of F.

Garzeralla , deceased , late member ofDiv .

No. 168, Scranton, Pa.; cause , Chronic

Nephritis and Arterie Sclerosis . 300.00

Mrs. S. F. Bush , beneficiary, death claim of

Scott F. Bush , deceased, late member of
Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia . 400.00

Joseph B. Loraine, administrator of estate of

deceased, for beneficiary, death claim of

A. A. Loraine , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Lobar

Pneumonia .. 800.00

Eleanora Buddensick , beneficiary, death claim

of George F. Buddensick , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.;

cause, AcuteMyocarditis from slight attack

of Tollinlar Tonsilitis . 800.00

Bertha Bowman, beneficiary, death claim of

Russell Bowman , deceased , late member of
Div . No. 358 , Cumberland, Md.; cause,

Compound depressed Fracture of Skull from

being struck on head by pole that was
above track .... 400.00

Jane T. Bowen, beneficiary, death claim of

George Bowen, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 281. New Haven, Conn .; cause ,

Myocarditis ... 800.00

Dr. J. Laforge, beneficiary, death claim of

Auguste Lafarge, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 790 , Montreal, Quebec ; cause,

Multiple wounds-knocked down by a taxi
accident . 300.00

Mrs. Emma Grenier Contant, beneficiary,

death claim of Ulric Contant, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ;

cause, Endocarditis and Chronic Nephritis,
complicated with Uremia ..

100.00

Mrs. Catherine Corbett, beneficiary, death

claim of James Corbett, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis and Valvu

lar Heart Disease ... 800.00

Mrs. Emily Fiegehan, beneficiary, death claim

of William Fiegehan, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 113, Toronto , Ont.; cause,

Hardening of the Arteries and Heart Fail.
800.00

Margaret Shelby, beneficiary, death claim of

John Shelby , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 113 , Toronto , Ont.; cause , Acute Car

diac Dilatation and Myocarditis following

Flu ... 800.00

Mary A. Cantwell, beneficiary, death claim of

William Cantwell, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y .;. cause,

Accident-Fracture of Skull and other in

juries from being accidentally run over by
street car in car barn ..... 800.00

Mrs. James H. Meegan , beneficiary , death

claim of James H. Meegan , deceased , late

member of Div. No.883,Everett, Wash.;

cause, Chronic Nephritis and Malignant
Hypertension . 700.00

Mrs. Elizabeth McGovern, beneficiary , death

claim of Frank McGovern, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 118, Pottsville, Pa .;

cause, Tuberculosis of Lungs .
800.00

Mrs. Julia W. McQuirk , beneficiary, death
claim of John McQuirk, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Organic Heart Disease ..
800.00

Mrs. Loretta Goeing, beneficiary , death claim

of John Goeing. deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Acute

Cardiac Dilatation and Chronic Myocar

ditis 800.00

Mrs. Vera Salisbury, beneficiary, death claim

of Leon E. Salisbury, deceased, late mem.

ber of Div. No. 362, Albion , Mich .; cause,

Uremic Poisoning and Chronic Nephritis.

Reka Cook,beneficiary, death claim ofw .

Cook, deceased, late member of Div . No.

313, Rock Island , Ill .; cause, Arterio Sciero

sis with Bright's Disease .
800.00

Lulu Divers, beneficiary, death claim of John

J : Divers , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 947, Morristown, N. J.; cause, Chronic
Cardio Valvular Disease .. 500.00

0. E. White, financial secretary and treasurer

of Div. No. 416 , for beneficiary , death
claim of Samuel Stahl , deceased,late mem

ber of Div. No. 416, Peoria , 111. ; . cause ,

Accident-- Shock due to crushing injury to

bothlegs below knee,car amputating his

legs ..
800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death claim

of Frank Ryan, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Pulmo
nary Tuberculosis ...

Mrs. Senia Franke, beneficiary. death claim of

cause,

500.00

800.00

1
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William E. Franke, deceased , late member
member of Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich .;

of Div . No. 103, Wheeling. West . Va.; cause, Uremia following Suppression

cause, Asthma and Broncho -Pneumonia .. 800.00 Urine..
150.00

Mrs. Mae Stone, beneficiary , death claim of Mrs. Mary E. Cogswell, beneficiary, death
John C. Stone, deceased , late member of claim of Charles A. Cogswell, deceased , late
Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause , Tumor member of Div . No. 241. Chicago, I11.;
of Spleen ..

800.00 cause, Chronic Endocarditis . 800.00Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary - treasurer of
Mrs. Ella Wright, beneficiary, death claim of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary , death claim E. M. Wright, deceased , late member of

of William Rafferty , deceased, late member Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Carci
of Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Myo

noma of Prostate .. 800.00carditis and Pneumonia .
800.00 Emma J. Armstrong, beneficiary, death claim

John E. O'Connor, financial secretary and
of Thomas H. Armstrong, deceased, late

treasurer of Div . No. 600, for payment of
member of Div. No. 382, Salt Lake City,

funeral, doctors' and other expenses, death
Utah; cause, Encephalitis following Infecti

claim of Carlos E , Corruth , deceased, late
ous Arthritis .. 800.00member of Div . No. 600, Waltham, Mass.;

Mrs. Bertha Graff, beneficiary, death claim
cause, Angina pectoris. 362.55 of Michael Graff, deceased, late member of

Mrs. Leila Leonard , beneficiary, death claim
Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cancer

of Jesse Edgar Leonard, deceased , late of Intestines .
800.00member of Div. No. 906, Decatur, Ill .;

Mrs. Mae E. Toellner, beneficiary, death
cause, Kidney Trouble . 100.00 claim of Herman J. Toellner, deceased , late

John O'Donnell, financial secretary and treas
member of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill.;

urer of Div. No. 726, for beneficiaries,
cause , Endocarditis and Nephritis .. 700.00death claim of Henry J. McShane, de

Mrs. Maria Vigeant Bourgeois, beneficiary,
ceased , late member of Div. No. 726, death claim of Adrien Bourgeois, deceased ,
Staten Island, N. Y .; cause, Myocarditis . 800.00 late member of Div . No. 790, Monteral,

Mrs.
Anna Halverson, beneficiary, death

Quebec; cause , Typhoid fever ... 100.00claim of Charles Halverson , deceased , late
Mrs. Ida Pollack , beneficiary , death claim ofmember of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

Arthur Pollack , deceased , late member of
cause , Pulmonary Emphysema.

800.00 Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill.; cause , Pulmo
Mrs. Katherine Healy , beneficiary, death

nary Tuberculosis .. 250.00claim of James Healy, deceased , late mem Annie M. Curtin , beneficiary, death claim ofber of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause,
Daniel T. Curtin, deceased , late member ofGastric Ulcers .

800.00 Div. No. 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause, Pul
Edna O'Bryan , beneficiary, death claim of

monary Tuberculosis ..... 800.00William J. O'Bryan, deceased , late member Winifred H. Baldwin, power of attorney for
of Div. No. 113 , Toronto , Ont.; cause,

beneficiaries, death claim of John H. BaldSepsis and Septic Pneumonia .
700.00 win, deceased , late member of Div. No.George Durand, president and business agent

589, Boston , Nass.; cause, Tubercular Menof Div . No. 192 , for beneficiary, death
ingitis .

800.00claim of Frederick A. Hanson, deceased,
Mrs. KatieLyon, beneficiary, death claim oflate member of Div. No, 192, Oakland,

William Lyon , deceased , latemember of
Calif.; cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 800.00 Div . No. 78, Galveston , Texas; cause, Gen

Mrs. Marie Angert , beneficiary, death claim
eral Carcinomatosis, secondary to Cancer

of Leo Anthony Angert, deceased, late
of Neck .

800.00
member of Div. No. 223, Butler, Pa.; cause ,

Nellie T. Ridge, beneficiary, death claim ofScarlet Fever .
100.00 Patrick F. Ridge, deceased , late member of

John W. Fishback , beneficiary, death claim Div. No. 714, Portland , Maine ; cause,
of Joseph N. Fishback , deceased, late mem Chronic Tuberculosis of Lungs ..

800.00ber of Div. No. 587, Seattle, Wash. ; , cause,
Mary S. McCormack , beneficiary, death claim

Chronic Cholecystitis, Chronic Arthritis and
of Frank McCormack, deceased, late memChronic Endocarditis ..

800.00 ber of Div. No. 595 , Salem, N. H.; cause,
Mrs. Bridie O'Connor, beneficiary , death Arterio Sclerosis ..

300.00claim of Patrick O'Connor, deceased , late
Mrs. Smyrnia Morgan, beneficiary , death

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;
claim of Jack Morgan , deceased , late mem

cause , Myocarditis with Acute Cardiac Di ber of Div . No. 874, Tulsa, Okla .; cause ,
lation

800.00 Pneumonia and Bright's Disease .
150.00

W. D. Robbins, financial secretary and treas. Gertrude Miller, beneficiary, death claim of
urer of Div. No. 113 , for payment of Frank V. Miller, deceased , late member of

funeral and other accounts, death claim of Div . No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa; cause,
James Stephen

late Pneumonia and Influenza ..Bartlett , deceased, 800.00
member of Div. No. 113, Toronto , Ont.; Nellie Muschott, beneficiary, death claim of

cause , Pneumonia, Asthma and Bronchitis . 700.00 Leo O. Muschott, deceased, late member of

Sarah E. Hill, beneficiary , death claim of Div. No. 900, Highwood , 111.; cause, Acute

Daniel W. Hill, deceased , late memberof Cardiac Dilatation and Perforating Peptic
Ulcer ..Div. No. 235, Brockton, Mass.; cause , In.

100.00
Alammationof Kidneys and Hardening of Mary Jane Kerr, beneficiary , death claim of
Arteries. 800.00 William A. Kerr, deceased , late member of

Div.Mss. Agnes Bojanovsky, beneficiary, death No. 900, Highwood, I11.; cause,
claim of William Brawn, (Bojanovsky), de Chronic Myocarditis .... 100.00
ceased , late member of Div. No. 308, Catherine M. Maloney , beneficiary, death

Chicago, Ill .; cause, Surgical Shock follow claim of D. G. Maloney, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I.;ing. Laparectomy for Intestinal Obstruction
Adhesion . 150.00 cause, Accident - caught between two elec

Mrs. Henrietta P. Rushing, beneficiary , death tric cars, crushing left leg , which was ampu
claim of_Pat Rushing, deceased, late mem tated, also Intestinal Obstruction ... 800.00

ber of Div . No, 194 , New Orleans, La.;
Disability Benefits .

cause, Chronic Myocarditis and Chronic
Thomas Benge, member of Div. No. 168,Nephritis. . 500.00

Scranton , Pa.; cause , Accident - CollisionMrs. Ida M. Rutherford, beneficiary, death
with runaway car on heavy grade, being

claim of Guy Rutherford , deceased, late
thrown to the floor unconscious, causingmember of Div. No. 821, Jersey City,
broken right tibia and other injuries. 500.00

N. J .; cause, Suicidal Poisoning byLysol . 700.00 Clarence H. Warwick , member of Div . No.

Josephine Ash . beneficiary , death claim of
589 , Boston, Mass .; cause, Accident - Col.Charles Ash , deceased , late member of
lision with another car, with the result

Div. No. 240, Chelsea, Mass.; cause , Lobar
that he lost his left leg, totally disablingPaeumonia ,

800.00 him from future duty ....
800.00Mss . Mary Budo,beneficiary, death claim of

Old Age Benests.Joseph Budo, deceased, late member of

Div.No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause , Lobar Henry Higgins, member of Div. No. 194, New
Pneumonia .

800.00 Orleans,La.. 800.00Mrs.Emma Kiddle , beneficiary, death claim James H. Taylor, member of Div. No. 235,
of Benjamin C. Kiddle, deceased , late mem Brockton, Mass... 800.00
ber of Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich.; cause, Alex Lilly , member of Div. No. 113, Toronto,

-Hodgkin's Disease .. 800.00 Ont...
800.00

Mrs. Sarah B.Gilbert,beneficiary, death

Total.claim of Walter Earl Gilbert, deceased , late
$ 68,237.55
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In Memoriam

trueBy Div. No. 765, Montgomery, Ala.

Whereas: Almighty God in His infinite wisdom
has seen fit to remove from this earth our beloved

brother, Sidney J. Snider, in whose death we have
lost a faithful member and his family a loving

husband and father, and, while we know that words

cannot lighten the sorrow of those loved ones,

Resolved : That we, the members of Division 765,

extendto the bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy

in this their hour of sorrow ; and be it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family ; a copy be sent to the

Motorman and Conductor for publication .

May 21 .

H. H. JERNIGAN ,

G. W.STOUGH ,

R. J. DAVIS ,
Committee .

McNamara, in whose death we have lost a

and loyal brother and his family a loving husband

and father, and while we know that words cannot

lighten the sorrow of his loved ones, we feel that
it will be a consolation for them to know that his

friends and brothers are sharing the sorrow with
them in the loss of their loved one; therefore,

be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

580 , in regular meeting assembled, extend to the

bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy and conso

lation in this, their dark hour of affliction; and be
it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread on the minutes of this Division's meeting,
a copy forwarded to the Motorman and Conductor

for publication and that our charter be draped for

a period of thirty days, as a token of respect for
our departed brother.

May 20.

OWEN LYNCH,

WM . McGINN ,

T. J. VAN ETTAN .

By Div. No. 495, Helena, Mont.

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

mercy and wisdomhas called to Hís Eternal Home

our late brother , Angus A. Ross, in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal brother, his widow

and family a loving husband and father, and the

company , an efficient and faithful employee ; there

fore , be it

Rosolved : That the members of Division 495

extend to his widow , family and relatives our sin
cere sympathy and share with them in their sad

bereavement; and be it further

Resolved : That as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days ; that these resolutions be sent

to his bereaved widow and family and also be pub
lished in the Motorman and Conductor.

May 20.
CID H. DALIN ,

S. PETERSON ,

W. W. VIEHOH,

Res. Com.

By Div. No. 416, Peoria, III.

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

wisdom has been fit to remove from our midst our

true and beloved brother , Samual Stahı , in whose

death we have lost a good and worthy brother, his

wife and family a loving husband and father, and

the Company an efficient and faithful employee ;

therefore, be it
Resolved : That the members of Division 416

extend to the wife and family our sincere sympathy

in this their sad bereavement ; and be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a
period of thirty days and these resolutions be
spread on our minutes, and a copy sent to the

bereaved wife and family, and also be published
in the Motorman and Conductor and the Labor

Gazette .

HENRYCULVER , President .

ROBT. HOYT, Secretary .

By Division No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y.

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite

wisdom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our
midst our late brothers, Frank Elfield and William

Pless, and we have not only lost good and worthy

brothers, but faithful workers, and , while we know
that mere words cannot alleviate the grief and

sorrow of those who were near them ; therefore ,

be it

Resolved : That Division No. 623 , in regular

meeting assembled , extends to the bereaved families

our heartfelt sympathy in this their sad bereave

ment; and be it further
Resolved : That the charter of Division No.

623, of A. A. of S, and E. R. E. of A. , be draped

for a period of thirty days; that copies of these

resolutions be sent to the bereaved families; that

they be spread upon the minutes of this meeting

and a copy sent to the Motorman and Conductor

for publication.

JOHN B. KOLB,

WILLIAM BUSHELL,

CLARENCE F. CONROY,

Committee.

our midst

By Division No. 78, Galveston, Texas

Whereas: It has pleased our Heavenly Father in

His infinite wisdom to remove from

our beloved brother, Wm . Lyons; and, in his death,

Division 78 has lost a faithful member and his

family a loving husband and devoted father; ande

grief, yet we trust it will be a comfort to them

to know that friends and brothers offer sincere

sympathy ; therefore , be it

Resolved : As a mark of respect for our departed
brother, that a copy , of this resolution be given

to the family of our brother; a copybe forwarded
to the Motorman and Conductor Magazine for

publication ; a
copy entered into the minutes of

this Division; and our charter be draped in mourn

ing for thirty days.
THOS. LAWS,

H. RANSOM ,

C. F. FLETCHER ,

Committee .

By Div. No. 540, Trenton , N. J.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

wisdom has seen fit to call from their earthly homes

our friends and brothers , James J. Kane and

Michael Cannon , in whose deaths we have lost

loyal members; therefore , be it
Resolved : By the members of Division 540

that we share with their families and relatives in

their bereavement ; and be it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of this Division meeting,

a copy forwarded to the Motorman and Conductor

for publication, and our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days as a token of respect for our

departed brothers .

May 20.
A. R. ROGERS, Pres . ,

J. H. LANG, Fin, Secy .

By Div. No. 883, Everett, Wash.

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite

wisdom and mercy has seen it to remove from our

midst our brother, James Henry Meegan, in whose

death we have lost a loyal brother and his family

a loving husband and father. And, while we know

that words cannot lighten the sorrow of those he

loved and protected , we feel that it will be a con

solation for them to know that friends and brothers

offer them sympathy ; therefore , be it
Resolved : That we,the members of Local 883.

in regular meeting assembled , extend our heartfelt

sympathy and consolation to the bereaved widow

and family ; and be it further
Resolved : That , as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for

thirty days ; a copy of this resolution be sent to

By Div. No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in His infinite
mercy and wisdom has seen fit to remove from

our midst our true and beloved brother, E. J.
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the bereaved family ; & copy be put on the minutes

of this meeting ; and published in the Motorman and

Conductor,

THOS , A. MITTEN ,

PETER LABRASH ,

C. V. AXELSON,

Committee.

widow , and also that they be published in th

Motorman and Conductor.

March 10 , 1927 .

J. K. NIVER, President,

0. G. MONROE, Rec. Sec .

By Div. No. 103, Wheeling, W. Va.

By Div. No. 358, Cumberland, Md.

Whereas : We regret the sudden death of our

beloved brother, Russell Bowman , in the service

of the Potomac Edison Company as Conductor for

a number of years, and realizing that in the death

of Brother Bowman our Local has lost a worthy

member, his family a loving husband and father,

and the community, a good citizen, and

Whereas : In his passing we are not only deeply

affected as an ogranization, but a sense of sorrow

rests heavily on all our hearts, yet our present

SOTTOW is soothed by the reflection that, under the

various conditions of life, we recognize the faithful

performance of his duty to his fellow men ; there
fore, be it

Resolved : That we drape charter for a

period of ninety days as a token of respect to our

departed brother ; that a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the bereaved family; that they be spread

on the minutes of this meeting, and a copy sent to
the Motorman and Conductorfor publication,

JOHN K. SMITH , President,

ARTHUR M. BITTNER , Rec. Secy.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has taken from our

ranks our brother and co -worker, Frank Eberlino,

who was faithful to the end ; therefore, Our Heavcoly
Father, as we gather in our monthly meeting a

shadow falls across our pathway and saddens our

hearts, and we look to Thee for guidance and help,

comfort and strength , wisdom and all that is needful,

but not our will but Thine be done.

Heavenward doth our journey tend,

Here on earth we are but strangers

Toward our promised land we wend,

Through a wilderness of dangers,

Here we roam a pilgrim band,

Yonder is our native land.

Resolved: That this resolution be forwarded to the

bereaved family with our heartfelt sympathy, that

it be published in the Motorman and Conductor and

a copy placed on the files of this Division Asso
ciation and further, that our charter be draped in

mourning for thirty days .

J.D. MOORE,

WM. KITSON ,

WM. WISECUP,

Committee

our

By Div. No. 358, Cumberland, Md.

By Div. No. 329, Dubuque, Iowa

Whereas: Almighty God in His supreme power

and wisdom has removed from our midst our

beloved brother, Russell P. Bowman, who met death

by accident March 19, 1927, and

Whereas: We sense that we have lost a true

and beloved member and that words cannot allevi.

ate the grief of his beloved ones, but we believe

that it will be a consolation for them to know

that we were, profoundly saddened at his untimely
passing; therefore, be it

Resolved: That the members of Division 358 of
the A. A. of S , and E. R. E. of A. extend to the

bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy and that

these resolutions be entered upon the minutes of our
Local. Be it further

Resolved : That these resolutions be forwarded

to the bereaved family and a copy be sent to the

Motorman and Conductor for publication .

March 23.

W. A. MILLER, Cor.

Whereas : Almighty God in His infinite power

and wisdom has removed from our midst our

esteemed and beloved brother, George Jellison , in

whose death we lost a true and loyal member, a

faithful companion and his family a loving father;

therefore, be it

Resolved : That we,the members of Div. No.

329, A. A. of S , and E. R. E. of S. , extend our

heartfelt sympathy and condolence to the bereaved
children . Further

Resolved : That the charter of this Division be

draped for a period of thirty days as a token of

respect for our departed brother ; that a copy of

these resolutions be forwarded to the children of

our late brother; that they be entered upon the

records of our Division and published in the Motor
man and Conductor,

Attest : J. M. GILLIG ,

Cor. Sec'y.

By Div. No. 235, Campello , Mass. By Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont.

Whereas: Almighty God, in His supreme power

and wisdom , called unto Himself, on April 8, 1927,

our beloved brother, Daniel Webster Hill, and

Whereas :
Referring, to His wisdom , with sad

hearts we mourn the absence of our true, loyal and

faithful brother; therefore, be it

Resolved : By the Members of Division No. 235 ,

that we share with his family and relatives in their

great bereavement; and be it further

Resolved: That a copy of these Resolutions be

spread on the Minutes of Brockton Division No.

235 ; &copy sent to the sorrowing family and rela
tives and to the Motorman and Conductor; and

also , as evidence of our sorrow and respect, that

the charter of the Division be draped for a period
of thirty days.

April 20.

WILLIAM O. MCGOWAN , President .

A. E. HAZARD, Rec. Secy ,

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has seen it to

suddenly remove from our midst Brother James

Sinclair , and

Whereas: We bow in humble submission to

Himwho knoweth best, yet we feel it will be con

soling to his family to know that faithful friends

and brothers extend to them their heartfelt sympa.

thy ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That , as a mark of respect for our

departed brother , we drape our charter for a period

of thirty days; that a copy of this resolution be

sent to his family ; that it be published in the
Motorman and Conductor and entered on the records

of the Division .

March , 29.

J. A. ROBINSON , President.

P. J. TOMKINS, Rec . Secy.

By Div. No. 975, Elm Grove, W. Va .

By Div. No. 496, Pittsfield, Mass.

$

we

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

mercy and wisdom has called to his Eternal Home

our beloved brother, James Sheridan, in whose

death we have lost a true and loyal brother, his

wife and childrena faithful husband and loving

father, and the Company an efficient and faithful
employee ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 496

extend to the widow and children our sincere

sympathy and share with them in their bereave .

ment; and be it further

Resolved : That , as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, copyof these résolutions be

spread on ourminutes , copysentto the bereaved

Whereas : Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

and mercy has seen fit to remove from our midst

our beloved brother , and President, Paul Mink ,

whose kindly manner endeared him to all those

who knew him , and while it was with deep regret

we received the news of this sad occurrence,

must bow in humble submission to Him who doeth

ail things well; therefore , be it

Resolved : That our charter be draped in mourn

ng for thirty days, and that this, memorial upon

the death of our late Brother Mink be entered

upon the minutes of this meeting and published in

the Motorman andConductor.

JAMES DOLAN ,

FRANK MILLER ,

EARLE MOUNTS,

Committee.
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THE LABOURING MEN

By Will Carleton

Who are the labouring men ?

We are the labouring men :

We , the muscle of the tribes and lands ,

With sun-trod faces and horn-gloved hands ;

With well-patched garments, stained and coarse

With untrained voices , heavy and hoarse ;

Who brave the death of the noontide heats ,

Who mow the meadows and pave the streets ,

Who push the plough by the smooth -faced sod ,

Or climb the crags with a well-filled hod .

Yes, we are the labouring men

The genuine labouring men !

And each, somewhere in the stormy sky,

Has a sweet love-star , be it low or high ;

For pride have we to do and dare ,

And a heart have we to cherish and care ;

And power have we - for, lose our brawn ,

And where were your flourishing cities gone ?

Or bind our hands or fetter our feet ,

And what would the gaunt world find to eat ?

Aye, where were your gentry then ?

For we are the labouring men !

Who are the labouring men ?

We are the labouring men :

We, who stand in the ranks of trade ,

And count the tallies that toil has made ;

Who guard the coffers of wealth untold ,

And ford the streams of glistening gold;

Who send the train on its breathless trips ,

And rear the buildings, and sail the ships ;

And though our coats be a trifle fine,

And though our diamonds flash and shine ,

Yet we are the labouring men

The genuine labouring men !

We bolt the gates of the angry seas ,

We keep the nation's granary keys;

The routes of trade we have built and planned

Are veins of life to a hungry land .

And power have we in our peaceful strife,

For a nation's trade is a nation's iife ;

And take the sails of our commerce in ,

Where were your " artisans' pails of tin ?"
Aye, where were your " abourers" then ?

For we are the labouring men .

Our red blood-sluices are swift of flow !

We've power to kindle Passion's fire
With the flame of rage and fell desire;

Or quell, with soothing words and arts,

To throbs of grief , the leaping hearts.

And who shall question , then ,

That we are the labouring men ?

Who are NOT the labouring men ?

They're not the labouring, men :

They who creep in dens and lanes
To rob their betters of honest gains ;

The rich that stoop to devour the poor,

The tramps that beg from door to door,

The rogues who love a darkened sky,
And steal and rob , and cheat and lie ;

The loafing wights and senseless bloats

Who drain their pockets to wet their throats!

They're not the labouring men

The genuine labouring, men !

And all true hearts that the price would give
For honest joy and a right to live ,

And every soul to truth alive ,

Willing to thrive and let others thrive ,

Should rise with a true and steady hand
And mark these foes witl a villain brand ,

And shame them into the ranks of toil ,
Or crush them under their kindred soil ,

Away from the labouring men

The genuine labouring men !
-Contributed by Geo. D. Elder.

CO-OPERATION A BIG WORD

San Francisco, Calif.- Division 518 is progressing
nicely .

Our base ball team won the championship in the
Mid -winter League. Manager Jack Daly gave the

boys a banquet at Lido's Cafe . Each player was

presented with a gold base ball to be worn on their

watch chain , as a token of the victory they won.

We hope to produce a faster team next season .
We have a large sick list. Brothers Jensen ,

Vann, Black, Selma, Shea and McCarthy have re
turned to work , leaving Brothers Rowe, West,

Stagnero, Gallagher and Sylver still on the list .
Brother Chadbourne was recently retired . He is

a past president of Division 518-á fine old gentle.

man , respected by all employes of the Municipal

Railway . He is one of those who pioneered our

organization in the days of Brother Cornelius and

has enjoyed the pleasure of seeing our Division
grow to practically one thousand members and

governed by an earnest set of officers, making fine

progress .
Our band is progressing nicely. The band

master has the boys playing six selections and

doing foor work. The members practice diligently

and our next problem is providing uniforms.
Brothers , there are thousands of tourists in our

city during the summer months . Let's be patient

and congenial to them and answer their innumer

able questions, so that , when they leave San Fran,

cisco, they may only speak well of our Municipal

Railway.

Co - operation is a big word . It has a big mean.
ing and a much bigger future . It's not one-sided .

It cannot be successfully carried out unless each side

is prepared to do its bit .

We, in San Francisco , are fortunate in our officials,
who have always tried to see things from our

view point. They, too , are fortunate in having an

organized body of men to deal with, as then the

spirit of co -operation is much more easily developed.

We , as officers and members of Division 518, are

glad to continue this co -operation.
We know that

the end it means better wages and working

conditions and that even the management will see
that the men are putting forth their best effort to

provide the best service to the people and produce

the greatest harmony on the system .
These men

the ones who are wearing the Union Button

of Division 518. So, keep up the good work,

fellows . If possible improve on the good name

we have . Let's put the best that's in us on the

system and then expect to take the best that's

possible out of it .

Best regards to all Divisions.
-Cor. 518 .

Who are the labouring men ?

We are the labouring men :

We, of the iron and water-way ,
Whom fire and steam and tide obey ;

Who stab the sea with a prow of oak,

Who blot the sky with a cloud of smoke,
Who bend the breezes unto our wills

And feed the looms and hurry the mills ;

Who oft have the lives of a thousand known,
In the hissing valves that hold our own !

Yes, we are the labouring men

The genuine labouring men !

And though a coat may a button lack ,

And though a face be sooty and black ,

And though the words be heavy of flow ,

And new-called thoughts come tardy and slow,

And though rough words in a speech may blend ,

A heart's a heart, and a friend's à friend !

And power have we ; but for our skill ,

The wave would drown , and the sea would kill :

And where were your gentry then ?

Aye, we are the labouring men !

Who are the labouring men ?

We are the labouring men :

We of the mental toil and strain ,

Who stall the body and lash the brain ;

Who wield our pen when the world's asleep

And plead with mortals to laugh or weep ;

Who bind the wound and plead the cause,

Who preach the sermons and make the laws ;

Who man the stage for the listening throng.

And fight the devils of Shame and Wrong.

Yes, we are the labouring men

The genuine labouring men !

And though our hands be small and white ,

And though our flesh be tender and light,

And though our muscle be soft and low,

in

are
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| ELECT ALDERMAN

Peoria, Ill. ---Division No. 416 is very much alive,
although we have had nothing in the columns of
the M. and C. for some time.

To begin with, our Local is well satisfied with

the personnel of officers and re-elected them by

acclamation They follows : President,

Henry Culver ; vice-president, Elmer 0. Brooks;

recording secretary, Robert Hoyt; financial secre

tary, Orville E. White; treasurer, Jerry Burnette ;

executive board , Lawrence Lulay.

Our Division was honored in the recent municipal

election by having Brother Lawrence Lulay elected

Alderman from the Sixth Ward, and Brother Frank

Leach elected Assistant Supervisor. They are men
of ability and will prove a benefit to the com

munity.

In the death of late Brother Sam Stahl we lost

a good member. He met his death in an accident,

in which both legs were badly mangled and had
to be amputated. He died the following day from

loss of blood .

Our agreement expired May ist. We asked the

company for 5 cents per hour increase. Our Com

mittee has been in conference, but proceedings are

slow. However, our agreement continues and any

increase will be retroactive to May 1st .
Our company recently asked for an increase in

fare,but noaction has been taken. Theyalsohad

a petition before the Council to replace cars on the

Sixth and Second Street Division with motor coaches.

The Council refusedto act without the sanction of

the residents of that district. The company with

drew the petition . Theynow operate nine coaches
on four routes, but only on

one , that at East

Peoria , have they replaced street cars.

Brother Oliver J. Randall passed from this life

April 25th . He was in the service fifteen years.

He formerly worked in Rock Island and Omaha,

being secretary of the Omaha Local during their

disastrous strike of 1908 .

-Cor. 416 .

and he will enjoy it. Mrs. Garnett will go with

him , as he needs watching.

Brother A. J. Webber is again able to be out , but
has not attended the ball games.

There appears to be a difference in opinion on
the benefit fund . Hope it is installed along the

best plan . Something must make it pay its way.

Do not forget the Saturday night dances at the

Labor Temple .

Brother D. 0. Rice appears to enjoy the collec
tion job.

All enjoyed themselves at the annual dance.

Chairman Garnett and his committee deserve much
credit for the success of the undertaking. They

lost time without pay.

Inspector Bern expects to spend the summer in

his old native land - Germany. We hope he enjoys

himself and that he finds his parents and relatives
O. K.

Some of the boys are changing runs again . The

three -way runs do not appeal to the majority of

the men - too much lost time going and coming.

At our last meeting in April we passed a resolu

tion of condolence in the interest of Brother and
Mrs. A. J. Johnson , who lost a beloved son . We

feel that the resolution adopted by our Local , ex

pressing our sorrow , will lighten their burden , when

they know that friends and brothers share with
them their misfortune . We extend to the bereaved

family our heartfelt sympathy in their hour of

affliction . The resolution was presented by Brothers

J. D. Griffin , E. E. Howe, L. E. Garnett, J. Newell,

O. L. Barboe, A. T. Day and H. T. Woodward,

andwas adopted by the membership.
Cor. 779 .

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

new

HOLD BARN MEETINGS

&

our

New Orleans, La . - To become member of

Division 194 one must take a solemn obligation

to uphold its principles andlaws and at all times

to help brother members of the Local . To think

that this Divisionhas among its membership a

few who have taken this oath and obligation , who

seem not to know what the obligation means or

break it without reluctance , is to believe that there

are some members who emotionally forget. How

can we look upon one who is a member of a fra

ternal order, committed to it by obligation , who

wilfully breaks his oath and still hangs on as one

of a bunch of honorable men ? I believe one who

is disloyal to hisorganization cannot be loyal to

his employer and is subject to be cast out , with

po friends and no job . Nogood American cares to
be a traitor.

Daniel Webster's definition of an oath is that it

is a solemn statement, with an appeal to God as
a witness .

In order to overcome our present situation, we

are holding barn educational meetings. They are

being well attended . After the barnmeetings we

are to hold a general mass meeting.
We had with

us, in the beginning of our barn meetings, G. E. B.

Member Ben Lawson, better known as the " North
Louisiana Lion Tamer ." He did wonderful work

here and our members have lots of confidence in

him . Brother Wm .B. Fitzgerald , First International

Vice-President, was also here and didsomegood
work.

Our last monthly meeting was another knocker.

We had an attendance ofover two hundred mem

bers. Division 194 is coming back to what it was

The membership , generally, real

izes the value of organization .

Brother Emile Seichshdaydre, conductor at the

Canal Barn, on his recent birthday was presented
with a new uniform by his personal friends.

also received abox of cigars, fudge and a large
lemon pie from Aleck . They are mighty good

friends. Some people take them for brothers.

-Cor. 194 ,

Altoona, Pa. - Our property is now under a
superintendent- Mr. Charles Hoofnagle . He has

succeeded Mr. C. O. Weidman , who has become

manager at New Haven, Conn. We regretted ,

very much, to lose Mr. Weidman. Our Local

addressed to him our appreciation of his past in a

letter that was compiled by Division No. 801, in

which we stated :

" Dear Mr. Weidman : The officers and members

of Division No. 801 wish to thank you for the co

operation and your spirit of justice towards usin

our work while you were here . You gave us fair

decisions in many of the cases we submitted to

you and you gained the , esteem of your employes,
among whom you will long be remembered. We

wish you health , strength and success in your new

field of labor and express our regret that you have

left us. "

The letter was signed by President, James F.
Ringler, Secretary John W. Kell and Financial

Secretary-Treasurer H. Klahre, in behalf of

members,

Wenow have the pleasure of introducing to the

readers of the M. and C. our new superintendent,

Mr.Charles Hoofnagle, of Roselawn Park, Eldorado.
Pa ., the successor of Mr. Weidman . He was for

merly our day dispatcher. We congratulate him in

his ability and honor for the new position and wish

him full success . We shall help him in every way

possible to make his new position a success, not

only in his own interest but in the interest of the
property with which are employed and

interest . He will find the employes of the Logan

Valley Railway fully co -operating with him in his

new position .
At our last meeting everybody was on hand.

It was an exceptionally good turn-out. There were
some very lengthy discussions and we were all

well paid for our attendance. Our entertainment

committee was enlarged by the addition of Brothers
Harry Reilly , an old timer , and H. Wolf. Our

president surely has a keen eye for selection. He

always picks the ones who have the pep .

Our Jewsharp player gave us one of his Mocking
Bird selections at our last meeting . It was most

entertaining . The balance of the band is going

very nicely .

Our meeting of May 11 was turned over to the
entertainment committee.

In conclusion , I wish to say that in our Safety

Campaign our Odd Side is one behind the Even
Side in the accident record .

The official roster of our Local comprises: Presi

dent , James Ringler ; vice -president, H. Wolfe;

recording secretary, John W. Kell ; financial secre

tary- treasurer, H. Klahre; warden, E. E. Detwiler;

sentinel, William Woods;, executive board, Jacob

Leidy, Harry Reilly, Charles Fleck and H. Kiahre.

-Cor . 801 .

we our

a few years ago.

He

MUST PAY ITS WAY

Sioux City, Iowa-- We are pleased to learn that
our sick brothers are impro ving.

Brother L. E. Garnett was elected our delegate

to the State F. of L. Co avention , to be held at

Cedar Rapids. June 13-18 . That is his old home
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ENJOY KNOWLEDGE OF PAST EXPERIENCE unionist . There is no dignity in slavery. That is

the state of the non-union wage worker .

Windsor, Ont.- Why should we persist in in Freedom comes from organization. Dignity for

tolerant criticism of things that do not conform to labor comes through organization . Pride in labor

our own ideas in organized labor, and out of such comes through organization and from no other

variety of thought continue in pessimism ? We • source . Better wages and working conditions come

find in each period of life new truths and more through organization .

imposing ideals and at the same time we are look It is labor's business to organize and participate

ing forward in acquiring, even
broader vision to in the making of the wages and working conditions

perceive those ideals. If we look back , we will in industry,

see that old humanities embarked upon their future Don't forget that the better our meetings are

only with passions, emotions, doubts and fears, attended , the more interesting our organization be.

while we enjoy the knowledge of past experience. comes and it also adds to the volume of the organi.

Reason is displacing passion and emotionalism . zation. Attend your meetings.

We need but to exercise patience and be confident Cor. 887.

that ultimately our present struggles will have

merged into enlightening experience, enabling us to RENEW EXPIRING AGREEMENT

better enjoy the future of our organization .
We regret to report Brother F. Weber on the sick Muskegon, Mich .-Division No. 777 has renewed

list. the agreement with our employing company that
Will someone show Brother S. Boughner how to was to expire May 31 . This retains the wage rates

smile ? Some of the passengers have asked him if in street railway Service of 49 cents per hour for

he was born crabby. the first year; 52 cents per hour for the second

We see Brother C. Chittle invested in a first year ; and 56 cents per hour for those of two or

class haircut recently . He didn't need it . years of service, with overtime at the rate

We wonder why Brother. H. Laport can't get to of time and one-half . While the cost of living war.

Ford " Y " on time on his first trip out in the rants a higher wage scale than we are enjoying,

afternoon . it is largely the possibility of the property, to pay
If you wish to know anything about radios . ask that occasioned our boys to pass up the desire of

Brother George Burrows . a wage increase to another year. In the course of

Brother G. Tanquay is on the sick list , but we the coming year we hope to make the street rail

hope he will soon be back . way service in this city an inviting proposition,

Why does Brother Bastien forget to punch his to add to the patronage of the past. Howeyer,
transfers when going on duty ? It causes Brother much depends upon the activities of Muskegon

J. Van Cise much worry. industries and our summer resort patronage, both

Brother H. Windebank is authority that bus of which regularly increase each year, but under

driving is a great life . present conditions there is no assurance that the

Who keeps stealing Brother Sambo Boughner's increase will be normal .

stool in Tecumseh ? At a meeting following the signing of our agree.
We presume Brother C. Logan will get real dope ment, we enjoyed a fish supper . Company officials

on the races this year. He has the job , every day, were present and the meeting was one of much

of delivering, racing forms on his run. pleasure on the part of the management and our
Brother W. Patrick is reported having a great members, in trying to make our property a most

tooth for salted , peanuts and candy. None remains vigorous success for the ensuing year.

onthe floor of his car when he is on duty . --Cor. 777 .

Did you hear of the shock absorbers on
352 on the Tecumseh Line ? Brother C. Chittle

says they were too easy riding . so they took them
BRING IN YOUR COMPLAINTS

off.

Brother George Carpenter has moved in from the
Morristown , N. J.-Why not attend our meetings

held the second Monday of each month ?
There

country.

Why does Brother J. Donnelly never throw the
seems to be fault finding at the car barns, so why

switch at the corner of Ferry and Sandwich after
not come to the meetings and tell it to all ?

he pulls in front of the waiting room ? Presumably ,

We are pleased to see Brother Elman back on

the pul. Anyhow , he gets away with it .
the job, following recovery from his broken leg.

Don't forget to attend the meetings , brothers,
What is the goodof glasses to Brother Vander

and hear what's going on relative to our new agree.
bush , when he isblind to a stool on the track ,

ment and other things.
after putting it there himself?

--Cor . 616.
What do you think of Brother Blanchard's new

car? It's a Star.

Did you hear the news? Brother Reeves won

ATTEND YOUR MEETINGS five dollars. Good luck , Harry !

Extra men had better learn of Brother Cramer's

Newark , N. Y.--"Say, Buddy . were you down
We understand that he is about to take a day

at the last meeting, of Division 887 ?" What off.

do you mean , 887 ? " " Well, I declare ! Don't you Why pick on Brother Moody all the time?

know ? Division 887 is ous Local Union ." " Oh, Did the sick committee forget Brother McDougal?

I forgot; I was busy : had to go down town and What keeps President W. F. Quick on the Boonten

pay some bills . Did they have the regular crowd ? Line ?

You see, I haven't been down in such a long time Brothes Eick was on jury duty for a few weeks.

just so busy; don't hardly think of it. " Say, I
He enjoyed it .

want to tell you we're having some of the peppiest Brother Borguarth must have shortened his wave
meetings. At our last meeting we had a wonderful length , as he isn't so much on the air lately .

attendance . We had open discussion of the Cor. 947 .

extra men working when the regular men want to

Then there seems to be about the same SENIORITY RULES

ones who want to get off Sundays . So, there was
motion that the regular men could have the Clinton , Iowa-Division 911 is still holding her

preference to lay off at all times over the extra
Wehave pretty good attendance at meet.

men . The extra men were very much opposed to ings , but there are somewho never come, and we

the proposed change in the agreement and
would like to be surprised by their attendance,

declared they are going to attend the next meeting. " some day.

" I see I have let myself get rusty. " Such was a Some of our boys exercised their rights, according

eonversation I overheard between couple of to seniority recently . It is rumored that some who

members recently, Let's rub the rust off or another got bumps had heartaches and shed tears, Brother

conversation may be heard . I will not call any Shadduck lost his happy hunting ground on the

names to disclose who these two brothers were.
hill and charged that Brother Schneider did him a

trick . Brother Anderson

Just a word for the financial secretary . Brother

was bumped off

The financial secretary has his run on the North Branch ,
William A. Beal , Sr.:

He couldn't believe

considerable trouble seeing the men that have the
such a catastrophe could happen .

Brother and Mrs. L. R. Black have a new baby

money for their dues , It is our duty to see the

financial secretary and pay our dues .
boy . Congratulations!
The company is changing the color scheme of

Is there a wage worker that can be proud in his the cars to green and yellow , with red tops.
It

non -unionism ? His enforced non-unionism is natural makes them classy .

in kindling his resentment . He recognizes that there Brother Meyers is planning a California trip. I

no dignity in working non-union . No know the boys envy him .

unionist can contribute to advancement in the social More next time .
order . No one knows it better than the non -Cor. 911 .

run .

No.

an

lay off .

a
own .

new

a

mean

is non
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LABOR SOCIETY HOLDS BANQUET

Battle Creek, Mich.-The Battle Creek Federa

tion of Labor held the annual banquet of that

body at the Masonic Temple , the evening of Wednes

day, May 18 . The Temple was filled by Federation

members and their friends and the occasion was a

memorable one, the program being, enjoyed by all
present. President James E. Merrill, of the Street

and Electric Railway Employes Association , Divi
sion 333 , served as toastmaster and made the

opening address. He outlined briefly the work of

the Battle Creek Federation of Labor and its posi

tion in regard to the community.

" We are not Bolsheviks nor are we Reds. Agi

tators, yes, agitators for better living conditions

always, for closer harmony , for mutual develop
ment in this complex life which has grown up

aroundcapital and labor. The Battle Creek Federa

tion of Labor is composed of five delegates from

each trade union in the city which is affiliated ,

We seek only fairness and mutual harmony, but it

is an actual fact that in many of the plants in

Battle Creek a workman is blacklisted when it is

found that he is a union member. The blacklisting

is, however, apparently perfectly legal here."
Following his address Mr. Merrill introduced

Secretary John Scannell of the Michigan Federation

of Labor, who told of the work being done at

Lansing by the trade unions that are the mouth.

pieces of the working men , and of the passing of

the new Workmen's Compensation Bill, which in

creased the compensation from $ 14 to $18 per

week in Michigan . He made a strong plea for the
whole -hearted support of unions in the

getting new and better legislation .

State Representative Vernor W. Main described

to the audience some of the problems which face a

Legislator at Lansing and stated that heis heartily

in accord with the work of a body which aims at

the raising of the standard of living and culture in
our country.

Hon. Eugene Brock , Chairman of the Depart

ment of Labor and Industry of Michigan , delivered

one of the finest expositions of the growth of our
American civilization . “ Our civilization today, is a

vast, intricate, interdependable machine. The suc

cess of our nation and our life depends upon our

Success in keeping the machine running with unity

and harmony. That is the cause of Labor Federa

tions. It is the seeking of an equitable distribution

of the fruits of this great development without

which there must be friction and downfall, just as

has happened to other nations and other civiliza
tions."

Following the address of Mr. Brock, Toastmaster

Merrill introduced President E. A. Siddell, of the

Battle Creek Federation of Labor, who made

strong appeal for extension of organization .

Congressman Joseph L. Hooper closed the eve

ning's addresses with a stirring talk , in which he
built onto the address of Mr. Brock .

Music was furnished by Kelly's Kings.

There is no questionbutthat the meeting will

result in further extension of organization in Battle

Creek . - Battle Creek Moon-Journal.

way of
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Taylor, Michael O'Neil. Fourteenth and West

Oakland - Guy Williams, Benjamin Olmstead , Vern

Smith. Grand Belt East - Clare Blina , Eugene

Edwards, William R. Green , Theodore Harris.

Grand Belt West - S . M. Arnold , Arnold Houston .

Gratiot -- Adam Finzil , Vincent McKenna Hamilton

Ave. - Samuel Braden, Harry Hawkins. Clark

garage--C. R. Ashton , John Donaboe, Second Ave.

garage - Joseph S. Waisanen . Harper barn - Silas

Bilski, Frank Ward. Jefferson line- John L.Griffith ,

William Lanahan , William Mowery, William H.
Whitefield . Grand River line - Herman Huffman
and John J. Rourke. Kercheval Ave. - George
Ashton. Mack Ave. --Frank Fouchey. Michigan

Ave. --Harry Burr. Davison St.- Ernest H. Kratz,

Green O. Wilson, Woodward - J. V. McCaffrey.

Jefferson garage -- Roland Goodfellow. Northwestern
belt - Joseph Piles, Philip Summerville.

Delegates to the Twentieth Biennial Convention

George Ashton , Archie D. Black, Howard Burroughs,

John Dickerson, Eugene Edwards, Adam Finzil,

Frank Fouchey, Roland Goodfellow , John L. Griffith ,
Harry Houtteman , Andrew Kamin , Clifford E.

Karns, Neil Kelly , James Lee, Fred J. Miller, J. J.

Smith , Charles Stanaitis, Frank C. Ward and
William H. Whitefield .

Candidates for office on the D. U. R. Branch of

Division No. 26, who are not embraced in the list

given above, are :

Business agent-Sidney Van Ness and William

Wade. Executive board members - Charles Sullivan,

Joseph Ceasar, Ethbert Weir, Elmer Betwee, Cecil

Brewer, Charles Carter, Arthur Parrand, John
McLean , Clarence Bouquin , Charles Miller. Bele

gates to the Twentieth Convention - Addison Bowles,

Alfred . Curtis, John McLean, Alvin Pearsall, Charles

J. Sullivan. Upon the D. V. R. Branch, competition
upon the Wyandotte line, between Brothers

Elmer Betwee and Cecil Brewer; upon the Flint

Interurban , between Charles Carter and Arthur

Farrand ; upon the Pontiac line , between Clarence

Bouquin and Charles Miller ; also for business agent,

the contestants being present Business Agent Sidney
Van Ness and Brother William Wade, and the

competition for delegates to the Twentieth Biennial

Convention.

The E. C. Garrett & Co. , Funeral Directors,

11841 Hamilton Ave. , is a strictly union concern.

Telephone Longfellow 6604.

" REX ."

“ HEY BOYS"

C. Earl Horton, New Haven, Conn.

We are just a bunch of actors from Division 281 .

You'll always find us present, wherever there is fun.

Ous Director, Jackie Coogan, suggested a Minstrel
Show.

The words were broadcasted , the echo was " rarin '

The rehearsals were attended to the highest notch

But when was mentioned UNION MEETING,
They all got out of step.

Now boys, let's, pack the meeting house

With just this kind of style ,
And if a brother gets off key,

Why_sing for him a while .

Pass a box of good cigars,

Let someone crack a joke.

If someone gets riled up a bit ,

Send a jazz tune through the smoke.
Brothers from other Locals,

Try this Harmony Meeting Plan .

I'm sure that you will be surprised

By the attendance of each UNION MAN.

AGREEMENT WORK ON

Hartford , Conn .-Division 425 is holding two

meetings each month for the renewal of our wage

and working conditions agreement , terminating

June 1 . Come up to the meetings, brothers, and

give us your ideas, as your's might be better than
ours.

We recently held a bid -in of runs and all seem

satisfied . The girls on the Zion Street are sorry

to see Brother Michael Tiernan leave his run on

that line . Some may move to the Cedar Hill Line

for his convenience.

Brother Sweeney was also popular on the Zion
Line.

Brother Joseph Horan has gone to the Burnside

Line, after several years on Park Street .

Brother Thomas Hyland evaded a day run ,

he likes to sleep mornings.

Brother Clyde Davis took a Weathersfield run

and has moved into Hartford .

to go .

of pep.

DETROIT DIGEST

The election of Division 26 will be held June 6 .

Polls will be open from 8 a. m to 6 p. m,

The election of this Local is conducted on the

Australian system, by which one votes for first ,

second, third and fourth choice, depending upon the
number of candidates .

Candidates for various offices this year are :

Por president - Herbert Meeker, the present in

cumbent, John Donahoe and Robert Otis .

Vice- president - Clifford E. Karns.
Secretary -treasurer-- Clarence Nugent, the present

incumbent, and Buddie Miller.

Business agent- NeilMcLellan, the present in

*cumbent, CarlV. P. Daugherty , Benedict Robin,
William A. Sheridan and Charles C. Trussell .

Sargeant-at-arms- John Dickerson , Albert R.

Horn. Ernest Kelly. Henry A. Liening, Henry

McArthur, Charles O'Neill, Edward W. Peoples.
Executive board Baker barn Stephen J.

Matthews. Brush and Oakland East barn - Ann P.

Martin, Joseph Olszewski, Edwin Radewahn, James
Shears. Clairmount East - Charles Beduhn. Charle

voix and Brush East - Barney Jednakowski. Charle
voix and Brush West - William Brown. Crosstown
East --Fred McDonald , John R. Yancey. Cross
town West - William Beckhold , Walter Burke ,

William Fountain , Joel W. Ringo , Al . Stickley.

Ward garage --Charles Burton . Trumbull barn
William H. Brooks. Fort West barn - Samuel

as
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Brother Patrick McCullough died May 22. He

was well liked by all. No one could say a word

against him . He was fifteen years motorman

for the Connecticut Company. Division 425 ex

tends profound sympathy to his sisters in their

hour of bereavement.

Open cars are soon to come out. Look out for

a ccidents, brothers, as passengersare liable to fall

from the running boards. Tell them to wait until
the car stops.

Since there is a shortage of extras, chickens

come into Brothers Rome and Daley's car. Well,

that helps some.

If you have any news for the magazine, be sure

and give it to your correspondent.

-Cor. 425 .

MORE BUSSES

1

Worcester, Mass.- When the month of June rolls

around more busses will be added to our system .

The curfew will ring for electric cars on the Black

stone Valley and the Webster Divisions. Practic

cally all our suburban lines will be taken care of by
busses. Busses will never be able to take their

place, as far as service counts.

Brother Johnny Ring had a narrow escape from

death by drowning recently . He fell asleep in the

bathtub.

Brother Sam Crothers, started on a sea voyage

few days ago , to visit England and Ireland .

Brother Charlie Deardon recently passed the test

for school janitors. We all wish you the best of

luck in your new occupation Charlie.

Board Member Billy Fitzgerald deserves credit

from the members of Division 22 for his conscientious

work. He has broken the record in obtaining new

members. He signed up seven in one day recently .

What kind of bait do you use, Bill?

Brother Cy Lee and Chick Fontaine are very

busy at present, getting their teams in shape for

the Annual Field Day between the members of
Division 22 and Division 448 , of Springfield. A

cup is on display at the Springfield barn . Let's

get together boys, this summer , and go get that

cup, and have it on display inWorcester.

Our sick list has been lengthened considerably

during the past month ; Brothers King. Moran, Ford,

Perry and Charlie McKenna, of Gates Lane, and

BrothersMcKenna, Cunningham , Luperchio , McRae,

Meteiver, of Grove, St. Brothers, why not visit

some of these members while enjoying your after
supper smoke.

During the pastmonth we lost two loyal brothers

through death. Brother Alderic Gaudette passed

away on May 1 , pneumonia and cerebral hemorrhage

being the cause. He was well liked by company

officials and members, and the public , whom he

served faithfully . He had been employed by the

Worcester Consolidated for about 17 years as motor

man , but previous to joining their forces he

employed by the Ware & Brookfield St. Ry. Co.

The members were shocked on May 26 , when they

heard of the death of Brother George Pierce. Pneu

monia was the cause. Brother Pierce was sick only

a few days. He was 30 years old , born in Worcester,

and recently married , and moved to Auburn. He

leaves a widow and baby to mourn his loss. The

sympathy of the whole Division is extended to the

families of these brothers.

The sympathy of Division 22 is extended to

Brother JamesDoyle ,whorecently losthis father;
Brother Billy Callan , for the loss of his brother; and

Brother Frank Pierce, for the loss of his borther.

Canany brother tell Inspector Mansfield where to

find Brothers Keefe, Allen , Powell, Hogan and

Jack Donovan between the hours of four and seven ?

Brother Harry Gildea has picked . a winner

Sharkey to beat Maloney.
--Cor. 2160-22 .

NINETY-EIGHT PER CENT GOLD

San Francisco , Calif. - At the meeting of Division

No. 687 , held in the Labor Temple April 26, we
initiated into membership three new members.

They Brothers Michael Conners, Thomas

Duffy and P. Keighery.

A pleasing feature, in connection with our new

members, is the fact that they are not of the type

of men one has to run after to induce to join a

union . They are of the type of true volunteers.

Our Local is now 98 % organized - pure gold.
There are yet 2% on the outside . This 2% alloy

metal will soon convert itself into gold , then

will be 100 % organized. We look for this in the

near future .
-Cor. Div. 687 .

HOLD TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY

Ottawa, Ont.-- Division No. 279 celebrated its

twentieth anniversary Thursday, April 28, and this

event will remain long in the minds of the mem .
bers of this Local Division . First International

Vice -President Wm. B. Fitzgerald arrived in town

on the morning train for the occasion and during

the early part of the day was shown the different

points of interest around our main thoroughfares,
and was introduced to a goodly number of the

members of the Division. In the afternoon a

motor-car drive around the city was arranged for

our worthy Brother , following which a special meet

ing of the Executive Board was held , when Brother

Fitzgerald advised the officers on several matters

concerning the present and future welfare of the
Division .

In the evening & social meeting and dance were

held, under the chairmanship of President J. A.

Robinson, when Brother Fitzgerald , along with Mr.
Tom Moore, president of the Dominion Trades

Congress; and the Hon. Peter Heenan, Minister of

Labor in the Pederal House, addressed the gathering

which numbered about 400, comprising the members

of the Division, their wives and lady friends.

Brother Fitzgerald , in his remarks, strongly, ad
vised against any interference withseniority rights

and privileges. He was given the very best of

attention and the impression made upon us will
last a long time . Our only regret is that our

distinguished guest was compelled to considerably

shorten his visiton account of a pressure of busi
ness at the International Office .

A programme of entertainment was provided, con

sisting of Irishand Scotch comedy recitations, sing

ing and step-dancing, and was greatly enjoyed by
the large audience . Refreshments were served and

an orchestra suppliedthe music for dancing , which
was engaged in tillthe wee smallhours. ' A very

pleasing occurrence ofthe evening was the taking

of agroup photograph of the members who joined

the Division back in 1906 and 1907 and are at the

present in good standing in the Association. It is

needless to say that allº left the Hollywood Studio

with a smile on their face, well satisfied with the

evening which they had spent together.

It is with sincere regret that we report the pass
ing from this life on May 10 of another member

of this Local Division, in the person of Brother
James Moodey. Brother Moodey had been ill

since last September, havingonlyrecently returned

to work, and news of his death was somewhat of
a surprise to the members. He had been in the

employ of the employing company for the past
eight years and , although of a very retiring disposi

tion , was welllikedby his fellow employees. Divi

sion 279 extends sincere sympathy to his widow

and one daughter who survive him .
When the census enumerators make their next

rounds they will haveseveralnew entries to record;

namely , a son at the home of Brother and Mrs.

AllanBurke, a daughter at the home ofBrother

and Mrs. 0. Lafleur, twin daughters at the home

of Brother and Mrs. Chapman and a daughter at

the home of Brother and Mrs. A. Brisbois.

gratulations are in order .

The sympathy of the Division is extended to

Brother John Lunny, whose brother passed away

after a lengthly illness ; to Brother John Kelly,

whose young daughter died very suddenly ; and to

Brother A. Renaud, whose wife passed away, after!

everything knownto medical science had failed.

BrotherE. Hupp, oneof our veteran conductors

of the old horse -car days, is seriously ill at his

home.

Brother Fred Page, off duty for some months

suffering froman attack of rheumatism , is still

confined to his home.

Brother Geo. Nichol is off duty, suffering from

an attack of pleurisy . Here's hoping George a

speedy recovery.

During the months of June, July and August

only one regular meeting of the Division will be
held, which will be on the fourth Tuesday of each

month.

Our popular President , Brother Robinson, has

established himself ina new line of business andis

exceptionally busy Chickens

specialty .
The co-operation of every member is requested, in

order thatthis Divisionmay bein a positionto

remit the per capita taxowing the International

Office on the first of each month for the month

preceding, in accordance with the recentrulingof

the General Executive Board .
Financial Secretary on the first pay day ofeach

month .

was

Con

were

an man,
are his

Brothers, visit the

-P. J. T.
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MEETING WELL ATTENDED

Bridgeport, Conn.-Local 459 held their usual

monthly meeting in May. President B. Flanagan

reported that the new agreement, which was to go
into effect June 1 , was completed and that the

company and joint conference board were still

dickering. He stated that a special meeting would
be called about the middle of the month. Our

meetings were well attended . Arthur Warner, who

was not present at the last meeting, was there
strong this time.

Bucky Meade wants to know how Tony and

Deitz get into the lot so often.

Now , that Lindbergh flew across the Atlantic ,

most of the boys want to become aviators. Norris,

Phelan , Shear, Deitz and Beane were formerly

cadet flyers. Harris says he was wondering why

Deitz goes up in the air so quick .

Brother Dean was down on a visit over Decora

tion Day. He looks fine and reports that Sam

Strauss is getting along good.

Boudine says Pat O'Niell could not find the rail

at Three Maples recently . He didn't have his

glasses. He said Pat Collins and Tom Higgins

were looking for the lost trippers.
Jimmy Daly has been working very steady

lately, saving for a particular reason .
Sheik Collins, and Pometz went to Boston . It

was the first time Pometz had ever been on a train .
Collins stood all the expense.

Takasz is now using another non de plume.

When he and Brother Pat Kalapos go out, he calls
himself “ Collins."

I wonder who is the handsome Operator of the
Devon line.

Kornes had some bad days recently . He was

afraid to go home before dark,

M. Byrne has been seen doing the rounds of the
kitchens down at the South End .

Brother Fly, who is the second edition of Honus

Wagner, the old ball player , is now going in for

raising old cars . Shorty Stapelins intends to join
him .

P. Wilan, Jim Haskett, B. Finn , Pat Kennedy,

Jim Lynch, E. Foerch , H. Meyers and Parsons all

went down to New York recently to see the cham
pion Irish football team. They all rooted for the
Mayo team.

They dug up East Main Street so a token that
was lost by McDowell could be located .

Ed . Muireman and D. Lynch are two of the

lost pals. Well , we can't forget Bill Dorley and
Cy Morgan.

-M. C. , 459.

their officers to anybody , but themselves. This is

not healthy for the organization. It is the duty of

each member to acquaint himself with the capa

bilities of the various candidates offering themselves

for office, and also to consider the problems that

are liable to confront the ones elected, during their

term of office, and to decide in his own mind which

of those seeking his vote is best fitted to represent
him and his organization at such a conference ,

These are matters that should not be treated too

lightly, but should receive the mature and serious

consideration of each and every member. Then, on

election day , instead of staying home or voting for
because he's " a good scout" or because

he's " the only one that asked me, he should go

and vote according to his own judgment. That is

what elections are held for - to give you an oppor

tunity to express that judgment, and in justice to

your family, your fellow Trade Unionists and your.

self, you should do it yourself, and not leave your

thinking and your voting to some one else.

Vote as you like; But Vote with intelligence .

Our men look nice in their Uniform suits.

They surely do look spiffing.

But do you think the uniform Suits
If the Union Button is missing?

- " Bert ."

Organized Labor, in the third 'judicial district of

Illinois , in the recent Illinois election, defeated for
re -election injunction Judge Crow. This is an illus

tration of what organized wage workers can do,
when they get together in politics, and try . It is

the course to pursue in the case of all unfais labor

injunction granting judges .

1

WORKING ON AGREEMENT

New Haven, Conn.- Here we are again , Div. 281 .

As I told you in my first report, I have a lot to
say, so here goes .

Pirst , brothers, try and attend meetings: It's
only once a month-every first Friday . At our

last meeting the Committee that worked on the

Journal report they made $ 1,000.00 .

Our Executive Board and State Conference Board

delegates, with the help of International Vice Presi

dent P J: O'Brien, are now working on the Wage
and Working Agreement which will take effect
June 1st.

There is a certain conductor on the " J " Line

who is a great friend of one of our popular in
spectors, whom I would like to ask a question .

Who is theyoung lady I saw with them the other
night?
Congratulations, Brother and Mrs. Sullivan .

May all your troubles be little ones . When do we
get the cigars ?

Did you hear about Brothers Chas. Davis and

Phil Sullivan ?Ask Brother Sam Curry , he knows.

Brothers , don't forget to see Brother Walker once

a month . You know what I mean.

In closing, I will say once again , Brothers , please

attend meetings regularly and hear what is going on
and win the attendance prize .

- " Sam , " Cor. No. 281 .

HOW THE BATTLE'S NEARLY WON

By E. E. Nutting

Many men are largely guided by the advice

of their wives,

And the advice of good women will lead

men to better lives.

Therefore, brothers, tell your helpmates

what your Labor Union means

That it means more hours of home life

and more money in your jeans.

Tell them what home life would be without

Organization

What a difference it makes in
your

children's education .

Tell them how the Union is striving even

better things to gain

For its members and their loved ones

their work will not be in vain.

When your meeting night comes, tell them

why your presence is desired ;

Explain that well attended meetings keep

your officers inspired. "

Be assured that when you tell them, they'll

advise you to attend,

And you'll have co -operation from your

good wife in the end.

After these things have been explained to

the ladies, they will know

That your Union meeting is the most im

portant place to which you go.

So, enlist the ladies , brothers — the best

thing that can be done.

With the ladies on the Union side, the

battle's nearly won .

TORONTO TOPICS

" Vote as you like; But Vote " was the slogan used

in a campaignputon by some 30 organizations in

Toronto in connection with the municipal elections .

This was done to point out to the citizens the

necessity of taking a more active interest in their
affairs .

What
was found necessary in Civic matters ,

applies with equal truth in Trade Union matters.
Too many of our members leave the election of

The kind of a man for you and me !

He faces the world unflinchingly,

Andhe smites as long as the wrong, resists,

With a knuckled faith and force like fists.

He strikes straight out for the Right-and

he

Is the kind of a man for you and me.

--James Whitcomb Riley.
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PROCEEDINGS OF SPECIAL MEETING " Anyone familiar with conditions in

OF THE GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD American industry knows that the number

of workers killed and injured continues to

The General Executive Board convened mount at an alarming rate . The attitude

in Special Meeting, at Association Head of the average employer is to lay the

quarters,260 Vernor Highway East, Detroit, blame on the workers, charging them with

Mich . , Tuesday, May 10, continuing ses carelessness. The following quotation, from

sions to adjournment in the afternoon the 1926 convention proceedings of the

session of May 13. This Special Meeting National Safety Council, an employers'

was called by the International President, organization , shows how employers calculate

due to conditions arising as affecting Divi the value of a worker's life :

sions 194, New Orleans, La . , and 589 , my, company sent me to

Boston, Mass ., following investigation by supervise the wrecking of a fourmill that

International Officers of conditions affecting had burned. You can imagine the hazards

those two Locals . -protruding nails, everything slippery with

In the former case, that of Division wet grain, charred planks and timbers. I

194 , it was found that there was an under questioned the men as to their experience. De

current of disruption in antagonizing the Two young, physical giants were in the

agreement provisions existing between the crew. I asked these two, who were

employing company and the Division . In brothers, if they had ever worked in high

this case it had been discovered by the places. One replied— My brother and I

investigators that a minority element of painted crows nests on battleships during

the Local had been led into what was the war. ' That was assurance for me, so

charged to be a dual organization, by active I sent them to the highest and most

individuals who had been instrumental in dangerous places. Both were single men.

vigorous endeavor to obstruct wage You may say, what has single to do with

agreement endeavors on the part of the the matter ? Well, in Wisconsin it costs

Local, in establishing the recent wage and some insurance company $5,800 when a
working conditions agreement between the married man is killed . It costs $ 1,200

Local and the employing property. While when a single man is killed.
It may be

investigati
on showed that this antagonism hard -boiled to look at things in this way,

was to be buried and allowed to remain as but it's practical.'

dead issue, and that those who had “ This is the typical attitude- cold cash

been led to participate in it should receive considerations weighed against human life,

the same consideration by the Local as with workers inevitably paying the price.

though they had not been participants " Accidents in construction work alone

therein , certain of this element did not have increased 61 % in New York State

follow this understanding, but instituted in the past two years.

what was charged to be a dual organiza “ The time is ripe for concerted action

tion, continuing antagonism of the policies by organized labor. Prevention is worth

of the agreement and violating the under ten pounds of cure.
Prevention of indus

standing that was instituted to bury the trial accidents andoccupational diseases is

past. From the evidence in this case, the possible and must be won .

Board enacted to suspend from member “ The ' coming National Labor Health

ship the six leaders in the institution and Conference, to be held in Cleveland, Ohio,

continuation of the dualist effort. The June 18-19, at the Hotel Winton, will

Board acted upon this case under Section bring together representative trade union

32 of the Constitution and General Laws. delegates from all over the country, to

Upon the Boston situation , the question unite on a program for gaining national,

before the Board relative to state and city control of industrial hazards:

tinuance in agreement relations between regulations, safety
and health

Division 589 and the employin
g company , codes in all trades .

relative to the type of industria
l service “Every trade union is entitled to send

that comes under the jurisdict
ion of the represent

atives , .elect your delegates

Team Drivers and Hoisting Engineer
s' at once . The first National Labor Health

organizations. Upon this situation , the Conference isLabor'schallengetothe hard

Board confirmed its former conclusion, that boiled indifferenceof the employers. Send

this service should not be embodied to
in the name of your delegates immediately

continue in the Boston Local after July 1 , to the Workers' HealthBureau ,799 Broad

and so instructed the Boston Local. way , New York,and do everything in

your power to support the movement to

LABOR RESPONDING TO THE CALL TO
win health protection for organized labor

A NATIONAL HEALTH CONFERENCE in the United States."

New York , N. Y .- " Trade unions, re DELAWARE AND TENNESSEE

sponding to the call for a National Labor WOMEN WAGE WORKERS

Health Conference to be held in Cleve

land June 18 and 19, show keen interest A report of a survey of women employed

in this event and a determination to control in factories, stores and laundries in the

the occupational dangers now taking an State of Delaware , made by the Women's

enormous toll of life from the ranks of Bureau of theU.'s. Department ofLabor

organized labor,'' according to a statement showsthe work day to be generally less

just issued by the Workers' Health Bureau than ten hours, and more than one- fifth

of America . of the four thousand women

was con

measures

workers re
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ported upon were employed in plants in ville team of Van and Schenck, the Pitts

which the weekly schedule was forty - eight burgh Railways Company was able to en

hours or less. The survey included one hance its whole -hearted Red Cross work in

hundred and forty-six establishments in behalf of the flood sufferers. Upon a

twenty-nine Delaware cities and towns. platform , erected on the street near the

As to wages, the investigation reveals company's office, the forty -piece Railways

a situation in need of improvement. The Employes Band played and a quartette

report states that : “ In factories, stores sang between vaudeville acts put on by

and laundries, half of the women receive Van, Schenck and other actors.

less than $ 11.05 per week . Higher median A most substantial fund for the flood

earnings than these were found in all but sufferers was raised by the whole-hearted

four of the fourteen states in which women's co -operation of the Pittsburgh Railways

wages have been studied by the Women's Company and old Division No. 85 of the

Bureau. In hotels and restaurants median Amalgamated.

earnings were $10.15 for white and $ 10.75

for negro women per week. MR. W. KESLEY SCHOEPF DEAD

" In Delaware nearly one-third of the

families interviewed were supported primar Death has taken W. Kesley Schoepf, of

ily by the earnings of women . About one Cincinnati, Ohio , a man whose whole life

sixth of the women were living in families was committed to electric railway trans

in which a group of relative women were portation . Mr. Schoepf was a constructing

maintaining the household and in engineer and , in the early history of electric

fourth of the families the woman herself railway transportation , as a civil engineer,

was the principal bread winner. Of this, he was engaged in the construction of elec

last group of women, it is a fact worth tric railways in , and about Washington ,

knowing that more than half were single D. C. , where he became an electric railway

and two -thirds were widows, separated or magnate, and at one time was general

divorced . A majority of the women manager of the Columbia and Maryland

young, almost three-tenths being under Railroad, with headquarters at Baltimore.

twenty years of age and more than one
He was

a heavy_stockholder of one of

third were over forty years of age. the Washington , D. C. ,, street railways.
" Five plants provided no washing facili In 1899 he became vice -president and

ties at all. A little more than half of the general manager of the Consolidated Trac

establishments provided no towels and one tion Company, in Pittsburgh , Pa. He was

third provided only a common towel. In manager of this property until_in 1901,

one- third of the factories and some stores when it was sold to the present Pittsburgh

and laundries the common drinking cup Railways Company. From Pittsburgh he

was found, and , where bubblers were pro: went to Cincinnati, where, in 1901 he be

vided, they usually were insanitary ones. came general manager of the Cincinnati

A report upon a survey of twohundred Traction Company and the active

and sixteen factories made in Tennessee, manager of that property until late in

showed the average wage for negro women 1925, It was while he was manager in

was $6.96 a week , and the average wage Cincinnati that Division No. 627 of the

for white
$11.10 week. Amalgamated Association of Street and

Eleven per cent in all industries earn less Electric Railway Employes of America was

than $ 6.00 a week. The cigar industry , established . Following the institution of

with 23 per cent, showed the largest num the Local , he recognized that co -operation

ber of women who were paid this wage. in the operation of the property would be

The $ 6.00 per week rate was paid to stimulated by dealing fairlywith the Local

laundry workers. Union , which was his policy throughout

The investigation of living conditions of his control and management of that prop

10,300 women showed that 79 per cent erty . His first experience with the Amalga

were living at home. mated Association when he became

manager of the Consolidated Traction

PITTSBURGH RAILWAYS AND LOCAL Company, in Pittsburgh . It was under his

CONTRIBUTE TO MISSISSIPPI management that much improvement was

FLOOD SUFFERERS
obtained by Division No. 85, in the modifi

cation of working conditions through deal

The biggest help that the Pittsburgh ing fairly with the officers and executive

Railways Company received in contributing board of that Local. Upon the recent

to the Mississippi flood sufferers through death of Mr. Schoepf, the CINCINNATI

the Red Cross, came through efforts of Times is quoted as follows:

Division No. 85 of Street and Electric “ The sudden death of W. Kesley Schoepf

Railways of America, members of whom removes from Cincinnati life one of its

served as collectors on the One most interesting figures. For 25 years he

thousand seven hundred Red Cross collec had been constantly in the public eye as

tion boxes were placed alongside the fare the head of the Cincinnati Traction Com

boxes in the cars and a placard was dis pany. Naturally in the period of that

played in the windows . In this way organization's vicissitudes, the period of

total of nearly $3,000.00 was collected , in increasing car fares and decreasing car

cluding the returns from street entertain profits, he loomed large in popular dis
ment. cussion . He had battles to fight, and he

Through the opportune presence of the fought them with vigor. He had conten

famous Motorman and Conductor Vaude tions with citizen organizations, labor

33
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organizations, public officials and private steps to prevent future accidents . These

interests. He asked no quarter and gave facts do not seem to be considered by the

none. All in all, however , Mr. Schoepf press or the authorities."

a many-sided man - a fast friend, a

dauntless foe, a public -spiritedcitizen and
“ ASK ME ANOTHER"

a progressive man of affairs. He also was National Safety Council Submits Questions

a patron of art and culture and a liberal for Automobile Drivers

steward in philanthropy. He contributed

materially to Cincinnati's progression . Cin 1. What universal rule should be ob

cinnati regrets his going." served by both motorists and pedestrians?

2. In what direction should a motorist

APPROACHING COOLIE CONDITIONS pass when he meets other drivers going in

the opposite direction ?

Trieste, Italy - Begging for cancelled post 3. To which side should slow moving

age stamps, a waiter or a bellhop alertly vehicles keep?

watches each guest receiving a handful of 4. When should the horn be sounded ?

mail in Mediterranean Basin hotel . 5. Is parking with the left hand side of

Sometimes it is a chambermaid, some of the car next to the curb a good practice?

whom are on duty from 6 a . m . to 10 6. Which car gets the right of way at

p . m. , who will plead for this slender means street intersections ?

of increasing their income . There is a 7. When you are about to stop, start or

market here for cancelled stamps, even for turn , what should you do?

the cheapest kinds, known as " continentals." 8. What should you do when you are

These are made by child labor into packets going to back your car?

for stamp collectors . 9. What kind of headlights are essential?

Since the war, even more than before , 10. Do your license plates belong in your

human life here, perhaps more accurately safe deposit box?

human misery, is approaching coolie condi
tions . The cause is the excessive birth ANSWERS TO " ASK ME ANOTHER"

rate. While the average American finds it QUESTIONS FOR AUTO OPERATORS

difficult to properly raise and educate more Prepared by the National Safety Council

than 3 children , families of 7 or 8 here are

Italy's increase of population 1. The Golden Rule should be observed

pressure therefore is
exceeded only by by motorists and pedestrians .

Japan's. 2. When a motorist meets another driver

The sentimentalists declare should coming from the opposite direction , he

once more lower the bars blocking this should pass to the right.

excess into America. Such claims arise 3. Slow moving vehicles should keep to

out of a false idealism . Not only would the extreme right.

this reduce American wages to coolie 4. Motorists should sound their horns to

standards, but it would even give merely warn pedestrians and to signal other drivers

temporary relief to the Mediterraneans. when passing on their left when going in the

The birth stream would so on again fill up same direction .

the Mediterranean basin to the brim . 5. When stopping or parking an auto

Americans, particularly American Labor, mobile, see that the right side (not the

must be guard against “ sob stuff" left side) is within six or eight inches of

stories, planned to so break down public the curb . The wheels should be cramped

opinion that it will be unresisting to to the right , so that car can't move far

attempt to again flood the United States accidently .

with cheap labor.-Calif. Immigration Com . 6. At street intersections give the right

Fieldworker . of way to the car at your right. Do not

presume too much when you have the right

MINE BLAST DEATHS IGNORED of way ; the other driver may think it be

BY PRESS longs to him.

7. Always signal when preparing to stop,

Charleston , W. Va.-Newspapers of this start or turn . If possible, signal by er,

State are printing columns of sob stuff on tending the arm , or have a good type of

the heroism of the State mine inspector mechanical signaling device installed .

and officers of the New England Fuel and 8. Sound your horn three times before

Transportation Company for their rescue of backing .

dead bodies at the mine explosion at 9. Be to have non-glaring head

Everettsville , where 97 workers lost their lives . lights . If yours are not of the right type ,

The victims and their dependents are dim them when approaching another car or

overlooked by the newspapers and little pedestrian in the dark .

space is given to the causes of the catas 10. See that your license tags are in,

trophe or to a discussion of preventative stalled in the position specified by law and

that they are kept clean, so they will be

" A strict observance of the State mining clearly visible under all conditions.

laws and proper
would have

prevented this disaster," says the West Lafayette , Ind.- Officials of the Brother

Virginia Federationist. hood of Painters and Decorators officially

“ The responsibility rests somewhere, and announce the referendum election of Fifth

it is up to the proper State authorities to Vice -President Swick as general secretary

place that responsibility and to take drastic treasurer.

on

sure

measures.

measures
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Twenty-nine

men.

sos

-5

locals.
Brooks, of the

linemen,
reported

that an
increase had been

granted to the

Carpenter, of the
painters , told of

the last
meeting of the

painters,
which was

well
attended. He stated that all

members

of his
organization were

working.
Binkley,

of the
carpenters ,

reported that building

operations were fair for this year and that
conditions in general were

favorable for an

active season .

An
International

representative of the

Amalgamated
Association of Street and

Railway
Employees ,was the special speaker

for the evening. He traced the advance

ment of the laboring man in the last few

years . The speaker brought home the

fact that one of the foremost
incentives of

man was self help and helping. He further

stressed the importance of
organizations

aiding one another in order that each may

prosper.

June 8 all members of locals are, invited

to attend
organization meeting at

Owosso . The local council is planning to

charter a special car to make the trip.

Lansing Industrial News.

an
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Welch, W. Va. - The killing of workers

in non-union mines in this State con

tinues . The latest disaster is at a mine

owned by the Central Pocahontas Coal

Company, near here. Eight miners lost

their lives. This explosion , follows the

Everettsville tragedy, where 95 lives were

TREASURER JAMES HUNT lost. As is usual, the newspapers discuss

Division 425, Hartford, Conn. every feature of these explosions, but the

cause, No call is made for the enforce

Among the prominent members of organ
ment of mine laws, and if the unorganized

ized labor in Hartford, Conn ., is the employes protest against dangerous condi

present treasurer of Division 425 . He is tions they are curtly told to seek work

one of the devoted forces of the American
elsewhere .

Labor Movement. Brother Hunt served

as treasurer of Division 425 for the five In the course of the sitting of the Indiana

years from 1917 to 1923. For a time he
Legislature, bills were enacted that became

was out , but he is now back .
We are

a law as utility measures ; first, that one

pleased to see him again as our treasurer, has the right to appeal to the Circuit or

as he is one of the best we ever had and
Superior Court from any ruling of the

he is recognized regular fellow . Indiana Public Service Commission, the

Brother Hunt is treasurer of the base appeal to be taken within thirty days

ball team of Division 425 and is a rooter after the ruling made by the Commission.

for the Catholic Club Team of Parkville. The second law provides that if the Public

He is known as Major Hunt. He has been Service Commission finds, on inquiry, that

an active member of Division 425 for over salaries paid by utilities are excessive or

twenty years .
that more persons are employed than neces

sary , or that any unjustified expense is

LANSING , MICH ., TRADES AND LABOR being incurred , the Commission shall desig

COUNCIL BACKS CAR FARE RAISE nate such items and not take them into

account in fixing rates of fare. A third

The Lansing Trades and Labor Council bill that became a law was the amending

at its regular bi-monthly meeting, Wednes of an act of 1915, by eliminating a pro

day evening, passed a resolution favoring vision which required areport to be made

the fare increase asked by the Michigan to the Public Service Commission and its

Electric Railway. The proposed increase approval obtained before the earnings of a

would mean that three tokens instead of municipal plant that had accumulated a

four could be purchased for 25 cents. sinking fund sufficient to pay its debt,

The company hasfor several years been could be turned into the general fund. А

losing money and feels that they must joint resolution was passed, requesting the

have an increase in fares if they are to U. S. Congress to legislate to deny juris

pay operating expenses. diction to Federal Courts to hear utility

The meeting was marked by a large rate cases until the legal remedies offered

attendance of delegates from the various by the State Courts are exhausted ,
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PASTOR EVICTED FROM German railway men . Within the year

COMPANY HOUSE 1926, 246 workers and 134 officials were UPOX

killed and 945 workers and 167 officials

Pittsburgh , Pa.---Rev . William Gilbert injured on the German State Railways,

Nowell , pastor of the Fawcett Methodist through accidents arising out of the service.

Episcopal Church at Hills Station, has been In November and December, alone, 115

evicted from a company house owned by were killed , 70 of whom belonged to the

the Pittsburgh Coal Company following his officials grades and , 45 to the workers

refusal to preach the anti -union gospel of grades. în Germany's railway circles the

this corporation . high figures are generally attributed to the you

The coal company signed the Jackson- long working hours that are ' in force.

ville agreement with the United Mine According to the official figures of the

Workers and later repudiated
its contract. central management

, scheduled weekly

Writing to local newspaper, Rev. working hours in the different branches of

Nowell said that, while he favored the service are :

union , he did not take sides and that he Train staff — 48,525 employes— 58.3 per

declined " to view the matter from the cent work 54 to 60 hours and 18,123 of the

company's angle ." He was called to the 48,525 employes work from 55 to 60 hours

office of H. M. White, field manager for

the company , who "advised him to con Of the locomotive staff, comprising 64,074

sider the question from the company's employes, 49 % per cent work 54 to 60

standpoint. hours and 16,990 of the 62,074 employes

" Allowing misunderstanding to work from 55 to 60 hours per week.

my views, which were in favor of organized Of the station staff , comprising 126,630

labor. I left the office with no little resent employes, over 80 per cent work from 54

ment on their part as to my attitude, ' to 60 hours and the balance from 55 to

clergyman said . 60 hours per week. This also applies to

" From that time on my actions and
the permanent way and inspection staff.

associations have been spotted by men of One hundred thousand employes are thus

the Pittsburgh Coal Company, as admitted scheduled to be working 60 hours per week,

by several employes. Everywhere I went and this is exclusive of additional time

and everything I did was noted and carried required on different occasions, and the

to the authorities. high accident list is attributable to the

" Thursday afternoon, April 28 , Mr. White long weekly hours of service in the rail

again had a coal and iron policeman inform way work.

me he wanted to see me at the office, so I

immediately went in . Replying to WHAT UNION LITERALLY MEANS

question from Mr. White, whether I was By E. G. Bernath

of the same mind as previously, I admitted

I was . Whereupon he informed me that You must carry out your weight. As a

I was wasting my time in this community rule , a man that joins à Union does so for

in an effort to bring together the union his rights and protection.

and non -union groups or in attempting to A machine that will not lift or pull its

bring about a reconciliation ." own weight is out of the question for trans

Because of the clergyman's refusal to
portation purposes. Likewise , a member

make his pulpit an annex to the anti-union of a Union who does not contribute his

concern , he was told that he would forfeit full share of effort toward keeping, the

any " favors" the company had bestowed organization machine in carrying condition

is a dead weight to the enterprise.

Rev. Nowell is married and has a year It isnot sufficient to pay dues and

old baby. " It will be difficult for me to farm out the rest of the work to someone

carry on the work if I have to find a else, even though he be elected to per.

house elsewhere," said the courageous form certain duties and perhaps, paid for

clergyman . " Once out, I will be subject doing so . An officer must have the sup

to the trespass rules , the same as anyone port of the men he represents, if he is to

else , and it may not be easy for me to accomplish much of anything for them .

come and go among the members of the There are members of unions who are

Hills congregation . There are no houses content to pay dues and contribute nothing

vacant close at hand and I will have to further.

leave the immediate community ." — A . F. of Our men don't work that way on the

L, News, trolley cars. There they do their own share

of work. They realize the value of team

COLORADO ELIMINATES STATE POLICE work in railroadingbut forget all about it

when it comes to the business affairs of

Denver , Colo . - Governor Adams has signed their labor organization .

the bill that outlaws Cossacks in this state, It is a splendid compliment, of course,

The bill passed both branches of the Legisla to the officers of an organization, when

ture without a dissenting vote . the members of it allow them to perform

all of its duties, but it is not good busi

LONG WORKING HOURS ness.

CAUSE ACCIDENTS There is wisdom in conference , even

though it may not be unanimous in its

The I. T. F. reports that there is an expression or determination .

increased number of casualties among point of the majority is necessary to under

upon him .

The view
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All food for man and beast must be shipped

in . A vast area is in financial straits as

the waters subside. A plague of insects

will doubtless follow, and scourges of

malaria and dysentery, and, unless im

munization succeed , smallpox and

typhoid .

" Aid in great amounts must come from

outside the inundated area, in addition to

what the seven states affected by the

food can do, are doing heroically and will

do to their limit. The things of immediate

and overwhelming, importance are rescue,

food, shelter, medicine, nurses, sanitation

and immunization against pestilence while

the waters are subsiding. Then there will

be a demand for vast sanitation projects,

restoration of buildings, return of people

to their homes, care of the sick and injured.

The whole immense problem of rehabilita

tion will have to be faced, and this is

doubly difficult because the population is

rural, and scattered over plantations in

some of the most inaccessible parts of the

United States."

standing. Without it, the officer must de

pend upon his own judgment, which might

be changed if the opinion of the member

ship were better understood.

Every one of our readers who has en

gaged in any enterprise where individual

effort was necessary to success, will appre

ciate the force of this advice. Too much

dead weight in any business means defeat.

Do you know that, if the majority always

was at the front, a demonstration of pro

test and a threat to quit would not be

necessary ?

The very fact that a mere handful takes

care of the work of a labor organization

cheapens its efforts. It is not taken seri .

ously. Its declarations are understood to

be the expressions of a few office holders

who must keep up some kind of agitation

to hold their jobs. If these officers could

get their information first hand, and make

up their own minds as to the best methods

to follow , there would be a better under

standing among the members of theunion

and a change in official understanding of

what minority control of opinion and per

formance means.

We, like all organizations, have too many

members ringing the bell and too few

throwing coal into the organization firebox.

We have not as yet started burning oil,

although there are thousands of members

who act as if bell ringing, and that of

an indifferent kind, is about all that may

be expected of them ; “ don't they pay

dues?" The dues are compulsory in certain

respects and voluntary in others.

I believe that, if the entire member .

ship of organized wage workers would

put forth its fair share of effort toward

organization endeavor, we would have a

far better story to tell of the results of

concentrated effort. Every man pulling

hisown weight is what counts.

You cannot get more out of an organi.

zation than you put into it. Therefore, by

force of example, teach what " unions

literally means. Ring the bell, but don't

forget to throw on your share of coal.

Attend meetings.

TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL

LABOR NEWS

THE FLOOD SITUATION

Canada -- There was an increase of ap

proximately 40 per cent in the number of

immigrants who landed at the Port of

Quebec during the year 1926, the grand

total for the year being 63,785, as compared

with 47,306 in 1925 .

England Employment generally through

out the British industries improved during

March, with marked increases noted in

manufactures of pottery and earthenware,

tailoring industries, general and marine

engineering, ship -building, building and pub

lic works contracting,
contracting cotton, textiles,

bleaching, dyeing, etc... The Trade Disputes
and Trade Unions Bill, designed to make

general strikes in Great Britain illegal in

the future, was introduced in Parliament

on April 4, last.

Germany - According to labor statistics

available for the middle of March, 1927 ,

published by the Government employment

bureaus, the number ofmale applicants for

work decreased by 227,104 or 11.6 per

cent, and female applicants decreased by

27,500 or 6.9 percent. The number of

positions available for male workers in

creased by 5,751 or 50.7 per cent, and for

female workers by 5,211 or 28.9 per cent.

Mexico - Emigration from the Guadala

jara district to the United States during

the past quarter is reported as having been

heavy, 1,288 non -quota visas having been

issued to Mexican emigrants for entrance

to the United States during the quarter,

as compared with 667 during the preceding

quarter.

Nova Scotia - According to a Statement

recently made by the Secretary of the

Nova Scotia Accident Prevention Associa

tion , during the past year there has been a

10 per cent increase in the aggregate of the

pay rolls of all classes of industry that

come under the Workmen's Compensation

Board of the Province.

on

Dr. Worth M. Tippy, secretary of the
Federal Council's Commission the

Church and Social Service, has been study

ing conditions in the flood areas of the

Mississippi valley.

Dr. Tippy reports: “ The understanding

of the magnitude of the flood disaster
increases in this section every hour. I

visited a refugee camp today and it taught

me more than any amount of statistics .

" The Negroes are the greatest sufferers.

I saw them - husbands, wives, ehildrenand

aged people - huddled together. Practically

all have lost hogs and poultry, their standby

for meat and eggs. They have practically

nothing left, and since this year's crop is

being ruined, they have little prospect for

"Hundreds of towns and small cities

have no water, or only contaminated water.

the year .
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GERMANY'S ECONOMIC RECOVERY " The turn of the tide came late in 1923

with the abandonment of the political

The economic recovery of Germany, from policy of passive resistance to French

the chaos and depression that prevailed a occupation of the Ruhr and with the return

few years ago has astonished Europe. to a stable currency in the form of the

How this has been brought about is de rentenmark. By means of an understand na obe

scribed by Alfred P. Dennis, one of the ing with the French , the operation of the

members of the United States Tariff Com . mines and factories was resumed. Rhine

mission , in a very striking manner. land secessionists were suppressed , the Red

“ Random straws may be taken to indi element was brought to book in Saxony,

cate the pace of German economic recovery.
difficulties in Bavaria composed.

"Savings bank deposits (1,790,000,000 Taxes were levied in gold , evasions were

marks at the beginning of 1926 ) punished by real instead of phantom

steadily through the year and now exceed penalties.

3,000,000,000 , The bank rate in the same " The history of Germany's present-day

period has fallen from 10 to 6 per cent , industrial efflorescence could be written

accompanied by a marked rise in stock around coal, chemists and cartels. Coal

exchange quotations. lies at the base of Germany's pyramid of

“ The production of electrical power wealth . The genius of the German chemist

shows an increase in 1925 of 184 per cent renders raw material accessible to humanity

over 1913. in a thousand forms. The cartel is the

" Export trade is only about 10 per cent symbol of the German genius for organi

in value below pre-war level.
In 1925

zation .

German sales in the Far East exceeded in
" When it to German business

value the business done in 1913 by 33 per integration , it is interesting to note per

cent. Latin -American sales are approxi
centages of capital in some of the great

mately back to pre-war value. Trade with
industrial and business combinations. For

Sweden , Denmark and Holland has greatly
example , in coal mining, 90 per cent ; in

increased , tending to offset acute losses in
potash, 98 per cent ; in heavy iron and

Russia, Poland, the Hapsburg succession
steel, 85 per cent; in dyes, 96 per cent ;

states, the Balkans and Asia Minor.
in lignite, upwards of 94 percent; in

" Germany's coal production for 1926 in banking, about 74 per cent ; in insurance,

the present area without the Sarre slightly 77 per cent ; in ocean shipping, 81 per

exceeds that of the same area for 1913 , cent ,

while the output of lignite, or brown coal ,
" Taking coal , the laboratory and the

has actually increased by 38 per cent . cartel convenient symbols, we may

"Germany already leads the world in the

establishment of commercial air transport
obtain a picturization of the mighty static

and dynamic energies inhering in 60,000,000
lines .

highly intelligent, homogeneous, industrious
“ Although her commercial feet

was cut to 15 per cent of its pre-war
people occupying a strategic position in the

heart of Europe and pursuing common
strength under the peace settlement, ends with the invincible

Germany's tonnage is already back to 60

obstinacy of

insects.” — Information Service F. C. Č. C.

per cent of pre-war and is surpassed only In. A.

by Britain's and Italy's in the steel steamers

and motor ships now under construction.

“ The average German today has some
COMPETITION OF MOTOR FIRMS

where around three -fourths of his pre-war

income in real purchasing power, and , while During the 25 years since 1902 some 182

his burden of taxation in real money is firms have engaged in the manufacture of

just about double what it was before the passenger automobiles commercial

war, it is still slightly under the French scale . At the beginning of this year only

per capita tax and a third less than the 50 of them remained in business. These

burden laid upon the British rate payers. figures are taken from two excellent articles

" One is impressed in traveling through
recently published in the Harvard Business

Germany by the number of new roofs on
Review by Mr. Ralph C. Epstein, of the

farm dwellings, the magnificence of the
University of Buffalo , and from additional

roads, the integrity of the vast forests ,
data furnished by him . In arriving at

the efficiency of railroad maintenance and
these figures only firms that actually con

operation, and the splendid equipment of

ducted manufacturing on considerable

the industrial plants.

scale are taken into account. Separate

This development has come about in companies operated by a single corpora

spite of the fact that "on the material
tion , as in the case of General Motors, are

side Germany had lost 13 per cent of its
counted as individual units, while com

continental area , 10 per cent of its popu
panies that changed names and manage

lation , its entire colonial establishment, 26
ment but did not go out of business are

per cent of its coal , 74 per cent of its iron considered as being continuing concerns.

ore , 68 per cent of its zinc, 85 per cent of
Cleveland Trust Company Bulletin .

its merchant tonnage and 30 per cent of

its potash production . The pre-war capacity The United Railways of St. Louis, Mo:

to put a million metric tons of sugar on has filed a petition with the Missouri Public

the world market annually had been en Service Commission, asking that the road

tirely wiped out. be permitted to establish an 8 -cent fare.

ocean

on a

a
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FUTURE OF UNIONISM MENACED The contest is of more than merely

local significance . It represents a high

Indianapolis, Ind. - Struggles of street spot in the American Plan or " open shop

railway employes in Indianapolis against an drive, launched at the close of the World

implacable combination of " open shop " in War. Even while the war on and

fluences for relief from starvation wages war profits were swelling the coffers of

and the seven -day week have raised a industrial interests to the bursting point,

question of vital concern to the entire labor many large employers were infuriated by

movement,
the fact that wages and working conditions

Ananswer to this question will be sought throughout the country reflecting

of the United States Supreme Court in an prosperity.

appeal from the Baltzell injunction decision Organized labor has fought courageously

aimed against employes of the Indianapolis and usually successfully to repel these un

Street Railway Company. generous anti-assaults, but in some sections

Determination to carry this case to the of the country the “ open shopper " has

highest court was reached by W. D. Mahon, gained the upper hand. That has happened

president, and other officials of the Amalga in Indianapolis. Unorganized labor here

mated Association of Street and Electric has been reduced to a shamefully low wage

Railway Employes, supported by urgent level, and war tothe knife has been de

'messages from William Green , president clared against all effortsto organize workers.

of the American Federation of Labor, and The wage scale on the street cars is 37

other Trade Union leaders. Hon. Alex J. to 42 cents an hour. Less than fifty men

Groesbeck , ex-governor of Michigan, and receive the maximum scale today, as it is

Frank J. Baker , Indianapolis attorney, will based on five years service.

present the appeal . The trouble in Indianapolis began

The main point to be settled in this year ago, when a number of car men re

legal contest is whether the right to strike quested the Amalgamated Association of

exists under the laws of the land. Specifi Street and Electric Railway Employes for

cally, the anti-injunction clause of the assistance in forming Local Union.

Clayton Act will be up for interpretation . Robert B. Armstrong and John M. Parker,

This clause says : both vice-presidents of the Amalgamated,

" In any case between employer and em were sent here. The " open shop " combina

ploye, no restraining order or injunction tion wheeled into action at once. From

shall prohibit any person or persons termi. the moment of their arrival Armstrong and

nating any relation of employment Parker were dogged by squads of police on

persuading others by peaceful means to foot and in automobiles.

do so ." Five street car employes were employed

When this clause was written , the intent as organizers - two of whom later admitted

of its sponsors was to outlaw the sort of in court that they were company secret

injunction that is based on the assumption agents under instructions to seek jobs with
that labor is property . the union . Armstrong and Parker and

Judge Baltzellº in Federal district court their agents were repeatedly arrested

in Indianapolis decided , however, that the fifty -three times in all - and never

Indianapolis Street Railway Company was victed of any offense. The favorite charge
entitled to

a preliminary injunction to was vagrancy , which means begging in the

restrain two union organizers from peace streets . Business and industrial bodies

ably persuading company employes to leave and two newspapers of the city lent moral

their employment and, further, that this and political support to the company in

injunction, directed primarily at these men, its efforts to block unionization .

could be extended to apply to men who The shameful invasion of their rights as

were employes of the company, law-abiding American citizens drove Arm

This interpretation of the law contains strong and Parker to appeal to the Federal

a serious threat against the right of workers Court for a restraining order against the

anywhere to strike. If permitted to stand police. Judge Baltzell dismissed the case,

it will enable any employer to obtain an with a reprimand for " degrading the Fed

injunction , restraining his employes from eral Court by bringing petty disputes

striking if he names one or more outsiders between the company and organized labor

in his application to the court. Hired before it . " This same court later heard

agents of the company could be used for an action when instituted by the company,

thepurpose if necessary, Judge Solon Carter, in a state court,

The seriousness of the plight in which granted a restraining order against the

organized labor is placed by this decision police and declared that “ organizing a

must be readily apparent ' to all union union is a lawful occupation ."

members and sympathizers. Despite all obstacles the organization

In the grip of poverty and working ten work went on and Judge Baltzell issued a

hours a day, seven days a week, for an court order , restraining Armstrong and

average wage of $ 22.00, frequently driven Parker .

to accept charity , the 1,100 employes of The company began discharging men
the Indianapolis Street Railway Company with the avowed intention of clearing out

found pitted against them the employing all union members. Sixty -four were dis

corporation, the Associated Employers of missed for alleged violation of the com

Indianapolis, an unfriendly city administra pany's " yellowdog " contract.
The men

tion and a police department under strict steadfastly denied signing the contractor

Orders to crush any attempt to organize. having knowledge of it.

con

1

1
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" all

men .

Agents of the Department of Labor company was paying expenses of police.

attempted to adjust the differences but men on strike duty.

Robert I. Todd, president of the company, Before an effective crystallization of pub

fatly refused to meet the men . Mayor lic sentiment could take place a series of

Duvall also declined to assist in meditation . dynamite explosions changed the face of

Judge Baltzell then issued a preliminary the situation. Dynamite caps and charges

injunction, naming , Armstrong and Parker, were found on tracks in many parts of the

local union members and persons city.

having knowledge of this order ." As might have been expected, these out

" This court is not going to permit a rages worked a great injury to the cause

strike to be called ,” he declared . of the car The police arrested car

Early in the morning of July 5 a mass men and endeavored to direct suspicion

meeting of union men was held . Armstrong toward the leaders of the union.

and Parker addressed the meeting and read Six car men confessed to the police that

the court's order from the platform. They they were instructed to engage in violence

advised the men that the order restrained by Harry Boggs.

them from advising a strike, and assured When the Federal court began issuing

the meeting that they could not call a warrants for arrest of " strike" leaders on

strike, even if they were not under court contempt charges, Boggs hurriedly left the

order. They then left the meeting. Wild city. He was later arrested at Puritan

excitement prevailed in the meeting. There Mines, W. Va. , and returned to the city.

were men there who had been forced to Boggs immediately called the Indianapolis

accept charity when death or sickness in Street Railway Company's office .

vaded their homes, men who had been “ Why are you calling them ?" he was

discharged for joining a union and others asked.

who were_momentarily expecting dismissal. " I want to speak to a friend of mine. "

Harry Boggs had been elected president “ Who is he? "

of the Local. He declared that all were “ Mr. Pfum , the assistant superintendent."

facing discharge for belonging to the union. To the court, officials and attorneys of

They would follow the sixty -four into the the company admitted that Boggs was in

streets as soon as the company could re their employ at $50.00 a week as a secret

place them. The thing to do, he urged , agent.

was to accept the fact that a lock-out was When Boggs' case came up before Judge

already in force and not return to work. Baltzell , he was again questioned, the court

This counsel prevailed . Boggs was a paid asking :

agent of the company. “ You were working for the union , were

Why did the company's agent precipitate you not?"

the walkout ? Stranger things than this “ Yes ."

remain to be explained about the com were working for the com

pany's agents. The development Boggs pany, too ? ".

brought about placed Armstrong and Parker “ Yes sir . "

in jeopardy of the court's wrath . Some of "And you double -crossed them both ."

the walkout's cost would be recovered by " No sir, I never double -crossed the com

reduction of all company employes to the pany. "

minimum wage scale through loss of service Mr. Boggs , however, went to jail for sixty

standing. days.

To get a clear understanding of the When failure of the ill - timed walkout ,

situation, one must bear in mind that this precipitated by a company agent , had be.

is an " open shop ' town , one in which come apparent, attorneys for the car men

the nation -wide drive to force down wages attempted to obtain relief under terms of

had made much progress, and that employ the company's alleged contract, which pro

ing interests of the city were eager to teach vides that , in case of grievance on the part

Unionism a " lesson . " of employes, complaint may be made to

The dispersing car were roughly the superintendent and, if not adjusted,

menaced by police clubs.
Efforts to pro

appeal to the president of the company

voke an outbreak of violence failed , how and then to the State Public Service

ever, and the walkout began quietly. Commission ,

The Fourth of July fell on Sunday last Three separate petitions were filed by

year, so the holiday was being celebrated individual car men, asking an increase to

on the fifth, a day of very light traffic, 60 and 65 cents an hour; demanding rein

since business places and factories statement of discharged union men and re

closed . This fact may have had a share questing changes in conditions of employ.

in inspiring the company agent to on that ment . Two of these petitioners were

day precipitate the walkout.
coerced to withdraw their petitions. James

Some appreciation of the plight of the Green , the third petitioner, stood firm .

men and of the outrageous campaign di After several months of delay , hearing was

rected against them was beginning to spread had before the Public Service Commission.

to the public. Councilman Walter R. The company contended that Green repre

Dorsett brought out a resolution , calling sentedhimself, alone,andthat any changes

on the Mayor to offer mediation ; a delega ordered in the would affect bim,

tion of women visited the Mayor but were alone . Reinstatemen
t

of discharged men,

denied admission , and an investigation by they argued , was none of his concern and

Federal authorities was promised . Council could not be his grievance.

Millard Ferguson charged that the
While the " yellow dog" contract states

" And you

men

were

case

man
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that " the business of this company shall

be conducted at all times on an open shop

basis," the company, as is usual in such

cases, interprets the “ open shop " to mean

one closed against the employment of union

The emptiness of the company's claim

that the contract afforded the men pro

tection against exploitation became ap

parent, when it was revealed that the

alleged agreement was in the form of a

" contract at will," which could be can

celled by either party at any time without

notice .

With the company thus in complete con

trol of the situation , ready to discharge

instantly any man known to be a union

member, the case of the suffering car men

appears today quite hopeless, unless the

validity of the anti-injunction clause of the

Clayton Act can be restored. If this can

not be accomplished, the American Planners

will have won
a notable victory in this

city, and all organized crafts . may well

tremble for their safety .

The United States has disavowed any

intention of territorial encroachment or the

enjoyment of any material advantage in
China. It has officially declared its only

purpose is to protect American lives and

property in China . The laboring people

of the United States would be opposed to

our Government doing anything more in

China than to extend the protection to

American lives and property which the

government of the United States is under

obligation to give to its citizens when in

danger.

The American labor movement believes

that the Chinese people should be given

the widest and fullest opportunity to

establish a government of their own choos

ing and to exercise its sovereignty without

interference from other nations. The great

powers which have admittedly been en

croaching upon Chinese territory should

immediately declare their purpose to with

draw from Chinese soil, to give up every

concession which they had gained through

force or otherwise and thus leave China

free to work out its own destiny.

Such action would give recognition to

the commonly accepted principle of self

determination of the people and the right

of all nations, great and small, weak or

powerful, to settle their own national, social

and political problems in their own way

and in accordance with their own ideals .

1
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CHINA

By William Green in the

“ American Federationist”

TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

1

The revolutionary movement in China,

which has attracted so much attention, is

the culmination of a growing desire on the

part of the Chinese people for the enjoy

ment of self-government and the blessings

of liberty and freedom .

For many years a spirit of discontent

has manifested itself in China and , as a

result, a progressive movement, having for

its objective the establishment of a Na

ționalist republican form of government,

has been gaining strength and power.

This growing demand forthe establish

ment of a free China has been accentuated

by the action of certain foreign govern

ments in demanding the enjoyment of extra

territorial rights and special concessions in

Chinese territory

As in all movements of this kind , many

destructive forces manifest themselves. The

subdued feelings of groups of people who

resent the imposition of injustice and

wrong are given full play. During such

experiences the people are susceptible to

destructive influences and are in a frame of

mind to absorb and espouse destructive

doctrines. This is taking place in China.

Communism and the communistic phil

osophy will make some headway, tempo.

rarilyat least,in China, but there islittle

danger of this destructive influence gaining

much headway among the great majority

of the Chinese people. The history, tra

dition and characteristics of the Chinese

people are against the acceptance of such

a fallacious doctrine. There is no funda

mental basis, either in the lives, character

istics or minds of the Chinese people, upon

which a Communist government could be

built. There is no danger of a revolution

in China resulting in the establishment of

& soviet government of a government of

communistic rule.

" Since the report in the May number of

the M , and C. there has been instituted

Locals as follows : Div. No. 469 , Derby,

Conn ., organized by Treasurer Rezin Orr;

Div. No: 470, Franklin ,Pa., organized by

A. F. of L. Organizer W. j . Welter, and

Div. No. 471, Waltham , Mass., organized

by organizer Wm. J. Walsh and Treasurer

Orr. Charter No. 471 is the twenty

fourth charter granted by the International

President since January 1, 1907.

" International President W. D. Mahon

left San Francisco May 22 and arrived in

Detroit on the 27th . Upon the date of

his leaving San Francisco the strike of

San Francisco Local No. 205 had been in

progress sixteen days . He reported the

situation as being at the time most favor

able in the interest of the striking em

ployes. According to his investigation, the

company frowned upon all overtures on

part of the Local officers, embracing

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius.

final conferences prior to the strike, the

company, even refused to insure for any

length of time the rate of wages established

by the recent arbitration board. That

was fixed to continue until

May 1 , was 31 , 32 and 33 cents per hour .

The company proposed to fix a rate of 25

cents per hour for new Such an

arrangement
would have given the com

pany a decided advantage to be appropri

ated in case of a return to normal condi

tions. In fact, it was a blow in the direc

tion of lowering the standard of wage now

prevailing upon the Pacific Coast.

In

wage, which

men.
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PILES STOP

stan

us

Don't Buy a New Changer

Every timethe fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five - Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Savestime,

pockets, patience — and Speeds up sched

ules — No fumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device andour exclusive

Adjustable feature on fourth and fifth barrels.

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 -BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No.566 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 6 tokens

Price $ 4.00 postage paid. J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St., New York City

" Vice-President A. L. Behner, who in

the last issue of the M. and C. was re

ported as working upon the Northern Ohio

situation ,succeededinsecuring an adjust- New Internal TreatmentWill Do It

ment temporarily acceptable to the locals.

The Locals interested were Divisions Nos.
No Operation - No Delay

98, Akron; 211, Canton; and 244, New SEND FOR FREE TRIAL

Philadelphia, Ohio. The high rate upon

the city lines is fixed at 22 cents per hour

Thousands have written of their cure by the

Pagemethod - just the combination treatmentwith

after two years of service , and 23 cents thetabletsand the piles leave. They heal internally

per hour upon the interurban .
the correct way . Salves and ointments give only tem

" G. E. B. Member Edw . McMorrow ,

porary relief . Write today for Free TestPackage-- it

costs you nothing ; the Page Method will heal your piles.

after the securing of the Joliet agreement,
Send for Free Test.

assisted Aurora, ill . , Div. No. 215 in com
E. R. PAGE CO ., 214B Page Bldg., Marshall, Mich.

piling a new agreement for presentation to MEN

the company He then gave his attention DON'T SEW ON BUTTONS .

to advising with the officers and members These buttons snapon , and they

of Chicago Div. No. 260, in the matter of
fit any garmeut. Pilcher Bachelor

securing a renewal of agreement. A vote
Buttons are detachable, too. Use

of the Local accepted the renewal of the

them again . If dealer can't supply

send his name and 25c for full

agreement with a wage rate for motormen assortment of 3 colors 3 sizes .

and conductors of 23 cents per hour for PILCHER MANUFACTURING CO . INC.

the first three months service men ; 25
Dept. 4701 Louisville , Ky.

cents for those more than three months On Tuesday, May 11 , he had a conference

and less than one year in the service, and with General Manager Jewell, who referred

27 cents per hour to those of one year or the matter to the president of the com

more in the service. " pany and arranged a meeting for President

Mahon and the local committee on the

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE evening of the 12th. The conference lasted

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR the better part of three days, during

whichtime the entire agreement hadbeen

“ A bill was recently passed by the discussed and each request of the Associa

Legislature of Connecticut, imposing a fine tion made plain to the officers of the

not to exceed $ 50.00, or imprisonment for company. At the closeof the conference

not more than three months , or both, on President Lang askedtwo weeks in which

street car conductors who fail to ring up to submite the matter to the officers and

fare ora ticket as soon as received by owners of the company. Upon this request

him . The corporations in the trust-ridden a general meeting of the Association was

state of Connecticut, not content with called and the two weeks time granted,

grinding their employes, and subjecting which time expired on the 27th of May,

them to the tender mercies of a Pinkerton at which time a counter proposition was

spotter, now call on the Legislature to received from the company.
After a con

enact stringent laws , even to three months' ference on the counter proposition, the

imprisonmen
t, for neglecting to ring up a agreement was arrived at, which was sub

fare, while on protection in return is givenmitte
d to a general meeting of the men on

to the conductor or motorman. We will Friday night, the 28thof May, and was

yenture that the street railway employes ratified and accepted and signed by the

of Connecticut are poorly organized , or officers of the company and the Association

such laws would not be enacted . The respectively ,on Saturday , the 29th day of

Electrical Worker. May. The scale of wages in the agree
" At the close of the convention in ment is : For first three months service

Dayton, Ohio , President Mahon was called
men, 16 € per hour.

After three months

to Toledo, where the Division was de service, 18€ per hour.
Nine hours are to

manding an agreement for the coming year. constitute a day's work .

ter
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JOLIET (ILLINOIS ) AGREEMENT

AGREEMENT made and entered into this 8th

day of March, 1927, between the Chicago & Joliet

Electric Railway Company and the Chicago &

Joliet Transportation Company,party, ofthefirst

part, and the Amalgamated Association of Street

&Electric Railway Employees of America , Division
228, party of the second part.

WITNESSETH : That it is hereby agreed be

tween the parties hereto, for mutual consideration ,

each to the other moving, and for the welfare of

the traveling public, that an agreement between

the parties should be made for the above mutual

consideration . THEREFORE BE ITAGREED :

Date and Duration of Agreement

SECTION 1. This agreement shall be effective and

remain in force from January 1,1927, to December
31 , 1929.

Trainmen and Coach Operators
SECTION 2. That nine ( 9 ) consecutive hours

shall constitute a day's work for allcoachoperators,

car operators, motormen , conductors and crossing
flagmen.

All employees in car and coach service shall have

every eighth (8th ) day off. Days off to rotate

and regular reliet men provided foreveryseven

(2. runs, excepting the periodfromMay 30th to

LaborDay of the first Monday in September, in

clusive; during which time the schedule will be so

arrangedthat the daysoff shall not fall on Sun.

days, holidays or special attraction days.

Flagmen and Cicero Avenue Ticket Agents shall

have every tenth (10th ) day off.

During the continuance of this agreement the

wage scale shall be as follows :

One-man Car Operation 1927 1928 1929

Pirst three months.. .57 $ 59 ¢ 596

Next nine months .. 59 ¢ 61 € 61 $

After first year, regusar rate

on line assigned.

Joliet City car and coach

service . .61 % ¢ 63 % € 65 €

Lyons, Lockport- Rockdale and
Dellwood Park .65 € 65 ¢ 65 €

Chicago Interurban Division,

locai car service 68 ¢ 69 € 694

Chicago Interurban Division ,

through car service .........68 € 70 € 70 %

Two-man Car Operation

Baggage , Freight, Work Car,

Line Repair Car and Line
Tower Truck . .63 € 65 ¢ 65 €

Snow Plow and Sweepers .. .82 ¢ 84 ¢ 84 ¢

Car Hostlers . .61 % ¢ . 63%¢ 65 ¢

Crossing Flagmen and Cicero Avenue Ticket

Agents, $ 130.00 per month .

Relief Flagmen and ReliefTicket Agents shall be

paid fifty -six ( 56) cents per hour.

Two-manPassenger CarOperators to be paid five

(5 ) cents less per hour thanOne-man Operators.

Overtime:

All time over nine ( 9 ) hours shall pay at the rate

of timeandone-half . Snow Plows and Sweep

ers attherate of one dollar ($ 1.00 ) perhour.

No overtime will be allowed on reporting or

turning- in time.

Deadheading

Car menshall be paid full time for deadheading
on the interurban line between the stations

of their residence and place of work.

Vacations

All employees covered by this contract that

are paid on a monthly basis shall receive

one week'svacationeach year with full pay,

Line Cars, Trucks and Work Cars

Tower line car , work cars, and tower line truck

shall be manned by a crew of two (2) men

from the train and coach service . Line car

crew shall bepaid fromreporting time until
they are relieved or car ortruck ishoused.

No night report shall pay lessthan five ( 5 )
hours.

Instructing Students

Operators instructing students on interurban
division shall receive fifteen ( 15 ) cents per

hour over and above the regular hourly rate.

Operators instructing students on all other

lines (cars and coaches) shall receiveten (10)
cents per hour extra .

Accident Reports

Suspensionfor Accidents: When a man is taken

from his run of required to make out a re
port on account of an accident he will be

paid for all time he is held during investi

gation and for making out reports ; providing

the evidence clearly shows that it was through
no fault of his that the accident occurred.

Any employee required to testify as witness

for the Company shall be paid from the time
ordered to report until he is relieved , and all

expenses allowed.

Disputes in Time Turned In

Whenever there is a dispute in the time turned

in no time shail be deducted until first con

sulting employee turning in said time.

Reporting and Turning in Time

Operators of one-man cars and coaches shall

receive pay for the following time in addition

to regular scheduled hours allowed on run

to cover reporting, housing cars, checking up,

and turning in receipts :

City lines cars and coaches..25 mins. (day runs)

City lines cars and coaches .. 20 mins. ( night runs)
Interurban runs... 30 mins.

Conductors, car and coach operators, and all

other employees required to turn in receipts

shall turn in money and tickets to a clerk of

the Company at the barn , garage or office

who shall give them a receipt for same.

A receiver shall be located at the car house or

garage to receive receipts from employees

whose runs terminate at car house or garage,

or, if employees are required to carry receipts

from car house or garage to office , they shall

receive pay for fifteen minutes additional

time.

Reporting Time of Extra Men

Extra men required to make A. M. reports to

protect the regulas list of ſuns, or for emer

gency shall receive a, minimum of two (2 )

hours pay. Men who have been in the service

one year or more will be paid the regular
city line one-man car rate . When a man is

so held for emergency and later catches a run

or tripper (on car or coach) he shall be paid

from the time he is instructed to report for

emergency,

Extra Men Excused from A. M. Reports

Extra men working late night runs (designated

as owl runs) shall be excused from early
A. M. reports the following morning.

Misses and Late Reports

Men missing report shall serve two (2) days

at thefoot of the list , including the day they

missed.

Men reporting late shall lose their position for

that day.

Operation of Extra List

The extra list shallbe operated onwhat is
known as the revolving plan, Any extra men

that have worked nine (9 ) hours in any day
will be placed at the foot of the list on the

following day in regular order.

SECTION 3. Assigning Runs - In assigning runs

they shall be assigned according , to seniority of
service, and no regular run shall pay less than

nine (9) hours.

Discontinuing Runs - When regular runs are dis

continued before the changing of the list,
holding said runs shall receive pay for regular

scheduled runs until reassigned to regular runs (on

newpick ). Any city lines run open three (3) days
or less shall be assigned to extra men. All other

runs assigned according to seniority of service.

Choosing of Runs - In choosing regular runs there

shall be no classification of runs, and seniority shall

date from July 1 , 1916 (as agreed to in former

contract). Seniority on cars and coaches shall be

of same date, whether motorman or conductor.

Seniority in Changing Positions - Where a motor

manor conductor has changed positions previous to

March 6, 1922, his seniority rights shall begin from

date of said change.

If at any time an employee is placed on a run to

which a senior employee shall be entitled, the senior

employee shall be assigned to such run as soon as

convenient.

Bidding in Runs -- Where a run is open for ten

( 10) days or more said run shall be posted for a

bid and assigned to senior man .
Bids to be open

and run filled within forty-eight (48) hours.

Changing of the List - Employees shall choose

runs every, three (3) months regularly, effective as

follows : January 1st , April ist, July 1st and

October 1st.

Where a regular man is excused his run shall be

assigned on the daily list, according to rules gov .

men
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ATTENTION !

Motormen and Conductors

WE SPECIALIZE IN BETTER -BUILT

Traction Uniforms

at $ 32.50

Made of Regulation Blue Serge . Also

Civilian Suits , Gaberdines, Overcoats
Made to Measure

$ 25.00 $ 30.00 $ 35.00

Caps and High -Speed Changers

All Garments have the Union Label

Hoffman Tailoring Co.

2341 Olive St. at Jefferson

Phone: Central 9279 ST . LOUIS , MO.

in

erning such assignments, and list posted at six

o'clock p. m. (6:00 p. m. ) on the day previous .

SECTION 4. Chicago Interurban Trippers — Chicago

a. ( m. trippers shall be manned by regular a. m.

Lockport or city division men, and Chicago p . m.

trippers shall be manned by regular p. m. Lockport

or city division men, excepting the trippers that are

now scheduled as runs.

SECTION 5 . Equipment - All cars and coaches

shall be fully equipped and ready for operation for

crews or operators at leaving time, and all windows,

doors, and vestibules be proper condition to

keep out wind and storm, and all heating equip

ment be in proper condition. During cold weather
heat shall be turned on and cars and coaches

warmed when time for crews or operators to leave

barn with them .

Head - lights and Stools—Satisfactory head -lights

shall be placed on all cars and coaches for public

safety. Two stools shall be placed on all cars.

SECTION 6. Carrying and Delivering Company's

Property - Men operating passenger cars will be re

quired to carry and deliver Company's property

and newspapers , also light clean packages that the

Company may accept for transportation in emer

gency cases , but will not be required to handle or

deliver heavy, dirty , or buiky packages .

Operators of one- man cars and coaches will not
be required to carry newspapers in city cars or

coaches.
Operators on one-man cars and coaches will not

be required to leave their cars to flag railroad

crossings.
That carmen now in the employ of the Company

shall receive pay at regular rates provided in this

contract for time required to break in for car or

coach operation. Length of time required to break

into be determined by party of first part.

Lunch Relief — That party of the first part shall

provide a fifteen (15) "minute relief on each one

man car and coach run to allow regular operators

to eat their lunch ; provided there is not a sufficient

amount of time for lay-over for that purpose.

SECTION 7. Manning of Tripper Cars and Coaches

-Regular men working late runs shall not be re

quired to make morning trippers, and regular men
working day runs shall not be required to make

trippers after completing regular runs, unless it is

agreeable to the man requested to make the tripper.

When regular men are required to make tripper

runs in addition to their regular day's work, they
shall be paid a minimum of two (2) hours. That

all crews shall be paid for the time from which

they have been instructed to report until relieved

or until their car is housed .

That all motormen , conductors, car and coach

operators held for extra work or emergency shall be

paid their regular rates per hourfor all time so
held up to nine (9 ) hours. After nine (9) hours

at overtime rates . No report shall pay less than

two (2 ) hours.

When any motorman , conductor, car or coach

operator is required to do work of a lower rate

per hour than his regular scheduled run , he shall

receive pay in accordance with his regular scheduled

run .

SECTION 8. Coach Drivers on Long Distance

Trips - Twenty-four (24) hours shall constitute a

day, divided as follows :

The first nine (9) hours of each day from re
porting time of first day at regular rates. All other

time, while on duty, time and one-half.

Allliving expenses of operator while on trip shall
be paid by party of the first part.

Under no circumstances shall any coach driver

be compelled to beonduty over sixteen(16) hours

in any twenty-four ( 24) hours.

SECTION 9 . Barn , Shop and Garage Employees-

Present conditions as to days and hours off shall

continue .
Nine (9 ) hours shall constitute a day's work for

all Barn , Shop and Garage employees .

Senior employee shall be given the preference as

to hours of work .

During the period of this agreement the wage

scale of Barn , Shop and Garage employee shall be

as follows :

Cents Per Hour

First Year 1927
1928 1929

72.5 € 74.5 € 74.5 ¢

61.5 € 63.5 ¢
65.0 ¢

65.0 € 68.0¢
70.00

61.5 € 63.54 65.00

66.0 ¢ 68.06
68.0¢

70.54 72.54

58.0¢ 60.0 ¢
81.54 83.56 83.5

71.54 73.5 ¢

56.5 ¢ 61.54 63.54
65.00

56.5 €
60.0 ¢ 62.04 65.00

63.04 66.5 ¢ 69.0 ¢
70.04

69.0 ¢
70.0 ¢ 70.0¢

69.04 70.0 € 70.06

63.04 64.5 € 66.56

58.54 60.56 62.04

56.5 $ 58.54

46.54 48.5 €
50.5 € 52.00

52.0 ¢ 54.0¢
56.04 58.06

48.54
50.5 € 52.00

54.0 ¢ 56.06 58.00

$ 162.50 $ 167.50

198.00 204.00

178.00 183.00

64.5 € 66.5 $

64.56

$ 132.00 $ 134.00

72.54

62.04

73.5 €

68.00

60.00

Armature winder .

Armature winder helper .

Electricians - first class .

Electricians - second class

Welders -- gas and electric ,

Blacksmiths .

Blacksmith helpers .

Carpenter foreman ,

Carpenters ..

Truckmen

General repair men-day

General repair men-night .

Brake inspector -- night ..

Car repair man Summit Substation-night .

Barn helper. Summit Substation-night .

Painter helpers .

Car washer foreman ..

Car washers, sweepers , stove tenders-day

Car washers, sweepers , stove tenders-- night.

Firemen - day

Firemen-night .

Day barn foreman , per month

Assistant shop foremen , per month

Night barn foremen, per month .

Night barn foreman helper .

Switchmen ..

Night watchmen, per month

Garage Employees

Automotive mechanics-- day ..

Automotive mechanic helpers - day

Automotive mechanics-nights

Automotive mechanic helpers -- nights

Coach washers-day ..

Coach washers-nights

$167.50

204.00

183.00

68.00

08.06

$ 134,00
66.5 €

61.06

51.0 ¢

64.06

54.0 ¢

48.5 ¢

54.0 ¢

63.06

53.00

66.00

56.04

50.56

56.06

65.0¢

54.56

67.50

$ 7.50

52.07

58.0046.5 €

52.04
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WITNESS our signatures this 8th day of March ,
1927.

CHICAGO AND JOLIET ELECTRIC

RAILWAY COMPANY,

CHICAGO AND JOLIET TRANSPORTA

TION COMPANY.

By J. R. BLACKHALL, Vice - Pres. & Gen. Mgr .

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY

EMPLOYEES OF AMERICA,

DIVISION NO. 228 ,

By Geo. E. BRERETON, President .
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Unless we learn to do our duty to those

whomwe employ, they will never learn to do

their duty to us .-- Dickens.

Dickens .

on

Loyalty true unionists feel for the Union

Label proves men are better than beasts.

And in view of some movements, proof

seems to be needed ,

Buy

Union Stamped

Shoes

The night watchmen shall receive two ( 2 ) days

off per month with no reduction in the monthly

wage,

The car repairman at Summit car barns shali

receive four (4) days off per month.

When regular day men are called for wrecking

work, at night for emergency work in shop. barn

they shall receive time and one-half at
their regular rates, with minimum of five (5 )

hours allowed .

man is called to work on his day or

night off, for emergency,he will be given notice of

time to report and will receive pay at over-time
rate for the time he works , with minimum of one

( 1 ) day's pay at regular rate .

The company shall provide proper clothing to

protect wrecking crews from inclement weather.

Overtime - All time over regular day's work shall

pay time and one-half .

Night Work -- All time between 4:30 p . m. and

7:00 a. m. shall be considered night work .

Deadheading - All men sent out emergency

work that requires them to go to some other sta .

tion or point on the line shall be paid for the time

they leave the shop until they return .

SECTION 10. Sub -station Employees - During the

period of this agreement the wage scale of sub

station employeesshall be as follows:

Lemont Sub -station 1927 1928 1929

One-man, per mo .. . $ 156.00 $ 160.00 $ 160.00

One-man, per mo... 145.00 150.00 150.00

Summit Sub - station

One-man, per mo... $ 156.00 $ 160.00 $ 160.00

One-man , per mo... 145.00 150.00 150.00
Relief man ......... 156.00 160.00 160.00

Twelve ( 12 ) consecutive hours, excepting on days

when changes of shifts are made from day to night
work, shall constitute a day's work. The schedule

of hours on change days shall be so arranged as

to make the day's work as near twelve ( 12 ) hours
as possible.

Sub-station men shall choose their station accord
ing to seniority .

All sub-station men shall be entitled to one ( 1 )

day off in every week, and regular relief man pro

vided to take his place on his day off.

SECTION 11 . Leave of Absence - Any employee

seeking leave of absence for a period of thirty (30)

days or more , and same granted by the Company,

the headof the Department in which he is employed

shall notify the Secretary of the Association .

SECTION 12 . Free Transportation -- Free trans

portation shall be given to all members of theDivision or Association over all the Company's

lines. Such transportation to be in book form , and

free transportation shall also be given to employees '
wives and children onthe interurban line .

SECTION 13. Suspensions-Any member of the

Association suspended for any cause whatever, and

after investigation is found not guilty of the offense

for which he was suspended shall be re- instated to

his former position and paid for the time he had

lost, and at the same rate he would have received

had he been operating his car.

SECTION 14. Association Officers and Delegates

If any member of the Association shall be elected

or appointed to office in the Amalgamated Associa
tion of Street and Electric Railway Employees of

America, either local or International, the duties

of which shall require his absence from the services

of the Company, he shall still retain his line of

promotion as an employee , and upon his retirement

from said elected orappointed Office, heshallbe

placed in his seniority position with the Company .

SECTION 15 . Insurance - Effective January 1 ,

1928, in addition to the life insurance that the party

of the first part is now providing for its employees ;

each member of the party of the second part , after

one year's continuous service in the employ of the

party of the first part, shall receive insurance cov

ering sickness and non -occupational accidents, which

shall providefor payment of twenty dollars ($20.00)

per week during the period of disability, for a period

not exceeding twenty- six (26) weeks. Payment to

begin after first seven (7) days of disability.

Where occupational accidents the usual

workmen's compensation benefits will be paid and ,

when such benefits do not amount to twenty dollars

( $20.00) perweek, anadditional amount will be
paid to make the total amount twenty dollars

( $ 20.00 ) per week.

We ask all members of

organized labor to pur

chase shoes bearing our

Union Stamp on

the sole, inner
BOOT& SHOE

sole or lining of WORKERS UNION

the shoe. Weask

UNION STAMP

you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

you actually see

this Union Stamp .

Boot & Shoe

Worker's Union

Affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor

246 SummerSt. Boston , Mass .

COLLIS LOVELY , General President

CHAS. L. BAINE, General Sec'y - Treas.

1

If You Don't Receive Your

Motorman and Conductor

fill in this coupon and hand it to your F. S. ,

or mail it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR ,

260 East High St. , Detroit , Mich .

Name . Div , No......

Street ..

Former Address ....occur

No.. Street .

Post Office..
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HE athlete gets far more than exercise in

striving for hislaurels - he receives good

mental training, physical development, and

above all, character development.

The saver, like the athlete, receives far more

benefits from saving than the accumulation

of wealth - for saving builds character, encour

ages thrift and lays the foundation for success .
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FASHION LETTER

The season's styles, having been displayed , copied and

adopted to the tastes and needs of the ordinary and extra

ordinary woman , one may sit back and choose according

to ones fancy or inclination .

Skirts are a little longer, so that they will cover the

knees, and will show fullness, at front or sides, or all

around if the skirt is plaited , though some plaited models

show plaits only in front, or only at the sides.

The waistline will not be defined but will be placed

nearer to normal than it has been for some seasons, in

fact in some instances, it is at normal .

The general silhouette will be straight, with some

variations of course, but it will not be extremely slender

except at the hips.

Coat dresses are cut on princess lines or belted , or

treated so as to appear semi- fitted ,

Two-piece tailored suits have jackets slightly molded to

the lines of the form , or belted or held in with tucking

orseams to appear semi- fitted .

Blouses are worn tucked in or over the skirt with two

piece and sport dresses or skirts.

Sleeves will be long andfitted in dresses, coats and

suits for daytime wear. The raglan sleeve will be a

popular type for coat sleeves.

Panels and tier effects are in vogue, though the lines

will show less flare .

Boleros and bolero effects will continue in style , on

evening, afternoon and tailored dresses.

Afternoon dresses show very short sleeves or those in

elbow or three - quarter length, some with puffs or attrac
tive rumes .

Black and white is much in evidence, either alone or

combined .

Gray, appears to be a popular color. Blues are also

much desired, especially navy blue. Red is a good color

choice and green is well liked especially in the light tones
and in jade.

Beige, tan and browns are also good Spring and Sum
mer colors.

Crepe satin is a great favorite; it makes its own attrac
tive trimming.

Flat crepes and crepe de chine are also good .

5822

D

5803

5803. Ladies' Dress .

Cut in 6 Sizes: 34, 36, 38 , 40, 42 and 44 inches bust measure ,

A 38 inch size requires 2 % yards of figured material and 1% yard

of plain material 40 inches wide, togetherwith 15% yard of lining

27 inches wide for the underbody . The width of the skirt at the

lower edge is 1 % yard. Price 12c .

5822. Child's Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes: 2, 4, 6 and 8 years . A 4 year size requires 1 %
yard of 36 inch materiai. Price 12c .

5817. Girls ' Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 8 , 10, 12 and 14 years. ' A 10 year size requires

2 % . yards of 32 inch material for the Dress and 1 % yard for the
Guimpe . Price 12c.

5807. Ladies' Apron .

Cut in 4 Sizes: Small, 34-36; Medium , 38-40 ; Large , 42-44 ; Extra
Large, 46-48inches bust measure. A Medium size requires 2 %

yards of 27 inch material. Price 12c .

5807

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP-TO- DATE SPRING

and SUMMER 1927 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing, color plates ,

and containing 500 designs of Ladies', Misses andChildren's Pat- 5817

terns, a CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON DRESS

MAKING , ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THENEEDLE (illustrating

30 of the various, simple stitches) all valuable hints to the home
dressmaker.

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO. ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn, N. Y.
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$ 2750

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

T

SIME AND AGAIN thousands of Traction Men

have expressed a desire to own a civilian

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here, at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands , The Bloch Company has

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fine appearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have longbeen famous,

We're anxious to have you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $ 27.50 . If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted.

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.

ISSUED

UNITE

C
L
O
T
N
OThe Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic.

tured here and opposite
are both made of the

same pure wool , fine

quality material to sell at

an equally low price.
Union Label in both Uni.

formandCivilian Suits

Bloch

UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY
The Bloch Company Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge. Also Trolley Jim Time Book .

Name

Address

Name of Dealer.
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Hurst will welcome the Twentieth Con

vention that will convene in Birmingham

September 12 of this year. He will extend

to the convention the greetings of the

entire Alabama labor movement.

THE WINNING FEATURES

OF UNIONISM

was

PRESIDENT J. L. HURST

Alabama State Federation of Labor

There exists a sort of naturalness in the

social order of mankind for classification .

Yet there does not exist a natural desire

for isolation .

The naturalness for classification has a

strong tendency to effect isolation .

So far back as history may reach there

has existed the spirit of classification. We

need not go so very many generations back

when we come to the period of slavery,

and the master and servant lines stili

exist , as courts rule .

Let us , as wage workers , go back to the

time of the writing of the present Consti

tution of the United States , which succeeded

the Revolution of 1776. The Constitution

written not one hundred and fifty

years ago. “ So solicitous, wrote Luther

Martin at that time, “ were they (the

delegates at the Constitutional Convention)

that their proceedings should not transpire

(become known ) , that the members were

prohibited from taking copies of resolu

tions, on which the Convention was de

liberating , or extracts from any of the

journals (records) without formally moving

for , and obtaining permission , by a vote

of the Convention for that purpose ." This

convention was for the purpose of framing

constitution for the United States of

America and the delegates had reason not

to permit the general public to know of

the discussions and proceedings of the

convention in any way that would enlist

criticism . Therefore, the convention was

held exclusively behind closed doors . Of

those who made up the Constitution con

structors, there does not appear the name

of a wage earner , only live capitalists of

the time and capitalists' attorneys. Not

one delegate was within that convention,

to take part in it , who had been chosen

through the exercise of a single vote by

wage workers . In fact, they were all

chosen by the large taxpayers -- men who

were of that day of great wealth - whose

sole interests were the 'establishing of a

form of government that would serve in

the interest of property rights protection

based upon the principle by which

property rights had been attained by those

a

At a recent election of the Alabama

State Federation of Labor, Brother J. L.

Hurst, a member of Division No. 725,

Birmingham, Ala., was elected president for

the current year. Brother Hurst has been

a progressive leader in the Birmingham

labor movement and is looked upon as a

very capable man to head the labor move

ment of the entire State of Alabama .

He is at present looking after legislation

favorable to labor, as the state legislature

is in session . He played a prominent part

in killing a bill that had been presented

in the legislature, the purpose of which

was to tax all fraternal and labor organiza

tions throughout the State of Alabama

that carry à fraternal insurance or death

benefit for the members. The members of

the Amalgamated Association inAlabama

are very proud of the election of Brother

Hurst as the chief executive ofthe Alabama

legislative movement. As presidentof the

Alabama Federation of Labor , Brother

as
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How many

common

representing and being represented within

that convention .

The poorer element of people and the

small taxpayers , representing vastly the

wage workers, small property owners ,
and

renters, demanded the institution of a free

republic and those delegates assembled with

the clear understanding that, except that

they should bring forth some type of

Constitution that would lead the general

public to believe that its purpose was the

establishing of a free republic , their work

would lead to a rebellious condition . There

fore, the Constitution was very cautiously

drafted by expert lawyers who represented

those of the great wealth of the nation .

The Constitution necessarily required ex

ecutive, legislative and judicial depart

ments in government creation.

The legislative body was established to

embrace two branches of the legislature

senate and representatives. It is known

that a vast number of the delegates in

that convention proposed that the senate

feature of the legislature should be com

prised of senators elected for their natural

lives. Fearful of the antagonism that this

principle would receive , it was entered into

the Constitution that senators should serve

for six years and be elected by state

legislators, of whom the capitalistic class

believed it would be in control This

movement, liberated on the part of the

constructors of the Constitution , was in

spired by the idea that the judicial depart

ment of the government could be made of

lifetime terms on the part of the Federal

judges, without inviting rebellious antago

nism from the classes thus desired to

control .

There much antagonism in the

various states in the adoption of this

Constitution, but by cautious engineering

by those who were responsible for its draft

ing, it became the Constitution of the

United States . It was a class compiled

Constitution . The despotic end of it rested

in the establishment of the life term judicial

branch .

So far as property rights are concerned ,

as conceived and determined upon by the

control class, the judiciary branch of the

government has continued to this day .

Small taxpayers, rent payers and wage

workers had nothing to do with the estab

lishing of the Constitution of the United

States.

Progress has been made . Classes have

the advantage of class association .

The working class beheld themselves

isolated .

It may be asked : “ Why go back to the

period of the compiling of the Constitution

of the United States in discussing the

question of classification ? It is to call

attention to the little consideration given

to the class known as the wage workers .

It gives the opportunity of the present day

wage worker to know his political status

in that day, when to vote in the various

colonies one must be possessed of taxable

minimum limit fixed

variously at from $250 to $ 1,500 . To be

elected to any office in the political arena

delegate or otherwise - one was required to

have considerably more taxable property

than was required of a voter.

wage workers of today would then have

been excluded from the privilege of voting ?

Surely , in the past one hundred and fifty

years there have been made advancements

in the extension of rights . Some seventy

five years ago , and there are many who are

alive today who can bear in mind that

period , chattel slavery was eliminated in

the United States . Yet classification was

not eliminated .

Seventy - five years ago laws existed in

the United States under which it was

illegal for wage workers to unite in labor

organizations to enforce increased wages.

Many states at that time were rather

drastic. So , we note the changes that have

occurred within the last seventy - five years

in the interest of wage workers. These

changes have come from the unity of class

that exemplified to the control class the

protest power of the controlled class .

There existed classification, even among

wage
workers of various crafts. That

period can be easily recalled , even if it

might not exist today . Certain of the

craft wage workers gained the possibility

of organization long since those who re

garded themselves of the higher crafts

actually organized and obtained benefits

therefrom . Today , the wage

worker has the right of organization .

It is shown that the winning features

of unionism are the recognition on the part

of earlier craft organizations of the material

benefit possible inthe extension of organiza

tion and the understanding of those of the

then unorganized employments, that through

organization there was a betterment of the

condition of life to their class.
It has

resulted in the merger of the various classes

of wage workers, until today there stands

out in strong demonstratio
n

of the ad

vantage of organization, the federated trades

and wage workers as represented by the

American Federation of Labor.

Are we becoming slow in respect to our

self- interest as wage workers as affecting

the policies and purpose of the American

labor movement ? Do we want to revert

back to the period when the master had

exclusive control and we were the element

under exclusive control ?
Or do we want

to continue in the line of progress until

we become of the element of control, that

we may have some to say in fixing the

processes of our social order ?

If we wish for progress in the way of

the pursuits of happiness, is it not up to

to organize and stand out before the

world as active in organization ?

Organization means to lessen the army

of unemployed .
It means more jobs. It

wages. It

citizenship . It the lessening of

classificati
on

. Isn't it worth while? Study

its winning features .
More workers will

then organize . More of the workers who

are organized will then put forth greater

energy in the extension of organization

was

seen

us

means more
bettermeans

means

a
property , with
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a

RIGHTS AND WRONGS IN much . Bad management in the absolutely

COAL MINING essential coal mining industry is an out

rage, a scandal and a national disgrace.

Coal mining will cease in the central If any citizen , any business man, doubts

competitive field of Pennsylvania on July 1 . the gravity of the matter and its menace

Operators and miners have been unable to to American prosperity, let him consider

agree upon a wage scale and the conference the calamity that fell last year upon

disbanded with " each side blaming the England . AND EXACTLY THE SAME

other." EVILS THAT PRODUCED THAT CA

Whatever blame there is attaches solely LAMITY ARE OPERATING IN AMER

to the operators . They sought to compel ICA.-Philadelphia Daily News.

the miners to accept a wage cut. Bevause

the miners refused, from 10,000 to 12,000 AMERICAN FIRMS SHOW INCOMES

of them are to cease work . OF MILLIONS

The operators have made much of the

fact that some of the men working around American corporations in the " million

the mines get $ 7.50 a day. This is de dollar" net income class numbered 1,113

clared to be a lot of money and the oper in the calendar year 1925 , according to

ators are never weary of wailing about it. figures just made public by the Bureau of

The point is not honestly, taken . The Internal Revenue . The Bureau's statistics,

operators do not add that if a man gets which constituted an analysis of tax re

200 days ' work a year he is in luck. The turns filed in 1926 on incomes earned in

annual income of the man on a $7.50-a-day 1925, showed that 917 corporations had

basis is rarely as much as $ 1,500. If any. net incomes ranging from $1,000,000 to

body thinks this too much for a wage $5,000,000, while 196 corporations reported

earner, he should try to live on it . net earnings in excess of $5,000,000.

This, however, is beside the point . The A total of 430,072 corporations filed re

operators wish to reduce wages . They do turns in the year covered by the Bureau's

not propose to reduce the cost of living report . Of these , 252,334 showed that they

as well . They merely tell the miners: had earned sums sufficient to place them

You must eat less; you must live in poorer within the internal revenue provisions and

houses ; you must buy less clothing ; your subject their net earnings to tax . The

wife must get a job to help out ; your others, 177,738, showed deficit of

children must leave school and go to work . $ 1,962,628,095 from their year's operation .

This is an atrocious thing for employers The net income reported by those cor

in the greatest of basic industries to say porations whose year was profitable was

to the workers. If it is true that an in $ 9,583,683,697, showing therefore , that

dustry can exist only by underpaying its corporations in the United States for the

workers , that industry should go out of year 1925 had a combined net income of

existence . It is not a benefit to the country . $ 7,621,055,602, after the deficit of the los

It is a detriment. ing corporations had been deducted.

In the case of the coal mining industry The aggregate of cash dividends declared

such a plea cannot be made. The mining for 1925 shown $5,189,474,507 ,

of coal presents many problems,all of them compared with $4,338,822,858 for the cal
serious, BUT CUTTING WAGES DOES endar year 1924, and with $4,169,117 for

NOT SOLVE ONE OF THEM . A wage the calendar year 1923. These dividends,

cut in the union fields is followed immedi of course, were in addition to stock divi .

ately by a similar cut in the non-union dends declared in the same years , which ,

fields. If the union fields again cut wages, the Bureau's records show , amounted to

and the non -union fields follow , the end is $ 544,431,367 for 1925 , $510,525,809 for

obvious : THE MINERS STARVE WHILE 1924 and $891,285,583 for 1923.

THEY WORK.
The Bureau's analysis segregated the

Every business man should resist the corporations having net incomes into classes.

policy of cutting wages in his own behalf. These showed that 108,447 corporations

Wage cuts mean that the consuming power had a net income under $ 2,000 and paid a

of the workers affected is decreased . Less total tax of $ 96,859,748 ; 51,334 had a net

business is done, profits fall off, production income between $ 2,000 and $ 5,000 and paid

slows down, unemployment grows andbusi taxes aggregating $ 162,780,292 ; 29,067 had

ness slows down again. IT IS BAD BUSI a net income between $5,000 and $ 10,000

NESS TO CUT WAGES. and paid taxes totaling $207,812,825 ; 29,533

It is more than time that every business had a net income between $ 10,000 and

man realizes that the MANAGEMENT
OF ' $ 25,000 and paid total taxes of $477,066,018 ;

THE COAL MINE INDUSTRY IS IN 13,965 had a net income between $ 25,000

COMPETENT. Strikes and lock-outs are and $50,000 and paid taxes aggregating

epidemic. Coal prices fluctuate violently, $ 498,404,439; 9,249 had a net incomebetween

making cost calculations hazardous.. In $50,000 and $ 100,000 and paid taxes

vestment in the industry is unnecessarily amounting to $ 646,218,517; 6,270 had a net

speculative and the average rate of profit income between $ 100,000 and $250,000 and

is low .
paid taxes amounting to $ 966,671,837 ; 2,200

Judged from any point of view the in
had a net income between $ 250,000 and

dustry discloses itself to be the WORST $ 500,000 and paid total taxes of $765,259,

MANAGED OF ANY IN AMERICA . 354 ; 1,156 had a net income between $ 500 ,

Bad management in some industries -- toys 000 and $ 1,000,000 and paid taxes aggregat

and jewelry , for instance -- may not matter ing $788,857,128 ; 917 had a net income

was as

1
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7between $ 1,000,000 and $5,000,000 and

paid taxes amounting to $ 1,876,242,787, and

196 corporations reported net incomes in

excess of $5,000,000 for their year and their

combined tax bill was $ 3,097,610,752.

United States Daily .

ters affecting the welfare and progress of

theirown peoples and nations, from within

and from without."

This is the fifth congress of the Pan

American Federation of Labor. It is a

convention that will breed a unity in effort

in the interest of a common purpose of

the workers represented by delegates from

the various nations.

PAN -AMERICAN CONVENTION

IN WASHINGTON

Kui

iva

LABOR'S SOCIAL IDEALS UPHELD

Acta

$ ;

OV

as

0 .

New York, N. Y.-"The labor move

ment is the self- conscious organized expres

sion of the workers' struggle for a more

abundant life," says the Commission on the

Church and Social Service of the Federal

Council of the Churches of Christ in

America in its Labor Sunday message to

affiliated churches.

“ The church and labor hold many com .

mon ideals ," the churchmen declare. " The

social ideals of labor rest upon the essen.

tially religious principles of service and

sacrifice, of creative work, of brotherly

friendliness and of social justice. In sup.

port of these common ideals, labor and

the church stand together.

" On this Sunday , devoted to the cause

of labor, it is appropriate for every church

to reaffirm its support and allegiance to

the common moral issues to which both

labor and religion are committed.

“ The church holds that human person

ality is sacred and opposes all forms of

exploitation and human degradation. It

protects against the employment of children

of tender years in denial of their right to

growth and education , and the employ

ment of men and women for over-long

periods of labor. It stands for the pay.

ment of wages sufficient both to sustain

and to enhance life , the right of workers

to bargain collectively through representa

tives of their own choosing and protection

against unemployment and occupational

accidents and diseases.

" Unceasing concern for the lot of the

workers, their wives and children , is the

inevitable expression by the churches of

that love which caused Christ to turn to

the multitudes andto become the passion

ate advocate of their welfare.

" It is impossible for the church of Christ

to devote itself passionatelyto the welfare

of the masses of the people and not to

have sympathetic relations with organized

labor. "

***

The Pan-American Federation of Labor

Congress is in session in Washington , D. C. ,

this month, convening July 10.
The con

vention embraces delegates from nine

American nations- Argentina, Colombia and

Venezuela, of South America; the Domini.

can Republic and Porto Rico, of the West

Indies ; Nicaragua, of Central America ; and

the United States and Mexico , of North

America; assurance of representation from

which existed before the calling of the

convention . Other nations may also be

represented, including Bolivia , Brazil , Pan.

ama, Ecuador, Chile and others, from

where information
to assurance of

attendance had not been received prior to

this information .

The call of this convention contained in

its preamble the following extracts :

" In issuing this call we do not think

necessary to specify what matters should

come up for discussion during the sessions

of the congress; a very wide field of dis

cussion is offered to a labor congress , and

we feel confident that the delegates will

concentrate their efforts on questions that

properly belong to a labor congress.

" The problems of the working people

of one country are identical with those

of all countries with which their country

has intercourse. Every, problem of inter

national relations has its human phase

for nothing can be done without human

agents, hence the problem of human wel .

fare . The safety, liberties and democracy

of the working people of every country of

Pan -America depend upon the existence of

an industrial organization among the work

ers and the close relationships between these

organizations . Slowly such relationships

are being established between the Pan

American Federation of Labor and the

bona fide Pan-American workers, through

out the American continent .

“ The higher representatives of big busi

ness of all Latin countries united with

those of the United States are teaching a

great lesson to the workers of the two

Americas ; they are showing how to develop

common policy of defense and inter

national union in their industrial organiza

tions, and to take constructive forethought

in order to shape future events .

“ The working peoples of the Pan -Ameri

can countries would welcome such an op

portunity to dispel the unjust judgments

created in the minds of fellow -workers all

over the nations. Such a thought based

upon bed -rock economic and social human

power would place the workers of the west

ern hemisphere in a position to adhere to

the Pan -American Federation of Labor in

maintaining peace and to demand and en

force the good will and the rights in mat

दा
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Several years ago a foreign critic predicted

that we were about to enter an era of

intense regulation of private conduct. It

looks as if his prediction is rapidly coming

true. It started with prohibition. Soon

after we had the spectacle of certain state

legislatures legislating as to what should

go into text -books. Then came the panic

for stage censorship , and now the treasury

department is to determine what foreign

books shall be imported . Such generally

accepted masterpieces are adjudged not to

be for adult consumption .
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We are not pausing here to argue the

present wisdom or unwisdom of this pro

cedure , but we are emphatically pointing

out the no uncertain trend . We are drift

ing away from traditional democratic

practices to autocratic ones . We know

that the executive branch of the

government - the autocratic has been

greatly strengthened at the expense of the

legislative --the democratic. We know, too ,

that an industry is largely built on

autocratic basis. We know there

powerful financial interests who trample

under heel every proposal of organized

labor for democratic management of in

dustry. We have constantly before us the

spectacle of a Supreme Court " interpreting"

after arbitrary precedents, the constitutional

laws of the land. In short, we are in a

dangerous backwater of despotism .

That is the reason that organized labor,

with its democratic traditions and system

of government, represents the hope of so

many still democratically disposed millions.

-Electrical Workers Journal .

The Court of Appeals found that a

minor trespass had been committed by

officials of the union when the strike was

called, and suggested that criminal law

covers this offense. The remedy does not

lie in the injunction process , said the

court.

The union and employer disagreed as to

whether there were members of the union

employed , but the court indicated that even

if the employer is correct this annulled no

right that the unionists possess.

" The union," said Judge Andrews, who

wrote the majority opinion, "may be as

interested in the wages of those not mem

bers or in the conditions under which they

work , as in its own members, because of

the influence of one upon the other.

“ Picketing without a strike is no

unlawful than a strike without picketing.

Both are based on a lawful purpose . Re

sulting injury is incidental and must be

endured . '

more

LABOR INSTALLS RADIO STATION

U. S. LABOR POLICY FAVORED

IN EUROPE

an

a

new

Washington- " Industry must be rational

ized and labor must be given a voice and

participation in its application."

This was one of the outstanding resolu

tions passed by the International Economic

Conference, recently held in Geneva, accord

ing to John P. Frey, editor of the Inter

national Molders' Journal and president of

the Ohio State Federation of Labor, who

has just returned to this country. Не

served as labor advisor to the American

representatives to the conference. Thirty

seven nations were represented.

" One of the first contests , " said Mr.

Frey, " was on the failure of the section on

industry to appoint trade unionists on im

portant committees. This policy was ob

jected to by the Americans , headed by Mr.

Henry Robinson , California banker and

business man and chairman of the American

delegation . Eventually the organized work

ers secured recognition .

" What the conference meant by 'rationali

zation of industry ' is the application of

scientific methods in industry, so well known

to Americans. "

The Chicago Federation of Labor has

installed a radio station and has been

awarded by the Federal Radio Commission

extensive wave length and plenty of

power. This broadcasting station is known

as W-C-F-L.

Secretary E. N. Nockels of the Chicago

Federation of Labor has given out in

formation that the allocation of wave

lengths went into effect June 15 on

sixty -day test and will likely be made

permanent. The wave · length is

483.6 meters. The station is allowed 1,500

watts power , with the present transmitter

located on the Municipal Pier. There is

an application before the Federal Radio

Commission for a building permit for the

construction of a new super-power station ,

which , Secretary Nockels says, will require

some time to construct , and this will be a

vast improvement over the present station .

He states that the daily programs of

W-C-F-L are now published generally in

the newspapers of Chicago and other large

cities, and urges that the service be pub

lished also in the labor papers.

carry information of music,

entertainment and lectures that will come

on the W-C-F-L.

1
The pro

grams will

L

GERMAN PRINTERS REDUCE

UNEMPLOYMENT

1

LABOR INJUNCTION ABUSE OVER

PLAYED SAYS STATE COURT

Albany, N. Y .-- The New York Court

of Appeals, the highest tribunal in this

State, suggested to lower courts that fewer

injunctions be issued and that this process

be not used where recourse can be had to

criminal law.

This is a leaning toward organized labor's

position that the injunction should not

replace the law of the land .

The court's suggestion was made in a

decision which annuls a New York anti

picketing injunctionand upholds the right

of strikers to picket in a case growing out

of a strike designed to unionize waitresses

employed in that city.

The German Printers' Union issued in

structions that no overtime was to be

allowed in the new collective agreements .

The instructions have been followed, with

the result that in Berlin alone it has been

possible to find work for 600 unemployed

printers ' operatives.-- Alberta Labor News.

" There's a key to the good things of

the world . We all have the key. The key

is the mind . It is thought that opens the

way
to all things." - Charles A. Lind

bergh , Sr.
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Reports from various Locals in respect Labor Life Insurance Company is today

to the election of delegates to the Twentieth issuing insurance policies. Policies can be

Convention , that will be called to convene immediately had by writing to the home
September 12, in Birmingham , Ala. , indicate office of The Union Labor Life Insurance

that it will be one of the best attended Company, 1901 Connecticut Ave. N. W. ,

conventions, in respect to the number of Washington, D. C. The Labor Movement,

delegates, ever held in the history of the through this insurance company, purposes

Association . Reports show that many of to provide insurance for the protection of
the smaller Locals are creating convention wage workers and their families at the

funds to pay the expense of representation actual cost of safe insurance. Send to the

in that big bi-ennial meeting of the Asso home office for terms of insurance and an

ciation . application blank. The company will issue

whole life, limited payment life and endow

In another column of this issue of the ment policies, whichever you may want .

M. and C., appears an article entitled For a small extra premium the policy you

" Extracts From Arbitration Evidence." may obtain will carry a permanent" total

Do these extracts of evidence of the man disability benefit and double indemnity

ager of a non-union employing property, in upon death from 'solely accidental causes.

any way indicate the value of organiza The company will also operate through

tion ? The general superintendent of that unions. International President W. Þ.

large non -union employing interurban prop Mahon, of this Association , is a director in

erty, in respect to his testimony, is clearly the Insurance Company.

representative of the managements of all

non -union employing properties. Under Crime comes from very little reasoning or

cross examination he was asked : “ You mental deliberation . Crime is emotional.

would not have any objection to your men Many crimes are committed by those who

organizing ? " His reply was : “ Let them try succeed in covering them and thus evading

it. In another reply, he states that the punishment. Violation of law and the pro

employes upon his non-union system " do cesses of law, where the law is known, is

a lot of begging to keep from being dis emotional. It is the result of some in

missed." This non -union employing man. fluence that overrides thesolution of mental

ager was contributing his testimony in the process reasoning. A judge who renders a

interest of a reduction of wages to an decision that he knows is not consistent

organized group of wage workers employed with the evidence beforehim and is not

upon a fair employing property, where men borne out bythe evidence before him , is

do not have to do a lot of begging to acting emotionally or through some emo,

retain their employment , from the fact that tional force not bred by honest intellectual

they are organized. Is it not an illustra reasoning. No judge can reasonably render

tion of the value of organization ? a decision that wage workers have no right

to organize. But certain judges do render

The American labor movement has such decisions. They know , too, that

launched The Union Labor Life Insurance they have no just right to render a decision

Company in active business. The Union that one wageearner may be prohibited
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from soliciting membership to his organiza of such property are organized and enjoy

tion of another wage earner. But certain collective agreement relations with the

judges render decisions to that effect, not management stands in the place of the

from honest mental reasoning and not from union label . That property is entitled to

an honest law principle. the patronage of union men and

and the management is entitled to the

Wage workers have long since reached hearty cooperation of the trade union

that point of mental process and reasoning movement in the successful operation of

facility to understand that there is the property . Members of every Local of

marked difference in conclusions and they the Amalgamated Association sense this

see it in the varied decisions of Courts, fact . Conservation of collective agreement

that are supposed to be comprised of highly relations and the compliance with collective

educated men, capable of strong mental agreement conditions require that coopera

deliberation . The diversity of Court opin tion . The making of the agreement is a

ions is a marked feature of the history of business matter. When the agreement is

Court decisions.
completed and signed , it must stand to

be respected in its every detail. Each

It is one of the chief purposes of union party recognizes this, and while it may

wage workers to coordinate and cooperate not contain all the good things that both

in employing enterprises that deal in col parties want, they know that to strive to

lective relations with organized wage work make the property more successful means

That is for what the Union Label the chance of improving the agreement at

stands . It is the symbol to union wage the time when changes may be made .

workers that the manufacturer of Union Therefore, the agreement bids for hearty

Labeled goods deserves the patronage of cooperation in all of the affairs of the

The same applies to employers property.

whose supply is transportation .

In the Community Fund News, the De

Call for the Forty-third Annual Con troit Department of Public Welfare reports

vention of the Trades and Labor Congress that June 1 of this year there are 50,000

of Canada has been issued . The conven unemployed in Detroit as compared with

tion this year will be held at Edmonton, 30,000 June 1 , 1926. Detroit is no

Alberta, beginning with August 22 . The aſicted by unemployment than other

convention will be held in Memorial Hall cities . As an illustration , the California

and the Macdonald Hotel will be the head Labor Department Bulletin shows that in

quarters of the officers. Questions which May of this year, employment is 2.2 per

will be brought forth for deliberation at cent less than in May, 1926 , in that state.

this convention , will be of immigration, un And the steam road organizations have

employment insurance, the eight-hour day discovered that there is a plan being laid

and labor legislation. by the managements of steam roads to

extend the service day . Of course this

To say that a true union wage worker will be resisted . But, by whom? Not the

is not more loyal to his employment and unorganized . But by steam road unions .

employing property than comes of non The only resistence to the increasing of

unionism , is clearly untrue. The ardor the army of unemployed is the organized

shown for the Union Label is sufficient to workers who know that extension of the

refute such a statement. While there may service day means less jobs and less wages ,

arise differences and grievances, the col

lective agreement provides for friendly
CARD OF THANKS

adjustment. Union employment is a fair

declaration of fair employment. It is a Detroit, Mich.--To the Officers and

symbol that bids for the respect to which Members of Division No , 26 , of the Amalga

the management in fair employment is en mated Association of Street and Electric
titled . There is no bid for that respect Railway Employes of America , Detroit,

in non -union employment. No one knows Mich . - Permit us to convey to you

that better than the non- union worker expression of our gratitude for the kind

who knows his rights to organize are with ness and sympathy shown us in our late

held from him by the non -union manage bereavement upon the death of our beloved

ment for mercinary purpose , and that husband and father. The beautiful Aoral

purpose is low wages and tiring working tribute was expressive of your profound

conditions. Fear is the only thing that sympathy and kindly feeling and was but

keeps the non-union man from organizing. one of the kindly expressions, all of which

The imposing of that fear is not a bid to we sincerely appreciate. Please accept our

the worker for his loyalty. It is a bar to thanks and the assurance of our everlast

heartily inspired loyalty . That bar doesn't ing good wishes for the continued success

exist to the unionwage worker. The union ofyour organization.

wage worker knows his interest in the Sincerely yours,

prosperity of the property and works Mrs. Julia Comer and Family .

Courts may prevent your doing picket

There can be no adversity on the part duty or soliciting membership for your

of a union wage worker witha fair employ. union, but they can not prevent your assist

ing street or electric railway property ing in the employment of Union Labor by

an

for it.
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF INTER

NATIONAL OFFICERS

wage and

No. 26 and the Detroit United Railway

Company . The Local is asking for an

increase in some changes in

agreement relations , and the case is in a

conference stage . He also advised with

Vice -President Largay and the officers of

Division No. 697 , Toledo, Ohio , upon the

agreement work being at present conducted

in the interest of the members of the

Toledo Local . He was also in immediate

advisement with International President

W. D. Mahon and G. E. B. Member

John H. Reardon upon the renewal of

agreement negotiations involving the mem

vers of Divisions Nos . 282, Rochester ;

580 , Syracuse ; and 582 , Utica , N. Y. , and

upon the Chicago wage agreement situa

tion involving Division No. 241 . At the

close of this report, June 27, Vice- President

Fitzgerald was at Chicago assisting the

International President, upon agreement

work of the Chicago Locals,

was

for very

International President W. D. Mahon ,

aside from directing the general affairs of

the Association , was called to Washington ,

D. C. , where , on the 14th of June , there

was held a meeting of the Board of Di.

rectors of the Union Labor Life Insurance

Company, at which the directors of the

company codified and approved plans of

procedure under which the company

opened for business, He reports that the

Union Labor Life Insurance Company is

now operating regularly as a life insurance

company in most of the states and provinces

of the United States and Canada, and that

applications for insurance , both group, and
individual , are now being made and in

surance policies issued . The headquarters

of the company are restablished at 1701

Connecticut Ave. N. W. , Washington,

D. C. , where applications for rates of in

surance can be made, by addressing letters

to the Union Labor Life Insurance Com

pany. The I. P. reports that among those

who have already taken policies for life

insurance is Secretary of Labor James J.

Davis, of the Cabinet of the President of

the United States . The Union Labor Life

Insurance Company bids well

rapid development in the insurance busi

ness . From Washington President Mahon

was called to Chicago, where Division No.

241 is involved in agreement renewal con

ferences and was at a stage requiring the

immediate presence of the International

President. At the close of this report ,

June 25 , President Mahon was upon agree

ment work in Chicago, in the interest of

Division No. 241 . Other situations that

required his immediate attention were the

agreement situation in Toledo , Ohio , in

volving the members of Division No. 697 ,

and upon which work he detailed Vice

President James Largay; and the agree

ment situation developing upon the New

York Railways, involving the members of

Divisions Nos. 282, Rochester; 580, Syra

cuse ; and 582, Utica , N. Y. , upon which

wituation he installed G. E. B. Member

John H. Reardon , who at the present has

the case in charge . Further work that was

brought to the counsel of the International

President, was renewal of agreement rela

tions upon the Detroit Street Railway

property, between the members of Division

No. 26 and the Detroit Railway Com

mission, in which is being sought slight

changes in the existing collective agree

ment relations . Conferences are proceeding

upon this situation under the direction of

the Local officers . Arguments in the New

York injunction case have been heard and

a decision from the Court of Appeals is

expected within ten days. The Indianapolis

injunction case is in a state of appeal .

First International Vice-President Wm. B.

Fitzgerald, who has assisted the Inter

national President in the direction of the

general affairs of the Association, has given

his attention to the renewal of agreement

upon
the D. U. R. Branch of Division

in

Second International Vice-President P. J.

O'Brien , at Chelsea , Mass. , assisted Divi

ision No. 240 upon the construction of

by-law amendments. He attended a meet

ing of the Local, at which the by -law
amendments were adopted . He assisted

Division No. 238, Lynn, Mass . , upon the

adjustment of a grievance resulting from

the dismissal of a member of that Local.

At Haverhill, Mass. , he assisted Division

No. 503 upon a grievance resulting from

the dismissal of four members. At New

Haven , Conn ., he is associated with the

Joint Conference Board of Division No.

281 and associate Locals employed by the

Connecticu
t Consolidat

ed Railways upon

agreement work , which , per his report of

June 11, was
a stage of conferences

with the officials of the employing property;

While upon this situationhe attended and

addressed a meeting of Division No. 425 ,

Hartford , Conn.

Seventh International Vice - President

James Largay , at Youngstown , Ohio, as

sisted Divisions Nos. 114 and 272, Youngs

town; 654, Hubbard ; 379, Niles, Ohio ;

and 89, New Castle and 176 , Sharon, Pa.,

upon agreement work . Upon this work he

was successful in bringing about an agree.

ment to cover aperiodofthree years, which

after the first year from June 1, 1927, fixes

wage rates at 49 cents per hour for first

three months service men ; 52 cents per

hour for the next nine months of service;

and 58 cents to those of more than one

year of service, with 5 cents per hour

added to these 'rates for one -man car and

bus operators.. Freight service is paid one

sixth in excess of these rates ,

in all cases is paid at the rate of time

and one-half. The agreement carries with

it a further increase , beginning with June

1, 1928, of one cent per hour, which will

establish the minimum rate upon two-men

cars at 50 cents perhour, withthe maxi,

mum rate at 59 cents per hour, with 5

cents per hour added for one-man car and

bus operators. At Cleveland, Ohio , he

advised with the officers of Division No.

268 upon the affairs of thatLocal , and was

Overtim
e
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tinuance of the present agreement for

another year. He assisted Division No.

915, Granite City , Ill . , upon agreement

work , which resulted in renewal of the

old agreement. Per his report of June 19 ,

he had been dispatched to New Albany ,

Ind . , in the interest of Division No. 838.

later dispatched to Toledo , Ohio , where ,

per his report of June 18 , he was assisting

the officers and members of Division No.

697 upon renewal of agreement work, which

at that date was in a stage of conferences

with the employing property .

Ninth International Vice- President M. J.

Murray, who is assisting Division No. 587 ,

Seattle , Wash . , the Seattle Branch , in the

adjustment of a seniority question that has

arisen there, reports progress upon this

work, per his report of June 13.

Tenth International Vice-President John

M. Parker, at Wapakoneta, Ohio , assisted

Division No. 939 upon renewal of agree

ment work . Conferences with the manage

ment of the employing property resulted in

a renewal of the expiring , agreement for

another year , with slight improvement in

working conditions, per his
report of

June 14 .

was

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , at Gary ,

Ind . , assisted Division No. 517 in extension

of organization and agreement work . As

a result of his work there, the collective

agreement extended to include the

extension of the Local embracing an addi

tion of some 130 new members . While

engaged upon this work, he adjusted an

election dispute relative to the secretary

ship of the Local, in which he directed a

new election , which resulted in a complete

adjustment of the election dispute that

had arisen . Upon completing his work in

the interest of Division No. 517 , which

was wholly successful, his work there re

quiring visits to Hammond and Michigan

City, Ind ., and Kalamazoo, Mich ., he

was dispatched to New York, where he

addressed a meeting of Division No. 780

and advised with the officers of that Local

upon its affairs. He conferred with Asso

ciation attorneys upon the injunction in

which the Association is involved in a case

of appeal, as per his report of June 19 ,

the case had been argued and a decision

from the Court of Appeals was expected at

an early date .

another year .

Thirteenth International Vice- President

Robert B. Armstrong, at Peoria , 11.,

assisted Division No. 416 upon agreement

work . Conferences were successful in

bringing about a new agreement to cover

a period of three years, with provisions

for readjustment of wage rates at any time

within the course of a three-year period,

upon thirty days ' notice of either party

to the other . Vice - President Armstrong

reports that the award has been granted

upon the Illinois Traction property in the

arbitration case that involved members of

Divisions Nos. 905, Danville ; 906, Decatur;

907, Springfield ; 908, Peoria, Ill.; and 909 ,

St. Louis, Mo., in which the old rates of

wages by the award will continue for

The wage rates upon this

system for motormen and conductors in

passenger service upon the interurban

system are : For first year service men ,

65 cents per hour ; thereafter , 6742 cents

per hour. Overtime at the rate of 15

cents per hour additional . Freight train

motormen and conductors receive 70 cents

per hour. Brakemen upon freight cars are

paid 55 cents per hour. Per his report of

June 19 , he was assisting the Waterloo

Branch of Division No. 805, of East St.

Louis, Ill., upon wage agreement work ,

which was in a conference stage.

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow , in the course of his work , was

in advisement with Division No. 900 ,

Highwood , 111. , upon the affairs of that
Local. He also gave his attention to

the agreement negotiations in the interest

of Division No. 241, Chicago , Ill., associat

ing with the officers of that Local , upon

which situation President W. D. Mahon

is at present personally engaged , and per

the report of Board Member McMorrow ,

of date of June 18 , the situation was in a
conference stage .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, who

is assisting Divisions No. 125 and 805 ,

East St. Louis, ill . , upon agreement work ,

reports that conferences resulted in

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon ,

following advisement of the officers and

members of Division No. 22 , Worcester ,

Mass., upon a question that had arisen

in that Local relative to bus seniority ,

was dispatched to Rochester, N. Y. , to

assist Divisions Nos . 282, Rochester ; 580.

Syracuse ; and 582 , Utica, N. Y. , upon

joint agreement work, The Locals were

seeking an increase in wage rates. The

question has been the subject of agree.

ment conferences and per his report of

June 18 , was yet in a conference stage as

between the management of the employing

property and Locals involved . In the

course of this work he also assisted Divi

sion No. 737 , Syracuse , N. Y. , the mem

bers of which are employed upon the

Empire State Railways, another property,

which was also in a conference stage.

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt visited

Cedar Rapids, Iowa , where he addressed a

well attended meeting of Division No. 638 .

He reports the Local well officered and

progressing finely. He later visited Clinton ,

Iowa, where he addressed a meeting of

Division No. 911 , and reports most favor.

ably upon that Local . From there he was

dispatched to Little Rock , Ark . , where ,

per his report of June 18 , he was assist

ing Division No. 704 upon wage agree

ment work affecting the North Little Rock
Branch of that Local .

G. E. B. Member Wm . F. Welch, who

is at Wichita , Kan. , assisting Division

No. 794 upon agreement work , reports theCON
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and 11 hour service day is worked seven

days a week the year around . And long

service day hours means low wages as well

recruiting the army of unemployed .

Union men of any craft know what the

long hour service day means.

as

THE NECESSARY POLICY

VE

come much

manner

now

work as progressing in a conference stage.

Pending this work, in an interim he was

dispatched to Pittsburg, Kan ., where he

assisted Division 497 in the adjustment of

a grievance relative to the dismissal of a

motorman . Following adjustment of this

case he returned to Wichita, as per his

report of June 18.

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson

visited Little Rock, Ark., in the interest

of Division 704 and found the situation

requiring the election of executive board

members for the North Little Rock Branch

of the Local. Following the election of

executive board members, which was di

rected by him , he visited Hot Springs ,

Ark . , to investigate a petition of the

maintenance department employes of the

employing property for a separate charter.

He made a thorough investigation of this

situation , bringing the members together in

a meeting , where he addressed Division

No. 928 and established a coordination

between the two branches of the Local ,

which he believes will work out very

satisfactory . He reports the meeting to

have been well attended and that the Local

is in good shape. He also reports that

Division No. 704, Little Rock , Ark. , is

well officered and in a progressive

condition . He assisted Division No. 558 ,

Shreveport, La. , upon grievance adjust

ments, and was later dispatched to New

Orleans, La ., and was there in advisement

with Local officers relative to the internal

affairs of Division No. 194. Per his report

of June 18, the Local is involved in a

court case, which was pending relative to

the suspension of certain members upon

the charge of leading a dualizing move

ment to the agreement provisions existing

between Division No. 194 and the employ

ing property .

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover

visited Seattle, Wash ., where he made a .

thorough investigation of the contention

that has arisen in the Seattle Branch of

Division No. 587 , relative to the attitude

of the Seattle Street Railway Commission

as applying to seniority rights of the

membership. His report states that this

matter is now in the hands of a com

mittee of the Seattle Trades and Labor

Council and appears to be on the way of

adjustment. In making this investigation

and approving of the policies of the Local,

he had associated with him International

Vice- President M. J. Murray. Per his

report of May 21, he had returned to his

home in Vancouver .

at

The trade -union movement does not make

its progress because of its militant strength ,

although without its militant strength it

could not exist . Our trade-union move

ment has made headway because its princi

ples , its policies, its objects, and its methods

have won popular support, and at the

same time convinced many employers that

it is advantageous to them to have friendly

relations with their organized employes.

In the immediate years to

of our trade-union progress will be due to

the volume of public support which we

enjoy, and the strength which comes from

amicable relations with employers. A por

tion of the obligation to the trade- union

movement which every member owes, is

to deal with employers with whom there

are friendly relations , in such a

that
we will not only retain their full

confidence, but by their example and in

fluence lead other employers to realize that,

not only as a matter of justice , but as a

matter of individual advantage to them .
selves, it is to their interest to establish

and maintain friendly working relations

with the trade-union organizations of their

employes.

There will always be unfair employers.

There will always be some employers who

will only tolerate trade-unionism among

their employes, and deal with its repre

sentatives because they cannot help them

selves , but if our trade -union movement is

to fulfill the purpose for which it exists,

its policies, its methods and its attitude

must be such as to win and retain the

confidence and good will of the majority of

employers.

Trade -union members , trade-union disci

pline , and a militant spirit are essential to

the maintenance and the welfare of our

organizations , but a trade-union movement

depending wholly upon its militant strength

for success is doomed to failure. Our hope

for the future is based upon a trade-union

movement which will establish those condi

tions in industry, and that relationship

with management which will win for us

the friendly support of every fair -minded

employer.

While sturdily battling for our rights,

and refusing to yield the opportunities and

the freedom to which we are entitled , we

must constantly develop the true spirit of

co-operation with those employers who have

friendly relations with us.
We must , on

a continually larger scale, prove to those

who employ our members, that they are

enjoying more satisfactory conditions in

dustrially than those who operate non

union shops.
We must do all that lies

within us to demonstrate that trade-union

ism is a benefit to the employer ,

to his employes, and thattrade-unionism

The Amalgamated Association stands for

the shorter service day and the shorter

service week on street and electric railway

properties . And the Amalgamated Asso

ciation has made many jobs for those who

would be otherwise unemployed, by short

ening the service day . All one has to do

to discover this, is to at present investi

gate the length of the service day and the

service week worked , today, on unorganized

electric railway properties, where the 10

as well as
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assists instead of handicaps those who em " The only possible way to bring the

ploy its membership . John P. Frey in retail clerks into the movement by

Molders Journal. means of a steady demand on the part of

union people for the service of union clerks

PUBLIC PAYS TO GET EDUCATED in retail stores .

“ We all recognize our duty and obligation

New York, N. Y.-Since 1919 it has towards the union label; let us go a little

cost the city $212,954.19 to maintain Ivy further and stress a demand for union

Lee as publicity agent for the Interborough clerks, who can wield a strong influence in

Rapid Transit Company. the increased distribution of label products.

An investigation by the Transit Com "We are appealing to your body to seri

mission reveals that most of this money ously consider this matter and to take

was spent on propaganda for increased official action that will both stimulate the

fares . sale of union label goods and also create

Mr. Lee's salary ranged from $6,000 to an effective demand for union salespeople.

$12,000 a year. Other expenses were con May we count on your assistance in our

nected with his work as " publicity adviser." efforts to organize the clerks more gen

Mr. Lee first came into prominence dur erally ? "

ing the 1913 strike of coal miners against This work can be advocated in Local

the Colorado Coal and Iron Company, union meetings and through central bodies

He was publicity agent for the Pennsyl by the delegates of the Locals of the

vania Railroad at the time and Amalgamated Association .

" loaned" to the Rockefeller corporation to

mold a public opinion against the miners. AMERICAN HONORED ABROAD

Pamphlets were prepared in Lee's office

in Philadelphia, signed by officials of the Awards granted to Captain Charles Lind

Colorado company and then shipped in bergh, an American, for taking a life chance

bulk to Denver, where they were mailed which records him as the first adventurer

to public officials, editors, clergymen, school to cross the Atlantic to Paris in a non

teachers and professional and business men stop flight, include the conferring upon him

whose names appeared on Mr. Lee's of the following :

fully prepared mailing lists. Cross of the Legion of Honor, presented

An investigation by the United States May 23 by President Gaston Doumergue

Commission on Industrial Relations showed of France.

that the bulletins contained many false Medal for Valor of New York state ,

statements. Salaries paid to officials of awarded May 24 by Governor Smith of

the United Mine Workers in Colorado for New York,

the year ending November, 1913, were dis Gold Plaque of Honor of the Lafayette

1 played as salaries for the nine weeks end Flying corps, presented May 26 by Marshal

ing in that month . Foch .

Colorado was flooded with these pam Medal of the City of Paris , presented

phlets as part of “ union educational May 26 by the president of the municipal

campaign ." council .

Great Medal of Gold , awarded by Geo

WAR-WHOOP IGNORED IN STRIKE

Vancouver, B. C.-Anti -union interests May 28 by King Albert ofBelgium .

have abandoned their cry “Canada for Gold medal awarded by Royal Aero club

Canadians" and importing strike of Belgium .

breakers from the United States to defeat British decoration by King George V of

the Plumbers' Union . England.

" Patriotic " city officials are aiding the Distinguished Flying cross, highest award

employers by permitting, evasions of city of the United States to fiers, from Presi

building ordinances and the plumbers ' dent Coolidge.

license law , A rigid enforcement of the " Plus Ultra" medal awarded by Spanish

latter would debar strikebreakers. government .

Trade unionists who are affiliated to the Captain Lindbergh is a native of the

American Federation of Labor through their liberal state of Wisconsin and at present a

international unions are calling attention citizen of Michigan.

to the insincerity of employers who advise

workers to maintain Canadian trade unions LET'S SLEEP ON PEQUOT SHEETS

and to have no direct relations with the

country to the south .
Information comes to us from the United

Textile Workers of America that negotia

LAUNCH ORGANIZING CAMPAIGN tions have been concluded with the Naum

keag Steam Cotton Mill Company, which

The Retail Clerks International Protective means that something like three thousand

Association is preparing to launch an wage workers of that concern are under

ganization extension campaign. In the working and wage agreement, which

interest of this move Secretary - Treasurer makes the Naumkeag Company a strictly

C. C. Coulter writes from the headquarters union establishment . This company is the

of the International Union, Lafayette, maker of the famous Pequot Sheeting and

are

a

are

or

a
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PAN -AMERICAN LABOR NOTESfriends because of the quality and utility

of the mentioned product.

The Naumkeag Company has always been

friendly toward the organization of the

textile workers , and in ent ng into an

agreement with that concern, proved that

it means what it has heretofore expressed

a real friendship for their workers. Those

of our readers who are called upon to

make purchases of bed room furnishing

should keep in mind the name of the

product fabricated by the Naumkeag Com

pany. Just write it once with pen

penciland you won't forget, “PEQUOT

SHEETING AND PILLOW CASES."

Add to your list of slogans -- LET'S SLEEP

ON PEQUOT.

ог

TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL

LABOR NEWS

U. S. Dept. of Labor

grown from the

as a vacation

Argentina

SEASIDE VACATION CAMP FOR

WOMEN WORKERS - Senorita Victoria

Aguirre for some years has maintained a

seaside vacation camp at Miramar for em.

ployed women who attend one of the eve

ning schools in Buenos Aires. The provin.

cial government cooperates with Senorita

Aguirre in this good work by lending a

school at Miramar to house the camp,

while the railroad fares to and from Buenos

Aires are met by the Ministry of Justice

and Public Instruction . Groups of 75

women are sent to this vacation camp for

a stay after having been recommended by

the physician .

Brazil

COMMERCIAL EMPLOYEES' ASSO

CIATION - On March 7 , 1927, the Com

mercial Employees' Association of Brazil

celebrated its forty -seventh anniversary.

This association has

original 43 members to 27,000. The new

officers for the year 1927-28 were installed

at the anniversary meeting, Senor Arthur

Osorio da Cunha Cabrera being re-elected

president. The association carries on a

number of services such

farm , a dental service, mutual benefit fund ,

and a school . Plans are being made for

the opening of a hospital for tubercular

members.

Guatemala

APPROVAL OF BY -LAWS - On January

19, 1927, the by-laws of the Mechanics

Mutual Aid Association, which was recently

organized in Jalapa 'to better working

conditions and afford membership benefits,

received Government approval.

COMPLETION OF LABOR BUILDING

A building erected by the Workmen's

Life Insurance Co. , at
cost of over

1,000,000 pesos, has been completed in

Guatemala City. It contains a large hall

and spacious offices for the society.

Honduras

COUNCIL OFCENTRAL AMERICAN

LABOR FEDERATION - On March 28 of

this year the Council of the Central Ameri

can Labor Federation was constituted as

follows at a meeting held in Tegucigalpa:

President, Senor Manuel E. Sosa, delegate

of Honduras; secretary general and foreign

secretary, Senor Julio C. Castro, delegate

of Salvador; and home secretary and treas.

urer, Senor Nestor J. Juarez, delegate of

Guatemala.

Mexico

DISPUTES IN TEXTILE INDUSTRY

-An executive resolution ofMarch 15,

1927, requires that hereafter all disputes

arising between employers and employees

in the textile industry shall be submitted

to the considerationof the Department of

Industry, Commerce, and Labor. This is

made necessary by the fact that a general

agreement between employers and employees

was made for the entire industry as a result

of the Textile Convention which convened

Therefore , should local authori:

ties mediate in disputes, confusion in the

general agreement might result.

Argentina — The National Labor Depart

ment reports that in 1926 it received 40,796

reports of accidents to laborers. This

compares with 42,426 in 1925 and 41,893

in 1924 .

Canada--It is said to be the belief of

the Cheif Commissioner of the Department

of Colonization and Development of the

Canadian Pacific Railway that the total of

146,000, which was the sum of last year's

immigration , can be increased to at least

200,000 during this year .

Brazil— The Office of the State Secretary

of Agriculture has published a statement

to the effect that approximately 27,000

immigrants entered the State of Sao Paulo

during the first four months of this year.

This figure indicates that last year's rate

of about 100,000 per annum for the State

is being maintained . A census recently

taken by the Sao Paulo police shows that

the City of Sao Paulo has 3,629 factories

and industrial establishments and 203,736

workingmen.

Ecuador - A law for the prevention of

accidents to workmen has been recently

enacted in Ecuador , According to the

provision of this law , employers are

sponsible for maintaining conditions safe

guarding the health and lives of their

employees .

India-The Indian Trade Union Act ,

passed by the Legislative Assembly in

February, 1926, and which received the

assent of the Governor-General in March,

1926 , was scheduled to be brought into

force on June 1 , 1927 , when it was believed

the local governments would be in a posi

tion to frame final regulations under the

Act.

Sweden - According to figures given out

by the Swedish Unemployment Commission,

the number of unemployed in Sweden in

creased during the month of March by

approximately 3,000 , or increase of

about 12 per cent over the month of

February . During the month of March,

22,400 persons sought work and assistance

through the Vommission. Of this number

12,200 were family supporters and 10,200

were without domestic obligations .

a

re

an

last year .
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Disbursements from the Death, Disability and

Old Age Benefit Fund during the month of May ,
1927, were made to beneficiaries on claims as

follows :

Death Benefits.

Mrs. Bertha Liebenow , beneficiary , death

claim of Edward Liebenna (Liebenow ), de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago, Ill.; cause, From left temporal

Practure of the Skull, Hemorrhage and

Shock . $ 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Welsh , beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph A. Welsh, deceased, late
member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Pneumonia ... 800.00

Anna B. Gray, beneficiary. death claim of

William T. Gray , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 455, Portsmouth , Ohio; cause ,

Paralysis ascending with resulting Uremia . 800.00

L. A. Graeser, financial secretary and treas.

urer of Div. No. 788, to be applied on bill

of funeral expenses, death claim of John

Walton , deceased, late member of Div. No.

788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Chronic Myo
carditis and Chronic Bronchitis . 100.00

Josephine Sparnell , beneficiary, death claim

of Richard Sparnell, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio ; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.. 800.00

Mary Seafkan, beneficiary, death claim of

Fred Seafkan , deceased, late member of
Div. No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ; cause,
Cerebral Hemorrhage ... 800.00

Mrs. Vinnie L. Bolt, beneficiary , death claim

of Ernest Bolt, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 750, Chattanooga, Tenn.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage ... 800.00

Mrs. Beulah Snider, beneficiary, death claim

of Sidney J. Snider, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 765, Montgomery, Ala .; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 800.00

Laura C. Spurry, beneficiary , death claim of

William Spurry. deceased , late member of
Div . No. 880, Camden, N. J .; cause ,

Purulent Cystitis.. 300.00

Mrs. Daisy M. Robbins, beneficiary , death
claim of James S. Robbins, deceased , late

member of Div, No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .;

cause, Polycystic Kidney Disease..
800.00

Mrs. Phoebe Murray, beneficiary , death craim

of Charles Murray, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 134 , New Westminster , B , C.;

cause , Accident - Hemorrhage and Shock,

found lying in a ditch beside B. C. R. R. ,

suffering from compound Fracture of Right
Pemur and other injuries .. 800.00

Mrs. Ruth Shafer, beneficiary, death claim of

Gustave Shafer, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 822, Paterson, N. J .; cause ,
Peritonitis . 700.00

Lucy R. Marshall, beneficiary, death claim of

Moses C. Marshall, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass.; cause,

Heart Disease presumably Coronary Scler
800.00

Georgina H. Smith , beneficiary, death claim

of Charles M. Smith ,deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage, 800.00

Annie Michler, benenciary , death claim of

Paul H. Michler . deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Cere
bral Apoplexy ... 100.00

Mrs. Agnes Wilding, beneficiary , death claim

of Robert Wilding.deceased, late member
of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause ,
Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Ellen McNamara, beneficiary, death claim of
Edward J. McNamara, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 580 , Syracuse, N. Y.;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 800.00
Mrs. Anna Gutshall, beneficiary, death claim

of James W. Gutshall, deceased , late mem

bet of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause ,
Angina pectoris.. 800.00

Katharine M. Lane, beneficiary , death claim

of Arthur F. Lane, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio; cause ,

Acute Hemorrhagic Gastritis. 600.00
Angus Macinnis, financial secretary ofDiv;
No. 101, for executrix of will of deceased
for beneficiaries, death claim of Frank

Storey Embleton ,deceased, late member of

Div. No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.; cause,
Exhaustion of GeneralParesis ..

800.00
Jane Short, beneficiary, death claim of Frank

P. Short, deceased ,' late member of Div.

No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C .; cause , Cancer
of Stomach .. 150.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308 , for beneficiaries, death claim

of John Dunne , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Trau

matic Intra -cranial Hemorrhage from acci
dental fall on pavement. 600.00

Mrs. Ellen Morrow , beneficiary, death claim

of. J. Morrow , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.; cause, Cancer

of Stomach . 800.00

Mrs. Joseph Murray, beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph Murray, deceased, late member
of Div. No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.; cause,

Cancer of Prostate Gland . 500.00

Mrs. Asa F. Stone, beneficiary, death claim

of Asa F. Stone , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 269 , Danbury, Conn .; cause ,

Pulmonary Embolys following operation for

Hydrocele. 800.00

Julia De Waele , beneficiary , death claim of
Peter De Waele, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Pul .

monary Tuberculosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Louise M. Ross, beneficiary , death claim

of Angus A. Ross , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 495, Helena , Mont .; cause ,

Traumatic Epilepsy ,. 700.00

Daniel M. Donahue, financial secretary of

Div, No. 425, for payment of funeral ,

tombstone and hospital bills, death claim of

Thomas Plunkett, deceased , late meinber of

Div . No. 425 , Hartford , Conn .; cause,

Arterio Sclerosis and Cerebral Hemorrhage 379,00

Mrs. Augusta Miller, beneficiary, death claim

of John Miller ( Bartholomew Kowatzek ),

deceased, late member of Div. No. 241.
Chicago , Ill .; cause , Septicaemia and

Chronic Nephritis .. 800.00
William Howk, Mae Howk and Mrs. Edward

Antenen, beneficiaries, death claim of

Charles B. Howk, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause, Tuber

culosis of Lungs .. 800.00

Mrs. Hilda Nottingham , beneficiary , death

claim of Leo E. Nottingham , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 241. Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 100.00
W. W. Johnston , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 280, for executor of

will of deceased , for beneficiary, death claim
of Michael Rafferity, deceased , late mem

ber of Div , No. 280 , Lowell, Mass.; cause ,

Chronic Bronchitis and Myocarditis . 800.00
Rose Randall , beneficiary , death claim of

Oliver J. Randall, deceased, late member
of Div. No. 416 , Peoria , Ill .; cause , Acute

Nephritis with Coma .... 800.00

Mrs. Pearl Smith Mann , beneficiary , death

claim of Thomas B. Mann , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 898, Macon, Ga .;

cause, Carcinoma Ventriculi Nephritis and

Hypertension . 600.00

Margaret Kelleher , beneficiary, death claim of

James Kelleher, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause, Acci

dent-Fracture of Skull with associated

Intracranial injury caused by accidental fall

from Elevated Railway Structure, 800.00

Johanna O'Leary , beneficiary, death claim of

Daniel O'Leary , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause, Carci

noma of Lip and Broncho Pneumonia ... 800.00

Amy M. French , power of attorney for bene.

ficiaries, death claim of George H.French,

deceased , late member of Div . No. 589,

Boston , Mass.; cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage 800.00

Frances Ġ . McLeavy, beneficiary, death claim

of James F. McLeavy, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis and Endocarditis . 800.00

Caroline A. Rice, beneficiary , death claim of

Charles E, Rice , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 600 , Waltham , Mass.; cause,

Acute Heart Failure ..
800.0

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for funeral , tombstone and

other expenses , death claim of Minnie H.
Ellis , deceased, late member of Div . No.

308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Chronic Nephritis 800.00
Margaret Schultz, beneficiary, death claim of

F. J. Schultz, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis .. 800.00
George Durand, president and business agent

of Div. No. 192, for beneficiary , death
claim of Oliver W. Alward deceased

osis .
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100.00

member of Div . No , 192 , Oakland, Calif .;

cause, Tuberculosis ... 800.00

Mrs. Lizzie L. Kendley, beneficiary, death

claim of Thomas A. Kendley, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 732, Atlanta , Ga.;

cause, Pyelo Nephritis (Chronic ) . 300.00

Mrs. Elsie George, beneficiary, death claim of

Jessie George,deceased, late member of

Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .; cause , Metas

tic Sarcoma of Abdomen and Chest .. 700.00

Hazel R. Willard , beneficiary, death claim of

Frederick H. Willard , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 618 , Providence , R. I .;

cause, Suicide by Drowning . 800.00

Alfred Coates, financial secretary of Div. No.

618, for beneficiaries, death claim of John

W. Noble , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 618 , Providence , R. I .; cause , Accident

-Struck by auto in street,causing Fracture

of Skull and other injuries .. 800.00

Mrs. Susan Armstrong, beneficiary, death

claim of Patrick Armstrong , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 242 , Montpelier, Vt.;

cause , Endocarditis and Grippe 450.00

Mrs. Ida Krueger, beneficiary , death claim of

Albert F. Krueger, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Organic Heart Disease 800.00

Fred W. Riley , beneficiary, death claim of

Leonard Riley, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 304, Glens Falls , N. Y.; cause ,

Diabetes Mellitus 800.00

Mrs. Mildred McGowan , beneficiary, death

claim of John J. McGowan , deceased, late
member of Div. No , 241 , Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Asthma, Chronic Nephritis and Myo
carditis 250.00

Mrs. Anna Keane, beneficiary , death claim of

John P. Keane, deceased,late member of

Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Carci

noma of the Bronchus . 800.00

Georgianna M. Gaudette , beneficiary, death

claim of Alderice E. Gaudette, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 22 , Worcester,

Mass.; cause, Lobas Pneumonia , 800.00

Mrs. Carrie Pickel, beneficiary , death claim of

George F. Pickel , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Cerebral

Hemiplegia and Myocarditis .. 800.00

Mrs. Georgie M. Cowan, beneficiary, death

claim of George R. Cowan, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 26, Detroit , Mich . ,

cause, Bronchitis and Enlarged Heart. 800.00

Josie J. Reynolds, Norman C. Reynolds and

Eugene L. Reynolds, beneficiaries, death

claim of Thomas B. Reynolds , deceased ,

late member of Div , No. 26 , Detroit ,

Mich .; cause , Carcinoma of Right Testicle

extending into Abdomen 800.00

Mrs. Julia Comer, beneficiary, death claim of

George Comer, deceased , late member of
Div , No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .; cause, Duo

denal Ulcer and Myocarditis ... 800.00

Josephine F. Healey. beneficiary, death claim

of Pierce J. Healey , deceased, late member

of Div , No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Myocarditis. . 800.00

W. Í. Egan , president of Div. No. 600 , for

payment offuneral expenses, death claim

of Walter H. Clark , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 600, Waltham , Mass.; cause,

Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 117.00

Caroline Schroeder, beneficiary, death claim of

WilliamH. Schroeder, deceased , late mem
ber of Div . No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Heart Disease and Prostatic Obstruction .. 100.00

Beatrice Jacques Martin and Alphonsine

Jacques Godin , beneficiaries, death claim of

David Jacques, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ; cause ,

Cancer 800.00

Carmela Mecca , beneficiary, death claim of

Vitovogenzo Mack (Vito Mecca) , deceased,

late member of Div . No. 168, Scranton ,

Pa .; cause , Ascites and Chronic Myocarditis 800.00
George E. Adams, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 215 , for beneficiary,

death claim of Fred A. Perry , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 215, Wheaton , 111.;
cause , Broncho - Pnuemonia 100.00

Elodie Boucher Ranger, beneficiary, death

claim of Euclide Ranger. deceased, late

member of Div. No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ;
cause, Typhoid fever . 800.00

Mrs. Anna Goller, beneficiary, death claim of

William Goller , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308. Chicago, Ill .; cause, Mitral

Regurgitation .... 800.00

Catherine Elfield, beneficiary , death claim of

Frank Elfield , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y.; cause , Valvu.

lar Heart Disease ... 800.0

Mrs. Mary Travers, beneficiary, death claim

of James J. Kane, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 540 , Trenton, N. J.; cause.

Lobar Pneumonia and Chronic Myocarditis 800.00

Mrs. Angelina Ferraro , beneficiary, death

claim of Eugene Ferraro , deceased , late
member of Div. No. 469, Derby, Conn.;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia 800.00

Mrs. Mary Cerveris, beneficiary, death claim

of Frank Cerveris. deceased, late member

of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa,; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Barry, beneficiary, death claim

of Patrick Dorsey , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause, Chronic

Myocarditis ...
800.00

Mrs. Mary Falbo , beneficiary, death claim of
John Falbo, deceased , late member of Div,

No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio; cause, Epitheli

oma of Jaw ....

Minnie E. Pless , beneficiary, death claim of
William F. Pless, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y.; cause , Gun

shot wound of Head-Suicide .
100.00

Frank W. Lovejoy, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 452, for beneficiary,

death claim of Milton D. McIntyre, de
ceased , late member of Div. No. 452 ,

Thompsonville, Conn.; cause , Influenza

Encephalitis .
800.00

Mrs. Pomala Vachon, beneficiary, death claim

of Vital Vachon , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 240, Chelsea , Mass . , cause , Carci

noma of Prostate..
800.00

Mrs. Bridget Burke, beneficiary, death claim

of John Burke , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 125, Belleville , "111.; cause , Mitral

Regurgitation ..
800.00

Mrs. Annie Burns, beneficiary , death claim of

Charles F. Burns , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause , Chronic

Nephritis .
800.00

Mrs. Delia Cannon, beneficiary, death claim

of Michael Cannon, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 540, Trenton, N. J.; cause,

Angina pectoris ..

Mrs. Cora L. Gieselman , beneficiary , death

claim of Frederick Gieselman, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Myocarditis and Influenza

Mrs. Kate Fleming, beneficiary , death claim

of Samuel P. Fleming . deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause ,

Chronic Cholecystitis ...
800.00

Mrs. Louisa Moodie , beneficiary, death claim

of James Andrew Moodie, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 279, Ottawa, Ont.;

cause , Pernicious Anemia and Septicaemia , 150.00

Ove Henriksen , beneficiary, death claim of

Ove H. Henriksen , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago, 111.; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia and Chronic Myocarditis .
800.00

Mſs. Delia Griffin, beneficiary, death claim of

James Griffin , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill.;cause, Cerebral

Apoplexy

Mrs. Caroline Vick, beneficiary, death claim
of Theodore M. Vick , deceased , late mem

ber of Div, No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause,
Lobar Pneumonia ...

Disability Benefits .

Clyde J. Teifer, member of Div. No , 26 ,

Detroit, Mich.; cause, Collision between

Interurban car of which he was motorman

and an automobile , causing injury to right

eye, which later necessitated removing the

eye, and other injuries . ,

Old Age Benefits .

John W. Sewell, member of Div . No. 268 ,

Cleveland, Ohio ..

Patrick H. Carrigan, member of Div . No. 281 ,
New Haven, Conn...

James Ingoldsby, member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill .. 800.00

Lysander Wilfred Pooie, member of Div. No.

235 , Brockton , Mass .

Edmond Lascelie , member of Div. No. 279,

Ottawa, Ont.

Frank Murray, member of Div. No. 241 ,
Chicago, Ill .

William Miliard , member of Div. No. 26,

Detroit, Mich . 800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

500.00

800.00

800.00

800,00

800.00

800.00
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Chicago , Ill .. 800.00T. McEiroy , member of Div . No. 113 ,

Toronto , Ont ..

John A. Wiegand , member of Div, No. 241 ,

800.00

Total $ 62,896.00
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with them in profound sorrow from the passing of
our late respected brother ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division No. 425 of the A. A.

of S , and E. R. E. of A. , extend to the said be
reaved relatives of our late brother sincere

sympathy, in their hour of sorrow and assure them
that our late brother stood in high regard and close

companionship with us as an associate of ours in

the purposes of our Association , and was respected

as an untiring and devoted member; further,
Resolved : That these resolutions be entered

upon the minutes of this Division Association , that

copies of the resolutions be forwarded to the brother

and sisters of our late member, and that the resolu

tions be published in the Motorman and Conductor,
DANIEL DONAHUE ,

JAMES P. HUNT,

ROBERT J. LLOYD ,

Committee.

By Div. No. 777 , Muskegon, Mich .

Whereas: Almighty God , in his supreme power

and wisdom , called unto Himself June 1 , 1927 , our

beloved brother, Ben Bailey, and
Whereas : Deferring to His wisdom , with sad

hearts we mourn the absence of this brother and

share with his family and relatives in their great

bereavement; therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division No. 777, of the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America , extend to the bereaved family

of our late brother our profound sympathy in this

their hour of grief and assure them that we partici.

pate therein ; further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of Division No. 777, a

copy be sent to the sorrowing family and relatives

and that the resolutions be published in the Motor

man and Conductor magazine ; further

Resolved : That, as evidence of our sorrow and

respect for, our departed brother , the charter sof
Division No. 777 be draped in mourning for

period of thirty days.
Attest : FRED KALMAN , Cor. Secy.

By Div . No. 235 , Brockton , Mass .

Whereas : Almighty God , in His supreme power

and wisdom , called unto Himself. on June

1927 , our beloved brother . John Joseph O'Connell;

and ,

Whereas : Deferring to His wisdom, with sad

hearts mourn the absence of our true , loyal ,

and faithful brother; therefore, be it.

Resolved : By the members of Division No. 235 ,

that we share with his family and relatives in their

great bereavement ; and be it further
Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread on the minutes of Division No. 235 , a copy

sent to the sorrowing family and relatives and to

the Motorman and Conductor Magazine ; and also,

as evidence of sorrow and respect that the

charter of the Division be draped for a period of

thirty days .

June 20.

WILLIAM M.GOWAN , President .

A. E. HAZARD , Rec . Secy .

By Div . 587, Seattle , Wash .

By Div . No. 887, Newark, N. Y.

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite

wisdom has removed from our ranks a true and

beloved brother , Frank Emmel, in whose death we

have lost a true and loyal friend , his family a

loving husband and father, and while we know that

words cannot greatly lighten the sorrow of those

he loved and protected , we feel that it will be a

consolation for them to know that friends and

brothers are sharing the sorrow with them in the

loss of their loved one ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

No. 887, Amalgamatcd Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America , in regular

meeting assembled, extend to the bereaved family

of our late brother our heartfelt sympathy ; and

be it further

Resolved : That our charter be draped for thirty

(30 ) days ; that copy of these resolutions be

forwarded to the bereaved family ; and that they

be published in the Motorman and Conductor .

May 30 , 1927 .

Attest: JOHN BARNMAKER , Rec . Secy.

By Div . No. 279, Ottawa , Ont .

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has seen fit

to remove from our midst our true and beloved

brother, James A. Moodey, in whose death

have lost a true and loyal brother, one who has

been faithful and did his duty until he was called

by Him who doeth all things well and knoweth

best; therefore, be it
Resolved : That we , the members of Local Divi

sion 279 of the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employees of America extend

to the bereaved family , our heartfelt sympathy

and consolation; and , be it further
Resolved : That , as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , bus charter be draped for a

period of thirty days and a copy of these resolutions

be sent to the bereaved family and published in

the Motorman and Conductor.

J. A. ROBINSON , President .

P. J. TOMKINS, Rec. Secy .

By Div . No. 313 , Rock Island , Ill .

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

remove from our midst four of our oldest members :

Walter Cook , almost 40 years in the service; Geo .

Baker, in service 20 years ; Fred Gruby, 19 years ;

and John Dukey , 16 years in service of the Tri

City Railway.
Whereas : We bow in humble submission to

Him who knoweth best; yet we feel that it will

be consoling to their families to know that faithful

friends and brothers extend to them their deepest

sympathies ; and
Whereas: We regret the death of our beloved

brothers - Geo. Barker, John Dukey, Fred Gruby

and Walter Cook ; in their death we have lost true

and loyal brothers, and while we know that words
cannot wipe out the sorrow of those they loved

and protected, we feel that it will be a consolation
for them to know that friends and brothers share

their sorrow in the loss of their loved one ; there
fore, be it

Resolved : members of Division 313
A, A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., in regular session
assembled , extend to the bereaved families our

heartfelt sympathy and consolation in this their

dark hour of affliction .

H. E. WENDEL, Cor . Secy .

G. G. ENGSTROM

J. C. KINSLEY

) . T. BAUER

By Div. No, 425 , Hartford , Coon .

Whereas : God , in His infinite wisdom , has seen

from ranks to his Heavenly

home our late beloved and respected brother, Patrick

McCullough , who passed from this life May 22 ,

Division No. 425 --the members there .

to extend consolation to the bereaved

brother, sisters and relatives in this moment of their

grief, and to assure them that
are associated

a

our .

1

That we,

1

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

call from among us two of our brothers, Walter S.

Graham and Raymond Cordes , in whose deaths we

have lost true and loyal members and their wives

and families loving husbands and fathers ; therefore ,

be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 587

extend to these bereaved families our sincere sym

pathy and share with them in their sad bereave

ment ; and be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brothers, our Charter be draped

for a period of thirty days and that a copy of this

resolution be sent to the Motorman and Conductor

for publication.

C. V. RAWDING ,

J. L. GOOTEE ,

W. E. CARPENTER ,

Res. Com

fit to remove
OUT

and

Whereas :
of - wish

we
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house. Brother Waterbury pulled out because of

sheer indifference.

Brother John Stamp, after twenty years of

service , quit the road of his own accord over some
matter of operating his car. He was a strong and

sterling member and should not have been treated
was over a trivial circumstance, But it has

to be stated that are given good treatment

by our superintendents, Mr. E. J. Shoup and
Burton . In the multiplicity of details that we

work in , they are a pair of royal good fellows.

A great suit was tried before Superior Judge

O. F. Gosby, wherein Mr. R. J. Telfer, discharged

by the unions as editor of the Union Journal, in

which suit he sought to be reinstated and collect

damages of $ 15,000 . basing his claim upon what he
called a contract of perpetuity, that automatically

continued him in employment from year to year.

He was defeated on every point . I regret his dis

missal, as he is a hopeless cripple and moves about
in a wheel chair . He is a staunch union man ,

but he let his judgment slip in the conduct of the

paper , the policy of which we purpose to control

ourselves .

-Cor. 265 .

MOTORMAN'S WIFEAND

FIVE CHILDREN

The husband and father of this family

is a motorman on a street car in a city

of approximately 400,000 population in

one of the central states of the United

States . At the time this picture was

taken, early in May of this year, the

husband of the lady, who is the father of

the five children , was being paid 37 cents

per hour for his service in the employ of

a street railway, under the management of

union-fighting officials. By working every

day in the year, at ten hours a day, this

motorman would have $ 25.90 per week

with which to supply his wife and children

with a home, food, clothing, doctor's bills,

amusements, insurance and schooling. This

is giving the father not one day of rest

within the entire year. It is imposing

upon the public the menace resultant from

exhaustive employment of motorman .

However, this man's wages did not average

$25.90 per
week . Due to the run hours

allotted to him for employment each day,

the record of his earnings showed $22.00

per week, or $ 1,144.00 per year. That is

wage rate of $95.33 per month . Is

there any plea for organization in this

story ?

CELEBRATE SILVER ANNIVERSARY

Lowell, Mass.-In June Division No. 280 cele
brated her silver anniversary. It was the mile

post of a quarter of a century of progress and

was very gratifying.

Division No. 280 is in excellent financial condition

through its twenty -five years' experience and holds
an important position in the civic affairs of Lowell .

Brothers Hartley Myers and William Wright are

now on the pension list - a fitting reward for faith
ful service to a grateful company:

Brothers Rousseauand"Grizzly " Bear are quite
chummy.

Brother Cunliff denies ownership of that fur coat.

Brother Flanagan thinks Brother Rousseau is
fast company .

Brother Dyke Calman tries all doors at Westford

Street .

Brothers Mark Hanna and Doc Hanson are bosom

friends.

Brothers Rogers and Cunliff have placed on the
market a songentitled " Too Many Pool Tickets."

Brother Hammer is authority that Brother

Anderson would make a good aviator.

Brother McManus is to take a day off soon .

The Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway Com

pany has put into service some new cars. They

are the last word in style and comfort. Seats are

upholstered with Spanish leatherair cushions.
The

cars will be run on high speed lines. The company

also take over and operate from a local barn , the

Ayer Line .
-Cor. 280.

a

a

MIDNIGHT MEETING WELL ATTENDED

Wichita , Kan . - Division No. 794 held a mid

night meeting some six weeks ago.
The attendance

was so large that our

crowd and doorswere opened to let some of the

room would not hold the

boys sit in an adjoining room.
President J. L.

Riley delivered a good talk.
Secretary A. C.

Arnett, who was next on the floor, spoke straight

from the shoulder. His talk stimulated the union

spirit. Headvised that the harvest is ripe. Twenty

members were
added to Local 794 .

Former President Rex also gave the boysa good

talk . We like to hear him,
Five new busses havebeen added to the service,

Brother Razor , bus driver and ex-professional

wrestler, expects to walk off as champion of our

athletic club by defeating Pane Fisher at our nest

annual meet.

Brother C. E. Shockley has purchased a

“ Chevvy." Gasoline shortag may be expected .
Brother A. A. Adams is again on duty,following

a brief illness .

Brother Stafford recently

friends in the East.
Brother Puckett feels that hardtack was not a

good ration while his wife was on a visit.

BrotherRiggins has quit work on the road and

entered the auto business.

SAME OLD COMPLAINT

aew

same

vised relatives and

San Jose , Calif.- We , of Division 265 , have the

old things to say . We are getting along

smoothly, but the same old complaint exists relative
to the attendance at meetings. The one- man car ,

combined with automobile traffic, is hard on the

men and makes them prone to stay at home and

rest.
We have recently lost two brothers. Brother

Rex Oldham left because of the expense the city
placed on him by grading the street in front of his
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Brother J. W. Harris , the butcher , says the tripper

is all right.

Brother Newman has left for Old Mexico .

Brother Byfield throws all fish back that do not

measure the length of his boat .

Brother Razor reports a six and 'one-half pound
stranger at his home. Congratulations.

Brothers George Driscoll and Bert Dougid are

on the sick list .

Our base ball team lost eight straight games .

Stay with it , boys .

Our Big bus barn , 140 by 220 feet, is now under
construction . It will be modern , fully equipped

with the latest devices .

Brother Highball is in a sanatarium in Battle

Creek , Mich . , for treatment .

Cor. 794 .

as

pany re-employ all employes that were out of the

service on account of the lock- out that took place

July 5 , 1926 , and previous .

I may say that the company did not comply

with the award of the Public Service Commission,

only in the granting of the 3 cents increase in wages,
which fixes wage rates now at 40 cents per hour

for first year service men ; 41 cents per hour for

the second year service men ; 42 cents per hour for

the third year service men ; 43 cents per hour for

the fourth year service men ; 44 cents per hour for

the fifth year service men , and 45 cents per hour to

those of more than five years of service . Of course ,

the 40 cents per hour is the prevailing wage,
more than three- fourths of the men employed by

the company are first year service men.

In that the company declined to comply with
the award respecting discrimination directed at

members of the organization and the re -employment

of the locked out men and that the wage is yet far

below a fair living wage , the employes who are

members of Division No. 976 elected a committee

to represent them on grievances , and this committee
of which Brother Green is chairman , submitted the

grievances to the superintendent June 14 . The

superintendent refused to adjust the grievances .
They are now in the hands of President Robert

1. Todd, of the company, and, presumably, will
soon be before the Public Service Commission for

arbitration , Attorney Frank P. Baker is in close

advisement with the committee and will handle

the before the Public Service Commission .

Mr. Baker is the Amalgamated Association's Indian

apolis attorney, as well as being attorney for the

grievance committee .

I will give more definite information upon this
situation in the August issue , as I wish to explain
to the readers how the explosive disturbances

came ahout, providing the editor of this publication
will permit it .

--Cor. 976 .
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AWARD RIGHT TO UNION MEMBERSHIP

Indianapolis, Ind . This , I believe, is the first

appearance of Division No. 976 , of Indianapolis ,
Ind ., in the Motorman and Conductor.

Conditions here I think should be known to the

entire Amalgamated Association .
Some fourteen months ago, upon petition of

crtain of our boys, International Vice - Presidents

Robert B. Armstrong and John M. Parker came

here to direct the course of the Inaianapolis street
railway men in an organizing effort. We

Ketting 37 cents per hour for
first year service

ll, with one cent per yeas added , so that men

here five years in the service received 42 cents per
hour. However, more than one -half of the motor

man and conductors were receiving the first year

service wage of 37 cents per hour. You can imagine

what that wage meant to a man who had a family
to support.

The management of our property, observing that

were falling in line , discharged sixty -four
motormen and conductors for affiliating in the

organized movement. We tried to get them back.

A meeting was called to consider the refusal of the
company to restore these or arbitrate their
cases , The company knew of this meeting and

went before Judge Baltzell of the Federal Court,

and obtained an injunction , which was, in effect ,

to prohibit encouraging the men to suspend work

to enforce arbitration .

The meeting was held , but Vice- Presidents Parker

and Armstrong advised the men that , due to the

injunction , they had no right to give any advice,

and left the meeting. The man presiding over this

meeting told the men that , should they return to

work , they would receive the same treatment that
the sixty -four men had received who were dis

charged for joining the union and encouraged the
men not to return to work . The men took his

advice . They did not return to work . They

recognized a condition of lock - out . The Local had

been previously instituted .

After a few days of the suspension , during which

the company operated more or less cars, there be

came interventions by explosions, and Vice- Presidents

Parker and Armstrong andsome members of the
Local

arrested for violating the injunction.
Sentences of ninety days were imposed upon Vice:

Presidents Parker and Armstrong on a charge of
violating the injunction . Others were sent to jail

a few days for participating in the obstruction oftraffic.
But some six hundred members refused to

declare the suspension of service at an end. Some

returned to work for the company at the old wage.

Among them was Brother James Green and others.

Advisement came to them through the injunction
proceedings that agreement existed . Brother

Green and others felt that this so -called agreement ,

which provided that the property should be " opes.

ated on the open shop principle , ' rendered them

the right to ask for more wages and they made a

submission of that kind to the employing property .

The alleged agreement provided that, in the event
that grievances could not be adjusted by company

officials, they should be submitted to the Indiana
PublicService Commission for arbitration .

The submission to the Public Service Commission

was made January 25. This move was rather of

an encouragement to the men the cars and

many petitioned for membership in our Local .

The award of the Public Service Commission was

handed down May 20 and carried with it 3 cents

per hour increase in wages, together with an inter

* pretation of the open shop clause of the so-called

agreement, which the Commission held , granted to

employes the right of membership in labor unions

and that the company has no right to discriminate

against employes for being members of union .

The Commission, also, recommended that the com

The election of officers of Division No. 26 OC

curred June 6 . Polls were open from 8:00 m

to 6:00 p . m . There were 4,088 votes cast . The

election resulted follows : President , Robert

Otis; vice-president, Clifford E. Karns; secretary.
treasurer, Clarence Nugent; business agent (Detroit
Street Railway ). Neil McLellan ; business agent
( Detroit United Railway), Sidney Van Ness ;

sergeant -at -arms, Charles O'Neill; executive board

( Detroit United Railway Branch ). Charles Sullivan ,

Joseph Ceasor, Ethbert Weir, Cecil Brewer, Arthur
Farrand, John McLean and Clarence Bouquin ;

executive board (Detroit Street Railway) , Steven

J. Matthews, James Shears, Charles Beduhn , Barney

Jednakowski. William P., Brown , Fred McDonald ,

Walter Burke , William H. Brooks, Charles Burton,

Samuel Taylor , William Guy, William R. Green ,

Arnold Houston, Vincent McKenna , Samuel Braden,

C. R. Ashton , Joseph Waisaman , Silas Bilski ,

John L. Griffith, John J. Rourke, George Ashton,

Frank Fouchey.Harry Burr , Green O. Wilson,

J. B. McCaffrey, Roland Goodfellow , Philip Summer

ville . Delegates elected to attend the 20th Con

vention in Birmingham George Ashton ,

Archie D. Black , Frank Fouchey, Roland Good

fellow , John L. Grifhth , Clifford E. Karns, Neil

Kelly, James Lee , J. J. Smith, Robert Otis , Clarence
Nugent, Neil McLellan and Addison Bowles .

The annual picnic of Division No. 26 will be

held at Bob- Lo Park , July 6 .

- " Rex ."
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ARE YOU AN ATTENDANT

Are you 1

on

Fort Smith , Ark .-Division No. 674 is moving
along nicely-no one sick . Yet the extra men are

getting plenty of work.

Brothers, let's set a new attendance record at our
meetings. The officers would like to see every

member present . It encourages them. Come out!
What position do you occupy in your Local ?

Are you an attendant or an absentee at meetings?

Are you a peace -worker or strife -creator ?

a helper or hinderer ? Ask yourselves these questions

and I think you will attend the meetings. It is

your business, and harmony comes out of it .
Brother Elmer Flury gets a move on his little

Ford to get down to the car barn in time to take
out his early run .

Brother Andy Deton , of the Hot Springs Local ,

was a recent visitor at one of our meetings.
were certainly pleased to have Andy with us. He

spent seven years on the cars in Port Smith . Wc

welcome him back at any time . -Cor. 674 .

We
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BIG THING IS TO ORGANIZE

Windsor, Ont.-If we care to look back, history
discloses to the fact that great movements

originate in simple and unpretentous ways. They

begin to grow in numbers from trust and confidence

of those associated. So , organized labor originated

among a few who were convinced of the economic

salvation dependingupon organization , co -operation
and helpfulness. They analyzed their company

and determined plans for social and industrial

improvement. They visualized the future and

there was no alternative that would bring improve
inent in our common interest . The big thing is to

organize and stay organized .

Did you hear of Brother William Patrick standing
the corner of London and Ouelette, waiting

for a Parent Avenue car , Monday, May 16 ?

Finally, Superintendent Brooker informed him where

to get a Parent Avenue car .

Brothers Joe Sheppard and J. Van Cise recently

enjoyed a 21-day holiday .

We wonder w9y Brothers J. Kenney and H.

Adams fail to get out to Stop 12 on time on their

11:20 a . m . trip Saturdays.

Will someone kindly donate Brother C. Chittle
a new watch ?

The stork called at the home of Brother Joe C.

Reaume May 17 and left a nice , seven and one-half

pound boy. Congratulations.
Brothers H. McIndoo and T. Forbes enjoyed

three days' vacation without pay in May . Set

the alarm clock a little closer, boys.

We are pleased to see Brother J. Cedar back on

his summer run on the Tecumseh Line .

Brother W. Simser has fallen back on the Cross

town Line on a day run .

Our third trick dispatcher, Mr. J. Goulet , recently

visited Montreal .

Superintendent A. F. McGill took

off the early part of June, to the sights in

Toronto .

Brother E. Langlois made the grade at the last
sign-up , by , getting, a day run on the Tecumseh

Line with BrotherJoe Celest Reaume.

Miss Isabel Raven , of St. Thomas, has hooked up
with Brother H. McIndoo. We wish them a suc

cessful married life .

Brother G. Paddon is again on the cars.

President George Bennett has taken a night run

on the Amherstburg Line .

Don't forget to keep your dues paid . It helps

the financial secretary and dues collector . Also,

attend the meetings , as it means only a couple of

hours of your time each month , and it is for a good

cause .
--Cor. 616.

ARBITRATION CASES YET PENDING

Lansing, Mich.-The Trades and Labor Council
of Lansing has endorsed an application of our
employing company for an increase in fare . We

trust that the company will get the increase .

We have two cases of arbitration that have been

placed for arbitration for several weeks , in fact ,
we may now say months . It appears that the

company's arbitrator will not agree upon a fair

third man before whom these cases may be tried.

It has now run too long. Does it look as though

the company was trying to work with the men

and encourage the spirit of co -operation ? Why not

bring these arbitration cases to a close ?

The cross-over is working successfully on South

Washington Avenue . The bridge that started to

crumble is being rebuilt.
We regret the hard luck of Brother Bert Bernard .

We trust he early recovers from his injured wrist.

Notice : W. K. Taylor is sporting a new Chrysler!

You can never tell what a fellow is going to do
next .

I have revised the following : Luck. Do you be
lieve in it ? No man ever became rich or famous

without being envied by those who started with

him. " Oh , if I'd had his luck !"

What is luck ? We all know queer tricks of

fortune that brought men millions . Henry Ford ,

said to be the world's richest man , has also been
called " the world's luckiest man ." Look back over

Ford's history and see.

As a young man , Henry Ford entered into the

study of electricity . He rose from farm boy to

manager in one of the Edison plants . Here many
would have been contented to take things

easy . But Ford was fascinated by the possibilities

of the automobile industry, then in its infancy .

In his back yard workshop he built a complete car
with his own hands. He satisfied himself that he

knewautos before starting to build them. Today,

the Ford properties bring in over $ 100,000,000 a
year, and some folks who knew him in the old

days spend most of their time talking about hisluck . I call it training and hard work. Had he

not gotten ready years before he became rich , all
the luck in the world wouldn't have made his

business what it is .

There is an old saying in the sporting, world ,

that " you can't beat another man's game.'
The

only way to win in any job is to make it your
job. Study it , as the big league baseball star
studies his position . In this way make yourself

better on that job . Only when you know your line

of work, and that means to learn your foreman's

job as well as your own, will you be ready for
success. Big jobs are not handed out to a man

who believes in horseshoes, four leaf clovers and
rabbit's feet . Not by a long shot! The only kind

of luck is just happening" to be trained and ready
when the big job is open. Are you ready?
You may say: " What good would it do for me

to know my boss's job ? "

J. T. Cotton, a great New York lawyer, said :
" Success is the result of well directed work . '

Think of these things . I'll have something more

next month .

-Cor. 563 .

PARTICIPATE IN MEMORIAL DAY

men

a few days
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Well,

St. Louis, Mo.-I see through the columns of

the M. and c . that many Locals complain of non

attendance at meetings . As to that, I think we

are worse off than many others . Many of us

have so much faith in officers that we just

get careless in respect to our own interest .

let's think so . The best test of our officers' ability

is to have a neighbor Local go on strike and send

out an appeal for help, just as the Cleaners and

Dyers did in this city. I feel sure the same can

be said of officers of other locals as can be said of

the officers of Division 788 . We are proud of our

boys ' generous response .
Our Ladies Auxiliary met recently and there

were sixty-two of the fair ' sex present . Not so bad

for the first meeting .

Our delegates have returned from the Missouri

State Federation of Labor Convention , held at

Sedalia , and report a good time. They elected

Jobe Woods for the sixteenth time as president of

the State F. of L. Brother L. A. Graeser was

placed on the Legisiative Committee, of which he

was a former member.

President M. J. Douglas gave a very interesting
and lengthy report at our last meeting. He warned

our brothers to be careful , especially of riding white

mule , as it is a very dangerous mode of trans

portation ,
Well , our colored brothers gave an excursion

down the river the night of the 23rd and report a

big crowd . A real , old fashioned time was had .

Our old friend , Fred Leopard , is still sick and
would enjoy a call from the boys . He is at 3551

Missouri Ave.

Your correspondent was called from town

1.3th , to the funeral of his brother -in - law , Mr.

11. W. Askins . He was a friend to labor all his

life , --Cor. 788 .

We

Brockton , Mass.-- Memorial Day, May 30, set

aside to honordead heroes in the Civil, Spanish,

American and World Wars, was fittingly observed
by Brockton citizens . Many local car men were

called to the colors in thelate war, in which they
aiso gave their all .

Brother Anthony Canan, seriously ill at his home.

was given a purse of money byhis fellow employs.

He certainly appreciated it. We hope for his early

recovery.
There is a rumor of a new run from Brockton

to Neponset, through Holbrook and Quincy.

hope to see it on soon .

Superintende
nt

French's
Studebaker is a

corker . He prizes itas though it were horsefesh .

It is blue and a handsome design .

Brother Nichols advises us that blueberries are

plentiful in the vicinity of Eastondale .

me that the champion blueberry picker of Torrox

Street is Captain Perkins, one

players of some note .

A few car men are holloing for base ball this

summer . Brother Cormier has been manager the

last few seasons, representing Torrey Strect .

Brother McGrath pickeda late nightrun onthe
Rockland Line. He keeps us advised on thetrend

of the times.

new

It reminds

of our base bal }

the

Cor. 235,
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ENJOY LUNCHEON installment on a flivver , a radio set , etc. , and settle

down, satisfied that they never need a union .

However, the first time something goes wrong in

their way of thinking, they begin to ask around

the barn what the union is going to do about it .

Such men should be ashamed to sit on the same
bench with union men, Here is hoping that the

sleepy will awaken and see their wrong doings.
-Cor . 587 .

our men

BANQUET WELL ATTENDED

men аге

Altoona, Pa .-The month of May has passed
out . Due to the fact that the weather was dis

agreeable and changes on some schedules , with the
operation of more one-man cars, we find some of

in service for several years have again
become very young

Well , I guess following the Lindbergh Aight will

be perpetual motion .

May 27 we enjoyed a very elaborate luncheon

at the expense of our company. It was in con

nection with our safety campaign. The Even Side,

I believe , had one more accident than the Odd Side.

I took notice that some of the boys did the luncheon
justice. Our express crew did mow it away. The

Tyrone boys did their bit. What they didn't eat

they put in their pockets, as I could smell the

odor of fish on some of them the next day.

The Logan Valley construction work is nearly at
an end .

We are not one bit regretful of the appointment

of our present superintendent. Mr. C. H. Hoofnagle

is certainly ingratiating himself in the good graces
of our men .

We understood that in our new quarters there

would be no marking or scarring on walls. Watch

yourself. There are being some traps set for the

culprits.

We find our sick brothers again around. Brother

James Fogart has returned home from the hospital.
Brother Howard Wright is again at work and

Brother Bowser is improving.

Well , I cannot recall the date of the roler skating

party at Edgewood, but I learned it was another
humdinger . The prize fell to the miscellaneous
department . Brothers Harry Riley and Wolf

certainly left Brother Moe in the shade . They did

everything that could be done roller skates

except the bear dance and Charleston. Jack Rice
says he gives up .

We find that summer is now with us , some of

the boys are doing repair work on their property .

Brother George Garber, of Homewood near Tyrone,
surely made his home appear fine . I think he

used a whitewash brush .

Brother McQuigg, of Tyrone, has returned home
from a visit to Beaver, Pa.

Our late card party and dance at the " Gym ,"

after the luncheon, was a blizzard . Brothers James

Ringler and ) . O. Davis gave us some very fancy

stufi, including the Charleston and the jazz dance.

J. 0. sure has the pep when he gets started.

There must be some attraction at Homewood, a

small country village near Tyrone. Brother Joe

visits there quite frequently: One night the lights

all went out due to an electric storm . Poor Joe

was sitting pretty in the dark . Some folks say it

is customary to turn the lights out . Better take a

spotlight next time, Joe .

Uncle Josh has added another to his family in

the way of a son - in - law. We wish him all the

Success in the world .

-Cor. 801 .

ORGANIZE CREDIT BRANCH

Norristown, Pa.-The Ninth Annual Banquet of
Division No. 811 was held Wednesday , May 25 ,

in Oddfellows Banquet Hall . It was the largest

and best banquet we ever held . There were plenty

of good eats and a dandy entertainment, headed

by Ande, the Mystic Marvel , and his company -

presenting magic, cartoonist and pianist , Ande

is the son of Financial Secretary Edward Furlong,

of Division 811 , and is well known as a lyceum

entertainer . There were songs by Brother Spangler's

sons and Brother Moorehead's daughters played

and sang beautifully. Vice-President McCoy's little

daughter played the piano . Others helped to enter

tain and all present enjoyed themselves immensely.

Daddy Spangler was master of ceremonies and he
certainly handled it in fine manner. He is a hard

one to beat on entertaining.

We are getting along nicely. New

coming in right along , but the attendance at the

meetings could be improved . This applies specially

to the older members, who seem to think that

paying their dues Icts them out and that the younger

members should do the rest .

A number of our boys are on the sick list .

Brother Charles Kellar , our oldest employe was

sick for fifteen weeks, but is now again on the job.

The relief fund has been hit hard , but at this time

it is easing up some, as we have only one left on

the sick list .

Our company has permission from the Public

Service Commission to abandon a mile long transfer

line, which will mean two more men to be dropped .

The company has also applied for permission to
discontinue the Pottstown -Boyerton Division, which

is about ten miles of track, employing twelve men .

The permission has not yet, at this time, been

granted .
--Cor, 811 .
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BUSINESS MEN MEET DAILY
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San Jose , Calif .-Well , Division No. 265 ap

proaches the readers by way of our monthly ap
pearance in the M. and C. , with the same old

wail -- we are alive and healthy , yet dead, so far
as attending meetings is concerned. But enough

of our how that everybody takes his card out

faithfully and then faithfully stays away from the

meetings.

It is difficult to get enough news items with

which to make up a letter. Now, brothers, please

make it impossible for to complain of

attendance at meetings by appearing at the next

meeting . You know it is your duty to do this .

Just drop around and know the fact that our busi
men meet practically every day and their

organization is well attended.

I am unable to see the value of making up a letter

of silly cracks about members, but here are a few
sober facts :

It seems that as soon a brother gets in a

pinch , he casts about to see how he can economize .

He overlooks the gas for his machine and drops his

union dues . This he looks upon as a saving of

$ 2.00 per month. The individual, who

Brother Wingard, played this trick. Shortly after

he dropped his union dues and the $800 insurance
he sustained a kick on the knee cap which crippled

him for life . Now he is lying in the San Jose

Hospital, out of the union , and no one goes near

him . He misses his sick benefit of $32.50 and his

dues for a year would total only $ 24.00 -- so much

for narrow -minded penuriousness .

Last month we lost Brothers Oldham and Water

bury and gained Brothers Johnson and McClyman .

Our old stand-by, Brother A. J. Trowbridge , keeps
on the cars .

Brothers T. Glover, D. Thompson , W. M.

Williams, Mendia and Deshlevy are all staunch

supporters of union principles , and many others are
broad- minded enough to see that unionism is

thing beyond their own pockets and is a mutual

helpfulness .

Seattle, Wash .It has been some time since

Local 587 has appeared in the M. and C. We
have been going along the best we could . The

seniority question has taken considerable time and

caused worry, but things look some better at present.

Am quite sure things will work out 0. K.

Well, the call for delegates to theState Federa
tion and International Conventions have been re
ceived and all are much enthused .

The street car
men met June 6 and organized

a Credit Union. At the meeting shares were sub

scribed and most of the officers elected . We hope

to be doing business in the near future . This

move will be a great benefit to our members. I

will explain its business purposes later.

We regret to report the deaths ofBrothers W. S.
Graham and Raymond Cordes. Brother Graham

passed away June 1. He was with us five years

and the boys at North Seattle will miss him .

Brother Cordes departed from this life June 9.

one of the who helped to organize

Local 587 and was a hard workerfor the Local to
the time of his death. It has been many years

since the Local has lost a member thought as much

of as was BrotherCordes.

In the near future we will present to the city
our proposed new wage scale, We hope everything

will work out satisfactorily to all concerned .

Sometimes some members condemn their organi
zation , plus misunderstandings and quit na yine

was our

He was men
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DEATH TAKES FORMER PRESIDENT amounts to only 50 cents a week . Don't let your

name appear on the delinquent list .
Brockton , Mass. Former president, John -Cor . 425.

O'Connell , operator for many years on the Brockton

Division and also former vice-president of Division BURT VISITS IOWA LOCAL

No. 235 , recently passed from this life. He was

sick for some time . He will be missed by all .

A floral tribute was given by the Brockton Local .
Clinton, Iowa-Division No. 911 was recently

highly honored by a visit from Brother Allen H.
He is survived by his widow and one boy . Burt, General Executive Board Member. Brother

Brother Curry A. Stiles, genial operator on the

Taunton Short Line , has purchased
Burt camedown from Dubuque; there he assisted

a combined

residence and store at Easton Green . We extend the boys of Division No. 329 on agreement work,
and spent a few days with us . He

to him our congratulations and best wishes .
gave our boys

Brother. Wallace Chickering - not the piano manu
very interesting talk , including many pointers

and ideas. We wish to thank Brother Burt for
facturer-is doing a land -office business in straw
berries from his own garden . " Chick " says the

stopping here and would like to meet more of the

people demand the big berries, but he claims the
officers of our Association in the future .

small berries are the most tasty . Operator C. J. Brother George E. Lord was our delegate who

Pederson claims sunkissed strawberries are the best .
attended the State F. of L. Convention , held at

Put the strawberries in a large dish, sprinkle sugar
Cedar Rapids June 13-18. We also sent Brother

on them correspondingly , then let them lay out in
Robert Rasmussen along with him as a guardian .

the sun with a window pane covering them to within
They enjoyed the convention, as Brother Rasmussen

an eighth of an inch . Next day turn the berries took good care of Brother Lord .

over and let them stand another day in the sun .
The street fare has advanced here from

Then they are ready to put in jars . He claims it
7 cents to a dime . Tickets may be purchased at

gives them a natural taste. the rate of four for a quarter, which makes the
ticket rate 6 % cents .

In mentioning Superintendent French's new auto
The increase in fare was

mobile, I made a mistake. It is of a grey instead
made necessary by increased operating cost and

of blue color .
decreased revenue . Much of the decreased revenue

Some of our operators are wearing black dusters
is due to the automobile ownerand the persons he

this summer instead of the uniform jacket . They
transferred in his car .

are cool and comfortable . A bus line will be in operation here soon by our

Operator Nichols has changed his residence from company, from Main Street, Lyons, to Eagle Point

Eastondale to Richmond Street, Brockton . He will
Park . The street was abandoned there some

accommodate the North End operators with his
The car . was also taken off of North

Fourth Street .

machine on their returning to their homes at night .
His favorite line is Grafton

Brother
Street . There's

Chris Claussen set sail for Denmark

recently .reason . He was undecided as to whether he would

New DeLuxe type cars are coming in right along .
stay there or return to the good old U. S. A.

The last one is No. 7014, An altogether new type Our president, Brother Robert Rasmussen, has

of ceiling is noted . Side signs are in the center of
left the employ of our company. We will sure

the car . miss Brother Bob , for he was a good worker in

The Fourth of July is now in order. Several the interest of Division No. 911 .

operators signed to be off on that day. Starters Brother Roy Lahey has invented a
and office force are now beginning to take their power. Recently a horse strayed on the track

vacations . when there was a slippery rail . He advised the

-Cor. 235 .
horse to “Giddap." The horse took the cue and

both horse and street car were saved . Of course,

AWAITING WAGE ADJUSTMENT thehorse recognized that Brother Lahey was reared
on a farm and that it was wise for him to follow

Hartford, Conn.-Division No. 425 has not yet
Brother Lahey's advice.

come to a' renewal of agreement with our employ
Police Officer George Otterback has got Brother

Bob Black's goat .

ing property - the Connecticut Company - regarding
wages and working

No one here has been on the sick list for a long
conditions. The company's time .

proposition was to continue under the present exist -Cor. 911 .
ing agreement, as applying to wages and working

conditions, but when this was presented to the

members of the Locals associated in the joint agree HOLD SEMI-ANNUAL ELECTION

ment as employes of the employing property, it

was rejected by a vast majority, and we are now Pottsville , Pa.-Division No. 118 ,
which has

in state of not knowing whether this
seldom been heard from through the columns of

arbitration or not , as the situation is yet in a stage the Motorman and Conductor, is prospering and

of conference with the management of our employ we feel that ourassociate Localswouldbe pleased

ing propesy: to know it . You will note by our number that

Brother David Barry is in the hospital sick . we are one of the oldest units of the Amalgamated

trust he will soon recover . Association .

Division No. 425 extends profound sympathy to Division No. 118 has just held its semi -annual
Brother Abjohn Stokes in the recent death of his election of officers. We elect officers semi-annually.
beloved wife ,

Brother . Berger was re -elected by a big majority
Brother Joseph Bell , after twenty years on the and will still continue as president of our Local.

Manchester Line, has changed to the Rainbow Brothers Doolin and Lord are on the sick list.

Line . Brother H. Smith recently had another slight
Treasurer James Hunt of our Local was a little headache and took a couple of days off.

surprised to see his picture in the M. and C., and Brother H. Ratzz resigned his position e$ motor:
enthusiastically distributed all he could gather of man recently , and took the job of fagmaa on the

the publication on the steps of the people in Park Coal Castle Division .

ville. Brother Jack Hulet is as much after chickens as
Financial Secretary Daniel Donahue has recently Brothers Boran and Stork are budding him ,

joined the Dew Drop Inn Club, which now has over Brother Fegley is as scrappy as usual,but will

four hundred members. get over that,as he now hasa steady run and has

Brother John Kehoe, on the Rainbow Line , re boughta home,and wehope will get along fine.

gards it better to work on than the Zion Street Brother Bower missed stopping at the railway

Line. crossing and got sacked , but our goodcommittee

Brothers Frank Baker and August Kent recently succeededin havinghim reinstated witha week

moved in from Wethersfield . Brothers Backus and of suspension . It doesn't pay to forget orders.

Maine are still down there . Brother Carter

Brother Frank Kelly is now acting barn foreman . Day after day he sleeps in and he is going to try

will get a weekly alarm clock

He has been with our company over thirty years weekly awakening.

as the oldest conductor, and deserved his present Brother Wildermuth continues rolling his tobacco,

position .
the same as ever .

Several of our members are running, for delegate Brothers Strand and Hughes' fight was broad.

to the convention to be held in Birmingham , Ala. , casted over the radio,
Both had a knockout, but

in September, We hope the best men win. they came out fine.
much we regret it , there are several Brother E. Berger runs

a little Bernie on the

brothers in arrears whose names will be read at Yorkville Division. You should seehim smile as

the next meeting . and if not paid up will appear the ladies board his car. Otherwise , everything

in the next issue of M. and C. Brothers, is O. K.

It is ankeep your dues paid . easy matter, as it

a means

We

ever.

As as

the

-Cor. 118
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Burdette, B. F. Starr , J. W. Askea, W. J. Dean ,

S. J. Steele .

President McBra yer , by virtue of his office, wil }

be one of the delegates representing our Division
at the International Convention .

This is all for the present , Hope to see a large

crowd at the next regular meeting .

-Cor. 732 .

was

one

we

GOOD FEELING EXISTS

Montgomery, Ala . - A short letter from Division

765 might interest readers of the Motorman and
Conductor.

The Street Railway in this city is owned by the

Alabama Power Company. Much improvement has

been made since this company took possession over
four years ago. They recently purchased fourteen

new one-man cars to take the place of some of

the old cars that have been rolling for several years.

Some of our old cars are being rebuilt and painted .

and come out of the shop looking new.

At the present time good feeling exists between

company and employees, even though it is true

that our wage scale is not as high as some other

organized cities in the south ; we get better wages

than that paid on unorganized roads .

Our Local Division is progressing nicely, We

have very good attendance at meetings and have
initiated several new members. We realize the

fact that we are gradually growing stronger . This ,

of course, is dependent upon our willingness, each
to do his duty .

We must be aware of the fact that in this Amalga
mated Association there is a work for every

that takes the solemn obligation , and the beauty of
it is that the more we do the more want to

do and we find ourselves lending a helping hand to
those less fortunate than we.

I want to say to members who are careless and

do not care to attend the meetings of their Divi

sion ,that they are doingthemselvesand their fellow
workers an injury.

Our president, Brother E. Stephens, is on the job

again , after undergoing an operation for appendicitis.

Brother George Welch is back on his run after
several weeks illness.

There is a broad smile on the face of Brother

Elias Reynolds since he won the girl nearest to his

heart and united into the Holy Bonds of matri
mony . Best wishes , Elias .

Our financial secretary , and the writer of this

article each have had a visit by the stork recently .

I am glad to say that most every one of the boys

are receiving the four dollars bonus checks every

month, given by the company for not being responsi
ble for an accident .

Some of our members are looking forward to the

next International Convention , since it will be held
at Birmingham , which is only a hundred miles

away . There are only a few of our members that

ever had a glimpse at our International President ,
and would be glad of the opportunity . While we

know that the heavy weight of unfinished busi

ness will be resting on his shoulders while in The

Magic City, wehope that he will enjoy that good

old southern hospitality that will await him there.

-Cor. 765 .

Wm.

NOMINATE CONVENTION DELEGATES

St. Louis, Mo.-- Saturday, June 18, the

homecoming of Col. C. A. Lindbergh . Believe me

there was some crowd to extend to him a warm
welcome . The assemblage at Forest Park to gree

the Colonel required our full service . Our company

officials highly complimented our boys for their
efficiency in handling the public on that day. The

Colonel deserved the welcome and appreciated it .

The Public Service Commission has granted our

Company an 8 ¢ fare with two tokens for 15 € .

We are hopeful that we will benefit by this increase
in fare . It was needed.

At our last meeting , delegates were nominated

for 20th Convention delegates. Some 30 members

were nominated . The election will be held July
20 . We will then elect from the nominees, 12

delegates. Believe me , whomever we elect, they

will be behind our worthy. International President,
D. Mahon, in making the convention the

largest and best ever held .

Our meetings are being well attended . President

M. J. Douglas made a good report at our last

meeting. showing a clean slate . He also reminded

the boys of our duty to the eight brothers in St.

Johns Hospital, sick . We arranged for a picnic at

Forest Park , July 13 , in the interest of our benefit
fund .

We are pleased to see Brother John Driscol back

on the job after recovering from a broken ankle .

We extend our sympathy to Brother Harvey F.

Moore in the sad death of his esteemed wife , who

passed away June 16 .
Best wishes extended to Brother Marvin

McKann for the speedy recovery of Mrs. McKann,

We regret to report the death of our late Brother
A. G. Durkes who departed this life June 26. He

is survived by his widow and six small children .

He died of Typhoid Maleria.

Brothers Joe Cook and Rongie Cora are in the

hospital , sick.

-Cor. 788 .
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PRESIDENT MACHADO ELECTED DELEGATE

Fall River, Mass.-Division No. 174 held her

regular meeting Tuesday, June 14. The meeting

was presided over by President John R. Machado,

who was elected delegate to represent Division

No. 174 at the 20th Convention , to be held in

September, at Birmingham , Ala . The morning

session was called to order at 9:30 a. m . and the

evening session at 7:30 p . m . The sessions of the

meeting were well attended .

We wish President Machado good luck on his

trip to Birmingham and we know he will bring back

a good report from the convention .

We voted to have our annual outing this year

at Rocky Point, and as many as can will give up
the cars on that day for a day's pleasure with our
wives and families .

Our 26th Annual Ball this year was the largest

we ever had.

BrotherGuimond is thinking of going with the
American Legion on their trip to Paris. It will be

a fine ocean trip .
Work here has been very good this summer.

The streets are being sprinkled at night by the

members of Division No. 174 .

Through our president we got four more summer

jobs , which we appreciated .
-Cor. 174 .

RUNNING AS YEARS AGO

WILL ELECT FOUR DELEGATES

Atlanta, Ga. - Everything is moving along. O. K.
with Division 732. The Committee are still hold

ing conferences with the Company on the wage

question. Hearing will be started July 12 , before
the State Public Service Commission on the petition

of the Company for an increase carfare. Every

member should attend the regular meetings to hear

the interesting reports affecting our many problems

now being worked out by the officers.

Owing to the activities of the Application Com
mittee , we have taken in several members

for the past month, Keep it up , brothers . There

are a few more, yet. I am sure they will be brought

into thefold .

The Grievance Committee reported at the last

meeting, saying all grievances and complaints were
practically settled. Brothers Wiley and Haney
having been reinstated.

Brothers J. L. Hurt and W. M. Hinsley, con

valesing from seriousoperations, are expected soon
to be back at work.

Delegatesto the International Convention to be

held in Birmingham , Ala., in September will be
elected the third Tuesday in July , There will be

four, delegates to represent Division No. 732 .

The regular sign up has just been completed.
Several brothers changed runs, Now, that it

over, let's get busy and establish a new safety
record .

Our annual election of officers was held Monday ,

June 27th, at the Labor Temple. The following
were elected to serve for another year: President,

1. L. McBrayer; vice president, J. W. Cagle ; record

ing secretary and correspondent M. & C., R.Bird;
financial secretary and treasures , E. Þ . Dodd;

sentinal, J. C. Thompson ; executive board , J. C.

new

is

Marinette , Wis.-Street cars are running here

now as they did twenty - five years ago . We do not

cross either bridge and we are using the Marinette

Car Barn.

Brother Louis Kickbush spent his Sunday off,

recently, at the tourist camp at Escanaba, Mich .
What were you doing, Brother Kickbush , when the

Swede saw you?

Brother MacBride is busy getting his new home

ready for occupancy.

Brother Whaley is fond of his new run on Pierce

Ave.

--Cor. 302 .
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CONVENTION CALLS baby girl, He always liked girls. So , you can see

that he is now busy. Brother Henry Wheeler will

Worcester, Mass. - During the past month support me in this statement .

received the call of both the International Conven Brothers, do you know the identity of our Jewish
tion and the Massachusetts State Convention of Irish motorman, Brother Morris Soloman ? When

the A. F. of L. The 20th Convention of the A. A. he is with the Irish he takes the name of Jack

of S. and E. R. E. of A. will open on September Sullivan .

12th at Birmingham , Alabama, and the State F. of Brothers, if you want to know anything about

L. Convention in Fall River the week of August 1 . thelaw , ask Brother Scott .
Nominations for both Conventions took place at: What has become of the Owl Club?

our regularJune meeting. Delegates for the Inter Did you hear of our great runner's dash from the
national Convention nominated Business James Street Barn to Orange and Commer, looking

agent , Pete Rooney ; president, Ernest
Hanson ; for the fare box he left on the lawn while changing

treasurer, Harry Bailey; recording secretary, Percy cars? He should go good for the Olympics.

Dew ; board members, Dana Hodgkins, Charles When it comes to pitching, horseshoes, Brother
Dacey, Michael Kane, Wm . Fitzgerald, Thos. F. Johnny Janette is not there. But when it comes to

Broderick , who was recently our business agent , finding tokens, BrotherGeorge Le Grand is there.

Dave McGrath, former vice president, John Sheehan, Brother Frank McGuire is now a proud daddy.

who for several years served as board member for Good luck, Mac.

the Blackstone Valley Division , and W. H. Murphy. If you are in need of gas, call on Brother Keaney,

who was recently board member from Gates Lane He will oblige you . " Sam ," Cor. 281 .

Division, also a member of the Legislative Com

mittee. Three delegates will be elected . Brothers, DEATH ENTERS RANKS

I call upon you to do your duty and VOTE . Nomi

nees for the State Convention are Patrick Shea , Birmingham, Ala.- Division No. 725 has lost

who was formerly president of this Division and an another valued member.
old campaigner ; Dave McGrath, a former vice May 2, 1927, Brother W. A. Norwood passed to

president; Vice -President Michael Kane; Treasurer the Yonder Shore . The Omnipotent Heavenly

H. Bailey ; Recording Secretary Percy Dew; Board Father has seen fit in His all wise wisdom to take
Members Wm . Fitzgerald , Arthur Barrette , John this beloved brother from our ranks. This distin

M. Shea and William H. Sullivan . guished brother was unfortunate, as he always had

Wonders will never cease. Brother Bill Casavant bad health and in the latter part of his life he

has signed up under a new manager. By the time was forced to travel a great deal .

you read this, Bill will be happily married and en. At times we become lonely, blue and discouraged

joying his honeymoon. “ Just acase of another good upon having bad health, but when we stop to think,

man gone wrong, quoted by George McGeachey. we realize that this life is a mere trial to see whether

Buck seems to have deserted Skink McKenna . competent of living in Glory.
Brother

While reigning champ of the checker league, every Norwood wasa devout Christian and we look for
thing seemed to profit for Skink, but since he ward to the day when we can meet him , to part

bought a car, he hasn't been able to win enough -Cor. 725 .

games to , buy, the gas, so Scar Face and Doggy

say : " What shall it profit a man if he buys a car ODE TO THE “SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS."

but can't get the gas to run it . " By Harriet G. Young, Division 308.
Brothers, as we go along , day after day, this

little saying seems to crop up in our minds- " You Brave mount, straight toward a lurid blue you sped,

can't get something for nothing." Some evidently And bore me safely through an unknown path;
never give this little sentence a thought , or their Where wind and wave their ghostly terrors spread,

standing in this Local might be strengthened . And angry storm kings bellowed forth their wrath.

am asking you who are in arrears , unless it is To you , my dreams, my burning hopes, I told;

through sickness, to try cleaning up your back My all I staked on you and your reply;

dues. Just stop and consider, if all of us were to Your throbbing pulse spoke true; your song con

fail in paying for our protection, what would condi soled

tions be in very short time. Think of your God sealed that pact we made 'twixt sea and sky.

families, if anything should happen to you . Brothers Entranced, I marveled at your gallant stride.
your monthly dues may look big, but it's nothing At times I grimly sat in wondrous awe :

compared to what you receive in return . ' Twas when great blankets masked a hungry tide,

Drawings took place during the past month for While gusty winds warned us grim Nature's law,

summer vacations. The favorite months seem Dread sleet and hail against your armor plied ,

have been June, July and August , although a few Whilst night stretched forth her unillumind veil,

of our hunters and fishermen are going to wait Ah ! Pal, a friend youproved then, true andtried,

until October. Motorman George Scott was the For well we know; ships sink when thus assailed.
first man drawn. He reports a very pleasant time . Then --- then a brilliant light blazed in the sky

Most of his vacation was spent motoring through The goal, the goal we near.
We hear the blare

the New England States. Brother Bill Beck is That sacred pactwe kept, Pal, you and I,

enjoying himself at the beach with his family . And thus, we learn, fulfilled a nation's prayer.
Brother Bill Cuneen reports from New York, he's 0 , monarch proud , if those of ruthless hand
trying to find out why the bottom falls out of the Couldknow the bitinggrief my soul dothfeel.
Stock Market. Whentheywitheagerzeal your trappings brand,
The jinx seems to be camping on trail . They would not wield those sharpened blades of

During the past month Brothers Wm. Kraft, George steel.

Pierce and Washburn , of the Market St. Division, Your silver pinions, too , have been encased;
died and we hope have found rest in the Great A hurt I feel as of a chastening rod.

Beyond . The sympathy of the whole Division is But merits earned can never be effected

extended to the families of these loyal brothers. You'll soar your honors home on U. S. sod .

In spite of all we can do, our sick and injured

list seems to be growing. Brothers Fred Lavalette,

Joe Gonyea, George, Glispier, Frank Smith , Larry
TOO MANY IMMIGRANTS

Hanlon and Fields have been added to the long

list . Edmonton, Alta.—The Trades and Labor
Brother Frank Smith had the misfortune of falling

from the running board of an open car while collect Council has protested tothe Dominion

ing fares. He received a very bad wound on the Minister of Immigrationagainst dumping

back of his head but last reports are , Frank is doing Central European immigrants into Alberta
well and expects to be back in harness very shortly.

cities .
--Cor. 2160-22.

The immigrants came here with the

THE OLD SAYING understanding that the colonization depart

New Haven , Conn .-- Brothers of Division No. ments of two railroads would place them

281. I wish to advise that in my way of thinking , on farm work .
Investiga

tions show that

the only way to back up our officers is to attend the new arrivals are not qualified forthis
your regular and special meetings. Don't discourage
your officers by remaining away from the meetings. workand that many of them cannot speak

Show them that you are with them . Put your English . They are herded in municipalities

shoulder to the wheel . You know the old saying- of the prairie provinces, are a tax on com :

" United we stand ; divided we fall. "

I have learned why our old correspondent gave
He is now married and the father of a of other unskilled worker

to

our

up his job.
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LINDBERGH'S FATHER GENUINE

LABOR ADVOCATE

By Donald Ramsey

(Reproduction from Labor)

A few hours after he had completed his

epochal flight to Paris , Charles A. Lind

bergh received the following cablegram from

Senator Henrik Shipstead of Minnesota :

You are the worthy son of a brave
father . "

On his arrival in Washington, the " Fly.

ing Viking" caught sight of the tall form

of the Minnesota Senator, who, as a mem

ber of the nation's reception committee,

was waiting to receive him . Pressing

Shipstead's hand, Lindbergh paused to

thank him for the cablegram . The tribute

to his father had touched him. It was

probably the only reference to his cour

ageous sire in the sheaves of cablegrams
which he had received on the other side .

Shipstead had ample opportunity to test

the mettle of the elder Lindbergh. For

years they stood shoulder to shoulder,

battling for Progressive principles in Minne
sota , They shared victory and defeat

together.

Of all the distinguished company which

greeted him , young Lindbergh knew that

Shipstead alone shared his father's political

views

Had a Perfect Labor Record

For ten years ( from 1907-17 ) the elder

Lindbergh represented a Minnesota district

in the House of Representatives. He was

elected as a Republican , but the record

shows he was a Republican of the LaFollette

variety.

From the workers' point of view, per

haps the finest tribute that can be paid to

him is that the records compiled by the

railroad brotherhoods and the American

Federation of Labor show he had a " 100

per cent labor record ."

On only one occassion did he take issue

with the A. F. of L. On December 12,

1908, he voted against a bill providing for

compulsory, investigation of labor disputes.

Organized labor had approved the measure ,

but Lindbergh protested that it
dangerous innovation. A little later the

A. F. of L. accepted that view and has
adhered to it ever since .

Lindbergh spoke and voted for three
child labor bills . He backed the Hughes

amendment, forbidding the prosecution of

labor organizations under the anti-trust act ;

favored workmen's compensation , employers'

liability, restriction of immigration, the

Clayton anti-trust law, the popular election

of United States Senators--in word ,

every measure put forward in his time

with the object of ameliorating the condi

tion of workers, and strengthening the

people's grip on government.

Of course , he was regarded with dis

favor by the leaders of both parties. On

one occasion , when a proposal he

advocating was denounced as “ radicalism ,

Lindbergh made a retort which deserves to

be remembered .

" A radical , ” he said, " is one who speaks
the truth ."

He was at the forefront of the fight for

the Adamson 8-hour law. While working

his way through school , he had taken a

job as a section man and later on served

as a brakeman on a Northwestern road ;

so he knew something about the trials and

tribulations of the transportation workers.

" The railroad workers deserve better

hours and one who understands the

situation doubts that they are right in

their present contentions," he said. “ The

railroad workers who are backing this bill

are not claiming all their rights, merely

the right of an 8 -hour day."

Understood “ Valuation " Issue

He was one of the pioneers in the agita

tion for valuation of the railroads and

always contended that the corporations were

entitled to a fair return on the capital

actually invested and nothing more.

" The earlier we get a basis from which

we can estimate and fix proper returns on

capital, the less trouble there will be with

the so - called innocent holders of corpora

tion securities," he said on one occasion.

Corporate lawlessness was an object of

his constant attack .

On one occasion he said :

" A condition has developed that creates

a general feeling among old and young

that independence and success are not co

partners . The young man finds that the

uninterrupted expression of high and clean

thoughts may disqualify him for the favor

of the powerful.'

Urged Producers to Unite

In season and out of season , Congress

man Lindbergh urged the farmer and the

industrial worker to pool their strength to

protect their common interests.

“ Machinery has enormously increased the

amount of work that the farmer can do ,

but the farmer and the working man work

as long hours now as they did 30 years

ago , '" he said. “ The two great forces in

production-the
farmer and the wage

earner - are forced to accept a price fixed

by the few who control Big Business and

determine prices."

He attributed a great deal of the increase

in the cost of living to the diversion of

labor to luxuries, while the masses of the

people were in need of the necessities of

life .

Even the Civil Service workers , who at

that time were generally unorganized and ,

therefore , voiceless, found a champion in

Lindbergh. He supported the letter car

riers ' suit for overtime payment, which

finally netted several million dollars to the

workers . When a reactionary Congress

man said that a dangerous precedent was

being established and that thousands of

other government workers who were com

pelled to work overtime might follow the

lead of the letter carriers, Lindbergh ex

claimed :

“ What of it ? I would welcome such a

move on their part!"

When Lindbergh entered Congress, " Czar"

Cannon bossed the House and the Congress

man who dared oppose the " machine" soon

felt the weight of the Speaker's " big stick ."
Lindbergh refused “ to be good . With

was a

a

was
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Norris of Nebraska , then a member of the

House, he challenged Cannon's rule and

actively participated in the movement

which finally drove the " Czar" from his

throne .

“ Bosses interpret platforms, statutes and

constitutions in favor of the few who

prosper by their special favors , " said

Lindbergh.

He declared that Congress by the caucus

system had surrendered part of its

Constitutional right and duty .

" A party caucus is a violation of the

spirit and letter of the Constitution . I

would no more attend a party or private

caucus than I would join with an enemy

hostile to my country," was the way he

As a Republican he favored a tariff, but

not the kind of tariff which was being put

through Congress by the " Old Guard ” in

his day .

On one occasion he recited the follow

ing poem , expressive of his views :

Fence the European rivals out,

Keep the duty steep,

Save the honest workingman

From foreign labor cheap,

Build a high old tariff wall,

Thus produce a dearth

And charge the honest workman

Twice what things are worth .

When his cheek is thin with want

And thinner is his calf ,

Replace him with an immigrant

Who'll do his work for half.

For Public Ownership

Lindbergh was a strong advocate of the

public ownership and operation of natural

“ The water powers will be in the hands

of the people in 50 years ,” he predicted .

“ The special interests have carried on a

continuous campaign of propaganda to

'educate the people , ' to oppose public

ownership of public utilities. The public

pays for them ; why should it not

them ? "

Lindbergh's great fight, the to

which he devoted lifetime of study,

writing and public speaking, was his ex

Money Trust. The control

of agriculture and industry by a compara

tively small group was to him the basic

evil of our social system.

He presented a resolution for a Con

gressional investigation of the “ Money

Trust . " The majority of the members

sneered at the proposal and the " machine ''

promptly pigeonholed it in a safe

mittee, but Lindbergh could not be dis

couraged . He kept pounding away and at

the end of five years had the satisfaction

of seeing his proposal go through with

only four dissenting votes .

Freedom for Industrial Slaves

This resulted in the famous inquiry by

the Pujo committee, with Samuel Unter

eventas chief counselman
myer

which

occupied the first page of the newspapers

for weeks and months and confirmed every

charge Lindbergh made .

“ The Emancipation Proclamation freed

Lindbergh. " A
4,000,000 slaves," said

proper treatment of the Money Trust

would free 90,000,000 industrial slaves."

Supporting a proposal to appoint a

commission to study the cause of industrial

unrest , Lindbergh said .

" It was indifference to the rights of the

people that brought on the French Revo

lution . Even revolution would be better

than decay . Decay is an ailment in this

House ."

The resolution went through and Presi

dent Wilson had the opportunity to name

the famous commission of which Frank P.

Walsh was chairman .

The report of this commission is still a

mine of information for students of in

dustrial problems.

Lindbergh quit the House voluntarily in

1916 , when he ran for the Senate against

Kellogg , now Secretary of State . His last

act was to move the impeachment of the

head of the Federal Reserve System , on

the ground that he had betrayed the system

to Wall Street . At that time Lindbergh

predicted the era of deflation which resulted

so disastrously to agriculture in the years

following 1920 .

Faced Mobs in Minnesota

He opposed the country's entrance into

the World War. Because of this his loyalty

questioned and when he was the

farmers' candidate for governor of Minne

sota in 1918 gangsters, masquerading as

“ Patriots," attempted to break up his

meetings.

But he never weakened .
He faced the

mobs with the same superb courage that

he had so often displayed on the foor of

the House .

On the face of the returns he lost by a

narrow margin , but it is now generally

conceded that he was " counted out."

He died in 1924, while he was again

preparing to enter the political arena .

Great things might be expected from the

son of such a man , and in this instance the

world has not been disappointed .

was
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When a man possesses a deep sense of

obligation to humanity he will take ad

vantage of every opportunity to render

service to his fellowmen . Selfishness can

have no part in his life . He is mindful only

of the well - being and happiness of others.

His sojourn , however fleeting, is filled with

achievement and the value of his goodly

deeds cannot be measured by the mere

space of time.- Wm . Green .

com

AGE

Age is a quality of mind ,

If you have left your dreams behind,

If hope is cold ,

If you no longer look ahead,

If your ambitions' fires are dead

Then you are old.

But if from life you take the best ,

And if in life you keep the jest

If love you hold ;

No matter how the years go by ,

No matter how the birthdays fly

You are not old.-Ex.
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BRITISH TRADE UNION BILL

ANTI-UNION

an

interests and political liberty ; and especially

condemns the proposal to deny civil ser

vants rights of citizenship. It is our opinion

that the clause in the Bill dealing with

political contributions is unwarranted

attempt by a political party which is

financed by secret subsidies and the sale

of honours, to hamper the growth of the

Labour Party and to thwart the political

aspirations of theorganized workers of the

country . " - 1. T. F.

APPEAL FILED IN INJUNCTION CASE

a

It is notorious that the text of the new

Anti- Trade Union Bill put forward by the

British Government is extremely vague.

It is obvious that the legislator has aimed

to make his intentions look as harmless

as possible.

The essential part of the work of the

Labour Members in Parliament has been

to force the Government representatives to

make declarations calculated to dissipate

all doubt as to the real scope of the Bill .

Mr. J. H. Thomas, the Parliamentary

Secretary of the National Union of Rail

waymen , during a recent discussion on the

Bill in the House of Commons, asked a

number of questions which did not permit

of evasive answers. He referred to

statement made by Mr. Neville Chamber

lain that a miners ' strike for a legitimate

trade object would be permitted under the

Bill , but that if the railwaymen came out

in order to help the miners it would be

illegal. Mr. Thomas asked if this interpre
tation was a correct one , to which the

Attorney-General replied in the affirmative.

After a number of other questions as to

the legality of the miners' strike had been

asked, Mr. Thomas asked point blank

whether a strike of railwaymen or trans

port workers in support of the miners, when

the latter were engaged in a legitimate

strike, would be regarded as legal or illegal.

The Attorney -General replied that " a strike

of the transport workers or railwaymen in

the case which has been put ' would obvi

ously not be a strike to put pressure on

the employers of the miners. It could

only be a strike designed to put pressure

on the Government to compel them to

intervene." ( This means to say that under

the Bill such a strike would be regarded

as illegal.)

After interchange of questions and answers

Mr. Lloyd George pointed outthat after

the attorney -General's speech it was quite

clear that the sympathetic strike is illegal,

and Mr. Thomas " said that " after this

debate, Tory members could not go to the

country and say the Bill retained the rights

of organized labour.” What we originally

suspected has been made more manifest

every hour.

The British Railway Clerks ' Association ,

in convention assembled at Ramsgate, repre

senting 60,000 members, adopted the follow

ing resolution, protesting the bill:

"We view with grave apprehension the

inevitabledisturbing effects of such legis,

lation upon industrial relationsand national

prosperity and are of the opinion that the

Bill is a vindicitive attack upon the organi

zations which the workers of this country

have built up to secure necessary improve

ments in their economic position and to

resist the attempts of organized employers

to lower their standards of life.

" This Conference is forced to the con

clusion that the Bill is deliberately and

maliciously designed to deprivetheworkers

of long established rights to combined

action for the nintertinn of their common

An appeal from the Baltzell injunction

decision in the Indianapolis Street Railway

strike of last summer was filed in Wash

ington Monday, June 27 , by Attorneys

Alex J. Groesbeck , former governor of

Michigan , and Frank J, Baker, Indianapolis,

it was announced at the office of President

W. D. Mahon , of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes. This move is sustained by William

Green , president of the American Federa

tion of Labor, and other labor leaders .

The decision by Judge Robert B. Baltzell ,

in the Federal District Court at Indian

apolis , these leaders believe was the emascu

lation of the protective clause against labor

injunctions in the amended Clayton Act.

Robert B. Armstrong and John M.

Parker , vice presidents of the Amalgamated ,

are now under sentences of ninety days on

charge of violation of the injunction.

The section of the Clayton Act, which

the appeal seeks to save , provides that " in

any case between employer and employe

no such injunction or restraining order shall
be issued against any person or persons

terminating their employment or peacefully

persuading others to do so ."

In the Indianapolis case Judge Baltzell

held that this section did not apply because

the original case was not between an em

ployer and an employe , but between the

Indianapolis Street Railway Company and

two outsiders , who were organizers for a

union . The court extended the order from

this point however to restrain "all persons

having knowledge of this order" from en

gaging in organization efforts . This cov

ered employes of the company and three

employes subsequently
were punished for

failure to obey it .

The executive council of the American

Federation of Labor, meeting in Indian

apolis three weeks ago , called upon all

unions affiliated with the Federation to

adopt resolutions protesting against this

construction of the law. The council, by

resolution , characterized the decision as an

instrument paving the way for evasion of

the Clayton Act in all labor injunction

suits . Such court orders , they declared ,

can be used indiscriminately against em.

ployes by the simple process of first naming

one or more outsiders, who may even be

agents of the employing company. This

would allow employes to be enjoined with

out even the right of hearing as the de

fendants-if agents of the company - could

decline to be served by attorneys repre

senting the employers.

1
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UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE control and direction of men whose honesty

COMPANY OPENS FOR and integrity has been tried and proved , "

BUSINESS Daniel J. Tobin , treasurer of the American

Federation of Labor , declared . " The Labor

Washington, D. C.-Organized labor, movement will benefit from the organiza.

June 15 , entered upon what its leaders tion of the company, because there is a

regard as the greatest business enterprise stability associated with insurance that has

in the history of the labor movement in been proved in the case of hundreds of

America — the launching of The Union Labor institutions who have sailed safely through

Life Insurance Company, destined, stormy seas because of its ballasting effect,"

Matthew Woll , its president, and William Mr. Tobin said.

Green , president of the American Federa Predictions of success for the company ,

tion of Labor, said , to become one of the confidence in its executive staff and in the

Nation's greatest institutions. economic soundness of the venture were

i Comingcoincidentally with the announce made by other officials who addressed the

ment of the opening of the Company , and gathering briefly . Among these were George

regarded by labor officials attending the W. Perkins, vice -president and western

simple ceremonies held in the national representative of the company ; Thomas E.

headquarters as an auspicious symbol of Burke, vice -president; M. F. Ryan, treas

success, was the application, in person, of urer ; W. D.Mahon, D. J. Tobin and James

Secretary of Labor James J. Davis for a Maloney, directors of The Union Labor

policy in The Union Labor Life Insurance Life Insurance Company .

Company. The application, Secretary Davis Mr. Woll presided atthe ceremonies after

told officials of the Company, when he being presented with the first policy issued

visited headquarters today while the cere by the company by Luther C. Steward,

monies were in progress, was a material secretary. Mr. Woll, in turn, presented

mark of his interest in the organization and Policy No. 2 to Mr. Green.

his hope for its complete success. According to President Woll, insurance

Offering the working men and women and will be solicited principally on the lives of

friends of organized labor a new type of members of trade unions and their families,

insurance service for which a genuine need but, he stated , insurance will not be denied

is seen , organized , owned and controlled to other satisfactory risks. He further

by the membership of organized labor, added that no policy above $5,000 will be

sweeping success for the Company was issued on any one life , and he showed that

forecast by William Green, president of the due to operating methods, it is expected

American Federation of Labor, and other that the new business will finance itself

union leaders who spoke at the ceremonies from the start without drain upon the book

which were characterized by marked sim surplus of the company.

plicity . Únlike the beginning of many other in.

“ In the organization of The Union Labor surance companies, The Union Labor Life

Life Insurance Company and in its man will proceed to write its policies in every

agement and administration , Labor will State in theUnion and in every Canadian

demonstrate its ability to render service Province . The formalities of entry into

to the working people demanded by the most States already have been complied

changes and developments which have with , and the remainder are in the process

taken place in industry, and in modern of completion .

civilization ," Mr. Green declared . Capital of the company is $375,000 and

Describing the steps which led to the surplus is in like amount, both fully paid in.

organization of the Company, Mr. Woll An important phase of the company's

declared that it was destined to become a business will be the group insurance written.

vital force in the Labor movement by Two group policieshave been prepared

increasing the usefulness and helpfulness one for union groups and one for em

of the American Federation of Labor by ployer's groups. Either of these forms may

meeting, a definite need of the workers be written on the non-contributory or con

and their dependents. tributory plan, and all grouppolicies will

" A function that the Company will carry standard permanent total disability

fulfill that is of genuine importance to benefits.

Labor is that it will lift the entire move The General Office of the New Insurance

ment to a higher plane in the estimation Company is at 1701 Connecticut Ave. N. W.,

of the public and will serve also to further Washington, D. C.

the end of completely organizing the ranks

of the workers of America. " It is better only sometimes to be right

" Providing full and adequate protection than at all times to be wrong. Before I

to the workman and his dependents in case resolve to do onething or the other !

of illness, incapacity or death , The Union must gain my confidence in my own ability

Labor Life Insurance Company will per to keep my resolves when they are made.

form a service that will prove immediately Lincoln .

attractive to the workers," Mr. Woll

declared . I expect to pass through this life but

" Facing the keenest of competition , The If , therefore, there is any kindness

Union Labor Life Insurance Company will I can show , orany good I can do to any

be a success because it is a soundly man fellow -being, let me do it now , let me not

aged enterprise, ready to sell its service on
defer it or neglect it, for I shall not pass

merit only, and because it is under the this way again .-- A . B. Hegeman.

Tith
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LABOR MOVEMENT IN CANADA of the book and job offices, but a prolonged

1827-1927
strike ensued in the newspaper offices.

By J. A. P. Haydon The employers were strongly organized

(In Canadian Congress Journal) and shortly after the strike occurred a

No national labor movement existed in number of printers were arrested under the

Canada at the time of Confederation, conse old conspiracy laws which had been in

quently the Canadian
herited from England .workers had The arrest caused

voice in the framing of the constitution . a storm of protest and the prime minister,

It is true a few unions were scattered Sir John A. Macdonald, was forced to

throughout the provinces but no effort had
introduce an act to repeal the obnoxious

been made at federation, and the record conspiracy laws. This bill was known as

fails to reveal that the workers made known the Trade Union Act of 1872. While the

their views in regard to the articles ulti law was not retroactive the case against

mately embodied in the British North the striking Toronto printers was dropped.

America Act, which became and is Canada's In introducing this act to Parliament, Sir
constitution , John stated that the conspiracy laws were

The first known union in Canada was being repealed as Canada, being a

organized in Quebec in 1827, when the
country, should not inflict laws upon her

journeymen printers formed a union " for
mechanics, many of whom were immigrants,

the regulation of wages, the care of mem
from which they had been freed in England.

bers incapacitated through illness and the
(The British Parliament had the year

holding of literary and musical entertain
previous repealed the conspiracy laws and

ments for the benefit of the members."
enacted the British Trade Union Act . )

Other unions were organized from time to
Activities Hampered

time but the TorontoTypographical Union
During the same session of Parliament,

is now the oldest union inthe Dominion,
probably because workers' organizations

having been in existence since 1830, the
were extending their influence, another law

only interruption in its session being for a
was enacted which very seriously hampered

brief timeduring the revolutionary period infictingheavypenalties for picketing.
the activities of workers during strikes by

of 1837.

The iron molders of Canada were the Strange to relate, Canadian workers are

still handicapped during strikes, owing to
first to seek and secure affiliation with their

American brethren and in 1859 five local inadequate definition of picketing,

Whether or not these measures in them
unions secured charters from what became

selves were of sufficient moment to arouse

and is today the Iron Molders' Union of
the workers to the need for common and

North America . These five unions were

united action the fact remains that
located at Montreal, Hamilton , Toronto ,
Brantford and London. national convention , called by the Toronto

Trades Assembly (now the Toronto District
Increase of Unions

Labor Council) , met in the Queen City on

Toronto Typographical Union also sought Sept. 22 , 1873. Forty-four delegates were

and secured a charter from the Typo
present, representing trade unions and

graphical Union which became known as assemblies of the knights of labor in

the International Typographical Union of Toronto, Hamilton , St. Catharines, Ottawa,
North America . Other local and inde

London , Bowmanville, Cobourg and Sea
pendent unions in Canada followed suit

forth , while letters were received , endorsing

and it is interesting in view of the agita the proposal from organizations in Quebec,

tion for Canadian national unions that, Thorold, Barrie, Montreal, Oil Springs,

before any effort was made to form national Ingersoll, Orillia, Goderich and Peterboro.
unions in the Dominion , or before organi Mr. J. W. Carter, president Toronto

zations of workers following the same voca Trades Assembly , presided . In concluding

tion had met together , they sought affilia his inaugural address he said :

tion with the organization of their craft or " I urge upon you the necessity of being

calling operating in the United States . wise and moderate in your deliberations
The record also shows that the Canadian and enactments and let those who are

workers sought these international affilia watching your movements at this, the

tion of their own volition , having learned first Canadian labor congress , be com

that periods of trade depression caused in pelled to admit that are honest ,

convenience to American and Canadian earnest and prudent workers. "
workers alike and therefore the inter

( This sound advice has always been fol
national unions were formed for the com lowed by the Canadian workers as repre

mon protection of workers on both sides sented by the Trades and Labor Congress

of the international boundary.
and results are manifested in many direc

In the early '70's unions of workers tions, some mention of which will be made

became very numerous in the Dominion. later. )

Toronto, which had taken a lead in the Meetings were held at Ottawa , in 1874 ,

organization of workers, launched a and at St. Catharines, in 1875 , but trade

paign for a nine-hour day. The opening depression had again become marked in the

gun was fired by the Toronto Typographical Dominion and no further meetings of the

Union in 1872. They failed to secure this Canadian Labor Union (the name of the

reform by direct negotiations and declared body) were held .

a strike in both the book and job offices New Impetus

and the daily newspapers. They With the holding of the annual con

partially successful, winning the majority vention of the International Typographical

a
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benefit to labor amongst which

Union at . Toronto in 1881 , a new impetus At one time the workers demanded the

given to the labor movement in compulsory arbitration of industrial dis

Canada. Unions again began to appear all putes. Voluntary arbitration is now favored

over the country and agitation was once and when the Industrial Disputes Investi

more voiced in the Toronto Trades Assem gation Act was enacted in 1907 it was

bly for a re -organization of the Canadian strenuously opposed by labor because it

Labor Union or a similar organization. By contained somecompulsory features. Today
1883 sufficient interest had been aroused to labor supports the measure and desires

warrant the holding of another national that it be extended to all industries as was

convention . This gathering was held at done during the war period.

Toronto , on December 26, 27 and 28, of Labor's Policy

that year, and was attended by forty-seven From the first convention until 1926 the

delegates representing twenty - seven labor workers demanded the abolition of the

bodies. Mr. Charles March, president Canadian Senate. At the Montreal ( 1926)

Toronto Trades and Labor Council , pre convention this policy was modified, labor

sided . now seeking first to reform the Senate by

For various reasons no further meetings curtailing its powers.

were held until 1886 wh the body organ Statutory amendments to provide for the

ized upon a permanent basis under the incorporation of trade unions

name of the Trades and Labor Congress sistently demanded in the early days, but

of the Dominion of Canada. Later this the policy of incorporation meets no sup

was shortened to the Trades and port today but on the contrary labor stands

Labor Congress of Canada .
Annual con opposed to this policy .

ventions have been held continuously since In the early days the workers went on

that time. record in favor of independent labor politi

The knights of labor predominated at cal action but added that if no labor

these conventions until 1893 , when , for the candidate were in the field workers should

first time, trade unions outnumbered them . vote for the candidate whose record was

From that time onward the influence of most favorable to labor. Today the

the knights waned rapidly and at the workers are on record in favor of inde.

Berlin (now Kitchener) convention in 1902 pendent labor political action and the

the Congress purged itself of all dual , Canadian Labor Party has been established

independent and " lamp-post” organizations to give expression tothis voice.

and amended its constitution to confine Sincethe formation of the Canadian

the membership to the standard trade Labor Union in 1873 a number of out

unions. This position has been maintained standing achievements stand to the credit

to this day . of the organized workers.

Dangerous Occupation The influence of a national trade union

The early reports of these national gather centre forced the governments to appoint

ings of workers' representatives reveal the number of important commissions to

intolerably unhealthy and dangerous condi investigate conditionscomplained of by

tions which attached to many occupations the workers . One of the earliest was

and also indicate that where legislation , appointed in 1881 " to inquire into the

designed to afford some measure of pre working of mills and factories and the

tection , did exist, no reasonable effort was labor employed therein ."
This commission

made to enforce it . uncovered such an unhealthy state of affairs

Resolutions were adopted calling for the that factory inspection and regulations

passing of legislation to provide for free resulted .

education and free school books ; to abolish The enactment of the Ontario Work

sweat-shop conditions ; to humanize condi. men's Compensation Act in 1915 is per

tions of seamen ; to prohibit the competi haps the most outstanding victory for

tion of prison-made goods with free labor labor . This law stands today the most

products ; to establish the eight hour day advanced legislation in respect to work

on work under government control ; to make men's compensation in the world . It is

illegal the payment of wages in kind in a state insurance with llective employers'

stead of money; to protect building trades liability and is administered by a com

workers against the danger of unsafe scaf. mission . The fund is created by assess

folding ; to establish departments or bureaus ments upon the payrolls of the industries

of labor and provide for efficient factory, of theprovince and itis worthy of special

workshop and scaffold inspection ; to estab. note that 96c out of every $ 1 collected

lish free government employment offices ; to goes to injured workmen or their dependents

provide for the collection and compilation and the cost to industry is much less than

by the governments of wages and general where private insurance holdssway. This
labor statistics; to extend the franchise on law became so popular with the workers

manhood and womanhood basis ; to and many employers that it has been

abolish election deposits and property extended fromprovinceto province until

qualifications for candidates; to exclude all today similar laws exist in all with the

Orientals ; to abolish the Senate ; to provide exception of Saskatchewan andQuebec, and

for adequate workmen's compensation for it is quite probable that Quebec will enact

injuries ; etc. like legislation next year.

That the mind of labor is not incapable Other measures have been enacted of

of change is evidenced by the reversal of direct

attitude upon a number of questions of might be mentioned the Employment

policy . Offices Co-ordination Act, under which å

a

a
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national system of free government employ. the recent past. Reports of railroad opera

ment offices have been established through tions for the first two months show sur

out the Dominion ; old age pensions; prising improvement over the corresponding

mothers' allowance acts ; minimum wage period of last year. A larger volume of

laws; technical education ; etc. trafic was handled with some less 10,000

Outstanding Victories freight cars ; the net ton miles handled

The most significant victory by daily per car increased from 492 to 515 ;

labor was during the 1927 session of train loads increased from 727 tons to 760

Parliament, when amendments were made tons, and the traffic density from 5,264 to

to the Trade Marks and Designs Act to 5,484 tons."

allow for the registration of union labels . The bulletin states that the workers'

While this law was designed primarily to share of factory products were no larger,

give protection to trade union labels it from the standpoint of proportionate value,

gave labor an increased legal status and in 1925 than in 1919, although annual per

protected unions against possible legal pro capita earnings of factory workers were

cedure for other purposes. The particular 10 per cent larger. - A . F. of L. News .

clause reads :

" Nothing in this act contained shall ANYTHING BUT UNIONS IS

enable any suit , action , garnishee, inter EMPLOYERS' DESIRE

pleader or other proceeding to be brought
(Federated Press )

or had against a labor union , except for

the purposes of this act." Careful avoidance of the words trade

Representatives of “ Big Business" at
union marked discussions of labor condi .

tempted to have this clause struck out

but without success.
tions and industrial relations before the

Had this clause not

been inserted legal action could have been
Chamber of Commerce of the United

taken against
15th

unions
States, in annual

possessing labels
convention in

because they had a property right in the
Washington, D. C. The only prominent

label . man who mentioned the trade union move

While the above constitutes some of the
ment deliberately was an insurance man ,

major reforms won by labor in the legis
Haley Fiske . The other speakers talked

lative halls of the nation it does not of the employer's Christian duty toward

constitute the whole story and it would
his workers, or of the duty of workers to

be quite impossible to recite, in a short
produce more goods. But collective bar.

article of this kind , the very large volume
gaining not , apparently , in their

of social and labor legislation enacted by
vocabulary.

the Dominion Parliament and the several H , H. Rice, assistant to the president of

provinces. These laws were recently com General Motors, sounded the keynote when

piled by the Department of Labor and he said , “ Wages cannot be higher without

issued in a report containing 844 pages. a corresponding increase in production, from

Although Canadian workers not which only can wages get their return . In

consulted in the framing of the constitu the motor industry the co -operation be

tion sixty years ago, they now seek amend . tween the workmen and the manufacturer

ments which they believe will tend towards
in the use of unexcelled equipment , to

the creation of a better and greater Domin gether with the unusual opportunity which

ion and allow for greater progress in social has come through great demand, has more

and labor legislation and more solidly, unite
than doubled the production per

the Canadian people .
These amendments

This has spelled prosperity for all, but this

would curtail the vote power of the Senate can continue only so long as there is no

and give the Federal Parliament let-up in the increase of production , whether

control over social and labor legislation . that is brought about by new processes or

inventions.

GREATER PRODUCTION WITH Fiske remarked that, since workingmen

FEWER WORKERS have become capitalists by purchasing small

shares of stock in the companies employ

New York Increased efficiency and ing them , they are becoming more reason

greater production with less employes is
able toward capital. “ Trade unions," he

the record of American industry during said , “are recognizing that peace and

1919-25, according to a
weekly bulletin prosperity be

promoted by under

issued by the financial house of Spencer standing, by co -operation, by recognition of
Trask & Co.

a common interest in industry."

During this period the number of wage
He advised business men to recognize

earners decreased 7 per cent and factory
“ this new attitude of labor , and lend a

output " increased probably , about 30 per sympathetic hand to its development.” He
cent." did not explain what degree of union

This efficiency, it is stated , has made
recognition he would favor.

such rapid strides in recent years that net

profits, which growing rapidly on It is not what a man gets, but what a

account of increasing volume , have been man is, that he should think of. He should

greatly augmented. first think of his character and then of

" There is no question but that greater his condition . He that has character need

economies and efficiency can still be accom; have no fear of his condition . Character

plished in many lines, but itisdoubtful will draw condition after it.-H. W.

if the results will be as impressive as in Beecher .
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LAW IGNORED BY LABOR

INJUNCTION JUDGES

shop

HI

Q. What salary do you get ?

A. I don't care to answer that question .

Q. Well , I think if you are taking the

witness stand here as to what wages are

.fair for other men , I think it is fair to

ascertain what is the wages of the super

intendent.

MR. PERRY : We might want to com

pare a superintendent with a trainman ; I

think we have a perfect right to ask that .

THE CHAIRMAN : . He may

the question.

A. Two hundred and seventy-five dollars

a month .

MR. PERRY :
Do you consider that a

fair wage for the kind of work you do ?

A. Yes, sir .

Glas

answer

"A

113

ever
1

" D

In all things in which workmen are en

joined by the process of an injunction dur.

ing labor disputes, if these acts are criminal

or unlawful there is now ample law and

remedy covering them . From the logic of

this there is no escape .

No act is a crime unless there is a law

designating it and specifying it to be a
crime.

No act is unlawful unless there be a

law on the statute books designating and

specifying it to be unlawful; hence it fol

lows that :

No act is criminal or unlawful unless

there is a law prohibiting its commission ,

and it further follows that:

No injunction
was intended to

apply and never should be applied, and

in fact never is applied in such cases other

than in disputes which arise between work

ers and their employers.

It is agreed by all, friends and opponents

alike , that the injunction process, beneficient

in its inception and general practice, never

should and legally can not be applied

where there is another ample remedy at

law .

Again assert that labor asks no

immunity for any member who may be

guilty of any criminal or unlawful act.

It insists upon workers being treated as

equals before the law with every other

citizen ; that if any act be committed by

any one of our number, rendering him

amenable to the law , he shall be prosecuted

by the ordinary forms of law and by the

due process of law and that an injunction

does not lawfully and properly apply and

ought not to be issued in such cases . -

A. F. of L. declaration , 1906 Convention .

be

we
as

as

KEEP AT HIM

The Arbitration Board Award

The Board of Arbitrators , under date

of June 17, 1927, in this case, after re

viewing the evidence and briefs , rendered a

decision as follows :

" Finding that, while there is some

evidence tending to bear out the conten

tion of the men of the Association for an

increase and that there is evidence sup

porting the position of the company for a

decrease , the latter which we are loath to

require, we conclude that , under all the

facts and conditions shown by the

evidence , the present wage scale is adequate

and should be continued .

“ We, therefore, find that the wages shall

be set forth in said contract dated

December 5, 1925 , effective December 1 ,

1925 , and under which the rate of pay is

set forth as follows:

Per Hour

“ Motormen and conductors oper

ating sleeper trains ... .70 €

Motormen and conductors operat

ing freight trains ... .70 ¢

Motormen and conductors in pas

senger service after completing

one year's service as motorman

or conductor will receive.......67 %2 ¢

Motormen and conductors in pas

senger service for their first

year's service as motormen and

conductors will receive.........65 °

Passenger motormen and conduc

tors , Mechanicsburg Division ... 60 €

Passenger motormen and conduc

tors , Homer Division . 60 €

Collectors . 60 €

Brakemen . .55 ¢

Chauffeurs on Buses.. ..60 €

" Overtime 15 € per hour above the

designated scale after 9 hours in

passenger service and 15 € per

hour above the designated scale

after 10 hours in freight service,

“ We do further find that this decision

award shall be in force and effect until

December 1 , 1927 , and thereafter until

modified or superceded by a new contract

between the parties or by a further arbi

tration proceeding.'

The award is signed by Messrs. William

E. Atkins , Chairman , and Mr. E. E.

Soules , a majority of the Board .

new brain

A man's brain consists of 300,000,000

nerve cells, and 3,000 of them are destroyed

every minute.

Everyone, therefore, grows a

every sixty days.

So if you can't convince your fellow

worker that he should join the Union

today, KEEP AT HIM FOR TWO

MONTHS, WHILE HE IS GROWING A

NEW BRAIN . YOU WILL GET HIM .

-Canadian Congress Journal.

TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

came

“ The general officers of the Amalgamated

Association were deeply grieved when the

message
to them, announcing the

untimely death of late Business Agent

James McDonald, of Toronto , Ont., Divi

sion No. 113. No member of th
Asso.

ciation was

more highly esteemed by all
those who knew him. No member was

there whose worth

more deservedly
valued .

“ During the first six months of the year

1907 there issued 27 charters to

was

were
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new Locals, the last being Division No. and laborer - all were there , attentive and

475, instituting a Division of barn and curious to devour the Row of eloquence of

shop men at Chelsea, Mass. two servants of the industrial world .

" International President W. D. Mahon “ The speakers were introduced by the

on the 8th day of July delivered the Rev. Mr. Wiley, of the Palatine M. E,

address of welcome at the opening of the Church, in an impressive and earnest man

convention of the Longshoremen's Union ner . The reverend gentleman then intro

in Detroit . On the 9th he addressed the duced to the moving mass of faces Mr.

Glass Workers who assembled in convention W. D. Mahon, who said , in part, that he

on that day. He represented President came to West Virginia on behalf of the

Samuel Gompers in extending the greetings miners of four states ; men who have laid

of the American Federation of Labor. down their picks and extinguished their

" A late report received is to the effect lamps, refusing to resume work , refusing to

that a settlement has been effected and again enter into the bowels of the earth

approved in the interest of Division No. until such time as they have received a

113 , Toronto, Ont. The settlement brings living wage.

to the membership 2 cents per hour in " I will say to you miners of the State

crease, creating a 23% cents wage rate." of West Virginia , that, if you refuse to

strike, this contest will be lost and you ,
THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

the miners of West Virginia, will have
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR been responsible.

‘Privation , degredation and starvation

“During the past winter there has been
is evident on every hand . Stunted children ;

quite a movement in the cities of New
sick and suffering wives ; children, reared

York, Chicago, Indianapolis, St. Louis,
in poverty and disgrace, will be fit only to

Philadelphia and Boston towards the mu play their parts on the criminal stage,

nicipalization of the street railways. The
when they should be at school being edu

movement in Boston was headed by Prof. cated to become respectable American

Frank Parsons, who is one of the ablest citizens. You miners of West Virginia

advocates of municipal reform in the
are being paid advanced wages now . If

United States. Many mass meetings were you do not join your brother workmen,

held in Boston and also a series of in this contest will be lost · and your wages

valuable tracts were issued in favor of the will be reduced to a point lower than they

public ownership of street railways. were before . You will have robbed

" 'Debs and Mahon Address the Miners your brother miners of that for which

at Fairmont, W. Va. ' ” they have laid down their picks to obtain

“ 'The long expected and much heralded the lives and liberty of themselves and

mass meeting of the coal miners of families . '

Fairmont and surrounding. district Mr. Debs , when introduced , said in

pulled off last Monday evening on the site part : " There was slavery in this country

of the new Court House building. once , when men were bartered and sold ,

" 'The meeting was conducted in but they were better off than the modern

orderly and decorous manner , and the white slave of today.

most profound attention was paid to the " " There are people here tonight who

speakers throughout the evening . say I am an agitator and incitor ofviolence.

'Long before the able orators had put Washington was called a demigogue and

in an appearance, a large crowd ofmen, an agitator. A demigogue is a man who

women and children had assembled . They is not afraid to speak what he thinks.

were strung along on both sides of Main A demigogue is a man who has conviction

Street in the vicinity of the place of meet and the courage to express it . Over a

ing , discussing eagerly the all -absorbing hundred years ago , when Washington and

topic of the day. his associates were agitating to shake off

"The shadows of night were fasten the yoke of oppression , he said : “ If to

veloping the West Virginia Hills in their free the people from their oppressors it is

mystic shroud, and the stars of the heavens necessary to go to war, then let us have

were beginning to peep out , one by one, war. '

as if to witness the proceedings of the " ' There is a class of men in this country,

night, when the speakers , Eugene V. and there are five millions of them , whose

Debs, president of the American Railway tramp, tramp , tramp I can hear resound

Union , and W. D. Mahon , president of the ing from one end of the country to the

Street Railway Employes Union of America , other. They are that class of men whom

were observed directing their steps towards you call tramps. Do you know how tramps

the rude bustings on Court House square . made ? A man loses his situation,

'There was no seating accommodation. owing to the introduction of labor- saving

It was indeed an inspiring spectacle — two machinery . He leaves his home in search

men with uncovered heads mounted upon of work. He does not ride in Pullman

a heap of clay , in the center of a vacant cars but on the trucks of a freight train .

lot, pleading to their fellow men to join He goes from one town to another. He

their ranksin the uplifting of the oppressed thinks of his wife and children at home

miners and the laboring world at large. but he does not find work . He loses hope .
were about 2,000 people present, His life , which to himshould be a blessing,

and they were of all classes and creeds. has become a curse . He is a tramp. He is

The rich and the poor, the merchant and a victim of man's inhumanity to man .'

clerk, the miner and operator, the capitalist The Fairmont Free Press'."
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NEW FIVE-BARREL ADJUSTABLE HIGH-SPEED CHANGER

Sus
LEVER OPERATED

taper

SJES

Tea

belts.

Makes change quick as a fash .

Strong, Durable, Rapid.

Beautiful in appearance, highly polished.

Can be adjusted in a moment to throw out

one to five pennies or one to six tokens.

No tool needed to make adjustments; use coin .

INSTANTANEOUS LOCKING DEVICE

Sliget pressure of thumb locks coin chambers.

Price $ 4.00 No. 555. Quarter , dime , nickel , penny, penny

Postage Paid
No. 566. Quarter, dime, nickel, penny, token

J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St., New York City.

Exc
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2
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CHATTANOOGA (TENN.) AGREEMENT Linemen — first class .. 42 ¢ to 52 ¢ per hr.

Sub - station Operator - minimum . $ 70.00 per mo.

The following agreement is made and entered into CÁR BARN EMPLOYES

by and between the Chattanooga, Traction Company Blacksmith . 52 ¢ per hr.

(hereinafter called the Company). party of the Car repair men . .52 € per hr.

first part, and the Amalgamated Association of Night watchmen . ..36 € per hr.

Street and Electric Railway Employes of America , SECTION 7 . As " extra " roadmen are also used

through its Division No. 750 , of North Chatta clerks in Dispatcher's office, the Association

nooga, Tennessee (hereinafter called the Association, recognizes the right of the Company to fix the

which term shall include both the Amalgamated number and arrangement of hours of all " extra"

Association and Division No. 750) ; is made in men, also to designate the number of each class

duplicate and shall be binding on both parties of men , motormen or conductors , held on " Extra

from and after the date of signature, June i , and Board .'

thereafter, according to the date hereinafter named . SECTION 8. When six -day shop men are required

WITNESSETH : That in the operation of the to report for duty on Sunday they shall be paid

Railway of the Company, and respecting the rela for not less than five (5) hours work.

tions to exist during the term of this agreement SECTION 9.
between the Company and its employes, who are

The Company agrees that in the re

or shall become members of the Association , both
employment of former employes full credit will be

parties hereunto mutually agree :

given for length of service in the matter of wage

classification .

SECTION 1 . The Company agrees to meet and SECTION 10.

treat with the duly accredited representatives of

All employes of the Company who

the Association upon all grievances that may arise ,
may become members of the Association

and if such grievances cannot be adjusted same
shall strictly observe all operating rules and regu;

shall be immediately submitted to Board of
lations of the Company and all special orders of

Arbitration , to be selected as follows : The Com
the Company and its officials.

pany shall select one member of said Board , the SECTION 11 . All employes are subject to extra

Association shall select one member, and these two duty at any time. It is agreed that when work or

shall select the third member, who shall be a dis express car trainmen are required to report for

interested party , and who shall act as Chairman of duty , on Sunday they shall receive a minimum of

the Board . The findings or decisions of said Board,
wo hours. pay.

or of a majority of its members, shall be binding :: SECTION 12 . This agreement shall be in full

upon both parties to this Agreement. Each party force and effect from and after the first day of

shall select its own arbitrator within three days June, 1927 , until the first day of June, 1928, and

from the time arbitration is decided upon , as from year toyearthereafter ; providedthat either

may be agreed upon . Each party shall pay half

of the cost of said arbitration proceedings.

party, to this agreementmay, upon written notice

ofthirty (30) days, at any time following June 1,

SECTION 2 . All motormen and conductors shall 1928, secure a re-opening of this agreement and

have their respective places in line of employment the negotiation of new terms therein .

in accord with their seniority in service , and shall SECTION 13 .
have preference of all runs in accordance with such

It is agreed that both parties bind

themselves to
seniority.

a faithful observance of the pro .

visions of this agreement, to the end that good
SECTION 3. The Company shall have the right feeling and harmonious relations be maintained,and

without question , to dispense with the services of the regular and orderly prosecution of the business

any employe at any time within sixty days of date in which both parties have a common interest be
of his employment, it being understood that all

insured beyond the possibility of interruption.
motormen and conductors are engaged upon two

months' probation,
Signed in duplicate this 26th day of May, 1927 .

SECTION 4. It is agreed that the Company For the Chattanooga Traction Company,

reserve the right to revoke the permit of any
W. T. JAMES, Pres.

Trainman to operate as motorman or conductor, as For the Amalgamated Association of Street and

the case may be , when such employe may be Electric Railway Employes of America, and

deemed by the Company, unfitted for position occu Division No. 750 of North Chattanooga, Tennes

pied ; and if such employe's services in another
see .

position in which he maybe placed . proves un
F. B. ELLIS, Pres.

satisfactory to the Company, his services may be
I. H , HASTON, V, Pres.

dispensed with entirely . J. W. ROGERS

WITNESS :
SECTION 3 . General assignment of all runs shall

H. R. LOURY

be made on June of each year, and whenever
JOHN F. PAALZOW

changes in schedule requires re-adjustment of

runs, such re-adjustments to be made within three Don't worry ; eat three square meals a

days. day ; say your prayers; be courteous to

ŠECTION 6. The following wage scale shall be

paid during the life of this agreement:
your creditors; keep your digestion good ;

Por the first two months . 44 ¢ per hr . exercise ; go slow and go easy. Maybe

Following ten months. 48 ¢ per hr. there are other things that your special

Second year and thereafter . 52 € per hr.
Work and express car motormen case requires to makeyou happy, but, my

60 ¢ per hr .

Freight train conductors . 52 € per hr. friends,these I reckon will give you a good

Brakemen . 37 ¢ to 42 € per hr. lift .—Lincoln.

11
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FASHION LETTER

5851

wear .

5835

Summer styles show four silhouetts . One most uni.

versally popular shows straight lines augmented by gathers

or plait fullness, one with Auttering wings, cascades or

draperies, one with circular or flare skirt portions, and

one with blouse fullness, bolero formations or deep arm

scyes providing fullness above a low waistline.

That the waistline is creeping up seems hard to believe,

in view of the many " top of the hip " models , but bands,

belts, upward shapings and girdles, suggest the waistline

nearer the natural line.

Excepting for bouffant skirts on evening dresses, skirts
still remain short. Matrons wear their dresses as short

as is becoming, and youthful figures find the length as

near the knee as possible very desirable.

We have with us, such attractive styles for one -and

two-piece frocks in the sports mode. Straight line plaited

skirts, in sports fabrics and sports colors, cardigan jackets,
and sweaters .

The warm days will bring out simple soft tailored dresses

in the new small prints. Dresses of printed crepe de chine

are shown with shirred full skirts, square cut necks on

bloused waist, finished with large bows.

The " crazy" neck is new and attractive. It is cut on

a slant from the top of the right shoulder, to about 3 or

4 inches lower at the left shoulder.

Short jackets are shown to wear with sports frocks .

They are in contrasting color, and sleeveless unless the
frock is sleeveless.

Black is in vogue for garments for sports and country

White is also smart, as are also the light pinks, beige,

yellows, and sea shade blues.

Red , black or navy are combined with white .

A new beige in a rose tone, black and gray , gray blue

and a light green are good colors for city wear.
A new

lipstick red is also attractive.

A straight skirt with plaits at the sides, a hip length

jacket with patch pockets and shawl collar makes

youthful tailored suit, to be worn with a soft blouse of

crepe or a waist coat or chemisette of lingerie.

Striped material lends itself most effectively to the

makingof a pretty one-piece frock. With frontand back

in lengthwise stripes, a vestee belt and collar may have

the stripes crosswise.

5835 Ladies' Morning Prock.

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38, 40, 42 and 44 inches bust measure

A.38 inch size will require 2 % yards of 36 inch material, together
with one yard of contrasting material . The width of the Dress at

the lower edge with plaits extended is 1 % yard. Price 12c .

5851. Child's Dress .

Cut in 5 Sizes : 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 and 5 years. A 4 year size requires

yard of plain and yardof figured material 40 inches wide.
made all of one material 1 % yard is required . Price 12c .

5844. Child's Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 4 , 6, 8 and 10 years . A 6 year size requires

2% yards of 36 inch ' material if madewith long sleeves.

the long sleeve portions 1 % yard will be required. Price 12c .

5829. Ladies' Dress .

Cut in 7 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38 , 40, 42 , 44 and 46 inches bust measure .
A 38 inch size requires 47 yards of 32 inch material together with
y yard of contrasting material. The width of the Dress at the

lower edge with plaits extended is 348 yards. Price 12c .

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12c in silver or stamps for our UP-TO-DATE SPRING
and SUMMER 1927 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color plates,

and containing500 designs of Ladies', Misses ' andChildren's Pat
terns, & CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON DRESS

MAKING, ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THE NEEDLE (illustrating

30 of the various , simple stitches) all valuable hintstothe home
dressmaker.

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO. ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

a
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$ 2750

Vils:

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

TH

IME AND AGAIN thousands of Traction Men

have expressed a desire to own a civilian

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here , at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands , The Bloch Company has

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fine appearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have long been famous.

We're anxious to have you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50. If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted.

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland , O.

L
O
T
H
I
N
GThe Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic

tured here and opposite

are both made ofthe

same pure wool, fine

quality material to sell at

an equally low price.

Union Label in both Uni.

form and Civilian Suits

D

62

illoch

7UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY

The Bloch Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge. Also Trolley Jim Time Book.

Name

Address

Name of Dealer.
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statement of the sixty -four men , a paid

representative of the employing company

advised all members that in the event that

they should return to work they would

receive the discipline that these

sixty -four members received. The employes

recognized a condition of lock -out and

suspended work. Then Vice - Presidents

Armstrong and Parker, with half

dozen local employes , were arrested charged

with violation of an injunction granted

for the company by Federal Judge Robert

C. Baltzell , and Vice -Presidents Armstrong

and Parker were sentenced to ninety days

imprisonment by Federal Judge Baltzell.

The cases are pending in the U. S. Supreme,

Court at the present time, on appeal.

COAL MINERS SITUATION

By W. D. Mahon

VICE-PRESIDENT ROBERT

B. ARMSTRONG

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America

The above is a picture of Thirteenth

International Vice -President Robert B. Arm

strong of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America . Vice -President Armstrong is a

member of Division No. 788, St. Louis , Mo. ,

which Local he formerly served as president.

He was elected International Vice-President

at the 20th Convention, held in Montreal ,

Quebec, in September , 1925. Included in

his work in the interest of the International

Association in the last two years was that

of being associated with Vice-President

John M. Parker in assisting the street

railway men ofIndianapolisin establishing

an organization, known as Division No. 976

of the Amalgamated Association . Following

the institution of the Local the manage

ment of that property dismissed sixty -four

members the charge of joining the

Amalgamated Association. At a meeting

held following efforts to obtain the rein

There are at present some two hundred

thousand ( 200,000) coal miners in the

Bituminous Fields of America on strike

in an effort to establish something like a

living wage and we read from time to time,

reports in the Daily Press of mines being

opened up with non -Union Labor, protected

by gunmen and State Troopers.

To any one who knows the real condi

tion of the miner in these Bituminous

Fields it seems that it would be impossible

to induce any man to scab on these miners

when the true condition of the Miners is

understood , for the man who does scab

upon them must help defeat the miners
and make their conditions worse.

Competent Engineers, who have ex

amined the coal mining situation in the

United States , tell us that there is at

least one-third more mines and miners

employed in the business than is needed

to produce the proper amount of coal

consumed by the American Public through

its manufacturers, coal consumption , etc.

The result is the miners only work about

four (4 ) months in a year and the mines

being so isolated and far away from other

industries, the miner is wholly dependent

on the mines for labor and he has abso

lutely no chance of any other employment

to relieve his conditions .

The miner works, according to these

scientific reports , about one hundred and

twenty ( 120) days in a year. I am advised

by miners that they do not average Five

Dollars ($5.00 ) per day when they do

work, but supposing they to

Six Dollars ($6.00) per day , that would

bring them in about Seven Hundred and

.

on were earn
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Twenty Dollars ( $720.00 ) a year. Then to

think that there are men low enough to

go in to this demoralized , poverty cursed

occupation and by scabbing, help defeat
the Union in their efforts to this

deplorable condition .

I repeat , it is beyond human compre

hension , yet it seems there are men who

so - lost to reason , and good

judgment that they loan themselves to help

further demoralize and destroy the condi

tions of labor. for the miners, and I take

this means of calling this matter to the

attention of the members of the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America and to advise

them , wherever it is possible for them to

assist these struggling miners, morally and

financially, to doso, for if there were ever

men entitled to the support of Labor, it

is the struggling miner and his family.

So when you read those stories and hear

people talk about them, do not lose an

opportunity to remind them of the actual

conditions that effect the miner and point

out to them that they are compelled to

support an American family on less than

Eight Hundred Dollars ( $800.00 ) per year.

LABOR DAY

1 te

as 1

Labor Day has become the milestone of

the American Labor Movement. It is a

general holiday, so enacted at the instance

of the American Labor Movement. Whom

ever may enjoy the day may recognize that

it is due solely to the American Labor

Movement . It is a day on which we may

extend an expression as to the advantage

of organization to wage workers and this

expression may reach the yet unorganized

wage workers .

What we most wish to do is to impress

the yet unorganized with the importance of

organization. Organization stands for better

wages , better working conditions and better

life for the wage workers and their de

pendents . While those wage workers who

are organized are receiving wages and en

joying working conditions far in advance

of those who are unorganized , as a general

proposition , yet the standards of the

American Labor Movement reach to the

benefit of the unorganized .

Perhaps the most emphatic exposing of

the importance of organization to wage

workers is the antagonism of organization

by managements of non -union employing

properties.

Why is the organization of wage workers

opposed by managements of non -union

employing properties ? Because it is

financial proposition. It means that in the

event that the unorganized are organized ,

the employing property will be required to

establish collective agreement relations with

the organized wage workers , which means

better wages and better working conditions

and is looked upon by those managements

as an expenditure on the part of the prop

erty and a lessening of the accumulating

possibilities of the property to the investors

in the property .

Non-union employing managements wish

to assume to the wage workers and public

generally, that wage workers are not

mentally competent to determine upon

their wages and working conditions, and

that wage workers should in all cases sub

mit to the fixing of wage rates and work

ing conditions by the management of the

employing property . That is not a real

compliment to the intelligence ofwage

workers . Wage workers have shown that

they are competent to organize and con

duct organizations in their own interest

and in the interest of those dependent

upon them . The advancement of organiza

tion shows that.

Then , what type of individual is the

non -union man to whom organization mem.

bership is available ? There are a few of

this type of individual . Ask that individual

why he is not in the Union and why he

does not pay his Union dues. Is he the

type of individual to whom the non -union

employer refers as incompetent to establish

and conduct a Labor Union ? Is he the

type of individual whom the non-union

employing management wishes to hold up

a sample wage worker who hasn't

sufficient mentalityto contribute to success

fully maintaining and operating a labor

organization ? If there is an individual

associating with you in employment who

refuses or fails to pay his Union dues , is

he this type of individual? Does it come

to him that he is this type of individual?

Is he intelligently capable of studying the

question ? Fortunately , these individuals are

few as compared with the multitudes who

are maintaining organization and are typi

cally representative of the organized wage

workers.

Labor Day is a good day from which to

deliberate upon this proposition .

Generally , non -union wage workers are

non -union because of fear. They sense the

fact that there is a ruling element, the

management of the property, that is with

holding from them the right of organiza

tion and the right of collective agreement

relations in employment. They are biding

their time for an opportune moment to

arrive, when they can repel this vicious,

arbitrary control and establish themselves

as men organized in the interest of better

wages, better working conditions and a

better life .

Multitudes of non-union men will be re

minded of unionism on Labor Day, which

comes this year on September 5.
How

will its expression be received by them ?

" Organize,' is what the day means.

Labor Day carries with it the assurance

that organization means a dignity for Labor

that cannot come tothe unorganized. None

will recognize it more profoundly than the

thoughtful non-union wage worker.

A union wage worker can well be proud

to let the world know that as a wage

worker , he is an
element of the most

progressive movement within the social

order of mankind . And Organized Labor

will be advertised on LaborDay. It will

be advertised by a progressive citizenship.

Labor Day is an awakening day for non

union wage workers.

a
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LABOR SUNDAY MESSAGE, 1927 to lift the status of the under- privileged.

Prepared by the Commission on the Church In striving for the better life for them the

and Social Service of the Federal Council Church finds itself touching elbows with

of the Churches of Christ in America , Labor , and they together may perform a

for use on Labor Sunday, great service in the promotion of a

September 4, 1927 . just and brotherly order in America.

The Church and Labor hold many com PAN-AMERICAN FEDERATION OF

mon ideals . The Gospel of Jesus the LABOR CONVENTION IN

Carpenter, which is the foundation of the WASHINGTON

Christian Church , rests upon the love of

God, who is the Father, and the service Washington -- Thirteen countries in the

of all men , who are brothers. The social western hemisphere were represented in the

ideals of Labor rest upon the essentially Fifth Congress of the Pan - American Federa

religious principles of service and sacrifice, tion of Labor, which met July 18, in the

of creative work, of brotherly friendliness, Executive Council Chamber of the American

and of social justice . In the support of Federation of Labor,

these common ideals, Labor and the Church Luis N. Morones, Vice-President of the

stand together. Federation and Secretary of Commerce ,

On this Sunday, devoted to the cause Labor and Industry of Mexico , is one of

of Labor, it is appropriate for every Church the signers of the Executive Council's

to reaffirm its support and allegiance to report.

the common moral issues to which both President William Green of the American

Labor and religion are committed . The Federation of Labor presided .

Church holds that human personality is The report of the Executive Council gave

sacred, and opposes all forms of exploita in detail the part played by the American

tion and human degradation. It protests Federation of Labor and the Pan-American

against the employment of children of Federation of Labor in the crises in Mexico

tender years in denial of their right to and Nicaragua ; the murdering of wage

growth and education, and the employment earners in Cuba ; the establishment of in

of men and women for over-long periods voluntary servitude in Guatemala ; protests
of labor. It stands for the payment of from the workers of Panama against the

wages sufficient both to sustain and to proposed treaty between that country and

enhance life , the right of workers to bargain the United States ; the terrible conditions

collectively through representatives of their of labor in Venezuela ; the slight improve

own choosing, and protection against un ment in labor conditions in Ecuador ; the

employment and occupational accidents and formation of The National Labor Federa
diseases. tion and Trade Unions in Argentina ;

It is fitting, too , that every Church efforts for a fair plebiscite in the Tacna

should continually affirm its belief in the Arica dispute; emigration and immigration

application of the principles of Jesus in between the United States and Mexico ;

every industrial relation . The spirit of denunciation of the communists by the

good- will expressed in advancing forms of Mexican Federation of Labor and other

industrial cooperation reconcile the matters of interest before not made public .

differences between management and men , The activities of the Pan -American

and eliminate the human and material Federation of Labor have greatly widened .

wastes of conflict , That these statements “ Very grave problems have confronted

are not vague ideals, but are actual pro some of the countries of America since our

grams coming to pass , is shown by the last congress was held and we have given

proposals of the American Federation of to these our best thought and the utmost

Labor for cooperation with management to effort possible," says the report of the

increase efficiency and production , and by Executive Council . " It is not possible to

the growing number of instances where see into the future and know what com

Labor and management are actually work plexities lie ahead, but we do know that

ing together for these same purposes. whatever may be the specific difficulties,

Unceasing concern for the lot of the there is a continuing and imperative need

workers, their wives and children , is the for the organization of the workers. Un

inevitable expression by the Churches of organized workers have no real means of

that love which led Christ to turn to the securing justice. They have no voice with

multitudes and to become the passionate which to compel attention. They have no

advocate of their welfare . The labor means of enthroning justice in the place of

movement is the self -conscious organized injustice."

expression of the workers' struggle for a When negotiations between Mexico and

more abundant life . It is impossible for the United States became serious , Presi

the Church of Christ to devote itself pas dent Green sent a letter to the Secretary

sionately to the welfare of the masses of of State, June 15 , 1925, expressing the

the people and not to have sympathetic gravest the situation and

relations with organized Labor. This does asked for specific instances of cases of

not mean that the Church should become failure to secure proper indemnification of

partisan, but rather that it must fulfill the property losses in Mexico and especially

commands of Christ in expressing His the specific instance in which the Mexican

intense human interest. In fact the Church government at the request of labor took

has a right to expect the support of its over property for which no compensation

members, in principle at least , in its efforts had been made.

can

1

concern over

i
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The latter was occasioned by a state tains a letter written by President Green

ment by the Secretary of State, intimating to Orestes Ferrara, Cuban Ambassador to

grave consequences to Mexico if it did not the United States, which states the charges

change its policy. President Green told in detail and asks that the government of

the Secretary of State it was " unthinkable Cuba make a full investigation and report

that our government should contribute to upon them .

the developmen
t
of a situation that might Ambassado

r
Ferrara , in a lengthy answer,

lead to military interventio
n

in Mexico. ' denied that unions had been disbanded by

Early this year, after the United States the military ; that labor papers had been

had terminated the smuggling treaty with suppressed and that there had been as

Mexico the Mexico Federation of Labor many murders as charged. He admitted

became alarmed , as it believed it that no doubt several were dead but their

would result in the lifting of the embargo death had resulted from violent fights;

on the shipment of arms, thus encouraging that several others were mysteriously killed,

revolution against President Calles . Fear " as also happens in these great conflicts in

ing the worst, President Green wrote Presi rural communities." The greater part of

dent Coolidge, protesting against lifting the list , however, he declared , were the

the arms embargo and thus making civil names of living men who had been de

war in Mexico possible. ported or left voluntarily the Republic of

The question of Mexican immigration , Cuba. Politics, he said , are responsible

the report states, has been a subject for for many of the charges.

repeated conferences and communications Ambassador Ferrara's letter not

with the Mexican Federation of Labor. satisfactory to President Green and he

A conference was held in Washington at wrote him another , in which he said :

which it was agreed that a commission
" One of the primary requirements of

would be appointed by the American
stable government is to protect life and

Federation of Labor and the Mexican
to surround the lives of people with

Federation of Labor to consider
guarantees of protection and the exer

program or agreement tending to eliminate
cise of freedom and liberty. Inasmuch

the causes for complaint that may exist on
as it was alleged that many laboring

either or both sides of the border line , due
people and labor representatives in

to conditions created by the immigration Cuba had been assassinated , the ques

problem . This commission met during the tion of the ability of the Cuban govern

sessions of the Pan-American congress. ment to protect life might well be

Charges that the Mexican Federation of raised . "

Labor was a communist organization are He added that the Platt amendment

indignantly denied by the Executive Council obligated the government of the United

and evidence given of the sincerity of its States " to use its influence to see that a

opposition During the 1926 convention government is maintained in Cuba which

of the Mexican Federation of Labor the is adequate to protect life and individual

Minister of Russia charged with liberty, as well as property."

" lending moral and financial backing to the Much information is given in the report

communist and radical groups, enemies of of Nicaraguan affairs, dating back to

the Mexican Confederation of Labor and October, 1925, during the presidency of

the Mexican government.” He was told to Carlos Solorzano . The American Federa

keep hands off in the future . tion of Labor had just adopted a resolu

The Executive Council's report contains tion based on information that on August

statement published in the Moscow 30, 1925 , at La Cruz , District of Rio

Prayada, the official organ of the Russian Grande , fourteen defenseless agricultural

Communist Party , in which all trade laborers employed by the Guyamel Fruit

unions in South , Central and North America Company were shot to death apparently

were urged to unite against the Pan for no other reason than to dare to strike

American Federation of Labor. The labor for better wages. In transmitting the

unions were told by the Pravada that they resolution President Green mentioned to

should unite outside of the Pan-American President Solorzano a statement he made

Federation of Labor in a " militant and in a speech during his campaign for the

class-conscious international , inclusive of presidency, when he had said that , if

the trade unions of all countries, of all elected , his government would "endeavor to

races and of all continents." The antago destroy all vestiges of the despotic and

nism of the communists is said to come aristocratic practices that in Nicaragua

from the successful results of agitation prevented the legitimate rise of the work.

against them in the various countries on ers . " Later President Solorzano was forced

the western hemisphere. to resign and General Chamorro became

The successful activities of President president . This military dictatorship abro

Green in urging the ratification of the gated the civil andlegal rights of the

Isle of Pines treaty are related in the people. It said that there were

report . rumors of a combination between certain

Early in the year representations were financial elements of the United States

made to President Green that 124 trade and Nicaragua to negotiate the control of

unions in Cuba were being disrupted by the stocks and shares of the National

the government, that many officials of Railroadand the Bank of Nicaragua,

trade unions and active trade unionists had with the expectation of illegally making

been murdered and that labor conditions use of the property and wealth of Nica
were in a terrible state. The report con ragua . President Green sent a protest to

was

a

was
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tutional situation is inaugurated in Ecuador,

the workers would be guaranteed an oppor

tunity to organize.

The National Labor Federation of Trade

Unions has been formed in Argentina

which bars as members communistic or

anarchistic groups.

Reports received by the Executive

Council stated that a decree issued by the

President of Guatemala in 1925 established

a Bureau of Labor to be operated under

the direction of the Department of Public

Works and to have as its principal duties

the protection of the wage earners and the

settlement of labor disputes. Later on it

was learned that the government of Guate

mala , in violation of an agreement with

er governments of Central America and

the United States , had enacted

pulsory labor law , whereby it is made a

crime punishable by years in prison for

workers to cease work collectively . Any

striker inducing a strike-breaker to cease

work is, under this law , subject to two

years imprisonment. The report · quotes

President Green as declaring that such a

law subjects the workers to involuntary

servitude, against which the world is con

tinually fighting.

Labor conditions in Venezuela are said

to be unbearable. The report says that

the Pan-American and American Federa

tions of Labor are anxious and willing to

cooperate in every way within their power

to obtain for the workers of Venezuela

their freedom , the right to organize as

well as the right to strike against oppres

sive conditions.

The countries represented by delegates

Cuba, Mexico , Nicaragua, United

States , Dominican Republic, Venezuela,

Porto Rico , Guatemala, Panama, Honduras,

Peru , Costa Rica and Salvador.

The officers of the Pan - American Federa.

tion of Labor are : President, William

Green ; vice-president, Luis N. Morones ;

treasurer, Matthew Woll ; English language

secretary , Chester M , Wright; Spanish

language secretary, Santiago Iglesias.

WAGE WOMEN OPPOSE

" EQUAL SEX ” PLAN

assurances

Secretary of State Kellogg, in which he

said that the people ofNicaragua had

completely lost their constitutionalform of

government through the dictatorship of

General Chamorro. Secretary Kellogg in

reply stated that " in accordance with its

well-known policy not to extend recognition

to governments which into

power through unconstitutional or violent

means the United States government has

not, and will not recognize the regime

headed by General Chamorro. " In

interview in February, 1926, Juan B.

Sacasa, constitutional vice -president of Nica

ragua, asked President Green to help his

people recover their constitutional form of

government. He also submitted to Presi

dent Gr a letter he had written to

the Secretary of State, which gave in detail

the treasonable acts leading up to the

revolution that began May 22, 1926.

Many communications were received by

President Green from the Nicaraguan

Federation of Labor and other civic organi.

zations, protesting against the military
dictator, General Chamorro, and the

" directing head ,” Adolfo Diaz. The report

refers to the visit to Nicaragua of Henry

L. Stimson , as special representative of the

president, to tudy the situation there.

Shortly after the armed conflict ended and

President Diaz gave to the

liberal leaders that he would give them

the right to intervene in the administration

of the affairs of the nation , pending the

elections of 1928. The United States

representatives have promised that such

elections would be duly guaranteed and

their legality and fairness assured.

The delegates from the Panama Federa

tion of Labor have entered protest against

the Panama treaty, which has not yet been

ratified by the United States Senate on the

ground that it is “ inimical and against the

sovereignty of the people of Panama."

This protest has been referred to the

Executive Council of the American Federa

tion of Labor.

According to the Executive Council's

report it took part in the effort to have an

honest plebiscite of the Tacna-Arica dispute.

President Green received various communi

cations from Peru , which he transmitted to

President Coolidge. This protest was given

by the president to Secretary Kellogg . In

reply to President Green he said :

done that can be to insure a fair election

and justice both to Chile and Peru ."

Owing to the conditions existing in Peru

and Chile the Executive Council says it

will be difficult for either the American

Federation of Labor or the Pan-American

Federation of Labor to render much

assistance to the wage earners in those

countries.

Somewhat better conditions are reported

from Ecuador, It is said that the new

government is doing a little more for the

wage earners, as it has created a Minister

of Social Welfare and Labor and has

offered guarantees to the citizens. The

belief is expressed in reports received by

President Green that when a normal consti

1

are :

reply assuresident thateveryoning is being

Denver, Colo.-Trade union women of

this state are protesting against the Na

tional Women's Party declaration , at their

recent Colorado Springs convention, in

favor of a constitutional amendment that

would remove from the federal constitution

all reference to males .

The Colorado Labor Advocate refers to

the women's party as " an auxiliary to the

Republican Party, ” and declares that the

amendment is " a disguised attempt to rob

women in industry of all protective legis

lation . "

The members of the women's party

called on President Coolidge at his summer

home in the Black Hills, The visit was

well staged and press agented.

The greatest truths are the simplest;

and so are the greatest men.-J. C. and

A. W.Hare.
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Labor Day, this year, comes on Septem

ber 5. Union men will invite the day.

Others who enjoy it may thank organized

labor for it .

The big meeting of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes will be called to order this year,

September 12, in Birmingham , Ala . Evi

dence comes to the General Office that it

will be well attended .

The 20th Convention of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes that convenes in Birmingham ,

Ala., September 12, will very likely be the

largest Convention within the history of

the Association . It is the meeting where

street and electric railway employes will

determine the policy of the Association in

its next two years of progress.

Organization is a recognition , on part of

the members , that there is a mutual interest

on part of wage workers that requires united

endeavor. It means hearty cooperation in

employment . It means a closer endeavor

in the interest of the employing property .

It means cooperation with the management

of the employing property to make the

property more serviceable and more profit

yielding This means better wages and

better working conditions a paying

property.

The Organization of Labor strives for

genial relations with the managements of
fair employing properties. It is most

naturally, fair employing properties in which

union wage workers are specially interested.

The fair employing property is that upon

which right and equity between man and

exists . The collective agreement

provides the means of adjusting all disputes.

That means agreeable relations between

men and management. It is the property

that should invite the ardent support of

every organized wage worker. It is the

property that should be championed by

every organized wage worker.

A non-union employing street railway

company is an instrument functioning to

lower the standard of wages to every wagę

worker in the community in which it

operates. Thus, the non -unionism of the

management of that property becomes the

concern of every union wage worker of the

community. It should become the concern

of the respective unions of all crafts. It

should be a material concern to the central

trades and labor councils of such com .

munities. Organized wage workers should

resent this functioning to lower the stand

ard of wages and make such resentment

effective andmake it a business subject for

discussion in their respective organizations.

Shall patronage of such concerns be en

couraged ? Should it not be discouraged ?

The non-union man, working at low wages

and long service days, knows he is con

tributing to the distress of wage workers.

He knows he is building up the armyof

unemployed. He commonly uses his job

as a rain check . He knows he is hopeful

of getting a better job with better wages,

He is watching for the union man's job.

In his long service day, he knows he is

doing the excess time work that should be

giving a job seeker a chance. He knows

he is contributing to the men who stand

outsidewaiting for him to get out of his

job. He knows that those idle men keep

1

0
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his own wages down by being available to FROM LATE REPORTS OF

the management for the vacancy when he INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS)

is discharged or disabled . He therefore

knows he is contributing to the manage. International President W. D. Mahon,

ment in keeping him in servility . who was assisting Divisions Nos . 241 and

308, Chicago, Ill., upon agreement work ,

The recent death of Secretary - Treasurer was finally successful in effecting an arrange

Wm. J. Tracy, of the Building Trades ment with the employing company by

Department of the American Federation of which all features of the agreement were

Labor, has taken a widely known and well agreed to by and between the manage

respected member from the American Labor ments of the properties and the Locals,

movement. except the wage question , which was sub

mitted for arbitration, subject to possible

Non-union employing properties are future adjustments with the employing

gaging in an attempt to culture a good properties. The properties are seriously

feeling among he public , upon which they involved , particularly the surface lines, in

depend for return to the property owners . the matter of negotiation of features of

What type of feeling do they expect to franchise . It is hopeful that some agree

culture among union men , whose organiza ment may be reached in the near future

tions they are lending a helping hand to between the civic authorities and the

destroy ? No community , is dependable managements of the street railway proper

upon transportation that does not include ties upon this situation. President Mahon

a substantial element of organized workers. had associated with him at various times,

Will these organized workers lend a helping upon the negotiation of these agreements,

hand to build up the business of an unfair International Treasurer L. D. Bland, First

street railway company ? Are they en International Vice- President Wm. B. Fitz

couraging the purchase of non -union made gerald and G. E. B. Member Edw.

goods? Or are they properly advertising McMorrow. The arbitrators chosen upon

the non-union street car company as these cases are : Judge Kickham Scanlon,

unfair concern ? There can be the same chosen by the Locals , and Mr. Mcllraith ,

attitude toward an unfair employing street chosen by the company. President Mahon,

car concern as there is toward an unfair with Vice-President Fitzgerald , associated in

factory or contractor . advisement with the officers of the D. U. R.

Branch of Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich . ,

In this issue is a letter from the San upon agreement work. The situation is in

Antonio, Texas, correspondent. He heads conference stage. President Mahon

it: “ Establish Six- Day Week .” He tells received information from Division No. 563,

that they have a happy lot of extra men , Lansing, Mich ., to the effect that the city

as the establishing of the six-day week contemplated the taking of rails off from

makes more regular runs. It employs more an important line of that city system .

That one move of those organized Upon solicitation of the Localhe dispatched

wage workers in San Antonio will open an International Officer to Lansing , who,

twenty more jobs on that property. It with President A. L. Montgomery of the

means reducing the army ofunemployed. Local, placed the situation before the

He tells you it is the work of organization . Lansing City Council, where the president

Again , he tells you of the increased wages of the Council advised that the city of

attained through organization in conference Lansing had no intention of discontinuing

with a fair employing company. In that traffic upon this particular line. To have

city , it is the business of all organized labor lifted these rails would have affected some

to boost the business of that company, thirty members of the Lansing Local . In

are special agents for good a conference with Mayor Laird Troyer,
business for fair employing properties. there was advanced to the Mayor the

Their pay for this agency work comes in service - at- cost plus proposition , which Presi

elevating the standard of living for wage dent Mahon looks upon as the best means

workers. This be carried to other of effecting transportation means by and

unions by our representatives in Central between a municipality and a street rail
Trades Councils and otherwise . way property. At the close of this report ,

July 28, InternationalPresident W. D. Mahon

Mr. Beha, insurance commissioner of wasat the General Office, giving his attention

New York State, applied for the first policy to the general affairs of the Association .

to be issued by the Union Labor Life

Insurance Company in the State of New
International Treasurer L. D. Bland

York. This is perhaps one of the best assisted International President W. D.

endorsements labor could have, as to the Mahon in his work upon the agreement

validity and soundness of its insurance situations affecting the members of Divi

enterprise, sions Nos . 241 and 308, Chicago , Ill .,

which were ultimately settled .

The American Federation of Labor is not

alone responsible for the creation of The First International Vice- President Wm. B.

Union Labor Life Insurance Company but Fitzgerald gave some time in associating

is itself a stockholder ; thus indirectlyevery with International President W. D, Mahon

trade unionist in North America affiliated and other officers, in assisting Divisions

to the A. F. of L. is an indirect stockholder Nos . 241 and 308, Chicago, I11 . , upon

in The Union Labor Life Insurance Company, agreement work. The Locals were seeking

men.

Union men

1

can

1

!
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Tenth International Vice-President John

M. Parker, at Madison , Wis. , assisted

Division No. 456 upon agreement negotia

tions work . Conferences with the employ.

ing management resulted in reaching a

verbal agreement, which , per his report

of July 20, was accepted by the members

of Division No. 456. He reports the

Local to be in good condition and well

officered .

an increase in wage rates and the employ

ing properties were seeking a reduction in

the wage rates . The ultimate result of

these conferences, under the direction of

Pres . Mahon, led agreement on

previous working conditions, withthe wage

rates subjects for arbitration . Vice-Presi

dent Fitzgerald advised upon the agreement

situation , while it was in process of negotia

tions, in Toledo , Ohio, with the officers

of Division No. 697 and International

Vice- President James Largay, giving advice

of a course for adjustment of that situa

tion . He also , associated with Inter

national President W. D. Mahon, in advise

ment with the officers of the D. U. R. Branch

of Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich . , upon

agreement work, which, at the close of

this report, July 28, was yet in a conference

stage .

Thirteenth International Vice-President

Robert B. Armstrong, at Bloomington, Ill.,

advised with Division No. 752 upon a

question of uniforms, which was adjusted.

At Peoria , Ill . , he assisted Division No.

416 upon the subject of seniority as affect

ing barn men . There had been a consolida

tion of barns, which resulted in the laying

off of three members of the Local . In the

lay -off the master mechanic had included

those who advanced in seniority

beyond those who were retained in em.

ployment . He was able to adjust this case

by the return of two of the men, with

expectancy of the return of the third in a

short time, Per his report of July 17, he

was assisting Division No. 805 , the Water

loo Branch , upon agreement work, which

was yet in a conference stage .

were

one

Second International Vice- President P. J.

O'Brien , at Portland , Maine , assisted Divi

sion No. 714 in the adjustment with the

employing property of a seniority question

that hadarisen through the change ofsome

cars from line to another. While

there he addressed meetings of Division

No. 714. At New Haven, Conn., he

associated with the Joint Advisory Board

of Division No. 281 and associate Locals

employed upon the Connecticut Consoli

dated Traction property , upon agreement

work , He reports the agreement to have

been renewed. At Lynn , Mass. , he assisted

Division No. 238 in the adjustment of a

grievance resulting from the dismissal of a

member of the Local upon the charge of

irregularity in the collection of fares. At

Worcester , Mass ., he advised with Division

No. 22 relative to seniority on bus lines

that had been recently substituted for

different rail car lines . At the close of his

report of July 23 , he was at Pittsfield,

Mass., upon agreement work in the interest

of Division No. 496.

new

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow , in the course of his work,

associated with International President

W. D. Mahon in various conferences with

the employing properties with which Divi.

sions Nos . 241 and 308 , Chicago, Ill., were

negotiating a agreement . He also

advised with Division No. 215 , Wheaton,

Ill . , upon agreement work, and with Divi

sion No. 900 , Highwood , Ill . , upona

grievance that had arisen requiring the

attention of the officers of that Local.

Per his report of July 23, the agreement

work of Divisions Nos. 241 and 308 had

resulted in an adjustment of that situation .

was
G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, who

assisting Division No. 838, New

Albany, Ind., upon the affairs of that

Local, reports the Local to be in good

shape. He later attended and addressed a

meeting of Division No. 682, Fort Wayne,

Ind., which he reports to be in a creditable

condition. He also attended and addressed

a meeting of Division No. 878, Evansville,

Ind., which he reports to be in a health

ful condition . Per his report of July 24,

he had returned to his home in Toronto.

Fourth International Vice-President

George A. Dean , per his report of July 16 ,

had been assisting Division No. 276 ,

Stockton , Calif., upon organization exten
sion work . He reports the work to be in

a stage of progress .

Seventh International Vice- President

James Largay, at Toledo , Ohio , assisted

Division No. 697 upon agreement renewal

work, He reports the old agreement to

have been renewed . At East Liverpool,

Ohio, he attended and addressed a meeting

of Division No. 52. He reports the Local

in good condition . Per his report of July

23 , he was at Cleveland, Ohio , advising

with the officers of Division No. 268 upon

a proposed pension plan that had been

advanced by the employing property.

Ninth International Vice- President M. J.

Murray, per his report of July 8, has been

successful, with the assistance of the Seattle

Central Labor Union , in effecting an adjust

ment of the seniority question which in

volved the members of Division No. 587,

Seattle , Wash .

At New

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, at Port

Chester, N. Y., advised with Division No.

481 relative to the affairsofthat Local .

The subject of concern to the Local was

the installing of bus operation as an adjunct

of the street railway service.

York , he gave his attention to the injunc

case brought into existence by the Inter.

borough Railway Company, which, per his

report of July 24 , was yet incourt. He

was also in advisement upon the situation

affecting Division No. 977, New York ,

N. Y.
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G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon

assisted Divisions Nos, 282, Rochester; 580 ,

Syracuse ; and 582, Utica , N. Y. , upon

agreement work. A new agreement was

finally signed, carrying with it some im

proved conditions. At Fitchburg , Mass. ,

he gave his attention to the question of

seniority resulting from the transfer of

runs from one barn to another and from

the Leominster Line, upon which members

of Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass. , were

employed, to a line previouslyoperated by

the employing company of Division No.

690. He rendered a ruling giving two runs

to Worcester members and from which

decision Division No. 690 served notice of

appeal. He reports that the agreement at

Boston has been reached and that the new

agreement carries with it a 6 -day week,

with a wage increase of 272 ¢ per hour ,

fixing wage rates upon surface lines to

motormen and conductors of 62 € per hour

for the first three months of service ; 68 ¢

per hour for the next nine months of

service; thereafter, 72 € per hour, and upon

the elevated lines wage rates were fixed

for motormen at 7772 € per hour for first

year service men , and 7874 ¢ per hour

thereafter , Surface one-man car and bus

operators ' wage rates were fixed at 72 €

per hour for the first three months service

men ; 78€ per hour to those of the next

nine months of service ; thereafter, 82 ¢ per

hour. Elevated transit guards receive new

wage rates of 62 ¢ per hour for the first

three months service men ; 68 € per hour for

the next nine months of service; there

after , 75 ¢ per hour. In all cases

time is paid at the rate of time and one

half. Per his report of July 23 , he was in

advisement with Divisions Nos . 448 , Spring

field, and 22, Worcester , Mass . , upon agree

ment work . At Framingh
am

Mass. , he

was in advisement with Division No. 620

upon the affairs of that Loca) .

Ohio , he conferred with the officers of

Division No. 627 relative to that Local.

He reports these Locals to be in good

shape. He assisted Division No. 738,

Hamilton , Ohio, in adjusting a seniority

question that had arisen upon the Dayton

Branch of that Local , through the in

stalling of schedule . The new

schedule was not satisfactory to the em

ploying property and the old schedule was

restored, adjusting the situation. At Girard

ville, Pa . , he assisted Division No. 165 on

a grievance resulting from changing runs

from the Mahoney City Car Barn to

Girardville . At Allentown , Pa . , he advised
with the officers of Division No. 956 upon

a situation that arose from an efficiency
campaign , instituted by the company. An

adjustment was obtained . At Pottsville,

Pa., he was required to give his attention

to a grievance resulting from the dismissal

of a member some twenty-seven years in

the service . While upon this situation ,

there was called to his attention a grievance

resulting in Division No. 433, Lansford ,

Pa . , from the discharge of two members
of that Local . Per his report of July 23 ,

he was working upon the grievances of

these two Locals.

over

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson , at

New Orleans , La ., assisted the officers of

Division No. 194 upon court cases result

ing from the suspension of members of

that Local He also reported a renewal

of the agreement of Division No. 558 ,

Shreveport, La. At Tulsa , Okla . , he

assisted Division No. 892 in the adjust

ment of an election dispute which involved

the members of the Local. At Shreveport,

La . , he attended a meeting of the Red

River Congress, called by the Governor.

With him at this meeting were President

Charles W. Swallow, of the State Federa

tion of Labor, also the President of the

Shreveport Central Trades and Labor

Council , and other labor representatives ,

A resolution was adopted, petitioning the

U. S. Government to rehabilitate the

flooded districts . Per his report of July

23 , he was giving attention to the agree

ment situation involving Division No. 981 ,

Alexandria , La .

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, per

his report of July 16, had arrived at

Moose Jaw , Sask ., where he was assisting

Division No. 614 upon agreement work ,

which was pending further conferences .

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt , at

Little Rock, Ark ., assisted Division No.

704 in negotiating a renewal of agreement

on the North Little Rock Branch of the

Local. This agreement is with the Inter

state Terminal Company and covers about

25 per cent of the members, as the larger

branch of this Local work for the Little

Rock City Street Railway Company. Later

he attended and addressed a meeting of

Division No. 19 , Colorado Springs, Colo .,

which Local he reports to be in excellent

condition . At Pueblo, Colo . , he attended

and addressed a meeting of Division No.

662. He speaks in glowing terms of the

condition of Division No. 662. Both Locals

he reports to be well officered . Per his

report of July 17 , he had returned to his

home in Salt Lake City .

G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch assisted

Division No. 794, Wichita, Kan. , in obtain

ing an agreement covering bus operators .

The agreement carries with it 5 cents per

hour increase in wages to the bus oper.

ators, At East St. Louis, Ill . , he advised

with the officers of Division No. 805 upon

the affairs of that Local . At Cincinnati,

CHARLES ATHERTON DEAD

Cincinnati, Ohio - Charles R. Atherton,

secretary -treasurer of the Metal Polishers'

International Union, died in a local hospital
after three weeks ' illness . The funeral at

Dayton was attended by many trade union

ists . President Green of the A. F. of L.

was represented by A. F. of L. Vice-Presi

dent James Wilson.

Secretary Atherton was one of the best

known trade unionists throughout the

United States and Canada .
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your delegation can join us, and if so , the

number in the party, so that all arrange

ments may be completed .

Fraternally yours ,

ABEL. SPRADLING,

Secretary Div . No. 627 ,

Address , 1005 Second Na

tional Bank Bldg. , Cin.

cinnati , Ohio .
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Buffalo , N. Y.-W. H. Thompson, for

many years editor and manager of the

official journal of the Switchmen's Union

of North America , dead after a long

illness . He is survived by a widow , two

sons and a daughter.

“ He was a valiant worker in our ranks

from the beginning of his membership,"

said President T. C. Cashen . “ In one

particular he occupied a unique position .

I do not believe he had a single enemy

in or out of the labor movement,'

Mr. Thompson was born at Momence,

Ill., January 27, 1859 , and graduated from

Ewing College in 1886. He taught school

for a time, but in those days a teacher's

compensation was so low , especially in the

country districts, that Thompson decided to

tryhis hand at railroading.

He started as a brakeman on the Mobile

& Ohio in 1888 . In 1897 he went to East

St. Louis, joined the Switchmen's Union ,

and became one of the most popular rail

road workers in that section . He was

elected editor of the journal at the Peoria

convention in 1909 , and has been repeatedly

re -elected .
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Division No. 627, Cincinnati , Ohio ,

reports that it has completed arrangement

with the Southern Railway System for the

operation of a special car from Cincinnati

Birmingham , for the convenience of

Division No. 627 and the delegates and

visitors of other Locals who may wish to

join in the trip to the Birmingham Con

vention ,' which opens September 12. Locals

desiring to participate with Division No.

627 in this convenience of transportation

may address Secretary Abe L. Spradling,

1005-6 Second National Bank Bldg ., Cin

cinnati , Ohio . Brother Spradling will

supply full information to the delegates

and visitors from any Local on application .

The arrangement is specified as follows :

The trip from Cincinnati will be on the

Southern Railway's deluxe Cincinnati - New

Orleans train , the “ Queen and Crescent

Limited , " schedule as follows :

Leave Cincinnati 11:00 a . m . , Eastern Time,

Saturday, September 10.

Arrive Birmingham 10:40 p . m ., Central

time, Saturday , September 10.

The train carries dining car , serving all

meals, and an observation car of the latest

type, with ladies' lounge and bath , maid

service, etc. , in fact all that will tend to

make journey comfortable and

pleasant one .

The route is through the heart of the

Blue Grass section of old Kentucky, via

Lexington and High Bridge , thence over

the Cumberland Mountains of Tennessee

to Chattanooga and on to Birmingham .

The schedule is timed to give a daylight

ride between Cincinnati and Chattanooga,

a distance of 338 miles .

On the return trip :

Leave Birmingham , Southern Ry. , 7:05

a . m . , Central Time .

Arrive Chattanooga, Southern Ry. , 11:00

a . m . , Central Time .

Leave Chattanooga, Southern Ry. , 10:15
P. m . , Central Time .

Arrive Cincinnati, Southern Ry ., 8:30 a . m . ,

Eastern Time.

This schedule to be used from Birming

ham the morning after the Convention

closes , exact date not known at this time.

At Chattanooga , a sight-seeing trip will be

arranged to Jonas' Bluff, Point Park , Point

Rock , Umbrella Rock and other historical

and scenic points on Lookout Mountain .

The price of this trip , which will consume

three hours, will be $ 1.25 per capita .

The cost of the trip , from Cincinnati to

Birmingham and return , is shown below :

Fare , Cincinnati to Birmingham and

return . $ 35.02

Seat , Cincinnati to Birmingham , going 3.38

Seat , Birmingham to Chattanooga , re

turning 1.13

Lower berth , Chattanooga to Cincin

nati , returning ... 3.75
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Company insurance is too frail a reed

to support the hopes of any intelligent

worker for a secure old age or the pro

tection of loved ones in case of his death .

The American Woolen Company and its

affiliated concerns, which in 1919 promised

their employes group life insurance instead

of increased wages, has now decided to

stop the insurance because of its cost.

The employes left helpless. They

have no legal redress because law

compels employers to keep their solemn

pledges to insure and pension their faith

ful employes.

One of the nation's largest restaurant

chains was recently sold . The new owners

abruptly notified their workers that they

would no longer recognize previously prom .

ised insurance and pension rights . Similarly

the Morris Packing Company, when ab.

sorbed by Armour, shamelessly repudiated

pension claims amounting to hundreds of

thousands of dollars due its old and retired

employes .-Locomotive Engineers Journal .

STATE UNIONS TO MEET

TOTAL .. $43,28

Please consider this an urgent invitation

to join the party. We believe we have

arranged a pleasant and comfortable trip ,

and will appreciate your advising us if

Keene , N. H. , July 30 — The annual

convention of the New Hampshire Federa

tion of Labor will meet in this city on ?

Tuesday, September 20 . ¿
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MEMORY OF GOMPERS PERPETUATED " Trade unions are the natural protest

BY NEW SCHOOL against privilege and autocracy in every

form . To say that the unions can be

The newly constructed Samuel Gompers weakened , controlled or destroyed , or that

public school , One hundred and twenty their militancy against injustice can be

third and South State streets , Chicago , was checked while injustice is permitted to con

appropriately dedicated July 16 by repre tinue , is to ignore history and enthrone

sentatives of the American Federation of wrong. "

Labor, the Illinois State Federation of The secretary of the A. F. of L. hurled

Labor, the Chicago Federation of Labor , the following challenge at injunction judges

the Calumet Joint Labor Council , the who persist in ignoring . the language of

South Chicago Trades and Labor assembly, the Clayton act wherein it is declared

the board of education , the South End that “ the labor of a human being is not a

Chamber of Commerce and the city council .
commodity or article of commerce:"

Frank Morrison , secretary of the Ameri
“ Injunction judges find it necessary to

can Federation of Labor, and George W.

Perkins, for 35 years president of the
reject this law when they issue their star

Cigar Workers' International Union , were
chamber edicts that labor is property, but

the principal speakers.
organized labor will continue its agitation

Morrison and Perkins each had known
against the injunction, and this evil will

the world -famous deceased head of the

eventually pass into disuse. "

American labor movement for 40 years. Discussing, the value of high wages,

Their eulogies of the character, concepts, Secretary Morrison quoted the following

ideals and achievements of President declaration of President Gompers, made at

Gompers therefore came of a knowledge
the Norfolk convention 20 years ago :

of the great leader gained through close “ A reduction in wages compels retrench

personal and official association under all ment in the household economy of the

possible situations and conditions of human workmen affected . In other words, it cur.

relationships. tails their consuming power, which neces

Other speakers were John H. Walker and sarily results in those workers who were

Victor A. Olander, president and secretary formerly employed in the production of the

treasurer, respectively, of the Illinois State very articles theretofore used and

Federation of Labor ; Theophilus Schmid, sumed . Then follows reductions in wages,

member of the school board; C. P. Bayne, resulting as in the first instance, and this

business manager ofthe South End Chamber process of wage reductions, of retrench

of Commerce, and Alderman S. W. Govier, ment in household economics, of more dis

of the Ninth Ward, in which the school is charges from employment ensue, bringing
located .

in their wake poverty, misery and suffering,

The speakers stressed Gomper's sturdy stagnation and an industrial panic, until

Americanism , his passionate championship
the lowest ebb is reached and a turn in

of the rights of humanity over material the industrial tide begins .

things, his furtherance of justice for his " There is neither economy nor wisdom,

fellowmen , his love of children and a life
judgment nor humanity in such misconduct

long advocacy of better educational ad and misconception of industrial affairs or

vantages for them, his high ideals , his duties," Secretary Morrison continued to

great contributions to the advancement of
read from the Gompers declaration ,

the world labor movement and to literature ,

" And if, perchance ,

and finally, he was revealed as a man with
captains of

the soul of an artist.
industry fail to profit by the lessons and

" He abhorred the exercise of arbitrary
experiences of the past , then at least the

wage earners of America will teach the

power in every field of activity," said
lesson from which the human family will

Secretary Morrison in his address. He

believed in persuasion , reason and logic.
reap untold blessings."

He insisted that the American Federation George W. Perkins , lifelong friend and

of Labor was a voluntary movement and
associate of President Gompers, quoted

that it should have no power other than
extensively from the writings and speeches

the intelligence, enthusiasm and loyalty
of the deceased leader to illustrate the

that it developed among the membership
character and governing thoughts of the

of affiliated organizations. He rejected man . Concluding , Mr. Perkins said :

every suggestion that he or the executive " Samuel Gompers, one of the world's
council of the American Federation of foremost advocates of universal education

Labor be empowered to enforce convention and true knowledge, possessed the
declarations,

faculty of combining sympathy and ideal.

" So, my friends, " continued Mr. Morri. ism with practicability. He never let

son, “ this social phenomina presents itself intense sympathy and idealism interfere

an army of 4,000,000 workers whose repre with practical action. His vision and desire

sentatives meet in annual convention, agree was to help create better and richer living

on a line of action and then depend on conditions for all workers through the

the good will of their constituents rather peaceful, evolutionary process of education

thanon penalties to make such decisions and orderly organization. Nothing could

effective .' swerve him from his ideal. Education and

For the benefit of " open shop" advocates more education , scientifically administered

Secretary Morrison used the following and with sympathetic understanding , was

epigrammatic expression : his unalterable purpose."

our
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Disbursements from the Death, Disability and

Old Age Benefit Fund during the month of June,

1927 , were made to beneficiaries on claims

follows :
Death Benefits

Mrs. Annie Connolly , beneficiary, death claim

of Edward Connolly, deceased ,late member

of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Lobar Paeumonia .
$450.00

Minnie M. Elliott, beneficiary, death claim of

David W. Elliott, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause , Cirrho

sis of Liver ...

800.00

Eliza A. Allard, beneficiary , death claim of

David Allard , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass. ;. cause , Ar.
terio Sclerosis and Acute Dilatation of

Heart .

500.00

JennieOaks, bill rendered for care, board and

nursing, on account death claim of Carlos

E. Corruth , deceased , late member ofDiv .

No. 600, Waltham , Mass.; cause, Angina

Pectoris ,

269.00

Frank G. Pollock , guardian of minor bene
ficiaries, balance due death claim of

Jacob Glavis, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 624 , Buffalo , N. Y.; cause , Acute

Alcoholism ..

499.00

The Toronto General Trusts Corporation ,

administrators of estate of deceased , for
beneficiaries , death claim of John C.

McArthur, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause ,
Acute

Pleuritis .

800.00

Alma Leclerc Franette, beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph Frenette, deceased, late

member of Div, No. 790, Montreal, Que

bec ; cause , Pyelonephritis .

100.00

Hannah J. Robinson, beneficiary, death claim

of Edward Robinson, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 618, Providence , R. I.;

cause, Angina pectoris and Myocarditis .. 800.00

Alice Jacobus, beneficiary , death claim of

Charles Jacobus, deceased , late member of

Div , No. 819, Newark , N. J.; cause , Endo

carditis and Myocarditis (Acute Dilation of

Heart)

800.00

Mrs. Johanna Plapp Nagel, beneficiary , death

claim of J. Nagel, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 194, New Orleans , La .; cause ,

Acute Cholecystitis and Obstructive Jaun

dice ..

800.00

Alonzo Blakeley, beneficiary, death claim of

Huston H. Blakeley, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 697, Toledo , Ohio ; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia .

100.00

M. J. Hennessey, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 448 ,for beneficiary ,

death claim of Thomas J. Curry, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 448 , Springfield,
Mass.; cause , Ruptured Duodenal Vicer

and General Peritonitis.
800.00

Anna Diedrich , beneficiary , death claim of

Mathias Diedrich, deceased, late member

ofDiv . No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis ..

250.00

Mrs. Ida Norwood, beneficiary, death claim

of W. H. Norwood , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 725, Birmingham, Ala .; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis .
800.00

Helena O'Connor, beneficiary , death claim of

Michael O'Connor, deceased , late member

of Div. No, 518, San Francisco , Calif.;

cause , Chronic Myocarditis . .
800.00

Emma Emmcl, beneficiary, death claim of

Frank Emmel , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 887 , Newark, N. Y.; cause, Sar

coma of Humerus .
700.00

Mary Hine, beneficiary, death claim of John

Hine, (Hines ), deceased, late member of

Div . No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ; cause ,

Acute Exopthomic Goitre.
800.00

Lela Nietert , beneficiary, death claimof Alger

Nietert , deceased , late member of Div. No.

757 , Portland , Oregon; cause , Endocarditis

and Broncho Pneumonia ,
150.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, to apply on bill of funeral

expenses, death claim of Peter A. Reisen ,

deceased, late member of Div . No. 308 ,

Chicago, Ill .; cause , Accident-- Skull_Frac

ture from being struck by Elevated Train . 150.00

Homer E. Tinsman , executor of will of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

John E. Borg, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Chronic

Myocarditis .
800.00

Mrs. Barbara Morien, beneficiary , death claim

of Nicholas B. Morien, deceased , late mem

ber of Div, No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Myocarditis and Pneumonia .
600.00

Mrs. Margaret Adanas, beneficiary, death

claim of James Adams, deceased , late mem.

ber of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Asphyxiation by gas-Suicide.
800.00

Annie McCarthy, beneficiary , death claim of

J. Mcarthy, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause ,

Anaemia
800.00

John W. Parley, administrator of estate of

deceased, for beneficiary, death claim of

T. J. Gibson , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 713, Memphis, Tenn .; cause,
Uremia and Chronic Interstitial Nephritis . 800.00

Clara Louise Beckmann , beneficiary , death

claim of Charles F. Beckmann , deceased,

late member of Div. No. 788. St. Louis,

Mo.; cause , Valvular Heart Disease ... 500.00

Gus J. Bienvenu, financial secretary of Div .

No. 194, for beneficiaries, death claim of
John M. Walsh , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La .; cause ,

Pulmonary Oedema and Acute Nephritis .: 800.00

Mrs. Meda Lawrence, beneficiary, death claim

of Luman Lawrence, deceased , late mem

ber of Div ,No. 26, Detroit, Mich.; cause ,

Mitral Insufficiency
800.00

Edward Joseph McCullough, beneficiary,

death claim of Patrick McCullough ,, de

ceased , late member of Div. No. 425, Hart

ford , Conn .; cause , Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Illinois Merchants Trust Company, adminis.

trators of estate of deceased , for beneficia

ries , death claim of Charles B. Hanesworth,

deceased, late member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill.; cause , Angina Pectoris ... 800.00

Mrs. Mary Paul, beneficiary, death claim of

Frank H. Faui, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Pulmo

nary Tuberculosis .

100.00

Marie Cameron , beneficiary, death claim of

A. Carmen, Jr., (Cameron ), deceased , late

member of Div. No. 819, Newark, N. J.;

cause , Myocarditis and Endocarditis.. 500.00

Mary Elizabeth Fowler, beneficiary , death

claim of Wm . J. Fowler, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 245, Jackson, Mich.;

cause, Acute Cardiac Decompensation . 800.00

Rose Meehan, beneficiary, death claim of
Frank Meehan, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage...
800.00

Mrs. Rinda Culver, beneficiary , death claim

of Timothy D. Culver, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 456, Madison, Wis.; cause ,

Asphyxia - caused by illuminating gas

Suicide .

800.00

Sadie J. Coffin , beneficiary, death claim of

Benjamin W. Coffin , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia .

800.00

GeorgeDurand , president and business agent

of Div . No. 192 , for beneficiary, death

claim of Robert H. Furman , deceased, late
member of Div. No. 192. Oakland, Calif.;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage .

800.00

Mrs. Margaret Hunter , beneficiary, death

claim of Samuel J. Hunter, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Acute Pulmonary Edema and Gastro

Endocarditis ....
700.00

Annie M. Barron , beneficiary, death claim of

Hugh B.
Barron , deceased member at

large, Detroit , Mich.; cause, Carcinoma of

Stomach ..
800.00

Adelaide Grondin , beneficiary, death claim of

George Grondin, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 618, Providence, R. I.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage .
800.00

Mrs. Dorothy Murray, beneficiary, death

claim of Benjamin P. Murray. deceased,

late member of Div . No. 241, Chicago,

Ill.; cause , Organic Heart Disease... 250.00

Mrs. Domscele Benner, beneficiary, death

claim of John Benner, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No, 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Diabetes
800.00

Mrs. Josephine Luken , beneficiary , death

claim of John Luken , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause;

Myocarditis
and Acute Dilatation of

Heart .
800.00

Mrs. Minnie

claim of Thomas 1. Murphy ,deceased, late

Murphy, beneficiary , death

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, I.;

cause , Organic Heart Disease .
800.00

|

1
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Mrs .. Christina Johnson, beneficiary, death
claim of Fred Johnson , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;
cause, Carcinoma of Liver .. 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim

of John Behm , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Organic
Heart Disease .. 800.00

Mrs. Josephine Leo, beneficiary, death claim

of Tony Leo, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Endo

carditis and Organic Heart Disease ... 700.00

Mrs. Mary Kinsella, beneficiary, death claim

of Charles Kinsella , deceased, late member
of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.;

Pulmonary Embolism and Cirrhosis of

Liver . 275.00

Mrs.Mary C. Atkinson , beneficiary, death
claim of John Atkinson , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 540,' Trenton, N. J .;

cause, Cerebral Apoplexy : 800.00

Annie Gallagher Ward , beneficiary, death

claim of Michael Ward , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.;

cause , Bilateral Pleurisy and Broncho Pneu
monia . 300.00

Mary Susie Crafton , beneficiary, death claim

of Wm. A. Crafton , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo .; cause ,
Cerebral Hemorrhage.. 300.00

Ada A. Klemme, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles L. Klemme, deceased , late mcm

ber of Div . No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause,

Nephritis, Swelling of Peet ; General

Dropsy .. 800.00

Ella May Axley, beneficiary , death claim of

Andy Axley, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause, Gun.

shot wound in abdomen-Accidental ; shot

himself while cleaning his gun . 100.00

Rosa Roewe, beneficiary , death claim of

Bernard Roewe, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis ... 300.00

Thomas F. Casey, administrator of estate of

deceased , for beneficiary , death claim of
John P. Casey, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Cere.

bral Hemorrhage, Chronic Nephritis and
Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Jessie Christie, beneficiary, death claim

of George Christie, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 26, Detroit , Mich .; cause,
Gastric Ulcer ... 800.00

George Durand, president and business agent

of Div. No. 192 , for beneficiary , death

claim of Arthur P. Richards, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 192, Oakland , Calif .;
cause , Accident-Crushed between two

street cars, causing crushing of chest and
lungs with other Traumatism . 600.00

Sylvia Vandyke, beneficiary, death claim of

John T. Vandyke, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 192 , Oakland, Calif .; cause ,
Enteritis . 800.00

Mrs. Bridget Penning. beneficiary, death
claim

of John Penning. deceased , late
member of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause, Chronic Cardio Renal Disease . 800.00

Mrs. Mary L. Hamberger, beneficiary, death

claim of Lawrence Hamberger, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 194 , New Orleans,

La .; cause , Acute Hepatitis .. 800.00

Jean Batiste Guenette, beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph Xavier Guenette, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 790. Montreal,

Quebec; cause , Cardiac Dyspepsia .. 100.00

Mrs. Mary Bailey, beneficiary, death claim

of Ben Bailey, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 771. Muskegon, Mich .; cause ,
Cardiac Hypertrophy.: 800.00

Abe L. Spradling,financial secretary -treasurer

of Div. No. 627,tobe applied on bill of
funeral expenses , death claim of John

Newburn , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio; cause, Bright's

100.00

Mrs. Flora Pfeffer , beneficiary, death claim

of J. (Jacob ) Pfeffer, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 627. Cincinnati, Ohio ;

cause, Cardiac Dilatation and Acute Gas
tritis

800.00

Mrs. Adrienne Hebert Nadon and Irene

Hebert, beneficiaries, death claim of Albany

Hebert, deceased,latememberof Div . No.

790, Montreal, Quebec ; cause. Infection of

Left Arm and General Septicemia .. 800.00

Mrs. Christiana Miller, beneficiary, death

claim of Jacob Miller, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause ,

Arterio Sclerosis.. 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308 , for beneficiaries, death claim

of Lawrence Connor, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cere

bral Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Mrs. Clara Duffy , beneficiary, death claim of

Lawrence W. Duffy, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Organic Heart Disease ., 800.00

Harry A. Sterling. administrator of estate of

deceased , for beneficiary , death claim of

George, Sterling, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 103 , Wheeling. West Va .; cause,
Cancer of Rectum . 100.00

Delia L. Walker, beneficiary, death claim of

Archbold J. Walker, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 580, Syracuse , N. Y.; cause ,

Myocarditis and Malnutrition . 500.00

Noel J. Roy , executor of will of deceased , for
beneficiary, death claim of Joseph B.

Poirier, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia 800.00

Zita M. McCue, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph P. McCue, deceased, late member

of Div, No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause,

Chronic Interstitial Nephritis and ' Arteriai
Sclerosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Keeney, beneficiary, death

claim of Alexander Keeney, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 279, Ottawa, Ont.;
cause , Septicemia caused by an infection of

Left Knee Joint .. 800.00

Minnie Mattey, beneficiary, death claim of
Sidney Mattey, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio; cause,

Killed by automobile while pulling derailer

while on duty as conductor-Accident ... 800.00

Rose L. Pierce, beneficiary, death claim of

A. W. Pierce, deceased, late member of
Div. No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,

Operation for Appendicitis .. 800.00

Mary A. Stanhiser, beneficiary, death claim

of Fred Stanhiser, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cere.

bral Hemorrhage .. 800.00

Mrs. Emiline Fischer, beneficiary , death claim

of William C. Fischer, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 308 , Chicago , Ill.; cause,
Chronic Myocarditis and Media Steinai

Tumor . 150.00

Hanora Nixon, beneficiary, death claim of

John J. Tigue, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 947 , Morristown, N. J .; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis ..
250.00

Sarah J. Morris , beneficiary , death claim of

Joseph H. Morris, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 689, Washington, D. C.; Cause ,
Pernicious Anemia . 800.00

George M. Clark , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 553 , for beneficiaries,

death claim of C. L. Oberlander, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 553, Schenectady,

N. Y .; cause , Myocarditis (Acute Dilata

tion of Heart) . 800.00

Mrs. Leuretta E. Cain , beneficiary, death

claim of Charles W. Cain , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 724 , Augusta, Maine ;

cause , General Tuberculosis ... 800.00

Mrs. Elsie Pegram, beneficiary , death claim

of Robert A. Pegram, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis.. 800.00

Edward Kuklinski, power of attorney , for

beneficiary, death claim of Peter Sebor, de.

ceased , late member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago 111 .; cause, Pulmonary Tubercu.

losis 800.00

Mrs.Anna Combs, beneficiary, death claim

of A. M. Combs, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 704 , Little Rock , Ark.; cause ,

Tuberculosis with Psychosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Beck, beneficiary , death claim of

Walter L. Beck, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati , Ohio ; cause,

Interstitial Nephritis . 800.00

W. E. Carpenter, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 587, for beneficiary,

death claim of Raymond Cordes, deceased,
late member of Div. No. 587, Seattle ,

Wash.; cause, Illuminating Gas Poisoning

Suicide .. 800.00

H. L. Thomas, financial secretary and treas
urer of Div. No. 757, for beneficiary , death

Disease ..
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plexy ..

claim of James A. Hamar, deceased , late
momber of Div . No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ;

cause , Chronic Osteo -myelitis ..
800.00

Otto Gandesbergen , beneficiary, death claim

of August Gandesbergen, deceased , late

member of Div. No , 757, Portland , Oregon ;

cause , Lobar Pneumonia
800.00

Mrs. Minnie Alliston, beneficiary, death claim

of J. B. Alliston , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 113 , Toronto , Ont.; cause , Apo
800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308 , for administratrix of estate

of deceased , for beneficiary , death claim of

John F. McGrath , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Carci

noma of Left Tonsil .
275.00

George L. Durand, president and business

agent of Div . No. 192 , for payment of
funcral and tombstone expenses, death

claim of George W. Thompson , deceased ,

late member of Div , No. 192 , Oakland ,

Calif.; cause , Myocardial Degeneration and

Hypertension .

300.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiaries , death claim
of John T. Burke , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Carci

noma of Bowel...
800.00

Gus. J. Bienvenu , financial secretary of Div.

No. 194 , for beneficiaries, death claim of

John Mailhes, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La .; cause,

Myocarditis and Oedema of Lungs .
800.00

Mrs. Delia McCrane , beneficiary, death claim

of Pat . McCrane, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 822, Paterson, N. J.; cause, Psy ,
chosis with Cerebral Arterio Sclerosis and

Acute Enteritis ..
500.00

Disability Benefits

George Chrobak, member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill.; cause , While employed as car

sweeper at Car Station was crushed be

tween two cars causing a compound frac

ture of Right Femur, severe crushing of

muscles and soft parts of the Right Thigh

and other injuries, causing total disability . 800.00

Harry E. Jeffers, member of Div, No. 111 ,

Ypsilanti, Mich .; cause , Accident - Bus he

was driving hit an automobile loaded with

people and shock of this collision affected

his heart , leaving him a nervous wreck and

totally disabled ..
450.00

R. W. Titherington , member of Div . No. 256,

Sacramento, Calif.; cause , Bruise

leg caused by lifting a baby, buggy on the

car in the performance of his duty, rup

tured veins and causing swelling of legs,

and total disability ..
800.00

Alden Paynter, member of Div , No. 741 ,

London, Ont.; cause, Accident-Rear-end

collision of street cars, causing limitation of

movement and atrophy and shortening in

the injured right leg and total disability ... 150.00

Old Age Benefits

J. H. Myers, member of Div. No. 280,

Lowell, Mass..
800.00

John Hunter, member of Div . No. 101 ,

Vancouver, B. C....
800.00

Total ..
. $63,268.00

on the

In M emoria m

we,

By Div. No. 704 , Little Rock, Ark.

Whereas : The Great Ruler of the Universe has

called our dear brother, Doc Combs, to his well

earned resting, the Great Beyond,
Whereas : Brother Combs was a faithful husband ,

loving father, a loyal citizen and an employee whose

service will be greatly missed by his employer ;

therefore, be itResolved : That Division 704 extend to the be

reaved family our heart felt sympathy and consola

tion ; further ,Resolved : That , as a tribute to the memory

of our departed brother , our division stand for one

minute of silent prayer and that our charter be

draped for a period of thirty days; a copy of these

resolutions be sent to the bereaved family ; filed on

the minutes of this meeting and one published in

the Motorman and Conductor.

July 25 . DEWETT L. MILHELLM ,

L. H. EVANS,

A. 0. YOUNGBLOOD,

-Committee .

feel it will be a consolation for them to know that

faithful friends and brothers offer their deepest

sympathy in this, their dark hour of affliction ;

therefore, be it

Resolved : That
the members of Local

Division No. 537 , Amalga mated Associatio
n

of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of America,

extend our heartfelt sympathy and consolati
on to

the bereaved family of our late brother ; and be it

further
Resolved ! That copies of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes, and a copy sent to the

bereaved " widow and a copy be published in the

" Motorman and Conductor.

July 30 , 1927 .
TIMOTHY'J, MORIARTY,
JOHN BUCKLY,

JOHN DIETEL,
Committee .

By Div. No. 540, Trenton , N. J.

Whereas : Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

and mercy has seen fit to remove from our midst

our beloved brothers, John Atkinson and Fred

Quicksill , whose kindly manner endeared them to

all those who knew them , and while it was with

deep regret we received the news of this sad occur.

rence, we must bow in humble submission to Him

who doeth all things well ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That our charter be draped in mourn

ing for thirty days and that this memorial upon the

deaths of our late brothers, Atkinson and Quicksill,

be entered upon the minutes of thismeeting and

published in the Motorman and Conductor.

July 13 .
A. R. ROGERS, Pres.

J. H. LANG, Fin . Secy.

By Div. No. 972, Bridgeport , Conn.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

remove from our midst Brother August Pelke; and

Whereas : We bow in humble submission to Him

who knoweth best , yet we feel that it will be con

soling to his family to know that faithful friends

and brothers extend to them their deepest sympathy ;

therefore, be it
Resolved : That as a mark of respect for our

departed brother, we drape our charter for a period
of thirty days, that a copy of this resolution be

sent to his family , published in the Motorman and

Conductor, and entered upon the records of our

Division ,

July 13 , 1927 . STANLEY GEORGE ,

L. P. FARRELL ,

W. T. COSTELLO ,

Resolution Committee .

1

By Div. No. 733 , Anniston , Ala .

By Div. No. 537 , Holyoke, Mass,

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite

wisdom has seen fit to remove from our midst

our late brother, S. A. Warren, in whose death

we have not only lost a good andworthy brother
but a faithful worker; and while we know that

mere words cannot alleviate the grief and sorrow

of those near him , be it

Resolved : That Division No. 733, A. A. of S.

and E. R. E. of A., in regular meeting assembled ,
extend to thebereavedwidow, parents, brothers and
sisters our heartfelt sympathy in this, their sad

bereavement, and be it further.

1
Whereas : Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

has seen fit to remove from our midst our esteemed

and
beloved brother , Patrick W. Fitzgerald , in

whose death we have lost a true and loyal mem

ber ; and while we know that words cannot alleviate

the grief of the beloved widow and family , yet we
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we,

Resolved : That the charter of Division No. 733

be draped for a period of thirty days ; that a copy

of these resolutions be sent to the berea ved loved

ones ; that they be spread on the minutes of this
meeting and a copy sent to the Motorman and
Conductor for publication.

JOHN P. DODGEN,

R. L. BRIDGES ,

ALEX . C. THIRD ,

Committee .

will be a consolation for them to know that friends

and brothers are sharing the sorrow with them in

the loss of their loved one ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That the members of Division

No. 815 , Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America , in regular

meeting assembled, extend to the bereaved family
of our late brother our heartfelt sympathy and

consolation in this dark hour of a Miction ; and, be

it further

Resolved : That our charter be draped for thirty

days, that a copy of these resolutions be forwarded

to the bereaved family and that they be published

in the Motorman and Conductor.

June 27 .

F. P. GAULT,

A. D. MASSEY,

W. T. DAVIS ,

Res. Comm.

By Div. No. 103 , Wheeling , W. Va .

By Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas : As we brethren assembie here we pray

thee , O Heavenly Father, as thou in thy infinite

wisdom , has seen fit to take from our midst, Brother

George Sterling, we pray that he may find in thee ,

Joys and Picasures which this earth cannot give .

Par, far away , the roar of passion dieth ,

And loving thoughts rise calm and peacefully ,

And no rude storm , how fierce so'er it Rieth ;

Disturbs the sou . that dwells , O Lord , in Thee ,

Amen .

Resolved : That this resolution , as read in this

Local Union , be sent to the bereaved family with

the heartfelt sympathy of each of the brethren , and

copy also be sent to the Motorman and

Conductor Journal, and that a copy be placed on

file of this Local Division , and that our charter be
draped for 30 days.

J. D. MOORE,

WM . N. KITSON ,

WM . WISECUP,

Committee.

that a

Whereas : Almighty God in His supreme power

and wisdom has removed from our midst our beloved

brother , Thomas Curry ; and

Whereas: We sense that we have lost a true and

beloved member, and that words cannot alleviate

the grief of his beloved ones, but we believe that
it will be a consolation for them to know that we

are profoundly saddened at his untimely Dassing ;
therefore be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 448

of the A. A. of S. and E , R. E. of A , extend to the

bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy and that

these resolutions be entered upon the minutes of

our local ; be it further

Resolved : That these resolutions be forwarded

to the bereaved family , and a copy sent to the

Motorman and Conductor for publication.
E. A. RALEIGH ,

M. J. HENNESSEY,

J. W. LEONARD ,

Committee .

By Div . No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va .
.

we

By Div. No. 662 , Pueblo, Colo.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, as we brethren

are assembled here , pray thee, that , in thy

infinite wisdom thou has seen fit to take from our

midst Brother W. E. Frank and we pray thee that ,

though he is in the shadow of the dead , he may

be living in thy light of truth and understandingand of his ,

Rest of Rests ; O peace serene eternal;

Thou ever livest , and thou changest never;

And in the secret of thy Presence dwelieth .

Pullness of joy , forever and forever ; Amen .

So , be it .

Resolved : That this resolution , as read in this

Local Union, be sent to the bereaved family with

the heartfelt sympathy of each ofthe brethren,
and that a copy also be sent to the Motorman and
Conductor Journal, and that a copy be piaced on

file of this Local Division , and that our charter be
draped for 30 days.

J. D. MOORE,

WM . N. KITSON ,

WM . WISECUP,

Committee.

1

Whereas : We regret the death of our beloved

brother, Joseph H. Pitcock, in the service of the
Southern Colorado Power Company for many years ,

and realizing that in his death this Local has lost

a worthy member, his family a loving husband and

father, and the community a good citizen; and
Whereas : In his passing we are not only deeply

affected as an organization , but a sense of sorrow

rests heavily on all our hearts, yet our present sorrow

is soothed by the reflection that, under the various

conditions of life , we recognize the faithful per

formance of his duty to his fellow men ; therefore,

be it

Resolved : That we drape our charter for

period of ninety days as a token of respect to our

departed brother; that a copy of these resolutions

be sent to the bereaved family ; that they be spread

on the minutes of this meeting, and a copy sent to

the Motorman and Conductor for publication ,

July 7 .
DEE A. SPENCER, President ,

C. L. BRADY , Rec . Secy .

a

By Div. No. 456, Madison , Wis.

By Div. No. 425 , Hartford, Conn.

was

Whereas: Almighty God, in His infinite power

and wisdom has called to his Eternal Home our

beloved brother, T. D. Culver, in whose death we

have losta true and honest brother; his wife and

daughters à faithful husband and loving father ; and

the Company a faithful and efficient employe; there
fore , be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 456
extend to the widow and daughters our sincere

sympathy and share with them in their bereave

ment ; and , be it further

Resolved: That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for

a period of thirty days, a copy of the resolutions

be sent to the bereaved family , spread on

minutes and published in theMotorman and Con
ductor.

H. W. CLAPP,

WM . POMEROY,

W. H. GLENN,

Committee.

our

Whereas : On June 26 , 1927 , our Heavenly

Father saw fit to take from our ranks our late
brother, John J. McMahon , who eighteen

years in membership in Division No. 425 , respected,

well liked and a profound Union man ; and

Whereas : His passing has taken from his family

a beloved husband and father, from the ranks of

organized labor a most valued member and from

our company an esteemed motorman , whose service

was appreciated by all ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That Division No. 425 extend to the

bereaved family profound sympathy in their hour of

grief and the expression to them that we are partici

pants in the grief occasioned by the taking from
us of such a beloved member.

Resolved : That these resolutions be forwarded

to the bereaved widow and family ; that they be

entered upon the minutes of Division No. 425 ; and

that they be published in the Motorman and
Conductor .

DANIEL DONAHUE,

JAMES P. HUNT,

ROBERT J. LLOYD ,

Committee.

By Div . No. 815, Parkersburg, W. Va .

Whereas: The Almighty God in His infinite

wisdomhas removed from our ranks a
true and

beloved brother, Wirt Nathan Buchannon, in whose

death we have lost a true and loyal friend , his

family a loving husband and father, and, while we

know that words cannot greatly lighten the sorrow

of those be loved and protected, we feel that it
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Division 113, Toronto, Ont.

Tomkins ; warden , Sid . Brooker ; executive board

members, J. Spencer, Robert Wands, Nelson Dyer,

George O'Brien , W. G. Whiteman , E. H. Hughes,

William Watson and Fred Newman; delegates to

the Trades and Labor Congress, Bert Merson and

Robert Wands; delegates to the 20th Convention,

W. D. Robbins, Joseph Tomkins, J. Spencer and

William Derry . Ten hundred and sixty-four mem.

bers voted . It was
not as good a turn -out ofvoters as we would like to have seen . Vice-president

Wood, Secretary - Treasurer D. Robbins and
Business Agent Tomkins were elected without

opposition .

Board Member Fred Newman suffered a painful

accident while repairing a set of doors. Air leaked

into the cylinder, causing the machinery to work ,

and pinched the top of one of his fingers off at the
first joint.

Division No. 113 in 1913 started a Senior Foot

ball Team and entered them in the Toronto and

district competition . They came through well up

to the top. Except in war years our men have

supported them and they have played the game
to the admiration of everyone. This year they

have won several games in the Connaught Cup.

and were in the finals for the best team in Ontario ;

but after playing, two draws with Brantford, they
lost on the third game. Never mind, boys, we

will try again. We are pleased to have our general

manager, Mr. W.D. Harvey, take a keen interest
in the sport and thank him for his help.

Brother Bert Merson, our retiring president, who

served us for the past eight years, was presented

with a purse of gold as a slight token of the esteem

of our brothers whom he so faithfully served.

Three of our brothers have recently received the

old age benefit. At a recent regular meeting they

were unanimously elected honorary members. They

are Brothers Alex Lilly, Thomas McElroy and

Thomas Markey. We wish them each a long and

happy life .

Our Local has decided to invite the next con

vention of our Association to be held in Toronto,

September, 1929 . The brothers and their friends
will remember the convention that was held here
in 1909 . The delegates all seemed to enjoy them .

selves and many letters of thanks showed their
appreciation. If the convention votes to come

here at its next meeting, I am sure our brothers

and their friends will make it as pleasant for them

as is possible .

Agreement time is fast approaching and we

appeal to each member to speak to the non-union

men and have them join with us . It is important

to every man working for this company that they

should be members of Division No. 113. Generally

they are . I am here giving fourteen reasons why

they should be :

1 . In union there is strength .

2 . Because we make and sign an agreement with

our Commission periodically,

3 . Because we area recognized union both by the
Commission and the public.

4 . Because we pay $ 10.00 per week Sick Benefits.

5 . Because we give you a Free Doctor.

6. Because we pay Funeral Benefits from $250.00

to $950.00 on a graded scale in accordance with
length of service and your age.

7 . Because we pay Disability Benefits.

8. Because we pay Old Age Benefits.

9 . Because we have a large club house.

10. Because we have a downtown office that will

help you in dozens of ways.
11 . Because every man wants to play a manly

part in life .
12 . Dues $ 1.75 per month includes Membership.

Death , Disability and Old Age Benefits .
Dues 75 € extra for Sick Benefits.

Our Motto, "ONWARD AND UPWARD."

--Cor. 113 .

Secretary - Treasurer_W . D. Robbins, of

Division No. 113, Toronto , Ont. , is one

of the old war-horses of the Amalgamated

Association . He is not a stranger to many

of the members of other Locals, who will

be pleased to learn that he was elected

secretary- treasurer of the old Toronto Local

for the nineteenth term, without opposi

tion. However, that might have been

expected , as he is an A No. 1 secretary

treasurer. Brother Robbins was recently

honored by the government by_being

appointed Justice of the Peace for Toronto

and York County. This is a county office

and one of very much importance. How

ever, it will not take him from his position

as secretary -treasurer of the Local. He

will also be a delegate at the 20th Con

vention in Birmingham , Ala. , where

will all be pleased to again meet Squire

Robbins. This is not the first political

position with which Brother Robbins has

been honored . He served Toronto as an

alderman and later as city comptroller.

While alderman he was one of the leading

members in moves for beautifying the city

of Toronto and establishing city parks.

we

13 .

14 .

WILL SEEK 21ST CONVENTION
MODERN CAR BARN ERECTED

a
Toronto , Ont.-- Division No. 113 heid the annual

eleetion of officers. The new officers elected took

their positions Juiy 1 , 1927 , and will continue to

June 3 , 1928. They are as follows : President ,

James Scott ; vice-president, W. R. Wood ; secretary

treasurer, W. D. Robbins; business agent, Joseph

Cornwall, Ont.-Our company,
the CornwallStreet Railway Company, has erected new car

barn on Water Street East. The building is solid

brick, eighty -eight feet wide by one hundred feet
deep. The R. 1. Smith Construction Company were
the ereetors. This building cost company

$ 20,000 . The roof contains seven skylights .

our
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concrete pit runs under one of the tracks . This

pit, of course, will be used for repair work . There

will be partitioned off a workshop, stockroom and
other rooms for convenience.

The roadway in front of our new barn is cement

and from the Fifth Street Line six tracks will run

into this property . Four of these tracks now run

into the barn proper , while on the cast and west

sides are tracks for business concerns in this city ,
through which direct service is given from three

railroads .

Our company has purchased an electric welding
set and a track grinder .

Our company at all times has in mind the supply

ing of the very best service in Cornwall .

Brother William Rankin has a new job , that of

Traffic Manager. Let's stand behind him and help

him . Brother Rankin was our financial secretary

for a long time and is well liked .

Mr. J. C. Broderick, who is also well liked by
our members, has left the employment of

company .

-Cor. 946 .

our

CARELESSNESS BAD POLICY

used on Sundays. An increase in time allowance

for intervais exclusive of intervals for meals has

been gained . There is a guarantee to spare men of

seven hours , six days per week . When more than

two-day cards areused on any run , an addition

of ten minutes will be allowed to conductors, bus
drivers and one-man car operators. An addition

of time allowance for men on split runs who relieve

on the street and later are required to pull out,
of ten minutes for the pull out is made. Train

men and bus drivers required to report for work in

addition to their regular runs shall be paid for such

extra report time or work at the rate of time and

one-half. When spare men are compelled to start

work that finishes outside of the thirteen hours

spread , they will be paid straight time , whether

they work or not , until relieved .

One concession granted to bus drivers, which I

believe is a good one, is that when the licenses of

bus men are suspended by the State Board of Public

Roads for offenses such as exceeding the speed

laws, accidents , etc. , and their rules give the men

at least thirty days suspensions, the company

agrees to provide work for these men in the plat.

form service for the period of suspension .

In the miscellaneous departments we were SUC

cessfui in modifying the seniority, so that in the

case of promotion from one class to another , the

men will be promoted in accordance with seniority,
and the business agent and the company wili

adjust any, dispute as to qualification of the senior
men . Craftsmen will follow back to their previous

positions , so that the last man hired in any depart

mnent in the miscellaneous departments, will be the

first man laid off .

In the miscellaneous departments the will

work a 50 -hour week with the work ending at

noon Saturday , instead of a 54-hour week. All

day forces in the pit department will be granted

every other Sunday off. All 24-hour shops will

be divided into three shifts of eight hours. Switch

cleaners will be allowed Sunday afternoon off with

pay, on account of their work being a 7 - day job.

Trackmen will work & 50-hour week, except from

December 1 to March 1 , when they will be re

quired to work 54 hours, on account of the snow

and sleet storms . Those working in excess of the

above hours will be paid at the rate of time and

one-half for all overtime .

Although the officers of the Providence Division
would have liked to have accomplished more ,

feel that their efforts are approved and appreciated

by the entire membership.
The officers who handled the agreement negotia

tions were : President John T. Burns, Secretary

Alfred Coates , Business Agent John A. McConnell

and Organizer R. J. Coughlin .
-Cor. 618 .

T men

Windsor, Ont.-- Let's attend our regular meetings ,

every one of us , once each month if possible . We

should not be like the horse the farmer bought

which was supposed to be in good condition , but

the first day the purchaser worked the horse he

turned him loose at noon to graze and noticed him
stumbling against a tree . He took the horse back

to the manfrom whom he bought it and told him
it was blind . The seller of the horse said : “ Why,

there is nothing wrong with the horse ! He just

don't give a damn . So, brothers, remember, we

owe our company a good day's work and also we

ope our organization a duty . Let's try and not get
like this horse , as it is a bad policy in life . The

not blind , but ran carelessly into the
tree .

We wonder why Brother A. Dunlop fails to keep

the proper time distance on the Erie Line behind
Brother L. Broderick ,

The stork visited Brother and Mrs. R. Barney,

in Riverside,June 17 , and left them a nice 5 - pound
girl. Congratulations.

Who is the lady at Stop 18 on the Tecumseh

Line that gave Brother Percy Simser a fine canary

singer?

Brother J. Renaud was on the sick list in June .

We are glad to see him again on the job . He

wishes to thank Division 616 for the flowers sent

to him and the calls he received from the members.

President George Bennett enjoyed a couple of
weeks vacation in June .

Brothers ) . Daniels and D. Kenney are again at
work following a brief illness.

Will someone loan Brother William Lee the price
of a shave ?

Brother T. Bird was on the sick list in July, but
is again on the job .

We regret to report that on August 9 Miss Lorna
Sheridan , of Peterboro., united in marriage with

Brother L. Broderick. However, every member of

Division 616 wishes them the fullest of success in

their new venture and really congratulate them .

Brother V. S. Sherdown is authority that living in
the bush is a great life .

Will try and do better next time .

---Cor. 616.

horse was

we

GOING ALONG VERY NICELY

Altoona , Pa.- Division No. 801 is moving along

well , so far as I know . Change made on the lines

of our property has resulted in your correspondent

not being able to attend the last few meetings .

But everything is going along very nicely.

At this time of the year meetings are not over.

crowded, due to many of the members being on
vacations and engaged in various other ways, but

those with whom it is possible to get to the meet

ings should be there .

Our base ball team is stepping out again this year ,

In about one season I think there will be

another call for a donation . 0. G. had better get

some pep .

We observe our friend , Brother R. S. of Tyrone ,

yet frequently visiting our town . There seems to

be some special attraction in Altoona , There might

be found a greater attraction in and around what

we call Pot Pie Hill - a flower garden spot not far

from Tyrone, although it may be rather expensive
to have a car parked along the highway very many

hours, as one might lose his tires.

-Cor. 801 .

more

NEW AGREEMENT SIGNED

Providence, R. 1. - After about two months'
negotiations with the United Electric Railway

Company, Division No. 618 and the company
have arrived at an agreement, which has been
accepted by the Local . This has been a most diffi .
cult negotiation, The agreement is for two years ,
beginning with June 1 .
A brief summary of what was accomplished

fixes wage ratesfor the first yearof the agreement

at 59 & per hour for first three months service men ;

62 ¢ per hour for the next nine months service

men ; thereafter, 64 ¢; one-man car and bus oper

ators, 64 per hour additional. For the second year

one cent more will be added to these rates , fixing

the rates at 60 € per hour for the first three months

service men ; 63 € per hour for those of the next
nine months of service; to those of more than

one year of service, 65 ¢ per hous; one-man car and
bus operators, 6 ¢ per hour additiona.. Overtime

will be paidat the rate of time and one-half.

We made improvements in many of the conditions
of the trainmen , regular and spare. Holiday sched

ules havebeen changed to conform withthe type

PRESIDENT TAKES ANOTHER JOB

He was a

Dunellen , N. J.- Division No. 862 regrets very

much to lose President Samuel Neill .
faithful member. He is now working for Uncle

Sam . The best wishes of the boys go out to him

for the best of luck in his new job . He served in

the World War and is again serving the public

in behalf of his namesake, Uncle Sam . May he

be successful in the job , is the wish of our Local.
Division No. 862 reports progress .

-Cor. 862 .
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TOLEDO LOCAL BASEBALL TEAM

The above picture represents the baseball team of Division No. 697 , Toledo, Ohio . Read .

ing from left to right they are : Kemper , L. F .; Rymarkiewicz, P.; Norton, Utility;

Sindel, 3 B. and P .; Irving, Manager and ! B .; Wright, S. S .; Beals, R. F .; Guy, Captain

and 2 B .; Ripple, C. F .; LeBlanc, Utility ; Teams, Utility; Hyler, C.

RENEW OLD AGREEMENT INVITATION TO DELEGATES

Atlanta , Ga. - At the regular meeting of Division

No. 732, held July 19-20, there was a good attend
ance. Delegates were elected to attendthe Twenti.

eth Conventionto be hald in Birmingham , Ala ..
in September. The delegates elected were : Brothers

T. L. McBrayer, E. P.Dodd, W. J. Dean and
B. F. Starr .

Our grievance committee is not very active just
now. Keep it up, brothers, and pull together

and have as few grievances as possible . Co-opera

tion from all parties will keep down complaints.

Our sick committee reported at our last meeting

that all sick brothers are improving, and will soon
be back at work, with the exception of Brother

G.W. Garner, who is very sick at this writing .

Be sure and come to the meetings from now on:
as the pot is getting interesting. We have $ 50.00

that some brother will get if he is present when
his name is called .

We trust that those delegates who attend the
convention in Birmingham, with whom it may

be convenient, will see fit to stop over in Atlanta

en route to the convention. Iam sure they would
see a real city and enjoy themselves while here.

-Cor. 732 .

Toledo, Ohio-Division No. 697 recentlyclosed
negotiationsand signed a new agreement with the

Community Traction Company for the year ending
May 31 , 1928. We retain the old wage rates of

50 € per hour for the first three months; 52 ¢ per

hour for the next nine months ; thereafter, 55 € per

hour; one-man car and bus operators, 5 ¢ per hour

additional : overtime, time and one-half . Plagmen

and watchmen are to receive two days off per

month , with pay, providing they work 28 days the

previous month . Other concessions with improved

working conditions were obtained . International

Vice-President James Largay assisted in the negotia

tions and his advice was greatly appreciated .

Negotiations are about to begin with the Toledo,

Bowling Green and Southern Railway. It is hoped

that the brothers of that company will turn out to

the meetings and show the committee they are
behind them.

Profound sympathy is extended to Brother I. W.

Horsey in the recent loss of his beloved wife.

It is supposed that all brothers are acquainted

with the location of our new headquarters, 415

Twelfth Street , and will have no trouble finding it
to attend the next meeting . Our pool tables have

been fixed up nicely and the new place will become
more popular than the old one.

At our last meeting it was decided to hold only
one 'meeting a month during the balance of the

Meetings will be the third Friday of each

month . The first session will be at 10:30 A. M. ,

the second at 4:30 P. M. , with one at 7:00 P. M.

Our executive board will meet once each month, in
the early part of the month .

Our base ball team is going good now . The

boysare full of pep and play a first class game .

Ourhay fever sufferers are now saying, "It won't

be long now .'

The 1927 issue of our magazine will soon be out .

The committee asks that each member remember

the advertisers when purchasing their daily needs.

We still have with us a few who seem satisfied

with their pet reasons for not being a They

also seem to enjoy the side they are taking on the
shoulders of the Union Men . Would it not bring

better results, brothers, if all of our members help
a little in educating these non -members ? It might

help if some of the members would do a little

thinking on their own part and attend their meet

ings once in a while to air their complaints, and

there find the fault that they seem inclined to ex
hibit around the waiting room . It may seem

brave to the fellow who does it , but to the real

union man , it is only disgusting .
-Cor. 697.

season .

ELECT CONVENTION DELEGATE

New Haven , Conn.-At our last regular meeting

we elected our worthy president, Brother Sam Curry,

delegate to the International Convention .

Brothers, I wish to call your attention to Section

89of the Constitution andGeneral Laws, which

reads in part thatany member in arrears in dues.
fines, etc., is not entitled to death, disability or

old age benefits, or even sick benefits from Locals.

So , brothers, I wish you would wake up andpay

up and keep Brother Fred Walker busy receiving

your dues instead of chasing after you. Show your

loyalty by having your dues paid ,
I see, brothers, that Ihaveto again remind you

in the matter of attending meetings.

The stork has left a baby girl at the home of

Brother and Mrs. Otto Kerslich . Best wishes and

thanks for the cigars .

We extend our sympathy to Brother Ed . Casey

is the sad death of his child .

A lady, wishing to make a complaint about 4

certain motorman , failed to get hisbadgenumber

and described him only as having a red face. Of

course, the superintendent had no trouble to locate

this brother.

In my next report I will tell all about the base

ball teams of the Connecticut Company.
Cor. 281 .

man.
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SUSTAIN LOSS BY DEATH

Pottsville , Pa.- Division No. 118 has sustained

a tragic loss in the death of our late beloved Brother

James Doolin . He was one who was well liked by

ail. We extend profound sympathy to the bereaved
family and friends.

Our regular July meeting was poorly attended .
Brothers, don't forget your meetings.

Brother Lord is yet very sick and we hope for
his early recovery .

We havea brother working on the Orwigsberg
and Yorkville Division who does everything he

can to assist the ladies on and off his car and does

all other things to be obliging and make service

agreeable. Yet hurling stones at his car and break
ing the windows of it shows in a degree their

appreciation of his good qualities . However, we

know he is a mighty good man .

Brother Dundore has changed from the Yorkville

Flyer to the Orwigsberg Line and is pleased with it .

Brother Hulet is as laughable as ever.

Brother E. Berger keeps his eyes that step

when the ladies get off . He likes his little Birney,

as he does his Oldsmobile .

Brother Storch now has a new Chrysler.

Brother Bensinger and his motorman are doing

well. Ruben says if they don't get there today,

they will tomorrow .

Brother Horn hasn't much to say, but thinks a
whole lot.

Brother Boran is looking good . His healthy , red

cheeks are surely shining.

Brother Wills says he can stand more cold than
heat.

Brother Alexander likes Connie Mack's Athletics,

but is afraid they won't win the pennant this year.

If they were all like Brother J. Quinn they sure
would win .

Brother Sayar, in an interim , went out one night

to win enough money to buy a radiator, but lost
the radiator and all.

General Executive Board Member Wm . F. Welch ,

of our International, dropped into our city recently
to decide a little trouble that between

couple of brothers. We were pleased to have him

Another later.

--Cor. 118 .

We, the members of Division No. 518 , extend our

heartíet sympathy to the bereaved families .

The bond election for extensions on the Municipal

Railway was held in June and were defeated

by about 2,400 votes. We received approximately

44,000 votes for the bond issue and 25,000 against

it - a majority of 18,000 votes , which proved con

clusively that the people of our city are in favor

of municipal ownership . Unfortunately , our city

charter makes it mandatory that a bond issue , to

be successful, must receive a two-thirds majority.

The month of June is not the logical time to hold

a bond election , as voters are more interested in

taking vacations and neglect to do their civic duty.

San Francisco , with a population of 760,000, polling

only 70,000 votes proves this fact . We are again

to place our worthy cause before the people at the
coming general election in November, and with

Mayor Rolph as our leader we hope to put those
little San Franciscans who are trying to hold back

progress, out of existence .

Old Man Stork recently visited executive

board and left two little 8-pound motormen . We

congratuiate financial secretary and Board

Member Jack Darcy .

The police and fire department recently called

about sixty new members , several of them mem

bers of Division 518 . They are Brothers Ring.

Doran , Bette and McGovern, who will enter the

fire department, and Brothers O'Brien , West and
Bruhn , who will enter the police department.

The Officers of Division No. 518 regret to see

Brother McGovern leave our railroad, but are

happy to know that he is bettering himself . He

was always a credit to the Municipal Railway and

we thank him for the good work he accomplished
for us as a member of the executive board and

former vice -president.

The Duboce Tunnel will be completed this year

andwe have received fifteen new cars and placed

anorder for ten more and four busses.

Brothers Gallagher, Rowe , Carter, Daiy and

Hastings are the sick list and will appreciate

visits from our members.

Brother Pat Cox has returned from a three-months

visit to his relatives and friends in Ireland.

Brothers Ward and Jerry Corcoran have returned

from their vacations in the East . Brother Ward

visited the gang at 33rd Street and 3rd Avenue .

Brother Skeeter Hennessey, speaking of one of his

lady friends, says she is so dumb she thinks mar

celied hair is a new way of cooking rabbit .

A smile costs nothing but gives much .

riches those who receive it without making poorer

who give . It takes a single moment , but lasts

forever . None is so rich or mighty that he can

get along without it . None is so poor but that he

can be made rich by it . A smile creates happiness

and is a countersign of friendship . It brings rest
to the weary , cheer to the discouraged , sunshine to

the sad and it is nature's best antidote for trouble.

Yet it cannot be bought, begged , borrowed or

stolen . It is something that is of no value to anyone

until it is given away. Some people are too tired

to give you a smile. Give them one of yours , as

none needs a smile so much as he who has none to

Best wishes to all Divisions.

--- Cor. 518.
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OLD MEMBER PASSES AWAY

San Jose, Calif.-- Division No. 265 is going along

atthe usual rate, keeping the boys in line . We

lost two members and took in two new members

at the last meeting .

There is no newsof special importance , but the
sad death of one ofour oldest members, Brother
William Gemmel was regretted. He died in the

harness from hardening of the arteries and dilation

of theheart. Although warned by Brother Mathew

Dixon and myself, he persisted in working until he
gave out. He got on a car to go to his home , sat

down, took out his papers to complete his report,

gave a gasp and fell out of his seat dead . He was

a native of Scotland and fifty - nine years of age .

Brother Gemmel was a man of sterling qualities,
just and kind to all of his friends. He is survived

by his widow and two grownchildren, who loved
him as only, such people can . Our company did
all they couldto do him honor. His casket was

banked with flowers and many an eye shed tears

at the beautiful ceremony that marked the going
out of one of the best of friends of our men , the

company and community . We have lost a loving
companion. May his soul rest in peace.

We lost another brother, but not by the hand
of death . Brother J.W.' Trousdell has left the
employ of our company to

enter the assessor's
office, wherehe will sit in comfort and not endure

the cold of the winters and the heat of the sum
mers on the cars .

--Cor. 265 .

give.

DEATH TAKES RESPECTED MEMBER

SYMPATHY EXTENDED TO

BEREAVED FAMILY

Sioux City, Iowa -- We were very deeply saddened

to learn of the sudden death of Brother JohnMotts.

Hewas in the prime of lire and a favorite of our

members, He will be missed by many friends , as

well as relatives . Sympathy of Division 779 is

extended to the bereaved family.

Brother A. J. Webber is on the sick list. We

hope for his early recovery .
Brother Chapman is enjoying his vacation in

Chicago .
Brother Weldon has fresh eggs to sell ,
Brother Kellogg got filled up with open cars for

a couple of weeks.

Extra men seem not to be looking for work for
the last few days—even Pete Storm and Joe

Royalty .

Brother Jack Dunn and his associate checker

sharks are quiet lately . So are Brother Weeks and

the card boys.

Brother Pat O'Bryan's folks have a new daughter.

This is the seventh child . Congratulations.

Brothers F. Smith, Frederickson and Weidert did

their best with autos election day .
Brother Westcott is laid up with an injured foot

IS still
San Francisco, Calif. - Division No. 518

here and holding her own .

Fate has reached into our organization heavily,

since the last reportto the M. and C., and has
taken four of our members.

The Supreme Ruier
in His infinite wisdom has seen fit to remove from
our midst our

late brothers, Thomas Wilslow,
Michael O'Connor, Clarence Milnor, Dennis Fitz

patrick and David Murphy. We have not only
lost good and

re , but faithful workers.
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Brother H. T. Woodward is busy with his garden Floor Committee : Jules Dazet , Chairman ;

these days. w. Duty ; G. Whitmer ; L. Scofield ; J. Rodgers;

Brother and Mrs. L. E. Garnett are busy on J. Gardner; A. Boesch; C. Wessing ; Ed. Anderson;

Labor Day programs.
W. J. Duplechin ; 'P. Ryan ; C. Gautreaux ;

We believe Brother S. Peters will be pleased when W. George; F. Vasterling; Mack Bordelon ; M.

the Yards Line is again running normal . Dugas; J. Marchese; P. Thebault; E. Hugo; J. Poy ;
Brother M. R. Boughton recently worked six E. Gros; P. Gremillion; C. Hoppe; H. Blanchard;

days straight, by request. Tough iuck. F. Thompson; E. Marquette ; A. Hosch; F. Gurtner;

Brother Criteser is satisfied with the owl car. A. Paddock ; C. Wassner;H. Terrebonne; L. Galiano:

Brothers Kaiser, Johns, Bern , Cormany, Christen R. Charles; M. Little; C. J. Hebert; N. Cimino;

sen and Fletcher went to Ponca, Neb. , as pall J. De Maggio ;, E. Mauterer; W. Fisher; J. Marks;

bearers at Brother Mott's funerai . M. Ryan ; S. Murphy; J. Crosby ; F. Cupit; E. Dara
Brother McCarty is still a Democrat, but not still denne; J. Tansey J. Koenig; G. Lansou ; M.

about it. McEvoy ; E. Terrebonne;A.V. LeJune; O. Mire;

Business Agent J. D. Griffin is as busy as ever Ed. Van Manen ; M. Blankston; Ed. Hare; J. Goss ;

and enjoys his work. R. Eichorn ; F. Wingerter; P.Brown, Jr.; W. Little;

Brother Rice has the green car out again this F. Sconza; _W . Morrow ; T. Bubier; A. Abreo; Ed .

summer, Dufresne; R. Simons; H. Schnible; Ed. Peyroux;

--Cor. 779. J. Whitmeyer; I. Arceneaux; L. Megendie; T.

Temple; P. Onorato ; D. Ordogne ; R. Unses and
ESTABLISH SIX-DAY WEEK E. Guillot .

$ 10.00 in gold and a box of E. A. Zatarain's

San Antonio, Texas-- In April of this year pure food products awarded entrance

held special meetings, at which our members voted prizes.

to instruct the officers of Division No. 694 to open -PAUL J. DUREL, Cor.

our agreement with the Public Service Company

and try to secure various changes in wages and MAKING IMPROVEMENTS

working conditions. Following some two months

of hard work on the part of President George H. East Liverpool, Ohio-- Well, boys , Division No. 52

Nelsonand our officers, who held many conferences is still doing business at the old stand . We have

with the officers of the property, we were able , on added severai new brothers and there are more to

the 25th of July , to sign up a new contract , con follow .

taining the following changes: Our good old standby, Brother William Nicholson,

First, we obtained the six -day week . We consider is still on the job , looking good. He does a little

this a wonderful achievement . We believe we are farming on the side and sure knows how to farm .

among the first few Locals in the Amalgamated When the roasting ears get ripe, we all knowwhere

Association to put the six -day week into effect. the corn - roast will be; so, don't forget us, Willie .

Second , we have a flat rate of wages and obtained Things are going fine with old 52 . Our company

an increase of 6 cents per hour to road men, with has promised our committee seats for the

a corresponding increase to shed men and garage Pullman cars , for which we asked ,
men . Garage men can now quality to receive $6.50 Brother James McKinnon has moved to Pleasant

a day for eight hours. Train men on two- man cars Heights to enjoy fresh air. He has discovered a

are to receive 56 cents per hour and on one- man new device for keeping the room cool . A carpet

cars and busses 61 cents per hour. We consider sweeper placed in the window keeps running all

this fine, as but few Locals have a flat rate of pay . night. He says it beats an electric fan,

Third , we are able to reduce the spread of our Brother A. R. Walker is on the sick list, we are

hours for tripper runs from sixteen to fifteen hours sorry to hear.

a good thing for the tripper men . Financial Secretary A. Bailey has returned from

We have a happy lot of extra men, as the six Cleveland , where he was a delegate to the Sabbath

day week has made a large number of new regular School Convention .
We

He reports a fine time.

were afraid he would be kidnappedby the fair, sex ,
A feature obtained through our agreement is a but he seems none the worse for the trip and ex

$1,000 death benefit , the cost of which is to be pects to take another soon down the river.
paid by the company . We also obtained an allot Brother Harper Goodman is home for a short
ment of 35 cents per month per member for our visit from South Carolina, where he is taking treat,
sick benefit department. We feel this will be a ments in a Government Hospital . We hope he will

wonderful help to the wives and children of our soon recover .

members in time of sickness , death or total dis We have experienced large crowds at

ability . Springs Park this summer and are looking ahead for
Our members are well pleased with the work of more large picnics. Boys, why not arrange for 52

their officers, as these conditions have not been to have a day off before the summer is over? It

secured in a few months' time, but are the results would be very nice.

of years of labor on the part of our officers and
Our company is making some expensive improve

members . ments, which show they are trying to give the
Too much credit cannot be given to Brother traveling public the best service possible in the

George H. Ne.son , our president, who has held way of new cars, a good road bed and the latest

this position with our Local continuously from the improvement in sub stations, to furnish more de

day weorganized , twelve years ago, to the present pendable power. Boys, the company is giving all

time . We feel that our success is due to his un they can to make good service, so , let's co -operate

tiring efforts for the past twelve years in behalf and give the best service we can and make it a

of his fellow workers and the united support he success, as thecompany's success means success for
receives from our members. We hope to have for all of us. Let's dothe best we can for service and

our president for many years to come our worthy safety . That is what the public demands and they

brother, George H. Nelson . look to us for both .

-Cor. 694 . Brother Frank Beaumont was on the sick list for

some time, but is now again on the job .
HOLD BOAT EXCURSION President w . 1. Hallrecently tooka four days

vacation ,

The new track through Smiths Ferry is now com
New Orleans, La .-- Division No. 194, July 21 plete and is an improvement,

elected delegates to the Birmingham Convention . Our company has sold and shipped four of their
Those elected Brothers Gus J. Bienvenu , Birney cars to Mexico .

Charles R. Gautreau, John H. Koenig, P. A. Pareti,
Our boys are the champion Cinch players . Take

Edwin Peyroux, James Rodgers and President E. A. them on for a championship game.
Veillon .

Dell Chevalier a note or meet him at the crew's
The Arabella Social Club gave a trolley and boat room at 2:00 P. m .

ride on the beautiful Steamer Susquehanna . As

the boat drifted along on the historic waters of
Brother R. Blackburn is now enjoying farm life .

He once in a while misses the deadhead .
Lake Pontchartrain the orchestra played harmonious Brother Robinson takes

melodies and beautiful girls and their sweethearts

an occasional spin up

Dewey Ave. Hollow , and there is a suspicion that
danced util a late hour. Everyone on board had

a grand time. It was a wonderful Success .
he has a lady friend up there and that thecigars

Soft will soon be coming, our way .
drinks and ice cream were served. The entertain BrotherR.C. Kirchner is wearing a smile . It's

ment committee comprised Brothers Thomas C.

Wicker. Honorary , Chairman; L. Roy Mattingly ,
a girl .

Chairman ; Geo. H , Kent, Ex-Officio ; Ed. Veillon ;
Aswe like to hear from other Locals through

A. L. Richard ; James Reihl ; Guy J. Laborde;
the M. and C., we are going to contribute here
after each month .

Joseph Domingo; Edward Feldman; Charles Maillian . "Kirch. "

runs .

Rock

are :

Drop Brother
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DETROIT DIGEST

Death claims paid by Div. No. 26 for the first

six months of the year, 1927, are as follows :

William Patrick, Died Jan. 1, 1927 .... $ 2,000.00

James R. Cook , Died Jan. 18 , 1927 1,400.00

Albert Burgman , Died Feb. 20 , 1927 . 1,600.00

Samuel Beelby, Died Feb. 24 , 1927 . 2,000.00

Phillip Hoffman, Died Mar. 6, 1927 200.00

William Stein , Died Mar. 19 , 1927 2,000.00

William Drescoll , Died Mar. 22, 1927 . 1,600.00

Frank McCoucha , Died Mar. 25 , 1927 200.00

Joseph Budo, Died Mar. 30, 1927 . 1,800.00

Benjamin Kiddle , Died Apr. 3 , 1927 2,000.00

Oscar Ruggles , Died Apr. 4. 1927 200.00

James S. Robbins, Died Apr. 10 , 1927 2,000.00

Walter E. Gilbert, Died Apr. 15, 1927 600.00

Chas. B. Howk, Died Apr. 21 , 1927 . 2,000.00

George R. Cowan , Died Apr. 23, 1927 2,000.00

Thomas B. Reynolds, Died Apr. 30, 1927 . 2,000.00

Robert Isard , Died May 12 , 1927 200.00

Joseph P. DeWitt , Died June 9, 1927 200.00

William Millard , Old Age Claim .. 1,000.00

Clyde J. Teifer , Disability Claim . 600.00

Total .. $ 25,000.00

The total of $25,600.00 does not include the
Death Benefit payments made within those six

months by the International Association to bene

ficiaries of our deceased members. Those benefits

aggregated $11,350,00, making a full total of $ 36 ,
950.00

The total of $36.950.00 paid within the first six

months of the year 1927 shows something of the
benefits of organization . It means that in benefits

of this nature alone were paid at the average rate

of $6,158.33 per month .

While we sadly regret the passing of our members,
and sympathize with their surviving dependents,

we do congratulate ourselves that at such times, we
are able to SO their burdens through our

organization to which these departed members and
their families were devoted .

-CLARENCE NUGENT, Cor.

ATTENDS SHARKEY-DEMPSEY FIGHT

Brockton, Mass.-Operator Daniel Linehan , 38
motorman for the Eastern Massachusetts

Street Railway Co., took a vacation ; the first while
in the employ of this company ; He took a trip

to New York' and saw the Sharkey-Dempsey fight .

He says it was a corker. This fight had quite a

few carmen of Brockton picking Sharkey to win ,

but they finally patted the correspondent of this

magazine on the back for picking Dempsey. He

was right for once ; and $ 1,000 to the good.

More new DeLuxe cars of the 7000 type are
coming in .

The Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway Co.

has inaugurated a Sundaycar -ticket which is be
coming very popular. The price of the ticket is

$ 1.00 and may be used all dayandevening of the
day issued on any car

on the system .
It is the

best ticket this company has ever put out . An
ideal ticket for excursions.

Some of the night operators, in taking in their
rear lights to the oil house, have not taken them

in far enough ,accordingto Night Foreman Ring,
claiming that they block the doorway. One of the

operators smilingly admitted that he was wrong in
taking them in on the line of least resistance.

Blue berry expeditions are now in order. One is

being planned by Inspector Jackson and Operators

Nichols, Packard and Peterson .It will be hard to

break therecord of Cap Perkins , who picked 17
quarts in two hours a few years ago .

Which reminds us of snakes as we think of the

berry bushes. In talking of various snakes theother
evening, it

was claimed the flat headed snakes

were not poisonous but the diamond headed were .
Operator Powers, who is pretty nifty at yarns,
claimed he saw a snake out west consume

and nothingbut the hoofs were left when he got
through his meal.

-Cor. 235 .

years

of Bridgeport. We did get Saturday afternoon off,
and it is the berries, as the saying goes. We were

fortunate in gaining that point . There are very

few companies that do not exact Saturday after
noons and Sundays in the repair departments.

Even some four of our members did not like the
idea at first, but they became reconciled to it .

Bill Costello tries hard to please every one of the

members, but when he can do that he will no longer

bepresident of our Local.
We had two bowling teams in the shop last

winter and the boys chipped in 50 cents a week

for a banquet at the end of the season . Every

thing went off fine until someone started to holler
for their share , SO there was a rule made that

anyone who did not go with the team would get
only $5.00 . Five of the boys dropped out and the

other five went to Coney Island . Jack Clark said

they were like a bunch of farmers. One fellow

who runs a stand , got Bill Hemingway to roll the

balls , then soaked him for a half . It was different

with Brother Costello, he rolled a dollars worth

and held he was rolling them to do the fellow a

favor. They also took in a double- header between

the Giants and Pirates-some bargain -hunters.

Our last three meetings have been very good,

Keep it up, boys . Show your officers you are

interested every month and not only in June .
President Costello gave us a good talk on the

jurisdiction dispute with the I. A. of M. , and sent

a resolution to the International President for the
next convention . He says it is merely agitation on

the part of the I. A. M. business agents to secure
our The street car shop men do not want

to go over to the I. A. of M. , even though it should

mean withdrawal of the A. F. of L. President

Costello hopes our resolution will be adopted at

the next convention . He is an ex-member of the

I. A. of M. and knows what he is talking about .

So , we are asking all delegates to back up our

Division , as we are made up solely of shopmen .

During the past month we have suffered the loss

of Brother August Pelke . We extend profound

sympathy to his widow and family .

Well , I think this is enough to stop the boys from

razzing me for not writing. even though I did

write and forgot to mail it .

--Cor . 972 .

MEMBERS ENJOY ANNUAL PICNIC

Flint , Mich .-- Several of boys and their

families spent July 6 at the annual picnic of Divi

sion No. 26, at Bob- Lo Island . Theyhad a wonder

ful time. Our board member told them that at

5:30 p. m . the boat would go back to Detroit.
Several appeared at the dock at that specified

time , but Mr. Board Member had gone , as the

boat left at 5:00 p . m . As a result, those who

could not swim to the Canadian shore waited for

the next boat . Brothers Ame Earl and George

Adams claimed they had passed through Lake

Erie with a Ford , but they didn't have it with

them at the picnic, so I expect they waited for

the last boat .

Weare awaiting and expecting news on our wage
agreement , which at present in conference

stage .
Brother Guy Potter is growing a new mustache,

something like that of Brother Forbes.
Brother Losie is suffering a black eye , caused

by a fallover a switch - bar .

Since Brother Kettler moved to the country he

is unable to get gas enough in his tank to drive
to work . He walks the last two blocks ,

Several new faces have appeared on the cars.

Many of them are members from other Locals .

We now have several two-man runs on Saturdays .

Many of the brothers are about to take their

vacations . We will soon hear of the big ones that

got away.
We wonder if Brother Dick Harper buys any

more green tickets from Brother Slone.
Brothers Amos Eastrige and George Winters held

hands all day at the picnic ; then they got lost

going from one ball game to the other. Brother
Erwin Pratt trusted one of his children to Car

House Foreman Adams and when I last saw him

he was looking for Adams, as the boat was ready

to go . Brother Henry Proctor was there with some

lady's rouge on his face. He was unable to sit

still .

Brother Gus Mudge says that at the picnic he

was glad he stayed for the last boat . Wonder why.
Boys, if you have any news, let me know. Let's

be represented in the M. and C. every month ,

--Cor. 6448.
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PREPARING FOR NEXT YEAR

Bridgeport, Conn . - Well, now that we have our

agreement signed for another year , the boys have
settled down again and arepreparing for the next
year . It will be the united purpose of all of us

to put this property into a condition by which it
will yield more to us and there willbe obtainable
to us more next time . The 8-hour day did not

come over to us, but it was no fault of the boys
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We

men of two-man cars get 55 € per hour and oper.

ators of interurban cars 574 per hour. Operators

of one-man cars receive 60¢ per hour.

Brother Fred Thayer is on the sick list .

wish him a speedy recovery . We fully realize it is

not a pleasure to be sick .

Brother Sprague has the sincere sympathy of

Division No. 582 in the loss of his beloved wife.

--Cor. 582 .

a

EXPRESSION OF CONDOLENCE

we

AGREEMENT RENEWED

Hartford , Conn.-- Division No. 425 is going strong.

We have adjusted our wage and working conditions
for another year . The agreement we have signed,

with the exception of a few minor changes, is the

same as the old agreement.
firothers Daniel Donahue, James Hunt and

Frank O'Meara won out as delegates to represent

our Local in the 20th Convention , to be held in
Birmingham , Ala . , in September . It was hot

contest . The candidates worked hard to bring

voters to the polls. Brothers Francis R. Everin ,

Frenette and Bronkie were elected alternates.

Brothers Harry Dicioccio and Frank O'Brien are

proud fathers of baby girls, and a boy has made
his appearance at the home of Brother and Mrs.
Pat Williams . Keep the good work up .

Brothers Francis Houlihan, James Hunt and

Charles Drew recently went to New York to see
the Yankees play base ball. Brother Drew went

around big city bareheaded .

Division No. 425 extends profound sympathy to

Brothers William Rice and Harry Derrick in the
loss each of a sister by death ,

Brother Keron Shea was recently applauded as
a hero in line of duty . A little girl darted in front
of his car. He made a magnificent stop and saved

the girl's life . The girl's father gave Brother Shea

a handsome gold watch and he had his picture in
the daily paper. We congratulate him.

Brother John J. McMahon , motorman for

eighteen years , was recently taken from us by

death . Division No. 425 extends profound sympathy

to Mrs. McMahon and family .

Brothers Barrall and Brookbanks are again at

work , after a long sickness.

Brother Charles Cripps is acting barn foreman
at Wethersfield Ave. Barn .

Brother Edward Jennings is yet champion checker

player in our organization.

Brother Daniel Donahue's wife expects to put
out " Boarders Wanted" sign when Brother

Donahue goes to the Convention .

The following ex-members have been suspended
by Division No. 425 : Michael Kissane, Athlee

Douglass , Harry George, Joseph Fitzpatrick , Northrop

White, William Edwards, F. B. North , C. H. Smith ,

Ostrand , Meluzzio and Frank Sherman . Keep out

of their class, boys , and keep your dues paid . It

is an easy matter. Where would you be today

without your organization ? Everything you have,

the organization got for you . Trolley men would

not have seniority on busses only for the Union ,

Read the evidence of the non -union manager given

before an arbitration board in Springfield , Ill ., as
published in the July issue of the M. and C. It

will show you the advantage of non -unionism ,

-Cor. 425 .

a

Wheaton, Ill. Division No. 215 can report

progress. However , sadness has come to three of

our brothers and their families. In their sad hour

we adopted our expressions of condolence, showing

our, profound sympathy in their moment of sorrow ,
as follows:

Whereas : Almighty God in his supreme power

and wisdom has called unto himself the loving and

devoted wife of Brother John Dierschaw ,

Resolved : We deem it fitting and proper that

convey Our heartfelt sympathy to Brother

Dierschaw in this , his hour of sorrow,

And be it resolved that a copy of these resolu .

tions be mailed to our bereaved brother and family,

and copies spread upon the minutes of the meet.

ing , and sent to the official journal for publication.

Again :
Whereas: Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

remove from this life Mrs. Elmira La Baugh , wife
of Brother Andy La Baugh ,

And whereas Mrs. LaBaugh was a loving and

devoted wife and mother, whose first thought

was her duty to her family and those about her;

therefore, be it
Resolved : That copies of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of the meeting, and con

veyed to the sorrowing family , and thata copy be

sent to the official journal for publication. Again :

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler of the universe has

taken to His home above, Mrs. Elizabeth Kloster

man , the estimable mother of Brother Harry Kloster

man, to whom the loss is keenly felt ; therefore, be
it

Resolved : That we extend to Brother Kloster
man and family our deepest sympathy, in the

passing of one so dear to them; and be it further
Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

mailed to them and that copies be sent to the

official journal and spread upon the minutes of the

meeting of this Division.
The resolutions drafted for adoption by

Brothers Harry A. Dahle, H. W. Webster and Wm.
Frazer.-- Cor. 215 .

were

DELEGATES TO CONVENTIONS

DEATH TAKES HONORED MEMBER

a

Utica , N. Y. - Once again the dark angel has

cast a shadow over Division No. 582 and gathered
into the innumerable carayan one of our best known

and best beloved members, Vice - President James E.

Shannon . Brother Shannon was taken from this
life June 29 . He was patient in St. Luke's

Hospital. He was one of the outstanding members

of the organization , determined and conscientious

in all of his efforts for the street railway union .
He gained and kept the confidence and respect

of our members and his associate officers and

those with whom he came in contact. It is to

men like Vice- President Shannon we owe thanks

for our success as an association . He was a living

example of friendship and fraternity and worked
with us in mutual welfare and co -operation . He

went where duty called ; in storm and stress he
gave the same faithful , devoted service. His work

was well done . His memory will remain as an

inspiration to carry on what remains to be done.

We feel that he is yet a part of our organization
and that his influence for good will continue . The

tenderness with which we cherish his memory testi

fies to his helpful influence upon the lives of the

rest of us , who mourn his passing : " And when the

stream which overflowed the soul passed away, a
consciousness remained that it had left deposited

upon the silent shore of memory, images and

precious thoughts that shall not die and cannot

be destroyed ."
Our agreement has been re- signed . It is a con .

tinuation of the same wage scale and working

conditions effective during the year ending May 1.
1927 , and is representative of the Rochester, Syra

cuse and Utica Divisions of the Amalgamated

Association . Under the existing scale platform

Worcester, Mass.-Candidates who will represent

Local Division No.22 and take the trip to Birming

ham , Ala ., to attend the 26th Convention are Busi

ness Agent Peter J. Rooney, Former Business Agent

Thomas Broderick and Former Vice - President Dave
McGrath . We all wish these brothers a safe and

picasant journey, but expect a fullreport on business

done at the Convention .

Following are the names of the chosen delegates

who will represent Division No. 22 at the 42nd

Convention of the A. F. of L. , which will convene

in Fall River August 1 , 1927 : Brothers Arthur

Barrett , Charles Dacey and William J. Sullivan.
All of the victorious candidates wish to thank the

members for their support at the polls. I might

add that all nominees wish to thank the members

for their support at the polls,
Although an improvement can be made in attend

ance at monthly meetings, those held in July were

the best conducted during the past year,
President

Hanson pleaded with the brothers and asked for

Co -operation and harmony in the work, which is

soon to commence in the drafting of a new wage

agreement, Many changes have taken place during

the life of the present contract .
Service has been

curtailed to such an extent that practically , all

Suburban Lines have been wiped out .
President

Hanson asks all members to forget petty grievances,
to cease holding meetings on street corners and in

the various lobbies . By doing this, all brothers

who make it a point of getting their information

in that way would have to
attend meetings.

Furthermor
e
, the president asks that all members

in arrears pay up as soon as possible.

Brothers Tom
Broderick, Dave McGrath and

William J. Sullivan were
recent visitors to the

Gates Lane Barn .
We were glad to see the worthy
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brothers from the " swamp. " but why not come

often .

Brother Bil Cuneen is on the job again , after

spending his vacation in New York .

Brother Al Wedder has started on his vacation .

If Dame Rumor can be depended on , he has landed

a temporary job in Montreal.

Congratulations order . Brother Larry
Hannon and wife are the proud parents or

daughter born July 9, Brother John Long and wife

are the proud parents of a son and Brother Arthur
Guertin and wife the proud parents of

daughter Last and not least, mention should be

made of the wedding of Brother Casa vant. We

wish Brother Casavant and bride a long and happy

life .

Our sick list is still growing. Latest additions

are Brothers Charie Deardon, George Upham and

Bill Anderson. We wish these brothers a speedy

recovery .

One more hold-up has been added to the list of

street car operators in this city . This makes the

eighth . Brother Bill Anderson started to kid the

bandit who held him up and got shot through the

thigh for his joke . Last rcports are , Bill is resting

comfortably and , unless unforseen complications set
in , will be back in harness soon .

Am pleased to report at this time that Brothers
Frank Smith, Bill Silver. Jim Donahue, Ed Cunning

ham and Fred Lavendette have returned to work ,

but Brothers Joe Gonyea , Brainard Fields and

Geo. Glispin , although improving, are still unable
to work .

Gates Lane Division have added two new mem .

bers to their happy family and the hand of fellow
ship has been extended to Brothers Bob Anderson

and John Kelly , recently of the Webster Division .
Latest reports from the Charlton Division :

Brother Eddy McQuade was married a few days
ago. We wish Eddy and his bride a long and happy

(Bus 13 )

Notice that Brother Sanders has copied “ Lindy's"

style, " WE."

We were rolling together on Shrewsbury Street
When we heard a rattle under the seat .

We stiffened our leg and put on the brake

And told our passengers they mustwalktothe Lake .

We lifted our footboard and looked at the clutch ,

But what we found didn't amount to much .

We started the Bus, but oh what a grind ;

Someone had tied a tin can behind. - Cor. 2160-22 .

PRESIDENT WILL BE DELEGATE

Holyoke, Mass. - The news correspondent has been
lost for some time but has returned.

The membership has been lax in attending the

meetings of late , but, brothers,youhad betterwake
up as I think there is to be something doing . not

a long way off.

It is a pleasure to see Brother Florence Donovan

again around with the boys after his severe illness.

Hope he may beback to work soon .

It is a very sad case which happened July 1 ,

when we lost beloved Brother Patrick Fitzgerald ,

who was killed by an automobile. We , of Division

No. 537, have our deep sympathy for his family .

A sad case came to Brother Andrew Kummings
July 26, when his only son was killed by an auto
mobile on Cabot street . He has the sympathy of

all members,

Brothers, try and make a start and attend the

meeting on the fourth Thursday of each month .

It is with regret that the Amherst Line is to be
operated by one- man soon . Brothers , take
notice.

Our worthy president was elected July 28 to

attend the Convention at Birmingham , Ala .. in
September.

We note that Brother Sullivan is riding in a new

auto. Things look good for some lady .

Brother Shea, take notice.

At this writing it looksas though there is to be

some change in the fares; don't know what.

The brothers down the river had a hard blow

struck them when they took off all the trolley ,

express and freight cars .-Div . 537 .

ARBITRATION CASES SETTLED

Lansing, Mich.-- Our arbitration cases have been

'settied and we arepleasedto haveBrother James

Bruce again on his car, with his broad smile and

cheery good manners. Brother Beers also

compensated for a two days ' suspension . This

settled both cases .

Boys, Brother Patterson has a new pair of shoes .

Don t do anything to disfigure them .

The meeting of the City Council July 17 showed

there were a number who are interested in keeping

street cars running in Lansing . There scemed to

be much misunderstanding between the City Council,

the company and cmployes. We heard good talks

made to the City Council by an International

representative and President Montgomery, who

attended the Councii meeting. We hope something

may come out of this to the advantage of the

city , the company and employes. The following

day a conference was had by the representatives

of the employes with His Honor, Mayor Laird

Troyer, at which service -at -cost - plus plan was

advanced as a settlement of the street саг diffi

culties in this city .

Brother Lorenz is again around, following an

accident he sustained July 7 .

We notice Brother George Smith is sporting about

in a new Pontiac Coach .

-Cor. 563 .

PICNIC A SUCCESS

St. Louis , Mo.- July 26 , held our Annual

Picnic at Forest Park , A good time was had by
all who attended . Aside from the amusements the

park affords we had races and other amusements .

Races were had for children, lean men, fat men ,

ladies races and also one of the best lotto games

my wife says she ever attended . Of course , we

had to take off our hats to the ladies of our Auxil

iary. They were the great helpers. They realize as

much as do we, the advantage of our organization
and its helpfulness.

Well, let us do even better on Labor Day. The

Trades and Labor Council will hold a picnic at
Triangle Park . The parade will form at 12th and

Market Streets and march to the park, at 4100 So.
Broadway. All who can join in the parade should

be in it . Turn out , Brothers , and make this a grand

success . Admission to the park will be 25 € . This

qualifies you to have 25 votes to determine the most

popular person in the Labor Movement in our city,
Votel The winner will be presented with a good

auto. Brother Brant and many other good speakers

will be on hand . Industrial accomplishments and

a good time is expected .

Brother Brant addressed our last meeting and

urged the patronage of union earned and produced

products. Now , boys, it was good advice . And

don't forget to advertise street car rides in this city

as union production . The old gent is clever and we
enjoyed his presence .

Well, Local 788 has nothing to kick about. We

are having well attended meetings and obligate all

newcomers. The new company took charge August

1 . We, of course , expect some betterments.

We had with us today at So. Broadway, Traffic

Manager H. O. Butlel, who presented us with a

$ 50.00 check as a safety prize . He gave us a good

talk , complimenting us on our good work for July.
We have beaten all previous records on this system .

As Col. Perkins is away on his vacation , this speaks
well for us . Keep up the good work .

Brother Bulcock has been laid up with rheuma

tism for some time . We hope to soon see him
back on the job . Brother Fred Leopard is also

sick ,

Brother C. M. Tuttion is now
very happy

man . He is the father of a new baby girl . Con

gratulations.

Delegates elected to attend the 20th Convention

of our Association which convenes in Birmingham ,

Ala ., September 12 , are Brothers Wm. H. Almstedt.
L. A. Graeser, C. N. Hacker, A. J. Hulsey, W. E.

London , Thomas Moore, Marvin Robins, T. G.

Robinson , E. H. Sides , Nicholas Smit , Roy Tucker,

H. L , Walker and M. J. Walsh .-Cor. 788.

HOLD ANNUAL PICNIC

Marinette , Wis . -Our company held the annual

picnic for the boys and their families July 23 .

There was a good attendance .

Our regular monthly meeting, held July 8, was

well attended and all enjoyed a good lunch . Of

course, there could have been more present.

Brother Mac Bride is on his vacation .

Brother Felix Moline is spending his spare time

overhauling his car. Watch out for Felix !

Brother Joe Maguire has a new car and the gas

stations are waiting for him .

Brother Harry Terriault wants Car No. 51 back
on the Pierce Avenue Line.

Brother Louis Kickbush enjoys the safety cars

on his run .

Brother John Herscheid is enjoying his new Ford

Sedan

-Cor. 302 .

a
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WHAT ONE LEARNED ABOUT

TRACTION PROBLEM

By A Public Relations Director

re

NEGOTIATING NEW AGREEMENT

Moose Jaw , Sask .–Agreement wages and

working conditions is being sought by Local 614 .

Negotiations have been under way for some time.
The chairman has been telling us that we would

not need to go to a conciliation board . We have

thought so from the time we started , but many
of us are of a different mind now. Brother Hoover,

G. E. B. member, is here assisting us .
We sure

appreciate his helping hand .
Our Local is now a hundred per cent . We have

shed and trackmen in the ranks of progress for
freedom .

We are sorry to know Brother Black has been

bereaved , by the Grim Reaper taking his only

child . Local 614 extends deepest sympathy .

Brother Webster is on the fast road to recovery.

We are pleased to hear that he is on the road ,
at last .

Hard times have caused Brother Grant to sell

his car , which was a Ford .

Our only lady helper is leaving the employ of
the company for more money elsewhere . We all

wish her success in her undertaking .
Will write when through with

negotiations.-- Cor. 614 .

more we are

GOOD PROSPECTS AHEAD

Evansville, Ind.-- Everything is rosy here with
Division 878 and prospects are for better times

ahead .

The Sixth Annual Picnic of our Local was held

July 12 . Games and contests of various kinds were

features in which much interest was taken . Ous

genial superintendent was present with his wife

and their presence was appreciated. Prizes received

from merchants of our city were awarded to the

winners of games and sports . The day was en

thusiastically spent , General Executive Board

Member Magnus Sinclair, of Toronto , Ont . , was a

genial visitors . He delivered a most appreciative

address to the attendants of the picnic and expressed

himself as well pleased with the manner in which

we conducted the affair, and well pleasedwithour
of

property.-Cor. 878 .

SAD BUT TRUE

Never mind your fim - fiam crabbing all the time ,

Treat the people with respect that ride upon your

line.

If you know a fellow that tries to beat his fare,

Don't approach him as though you were a bear

Sticking out your claws from limb to limb to tear.

Be kind to the cripples and elderiy folks,

Offer them a helping hand .

Don't stand there like a dummy

Show them you are a man .
If you are running with a lad that doesn't know

it all ,

Don't try to make a joke of him ,

It only makes you small .

You kick about the public

And call them out of name ,

But if you knew what they thought of you

You would hide your face with shame.

So just turn over a new leaf ,

And don't pretend to be so wise,

Or wou'll be in the gutter drawing all the dies .

C. EARI. HORTON.

The task assigned to me was a very

indefinite one. The fact is that there was

no clearly defined policy insofar as my

work is concerned . It was recognized that

a need existed ; but the terms of that need

were undefined, and how it should be met

was equally vague . This job of developing

public relations was laid at my door, and

I was turned loose for six months to learn

what it was all about, and, most important

discovery of all , to find myself in the

process . A challenge to a new awakening

of every power of observation flung itself

directly in my face. The retentiveness of

memory ; the ability to analyze a problem

and resolve it into its elements ; the enjoy

able possibilities of appraising human nature

at its real worth ; the recognition of a new

scale of business values ; a keener need of

cogent and concise expression; these de

manded attention with a vigor and a voice

that could not be gainsaid . In a word, it

was the imperative command of the un

familiar that lent zest to the task of dis

covery

The first month passed all too quickly,

I traveled the road and met the heads of

the departments. I visited the shops and,

for the first time , learned a little about

the building of a streetcar.
I read every:

thing that I could find time for in the field

of public relations from the utility view

point . Every avenue by which information

could come into the mind was kept wide

open ; eyes , ears , and , sometimes, even the

mouth was agape with unexpected findings.

My professional background was known to

but few folks, and I saw men and heard

them under conditions which later have

been modified out of deference and courtesy.

At the end of the month I reported findings

to my chief , a part of which may be sum

marized as follows :

" That the field of public relations for

this company naturally divides itself into

two parts :

“ ( a ) Relations with the employes, and

through them to the public.

" ( b) Relations directly with the public.

" In the first field , the objective is one of

interpreting the spirit of service through

the company's representatives to the public .

To aid the employe by suggestion , ex;

ample , and education to achieve this end

lies within the province of this department,

“ In the second field , exactly the same end

is desired , but it is to be directly attained .

Personal contact with individuals, groups,

councils and their committees ; publicity

contacts with the entire constituency; social

contacts of the sincerest sort ; all these must

be established . The heart of the utility's

endeavor is to serve, and the gospel of

service must find its human expression

wherever possible .”

Specific recommendations were suggested

to inake concrete the aims outlined and a

program of constructive work commenced .

In the comparatively brief space of time

which has elapsed since the initiation of

The Boston Post has this editorial com

ment : " Announcement that the Union

Labor Life Insurance Company will be in

a position to issue policies in Massachusetts

in August is another proof of the progres

siveness of the labor movement in this

country . Nowadays it is hardly necessary

to cite figures to prove the tremendous

growth of trade unions and the wide

variety of their interests. The mere fact

that this new venture was created at

cost of less than two per cent of the sub

scribed capital is proof enough of the

sound conservatism of the officials . In

stimulating savings for insurance the new

company will do another service for trade

unionism .

a
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this program , it is impossible to measure friendship , and personal ties have been

its results with certainty . That there are established that mean much .

definite values accruing is conceded, and At the end of this six months' period

they will, without question , be enhanced as of discovery, I am taking inventory of

the work progresses. myself. What are my assets, if I have

Relations with fellow -employes has been any, that are carried over from my former

one of the joys of the task . To learn their task to this newly assumed one ? And

problems and to discover how they fit into
the liabilities-What of them ?

the scheme of things is a real delight. It I am inclined to the opinion that the

has given wings to the desire to be of the principal asset that has been transferable

utmost help possible to them. Attendance is that of a real appreciation of human

at their social functions and opportunity values , We recognize always that " there's

on occasion to say a word or two has re
so much bad in the best of us, and so

vealed their true humanness, and made an much good in the worst of us,” and it's

as true as it ever The motorman
open door for friendships already prized.

I have been able to take the public's voice
on the car or the trackman beside the rail

into staff conferences, to interpret the represents a human value equally with the

spirit at their mass-meetings, to spell safety
president behind his desk. Back of each

with an emphasis upon the value of human
man is a home , and a family, and some

personality at their rallies , and , occasion
ambitions. When this picture colors our

ally, to act as a mediator in the adjust
industrial relations a new sympathy is born ,

and wholesome results are bound to accrue .
ment of personal differences.

It has been natural to convey this spirit

An educational program for employes

has been under way.
in my new field of activity because it was

Knowing that the
even present in the old one.

more intelligently informed the man is the
In the work of the modern city church ,

more valuable his service , two groups have
some powers of organization are essential

been organized for study. Public Utility
in its leadership if success is to be assured .

Economics serves as the basis for half of
These organizing abilities are demanded in

the study period , and a course in public
business to such a degree that a premiumspeaking completes it. These discussion
is willingly paid for genius in this field .

groups are increasingly worthwhile .
I am sure that the experience of years gone

The ability to understand and interpret by is bound to be of great value, and in

the economic laws underlying modern busi creasingly so , in the public relations work

ness in general and public utilities in par of a street railway company. To produce

ticular is a real asset. Confidence in one's results and to build men into a worthy

powers to speak with effect on problems working unit is an objective calling for the

which present themselves , either to groups best in us .

of employes, or to the general public is Quite naturally the ability to express

also of great value. These are the ends one's ideas in straight-forward, clean -cut

aimed at in the simple program now being speech , and to do it quickly is an asset

brought over into this work . I have been

In the field of direct public relations, my gratified with the hearings given when I

experiences have been rich and definite. have appeared as a representative of a

It is surprising how many points of con public utility . It is possible to couch the

tact a neophyte discovers in the daily message of the business evangelist in appeal

round of duty. There have been social ing terms, and, when that message is

contacts aplenty; at some of which I was
humanized to the full, it commands an

a guest, and others which were the results attention on the part of thinking men and

of my own planning. Kiwanis, Lions,and women that is distinctly complimentary.

Rotary Clubs havebeen willing to hear a My conclusions in this matter have ripened

youngster at the game give expression to
to the stage where I can say , with real

ideas and ideals in relation to business. reverence , that the moral emphasis has

Other groups have asked for, and , with been stressed in my utility addresses with

equal courtesy , listened to inspirational
as marked a sincerity as in any sermon of

addresses in which the spirit of service was other days ; and the reception of the truth

the keynote . There has been opened the has been equally sincere.

door of privilege to meet the councils of Another transferable asset has been the

boroughs and cities, and of sitting down power to analyze a problem .

with them to confer about mutual interests. developed in the work of the church ..

Paving relief is the objective in much of Some of the problems faced this year have

our territory, and it is a fascinating study been human and personal ; others have

to watch the avid mind of the modern been distinctly those confronted in the

politician react to such a suggestion for his meeting of business emergencies. Human

town .
At community safety rallies, I have and personal problems resolve themselves

joined the crowd in singing " Here's a Boost when sympathetic understanding is

for Safety," and then led the same folks brought to bear upon them , and business

to think seriously about the moral aspects emergencies yield to exactly the same treat

of the safety question . Eight days of in ment . If I could have divorced myself

tensive work during the recent campaign entirely from the material necessity of my

was a virginal clinic in public relations, and pay check , it would have been a worth

it left its impress indelibly upon my mind. while investment of time and effort during

Every passing week has produced oppor the past six months just to have learned

tunities for the widening of the circle of by personal experience that a prohlem in

carried on .

This was

a
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advance made by public utilities within

recent years in their attitude toward the

public . It has been reassuring to discover

that behind the profit motive is the service

impulse. Community cooperation with

every agency serving the public is increas

ing, and the dictates of good sense and

sound business judgment indicate that it

will continue to do so . The second happy

imprint on my mind is made because of

the intense concern manifest by my com

pany and others to make its employes

more and more efficient. Safety of body,

culture of mind , happiness of heart, and

the joy of social fellowships are added to

the pay envelope these days for all who

will avail themselves of the opportunities

provided .

I have wandered in these paragraphs

over the days and their happenings. They

have been anxious days and unfamiliar

happenings. Out of their hours and events

is being fashioned a firmer faith in busi

ness,, a new appreciation of the worth of

the humblest man , a reaffirmation of the

fact that justice usually weights the bal

ances of a problem fairly, and a belief

that there is a field for the prophet in

the public relationsdepartment of a street

railway company. - Ex.

are

CANADIAN UNIONS TO MEET

the business world does not differ a whit in

its intensity or in its solution from a prob

lem in the everyday work of the church .

There liabilities , too , which

apparent as I candidly make this appraisal.

It would be too much to hope that the

transfer book would have no red entries .

Confessedly , they are harder to recognize

than the assets, but a just accounting

must take note of them .

I have discovered the danger of generali

ties in speech. In spite of the fine develop

ment of the educational note in modern

religion, it is the major task of the pulpit

of today to inspire, and the pitfall of the

inspirational speaker yawns as he deals in

glittering generalities . Business demands

specifics , and a clear line of demarcation

between opinions and facts. This has been

a most wholesome personal discipline , and ,

I admit , a needed one .

Another discovered liability is that of

an ill -founded idealism . Cold facts must

temper all tendencies to be visionary . My

change of occupations put into the testing

laboratory a whole lot of theories . Some

of them have come out unscathed , but

others scarcely recognizable. The

day-to-day facing of concrete problems, the

meeting of situations as they really are ,

and the weighing of human equations with

all of their variants has brought me to

the place where I hope to have both feet

on the ground , even though my mind still

has wings and my faith has hopes .

Now Orienting Himself

Perhaps my chief problem has been that

of coordinating myself into the scheme of

things as they exist with the company for

which I work . My assignment was

indefinite one ; the field to be covered was

broad, and the instructions and precedents

nil . The process of personal readjustment

has not been an easy one . For years I

had been an individualist, mapping out

policies and programs, and initiating them

on their way to conclusions. Now I am

but one in a cycle, and of necessity there

is a relative and social problem in my

duties . The answer to the question : " Where

do I fit in ? " was some time in coming,

and it perplexed others than myself. It

has been interesting to watch men in the

organization endeavor to answer the query

for suggestions and innuendo .

Equally fascinating has been the privilege

of seeing them try to answer the same

inquiry for themselves . How folks will

reveal their inner natures without knowing

it ! So , in the midst of my own perplexi

ties, there has been the fun of knowing

that my comrades in service have been

similarly uncertain . Now the issues are

clarifying and major tasks stand out like

bold peaks calling, for their subjection .

And , at the end of the half year, I find

myself caught in a maze of duties, pleasant ,

human, educational , and service -motived

through and through.

I want to register two impressions which

have been made since coming into this

field of labor. I have been agreeably

surprised at the definite and progressive

Edmonton, Canada, July 30 —- Officers of

the Trade and Labor Congress of Canada

have issued the call for the annual con

vention , to convene here Monday, August

22 .

The Congress is composed of Locals

affiliated to A. F. of L. national and inter

national unions. Th

Congress is to legislation from

Dominion and provincial parliaments that

will benefit all workers in Canada.
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THE HOME OF YESTERDAY
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Surely you remember that dear old little

shack ,

With the little kitchen door and the tiny

little crack .

Where you used to peep through at the

close of every day,

Looking for dear old daddy, who was

always on his way .

As soon as he would enter that dear old

kitchen door

The greetings from you and mother were

never known to bore .

He would put his welcoming arms

Around his own and very dear,

And without a moment's notice you'd be

whispering in his ear,

Asking what he had brought you, without

the least of fear ,

Can you picture how you used to toddle to

where he hung his coat.

And riffle throughhispockets? But that

never got his goat .

That home was realhome and there's few

like it today ,

So let's turn back the universe and live

like yesterday
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LABOR DAY, 1927

By William Green

President American Federation of Labor

The non-partisan political policy of the

American Federation of Labor should be

religiously observed . Third party move

ments will prevent the election of friends

of labor and the people and permit of the

election of reactionaries.

For nearly a half century the successes

of the non -partisan political policy of the

American Federation of Labor have proved

its value . More and more elected officials

have come to understand the aims and

objects, the hopes and aspirations of the

labor movement. They are learning that

what labor asks is not for the benefit of

labor alone but for the benefit of the whole

people .

The attempt to destroy the primary

and restore the old " boss' controlled con

ventions must be aggressively antagonized

in every state. With a knowledge of what

has gone before and of the records of public

men let me call upon you to earnestly,

persistently and courageously carry out this

slogan :

" Only those who vote for the interest

of labor and the people should receive

the votes of the wage earners, no matter

what political party they represent.

“ Those whose votes are always against

the interest of labor and the people should

be opposed , no matter what political party

they represent."

One of the most amazing changes in the

attitude of employers, as well as financial

and commercial interests , is the recognition

of labor's contention that high wages make

for prosperity. During the last few years

the domestic market has grown marvelously

because of the success of the wage earners

in maintaining adequate wages.

Here and there , however , can be heard

demands that the wages of all workers shall

be reduced . Only those who fail to compre

hend the true basis of our nation's pros

perity can favor or urge such a proposal.

It is the duty of the organized wage earn

ers of America to oppose with utmost vigor

any attempts to impose general re

duction in wages . Wage earners should

turn their thoughts toward the mainte

nance of high living standards . No matter

what comes, Labor should direct all its

efforts toward the further advancement of

its economic and social welfare,

a

It is an historic fact that those who

have done the work of the world have

had to fight persistently and aggressively

for improvements in their standards of life

and living. Their struggles and sacrifices

have been many and have called for heroic

courage. Many times they have been

attended by deepest tragedies.

Although struggle and effort on the part

of the workers have wrought amazing

changes the contest between right and

wrong is still in progress. While organized

labor” has made substantial progress in

many ways during the past year, there

were developments which aroused our deep

interest and caused grave concern .

The Judiciary has rendered some amazing

decisions, which to the layman appear to

be directly contrary to the Constitution.

The decision of the Supreme Court in the

stone cutters ' case was startling: By that

decision stone cutters cannot refuse to cut

stone transported in interstate commerce

without being liable to suits for damages .

Justice Brandeis, in a dissenting, opinion,

said that , if the " refusal to work can be

enjoined , Congress created by the Sherman

Law and the Clayton Act an instrument

for imposing restraints upon labor which

reminds of involuntary servitude."

Then there were the decisions against the

milk drivers of Boston , the street car men

of Indianapolis and number of other

decisions which tend to curtail the normal

and, as we believe, the legitimate activities
of labor.

The struggle of the miners in Western

Pennsylvania, Ohio , Indiana and Illinois,

which has been going on for practically

four months , attracts our attention . In

characteristic, courageous fashion they have

fought and sacrificed in such a way as to

challenge our admiration .

Many other trade unionists have been
forced to

cease work to maintain wage

scales and working conditions or to secure
advances.

The needle trades have been suffering

from organized attempts to destroy their

organizations. The campaign against them

is to advance the interest of the Soviet

Government of Russia by turning the

American trade unions into communist

organizations.

This brings us to that most important

question - organization. A year ago ,

before, I urged that every effort be given

to the organization of the unorganized.

I am glad to state that the labor move

ment is gradually increasing in membership

and in strength of purpose. Despite all

the obstacles placed in its way it is mov

ing onward and forward.

The great majority of organized working

are to be congratulated .

Another matter of great importance is

the political campaign of 1928, when

President, a Vice President, Members of

Congress and State Legislatures and other

public officials are to be elected.

а

FOOD PRICES GO UP

as

Washington , D. C.-Reports by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics do not sustain

the claim that prices are falling . The

retail food index, issued by the bureau ,

shows for June 15 , 1927 , an increase of 2

per cent in that month .

During that period the average cost of

food increased in 46 of the 51 cities report

ing . Cincinnati and Denver led with a

5
per cent increase , followed by Atlanta ,

Chicago , Columbus, Indianapolis, Louis

ville , Omaha and Salt Lake City with a

4 per cent gain ,

The 3 per cent advance includes Detroit ,

Butte , Kansas City , Milwaukee, Minne

apolis, Peoria, Pittsburgh , Rochester and

Savannah .

men

a
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SOVIATISM IN MANITOBA FADING AUSTRALIAN TRAMWAY RECORD'S

DIAGNOSIS OF BRITISH PROPOSED

The One Big Union , which is now NON-STRIKE LAW

longer big in any sense of the term , has

been vomiting its misleading propaganda
Pure bunkum best describes many of

for about seven years, and judging from the statements that are being made anent

the bluff in its editorials the people outside the Baldwin Government's Trade Union

of Winnipeg might be misled into thinking Bill by English Labor politicians and

that there was really , some organization officials. The fact is that the Bill , if it

associated with its publication . becomes law, can do no worse than has

Trade Unions are like any other business been done in the past , or is being done

institution , and, while they differ in one at the present time. Stripped of all its

respect in that ,-they have a much harder wordy trimmings, it aims at depriving the

task in pooling their interests successfully , workers of the right to strike, or theright

their existence depends , as also does their to withhold their labor-power if dissatisfied

membership , on the ability of the Union with their wages and conditions of employ

to obtain agreements making the invest ment. Consequently, it is simply in keep

ment of dues a paying proposition. The ing with the policy of the enemies of the

A , F. of L. makes no claim to infallability, workers right through the ages - simply

but all things considered will always be means thatan attempt is being made, that

found capable of a good defense . There will probably succeed, to adda few more

has been so much rubbish published in the words and clauses to the laws already in

columns of the 0. B. U. that seven years existence giving the right to employers,

have more than suspected the reading pub- through their governments and organized

lic and it is without doubt the general forces of coercion, to keep the workers down

opinion that were it not for the competition and under . And for Labor politiciansand

the paper would never be heard of, officials to say in effect that if the Bill is

Now the Sportsman desires to be courte passed the Labor Movement will be either

ous and fair, and , as time is the life and weakened or smashed is merely the talk of

essence of all arguments, we propose to windy shadow -sparrers.

ask the 0. B. U. to publish a record of Actually the dangers to which they

its achievements in so far as usefulness to point , as contained in the Bill , lie not in

the workers is concerned . Remember it the Bill itself , but in the workers, or the

is of years since the 0. B. U. was started attitude they are likely to take up. If

and one might say millions of dollars have they are submissive , and are still influenced

flowed into its coffers, hundreds of thou bythe spirit of

sands of dollars have been spent on (its God bless the squire and his relations ,

form of organization ); it is one of the And keep us in our proper stations,

few that have acquired their own property , they will suffer, as they deserve to , as the

and from every angle but one, they might result . But , on the other hand , if they

be said to be successful . We desire the take up the same stand as they have taken

0. B. U. to state in what way they have in the past, when it has been sought to

ever been of any use or service to the give effect to similar legislation, or as they

organized or unorganized worker . did after the Taff Vale judgment of 1902

Bearing in mind that the object of any and the Osborne judgment of 1911 , the

economic organization, be it craft or in Bill, if given effect' to, may prove a bless

dustrial , has for its object wages and con ing in disguise.

ditions we will be glad to compare the It always should be remembered that

record of the A. F. of L. in general , and such laws as are contemplated can only

its International Unions in particular, with be enforced to the extent the workers are

what has been accomplished by the prepared to submit. They have the power

0. B. U. , which claims to be of industrial at any time to defy any law, and render

origin. In 1921 the 0. B. U. claimed some it inoperative. All capitalist institutions

40,000 paying membership , and as they and laws exist by the grace of the workers;

have had no agreements, no strikes, no when they decide that they either must

lock -outs, etc. , etc. , it might be reasonable be changed for the better or be abolished

to suppose there is a pile of money some altogether, it will be so .

where. It is perhaps a little disconcerting

to realize that 60 per cent of the original IMMIGRATION RESTRAINT PROTECTS

revolutionary Proletariat belonging to the AMERICAN WORKER

railroads back again in the Inter

national , and of the other 40 there is good Gifu , Japan - Training wildest of sea birds

grounds to believe that about 35 per cent to catch one's food involves a patience

have degenerated into dues dodgers , and , as which would send the average American,

it is generally conceded thatthere are about a nervous wreck, to a sanitarium . In

five per cent “ nuts" in all organizations, mediaeval Europe, recurrent pestilence and

we might get a report from the 0. B. U. famine caused men to have to win bread

concerning them . - Winnipeg Sporting News. and butter by training falcons. Since the

middle ages , transportation and other

The heights by great men reached and kept factors have cheapened food and improved

Were not attained by sudden flight, Western living standards. It has remained

But they, while their companions slept, for the Far East to continue conditions

Were toiling upward in the night. so grinding that men will match human

---Longfellow . patience against the habits of wild sea birds.

are
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The common shag or comorant, tions that were daily received by delegates

bird ranging from Alaska to New Zealand, from unions in their respective countries.

is caught here at Gifu and patiently trained The Congress re-elected William Green ,
to catch fish for its owner . When fully chairman ; Luis N. Morones, vice chairman,

educated it submits to having a ring and Matthew Woll , treasurer. The offices

snapped around its neck. Then it cannot of English and Spanish secretaries were

swallow the fish it catches until its master abolished and Santiago Iglesias was chosen

first takes his toll . secretary.-A. F. of L. News.

In such a land , living approaches half

starvation standards. The birth rate has " WE"

outraced the food supply . It is not only

in Asia that coolie conditions obtain . Of the many good things that are result.

the Mediterranean basin and in Eastern ing from Lindbergh's trans-oceanic flight

Europe living standards have been depressed none is more valuable than the new realiza ,

by nearly Asiatic influence. Though a tion of inter -dependence the public has

five cents daily wage in India may become obtained from Lindbergh's use of the word

a fifty cents wage on the Mediterranean, it " we ." The first person singular pronoun

is still very far from the American standard is missing from his speech . "Well made

of living
the flight, not " I ;" the aviator and his

In order to hold this American standard , monoplane spanned the ocean in a single

Americans, particularly American Labor, leap - the machine didn't do it alone ,

must watch closely immigration legislation Lindbergh didn't do it alone they did it

in Congress . Powerful forces are at work together. What a fine recognition of the

to amend the Johnson Immigration Act. planning , the thought, the labor and the

Sob stuff stories of divided families are care that went into the manufacture of

used to break down public opinion . Patriots the machine ! What a fine acknowledgment

devoted to American culture should hold of the man's dependence on other men !

the offensive by moving toward Beautiful because it is so natural, wonder

objectives. ful because it is so unusual , so unexpected !

Who among us is independent ? Who

RE-ELECT OLD OFFICERS accomplishes anything. unassisted ? Who

can live , clothe himself and go about in

Washington, D. C.—The Pan -American safety except by the help of others ? Yet

Federation of Labor Congress , held in this how often does anyof us make acknowledg

city, afforded the first opportunity for ment of our interdependence? It is only

citizens of countries south of the Rio when some genius flashes into view and

Grande to tell this nation's capital of con makes the simple statement that " we"

ditions in their respective countries. wrought some great deed that one gives a

Other groups of citizens from the south, thought to the help one gets from multi

who have visited Washington , have played tudes unseen and unknown.

their part in the exchangeof international Isn't there a thought here that all of us

amenities , but the Pan -American workers can apply to own business ? Who

departed from this practice and told runs the transportation
system in your

story of foreign and domestic exploitation , town-the president of the company ? The

of denials of human rights , and of direct general manager ? The superintendent of

and indirect interventions . These wrongs transportation ? The power engineer ? The

have created resentments that bode ill for way and structure engineer ? The motor

a continuance of good will and friendly man ? The conductor ? The office boy ?

relations between nations on this continent. The banker ? The mayor? No - none of

The strong, dignified opposition of the these , but all of them together, plus the

Congress to present Nicaraguan conditions, hundreds of thousands of others who supply

and to foreign and domestic exploitation the means by which all are served and

of all forms in these countries is an effective through which all prosper . Our business

answer to Communist propaganda in the is a great cooperative effort— " we" are en

southern republics .
The reds would split gaged in it , for the benefit of " us." May

the northern and southern organized work all of us perceive and appreciate this great

ers in the hope that they will have a clear truth .-Aera.

field below the Rio Grande.

The Congress made clear their hostility
SMILE GETS BUSINESS

to the Communists when they declared:

" We know full well the measures that have The man who deals in sunshine

been taken by the Communist propaganda Is the man who gets the crowds ;

to undermine the trade unions of this He does a lot more business

hemisphere. But we declare this hemisphere Than the one who peddles clouds .

is dedicated, to liberty , to freedom , to
For the trainman who's a frowner

justice and democracy , be they assailed by
Will be beaten by a mile ,

extremists and would-be destroyers who If the man who follows after

are on either side of us. ' Meets the rider with a smile.

Newspapers in South and Central Amer. -Ex,

iça gave much spaceto the proceedingsof

the Congress. That the workers of these The talent of success is nothing more

countries gave close attention to the de than doing what you can well, and doing

liberations of the Pan -American meeting well whatever you do , without a thought

was indicated by long cables of felicita of fame. - Longfellow .
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By Frank Morrison

Secretary American Federation of Labor

PAN -AMERICAN FEDERATION OF

LABOR CONVENTION RESOLUTION

we

are

During the sessions in Washington of

the Pan-American Federation of Labor a

resolution was adopted regarding the situa.

tion in Nicaragua as reported by the

Executive Committee and by correspondence

addressed by President Green to the State

Department of the United States.

The resolution asked that the greatest

possible publicity be given the action of

the Congress, in order that the fullest

knowledge may be obtained upon the actual

situation in Nicaragua.

The resolution follows :

“ RESOLVED : That the Executive Com

mittee of the Pan -American Federation of

Labor address the government of the

United States, expressing regret for the

events having occurred recently in Nica

ragua ; that it likewise address a respectful

but emphatic petition to immediately with

draw the United States forces on land and

sea and air in Nicaragua, and to terminate

its intervention in the affairs of that

nation, so that the people of Nicaragua

may fully and freely work out their own

problems, both for the present as well as

in the coming, election for a president of

Nicaragua , and without any interference on

the part of any foreign nation, it being the

opinion of this Congress interference on

the part of a foreign nation will only make

more difficult the solution of Nicaragua's

problems; be it further

“ RESOLVED : That we deplore the

tragic events as related in the daily press,

referring to the loss of lives said to have

occurred account of the intervention

decreed against that free country, and in

order to be helpful to the Nicaraguan

Federation of Labor, and the People of

Nicaragua, the Executive Committee of the

Pan-American Federation of Labor be

authorized to lend all possible co -operation

and assistance to the Nicaraguan Federa

tion of Labor for the fulfillment of this

resolution ."

a

Labor Day is a guide by which

measure increased understandings of our

purpose and methods .

Labor Day, 1927, is no exception to the

rule that year by year the workers are

better organized, educated and self-disci

plined. This equips them for service in

industry and in those fields of social activ

ity that should interest every citizen .

Labor's advance is in proportion to its

collective intelligence and its capacity.

Sensational gains unstable. To be

permanent they must rest on unity and

education .

Organized labor differs from revolutionary

groups that discard orderly processes and

ignore social development .

Organized labor's philosophy is rejected

by the impatient and by those who refuse

to accept the history of progress.

Historically, gains made by a people

through sudden upheavals have not been

retained . The outward form may be held ,

but the permanency of changes that are

intended to bring higher standards of

civilization are in proportion to popular

capacity for self-government.

The present situation in Russia , where a

group of dictators have replaced the Czar,

illustrates this point.

Appeals to intelligence are not sensational .

The unfolding of human mind , the

awakening to possibilities heretofore

dreamed has no element of the theatrical.

This is why gains made by the trade union

movement are so often more apparent than

real . This is why organized labor is in

vincible, why its lines are never broken ,

though occasionally bent.

An army can no faster than its

smallest unit, so organized labor adjusts

its activities to the intelligence, willingness

and unity of every group . This policy is

necessarily slow, when considered in periods

of days , but when judged by the standard

of our country's life , the workers ' progress

is rapid and lasting ,

Labor's philosophy is the philosophy of

democracy. Neither popular government

trade unionism depend upon

i'leaders ' who essential to

autocracy .

We trade unionists are aware of the

reason for opposition to movement.

We know that intelligence and organization

the only effective weapons against

privilege and rulership by the few .

This thought is being accepted by

workers in greater numbers , and on this

Labor Day we re-dedicate ourselves to the

cause of Education and Organization of

wage workers.

The freest government, if it could exist ,

would not long be acceptable, if the ten

dency of the laws were to create a rapid

accumulation of property in few hands,

and to render the great mass of the popu

lation dependent and penniless.-- Daniel

Webster.
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The officers of THE UNION LABOR

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY are :

MatthewWoll, president

Thomas E. Burke, vice president

James D. Maddrill , vice president-general

manager

George W. Perkins , vice president-western

representative

Rainard B. Robbins, vice president

actuary

Luther C. Steward , secretary - assistant

treasurer

Martin F. Ryan , treasurer

Hope Thompson, general council

Dr. J. Rozier Briggs, chief medical

examiner

The Estate Stove Company , of Hamilton,

Ohio , is published as unfair to labor. This

company manufactures " Estate " gas stoves

and ranges and a parlor heater known as

the Estate " Heatrola ."
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No Sewing Necessary !

Pilcher Bachelor Buttons Snap on .

They fit any garment, are detacha

ble too - can be used again and again .

Sold nationally . If dealer can't

supply send his nameand 25cfor

full assortment of 3 colors, 3 sizes.

PILCHER MANUFACTURING CO . INC.

Dept. 4703 Louisville, Ky.
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Asthma So Bad

He couldn't Work
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Mode
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July 1931

Amazing Device Makes

OldRazor Blades

Keener Than New

NowWorks in Smoke and Steam,

Without Cough or Wheeze.

Railroad men and others whose asthma or bron

chitis is aggravated by smoke-filled air, will be glad

to read this letter from Frank Paul , 847 S. Meridian

St., Indianapolis, Ind . He writes :

" I suffered with asthma and severe bronchial
cough for 3 years . I gasped and choked until
could hardly breathe, and had to stay away from

work for weeks at a time . I was in a desperate

condition when I started taking Nacor, and I really
believe it saved my life .

It gave me prompt relief,
and now I am feeling fine. am a machinist in a

round house . The smoke and steam do not bother
me a bit now. I don't wheeze or even breathe

hard, and I am working every day . "

This remarkable letter is only one of hundreds
written by former sufferers from asthma, bronchitis

and severe chronic coughs, telling how their trouble

left and never returned . Their letters anda booklet

full of vital information about these stubborn dis

eases will be sent free by Nacor Medicine Co., 606

State Life Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind . The more
serious your case seems, the more important this
free information may be to you .

Write for it
today .
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CAR STRIKE AVERTED
One

KRISS-KROSS, the Most Sensational Shaving

Invention Ever Patented, Prolongs the Life of

Razor Blades for Months. Gives Coolest ,

Cleanest Shaves Imaginable and Cuts Cost

83 % . See Generous Introductory Offer Below .

N OLD discarded blade - A KRISS-KROSS Super-Stropper

ebe

experienced ! KRISS-KROSS literally

performs miracles ! Employs
master -barber's diagonal flip -flop stroke

(now for thefirst time duplicated me.

chanically). Gives any make blade (ex

cept Durbam ) the keenest cutting edge
that steel can take. Amazing auto

matic regulator decreases pressure

gradually to feather-like finishing
stroke. Makes a dozen blades last for

SALESMENyears!

New Kind of Razor - Free
Make big money selling

KRISS-KROSS Even

Right now , to introduce KRISS spare time men make $ 6 .
KROSS , I am offering a new kind of $ 12 a day extra , just

razor free. Absolutely unique. In showing to friends and

stantly adjustable to 3 positions. Un. fellow workers. Benson

usual sliding stroke decreases beard re . made over $50 in 3 eve.

sistance 45% . Comes with 5 special nings. Bradford $40 on a

process blades. Get yours while this Saturdayafternoon . Get
details of permanent, digo

amazing offer still bolds good . The
couponbrings full details. Mail it nified proposition. Check

TODAY. coupon and mail it now .

RHODESMFG.CO. 1418 Pendleton Ave.
St. Louis, Mo.

World's Largest Manufacturers of Mechanical Stroppers

RHODES MFG . CO. , Dept. K-2971

1418 Pendleton Ave. , St. Louis, Mo.

Yes tell me all about KRISS-KROSS and how I can get your

new 3 -way Razor Free . This does not obligate me in any way.

Name...

Address

City . State

( ) Check here if interested in becoming representative

Test

Call
e
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New York, N. Y.-A tie-up of this city's

traction systems has been averted by the

companies' agreement to reinstate employes

who were discharged for joining the legiti

mate street car men's union.

The companies also agree to desist from

this victimization policy, but insist that

the unionists must notinterfere with their

company " union ." The street car

reply that this question will solve itself if

the men are not forced to sign " yellow dog "
contracts.

The settlement
worked out by

Mayor Walker. President Hedley of the

Interborough Rapid Transit Company

rebelled up to thelast minute before mak.

ing any concessions. Strike-breakers were

rushed to this city and every provision was

made to meet the strike, but the workers

continued their plans. Faced by a walk-out

of 25,000 workers,the companies grudgingly

changed their position.

These workers belong to company

" union ."
Last year they staged an inde

pendent strike and secured small conces

sions. Since then the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Car Employes

have been quietly organizing . To block

this movement the Interborough circulated

" yellow dog" contracts among employes.

These have been signed even by secret

members of the Amalgamated and the

company has been relying on an old in

junction and a decision by the United States

Supreme Court in the Hitchman.

The settlement gives the car the

right to organize.

was

TIM HEALY RETIRED

a Cleveland, Ohio— Timothy Healy, for a

quarter of a century president of the Inter

national Brotherhood of Stationary Fire

men , was defeated for re-election at the

annual convention of the brotherhood here.

The vote was 74 to 60. The new executive

is John F. McNamara , of Boston. He has

served as president of the Massachusetts

division of the brotherhood for fifteen years.

President Matthew Woll is contemplating

opening an office of The Union Labor Life

Insurance Company in New York City for

the handlingof the Company's business in

New York City and New York State

men
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NO

Don't Buy a New Changer

Every time the fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five -Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant - Saves time,

pockets, patience and Speeds up sched

ules - No fumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device and our exclusive

Adjustable feature onfourth and fifth barrels.

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 - BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 566 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to o tokens

Price $ 4.00 postage paid . J. L. GALEF , 73 Chambers St., New York City
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TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL British Columbia - There

LABOR NEWS provement in employment in British Co

By U. S. Dept. of Labor Îumbia the beginning of May, as compared

with April, 74,413 persons being reported

Cuba-On June 28 , 1927 , a bill provid on pay rolls as against 71,707 on April 1 .

ing for a seamen's pension system The manufacturing industry , as represented

passed by the House of Representatives in the lumbering and pulp and paper in

and approved by the Senate. The bill is dustries, showed the largest increase in

applicable to employees and laborers of employment for the month, while other

companies engaged in Cuba in either mari. increases noted in employment in

time or fluvial shipping. logging and construction work .

Greece - It is reported that the Minister Germany -- The new agreement between

of National Economy, has submitted to the Ruhr mine operators and employees,

Parliament a series of drafts of laws on which has been ratified by the Govern

work, the aim of which is to better the ment , became effective May 2, 1927. The

situation of workmen and to protect them terms of the agreement provide for a seven

against Communism. The law the hour shift , which may be lengthened under

construction of roads will permit the Gov. exceptional demands, and for extra

ernment to furnish employment to about wage of 25 per cent for extra hours .

40,000 workmen . Former wages are increased 5 per cent .

India-On June 1 , 1927 , the Trade Union The validity of the new agreement, as to

Act came into force in India . This act hours of labor , extends to January 31 ,

provides for the registration of trade unions 1928 , and as to wage scales , to April 1 ,

but does not make registration compulsory. 1929.

Unions which are not registered , however, Unofficial labor reports recently published

will not obtain any of the privileges named at Berlin show a decrease of 113,000, or

in the act . 11.4 per cent , in receipt of full unemploy,

Nova Scotia - Improved industrial and ment doles during the latter half of April,

employment conditions in Nova Scotia, making a reduction, for the entire month

particularly in the Sydney district , of April, of 250,000 , or 22 per cent , in the

causing a decrease in emigration to the total number of unemployed persons re

United States . ceiving doles.

Peru—It is said that the President of Paraguay Thirty additional Austrian

Peru has agreed to the immigration pro families are said to have arrived recently

posal of the official representative of the in Paraguay for colonization ; and it is said

International Labor Office (Refugee Sec that regular monthly embarkations of

tion) of the League of Nations to introduce Mennonites from the Portof New York,

fifty families for colonization in the Mon U. S. A. , are expected to take place soon.

tana, on the basis of government contract Since January of this year more than 1,200

and certain general facilities as regards the of the last-named class of immigrants have

visas for passports for this group of Rus arrived and proceeded to their colony near

sian refugees in general. In addition , the Puerto Casado.

Government will refund half the cost of Poland The number of unemployed

passages. The first group of colonisers will workmen in Poland during the month of

arrive in the spring of 1928. April , 1927 , amounted to 226,018 , a de

Sweden-The dispute between the master crease of 17,357, or 7.1 per cent over the

and journeymen bakers over the working preceding month, making a total decrease

hours has been settled by a new agree of 30,374 for March and April.

ment which will be valid until June 1 ,

1928. Approximately 3,500 journeymen Be resolutely and faithfully what you

bakers are affected by the new agreement, are; be humbly what you aspire to be.

which provides that future disputes shall Man's noblest gift to manis his sincerity,

be referred to the Central Board of Arbi for it embraces his integrity also.--Henry

tration. D. Thoreau .

are

j
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR
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" The governments of 75 nations of the

world own and operate their telegraph

systems. Hawaii, Honduras, Cuba, the

United States and some other nations

either non -progressive or cursed by mo

nopoly rule, are lagging behind in the

march of progress.

" The annual report of the North Ameri

can Company, which owns all of the street

railways in Milwaukee , made at the annual

meeting , held June 16, shows that the

company lost $ 125,000 during May and

June, 1896, by the boycott which followed

the strike of the railroad employes.

“ Tampa, Fla ., street railway employes

joined hands with the Amalgamated Asso

ciation this month and are now traveling

under Charter No. 87 .

“ President Mahon will address the trade

unions of Galveston , Tex . , on Labor Day.

He expects to spend some two weeks in

the West looking after the interests of the

Amalgamated Association in that field .”

EL PEU

5 per

hotele

ork City

ALLIANCE, OHIO , AGREEMENT

" International President W. D. Mahon,

aside from directing the affairs of the

International Officers and Organizers, visited

Pittsburgh , Pa. , July 30 . The occasion

of his visit there was the picnic held at

Southern Park by Div. No. 85, at which

he was requested to speak to open

meeting. He reported that the event was

one of the most successful and pleasurable

of its kind that he ever attended. There

were present some 15,000 people. As many

heard him speak as could gather in and

around the mammoth ampitheater, which

is one of the features of the park. From

Pittsburgh he returned to Cleveland, where

he addressed a mass meeting of Div. No,

268, at which were in attendance several

members of Div . No. 445. He also advised

with Vice- President A. L. Behner, per

taining to the work he has in hand in

Northern Ohio. President Mahon issued

charters for the institution of Divisions

Nos. 476 ,
South Norwalk, Conn .; . 477,

secret ; 478, Waterbury; and 479, Middle

town, Conn .

" International Treasurer Rezin Orr has

organized Divisions Nos. 476, Norwalk ;

and 478, Waterbury, Conn.

" G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow was

dispatched to respond to a call for an

International representative at Evansville,
Ind. Upon his arrival there he found

that the company had issued
an order

prohibiting the wearing by the employes

of any badge or insignia upon their uni

forms. The members of Div. No. 466

regarded the order as being directed against

the wearing of the Associatio
n emblem ,

and the Local had determined to ignore

it. Board Member McMorrow succeeded

in having that feature, as applying to the

Association emblem, withdrawn .

“ G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair,

upon the settlement of the Toronto , Ont .,

agreement, took up the grievances of the

Peterboro, Ont., Local and was successful

in directing an adjustment for the members

of that Local, and secured an increase of

one cent per hour for three -year men.

" G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald,

who was required to return to Binghamton,

N. Y. , in consequence of aplot of Pinkerton

detectives, by which one of the strikers

was arrested, found the situation there in

such a state that he advised the calling

off of the strike. Board Member Fitz

gerald is satisfied, after a thorough investi

gation of the affair, that the member

arrested is a victim of the ruthless duplicity

of the Pinkerton men . "

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

"When the snow falls there will not be

2 single cable car in operation in Cincinnati.

The first cable line to be changed to

electricity will be the one to Walnut Hills

on Gilbert Ave. The second will be the

Sycamore cable, and the third and last

will be the Vine Street cable road.

Articles of Agreement. This Agreement , made

and entered into at Alliance , Ohio , this first day of

May, A. D., 1927, by and between The Stark

Electric Railroad Company, its successors and

assigns, PARTY OF THE FIRST PART (herein
after for convenience called the “ Compan and

the Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America , Division No. 360,
of Alliance , Ohio, PARTY OF THE SECOND

PART (hereinafter for convenience called the

" Association " ).

Witnesseth :

That in the operation of the lines of PARTY OF

THE FIRST PART, both parties hereto mutually
agree as follows :

Sec. 1 . The Company , through its properly

accredited officers , agrees to meet and confer with

the properly accredited officers and committees of

the said Association, upon any and all questions

which may from time to time arise between them .

Sec . 2. It is understood and agreed that the

Association will assist the Company in securing

good , competent men for service, and members of

the Association shall be given preference, if com

petent , when employing men . The Company re

serves the right to employ men who are not members

of the Association .

Sec. 3 . Motormen, Conductors and Operators

shall be entitled to the runs in accordance with

their seniority in the service of the Company; the

longest in continuous service shall have the first
choice of runs and SO on down the list until all

runs are filled . Should any Motorman , Conductor

or Operator refuse to sign he shall be placed at the

foot of the extra list until the next regular sign up,

when he shall again be privileged to sign if he

chooses.

Sec. 4 . After a sign up has been posted, each

man shall have three ( 3) hours to sign after hehas
been notified that it is his turn to sign . If he fails

to sign within the three (3) hours he shall go to the
foot of the extra list until the next semi- annual

sign up is posted ,

SEC. 5 . A11 crews required to handle express

shall be paid twenty- five cents ( 254) each per day

in addition to the regular passenger rate. Stark

Electric freight crews , helper included, shall receive

five cents ( 5 €) each per hour in addition to the

regular passenger rate ,

Sec. 6 . Motormen, Conductors and Operators ,

when required to make out an accident report , shali

each receive one hour's time for each report, when

the same are properly made out.

The day men shall file said report when their run

is finished, and the night men by noon the following

day.

Sec. 7 . When employees are required by the

Company to instruct new employees , they shall,

in addition to their regular compensation , receive

the sum of five cents (5€) per hour.
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Sec. 8. If the Company requires regular Motor. Sec . 18 . All runs shall be opened for assigament

men, Conductors or Operators, operating passenger semi-annually. May 1st and November 1st . When

runs, to go to work earlier than their regular start any run is declared vacant (by discharge or resigna.

ing time, they shall be paid time and one-half for tion of Motorman, Conductor or Operator), or new
such time. And all regular crews, working any runs added , or runs taken off, all runs affected as to

regular passenger run when said run finishes later seniority shall be open for assignment . When runs

than their regular relief time, said crew will receive are shortened or lengthened all runs affected as to
time and one-half for such duty . Time of thirty seniority shall be open for assignment .

(30) minutes or less shall not be considered as It is agreed that no Motorman, Conductor or
overtime.

Operator will be allowed to move from the run
SEC . 9. All regular crews on line, freight , work selected at the semi-annual assignment unless he has

or maintenance cars, after ten (10) hours time, been displaced by an older man in the service.

shall receive time and one-half. All regular tripper Sec . 19 . In case a vacancy occurs between the

crews, which are compelled to operate on Satur semi-annual assignment by death , resignation or

days, Sundays and holidays, will be paid time and otherwise, then the seniority rights determined in

one -halt over and above the regular week day this contract shall be strictly observed and made

schedule. in accordance therewith ; but under circum

Sæc . 10. When Motormen, Conductors or Oper stances will the trading of runs be permitted .

ators mutually agree to relieve each other , overtime SEC . 20. All passenger runs shall pay the same

is not considered ; such mutual agreement must not amount of time on Sunday as they do on any other

be made without the consent of the Company. day of the week.
SEC. 11 . Motormen shall rank on the list

Sec. 21. Grievances of individual employees, or
Motormen from the time they are turned in

of the employees as a whole shall first be taken up

such , and Conductors shall rank on the ist

Conductors from the time they are turned in as
by the individual or individuals with the head of his

such , and under no circumstances shall any Motor
or their department beforelodginga complaint with

man or Conductor be placed on the opposite list
the Association, and in the event of failure to adjust
the grievance in this manner, it shall be taken up

except at the foot of the same.
by the duly accredited officers of the Company

SEC. 12. Any Motorman, Conductor or Operator and the Association, who shall attempt to adjust
placed temporarily in other employment by the and settle the same. In the event of failure to

Company or Association shall be entitled to his reach an amicable adjustment, the matter shall be
run at the expiration of said other employment. submitted to arbitration as hereinafter provided .

Any member of the Association who shall be elected Sec , 22.

to office, or assigned to any duties by the Company

Any Motorman, Conductor or Operator

in the service of the Company for a period of six
or Association which requires his temporary absence months shall be granted an annualpassfor his wife.
from runs , shall be granted a leave of absence SEC . 23 .

without pay and upon his return shall be entitled
If any Motorman , Conductor or Oper.

to his respective runs or places upon the Board.
ator is off duty for any cause for fifteen (15) days

or more his run shall be opened for bids at once,

If the Company or Association places a Motor and his run must be given to the oldest Motorman,
man or Conductor or Operator in permanent Conductor or Operator in accordance to seniority:

position , said Motorman, Conductor or Operator If any Motorman, Conductor or Operator is off

must surrender all rights as Motorman, Conductor less than fifteen (15) days his run shall be given

or Operator after ninety (90) days . to the extra men.

SEC . 13. Any member of the Association , who Sec . 24., City Operators shall be given preference
may be suspended or discharged, shall be reinstated in Interurban train service over new employees,

to his former position in the service of the Com and in case the said City Operator fails to qualify.

pany and paid for all time lost , if after investiga they shall be reinstated in their former position
tion he is found not to be at fault . and seniority. After thirty ( 30 ) days service as an

SEC. 14. No Motorman , Conductor or Operator Interurban Operator he shall relinquish all rights as

serving time shall be asked to report , and a City Operator or vice-versa.
any

Motorman, Conductor or Operator serving time who Sec. 25 . The rate of wages for all Interurban

goes to work before said time has expired , shall Motormen , Conductors and Operators shall be as

be considered to have served his full time. follows, for the year beginning May 1, 1927 :

It is further understood that no regular Motor
For the first year .. 51$ per hour

man, Conductor or Operator shall be placed on the
Thereafter ... .56€ per hour

extra list unless agreed to by both parties.
Operators of one-man cars shall receive five ( 5 )

cents per hour in addition to the regularrate above.
Sec . 15 . In case of discharge or suspension by

the Company of a Motorman, Conductor or Oper
The rate of wages of all City Motormen, Con

ator, he shall have the right , within the next forty
ductors and Operators shall be as follows, for the

year beginning May 1 , 1927 :
eight (48) hours, to demand the reason for such dis For the first year .
charge or suspension ; the to be made

48 € per hour
in

Thereafter .. 534 per hour

writing, and it shall be the duty of the Company, Operators of one-man
demandwithin forty - eight (48 ) hours after such

cars shall receive five (5 )

to furnish in writing the reason for discharge or
cents per hour in addition to the regular rate above.

suspension . And the Company shall thereupon be
Sec . 26 . Conductors and Operators, after hav

notified within forty -eight ( 48 ) hours in writing as
ing five (5 ) , days pay coming to them from the

to any action that shall be taken . Company, shall be furnished Twenty - five Dollars

( $25.00) in change, for the operationofthe service

SEC . 16. It is agreed by the parties hereto that , on the car , and said money shall be obtained from

in case any member is suspended or expelled by the Auditor .

the Association for theviolation of its , laws, upon

No employee shall be responsible for

working funds lost in
the presentation of proof of the same, he shall

case of robbery in line of

duty when attested
be dismissed from the service of the Company.

to by properly accredited

witnesses .

Sec. 17 . Motormen, Conductors or Operators in Sec . 27 . All Interurban cars shall be equipped

the service of the Company for a period of one with lockers and theCompany shall keep in said
year, desiring a leave of absence, shall notify the locker at all times ; One pair (meaning two) of
Company in writing ten (10) days prior to the trolley pick-ups , one red flag, and fuses and tor

time they desire same . This request shall be pedos - to be used by the Motorman, Conductor

granted , provided the Company is able to or Operator in clearing of the line as may be neces
to take their places. Not than

sary in the saving of life and property.
Interurban Motorman , Conductor or Operator, and Sec . 28 . It is agreed that no official of the Com
not more than one City Operator shall be granted

a leave of absence at one time , covering a period
pany shall take out a run of any kind except in case

of thirty ( 30) days, with the privilege of a renewal
of emergency , and that no official except the Di.

spatcher shall direct the movement of any car.
of thirty ( 30 ) days ; sixty (60) days shall cover the And no

When
length of leave of absence at any one time.

Motorman or Conductor shall be called

the Trainmen or Operators have been granted
to work the opposite end of the car when there are
extra men available , and nobarn man shall take

leave of absence and wish to return to work before line car or work car out of the barns when said car

the expiration of such leave , they shall notify the cars has to be taken out onto the track or

Company in advance that they wish to return , and
tracks where there

service they must work as
are regular scheduled cars or

upon re - entering the
trains operating.when thereare extra men available,

extra until the expiration of such leave of
except in case of emergency.

absence . When extra runs are created they shall be given

Not
more than one leave of absence will be to the extra men only , unless there are no extra

allowed to an employee in any one year . men available .

same

secure

onemen more

or

men
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Company and of its employees are dependent on
and best conserved by a faithful co -operation be

tween the said Company and its employees, we, of

both parties to this Agreement, hereby declare this

to be our purpose to do all things needful to secure

that desired co-operation and that will be mutually

advantageous, in the future , to all concerned.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF said FIRST PARTY

has caused its name to be affixed by the PRESI.

DENT and SECRETARY, and the saidSECOND

PARTY has caused its name to be affixed hereto

by its PRESIDENT and SECRETARY.

THE STARK ELECTRIC RAILROAD CO. ,

Wm. E. Davis, Pres . ,

E. W. Sweazy, Gen. Mgr.

WITNESSES :

O. K. Ayers,

G. F. Hertzell .

THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYEES OFAMERICA, DIVISION No.

360 OF ALLIANCE, OHIO.

J. C. Southard, President ,

Harold C. Fox, Secretary ,

C. H. Ohler, Member of Committee ,

George F. Hartzell, Member of Committee .
WITNESSES:

C. H. Martin ,

B. S. Patterson .

PSec. 29. Any Motorman , Conductor or Operator

who leaves the service of the Company, and who
again enters the service within a period of two

years shall be entitled to the rate of pay as per rate

for length of time previously in the service. City

Operators transferred to Interurban train service

shall go to the foot of the Interurban seniority

list , and the rate of pay shall be as new employees,

except that they will not be required to accept a

less rate than they werereceiving on theCityEars.

Sec. 30. New employees shall receive from the

Company Two Dollars ( $ 2.00) per day of ten ( 10)
hours while being instructed as Motormen , Con

ductors or Operators . Failure to qualify as such,

Motormen , Conductors or Operators will be barred
from receiving pay.

Sec . 31. Any Motorman, Conductor or Operator

called for or who finished work on a shorter time

run shall be paid for the time of his regular run .

If Motormen , Conductors or Operators are re

quired to dead - head to or from work they shall

be paid for the dead-head time .

Sec. 32. When Trainmen are called to the Divi

sion Office for investigation of an accident , after

having made out a satisfactory accident report,

and sufficient witnesses secured , they shall be paid

for all time used in the investigation at the regular
rate of wages.

Sec. 33 . On all main tracks all work or freight

trains consisting of more than two cars shall be
manned by three men as follows : Motorman ,

Conductor and competent Brakeman , to be taken

from the seniority list .

All work trains, line cars and freight cars shall be

operated by two men--Motorman and Conductor

except between the east end of the double track

at Lake Park and the Alliance Station .

Sec . 34. When Motormen, Conductors and Oper

ators are called for service, whether used or not , they

shall each be paid not less than two hours time .

Sec. 35 . This Agreement shall constitute and
govern the working conditions between the em

ployees, members of said Association, and the

Company, for and during the period beginning

May 1 , 1927. to May 1, 1928 . Either of the

parties hereto desiring a change in any, section or

sections of this Agreement, shall notify the other in

writing of the desired change or changes thirty

(30) days prior to theexpiration of this contract.

Under such notice the Agreement shall be open

and suchchange or changes desired shall be con

sidered , otherwise this Agreement shall continue in
force and effect from year to year .

Sec . 36. Should any differences arise which can

not be mutually adjusted through conference between

the officers of the Company and the Association,

the question in dispute shall be immediately sub

mitted to the Board of Arbitration . One Arbitrator

shall be selected by the Company, one by the
Association . If the two thus selected should fail

within two ( 2) days to settle the matter in dispute
they shall forth with select the third Arbitrator.

If the two Arbitrators selected by the Company
and the Association , within one day, fail to agree

upon a third Arbitrator, then in that event the
Industrial Commission of Ohio shall select a third ;

the decision of any two of the Arbitrators thus
selected shall be final and binding upon both parties ;

each party shall pay the expense and charges of the

Arbitrators selected by it , and the expense of the
third Arbitrator and any other incidental expenses ,

when necessary. shall be equally divided between
the parties hereto .

Any question submitted for arbitration shall be

decided in thirty (30) days from dateofsubmission,

and a copy of said decision shall be furnished to

each of the parties, in writing, and signed by the
Arbitrators agreeing thereto . Any member of the

Board of Arbitration , appointed in the

herewith provided, may upon request have in

attendance at the conference of the Board of Arbi

tration a stenographer, whose remuneration shall be

paid by the party or parties making the request.

SEC. 37. In consideration of the foregoing the

Association agrees that its membership shall use its
influence and best endeavors to promote and advance

the prosperity of the Company. It is the well

settled intention of the Stark Electric Company to

direct the Management of the said Company by

whomsoever exercised, to observe at all times and

under all conditions the common rules of Justice,

right and impartiality, in administering the affairs

of the said Company, with respect to the members

of Division No. 360, who are parties of this Agree

ment, and inasmuch asthe interest and continuing

prosperity of the said Stark Electric Railroad

BOOT &SHOE

Buy

Union Stamped

Shoes

We ask all members of

organized labor to pur

chase shoes bearing our

Union Stamp on

the sole, inner

sole or lining of WORKERS UNION

the shoe. We ask

UNIONISTAMP

you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

you actually see

this Union Stamp .

Boot & Shoe

Worker's Union

Affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor

246 SummerSt. Boston , Mass.

COLLIS LOVELY , General President

CHAS.L. BAINE, General Sec'y - Treas.

manner
If You Don't Receive Your

Motorman and Conductor

fill in this coupon and hand it to your P. S. ,

or mail it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR,

260 East High St., Detroit, Mich .

Name .. Div . No.....

..Street ......

Former Address ...

No........ Street ..

Post Office .



Athletics and
Saving

The

HE athlete gets far more than exercise in

for his laurels he receives good

mental training, physical development, and

above all, character development.

The saver, like the athlete, receives far more

benefits from saving than the accumulation

of wealth - for saving builds character, encour

ages thrift and lays the foundation for success .

START SAVING TODAY

!

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

46 Branches in Detroit
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FASHION LETTER

The new models show flare over the front, and fullness at the

left side in plaited, gathered or circular shaping.

In both coats and dresses the back is flat.

Godets are again used to create fullness.

Tunic effects above narrow underskirts are shown.

The popular sleeve is the one that is closefitting and long , with

or without a cuff, or flared at the wrist . Puffed sleeves are seen ,

and short sleeves or sleeveless effects are principally reserved for

sports wear .

Bolcros are still represented .

Tiered skirts, in two or more tiers are well represented .

In colors, brown and gray are well thought of. Navy blue is

good for day dresses and coats. Gray is noted for evening wear,

especially with silver trimming in lace and embroidery.

The neck line may be either square or slanted, or in " V " effect
determined by surplice treatment. Round neck lines are youthful

and in great favor.

Tie collars, high neck bands and scarfs are still in vogue. The

Obi bow is quite popular.

Embroideries in silver crystal , pearl and steel, braid trimmings,

fringe , velvet ribbon and fur are all used for decoration on both
heavy and sheer fabrics .

Crepe satin will be used for afternoon dresses , the dull side

being often used for trimming.

Crepe de chine , georgette , and moire will also be popular.

Velvets will be much in evidence for afternoon dresses and wraps

and also for evening dresses,

Afternoon and evening dresses of lace are seen , sometimes the
lace is combined with sheer materials.

Crepe satin is shown combined with lace for afternoon dresses.

Chantilly is the favored lace, and laces of the point desprit
type are also in vogue.

Waistlines vary in position. The normal seems never to be

reached .

5876

5867

Usually the waistline stops when it gets to the top of the hips
and often it is only defined by a belt or girdle .

!

5867. Ladies' Undergarment.

Cut in 4 Sizes : Small, 34-36 ; Medium, 38-40; Large , 42-44 ;

Extra Large, 46-48 inches bust measure . A medium size requires

24 yards of 32-inch material. Shoulder straps of ribbon require

1 yard. Price 12 ¢.

5876. Child's Dress,

Cut in 3 Sizes: 2 , 4 and 6 years . A 4 -year size requires 194

yard of 36 -inch material. For trimming as illustrated 174 yard

of bias binding is required. Price 12 ¢ .

5855, Ladies ' Dress.

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38 , 40 , 42 and 44 inches bust measure.

A 38 -inch size requires 138 yard of lining for the underbody, and

3% yards of 40 -inch material together with % yard of contrasting

material. The width of the dress at the lower edge is 24 yards. Qilicolo
Price 12 ¢.

5874. Girls ' Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes: 6, 8, 10 and 12 years.

248 yards of 36 - inch material. Price 12 ¢ .
A 10-year size requires 5855

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

5874
Send 124 in silver or stamps for ourUP -TO-DATE FALL and

WINTER 1927-1928 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color plates,

and containing 500 designsof Ladies',Misses' and Children's

Patterns, a CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON

DRESSMÄKING , ALSO SOME POINTS FORTHE NEEDLE

(illustrating 30 of the various, simple stitches) all valuable hinta
to the home dressmaker .



$ 2750

Se

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

IME AND AGAIN thousands of Traction Men

Thaveexpressed thedesireto owncuicivilian

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here, at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands, The Bloch Company has

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fine appearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have long been famous.

We're anxious to have you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50. If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted.

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.

ESSUCO

UNIT
EDThe Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic

tured here and opposite
are both madeofthe

same pure wool , fine

quality materialto sell at

an equally low price .
Union Label in both Uni

form and Civilian Suits

Bloch

UNIFORMS

OFQUALITY

The Bloch Company Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge. Also Trolley Jim Time Book.

Name

Address

Name of Dealer .
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Thirty -four original members of Division No. 279 of the A. A. af S. & E. R. E. of A.- the

OldOttawa, Ont. Local. These members are yet in Street Railway Service upon the system

of the Capital City of Canada .

THE LIFE OF ORGANIZED LABOR years . The delegates in convention will

deliberate upon every phase of the Amalga

This month , September, 1927 , the Inter mated Association . They will understand

national Convention of the Amalgamated that , although elected by their respective

Association of Street and Electric Rail units , all delegates are members of the

way Employes of America, is in convention International Union, and all those who

in Birmingham , Ala . The announcement voted to send them to the convention are

of this fact shows that the International members of the International Union .

Union is owned and controlled by the Divisions of the International Union are

wage workers themselves. All there is to so constituted as Local Divisions or Local

the International Union belongs to the units for convenience, but each and every

wage workers who constitute the Inter member of each Local Division is in the

national Union .
Grand Organization itself, and they con

The International Convention of the stitute the International Organization. They

Amalgamated
Association of Street and send delegates to the large meeting — the

Electric Railway Employes of America is biennial convention-to make such changes

a convention ofrepresentatives elected each in the laws as they may, deem advisable,

by the representative Local unitof the and to prepare such policies for the future

Association to which the delegate belongs. governing of the body thatmay be deemed

They are assembled to deliberate upon best for the organization's future interest,

the continuance of the organization and as respecting, each and every member of

the policies it shall pursue for the next two the organization . Laws will be made, the
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Constitution will be revised , amended and

changed in the way the convention may

determine to be to the best advantage of

the organization in general , and then

officers are elected to carry out the laws

and policies of the Association, as enacted

by the members of the Association through

out the United States and Canada

enacted in the convention by their respec

tive delegates . The officers elected at that

convention will be committed to carry out

those policies outlined and set forth by the

convention of delegates . That is what

unionism means ; that is what unionism is .

Deliberations upon the policies of the

Association for the next two years will be

made, with proper consideration as to what

will be best for the employes throughout

the entire Association. It will extend

beyond that . Consideration will be given

to the properties upon which the members

of the Association are employed . Con

sideration will also be given to the general

American labor movement , as to what may

best be done by the Amalgamated Asso

ciation to the American labor

movement and serve one of the pro

gressive units and as one of the helpers

of the great American labor movement .

There will be given consideration to fair

employing companies, and those delegates

assembled will be as sensitive of the fact

that our employing companies are as much

entitled to the helpfulness of other wage

earners and labor in general as are those

employing properties whose manufactured

products bear the Union Label .

For wage workers to succeed in their

organization and in the betterment of their

conditions they must and do recognize

that all fair-employing concerns are entitled

to the ardent support of organized labor.

They are entitled to the ardent support of

the great American labor movement. Are

non-union employing concerns entitled to

that type of interest on the part of organ

ized employes ? It would not be to the

interest of fair wages, fair conditions of

employment and fair collective agreement

relations for the American labor movement

to devote itself to the upbuilding of non

unionism and non -union employing con

No one knows that better than the

wage worker himself .

Organized labor is organized by the wage

workers themselves. There is no outside

influence that can enter the ranks of wage

workers and lead them or compel them to

organize . They must organize themselves.

That is the way the great American labor

movement has been created . It was not

created to its present extent by a few, but

by the many - each and every member

thereof . And those employes have mapped

out the policies of the American labor move

ment-the policies of their respective or

ganizations and the general policies of the

movement.

Delegates to conventions necessarily read

ily understand that they are there repre

senting the sentiment and purpose of those

who elect them to their positions as dele

gates. They bring with them the thoughts

of their own members in respect to shaping

the laws and policies of the International

Union, and the majority rules - not the

minority.

Labor has long since come to the under

standing that by of this labor

movement , collective agreement relations

can be established , and by no other course .

Company unions are constructed by co

ercion on the part of non-union employing

means of destroying or re

tarding the American labor movement .

There is no company union that can sit

down with the employers, through repre

sentatives , and effect any agreement tila

tions except such as may be dictated by

the employing management. That

natural. That is where company unions

are forced upon the employes that have

not yet materialized the power to resist .

No wage workers can fix their wages

and working conditions through company

unions. They must accept the dictation

of the management of the employing

property. The mere fact that the com

pany union is forced upon the employes by

coercion is sufficient evidence that the wage

workers coerced into such company unions

cannot deliberate and pass upon wages

and working conditions, and cannot with

any expectancy send forth representatives

to the management of the property to

obtain what may be wished for by the

employes . Their representatives must re

turn with whatever wages and conditions

may be dictated by the management of

the employing concern , and it must be

accepted . The history ofcompany unions

is abundant evidence . The method by

which company unions are established is

abundant evidence. The alleged agree

ments made are abundant evidence.

And it is all evidence that the only institu

tion within which wage workers may have

the means of determining upon their wages

and working conditions is the American

labor movement.

The Twentieth Convention of the Amalga

mated Association will adjourn with laws

made and policies fixed. Every member of

the Amalgamated Association
well

understand that the entire American labor

movement will be behind those laws and

policies and will contribute to the Amalga

mated Association in sustaining those laws

and policies . That is the great American

Federation of Labor policy. And the

Twentieth Convention of the Amalgamated

Association will elect delegates to appear

in the greater meeting known as the con

vention of the American Federation of

Labor, to assist in building up the policy

of the Federation .

The street and electric railway employes,

as organized in the Amalgamated Associa

tion , are participants and members of the

American Federation of Labor with all

other crafts belonging to the American

Federation ofLabor. Therefore, the Street

and Electric Railway Employes Association

assists in deliberating upon and creating

the policies of the American labor move

ment that all crafts associated in the

SO

can

cerns ,
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American Federation of Labor participate advantage to keep their employes unor

in . That is what makes the great American ganized . They assume that the production

labor movement . is cheaper. But without organization where

The great thing for wage workers to would the markets be ?

know and with which to become imbibed We are at this time passing through a

is the fact that the American labor move period of depression . Non-union employers,

ment is not an organization controlled by through their associations and by means of

one or a few , It is an organization con newspapers, will advise you at this time

trolled by the many , co -operatively . that the dollar has increased in value .

units of the American labor movement that Does that better market?

constitute National and International or means a lower market . It means that the

ganizations are not controlled by the few dollars with purchasers are becoming more

who are elected officers of such organiza scarce and that the purchaser is not pur

tions . They are controlled by the many chasing so much as he would were the

who are the members, who constitute the dollars more available . That cheapens the

organization. Neither are officers elected products and lessens employment. It is

by organizations , outsiders. They are in the enlarging of the army of unemployed.

siders, elected by the inside membership, The only stay of this serious condition is

and it is their business to carry out the the organized wage worker, who endeavors

laws, and policies prescribed in the con to maintain a fair wage and fair living

ventions through delegates and by the conditions. And the Amalgamated Asso

members themselves . The duties of officers ciation is a stay contributor. These facts

are laid down explicitly . That is what receive the attention of those at

constitutes the American labor movement. ventions that construct the laws and

That is what constitutes each and every policies of the Association .

organization of the American labor move Organization makes more jobs. It in

ment. creases wages. It tends to build up the

Of the purposes of the wage workers markets . It makes a better life for the

who constitute the labor movement is that
wage worker . It is the promoter of the

of extension of the organization , and con social order of mankind . Non -unionism is

ventions map out laws and policies that the reverse.

must be observed and followed by those Antagonism of organization of wage
elected

officers and so installed , by workers is purely a selfish , penuriously

which they are obliged to comply with selfish purpose. And the big movement of

and follow out the laws and policies shaped non -union concerns and managements is

by the convention . the movement in line with and for the

Extension of organization means extend
absolute purpose of denying organization

ing out to embrace a greater number of
to wageworkers employed by such proper

members, with the object in view , if pos
ties . While it may be temporarily ad

sible , to obtain each and every member of vantageous in the way of profit - making to

the particular craft seeking the extension.

the individual non -union employing con

It is a big task , but organizations are
cern , it is a most destructive policy in

progressing in it . Organizations will con generalizing to all productive properties ,

tinue to progress , because it is not only It brings about' unemployment , poverty and

the duty of the officers to extend organiza depleted market opportunities .

tion , but it is the purpose and duty of The American labor movement, which is

each and every member to contribute in the union wage workers and comprises the

every way possible to extend the organiza entire membership of union wage workers,tion.
That is what has created it to its is the element that stays the hand of

present status and made it a permanent poverty , improves the conditions of wage

institution . workers and advances the social order in

Non -union employing concerns and their
general . And each and every member

managements recognize these facts , but constitutes this progressive element of the

they endeavor to dissuade the non -union social order . It is not a few lone indi

wage workers from understanding it. They
viduals , It is the entire American labor

picture the labor union official as an out movement co -ordinating in the advancing

sider . They endeavor to dissuade the non of the interests of the wage workers , and

union wage workers from contemplating naturally the interests of the entire social

anything other than that the union official,
order.

elected by members and conventions, is Under the policies of the American labor

himself wholly the organization and work movement many wage workers are working

ing only to his own advantage. Whereas, today who would otherwise be of the great
the union official is a member of the army of job-seekers. The American labor

organization, having the same interest and movement has shortened the work-day,

concern in the organization as the member creating jobs , and it has lessened the work
who is not an official but who elected him week, creating jobs. The shorter work - day

or her to the official status.
means more jobs. The shorter work-week

But it is the purpose of non-union
means more jobs . And as the army of un

employing concerns to use every endeavor, employed is lessened, it means better pay

every subterfuge, every available means to and greater prosperity to the entire social

persuade, and compel their
order.

organized wage workers to stay out of No one
can question the expediency of

organization . They look upon it the life of organized labor.

coerce un

as an
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THE UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE be filled out, signed and returned in the

addressed envelope which accompanies each

The Union Labor Life Insurance Com letter.

pany has just issued an attractive four-page Through the co -operation of National

letter, telling in pointed paragraphs why the and International organizations and others ,

worker should insure his life; why he should this letter is being given a very wide distri

insure it in The Union Labor Life Insur bution, the intention being to place a copy

ance Company; what he pays ; what he of it inthe hands of every trade unionist.

gets ; and how he gets it . The Company has, in its short span of

It has been drawn up with several illus life , made unprecedented headway in the

trations to catch the eye and make the territory which it has been legally author

appeal that the matter of protection of ized to cover. It is now licensed in 32

one's dependents should make to every states and the District of Columbia to

The letter is introduced by the operate through agents. Only in the course

following message from President Matthew of many years do other insurance

Woll : panies ordinarily expand over large areas

TO ALL MEMBERS OF ORGANIZED of the country . The Union Labor Life

LABOR, THEIR FAMILIES AND Insurance Company, however, as the Com

FRIENDS : pany of trade unionists of North America ,

When you leave this world , will the boys with its shareholders distributed through

pass the hat in charity, or will your wife practically all the States and Possessions

and kiddies, or other dependents, receive a of the United States and the Provinces of

substantial check from The Union Labor Canada , has from the outset, consistently

Life Insurance Company ? Is there any with its broad relationship to the whole

thing more important to you—not next trade union movement, tendered its bene

week, or next year, but right now-than the
fits of insurance to trade unionists every

future comfort and protection of your loved where over this great territory.

ones ? Many of the States and Provinces require

I've been a trade unionist for over thirty every company to have operated in its

years. I wish I could tell you of some of home state or elsewhere, however, for at

the misery and unhappiness I've seen that least a year before they will finally license

has been caused by failure to provide for the company for ordinary operation in

dependents. It's the memory of such their respective jurisdictions. Trade union

things that made several of us join so ists in these States and Provinces can there

wholeheartedly in pushing this insurance fore be served by the company meanwhile

project to the point where it will become solely through the mails.

possible for us to realize our ambition of Besides individual insurance, the Com

A Union Labor Life Policy for Every pany writes group insurance.

Worker." All its policies have been specially de

On the following pages of this letter are signed to meet the needs of workers. ' The

set out the vital reasons why you should Company is not operated for profit. Its
have insurance, and have it in Labor's rates are like those of other companies,

Own Company—and at cost . If you believe but all surplus of premium of The Union

in the Union of Labor, then you must Labor Life is returned to the policyholder .

believe in the Union of Your Family or The Company has already established a

Dependents Through Union Labor Life record for promptness in payment of

Insurance. claims, every claim that has arisen so far

Two things, however, I want to impress having been paid within twenty -four hours

upon you particularly : First, this is Your from receipt of notification .

Company . All of the profits of the Com
Fraternally ,

pany belong to you and your fellow policy.
MATTHEW WOLL,

holders, and will be returned to you in

President.

dividends which will reduce your premiums

or cost of insurance . Our Charter provides LONG CRAFT DISPUTE ADJUSTED

that not more than 6 % interest shall be BY GREEN

paid to the shareholders for the use of

their contributions of the capital and sur

plus which made the Company possible.
New York, N. Y.-A conference arranged

Truly this is Insurance of, by , and for by President Green , of the American

Labor !
Federation of Labor, has resulted in a

EachSecondly , you should act Now !
jurisdictional agreement between the brick

layers ' and plasterers ' international unions.
day you grow older your insurance will

cost you
Former Secretary of State Root, acting

more . You are insurable now

and may be later.
as arbiter , made an award in this dispute

Insurance will

make you independent in your old age , or

several months ago , but differences have

Insurance
arisen since then .

if you become incapacitated.
The present agreement provides that any

will create an estate for you immediately
member of either union who accepts em:

for the protection of your family . ployment upon unfair work in Florida shall

Read the following pages carefully. Then be dropped from membership in his re

Act At Once . You will never regret the spective organization .

step .
The bricklayers agree to revoke, before

The fourth page of the letter is September 1 , the charters of local 32 , in

application blank for insurance which may New York ; '27, in San Francisco; 52 , in

not

an
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Philadelphia ; 27 , in Dallas ; and 33, in

Dearborn, Mich . The plasterers ' jurisdic

tion in New York , Terre Haute and Syra

cuse is acknowledged.

" All interchangeable cards must be ac

cepted,” the agreement states. “ If the

skill or competency of any member of either

organization is questioned by Local

union , an investigation must be made by

representatives of the two organizations for

the purpose of determining his skill and
eligibility to membership . If it is found

that the member whose case is investigated

is unskilled and incompetent , his member

ship shall be revoked by the International

Executive Board of the organization in

which he holds membership .'

Locals of both internationals will be

notified to accept interchangeable cards

when presented “ without question and

without delay."

Judge Gary was not a practical steel

He was a lawyer, and as counsel

for the Illinois Steel Company, joined with

the Morgans , Rockefellers, Carnegie, Frick

and others in 1901 in amalgamating steel

plants and railroads into what is now known

as the Steel Trust .

Judge Gary's conciliatory attitude toward

weaker competitors did much to placate a

public opinion a quarter of a century ago

that was hostile to large groupings of

capital . His attitude toward labor,

shown in the steel strike, his defense of the

12-hour day and his attitude in the Wilson

conference, revealed another side of a

markable man.

That he changed his opinion on the long

work day is another vindication of the

power of public opinion . His passing will

hardly affect the anti-union policy of the

Steel Trust - unless these workers unite and ,

by their strength , force recognition.

as

re

STEEL TRUST HEAD DEAD

FORMER BOARD MEMBER RE

LINQUISHES EARTHLY LIFE

an

was one

Washington, D. C.-The death ofJudge

Elbert Henry Gary, chairman of the United

States Steel Corporation, marks the passing

of the most outstanding opponent of trade

unionism on this continent. While Judge

Gary's environment was anti-union, most

of his associates attempted to disguise this

opposition. Judge Gary held for individual

bargaining. He employed no subterfuge,

such as the company “ union " or " employes'

representation . He insisted on individual

bargaining when he was asked in 1919 to

meet representatives of his employes to

discuss working conditions. He gave the

" open " shop answer and the nation-wide

steel strike resulted . His refusal to confer

was unsound tactics , from a public stand

point, and his publicity agents switched

the cause for the strike by claiming it was

an attack on government .

The strike was apparently lost, but the
agitation forced abandonment of the

12-hour day. As late as May 25, 1923, a

committee of steel men, headed by Judge

Gary, declared that shorter hours would

mean the employment of 60,000 additional

workers and that prices would be raised 15

per cent. Protestant, Catholic and Jewish

churchmen joined with labor in attacking

this claim . The churchmen said the state

ment " shatters public confidence" and ad

vances " an unworthy argument." The long

work day was stamped " morally indefensi
ble " and the steel men were called upon

to end this practice. As the protests con

tinued, Judge Gary and his associates

quietly shifted their position .

Judge Gary, together with President

Loree of the Delaware and Hudson Rail

road , led the fight in President Wilson's

industrial conference against collective bar

gaining.
The conference met in Washing

ton, October 6 , 1919, " for the purpose of

reaching , if possible, some common ground

of agreement and action with regard to the

future conduct of industry.” President

Loree has since established company

"union ,” but Judge Gary maintained his
position against even the semblance of

collective bargaining.

Former General Executive Board Mem

ber Samuel Lee, of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America, was recently called

to the Eternal Realm . He passed from

this life at the age of sixty - five years, at

Vadillac , Sask. , from heart trouble, while

on his way to his estate in the Province

of Alberta .

Late Brother Lee was born near Brant

ford , Ont . , to where his remains were taken

for interment .

He is survived by his widow , a daughter

and two grandchildren. His wife, daughter

and grand-children are residents of Detroit.

Brother Lee left extensive landed

estate in Canada, to his heirs .

Brother Lee of the original

members of Division No. 26, Detroit, of

which Local he was for several terms an

officer.

In 1889, at the Louisville, Ky., Con

vention of the Amalgamated Association ,

he was elected a member of the General

Executive Board, which position he held

efficiently for two years. He then became

Deputy Labor Commissioner of Michigan,

and later migrated to Alberta , where he

took up a farm , entering wheat production,

and finally became government land

agent . At the time of his death , by pur

chase, he had extended his land holding ,

leaving behind a rich estate .

During the years that late Brother Lee

resided in Detroit , he was one of the leaders

in promoting the labor movement.

an

a

There are forms of slavery worse than

serfdom . The fathers of the Union Label

movement chose the best method for in

suring modern freedom .

a

Workers in organized trades, supported

by fellow craftsmen , live longer and more

happily than their predecessors, Isn't it ,

then , worth while to boost the Union

Label ?
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The General Executive Board convened

in its regular semi-annual session at Asso

ciation Headquarters, Detroit, Mich ., Sep

tember 1 , at 10 o'clock a. m. The Board

will continue its sessions concurrent with

the Twentieth Convention of the Associa

tion held in Birmingham, Ala.

As this journal will be read by many of

the members of the Association, the big

meeting of the Association-the Twentieth

Convention - will be in progress in Birm

ingham , Ala . The Convention will be called

to order Monday, September 12 . From

the reports of delegates elected as submitted

to the General Office, the Convention will

be one of the largest the Association has

held . It will likely continue in session for

some ten days . It is where the laws and

policies of the Association for the next

two years will be made by the delegates

assembled , representing the various Locals.

At Alexandria , La ., the transportation

commission of the city has executed an

agreement with Division No. 981 , a Local

of this Association not long since instituted .

The transportation system in Alexandria is

municipally owned and operated . The

agreement was signed for one year and is

in full recognition of the organization.

It carries with it 5 cents per hour increase

in wages; This is another instance of the

municipally owned and operated trans

portation systems in the United States and

Canada where the operators are organized

and enjoy collective agreement relations

with the municipally owned and operated

property.

Old Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass .,

has renewed its agreement with the em

ploying property to continue to October

31 , 1928. The wage scale was unchanged.

The wage rates in Worcester are 58¢ for

first three months service men ; 63 ¢ for the

next nine months of service ; and 68 ¢

thereafter, upon two-man cars , with rates

of 66 ¢ for first three months service men ;

71 ¢ for the next nine months ; and 764

thereafter for one-man car and bus oper.

ators. Overtime is paid at the rate of

time and one-half. The Local has installed

the six-day week. This will give 14 per

cent more jobs upon the entire system .

This is an indication of the value of organi

zation to the aggregation of unemployed.

It is reported that negotiations will soon

start for a new railway franchise for the

Northern Ohio Power and Light Co. , which

operates from Akron to Cleveland and

from Akron to Canton and Southeast, to

gether with the Akron and Canton city

lines . This property is religiously antago

nistic to organized labor and is very likely

seeking favorable conditions upon which to

repay the expense of the company that it

cost the management to destroy the or

ganizations of the employes.
This is a

matter for deliberation on the part of the

Akron , Ohio , Trades and Labor Council ,

and all Local Unions affiliated therewith.

It is a case of an unfair company seeking

concessions from the public with which to

maintain its unfairness to labor and the

public.

Organized Labor should not lose sight of

the fact that employing bituminous coal

companies in the South coal regions are

now staging a vigorous war on the Coat

Miners' Union. The companies insisted

upon a reduction in wages.
The miners
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upon the public without the protest of the

organized labor movement, it is a signifi

cance that the organized labor movement

is not asserting itself in line with the

methods and policies of progress and in

line with the proper protection of the

public in the matter of employment and

production. While , with a vast majority

of the transportation properties , the em

ploying properties are fair to labor and are

dealing with organized wage workers in

collective agreement relations, yet there

are some properties of certain cities that

are mercilessly unfair and are using every

means of coercion to restrain employes

from organizing. It is these unfair proper

ties that are inviting protest of the organ

ized labor movement in seeking advance

ment privileges in the way of renewed

franchises , increases in fare and control

of the public in relation thereto . Let the

organized wage workers protest. Their

protest will be felt .

AUTOMOBILE FATALITIES RECORD

FOR JUNE, 1927

June , 1927

Total Deaths. 2080

Total Pedestrians. 1500

Pedestrians under 15 years . 620

Number of Deaths Each Day

1925 1926 1927

In January
42 45

In February
50 37 45

In March . 52 42 47

In April.
56 55 55

In May .
58 61 58

In June .
57 58

Total Deaths

(six months)..... .9500 9170 9640

Honor Roll of Cities

The following cities, over 100,000 popu

lation , had no traffic fatalities in June:

Bridgeport, Conn .

Fall River , Mass.

Lawrence, Mass.

Lynn , Mass.

New Haven, Conn.

Oakland, Calif.

San Antonio , Texas.

Seattle, Wash.

Somerville, Mass.

Spokane, Wash .

Wilmington, Del.

The following cities , under 100,000 popu

lation , had no fatalities in June:

Bay City, Mich .

Chelsea, Mass.

49

was

protested and refused to continue employ

ment under reduced wages. The Coal

Miners ' Union , in the present suspension

of work, is striving to maintain wage rates

and bar the reduction in wages and the

imposing of long hours ; thus barring the

reduction of the opportunity of employ

ment. The coal miners should be sub

stantially supported in their endeavor to

maintain their standards of wages in

employment . The miners ' endeavor is an

important struggle and bids to enlist sup

port of the entire American labor move

ment.

In another column of this issue of the

M. and C. appears an explanatory letter

from Divisions Nos . 241 and 308, of

Chicago, 111. , to the Chicago Federation of

Labor, a consideration of which resulted in

placing the Chicago labor movement author

itatively behind the Locals of this Asso

ciation in assisting to obtain franchise

rights in the interest of the employing

property, to contain provisions also in the

interest of the employes and , necessarily ,

the public. This explanatory letter of the

Chicago Locals may well be read by every

member of our Association . It points the

way to what is justifiably favorable to

assisting fair employing transportation prop

erties in obtaining more liberal rights in

the operation of their properties.
This

same course can be followed in every city

in the United States . The letter

supported by oral argument before the

Chicago Federation of Labor by Inter

national Treasurer L. D. Bland , who

pictured to the delegates the Chicago

situation and urged that fair employers in

all cases must be honorably respected and

supported by the organized labor move

ment.

The time has arrived when the American

labor movement should give special appli

cation of its power as a market feature to

the assisting of all fair producing employ

ing properties. This means to put greater

vigor, if possible , into the patronage of

Union Labeled goods, the label of which

acts as a token of assurance
that the

producing property is fair in the employ,

ment of labor.
Also , the time is at hand

when there should be given vigorous con

sideration to the wishes for improvements

on the part of unfair employing corpora

tions. That which transportation proper

ties have to sell is transportation.
Trans

portation is the production of street trans

portation and electric railway properties,

some of these properties that

are seeking favor at the hands of the

public. Among these properties that are

bitterly antagonistic tó fair employment

and force their employes to keep out of

organization are the Baltimore street rail

way property, the Buffalo street railway

property , the Akron street railway property

and some other street railway properties

and bus systems that can be later men

tioned .
If the Akron , Ohio , Baltimore,

Md. , or any other non -union employing

transportation company obtains franchise

rights and further privilege of imposing

69

There are

Chicopee, Mass.

Colorado Springs, Colorado

Davenpor
t
, Iowa. (none since Septembe

r
,

1926 )
Everett , Mass. (none in 1927)

Fitchburg, Mass.

Lakewood, Ohio

Moline, Ill. ( none since January , 1926)

Newton , Mass.

Oak Park , Ill .

Pittsfield , Mass.

Quincy , Mass .

Shreveport, La .Woburn , Mass.--From Public Safety.
In all towns above named street and

electric railway operator
s

are organiz
ed

.
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF INTER

NATIONAL OFFICERS

Divisions Nos. 22, Worcester, and 448 ,

Springfield , Mass., upon their agreement

work . A renewal of agreement was brought

about between those Locals and the em

ploying property. At General Headquarters
he assisted with International President

W. D. Mahon in advisement with the

offlcers of Division No. 26, relative to

agreement work , the pension plan and

Civil Service propositions of the manage

ment of the property. At the close of this

report, August 29, he was at Association

Headquarters, assisting upon the general
affairs of the Association .

new were

International President W. D. Mahon,

aside from giving his attention to the gen .

eral affair of the Association, visited

Cincinnati , Ohio, where he advised with

the officers of Division No. 627 upon the

affairs of that Local and concerning con

vention transportation arrangements. He,

later, visited Chicago , Ill . , where he assisted

the officers of the Locals in preparation for

arbitration of the wage question, as sub

mitted by Divisions Nos. 241 and 308,

with the employing companies. The Locals

are proceeding with preparations for the

arbitration . The arbitration date has not

yet been fixed. While at the General

Office he was in advisement with the

officers of Division No. 26, D. S. R.

Branch , relative to renewal of agreement

relations with the employing property and

pertaining to the question of Civil Service

requirements advocated by the Mayor and

Commission. The situation, as applying to

this subject , is not such that is consistent

in employment under Civil Service rules ,

as the street railway chapter of the charter

of Detroit provides that the property shall

be operated as though privately owned

and operated . It is clear that, to place

the employes under Civil Service rules

would seriously interfere with the opera

tion of the property, in the matter of

maintaining required efficiency on the part

of employes in the operation of the prop

erty . Further, there called to the

attention of the International President the

wishes of the members of Division No. 26

employed by the property , that any pen

sion provision that might be adopted

through conferences with the Commission

should be submitted in agreement relations.

These provisions were under advisement at

the close of this report, August 29 .

Second International Vice- President P. J.

O'Brien , at Pittsfield, Mass . , assisted Divi.

sion No. 496 upon agreement work. At

Lynn he adjusted a grievance in the interest

of Division No. 238. At Thompsonville,

Conn . , he attended and addressed a meet

ing of Division No. 452, at which meeting

officers elected and installed .

At Methuen, Mass . , he , with Vice -President

Fitzgerald and Board Member John H.

Reardon , addressed a joint meeting of

Divisions Nos . 261 , Lawrence, and 280,

Lowell. He also consulted with them

upon the question of organizing bus oper .

At Providence, R. I. , he conferred

with the officers of Division No. 618

upon bus organization extension work. Per

his report of August 20 , agreement work

in Pittsfield , in the interest of Division

No. 496, was yet unfinished.

ators .

was
Fourth International Vice-President Geo .

A. Dean visited Sacramento , Calif . , where

he attended and addressed a meeting of

Division No. 256 . He reports the Local

to be in a progressive state and well

officered . At San Jose, he attended and

addressed a meeting of Division No. 265.

Aside from lack of attendance at meetings ,

he reports that this Local is strong in

organization and is being conducted by

efficient officers . Per his report of August

14 , he was at San Francisco , in view of

attending meetings of Divisions Nos. 518

and 687.

International Treasurer L. D. Bland , at

the close of this report , was in advisement

with the officers of Divisions Nos. 241 and

308, Chicago, Ill., in the process of arbitra

tion preparations,

Seventh International Vice-PresidentJas.

Largay, at Cleveland, Ohio, assisted Divi

sion No. 268 upon organization extension

work, as applying to bus installation . He

left this situation in the hands of the Local

Officers when he dispatched to

Rochester, N. Y. , in the interest of Divi

sion No. 282, relative to internal affairs

of the Local. He was in attendance upon

this situation , per his report of August 20 .

was

First International Vice - President Wm. B.

Fitzgerald , aside from assisting upon the

general affairs of the Association, at Head.

quarters, was dispatched to New York in

advisement with G. E. B. Member P. J.

Shea upon the injunction proceedings that

are in a state of appeal. He also advised

with A. F. of L. Organizer High Frayne,

Board Member Shea and others relative to

the organizing work proceeding in that

city . From New York he visited Methuen ,

Mass ., where he attended a joint meeting

of Divisions Nos . 280, Lowell , and 261,

Lawrence , Mass ., the nature of which was

social. He advised with the Joint Advisory

Board of the Eastern Massachusetts Locals

upon the affairs of those Locals, and

visited Boston , where he was in advise

ment with the Officers of Division No. 589

upon the affairs of that Local . He also

in advisement with the officers of

Thirteenth International Vice-President

Robert B. Armstrong, at Springfield, Ill.,

attended a Joint Advisory Board meeting

of Divisions Nos. 905, Danville; 906,

Decatur; 907, Springfield: 908, Peoria , 111.

and 909 , St. Louis, Mo., upon the question

of preparing by-laws to govern the Board,

While in Springfield he attended and

addressed a meeting of Division No. 907.

At. St. Louis, Mo., he assisted Division

No. 788 upon grievanc ework, which waswas
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G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt , at

Ogden, Utah , attended and addressed

meeting of Division No. 418. He advised

with the officers relative to the affairs of

the Local and reports that the Local is

well officered and in good shape. Per his

report of August 20 , he had arrived at

St. Joseph , Mo., to where he had been

dispatched for advisement with Division

No. 847 .

pending, per his report of August 20, as

was also the question of adoption of the

Joint Advisory Board by-laws by Division

No. 907, Springfield, Ili . , as affecting its

relations with the other Locals of the

Illinois Traction property.

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow, at Wheaton, Ill . , assisted Divi

sion No. 215 upon agreement work. While

engaged upon this work he, at interims,

assisted Division No. 900, Highwood , I11 . ,

upon grievance work and attended a meet

ing of Division No. 241 , in Chicago . Per

his report of August 20 , the agreement

work in the interest of Division No. 215 ,

Wheaton, Ill. , was yet in conference

stage .

G. E. B.
B. Member Magnus Sinclair ,

within the period of this report, visited

Lima, Ohio , where he addressed a meet

ing of Division No. 852. Per his report of

August 21 , this Local is in good condition

and well officered .

G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch com

pleted his work on grievances in the

interest of Divisions Nos. 118, Pottsville,

and 433, Lansford , Pa. , as per his report

of July 30 .

a

was

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson , at

Macon, Ga . , assisted Division No. 898

upon agreement work and was successful in

renewing the old agreement for another

year, with slight changes. While there,

he addressed the Macon Trades and Labor

Council . At Alexandria , La ., he assisted

Division No. 981 upon agreement work .

The members of this Local are employeci

under municipal ownership and operation

of the system . The Local was successful

in obtaining an agreement with the city

administration of the property for a period

of one year, which carries with it an in

crease of 5 cents per hour in wages and

time and one-half for overtime . While at

Alexandria he attended and addressed

meeting of the Alexandria Central Trades

Council and reports organization in general

to be in good shape in that city .

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, per

his report of July 30, reports the successful

completing of agreement work in the

interest of Division No. 614, Moose Jaw ,

Sask . The agreement extends to

all classes of employes eligible to member

ship in the Amalgamated Association and

carries with it beneficial features.

He reports the Local to be in fine shape

and well officered .

a

cover

some

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , at New

York and Brooklyn , N. Y. , assisted in

obtaining the reinstatement of discharged

members of Division No. 977 . He

also in advisement with the attorneys upon

the injunction appeal case, as affecting the

International Officers and members of Divi

sion No. 977 . In the course of his work

he had with him in advisement upon the

situation , International Vice- President Wm.

B. Fitzgerald . Per his report of August 21 ,
the work of organization extension is

proceeding .

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon

associated with International Vice - Presidents

Wm . B. Fitzgerald and P. J. O'Brien ,

with officers of the various Locals of

Eastern Massachusetts , upon the subject of

bus operation and extension of organization

to include newly installed busses upon the

various properties , together with effecting

proper seniority rights upon those proper

ties. He also attended the joint mass

meeting of Divisions Nos. 280 , Lowell, and

261, Lawrence, Mass . , which was held at

Methuen, Mass., and attended and ad

dressed by the three International Officers.

At Waltham , Mass . , assisted Division

No. 600 in adjustment of conditions to

absorb end trippers into runs ; also upon the

bus situation , At Fitchburg and Wor

cester , Mass. , he endeavored to adjust a

seniority question which had arisen from

the transfer of runs and the installing of

busses, affecting the members of Divisions

Nos . 22 , Worcester, and 690, Fitchburg .

Upon the affairs of the Boston Local, Divi

sion No. 589, he reports that renewal of

agreement has been consummated. At the

close of his report, August 20, he

assisting Division No. 620 , Framingham ,

Mass., upon agreement work . He reports

that the property , which is in the hands

of a receiver , has been docketed to be

sold August 31 , and expects that agree

ment work cannot be completed in the

interest of this Local until after this sale .

SIXTEENTH ANNUAL SAFETY

CONGRESS CALLED

It is held by the National Safety Council

that “ organized accident prevention efforts"

have conserved the lives of 122,764 men ,

women and children since 1913 . Within

the years , inclusive, of 1913 and 1926, 14

years , it is estimated that approximately

1,146,428 persons met death by accidents.

The 16th Annual Safety Congress is this

year called to
convene in Chicago , I11 . ,

September 26, and to continue to include

September 30. Among the various sections

of the Safety Council will be a session of

the Electric Railways. The publicity

director, in dwelling upon this feature , gives

out the following :

" An unusually large delegation from the

electric railway companies is expected at

the sixteenth annual safety congress which

will be held at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago,

from September 26-30, inclusive . Ralph W.

Emerson , V. P. and Gen. Mgr. of the

was
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strikes directly at the basic eight-hour day.

In making such a suggestion the rail

road presidents show that they do not

have understanding of the temper of the

workers , and that they are out of tune

with the progressive section of the

employers. Their blunder is likely to add

to the growing suspicion that business

executives often taken up with

technicalities of operation that they have

no time to see business problems in relation

to the larger issues of life and the nation .

In this case they seem to approach in the

spirit of little men with petty, niggardly

solutions, a big problem affecting vitally

not only 2,000,000 rail workers and their

families, but the rest of the 100,000,000

American people.

PRESENT WAGE RATES TRACED

TO UNIONISM

Cleveland Railway Company , has arranged

a program of real interest. A warm wel

come will be extended to the new members

and visitors who will be introduced to the

old timers at the opening session of this

section, which will be held on Tuesday

morning.

"TrumanCurtis, ofthe Chicago , Aurora

& Elgin Railroad Co. , will present

synopsis of the best things brought out at

previous congresses . Clinton D. Smith , of

the Beaver Valley Traction Co. , will dwell

on " Selecting and Training of New Men

and Their Relation to Safety ." Lemuel

M. Brown , Vice- President , Interstate Public

Service Co. , Indianapolis , has for his sub

ject " Courtesy and Its Relation to Accident

Prevention ." " Design and Maintenance of

Equipment as a Factor in Safety " will be

dwelt on by Harry H. Adams, of the

Chicago Surface Lines. A. W. Koehler , of

the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light

Co., will speak on “ Organization and Func

tioning of Safety Committees.” Col. Ed.

ward C. Spring, of the Lehigh Valley

Transit Co., will talk about “ The Power

of Safety in the Electric Railway Industry .”

“ What I Think of Safety " will be told by

Vice -President P. J. McGrath of the Amal

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America, J. S.

Kubu, of the Cleveland Railways Co. , will

dwell on “ Specific Ways to Prevent Col

lisions With Other Vehicles in Urban

Centers and At Grade Crossings." A

statistical review of the accident experiences

of electric railways will be presented by

G. R. Whitmore ,of the Illinois Power &

Light Corp. H. K. Bennett , of the United

Electric Railways Co. , Providence, will

speak on " Utilizing, the Radio ." A. W.

Koehler will preside at round table

discussion ."

no

Employers who favor welfare work and

the company " union " are not justified in

claiming credit for initiating the American

high -wage policy , writes William Green ,

editor of American Federationist , current

issue.

“ Those who know American business

executives," said Mr. Green , "may well ask

these questions:

“ If there had been trade unions ,

would American industries be paying the

present high - wage rates ?

“ If there had been no trade unions,

would industries have devised employe

representation plans?

" If there had been trade unions ,

would companies have established employe

stock ownership plans, old -age pensions,

group insurance, etc. ?

" The union remains as before the era of

industrial welfare , the

authority and competence to set standards

for wage earners . It is the only agency

free enough to give management the benefit

of work experience that management needs

in order to know production progress."

no

a

one agency with

EMPLOYERS' UNION BLUNDERS

Electrical Workers Journal

LABOR'S PART IN HUMAN PROGRESS

We thought everything that could be

said about the eight -hour day had been

said not only by labor but by economists ,

physicians, the Congress of the United

States, social workers, enlightened capital

ists , humanists in general . We thought

that one social tenet had been built so

firmly into the American commonwealth,

that no group, however powerful, would

have the temerity to try to tear it out ;

namely, that workers' health , happiness and

citizenship can be conserved by a short

workday without impairment to production .

However, we were mistaken.

Now the Union of Railroad

Presidents with a proposal for stabilizing

employment on the railroads. Neglecting

such obvious and time -tested solutions as

work -planning, reduction of the work

week and unemployment insurance , the

union of Railroad Presidents' (in a recent

report made at the instance of the Inter

state Commerce Commission ) prize remedy

is that employees consent to work 9 or

10 hours a day without extra pay during

times of increased business activity. This

comes

There are numerous elements in society

that have contributed to the progress of

the human race , but the most important

and the most fundamental factor of them

all is the part that labor has played in

making the world what it is today.

The doom of chattel slavery was pro

nounced in the heart and mind of labor

before the abolition of this institution be

came a live issue. It spread like a prairie

fire with the westward march of the free

soilers of the north andin the fullness of

time was taken up by all classes of society,

with the result that the legalized rigḥt of

one man to own another was abolished .

Long before chattel slavery disappeared

labor had championed, fostered and actually

succeeded in securing the establishment of

our public school system which has made

general education possible.

It was labor that first advocated the

establishment of the Australian
ballot
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TURKS ANXIOUS TO EMIGRATEsystem and there is hardly any really

advanced legislation that has been enacted

into law during recent years but what

organized labor has been among the fore

most champions for it .

More and more organized labor is be

coming the backbone and mainspring of

democracy, not only in the United States

but in every other country on the face of

the earth .

The main reason for the important posi

tion occupied by labor today is that it

represents directly a larger fraction of the

human race than any other element of

society . In its larger sense it comprises a

greater number than all other factors com

bined . It, therefore, becomes the most

fundamental and far -reaching factor that

enters into the make-up of human society:

In addition to playing so large and

fundamental a part in the formation of

modern society the general welfare of the

remainder of society is largely dependent

upon the degree of prosperity enjoyed by

labor . It has been demonstrated again and

again that the more prosperous labor is

the greater will be the prosperity and suc

cess of all business and professional ele

ments of society. Consequently the greatest

folly that any business or professional man

can commit is to do anything that tends

to reduce wages
undermine working

conditions, or do anything else that

detrimental to labor.

So thoroughly and completely is the

truth of what has just been said coming

to be recognized today that a rapidly

growing number of the larger employers

now recognize that their own success in

business must depend very largely , upon

labor getting as large wages as possible in

order to enable labor to buy whatever

products they manufacture.

What is more, labor has the political

power and the financial strength to domin

ate both politically and industrially at any

time that the workers awaken to a realiza

tion of their own strength and learn to

put petty and unimportant differences aside

in order to be able to act as one unit.

Labor has much left to learn and a long

ways to develop before it attains its full

strength , but it is making steady progress,

nevertheless, and present indications

that it will forge to the front more rapidly

than ever before during the years that lie

immediately before us.-East Bay Labor

Journal.

Constantinople -- A boy of 12, speaking

Greek, Turkish , French, German, English

and Italian can earn only $5.00 monthly

here. Prices for staples are : Eggs 35€

a dozen , bread 9 ¢ a loaf , butter 85 € a

pound, sugar 10 ¢ a pound, beef 18 € a

pound, mutton 22 ¢ a pound. With living

standards so low , a six -language boy earns

MONTHLY an American unskilled laborer's

DAILY wage. Great numbers of people

here live, therefore, on the narrow edge of

starvation . Tens of thousands must be

content with meals of bread plus a green

onion , with perhaps a Sunday dinner

addition of olives or curds.

There is much unemployment here .

Everyone wants to go to America, where

stable government means steady work at

the highest wages in the world . Immigra

tion quotas are filled from 10 to , in some

places, even 30 yearsahead . Since America

closed her doors, The Argentine, Brazil ,

Germany, Switzerland have done the same.

Immigration restriction against the Mediter

ranean is being advocated in Norway and

in Sweden . In France and in Austria ,

wholesale deportations are proposed to

lessen unemployment among the native

citizenry.

If America's restriction bars were to be

removed , the only limit to a deluge -like

infow would be the carrying capacity of

ships. Each newcomer means that much

lowering of American standards of living.

All Americans , but particularly American

Labor, must be alert against propaganda of

" sob stuff ” stories , aimed to weaken the

Johnson Quota Act when Congress next

meets.-I . S. C.

or

1S

MINERS ASK SEVEN HOURS

are

Southport, England -- The Miners' Federa

tion of Great Britain will use all the

power it possesses to bring about the

repeal of the eight-hour act ,

This decision was unanimously agreed to

at the annual conference here. Before last

year's strike the miners worked seven hours ,

but the law was amended at the request of

the coal owners . Eight hours is exclusive

of the time necessary to reach the face of

the coal . It was revealed that the long

hours has increased the number of acci

dents.

The conference rejected a resolution that

would permit members to afflliate with the

Communist Party : The discussion on the

resolution was vigorous, President Smith

pointed his finger at one “ left winger" and

said : “ If the Communists don't like our

system and method let them get out ,

They are better out of the movement than

in it . We don't want such men as you

inside the federation . You in the

fight . Stand four-square or get out."

AMERICAN CONFEDERATION OF

LABOR CONVENTION CALL

Call for the convening of the 47th Con

vention of the American Federation of

Labor is now out. The Convention will be

held this year at Los Angeles, Calif., to

convene at 10:00 o'clock , a. m ., Monday,
October 3.

The call is issued by Presi

Green
and Secretary Frank

Morrison.

are

dent Wm .

Root for the Union Label and swell your

store of self -respect.

The man who wins is the man who works,

Who neither labor nor trouble shirks;

Who uses his hands, his head , his eyes ;

The man who wins is the man who tries .
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Disbursements from the Death, Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of July, 1927 ,

were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows :

Death Benefits

Mrs. Katherine Mullen (Mullins), beneficiary,
death claim of John Mullen ( John J.

Mullins) . deceased , late member of Div.

No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Myocarditis . . $ 800.00

Gertrude Pierce, beneficiary, death claim of

George E. Pierce,deceased , late member
of Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass .; cause ,
Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Katherine A. Kraft , beneficiary, death claim

of Walter E. Kraft, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 22, Worcester , Mass.; cause,

Ulcer of Stomach and Abscess of Left

Lung : 800.00

Angus MacInnis, financial secretary of Div.
No. 101 , for beneficiary, death claim of

Malcolm Morrison , deceased , late member
of Div . No. 101, Vancouver, B. C.; cause,

Nephritis and Uraemia . 800.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 215, for beneficiary,
death claim of Walter Carl Laatz, de

ceased , late member of Div. No. 215 ,

Wheaton , Ill.: cause, Carcinoma of Stom

ach , Spine and Lungs ... 100.00

Mary Elizabeth Graham , beneficiary , death

claim of Walter S. Graham , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 587, Seattle , Wash .;

cause , Syphilis Cerebro Spinal Valvular

Disease, Cardiac Hypertrophy and Dilata
tion . 100.00

John W. Porter , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 174, for payment of
funeral , tombstone and other expenses ,

death claim of Simon Thibodeau , deceased ,

iate member of Div, No. 174, Fall River ,

Mass.; cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis,

Laryngeal Tuberculosis and Cancer of

Esophagus .. 661.14

Mrs. E. W. Lewis, beneficiary, balance due

on death claim of Carlos E. Corruth , de
ceased , late member of Div. No. 600 ,

Waltham , Mass .; cause, Angina pectoris ... 168.45

L. D. Bowman, financial secretary of Div.

No. 813 , to be applied on bill of funeral

expenses, death claim of John Fleet

Perrine, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 813, Fairmont , West Va .; cause , Shot

in back , knee and left thumb - murdered .. 200.00

H. L. Thomas, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div . No. 757, for beneficiary,

death claim of Henry W .. Tonges, de
ceased , late member of Div. No. 757 ,

Portland , Oregon ; cause , Strangulated

Femoral Hernia. 300.00

Mrs. Bessie G. Eichenmiller, beneficiary,

death claim of G. A. Eichen miller, de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause , Carcinoma of

Stomach 800.00

George E. Adams, financial Secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 215 , for beneficiary .

death claim of Louis P. Abell , deceased,

late member of Div . No. 215 , Wheaton ,

111.; cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage... 250.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 241, for payment of funeral and

tombstone bills, death claim of Michael

Pappas (Mike Exerhos) , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Organic Heart Disease . 275.00

William R. Murphy, administrator of estate

of deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim

of William W. Hagen , deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass .; cause ,

Fracture of Skull caused by being struck

by pole when looking out door of car while

on duty
800.00

Nicholas Wilslow, beneficiary, death claim

of Thomas Wilslow , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 518, San Francisco, Calif .;

cause , General Peritonitis and Perforated

Gastric Ulcer .
800.00

Jane Fitzpatrick , beneficiary, death claim of

Dennis Fitzpatrick , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 518, San Francisco, Calif.;

cause , Broncho Pneumonia . 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308 , for beneficiary, death claim

of Edward B. Johnson , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause ,
800.00Pulmonary Tuberculosis .

Mrs. Elizabeth Hall, beneficiary, death claim

of John Hall , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cerebral

Apoplexy . 800.00

Mrs. Anna Sullivan , beneficiary, death claim

of John P. Sullivan , deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Carcinoma Pancreas extending into Liver .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Featherstone ,, beneficiary, death

claim of John J. Featherstone, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 261, Lawrence ,

Mass.; cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis ... 800.00

Rosa J. Fix , beneficiary, death claim of

Albert C. Fix , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause, De
mentia Paralytica ... 800.00

Mrs. Rosalie F. Romagosa , beneficiary, death

claim of Felix B. Romagosa , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 194, New Orleans , La .;

cause, Myocarditis and Acute Parenchy

matous Nephritis . 800.00

Minnie C. Milnor, beneficiary , death claim

of Clarence H. Milnor, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 518 , San Francisco, Calif .;

cause , Acute Broncho Pneumonia , 800.00

M. J. Hennessey, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 448, for beneficiary,
death claim of Bert N. Delisle , deceased,

late member of Div . No. 448, Springfield ,

Mass.; cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis 800.00

Nellie Leahy , beneficiary, death claim of J. F.

Leahy, deceased , late member of Div . No.

620 , Framingham , Mass.; cause, Accident

Injured in street car collision , causing

Crushing of Skull and Face .. 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Savory, beneficiary, death

claim of Edward V. Savory, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago ,' 111.;

cause, Cerebra! Hemorrhage.
800.00

Mrs. Helen Mitchell, beneficiary , death claim

of William Mitchell , deceased , late member
of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ilu ; cause ,
Organic Heart Disease 800.00

Mrs. Gertrude Fitzgerald , beneficiary , death

claim of Patrick Fitzgerald , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 537 , Holyoke, Mass.;
cause , Accident - Compound Fracture of

both bones of right leg and Embolism from

being struck by automobile .
800.00

Julia Carroll, executrix of will of deceased, for

beneficiaries, death claim of James Carroll,

deceased , late member of Div , No. 819,

Newark , N. J .; cause , Pulmonary Tubercu

losis .. 800.00

Elizabeth Eigenbroad, beneficiary , death

claim of Cooney Eigenbroad , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 819, Newark, N. J .;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia ..
300.00

William W. Kammerling, administrator of

estate of deceased, forbeneficiaries , death

claim of Herman F. Lambrecht. deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 589, Boston ,

Mass.; cause , Appendix Abscess and

Broncho Pneumonia
800.00

Sarah Cleary , beneficiary , death claim of

Thomas Cleary , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589. Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Multiple Injuries sustained inan accident

when crushed by electric car ...
800.00

Mrs. Corrine Potvin Dufresne , beneficiary,

death claim of Georges Dufresne, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 790, Montreal ,

Quebec; cause , Crushed between two street

cars in an accident, which caused Trauma

of Right Hip and Leg .:
Nellie M. Pitcock, beneficiary, death claim

of J. H. Pítcock , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 662, Pueblo, Colo.; cause , Aortic

Aneurism and Myocarditis ...

R. C. Lane , financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 690, for beneficiaries, death claim

of Ellis G. Sanders, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 690, Pitchburg, Mass.; cause ,

Valvular Heart Disease..
800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 308 , to be applied on bill of
funeral expenses ,death claim ofMarcella

B. Gienn, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 308 , Chicago, IN .; cause , Apoplexy

Yeghsapet Leblebijian, ' beneficiary. balance

due on death claim of Aram Leblebijian.

deceased , late member of Div. No. 26 ,

Detroit , Mich .; cause, Pulmonary Tubercu

losis ..
Rosana Trotter, beneficiary . death claim of

Robert J. Trotter, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage..
Wilma Brezinger, beneficiary, death

claim of John Brezinger, (Bresinger), de

800.00

800.00

150.00

590.00

800.00

Mrs.
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William

ceased, late member of Div. No. 241,

Chicago, I11 .; cause , Ruptured Gangrenous

Appendix ... 800.00

Helen Pelke, beneficiary , death claim of

August Pelke, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 972 , Bridgeport, Conn .; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia .. 250.00

Susan Kiley, beneficiary , death claim of

William J. Kiley, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 600 , Waltham , Mass.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage. 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Clark , beneficiary, death claim

of George C. Clark, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 192 , Oakland, Calif.; cause ,

Valvular Heart Disease and Debility .. 800.00

Mrs. Eliza Graham , beneficiary, death claim

of Archie Graham , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 688 , Newport, R. I .; cause ,

Arterio Sclerosis and Angina Pectoris . 500.00
P. J. McGrath , financial secretary and treas

urer of Div . No. 85 , for Guardian of minor

beneficiary , death claim of William Kelly,

deceased , late member of Div . No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause, Tubercular Menin

gitis 800.00

Clara Shannon , beneficiary, death claim of

James Shannon, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 582, Útica, N. Y.; cause , General
Peritonitis from Ruptured Gangrenous

Appendicitis . 800.00

Lucretia McGinnis , beneficiary, death claim

of T. McGinnis, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 628, Covington , Ky .; cause ,

Carcinoma of Sigmoid ... 800.00

Mrs. Clara Kettell, beneficiary, death claim
of Richard W. Kettell , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill .; cause ,
Pernicious Anemia .. 600.00

Mrs. Vioia Quicksill, beneficiary, death claim

of Fred Quicksill, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 540 , Trenton , N. J .; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage and Diabetes ... 800.00

Mrs. Johanna Heffernan, beneficiary, death
claim of Maurice Heffernan , deceased, late

member of Div, No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;
cause , Chronic Myocarditis and Acute
Dilatation .. 800.00

Maggie Massino , beneficiary , death claim of

Frank Massino, deceased, late member of

Diy ... No. 168, Scranton , Pa .; cause , Auto

mobile Accident - Causing Compound Frac
ture of Skull . 800.00

M. J. Hennessey.financial secretary and
treasurer of Div. No, 448 , for beneficiaries,

death ciaim of Patrick Bryson, deceased,
late member of Div. No. 448 , Springfield ,

Mass .; cause, Chronic Interstitial Nephritis . 800.00

Teresa Agnes Stremick , beneficiary, death

claim of Louis Joseph Stremick, deceased ,
late member of Div . No. 757 , Portland ,

Oregon; cause, T.B. Peritonitis. .
700.00

Nora Bushee, beneficiary, death claim of

Peter Bushee, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 618 , Providence , R. I .; cause ,

Diabetes Mellitus, Gangrene right 'leg and

Surgical shock from operation 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Murphy, beneficiary, death

claim of James J. Murphy ,deceased , late
member of Div . No, 241, Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis ... 500.00

Wilbert Thomas, beneficiary , death claim of

Howard A. Thomas , deceased , late mem
ber of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause ,
Endocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Ida Watson Stone, beneficiary , death

claim of W. S. Watson, deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn .;

cause, Carcinoma of Bladder ... 800.00

Mrs. Rose Fangman, beneficiary, death claim

of Henry Fangman ,deceased, 'late member

of Div. No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause ,
Intestinal Obstruction 350.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Saland, beneficiary , death

claim of J. Saland, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 822, Paterson , N. J .; cause ,
Acute Indigestion . 500.00

Matilda Elizabeth Phillips, beneficiary, death

claim of William Russell Phillips, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 757, Portland ,

Ore .; cause , Chronic Myocarditis, Hyper
tension and Uremia 800.00

M. J. Hennessey, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 448 , for beneficiaries ,

death claim of Adlbert W. Race, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 448 , Springfield ,
Mass.; cause, Sarcoma . 800.00

Evelyn 'c . Saunders, beneficiary , death claim

of Lyman Saunders ,deceased, late member

of Div. No. 624 , Buffalo , N. Y.; cause,

Endocarditis and Nephritis ... 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Prindiville McMahon, bene.

ficiary , death claim of John Frank Mc

Mahon, deceased, late member of Div. No.

425 , Hartford, Conn .; cause, Angina Pec

toris and Chronic Myocarditis .. 800.00

Irene Lincks, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles E. Lincks , deceased , late member
of Div. No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,

Myocarditis and Nephritis . 800.00

Mrs. Sarah O'Sullivan , beneficiary , death

claim of John J. O'Sullivan, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, 111 .;

cause : Acute Dilitation of Heart.. 800.00

Mrs. Delia Mathews, beneficiary , death claim

of Owen Mathews, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Purulent Cholecystitis (Empyema of Gali

Bladder) .. 800.00

Mrs. Alice Kellams, beneficiary , death claim

of Carl Kellams, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause ,

Broncho- Pneumonia . 800.00

Marie M. Erickson, beneficiary , death claim

of Peter E. Erickson, deceased, late mem
ber of Div. No. 589 , Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Prostrate Hypertrophy .. 800.00

Ernst O. M. Fehrnstrom , power of attorney

for beneficiary , death claim of

McConnell, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Pulmonary
lubrication received in upper jaw from

Abscess of teeth . 800.00

Mrs. Bertha H. Shaw, beneficiary , death

claim of Nathan R. Shaw, deceased , late
member of Div , No. 589 , Boston , Mass.;

cause , Myocarditis and Arterio Sclerosis... 800.00

Rose McElroy, beneficiary, death claim of

Hugh McElroy, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia .. 800.00

Annie J. Higgins, beneficiary, death claim of

Patrick Higgins, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Coro
nary Sclerosis and Angina pectoris . 800.00

George Durand , president and business agent
of Div . No. 192, for beneficiary , death

claim of C. C. Burkett, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 192, Oakland, Calif.;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage ... 800.00

Angile M. Simpson , beneficiary , death claim

of Reginald Simpson , deceased , late mem
ber of Div . No. 587 , Seattle , Wash.;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia . 250.00

Mrs. Anna Horlacker, beneficiary , death

claim of John Horlacker (Horlacher ), de
ceased , late member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 800.00

Isabella LeFever, beneficiary, death claim of

Anthony LeFever, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y .; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs. Minnie McDermott, beneficiary, death

claim of John McDermott , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass.;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage ., 800.00

Mrs. Bridget Doolin , beneficiary , death claim

of James Doolin , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 118 , Pottsville, Pa .; cause ,

Pneumonia terminating in Empyema .. 800.00

Lillian 0. Mulhall, beneficiary, death claim

of 0. Z. Olson, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I .; cause,

Rheumatic Heart Disease 800.00

Mrs. Elsie Warren , beneficiary, death claim

of Spurgeon Allen Warren, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 733, Anniston , Ala .;
cause, Operation for Kidney Stones. 800.00

Mrs. Agnes Poldauf, beneficiary, death claim

of Fred Poldauf, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, General

Paralysis of the Insane .. 250.00

Dorthy D. MacAdam , beneficiary, death

claim of William MacAdam , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 542, Waterloo , N. Y .;
cause , Chronic Myocarditis and Chronic

Nephritis . 400.00

Hannah J. Taylor, beneficiary, death claim

of John J. Taylor, deceased, late member
of Div. No. 589 , Boston , Mass.; cause,

Septic Leg and Broncho- Pneumonia . 800.00

Disability Benefits

John Marshall, member of Div . No. 687 , San

Francisco , Calif.; cause , Concussion of the

Spine and general shock caused by a fall

off rear platform of while working

thereon, causing total disability .... 800.00

car

1
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Pa.;

one de

J. G. Penney, member of Div . No. 85 , Pitts John P. Spillane, member of Div. No. 282,

bufgh, cause , Controller blew up Rochester, N. Y. 800.00

burning him severely on face and neck and Frank Egbert, member of Div. No. 85, Pitts
causing total disability 800.00 burgh , Pa... 800.00

Robert J. Ferguson , member of Div . No. 618 , Herman Karnett , member of Div . No. 241 ,

Providence, R. I .; cause , Accident- While Chicago , Ill ... 800.00

operating high speed Woonsocket Line as J. Ackerman, member of Div . No.: 194 , New
motorman , switch was left open causing Orleans , La.... 800.00

collision with work car , losing C. A. Larson , member of Div . No. 441 , Des
below knee and compound fracture Moines, Iowa . 800.00

other leg .. 800.00 James Flaherty , member of Div. No. 85 ,

Old Age Benefits Pittsburgh , Pa... 800.00

Joseph E. Nelson , member of Div . No. 441 , Robert T. Gish, member of Div. No. 192,
Des Moines , Iowa . 800.00 Oakland , Calif.. , 800.00

Thomas Markey, member of Div. No. 113 ,

Toronto, Ont... 800.00 Total . $65,794.59 23

I n M e mori a m

man

we

our

4
448

By Div . No. 779, Sioux City , Iowa

Whereas : Almighty God in his infinite wisdom

has seen fit to remove from our midst our esteemed

brother , J. W. Motts, in whose death have

lost a true and loyal member; and, while we know

that words cannot alleviate the grief of the be

loved widow and family, yet we feel it will be a
consolation for them to know that faithful friends

and brothers offer their deepest sympathy in this ,

their dark hour of affliction ; therefore , be it
Resolved : That we , the members of Local Divi

sion
No. 779, Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employees of America, extend

our heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the be

reaved family of our late brother; and , be it further
Resolved : That the charter of Division No. 779,

of the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America be draped

for a period of thirty days, a copy of these reso

lutions be sent to the bereaved family, that they

be spread upon the minutes of this meeting and a

copy sent to the Motorman and Conductor for

publication .

July 20 , 1927 .

D. OTTO RICE ,

C. J. CARLSON ,

H. T. WOODWARD,

Resolution Committee.

By Div. No. 638 , Cedar Rapids , Iowa

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in His infinite
wisdom has seen fit to remove from our midst

our esteemed brother , Frank M. Belknap , in whose

death we have lost a true and loyal member, and ,

while we know that words cannot alleviate the grief

of the beloved widow and family, yet we feel it
will be a consolation for them to know that faith
ful friends and brothers offer their deepest sympathy

in this , their sad hour of affliction ; therefore, be it
Resolved : That we , the members of Local

Division No. 683, Amalgamated Association of Street
and Electric Railway Employees of America, extend
our heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the

bereaved family of our late brother ; and be it further
Resolved : That copies of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes , sent to the bereaved

widow and published in the Motorman and Con
ductor.

Attest : FRANK J. FLAHERTY, Pres .

L. A. WALKER , Secy .

and Conductor for publication and a copy

spread on the minutes of this organization.
August 1 , 1927 .

Attest : WILLIAM J. SUTTER , President .

HARRY SOLOMON , Secretary .

By Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

wisdom and mercy has called to his Eternal Home

beloved brother, Bert N. Delisle , in whose

death we have lost a true and loyal brother and
his wife and child a loving husband and father ;
therefore, be it
Resolved: That the members of Division

extend to the bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy

and share with them in their bereavement ; and , be
it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family , a copy sent to the

Motorman and Conductor for publication and that

our charter be draped for a period of thirty days .

E. A. KICKLEY,

F. A. SPAFFORD,

J. W. LEONARD .

Committee .

By Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas : Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

has seen fit to remove from this earth our beloved

brother, A. W. Pace , in whose death we have lost

a faithful member , and his family a loving husband

and father , and , while we know that words cannot

lighten the sorrow of those loved ones.

Resolved : That we , the members of Division 448 ,

extend to the bereaved family our heartfelt sym

pathy in this , their hour of sorrow ; and , be it further
Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family, a copy sent to the

Motorman and Conductor for publication , and that
our charter be draped for a period of thirty days.

HENRY TWOHEY ,

J. P. COUGHLIN ,

J. W. LEONARD

Committee .

By Div. No , 448, Springfield , Mass.

By Div . No. 568 , Erie , Pa.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father , in His infinite

wisdom and power, has seen fit to suddenly remove
from our midst our beloved officer and brother,

Daniel H. Coughlin , in whose death we have lost

a true and loyal officer and brother , his family a

loving husband and father, and we feel the loss

of a true and loyal friend ; therefore, be it
Resolved : That we , the members of Division

568 , A , A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , in regular meet

ing assembled, extend to the bereaved widow and

family our heartfelt sympathy and consolation in

this , their dark hour of affliction , that they may

know that true and loyal friends are sharing the
loss with them ; and be it further

Resolved : That , as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for

thirty days. that a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family, a copy to the Motor

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

remove from our midst Brother Patrick Bryson ; and
Whereas: We bow in humble submission to Him

who knoweth best, yet we feel it will be a consola
tion for them to know that faithful friends and
brothers extend to them our heartfelt sympathy:

therefore, be it
Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family , a copy sent to the

Motorman and Conductor for publication , and

that our charter be draped for a period of thisty

days .

J. E. CONLIN ,

JOHN J. KUNE,

J. W. LEONARD,

Committee

By Div . No. 215, Wheaton, Ill .

Whereas : Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

has seen fit to remove from our midst our loyal

friend and brother, Thomas Holborn ; and
Whereas : Brother Holborn was an efficient work

man , a loyai brother , and a loving father , be it
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Resolved : That we extend to the family and rela

tives our sincere sympathy in their loss ; further,

Resolved : That we send copies of these resolu

tions to the family of our deceased brother, to the

offcial journal , spread them upon the minutes of

the meeting and drape our charter in mourning

for a period of thirty days.
C. KELLY,

V. HARTIGAN ,

WM . FRAZER .

Resolution Committee.

Resolved : That, as we mourn the loss and appre

ciate the sorrow that has come to his immediate

household-the blow that has smitten so many

hearts, we tender our deepest sympathy to them ,
as we mourn with them the loss of our dear brother.

In the knowledge of the faithful and fraternal life of

the departed brother ; with faith in the tender

ministrations of that Omnipresent Spirit, which

pitties and pardons and blesses so lovingly , may

each mourning heart find solace and comfort and

peace, is our profound wish .

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon our records, a copy be sent to the

family of the deceased brother , and published in

the Motorman and Conductor.

OLIN E. PIERCE ,

LAWRENCE W.KENNEY,

WALTER ESANCY,

Committee on Resolutions .

Aug. 1 .

By Div . No. 215 , Wheaton , Ill .

Whereas: The Supreme Ruler of the universe

has removed to his Heavenly Home our esteemed

and worthy brother, Ira Runyan ; and

Whereas: Brother Runyan was one of the oldest

employees of the Chicago, Aurora & Elgin Com

pany , and a true union brother , whose kindly manner

made for him many friends ; therefore , be it
Resolved : That convey to the bereaved

family and relatives heartfelt sympathy in

their hour of sorrow ; further,

Resolved : That we spread a copy of these ress

lutions upon the minutes of our meeting, send
copy to the sorrowing family and to the official

journal for publication .
C. KELLY,

V. HARTIGAN ,

WM . FRAZER ,

Resolution Committee.
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By Division No. 517, Gary , Ind .

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler in His infinite

wisdom has removed from our midst a true and

beloved brother, Jay D. Spencer, in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal friend, his widow a
loving husband , and , while we know that words

cannot greatly lighten the sorrow of the one he

loved and protected , we feel that it will be a con
$0.ation for her to know that friends and brothers

are sharing the sorrow with her in the loss of her

loved one; therefore , be it
Resolved : That we , the members of Division

No. 517, Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, in regular
meeting assembled , extend to the bereaved widow

of our late brother our heartfelt sympathy ; and ,

be it further
Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of Division No. 517 , a

copy be sent to the bereaved wife , and that the

resolution be published in the Motorman and

Conductor ; and , be it further
Resolved : That , as evidence of our sorrow and

respect for our departed brother, the charter of
Division No. 517 be draped in mourning for a

period of thirty days .

August 1 .
S. B. WARD,

E. F. BROWN,

J. MEANS,

Res. Com .

By Division No. 582 , Utica , N. Y,

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

m, has taken from our midst, June 29, 19
beloved Brother James Shannon , in whose

passing we have lost a true and faithful friend ; his

family a kind and loving husband and father, and,
while we know that words cannot express

sorrow of those he loved and protected, we do know

that it will be some consolation for them to think

that his large circle of friends and brothers in

Division No. 582, of the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of America ,

are sharing with them in their deep sorrow ; there

fore , be it

Resolved : That we , the members of Division

No. 582 , in regular meeting assembled , extend to

the bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy ; and ,

be it further

Resolved : That our charter be draped in mourn .

ing for thirty (30) days, and a copy of these reso

iutions be forwarded to the grief stricken family .
and also be published in the Motorman and Con :
ductor .

August 4 .
Attest : W. R. TALLMAN ,

H. R. COLE ,

P. T. NOON,

Comm . on Res.

mere

By Div . No. 023 , Buffalo , N. Y.

Whereas : The Supreme Rules in His infinite

wisdom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our

midst ourlate brothers , Patrick Moran and George
Mueller, and ha ve not only lost good and

worthy brothers, but faithful workers; and, while
we know that words cannot alleviate the

grief and sorrow of those who were near them ;

therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division No. 623, in regular

meeting assembled, extend to the bereaved families

our heartfelt sympathy in this, their sad bereave

ment , and be it further

Resolved : That the Charter of Division No.

623 , of A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , be draped

for a period of thirty days; that a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the bereaved families; that

they be spread upon the minutes of this meeting

and a copy sent to the Motorman and Conductor

for publication.

JOHN B. KOLB,
WILLIAM BUSHELL,

CLARENCE F. CONROY ,

Committee .

By Div. No. 724 , Augusta , Me.

a

By Div. No. 215, Wheaton, Ill .
we

Whereas : By the Will of Our Heavenly Father,

this Division of our Association has met with

deep loss in the passing of Brother Charles Walter

Cain ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That we bow in submission to this

dispensation of a Providence “ Who doeth all things

well , " sustained by the trust and confidence that

our finite loss is His infinite gain.

Resolved : That, as our membership is thinned

during the passing years, are admonished to

hold more firmly to the touch of the elbow of

fellowship. that those who remain, may close the
gaps that time and death-as ministered of an un

seen Almighty Power may make in passing - ever

marching on in life's duties, with an unfaltering

trust in the Supreme Architect of universal nature;
so that , when coming to one after another , the
summons shall reach us all , to pass that

beautiful river, we may each approach the grave

as one who wraps the drapery of his couch around

him and lies down to pleasant dreams and, passing
over the valley , receives on the shining heights

beyond, the welcome plaudits to which our brothers

who have preceded us in the common journey of all

mankind, have listened before us ; “ Well done good

and faithful servant , enter thou into the kingdom I

have prepared for thee." He was endeared to us
by most tender relations fellow, friend and

brother.

over

Whereas : Almighty God in His power and wisdom

and mercy has taken from our midst our beloved
friend and loyal brother , Mike Casper; and

Whereas : Brother Casper was a true and faith

ful member of our Local Division whom we will

miss from our ranks for some time to come ; there .

fore , be it

Resolved : That we convey to the family of the

deceased brother our profound sympathy in this ,

their hour of sorrow ; and , be it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of our regular meeting.

a copy sent to the family of Brother Casper and

to the official journal for publication.

V. HARTIGAN ,

C. KELLY

WM. FRAZER,

Res. Com.

as
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Group of members of Division No. 174, Fall River, Mass.; wives, children and friends of

the gathering that attended the annual outing of the Local August 17 .

re

ever, they cannot please us all . Yet it is proper

that we watch our jobs.

Well , let's give the picnic subject a little thought.

I think we may hold one this year , after all other

people get the summer cream and the kiddies start

for school and leaves begin to fall . Of course, the

frost will soon begin to crack under our feet and

we can take skates along, then we can picnic at

Lakemont Park . I do not know just how soon,

but we do know that the old time band can be

there and give us some fancy stuff.
Let it come ,

sooner or later.
-Cor , 801 .

ANNUAL OUTING A SUCCESS

Fall River, Mass.—The meeting , of Division No.

174 in August, comprising , morning, and evening
sessions, was well attended . President John R.

Machado was well pleased with the showing. Dur

ing the meeting our committee's report was

ceived, and Vice-President Mane gave his report

as a delegate to the State F. of L. Convention, held
in Fall River the first week of August. The con

vention lasted five days . Brother Frank Morris

was also an associate delegate , who added to the

report. They reported that the convention was

very interesting.

Brother Nelson Guimond enjoyed his vacation
this year at Oak Bluff. Brother Nicholas Wilkinson

spent his two weeks at Old Orchard, Maine. Brother
Peter Atherton also enjoyed a week at Oak Bluff.

Our fifteenth annual outing was held August 17 .
It was well attended and greatly enjoyed . This is

one day in the year on which we take our families

out and become acquainted . This year we went to

Nantasket Beach . The company supplied us with

two busses - one being driven by President John

R. Machado, and the other by Brother Fred Dill

muth . The committee that had charge of the outing

was comprised of Brothers Peter Atherton, John
Machado and Thomas Fletcher . They report a
wonderful time. We always enjoy our annual

outings .
-Cor. 174 .

PICNIC SUBJECT FOR THOUGHT

ELECT CONVENTION DELEGATE

Sioux City , Iowa-Mrs. Celt , mother of Brother

George Celt, recently passed from her earthly

home very suddenly. Brother Celt has the sympa

thy of Division No. 779 in his sad bereavement.

Brother Celt expects to go to Chicago to be near

his only sister. Our best wishes will go with him .

Brother Webber looks quite kiddish with his

teeth out . He expects to again soon be at work .

We elected Brother Rice to represent us at the
Birmingham Convention . We think he will be

pleased when the Convention adjourns.

Brother Wm. Tripp is home from California .

Hesays homely girls make California attractive .
Brother H. T. Woodward is again at work ,

following a few weeks ' sickness.
Brother J. C. Garnett is still on the sick list.

Brother Weldon has gone
to Dakota to look

after harvesting his wheat crop .
We wish him

success .

Brother Duhaime is quite elated over winning

two checker games from Brother Storm--a hard

thing to do.

BrotherL. E. Garnett is busy with Labor Day

arrangements .
Brother Joe Royalty has a midnight hold -down on

the yard line.

Business with Brother Young's restaurant is im

proving every day,
much to the credit of Mrs.

Young.

Brother Waples is working again , after a few

weeks off.
Brother F. Smith lost his midnight run on River.

side but he caught a three -way run.
Brother Hillard is the dance fiend of our boys .

Brother Kreger has a new carnow, that brings

him to work from Dakota City .
Brother Grissinger thinksBrother Garnett is some

teacher .

Altoona, Pa.- Division No. 801 is getting along

very nicely. Meetings are held regularly and being

well attended. Most of our boys have returned

from their vacations and are again at work . Also ,

our formerly sick members are again back on the

job. Some are yet on vacations , which I presume
may be lengthy .

Boys, be on the lookout . It is our business to

so conduct our work that spies may be without
consideration from us. But there are a few quill

blossoms on the job , and they are not all strangers.

But a clear conscience is all anyone needs to have

to meet such scrap .

I have often thought it would be better if these

corporations would spend the spy expense in ways
more needful . Then , there is the lunch proposition

for the one-man car operator . I expect no con

sideration was ever given to that by the inventor

of the one-man car . He never worked one . How -Cor. 779,
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NEW AGREEMENT CONSUMMATED

we

ats

book. Be there . Live up to your obligation.

Remember , boys, we want to see your smiling faces

at those meetings each month . Let's make the next

one a one hundred per cent meeting in attendance .

We can do it . Don't be a slacker. So , come.-

Old Scribe .

me

MEMBER CANDIDATE FOR COUNTY OFFICE

the year.

wcar

on

as

was

as

Windsor, Ont.-Well , here are again . Old

Division No. 616 is still moving along strong,

though there isn't much to write at this time .

wouid be pleased if you boys would help me in
this work . Give some dope each month of

what is going on among you . have some time

in trying to get news. If you have any , let me

have it , as it will help me out for the balance of

We wonder what Brother Rosie O'Grady has for

attraction at a house near Tecumseh Road on

George Avenue?

They tell us that Brother C. Chittle has a new

haircut and that Brother William Patrick is

ing a clean collar. Something wrong .

Brother Eimer Tuggle Logan , it is reported, was

at the car barn last pay-day, with his family and
some friends, asking if one ticket would take the

gang to the Hydro picnic held August 10, at Sea

Cliff Park , Leamington .

We are pleased that Bruther Allen Ardern will

represent us a delegate to the Birmingham ,

Alabama , Convention . We know he will bring back

a good report:

We enjoyed our Moonlight Excursion August 24 .
There was a very good crowd and everyone

happy .
wonder who put the black crepe on Brother

D. Kenny's car August 6 . He worked all day

with it on the headlight.

Brother A. Dunlap had a week's vacation the

last of August . He says he enjoyed himself,

We missed our little girl, Marie , from the down

town office while she was a way on her holidays in

August, and we missed the service that she gives .
Our dispatcher , Mr. W. Turner, had a wonderful

trip in his car on his two weeks vacation , He en

joyed the sights.

Brother L. Broderick tied the knot last month .

The boys are telling him to go easy . They both

have our best wishes .

Brother E. Sadler had it soft for a few weeks .

He was acting as relief dispatcher while the regulars
were on their vacations .

Did you hear of our night foreman , Mr. George

Beer , catching the greasy pig at theHydro picnic ?

He is now known as Porky .

Don't forget to attend the meetings , brothers ,
each month . It is only a couple of good hours
spent and it helps President George Bennett in

his work . Also , pay your dues as soon as you can

each month, as this will help the secretary and dues
collector

President Bennett and his Committee have con

summated the new agreement for the year, beginning
with July 1. Wage increases obtained for

armature winders and sub- station operators .

-Cor. 616 .

Pottsville , Pa .-- Division No. 118 held the regular

meeting the first Thursday evening of the month ,

with Brother Berger in the chair at the early meet.

ing and Brother Palsgrove presiding at the second
session .

Division No. 118 extends profound sympathy to

Brother Werner in the recent death of his wife ,

who was taken from this life August 21, When

one loses his wife , he loses his best friend . Mrs.

Werner was an estimable lady .

Brother Eckert is in the hospital, recovering from

an operation for appendicitis,
Brother Lord is continuing the sick list ,

seriously ill.

Mrs. Doolin , the widow of our late Brother

Doolin , has received her death benefit from this

Association upon the death of her late husband.

Her gratitude is extended to the membership of the

Amalgamated Association .

Brother Heiser, or , we call him , “ Bullets,"

says he doesn't have to attend meetings, as he has
a stand- in with the company , from the fact that
his son works in the garage and hauls the toss

home nights . He had better attend meetings once

in a while, as he knows what happened once before .

Brother Crow tells us to dress up ; that the nicer

we dress the more passengers we can carry .

Brother Wildermuth holds that his run on York

ville is a mighty fine run .

Brother Fagley is authority that he is satisfied

with his run and his home and doesn't care now
how the wind blows.

Brother Cooper is so nice in his work that the

ladies call him " Lady Bug .'

President T. Berger, of our Local , is making up

a base ball team-a little late , but getting ready

for next year.

Treasurer Bicht should bear in mind that he
shoud attend meetings a little better. He will

get in better touch with the boys ,

Brother J. Lytner says it makes him nervous to

see automobiles in front of him, and Brother Bell

complains that he gets sleepy.

Our boss and the dispatcher are on their vaca

tions . Brother Rockwell is our extra dispatcher .

Brother Overle, night boss, went to Baltimore

on & vacation . He also took in Atlantic City,

Ocean Grove, Hudson Cape , New York , Buffalo

and Niagara Falls , But I think he is telling tales .

I think he only got as far as Port Clinton .

Brothers Hughes and Strand are preparing for

another fight.

Brother Regel , sick for a couple of days, is again
at work ,

Brother Schartle is authority that everything is

alright.

Brother Joe Sayer again moved . He believes it

easier to move than pay rent .

Now , brothers, please attend meetings better ,
and you will again hear from me .

In closing. I want to announce that Brother

Bengenser is out for the office of prothonotary.

Please vote for him . He is a mighty good man .

Besides, get every other one you to vote for

him . Let's help elect him .

Cor. 118.
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DEATH CAUSES SORROW IN RANKS

PRESIDENT HALL WILL ATTEND THE

NEXT CONVENTION

East Liverpool, Ohio - Division No. 52 has elected
President W. I. Hall to represent us at the 20th

Convention of our Association to be held in Birm

ingham , Ala ., this year, and I presume that by the

time this appears before the members he will be

there. Financial Secretary A. C. Bailey was elected
alternate and will likely go along . We wish them

a good time and expect a good report from the
Convention.

Brother Albert R. Walker, are pleased to

report, has recovered from sickness and is again
on his run , No. 1 , main line .

Brother Wm . Kincade took a 15 - day vacation ,
going down the old Allegany. Brother J. A.

McKimmon worked his run during his absence.

Brother C. C , Brant took several weeks vacation
down on the farm . The weed burner had to be

worked by an extra conductor.

Superintendent Hugh H.Thorn is on his annual
vacation. We wish him a deservedly good time.

We all hope to soon see the Miners ' strike settled .

The miners are deserving of a good settlement.
Brothers, let's turn out a little better at our

regular meetings. It will help your officers. Don't

let them do it all. Help the good cause for which
we stand . It is your help that the officers need .

Do you realize it? Don't knock on the outside .
Come in and those present may be able to help

Let's all be helpers of one another. Let's
be boosters , all . Remember the saying : “ I am my

brother's keeper ." If we bear this in mind, we will

not be knockers, but boosters. Don't forget that

We meet the fourth Wednesday of each month , at

12:30 p. m. and 7:30 p. m. Put it in your note

Wheaton , Ill.--Death has again reached into the
realm of Division No. 215 and taken to the better

land our late brother, Michael Casper . Appropriate

resolutions were adopted by our Local, conveying

our sympathy to the bereaved family .

The profoundly sad misfortune bofell Brother

A. H. Baker in the untimely death of his beloved

wife . Mrs. Baker was a most kindly lady to those

new her , a most love serving mother and

affectionate and endearing companion to her hus

band . Division No. 215 adopted sincere resolutions

of sympathy for Brother Baker and family , which

were presented to him , showing that his brothers

share with him in his sadness. The resolutions

were prepared by Brothers A. La Baugh , E. F.

Howard and Wm . Frazer , as representing the

sentiment of all members.

-Cor. 215,

you .
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CELEBRATE SIXTEENTH CANADIAN
ANNIVERSARY

3yet, here in Indianapolis . Many of our members

are working in other places, but still holding to
their membership . Old 645 will stand .

Just recently we were deepıy grieved at the

passing from our ranks by the hand of death of

one of our most revered and loyal members , Brother
William Waller. Death to him July 18 .

Division No. 645 extends deeply felt sympathy

to the family and relatives of our departed brother .

We assure them , however , that we are with them

in their sadness .

--Cor. 645 .

came
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BECOMES NON-BENEFICIAL

were

Ottawa, Ont.-- Ottawa, as the Capital of Canada,
fittingly celebrated the sixtieth anniversary of

Canadian Confederation on June 30 , July 1 and 2 .

In reviewing the progress of this great Dominion

during the past sixty years the Labor Movement

can claim considerablc credit in this respect .

Traffic conditions at the present time
decided improvement over the past five years.

We are therefore assured that the usual summer

reduction in car service will not be necessary this

year:

Division No. 279 will be represented by one dele

gate at the International Convention of this Asso

ciation, being held in Birmingham , Alabama , and
the Dominion Trades Congress Convention at

Edmonton , Alberta . Financial Secretary A. Brisbois

will be the delegate to the Trades Congress Con .

vention and Recording Secretary P. J. Tomkins
will attend the International Convention.

A number of the brothers who were laid off some

time back have recently been called back to work ,

We are pleased to see these familiar faces again on

the job.

The car starters in the different starting offices
are at present enjoying their annual holidays .

Brothers G. Maxwell, F. Colfe and Ed . Shields are

acting temporarily in this capacity .
The president and members of the Executive

Board have arranged with a local coal merchant to

supply coal and wood to the members of our Divi
sion at considerably reduced prices . The brothers
will thus sa ve considerable amount on their

winter's supply of fuel.

Brothers Geo. Nichol and Pred Page are still on

the sick list.

Brothers Hector Dudley and Arthur Guilbeault

recently took that important step in life , “ For

better or for worse . ' Mr. and Mrs. Dudley and

Mr. and Mrs. Guilbeault have the best wishes of
the Division on this occasion .

The sincere sympathy of the Division is extended

to Brother A. Charette, whose only son was acci

dently killed ; to Brother H. Haak, whose mother

passed away; and to Brother J. Norton , whose

father died after a lengthiy illness.

-P. J. T.

BALL TEAM IN LEAGUE

a

San Jose, Calif.--- There is not much to tell the
world about Division No. 265 , It is the old story .

The Union is going strong and a recent estimate

shows 95 per cent membership.
We enjoyed a picnic at a summer resort called

Congress Springs. It was attended by nearly our

full membership. It was gotten up and managed

by General Superintendent E. J. Shoup of our
company. who furnished the boys free transporta
tion . Each visitor paid 25 cents for music and

refreshments . There two sessions of the

picnic -- one for the day men and one for the night
men . The boys report good time and said :

" Leave it to Ed . to take care of the boys."

Brother Deshlevy, one of our youngest members,
sports about wearing the Union Button, just as

though he was an old vet . We appreciate it .
Brothers McClyman and Johnson continue as

members of Division No. 265 .
The list of subscribers for the benefit of Mr.

Wingard grows slowly . A great reluctance to sub

scribe comes of his having drawn out of the organi .

zation . However , in the end , they will all give a

dollar. to help the poor fellow out. By drawing

out of the Union he lost the $ 800.00 insurance when

becoming disabled . We believe he recognizes now

that it wasn't wise for him to withdraw from the

Union.
--Cor. 265 ,

&

DOLLAR EXCURSION TICKET POPULAR

1

If you

Brockton , Mass . - Quite a few car men are send.
ing in to The Boston Post their all -star American

line -up , called the Babe Ruth contest ,
The person

sending the correct line-up receives a free trip to

the Worlds Base Ball Series , and a friend may

also accompany him gratis . Brother Frank Cormier

is especially working hard for it. Here's hoping he

wins.

As Brother Joe Sherman is laid up indefinitely

with sickness , a new choice of runs is being made ,

from him down .

The new one-dollar excursion ticket , which en

ables one to ride all over the Eastern Massachusetts

system , is becoming very popular,
Brother Anthony Canan , employed by the Eastern

Massachusetts Street Railway Company the past
twenty years, died August 25 . He was seventy

two years of age. He had lived in North Easton

the bigger part of his life . We will give more de

tails in the next issue.

Beginning August 28 , the Holbrook cars

through to Quincy - DeLuxe service . It is an

appreciated improvement.
A Boston ice hockey fan is scouting through

Brockton to find suitable building for an

hockey rink It will put Brockton in the league .

It is claimed it is the greatest game of all.
-Cor. 235 .

Hartford, Conn.- Brothers Walter Pay and John

Cleary are putting in their spare time at Harbison

Avenue switch , pitching and batting. When our

ball team gets to going . with Cleary at the bat and

Fay pitching, the team will make some fast steps.

Look out for Brothers Lioyd and Bower.

don't behave, Brother Bower will draw your picture

and Brother Lloyd will get you in the magazine.

Brother Elton Strong is coming back into the
city on the Franklin Avenue Line . He has been in

the woods all summer on the Manchester Line.

Our base ball team is entered in the Public Service

League and is now in fifth place . Manager Gifford

says they will climb , from now on.

Brother Jake Krampitz is now on the all -night
West Hartford , He was always an owl .

We recently held new bid - in of runs , New

one- man cars have been added to the suburban

lines .

Brothers Michael Durkin and Paul Becker are the

proud fathers of baby, boys , born in August, and

Brother James Kelly has a baby girl . Keep the

good work up !

Brother James Degnan has recently been riding

his bicycle through Collins and Woodlawn Streets,

bareheaded . He must be getting in practice for the

bicycle races.

Brother Richard Skehan is on a six weeks vaca

tion in Canada and the Northern States.

heis on his honeymoon .
Brothers Francis Everin , Archie Frenette, John

Hoban , Josepy Curley and Frank O'Donnell were
elected delegates to the coming State Federation of

Labor Convention , which will be held at Middle
town.

Brother William Hauscholtz is the East

Windsor, remaining there for some fifteen years.
--Cor. 425 .

run
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REPORT WELL ATTENDED MEETINGS

Some say

on

Marinette , Wis .-- Division No. 302 reports pro

gress . Our meetings are being fairly well attended .

Brother Geo . Greenier has spent his vacation

touring the country . Had a good time.

Brother Henry Renington and son , Gale, recently

enjoyed a week's vacation on a trip in their car .

Brother Dell Collard , sick for three days , is

again working.

Brother Combes was recently on one of his days

off and made use of his berry picker.
He came

home with 38 quarts of berries.
Not so bad if he

picked them . He says he did .

Brother Frank Kuffles likes his work

East Marinette Line. Ask him.

Brother Bill Provencer spends his Saturdays and

Sundays off on the farm with his brother.

says he has a very nice time.
Cor. 302.

DEATH ENTERS RANKS
on the

Indiana polis , Ind.-- Division No, 645 is seldom

seen in the columns of the Motorman and Con

ductor .
However , we have been in existence ,

fighting for the right, since 1913 . Some of our

members are working in the transportation service

Bill
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snore

Brother Barrows is with us again , after an oper

ation on his nose . He used to so loud his

wife couldn't sleep , so she made him have it fixed .

I told you it costs money to get married .

Brother Morgan is just back from a trip to
Miami . He says he hated to come home .

Brother Hirsch says he is going to take a night

off soon . I don't believe it .

Well , I can't think of any more scandal , so will

end this right here.

--Cor. 972 .

PREPARED TO RECEIVE CONVENTION

BRING ANOTHER TO THE MEETING

Cincinnati, Ohio - Very strange, the attendance

at our meetings has fallen off . What's the matter,

brothers ? Too hot, or what ?

Brother Peter Eder would lay in his coal for the

winter at present prices , but he has no place for
it. He is trying to rent a couple of cartage wagons

for storage .

Our old friend and real kicker, Brother Schuster,

is to take a long ride on the New Milford Line.

We have a new drinking fountain at the front of
the Vine Street Barn. Ves, and ice water, too .

Brother Pee Eye has worked hard for this.
Brother Ed . Ries was at Coney Island picnic

and had some good lemonade . At least he said so .

Brother Wykoff had some , too .

Brother Black has been busy of late , trying to

paint his porch , a chair for a ladder.

Brother Schoenfeld takes his pet dog out walk

ing. He says it's a fish hound .
Brother Pete Schafer's latest song hit is ! " I

wonder how I look when I'm asleep . " We begin

to wonder that ourselves .

Brother Hammit seems to take to the art of

fishing of late . He says it's better than trying to

waken up Brother Snyder when it's time to eat .

Brother Kilgour is still on the fighting line and
gives the boys at the meetings some food for

thought . Brother W. Smith says he can out talk

Brother Kilgour at any time or place , if he cares

to challenge him .

Brother Meade seems to have his little troubles

at Brighton of late .

Brother Bluttner, alias " Jake," is still at

some of the officers . How come, “ Jake? "

Brother Jump is still kicking on the brake on his
car .

The delegates to the O. S. F. of Labor made a

report at the last meeting and it was gratifying in

every detail , from start to finish .

The International Convention will take place on

the 12th of September, at Birmingham , Ala., and ,

if there are any resolutions or bills to present , get
them in early .

Brother Bengle is still fighting for more time

on the Crosstown and other lines for his Division .
That's the boy , Louis ! Keep at it !

Now , brothers , while your officers are away at the

Convention , see if we can have a bang -up meeting

and have something to tell them when they come
home , of the packed house . So , come out and

bring another brother who doesn't know where the

Birmingham, Ala .--- Division No. 725 is moving

along well, in anticipation of caring for the big

meeting that is to take place here in September.

We hope it will be big. Be sure, brothers, you

will all be well cared for . You will be visiting a

wonderful city . We believe it will be an incentive

for many of you to move for your future homes

to the beautiful Southland .

God has seen fit to again enter our ranks and

take from us our highly esteemed comrade, Brother

Thomas Hayes. Bearing in mind that God's power

is a mysterious power, to which all human power

in the way of opposition is vain , we bow in humble

anguish at our loss , but feel that he is in a higher
home .

Brother Hayes ran a car here for years. His work

a good inspiration to his associate workers.

No sophistry could swerve him from the right.
He never sought to take advantage of any of

his fellow workmen . His was the golden rule :

" Do unto others as you would that they should do
to you . ' His acts open to the world , as

though on the mountain tops . We all loved him

and we miss him . Our prayer is that his loved

may be abundantly blessed in their future

ways.

-Cor. 725 .

was

sore

were

ones

OLD SERVICE MEMBER DIES

hall is. son are

--- Cor. 627 .

Sioux City, Iowa-- Death has taken from our ranks

to the Great Beyond , Brother Tom Olson , Brother

Olson had been in the street car service thirty - five

years and was most popular with those who knew
him . He will be missed by his friends, as well as

this Local and his family. The sympathy of Divi.

sion No. 779 is extended to the bereaved family .
Brother Grissinger recently left a box of cigars

at the barn . It was a boy . He is a most proud

papa . Mother and doing nicely. We

extend to them our best wishes and congratulations.

Brother Tripp has returned from California and

taken his old run on Jackson Street . Sioux City

has a greater attraction for him than California .
Brother Webber has returned to work following

a sick leave .

Brothers Woodward , Criteser and their wives

recently visited Duluth and report a wonderful trip .

We are pleased that Brother Bill Doney is again

able to be out.

Brother J. C. Garnett is visiting in the southern
part of the state .

Brother Clyde Terrill recently underwent

operation, inthe hospital, for a ruptured intestine,
We are hopeful for his early recovery .

-Cor. 779.

SUPERINTENDENT COMPLIMENTS MEMBERS

Charleston , S. C .-- At a recent meeting of Division
No. 610, President Eubanks introduced Superin
tendent Bigelow , who had returned from his vaca

tion . Mr. Bigelow complimented the members on

their careful and successful operation of cars during

his absence .

The sick benefit fund being very much depleted ,

the Frolic Committee was instructed to see what

form of benefit would be most successful . They

decided on a moonlight sail , the tickets were printed

and distributed among the brothers for sale.
-Cor . 610 .

MEETINGS WELL ATTENDED

Bridgeport, Conn .-- I am glad to notice the in
crease in attendance at our meetings. There are

a lot of new faces there every month , and it is

very encouraging to your officers . Keep up the
good work.

The boys are still talking about that trip to
Coney Island . They sent some very appropriate

cards to some of the fellows, which were not prop

erly appreciated. Jack Clark says his was wrong ,
because he wears the pants in his house . Nobody
believed him, though .

Shandy got in trouble several times down there,

but managed to get home alright . He nearly got

lost at the Polo Grounds, when he followed the

wrong party , but was rescued before he had gone
too far. Then he ate too much , and was sick for

a week afterwards , but is 0. K. now. Brother
George wanted to stay in Portchester, but Bill

Hemingway kept him straight.

Brother Schair says if the boys don't leave his
new shoes alone , he won't wear them any more.

Jake has to watch Murphy all the time.

Brother Forholtz stayed out one day last week.
Anything as unusual as that is worth mentioning .

Brother Costello joined the Foresters at their

outing, August 14 . He proved himself a good

member the very first day. " Jim Weldon rode home

with Bill in the rain that night , with the intention

of keeping dry, but Bill made him get out and
push when the car went dead, so he got rather

damp after all . He says the next time he goes out

with Bill he will wear a bathing suit . Too bad

the machine wasn't stalled on the car tracks .
Brother Marriott has a new baby girl in his

home. We all enjoyedthe cigars he passed around.

It is rumored that Charlie Gustafson is to get a

pe parrott to take the place of the one that died .

I don't see where a parrott would have a chance
to talk in Charlie's house. He ought to get
canary .

an

PRESIDENT HAS NEW SON

New Orleans, La . - President Bd . A. Veillon is
now a very happy man. The stork recently visited

his home and left a fine boy . Division No. 194

wishes to congratulate Mrs. and Mr. Veillon .
We

hope this son of his will some day be President of

our Local, if not President of the United States.
Sickness has hit our membership sadly in the

recent past . It has fell very hard upon our sick

and disability fund .

a

1
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We are making preparations for the Labor Day

celebration , which will start with a parade and

wind up at the beautiful summer resort, Milneburg,
with a picnic dinner and soft drinks. We have

employed the two famous cooks, Baron Russo and

Gean Barbier, the French expert at frying eggs .

The parade will incite an appetite and there will
be appreciation of the work of these two chefs .

We hope it will be the greatest Labor Day celebra
tion experienced in NewOrleans,

-Cor. 194 .

DETROIT DIGEST

latest to return to work , Brother Thomas

McKenna, who made extensive tour through

New York State, Canada and the White Mountains,

by auto ; Brother Harry Gildea and Brother Bill

Silver Bill journeyed to Colorado and Wyoming.

Details of his trip will be given in the next edition .

Pleased to report at this time that the Contract
between the Company and Local 22 has been

brought to a satisfactory close for a pajority of
the members, the same conditions to be in force

for a period of one year, ending October 31 , 1928.

The Wage Board , together with the Wage Board

of 448, Springfield, were ably assisted by G. E. B.

Meniber John Reardon , of Worcester, and John

O'Brien , of Springfield .
Would like to call the attention of the members

to the fact that the time is limited in calling the

Grove Street Yard the “ swamp,' as the Company

is very busy at the present time erecting a new

Bus Garage and Car Barn at this point . Besides

this new addition to our property , fifty new
are being placed in the service. Ten of them are

in operation now . They are of the Birney Safety

Type, with treadle doors and leather upholstered

seats . Although they scem quite complicated and

hard to manage in rush hours, they are certainly

an improvement to the property .

1

cars

VERY MUCH ALIVE

a
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Board Member George McLean of the Rapid

Railway is again on his car , after suffering some

five weeks from a sprained back , resulting from an

accidental fall, in which he was severely injured .

Brother Raymond Titis was recently presented
with a fine new boy by Mrs. Titus. He is highly

elated and is receiving congratulations.
Brother Albert Kieser is again on his run , follow

ing seven days off without leave .

Brothers Louis Peters and Charles Leonard have

been assigned to the work of tearing up the rails

on the old Shore Line route from Detroit to Mt.

Clemens via Lakeside. The line has been abandoned ,

or rather substituted by bus service between Lake

side and Detroit . The rail line will continue from

Lakeside to Mt. Clemens,

During the Twentieth Convention , at which

Business Agent Sidney Van Ness will serve as one
of the delegates from Division No. 26 , Brother

John McLean will serve as business agent of the

D. U. R. Branch of Division No. 26 .

Approval of the renewal of agreement with the
Detroit United Railway is now a waiting vote

of the D. U. R. Branch of Division No. 26 on the

various changes agreed to by the management of

the property. A valuable feature of the proposed
renewed agreement, if accepted , is he minimum

9 -hour day pay . This provision provides that no
run shall pay less than nine hours. There is also

an added feature that provides pay for deadhead

time both ways for extra men , with pay for inter

vening time. Under the present agreement extra
men are paid only one way for deadheading and

receive nothing for the intervening time.

At the meeting of Division No. 26 , held August

27 , Brother PJ, Whaling, a Detroit merchant ,
was endorsed as candidate for councilman at the

coming primary . International Vice - President Wm.

B. Fitzgerald attended this meeting and delivered a

very instructive address to the members. The Civil

Service question was discussed and Vice -President

Fitzgerald made a full and complete explanation of

this situation .

- " REX . "

MEETINGS WELL ATTENDED

St. Louis , Mo.-Division 788 has little to talk

a bout . Just as President M. J. Douglas remarked

at our late meeting, " we have a very short report,

as everything is going well."

Brother Dix , of Olive St., is again at work ,
following an attack of high blood pressure . Brother

Hayes, of the Hodemont Line, is again at work.

This is some of the good work of our president and

Local.
When brothers get in trouble, they should first

file their case with President Douglas .

Brother Chas . Truesdale was called home from

his run recently on account of severe illness of his

wife . We hope for her speedy recovery .

Brother Broddie , at South Broadway , is in

serious condition , after undergoing an operation on

his throat .

At our meeting of the night of August 26 we

had a good attendance , Good points were brought

out on the safety proposition. We are hopeful for

some favorable changes. Mr. Easton , our safety

director, was well pleased with accomplishment
s in

this work . Come out , boys, to these meetings.

always learn something, and perhaps give

pointers to others .

We are pleased to note that Brother Page, of

the Jefferson Ave. Line, is very happy. The stork

visited his home the night of August 26 , and left

an ,8-1b . boy . Congratulations!

-Cor. 788 .

Mansfield , Ohio - Division No. 389 , of Mansfield ,

has not had a letter in the journal for so long , per

haps some may think we have ceased to exist, but

we are still very much alive .

On August 17 we had a " dress up day. " Every

one had a new khaki uniform . These uniforms were

made by the Bloch Company , of Cleveland . The

company
financed the cost of our suits and are

allowing us to pay monthly. Our company has

always treated us nicely and we hope the present

friendly relations will continue. It is hoped that

members will show a spirit of co -operation

toward our property .
This will make it better for

all concerned .

Division No. 389 can report all members in good

health at present.

Our property is talking of extending bus service to

parts of the city now not reached ,

Brothers, attend your
meetings. Show your

officers that you are with them . You all know the

value of organizatio
n

. The Amalgamated Associa

tion is behind you and for you at all times,
Past

events in the history of our organization in every

part of the United States and Canada should show

you this fact. So , brothers , show the Association

that you are behind it and co-operate in every way

possible.
-Cor. 389 .

WELL ATTENDED MEETINGS

a

Bridgeport , Conn .-- Division No. 459 held the

usual monthly meetings during July , August and

September. Considering everything, they were the

best attended meetings so far this year.
During

the July meeting President Bernard Flanagan was

chosen to represent our Local at the Twentieth

Convention of the Amalgamated , to
be held at

Birmingham , Ala . , in September .

Arrangements have been made to celebrate the

Twentieth Anniversary of Division No. 459 the

latter part of this year . President Flanagan ap

pointed a committee of ten to take charge of the

arrangements. It was decided to hold the affair

at the Stratford Hotel . The date has not yet been

fixed . We expect to have several prominent men

at the banquet. All of , the boys who wish to

attend should notify the committee, so that arrange

ments can be made on time.

A number of our members are on vacations , which

will soon be curtailed .

Brother Scotty (Sheik ) Collins has just returned

from Boston .

Brothers Deitz , Hobo Smith and Farin spent two

weeks in the rockies at the National Guard Camp.
Farin is now a full fledged cook.

Brother Connors says that was one of Brother

Bucky Meade's thoroughbreds that dropped dead on
Main Street recently .

Brother Instone just returned from a short vaca •
tion at the Thousand Islands .

Brothers Guest and " Little Boy " Callahan are

a typical Mutt and Jeff outfit on the busses.
Both

are popular and considered among the best
bowlers in the state ,

You

can

ANNUAL VACATIONS

Worcester , Mass.- During the past month sev

eral of the brothers have enjoyed vacations, Al

though the weather has been very unsettled , most

to them report having a good time. Among the
are
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DETROIT WEST SIDE COACH 1927 BALL TEAM

Reading from right to left: Borneman-0. F.; Zurn - 1 B .; Johnston - Utility P.; Aarms - 0. F.

Loftus- O. F .; Balch - P . Mgr.; Blodick - 2 B .; McKillop - S . S .;Vance - C.

Bottom Row : Knight-Utility C.;Gove-Utility C.; Kolans- 0 . F .; Wesley - 3 B.; Lataurette

Utility 0. F.; Germaine- Útility Infielder; Hamilton-Utility Infielder ; Bailey -Mascot.

OPEN CHALLENGE

ers

yet

than spending union dollars for union

made goods. They know that when work

are educated to demand the Label ,

this solidarity is reflected in every other

activity, be it on the industrial , co-operative

or the political field .

“ The Union Label is an emblem of

solidarity. We are well aware that its

progress is slow. This is true of all educa

tional movements. The unknown men and

women unionists who are engaged in this

work are pioneers. They are of the stuff

that is not easily discouraged , and reports

to our office indicate the growth and the

extent of this latest agitation in a long,

steady campaign that our department and

its affiliates are conducting.”

Secretary Manning says his department

has broken all records in the distribution of

literature that is forwarded all Locals

without cost . National and International

affiliates are doing likewise .

The West Coach base ball team of the

Street Car Men's Union Division 26 has

not lost a game this year. The team has

been playing in the Street Carmen's base

ball league and it has played many games

outside of the league , winning every one

of them.

Due to its great ability on the base ball

diamonds the team has ran out of competi

tion in the local territory and would like

to play any team in the Amalgamated

Association for the championship of the

Amalgamated Association.

If any of the street car union base ball

teams will accept this challenge to play

for the championship of theAmalgamated,

the Labor Sports Union of Detroit will

put up a suitable prize , to go to the

winning team . Games will also be accepted

with any team that does not care to play

for the championship , but only for the
competition .

All communications should be addressed

to Jos . Waisanen , care D. S. R. Second

Avenue Garage, Detroit, Mich .

s

SEVEN-DAY WEEK OPPOSED BY

STREET CAR MEN

UNION LABEL CAMPAIGN

NATION WIDE

Washington, D. C .-- The nation - wide

union label campaign of the UnionLabel

Trades Department, A. F.of L. , is in full

swing. It started August 22 and will con

clude September 22.

“ This is not
first campaign , nor

will it be our last,” said John J. Manning,

secretary of the department: **Our oppo

nents are alive to the significance of the

Union Label. They know it means more

Chicago, Ill. — An arbitration board is

considering the wage demand of street

car men in this city, and International

President William D. Mahon has issued a pub

lic appeal in support of the workers' claim .

" The street car employes throughout the

nation and especially in Chicago are seek

ing work and wage standards that will

enable them to enjoy one day's rest in

seven ," said Mr. Mahon .

" It is unnecessary to call attention to

the fact that seven days' work per week ,

year in and year out, is almost beyond

human endurance and doesn't make for a

higher standard of civilization ."

our
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A POLITICAL PARABLE

By Austin McLane, in W. Va . Federationist

" Sanitary conditions in the mining camps

endanger public health , Children of clean

living citizens are compelled to associate

in the schools with children of imported

people of very low standards and are

subjected to infections and contagious

diseases of various kinds."

NEW YORK MAYOR MAY JOIN

AMALGAMATED

concern

am I

A certain candidate for public office spoke

unto the electorate in this wise :

" With all my faults (which are legion ),

I deem myself worthy of fulfilling the duties

of the public service trust which I seek

were it not so , I would not be in this

particular campaign with businesslike pro

gram of 'Clean Politics , Honesty and

Efficiency in Government .'

“ As to any real or imaginary vices or

virtues in my own private life - those are

matters of no to the public at

large . You, the people, are-or should be-

interested in one and only one supreme

question anent my candidacy, i . e . ,

sincerely running on my merits, as implied

in the aforementioned platform , or am I

going to follow the old hell begotten practice

of " buying my way into office, to steal

my way out ! '

“ As to that , if you believe in my in

tegrity - minus egotism - you will please

vote for me; but, without being “ paid ' for

so doing. If you do not believe in me ,

you may--for all I care - take the money,

an'vote m ' sentiments .' In other words ,

vote for my opponent.

“ Thanks to all that host of genuine 100

per cent Americans of all races , colors and

creeds who suffered , fought and died for

the right of self government, you , the

sovereign voters , are , in all governmental

affairs, free moral agents. Politics, good,

bad or indifferent, are just what you , the

people , make them .

" I have spoken .

RESULT - He was defeated because his

people “ had itching ears ; and could not

endure sound doctrine." Selah !

a

(International Labor News Service)

New York City - They tell a story about

the settlement of the threatened subway

strike that has the earmarks of veracity.

" Jimmy" Walker, the debonair mayor,

was dog tired when he was able to an

nounce an “ armed truce" after three hours '

battling with the Interborough czars and

placating the union organizers. Both sides

had agreed to lay down their guns for the

time being.

His collar wilted by the summer heat, his

natty blue trousers a wreck , and his tie

off, " Jimmy" nevertheless had done a

man -sized job. He had saved New York's

millions from transit tie -up, his first

emergency since the election . And he was

proud of the acclaim from union men and

the public alike that he had obtained .

But old Quackenbush, the Interborough's

legal mind , was still to be reckoned with ,

The evening papers were out with the

news , “ Union recognized ," " Men to have

right to organize." The tabloid headlines

were especially aggravating to the traction

bosses.

" What's this , Mayor Walker," came the

voice of Quackenbush over the telephone,

“ We haven't recognized the union and

never will . You better make that clear to

the newspapers ."

" Look here, Quackenbush ," responded the

no longer suave “ Jimmy." " If you keep

on that line long enough , you'll have the

mayor and 16,000 policemen joining the

Amalgamated ."

And that was that .

1 )

NON-UNION COAL CENTER MENACE

TO PUBLIC SAFETY

an

Pittsburgh , Pa . - Farmers and business

and professional men in several towns and

townships in this county have protested to

Sheriff Robert H. Braun against law de

fiance by the Pittsburgh Coal Company

and the Pittsburgh Terminal Coal Corpora

tion . Both concerns repudiated their con

tract with the United Mine Workers and

are attempting to operate on the non -union

basis.

The latter concern has asked for

injunction that will prohibit a surety com

pany from posting bonds for miners when

attempts are made to evict them and their

families.

Both companies, the petitioners state,

" have imported men of all descriptions , and

many of them are desperate characters.

They armed with deadly weapons,

jeopardizing the safety of our people and

are a serious menace to the peace of these

communities. Razor and gun reigns in the

mining camps . Bootlegging, prostitution ,

murder and crimes of all degree are going

on under the protection of the companies'

armed guards. Children of these people

come school armed with knives, ice

picks and other dangerous weapons.

ARE YOU INSURED?

By Matthew Woll,

President, The Union Labor Life

Insurance Company

The UNION LABOR LIFE INSUR

ANCE COMPANY, owned and controlled

by the American trade unions, calls upon

you to become one of its first 10,000 indi

vidual life insurance policyholders.

The UNION LABOR LIFE INSUR

ANCE COMPANY is now a fact-a func

tioning institution ,
On June 15 last it

opened its doors. Agents are being licensed

and equipped and insurance

written .

Today The UNION LABOR LIFE IN

SURANCE COMPANY is doing business

by mail in every State of the Union and

in the Provinces of Canada .

Very soon The UNION LABOR LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY will have trade

union agents in every

America .

are is being

2

to part of North
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COMPANY UNIONS

Extracts from Recent Labor Day Address

Delivered by Secretary Frank Morrison, of

the American Federation of Labor, at the

Labor Day Demonstration in Chattanooga,

Tenn.

100
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It is soliciting both individual and group

life insurance. For the time being its

individual life insurance policies are limited

to $5,000 on any one life. The lowest

policy issued on any one life is for two

hundred and fifty dollars.

The rates of insurance for the time being

are on a par with those charged by other

life insurance companies. But every policy

of The UNION LABOR LIFE INSUR.

ANCE COMPANY is participating; that is ,

returns the profits to the policyholder.

While The UNION LABOR LIFE IN

SURANCE COMPANY solicits individual

life insurance from anybody and everybody ,

it is particularly anxious that every worker

and every trade unionist should hold a life

insurance policy in the Company. To that

end it wants every worker and every trade

unionst to write immediately to its offices,

at i1701 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.

Washington , D. C., for full information as

to policies and rates and to ask for life

nsurance application blanks .
There is no reason why every worker

should not have his life insured in The

UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY, By applying and paying your

first premium you will immediately be in

sured for the full amount. Perhaps you are

buying your home nd it is not as yet paid

for in full. If your life is insured and any

thing should happen to call you to the

Great Beyond, your life insurance will

help. pay the mortgage and protect your

family in its home. Again, if you have

paid for your home, and death should

come , as come it will, then a life insurance

policy in The UNION LABOR LIFE IN

SURANCE COMPANY will bring an in

come to your family and dependents after

your life or earning power has ended .

The UNION LABOR LIFE INSUR

ANCE COMPANY is interested not only

in having you take out one of its policies,

but in the help you thus give in building

up a trade union life insurance enterprise

that will in turn strengthen the trade

unions themselves. Thus it will ultimately ,

through them, enable you and your fellow

workers not only to increase your present

wages to pay for adequate life insurance

but also to enlarge your savings and from

these combined sources will finally provide

for you an income during old age and

lengthen your income after death by over

Can you conceive of anything

helpful— more desirable?

This can and will be done . Its realiza

tion will be hastened if you will apply now

for alife insurance policy in The UNION

LABOR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

and become one of its first 10,000 indi

vidual policyholders of $ 1,000 or over.
INSURE IN THE UNION LABOR

LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY - DO

NOT HESITATE-ACT NOW !

If you have a mind to adorn your city

by consecrated monuments, first consecrate

in yourself the most beautiful monument

of gentleness and justice and benevolence.

-Epictetus.

a

Labor Day is an American institution .

It is the first and oldest non-sectarian

observance of Labor in the world . It was

suggested by P. J. McGuire, union

carpenter, in 1882 . It was adopted by

the American Federation of Labor in 1884 ,

and has been declared a holiday by the

United States Congress and by the State

Legislatures . To trace the history of the

American Federation of Labor since its

inception in 1882 , would include the social ,

economic and political progress of

country .

Our movement was the first organized

effort for free school books , for the aboli

tion of child labor, for the initiative and

referendum as a public policy, for the secret

ballot in popular elections, for the pro

tection of the workers' life and limbs in

industry and transportation , for work

men's compensation laws, for better living

conditions and for all other social reforms.

In every single instance the organized

workers initiated these reforms.

Our movement expects opposition be

cause it is a challenge to wrong and all

unsocial ideals.

All of you know the purposes of the

American Federation of Labor; that it is

voluntary federation of national and

international unions ; that its purposes are

to encourage workers to unite in their

crafts and callings, to secure remedial

legislation , and to develop a sound public

opinion in favor of the workers' attempt to

secure social justice.

I will therefore devote my time in calling

your attention to of the present

industrial and political tendencies in the

United States and Canada .

These tendencies take on different form ,

but they all have one objective, and can

be bulked under the general term of re

action , or " swinging to the left."

Here, the " left" movement is shown by

the company " union,” the labor injunction,

opposition to primary laws , " yellow dog'

contracts and opposition to the small

group in the United States senate who use

the fillibuster to stop privilege to the

few,

There is no freedom under the company

" union ." Under this system the employer

dictates whom shall meet him in wage

conferences and workers are denied the

right to organize and select representatives

of their own choosing.

The company " union ” has replaced the

so - called " open " shop and the American

plan as means to control workers and

dictate their lives , Don't let us make the

mistake of believing that, because the

members of some internationals are immune

from the company "union," that they have

no interest in this movement . We must

keep in mind that every time a trade union

some

three years.

more
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in another craft is weakened or destroyed ,

the trade union link is affected, and this

means that we are directly affected .

The same reasoning applies to " yellow

dog ' contracts, which compel workers to

agree that they will not join a union while

they are employed by this specific employer.

The " yellow dog' ignores the element of

equality in contract law . Courts have

invariably held that a contract secured

through force or duress is void, and yet

we see the United States Supreme Court

in the Hitchman case, handed down in

December, 1910, rule that the " yellow dog"

is a contract .

Organized labor asks what equity is there

in a contract wherein one party uses his

economic power over the other party to

force him to waive his constitutional right

to join a trade union . How can a

be free in the strict sense of the word

when he is seeking employment that little

ones may be fed , that his family may be

housed , and he is told that if he sur

renders his right to join a trade union

he will be given employment? The proposi

tion is against all morality and against

all law . The " yellow dog," together with

the company " union, " are but links to

the reactionary objective , that would be

secured if workers surrender their freedom

to industrial autocrats.

man

was

TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL

LABOR NEWS

By U. S. Dept. of Labor

CHICAGO FEDERATION OF LABOR

ENDORSES CAR MEN'S UNION

FRANCHISE POLICY

In Chicago, Ill., the employing street

and electric railway companies are seeking

new franchise conditions in an endeavor to

obtain a more liberal and protective ground

work upon which to operate Chicago's

street and electric railway properties . A

most embarrassing condition exists, as

applying to franchise rights in Chicago .

Divisions Nos. 241 and 308, of the Amalga

mated Association, recognize the situation

and are endeavoring to establish franchise

conditions for the companies more favorable

to the twenty -five or thirty thousand wage

workers employed by those properties. The

situation is of mutual concern to both the

company , and Association . On July 17,

the Chicago Federation of Labor had

brought before it this subject of franchise

seeking and passed a resolution , the effect

of which to lead Chicago's labor

movement to antagonize any franchise sub

missible to the public or city council in

the interest of changing the present situa.

tion as affecting the street railway proper,

ties . On that date Divisions Nos. 241 and

308 were involved in agreement negotia

tions with the employingproperty and were

unable to attend the Federation meeting

that had this subject before it . The result

was that an explanation of the situation

was drafted by Divisions Nos. 241 and

308, of the Amalgamated Association, and

presented to the Chicago Federation of

Labor at the meeting held August 21 , at

which delegates representing the two Locals

of the Amalgamated Association were able

to be in attendance . The letter , in the

event of its adoption by the Chicago

Federation of Labor, committed the Federa

tion to the policy of the Amalgamated

Association in assisting the street railway

properties with proposed new franchises .

This letter contains suggestions of most

instructive value to the entire Amalgamated

Association and labor movement in general,

The Chicago Federation of Labor approved

the petition of the two Chicago Locals of

the Amalgamated Association ; thus placing

the Chicago labor movement behind the

employing street railway properties in se

curing a readjustment of the present situa

tion, and carries with it the understanding

that any franchise will also contain measures

protective to the employes, as explained in

the letter .

This letter was signed by President

William Quinlan , Secretary-Treasurer, Wil

liam Taber and Recording Secretary Joseph

J. Kehoe, of Division No. 241, and Presi

dent Frank G. Lawrence and Secretary

William S. McClenathan , of Division No.

308; these officials of the two Locals being

delegates representativ
e of the Locals in

the Chicago Federation of Labor.
The

letter, as published in the Chicago Federa

tion News, is as follows :

Chicago , Ill . , Aug. 21 , 1927 .

To the Officers and Delegates of the Chicago

Federation of Labor :

Greetings : The general tenor of the

Argentina — The Convention of the Union

Ferroviaria , which occurred at the end of

May and the beginning of June, approved

a resolution requesting the legislative au

thorities to ratify the Geneva Convention

relating to the approval of the eight -hour

day as the legal work -day.

Brazil-On October 1 , 1927, Decree No.

5,109, providing pensions for port workers,

will be placed in force by the National

Government .

Columbia - Local interests of Santa Marta

have been successful in securing a grant
of 50,000 hectares (123,550 acres) of

government land the city for the

purpose of colonization . It is said that

İtaly is the country to which the organ

izers of the project will turn for people to

populate the terrain received from the

Government.

Germany - In accordance with the law

of December 23 , 1926 , arrangements have

been concluded for starting twenty-six

labor courts , in which legal actions of

employees against employers or vice versa

will be heard .

Sweden- The Canadian Minister of Im

migration and Colonization, on an official

visit to Scandinavia, recently stated that

Scandinavian immigrants are always wel

come in Canada, and that his Government

arranged transportation at reduced rates to

Canada and guarantees one year's work to

farm and lumber laborers who are willing

to make an agreement with the Govern

ment.

near
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resolution pertaining to the local traction

franchise issue, endorsed at a meeting of

the Chicago Federation of Labor, held

July 17, 1927 , moves us , in justice to the

more than 20,000 union car employes of

the local traction companies, to an expres

sion of opinion as to the wisdom and justice

of continuing a policy of attack, with no

practical constructive alternative, on union

employers that have had contract relations

with their union employes in this city for

more than 25 years.

Two of our officers were appointed to

the committee that considered this resolu

tion , but it came when we were in the

midst of our contract negotiations , and they

did not find the time to serve .

It is our belief that it is not within the

scope of our trade unions to try to settle

all the questions of community or nation.

Our efforts, to be effective, are limited to

the industrial and economic field . The

trade union is an opportunist movement,

and recognizing the soundness of this posi

tion , the Amalgamated car employes are

about to seek conditions that will serve to

protect our unions and benefit the multi

tude of organized workers that

ployed in the local electric railway industry

in any traction franchise that may be

proposed in this city.

There is another phase of this matter ,

however, that affects seriously all of the

union employes of these traction companies

which this central body should consider

carefully as the avowed voice of organized

labor in this community.

When we stop to consider that the local

traction companies, surface and elevated,

employ more union men and women than

any other employer of labor in Chicago,
and

than any other employer of
labor we know of in the United States,

it must surely cause us to reflect that as

trade unionists we should show a decent

regard at least for the long continued

recognition by these employers of the

collective bargaining principle on bona

fide trade union basis. Not only have

these employers for more than 25 years

been entering into and carrying out con

tracts with theAmalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes

of America , whose membership numbers

over 20,000 in this city , but their contract

relations extend to other unions of the

crafts, including the Electrical Workers ,

Machinists, Blacksmiths, Sheet Metal Work

ers , Molders, Stationary Engineers. Fire

men , Structural Iron Workers, Bricklayers,

Riggers, Tracklayers and Chauffeurs,

that approximately 25,000 members of

trade unions are
in the employ of these

companies.

As a group , the men and women

ployes of these companies have struggled

out of the deplorable non-union conditions

of the past , until, through our union efforts,

we have brought great improvement in

wage and labor conditions. These

employers have met their contract obliga

tions with our unions, and through mutual

agreement our union contracts are showing

continuous broadening of democratic

principles applied to the industry . True ,

at the contract expiration periods we have

our differences and no doubt will continue

to have them , but we have managed to

maintain the union relation with these

companies for more than 25 years, and we

have made remarkable progress.

The almost insurmountable difficulties

that have confronted everybody allied with

the electric railway industry, both execu

tives and rank and file, for many years ,

and particularly since the World War, are

little understood by those not directly con

nected with it. Most of the original pro

motions in the industry were a stock -rigging

proposition . The promoters of those days

had no interest in service or labor. Fares

were fixed by law-inelastic , impracticable

and unreasonable . These promoters uno

loaded and the present security owners are

holding the sack.

When drove costs skyward the

revenue possibilities of our industry re

mained stationary, all law -imposed. The

industry suffered and deteriorated and all

factors involved , particularly , its workers,

had to bear a heavy burden. Having

experienced these hardships we who follow

this industry for a livelihood and have

given the best years of our lives to it

resent, and we feel justly, the unreasonable

attacks upon it . The electric railway

industry has had its “ barons” in the past

and may have some of them now , the

same as all other big industries , but the

average of the electric railway executives

of today are fighting to overcome the sins

of their predecessors and earnestly striving

to operate on a legitimate business basis.

Ours is one of the few industries in the

nation that is buck -sawed, hemmed in and

hamstrung. by near-statesmen and profes
sional objectors because of its public

nature and the legal restrictions surround

ing it . Adequate wages depend upon

adequate revenue, and, under efficient

operation, adequate is almost

wholly a matter of adequate fare rates.

Public commissions establish the fare rates

and thus indirectly establish wage

rates . We hope this Federation hasn't for

gotten the very bitter experience we had

in 1922 when the Illinois Commerce Com

mission forced a wage cut on our 20,000

members in Chicago of 10 cents an hour.

Subject to Many Restrictions

Practically every group of workers repre

sented in this Federation may agree with

their employers on a wage increase, and

the cost is passed on to the

without any public agency interfering.

That cannot be done in our industry.

The State Commission and perhaps the

courts intervene and
are subject to

their decisions. As a result , under the

present unreasonable restrictions that sur

round the operation of the local traction

lines , it is becoming increasingly difficult

to establish an adequate wage for the car

employes, such as many of you workers

enjoy.

Chicago is growing and extending by

leaps and bounds and our electric trans

portation system , the best in the world , is

more

revenue

a
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remaining at a standstill . This is neither

helpful to the public nor employes.

Certainly it is a time when serious

thought should be given to the needs of

an industry that plays such an important

part in the development of our great city ,

with earnest desire to play fair in

giving it the necessary relief.

Little Realize Hard Struggle

How many . delegates to this Federation

realize the hard struggle the electric rail

way industry has had to perpetuate itself

the past ten years? Automobile, taxi and

bus competition has injured our business

seriously, and in many places has wrecked

Take the situation in Chicago , with

the Chicago Motor Coach Company oper.

ating throughout the boulevard and park

ways and parallelling the lines, and not a

on any of these thousands of

busses. The Chicago Motor Coach Com

pany, which also controls Yellow Cab, is

distinctly an anti-union institution , yet it

has a bid in with the Chicago City Council

for a franchise to substitute for the street

cars, and not a protest to our knowledge

has come from this Federation . Were the

bus company to get this franchise , which

does not appear possible, because of its

impracticability, it would mean
that our

20,000 union wor ers on th cars would be

out of a job because they were union men ,

and the company " union " that now exists

on the bus system would be substituted .

We say to the delegates to this Federa

tion that the traction franchise matter is

a subject that is entitled to fair and

thoughtful consideration . The companies

operating the electric railway lines of

Chicago are union companies, employing

some 25,000 union members, and so long

as they remain so , they should be given

due credit . Trade unionism as we under

stand it should certainly assure a feeling

of amity for employers whoco-operate with
their employes on a bona fide trade union

basis .

Promote Union Recognition

Our 20,000 Amalgamated members, repre

sented in this body, are preparing to pro

mote the establishment of union recognition

and other trade union protective features

in any franchise that may be proposed by

the City Council. We feel that the work

ers in this public utility are entitled to

proper protection in a franchise the same

the public and the companies. We

shall ask the moral support of this Federa

tion to help us secure this protection .

All that we ask of this Federation is

that the same fair play and consideration

be shown the industry that we gain our

livelihood from as is given other union

industries. We have our problems and our

differences with employers and at

times relations may become strained, all of

which is natural in every field of human

endeavor , but nevertheless our union rights

are recognized and through our union we

will work out our problems. If unionism is

mean co-operation it cannot be one

sided .

Our union label is exposed on the breasts

of 20,000 car workers in the city of Chicago

every day . This Federation and its officers

helped to place it there. We aim to keep

that emblem of freedom - the Union But

ton-before the millions of citizens that use

daily the union-operated electric railway

transportation systems of this city, and we

ask the same consideration for the union

label of our industry that trade unionism

advocates for the union label of all other

industries .

Wear Union Label Uniform

Through mutual agreement with our em .

ployers , existing for 25 years, these 20,000

Amalgamated workers wear nothing

but bona fide union label uniforms and

union label caps, and this in itself is a

manifestation of spirit that proves the co

operative union basis that exists on these

traction properties.

We repeat, we submit this declaration

in the spirit of fair play , and request the

delegates of this Federation to give reason

able consideration to the long continued

trade union connections of the local traction

properties, and the welfare of their 25,000

union workers, in deliberating and passing

upon franchise proposals in the future.

These union workers are part of the trac

tion industry in this city, and indiscrimi

nate denunciation of its administration can

not be helpful to these workers or to the

organized labor movement of this com

munity.

Let us bear in mind that every knock

against the unionized electric railway in

dustry in this city is a boost for the non

union Motor Coach Company and its ally ,

Yellow Cab , and as a trade union Federa

tion we cannot place ourselves in the posi

tion of injuring the business that 25,000

union members are engaged in and aiding

competing anti -union institution that

fosters a company " union " and will not

allow a trade unionist in its employ .

a

JOHN P. FREY ELECTED TO

METAL TRADES OFFICE

as

Washington , Aug. 31—- John P. Frey, of

the International Molders' Union , will be

the new secretary-treasurer of the Metal

Trades Department, A. F. of L.

He was elected by the executive board

of the department to succeed A. J. Berres ,

who resigned to accept a position as in

dustrial mediator in the motion picture

industry.

Mr. Frey is well known to trade union

ists throughout the world .
For years he

served as A. F. of L. delegate from his

International , as editor of the International

Molders' Journal and as president of the

Ohio Federation of Labor.
He will take

charge of his new office September 15.our

" Please explain carefully to the French

public that I did not fly over here for

profit, and therefore do not intend to

capitalize my success. Business proposi

tions do not interest me.
Money may be

a great help , but so far it has not entered

a powerful factor into the scheme of

my life." — Charles A. Lindb rgh , Jr.

to

as
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PRESIDENT GREEN'S REPLY TO NEW of a corporation. This is particularly true

YORK TRACTION PRESIDENT of Public Utilities corporations which very

largely depend for support upon a sound,

William Green, president of the Ameri healthy public opinion . Loyal, devoted

can Federation of Labor, received a letter Americans who believe in our form of

from Frank Hedley, president and general government , with its guaranties of life

manager of the Interborough Rapid Transit and liberty, will not indefinitely tolerate a

Company of New York City , under date condition of autocratic control exercised

of July 14, in relation to the injunction by corporations over their employes through

issued ' in favor of the company and ex the organization, ownership and control of

pressing his intention to resist to the company unions.

utmost any attempt of President Green or
" You may rest assured that your rule

the American Federation of Labor to in of force and of intimidation cannot perma

duce the employes of the Interborough nently continue nor will it permanently

Rapid Transit Company to break their succeed . Governments have fallen because

" yellow dog” contracts and join a bona their rulers insisted upon exercising autocratic

fide trade union.
control over the of the people.

Mr. Green answered this letter as follows : The history of the world shows that the

“ Washington , D. C. , exercise of autocratic control over the lives

" July 18, 1927 . and destinies of people invariably precedes

" Mr. Frank Hedley, President and General the downfall of governments. Those auto

Manager, Interborough Rapid Transit crats who have been compelled to abdicate

Company, benefited from the experience of

" No. 165 Broadway, New York, New York. those who had been driven from the

" Dear Sir : powerful positions they occupied in days

" It is clearly evident , from the general gone by . Those who today practice autoc

tone of your letter of July 14 and from the racy in government and in industry seem

threat to resort to contempt proceedings
to have failed to benefit from the lessons

against me contained therein , that you of the past.

rely upon the use of court injunctions and " It would be of great benefit to the

court proceedings to maintain the company Interborough Rapid Transit Company and

union which you have established and to to those associated with it if a relation

prevent your employes from exercising ship were established between the manage

freedom of choice in joining an organiza ment and the employes in which the legal

tion for their mutual benefit and protection . and moral rights of the owners , manage

I am sure that your action in requiring ment, the workers and the public were

the employes of the Interborough Rapid clearly defined and generally recognized.

Transit Company to sign an agreement to This could be done through the establish

become members of your company union ment of joint relations , through the mainte

and to refrain from joining an organiza nance of respect for the rights of each

tion affiliated with the American Federa other and through the setting up of arbitra.

tion of Labor is morally wrong and , I tion tribunals by which differences which

believe, illegal in practice. A contract could not be settled through joint negotia

secured through duress, coercion and in tions could be heard for final adjustment .

timidation is invalid . I believe the courts Public opinion would approve such

will so hold when they are called to pass happy relationship and would give it un

upon your company union , your forced, qualified support. In such an undertaking

individual contracts, your practice and your the American Federation of Labor would

policy . gladly volunteer its cooperation and sup

" It occurs to me that it ought to be port .

enough for you and your associates to con " I do not know Edward P. Lavin,

trol your corporation, chartered by Harry Bark , James F. Walsh or Joseph G.

branch of the Government which secures Phelan , the men whom you allege in your

its power from the consent of the gov letter I have been conspiring with . Ob

erned, without seeking to control the action viously it would be impossible for me to

of the lives and activities of those em be a fellow - conspirator with men whom I

ployed by your corporation and the free do not know , whom I never met and with

exercise of the inherent right of these whom I am not acquainted .

employes to join a labor organization of “ As a citizen of the United States I

their own choosing. Autocracy in industry have profound respect for our form of

is just as reprehensible as autocracy in government and for its institutions. I

government . It has no place in a country have respect for law and for the adminis

where freedom of action is guaranteed and tration of justice. It is not my purpose

where the exercise of legal and moral rights nor my intention , at any time, to violate

belonging to both employer and employe is any law or to act in a disrespectful way

universally recognized. toward the institutions of government or

""No successful relationship can be main the instrumentalities through which govern

tained between employers and employes ment functions. At the same time I have

where the employer not only owns and confidence in the integrity, the fairness and

controls the corporation but, in addition , justice of our democratic institutions. I do

controls the employes of the corporation not believe our courts will sustain any

through the formation of a company union , corporation or its officers in the perpetra

managed and controlled by representatives tion of an illegal act. For this very good

a

a
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which you assume to represent tending to

induce the employes of the Interborough

Company to break their contracts with

the Company, or to violate the said con

tracts in any respect , and in case any

strike sha be caused by you or any action

on your part, or the part of your organi

zation causes damage to the Interborough

Company, this Company will use its best

endeavors to hold you , personally, and the

organization which you assume to repre

sent liable for any damages which it may

sustain by reason of your acts or the acts

of any person with whom you are associated

or confederated.

" Yours very truly,

(SIGNED FRANK HEDLEY,

" President and General Manager."

STREET CARS HERE TO STAY

as

now

reason your threat to involve me in con

tempt proceedings will not swerve me in

the least from discharg
ing

my duty as

president of the American Federatio
n

of

Labor or from pursuing a course which I

know to be morally and legally right.

" Very respectfully yours ,

(SIGNED) WILLIAM GREEN ,

"President ,

" American Federation of Labor."

Following is the letter of President

Hedley :

"New York , July 14, 1927.

“ Mr. William Green, President,

American Federation of Labor.

" Sir :

"You have heretofore had notice of an

injunction order issued by the Supreme

Court of the State of New York, which

was affirmed on appeal by the Appellate

Division of that Court against Edward P.

Lavin , individually , and as president of

the Consolidated Railway Workers of

Greater New York , and Harry Bark ,

James F. Walsh, Joseph G. Phelan, indi

vidually, and each and every member of

the Association known the Consoli

dated Railway Workers of Greater New

York by whatever name the same may

be designated , and each of their

agents, servants , attorneys , confederates,

and any other person acting in aid of or

in concert with them . This injunction is

effective against every member of Local

977 of the Amalgamated Association who

was a member of the Consolidated Railway

Workers Union of Greater New York, which

union has now become known as Local

977 of the Amalgamated Association, affili.

ated with the American Federation of

Labor .

" I am advised by statements appearing

from time to time in the public press and

through other sources of information, that

you have been cooperating with the de

fendants Lavin, Bark, Walsh and Phelan

in the commission of acts which are plainly

forbidden by that injunction. I am there.

fore writing to notify you that it is the

intention of this Company to take all

proper steps to enforce its rights under

the injunction , by contempt proceedings

or otherwise , against the defendants and

all persons who, by reason of acting in

concert with them , shown to nave

rendered themselves subject to its opera

tion .

“ You are also informed that this Com

pany has executed a contract with

the Brotherhood of Interborough Rapid

Transit Company Employes, acting for its

employes, for a definite term from June

30, 1927 , to April 30 , 1929 , and that this

contract, a copy of which is herewith en

closed, among other things, provides that

the employes will not join the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America or any

other labor organization other than the

said Brotherhood; and this is to warn you

that the Interborough Company will resist

to the utmost of its ability any attempt or

action on your part of the organization

seems

Contradicting a popular belief , the Ameri

can Electric Railway Association reports

that the electric railways in this country

carried 230,000,000 more passengers last

year than in 1925 .

This is conclusive evidence that the

trolley car is not only holding its own,

but forging rapidly ahead despite the in

creasing use of the automobile .
Many

miles of electric lines have been abandoned

in the last decade and hundreds are now

operating at a loss , so the increased busi

ness is not general .

Five years ago a great many managers

of electric transportation systems felt that

the privately owned motor car was destined

to react unfavorably against their proper

ties . For a while it appeared that the

public was turning toward the motor car

for personal and business transportation,

The specter of bus competition also hovered

ominously in the picture, and trolley line

operators were not resting easily .

Now it the automobile traffic

congestion is bringing about a wide return

to street car travel. Many motorists find

it more convenient and quicker to run

city errands by street car than to worm

their way, by motor through congested

streets and hunt futilely for parking space.

Street railway systems will continue to

be part of the transportation scheme.

Buses, of course , will carry their share of

the traffic though they, like the

automobile , must fight the battles of con .

gested streets . The trolley car has proved

itself to be the most effective agent for

the transportatio
n of large numbers of

people with economy, safety and dispatch .

There is a place for all things, and the

railroad, electric railway, motor bus, auto

mobile 'and truck each can perform some

transportation need better than the other. -

Joliet Herald -News.

Brother Clarence Blewett, for over 20

years a member of Division No. 381 , of

the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes, has the assur

ance of becoming president ofthe Montana

State Federation of Labor. He is one of

the most popular and active trade unionists

even

are

new
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

“ Notice to Delegates"

“ DON'T BE SOWING SEEDS OF

MISERY-By F. Vert"

on

“ Convention of Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes

of America will be held in New Orleans,

October 7-14 , 1907 . Special rates

certificate plan have been authorized from

the various gateways ; Chicago , St. Louis,

Cincinnati and Louisville, and the Illinois

Central Railroad is the most direct line to

New Orleans from these points. It should

be thoroughly understood by all delegates

that, whenpurchasing tickets at Chicago,

St. Louis, Cincinnati or Louisville, October

4th to 9th , they should receive a certificate

which will entitle them to return ticket

from New Orleans to these points at one

third fare , which will make the round trip

rates as follows :

“ From Chicago to New Orleans and

return , $33.30 .

" From Cincinnati to New Orleans and

return , $28.00 .

" From Louisville to New Orleans and

return , $25.35 .

" From St. Louis to New Orleans and

return , $25.20 .

" Since last reported International Presi

dent W. D. Mahon has issued charters

for the institution of Divisions Nos. 480 ,

Charleston , W. Va.; 481 , Port Chester,

N. Y.; 482, · New London , Conn .; 483 ,

Greenfield, Mass.; and 484 , Indianapolis , Ind .

" In securing the agreement for Division

No. 215 , the wage rate of 30 cents per

hour for the third rail motormen and

conductors the Aurora , Elgin and

Chicago Railway was reached . After the

closing of the agreement President Mahon

returned to the office . On August 30 he

went to Chicago , where he addressed Divi

sion No. 241 upon the following day. The

occasion was that of the annual picnic of

the big Chicago Local. From Chicago

President Mahon want direct to Louisville,

where he delivered the Labor Day address.

" International Treasurer Rezin Orr com

pleted his work in the eastern field by the

organizing of Division No. 481 , Port

Chester, N. Y. All the Locals instituted

by him during his eastern trip have fully

materialized and become permanent factors .

" G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald

was taken from the situation at Bingham

ton , N. Y. , to look after a strike that had

been precipitated at Charleston, W. Va .,

by the institution of Division No. 480.
The Local

was organized by Secretary
Morris of the Miners' Union . The com

pany immediately discharged the officers

and leading members. Board Member

Fitzgerald took upup the situation , and

secured the placing of a rigid boycott

upon the company's property. Every indi

cation pointed to the success of the strike.

After placing the Local upon a good foot

ing to continue the struggle, he returned to
his home .

Immediately upon his leaving

the field the company succeeded in reach

ing the striking employes and induced them

to give up the strike and return to the cars .

“ Listen to me, Union brother !

Harken to the words I way !

For it's time to stop your loafing

And get busy , 'making hay . '

While your sun is brightly shining

Get your elbows off the bar ;

For the gait you are pursuing

Future happiness will mar .

And the nickels you are spending

For some liquor dealer's gain ,

Will be needed in the future

When your clouds begin to rain ;

For your rainy day is coming

Maybe near, and maybe far

When the memory of the money

That you waste at the bar

And the hours , worse than wasted,

That are lost beyond recall

Are to fill your cup of sorrow

With the bitterness of gall .

So , wake up , join in the harvest ,

Harken to my warning cry,

Don't be sowing seeds of misery

For the harvest by and by;

Don't be looking after trouble,

Turning over every stone ,

Resurrecting buried hatchets ,

They are better left alone.

Bear in mind your company's welfare ,

Standing by your union , too,

' Do ye even unto others

As ye would they'd do to you .'

Let that ever be your motto

In the time of peace or strife ,

It will help to bear you onward

To a higher place in life .

It will give a clearer conscience

When you're called upon to go ,

And the world will be the better

While you're living here below. "

on
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“ Chicago Trouble"

:

" On the 23rd of September we received

a call from the organizer of the American

Federation of Labor in the city of Chicago,

requesting our immediate presence in that

city , stating in the call that the prospects

for a large organization were good but that

a strike was imminent , We arrived in

that city on the morning of the 24th, and

in a short time were able to locate the

committee of the new organization of street

car men , who were holding a session in

Coffee's Hall, on the corner of Halstead

and Sixty -third streets, to hear a report

from the committee whom they had sent

to wait upon the general manager of the

South Side Street Railway Company.

After an introduction to the committee, we

were informed that an attempt to organize

a union of the South Side Street Railway

employes had resulted in arousing the

anger of the company, and that eighteen

of their men had been discharged for the

part they had taken in the new organiza

tion , and we were further informed that

the committee who had at this time visited

1
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men

grievance, had a committee to call upon

General Manager Bowen to see if he would

not reinstate the discharged men. Mr.

Bowen still refusing, the committee called

upon the mayor of the city , who took the

matter up and tried to secure a conference

with the officials of the company . While

they met the mayor they refused to meet

the men or to give any consideration to

the grievances pending, and as a result a

general meeting of all the men was called

for Thursday night , to consider what the

future course of the organization should

be in regard to the eighteen discharged

men. At the meeting it was decided that

the should continue their work as

organizers, pushing the new organization

until they had secured enrollment of, if

possible, all the street railway men in the

city of Chicago. The men felt that no

better work could be done in their interest

than to have the eighteen men continue on

until they had enrolled all the employes,

and to just let their cases rest in abeyance,

feeling that a perfect organization

was effected there would be no danger but

what the company would give consideration

and the company would be willing to treat

with their employes and, as a result, the

committee are pushing the organization ,

with open meetings held in various parts

of the city, arrangements having been made

for a grand ball some time the last of the

month , and in a short time we may expect

to see Chicago with one of the best organi

zations of street railway employes in

America ."

+

once

the general manager of the company to

request the reinstatement of the eighteen

men , had reported that the general man

ager refused to reinstate and had further

declared that he would discharge all the

men who had joined the new union. The

committee felt that their grievance was

sufficient to call out all their members and

order a strike on the South Side Company's

line. After this explanation , we were given

the floor and explained to them the laws

and rules of our organization , submitting

to them the constitution for their further

investigation , and, as to the matter of a

strike, we advised them to move with

caution, informing them that, whether they

united with us or not, we desired to see

them make a success of their organization

and felt that a strike at that time would

bring to them loss instead of gain . We

further advised that a conference be held

with the representatives of the various

labor organizations in the city and that

their advice be got before hasty action be

taken . This being accepted by the com

mittee we immediately set out to arrange

such a conference for that evening, and,

through the assistance of Mr. Geo . Perkins ,

of the Cigarmakers ; Douglass Wilson , of

the Machinists ; and W. C. Hollister, of

the Eight Hour Herald , we succeeded in

getting out call for a meeting that

evening, to be held at the headquarters of

the Machinists. The meeting was fairly

well attended , considering the short time

we had in getting out the call . The meet

ing was attended by the full committee of

the street railway employes. The results

of the conference were that the men

advised to affiliate with the international

body and to continue their organization ,

but to make a strike the last resort . The

committee of the street railway men then

decided to call a meeting of all their men

on Saturday evening and leave the matter,

as to the future action with the men , and

as a result the general meeting was called
for 12 o'clock Saturday night. The meet

ing was well attended by the South Side

employes, their hall at Sixty -third being

filled to suffocation, and many were turned

away for the want of standing room . It

was an enthusiastic meeting , one that will

be long remembered . It was the first time

that the railroad men had a general meet

ing for seve years in which they could

discuss their own grievances and feel them

selves free from the tyranny of bosses and

the company's spotters and spies. After

several addresses had been made, the busi

ness for which the meeting had been called

was taken up and the men , by a unani

mous voice, decided to affiliate with our

Association, and to be guided by its laws

and rules . They also decided to carry on

the agitation for their organization and to

leave the matter of the reinstatement of

the eighteen men in the hands of the com

mittee to act upon as they thought best.

On the following Monday meetings were

held at various points on the South Side

and addressed by prominent members of

organized labor of the city of Chicago .

A general committee , acting upon the

a

were
MEAT PACKER'S DEATH RECALLS

WELFARE PLAN

Washington, D. C .-- The recent death of

J. Ogden Armour, son of the founder of

the Armour packing plant, recal
the first

blow against employes' pensions that are

maintained by private corporation
s

.

The Morris packing plant established

this system, and several hundred employes

refused to organize, in the belief that they

would be cared for in their old age .
The

plant was taken over by the Armour con

cern , which repudiate
d

the implied contract

the Morris Company made with its em:

ployes. The case was contested in several

courts, but the workers defeated.

Disillusioned and facing old age , they dis

covered too late that they worked for low

wages all these years with understandings

that were valueless ,

were
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SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, AGREEMENT

Memorandum of Agreement made and entered

into by and between the San Antonio Public Service

Company, San Antonio , Texas, their successors,

lessees or assigns, party of the first part , herein

after, for convenience, called the “ Company; " and

the Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America , Division No. 694,

of San Antonio, Texas, party of the second part,
hereinafter, for convenience, called the " Associa
tion. '

WITNESSETH : That in the operation of the

cars of the first party both parties hereto mutually

agree that for and in consideration of the covenants

and agreements hereinafter stated , the party of

the first part agrees with the party of the second

part as follows:

SECTION 1 . The Company agrees to meet and

treat , through their properly accredited officers, with

the properly accredited officers and representatives

of the Association upon all questions or differences

that may arise during the term of this Agreement .

Sec. 2 . Upon failure to reach a mutually satis

factory adjustment of all questions or differences

that may arise during the term of this Agreement,

the matter in dispute shall be submitted

temporary Board of Arbitration , consisting of three

disinterested parties , and the finding of the majority

of said Board shall be binding upon both parties

hereto , and the Board to be selected as follows:

The Company to select one member;the Associa

tion to select one member; and the two thus selected
to select a third member ,

PARAGRAPH A. Each party hereto agrees to select

own arbitrator within five days after the

agreement to arbitrate, or notices given by either

party in writing to the other that arbitration is

desired , and either party failing to do shall

forfeit its case .

PARAGRAPH B. The two arbitrators so selected

shall meet within five days and name the third

arbitrator; provided further that, should the arbi

trators so appointed by each of the parties to this

Agreement fail to agree within a period of five days

upon the third arbitrator, then the officers of the
Company and the officers of the Association , with

the two arbitrators selected , shall meet once

and see if it is possible to agree upon a third

arbitrator , or make such arrangements concerning

the arbitration as they may deem advisable .

PARAGRAPH C. Beginning the next day after

the three arbitrators have been selected, the Arbi.

tration Board shall meet from day to day until

the arbitration is completed and a decision rendered.

PARAGRAPH D. Pending the adjustment of any

difference there shall be no lock - out , strike, or

cessation of work by either party ; each party shall

pay its own arbitrator and the parties hereto shall

jointly pay the third arbitrator .

Sec . 3 . This agreement shall cover motormen

and conductors , operators of one -man cars and bus

operators , pit men and helpers , bus repair men and

helpers , all fender, door, step, window and general
repair men , and all car barn laborers other than
colored.

SEC. 4.
The Company agrees that all employees,

as mentioned in Section 3 of this Agreement, may

become members of this Association , and may wear

the union button of this Association ; and that they

shali remain in good standing in this Association

during the life of this Agreement, in accordance

with the Constitution and By-Laws of this Asso

ciation, and that their standing with the Company

shall not be affected by the fact of their member
ship in this Association .

Sec. 5 . Any employee , as mentioned in Section

3 of this Agreement, who is member of this

Association in good standing,and who may be dis

charged or suspended , shall havethe right to appeal
through this Association to the official of his re

spective department for reinstatement, and , if the
differences

cannot be adjusted , then the vice

president and general manager may be appealed

to, and upon failure to agree, the president may
be appealed to . Should no agreement be arrived

at , then both parties shall present the matter to

a Board of Arbitration, in accordance with the
provisions of Section2 of thisAgreement, and the
findings of the majority of this Board shall be

binding on both parties hereto .

SEC. 6. The Company will pay all motormen

and conductors , bus operators electric car

operators, from July 16, 1927, to July 1, 1928, and

thereafter, in accordance with the provisions of

at

Section 21 of this Agreement, the following rates

in wages per hour :

All men operating two- men cars ... 56 € per hour

All operators of one-man cars and

one-man buses . 5 ¢ per hour

in addition to the above wages

shall be paid.

PARAGRAPH A. All employees covered by this

Agreement shall be furnished free transportation

for their own use over all the lines of the Company,

and , unless given free passes, the production of

their badge to the conductor will be all that is

reguired .

PARAGRAPH B. All employees covered by this

Agreement who are required to give up or be re
lieved from their regular work to attend court

on the Company's business, or to secure additional

evidence for the Claim Department, shall be paid

regular wages, the same as if they had not been

relieved . All employees not required to give up

or be relieved from their regular work, who shail
be required to attend court on the Company's

business or secure additional evidence for the Claim

Department during their spare time, shall be paid

at the regular rate of wages for all such time.

PARAGRAPH C , In the event of the Company

desiring to operate double truck cars with one man ,

the Company will take up this matter with the
Association for discussion and

mutual under

standing .

Sec . 7 . A day's work shall be made within twelve

consecutive hours , including time for meals, except

the runs now known as " regular tripper" or " split

runs, which shall complete a day's work in fifteen

consecutive hours, including time for meals. It is

also agreed that regular men , after completing

their day's work , shall not be marked out or

scheduled out on any morning without first having

had at least eight hours' rest .

PARAGRAPH A. No a . m . , p . m . , or tripper run

shall be less than nine hours or more than ten

hours , except by mutual consent of both parties

hereto . Any extra motorman or conductor called

for extra work or report duty shall not receive less

than five hours pay for the same in any one day ,

PARA ,RAPU B.
Upon application of the indi

viduals concerned , ompany will provide

$ 1,000.00 life insurance , with a reasonable provision

for total disability insurance, in accordance with the

terms of the specimen policy of the Southwestern

Life Insurance Company, which is attached hereto ,

for each employee in the Traction Department

covered by this Contract with Division 694, A. A.

of S , and E. R. E. of A.

Your attention is called to the provision in the

policy, that at least 75 % of the employees offered

this insurance must elect to take it in order for

this insurance to become effective.

Under the terms of the proposed policy , employees

who leave the service of the Company may con

tinue their insurance by selecting one of the policies

offered by the Insurance Company and paying

the premium on the policy so selected .

This insurance proposal is made subject to the
following provisions :

( a ) The Company reserves the right to discontinue
any insurance plan adopted at the end of the

Contract period, beginning July 1 , 1927 , or any

extension thereof.

(b ) The Company reserves the right to reject or

discontinue the insurance of any employee who is

out of regular service for a period of more than

twelve months.

( c ) Employees otherwise covered by Insurance

provisions of the Company will not be included .
The Company will continue the donation of 35 °

per member per month to the Sick and Disability

Department of the Union , and 20 ° per member

per month to the Base Ball and Band Fund , and

the Social Meeting Fund of the Union .

SEC . 8 . No regular motorman or conductor, after

finishing his run , shall be required to do extra

work if there are competent extra men available ,

and the Company will endeavor at all times to

provide sufficient extra that the regular

men will not be required to do extra work except
when it is absolutely necessary . In such cases ,

regular men will be paid at the rate of timeand
one -half until said overtime is completed . All

motormen and conductors to whom students are

assigned for teaching the duties of either motorman
conductor, shall be allowed twenty - five cents

extra per day for this service .

Sec . 9. The Company will pay all pit men and

helpers, from July 16 , 1927 , to July 1 , 1928 , and
thereafter , in accordance with the provisions

of
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Section 21 of this Agreement, the sum of $ 5.50

per day .

PARAGRAPH A. The Company will pay all fore

men of various departments of running repairs

at the rate of $6.50 per day, from July , 16 , 1927 ,

to July 1, 1928 , and thereafter, in accordance with

the provisions of Section 21 of this Agreement.

Any man who is required to fill the place of a

foreman who is off duty shall receive the same rate

of pay as the foreman. All night watchmen and

day watchmen shall be paid at the rate of $3.75

per day, and shall work eight hours per day, except

in the case of sickness or lay off , where absent

watchmen's time is divided among other watchmen

on duty , in order to continue pay of watchman

who is off duty. This is to apply to watchmen
around all car barns and bus garages .

PARAGRAPH B. Eight hours shall be considered

a day's work , and time and one-half shall be paid

for Overtime to employees covered by this Section .

Such overtime to be divided equally as nearly as

possible among the men of the department where

overtime work is required .
PARAGRAPH C. Employees covered by this

Section called back from their homes for duty

before or after regular working hours shall receive
not less than four hours' pay for the same .

PARAGRAPHI D. Seniority shall prevail at all

times . The men oldest in the service to be given

the daylight work , except where a man is incompe

tent to handle such work ; in such event the master

mechanic will take up the case with the Executive

Committee of the Association , and after a satis

factory mutual understanding has been reached ,

then the employee next in line for promotion shall

take his place .

PARAGRAPH E. The Company will pay all fender ,

door, step, window and general repair men, from

July 16 , 1927, to July 1 , 1928 , and thereafter , in
accordance with the provision of Section 21 of

Agreement , the sum of $6.50 per day . All assistant

fender, door, step, window and general repair men

shall be paid at the rate of $ 5.50 per day. Eight

hours shall be considered a day's work, and time

and one-half shall be paid for overtime .

PARAGRAPH F. The Company will pay all skilled

garage mechanics, from July 16, 1927 , to July 1.

1928, and thereafter, in accordance with the pro .

visions of Section 21 of the Agreement, the sum of
$6.50 per day. All other bus repair and garage

men shall be paid at the rate of $5.50 per day.

It is further agreed that the Company will keep

employed not less than one skilled mechanic for

each twenty-five buses or major fraction thereof ,

it being understood that all men who are in the

service at the time this Agreement is signed, who

can qualify as skilled mechanics, will be taken care
of and placed on the maximum rate of pay . When

increase in the force of skilled mechanics is

needed, seniority shall prevail and bus repair and

garage men shall be moved up in their turn, pro

vided they can qualify for the work. Eight hours
shall be considered a day's work, and time and

one -half shall be paid for overtime.

Sec , 10 . The Company agrees to furnish a

bulletin board at the car barns and at the general

office, upon which the Association is to be permitted

to post notices of meetings of the Association, or

any other matter affecting the welfare of the Asso

ciation ,

PARAGRAPH A. The Company agrees that , where

it can be secured at a reasonable expense , one

suitable lavatory is to be provided on each of the

several routes or lines in the most convenient place,

and each of the said lavatories is to be locked

where it is possible with standard lock and

trainmen are to be supplied with a standard key.

PARAGRAPH B. It is further agreed , in providing

such lavatories, should there be any one or more

of the several routes or lines in the city that the

Company should deem it an unreasonable expenso ,

that the officials of the Company will then permit

the officials of the Association to act as agents for

the Company in trying to provide such lavatories

at a reasonable expense to the Company

PARAGRAPH C. The Company agrees that all

cars are to be provided with stools or seats for the

motormen , and such stools and seats are to be used

in the limits now fixed by rule No. 219 of the

Company's rule book, and that all seats for motor

men are to be of the four -legged type, and are to

be a part of each motor car's equipment,

Sec . 11 . The Company agrees that all bulletins,

notices and rules not appearing in the book of rules

of said Company, shall be posted in the barns

and office during the time they are in force and

signed by proper officials .

PARAGRAPH A. Where conductors are required

turn over to and count their money receipts

in the presence of an agent, or receiver of the

Company, it shall be the duty of such agent to

receive the money and to receipt to the conductor

therefor in a book to be provided for that purpose

by the conductor, thereby relieving the conductor

of and from any further responsibility for the amount

of said remittance. Any conductor failing to comply

with this provision of the Agreement shall thereby

forfeit any and all right to question any error that

may subsequently develop.

PARAGRAPH B. All overages and shortages, due

to a mistake in trip sheets , shall be adjusted as
follows : Trip sheets not correctly made out shall

be reported and submitted to the conductor for

inspection within three days after the discovery of

the error, and it is further provided that , where a

conductor has been accused of, or discharged for

failing to register , or for the taking of fares , and

said conductor has appealed to the Association,

that a committee from the Executive Committee

of the Association shall have the right to examine

all reports or evidence against said conductor, and

that , after the committee has satisfied itself that

the offense has been committed , the case shall then

be dropped .

SEC. 12 . The Company agrees that any member

of this Association , who shall be elected to any

Local ofhce of the Association other than business
agent, which requires his absence from the Com

pany's employ, not exceeding six months at any

one time, that he shall , upon his return from said
office, have his position in the said Company's

employ the saine as if he had been in continuous

employ of the Company. It is further agreed that
any member of the Association who shall be elected

to the office of business agent or to any Inter

national office of the Association which requires his

absence from the Company's employ, that he shall,

upon his return from said office, have his position

in the said Company's employ the same as if he

had been in continuous employ of the Company.

It is further agreed that the business agent of the

Association shall be furnished free transportation

upon all the lines of the Company.

Sec. 13 . Any employee suspended or discharged

by the Company and who, upon investigation , is
found not guilty of sufficient warrant

such suspension or discharge, shall be reinstated to

his former position and be paid in full for all loss

of time caused by such suspension or discharge.

It is further agreed that the superintendent of the

Company will call in the employees in their spare

time for minor breaches of rules should he deem

it necessary , but men not guilty of same shall be

paid for not less than one hour.

PARAGRAPH A. When any employee is summoned

to the office to answer to any charge, it must be

within three days after the report of the specific

offense alleged , excepting in case of irregularity in

fare collections, which must be within thirty days ,
and upon request of such employee he shall be

given a copy of the charge or charges and granted

adjournment for a period of not more than
three days before answering to a charge or charges,

At the end of this period he shall be given the

privilege of a hearing by the Company in the

presence of the Chairman or any member of the

Executive Committee, or the businessagent of the

Association, and no entry of the decision of guilty

of an offense shall be placed against the record of

an employee until such employee has been given

the privilege of a hearing and his defense , if any,

shall be briefly recorded with the charge or charges,

and he shall answer only to the specific charge of

charges, concerning which he has been called to

the office, and as contained on the copy of same
given to him.

PARAGRAPH B. In the event of any employee
going twelve consecutive months without error,

his record shall be considered clean, and in the

event of an employee severing his connection with

the Company and desiringsame, he shall be given
a certificate of service and arecommendation when
his record permits .

PARAGRAPH C. The Company agrees that they

will furnish to the president,orchairmanofExecu

tive Committee of the Association, a written memo
randum , giving the completerecord of any employee

and his standing with the Company, said memo

randum to be furnishedat time request is made
for same .

Sec . 14 . Each motorman and conductor, one.

man operator and bus operator, shall be entitled
to hold his run in accordance with his length of

cause to

an
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continuous service in the employ of the Company .

The preference of runs shall always belong to the

oldest man in the continuous service, except when

men are incompetent to hold such runs . In such

event the Company, will take up the case with the
Executive Board of the Association, and after a

mutual.y satisfactory understanding has been

reached , then the employee next in line for pro

motion shall take his place.

PARAGRAPH A. The oldest man in continuous

service shall have the choice of runs in the capacity

in which he is employed , the list to be signed in
accordance with the length of time of each man in
the service . Should any man not desire to sign

he shall be placed at the foot of the extra list

until the next regular sign-up. when he will be
privileged to sign if he so chooses.
PARAGRAPH B. It is further provided that

shuttle car runs will not be filled from the regular
sign - up . The superintendent of the Company and

the president of the Association will jointly select

men to fill these runs prior to each regular sign-up ;
said men being consulted prior to being assigned ,

and provided they accept said runs they shall not

participate in the regular sign-up.

PARAGRAPH C. The following special seniority

arrangement for bus operators is hereby agreed to
until such time as the number of bus runs has

increased to fifty runs, after which bus operation
shall be covered in seniority sign-up, the same as

provided for all other work . Assoon as this agree

ment becomes effective, and once each year there.

after, the superintendent of transportation shall

post a notice to all trainmen and operators of these

provisions for seniority of bus operators, and he

shall request all daylight men, who desire to qualify
for bus operation , to sign their name on a sheet
prepared for that purpose and marked " A. M.

men's sheet." All P. M. and tripper men who desire

to qualify , shall be requested to sign on a sheet to
be marked “ P. M. and tripper men's sheet . ' This

notice and the said sheets are to be posted in a

conspicuous and convenient place upon the Company

bulletin board , and shall remain posted for a period

of fifteen days. At the end of this period the sheets

shall be taken down, and the superintendent of
transportation and the president and business

executive of this Association shall meet and jointly

arrange the names signed on these sheets in their

respective order , according to car service seniority.
This sheet then shall become known as the " bus

seniority list," and twenty men from the A. M.

list , and twenty men from the P. M. and tripper
list , in accordance with car service seniority upon

this list, shall be permitted to quasify for bus oper.
ators. Where men refuse or fail to qualify in their

respective turn, their names shall be removed from
the list for the balance of that year. Selection of

bus runs shall then be made at each sign -up for

runs, and shall be confined to the twenty men on

each list who have qualified and been selected as

provided above . All men who hold daylight senior

ity upon this bus list shall sign for bus daylight

work only, and P. M. and tripper men shall sign

for P. M. and tripper work only. When men on

either list refuse to sign for bus work , their names

shall then be removed from the list for the balance

of that year, and enough men under them in accord

ance with car service seniority , who have expressed

a desire for bus work, as provided herein, shall

be permitted to qualify so as to have the required

number of twenty qualified men on each list at all
times . In cases of special seniority sign-ups, where

bus schedules are not affected, or have not been

changed , there shall not be any sign -up for bus

runs, and all men working, same shall hold their

same runs until a regular sign-up shall take place,

as provided herein . Should any emergency arise in

connection with this special seniority arrangement,

whereby any bus run or runs should be left open

at the conclusion of a sign-up , then the first quali

fied bus operator upon the car service seniority list

of extra men shall be assigned to such vacant runs

until the next regular sign-up.

Sec. 15 . Employees who are members of any

committee of the Association , or who are officers

of the Association or delegates to conventions for

the Association , shall be entitled to leave of absence

of attending conventions, or for
such committee work or other work as may be
necessary ,

without losing, any privilege of seniority.

If any man isoff duty during the sign -up and can

not be present,thepresident of this Association
shall make a choice for him and he shall work the

run so chosen until the next regular sign -up . The

president of this Association shall be present at

each sign -up, and have full charge of same, and, if

necessary, notify members of the fact that it is

their time to sign, and any member failing to sign

after being notihed shall be subject to any decision

made by the president of this Association and shall

work any run selected by the president for him.

Sec . 16. The superintendent of the Company will

prepare and post at the car barn a list of em

ployees in order of seniority , together with a sched
ule runs five days before the expiration of each

quarter of the year known as the first day of
June ," " first day of September," " first day of

December , " and the " first day of March , " to

permit the seniority rights of the to take

effect upon the first day of each quarter ; and in
case of an opening the first man on list to be

promoted in accordance with seniority, such as

"extra to tripper," " tripper to regular P. M.,"

" regular P. M. to regular A. M.," shall be given

such run until the next quarterly seniority sign -up .

when they will be required to select runs in accord

ance with their seniority ; and in case of a change

in schedule , except to cover emergency , the

list will be open for selection to take effect with

the change.
PARAGRAPH A. Selection of runs shal begin

thirty -six hours after being posted , and shall be
concluded within seventy -two hours. Any regular

run becoming permanently vacant by any motor

man, conductor, or operator severing his connection
with the Company, shall be posted for selection ,

together with all other A. M., P. M. , tripper and

auto bus runs at the next sign -up ; and in the
event of the discharge of any , motorman, con

ductor, or operator, and an appeal taken under the
provisions of Section 5 of the Agreement, said runs
shall be filled within not more than thirty days

after final adjustment , providing said runs are still

operating , and the employee next in line for pro

motion , in accordance with his seniority rights , will
be entitled to said runs until the next sign-up.

when said runs will be posted for selection , as

provided above. All vacancies shall be filled from

the extra list for a period of not exceeding thirty

days, and men shall be promoted and assigned to

them in accordance with seniority rights.

PARAGRAPH B. It is further provided that all

employees covered by this Agreement shall be

marked off duty, and have a day of rest out of

each seven days. an approximately equal number

of men to be off duty each day until all men have

had one day of rest in seven.
Each run posted

upon the schedule shall carry, with it the name of

the day of the week on which the motorman , con

ductor or operator shall be off , it being understood
that as many runs as possible , equally divided

between A , M. , P. M. and tripper runs , shall

carry with them Sunday as the off day.

It is further provided that many

possible , equally divided between A. M. , P. M. and

tripper runs, shall have the off days converted into

regular ſuns , which shall rotate and be placed in

the regular seniority sign - up the same as all other

runs. Any runs which are found impracticable for

the off days to be converted into regular runs

shall be filled from the extra list each week. The

regular days off for all extra men will be assigned

at the conclusion of each seniority sign - up by the

station foreman , and this assignment shall be kept

posted , together with the schedules of runs , in a

conspicuous place upon the Company bulletin board.

The superintendents of department concerned , and

the president of the Association , will jointly arrange

plans whereby this provision of the Agreement

shall be carried out in & successful manner, and

such arrangements as are made will be posted for

the information of all employees covered by this

Agreement with each seniority sign -up for runs.

It is understood that this day of rest is not to be

considered or charged to the men as vacation time ,

and that this arrangement is not in conflict with

Section 19 of the Agreement . Should the rest day

of a certain number of men fall upon a circus day ,

or any other day agreed upon in advance by both

parties to this Agreement, or in case of emergency,

due to an epidemic of sickness , or during Fiesta

Week , as many days off as necessary may be sus .

pended by calling for and assigning men who volun

teer for work, thereby giving up their regular day

off , on their own accord , during such emergency ,

and , if necessary , any part or all off days may

be suspended by agreement of both parties to this

Agreement for the period of such emergency :
It is understood that all available extra men will

be used before any off days can or will be sus

pended, and that due , care will be used in calling
for volunteers, so that a surplus of men will not

be had upon the extra list . In case it should be

as runs as

for the purpose
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NEW FIVE - BARREL ADJUSTABLE HIGH-SPEED CHANGER

HE
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1 HASN
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.

Makes change quick as a flash.

Strong, Durable, Rapid.

Beautiful in appearance, highly polished.

Can be adjusted in a moment to throw out

one to five pennies or one to six tokens.

No tool needed tomake adjustments;use coin .

INSTANTANEOUS LOCKING DEVICE

Sliget pressure of thumb locks coin chambers.

Price $4.00 No. 555. Quarter, dime, nickel, penny, penny

Postage Paid No. 566 . Quarter, dime, nickel, penny, token

J. L. GALEF , 73 Chambers St., New York City .
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run

come necessary to suspend all off days, the station

foreman shall then assign men in rotary order.

SEC . 17 . The Company agrees to continue the W

present system of posting bulletins of regular runs

to be worked by extra men, and agreesthat said SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER of 10 Weekly issues

bulletins shall be posted at 12:00 noon, for runs
of The Pathfinder for 10 cts. The most progress

that same night, and not later than 4:30 p . m . for
jve, interesting and instructive magazinein America.

runs the following day. It is further agreed that
Full of valuable information , best fiction , timely

the extra list of employees shall rotate each day,
articles, current events clearly interpreted , pictures

the said list to be posted each time the Board is
and entertainment for all the family . Simply send

marked up. All men at top of list receiving eight

name, address and 10 cents . DO IT NOW !

hours or more work in any one day, shall be placed
The Pathfinder , Dept. 0-275 Washington, D.C.

at the bottom of list in their respective order , and
work up to top again . Extra men shall be given other days agreed upon in advance by the proper

work according to their standing on list , the top officials of both parties to this Agreement.
man being marked out for work first , the second

SEC. 19.
man second , etc. The filling of runs on the board

The Company agrees to place in the

shall start with the lowest number vacant,
office of the car barn an

open book, said book

which shall be assigned to the first man out, the

to be dated three days ahead, in which men can

next lowest run number to the second man , etc.,

register the particular day or days, not exceeding

until all work orders for any one board is assigned.

three days, on which they wish to get off, and the

In the filling of bus runs the first qualified men

man who registers first for any particular day or

on extra list after all other runs have been filled,
days, shall have the first privilege; provided ,how

shall be assigned , the second man second, etc. , the
ever, that the officers and committeemen of the

lowest run number to the first qualified man , and
Association, having business to do for the Associa

second to the second , etc. It is understood that
tion , shall be entitled to get off in preference to

all extra men will be given an opporunuity to

others at any time, and the station foreman shali

qualify for any kind of work, and all extra men

make a special effort to release them .

PARAGRAPH A.
who have been in the service of the Company for

It is further agreed by the

one year will be permitted to qualify for bus opera

company that employees in the service for a period

tion should they so desire . Where men fail to
of one year shall be granted, upon written request,

quality, they shall not lose their standing on board,
using thepresent card system of the Company,a

but shall lose that particular run , and they shall
vacation of fifteen ( 15) days; employees two years

move up for a run on the next board. Any extra
in the service a vacation of ' thirty (30) days ; em

man missing out shall lose his standing on the next

ployees three years in the service a vacation of

board , and be placed at bottom of work order
forty-five (45) days; employees four yearsin the

board to work up again .

service a vacation of sixty (60 ) days or more, not
to exceed ninety (90 ) days. Provided, however,

PARAGRAPH A. Any regular or tripper man that the Company will be governed in the above
missing out shall serve one day on extra list, and by the number of men off duty. Provided further,
for a second miss-out within three months he shall that men taking vacations under the provisions of
Serve two days on extra list, and for a third miss this Section shall not be paid for time while on

out within six months he shall serve three days on said vacation .
extra list . Any employee missing out four times PARAGRAPH B. It is further agreed that no

within six months will be subject to repremand and employee , having had a vacation covering the above

to serve five days on extra list. stated ' time, will be entitled to another vacation

PARAGRAPH B , All regular men serving time on in any oneyear until all other men desiring vaca

extra list for missing out shall start at the bottom tions have had same granted . The above not to

of list and rotate same as extra men . It is further cover cases of emergency or sickness. Any employee
provided that all men on said list shall be given desiring a vacation or leave of absence for over

work in accordance with their standing list thirty , days shall get permission from the officers

before any other regular A. M. , P. M. , or tripper of both parties hereto .

man is marked to do extra service or over time. SECTION 20 .
PARAGRAPH C. Any A. M. , tripper, or extra

The Company agrees that any

man serving upon the jury who shall be discharged
motorman or conductor, pit man or car barn laborer

from said jury service after the work order board
in the service of the Company, and promoted to

is ported , and who reports for duty before 11:30
starter, inspector, foreman, or other official position

p. m . , shall be placed at the top of the reserve list
other than trouble men , who repair cars on the
road , shall be given not more than sixmonths to

the next morning. Any man reporting for duty

before 12:00 noon , who has been excused from
try the same , and, in the event he does not return

jury service after the p. m . work order board
to his car or position in shop or car barns inthe

posted for that day, shall. providing heis a regu
above stated time, he shall lose his seniority. Those

lar P. M. , tripper or extra man, be placed at the
now holding such positions for morethan six months

to decide within three monthsfromthe signing
top of the 2:00 p. m. reserve list.

of this Agreement .

Sec. 18. The Company agrees that any man ,

Men having tried any of the

above positions and return to their car, position

extra or regular, that works for a period of sixteen in shop or car barns, shall not be given opportunity

hours or more, or that works a late run , and who to do similar work without losing their seniority.

does not get into the car barn before 11:30 o'clock , When the services of a starter is required for a

p. m ., will not be required to report again without period of time or for a few hours each day, it

first having eight hours rest; provided , however, shallbe given in accordance with seniority of service,

that this Section does not cover circus days or any fitness and qualification being considered .

on
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Had Asthma
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ANGER BACHELOR BUTTONS

FOR " RAILROADERS"

Pilcher's Bachelor Buttons snap on .

No sewing necessary . Fit any gar

ment . Quickly detachable if

desired . Try them . If dealer

cannot supply, send nis name and

HASN'T ANY SIGN OF IT NOW. TELLS HOW 25c for full assortment of 3 sizes , 3

SHE GOT RID OF IT QUICKLY
colors .

PILCHER MFG. CO. , INC.

There is good news for chronic asthma and

bronchial sufferers in a letter written by Mrs, W. S.
Dept. 4704 Louisville, Ky .

Ogwinn , Beacon, Tenn.
She says :

" I was a sufferer from asthma attacks all my

life . In 1914 , it developed into constant , chronic WANTED

asthma. I was unable to get anything more than
temporary relief from all the remedies I tried , and

We want Direct to Consumer Salesmen or Agents in every

was gradually growing weaker all the time, with
community for our Magnetic Trouble Lamp - BRITE -LITE

severe pains . In July, 1924, I started taking Nacor,
-the fastest selling auto necessity in the world -- retails $3 .

and soon noticed a decided change in my condi
BRITE -LITE sells itself on sight - agents make big money.

tion . In all , I took 4 bottles , the last one in
National sales force now being organized . Here is a chance

February , 1925 . My asthma is entirely gone.
to join a live organization and have exclusive territory ,

have taken no medicine for 2 months now, and
Send details of your past experience and a BRITE -LITE

know I am completely well . It is my duty to tell
will be mailed you with full information . Address

asthma sufferers what this wonderful medicine has
NATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION

done for me, and I will gladly answer any inquiries P. O. Box 90 Dept. B Newark, N. J.

on receipt of return postage. "
If you suffer from asthma , bronchitis or severe

chronic cough , you should read the vital informa

tion about these diseases, in a booklet which will

be sent free by Nacor Medicine Co., 606 State

Life Bldg . , Indianapolis, Ind . They will also send

you the letters of people whose trouble disappeared

years ago and never returned . No matter how

serious your case seems, write for this free informa

tion . It has led thousands back to health and

strength .

Sec.21 . This Agreement and the provisions hereof We ask all members of

shall go into effect July 1 , 1927 , and shall be bind
ing upon the San Antonio Public Service Com organized labor to pur

pany, party of the first part , and upon Division

No. 694 , Amalgamated Association of Street and chase shoes bearing our

Electric Railway Employees of America , party of

the second part, and shall remain in full force up Union Stamp on

to and including July 1 , 1928 , and thereafter from

year to year unless either party to this Agreement the sole, inner
desires a change or changes in any Section or Sec

tions ; either party desiring such change or changes sole or lining of
WORKERS UNION

in any. Section or Sections shall notify the othes

party in writing, specifying such Sections, not less the shoe. We ask

than thirty (30) days prior to July 1 , 1927 , and
UNION STAMP

each year thereafter. you not to buy

PARAGRAPH A. IN WITNESS WHEREOF the

San Antonio Public Service Company has caused any shoes unless Factory

this Agreement to be signed by its president, vice

president and general manager, and secretary, and you actually see

the Amalgamated Association of Street & Electric

Railway Employees of America. Division No. 694, this Union Stamp .

San Antonio, Texas, has caused this Agreement to

be signed by the Executive Committee of the

Division aforesaid , as members of the Amalgamated Boot & Shoe

Association , and by its president , attested by its

secretary , under authority of the Amalgamated
Worker's Union

Association , with seal attached .

Signed , sealed and delivered this 25th day of Affiliated with the

July, 1927. American Federation of Labor

SAN ANTONIO PUBLIC SERVICE CO. ,

By W. B. Tuttle , President . 246 SummerSt. Boston , Mass.
By E. H. Kifer. Vice- Pres, and Gen. Mgr.

By R. P. Jones , Secretary . COLLIS LOVELY , General President

THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF
CHAS. L. BAINE, General Sec'y - Treas.

STREET ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYEES OF AMERICA , DIVISION 694.

G. H. Nelson , President .

C. E. Dennison , Secretary .

Members of Executive Committee :

G , H , Nelson ,

C. C. Ferguson , If You Don't Receive Your

C. E. Dennison , Motorman and Conductor

C. Rutkowski,

J. P. Holland . fill in this coupon and hand icto your F. S. , or mail

it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR, 260

East Vernor Highway, Detroit, Mich.

Trade union agents for The Union Labor

Life Insurance Company have already been Name. Div. No......

selected in 115 cities and 75 towns in the Street

20 states and the District of Columbia in

which the Company is now licensed . This Former Address .

work is being extended as rapidly as pos No.... Street .

sible and soon it is hoped to have trade

union agents in almost every city where Post Office

trade unionists are employed.

1
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GOOD way to build up a worth .

whilesavingsaccountisto setaside

ery pay -dayand depositit in ThePeoples

State Bank where saving is a pleasure.

SAVE A LITTLE

EVERY PAY-DAY

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

Branches Throughout Detroit

OPEN MONDAY NIGHTS

Tobe well dressed and
BATCHELDER MADE

neat in appearance, order
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QUALITY STYLE MAKE

BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORM

A SOURCE OF SATISFACTION

TO EVERY WEARER

C5

For Sale by Dealers
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FASHION LETTER

i

5930

591 /

Materials of the soft drapable kind and those of

sheer textures for afternoon and evening wear lend

themselves well to the flare which has created such a

change in prevailing fashions, The slenderness of the

hip is still retained.

Very pronounced is the flare made by a circular

drapery at the closing of frock or coat.

Coats are cut with straight lines but show side
flares.

The new ensembles have long coats.

The waistline is being placed above the hip, either

actually or in simulation .

The two - piece dress is still popular buthas a rival

in the new one-piece coat dress, in which the flat back

appears as an important feature.

In evening dresses, the silhouette may be slim and

short, with uneven hem and Auttering draperies, or it

may be in fitted style, with bouffant skirt portions and

the hem almost at the ankles.

White is very chic for evening wear, but black is

equally attractive ; all blues, also pale pink, lacquer red ,

orange , chartreuse green , are good evening colors.

Metal lame, moire, satin , velvet, taffeta and lace are

all in use for evening dresses .

Black Velvet faced with silver is a good combination

for an evening dress .

For a day time frock one of navy blue or brown

crepe de chine or light weight wool would be suitable .

It could be a one -piece coat style with surplice closing

and shawl collar, or made in slip -on style with a vestee

or plastron and collar of white linen or crepe de chine.

Equally pleasing is a dress of flannel or jersey made

with a blouse waist, and a skirt that is plaited across

the front. The collarless neck is cut in square outline.

Checked woolen is smart for a one -piece dress, and

also good for a two-piece model. One could have cuffs

and collar of plain material.

Boleros and bolero effects will be shown in many

shapings.

The bolero is always attractive and suitable for

slender and mature figures. The Zouave is the newest
form of bolero .

5930. Boys ' Coat.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 2 , 4, 6 and 8 years. A 6 year size requires 2

yards of 36 inch material . Price 12 ¢.

5911 , Misses ' Dress.

Cut in 3 Sizes : 16, 18 and 20 years . An 18 year size requires

3 yards of 40 inch material together with 14 yardofcontrasting
material . The width of the Dress at the lower edge with plaits

extended is 134 yard . Price 12 ¢ .

5920. Ladies ' Dress .

Cut in 6 Sizes : 34 , 36 , 38 , 40, 42 and 44 inches bust measure .

A 38 inch size requires 19 yard of 36 inch lining for the under.

body, and 4% yards of 32 inch material together with 1 % yard

of contrasting material . The width of the Dress at the lower

edge is 2 yards. Price 12 € .

5934. Child's Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 2 , 4 , 6 and 8 years . A 6 year size requires
1 % yard of 40 inch material . To trim as illustrated will require
1 % yard of braid or narrow binding. Price 126.

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12 ¢ in silver or stamps for our UP-TO- DATE FALL and

WINTER 1927-28 BOOK OF FASHIONS,showing color plates ,

and containing 500 designsof Ladies', Misses' and Children's
Patterns, a CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON

DRESSMÄKING , ALSO SOME POINTS FORTHE NEEDLE

(illustrating 30 of the various, simple stitches) all valuable hints
to the home dressmaker.

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO.,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn , N. Y.
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$ 2750

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

IME AND AGAIN thousands of Traction Men

have to

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here, at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands, The Bloch Company has

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fine appearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have longbeen famous,

We're anxious to have you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50. If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted.

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.
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The Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic.

tured here and opposite

are both madeofthe

same pure wool , fine

qualitymaterial to sell at

an equally low price.

Union Label in boch Uni.

form and Civilian Suits

illo
ch

UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY

The Bloch Company
Cleveland , Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge. Also Trolley Jim Time Book.

Name

Address

Name of Dealer.
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Published monthly by the Amalgamated Association Entered at the Post Office as Second Class Matter

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of America . Accepted for Mailing at special rates of postage pro

W. D. Mahon, President
vided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3 , 1917
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP ,MANAGE

MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY

THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912

Of the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR, published

monthly at Detroit , Michigan, for October ist , 1927.

State of Michigan, County of Wayne, ss.

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State

and County aforesaid , personally appeared R. L.

Reeves, who, having been duly sworn according to
law , deposes and says that he is the Editor of the

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR, and that the following

is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true

statement of the ownership, management (and if a
daily paper, the circulation ), etc., of the aforesaid

publication for the date shown in the above caption,

required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied

in Section 411 , Postal Laws and Regulations, printed

on the reverse of this form , to - wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher,

editor , managing editor, and business managers are :
Publisher , Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, 260 East

Vernor Highway, Detroit, Mich.; Editor, R. L.

Reeves, 260 East Vernor Highway . Detroit, Mich .;
Managing Editor, R. L. Reeves, 260 East Vernor

Highway , Detroit , Mich .; Business Manager, R. L.

Reeves, 260 East Vernor Highway, Detroit, Mich .

2. That the owner is (If owned by a corporation ,

its name and address must be stated and also im.

mediately thereunder the names and addresses of

stockholders owning or holding one per cent or more
of total amount of stock . If not owned by a cor.

poration, the names and addresses of the individual

owners must be given . If owned by & firm , com

pany , or other unincorporated concern , its name and

address, as well as those of each individual member,
must be given .) Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America, 260 East

Vernor Highway, Detroit, Mich .; W. D. Mahon ,

International President, 260 East Vernor Highway,

Detroit,Mich.; R.L. Reeves, Secretary General

Executive Board, 260 East Vernor Highway, Detroit,

Mich.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and

other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent

or more of the total amount of bonds, mortgages, or

other securities are (If there are none, so state) .

None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners , stockh ers and ecurity

holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock .

holders and security holders as they appear upon the

books of the company but also, in cases where the

stockholder or security holder appears upon the

books of the company as trustee or in any other

fiduciary relation , the name of the person or corpora

tion for whom such trustee is acting, is given ; also

that the said two paragraphs contain statements

embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to

the circumstances and conditions under which stock

holders and security holders who do not appear upon

the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and

securities in a capacity other than that of a bona

fide owner ; and this affiant has no reason to believe

that any other person, association , or corporation has

any interest direct or indirect in the said stock,

bonds or other securities than as so stated by him .

5. That the average number of copies of each

issue of this publication sold or distributed through

the mails or otherwise to paid subscribers, during the

six months preceding the date shown above is ( This

information is required from daily publications only ).

R. L. REEVES, Editor.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this twenty.

sixth day of September, 1927.

Jennie Shellfish , Notary Public .
( Seal ) My commission expires May 27 , 1929 .
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DELEGATE J. L. HURST

Division No. 725 , Birmingham, Ala .

The Twentieth Convention of the Amalga

mated Association opened in Birmingham ,

Ala ., with Presidentº V. A. McDowell, of

Division No. 725 , as temporary chairman.

The delegates of Division No. 725 com

prised Brothers J. L. Hurst, V. A.

McDowell andJ. S. McGinnis. Brother

McDowell made the opening address, which

bore encouraging statements of most in
structive nature, Representing the State

Federation of Labor, ' was Brother J. L.

Hurst , the president of that body, who

also made a most encouraging and educa

tional address to the Convention in extend

ing the welcome of the State Federation

of Labor to the delegates and visitors. In

the grand entertainment of the delegates

and visitors at the Convention, the dele

gates of 725 had associated with them

Brothers WilliamGray, W. P. Provost and

J.: T. Johnson. The Ladies Committee of

Entertainment comprised Mrs. J. L. Hurst,

Mrs. J. S, McGinnis, Mrs. V. A. McDowell,

Mrs. Fletcher Williams, Mrs. R. O. Beck

ham and Mrs. A. E , Kimball .
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE TWENTIETH CONVENTION

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE 20TH CONVENTION

OF THE

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET AND ELECTRIC

RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA

HELD AT BIRMINGHAM , ALA ., SEPTEMBER 12 TO 19, 1927

be

FIRST DAY have escaped much of the bitterness and

Birmingham, Ala. , September 12 , 1927
strife that have marked the struggle of

MORNING SESSION
organized labor in other places.

However, when our first organization

The Twentieth Biennial Convention of
was attempted here we were bitterly op

the Amalgamated Association of Street and
posed . Three times our people in Birming

Electric Railway Employes of America was

ham attempted to organize a Local of the

called to order at 10 o'clock a . m . in the

Amalgamated and met with defeat . We

city auditorium by V. A. McDowell , Presi

were opposed by men who had not the

dent of Local Division No. 725.

vision to see and to know that it was far

better to deal with men as a group than

Previous to the opening of the conven
as individuals. With the advent of the

tion the delegates and visitors , headed by present administration of the street rail

the Nappis Band and the General Officers,

marched from the Tutwiler Hotel to the

way company in Birmingham we have a

vice president and a board of directors of

convention hall . a more tolerant attitulle . Thus our organi

The invocation was delivered by the Rev. zation was brought into being and has

Dr. J. E. Dillard , pastor of the South Side functioned successfully for the last several

Baptist Church , Birmingham . years , giving satisfaction to the employer

The band played “ America ."
and employe and to the riding public of

Chairman McDowell, in welcoming the

Birmingham . The cordial relations exist

delegates and visitors , said , in part :
ing between the company , the employes

“ In behalf of Local Division 725 I have
and the public is a source of great satis

the great honor and pleasure of speaking

faction to us , and we feel we should be

words of welcome to you, a welcome which

excused if we boast about this condition

comes with all sincerity from the heart of

that has been brought about through our

one brother to another . We are indeed
organization.

happy to have you with us and we shall
" In addition to a satisfactory wage scale

endeavor to let you know that you are

we have secured betterment of conditions

more than welcome to this, the Magic City along.all lines. We have always taken a

of the Southland , to our people and to our

prominent part in the affairs of the Bir

homes. We know no strangers among you ,

mingham labor movement and the Alabama

State Federation of Labor. We have con

you are our friends and you must feel at

home a mong us.

tributed money and time to help promote

“ Coming as you do from so many widely

this great cause . We are proud of the fact

that we

separated points of this great country of

are part of this great organiza

tion .

ours , we have additional pride and pleasure

in entertaining you , feeling that we are one

“ May this convention be of such mate

large family, and we hope that you will

rial benefit to us that in years to come

have pleasure in our efforts to entertain

we will prize its memories in our hearts,

that we will go forth with renewed effort ,

you .
“ In this City of Birmingham the usual

renewed determination to do more for the

struggles have taken place for the better

trade union movement, for our national

ment of our organization and our people.

association and for our local associations

With few exceptions, however, the struggle

at home and for our members at home,

has been marked by a tolerance which has

having more love in our hearts for one

been absent from many of our battles in
another and more feeling for humanity.

other cities . We realize that we have a

" Brothers, we are delighted to have you

common cause with our brother workers
with us , we urge you to command us in

throughout the country. We have received , every way you wish, and we will do our

best to obey .
and we have given material aid to our

May we depart from this

brother workers in the past .
convention so inspired that we will have

“ Our organization and our people have

our watchword , Freedom through organi

a great pride and love for our home city
zation , onward and upward '. "

and a desire to play a part in its achieve. Chairman McDowell introduced Mr. J. M.

ments and wonderful advancements. We Jones, President of the City Commission of

have fought for our beliefs and have put Birmingham .

forth our efforts for what we believed to Address of Mr. Jones

be was right and what we conceived to be " Mr. President and Delegates of the

the God- given rights of our people. We Amalgamated Association : I wasvery much
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have you .

as the

an

a

impressed with the welcome address made

by the president of the local organization ,

and I want to assure you that you are not

only the guests today and while you are in

Birmingham of this local organization, but

that you are guests of the people of the

City of Birmingham , and as a representa

tive of the entire citizenship of Birming

ham , we bid you welcome . We are glad to

We want your stay in Birming

ham to be a pleasure. I am sure it will be

of material benefit to you to come together

and meet with the different organizations

over the country.

" I have no keys to give you. The doors,

the gates of Birmingham are never closed

to any visitor . We are known

Magic City of the South . We love Birming

ham , and I don't want to make any of you

mad , but we have the best street car or

ganization in the country . I have had

some dealings with the employes and I

know they are right. They are all wool

and a yard wide, and I don't think there is

any better organization in the country . The

people of Birmingham are perfectly satis
fied with them . They take our families to

and from their work, and if there is any

people who come close to your families,

next to your doctor , it is the street car

motormen and conductors . We are proud

of them, they have made wonderful

record ,

“ The president of your local organization

brought out the fact that there had been

some opposition in the past. I don't be

lieve there is any opposition now ,

from the company, and I know there is

none from the City of Birmingham.
The

street car boys are better off now than

they have ever been before.

" As I said before , we are glad to have

you in Birmingham and we want you to

feel perfectly at home . The people of

Birmingham appreciate this privilege and
honor of entertaining you. If there is any

thing the city government can do to make

your stay a pleasure, all you have to do is
to call upon us."

Chairman McDowell introduced President

J: M. Driver of the Birmingham Trades

Council.

Address of President Driver

" Mr. President, Delegates, and Friends :

I want to tell you over again what has

already been told you - you are in Birming

ham , the State of Alabama. There is an

other little end of this State that they call

Alabama, but the biggest portion of the

State is Birmingham and we are going to

make you see it before you leave. To be

absolutely positive that you are welcome,

you will have to wait until about the day

you leave, and then you will have made up

your mind that Birmingham welcomed you .

We are going to do our best to live up to

the southern tradition of a hospitable city.

I know that the committees have all been

busy and they are going to entertain you

royally. They are gcing to n ike you for

get that you have a home temporarily .

even

“ Conventions of this kind are conspicuous

in Birmingham by their absence, and we

are really glad that you are here to show

the citizens of Birmingham that there are

more union men and women than those who

are in Birmingham and vicinity. They seem

to be under the impression that we are the

only people in the world that are trying to

fight to raise the standards of living, and

they seem to center their operations against

us in this particular district .

" As you know , this is a steel center and

there is plenty of money being put out in

this district to kill organized labor, and for

that reason I am gladyou are here. In be

half of the Birmingham Trades Council,

with seventy -two affiliated local unions, we

extend to you a most cordial welcome to

Birmingham .

Chairman McDowell introduced to the

Convention President J. L. Hurst of the

Alabama State Federation of Labor.

Address of President J. L. Hurst

" Mr. Chairman and Brother Delegates : I

can hardly find words this morning to ex

tend to you the welcome of the great labor

movement of Alabama . I come here to wel

come you this morning, not only as

official of the Alabama State Federation of

Labor, but as a member of your own or

ganization , one that I love, one that has

done more for our people than anything

that has ever come to us.

“ As I listened to our local president this

morning , reviewing the history of the street

car problems of Birmingham , my mind ran

back to several things when this organiza

tion was trying to form a union here. My

mind went back to the night when one of

our International Board Members was here

trying to help the street car men of Bir

mingham form an organization , and some

of our enemies kidnapped him and sent him

away, but I thank God that he is here this

morning representing the same organization

that he was trying to represent at that time.

I thank God he is here to see a one hun

dred per cent organization in Birmingham ,

because I sure it was through his

efforts, his sacrifices and the sacrifices of

the others that we have such a splendid

organization to welcome the Amalgamated

delegates to Birmingham.

“ I might briefly go over the history of

the labor movement of Alabama .

proud of that labor movement, We think

that in the last year or two we have accom

plished great things. It was to have been

pleasure to have the Governor of

Alabama with us today , but for

reason he has not arrived . The labor move

ment of Alabama was largely responsible

for him being elected governor of this

State . We also gave our endorsement to ,

and assisted in electing the lieutenant

governor along with him .

" Labor hasn't got everything in Alabama

that they are entitled to and everything

we want, but we are going to continue to

fight until we reach the goal. We may

never reach it , but if we don't you will

find the Alabama labor movement

am

We are

our

some

con
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tinuing to fight for the things they think

are right.

" I not only welcome you as president of

the Alabama State Federation of Labor, but

I come here as a member of this Division .

I have only had two jobs in my lifeone

was farming up in the hills of St. Clair

County and the other was street- carring in

Birmingham. I came here when I

about twenty years of age . Prior to the

comingof this organization in Birmingham ,

what did we find in street car work ? We

found long hours and little pay . A great

many of the old men of this Division have

gone through hardships here. Their condi

tions were not the best in the world, but

I say to you this morning that this Divi.

sion has got for them better conditions in

many ways, under the great leadership of

our grand old president, W. D. Mahon. I

can remember when we went to work for

this company at 13 cents an hour. It is

not that today.

" The men have good conditions, but this

organization is not satisfied with the wages

we are getting. We have a pretty good

contract we are working under, but the

membership is not content with the present

wages, they are going to continue for

better conditions for their membership and

families. We find since this organization

came here that a great many of the mem

bers own their own homes. We go into

those homes now and we find hardwood

floors, carpets, music , pictures upon

walls. In the early days of the street car

men of Birmingham we didn't find such

conditions . We found them scattered

around the car barns in little huts, and the

environments then were different from those

they enjoy today. We find our members

today owning automobiles. We find them

in position to send their children to school

and give them the opportunities of life , the

things they are entitled to . The Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America has brought

these conditions to our men, and I thank

God for that organization .

" As a member of this Division , I want to

say that we welcome you here to Birming

ham , and if there is anything in the world

this Division can do to show you that they

do welcome you , let us know what it is and

we will make an effort to get it .

" When our good friend Magnus Sinclair

made the nomination speech for the city of

Birmingham at our last convention , I told

the boys when I came back home that

when he made that speech he told me of

things in Birmingham that I didn't even

know of .

" In conclusion I want to say that if you

folks don't have a good time, it will be be

cause you are not going to let us know what

you want. We are here to show you a

good time, and I again welcome you , as

president of the State Federation , to our

great State of Alabama and to the City of

Birmingham . "

The Chair next introduced Secretary

J. M. Griffin of the State Federation of

Labor, who seconded the welcome of the

State Federation in a very short address

and expressed the hope that the stay of the

delegates and visitors would be both pleas

ant and profitable. In closing , he extended

the greeting that Alabamans extend to all

friends and visitors , which is : “ Come on

in, folks, and make yourselves at home.”

The Chair introduced Attorney John W.

Altman as the next speaker.

Address of Attorney Altman

“ Ladies and gentlemen :
I have been

impressed by the talks of those who pre

ceded me in addresses of welcome, and by

the pastor, Rev. Dillard , who spoke of

committing us to the care of our Saviour

and putting blessings upon
We all

want that, of course. It reminded me that

we have leaders of organized labor here

from all over this great nation of ours and

from that sister nation, Canada. Canada

has always struck me as being more a

twin people with us. You can't tell, if

you go up there, where Canada begins and

the United States ends. Folks up there are

just about like our folks, their hearts burn

just as warmly in the cause of humanity

as the hearts of our people burn here in

Alabama and throughout the United States.

" These men that are leaders here with us

are but bringing down the leadership that

has existed throughout this world for many

centuries, for labor organizations existed

long before the Christian era . I told the

folks here in Alabama one time about the

great strike that was had when Moses led

his people out of the land of Egypt, over

600,000 of whom had been pressed down

to the very last notch until, with the aid

of Almighty God, he carried his people into

the Promised Land and on the mountain

top wrote the laws which have come down

to humanity from that wonderful time until

today .

" Even before then, as long as 3,000 years

before the birth of Christ, when the pyra

mids were being built , there were labor

organizations , there were masons, there were

stone workers , there were musicians in the

old Roman days that won a strike and ob

tained for their people the right to parade

from the city of Rome by reason of the

strike they put on.

" So, it is not a new thing that the leaders

of men have tried to do " good things and

lead their people into better conditions,

into happier lives, into an appreciation of

liberty, of justice and of right, ofmanhood

and of womanhood.
And finally it came

down into thedaysof the Knights of Labor

in this country , that some of the men here

will perhaps remember, into the days of

1886 , when the American Federation of

Labor hadits birth in Columbus, Ohio.

“ It in the beginning that labor

organizations had to make themselves felt

through fear, but now it is happily the con

dition that the labor organizations of this

great country make themselvesfelt in their

communities through their wisdom and

through their actions, bringing, prosperity

and happiness and lack ofdiscord, butmuch

$
28
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of harmony to the people of this country. and the result of that, my friends, was

When our folks who don't belong and who that they got a very handsome increase

know scarcely anything of organized labor over what they had and they went back

recognize this and they have got to recog . without any strike, without any turmoil,

nize this through us, by reason of our and without any animosity or hatred in

people and our organization — then indeed their hearts for anybody.

will we have made a tremendous stride
" It used to be that the laboring people

forward . were like the under dog in the fight. They

"Some, in their ignorance, talk about the were scratched and beaten and kicked and

open shop, trying to promulgate such
cuffed in order to put forward the things

movements as that in this country, think they were fighting for , but now it has come

ing that in that way they will overcome down to the day where they deal on an

the labor organizations, wanting to over even plane, through intelligence and wis

come the labor organizations because they dom, and day by day they are arriving,

don't understand what they stand for, what slowly though it may be, at a better condi

their purpose is , and what their hopes and
tion in the community, for the people and

ambitions are. It reminds me of what
for themselves , The only thing I can say

Dooley said to Hennessy when Hennessy to you and to them is to carry this back to

said to Dooley, ' What's this open shop

business I see so much in the newspapers
your people, that through this uniformity of

action, that through these conferences by
about? ' ' Why, ' Dooley said, ' That's the your representatives, you will act with wis .

shop where the doors are open all the time dom , with firmness and with courage in

to let the continuous flow of men come in
your hearts and minds, and aided by the

and get the jobs of those that are working Almighty God that watches over us, you
for cheaper wages. For instance, if one will arrive at things in the future that our

of those patriotic American citizens is work. people in the timeof the Knights of Labor

ing in an open shop for $ 1.00 a day and never dreamed of.

some other son -of- a -gun comes in through

the open door of the open shop and says
" I am glad to be with you , I esteem it

to the boss, 'I think I can do that job for
an honor and a privilege to stand here.

90 cents , ' the boss says, 'Sure ,' and the
This is the first international organization,

open shop dollar man goes out as a pa so far as I know, that has met in the City

triotic citizen into the world and under
of Birmingham since the American Federa

takes to scab against some other poor tion of Labor met here a few years after

devil . ' And Hennessy said , ' Well , who its organization: We are proud to have

profits by that ?' Dooley said, "The boss you here, we feel honored , and we trust

saves money by that, but that is not his you will enjoy yourselves , and we trust

purpose, he doesn't care for the money any that you will carry back to your people

more than he cares for his right eye and
the many benefits in the years that are to

his two hind legs , but he wants to preserve

the independence of those people that are Chairman McDowell : " Fellow delegates

working in the open shop. It is inde and visitors, the next gentlemen I have the

pendence for them above anything else .' honor and pleasure of introducing to you is

And Hennessy said , ' Don't they say they man who has been honored time after

favor unions under proper conditions time by the laboring classes and voters of

'Yes, ' said Dooley , 'under proper condi Alabama . In fact, he has been elected to

tions-- no strikes, no wage agreements, no Congress so often that it has gotten to be

scale, little wages if any, and defew a habit, and he will continue to be re

members .' elected so long as he wishes. He is well

“ Now, I wantto say this to the visiting known in Alabama and throughout the

brothers from all over this great country. United States. He has labored earnestly

a crisis arise here in Birmingham and long for the cause of labor and is a

when a thousand members and their fami man who loves that great cause as we love

lies were put up against a proposition some it . He is a man of whom it can be found,

time ago of whether or notthey were going when his labors shall have ceased, as Abou

to accept the old wage scale-- take a mere Ben Adhem found, that his name will come

pittance in order to get by and go on first because of his great and sincere love

through for three years or more again . for the people.

And it did my heart a great deal of good, " I now have the pleasure of introducing

besides the wonderful advantage it gave to to you Hon. George Huddleston, Member

the men , that the national organization sent

their of Congress from the Ninth Alabama
representative, Brother Lawson, to District. "

confer with the directors of this great or

ganization in Birmingham . I saw those Address of Congressman Huddleston

men time after time in those meetings, " My friends , I have been able to be

when there wasn't an inflammatory word of service to the cause of organized labor,

uttered to them , I saw them with determi it has been not so much because I was a

nation as they put their ballots in the box believer in unionism as because I was try.

and laid their fortunes and the fortunes of ing to do something for the fundamental

their wives and families alongside that principles of Americanism which underlie the

ballot and voted that confidence they had teachings and the principles of organized

in their leaders thatthey would walk out labor . My efforts have not been confined

and take whatever might come whenever to trying to serve the men who belong to

their leaders said they should walk out, the unions so much as trying to serve the

come. "

a

I saw

1

1
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common good , and it has so happened that

I have found the cause of organized labor

always to coincide with the common wel.

fare of our country, and the reason I love

organized labor is because I love democracy,

whose chief bulwark organized labor is,

and the reason I have been able to serve

the cause of organized labor has been be

cause I have been trying to serve the larger

interests of my country to the exclusion of

class, of privilege, and of special interest.

" I am deeply touched by the kind words

my friend uttered in my behalf. I gladly

aspire to deserve them . It would be the

epitaph which I would have written , if I

were given my choice, upon my grave the

words which he has said of me.

" In some sense I wish to give you a

word of welcome in an official way. Bir

mingham is the capital of Jefferson County,

the great industrial center of the South .

When you come here you have come to the

great center of southern industry, you have

come to the great southern labor city, and

I want you, as you go about here, to

realize that the spirit of labor with which

you will come in contact is also the spirit

of the new south , which fronts its face

toward progress, toward development and

an ample measure of democracy .

" We do not represent here the old Bour

bon South . We do not believe here in class

and privilege. We do not feel that those

of superior opportunity should be given all

the advantages and all of the best of every

thing. We don't feel that any one is en

titled , by birth , by education , or by social

position , to ride at ease upon the shoulders

of the masses. To the contrary, you are

now in the great democratic center of the

south , and the great majority of the rank

and file believe that true Americanisin

stands for a certain measure of economic

equality and opportunity , alongside of a

certain amount of social recognition and

respect that belongs to the individual man.

" I believe you will find here , as in but

few places throughout this country , the

principles of the preamble of the American

Declaration of Independence translated into

our social and economic life. We believe

here that all men are endowed by their

Creator with certain unalienable rights,

among which are life , liberty and the pur

suit of happiness, that governments derive

their just powers from the consent of the

government, and that when they cease to

function - to express the people's will—it is

within the province of the people, the true

sovereigns of this country, to rearrange

their system and to make more expressive
of their ideas and their own welfare.

" As you come into this city , which has

been my pride to represent as the finest

and most wonderful community , with the

finest and most wonderful men and women,

I want you to realize that it is a labor city.

It is true that the toiling masses are not

here in their personal presence, but they

are here with their good wishes for all of

you. The great rank and file of the citizen

ship of the county and city bid you God.

speed and a splendid and successful meet

ing .

" I was deeply impressed by a thought

that was carried in the eloquent prayer of

Dr. Dillard at the opening of this meeting.

He said in substance that the earth was the

Lord's, with the fullness thereof, that the

coal in the hills and the iron in the moun

tains, that the broad rivers traversing the

land, that all the material things belonged

to God and were placed here upon earth

for the common blessing of all `mankind.

I was touched with the beauty of senti

ment and the wisdomof the appraisement

of the material side of life . God is not only

the owner of our spiritual lives , but all

the material things in this world. He sent

them here to bless all mankind . Accord

ing to poor human understanding and to

the human system which men in their

weakness have arranged and constructed ,

these natural resources have not been left

to be shared equally by all . To the con

trary , they have been monopolized by the

few , and the gold in our mines, the iron

in our mountains, the power of the streams

that descend to the sea in obedience to

the will of God have been taken and re

served by great corporations and manipu

lated and developed, not for the benefit of

all men , but in behalf of the stockholders

of these great concerns.

"Labor makes no quarrel with this sys

tem . It is the purpose of organized labor

mainly to ameliorate some of the conditions

with which men find themselves confronted .

It is to secure for the men who toil in these

mines , for the men who beat this iron into

shapes of usefulness , for the men who

harness these great streams , a fairer and a

more just share of the profits of these great

industries, that labor is organized .

" Labor accepts the economic system

which our Socialist friends term Capitalism .

" The present labor is organized upon a

basis of amelioration, upon a basis of ac

cepting a system as they found it . It in

herited these issues that arise between labor

and capital from generations which have

gone before us. The struggle of labor is

eternal . It has come down to us from the

very dawn of history. It is inherent in

property system. Controversies be

tween capital and labor are as old as the

private ownership of property, and they

will continue so long as we have the exist

ing system.

“ Far be it from to propose any

radical change of our system .
It is the

fruit of human wisdom . It has come down

to us through generations. I am willing

that greater minds than mine and that

wiser brains thanI can muster shall first

strike out and say there shall be a change.

I am willing to work under the old system ,

but as I go forward , it is butnatural that

the sympathies of my heart shall go out to

those who do the sweating and the toiling,

rather than to those who sit in ease and

draw down the dividends.

I only say for myself that I would

rather be the president of the companyin

his office and do what he has to do upon

S
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now.

the wages of one laborer than to be the

ditch digger, the sweater and the toiler in

those disagreeable tasks upon the salary of

the president of the company .

“ I look forward to what I feel is a better

and a happier day, when men will receive

returns from an industry proportionate to

the value of the work which they have

done.

“ I remember a speech I made once upon

the subject of soldiers' compensation in

Congress. It was proposed to give to the

soldiers compensation in proportion to their

pay in the army , that a private should

have half of his $30.00 a month and the

Major-General should have half of his

$ 10,000 a year if either of them should

become disa led. I protested and I said

there , the same thing that I have said here

today, that I had rather be a Major

General on the private's pay than to be a

private on the Major-General's pay.

" Of course it is very simple to answer

the question - why is it that men who work

with their brains get so much better re

turns than the man who works with his

hands ? I will give you the answer

It is because they are so much scarcer and

the demand for brain is so much better

than it is for brawn . If the 99 out of 100

were slender and delicate fellows with

bulging foreheads and weak eyesight and

soft hands , and fit only for office work

and there was only one real , strong , robust ,

able-bodied man out of one hundred , the

one man would get the big money and the

others would get a smaller share.

" I didn't intend to say this . It came to

me spontaneously . It is perhaps unwise for

me to say it because it could be so easily

misinterpreted , it would be easy enough for

any one to go out and say that I am

Socialist, that I believe in striking down our

present economic system . But let me say

to you, my friends, I say these things be

cause I am a Democrat. I believe in men .

I believe in the great masses of our people .

It is my philosophy that God has so

ranged the world that it goes forward from

lower into higher conditions, and that the

only possibility of progress lies in the masses

of the people.

" But enough of this . I had intended to

invite you to go around our city. Look at

our beautiful homes, admire them .

" This is a rich city now . When I came

were desperately poor.
Nobody

had more than a half used up nickel plug

of chewing tobacco. Two or three old bat

tered hulks of carriages , half the

walking two or three miles to save street

car fare. Bob Baker was driving one of

those little one-horse cars up and down

the streets of this city, and now I am told

that we have more than seventy-five mil

lionaires in Birmingham .

"All of this has been built up and made

possible by the sweat and toil of the men

who live in the humble homes of this city.

Go down the back streets and into the by

ways, go out into the mining camps and

aroundin the humble industry places, and

there you will find the men as the result

of whose toil and sweat this beautiful city

has been made possible,

“ What is the street car system worth to

Birmingham , apart from the pleasure of rid

ing on it and paying 7 cents every time you

ride ? What is it worth to us ? These boys

get some pay on Saturday night and they

go and spend that money , and so it comes

to you and to me , and to everybody comes

a shower of rain that makes this city blos

som and grow. It is not the dividends that

make the city grow , it is not the interest

on the bonds that make this city grow .

The bondholders and the stockholders in the

main live in distant communities. They

have their lordly mansions on the Hudson.

“ This is the greatest iron pipe center in

the whole world . Do you know how that

profits the people of Birmingham? Well ,

the stocks of these companies are owned by

the great financiers. The bonds lie in the

strong boxes of the great banks of the

country . When we send a train load of

pipe out of this community , what happens ?

Returns come in . A certain part is set

aside to pay interest on bonds and to pay

dividends on stock, and the great bulk of

that money goes far away from this com

munity and never comes back any more .

But the bulk of that which comes to

Birmingham is in the way of wages for the

toilers in the transportation service that

hauls this product away, in the payrolls of

the company, to the molders and other

people who made the pipe and loaded it

on the cars. That is where Birmingham

gets its part, that is where Birmingham

prospers.

" To such a community, pulsing with the

great spirit of labor, labor loved in the

he rts of practically every one, we welcome

you . We look upon you as a unit of the

great organized army that is battling to

better the conditions of men who work for

wages . We look upon you and recognize

you as one of the great divisions in this

army , and we bid you come here, build up

your morale, sharpen your swords , perfect

your material , make yourselves an invincible

fighting force for mankind and for

country ."

Chairman McDowell: “ The next gentle.

man who is to address you needs no intro

duction . He is a man who, through demo

cratic methods applied to labor in the in

dustrial field , has covered a period of some

forty years in the American trade union

movement. He is a man whose efforts in

behalf of the street railway men of this

country have won for him the love , the

faith , and the esteem of our people through

out this continent . He is a man who years

ago said these words—and they are words

that I never tire of reading or hearing re

peated I had rather go down to my grave

without a dollar in my pocket and leave

behind a heritage for the street railway

men , than to have all the wealth in the

world piled up and multiplied by tens of

thousands. '

“ Although he has been in the labor move

ment for many years, we are glad today to

i
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find that Father Time has dealt gently with "That condition has been changed through

him . He is among us, full of vigor, stand the efforts of the Amalgamated Association,

ing strong as the mighty rock of Gibralter and the struggles have continued until to

for the cause he represents and for the day. Go back with me to these cities after

cause he so well loves - that of the masses forty years and visit the homes of these

and of the laboring, people. I know you people, and you will find an entirely differ

are anxious to see him . I know you are ent condition . You will find furniture in

anxious to have him take over the gavel the homes, you will find the families re

of this convention and wield it well, as he spectably dressed, the children respectably

has always done, and in order for him to dressed and well fed and being brought up

do this, Local Division 725 is going to as true American citizens should be brought

present him with a gavel. I now have the up.

greatest honor that has ever been conferred " And so I repeat, the prayers are an:

upon me in my life that of introducing our swered through the efforts of the men and

International President, Brother W. D.. women making their struggle for the condi

Mahon ." tions of life, and God helps those who help

(At this point the local committee pre themselves.

sented to President Mahon an extra ge " I am pleased with the reception we

size gavel . ) have received . I have known the people

of the south for many years. In fact, I
Response by President W. D. Mahon

came originally from southern family

" Mr. Chairman, representatives of this myself. I know the sentiments and the

state , and fellow workers : I assure you conditions of the southern people, and I

that I am more than pleased at the welcome know that your welcome is genuine.

that has been extended to our convention
" I would like to live in Birmingham so

by the City of Birmingham , and I agree that I could vote for my good friend, the

with the chairman of yourCity Commission Congressman who addressed us this morn

to a certain extent, that Birmingham is one ing. You haven't the only claim on him,

of the greatest cities in America, but not because we all have our claims on him in

the greatest. Next to the City of Detroit , the trade union movement, and if you have

where I come from, I concede that Birming
watched the proceedingsof Congress just a

ham is the greatest city. short time ago, you will remember that I

" It is not my intention to delay you with was sending his address to a number of

any address, for you will no doubt hear men, not only in the south, hut in the

plenty from me before the week is over. north as well, where we love Huddleston

However, I must say a few words at this
and respect him just as much as you do

time in response to the welcomes that have for the great work he has been doing in

been extended to us by our friends here this the cause of humanity. I only wish there

morning. were a few more like Congressman Hud

" Like the other speakers, I was inspired dleston in Congress to represent us."

by the words of the minister this morning

when he referred to the blessings of our Convention Formally Opened

land . He spoke of the blessings to the At this point Temporary Chairman

employes, of the coal in the land that be. McDowell turned the gavel over to Inter

longs to us , and this one thought came to national President W. D. Mahon , who then

me, the remark of an old minister some declared the 20th Convention formally

years ago , when he was dealing with this
opened .

question of the goodness of God to human

ity, when he said : 'God only helps those
President Mahon in the Chair

who help themselves. '
President Mahon thanked Division No.

" I have found that to be true , that God 725 for presenting him with a beautifully

helps those who help themselves , at least
constructed large gavel.

they are the ones that advance . The Chair requested all delegates and

back in my mind thirty -five or forty years visitors to register at the headquarters

this morning in my association with the room of the Local Convention Committee

street railway workers of this nation in the at the Tutwiler Hotel .

cities of Chicago, Detroit, New York, Cleve The Chair announced the following
land , and all of the great cities of America appointments:

that I have visited in the work of establish

ing organization , I have found
Committee on Credentials

Brother Hurst said , that there were some Victor A. McDowell, Division No. 725 ,

deplorable conditions in the homes of the Birmingham , Ala.

They were poorly paid , 10 , 11 and Thomas L. McBrayer, Division No. 732,

12 cents an hour, and this condition was Atlanta , Ga.

reflected in their environment, in their
Eric Stephens, Division No. 765, Mont

homes . I have driven a street car when
gomery , Ala .

we could buy our children one pair of shoes

in a year, and the balance of the season
Committee on Entertainment

they went barefooted . W. M. Gray , Division No. 725, Birming

food , our surroundings- all these things were
ham , Ala .

reflected in the low wages, as they are re W. P. Provost, Division No. 725, Bir

flected in the low mingham , * Ala.

workingmen or women in America.
any

A., T. Johnston, Division No. 725, Bir

mingham , Ala .

t
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Convention Officers

R. L. Reeves, Division No. 85, Pitts

burgh , Pa. , Secretary.

Michael J. Walsh , Division No. 589 ,

Boston, Mass., Assistant Secretary.

Sergeants at Arms:

Fletcher Williams, Division No. 725,

Birmingham , Ala .

George W. Cross, Division No. 125 ,

Belleville, Ill.

George R. Feller , Division No. 887,

Newark, N. Y.

Committee on Rules and Order

John T. Burns, Division No. 618, Provi

dence, R. I,

M. L. Gilbert , Division No. 441 , Des

Moines, Iowa.

A. C. Arnett, Division No. 794, Wichita,

Kansas.

Roy Shaffer, Division No. 847 , St. Joseph ,

Mo.

George Carnahan , Division No. 85, Pitts

burgh , Pa.

A. H. Crumley, Division No. 103, Wheel

ing, W. Va.

Arthur E. Blackwell , Division No. 107 ,

Hamilton , Ont .

James Rodgers, Division No. 194, New

Orleans, La.

Charles R. Keplinger , Division No. 497 ,

Pittsburg ,Kansas.

W. H.Howard , Division No. 704 , Little

Rock, Ark.

C. Mayfield, Division No. 892, Sapulpa ,

Okla .

The Chair announced that the afternoon

session and all future sessions would be

held on the second floor of the Tutwiler

Hotel, and that the sessions would be open

only to delegates and to properly recognized

members and wives or members of dele

gates' families accompanying them.

President Mahon stated that the Creden

tials Committee would have its report ready

to submit to the convention at the after

noon session .

Mr. J. L. Hurst , for the local committee,

announced that the following ladies would

serve on a committee to entertain the visit

ing ladies :

Mrs. J. L. Hurst, Mrs. J. S. McGinnis,
Mrs. V. A. McDowell, Mrs. Fletcher

Williams, Mrs. R. O. Beckham , and Mrs.

A. E, Kimball.

He also announced that there would be

a reception for the ladies on Tuesday after

noon , September 13th, from four to five

o'clock p . m . on the mezzanine floor of the
Tutwiler Hotel.

At 12:10 P. m. the convention adjourned

to meet at 2 o'clock p . m . in the Tutwiler
Hotel.

FIRST DAY

Afternoon Session

The afternoon session was called to order

at 2 o'clock p . m. , by President Mahon .

The Chair" announced that , as the Cre

dentials Committee made its report , a folder

would be given each delegate containing

the proceedings of the last convention,

copy of the Constitution, badge, and all

other necessary paraphernalia. He stated

that the Committee on Credentials had

only reported upon the credentials of those

delegates that had been turned in to the

committee.

Report of Committee on Credentials

Delegate T. L. McBrayer, for the com

mittee, presented the following report:

“ We, your Committee on Credentials, beg

to submit our report as follows :

“ We have examined the Credentials of

the Officers and Delegates and find the

following persons present and entitled to

seats in this Convention :

" OFFICERS"

" We find the following Officers present

and entitled to seats in this Convention :

“ W , D. Mahon, International President .

“Wm. B. Fitzgerald, First International

Vice President.

“ L. D. Bland , International Treasurer.

" James Largay, Seventh International

Vice President.

" Robert B. Armstrong, Thirteenth Inter

national Vice President.

“ General Executive Board Members Edw.

McMorrow, M. Sinclair , P. J. Shea, J. H.

Reardon , A. H. Burt, Wm. F. Welch, J. B.

Lawson , F. A. Hoover and R. L. Reeves.

“ These Officers are entitled to seats in

the Convention and in addition , we find

the following vice presidents who are also

delegates from their respective Divisions

and will be seated as delegates in the Con

vention, representing their respective Divi

sions:

" P. J. McGrath , Sixth International Vice Presi

dent, Division No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .

“ Wm . S. McClenathan , Third International Vice

President, Division 308 , Chicago, Ill .

" John B. Wiley , Eighth International Vice Presi

dent , Division 441, Des Moines, Ia .

" P. J. O'Brien, Second International Vice Presi .

dent , Division 448 , Springfield , Mass .

“ Charles H. Clark , Twelfth International Vice

President , Division 589 , Boston, Mass.

" DELEGATES"

" We have examined the Credentials of the follow

ing delegates and find they are entitled to seats in
the Convention as follows :

“ Division No. 22 , Worcester, Mass . - Thomas F.

Broderick, David McGrath , Peter J. Rooney .

“ Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich . - George_Ashton ,

Archie D. Black, Addison Bowles, Frank Fouchey,

Roland Goodfellow , John L. Griffith , Clifford É .

Karns, Neil J. Kelley, Neil McLellan, Clarence

Nugent, Robert H. Otis, James J. Smith, Sidney

Van Ness.

“ Division No. 52 , Liverpool, Ohio-W. I. Hall .

“ Division No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa . - Sanford Bab
bitt , Martin Brett. George Carnahan , Michael

Garvey , John J. Gillespie, John W. Lucey, P. J.

McGrath , M. J. O'Connor, Joseph Thomas, William
White .

** Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.-Angus

MacInnis.

" Division No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va.-A. H.

Crumley, . 0. Wilson .

“ Division No. 107, Hamilton, Ontario-Arthur F.

Blackwell.

“ Division No. 113, Toronto , Ontario - Wm . Derry,

W. L. Robbins , John Spencer , Joseph Tomkins.

“ Division No. 125, Belleville, Ill .-Ora B. Shar

rock .

“ Division No. 128, Asheville, N. C.-W. B ,

Plemmons.

“ Division No. 168, Scranton, Pa .-Lawrence F.

Hart .

" Division No. 174, Fall River, Mass.- John R.

Marchardo.

" Division No. 192, Oakland , California-Fred

Knutti.

1
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" Division No. 194,New Orleans, LancGus :
Bienvenu, C. R. Gautreau , John H. Koenig, P. A.

Pareti , Edwin Peyroux, James Rodgers, Ed. A.

Veillon .

"Division No. 215, Wheaton, Ill . - Geo. E. Adams,

L. B. Dolan.

“ Division No. 228, Joliet, Ill. George E.Brereton .

" Division No. 235, Brockton, Mass . - William O.

McGowan ,

“ Division No. 238, Lynn, Mass.-Benjamin F.

Simpson .
“ Division No. 240, Chelsea, Mass.-Martin J.

Flaherty :
“ Division No. 241 , Chicago , Ill. - James Barber,

Charles Burns, Myles P. Callahan , Patrick J.

Clancy, Alvord M. Cox, Henry Craig, Patrick Ě .

Crinnion , John Devane, Jeremiah Dinneen , Charles

J. Eccardt, Randolph P. Ellerbeck , John A. Fitz

gerald , Peter Fleming, Patrick J. Flynn , Thomas

Greene, Patrick Horan, Joseph J. Kehoe, John J.
Kirby, John J. McGary, John B. McHale , John

Michael C.
McLain , John F. Molik, O'Brien ,

Patrick J. O'Connor, Ole B. Olson , James O'Shea,

Mathias C. Peterson, James J. Phillips, Daniel

Powers, William Quinlan, Joseph P. Riordan , Fred

Ross, Henry Schippers, Albert J. Smith, William

P.Sturtz , William Taber, James Toale, Robert

Woodburn.
“ Division No. 243 , Taunton, Mass.--Daniel

O'Keefe .
“ Division No. 245, Jackson, Mich . - Earl Orrison .

“ Division No. 253, Quincy , Mass.-Robert J.

Egan,
" Division No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio-W. M. Rea ,

Fred Schultz.
“ Division No. 272, Youngstown , Ohio-M . J.

Lyden .
" " Division No. 279, Ottawa , Ontario - P . J. Tom

kins .
" Division No. 280 , Lowell, Mass.- Thomas J.

Powers .
“ Division No. 281 , New Haven, Conn.-Samuel F.

Curry. H." Division No. 282, Rochester, N. Y .-- Pete

Arthur .
“Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill .—John J. Bruce,

Charles Burns , Anna ' Dolan, John Doyle, Patrick H.

Feeney , John Fitzgerald, William J. Larabell, Frank

E. Lawrence, William S. McClenathan , Felix Mullen,
M.Edward J. Ryan, Harry W. Schlau, John

Sweeney :
“ Division No. 312 , Davenport, Ia.-S. H. Howell ,

" Division No. 313 , Rock Island , Ill.-H. E.

Wendell
“ Division No. 343 , Kalamazoo, Mich.-Herman

Wedel .
" Division No. 362 , Albion, Mich .-- William

McConnell .
“ Division No. 380 , Elyria , Ohio -- R . E. Gilmore.

“ Division No. 382, Salt Lake City , Utah - A . S.

Baker..

“ Division No. 416, Peoria , Ill.-E. O. Brooks ,

“ Division No. 425 , Hartford , Conn.- Daniel M.

Donohue, James P. Hunt, Frank O'Meara .

“ Division No. 441 , Des Moines, Ia.-M. L.

Gilbert, John B. Wiley.

" Division No. 448 , Springfield, Mass.-Patrick J.
O'Brien , Edward Raleigh .

“ Division No. 452, Thompsonville, Conn.- Frank

W. Lovejoy.
" Division No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn.-- Bernard

Flanagan.
" Division No. 490 , Yonkers, N. Y .-- William

Collins.

" Division No. 496 , Pittsfield , Mass .-Owen G ,
Monroe .

" Division No. 497, Pittsburg , Kansas-Charles R.
Keplinger .

Division No. 517 , Gary, Indiana- Edw . Old .
" Division No. 537 , Holyoke , Mass.-- John L.

O'Neill.

“ Division No. 540, Trenton , N. J. - John F.Webb .

“ Division No. 558 , Shreveport , La.-J. D. Elliott .

“ Division No. 563, Lansing, Mich.-A. D. Hicks.

“ Division No. 568 , Erie , Pa . - William J. Sutter .

“ Division No. 570, Waterbury , Conn.- David J.

Scully .
“ Division No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y.-John P.

Loftus .

" Division No. 582 , Utica , N. Y.-H. R , Cole .

“ Division No. 587 , Seattle, Wash.-F. D. Bales ,

W. E. Carpenter, Harry McClure, E. Nueharth .

" Division No. 89, Boston, Mass.-- Charles H.

Clark , James C. Connelly , Ernst 0. M. Fehrnstrom ,
Michael Head , Timothy

Maronry, James McGreehan, Matthew J. McLaugh
J. Mahoney, Eugene

lin , John J. Morris , Peter J. Murphy , William F.
Nutley. John V. Penney , Frank Shaughnessy , Joseph

N. Shone, James F. Smith , John J. Stanton , Michael

J. Walsh , Frank H. K. Webb.

“ Division No. 600, Waltham, Mass. - William T.
Egan .

" Division No. 616, Windsor, Ontario -- Allen

Ardern .

“ Division No. 618, Providence, R. I. - John T.
Burns, Alfred Coates, Arthur W. Devine, Sr., John

A. McConnell , Thomas P. Shanley , Sam Shaw ,

Louis Winkler .

“Division No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio - Louis Bengel ,

Harry Black, Edward Brophy, Wm. Hollemnan ,

Harry C. Smyth, Abe L. Spradling .

“ Division No. 628 , Covington , Ky .-- Charles A.

Cummins.

“ Division No. 674, Fort Smith , Ark.-D. C.

Davies .

“ Division No. 689, Washington , D. C. - Luther M.

Carder, JohnH. Cookman, Maurice W. Poole.
“ Division No. 694, San Antonio, Texas-C. E.

Dennison .
“ Division No. 697 , Toledo, Ohio-H. Lee Camp.
“ Division No. 704, Little Rock, Ark.-W. H.

Howard .
" Division No. 708, Wilmington , N. C.-E. W.

Hall .
“ Division No. 713, Memphis, Tenn.-C. H.

Artman , A. D. Brown.

" Division No. 714, Portland, Me. - Frank C.

McDonald.

“ Division No. 725, Birmingham , Ala.-J. L. Hurst,

V. A. McDowell, J. S. McGinnis.
“ Division No. 726, Staten Island , N. Y.-Edward

J. Leahy.
“ Division No. 732 , Atlanta , Ga.-W. J. Dean ,

Emory P. Dodd , Thomas L. McBrayer, Benjamin F.

Starr .
" Division No. 733, Anniston, Ala .--- J . P. Dodgen,

" Division No. 737, Syracuse, N, Y. - John Hasner.

“ Division No. 738, Hamilton , Ohio -- Harry A.

Lucas .

“ Division No. 741 , London , Ontario - John Colbert,

“ Division No. 750 , Chattanooga , Tenn.-J. W.

Rogers.
" Division No. 757, Portland, Ore.-Gust Anderson ,

Wm . H. Doyle , Harry F. Prendergast.
“ Division No. 765, Montgomery, Ala . - Eric

Stephens.
“ Division No. 770, Mobile, Ala .--- B . E. Pickering.

“ Division No. 779, Sioux Falls, Ia.-D. 0. Rice.

“ Division No. 784, Meridian, Miss.-R. L.

Rawlings.
“Division No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.-Wm. H. Alm

stedt, L. A. Graeser, C. H. Hacker, A. J. Hulsey,
W. E. London, Thomas Moore, T. G. Robinson,

E. H. Sides , Nicholas Smit, Ray Tucker, H. L.

Walker, M. J. Walsh .

“ Division No. 790, Montreal, Que. - Henri Cham

pagne, Gerard Gagnon , Alphonse Gerard .

" Division No. 794, Wichita , Kans. - A , C. Arnett.

" Division No. 805, East St. Louis, ill. - Frank

McKinney.

“ Division No. 812 , Clarksburg, W. Va.-C. G.

Lanham .

“ Division No. 813, Fairmont, W. Va.-G. F.

McCray.

“ Division No. 819, Newark, N. J. - Bernard Davis,

FentonMurray, Richard Naughton, John O'Connor,
William Wepner.

“ Division No. 820, Union City , N. J. --Arthur
Appleton.

Division No. 821 , Jersey City, N. J.-Will
Walker.

“ Division No. 822 , Paterson, N. J .-- Harry H.
Jones.

“ Division No. 823 , Elizabeth , n, J.-William W.
Lloyd .

" Division No. 824, New Brunswick , N. J.-Joseph
V. Egan .

“ Division No. 836, Grand Rapids, Mich.-Claude
Fisher.

" Division No. 839 , Newark, Ohio -- J . F. Leedy.

" Division No. 842, Wilmington, Del.-- Herbert
Renshaw.

“ Division No. 847, St.
Shaffer Joseph, Mo.-Roy

" Division

Laswell ,
878 , Evansville , Ind . William

" Division No. 880, Camden, N. J.-Raymond J.

" Division No. 887, Newark, N. Y. - George R.

Division No. 892, Sapulpa, Okla.-C. 0. Mayfield.
" Division No. 898,Macon, Ga.-T. H. Gilman.

" Division No. 900, Highwood, I11.- Robert Brynn .

Division No. 909 ,St.Louis ,Mo.-T. E. Goddard .

No, 915 , Granite City , Ill. Ernest

No.

Adams.

Feller .

" Division
Overbey .
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“Division No. 925, Gloversville , N. Y.-A. C.

Brower.

" Division No. 928, Hot Springs , Ark.-C. 0.

Greenway.

There came before your Committee on Credentials

a contest from Division No. 587 , Seattle , Wash .

Walter White, who had been elected by the Division

as a delegate, contested the ruling of the Inter

national President which had granted the seat to

W. E. Carpenter. The evidence in this case,

submitted by the International President, was that ,

after the election of delegates in Division No. 587 ,

the president of that Division appealed to the Inter

national President for a ruling concerning White's

election . He set forth that White was the secretary

of a Benevolent Association which was independent

of the Division and that he was not in the service

of the company or in no way in the service of the

Amalgamated Association either through its Local

Division or the International Association . The

International President, following the Laws of the

Association , as provided in Section 10 , ruled against

White being a delegate and that brought about the

seating of W. E. Carpenter, who was the first alter

nate .

Your Committee have heard arguments from the

International President and from the seated dele

gates on this matter.

We find the International President has ruled

according to the Laws of the Association , and ,

therefore, we find that Delegate White is not eligible

according to the Laws of the Amalgamated Associa

tion , and our ruling is that Delegate W.E. Carpenter

be seated as the delegate from this Division , and we

have so presented his name with the other delegates
of that Division .

Committee on Credentials,

V. A. MCDOWELL, Chmn . ,

E. STEPHENS,

T. L. MCBRAYER .

Delegate McBrayer moved the adoption

of the committee's report. ( Motion sec.

onded . )

Delegate McClure, (587) , moved that

Brother Walter White be given the privi

lege of the floor to state his side of the

contested case .

President Mahon stated that it would

first be necessary to dispose of the com

mittee's report, dealing with the unpro

tested credentials.

Delegate McClure stated that he felt he

understood the true status of the matter in

dispute and would like to give the conven

tion the benefit of his information .

President Mahon : If you desire to con :

test the decision of the committee on the

floor the chairman will make this ruling :

that the credentials of Brother Carpenter

will be set aside until the regularly elected

delegates of this convention are seated .

Then it can
come before the convention ,

the matter of accepting Carpenter's creden

tials, and the chair will rule that Delegate

Carpenter's credentials as recommende by

the committee will be set aside for the time

being and he will not be seated , but that

all other delegates to whom there is no

objection will be seated, so that this con

vention will be in position to function and

transact its business .

The motion to seat all delegates whose

seats were not contested was unanimously

carried .

President Mahon stated that the question

now before the convention was the adoption

of th recommendation of the Credentials

Committee to seat W. E. Carpenter as a

delegate representing Local Union No. 587 .

Delegate McClure, (587) , made a brief

statement in which he said it was his opin

ion that Section 10 of the Constitution of

the Association had been wrongly inter

preted in the case of Walter White . He

also stated that the protest against White

came about purely through personal ani

mosity and through factionalism in the

Local Division .

President Mahon explained in detail his

ruling when the question of White's eligi

bility to serve as a delegate was put up to

him. He read some ofthecorrespondence

which passed between himself and the Local

Division, setting forth the reasons for his

ruling, which he said was based strictly

upon the provisions of Section 10 of the

Amalgamated Constitution. He stated that

he had no wish to injure Brother White in

any way, and that his only object was to

carry out the laws of the Association as he

understood them .

Delegate Carpenter, ( 587 ) , made a brief

statement in which he spoke in commenda

tory terms of the work of Brother White

and explained the action of his Local Divi

sion in sending him, ( Carpenter) , as a dele

gate .

Delegate McClure, (587 ) , moved that

Brother White be given the floor to state

his case. The motion was seconded by

Delegate Bales, (587 ) .

The question was discussed briefly by

Delegates Callahan , (241), Scully, ( 570),

McGrath , (85 ) , and McClure, (587 ).

The motion to grant the floor to Brother

White was apparently lost, on a viva voce

vote being taken . A division of the vote

was requested, and the number of mem

bers voting in favor of the motion was so

manifestly small that the Chair declared

the motion lost , only 43 delegates voting

in support of the motion .

The motion to adopt the committee's

recommendation to seat W. E. Carpenter

a delegate representing Local Division

587 , Seattle , was unanimously adopted .

The secretary read the following tele

gram , which was referred to the Committee

Communications, Condolences and

Thanks :

“ Toronto , Ont . , Sept. 11 , 1927 .

“ W. D. Robbins , 608 21st St. , B'ham , Ala .

“ The Mayor, Board of Trade, and all

Toronto invite you to hold your 1929 con

vention in Toronto , Canada ,

" E. R. Powell , Secretary, Toronto

Convention and Tourists Bureau ."

Vice-President Wm. B. Fitzgerald

in the Chair

The Chair declared in order the presenta

tion to the Convention of the two years'

term report of the International President.

Report of the International President

International President W. D. Mahon pre

sented his report to the Conentivon , as

follows :

as

on

1
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International President's Report

no

Let us ,

Comrades and Delegates :

In declaring this , the Twentieth Con

vention of the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes

of America , open for the transaction of

its regular business , I assure you it is a

pleasure, unexpressable in words, to me to

welcome you to this Convention .

On this coming Thursday, September

15, it will be thirty- five (35 ) years since

the opening of the first convention that

formed this Association and, so far as I

can learn, I am the only remaining member

of this Association that participated in the

work of that Convention, which , I repeat ,

makes it a pleasure, beyond my power to

express in words, to welcome you as dele

gatos and friends to this Twentieth Con

vention.

While thirty - five (35 ) years , so far as

world movements go , is not such a long

period, yet, when we look back over the

changes that have been brought about in

the working conditions of the Street and

Electric Railway Workers of North America,

by this Organization , there is much for us

to congratulate ourselves upon .

for a moment, briefly review the condi

tions that prevailed thirty -five (35 ) years
ago among the Street Railway workers of

the United States and Canada and also

review the sacrifices that had to be made

by the Pioneers in their struggle to establish

this Organization and bring about the

changes that have taken place.

Thirty - five (35) years ago the Street and

Electric Railway workers of North America

were working from twelve ( 12 ) to eighteen

( 18) hours per day for a wage varying

from One Dollar and Twenty - five Cents

($ 1.25 ) to One Dollar and Sixty Cents

($ 1.60 ) per day. There was no such thing

as overtime or compensation for any extra

or delayed time that might prevail in

addition to these long hours of labor.

The working conditions were , in every

way, deplorable. Employes were subject

to annoyances and suspension for the most

trifling complaints that might be placed

against them. A man might havea day

run and miss his car by a minute. He was

then compelled to go to the foot of the

extra list and work his way up again,

which would take years to again reach a

day run . Seniority was absolutely ignored.

Men were promoted and demoted at the

will of the Boss. The low pay that was

received was reflected in the environment

of the homes, in the food, furniture and

clothing of the wives and children .

sickness these men were dependent upon

charity and in death it was the Potter's

Field . Thirty -five (35 ) years of militant

organization has wrought wonderful changes.

Thousands of our members are today work

ing an eight ( 8) hour work day with

compensation for any overtime and they

are receiving a wage far beyond anything

dreamed of by the Pioneers who established

this Association and they are working under

conditions, while some of them are not as

good as we would like to have and which

we hope to improve, yet the conditions

prevailing today would have been con

sidered a Paradise by the Old Timer of

thirty -five (35) years ago. The improve

ments in wage conditions are vividly re

flected in the homes of the street car work.

ers of today, in the way of food , furniture

and surroundings. In these homes of

today, we find happy motherhood, well fed

and respectably dressed children who are

being properly reared and educated to take

their places in the advanced citizenship of

their respected countries.

Now, to bring about these conditions was

easy task , In the early days, our

Organization was bitterly opposed by the

combined employers of North America.

Men were discharged if they were found

to be connected with this Organization.

They were not only discharged but they

were victimized and followed from city

to city , if they sought to re-enter Street

Railway employment or in fact any other

kind of employment, they
were black

listed . Every inch of the way in the

early days, to establish this Organizatio
n,

had to be battled for. Officers and Organ

izers were followed by spies , finks, assaulted

by sluggers and in every way possible,

they were intimidate
d. It is only a few

years ago that an officer of this Associa

tion was kidnapped by sluggers here in

this City of Birmingha
m , placed on board

a train and compelled to leave the city

or suffer the consequenc
es

. But I repeat,

due to the determined and persistent efforts

of these Pioneers, right has finally prevailed

and, through their efforts, the conditions

of Labor of the Street and Electric Rail

ways of North America have been revo

lutionized and freedom through organiza

tion established.

Today the majority of the Companies

throughout the United States and Canada

recognize the rights of collective bargain.

ing . They have been brought to see,

through the work of Organization, when

they improve the standard and conditions

of their own labor, they improve their

business and advance the business interests

of the country, The Trade Union has

demonstrated clearly to the world that

well -paid workers is the only true channel

to prosperity and the improvement and

elevation of Society , so I repeat, it gives

me pleasure , beyond my power to express

it, to welcome you as delegates to this

Twentieth Convention and my hope is that

when it is closed , we will have laid the

foundation for still further advancements

and improvements for the great army of

men and women that you represent.

In
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Report
Local Divisions.

R. L. Reeves has made thirty -eight (38)

The Laws of our Association provide official visits and assisted thirty -two ( 32)

that the President shall make a report of Local Divisions.

the work of his office for the Convention. Edward McMorrow has made one hun

The Laws also require that he shall make dred and five ( 105 ) official visits and as

a detailed report of the Association each sisted sixty (60) Local Divisions.

six months to the General Executive Board Magnus Sinclair has made seventy-seven

and then the Board , in turn , shall make (77 ) Official visits and assisted forty -nine

a report to the Convention on all matters (49) Local Divisions.

after they have been passed upon and P. J. Shea has made one hundred and

reviewed by them during the entire term twenty ( 120) official visits and assisted

of two years. Inasmuch as these semi fifty -four (54) Local Divisions.

annual reports have been made in detail J. H. Reardon has made two hundred

each six months to the General Executive and twenty- five ( 225 ) official visits and

Board and they, in turn, will be reported assisted one hundred and eight ( 108) Local

by them to this Convention , I will, there Divisions.

fore, make my report to the Convention A. H. Burt has made seventy (70)

as brief as possible and only deal with such official visits and assisted forty -seven (47)

subjects as I feel should be reported and Local Divisions,

brought to your attention , with such Wm. F. Welch has made seventy-one

changes in Laws as I feel are necessary (71 ) official visits and assisted forty - one

to successfully carry on the work of the ( 41) Local Divisions.

Association in the future . My report , as J. B. Lawson has made eighty -one (81)

well as all reports submitted to this Con official visits and assisted thirty -two (32)

vention , will cover the official term , dating Local Divisions.

from August 1 , 1925, to July 31 , 1927 . Fred Hoover has made forty -three (43 )

official visits and assisted twenty-two (22)

Organization
Local Divisions.

Wm. B. Fitzgerald has made seventy -four

During the past term we have continued (74) official visits and assisted ghty (80)

the work of organization in line with the Local Divisions.

policy and Laws of this Association. The P. J. O'Brien has made one hundred and

industrial conditions of the country , twenty -four ( 124 ) official visits and assisted

you are all aware , have been such that no seventy -four (74) Local Divisions.

great progress in the work of organization Wm. S. McClenathan has made one ( 1 )

has been made by any National or Inter official visit and assisted one ( 1 ) Local

national Union of Trades during the past Division,

However, we have held our George A. Dean has made twelve (12)

own and made some progress during that official visits and assisted five (5) Local

time . During the term, ten (10) Charters Divisions.

have been granted to newly formed Divi P. J. McGrath has made one ( 1 ) official

sions. The total number of membership visit .

enrolled in the Organization during the Albert E. Jones has made eight (8)

past two years is Twenty-four Thousand official visits and assisted nine ( 9 ) Local

Eight Hundred and Thirty -five ( 24,835) . Divisions.

During the term there have been James Largay has made one hundred and

solidated the following Divisions: Division four ( 104 ) official visits and assisted fifty

No , 90 , Mt. Clemens, Michigan, with nine (59 ) Local Divisions.

Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; Division J. B. Wiley has made one ( 1 ) official

No. 697. Staten Island, New York, with visit and assisted one ( 1 ) Local Division.

Division No. 726, Staten Island , New M. J. Murray has made nine (9) official

York. visits and assisted six (6) Local Divisions.

C. U. Taylor has made one (1 ) official

Assistance to Local Divisions visit and assisted one ( 1 ) Local Division.

John M. Parker has made forty-four (44)

During the past term we have assisted official visits and assisted twenty-one (21 )

our Local Divisions as the Laws of the Local Divisions.

Association require, aiding them in carry Raoul Trepanier has made three (3 )

ing on their work . This work has not
official visits and assisted one ( 1 ) Local

only required the regular Officers of the Division .

Association during the rush times when

Agreements were expiring, but we have had

Charles H. Clark has made two (2)

official visits and assisted two (2) Local
to have the assistance of other representa

Divisions .

tives, choosing them from the different

Divisions who have kindly volunteered to
Robt. B. Armstrong has made sixty - eight

aid us in the work. The records in the (68 ) official visits and assisted thirty-eight

General Office show the following visits
(38) Local Divisions.

and work that has been done by the Special Organizers who assisted in the

various Officers and those who have volun work of the Association during the two.

teered and have been deputized to assist year period from August 1 , 1925, to July

in the work during the past two years : 31 , 1927 :

L. D. Bland has made twenty -two (22 ) Fred Hamlin has made three (3 ) official

official visits and assisted fourteen ( 14) visits and assisted one ( 1 ) Local Division .

two years.

con

1
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Lawrence F. Hart has made four (4)
Hours of Labor

official visits and assisted three (3) Local

Divisions .
It has been our policy during the past

James H. Coleman has made thirty -three

term, as heretofore, to continue our struggle

(33) official visits and assisted thirteen ( 13)

for shorter hours of labor, aiming to

Local Divisions .
establish , wherever possible, the eight (8)

T. L. McBrayer has made four ( 4 ) official

hour work day . In a general way, there

visits and assisted four (4 ) Local Divisions .
has been improvement in many of the

Edward A. Raleigh has made nineteen

Divisions in the hours of labor. The long

( 19 ) official visits in connection
hour work day is

with
steadily decreasing.

Organization work.

Thousands of our members are now work.

Robert J. Coughlin has made four (4 )

ing an eight (8 ) hour day, with extra

official visits in connection with Organiza

compensation for any overtime, and I

tion work.

would advise that the policy of establish

C. F. Conroy has made ten ( 10 ) official

ing the eight ( 8 ) hour day be continued

visits and assisted four ( 4 ) Local Divisions.
and every effort possible put forth to

B. Merson has made six ( 6 ) official visits

secure the eight (8) hour day wherever it

and assisted one ( 1 ) Local Division .

can be secured.

Marvin L. Carmichael has made one ( 1 )

official visit in connection with Organiza
One Day's Rest in Seven

tion work. Our struggle during the past term to

In addition to the Organizers and Local establish the one day's rest in seven has

men who have assisted in our work during been continued and the agitation hss been

the past term , we have had the assistance carried forward into State Legislatures ,

of the General and Local Organizers of the City Councils and in conferences with

American Federation of Labor and I would various Companies, by many of our Divi

recommend that this Convention give a sions. Among the larger Divisions to

vote of thanks to the American Federation secure the one day's rest in seven , are

of Labor for the generous assistance that Division 589 of Boston, Mass ., and Divi.

has been rendered to our Association dur sion 694 , San Antonio, Texas. In New

ing this term.
Jersey, our Divisions of the Public Service

Wages
have secured one day's rest in eight and,

The efforts of the past two years have

a whole, the agitation has been bene

ficial and has resulted in a number of our

been to improve and better the wage con

dition of our membership wherever pos

membership securing one day's rest in

sible . We have met , of course, with con

seven and eight and my advice is that the

somesiderable opposition from
of the

struggle for the one day's rest in seven

be continued .
Companies. We have also been handi

capped
by the encroachments of the That the worker should rest one day out

Busses and Jitneys that have taken from of seven is a command that has come down

the Street Railway a certain amount of to the human family throughout the ages

its business. However , with all the opposi for thousands of years . The Good Book

tion , we have been able to increase wage tells us that when the Lord created this

conditions for great number of
earth he rested on the seventh day from

membership, as the reports will show. all of his labors . It also advises us he

During the past two years , there have commanded the Jewish people when they

been reductions, increases and renewals as were being established as a nation, that

follows : they should rest on the seventh day from

From August 1 , 1925, to January 31 , all their labors and that command has gone

1926, covering the first six months, we
forth to all the Christian people through,

had ' One Hundred and Thirty-three ( 133 ) out the world for thousands of years and

renewals, Twenty -nine ( 29 ) increases and just why , in this enlightened day of rapid

Two (2) decreases. transit and expert machinery and with

From February 1 , 1926 , to July 31 , 1926, thousands of our fellow workers out of

the second six months, we had One Hun employment, any

dred and Seven ( 107 ) renewals , Thirty (30)

one should insist on

violating this commandment that was given

increases and One ( 1 ) reduction .
by God himself, is more than one can

From August 1 , 1926 , to January 31,
comprehend.

1927 , the third six months, we had One

Hundred and Twenty-five ( 125) renewals, As to seven days work among the

Thirty -three (33 ) increases and Two ( 2 ) Street Car men , I am not alone blaming

reductions. the employers for preventing it, for there

In the fourth six months of this two are still among some unchristianized

year period, from February 1 , 1927, to persons (so called for the lack of a better

July 31, 1927 , we had Eighty - seven (87) name ) who still insist on violating this

renewals, Thirty-five ( 35 ) increases and no Divine injunction and working, the full

reductions. seven days each week. Surely education is

The wage scales have been published badly needed and I would recommend we

each year, as the Laws of the Association continue our agitation in every way pos

provide, and forwarded each Local sible , to enlighten the workers and bring

Division. I would advise that the policy about and establish for the

of publishing wages once a year be con women of this occupation, the one day's

tinued as in the past.
rest in seven,

a our

1

1
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Our

Agreements

During this term we have continued our

policy of securing written contracts cover

ing , wages and working conditions with the

various employing Companies, with satis

factory results. The reports at the end

of this term show there are now in force

Two Hundred and Sixty -nine (269) Agree

ments with the operating Companies . There

are yet some contracts pending and a few

of our Divisions are dealing verbally with

the Companies, but I feel that the con

tracts pending, in a majority of cases, will

be satisfactorily adjusted and I would

advise that our policy of written contracts

be continued in the future as in the past ,

for, by obtaining written contracts ,

establish and settle for a permanent time ,

all conditions of wages and labor, which

makes it better for both the Companies

and our Divisions.

Arbitrations

During the past two years our policy

of arbitration has been continued, not only

covering wages and working conditions, but

disputes of all other questions that could

not be adjusted mutually between

Local Divisions and the employing Com

panies. There have been submitted, during

the past two (2 ) years , by our various

Local Divisions, Twenty-eight ( 28 ) cases

of arbitration . That is the number that

has been reported to the General Office .

In addition, I imagine there have been a

number of minor cases arbitrated , of which

no report has been made. Inasmuch as a

detailed report of all the arbitrated cases

has been made to the General Executive

Board, I will leave the results of the

arbitrations to their report.

Strikes and Lockouts

There has been a detailed report on

strikes and lockouts that have taken place

during this term , given to the General

Executive Board , and they will , no doubt,

report same to you .

During this term, there have been eight

(8) strikes and lockouts effecting the various

Divisions of our Association . There has

been expended in connection with the strikes

and lockouts during the past two ( 2 ) years ,

from the funds of the International Asso

ciation, Sixty -one Thousand and Ninety -one

Dollars and Four Cents ( $61,091.04 ). How

ever, I am pleased to report that there has

been a steady decrease in the number of

strikes that this Organization has been en

gaged in , in the past two ( 2) years .

fact, in the last six (6) months there was

no strike or lockout of any kind and the

only report made to the General Executive

Board was on two ( 2 ) old lockouts that

have been in existence for time .

This condition is due to the better under

standings we have had with the employing

Companies and to our policy of arbitration.

I would recommend our policy in dealing

with the strike situation , be continued in

the future as it has been in the past , and

that mediation and arbitration be the means

of adjusting disputes wherever possible .

Appeals of Members Against the Decisions

of Their Local Divisions

During the past term , I have received

and acted upon Fifty (50 ) appeals made

to me. In Thirty -one (31) cases I have

sustained the Local Divisions and in Four

teen ( 14) cases I have reversed the decisions

and upheld the appellants. One ( 1 ) of

these appeals was outlawed ; Two (2) were

out of order and Two ( 2 ) dismissed, In

addition there have been submitted Ten

( 10 ) appeals to the General Executive

Board , the appellants not being satisfied

with my decisions .

The records of the past two (2) years

show that the Local Divisions are being

more careful in adjusting disputes than

they have in the past, and I would advise

the Officers of the Local Divisions in any

case where there is a dispute that threatens

to become an appeal, that they use their

good offices trying to bring about an under

standing with their membership and thus

prevent disputes, for in this way they will

insure more harmony within their Local

Organization than if allowing appeals to

be carried forward to the International

President and General Executive Board ,

against their decisions.

Appeals to the Convention

I am hereby submitting two ( 2) appeals

to this Convention . These appeals are as

follows :

Case of John Dickerson , member of

Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich ., who is

appealing against the decision rendered by

the General Executive Board , and the case

of B. Brussard, member of Division No.

194 , New Orleans, La . , who filed an appli

cation for Disability Benefit. This claim

was first submitted to me and disallowed .

It was then submitted to the General

Executive Board and disallowed by them .

Through attorneys this has been

appealed to this Convention, the Division

refusing to appeal the same. All evidence

in connection with these cases will be sub

mitted to the proper Committee and for

the consideration and action of the Con

vention .

Laws

In order to meet defects and short

comings in our Laws and to keep progress

with the advanced conditions which sur

round our people, I am hereby recommend

ing the following changes and amendments

be made to our Laws.

case

In

some

Committee on Credentials

Section 18 of our Laws provide that the

International President, not later than one

week prior to the opening of a Convention ,

shall appoint a Credentials Committee and

that this Committee shall meet in the

Convention City on the Saturday immedi

ately prior to the opening of the Conven

tion and examine and pass upon the cre

dentials of Delegates . I would remind you

that the majority of the delegates do not

arrive until the opening of the Convention
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on

$

same .

soon

.

our

the second Monday of September, is dropped, but those balloting for that

Now , how a Credentials Committee can candidate still have their votes counted

examine the credentials on the Saturday according to their choices for the remain

prior to the arrival of the delegates, of ing candidates, and in this way we get

course, is beyond your International Presi the final expression of the membership of

dent's ability to determine. We have the Division for the different candidates,

never lost any time in examining creden. just the same as if we held special elections

tials, and I would, therefore, recommend each time a candidate was dropped. The

that that law be amended to conform with system of voting the Preferential Ballot is

the previous law, and that part of Section simple and easily understood after it has

18 be stricken out and that Section 17, as been explained to the membership, and I

adopted by the Oakland Convention, bear would recommend that our laws on elections

ing upon this matter, be substituted for
be changed in order to put the Preferential

The Section to read as follows: Ballot into operation for the larger Divi.

Section 18. Immediately after the open sions of the Association, For small Divi

ing of the Convention, the I. P. shall sions of two hundred (200) or less mem

appoint a Committee on Credentials. This bers our present laws seem to work satis .

Committee shall examine and pass upon factorily, and I would leave them, so far

the credentials of the delegates. They as covering the small Divisions, just as they

shall report as soon as possible all creden are, without the Division itself wanted to

tials upon which there is no contest. As change to the Preferential Ballot System .

as the delegates have been passed In order to bring this matter before you

upon and seated the Convention shall be where it can be properly considered and

declared opened for_the transaction of its acted upon , I am recommending that all

regular business. The I. P. shall then of our laws on elections from Section 40

appoint a Committee on Rules and Order of the General Constitution to and in

and such other committees as the business cluding Section 43 be eliminated, and the

of the Convention may require.
following sections providing for the Prefer.

ential Ballot as above outlined be adopted .

Association's Headquarters

Election of Division Officers

Due to changing of the name of street
on which Headquarters is located, Section 40 . The election of officers in

Section 24 of the Constitution and General Division Associations with a membership

Laws will have to be amended to read as of two hundred (200) or less members

follows: shall be held in the following manner,

Section 24. Headquarters shall be located except if the Division prefers to adoptthe

in the Association Building, No. 260 Vernor
Preferential Ballot System , as provided in

Highway East, Detroit, Michigan. these laws, they shall have the right to

The election shall be held in the

Election of Officers
following manner : The nominations shall

take place at the regular meeting prior to

During the past term there has been the meeting for the election of officers.

considerable confusion and trouble in our No nomination shall be allowed upon the

Local Divisions over the election of their night of election with the exception of

Division officers. There is also a great where there is an office where the mem

deal of complaint regarding the cost of the bers nominated to it have declined, or

holding of primary elections preceding the where there are no nominees for the office.

regular elections . It is my belief that, if In this case , nominations shall take place

our laws were changed so as to have all on the night of election. The president

our large Divisions adopt the Preferential or presiding officer shall appoint two tellers,

Ballot System of electing their Division whose duty it shall be to distribute, collect

officers, it would eliminate a great deal of
and read the ballots in the presence of

election trouble and it would wipe out the meeting The recording secretary shall

entirely the primary election and eliminate act as clerk of the election . He shall

that cost , and establish a ballot system keep a careful record of the ballots cast

that would work more satisfactory than at and embody the full report of the election

present. There are now a number of our in his minutes. He shall announce the

Divisions, like Division 113 of Toronto , result of the count for each vote to the

241 and 308 of Chicago, using the Prefer presiding officer, who in turn, shall declare

ential Ballot , and so far as I can find out the result of the election. It shall require

it has worked satisfactorily and successfully. a majority of the members voting to consti

The Preferential Ballot eliminates primaries tute an election, and where there are more

and yet allows the members of a Division than two candidates for the office, the

to nominate and vote for as many persons lowest candidate in each unsuccessful ballot

for any one office as they desire. Under shall be dropped and the balloting con

the Preferential Ballot each member ex tinued until a majority has been cast for

presses his choice of the different candi one candidate . The balloting shall take

dates nominated for any one office by place as follows :

enumerating them as his first second , The presiding officer shall announce the

third and so on choices, Then when the candidates for president. The members

ballots are counted these choices are shall then prepare and cast their votes

sidered . If there is no election the candi separately for president. After the election

date receiving the lowest number of votes of president has been completed and

do so .

de
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was no

announced , he shall follow with that of of them have received a majority of all

vice -president, and so on until the follow the votes cast you will drop the candidate

ing Officers have been duly elected : Presi. receiving the lowest number of first choice

dent, vice-president, recording secretary, ballots, Then you will take the ballots

financial secretary, treasurer , warden, senti. of the candidate dropped and you will

nel, correspondent to the " M. & C." and add all the second choice votes on the

Executive Board members. In case there ballot of the dropped candidate to the

is but one candidate for any office, the candidates remaining on the ballot, as

secretary shall be instructed by the vote they are specified on each ballot. You

of the Division to cast the unanimous will then count them up and, if this gives

vote of the Division for the candidate. any of the candidates a majority of all

The president shall then declare him duly the votes cast , that candidate is elected .

elected . If there is still no majority you will then

Section 41. In Local Division Associa . take the third choice from the ballot of

tions with a membership. exceeding two
the candidate that has been dropped and

hundred (200) members, their nominations add them to the remaining candidates and

and elections shall be held as follows : again count them. If no majority has

There shall be a specific time designated yet been secured you will continue if

by the Division for the nomination and there are still other choices on the ballots

election of officers. The nomination can of the dropped candidate. If still there is

take place at a regular meeting of the no majority after all the choices have

Division, or the Division can instruct its been transferred from the dropped candi

executive board to arrange a meeting of date to the remaining candidates you will

the board to receive the nomination of then drop the next lowest candidate on

officers. This nomination meeting shall be the ballot and follow the same process

held at least one week before the regular as above outlined until one of the candi

election takes place, and five days notice dates has received a majority of the votes

of the meeting for the nomination of officers cast, This process is equal to the holding

shall be given to the membership of the of special elections and dropping a candi

Division. At the nominating meeting any date each time there election,

member in good standing may attend and After an election the ballots shall be held

place, in nomination any member of the
in the possession of the secretary , locked

Division Association for any office he de and sealed in the ballot boxes, for at

sires, providing the person he nominates is
least sixty (60 ) days, in order that , if a

eligible to hold office according to the recount should be demanded, the ballots

laws of the International Association and would be fully preserved.

the by-laws of the Local Division . After

all nominations have been made the secre SECTION 42 - PREFERENTIAL OR

tary of the Division shall have a ballot CHOICE BALLOT

prepared in compliance with sample ballot
For President

as exhibited in Section 42 of this Constitu
tion.

The name of each candidate shall First Second Third

be placed on the ballot in alphabetical Choice Choice Choice

order . If there are more than two candi . John Doe

dates for any office the ballot shall be so James Roe

arranged that the member can express John Smith

himself for the various choices as he de James Jones

sires. The ballot shall contain places

designated as first choice, second choice
For Vice-President

and so on, according to the number of First Second

candidates that may be running for that
Choice Choice

particular office. Joe Doe

Section 41%. If there have been nomi James Roe

nated but two candidates for any one John Smith

office you will only vote for one. If there

are three candidates nominated for any For Financial Secretary - Treasurer

one office you will vote your first and First Second

second choice. If there are four persons
Choice Choice

dominated for any one office you will John Doe

vote your first, second and third choices , James Roe

and so on, according to the number of John Smith

candidates for any one office that may

be on the ballot, always having one less For Recording Secretary

choice than there are number of candi
First Second

If there were ten candidates for
Choice Choice

any, one office you would vote for nine
choices.

John Doe

James Roe

When you come to count the ballots you John Smith

will separate them into piles for each candi
date . Then you will count only the first Section 43, Elections in Divisions that

choice votes for each candidate. If one have been in existence less than three (3)

receives the majority of all the votes cast years may be held semi -annually or annua

as the first choice he is elected . If none ally, as the Local Division decides. Where

8

dates.
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Divisions have been in existence serious. Of late some of the Divisions

three (3) years they may arrange their
do not explain what is wanted when

by -laws so as to hold their elections every an International Officer is requested . About

two (2) years if the Division so desires. all they say in the telegram to the Inter

Elections for officers of the Division shall national Office is " send representative at

take place in Divisions having two hun once, ' or something like that.

dred (200) or less members at their first Now, I would advise that this Con

meeting in December or June , as the laws vention outline to the Local Divisions the

of the Division provide. Where Divisions necessity of the committees and officers

are holding semi-annual elections these of the Locals attempting to adjust all

elections shall be held at their first meet grievances possible . Further than that, I

ing in June and December . Divisions would recommend that Divisions request

that hold elections annually , or every two ing International Officers should fully

(2) years , may hold such elections either explain what the trouble is and why an

in June or December, as the Division may officer is needed . Many times they could

determine, or they may elect a portion of be advised from the General Office as to

their officers in June and another portion means of a settlement without an Inter

in December, if the Division So elects. national Officer visiting the scene of the

In Divisions that hold special elections, dispute , and I would recommend, in line

having a membership of two hundred ( 200) with this policy , that there be added to

or over, such elections shall take place on our laws a section following Section 46 to

or before the 25th of June or the 25th of read as follows :

December, as the Local may determine, “ Local Divisions, asking for the assistance

in order that officers will be properly of an International Officer, shall , by letter

elected before the expiration of the term . or wire , fully acquaint the International

The installation of officers shall take place President with the Local situation and the

at the first meeting in the next term. reasons for wanting an Officer."

The retiring officers shall that all

officers elected duly installed and Constitution and By-Laws

placed in charge of their office before they While our Laws require that each Divi

surrender or turn over the office . When sion shall provide its membership with a

an officer who has been elected fails to revised copy of the Constitution and Laws

attend the meeting to be obligated , of the Association after each regular Con

properly qualifies within three (3 ) succes vention and also when new members are

sive meetings , except in case of sickness or initiated that they be given a copy of

delay over which he has no control , his the Constitution and Laws, I find that

office shall be declared vacant and a new this law is not carried out. We are con

election held to fill the same, in accordance tinually in receipt of letters in the General

with the laws of the Division and the Office , asking information from the mem

provisions of this Constitution . bership concerning certain laws of the

Association, while , if they were in posses

Divisions Requesting International
sion of the Constitution and Laws, they

Officer's Assistance
could readily read these laws for them .

selves . I would, therefore, recommend

It has always been the policy of our Associa that Section 84 of the Constitution be

tion do not even explain what is wanted when changed so as to require Local Divisions

to send International Officers to assist after each Convention to secure a copyof

Local Divisions when they find it impos the Constitution and General Laws for

sible to a satisfactory settlement their membership and also to provide

when making an agreement , or when there new members with the By- Laws of the

are serious troubles affecting the Division Local Division .

which the Local officers and committee I would recommend the Section be re

have been unable to adjust. However, of vised to read as follows :

late there are number of Local
Section 84.

Divisions that seem to think they have to

After each regular Con.

vention of this Association, the L. D.
have International Officer to assist

shall secure from the International Office

them whenever a grievance of any kind a sufficient number of the revised Con.

comes up . stitutions and see that acopy is placed
In another portion of this report I have in the hands of each member of the Divi.

called your attention to the funds avail
sion in good standing, and as soon as a

able for the work of this Association and
new member has been obligated into mem

the economic policies that it has in carry; bership in the L.D., the president or

ing on its work, and under the financial
officer so obligating him shall present him

arrangement of this Association it is not with a copy of the General Constitution

possible for the International Organization and of the Division By-Laws, so that he

to send an International Officer to Local may familiarize himself with both the laws

Divisions to take up every grievan of the International and the Local Division.

complaint that may arise. It has always

been the policy of the Association that
Protecting Benefits

Local Divisions , through their officers and Section 104 of our Constitution and

committees, shall make every effort possible General Laws provides that when the

to reach a settlement, and only to call amount inthe Death, Disability and Old

for an International Officer when the Local Age Benefit Fund goes below Ten Thou ;

officers have failed and the situation is sand Dollars ($ 10,000.00), the General

secure

a our

an

ance or
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Executive Board is empowered to levy an

assessment. Now, after considering that

question with the General Executive Board ,

we deemed the amount of Ten Thousand

Dollars ($ 10,000.00) for a large Organiza

tion like this one would be too small an

amount to meet an emergency similar to

the one we had a few years ago , when

the " Flu ” epidemic spread over the world .

Therefore, I would recommend that the

words “ Ten Thousand Dollars ( $ 10,000.00) "

in that section be stricken out and the

words " One Hundred Thousand Dollars

($ 100,000.00 )" be added thereto, in order

to give a proper fund to meet emergencies

that may arise in the Association and

guarantee the protection of benefits to our

membership .

Claims for Benefits

Section 105 of our Constitution and

General Laws provides how benefits shall

be applied for and how , in case of a dis

allowance of a claim, the same_may be

appealed first to the General Executive

Board and then to the Convention of this

Association.

There seems to be a misunderstanding

as to this Law, for during the past two (2)

years we have received several appeals

from members of Local Divisions , appeal

ing direct to the General Office, in viola

tion of that section , for its intentand

purpose is that members of Local Divi.

sions shall have their claims approved of

and make application through the Local
Division . What has led to the confusion

is that the section provides for isolated

members who are holding their member

ship at large, and I would ,therefore, recom

mend that this section be revised and

divided into two sections and that the

language be made clear, so that there can

be no misunderstanding, by having the
sections read as follows :

Section 105. Claims for Funeral, Dis

ability and Old Age Benefits shall be made

through the L. V. in which the member

holds his membership, and the application

for the benefit shall be filled out and

forwarded by the F. S. of the L. D. upon

the regular blanks of the Association pre

pared for that purpose. He shall have the

application attested by a notary public,

complying with the laws and instructions

upon the same. There shall accompany

the application for Funeral, Disability or

Old Age Benefit the doctor's certificate,

which, in case of death , shall explain the

cause of death , length of illness and date

of the death. In claims for disability, the

doctor's certificate shall explain the condi

tion of the member and the reasons for

the disability, and in case of old age , the

doctor's certificate shall explain the condi

tion of the member at the time the appli
cation is made. The member's certificate

and the last working card of the deceased

or applicant shall accompany the claim .
Should the International Office desire

further information, the same shall be for

warded by the officers of the L. D. in

which theapplicant was a member. Where

members have met death by accident and

where coroner's reports are made, a copy

of the coroner's report shall be forwarded

with the Funeral Benefit application . A

member to be entitled to any of these

benefits must have all dues and assess

ments paid, including the month in which

death , disability or old age occurs,

provided for this Constitution and

General Laws. If further information on

any claim is desired by the I , P., the

officers of the L. D. shall forward the same.

If the I. P. approves of the claim , it will

be recorded and paid in order from the

funds accumulated for the purpose of

paying such benefits. A check for the

amount shall be forwarded to the F. S.

of the L. D. , who shall pay it to the

person or persons entitled to receive the

same, returning receipts to the I. P. Be

fore paying any funeral claim , the F. S.

shall ascertain if the undertaker's bills

have been paid . If not , he must make

arrangements and see that they are paid

that payment is provided for them

before any of the money for the benefits

is paid to any of the claimants. He shall

have claimants sign receipts and attest

them by his signature and seal of the

L. D. and return the same to the General

Office. Claims for Funeral , Disability and

Old Age Benefits shall first be made to

the I. P. In case he should refuse to

allow the claim , the claimants, through the

L, D., have a right to appeal to the Gen

eral Executive Board . Should the General

Executive Board refuse to allow the claim ,

the claimants then , through the L. D. ,

shall have the right to appeal to the

General Convention of the Association, and

will claimants appeal to

take their into any court of law

until it has been finally decided upon by

the highest authority in the Association,

which is the regular Convention. No

claim of a member of a L. D. can be

considered by the I. P. or the G. E. B.
until the claim has been properly approved

of by the L. D. and filed by the F. S.

of the L. D. In cases where claims for

Funeral, Disability or Old Age Benefits

are denied to a member by the L. D. ,

the persons filing the claim for the deceased

the member shall have the right to

appeal, under the Laws of the Association ,

from the I. P. to the G. E. B. and from

the G. E. B. to the Convention.

Section 105%. Claims for Funeral, Dis

ability and Old Age Benefits for isolated

members holding membership under the

provisions of Section 150 of this Constitu

tion and General Laws shall be made to

the I. P. In case of death , the members

of the family or friends of the applicant

shall apply direct to the I. P. In the case

of disability old age , the applicant

himself shall apply direct to the I. P.

and receive the proper blanks for making

out the claim and then file the same with

the I. P. Otherwise they shall comply

with Section 105 of these Laws, giving

full information as is required , and should

the General Office desire further information

in no orcase

case

or

or
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same.

men

are

those filing the claim shall forward the

In case of a rejection of a claim

for isolated members, they shall have the

same right to appeal as is provided for

in Section 105 of these Laws, except that

they shall have the right as applicants

instead of the L. D. to file the appeal.

Honorary Membership Cards

The last Convention at Montreal amended

Section 103 of the General Constitution

and when the Constitution was revised , in

accordance with the action of that Con

vention, it became Section 110.

This section granted in case where mem

bers had received their total disability

benefits that they were granted honorary

membership cards. Now , at the time this

question was being discussed in ne Cor

vention I was under the impression that

it applied only to members who had

received their old age benefits and I was

in favor of the proposition , but after the

Laws had been drafted I discovered that

it also granted in case where disability

benefits were paid that an honorary mem

bership card should also be granted to

members receiving total disability benefits.

This , of course, would place the member

in position to continue a member of the

Organization so far as participating and

taking part in its proceedings, and , to my

mind , is a dangerous proposition .

Shortly afterthe MontrealConvention

I was approached by an ex-member who

had received his Eight Hundred Dollar

($800.00) Disability Benefit from the Inter

national Association and One Thousand

Dollar ($1,000.00) Disability Benefit from

his Local Division, and some time after

receiving this money he recovered and

again entered the service of the Company

and was contending for his original senior.

ity . On learning of this Law he insisted

that it would come under it and that

that would give him the rights to establish

his seniority.

I submitted to the General Executive

Council of our Association, which consists

of the Vice-Presidents and Members of the

General Executive Board, the question

under Section 158, of waiving this amended

section and leaving the old law stand until

the coming Convention. The Executive

Council did so waive the section , and I

now bring the matter to your attention .

There have been a number of cases

where members have drawn their total

disability benefits and then come back

into service . In some few cases these

men have been allowed to work again .

In other cases, the right has been denied

them by the Local Division , and to give

them honorary membership cards , entitling

them to participate in the actions of the

Division , would, to my mind , lead to

considerable trouble and in some

you would find yourselves confronted in

with their demands for

benefits such as old age , and I would

recommend that that portion of Section

110 , as adopted at the Montreal Conven

tion be stricken out and the law applying

to the payment of disability benefits and

granting of a withdrawal card , as approved

by the Oakland Convention , be reinstated

and that cards of honorary membership

only. be granted to members who have

received their old age benefits, for these

are usually sincere and stable men

and have reached the time when they

must retire from the Association and there

is no danger in granting them such cards.

On the other hand, I feel that, after men

have given all these years to the Organi

zation and to the service, they should be

entitled to such honorary membership

cards , and I would recommend, therefore,

that Section 118, applying to old age

benefits, be the section amended and the

only ones that honorary membership cards

shall be granted to , and that Section 118

read as follows:

Section 118. The payment of an old

age benefit closes the benefits of the mem

ber and releases this Association from any

other or future financial obligation to the

member receiving the same, and when the

claim is made out in the General Office,

there shall be made out a withdrawal of

membership, and a lifetime honorary mem

bership card be issued to the member, and

the member shall sign a release blank

provided, which shall bear a statement that

he has received all benefits to which he is

or may be in the future entitled under the

laws, from the International Association,

and that his benefits, insofar as the Inter

national Association is concerned ,

brought to a close in the matter of present

or future liabilities on the part of the

International Association.

Claims for Old Age Benefits

I would recommend that Section 116 of

the General Laws be amended so

conform to the laws and policies of the

Association in their entirety and that

appeals in claims for old age benefits , when

denied by the General Executive Board,

shall be made through the Local Division,

as the Laws of the Association require, and

that there be inserted after the word

" applicant” on the twenty -ninth line in

this Section, the following words : “ Through
the L. D."

Isolated Members

I would recommend that Section 150 of

the General Constitution be amended so as

to conform with the action of the Montreal

Convention, which gave the General Execu.

tive Board authority to annul charters of

Divisions which have ceased to function,

and I would advise that that Section read

as follows :

Section 150. Whenever a Division, from
any cause, lapses or surrenders its charter

or wherever the General Executive Board

may annul a charter, the members in such

Divisions in good standing who wish to

retain their membership in the Association,

or where members are removed at a great

distance from any L. D. and desire to

retain their membership , they shall apply

to the I. P. , giving their names and date

as to

cases

years to come
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of membership , number of their L. D. seven thousand, five hundred sixty -two

and post office address. The I. P. Shall dollars and seventy cents ($ 1,267,562,70 );

keep a record of all such members in a the amount paid in disability benefits was

book for that purpose , and, on receiving forty -four thousand, eight hundred fifty

their dues, which shall be the same as dollars ( $44,850.00); the amount paid in

provided for in this . Constitution for mem old age benefits was one hundred twenty

bers in Local Divisions, he shall issue to one thousand, six hundred dollars ($ 121,

them working cards and they shall be 600.00) , making a total paid in funeral,

members, entitled to all the rights, privi- disability, and old age benefits of

leges and benefits of the Association the million , four hundred thirty - four thousand ,

same as any other member, and when twelve dollars and seventy cents ( $ 1,434 ,

such members enter employment under the 012.70 ) .

jurisdiction of Local Divisions that There has been published in the "Motor

operating they shall then secure a with man and Conductor" each month and also

drawal card from the I. P. and deposit each six months in the General Executive

the same with the L , D. under which Board's report , the names of the mem

they are working and become members bers to whom benefits have been paid, and,
of that Local.

therefore, I will omit giving these names

again in this report .
Changes in Laws on Bonding of Officers

The claims have been paid through

During the past term have had Divisions as follows:

considerable difficulty in Bonding

Department with officers of certain Local
Div, No. 19 , Colorado Springs, Colo ... 5

Divisions to the amount that any Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass.. 19

financial officer should be allowed to carry Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich .. 66

in his own
name in handling, the affairs

Div. No. 52, East Liverpool, Ohio . 2

of the Division . To my mind, no officer Div . No. 78, Galveston , Texas.. 1

has a right to use or speculate upon the
Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa... 73

money of any Local Organization . There Div. No. 89, New Castle, Pa.. 1

should be laws provided by the Local
Div . No. 90 , Mt. Clemens, Mich .. 2

Division as to just what will be allowed to
Div. No. 98 , Akron , Ohio . 4

rest in the hands of any financial officer ,
Div. No. 99, Winnipeg, Manitoba. 2

and, therefore , I would recommend that
Div . No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C..... 20

there be placed at the end of Section 170,
Div. No. 103 , Wheeling , W. Va.. 15

the following :
Div . No. 107, Hamilton, Ont... 6

The L. D. shall, by vote, determine the
Div . No. 109, Victoria, B. C .. 4

amount of cash that can be in the hands
Div. No. 111 , Ypsilanti, Mich . 3

of the F. S. , F. S.-T. , or the L. T. that
Div. No. 113, Toronto , Ont.. 39

is not on deposit in the bank, at the end
Div . No. 114 , Youngstown, Ohio . 1

of each quarter.
6

This should be a small Div. No. 118, Pottsville, Pa...

amount and if same exceeds the amount
Div . No. 125 , Belleville, 111. . 6

Div. No. 128, Asheville, N. C.. 4

as prescribed by the L. D. , the auditors

shall make a report of same to the L. D. ,
Div. No. 132 , Troy, N. Y .. 5

and also on the regular audit report blank,
Div . No. 134, New Westminster, B. C.. 6

which is filled out and forwarded to the
Div. No. 148, Albany, N. Y.. 4

I. P. Div. No. 163, Meriden, Conn .. 2

In Section 172 of the Constitution and
Div . No. 164, Wilkes - Barre, Pa.. 3

Gencral Laws, where there is a shortage
Div . No. 165 , Girardville, Pa... 2

17
of a financial officer it provides in case

Div . No. 168 , Scranton , Pa..

4

there has been an adjustment of a shortage
Div. No. 169, Easton, Pa ....

4
or a defalcation of an officer's bond , the

Div. No. 174, Fall River, Mass..

Div. No. 176 , Sharon , Pa... 1
bond is thereby cancelled and it cannot

2
be transferred or renewed by or to any

Div . No. 184 , Williamsport, Pa..

27
other officer of the L. D. , and that , in

Div. No. 192, Oakland , Calif...

77
case other bonds are required , new bonds

Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La..

Div . No. 197 , Meadville , Pa... 2

must be applied for and made out, but
Div. No. 199, Ottumwa, Iowa.

1

there is no provision in the section that 2

the regular premium on

Div. No. 201 , Ithaca, N. Y..
the new bond

must
1Div, No. 212 , Burlington , Iowa .

accompany the application .
14

There should be added at the end of this
Div. No. 215 , Wheaton , Ill . .

1

section , the following :

Div . No. 223, Butler, Pa..

Div. No. 228, Joliet , Ill.. 1

And the necessary premium on the new 18

bond must accompany the application for

Div. No. 235 , Brockton , Mass..

Div . No. 238 , Lynn , Mass.. 10

the newly elected or appointed officer, as 11

prescribed in Section 175 of these Laws
Div . No. 240 , Chelsea, Mass.

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill..
.358

covering cost of bonds to the L. D.
Div. No. 242 , Montpelier, Vt.. 2

Div . No. 243 , Taunton , Mass..
2

Funeral, Disability and Old Age Claims Div. No. 245 , Jackson , Mich .. 4

6
During the past term we have paid two Div. No. 246 , Salem, Mass.

thousand ,

5
hundred and ninety-one

Div. No. 253 , Quincy, Mass..

(2,191 ) funeral, disability , and old age Div . No. 256, Sacramento , Calif.. 4

claims. 1
The amount paid in funeral bene Div. No. 261 , Lawrence, Mass..

1one million , two hundred sixty Div. No. 262, Norwich, Conn.

new
i

one

fits was
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Div. No. 265, San Jose , Calif...

Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio .

Div. No. 269 , Danbury , Conn..

Div . No. 270 , Gloucester , Mass..

Div. No. 272, Youngstown , Ohio .

Div . No, 276, Stockton , Calif..

Div. No , 279 , Ottawa , Ont...

Div . No. 280 , Lowell, Mass..

Div. No. 281 , New Haven, Conn ..

Div . No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.

Div. No. 284, Nashua , N. H...

Div. No. 302, Marinette , Wis..

Div. No. 304, Glens Falls , N. Y.

Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill..

Div . No. 312, Davenport, Iowa .

Div. No. 313, Rock Island, Ill..

Div. No. 329, Dubuque , Iowa .

Div. No. 333, Battle Creek , Mich ..

Div . No. 343 , Kalamazoo, Mich ..

Div. No. 358 , Cumberland, Md ..

Div . No. 360, Alliance , Ohio ..

Div. No. 362, Albion , Mich..

Div. No. 373, Hyde Park , Mass..

Div. No. 380, Elyria, Ohio .

Div. No. 381 , Butte, Mont.

Div. No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah ..

Div. No. 388, Newburgh, N. Y.

Div. No. 389, Mansfield , Ohio .

Div. No. 408, McAlester, Okla.

Div. No. 416 , Peoria , Ill ....

Div. No. 418 , Ogden , Utah ..

Div. No. 425, Hartford, Conn..

Div. No. 433, Lansford, Pa..

Div. No. 441 , Des Moines , Iowa .

Div. No. 448, Springfield, Mass..

Div. No. 452, Thompsonville, Conn..

Div. No. 455, Portsmouth ; Ohio .

Div. No. 456, Madison , Wis..

Div. No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn..

Div. No. 469, Derby, Conn..

Div. No. 479 , Middletown , Conn ..

Div. No. 481 , Port Chester, N. Y..

Div . No. 489 , Dalton , Pa..

Div. No. 495 , Helena , Mont..

Div. No. 496, Pittsfield, Mass..

Div. No. 497 , Pittsburg, Kansas .

Div. No. 503, Haverhill, Mass..

Div, No. 508, Halifax , Nova Scotia .

Div. No. 515, Galesburg, Ill ....

Div. No. 517 , Gary, Ind.....

Div . No. 518, San Francisco , Calif .

Div. No. 524 , Oskaloosa , Iowa .

Div . No. 537 , Holyoke, Mass..

Div . No. 540, Trenton, N. J.

Div . No. 542 , Waterloo, N. Y ,.

Div. No. 549 , Northampton , Mass..

Div. No. 553 , Schenectady, N. Y...

Div. No. 568 , Erie , Pa...

Div . No. 569 , Edmonton , Alta..

Div. No. 570 , Waterbury, Conn. ,

Div . No. 576, Schenectady, N. Y.

Div . No. 577 , Augusta, Ga...

Div . No. 580, Syracuse , N. Y..

Div. No. 582, Utica , N. Y.

Div . No. 583 , Calgary, Alta..

Div . No. 587, Seattle , Wash ..

Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass.

Div . No. 591 , Hull, Quebec .

Div. No. 592, Fredonia , N. Y..

Div. No. 595, Salem , N. H ..

Div. No. 600, Waltham , Mass ..

Div . No. 610, Charleston , S. C..

Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I ..

4

4

2

10

1

14

4

11

15

2

2

1

4

2

1

1

2

1

6

4

1

1

1

1

12

1

4

13

1

2

2

4

2

2

2

2

21

10

2

22

180

Div. No. 620, Framingham , Mass.. 4

Div. No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y... 22

Div . No. 624, Buffalo, N. Y. , 2

Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio .. 43

Div. No. 628, Covington , Ky... 8 .

Div. No. 638, Cedar Rapids, Iowa . 1

Div. No. 641 , Shamokin , Pa... 1

Div. No. 645, Indianapolis, Ind..
3

Div. No. 654, Hubbard, Ohio . 1

Div . No. 662 , Pueblo , Colo. . 2

Div. No. 664 , Great Falls, Mont. 1

Div. No. 674, Fort Smith, Ark .. 1

Div. No. 678, Mars , Pa.. 1

Div . No. 685 , Brantford, Ont. ,
2

Div . No. 687 , San Francisco, Calif.. 5

Div . No. 688, Newport, R. I..
2

Div. No. 689, Washington, D. C.. 12

Div. No. 690 , Fitchburg, Mass..
2

Div. No. 691 , Springfield, Mo..
1

Div . No. 692, Hartford, Conn..
2

Div. No. 694 , San Antonio , Texas . 2

Div. No. 697 , Toledo , Ohio .... 11

Div. No. 702 , Canton , Ohio .
1

Div . No. 704, Little Rock , Ark ,
3

Div . No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn..
10

Div. No. 714, Portland , Maine .
7

Div . No. 717 , Manchester, N. H.. 3

Div. No. 724 , Augusta, Maine .
1

Div . No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala.. 18

Div. No. 726, Staten Island, N. Y.. 1

Div. No. 732 , Atlanta , Ga...
14

Div . No , 733 , Anniston , Ala .
1

Div. No. 737 , Syracuse , N. Y.
2

Div . No. 738, Hamilton, Ohio .
2

Div . No. 741 , London , Ont..
7

Div. No. 750 , Chattanooga, Tenn..

Div. No. 757 , Portland , Ore..
36

Div. No. 758, Tacoma, Wash..

Div. No. 765, Montgomery, Ala..

Div. No. 770 , Mobile, Ala ..
2

Div . No. 777 , Muskegon, Mich..
2

Div. No. 779 , Sioux City, Iowa .
2

Div. No. 785 , Amesbury, Mass..
2

Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo..
69

Div. No. 789 , Gates, N. Y.....

Div. No. 790 , Montreal, Quebec .
32

Div . No. 794, Wichita, Kansas,

Div . No. 797 , Topeka, Kansas .

Div. No. 801, Altoona , Pa..

Div . No. 805 , East St. Louis, ill .

Div. No. 809, Zanesville, Ohio .

Div. No. 811 , Norristown, Pa..
2

Div . No. 813 , Fairmont, W. Va..
1

Div. No. 818, Oakland , Calif..
6

Div . No. 819, Newark , N. J ..
16

Div. No. 820 , Union City, N. J...

Div. No. 821 , Jersey City, N. J.
6

Div . No. 822, Paterson, N. J..
5

Div. No. 823, Elizabeth , N. J..

Div . No. 824, New Brunswick, N. J..
1

Div, No. 825, Edgewater, N. J ..
1

Div, No. 829 , Wichita, Kansas .
1

Div. No , 833 , Preston, Ont..
1

Div. No. 836, Grand Rapids, Mich ..
2

Div . No. 839, Newark, Ohio ...
2

Div . No. 842 , Wilmington , Del ..
5

Div. No. 843, Bellingham, Wash..
2

Div. No. 845, Springfield, Ohio .
1

Div. No. 846, St. Catharines, Ont.
1

Div. No. 847, St. Joseph , Mo....

3

Div . No. 851 , Springfield , Ohio .
1

Div. No. 852, Lima , Ohio ....
2

Div. No. 855 , Grand Haven, Mich..... 1

1
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one

cancer cancer

cancer

one

Div. No. 857, Green Bay, Wis.. 1
one ( 1 ) bronchial asthma; one ( 1 ) cardiac

Div. No. 862, Dunellen , N. J ..
1

asthma; three (3 ) bladder trouble;

Div. No. 872, Hannibal, Mo.. 1 hundred six ( 106 ) Bright's Disease, acute

Div. No. 874, Tulsa, Okla.. 1 nephritis, chronic nephritis, chronic inter

Div. No. 876, Hamilton , Ont .. 1 stitial nephritis and chronic parenchymatous

Div. No. 878, Evansville, Ind .. 4 nephritis; two ( 2 ) acute bronchitis; one
Div . No. 880, Camden, N. J.... ( 1 ) bronchitis ; one ( 1 ) chronic bronchitis ;

Div. No. 883 , Everett , Wash ...
2

one ( 1 ) purulent bronchitis; one ( 1 ) burned

Div. No. 887, Newark, N. Y.. 1 in fire at home ; one ( 1 ) third degree burns ;

Div. No. 889, Salem , Oregon . 1 forty-nine (49) cancer, cancer of bladder ,

Div. No. 898, Macon, Ga ... 3 cancer of bowels, cancer of foot , cancer of

Div. No. 900, Highwood , Ill..
23

gall bladder, of jaw, of

Div. No. 906, Decatur, Ill.. 3 intestines , cancer of larynx, cancer of liver,

Div. No. 909 , St. Louis, Mo. 2 cancer of mouth and throat , cancer of

Div . No. 915, Granite City, Ill ..
3

osophagus, pancreatis cancer, of

Div. No. 916, Ottawa, Ill.. 1
prostate, cancer of prostate gland , cancer

Div. No. 923, Amsterdam, N. Y.. 1 of rectum and cancer of stomach ; one ( 1 )

Div . No. 925, Gloversville , N. Y. 3 carbon mon -oxide posioning due to auto

Div. No. 927, Gulfport, Miss .. 1 operating in closed garage; one hundred

Div. No , 928, Hot Springs, Ark.. 1 one ( 101) carcinoma , carcinoma of bladder,

Div. No. 939, Wapakoneta, Ohio .. 2 carcinoma of bowels , carcinoma of bronchus,

Div. No. 947, Morristown, N. J .. 3 carcinoma of caecum , carcinoma of colon ,

Div . No. 954, Souderton , Pa..
2

carcinoma of gall bladder, gastric carcinoma,

Div . No. 956, Allentown , Pa . general carcinoma, carcinoma of intestine,

Div . No. 966 , Pt . Arthur and Ft . Wil carcinoma of jaw , carcinoma of kidney ,

liam , Ont.. 1 carcinoma of larynx , carcinoma of left

Div. No. 969 , St. Benedict, Pa.. 1 lung, carcinoma of lip , carcinoma of liver ,

Div. No. 972, Bridgeport, Conn .. 1 mestastatic carcinoma, carcinoma of neck ,

Div. No. 975, Wheeling, W. Va.. 2 carcinoma of oesophagus, carcinoma of

Members at Large (membership being pancreas, carcinoma of prostate, carcinoma

held at International Office).. 6
of prostate gland, carcinoma of pylorus,

The causes of death and disability of carcinoma of rectum , carcinoma of right

the members as reported upon these claims
testicle, carcinoma of signoid , carcinoma of

are as follows :
stomach , carcinoma of tongue, carcinoma of

tonsil and carcinoma of urinary bladder ;

Eleven ( 11 ) abscesses , abscess of abdo seven ( 7 ) cardio renal disease ; six ( 6 )

men , appendical abscess, abscess of brain , cardio vascular disease ; ( 1 ) cardio

abscess of left lung, abscess of liver, multiple sclerosis ; sixteen ( 16 ) cerebral apoplexy;

urethral abscess and pulmonary abscess ; eight (8 ) cerebral embolism ; one ( 1 ) cere

one hundred six ( 106 ) accidents from in bral spinal meningitis; two ( 2) cerebral

juries received in head -on collisions of spinal syphilis ; one (1) cerebral thrombosis ;

street cars, rear-end collisions of street seven ( 7 ) cholecystitis (liver trouble ) ; ten

cars, being crushed between street cars, ( 10) cirrhosis of liver ; one ( 1 ) hypertrophic

while employed on street cars and injuries cirrhosis ; one ( 1 ) concussion of brain; two

received in car barns , fifty - six (56 ) deaths (2 ) coronary embolism ; one (1) coronary

and fifty (50) disabilities ; one ( 1) accident sclerosis ; two (2) cystitis ; one ( 1) delirium

from being crushed by steam roller oper : tremens; one ( 1 ) dementia paralytica ; nine

ated for street railway company ; one ( 1 ) ( 9 ) diabetes ; twenty -one ( 21 ) diabetes

accident from being thrown from tower mellitus ; three (3 ) diabetic coma ; two ( 2 )

wagon while at work ; three (3 ) accidents diabetic gangrene of foot; one ( 1 ) diptheria ;

from electrocution by coming in contact two (2 ) disabilities from causes growing

with live wires ; six ( 6) accidents from being out of the occupation ; one ( 1 ) dropsy of

struck by railroad trains, five (5 ) deaths kidney ; thirteer ( 13 ) drowning, ten ( 10)

and
one ( 1 ) disability ; forty -eight (48) accidental and three ( 3 ) suicidal; one ( 1)

accidents due to shocks and injuries from duodenal adhesions; one ( 1) empyema ; four

being struck by automobiles, thirty-seven (4 ) encephalitis; two (2) encephalitis lethar

(37) deaths and eleven ( 11) disabilities; gica ; one ( 1 ) encephalitis myletis ; one ( 1 )

one ( 1) accident due to injuries received enteritis ; three ( 3 ) entero - colitis; two ( 2 )

when riding bicycle; two ( 2) acute alco epilepsy; one (1) epithelioma of face ; one

holism ; one ( 1 ) acute aneurysm ; one ( 1 ) ( 1 ) epithelioma of jaw ; four ( 4) erysipelas;

Addison's Disease ; one ( 1 ) adynamic ileus;
five ( 5 ) exhaustion ; one ( 1 ) fall from roof

four (4 ) aneurysm of the aorta; one ( 1 ) of home; two ( 2) fracture of hip from

aortic regurgitation; one hundred sixty - six falls ; three ( 3 ) fractured skulls from falling

( 166) apoplexy (cerebral hemorrhage ) ; fif down stairs at their homes ; three ( 3 )

teen ( 15) appendicitis, gangrenous appendi fractures of skulls from accidents ; one ( 1 )

citis and traumatic appendicitis; fifty -nine fractured pelvis from accident; one ( 1 )

(59 ) arterio sclerosis (hardening of the fracture of right tibia ; one ( 1 ) fracture of

arteries); one ( 1 ) arthritis ; one ( 1) rheuma
urethra ; one ( 1 ) frozen to death ; four (4)

toid arthritis; one (1) suppurative multiple gall stones ; one ( 1 ) gangrene of foot ; five

arthritis ; fifteen ( 15) asphyxiation due to

inhaling illuminating gas, five (5 ) acci
(5) gastritis ; one ( 1 ) gastric hemorrhage;

dental and ten (10) suicidal ; one ( 1) as
two (2 ) gastro -enteritis ; two (2 ) exopthalic

phyxiation by compression from being goitre ; one ( 1 ) toxic goitre ; one ( 1 ) growth

crushed under automobile ; six (6) asthma; in throat and starvation ; twenty (20) gun

:

!
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a

2

1

shot wounds, eight (8) accidental and one ( 1 ) sepsis ; one ( 1) sepsis from infected Ya

twelve ( 12) suicidal; four hundred forty -two hemorrhoids; eleven (11) septicaemia; one , 19:

(442) angina pectoris (heart disease), aortic ( 1 ) septicaemia of hand ; one ( 1) shot while

insufficiency, aortic stenosis, cardiac de- hunting, accidental; four ( 4) shot by

compensation, cardiac dilatation , cardiac bandits while in performance of duties ;

failure, cardiac hypertrophy, cardiac dys two (2) shocks from falling downstairs; one
19

pepsia, chronic myocarditis, chronic valvular (1) stomach trouble; one ( 1) strangulation

heart lesion, dilatation of heart, endo of bowels; five (5 ) strangulated hernia;

carditis, fatty degeneration of heart, heart eleven (11) suicide by hanging; one (1)

block, heart disease, heart failure, heart surgical shock ; five (5) syncope; five ( 5)

lesion, leakage of heart, mitral insufficiency, tabes dorsalis ; five (5) cerebral thrombosis,

mitral regurgitation (heart failure ), mitral general thrombosis, mesenteric thrombosis,

stenosis, myocardial degeneration, myocar thrombosis of mesenteric vessels and throm

dial failure , myocardial insufficiency, myo bosis of right and left femoral veins; one

carditis , neuralgia of heart, organic heart ( 1 ) toxemia ; one hundred sixty-two ( 162)

disease , rheumatic heart disease and lvalvu tuberculosis, edema of lungs, embolism ,

lar heart disease ; one ( 1 ) heat stroke; one oedema of larynx, phthisis, phthisis pulmo

( 1 ) hematuria ; three (3) hemiplegia ; one nalis, pulmonary congestion, pulmonary em

(1 ) cerebral hemiplegia ; twelve (12) hemor bolism , pulmonary emphysema, pulmonary

rhages, hemorrhage of brain , hemorrhage influenza, pulmonary lubrication in upper

of kidney, hemorrhage from malignant ab jaw from abscess of teeth , pulmonary hem

dominal growth , hemorrhage of stomach, orrhage, pulmonary oedema, pulmonary

hemorrhage from duodenal ulcer and hemor syphilis, pulmonary tuberculosis, tubercu

rhage from gastric ulcer ; two (2) hepatitis; losis of bladder, tuberculosis of kidney,

five (5 ) Hodgkin's Disease; four ( 4 ) hyper tuberculosis of larynx, tuberculosis of left

trophy of prostate; five (5) indigestion, hip , tuberculosis of lungs, miliary tubercu .

acute and chronic ; one ( 1) infection of losis, tuberculosis pulmonalis and tubercu

mouth and neck from extraction of teeth ; losis of spine ; eleven (11) tumors, abdom

ten ( 10 ) influenza ; one ( 1 ) intestinal in inal tumor, malignant tumor, tumor of

fluenza ; nine (9 ) intestinal obstruction ; one brain , tumor under clavicle and tumor of

( 1 ) acute jaundice; one (1 ) degeneration of spleen ; six (6 ) typhoid fever ; twenty (20)

both kidneys; three (3 ) kidney trouble ; ulcers, ulceration , duodenal ulcer, gastric

one ( 1 ) LaGrippe ; three (3 ) leukemia ; one ulcer , perforated gastric ulcer, ruptured

( 1 ) lymphoblas lymphosaroma ; one ( 1 ) acute ulcer and ulcer of stomach; one ( 1) ulcera.

mastoiditis; three (3 ) meningitis ; two (2) tive colitis; fifteen (15) uraemia ; three (3)

spinal meningitis ; three ( 3) tubercular uremic coma and two ( 2) uremic poisoning.

meningitis ; one ( 1 ) myelitis ; one ( 1 ) natural

causes; one ( 1 ) neuritis; two ( 2 ) obstruction Funeral, Disability and Old Age Benefits

of bowels ; one ( 1 ) obstruction of liver ; Paid by International Association

one ( 1) oesomegalia ; one hundred fifty -two

(152) old age claims; ten ( 10) operations,

I am hereby giving you a complete his

operation for appendicitis, operation for

tory of the amounts which have been paid

gall stones, operation for goitre, operation
in Funeral, Disability and Old Age Benefits

for intestinal obstruction, operation on
by the International Association during the

kidney , operation on large glands and opera

life of the Organization to our membership

and their beneficiaries :

tion for ulcer of stomach ; fourteen ( 14)

paralysis, Bulbon paralysis , general paraly.
Year Amount

sis, general paralysis of the insame and 1896 ..

200.00

locomotor ataxia (paralysis) ; three (3 ) 1897 .
375.00

1898 . 400,00

paresis, general paresis of the insane and

1899 .
550.00

senile paresis ; twenty-one (21) pernicious
1900 .

675.00

anaemia ; twenty -one (21), peritonitis and

general peritonitis ; seven ( 7 ) pleurisy ; one
1901 .

( 1 ) acute pleuritis ; one ( 1 ) pleuritis exuda
1902 ,

tiva ; two hundred twelve (212) pneumonia,
1903 .

broncho -pneumonia, cerebral pneumonia,
1904 .

double pneumonia, hypostatic pneumonia,
1905 ...

influenzal pneumonia, lobar
1906 .

pneumonia ,

pleuro pneumonia and septic pneumonia;
1907 .

five (5 ) poisoning, self -administered ; one
1908 .

( 1 ) pyelitis ; one ( 1) pyloric obstruction ;
1909 .

( 1 ) rheumatism ; one ( 1 ) rheumatic
1910 ,

fever; seven (7 ) ruptures, ruptured appen
1911 .

dix, ruptured duodenal ulcer, ruptured gas
1912 .

tric ulcer and ruptured inguinal hernia ;
1913 .

ten ( 10 ) sarcoma, sarcoma of abdomen ,
1914 .

1915 .

sarcoma of lower limbs, sarcoma of glands 1916 .
of roof of mouth , sarcoma of humerus ,

1917 ..

sarcoma of left leg , sarcoma of left side
1918 ...

of neck, sarcoma of lungs , melanotic sar 1919 ..

coma and scratal sarcoma ;, two (2) scarlet 1920 ..

fever ; ( 1 ) sclerosis ;
( 1 ) senile 1921 .

dementia ; two (2) senility (old age) , death ; 1922 ..

.

one

1

1,150.00

1,525.00

7,200.00

15,850.00

13,300.00

13,900.00

18,100.00

18,000.00

18,300.00

22,700.00

25,400.00

114,950.0
0

138,200.0
0

200,093.0
0

210,988.8
8

294,438.7
5

330,539.4
0

449,322.7
7

436,520.1

451,162.

440,911 .

554,702.
one one
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Year Amount

1923 . 602,888.75

1924 . 671,744.50

1925 . 682,320.45

1926 .. 728,789.81

1927 , from Jan. 1 to July . 31 .. 448,569.39

Total ..... $6,913,767.31

Year

1892 to 1906 .....

1906 ...

1907 ..

1908 .

1909 .

1910 .

1911 .

1912 .

1913 .

1914 .

1915 .

1916 .

1917 .

1918 .

1919 .

1920 .

1921 .

1922 .

1923 .

1924 .

1925 .

1926 .

Amount

$ 177,079.34

35,000.00

42,423.55

31,283.54

39,607.10

39,112.42

45,150.00

65,200.00

93,730.59

171,300.08

167,660.00

221,269.52

229,743.54

256,649.82

251,413,98

295,475.11

242,840.15

286,491.07

290,963.94

337,059.94

361,518.72

345,306.08

Total ...... $4,026,278.49

Total of All Benefits Paid

The total amount paid by the Inter

national Association and the Local Divi

sions in sick, death, disability and old age

benefits since organization has been ten

million , nine hundred forty thousand, forty

five dollars and eighty cents ( $ 10,940,

045.80) .

Sick, Death , Disability and Old Age Bene

its Paid by Local Divisions

It has always been my rule at the end

of each calendar year to send out blanks

to the Local Divisions , requesting informa

tion as to the amounts which have been

paid out by them in sick, death , disability

and old age benefits from their local funds.

These reports for each year are made to

the first Board Meeting of the new year

and are published to the membership .

The reports for 1925 show that the Local

Divisions paid out in death, disability and

old age benefits, one hundred eighty -seven

thousand , four hundred ninety dollars and

eighty -four cents ($ 187,490.84) ; in sick bene

fits, one hundred seventy -four thousand,

twenty-seven dollars and eighty-eight cents

($ 174,027.88). For 1926, the amount paid

out by the Local Divisions in death , dis

ability and old age benefits was one hundred

eighty -seven thousand, nine hundred six

dollars and twenty-two cents ( $ 187,906.22 );

in sick benefits, one hundred fifty -seven

thousand, three hundred ninety-nine dollars

and eighty -six cents . ($157,399.86 ) .
The

total paid in death , disability and old age

benefits during the two years by the Local

Divisions was three hundred seventy -five

thousand , three hundred ninety-seven dol.

lars and six cents ( $375,397.06). The total

paid in sick benefits during the two years

was three hundred thirty-one thousand,

four hundred twenty -seven dollars and

seventy -four cents ( $ 331,427.74 ). This

would make a grand total paid out by the

Local Divisions in death , disability , old

age and sick benefits for the two calendar

years of seven hundred six thousand , eight

hundred twenty -four dollars and eighty

cents ($706,824.80) .

In addition to this , the International

Association during the two official years, as

reported to this Convention , has paid out

in Funeral , Disability and Old Age Benefits,

one million , four hundred thirty-four thou

sand , twelve dollars and seventy cents

($ 1,434,012.70) . This would make a grand

total paid by our Association during the

two years in sick , death , disability and

old age benefits of two million , one hundred

forty thousand, eight hundred thirty -seven

dollars and fifty cents ($2,140,837.50 ) .

secre

Bonding of Officers

During the past term we have issued

one thousand , two hundred seventy-eight

( 1,278 ) bonds to the officers of the various

Local Divisions covering financial

taries, treasurers and dues collectors.

The majority of our Divisions have been

prompt in taking out their bonds and in

forwarding the quarterly audit reports to

the Office. However, there are some Divi.

sions which have neglected to take out

bonds for their financial officers, as the

Laws require. To these Divisions we have

sent notices, calling attention to the laws,

but without any results.

In the past term , we have had twenty

three (23) defalcations and one ( 1 ) which

was pending from the previous report .

Nineteen ( 19 ) of these new cases and the

one ( 1 ) case from the previous report were

straightened out satisfactorily by the finan .

cial officers making settlements with the

Divisions involved, in two ( 2) cases

were called upon to pay the defalcations,

in one ( 1 ) case it was necessary to cancel

the bond of the financial officer under

bond , and one ( 1 ) case was still pending

at the end of this report.

My recommendation is that our policy

on bonding of our officers be con

tinued .

The report of the Bonding Department is

as follows :

we

own

Total Paid by Local Divisions _in Sick,

Death, Disability and Old Age Benefits

The amount which has been paid in sick ,

death , disability and old age benefits by

the Local Divisions from their Local

treasuries during the history of the Organi

zation has been as follows :

i
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Balance, July 31 , 1925 . · $21,555.28

Receipts, August 1 , 1925, to July

31 , 1927 . 6,445.77

an

WO

th

0

SE

C

Total .. $ 28,001.05

Expenditures, August 1 , 1925, to

July 31 , 1927 ... 3,218.50

Cash Balance , July 31 , 1927 .. $24,782.55

There is also the amount of $716.04 for

bond indemnities returnable to the Bond

ing Department , which have not as yet

been returned , but are covered by notes.

I have some changes to recommend in

the laws covering " Bonding of Officers."

The same will be reported and called to

your attention under the heading of " Laws.

Official Publications

During the past term we have continued

to issue our two publications, the "Motor

man and Conductor" and the “ Union

Leader. "

Motorman and Conductor

The Motorman and Conductor has been

under the editorship and direction of

Brother R. L. Reeves. It has been pub

lished and circulated monthly from the
headquarters of the Association to the

membership of our Organization outside of

the City of Chicago .

Union Leader

The Union Leader has been under the

editorship and direction of Brother L, D.

Bland and has been published and circu

lated to our membership in Chicago and

vicinity weekly.

Funds of the Association

During the past term we have been

informed of some criticism as to the money

that was spent by our Association , and I

take this means , at the opening of this

Convention, to explain the financial affairs

of this Organization, so that the delegates

attending this Convention may be thor

oughly familiar with the financial affairs

of the Association .

First , the accounts of this Association

are all carefully kept. No account is paid

without a bill which explains what it is

for . All books and accounts of this Asso

ciation carefully audited each six

months by expert accountants. These

accountants certified who take

the Constitution and General Laws of our

Association and audit our books accord

ingly . Each six months these accounts are

all published and forwarded to the Local

Divisions, so that anyone who cares to

investigate can find that there is no mis

appropriation or wasting of funds of this

Association .

Now, let us for a moment look at the

income andoutlay of the moneys that come

into the General Association .

capita tax per member is One Dollar ( 1.00)

per month, which is forwarded the

General Office. Seventy- five Cents (754 )

of that One Dollar ( $ 1.00) must go

to the payment of death, disability and

old age benefits. Not one penny of that

seventy -five cents can be , or is ever, used

for any other purpose than to pay for

these benefits, and the records of the Asso

ciation show to whom and where the bene.

fits are paid .

Ten cents ( 10€) per month of this One

Dollar per capita " tax is used for the

Defense Fund to protect members in case

of strikes or lockouts, and not one penny

of that can be used for any other purpose.

This accounts for eighty -five cents (856).

Then , four cents ( 4 ¢ ) of that One Dollar

per month is used to pay for the publica

tion of the “ Motorman and Conductor"

and the “ Union Leader," and not a penny

of that can be converted to any other use .

At the end of each two years there is

usually something left over of the amount

created for the " Motorman and Conductor " ,

which is turned over to the Deathand

Disability Fund of this Association .

That leaves eleven cents ( 114) a month

of your per capita tax to pay for the

operation of this Association. Out of that

eleven cents per month we must pay the

Officers' and 'Organizers' salaries and ex

penses; we must pay for the printed matter;

outside of the " Motorman and Conductor " ,

out of that we must pay the clerk hire

and expenses of the General Office, includ

ing its rent and all other expenses ; we must

pay lawyers' bills and all other incidental

expenses that come up in the operation of

an Organization like this.

I doubt if there is any other Inter

national Union in America that operates

upon as small a per capita tax per month

as does this Association, and I am sure,

through years of experience, that there is

other Organization economically

operated as this Association , and I , there

fore , call these facts to the attention of

the delegates at the opening of this Con

vention so that they will understand some

thing of the financial affairs of the Asso

ciation , and be in a position to intelligently

discuss and legislate upon the financial

subjects affecting this Organization , and to

meet the criticisms of those who criticize

our financial policy.

Charles U. Taylor

Again it becomes my sad duty to report

to you the death of another Executive

Off of this Associati On July 13 ,

1926, Tenth Vice- President Charles U.

Taylor passed from this life at the Good

Samaritan Hospital in his home city , Port

land , Oregon . His death was due to dia

betes. It seems that he had been suffering

from this disease for a long time, unknown

to his many friends, for he had gone for.

ward working hard for the promotion of

this Organization and the Trade Union

Movement in general.

In addition to being Vice -President of

our Organization, he was also President of

the Oregon State Federation of Labor.

Brother Taylor was a tireless worker for

the cause of Trade Unionism and never

lost an opportunity to promote the Union

wherever it was possible.

no SO

are

are men

The per

to
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He was born in Indiana, in March , 1881 ,

and leaves a wife and one son , and I

would recommend that this Convention ,

through its Committee on Communicati
ons

and Condolences, prepare suitable resolu

tions to be adopted and that copies be sent

to his Local Division , No. 757 , Portland,

Oregon , and copies of the same also be

sent to the widow and son .

we can

was

Sick Officers and Employes

Some years ago our Association decided

that officers and employes who take sick

in the service of this Association should be

cared for during their sickness , and that

policy has been followed for some years .

Now there has arisen certain criticisms

against this policy, and I , therefore , bring

the whole subject matter to the attention

of this Convention , and I ask that it be

carefully and thoroughly decided as to what

the policy of the Organization shall be in

the payment of officers and employes dur

ing periods of sickness. If the Convention

decides that officers and employes shall be

taken care of during sickness there should

show in the “ Constitution and General

Laws" of this Association just what bene

fits and bills should be paid for officers and

employes during such sickness , whether they

should have a wage or whether the bills

and costs of sickness should be paid and

cared for, and the length of time such bills

should be cared for .

In addition to this there is another mat

ter that I desire to submit to the Con

vention . Going back to the Chicago

Convention we had before us the cases of

the wives of two officers of this Associa

tion who had been left without any means

of support: The wife of one of these

officers had a sick boy who was suffering

with tuberculosis. The Association in

structed the General Executive Board to

care for these widows and for this boy.

This subject has been brought up from

time to time at the various Conventions

and the policy has been continued .

Now criticisms have come up from cer

tain Locals of our Association concerning

the payment of money to these widows,

claiming that it is a wrong policy and

that it should not be paid . Now , I am

submitting that subject to this Convention .

I want it to be carefully and thoroughly

discussed , and then have the Convention

outline and say to us , as officers of the

Association , what the policy of the Asso

ciation shall be upon this subject , and , if

anything is allowed , what amount and how

it shall be allowed , and let that be a matter

of record in the laws of the Association so

that there can be no further criticism of

the officers and General Executive Board

who administrate the affairs of this

Association .

There was paid out during the last two

years to these widows and this boy , the

sum of Four Thousand Seven Hundred

Dollars ($4,700.00 ) . Monthly payments

have been made in the case of one of these

widows. In the other case , contributions

have been made from time to time, as they

were requested and needed.

Safety First

As you are all well aware, Safety First

has become one of the most important

questions affecting the membership of this

Organization.

During the past two years a number of

our Local Divisions have done a great deal

of good work in promoting and advancing

the Safety First movement. PersonallyI

have given all the encouragement and

assistance possible to these Divisions in the

promoting of this work. To my mind,

protection of life and limb in this day of

rapid transit is one of the most important

subjects to be considered by both employer

and employe and that we do everything

to promote and protect life and

limb .

Taking it in our own industry, the latest

reports of the government, as published in

the statistics of 1922 , show that there

were killed annually, one hundred seventy

four ( 174) street railway employes and that

there were seventeen thousand , six hundred

fourteen ( 17,614) employes injured during

that year in the service . The total number

of persons killed in 1922 was one thousand,

six hundred seventy-nine ( 1,679) by the

street railways of the country and the

total number of persons injured by street

railways, including, passengers and other

persons , one hundred nine thousand,

four hundred fifty -three ( 109,453 ) . There

was expended by the companies for damages

in 1922 thirty -one million , one hundred

seventy-two thousand, two hundred sixty.

seven dollars ($ 31,172,267.00 ). The bulle.

tins of the United States Department of

Labor show that two millions of

people are killed or injured each year in

the United States alone . The National

Automobile Chamber of Commerce shows

that from January 1, 1919, to December

31 , 1926, one hundred thirty-seven thou

sand , seventeen ( 137,017 ) persons were

killed by automobiles in the United States

as against one hundred twenty thousand ,

fifty ( 120,050 ) American soldiers killed in

the World War. During the period between

the signing of the Armistice and January

1 , 1927 , three million , five hundred thou

sand (3,500,000 people were injured in

motor car accidents , or more than two per

cent of the total population of the country,

and twenty-six per cent of those killed and

injured than eight hundred forty

thousand ( 840,000 ) were children under the

age of fifteen . Last year, 1926, twenty

three thousand ( 23,000 ) men , women and

children were slaughtered on the highways

of the United States, an increase of one

thousand ( 1,000) over the records of 1925 .

In your own Organization during the

past two years we have paid one hundred

sixty -five (165 ) claims of members who

have been killed and disabled in accidents,

besides the great number who have been

injured , of which we have no record .

I repeat , these startling figures show the

necessity of every one doing all they can

some

more

1
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to promote Safety First in every way account of the many and frequent uses

possible. that the Public is compelled to make of

Your General Executive Board discussed the Street Cars, the fare has to be as

this subject very thoroughly at their Meet cheap as it is possible to make it, for it

ing in February, 1927, and decided to is practically the only means of trans

recommend that this Convention set aside portation for the worker and those of mod.

Wednesday, September 14, as a day for erate means of income. To meet these

the consideration and promotion of Safety requirements, the promotors of the Street

First , and they instructed me to write to Railway business are always investigating

some of the Managers with whom our and experimenting with every proposition

Association deals, who are interested in that promises, in any way, to cheapen the

promoting Safety First, and invite them to fares , increase and improve the business.

attend this Convention on that day and They have, from time to time, made

address the delegates upon this important various experiments and changes. In the

subject. In compliance with that in early years it was to change some Systems

struction, I have sent invitations to a num. from horse cars to cable cars . Then came

ber of Managers. They have all answered the adoption of electricity as a means of

me, heartily endorsing our position in take propelling the cars. In the last few years

ing up this subject, and several of them it has been the change to the one -man cars

have assured that they would be and this has been followed by the use of

present and address us upon the subject ; busses.

others have promised if circumstances Now, in order to deal with this important

so that they can get here, they will attend. question from the employes' position , it is

I feel assured that some of them will be necessary that we, on the part of the em

with us and address us upon that day, ployes, exercise good judgment and follow

and I would recommend that the Con a sound line of reasoning. Past history

vention endorse the General Executive shows us that you cannotlegislate to stop

Board's position in setting aside Wednesday, experiments and progress in any line of

September 14, as the day for the con business and it is well for the people, as

sideration, promotion and advancement of a whole , that we cannot, for, if we could

Safety, First throughout our Organization , have legislated in the past, to stop advance

and that a Committee to entertain those ments in transportation conditions, Society

who might visit us be appointed to look would be in a bad way today, for practi .

after and entertain them. cally every advancement in the way of

Busses and One Man Car Operation
improved transportation facilities have been

bitterly opposed in their early conception.
During the past two years, the member

When the horseand buggy was first intro
ship of a number of our Local Divisions

duced in New England, it was denounced

have been confronted with the inauguration
as the Devil's Wagon and it was predicted

on the Systems on which they work , of

the bus and one-man car. This has caused
that it would bring destruction, in the end,

to those who used it. When the proposi.

considerable dissatisfaction and complaint in
tion of establishing the Steam Railroad was

these Locals where this question has been
first proposed, there was bitter opposition

up . Our membership have contended that
and those who opposed them predicted

these inovations, as they call them, should
they would only bring disaster to

be prohibited by force or stopped by legis. people if they were established, and I

lation and the present conditions of oper.
repeat , the same is true of every improve

ation maintained, contending that, if some ment that has been proposed in the way

thing was not done, it meant the final of improving transportation .

destruction of the Street Railway business

As I have pointed out to you, you can.as a transportation unit.

Now, in order to consider, intelligently, not control human thought and human

this complaint , I want to first call your advancements by legislation, neither can

attention to the Street Railway business in
you make men good by passing Laws,

order that we may deal with the subject
The friends of Volstead ' have discovered

intelligently. The Street Railway business
that fact some time ago.

is that of transporting the great mass of As I pointed out at one of our former

people through and over the streets and Conventions, it was not within the power

roadways of the industrial centers of the of this Organization to stop the one-man
world as they exist today. The Street and car or the bus. They were here, experi.

Electric Railway is a part and parcel of ments were being made and if they proved

our great industrial machine and it is as satisfactory , they were bound to be adopted

necessary to the industrial conditions of by the Public and those who operate the

the day as the factory, the machine shop , Railways, despite any protest that

the mines and other organizations of this might make, and the facts demonstrate

kind, are a necessary part of it . what I said at that time as being true.

The Street Railway business is that of Owing to the many changes that are

transporting the masses of people to and being made and the advancement of the

from the various industries, including sub- busses, it is almost impossible to keep

urban and interurban traffic. Its mission track of the actual number that are being

is to carry the workers to and from their operated by the Street and Electric Rail

work, the business people to and from their
way . Companies . The most reliable figures

business and the mass of the people in we have upon this matter show that on

their daily rounds of life. Naturally , on January 1, 1927 , there some three

our

we

were
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hundred and thirty-three (333) Street Rail. improve the conditions of Labor, taking

way Companies that were operating seven advantage of the changes and advance

thousand hundred and forty -nine ments that come, to secure, through our

( 7,749) busses. During the year of 1926, Organization , that portion of it that should

there had been an increase of practically come to the men and women who do the

twenty per cent (20%) in the number of real labor in operating this transportation

operating Companies and more than forty business.

per cent (40 % ) in the number of busses

that had been added . People's Legislative Service

On the one-man cars there has been a At our last Convention in Montreal,

steady increase in the number of them. there was donated the sum of Two Thou.

The latest figures we were able to obtain sand Dollars ($2,000.00) to the Peoples

were given by theElectric Railway Journal Legislative Service, with headquarters at

of June 11 , 1927. According to these Washington, D. C., under the direction of

figures, there were seven hundred and fifty Mr. Basil Manley . The act of the Con.

(750 ) Electric Railway Companies in the vention to donate One Thousand

United States with eighty thousand (80,000) Dollars ($ 1,000.00) each year for two

passenger
Of this number, some years . The Legislative People were under

twenty thousand (20,000) cars, or approxi the impression that this donation

mately twenty-five per cent (25%) Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00) a year

arranged for one-man operation. In the but we informed them that was not the

total number of Electric Railway passenger action of the Convention and allowed

cars, however , is included a considerable them One Thousand Dollars ($ 1,000.00) a

amount of rapid transit equipment, trailer year, in compliance with the instruction of

cars and rolling stock not in daily use, so the Convention, as I understood it .

the one -man car, therefore, represents a They have continued to give such service

somewhat larger part, possibly as much as as they could to our Association and will

forty per cent (40 % ) of the number of again appeal to this Convention, through

ordinary Street and Interurban cars in
one of their representatives, for further

regular service. In a very few years, I
consideration at your hands.

repeat, this condition has come upon us.

There were those who claimed that the
First Vice -President

Street Railway business was going to de

struction and would reach its end if some You are aware that under the arrange

thing was not done quickly to eliminate ments of our previous Conventions, the

the bus and one-man car and protect the First Vice - President was detailed to assist

industry , but I would point out to you, in the International President in carrying for.

1917 the Street Railways of the United ward the work of this Organization ,and

States carried eleven billion ( 11,000,000,000 ) I am happy to report that First Vice

passengers ; in 1922 they carried twelve and PresidentFitzgerald has, if anything, done

one-half billion ( 12,500,000,000) and at the the bulk of the work of this Organization

present time they are carrying over six during the past two years.
He has not

teen billion ( 16,000,000,000) passengers per only looked after the correspondence in

year . the General Office but has done much

work upon the road , in conferences with

Now , as I have pointed out at former
Officers and Officials of different Com.

Conventions , it was not possible or within

the power of your Union or any other force
panies , and in general, aiding and direct

that I could conceive of , to stop the intro
ing the work of the Organization, and I

duction of one-man cars and busses. Let
would advise that the policy, of having

the First Vice-President assist in the work

us get a clear view of this subject. This
of the International President be con

industry, as the figures show, is going on tinued .
despite any protests that may have been

or may, in the future, be made. We, as President's Work

workers, have our labor to sell . It is the

work of our Organization to protect our
In closing this report, I would call your

labor and to secure, through collective attention to my own work in connection

bargaining, the best conditions possible for
with the Organization. I have continued

the men and women that we represent. during the past term , as heretofore, in

It then comes clearly to my mind and directing the affairs in the General Office,

seems to me all of us should recognize assisted by Vice - President Fitzgerald , and

that the question with us is that of organ in looking after the financial affairs of the

izing the men and women that do this
Association . In addition to that, I have

work and bring them into our Trade Union
carried on general correspondence with our

and , through our Union , protect their wages membership , passed upon many appeals, as

and their working conditions, whether it
the records show, and have done a great

be upon the two -man cars, one-man deal of road work ; not so much as in former

busses, and instead of wasting our years, yet I have covered considerable out

efforts, fighting windmills, as it were, let us
side work in addition to the work in the

turn our attention to the real question of
General Office .

bringing into this Organization every man In my road work I have attended

and woman engaged in the employment of Twenty-nine (29) Committee meetings with

these transportation companies and, through Committees of Local Divisions and held

this Organization, continue to build up and Fifty - five (55) conferences with Officers of

cars

or
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Local Divisions ; have addressed Eight (8)

Division Meetings, Nine (9 ) Public Meet

ings and have held Thirty (30 ) • conferences

with Officers of the various employing

Companies ; have assisted in various arbitra

tions and advised with Officers on a num

ber of arbitration cases.

In the prosecuting of that work , I have

spent Forty-three ( 43 ) nights on board

trains and have traveled Twenty-seven

Thousand Eight Hundred and Fifty -eight

( 27,858 ) miles .

In closing this report, I desire to return

my sincere thanks to the Officers and

Members of the various Local Divisions

for their loyal and true support that they

have given to this Association during the

past two years. I also take this means

of returning my sincere thanks to the

Members of the General Executive Board

of this Organization for their loyal support

and work that they have given to the

advancement of this Organization during

this term. assure this Convention

that there has been harmony and good

feeling between the various International

Officers of this Association during the entire

term , and with good wishes to the dele

gates and hopes for a satisfactory Con

vention , I remain ,

Fraternally yours,

W. D. MAHON ,

International President .

When the report was completed, printed

copies were distributed to the delegates and

the report was referred to the Committee on

President's Report , except those features

bearing upon law recommendations, which

were referred to the Committee on Law .

President Mahon in the Chair

A feature of the report of the President,

relating to the action of the General Ex

ecutive Board with reference to having a

convention Safety Day, to which traction

officials of street railways had been invited

for the purpose of making addresses to the

convention on the subject was , on motion

of Delegate McGrath, ( 85 ) , approved . The

motion further provided that a committee

be appointed to receive the street railway

executives in connection with the safety

session of the convention. Delegate Rooney,

( 22) , seconded the motion , which was unani

mously adopted .

The Chair appointed to

committee First International Vice - President

William B. Fitzgerald , Delegate William

Taber, Division 241 , and Delegate Harry C.

Smyth , Division 627 .

The Chair announced the following com

mittee appointments:

COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENT'S REPORT

W. M. Rae, Division No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio ,

Chairman.

Gus. J. Bienvenu, Division No. 194 , New Orleans ,
La .

William 0. McGowan , Division No. 235 , Brockton ,

Mass .

Robert J. Egan, Division No. 253 , Quincy, Mass.

Thomas J. Powers, Division No. 280, Lowell,

Mass.

S. H. Howell , Division No. 312 , Davenport , Iowa.

E. 0. Brooks , Division No. 416, Peoria , 111 .

John L. O'Neill, Division No. 537 , Holyoke, Mass.

C. F. Talbot , Division No. 577 , Augusta , Ga.

Herbert Renshaw, Division No. 842 , Wilmington ,
Del .

T. E. Goddard , Division No. 909, St. Louis, Mo.

COMMITTEE OF GENERALEXECUTIVE
BOARD'S REPORT

Peter J. Rooney, Division No. 22 , Worcester,

Mass . , Chairman.

W. I. Hail , Division No. 52 , East Liverpool, Ohio.
W. B. Plemmons, Division No. 128, Asheville,

N. C.

John R. Machardo, Division No. 174, Fall River,
Mass .

L. E. Dolan , Division No. 215 , Wheaton, Illinois.

Benjamin F. Simpson , Division No. 238 , Lyon ,
Mass .

Earl Orrison, Division No. 245 , Jackson, Mich .
Herman Wedel , Division No. 343, Kalamazoo ,

Mich .

Edw. Olds , Division No. 517, Gary , Indiana.

Charles A. Cummins, Division No. 628, Covington ,
Kentucky .

E. W. Hall, Division No. 708 , Wilmington , N. C.

COMMITTEE ON AUDIT AND

INSPECTION OF BOOKS

William Taber, Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . ,

Chairman .

P. J. McGrath , Division No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .

Clarence Nugent , Division No. 26, Detroit , Mich .

Angus MacInnis, Division No. 101 , Vancouver ,
B. C.

P. J. Tomkins, Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont.

Wm . S. McClenathan, Division No. 308 , Chicago,
Ill .

Daniel M. Donahue, Division No. 425 , Hartford ,
Conn.

Ernst 0 . M. Fehrnstrom , Division No. 589,

Boston , Mass.

Alfred Coates, Division No. 618 , Providence , R. I.

L. A. Graeser , Division No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.

Harry R. Jones, Division No. 822, Paterson , N. J.

COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS

P. J. O'Brien, Division No. 448 , Springfield , Mass. ,
Chairman .

William Collins , Division No. 490 , Yonkers, N. Y.

Ora B. Sharrock , Division No. 125, Belleville, Ill .

Myles P. Callahan , Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.

Fred Knutti , Division No. 192 , Oakland, Calif.

Anna Dolan , Division No. 308, Chicago , Ill .

A. S. Baker, Division No. 382. Salt Lake City,
Utah .

Bernard Flanagan , Division No. 459, Bridgeport ,
Conn.

William J. Sutter, Division No. 568 , Erie , Pa .

William T. Egan, Division No. 600, Waltham,
Mass .

William Laswell , Division No. 878 , Evansville , Ind.

COMMITTEE ON APPEALS TO CONVENTION

Joseph J. Kehoe, Division No.241 , Chicago, Ill . ,
Chairman .

William J. Larabelle , Division No. 308, Chicago,
111 .

Owen C. Monroe , Division No. 496, Pittsfield ,
Mass.

M. J. Lyden , Division No. 272 , Youngstown, Ohio.

David J. Scully , Division No. 570, Waterbury ,
Conn .

B. E. Pickering, Division Ng . 770 , Mobile, Ala .

Claude Fisher, Division No. 836, Grand Rapids.
Mich .

Sidney Van Ness , Division No. 26 , Detroit,Mich.

Allen Ardern , Division No. 616, Windsor, Ont.

A. D. Hicks. Division No. 563 , Lansing. Mich .

George E. Brereton , Division No. 228, Joliet , 11 .

COMMITTEE ON LAWS

William Quinlan, Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill ..
Chairman .

Robert Otis , Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .

Joseph Thomas, Division No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.

W. H. Robbins, Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont .

Frank E. Lawrence, Division No: 308, Chicago.
111 .

Ed . A. Veillon , Division No. 194, New Orleans,
La .

R : E. Gilmore, Division No. 380, Elyria , Ohio .
Charles Clark , Division No. 589, Boston , Mass.

J. D. Elliott, DivisionNo. 558, Shreveport, La .

Gerard Gagnon , Division No. 790, Montreal,

Quebec .

J. L. Hurst , Division No. 725 , Birmingham, Ala .

COMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATIONS,
CONDOLENCE AND THANKS

D. Bland , Division No. 241. Chicago , Ill . ,
Chairman .

S. 0. Wilson , Division No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va.

John L. Sullivan , Division No. 479 , Middletown
Conn,

serve on this
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John P. Loftus, Division No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y. utions had been received contrary to the

H. R. Cole , Division No. 582 , Utica , N.Y.

Matthew J. McLaughlin , Division No, 589 . new law and that it would require a two

Boston , Mass . thirds vote to introduce them in the con

C. E. Dennison , Division No. 694 , San Antonio , vention . He suggested that, by reason of

Texas.
Frank C. McDonald , Division No. 714 , Portland , many members being unfamiliar with the

Maine, new law, it might be well to have the

John Colbert, Division No. 741, London , Ont. resolutions referred to received and referred

M. J. Walsh , Division No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.

T. H. Gilman , Division No. 898 , Macon, Ga. to the Committee on Law.

The president cited the law in the matter Delegate Wiley, Division 441 , moved that

of the introduction of resolutions on law the resolutions referred to by the president

and stated that the resolutions that had
be received and referred to the Committee

been submitted in accordance with the laws on Law. Delegate Bruce, Division 308,

of the Association , numbered 1 to 16 in. amended the motion to provide that all

clusive, had been prepared in printed form
resolutions on law received up to five

to be distributed to the delegates, and that
o'clock p . m . Tuesday, September 13 , be

future resolutions on laws could be sub received and referred to the Committee on

mitted only by consent of the convention.
Law . Delegate Wiley, with the consent of

Delegate Lawrence Hart, Division 168, his seconder, accepted the amendment as

spoke on the subject of safety , urging that part of the original motion, and the motion

the delegates take this matter under dis was unanimously adopted after a short dis

cussion at some future session of the cussion , in which Delegates Doyle , (308) ,

convention . and Murphy, (589 ) , took part .

By direction of the Chair adjournment President Mahon requested Delegate John

was taken , at 6 o'clock p . m . to 9 o'clock McLain, of Division 241 , to come to the

Tuesday morning, September 13. platform .

President Mahon : I presume most of the

SECOND DAY delegates to this convention know who

Morning Session of Tuesday, Brother John McLain is . He is the vice

September 13 , 1927 president of Division 241 . Without doubt,

The Convention was called to order at he is the oldest street railway man in actual

9 o'clock a. m . , President W. D. Mahon service today in the world. Some little

in the Chair . while ago there was a boast from Liverpool

The following telegrams were read :
about having a man who had railroaded for

Nashville , Tenn . , Sept. 11 , 1927 .
fifty-eight years , but John McLain went to

W. D. Mahon , driving street cars and conducting them the
Tutwiler Hotel, Birmingham , Ala .

year that I was born . If you know my ageTennessee Federation of Labor extends best

wishes for successful May your
you know the Liverpool man isn't in it.

deliberations lead to the prosperity, advancement, John McLain for sixty- six years has been

development and security ofyour organization. an active street car man in America, start

W. C. BIRTHRIGHT, Secretary ,
ing in New York City and then coming to

Washington , D. C. , Sept. 12 , 1927 ,
Chicago . John McLain has always been a

Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America ,
union man . Long before the Amalgamated

Tutwiler Hotel, Birmingham , Ala . was born , John McLain active

Greetings and best wishes from organized labor's worker in the Knights of Labor and helped

own life insurance company to the officers and

delegates of the Amalgamated Association of Street
to organize the men in Brooklyn in the

and Electric Railway Employees of America, in Knights of Labor, and when the Amalga
convention assembled . The Union Labor Life In

mated came on the scene in Chicago, old
surance Company offers the safeguard of life insur

ance to the members of organized labor and their John McLain took his membership in 260 ,

families and friends in a company organized wholly and when the memorable strike on the

for service to the wage earners of North America. south side, where we fought the first battle

We extend to you our facilities and bespeak your

co - operation and supportof this great constructive
of the Amalgamated in Chicago, took place,

MATTHEW WOLL . John McLain stood solid as a rock with his

The telegrams were received and referred fellow men through thirteen long days of

to the Committee on Communications. fighting, wading in the snow and meeting

Communication from the Mayor of Van
the zero winter weather, and won the first

couver, B. C. , Canada, asking that the 1929 battle for the Amalgamated Association .

convention assemble in that city , from Divi " If there is any man on God's earth that

sion No. 101, of Vancouver, making the the street railway men of America should

same request, from the Seattle Chamber of appreciate and love , it is John McLain .

Commerce and from the Washington Fed . Those of us who know him in Chicago and

eration of Labor, asking that Seattle be surrounding country respect and love him .

given the 1929 convention , were received He has always been elected unanimously to

and referred to the Committee on Com hold the position of vice -president of Divi

munications. The communication of Divi sion 241. Now his friends always remem

sion 101 was signed by M. H. Cottrell, ber him , and so a group of them got to

President, and Frederick E. Griffin, Secre gether and they want to make a little

tary , and was read for the information of present to him . It is a beautiful Italian

the delegates . briar pipe, a guaranteed pipe--guaranteed, I

President Mahon called attention to the think ,' by Mussolini- and I have been re

amended law, providing for the sending in quested by his friends to present Brother

of resolutions proposing amendments to the John with this pipe , which they want him

Constitution fourteen days in advance of to carry away from this convention as a

the convention . He stated that some reso memento of his friends , and to assure him

a convention .

was an

work .

:
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that he still holds the friendship of the

Amalgamated Association ."

Delegate McLain , Division 241 : “ Mr.

President and Delegates, I am glad to be

here with you, and it gives me great pleas

ure to attend this convention. I hardly

ever miss one. I am not in any condition

to say anything today, but I am very

thankful to you for the kindness you have

shown me. I hope to meet you in the next

convention if I am alive. "

The Chair declared in order the submis

sion of the report of the General Executive

Board .

The report of the G. E. B. was submitted

to the convention as follows :

Report of General Executive Board

TO THE TWENTIETH CONVENTION

OF THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIA

TION OF STREET AND ELECTRIC

RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

Brother Chairman, Officers and Dele

gates of the Twentieth Convention :

It is the duty of this General Executive

Board to report to this Twentieth Con.

vention, to embrace the acts, rulings and

decisions of the General Executive Board

within the term dating from September 22 ,

1925, the closing of the Nineteenth Con.

vention , held in Montreal, Quebec, to and

concurrent with this Twentieth Convention,

which is called to order the 12th day of

September, 1927. Herein is the report , ex

cept such report features as may be made

at sessions of this Board which may be

held concurrent with the holding of this

Convention .

This report embraces the acts and rul

ings of the General Executive Board meet

ings and through correspondence bearing

upon subjects that require action and

direction of this Board . The field work of

this Board, which is under the immediate

direction of the International President and

upon which reports are made by him , will

be reported to this Convention by the

International President .

Within the two years term here reported

upon , the General Executive Board held

seven meetings. Five of these meetings

were the regular semi-annual meetings.

Two meetings were special meetings. The

first meeting held took place immediately

following the adjournment of the Nine

teenth Convention and was held in the

Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal, Quebec.

The succeeding four regular meetings were

held at Association Headquarters, 260 East

Vernor Highway, Detroit ,Michigan. These

meetings were held as of dates of February

8-13, 1926 ; August 16-21, 1926 ; February

28- March 6, 1927; and the present session

that convened at Association Headquarters,

Detroit , Michigan , September 1, 1927, and

will continue, as may be required , pending

this Twentieth Convention . Special meet

ings were held at Association Headquarters,

Detroit , Michigan, the first under date of

June 16-17, 1926, and the second under

date of May 10-12, 1927 .

Audits

As required by the Constitution and

General Laws of the Association , your

General Executive Board employed

Auditors upon the books and accounts of

the Association , for semi -annual audits, The

Newton Audit Company of Detroit. At

the regular semi-annual meetings of the

General Executive Board these reports and

the books and accounts of the General

Office were reviewed and inspected . These

audits and Association accounts are avail

able to this Convention in the order of

the business of the Convention , and will

be in the hands of the Convention Audit

Review and Inspection Committee. The

Board here reports a recapitulation of cach

of the four semi-annual audits, as follows:

First Audit

The first audit was for the six months

term embracing the period beginning with

August 1, 1925, and ending with January

1926 , A recapitulation of this audit

is as follows :

Balance on hand , cash and

assets , Aug. 1 , 1925 ... $ 1,328,112.74

Receipts, Aug. 1 , 1925, to
Jan. 31 , 1926 , inclusive . 473.321.57

Total. $ 1,801,434.31

Disbursements for the 6

mos, period ending Jan.

31 , 1926 .... 435,533.45

Balance on hand at the

close of Jan. 31 , 1926 . $ 1,365,900.86

The balance in cash and assets under

date of the close of January 31 , 1926,

comprised :

U. S. Govt. Bonds and U. S.

Treasury Notes .. $ 272,150.00

Dominion of Canada Bonds 64,450.00

Canadian Nrthn. Ry . Bonds

(Govt. R. R . ) .... 14,624.29

State of Michigan Bonds . 40,000.00

State of N. Dakota Bonds . 1,000.00

Prov. of Ontario Bonds .. 27,131.70

Ecorse , Mich . , Township

School Bonds. 10,000.00

Findlay , Ohio, Street Im

provement Bonds .. 5,172.78

Niles, Ohio , School Bonds .. 5,096.78

Winnipeg, Man ., Bonds . 9,566.88

Windsor , Ont . , Debentures . 15,000.00

Niagara Falls, Ont . , Bonds . 6,000.00

Woodmere, Mich ., Bonds .. 12,194.60

Toledo, Ohio, Labor Bldg.
Bonds 1,000.00

Council Bluffs, Iowa, Labor

Temple Stock 30.00

Central States Co-operative

Stock . 175.00

Real Estate Mortgages . 340,000.00

Accounts Receivable , 3,422.94

Division Loans . 16,178,00

Postoffice Deposit . 17.80

Association Real Estate

Office and Factory Bldgs . ,

Detroit, Mich.... 66,769.03

Supplies , Emblems & Office

Equipment 9,528.71

Accrued Interest on Bonds . 125.00

Cash - Bank Deposits and

Petty Cash on hand .... 446,267.35

Total Net Assets .. $ 1,365,900.86

The above audit statement applies wholly

to the books and accounts of the General

Office in Detroit , Mich . In addition to

this was the audit of the Union Leader of

Chicago accounts , which showed a credit

to the Association in the Central Trust

Company of Illinois Bank, of $ 1,127.77

This would extend the cash and assets of

the Association to $ 1,367,028.63.

Of the $435,533.45' expenditures for this

six months audit period , $316,734,50, or

approximately 73 per cent, was from the

Benefit Fund in funeral, disability and old

age benefits.
as
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In the course of this six months period ,

there were paid 496 claims from the Benefit

Fund. These claims averaged $638.57 each .

Of the 496 claims paid from the Benefit

Fund , 455 were death benefit claims, aggre.

gating $ 285,034.50 - an average of $626.45

per claim .

Disability claims paid numbered 12 and

aggregated $8,500.00-an average of $708.33

per claim .

There were paid 29 old age benefit claims

at $800.00 cach, aggregating $23,200.00.

Receipts to the Benefit Fund within this

six months period aggregated $291,405.46.

It will be noted that expenditures from

the Benefit Fund within this six months

period exceeded the receipts by $25,329.04 ,

slightly less than 9 per cent. However,

the audit statement shows a net increase

in the funds and assets of the Association

to the amount of $37,788.12 .

of the receipts during this six months

period , there is represented receipts of

interest , discount and premiums upon the

funds of the Association , aggregating

$ 17,523.75 .

Second Audit

The second audit embraced the period of

six months from February 1 , to and in

cluding July 31 , 1926.

A recapitulation of this audit is

follows:

Balance on hand Feb. 1 .

1926 . $ 1,365,900.86

Receipts , Feb. 1 to July

31, 1926 , inclusive . 647.914.68

Total .. $ 2,013,815.54

Expenditures, Feb. 1 to

July 31, 1926, inclusive . 528.972.27

Balance Cash and Assets

at the close of July 31 ,

. $ 1,484.843.27

The balance in cash and assets under

date of the close of July 31 , 1926 , com

prised :

U. S. Govt . Bonds and

Notes .. $ 232,150.00

Dominion of Canada Bonds 98.824.29

Michigan State Bonds. 40,000.00

State of N. Dakota Bonds . 1,000.00

Prov . of Ontario Bonds 27,131.70

Ecorse , Mich . , School Bonds 10,000.00

Toronto, Ont., Bonds.. 9.475.00

Findlay, Ohio, Bonds , 5,172.78

Niles , Ohio, Bonds, 5,096.78

Windsor, Ont., Bonds .. 10,000.00

Niagara Falls , Ont . , Bonds . 6,000.00

Woodmere , Mich ., Bonds.. 12,194.60

Toledo, Ohio, Labor Bldg .

Bonds ... 1.000.00

Braun Lumber Corp. Bonds 6,982.50

Real Estate Mortgages.. 283,150.00

Assoriation Real Estate

Office and Factory Bidgs. 66,774,03
Union Labor Life Ins. Co.

Stock .. 20.000.00

Central States Co-operative

Wholesale Society Stocks. 175.00

Council Bluffs , la ., Labos

Temple Stock ...
30.00

Accounts Receivable . 1,714.75

Division and Interest Bcar.

ing Loans .. 16,128.00

Furniture and Office Equip

7,563.36

Association Supplies and

Emblems .. 1,603.40

Advanced to Credit of Vice

Presidents Armstrong and

Parker to meet organizing

expense in Indianapolis . 521.00

Cash on hand , in Bank and

Postoffice Deposits .... 612,589 20

Total.. . $ 1,484,843.27

In addition to the above balance in cash

and assets, was a deposit of $2,301.14 in the

Central Trust Company of Illinois Bank ,

which , added to the balance on the books

an accounts the General Office, extends

the total cash and assets to $ 1,487,144.41.

Of the $528,972.27 expenditures within

the course of the six months audit period,

is included $376,108.81 , or approximately

71 per cent , expended from the Benefit

Fund in funeral , disability and old age

benefits.

Within the audit period there were paid

586 funeral , disability and old age benefit

claims- an average of $641.82 per benefit.

of the 586 benefits paid , 525 were

funeral benefit claims , aggregating $329,

008.81 . Death benefit claims averaged

$626.68 each .

There were paid 18 disability benefits

within this six months period , aggregating

$ 12,700.00-an average of $705.55 each .

Within the six months audit period there

were paid 43 old age benefits, aggregating

$ 34.400.00- $ 800.00 each .

During the six months audit period end.

ing with July 31 , 1926 , receipts to the

Benefit Fund exceeded expenditures there

from by $69,080.91; thus expenditures from

the fiind exceeded 84 per cent of the

receipts to the fund.

The audit statement shows that within

the six months audit period the funds and

assets of the Association increased $ 118,

942.41 .

Included within the funds and assets of

the Association at the close of this audit

period there is represented interest, dis

count and premiums upon the deposits and

investments, aggregating $ 28,435.00.

Third Audit

The third audit included the six months

period from August 1 , 1926 , to January 31 ,

1927 , inclusive.

А recapitulation of this audit is

follows :

Cash and Assets on hand

Aug. 1 , 1926 .. . $ 1,484,843.27

Receipts, Aug. 1 , 1926, to
Jan. 31 , 1927 , inclusive. 655.882.19

Total . . $ 2,140,725.46

Expenditures , August 1 ,

1926 , to Jan. 31 , 1927 ,

inclusive . 495.070.29

Balance , Cash and Assets

on hand at the close of

Jan. , 1927 ....... ... $ 1.645,655 17

The above balance in cash and assets

consists of :

U. S. Govt. Bonds and

Notes . $ 232,150.00

Dominion of Canada Bonds 84,300.00

Canadian Nrthn . Ry, Bonds 14,624.29

State of Michigan Bonds ... 40,000.00

North Dakota Bonds .... 1,000.00

'rov. of Ontario Bonds .. 27,131.70

Ecorse , Mich ., Bonds . 10,000.00

Toronto , Ont. , Bonds . 9,475.00

Niles , Ohio . School Bonds 5,096.78

Findlay, Ohio, Bonds .. 5,172.78

Winnipeg, Man . , Bonds . 9,566.88

Windsor, Ont., Bonds . 10,000.00

Niagara Falls , Ont., Bonds . 6,000.00

Woodmere, Mich ., Bonds.. 12,194.60

Toledo, Ohio , Labor Bldg.

Bonds . 1.000.00

Braun Lumber Corp. Bonds 6,982.50

Alberta , Canada , Bonds . 9,425.00

Los Angeles, Cal., Bonds . 10,137.13

Royal Oak , Mich ., Bonds .. 10,413.00

Real Estate 6% Mortgages . 323,150.00

1926 ....

as

ment
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were

Headquarters Office and

Factory Bldgs. 68,712.58

Union Labor Life Ins. Co.

Stock .. 20,000.00

Federation Bank & Trust Co.

of N. Y. Stock . 400.00

Central States Co -operative

Stock . 175.00

Council Bluffs Labor Temple

Stock .... 30.00

Division and Interest Bear.

ing Loans... 16,253.00

Accounts Receivable . 423.01

Office Supplies, Emblems

and Furniture 9,151.99

Cash on hand , in Banks &

Postoffice Deposit . 702,759.93

Total .. $ 1,645,655,17

The audit of the Union Leader, Chicago ,

showed at the close of the audit period,

January 31, 1927, a credit on hand as a

deposit in the Central Trust Company of

Illinois Bank, aggregating $ 1,881.06. This

sum , added to the balance of the General

Office cash and assets, extends the balance

to $ 1,647,536.23.

Of the expenditures within the six months

audit period ending with January31, 1927,

is includedthe expenditure of $ 361,224.00

from the Benefit Fund. This represents

73 per cent of the entire expenditures of

the Association .

Within the six months audit period end

ing , with January 31, 1927, there

paid 542 death , disability and old age

benefit claims, aggregating $ 361,224.00 - an

average of $666.46 per claim .

Of the 542 claims paid, 479 were funeral

benefits , aggregating $312,124.00-an aver

age of $651.61 per claim,

There were paid 15 disability benefits

within this six months audit period , aggre

gating $ 10,700.00. Disability benefits aver

aged $713.00 each .

There were paid 48 old age benefits

within this six months period ending with

January 31, 1927 , at $800.00 each , aggre

gating $ 38,400.00 .

Receipts to the Benefit Fund within this

six months period exceeded the expenditures

by $82,313.39 . The expenditures were approx

imately 81 % per cent of the fund's receipts.

The audit statement shows that within

the six monthsaudit period ending with

January 31, 1927 , the funds and assets of

the Association increased $ 160,811.90.

Included within the funds and assets of

the Association are receipts from interest ,

discount and premiums within the six

months period aggregating $40,607.25 .

Fourth Audit

The fourth audit embraced the six

months period from and including February

1 , to and including July 31, 1927.

A recapitulation of the fourth audit is

as follows:

Cash and assets on hand

February 1 , 1927 ..... $ 1,645,655.17
Receipts , February 1 , to

and including July 31 ,

1927 ... 644,779.08

Total . $ 2,290,434.25

Expenditures, February

to July 31 , inclusive , 517,639.46

Balance cash and assets on hand at the

close of July 31 , 1927 .. . $ 1,772,794.49

The balance in cash and assets at the

close of the date of July 31 , 1927 , com.

prised ;

U. S. Govt. Bonds and

Notes .. . $ 232,150.00

Dom. of Canada Bonds . 84,303.24

Can . Northn . Ry. Bonds 14,703.04

Mich . War Loan Bonds . 40,000.00

No. Dakota Bonds 1,000.00

Ontario , Can . , Bonds , 27,222.70

Alberta, Can ., Bonds . 9,439.37

Emmet Co. , Mich . , Bds.. 10,697.91

Niles, Ohio, Bonds.. 5,048.38

Findlay, Ohio, Bonds. 5,118.25
Los Angeles, Cal Bds .. 10,125.33

Cuyahoga Falls, O., Bds. 20,866.33

Orlando , Fla . , Bonds .. 10,101.31

Woodmere, Mich . , Bds... 12,454.04

Winnipeg, Man ., Bonds .. 9,611.88

Niagara Falls , Ont . , Bds. 6,000.00

Sandwich , Ont . , Bonds . , 10,484.80

Ecorse, Mich ., Bonds .. 10,000.00

Royal Oak , Mich . , Bds.. 10,428.51

Nankin, Mich ., Bonds ... 11,473.18

Toronto , Ont., Bonds . 9,494.38

Braun Lbr. Corp. Bds... 6,987.06

Guaranty Trust Co., De

troit, Bonds .. 19,927.59

Toledo , O. , Labor Bldg.

Bonds ... 1,000.00

Real Est. 6 % Mortgages 288,175.00

Headquarters, Office and

Factory Buildings .. 66,075.01
Union Labor Life Insur

ance Co. Stock . 20,000.00

Federation Bank & Trust

Co. of N. Y. Stock ... 400.00

Central States Co-opera

tive Wholesale Society
Stock .. 175.00

Council Bluffs, Ia . , Labor

Temple Stock . 30.00

Division and Int . Bearing

Loans . 1,253.00

Accounts receivable.. 1,988.53

Advanced to meet Or

ganizing. Work in New

York , N. Y. 1,000.00

Accrued interest . 14,411.41

Emblems, office supplies

and furniture , 8,212.11

Cash on hand , in banks

and postoffice deposit . 792,437.43

Total ... $ 1,772,794.79

In the $517,639.46 expenditures for the

six months period is included $379,945.39,

or 73 2-5 per cent, expended from the

Benefit Fund in funeral, disability and old

age benefits.

Within the six months audit period here

reported , there were paid from the Benefit

Fund 567 funeral, disability and old age

benefit claims- an average of $670.10 per

claim .

Included within the 567 claims paid from

the Benefit Fund are 516 funeral benefit

claims, aggregating $341,395.39-an average

of $ 661.62 per claim .

There

within the six months period, aggregating

were paid 19 disability benefits

$ 12,950 -- an average of $ 681.58 per claim .

During this six months audit period there

were paid 32 old age benefits of $800.00

each , aggregating $25,600.

The audit statement shows that within

this six months period the funds and assets

of the Association increased $ 127,139.62.

Included within the funds and assets at

the close of this audit period there is

represented as accruing within the six

months audit period , interest, discount and

premiums upon the deposits of the Asso

ciation aggregating $47,116.68.

In addition to the above balance in

cash and assets , is a deposit of $2,194.71

in the Central 'Trust Company of Illinois

Bank of Chicago, which may be added to

the balance of the General Office audit in

cash and assets.

1
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Within the two year term ending with

July 31, 1927, there were paid from the

Benefit Fund of this Association, 2,191

death, disability and old age benefit claims.

The total amount aggregated $ 1,434,012.70

-an average of $654.50 per claim.

Of the 2,191 claims paid, 1,975 were

death benefits upon which the benefits

paid totaled $1,267,562.70-an average of

$641.80 per claim .

There were paid 64 disability benefits

within this two years period, aggregating

$ 44,850--an average of $700.78 each .

Within the two years audit period end.

ing with July 31 , 1927, there were paid

152 old age benefits, at the rate of $ 800.00

each , which totaled $ 121,600.00.

There has been paid into the Benefit

Fund by the members a premium rate of

$13.70 per thousand per year to maintain
this fund . This is a premium that com

prises death , disability and old age benefits.

However, the cost of these benefits that

were paid during the two years term ,

measured by the payments from the fund,

was at a premium rate of $ 10.40 per thou
sand dollars per year .

In other words,

the actual cost of these benefits for the

past two years has been on a par

rate of $ 10.40 per thousand

dollars per year . The difference exists to

the credit of the members in the way of

the accumulated fund .

Your Board desires to place before this

Convention the procession of increase in

the average benefit for the past four terms

of this Association, beginning with August

1 , 1919 . The term averages per claim

paid were :

August 1 , 1919-July 31 , 1921 $491.60
August 1 , 1921-July 31 , 1923 .

August 1 , 1923 - July 31 , 1925 .

August 1 , 1925-July 31 , 1927 ,

These figures show that the benefits

paid within the last two years represented

$ 133.13 for every $ 100.00 paid during the

two years period of August 1 , 1919, to

July 31 , 1921 .

The increase of the last two years term

over the preceding two years term is repre

sented by the payment of $ 106.37 , per

claim for each $ 100.00 per claim paid in

the preceding two years period ending

with July 31, 1925 . This shows an in

crease of 6.37 per cent in the average of

the amount of benefits over the average

paid in the preceding two year term ,

Of the entire receipts of the Benefit

Fund for the two -year period covered by

this audit , 86.4 per cent was paid in

benefits. We may call to the attention of

the Convention the fact that all of the

receipts to the Benefit Fund did not come

from per capita tax. The Benefit Fund

received its proportion of the interest earn

ings , its share of the factory building earn

ings, registration fees , etc.

There were 13 more claims paid in the

two-year term ending with July 31 , 1927,

than there were in the two-year term

ending with July 31 , 1925 .

An instructive feature of experience with

the Benefit Department of the Association ,

is shown by the payment of old age bene

fits in these four two-year terms. Old

age benefits paid in the four terms were :

August 1 , 1919-July 31 , 1921 . 20

August 1 , 1921-- July 31, 1923 . 118

August 1 , 1923 - July 31 , 1925 . 132

August 1 , 1925 - July 31 , 1927 . 152

Payments of old age benefits during these

two -year periods were:

August 1 , 1919-July 31 , 1921 . $ 16,000

August 1 , 1921- July 31 , 1923 , 91,400

August 1 , 1923 - July 31 , 1925 105,690

August 1 , 1925 -- July 31 , 1927 . 121,600

Data on the death benefits paid during

those four two -year terms is as follows :

August 1 , 1919-July 31 , 1921 , 1,691 claims

August 1 , 1921 -July 31 , 1923 1,816 claims

August 1 , 1923 - July 31 , 1925 . .1,986 claims
August 1 , 1925 - July 31 , 1927 . 1,975 claims

Amounts paid in death benefits during

those four terms were as follows :

August 1 , 1919 --- July 31 , 1921 . $ 820,559,50
August 1 , 1921 - July 31 , 1923 . 957,271.85
August 1 , 1923 - July 31 , 1925 , 1,193,317.15
August 1 , 1925- July 31 , 1927 . 1,267,562.70

Your Board has given considerable study

to the Benefit Department of this Asso

ciation , that it may be in a position to

tender an intelligent recommendation to this

Convention thereon .

As the Association has proceeded in its

period of existence , it has been one of the

elementary features to maintain our mem

bership in employment as gauged upon

efficiency, integrity and devotion to the

employment, and as a result the turn - over

has vastly depleted. The average term in

employment today is 50 per cent in excess

of what it was twenty years ago , until we

have come to an age in our organization

that members maintain their employment

through the protective policies of this

Association and their devotion to it , so

that there are many more matured bene

fits paid than there were in years gone

by. The increase has been less material

in the last four years than in the preced

ing period , from the fact of the set princi

ples of our Association in the way of

maintaining the membership in employment

and improving the wages and working

conditions. While we are still progressing,

we are also maintaining each and every

advantage that has attained to our Asso

ciation within its history.

From its study of the features bearing

upon the Benefit Department of our Asso

ciation , your Board before this

Convention with the well studied recom

mendation that the Benefit Department be

continued on its present basis for another

two years. In other words, we conscien

tiously recommend that no amendinents be

made by this Convention to the Bencht

Laws of this Association that will in any

way etiect the financial features of the

Benefit Department.

A general recapitulation of the funds of

the Association for the two -year period

ending with July 31 , 1927 , is as follows:

Balance on hand , cash

and assets , August 1 ,

1925 . $ 1,328,112.74

Receipts ..

Total . . $ 3,762,935.06

Disbursements for

two years ... 1,990,140.87

Cash and assets on hand

July 31 , 1927 .
$ 1,772,794.79

1

545.50

614.20

654.50

comes

1

1

2.134.822.92

the
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Section 109 of the Constitution and General Laws

for payment of disability benefit, in that the con

dition could not have originated from the accident

to which was referred , and it was enacted that the

claim be disallowed .

.

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Henry McNany, of Division No. 85,

Pittsburgh , Pa. - Meeting of February 28
March 6, 1927.

The record and evidence in the case of Member

Henry McNany was, that he became a member of

the Association, through Division No. 85 , June 14,

1906, and was sixty years of age at the time of
filing application , In an accident upon the cars

applicant sustained compound fracture of the tibia

and fibula bones of the right leg and fracture of
the ieft leg , leaving him in a condition, per the
statement of Dr. George L. Hays, of being perma,

nently incapacitated. Statement of Secretary P. J.

McGrath , of Division No. 85, was that Member
McNany is required to use a crutch and cane to

about and that he is permanentıy totally

disabled . The Board enacted directing payment of

the claim.

move

$

This recapitulation shows an increase in

the funds of the Association within the

two-year period aggregating $ 444,682.05.

Payments made from the Defense Fund

during this two-year audit period aggre

gated $61,091.04.

Disbursements from the Benefit and

• Defense Funds during the two-year term

aggregated $1,495,103.74. This shows that

payments from the Benefit and Defense

Funds represented in excess of 75% per

cent of the entire expenditures of the

Association .

DISABILITY BENEFIT CASES

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Charles Antaya, of Division No. 26,

Detroit, Mich . - Meeting of

February 8-13 , 1926.

Application for disability benefit in the interest
of Member Charles Antaya was submitted to the
Board for its consideration and action . The applica

tion was based upon blindness, but due to it not

being accompanied by proper evidence, the General
Executive Board referred the claim to the Inter

national President , upon which to obtain further
investigation as to the cause of the disability. Later

evidence substantiating the claim was brought forth
and the benefit paid .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of
Member Luther Cottie, of Division No. 52, East

Liverpool , Ohio - Meeting of February 28
March 6 , 1926.

The record and evidence before the Board in

this case were in effect that Brother Cottle became

member of the Association , through Division

No. 52. November 13, 1903 , and was fifty - three
years of age at the time of filing application, The

claim was based upon injuries sustained in a col

lision of two street cars, which occurred May 15,

1903 , some eight months prior to Brother Cottle

becoming a member of the Association , and some
twenty-three years before the claim was filed for

benefit. Evidence was submitted in the way of a

statement from Dr. R. J. Marshall , that Brother

Cottle was unable to follow his work on account

of Chronic Muscular Rheumatism , principally in

volving the right knee joint and sometimes the

left arm ; but the left leg below the knee gives him
trouble as the result of an old crushed fracture

received in a collision of cars . In deliberating upon

this claim , the Board recognized that Section 109

of the Constitution and General Laws required appli

cations for disability benefit to be made within two

years succeeding the accident. It was enacted that

the claim be disallowed .

a

was

а

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Walter Shafer, of Division No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa . - Meeting of

September 1 , 1927.

This was a case where, in March , 1923, was filed

an application by Member Shafer for an old age
benefit . The record showed Member Shafer to have

become a member of the Association January 14,

1903 , and he was sixty -five years and nineteen days
old when filing the application for the old age
benefit. There

evidence accompanying this
claim that Member Shafer had not been in employ.

ment since June 1 , 1917, and was, therefore, not
eligible to an old age benefit, and the old age

benefit payment was denied by the International
President . The application for disability benefit

was attested June 20, 1927, and was based upon
Chronic Gastritis and 'Nervous Breakdown, brought

about through continuous employment as a con

ductor, which was first noticeable about May, 1921 .

The application certified that Member Shafer was

compelled to give up employment August 22, 1925,

Accompanying the application wasa certification of

Dr. Joseph M. Spang, not dated but to the effect

that Member Shafer was under his care at various
times for the past seven or eight years; that he

suffers from Chronic Gastritis and has had Sinus

and Artral infections requiring operative relief ; also

Inferior , Maxillary Necrosis requiring extraction of
all teeth , which has resulted in an exceptionally

nervous condition, which makes his employment,
where steady nerves and quick action are neces,

sary , impossible. In this case, the Board recognized

that the affliction was not within the scope of the

Laws of theAssoziation providing payment of dis
ability benefits . It was enacted that the claim be

disallowed .

3

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Nicholas C. Stoehr , of Division No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa. - Meeting of February 28
March 6 , 1927 .

a

1

a

The record of evidence in this case were in effect
that Brother Stochr became member of the

Association, through Division No. 85, May 21, 1903 ,

and that at the time of making application for dis
ability benefit he was sixty -four years of age. In

the application cause of disability was attributed to

Paralytic Ailment, alleged to have resulted from
an accident in June, 1925, while appiicant was

serving as a conductor on car which ran down

and severed the leg of a boy , applicant receiving a
shock therefrom . Certification of Dr. W. S. Charles

was that Brother Stoehr retired from work through

Paralytic Ailment. Statement of Brother Stoehr ,

himself, was that the severing of the boy's leg

caused commotion among passengers and bystanders,
and that he became excited , and that from that

time on he became more and more nervous and , at

the time of retirement from service , November 15,

1926 , some eighteen months following the accident ,

he was a nervous wreck : that three months after

the accident he was stricken with a paralytic stroke

and since, was unable to work . Statement of

Superintendent J. M. Loftis was in effect that

Member Stoehr retired from service November 16,

1926 , as his health had been failing , he being

afflicted with a nervous condition, accompanied by

a paralytic ailment , The Board viewed this case as

one not consistent with the authority granted by

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Percy S. Cessna , of Division No. 85,
Pittsburgh , Pa .-- Meeting of

September 1 , 1927.

In this case no application for disability benefit

was filed . The record and evidence shows that

Member Cessna became a member of the Associa;

tion February 23, 1911, In 1919 he was pronounced

by medical examiners to be insane and was com

mitted to the City Home, Mayview , June 30 , 1919.

It is alleged in correspondence that the insanity

of Member Cessna is duetohis havingbeen badly
beaten over the head and face by a passenger

with whom he came in contact . Following the

contact with the passenger he worked some two

months, when he reported off for two weeks and

went on a hunting trip . Following his return from

this hunting trip he acted strangely and was arrested.

At the hearing upon the cause for hisarrest,he

was pronounced insane by two doctors and confined

weeks in St. Francis Hospitar.

took him home, and his sister and aunt went into

court and had a guardian , one Mr. White ,appointed.

He was then brought back to Pittsburgh and de
clared insane. The Board recognized that this

was a case in which applicationfor disability benefit
was not made within the allotted time required by

the Constitution and General Laws.
enacted that payment of theclaim be disallowed.

1

nine His father

The Board
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Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Carl D. Hendricks, of Division No. 114,

Youngstown, Ohio -- Meeting of

February 8-13 , 1926.

The record and evidence in the case of Member

Hendricks showed claimant to be fifty -three years

of age at the time of filing application . The claim

was based in the application upon Deafness, Blind.

ness in the Left Eye and suffering Arthritis in

nearly every joint of the body, having been com

pelled to withdraw from service in 1917, more than

two years previous to filing the claim for disability

benefit . The evidence was that the claim was

based upon disability resultant from Rheumatism ,

which could not be reconciled with the provisions

of Section 109 of the Constitution and General Laws

permitting payment of disability benefit. The Board

enacted to disallow payment of the claim .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member William Allen, of Division No. 118,

Pottsville , Pa .-- Meeting of

February 8-13 , 1926 .

The basis of action upon this case was the evi
dence before the Board that Member Allen

suffering from advanced Bright's Disease , a physical

condition not traceable as resultant from employ.
ment. Member Allen was fifty -three years of age

at the time of filing application. It was recognized

that payment of the claim was not permissible under
Section 109 of the Constitution and General Laws,

and the Board enacted that payment of the claim
be disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of
Member Michael J. Clifford , of Division No. 148,

Albany, New York - Meeting of

February 8-13 , 1926.

In this case of Member Michael J. Clifford , the

application for disability benefit was not accompa

nied by proper evidence relative to the alleged dis

ability, and the Board enacted referring the case

to the International President , for further investi

gation as to the cause and extent of disability .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member B. Brussard , of División No. 194 , New

Orleans , La .-Meetings of February 8-13 , 1926,

and February 28- March 6, 1927 .

The application and evidence in the case of

Member Brussard at the first meeting showed that

the basis upon which action could be taken as from

certifications of physicians, was that disability was

due to sclerotic affection in the spinal cord and that

Member Brussardwassuffering from Arterio Sclerosis

affictions not possible to reconcile for payment of

disability benefit with the requirements of Section

109 of the Constitution and General Laws. The

Board enacted that payment of the claim be not
allowed . At the next meeting of the Board the

case was again submitted for further action . The

record and evidence before the Board that

Member Brussard became a member of the Associa

tion, through Division No. 194 , June 20 , 1901, and

filed application for disability benefit at the age of

fifty -three. Additional evidence was certification of

Dr. J. J. Wymer, that he had recommended Member

Brussard for pension, due to inability to properly

control his legs; that he had a large cauliflower
growth at the rectum . A communication from

Attorney B. Seever enclosed a certification of Dr.

George F. Roeling. that he found Member Brussard

suffering from Lateral Sclerosis of the Spine , un

doubtedly aggravated by the employment upon

electric cars; also suffering from Hemorrhoids, etc.;

that he is permanently disabled as a result of his

organic nervous discase. However , there

further evidence before the Board at this session

qualifying the case , as required by Section 109 of

the Constitution and General Laws for payment of

disability benefit. The Board enacted to reaffirm

its former decision that payment of the claim be
disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member John J. O'Connell, of Division No. 235,

Brockton, Mass.-- Meeting of August 16-21 , 1926.

The record and evidence in this case

effect that Member O'Connell became amember of

the, Association, through Division No. 235.March

3. 1902, and filed application for disability benefit
at the age of fifty -six . The application was based

upon the loss of one eye and a strained hip . State

ment of Dr. F. W. Murdock was that he had treated

Member O'Connell for tumor behind the left eye

from April until October of 1925 , and the eye was

removed . Dr. J. W. Gorman's statement was that

he had treated Member O'Connell for Arthritis of

the right hip from February 20, 1925, and that

the cause, he believed , was leaning or sitting in an

awkward position on the motorman's stool . State

ment of Dr. Harry C. Lowe appeared to have been

evidence given before the State Compensation Com
mission . It was in effect that Member O'Connell

appeared before him some eight times and his

condition pointed to lesion of the sacroiliac joint

and that he had recommended brace , which

gives former support to joints of the lower back ;
thought brace was improving condition . In de

liberating upon this case, the Board enacted to defer

the case for further evidence relative to the cause

and extent of disability .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member George S. Brown , of Division No. 240,

Chelsea , Mass. - Meeting of February 8-13, 1926.

In this case Member Brown was sixty-eight years
of age at the time of making application . The

affliction upon which the application was based was
Hypertrophy (enlargement of the heart) . There was
no evidence before the Board that this afiliction

originated through employment in street railway

service , as required by Section 109 of the Constitu
tion and General Laws, permitting payment of dis
ability benefits . The Board enacted that payment

of the claim be disallowed.

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of
Member Lewis L. Leavitt, of Division No. 253 ,

Quincy, Mass .-Meeting of Februray 8-13 , 1926.

The evidence accompanying this claim was in
effect that Member Leavitt was suffering from

Arterio Sclerosis and Paralytic Shock , resultant from

Cerebral Hemorrhage, but in no way originating

from employment, as required by Section 109 of

the Constitution and General Laws permitting pay

ment of disability benefit. Member Leavitt was

fifty-four years of age at the time of filing the
application. The Board enacted that payment of

the claim be disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Harry A. Taber, of Division No. 253 ,

Quincy, Mass. - Meeting of

September 1 , 1927.

was

The record and evidence in this case were in

effect that Member Taber became a member of

the Association April 1 , 1903, and was seventy

years of age at the time of making application,

July 19 , 1927 . He was compelled to give up work
November 26, 1926. Certification of Dr. Kenneth

Hutchison , East Weymouth , Mass., is that Mem

ber Taber's illness is due to Cerebral Thrombosis,
and he will never be able to work . Certification of

Dr. William H. Chapman is that Member Taber's
disability followed a fall January 7 , 1926, and now

has Cerebral Thrombosis . Statement of Secretary

E. F. Dillon , of Division No. 253 , is that while

Member Taber was attending to the heater at his
home he received a very severe fall , which caused
his injuries and not able to work since. From the

evidence the Board recognized that the injuries

were not resultant from street railway service , as
required by the Constitution and General Laws

in payment of disability benefit . The Board en

acted that the claim be disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of
Member J. W. Bail, of Division No. 272 ,

Youngstown , Ohio-Meeting of

September 1 , 1927.

The record and evidence in this case were in

effect that Member Ball became a member of the

Association July 12 , 1910 ; that disability occurred

August 4 , 1926 , upon which date he was compelled

to give up employment. He was of the age of

fifty -eight years at the time of filing the application ,

June 17, 1927. Application was based upon Hyper

tensive Heart Disease, a contributing cause of which

was possibly an accident that occurred August 4 ,

1926 . The evidence is that Member Ball worker

until August 4 , 1926 , when , upon walking from his

street car, he was hit by an automobile , causing

the injury that compelled him to retire from employ

ment . Certification of Dr. J. S. Cross , is that

Member Ball is suffering from an enlarged heart

and unable to do further manual work . State.

was 10

were in
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ment of Dr. E. K. Cravener, Youngstown, is that

Member Ball is suffering from heart failure and
will not recover. Statement of Attorney L. J:

Knight is that a claim for injury sustained August
4, 1926 , was litigated . At the trial it was testified

before a jury that , as a result of the injuries sus

tained , he was unable to perform his work there

after, and on the strength of the evidence the jury
returned a verdict in favor of Mr. Ball . The Board

enacted directing that this claim be referred back

to the International President for further information

relative to the accident and cause of disability .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

MemberJohn F. Callahan , of Division No. 281 ,
New Haven , Conn.-Meeting of February 28

March 6, 1927 .

The application and evidence in this case
that Member Callahan became a member of the

Association , through Division No. 281 , in the year

1914 , and was fifty -five years of age at the time
of filing application . The application stated the

cause of disability as that of taking hold of an

electrically charged handle on a car, causing a fall

into a pit, through which ribs and legs were broken
and internal injuries sustained . This accident is
alleged to have occurred August 13, 1914 . Claimant

continued in employment until February 15 , 1926,
more than eleven years after the alleged cause of

the disability: Certification of Dr. M. J. Sheehan
was that Member Callahan was suffering from

Chronic Nephritis ( inflammation of the kidneys),
Heart Disease and High Blood Pressure. The Board

held that payment of this claim was prohibited by
the language of Section 109 of the Constitution and

General Laws, which provides that afflictions must
result from some accident or incident within two
years preceding the time of filing application. The

Board enacted that payment of the claim be dis
allowed .

Member Potter's condition showed normal heart

and lungs, with blood pressure slightly raised ; that

inability to work seemed to be resultant from a
nervous condition . Certification of Dr. C. B.

Ripley was that Member Potter described an injury

by a blow on the back of his head when a boy,

which he thinks responsible for headaches and

Neuritis ; no evidence of damage to the skull ; arteries

not markedly sclerosed ; moderate Hemorrhoids and

Fistula , painful but not discharging; some Edema

of ankles; worried and distressed by the multiple

difficulties and dangers of modern traffic until con
trol of nerves refused to function further. Certifi.

cation of Dr. Linnae May Pine was that it was

his opinion that Member Potter's nervous break

down was due to a fall into a pit alleged to have
occurred August 18 , 1924 . The Board recognized

that there was no evidence of a definite affliction

resultant from employment, as required
by the

Constitution and General Laws in payment of dis

ability benefits. The Board enacted that payment

of the claim be disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member William Pfeiffer, of Division No. 519

LaCrosse , Wis.-Meeting of February 8-13 , 1926.

In this case claim was based upon Chronic Cystitis
or inflammation of the bladder. Claimant was

sixty - five years of age at the time of filing applica
tion . There evidence accompanying the

claim that the origin of the aMiction was resultant

from the occupation, as required by the Laws, of
the Association permitting payment of disability

benefit. The Board enacted that payment of the

claim be disallowed.

were
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Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Frank Blood, of Division No. 282,

Rochester, New York --Meeting of

February 28- March 6, 1927.

In this case the record and evidence showed that

Member Blood became a member of the Association ,

through Division No. 282 , May 12 , 1914 , and that

cause of disability was injured left foot resulting

from an accident September 19 , 1925 , while work

ing as a conductor, which resulted in the left leg

being amputated above the knee . The Board en

acted to allow payment of the claim .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Christopher Meyers, of Division No. 416,

Peoria, Ill. --Meeting of February 8-13 , 1926.

In this case the application was not accompanied

with proper evidence relative to the occurrence of

the disability. The Board enacted to refer the case

to the International President.

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member H. I. Leach , of Division No. 497 , Pitts

burg , Kan.-Meeting of August 16-21 , 1926 .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member U. S. Weire, of Division No. 587, Seattle ,

Wash .-Meeting of February 8-13 , 1926.

This claim was based upon Chronic Incordination

of the nervous and circulatory system of the arm .

Evidence of physicians was that Member Weire

was suffering from Chronic Chilblains to such an

extent that it incapacitated him from following the

occupation of a car conductor. There was

no evidence that this disability resulted from the

occupation as requiredby Section 109 of the Consti.

tution and GeneralLaws permitting payment of

disability benefits . Applicant was forty -six years

of age at the time of filing application. The Board

enacted that payment of the claim be disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member George F. Sexton, of Division No. 589,

Boston , Mass .-Meeting of February 28

March 6 , 1927.

In this case the application and evidence were

that Member Sexton's right knee was crushed by
contact of two street cars while he was in employ

ment , causing Arthritis and other results , rendering

him permanently, totally incapacitated from further

street railway work. The Board enacted that pay.

ment of the claim be allowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Dennis Donnelly, of Division No. 589 ,

Boston , Mass.-- Meeting of February 28

March 6 , 1927 .

The record and evidence in this case were that

Member Donnelly at the time of making applica

tion for disability benefit was sixty-six years of age.

He became a member of the Association August 31 ,

1912 . Cause of disabilitywasalleged to have been

å kick from a horse June 28 , 1925, and that he

was compelled to give up employment October 25.

1925 . Statements of Dr. E. H. Lewis Harnett

were that Member Donnelly is very much over.

weight; heart action weak , due to too much fat in

muscles of heart, causing Myocarditis (weakened

heart muscles) ; Arterio Sclerosis ; Diabetes; motion

of knee joint unnatural and joint painful to touch.

Certification of Dr. C. T. Hurley was that Member

Donnelly had been totally disabled since October

24 , 1925 . Statement of Member Thomas Dolan

was that on June 28 , 1925 , he found Member

Donnelly bleeding on the thigh by being kicked by

a horse at the Lenox Stables. Claimant, himself,

stated that he was disabled due to the injury re

ceived from a kick of a horse June 28, 1925;that
following this injury he was unable to work until

July 11, 1925 , and was again laid of September

21 , 1925; returned to work October 15, 1925 ; and

on October 24 became totally disabled .
The evi

dence was clear that Member Donnelly was unable

The record and evidence in this case were that

Member Leach became a member of the Associa.

tion , through Division No. 497 , May 27 , 1908 , and
was employed as a motorman. He was forty - six

years of age at the time of filing application. Cer

tifications of Drs . B. J. McKay and J. F. McNaught

were that Member Leach was suffering from Chronic

Coli Cystitis , probably Duodonal Ulcer and Chronic

Constipation ; that his occupation aggravated his

condition and he was advised that he was incapaci
tated to continue as a motorman . A further cer

tification of Dr. McKay was that Member Leach
had an infection of the gall bladder and Duodenal

Ulcer . The evidence was not within that which

would permit claim to be paid under Section 109
of the Constitution and General Laws. The Board

enacted that payment of the claim be disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member John F. Potter, of Division No. 515 , Gales

burg, III.--Meeting of August 16-21 , 1926 .

The application and evidence in this case

that Member Potter became member of the

Association, through Division No. 515 , December

10 , 1910 , and was sixty -three years of age at the
time of filing application. He was operator .

Member Potter gave up employment April 2 , 1925 .
Certification of Dr. ) . c . Redington was that

were

a
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to work from Patty Myocarditis, Arterio Sclerosis

and Diabetes, regarded as natural amictions and not
consistent with the Constitution and Laws per

mitting, payment of disability benefit. It was en

acted that payment of the claim be disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Daniel J. Sullivan, of Division No. 589,

Boston, Mass. - Meeting of February 28
March 6, 1927.

1

1

a

The record and evidence in this case were that

Member Sullivan became a member of the Associa
tion December 31, 1912. and was fifty -nine years

of age at the time of filing application, which was
received May 24, 1926 , Statement of Dr. Joseph

E. Sternberg was that Member Sullivan is hope

lessly blind, due to hardening of the eyeballs

Glaucoma-which occurs in people past forty -five
years of age . Statement of Dr. Joseph J. Skirball

was that he found Member Sullivan totally disabled
as to vision from Glaucomatous Atrophy. State

ment of Dr. W. F. Durby was that Member Sulli
van's cause of blindness was due to glaucomatous

condition ; that his work called for excessive mental

or nervous concentration over long periods of time .
Statement of Member Sullivan , himself, was that
he

was employed on the Boston Elevated as

motorman from March 5, 1885 , to November 10,
1925 , and on November 10, 1925 , he became dis

abled , due to Glaucoma; compelled to give up

work ; that he is advised by specialists that the
Glaucoma, in all probability , resulted from an

electric flash while in the occupation . In deliberat

ing upon this case , the Board ' took into considera
tion Section 109, that contains language : " A mem

ber legally in benefit, according to the provisions

of this Constitution and General Laws, suffering the

loss of a hand at or above the wrist, the loss of a

foot at or above the ankle joint , the loss of the
sight of both eyes while engaged as an employe in

street railway service. The evidence appeared to

the Board to be that the affliction upon which the

claim was based was not resultant from street rail

way service . The Board enacted that payment of

the claim be disallowed .

a

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member John Russell, of Division No. 615, Saska

toon, Sask.-Meeting of August 16-21 , 1926 .

The application and evidence in this case were

in effect that Member Russell became a member

of the Association September 1 , 1918 , and was

forty -four yearsof age at the time of filing applica
tion ; was employed as a mechanic by the Saskatoon

Municipal Railway . Statement of Secretary of Divi

sion No. 615 was that Member Russell now resides

in Scotland . It was alleged that Member Russell

is suffering from failure of eyesight and was required

to suspend work August 7, 1925, hopeful that his
condition might improve. Certification of Dr. James

P. Siddell, of Glasgow, is that Member Russell is
totally incapacitated from complete blindness,

Certification of Dr. R. J. McDonald , of Saskatoon,

is that after a series of treatments Member Russell

became completely blind in August, 1925 . There

was no evidence that the affliction came to him as

a result of employment in street railway service ,

but was resultant from a gradual process of some

affliction, the origin of which was unknownto the
Board . The Board recognized that the Law govern

ing the right of payment of disability benefit does

not include authority to grant benefit in this case .

The Board enacted that payment of the claim be

disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member James Garrett Reynolds, of Division No.

639, Lexington, Ky. - Meeting of August 6-21, 1926.

In this case the application and evidence were in

effect that Member Reynolds became member

of the Association August 1 , 1920 ; was fifty - eight

years of age at the time of making the application ;
was employed as motorman . Certification of
Dr. W. S. Allphin , of date of February 8 , 1926 ,

was that Member Reynolds is afficted with circula .
tory trouble and unable to do manual labor; suffer

ing from chronic condition of heart and Varicose
Veins . Certification of Dr. R. M. Coleman, of

date of February 16 , 1926 , expresses the opinion

that Member Reynolds is unable to attend to his

duties and is remaining at home upon the doctor's
advice. Certification of Dr. F. C. Collins was that

he finds Member Reynolds has Endocarditis of the

Heart ; Varicose Veins and is very nervous ; that it

is brought on by his constant work as motorman

and that he is totally disabled to continue his

work. In deliberating upon this case it appeared
clear to the Board that the claim of circulatory

troubles could not be attributable to the employ

ment , as required by the Lasw of the Association

for payment of disability benefits. The Board en

acted that payment of the claim be disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member H. J. Heikranz, of Division No. 660,

Centralia , 111.--- Meeting of February 8-13, 1926.

In this case application was filed upon disability

from Deafness , which started as far back as 1918 .

Applicant's age at the time of filing application was

forty -nine years , The affliction was in progress to

a degree that Member Neikranz was unable to work

in employment where hearing is essential . There
no evidence that the affliction was resultant

from the occupation as required by the Laws of

the Association in payment of disability benefit.

The Board enacted that payment of the claim be

disallowed .

a

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of
Member H. E. Richbourg , of Division No. 610,

Charleston , So. Carolina -- Meeting of

September 1 , 1927.

was

In this case the record and evidence were in

effect that Member Richbourg became a member of

the Association August 27 , 1914 ; was employed as

a conductor; age at time of certification of claim
was seventy - one years . The application was based
upon Hemorrhoids, Varicose Veins and extreme

nervousness , alleged to be due to long years of

platform service and old age . Applicant retired
from the service October 1 , 1925 . Accompanying
the application was a certification of Dr. R. S.

Cathcart , of date of October 17 , 1925, which states
that he found Member Richbourg has Bleeding
Hemorrhoids and llydrocole. lie states that :

" If, however, he would have these corrected, I
think that he would be able to do reasonably light
duty for some while ." Further certification of

Dr. R. S. Cathcart , of date of December 3 , 1926,

certifies that Member Richbourg's condition is such

that it incapacitates him from any duty as a train
man . Certification of Dr. I. Ripton Wilson , of

date of December 3 , 1926 , is that he found Member

Richbourg in no physical condition to perform the
duties of a motorman or conductor. Further cer
tification of Dr. Cathcart, of date of January 26 ,

1927, is that Member Richbourg has a left Inguinai
Hernia and Hemorrhoids, which at this time bleed ;
that his condition is such that a surgical operation

to correct these conditions is contra - indicated , and

that he is unable to perform the duties of motorman
and conductor. Statement of Superintendent H.

Bigelow , of date of January 26, 1927 , is that Mem

ber Richbourg, employed by that company twenty

six years, was stricken while on duty as conductor
and had to be relieved . Since that date, October

2 , 1925, he has been unable to resume his duties ,

and, according to the company's doctor's report,
will never be able to again do his work . The Board

recognized from the evidence before it that this was

not a case of disability within the purport of the
laws of the Association that would permit payment
of disability benefit. The Board enacted that pay

ment of the claim be disallowed .

an

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Herbert L. Davis , of Division No. 722,

Lewiston, Maine --Meeting of

February 8-13 , 1926 .

In this case the evidence was in effect that

Member Davis was suffering from affliction

known as Cardiac Selerosis and hardening of the

walls of the heart and arteries . He was sixty -eight

years of age at the time of filing the application and

was employed as motorman , an employment from

which the affliction could not have resulted, as

provided under Section 109 of the Constitution and

General Laws permitting payment of disability

claims . The Board enacted that the claim be dis.

allowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of
Member Fred W. Hefferman , of Division No.

724, Augusta , Maine -Meeting of

September 1 , 1927 .

The record ani evidence in this case were in

effect that Member Hefferman became a member o
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( Shaking Palsy ) and has been so suffering since

1914 ; a progressive disease and is rendered unfit to

perform the duties of his occupation . Statement of

Dr. Arthur Goebel was that Member Daly had been

afflicted with Paralysis Agitans since 1914 ; symptoms

affected lower extremities; that on January 16 , 1924 ,

he was in street car and automobile collision .

The application stated that Member Daly was com .
pelled to give up employment July 28, 1925. State.

ment of Secretary L. A. Graeser, of Division No.

788 , was that Member Daly had been in a nervous

condition for years and was taken from his position
as motorman and placed as watch man at a rail.

road crossing : Statement of Brother Daly, himself,

was that he had Paralysis Agitans since November,

1914 ; also had an open sore on the right foot ; was

in good health until the middle of June, 1922.
Statement of Dr. J. J. Kehoe was that Member

Daly was suffering from Paralysis Agitans. There

evidence also that the collision in January,

1924, occurred inore than two years preceding the
filing of application for disability benefit, It was

recognized that the Laws of the Association pro .

hibited payment of disability benefit in this case.
The Board enacted that the claim be disallowed ,

was

in

the Association August 30 , 1916 , and was sixty years

of age at the time of filing application, which was
certified to August 3 , 1927 . Claimant

ployed as freight messenger and was compelled to
give up employment July 20, 1927 . The claim was

based upon Heart -block - general breakdown . Upon

this case was a certification of Dr. M. A. Priest ,

of Augusta , Maine, that applicant has been under

his care since December 24 , 1926 , and unable to

do any kind of work ; suffering from breakdown, due

to overwork , alleged to cause arterio changes, re

sulting in Heart -block; although there is a general

improvement in his condition, thinks he should

not do any work which calls for physical exertion .

Certification of Dr. Thomas J. Berrage verifies the

previous physician's statement and that hard work

of any kind is entirely out of the question for
Member Hefferman . A further certification of

Dr. Priest is that he considers Member Hefferman's

condition to be due to the many years of over

exertion from the nature of the work in the freight

service ; that on December 24 , 1926 , he had extra

heavy work and following this had a near coliaspe

and is unable to do any work since ; has advised

him that he will be unable to continue the

freight service and is still under treatment and will

be for a long time. Member Hefferman is Financial

Secretary of Division No. 724 . The Board , in

deliberating upon this case, recognized that the laws

of the Association governing payment of disability

benefits require that disability must have resulted

from the service and that the disability of Member

Hefferman is one of natural growth , not primarily

necessarily resultant from any accident or incident

in connection with the service . The Board enacted

that payment of the claim be disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member J. E. Brown , of Division No. 733 , Anniston ,

Ala .-Meeting of September 1 , 1927 .

The record and evidence in this case were in

effect that Member Brown became a member of

the Association November 1 , 1917 , and at the time

of filing application , which was certified to under
date of April 8 , 1927 , was sixty years of age. The

application was based upon Pulmonary Tubercu.

losis . Member Brown was compelled to give up

work November 9 , 1926, Accompanying the claim

was a certification of Dr. T. J. Brothers , of date
of April 7 , 1927 , which certified that Member

Brown has Pulmonary Tuberculosis and in his

opinion is totally and permanently disabled there.

from . There no evidence accompanying this

claim to the effect that the affliction was resultant

from the occupation , as required by the laws of the

Association in the payment of disability benefit .

The Board enacted that payment of the claim be

disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member J. D. Hopkins, of Division No. 788,

St. Louis, Mo.- Meeting of February 28

March 6, 1927.

a caseThis was à petition for re -opening of

having been passed upon by the Board at a session

of a meeting held September 2-22 , 1925. Applicant

became a member of the Association , through Divi.

sion No. 788 , February 2 , 1918, and was sixty.

six years of age at the time of filing the applica.
tion for disability benefit. Application was based

upon Myocarditis and general debility and it was

stated that hewas placed upon the pension list

of the St. Louis Street Car Company June 1 , 1923 .

It was also set forth that Member Hopkins was

suffering from a hip injury resulting from an acci

dent while a passenger on an Illinois Central steam

road train July 11, 1923. Myocarditis is an afflic.
tion of the muscles of the heart . There was nothing

in the evidence associating the affliction with the

employment , as required by the Constitution and
General Laws permitting payment of disability

benefit . There was a further certification of Dr.

R. F. Hyland that accompanied the petition for a

re -hearing , which set forth that Member Hopkins

had beenunder his professional care since December,

1922 , and that at the date of the certification he

was suffering from Myocarditis and hip injury :

The Board recognized that there was no additional

evidence to that accompanying the case at a former
Board meeting, and enacted to reaffirm its former

decision to disallow payment of the claim.

was

Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of

Member Thomas Fogarty , of Division No. 788,

St. Louis , Missouri -- Meeting of

August 16-21 , 1926 . Application for Disability Benefit in the Interest of
Member Omar J. Jackson , Member-At-Large

Meeting of September 1 , 1927

a

a

as

The application and evidence_before the Board
were in effect that Member Fogarty became

member of the Association February 2 , 1918 , and

was forty-nine years of age at the time of filing
application for disability benefit . Certification of

Dr. R. A. Kinsella , of date of April 9 , 1926 , was
that Member Fogarty had been a patient under

his observation for about one year . Blood pressure

was very high , as a result of which there had been

two incomplete paralytic strokes , the last taking

place while at work as a motorman , and that the
occupation is dangerous to him , and that at that

time he was unable to engage in productive work .
Certification of Brothers E. N. Wood and Henry

Gerding were that they relieved Member Fogarty
upon his last paralytic stroke , February 10 , 1926.

There was no evidence at this time that the affiction
was otherwise than from natural cuases in such

cases or that it could be attributed to the occupa
tion . The Board enacted that payment of the

claim be disallowed .

Application for Disability, Benefit in the Interest of

Member Michael Daly , of Division No. 788 ,

St. Louis , Missouri ---Meeting of

February 28- March 6 , 1927 .

In this case the record and evidence in

effect that Member Daly became a member of the

Association February 2 , 1918 , and was fifty - seven

years of age at the time of filing the application.
Statement of Dr. R. F. Hyland was in effect that

Member Daly is suffering from Paralysis Agitans

The application and evidence in this case were
that Member Jackson became a member first,

October 22 , 1908 , through admittance to Division

No. 515, Galesburg. Ill., his membership continuing
to March 31 , 1914 . Later , June 1, 1918, he again

became a member , through Division No. 808 ,

Cairo , Ill . , which Local later disbanded, and he
continued as Member -at -Large from January 1 ,

1923 . The application for disability benefit filed
July 29 , 1927, was based upon Tuberculosis of

Hip Bone , alleged in the application to have re

sulted from an accident that occurred August 20,
1915 . Certifications of Drs. 0. T. Hudson and

John F. Hargan confirmed the statement
total disability from Tubercular Ostitis involving

right femur and right hip joint, and that the case
takes its history from a street car wreck occurring
in 1915 , in which he sustained hip injury , that

some months later caused him to be transferred

from motorman office job , which he held

until May 1, 1925, when he was granted leave of
absence account of disability. Applicant is

bedfast from tubercular condition . In deliberating

upon this case , the Board was compelled to give
consideration to Section 109 of the Constitution,

which provides that " no claim for total disability

benefits will be entertained or allowed where the

accident has occurred two years or over prior to

filing, such claim . " Further, applicant was not a

member at the time of the alleged accident.
The

Board enacted to disallow the claim.

to an

on

were
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that Member O'Brien became a member of the

Association , through Division No. 148. January 8 ,

1906, and was sixty-nine years of age at the time

of filing the application . Certification of Dr. D. F.

Hannon, of date of February 16, 1926 , was that

Member O'Brien was suffering from bilateral

complete Inguinal Hernia and because of the re

laxed musculature it 1S poorly . supported ; has

Chronic Arthritis, which in itself incapacitates him

from performance of any type of duty , insofar as

railroad company work is concerned ; further afflicted

with failing eyesight. There was evidence that this

member still retained his railroad badge and buttons .

The Board enacted to defer the claim for definite

action , to a wait further information relative to

Member O'Brien's present employment.

Application for Old Age Benefit in the Interest of

Member Henry Klein , of Division No. 194,
New Orleans, La.-Meeting of

September 1 , 1927was

was

on

a

on

car

OLD AGE BENEFIT CASES

Application for Old Age Benefit in the Interest of
Member Wilfred J. Slocum , of Division No. 19,

Colorado Springs, Colo . - Meeting of

February 28 -March 6, 1927.

In this case the record and evidence accompany

ing the application were that Member Slocum be .

came a member of the Association in November,

1901 , and filed application for old age benefit at

the age of sixty-eight. He had given up employ

ment in July, 1917, some nine years preceding the

filing of application for old age benefit, and at a

time when he was but fifteen years in membership.

and some six years less than sixty - five years of age,

which is required by the Lawsgoverning payment

of old age benefits. Statement ofDr.E.} . Conway

was that Member Slocum was suffering from Mitral

Regurgitation , irregular heart action and kidney
trouble . Statement of Secretary C. R. Darland , of

Division No. 19 , was that Member Slocum

obliged to give up work because of kidney and
bladder trouble and is now in poor health . In

deliberating upon this claim , the ‘ Board took into

consideration Section 114 of the Constitution and

General Laws, which provides that the member shall

have reached the age of sixty-five years and shall

have been twenty years in continuous membership

in the Association , but that persons that leave the

street railway service before having reached twenty

years of continuous membership are not entitled to
and cannot make claim for old age benefits. This

case came under this provision . The Board enacted

that payment of the claim for old age benefit be
disallowed .

Application for Old Age Benefit in the Interest of

Member Jesse W. Pound, of Division No. 26,

Detroit, Mich .- Meeting of February 28

March 6, 1927 .

In this case the record and evidence before the

Board were that Member Pound became a member

of the Association , through Division No. 20 , No

vember 9, 1893, and filed application for old age

benefit September 11, 1926 , while at the age of
sixty -seven years . He had been employed as

motorman from 1893 to November 2 , 1918 . State

ment of Dr. Clayton W. Burge was that Member

Pound was suffering from High Blood Pressure and

intermittent heart and for the past five years from

Sciatic Rheumatism , and unable to do physical

labor. Statement of Dr. W. R. Baker was that

Member Pound was suffering from intense head .

aches and Acute Gastritis ; that the constant jarring
of the cars caused nervous spells, constant pain

and soreness of the kidneys and that he advised

Member Pound to quit street railway, work, alto

gether. Statement of Member Pound, himself , was

that he had been advised on different occasions to

quit the work, as the jar and strain were getting

him . He later quit and obtained work at the Ford

Motor Works. He withdrew from street railway

service eight years preceding his application for old

age benefit and at the age of fifty -nine years , some

six years preceding his arrival at the age of sixty.
five years. In deliberating upon this case the

Board recognized that it came within the pro

hibitive provisions of Section 114 of the Constitu

tion and General Laws, and it was enacted that

payment of the claim be disallowed.

Application for Old Age Benefit in the Interest o

Member Royal H. Williams , of Division No. 98,

Akron, Ohio - Meeting of February 28

March 6, 1927 .

The record and evidence accompanying this claim
before the Board were in effect that Member

Williams became member of the Association ,

through Division No. 98, October 19, 1898 , and

application for old age benefit was filed August 24 ,

1926, when applicant was at the age of sixty -seven
years. This Local was involved in a strike in May ,

1926, since when many of the members were un

able to return to employment. The Board recog

nized that Member Williams was not out of employ
ment of his own volition but due to the strike .

The Board enacted that payment of the claim be
allowed.

Application for Old Age Benefit in the Interest of
Member ThomasSmith O'Brien , of Division

No. 148, Albany, N. Y.-Meeting of

August 16-21 , 1926 .

In this case the record and evidence were in effect

This claim was dated July 17 , 1925 , and

based disability resulting in Member Klein

retiring from street railway service August 1 , 1921 ,

at a time when he was sixty-one years of age - less
than nineteen years in meinbership. At that time

he filed application for disability benefit, which was

disallowed , due to the affliction not being due to the

street railway service , He became member

October 30 , 1907 . Statement of Dr. L. L. Cazena

vette, of November 8, 1921, shows Right Inguinal
Hernia , Excema both legs and slight tremor

of right hand ; that none of these conditions is due
to the occupation. Company Surgeon , Dr. Joseph

J. Wymer, added that he had requested Member
Klein's retirement, due to defective vision and

hearing . New matter in the case includes informa

tion that Member Klein was placed on the pension
list of the New Orleans street company in

August, 1921 ; that on May 14 , 1927 , Member

Klein appealed to Secretary Gus Bienvenu, who

appealed his case to the General Executive Board ,

and under date of May 28 , letter of the Secretary

requested that the case be placed before the General

Executive Board . The International President had

passed upon the old age benefit claim of July 17 ,

1925 , taking into consideration the law governing

payment of old age benefits, which requires that the

applicant must have been in membership twenty

years at the time of giving up street railway service.

A letter shows that Attorney William Seeber has

the for advisement. In deliberating upon

this case , the General Executive Board took into

consideration Section 109 of the Constitution and
General Laws as applying to disability benefits,

and Section 114 as applying to old age benefits.

In that the disability from which Member Klein

was required to retire from service was not due to

the occupation , Section 109 prohibits payment of

the claim. In that Member Klein retired from the

street railway service prior to reaching twenty

years of continuous membership , Section

prohibits payment of old age benefit. The Board

enacted that both disability and old age beneat

be disallowed .

case

Application for Old Age Benefit in the Interest of
Member William Wilson , of Division No. 243,

Taunton, Mass. --Meeting of

September 1 , 1927

In this case Member Gilson became a member

April 15 , 1902 . The application was attested

June 27 , 1927 . He was suspended from member .

ship November 25 , 1903 , and reinstated March

18 , 1905 . At the time of filing application he had

been in continuous membership twenty-two years

and was over seventy-one years of age. The applic
cation states that he was compelled to give up

work in April , 1921 , at a time when he had been

in continuous membership sixteen years. Certifi.

cation of Dr. Harold W. Ripley , of Braintree,

states that Member Wilson has an old Gastric

Ulcer and a degree of myocardial change , which

unfits him for work. Member Gilson , in a letter,

states that he has not worked since leaving the

cars ; is living with his son . The Board recognized

that Section 114 of the Constitution and Genera )

Laws applies to this claim in a way to prohibit
payment thercof. The law requires twenty years in

membership at the time of leaving service . The

Board enacted that payment of the claim be dis

allowed.
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Fagan, a nephew of the deceased , in which he stated

that it was his thought that the full amount of

the claim should be allowed, as the bills were

above the amount of the claim , and submitted

bills aggregating $939.90 , the bill of the undertaker

being $ 608.50 It was clear that the undertaker's

bill was vastly excessive . In reviewing this case

the Board recognized that the International Presi,

dent had acted generously in paying the sick and

guneral benefit expense to the extent of the $406.00,

The Board enacted to approve the adjustment of

the claim as adjusted by the International Presi.
dent.

were in

Application for Old Age Benefit in the Interest of

Member Charles H. Davis, of Division No. 262,

Norwich, Conn .-Meeting of August 16-21 , 1926 ,

Application and evidence in this case were that

Member Davis became a member of the Associa

tion , through Division No. 262, November 1 , 1905 ,

and at the time of filing application was seventy

years of age. He was employed as a motorman on

the Norwich Road , until in 1919 Division No. 262

entered upon an approved strike , which was lost ;

thus barring many of the members, including Mem

ber Davis, from re -employment in street railway
service . Certification of Dr. J. M. Ganey was that

Member Davis is totally disabled from doing any

work , from age infirmities, Arterio Sclerosis and

High Blood Pressure and was unable to work since
August 22 , 1924 . The Board recognized that Mem

her Davis was out of electric railway employment,

due to the loss of an approved strike. The Board

enacted that payment of the claim be allowed ,

Application for Old Age Benefit in the Interest of
Member William Kelley, of Division No. 280,

Lowell, Mass.--Meeting of September 1 , 1927.

In this case the record and evidence were that
application for old age benefit was attested for

presentation May 5 , 1927 ; Member Kelley being

past sixty-nine years of age at the time of making
application . He became a member of the Associa

tion, through Division No. 280, March 26 , 1907 ,

having been a member twenty years and one month

at the time of filing the application . The applica

tion states that he was employed as a track oiier
and was compelled to give up employment in

December, 1925, or some one year and five months

preceding the date of twenty years from the time
he became a member of the Association . At the

time of giving up employment he had been in

membership some cighteen years and seven months.

Accompanying the application was a certification of
Dr. Francis R. Mahoney, of Lowell , of date of

March 13 , 1926 , in which he states that Member
Kelley was struck by automobile some nine

years previous and sustained injuries that inter

fered with his vision ; that the chief complaint at

the present time is poor vision ; that examination

shows that his vision is practically gone , having
none in the left eye and the right eye one- third

normal, owing to which and from his age he is
incapable of doing any work . In deliberating upon

this case the Board took into consideration Sectian

114 of the Constitution and General Laws , which

provides that ; * Persons who leave the street rail.

way service before having reached twenty years of

continuous membership in this Association are not
entitled to and cannot make claim for

benefits," and , " are not entitled to old age benefits
under the provisions of these laws." The Board

enacted to disallow payment of the claim .

Application for Death Benefit upon the Death of Late

Member Walter J. Roux, of Division No. 194,

New Orleans, I.a .-- Meeting of February 28

March 6, 1927 .

The record and evidence in this case

effect that Late Member Roux, while a member

of Division No. 194 , became a member of the

police department, at a time before the present law

went into effect, barring members of the police

department from International death benefits .
The

record also showed that the law was not contem

plated as retroactive by the convention that enacted
it . The evidence showed that death was resultant

from a natural cause . The Board recognized that

the death benefit upon the death of late Member

Roux was thus allowable , and enacted approving

payment of the death benefit claim.

are as
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Application for Death Benefit upon the Death of

Former Member Wm . c . Grunwald , of Division

No. 194, New Orleans, La .-- Meeting of

September 1 , 1927 .

The record and evidence in this case

follows : Former Member Grunwald first became a

member of the Association July 1, 1918, and later

entered military service, returning to street railway

service December 13, 1918 , and on Juiy 13 , 1919,
became New Orleans policeman . However, he

appears to have paid his dues until the close of

September, 1925, when he was given a withdrawal

card and is entered in the General Office as having

withdrawn September 30 , 1925 . Former Member

Grunwald met his death while performing his duty

as a police officer December 24, 1925 . There was

no application for funeral benefit from Division

No. 194 , but the case was placed in the hands of

Attorneys Puneky and Barrois and this firm , be

coming familiar with the laws of the Association ,

Tequested that the case be submitted to the General

Executive Board for its determination . Due to his

withdrawal and also the fact that he

police service at the time he met death , the laws

of the Association prohibit payment of such a claim ,

The Board enacted that payment of the claim be
disallowed .

Application for Death Benefit upon the Death of

Late Member Bert Wilson , of Division No. 343 ,

Kalamazoo, Mich .-- Meeting of

August 16-21 , 1926.

was in

old age

DEATH BENEFIT CASES

an automobile

payment of death

Application of Death Benefit upon the Death of Late

Member Edgar Morris, of Division No. 99 , Winni

peg, Manitoba-Meeting of August 16-21 , 1926.

This claim was for a benefit of $600.00, peti

tioned to be payable to Mrs. Thomas Eames, sister

of deceased . Upon this claim there had been re

imbursed to Division No. 99 burial expense in the

sum
of $ 216.50, leaving a balance on the clairn

of $ 383.50 . Due to the nature of membership of

Late Member Morris in the matter of a previous

suspension and in that the title of Mrs. Eames was

questionable , the Board enacted that further pay

ment upon the claim be disallowed .

Application for Death Benefit upon the Death of Late

Member A. J. Keefe , of Division No. 132, Albany,

New York-Meeting of February 8-13 , 1926 .

The record and evidence in this case were that,

upon the death of Member Keefe , there appeared

to be no one surviving him to whom the death

benefit could be eligibly paid , as provided by the

laws of the Association, leaving payment of the

funeral benefit to the disposition of the Laws

providing for such cases . The International Presi.

dent had made an adjustment the claim upon

the bills submitted to him , forwarding check in

payment thereof and the check had been returned

as non -receivable in payment of the claim alleged

to have been made as funeral, illness and other
The remittance made

expenses .
by the Inter

President $ 400.00 Following the

return of the check was a statement of one Mr.

The application and evidence in this case were
in effect that Member Wilson became a member
of the Association , through Division No. 343 ,

December 11 , 1909. He later left the street rail

way service to engage in other empioyment.
His

death occurred in an accident or resultant from

an accident in which he sustained fatal injuries,

the accident being a collision of

with a Michigan State Highway Department truck.

Member Wilson was fifty - five years of age at the

time of his death . Member Wilson was operating

the truck in state employment at the time of the
accident . In that the Constitution and Laws of

the Association prohibit the

claims where death occurs in an accidentin other

lines of employment than that of street and electric

railway service , the Board in deliberating upon

this case , recognized that they had no authority

to direct payment of the claim . The Board enacted

that payment of the claim be disallowed .

Application of Death Benefit upon the Death of

Late Member Myron Eves, of Division No. 826 ,

Grand Rapids, Mich . - Meeting of

February 8-13 , 1926.

This was a case in which there appeared irregu;

larity in the submission of the claim by the Local

Officers . The records in the case, as presented to

the Board with the claim . were of a nature show

ing that Member Eves was not in good standins
W3S

national
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at the time of his death . The Board enacted that

payment of the claim be withheld and disallowed

in the event that evidence before the Board was

substantiated.

cars

Не ар

evidence were in effect that appellant came into

the street railway service and into the Amalga

mated Association in the year 1905, and continued

his membership until 1913, when he entered farm

ing for a period , remaining out but a few months,

when he returned to employment upon the

and became reinstated in Division No. 26. Early

in 1922 he again left the street railway service

and at the time of his case being submitted to

the Gencral Executive Board was employed in

construction work in Pontiac. At the beginning of

this period of divergence from street railway employ

ment , appellant continued in but
membership :

finally became nine months in arrears.

proached the secretary to pay, his arrearage and
instructed by him that he (appellant) was

suspended for non -payment of dues and that it

would be necessary for him to petition the Inter
national Office . Former Member Mitchell appeared

before the General Executive Board , and made a
statement , that he had left the street railway

service in 1922, had paid his dues into the Asso

ciation, but had gotten behind , not suspecting that
he would be suspended. He had exceeded the six

months allowance for reinstatement, even though

he were in the service . The Board recognized that

to order the reinstatement of former Member

Mitchell would be imposing a possible burden upon

the Local , which the International had no right to
do. The Board enacted to deny the petition for

reinstatement.

was

1

re

APPEALS TO THE GENERAL EXECUTIVE

BOARD AND DECISIONS THEREON

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich . - Appeal of Members

Clay H. Womack, Ulysses S. Rose, Wm.Balmer and

E. B. Gray-Meeting of February 8-13, 1926.

This was a case wherein appellants had previously
appealed to the International President and which

appeal was submitted to the General Executive

Board by the International President at the previous

meeting of the Board . The appeal was from a

decision of Division No. 26 , relative to the seniority

rights of appellants upon what is known as the

Grand Belt Line in Detroit , upon which appellants

attempted to hold seniority above senior members

transferred to the line from other lines , claiming
line seniority in their employment . It seems that

appellants were disturbed as to the possibility of a

decision on the part of the Board and entered the

Circuit Court, petitioning for an injunction

straining the Board from acting upon the appeal

and restraining Division No. 26 and the employ
ing property from carrying out the decision of the

Local thereon . At this meeting the petitioners

petitioned to withdraw the appeal , as appellants

had withdrawn their petition to the Court for the

injunction. Upon the petition of appellants to

withdraw the appeal , the Board enacted to dis

miss the case.

Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich. - Appeal of Member

John M. Dickerson - Meeting of August 16-21 , 1926.

The original appeal in this case , made to the

International President, was of date of February

27 , 1926, in which it was stated that at the time

coach service was started by the Detroit Street

Railway in December, 1924 , the manager posted

notices that employes who wished to transfer to

the coaches would be chosen according to seniority

in rail car service and appellant made application.

But when the coach line service opened he

not called and appealed to the superintendent , who

advised him that he had been in the service too

long to give up his seniority, as nothing was sure

about continuous coach service . A month later

appellant was called by another company official,

who offered him a position on the coaches, but
stated that , owing to the fact that the Association

had ruled that members entering the coach service
would start at the bottom of the board , appellant

took the the business agent, who

told him nothing could be done and later took

the case up with a seniority committee appointed

by the Local, and at the same meeting of the
Local the business agent was instructed to settle

the case according to the rules governing seniority .

The business agent later brought back a communi

cation from the superintendent, in which the senior

ity sought was refused and the business agent was

instructed to again intercede in the case , and

later brought a letter from the general manager,
requesting that the case be discontinued , which was

approved. The appeal to the International Presi

dent was from this action of the Local Division .

In rendering a decision upon the case, the Inter

national President pointed to the fact that appel.

iant's controversy developed while Division No. 26

was barred from doing business with the manage

ment of the property , and that these appointments

to coach service were absolutely out of the control

of the employes in their associated character and

that , since the Local had established the regulation

governing seniority in employment upon the coach
service. He, therefore, sustained the action of the

Local, in thatit was consistent with this arrange :
ment. The appeal to the General Executive Board

was taken from this decision of the International

President . Before the Board appeared appellant
and Business Agent McLellan , but their state

ments added nothing to the evidence that

before the International President . The Board

enacted to sustain the decision of the International

President and Division No. 26 .

was

case up with

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich . - Appeal of Members

Lancie E. Webb, George Loader, Ellsworth E. Rock

we ! ) , Burton H. Engleking , John J. Donahue and

Andrew Nelson - Meeting of February 28

March 6, 1927 .

This appeal was from a decision of the Inter

national President upon an appeal upon which he

rendered a decision sustaining the Local Division

in passing upon the case . It was a question of

seniority. Appellants stated that their appeai was
based on : First, Section 34 of the agreement

with the Department of Street Railways of Detroit.

Second , that the decision of the International

President partially awarded the coach line to the

Fort Street rail car employes.
It was held that

this was in violation of Section 34 of the agree

ment . The appeal to the International President

had been from action of Division No. 26, in a ward .

ing to the Fort Street car men the right to become

operators upon the paralleling Fort- Oakwood coach

line , with rail seniority rights, to the extent of

what was held to be the substituting fo the Fort

Oakwood coach line for certain traffic previously

performed by the Fort Street rail car line. There

had been an extension of the Fort -Oakwood motor

coach service that resulted in the depleting of the

service on the Fort Strect rail car line , to the end

that it was charged that some ten or eleven runs

had been taken from the Fort Street Line ; thus

eliminating certain of the rail car men from em

ployment. The rail car men held that they had

the right to follow this transfer of service to become

coach line operators, with their rail seniority . The

Local had so ruled. The International President

sustained the action of the Local to the extent of

transfer of service from the rail car line to the

motor coach line . Evidence in the case showed

that by the addition of coaches and the taking

over of Detroit United Railway busses, coach

traffic has been extended 278 miles in mileage as

of operation, and that rail car service had been

depleted some 300 miles of mileage per day. Appel.

lants held that the depletion on the rail car line

had been caused by depression in business . Section

34 of the agreement provided that, whenever new

coach lines or runs were created as the result of a

partial or complete abandonment of a traction line,

the employes of the abandoned traction line shall

have the right to consolidate with the line to which

the runs were added . The evidence was in effect

that the service on the coach line had been in

creased at the same time that the service on the

rail car line had been depleted and, basing its

ruling on the principle that in case of transfer of

work , employes have a right to follow the work,

the Board rendered a decision sustaining the decision

of the International President and Division No. 26.

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.-- Appeal of Members

A. G. Brandon and Benedict Harrigan

Meeting of September 1 , 1927 .

This was an appeal from a decision of Division

No. 26, to the International President, who referred

the case to the General Executive Board. The

.

was

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.-- Appeal of Former
Member Donald F. Mitchell-Meeting of

August 16-21 , 1926.

This appeal was in the form of a petition to

the International Association for reinstatement in
membership in Division No. 26. The record and
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appeal was of date of April 28 , 1927 , and was

relative to the seniority of what were known as

the Gary coach men. The evidence in the case was

in effect that appellants were members of Division

No. 90, Port Huron , Mich ., while what was known

as the Peoples Motor Coach Company, which

appeared to be a subsidiary of the Detroit United

Railway, installed service which caused the

D. U.Ř . to fix its railway terminal some distance

from the terminal in Detroit , with which new

terminal the terminal station in Detroit was con

nected by the Peoples Motor Coach Company,

and on March 19 , 1925, appellants engaged on this

Motor Coach service. However , it was held to be a
separate company from the D. U. R. and the

agreement did not apply to it . Through the inter

vention of the International President with the

then president of the Detroit United Railway,

who has since died , members of the Association

were permitted to take those bus runs without

withdrawing from the Association. This inter

vention by the International President had been

made when motor coach companies refused employ

ment to D. U. R. rail car men unless they would

withdraw from the union , Thus having their

right to retain membership, appellants did retain

their membership in the union . The first of July ,

1926, the D. S. R., or Detroit Street Railway, a

municipally operated system , took over the opera
tion of these busses under a temporary arrange :

ment to determine upon whether they should

permanently take them over within six months

therefrom . Appellants, however, worked under their

previous arrangement with Peoples Motor

Coach Company, until in November, when the

D. S. R. took over these motor coaches and estab

lished them as a branch of the D. S. R. , changing

the operating route , and the coach drivers at the

Farmington Garage were placed on a separate board

with seniority standing as of July 1 , and the coach

drivers of the Gary and Farmington Garages under

stood that their seniority would be as of July . 1 ,

1926 , the coach drivers at the Gary Garage having
been assigned to what is known as the Cadillac

Line. As appellants were taken over their wages

were increased 7 cents per hour. The_appcal states

that on July 1 , 1926 , the City of Detroit began

operating the bus line that appellants were work

ing on ; that the City of Detroit gave appellants
seniority from July 1 , 1926, but that later the

Executive Board gave appellants seniority from

November 1 , 1926 . Following this, the Board

reversed itself and gave them seniority from date
of entering the Peoples Motor Coach service . It

was reported by the business agent that the De

partment of Street Railways of Detroit refused to

give the seniority awarded by the Local Division .

A committee was appointed to make an investiga

tion and reported its findings to the meeting held

April 23 , 1927 , and recommended that appellants
be given their seniority from the date of their

entering the service of the Peoples Motor Coach

Company. It is alleged in the appeal that the

business agent protested this as endangering senior

ity of the members of the Local in the event that
contemplated taking over of the Detroit Motor

Bus Company should go into effect. The final

action of Division No. 26 was to grant appellants
seniority from the time of entering the D. S. R.

service, July 1 , 1926. Appellants set forth that their

old seniority was not disturbed until January, 1927 ,
some months after the property was taken

by the D. S. R. Further, that nothing was ever

said to them in regard to seniority after the D. S. R.

took the line over, until they were transferred to

the Kercheval Garage, when the seniority question

arose , The statement of the Local business agent

is, that he understands that at the time the city
took over the lines , around November 1 , 1926 ,

that these men were permitted to come into the

service, and that they made application November

1 , and about January 1 the Gary terminal line

was transferred to the Kercheval coach terminal ,

when the argument on seniority arose , and that
the Kercheval terminal employes were satsified to

give those men seniority from July 1 , 1926 , and

runs were so selected . Following this , on an appeal

the Executive Board of the Local fixed appellant's

seniority from the time they were employed by the

Peoples Motor Coach Company. The business

agent cites the understanding relative to coach

operation , that men that were employed first in the

D. S. R. coach service were given the oldest senior

ity, referring to the understanding in 1924 , and

suggested that it was his opinion that this under

standing of seniority from the time motor coaches

were taken over by the city railway should prevail

in this case . The Board enacted to sustain the

final action of Division No. 26 in fixing the seniority

of appellants from July 1 , 1926 .

Division No. 114, Youngstown, 0. - Appeal of Mem

ber James A. Garwood - Meeting of

August 16-21, 1926.

In this case appellant was charged by the Local

with having secrete alleged agreement ,
applying to seniority in employment in booths

established for collection of fares. Appellant at the
time was president of the Local, and he and his
committee were instructed to obtain under

standing with the employing property, that would
grant to the employes the right of seniority in this
booth employment. A conference was held with

the management, but no definite agreement reached.
It appears to have been the understanding of the

representative of the Company that a verbal agree

ment was reached in this meeting. Appellant, as
president, had not reported to the Local that the

Company had a memorandum ofthemeeting, and ,
as a matter of fact , none of the committee under
stood that any agreement had been reached at

the conference, and the appellant denied that an
agreement existed . At a conference held by a

succeeding president, the Company official took the

position that he understood that an agreement had
been reached . However, at this conference , appellant

who was present had denied that such an agſee
ment did exist . Yet charges were preferred against
appellant and he was tried thereon , with the result

that the committee held in effect that appellant

had made an agreement with the management, the

nature of which had not been reportedto the Local
and which was not consistent with the Local's
pleasure . The evidence before the Board was

that members of the committee present at the alleged
agreement conference had even testified to the trial

board that no such agreement existed , and it was
clear to the General Executive Board that had

such an agre ment existed it would necessarily have

been known by the members of the Executive Board

who were in attendance at the alleged agreement

conference and that, therefore, there was no agree

ment in existence of which the said appellant was

guilty of secreting, The Board sustained the

appeai and , as appallent had been penalized by

forty - five days suspension, the Board directed that

appellant be remunerated for lost time by Division

No. 114.

Divisions Nos. 125 and 805, East St. Louis, II .-

Meeting of August 16-21 , 1926 .

This was a submission to the Board for a decision

upon seniority in bus employment, it having been

entered in the agreement with the employing prop .
erty that the question of seniority of members

transferred to bus service would be fixed by the
General Executive Board . The seal question was

as to whether employes being transferred from

rail car service to bus or coach operation should
carry their seniority from the rail service.

The conclusion of the General Executive Board

upon this question was that employes operating

busses, now or in the future, should be given their

seniority as bus operators from the time they

entered the continuous service of the company as

motormen , conductors or operators of one-man cars

or bus operators , and that entering the bus service

of the company, either as rail car or bus operators,

should not take from them any of the seniority

earned in the service ofthe company, in that the

business has become and is a part of street car

service in transportation .

Division No. 125, East St. Louis, Ill. --- Meeting of

September 1 , 1927.

This appeal is from a decision of the Inter

national President relative to an express car run,

in the matter of whether said car run belongs to
the membership of Division No. 125 or Division

No. 805 . That more definite information might be

obtained upon this case, the was deferred to

a hearing at a session to be held concurrent with

this convention .

Division No. 215 , Wheaton, III. - Appeal of Member

James H. Revere and Elgin Associates -- Meeting of

February 28- March 6, 1927.

This appeal was in effect a petition for the

institutionof a chartered Local among the Elgin

membership of Division No. 215. The evidence in

this case was that Division No. 215 comprisesin

membership employes of two properties, one being

that of the Elgin and Fox River Road, and the

car

over

case
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Local Unions and the carrying of members in

membership is wholly within the autonomy of Local

Divisions, except in causes of divergence from the

Laws, and it was enacted not to grant the petition .

1

some

Division No. 448, Springfield, Mass. - Appeal of

Member J. c . Reardon -- Meeting of

September 1 , 1927.

other the Aurora , Elgin and Chicago Railway ;

that the Local comprises some seven hundred mem

bers ; that the petition was subscribed to by some
seventy members of the Elgin Branch , whereas,

twice that number are otherwise employes

upon the Fox River Road, including Aurora . It

was known by the Board that Division No. 215

had long been in existence , with good agreement

relations with the employing property. The Board,

in determining upon this case, held that it would

not be to the best interests of the members of

Division No. 215 and employes of the Elgin Branch

to divide the men of the Fox River company into

two divisions; thus taking the present members

at Elgin away from Division No. 215 , and regarded

that it would not be wise to grant a charter and

bring about such a division of the men upon the

system , and the petition for a separate charter

was, therefore , denied and the International Presi

dent was instructed to return the application fee

of $25.00 to the Elgin members of Division No. 215 .
.

This is a case of seniority in which appellant

appealed from a decision of the International Presi

dent, made upon an appeal of Vice- President J. P.

Coughlin , of Division No. 448, in fixing the senior:
ity of appellant . The appeal set forth as the

opinion of appellant, that the International President
had misinformation of the case and based his appea !

upon Section 153 of the Constitution and General
Laws. He submitted four specifications which he

would expect the General Executive Board to con
sider in dealing with the case . Those specifications
were : First, the fundamental principles of union.

ism and what they represent ; second , open dis

crimination ; third , records kept by Company prove

continuous service, alleging appellant's name

never off the pay-roll and that the record of the

company shows him to have been reinstated ; fourth,
undue influence by spreading propaganda among
the

men of a misleading character by the vice
president. In this case the Board sustained the de

cision of the International President.

Division No: 308, Chicago , Ill. --Appeal of Officers
and Certain Members of the Local--- Meeting of

February 8-13, 1926 .
was

1

This appeal was from action of the Local upon &

case involving the disposition of a trial board find .
ing , where a member had been given a trial upon

charges of misappropriating funds of the Associa

tion , found guilty and upon which the trial board

reported its decision, making sccommendation to
the Local . At the meeting a motion was made,

and sustained by a vote of 134 to 31 out of an

approximate membership of 5,000 , exonerating the
member who had been found guilty by the trial

board . The meeting then voted directing payment

of certain bills submitted by the said member for
witnesses , etc., aggregating some $ 110.00 . The

member who had beenon trial was a former execu

tive board member who was charged with collecting

dues and retaining the money so collected, causing

members to be suspended and placing their de
pendents in jeopardy relative to benefits . Further ,

he was charged with having received money from

employes for initiation fees, which he did not turn
over to Division Headquarters until he was con
fronted with charges of delinquency, and then

turned over only such amounts as he claimed he

had collected , which was disputed by those who

claimed they had paid their fees and dues to him .

There appeared to have been sufficient evidence,
and in fact the confession of the member, himself,
upon which to render the decision finding him

guilty. Upon passing upon the case the General
Executive Board sustained the appeal and

aside the action of Division No. 308 , in respect to

directing payment of the bills and in respect to
repudiating the findings of the trial board, as it

was held by the Board that the subject had not

received the proper attention of the general mem

bership, in that approximately 3 per cent of the

members had acted thereon, a majority of whom
had endeavored to condone the confiscations on the

part of the defaulting member, which had been
clearly proved .

Division No. 503, Haverhill, Mass.--Meeting of

February 8-13, 1926.

This appeal was a petition for the re -opening of

a case upon which the General Executive Board had

previously, approved thereon a decision of G. E. B.
Member John H. Reardon , upon a subject of work

jurisdiction upon a certain line involving members

of Division No. 503, Haverhill, and 261, Lawrence,

Mass ., in which it was alleged that the decision of

G. E. B. Member Reardon favored the Lawrence

Local . In considering this petition for re-opening

of the case, the Board recognized that there was

no further evidence bearing upon the case than

that which was before the previous Board meeting ,

where the decision of Board Member Reardon had

been approved . The Board enacted that the

Haverhill- Lawrence dispute be not re-opened.

set

Division No. 308 , Chicago, Ill . – Appeal for Former

Member Roger Kirkland - Meeting of

August 16-21 , 1926.

Division No. 517, Gary, Ind . - Meeting of

February 28- March 6, 1927 .

This appeal of Division No. 517 was in effect

a petition for a decision of the General Executive

Board , relative to seniority service as applying to

motor coach operators formerly employed by the

Calumet Motor Coach Company, which employes

had entered the service of the Shore Line Motor

Coach Company, a subsidiary of the Gary Street

Railway Company. The petition set forth that the

Shore Line Motor Coach Company took over lines

which the Calumet Motor Coach Company had

operated ; that this brought about the abandon

ment of the Calumet Motor Coach Company ; that

there were some ninety , more or less , operators upon

this line , some twenty -seven of whom were mem.

bers in good standing of the Brotherhood of Team

sters , Chauffeurs, Stablemen and Helpers ; that,

owing to an understanding between thetwo Inter:

national Organizations, it was agreed on the part

of Division No. 517 that, if these twenty -seven

operators were acceptable to the Shore Line Com

pany, Division No. 517 would grant them
bership in the Amalgamated Association , without

cost , and with a willingness to give them seniority

in the service to include their seniority in service

in the abandoned Calumet Motor Coach Company ;

that there were a number of other employes of

the Calumet Motor Coach Company who

not members of any organization and have now

raised the question of their seniority , petitioning
for the same seniority granted the members of

the Teamsters Organization ; that the position taken

by Division No. 517 is that these men, coming from

the abandoned line , may enter the service of the

Shore Line Motor Coach Contpany, if acceptable

to the Shore Line Motor Coach Company, but that
they must take their places as new men in the

service . The petition asked foreither approval or

disapproval of this position taken by Division

No. 517 . Upon this petition Members Edward F.

Brown, George A. Thomas and Charles J. Forsythe

appeared before the Board , but their statements

were merely in conformity with the petition.

cassing voon this cace the Board's ruling was that

mem

This appeal was in the nature of a petition that

the International Association intercede to obtain
the reinstatement into membership of former Mem
ber Roger Kirkland . The evidence was that former

Member Kirkland was suspended by Division No.
308, June 30 , 1925 , for non -payment of dues. It

appears that he, while a member of Division No.

308, retired from employment and migrated to

England , and that for severai months thereafter

his dues were paid by his son , who , during an

absence , had left the matter of payment of his

father's dues to his sister, who had failed to meet

the payments , and the Secretary's statement in

connection with the case was that former Member

Kirkland became in arrears and that he had no

address by which he could communicate with either

or daughter or the former member, and

that, through neglect, the member became in arrears

and was self -suspended. The Board recognized that
in such cases the matter was one of Local auton

omy and that there was nothing to guide the action
of the General Executive Board , except Sections

93 and 99 and as provided in Section 53 of the
Constitution and General Laws, as applying to

members -at- large, and that such membership

were

the son

:

In
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Division No. 517 , under the laws of the Association ,

has the right to outline and adopt plans dealing
with questions of this character and that , if there

is any member dissatisfied with the action of the

Division, said member has the right to appeal ,

and that in this case there is no appeal before the

Board protesting the position taken by Division

No. 517, as explained in the position ; therefore,

the position taken by Division No. 517 was approved
by the Board .

Division No. 549, Northampton, Mass.-- Appeal of

Member Harry F. Hitchcock , et al. --Meeting

of August 16-21 , 1926 .

This appeal was from a decision of G. E. B.

Member John H. Reardon , The was one

where a member, in December, 1922 , was assigned

by the management to operate a tower car , it being

a regularly operated run . Following several years

of the operation of this run , it was discontinued .

Then arose the question as to whether the mem

ber should be restored to his seniority in the trans

portation service . Board Member Reardon granted

to the said member his seniority rights, to which

exception was taken and the appeal was based upon

Article 22 of the agreement existing between Divi

sion No. 549 and the employing property, which

provides that when a motorman or conductor takes

an official position with the company or is working

for the Association , he shall retain his seniority rights
in the bidding-in system for ninety days. For all

other occupations, except the substituting for

regular official in the service of the company, he

shall lose his seniority at the end of thirty days.

Further, that it has always been understood by

the company and the Local that the men taking
work outside of the transportation department,

automatically lose their rating after thirty days.

There was evidence of others holding this tower car

prior to 1922 who had conceded their seniority and
on return to transportation service had again taken

their position at the foot of the board . However,

there was an instance of a regular motorman running
this tower car for some ten months who did not lose

his seniority rights. Also this particular member

over whose seniority the dispute had arisen , had

run the tower car in 1921 for some three and one

half months and did not lose his rights. The

Board enacted that it is the sense of the Board that

runs of the tower car nature are and should be

embraced in regular seniority as maintaining senior

ity to operators running, it , and that the decision

of Board Member Reardon upon the case be sus

tained .

Division No. 589, Boston , Mass.-Meeting of

February 28-March 6, 1927.

The matter would also apply to those who had

passedfromtrain service into some other service or
from one type of service to another through deplet.

ing of service in the class from which they passed,
to the other class of service. The Board regarded

that to establish added seniority ratings in such

cases would seriously complicate matters and would

not be consistent with the Constitution and General

Laws governing seniority rights, and would not be

consistent with the agreement relations between

Division No. 589 and the employing property . It

would appear that it would be establishing system

seniority instead of division seniority as existing.

The Board recognized that the Association provides
for three kinds of seniority-line , division and

system seniority --and to act as the Division con

templated through referendum vote , it might be
establishing system seniority . It was easily ob

servable that no Local can maintain two systems

of seniority . The Board recognized that Division

No. 589 has the right to establish either line , divi
sion or system seniority, but to establish two

systems of seniority would work seriously to the

disadvantage of the membership and that , in estab
lishing the iaw governing seniority, conventions
have taken these matters into consideration. The

Board ruled that Division No. 589 can establish

but one method of seniority to be consistent with

the membership and the rights of the membership,

Division No. 600, Waltham, Mass . - Appeal of

President W. T. Egan -- Meeting of

February 28 - March 6, 1927 .

This was a case in which the Locai had suspended
itself by non -payment of per capita tax, thus

rendering the membership without protectionof
the Association in respect to benefit features . The

appeal of President Egan was in effect that the

mem had no knowledge of the delinquency

of the Local , which had been allowed to develop
by the financial secretary . The evidence before

the Board showed that even the president was not
aware of the delinquency of the Local until appraised

of it through the fact that the Local had become

self -suspended . The Board enacted to reinstate

Division No. 600 into membership in full standing

in the Association , thus sustaining the appeal.
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Division No. 915, Granite City, Ill. - Appeal of

Members D.R. Scott, C. E. Jackson, Charles
Ahring , A. Roedershaimar and H. F. Hertel

--Meeting of February 28-March 6, 1927 .

This appeal was from action of the Local in

adopting a motionthatbus operators be compelled

to take their seniority rights on the extra tripper

board in the train department, which , itwas heid,
would mean that, after finishing a regular service
day in the bus department, bus operators would

be required to care for extra trippers in the train
department . It was held that this was a violation

of Section 32 of the Agreement with the employ
ing property , which provides that, if employes

chose bus runs, they give up their rights in the
train department after three months . Appellants

cited that the bus sheds and car sheds are one- half
mile apart . The evidence was that bus operators

were not giving up their seniority rights, but were

really holding their rights, and that there is another
provision the Agreement , Section 31, which

provides that , in case bus service is decreased .

operators affected may come back on the train

men's list with their full seniority . It was shown

that tripper runs are extra runs operated to handle

heavy trafc at certain hours, and that to supply

extra men to run all of the trippers would so en .

large the extra list that the employment could not
be upon a living wage basis . The evidence showed

that the intent of Division No. 915 was to dis
tribute this extra work among the members, the

Local comprising less than one hundred members.

The Board regarded that the Local was within its

rights in distributing this work with the closest

equality among the membership , and enacted to

sustain the action of Division No. 915 thereon .

ENACTMENTS ON DECISIONS ON APPEALS

Submitted to the Board at the various meetings,

for the Board's approval or disapprovai, were many
decisions of the International President, first vice

president and some by general executive board mem.

bers upon appeals upon which they rendered de

cisions. These cases were largely of a local nature,

and to describe them completely would require
most voluminous report.

before this Conventionthe cases upon which action

We are, therefore, placing

This was practically a petition foran opinion of
the General Executive Board in the matter of

seniority in the case of lay -off of employes from

one rating station and the re -employment of these

same employes at another rating station , where

they would be placed at the bottom of the extra
list and then, later, as to the seniority of older

men laid off who might be re-employed at this

second rating station . The question to

whether these later men laid off on account of

depletion of service should carry with them senior

ity in excess of those first employed at the second

rating station , although the ones first employed at

this second rating station ntered the stre railway

service at a later date than those last employed

at the second rating station . It was submitted

that Division No. 589 was contemplating taking a

referendum vote upon this subject, but that it had

been regarded that a solution of the question as to

whether the result of such referendum vote would
be consistent with the Constitution and Laws

would be necessary before such vote would

taken and that , therefore, an opinion of the Gen

eral Executive Board was desired upon this question .

Before the Board personally appeared President

Charles H. Clark , Business Agent Matthew

McLaughlin and Committeemen James Murphy and

P. J. Mahoney . They explained the nature of the

question , but stated that all they wished to know

was as to whether such establishment of seniority

would be consistent with the Constitution and

General Laws governing seniority . The agreement

existing between the Local and employing propertyprovided that these employes who were laid of

from a rating station on account of lack of employ
ment , when employment would increase at such

rating station , would have the right to return ; thus

protecting the employes in seniority at the rating
station at which their seniority became established .

4
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was taken by the Board in the matter of approval
as follows :

Meeting of February 8-13, 1926.

At this meeting, the Board approved of decisions

sendered by the International President upon cases

of appeals as foilows :

Decision upon appeal of Joseph J. Muccio, which

appeal was of date of March 18, 1925, and was

taken against the action of Division No. 618,

Providence , R. I. This member was a conductor

who went to work in the freight department and

was later advised that the work did not belong to

the blue uniform men , but he did not heed this

advice . The case was brought before a trial board

of the Local , and as a result of the hearing he was

found guilty of Agreement violation and fined

$ 100.00. The International President , before whom
was submitted the evidence in the case , which

sustained the charges of the Local , rendered

decision upholding the Local in its findings, except

that , in the matter of the penalty of $ 100.00, he

regarded it an excessive penalty and recommended
that the fine be reduced to $ 5.00 . The Board

enacted to concur in the decision .

Decision of the International President upon the

appeal of Walter E. Burns, of Division No. 240,

Chelsea , Mass., was upon & case where appellant

appealed from the action of the Local in reinstating

in seniority in employment a member who had

resigned from employment and is a brief period

was re -employed and given his former seniority

rights by the Local, although the Local Executive

Board had ruled that his seniority would be subject

to approval of junior men in the service . The

International President Sustained the appeal and

the Board enacted to approve the decision .

The decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member J. D. Sheffeld and twenty -two

others, of Division No. 497, Pittsburg . Kansas, was

upona casewhere the appeal was taken from action
of the Local in failing to sign up Mineral and
Cherokee runs as regular runs. These runs work

four hours in the morning and five hours in the
evening, seven days a week. These runs , in accord.
ance with agreement conditions , could not be

accepted as regular runs and they were operated
as extras . The decision of the International Presi

dent sustained the action of Division No. 497 in
this case . The Board approved the decision.

The decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member James L. Smith , of Division

No. 194, New Orleans, La ., was in a case where

an appeal was taken from action of the Local in

finding him guilty of violating his obligation . In

there was evidence that appellant had

been reguarlly tried upon the charge of violation ,

found guilty, and the Local penalized appellant by

fine and suspension from the Executive Board.
The decision of the International President sustained

the action of Division No. 194. The Board enacted

to approve the decision .
Decision

of the International President upon

three appeals of Member Edwin Peyroux ,of Divi.
sion No. 194 , New Orleans, La . , as in the first

appeal, a case where two members ofthe Executive
Board had been suspended for non -attendance at
meetings of the Board. In that the appeal was

not made by the two suspended members and that

the suspension was in accord with the rules of the
Local Executive Board , the International Presi

dent ruled the appeal out of order. The second

appeal was relative to the eligibility of Section 9,
Article 8, of the LocalBy-Laws of Division No.

194 , which required that to be eligible to office a

candidate must be a member in good standing for
at least two years . The decision of the International
President upon this case was that in that this

by-law was in existence in the Local, that those

desiring to run for office in the Division must be
members in continuous good standing for two

years . The third appeal was in where

Division No. 194 had refused to allow appellant

pay for one day , of service in defending Member
James L. Smith in a trial before a trial committee.
Appellant held that Section 70 of the General

Laws provides that the accused shall have the

right to be represented by a member as counsel
and that Section5 of Article 9 of the Local By

laws provides that a member who is called upon

by the Association and compelled to lose time in

behalf of the Association , shall be paid $6.00 per

day. Evidence from the Local was that the Local

had taken the position that, in the event Member

Smith should be found not guilty, the Local would

pay, appellant for defending him , and in the event
that he was found guilty Member Smith should pay
the fee of his acting attorney. In this case Member

Smith was found guilty and appellanthad been

selected by Member Smith as his defender in the

case , appellant not having been designated as the

defender by the Local. The International President

sustained the action of Division No. 194 in this

case . The Board enacted to approve the decisions

of th International President upon the appeals of

Member Peyroux , of Division No. 194 .

The decision of the International President upon

appeal of President John J. Bruce, of Division

No. 308, Chicago , Ill . , was a case where one Member

James McArdle had been nominated for president

preceding an election, and that , due to his de

linquency, his name was removed from the official

ballot . His friends succeeded in calling a special

meeting, to learn the cause for the removal of his

name from the ballot . It was explained to this

meeting that Member McArdle had been delinquent

in paying his dues three times during the preceding

period; that he also owed money to the Local that

he , as a Board Member, had collected from other

members, and that the by-laws of the Local re

quired continuous good standing for a perio of two

years to run for office . A motion was made to

restore Member McArdle's name to the ballot, but

was held to be out of order by the president .

However, the motion carried and it was from this

that the appeal was taken by the president. The

decision of the International President sustained

the appeal, in that the action of the Local was

in violation of the Local By -laws. The Board

enacted to approve the decision.

The decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member James Thomas and fifteen others,
of Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich . , D. U. R. Branch ,

was on a case in which appellants appealed from a
decision of the business agent in which the business

agent had granted to & crew from Flint , Mich .,

seniority rights upon a run operated from Rochester.
The evidence before the International President

showed that the decision of the business agent

had been in compliance with the Agreement exist

ing between the Local and the employing property

as governing such a case , where a new run had been
instituted at the Rochester terminal . In his de

cision the International President sustained the

decision of the business agent and overruled the

appear. The Board enacted to approve the decision .
Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Edward L. Nolan , of Division No. 168,

Scranton, Pa .,, was upon a case wherein appellant
had been discharged for slandering officers of Divi
sion 168 . The evidence before the Inter

national President was that appellant had been

brought before the Executive Board and tried for

slandering officers of the Local, but was let out

after making an apology. Later he was reported

again , making slanderous and abusive statements.

For this conduct he was brought before the Execu.

tive Board and was suspended from service . Some

two weeks later, he was restored to work.

then placed on trial before a Trial Board for his

offense and was found guilty and was, therefore,

held responsible for his lost time. The Inter

national President sustained the action of the

Local in this case and overruled the appeal . The

Board enacted to approve the decision .

The decision of the International President upon

appeal of Walter Crane, et al , of Division No. 308,
Chicago, Ill., was upon a where appellants

appealed in the McArdle case in which the Inter

national President had sustained the appeal of the

president in , eliminating McArdle's name from the
list of candidates for president . Appellants took

the position that the International President had

been misinformed ; that Section 84 of the By -laws

provided that where members were delinquent their

names should be read before the meeting by the
financial secretary, and that Member McArdle's

name had never been read before the meeting as

being delinquent. Upon this position the Inter .

national President recognized that the Local had

been permitted to this provision of the

By-laws and cited that Member McArdle had been

three times delinquent within the two preceding

years . In the case he overruled the appeal, sus

taining his former position upon it . The Bcard

enacted to approve the decision .

The decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member Mary Treanor, of Division No.

589 , Boston , Mass., was upon in which

appeal was taken from action of the Local relative

to appellant's rating as a collector. Union officials
claimed in this case that several of the junior

collectors objected to appellant returning to her

former rating . Section 401 of the Contract is that ,

where it is necessary to lay off employes, said

employes have the privilege of taking other work,

but have preference over outsiders in filling vacan
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cies, and in the event of increasing service in the

craft from which the party was previously laid off,

said party shall have the right to be notified in
accordance with seniority in craft to return , In

this case appellant had been previously laid off

and secured employment in the office as a train

clerk , where she worked for several months. Later ,

the company took back some collectors that had

been laid off at the time appellant had been laid

ofi, but failed to notify appellant that she could
go back as a collector. However, she later did

return to her former position. in passing upon

this case the International President sustained the
appeal. The Board enacted to sustain the decision .

The decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member Thomas A. White, of Division

No. 627, Cincinnati , Ohio, was upon case in

which appellant appealed from action of the Local

relative to seniority, in a case where appellant had

changed from motorman to conductor, where ,

according to the rules and understanding, he went

to the foot of the extra list , and in the course of

several months returned to his position as a motor

man , claiming his former motorman's seniority

rights , which was not in accord with the under

standing thereto , the Local contending that he

should again go to the foot of the extra list . The

decision of the International President sustained

the action of the Local Division and overruled the

appeal. The Board enacted to approve the decision .
Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member D. L. Shireman and eighteen
others , of Division No. 19 , Colorado Springs, Colo .,

was upon a case in which appellants appealed from

action of the Local in placing assessments upon

the membership to create funds for a donation to

the Colorado College Endowment Fund. Appellants

claimed that the question of contributing to this

cause was wholly outside , and not pertaining to the
affairs of Division No. 19, and cited Section 127

of the Constitution and General Laws, which had
not bcen complied with in the case . The decision

of the International President sustained the appeal .

The Board enacted to approve the decision .
Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member John J. Almansberger, of Divi.

sion No. 282, Rochester, N. Y., was

where appeal was made from action of the presin

dent of the Local in declaring out of order for

presentation to the Local a proposed amendment to

the By - laws and the question of voting upon the

matter of supplying ballot boxes. In rendering a

decision upon this case the International President

sustained the appeal , in that appellant had been

in order in presenting his proposition to the Local .

The Board enacted to approve the decision .

Decision of the International President upon the

appeal of Member Martin A. Keane,of Division

No. 22 , Worcester , Mass ., upon case of

appeal from Division No. 22, in fixing , appellant's

seniority upon his return to the car after serving

some time as an under official in the servic . The

Local had determined upon the case in accordance

with a provision of the Agreement governing such

cases .
In his decision the International President

sustained the action of the Local Division . The

Board enacted to approve the decision .

Decision of the International President upon an

appeal of Member Arleigh R. Tierrell, of Division
No. 253, Quincy, Mass . , was upon a case relative

to seniority in bus operation , in which the Local
had determined upon appellant's seniority in bus

service, from which appellant made the appeal to
the International President . In this case the

International President sustained the decision

the Local . The Board enacted to approve the

decision .
The decision of the International President upon

an appeal of Member T. W. Coleman , of Division

No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa . , a decision upon a

case in which appellant charged that Division

No. 85 , or the president thereof , had taken the

position that the adoption of a hy -law in January ,

1926 , fixing the term of officers for two years, was

retroactive to cover officers elected in December,

1925 . It was held by appelant that the by -law was
adopted without an understanding that it was to

apply in a retroactive way to officers elected the

preceding year . The evidence appeared to confirm

the basis of appeal and the International President's
decision sustained the appeal . The Board enacted

to approve the decision .

Meeting of August 16-21, 1926.
Submitted to the Board at this meeting were

decisions upon appeals for consideration of the

Board as follows :

The decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member William F. Lyman , of Division

No, 416 , Peoria, Ill., was upon a case of appeal

for decision on seniority . The subject matter de.
veloped some fifteen years prior to the appeal,

which was regarded by the International President

as outlawed , it having extended beyond the two
years limitation in such cases. The Board approved

the decision of the International President.

Decision of First Vice- President William B. Fitz

gerald upon appeal of Member Fred W. Schneider,

of Division No. 455 , Portsmouth, Ohio, was upon

case of appeal from action of the Local upon a

question of seniority . The decision Sustained the
action of the Local in determining the case . The

Board enacted to approve the decision .

The decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member Ernest L. Cenghaus, of Division

No. 589 , Boston, Mass . , was upon an appeal from

action of the Local in fixing appellant's seniority.

The evidence appeared that appellant's seniority

had been fixed within the clear understanding of the

seniority agreement with the employing company;

In determining, upon the case the International

President sustained the action of the Local, The

Board enacted to approve the decision .

The decision of the International President upon

an appeal of Member John Cunningham , of Division

No. 26 , Detroit, Mich ., was upon an appeal made

from a decision of Division No. 26 in establishing

appellant's seniority and involving employment as

a coach operator, upon which appeal the Inter
national President sustained the decision of the

Local, it being , in accord with the understanding

of the Local with the management of the employ,

ing property . The International President sustained

the action of the Local , The Board enacted to

approve the decision of the International President .

Decision of First Vice-President William B.

Fitzgerald upon appeal of Members Daniel F.

Lyons, Walter W.Phegley and Jerome s. Broderick,

of Division No. 118 , Pottsville, Pa ., was upon an

appeal from action of Division No. 118 in granting

seniority to Member George Wildernuth . Upon

this case First Vice -President Fitzgerald sustained

the action of Division No. 118 as conforming to

the evidence in the case. The Board enacted to

approve the decision .

Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member Henry McArthur and others, of

DivisionNo. 26 ,Detroit ,Mich. ,was upon an appeal

from action of Division No. 26 ° in granting seniority

to Member C. R. Nickerson of the Jefferson Line,

which is case of permitting a bus operator to

return to the car service on his former seniority,

at a time when the bus line was not abandoned .

The International President sustained the appeal.

The Board enacted to approve the decision.
Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member G. F. Cantello, of Division No.

620 , Framingham , Mass., was upon a case of appeal

wherein Board Member John H. Reardon had

determined upon the transfer of members from the

Marlboro to the Framingham Division in employ.

ment in thematter of following transferred work, in
he had ruled that the transferred wory

would permit the transfer of seven members, whereas

the Division has permitted but five members to
transfer . The appeal was seeking to have sustained

the ruling of Board Member Reardon, upon which,

in rendering his decision , the International Presi

dent sustained the rulingof Board Member Reardon,

The Board enacted to approve the decision.

Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member Esther Brauer, of Division

No. 215 , Wheaton, Ill ., relative to seniority , in

employment as ticket agent , The appeal was taken

from action of the Local in fixing her seniorityto

date from May 10, 1926, whereas she had entered

service October 25 , 1924 .
The decision of the

International President sustained the appeal, grant.

ing appellant seniority from the date of employ.

ment . The Board enacted to approve the decision.
Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member James J. Thompson , of Division

No. 26. Detroit , Mich., Ď. U. R. Branch, which

decision was upon an appeal from action of Division

No, 26 in the establishment of run guides. Before

the International President
was no evidence that

the existing Agreement was being violated.

decision sustained the ruling of Division No. 26.
enacted to sustain the decision .

The decision of the International President upon
appeal of Member M. C. O'Brien , of Division

No. 241, Chicago, Ill., was a decision upon a case

in which the Local had granted a seniority status

to one Member Paul Peters, who had entered the
service at the Blue Island Station in February,

1924, and in September voluntarily transferred to

the Division Street Station ,
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station were later transferred to the Blue Island

Station and Member Peters went with the runs.
After a transfer he made a request for his full

seniority, which was granted him and from which

Member O'Brien took appeal to the International
President to obtain his determination thereon . The

decision of the International President sustained the

action of Division No. 241 . The Board enacted

to approve the decision.

Meeting of February 28-March 6, 1927.

Decisions on appeal on the part of the Inter

national President approved by the Board at this

session were as follows :

Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Executive Board Member Robert J.

Coughlin , of Division No. 618, Providence , R. 1.,

was a decision upon an appeal involving the senior

ity rights of bus department operators , upon which

the Local had rendered a decision regarding the

situations as temporary in changing from cars to
busses. Upon the evidence the International Presi.

dent rendered a decision_sustaining the action of
Division No. The Board enacted to approve

the decision .

Decision of the International President upon an

appeal of Member Joseph McCormick, of Division
No. 215, Wheaton, ill., which appeal was from a

decision of the Local relative to seniority rights of

appellant, effected by fixing the seniority of Member
Joseph Diehl, who had been transferred from the

Aurora Shop to a garage known as the Western

Gas and Electric Company Garage, a subsidiary of
the Aurora, Elgin , Fox River Electric Company,

and appellant held that, in that he had entered

this particular shop prior to the transfer of Member
Dichi , the action of the Local was improper. The

International President rendered a decision sustain .

ing Division No. 215 in granting to Member Diehl
his seniority from first employment. The Board
enacted to approve the decision.

Decision of the International President upon

appeal ofMember Warren F. Arnold , of Division

No. 589, Boston , Mass., was upon a case of appeal
from action of the Local, upon which appellant's

claim of right to return with seniority as a

ductor upon the job following his alleged temporary
transfer to a collector on the Elevated line, was
denied by the Local . The evidence showed that

appellant, during his lay - off as a conductor, became

self-suspended for non -payment of dues , and upon

which case the International President rendered his

opinion that he could not act in the case , from the
fact that the of appeal developed while

appellant was not in good standing in Division

No. 589. The Board enacted to approve the

decision .

Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Harold J. Pike, of Division No. 240,

Chelsea, Mass., was upon a case in which appellant

appealed from action of the Local, stating that he
had been refused reinstatement following non.

payment of dues occasioned by illness and a death

in his family, and upon which the evidence showed

that appellant had refused to pay dues , permitting

his arrearage to run until he was dismissed from

the service and in whichcase he applied for rein

statement inthe Local. The appeal was filed some
one year after he became in arrears. The opinion

of the International President was that the appeal

should be dismissed on the laws of the Association

Applying to limitations in the matter of appeals.
The Board enacted to approve the decision .

Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member Martin A. McNulty, of Division

No. 168, Scranton, Pa ., was upon a case of senior
ity in the wiring department. Appellant had

accepted a position as chauffeur for the manager

of the company through the winter period, and
when he returned to the wiring department he was

advised that Section 33 of the Agreement would

not permit his holding his seniority in employment,

from the fact of his absence. This position was

taken by Division No. 168,from which he appealed.

The decision of the International President denied

the appeal and sustained the action of Division
No. 168. The Board enacted to approve the

decision.

Decision ot International President upon

appeal of Members John F. Britt, James Winnie

and eleven others, of Division No. 549. Northampton,

Mass ., was upon a case relativeto senioritygranted

to a member who had been transferred from the

tower car service as a motorman to the passenger

service , in which the member was given his full

seniority rights in thepassenger service . In his

decision the International President sustained the

action of Division No. 549 in granting to this

member his seniority. The Board enacted to

approve the decision .

Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member John J. Johnstone , of Division
No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C., was upon a of

appeal from action of Division No. 101 in placing
an assessment on the members in support of the

Canada Labor Political Party, with which Division

No. 101 had become affiliated, preceding the assess

ment , in Labor's interest . The International Presi .

dent, in granting his decision upon the case , held

that there had been nothing illegal in the procedure

and sustained the action of the Local. The Board

enacted to approve the decision .

Decision of the International President upon an

appeal of Member Jack P. Sowerbutts, of Division
No. 508, Halifax, N. S., was upon a case of appeal

from action of the Local , as affecting seniority rights

upon transferring from the position of motorman
to that of conductor , the action of the Local being
consistent with the laws of the Association . The

decision of the International President overruled the

appeal and sustained the action of the Local.
The

Board enacted to approve the decision.
Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member James P. Garvey , of Division
No. 618, Providence , R. I. , was upon a case where

appellant appealed from an adjustment of an elec

tion dispute recommended by Board Member John
H. Reardon . In reviewing this case the Inter

national President in his decision sustained the
decision of Board Member Reardon and over

ruled the appeal . The Board approved the de

cision ,

Meeting of September 1 , 1927 .

Decisions on appeals by the International Presi .

dent approved by the Board at this session, were
as follows:

Decision of the International President upon
appeal of Member Conrad Lavigne, of Division

No. 261 , Lawrence, Mass. , was upon a case relative

to seniority, in which appellant contended that his
seniority should date from July 13, 1923, whereas

another member who held seniority above him ,

appellant held that the other member's seniority

should be from December, 1923 , in that said alleged '

unduly advanced employe was engaged in work

outside of street railway work and responding only
as a call man from June 23, 1923, to December,
1923 . The decision of the International President

was that the call man working in other occupations
aside from street railway service but serving only

as a call man could effect no employment seniority

date pending said call service, and that, therefore,
he sustained the appeal. The Board enacted to
approve the decision .

Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Members Dominick Dyer and Robert

Clift, of Division No. 819, Newark, N. J., was
upon a matter of appeal, charging irregularities in

election, and in which one of the appellants later
declared that in the event that the integrity of

the president had been attacked in the appeal,

nothing could be further from the truth . There

was no evidence before the International President

except the appeal and the statement of one of the

appellants in a way negative of the appeal . The

International President dismissed the appeal . The

Board enacted to approve the action of the Inter

national President in dismissing the appeal .

Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member C. F. Brigman, of Division

No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala ., was upon a case where

appeal was taken from the Local's action in grant

ing continuous seniority to a member who had been

previously serving as a foreman . Upon this case

the International President found that the Local

had complied with Section 18 of the then existing

Agreement and in his decision overruled the appeal

and sustained the action of the Local . The Board

enacted to approve the decision .
Decision of the International President upon

appealof Member William E. Butland, of Division
No. 240 , Chelsea, Mass. , was upon a case where

appellant contended that the Local and officers

had refused to intervene in the case of his dismissal

from employment with the Eastern Massachusetts

Street Railway Company. Evidence upon the case

showed that appellant had formerly been an officer

of the Local and had refused to make proper trans

fer and report to his successor in office and was

charged in the nature of violating his obligation in

not complying with the laws of the Association ,
had entered suit against the Local officers for

slander and which case was yet pending in court ;

causing the Local to take the position that it could

not intervene in his case while he was in court
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contrary to the laws of the Association. In rendering
his decision the International President sustained

the action of the local and overruled the appeal .

The Board enacted to approve the decision ,

Decision of the First International Vice- President

upon an appeal of Member A. H. Seabora, of Divi

sion No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala . , was upon a case

which , in its nature, was for an interpretation of

two paragraphs of Section 38 of the existing Agree
ment governing tripper work and base ball and fair

ground extras. The interpretation explained that
the two paragraphs of the Agreement not

conflicting .
The Board enacted to approve the

interpretation .

Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Executive Board Member Elmer 0.

Hood, of Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass., was

upon a case where appellant petitioned for interpre
tation by the International President relative to

Section 32 of the existing Agreement as applying

to re - employment , the petition being taken from
action of the Local instructing officers to insist
upon officials of the company returning men to

work in the order in which they were laid off.

This, appellant held was in violation of Section 32

of the Agreement, which provides that seniority

rights should terminate at the end ofeight months,
and that employes working in different depart

ments would be given preference over outsiders for
work in their departments. The decision

ruled the enactment of the Local . The Board

approved the decision .
Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member J. P. Coughlin , of Division No.
448, Springfield , Mass ., was in a case where senior
ity had been granted to member who was at

first employment a motorman and later a

ductor, granting the seniority as an operator from

the time first employed as a motorman.
ing upon this the International President

based his decision upon a ruling of the General

Executive Board, providing that operators on one

man cars , in the event that they were former

motormen or conductors , should have seniority in

accordance with their standing motormen or

conductors, respectively . The Board enacted to

approve the decision.
Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member Truman E. Warren, of Division

No. 240, Chelsca, Mass ., was upon a case where

appellant complained that the Local had exercised

discrimination in his case , in the matter of obtain

ing his reinstatement after dismissal from service,
two others having been dismissed , for the same

aileged reason having been reinstated through inter

vention of the Local. The decision was that appel

lant's case should receive the same consideration.
The Board enacted to approve the decision.

Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Members Thomas Locke, John Cronin

and E. Callahan , of Division No. 246, Salem , Mass. ,
was upon a case where one Member John McCoy

had, in the year 1895 , entered service at the Marble

hcad Car Barn , from where he was iater trans

ferred to three different car barns. Later, the barns

were consolidated and he came to the Salem Car

Barn , ard Division No. 246 gave him rating from

first employment in the year 1895. Appellants held

that this member should have his rating from the
tine of transfer to the Danvers Car Barn in the

year 1900 , In passing upon the case the Inter

national President's decision sustained the action

of Division No. 246, in restoring to Member McCoy

his original seniority. The Board enacted to approve

the decision .
Decision of the International President upon

appeal of Member S. L. Marzy, of Division No.

101 , Vancouver, B. C., was upon case where
appellant contended that holding an owl car run

continued him on the extra list in respect to qualifi

cation for board member, which was controlled by

Section 15 of the By -laws of the Local, which

provided eligibility in the matter of voting for

executive board members, in the matter of classifi

cation of day and night runs and extras. The

Local had enacted to classify the owl run as of the
late regular runs. In reviewing the appeal the

International President took into consideration the

By-law governing, classification , overruled the appeal

and sustained the action of Division No. 101 .

The Board enacted to approve the decision .

ensuing term who were present, aud this included

the newly elected General Executive Board, were

installed by taking their obligation as officers by

First International Vice- President William B. Fitz

gerald . This meeting was addressed by Attorney

James H. Vahey, of Boston , Mass ., who stated to

the ofhcers present that out of his work for the

Amalgamated Association there had spru a spirit

of friendship which does not at all times go in the
practice of law . He highly complimented the

Amalgamated Association and the American labor

movement in general .

Following the installation of officers, the Board

reorganized and elected as Editors of the Associa

tion publications , Treasurer L. D. Bland as Editor
of THE UNION LEADER and R. L. Reeves as Editor

of THE MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR. All Board

Members were present at this meeting.

The Board adjourned at 8 o'clock in the evening.

Second Meeting --- February 8-13, 1926

The second meeting of the General Executive

Board was held at Association Headquarters, 260

East Vernor Highway , Detroit , Mich .
At this meeting there was submitted to the

Board , for its consideration, a report of G. E. B.

Member John H. Reardon, relative to claims of

the International Machinists Union to certain mem
bers of Division No. 589, Boston, Mass . This

jurisdiction dispute had been before the A. F. of L.

Council and preceding conventions of the A. F. of L.
In this instance in Boston , the President of the

A. F. of L. had delegated A , F. of L. Organizer
Hugh Frayne, of New York, to associate with

representatives of the two organizations in an en .

deavor to adjust the Boston dispute. President

Mahon delegated to represent this Association in

this adjustment conference, Board Member John H.
Reardon . The Machinists were represented by

Member R. Fechner, of the Machinists Union.

Board Member Reardon in his conference held to

the jurisdiction agreement that had some time

before been made by and between President W. D.

Mahon and President James O'Connell, of the

Metal Trades Department of the A. F. of L. This

agreement was in effect that the eligibles to mem

bership in the Amalgamated Association be recoga

nized by the Machinists, and the agreement was

later approved by the A. F. of L. This class was

prescribed to include motormen and conductors,

guards, trackmen and trolley men, all men operating

cars and trains of the company, gatemen, watch:

men and wardens , employes of the car house and

pit department , employes in the receiving depart

ment , janitors , yard crews, elevator men , porters,

clerks, vacuum cleaners and laborers. That agree

ment turned over several hundred men to the various

craft organizations, including the Machinists Union.

However, when the busses were installed by the

street railway company, the Machinists contended

that, in that these busses were repaired in the

car houses, except such repairs as upon which it
necessary to employ machinists , these repair

were doing machinists' work, technicalizing to

include in their organization and to have trans

ferred to them , all employesofcar houses and pit
departments - a condition contrary to the agree

ment of Presidents Mahon and O'Connell, The

conference failed to arrive at an adjustment of the

dispute. In deliberating upon this case, the Gen

eral Executive Board recognized that the existing

facts should be placed before the American Federa

tion of Labor , and directed that this be done at

the next A , F. of L. Executive Council meeting.

that this Association is not violating and will not
violate the Mahon- O'Connell agreement governing

jurisdiction, but will adhere to that agreementas
applying to the claims of the Machinists Union;

that such explanation be made to the Executive

Councilof the A.F. of L., that it isthesense of

this Board that proper compliance with the Mahon.

O'Connell agreement should bring jurisdiction con.

tention of the Machinists Union to an end, in that
it is the purpose and determination of this Asso

ciation to respect the Mahon -O'Connell agreement

in all disputes arising with the Machinists Union.

To the attention of the Board was called a course

being pursued by Division No. 589, Boston , Mass..

not consistent with an understanding obtained at

the institution of the existing agreement betweeb

the Association and Brotherhood of Team Drivers,

that certain employes in employment with the

Boston street railway properties at the time being

held as members of Division No. 589, should be

transferred to the Team Drivers Union .

subject had been seriously discussed at the time of

the making of the agrcement.

the Local should bedirected to assure the Inter

national President that the understanding relative

was

men

&

This
MISCELLANEOUS RULINGS AND ENACTMENTS

The first meeting of the General Executive Board

of this terin was held the evening of Tuesday,

September 22. , 1925, at the Hotel Mount Royal,

Montreal , Quebec. Newly elected officers for the

It was enacted that
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to this jurisdiction dispute would be carried out
by the Local,

The audit report showed that funds of disbanded

Locals were being held in trust by the International,
the disbanded Locals being Divisions Nos. 557 ,

Joliet , Ill . ; , 877 , Lake Charles, La.; 942 , Honolulu ,

T. H .; and 962, Greenfield , Mass. The total was

$622.55 . The Board enacted directing that this

$622.56 be transferred to the Death, Disability and

Old Age Benefit Fund, as it had been held more

than the prescribed one year.,

It was before the Board that at the instance of

the management of the International Railway, of

Buffalo, N. Y., there had been indictments obtained

against some thirty-six members of the Association,
including , aside from officers and members of

Division No. 623, of Buffalo, N. Y., International

Vice-Presidents William B. Fitzgerald and John
Parker, former International Vice- President

Frank O'Shea and A. F. of L. Organizer William
Collins. This case was before the Federal District

Court of Western New York. The Board enacted

to approve employment of attorneys in the matter

of the defense of these cases and the bonding of
those indicted who arrested in connection

therewith, Upon this case , ten of those indicted

were recently tried and found not guilty. The

charge was that of conspiracy to obstruct traffic

in 1922 , in the active period of the strike of Divi

sion No. 623 , the company holding that it was

conducting interstate transportation .
The Board enacted directing the International

President to forward to the Peoples Legislative

Service , Washington, D. C. , $ 1,000 to complete

payment of subscription in our Association's affilia

tion to the Peoples Legislative Service, which sub

scription was made ata previous Board meeting,

the total being $ 2,000. This Peoples Legislative

Şervice is organized to maintain surveillance over

legislation by the U. S. Congress and to act in

defense, and guarding of the interest of organized
labor in the matter of legislation .

Upon petition of Division No. 697, Toledo, Ohio,

through Business Agent H. Lee Camp, of that Local ,

for financial assistance, theBoard enacted to remit

two months per capita tax . The Local had financial

reverses through recent expensive grievances and

agreement negotiation.

Upon petition for financial assistance made by

Division No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa, the Board

enacted instructing the International President to

investigate the situation , with authority to assist
the Local as the situation might warrant. This

Local has been involved in expensive litigation

occasioned by the employing company petitioning the
courts to annul features of the existing agreement,

including the check -off system .

The Board enacted to approve a newly devised
emblem representing bus and coach operators

members of the Association .

In the matter of the endeavor of Division No. 99,
Winnipeg , Man . , to extend its organization, the

Board enacted to approve an appropriation of$ 350

to assist the Local' in its campaign, and to grant

dispensation to former members to re-enter with
former seniority to May 1 , 1926 . This Local was

rendered inoperative some three years previous by
the then officers and vast majority of the member

ship withdrawing and establishinga unit of the so

called " One Big Union " that had originated in

the Northwest , as a rival to the American Federa
tion of Labor. However, a few of the members

held to the charter of Division No. 99 , recognizing

that this new emotional movement gave no assur

ance of general material growth , in that its policies

had been tried and long since abandoned as futile
by the American labor movement.

There was before the Board that stock of the
Labor and Agricultural Building Company of

Omaha , Neb ., came into the possession of the

International Association through the disbanding of
Division No. 807, of Omaha , Neb. The property,

as required by the Constitution and Laws ,
surrendered to the par value of $1,500. The Board

enacted authorizing the International President to
select a member of organized labor, a resident of
Omaha, to act as trustee of this stock , that the

ownership might be properly registered as consistent
with the advice of the trustees of the property.

The audit report showed certain inactive Locals
to be maintaining small membership. The

Board directed that the International President

investigate the standingof these Locals, to deter

mine a policy bestfor the membership in future

continuance, asrequired by theBoardunder Sec.

tion 32 of the Constitution and General Laws.

Upona petition of the Federation Bank of New

York City, in which itpetitionedthatthe Amalga

mated Association participate as patrons, the Board
enacted to authorize the International President to

deposit $ 10,000 of the funds of the Amalgamated
Association in the said bank. The record of this

bank showed it to be a successful institution owned

and operated by and for the labor movement of
New York City .

Submitted to the Board was the subject of affiliat

ing with the Union Labor Life Insurance Company.

This was a company instituted at the instance of the

American Federation of Labor . Preceding the insti .

tution of the company, A. F. of L. Conventions

had directed that a study be made of the question

of establishing some type of insurance that would

comprehend group insurance to include those of

labor unions. When this proposition was first

brought to attention , life insurance companies were

issuing group insurance to employers, but refused

give cognizance to group insurance to labor

organizations. The A. F. of L. appointed Presi,

dent Matthew Woll, of the Photo Engravers , and
President George Perkins , of the Cigarmakers

Union, to make the investigation. The matter was

given much study by them and report made to a

meeting held in Washington of representatives of
several International and National Organizations ,

at which the institution of a company , to be con

trolled by organized labor, directed . The

company was formed and chartered . This was

necessary, the American Federation of Labor

and its units not incorporated . Under the

plan of distributing of stock the laws of the Union

Labor Life Insurance Company provided that none
can purchase stock other than International and
National Unions, State Federations, Central Trades

and Labor Councils, Local Labor Unions affiliated
with International and National Unions of the

A. F. of L. , Railroad Brotherhoods and members

of organized labor. Under the plan of distribution ,

International Unions were allowed to purchase not
to exceed eight hundred shares ; Local Unions could
purchase eighty shares each ; and the individual not
to exceed ten shares. The stock was placed at a

selling price of $50 per share. Twenty - five dollars

paid for a share of stock but the purchase of this

share must be accompanied by $25 additional with
which to establish a The company had

the authority to issue $ 1,000,000 in stock as a

capitalization . The Board enacted to authorize

the purchase of $20,000 of stock

Third Meeting - August 16-21 , 1926

Before the Board by the International President's

report was presented a situation existing in Inaian

apolis , Ind . The report was that upon several

appeals from Indianapolis street railway

International President W. D. Mahon delegated

Vice- Presidents Robert B. Armstrong, and John M.

Parker to assist the employes in their endeavors
to organize . Vice-President Armstrong first made

a survey of thesituation , and after hehadreported
favorably , Vice-President Parker was delegated with
him to assist the men in organizing. Practically

immediately upon taking up this work, the company

brought forth an injunction previously granted by

Federal Judge Anderson , prohibitive of the Amalga
mated Association conducting organizing work in

Indianapolis. The service of this obsolete injunction
by Federal authority caused concern as to whether
the information of the cancellation coming from At

torney Sol H. Esarey was really definite , and Vice
Presidents Amrstrong and Parker were instructed to

leari if the report he had made upon this injunction

could be confirmed . He had previously reported that

the injunction was no longer effective . Attorney

Esarey was consulted and, it was reported , made a

further investigation , and later advised that the in

junction was obsolete . The company, then , peti

tioned Judge Baltzell for a like injunction, which was
granted, but not until Division No. 976 had

been chartered and extended in membership to em

brace some more than two-thirds of the employes of

the Indianapolis Street Railway Company,

port showed that the management of the company

entered an eliminating process to destroy the

organization , by the dismissal of employes who were

known members of the Association , hopeful that it

would have a terrorizing, effect on the other em.

ployes. The report of the International President

showed that every endeavor possible was made to

effect an understanding with the company, to obtain

the reinstatement of these discharged members , and

also establish collective agreement relations with

the property. All of these attempts were ignored

by the management . Repeated arrests of Vice

Presidents Armstrong and Parker were made

the charge of vagrancy, to the end that a restrain

ing order was obtained , prohibiting police from

further interference . A condition developed expos

men ,

The re
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ing to the employes that a lock-out process

established by the management, and on July 5 the

members of Division No. 976 declined to return to

work, with the understanding that in the event that
they did return to work they would be dismissed ,

as had other members, for being members of the

union . This action was taken at a meeting of the

Local , attended by Vice- Presidents Armstrong and

Parker, who advised the members that they were

under restraint of an injunction and therefore ,

could give them no advice as to what their future

course should be. The management of the property

petitioned the Federal Justice to cite Vice- President

Armstrong and Parker and several members of the

Local before the court upon the charge of violating
the injunction . The report of the International

President showed that Judge Robert C. Baltzell

declared the two International Vice- Presidents and

various members of Division No. 976, including

Members Day , Ellis , Baine, Frakes, Southern ,

Wiggton , NoNew , Tally and Fade, to be guilty

of violating the injunction and imposed penalties

therefor, including a penalty of imprisonment of

ninety days on Vice- Presidents Armstrong and

Parker and thirty days upon Member Edgar Day.

The other sentences ranged from five days up.

Some of the members plead guilty, among whom

were Curtis Johnson and Jesse Young. who gave

testimony, before, Judge Baltzell showing that they
were in the employ of the company and had really

received pay from both the Association and com

pany in the course of organizing work. While the

President's report did not implicate President

Harry Boggs, of Division No. 976 , as an instru

ment of the employing company, this fact became

known to the members of the Executive Board

upon information that showed that President Boggs

was being paid $50 per week for his service with

the company : The report stated that at the time

of citations for contempt before Judge . Baltzell , the

International President dispatched Indianapolis, Int .

Treas. L.D. Bland, and G.E.B.M. Shea to assist upon
the case . At the close of the report , July 31 , Vice

Presidents Armstrong and Parker and others were

yet in prison , but application had been made for

their release upon bail pending, an appeal , as it

was shown by the report that the attorneys repre

senting the Amalgamated Association held that they

were not guilty of violating the injunction . This

injunction restrained those upon whom

served from encouraging or in any way contributing

to the violation of a master and servant agreement

that the president of the company had testified

before the court as existing between the company

and employes. Relative thereto , many members of

Division No. 976 were in a position to testify that

there no such agreement far as they

knew. This alleged agreement, it appears, was one
that was instituted by the management of the

company in its endeavor to destroy old Division

No. 645 in 1914 . In connection with the citations,

the company took the position that the Amalga

mated Association was yet violating the injunction
by giving succor to the employes who had sus

pended work . The court made it directly known

that the Amalgamated Association , in contributing
to the employes in their suspension of work , would

be regarded as violating the injunction and that

other International Officers would be subject to

citation in contempt.

The International President, through advice of

attorneys , had taken the position directing all Inter

national Officers to withdraw from any act in con

nection with this strike that would subject the

International Association to any definite charge of

violation of the injunction . The report indicated

that several of the members of the Local were still

continuing their endeavor to effect their right of

organization . The report showed that seven hun

dred and fifty - four employes of the Indianapolis

Street Railway Company had enrolled in member

ship in establishing Division No. 976 . Those who

remained out of the organization and continued em

ployment with the company pending suspension of

work , were paid by the company $ 2 per day bonus.

In connection with this report, the International

President submitted statements of Attorney Frank P.

Baker, of Indianapolis , employed by the Association

upon the case , showing an account of $ 3,100 . In

acting upon this situation the General Executive

Board sustained the course pursued by the Inter

national President and approved payment of the
attorney's fee of $ 3,100. In connection with this

report there was also submitted to the Board a state

ment of account of $ 500 charged to the Association

by Attorney Sol H. Esarey . of Indianapolis . This

bill seemed to have been submitted by Attorney

Esarey for work he had done in the way of con

was

firming his former report that the 1916 injunction

had been brought to a status of not being further
effective. Attorney's fees of Attorney Esarey had

been adjusted at a previous Board meeting and

payment had been made for his service in
nection with the old injunction , and the Board

enacted that this bill be not paid , in that it was

the opinion of the Board that it was merely the

giving of confirmation to a previous report upon

that subject which had been made by Attorney

Esarey and payment had been made for his service

in caring for that case .

Submitted to the Board by the report of the
International President, was act of Division

No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C. , in which it enacted an
illegal resolution at a time when Board Member

Fred A. Hoover was assisting Division No. 99 ,
Winnipeg, Man. , upon agreement and extension

of organization work, which resolution demanded

the removal of Board Member Hoover from further

assisting the Winnipeg Local. Ata specialmeet.

ing of the Board , International President W. D.

Mahon had been instructed to present this situa
tion before the Vancouver Local for reconsideration.
The report of the International President showed

that on August 9 he had received a telegram from

Board Member Hoover, that, through the action

of the Joint Advisory Board of Divisions Nos.

101 , Vancouver; 109, Victoria ; and 134, New West

minster, B. C. , a second referendum had been

taken by Division No. 101 upon the rescinding of
the illegal resolution, and that the resolution was

Tescinded. This report was further confirmed by a

letter from the financial secretary of Division No.

101, of date of August . 13 . Upon this case , the

Board enacted directing the secretary to akcnowledge
receipt of the letter of the financial secretary of

Division No. 101 .

Before the Board appeared Representative John
T. O'Connor, of the Benefit Association of Rail.

way Employes. He stated that in San Francisco ,

the plan of benefits of his organization has been
submitted to President Vandeleur, of Division No.

518 , who had stated to him that the Local could

take no action without the plan having been ap;
proved by the International President . He stated

that there are now one hundred and ten railways
where the employes are insured in the Benefit

Association ; that the Association's purpose is to
promote social features and care for the sick , and
that they make individual contracts with

bers. Upon this situation the International Presi

dent stated that he had received a
letter from

President Vandeleur, of Division No. 518, making

inquiry of the Benefit Association, and that he

had written President Vandeleur that he knew

nothing particularly about the Association or its

workings, but that its headquarters were in Chicago;

In deliberating upon this proposition it was held

that it was not advisable to make any enactment

relative to approval or disapproval of this Benefit

Association of Railway Employes.
It was known

by the Board that a ' like organization also exists

in Muskegon , Mich ., which had previously , peti

tioned for a like recognition and upon which the

Board had taken the same attitude .

Before the Board was the subject of attorneys'

fees in connection with the strike of Division No.

759, Dayton , Ohio , in the course of which an in

junction was sought and obtained by the company

to interfere with the strike process. Attorneys

were employed to for this situation.

were submitted in the sum of $395.
The Board

enacted authorizing the International
President to

pay the bill .

The Board enacted to appropriate $25 to the
assistance of Members Lorenzo Peck , Gilbert

Patterson and Roy Duke, who were members of

Division No. 976 , ' Indianapolis, Ind., and who had
heen refused re-employmentbythe Indianapolis

Street Railway Company. They were seeking other

employment.

The Board enacted to appropriate $100 to assist
former Secretary Vincent Fuero , of Division No.

623 , Buffalo, N. Y. , who
was involved in the

Buffalo strike and the litigation resultant there

from . He was sorely in need of financialassistance.

Before the Board was the subject of the strike

of theBritish Coal Miners, in the wayof a petition

from the American Federation of Labor for assist:
ance . The Board enacted to appropriate $ 1,000

to assist the striking Miners of Great Britain ,and

directed that the Locals be circularized , that they

might be permitted to make donations to assist
these mine workers.

Deliberationwasgiven toa proposed appropriation
for the Forty -sixth Annual Convention of the Ameri

can Federation of Labor, to be held in Detroit,

mem
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Mich ., beginning October 4 . The Board enacted

to authorize the International President to assist in

the preparation for this Convention .

Upon a petition to assist the Peoples Legislative

Service, at Washington, D. C. , the Board enacted
to defer this question to await the Twentieth

Convention.

Brought to the attention of the Board was the

candidacy for U. S. Senator in Pennsylvania of

Brother William B. Wilson, of the United Mine

Workers, he being a candidate upon the Democrat
ticket . The Board enacted to endorse his candidacy

and urge like endorsements by the Localsof this

Association and the Labor Movement of Pennsyl
vania .

Before the Board was brought a report upon

the death of International Vice- President Charles

U. Taylor, whose death had taken from the Amalga

mated Association and the American Labor Move

ment one who had been devoted to the advancement
of the cause of Labor and who was Executive

Secretary of the Oregon State Federation of Labor
at the time of his death. The Board enacted a

resolution as follows :

“ Whereas: Under date of July 13, 1926 ,

Tuesday morning . Brother Charles U. Taylor, a

member of the staff of Officers of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes of America , passed from this to the higher

life realm ; and

“ Whereas: Our late Brother Taylor in the course

of his life identified himself in the social order by

his most intense concern in the welfare of humanity

as one well understanding that the utiity of life
lies only in service to others and not in the com

mittal of one's energies to his own selfish purposes ;

he learned the field in which most may be done for

others and arduously devoted his efforts within

that field from which advancement to the great

human family as a whole can come ; and

“ Whereas : His work was so recognized by his

fellow workers that he was sought as chosen

director in the field of labor within which his whole
hearted service most highly appreciated , as

shown by his own unsolicited advancement from

the ranks to the positions which he had held aa

the passing from this life ---Executive of Division

No. 757, Amalga mated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, embracing

the employes of the Portland Electric Power Com .

pany, Portland, Oregon ; Executive of the Oregon

State Federation of Labor and of the International
Executive Staff of Officers of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Employes

of America ; and

“ Whereas: In his passing he has left as of his

own creation a testimonial that will stand the test

of time as a beacon to those who may well emulate

him in their pursuits of happiness, as true happiness
comes only from the good one does for others,

which was the incentive that led Brother Taylor
in his life's work ; therefore, be it

" Resolved : That this General Executive Board ,

of the Amalgamated Association, representative not

only of themselves but of the entire Amalgamated
Association of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes of America , here express sincere regret at

the departure of our late true brother from our

field of lahor, and that we tender to his bereaved

widow and son in their hour of sadness , our pro .

found sympathy.. Further, that extend to

Division No. 757, Portland , Oregon , with which

our late brother was devotedly associated as a mem

expression of our recognition of the loss
sustained by the Portland membership of

Association and the Trade Union movement in

general , in the departure of our late respected and
honored brother .

" Resolved : That copies of these resolutions be

forwarded respectively to the bereaved family of
our late brother and to Division No. 757 , Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America, Portland , Oregon ."

Fourth Meeting-February 28 - March 6, 1927
Before this Board meeting was presented , by

the report of the International President, a state
ment of funds held in trust for disbanded Loca !s

Divisions Nos. 513, Bartonville, ill .; 772 , Danville ,

III.; 849, Holland, Mich .; and 894,' Lincoln , 111.-
aggregating $ 132.26. The Board enacted to transfer

these funds to the Death, Disability and Old Age
Benefit Fund.

Upon the Machinists jurisdiction question , there

was submitted to the Board correspondence from

President A. 0. Wharton, of the Machinists Union

He stated that he had been advisedby President

WilliamGreen , of the A. F. of L., of the meeting

of the General Executive Board and that the
International President would recommend tri

party, conference of representatives of the Machin .

ists "Union , A. F. of L. and Amalgamated Associa

tion , for the purpose of carrying out the recom

mendation contained in the A. F. of L. Convention

resolution , No. 38 , and that he ( President Wharton )

had made investigation of the membership of the

Locals of the Amalgamated , relative to embracing
therein members eligible to the Machinists Union ;

that he wished to have presented before the Board
results of the investigation . He then cited Locals

in which he held that Vice- President H. W. Brown
of the Machinists had discovered that of eighty.
five mechanics employed by the Detroit Street

Railways, twelve are members of the Amalgamated
Association . The letter cited alleged embracement

of machinists in the Amalgamated Association in
various cities throughout the United States and

Canada, being quite specific upon the number in
each Local , who, it was held , were eligible to mem

bership in the Machinists Union . His letter showed
that he had been very intensive in his so - called

investigation , giving much time to the Machinists
Union and Machinists Union organizers and offlcers
to this class of work. His letter inferred that the

General Executive Board must enter this proposed

conference with its representatives fully empowered

to transfer to the International Machinists Union

all cited alleged members of various Locals of the

Amalgamated Association, as a means of settlement
of this jurisdictional dispute. He cited that he

was holding himself in readiness to
meet repre

sentatives of the Amalgamated Association, for the

purpose of carrying out the " desires as expressed
by the Detroit Convention of the A. F. of L ."

Included with his letter was an alleged history of

negotiations between the Machinists and the Amalga
mated Association upon this subject , covering a

period from October 29, 1923, to November 25,

1926 . In another letter to President W. D. Mahon ,

of February 20 , President Wharton stated that the

C. M. and North Shore Company, on solicitation

of representatives
of the Amalgamated Association

Local, had discharged some ten members of the

Machinists Union in Waukegan , Ill . , and requested

that President Mahon wire the representative of

the Amalgamated Association to withdraw his

protest and that those men be returned to service .

An investigation of this case had been made under

direction of International President W. D. Mahon

and it was learned that the representative of this

Local knew nothing of the suspension of these men

from employment. An investigation showed that

seven men , members of the Amalgamated Associa

tion , had been laid off by the Company. He then

learned that an organizer of the A. F. of L. had

been working among members of this Local in the

shops , attempting to organize them into the Ma

chinists Union ; that five of the seven men laid off

had obtained work elsewhere and that one of them ,

a car washer, had since returned to work. The

other one, the representative knew nothing about .

But he had nothing whatever to do with their

removal . The Board gave much deliberation upon

this subject and concluded that it should be a

matter to be discussed and determined upon by

the Twentieth Convention of this Association ,

and enacted to defer further consideration of the

contention to the coming Convention , with instruc

tions that a letter be forwarded to President William

Green , of the A. F. of L. , embodying the decision

and sentiment of the Board , to the effect that further
consideration of the subject would await the action

of the Twentieth Convention , The matter is here

placed before this Convention . We recommend the

appointment of a special committee on this case.

There appeared before the Board , one C. D.

Gelnau , of Chicago , Ill . , who petitioned the Board

to form a finance corporation upon a plan which he

submitted , that would involve the creation of a
million -dollar finance corporation . The Board

garded it practically an impossible proposition and
enacted to so notify the petitioner.

Before the Board appeared Mr. W. E. Holloway ,

of the Peoples Legislative Service, petitioning for

continuance of membership of the Amalgamated
Association in that organization. The Board

acted to refer this subject to the Twentieth Con
vention .

Before the Board appeared Messrs . James Lynch

and Harry R. Calkins, of the Newspaper Publicity
Campaign instituted by them. Their purpose was

the solicitation of membership of this Association .
The Board enacted to authorize the International

President to subscribe to this Newspaper Publicity

Before the Board , as presented by the audit of

wa

ber , an

our

te

en

concern .,
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books of the Association , came the matter of de

linquency of certain Locals in payment of per capita
tax . Much discussion was had upon this subject,

with the conclusion that various Locals become

delinquent and thus place the membership in a

delicate situation through delays on the part of
the financial officers of the Locals . It was enacted

to instruct the International President to notify

Local Divisions one month in arrears that, in the

event payment of per capita tas is not forth with

made, thé Locals will be published in a delinquent
Divisions column of the Association publication,

and, when said Locals become two months in arrears ,

they were to be placed in the delinquent Divisions

column , that the entire membership of the Locals

may know that their Divisions are in arrears.

Before the Board was re - submitted for payment

the attorney's fee of $500.00 by Attorney Sol H.
Esarey , of Indianapolis, Ind ., for services rendered

in the case of Vice- Presidents Armstrong and

Parker , in the matter of the service of the old

Indianapolis injunction upon those two International

Oficers when they took up the work of assisting

the Indianapolis street railway men in an organiz
ing attempt . His explanation showed that he had

appeared in the Federal Court on this case on two

different occasions and spent some time in making

the investigation . The Board enacted authorizing

payment of the bill .

Before the Board was presented the New York

injunction procedure instituted on the part of the

New York street railway property, management to
prohibit the organizing of the New York street

railway men by this Association . Upon this subject

Board enacted instructing the International

President to engage attorney of New York

State to defend this situation in court in case of

appeal. It appeared to the Board , from the report,

that this injunction was illegal.
Before the Board was letter from President

William Green , of the A. F. of L . ,, urging contribu

tion to the Workers Educational League, an insti .

tution approved by the ſecent Convention of the

A. F. of L. The Board enacted instructing the

International President to investigate this Workers

Educational League and report thereon at the

General Executive Board meeting. held concurrent
with this Convention .

Discussion of arrangements for the coming Con

vention of this Association was entertained and

the Board appointed a Convention Arrangements

Committee to have charge of arrangements for

transportation, etc., pertaining to attendance at the

Twentieth Convention . The Committee appointed

comprised International President W. D.Mahon,

Secretary William Taber, of Division No. 241,

Chicago, Ill. First International Vice- President

William B. Fitzgerald and International Treasurer

L. D. Bland .

In discussing the probable work of the Twentieth

Convention, the subject of Safety in Operation of

Street and Electric Railway Cars and Tributary

Bus Operation received much discussion . It was

enacted directing the International President to

urge the setting aside of a day of this Twentieth

Convention as a Safety First session , and to invite

a limited number of railway managers to attend

said session , not to exceed a number to whom

time could be given to address the session .

The Board enacted to approve remittance of per

capita tax to assist Local Divisions Nos, 78, Gal
veston , Tex . , for the months of October and No.

vember, 1926 ; 98, Akron , Ohio , for the months of

April , 1926, to January 31, 1927; 620, Framing.
ham , Mass ., for the months of October and No.

vember, 1926 ; and 976, Indianapolis, Ind . , to and
including the time of this Board meeting.

Before the Board were petitions for excuse from
attending the Twentieth Convention of the Asso

ciation hy twelve Locals , to seven of which Locals

the petition for excuse was approved .
The Board directed the International President

to extend invitations to President William Green

and Secretary Frank Morrison , of the A , F. of L.,

to attend the Twentieth Vonvention of this Asso .

ciation ,

Fifth Meeting-September 1 , 1927

At this meeting there before the Board

the holding in trust of funds of disbanded Locals:

Divisions Nos. 560, Saratoga Springs, N. Y .; 564,

Trenton , NJ.; 603. Sheridan , Wyo.; 696 , Canton ,

Ohio; 742, Fort Dodge, Iowa; 774 , Atlantic City,

N. J .; and 927 , Gulfport, Miss ., which funds had
been held in trust for more than one year . The

aggregate was $ 288.77 . The Board enacted to

transfer this money to the Association Benefit fund.
The audit showed an accumulation fund relative

to the Motorman and Conductor publication for

the two years period of $3,133.18. The Board

enacted to transfer this money to the Association
Benefit Fund.

The Board enacted to approve remittance of per

capita tax as financial assistance to Locals as
follows ! To Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont . , for

the month of March , 1927, the Local being in need

of financial assistance, due to grievance and agree.
ment work in the affairs of the Locai; to Division

No. 838, New Albany, Ind., for the months of

June and July, 1927, the funds of which Local were

exhausted , requiring financial assistance; to Division

No. 976 , Indianapolis , Ind., this being a remission
of per capita tax until May, 1927, due to the

financial condition of that Local .

The Board enacted to approve donations as

follows : To Mrs. J. J. Thorpe, $ 900.00 ; Mrs.

Evelyn Orr, $ 200.00 ; Peoples Reconstruction League,

$50.00 ; National Women's Trade Union League,

$50.00 ; American Civil Liberties Union, $ 10.00 ;

American Red Cross to Mississippi Flood Sufferers

Relief Fund, $ 100.00; total , $ 1,310.00. The appro

priations to Mrs. Thorpe and Mrs. Orr were in

accord with an enactment of the preceding con

vention .
Upon the International Labor News Service,

upon which at the previous Board meeting instruc

tions were given to obtain some definite informa

tion relative to this service , the organization having

petitioned for membership of this Association in

the said Service at the preceding meeting. there
was an explanation submitted by Chester M.

Wright, that the International Labor News Service

issues weekly propaganda in the interest of or .

ganized labor at $ 3.50 per week with maps, and

$2.00 per week without maps. The design of it is

to promote the efficiency of the Labor Press in

general and , therefore, tends to strengthen the

labor movement . The president of this organiza :

tion is Matthew Woll, of the Photo Engravers, and
the Editor -in - Chief is Chester M. Wright. The

Board enacted to refer the question of affiliation

with this publicity work to the Twentieth Con

vention .

To the Board's attention was brought a report

upon the Workers Educational Bureau, which ques

tion had been before the preceding Board meeting,
at which the Board instructed that information

relative to the Workers Educational Bureau be

obtained in the interest of further deliberation upon

the same, as to whether the Amalgamated Associa

tion should become affiliated therewith . Upon this

subject were explanations of the work of the Bureau
by Chairman Matthew Woll , of the Executive

Committee of the Bureau, by President William

Green , of A F. L. , and by the Bureau,

itself, there being an instrument explanatory signed

by President James H. Maurer and others of the

Bureau . In this corresponden
ce

, it was explained

that the Detroit Convention of the A. F. of L. , in

the year 1926. unanimously recommended that all

labor unions take an active part in the promotion

of this movement and co-operate with the Work :
ers Educational Bureau of America . It explained

that the Bureau had developed certain well defined

services and prepared lists of publications for study

classes on labor problems and for the education
of individuals in the labor movement . Educational

service of this Bureauembraces general information,
educational advice, teachers registry , research de

partment, publications , co -operative book service,

corresponden
ce

department and library loan service,
Membership fee is $ 3.00 for Local Unions. The

Board enacted to defer action upon the question

of affiliation with this movement to the Twentieth

Convention .

SPECIAL MEETINGS

The first special meeting of the General Execu

tive Board was called to order at Association

Headquarters in Detroit , Mich ., June 16, 1926.

G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow was absent

from this meeting, due to work on the Pacific Coast

that required his immediate attention .
All other

Board Members were present, together with the

International President, International Treasurer and

First International Vice - President .

The necessity of this meetingwas conditions that

had arisen in Winnipeg, Man ., asaffecting Division

No. 99, and in Boston, Mass., as affecting Division
No. 589 .

Present at this meeting wese President Charles
Clark , Secretary

TimothyJ. Regan " and Board MembersPeter1.

M. J. Walsh , Business Agent

Murphy and TimothyMahoney, of Division No. 589;

Ata previous meeting the Board had enacted

directing Division No. 589 to comply with juris

dictional arrangementsas affecting the Team Drivers

came
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Union, and it had been expected that a tentative

agreement with the Hoisting Engineers wouid be

complied with . Serious complaints from these or

ganizations showed that Division No. 589 had not

given any immediate attention to the enactment

of the General Executive Board bearing upon this
subject . After receiving statements from the

officers of Division No. 589 upon this subject and

taking , under advisement correspondence, together

with the previous enactment of the Board relative

to the Team Drivers Union jurisdiction, the Board
enacted that its decision at the previous Board

meeting should stand and that the International

President be instructed to carry out the ruling of

the Board , as made in February, 1926 , to the effect
that the Team Drivers Union should have the con.

trol of the work coming under the jurisdiction of

that organization and that the transfer of this

work that was within the agreement relations be

tween Division No. 589 and the employing com

pany, should be made in the way to best protect

the interests of the workers.

Pertaining to Division No. 99, of Winnipeg,

Man.: The facts placed before the Board were,

that the International President, through G. E. B.

Member Hoover, was assisting Division No. 99 in

extension of organization and upon agreement work,
Prior to this he had associated with him Board

Member Edw . McMorrow , but at this particular

time , explicitly on May 8, Executive Board Member

Hoover notified the International Office that, just

when everything appeared to be going well for

the Winnipeg Local.they had received a blow

through action of a small groupof Division No. 101;
that on May 3 Division No. 101 had adopted a

resoiution, which had been published by the One

Big Union publication in Winnipeg and forwarded

to certain persons in Winnipeg, protesting the work

of International Officers in Winnipeg, and demanding

that International Officers desist from interfering

with the affairs of the Winnipeg street railway
men .

Some five years preceding this movement in

Winnipeg, Division No. 99 was existing in full and
effective operation as an element of the Amalga
mated Association . About that time there was an

effort being made in rivalry of the American labor

movement , to establish what is called the One Big
Union . The officers and a majority of the members

of Division No. 99 retired from membership in that

Local and instituted what is known as a unit of
the One Big Union . Some of the members refused

to abandon Division No. 99 , a right given to them

by the laws of the Amalgamated Association . There
were but a few of them and in the interim from

then on , there was much disintegration in organiza.

tionin Winnipeg. Later, upon petition of members

of the Winnipeg Local and by direction of the
General Executive Board , the International Presi.

dent took up the matter of extending the Local
and at this time had installed Board Member

Hoover in Winnipeg toconduct the work instructed

to be done by the General Executive Board --that

of extending the membership and renewing collective
agreement relations for the Local . Report showed
that Board Member Hoover and his associates,

who were members andofficers of Division No. 99,

were successfully progressing when this resolution
broadcasted among the street of

Winnipeg, and, as the evidence showed before the

Board, placed in the hands of the O. B. U. and

published in the 0. B. U. publication in Winnipeg.

No information of such a resolution had come to
the General Office. The first intimation of it was

through report of Board Member Hoover. Up to

this time the so -called 0. B.U. unit, as such " had

been unable to effect any agreement relations with

the employing property. When Board Member

Hoover started his movement to restore agreement
relations to Division No. 99, then the so- called

0. B. U. element attempted agreement work with
the management. The Board recognized that this

resolution was wholly illegal under the laws of the
Association and enacted a resolution tendering to

Division No. 101 the opportunity to rescind the
obstructive resolution .

Second Special Meeting

The second special meeting of the General Execu.
tive Board convened at Association Headquarters

in Detroit, May 10 , 1927 . All members of the

Board
present , the International

President, International Treasurer and First Inter
national Vice - President .

This meeting of the Board was due to juris

dictional questions involving Division No: 589,

Boston, Mass ., and a situation that had arisen in

New Orleans, La., affecting the membership and

agreement relations of Division No. 194, that re

quired immediate attention of the General Execu
tive Board .

Upon the Boston situation involving Division

No. 589, there was submitted to the Board reports of

International Officers in their endeavors to adjust

jurisdictional questionsinvolving the Hoisting Engi.

neers Union and the Team Drivers and Chauffeurs

Union. Investigations and endeavors of adjustment

had been made by First International Vice - President

William B. Fitzgerald and G. E. B. Member John
H. Reardon , as the reports showed. There

evidence , also , before the Board that in making a

new agreement the Local was yet maintaining pro
visions in the proposed new agreement covering the

employment that, by tentative arrangements, had

been designed tobe transferred to the jurisdiction

of the Hoisting Engineers and Team Drivers and
Chauffeurs organizations. The Local had taken

action that these provisions should be maintained

subject to approval by this Convention , upon an

appeal of the Local to be brought into this con
vention, appealing from action of the General

Executive Board upon these tentative agreements,

The evidence before the Board was conclusive of

this situation . The Local Executive Board had

instructed the Recording Secretary draw

appeal from the decision of the General Executive

Board on these jurisdictional matters to the Con

vention , with a request to the International Presi .
dent that there be an understanding that this work

be covered by agreement until the appeal was

finally acted upon by the Convention .

Upon this situation the Board enacted instructing
Division No. 589 to carry out the instructions of

the International President , to drop from the agree

ment, beginning with July 1, 1927 , the industrial

work designated as work under the jurisdiction of
the Team Drivers and Hoisting Engineers .

A letter was compiled, embodying this instruction,
and forwarded to the Secretary of Division No. 589.

The situation affecting Division No. 194 , New

Orleans, La . , as reported to the General Executive
Board, was one in which a dual organization had
been established for the purpose of dualizing with

Division No. 194 in organization work , the nature

of the activities of which was in line with interfer

ing and rendering inactive the provisions of the
existing agreement .

By direction of the International President a

thorough investigation was made of this situation
by First International Vice -President William B.

Fitzgerald and G. E. B. Member J. B. Lawson .

The report of these two officials was placed before
the Board . Further evidence of a nature

verbal presented by officers of the Local who were
present, comprising President Ed . Veillon and

Secretary Gus J. Bienvenu.
The evidence before the Board in this case ,

briefly, was that a three- year agreement with the

employing property consummated August 12,
1926, after a long period of negotiations. The

ultimate consummation of the agreement

brought about through assistance of First Inter

national Vice -President William B. Fitzgerald and

G. E. B. Member J. B. Lawson.

In May , 1926 , Division No. 194 started to nego

tiate this new agreement. In the course of this

work, it developed that antagonism of the Local's

work was being conducted by a committee of

employes , later identified. At a certain meeting of

this committee, held June 22 , 1926 , the committee
comprising members of Division No. 194, from

each barn , was assured that they would be paid
$6.00 a day by the company. June 24 this com
mittee met in the superintendent's office. The

committee was advised that the company had

Attorney St. Clair Adams employed to defend the

committee in court cases . Petition for injunction

was discussed and later prepared . At a later meet

ing of this committee, the committee was advised

that, in the event of a strike , it would be up to
the committee to the men who would be

allowed to return to work with the company after

the strike would be over . However, the evidence

before the Board was that this matter was all

dropped on the signing of the agreement, and that

all members who had anything to do with the

injunction proceedings against Division No. 194

should be excused and regarded in the same atti

tude as though this opposition work had not been

done , and Division No. 194 was to proceed under

the agreement made with the employing propertys

protecting all members, regardless of the previous
friction . Later, it developed that this Progress

Benevolent Social Club was organized by some of

this committee , and in this Social Club there were

speeches made that the Club would be the protector

was

was

was

was car men

name
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were as were
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structive lines as applying to Division No. 194 and

the existing agreement with the employing property.

In accordance with the evidence before the Board,

as reasoned upon by the Board, the present and

future of Division No. 194 exacted immediate action.

Thiswas taken as explained above.
This situation

is now placed before this Convention by the General
Executive Board . Your General Executive Board

here recommends that a special committee of seven

delegates be appointed by this Convention ,, to

thoroughly investigate this case and bring before

this Convention , at its most early convenience, a

report resulting from their investigation. In mak

ing this recommendation, your General Executive

Board states that it is prepared to place in the

hands of such a committee of this Convention the

entire evidence, together with the record of pro

ceedings of the General Executive Board bearing

upon the case.

DEATH OF INTERNATIONAL VICE

PRESIDENT CHARLES U. TAYLOR

of the members of the Club and advisory of the

members of the Club , who were not to go to Divi

sion No. 194 with their grievances; that if they

first came to the said Club , it would care for them

and protect them. The evidence showed to the

Board that the institution of this Club was for

the purpose of building up competition to Division

No. "194 and lessening the efforts of Division No.

194 in caring for the members of the Local in all

matters of grievances, and thus destroy the agree

ment relations existing between Division No. 194

and the employing property.

The leaders of the Club , shown by evidence to
be a dual organization , were identified and the

Board recognized that, for the agreement to be

maintained and Division No. 194 preserved as an
active organization , functioning to protect the

agreement relations existing, immediate action must

be taken to at least temporarily stay the disinte
grating course . It was clear that certain members

had flagrantly and avowedly violated their obliga

tion to the Association and pitted themselves against

the functioning of the existing agreement between

Division No. 194 and the employing property .

The Board enacted that , as the evidence shows

that Members Ben Commons, Louis Maureau, L.

Carriere, Roy L. Crawford, Sam Davey and Charles
Braun , members of the said Club and members

of Division No. 194 , were functioning in a process

in direct violation of the agreement and in viola

tion of their obligation as members of Division

No. 194 of the Amalga mated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America, the

Board denounce and condemn the Progress Benevo

lent Social Club , as organized by these men named ,

as a dual organization, created for the purpose of

undermining and destroying Division No. 194 and

the agreement existing with the employing com

pany , and that the General Executive Board suspend

from membership within the Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street and Electric Railway Employes of
America tha said named members, and notify the

officers and members of Division No. 194 of said

suspension , and instruct said Division No. 194 to

so notify said suspended members, and that Divi

sion No. 194 give to the company a notification

of the suspension of these members on the ground

that theyhave violated their profound obligation

members within the Amalgamated Association

and used their endeavors to interfere with the pro

cesses and orders of the employing company and

processes and conditions of the existing agreement

between said Division No. 194 , of this Association,

and the employing company; Further, that copies

of this action be by the said Division presented to
the said suspended men and the Division instructed

to comply with its contract and insist upon the
company complying with the same , in that these

suspended members are found by this Board to

have violated the Company's rules and created a

breach of discipiine by violating said existing agree
ment in connection with which and to promote the

violation of the agreement the said Progress Benevo

lent Social Clubwas and is being promoted by said
herein before suspended members. Further , that this
resolution shall take effect and be in full force

as on and after the 11th day of May , 1927 .
The General Executive Board in this case took

into consideration the requirements of the Associa
tion , relative to the duties of the General Executive

Board, as contained in Section 32 , of the Constitu

tion and General Laws, wherein is the provision
that : “ The G. E. B. shall have authority to deal
with officers and individual members of a Local

Division that refuse to carry out the laws and

policies of the Association and attempt to thwart or
interfere with the policies of the Association , ΟΣ
who slander and abuse officers of the L. D.

International Officers who may be assisting upon
directing the affairs of the L. D. The G. E. B.'s

act in suspending a Local Division , officer, member
or members of a Local Division for violation of

laws and policies of the Association , shall be fully
reported by the G. E. B. to the Convention im
mediately succeeding such action . The Local

Division or Local officer or member thus suspended ,

shall have the right to appeal to the following
Convention and have the case fully considered and
acted upon by the Convention , the action of the

Convention to be final in the disposition of such
cases . " Here was a case where , in accordance with
the evidence before the General Exec ve Board , a
Local Division of this Association and its loyal

membership were imperiled in way requiring

immediate consideration and action by the Board.

According to the evidence, rivalry existed to such
an extent that a dual organization was instituted ,

trending in leadership and functioning along de:

From the staff of International Officers

within this two years period, has passed

from our ranks , Brother Charles U. Taylor.

Brother Taylor was first elected to the

International staff of officers at the Seven

teenth Convention of this Association , held

in Atlanta , Ga. , September 12-20, 1921 .

His death occurred July 13, 1926, when

he was serving his third term as an Inter

national Vice - President. He was Tenth

International Vice-President at the time of

his death .

Brother Taylor had become a very im

portant factor in the American Labor Move

ment , being Executive Secretary of the

Oregon State Federation of Labor at the

time he passed from this life . He had also

been an active official of Division No.

757, of this Association , Portland, Oregon ,

and his passing has caused this Associa

tion to lose a most profound adherent to

and devoted worker for the principes of

the American Labor Movement.

as

CONCLUSION

or

This printed report submits to this

Convention the acts and rulings of the
General Executive Board for the two

years term ending with the close of this

Convention, except such features as may

be reported to this Convention that may

become features of the printed minutes

of the Convention , as this Board was in

session at the time it was required to

place this report upon the press for publi

cation, and may hold sessions concurrent

with the period of this Convention.

In closing the report, we are pleased to

call to the attention of this convention

that the two years period, which closed

July 31 of this year , has been a remarkable

period, in that there have been less strikes

and lockouts resultant from contentions

with our employing properties than during

any preceding term. Practically all of

the disputes arising with the managements

of the properties upon which our

bers are employed that were notadjusted

in conference, were submitted for arbitra

tion, in accordance with theprovisions of

the Constitution of this Association, and

thus adjusted in a way not involving in

convenience to the public.This has stimu

lated a spirit of co -operation in the opera

mem

a
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tion of properties that has led to the there instances wherein within this

advantage of both the members of this term divisional units of this Association

Association and the employing properties. have increased the opportunity for employ

Of the very few disturbances resulting ment by reductions in the service day week

in suspension of work, perhaps that of and service day hours. Also , the American

most intense concern at the present time Labor Movement , including our own Asso

was the case involving Division No. 976, ciation , has been watchful in maintaining

Indianapolis, Indiana, record of which is regulations for the restriction of immigra

found within this report, and with the tion into the United States and Canada.

result that today two of our International These two years have been a period that

Officers, Vice -Presidents John M. Parker has vividly demonstrated the importance of

and Robert B. Armstrong, are in the status organization to wage workers.

of having over their heads penalties im In our work we profoundly wish to

posed upon them of ninety days imprison- acknowledge the grand support that this

ment, which cases at present upon General Executive Board, generally, have

appeal, and upon which the General
received from the officers of Local Divi

Board enacted, concurring with the Inter sions and the membership, generally. It is

national President, to go to the extreme the endeavor that has caused this Associa

in the defence of these two International tion to keep pace in its purpose in advance.
Officers. The case has also interested the ment.

American Federation of Labor , it being a In concluding this report , we wish to call

case involving a provision of the Federal to the attention of the delegates the fact

Clayton Act, which prohibits the granting that the Chief Executive of this organiza

of an injunction of the type under which tion stands today, in_years of service , to
the sentences upon Brothers Parker and be the oldest Chief Executive existing to

Armstrong were invoked before a Federal the advantage of National and Inter

Judge . Practically a like injunction was national Unions in the American Labor

petitioned for and obtained at the hands
Movement. At this date he has been more

of a court by the Interborough Rapid than thirty -four years the active, leading

Transit Company of New York, appeal spirit of our organization. Not only that,

upon which is pending and upon which but he has been strongly instrumental in

the International President is sustained by the advancement of the American Labor

act of this General Executive Board.
Movement, giving the general movement

However, the Amalgamated Association was
the fullest possible consideration that his

involved in no suspension of work in the duties as Chief Executive of this Association

New York case. We believe it important has at any time permitted. It is not only

that these injunctions should be contested a tribute to himself but a tribute to this

to the limit by this Association.
We are

grand Association . It has contributed to

pleased , however, that, through the inter the dignity and integrity of this Associa

cession of Mayor James Walker of New
tion and in the establishing of its general

York , organization is proceeding at this reputation as one of the leading and por

time in New York.
gressive units in the upbuilding of man

We are pleased to report to this Con kind . His work has been unmistakable in

vention that the Amalgamated Association the interest of our membership , in the

of Street and Electric Railway Employes interest of the American Labor Movement

of America, though embarrassed to an ex and in the interest of the social order.

tent by various proceeding changes in In making this allusion to our International

transportation service and by the industrial President we feel that we are only in con

conditions, stands today upon solid cert in the expression of this sentiment with

foundation . This is due to the intensity the general membership of our Association .

of the membership in general, which has Most fraternally submitted ,

been an important and all - way support of
GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD,

your International Officers in carrying out

the laws and policies of this Association
Edw. McMorrow ,

throughout the course of their work, Magnus Sinclair,

generally. These two years have not been P. J. Shea,

of wonderful industrial prosperity . In the
John H. Reardon ,

course of the entire period work has not

been plentiful for those depending upon Allen H. Burt ,

wage possibilities. However, the great
Wm. F. Welch ,

American Labor Movement, in its policy
J. B. Lawson ,

to defend its principles , has been the im
F. A. Hoover,

portant factor in maintaining industries

and markets to the advantage of wagę
R. L. Reeves.

workers and , naturally to the advantage of At the close of the reading of the report

employing industrial concerns . The Labor of the G. E. B. , printed copies of it were

Movement has opposed wage reductions ; distributed to the Delegates and the report

it has opposed increased hours of service was referred to the Committee on Executive

to constitute the service day. Its opposi Board's Report , except such features as

tion has been material and it has been were recommended to be referred to special

effective in the interest to American wage committees, which features were so referred .

workers. This Association has gone along The Chair announced additional com

strongly in support of those principles, and mittee appointments as follows :

1
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upon all

COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER AND REPORT

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONVEN

TION ON “ SAFETY FIRST"

P. J. McGrath , Division No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa . ,
Chairman .

John B. Wiley . Division No. 441. Des Moines,
Iowa .

Matthew J. McLaughlin, Division No. 589 , Boston ,
Mass.

E. P. Dodd , Division No. 732 , Atlanta , Ga .

W. E. Carpenter, Division No. 587. Seattle, Wash.

John Hasner, Division No. 737 , Syracuse, N. Y.
Alphonse Gerard , Division No. 790, Montreal,

Quebec.

Bernard Davis , Division No. 819, Newark , N. J.

Peter H. Arthur, Division No. 282, Rochester,
N. Y.

Will Walker, Division No. 821 , Jersey City, N. J.

J. F. Leedy , Division No. 839, Newark , Ohio.

COMMITTEE ON MACHINISTS' CONTENTION

AND JURISDICTION DISPUTE

John J. Bruce, Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill. ,
Chairman .

Gust Anderson , Division No. 757, Portland , Ore.

William Wepner , Division No. 819 , Newark, N. J.

Robert Brynn , Division No. 900 , Highwood , Ill .

Edward Brophy, Division No. 627, Cincinnati ,
Ohio.

John A. McConnell, Division No. 618, Providence,
R. I.

H. Lee Camp. Division No. 697, Toledo, Ohio .

A. D. Brown, Division No. 713. Memphis, Tenn.

John B. Wiley, Division No. 441 , Des Moines,
Iowa .

Fred Schultz, Division No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio.

Joseph Tomkins, Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont.

Neil McLellan , Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .

Angus MacInnis , Division No. 101 , Vancouver,
B. C.

Lawrence F. Hart, Division No. 168, Scranton , Pa.

Harry McClure, Division No. 587 , Seattle , Wash.

COMMITTEE TO HEAR AND PASS UPON THE

SUSPENSION OF THE NEW ORLEANS
MEMBERS BY THE GENERAL

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Abe Spradling , Division No. 627 , Cincinnati , Ohio ,

Chairman .

George E. Adams, Division No. 215, Wheaton , Ill .

Edward A. Raleigh , Division No. 448, Springfield ,
Mass.

John H. Cookman, Division No. 689, Washington,
D. C.

Arthur Appleton, Division No. 820, Union City,

N. J.

Henri Champagne, Division No. 790 , Montreal,

Quebec .

Wm . H. Doyle , Division No. 757 , Portland , Ore.

COMMITTEE ON RITUAL

Michael C. O'Brien, Division No. 241 , Chicago ,

Ill . , Chairman .

H. E. Wendell, Division No. 313, Rock Island , Ill.

William McConnell, Division No. 362, Albion,

Mich .

Frank O'Meara , Division No. 425, Hartford , Conn .

Frank W. Lovejoy, Division No. 452, Thompson
ville , Conn .

John F. Webh, Division No. 540, Trenton, N. J.

Peter J. Murphy, Division No. 589, Boston , Mass.

D. C. Davies, Division No. 674, Fort Smith , Ark.

Edw . J. Leahy, Division No. 726, Staten Island ,
N. Y.

Thomas Moore, Division No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.
G. F. McCray, Division No. 813 , Fairmont,

W. Va .

Added Members to Committee to Receive

Street Railway Executives

Wm . White, Division No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .

L. A. Graesar. Division No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.

President Mahon stated that in some

instances certain delegates had been named

to serve on more than one committee, as in

the case of the Machinists' question he was

desirous of getting men on the committee

who were familiar with the Machinists'

claims in the various localities . He stated

that as nearly as it could be ascertained ,

some 20,000 members of the organization

are affected by the request of the Machin

ists ' Union .

Report of Committee on Rules and Order

Delegate John T. Burns, chairman of the

committee , presented the following report :

September 12 , 1927 .

To the Officers and Delegates of the Twentieth

Convention of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of America :

We, your Committee on Rules and Order , submit

the following rules to govern the course of the
Convention .

RULE 1 . The Convention will be called at 9

a. m . until 12 noon to re-assemble at 2 o'clock and

remain in session until 5 o'clock ,

RULE 2 . When any member is about to engage

in debate or present a motion or resolution , such

delegate shall arise from his seat and respectfully

address the Chair , giving his name and number of

his Division , and confine himself to the subject

introduced or under debate , and avoid personalities.

Any member seconding a motion shall arise from his

seat, giving his name and number of his Division

which he represents before offering the second to the

motion .

RULE 3 . Any delegate to this Convention shall

be entitled to the privilege of speaking upon all

questions, speeches limited to five minutes and each

delegate to speak but twice upon a subject without
unanimous consent .

RULE 4. No resolution shall be received after

Thursday noon.

RULE 5 . Every delegate shall vote

questions, unless excused by the Chair.
RULE 6. When the Convention is about to

adjourn , the members shall keep their seats until

the Chair announces the adjournment,

RULE 7 . When the Chair is putting a question,

or when a vote is being taken, no delegate shall
leave the hall .

RULE 8. When a delegate has the floor, no other

delegate shall leave his seat or engage in conversa
tion .

RULE 9. Any member of the A. A. of S. and

E. R. E. of A. other than accredited delegates to

the Convention, desiring to enter the hall , shall

present a paid -up working card , and shall be recog.

nized and vouched for by the delegate from the

Division to which such member shall belong.

RULE 10. All delegates will answer roll call by

depositing register card , upon which shall be written
his name, with the Sergeant-at-Arms. No card shall

be given in proxy. All cards received by Sergeant.

at-Arms shall be given to the Secretary of the

Convention at 9:30 and 2:30.

RULE 11 . When the Constitution or Rules of

the Convention do not govern , Roberts' Rures of

Order shall determine any point in question.
Fraternally submitted ,

JOHN T. BURNS, Chairman,

Division No. 618, Providence , R. I.

M. L. GILBERT,

Division No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa

A. C. ARNETT,

Division No. 794 , Wichita , Kansas

ROY SHAFFER ,

Division No. 847, St. Joseph, Mo.

GEORGE CARNAHAN ,

Division No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa .

A. H. CRUMLEY,

Division No. 103, Wheeling. W. Va.

ARTHUR E. BLACKWELL,

Division No. 107, Hamilton , Ont.

JAMES RODGERS,

Division No. 194, New Orleans, La.

CHARLES R. KEPLINGER ,

Division No. 497, Pittsburg. Kansas

W. H. HOWARD,

Division No. 704 , Little Rock , Ark.

C. 0. MAYFIELD , Secretary,

Division No. 892 , Sapulpa , Okla .

Upon motion of Chairman Burns of the

Committee, and carried, the report of the

Committee was adopted .

President Mahon stated that one of the

delegates of Division 587, Seattle, Washing;

ton , had approached him in the matter of

the convention's action in refusing to seat

Walter White as a delegate representing

that Local Division , and had asked that an

opportunity be given Brother White to ad

dress the convention briefly , because of the

fact that there was considerable feeling in

this matter. President Mahon said that he

was not recalling the question for there

newal of the discussion, because he felt that

the convention had disposed of it properly
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:

in the first instance, but that he had no

desire to prevent Brother White from being

heard if the convention so decided .

Delegate Wiley, Division 441 , moved that

Brother White be allowed fifteen minutes

to state his case. The motion was seconded

by Delegate Smith , Division 589.

Delegate McClure, Division 587 , stated

that he had received a petition from the

Local Division in Seattle bearing the signa

tures of some one hundred members of that

organization and asking that Brother White

be allowed to present his case.

It developed that Brother White was not

present , and Delegate Bates , Division 587,

moved that he be given fifteen minutes at

the opening of the afternoon session. (Mo

tion seconded . )

Delegate Bienvenu , Division 194 , opposed

the motion. Delegates Scully, Division 570,

and McConnell , Division 618, spoke in favor

of the motion .

The Wiley motion was adopted.

President Mahon stated that he had re

ceived a petition from the Seattle Division

bearing on Brother White's case, but that

inasmuch as the matter had been disposed

of by the convention on the previous day

the petition would be placed on file.

Delegate McClenathan, Division 308.

moved that a congratulatory telegram be

sent to the Illinois State Federation of

Labor , now in session at East St. Louis,
Illinois. The motion was seconded and

carried, and the secretary instructed to send

a suitable message.

Delegate Wepner, Division 819 , offered a

similar motion in behalf of the New Jersey

State Federation of Labor, now in session

at Camden, N. J., and the motion

seconded and carried unanimously .

Delegate Mayfield , Division No. 892,

stated that the Oklahoma State Federation

of Labor was in session, and moved that a

telegram of congratulation be forwarded to

the convention . The motion was seconded

by Delegate Elliott , Division 558, and

unanimously adopted.

Delegate Murphy, Division 589, moved

that two articles recently published in ' The

Union Leader ”-one dealing with the un

just attack of the membership on officers

at contract time, and the other with the

report of the International President on the

six -day work week - be published in “ The

Motorman and Conductor" for the informa

tion of the membership at large. , The mo

tion was seconded and adopted by unani

mous vote .

President Mahon stated that invitations

had been extended, by direction of the Ex

ecutive Board , to President Green and Sec

retary Morrison of the American Federation

of Labor to address the convention, but,

due to the fact that the Executive Council

of the Federation was in session in prepara

tion for the coming convention at Los

Angeles in October, neither of them could

be present, and that William Collins, an

organizer for the American Federation of

Labor and a member of the Amalgamated

Association, would convey the greetings of

that body .

Address of A. F. of L. Organizer William Collins

Mr. Chairman and Delegates to the Convention,
visitors and friends : It is very hard for me to

divest myself from the position of delegate to this
convention as a street railway worker. I believe it

was about twenty years ago this month, or after

their New Orleans convention , that Brother Mahon
came to our city , and at that time he looked a little

different than he does now. He used to have a

black mustache and he was the real type of the

kind of leadership that we needed , particularly in

our industry, at that time.

“ I am indebted to this organization more than I
can ever repay. I have learned my lesson of the

trade union movement from the President and the

First Vice - President of this organization , with whom
I have had the opportunity of spending my early

years in the movement. I have had a lot of oppor

tunity given to me by the kindness of many officers

that I have met , and I am very frank to say that I

haven't always done justice to the opportunity that

they have given me.

" I have had the opportunity of associating very

closely with the former President of the American

Federation of Labor, the late revered Samuel

Gompers , and under the present leadership of Ms.

William Green , whom I have the privilege to repre

sent this morning. I have always received the

kindest of co-operation and assistance from him .

“ In the beginning I want to carry to all the dele

gates and visitors who are here this morning, the

kindest fraternal greetings and good wishes of the

President of the American Federation of Labor and

of its affiliated organizations, trusting that in this

convention you will add more to the great prestige

that our organization enjoys within the ranks of

the American Federation of Labor, and particularly
to bear the banner of the trade union movement

that I feel is better represented in the Amalga

mated Association than in any other branch of the

American Federation of Labor.

" I think we have been blessed with leadership,

and when we get the opportunity of looking at

life from our experience, we must realize that no

matter how great the mass movement may be in

any country, in the final analysis it is individual

leadership that practically carries out whatever con

crete improvement comes to the masses because of

that leadership .

“ In my work with the American Federation of

Labor, I may say that the present condition of

apathy that exists in many communities where we

have our organized labor movement is largely re

sponsible for the lack of understanding that comes
from the general public . We have reason to say

these things, because we know that since the end
of the war it seems that the entire industrial world
as represented by the different countries has been

passing through a period of reaction. We fought

the great war on the basis of saving the world for
democracy, and yet, this morning, if we read the

Poving" country of Great Britain , a Tory govern

we can find that even in that great liberty

ment has jammed through a trade union bill taking

away the right of the workers to properly associate

themselves for their own protection .

“ We have in Russia a dictatorship of the pro

letariat . We have in France and Spain a direct

dictatorship , and we have in Poland , Roumania and

Czecho -Slovakia a practical dictatorship. In our

own country of the United States , where the consti

tutional form of our government is imbedded in the

hearts of our people , we have found that there is

a different method applied on the basis of this re

action that we are passing through . The

industrial leaders of our large corporations have

instituted methods which we are familiar with for

the purpose of depriving the working man of the

right of expression in the industry that he follows .

They have substituted the company union and the

" yellow dog ' contract for the trade union , and on

that basis we are passing through , in our country .

the same kind of dictatorship that will take away

from the American working man, if he is not awake

to the present conditions, and that will reduce him

to the subjected conditions that prevail where

political autonomy exists to take away the rights
of these workers.

" I want to say just a word upon the trade union .

We find today, in the present processes of produc

tion-we have felt it somewhat in our own industry

in the one- man car and the other operations -- that

the present processes of mass production are based

entirely upon the fact that the individual worker

cannot have any voice in the matter of this in

creased production . It seems to me that some of

our people might at this moment get a little under

standing of what I mean by mass production .

was

1

now
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" I could take the most recent immigrant from

Bulgaria in front of an automobile factory , with

no knowledge of our language,no understanding of
our industrial iife, and they will bring him into the

automobile factory , test him out on a machine and

see what his productive basis will be .

“ Now, when I bring that comparison , I have

this in mind, that there is no necessity even for a
man to spell his name when he goes on to a job

in an industry that is controlled by machine mass
production . When they place two meni on the

machine to test them , here you are with the immi

grant , with his desire to establish himself in the

new world, willing to do most anything to get a
footing . On the other hand, you have a boy or

working man who has been educated under our

constitutional form of government and our public

school system , yet when he goes over there and

tries to compete he finds the foreman standing there

for the purpose of only one thing - to get as much

production as possible. So , when the immigrant

takes his test , we will say he gets 70. The Ameri

can workman might get 70 also , and he thinks he

did pretty well . On the other hand the immigrant

is told that, unless he gets 80 per cent, there is

no chance for him to get the job. He goes to the

machine again and gets 80 , and he gets the job .

“ Now , in what they call the personal manage

ment plan of these industrial corporations, they

don't use the old methods for getting production

out . The superintendent of the department calls

all of the men employed in that department to

gether and he uses what they call the personal

diplomacy plan, so that he can get all of the people
who are working, in that department to see the

industrial point of view from his vision .

*Boys, we are all here together, working in this in

dustry , and you are a part of it . We want you to

give us everything you have got , because the more

you produce the more money you are going to get.'

If that was the end of it , it would be fine , but

you haven't lost sight of the fact that in that

production plan , that is possibly the only time the

workers will see the superintendent. The foremen

are known as king men , and I want to assure you ,

my friends , that these foremen are not always

blessed with the so -called diplomatic tact that the

superintendent utilizes in getting production out.

“ To give you a simple illustration of what they

do in the automobile factories --you know what the

self-starter on the Ford car is . Last August when

they were trying to put in the six - day production

on the five -day work week , two men were hanging

the self- starter on the automobile as it passed along

on the conveyor. They had to hang ninety self

starters an hour before the increased production basis

went into effect. That means that a man puts on

one self -starter in less than forty seconds. In that

production process the rules of the factory are that

the worker is not allowed to speak .

" The two factors that keep production high are

what they call the stock runner, who keeps your

bolts piled up . or whatever nuts are necessary

the particular part of the machine you are working
Sometimes the worker forgets the rules, and

that is where the foreman in . The fore

man doesn't walk over to him and tell him gently

that he has violated the rules , but he goes over to
him the same as the manager does in a pugilistic

show and tells him if he doesn't conform to the

rules he will get more than he is looking for, and

we have real evidence that within the operation of

that work there is many a fist fight between the

foreman and the worker for violation of the rules.

" Then the organizer , or the man at work on that

particular industry, has to meet this problem when
he tries to find out the labor turnover in that

industry .
" I want to touch on another subject , which I

think it is most important to the membership of

our Union to understand . They talk about

junctions . We have had some experience with

injunctions in the city of New York.

President Mahon, through President Green , assigned

me to assist in that situation . We went before

Central Labor Unions, and I found at these meet.

ings that there was very little understanding of what

the injunction meant, excepting that there had been

some order issued by some judge for the purpose of

restraining the worker.

" I am not a lawyer, but I made a talk last

March at a dinner in my city of the Westchester

Building Trades Council, where we had two candi

dates for office to the Supreme Court . I took the

opportunity at that time to try to explain the posi
tion of the American Federation of Labor and its

affiliated international unions on abuse of injunc

tions. It is my understanding of this injunction

law that it originated in Great Britain, where we

got our court of chancery. That particular court

was created in the old days for the purpose of pro

tecting the lone serf or the citizen from whatever

irresponsible acts the barons or the kings might do.

“ We find , in reading our own history, particu

largely through the interpretation of one of the great

students of this labor movement , John P. Frey ,

that when our fathers of this country had their
convention they did not meet for two weeks or

three weeks. The Continental Congress was in ses

sion for seven years before they agreed to the form

of constitution this country should be governed
by, and in the second, third , fourth , fifth and

seventh articles of that Constitution you will find

that the forefathers placed within it mandatory laws

established to protect the individual citizen , particu.

larly the right to trial by jury , and the reason

they took that position was that when they broke
off ' relations with the King of England , in the

statement that they made of their purposes they

said that citizens of our country had been taken
ruthlessly , given no trial , and were deported to
foreign ports without any opportunity of this

country exercising the law . So, when they made

the Constitution they made it to give the fullest
protection to every individual citizenin our country,

“ We found , also , that while they took the com

mon law of Great Britain for the law of this country ,

there has never been a judge in this country who

can justify, based upon precedent, the right to issue
an injunction in an industrial dispute. The first

injunction issued in this country was for the Ann

Arbor Railroad in Michigan, and the present Chief

Justice of the United States, the Hon. Mr. Taft ,

at that time was sitting as a federal judge in that
district , and in the injunction to restrain these

Ann Arbor railroad men , the judge said : ' I am

issuing this injunction based upon my conscience ,
and not upon the law or precedent. '

“ We have read in many books that usually the
conscience of any with power, largely tends

to be tyrannistic , and depends many times upon

his digestion or other physical make -up .

That was the beginning of injunctions in

country, with the exception of the one issued in

the textile industry in Massachusetts about the

same time, and have found in following up

that work that every injunction that is being

utilized today is in absolute violation of the right

of the individual as guaranteed under the Constitu

tion of the United States.

“ They have taken the position of a law that is

utilized only in property, and by the issuing of an

injunction they place the worker in the position of

being so much property belonging to the particular
business that works for I remember Mr.

Gompers saying , years ago. that we shall

agree that the individual woman shall be classified

the same as a bar of pig iron or a barrel of oil .

" That is the reason , my friends , that we are

here in this convention, not for the purpose of

attempting to tear down the constitutional authori

ties of thiscountry ,but we are determined , in the
words of President Green , that we are going to

Congress to limit these judges to a proper function

of the law as passed by Congress. Injunctions are

issued daily in practically allparts ofour industrial
country . We have had a little touch of it , and

hardly think it proper for me to inject it at this

time, but I ought to at least say that when organ .
izers are sent from the Amalgamated Association,

asked to come to a city by a petition of nearly

eight hundred men whoare working for less than

a subsistence wage, that when these two organizers

were sent in , provided with money to stop at 3
decent hotel, and came out of that hotel in the
morning the local police were waiting to arrest

them as vagrants. That was repeated,as I under

stand it . They were taken to the court.

magistrate was not sitting at the time and it was

necessary to provide two bonds of $2,500 each.

They came before the magistrate , who dismissed

the case. They went back to their hotel, they came

out the next morning and they were re-arrested , and

I understand that same procedure was gone through
with nearly forty times. It has cost this organiza .

tion $ 100,000, and whenthat didn't stop thespiritual
sentiment that was created within those workers,

it wasthennecessary totake the case into a federal

court , and the federal judge, sitting as the arbiter

of the destiny andlaw that should be interpreted

to protect the individual citizenship, resurrected an

injunction that had been issued against this organia

zation more than twelve years previous, and upon

his interpretation these men

junction ,
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" They went to the meeting as law-abiding citizens

and told those men who had sent for them , that ,

because of the injunction, it was impossible for them

to participate in any action that the men might

take. The men in the meeting, said : ' It may be

true that the judge has issued an injunction re

straining you officers, but there isn't a law in this

country that says a is compelled to work ,

except for some criminal offense, ' and they voted

to go on strike , with the result that both these

organizers were taken before the court , were put in

jail for ninety days, and through the activities of

our International Union and the great friendship

that they created in the labor movement, we were
successful in getting these two men out on bonds

while their case is being appealed to the United

States Supreme Court.

" Those are
the things that are pressing down

upon our people . We are in a period of reaction.

" If it were not for that great leader who died ,

Robert M , La Follette , we would have never known
a thing about the oil scandal in the western part

of our country,

"You have people going through this country

today, decrying the primary election for public

officials. Yes, there is something to be discussed

by men who interested in the progress and

welfare of our people when they can spend miilions

of dollars contributed by interests in the State of

Pennsylvania to corrupt the electorate , and they

wish to utilize that as a basis of trying to destroy

the right of the direct primary . These processes

are all at work, and it behooves our meetings, it

behooves the officers and the men in charge of the

local work to keep themselves instructed , so that

they can meet whatever situation arises, the same

as this organization has taught them .

“ Thanks to these officers , I have had the oppor

tunity of seeing many of the units of the American
Federation of Labor in operation , and the more I
see of it the more I am entrenched in the firm

belief that we have the finest leadership and the best

organization in the American Federation of Labor,
barring none.

" I want to say a few words to you in the matter

of the new wage policy of the American Federation
of Labor. In my opinion it is a resurrection of

our old position , but it has been stated in new

terms and dressed up in modern way for the

purpose of people understanding it . The

American Federation of Labor, because of the

present industrial processes where we find that the

individual worker has developed in efficiency and

in output during the last twenty -five years , in some

cases as much as two hundred per cent , has found

that with this increased production it is absolutely

essential that when unions or working people are

demanding wages, they do not ask for the higher

wage that used to be eaten up as soon as the prices

advanced, or the higher real money wage that

ask for as a protection for our old age, but for a
higher social wage that shall participate in the

great productive methods that are being developed

in our American industrial life . To bring it to you

a little more simply , you , take a man who works

in the boot and shoe industry . In the old days

possibly he made fifty pairs of shoes in year.

Now , with the machine processes, the individual

output for the worker in the shoe industry is 1,800
pairs of shoes a year . By the statistics of the

United States Departmentof Labor we have read

that there are more than 1,700 factories producing

the shoes in this country , and ten per cent of them

manufacture practically the whole output .

" There is lot of waste in industry, and it

doesn't apply to the worker, it is largely a matter
of mismanagement. And so the American Federa

tion of Labor, in its declaration for a new social

wage-I suppose in its final analysis it is something
similar to statement that Mr. Gompers made.

writing in an article for ' The Forum ' in the year

1897 , after the disastrous panic of 1893 , when he
said that the citizenship of the United States should
pass a vote of thanks to the unions or to organized

labor for the splendid lesson they had taught the

country, that the working man was producing more
than he had the opportunity to enjoy.

" And so we find the present Secretary of Labor,

Mr. Davis, in his Labor Day speech resurrecting
that old statement of Mr. Gompers and saying

that the problem today of American industry is not

over-production, but it is under-consumption.

" In closing, I want to say that I have just had

the opportunity of visiting the miners in Western
Pennsylvania , where they are meeting with the

united opposition of the greatest banking and in
dustrial interests in this country .

a

“ Notwithstanding the fact that have had

200,000 miners on strike since the first of April ,

we have yet to get any news in the newspapers on

the reason for this strike .

" The present coal situation industrially in the

United States is exactly the same as it is in Great

Britain ---there are too many, miners, and there are
too many people working in the industry. Now

we could possibly regulate that. The Jacksonville

agreement provides the union miner with at least

a living wage. That covers what they call the

Central Competitive Field, consisting of the States
of Ohio, Illinois , Indiana and Western Pennsyl

vania . Here is what I want to impress upon you .

Mining corporations that have an agreement with
the mine workers' organization for twenty -five years

have repudiated that agreement, they have said

they can't meet the competition from Kentucky

and West Virginia , where the miners are non-union.

" Now let us say we are a part of the public

and say that John L. Lewis and these other officers
have no right to keep these men on strike but

should sit at the conference table and agree to a

reduction of wages and eliminate the unfair non
union competition. Say that our leaders were

swayed by the great and powerful public opinion

on that misinformation --what would be the situa

tion ? Why , the non - union fields in West Virginia

and Kentucky would immediately slash the wages

of the non-union workers and they would again

maintain a competition in the coal industry that is

bringing the miner rapidly back to his old state of

degradation.

“ Great Britain went through that strike last

year , licked the miners, made them go back to

work with broken ranks, at eight hours where they

formerly worked seven , and then they began to

dump the coal from Great Britain into France as

the great market place for it . Did that help the

situation ? No, my friends. Immediately the French

government put a tariff on coal that stopped the

coal from being shipped , and today the miner in

Great Britain , after being broken, is back to the

degradation where the Union found him , and the

industry has not been helped at all .

“ So when you hear about the miners, it is im

portant that you understand that they are a part
of the American Federation of Labor. It

voluntary association , built upon voluntary princi

ples , and our organization is a part of it , and so

far as I am concerned , I consider it one of the

greatest opportunities of my life to have had the
chance to work and serve with the men who now

make the functioning and working power of that

movement possible , bringing this great constructive

force , keeping it alive within the spirit of reaction

that is trying to destroy the rights of the working

people toexpress themselves, in industry :
" I want to thank you delegates for the courtesy

you have given me , and I want to again convey to

you, to the President , your officers , and you dele

gates, visitors and friends, all of the good wishes in

the world from the American Federation of Labor."

President Mahon introduced United States

Senator Black for an address.

Address of V. S. Senator Hugo L. Black
" Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen : I want

to take advantage of the opportunity to say just a

few words with reference to pending public senti

ment in America . I don't know whether you have

been reading some of the magazines that appear

on the numerous book stands, but if you have, you

will find that there is a decided objection on the

part of a number of people in America to a democ

racy, and most of us just go along and accept a

democracy as a settled fact. We never stop to

think that there is any one who would have any

objection to a democracy , but there is a well estab

lished school of political thought in America that

would be pleased with any kind of a government

if it simply gave security and order to property for
a time. You hear a great deal of sentiment of that

kind .

** Somebody says , 'Why, Mussolini is one of the

greatest men the world has ever produced. Look

what he has done , he has taken a country which

was in a state of anarchy and has established order

and peace and security, and business is growing as

it has never grown before in the history of Italy . '

In fact, they say he has established what Italy

has needed - a strong master head to take control

of the old ship of state and see that it does not go

around in the waters of anarchy and the storms of

agitation and discontent .

" In the greatest magazines of America there

isn't a single month passes in which there isn't
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one or more well written articles on the failure of

democracy in America, and the belief expressed that

the great mass of American citizenship is entirely

incapable of choosing their officers and enacting

their own laws , and what America needs and must

have is an aristocracy of the wisest minds. Some

of those behind it believe that the wisest minds

are the minds that have demonstrated the most

capacity by making the most money.
* That is a situation which is not peculiar to

America , but which has swept all over the world

a rising tide of criticism of a democracy, with the

idea that the only thing worth while in govern.
ment is peace and security and order , and that it
makes no difference whether the men who labor

have the right of selecting their officials who make
and execute their laws .

“ That is not a new sentiment . It was in existence

yesterday , it is here today, and it will be here

tomorrow and centuries hence . If the old world is

still plodding along its way the world will be divided

into two distinct schools , one believing in the right
of the masses of the people to elect their own

officials, and the other believing in the right of the

privileged few , whether they receive their right by

birth or by wealth , to rule and to govern the

world . That is not strange, because it is in line

with natural principles of human selfishness, and

unfortunately, selfishness is not an attribute which

can be laid to any one particular man to the ex

clusion of all other individuals . Eternal vigilance

is today , as it was a century ago, the price of

human liberty . Those men who forget that fact

are basking in the sunlight of peace today and

slavery and serfdom tomorrow .

“ There is no question in the minds of the great

masses of the people of the world that govern

ment , if it is the best for all the people , should be

a government of all the people, and there is like

wise no question among certain highly privileged

classes that the government that is the best for

the people of the world should be absolutely in the

hands of these certain privileged classes, with the

idea that they are just and that they will deal out

the crumbs that fall from the table , and that the

crumbs that falı from the table of power are suffi .

cient . The great mass , as they call them, are

uneducated, an illiterate people who make up ,

according to their conception, the greatest part of

the people of the world .

“ These two conflicting principles were in existence

when the Revolutionary War was fought to a suc

cessful conclusion . There were many who believed

that what America needed was a monarchy. They

wanted a king to bask in all the panoply and

pomp and power, with a purple robe and a crown

on his head , with the idea that it took that in

order for the people to have something to worship.

There were others who believed in a higher central.

ized form of government, and there others

then who believed, as they believe today, that ,

while a democracy may have some defects, a democ

racy of the people, plain , average , ordinary men

who work on the farm or in the steel plants or

shops, or on the street cars , in the counting houses ,

when banded together , express the public sentiment

of the nation , the fundamental principles of com
mon honesty, of common decency , of a desire to

perpetuate the good, fundamental things of life.

" And so , today , my friends , I welcome here this

band of men who represent a class of people who ,

as much as any class of people in the world, ought

to be willing to shed the last drop of their blood

in order that a democracy, a government of , for

and by the people should not perish from the face

of the earth . I believe implicitly in the rule of

the common man . I am not believer in the

doctrine so frequently expressed that you can trust

a government to the hands of the few , with the

idea that those few will distribute the good things

that the government has with equal favor to all

classes . I don't believe they can ; I know it is

contrary to human experience, and that selfishness

which prompts many hearts to beat in unison with

certain cords of human sympathy, that same selfish

ness will prompt that few to want more for their

class and less for the other class than their just

descrts entitle them to receive .

" I believe implicitly in the right of the people

of Alabama and of America to rule themselves .

If they want bad government and get a bad

government, that is their business. I believe more

in the government where the people rule , even

though we might not have everything to perfection ,

I believe in that more than I do in placing the

rcins of power in the hands of a single despot.

“ I am looking forward to the time expected by

all men who have studied government . when the

great mass of America's common people will rise

higher and higher in the scale of human intelligence,

and when the time will come that really and truly

the careers in America are open to every son and

every daughter born under the Stars and Stripes,

without regard to the position which their father
or their ancestors occupied . We want the time to

come in America when every man will have instinct

and the opportunity to earn enough to send his

children to as good a school and dress those children

as well as the other children who attend the public

school . We want them to go further. We want

them to have the opportunity to earn enough to

buy them a home, where the pleasures of domestic

happiness may be, where the children who are
given to them by the great God of the Universe

can live in peace and comfort, and that can only

come when the highly industrialized civilization of

today gives to the men who work and labor their

Proportionate share of the profits that are produced

from the business--because, my friends, a govern
ment that does not have a contented and happy

citizenship, a prosperous citizenship, is an unhappy
government and is destined to be wrecked upon

shoals of domestic discontent and domestic

unhappiness.
are striving for that time , and that man

is blind who does not know that organization of

the people who work is absolutely essential if they

would obtain for themselves theis just and fair and

equitable distribution of the industrial wealth of

America .

" I frequently hear people say , 'Well, I would

be for an organization or for a union , but I know

where they did such and such a thing.'

know that there has never been an organization in

the world made up of imperfect human beings

which was perfect. If it were perfect it would not

be made up of human beings .

" That man who lived twenty years ago in an
industrial district, who saw the little hovels in

which the men who worked in the plants and the

shops lived , who saw the tagged clothes their

childrenhad to wear, who knew that frequently a
man with five, six or seven children , doing the best

he could for his country, would have to live on

$60 , $ 70 or $80 a month , and those who have
watched where the men who work and toil and have

seen the gradual rise of the scale of labor have seen

the time come when many of these people moved
from their ramshackle houses which they occupied

into a little homeoftheirown , where,under God's
clear sunshine, they could rear their children as
God-fearing parents wish to do. They have seen

those children come out with bright and cheery

faces on their way to school and Sunday school or

church, they have seen the difference in them today

and twenty years ago , and how can a man who has

a hea within his bosom which beats in sympathy

with the great , pulsating mass of humanity, say

that he believes an organization that has brought

about that result -- even though mistakes have been

made - how can he say it would be better if that

organization had never been ?
" He might as well say that a nation of paupers

is better than a nation of prosperous men and

women, He might as well tell you that it is better

for the great onward movement of government for

and women to dress their children in rags

than to give them decent clothes to wear.

might as well say that it is better for the govern

ment to keep its ten , eleven , twelve, thirteen, four

teen and fifteen-year -old children working in the

cotton mills , down in the coal mines, and in all

the dangerous places of industrial employment than

it isto send these children out with a song on their

lips to enter thatgreatAmerican institution, the

free American public school.

" Your children of the America of today have
better opportunities than the children of the America

of yesterday . I long , with all my heart, to see

the time come when public sentiment, the great

universal rule of America , will tell the people of

America that America wants none of your theories

about the failure of democracy , because America

has proven to the world that ademocracy can live,

does live, and thank God , it will live .

“ I am glad that the people of America band

themseives together in organizations.

not do that if you lived in Italy , and do you

know why ? It is because organization creates senti
ment , and sentiment rules the world . If any

government under the hand ofa despot can stifle

organization and organization meetings, the despot

can keep on ruling . It was unlawful to have an

organization in the time of Julius Caesar. It is

unlawful in Italy to have an organization in the

time of Mussolini , but, my friends, public senti
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ment rues your government. It is bigger than the

legis.ature , it is bigger than Congress, it is bigger

than the Senate , it is bigger than the President,
because if the President does not respond to it ,

when the next roll call is made in America, when

the next ballots are heard from , the President will

lose his job . Public sentiment rules America, and

you create public sentiment - a good, clean,

wholesome, honorable public sentiment .

" I have been very much interested in reading
recently a book by a man who studied American

government, and he takes the point that the safety

of America and its future depends upon the same

kind of sentiment that has brought it up to the

present day-- the sentiment of wholesome, clean

virtue that' has prompted the hearts of men and
women on the work days to attend to the job ,

and on the Sabbath day to repair somewhere to a

church and listen to the sweet tones of Him, raising

themselves toward the God of America .

" I am glad to have this opportunity of speaking

to you men , because I believe it is the common ,

average , every- day , ordinary men of whom you are
one, of whom I am one , is these men that will

keep America safe for the Americans who are here.

It is that people, it is their sentiments , it is their

ideals , born in homes nourished by contact with

individuals , flowing on to fruition and hope in the

churches and in the schools and in the organizations

of America, that will give to your children a cleaner

bill of health and a wider door into the fields of

hope than you or your fathers had .

"In conclusion , may I say just this: I am glad

to be here in an organization and I am glad that

there are organizations all over America today where
the man from California touch hands with

the man from Alabama, where the man from New

York can sit next to the man from Florida . There

is no longer, and there should be , no feeling of

sectional hatred in America . That day , thank

God , is gone , but today the man whose father

marched under the stars and bars at Gettysburg

takes off his hat whenhe looks up at the Stars and

Stripes, the symbol of the common country, of the

reunited sons and daughters of America .
“ There is a sympathy, however, which should

exist between the men who live in Alabama and

the men who live in New York, between the men

who live in South Carolina and the men who live

in far -off Oregon . That sentiment is this : That

those who believe in progressive ideals , those who
believe in the rule of the common man, those who

want to open wider the doors of hope, those who

believe it does not make any difference where the

man toils , that the laborer is today worthy of his

hire, whether he toils on the farm or in the plan ,

there should be a unanimity of public sentiment, a

card of human sympathy binding together all over

this glorious land of ours the men who believe, in the
words of that immortal American , that America

is today, and it must by the grace of God con
tinue to be , a government of its people, for its

people, and, most important, by its people .
" I thank you .

President Mahon briefly acknowledged

the addresses of Brother Collins and Senator

Black , stating that he would reserve more

extended remarks until the afternoon ses

sion .

Brother Hurst, of the local committee,

made an announcement relative to the

theater party for the delegates and visitors

on Tuesday evening.

At 12:30 p . m . the convention adjourned
to 2 o'clock p . m.

A letter from the mayor of Seattle and

an additional letter from the Seattle Cham

ber of Commerce, both asking that the 1929

convention be held in Seattle, were received

and referred to the Committee on Com

munications.

Response of President Mahon to Addresses of Or

ganizer William Collins and U. S. Senator

Hugo L. Black

President Mahon : Before taking up the special

order of business that is to come before this con

vention , I desire to say just a few words in response

to the remarks of Brother Collins, representing the

American Federation of Labor, and of United States

Senator Black. The delegates who heard Brother

Collins must appreciate his remarks and appreciate

what the Amalgamated Association is doing in the

way of training younger men to the work of pro

moting and advancing the trade unions. It was

surely a splendid talkand one that I know you all

appreciate ,

" However, in the course of his remarks, there
were a few things brought to my mind. He called

our attention to the injunction. Possibly no organi.

zation in the American labor movement has had

to contend more with injunctions than has the

Amalgamated Association . He spoke of the first

American injunction granted against labor in the
Ann Arbor Railroad case . That injunction was

granted in 1892 or 1893 against E. M. Arthur, at

that time the Grand Master of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers, and against his committee.

In the following spring , or winter an injunction in

Toledo , where the Ann Arbor injunction had applied.
was granted against me and the members of the
Amalgamated who worked on the Robinson lines

and were a part of old Division No. 49. That

was the second injunction .

“ From that day down to the present time I have

continually been under injunctions. I do not

attempt to enumerate them . I have had injunc

tions almost from coast to coast and from north

to south , In Kansas City, in St. Louis during our

strike there , in New York, and in a great number

of other places, wherever we have had our diffi

culties , in the great miners' strike of 1897 , upon

almost every tree and post along the railroads and
tracks through West Virginia federal in

junction issued by the notorious Jackson which

read , ' Michael J. Ratchford , Eugene V. Debs, and

W. D. Mahon , and all others are hereby forbidden

to trespass upon the properties of the coal com

pany . '

" So, I say it is not a new thing to me and it

has never been an alarming thing, for amidst all
of these injunctions I have gone ahead. I have

never gone to prison , I never had any desire to

be a martyr or to shine in the martyr's light , but

I have gone ahead with my work in this Associa

tion , just the same, and under the injunctions of

thirty-four years we have built the Amalgamated

Association , because of our determination and the

determination of the men who made up the rank

and file of this organization to build an organization

despite the injunction.

American citizen . I believe in the

principles of America . I had two great grand

fathers in the Revolutionary . War, fighting to put

that flag before the world . I had a grandfather in

the War of 1812, fighting to maintain and uphold

that flag, and down through life I have always

been an American citizen . But I was not inspired

by the Constitution, I was inspired in my American

principles by the same inspiration that inspired

my great grandfathers to take their guns and go

for seven !ong years amidst poverty to fight to

establish that flag . I got my inspiration, as they

got theirs, from the Declaration of Independence,

which says that there is created a country in which

men shall have the right to life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness. That was the inspiring word

that electrified the patriots of America to fight for
their country, and I take that position today, that

that is rur struggle for the right to life , liberty

and the pursuit of happiness. You can't have a

correct life unless you have liberty, and you

not have happiness unless you have liberty, and the

man or woman who has nothing to sell in the market

of the world but his or her labor cannot have life ,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness unless they

have the proper economic conditions that give them
the opportunity to secure it .

" I have found in my forty years of work for the

trade union movement of America that it is the

only institution in America that stands truly upon

the American principle for the rights of life, liberty

was a
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SECOND DAY

Afternoon Session of Tuesday,

September 13 , 1927

The convention was called to order at

2 o'clock p . m . by President Mahon .

The following telegram was read and

made part of the record :

" St. Louis , Mo., Sept. 13 , 1927.
" W. D. Mahon, Tutwiler Hotel.

**Please accept and extend to the officers and
delegates now in session the fraternal greetings of

the officers and members of Local Seven Eighty

eight , St. Louis , Missouri, and our sincere wishes

for a harmonious convention .

" M. J. DOUGLAS, President."
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conception of it , it means the destruction of our

America, I repeat, and the degradation of the child .
hood that is yet to come in this country,

" It is alarming when we stop to think of it. !
sometimes feel that I have got to an age where I

ought to give up the battle and settle down and

get away from it , but then again , when I look at
the conditions that threaten us and that threaten

the men and women of America, that threaten the

men and women of labor , that threaten our institu

tions, I again gird up my loins and go forward for

the battle, and I appeal to the men of this con.

vention , don't let us be foolish, don't let us divide

our unions over political issues that we cannot settie
and be led away by the various 'isms, ' I care

not of what kind-don't let us be led away from
the principles that are struggling for . The

trade union is struggling for American manhood ,
for American womanhood, it is struggling for

American childhood , as the Senator said , to take

them out of the sweatshop, the mine and the

factory and put them in the school , where they can

continue on the roads that our forefathers outlined
for us to travel , on and toward the higher

civilization that forefathers inspired us with

when they went into the battle to establish this
nation .

" I felt , after hearing those remarks, that I should
say a word to you upon that subject , and I beg

of you , as men interested in your own welfare , in

your homes, in your families, and in your country,

don't be deceived , but stand truly for the principles

that organized labor stands for, and if we

do that and fight for it and unite the men and
women of toil , have no fear of the other factions."
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and the pursuit of happiness. It behooves us, as

the Senator said today, to be on the lookout. We

see over the world the steady efforts to destroy

democracy and take from us those things that our

forefathers foughtfor and which we appreciate so

highly . We see that, as he said , in the spirit of

Mussolini,

" It was my pleasure, with Brother Bland, to

visit Italy in 1914 , at the outbreak of the war.
We met with the street car in the city of

Rome, where they had two splendid organizations.

We met with their National President . We spent

several days among them and they were a splendid

type of men and women who made up that great

organization. They gave us a wonderful reception.

First , in the hall the men met us at the banquet

table, and then we marched to the forum , They

have their meetings in the open forum , following
the old Roman style. Then we came back to the

halı again and there were the wives and children of
these men . We found them with their low wage

of 90 cents a day-of course its purchasing power
was a great deal more than ours, but there we

were in the midst of them . They had twelve

buildings there with twelve hundred apartments

owned by the street railway men of Rome, that

they had built for themselves on their small wages,

owned on the co -operative basis .

" Then we met these women , and if the Italians
are anything, they are orators , and one woman ,

with her three little babies, stood upon the chair

and delivered to us the good wishes of the Italian
women to carry back to the wives and daughters of

the American street railway men.

" Now , what has happened to these splendid or
ganizations ? They have been wrecked by the

Mussolini regime and practically destroyed . At the

last conference in which the International transporta

tion workers met, Guisseppe Sardelli, the President

of the street car men's organization , had to repre
sent the steam road organizations at that conference

because he was the only delegate able to get away

from Italy to represent them .

" And then the magazines tell of the wonderful

things they are doing in Italy . Yes , they are doing

wonderful things in Italy ! They have destroyed the

trade unions, their halls and their property ; they

have practically wiped out their unions and enslaved

them . And I repeat, as I said this morning, that

eternal vigilance is the price of liberty ; that we

should take to ourselves the words of wisdom spoken

by these men in pointing out the conditions and

in pointing out, as Brother Collins did , where we

are drifting rapidly toward that condition.

" Injunctions in America today have grown worse,
despite all of our protests and all the beautiful

talks that have been made. We will sepnd this

year $ 100,000, I suppose, fighting the injunctions in

New York and in Indianapolis, to keep our men out
of prison . But , as I said a moment ago , we have

never laid down . Our New York movement is going

on. Brother Coleman , who was elected a delegate
to this convention , could not leave New York be .

cause the members are steadily coming into our

organization in face of the injunction.
" In Indianapolis , through the work of the local

men , after we were forced by the courts to with

draw our International, we have gone ahead and

they are doing splendid work , but , my friends,

these conditions call upon us to gird our loins and

be prepared to fight for the principles of American
ism if we are going to continue them in America .

We can't afford to be misled , we can't afford to be

carried off in these political waves following im

aginary things or raising differences and disputes
between one another. We must look at the things

before us and look at the things we are struggling

for, and these side issues that are doing so much
to harm and disrupt labor, and not only to harm

and disrupt labor, but to destroy the true princis

ples of Americanism , must be sidetracked and the

working men , the thinking, men of America must
get together and stand shoulder to shoulder to

preserve true Americanism .

" Had we continued our immigration at the rate

it was coming, with a couple of million men from

southern Europe, from the lowest standards of the

old world, pouring in upon us for another three ,

four or five years , it would have meant the de

struction of our dear America . But we stopped

immigration and trying to educate

these people to understand the principles that that

Aag stands for, to understand our American institu

tions . Now there is an attempt to open the doors

again . You open the doors and flood America with

the millions that are now clamoring to come

from southern Europe, men who know nothing of

America American institutions , who have no
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Addition to Printed Report of

International President

President Mahon submitted the following

addition to his printed report:

In addition to the two cases that I have

already referred as being appealed to this

Convention, I am hereby submitting an

appeal from Division 589, Boston, Mass. ,

in the case of Daniel J. Sullivan . This was

case of disability which has been dis

allowed and the case is now submitted to

this Convention.

I am also submitting an appeal of Divi

sion 589, Boston, Mass., who are appealing

to this Convention against the rulings of

the General Executive Board in their de

cision the Teamsters and Engineers

question .

I am also submitting an appeal to this

Convention concerning the case of Henry

Klein , of New Orleans, La. This claim is

one for benefits which has been disallowed,

first, by me as International President and

then by the General Executive Board . This

case is in the hands of a lawyer by the

name of William V. Seeber and , in order to

satisfy the lawyer's request, 'I am sub

mitting same to this Convention .

be referred to the Committee on Appeals to

this Convention . All evidence and informa

tion will be submitted when they meet for

the determining of these cases .

President Mahon stated that some criti

cism had been offered in connection with

his appointment of the special committee to

consider the Machinists'question. The dele

gate who made the criticism felt that those

who were directly affected should have been

represented on the committee , and the presi

dentstated thatit was his purpose to refer

the subject to an unbiased committee who

fully understood the facts, but who were

not directly affected by the controversy, and

forthat reason he had purposely omitted

naming any delegate who might have been

directly concerned .

This will

we are now

in

or
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Resolution No. 4

Submitted by Joseph Tomkins, Division 113 ,

Toronto, Ontario .

That any officer of the Organization, short in

his accounts, or who, in the judgment of the mem

bers , is guilty of misconduct, shall be debarred

from offering himself as a candidate for any execu

tive position, or as a Delegate to any convention,
until such time as he has redeemed himself to the

satisfaction of the members of the Local.

:

1

car men

:

men are

men a

According to the action ofthe Conven

tion atthe morning session , Walter White,

of Division 587, Seattle, was given the

opportunity to make a statement in con

nection with his being debarred from a seat

in the Convention. He reviewed his work

in the Local Division and stated that he

had always had the interests of the organi

zation at heart.

International Treasurer's Report

Treasurer L. D. Bland submitted a de

tailed report, containing a financial state

ment covering the two-year period from

August 1 , 1925, to July 31 , 1927.

The report was referred to the Committee

on Audit and Inspection of Books,

Resolutions were introduced as follows :

Resolution No. 1

Submitted by Walter Burke, of Division 26,
Detroit , Michigan .

Whereas : The wives of the working men play

an important role in the lives of their men , and

particularly in times of industrial unrest , strikes,
lockouts , etc.; and ,
Whereas : The women of the street

have nomeansof getting together to discuss their

work, etc. , by not having the means of getting, to

gether and learning of the conditions under which
their men work , they , at many times, unjustly

criticise their men , and fail to give them the proper

moral support , and sympathy, when the
working under conditions that are almost unbear

able ; and,

Whereas: If the women were organized into a

Women's Auxiliary , they would have the means of

learning of the conditions under which their

work , they would learn about trade unionism , and

thereby , influence their men to the extent of mak

ing better union men of them . They would also

help out the men in case of strikes, lockouts, and
other labor troubles; and ,

Whereas : The Constitution of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployes of America, has no provisions in it for the
organizing of Women's Auxiliaries ; be it therefore,
Resolved : At this regular meeting of Division

26 of the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America , on July

23, 1927 , that approve of the organizing of

Women's Auxiliaries; and be it further,
Resolved : That this resolution be forwarded to

the General Executive Board of our International

Union with the purpose of having this resolution

introduced at the coming Convention of the Inter

national Union, to be added to the Constitution.

Resolution No. 2

Submitted by Division 101 , Vancouver, British
Columbia.

Resolved : That Local Divisions of this Associa.

tion be allowed to make agreements with other Local
Unions in their respective districts to accept applica
tions for membership without payment of the

stipulated initiation fee, from candidates presenting

withdrawal cards, showing that they are in good
standing in their Local Union . Such concession to

be granted oniy to the members of Local Unions

granting like concession to members of Locals of

the, Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric
Railway Employees of America.

Resolution No. 3

Submitted by W. D. Robbins, Joseph Tomkins,

L: Spencer and w . Derry, Delegates of Division 113 ,
Toronto, Ontario .

That Section 79 of the Constitution and General

Laws be amended as follows : By changing the word

" three" to " six" in the eighth line, which will make
the clause read as follows :

Section 79 . " Each member will be entitled to

all benefits, rights and privileges of this Association

by strictly adhering to his obligation and by him
and his L. D., obeying the Constitution and General
Laws,

He must have been obligated into member.

ship, properly enrolled in the General Office and

be in possession of a Certificate of Membership .
Members

admitted after January 1 , 1924, and

permanently leaving the service within six (6) years ,

80 discontinue their membership ."

Resolution No. 5

Submitted by W. B. Plemmons, Division 128,
Asheville, North Carolina.

Whereas : Sections 114 and 115 of the Constitu

tion and General Laws of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway Employees of

America , read as follows:

Section 114 . " The old age benefits established

are for persons who have continued to follow the

occupation of a street and electric railway employeo

until they shall have reached the age of sixty - five
(65) years and shall have had twenty (20) years

continuous membership in this Association . Persons

who leave the street railway service before having

reached twenty ( 20) years of continuous member
ship in this Association are not entitled to and

cannot make claim for old age benefits, these bene

fits being established expressly for those who reach

old age in street railway service , and not in any

other line of employment. Persons leaving the street

railway service before reaching twenty ( 20 ) years

of continuous membership in this Association are

not entitled to old age benefits under the provisions

of these laws . If they continue their membership

after leaving, street railway service, they areonly
entitled to death benefits, as these laws provide."

Section 115 . " A member of this Association

who has been in continuous membership for twenty

( 20 ) years and over and has complied with the

Constitution and General Laws of this Association,

and has reached the age of sixty - five (65) years ,

and because of his age is totally disabled from

following the occupation of street and electric

railway employee, shall be entitled to the old age
benefit of Eight Hundred Dollars ( $ 800.00 ) , as

prescribed by the Constitution ;" and,
Whereas : It is desired that the old age benefit

referred to in said Sections be changed from sixty .

five (65) to sixty (60) years, and that the con

tinuous membership referred to be changed from

twenty ( 20) years to twenty - five (25) years ; now,
therefore, be it

Resolved : That said Sections 114 and 115 be

amended, as follows :

Section 114 . “ The old age benefits established

are for persons who have continued to follow the

occupation of a street and electric railway employee

until they shall have reached the age of sixty (60)

years , and shall have had twenty- five (25) years'

continuous membership in this Association. Persons

who leave the street railway service before having

reached twenty -five (25) years of continuous mem

bership in this Association are not entitled to, and

cannot make claim for old age benefits, these bene.

fits being established expressly for those who reach
old age in street railway service , and not in any

other line of employment. Persons leaving the street

railway service before reaching, twenty- five (25)

years of continuous membership in this Association,
are not entitled to old age benefits under the pro
visions of these laws . If they continue their mem.

bership after leaving street railway service, they are

only entitled to death benefits as these laws pro
vide."

Section 115. " A member of this Association who

has been in continuous membership for twenty-five

(25) years and over and has complied with the

Constitution and Laws of this Association , and has

reached the age of sixty (60) years , and because of

his age is totally disabled from following the occu

pation of a street and electric railway employee,

shall be entitled to the old age benefit of Eight

Hundred Dollars ($800.00) , as prescribed by the

Constitution. '

we

Resolution No. 6

Submitted by William J. Sutter, Delegate of

Division 568 , Erie, Pa .

Resolved : That Section 10, page 64, of the

Constitution and General Laws be changed to read :

Commencing on the fourth line with the words,

" No Officer, Dues Collector, or Executive Board

Member of this Association shall act as Dues

Collector Financial Collector for any other
Organization OT Society or Insurance Company,

while acting as a Board Member or Dues Collector

of this Association ," to add at this point, " Officers ,

a
or
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Board Members Os Dues Collectors can assist in

solicitation or collections for the Union Labor Life

Insurance Company."

See

proper and respectable burial, such as all members

ought to be assured of ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That the last paragraph of Section

108 be changed to read " In case a member who,

at the date of admittance to membership, is sixty

(60 ) years or more of age , in the event of death

during the second year of continuous membership,

Fifty Dollars ($ 50.00) ; third year , One Hundred

Dollars ( $ 100.00 ); fourth year, One Hundred and
Twenty - five Dollars ( $ 125.00 ) ; fifth year, One

Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($ 150.00 ) ; sixth year ,
One Hundred and Seventy -five Dollars ( $ 175.00);

seventh year, Two Hundred Dollars ( $ 200.00 );

eighth year , Two Hundred and Twenty - five Dollars

( $ 225.00 ); and thereafter , Two Hundred and Fifty

Dollars ($ 250.00 ) ; and , be it further

Resolved : That the last paragraph of Section

109 be changed to read , “ In case of total disability

sustained by a member, who at date of admittance

to membership within the Association , is Sixty (60)

years of age or more, the said disability occurring

during the second year of continuous membership,

Fifty Dollars ($ 50.00); third year, One Hundred

Dollars ( $ 100.00) ; fourth year, One Hundred and

Twenty- five Dollars ( $ 125.00); fifth year , One Hun

dred and Fifty Dollars ($ 150.00) ; sixth year, One

Hundred and Seventy -five Dollars ($ 175.00 ); seventh
year, Two Hundred Dollars ( $ 200.00 ); eighth year,

Two Hundred and Twenty - five Dollars ( $ 225,00 ) ;

and thereafter, Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars

($250.00) . "

Resolution No. 13

Submitted by R. E. Gilmore, Division 380,

Elyria , Ohio.

Resolved : That Section 115 of the Constitution

and General Laws be changed to read as follows:

“ A member who has been continuously in the

Association for twenty ( 20 ) years and has reached

the age of sixty (60 years , shall receive Two

Thousand Dollars ( $ 2,000.00 ) .'

Resolution No. 7

Submitted by. Delegate William J. Sutter , of

Division 568, Erie, Pa .
Resolved : That Section 10 , page 64 , of the

General Constitution and General Laws, be changed ,

commencing on the thirteenth (13th ) line with the

words , " Where agreements with the employing

company provide for arbitration , they shall
that the arbitrators are appointed, " that the Inter

national President recommend to the Committee on
Laws a Section to provide for a specified time to

agree on the third arbitrator, and where agreements

read, " the two thus selected shall , within five ( 5 )

days from the date of their appointment , select

the third arbitrator, " provision shall be made in
the General Constitution and Laws, that where

this procedure, if followed out and a halt from

thirty (30) to ninety ( 90 ) days elapse , through no
fault of the Local Division, Local Divisions shall be

allowed to suspend work , when these laws are car
ried out and the third man has not been decided

on within a specified time .

Resolution No. 8

Submitted by Delegate James F. Smith, of

Division 589, Boston, Mass.
Resolved : That Section 114. of the Constitution

and General Laws, governing old age benefits, be

amended so that members shall be entitled to old

age benefits after twenty (20) years of continuous

membership, and have reached the age of sixty- two

(62) instead of sixty - five ( 65) , as at present .

Resolution No. 9

Submitted by Delegate Eugene Maroney, of Divi

sion 589, Boston , Mass.

Resolved : That all Spanish and World War

Veterans who have been fifteen ( 15 ) years or more
a member of Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employees of America , shal!
be entitled to all disability benefits date of

total disability,

Resolution No. 10

Submitted by H. T. Woodward and A. T. Day,

of Division 779, Sioux City , Iowa.

Whereas, our International Conventions are held

in different cities of the United States and Canada ,

and the expense of sending a delegate to these

Conventions is a big financial burden on the small

Locals ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That the last word in the fifth line

and the first word in the sixth line of Section 15 ,

on page 5 , of our General Constitution be changed

to read "two hundred (200 ) " instead of " one hun

dred (100). "

Resolution No. 11

Submitted by the membership of Division 956 ,

Allentown , Pa .

Section 93 . “ Members retiring from street and

electric railway service and desiring to retain their

membership in the Association, shall have the right

to do so , only their right to attend meetings and
hold office in their Local Division shall cease at

once, but shall be entitled to the following benefits,

providing they do not enter employment that is
detrimental to the Association's interests . Upon

benefits , they will be entitled to death benefits

where death occurs from natural causes, but will

not be entitled to death benefits if death occurs

from accidents in other lines of employment or from
discases caused by other occupations, or employ

ment , except that of street and electric railway work ;

neither will they be entitled to disability or ord

age benefits, not being employed at the occupation.
As to Local sick and death benefits, their rights in

connection with these will be subject to the by- laws
of the Local Division. "

on

Resolution No. 14

Submitted by R. E. Gilmore, Division 380, Elyria,
Ohio.

Resolved : That Section 109 of the Constitution

andGeneral Laws be changed to read as follows:
" That in case of total disability , whether the

defectiveness comes gradually or not, the incapaci

tated member shall receive the sum of Two Thoa

sand Dollars ($ 2,000.00 ) ."

Resolution No. 15

Submitted by R. E. Gilmore , Division 380, Elyria ,
Ohio .

Resolved : That Section 57 of the Constitution

and General Laws shall read as follows :

* Each Local Division shall pay through its

financial secretary , monthly , the sumof Two Dollars
( $ 2.00 ) and it shall be divided as follows: One

Dollar and Seventy -five Cents ($ 1.75) to be paid

into the old age, disability and death benefit and

the remaining Twenty-five Cents (250) to be divided

according to the present laws."

a

an

Resolution No. 16

Submitted by Wm . Quinlan , Jos. J. Kehoe and
Wm. Taber, Division 241, Chicago, Ill .

Whereas: Section 18 of the Constitution and

General Laws requires the Internationai President,

not later than one week prior to the opening of a
Convention , to appoint Credentials Committee,

and requires further that the Credentials Committee

shall meet in the Convention city on the Saturday

immediately prior to the opening of the Convention,
This causes unnecessary expense and waste of

time on the part of the Officers, making it nec s

sary for them to be in a Convention city two days

prior to the opening of a Convention ; therefore ,
be it

Resolved : That Section 18 of the present Con;

stitution and General Laws be stricken out and
that the old

section covering this proceding be
substituted therefor , which reads:

" Immediately after the opening of the Convention
the I. P. shall appoint a Committee on Credentials.
This Committee shall examine and pass upon the

credentials of the delegates . They shall report as

as possible all credentials upon which there
is no contest , As soon as the delegates have been

passed upon and seated, the Convention shall be

declared opened for the transaction of its regular
business . The I. P. shall then appoint a Com

mittee on Rules and Order and such other Com

mittees the business of the Convention may

require .

Soon

Resolution No. 12

Submitted by delegates from Division 788 , of
St. Louis, Missouri .
Whereas: The funeral benefit is created for the

express purpose of giving to members a proper and
respectful burial; and

Whereas: Members entering at the age of sixty

(60) yi ars or over after three ( 3 ) years continuous
membership , receive only One Hundred Dollars

( $ 100.00 ), and

Whereas: Cne Hundred Dollars ( $ 100,00 ) is the

highest lenefit members of this particular class can
ever receive , and that being inadequate to insure a

as
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man

tend to maintain a more harmonious relation be

tween our members, the employees, and the street

railway companies, and
Whereas : We are further convinced that it is

impossible for one to safely operate his car

at the same time attend to his duties as collector,

owing to the ever increasing number of trucks and

machines , and at the same time give the public

the efhcient service to which they are entitled ;

therefore , be it

Resolved : That the officers and members of the

General Executive Board of this Association, be

and are hereby instructed to assist the Locals of

this Association to have similar provisions inserted

in new street railway franchises whenever proposed
in any city where there exists Local of this

Association.

Refcrred to Committee on Resolutions.

a

our

Resolution No. 19

Submitted by Delegate John J. Stanton , Division

589 , Boston , Mass.

Whereas: At the present time a great deal of

unemployment exists all over the country , brought

about by the false and short sighted " Economical

and Efficiency " policy now being put into effect

by the capitalistic interests, and
Whereas: Here in the City of Boston many of

brothers are relieved from duty when they

could be called back and put to work operating

cars to accommodate the traveling public ; therefore,
be it

Resolved . That this Convention of the A. A. of

S. and E. R. E. of A. go on record as being opposed

to this “ Economical and Efficiency' program , which

is working a hardship on our members and hereby

instruct the delegates to take the matter up with

their respective employing companies and try and

work out some plan to keep our members regularly

employed the year round .

Referred to Committee on Resolutions.

Resolution No. 17

Submitted by delegates of Division No. 788, of

St. Louis , Mo.

Whereas : Many of our members have reached

an age in the service where they may resaonably

expect retirement, and
Whereas : Their wages in the past have not

always been adequate to enable them to save a
sufficient amount to take care of themselves and

their families in their old age , and
Whereas : We are convinced that it would be

for the best interests of our members as well as

for the street railway companies which employ them

that the worry which comes with the prospect of

retirement due to advancing age should be obviated

as far as possible, and
Whereas; With that end in view the following

resolution was adopted at the annual convention
of our Association in September, 1925 .

Submitted by Julian E. Johnson, Division 308 ,

Chicago, Ill .

Whereas : Previous investigation of the Inter.

national has somewhat discouraged the formation

of a pension , and
Whereas : It seems reasonable that a pension

can better be established by combining the financial
support of the younger members with the older

members more immediately interested in pension ;
therefore, be it

Resolved : That the General Executive Board be

instructed to investigate the feasibility of a plan

along the following lines:

1. Compulsory participation of the entire mem

bership, young as well as old .

2 . It is understood that the directing heads of

the new Union Labor Life Insurance Company shall

be consulted as to their views , and whether they

can offer such a combined plan .

5 . Should the plan prove feasible , the General

Executive Board shall propose a campaign of agita

tion , looking toward the employing companies de.

fraying or sharing the cost of the plan.

The General Executive Board shall report back to
the next Convention .

Now Therefore, Be It Resolved : That the Gen

eral Executive Board be and is herchy authorized
to incur such reasonable expense as may be neces

sary, to employ experts to prepare the actuarial and

legal details of the proposed plan ; and, be it further
Resolved: That the General Executive Board

of this Association be and is hereby instructed to

assist all Locals in having inserted in new contracts

or working agreements between such Ļocals and

the employing companies, provisions providing for

the application of such pension plan to any member

employee who inay have been retired by the em

ploying company due to physical infirmities of age.

Referred to Committee on Resolutions .

Resolution No. 18

Submitted by Delegates of Division No. 788 , of
St. Louis, Mo.

Whereas : The following has been agreed upon

between the City Administration of the City of

St. Louis , the Representatives of the Street Railway

Company and Local No. 788 of the Amalgamated
Association of Street and Electric Railway Employees

of America, as a provision of the new Thirty- Year

Franchise to be granted by the City of St. Louis

to the Street Railway Company operating in said
city :

Labor, Arbitration , and Safety Provisions

The Company, by the acceptance of this grant,
agrees :

1 . That it will not directly or through any

person do anything to prevent its employees from

organizing for the purpose of collective bargaining.

2 . That in all written contracts which the Com

pany shall make with its employees in their organ .

ized capacity , there shall be inserted a clause pro
viding for the arbitration of all disputes or questions

arising between the Company and said employees.
3 . That its employees shall be entitled to

average of one day's rest perweek , the same
to

be fixed by the regulation of the Company.

That it will not operate any one-man street

cars , except when and where the Board of Alder

men shall declare that they may be operated safely,

practically and economically.
Whereas : We , the ofħcers and members of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees in convention assembled, are

convinced that said above set out provisions are

for the best interests of all concerned in that they

will secure greater safety for the public and our

members, the employees, in the operation of street

cars , as well as effect greater economy and efficiency

in the operation of street railway systems , and will

Resolution No. 20

Submitted by John J. Stanton , Delegate, Local

589, Boston , Mass .

As a delegate attending the Twentieth Biennial
Convention of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employees of America,
I wish to have the delegates assembled at this
Convention go on record as placing the Amalga.

mated Association of Street and Electric Railway
Employees in favor of endorsing any legislation

pertaining to the repeal of the 18th Amendment.
Referred to Committee on Resolutions .

are

Resolution No. 21

Submitted by John J. Stanton . Delegate, Loca

589, Boston , Mass.

Whereas: Local 589 , Boston, has a membership

of seven thousand, many of whom find it incon .
venient to attend the regular meetings and the

result is these members not acquainted with

organization matters; and ,

Whereas: The employing company has a publica

tion which is delivered to our members, giving them

current information relating to company business.

This is done to keep the employees fully posted

on all matters pertaining to the
company .

this reason , it is our duty to see to it that our

members are acquainted with all questions concern

ing organization welfare ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That this Convention of the A. A , of

S , and E. R. E. of A. hereby authorize the Boston

Local to publish and circulate among its members

a publication dealing strictly with Union business,
Referred to Committee on Resolutions.

For

an in

Resolution No. 22

Submitted by Delegates of Division 788 , St.

Louis, Mo.

Whereas : The Amalga mated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America believe

preserving ufe , limb, and property , and the

pursuit of happiness ; and
Whereas: The International Safety Congress be.

lieve in preserving life , limb and property ; and
Whereas : There are questions which arise which

are of vital interest both the Amalgamated

Association of Strcet and Electric Railway Em.

ployees of America and the International Safety

Congress, and that both could best be served by

co-opcration ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employees of America

make application for membership in the International

Safety Congress and have at least one representative

at their conventions.

Referred to Committee on Resolutions.
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Resolution No. 23

Submitted by members of Local 587 , Seattle,
Wash .

Brothers and Delegates to the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Employees

of America : As there is no provision made in

the Constitution and General Laws, Page 4, Section

8 , to take care of the Shopmen , Barnmen and Track

men , as to whether we shall have a delegate elected

to the General Conventions, we the undersigned ,

wish to have the following amendment written in

the Constitution and General Laws.

Amendment

Whereas ; If there are 75 or less Shopmen ,

Barnmen , and Trackmen , in good standing... one

delegate; thereafter every fourth delegate shall be
one other than a trainman.

Signed : E. Nevharth , B. H. Clinton , Chas .

Goodfellow , Thos, F. Kennedy, G. H. Dahlman,

A. H. Force, W. B. Miros, James Gootee. M.A.

Carlton , W. E. Carpenter, M. W. LeBeck , Otto H.

Stone, Walter White, D. Pennebar, C. M. Randing,

C. C. Murphy, Walter McElrath , H. A. Anderson,

B. T. Pierce.

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Whereas: The expert evidence introduced in the

Des Moines City Railway case against Local Divi.
sion No. 441 was that there never had been a

reduction in fare because of the one-man car; and
Whereas : It is admitted by the street railway

companies that all the safety appliances on the one

man car which make them safe to the public, could
also be installed on a two- man car ; and

Whereas : It is a well-known fact that their only

purpose in installing one -man cars is for the financial

benefit to themselves; and
Whereas : The one man car is a backward step

rather than an advancement; and
Whereas : This Association has always been

opposed to the operation of any equipment which
would not be to the best interests of the general

public ; and

Whereas : This Association, in the interest of

the patrons of street railway companies have initi

ated and continue to fight for the installation of all

safety appliances which have been adopted in spite

of the great opposition of the street railway com

panies ; and
Whereas : We believe their opposition to the

two-man car is no more sound than their opposition

to the air brakes and inclosed vestibules ; and
Whereas : We have one Division of this Asso

ciation, Local Division 441 , which was successful in

obtaining a contract which provides for two men
on each car until 1940, which contract has been

upheld by the District and Supreme Courts of

the State of Iowa; therefore, be it
Resolved : That this Convention endorse the

action of Local Division No. 441 in its efforts to

enforce the provisions of this agreement, which has

been in effect for the past twelve years and has

stood the test in the courts ; and , be it further
Resolved : That we reaffirm our former action

in opposing the installation of one-man

make every effort possibleto insert a provision in

our agreements providing for two men and failing

in this, that we attempt to provide for the same

by state legislation or city ordinance.

Referred to Committeeon Resolutions.

Resolution No. 24

Submitted by Clarence Angel, member of Local

Division 587 , Seattle, Wash ., August 25 , 1927 .

To the International Officers and Delegates to
the Twentieth Convention of the A. A. of S. and

E. R. E. of A., which will convene in Birmingham ,

Ala . , September 12, 1927 :
I respectfully ask that a section be added to the

Constitution and General Laws to read as follows :

Any member of the Amalgamated who has paid

Local Union dues for twenty consecutive years,

upon leaving railway, employment shall be allowed

to send amount of his insurance premium once a

year to the International without paying any more
Local dues . The member shall keep the Inter

national informed of his address and notice shall

be sent him one month prior to date premium is

due.

Referred to Committee on Laws.

cars and

Resolution No. 25

Submitted by Peter H. Arthur, Delegate .

Resolved : That Section No. 172 be amended as

follows : After the word “ Bond ," line 43, page 58,
the following matter be inserted : Any member

elected or appointed to any office which has for its

duty the care of funds of the L. D. and who has

been proven by a certified aduit to have misused
the funds of the L. D. automatically suspends

himselffrom office and is thereby disqualified from
holding office thereafter.

Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 26

Submitted by Daniel M. Donahue, Secretary

Local 425 , Hartford, Conn. , and David I. Scurty ,

Local 570 .

Resolved : That Section 107 , Paragraph 6, be

a mended to read as follows : In case there survive

no lineal or collateral heirs as herein provided, to
whom payment may be made, the L. D, to which

the deceased belonged shall provide a respectful

burial not to exceed $425.00, and a tombstone not

to exceed $200,00 ,
Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 27

Submitted by M. L. . Gilbert and J. B. Wiley.

of Division 441, Des Moines, Iowa .

Whereas : The laws of the International Associa.

tion provide that when members receive their old

age benefit , they are given a withdrawal card which

severs their membership in the International Asso

ciation ; and

Whereas: There are a number of Local Divisions

that have a Local funeral relief to which these men
have paid for several years ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That these members be permitted to

retain their membership in their Local Division as

honorary members and that they be entitled to the

Local funcral relief by paying such amounts as may

be required by their LocalDivision for this purpose.
Referred to Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 29

Submitted by Delegate William J. Sutter, of

Division 568, Erie, Pa .

Resolved : That the Delegate from Division 568,
Erie , Pa . , to the International Convention at

Birmingham , Ala., be instructed to submit the fol.

lowing resolution :
Whereas: The International Organization of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America, is
now nearing

forty years in existence, and through all of these

years by the hard work and watchful eyes of its

president, Wm . D. Mahon , has shown a steady

increase since its first year of inception; and
Whereas : There area great many of its members

who are now growing old in this cause and , through

this there is a very heavy drain upon the treasury

of the International Organization inDisability, Old

Age and Funeral Benefit claims ; and
Whereas: The per capita tax now being one

dollar per member and, it is only a matter of time

when it will require even more than one dollar

per capita tax to meet the heavy expense due to

the causes above mentioned ; and
Whereas : The International Organization should

reach out for other means to help finance the

heavy expense incurred through the old age of its
members, it is a known fact that there is in opera

tion now , owned and controlled by union labor

organizations Union Banks and they all show a

steady increase in business and arein very good

financial condition ; therefore, be it
Resolved ; That this convention enact

instructing the International President or General

Executive Board tohavethe Amalgamated Associa;

tion of Street and Electric Railway Employees of

America branchout and start in the banking busi
ness, the bank tobecentrally located and known

as the StreetCar Men's Bank, the carning to be
applied to the upkeep of the International Organiza
tion .

Referred to Committee on Resolutions.

a law

Resolution No. 28

Submitted by M. L. Guibert and J. B. Wiley,
of Division No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa.

Whereas : street railway companies are

continuing their efforts to install one-man cars ; and

Whereas : Their contention is that they are

great saving to the public ; and

Resolution No. 30
Submitted by the Delegates representing th

State ofNew Jersey , to the A, A. of S. and E. E.

E. of A. Convention at Birmingham, Ala .
Whereas : The street railway industry, in the

course of its development of transit facilities to the

traveling public that it serves, has adopted modern

methods assoon asthey have shown their improve

ment over the present operation ; and
Whereas: The Public Service Companies of New

The

&
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in the various cities in the Association with a

small amount of other information for the guidance

of Local Committees and Assisting International

Officers in settling grievances and obtaining con
tracts ; and

Whereas : More information about conditions in

other cities is generally needed before settlement is

reached ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That to the information now

tained in said " year -book " be added :

1 . The population of the cities listed.

2 . The rate of fare paid in said cities , and ,

3 . The type of cars and motor coaches used.

Referred to Committee on Resolutions .

( Resolutions 1 to 16 inclusive , referred to

the Committee on Law, were received prior

to the Convention, in accordance with

Section 17. )

Announcements were made as to time and

place of committee meetings.

At 3:30 p . m . , no committees being pre

pared to report and no further business

coming before the Convention, adjournment

was taken to 9 o'clock Wednesday morning ,

September 14 .

Jersey have installed motor busses for transportation,

wherever the present system of electric railway will

not give adequate service to the public ; and
Whereas : This change in the methods of trans

portation has broughtan entirely new branch of

transportation to the electric railway industry, by

the employment of motor coach operators ; and

Whereas: Several Local Divisions of the Amalga

mated in New Jersey have more members of these
operators of motor coaches, than motormen and

conductors ; therefore, be it
Resolved : That the present title of the official

journal of Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America , called

“ The Motorman and Conductor," be changed to

read : “ The Motorman, Conductor and Motor

Coach Operator."

Signed : Local Divisions No. 819, Wm. Wepner ;

No. 920, A. Appleton ; No. 822, M. Jones; No. 823,

W. W. Lloyd ; No. 821 , W. O. Walker; No. 824,

Joseph Egan ; No. 880, R. J. Adams.

Referred to Committee on Resolutions .

Resolution No. 31

Submitted by Allan L. Morton , Chairman, Berry

for- President Club of Alabama, urging Major George

L. Berry, President of the Printing Pressmen and

Assistants Union , to become a candidate for Presi

dent of the United States.

Whereas : The organized workers of America are

vitally interested in electing men to public office

who are sympathetic with our views and principles ;

and

Whereas : A situation has presented itself in the
affairs of these United States that demands action

on the part of the common people in the selection

of a candidate for president of this nation who is
of and for the common people ; and

Whereas : Major George L. Berry, President of

the International Printing Pressmen and Assistants

Union of North America , meets these requirements

in every respect , in that he has risen from the ranke

to a place of power and influence , not alone in

the labor movement , but also in the ranks of the

ex - service men of the nation , a soldier , statesman

and labor leader of merited renown , born in a log

cabin in the mountains of Tennessee , self -made, a

powerful orator , and a perfect candidate for the

high office of President of the United States ; there

fore , be it

Resolved : That The Amalgamated Street and

Electric Railway Employees of North America, in

general convention assembled at Birmingham , Ala

bama, September 12 , 1927, call on Major George L.
Berry to become a candidate for President of the
United States of Amrica , and in the event he

decides to enter the race, that we pledge him our

full and complete support ; and be it further
Resolved : That copies of this resolution be

transmitted to President Berry at Pressmen's Home,

Tennessee, a copy sent to President Wm . Green , of
the American Federation of Labor, and copies

furnished the public press.

Referred to Committee on Resolutions,

Resolution No. 32

Submitted by E. 0. Brooks, Delegate from Divi

sion 416 , Peoria , Ill .
Whereas : The campaign which has been waged

for many years, to increase the patronage of Union
Label products by Union men and women and

their families and friends, falls far short of the
mark set and reasonably expected by the promoters

of this campaign; and
Whereas: Cards with a printed " Label Order of

Business " is read at the meetings of the Local

Division of the various crafts had success

until the cards were lost or worn out ; and

Whereas : A campaign of this kind needs unend.

ing effort to be successful like any advertising effort;
therefore , be it

Resolved : That the International President and
General Executive Board be instructed to confer

with the Union Label Department of the A. F. of L. ,

to the end that a “ Label Order of Business" with

some kind of marker may be added to the ritual or

such other book as may contain the regular " Order
of Business " ofthe various Unions , that this matter

may be left continuously before the careless and
thoughtless members and the patronage of the
Union Label thus increased .

Referred to Committee on Resolutions.

THIRD DAY

September 14, 1927

SESSION OF WEDNESDAY MORNING

The Wednesday morning session of the

Convention was called to order at 9 o'clock,

a. m . , by President W. D. Mahon.

The following telegrams, each inviting the

1929 convention to the respective cities

indicated , were read by the secretary and

referred to the Committee on Communi

cations.

Division No. 674, Fort Smith , Arkansas ,

and from the president of the Arkansas

State Federation of Labor, in behalf of

Fort Smith ; from the Central Labor Council

of Seattle and vicinity, in behalf of Seattle ;

and from Percy Bengough , secretary -treas

urer of the Vancouver and New West

minster District Trades and Labor Council ,

in behalf of Vancouver, B. C.

The secretary also read a communication

from S. J. Allen, Chief of Police of the city

of Shreveport , Louisiana, who had attended

former conventions as a delegate and who

had taken an active part in the work of the

organization . The communication contained

information relative to improvements that

had been made in the working conditions

of the street railway men in Louisiana.

It was referred to the Committee on Com

munications .

Safety First Session

President Mahon: “ As you are all aware ,

according to the action of the Convention

at its opening session on Monday, we set

aside a portion of this day to take up the

question of ' Safety First, and I advised

that time that we had invited

those of the managers who had been

active in the "Safety First movement to

come here and address this Convention .

Some of those who were invited advised

me that they would be here if they pos

sibly could . We had counted Ir .

Britton 1. Budd, president of the Chicago

Rapid Transit Company, to be here.
He

has given a great deal of consideration
, as

a pioneer in this ‘ Safety First' movement .

I met him in conference with the officers

of Division 241 a week ago Monday , and

he advised us that, owing to circumstances

some

you at

on

Resolution No. 33

Submitted by E. O. Brooks, Delegate representing
Division 416, Peoria , Ill.

Whereas : The International President issues

yearly a book containing a list of the wage scales
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that had arisen, he was afraid he could President Mahon : “ Now I want to say

not get here . that this is to me a moment that I appre

.“ I have a letter this morning, which I ciate . For many years I have been deal.

will ask the secretary to read before we ing with the managers of railroads, and of

introduce the speakers . course in conference the manager sits at

Secretary Reeves read the following the head of the table as a sort of a czar,

letter : and when I can get these fellows into our
" Chicago, September 9, 1927 ,

" Mr. William D. Mahon , President,
conventions, where I can occupy the posi,

Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric tion of a czar , it places me just where I

Railway Employes of America ,

Tutwiler Hotel,
want to get once in a while ,

Birmingham , Alabama. “ In 1922 , Col. Edward Perkins, who is

“ My dear Mr. Mahon : Several months ago you with us this morning - the manager of the

very kindly extended to me the invitation of your

General Executive Board to address your Annual
railways in St. Louis--invited me down to

Convention the subject of ' Safety First ' on the dedication and opening of one of their

Wednesday, September 14 , 1927 . At that time I large barns. It was a wonderful meeting

advised you that it was difficult to make definite
of all the employees-train service, barn

plans so far in the future, as I could not tell whether
I would be available at that time. I now find service, and all were there, and Mr. Ollie

that I will be unable to come to Birmingham on Wells, the receiver of that property, was

the 14th . I am including in this letter a few re chairman of the meeting . Mr. Perkins

marks which I would make if I could be with you .

" I think it is very fitting that one day of your
went to the shops and had them make a

Convention has been set aside as ' Safety First Day ' gavel about that size , with a hammer in

as safety is of paramount importance in the opera it , and he presented it to Mr. Wells, so

tion of any transportation system . The public of

today demands fast, reliable, comfortable and that I would be sure to follow parliamentary

courteous service, but above all these a safe journey. tactics .

Any transportation company must render this kind "Appreciating Col. Perkins' position, !

of service if it is going to grow and prosper so that
had the committee here to make a gavelit can continue to provide the increased facilities

required by our growing communities. The en large enough to keep the managers in order

ployees, the management and the investors are all at this meeting.

equally interested in rendering the highest type of

service and cach share in the public's appreciation
“ As I said to you on Monday, we all

of such service .
realize the importance of ' Safety First,'

* The customers of any transportation company and among all our Local Unions we have
form their opinion of that company very largely by

the conduct of the transportation department em
been working hard upon that matter, tak

ployees, as they come in direct contact every day ing part in all the work. We have en

with this class of employees and they seldom come couraged the movement wherever possible ,
in contact with the supervisory forces . If a trans

SO our Board decided at
a good reputation in the

its February

portation company has
community in which it operates, it will naturally meeting that we should invite from the

be more prosperous and will be in a position to management of the companies with which

share its prosperity with the employees who have

so greatly contributed to the building up of this we deal some of the representatives who

confidence and good - will . All of you have chosen are familiar with the subject to address

the electric railway industry as your life's work us. Among those who have kindly con

and your future prosperity is dependent upon the
success of the industry . For this reason , I believe sented to come all the way in the heat to

that the Amalgamated Association can best serve its address us is our good friend , Col. Edward

own interests by diligently working for the advance . Perkins, the manager of the St. Louis
ment and growth of the electric railwa industry.

" I have already said that safety is of paramount
roads . Not only is he an expert railway

importance in the efficient operation of trans man , but he is an expert military man

portation system . Safety , reliability and ethiciency who understands the question from its
always go together because they are closely

so dependent uponrelated and
various angles,cach other that

having represented our

they cannot be separated . When you find a safe government in its recent struggle overseas

railroad you will know that it is efficiently operated one of the
and conversely, if you find an inefficient railroad ,

important engineers who

you will know that it is not a safe railroad for directed affairs there and who has a repu .

both its customers and its employees. tation as a railroad manager among the

" Organized safety work, although less than twenty
highest in America .

years old , has spread over the entire country so
Among the employes

that today 'Safety First ' is a siogan faniliar to he has a reputation of dealing squarely

everyone . It is not necessary for me to tell you and honorably with us --not that he doesn't

what organized safety work is because you are all look after his own interests and those of

familiar with it and know of the great reduction
in the number of injuries and deaths of industrial his company — but we have always found

and transportation employees, since the start of him fair and frank in dealing with our

the safety movement. We must think safety, talk Association .
safcty and act salety until the safety hahit becomes

a part of us and we will then unconsciously carry " It gives me great pleasure to introduce

on our daily activities in a safe manner. I have to you Col. Edward Perkins, the manager

always been intensely interested in safety work. I of the St. Louis Railways.”

started safety campaigns on the elevated railroads

in Chicago before real organized safety work Address of Col. Edward Perkins

developed and have expanded this work until " Mr. President and brothers of the electric rail.

now have a well organized, active safety organiza way industry :

tion on each property with which I am connected.

I am just finishing in a few days

forty

I have always been greatly encouraged by the fine

years of transportation service, and I am

especially glad have this opportunity to talk

co -operation of the employers in this work and by

the effort they have put forth to make our proper.

with you at this Convention a little while and to
have the honor

of being here for

ties a safe place for the employee to work and a First , in several years of electric railway ex
safe place for the customers to ride . prience I have coine

" In closing, pomit me to state that I feel highly

to have a great admiration

for th : ability and integrity of your President: and,

honored by this invitation to address the Annual Secondly ,

Convention of the Amalgamated Association
am always keen to join in anything

of which I believe will advance

Street and Electric Ralway Employees of America,

the standing and

promote the wolfare of

and I am very sorry that I cannot be with you at

those employed in the

electric railway industry .
this time, " Sincerely yours,

" BRITTON I. BUDD."
" I was brought up, perhaps you might say, as

steam railroad man, and years ago, when I engaged

$
a

SO

as

was

we

to

two reasons :

my
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were

and

we

we come

come

Very

in the direct operation of steam railroads, we used

to think the engineers and conductors of steam rail
roads the aristocracy of the transportation

profession . But with my eight or nine years of

experience in street railway business. I have come

to feel that the steam railroad men have no mo

nopoly in that respect , and one of the great gratifi

cations of my experience in working on and bringing

to efficient condition a large street railway system

has been the watching of the advance of street

railway men to the position in the community to

which the responsibilit
y

of their work the

high character of their services to the public en .
titles them.

" I think , gentlemen , that has been very marked
in the last ten years . Perhaps it has been going on

steadily for a great many more years ,

" We have in St. Louis what we call the United
Railways family , and have to be very

proud of the fact that that United Railways family

of 20,000, with ourseelves, our wives and our children

is not only in its own estimation , but in the esti

mation of the community generally, one of the most

important parts of our city . Everybody knew that

our business was one of the most important parts

of the life of our city , but it is only of late , I feel,

that the public generally have to consider

that the street railway men were up with anybody

eise in the community .. I feel that perhaps even

public officials are beginning to get just a little

glimmering of that fact . am sure that the people

generally are.

" In reaching this position that I think we hold

with the public, there are a great many things to

be considered . The street railway men have been

improving their service . They have been more

tactful in dealing with the public . They have

given the public the impression that they are first
class men , that they are educating themselves and

their families , and people have come to like them
and to look up to them .

" One of the important factors is thatthey have

teen taking a greater part in the life of the com

munity generally , and it has been very gratifying

to me to get the people who are interested in such
things as community fund work and other civic

enterprises to realize this fact . But I feel that

nothing has contributed more to the interest which

the public are beginning to take in us than the

work we have done in bringing about a situation
where everybody knows that street car is the

safest place to be in the city, where women will

wait to cross the street alongside street cars , as a

sort of bulwark against everything else -- not only

that but they come to feel that the whole business

of the street railway company is being conducted in

a way that is saving lives and property outside the
street cars all the time.

" In all of my business life I have always felt

that two of the great factors in having a happy

life were in having a job one liked and having and

keeping a good , sound body, and I believe most of

us do have the kind of a job we like , because this
business of ours a fascinating business, and we

have been developing with the greatest rapidity in

the last few years , not only in the matter of keep

ing our own bodies reasonably sound , but those of
our families as well.

" Now we can make all the rules that we want .

Operating rules have been made from the beginning.

Of course, they have been greatly improved on , but

they have been improved on in this way , gentle

men-I don't suppose , when operating rules for the

various street railways systems were established , the

men who were operating the cars had much to say
about them We can make all the rules we want to

about safe operation , etc. , but those rules have got

to be practical rules that the men can carry out.

That is what we have been trying to work out in
the last few years .

we have been working that out
through our safety committees. I could go around

to the sheds , as I used to do , and lecture about

this thing day after day and not without accomp ish

ing some results, but not very much , and so could

our other officers, but the great accomplishment I

think we have had in safety work has been through

the safety committees organized in the different

Divisions of the operation of our properties . The

men themselves are the ones who are really work

ing out this great safety proposition, with a little
help from our officers and from their experience.

" And what are they accomplishing ? I expect

the same sort of situation exists on the Pittsburgh

Railways, on the Chicago Railways and on others,

but I speak only for my own. We make a lucky
number of thirteen . Last year , for instance ,

had the best record ion , accidents in the whole

history of the property in the twenty odd years
that it has been in existence . There were only about

one- fifth the number of deaths from street railway

operations last year that there were twenty years

ago . Now a lot of these deaths were those of street

railway men and those of people hit in the streets ,

but just think of the difference in the situation in

our streets, think of the difference on Grand Ayeune ,

in St. Louis, which a lot of you are familiar with
think of the difference between now and the time

our superintendent of transportation drove the first
mule car on Grand Avenue--and he is the man that

did it -- think of the reduction from 123 to 23 deaths

of all kinds in any way connected with street railway

accidents in those twenty years, and most of those

had nothing to do with directiy , they were

only indirectly connected with street railway opera
tions .

“ July of this year was the best month in acci

dents that we had up to that time. August of this

year was better than July, and of course we are

hoping. September will be better still. Those are

the things, gentlemen , that can't help but impress
the public generally .

“ The thing that perhaps we have not yet been
able to get over entirely is with some city officials

and some public officials who have not yet awakened

to the important situation in transportation , and

some of , the press who don't know much about
modern transportation , but who think they do .

We get all kinds of commendation on our busin ss,

we get a lot of kicks -- not very many , as compared

with what we used to have -- but I want to tell

you what we have to put over to the public and
to the press.

“ This is an example of it . Last fall we had

some dense fogs and smoke in St. Louis .

You could scarcely see twenty feet ahead of you in

the morning. You know what our rules are about

that . Our rule is that when the view is obstructed

on account of that condition, the motorman shall

proceed as fast as he can and still stop within the
distance he can see ahead . We used to have lots

of trouble with that rule , but everybody is getting

in sympathy with it now . They know that, under

those conditions , somebody is going to question

why a man is on time instead of questioning why
he is not an time . A man that gets an hour late

under those conditions is thought to be doing all

right instead of all wrong , yet our largest St. Louis

evening paper had an editorial on the evening of
the foggiest day we had, when hardly anyone

could move or didn't dare to walk across the street,

charging the management with inefflciency in not

making our cars somehow keep on schedule during

these fogs .
" That shows, gentlemen, how little the press

understands about our street railway problems, and
that kind of criticism is something that is very

gratifying to us instead of being annoying.

“ Now , gentlemen , I feel that this whole business

is a great thing for everybody concerned . We have

been saving the lives and limbs of our own men ,

and of those of own families who ride the

street cars . My wife and daughter do every day ,

and I expect yours do, and it is saving the lives
and health and physical condition of our fellow

men . It is one of the things in which we are not

only carrying forward our own interests, but also

joining in the life of the community, and what all
of us are anxious to be is not only first -class trans

portation men , but fine citizens of our own cities,

and especially fine citizens of the country of our

birth . '

President Mahon : " The next speaker I will call

upon is one who, as I said of Col. Perkins, has

come a long way through the heat to address this
Convention upon this subject. He is one of the

managers who is greatly interested, and the em

ployees and members of our Association upon that

property are also greatly interested in ' Safety First '
work . If you have been keeping posted on the

records you will find they show that they won the

prize in the year 1925 for 'Safety First' among all
the railroads in America . I assure you it is a great

pleasure to introduce Mr. Thomas Fitzgerald ,

General Manager of the Pittsburgh Railways Com .

pany , who will now address you. '

Address of Mr. Thomas Fitzgerald

" Mr. President and members of the Amalga

mated Association : I don't know whether Col,

Perkins was bragging about that thirty years of

service . I read in the paper aiso that there is a

gentleman here who has had sixty seventy

years of service and that Mr. Mahon born

the day he entered the service, but I always like

to go a little bit better than the other fellow if I

а

is our

" The way 15

or

was

we
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as a

" As a

can , and in this case I can go back about eighty

years . Eighty years ago my grandfather started in
section hand on the Baltimore & Ohio Rail

road . The old man followed him and I followed

the old man in rails , so I can look back to at least

eighty years of potential service in the rail game ,

" It was with a keen sense of pleasure that I

accepted the invitation of your General Executive

Board, transmitted by your President , Mr. Mahon,
to talk with you today on Safety . It was suggested

that I need not confine my discussion to Safety.

but could discuss any part of the subject of the

great problems confronting Street Railway.

" Taking all the things that affect the saleability,
or value of what we are selling, Safety is one of
the most important. Others are speed , comfort,

cost , reliability , and convenience. Upon all these

things depends our ability to sell service -- the only

thing we have to sell , to enable us to earn a liveli

hood for ourselves and our families.

" Recently, that is in the last ten years , there

has come into our field the private automobile , bus
and truck as competitors. We have not as

felt the heaviest effect of the competition offered

by them. The truck has seriously affected a freight

business which was rapidly improving on the electric

railways. The bus has seriously invaded the field

of the street railway , As to whether or not its

activities have been improperly extended in many

localities into the street railway field , time alone
can tell . We all know, however, that it is being

exploited in many places to the great damage of
the street car service , Private cars. also , are not

only taking their owners away from the street cars ,
but their friends and chance pick -ups.

"Ifwe had reached the peak of this competition ,

the situation for most street railway systems today
would be very promising. Such , however, is not

the case . Automobile registration and , therefore ,

their competition with street railways is still on
the upgrade and the end is not in sight. There

is no reason for us to be downhearted over this

competition . Probably it has been a good thing

for us . We may have been a bit too cocky in the

old days when the large majority (nearly all) of
our customers had to ride the street cars or walk ,

If this competition spurs us on to make the street

railway what it should be in value to the public ,

it will become the best experience we street railway
men could have had .

" As a safe passenger transportation facility , we

now occupy a pre- eminent position and your leaders

wise in providing for this important subject

in the discussions since it affects directly the value

of car service to a community. The public should

know by what we do and say that we are not

only in a class by ourselves when it comes to the

safe transportation of people , but that are

bending every effort toward making it safer and
that we can do it and are doing it , As a concrete

example of what has been accomplished in one city
for the safety of its citizens by the men operating

their street cars , the following is most significant.

not only as to the safety of street railway passengers

but also of others who might be endangered by in-.
efficient operations . The following is from a report

by the Safety Supervisor of the Company which

controls the Pittsburgh Railways system .

" Here are favorable figures which

might be of interest to you . They seem to

indicate conclusively that the severity of acci
dents is being reduced as well as the number

of them .

" For the first eight months of 1926, twenty

four fatal public accinents resulted from the

operation of Pittsburgh Railways street cars

while for the first eight months of 1927 , but
twelve have resulted .

* For a number of years the common average

totaled about fifty fatalities a year, while back

in 1902 and 1903, fatalities totaled as high as

180 in a year. If we keep on at the present

rate , fatalities this year should not total more

than fifteen '.""

* This result is the more striking in view of the

contrary trend in the number of fatalities at large

in the City of Pittsburgh, where such catastrophes

decreased 51 per cent during the first six months

of 1927 when compared with the same period of the

preceding ycar .
“ Suppose by your interest in this great move

ment for Safety you gentlemen could point to no

greater accomplishment than that record in Pitts

burgh. Would it not give you a keen sense of satis

faction ? Mr. John Martin , one of your members

of Division No. 85 , jumped off his car to pull a

little girl off a railroad track, barely escaping with

his life and that of the little girl , as an express

train rushed past them .

“ Incidentally, Mr. Martin did not say a word
about his act of herosim . We did not know a

thing about it until the engineer of the train took

time off from his work to find out who the man

was that had saved him from being the innocent
cause of a horrible accident . Then it all came out ,

Mr. Martin got a Carnegie Hero Medal and $ 1,000

after a very careful investigation by the Carnegie
Hero Fund " Commission. He still insists that he

did nothing worthy of any special commendation .

Of course , we cannot all be Martins , or Lindberghs ,
but I doubt if there is a man here who does not

get a thrill out of the fact that he is a member of

the same organization or group associated with Mr.

Martin in street railway work , And that thrill

indicates that we feel some part with him in the

prevention of human suffering .

“ An organization which has to its credit a record

of 91 per cent reduction in fatalities (50 per cent
in one year) in spite of tremendously increased

ha has a John Martin as a member, and has

every right to feel that as the promotion of Safety

is one of its most important policies it has a great
contribution to make to that cause . The greatest

contribution we can all make to safety is to co

operate - there seems to be no better way.

matter of fact , the best results in any

line of endeavor can only be accomplished through
co-operation . For are not all employees working

to the same end and affected by the success or

failure of an enterprise ? Each has a contribution

to make here . Co -operation has been defined as

' mutual understanding translated into action .'.

understanding there can be no compulsion by force .

The only compulsion that seems to get good results

is the compulsion that comes out of the effect of

facts and knowledge upon the thing we are con

sidering . And it does not do to suppress facts or

to conceal knowledge. To the extent that we freely

exchange all the facts and knowledge in our posses

sion with each other, to that extent will the under

standing achieved be translated into effective action .

To the extent that we hide our facts or knowledge

from each other, to that extent will the impaired

understanding be translated into ineffective action.

These are the conclusions we in Pittsburgh have

reached in our efforts to co-operate . The close of

the receivership seemed to leave no other course

than friendly co-operation open to us .
" Please understand us-we do not claim that

we have perfect understanding or perfect co -opera

tion , and we never expect perfection in this world,
but we do feel thatweare making progress and

that the opportunity for making life better for

every concerned is great that there are

many years of progress ahead of us, Looking

back, we can see that we have come a good way

within the last few years. Looking ahead, our past

progress does not impress us so much.

* Please do not think that any one man or small

group of men in our city got together and planned
our way of co-operating. The arrangement was in

reality a development through which mutual con

fidence was first established by the knowledge that

both management and Division 85 were straight

shooters and both desired to play fair,
Success

could not be built upon any other foundation and

the co -operative spirit has since prevailed.
There

was no definite planning in this. No one had any

exact idea as to how it was going to work out .

Many men , both in the Company management and

in the UnionExccutive Board, were very doubtful

of the possibility of getting good results.
Many

were positive that the results could only be bad

for both sides . And there are many on both sides

yet who are doubtful as to the final result .

attitude of those who are in a position to under:

stand the situation most is that a large majority

of those interested inthesuccess of the railways

is infavor of co-operation and so we aregoing ahead

on that basis .

' At the first meeting, the discussion was very

frank and criticism clear -cut and plain .

Union officials, it was pointed out that unlessthe

proposed co -operation wasreal and two-sided, there

was no need to proceed further.

that certain methods were incompatible withmutua

respect and understanding from their viewpoint and

that these methods would have to be avoided. As

a matter of fact , the criticisms and discussions were

so entirely frank' and open at that first meeting that

the prospect for a working basis of friendly co

operation seemed very slight. However, it was suas

gested that another meeting be held and that addio

tional Union representatives and railways officials be
invited to attend .
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" This was done, and with the enlarged meeting

better understanding of the results to be achieved

by both sides was reached and it was decided to

increase their size and to meet regularly once each
month . These meetings are now attended by 80 or

more representatives of the trainmen , elected by

the men from the various car houses, and by officials

of the Company. Always the discussions are frank .

Some of the criticisms are very severe, but never
has there been incident which threatened to

impair the usefulness of the meetings or the efforts
towards co -operation.

"The idea of the Company management is that

the Company's problems of nblic relations, finance,

and operation can best be inved by securing the

interested Co -operation of every of the rail

ways workers and that the way to secure this

interested co -operation is to give to everyone as

clear an understanding of his job and its relation

to other jobs in the railways and to the public as

it is possible to give . On the other hand, the

management needs the information and knowledge

of all of the workers in order to administer the

general affairs of the Company with wisdom .

" In the working out of these meetings, we have

all been forcibly impressed with the idea that practi

cally all of us, if we understand the facts regarding

our work, can be depended upon to do the right
thing . More than this , we can be depended upon

to take an intelligent interest in advancing our own
interests by teaming up with our associates in pro

ducing safe and salable service.

“ There does not to be much talk about
rules, regulations , and authority any more . With

discussion and consultation , the necessity for issuing
orders and rules and more regulation seems

to have passed out. When anything goes wrong,

we bring it up in our monthly meetings and if it
cannot be settled there we refer it to a special

committee , with everyone interested having repre
sentation on that committee . Usually , when

matter is fully and freely discussed , the right thing

to do in any matter comes out in this discussion .

No one has the authority to do the wrong thing

Anyone has the authority to do the right thing .

That is all authority can be unless someone wants

to act arbitrarily . So, if the right thing to do

comes out in the discussion , it is not necessary to

use any authority. There are times , however, when

the right thing to do is not so clear to both sides

and a unanimous agreement is impossible . Then we

try to get general agreement to try a method agree
able to those interested . Failing in this method ,

and in case action seems necessary, the responsible
official of the Company decides to the best of his

ability what should be done.
We believe that this method, which permits

full and free discussion before decision , takes practi

cally all the evil out of the small amount of au
tocracy which must be exercised if business adminis

tration is to be efficient. The officials of Division

85 have disagreed with us most heartilyon many

subjects , but they have never denied the right of
the Company officials to decide the proper procedure

for the Company to adopt in administering its

affairs, just as the Company officials do not attempt

to deny the right of the officials of Division 85 to

decide the proper procedure for the Union in ad.
ministering its affairs.

one idea more in evidence than

any other on both sides , it seems to be the idea
of tolerance. This does not stop at being tolerant

of the other fellow's ideas and allowing him to

express himself fully and freely , but also includes a
tolerance on all sides of encouraging the other

feilow to express his ideas , especially if they are

different, and to discuss them with the hope of
clearing up one or the other. So far as we know,

there is almost no effort on the part of anyone to

impose his ideas on anyone else , but, on the other

hand, there seems to be a genuine effort on the
part of most of to find out the facts and to

adjust our ideas and activities accordingly.

“ The results of our meetings , consultations and
discussions are shown in innumerable ways .

we have made only a fraction of the progress we

expect to make in providing for the collective appli

cation of the intelligence of all the Pittsburgh Rail

ways workers to our problems. There are trainmen

on major committees which influence the operation
of the system . Notably on the car design com

mittees, we are getting the benefit of the experience

of several trainmen , who are giving the subject
careful attention . The result here should be a car

much better suited to the public and to the operators

than it could possibly be without their close co
operation . On schedule work, number of

trainmen have volunteered to help the schedule

makers avoid those arrangements of runs which
SO much trouble . These volunteers have

helped and are made most welcome in the schedule.
making offices. Instances of this kind can be

multiplied many times, but do not show to the

outsider so forcibıy the splendid achievements from

co -operation as are shown by some of the operating
results .

“ In making these statements of results , it is not

intended to show that they have been secured by

the efforts of any one man or any one or a few

small groups of men . You will find no one man,

or small group even , who will claim the major

credit for these results . It is the result of

operation , in which , of course, the trainmen must

play the most conspicuous and important part .

" The trainmen are like the front line infantry

on them falls the brunt of the danger and hard
ship . The rest of us are necessary to success , but

our main purpose like the artillery , quarter.

masters , headquarters divisions , etc. , to help the

front line troops put the job across .

" First and foremost the results is Public

Relations . It is impossible to conceive of a popular

street railway system if the trainmen are not co

operating for the benefit of the service. It would

seem somewhat vain for an official of the Pittsburgh

Railways to say that the system is popular, but it
can be said without fear of contradiction that the

Pittsburgh District people are very generous to their

railways in every way --more so , it is believed, than
the people of any other district. Editorials and

articles in the newspapers , praising the workers and

the system, have not been uncommon . So that you

can rest assured that in Public Relations, CO

operation has counted tremendously .
“ The whole list of results cannot be recited in the

limited time availabie. As stated earlier, accidents

have been greatly reduced-something like 13 per
between 1923 and 1926 a per -car- mile

basis - although traffic has greatly increased; and
this year are going to improve the 1926

results ,

“ Service to the car rider has been improved , as
evidenced by closer schedules, better equipment,

fewer delays, lower average fares, and in many
other ways . These plans were adopted to make the

service more attractive and to hold up the business
in this competitive age, and the success of the

measures was only possible through the co-operation
of the trainmen .

" Confirming our belief that these results have been
secured, your attention is directed to what has

been accomplished in connection with failures of

cars the road from mechanical and electrical

defects, requiring them to be pulled in for repairs .
Several years ago , these failures and pull-ins

amounted to around 2,000 each month . In August

of 1927 , there were just 90.

“ Now the trainmen will give the shop men , the

methods men , and officials due credit for their part

in this showing , but anyone who knows anything
about street railroading knows that Public Rela

tions , Economies, Car Pull- ins and Safety cannot

be improved unless and until the trainmen are co

operating whole -heartedly .

" You must pardon this seeming insistence on

Pittsburgh . That is all I can talk to you about.

And in conclusion , you will be interested to know

that the present management took charge in Pitts

burgh in February , 1924 . At that time the Court

took the management from the Receivers , but

continued them in existence for ten months, stating

that the Court considered the Railways insolvent.

So we started with an insolvent property in Feb

Tuary , 1924 . Since then, we have demonstrated our

ability to meet current obligations , which was not
possible under the Receivership . We have not

earned much surplus over and above expenses, but

so far as the management can see , unless there is

some major catastrophe in the financial affairs of

the Company, the Pittsburgh Railways will continue

to meet fully all of its current obligations in spite
of decreasing earnings, due to auto competition .

That is , if the Pittsburgh Railways workers in all

positions continue to co -operate as they are now co

operating -and in this co-operation lies the greatest
influence for Safety ,"

Président Mahon : * We have with us this morn

ing the Superintendent of Transportation of the
Birmingham Electric Company, and it gives me

great pleasure to introduce to you at this time

Mr. T. G. Brabston, who has come here to address
us . '

Address of Mr. T. G. Brabston

“ Mr. President and fellow workers : Whenever

I am called upon to address a gathering of street

on
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railway men I feel very much like the missionary

who was out in Africa . He got separated from his

group and was being pursued by cannibals . It

looked as if his case was pretty nearly hopeless,

and as he dashed through the jungle he spied a

light off in a distance a little ways. He approached

it somewhat reluctantly and carefully , because he

didn't know but that he would be getting into a

worse situation than he was already in , and as he

approached this light he heard spoken in very plain

and emphatic English these words : You blankety

blank fool , don't you know that four aces beat

two of a kind ? ' He said to himself , " Thank God ,

I am among Christians and friends.'

“ So , when I am talking to street railway men,

gentlemen , I feel like I am among Christians and

friends, and that I am among a crowd that talks
my language and I talk theirs. We understand

each other, we are on a mutual footing.

"I have listened with very keen interest here to

my friend from Pittsburgh tell of the achievements
of that wonderful property . my privilege

some two or three months ago to come through

Pittsburgh , and I made it my business to drop off

there and look over that situation and what

they had that didn't have in Birmingham .

After I rode around on the cars and saw the narrow

streets , the hills and the traffic conditions they have

to contend with , I thought of the story of the girl

from Birmingham who went to Philadelphia for a

while . She returned home to Birmingham and when

she arrived she found the constable about to evict

the father and mother account of an unpaid

mortgage . She said , ' What's all this trouble about? '

And the father said , “ Daughter, they are putting
us out on account of the mortgage.' How much

is it, ' she said , and the father answered, 'A thousand

dollars, daughter, and I don't know where I will

She went down into the female First Na

tional Bank and pulled out a thousand dollars and

handed it to the constable . The old man said , 'My

dear child , I don't understand this . You have

just been up there to Philadelphia for a few months,

and here you come back all dressed in fine clothes

and present us with a thousand dollars to pay off

this mortgage . My dear child , I'm afraid you

haven't been a good girl in Philadelphia . She said ,
' Father , you've got to be good to be in Philadelphia

if you come back here like I have , '

"So, after I went to Pittsburgh and rode over

that system and saw the traffic conditions, I say

to you , you've got to be good in Pittsburgh to

have a record like my friend talks about here .

" Just because we are away down here in Ala

bama , that doesn't mean that we can't do a little

of this bragging ourselves. We have been a good

deal like the Scotchman here in Birmingham who

wanted to be married in his own back yard , so that
when they threw the rice at him his own chickens

could eat it up . We have been throwing rice in

our own back yard , but , gentlemen , I am here to

say to you this morning that I come here with no

apologies to make for the street railway operators
in Birmingham , Alabama, and I am proud to come

here and tell you the achievements and the accom
plishments that these in Birmingham have

been able to put through .
“ We have here something like 685 or 700 motor

men and conductors in this service. Five and one
half years ago we started the practice of a warding

distinguished service medals to those employees in
the service , motormen or conductors, who went

through the six months' period without accidents,
without having cost the company anything in the
settlement of a claim , or with a good observation

of the operating , and the safety rules and for the
other duties incident to the operation of cars. We
started that five and half years ago and the

first group that were entitled to that award was

made up of 37
We finished the award in

the first six months of 1927 , and 385 men in the

service of the Birmingham Electric Company were

entitled to that a ward . I think I could truthfully

more than ten or fifteen per cent of

the remainder of the men were responsible for the

largest number of accidents, and those not quali

fying being only precluded from that honor by
perhaps one two small accidents, because we

try to be very strict and very fair. We go on the

theory that if you could buy diamonds at Kresges
nobody would want to wear diamonds, and on the

theory that if we awarded these medals on a very
easy basis, there would be

no pride in achieving
that accomplishment. So we try to make the

conditions not so easy that any can get the

medal with very little effort.

* We also go on this theory , that in the public

service in civil life there are just as many rewards

due men for distinguished service as there are in
times of war. The man in the front line trenches,

under the stress and escitement and passion of

battle , is sometimes prompted to do things which ,

on calmer and maturer reflection , he would not do
in civil life . So, when you go backward and for

ward , up and down on the street cars you are

without any passion , without feeling, without

emotion , and you go along day by day doing your
work. if you are able to make records , I say that

you are worthy of the highest commendation for

the diligence and attentiveness that you apply in

the carrying on of your work.
“ Of course , we always have that chance taker

in this business , and you men have a responsibility

on you when you have an associate of that kind .

Of course , you might be like this fellow was during

the war. He was a chance taker , bet on every.

thing. One Colonel sent him to another regiment

and gave him a letter to this other Colonel. In
the letter, the Colonel said : * This man is a very

excellent soldier , but an awful chance taker. He is
always wanting to bet on something. ' The Colonel

read the letter and said , ' I suppose you want to
bet or take a chance with me . ' " Yes, Colonel , I'll

just bet you fifty dollars you have a mole on your
back. ' All right,' said the Colonel . " Come into

the next room . They went into the next room

and the Colonel pulled his shirt off and said, 'Look
my back - is there any mole there ?' " No,

Colonel,' said the soldier, you win the fifty dollars.'
The Colonci sent the soldier back to the regiment

from which he had come and in the letter he gave

him he said , ' I think I have broken this man up
this betting business and taking chances. He

wanted to bet me fifty dollars that I had a mole

on my back , and I took him into the next room ,

took off my shirt , and showed him there was no
mole .' It is recorded that the censor so deleted

the reply of that Colonel that the other Colonel

got the idea that he was not just exactly pleased,
because he said , among other things : When this

soldier left me to report to you he bet me one

hundred dollars that before he was in your presence

thirty minutes he would have the shirt off your

back . '

“ So, I say we cannot afford to have this chance

taker in a working personnel in this day and time.
There may have been time when the chance

taker and the careless worker had a place and

where it didn't make much difference, but today,
he is a hazard . He causes jeopardy to the lives of

your passengers and himself, and you have a re

sponsibility there, It is your duty and your re

sponsibility , as your brother's keeper, to say to
him at a convenient opportunity, my friend, you

are not acting in line with the idea that we have

here in the matter of safety in the operation of
street cars in the United States .'

You may have heard it before , but just for your

information I want to say that the statistics from
the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics and

I think they are reliable - show that the safest place

in the world for a person to be is on a street car.
And why ? It is because men like you and your

associates have this safety idea in your minds and
you working to the end of making further

progress along that line . It is said that the fatalities

among passengers on street railways is one among
8,422,000 passengers that ride street railways.

The fatalities on aeroplanes, one among 24,000; on
steam railroads, one among 6,313,000 ; on boats,

among 5,973,000 ; and automobiies , the

Lord only knows.

" But that shows definitely that the safest place

in the world for a passenger to be is on a street

car, manned by careful, intelligent and competent

men , driving it and handling it
to deiiver that

passenger to his destination safely, and the statistics

show that it is being done.

“ Now , this safety idea is not a new thing . It

has been in existence from several thousand years

before the birth of Christ, and if you will pardon

me a moment , I will read you a verse from Scripture.

I know a lot of street car men do go to church

and do read Scripture, but ifyou will turn in your
Bible to Deuteronom

y
, XXII chapter, 8th verse,

you will find the following:
" When thou buildest new house, then shalt

thou make a battlement for thy roof that thou

bring not blood upon thinehouse if any man fall
from thence .'

" That has reference to these eastern houses made

in Jerusalem and Palestine, where it is very , very

warm and most of the time at night is spent on

those roofs, and if there was no parapet or battle

ment around that roof a person mightvery easily
walk off and fall down into the street below and
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hurt himself seriously . So they had the idea of

safety in their minds back there when those sacred

words written . And as the complexities of

civilization became greater and greater, we corne

on down to this day and time, where 90,000 lives

are snuffed out each year in preventable accidents-

50,000 in traffic accidents , 20,000 in industrial acci.

dents , and 20,000 in homes. Fatalities are occurring

over the United States at rate of one every

forty-two seconds .

* When we consider that , we feel very much like

the Scotchman who went over to the Sea of Galilee

in the Holy Land and said to the boatman. ' I
should like to 80 out on this lake where Christ

walked on the water, as it is recorded in the Scrip
tures . ' I will be very glad to take you out,' said

the boatman, and the Scotchman asked, 'What will

you charge ? The boatman said , I will have to

charge you fifty dollars . ' The Scotchman said :

' It's no wonder Christ walked. '

" Accidents, my friends, are the sixth cause of

deaths in the United States today. They are ex

ceeded only by tuberculosis, cancer, cerebral hem

orrhage and nephritis , and for the ages of fifteen

to twenty years in the male and five to fifteen

years in the female, accidents cause more deaths

than any other thing in the world .
“ What are we going to do about it ? It is just

such an occasion as this , when you men are here

as representatives of your constituents in various

parts of the country, putting your best thoughts
together and discussing these problems, carrying

back with you to your homes an inspiration on the

subject, that will go a long way toward progress

in accident prevention. You can enter into the

spirit of this accident prevention just the same as
you enter into a baseball game or a football game,

with that spirit of determination , with that same

spirit of enthusiasm, but you have to do it from

day to day . You have to do like the churches do ;

you have to ring the bell every Sunday. You can't

just say, 'Well, that is a church over there,' and

not ring the bell repeatedly-you have to call them

in --and you have to have that same spirit of de

termination to prevent these things that was

cepted by that negro soldier in Kansas City during
the war.

“ He wanted to get out . He had a 'high brown

up in Kansas City and he decided that he must
See her.

He went to the Captain , who refused to

excuse him . He went to the sentry , and tried to

get a pass , and the sentry said no. He came back

again to the sentry and insisted on getting out.

The sentry said : What's the matter ? ' Ah got

to go up to Kansas City and see that high brown ,
boss. 'No '. the sentry said , ' you are not going

to get out of here . ' The soldier went away and in

short time came back and accosted the sentry

again . The sentry said , ' What's that you've got

your hand,, nigger ?' And the darky replied ,

Dat's a razor, boss . ' Look here , ' said the sentry,

What do you mean coming down here with

razor in your hand ? ' And the darky said , 'Boss,

it's jes' like this-I got a sweet , kind , good mamma

in heaven ; I got a triflin ', good for nothin' dad

down in the other place , and I got a fine -lookin '

high brown up there in Kansas City, and befo '

God , white folks, I'm goin ' to see o ' them

three befo ' mornin ', '

" That is the kind of determination , men , that

you have to put into this accident thing . You

have to have the determination to see this thing

through. You have to do like Lindbergh did . · It

wasn't accident that Lindbergh went to Paris. He

didn't say , ' I am going as far as the gas holds out ,

or I am going until it gets to sleeting and raining

and land in England, but he said, ' I am going to

Paris , France. ' And he landed in Paris , France.

He didn't have any signs or anything else-he just

set his mind and went there.

“ You men should carry the idea back to your

constituents at home that the accomplishment of

this accident prevention is just as much a matter
of pride for you as it is for the company, and more.
You men are not highwaymen . You are not thugs .

You are not afraid of the law-it is because you

take pride in your citizenship, and there was never
a time when citizenship counted for more and

when we could feel prouder of it than the present .

If you take that into consideration and you take

this accident prevention idea into your minds , you
will find if you just carry that idea through' that

you will get somewhere , you will accomplish some
thing, you will take pride in your achievements

for the satisfaction that you will feel inside, but

you have got to keep coming back , you can't play

this accident prevention thing for one week or two
weeks.

very thankful for this opportunity, and

if I have said anything that is helpful shall feel

doubly repaid for my efforts."

Response by President Mahon

President Mahon : " I want to assure the repre

sentatives of the companies who have come here

this morning to address us upon this important

subject that we highly appreciate the addresses

they have made and the information they have

pointed out. We have a committee to whom their

addresses will be referred . That committee is con

sidering the whole matter of placing, our organiza

tion in such shape as to do everything we can to

promote " Safety First " and advance the interests of

the occupation that we are engaged in .

“ It has been my pleasure to be President of this
organization thirty -four years. I have been with it

from the time it was born . I have always taken

the view that we were interested in the welfare of

the occupation we were engaged in . I have worked

hard to make the conditions of this occupation such

that men could follow it all down through life .

Therefore , in every movement that in any way

meant the betterment of the street railway industry ,

I have taken part in it , because I felt that I was

representing the employees whom I have always
tried to represent to the best of my ability in

promoting their interests.

" I served on the President's Commission and other

Commissions during the war for the same purpose

to advance the conditions of this business and of

our occupation. I have the same interest in 'Safety

First . As we meet the various companies in con

ference , we all know that one of the points that is
invariably brought up to US is the great cost of

damages, and of course that is reflected in our

wages and in the interests of the company. A11

these improvements make for higher and better
conditions, both for the companies and for Our

selves-- for better wages , better environment for the

men and women who work at this occupation .

“ So, we have brought it , as I say, to the atten .

tion of this Convention, and I am highly pleased
with the addresses that have been made to us.

There have been wonderful advancements in this

occupation - I started with it in the horse car days
to which Col. Perkins referred--and I am amused

when I look back now at some of the rules we had

then , when I look back at the men who directed

and operated the railways then and at the men

who direct and operate them now. President Wilson

got very bitter against us during the war when

we were seeking to get a commission appointed ,
and there were some stories carried to him about

certain companies in which financial crookedness had

been carried on . I addressed a letter to him through

Secretary Wilson and I told him it was true there
had been men in this industry in its early days

who were simply promoters, who were merely look

ing for the financial interests and then they got

out of the business, and I pointed out to him that

Tow there
engaged in this business many

serious and sincere men who were trying to make

the industry one that it should be ; they were earnest,

sincere and honest, but they had that legacy left

by those who had gone before and could not help

it , but there was more dishonesty among our

railroad managers than there was among the coal

barons or any other class of men.

" Col. Perkins brought to my mind one of the

old rules . You know the street railways in the

early days were operated by superintendents who

were horse traders . They didn't look about for a

man who knew how to operate a railroad , but for

the fellow who knew how to buy and trade horses

and mules, because at that time the horses and

mules more important than we were . We

worked with the mules and horses, and I never

was a very particular friend of the mule because

he had the best of me . They used to work us

sixteen hours a day, but the humane officers would

only let them work the mule three hours a day.

As I said , these rules were prepared by these

superintendents, the horse traders , who knew as

much about operating a railway as man who

never saw one . I remember a new book of rules

came out and they were very particuiar in telling
us that any man who violated these rules would be
discharged . In that book of rules was one not to

allow a dog to be carried on your car . We had a

big fellow by the name of Wells, who was a con
ductor, a droll sort of a fellow and quite a character .
A lady got on Wells' car with a little dog in the
foids of her coat . The dog stuck his head out.

Wells spotted him and said ! ' Lady, you will have
to put that dog off this car. ' Of course the lady

a
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grew indignant. 'Why,' she said , 'the idea , I'm

carrying this little dog in my lap .' He said , ' I

can't help it, you have to get off.' And so the lady

got off, and the next morning she went down to

the office and reported this conductor.
Wells was

called in before the superintendent, who said to
him, " Wells, there is a report against you that you

but ialady be yourcar with a little bitof a dogin

said , 'Haven't you got any sense ? '

Wells said , ' Sure, I've got sense . You put out

a new book of ruies in which you said if there was

a dog brought on that car he had to be put off .'

The superintendent said , 'Wells, I didn't mean
little bit of a dog in a lady's lap .'. Wells said ,

You didn't say a thing about a little dog in a lady's
lap in that rule.'

“ Those are some of the rules we used to get.

My experience instreet railway work, to which I
have given my life, is this : As Col. Perkins says

it is not so much the rules, it is the manner in

which we do our work , the interest which we have
in our work . Rules and discip.ine-yes, there must

be discipline and there must be rules, but it must
be a reasonable line of rules and discipline. If

men understand this work — and the men who put

their time to it do understand it — if they are

sincere in the work they will straighten this thing

out quicker than any rule in the world will do it.

" I want to thank those gentlemen who are here

with us this morning, who have shown their interest
by journeying hundreds of miles to get here. Mr.

Fitzgerald , of Pittsburgh, has been doing wonderful

work , and I know from the reports I get from our

membership they hold him in the highest respect.
The same is true of Col. Perkins and of Mr. Brab

ston , from Birmingham . While I have never had

the pleasure of meeting Mr. Brabston I know Mr.

Pevear very well andhold him in high esteem as
a splendid manager of railroad properties. I knew

him before he came to this city .

" That will bring to close this part of our

program. I want to say to these gentlemen who
are here that they are our guests, and we want

them to attend the banquet tonight, when we

expect to hear a little more from them . We invite

them also to a luncheon which we have arranged

for today .

" I ask this Convention to rise and give a vote

of thanks to these gentlemen who have come here
of their own volition to assist us."

(The delegates arose and applauded vigor

ously .)

President Mahon : “ These addresses will

be referred to the Committee on 'Safety

First' . '

President Mahon announced that the

specialcommittee appointed to consider the

New Orleans suspensions would meet at

three o'clock Wednesday afternoon, and

that any of the suspended members who

were present would be given a hearing

before that committee if they desired it,

inasmuch as they had that right under the

laws of the Association.

President Mahon introduced Mr. John J.

Manning, secretary - treasurer of the Union

Label Trades Department of the American

Federation of Labor.

Address of Secretary John J. Manning

" Mr. President and Delegates: In coming to

you this morning it is not with the thought ofpro
longing your convention. I come for the purpose

of extending fraternal greetings, and I might say
that I was just as much interested in the discussion

here this morning asyou were. Time works wonder

ful changes. Twenty years ago you could not

have witnessed what occurred here this morning

management and men coming together with a com

mon purpose, to perfect more clearly , more in
delibly clear, thoughtful, mindful consideration of

the traveling public, the protection of the property
and the interests of the men .

“ This is the fourth convention that I have

attended this year where I found the same condi

tion - employers meeting with employees -- and I say
to you it is a healthful sign . It is the result of

our continued agitation and education of our mem

bers and the general public that we are for the
common good and the common weal.

“ With that thought in mind you men have a

tremendous responsibility, because in the long run ,

no matter how careful management is, no matter

how scrupulous you are in carrying out all your

laws, when an accident occurs the news is blazed

forth in the newspapers that it is through the
fault of a negligent motorman or conductor. The

management is never criticised . So if you continue

your work as you have been doing it , the time is
very close at hand when accidents will not have to

be reported , because co -operation between manage

ment and the public will eliminate all need for

the prevention of accidents.
“ The sentiment expressed here this morning,

where the responsibility for all these advantageous

advances was not claimed by either side, demon.

strates to me that the spirit of co-operation and

harmony is rampant.

Brother Mahon said I was going to talk about
the Union Label . I don't need to talk about the

Union Label to you. I wish all our members were

as loyal to our cause as the street cat men are,

and then our problems would be easier.

" Safety First - it is a magical expression. You

men who do your share in spending your money

as you ought to help re-employ other union men

want to go a step further and carry this message
into the homes, to your wives and daughters,

They are the ones who spend a large portion of
your money , so see to it that they learn the same

lessons about the trade union movement that you

have learned , that you are not organized for strike

purposes or to take you away from your homes at
night ; that you are organized to make a better

home for them and the kiddies . Drive home to

them this thought, that every cent they spend

should be spent for your advantage - safety first for

the women and children, safety against the product

of the sweatshop , against the buying of goods made

in the old country, or goods made in the prisons,

because the Union Label in this country lets you

know that the article on which it appears is made

in America . Be Americans first - your first duty
is toward your fellow citizens here. The Union

Label informs you at once that no non -union man

had anything todowiththatproduct ; it confirms
your belief that no children were exploited to make

that article .

• ' Ah , ' you say , 'the children , ' It is not your

child . Butput yourself intheplace of the other

fellow . I attended church last Sunday and heard

the clergyman announce that the high school would

open next Monday. He said , “ There are parishioners

here who feel that they will need the money that

their children might earn , and I say to you, as a

clergyman of thirty-one years ' experience , that there

never was and never will be any permanent benefit

received from the money derived fromchild labor. '

“ When we can reach the pulpit with that mes
sage we have gone a thousand miles further than

Brother Mahon and myself ever dreamed of thirty
years ago. It is through our efforts that this is

being done. Remember that when you spend money

to buy a thing you are an employer, and if you

are working under the closed shop rule you insist

that none be employed but union men.
Then when

youbecome an employer in buying something, why
can't you be as fair an employer as you ask the
other fellow to be?

"I want tobring this message to you, Mr. Chair.
man, and to your members. This is the forty

third convention I have addressed this year,
all but one of those conventions there has been
increased representation, increased membership in

the organization , improved conditions for those in
the organization , and a decided improvement in
the state of their treasury . The day of recession

has gone by in our movement. We are on the

increase . Each organization that I have met has

had this determination - 'No more backward steps
and, knowing the street car men as I think I do.

I am sure that will be their motto from now on .

"'I want to charge you with this before I stop:

When this convention will have adjourned you will

have outlined your policies for the
years. Don't leave it all to Bill Mahon and the

ExecutiveBoard , because they don't do all of the

legislating, youaredoing your share of it.In the

enactment ofthat legislation, in the adoptionof

those policies you are fully as responsible as your

officers.So in the coming two yearscarry the Ten

sponsibility thatyounow have in your convention

with you until you meet again , with theonethought
in mind - this is our organization , I helped to

determine the policies, and I will support those

policies to the bitter end.
Leaving here with that

thought, when you meet again you will be surprised

at the renewed vigor and the renewed determina

coming two
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tion and the progress you have made in the two

years that have gone.

" All the harmº I wish you is that you may im

prove your conditions to the best possible extent ,

double your membership through careful and well

developed policies that will bring peace, harmony,
encouragement and co -operation to the entire rank

and file of your organization . "

President Mahon responded to Secretary

Manning's address at some length , and said,

in part :

an

of any

" I believe a recognition of the principles of the

UnionLabel is growingamong our people. Wherever
I go I find them working earnestly to promote

the Label and I find that the education is going
into our homes. There are some who tell us that

the trade unions are going to the eternal bow .

wows , but the remarks that Brother Manning has

made, with reference to the forty -three conventions

he has visited , brings this thought to me: Thirty

years or more ago we boasted in our little journals

and in our talk that the Typographical Union had
$40,000 in its International treasury . Today the

large Local Unions have much more than that in
their treasuries and the International Unions have

millions . The International trade unions of America
throughout the United States and Canada will

spend this year, in death , disability , old age and

sick benefits, over fifty millions of dollars .

" And yet we hear some stone age man talking
about the trade unions being demoralized and

destroyed . True, we are not making the progress

that we made in the war period , but we are making

educational progress among the thinking men

and women of America , and it is the thinking men
and women country , that make up the

country , and with the great mass of thinking people

and with our trade unions that education is going on .

" I am pleased to welcome Brother Manning here

this morning and to say to him that he may rest

assured that everything this organization do

to promote the Label and those interests that he

has given his life's work to will be done in the

future, as it has been done in the past."

Brother Hurst, of the local committee,

announced that the official convention

photograph would be taken immediately

upon adjournment.

He also announced that the delegates

and visitors were invited to attend the

West End Baptist Church on Sunday

morning at 9:15 o'clock , at which time a

special program had been arranged and

President Mahon would talk to the Sunday

School class .

Announcement was made by Brother

Hurst that the Convention banquet would

take place in the City Auditorium

Wednesday evening.

At 11:20 o'clock, a . m . , there being no

committees ready to report and no busi

ness coming before the Convention , ad

journment was taken to 2 o'clock , p . m .

can

Letter

“ Washington , D. C. , September 12 , 1927 .

“ Mr. W. D. Mahon , President,

" Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America ,

“ Hotel Tutwiler , Birmingham , Alabama.

" Dear Sir and Brother :
Preparations for the

Annual Convention of the A. F. of L. at Los

Angeles precludes my acceptance of your invitation

that I attend the Convention of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Em.

ployees of America at Birmingham .

" I hope you will have a successful and har

monious . Convention and that the older members

of your Association will impress upon younger

members the marvelous changes that have been

wrought in your calling through trade union

methods.

“ No estimate of American trade unionism can

be made without including the Amalgamated Asso
ciation . It has succeeded because stout hearts

and intelligence triumphed over forces and interests

that had every element of discouragement to men
who labored under unbelievable conditions .

“ The Amalgamated Association has dignified the

calling of urban and interurban transportation, and

it has elevated the standard of citizenship of its
members.

" I am not unconscious of the part you have
played in this development , which is a monument
to your loyalty and your zeal, as it is to the veterans
who have passed on , and to every member who has

faith in the unlimited possibilities of trade union
ism - possibilities that are only checked by our
discord , our lack of collective intelligence , unity

anddiscipline .
“ These are the only reasons why the Amalga

mated Association will not make gains equally as

pronounced as those made the last quarter of a

century, Continue to impress upon your members

that they alone control their own destiny and that

there is no royal road to a higher life .

“ With best wishes to yourself and associates , I

remain ,

Yours fraternally,

" Frank Morrison, Secretary,
" American Federation of 'Labor."

Secretary Reeves read communications

from Mr. 'D. W. Henderson , general super

intendent of railways of Seattle, Washing

ton, and from Mr. M. E. Goss, secretary

of the Trades Council of Ft. Smith,

Arkansas, both inviting the 1929 conven

tion to convene in their respective cities.

The communications were referred to the

Committee on Communications.

Report of Committee on Audit and

Inspection of Books

Delegate MacInnis, secretary of the com

mittee , presented the following report :

" Birmingham , Ala. , September 13 , 1927 .

“ We, your Committee on Audit, desire to report

that we have examined the books of the General

Office, as well as the reports of the expert account.

ants in connection with the same . We find that

complete audits have been made each six (6 ) months

by the Newton Audit Company, Public Account

Ants, Detroit, Mich ., and that certified statements

have been rendered by them. Certified statements

have been issued by the several banks, both in

the United States and Canada, where funds of the

Association are deposited , setting forth the balance

on deposit , copies of which are incorporated in the

auditor's report. The reports of the accountants

also certify to the fact that all bonds and other

assets of the Association have been examined and

found to agree with the books of the General

Office . Wealso find that complete reports have

been printed each six ( 6 ) months, giving in detail

all actual receipts and expenditures, and that copies

of the same have been forwarded to the Secretaries

of the Local Divisions of the Association .

“ The following is summary of receipts and

expenditures and financial standing as shown by
the books of the General Office and the Newton

Audit Company :

Balance on hand, July 31 , 1925 .. $ 1,328,112.74

Receipts, Aug. 1, 1925 , to July 31 , 1927 2,434,822.92

Total .
$3,762,935.66

Expenditures, August 1 , 1925 , to July
31 , 1927 ..

. $ 1,990,140.87

on

SDA

THIRD DAY

September 14, 1927

AFTERNOON SESSION OF WEDNESDAY

The afternoon session of the Convention

was called to order at 2 o'clock, by Presi

dent Mahon.

Assistant Secretary Walsh read the fol

lowing telegram and communication :

Telegram

-New York, N. Y., September 14, 1927.
" W. D. Mahon,

“Care Amalgamated Association Convention , Tut
wiler Hotel.

“ The officers and members of Local Division

No. 997 , of Greater New York , extend to you and
the delegates this Convention greetings and

hope that all your deliberations will be successful.

" Fraternally yours,

" WILLIAM THOMPSON,

Acting President .

" JOSEPH G. PHELAN,

" Acting Secretary. "

å
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Balance July 31 , 1927 , consisting of

cash , securities, real estate and other
President Mahon suggested that the work

assets $ 1,772,794.79 of the Convention might be facilitated by

" In closing , your Committee highly commends adjourning and allowing, the various com ,

both the system of accounting employed and the
condition of the books and records .

mittees to proceed with the matters assigned

" Fraternally submitted,
to them.

“ William Taber, Div. 241 , Chairman , By motion , carried , the Convention ad
" P , J. Tomkins, Div , 279,

journed at 2:35 p . m. to 9 o'clock Thurs
" P. J. McGrath, Div. 85,

“Clarence Nugent, Div. 26, day morning, September 15.

" Wm . J. McClenathan , Div . 308,

" Daniel M. Donahue, Div. 425, FOURTH DAY

" E. 0. M. Fehrnstrom , Div. 589 ,

" Alfred Coats , Div . 618 , September 15 , 1927

" L. A. Graeser, Div , 788 , SESSION OF THURSDAY MORNING
“ H. R. Jones , Div . 822 ,

" Angus MacInnis, Div . 101, Secretary . The morning session of Thursday, Sep

tember 15 , was called to order' at 9 o'clock,

Upon motion of Secretary MacInnis , car a. m . , with President W. D. Mahon presid
ried , the report of the Committee was

ing.

adopted . The secretary read telegrams from the

The following resolution was introduced
Fraternal Order of Eagles, Seattle, Wash. ,

by the delegation representing Division pledging co-operation with the Seattle

No. 589, Boston, Mass., and referred to Division in the event the 1929 convention

the Committee on Machinists' Jurisdiction should be held in that city , and from the

Dispute : Chamber of Commerce of Hartford , Conn.,

Resolution No. 34 asking that the 1929 convention be held

Whereas : A dispute has existed for some time

between Division No. 589, A. A. of S. and E.
there . The telegrams were referred to the

Ry . E. of A. and the International Association of Committee on Communications.

Machinists on the subject of jurisdiction over the President Mahon stated that Delegate

work performed repairing electric street cars , busses
J. P. Dodgen , Division 733 , Anniston, Ala. ,

and transferables by cashouse , shop , and garage

employees, who are members of Division No. 589, had been called home, and that his request

A. ' A. ' of S. and E. Ry . E. of A. and covered by to be excused from the Convention had

agreement between the Boston Elevated Railway
been granted.

Company and said Division No. 589 ; and,

Whereas: These men in the process of evolution President Mahon informed the delegates

in the street railway industry have followed their that the Lowe cafe was union cafe,

work in the same manner as motormen and con

ductors from horse to cable
operating with a union card.cars and from

cable cars to electric cars of many types , and from Report of the Committee on International

electric cars to busses, and are now merely claiming
President's Report

what has been the policy of the Amalgamated
Association of Street and Electric Railway Em Delegate Egan , secretary of the com

ployees of America since its very inception ; the mittee, submitted the following report :
right of the man to follow his work , which is abso

“ Birmingham, Ala . , Sept. 15, 1927 .
lutely justified and if not granted can only result

in thousands of men who have given the best years
" To the Officers and Delegates of the

of their lives to the business being eventually Twentieth Biennial Convention of the

thrown out of employment ; and, Amalgamated Association of Street and
" Whereas: We believe the American Federation

of Labor should endorse and encourage this policy Electric Railway Employees of America:

of the Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec “We, your Committee on the Report of

tric Railway Employees of America , which has been

so beneficial to the workers in our industry ; and ,
the International President , submit the

" Whereas : If the American Federation of Labor following for your consideration:

is to be guided by the jurisdictional claims of the “ We desire to extend to our International

machinists as outlined their Constitution and
President the congratulations of the mem

which is promulgated as their policy, then the rest
of our American Federation of Labor Union will bership of the Local Divisions of the Asso

have practically no jurisdiction, for the Machinists' ciation upon the splendid manner in which

jurisdiction can be interpreted to extend into practi he has conducted the affairs of his im
cally every occupation on the earth, under the earth

and in the air; therefore, be it portant office during the past two years.

Resolved : That the delegates to the Twentieth “ Wages"
Convention of the Amalgamated Association of

“ We wish to call the attention of the

Street and Electric Railway Employees of America ,
in convention assembled in Birmingham , Alabama , membership to that part of the President's

September 12 , 1927, go on record as being abso Report on Page 18, entitled 'Wages,' which

lutely opposed to the claim of the International shows four hundred fifty -two ( 452) re

Association of Machinists for jurisdiction over the

work now performed by carhouse, shop and garage
newals and one hundred twenty -seven ( 127)

employees of the Boston Elevated Railway Com increases and during this same period this

pany who are members of Division No. 589_ of the report shows but five (5) decreases, which,
Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric
Railway Employees of America and covered by work in the face of the industrial conditions that

ing agreement with the said company ; and, be it have prevailed during this period, shows

further

Resolved : That the President of the American
that the policy of this Association, as

Federation of Labor and the President of the administered by the International Presi

International Association of Machinists be notified dent , has been one of progress, and your

of the action of this Convention. Committee desires to extend to him their

Delegate Bruce, chairman of the Special sincere appreciation and

Committee on Machinists' Jurisdiction Dis recommendationthat the policy of pub

pute, announced that the committee would lishing the wages once each year be con

meet immediately after adjournment. tinued .

Similar announcements were made on “ Hours of Labor"

behalf of the Committee on Appeals and " Your Committee concurs in the policy

Grievances , the Committee on Ritual, and as outlined by the International President

the Committee on Resolutions. that the Local Divisions continue their

in

concur in his

1
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efforts to establish an eight-hour work day.

" One Day's Rest in Seven"

“ The Committee also concurs in the

International President's recommendation

that the efforts to secure the One Day's

Rest in Seven be continued .

" Agreements "

" Your Committee notes that the Inter

national President reports that there are

two hundred sixty -nine (269 ) written agree,

ments with the operating companies and

that there are still some pending at the

time this report was completed and some

are dealing verbally with the companies.

We concur in the recommendation of the

International President that the Local Di

visions endeavor to secure written contracts

with their employing companies.

“ Strikes and Lockouts "

" Your Committee has taken particular

notice that under this heading the Inter

national President reports but eight ( 8 )

strikes and lockouts during the last two

years.

“ We, your Committee , again wish to re

iterate that our position cannot be but one

of deepest appreciation of the International

President, because we feel that it is due

to his great leadership that such progress

has been made towards the elimination of

strikes and lockouts affecting the member

ship of our Association , and we heartily

concur in the recommendations of the

President that the policy of arbitration be

continued .

“ Appeals of Members Against theDecisions

of Their Local Divisions "

“ Your Committee concurs in the recom

mendation of the International President

that officers of the Local Divisions , in any

case where there is a dispute that threatens

to become an appeal , use their good offices

in trying to bring about an understanding

with their membership and thus prevent

disputes .

“ Laws"

" Your Committee , on these parts of the

International President's Report where the

question of changes of Laws is involved,

feels that this is a matter for the Com

mittee on Laws. Therefore , we are not

making any comments upon any of these

recommendations.

" Divisions Requesting International Officers '

Assistance "

“ We concur in the International Presi

dent's recommendation on Page 22 in regard

to Local Divisions requesting the services

of International Officers.

“ Funeral, Disability and Old Age Beneſts'

" On Pages 28 and 29 of the International

President's Report , your Committee has

taken notice of the report showing the

amounts paid out each year since the

establishment of these dfferent funds of our

Association , which shows a steady increase

in the amounts of benefits paid during each

two-year period .

" Your Committee concurs in the policy

of the International President in the hand

ling of this portion of the affairs of the

Association.

“ Bonding of Officers"

“ We concur in the recommendation of

the International President that the policy

of bonding of officers be continued .

" Funds of the Association "

“ Under this heading , the International

President calls the attention of the Con

vention to the fact that there has been

some criticism made as to the manner in

which some of the money of our Associa

tion was spent .

“ Your Committee, after reviewing this

report, especially that pertaining to the

financial affairs of the Association , most

sincerely concurs in the manner in which

the affairs have been handled by the Inter

national President.

" Sick Officers and Employees"

“ We concur in the recommendations of

the International President that the Consti

tution and Laws of the Association be

amended to cover sick officers and em

ployees and suggest that the Committee on

Laws bring in a recommendation covering

this portion of the Report .

“ Safety First "

“ Inasmuch as this was handled by the

Convention immediately, after the reading

of the report by the International Presi

dent , your Committee feels that no action

is necessary on this question .

“ Charles U. Taylor"

“ As we feel that this question will be

covered by the Report of the Committee on

Condolence, your Committee deems it un

necessary to take any action upon this

portion of the report ,

" One-Man Cars and Busses"

“ On Page 32, of the International Presi

dent's Report, which reads : ' Now, as I

have pointed out at former conventions, it

was not possible or within the power of

any other force that I

could conceive of, to stop the introduction

of one-man cars and busses ; let us get a

clear view of this subject. The industry,

as the figures show , is going on despite

any protests that may have been or may,

in the future, be made. We, as workers,

have our labor to sell . It is the work of

our organization to protect our labor and

to secure, through collective bargaining, the

best conditions possible for the men and

women that we represent . It then comes

clearly to my mind and seems to me all

of us should recognize that the question

with us is that of organizing the men and

women that do this work and bring them

into trade union and , through our

Union , protect their wages and their work.

ing conditions , whether it be upon the

two-man cars , one-man cars or busses, and ,

instead of wasting our efforts fighting wind

mills , as it were, let us turn our attention

to the real question of bringing into this

organization every man and

gaged in the employment of these trans

portation companies , and through this or

ganization , continue to build up and im

prove
the conditions of labor, taking

advantage of the changes and advance

ments that come, to secure, through our

your Union or

our

woman en

!
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organization , that portion of it that should The time allowed for delegates to speak,

come to the men and women who do the under the rules, expired while Delegate

real labor in operating this transportation Wiley was speaking, and on motion of

business. '
Delegate Wendell, Division 313, his time

“ Your Committee concurs in the Inter was extended five minutes .

national President's position on this matter. Delegate Wiley explained that the street

" First International Vice -President" railway company in Des Moines was asking

“ On page 33, under the heading of 'First for a rehearing of the contract matter be

International Vice- President , ' your Com fore the Supreme Court, and that , while

mittee concurs with the International Presi the possibility of a rehearing being granted

dent on this matter and desires to com was remote, he felt that it would have a

mend First International Vice- President bad effect in his city if the Convention

William B. Fitzgerald for the able assist took any action which might be construed

ance he has given to the International as being favorable to the introduction of

President and the Association in general. the one-man car.

" President's Work " Delegate Hart , Division 168, spoke in

" On pages 33 and 34, under the heading opposition to the Committee's Report, and

of 'President's Work, ' the Committee notes in doing so said that he recognized the

the numerous trips, conferences and Divi transformation that had taken place in the

sion meetings he has attended and the street railway industry in the introduction

assistance rendered in arbitration cases in
of one-man cars and busses. In part, he

addition to the regular duties of his office said :

of which he makes mention in his " We must adapt ourselves to the new order of

report.
things . The methods employed some twenty years

“ In closing our report, it is the desire
ago in dealing with industrial problems have become

obsolete , many of them , and must be discarded , and

of this Committee to call the attention of can only be accomplished in my opinion by

the delegates to the vast amount of work comprehensive industrial education . We must keep

pace with this evolution and we must see to it that

that has been done by the International our men are going to benefit by the productivity

President during the last two years and for of scientific methods by higher wages and shorter

the many years of service he has given to working hours.

this Association , and we recommend that a

" I disagree with our worthy chairman and with

the committee in concurring in that report , where

rising vote of thanks be extended to him it asks us not to be fighting, wind mills.
I don't

and hope that he will be with us for many
consider that in our efforts in the past we have

been fighting wind mills , and I don't believe it is

years to come." a waste of time to endeavor , if we cannot legislate

Fraternally submitted , the prohibition of car operation , to at

least endeavor to regulate the one-man cas opera
(Signed) W. M. REA , Chairman , tion .

THOMAS J. POWERS, ' In my organization , up until two years ago we

WILLIAM 0. MCGOWAN had 100 per cent two-man cars, but we had to sub

T. E. GODDARD,

the inevitable, like many other organiza

tions, not through our own choice, but it was com

HERBERT RENSHAW , pulsory on part , otherwise our organization

GUS J. BIENVENU ,
would sacrifice to the last man rather than operate
one -man cars . '

E. O. BROOKS,

S. H. HOWELL,
Delegate Hart then told of the efforts put

J. L. O'NEILL,
forth in the Pennsylvania legislature in con;

ROBERT J. EGAN , Secretary .
nection with the one-man car question, and

said that it was not so much the economi

The sections of the report under the

captions, “ Wages,"
cal side of the question he was fighting as

“ Hours of Labor,"

“ One Day's Rest in Seven ," “ Agreements,"
it was for the protection of the passengers

and of the men who operate the cars.
" Strikes and Lockouts,”! “ Appeals of Mem

International Treasurer Bland spoke in
bers Against the Decisions of Their Local

Divisions," " Laws,” . “ Divisions Requesting

support of the Committee's Report. He

International Officers' Assistance ," "Funeral,
said , in part :

Disability and Old Age Benefits,” “ Bond

“ The Amalgamated Association , from the very

inception of the one-man car,has been fighting , it
ing of Officers," " Funds of the Association, with all its power and might , We have been fight

" Sick Officers and Employees," " Safety ing it in the legislatures of the country, we have

First, " and “ Charles U. Taylor,"
been fighting it in the municipal councils, we have

were
been appealing to the public not topatronize the

adopted without debate. one - man car , but with all the forces we have been

That portion of the report under the able to put behind that fight we find today that

caption , “ One-man Cars and Busses, '
statistics show that 40 percent of the operation in

this country is car operation.

discussed at some length . Hart appeals in his talk for regulation , and that

Delegate Wiley , Division 441, spoke of verything. recognized by the delegates in past

the situation in Des Moines, Iowa, where conventions, has been enacted by this organization.

the organization had put up a consistent

“ The recommendation of the International Presi

dent in two past conventions was that, seeing we

fight against the introduction of the one could not stop the operation of the one -man car
man car and had always enjoyed the sup we should step in and try to regulate that opera

tion , and he recommended that we attempt to in

port of the people of that city. crease the wages , to protect the public by having

plained in detail the terms of the contract men placed upon railway crossings, and to have, a
which the Des Moines Division had with that would give proper protection to public

and employees alike.
contract had been

That
the company, which

was the best that we

could do with the one -man car ,

through all the lower courts and finally “ What happened years ago ?
We talk about

sustained by the Supreme Court of the evolution and progress --what happened when labora

State of Iowa , the

saving devices
contract providing,

introduced in Great Britain

and the workers smashed the machines ?
among other things , for two men on cars. stop the machines . What happened in theindustry

mit to

our

was
one- man

Brother

He ex

car

were
It didn't
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which I followed before I went into the street rail.
way industry , the printing industry, when the

machine first came? It was said that it would

practically wipe out the men working at the busi

ness , but it has happened that the number of men

employed in the industry has increased many fold .

What happened in the cigar makers' situation
when they introduced machines to make cigars ?

Unfortunately, the cigar makers did not follow the

policy of this organization , they tried to stop the

machine, they tried to taboo it, they refused to

take in the machine operators, and the result is
that the membership of the Cigar Makers' Union

has dwindled until today they are in a sad condi

tion, and it was only at their last convention in

Chicago a few weeks ago that they have seen the

light , and they are now going in to control the

operators of machines instead of keeping them out.
" The one-man will stay in this business ,

despite our efforts, as long as the people want it ,

and it is something that we can't control in that

respect , and I say the most progressive stand this

organization can take is to accept the recommenda

tion of the International President and the report

of this committee . '

Delegate Egan, secretary of the Com

mittee, in explaining the Committee's posi

tion , said :

“ We simply concur in the recommendation and

judgment of the International President that the

best thing to do at this time is to try and regu
late the There is no doubt that

efforts have been made in every State in the Union

to abolish it . I know in my own State we have

been before the legislature, we have had some of
the best men in the diffcrent parts of our State

appear before the legislative bodies and tell the

reasons why the one-man car should be taken off
the street . It cost our Local Unions in the state

thousands and thousands of dollars, whercas if we

had been devoting the same effort to regulating

it and trying to raise the wages we would have

made better progress."

Delegate Brooks , Division 416, a mem

ber of the Committee, stated that he signed

the report and concurred in the recom

mendation under discussion with the under

standing that it did not mean a fight

against the one-man car totally . He said :

“ The recommendation of the International Presi.

dent and the report of the committee is clear, that

our efforts be put forth , not to keep the one- man

car out of existence, because that is recognized as

impossible, even by those who oppose the report of

the committee, but to obtain satisfactory conditions

in the operation of this type of car, in the way of

wages and hours."

Delegate Brooks stated practically all the

cars in his city were one-man cars. He

also refuted the argument made by a

previous speaker that the one-man car was

responsible for relegating the older members

to the scrap heap, pointing out the fact

that when members reach a certain age

they are no longer fit for active service ,

regardless of the type of car they are

operating

Delegate McGrath, Division 85 , stated

that when the one-man car was first intro

duced in Pennsylvania the men did not

take it seriously and it was impossible to

arouse enough interest among them to fight

it before the State legislature, because they

did not feel that the day would come when

the one-man car would be so generally

used as it is today. He said , in part :

“ The one-man car is in all towns now and it is

there to stay, regardless of what we may say about

it , and best efforts should be put forth to

regulate the operation of the one- man car When

that car first to Pittsburgh we could very

easily have gotten 10 cents an hour additional for
its operation. We thought doing the

proper thing by keeping the wage of the one-man

car operator as low as we could in order to not

hold out any inducement to our to operate

those cars . But even with the 5 cents additional

that we got , the majority of our men were rushing

to get that 5 cents an hour additional wage .

" Now when we speak of the International Union
not being able to provide us with data at any

time that we may attempt to fight the one-man

car, that is largely our own fault, because how is

it possible for the International to know of occur

rences happening in the various cities on the one.

man cars unless we who know of those happenings

send in our communications and give them the data

we have ? I find it even difficult to get that in .

formation from our members in Pittsubrgh when

accidents occur. As far as the companies are con

cerned , they do not give out any information when

accidents occus if they can avoid it .

“ There is nothing in the President's recommenda

tion that will prohibit us continuing to fight the
one-man car the best way we know how The

advice is that we continue to regulate them to the

best of our advantage, to increase our wages and

better our conditions.

Delegate Jones , Division 822 , spoke of

the marked change in transportation condi

tions which had taken place in his locality ,

informing the delegates that whereas it

was a problem of 350 trolley car operators

six years ago , it was now a question of

some seven hundred motor coach operators.

He expressed the belief that the electric

car would remain for many years in the

larger cities, but that in the smaller towns

and cities it would be supplanted by the

motor coach or bus.

Another member stated :

“ There have been some remarks made that might

give the delegates a wrong impression relative to

the attitude of the International Association . When

the one-man car started I was opposed to it for two
reasons : one was that it would relegate many of

our members out of the industry . The other reason

was because I recognized there was less safety with

the one -man car than with the two-man car. The

International President was of the same opinion at

that time.

“ Communications were coming in to the Inter

national office on the proposition. There may be

delegates here who will remember that they re

ceived letters from the International Association ,

soliciting data and statistics relative to accidents
occurring upon one- man Generally that

solicitation of information was properly responded

to, and through that information there col .

laborated argument against the one- man car ,

and in that argument we used the menace that

that type of car was to the riding public and the
people who occupy our streets . It was forwarded

to many Local Unions and to many who

soliciting information upon the one-man car-records
of accidents occurring .

“ We did fight the one- man car , but as has been

stated here by Brother McGrath and others, the
one-man persisted against our protests until

you find the condition as it is today. Fortunately ,

they got an agreement in Des Moines before the

one - man car ever came into general use in that

town, and that agreement excludes the one- man

That agreement has cost that Local Division
thousands of dollars to maintain in the courts ,

but we are mighty glad that they have succeeded .

“ Down in Dayton , Ohio, the Internationai Union

was appealed to for data on the one- man car in

order to get an ordinance passed by the city council

in that city prohibiting the operation of these cars .
That data was supplied , it was used , and the

ordinance was adopted and it became a city law ,
It finally went to court. The first court sustained

it . It went to the Court of Appeals and to the

Control Court of the State of Ohio, and that Control

Court said that ordinance could not be put into

effect ; that the one- man cars must continue in

Dayton . Had they not gotten the decision there
they could have gone to the Supreme Court of

the United States and gotten the same rule there .

You can't stop them only as the public will stop

them , by educating the public .

" Of course our members are in danger. I have

the data showing that members were killed in

the operation of one- man cars , whereas if there

had not bein such cars they would not have been

killed . I know of one instance in Lansing , Michi

gan , where a lady was run down and killed . Had

it been a two- man car operation that death would
not have occurred . The same thing occurred in

cars .
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Jackson , Michigan , and I can cite lots of instances

that should arouse the public .

" But it will do you no good to go out of this

Convention protesting against the operation of the
one-man car. You have got to do just as the Presi

dent has said legislate and regulate the one- man
car, get better wages for the than

the two-man I approve the report of this

committee."

Delegate McLaughlin, Division 589, stated

that even as recently as 1917 there were a

considerable number of members in the city

of Boston who did not feel that the one

man car would ever become a problem of

serious consequence. He told of the visit

of the International President to Boston in

an effort to get a reasonable differential

for the operators of the one-man cars ,

and stated that the best that could finally

be obtained was a differential of 15 cents.

Forty per cent of the membership in

Boston , the delegate stated , were employed

on one-man car or bus operations .

Delegate Murphy, Division 589 , described

the progress that had been made in recent

years in the transportation industry and

stated that in his opinion it would be only

a very short time until the one -man car

question
would be supplanted by the

question of regulation of the bus. He felt

that the policy adopted by the Inter

national President was the only right and

proper one under the circumstances, since

it was necessary to legislate for the entire

membership and for the best interests of

the great majority.

President Mahon : “ I desire to say a word at

this time and if possible set the Convention right

upon this matter . First I want to correct Delegate

Hart regarding information from the International

Office, As Delegate McGrath said , it is no easy

matter to gather information on a new proposition,

a problem which is new to all of us . If you will

recall, I wrote articles attacking the one-man car,
and the Street Railway Journal , the employers '

paper, took me to task seriously because of my

position on the one-man car. I opposed it as

Dolicy of this organization .
“ We gathered information to the best of our

ability and did send out a great deal of informa
tion , but it was hard to get it . We have a case

before this Convention, one of the most important

have ever had , I think , on the machinists'

question, and yet sixty-six of your Divisions, some
of them among the largest, refused did not

my circulars upon that matter . Brother

Reeves was designated by me to compile this in

formation and send it out .

"In the Pennsylvania situation Delegate McGrath
was handling, the matter and trying to do the

best he could to stop the one-man
We did

the best we could with it and we sent out to many
Divisions and to many committees the information
that we had .

“ Brother Wiley speaks of Des Moines. He has

very peculiar situation there and one that
do not have anywhere else in the United States

or Canada that I can recall . Brother Wiley tells

you in one breath of how they have gone through

the courts preserving their agreements, and in the
next breath he admits that he goes to another

city and had to put the one -man car in that city,
" Now don't let us be foolish . When we started

out on this matter we started out to oppose it ,

but the one -man cars kept coming, with all

opposition , and after studying the situation

quickly saw that we could not stop them .

" I recommended your Chicago Convention

that we control the situation by establishing condi

tions surrounding the one-man car ; that get

legislation every way possible , and that

men co -operate with us not to operate their cars

in any danger. But what is the result ? In every

case that I have investigated , while the organiza
meetings would protest the one-man car ,

the men would break their necks to get the

one - man car, and in violation of the policy of the

organization they would go and take them ,

" The proposition of 5 cents an hour did not come

from this organization , it came from the companies

as an inducement to get the men to take the one

man car . Our instructions were to fight it and we

were fighting it, but our Local Divisions were

settling and taking the 5 cents . I remained under

those instructions, refusing to touch the wages,
saying that we were opposed to it and we did not

want it, and I finally made up my mind that it
was no use to fight windmills , and so I went into

the Boston situation with Brother Murphy and

the men upon that committee--Mr. Shine was the
President and William Walsh was the Business

Agent-I asked for 25 cents an hour for the men

on the one- man cars and said that a wage should

be established for this responsibility that wasgoing
to be put on the men . We argued that before the

trustees , we argued that in our conference with the

manager, and the manager agreed with me that 5

cents wasn't enough , and finally they came with a
compromise of 15 cents an hour . After considering

the matter the committee believed it was best to

accept it , and our membership in the City of

Boston ratified it .

“ As I say in my report, there are 40 per cent of
these cars in operationin our railroads. We cannot

hope to take them off, yet, some men persist in

fighting that proposition . The thing we have got

to do is to organize the men. As one of the dele

gates said , the one- man cas is passing and the

bus is coming, and we are continually meeting these

changed conditions . The thing with us is to get
the men and women organized . We haven't the

power to legislate these things in this country.

We have only the limited power of a trade union ,

which is limited by the various forces that oppose

us , and we have got to deal with it .

*** What is our policy on the one-man car?
Our

policy was laid down in the Oakland Convention,

and we have been following that policy ever since
and propose to continue to follow it, but what I

am trying to point out to you men is the neces
sity of organizing all these forces, the busses, the

one -man car , and every other force that comes

here, because you can't hope to control and protect

the wages and the environment of the men and

women in this occupation only through your organi
zation . Our hope and the hope of labor is in its

organization and its organized strength, if you

please .

"And so I pointed out in this report that matter

that I felt should be again conveyed to you , the
struggle we are having to organize these forces.

The bus situation comes in lower wages , and our

organizers are struggling now all over this country,

and it is hard job . I find new bus lines every

day in every direction , and they are threatening

the wages of this occupation -- don't forget it .

We can't stop it . We have got to get these men

into this organization in order to establish their

wages and to protect ours . You can't stop one
man cars any than you can stop Niagara

Falls , and you can't stop busses because the world

is full of them . You have to look at it in a logical ,

sensible manner if you are going to deal with it ,
and deal with it in that way . '

Delegate MacInnis, Division 101 , felt that

the adoption of the Committee's recom

mendation would place his Division in an

embarrassing position in the future, because

the employing company would
use

argument that the Internatio
nal

Associa

tion had withdrawn its opposition to the

one-man car . He offered a motion that

part of the Committee'
s

report be referred

back to the Committee for further con

sideration . The motion was seconded.

Chairman Rae of the Committee :

" This motion is useless, in
my opinion . The

arguments upon this question are

The committee, in considering this important part

of the report , 'looked on it in this respect: That
our International President was not recommending

that any Local Division cease its efforts, wherever

it was possible to keep out theone-man cars, but
that he felt in his own mind that a great many

of our Divisions had been neglectful, so far asthe

protection ofthewages and working conditions of

the members in the industry were concerned.
dent Mahon does not condone the one-man car,

neither do we as a committee.

" The other evil that is coming, in the opinion

of the committee. is the invasion of the bus.
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the State of Ohio they have formed a net work all

over the State, destroying some of the best inter

urban lines we had in our State , and the interurban

men , rather than go out and try to organize these

men , undertook to enact legislation to prohibit the
invasion of the bus . Now we have no legislation ,

but we have the bus men and they are not organ

ized .

" I am convinced that our International President

has the proper solution to this problem ."

Board Member McMorrow , in discussing

the question , said in part :

" I don't see wherein the President's recommenda

tion prohibits any Local Division , if it is consistent
with the policy of this Association , continuing

consistent opposition to the one- man I say

to you , after many years of experience in contend

ing against the encroachment of the one - man car ,

that whether you like it or not , the public is satis

fied with the one-man car and we have got to run

them if want to stay in the transportation

business . There is nothing in the President's

report that
prevents Vancouver from consistently

opposing the one- man car and it will be in line

with the policies of this Association , but must

take into consideration that the public in our busi
is the real factor, whether are willing to

admit it or not . What would we amount to , what

would the companies amount to if it were not for
the public ?

" While I believe, like Brother Rea , that these

discussions are good . I believe it is a waste of time

to refer this back to the committee, because they

can't bring back any more concrete proposition

on it . "

Delegate Graeser , Division 788 , agreed

with the opposition registered by Delegate

MacInnis, of Vancouver, because of the
situation existing in St. Louis. He ex

plained that they had been reasonably

successful in keeping the one- man cars

from being very generally operated in that

city , and felt that if the Committee's

recommendation were adopted it might have

a bad effect there .

Vice-President Fitzgerald in the Chair

At this point President Mahon suggested

a revision in that portion of the Com

mittee's report which he said was satis

factory to him and which he felt would

cover the objections raised by the deleqates

from Vancouver and St. Louis .

gested revision, which appears later in the

proceedings , was offered as a motion and

duly seconded .

Delegate London, Division 788, explained

that the operation of one-man cars in that

city was largely up to the decision of the

Board of Aldermen , and that, up to this

time, they had supported the organization

in its fight against the introduction of this

type of car. He felt that the recommenda

tion , as originally presented , might be used

against the St. Louis organization in its

continued fight on the one-man car.

Delegate Wiley, Division 441, stated that

the revision suggested by President Mahon

was entirely satisfactory to him .

Vice-President Fitzgerald made a state

ment to correct an impression that might

have been gained from Delegate London's

statement that either President Mahon or

the Vice - President had at any time pre

vented the St. Louis Division from putting

forth its efforts against the one-man car .

In this connection he said :

“ The International's position that , rather

than attempt to get a franchise provision prohibitingthe one- man car, which our judgment im

possible, they should proceed with ordinance

before the common council to regulate the operation

of these cars, and that's the position of the Inter

national organization at this moment.

“ May I also be permitted to say that at

time has either President Mahon or myself written

any articles for the Electric Railway Journal or any
other paper outside of own publications on
the one- man car ? "

That portion of the Committee's report

dealing with the one-man car was referred

back to the Committee, with a suggested

revision offered by President Mahon.

Presentation of Suit to President Mahon

International Board Member J. B. Law

son was given the floor on a question of

personal privilege, and on behalf of Local

Division No. 128 , Asheville, N. C. , pre

sented to President Mahon a homespun

suit of clothes, made in the only factory

of its kind in the world . He stated it was

the desire of the members in Asheville that

President Mahon wear the suit on the occa

sion of the dedication of a labor temple in

Asheville in the latter part of December.

President Mahon briefly acknowledged the

gift, stating that he appreciated it very

much , not alone because of the loyalty of

the members in Asheville to the Amalga

mated at all times, but because of the

fact that it would give him the oppor

tunity to again wear a homespun suit for

the first time since his boyhood .

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE

ON LAWS

Delegate Robbins, secretary of the Com

mittee, submitted the following report :

President's Report- (Amendment to

Section 18)

“ The President recommends that Section

18 of the Constitution and General Laws be

amended to read as follows :

“ Section 18. Immediately after the open

ing of the Convention , the I. P. shall

appoint a Committee on Credentials. This

Committee shall examine and pass upon

the credentials of the delegates. They

shall report as as possible all cre.

dentials upon which there is no contest .

As soon as the delegates have been passed

upon and seated the Convention shall be

declared opened for the transaction of its

regular business. The I. P. shall then

appoint a Committee on Rules and Order

and such other committees as the business

of the Convention may require.

“ The Committee recommends the adop

tion of the section as amended . "

The recommendation of the Committee

was unanimously adopted.

Association's Headquarters

“ Due to changing of the name of street on

which our Headquarters is located , Section

24 of the Constitution and General Laws

will have to be amended to read as follows :

“ Section 24 . Headquarters shall be

located in the Association Building, No. 260

Vernor Highway East, Detroit, Michigan ."

“ The Committee recommends concurrence

in the above amendment."

The recommendation of the Committee

was unanimously adopted.

Election of Officers

“ On the recommendations contained in

that part of the President's Report under

the above caption , the Committee recom

mends non -concurrence."
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A motion was made and seconded to

adopt the report of the Committee.

After a short discussion in which Dele

gates McClenathan, Division 308 ; Bruce,

(308) , and Burns , Division 618 , took part,

this portion of the report was referred

back to the Committee on motion of

Delegate Burns, to give delegates interested

in local election laws an opportunity to

appear before the Committee .

In line with the recommendation of the

International President, the Committee on

Law recommended the following addition to

Section 46 :

" Local Divisions, asking for the assist

ance of an International Officer, shall, by

letter or wire , fully acquaint the Inter

national President with the Local situation

and the reasons for wanting an Officer.”

The recommendation of the Committee

was unanimously adopted.

" In line with the International President's

recommendation , the Committee

mends that Section 84 be amended to read

as follows :

“ Section 84. After each regular Con

vention of this Association , the L. D. shall

secure from the International Office a suffi

cient number of the revised Constitutions

and see that a copy is placed in the hands

of each member of the Division in good

standing , and as new member

hasbeen obligated into membership in the

L. D. , the president or officer so obligating

him shall present him with a copy of the

General Constitution and of the Division

By-Laws, so that he may familiarize him

self with both the laws of the International

and the Local Division ."

The recommendation of the Committee

was unanimously adopted ,

Amendment to Section 104

The International President recommended

in his report that Section 104 of the Con

stitution and General Laws be amended to

read as follows :

“ Section 104. Should the funds providing

for payment of Death, Disability and Old

Age Benefit claims be reduced to

hundred thousand dollars ( $ 100,000 ),

less , the G. E. B. is hereby authorized to

levy a special assessment of fifty cents

(500) per member, to be placed upon the

monthly working cards of the membership

of this Association for such month as the

G. E. B. may determine , but the member

ship shall not be assessed to exceed three

assessments, amounting to the sum of one

dollar and fifty cents ( $ 1.50) , in any one

calendar year.
Such assessments shall be

applied solely to the Death , Disability and

Old Age Benefit Fund , except in the case

of an epidemic or unusual circumstance

causing a large death list , when , in such

case, the G. E. B. is hereby authorized to

issue a special assessment to meet the

emergency. '

The Committee recommended concurrence

in the amended section, and after a short

explanation of the reason for the amend

ment by President Mahon the Committee's

report was unanimously adopted .

Claims for Benefits

Under the above caption in the Presi.

dent's report he recommends that Section

105 be revised and divided into two sec

tions, to be known as Sections 105 and

10572, as follows :

" Section 105. Claims for Funeral, Dis

ability and Old Age Benefits shall be made

through the L. P. in which the member

holds his membership, and the application

for the benefit shall be filled out and for

warded by the F, S. and L. D. upon the

regular blanks of the Association prepared

for that purpose. He shall have the appli

cation attested by a notary public, comply

ing with the laws and instructions upon the

There shall accompany the appli

cation for Funeral, Disability or Old Age

Benefit the doctor's certificate, which, in

case of death , shall explain the cause of

death , length of illness and date of the

death . In claims for disability, the doctor's

certificate shall explain the condition of

the member and the reasons for the dis.

ability, and in case of old age, the doctor's

certificate shall explain the condition of the

member at the time the application is

made. The member's certificate and the

last working card of the deceased or appli

cant shall accompany the claim.
Should

the International Office desire further in

formation , the same shall be forwarded by

the officers of the L. D. in which the

applicant was a member. Where members

have met death by accident and where

coroner's reports are made, a copy of the

coroner's report shall be forwarded with

the Funeral Benefit application. Amember

to be entitled to any of these benefits must

have all dues and assessments paid, in

cluding the month in which death, disa

bility or old age occurs, as provided for in

the Constitution and General Laws. If

further information on any claim isdesired

by the I. P. , the officers of the L. D. shall

forward the same . If the I. P. approves

of the claim, it will be recorded and paid

in order from the funds accumulated for

the purpose of paying such benefits.

check for the amount shall be forwarded

to the F. S. of the L. D. , who shall pay

it to the person or persons entitled to

receive the same, returning receipts to the

I. P. Before paying any funeral claim ,

the F. S. shall ascertain if the under

taker's bills have been paid . If not, he

must make arrangeme
nts

and see that they

are paid or that payment is provided for

them before any of the money forthe bene

fitsbe paid to any of the claimants. He

shall have claimants sign receipts and attest

them by his signature and seal of the L. D.

and return the same to the General Office.

Claims for Funeral, Disability and Old

Age Benefits shall firstbemade to the

I. P. In case he should refuse to allow

the claim, the claimants, through the L.D.,

have a right to appeal to the General

Exe ve Should

Executive Board refuse to allow the claim ,

the claimants then , through the l. Du

shall have the right to appeal to the

General Convention of the Association, and

will claimants appeal to of

A

one

or

the General

in no case
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take their case into any court of law until

it has been finally decided upon by the

highest authority in the Association , which

is the regular Convention. No claim of a

member of an L. D. can be considered by

the I. P. or the G. E. B. until the claim

has been properly approved of by theL. D.

and filed by the F. S. of the L. D. In

cases where claims for Funeral , Disability

or Old Age Benefits are denied to a mem

ber by the L. D. , the persons filing the

claim for the deceased or the member shall

have the right to appeal , under the Laws

of the Association, from the I. P. to the

G, E. B. and from the G. E. B. to the

Convention.

“ Section 105 % . Claims for Funeral, Dis

ability and Old Age Benefits for isolated

members holding membership under the

provisions of Section 150 of this Consti

tution and General Laws shall be made to

the I. P. In case of death , the members

of the family or friends of the applicant

shall apply direct to the I. P. In the case

of disability or old age , the applicant him

self shall apply direct to the I. P. , and

receive the proper blanks for making out

the claim and then file the same with the

I. Otherwise they shall comply with

Section 105 of these Laws, giving full

information as is required , and should the

General Office desire further information ,

those filing the claim shall forward the

same. In case of a rejection of a claim

for isolated members , they shall have the

same right to appeal as is provided for in

Section 105 of these Laws , except that they

shall have the right as applicants instead of

the L. D. to file the appeal . '

The Committee recommended the adop

tion of the sections as amended, and a

motion was made and seconded to concur

in the Committee's report .

The question was discussed by Dele

gates McGrath, Division 85 ; Taber, Divi

sion 241 ; Brooks, Division 416 ; McLaughlin,

Division 589 , and President Mahon, after

which the report of the Committee

unanimously adopted.

Brother McDowell, for the Local Com

mittee , announced that the ladies would

be entertained at a theater party Thurs

day afternoon . He also announced a mass

meeting in the assembly room of the hotel

on Thursday evening and the Convention

ball on Friday evening in the same place.
Brother Hurst announced that Mrs.

Linton , representative of the American

Federation of Labor , would entertain the

visiting ladies at the Élks Club Firday after

noon , from 2 to 4 o'clock .

At 12 o'clock noon the Convention ad

journed to 2 o'clock p . m .

FOURTH DAY

September 15 , 1927
AFTERNOON SESSION OF THURSDAY

The Convention was called to order in

afternoon session at 2 o'clock , p . m . , by

President Mahon.

Report of Committee on

President's Report

Delegate Egan , secretary of the Com

mittee, continued the report of the Com

mittee, reporting first upon that portion of

the report under the caption, " One-man

Cars and Busses," referred back to the

Committee at the morning session ,

follows:

" Your Committee understands that the

report of the International President does

not take away from any of the Local Divi

sions the right to prevent , whenever pos

sible, the putting into operation of busses

or one-man cars. Our understanding is

that the policies outlined and adopted by

the Oakland Convention , which calls for

the prevention , or, in cases where the one

cars are operated, the attempt upon

the part of our organizations to protect

through legislation and otherwise the con

ditions of men operating one-man cars, are

still in effect. The International President ,

in this report, has set forth the importance

of organizing and bringing into this Asso

ciation the men who operate busses and

one-man cars, and through organization ,

advance and promote the best interests of

our membership, and it is the opinion of

your Committee that the important thing

is as set forth by the International Presi

dent, that of organization , and your Com

mittee fully concurs in the report of the

International President."

The report of the Committee, with the

above addition , was unanimously adopted .

The Committee reported concurrence in

those portions of the report under the cap

tion , " First Vice- President" and " Presi

dent's Work ," and the report of the Com

mittee was adopted .

The concluding paragraph of the Com

mittee's report provided that a rising vote

of thanks be given President Mahon for

his many years of service, and in accord

ance therewith the delegation arose in an

expression of appreciation .

Delegate Egan moved the adoption of

the report of the Committee on President's

Report as a whole. The motion was sec

onded by Delegate Burns, Division 618, and

carried .

President Mahon introduced to the Con

vention Mr. Victor Altman , representing

the United Garment Workers of America.

Address of Representative Victor Altman

" It affords me great pleasure and I consider it

an honor that the International organization has

delegated me to come before you to extend their

fraternal greetings . They are wishing you folks the

best of success in your undertakings and delibera
tions. They know fairly well the struggles that

you are confronted with and they want to extend

congratulations on the progress you have made .
" I always thought that we, as an organization

of garment workers, had considerable to contend
with as far as organizing our craft is concerned .

The hardest part of it is to educate our people to

American principles. We fully realize your hard

task, and I want to say this to you, my friends,

and in no spirit of flattery at all-I have followed

your President for many years, I am a personal ad

mirer of Bill Mahon and his colleagues, and I say

to you , in consideration of the problems you have

had to meet , that you should be congratulated for

the splendid progress you have made.
" I want to ask you to give us your hearty co

operation and help us to do what we are trying
to do with reference to uplifting conditions among

the workers in the various industries of the garment

making trade . We have a task , in the first place ,

to eliminate that stain that has blotted the State

in which you are now meeting and the other States

where they are pitting prison labor against free

was
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labor. We are confronted with very serious

situation on this question and you can be of great

help to us upon this subject .

There were over 26,000,000 shirts manufactured

last year in the penitentiaries and in the different
penal institutions of the various States that

still practicing this thing. These come in direct

competition with free labor. Our factories have

been scrapped, but the penitentaries have kept on

working. I don't say that the prisoners who are

unfortunate enough to fall into the clutches of the

law should not work, but I say there is plenty of

work for them in making the necessities for the

penal institutions .

" Another question that is confronting, us very

seriously is the child labor question .
are familiar with that . We want that child to go

where he properly belongs-to the school and the

playground .
" I wish you all the success in the world . I hope

and trust that when you go back to your respective
homes you will all be instilled with that vigor

and vim and inspiration to go ahead and keep

on working on the lines of bringing in your fellow

men who are working on the cars in the different

sections of the country . I know the task is hard ,

but it is getting better and better. I feel we

living in a better age now than we did before, be

cause I just noted in an article the other day where

the President of this great nation said that there

an abundant amount of people who labor who

are not receiving the exact wage they are entitled
to . We know that that verything applies to

your people and to your craft .

" I appreciate this opportunity of talking to you ,
and I hope and trust you will all be spared , with

your good friends, and especially your President

and his colleagues, to keep on in the great work
you have set out to do , "

President Mahon thanked Mr. Altman for

his address and assured him that the

Street Railway men would continue to give

their support and encouragement to the

Garment Workers .

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LAWS

(Continued)

Delegate Robbins , secretary of the Com

mittee, continued the report as follows :

Amendment to Section 118

“ The President's Report contained a rec

ommendation that Section 118 be amended

to read as follows :

“ Section 118. The payment of an old

age benefit closes the benefits of the mem

ber and releases this Association from any

other or future financial obligation to the

member receiving the same , and when the

claim is made out in the General Office,

there shall be made out a withdrawal of

membership and a lifetime honorary mem

bership card be issued to the member, and

the member shall sign a release blank pro

vided , which shall bear a statement that

he has received all benefits to which he is

or may be in the future entitled under the

laws, from the International Association ,

and that his benefits, insofar as the Inter

national Association is concerned , are

brought to a close in the matter of present

or future liabilities on the part of the

International Association."

The Committee recommends that the

amended section be adopted.

A motion was made and seconded to

adopt the Committee's report.

Delegate Wiley, Division 441 , asked if

this would interfere with Local Divisions

providing benefits , as set forth in Resolu

tion No. 27 , submitted to the Convention .

The Secretary of the Committee replied

that this would not conflict with Local

provisions, and President Mahon explained
that it was merely the purpose of the

amendment to protect the International

Association after a member had been paid

his benefits .

The report of the Committee was unani

mously adopted .

Isolated Members

Secretary Robbins : “ The President's Re

port, under this caption , recommended that

Section 150 be amended to read as follows :

“ ' Section 150. Whenever a Division ,

from any cause , lapses or surrenders its

charter or whenever the General Executive

Board may annul a charter, the members

in such Divisions in good standing who

wish to retain their membership in the

Association , or where members are removed

at a great distance from any L. D. and

desire to retain their membership , they

shall apply to the I. P., giving their names

anddate of membership , number of their
L. D. and post office address . The I. P.

shall keep a record of all such members in

a book for that purpose , and, on receiv

ing their dues, which shall be the same as

provided for in this Constitution for mem

bers in Local Divisions, he shall issue to

them working cards and they shall be

members , entitled to all the rights, privi

leges and benefits of the Association the

same as any other member, and when such

members enter employment under the juris
diction of Local Divisions that are operat

ing they shall then secure
a withdrawal

card from the I. P. and deposit the same

with the L. D. under which they are work

ing and become members of that Local.'

“ The Committee recommends concurrence

in the amended section . ”

Upon motion by Secretary Robbins, car

ried , the recommendation of the Committee

was adopted .

Amendment to Section 170

Secretary Dobbins : “ The President's

Report contained a recommendation that

the following addition be made at the end

of Section 170 :

" " The L. D. shall , by vote , determine the

amount of cash that can be in the hands

of the F. S. , F. S. T. , or the L. T. that is

not on deposit in the bank , at the end of

each quarter. This should be a small

amount and , if same exceeds the amount

as prescribed by the L. D. , the auditors

shall make a report of same to the
D. ,

and also on theregular audit report blank,

which is filled out and forwarded to the

I. P. '

“ The Committee recommends concurrence

in the amendment."

By motion of Secretary Robbins, carried,

the recommendation of the Committee was

adopted .

Amendment to Section 172

Secretary Robbins: " The President rec

ommended the addition of the following

language at the end of Section 172 :

And the necessary premium on the new

bond must accompany the application for

the newly elected or appointed officer, as

prescribed in Section 175 of these Law's

covering cost of bonds to the L. D.'

“ The Committee recommends concurrence

in the amendment."
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Upon motion by Secretary Robbins, car

ried , the recommendation of the Committee

was adopted .

Sick Pay for Executive Board Members

Vice-Presidents and Employees

Secretary Robbins: “Under this caption ,

in line with the President's Report, the

Committee recommends the following :

" Executive Board Members, Vice -Presi

dents and Special Organizers, if taken sick

while on duty and away from home, shall

receive their regular allowance as prescribed

by Section 37 , but as soon as they return

to their home town they shall receive only

the wages prescribed in Section 37. In

all cases, however, doctor's certificate

must be forwarded to the International

President , which must also be approved

by him before payment of same.

" Employees at the General Office to

receive their regular salary in case of sick

ness , upon the receipt of a doctor's certifi

cate and approved by the International

President. "

Moved by Secretary Robbins , seconded

by Del Burns, that the provision recom

mended by the Committee be adopted .

Delegate MacInnis, Division 101, asked

if there was any stipulated period of time

within which sick pay was to beallowed.

Secretary Robbins, for the Committee,

stated that that was at the discretion of

the Executive Board and the International

President .

The original report of the Committee

did not include special organizers , and on

an amendment by Delegate Hart, which

was accepted by the Committee as a part

of its recommendation, the words " special

organizers" were included.

President Mahon made a brief statement

of the reasons for his recommendation and

stated that he was desirous of having the

Convention go on record as to just what

they wished to do in these matters in the

future, so that the blame could not be left

entirely on the International President or

Executive Board .

The question was discussed briefly by

Delegates Hart, Division 168 ; Lawrence,

Division 308 ; and Mahoney, Division 589,

and the report of the Committee

unanimously adopted.

Payment of Moneys to Dependents

of Former Officers of the

Amalgamated Association

Secretary Robbins : “ On that portion of

the President's Report dealing with the

above subject , the Committee reports as

follows :

" Your Committee on Law , as requested

in the International President's Report , has

carefully considered the cases of our two

widows mentioned therein . We do not

consider that anything should be placed in

our Constitution concerning same, but we

do recommend that each of the widows be

allowed the sum of twenty -five hundred

dollars as a final allowance.

Moved by Secretary Robbins and sec

onded by Del. Ashton , that the recom

mendation of the Committee be adopted .

The question was discussed at length by

Delegates MacInnis , Division 101 ; Robbins ,

Division 113 ; Quinlan, Division 241 ; Board

Member McMorrow ; Gilmore , Division 380 ;

Scully, Division 570; Wiley, Division 441 ;

Rooney , Division 22 ; Peyroux, Division 194 ;

Hart , Division 168 ; O'Brien , Division 241 ;

Burns , Division 618 ; and President Mahon.

Delegate Rooney offered the following

amendment : “ Provided, however, that if

this recommendation is adopted , it shall not

be considered as a precendent or policy of

this organization in dealing with future

cases. " The amendment was seconded .

Delegate Peyroux, Division 194, offered

the following: That the two widows in

question be allowed the sum of $ 150 per

month each . ( Motion seconded. )

Delegate Hart, Division 168, moved that

the Executive Board be empowered to give

the widows referred to an annual pension

during their natural life , and that they have

the power to place whatever assessment

they deem advisable upon the organization

to pay that pension. ( Motion seconded .)

Some of the delegates felt that the widows

of other former officers should also be con

sidered in dealing with the subject.

Delegate Rooney , Division 22 , moved that

the entire matter be referred back to the

Committee for further consideration and

report to the Convention . The motion was

seconded and carried .

Resolution No. 1

Secretary Robbins : “ Resolution No. 1 ,

submitted by Walter Burke, of Division

No. 26, Detroit , Michigan , reads :

" Whereas, the wives of the working men

play an important role in the lives of their

men, and particularly in times of industrial

unrest, strikes, lockouts, etc .; and ,

“ Whereas : The women of the street car

men have no means of getting together to

discuss their problems, the conditions under

which their husbands work, etc. , by not

having the means of getting together and

learning of the conditions under which their

men work, they, at many times, unjustly

criticise their men, and fail to give them

the proper moral support , and sympathy

when the men are working under conditions

that are almost unbearable; and ,

" Whereas: If the women were organ

ized into a Women's Auxiliary, they would

have the means of learning of the condi

tions under which their men work, they

would learn about trade unionism , and

thereby influence their men to the extent

of making better union men of them . They

would also help out the men in case of

strikes, lockouts, and other labor troubles ;

and ,

“ Whereas : The Constitution of the

Amalgamated
Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America has

no provision in it for the organizing of

Women's Auxiliaries; be it therefore,

“ Resolved : At this regular meeting of

Division 26 of the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employees

of America, on July 23, 1927 , that

approve of the organizing of Women's

Auxiliaries; and be it further ,

" Resolved : That this resolution be for

was

we
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warded to the General Executive Board of

our International Union with the purpose

of having this resolution introduced at the

coming Convention of the International

Union, to be added to the Constitution.

“ The Committee non-concurs in this reso

lution, but leaves the matter to the dis

cretion of the Local Divisions."

Moved by Secretary Robbins and sec

onded, that the Committee's Report be

adopted.

The question was discussed briefly by

Delegate Wiley, Division 441, and Presi

dent Mahon. President Mahon explained

the difficulties that had been met with in

times when women's auxiliaries were per

mitted , and suggested that, if the women

cared to be organized, there was ample

opportunity for them to do so through the

Women's Union Label Leagués, the

Women's Trade Union League.

Delegate Wiley moved that the words,

" but leaves the matter to the discretion of

the Local Divisions," be eliminated from

the Committee's recommendation. The

motion was seconded and carried and the

report of the Committee, as amended, was

adopted.
Resolution No. 2

Secretary Robbins : " Resolution No. 2 ,

submitted by Division No. 101 , Vancouver,

B. C., reads:

" Resolved : That Local Divisions of this

Association be allowed to make agreements

with other Local Unions in their respective

districts to accept applications for member

ship without payment of the stipulated

Initiation Fee, from candidates presenting

withdrawal cards, showing that they are in

good standing in their Local Union. Such

concession to be granted only to the mem

bers of Local Unions granting like conces

sions to members of Locals of the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America .

“ The Committee non-concurs in the reso

lution ."

Delegate MacInnis, Division 101, spoke

in favor of the resolution and explained

how it would work advantageously to the

organization in his locality.

Delegate Wiley, Division 441 , and Dele

gate Hacker, Division 788, also spoke in

favor of the resolution, as well as Vice

President Hoover.

President Mahon expressed the belief

that such a provision as that contained in

the resolution might work to the advantage

of the Association in certain localities.

The Committee's recommendation to non

concur in the resolution was defeated.

On motion of Delegate MacInnis, Division

101 , Resolution No. 2 was adopted.

Resolution No. 3

Secretary Robbins : " Resolution No. 3 ,

submitted by W. D. Robbins, Joseph

Tomkins, J. Spencer and W. Derry, Dele

gates of Division 113 , Toronto, Ontario ,

reads :

" That Section 79 of the Constitution and

General Laws be amended as follows: By

changing the word ' three ' to 'six ' in the

eighth line, which will make the clause

read as follows :

" Section 79, ' Each member will be en

titled to all benefits, rights and privileges

of this Association by strictly adhering to

his obligation and by him and his L. D. ,

obeying the Constitution and General Laws .

He must have been obligated into member

ship , properly enrolled in the General Office

and be in possession of a Certificate of

Membership. Members admitted after Jan

uary 1 , 1924, and permanently leaving the

service within six (6) years, so discontinue

their membership . '

“ The Committee recommends non -concur.

rence in this resolution ."

Moved by Del. Burnes, seconded by Del.

Kehoe, that the report of the Committee

be adopted . Carried .

Resolution No. 4

Secretary Robbins : " Resolution No. 4,

submitted by Joseph Tomkins, Division

No. 113, Toronto, Ont., reads :

“ That any Officer of this Organization ,

short in his accounts, or who, in the judg

ment of the members, is guilty of miscon

duct, shall be debarred from offering him.

self as a candidate for any executive posi

tion , or as a delegate to any Convention,

until such time as he has redeemed him

self to the satisfaction of the members of

the Local.

" Inasmuch as this matter is already cov

ered in the law , the Committee recommends

non -concurrence."

Upon motion by Secretary Robbins, car

ried , the recommendation of the Committee

was adopted.

Resolution No. 5

Secretary Robbins : “ Resolution No. 5,

submitted by W. B. Plemmons, Division

128, Asheville , North Carolina, reads:

“ Whereas: Sections 114 and 115 of the

Constitution and General Laws of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America ,

read as follows :

“ Section 114. ' The old age benefits

established are for persons who have con

tinued to follow the occupation of a street

and electric railway employee until they

shall have reached the ageof sixty-five (65)

years and shall have had twenty ( 20)

years' continuous membership in this Asso

ciation . Persons who leave the street rail

way service before having reached twenty

(20) years of continuous membership in

this Association are not entitled to and

cannot make claim for old age benefits,

these benefits beingestablished expressly for

those who reach old age in street railway

service, and not in any other line of em

ployment. Persons leaving the street rail

way service before reaching twenty (20)

years of continuous membership in this

Association arenot entitled to old age bene

fits under the provisions of these laws. If

they continue their membership after leav

ing street railway service, they are only

entitled to death benefits, as these laws

provide . '

“ Section 115. 'A member of this Asso

ciation who has been in continuous mem

bership for twenty ( 20) years and over and

has complied with the Constitution and
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General Laws of this Association , and has

reached the age of sixty -five (65), years,

and because of his age is totally disabled

from following the occupation of a street

and electric railway employee, shall be en

titled to the old age benefit of Eight

Hundred Dollars ( $ 800.00) , as prescribed by

the Constitution ;" and,

“ Whereas: It is desired that the old

age benefit referred to in said Sections be

changed from sixty - five (65) to sixty (60)

years, and that the continuous membership

referred to be changed from twenty ( 20 )

years to twenty -five (25) years ; now , there

fore, be it

" Resolved : That said Sections 114 and

115 be amended as follows :

“ Section 114 : “ The old age benefits

established are for persons who have con

tinued to follow the occupation of a street

and electric railway employee until they

shall have reached the age of sixty (60)

years, and shall have had twenty -five ( 25 )

years' continuous membership in this Asso

ciation . Persons who leave the street rail

way service before having reached twenty

five (25 ) years of continuous membership

in this Association are not entitled to , and

cannot make claim for old age benefits,

these benefits being established expressly

for those who reach old age in street rail

way service, and not in any other line of

employment. Persons leaving the street

railway service before reaching twenty - five

(25) years of continuous membership in this

Association, are not entitled to old age bene
fits under the provisions of these laws . If

they continue their membership after leav

ing street railway service, they are only

entitled to death benefits, as these laws

provide . '

“ Section 115 . A member of this Asso

ciation who has been in continuous mem

bership for twenty - five (25 ) years and over

and has complied with the Constitution and

Laws of this Association , and has reached

the age of sixty (60) years, and because of

his age is totally disabled from following

the occupation of a street and electric rail

way employee , shall be entitled to the old

age benefit of Eight Hundred Dollars

( $ 800.00 ), as prescribed by the Constitution . '

“ The Committee recommends non -con

currence in the resolution ."

A motion was made and seconded to

adopt the report of the Committee .

Delegate Murphy, Division 589 : " I de

sire to ask a question. Assuming that a

man is following work in the street railway

business ; for instance, a man who has been

working under the jurisdiction of the

Amalgamated Association , and through the

outside crafts coming in he comes under

the jurisdiction of the Machinists ' organiza

tion, but he is still continuing in the service

of the street railway at the same job . If

that man continues for twenty years and

lives up to the provisions of the law, is he

entitled to his disability benefits, the same

as a man working in active service under

the jurisdiction of the organization ?"

President Mahon : “ If he continues his

membership, of course he is ."

The motion to adopt the Committee's

report was carried .

Resolution No. 6

Secretary Robbins : " Resolution No. 6,

submitted by William J. Sutter, Delegate

of Division 568, Erie, Pa . , reads :

" Resolved : 'That Section 10 , page 64,

of the Constitution and General Laws be

changed to read :

“ Commencing on the fourth line with

the words , - No Officer, Dues Collector , or

Executive Board Member of this Associa.

tion shall act Dues Collector

Financial Collector for any other Organiza

tion or Society or Insurance Company,

while acting as a Board Member or Dues

Collector of this Association , ' to add at this

point , 'Officers, Board Members or Dues

Collectors can assist in solicitation or col

lections for the Union Labor Life Insurance

Company. '

“ The Committee recommends concurrence

in the resolution. "

A motion was made and seconded to

adopt the report of the Committee.

The question was discussed by Delegate

Rooney , Division 22 ; Board Member Mc

Morrow; Delegate Morris, Division 589 ;

McClellan, Division 26 ; Bales, Division 587;

Gillespie , Division 85; Murphy, Division

589 ; Graeser, Division 788 ; Carpenter,

Division 587; Quinlan, Division 241; O'Neill ,

Division 537, and Hacker, Division 788.

Section 10 of the Laws governing Local

Divisions was read, and President Mahon

explained that the provision under discus

sion was incorporated in the law at the

Atlanta convention to prevent Officers and

Board Members from being financial offi .

cers of and promoting various kinds of

benefit organizations that had created so

much trouble for the Amalgamated Asso

ciation . In reply to an inquiry by Board

Member McMorrow , he stated it was never

contemplated that this Law should prevent

a member from being a financial officer of

a bank , or a fraternal order , such as the

Knights of Columbus, or orders of a similar

nature .

Upon motion of Delegate Burns, Division

618 , debate was closed .

The motion to adopt the report of the

Committee was carried by a very large

majority.

Delegate Murphy, Division 589 , spoke

briefly, on a question of personal privilege,

on the subject of creating greater bene

fits for the members through the payment

of additional revenue by the members for

that purpose . President Mahon stated that

the matter would come up in the report

of the Committee in due time.

Resolution No. 7

Secretary Robbins: “ Resolution No. 7,

submitted by Delegate William J. Sutter ,

Division No. 568, Erie , Pa . , reads :

“ Resolved : That Section 10 , page 64,

of the General Constitution and General

Laws , be changed , commencing on the

thirteenth ( 13th ) line with the words

Where agreements with the employing

company provide for arbitration , they shall

that the arbitrators are appointed ,'

:

see
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non -con

was

to

non - con

that the International President recommends

to the Committee on Laws a Section to

provide for a specified time to agree on

the third arbitrator, and where agreements

read, “the two thus selected shall , within

five ( 5 ) days from the date of their appoint

ment, select the third arbitrator, ' provision

shall be made in the General Constitution

and Laws, that where this procedure, if

followed out and a halt from thirty (30 )

to ninety (90 ) days elapse , through nó

fault of the Local Division , Local Divisions

shall be allowed to suspend work, when

these laws are carried out and the third

man has not been decided on within a

specified time.

“ The Committee recommends

currence in the resolution .'

Upon motion by Secretary Robbins, the

recommendation of the Committee

adopted .

Resolution No. 8

Secretary Robbins: “ Resolution No. 8,

submitted by Delegate Smith of Division

No. 589, Boston, Mass ., reads :

“ Resolved : That Section 114 , of the

Constitution and General Laws, governing

old age benefits , be amended so that mem

bers shall be entitled to old age benefits

after twenty ( 20 ) years of continuous mem

bership , and have reached the age of sixty

two (62) instead of sixty - five (65 ), as at

present.

“ The Committee recommends

currence in the resolution ."

Moved by Secretary Robbins , seconded

by Delegate Coates, that the recommenda:

tion of the Committee be adopted.

Delegate Smith , of Division 589 , made

a brief talk in favor of the resolution .

Upon vote of the Convention, the recom

mendation of the Committee was adopted .

Resolution No. 9

Secretary Robbins : “ Resolution No. 9 ,

submitted by Delegate Eugene Maroney, of

Division No. 589 , Boston, Mass., reads:

“ Resolved : That all Spanish and World

War Veterans who have been ( 15) years or

more a member of Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployees of America, shall be entitled to all

disability benefits on date of total dis

ability .

" The Committee recommends

currence in the resolution .'

Upon motion by Secretary Robbins,

seconded by Delegate Lyden , the recom

mendation of the Committee was adopted .

Resolution No. 10

Secretary Robbins: “ Resolution No. 10,

submitted by H. T. Woodward and A. T.

Day , of Division No. 779 , Sioux City , Iowa ,

reads:

" Whereas : Our International Conven

tions are held in different cities of the

United States and Canada, and the expense

of sending a delegate to these Conventions

is a big financial burden the small

Locals; therefore , be it

“ Resolved : That the last word in the

fifth line and the first word in the sixth

line of Section 15 , on page 5 , of our Gen

eral Constitution be changed to read ' two

hundred (200) instead of 'one hundred

( 100 ) . '

“ The Committee recommends non -con

currence in the resolution .

Upon motion by Secretary Robbins,

seconded by Delegate Quinlan, carried, the

report of the Committee was adopted.

Further report of the Committee on

Laws, by direction of the Chair, was de

ferred and the following telegram was read

to the Convention :

" Washington , D. C. , Sept. 15 , 1927 .

"W. D. Mahon, Pres. Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employees Convention .

“ Tutwiler Hotel , Birmingham , Ala .

“ Please accept for yourself and convey

to your fellow officers and delegates my

personal and fraternal greetings of good-will

and hope for our great labor movement.

May the deliberations of your Convention,

its declaration of policy and program of

work for another year be such as will

reflect honor upon your high spirit of

achievement and credit upon your concept

of trade union policy and polity, and be a

lasting tribute to the fidelity and intelli

gence with which you and your fellow

officers discharge the responsible duties en

trusted you . Please rely upon the

American Federation of Labor to assist

you and your fellow officers, fellow dele

gates and your entire membership in every

possible way in carrying forward the work

of your organization .

“ WILLIAM GREEN . "

During the day there were submitted

to the Convention resolutions as follows :

Resolution No. 35

Submitted by the Boston Delegation , Division
589 .

Whereas : The employers in the street ra lw 1 y

industry require that their employees shuil sihin
to both a physical and mental test before being

employed by them , and from the result of this

tests the employers have the advantage of selecting
a better type of manhood ; and ,

Whereas, the condition under which the employees

work , such as the over-crowding of cars, drafts and

exposure and long hours , causes ill health in many

instances; therefore, be it

Resolved : That this Convention go on record

as favoring a sick and disability fund provided by

the employers and to be embodied in all contracts
and agreements .

Referred to Committee on Resolutions.

Resolution No. 36

Submitted by delegation from Division No. 589,

coilectively , and Division No. 589, City of Boston .
Mass,

Whereas : The principle of the eight -hour day

and the six -day week that has been established in

some of our Local Divisions is being violat: d un

necessarily , by some members of Socha Dr.15

reporting for work on their days off and working
than the prescribed number of hours 00

other days ; and

Whereas : At the regular meeting of Division 589,

of Boston , Massachussets, held on August 25 , 1917,

the delegates from that Division to this Convention
instructed present resolution

Convention which would give Local Divisions the

right to place fines on members who do overtime
work while other members are laid off; and

Whereas: Our International President in his

report has said : “ As to sev in days work among

the street car men , I am not alone blaming the

empioyers for preventing it , for there are stil

among us some unchristianized persons (50 callid

for lack of a better name) who still insist on violat:
ing the Divine injunction and working the full

seven days each week ;" therefore , be it
Resolvid : That it shall be the policy of this

Association to discourage overtime work , and that ,

non -con

more

were to to the

on
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on

in line with this policy , Local Divisions be authorized

to impose such penalties on members who violate

the principle of the established working hours of
their Divisions as will tend to eliminate the de

structive policy of overtime work .

Referred to Committee on Resolutions.

Resolution No. 37

Submitted by Lawrence F. Hart, of Division

No. 168 , Scranton , Pa .

Whereas, The International Executive Board has

decided that where motormen and conductors have

what is commonly known as “ traded " their posi

tion from motormen to conductors and vice-versar

have subordinated their seniority rights to the date

of trading their position ; and
Whereas : When many of our members traded

their positions they did not have any knowledge
that one- man cars would displace the two-man

cars in operation or that they would be compelled
to subordinate their seniority on one-man Cars to

the date of trading position ; and
Whereas : The decision of the International

Executive Board has caused a great hardship to

many of our members; therefore , be it
Resolved : That the seniority of all motormen

and conductors one- man cars and busses shall

start from the date of their employment with the
employing company .

Referred to Committee on Resolutions.

Resolution No. 38

Submitted by Bernard Flanagan , Division 459,

Bridgeport, Conn ., and Samuel F. Curry, Division
281, New Haven , Conn.

Whereas : It has been the experience of the

Amalgamated Association of S. and E. R. E. of A.

that many of its Local Unions fail to reply to

important communications from the General Office,

thereby retarding and seriously affecting the various

activities of this Association ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That this Convention take such action

as will make it obligatory on Local Divisions to

reply to communications from the General Office

and give such information to the International

President as he may ask for any time .

Referred to Committee on Resolutions.

President Mahon again announced that

the committee appointed to take up the

cases of the New Orleans members who

were suspended had been in session practi

cally , all day, waiting for the suspended

members involved or their friends to appear

before the committee. He stated that the

committee would again be in session im

mediately upon adjournment and would

hear any persons who wanted to appear in

defense of the suspended members .

At 5 o'clock p. m . the Convention ad

journed to 9 o'clock Friday morning ,

September 16th .

I

Resolution No. 11

Secretary Robbins : “Resolution No. 11 ,

submitted by the membership of Division

No. 956, Allentown, Pa. , reads :
" Section 93. Members retiring from

street and electric railway service and de

siring, to retain their membership in the

Association , shall have the right to do so ,

only their right to attend meetings and hold

office in their Local Division shall cease at

once, but shall be entitled to the follow

ing benefits, providing they do not enter

employment that is detrimental to the

Association's interests . Upon benefits, they

will be entitled to death benefits where

death occurs from natural causes , but will

not be entitled to death benefits if death

occurs from accidents in other lines of

employment or from diseases caused by

other occupations, or employment, except

that of street and electric railway work ;

neither will they be entitled to disability

or old age benents , not being employed at

the occupation. As to Local sick and death

benefits, their rights in connection with

these, will be subject to the By-laws of

the Local Division . '

“ The Committee recommends non -con

currence in the resolution . '

Upon motion by Secretary Robbins ,

seconded by Delegate Quinlan , carried, the

recommendation of the Committee was

adopted.

Resolution No. 12

Secretary Robbins: “ Resolution No. 12,

submitted by the delegates from Division

No. 788, St. Louis, Mo., reads :

" Whereas : The funeral benefit is created

for the express purpose of giving to mem

bers a proper and respectful burial; and

" Whereas: Members entering at the age

of sixty (60 ) years or over after three (3 )

years of continuous membership, receive

only One Hundred Dollars ( $ 100.00 ); and
Whereas: One Hundred Dollars ($ 100.

00) is the highest benefit members in this

particular class can ever receive, and that

being inadequate to insure a proper and

respectable burial, such all members

ought to be assured of ; therefore, be it

" Resolved : That the last paragraph of

Section 108 be changed to read, ' In case a

member who, at the date of admittance to

membership , is sixty (60) years or more of

age, in the event of death during the sec

ond year of continuous membership, Fifty

Dollars ($ 50.00); third year, One Hundred

Dollars ($ 100.00 ) ; fourth year , One Hun

dred and Twenty- five Dollars ($ 125.00 ) ;

fifth year, One Hundred and Fifty Dollars

( $ 150.00 ) ; sixth year, One Hundred and

Seventy -five Dollars ( $175.00) ; seventh year,

Two Hundred Dollars ( $ 200.00) ; eighth

year, Two Hundred and Twenty - five Dol

lars ( $ 225.00 ); and thereafter, Two Hun

dred and Fifty Dollars ( $250.00) ; and , be

it further

“ Resolved : That the last paragraph of

Section 109 be changed to read , ' In case of

total disability sustained by a member,

who at the date of admittance to member

ship within the Association, is Sixty ( 60 )

years of age or more, the said disability

as

re

FIFTH DAY

September 16 , 1927

Friday Morning Session

The Convention was called to order at

9 o'clock a. m . by President Mahon .

A communication from H. W. Carroll ,

Comptroller and Ex -officio City Clerk of

Seattle, Washington, urging that the 1929

convention be held in that city , was

ceived and referred to the Committee on

Communications .

President Mahon announced that the

Committee on the New Orleans situation

would meet at 9:30 o'clock and that per

sons interested in the case of the suspended

members were requested to appear before the
Committee.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LAWS

(Continued)

By direction of the Chair, the report of

the Committee on Laws was continued as
follows :
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occurring during the second year of con and said that if additional benefits for

tinuous membership, Fifty Dollars ($50.00 ); members were to be established such bene

third year, One Hundred Dollars ( $100.00 ) ; fits must be accompanied by the necessary

fourth year , One Hundred and Twenty - five increase in revenue to meet the expendi

Dollars ($ 125.00); fifth year, One Hundred tures . He pointed out that the younger

and Fifty Dollars ($150.00 ) ; sixth year , members as a general thing oppose any

One Hundred and Seventy - five Dollars increase in per capita tax. Group insur

($ 175.00) ; seventh year, Two Hundred Dol ance, he informed the delegates, was being

lars ( $200.00) ; eighth year, Two Hundred put into effect quite generally in Canada,

and Twenty -five Dollars ($225.00 ) ; and and there were dual organizations there

thereafter, Two Hundred and Fifty Dol that were giving their members $ 1,000 on

lars ( $ 250.00 ).' a per capita tax of $2.00 a month .

“ The Committee non-concurs in the reso The motion to adopt the report of the

lution and are of the opinion that Local Committee was carried .

Divisions may take care of the class of
Resolutions Nos . 13 , 14 and 15

members referred to in the resolution if
Secretary Robbins : “ The Committee re

they so desire . "

Moved by Secretary Robbins, seconded
ports jointly upon resolutions Nos. 13 , 14

and 15, which were submitted by Delegate
by Delegate Quinlan , that the report of the R. E. Gilmore , of Division No. 380, Elyria ,
Committee be adopted .

Ohio, and whichrespectively read:
Delegate Graeser, Division 788, spoke in

" Resolved : That Section 115 of the
support of the resolution, stating that his

Constitution and General Laws be changed
Local Division was not organized until 1918 to read as follows :
and that consequently quite a number of

" A member who has been continuously
its members were 60 years of age or more in the Association for twenty (20) years

at the time of their admittance to member
and has reached the age of sixty (60)

ship , and that in the cases of those mem years , shall receive Two Thousand Dollars
bers who had passed away the Local Di.

( $ 2.000.00 ) .”
vision found in difficult to give them a " Resolved : That Section 109 of the

proper burial for $ 100.00.
Constitution and General Laws be changed

Delegate Robinson, Division 788, also to read as follows :

supported the resolution , pointing out that
" That in case of total disability, whether

it provided for increased benefits with con the defectiveness comes gradually or not,

tinuing years of membership . the incapacitated members shall receive

President Mahon informed the delegates the sum of Two Thousand Dollars ( $ 2 ,

that when they were contemplating in 000.00 ). "

creased benefits of any kind they should “ Resolved : That Section 57 of the Con

at the same time make the proper increase stitution and General Laws shall read as

in the revenue to meet the additional follows :

benefits. " Each Local Division shall pay, through

Delegate Robbins , Secretary of the Com its Financial Secretary, monthly, the sum

mittee, in explaining the position of the of Two Dollars ( $ 2.00 ) and it shall be

Committee, said in part:
devided as follows : One Dollar and Seventy

“ The Committee felt that there might be
five Cents ( $ 1.75) to be paid into the old

two or three thousand who would
age , disability and death benefit and the

come within the provisions of this proposed
remaining Twenty -five Cents (250) to be

amendment , men whose benefits would be
divided according to the present laws.

changed immediately from $ 100 to $ 250 .
“ The Committee non -concurs in these

During the war the companies took on
three resolutions at this time , but refers

many men above the age of 60 years be
the subject matter to the General Executive

cause they could not get the young men,
Board to consider and report to the next

and we felt that there were a number of
convention such increased benefits as they

switchmen and trackmen who would come
may deem advisable. "

in under this law. Moved by Secretary Robbins , seconded

“ Now , from a financial standpoint , take by Delegate Burns, that the report of the

a man who comes in at the age of 60 years
Committee be adopted .

and stays ten years before he dies , at the Delegate Gilmore, the introducer of the

age of 70 years , which is the allotted span resolutions , stated that their purpose was

of life . He is in 120 months and he pays to counteract the action of the street rail

$ 120 , of which 75 per cent goes into the way companies throughout the country,

benefit fund , or roughly speaking, $ 100 , many of whom are putting into effect vari

and then you pay him $250. It is not eco ous kinds of insurance, such as old age, sick

nomically right nor on a sound basis." and death benefits. He said , in part :

Delegate London , speaking in support of “ I have been taught to look to my

the resolution , said the majority of the men organization for protection . It is very

the resolution was aimed to care for were easy to see that, unless we get the insur

men who lost out during the 1900 strike . ance started on the various properties, our

He said it was the desire of the Division organization is going to be undermined.

to care for these old members, rather than find in this Convention that there are a

to increase the benefits for the younger lot of dual organizations , members are

members. paying per capita tax into other relief

Delegate Tomkins, Division 113 , spoke associations. I can't see why-they want

in support of the report of the Committee the $ 2,000, but they don't want to pay the

men
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will pay

con

up to

To pro

per capita tax to this Association, but they " It has been said here that we can carry

it into these relief associations, insurance cheaper than any insurance com

they will pay it to the companies .
pany anywhere in the world. We have no

" I don't care whether this is done this overhead . Our Local secretaries can make

year or next year, but I want you to take out these claims without any additional

it back to your Local Divisions and edu cost . It puts a little additional work on

cate your members. The Amalgamated can the secretary . We have never charged a

insure you cheaper than any company can penny in the General Office. Every cent

insure you , there is no question about that. of that 75 cents goes to those benefits.

The overhead expense is done away with . The clerk who takes care of that work is

Why should we pay into the dual organi- paid from the general fund .

zations, why should we pay into the com “ We have discussed this matter with in

panies for protection ? " .
surance companies. We had a man at our

Delegate Rea, Division 268 , spoke of the last Board meeting in Detroit and he said

insurance plan recently put into effect by they could not touch it . We had a man

the company in Cleveland , providing for from the Union Labor Life Insurance Com

a sick and accident policy paying $ 20 per pany who said they could not touch it , be

week , a retirement policy whereby the man cause we have no overhead . He said they

who has had twenty -five years of could take our $800 for death benefits at

tinuous service in the company and has 75 cents , but they could not take it for

reached the age of 65 years shall be re the old age or disability benefits, nor could

tired upon a pension on the basisof $ 2.00
any other insurance company in America .

per month for each year of service ; in " As I told you once before, the Metro

other words , if he had twenty- five years of politan Insurance Company's run

service, he would receive $50.00 per month. about $ 2.00 per month . I would like to

Through this plan, Delegate Rea stated, the see it $ 2,000 to every man, but the minute
insurance is increased to $ 2,500.

we ask for an increase of per capita tax

vide these benefits, $2.50 is taken from the you remember in the Oakland convention

pay envelope of each member every month. when we had to get smelling salts for some

Delegate Rea stated the time would soon of the delegates when we proposed to raise

come when , if the Amalgamated was to the per capita tax, There is a continual

continue to be a progressive organization , it kick on that .

would be necessary to again increase the “ I appreciate the spirit of the men who

per capita tax. ask for a raise, but we must figure the

Delegate Cole , Division 582 :
cost of it . I think it wise to leave the

" I would like to ask if this old age benefit matter to the Board . When we went over

needs an additional per capita tax? Wasn't the situation the Executive Board asked

that 25 cents added to create a surplus to take me if I thought it was necessary to send

care of the old age benefits in the future ?"
out circulars to all the Local Unions before

this
President Mahon : “ The basis that we

Convention explaining the matter.

are figuring on now is on our situation at
After I had gone over it carefully I felt

the situation could go on at its present
the present time , but if any increase comes ,

basis for two years more without saying
naturally the per capita will have to be
increased to meet it. Our old age ben anything to anybody.

" What we are confronted with now is

efits are rapidly increasing, as your records

show , and they will continue to increase.
the rapidly increasing number of old men.

We have no We have some very old men in some of
new membership coming in

like we did these Divisions . I paid benefits just re
time ago , and all our

Local Divisions
cently to a member in Chicago 78 years

are coming into the $800

class, all our old members are coming in
old , who was still in the service . In all of

these Divisions we have many men who

for benefits in practically all Divisions, and
have reached the twenty-year period, and

there is a steady increase in old age benefits.

“ The Chair first wants to call to the
more of them coming every day. That is

attention of this organization that we
the big increase and that is what alarms

the insurance men .
not an insurance association or society, we

They said to me , ' You

are a trade union , formed for the protection
are in great danger, ' I said, 'Oh , no , we

of our wages and the building up of our
are not in any danger. ' They said , " The

industrial conditions.
increases brought about by the old men

On the side

establish benefits , but this organization is
are going to be terrible . ' I said , ' I appre

purely a trade union that is established for
ciate that , but we meet every two years

and can deal with it , we are not like your

the purpose of improving conditions, wages

and hours of labor of the men who work .
insurance companies that are governed by

“ As I said the other day, we
State laws ; we are a trade union , and we

saw the

opportunity of establishing a benefit , first
can change our benefits at our conventions

to properly bury our members, and
as we think best . '

have advanced that steadily as " I think it wise to let it go to the
we went

along. Sometimes some of you
Executive Board ,”

men get

the notion that I am cold blooded on it. Upon vote of the Convention, the motion

I am not, but as president I have to to adopt the report of the Committee

handle the affairs of the organization . To carried .

say that we are trying to make money is
Resolution No. 16

ridiculous, for anyone who knows the facts Secretary Robbins : “ Resolution No. 16,

knows that is not true.
Submitted by Delegates Wm. Quinlan, Jos .

some

are

we

we
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a

as

J. Kehoe and Wm. Taber , Division 241 ,

Chicago, Ill . , reads :

“ Whereas : Section 18 of the Constitu

tion and General Laws requires the Inter

national President, not later than one week

prior to the opening of a convention , to

appoint a Credentials Committee, and re

quires further that the Credentials Com.

mittee shall meet in the Convention city

on the Saturday immediately prior to the

opening of the convention . This causes an

unnecessary expense and waste of time on

the part of the Officers, making it neces

sary for them to be in a Convention city

two days prior to the opening of a con

vention ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That Section 18 of the present

Constitution and General Laws be stricken

out and that the old section covering this

proceeding be substituted therefor, which

reads :

' Immediately after the opening of the

Convention the I. P. shall appoint a Com

mittee on Credentials. This Committee

shall examine and pass upon the credentials

of the delegates. They shall report as soon

as possible all credentials upon which there

is no contest. As soon as the delegates

have been passed upon and seated , the

Convention shall be declared opened for

the transaction of its regular business.

The I. P. shall then appoint a Committee
on Rules and Order and such other Com

mittees as the business of the Convention

may require.'

" Inasmuch as this matter has already

been taken care of in the President's re

port, and by previous action of the Con

vention, no further action by the Com
mittee is necessary .'

Upon motion by Secretary Robbins, sec

onded by Delegate Burns, the sense of the

Committee as expressed was concurred in

by the Convention.

Resolution No. 23

Secretary Robbins: " Resolution No. 23 ,

submitted by members of Local 587 , Seattle ,

Wash ., reads :

“ Brothers and Delegates to the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America : As there

is no provision made in the Constitution

and General Laws, Page 4, Section 8, to

take care of the Shopmen , Barnmen and

Trackmen as to whether we shall have a

delegate elected to the General Conventions,

we , the undersigned, wish to have the fol

lowing amendment written in the Constitu

tion and General Laws.

“ Amendment

“ Whereas: If there are 75 or less Shop

men , Barnmen , and Trackmen , in good

standing, delegate ; thereafter every

fourth delegate shall be one other than a

trainman .

" The Committee recommends non -con

currence in the resolution, as the election

of delegates to conventions is entirely in

the hands of Local Divisions."

Moved by Delegate Robbins, seconded by

Delegate Quinlan,that the recommendation

of the Committee be adopted.

Delegate Nevharth , Division 587, spoke in

support of the resolution and explained the

reason for its presentation .

Upon vote of the Convention, the motion

to adopt the recommendation of the Com

mittee carried , with one dissenting vote.

Resolution No. 24

Secretary Robbins : “ Resolution No. 24 ,

submitted by Member Clarence Angel, of

Division No. 589, Seattle , Wash ., reads:

" I respectfully ask that section be

added to the Constitution and General

Laws to read as follows :

“ Any member of the Amalgamated who

has paid Local Union dues for twenty con

secutive years , upon leaving railway em

ployment shall be allowed to send amount

of his insurance premium once a year to

the International without paying any more

Local dues. The member shall keep the

International informed of his address and

notice shall be sent him one month prior to

date premium is due.

“ The Committee non-concurs in the reso .

lution ."

Moved by Secretary Robbins, seconded by

Delegate Kehoe, that the report of the

Committee upon Resolution No. 24 be

adopted. Carried.

Resolution No. 25

Secretary Robbins : " Resolution No. 25,

submitted by Peter H. Arthur, Division

No. 282, Rochester, N. Y. , reads :

“ Resolved : That Section No. 172 be

amended follows : ‘ After the word

“ Bond, ” line 43, page 58, the following

matter be inserted ; Any member elected

or appointed to any office which has for its

duty the care of funds of the L. D. and

who has been proven by a certified auditor

to have misused the funds of the L. D.

automatically suspends himself from office

and is thereby, disqualified from holding

office thereafter. '

“ The Committee recommends non -con

currence in this resolution , inasmuch as it

is already covered in the Constitution ."

Moved by Secretary Robbins, seconded

by Delegate Ardern , that the recommenda

tion of the Committee be adopted, carried.

Resolution No, 26

Secretary Robbins : “ Resolution No. 26,

submitted by Delegates Daniel M. Donohue

of Division No. 425 and David I. Scully

of Division No. 570 , reads:

" Resolved : That Section 107 , paragraph

6 , be amended to read as follows : In case

there survive no lineal or collateral heirs

as herein provided to whom payment may
be made the L. D. to which the deceased

belonged shall provide a respectful burial

not to exceed $425, and a tombstone not

to exceed $200.

" The Committee recommends non-concur

rence in the resolution ."

Moved by SecretaryRobbins, seconded by

Delegate Tomkins, that the recommendation

of the Committee be adopted .

Delegate Scully, Division 570 , spoke in

favor ofthe resolution , basing his opinion

on the belief that a decent burial could not

behad in many localities for $275.

Delegate Hart, Division 168 , expressed a

one

11
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similar opinion , believing that a minimum

of $400 to $450 was small enough .

Delegate McClenathan, Division 308,

stated that he was heartily in favor of giv.

ing every deceased member a decent burial,

and that the Divisions in Chicago had

always seen to it that such burials were

given . He called attention to the fact that

marker expense is a separate expense from

the funeral proper.

Delegate Robbins, Division 113, sup

ported the Committee's recommendation

and said that in Toronto they had found it

possible to bury members properly for as

little as $ 100.00.

Delegate McGrath , Division 85 , stated

that in addition to the $275 allowed by

the Amalgamated Association, there was an

additional benefit allowed by the Local

Division , and that this should be taken into

consideration in voting on the question .

Delegate Tomkins, Division 113, sup

ported the view expressed by Delegate

Robbins, of the same Division, and said

that due to the competition among the

undertakers they had found no difficulty in

arranging for funerals for their deceased

members on a very reasonable basis.

Delegate McLaughlin , Division 589, spoke

in favor of a larger allowance .

Delegate O'Connor, Division 85, took a

similar stand, but felt that Local Divisions

should be able to make up the difference

where the amount allowed by the Amalga

mated Association was insufficient.

President Mahon : “ Let the Chair en

lighten some of the delegates upon this

matter. The law provides for $ 275 to the

undertaker, and I think that is enough

under ordinary circumstances. I handle

these claims every day and I find some

outrageous charges by undertakers. We

allow the hospital bills, the nurses' bills ,

and all other expenses of illness that may

come along with it . Just the other day I

had a case where a nurse had been taking

care of a member for twenty-two weeks.

" We provide first for the wives of the

members, then for the children , then the

fathers and mothers, and then we go on to

the brothers and sisters , and sometimes we

are called upon to pay out money that is

most unreasonable . There isn't a month

that I don't have claims, the money for

which goes to Italy . That person in Italy

never would have concerned himself about

this member only that there

money coming. There is money going to

Ireland , to Sweden , and all over the world.

“ We had a case not long ago in which

a claim came from an Armenian. He was

a member of Division 26 and died in Mas

sachusetts . First came the faker , with a

strong claim . We disallowed it . Then

came the claims from Armenia, the mother

and sister . We got checks for $800 from

the Amalgamated
Association

and $ 1,000

from the Local Division and forwarded that

money to Armenia . The money finally

came back , these people had been run out

or killed by the Turks. A little later on

came the claim again from
little

country near Armenia , where these people

had gone , and the $ 1,800 was again for

warded to people who never or paid

any attention to this man .

“ There is a lot of this going on . As I

said before , this is not an insurance society ,

it is a trade union . The money goes first

to the wife, then to the children , then to

the father and mother, and then to the

brother and · șister . That man can will it

to any of these blood relations that he

cares to .

" When a man dies without any heirs he

is looked after in his sickness , and his

doctor bills are paid . In such cases there

is $ 275 for the burial and $ 100 for the

marker , and any balance over that amount

returns to this fund. "

Delegate Donohue, Division 425 , stated

that they recently had a case in that Divi

sion where the funeral could not be had

for less than $475 and the marker for less

than $ 175, and that the Division had been

put in an embarrassing position because the

widow of the member in question felt that

the law limiting the expense to $275 was

an unfair one.

Delegate Sweeney , Division 308 , stated

that many undertakers would take theentire

$ 1,000 if they were given the opportunity,

and he felt that therestriction in the law

was a proper one.

Delegate O'Meara, Division 425, stated

that the resolution had been introduced be

of an experience in his Division

where they wanted to give a fitting burial

to a member of twenty years' standing and

where they had exceeded the limit ,through

being unfamiliar with the provisions of the

law on the subject. He felt that it was

impossible in many localities to provide a

proper burial for $275 .

President Mahon explained that the law

under discussion only applied to members

who die without leaving any heirs , and that

where a family survives, the money is

turned over to the family.

Delegate Spencer, Division 113, favored

the present law and stated that the Toronto

Division had experienced no difficulty in

providing decent burials for $ 100 .

Board Member Hoover stated that the

conditions existing in Toronto should not

be taken as indicative of the conditions in

other parts of Canada , where it cost four

or five times as much to provide the proper

funeral for member it might in

Toronto .

Delegate Wilson , Division 103, stated that

his Local Division had made provision for

paying $400 additional, in case of death , to

the amount paid by the Association .

Delegate Taber , Division 241 , stated that

in that city , where his Division alone was

called upon to bury from 150 to 200 mem

bers a year , they had been able to get

along very satisfactorily on the minimum of

$275 allowed by the law .

The motion to adopt the Committee's re

port , which was to non -concur in Resolu

tion 26 , was carried .

Resolution No. 27

Secretary Robbins: “ Resolution No. 27 ,

submitted by Delegates M , L , Gilbert and

a as

was some

'3
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J. B. Wiley , of Division No. 441. Des

Moines , Iowa, reads :

“ Whereas: The laws of the International

Association provide that when members re

ceive their old age benefit, they are given

a withdrawal card which severs their mem

bership in the International Association ;

and

“ Whereas : There are a number of Local

Divisions that have a Local funeral relief

to which these men have paid for several

years ; therefore, be it

“ Resolved : That these members be per

mitted to retain their membership in their

Local Division as honorary members and

that they be entitled to the Local funeral

relief by paying such amounts as may be

required by their Local Division for this

purpose .

" The Committee recommends non -concur

rence in this resolution , inasmuch as Local

Divisions have the right to make their own

by-laws governing such matters,"

Moved by Secretary Robbins, seconded

by Delegate O'Brien, that the recommenda

tion of the Committee be adopted .

Delegate Wiley , Division 441 , stated that

he was satisfied with the report of the

Committee if it was the understanding that

Local Divisions might regulate these

matters .

President Mahon : “ Sometimes in making

these provisions we get laws that are not

the best . I pointed out at one time in this

Convention the experience we had after

the last convention, and you are liable to

find that condition . To my recollection,

there have been at least five cases in this

organization where men drew their total

disability benefits, filed affidavits that they

were totally disabled and the doctors giv

ing certificates that they were totally dis

abled . They drew their benefits from the

International Union and from their Local

Division and then came back into the serv

ice. If these men are holding membership

you had better look out for that and watch

it carefully ."

Upon vote of the Convention, the motion

to adopt the recommendation of the Com

mittee upon Resolution No. 27 carried .

Claims for Old Age Benefits

Secretary Robbins : " In dealing with

sections of the President's Report, yester

day , a section under the title of 'Claims for

Old Age Benefits' was overlooked. This

section of the President's Report reads:

“ I would recommend that Section 116 of

the General Laws be amended so to

conform to the laws and policies of the

Association in their entirety and that

appeals in claims for old age benefits, when

denied by the General Executive Board,

shall be made through the Local Division,

as the laws of the Association require, and

that there be inserted, after the word

‘applicant' on the twenty-ninth line in this

Section, the following words, “ Through the

L.D.'

" The Committee concurs in this recom

mendation . "

Moved by Secretary Robbins, seconded

by Delegate Quinlan, that the recommenda

tion of the Committee be adopted . Carriid.

Secretary Robbins announced that this

completed the partial report of the Com

mittee on Laws , and that the Committee

would meet at 2 o'clock in the afternoon

and hear any delegates who desired to

appear before them .

By direction of the Chair , the Committee

on General Executive Board's Report , by

Committee's Secretary L. B. Dolan, sub

mitted to the Convention the following

report :

Report of Committee on General

Executive Board's Report

“ Birmingham , Ala . , Sept. 15 , 1927 .

“ To the Officers and Delegates of the

Twentieth Convention of the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America.

“ Greetings:

“We, your Committee, appointed to act

upon the General Executive Board's report,

beg leave to submit the following:

" We wish to call your attention to the

paragraphs on pages six and seven of the

General Executive Board's Report , which

show that, despite the fact that the average

of allbenefits has increased Forty Dollars

and Thirty Cents ($40.30 ) per benefit for

the term ending July 31, 1927, over the

term ending July 31, 1925 , there has been

a general increase in the funds of the

Association to the amount of $448,682.05 .

“ Further, analyzation of these figures

shows that during the two years ending

July 31, 1927 , there were eleven less death

benefits paid then in the previous two years,

but that there was an increase of $40.94

in death benefit.

“ Upon disability benefits, the report

shows that there were four more claims

paid during the term ending July 31 , 1927,

than during the previous two years, and also

an increase of $68.28 per disability benefit.

“ In the Old Age Benefits there were

twenty more paid during the two years

ending July 31 , 1927 , than during the

previous two years, an increase of a total

of $ 16,000.00, "and , while the report shows

that but 86.4 percent of the receipts of

the Death, Disability and Old Age Fund

was paid out in benefits , leaving a balance

of 13.6 per cent , it is not a condition over

which any one is justified in becoming

optimistic , because there is no assurance

that this condition will prevail in the future,

on account of the fact that there is no

doubt but that a great portion of this 13.6

per cent balance is drawn from interest,

factory building earnings, registration fees,

“ Therefore, your Committee feels that it

must agree with the recommendation of the

General Executive Board, which is that no

amendments to the Benefit Laws be made

by this Convention that will , in any way,

affect the financial features of the Benefit

Department .

" We endorse the action of the Board in

authorizing the investment of $ 20,000.00 in

the stock of the Union Labor Life Insur

ance Company, and we recommend that the

delegates keep this subject before their

as

etc.
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membership to the end that their members

may be made aware of the opportunities to

secure insurance with this company.

“ Your Committee notes with deep regret ,

the passing from this life of Vice- President

Charles U. Taylor, and desire to call to the

attention of the Committee on Condolence

that portion of the General Executive

Board's Report which deals with Brother

Taylor's death .

" Your Committee commends the mem

bers of the General Executive Board for

their action in defending Vice- Presidents

Armstrong, Parker and others who have

been subject to these injunctions, and

recommend that the International Associa

tion and Local Divisions render all the

assistance possible to members who

served with such injunctions .

“ Relative to the International Labor

News Service and the Workers ' Educational

Bureau , your Committee recommends that

these matters be referred to the General

Executive Board , giving it the power to

affiliate with those organizations if it deems

such action advisable ,

" Your Committee is also pleased to note

that the Association is making progressive

strides in the organization of the men of

the New York district, and we sincerely

hope that those efforts of the Association

will be crowned with success in the very

near future.

“ By order of this Convention, those por

tions of the General Executive Board's

Report which deal with the Machinists '

jurisdiction case and the situation in Divi

sion No. 194 , New Orleans, La ., were re

ferred to special committees. Therefore,

your Committee did not take any action

upon these matters .

" In concluding this report we desire to

call to the attention of the Convention that

the Board has passed upon many applica

tions for various forms of benefits and mis

cellaneous appeals, and their decisions upon

the same show strict adherence to the laws

and rulings of this Association, and your

Committee takesthis opportunity to convey

to the General Executive Board our deep

appreciation for the able and efficient man

in which they have conducted the

affairs of the Association during the past

“ E. OLD ,

" Division 517, Gary , Indiana .

“ L. B. DOLAN , Secretary,

“ Division 215 , Wheaton, 111."

( A section of the report of the Committee

which referred to the situation in Winnipeg,

Manitoba , Canada, was eliminated from the

report, after an explanation by Board Mem

ber Hoover and President Mahon ).

Delegate Dolan , secretary of the Com

mittee, moved the adoption of the report.

The motion seconded and carried

unanimously .

Report of Committee on Ritual

By direction of the Chair , Chairman

M. J. O'Brien , of the Committee on Ritual,

on behalf of the Committee, submitted the

Committee's report as follows :

“ Birmingham , Ala ., Sept. 15, 1927.

" Your Committee on Ritual beg leave to

call the attention of the delegates of this

Convention to the situation as affecting the

ritual within our Association .

“ Our observation and the report of the

International President show clearly that

there is a marked indifference on the part

of many of our Local Divisions regarding

the proper obligation and education of new

members coming into this Association .

“ The International President in his report

called your attention to the fact that the

Constitution and Laws of the Association

are not properly placed in the hands ofthe

membership Therefore , they have very

little knowledge of our laws. That shows

an indifference and a lack on the part of

the Locals in educating and training new

members into the principles and policies of

this Association .

“ We would call your attention to the fact

that the ritual of our organization is the

ground work - the foundation for starting

the education of a new member. Our oblin

gation , if properly, administered, starts the

member on the right road to understand

the principles of the Association.

“ Your Committee would recommend that

this Convention in every way possible im

press upon the Local Division officers the

necessity of carrying out the provisions of

the ritual and arrange in the obligation of

new members that the obligation be so ad

ministered as to impress the newly obli

gated member as to the importance of the

laws and policies of the Association and

that the International President send out a

communication to all the Local Divisions

calling their attention to the importance of

the Division using the ritual and of properly

obligating new members into the organiza

tion , so as to impress and educate them into

the aims and objects of the work of the

trade union , and that at the next conven

tion there be set aside an hour in one of

the sessions where we will receive a report

from each Local Division in attendance as

to just how they have carried out the ritual

and how they obligate and educate their

members on the policies and principles of

the Association ,

" Respectfully submitted ,

“ MICHAEL J. O'BRIEN , Chairman ,

" H. E. WENDEL,

ner

two years .

" Respectfully submitted ,

" PETER J. ROONEY, Chairman ,

“ Division 22, Worcester , Mass.

" WM . B. PLEMMONS,

“ Division 128, Asheville, N. C.

" BENJAMIN F. SIMPSON ,

“ Division 238, Lynn, Mass.

" JOHN R. MACHADO,

" Division 174 , Fall River , Mass .

“ C. A. CUMMINS,

“ Division 628 , Covington, Ky.

" W. ) . HALL ,

“Division 52 , East Liverpool , Ohio .

" HERMAN WEDELL ,

" Division 343 , Kalamazoo, Mich .

" E. W. HALL,

" Division 708 , Wilmington , N. C.

“ EARL ORRISON ,

“ Division 245 , Jackson , Mich .

1
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" G. F. MCCRAY,

" PETER MURPHY,

" W. J. MCCONNELL,

“ THOMAS MOORE ,

“ JOHN F. WEBB,

“ FRANK O'MEARA,

“ D. C. DAVIES,

" F. W. LOVEJOY,

" EDW. J. LEÁHY, Secretary . "

Delegate O'Brien moved the adoption of

the Committee's report . The motion

seconded .

Delegate Callahan , Division 241 , moved

the following amendment : that a silk flag

be given as a premium to the Local Union

showing the greatest progress at the next

convention in the matter of educating its

members in the principles and policies of

the Amalgamated Association .

( The amendment was seconded . )

The question was discussed by Delegates

Murphy, Division 589; Callahan, Division

241; Quinlan, Division 241 ; and President

Mahon .

President Mahon said , in part :

“ What I want to get into this organiza

tion is some system of educating men as to

their union principles. I know we have our

troubles in these large Divisions and

have to initiate these men in their differ

ent Divisions, but there is no effort made

on the part of some of you to teach a man

even the law of this Association, and I

know it because I travel among you .

" You speak of the men who were pio

neers . Those men were brought in some

times at midnight into some secret place

where they were obligated, but they were

always inspired with the principles of the

trade union and there was a ground work

laid when the new man came in , to edu

cate him first as to what he was struggling for.

“ I get letter after letter from members,

asking me some of the simplest questions

of our law , information that they can't get

anywhere else, and I always answer those

members kindly. You are growing to be a

big organization, and there seem to be hun

dreds of men who don't know the obliga

tion of this organization. If the obligation

is properly impressed upon the member he

will go out with a different notion , but

there is no education at all in a lot of

cases.
We have got to wake up . The

opposition to your trade unions in America

is growing every hour, and every effort to

destroy you is being put forth .

“ Men must not be in ignorance of this

great principle that we struggle for in our

trade unions, and what I want to get back

into the Amalgamated Association is the

old time spirit of those who understood

and would fight for the principles of this

organization. You take this new member

in , you grab him hy the shoulder and in

itiate him , and then you turn him loose on

the world . You can't do that and build

an organization of this kind. A man must

be inspired to join this Union . I would

rather have a union with one hundred good,

inspired men than I would a union of five

hundred men who did not know anything

about the principles of the union .

“ Whether you give them anything or not,

I want to get that across to these Local

Divisions, and here is the only place we

can do it-that they will go back and

attempt to educate their men . In some of

our unions there is splendid work done.

The initiation is splendidly carried out , the
officers understand their ritual. I was in

one organization in the south here not long

ago with Brother Bland, and I assure you

it a pleasure to see that chairman

repeat every bit of his ritual without any

book . The impression on these men that

they obligated that night could not help

but have its influence, and the impression

on every man who sat in that hall was the

“ That is what we want to get into our

unions. No wonder we are slipping around

in a manner that we don't understand one

another , because we have lost_sight of the

educational features of it . There is too

much politics these days in our unions and

too little practicing of the principles of

trade unionism . What I want to impress

on your Local Unions, and I want to im

press it on the big Local Unions - I admire

your strength and what you have done, but

you are letting grow up in your big unions

a great army of men who know not our

original history . Men are coming into

these unions today who know nothing of

the struggles of the early days , who know

nothing of the conditions under which you

older men worked and what you had to

overcome .

“ President Gompers said in his report to

the Pittsburgh convention some years ago,

‘ you are expecting people to take the trade

union as a matter of fact, and you don't

point out what the trade unions have done .

You must constantly keep that before the

mind of the worker and show him the

advancements you have made and the

danger of his union lapsing, when he will

get back into that condition again . We

must educate these men into the principles

of the union if we are going to keep the

old banner going forward in thefuture as it

has in the past' . '

The amendment offered by Delegate

Callahan was defeated and the report of

the Committee as submitted was adopted .

No further committees were prepared to

report at this time , and Delegate Wiley was

given the privilege of the floor to submit

the following information :

“ Another Sample of Benefits

of Organization

" Brother Andrew Jackson Lee became a

member of Local Division No. 441 October

12,1906 , and received his old age benefit on

March 24 , 1927 .

During his membership he paid the

following amounts to Division 441 :

For Dues . $362.50

For Local Funeral Reliefs . 105.75

Making a total of ..

He received in Old Age Benefits 800.00

Paid in Dues and Relief Assess

mnents .

Making a net gain of .

2

1

1

$ 468.25

468,25

$331.75
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" In other words he received all he had namely , $ 18.00 per day , as that allowed

ever paid in dues and funeral relief assess the members of the Executive Board and

ments and in addition $331.75. the Vice Presidents. The motion

“ He has been a member for twenty years seconded and carried and the matter was

and five months. referred to the Committee on Laws .

“ During his membership he has received Report of Committee on Resolutions

in increased wages, based on eight hours The Committee on Resolutions, by the

per day , 313 days per year....$ 9,784.85
Committee's Secretary, Delegate William

Received in old age benefits .. 800.00
Collins, submitted to the Convention

report as follows :
Making a total of . $ 10,584.85

Resolution No. 18
For which he paid . 468.25

Secretary Collins : " Resolution No. 18,

Making his total net gain ... $ 10,116.60 submitted by the delegates of Division

“ He has been a member for twenty years No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo. , reads :

and five months and therefore has received “Whereas: The following has been agreed

in cash benefits an average of $495.00 for upon between the City Administration of

each year he has been a member . the City of St. Louis, the Representatives

“ Through the efforts of the organization
of the Street Railway Company and Local

he received on an investment of $ 468.25 a No. 788 of the Amalgamated Association of

net gain of $ 10,116.60 together with his
Street and Electric Railway Employees of

original investment or a total of $ 10,584.85. America, as a provision of the new Thirty

" In addition to the above he retires on Year Franchise to be granted by the City

of St. Louis to the Street Railway Companya pension of $58.00 per month and also has

a paid -up insurance policy of $ 1,000.00, also operating in said City :

a Local Funeral Benefit on himself of $ 300. “ Labor, Arbitration, and Safety Provisions

00, also a paid -up benefit on his wife of " The Company, by the acceptance of this

$ 200.00 and a Local Funeral Benefit on his grant , agrees :

wife of $150.00 , making a total of benefits, " 1. That it will not directly or through

in addition to the $58.00 per month pen any person do anything to prevent its em

sion , of $ 1,650.00. ployees from organizing for the purpose of

“ The above does not take into considera collective bargaining .

" 2 .
tion the many benefits obtained through That in all written contracts which

changes in working conditions, such as the the company shall make with its employees

eight-hour day, one day off in eight , air in their organized capacity, there shall be

brakes, enclosed vestibules, seniority rights , inserted a clause providing for the arbitra

and the right of free speech . tion of all disputes or questions arising

" He has also been protected by a sick
between the Company and said employees.

relief of $ 7.00 per week during seventeen That its employees shall be entitled

years ofhis membership.
to an average of one day's rest per week ,

"NOTE : - The per cent of gain on the the same to be fixed by the regulation of

above investment is a fraction over Two the Company.

Thousand one hundred per cent ( 2100 % ) “ 4. That it will not operate any one-man

not including the Pension or the Funeral
street cars, except when and where the

Benefits yet to
be received , which is

Board of Aldermen shall declare that they

$ 1,650.00 may be operated safely , practically and

" Fraternally submitted in report
economically .

to meeting of Local Division No.
“ Whereas: We, the officers and mem

441 by bers of the Amalgamated Association of

" J. B. WILEY , Business Agent."
Street and Electric Railway Employees in

Delegate Bruce, chairman of the Com
convention assembled , are convinced that

Appeals , announced
said above set out provisions are for the

that the

Committee would meet at 1 o'clock and best interests of all concerned in that they

requested the Executive will secure greater safety for the public andBoard to be

our members, the employees , in the operapresent .

At 11:30 a . no committees being tion of street cars, as well as effect greater

prepared to report , the rules were suspended
economy and efficiency in the operation of

and an adjournment taken to 2 o'clock
street railway systems, and will tend to

maintain a more harmonious relation beP. m.

tween our members, the employees, and the

street railway companies ; andFIFTH DAY

“ Whereas: We further convinced
September 16 , 1927

that it is impossible for one man to safely

Friday Afternoon Session
operate his car , at the same time attend

The afternoon session of the Convention to his duties as collector , owing to the

was called to order at 2 o'clock , p . m . , ever increasing number of trucks and ma

with President W.D. Mahon presiding: chines, and at the same time give the pub

Delegate Hart , Division 168, was given lic the efficient service to which they are
the floor on

a question of personal privi entitled ; therefore , be it

lege. After making a brief statement, he “ Resolved : That the officers and mem

made a motion that the Committee on bers of the General Executive Board of this

Laws be instructed to consider an amend. Association , be and are hereby instructed

ment to Section 27 of the laws, providing to assist the Locals of this Association to

the inserted in
pay for Special Organizers; have similar provisions

" 3 .

mittee on

m . ,

are

same new
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street railway franchises whenever proposed

in any city where there exists a Local of

this Association .

“ The Committee concurs in this reso

lution and would respectfully call the atten

tion of the delegates to the fact that this

matter has already been taken care of by

the General Executive Board and the

International President . '

Upon motion by Secretary Collins, sec

onded by Delegate Wedel , the report of

the Committee was adopted .

Resolution No. 19

Secretary Collins : “ Resolution No. 19 ,

submitted by Delegate John J. Stanton , of

Division No. 589 , Boston , Mass ., reads :

“ Whereas : At the present time a great

deal of unemployment exists all over the

country, brought about by the false and

short sighted 'Economical and Efficiency'

policy now being put into effect by the

capitalistic interests; and

" Whereas: Here in the City of Boston

many of our brothers are relieved from

duty when they could be called back and

put to work operating cars to accommodate

the traveling public; therefore, be it

" Resolved : That this Convention of the

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. go on record

as being opposed to this ' Economical and

Efficiency' program , which is working a

hardship on our members and hereby in

struct the delegates to take the matter up

with their respective employing companies

and try and work out some plan to keep

our members regularly employed the year

round .

" The Committee recommends

currence in this resolution, as
this is a

matter for local regulation .'

Moved by Secretary Collins, seconded by

Delegate O'Brien , that the recommendation

of the Committee be adopted.

The question was discussed briefly by

Delegates Wiley, Division 441 ; Stanton ,

Division 589 ; and the secretary of the Com

mittee .

Upon vote of the Convention, the motion

to adopt the recommendation of the Com

mittee carried.

Resolution No. 20

Secretary Collins: " Resolution No. 20 ,

submitted by Delegate John J. Stanton, of

Division No. 589, Boston , Mass., reads:

“ As a delegate attending the Twentieth

Biennial Convention of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employees of America, I wish to have the

delegates assembled at this Convention go

record placing the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employees in favor of endorsing any legis

lation pertaining to the repeal of the işth

Amendment.

“ Your Committee believes that the best

interests of the Amalgamated Association

will be served by maintaining neutrality

on this question.
We therefore non -concur

in the resolution ."

Secretary Collins moved the adoption of

the Committee's report. (Motion seconded .)

Delegate Hart, Division 168 , opposed the

Committee's report, and spoke in favor of

an open declaration by the Convention in

favor of the repeal of the Eighteenth

Amendment .

Delegate Collins, in explaining the Com

mittee's action , said :

" The Committee felt that the Amalga

mated Association as an industry, in view

of the fact that we have to assume re

sponsibility for the lives of the people we

take care of each day , would be placed in a

peculiar light if we in any way advocated

the use of intoxicating liquors, and we felt

that the best interests of the organization

could be served by maintaining neutrality

this question . The members of the

Committee have some very strong opinions

about personal liberty , but we felt that

it was the larger interest of our organiza

tion as a whole that we should consider."

Delegate Callahan , Division 241 , a mem

ber of the Committee , supported the views

expressed by the secretary.

The report of the Committee was de

feated on an aye and nay vote.

Delegate Hart, Division 168, moved the

adoption of Resolution No. 20. (Motion

seconded . )

Delegate Wiley, Division 441 , felt that

the question had no place in the Con

vention any more than a religious question .

He stated that he not personally

opposed to the proposition, but that he

had in mind the best interests of the

organization as a whole.

Delegate Brooks, Division 416, moved, as

a substitute, that the Convention go on

record as adopting the position of the

American Federation of Labor on the

question, favoring light wines and beers .

(Motion seconded .)

Delegate Laswell , Division 878, felt that

it was best for the organization to remain

neutral on the question, since its members

were dealing constantly with the public.

Delegate Brooks, Division 416 , spoke

briefly in support of the substitute motion,

stating that he did not favor indiscriminate

violation of the Eighteenth Amendment and

that he felt the position of the American

Federation of Labor was the proper one ,

Delegate Graeser, Division 788, favored

the substitute, stating that in all the con

ventions of the Missouri State Federation

of Labor they had consistently opposed the

Eighteenth Amendment, having in mind the

large number of former employees of brew

eries who still continued their membership

in the trade unions.

Delegate Nutley, Division 589, stated that

he favored any move that would eliminate

the Eighteenth Amendment from the Con

stitution .

Delegate Morris, Division 589, also felt

thatthe question wasnota proper one for

the Convention to consider.

Delegate O'Connor, Division 85, took a

similar position on
the question, feeling

that it is a question that should be decided

at the ballot box .

Delegate Bruce, Division 308, moved that

the entire subject matter be tabled . The

motion was seconded and carried by a very

large majority .

non -con

on as
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Resolution No. 21 this cause and , through this there is a very

Secretary Collins : " Resolution No. 21 , heavy drain upon the treasury of the Inter

submitted by Delegate John J. Stanton , of national Organization in Disability, Old Age

Division No. 589 , Boston , Mass., reads : and Funeral Benefit claims; and

“ Whereas: Local 589 , Boston , has " Whereas: The per capita tax now be

membership of seven thousand, many of ing one dollar per member and , it is only a

whom find it inconvenient to attend the matter of time when it will require even

regular meetings and the result is these more than one dollar per capita tax to meet

members are not acquainted with organi the heavy expense due to the causes above
zation matters ; and, mentioned ; and

" Whereas: The Employing Company has “ Whereas: The International Organiza

a publication which is delivered to tion should reach out for other means to

members, giving them current information help finance the heavy expense incurred

relating to company business . This is done through the old age of its members, it is

to keep the employees fully posted on all a known fact that there is in operation

matters pertaining to the Company . For now , owned and controlled by union labor

this reason, it is our duty to see to it that organizations ( Union Banks) and they all

our members acquainted with all show a steady increase in business and are in

questions concerning organization welfare ; very good financial condition ; therefore, be it

therefore, be it " Resolved : That this Convention adopt

" Resolved : That this Convention of the
resolutions in this Convention assembled,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. hereby that we enact a law instructing the Inter

authorize the Boston Local to publish and national President General Executive

circulate among its members a publication Board , to have the Amalgamated Associa

dealing strictly with Union business, tion of Street and Electric Railway Em

" Your Committee
in this ployees of America , branch out and start

resolution, as it is matter of Local in the banking , business, the bank to be

autonomy." centrally located and known as the Street

Moved by Secretary Collins, seconded by Car Men's Bank , the earning to be applied

Delegate Lyden, that the report of the to the upkeep of the International Organi

Committee be adopted. zation .

President Mahon : “ The Constitution " The Committee recommends non -concur

provides that publications of this kind must rence in this resolution."

have the approval of the General Executive Upon motion by Secretary Collins , sec

Board . The reason for that is that we onded by Delegate Baker, carried , the

have had a great deal of trouble with these recommendation of the Committee

publications where they were used in adopted .

detrimental manner . For instance, we had Resolution No. 30 was transferred to the

to purchase the ' Union Leader' in Chicago
Committee on Laws, it being necessary to

when we were organizing there . It was an amend Section 85 of the General Laws to

Elevated publication but it was being used conform to the spirit of this resolution .

to the detriment of both the Elevated and Resolution No. 31

the Surface men . We have had to sup
Secretary Collins: " Resolution No. 31 ,

press publications . The law provides that submitted by Allan L. Morton, Chairman ,

the General Executive Board shall pass
Berry - for- President Club of Alabama, urging

upon them , and if they feel the need of Major George L. Berry, President of the

the publication they will authorize it." Printing Pressmen and Assistants' Union ,

By vote of the Convention , the motion to become a candidate for President of the

to adopt the report of the Committee was United States.

carried .
“ Whereas; The organized workers of

Resolution No. 22 was referred to the
America are vitally interested in electing

Committee on " Safety First, having been
men to public office who are sympathetic

referred to the Committee on Resolutions
with our views and principles; and

through oversight . “ Whereas: A situation has presented it

Resolution No. 29 self in the affairs of these United States

Secretary Collins : “ Resolution No. 29 , that demands action on the part of the

submitted by Delegate Wm. J. Sutter , common people in the selection of a candi

Division 568 , Erie, Pa ., reads : date for president of this nation who is of

“ Resolved : That the Delegate from Divi and for the common people ; and

sion 568, Erie, Pa . , to the International “ Whereas: Major George L. Berry, presi

Convention at Birmingham , Ala . , be in dent of the International Printing Pressmen

structed to submit the following resolution : and Assistants ' Union of North America ,

“ Whereas : The International Organiza meets these requirements in every respect,

tion of the Amalgamated Association of in that he has risen from the ranks to a

Street and Electric Railway Employees of place of power and influence, not alone in

America, is now nearing forty years in ex the labor movement, but also in the ranks

istence , and through all of these years, by of the ex -service men of the nation ,

the hard work and watchful eyes of its soldier , statesman , and labor leader ' of

president, William D. Mahon , has shown a merited renown , born in a log cabin in the

steady increase since its first year of in mountains of Tennessee, self-made, a power

ception ; and ful orator, and a perfect candidate for the
“ Whereas : There are

a great many of high office of President of the United

its members who are now growing old in States ; therefore, be it

a

a
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" Resolved : That the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployees of North America, in general con

vention assembled in Birmingham , Alabama,

September 12, 1927 , call on Major George

L. Berry to become a candidate for Presi

dent of the United States of America , and

in the event he decides to enter the race ,

that we pledge him our full and complete

support ; and be it further

" Resolved : That copies of this resolu

tion be transmitted to President Berry at

Pressmen's Home, Tennessee, a copy sent to

President Wm. Green, of the American

Federation of Labor, and copies furnished

the public press,

“ The Committee concurs in this reso

lution .”

Moved by Secretary Collins, seconded by

Delegate Callahan , that the report of the

Committee Resolution No. 31 be

adopted .

Delegate Nutley , Division 589, asked if

the adoption of this resolution would bind

the membership of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation throughout the country :

President Mahon replied that it

simply an expression of the Convention and

did not bind any individuals.

By vote of the Convention , the (motion

to adopt the report of the Committee on

Resolution 31 was carried and the report

adopted.

Resolution No. 32

Secretary Collins : “ Resolution No. 32 ,

submitted by Delegate E. 0. Brooks, of

Division No. 416 , Peoria , Ill . , reads :

“ Whereas : The campaign which has

been waged for many years to increase the

patronage of Union Label products by

Union men and women and their families

and friends fails far short of the mark set

and reasonably expected by the promoters

of this campaign ; and

“ Whereas: Cards with a printed ‘ Label

Order of Business ,' to read at the meetings

of the Local Division of the various crafts

had some success until the cards were lost

or worn out ; and

“ Whereas : A campaign of this kind

needs unending effort to be successful like

any advertising effort; therefore , be it

" Resolved : That the International Presi

dent and General Executive Board be in

structed to confer with the Union Label

Department of the A. F. of L. to the end

that a 'Label Order of Business' with some

kind of marker may be added to the ritual

or such other book as may contain the regu

lar Order of Business ' of the various

Unions, that this matter may be left con

tinuously before the careless and thought

less members and the patronage of the

Union Label thus increased.

" The Committee recommends concurrence

in the resolution ."

Moved by Secretary Collins, seconded by

Delegate Sharrock, that the recommendation

of the Committee be adopted.

Delegate Brooks explained that it was

the purpose of the resolution to have em

bodied in the “ Order of Business” some

provision that would be the means of call

ing attention of the members to the union

label on all their meeting nights.

By vote of the Convention the motion

to adopt the recommendation of the Com

mittee carried and the resolution

adopted .

Resolution No. 33
Secretary Collins: “ Resolution No. 33,

submitted by Delegate E. O. Brooks , of

Division No. 416 , Peoria , Ill . , reads :

“ Whereas: The International President

issues yearly a book containing a list of

the wage scale in the various cities in the

Association with a small amount of other

information for the guidance of Local Com

mittees and Assisting International Officers

in settling grievances and obtaining con

tracts ; and

“ Whereas : More information about con

ditions in other cities is generally needed

before settlement is reached; therefore, be

it

" Resolved : That to the information now

contained in said 'year -book ' be added :

" 1. The population of the cities listed.

" 2 . The rate of fare paid in said cities ,

and ,

“ 3 . The type of cars and motor coaches

used .

“ The Committee concurs in the resolu

tion , with the recommendation that Part 3

of the ' Resolve ' be eliminated, because the

type of cars and motor coaches is $0

variable in each community."

“ Upon motion by Secretary Collins , sec .

onded by Delegate Sutter, the report of

the Committee upon Resolution No. 33

was adopted .

Resolution No. 35
Secretary Collins: “ Resolution No. 35,

submitted by the Boston delegation , Divi

sion No. 589 , reads :

" Whereas, the employers in the street

railway industry require that their em;

ployees shall submit to both a physical and

mental test before being employed by them,

and from the result of these tests the

employers have the advantage of selecting

a better type of manhood ; and ,

“ Whereas: the condition under which

the employees work , such as the over

crowding of cars, drafts and exposure and

long hours, causes ill health in many in

stances ; therefore , be it

" Resolved : That this Convention go on

record as favoring a sick and disability

fund provided by the employers and to be

embodied in all contracts and agreements.

“ Your Committee concurs in this resolu

tion wherever it is possible to put it into

effect."

Upon motion by Secretary Collins , sec

onded by Delegate Burns, carried, the

report of the Committee upon Resolution

No. 35 was adopted .

Secretary Collins announced that this

completed the report of the Committee on

Resolutions on allmatters uponwhich the

Committee had taken action up to this

time.

No further committees were prepared to

report, and at 3:55 p . m . the rules were

suspended ,onmotion of Delegate Maroney,

1
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Division 589 , and adjournment was taken

to 9 o'clock Saturday morning, September

17th .

was

be an ulterior motive, other than that of

sincere and unbiased co-operation , then we

can expect nothing but disaster and dis

satisfaction as far as the question of ' Safety

First ' is concerned . On the other hand ,

who is there among our membership who

is not (or at least should be ) interested

in , to the extent of safeguarding the life

and limb , not only of our men employed

in our industry, but our people in general,

whether it be in the mine, mill, factory,

in the home or on the street car. We feel

that we
were not deserving of considera

tion among the human element, were it

not so .

“ President Mahon has given to us, in

his report, figures taken from statistics as

to the number of lives lost, and the num.

ber of people maimed through accidents in

the various industries every year that is

appalling . For instance , let us take the

year of 1926 , where there were twenty

three thousand ( 23,000) men , women and

children slaughtered on our highways of

the United States, an increase of one thou

sand ( 1,000 ) over the records of 1925 . So

we sak , Mr. Chairman , and Brothers, who

is there among our membership who is not

willing, with due care, judgment and pre

caution , desirous of alleviating as far as

possible this tremendous slaughter that is

happening in our midst every year?

“ We have heard from Mr. Perkins, Gen

eral Manager of the St. Louis Street Rail .

way Company, where they have a Safety

Committee System , that splendid results are

being obtained and that the amount of

accidents are being reduced considerably .

And again , from the City of Pittsburgh , we

hear from Mr. Fitzgerald , General Man

ager of the Pittsburgh Railways Company,

where they have a co-operative , as well as

a Safety Committee System , that their

amount of accidents are being reduced con

siderably .

“ So , while we , as your Committee on

' Safety First , ' do not recommend that our

membership should follow , particularly,

either one of those systems , we do recom

mend that our membership take up for

earnest consideration some method whereby

the tremendous amount of accidents hap

pening will be reduced to a minimum, and

thereby bring due credit to the Amalga

mated and its membership, bearing in

mind, whatever system there might be

adopted, that our membership shall see to

it that their membership in the Amalga

mated remain intact , for it is through it,

and it only , that you will be sought for

either ‘Safety First'. co -operation or any

other system that might be considered an

advancement to civilization .

" Resolution No. 22, presented by the

St. Louis delegates, reads in part as follows:

" Resolved that the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployees of America make application for

membership in the International Safety

Congress and have at least one representa

tive at their conventions.

“ Your Committee recommends that this

be amended as follows:

SIXTH DAY

September 17, 1926

Saturday Morning Session

The Saturday morning session of the
Convention convened at 9 o'clock, a . m. ,

President W. D. Mahon presiding.

Delegate Louis Winkler , Division 618,

Providence, R, I. , was excused from further

attendance at the Convention , having been

called home on account of the death of his

mother,

President Mahon announced that the

Convention photograph was not satisfactory

to many of the delegates , and that the local

committee would arrange for another photo

graph to be taken if the Convention de

sired .

Delegate Doyle , Division 308 , moved that

another photograph be taken upon the noon

adjournment. The motion seconded

and carried .

President Mahon announced that arrange

ments had been completed for a special

service at the West End Baptist Church

on Sunday morning at 9:15 o'clock for the

delegates and visitors , at which service the

President of the Amalgamated Association

had been invited to speak to the Sunday

school class.

Delegate Sam F. Curry, Division 281,

New Haven, Connecticut, was named to

take the place of absent Delegate John L.

Sullivan, Division 479 , on the Committee

Communications, Condolence and

thanks .

Report of Special Committee on

Safety First

Chairman P. J. McGrath , of the Com

mittee , on behalf of the Committee, pre

sented to the Convention the Committei's

report, as follows :

" Mr. Chairman and Delegates to the

Twentieth Biennial Convention held at

Birmingham , Alabama:

" It is only after careful consideration

and study on the subject submitted to

them that your Committee on 'Safety First '

brings back to you the following recom

mendations for your consideration .

" Before doing so , we desire to preface

those few remarks .

" First of all , we recognize that the

question of 'Safety First' issomewhat of a

new question in our development as Street

Railway Workers . We feel that, while it is

practiced by some of our members on

some of our roads , it has not reached the

great bulk of our membership. Therefore,

it needs be given deep study and earnest

consideration by our membership before

putting into practice on our various sys

tems, for, while it may be practical and

beneficial to our membership on

or system , it may possibly be to the con

trary on another, for we believe that, unless

there is a true spirit of co-operation be

tween men and management, the question

of ' Safety First' will not be a success.

" By that we mean that if there should

on

1

one road
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" Resolved : That , if the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employees of America is requested by the

International Safety Congress to affiliate

with that body, the same be referred to

the Executive Board , and if in their judg

ment there be no conditions restricting our

affiliation , that President Mahon his

appointee act as our representative."

“ Fraternally submitted ,

( Signed )

" P. F. MCGRATH, Chairman ,

“ BERNARD DAVIS,

"MATTHEW J. McLAUGHLIN ,

“ EMORY P. DODD,

“ W. E. CARPENTER ,

“ ALPHONSE GERARD,

" J. B. WILEY, Div . 441 ,

" J. F. LEEDY, Div . 839 ,

" WILL R. WALKER , Div. 821,

" PETERH. ARTHUR , Div. 282,

“ JOHN HASNET , Div . 737 ,

Delegate McGrath moved the adoption

of the report of the Committee. The

motion was seconded by Delegate Graeser .

Delegate MacInnis , Division 101 , moved

the following amendment :

" That a vote of appreciation be extended

the street railway managers who came to

address the Convention , and that that part

of the proceedings of the Convention deal

ing with the ' Safety First ' question be

printed in pamphlet form and sent to the

street railway managers whose companies

have agreements with the Amalgamated

Association ."

The amendment was seconded.

Delegate Schultz, Division 268, discussed

the question and said that since the " Safety

First ' ' movement had been launched in

Cleveland, largely at the instigation of the

street railway men's organization, a great

deal of money had been saved for the com

pany,
which had spent approximately

$ 1,800,000 a year previously on account of

accidents. He stated that recently the

employing company had seen fit to eliminate

the representatives of the Amalgamated

from their “ Safety First” meetings, and

consequently were not able to enjoy the co

operation they formerly had .

President Mahon : “ The Chair would call

attention to the fact that the chairman of

this Committee has delivered a splendid

report, and they have pointed out that,

while it may not operate with some com

panies, it is a matter of working it out.

True, all interested and always

have been in saving life and limb, but

see the increase of these things , and

there is nothing to prevent us, even though

some companies may not like

companies won't make agreements until we

force them -- there is nothing to prevent us

from following the lines laid down in this

splendid report.

“ The reason some of our Divisions are

not in these things is because they have

not asserted themselves to be in .

not saying that of Cleveland, but of some

other Divisions that I know of. Where

there is an attempt to ignore you , you

should protest in the proper manner. The

report provides that we shall feel our way

in these things and carefully move

them , so as to develop a true spirit of

co -operation ."

Delegate Black, Division 26, described the

system in effect in Detroit, a group system,

whereby prizes are offered to the group

showing the smallest percentage of acci

dents.

Delegate Graeser, Division 788, pointed

out the advantage of having representatives

of the Amalgamated Association in the

meetings of the International Safety Con.

gress. He stated that at the last Congress

delegates from his Local Division

present and made answer to remarks made

in the Convention that were detrimental to

the Association .

Delegate Dolan , Division 215, spoke in

favor of the Committee's report and said

that wonderful progress had been made in
the " Safety First" movement the

Chicago, Aurora and Elgin Railway. He

described briefly some of the difficulties

encountered when the movement was first

put into effect , and stated that, as a result

of the objections offered by the street

railway men, there was now a satisfactory

spirit of co- operation between the men and

the management.

Delegate McGrath , Division 85 , briefly

outlined the manner in which the " Safety

First” movement had been carried on in

Pittsburgh for the last year and a half.

He stated that, under the plan as it is

now operated, it had been possible to get

satisfactory adjustments for the men in

forty - five out of fifty complaints .

Delegate Hart, Division 168, stated that

he was heartily in favor of the " Safety

First” movement if there was sincerity on

the part of all parties concerned. He

warned the delegates to investigate care

fully welfare associations that are some

times promulgated by the employing com

panies.

Board Member McMorrow, in discussing

the question , said in part :

“ It seems to me that some of the pre

vious speakers would have this Convention

believe that this ‘ Safety First' movement

is a new proposition. The first 'Safety

First ' meeting held in this country was

held by the Amalgamated Association in

1892, and every meeting since that time,

Local or International, has been a Safety

First ' meeting - safety for this industry,

safety for the children , the wives and the

homes of the men engaged in this industry.

This organization has been resoluting for

‘ Safety First' ever since that time, in the

shorter work day, in their increased bene,

fits , in the Union's advocacy of increased

wages and proper burial for the dead, in

its advocacy of proper care for the des

pendents of the old men .

“ To those men who attend these con

ferences, let them hammer home strongly

that the parent of safety is laid down in a

policy that is fundamental and that can't

be abrogated from the records, that the

real keynote of 'Safety First' is shorter

hours and higher wages.

we are

we
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President Mahon : “ The Chair desires to

say a word upon this subject at this time .

I agree with the remarks that have been

made by the delegates here in the matter

of caution on our part in all movements

to preserve our organization , but , as I have

said in my reports and otherwise, we all

realize the importance of 'Safety First.'

We know that the world is full of such

movements.

“ Now , this is a progressive organization .

At least we have been trying to make it so

in all lines of work of interest to us, and why

shouldn't we take the lead in these things ?

" I don't agree in any way with what they

have done, and, like Hart, McMorrow and

the others, I have gone into conference

after conference in denunciation of their

policies . But safety is a great movement ,

and we should lead our forces in it .

" I watched , very carefully , the last safety

convention in Detroit , at which several of

our members from St. Louis, Boston , Pitts

burgh and one or two other places were

present . The different industries had their

departments represented there , including the

street railway departments, and held their

meetings. Some of our men reported to

us each day what was going on in that

convention . They there defending

their organization . At one time a gentle

man representing Nashville talking

about ' Safety First ' work, and when he

was asked if they had a union there he

said , ' Thank God , no , ' Our boys immedi

ately went after that gentleman, and, as

I understand , those in charge of that de

partment were very sorry for it . The

gentleman offered an apology, in a way , for

his remarks.

“ There is a benefit of being there, to

defend your organization and defend your

position . As the Committee has said , take

part in this movement and move cautiously

in it , always looking out for your organi

zation on 'Safety First

movement."

Delegate Hacker , Division 788, spoke of

incidents that occurred at the Detroit meet

ing of the International Safety Congress , at

which he was present , and said that he had

been convinced that representatives of the

Amalgamated Association should be present

at all future meetings.

Delegate McLaughlin, Division 589 , stated

that he favored " Safety First" if the Amal

gamated Association was always given as

fair a break as the company, but that this

had not always been true in Boston.

A motion for the previous question was

adopted .

The amendment to the report of the

Committee, offered by Delegate MacInnis ,

was adopted , and the report of the Com

mittee as a whole as amended, was

curred in .

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LAWS

( Continued)

Secretary Robbins , of the Committee on

Laws, continued the report of that Com

mittee as follows :

Election of Officers

Secretary Robbins : “ In the report of the

International President he recommends that

all our laws on elections from Section 40

to 43 inclusive of the General Constitution

be eliminated, and the following Sections ,

providing for the preferential ballot, be

adopted .

“ Election of Division Officers

" Section 40 . The election of officers in

Division Associations with a membership

of two hundred ( 200 ) or less members shall

be held in the following manner, except if

the Division prefers to adopt the Preferen

tial Ballot System , as provided in these

laws, they shall have the right to do so .

The election shall be held in the follow

ing manner : The nominations shall take

place at the regular meeting prior to the
meeting for the election of officers. No

nomination shall be allowed upon the night

of election with the exception of where

there is office where the members

nominated to it have declined , of where

there are no nominees for the office . In

this case , nominations shall take place on

the right of election The president or

presiding officer shall appoint two tellers ,

whose duty it shall be to distribuite, coll ct

and read the ballnts in the presence of the

meeting The recording secretary shall act

as clerk of the election, He shall keep a

careful record of the ballots cast and em

body the full report of the election in his

minutes. He shall announce the result of

the ' count for each vote to the presiding

officer, who in turn , shall declare the result

of the election . It shall require a majority

of the members voting to constitute an

election , and where there are more than

two candidates for the office, the lowest

candidate in each unsuccessful ballot shall

be dropped and the balloting continued

until a majority , has been cast for one

candidate. The balloting shall take place

as follows :

“ The presiding officer shall announce the

candidates for president. The members

shall then prepare and cast their votes

separately for president. After the election

of president has been completed and an

nounced , he shall follow with that of vice

president, and so until the following

officers have been duly elected : President,

vice -president, recording secretary , financial

secretary , treasurer, warden , sentinel, cor

respondent to the M. and C. ' and Execu

tive Board members . In case there is but

one candidate for any office, the secretary

shall be instructrd by the vote of the

Division to cast the unanimous vote of the

Division for the candidate. The president

shall then declare him duly elected .

“ Section 41 . In Local Division Associa

tions with a membership exceeding two

hundred ( 200) members, their nominations

and elections shall be held follows :

There shall be a specific time designate

by the Division for the nomination and

election of officers . The ncminaiions en

take place at a regular meeting of the Divi

sion , the Division can instruct its

Executive Board to arrange a meeting of

the Board to receive the nomiration of

officers. This nomination meeting shall be

OT any other
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held at least one week before the regular

election takes place, and five days notice

of the meeting for the nomination of

officers shall be given to the membership

of the Division . At the nominating meet

ing any member in good standing may

attend and place in nomination any mem

ber of the Division Association for any

office he desires, providing the person he

nominates is eligible to hold office, accord

ing to the laws of the International Asso

ciation and the by-laws of the Local

Division . After all nominations have been

made the secretary of the Division shall

have a ballot prepared in compliance with

sample ballot as exhibited in Section 42

of this Constitution . The name of each

candidate shall be placed on the ballot in

alphabetical order. If there are more than

two candidates for any office the ballot

shall be so arranged that the member can

express himself for the various choices as

he desires . The ballot shall contain places

designated as first choice , second choice

and so on , according to the number of

candidates that may be running for that

particular office.

“ Section 41 %. If there have been nomi

nated but two candidates for any

office you will only vote for one. If there

are three candidates nominated for any one

office you will vote your first and second

choice. If there are four persons nomi

nated for any one office you will vote your

first, second and third choices , and so on ,

according to the number of candidates for

any one office that may be on the ballot ,

always having one less choice than there

are number of candidates . If there were

ten candidates for any one office you would

vote for nine choices .

“ When you come to count the ballots

you will separate them into piles for cach

candidate . Then you will count only the

first choice votes for each candidate. If

one receives the majority of all the votes

cast as the first choice he is elected . If

none of them have received a majority of

all the votes cast you will drop the candi

date receiving the lowest number of first

choice ballots . Then you will take the

ballots of the candidate dropped and you

will add all the second choice votes on the

ballot of the dropped candidate to the

candidates remaining on the ballot, as they

are specified on each ballot . You will

then count them up and , if this gives any

of the candidates a majority of all the votes

cast , that candidate is elected . If there is

still no majority you will then take the

third choice from the ballot of the candi

date that has been dropped and add them

to the remaining candidates and again

count them . If no majority has yet been

secured you will continue if there are still

other choices on the ballots of the dropped

candidate. If still there is no majority

after all the choices have been transferred

from the dropped candidate to the remain

ing candidates you will then drop the next

lowest candidate on the ballot and follow

the same process as above outlined until

one of the candidates has received a

jority of the votes cast. This process is

equal to the holding of special elections

and dropping candidate each time there

election . After an election the

ballots shall be held in the possession of

the secretary , locked and sealed in the

ballot boxes, for at least sixty (60) days,

in order that, if a recount should be de.

manded , the ballots would be fully pre

served .

“ Section 42 — Preferential or Choice Ballot

For President

First Second Third

Choice Choice Choice

John Doe

James Roe

John Smith

James Jones

For Vice - President

First Second

Choice Choice

Joe Doe

James Roe

John Smith

For Financial Secretary - Treasurer

First Second

Choice Choice

John Doe

James Roe

John Smith

For Recording Secretary

First Second

Choice Choice

John Doe

James Roe

John Smith

“ Section 43 Elections in Divisions that

have been in existence less than three (3)

years may be held semi-annually or annu

ally, as the Local Division decides. Where

Divisions have been in existence over three

years they may arrange their by-laws

so as to hold their elections every two ( 2 )

years if the Division so desires . Elections

for officers of the Division shall take place

in Divisions having two hundred (200 ) or

less members at their first meeting in De.

cember or June , as the laws of the Divi

sion provide. Where Divisions are holding

semi-annual elections these elections shall

be held at their first meeting in June and

December . Divisions that hold elections

annually , or every two (2) years, may hold

such elections either in June or December,

as the Division may determine, or they may

elect a portion of their officers in June

and another portion in December, if the

Division so elects. In Divisions that hold

special elections, having a membership of

two hundred ( 200) or over,such elections

shall take place on or before the 25th of

June or the 25th of December, as the

Local may determine, in orderthat officers

will be properly elected before the expira :

tion of the term . The installation of

officers shall take place at the first meet:

ing in the next term .

shall see thatall officerselected are duly

The retiring officers

installed and placed in charge of their

office before they surrender or turn over

the office . When an officer who has been

elected fails to attend the meeting to be

obligated , or properly qualifies within three

2
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(3) successive meetings, except in case of

sickness or delay over which he has no

control , his office shall be declared vacant

and a new election held to fill the same ,

in accordance with the laws of the Divi

sion and the provisions of this Constitu
tion .

" The Committee recommends concur

rence in the sections as amended , "

A motion was made and seconded to

adopt the report of the Committee.

Delegate Wiley, Division 441 , asked if the

adoption of the proposed new rules would

make it compulsory on all Local Divisions

of 200 members or over to adopt the prefer

ential ballot system .

President Mahon replied that it would .

Delegate Wiley then offered the following

amendment :

“ That it be left optional with such Local

Divisions to determine whether they shall

use the preferential ballot or the old sys

tem The amendment was seconded ."

The following delegates spoke in favor

of the preferential ballotsystem : Callahan,

Division 241 ; McGrath , Division 85; Bruce,

Division 308 ; Burns, Division 618 ; Mac

Innis , Division 101 ; Tomkins , Division 113,

and McConnell , Division 618.

The following delegates opposed the

change: Connelly , Division 589; Peyroux,

Division 194 , and Shultz, Division 268 .

Delegates Clark , Division 589 , and Mc

Gowan , Division 235, spoke in favor of

Delegate Wiley's amendment.

Delegate Almstedt, Division 788 , moved

as an amendment to the amendment that

the amended laws , if adopted by the Con

vention , do not become effective for the

first year , in order to give the member

ship an opportunity to study the new

system . The amendment to the amend

ment was seconded .

International Treasurer Bland stated that

there was apparently some confusion in

regard to the Australian ballot, and pointed

out that the fundamental of the Australian

ballot is the secrecy of it , and that the

preferential ballot does not deny secrecy .

Delegate Murphy, Division 589 , stated

that he was not opposed to the new sys

tem , but felt that the members should be

allowed to study it for a period of two

years before it became effective.

Delegate Graeser, Division 788 , suggested

that the entire matter be deferred until

the next Convention for final action, to

give the membership an opportunity to

study the plan .

Delegate Nugent, Division 26 , asked if

the new law would apply to the election

of delegates to conventions as well as to

the election of officers. President Mahon

replied that it would .

President Mahon stated that he had

been guided in his recommendation by the

knowledge that the system had worked

very satisfactorily in many of the larger

Divisions where much trouble had been

encountered in previous elections under the

present system .

Delegate McLaughlin, Division 589, stated

that he was not opposed to the proposed

new system , but felt that it would be to

the best interests of the Boston Division

to defer the change for at least a year.

Delegate Coates , Division 618, moved the

previous question.

The motion was seconded and carried .

The amendment offered by Delegate

Wiley was defeated by a vote of 94 to 113.

The amendment offered by Delegate Alm

stedt was also defeated , and the report of

the Committee, which was to concur in

the amended Sections 40, 41 , 42 and 43,

as recommended by the International Presi

dent, was adopted .

Delegate Rea, Division 268, stated that

his Division was absolutely on record as

opposed to this system of voting, and asked

to be recorded accordingly ..

Delegate Lawson , Division 308, moved

that six sample ballots , under the new

system , be prepared and printed in The

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR for the in

formation of the members. The motion

was seconded and carried .

President Mahon stated that the Com

mittee on Appeals was prepared to make

its report.

Delegate Bienvenu , Division 194, moved

that the Convention adjourn to reconvene

at 2 o'clock p. m. ( Motion seconded . )

Delegate Bruce, Division 308, raised the

point of order that the rules governing the

Convention provide for adjournment at 12

o'clock ,

The Chair declared the point of order

well taken , unless the delegate who made

the motion desired to to suspend

the rules.

Report of Committee on Appeals

Secretary Sidney Van Ness, of the Com

mittee, submitted the Committee's report,

as follows :

" To the Officers and Delegates of the

Twentieth Convention of the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America :

" Your Committee on Appeals have con

sidered all matters coming before it and

submit the following report for your con

sideration :

" John Dickerson Appeal

" The appeal of John Dickerson , of Divi

sion 26, Detroit , Mich .: It appears Brother

Dickerson made application with the De

partment of Street Railways in the City

of Detroit for a position as Bus operator.

At the time , he was a motorman on the

Hamilton Lines. When applying for Bus

service, there was no bona fide labor organi

zation representing the men of the D. U. R.

Property , but instead, a Company Union .

In the early part of the following year, a

new Mayor was elected in Detroit and

contractual relations of Division 26 with

the D. S. R. restored, Division 26 sought

to have Brother Dickerson given seniority

on coaches, but was not successful. The

action of the Committee that the

decision of Division 26, the Internationai

President and the General Executive Board

be sustained , due to the fact that Brother

Dickerson had lost nothing in seniority."

move
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“ Henry Klein Appeal

" The next appeal before the Committee

was that of Henry Klein, of New Orleans,

Division 194 .

“ He appealed through a Lawyer, to this

Convention against the decisions of the

International President and General Execu

tive Board . Brother Klein had made

application for an Old Age claim July 27 ,

1925. At the time he left service he was

not old enough to receive same, according

to our Laws, having left the service August

1, 1921. The Committee recommends that

the decision of the International President

and General Executive Board in the Klein

case be sustained . "

“ B. Brussard Appeal

“ The ppeal of B. Brussa of Division

194 , New Orleans , La . , was the next case

before the Committee, appealing from the

decisions of the International President and

General Executive Board . Brother Brussard

claimed he became disabled from following

the occupation, but did not state the

particular time he injured . The

Doctor of the Local Union who examined

him , stated his nervous affliction was caused

from other reasons than following the occu

pation; that he had sclerosis of the spine

and hernia . The recommendation of the

Committee in the Brussard case is that

the decision of the General Executive

Board and the International President be

concurred in . "

" Daniel J. Sullivan Appeal

" In the appeal of Daniel J. Sullivan ,

Division 589 , Boston, Mass . , this matter

has been referred back to the General

Executive Board for further consideration ,

due to new evidence being introduced ."

“ Division 589 Appeal on Jurisdiction

“ In the appeal of Boston Division 589 ,

against the decision of the General Execu

tive Board , on jurisdictional matters affect

ing the Teamsters and Hoisting Engineers,

the report of the General Executive Board

submitted to this Convention , page 26 ,

states as follows:

“ ' Upon the Boston situation , involv

ing Division No. 589, there was sub

mitted to the Board , reports of Inter

national Officers in their endeavors to

adjust jurisdictional questions involving

the Hoisting Engineers' Union and the

Team Drivers and Chauffeurs Union .

Investigations and endeavors of adjust

ment had been made by First Inter

national Vice -President William B.

Fitzgerald, and G. E. B. Member John

H. Reardon, as the reports showed .

There was evidence, also , before the

Board that in making a new agreement

the Local was yet maintaining provi

sions in the proposed new agreement,

covering the employment that, by

tentative arrangements , had been de

signed to be transferred to the juris

diction of the Hoisting Engineers and

Team Drivers and Chauffeurs organiza

tion . The Local had taken action that

these provisions should be maintained

subject to approval by this Convention ,

upon an appeal of the Local to be

brought into this Convention , appealing

from action of the General Executive

Board upon these tentative agreements.

The evidence before the Board was con

clusive of this situation . The Local

Executive Board had instructed the

Recording Secretary to draw an appeal

from the decision of the General Execu

tive Board on these jurisdictional mat

ters to the Convention , with a request

to the International President that

there be an understanding that this

work be covered by agreement until

the appeal was finally acted upon by

the Convention. '

“ On this appeal there appeared before

the Committee a number of the Boston

delegates in behalfofthe appeal. First

International Vice- President William B.

Fitzgerald and G. E. B. Member John H.

Reardon stated the position of the General

Executive Board .

“ After thorough consideration of the juris

diction appeal of Boston Division No. 589,

your Committee voted to sustain the action

of the General Executive Board and recom

mends concurrence by this Convention .

( Signed ) :

" M. J. LYDEN,

“Div. 272, Youngstown, Ohio.

“ GEO . E. BRERETON ,

“ Div. 228, Joliet , Illinois .

" OWEN G. MONROE,

" Div . 496, Pittsfield , Mass.

“ CLAUD W. FISHER,

“ Div . 836 , Grand Rapids , Mich .

" A. D. HICKS,

“Div. 563, Lansing, Mich.

“ WM . J. LARABEE,

" Div . 308, Chicago, fil .

" ALLEN ARDERN,

“ Div , 616, Windsor, Ont.

"JOSEPH J. KEHOE,

" Div. 241 , Chicago, Ill.

" SIDNEY VAN NESS,

" Div. 26 , Detroit , Mich."

Those sections of the reportunder the

captions , “ John Dickerson Appeal," " Henry

Klein Appeal," " B. Brussard Appeal," and

“ Daniel J. Sullivan Appeal,” were adopted

without discussion .

On that portion of the Committee's report

under the caption “ Division 589 Appeal on

Jurisdiction ," Delegate VanNess moved the

adoption of the Committee's report. The

motion was seconded by Delegate Burns,

Division 618 .

Delegate Clark, Division 589:
" Our Local Divi .

sion in Boston has made this appeal that they

might be allowed to retain their position and re

their membership the organization .

order that the delegates might understand some

thing about this appeal I will make a brief outline

of the thing and the other delegates from Boston

will take it up, as they all want to be heard on

the subject.

" Back in 1912 , when Boston was being organized.

some of these men went out
on strike. While we

were out on strike andbefore the thing was settled

the Teamsters' organizati
on was invited in to take

their own members as they saw fit.
not do that . We went along and took those mem

bers into our organizationand made a contract for
them .

" In the early part of 1914 or the latter part

Teamsters cropped up and wanted

these men . We told them . All right, go out and

get them to join your organization and
For some reason the men wouldn't
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join the Teamsters' organization . We didn't hear

any more from the Teamsters' organization for some
time .

“ In the meantime, other crafts came in , and in

1917 , through the International President and

Brother James O'Connell, of the Metal Trades

Department, we turned over to the different crafts
some eleven or twelve hundred men , if my memory

serves me right. At that time it was understood

that that was the end of the jurisdiction question ,

but it didn't end there . We went along, and in

1920 the Teamsters cropped up again. We had

some men who were on trucks . At that time it

was taken up to the International and they ruled
that these men belonged to the Teamsters. It

was not carried out . These men were laid off, the

motormen and conductors that were on the trucks.
We had trolley cars hauling supplies and these

cars had been abolished and the trucks took their

places . Under our contract we have a clause which

provides that the men have a right to follow their

work. These men did follow their work. They

broke in as truck drivers . They don't do team

work all the time . We did have some teamsters

that were working half a day on the team and an

hour out in the yard or somewhere else, and some

days they might drive the team all day. They

were a sort of general utility man .

“ For instance, the Teamsters are claiming a couple

who work on the trucks that grease the

curves, fix switches, etc. , and in order to carry

their tools and buckets around with them they

drove a little team . They claimed that the team was
abolished and the truck put on , and these men

used that truck as a form of transportation . Still

they are truck drivers and have truck drivers '

licenses .

" The situation in Boston is little different

from other places. I don't know of any contract

between the Teamsters' organization and the em

ploying company in the City of Boston , or any
other company. There is a coal teamsters' organi

zation there that has a signed contract . They have
members scattered in this company . and that

company , all over the city , and at a recognized

rate away below our rate and an hour more labor

per day. If they had a place to take care of

these men as well as they are taken care of in our

organization , we would not be opposed to them ,
but you can't convince these men , after they

helped build this organization, that they haven't

just as much right to stay in it as the motormen
and conductors .

" The same thing is true of the Hoisting Engi
neers . We have flat cars in the City of Boston

with a little hoist on it , It doesn't require any

license or anything else , still the Hoisting Engi
neers are taking these people . The Engineers are

not quite as good hearted as the Teamsters. The
Teamsters say : ' We will take your men over .

The Hoisting Engineers say : . We don't want your

men , we want the work . '

" The situation in Boston is that these men come

from one class to another and they work up into

different departments , and they are getting as high

a rate as the other people."

President Mahon : “ The Chair wants to

say that, while Brother Clark's time is up,

I realize that he is opening the case for the

Boston Division , and he and the repre
sentative who will open the case for the

International organization will have the time

extended ."

Delegate Clark : " We have men who are more

familiar with the question than I am and cas

explain it better than I can , I just wanted to

give a brief outline . A number of them want to

talk and I don't care to take all the time. "
Vice- President Fitzgerald : " It probably seems

strange to some that it would be necessary

have an issue of this kind in the Convention .

I mean by that that I know the Boston men's
minds and hearts beat the same as the rest of us,
that there is one in this Convention who is

ready to turn over their jobs to other organizations

unless there is a very good reason why that policy
should be pursued. The delegates to this " Con

yention must keep their minds from becoming con
fused . This question is one affecting the teamsters

and engineers and has nothing whatever to do with

the policy of this organization on the machinists

question , and I sincerely hope that your minds

will be kept in the attitude that future judgment

as to policy is to be decided on the machinists'

Question and not injected into this matter at all .

“ This is a question that has been pending seven
years . Brother Clark briefly stated what

brought about at that time. The International

President made a ruling that this truck work be
longed to the Teamsters' organization, in accordance
with the policies of the American Federation of

Labor, which this organization , upon the acceptance

of its charter , agreed to carry out. The then busi

ness agent of that union refused to accept the

decision of President Mahon , The then president

of the Union also refused to obey the decision

of the International President and the General

Executive Board .

“ I don't want you delegates to hold anything

against the Boston men present in this Convention
today . The men who are responsible for this

condition being here are who have betrayed

the Amalgamated Association at the present time .

“ The decision that has been reached in this

matter is an accumulation of decisions of the Inter

national President. In other words, there were but

five jobs involved in 1920 , whereas, today, by the
evolution of things, we find fifty jobs connected
with the matter. There has been patience on the

part of President Mahon , there has been patience
on the part of the Teamsters in this situation ,

but it got to a point where this organization, having

taken its obligation in the American Federation of
Labor, must have reason to claim and to hold

jurisdiction over men , regardless of what ous per

sonal opinions may be upon jurisdiction --it is a

question of policy, fundamental principles in this

American labor movement that I want to continue ,

if it is possible to continue with honor, decency
and respect .

“ In 1925, five years after the decision of the

International President, Brother Reardon and I

went into Boston . An exhaustive investigation was

made, The Local Division officers and committees

participated to the fullest extent . We gathered

detailed information to the jobs every inan

among one hundred and fifty men were doing .

might say we 'fine -combed ' every bit of the situa
tion to make sure that no job of any character

would be surrendered to the Teamsters' Union

the Engineers ' Union if we had a possible chance

to sustain ourselves.

" The Engineers' question is about of the same

character in length of time . They were making

claims for certain men , what they called the con

crete breaker, the sand distributer, the cement mixer,
crane jobs and snow removers. We were able to

bring the Engineers ' question down to what
known as the brownie Cranes and the industrial

cranes , also ' the compressors. The brownie crane

was erected on a small fiat car, liſting probably a
ton . The industrial crane lifted ten tons . These

small brownie cranes were not of any great conse

quence , but this big industrial crane required a
motorman who would operate the crane the

job , and if he was not doing that he would operate

the car . Sometimes there two motormen ,

and one would operate the car and the other the
crane , and vice versa .

" There is evidence here which the committee

has called your attention to , whereby it was allowed

to the Engineers that the man who was operating

the industrial crane should properly come under the

jurisdiction of the Engineers, that our people would
take that car to the job , that our trolley boy would

remain on it , that our hours of labor and wages,

unless changed , would remain the same , that if

the company wanted to place an engineer on the
job to operate that crane after the crane

brought to the job we had no objections, and that

was the decision reached by the General Executive

Board and agreed to by the Engineers.
“ The next question was that of compressors.

For the information of those who do not know

what compressors are, as Brother Clark says, that

system is a peculiar one as compared to others .
They have portable compressors and they have

other compressors where a dynamo is erected inside

very smail , old - style horse car. Our man on

the portable compressor would be on a tractor and

he would drive this compressor through the streets

of Boston to these construction jobs . When they

reached there , a line was hooked on to the power
and compression was started and continued for the

purpose of digging up these street excavations .

" The compressors would be taken the job

and then the button would turned on , the

governor would be regulated , and the compressor

would work . Our position on that matter was that

we would take this cquipment to the jobs , that our
hours of labor and wages would be would

make them, and if the company desired to put a

man on these compressors to turn on the button
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and to regulate the governor, we had no objection
to that . Understand , now , that the motormen who

took these compressors to the job and the men who

took the portable compressors with the tractor would

follow that out and turn on the button and throw

the governor . We said if the company wanted to

relieve our men from doing that work we had no

objections.

“ Subject to a correction of one or two upon the

Engineers ' question , I don't think there were any

jobs given , but there would be a creation of jobs
the compressor . That would be different on

the cranes, but to the compressors, I believe

engineers' jobs would be created that did not exist ,

but a relief from work that our people were doing

was given without any wage reduction or changed
conditions .

" On all the other matters, the sand conveyor

in a big gas house, and a travelling crane that we

found machinists operating, with the concrete mixer ,
with the snow remover , the cement conveyor,

we took the position that we had no objections if

the company desired to put on an engineer when

this equipment reached the job to take care of

the thermostat Or the governor. They dropped

that , and our people are hoiding the same class of

operation as they had previously , So , the only

question with the Engineers is that of the com

pressors and the cranes . '

At this point in the morning session ,

before the close of Vice-President Fitz

gerald's address, the hour of adjournment

arrived .

Delegate Mahoney , Division 589 , moved

that the Convention adjourn to 9 o'clock

Monday morning, September 19th .
The

motion was seconded and not carried , after

a short discussion .

At 12 o'clock noon , the Convention ad

journed to 2 o'clock p. m . of the same day.

an

one

“ Probably this question would never have been

raised , but it happened , as the investigation shows,
that when the trucks were put on , there were

union teamsters who had lost their positions as

teamsters, and they were placed upon these trucks.

“ The former business agent of our organization

in Boston demanded the dismissal of these three

men, and naturally the Teamsters' organization,

through its officers, protested in the strongest

language to our International Union , which they

had a perfect right to do.

" Now we can lay claim to thatwhich we believe
is ours. The decision in the Teamsters ' matter

first, is that any man driving horses is properly
under the jurisdiction of the Teamsters. The Gen

eral Executive Board so decided .

" We find another situation , 3 % to 5 - ton trucks

hauling gravel, cement, ties, rails - not used in

passenger transportation directly , but all in con

struction , and it was our judgment that the Team.

sters Union was entitled to the man doing that

class of work, just the same as if he was doing
it on any building, or driving the material to that
building. We have to look at this thing from a

broad angle, not from the standpoint of what our

personal desires may be, but from the standpoint

of the principles of this union that we belong to .
We may caim the earth , as some others are claim .

ing , but to prove your claim to men in this move
ment you must have honest and reasonable

defense. It is all right for our organization locally

or internationally to say to representatives,, ' You

go to the American Federation of Labor and you

stand for this , ' but your representatives should not

be held up to the ridicule of the American labor

movement as claiming the right of a One- Big.

Union , under the policy of the American Federa.
tion of Labor.

“ This whole struggle resolves witseif into whether

or not this organization is big enough , fair enough

and honest enough that when we are really outside
our jurisdiction and we believe we are outside it

honestly , to be men enough to go into these Inter

national Unions and say, " There are your people ,

go and organize them if you can ; we are ready to

surrender jurisdiction . '
" Now there are fifty jobs involved - jobs - not

man who we decided should come under the

jurisdiction of the Teamsters ' Union , in so far as
work is concerned , has left Division 589. They are

still there and I hope and trust to God they will
stay there as members of this Union , if they desire

to do so, but when you say that you are going to

make conditions and youare going to contract for

men that you can't defend in this movement, then
that is another question . I can't bring myself to

do it , and the policy of this movement is that the

International Unions shall get together and shall

workout between themselves their jurisdiction and

hold peace, harmony and good -will with one another.
" We have worked out beautiful settlement

with the Teamsters ' organization upon

proposition, fair to us and it is fair to the Team

sters, regardless of what our personal views may be
upon the matter . This man Gillespie, whom Brother

Reardon and I had the opportunity of meeting and
working with , was as fair as any one could be .
For example , they expected to claim everything

that was running on rubber , but there is a condi
tion in Boston where men have little trucks run

ning around cleaning switches or putting in points
on switches, and there are many classes of work

that arealready done or willbe doneshortly by
light ton trucks. The Teamsters do not lay claim

to that man , but the Teamster does lay claim 10
those men that are hauling this gravel and other
material to the construction jobs, doing nothing

but pure and simple teamsters' work , whether it
be with horses with these trucks, and they

properly come under their jurisdiction .
" Do we lay claim to men who clean horses?

I never knew it if we did . If we are going to

claim them, tell us so , so that we won't be getting

into conflicts . Where man cleans horses or

harness, if he does not belong to the Teamsters'

Union , then I don't belongto the Street Railway

men .

“ As I have said , this question has been pending
about seven years with the Teamstersand about

five years with the Engineers. It was placed before
President Mahon and this Executive Board, and

now conclusion has been reached .

one can claim that it has been done in haste or

without due deliberation. We have made our

investigation
s
. It has been scrutinized by the Goa:

eral Executive Board and the President of this

organization and it becomes the Board's ruling

It is our judgment.

B
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*

at

SIXTH DAY

September 17, 1927

Saturday Afternoon Session

The Convention was called to order at

2 o'clock p. m , by President Mahon .

The Convention again took up considera

tion of the question pending at the noon

adjournment, the report of the Committee

on Appeals on the Jurisdiction Appeal of

Division 589 , Boston , Mass.

President Mahon stated that, having ex

tended ample time to Delegate Clark and to

Vice- President Fitzgerald to make the open

ing statements, he would conform strictly

to the rules of the Convention and require

all other speakers to confine themselves to

the time limit set in the rules , unless the

Convention decided otherwise .

Vice- President Fitzgerald : " When left off

this morning I called your attention to the two

things on which the General Executive Board has

ruled the portable compressors and the industrial
and brownie cranes . There have been no members

turned over to the Engineers, but as to the jobs,

it was decided that jurisdiction over those jobs

belonged to the Engineers . The men affected in
the Engineers ' case are still members of Division
589, and up to the present time and to the best
of my information doing the work that

was decided should come under the jurisdiction of

the Engineers . I feel that there has been enough

said on the Engineers ' question , with this closing

word, that under the policy of our organization, as
far as affiliation with the American Federation of

Labor is concerned , we could not consistently claim

that work could not consistently defend

position before the American Federation of Labor.

" Upon the Teamsters ', question , as Brother Clark

has stated , no doubt the evolution of things was

the first cause of the trouble . The Elevated Rail

way is a system that has a great many horses yet.

Boston is peculiar for that . There are more horses

Boston in every drift of necessity than

any place else in the United States where I have

been .
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“ We have entered into an agreement with the
Engineers ' International Union . We are in peace

and harmony with them. The two International

Unions have been able to reach an agreement .

“ When Brother Reardon and 1 making

this investigation we had the local committee there.

They were to give us all the information they had ,

and the Engineers made their personal survey with

Brother Shea was there on the Engineers'

question and Brother Reardon on the Teamsters.

However, after we had written our conclusions in

the Engineers' case it seemed there came to light

a letter that had been written in 1920 by Arthur

Huddell, who was then International Vice - President
of the Engineers. It was addressed to Brother

William Walsh , who was then the business agent .

In that letter, which is here , it was stated that he

did not lay claim to the cranes or equipment that
might be on the cars , but that was not written

to the International President, that was written to
the local business agent. I can't see why that

letter should be injected into the International

dispute now, after the decision has been rendered .

If that letter was going to be used in evidence , the

opportunity was there , with no disrespect to any

one, and if the letter could be found months after

the decision was rendered , why wasn't it possible
to present it to Brother Shea and myself while

we were working on that situation ? I say you

cannot take that letter into consideration now and

it is not fair to inject evidence to sustain one's self

after opportunity was previously given to present
t , and it was not presented .

" It is quite true , as President Mahon suggests ,

that Arthur Huddell was at that time handling his

local situation as an Engineer. Since that time he

has become the International President of his or

ganization , and naturally his policies from an Inter
national point of view are going to be more or less
different SO far International operations are

concerned .

" I want to close this , so far as I am concerned ,

in presenting the opening of the matter, so that
you will gather the facts. There is nothing here ,

understand again , but Engineers and Teamsters.

There is nothing here to determine but whether

or not this organization is going to repudiate the

International officers and International Executive
Board upon policies which they have put into

effect and which they believe should be carried out .

" I know there are men who take the view : To

hades with the American Federation of Labor! I

haven't got to that point yet. I may disagree with

the policies of the American Federation of Labor,

but, as I said in the Boston Commons mceting ,

if I can't put my views over on the insideof the
American labor movement , I am ready to wait

patiently until the time comes that each and every
one may get my point of view . This movement

is too dear, it is too important for us to take it

into our own hands and say , because we may per

sonally believe that things should be different, we

will attempt to destroy this whole movement. I

want to stay with the American labor movement.

I believe it is right. It may change its policies

and circumstances will compel it to change its

policies if they are wrong , but if we are going to

say that we will be a party to the tearing down of
that movement, I don't want to be a party to
that condition .

There is no personal issue of any officer, either
with the International or Local Division upon this
matter . It is a difference of opinion . It is not a

pleasure for the Amalgamated Association to say to

Mike Head and the other men that we know we

can't look after their industrial interests any further.

You can stay with us , but we can't protect you

in your industrial condition , because this other

organization has been assigned that jurisdiction . '
That does not mean that because we say that to

Mike Head , we do an injustice to him .

" It has been said to President Mahon that the
Teamsters want these jobs to sell them . What

did John Gillespie say when President Mahon put
that situation up to him ? John Gillespie said , "If

that is true, Bill , we have a way that will stop it.
We will charter the men of the Boston Elevated

into their own union nd let them elect their own

Officers, and we will join a joint conference with you

if you think that will help out . ' I don't know if

there are any jobs to be sold, but it is in this settle

ment that if these men desire to join the Teamsters'

Union there will be given them a separate charter.

I don't think there is anything unfair in that

proposition on the part of the Teamsters, regard

less of the views of the local representative in this
matter. We were not dealing with the local repre

sentative. We were dealing with John Gillespie,

the assistant to the President , and when he said ,

We will give you this charter and let them elect
their own officers, run their own affairs and make

them a part of int Boston car men's union in a

joint manner,' that relieves me from believing that

any job is going to be sold unless the men them

selves will sell the jobs .

" The situation , I repeat, is whether or not the

General Executive Board of your organization is

going to be endorsed in the position it has taken
with the Teamsters and the Engineers. I make

this as a personal statement - nobody will be turned
over to any International Union by me unless I

believe in my heart that the jurisdiction of that

man's job belongs with that other organization .

While that is a personal statement, I think I may

take the liberty to say that there isn't a man on

this International staff --it has been proven by
their action in the Machinists' affair - that has

conceded a man or a job to that organization , and

they won't be conceded until all proper, right and

just investigations are made upon the subject.

" In these two cases there has been a fair in

vestigation , there has been a fair conclusion , and
whatever your action will be, is up to you, but as

far as my personal opinion and the feeling of the
Executive Board goes, believe that what has

been done was done because it is right, and , sec

ondly, because it is in the best interests of the
American labor movement. "

Delegate McLaughlin, Division 589 , said ,

in part :

" I am sorry to have to take the floor in opposi

tion to our International President and Executive

Board , because I love the Amalgamated Associa
tion and its officers. In May, 1912 , there wasn't

or woman on the Boston Elevated Railway

System , and there were over 10,000 people employed ,

that carried a union card . Our International Presi

dent and Fred Fay, Brother Fitzpatrick , Brother
Reardon and Brother O'Brien came into the situa

tion and organized the street car men of Boston ,

and we are organized since June 7 , 1912 .

" Some of these men that are covered under this
jurisdiction are men that walked the bricks to

establish the Amalgamated Association in Boston

and they were arrested and locked up for it . I

don't differ with the policies of the Amalgamated

Association , but I do differ when it comes to turn

ing out men who have been members for fifteen

years, to another organization that is not able to

legislate for them or take care of them as well as
the Amalgamated Association . To my mind, there

is no organization in God's green footstool that

can legislate for anybody or take care of them as

well as this Amalgamated Association .

“ We went along from 1912 to 1917 without any

interruption from the outside organizations . In

1917 these fellows came in and the jurisdiction

fight started . Finally the International President
came to Boston

the atter part of 1917. with
Jim O'Connell, of the Metal Trades Department
and we turned over about fifteen hundred or two
thousand men . We thought that would settle the

thing once and for all . It did not settie it . They

were back again in 1919 and wanted to pick a few
here and few some place else , and the same

thing happened in 1920 . They came back looking

for some more, and they didn't get them .

“ They come back now in 1926 and 1927 and

they are claiming jurisdiction over men that have
a little air compressor that is mounted on a Ford

chassis . The men that run it have no license to

operate it ; it doesn't require a license . Anybody

can run it. Of course , in our contract we ciassify

them as air compressor men , just to give them a
rate of wages. Now the Engineers claim that work ,

and I said to the Engineers , “What are you going

to do ? Are you going to take them in ? ' And

they said, 'no, we won't take them in because they

have no license and they can't qualify, but we

want the work . '

" It is the same way with the crane cars and

everything else . They want the jobs but they don't
want the men . Then we come down to the trucks.

Some of these truck drivers hired with the Elevated

to push a wherlbarrow , then they graduated to a

horse , and went from there to the trucks , driving

a truck today and working in the ditch tomorrow .

They claim jurisdiction over these , They are going

to take those men , where we are getting $ 35 and

$ 37 a week , granted and obtained by our Loca!

Division , and forty-eight hours a week, seniority

and all that, and they have got to go over with

the other craft and work nine hours, six days a

week for from $5 to $ 7 less than they are getting

at the present time,

a
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" I am not questioning the fairness of it in the

way that Brother Fitzgerald and Brother Mahon

see it , but they are the men who walked and

fought the bloody battle with us when were

scarce and we needed them ."

President Mahon : “ Delegate McLaugh

lin . I don't think you want to convey a

wrong impression before the Convention ,

but these men didn't walk the streets with

us. They came in after we had walked

and won .

Delegate McLaughlin referred to Brother

Head and Brother Ward as being men who

took part in the strike.

Delegate McLaughlin , ( continuing ): " There is no

animosity in the Boston Local against the Amalga

mated Association, and I want everybody here in

this Convention to understand that , because we love

the officers of this organization . They made

man out of me and they made men out of hun

dreds more . They instilled and injected the princi

ples of the malga mated Association into our

veins , and it is pretty hard to get it out of them

now .

“ I beg of you delegates to let us hold them in

the organization for the sake of the men and their

families , to keep them in the best organization in

the world . "

Delegate Scully, Division 570, a member

of the Committee on Appeals, spoke in

supportof the appeal of the Boston Divi.

sion. He stated that a vote of 7 to 4 to

sustain the Boston appeal had been taken

in the Committee , and that later on ,

through some of the members of the Com

mittee changing heir vote, the majority

of the Committee had voted to deny the

appeal and sustain the International Presi

dent and General Executive Board .

Delegate McBrayer, Division 732 , sup

ported the position of the International

President and Executive Board , stating that

he wished to be so recorded , because he

felt satisfied that their judgment in matters

of policy , gained through experience, was

always right . He felt that men could not

be loyal to the organization unless they

carried out the policies as enunciated by

the men they elected to frame their policies

for them ,

Delegate Mahoney, Division 589 , said , in

part , after reviewing the earlier negotia

tions with the Teamsters and the Engineers '

representatives :

" I want to say something in reference to the

team drivers ' organization Boston . The rate

of wages for a man driving a one-ton truck under

the jurisdiction of the Teamsters ' organization is

$ 23.00 a week . The rate of wages for a five - ton

truck is $ 33 and some cents . Their hours are ten

per day, with an outside span of twelve . The men

under our jurisdiction receive $ 35.28 per week, work

872 hours day for five days a week and 5 %

hours on Saturday . Each hour outside of 8 % for

five days is paid at the rate of time and one-half,
and time from 12:30 Saturday to Monday

morning is time and one-half . The approximate
weekly wages of these men , 52 weeks a year, is
$42 to $43 a week.

“ These men will not join any other organization,

They have stayed , and they are going to stay put.'
and the committee is doing everything possible, in
fact , they called a secret meeting of the members

of our organization in the company's office, and

we went in and broke it up .

“ Policy is all right, but here is the unfortunate

thing-an old man , who has been forty-three years

in the service, and Brother Fitzgerald met him ,

and his voice to Brother Fitzgerald, his voice to

this delegation is , ' For God's sake , keep us where

We are pleading for these old men .

You were told about the five trucks coming in

in 1920 and that the outside organization had union
That is not true . The truth is that

Ward was the only union man on it, and he was

member of the Amalgamated Association .

other four men that were on the job were mem

bers of no organization , but we have a clause in
our agreement that when a man is laid off, if he

can qualify for any work he gets the opportunity
and gets the job . Then the business agent and

myself ironed the thing out. We went to the com

pany , and when those four men found out that we

were going to relieve them of the job they joined

the Teamsters' organization .

“ They had no legitimate right to these men.

They are in the occupation under the banner of

the Amalgamated Association , and if you put them
out of this organization you will put them out

unjustly . "

Delegate Donahue, Division 425, spoke

briefly in support of the Boston appeal.

Delegate Shaughnessy, Division 589, sup

ported the appeal and said that the question

was of vital importance to the Boston or

ganization , especially in view of the re

duction in membership recently in
that

Division . He said that the men affected

had been loyal to the Amalgamated Asso

ciation and he felt that it was unfair to

cast them aside at this time.
Board Member McMorrow : " As a member of

the Executive Board, I want to make a few ob

servations in defense of the actions of that Board .

First, I want to treat briefly with the Teamsters'

side of this question , as I am somewhat familiar
with the intricacies of that situation from the acts

of the Nineteenth Convention of this Association

down to the acts of the Atlantic City Convention

of the American Federation of Labor.

“ As a result of the action of the Atlantic City

Convention of the American Federation of Lahor,

whereby they endorsed the agreement entered into
between this Association and the Temasters' or

ganization , we have since taken in hundreds of men

who members of the Teamsters' Union . 1

want to call your attention to a situation that I
met in the city of Hammond , Indiana . There

were 148 men operating a bus company . A great

many of them were members of the Teamsters '

Union , That bus company was formed by politi.

cians who capitalized it to destroy the interests of
the Amalgamated Association , and in order to

stand in the good graces of the people in the com

munity they started with a wage scale of from 50
to 78 cents per hour, and the members of our

Association who were driving busses were working

for a flat scale of 66 cents.

“ It was my duty to investigate , on the request of
the Teamsters, wha were going to do with

the men who were getting 78 cents , as called for

in the Teamsters ' contract, but when the Team

sters said , “ They are yours , we leave it to your

judgment,' I found out when I investigated that

it was a sliding scale, and out of 148 men there

was but one man who was getting 78 cents, and

he was of such a character that our organization

could not take him, so when it comes to cutting

wages in order to accomplish the great principles

for which this organization stands, sometimes that

can stand in the way .

“ We have now in prospect, not only 148 men,
but 10,000 men who were eligible to membership

in the Teamsters' Union prior to the Atlantic City
Convention and who are now coming into our

Association, and this year, with God's help, the help

of this Association and the help of the rest of the
jabor moveinent, will be able to put several

thousand into the Amalgamated 'Association

who, prior to the Atlantic City Convention of the

American Federation of Labor, were men who were

eligible to the Teamsters,
“ Now , when you, by your enactments, compel

the International President and this Board to enter

into agreements, does this Convention consistently

believe that we should be repudiated , when, in

our judgment, it is for the advancement, not of

the individual, but of the mass of the men that

make up the labor movement?
If I understand the

fundamental
s

of the trade union movement, the

greatest good for the greatest number has dominated

its history since its inception , and I want to say

to you now , while our organization may be more

democratic than some other organizations in the

labor movement, i, for one , will not be forced into

a position of leavingthe American labor movement

until I am put out. I will not go out, and I will

not be a party to an enactment that will put me

out if I can help it .
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" And so , I say that unless you stultify yous.

selves and stultify the policies for which this Asso.

ciation has stood for thirty - five years , there is

nothing for you to do but sustain the action of the
International President and the Executive Board ."

Delegate Fitzgerald , Division 308, said

that he had been a teamster for sixteen

years, and it had always been the feeling

in Chicago that any man whopulled a line

over a horse_belonged to the Teamsters .

Delegate Bruce, Division 308, who was

one of the delegates to the Atlantic City

convention of the American Federation of

Labor, described in detail the various con

ferences which took place at that conven

tion and which finally led up to an agree

ment. He said , in part :

" We claimed that we should have the right to

follow our occupation in mass transportation, that
of hauling passengers. We claimed juris

diction over the cab nor did we ever claim juris

diction over the hauling of merchandise .

“ The controversy was also up in that Conven

tion between the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks

and the Teamsters. It is too long a story to go

into in detail , but the action of that Convention
was that the Railway Clerks shouid turn over

certain of their members to the Teamsters within

ninety days or get out of the American Federation

of Labor, and, finally, they had to get out .
" After days of conference we finally worked out

an agreement that wherever busses were operating
in conjunction with street cars, or being a street

car ,
the Amaiga mated Association would hold

jurisdiction .

" To get an agreement to work out perfectly one

hundred per cent is almost impossible , but following

the results of that agreement, what do we find in

Newark, New Jersey, or in Gary, Indiana, or any

place else today ? In order to save the street car

companies all over this country and Canada they

have had to branch out into the bus business ,

whether they like it or not, so all these wildcat
bus companies that have started up are being

taken over daily by the street car companies, and

in my judgment it won't be but four or five years
until every bus line in the Urited States and

Canada will be under the control and jurisdiction

of the Amalgamated Association.
" I believe, with Brother McMorrow, that if we

are to stay in the labor movement must meet

the issue fairly and squarely, that we must go to

the American Federation of Labor with clean hands,

open and above board , and not place ourselves in

position to be kicked out.'

Vice-President Fitzgerald in the Chair.
President Mahon : " I had said in discussing

this matter with my colleagues that I was not

going to take the floor, but I have changed my

mind this afternoon . This is a matter that means

much to me, and I am not going to throw any

bouquets , but I want to try to put this matter
hefore you in the best way ſ possibly can . I am

rather tired out this afternoon and would rather

have kept away from it , but after listening to those

who have talked on both sides I felt that I should

say a word , I appreciate when good things are

said about me, just like any other but I

am reminded of a story that was told by Judge
Taft when he was chairman of the War Labor

Board, of a case that was being tried in a southern
court . There a brilliant young lawyer and

an old lawyer trying the case , and when they came

to argue before the jury the young lawyer would

praise the old lawyer until he would raise him up

on a pedestal , and then he would go after him and

stick the dagger into him as deep as he could .

Finally, the old lawyer arose and said , ' Your honor ,

please , I want this young man to stop. I want him

to understand that he can't pour water down my

back and makeme believe I am perspiring . '

" You can't do that with me. I knowthe bitter

things that have been said about W. D. Mahon

and this Executive Board . W. D. Mahon and this

Executive Board have been trying to conduct the

affairs of this organization and lead it along the

lines of least resistance, and preserve to the men

they represent the best conditions possible .

" I wantto go back into the Boston situation .

My friend McLaughlin , onewho walked the bricks,
came from the old battered Division No. 1 . Now

the fact is that these departments, the teamsters

and others, were not in the Amalgamated Associa

tion until the trainmen had won their battle on

the streets of Boston, fighting police and everything
that came against them . Then they came in .

They walked the bricks after the train men had the

organization there . There may have been a man

here and there that took part in the strike .

“ When the train men won out we went to arbitra

tion , after I had travelled to the Mayor's office
and to Governor Foss's office time after time ,

trying to drive them to arbitration . One would

lay it on the other fellow , and then he would

severse it , but I finally forced arbitration ,

then employed Mr. Fay as our attorney and started

into the situation, and out, Then all

these departments came in , all that could come in ,

Fay was enthused over the situation and he took

in everything that made application , I remember

being with him when the business agent of the
carpenters advised him to take the carpenters .

I said , ' Be very careful , Fred , because the next

business agent may raise the question of jurisdiction . '

" The Metal Trades_Department presented a reso
lution to the San Francisco Convention of the

American Federation of Labor and demanded that

the men in the Metal Trades that were held by the
Amalgamated be turned over . The matter was re

ferred to James O'Connell , President of the Metal
Trades Department , and myself . We had two

complaints,one from Chicago and theother from
Boston. We settled the dispute in Chicago and
then we went to Boston and settled there, but

my attention is called to the fact that that will

come up under the Machinists' question, and I

will , therefore , refrain from saying anything on that.
" Now the Teamsters' question came up . The

Teamsters protested that we had members of their

organization . I found it to be a very small question
some seven or eight years ago , affecting the truck

men, and I ruled that these men should go into the
Team Drivers' Union , where they belonged , for

under the jurisdiction laid down by the American
Federation of Labor the was no question in my

mind but that the truckmen hauling freight and
material should be members of the Teamsters'

Union.

“ The Boston Local refused to turn them over .

The business agent and president grew very nasty
with the Teamsters. These men refused , and they

were supported in their refusal by the very men

who are here . They said , ' No, we won't turn any.

body over; we are bigger than the American Federa.

tion of Labor, we are bigger than the labor move

ment , in our opinion .' And you didn't turn them

over .

“ We came on down to the Montreal convention

and there we appointed our committee, and at

that Convention we agreed , as Brother Bruce has
said , upon the question of jurisdiction . All we

asked for was conceded , that the men operating
busses in connection with street railway companies
should become members of the Amalgamated
Association . That was conceded and understood .

The Teamsters at that time asked us if we would

not settle some disputes we had with them, and
they named the Boston dispute . We told them

that we would attempt to adjust these matters

and adjust them fairly and squarely with them .

Vice- Presidents Fitzgerald and Shea were sent to

Boston on the Teamsters ' matter to make a thor.

ough investigation, and after investigation they

found some forty-eight men that , in their opinion ,
were under the jurisdiction of the Team Drivers .

" Now they say to us -- these old men are to be
sacrificed . these old are suffering; they have

paid dues into the Amalgamated Association , and
so on . Of course they have, and they have had

the protection of the Amalgamated Association all

these years ; they have had their wages improved ,

working conditions, and they have been entitled to

the benefits of the Amalgamated Association when

they didn't come under its jurisdiction , and if any
one has won, these men have won , because under

normal circumstances they never would have been

taken in anywhere else . They have lost nothing .

We don't ask their expulsion , but we say their

work goes to the Team Drivers and that hence
forth we will make contracts for them .

followed strictly the laws of the American Federa
tion of Labor.

" Speaking of the Teamsters : I know the bitter

things that are said of them , but the Team Drivers

have lived up to that award . Brother McMorrow

referred to Gary. It was an independent bus com

pany organized by the team drivers. As soon as the

railroad company bought that property the General
Office of the Teamsters notified me , and it was the

first knowledge I had of it , and said these teamsters

would have to go over to the Amalgamated Asso.

we

man ,

men
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ciat on , and they asked me, inasmuch as the Team

sters have a very high initiation fee of $ 25 , if we

would take these over without additional

charge to them for initiation . I advised with the

Executive Board , and they felt that they should

be taken over in that way, and they turned them

over tous honestly and truly, as the requirements

of the American Federation of Labor provide .

" Now I have given a great many years of my

life to the labor movement generally of my country.
I have defended it upon all occasions and have

done the best I could for it , and if we are going
along with it we must meet the conditions in it

They may not always satisfy us , but we have got

to meet the adoption of policies, go along with it
and be a part of it . Here and there may come

something we may think we are sacrificing , but we

cannot afford to say that we will ignorethe laws
and policies of the Federation . This Board has

studied carefully , as I have studied , that policy,

andwe made our rulings in Boston.

" When the Boston committee was at the General

Office last time I pointed out to them the condition
that is coming on the Machinists' question. I said

to the Boston committee, 'Instead of embarassing

us , why don't you try to help us a little and help
the International pave the way; because your

International represents your Local.

" We have got to meet this situation , and what

we have done in the Boston matter is to try to

bring that about . The Engineers' question is too

insignificant for this Convention to spend five min .
utes time over - about two men's jobs, and I

know, if all the trainmen of Boston could under

stand the situation as I understand it, they wouldn't

fool with it very long. It is too insignificant.

" Arthur Huddell has been one of the best friends

the Boston Local ever had and no one can deny

it . When we wanted expert testimony on the cost

of living . Arthur Huddell went on the stand every

time for us . He is a man of some standing among

the people who know him . He was advanced from

a Local position to that of International President ,

and now he is carrying out an International policy .

He has been broad and liberal on this question and
has done the best he could . I have had many

letters from him . His committee and our committee

finally worked out this understanding, which was

agreed to and which affected so few men that it is

ridiculous to talk about it in this Convention .

“ Now there is harmed . These team

drivers, as I have said , have been fortunate that

they got in under the wing of the Amalgamated
Association and got conditions they never would

have had otherwise . In fact , we improved the

conditions of all those who were not eligible to our

organization . We are taking nothing from the

Amalgamated nor from the bona fide man who comes

under it , but we are simply following the policy of

the American labor movement and trying to har

monize the situation and establish a proper under
standing with the other organizations. Whatever

you think as delegates here, all right, I shall bow

to it, so far as this Convention is concerned .'

Delegate Rooney, Division 22. said , in part :

" This organization prides itself the fact that

we have secured many agreements with street rail

way companies , and if the street railway company

does not live up to that agreement, the organization

sometimes suspends work if necessary , in order to

uphold the conditions of that agreement.

* The Montreal Convention instructed our Inter

national officers arrange settlement of the

affair_between the Amalgamated Association and

the Teamsters . The agreement that was finally

reached was endorsed by the American Federation

of Labor, and what kind of a face are we going to

put on us if we go out of this Convention andsay
that are repudiating an agreement that was

made under instructions of the Montreal Convention.

" I am willing to back my opinion and my vote
upon this question on the fair judgment of

International officers and upon the fact that, under
instructions, we sent them out to enter into

That agreement was made, and I am

not going to be one of a delegation that will vote

to repudiate the action of our International officers
under such circumstances. "

Delegate Kehoe, Chairman of the Committee on

Appeals, in replying to statements that had been

made on the Convention floor relative to the action
of thecommittee, said, in part :

" I don't want these statements to be misunder

stood by the delegates . When our committee got

together we listened to the representatives of the
We listened to the representatives

of the International office, and we gave every one
all the time they wanted. Brother Charles Clark ,

President of the Boston Local, informed me that

he did not have time to come before the committee
and that he would like to talk with us . I told

him we would send for him. I announced on the

floor of the Convention that we were going into

session again and that if Brother Clark was present

we would be glad to have him appear before us .
He did appear before the committee and stated his

position .
" After some discussion the committee took a

vote to sustain the appeal of the Boston Local ,
seven to four. I said no more about it after that ,

but went on and made up my report . Yesterday
morning four or five members of the committee came
to my room and wanted to know if I would call

the committee together again . I told them I had

nothing more to say about the question and , if they
had anything to say , they should say it on the

floor of the Convention . They told me they had not
fully understood the situation when they were

voting on it and that they wanted to come back

into the committee again and change their votes,
so that they could come into the Convention and

uphold the officers of this Association . "
Delegate Kehoe then spoke on other angles of

the situation , particularly on the changing conditions

in the transportation industry , pointing out that in

the metropolitan district of Chicago, including , the
whole of Cook County, it was expected that hun.
dreds of men now belonging to the Teamsters will

become members of the Amalgamated Association

by virtue of this agreement.
Board Member Reardon : " The question before

this Convention is not a new one to myself or to

the delegates representing the Boston Division here

today . For the last ten years , to a greater or lesser

degree, jurisdiction has been to the forefront in

the Boston Division , and a representative of

this organization it has fallen to my lot on most

every occasion to be assigned to take up that work ,

and I feel that I know something of the ramifica.

tions of the Boston situation .

" The decision that you have before you today iş
practically no different than it was in 1920, and

I dare say_there has not been a meeting of our

Executive Board in the last three or four years
that a delegation of the Boston Division has not

appeared before our Board on this question . In

the years that have passed I have listened to

oceans of argument on this question.
These men

on the International staff with me have done the

same, and notwithstanding the differences that have

existed between the representatives of the Inter

nationai and the members of the Boston Division,

notwithstanding that I realize how strongly the men
who are here feel on this question , I don't believe

even they will have the temerity to say, that on
any occasion that has presented itself they have

not received every opportunity to present their case
in the fullest degree before the entire Executive

Board in session and before the representatives that

they have appeared before .
" I can appreciate the state of mind of this body

of delegates sitting here today on this question.
I can appreciate the state of mindof the members
of our Association who are first confronted with a

situation of this kind, but I want to say to you
men , let no man or woman leave this Convention

with the thought that opportunity for the presenta;

tion of this case has not been amply given, and
you have got to accept the word of this General
Executive Board and the International President

that we have listened patiently .
“ They speak about the old men , and that is

true . I have had some very pronounced views

regarding the question of jurisdiction within the

trade union movement of America .

"I have heard it preached from the inception of

my membership in this organization -- and this is

the only trade union I have ever belonged to

that if there is anything the matter with the of
ganization the placetoadjust that is from the in

side, and not from the outside.
And on that basis,

if there is anything the matter with the jurisdiction

policy of the American trade union , movement..

say that we are in a better position to adjust that,
as members of the trade union movement, than we

are as an outlaw organization .

“ It is easy enough to act on impulses, but I

say to the delegateshere and I say to the Boston

men that not only for the great membership in the

four corners of America should we carefully con :

sider, because if there was evera time in the history

of the Boston Division that they need to move

carefully, that time is here now ,

"Bostonhas made wonderful progress as mem ;

bers of the Amalgamated Association .

take anything away from what they have done,

no one
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Amendment to Section 27

Secretary Robbins : “ In accordance with

the motion offered by Delegate Hart,

Division 168, and adopted at the Friday

afternoon session, your Committee recom

mends that Section 27 of the General

Laws be amended to read as follows :

“ Section 27. The I , P. shall have the

authority to appoint temporary organizers

and representatives to assist in carrying

on the work of the Association as condi.

tions may require. Local organizers , when

working in home cities, shall receive the

sum of Ten Dollars ($ 10.00 ) a day, and

when on the road they shall receive for

expenses Eight Dollars ($8.00) per day .

This shall cover all expenses except rail

road , boat fare and sleeping car expenses,

which shall be in addition to the amount

here allowed .

“ Local organizers shall make out the

regular report blanks, as is required by all

other officers, giving a detailed account of

the work done for the Association. "

Delegate Robbins moved the adoption of

the Committee's report. The motion was

seconded by Delegate Burns and carried ,

and the recommendation of the Committee

adopted.

Payments to Dependents of Former Oracers

Secretary Robbins : “ That portion of the

President's report dealing with the above

Section was before the Convention on the

fourth day, afternoon session , and was re

ferred back to the Committee for further

consideration .

" Your Committee now recommends that

this matter be left in the hands of the

International President and General Execu

tive Board ."

Upon motion of Secretary Robbins, sec

onded by Delegate Hicks , the recommenda

tion was unanimously adopted.

Secretary Robbins: " Mr. Chairman , this

concludes the report of the Committee on

Laws, which is respectfully submitted and

signed :

" WILLIAM QUINLAN , Chairman ,

“ ED . A. VEILLON ,

" JOSEPH THOMAS,

am

but I say this in conclusion, that Boston might
easily make a mistake here .

" I can appreciate that it is not possible in a

short space of time to get this thing clearly into

your minds, but the present board of officers ,

whose decision is before you , have been studying

this question and considering it carefully.. not

alone from the interests of the Boston Division ,

but on behalf of every individual member of this
organization throughout the United States and

Canada.

" I appreciate very much the attention that you
have given to this situation here this afternoon ,

and I want to assure you that unless this decision ,

arrived at after years of consideration by this Board ,

is not concurred in , it means absolute defiance of
the trade union movement of America ."

Delegate Bales, Division 587 , moved the

previous question, The motion was sec

onded and carried .

The motion to concur in the report of

the Committee on Appeals, which was to

sustain the action of the General Executive

Board and the International President in

the Boston appeal on jurisdiction, was car

ried by a very large majority.

Delegate Murphy, Division 589: “ I would like

to say a few words at this time, in case any one

might leave this Convention with a feeling that

the Boston delegates are not going to take their
defeat and still continue to be members of this

organization. I intended to say a
few words on

this question . However , I am going to be ruled

by the majority . We have put up our fight from

the angle that we thought was right . We have

gone along the line with the men who instructed

us in Boston , but I want to tell you -- and I believe
expressing the sentiments of the Boston

men , when I say to you, Brother Mahon and to

the General Executive Board and to this organiza

tion, that when you need us we will be there going

down the line at all times to help this Amalgamated
Association ."

Delegate Mahoney, Division 589 : " I am

there is no man in this Amalgamated Association

who knows my loyalty to this organization better
than your presiding officer. When gang

against the Amalgamated Association there

six of us who stood behind the Association, and

they stood us in the corner and tried to kill us,

but the six of us remained loyal and true to the

Amalgamated Association . That is all I have to

say .

Delegate McLaughlin , Division 589 : " I

pleased that the battle is over. I haven't slept a

wink for a couple of nights, thinking about it , and

I want to assure the International President, the
General Executive Board and the entire Amalga

mated Association that away down in our hearts

we may have a little difference, but it doesn't

amount to anything, it is like a bubble, and when

the time came in Boston that you needed us and

the Division I came from , the only thing left was

the broom, and , if you want us the next time, we

will bring the broom with us."

President Mahon : “ I know the great rank and
file of Division 589. Brother Colgan first started

the movement , then Fay, and then myself and

other officers went in , and I know that these little

matters won't stop the rank and file if they under
stand them . I think we have no Division more

loyal to the principles of the trade union, who

are always ready to fight for it, than the member
ship of Division 589. "

Delegate Scully, Division 570: " They say God

Almighty hates a quitter. I went in there for the
Boston delegation and did the best I could. I

out here and did the best I could and I

made a fair fight. I am with the Amalgamated

Association , heart and soul, and I assure the Inter

national President and the General Executive Board

that ther will have my hearty support at all times . '

The report of the Committee on Appeals

was adopted as a whole, by vote of the

Convention .

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LAWS

(Continued )

Secretary Robbins, of the Committee on

Laws, continued the report of that Com

mittee as follows :

sure

a was

were

am

r

" FRANK E. LAWRENCE,

1

1 )

came

" CHARLES H. CLARK,

" R. E. GILMORE,

"GERARD GAGNON,

" J. D. ELLIOTT,

" W. D. ROBBINS, Secretary,

" Committee on Laws."

Delegate Bruce , Division 308, moved that

the report of the Committee, as amended,

be adopted as a whole and the Committee

given a rising vote of thanks.

The motion was seconded by Delegate

Black and carried unanimously.

President Mahon : “ These laws , under

our Constitution, do not go into effect until

January 1, 1928. Circulars are always sent

out , fully informing the Local Divisions of

the changes in the law and copies of the

Constitution are sent to the secretaries of

all Locals, and their attention is called to

the changes.

“ There seems to be some misunderstand
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ing about the next election . Your next Delegate Brown, that the non -concurrence

elections come in December , and , of course , of the Committee in Resolution No. 36 be

will be held under your old law, so you adopted .

have a year to think about this new law The resolution was supported by Dele

before it goes into effect." gate Connelly , Division 589, and Delegate

Delegate McGrath , Division 85, Quinlan, Division 241 .

given the floor on a question of personal Secretary Collins explained, on behalf of

privilege to make a statement relative to the Committee, that, while they were in

the claim of a member of his Division who sympathy with the purport of the resolu

was confined in the insane hospital. tion , they felt that it was entirely within

At 4:25 P: m. , on motion of Delegate the province of the Local Division to en

Taber, Division 241 , the Convention ad force its own rules with relation to the

journed to 9 o'clock Monday morning , policy on overtime.

September 19th . Delegate Callahan , Division 241 , a mem

ber of the Committee, stated the Com
SEVENTH DAY mittee felt they would be depriving the

September 19 , 1927 Local Division of local autonomy if they

Monday Morning Session reported concurrence in the resolution .

The morning session of Monday, Sep
The question was further discussed briefly

tember 19th , was called to order at 9 by Delegates Robbins, Division 113 ; Wiley,

o'clock, a . m . , with President W. D. Mahon
Division 441; Morris and McGreehan, Divi

presiding .
sion 589 ; Bales, Division 587 ; and Mahoney,

REPORT OF COMMITTEE
Division 589. Delegate Morris stated that

ON RESOLUTIONS
the Local Division would be satisfied if the

(Continued )
Convention would authorize them to impose

fines upon members who do not respect
Secretary Wm . Collins, of the Committee

on Resolutions, continued the report of the
their rules regarding overtime work.

President Mahon: “ I don't think the

Committee on Resolutions as follows :
Convention is going to instruct any Divi

Resolution No. 36 sion that it has a right to fine men pro

Secretary Collins : “ Resolution No. 36 , miscuously. They have laws for the fining

submitted by the delegation from Division of their members . It is very easy to im

No. 589, collectively, and Division No. 589 , pose fines on men, and many times Local

City of Boston , Mass ., reads : Divisions disregard all laws and do it . I

" Whereas: The principle of the eight very often have to reverse the Local organi

hour day and the six-day week that has zation . The laws prescribe how they can

been established in of our Local be dealt with, and if they violate laws in

Divisions is being violated unnecessarily by fining a member, he has the same right to

some members of such Divisions reporting , appeal as the Division has, but it is a

for work on their days off and working matter that must be handled with dis

more than the prescribed number of hours cretion. "

on other days ; and A motion by Delegate McLellan, for the

“ Whereas: At the regular meeting of previous question, was carried .

Division 589 , of Boston, Massachusetts , Upon vote of the Convention the motion

held August 25 , 1927, the delegates from to adopt the report of the Committee was

that Division to this Convention were in adopted .

structed to present resolution to the The report of the Committee was sus

Convention which would give Local Divi pended temporarily to give the President

sions the right to place fines on members the opportunity to present to Delegate John

who do overtime work while other mem McClain , of Division 241, a beautifully

bers are laid off ; and carved cane, bearing the emblem of the

“ Whereas : Our International President,
Mexican government , behalf of the

in his report, has said : “ As to seven days
members of DivisionNo.694,San Antonio,

work among the street carmen , I am not
Texas.

alone blaming the employers for preventing Delegate McClain accepted the gift and

it , for there are still among us
said that he prized it very highly.

christianized persons (so called for lack of REPORT OF COMMITTEE

a better name) who still insist on violating
ON RESOLUTIONS

the Divine injunction and working the full (Continhed )

seven days each week ; ' therefore , bc it Resolution No. 37

“ Resolved : That it shall be the policy Secretary Collins : " Resolution No. 37 ,

of this Association to discourage overtime submitted by Delegate Lawrence F. Hart,

work, and that in line with this policy, of Division No. 168, Scranton , Pa ., reads :

Local Divisions be authorized to impose “ Whereas:

such penalties on members who violate the

The International Executive

Board has decided that where Motormen

principle of the established working hours and Conductors have what is commonly

of their Divisions as will tend to eliminate known as “ Traded ' their

the destructive policy of overtime work . Motormen to Conductors and vice -versa,

“ Your Committee non - concurs in this have subordinated their seniority rights to

resolution , because full autonomy is already the date of trading their position ; and

given to each Local Division to take carc "Whereas: When many of our members

of its business." traded their positions they did not have

Moved by Secretary Collins, seconded yb any knowledge that one-man

some

a

on

some un

position from

cars would
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cars were

displace the two-man cars in operation or

that they would be compelled to subordi.

nate their seniority on one-man cars to the

date of trading position ; and

" Whereas : The decision of the Inter

national Executive Board has caused a great

hardship to many of our members ; there

fore, be it

" Resolved : That the seniority of all

Motormen and Conductors on one-man cars

and busses shall start from the date of their

employment with the employing company.

" Your Committee non-concurs in this

resolution, inasmuch as it has been de.

termined by the International long ago."

Moved by Secretary Collins , seconded by

Delegate Ashton, that the report of the

Committee on Resolution No. 37 be adopted .

Delegate Hart , who introduced the reso

lution , spoke in support of it , and related

instances that had occurred in his locality

which brought about the introduction of

the resolution .

President Mahon : “ The Chair desires to

state clearly the policy of this organization

and the rulings that have been made upon

the question of seniority. Two classes of

seniority were recognized in this organiza

tion in train service that of motorman and

that of conductor, each one recognized as a

class to which men went up in their senior

ity. Long before any one-man

ever heard of, this organization adopted

that law .

“ Now we all know of the 'trade ' proposi

tion . When I worked on the road and we

had no organization I saw with

twenty years of service sell his run to a

man with maybe two years of service. The

company allowed it, and a man would step

over us of years of service , and take the

run he traded for .

" One of the first things this organiza

tion did was to establish seniority for each

class -- for drivers and conductors, for motor

men and conductors . Then we made this

ruling: That where men traded from a

conductor to a driver or from a motorman

to a driver , or vice versa , they had to lose

their seniority, for when they went from

motormen into the conductors' class they

had no conductors' seniority, or vice versa,

and they had to go to the foot of the list .

We did that to protect our membership

against the injustice that was worked upon

us at that time, and that was endorsed by

convention after convention of this Asso

ciation in its laws and in its rulings.

" When the one-man car came upon the

field , then the question that Delegate Hart

has raised here today came up . Men came

along who had made these trades and

wanted to go back and take their old

seniority from the time they were hired .

The ruling of your Executive Board was

that it was unfair. They were then hold

ing seniority, if they had been motormen,

as conductors in the conductors ' list , and

our ruling was that their seniority should

date from the time they made their trades.

That matter has been reported to the Con

vention and has been endorsed."

Moved by Delegate Camp, seconded by

a man

Delegate Carnahan , that the previous

question be put . Carried .

On vote of the Convention, the motion

to adopt the report of the Committee

carried , and the report was adopted.

Resolution No. 38

Secretary Collins: " Resolution No. 38,

submitted by Delegates Bernard Flanagan ,

of Division No. 459, and Sam F. Curry, of

Division No. 281 , reads :

“ Whereas: It has been the experience

of the Amalgamated Association of S & E.

R. E. of A. that many of its Local Unions

fail to reply to important communications

from the General Office, thereby retarding

and seriously affecting the various activities

of this Association ; therefore, be it

“ Resolved : That this Convention take

such action as will make it obligatory on

Local Divisions to reply to communications

from the General Office and give such in

formation to the International President as

he may ask for any time.

“ Your Committee concurs in this resolution .

Upon motion by Secretary Collins , sec

onded by Delegate Carpenter, carried , the

report of the Committee adopted ,

following short address by Delegate

Flanagan .

Resolution No. 17

Secretary Collins : “ Resolution No , 17 ,

submitted by Delegates of Division No. 788 ,

reads :

" Whereas: Many of our members have

reached the age in the service where they

may reasonably expect retirement ; and

" Whereas: Their wages in the past have

not always been adequate to enable them

to save a sufficient amount to take care

of themselves and their families in their

old age ; and

“ Whereas: We are convinced that it

would be for the best interests of our

members , as well as for the street railway

companies which employ them, that the

worry which comes with the prospect of

retirement, due to advancing age, should be

obviated as far as possible; and

" Whereas: With that end in view the

following resolution was adopted at the

annual convention of our Association in

September, 1925 .

" Submitted by Julian E. Johnson , Divi

sion 308, Chicago , Ill.

" Whereas: Previous investigation of the

International has somewhat discouraged the

formation of a pension ; and

“ Whereas : It seems reasonable that a

pension can better be established by com

bining the financial support of the younger

members with the older members

immediately interested in pension ; there

fore , be it

“ Resolved : That the General Executive

Board be instructed to investigate the feasi

bility of a plan along the following lines :

“ i. Compulsory participation of the en

tire membership , young as well as old .

“ 2 . It is understood that the directing

heads of the new Union Labor Life Insur

ance Company shall be consulted as to their

views, and whether they can offer such a

combined plan .

1
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" 3. Should the plan prove feasible, the

General Executive Board shall propose a

campaign of agitation , looking toward the

employing companies defraying or sharing

the cost of the plan .

“ The General Executive Board shall re

port back to the next convention .

" Now Therefore, Be it Resolved : That

the General Executive Board be and is

hereby authorized to incur such reasonable

expense as may be necessary to employ

experts to prepare the actuarial and legal

details of the proposed plan ; and, be it

further

Resolved : That the General Executive

Board of this Association be and is hereby

instructed to assist all Locals in having

inserted in new contracts or working agree

ments between such Locals and the employ

ing companies, provisions providing for the

application of such pension plan to any

member employee who may have been re

tired by the employing company due to

physical infirmities of age .
" Your Committee non -concurs in this

resolution, inasmuch as the subject matter

has been acted upon in previous conven

tions and by this convention."

Moved by Secretary Collins, seconded by

Delegate Babbitt, that the report of the

Committee be adopted .

President Mahon explained at some length

the various investigations that had been

made during the past six or eight years on

this subject, and stated that the actuary

for the Union Labor Life Insurance Com

pany , recently before the General Executive

Board, had informed the Board that that

company could not take over the old age

benefits on the basis on which they are

now operated in the Amalgamated Asso

ciation . He also explained that in some

cases these benefits were being incorporated

in contracts with employing companies, and

that this was being encouraged where it

could be done under conditions that were

fair to the members.

Upon vote of the Convention, the motion

to adopt the report was carried.

Delegate Wiley, Division 441 , called

attention to the fact that no report had

been made upon Resolution No. 28.

The secretary of the Committee stated

that the Committee would meet and discuss

the resolution and report upon it later .

Board Member McMorrow offered

ion that a message of encouragement
and cheer be sent to Brother Thomas

Byrne, Division_241 , who is now ill in a

sanitarium in Las Vegas , New Mexico .

The matter was referred to the Committee

on Communications.

Report of Committee to Hear and Pass Upon

the Suspension of the New Orleans Mem

bers by the General Executive Board

Delegate Raleigh, secretary of the Com

mittee, presented the following report :

“ Birmingham , Ala . , Sept. 16, 1927.

" Mr. Chairman and Delegates to the Twen

tieth Convention of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Rail

way Employees of America :

“ The Committee whose names are hereto

subscribed were appointedupon that feature

of the report of the General Executive

Board delivered to this Twentieth Con

vention of this Association , as applying to

the suspensions of Members Ben Commons,

Louis Maureau , L. Carriere, Roy L. Craw.

ford , Sam Davey and Charles Braun from

membership in Division No. 194 of this

Association and the Association .

“ This Committee has held several ses

sions and had before it for review and

action all of the evidence upon the case

that before the General Executive

Board in its enactment upon the case, as

shown by the records and minutes bearing

upon the case as it was placed before the

General Executive Board. Further, there

appeared before this Committee all dele.

gates enumerated as delegates of said Divi.

sion No. 194 in attendance at this Con

vention .

“ We also had before us evidence and

verifying evidence in the way of copies of

telegrams and letters and registered letter

receipts showing that the defendants in this

case, except one L. Carriere, who has , since

the action of the General Executive Board ,

passed from this life, showing that said

defendents – suspended members

properly notified of the trial of this case at

this Convention . None of them appeared

entered any protest .
Therefore, this

Committee has acted upon this case with

the evidence heretofore cited as having been

before the General Executive Board and

the assurance that said suspended members

were properly notified of the hearing to

take place at this Convention .

“ We find that the evidence sustains the

action of the General Executive Board in

rendering their decision as reported to this

Convention , which decision in effect and

substance is :

‘ That Members Ben Commons, Louis

Maureau , L. Carriere, Roy L. Craw

ford , Sam Davey , and Charles Braun ,

members of the said Club and members

of Division No. 194 were functioning in

a process in direct violation of the

agreement and in violation of their obli

gation as members of Division No. 194

of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employees

of America, the Board denounce and

condemn the Progress Benevolent Social

Club , as organized by these men named,

as a dual organization, created for the

purpose of undermining and destroying

Division No. 194 and the agreement

existing with the employing company,

and that the General Executive Board

suspend from membership within the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric RailwayEmployees of America

the said named members, and notify the

officers and members of Division No.

194 of said suspension, and instruct said

Division No. 194 to so notify said sus

pended members , and that Division No.

194 give to the company a notification

of the suspension of these members on

the ground that they had violated their

profound obligation as members within

a
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the Amalgamated Association and used " Fraternally submitted .

their endeavors to interfere with the
'ABE L. SPRADLING , Chairman ,

processes and orders of the employing “ Div . No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio ,

company and processes and conditions " GEORGE E. ADAMS,

of the existing agreement between said “ Division No. 215, Wheaton , Ill.

Division No. 194 of this Association,
" JOHN H. COOKMAN,

and the employing company, Further, " DIV . No. 689,Washington, D. C.

that copies of this action be by the said " ARTHUR APPLETON ,

Division presented to the said suspended “ Div . No. 820, Union City, N. J.

men and the Division instructed to com
" HENRI CHAMPAGNE,

ply with its contract and insist upon the
" Div . No. 790, Montreal , Quebec

company complying with the same, in “ W. H. DOYLE,

that these suspended members are found “ Div . No. 757 , Portland , Ore .

by this Board to have violated the "EDWARD A. RALEIGH , Secretary ,

Company's rules and created a breach “ Div. No. 448, Springfield, Mass.'

of discipline by violating said existing Delegate Raleigh moved the adoption of

agreement in connection with which and the Committee's report. The motion was

to promote the violation of the agree seconded by Delegate Black and carried

ment the said Progress Benevolent So unanimously .

cial Club was and is being promoted by Report of Committee on Machinists '

said hereinbefore suspended members .
Jurisdiction Dispute

Further, that this resolution shall take
Delegate Wiley , secretary of the Com

effect and be in full force as on and mittee, submitted the following report:

after the 11th day of May, 1927 .
" To the Officers and Delegates of the Twen

" ' The General Executive Board in tieth Convention of the Amalgamated

this case took into consideration the re Association of Street and Electric Rail

quirements of the Association relative to way Employees of America-Brothers :

the duties of the General Executive
“ We, your Committee that has been

Board , as contained in Section 32 of the
appointed to consider the dispute between

Constitution and General Laws wherein
the Machinists International Union and

is the provision that ; the G. E. B. shall
our own International Association , have held

have authority to deal with officers, and
a number of meetings, where we had sub

individual members of a Local Division mitted to us all of the communications

that refuse to carry out the laws and
between the A. F. of L., the I. A. of M.

policies of the Association and attempt and our International Officers.

to thwart or interfere with the policies
“ There also appeared before us a number

of the Association or who slander and
of the delegates, who stated the conditions

abuse officers of the L. D. or Inter
existing in their Local Divisions , all of

national Officers who may be assisting whom were determined to do all in their

upon directing the affairs of the L. D.

The G. E. B.'s act in suspending a
power to protect our members in question .

“ After very careful consideration of both
Local Division , officer, member or mem the written matter and the oral argument

bers of a Local Division for violation of
of the delegates and with the thought

laws and policies of the Association ,
uppermost in our minds of making such

shall be fully reported by the G. E. B.
recommendation to this Convention

to the Convention immediately succeed would be to the best interest of our Asso

ing such action . The Local Division or
ciation , we, therefore, beg leave to submit

Local officers or member thus suspended,

shall have the right to appeal to the to you the following report :

"We feel that, in order that all may
following Convention and have the case

understand this situation, that there should
fully considered and acted upon by the be a brief history of this organization and

Convention , the action of the Conven

its jurisdictional position during the years
tion to be final in the disposition of of the past presented to you .

such cases . '

“ We find , upon examining the records of
" Your Committee sustains the enact this Association , that the Amalgamated

ment of the General Executive Board upon Association of Street and Electric Railway

this case and in making our reportupon Workers of America was formed in com

this case we recommend to this, the Twen pliance with the resolution that was adopted

tieth Convention of the Amalgamated Asso by a convention of the American Federa

ciation of Street and Electric Railway tion of Labor, which was held in Birming

Employees of America that this Convention ham , Alabama , September 14, 1891 . At

expel from membership in this Association that convention the following resolution was

these said
persons who were suspended adopted :

pending this Convention by the General " Resolution No. 49 — Resolved , That the
Executive Board , and who are Messrs. Ben Executive Council is hereby instructed to

Commons, Louis Maureau, Roy L. Craw issue a call for a conference of the organ

ford, Sam Davey and Charles Braun , who , ized street railway employees of the United

at the time of suspension, were members States for the purpose of forming them

of Division No. 194, the New Orleans , La. ,

Local Division of this Association .
wholly into one organization , and be it

Evi- further,
dence was before this Board that suspended “ Resolved That the Executive Council

Member L. Carriere has since passed from is hereby instructed to provide a place for
this life.

such conference and delegate a duly author

as

1

1
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ized representative to open such a cor.fer

ence in the name and by the authority of

the American Federation of Labor. "

" Following the instructions of that reso

lution , President Gompers was instructed

by the Executive Council of the American

Federation of Labor to call a convention

of Steet Railway Men for the purpose of

forming an International Union . That Con

vention was called by President Gompers

in September of 1892 in the City of In

dianapolis , Indiana.

“ At that time, the records of the Birming.

ham Convention showed that there were

twenty -five ( 25) National and International

Unions affliated with the American Fed .

eration of Labor, The total number of

delegates at that Convention was seventy

five (75) . The Machinists' International

Union was not affiliated with the American

Federation of Labor at that time .

“ We find that, at the Indianapolis Con

vention of the Street Railway workers , it

was composed of men from the street rail

way employ, including representatives of

drivers , conductors and motormen of the

few electric roads starting up and cable

roads. There also representatives

from the power houses and barns. It was

the advice of President Gompers and those

who assisted in the formation of the Inter

national Union of Street Railway Workers

that it amalgamate all the workers in the

various departments of street railway work

and that is what brought about the name ,

“ Amalgamated ." . From the very formation

of the organization , barn men and track

men and all groups of labor working in

connection with street railways, as well as

motormen and conductors , were eligible and

became members of the Organization .

" Matters went along without any serious

dispute of any kind on jurisdiction until

the meeting of the American Federation of

Labor in San Francisco , Calif. , in 1915.

At that Convention, James O'Connell ,

president of the Metal Trades Department ,

introduced resolution calling the

Amalgamated Association to surrender the

various metal trades men following that

line of work . The Federation Convention

instructed that the president of the Metal

Trades, Mr. O'Connell , and the president

of the Amalgamated ' Association , Mr.

Mahon , should take up the subject and see

if they could not adjust it .

" Following that instruction , President

O'Connell and President Mahon took up

these disputes. There was a small dispute

in Chicago , which was adjusted, and then

they went to Boston, where they took up

the situation . There were number of

machinists working in shops , as well as

some other metal workers, and an agree

ment was worked out there which speci

fied and provided just what employees the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America

would hold jurisdiction over in the future.

The agreement reached in the Boston

settlement reported by President

Mahon to the Providence, Rhode Island ,

Convention of our Association in 1917 , and

that convention adopted and placed in our

Constitutiou the men who were eligible to

membership in this Association , and the

provision , as shown by the Constitution, is

as follows :

" Eligible to Membership

" All blue uniform men , such as

motormen , conductors , guards, track

men and trolley men, all men operating

cars and trains, all gatemen , watchmen

and wardens, all employees of the car

houses and pit departments, all em.

ployees of the track department, all

collectors and employees of the receive

ing department , janitors, watchmen ,

yardmen , elevator men, porters, clerks,

vacuum sweepers and laborers .

" It was the feeling of our organization

that that question was settled with the

Metal Trades.

“ The report of President O'Connell was

made to the American Federation of Labor,

endorsed by its Executive Council and re

ported by its Executive Council to the

Baltimore Convention of the American

Federation of Labor held in 1916 and rati

ficd by that Convention .

" When the bus was introduced into our

occupation the men in the barns repaired

the busses. The company in some cases

established bus terminals where these men

were transferred to . Immediately the Ma

chinists set up a contention affecting the

City of Boston , claiming the men who

worked upon busses as members of their

organization . A number of hearings were

held upon that matter, but later on the

Machinists broadened their demands and

claimed all men who worked in the barns

as members of their organization , setting

up the contention that a street car station

or barn is called in most of the cases a

shop and that the men doing any work in

those barns as repair men or looking after

the cars come under the jurisdiction of the

Machinists' International Union.

“ The records show that

Executive Board have had a number of

hearings before the American Federation of

Labor in the attempt to bring about a

settlement of this dispute.

“ At the last Convention of the American

Federation of Labor, held in October of

1926 , in the City of Detroit, the Machinists

presented the following resolution:

“ Whereas : A controversy has existedfor

several years on the question of proper

jurisdiction between the International Asso,

ciation of Machinists and theAmalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employees over men engaged in the manu

facture, maintenance, repairs of machinery

on street cars and auto busses ; and

“ Whereas: Numerous conferences have

been held between the respective parties

and also with the Executive Council of the

American Federationof Labor, allof which

havefailed to adjust thedispute; and

“ Whereas : The work in question is, in

the opinion of this Convention, clearly and

properly under the jurisdiction of the Inter

national Association of Machinists; there

fore , be it
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" Resolved : That this Convention in Convention of the American Federation of

struct the Amalgamated Association of Labor and hoped that we would empower

Street and Electric Railway Employees to such committee with full authority to turn

relinquish claims to all men engaged in the these members over to their organization.

manufacture, maintenance and repairs of After this action on the part of the Officers

the machinery on street cars and busses, of the Machinists' Union and the letter

except such minor work usually known as received , our General Executive Board ,

running repairs necessary to keep a car or when they met in February , decided that

bus on its run without being removed from it would be useless for them to meet with

service; be it further
the Machinists, feeling that they had no

" Resolved : failing to comply with this authority or right to carry out any such

instruction within sixty (60 ) days after the proposition and turn over our membership

adjournment of this Convention, the Ex
to the Machinists ' International Union,

ecutive Council of the American Federation
without first submitting same to this

of Labor is hereby instructed to revoke
Convention .

their charter . " We would call to the attention of this

“ This resolution was submitted to the Convention that we have in barn and other

Committee on Executive Council's Report service, outside of train service,

in the Federation . The Committee on twenty thousand (20,000 ) members and for

Executive Council's Report recommended our General Executive Board to have

non-currence in the resolution and sub attempted to turn over these men would

mitted the following report and recom have meant demoralization to our organi

mendation , which adopted at the zation and would have brought no results

Convention : to the Machinists. Therefore, this Com

“ Your Committee is of the opinion that mittee fully endorses the position taken by

the Street and Electric Railway Employees' our Executive Board in refusing to meet

Association should be made to understand the Machinists under these circumstances.

that they should no longer undertake to As a result, our General Executive Board

exercise jurisdiction or control over the refused to meet with the Machinists and

work properly coming under the juris March ] , 1927 , sent out a circular

diction of the I. A. M. and that they be letter to all the Local Divisions of our

instructed to proceed, without delay, to Association, informing them of the Ma

dis-associate from their organization , all chinists' claims and advised that all our

men who are doing machinists' work ex Local Divisions send their delegates to this

clusively, whether employed in machine Convention, fully instructed to take action

shops or car barns and that the executive upon this question of jurisdiction between

officers of the Street and Electric Railway our Association and the Mechanists' Inter

Employees Association should immediately national Union . Upon the part of this

move to apprise all their Local organiza Committee , we fully endorse the position
tions of this decision and to instruct their that our General Executive Board took ,

subordinate officers to take steps , at once , under the circumstances surrounding them.

to put this decision into effect. “ We would call to the attention of the

" This report was adopted at the Con American Federation of Labor the fact

vention of the American Federation of that in this organization we have some

Labor.
twenty thousand ( 20,000 ) members in the

“ The records show that President Mahon various lines of work connected with street

had agreed with the International Presi railway work outside of trainmen . These

dent of the Machinists' Union that he members work in and around the stations

would recommend to the General Executive and barns, cleaning cars and doing tempo

Board of our Association, when they met rary repairs and all other kinds of work

in February of 1927 , that they arrange for necessary to keep the cars and lines in

a joint conference with the Machinists' shape to operate . The great number of

officials. This , Mr. Wharton is quoted as these men at their best are only handy

expressing himself in favor of , but the men , working at different classes of work

records of our Association show that im but not that of technical mechanical work

mediately following the closing of the Con. and to give the Machinists ' Local Unions

vention of the American Federation of and various officers a free hand at selecting

Labor, the Officers of the Machinists ' Inter and taking this work over to the Machin

national' Union at once began the circular ists ' International Association would mean

izing of our Association , claiming all men demoralization and disruption of this entire

that worked in barns should come force of workers , for we have records to

under their jurisdiction . The records also show where in some local cases they have

show they also sent organizers on to the claimed even the car washers to be eligible

different roads and attempted to organize to the Machinists' Union , and the result

the men in barn service who were already of any such a policy would destroy the

members of our Association and on Feb organization of these workers and bring no

ruary 1 , 1927, President Wharton sent a results to any one .

communication to the International Presi “ We would , therefore , recommend that

dent of our Association in which he stated this entire dispute be placed in the hands

that he would now hold himself in readi of the International President and General

ness to meet with our representatives, at Executive Board of this Association to

any time and place, for them to carry out direct and handle and to instruct the dele.

the desires as expressed by the Detroit gates to the American Federation of Labor

car
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convention to propose, through the Federa

tion of Labor to the Machinists, that there

be a committee of three men from the

International Officers of each organization

to examine each and every claim made hy

the Machinists ' Union , find out just the

WO they claim in each of these disputes

and to determine the number of members

affected, and , if possible , to agree upon a

settlement of the same; this committee of

three to report the results of their various

conferences to the International President

and General Executive Board and to be

guided by the policy and direction of the

International President and General Execu

tive Board at all times. We feel fully

assured that our General Executive Board

is competent and will protect and uphold

the rights of every member of this organi

zation that is eligible to retain member

ship in it. "

(Signed ) :

JOHN J. BRUCE, Chairman ,

Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill .

GUST ANDERSON ,

Div . No , 757, Portland , Ore.

EDWARD BROPHY,

Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio

HARRY MCCLURE,

Div. No. 587 , Seattle, Wash.

WM . WEPNER,

Div. No. 819, Newark, N. J.

H. LEE CAMP,

Div . No. 697, Toledo , Ohio

A. D. BROWN,

Div . No. 713, Memphis, Tenn .

J. B. WILEY, Secretary ,

Div. No. 441, Des Moines, Ia .

JOSEPH TOMKINS,

Div. No. 113, Toronto , Canada

FRED SCHULTZ,

Div. No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio

ANGUS MACINNIS,

Div. No. 101, Vancouver, B. C.

LAWRENCE F. HART,

Div . No. 168 , Scranton , Pa .

J. A. MCCONNELL,

Div. No. 618 , Providence, R. I.

ROBERT BRYNN ,

Div. No. 900 , Highland , Ill .

NEIL MCLELLAN ,

Div . No. 26, Detroit, Mich .

Secretary Wiley moved the adoption of

the Committee's report . Seconded by Dele

gate Brown .

The question was discussed by President

Mahon ; Delegates Murphy, Division 589 ;

Quinlan , Division 241 ; Tomkins, Division

113; Graeser, Division 788 ; McLaughlin,

Division 589 ; Board Member McMorrow ;

and Delegate McGreehan .

Vice-Presidents Armstrong and Fitzgerald

presided during a portion of the discussion .

Delegate McClellan , Division 26 , moved

the previous question. The motion

seconded and carried.

The motion to adopt the Committee's

report was carried by a unanimous rising

vote.

Report of Resolutions Committee

(Continued )

Resolution No. 28

Secretary Collins: " Resolution No. 28 ,

submitted by Delegates M. L. Gilbert and

J. B. Wiley , reads :

" Whereas: The street railway companies

are continuing their efforts to install one

man cars ; and

“ Whereas: Their contention is that they

are a great saving to the public ; and

“ Whereas: The expert evidence intro .

duced in the Des Moines City Railway case

against Local Division No. 441 was that

there never had been a reduction in fare

because of the one-man car ; and,

“ Whereas: It is admitted by the street

railway companies that all the safety

appliances on the one-man car which make

them safe to the public , could also be in

stalled on a two-man car ; and

" Whereas: It is a well-known fact that

their only purpose in installing one-man cars

is for the financial benefit to themselves ;

and

“ Whereas: The one-man car is a back

ward step , rather than an advancement ;

and

" Whereas: This Association has always

been opposed to the operation of any equip.

ment which would not be to the best

interests of the general public ; and

" Whereas : This Association, in the inter

est of the patrons of street railway compa.

nies have initiated and continue to fight

for the installation of all safety appliances

which have been adopted in spite of the

great opposition of the street railway com

panies ; and

“ Whereas: We believe their opposition

to the two-man car is no more sound than

their opposition to the air brakes and in

closed vestibules; and

“ Whereas: We have one division of this

Association , Local Division 441 , which was

successful in obtaining a contract which

provides for two men on each car until

1940, which contract has been upheld both

by the District and Supreme Court of the

State of Iowa ; therefore, be it

“ Resolved : That this Convention en

dorse the action of Local Division No, 441

in its efforts to enforce the provisions of

this agreement which has been in effect

for the past twelve years and has stood the

test in the courts; and, be it further

" Resolved : That we reaffirm our former

action in opposing the installation of one

cars and make every effort possible

to insert a provision in our agreements pro

viding for two men , and, failing in this,

that we attempt to provide for the same

by state legislation or city ordinance.

" Your Committee concurs in the first

‘ Resolve, ' and recommends that the second

Resolve ' be amended to read as follows :

" Resolved : That we reaffirm the posi

tion taken by the Amalgamated Association

in the Oakland Convention , 1924, in the

matter of the one-man car question .".

Moved by Secretary Collins, seconded by

Delegate Laswell, that the report of the

Committee be adopted.

Delegate Wiley stated that he was satis

fied with the amended resolution .

Upon vote by the Convention, the

Collins motion carried , and the report of

man

was
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recon

the Committee was adopted unanimously.

bely Delegate Collins : “ Mr. Chairman , this

completes the report of the Committee on

Resolutions, which is respectfully sub

mitted and signed :

" P. J. O'BRIEN, Chairman,

" O. B. SHARROCK,

“ MYLES P. CALLAHAN ,

“ WILLIAM T. EGAN ,

“ WM . LASWELL,

" ANN DOLAN ,

" B. FLANAGAN ,

“ WILLIAM J. SUTTER ,

" A. S. BAKER ,

“ WILLIAM COLLINS, Secretary ."

Moved by Secretary Collins , seconded by

Delegate Brett , that the report of the

Committee as a whole , as amended , be

adopted . Carried .

Delegate Morris , Division 589, moved

that the action of the Convention, with re

gard to election of Local Division officers

by preferential ballot system , be

sidered .

In reply to President Mahon , he stated

that he had voted against the adoption of

the system , and President Mahon ruled

that , under Roberts ' Rules of Orders, gov

erning the conduct of the Convention, a

motion to reconsider could only be made

by a delegate who had voted in the affirma

tive .

Report of Committee on Communications,

Condolence and Thanks

Chairman L. D. Bland, of the Committee,

reported as follows:

" To the Officers and Delegates of the 20th

Convention of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employees of America :

“ Your Committee on Communications,

Condolence and Thanks submit the follow

ing report :

" The telegrams and communications were

received from the following, urging that the

next Convention of our Association be held

in their respective cities :

" E. R. Powell , Secretary Toronto Con

vention and Tourists ' Bureau, Toronto,

Ont ., on behalf of the Mayor and Board of

Trade of Toronto ,

" The Mayor of Vancouver, B. C.

“ Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

“ The Seattle Chamber of Commerce .

" Washington State Federation of Labor ,

in behalf of Seattle.

" The Mayor of Seattle , Wash.

“ Division No. 647 , Fort Smith, Ark .

“ President of the Arkansas State Federa

tion of Labor, in behalf of Fort Smith , Ark .

" The Central Labor Council of Seattle .

“ The Vancouver and New Westminster

District Trades and Labor Council , in be

half of Vancouver , B. C.

“ The Fraternal Order of Eagles, Seattle,

Wash ., pledging co-operation in their home

city for the Convention.

" The Chamber of Commerce, Hartford ,

Conn .

“ D. W. Henderson , Gen. Supt . of Rail

ways, Seattle, Wash .

"M. E. Gross, Secretary of the Trade

Council, Ft . Smith , Ark.

" H. W. Carroll , Comptroller of Seattle ,

Wash .

" A congratulatory communication was re

ceived from S. J. Allen, chief of police of

Shreveport , La., a former member of our

Association who has attended a number of

Amalgamated conventions."

Resolution of Condolence

Chairman Bland : " Upon the death of

late Vice -President Charles U. Taylor, we

submit the following resolution :

“ Whereas : During this Convention period

death has taken from us one of our beloved

International officers, Brother Charles U.

Taylor , Tenth International Vice- President

and charter member of Division No. 757 ,

Portland , Ore . , who died July 13, 1926 ;

and

" Whereas : Late Brother Taylor, from

the inception of the Portland Division ,

gave a most devoted service to the cause

of trade unionism , whole -hearted and in

spiring, not only in the interest of the

members of our Association but of the

trade unions of Oregon , having served

Portland Division No. 757 a number of

terms as president, the Oregon State Federa

tion of Labor as president and executive

secretary, and the Amalgamated Associa

tion as fourteenth and tenth International

vice -president, filling his third term in this

office at the time of his death , and being

associated with us as delegate at a number

of Amalgamated Conventions ; and

“ Whereas : Brother Taylor's devotion to

the welfare of his fellow workers was in

spired by a sincerity of purpose and intelli.

gent persistence that proved most helpful

in bettering the particular environment in

which he and his fellows labored , enlarging

the opportunities of the workers and in

creasing the joy and happiness in myriads

of homes ; so that his was truly a service

to humanity , and he died honored with

the love and gratitude of all with whom

he labored ; therefore, bc it

" Resolved : That the delegates to this

Twentieth Convention extend what little

solace most sincere sympathy may

convey to the bereaved widow and son of

the late Brother Taylor , and join with the

members of Division No. 757 and the trade

union movement of Oregon in expressing

regrets over the loss of a sincere and faith

ful exponent of the cause of organized

labor ; and further

" Resolved : That copies of these resolu

tions be forwarded to the widow and son

of deceased , and to Portland Division No.

757. "

Upon motion by Chairman Bland , sec

onded by Delegate Curry , the resolution

was unanimously adopted.

Chairman Bland : “ As a mark of respect

to the memory of our departed Inter

national Officer, your Committee recom

mends that the delegates arise and remain

standing in bowed silence for the period of

one minute. "

(In compliance with the recommendation

of the Committee the delegates arose and

stood in silence for one minute .)

Chairman Bland :

our
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our CO

On my

" Whereas: The following telegram has “ Whereas : The Union Labor Life In

been received from Delegate Louis Winkler, surance Company, through its president ,

of Division No. 618, Providence , Rhode Matthew Woll , has requested

Island , who had to leave the Convention operation and support in its great con

due to the illness of his mother : structive work ;

“ W. D. Mahon, Tutwiler Hotel , Birm " Resolved : That we carry the message

ingham , Ala . of Labor's own insurance company back to

" Sorry I had to leave. our membership , and that we use our best

arrival in New York I learned that my efforts to promote the business of an insur

mother had passed away the day be ance institution that is solidly grounded and

fore . ' established on a firm business basis, oper

" Resolved : That we express our deep ated in accordance with the most scientific

sympathy to Brother Winkler and that a methods for its protection ; an institution

copy of this resolution be forwarded to him ." that had its origin through the recom.

Upon motion by Chairman Bland , sec mendation of the American Federation of

onded by Delegate Burns, the report of Labor, and is owned exclusively by union

the Committee was adopted . men and women throughout the continent.

Thomas F. Byrne Resolution We urge our membership to inform them

Chairman Bland : selves on the Union Labor Life Insurance

“ Whereas: Alderman Thomas F , Byrne, Company, a thoroughly co -operative institu

of Division 241 , Chicago, an old -time mem tion organized on equitable and practical

ber and former Local officer of our Associa
lines . The necessity for insurance protec.

tion , who has served as delegate at many tion is being realized more than ever, and

of our conventions , and whose heart has we recommend to our members and their

always been in the trade union , is ill at families that when taking out life insurance

the Franciscan Sanitarium , Albuquerque, they patronize the Union Labor Life In

New Mexico : surance Company, and thus avail themselves

" Resolved : That we forward a telegram of the advantages to policy - holders that are

of cheer to Brother Byrne, expressing the sure to come because of the practical co

wish of the delegates to this Convention operative basis upon which this union com
that his recovery may be rapid , and that pany is founded ,

while sickness has temporarily separated By motion of Chairman Bland , seconded

him from us, we are with him in spirit by Delegate McDonald, carried , the report

and wish him a speedy return to normal of the Committee was adopted .

health . " Resolution of Appreciation

By_motion of Chairman Bland , seconded Chairman Bland :

by Delegate Clancy, the report of the “ Whereas: One of the functions of this

Committee was adopted. Committee is to prepare and recommend

American Federation of Labor the adoption of resolutions expressing the

Chairman Bland : appreciation and thanks of our member

" Whereas: The continued co-operation of ship, through the delegates at conventions,

the American Federation of Labor, through to those who have befriended us ; and

its executives and general and local organ “ Whereas: An opportunity presents it

izers , was brought to the attention of this self at this Convention of showing a modi.

Convention by the report of the Inter cum of appreciation at least to one who

national President , with the recommendation has devoted his life to the betterment of

that we express our thanks ; conditions for the electric railway employees

“ Resolved : That appreciate the of the continent; and

assistance that has been rendered “ Whereas: Carrying into the present

Association during the past term by the period his simple method of living that

American Federation of Labor, and we feel marked the days when he was struggling

grateful towards its officers and organizers to perfect this Association, he still follows

for the helpful service they have given . his humble trend and foregoes many of the

We re -affirm our fealty to the American pleasurable things of life that are now

Federation of Labor as the most advanced accessible to mosteverybody - denying him ;

expression of the rights, hopes and aspira self the advantages that he has advocated

tions of the workers the world has ever for his fellows allhis life; therefore, beit

known , and the most prolific in practical " Resolved :
As a small token of the

results , and the unyielding faith we have gratitude we feel for our International Presi

always had in the American Federation of dent, that we add to the comfort of his all

Labor as a humanizing agency remains as too few home hours by enabling him to

firm as during the thirty-five years of our release the world's best in music, drama,

existence that we have been part of the the finer arts, and even the baseball scores

great American labor movement. and prize fights, and in order that this

By motion of Chairman Bland , seconded little expression of our respect for him may

by Delegate Colbert, the report of the become a reality, the General Executive

Committee was unanimously adopted . Board is hereby authorized and directed to

( The secretary was instructed to convey purchase and have installed at the home

this portion of the report by wire to the of International PresidentMahon a first

officials of the American Federation of class radio equipment, complete in every

Labor.)
respect, and subject to his desire as to

Union Labor Life Insurance Company style and manufacture. "

Chairman Bland : By motionofChairman Bland , seconded

we

our

19
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we

by Delegate Gilman , carried , the report was

adopted .

Resolution of Thanks

Chairman Bland :

“ Whereas: During our visit in the City

of Birmingham we have shared in full

measure the hospitality for which the

Southland has always been noted in the

kindly treatment tendered the delegates

and guests at this Twentieth Convention ;

and

" Whereas: The cordial welcome extended

us and the inspiring addresses with which

were favored by Brother V. A. Mc

Dowell , representing Birmingham Division

No. 725 ; Congressman George Huddleston ,

United States Senator Hugo L. Black ;

Organizer William Collins of the American

Federation of Labor; John J. Manning of

the A. F. of L. Union Label Trades De

partment ; Victor Altman of the United

Garment Workers of America ; Attorney

John W. Altman ; President J. L. Hurst of

the Alabama State Federation of Labor ;

and President J. M. Driver of the Birming

ham Trades Council , showed a marked

interest in our welfare , while the press ,

business firms and people of Birmingham

generally have accorded us every courtesy ;

and

“ Whereas: The members of Division

725, their officers and committees , together

with the ladies ' committee, have demon

strated by their generous effort to make

our visit pleasant and comfortable that the

success of the trade union and the welfare

of the Amalgamated Association are in the

hearts of our membership in this city ; and

“ Whereas : The additional courtesy that

was accorded us by the electric railway

executives, Messrs . Britton I. Budd , Presi

dent of the Chicago Rapid Transit Com

pany ; Col. Albert T. Perkins, General

Manager of the United Railways, St. Louis ,

Mo .; Thomas Fitzgerald, General Manager

of the Pittsburgh Railways Company; and
T. G. Brabston, Superintendent of the

Birmingham Street Railways, marks a dis

tinct advance in the development of a

genuine co -operation in our industry . These

executives who kindly responded to

request to address us the subject of

' Safety First ' on a day set aside for this

purpose by our Convention have, by their

practical talks this subject and by

communication , advanced this worthy move

ment to reduce accidents to a minimum .

The spirit shown by these executives must

surely tend to arouse increased interest in

the great humanizing work that is now

happily, commanding attention throughout

the industry, and that this Amalgamated

Association has been engaged in since its

inception ; therefore , be it

" Resolved : That we express our appre

ciation and thanks to all of the foregoing

who have so kindly contributed to our wel

fare and comfort while in the thriving city

of Birmingham. We will return to

homes in the various sections of the United

States and Canada with a grateful feeling

for this ' Magic City ' of the South and its

good people, strengthened in the conviction

that the trade union movement is the most

effective force in establishing good will

among peoples, and the most powerful

factor in promoting that age -sought attain

ment -- a common brotherhood .

Fraternally submitted ,

" L. D. BLAND,

Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill .

“ S. F. CURRY,

" Div . No, 281 , New Haven , Conn .

" MATTHEW J. MCLAUGHLIN ,

" Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .

“ FRANK C. McDONALD,

“ Div . No. 714, Portland , Me.

“ S. O. WILSON,

" Div. No. 103 , Wheeling , W. Va .

" JOHN COLBERT,

“ Div. No. 741, London , Ont .

" JOHN P. LOFTUS ,

" Div. No. 580 , Syracuse , N. Y.

" M. J. WALSH ,

"Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.

“ H , RAY COLE ,

“ Div . No. 582, Utica , N. Y.

" C. E. DENNISON ,

“ Div. No. 694, San Antonio , Tex .

" T. H , GILMAN ,

" Div . No. 898 , Macon, Ga."

By motion of Chairman Bland , seconded

by Delegate Dennison , the resolution of

thanks was unanimously adopted .

Upon motion of Chairman Bland , sec

onded by Delegate Cole, and carried , the

report as a whole was unanimously adopted .

Vice -President Fitzgerald presided while

action was taken on that portion of the

Committee's report under the caption ,

" Resolution of Appreciation," referring to

the services of International President

Mahon . Treasurer Bland made a brief

statement in connection with this section of

the report , and said, in part :

“ As long as I have been listening to

Brother Mahon I know that he has been

advocating music in the home , I have

heard him advocate it on the platform ,

before arbitration members, and every

place where he has made public addresses ,

and the unfortunate thing is that, while he

has been putting music in the home of the

other fellow , he has never put any music in

his own home , so far as radio is concerned .

I believe the thing for this Convention to

do , as the resolution provides, is to make

his too few home hours more comfortable

and to supply him with the best radio that

this country affords."

President Mahon stated that all the com

mittees had concluded their reports and

that there remained only the election of

officers and delegates and the selection of

the next Convention City . He named the

following tellers to conduct the election :

Election Tellers

J. D. Elliott , Division No. 558 , Shreve

port, La .

Angus MacInnis, Division No. 101 , Van

couver, B , C.

E , O. Brooks , Division No. 416 , Peoria ,

Ill .

D. 0. Rice, Division No. 779, Sioux City ,

Iowa .

President Mahon stated that the hour

our

on

on

our
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of noon adjournment was near and asked

the pleasure of the Convention with regard

to going into the election immediately or

deferring it until the afternoon session .

On motion of Delegate Taber , Division

241 , the rules were suspended and the

Convention adjourned at 11:40 a . m. to

2 o'clock p. m.

McMorrow nominated for First Vice- Presi.

dent , Wm. B. Fitzgerald, of Division No.

132, Troy , N. Y. The nomination was

seconded by Delegate Myles P. Callahan ,

of Division No. 241 .

There being no further nominations for

First Vice- President the nominations closed

and the secretary cast the vote of the

Convention.

The tellers declared Wm. B. Fitzgerald

to have received the full vote for First

Vice -President, and the Chair declared him

duly elected .

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Second International Vice

President .

Delegate Edward Raleigh, of Division

No. 448, nominated P. J. O'Brien , of Divi.

sion No. 448, Springfield, Mass. , for Second

International Vice -President, The nomi

nation was seconded by Delegate Monroe,

of Division No. 496.

There being no further nominations for
Second Vice -President, the nominations

closed and the secretary cast the ballot of

the Convention .

The tellers announced that P. J. O'Brien

had received the full vote for Second Vice

President.

The Chair declared P. J. O'Brien duly

elected Second Vice- President.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Third International Vice

President .

Delegate Wm. Quinlan, of Division No.

241, Chicago , Ill . , placed in nomination for

Third Vice-President Wm. S. McClenathan ,

of Division No. 308 , Chicago , Ill. The

nomination seconded by Delegate

John J. Bruce, of Division No. 308.

There being no further nominations , the

nominations closed and the secretary cast

the ballot of the Convention .

The tellers announced that Wm. S.

McClenath
an had received the full vote for

Third Vice -President.

The Chair declared Wm . S. McClenathan

duly elected Third Vice-President.

The Chair declared in order , nominations

and election of Fourth International Vice

President .

Delegate Wm . White, of Division No. 85,

nominated P. J. McGrath, of Division No.

85 , Pittsburgh , Pa ., for
Fourth Vice .

President . The nomination was seconded

by Delegate Martin Brett , of Division

No. 85 .

There being no further nominations, the

secretary cast the vote of the Convention .

The tellers announced that P. J. McGrath

had received the full vote for Fourth Vice

President.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Fifth International Vice

President.

Delegate William Collins, of Division

No. 490, Yonkers,N. Y., placed in nomi

nation for Fifth
Vice - President James

Largay, of Division No. 582,Utica, N. Y.

Delegate H. R. Cole, of Division No. 582,

seconded the nomination .

There being no further nominations, the

secretary cast the vote of the Convention .

SEVENTH DAY

September 19, 1927—Afternoon Session

The afternoon session of Monday, Sep

tember 19th , was called to order by Chair

man W. D. Mahon at 2 o'clock p . m .

Delegate P. J. McGrath , Division 85 ,

was given the floor on a question of per

sonal privilege, and brought to the atten

tion of the Convention the case of Percy

S. Cessna, a member of that Division, who

is confined to the insane hospital. After a

short discussion , in which Delegate Mc

Grath , President Mahon and Secretary

Reeves took part , President Mahon sug

gested that Delegate McGrath might file a

claim with the International
office in behalf

of Brother Cessna , and that final disposi

tion could then be made of it .

Delegate Graeser , Division 788, moved

that a message of appreciation be for

warded to the officers of Division 878 , of

Evansville, Indiana , and the Chamber of

Commerce of that city for courtesies shown

the St. Louis delegates when they were en

route to the Convention . The motion was

seconded and carried .

Election of Officers

Vice-President Fitzgerald in the Chair

Delegate Robbins , Division 113 , moved

that the election be held by the preferential

ballot system , in view of the action of the

Convention in having adopted that system

for Local Divisions. The motion

seconded .

The Chair stated that , due to the prefer

ential election law not going into effect

until January 1 , 1928 , the motion could not

be entertained.

The Chair declared in order , the nomi

nation and election of International President.

Delegate Wm . Taber, of Division No.

241 , in a few well chosen words, nominated

Wm. D. Mahon for president.

Delegates M. J. O'Brien, Division 241 ,

and Matthew J. McLaughlin, Division No.

589 , seconded the nomination of Wm . D.

Mahon for president.

There being no further nominations, the

nominations closed and the Chair directed

the secretary to cast the ballot of the Con

vention for International President, and the

secretary so cast the ballot ,

Wm. D. Mahon having received the full

vote of the Convention , was declared by

the Chair as duly elected International

President .

President Mahon , in short address,

which was foundly applauded , announced

his acceptance of the election .

President W. D. Mahon in the Chair

The Chair declared in order the nomi

nation and election of First International

Vice- President .

General Executive Board Member Edw.

was

was

a
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no

The tellers declared that James Largay

had received the full vote for Fifth Vice

President .

The Chair declared James Largay elected

Fifth International Vice -President.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Sixth International Vice

President .

Delegate John J. Bruce, of Division 308,

Chicago , Ill., placed in nomination John B.

Wiley, of Division No. 441, Des Moines,

Iowa, for Sixth Vice - President.

There being no further nominations, the

secretary cast the vote of the Convention

for Sixth Vice - President.

The tellers announced that John B.

Wiley had received the full vote of the

Convention for Sixth International Vice

President .

The Chair declared John B. Wiley duly

elected Sixth International Vice-Presi

dent .

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Seventh International Vice

President,

Delegate P. J. McGrath , of Division No.

85, Pittsburgh , Pa ., placed in nomination

for Seventh Vice -President, M. J. Murray,

of Division No. 587 , Seattle, Wash.

There being no further nominations, the

nominations closed and the secretary cast

the ballot of the Convention for Seventh

Vice -President.

The tellers announced that M. J. Murray

had received the vote of the Convention

for Seventh International Vice- President .

The Chair declared M. J. Murray dily

elected Seventh International Vice- President.

The chair declared in order nominations

and election of Eighth International Vice
President .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair placed

in nomination for Eighth International Vice

President, John M. Parker , of Division No.

623, Buffalo , N. Y.

There being
further nominations ,

nominations closed and the secretary cast

the ballot of the Convention for Eighth

International Vice - President.

The tellers announced that John M.

Parker had received the full vote of the

Convention for Eighth International Vice

President.

The Chair declared John M. Parker duly

elected Eighth International Vice- President.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Ninth International Vice

President .

Delegate Matthew J. McLaughlin, of

Division No. 589, Boston , Mass ., nomi

nated Charles H. Clark, of Division No.

589, for Ninth International Vice- President .

There being no further nominations,

nominations closed and the secretary cast

the vote of the Convention for Ninth Vice

President.

The tellers announced that Charles H.

Clark had received the vote of the Con

vention for Ninth International Vice

President.

The Chair declared Charles H. Clark

duly elected Ninth International Vice

President.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Tenth International Vice

President.

Delegate Thomas Moore, of Division No.

788, St. Louis , Mo. , placed in nomination

Robert B. Armstrong , of Division No. 788,

for Tenth International Vice- President .

Delegate M. J. Lyden , of Division No.

272, Youngstown, Ohic, seconded the nomi.

nation of Robert B. Armstrong.

Delegate W. E. London, of Division No.

788 , St. Louis, Mo., placed in nomination

for Tenth International Vice- President, T. E.

Goddard, of Division No. 909 , St. Louis,

Mo.

There were no further nominations for

Tenth International Vice -President.

By direction of the Chair ballots were

distributed and vote taken upon the election

of Tenth International Vice-President.

The number of votes cast were 241 , of

which Robert B. Armstrong received 172

and T. E. Goddard 69.

Robert B. Armstrong having received a

majority of the votes cast , was declared by

the Chair duly elected Tenth International

Vice -President.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of 11th International Vice

President .

Delegate Harry C. Smyth, of Division

No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio, placed in nomi

nation for Eleventh International Vice

President, Abe L. Spradling, of Division

No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio .

There being further nominations,

nominations closed and the secretary cast

the vote of the Convention .

The tellers announced that Abe L.

Spradling had received the vote of the

Convention for Eleventh International Vice

President.

The Chair declared Abe L. Spradling

duly elected Eleventh International Vice

President.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Twelfth International Vice

President .

Delegate Fred Knutti ,of Division No.

192, Oakland , Calif., nominated for Twelfth

International Vice -President, George Durand

of Division No. 192, Oakland, Calif.

There being further nominations ,

nominations closed and the secretary cast

the vote of the Convention .

The tellers announced that George Du

rand had received the vote of the Con

vention for Twelfth International Vice

President .

The Chair declared George Durand duly

elected Twelfth International Vice - President.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Thirteenth International

Vice- President .

Delegate Edward Raleigh , of Division

No. 448 , Springfiell, Mass., placed in nomi.

nation for Thirteenth International Vice

President, Henri Champagne, of Division

No. 790 , Montreal , Quebec.

There being further nominations ,

nominations closed and the secretary cast

the vote of the Convention .

The tellers announced that Henri Cham

no

no

no
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No. 425 , Hartford, Conn., placed in nomi.

pagne had received the vote of the Con The Chair declared in order nominations

vention for Thirteenth International Vice and election of Second G. E. B. Member .

President. Treasurer L. D. Bland placed in nomina

The Chair declared Henri Champagne tion for Second G. E. B. Member, Edw .

duly elected Thirteenth International Vice McMorrow, of Division No. 241 , Chicago ,

President. 111 .

The Chair declared in order nominations The nomination was seconded by Dele

and election of Fourteenth International gate Schultz, of Division No. 268, Cleve.

Vice- President . land , Ohio .

Delegate Emory P. Dodd, of Division There being no further nominations, the

No. 732, placed in nomination for Four secretary cast the vote of the Convention .

teenth International Vice-President, T. L.
The tellers announced that Edw. Mc

McBrayer, of Division No. 732, Atlanta,
Morrow had received the vote of the

Ga . Convention for Second G. E. B. Member .

Delegate J. L. Hurst , of Division No.
The Chair declared Edw. McMorrow duly

725 , placed in nomination for Fourteenth
elected Second G. E. B. Member.

International Vice -President, J. S. McGinnis, The Chair declared in order nominations

of Division No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala . and election of Third G. E. B. Member.

Delegate Daniel M. Donohue, of Division G. E. B. Member R. L. Reeves nomi

No. 425, placed in nomination for Four nated Magnus Sinclair, of Division No. 113 ,

teenth International Vice - President, Frank Toronto , Ont. , for Third G. E. B. Member.

O'Meara , of Division No. 425 , Hartford , There being no further nominations , the

Conn . secretary cast the vote of the Convention ,

There being no further nominations , the and the tellers announced that Magnus

nominations closed, and, upon direction of Sinclair had received the vote of the Con

the Chair, a ballot vote was taken for vention for Third G. E. B. Member.

Fourteenth International Vice -President. The Chair declared Magnus Sinclair duly

Upon the election of Fourteenth Vice elected Third G. E. B. Member.

President there were cast 234 votes . T. L.
The Chair declared in order nominations

McBrayer received 126 ; J. S. McGinnis and election of Fourth G. E. B. Member.

received 91 ; Frank O'Meara received 17 .
Delegate Lawrence F. Hart , of Division

The tellers announced that T. L. Mc
No. 168 , placed in nomination for Fourth

Brayer had received a majority of the votes
G. E. B. Member, P. J. Shea , of Division

cast .
No. 168, Scranton , Pa.

The Chair declared T. L. McBrayer duly There being no further nominations, the

elected Fourteenth International Vice -Presi secretary cast the vote of the Convention,

dent . and the tellers announced that P. J. Shea

Delegate O'Meara , of Division No. 425 , had received the vote of the Convention

moved that the election of Brother Mc for Fourth G. E. B. Member.

Brayer be made unanimous. The motion The Chair declared P. J. Shea duly

was seconded by Delegate J. S. McGinnis, elected Fourth G. E. B. Member.

of Division No. 725 , and unanimously The Chair declared in order nominations

adopted. and election Fifth E , B. Member .

The Chair declared in order nominations Delegate Peter J. Rooney, of Division

and election of International Treasurer.
No. 22, placed in nomination John H.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea placed in Reardon, of Division No. 22, Worcester ,

nomination for International Treasurer, Mass . , as Fifth G. E. B. Member.

L. D. Bland , of Division No. 241 , Chicago, There being no further nominations, the

Ill . secretary cast the vote of the Convention.

There being no further nominations for The tellers announced that John H.

International Treasurer, the secretary cast Reardon had received the vote of the

the vote of the Convention . Convention for Fifth G. E. B. Member,

The tellers announced that L. D. Bland and the Chair declared John H. Reardon

had received the vote of the Convention for duly elected Fifth G. E. B. Member.

International Treasurer . The Chair declared in order nominations

The Chair declared L. D. Bland duly and election of Sixth G. E. B. Member.

elected International Treasurer. Delegate A. S. Baker, of Division No.

The Chair declared in order nominations 382 , placed in nomination for Sixth G. E. B.

and election for First General Executive Member, Allen H. Burt,of Division No.

Board Member .
382, Salt 1 ake City , Utah .

Delegate Joseph Thomas, of Division There being no further nominations, the

No. 85, placed in nomination R. L. Reeves , secretary cast the voteof the Convention

of Division No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa . , for and the tellers announced thatAllen H.

First General Executive Board Member. Burt had received the vote of the Con

There being no further nominations, the vention for Sixth G.E. B. Member.

assistant secretary cast the vote of the The Chair declaredAllen H.Burt duly

Convention . elected Sixth G. E. B. Member.

The tellers announced that R. L. Reeves The Chair declared in order nominations

had received the vote of the Convention for and election of Seventh G. E. B. Member.

First General Executive Board Member. Delegate Frank

The Chair declared R. L. Reeves duly

elected First General Executive Board nation for Seventh 6.E. B. Member,

Member. William F. Welch, of Division No. 103,

O'Meara, of Division
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wasWheeling, W. Va. The nomination

seconded by Delegate John T. Burns, of

Division No. 618, Providence, R. I.

There being no further nominations, the

secretary cast the vote of the Convention,

and the tellers announced that William F.

Welch had received the vote of the Con

vention for Seventh G. E. B. Member.

The Chair declared William F. Welch

duly elected Seventh G. E. B. Member .

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Eighth G. E. B. Member.

Delegate J. D , Elliott, of Division No.

558, placed in nomination for Eighth

G. E. B. Member, James B. Lawson , of

Division No. 558, Shreveport , La .

There being no further nominations, the

secretary cast the vote of the Convention

and the tellers announced that James B.

Lawson had received the vote of the Con

vention for Eighth G. E. B. Member.

The Chair declared James B. Lawson duly

elected Eighth G. E. B. Member.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Ninth G. E. B. Member.

Delegate Angus MacInnis , of Division

No. 101 , nominated Fred A. Hoover , of

Division No. 101, Vancouver, B. C., for

Ninth G. E. B. Member.

There being no further nominations , the

secretary cast the vote and the tellers

announced that Fred A. Hoover had re

ceived the vote of the Convention for Ninth

G. E. B. Member.

The Chair declared Fred A. Hoover duly

elected Ninth G. E. B. Member .

Delegates to A. F. of L. Convention

By virtue of his election to the office of

International President , W. D. Mahon be

came the first Delegate to the American

Federation of Labor Convention .

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Second A. F. of L. Delegate.

Delegate William Quinlan, of Division

No. 241, placed in nomination L. D. Bland ,

of Division No. 241, Chicago, I11 . , for

Second A. F. of L. Delegate.

There being no further nominations, the

secretary cast the vote and the tellers

announced that L. D. Bland had received

the vote of the Convention for Second

A. F. of L. Delegate.

The Chair declared L. D. Bland duly

elected Second A. F. of L. Delegate.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Third A. F. of L. Delegate .

Delegate Joseph J. Kehoe , of Division

No. 241, Chicago, Ili., placed in nomination

for Third A. F. of L. Delegate,P. J. Shea,

of Division No. 168 , Scranton , Pa .

There being no further nominations, the

nominations closed and the secretary cast

the vote of the Convention . The tellers

announced that P. J. Shea had received

the vote of the Convention for Third A. F.

of L. Delegate.

The Chair declared P. J. Shea duly

elected Third A. F. of L. Delegate.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Fourth A. F. of L. Delegate .

Delegate Harry F. Prendergast, of Divi

sion No. 757, placed in nomination for

Fourth A. F. of L. Delegate, Gust Ander

son , of Division No. 757 , Portland, Oregon.

There being no further nominations, the

secretary cast the vote of the Convention

and the tellers announced that Gust

Anderson had received the vote of the

Convention for Fourth A. F. of L. Dele

gate.

The Chair declared Gust Anderson duly

elected Fourth A. F. of L. Delegate.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Fifth A. F.of L. Delegate,

Vice-President Wm. B. Fitzgerald nomi

nated William Wepner, of Division 819,

Newark, N. J. , for Fifth A. F. of L.

Delegate.

There being no further nominations, the

secretary cast the vote and the tellers

announced that William Wepner had re

ceived the vote of the Convention for

Fifth A. F. of L. Delegate.

The Chair declared William Wepner duly

elected Fifth A. F. of L. Delegate.

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tions and election of First Alternate A. F.

of L. Delegate.

Delegate® William F. Nutley , of Division

No. 589 , placed in nomination for First

Alternate A. F. of L. Delegate , P. J.

Murphy, of Division No. 589, Boston, Mass.

There being no further nominations, the

secretary cast the vote and the tellers

announced that P. J.Murphy had received

the vote of the Convention for First

Alternate A. F. of L. Delegate .

The Chair declared P. J. Murphy duly

elected First Alternate A. F. of L. Delegate.

The Chair declared nominations and elec

tion of Second Alternate A. F. of L. Dele.

gate .

Vice- President Robert B. Armstrong nomi

nated L. A. Graeser, of Division No. 788,

St. Louis, Mo. , for Second Alternate A, F.

of L. Delegate .

There being no further nominations , the

secretary cast the vote and the tellers

announced that L. A. Graeser had received

the vote of the Convention for Second

Alternate A. F. of L. Delegate .

The Chair declared L. A. Graeser duly

elected Second Alternate A. F. of L.

Delegate .

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Third Alternate A , F , of L.

Delegate .

Delegate John T. Burns, of Division No.

618, placed in nomination for Third Alter

nate A. F. of L. Delegate, John A. Mc

Connell, of Division No. 618, Providence,

R. I.

There being no further nominations, the

secretary cast the vote and the tellers

announced that John A. McConnell had

received the vote of the Convention for

Third Alternate A. F. of L. Delegate.

The Chair declared John A. McConnell

duly elected Third Alternate A. F. of L.

Delegate.

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of Fourth Alternate A. F. of

L. Delegate.

Delegate William 0. McGowan, of Divi

sion No. 235 , Brockton , Mass. , placed in

nomination for Fourth Alternate A. F. of
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L. Delegate, P. J. O'Brien, of Division

No. 448, Springfield, Mass.

There being no further nominations, the

secretary cast the vote and the tellers

announced that P. J. O'Brien had received

the vote of the Convention for Fourth

Alternate A. F. of L. Delegate,

The Chair declared P. J. O'Brien duly

elected Fourth Alternate A. F. of L.

Delegate .

1929 Convention City

The Chair declared in order nominations

and election of the 1929 Convention City.

Delegate Harry McClure, of Division

No. 587, in a brief address, placed in nomi

nation the City of Seattle, Wash. The

nomination was seconded by Delegate W. E.

Carpenter, of Division No. 587.

Delegate Angus MacInnis, of Division

No. 101 , in a few well chosen words , placed

in nomination for the 1929 Convention

City, the City of Vancouver, B. C.

Delegate D. C. Davies , of Division No.

674 , Fort Smith, Ark . , in a spirited address,

placed in nomination for the 1929 Con

vention City, the City of Fort Smith , Ark.

Delegate Daniel M. Donohue of Division

No. 425 , Hartford , Conn . , impressively

nominated the City of Hartford, Conn . , for

the 1929 Convention City .

Delegate W. D. Robbins , of Division

No. 113, Toronto, Ont., in a brief explana

tory address, placed in nomination the

City of Toronto for the 1929 ConventionCity .

Delegate MacInnis, of the Election Board ,

asked to be relieved as teller during the

count of the vote on the Convention City

contest , due to the fact that he had nomi

nated Vancouver as one of the contesting

cities . The request was granted and Dele

gate Joseph Thomas , of Division No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh, Pa. , was placed upon the Board

of Tellers as his substitute .

By direction of the Chair, the Convention

balloted upon the Convention City , with

the following results :

The total number of votes cast aggre

gated 229. There were 174 cast for Seattle ;

il for Vancouver ; 5 for Fort Smith ; 7 for

Hartford ; 32 for Toronto .

The tellers announced that the City of

Seattle had received a majority of the votes

cast.

The Chair declared Seattle , Wash . , duly

elected as the Convention City in which

the Twenty - first Convention of the Asso

ciation will be held in 1929 .

Delegate Bruce , of Division No. 308 ,

Chicago , Ill ., moved that the assistant

secretary and each of the sergeants -at-arms

be allowed the same compensation as those

officers received at the Montreal Conven

tion , namely, $ 250.00 .

The motion was seconded by Delegate

Earl Orrison , of Division No. 245 , Jackson ,

Mich ., and carried .

Delegate McDowell, Division No. 725,

made a few brief remarks, in which he

expressed the gſatification of the member

ship in Birmingham at having the oppor

tunity of entertaining the Convention. He

said that, if any of the Committee had

made any mistakes , they were mistakes of

the head and not of the heart, and that,

on behalf of all of the Committees , includ.

ing the Ladies Committee, he desired to

convey to the delegates and to have them

convey to their members and families on

their return home , the sincere good wishes

and kindliest greetings of the members in

Birmingham .

The newly clected officers were duly in

stalled by International President W. D.

Mahon.

On motion of Delegate Lyden , of Divi .

sion No. 272, Youngstown, Ohio, three

cheers were given the Amalgamated Asso

ciation and its officers.

* The entire delegation joined in singing

"Auld Lang Syne," and at 5:30 P: m. ,

Monday, September 19, 1927 , Chairman

W. D. Mahon declared the Twentieth

Convention of the Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street and Electric Railway Em.

ployees of America adjourned, to meet in

Seattle, Wash ., in September , 1929.

W. D. MAHON, Chairman ,

R. L. REEVES , Secretary,

M. J. WALSH , Asst . Secy .

The Convention Program officially ar

ranged by
the committee representing

Division No. 725 was as follows :

Monday, September 12th

The opening session of the Convention,

held at the City Auditorium . Delegates

assembled at the Tutwiler Hotel and

marched to the City Auditorium , where

addresses of welcome were a feature .

Tuesday, September 13th

Photograph of delegates made at the

morning session .

Wednesday, September 14th

Banquet at the City Auditorium at

7:00 P. m .

Thursday, September 15th

Mass meeting for the benefit of members

and their families at 7:00 p.m., at the

Tutwiler Hotel .

Friday, September 16th

Theater party for all delegates and

visitors ,

Grand Ball in the evening at Tutwiler

Hotel .

Saturday, September 17th

Ladies' Banquet at Tutwiler Hotel.

Sunday , September 18th

Sightseeing trip with special cars .

Also there attendance at the

South Side Baptist Church, where Inter;

national President W. D. Mahon addressed

the Bible Class of that Church in the '

presence of the large attendance.

The committees representing Division No.

725 on program, entertainmentand recep

tion were :

Committee on Program and Finance

President V. A. McDowell, Secretary J. S.

McGinnis and BoardMembers J. L. Hurst

and J. 0. Tant.

Entertainment Committee Chairman W,

N. Gray, Vice-President W. P.Provost and

Board Member J. T. Johnson.

Reception Committee Chairman J, O.

Tant and Brothers J. D. Brown and John

Mashark.

was an
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF THE OFFICIAL

ATTENDANCE AT THE TWENTIETH CON

VENTION HELD AT BIRMINGHAM , ALA . ,

SEPTEMBER 12-19 , 1927

Adams, George E. , Div . No. 215 , Wheaton , Ill .

Adams, Raymond J. , Div. No. 880, Camden , N. J.

Almstedt, Wm. H. , Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.

Anderson , Gust, Div. No. 757 , Portland , Ore .

Appleton , Arthur, Div. No. 820, Union City, N. J.

Ardern , Allen , Div. No. 616, Windsor , Ont.

Armstrong, Robert B. , Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.

Arnett, A. C. , Div. No. 794, Wichita , Kan .

Arthur, Peter H. , Div . No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.

Artman , C. H. , Div . No. 713, Memphis, Tenn .

Ashton, George, Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.

Babbitt , Sanford , Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa .

Baker, A. S. , Div. No. 382 , Salt Lake City , Utah .

Bales, F. D. , Div. No. 587, Seattle , Wash .

Barber, James, Div. No , 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Bengel , Louis, Div . No. 627, Cincinnati , Ohio.

Bienvenu , Gus J. , Div . No. 194 , New Orleans , La .

Black, Archie D. , Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich .

Black, Harry, Div. No. 627. Cincinnati, Ohio .

Blackwell , Arthur P. , Div. No. 107 , Hamilton , Ont.

Bland , L. D. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Bowles, Addison , Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .

Brereton , George E. , Div. No. 228 , Joliet , Ill .

Brett, Martin , Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa.

Broderick , Thomas F., Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass.

Brooks, E. O. , Div . No. 416, Peoria , Ill .

Brophy, Edward , Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati , Ohio .

Brower, A. C. , Div. No. 925, Gloversville , N. Y.

Brown , A. D. , Div. No. 713, Memphis, Tenn .

Bruce, John J. , Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .

Brynn , Robert , Div. No. 900 , Highwood , Ii.

Charles Burns, Div. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Burns, Charles, Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .

Burns, John T. , Div. No. 618 , Providence, R. I.

Burt , Allen H. , Div. No. 382 , Salt Lake City , Utah .

Callahan , Myles P. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Camp. H. Lee , Div. No. 697, Toledo, Ohio.

Carder, Luther M. , Div. No. 689, Washington , D. C.

Carnahan , George; Div. No. 85. Pittsburgh , Pa .

Carpenter, W. E. , Div. No. 587 , Seattle , Wash .

Champagne , Henri , Div. No. 790, Montreal, Que.

Clancy, Patrick J. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .

Clark , Charles H. , Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.

Coates , Alfred , Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I.

Colbert , John, Div . No. 741 , London , Ont.

Cole, H. R. , Div . No. 582 , Utica , N. Y.

Collins , William , Div. No. 490, Yonkers , N. Y.

Connelly , James C. , Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .

Cookman . John H. , Div . No. 689, Washington , D. C.

Cox, Alvord M. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Craig . Henry, Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .

Crinnion, Patrick, Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Cross, George W. , Div. No. 125. Belleville , Ill .

Crumley, A. H., Div. No. 103 , Wheeling , W. Va .

Cummins, Charles A. , Div. No. 628, Covington , Ky .

Curry; Samuel F. , Div. No. 281 , New Haven , Conn .

Davies , D. C. , Div. No. 674 , Fort Smith , Ark .

Davis, Bernard , Div. No. 819, Newark , N. J.

Dean , W. J. , Div . No. 732, Atlanta , Ga .

Dennison , C. E. , Div. No. 694 , San Antonio, Texas.

Derry . William , Div . No. 113 , Toronto , Ont.

Devine, Arthur W. , Sr. , Div . No. 618, Providence , R.I.

Devine , John , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Dineen, Jeremiah , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Dodd , Emory P. , Div. No. 732 , Atlanta , Ga.

Dodgen , J. P. , Div. No. 733 , Anniston , Ala .

Dolan . Ann . Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .

Dolan , L. B. , Div . No. 215 , Wheaton , Ill .

Donohue, Daniel M. , Div . No. 425 , Hartford , Conn .

Doyle, John, Div . No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .

Doyle, William H. , Div. No. 757 , Portland , Ore.

Eccardt, Charles J. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.

Egan , Jos . V. , Div . No. 828, New Brunswick, N. J.

Egan , Robert J. , Div. No. 253, Quincy , Mass.

Egar William T. , Div . No. 600, Waltham , Mass.

Ellerbeck , Randolph P. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Elliott , J. D. , Div. No. 558, Shreveport, La .

Feeney, Patrick H. , Div. No. 308. Chicago, III .

Fehrnstrom , E. O. M. , Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .

Feller , George R. , Div. No. 887 , Newark, N. Y.

Fisher, Claude , Div. No. 836, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Fitzgerald , John , Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .

Fitzgerald , John A. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Fitzgerald , William B. , Div. No. 132 , Troy, N. Y.

Flaherty, Martin , J. , Div. No. 240, Chelsea , Mass.

Flanagan , Bernard , Div , No. 459, Bridgeport , Conn .

Fleming , Peter J. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .

Flynn , Patrick J. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Fouchey, Frank , Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich .

Gagnon , Gerard , Div . No. 790, Montreal , Que.

Garvey, Michael , Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.

Gautreau , C. R. , Div. No. 194 , New Orleans , La .

Gerard , Alphonse, Div, No. 790, Montreal , Que.

Gilbert , M. L. , Div . No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa.

Gillespie , John J. , Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.

Gilman , T. H. , Div. No. 898 , Macon , Ga.

Gilmore , R. E. , Div. No. 380, Elyria , Ohio .

Goddard, T. E. , Div. No. 909 , St. Louis, Mo.

Goodfellow , Roland , Div, No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .

Graeser , L. A. , Div . No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.

Greene, Thomas, Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Greenway, C. O. , Div. No. 928 , Hot Springs , Ark .

Griffith , John L. , Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich .

Hacker, C , H. , Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.

Hall , Clifford E. , Div . No. 52 , East Liverpool , Ohio .

Hall , E. W. , Div . No. 708 , Wilmington , N. C.

Hart, Lawrence F. , Div. No, 168 , Scranton , Pa .

Hasner, John , Div. No. 737 , Syracuse , N. Y.

Head , Michael , Div . No. 589. Boston , Mass .

Hicks, A. D. , Div . No. 563 , Lansing . Mich .

Holleman , William , Div . No. 627 , Cincinnati , Ohio.

Hoover, Fred A. , Div. No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

Horan , Patrick , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Howard , W. H. , Div. No. 704 , Little Rock, Ark.

Howell, S. H. , Div. No. 312 , Davenport, Iowa .

Hulsey, A. J. , Div. No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.

Hunt, James P. , Div . No. 425 , Hartford , Conn .

Hurst , J. L. , Div. No. 725, Birmingham, Ala .

Jones , Harry H., Div. No. 822 , Paterson , N. J.

Karns, Clifford E. , Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .

Kehoe, Joseph J. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Kelley , Neil J. , Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich.

Keplinger, Charles R. , Div. No. 497 , Pittsburg. Kan .

Kirby, John J. , Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Knutti, Pred , Div. No. 192 , Oakland , Calif .

Koenig. John H. , Div. No. 194 , New Orleans , La .

Lanham , C. G. , Div. No. 812 , Clarksburg , W. Va .

Larabell , William J. , Div. No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .

Largay. James, Div . No. 582 , Utica, N. Y.

Laswell . William , Div . No. 878 , Evansville , Ind .

Lawrence , Frank E. , Div. No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .

Lawson , James B., Div. No. 558 , Shreveport, La.

Leahy, Edward J. , Div No. 726 , Staten Island , N. Y.

Leedy. J. F. , Div. No. 839, Newark, Ohio .

Lloyd , William W. , Div. No. 823, Elizabeth, N. J.

Loftus, John P. , Div . No. 580 , Syracuse, N. Y.

London , W. E. , Div . No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.

Lovejoy , Frank W., Div . No. 452 , Thompson ville, Conn .

Lucas, Harry A. , Div. No. 738 , Hamilton , Ohio .

Lucey, John W. , Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa .

Lyden , M. J. , Div. No. 272, Youngstown, Ohio.

McBrayer, Thomas L. , Div. No. 732 , Atlanta, Ga .

Continned on page 137
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Division No. 725 , of Birmingham , Ala .,

is entitled to the lasting gratitude of the

Amalgamated Association , and most particu

larly those in attendance as delegates and

visitors to the Twentieth Convention, as

not an opportunity was evaded on the part

of the membership and its committees to

make the stay of the delegates and visitors

in Birmingham most pleasurable and enter

taining. Convention visitors were inces

santly entertained through the live en

deavors of the Ladies Committee, as well

as the membership committee of Division

No. 725 .

The Twentieth Convention of the Amal

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, held in

Birmingham , Ala ., September 12-19, 1927,

proved to be a most progressive and har

monious Convention . The Convention ,

through amendments to laws, adoption of

resolutions and endorsements of past poli

cies , outlined the program of the Amalga

mated Association for the ensuing two

years. There were one hundred and eight

Locals of the Association that participated

in the conducting of the Convention and

no previous convention of the Association

ever displayed more uniform and mutual

endeavor in the interest of the organiza

tion . The Convention was significant of

a purpose to make the next two years'

period of this Association har

monious and united endeavor on the part

of the entire membership.

The Ladies Entertainment Committee ,

that entertained the multitude of visiting

ladies at the Convention, comprised Mrs.

J. L. Hurst, Mrs. J. S. McGinnis, Mrs.

V. A. McDowell , Mrs. Fletcher Williams,

Mrs. R. O. Beckham and Mrs. A. E.

Kimball . This committee allowed nothing

to go undone in the way of most liberal

entertainment . Among features of their

entertainments was a luncheon given at the

Tutwiler Hotel, at whichthere was a large

attendance. The affair was presided over

by Mrs. Hurst, who introduced several

speakers, including Mrs. McDowell, who

gave an interesting recitation, highly pleas

ing to the meeting, and Attorney John W.

Altman, who made a mostinteresting talk.

Attorney Altman was one of those who de

livered opening addresses at the informal

first gathering of the Convention, at the

City Auditorium . Another entertaining

feature of the ladies' entertainment of the

guests was an auto tour of the city. Their

program also included a theater party.

A most entertaining feature of the

Convention sessions was thesession_given

over to the advancement of “Safety First."

This session addressed by General

Manager Thomas Fitzgerald , of the Pitts

burgh , Pa . , electric railways property;

Colonel Albert T. Perkins, GeneralManager

of the United Railways of St. Louis, Mo.

and General Superintendent T.G. Brahston,

of the Birmingham Street Railways. There

was also presented to the Convention a

letter from President Britton I. Budd, of

the Chicago Rapid Transit Co. The speak.

ers at this session were most enthusiasti

cally encored and thcir instructive addresses

will prove to be an advantage tothe future

service rendered by the membership of the

Amalgamated Association ,

were educational anda most intense in

centive for most hearty co -operation on

the part of the membership of this Asso

ciation in the interest of safety.

was

a most

Their addresses
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ATTENDANTS
Continued from page 35

McClenathan , William S. , Div. No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .

McClure, Harry, Div. No. 587 , Seattle , Wash .

McConnell, John A. , Div . No. 618, Providence, R. I.

McConnell, William , Div . No. 362 , Albion , Mich .

McCray, G. F. , Div . No. 813 , Fairmont , W. Va.

McDonald , Frank C. , Div. No. 714. Portland , Me .

McDowell , V. A. , Dir . No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala .

McGary, John J. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .

McGinnis, J. S. , Div . No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala .

McGowan, Wm . O. , Div. No. 235 , Brockton , Mass.

McGrath, David , Div. No. 22 , Worcester, Mass.

McGrath , P. J. , Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .

McGreehan , James, Div. No. 589 , Boston , Mass .

McHale, John B. , Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

McKinney, Prank, Div, No. 805 , East St. Louis, Ill .

McLain , John , Div . No. 2 : 1 , Chicago , Ill .

McLaughlin , Matthew J. , Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .

McLellan , Neil , Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich .

McMorrow, Edward , Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

MacInnis, Angus. Div. No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

Mahon , Wm. D. , Detroit , Mich .

Mahoney , Timothy J. , Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass.

Marchado, John R. , Div. No. 174 , Fall River , Mass.

Maroney, Eugene, Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.

Mayfield, C. O. , Div . No. 892 , Sapulpa , Okla .

Molik, John F. , Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill .

Monroe, Owen G. , Div. No. 496. Pittsfield , Mass.

Moore, Thomas, Div. No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.

Morris , John J. , Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass .

Mullen , Felix , Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill .

Murphy , Peter J. , Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass .

Murray, Fenton , Div . No. 819, Newark , N. J.

Naughton , Richard , Div . No. 819, Newark , N. J.

Nueharth , E. , Div . No. 587 , Seattle , Wash .

Nugent , Clarence , Div . No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .

Nutley, William F. , Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .

O'Brien , Michael C. , Div . No. 241. Chicago , Ill .

O'Brien, Patrick J. , Div , No. 448 , Springfield , Mass.

O'Connor , John , Div . No. 819, Newark , N. J.

O'Connor, M. J. , Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .

O'Connor, Patrick J. , Div . No, 241 , Chicago, Ill .

O'Keefe, Daniel , Div. No. 243 , Taunton , Mass.

Old . Edward , Div. No. 517 , Gary , Ind .

Olson , Ole B. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .

O'Meara, Frank , Div. No. 425 , Hartford , Conn .

O'Neill , John L. , Div. No. 537 , Holyoke, Mass.

Orrison , Earl , Div. No. 245. Jackson , Mich .

O'Shea , James, Div . No , 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Otis, Robert H. , Div . No. 26, Detroit , Mich .

Overby. Ernest , Div . No. 915 , Granite City, Ill .

Pareti , P. A. , Div . No. 191, New Orleans , La .

Penney , John V. , Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass.

Peterson , Mathias C. , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Peyroux, Edwin , Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La .

Phillips, James J. , Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .

Pickering, B. E. , Div. No. 770, Mobile , Ala .

Plemmons, W. B. , Div. No. 128 , Asheville , N. C.

Poole, Maurice W. , Div. No. 689 , Washington , D. C.

Powers, Daniel , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Powers, Thomas J. , Div. No. 280, Lowell , Mass.

Prendergast , Harry F. , Div. No. 757 , Portland , Ore .

Quinlan , William, Div. No. 241 , Chicago. In .

Raleigh, Edward , Div. No, 448 , Springfield, Mass.

Rawlings, R. L. , Div. No. 784 , Meridian , Miss .

Rea, W. M., Div. No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio.

Reardon . John H. , Div. No. 22 , Worcester, Mass .

Reeves, R. L. , Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .

Renshaw, Herbert , Div. No. 842 , Wilmington , Del .

Rice , D. O. , Div . No. 779 , Sioux City , Iowa.

Riordan, Joseph P. , Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Robbins, W. D. , Div. No. 113 , Toronto , Ont .

Robinson , T. G. , Div. No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.

Rodgers , James, Div. No. 194 , New Orleans , La.

Rogers , J. W. , Div . No. 750, Chattanooga, Tenn .

Rooney , Peter J. , Div . No. 22 , Worcester, Mass.

Ross, Pred , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Ryan, Edward J. , Div, No. 308, Chicago, m .

Schippers , Henry , Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Schlau , Harry W. , Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .

Schultz , Fred, Div . No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio .

Scully , David J. , Div . No. 570, Waterbury, Conn

Shaffer, Roy, Div. No. 847 , St. Joseph , Mo.

Shanley , Thomas P. , Div. No. 618 , Providence , R. )

Sharrock , Ora B. , Div . No. 125 , Belleville , Ill .

Shaughnessy , Frank. Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass

Shaw , Samuel, Div . No. 618 , Providence, R. I.

Shea, P. J. , Div. No. 168, Scranton , Pa .

Shone, Joseph , Div. No. 589 , Boston , Mass.

Sides , E. H., Div . No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.

Simpson, Benj . F. , Div . No. 238 , Lynn , Mass .

Sinclair, Magnus, Div. No. 113 , Toronto , Ont .

Smit, Nicholas, Div . No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.

Smith , Albert J. , Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Smith , James F. , Div. No. 589 , Boston , Mass.

Smith , James J. , Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich .

Smyth , Harry C. , Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati , Ohio .

Spencer, John , Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont .

Spradling , Abe L. , Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati , Ohio .

Stanton , John J. , Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass .

Starr. Benjamin F. , Div . No. 732 , Atlanta , Ga .

Stephens , Eric, Div . No. 765 , Montgomery , Ala .

Sturtz, William , Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .

Sutter, William J. , Div . No. 568, Erie , Pa .

Sweeney . John M., Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .

Taber, William , Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .

Thomas, Joseph , Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa .

Toale , James, Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .

Tomkins, Joseph , Div. No. 113 , Toronto , Ont .

Tomkins, P. J. , Div . No , 279 , Ottawa , Ont.

Tucker , Roy , Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.

Van Ness , Sidney, Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .

Veillon , Ed . A. , Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La.

Walker, H. L. , Div . No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.

Walker, Will , Div . No. 821 , Jersey City , N. J.

Walsh , Michael J. , Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.

Walsh , M. J. , Div. No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.

Webb , Frank H. K. , Div. No. 589 , Boston , Mass .

Webb, John F. , Div. No. 540, Trenton , N. J.

Wedel, Herman , Div. No. 343 , Kalamazoo, Mich .

Welch , William F. , Div . No. 103 , Wheeling . W. Va

Wendell , H. E. , Div . No. 313, Rock Island , Ill .

Wepner, William , Div. No. 819, Newark , N. J.

White , William , Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .

Wiley, John B. , Div . No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa .

Williams , Fletcher , Div. No. 725. Birmingham , Ala .

Wilson , S. O. , Div . No. 103, Wheeling, W. Va .

Winkler, Louis. Div. No. 618, Providence , R. I.

Woodburn , Robert P. , Div . No , 241 , Chicago, Ill .

w

The Convention Banquet was held the

evening of September 14th . This event

was attended by both delegates and visitors .

The banquet was addressed by President

D. Mahon , General Superintendent

T , G. Brabston, of the Birmingham Street

Railways, and many others, including cer

tain of the officials and delegates of the

Amalgamated Association . The banquet

was wholly a social affair and well enjoyed

by the vast attendance that filled the City

Auditorium to the limit .

The offices of the Union Labor Life

Insurance Company are located at 1701

Connecticut Ave. , N. W. , Washington ,

D. C.
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SEND FOR

The Fechheimer Timer

It's full of Information

and fits the vest pocket SME
Tbe

fechheimer

Timer

N
a
m
e . FREE

TRACTION

UNIFORMS

UNION MADE

mi Write for Catalogue

Samples & Prices.

The Fechheimer

Bros. Co.

CINCINNATI, OHIO .

V
Address

A Time Book

forTraction Men
blag

1

are
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andMake

BigMoney

A

1 :

Produce Nature's one complete and most

delicious food . Have paid 100% to 200 %

or more annually. One Avocado ( Alligator

Pear ) tree has paid $ 312 per year, net

profit, for seven years. Over 30,000 trees

planted. A 640-acre grove. First crop. next

year. Shares $2 each. Easy terms if de

dired . Security absolute . Get in now on

ground floor ; time limited. Endorsed by

Bankers, Local and Government Officials.

Highest Bank reference. Send for Beauti.

fully Illustrated Book, also Facts and

Figures about Miami, Florida. ALL FREE,

no obligation . Address, AVOCADO PARK

GROVES, E. F. Hanson, General Manager.

(Mayor Belfast , Me., 10 years. ) 105MC,

Flagler Arcade, Miami , Florida.

D

This ten -million -dollar concern known the

world around for fair and honest dealing, of

fers you a wonderfulopportunity. Nolimit to

what you can make. T. Johansen cleared $385

in one month. L. Roholt's average earnings

for the past ten years , . $3,700. Andrew Mitchell

frequently makes $500 in a month . C. Fischer

makes$ 15 every day . Just write and gay you

are interested and we will show you how you

can tu.n your time into gold . Address

WATKINS, C. S. 20 , Winona , Minn .
0

P

ATTENTION !

Motormen andConductors

WE SPECIALIZE IN BETTER -BUILT

Traction Uniforms

at $32.50

Made of Regulation Blue Serge by

SKILLED UNION WORK EN

Also

Civilian Suits and Overcoat
s

Made to Measure

$ 27.50 to $ 35.00

CAPS AND HIGH -SPEED CHANGERS

All Garments have the Union Label

HOFFMAN TAILORING CO.

2341 olive Street at Jefferson

Phone: Central 9279 ST . LOUIS, MO.

SE

BOOT &SHOE

WORKER
S
UNION

23

In a letter of good will, addressed to

President Matthew Woll , of The Union

Labor Life Insurance Company, President

W. A. Day of the Equitable says : " It

has always seemed to me that no body of

men needed life insurance more than the

working men of this country. I have every

confidence that your Company, under your

leadership, will measure up to high stand

ards of usefulness to the benefit of the

working people, to the benefit of society at

large and to the benefit of the life insurance

business.

Buy

Union Stamped

Shoes

We ask all members of

organized labor to pur

chase shoes bearing our

Union Stamp on

the sole, inner

sole or lining of

the shoe . Weask

UNION STAMP
you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

you actually see

this Union Stamp .

Boot & Shoe

Worker's Union

Affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor

246 SummerSt . Boston , Mass .

COLLIS LOVELY , General President

CHAS . L. BAINE, General Sec'y - Treas.

When the day arrives for all workers

and their dependents to join wholeheartedly

in support of the Union Label , opposition

to organized labor will fade like snow before

the sun .
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FASHION LETTER

Short jackets or capes over dresses of self or contrasting material

printed or plain coats over dresses of printed or plain material ,

express this season's ensemble idea .

The long coat is especially attractive in calico prints, showing

small designs on dark back grounds.

The dresses worn with such coats are of plain material in a

color matching one color of the coat.

Very useful is the sleeveless jacket , the cardigan, or the short
blazer or tailored jacket that is worn with a blouse and skirt

or with a two-piece jumper dress.

The majority of the styles today are snug over the hips.

For imperfect figures, there are jabots , wings and cascades.

For the woman of mature figure the blouse styles or the bolero

are attractive.

The length of the skirt is still very short of being long. For
slender figures as to the knee as permissible seems the

attractive length. Women of sturdy figures wear the skirts a

little longer.

near

We have a variety of neck lines.

collarless or made with small collars.

The “ V ," round , banded,

5902

A neck line cut in one with tie-ends is new and pleasing.

5885

Very lovely for youthful figures are the peasant frocks, showing

colored smocking and embroidery in bright colors.

Diagonal lines are exploited on many frocks; in the form of

trimming , draperies, berthas, tiers and cape effects.

Por general wear in the country and also as part of an ensemble,

are the cool sleeveless frocks , Such frocks are also liked for

sports wear.

All lengths, types , and widths of sleeves are in vogue. The

bishop style , finished with a band or tie cuff, is very popular.

The close fitting long sleeve is used on tailored models.

Bands are a great help to prevailing fashions. They may be

applied to suggest a bolero on blouse or dress, and may appear

in contrasting colors.

White is especially favored this season, especially for warm

days. All shades of pink and light yellows are popular for country

wear, as are also the softer shades of blue .

5902. Child's Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes : 2 , 4 , 6 and 8 years. A 4 - year size requires

1 % yard of 32 - inch material together with % yard of contrast

ing material . Price 12 ¢ .

5885 . Ladies' Dress .

Cut in 7 Sizes : 34 , 36, 38, 40, 42 , 44 and 46 inches bust

measure . A 38 -inch size requires 38 yards of 40- inch material,

together with 4 yard of contrasting material. The underbody

will require 7 yard of 32-inch lining. The width of the Skirt

at the lower edge with plaits extended is 14 yard . Price 12 ¢ .

5905 . Child's Rompers.

Cut in 5 Sizes: 1 , 2 , 3, 4 and 5 years. A 3-year size requires

148 yard of 27-inch material, together with y yard of contrast
ing material for facing on the leg bands. Price 12 ¢.

5882. Ladies' Apron.

Cut in One Size: Medium . It requires 148 yard of 36-inch

material, together with % yard of contrasting material. Price 12 ¢.

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

5905
5882

Send 12¢ in silver or stamps for our UP - TO -DATE FALL and
WINTER1927-1928 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color plates,

and containing 500 designsof Ladies', Misses' and Children's
Patterns, a CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLEON

DRESSMÄKING , ALSO SOME POINTS FORTHE NEEDLE

(illustrating 30 of the various, simple stitches ) all valuable hints
to the home dressmaker.



$ 2750

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

IME AND AGAIN thousands of Traction Men

That
have expressed a desire to own a civilian

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here, at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands , The Bloch Company has

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fineappearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have longbeen famous,

We're anxious to have you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50 . If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted .

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.

C
L
O
T
H
I
N
G

The Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic

cured here and opposite

are both made of the

same pure wool , fine

qualitymaterialto sellat

an equally low price .

Union Label in both Uni

form and Civilian Suits

fi
ll
oc
h

UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY

The Bloch Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge. Also Trolley Jim Time Book.

Name

Address

Name of Dealer
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DUTIES OF A UNION MAN

By W. D. Mahon

Listen brothers, did you ever give your

Union meeting and the obligation you

assumed , a real thought ? Whether you did

or not, the following may interest you and

in a friendly spirit, it is meant for all

of us.

As Union men , we should take stock and

remember our meeting nights and the duty

a Union man ow's to his Union , in which

he has taken a solemn obligation. All we

have to do is just ask ourselves a few

questions and answer them and our con

science will give the direction . Did you

ever ask yourself some of these questions
:

" What kind of a Union would my Union

be if all its members were like me?"

“ Do I obey and observe , even to a small

extent , my obligation by at least attending

a meeting once a month ? "

" What do I do towards making my Union

a richer place in good fellowship and in

service to myself and to others? "

“ Do I act towards my Union as a Union

man should and as the Public believes I do

when my Union Button catches their eye ?"

" Have I helped to uplift others less fortu

nate than I am and am I ready to do so

now or work on Committees to that end ? "

" Have I paid my dues or am I one who

leans on others , letting the members who

have paid carry the burden which I should

share in ?"

“ Do I know , or even care, whether or not ,

my Union can pay its just bills , which i

helped to create, and do I, at times, attend

meetings, enjoying a free lunch and a good

show, while my dues are not paid ?"

“ Do I know what my Union is doing in

the way of sick , death and disability bene

fits and its great work in upbuilding the

conditions of humanity, thereby assisting in

community welfare among the unfortunate

living about me , and do I help so that more

can be done along this line? "

“ Did I ever bring a new member to my

Union ? "

“ Did I ever talk to a fellow worker,

pointing out to himthe benefits of being a

member of a Union ?"

“ Have I helped to promote the Organiza

tion which has helped me to better and

improve conditions? "

These questions honestly answered, will

show us just where we stand and without

being told , we will know positively whether

or not we are real Union men, worthy of

the name and honor .

2-5

VICE -PRESIDENT ABE L. SPRADLING

Member of Div . No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio

The above is a picture of Brother Abe L.

Spradling, a charter member of Division

No. 627, Cincinnati , Ohio , and who has

served the Local as financial secretary

treasurer since its inception . At the

Twentieth Convention , held recently in

Birmingham , Ala ., Brother Spradling, who

a delegate at the Convention, was

elected eleventh International vice - president .

Preceding his service as a street car motor

manin Cincinnati, his experience was upon

his father's farm in Kentucky, but a few

miles from Cincinnati. He was one of the

pioneers of Division No. 627, being active

in the organization of that Local. Brother

Spradling is yet a young man, having entered

street railway service as his first job. He was

yet a boy when he left his home in Kentucky .

was
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were

Congress as fraternal delegates were Arthur

Pugh and W. Sherwood, and the Canadian

Trades and Labor Congress was represented

by Alfred Farmilo , all of whom extended

vention of the American Federation of Labor

will no doubt appear in our official journals

from time to time. They merit reproduction.

Some men belong to a Union as they REPORT OF AMALGAMATED DELE

often belong to a Church , because it is the GATES TO AMERICAN FEDERATION

thing to do, but lack any sense of their OF LABOR CONVENTION

individual responsibility for its influence and

power of usefulness. They are Union men To the Officers and Members of the Amalga.

in name but not in fact , good men though mated Association of Street and Electric

they be , yet , if all Union men were like

this , our

Railway Employes of America. Greeting:

great Unions would cease to

exist .

As delegates representing the Amalga.

mated Association of Street and Electric

If all men disregarded their obligations

of every day life , living only for them

RailwayEmployes of America at the 47th

Annual Convention of the American Federa.

selves and not allowing their brother or tion of Labor, held at Los Angeles, Cal.,

neighbor to depend upon them friendly as October 3-14, 1927, we submit the follow

a community, life would be at a standstill,

just like some Unions are that do not seem

ing summary of Convention proceedings:

The 47th Annual Convention of the

to grow. American Federation of Labor opened at

Over sixty per cent of the members of Cinderella Roof Ballroom , Los Angeles, Cal.,

some Unions do not attend meetings, never October 3 , 1927. All officers of the Federa.

vote on a question , but have lots to say tion were present, excepting First Vice

on the outside, yet they are unable to President James Duncan , who was absent

offer their service or give a solution for the for the first time in more than forty years,

bettering of things. It is very difficult for due to serious illness. Addressesof welcome

any right thinking man to understand such were delivered by the president of the

a spirit, which seems not to be interested California State Federation of Labor, the

in an institution like our Union , which president of the Los Angeles Central Labor

makes for the betterment and stability, Council and the chairman of the Los

not only of its membership but for the Angeles City Council, representing the

whole community as well , yet these men Mayor,

will, at all times, wish to share in the bene. Many Inspiring Addresses

fits of their influence, making for improved

and safe advancements . If that is not
At the opening and succeeding sessions

thoughtlessness, then it is absolute ingrati

interesting, educational and inspiring ad.

dresses
tude, making man shiftless , leaners , instead

delivered by a number of

of uplifters , for every time we help some
noted national characters, including Hon.

other man up we lift ourselves just that

Hiram Johnson , senator of California; Gov.

C. C. Young ;
much higher, fulfilling our obligation as

Lieut . -Gov. Buron Fitz ;

Union men .

Hon. James J. Davis, secretary of labor,

If you have failed in the past , why not

and Mr. Jackson Ralston, who for many

try and make good now, show yourself a

years acted as attorney for the American

Federation of Labor.

real Union man . Renew your obligation

Mr. John P. Frey,

by going to a meeting, be a worker, show

secretary of the Metal Trades Department

your manhood, get behind your officers and

of the Á . F. of L., and Mr. Spencer Miller,

stand behind your Union . If your Union Jr., executive secretary of the Workers '

and enthusiasm , put some of your

Educational Bureau, delivered impressive

force into it, be a leader, give your wisdom

addresses on subjects of vital import to

and your advice for betterment and your

TradeUnionists; and Major General Chas,

presence and friendship will become a power

P. Summerall , chief of staff of the United

States army, extended an interesting greet

of strength to others.

Any Union man worthy of the name,

ing to the delegates, to all of which Presi.

dent Wm. Greenappropriately responded.
owes it to his Union , not only to attend

meetings, but to lend and give such council

The report of the Committee on Creden.

and help as he has to the support and

tials on the opening day showed 380 dele,

service of his Organization and the great

gates, representing 92 International and

principles for which our Union stands.

National Unions ; º4 departments; 28 state

This is passed to you in the most friendly

branches; 65 central bodies; 14 Local trade

spirit ; read it again and try and answer

and federal labor unions and 5 fraternal

these questions to yourself . Give thought
delegates .

Additional credentials were re

to the time when you first stood before
ported by the Committee at succeeding,

the altar of Unionism and took a solemn sions, and delegatesandvisitors to the 47th

obligation . Think of this for just a moment

Conventionnumbered in the neighborhood

of 1,000.
and you will know whether you shouldcome to your Union meetings or not and Representing the British Trades Union

assist in promoting that great principle for

which your Union stands .

Character is the cultivation of the highest

and noblest qualities in human nature , and

fraternal greetings in interesting addresses,

putting these qualities to practical use. --

Excerpts fromthe more important of the

addresses deliveredat the 47th AnnualCon:

Ella Wheeler Wilcox .

No more admirable motive can be found

anywhere than that which prompts the Amalgamated delegates servedonthe

worker to buy Union Label goods. following committees: Committee onReso

lacks pep

ses.
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lutions, P. J. Shea ; Committee on Laws,

L. D. Bland ; Committee on Boycotts,Gust

Anderson ; Committee on Legislation , W. B.

Fitzgerald.

Gain in Total Membership

A summary of the Executive Council's

report , stated : “ The report of the secretary

and treasurer of the American Federation

of Labor shows the sound condition of our

movement . There has been a gain in

total membership during the past year and

an increase in the average membership of

directly affiliated Local trade and federal

laborunions. Our finances have been

wisely expended and administered and the

total balance on hand August 31, 1927, was

$251,642.74. The report of the trustees of

the American Federation of Labor Building

showed a balance on hand at the close of

the fiscal year of $ 26,164.78."

" Jim " Duncan Remembered

Unanimous consent was given Treasurer

Tobin to introduce a resolution from the

Executive Council regretting the inability

of First Vice -President James Duncan to

attend the Convention on account of serious

illness. The resolution stated that Brother

Duncan had attended every convention of

the American Federation of Labor since

1886 and that this Convention was the

first that he had missed in 41 years . It

expressed heartfelt sympathy, with the

earnest wish that he would overcome his

illness and be anabled to continue to aid

the movement with his constructive and

helpful mind in outlining policies and ad

vocating the principles of the Federation

which he helped to formulate and shape.

The resolution was adopted by unanimous

rising vote .

Noticeably absent also were others who

have figured prominently in Trade Union

history throughout the years, and who were

unable to attend the Convention because

of urgent situations in their respective

organizations which demanded their im

mediate attention . Among those

International President W. D. Mahon of

our Association and President John L.

Lewis of the United Mine Workers.

Amalgamated-Machinist Agreement

Of special interest to our membership is

the agreement between the representatives

of our Association and the International

Association of Machinists , reported by the

Executive Council on the fourth day of the

Convention . This agreement was signed by

the representatives of both organizations at

the Convention, approved by President

Green of the A. F. of L. , who participated

in the conference , and was accepted by the

Convention. The agreement reads

follows:

" The intention of the following agree.

ment is to bring about harmonious under.

standings between the officers and members

of these organizations to the end that by

co -operating and assisting each other, better

conditions, as well as control of our

spective jurisdictions, may be enjoyed by

bothorganizations.

" The jurisdictional authority of the two

respective organizations , as set forth by

the American Federation of Labor, is

recognized by the representatives of both

organizations. Neither organization will

transgress upon the jurisdictional rights of

the other . However, notwithstanding this

definition of the rights of each organization,

jurisdictional controversies have arisen in

some localities .

" In order to bring about a settlement of

these controversies upon a fair and just

basis and in accordance with the juris

dictional rights of both organizations, a

committee of two representatives of each

organization will meet for the purpose of

making an investigation of said contro

versies and for the purpose of reaching an

agreement which will be acceptable and

binding upon both organizations . Said

committee shall be composed of Inter

national Officers of the two organizations.

The names of the committee will be sub

mitted to the president of the American

Federation of Labor by the presidents of

the two organizations not later than

November 1st and the committee thus

named will meet at the headquarters of the

American Federation of Labor on Novem

ber 7th for the purpose of instituting an

immediate investigation of the jurisdictional

controversies which affect the relationship

of the two organizations . "

To Assist Mine Workers

A supplemental report of the Executive

Council recommended that the Executive

Council of the American Federation of

Labor, representatives of National and

International Unions affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor and repre

sentatives of City Central Bodies and the

State Federation of Labor in Pennsylvania ,

meet with the officers of the United Mine

Workers at Pittsburgh, Pa . , on November

14th , for the specific purpose of considering

ways and means by which the American

Federation of Labor and its affiliated bodies

can be helpful to the United Mine Workers

of America in the strike situation which

now prevails in central and western Pennsyl

vania, as well as in other bituminous coal

fields where the strike is now in effect.

This recommendation unanimously

adopted .

Convention Enactments

Among the enactments of the Convention

were the following:

To endeavor to have the British embassy

building at Washington , D. C. , erected by

Union labor.

Instructed the Executive Council to con

tinue organizing campaign in automobile

industry.

Reiterated former declaration on organi

zation of negro workers that “ Where Inter

national Unions refuse to admit colored

workers to membership, the American

Federation of Labor be authorized

organize them under charters from the

American Federation of Labor. ”

To circularize State Federations and City

Central Bodies , urging special effort to

organize laundry workers.

To assist the Hotel and Restaurant Em

were

was

as

to

re.
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urge full

ployes ' International Alliance in the same

manner.

That International Unions assign organ

izers for special organizing campaign of

United Textile Workers in the South.

Amend Constitution as follows: " Only

those persons whose Local Unions

affiliated with Central Bodies or with State

Branches and who are delegates to State

Central Bodies and State Branches shall be

eligible to represent City Central Bodies or

State Branches in the Conventions of the

American Federation of Labor."

Urged the sales promotion of Union- made

bread, reminding Trade Unionists of the

bitter struggle of the Bakery Workers'

Union against the Ward Baking Company ;

also Union -made collars , hosiery and all

other Union products.

Commended the good work done by the

Women's International Labor League, and

urged Trade Unionists to render the League

every assistance and co -operation .

Recommended that American Federation

of Labor officers continue to

affiliation of Local Unions with State

Federations of Labor.

Commended the Executive Council for its

militant vigilance , which resulted in defeat

of objectionable legislative proposals in

corporated in its report, and for its achieve

ment in aiding successfully in the enact

ment of the Longshoremen's Compensation

for Injury legislation and in the liberaliza

tion of the Federal Compensation law

affecting government employes.

Also commended Executive Council for

its constant vigilance in making effective

the restrictive immigration policy of the

American Federation of Labor.

Approved activities of Executive Council

and interested affiliates in establishing a

preferential status for American citizens in

government work and recommended the

continuation of these activities .

Recommended that Executive Council

continue its efforts to bring into public

scrutiny and judgment the business methods

of the so-called bread trust .

Commended Executive Council for its

efforts in attempting to have Senate bill

passed, which required all vessels coming

into ports of the United States to take

away with them the same number of sea

menthey brought into the country. Recom

mended active continuation of these

deavors .

Instructed Executive Council to continue

efforts for legislation for compensating

veterans of Civil War and widows of de.

ceased veterans .

Instructed Executive Council to watch

Muscle Shoals legislation closely in 70th

Congress, so that any legislative action

proposed would conform to organized labor's

idea and for the best interests of the

general public.

Urged promotion of Senator Norris' con

stitutional amendment, proposing that terms

of President and Vice -President shall end

on third Monday of January , and the terms

of members of Congress on the first Mon

day in January ; Congress to assemble on

the first Monday in January unless it shall

by law appoint a different day .

Endorsed legislation to provide steel cars

in postal railway service .

Instructed Executive Council to continue

support of convict Labor Bills of Repre

sentative Cooper and Senator Walsh in

House and Senate.

Urged legislation for increase in compensa

tion for post office laborers and legislation
in behalf of further liberalization of the

retirement law for government employes.

Declared for shorter hours for postal em

ployes employed at night.

Declared for a new system of accounting

in post office department, discontinuing

charging public welfare work of the depart

ment against postal revenues, and for the

elimination of speeding-up practices in

government employment.

To seek establishment of a civil service

court of appeals for government employes,

independent of any existing governmental

agency, and urged extension of Saturday

half holiday for government workers.

To initiate effort to have more adequate

appropriations allotted to the bureaus of

the Department of Labor.

Urged special retirement legislation for

the employes of the Panama Canal and

railroad on the Isthmus that may be intro

duced into the next session of Congress.

Endorsed Welch salary increase bill for

government employes.
Declared for abolition of and transfer of

functions of the Personnel Classification

Board to the United States Civil Service

Commission .

Commended the officers of organizations

who have settled their jurisdictional differ

ences as a forward step , " rendering lasting

service to the men and women

respective organizations."

Referred to Executive Council investiga

tion and establishment of invalidity and

old age pension system in each state , to

be reported at the next convention .

Commended Executive Council in sound

ing warning for great care being exercised

when investing funds of the Trade Union

movement.

Commended International Fur Workers'

Union for ousting Communists.

Endorsed recommendation of Executive

Council that a week be set aside during the

month of February, 1928 , to be known as

Gompers' Memorial Week , and that Central

Bodies, through committees, shall call upon

Local Unions and members for contributions

for the Gompers ' memorial.

To continue efforts to have Workmen's

Compensation Law enacted in District of

Columbia, and to have this legislation

placed on statute books of all states where

no such laws exist .

Complimented Executive Council on con

tinuation of non-partisan political policy .

Urged legislation topreventrecurrence of

Mississippi flood .

Accepted without action and as a matter

of information an exhaustive supplemental

report of Executive Council on relations

in their

en
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sea,

men .

between Mexican Federation of Labor and Council and representatives of Mexican

the Mexican government. Federation of Labor on immigration agree

Sustained jurisdiction of Cleaners, Dyers ment secured at recent conference,

and Pressers Union' against protest of Referred to Executive Council the ques

Journeymen Tailors' Union. tion of immigration from Mexico and Latin

Denounced the unwarranted seizure of American countries for investigation, also a

jurisdiction by injunction judges and urged proposed Labor Commission to visit Latin

participation in nomination and election or American countries .

selection of judges ; that candidates and Urged co -operation with International

their supporters be called upon to account Golden Rule Committee of the Near East

for the misuse of equity power. Relief.

Urged that evils of yellow dog" con Declared in favor of the American

tract may be reduced through efforts in merchant marine,

some states , notably Ohio , Illinois and Declared for employment of seamen

California, to secure legislation declaring the through the United States Shipping Com

alleged contract to be contrary to public missioner's office .

policy and therefore void . Endorsed Senate Bill for supervision of

Denounced decision of Federal Courts employment of seamen to insure safety at

depriving workmen of right to quit work ,

and urged affiliated Unions to oppose this Urged enactment of legislation to prevent

encroachment on their rights by every. smuggling of immigrants disguised as sea

legitimate means and to procure services of

able and experienced counsel, and to patron
Declared for 8-hour day for sailors em .

ize competitors of any concerns that insti ployed on United States merchant vessels

tute court proceedings of this character. Reaffirmed declarations of previous con

Referred to Executive Council endorse ventions on Colorado River matter, and

ment of Senator Shipstead's bill , designed instructed Executive Council to take such

to limit jurisdiction of courts of equity, due action in relation thereto as may seem best

to slight difference in language, though not calculated to the best interest of the people

in principle, between this bill and the bill of the states affected .

prepared by Executive Council. Instructed president and Executive

To Hold National Conference Council to use their judgment on ways to

Endorsed Recommendation of Executive provide and bring about release of Mooney

Council to call a National Conference of and Billings, and recommended that Trade

Trade Union representatives and representa Unions be guided solely by declarations and

tives of such other groups as it deems advice of American Federation of Labor in

advisable to meet at the National Capital this matter .

at such time as the Council may deem most
Instructed Executive Council to prepare

opportune for the purpose of considering and adopt a suitable design for uniform

plans to secure the passage of necessary Labor Day badge .

legislation, making effecti the declarations Reaffirmed its opposition to Fascism in

of the American Federation of Labor on the America and directed the calling of atten

anti-trust laws. tion of the proper government officials to

Instructed Executive Council to make a the work and purposes of the Fascist

study of mass production industries with a League of North America .

view of organizing them .
Opposed Naval Department adopting

Endorsed position of Committee that central draft office method for plans for

" the time has come to stop extension in ships , and urged stipulation in all contracts

the field of labor banking until experience that only American citizens shall be em

with those labor banks already organized ployed upon public works .

shall have been critically studied and Declared against contract system of em

evaluated . ployment of municipal governments which

Instructed Executive Council to continue fails to pay a living wage to employes .

opposition to any legislation providing for Referred to Executive Council a request

registration of aliens. of Glass Workers' Union to prevail upon

Recommended continued support of pro International Association of Machinists to

posed legislation to prohibit compulsory conform to decisions of past conventions.

military training in any educational institu Urged continued co -operation with farm

tion other than a military or naval school. ers ' organizations,

Recommended continued watchfulness by Urged Trade Unions to obtain informa

Executive Council in the field of radio tion from president of the American Federa

development and radio legislation .
tion of Labor before responding to request

Commended Legal Information Bureau of
for contributions from other than affiliated

American Federation of Labor and recom organizations.

mended earnest consideration of advisability Condemned secession movement among

of republishing in bound volume form all iron workers on the Pacific Coast .

the more important court decisions con Protested against Seattle Labor Temple

tained in pasteditions, along with digest of
Association housing duel group of iron

decisions of lesser consequence; to fix workers.

reasonable price for these bound volumes,
Amended Article 5 , Section 1 , of Laws to

so that affiliated Unions may avail them give Convention privilege of fixing time of

selves of this information. election .

Congratulated president and Executive
(Concluded on page 32 )

a
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In this issue of the M. and C. appear the endeavor on the part of organized

changes in the Constitution and General wage workers to establish the 5-day week.

Laws of the Association as enacted by the A step forward in line with this policy

Twentieth Convention , held in Birmingham , would be the establishing of the 5-day week

Ala ., September 12-19. The amended laws upon public transportation properties in

take effect January 1 , 1928. It will be street, electric railway and motor coach

observed that there were but few changes service. The sixth day off would be

made in the laws and that these changes wonderfully promotive in the interest of

in no way affect the past policies of the safety to the public as well as in the inter

Association .
est of greater prosperity in employment for

employes, For instance, a motorman, con:

Practically immediately following the ductor or operator that would work a period

close of the Twentieth Convention of the of five continuous days, with the sixth day

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , there con off, would be establishing sixty days off

vened in Los Angeles, Calif., the Conven per year, or an average of five days per

tion of the American Federation of Labor. month. It would not only be to the bene

A report of the delegates upon this con fit of the 5-day week worker, himself, but

vention appears in another column of this it would extend organization and place

M. and C. It will be observed by that labor in a better position, from the fact

report that the American Labor Movement that it would extend employment and lessen

is well alive to the interestsof organized competition in thelabor market. A recent

labor and the advancement of the social illustration of this comes in the establish

order. The Convention practically adopted ment of the 6 -day week in San Antonio,

the policies outlined by the Amalgamated Texas, where Division No. 694 has brought

Association Convention relative to juris into its agreement a provision that permits

dictional questions as applying to the Ma employment only six days in a week of

chinists' Union , showing that the enactment seven continuous days. This has given

of the Twentieth Convention of the A. A. more jobs in San Antonio and will have

of S. and E. R. E. of A. was practically an effect in the interest of safety and in

in accord with the real sentiment of the the business affairs of that city. It has

American Labor Movement. The Conven extended employment bycreating more jobs
tion also honored the Amalgamated Asso for wage workers in that city. Division

ciation byelecting First International Vice No. 694 deserved extreme credit in adopt

President Fitzgerald as one of the fraternal ing this system . Industrial conditions have

delegates who will represent the American approached a period practically demanding

Labor Movement in the British Trade the shorter work week. This is the only

Union Congress Convention , which will be means by which labor can benefit by labor

held upon a date fixed by the Congress. saving inventions.

The American Federation of Labor, in Wage workers' unions, as represented by

its recent Convention, has taken a step the American Federation of Labor, are

forward in the adopting of the policy of voluntary institutions . They are formed
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF INTER

NATIONAL OFFICERS

by the wage workers, themselves. Follow

ing the formation of wage workers' unions,

it is clearly understood that it is necessary

that the union can exist only through a

regulatory policy, which requires the elec

tion of directors of the union. These

directors are elected by the wage workers,

themselves, who form the union . These

directors - union officials — are instructed by

the wage workers , themselves , who adopt

what is known as a Constitution and By

Laws governing the organization . The

union oficial has no rights within the laws

of any organization of wage workers to

compel unorganized wage workers to organ

ize. Labor unions, however, do enact laws

that require union officials to assist un

organized wage workers who wish to organ

ize, in organizing. Thus , it is up to the

unorganized wagę workers to organize.

They have a voluntary right under the

laws of unions, as well as under the laws

of the United States, to organize and to

seek such assistance in establishing them

selves in organization as they may wish to

seek , and the union official has the right to

render that assistance when called upon to

do so by the unorganized wage workers

who wish to organize. Thus , when a court

injunction is issued, depriving unorganized

wage workers from organizing, is it any

thing otherwise than a salvery -sustaining

command ?

at

International President W. D. Mahon ,

aside from attending and presiding at the

Twentieth Convention of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America, held in Birmingham ,

Ala ., September 12-19, since the Conven

tion , has made several important visits to

various Locals requiring his personal atten

tion . The Chicago , Ill . , situation, involv

ing Divisions Nos . 241 and 308, was the

first to receive attention . Upon this situa.

tion the subject of wages had been sub

mitted for arbitration and the case

present is in a stap of completing an

arbitration board . Later he made two

visits to Cleveland , Ohio , in the interest of

Division No. 268 , where he advised with

the officers of the Local and addressed two

meetings of the Division . He installed

Vice -President James Largay to assist this

Local in organization extension work .

Later he visited Connecticut in the interest

of the Connec !ict Locals ahich are asso

ciated together in joint agreement in the

employment of the Connecticut Consoli

dated Traction Company. Here he assisted

the Locals in reconstructing by-laws to

govern the Joint Advisory Board , and

attended meetings of Divisions Nos. 281 ,

New Haven ; 425, Hartford ; and other

Locals associated with these Locals in the

Joint Advisory Board . At some of these

meetings he had associated with him Vice

President P. J. O'Brien and G. E. B.

Member John H. Reardon. He was later

required to visit Boston. Mass ., where he

advised with the officers of Division No.

589 upon an injunction case pending that

was instituted by members of the Local ,

restraining the functioning of agreement

conditions without embracing certain work

that had been determined upon by the

G, E. B. as not within the jurisdiction of

Division No. 589 to embrace in the agree

ment. He advised with the Local and

Attorney Vahey upon this situation , and

returned to the General Office, from where

he was required to again visit the East ,

due to injunction proceedings in progress

in New York City, where the Interborough

Rapid Transit Company has petitioned the

court to restrain further extension of organi

zation upon that property. On this case

he had associated with him President

William Green of the American Federation

of Labor and International
Vice -President

William B. Fitzgerald . Following consulta

tion upon this situation , he, with Vice

President William B. Fitzgerald , returned

West , to Pittsburgh , Pa. , in the interest

of Division No. 85, where they were at

the close of this report , November 15th .

Other work requiring his personal attention

was relative to agreement work in the

interest of Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich . ,

where he advised with the officers of both

branches of the Local , the branches em

ployed by the Detroit Street Railway and

the Detroit United Railway Company.

Due to work requiring his immediate atten

The Interborough Rapid Transit Com

pany, of New York , is again seeking re

straint of its employes in organizing. This

move follows a tentative agreement on the

part of the management of the company

to permit the employes of that property to

organize. It has been declared that wage

workers have the right to organize and ,

through organization effort, effect better

wages and working conditions. In that this

is the law, how can courts consistently re

main within the law and issue injunctions

prohibiting wage workers from organizing ?

Is not the granting of injunctions prohibit

ing wage workers from organizing, a sort

of revival of slavery, that is prohibited by

the Constitution of the United States?

The granting of an injunction restraining

wage workers from organizing appears to

be a command on the part of the court

that wage workers must subject themselves

to the mandatory orders of the manage

ments of employing corporations in no less

latitude of submission of slaves as was their

latitude prior to the adoption of the slavery

prohibiting amendment of the Constitution

of the United States. It appears that such

injunctions are granted under the assump

tion that officers of workers' unions are

obstructing the freedom of wage workers,

who, without the injunction being issued,

would organize at the command of the

wage workers' union officers, when it is

known by wage workers, and could easily

be known byany court fairly reasoning

upon the subject, that wage workers can

not be driven into organizations by wage

workers' union officials.

1
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tion , he was unable to attend the American dispatched to Thompsonville, Conn ., to

Federation of Labor Convention , held in assist Division No. 452 upon agreement

Los Angeles, Calif . , where he was repre work . Later, with President W. D. Mahon

sented by First International Vice - President and G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon,

William B. Fitzgerald . he associated in a conference with the

officers of the Connecticut Locals in joint

International Treasurer L. D. Bland ,
conference in preparation of regulations

aside from attending the Twentieth Con governing Joint Conference Board meetings.

vention , held in Birmingham , Ala ., Sep
He also , with President Mahon, attended

tember 12-19, where he was elected dele and addressed meetingsof Divisions Nos.

gate to the A. F. of L. Convention , was 281 , New Haven ; 425, Hartford ; and other

required to immediately proceed to Los associate Locals. At Port Chester, N. Y. ,

Angeles , Calif . , where, in association with per his report of November 12th , he was

First Vice- President Fitzgerald, G. E. B.
assisting Division No. 481 upon agreement

Member P. J. Shea and Delegates Gust work, as well as associating with Division

Anderson and William Wepner , he repre No. 452, Thompsonville , Conn . , upon

sented the Amalgamated Association in the agreement work, both cases pending.

American Federation of Labor Convention.

At the close of the Convention he was Third International Vice- President William

appointed , with G. E. B , Member P. J. S. McClenathan at Gary, Ind . , assisted

Shea , as a committee on adjustment of Division No. 517 upon agreement work,

jurisdictional disputes with the Machinists upon which he reported that the old wage

International Union , and at the close of rates were renewed .

this report, November 15th , he at

Newark, N. J., in conference with repre Fourth International Vice-President P. J.

sentatives of the Machinists ' Union , upon McGrath, following the Twentieth Con

a jurisdiction question affecting the New vention , at which he was re-elected to the

Tersey Locals. International staff of officers, attended and

addressed a meeting of the Safety First

First International Vice- President William Convention held in Chicago, Ill .
He re

B. Fitzgerald , following the Twentieth Con ports the meeting to have been of great

vention, where he was re-elected as vice interest .

president, immediately attended the Forty
bfth American Federation of Labor Con Fifth International

Vice-President James

vention a delegate representing the Largay, upon the recovery of a recent ill

Amalgamated
Association, which Conven

ness with which he was afflicted,

tion was held in Los Angeles , Calif. At dispatched to Cleveland , Ohio, where, per

this Convention Vice -President Fitzgerald his report of November 5th, he was assist

was elected fraternal delegate to represent the ing Division No. 268 upon Association ex .

American Federation of Labor at the Conven tension work, as applying to bus operation .

tion of the British Trade Union Congress.

Upon his return from the A. F. of L. Con Eighth International Vice- President John

vention he visited New Orleans, La . , where M. Parker, who was re-elected to the staff

he advised with the officers of that Local of International officers at the Twentieth

upon the matter of a rival organization Convention of the Association ,

being promoted by former members of spatched to Hamilton , Ont. , where he

Division No. 194 . He visited Cincinnati , assisted Division No. 107 upon agreement

Ohio , where he advised with the officers of work . The endeavor was to bring bus

Division No. 627 upon the affairs of that operation that has been installed in that

Local. Later he attended and addressed city under the agreement provisions in

a meeting of Division No. 26 , Detroit, employment. Per his report of October

Mich . , following which he associated with 20th , he, with the officers of the Local,

International President W. D. Mahon in a was able to establish an agreement grant.

visit to New York, where the Interborough ing seniority rights in bus operation . The

Rapid Transit Company is seeking an question of wages was deferred to await the

injunction restraining further organization of opening of the agreement in the spring of

the employes of that property and in direct 1928 .

contravention with the agreement made

before His Honor , Mayor Walker, in which Tenth International Vice -President Robert

agreement the company withdrew its ob.
B. Armstrong , following the Twentieth

jection to its employes organizing. Follow Convention , at which he was re- elected

ing conferenc
es with attorneys upon that Internati

onal Vice -President, visited Spring

situation, he, with President W. D. Mahon , field , Ill . , in the interest of Division No.

returned West, to Pittsburg
h

, Pa . , where, 905, in the matter ofby-laws providin
g for

at the close of this report , Novembe
r 15th , the operation of the JointAdvisory Board

they were in conferenc
e

with the officers of of the Springfie
ld and associate Locals upon

that Local, the Illinois Traction Company property:

Later he attended a banquet meeting of

Second International Vice - President P. J. Division No. 416 , Peoria , fil., and reports

O'Brien , who attended the Twentieth Con most favorably upon the affairs of that
vention held in Birmingham , Ala . , as Local, citing that it is well officered and

delegate of Division No. 448, Springfield, being well conducted.
He again renewed

Mass . , was there re-elected . Later he was his endeavors to effect a wage agreement

was di

а
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was associating with Treasurer Bland in a

conference with International representatives

of the Machinists' Union at Newark , N. J. ,

in an endeavor to adjust the jurisdictional

dispute as applying to the New Jersey

membership of this Association .

in the interest of the Waterloo Branch of

Division No. 805 , East St. Louis, Ill . , and

was successful in obtaining a readjustment

of wages with 2 cents per hour increase.

While upon this situation he assisted the

Local in adjusting a grievance resulting

from the underpaying, of an employe upon

that property, obtaining the reinstatement

of the full wage rates for the employe and

payment of back wages due. At the close

of this report , November 15th , he was in

Detroit, Mich ., preparatory to responding

to the Indianapolis injunction case in which

he and Vice-President John M. Parker are

involved .

Fourteenth International Vice - President

Thomas L. McBrayer, at th close of this

report , November 15th, is at Rome, Ga . ,

in the interest of Division No. 979 , engaged

upon grievance work .

General Executive Board Member Edw .

McMorrow, aside from attending the recent

General Executive Board meeting and the

Twentieth Convention, held in Birmingham ,

Ala ., September 12-19, where he was re

elected to the staff of International officers,

later visited St. Louis, Mo., where he

addressed a meeting of Division No. 788 .

He reports that the Local will continue the

present wage scale for another year. He

attended the Safety Congress in Chicago ,

Ill., which was addressed by International

Vice-President P. J. McGrath. At Gary ,

Ind . , per his report of November 5th , he

was assisting Division No. 517 upon wage

agreement work in the interest of bus

drivers, members of that Local.

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon

attended the General Executive Board

meeting preceding and concurrent with the

Twentieth Convention and the Convention

at Birmingham , Ala . , at which he was re

elected to the General Executive Board .

He was later dispatched to Fall River ,

Mass., where he assisted Division No. 174

and associate Locals upon the Eastern

Massachusetts property in an endeavor to

adjust a dispute that had arisen relative to

the employment of call men. He assisted

the officers of Division No. 600 , Waltham ,

Mass., upon a dispute that arose relative

to bus line seniority. Later he was di

spatched to Providence, R. I. , where the

company had abandoned one of its divi

sional terminals and transferred the work

from that terminal to other lines . This

raised the question as to what should be

come of the employes working from that

terminal . While this situation was under

going investigation and conferences , he was

required to take up the investigation of a

case developing against Division No. 589 ,

Boston , Mass., where certain of the mem

bers had petitioned to the court to debar

the functioning of the agreement existing

between the employing company and Divi

sion No. 589 , due to omission of certain of

the work that had been previously embraced

within the agreement , as applying to the

operation of trucks, etc. He reports that

the Framingham electric railway system has

been sold and that it is in a state of re.

organization , and he has advised Division

No. 620 to delay requirement of re -estab

lishment of agreement relations in employ.

ment with the new company until the re

organization has been completed . At Salem ,

Mass., he assisted Division No. 246 upon

grievance work . He also assisted Division

No. 261, Lawrence, Mass ., upon grievance

work . He associated with the International

President upon the International President's

recent visit to Connecticut and Massa

chusetts, in the attendance of meetings of

Division No. 281 , New Haven , Conn., and

associate Locals and the Joint Advisory

Board of the associate Locals of the Con

necticut Consolidated lines .
He later ar

companied President Mahon to Boston ,

where a thorough investigation was made

of the injunction proceedings entered

through petition of certain members of

Division No. 589. The case is in the hands

of the Local officers, assisted by Attorney

James H. Vahey .
This case was pending

appointment for hearing, per his report of

November 12th .

1

1

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair was

dispatched to Kansas City, Mo. , to investi

gate petitions from that city for assistance

in organizing. He made a thorough in

vestigation and found the situation not

encouraging to at this time extend the

organization work . Per his report of No

vember 13th , he had arrived at his home

in Toronto, Ont. Prior to his Kansas City

trip he attended the General Executive

Board meeting, which was held concurrent

with the Twentieth Convention , and at the

Twentieth Convention was re -elected to the

staff of International officers.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , who at

tended the recent General Executive Board

meeting and the Twentieth Convention of

the Association, held in Birmingham , Ala . ,

was re-elected to the General Executive

Board and at the Convention was elected

A. F. of L. delegate . In company with the

other delegates elected by the Twentieth

Convention to represent this Association in

the American Federation of Labor Con

vention , he attended the A. F. of L. Con

vention , held in Los Angeles, Calif. Follow

ing the Convention , he was appointed, with

International Treasurer L. D. Bland, as a

committee representing this Association to

take up the jurisdiction dispute with the

representatives of the Machinists' Union

and , per his report of November 14th , he

G. E. B. Vamber Allen H. Burt, aside

from attending the recent General Execu

tive Board meeting and the Twentieth

Convention of the Association , held in

Birmingham , Ala . , where he was re- elected
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General Executive Board Member, visited

Ogden , Utah, where he addressed a meeting

of Division No. 418. He reports the Local

to be well officered and in good condition .

Justice D. A. McDonald , chairman ; Mr.

Percy R. Bengough , for the employes ; and

Mr. A. D. McCandless, for the company.

A wage increase is sought. Per his report

of November 5th, the case was yet pending

before the Conciliation Commission .

STRIKES AND LOCK-OUTS

G. E. B. Member William F. Welch

attended the G. E. B. meeting and the

Twentieth Convention of the Association .

At the Convention he was re-elected to the

General Executive Board . He was later

dispatched to Pittsburgh, Pa. , where busses

have been installed as feeders upon certain

sections of the Pittsburgh street railway

property . Arrangements were made per

mitting the bus operators to come under

the agreement of Division No. 85 . Later

he was dispatched to Fort Wayne, Ind . ,

where he assisted Division No. 682 upon

agreement work . While engaged upon this

situation he was taken sick and relieved

by Vice-President John M. Parker , as per

report of November 15th .

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson , aside

from attending the Twentieth Convention

of the Association, where he was re- elected

General Executive Board Member, and also

the meeting of the G. E. B. ,which was

held concurrent with the Twentieth Con

vention , remained in Birmingham , where he

addressed a two -session meeting of Division

No. 725. He reports the meetings were

well attended and that the Local is in a

progressive condition. He also gave atten

tion to Vice-President James Largay , who

was taken violently ill at the close of the

Convention . He later took Vice-President

Largay to his home in Troy, N. Y. , and

was then dispatched to Mobile, Ala ., upon

a grievance case. While engaged upon this

work he attended and addressed a two

session meeting of Division No. 770 and

reports the Local to be in a healthy,

progressive condition . At Montgomery,

Ala ., he advised with Division No. 765 and

the officers of that Local upon a wage in

crease request which had been some time

previously made by the Local . There was

delay in getting definite results upon this

petition and , in the meantime , Board Mem

ber Lawson visited Tulsa , Okla ., in the

interest of Division No. 892, where he

assisted in adjusting a situation in which

that Local was involved . Per his report of

November 5th , he had returned to Mont

gomery, Ala . , in the interest of Division

No. 765 .

Girardville, Pa .-In Girardville busses

have been substituted for rail cars . The

maximum rate of wage upon rail cars was

63 cents per hour. In installing the bus

system the employing company established

a maximum wage of 50 cents per hour.

Division No. 165 petitioned the manage

ment of the property to place the bus

operation under the existing agreement.

This was declined, particularly as applying

to wages. When it became impossible for

the Local to get further concession from

the management of the property , Organizer

Lawrence F. Hart was dispatched to assist

the Local, He was unable to bring about

any settlement of the wage question , as

applying to busses, consistent with the

agreement, as applying to rail cars, and

under date of September 29th the Local

suspended work.

FOR INFORMATION OF OTHER LOCALS

FOR ATTENDANCE AT THE

NEXT CONVENTION

" Jersey City, N. J. , Oct. 4, 1927.

" Mr. W. D. Mahon, Int . Pres . ,

“ Detroit, Mich.

“ Dear Sir and Brother : Your letter , in

structing Divisions to make arrangements

and raise funds to send delegates to the

International Convention, received and in

reply I thought it wouldbe good to inform

you of what our Local Division has done

along that line.

" You will recall last Summer, I wrote you

asking that our Division be excused from

sending delegates to the Convention be

were short of funds. You ad

vised that we make an effort and if pos

sible , to send delegates. The result was

that our president and executive board took

up the work and we ran
a carnival and

held a joint picnic, in order to raise funds

to send our delegates to the 1927 Conven.

tion and in this we were very successful,

and we still have funds over, for after pay

ing the expenses of our delegates to the

Birmingham Convention , besides two dele

gates sent to the State Convention, we have

left One Thousand
One Hundred and

Ninety-three Dollars and Three Cents

($ 1,193.03 ) .

" As I stated , our finances were very low

at the time I wrote you , but we have now

a capital of One Thousand Six Hundred and

Forty Dollars and Twenty -one
Cents

($ 1,640.21 ) in
treasury, through the

good work of our officers, especially our

president, Peter E. Reilly .

“ Hoping that this will benefit some other

Organizationsin showing themhowto raise

funds , I remain ,

“ Fraternallyyours, GEORGE J. NIST,

financial secretary -treasurer."

cause we

was

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover

attended
the recent General Executive

Board meeting and the Twentieth Conven

tion , held in Birmingham , Ala . , where he

re-elected to the General Executive

Board . Returning from the Convention ,

he was delegated to assist Divisions Nos .

101, 109 and 134 of Vancouver, Victoria

and New Westminster, B. C. , respectively,

upon agreement work . Upon some features

of the agreement the Joint Board were un

successful in bringing a satisfactory, ad

justment with the management and the

was submitted for full adjustment to

a Conciliation Commission , comprised of

our

case
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Disbursements from the Death, Disability and old

Age Benefit Fundduring the month of August, 1927,
were made to beneficiaries op claims as follows :

Death Benefits

Russell Gibson Strong, administrator of estate

of deceased , for beneficiary, death claim of

Karl R. Strong, deceased , latemember of

Div. No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,

Acute Hemorrhage and Pancreatitis. $ 800.00

Owen Lynch , financial secretary of Div. No.

580 , for executor of will of deceased, for

beneficiary , death claim of Albert Mackey,
deceased , late member of Div. No. 580,

Syracuse, N. Y.; cause , Pulmonary Tuber
culosis .. 400.00

Mrs. Helen Pacanowski, beneficiary , death

claim of JohnJ. Pacanowski, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago. 111 .;

cause, Accident - Shock and Hemorrhage

due to being crushed between auto and
street car.. 700.00

Gus. J. Bienvenu, financial secretary of Div.

No. 194 , to be applied on funeral and other

expenses, death claim of Anderson Willis,

deceased, late member of Div . No. 194,

New Orleans, La.; cause, Mitral Stenosis . , 300,00

Catherine Riley, beneficiary, death claim of

Terrence Riley, deceased, late member of
Div, No. 618. Providence, R. 1 .; cause ,

Accident - Fractured Skull when struck by

auto truck while at work ... 800.00

Mrs. Anna Challender, beneficiary , death

claim of Henry Challender , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 540, Trenton , N. J.;

cause, Cerebral Apoplexy .. 800.00

Hattie E. Gemmell, beneficiary, death claim

of WilliamGemmell, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 265, San Jose, Calif .; cause ,
General Arterio Sclerosis and Acute Dilata .
tion of Heart .. 800.00

Nora Tierney, beneficiary, death claim of

P. J. Tierney. deceased , late member of

Div.No.168.' Scranton, Pa.; cause, Mye

litis due to Traumatism from an injury to

leg from which his system became blood

poisoned .. 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death claim

of Charles McCormick, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis and Chronic Intersti
tial Nephritis . . 800.00

Mrs. Emily Papenfus, beneficiary, death claim
of Ernest A. Papenfus, deceased, late mem.
ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,
Diabetes Mellitus.. 800.00

Mrs.. Anna Dobbertine, beneficiary , death

claim of Conrad Dobbentine, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause, Strangulation from hanging-- Suicide
due to ill-health ..

800.00
William F. White, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 645, for beneficiaries ,

death claim of William J. Lawler, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 645 , Indianapolis,

Ind.; cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage.. 600.00

Mrs. Sophie Gastauer and Mrs. Victor Kieffer,

beneficiaries, death claim of H. M. Wallace,
deceased, late member of Div . No. 194,

New Orleans, La.; cause, Acute Cardiac
Dilatation 800.00

Mrs. Dorothy Maher, beneficiary, death claim

of James J. Roach, deceased, latemember
of Div. No. 600, Waltham , Mass.; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 150.00

Mrs. John Treblecock ,beneficiary, death claim

of John Treblecock,deceased, late member

of Div. No. 107. Hamilton , Ont.; cause,

Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 100.00

Mrs. Rosabell Sears, beneficiary, death claim

of Ray Sears, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause, Ar
thritis Deformans. 600.00

Margaret E. Coughlin , beneficiary , death claim

of Daniel H. Coughlin , deceased,late mem
ber of Div . No. 568, Erie , Pa.; cause, Acute
Cardiac Dilatation ... 700.00
M. J. Hennessey . financial secretary and
treasurer of Div. No. 448, for beneficiary,

death claim of William J.Powers, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 448, Springfield,

Mass.; cause, Accidental Drowning . 800.00

Mrs. Mary E.'Dunn, beneficiary , death claim

of Robert Dunn, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Lobar

800.00

Mrs. Lillian Kunstmann , beneficiary, death

claim ofAlbert J. Kunstmang, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Carcinoma of Liver .. 800.00

Elizabeth Wegner, beneficiary, death claim of

Otto M. C. Wegner, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, As
phyxia during an Epileptic Convulsion .. 800.00

Mrs. Irene Harbec Goulet, beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph Goulet, deceased, late mem
ber of Div. No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ;

cause, Poisoned by Carbolic Acid -- Suicide. 800.00

Clerina Plante Brunet, beneficiary, death

claim of Osias Brunet , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 790, Montreal, Que.;

cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Fleming, beneficiary, death
claim of Barney Fleming ( Bernard Flem .

ing) , deceased, late member of Div . No.

241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Organic Heart
Disease ... 800.00

Mrs.. Lena M. Belknap , beneficiary, death
claim of Frank M.Belknap, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 638, Cedar Rapids,

lowa; cause. Cardiac Failure , complicating
Senile Gangrene ... 800.00

W. E. Carpenter, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 587, to be applied on

bill of funeral expenses, death claim of
Charles Edward Roland, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 587. Seattle , Wash.;

cause, Carcinoma of Stomach . 100.00

Agalee Lavallee Lacroix , beneficiary , death

claim of Ismael Lacroix , deceased, fate

member of Div. No. 790 , Montreal, Que.;

cause, Nephritis caused by overworkand

worry . 300.00

Catherine Hickey,beneficiary, death claim of

Daniel S. Hickey, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 600 , Waltham , Mass.; cause ,

Natural Causes—Heart Disease 500.00

Joseph Carroll, beneficiary, death claim of

Martin Carroll, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 821, Jersey City, N. J.; cause,

Cirrhosis of Liver . 500.00

Ella E.Spencer, beneficiary, death claim of

Jay D. Spencer, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 517 , Gary , Ind .; cause, Carcinoma

of Stomach . 800.00

Una M. Murch, beneficiary, death claim of
Newell P , Murch , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Senile

Dementia caused by Arterio Sclerosis 800.00
Arthur G. Bracy , power of attorneyfor bene

ficiaries, death claim of John F. Bracy, de.
ceased , late member of Div. No. 589

Boston, Mass.; cause, Arterio Sclerosis and
Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary - treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim

of Minnie Cullen , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Carci

noma of Rectum . 800.00

J. H. Alphonse Sauve, testamentary executor

of will of deceased , for beneficiary, death

claim of Amedee Pradet, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 790. Montreal, Que.;

cause, Cancer of Stomach .. 500.00

Owen Lynch, financial secretary of Div. No.

580, for beneficiary, death claim of Charles

Graboske , deceased , late member ofDiv .

No. 580, Syracuse , N. Y .; cause, Pulmonary

Tuberculosis . 400.00

James G. Reinart and Henrietta Naun, ex

exutors of will of deceased, for beneficiaries,

death clim of Nathan E. Reinart, deceased ,
late member of Div . No. 430, Mauch

Chunk, Pa.; cause , Apoplexy ... 800.00

Mary, Leibold, beneficiary, death claim of y .
Leibold , deceased, late member of Div . No.

268 , Cleveland, Ohio ; cause , Landry's

Paralysis Myelitis .. 800.00

Catherine Sullivan , beneficiary , death claim of

John Sullivan, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ; cause,

Carcinoma of Liver and Stomach . 800.00

Mrs. Annie N. Thompston , beneficiary, death

claim of Anthony A. Kruetz , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 26, Detroit , Mich .;

cause, Terminal Broncho Pneumonia , 800.00
Mrs. Hilda Silverspar, beneficiary, death

claim of Fred Silverspar, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 757, Portland, Ore.;

cause , Cancer of Stomach .. 800.00

Thomas J. Connolly , power of attorney for

beneficiary, death claim of Michael Con .

nolly, deceased , late member of Div . No.

589, Boston, Mass .; cause, Septic Sore
Throat and Septicemia .. 800.00

Ernst 0. M. Fehrnstrom, financial secretary

Pneumonia

i
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and treasurer of Div. No. 589, for payment

of funeral and tombstone expenses, death

claim of John W. O'Leary, deceased, late

member of Div , No. 589, Boston, Mass .;

cause, Drowning -- Suicidal during tempo.

rary insanity .. 375.00

Mary Barnes, beneficiary, death claim of

Stephen Barnes, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass.; cause , Appen

dicitis, Pneumonia and General Peritonitis . 800.00

Lena J. Washburn, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Washburn , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 22 , Worcester, Mass.; cause ,

Carcinoma of Rectum 800.00

Mrs. BessieHayes and Mrs. Theooppris Gos
sett , beneficiaries, death claim of T. M.

Hayes, deceased, late member of Div. No.

725, Birmingham , Ala .; cause, Pulmonary

Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs. Addie Steinman , beneficiary, death

claim of Oscar Steinman, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 697, Toledo, Ohio ;

cause, Electrocution . 800.00

Alice Maechtie, beneficiary, death claim o

Fred K. Maechtle , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 900 , High wood, Ill .; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis developed into Pneu

monia . 500.00

Margaret A. Anderson, beneficiary, death

claim of William Thomas Judge, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 518, San Fran

cisco, Calif .; cause, Acute Dilation of Heart 250.00

E. 0. M. Fehrnstrom , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 589 , for payment of

funeral , tombstone and other expenses, death

claim of Thomas Joyce, deceased, late mem.

ber of Div , No. 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause ,

Broncho Pneumonia , 500.00

Anna McDonough , beneficiary, death claim of

John McDonough, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 589 , Boston, Mass .; cause ,

Cancer of Bladder and Prostate Gland

with Bleeding ;
300.00

Effie Leahan, beneficiary, death claim of

James Leahan , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 580 , Syracuse , N. Y .; cause

Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 100.00

Mrs. Donald J. Johnston , beneficiary, death

claim of Donald J. Johnston , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 508 , Halifax , Nova

Scotia ; cause, Acute Cardiac Dilatation

(Heart Trouble) . 700.00

Mrs. Livie R. C. Chiasson, beneficiary , death

claim of Rene C. Chiasson , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 194 , New Orleans,

La.; cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 500.00

Mrs. Lizzie Spillman , beneficiary, death claim
of Casper Spillman , deceased , late member

of Diy . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. , 100.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary - treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of John M. Smith, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, As

phyxiation due to inhaling illuminating gas

(accidental) .
800.00

Sarah W. Mansberger,, beneficiary , death

claim of Harry R. Mansberger, deceased,
late member of Div . No. 184 , Williamsport ,

Pa .; cause , Chronic Intestinal Adhesions... 800.00

Josephine Mueller , beneficiary, death claim of

George Muelles, deceased , late member of

No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y .; cause ,

Chroni Endocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Johanna Olson, beneficiary, death claim

of Tom Olson , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 779. Sioux City , Iowa; cause,

Hypertrophied Prostate and Uraemia .. 100.00

Helen Dierkes, beneficiary, death claim of

A. G. Dierkes, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause ,

Typhoid fever
800.00

Carrie Chappell, beneficiary, death claim of
Allen Chappell, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo. ; . cause,

Aneurysm of Aorta, Hypertrophy of Heart,

Chronic Cardiac Dilatation and Aortitis... 800.00

James Rourke, financial secretary of Div. No.

469, for beneficiary, death claim of George

O'Doherty, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 469, Derby, Conn .; cause, Heart Di
sease and Alcoholism ... 800.00

Mrs. Marie F. Ulm , beneficiary , death claim

of Fred Ulm , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause ,

Myocarditis ..
800.00

Lena Keller, beneficiary , death claim of Got

leib Keller, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 757 , Portland, Ore.; cause, Acute Dila.

tation of Heart ...
800.00

Gus. J. Bienvenu, financial secretary of Div;
No. 194, for beneficiaries, death claim of

G. H. Hodgson , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause,

Cerebral Apoplexy ..
800.00

Louisa A. Tourgee, beneficiary, death claim of

Herbert E. Tourgee, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 618 , Providence, R. I .; cause,

Bright's Disease and Paralysis ..
800.00

Mrs. Elsie M. Lane, beneficiary, death claim

of Buford C. Lane, deceased, late member

of Div , No. 713, Memphis, Tenn.; cause,

Accident - Fracture of Spine while passen

ger in airplane, which feil .
800.00

Disability Benefits

William Atkin , member of Div . No. 282 ,

Rochester, N. Y.; cause, Accident-Myo

carditis , which was aggravated by accident

when two cars collided while employed as

conductor on one of the cars ...
800.00

W. B. Ryals , member of Div. No. 398, Boise,

Idaho; cause, Caused by a Aash or short

circuit in wiring while operating his street

car in regular line of duty as motorman ...
700.00

Timothy Sweeney, member of Div. No. 304.

Glens Falls, N.Y .; cause , Injuredleft kidney

while loading car with heavy, bundles of

paper and causing kidney to bleed, causing

removal of kidney and also developed a left

Inguinal Hernia ,
L. Cain , member of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; cause, Struck by an automobile when

getting off his street car and receiving in

juries which have totally disabled him ..... 800.00

Old Age Benefits

Max Rosenberg, member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill...
800.00

Andrew Crowley, member of Div . No. 282 ,

Rochester, N. Y.

Richard John Hare, member of Div . No. 268,

Cleveland, Ohio .
Fred E. Moore, member of Div . No. 22,

Worcester, Mass..
800.00

Mrs. Edith Kenney, Guardian of Joseph

Kenney, member of Div . No. 109, Victoria ,

B. C ...

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

Div.
Total.. $ 49,975.00

In Memoria m

and

By Div . No. 235 , Brockton , Mass.

Whereas : Almighty God , in His supreme power

and wisdom, called unto Himself on September 5,

1927 , our beloved brother , Ethan Wilson Howard ;

Whereas : Deferring to His wisdom. with sad

hearts we mourn the absence of our true, loyal , and

faithful brother; therefore, be it

Resolved : By the members of Division No. 235

that we share with his daughter and relatives in

their great bereavement; and, be it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread on the minutes of Brockton Division No. 235,

A copy sent to the sorrowing daughter and relatives

and to the Motorman and Conductor for publica

tion; and also, as evidence of our sorrow and respect,

that the charter of the Division be draped for a

period of thirty days.

September 19, 1927 .
W. O. MCGOWAN , President.

A. E. HAZARD , Rec. Secy.

By Div . No. 235 , Brockton , Mass.

Whereas : Almighty God , in His supreme power

and wisdom , called 'unto 'Himself on August 25,

1927, our beloved brother, Anthony Canan ; and
Whereas :

Deferring to His wisdom , with sad

hearts we mourn the absence of our true, loyal,

and faithful brother ; therefore, be it
Resolved : " By the members of Division No. 235

that we sharewith hissorrowing relatives in their

great bereavement ; and be it further
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our departed brother, our charter be draped for

thirty days, a copy of these resolutions be sent to

the hereaved wife and family, a copy sent to the

Motorman and Conductor for publication and

copy spread on the minutes of this organization .

September 15 , 1927 .

WILLIAM J. SUTTER, President .

HARRY SOLOMON , Secretary.

By Division No. 624, Buffalo , N. Y.

Whereas : Our God in Heaven , who knoweth

and seeth all things best, has seen fit to call from
to the Great Beyond our dear and faithful

brother, Lyman Saunders, to enjoy rest well

earned through loyal service on earth ; therefore ,
be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No.

624 take this means of expressing sincere and earnest

sympathy to the bereaved widow and family .

Resolved : That these resolutions be placed upon

the minutes of our meeting and a copy forwarded
to the bereaved widow, and that it be published in

The Motorman and Conductor.

August 26.

Attest : JACOB F. GERNOLD, Secy .

us

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread on the minutes of Brockton Division No.

235, & copy sent to the sorrowing relatives and to

the Motorman and Conductor for publication ; and ,
as evidence of our sorrow and respect , that the

charter of the Division be draped for a period of

thirty days . W. O. MCGOWAN , President ,

A. E. HAZARD , Rec. Secy .

September 19, 1927 .

By Div. No. 517, Gary , Ind .

Whereas : Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

has seen fit to remove from this earth our beloved

sister, Susie A , Stancik , in whose death we have

lost a faithful member and her family a loving

mother ; and while we know that words cannot

lighten the sorrow of those loved ones , yet we feel

that it will be a consolation for them to know that

we share their sorrow ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

517 , extend to the bereaved family our heartfelt

sympathy in this, their hour of sorrow ; and be it
further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family, a copy sent to the
Motorman and Conductor for publication , and that

our charter be draped for a period of thirtydays.
S , B , WARD .

E. F. BROWN.

J. MEANS,

Committee.

a

won

By Division No. 732 , Atlanta , Ga .

Whereas ; On the 11th day of August , 1927, the

all- wise and kind Heavenly Father called Home the

spirit of our beloved brother, George W. Garner,
to rest from his labors and reap his reward that
he while here on earth , so beautifully , by

living, an honest and upright life that is pleasing
to Him who sees and knows all things ; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

No. 732, Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, in regular

meeting assembled , extend to the bereaved family

our heartfelt sympathy and consolation and assure

them of profound sorrow from the passing of our

late respected brother ; therefore , be it further

Resolved : That, tribute to the memory

of our departed brother, our charter be draped for

a period of thirty days and a copy of these reso
lutions be sent the bereaved family and published

in the Motorman and Conductor and Snap - Shots.

R. BIRD

W. ) . DEAN ,

H. E. JAMES ,

Resolution Committee.

By Div. No. 517, Gary, Ind .

Whereas : Almighty God in His supreme power

and wisdom has removed from our midst our be

loved brother, L. L. Brown ; and

Whereas : We sense that we have lost a true and

beloved member, and that words cannot alleviate

the grief of his beloved ones, but we believe that
it will a consolation for them to know that

are profoundly saddened at his untimely passing ;
therefore, be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 517 ,

of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. extend to

the bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy, and

that these resolutions be entered upon the minutes

of our Local ; be it further
Resolved : That these resolutions be forwarded

to the bereaved family , and a copy sent to the
Motorman and Conductor for publication .

S. B. WARD ,

E. F. BROWN,

J. MEANS,
Committee.

we

as а

By Div . No. 662 , Pueblo, Colo .

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler has taken from us

Brother Joseph H. Shepherd; and

Whereas : "We bow in humble submission to Him

who knoweth best, yet we feel it will be consoling

to his family to know that faithful friends and

brothers extend to them their heartfelt sympathy ;
therefore , be it

Resolved : That, as a mark of respect to our de.

parted brother, we drape our charter for a period

of thirty days; that a copy of this resolution be
sent to the bereaved family; that it be published
in the Motorman and Conductor; and entered on
the minutes of our meeting .

Sept. 12 , 1927 . DEE A. SPENCER , Pres . ,

LEWIS BRADY, Secy .

By Div . No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas: The Supreme Rules in His infinite

wisdom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our

midst our late brother, William J. Powers, and we

have not only lost a good and worthy brother , but

a faithful worker ; and, while we know that mere

words cannot alleviate the grief and sorrow of those

near him ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That Division 448 , in regular meeting

assembled , extend to the bereaved family our heart.

felt sympathy in this, their sad bereavement ; and

be it further

Resolved That a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family, a copy sent ) o the

Motorman and Conductor for publication and that

our charter be draped for a period of thirty days.
FRANK QUILLIN ,

J. W. SEWARD ,

Committee.

1

By Div. No. 568 , Erie , Pa .

Whereas ; Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

wisdom and power , has seen fit to remove from our

midst our beloved brother , William R. Michael , in
whose death we have lost a true and loyal brother ,

and the Street Railway Company one of its oldest

men in service, one who suffered his long sickness

patiently until he was called by Him who doeth

all things well and knoweth best ; and
Whereas:

His family has lost' a true and loving
husband and father ; and ,whilewords cannot lighten

the sorrows of those he loved and protected, we

feel that it will be a consolation for them to know

that friends and brothers are sharing the sorrow

with them in the loss of their loved one; therefore ,
be it

Resolved: That we, the members of Local Divi
sion 568 A. A, of s. and E. R. E. of A. , in regular

meeting assembled , extendto thebereaved wife and

family our heartfelt sympathy and consolation in

this, their dark hour of affliction ; and be it further
Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

By Div. No. 690, Fitchburg, Mass .

Whereas : Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom ,

has seen fit to remove from our midst our esteemed

and loyal brother, Ellis G. Sanders, in whose death
we have lost a true and beloved member.

Whereas : We know that words cannot alleviate

the grief of his loved ones , yet we feel it will be

consolation for them to know that faithful friends

and brothers offer their deepest sympathy ; therefore,

be it

Resolved : That the members of Local Div.

No. 690 extend our heartfelt sympathy and consola

tion to the bereaved family of our late brother ; and

be it further

Resolved : That our charter be draped in mourn

ing for one month as a token of respect for our
deceased brother, that a copy of these resolutions

be spread upon our record , a copy sent to the

family and a copy to our Official Journal for publica .
tion .

Attest : MYRON E, HARVEY, Rec. Sec.
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DIVISION NO . 662,PUEBLO, COLO ., APPEARING IN THE

RECENT PUEBLO LABOR DAY PARADE

As one of the presentations in the 1927 Labor Day parade in Pueblo, Colo . , which was

supplied by Division No. 662, wasa float, a picture of which appears above. At the rear

may be seen standing President Dee A. Spencer. The motorman is Financial Secretary

Lewis Brady . Seated in the car are future directors of the social order of Pueblo . The

representation , together with the appearance of the membership in the parade , won for

Division No. 662 the third prize - a loving cup - awarded by the State of Colorado through

the Colorado State Fair Association . The Colorado State Fair was opened on Labor Day.

ENTER LABOR DAY DEMONSTRATION

Pueblo , Colo.- While it has been some time since

Labor Day, I feel that the observance of that day
here is worthy of presentment to the readers of the
M. and C. Brother R. E. Stahlnecker, a charter

member of Division 662 acted as grand marshall of

the parade. We were proud of him as he rode the

white horse, leading the parade which was one mile
long and embraced three bands and hundreds of
men and many beautiful floats , one of which was

supplied by our Local. Our float represented a

street car and was loaded with small girls, dressed

in white . Financial Secretary Lewis Brady was

motorman and attracted the attention of thousands

who lined the streets to view the parade, by ringing

the gong . Our float won third prize and much

favorable comment. Practically all of our members

who were not working atthe time of the parade

were in line , in uniform . President Dee A. Spencer

constantly reminded our members of their duty on
Labor Day and it had good results. He was one

ofthe grand marshall's aides and rode a white horse.

After marching for thirty - five blocks, the parade

entered the State Fair Grounds and officially opened
the Colorado State Fair .

Things are progressing in fine shape with our

Division. We passed the time of opening our wagę

agreement without any change being suggested, and

thus the old agreement continues for another year.

Business on the cars is rather light , on account of so

many automobiles. All of our cars are now of the

one-man type and this, of course , has reduced our

We, who attend the meetings of our Local, can

not understand why so many of our members stay
away. Surely, they know our wagesand working

conditions have been greatly improved through the

efforts of the few who attend meetings and take an
interest in the affairs of our organization . Our

officers spend much time, for which they are not
paid , in looking after the business of the Local, and

then they attend every meeting. Brothers, please

ask yourselves the question :" What wouldour Local

amount to if all members did as I do ? " Then , if

you are not doing your part, try to do more and

help things along. so that we may be prepared for

anything that may come up. Your attendance at

meetings is necessary ;

Our members should appreciate the fact that our
officers have donea greatdeal to get the remodeled

cars made in better condition , and if we had not
kept busy on this, the cars would not havebeen as
comfortable to operate as they are .

Besides, it is

our organization effort that has brought us what

we have at present beyond that which would obtain

to us we unorganized . Any member should

know this . There are always things coming up at

our meetings that require much thought and con:

sideration and ifall memberswould be present, it

would be much better than staying away and knock

ing those who do the work .

Death has again entered
our ranks and taken

from us Brother Joseph Shepard, who had reached

the age of seventy -one years. He worked as a

motorman for many years, but for some time past
was unable to work. We extend

sympathy to the family . -Cor. 662.

were

our profound

membersh
ip .
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by the time this is read in the M. and C. , and will
have been married to the girls of their choice .

Their many friends wish them a long and happy

wedded life. Now , boys, for a good cigar from each,

lest we forget .

--Cor. 333 .

WHAT IS THE MATTER?

DETROIT DIGEST

The delegates of Division No. 26, at a recent

meeting of the Local, made an elegant report on

the proceedings of the Twentieth Convention of the

Amalgamated Association , held in Birmingham , Ala . ,

September 12-19 . They report Birmingham to be a

wonderful city - something of the type of Detroit in
the matter of development. It is reported that the

city has sprung to some more than 300,000 popu

lation within the last fifteen or twenty years, prior

to when it was a small country town of less than

50,000 population. They report that Division No.

725 is one of the most progressive units in the

Association and is well officered . Compliments were

paid to President McDowell of the Local and the
Entertainment Committee, including the Ladies

Committee, for the pleasantry of the visit in

Birmingham , They reported that United States

Senator Black, of Alabama, spoke to the Convention

delegates in a manner showing him to be in full

sympathy and accord with the American Labor

Movement .

Division No. 26 , upon the Detroit Street Railway

Lines , is seeking some change in agreement relations

in respect to the operating of runs . There is com

plaint that there is too much spread of runs, taking

too long time within which to complete the service

day . It is quite possible that some change in this

may be obtained from the management, It is at

present in the hands of the officers.

At a recent meeting of Division No. 26, Inter

national Vice - President William B. Fitzgerald was

present and made a very instructive address to the

members. The meeting was well attended .

Business Agent Sidney Van Ness reports things

very progressive on the Detroit United Railway.

The property is in the hands of a receiver , but it is

anticipated that it may be out of the handsofthe

receiver in a very short time . Better conditions

in respect to runs was obtained in recent negotia
tions upon the wage agreement.

Division No. 26 , in the recent death of Brother

Clyde C. Brooks, lost one of the progressive units

of the Local He was a most devoted member and

at various times served this Local as an executive

board member. Brother Brooks had been sick for

a long time . Sincere sympathy is extended to the

bereaved family .

We are pleased to report that former President

H. A. Meeker has recovered from a recent illness

and is again back on the job.

- " Rex . "

ATTEND THESE LECTURES

Battle Creek , Mich . - Well, here are again

from Battle Creek after a prolonged absence. Our

absence is due to the neglect of your correspondent.

However , I assure the readers of the M. andC.

that in the future I will try to attend to my duty

more faithfully.

Brother Russell is again on his run , after several

months absence, due to injuries sustained in an
accident. It is yet necessary for him to use a cane.

We hope for his complete recovery in the near
future .

Brother Haviland , off duty for some time from ill

health,is on the up-hill climbatthis time and his

friends feel very thankful.

President James E. Merrill told us at the October
meeting of our Local that the Michigan State

Federation ofLabor had arranged a series of six

lectures,to be given before the Battle Creek Federa

tionof Labor by competent speakers onthe various
phases of unionism . The first of these lectures was

gives October 25th, in the G. A. R. Hall. Mem

bers and friends of organizations were present . In all

future meetings, we should realize it to be our duty

to be there and lend our hearty support to the
Organized Labor Movement of this city : The

remaining fiveof these lectures will be given at
various intervals during the winter season . So,

brothers, attend the meetings of your Local and get
the dates and arrange to attend these lectures .

Bring your friends with you .

Brother Richardson is anticipating the time when

he will startfor the northwoods onquest of the
fleet-footed deer. " Rich "makesit an annual affair

and we hope he enjoy his trip and get his
deer.

It was noticed several months ago that Brothers

Ritzler and Powell were acting rather queerly . It,

then , seemed impossible to properly diagnose the

However, it was generallyaccepted by their

friends that it would result fatally for both . So,

as Dame Rumor has it , these two worthy brothers

will have fallen victims of the darts of Dan Cupid

Cincinnati, Ohio–What's the matter with many

of our members, that attendance at meetings is so
small ? Is it that it is too warm weather to appear

once a month ? It is getting cooler now . This is

logical food for thought. Come out and show your

officers you are a part of your organization .

Brother L. Mead seems pleased with his false

teeth .

Brother Fred Jacobi shows skill on the Cross
town Line .

Brother George Schuster seems to be still kidding

for the Button .

Brother Niemiller is again at work, after returning

from the hospital.

Brother Joe Wykoff was recently seen down on

Vine Street.

The meeting recently presided over by Vice
President Kilgour was a good one and very well

attended .

Our delegates who attended the International Con

vention at Birmingham, Ala. , rendered a very inter

esting report . Our Local was honored by the elec

tion of Brother Abe L. Spradling as International

Vice- President .

Now, when you dear brothers read in the M. and
C. the news from different cities and find that
Cincinnati is not listed , get after your board mem.

ber and see that he gives your correspondent some

news. It is the duty of the correspondent to prepare

the news for publication . He cannot prepare it

unless he gets it .

Brothers Lovett and Cunningham are still dis

cussing schedules on the Brighton division .
Brother Pete Schafer has a new song : " I Wonder

How I Look When I'm Asleep . "

Brother Harry Smyth now has his teeth . Look

out, fellows, for a good lashing.
What has become of Brothers Sly, Brown, Eck

and the rest of the Walnut Hill gang ?

Brother Barney Google has nothing to say or do

out in his division .

Brother Abe Spradling is still looking for new

members to join the Crepe Hangers Club. He sug

gests taking in Brother Bill Smith.

Brother Larry Schults has opened a bakery shop

on State Avenue, opposite the car barns, where ho

is selling bakery goods, cigars, etc. , and wants the

boys to give him a call. Do so, brothers, and help

the good cause along.

-Cor, 627.

REPORTS PROGRESS

we

Bridgeport, Conn . - Our bowling team is ready to

start, but the members seemed to disagree on who

should act as treasurer . Each one seems to want to

hold the money . They may be thinking of the new

tires bought last year.
Brother McFadden has bought what a charitable

person might call a car. He recently learned that

the taxes will cost him more than the car, so he

wants to sell it. It might be difficult for him to

give it away.

Brother Joha Curran is deliberating upon writing

a letter to Gene Tunney . Had Tunney not risen

in the ninth_count, Jack would have been dieting.
Brother William Instone is considering matri

mony. Since he got his car in running shape he is
looking for more trouble. Good luck , Bill .

Brothers Charlie Ray and E. Alley blossomed in

the Flower Show, held in Stratford a few weeks ago.

and carried away several first and second prizes .

Brother H. White, confined to his home for sev

eral weeks with neuritis, is improving .

Ask Brother Sid Morris about the leaping Chrysler ,

He would make a good fisherman . He can sure tell

stories .

As cold weather comes , Brother George Hallas

confines himself to his trombone and thereis always

an upheaval in the neighborhood .

Brother Bi'l Chase showed himself quite attached

to his old straw hat .

We learn that Brother A. Reed has accepted a

lucrative position in Fairfield . Good luck , Brother
Reed .

We are pleased to report that Mrs. Del Vecchio ,

wife of Brother Del Vecchio, is recovering from

sickness.

Our Local reports progress. -Cor. 972 .

i

case .
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TWO MEMBERS ENTER NEW LIFE SE

son

Brother Howard Wright had a set -back and is at

present unable to work .

As the baseball season closes, some of our boys

enter the hunting harness, and , if the fever is any

thing like spring fever , your writer doesn't care to
enter the move .

Our safety campaign is yet on and we are improv:

ing by lowering the number of accidents . Some of

the boys among the bus drivers are receiving safety

certificates, something of which they may be proud

We sure must hand it to our superintendent. All

complaints are settled with him very satisfactorily.
so , hoys , we must shake hands with ourselves in

regard to the courtesies that exist under his leader

ship:

There seemed to be an error or misunderstanding

in regard to a little article in the last Reading
Quill Blossom . It was not meant to land where it

did and , therefore , we will have to let the para

graph escort itself . We know , in attending the

right church , some of us might get in the wrong
pew. So , retain the word " mum " in mind and say

nothing if something doesn't suit .
Our emergency man at Tyrone seems to be losing

in weight. You would hardly believe it if you heard

him grunt when he gets down under one of those

busses .

Recently the superintendent had a call meeting

of the employes. He introduced our general man

ager , Mr. Craine, who gave us a bricf but very

interesting talk . Following it , Brother H. Klahre

hit the nail on the head in a good talk , which was

enthusiastically received . Mr. Stauch gave us some

very fine points on safety. Our Superintendent then
addressed us in a manner sincerely appreciated by
all . --( or. 801 .

a

Lansing , Mich .-Did you get that cigar? Brother

Swanson was recently married , and I learn that

Brother Coburn was also married .

We are glad that Brother Jess Ream is again

with us , following his accident last winter.

Taking off of interurban runs has brought two
men back to the city lines .

Do you know Jimmy Bruce ? That is enough .

Do you know that Brother Newman has a

working here ?

Brother A. D. Hicks was our dclegate to the 20th

Convention at Birmingham , Ala .

Since the college opened the boys on that line

have to work . Joe Wilson works every day but
Monday. He is not now a Seven - Day Adventist.

He formerly had Saturdays off.

Brothers John Creyts and J. E. Brown are not

through fighting Dempsey and Tunney. You should

hear them . However, there is nothing to fear as

long as J. E. keeps his cane on the floor.

Did you ever daydream ? Some call it planning .
All things originated from dreams. I once saw

picture of a train load of ore . Beneath the picture

was the inscription : “ A Skyscraper in Embryo."

Someone had dreamed that the train load of ore
was the beginning of a skyscraper . But it is patient

labor that finally achieves. cannot be just

dreamers . We must do things to achicve success .

Those who wait to be told never ring the bell .

Here's another quotation : " Those in a rut get

the bumps." If you are in a rut , do something

to get out . Money is the only way to judge the
success of a man , You may not have much and

yet be happy with a wife and children , nice home

and be able to take in some of the best lectures ,

pictures and meetings, of some lodge, order

church . Men who achieve great things and win
rewards are themselves satisfied with small things .

The best thing we save is what we give to others .

Stevenson once said : " A few friends, but those
without capitulation. " I understand this to be

those friends he had in mind who would not give

in to someone else when they knew they were right .

He also said : " Earn a little , but spend a little

less .

" I don't ask the perfumed paths or the honeysuckle

way ;

I only ask the road of men who'll greet me every

day .

I ask for comrades good and strong to bear the

load with me,

And I'll not shirk the task assigned, whatever it

I only ask my penny's worth , I'll give the most I

I find the best of life to be the game of man with

man .
-Cor. 563 .

We

Or
HOLDING GOOD MEETINGS

Alexandria, La.- Division No. 981 can report

progress . We are holding good meetings. Our

members are all alive to the purpose of our organi
zation .

October 3rd was Circus Day here. It was some

thing unusual for us. It proved our record day.

We were compelled to operate an 18 - hour shift to

take care of the traffic. The day proved to be a

complete success financially for the property upon
which are employed . There were better than

five thousand five hundred fares on eleven busses.

To the credit of our members, there was not an

accident or even an injury to a bus or passenger.
Both , officers of the property and Our members

were well pleased with the results of the day ,
We

would like to see more such days.
-Cor. 981 .

we

may be .

can .

WORKING FOR EIGHTH DAY OFF

LaCrosse , Wis .-At the last meeting we took in
three new members-Brothers Dimon , Mertlick and

Findley .

Brother Nutting has just returned from a two

months vacation at Los Angeles, where he had the

pleasure of meeting . Col. Lindhergh.
Brother Shelmidine has just returned from a

" Pleasure" trip to Sparta on his bicycle . He reports

the roads in good condition .

People wanting good turkeys for Christmas , call

on Brother Lyden . He has gone into the poultry

business and , if the hens lay enough eggs by spring ,

expects to buy a good car like Brother Franklin's.

Brothers Brunke , Blaska , Lyden , Woldt and

Harms are working hard to get every eighth day

ofi . -Cor. 519 .

a

VISITED BY INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT

Hartford , Conn . - October 25th Division No. 281

had the pleasure of listening to one of the most

distinguished labor men in our country . We had

with us our International President , W. D. Mahon,

and with him was International Vice - President P J.

O'Brien and G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon.

They all spoke of the need of each member being

loyal to the pledge he took when he joined the

organization. President Mahon's address was

good one and the boys were pleased to have him

present at the meeting. Another speaker who ad.

dressed us was Secretary - Treasurer John Eagan of

the Connecticut Federation of Labor. He addressed

us upon the Workmen's Compensation Law of the

state .

Does no one know what has become of Brother

Scout ?

I hear that Brother Foley , of the West Haven
Line , will soon be married . Don't forget the boys ,

Brother Foley.

Division No. 281 celebrated the Twenty -fifth

Anniversary September 2nd . Both sessions were

well attended .
Cor. 281 .

MEETINGS WELL ATTENDED

Altoona, Pa .-We, of Division No. 801 , employes

of the Logan Valley Electric Railway Company,

are getting along, very nicely . Our meetings are

well attended . There are still a few empty chairs ,

but as our members who do attend will take pains

to invite others, we are sure our good attendance

will continue,

On our sick list, Brother Pogart is improving.

CONVENTION DELEGATES VISIT

Atlanta , Ga .-The delegates have returned from

the 20th International Convention held at Birming .
ham, Ala .. and report that many constructive

measures were passed . They also reported it as

being a Very warm trip . We were well pleased

with the election of our president, Brother T. L.
McBrayer , as 14th International Vice -President,
At our last meeting we were honored by the

presence of Brother Carpenter, secretary of Division

587 , Seattie ,Wash .; also Brothers Sidney VanNess

an Frank Fouchey, businessagent and board mem

ber respectively of Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .

They all made very interesting talks.

Brother D.P. Smith's name was drawn from the

pot and , by being present,he was $54.45 to the

good . This pot is madeup by the members drop

ping a few cents when present at the meetings.
Several of the Brothers who have beenof sick

are improving .–Cor. 732 .
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NEGOTIATIONS FOR NEW AGREEMENT

COMPLETED
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Brother Leonard Leiberg says there is nothing to
compare with the New Britain Line .

Brother Harry Stone acted as barn foreman dur

ing the vacation of the regular man.

Brother Thomas Robertson is again with us, after

a 3- years ' trip to Ireland.

Brother Joseph Daly has joined the matrimonial

tribe . They have our best wishes.

Our ball team finished fifth in the Public Service

League . Brother Gifford , our manager, said the

boy's were going good at the finish and would

have won the pennant had the games continued

another month . The Electric Light Company won .

Brother William Edwards feels it is hard to beat

an Irish man at anything. That's why Tunney beat

Dempsey .
We notice spare men not so often getting

Brother O'Meara's run .

Brother Morgan has his Buick ready for a trip to

Canada,

Our International President is to pay us a visit

the coming week .

Brother Patrick Rush has entered matrimony.

Wewish him and Mrs. Rush happiness and pros

perity in double harness .

Profound sympathy is extended to Brother Daniel
Sullivan in the death of his brother, and to Mrs.

John Frender in the recent death of her mother.
Brother James Degnan's application is before the

Dew Drop Inn Club . It has been brought to the

attention of President Donahue .

Brother Edw . Crofton , over twenty - five years with

the company, is on the Elmwood Line.

Brother John Claffey is to enter the chicken

business with Brother William Baine .

We recently held a banquet of the Public Service

League, of which the trolley inen are a member.

We are now about to form a bowling league and
basket ball league, with the same teams entered .

Brother Joseph P. Hunt has a fine lot of carrier

pigeons he bought of Brother Dick Denison.
Brother Clarence Carison , of our baseball team ,

is in the hospital recovering from injuries sustained

by being caught between two cars . We wish him

an early recovery .

Brother Francis Houlihan was recently elected

warden in the Knights of Columbus.

Once again , brothers - keep your dues paid up .

It is a very easy matter to keep paid up . It is

hard to catch up when you get behind . Don't for

get that Brother Donahue is our financial secretary

and help him by paying your dues promptly .

Cor. 425 .

Moose Jaw , Sask .- Division No. 614 has at last

come out victorious in consummating an agreement

with our employing company , which has been under
way since May 17th. The faithfulness of

brothers in charge of the wage scale negotiations

deserves a lot of thanks and the hearty support

of us all . Their perseverance in bringing about

the agreement which they have succeeded in hav
ing signed was intense . The agreement includes

recognition of all departments, uniforms for the

motormen , holidays for all , 5 cents per hour in

crease for trackmen and a number of the shedmen ,

and many clauses that mean much better interpreta

tion of former provisions and less chance for con
troversy . Brother Fred A. Hoover, G. E. B. Mem

ber , cannot be forgotten in the manner in which
he assisted us. Also we appreciate the promptness

of the International Office in response to our call

for help.

Our employing company is asking for
franchise we hope they get it . But what they
are asking for is not to be compared with the

requests we made, as our members are faithful ia

maintaining the service which the public enjoys.
The motormen have been measured for their new

uniforms, so they will look well before long, and
without patches .

Our president has been taking the odd night and
day off. He has something up his sleeve. Maybe

he is interested in the K. K. K. Who knows ?
The company is repairing a number of cars . It

is hoped that they will not forget the track needs

to be held in place, so the sea will not be remem
bered .

Brother Wrayton is yet enjoying a few holidays ,

visiting his son who resides in Florida.

Brother Webster is yet at the hospital. We hope

he will be home for Christmas.

Labor Day sports here were the best we have

enjoyed for years. The 5th of September will long

be remembered in Moose Jaw , because labor men

in the city and elsewhere built a day that may be

looked back upon from which to witness the progress

of organizatio
n

.

We must congratulate our officers for building

our Local up to where it stands today. Brothers ,

keep the good work up .

Let's attend the next meeting and make it the
best in 1927 .

--Cor. 614 .

LOCAL MOVING WELL

Menominee, Mich.-- Brother Harry Terriault has

a 6-12 run on East Marinette . Don't forget, Harry,

to brush up clean and shine your shoes every day ,
as No. 6 is on your run .

Brother Gilbert Brabant has a split run --half day

on Stevens Avenue and half night on Pierce Avenue.

Brother Joe Maguire sure goes the road .

Nothing passes Joe.

Brother Frank Kuffles is working inside on his

days off, painting and fixing about the house.

Brother Felix Moline has some car, but he is now
looking for new wheels .
Brother Coombs is a proud daddy. The

stork visited his home October 1st .

Brother Felix Moline had his tonsils removed .

Brother Bill Provenger was recently a day on the

Brother Bill Wakley likes the Pierce Avenue run .

Brother Frank Kúffes is off duty at present,

drawn on the jury.

Brother MacBride has moved into a new home .

Our Local is moving along well .

Cor. 302 .

1

DEATH TAKES OLD RESPECTED MEMBER

over

now
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St. Joseph , Mo.-Division No. 847 has fair attend

ance at meetings .

Brother Roy Shaffer was our delegate to the

International Convention . He brought back a fine

report.
Brother Charles Nelson has left the service and

gone into the grocery business at Eighth and Albe.

marle Streets . Don't forget him .

Brother M. C. Bray has left us and entered the

Story Laundry Company service .
Brother J. II . Turner has gone back to the power

house.

Our Local wishes the brothers who have taken

new positions the best of luck .

Those on the sick list at this writing are : Brothers

L. Walton , Eden an M. F. Freeman .

Brother A. W. Rhodes enjoyed a 30 -day vacation

some time ago , as also did Brother Hogue.
Brother Allen H. Burt, G. E. B. Member, attended

a meeting of our Local August 25th. Ile was here

grievances and adjusted matters very

satisfactorily. We were pleased to learn that

Brother Burt has taken unto himself a wife .

wish both of them the best of luck through life .

Brother C. B. Smith , a motorman for a great

many years , dropped dead at his home, September
6 , 1927 . le was seventy -two years of age . He

started to work for this company August 1, 1888 ,

having been in the service thirty -nine years, Не

was the second oldest employe of our company.

Mrs. Minnie P. Barbee , the esteemed wife of

Brother M. Barbee, passed from this life the

morning of September, 18th , at the family home,
523 Hamburg Ave. Aside from her husband she

is survived by a daughter, Lulu Edna ; two sisters,

Mrs. A. G. Washburn, Blackhum , Mo., and Mrs.

H. S. Norwood , Baltimore . Md. The body was

placed in a vault at Mt. Mora Cemetery. Profound

sympathy is extended to Brother Barbee and his

daughter and to the bereaved one of Brother Smith,
Cor. 847 .

some

COME AGAIN

we

Hartford , Conn . - Division No. 425 is proceeding
rapidly, but have several vacant chairs at
meetings

The following ex-members have been suspended

for non -payment of dues: George Payne, Leo A.

Landry, J. DePathy. A. S. Lathrop , A. Cohen ,

K. Coughlin , Joseph Daly, J. Dietz, C. J. Fisher,
E. Jennings and A. Lane. Brothers, don't get in
this column.

Brothers Frank O'Meara , Daniel Donahue and
James Hunt have returned from the Alabama

Convention and say they had a fine trip in a dry
country.

Brothers Oscar Ronano and Edmund Benson are

proud fathers of baby boys," also Brother John

Durkin. Keep the good work up .
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Well , our Local will hold an election of officers

in December. It is expected that the members

will choose their men accordingly, and here's hoping

whoever is nominated for each respective office, that
the best man wins .

Our Local has organized a basketball team and
we are open for games with any other Locals. The

team is composed of Comors, Josephson, Deitz,

Platt , Galsby, Morris , and Takasz. Kalapor is the

manager.
have pretty good bowling team, with

Carlson, Dorley, Boudine, O'Hearn, and Morgan .

By the way, Boudine and Morgan are going to
forsake the Bachelorhood Club Thanksgiving

Day. Dorley is to be the best inan .

--Cor. 459.
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FIFTY ONE-MAN CARS INSTALLED

Brockton , Mass.- The Brockton Agricultural Fair .

held annually, makes extra work for the street car
men . This year it was a five-day affair .

it six days . The features horse racing .

horse show, and auto racing was a new feature this
year .

Brother Fred Wood , sick since last August, is

improving , we are pleased to note . He was

membered recently by his brother car men with a

gift of gold .

We are now in the midst of slippery rail season-

a ticklish time. Keeping tab on the sand equipment

is the order of the day .

Our newly broken-in operators are holding their
own-I might add - rolling their own .

Manager A. J. Boardman spent a week in Boston
on company business .

Superintendent Orrine E. French looks nifty in his

new fall top - coat and hat.

You've heard of Sanford's Ginger. He puts

ginger in the West Bridgewater Line -- Operator

Sanford .

Operator J. E. White is holding down the Taunton

short-line in good shape .

Operator A. C. Smith --Dan No. 2 - prefers the

spare list this time of year . He's giving his Buick
a rest .

Operator Nichols has forgotten his side curtains .

Operator Martin W. Nelson , married not long

since, is building a new house in the vicinity of the
car house .

A few of the car men have moved to a handy
radius of the car house , including Brothers Bill

Dean , Bealey Alden , Jospeh Maguire, Jack Keohane,
Tim Santry and others .

Brother Hazard is doing a successful stunt on the

Mattapan Line .

Brother Frank Cormier, Torrey Street sportsman ,

was seen lurking around West Bridgewater.

Brother Anthony Canan, who passed from this
life in August , was remembered with handsome floral

tributes from car men , relatives and friends . Re

quiem Mass was held from the Church of the

Immaculate Conception , North Easton , Mass .

Brother Ethan W, Howard , who died on Labor

Day, was buried September 7th . Superintendent

French and a goodly delegation of car men attended

the funeral, held at the Chandler Funeral Home.
Brother Howard was sixty -four years of age . Floral

tributes at the funeral were many, coming from

Odd Fellows , Red Men , car men and friends .

Brothers Packard and Nichols had a good vacation

time by visiting the hills and lakes of Maine by
auto some few weeks ago .

The Dempsey - Tunney battle was well decided by

our Local car men . The majority picked Dempsey,

but all seemed satisfied. Captain Perkins collected

the cigars from yours truly .

Brother Wm . H. Maddigan , operator on the New
Bedford and Onset Railway for some seventeen

years , was recently made starter for the Brockton

division ,
Brother W. 0 . McGowan returned hale and

healthy from the Twentieth Convention of the

Association , held at Birmingham , Ala . He gave us

a good report of the Convention .

Brother Trueman Hinckley is still story telling on

his Maine vacation trip.

Operator Smith is talking of organizing a bowling

team . There is plenty of timber in our Local.

Inspector Jackson won a good batting and field

ng average during the base ball season .

Inspector Crowley notices an added patronage on
the Sunday and holiday One - Dollar excursion

tickets .
-Cor . 235 .

HOLD TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY

Bridgeport , Conn.- Local 459 held their usual

monthly meeting in November. The largest crowd

of the year was present at both morning and evening

sessions.
The final arrangements for our 20th anniversary

banquet were completed and , according to all

reports, it should be the most successful affair in

our entire history . The banquet is to be held at

Champ's Farm and the Committee of Arrangements
have arranged for a very elaborate program . Some

of the most prominent speakers are to attend the

banquet as our guests, and it is expected that some

of the oldest members of our Local will be present

andthey will be called on to make a little speech .

President Mahon , of the Amalgamated, hasăpromised

to be with us on that night.

Worcester, Mass.-- Since our last edition , a few
changes have taken place . Fifty new cars have

been put in operation on our City Lines. They are

the one-man type, similar to the Birney car. Many

improvements are seen in these cars - leather up

holstered seats, automatic window -Wipers, electric

controlled fare box, and the treadie doors, which
were put in operation a few days ago. While the

addition of these new cars has, to some extent,

improved the rolling stock , observation will show

that traffic has been slowed up during peak hours,

as the addition of these new cars has put the entire

service on a one-man basis . Another change which

will , no doubt, go into effect shortly will be the

opening of the new car barn and garage at Grove
St.

It is expected that the official opening of the

new buildings will take place about the middle of

November

Sorry to report at this time that the sons of two

of our veteran conductors ; namely , Red Lynch and

Dan Ferguson, have recently been operated upon

for appendicitis. Latest reports are that both of

them are still on the danger list . They are resting

easy . Red , at the present time, is confined to his

bed with a severe cold . Bros. Jim Donahue, John

Ford and Henry McGrath are also on the sick list .

Latest reports on Bro. Geo. Glispin , laid up in the

hospital for the past six months, are favorable . This

completes the sick report from Gates Lane .

From the Grove, reports are that Bros. Ed.

Cunningham , Olaf Holmgren , C. Blair, Chas.

Drugan ,Bill Danahy , and Bill Fallon are back at

work. We are all glad to see them well again .

Reports from our worthy board member Joe

Murphy, of the Blackstone Valley Division , are that

Bros. George Aldrich and Tom Manning are able

to be about after a long siege of sickness. From

our old stand-by from Charlton , Bill McCann,

comes word that Bros. C. Cooper and Arthur

Duprey are well again . Recently Brother Sansoucy .

of the Grove Street Division, met with quite a
serious accident . The car which he was operating

left the rail , throwing Brother Sansoucy to the floor,

injuring his spine . Nothing definite to report on his

condition as yet.

Bro . Bill Jeffrey has recently returned from his

vacation , spent in New York. He has been busy

lately showing the brothers how Babe Ruth and

his gang won the World Series.

Brothers, are fast approaching the end of

another year, and the interest of the members of

Division 22 will be centered
on the election of

ofhcers for the ar 1928. The present Board of

Officers wish to thank all members for their support

for the past year . Although the Local has been ,

we might say , up against it during the past

year , for various reasons, such as installing of one:

man cars , which eventually leads to lay-offs, we still

keep going . But remember, brothers, no business

can stay up long without the cash . There are still

a few of members who behind in their

dues. We wish to call their attention to the fact

that it takes cash to run this Local, and, if the

Local fails , why, we all fail .
So , brothers , we ask

all members who are in arrears to try and clean up

this year and start the year 1928 ' with a clean

record .
I would like to ask the brothers at Grove Street

if they can tell me what's wrong with Bros. Bill

Wall and Happy Jack Gregory since their last

assignment of runs.
Bros. Pete Rooney, Tom Broderick , and Dave

McGrath have returned from the Convention, held

in Alabama. They report a good trip , and gave us

a very interesting talk on the work done at the

Convention.
--Cor . 22 .
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LOCAL ESTABLISHES SIX -DAY WEEK

new

Mr. Delos Wilcox, the famous railway expert of

Chicago, is now making & survey of the physical

valuation of the Market Street Railway Company,

whose franchises will expire in 1929.

Brother Rome Condoni recently returned from

Napa Valley, where he and his bride spent their
honeymoon .

The Labor Day parade our city was a big
success . Division 518 made a showing that was a

credit to the Amalgamated Association.
First came

Brothers Casey and Hogan , carrying the American
Flag and the banner of Division 518. Second came

bigBrother Joe O'Rourke, the band master, leading
our band of forty pieces . Our musicians were dressed

in white duck pants, regulation blue coat and caps.

Third came Brother Grunig , .our Marshal, with a

purple sash across his shoulders, leading 150 mem
bers of Division 518 , dressed in full uniform , looking

spick and span . The confidence that we have in

our organization and our president, Vandeleur, was
evident in the co - operation we displayed on Labor
Day .

The hand of fate has again reached into our Local

and taken from us another true and loyal member,

William Judge . We, the members of Division 518 ,

extend our heartfelt sympathy to the family of our

late brother . -Cor . 518.

a

WIND STORM DOES DAMAGE
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San Antonio, Texas - We are supplying to The

Motorman and Conductor a picture of the officers

of Division No. 694, who negotiated our

amended agreement, through which our member

ship receive an increase in wages of approximately

$ 85,000 per year, together withthe 6-day weekand

å One- Thousand -Dollar life insurance policy.

During President G. H. Nelson's administration

of our affairs we have received an increase in wages

of 150 per cent. The agreement, at this time, is

composed of twenty-one sections— thirty-seven para

graphs— which pertain to wages and working con .
ditions. Many improvements have been made

during the twelve years that our Local has been

organized . We have established seniority in selec

tion of runs ; the 5-hour guarantee for extra men ;

time and one -half for overtime; a flat rate wage

scale ; life insurance paid by the company, and

donation of 55 cents per month per member to our

union sick benefit and sport funds. Many other

benefits might be mentioned. Our Local is in good

financial condition and has been found interested

in any forward movement which might prove of

benefit to the membership and our company. The

San Antonio Public Service Company, has benefited

by the progressive spirit of our organization, having

received much assistance in combating competition

and securing a proper rate of fare. Our members

have been trained to deliver a first-class service in

return for the wages and working conditions that
the Union has established . It is admitted, today,

that San Antonio has the best and most efficient

body of street railway men in Texas and, very

Likely, the entire South and Southwest.

The policy of our Division is to operate strictly
in accordance with International Laws and

appreciate the value of being affiliated with the
International Union .

The affairs of our Local have been conducted

without financial assistance of the International
Association . The great majority of our members

realize, as they lookback , a number of serious situa

tionsthat we have gone through andwhat we have

gained is not through a magic wand , but through

intelligent efforts and hard work ofPresident Nelson

for the past twelve years, reinforced by the practi

cally united support of the membership. I am not

writingthisinaspirit of braggadocio,but Ido feel
that this Division has a record of which to be proud,

and our remarks with reference to President Nelson
are in the nature of flowers for the living and

placing credit where credit is due.

Three of our International Officers recently stopped

over in our city of sunshine and flowers, returning

to or from the American Federation of Labor
Convention at Los Angeles, Calif. They were First
International Vice- President Wm, B. Fitzgerald,

International Treasurer L. D. Bland and G. E.B.
Member P. J. Shea. They were accompanied by

their wives, and while they did not stay long

enough to meet with our membership. they were
entertained and shown many places of beauty and

historicalimportance in and around San Antonio
by President Nelson and Vice -President Powell,

assistedbyMrs. Nelson and Mrs. Powell.

Qur members are pleased with the 6 -day week
and the rotation regular relief runs prove satis

factory. In fact, thesystem is working fine and we

are proud of the fact that our Division is one of
the pioneers in the move to establish a day of
rest each week .

It made us feel better to hear and

read the remarks of our International President upon

the subject of the rest day in his report to the
recent Convention .

We now expect to get an increase in membership

on account of the 7-day week. Forty-two men

were moved from the extra list to regular runs and

thirty -five men have been employed. President

Nelson is now at work among these men , getting

themlinedup for membership at a laterdate.
Please acceptfromthe officers andmembers of

Division No. 694best wishes for a Merry Christmas

and a Happy and Prosperous New Year to all
throughout the Amalgamated.

Mynext will be for the January number.

--Cor. 694.
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St. Louis , Mo.-We are having well attended

meetings. We continue to obligate large classes and

President M. J. Douglass is the boy to put on the

work .

October 10th we had an unusually large attend .

ance . General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow was present, as was also our attorney,

Mr. Schneider. They gave us able talks. Attorney

Schneider advised us to let good enough alone , as

he saw the handwriting on the wall . President

Douglass introduced Brother McMorrow with

few brief remarks, in which he explained that he

had visited Chicago and insisted upon the presence

of Brother McMorrow . While in Chicago, he rang

the bell at Brother McMorrow's home and Mrs.

McMorrow answered promptly and brought him out.

Then the fun began . Brother McMorrow talked to

us at some length , advising us that we knew better

than be on the steps to be taken, but advised us to
watch our step . He complimented our officers for

the good work they and Mr. Schneider had done.

Their recommendations to were adopted by a

unanimous vote .

We are about to take a shotto put every man's

name in a box . This box will contain $ 3.00 at

the first meeting: Then, about midway of the

mecting. there will be a drawing of names and , if

the brother is present whose name is drawn, he

will get the $ 3.00 . If not , it will go back into the

box Then , at the next meeting, there will be

$ 6.00 in the box . Should the brother whose name

is drawn not be present, the money will go back

into the box and the next time it will be $ 9.00.

So, the boys had better be present to win .

Our safety work is progressing fine. Your corre

spondent attended a safety meeting recently and

was well pleased . Mr. H. Butler delivered a prize

of $ 50.00,"and the Division is co -operating in the

work of safety, not losing sight of the Union move

ment.

Brothes McMorrow said of Mr. Eastham,

have a right to tip our hat to him ."

Brother John Dristel is a very happy man since

he appealed to our executive board for classification

of some of the stories that were told about him , and

says if anyone comes to him with anything about

any brothers , he will just tell the brother to get

Jim Jones or Sam Smith and meet me before the

board and see how it is .

We are glad to see Brother E. A. Applegate back

onthe job . He was sick forty -three days .

Brother Brooks still off account of his

hearing .
We collected some $2,500 for sick ones . Thanks

to Dr. Hyland for the $ 100 and the many other

favors he has so nobly rendered ,

I personally, visited St. Johns Hospital the other

day andfound there, under Pr. Hyland's treatment,

the following brothers : Edward Leonard, T. B.

Rippeter, J. F. Myer, James P. Fitzgerald , John
Harris, J. W. Sclize), Fred J. Laskowitz , Charley
R. Johnson , Fred Hickey, George Jennings and

Walter Mickler.

Our boys returned from the Twentieth Convention

and reported a most prosperous convention , as well

as having a good time themselves. They will never

forget the hospitality shown them by the officers

and members of Division No. 725 . They also

' we
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FRANCHISE SOON EXPIRES

San Francisco, Calif.-- Division 518 is going along

nicely. The general election will be held in
city November 8th , and we are interested vitally

in two issues--the $ 4,600,000 bond issue for exten

sions and betterments on the Municipal Railway.

and the re -election of Our Priend " Mayor James

Our

Rolph , Ir.
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mentioned wonderful hospitality on their visit to

New Orleans from the members of Division No.

194 . They made a very complete report of the

Convention, showing that it was a most harmonious

meeting .

Our runs have been scheduled more rapidly and

it was a little difficult in the beginning to make
time . Some runs were taken off . But things might

be worse . It isn't so bad as it is when one-man

cars are installed for two - man cars.
Some few weeks ago we experienced the most

severe windstorm thathas occurred here in twenty

seven years . It was surely very confusing in our

work and the storm did untold damage. Many
were killed and crippled. Brother Hoepner had

quite an experience . The storm raged for some of

the longest minutes I ever lived. We were stopped

at 3300 °North Broadway with some forty passengers
on Car 2484 - mostly women , who became very

nervous . Fred got down on the front platform

and urged others to lie down and they sure did .
I did , too . We stayed there from one to 10:30

o'clock .

Death has recently taken from our ranks late

Brothers C. L. Kleeme, Andrew Axley, Albert Fox,

William Frazer and A. Chappell. They were good,
loyal brothers and Local 788 extends heartfelt

sympathy to their families and friends. Such

sorrow will in time come to us all . -Cor. 788.

ELECTION MEETING APPROACHING

Windsor , Ont.-In this issue I would like to ask

how many had the pleasure of reading the full page

ad that appeared in Border Cities Star October 8th.

Do you realize what that means to us ? That ad

said street cars are manned by operators who are
efficient and courteous . As a duty to our company

and our organization , we should try to carry out

the meaning of that ad . Effciency and courtesy do

not cost anything and we should be firm believers

in service of the highest class, which is the best

service we can sell today. The better the service,

the more remuneration we can expect . Let's see

to it , hereafter , that so far as we are concerned, we
guarantee the best possible service to the public and

our employer. It is up to each and every man to
try to do his best to inake this road a success .

Well, don't forget to attend the meeting at which

you elect officers . You get this chance only once a

year . Use your best judgment in casting your vote .

Brother H. Adams, on the sick list for some time

during October , we are pleased to see again on the

job.
Some wonder how Brother H. Doyle can afford

to pay for two rooms on the same street. There

must be a reason .

We are pleased that Brother W. Simser is again

on the job , following an accident occurring to him

in September.

The stork called at the home of Inspector J.

Kearney and wife September 22nd , leaving a nice

baby girl . Congratulations.

Brother J. Daniels was on the sick list the first

part of October.

Any member who fails to receive this magazine,
will please give me his name and address and I

will see that it is entered on the mailing list .

Brother W. Sargent in September invested in a

new Dodge touring car and , with Mrs. Sargent, took
a short trip to Toronto to try it out . They enjoyed

the trip .

Did you hear of Brother A. Loop and his side

kick , Brother T. Hicks, on the Amherstburg Line,

pulling into ancranto Switch on time October 9th ,

at 3:48 p . m .

Brother H. Readman is exposing his new diamond

ring .
Brother C. Chittle got a brand new haircut and

attended the Union moonlight, August 24th , follow
ing which he took a taxi home. Charlie is getting

careless with his money ,

It is reported that Brother Goddard learned to
fiy while in Toronto ,

Brother J. Van Cise, sick for some time in Oc

tober, is again on the job .

Well, I have only one more opportunity to appear

in the M. and C. before my term of office expires.

I take this means of thanking my brother members

for the news that they gave me throughout the

year 1927. I trust that all my brothers and their

families have enjoyed the little write - ups each

month . I have believed that we all may enjoy a

little kick out of it and that it has afforded a little
periodical recreation . I you that I will

appear before you in the December number , with

my best wishes that you may enjoy the approaching
holidays.

-Cor. 616.

REPORT ON ANNUAL CONVENTION

CANADIAN TRADES AND

LABOR CONGRESS

By Delegate Joseph Gibbons

Alderman A. Formilow , Chairman of the

Local Reception Committee, welcomed the

delegates to .Edmonton , and spoke of the

great benefits which had been gained for

the workers from the legislative efforts on

the Congress, such as Workmen's Com

pensation, Mothers' Allowance; Minimum

Wage Legislation ; Abolition of Child Labor;

Old Age Pensions , Etc.

Other speakers Mayor Bury of

Edmonton, Hon. George Headley, Acting

Premier of Alberta , Hon. Peter Heenan and

H. P. Adshead , Member of Parliament of

Calgary .

The addresses were particularly interest

ing and it was plainly shown that all of

the speakers had a real and intimate

knowledge of Labor problems, especially as

they are effected by the Immigration poli

cies of the country, each one stressing the

need of a proper system, so

overcrowding in the industrial centres.

Alderman Formilow then handed over the

gavel to President Tom Moore, who re

plied, thanking the speakers for their

cordial welcome and good wishes for the

success of the Congress. He then declared

the 43rd Annual Convention open for

business .

Order of Procedure was read and adopted.

Chairman of Credentials Committee re

ported 266 delegates.

Chairman of Resolutions Committee

(Brother Merson) opened up the business

of the Convention , with 63 Resolutions

dealing with the following subjects:
Em

ployment Bureaus, Education, Fair Wage

Regulations, Hours of Labor and Condi

tions of Employment, Health and Safety,

Immigration, Colonization , Minimum Wage,

Old Age Pensions, Picketing and Injunc,

tions, Trade Union Organizations and

Amalgamations, Workmen's Compensation ,

and unclassified .

In addition , there were two amendments

to the Constitution submitted; one dealing

with a proposal to have a representative of

each Province elected the Executive

Council. This was defeated after a stirring

debate .

The second amendment, dealing with a

proposal “ That delegates railway fares be

pooled when attending Congress Conven

tions," was also defeated .

Brother Merson and his Committee are

to be complimented on their handling of

the arduous duties of reporting on the

Resolutions, and making their recommenda
tions. While many of their recommenda

tions were debated upon only, two were

referred back for further consideration.

On the question of Employment Bureaus

it was agreed that only The Employment

Service of Canada should be recognized and

all fee charging bureaus should be abolished .

Hours of Labour : The Congress went

on record as adopting the principle of the

five-day-40-hour week .

to

assure
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were

Technical Training in Schools--Health Province of British Columbia has adopted

and Safety of Workers. the Old Age Pension; Yukon , Manitoba

Sanitation of Bread Wrapping - Better and Saskatchewan have signified their in

Control of Barber Colleges : Protection tention to , and it was to be hoped the

against infection through Tailoring material other Provinces would soon fall in line.

being made up in homes for Commercial Provincial Executives were asked to make

uses, were all concurred in . this a prominent item on their program.

On the question of Picketing and In Chine Question : The Congress went on

junctions: The question was before the record as being opposed to the interference

Convention for some time and lively de of all foreigners in the internal affairs of

bates were the order. Ultimately Brothers China, and expressed the belief that these

Simpson and Merson , speaking in favour of matters should be left to the Chinese

the recommendation of Committee, pointed themselves.

out that no useful purpose could be served The question of The Canadian Congress

by holding Mass meetings, but rather to Journal: It was noted with satisfaction the

keep pressing amendments to the Criminal Journal was now showing a profit, and

Code, which would clearly define the right delegates asked to popularize the

to peaceful picketing and prevent the mis Journal among the members of their Locals.

use of injunctions in Labour disputes, some The Journal is the official mouthpiece of

of these amendments having passed the the Congress.

House of Commons and rejected by the Secretary - Treasurer D. Draper gave his

Senate. This was concurred in . report , in which he stated that the in

Upon the question of Senate Reform : creased membership last year was greater

The Congress agreed to reiterate its stand than the total membership of any rival

on Senate Reform in an endeavour to elimi Organization .

nate a condition whereby the will of the The increased membership., was 11,325 .

elected representatives of the people are The per capita tax being paid on a mem

thwarted by a non - elective body. bership of 114,362, and further, had it

On the question of Immigration and not been for the depleted treasuries of the

Colonization - Emigration : The Congress Unions affiliated , suffering from seasonable

went onrecord, protesting against the flood and general unemployment and the rule

ing of Industrial centres with immigrants, that only paid lists be counted on the roll ,

and, in order to relieve the congestion in that figure would be increased by 15,000 .

Industrial centres, land settlement and col The Secretary's Report was referred to

onization schemes should be made widely an Audit Committee, of which J. Gibbons

known throughout Canada , and the same was chairman, who reported that they had

?pportunities and assistance offered resi gone carefully into the receipts and expendi
dents in Canada as are given those in tures as presented by the Secretary and

Great Britain and Foreign Countries. found them correct.

On the question of National Coal Policy:
The result of the elections for Fraternal

Representation has been made on several delegates : To American Federation of La

occasions by the Executive Council of the bour, A. Farmilow , Edmonton ; to British

Congress to the Federal Government as to Trades Congress, Fred Bush , Toronto .

a scheme of nationalizing this industry, so
Officers for 1927 and 1928 : President,

that the industry could be carried on in
Tom Moore ; secretary -treasurer, P. M.

the interests of the Community instead of
Draper ; vice-presidents, James Simpson,

for private profit. Delegate Gibbons of J. T. Foster , R. J. Fallon .

Toronto and 'Delegate Roper of Edmonton Convention City, 1928, Toronto .

presented strong arguments in favor of this Canadian Locals of the Amalgamated

policy.. The remarks of the speakers and Association of Street and Electric Railway

the action of the Congress received the Employees of America were represented by

hearty endorsation of the Convention.
the following : Edmonton, J. Matear ;

On the question of Union Labels: Legis Hamilton, D. Turnbull ; London, L. Parker ;

lation covering registration of Union Labels Montreal, Geo. Cognon, Phil. Carriveau,

is now effective and it is now a Criminal Bruno Forcier; Toronto, Bert. Merson,

offense to fraudulently use any registered Robt. Wands ; Vancouver, J. Sidaway, F. E.

Union Label.
The Congress particularly Griffen , H. Speed ; Ottawa, A. Brisbois ; to

asked that delegates encourage Union gether with Brother Nunn representing

Label campaigns. During the discussion of Victoria Trades Council and Brother J.

this question , the Organizer of the Brewery Ashton, London Trades Council .

Workers, stated that Carling's of London The Amalgamated being represented by

was one firm who did not recognize Union Brother Jos. Gibbons, of Toronto .

Labor and asked delegates to make note The Fraternal delegate from Great Britain ,

of the fact .
Brother John Cliff, assistant secretary of

On the question of Workmen's Com Transport and General Workers ' Union,

pensation : A Special Committee sat on which includes the Tramway men of that

this question. Three resolutions, covering country , showed a keen interest in street

the Province of Quebec; also a 20 -page railway matters, and conferred with the

report, covering the Province of Ontario,was various street railway delegates and gathered

concurred in . The Committee brought in a much information regarding wages and

reportcovering all the other Provinces urging working conditions on this continent,

a Uniformity Law , which was concurredin. Fraternal Delegate Thos. McQuade, A. F.

The questionof Old Age Pensions: The of L. , in addressing Congress and extend
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ing fraternal greetings, spoke on the 60 CHANGES AND AMENDMENTS OF

wonderful years Canada had since Con CONSTITUTION AND GENERAL LAWS

federation . In that time also had the re ENACTED BY THE TWENTIETH

lations between the United States and Can CONVENTION

ada been increasingly friendly and intimate.

During the years the U. S. A. capital The 20th Convention of the Amalga

had greatly increased in the Dominion, as mated Association of Street and Electric

had Canadian investments in the States, Railway Employes, held at Birmingham ,

and , as the bonds of mutual interest bound Ala. , September 12-19, 1927 , amended the

the British Empire, so too were Canada Constitution and General Laws of the

and the United States.
Association by amending certain Sections,

Brother McQuade maintained the labor as hereinafter shown. Sections that were

movement stabilized industrial conditions in not amended , but are still retained as

giving services that prevented exploitation . features of the Constitution and General

Brother McQuade made an earnest appeal Laws of the Association, are not herein

for the Union Label, which was making mentioned .

great progress in the United States. The amended Sections and new Laws

Fraternal Delegate - Great Britain - Bro .
enacted to take effect as of January 1 ,

John Cliff, Transport Workers : In extend 1928, are as follows:

ing fraternal greetings , spoke on the vast. Sec. 18. Immediately after the opening

ness of our country, remarking he had seen
of the Convention , the I. P. shall appoint

many Canada's since he arrived , and wished
a Committee on Credentials. This Com

to play safe in saying what he thought of
mittee shall examine and pass upon the

Canada,
credentials of the delegates. The Com .

He expressed greetings of good cheer and
mittee shall report as soon as possible all

continued prosperity in the Labour move credentials upon which there is no contest.

ment in Canada . As soon as the delegates have been passed

Brother Cliff referred to the defeat of the upon and seated , the Convention shall be

Labor Government and the succession of declared opened for the transaction of its

the Tory Government afterwards. regular business. The I. P. shall then

He reviewed at length the Trade Union appoint a Committee on Rules and Order

Act brought in by the Baldwin Govern.
and such other committees as the business

ment , the evil consequences brought to the
of the Convention may require.

labor movement through it . Sec . 24. Headquarters shall be located in

The Trade Union movement, Brother the Association Building, No. 260 East

Cliff maintained, was healthy and sound ,
Vernor Highway, Detroit,Michigan.

and more determined than ever to Sec . 27. The I. P. shall have the au

complish its aims. thority to appoint temporary organizers and

The great object was to strengthen the
representatives to assist in carrying on

International movement . This is now going the work of the Association as conditions

on successfully . may require . Local Organizers when work .

Let us temper our judgment with Charity ingin home cities shall receive the sum of

and keep pressing on unflinchingly, he Ten Dollars ($ 10.00) a day and when on

concluded . the road they shall receive for expenses

The Convention as a whole was most
Eight Dollars ($8.00) per day. This shall

successful and thoroughly representative, all expenses except railroad , boat

almost every centre of the Dominion had fare and sleeping car expenses which shall

its quota of delegates, as did almost every be in addition to the amounthere allowed.

Organization . The business was conducted Local Organizers shall make out the

in a very harmonious manner, the dele regular report blanks as is required by all

gates apparently realizing that this Con other officers giving a detailed account of

vention is their Parliament , and that they the work done for the Association.

must deal with all questions on their merits, Sec. 37 . The members of the G. E. B.

and , although this year the matter of the shall be paid $ 10.00 wages per day while

newly formed " All Canadian_Congress ,' in the active service of the A. A. of S.

which is a dual body to the Trades Con and E. R. E. of A. and when on the road

gress , and made up of all the sessionists they shall be allowed the sum of $ 8.00

movements in Canada, was up for discus
per day , which shall cover all expenses

sion , and that this body was helped very except railway and boat fare, which shall

materially by the Communists during its include sleeping car expenses, this amount

formation and since , the self - styled and so to be in addition to the expenses hereby

called Militant and Progressive wing of our allowed . Should they contract other bills,

movement was much quieter and fewer in such as hall rent or expenses which they

numbers than has been the case for many are compelled to pay to carry on the work

years, and the 1927 Convention will be
of the Association , they must send with

looked to as one of the most real Progressive their report the itemized receipted_bill

Conventions in the history of the Congress. before the same will be allowed.

Expressing my appreciation of the oppor reports shall be made out

tunity of representing the Amalgamated forwarded to the General Office on the

Association of Street and Electric Railway regular blanks provided by this Association.

Employees of America at this Convention . Officers and Special Organizers, when taken

Respectfully submitted , sick while on duty and away from home,

J. GIBBONS. shall receive their regular " allowance as

ac

cover

Their

weekly and
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soon as

as

can

1

prescribed in Section 37 , but as notice of nominations for office shall be

they return to their home town they shall given to the members previous to the hold

receive only the wages prescribed in Section ing of the nomination meeting. At the

37. In all such cases a doctor's certificate nomination meeting any member in good

must be forwarded to the International standing in the L. D. may appear and place

President , which must also be approved by in nomination for any office any member

him before such payment may be made . of the L. D. for which said nominee may

General office employes, in case of sickness, be qualified under the International and

upon receipt of a doctor's certificate of L. D. laws governing nominations and

said sickness, shall receive their regular elections . Immediately following the nomi

salary, when approved by the International nation meeting, the L. D. Secretary shall

President .
prepare a ballot in accord with the sample

Sec. 40. The election of officers in Divi. ballot as exhibited in Sec. 42. Candidates '

sion Associations where the membership names for the respective offices shall be

does not exceed two hundred members , placed on the ballot in alphabetical order.

except that the L. D. adopts the prefer Where there are more than two candidates

ential ballot system , shall be held for an office, the ballot shall be so arranged

follows: The nominations shall take place that the voter express his various

at the regular meeting prior to the meeting choices . The ballot shall contain places by

for the election of officers. No nomination which first choice , second choice , etc. , may

shall be allowed upon the night of election be designated , in accord with the number

with the exception of where there is an of candidates for the respective office.

office where the members nominated to it Where there are but two candidates for

have declined , or where there are no nomi an office, the voter shall vote for one only.

nees for the office. In this case , nomina With three candidates for the one office,

tions shall take place on the night of the voter will vote " first" and " second"

election. The president or presiding officer choice . With four candidates for one office,

shall appoint iwo tellers, whose duty it the voter will express " first ," " second" and

shall be to distribute , collect and read the " third" choice, etc. , always one less choice

ballots in the presence of the meeting. than the number of candidates . In the

The recording secretary shall act as clerk event that there are ten candidates for one

of the election . He shall keep a careful
office, the voter may vote to the ninth

record of the ballots cast and embody the choice .

full report of the election in the minutes.

He shall announce the result of the count
In counting the ballots, after all ballots

have been cast, the ballots for each candi

for each vote to the presiding officer, who , date will be separated into piles . Then

in turn , shall declare the result of the elec

tion.
the count will be of first choice votes for

It shall require a majority of the
each candidate. Should receive

members voting to constitute an election ,
majority of all votes cast on first choice,

and where there are more than two candi
he shall be declared elected . Should none

dates for the office, the lowest candidate in
receive a majority of all votes cast , the

each unsuccessful ballot shall be dropped
candidate receiving the lowest number of

and the balloting continued until a majority

has been cast for
Thefirst choice ballots will be dropped .

candidate . The

ballots of this dropped candidate will be
balloting shall take place as follows : added in the second choice to the votes

The presiding officer shall announce the of the candidates remaining on the ballot,

candidates for president. The members
as specified on each ballot. Then second

shall then prepare and cast their votes choice ballots will be counted and , should
separately for president. After the election

said second count give any candidate a

of president has been completed and
majority of all votes cast , such candidate

announced, he shall follow with that of shall be declared elected . Should there

vice-president, and so on until the follow still remain majority vote for any

ing officers have been duly elected : Presi
particular candidate, the third choice from

dent, vice -president, recording secretary , the ballot of the candidate that has been

financial secretary, treasurer, warden , sen i dropped shall be added to the remaining

nel , correspondent to the M. & c . a candidates , as specified on the ballot of

executive board members. In case there is the candidate dropped and another count

but one candidate for any office, the secre made . This process shall be continued,

tary shall be instructed by the vote of should there still remain no majority vote,

the Division to cast the unanimous vote of and after all choices of the dropped candi

the Division for the candidate . The presi date have been utilized , then the next

dent shall then declare him duly elected. lowest candidate the ballot in the

Sec. 41. In L. D.'s with a membership count for first choice shall be dropped from

exceeding two hundred members, nomina. the count and the same process followed

tions and elections shall be held as follows : as above outlined , until one of the candi.

The L. D. shall specify a date for nomi dates has received a majority of the votes

nation and election at a regular meeting cast . This process , it must be understood,

of the L. D. or, under instruction of the is equal to the holding of special elections

L. D. , the executive board shall hold a and dropping a candidate each time where

meeting at which nominations for officers there has been no majority election.
After

shall be received.
The nomination meeting an election has been declared , the ballots

shall be held not less than one week before shall be held in the possession of the

the date for election , and at least five days' secretary , locked and sealed in ballot boxes,

one a

one

no

on
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for at least sixty days, that should a re Divisions and amendments thereto, to be

count be demanded the ballots may be legal and effective, shall be read at two

fully preserved for the recount . regular meetings of the L. D. before adop

Sec. 42. Form for preferential-choice tion and it shall require a two-thirds vote

ballot. of the membership voting to adopt. After

First Second Third adoption by the L. D. the by-laws, rules

Choice Choice Choice or amendments so adopted shall be for

For President warded to the I. P. for approval, and

John Doe must have the approval of the I. P. before

James Roe going into effect . Any provisions of Local

John Smith
by-laws or rules that conflict with the

James Jones Constitution and General Laws are void .

For Vice - President Local Divisions asking for the assistance

First Second
of an International Officer, shall, by letter

Choice Choice
or wire, fully acquaint the I. P. upon the

Joe Doe Local situation and the reasons for wanting

James Roe an officer.

John Smith Admission of Members

For Financial Secretary - Treasurer Sec . 71. A street and electric railway

First Second employe who desires to become a member

Choice Choice of an L. D. of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E.

John Doe of A. must fill out the regular application

James Roe blank , giving name in fuil, age , address,

John Smith
state what he is employed at, and sign

For Recording Secretary the same. The application must be pre

First Second sented with full initiation fee and be certi

Choice Choice
fied to by two members in good standing

John Doe as to the applicant's fitness to become a

James Roe member.

John Smith
Local Divisions are permitted to make

Sec. 43. In Divisions in existence less agreements with unions of other crafts in

than three years, elections may be held their respective districts upon which to

semi -annually or annually , as the L. D. accept into membership members of such

may decide. Where Divisions have been unions without payment of initiation fees.

in existence three years or more, they may Such members must , upon initiation, present

arrange their by-laws to hold their elections to the L. D. a withdrawal card from said

every two years , should the L. D. so desire. Local union from which he is transferring,

With Divisions, the membership of which showing himself to be in good standing in

does not exceed two hundred, elections
said union . Agreement herein provided,

shall be held the first meeting in June or must grant like concession of interchange to

December, as the laws of the L. D. provide. members of this A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A.

Where Divisions hold semi-annual elections, Sec. 84. After each regular Convention

these elections shall be held at the first of this Association, the L. D. shall secure

meetings in June and December. Divisions from the International office a sufficient

that hold elections annually or every two number of the revised Constitution, and a
years may hold such elections either in copy placed in the hands of each member

June or December, as the L. D. may in good standing. As soon as new member

determine, or may elect a portion of their has been obligated into membership in the

officers in June and another portion in L. D. the president or officer so obligating

December, should the L, D. so elect. him shall presenthim witha copy of the

Divisions with a membership of two hun General Constitution and of the Division

dred or more that holds special elections , By -Laws, so that he may familiarize him .

such election shall take place on or before self with both the laws of the International

the 25th of June or the 25th of December, and those of the Local Division .

as the L. D. may determine , in order that Sec . 85. There shall be published month

officers will be properly elected before the ly, at the general headquarters of the Asso
expiration of the term . Installation of ciation an official organ, to be known as

officers shall take place at the first meeting “The Motorman , Conductor and Motor

of the term succeeding the election . Re Coach Operator. " The editor and manager

tiring officers shall that all officers shall have charge of its publication. The

elected are duly installed and placed in I. P. shall have general supervision, subject

charge of the office before surrendering or to the approval of the G. E. B.

turning over the office. When an elected journal shall be furnished to all members

officer fails to attend the meeting to be of the Association, at a yearly subscription

obligated or fails to properly qualify within price of forty-eight (48) cents per year

three succeeding meetings, except in case this amount to be taken out of the pay

of sickness or delay over which he has no ments of the general duesof the Associa

control, the office to which he was clected tion , except as hereinafter provided , and it

shall be declared vacant and a new election shall be furnished to other subscribers at

held to fill the vacancy , in accordance with the uniform rate of seventy -five ( 75) cents

the laws of the L. D. and the provisions per annum .
Space shall be reserved for

of this Constitution. the publication ofassessment notices and

Sec. 46. The by-laws and rules of Local other general Association business.

In

see

The
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or

same.

Sec. 104. Should the funds providing for if the undertaker's bills have been paid .

payment of Death, Disability and Old Age If not , he must make arrangements and

Benefit claims be reduced to one hundred see that they are paid or that payment is

thousand dollars ($ 100,000) or less, the provided for them before any of the money

G. E. B. is hereby authorized to levy a for the benefits is paid to any of the claim

special assessment of fifty cents (50 ¢ ) per ants. He shall have claimants sign receipts

member, to be placed upon the monthly and attest them by his signature and seal

working cards of the membership of this of the L. D. and return the same to the

Association for such month as the G. E, B. General Office. Claims for Funeral , Dis

may determine, but the membership shall ability and Old Age Benefits shall first be

not be assessed to exceed three assessments made to the I. P. In case he should refuse

amounting to the sum of one dollar and to allow the claim , the claimants, through

fifty cents ($ 1.50) in any one claendar the L. D. , have a right to appeal to the

year. Such assessments shall be applied general executive board. Should the gen

solely to the Death , Disability and Old Age eral executive board refuse to allow the

Benefit Fund, except in the case of an claim , the claimants then , through the

epidemic or unusual circumstance causing a L. D., shall have the right to appeal to

large death list, when , in such case the the General Convention of the Association,

G. E. B. is hereby authorized to issue a and in no case will claimants appeal to or

special assessment to meet the emergency. take this case into any court of law until

Section 105 was divided intotwo sections,
it has been finally decided upon by the

to be known as Sections " 105 " and " 106 " highest authority in the Association, which

in the new Constitution and General Laws, is the regular Convention . No claim of a

and was amended to read as Sections 105 member of an L. D. can be considered by

and 106, as follows: the I. P. or the G. E. B. until the claim

Sec. 105. Claims for Funeral, Disability has been properly approved of by the L. D.

and Old Age Benefits shall be made through
and filed by the F. S. of the L. D. In

the L. D. in which the member holds his cases where claims for Funeral, Disability

membership , and the application for the
or Old Age Benefits are denied to a mem

benefit shaủ be filled out and forwarded ber by the L. D. , the persons filing the

by the F. S. and L. D. upon the regular
claim for the deceased the member

blanks of the Association prepared for that shall have the right to appeal, under the

Laws of the Association , from the I. P.purpose. The application shall be attested
to the G. E. B. and from the G. E. B. to

by a notary public, complying with the
laws and instructions upon the Convention .

the

There shall accompany the application for Sec. 106. Claims for Funeral , Disability

Funeral, Disability or Old Age Benefit the
and Old Age Benefits for isolated members

doctor's certificate, which, in case of death, holding membership under the provisions of

shall explain the cause of death, length of
Section 151 of this Constitution and Gen

illness and date of the death. eral Laws shall be made to the I. P. In
In claims

for disability, the doctor's certificate shall case of death , the members of the family

explain the condition of the member and or friends of the applicant shall apply

the reasons for the disability, and in case
direct to the I. P. In the case of disability

of old age, the doctor's certificate shall or old age, the applicant himself shall

explain the condition of the member at the apply direct to the P. , and receive the

time the application is made. The mem proper blanks for making out the claim

and then file the same with the I. P.
ber's certificate and the last working card

of the deceased or applicant shall accom,
Otherwise they shall comply with Section

pany the claim. 105 of these Laws, giving full information
Should the International

Office desire further information , the same as is required, and should the General

Office desire further information, those fil
shall be forwarded by the officers of the

L. D. in which the applicant was a member.
ing the claim shall forward the same. In

Where membershave met death by accident
case of a rejection of a claim for isolated

and where coroner's reports are made, a
members, they shall have the same right

to appeal as is provided for in Section 105
copy of the coroner's report shall be for

of these Laws , except that they shall havewarded with the Funeral Benefit applica

tion. A member to be entitled to any of the right as applicants instead of the L. D.

these benefits must have all dues and as
to file the appeal .

Following
sections will appear

sessments paid , including the month in
numbered sections, to correspond with the

which death, disability or old age occurs, converting of Section 105 into two sections.

as provided for in the Constitution and
Thus Section 106 will appear in the newGeneral Laws.

If further information on
Constitution as Section 107 .

any claim is desired by the I. P. , the

officers of the L. D, shall forward the same . Further amendments were as follows :

Section 110
If the I. P. approves of the claim , it will

renumbered 111 , and

amended to read :
be recorded and paid in order from the

funds accumulated for the purpose of pay. Sec. 111. The applicant for disability

ing such benefits. check for the amount benefit shall submit an application for said

shall be forwarded to the F. S. of the benefit, together with all available Proof

L. D. , who shall pay it to the person or and evidence thereto, including the date of

persons entitled to receive the same, return- birth, through the F. S. of his L. D. to

ing receipts to the I. P. Before paying the I. P. If the claim be approved by the

any funeral claim , the F. S. shall ascertain I. P. , payment thereof shall be made in

as re

was
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order . Should the I. P. question the eligi

bility of a claim or should there be a

dispute over a disability claim, the same

shall then be referred to the G. E. B. at

its first regular meeting after the claim is

filed . The G. E. B. shall decide whether

the disability upon which application for

benefit is made comes under the provision

of the laws of this Association for which

payment of disability benefit is provided.

If the claim is approved by the G. E. B. ,

the claimant shall receive the amount of

his claim in accordance with his age and

term of membership. The payment of a

disability claim releases this Association

from any other or future financial obliga

tion to the member receiving the same ,

and when the claim is made out in the

General Office, there shall be made out a

withdrawal of membership and the member

shall sign a release blank provided , which

shall bear a statement that he has received

all benefits to which he is or may be in

the future entitled under the laws, from

the International Association , and that his

benefits, insofar as the International Asso

ciation is concerned, are brought to a close

in the matter of present or future benefit

liabilities on the part of the International

Association . Where an L. D. has its own

funeral or death benefits said members may

be issued a card provided by the L. D.

for that purpose , upon payment by such

members of the amount provided in the

by-laws of the L. D. If the G. E. B.

should disallow the disability claim , the

claimant still has an appeal to the regular

convention of this Association, and he shall

not take any legal action until after the

Convention has disposed of his claim.

Section 116 will appear as Section 117 ,

and was amended to read :

Sec . 117 . A member to be entitled to

the old age benefit must have complied

with this Constitution and General Laws

and be employed as a street and electric

railway worker when applying for old age

benefit. A member desiring old age benefit

shall make application to the L. D. of

which he is a member, except should he

hold his membership with the General

Organization . In that case he will write

and secure from the International President

a regular application blank and fill out the

same , according to the instructions that

will be sent him from the General Office.

If the claim is made to the L. D. , it shall

be first considered by the L. D. and if it

is determined by the L. D. that the appli

cant is entitled to the claim , the applica

tion shall be forwarded to the I. P. by

the F. S. Accompanying the application

shall be a doctor's certificate stating the

condition of the applicant. The applicant

shall also state his age with such proof as

is possible to submit and such other in

formation as he may deem advisable upon

the subject . The L. D. may add such

information as it deems advisable. Upon

approval of the application by the I. P. ,

the Association shall pay the claim . If

the I. P. is not satisfied with the claim, it

shall be referred to the G. E. B. , which,

at its first meeting after the claim has been

filed , shall make a thorough examination

and pass upon the same.. Approval of the

application by the G. E. B. shall be suffi

cient warrant for payment of the claim .

If the claim is lenied by the G. E. B. , the

applicant , through the L. D. , may make

application for payment by appeal to the

regular Convention of this Association. In

case will he carry his claim into the

courts until the claim has been passed upon

by the Convention . If the claim is allowed

by the Convention , it shall be paid, in

order, by the I. P. from the Death , Dis

ability and Old Age Benefit Fund of this

Association , as heretofore provided .

Section 118 will appear as Section 119,

and was amended to read :

Sec. 119. The payment of an old age

benefit closes the benefits of the member

and releases this Association from any

other or future financial obligation to the

member receiving the same , and whenthe

claim is made out in the General Office,

there shall be made out a withdrawal of

membership and a lifetime honorary mem.

bership card be issued to the member, and

the member shall sign a release blank

provided , which shall bear a statement that

he has received all benefits to which he is

or may be in the future entitled under the

laws , from the International Association ,

and that his benefits, insofar as the Inter

national Association is concerned , are

brought to a close in the matter of present

or future liabilities on the part of the Inter

national Association .

Section 150 will appear renumbered

Section 151 , and amended to read :

Sec . 151. Whenever
Division , from

any cause, lapses or surrenders its charter

or whenever the general Executive board

may annul a charter, the members in such

Divisions in good standing who wish to

retain their membership in the Association,

or where members are removed at a great

distance from any L. D. and desire to re

tain their membership , they shall apply to

the I. P. , giving their names and date of

membership , number of their L. D. and

post office address. The I. P. shall keep

a record of all such members in a book for

that purpose, and , on receiving their dues,

which shall bethe sameas provided for in

this Constitution for members in Local

Divisions, he shall issue to them working

cards and they shall be members, entitled

to all the rights, privileges and benefits

of the Association the same as any other

member , and when such members enter

employment under the jurisdiction of Local
Divisions that

are operating they shall

then secure a withdrawal card from the

I. P. and deposit the same with the L. D.

under which they are working and become
members of that Local.

Section 160 , being covered by the amend,

ment to Section 37, was stricken out, and

Section

161 , with following sections to
Section 171 were not renumbered.

Section 170 was amended to read :

The L. D.,at the end of each

a

Sec . 170 .
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case .

ern 10 was

an

three (3) months shall have an audit made assist in the prosecution in every way pos,

of the books and bills of the F. S. and sible, the Bonding Department to meet and

L. T. The auditing committee shall inspect pay all the legal expenses in connection

and audit the books of the dues collectors with the prosecution and handling of the

and report upon them . Dues collectors In any case where there has been

must turn over to the F. S. all moneys an adjustment of a shortage or a defalca

collected from the first to the fifteenth tion of an officer's bond , the bond is thereby

( 15th) of the month by the sixteenth cancelled and cannot be transferred or re

(16th ), and moneys collected from the six newed by or to any other officer of the

teenth (16th) to the last day of the month
L. D. In case other bonds are required ,

on the last day, so that their accounts will new bonds must be applied for and made

be settled with the F. S. and their books out. The necessary premium on the new

show the same. In case reports are not bond must accompany the application for

made, the F. S. shall not grant any further the newly elected or appointed officer, as

cards to the Dues Collector. If he does, prescribed in Section 176 of these Laws ,

the L. D. will be responsible for any short covering cost of bonds to the L. D.

age that may occur. The I. P. has au Under the feature of the Constitution

thority to order the removal of a dues and General Laws , entitled “ Laws to Gov.

collector and annual the bonds of the same Local Divisions, Section

where conditions warrant it. The auditor's amended to read :

report then must be filled out upon the Sec. 10. The officers and executive board

regular blanks which will be supplied from of the L. D. shall direct and handle the

the General Office, and forwarded to the affairs of the L. D. subject to the laws and

1. P.. The report shall be countersigned by rules of this Association and in conformity

the president and R. S. of the L. D. This with the instructions of the L. D. No

report will specify the amount of moneys officer , executive board member or dues

on hand at the end of the last audit, collector of this Association shall act as a

moneys received for dues , assessments, in dues collector or financial collector for any

itiations, and from all other sources during other organization or society or insurance

the period, also expenditures for enrollment company, except the Union Labor Life

fees , per capita tax, supplies from the Insurance Company, while acting as

General Office and amount expended for executive board member and dues collector

other purposes, and a statement from the of this Association . The L. D. shall handle

bank in which the L. D.'s funds are de all grievances and complaints of the mem

posited, stating the amount on deposit, bership and take up all disputes arising

with the number of members initiated and between the membership and the company,

suspended , as the blank requires. The with the proper officialsof the company,

L. D. shall, by vote, determine the amount and seek adjustment. Where agreements

of cash that can be in the hands of the with the employing company provide for

F. S. , F. S.-T., or the L. T. that is not arbitration they shall see that the arbi

on deposit in the bank, at the end of each trators are appointed and shall conduct the
quarter. This should be a small amount arbitration in accordance with the laws of

and if same exceeds the amount as pre the Association and the instructions of the

scribed by the L. D. , the auditors shall L. D. It shall be their duty to at all

make a report ofsame to the L. D., and times to report all of their acts and doings

also on the regular audit report blank , to the meetings of the L. D. and be subject

which is filled out and forwarded to the I. P.
to and carry out all of the instructions of

Section 171 , though not amended, will the L. D. International officers will be

appear in the new Constitution , for con called for and sent to advise and assist

venience, as Sections 171 and 172. Sec Local Divisions only when cases arise which

tion 172, as it at present exists , will be cannot be adjusted or arbitrated by the

renumbered Section 173 , and is amended to officers and executive board of the Local

read as follows : Divisions or under the provisions of Sections

Sec. 173. In case of the defalcation or 121 and 122 of the Constitution and Gen

shortage of any officer bonded under the eral Laws of the Association . Divisions

provisions of theselaws, it is the dutyof requesting an

International officer upon

the L. D. to at once have an audit of the Local disputes between members , or

officer's accounts made and to notify the questions and grievances arising under

I. P., givinghim full information as to the agreements with the company, shall write

amount of the shortage, officer's name and or wire full particulars of the case to the

conditions of the case , such shortage occur
International President before an officer can

ping during continuance of bond and has
or will be sent. If it is the advice of the

been discovered during said continuance or International President that the Local

within three (3) months thereafter, or within officers should proceed and attempt to ad

three (3) months from the death, dismissal , just the case before an International officer

or retirement of the bonded officer within is sent , they shall carry out his instructions

the period of the bond. The officers of in regard to the same, keeping him fully

the L. D. will carry out the instructions informed of the situation .

of the I. P. as soon
as received and at The Constitution and General Laws, as

his request, orat the request of any Inter amended , will go into effect January 1 , 1928.
national Officer sent to handle the case,

they will swear out warrants for the arrest The worst enemy of the Union Label is

of the defaulting officer, or officers, and the Trade Unionist who neglects it.

on
M
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Instructed President Green to call repre

sentatives of tunnel and subway con

structors and hodcarriers and building

laborers in conference within 90 days, in an

effort to effect agreement on jurisdiction

matters.

Endorsed recommendation that if rail

road signalmen refuse or fail to agree to

comply within 90 days with decision in

controversy with electrical workers, that

the Executive Council is authorized to

suspend Brotherhood of Railroad Signal

men of America " if and when it deems

such action necessary .'

Officers Re-Elected

All officers were re - elected as follows:

President, William Green ; first vice-presi

dent, James Duncan; second vice -president,

Frank Duffy ; third vice -president, T. A.

Rickert; fourth vice-president, Jacob Fisher ;

fifth vice-president, Matthew Woll; sixth

vice-president, Martin F. Ryan ; seventh

vice president, James Wilson ; eighth vice

president, James P. Noonan ; treasurer,

Daniel J. Tobin ; secretary, Frank Morrison.

Fraternal Delegates

British Trade Union Congress

Michael F. Green, secretary -treasurer United

Hatters of North America ; William B. Fitz

gerald , international first vice - president

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America.

To Canadian Trades and Labor Congress

- Joseph W. Morton , Brotherhood of Sta

tionary Firemen .

Convention City, 1928 - New Orleans, La.

Work of Concluding Day

Endorsed 8 - hour day for New York city

fire fighters.

Endorsed campaign for 8-hour day and

6-day week for workers in petroleum

industry .

Urged continued effort for the 5-day eekw

and shorter hours of labor.

Recommended continued support of the

Workers' Education Bureau .

Urged enactment of legislation providing

for free text books for all children of the

public schools.

Commended the labor press and urged its

generous support.

Commended support of the Woodrow

Wilson Foundation and the Thomas Jeffer

son Memorial Foundation ,

Urged continued fitting observations of

Labor Memorial Sunday , the fourth Sunday

in May; and Labor Sunday, the day pre

ceding the first Monday in September ; and

the following day, Labor Day.

Recommended continued efforts be made

to secure legislation providing for registra

tion of Union Labels .

Reiterated its position on child labor and

urged ratification of the child labor amend

ment to the Constitution .

Declared for proper representation

administrative and advisory boards dv.

veloping vocationaleducation programs.

Urged organizations to deposit records of

Trade Union history at A. F. of L. head

quarters for availability of students and

authors.

Opposed legislation restricting teaching in

public schools.

Urged Federal aid to re- establish public

schools in flood -stricken areas.

Commended Executive Council for its

work in the Pan -American Congress and its

position on Cuban labor.

The Convention adjourned sine die at

12:20 o'clock p. m. Friday, October 14,

1927. Quoting President Green : " This has

been really a most constructive Convention .

I have frequently said in brief addresses

that I have made that there is no uni

versity in our land that can offer such a

course in economics as the American Fed.

eration of Labor Convention . The lectures

-if I may dignify the discussions as that,

and I think I can -- the lectures and ad.

dresses, the discussions, the subject matter

dealt with , are all of such educational and

constructive character as to give to all

who come here and listen and participate

in our work a new point of view and

understanding of our great undertaking. I

want to refer to one outstanding ahcieve

ment . I am happy indeed that this great

Convention made it possible for that in

fluential organization, the United Brother

hood of Carpenters and Joiners, to become

re-affiliated with the building trades depart

ment . I want to thankfully express my

deep appreciation of this achievement, and

I am happy to go from Los Angeles with

the Building Trades Department solidified

and united as perhaps never before. We go

from here inspired to work as never before.

We go out and face all our problems

with à constructive program laid down by

the American Federationof Labor, and I

believe we will do more efficient work dur.

ing the year 1928 than we have ever done

before, because we go out with renewed

courage, with renewed hope, with unfalter

ing steps. ' '

Fraternally submitted ,

WM. B. FITZGERALD,

L. D. BLAND,

P. J. SHEA,

GUS ANDERSON,

WM . P. WEPNER,

Delegates representing Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America.

To

New York, N. Y. - The number of un

employed in this city is growing, despite

prosperity claims. Figures made public by

Welfare Commissioner Coler indicate an

increase in povertyand unemployment.

The city official reported that business

is booming in the municipal lodging house

and that there is a greater number of

dependent children being cared for by his

department.

on the

on

The labor movement thrives

devotion of honest and dutiful men and

women of pure and unselfish motives.

One may benumbered among theseby

embracing the principleof theUnionLabel.
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE " I also learned that most all of the

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR divisions of our Association , during the

“ Convention Retrospect"
past two years , had increased their wage,

and that increase of wage amounted to

"To the Editor of the 'Motorman and over five millions of dollars in increase each

Conductor':
year to the membership of our Association .

“ Will you kindly grant me some space " I learned that one hundred and four

in your valuable journal to express my teen divisions have written agreements

opinion of the Amalgamated Association of with various companies for which they

Street and Electric Railway Employes of work, meaning that number have practi

America from the information I gathered cally the 'closed shop ' conditions.

at the New Orleans Convention ? " I learned that the Association had paid

"While I have been a street railway man out in death and disability benefits during

for many years, and have been a member the past two years over $30,800. That

of the Association for a long time and means that our Association, during the past

actively working for its interest, I never two years, has cared for and buried over

knew so much about it as I now know three hundred of our members. Some of

since visiting the New Orleans Convention , them , were it not for the Association , likely

and I desire to convey, if possible, the would have been laid away in the potter's

information and impressions that I got field . In addition to that, I find that the

there to our fellow members throughout the local organizations have paid out in sick

entire country . benefits to our membership during the past

“ When I read of the New Orleans Con two years , $68,952.00. Just think of that !

vention, I made up my mind that I would That much has been expended in caring for

visit the convention. I had not had a the sick members of the Amalgamated

vacation for some years , and was desirous Association . What other organization can

of seeing a little of the country and learn show a better record ? This, added to

ing something more about our Association, what has been paid out in death benefits,

So I took advantage of the occasion and means that there has been paid out in

visited New Orleans, and I am mighty sick and death benefits by the Amalga

glad now that I did so , for I learned a mated Association during the past two

great deal about our Association that I years, $ 99,752.00 .

did not know, and things that make me " I found that the organization had also

proud to know that I am enrolled under responded and nobly assisted our member

the banner of such an organization . ship in San Francisco during the earth

" The opening of the convention in quake and in Pensacola during the flood ,

New Orleans was and had contributed
a grand sight; to see

liberally to these

nearly two hundred delegates from all over brothers , contributing something

the entire country gathered together in one $ 10,000.

hall. The welcome address by the mayor " I found that the majority of strikes

and other speeches that were made were that the organization had been engaged

good and impressive, but what impressed
in had been won.

me most were the records of the organiza " I found that the organization had ad

tion , as were brought out in the reports
vanced the conditions of the street railway

and during the proceedings of the con
men in the various states through legis.

lation-having in some places secured the

" Here is what I learned : First , that vestibule bill, and in many cities secured

since the organization of our Association
the adoption of air brake ordinances, thus

nearly five hundred divisions have been giving protection and assistance to

organized and chartered , and over three membership

hundred of them are strong, hearty and
" In addition to these things , I found the

healthy unions. I learned that in the last convention a wide-awake one, looking to

two years there had been organized seventy
the future interest of our people, legis

seven new divisions and fifty - five of them lating to improve and better the conditions

have lived and are healthy, strong unions .
in the future, and it made me proud to

" I learned that during the last two years
know that I a member of such an

there nad been enrolled in membership organization . I believe , were these facts

33,224 members. Just think of that ! If properly laid before every street car man
that number were

to march into single in America, that we would find the great

column , two by two , six feet apart, it majority of them in our Association , For

would make an army extending over seven
that reason I desire to speak my sentiment

teen miles long . That number have en
as to what I found by investigation at the

rolled in the last two years under our banner .
New Orleans convention .

" I also learned that there were " Let me add , when calling attention to

forty divisions working a nine-hour work the facts I have related , that, as I look

day; sixty-six divisions working, a ten -hour back and think of those street and electric

Work-day, and none of the divisions work who came from almost every

ing very much over twelve hours, while a section of the country , I am not so much

years ago there were no street surprised at the advancements reported .

men working under twelve hours . It seems They were an intelligent , thoughtful body

tome that is a grand record that should of men . All of them seemed to try to

impress itself upon everyone engaged in our think up something that would be a good
occupation. thing for the members in the future ,

over

vention .

our

was

over

саг men

few
car
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THE HIGH SPEED CHANGER AV

Has always been the Leader , and therefore

Standard Equipment of the

Largest Transportation Companies

And the Latest Improvement makes it

The Undisputed Leader and the Preferred Changer

The Improved 1928 4 - Barrel Model

at the Same Low Price

No. 1 throws 1 Quarter, 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, i Penny
No. 2 throws 1 Quarter, 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, 1 Nickel

No. 5 throws 1 Quarter, 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, 5 Pennies

No. 21 throws 1 Onarter, 1 Dime , 1 Nickel, 1 Token

PATENTED SAFETY LOCKING DEVICE ON ALL

Postage J. L. GALEF

Paid 75 Chambers St. , New York City

am a member of our grand organization.

" It can't helpbut be a big success.

" Mr. Editor, I hope this will be favored

with space in the Motorman and Con

ductor .

“ I remain , fraternally,
who

there. "

SO one was

on . was

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

“ There seemed to be one general thought

about the Local Divisions. That was that

Local Divisions were willing and anxious

to do things , but don't have the money

to do them with . So they voted to raise

the dues , Locals can have money

enough, without begging, to do business

Personally, I think that the

biggest thing the convention did . I know

my own Local has been sorely tried about

money. We have kept out of the Central

Labor Union and the State Federation of

Labor because we didn't have money enough

to pay dues in them. We haven't had

money enough to take part in Labor Day.

We didn't even have money enough to

pay sick benefits if one of us_got sick.

Now , things will be different. We'll have

more money in the treasury . Before, we

were forced to pass the hat if we wanted

to make any extra use of money . Some

paid and others didn't . So , I think the

75 cents just hits the spot . I'm glad to

see our boys agree with me.

“ I was surprised by the convention . I

got a bigger idea of what we street car

Then I got an idea of how the

union is run . It is just a great big system ,

and every member, whether he is in Cali

fornia, Massachusetts or Canada, is a part

of the system . The delegates talked

about the San Francisco strike just as

though they belonged to that Local.

“Then there was another feature . When

the telegraphers came to the convention,

relating about their strike , the delegates

went down into their own pockets and

donated $140. That showed spirit . It

showed that there is something to this

Labor Movement .

“ Then , the deportment of the delegates

was good . They were present at every

session , and they were sober. I would put

them up against delegates to any capitalist

convention ,

“ Another feature was the ability of the

delegates to speak upon the questions

before the convention . They spoke to the

Then, when men differed , there

wasn't any show of ill feeling .

vention was clean from personalities. I

only wish I could impress every member

as I was impressed by that convention .

" I again repeat that I am proud that I

men are .

" Rich men meet in the bank, the club

house or the parlor. Working men, when

they confer, gather on the streets. All

the organized forces are against them.

Capital has the army and navy, and the

legislative, executive and judicial depart

ments. When the rich combine it is for

an exchange of ideas. When the poor com

bine, it is conspiracy. If they act in

concert and really do something, it is a

mob. If they defend themselves, it is

treason . - Robert Ingersoll.

“ 'Are all men created free and equal

and do all have the equal rights to life

and liberty and pursuit of happiness?

The Declaration of Independence says

that we are ; the politicians in the late

presidential campaign told us that we were

great sovereign citizens; but what a farce

when you compare the conditions of the

employes of the South Side Railways of

Chicago with those of the owners and

operators of those roads. A short time

ago the employes, acting upon propositions

setforth in the Declaration of Independence

and the words of the politicians and Fourth

of July orators, attempted to organize an

organization where they could discuss the

conditions of their labor and, if possible,

devise to advance their interests

and better their conditions, and the minute

this attempt was made there was a whole.

sale discharge of employesfor daring to do

such a thing as organize and warning was

given to all others that if they dared to

attempt such a thing as organize they would

be similarly dealt with ; and,not stopping

at the mere forbidding of the employes to

join such

the right to dictate what their religious

an organization, they assumed

views shall be, thereby violating another

sacred God -given and constitutional right,

claimed by every Americancitizen. Is that

means

point.
The con
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Avocado Groves

timom STRAP WATCH

MEN'S
DIRECT FROM

SWITZERLAND

299

Produce Nature's one complete and most

delicious food. Have paid 100% to 200%

or more annually. One Avocado (Alligator

Pear) tree has paid $ 312 per year, net

profit, for seven years. Over 30,000 trees

planted . A 640-acre grove. First crop next

year. Shares $2 each . Easy terms if de

dired. Security absolute. Get in now on

ground floor; time limited . Endorsed by

Bankers, Local and Government Officials.

HighestBank reference. Send for Beauti

fully Illustrated Book, also Facts and

Figures about Miami, Florida. ALL FREE,

no obligation . Address, AVOCADO PARK

GROVÉS, E. F. Hanson, General Manager.

(Mayor Belfast, Me., 10 years. ) 105MC,

Flagler Arcade, Miami, Florida.

Radium Dial Silveroid Cushion
Jeweled Movement Shaped Caso
This fully guaranteed watch cannot be manufactured in America" for
lessthan $ 12, Genuine leather strap.Accurate-- durablehandsome.SENDNO MONEY .Pasondelivery$ 3.99pluspostago * FEDCO '
U.S. Swiss Agents , 561 Broadway , New York City , DEPT. Wan

an

IF $10.00 A DAY EXTRA, selling

QUICKLITE

POCKET LIGHTER

to fellow workmen and friends interests you , send

250 for a sample lighter and details of sure-fire
plan.

Quicklitehas no wheels, springs or bars. Burns
anything. Costs you $2.00 a dozen - youmake $ 4.00.
RAPID MFG, co ., N - 799 , Broadway, N.”

NEW
DISCOVERY .

Grows Hair Quickly !

Noted surgeon hasdiscovered amaz .

ing way to grow hair called Dermo-Ray.
Emplo ,a Infra -Red Rays. In thirty daysno
more dandrut . Scalp tissues given new life .
Then withina few weeks luxuriant newhair !

Two years ago the discoverer washimself
bald . Todayhis hair isfulland thick .Sent
on Free Trial. Resultsor no pay . If you
haveelectricity in yourhomewrite atonce
fez Free, startling thirty - two page booklet.

Address the LARSON INSTITUTE

216 N. Wabash Are. Depl. 107 , Chicago , I8inois

equality ? The South Side Railway Com

pany is organization of capitalists

joined together to advance their interests

and secure their rights; nor had they alone

stopped at what are their rights, but they

have obtained everything in the way, of

franchises and right of ways that they

could lay their hands upon , until today,

they almost control the policies of the

great city of Chicago , and every citizen

of the South Side must pay them tribute.

A few days after discharging , men for

organizing, General Manager Bowen, of

the South Side Company , attended the

convention of the General Managers Asso

ciation , which met at Niagara Falls. This

managers organization is composed of the

general managers of the various street rail

ways of the country, who come together

to discuss their interests and the best

means to advance and promote them , and

you can rest assured that there are ques

tions discussed at those gatherings rel ve

to wages, hours and conditions to be fixed

for employes. Yet claiming such rights for

themselves, they oppose the honest organi.

zation of the employes, who would unite

in the interest of their manhood and meet

to devise ways and means to elevate their

position and leave humanity better and

more advanced than they found it. Are

all men created equal and with equal rights?

Now look the matter square in the face,

my street railway friends. Is it not time

for the street car employes of America to

arouse and through organization make a

new Declaration of Independence that has

some meaning and that will bring, some

results? Remember our motto ; it is the

only one that can secure for us what we

onak : 'Freedom through organization '.'

TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL

LABOR NEWS

By U. S. Dept. of Labor

Peru - The National
Government has

recently granted to the newly -organized

Lima Callao Park Company an exclusive

five-year concession for the installation and

operation , in the City ofLima, of an amuse

ment park similar to those found in the

United States and Europe .

England - Out of the recent world eco

ATTENTION !

Motormen andConductors

WE SPECIALIZE IN BETTER -BUILT

Traction Uniforms

at $32.50

Made of Regulation Blue Serge by

SKILLED UNION WORKMEN

Also

Civilian Suits and Overcoats

Made to Measure

$ 27.50 to $ 35.00

CAPS AND HIGH -SPEED CHANGERS

All Garments have the Union Label

HOFFMAN TAILORING CO.

2341 olive Street at Jefferson

Phone : Central 9279 ST. LOUIS, MO.

nomic conference at Geneva, a movement

has indirectly arisen in England to create

a committee on industrial efficiency for the

purpose of rendering ( 1 ) to the community

greater stability and a higher standard in

the conditions of life ; ( 2) to the consumer

lower prices and goods more carefully

adapted to the general requirements; and

(3 ) to the producers higher and steadier

remuneration.

Mexico-The emigration of Mexicans

from the Guadalajara district to the

United States during the three months

ending June 30,1927 , was extremely heavy ,

there being 2,270 non -quota (c) visas issued

as compared with 1,288 for the preceding

three months, and 1,892 for the correspond.

ing quarterof the previous year.

Poland— The number of unemployed in

Poland at the end of May was 207,570, as

compared with 226,018 at the end of April,

a decrease of 18,448.
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GENUINE FRENCH BRIAR PIPE SET

Cet

this

FREE

SAMPLE

GALLSTONES

for

yous only $ 275FRENCN

PRICE SIO 20

Liver and StomachTroubles

You do not need to suffer from gallstones, pains in
back ,or liver and stomach troubles. You oan get rid
of them now , if you will send forthis freesample .
Gallstonesare dangerous;theyarepainful, torture,
and cause burning pains around your liver,pains in
your sides ,and oftenthey cause chills , fever, colic ,
indigestion, or gastritis. Let me send you a liberal

Free Proof Gallstone and Liver
Car

sules, and be relieved . They maysave your life
avoid anoperation. Send name and address to

day : no obligation . Dr. Hildebrand's Laboratory,

Dept. 1650 155 N. Union Ave. , Chicago, Ill .

Gra
y
Hair

stor
ed

Toft
Restored To Its

WithoutDyeing

On 30-Day Free Trial

Amazing new discovery - REVA - restores hair to original
color. Applied to scalp not to hair . Is not a dye! Restores
exact original shade so naturally your friends cannot notice
change. Does not streak or crack hair. Will not wasb off

or fade.Hairkeepsuniform color always. Does not get gray
at roots . Same clean , colorless liquid used for all cases . No
sample of hair needed. REVA also acts as hair tonic .

have used successfully. WRITE Free Book

TODAY for details of 30 Day

FreeTrialOffer. Costs you nothing . No obligations.

PEVA CORPORATION 1700 Wilson Ave. Dept. 538 Chicago. IIL

ATLANTA, GA. , AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into by

and between the Georgia Railway and Power Com

pany, of Atlanta , Georgia , hereinafter, for the sake

of convenience, called the “ Company," party of
the first part, and the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employees of America ,

Division No. 732, of Atlanta , Georgia , hereinafter ,
for the sake of convenience , called the “ Association ,'

party of the second part

WITNESSETH : That in the operation of the

said lines of electric railway and busses of the party

of the first part and the Atlanta Northern Railway

Company and the coaches and busses of the Atlanta

Coach Company, in the counties of Fulton , DeKalb ,

and Cobb , in the State of Georgia , the parties
hereto, in consideration of the mutual covenants

and agreements herein contained , contract and agree
with each other as follows, to -wit :

SECTION 1 . That for the purpose of this Agree

ment the membership of said Association shall

consist only of, and this Agreement shall cover

only Motormen and Conductors, Safety Car Oper

ators and Coach and Bus Operators employed by

the Company and the Atlanta Northern Railway

Company and the Atlanta Coach Company, engaged

in the operation of electric cars , coaches and busses

on the system of said Company and of the Atlanta

Northern Railway and the Atlanta Coach Com

pany, in the Counties of Fulton , De Kalb and Cobb,

in the State of Georgia , and of mem employed

in the car shops or in the car barns, or in track

construction or maintenance work, exciuding, how .

ever, such men in the several departments where

trades make them eligible for membership in other

Trades Unions. Men erigible for membership in

other Trades Unions employed by, the Georgia Rail
way and Power Company, will have the right to

come under this Agreement if they so elect, and

the rates of pay for the above named employees
that are fixed later in this Contract for all of the

above said departments,

SEC . 2 . That any and all Motormen , Conductors

and Operators of Safety Cars, Coaches and Busses

as above described , or other men employed by the

Company or the Atlanta Northern Railway Com

pany in the car shops or barns , or in the track

construction or maintenance work, as above limited,

shall be eligible to membershipin said Association

and shallhave therightto join or not to join

the Association ,astheyindividually prefer, itbeing
agreed that there shall be no discrimination for or

Magnificent smoking outát,

beautifully polishedand en

graved , imported wben the

French Franc was lowest.

Manufactured to Retall at

the $10.00 Price stamped

in each bos, we are offering

them to you direct from our

Wholesale Dept,at only $ 2.75.

Set consistsof two genuine

French Briar pipes treated to

require no breaking-in.Am

berlite mouthpieces; fancy

Amberlite cigar andcigarette

holders. Eacb wet is fitted

in a beautiful strongly made plusb and silk -lined case.Complete,$2.75.

SEND NO MONEY.Pay postman $2.75 plus postage on delivery.
Money refunded if not satisfied.

H. & H. SALES CO. , Dept. P53, 81 Bowery , New York, N. Y

-WANTED

We want Direct to Consumer Salesmen or Agents in every

community for our Magnetic Trouble Lamp- BRITE -LITE

-the fastest sellingautonecessityin theworld - retailo $3.

BRITE-LITE sells itself on sight-agents make big money.
National salesforce now beingorganized.Here is a chance

tojoin a live organization and have exclusive territory:

Send details of your past experience and · BRITE-LITE

will be mailed you with full information. Address

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION

P. 0. Box 90 Dept. B Newark, N. J.

against any employee of the said departments on

account of membership in the said Association, or

for exercise of legitimate trade union activities in

connection therewith,and likewise that no employee

of the said Company shall be discriminated against

for non -membership in the said Association and

that neither the said Association , nor any employees
of the Compapy, members of such Association ,

shall attempt to coerce any employees of the Com
pany into joining such Association against their

will , or interfere with them in any way because of

failure or refusal on their part to join such Asso

ciation .

Sec . 3 . The Company agrees to meet and treat

with duly accredited officers and committees that

are elected or selected bythe Association upon all

questions and grievances that may arise between

the parties hereto during the life of this Contract.

Sec. 4 . Any employee of the said Company ,

a member of the Association, who has been sus

pended, demerited or discharged , shall have the

right to have his case taken up by the officers or
committee of the said Association with the duly

accredited officers of the Company,and in such
cases where , upon investigation , it is found and

mutually agreedto by the representativesof the

Association and the representatives of the Company
that such employee who has been suspended , de

merited or discharged, was not at fault, he shall
be reinstated to his former position ,and paid the
wages to which he would have been entitled had

he continued in the Company's employment during
the period of suspension or demerit or discharge.

The Company agrees that when men
disciplined for violation of the Company's rules,

with the exception of short register cases or acci

dents, such discipline shall be bulletined , or the

employee otherwise notified within five days. Where
reports of violations of rules other than routine

reports of Supervisors are brought to the Company's

notice too late to comply with this rule, necessary

time shaıl be taken for investigation .
When men

are suspended who reportforearly morning work,
such suspension shallnot start within twenty -four

hours after being posted . Nothing herein shall

abridge the right of the Company to relieve or

discharge employees on duty because oflack of

work .
It is agreed that when men are laid off to reduce

the servicein any department,thatpreference shall
be given tothose retained in accordance with their

length of service with the Company ; and when

men are again employed inanyoftheabovedepart:

ments preference shallbe given to men previously

laid off inaccordance with their previous time of

service with the Company.

Sec. 5 . Whenany disputes arise between the

are to be
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or

new

Company and the Assocaition , its members,

over which they can not mutually agree, the same

shall be submitted to a Board of Arbitrators, com

posed of three disinterested persons, one Arbitrator

to be chosen by the Company, one by the Associa .

tion , and the two Arbitrators thus selected shail

choose a third Arbitrator, The Board of Arbi

trators so constituted shall hear all evidence and

arguments on the points in dispute and the written

decision of a majority of the members of the Board
of Arbitrators shall be final and binding on the

parties hereto . The parties hereto shall each pay

the Arbitrator of its own selection and they shall

jointly pay the third Arbitrator and the other

legitimate joint expenses of such arbitration, each

party , however, paying its own expenses incurred
in preparing, and presenting its case . In the event

that the said Arbitrators shall fail to agree upon

an Umpire, within ten days after their appoint
ment, then the matter shall be referred back to

the Company and the Association , who shall each
appoint a Arbitrator in place of the ones

formerly named , and these new Arbitrators , shall

proceed as above specified .

SEC. 6. That the right to hire and discharge

employees and the management of the properties

of the Company, cars, car shops, barns, railway

lines and all other departments , are reserved by the

Company, and shall be vested exclusively in the

Company, and the Company shall have the right

to determine how many men it will employ or

retain in said shops, barns, track construction , or
maintenance work, and on the cars, or in the

Transportation or other departments, together with

the right to exercise full control and discipline in

the interest of proper service and in the conduct

of its business except as expressly restricted in this

Contract.

Sec. 7 . The members of said Association shall

be allowed to wear their Union Buttons on duty

at all times,

Sec. 8. The wages of Motormen and Conductors

on two-man cars and on single deck busses shall
be as follows:

For the first nine months of service. . 46 ¢ per hour
For the second nine months of

service.. .51 ¢ per hour

And thereafter . .54 € per hour

Operators on Safety Cars and Operators on

Double Deck Coaches shall be paid 8 € per

hour additional .

Motormen , Conductors and Operators training new

men shall be paid five cents per hour in addition

to their regular rates of pay, for such training
service .

Motormen and Conductors now in service, when

training for Operators , shall be paid one-half their
regular scale of wages for such training,

All Motormen and Conductors making out acci.

dent reports shallreceiveone hourspecial time.
If it takes longer than one hour to make out such

reports, they will be paid their regular platform
wages for time in excess of one hour.

SEC. 9. All Foremen , Assistant Foremen and

Motormen in charge of work cars in the Roadway

Department shall be paid on a weekly basis . Salary

agreed to be paid to them covers a week of seven
( 7) days. The time ordinarily put in by them

during the week shall be approximately 54 hours
for Foremen and Assistant Foremen and 60 hours

for Motormen in charge of work cars. In the event

the actual time work by them shall be more than

the hours stated above, they shall receive no addi
tional pay ; and inthe event thework time required

of them shall be less there shall be no reduction

No man working on straight time shals be away
from his duties for personal reasonsor sickness and

receive pay therefor, without permission from his
superior officer .

The term " Foreman " intended to cover Fore

men in charge of bridge gangs, Foremen in charge

of Carpenters, Foremen in charge of track gangs,

Poremen in charge of welders and track grinders,

Foremen in charge of stock yards and quarry.

The term " Assistant Foremen " is intended to

cover men who are regularlyin charge of workmen
and who report directly to Foremen . Welder and

grinder helpers and oxyacetylene cutters will not
be classed asForemen or Assistant Foremen ,

The following rates of wages will be paid : Track
Foremen , Stock Yard Foremen , Quarry Foremen ,

Bridge Foremen and Carpenter Foremen, $ 42.00

per. week; Assistant Foremen, $36.15 week ;per
Welder and Grinder Foremen , $ 39.00 per week ;

WorkCarMotormen . $39,05 per week.

Truck Drivers shall be paid 50 cents per hour .

Welder and Grinder Helpers shall receive for the

first three months, 47 cents per hour ; for the second

three months, 50 cents per hour; for the third

three months, 52 cents per hour; and for the fourth
three months and thereafter, 55 cents per hour .

Bridge Carpenters, who are able to qualify as

such , shall receive for the first three months, 47

cents per hour; for the second three months, 50

cents per hour; for the third three months, 52

cents per hour; and for the fourth three months

and thereafter, 55 cents per hour.

Welder and Grinder Helpers, Bridge and Build

ing Carpenters and Truck Drivers shall be guaran

teed 42 hours per week, provided they report for

work.

Holidays with pay shall be granted only to

Foremen and others working on a weekly wage

basis.

Weider and Grinder Herpers whoare temporarily

placed in charge of Welders and Grinders, in the

absence of Welder and Grinder Foremen , shall be

paid Welder and Grinder Foremen's wages after three

days of such services, for the balance of time they
substitute for the Foremen .

NOTE : No man at present employed shall re

ceive & less wage per day on a 9 - hour day basis

than he is at present receiving on a 10 -hour day
basis .

No minimum rate of wage is guaranteed to any

employee except as specified above.

The work day of other employees in the Road
way Department, members of the Association ,

except Night Watchmen , shall be nine (9) hours;

and , in the event they put in more than nine ( 9)

hours in any one day of twenty-four (24) hours,

they shall be paid for such additional time at the
rate of time and one-half.

All Roadway and Maintenance Employees, work

ing on a weekly basis, members of this Association ,

will be granted the following holidays : New Year's

Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day. Thanksgiving

Day, Christmas Eve afternoon, Christmas Day, and

the day following Christmas, provided conditions are

such that this can be granted without detrimentto

the work or the interest of the Company.

Seniority shall apply to employees of the Road .

way Department in accordance with article four
far as practicable . The Company, however,

reserves the right , in discharging men when it is

necessary to reduce forces, to retain the most compe

tent , irrespective of length of service, and in re .

employing men reserves the right to employ the

most competent, irrespective of their previous length
of service.

Sec. 10. The Company will adhere , as far as

practicable, to three general mark-ups each year

(February 15th , June 15th and October 15th) , but
reserves the right to order a general mark-up at

In a general mark -up the principle of
general seniority shall be extended to all Motor

men , Conductors and Operators. They shall be
given preference in the selection of week -day ,

Saturday and Sunday runs , in accordance with

their continuous age as such and without regard
to the Divisions of the Company's routes as now,

or may later be , established , except on line cars ,
work cars , sand cars , emergensy cars and emer

The Motormen and Conductors for

the above cars , excluded from the mark -up, will
beselected and assigned to such cars by the Superin
tendent of Transportation or his representative.

In the interim between mark-ups, all vacant and

additionai runs will be posted on the 20th of each

month , and bids for them must all be in by 12:00

o'clock midnight on the 23rd of the month . The

men bidding for these runs will be marked on them
according to their seniority . There will then be

posted a list of vacant runs caused by this mark-up

on the 25th of each month; bids for these runs must
ali be in by 12 o'clock noon of the 28th , and

will be marked up according to the seniority of

the men bidding, both lists to take effect on the

first day of the month following .

The runs left vacant by the men making the sec

ond bid will be filled by extra men until the next

monthly mark-up.

It is further agreed that , when any route is

changed or refigured, the men on the said route

shall be permitted to bid for the on that

line according to seniority before changes take

effect (except in cases of emergency; but not longer
than one day) , and if any men fail to get a run in

the same class , the men so affected shall be permitted

to bid for another run on any Division according

as

any time.

gency trucks.

of pay .

runs
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First year
Second year .

Third year .

ΟΙ

on

Fourth year

run

or
23

same

more

to seniority at the regular monthly mark -up, and
Motor and Truck Repairmen at Fulton County

in the meantime, such men shall be allowed to work Plant

at the head of the extra board until the next 47.70 € per hour

monthly mark-up. 49.82 € per hour

In case any man bids for a run at the general 51.94 ¢ per hour

mark -up or during the interim , who, in the opinion
Fourth year . 55.12 € per hour

of the Superintendent of Transportatior his Thereafter . 58.30 € per hour

representative, is incompetent to fill such run , then Time and one-half shall be paid for all work done

the Superintendent or his representative may decline at Fulton County Plant in excess of fifty ( 50 )

the application. Any man whose application is so hours in any one week - Watchmen and Firemen ex

denied shall have the right to have same investi cepted .

gated , as hereinbefore provided for. Inspectors at Car Barns

General seniority shall be extended to all motor
First year , 45.58 ¢ per hour

coaches and busses the first general mark -up Second year . 47.70 ¢ per hour
each year. All vacant and additional coach and Third year . 49.82 ¢ per hour

bus runs in the interim between mark -ups will be 53,00 ¢ per hour
posted at the monthly mark-ups and bid in accord Thereafter . 56.18 ¢ per hour

ing to system seniority hy men qualified . NOTE : Two men at Ashby Street and two men
In case any man bids for a on coaches or at Butler Street Barn shall be classed as Motor

busses at the general mark -up or in the interim , and , Truck Repairmen, and receive two (2 ) cents

who, on account of lack of courtesy, cleanliness, or an hour above the regular schedule for Barn In
general good record , in the opinion of the Superin spectors ,
tendent of Transportation or his representative, is NOTE : Two men at Ashby Street Barn, three

incompetent to fill such run . then the Superin men at Butler Street Barn and three men at Edge

tendent his representative may decline the wood Avenue Barn shall be classed as Oilers and

application , and any man whose application is so Packers and receive two ( 2 ) cents an hour above

declined , shall have the right to have the the regular schedule for Barn Inspectors .

investigated as hereinbefore provided for. Carpenters at Car Barns shall receive 77.38 ¢

Seniority shall aiso apply to all other employees per hour.
All Carpenter Apprentices at Car Barns

where applicants are competent. shall receive the top scale of wages after four (4)
SEC. 11 . All regularly scheduled week-day runs years apprenticeship .

for Motormen , Conductors, Safety Car Operators It is agreed that night men employed in the car

and Operators of coaches and busses, shall be barns shall have one night off at least every two

classed as follows : weeks, if they so desire, but without pay .

Class 1. One-piece runs , shall pay a minimum of It is understood that in the event of any of the

8 hours and must be completed within 11 hours. Oilers and Packers, or any of the motor and truck

Class 2 . Two-piece runs, shall pay a minimum of Repairmen , are off from their work on account of

8 hours and must be completed within 14 hours . sickness, accident, or otherwise , that any, other
Class 3. Three -piece runs , shall pay a minimum man at that location maybe designated to do that

of 10 hours and must be completed within 14 hours . particular work in place of the absent man without

In making up schedules , there shall not be less any increase in rate of pay of such man while on
than 50 per cent one-piece runs, and not this work temporarily .

than 10 per cent three - piece runs. No minimum rate of wage is guaranteed to any

Effort will be made to make as many additional employee in the car barns or in shops, except as

straight runs over and above the guarantee of 50 specified herein .

per cent as possible , and to make all runs pay as The work day for all employees in car þarris

near nine hours as possible ; and to make the hours (except Watchmen and Firemen ) shall be nine hours

of labor as satisfactory as possible ; and in so doing , in any one day of 24 hours , with time and one - half

if it is necessary to have a few runs with less than
for all time worked over 9 hours in any one day

eight (8 ) hours in them , except trailer suns, the of 24 hours, and time and one-half for work done

runs with less than eight hours will be considered
on the following holidays: New Year's Day, Fourth

as extra runs and the Starter will be required to of Juy, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas

assign extra men to such runs each day in rotating
Day .

manner, unless, however, some men desire to bid When a man working in car barns is required to
for such runs , and in such cases, the men will be work on his regular Sunday off, he willbe paid

permitted, according to their seniority , to bid for
time and one-half for time worked on such day .

these runs , and any man who bids for one of these Seniority shall apply to all men in shops and at

will not be required to it
barns Incar

thanmore where applicants are competent.

thirty (30) days . case of any man applying for change of jobs on his

Whenever it can be shown by the Association seniority rights, he shall make written application

that runs
can be improved , their suggestions will

to his Foreman for such change . If the applicant

be given consideration and every effort made to is qualified , he will be given the change in jobs

improve working conditions from time to time.
requested , same to become effective at the begin

All regularly scheduled Sunday runs shall be ning of the next payroll period , or within fifteen

straight runs , without guarantee of days from date of such application.minimum
time ; but to be completed within spread of Any man bidding in any job in car barns shall

eleven ( 11 ) hours. Holiday runs will be scheduled be required to hold same for a period of six months

on the same principle as Sunday runs when possible before bidding in any other job , except in case of

to do so .
vacancy.

Time and one-half"will be paid for all time worked Men employed in shops and car barns will make

over any scheduled run in Classes 1 , 2 and 3 , and
written requests to their Foremen for increase in

Sunday runs; and in the event any run in any of
wages in accordance with the above schedule .

these classes extends over the prescribed spread, Sec. 13 . Any member ofthis Association, at the

time and one-half shall be paid for all time worked
time an employee of theCompany in the several

over this spread, except in either case where such
departments herein before mentioned, who may be

time is due to delays of blockades on the line, elected or appointed to any office in Division No.

causing the holder of the run to be delayed in 732 , or to the International Association , shall, upon

-reaching his relief point or the barn , straight time
his retirement from said office , be reinstated to his

only will be paid .
former position with full seniority rights in the em

It is not the intention of this section to mean
ployment of the Company in the service of which

that overtime will be paid both for time worked
he was employed, provided he presents himself for

beyond the scheduled run and for time worked
reinstatement within thirty ( 30) days from the date

of his retirement from such Office.
beyond the spread , but it is the intention that

SEC . 14 .

time and one-half will be paid on one basis or the
The rules in regard to working condi

other and under the conditions named .
tions of the several departments, shall be from time

In the computation of time to be paid on any

to time, posted by the Company in a conspicuous

place at the car shop, barns,

run , the premium time shall be added to the straight building, or other headquarters of the department

time before adding any bonus time making up the affected. The rules so posted shall be observed

prescribed minimum for a run of any class. until changed by mutual agreement between the

Men working extra will be paid straight time, and, Association and the Company. or in the event of

if working more than 12 consecutive hours, will be a dispute unless and until changed by arbitration

paid a premium of ball time in addition to straight in the manner hereinbefore provided for.

time for such time beyond 12 consecutive hours . SEC. 15 . There shall be placed in the men's

SEC. 12. The following rates of wages will he paid room for each car barn , shoporother reporting

to men in the Mechanical Department at shops places , a bulletin board , on
which this agreement

and barns as covered by this Contract : and any changes in

runs run

a

a

or transportati
on

or supplement
s

thereto shall
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be posted , and on this bulletin board the Associa public service. Nothing herein , however, is intended

tion shall have the right to post notices of which to prevent the resignation or discharge of any

the Association may desire to reach and notify individual , all discharges being subject to review

their members. under the conditions and in the manner herein

SEC. 16. The Company agrees that the officers before provided for.

and committees of the Association shall be granted
Sec. 23 . This Agreement and provisions thereof

leave of absence on organization business when so shall become effective January 1 , 1927, and

Tequested to do , except in cases of shortage of men , tinue through December 31, 1927 , or as long there .

and then arrangements will be made to relieve the after as may be mutually agreeable to the Com

officers and committee as soon as possible to do so . pany and the Association, except that notice in

Sec. 17 . The extra board at each barn shall writing may be given at least ten ( 10 ) days in
advance of the desire on the part of the Associa

be worked in rotation . The first extra man in on
tion or the Company to negotiate new wage scale

a run shall be the first to go out on a run , and no
after December 31 , 1927 .

man shall be excused from taking the run that falls IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company andto his lot , except where a regular man is off for
the Association have each caused these presents

more than three days . In that case , after the
to be executed in their names and behalf by their

third day, the oldest extra man in the service shall
proper officers hereunto duly authorized on this

be given the run to hold during the vacancy, and
the 31st day of December, 1927.

should the oldest extra man in the service refuse GEORGIA RAILWAY AND POWER COMPANY .
1 or give up the run , it shall fall to the next oldest

By P. S. Arkwright, President,
extra man in point of service , and so on down the By W. H.Wright, Secretary .
list . Where extra men are required to make the

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

regular daily reports and do not get employment AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYEES OF
sufficient to make five hours time in the day, they

AMERICA, DIVISION NO . 732 .
shall be paid five hours time for making such By T. L. Mc Brayer, Pres . ,reports. It is agreed that extra who work

By E. P. Dodd , Secretary .
runs that do not reach barn before 12:00 o'clock

midnight , and who fail to make early report the

fo:lowing morning, will forfeit no rights due them

by reason of such failure to report . No regular

man will be given any work other than his regular

sun, except where there are no extra men available .

It is agreed that the Company will not require any

member of the Association, employed by it , to per

form work of a substantially different character from

that reasonably included within the department of

the Company in which he is employed , unless in

the particular case it is satisfactory to the indi

vidual to perform such different work .

When the Company requires men to report and to

remain on call at the uptown Starter's Office, they We ask all members of

shall be paid at the regular rate for time so held .
Sec. 18.

There shall be posted thirty (30) days organized labor to pur

before each general mark-up. a roster, showingthe

continued seniority of all Motormen , Conductors chase shoes bearing our
and Operators.

Union Stamp onSec. 19. All employees shall be granted the

right to purchase their uniformsin the open market ;

the sole, innerthe Company, however, to prescribe the style and
quality of such uniforms . Employees may wear a sole or lining of WORKERS UNION

lighter uniform during the summerif they so desire,
but such uniform must comply with specifications. the shoe. We ask

It is agreed that a black bow tie may be worn UNION STAMP
if desired .

you not to buySec. 20.
The Company agrees to take up with

the officers and committees of the Association the any shoes unless Factory

question of providing proper facilities for the em
ployees to relieve the call of nature , and then , you actually see

after such agreement is reached , to bulletin the
same,

this Union Stamp .
Sec. 21 .

Employees of the Company, members

of said Association, agree, and this Association

agrees, that said members will perform loyal and Boot & Shoe
etñcient service in their several departments of

work; that they will be attentive to their duties ; Worker's Union

that they will observe and conform to the rules

and regulations of the Company; that they will Affiliated with the
comply with the instructions and directions of the

American Federation of Labor
officers of the Company, over them ;, that they will

operate their cars carefully and with the utmost 246 SummerSt. Boston , Mass.
regard at all times for the safety of the passengers

and the public ; that they will give the riding COLLIS LOVELY , General President

public courteous and respectful consideration and CHAS. L. BAINE, General Sec'y - Treas.
treatment at all times; that they will use their
influence and best endeavors to protect the property

of the Company and its interest, and that they

will co -operate with the Company in promoting
and advancing the welfare and prosperity of the
same at all times. If You Don't Receive Your

Employees, Boards of Arbitration and officials Motorman and Conductor

of the Company and the Association shall in all fill in this coupon and hand it to your P. S. ,

matters pertaining to this Agreement, take into
consideration that the Company is a public service

or mall it to the MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR .

Corporation and that the safety and good -will of
260 East High St. , Detroit , Mich .

the general public, including the patrons of the
Company, are of primary importance. Name . Div . No......

The Association and its members agree

that during the continuance of this Contract there
..Street ..

shall be no strikes or walk -outs by the said Asso
ciation or its members. And the Company agrees

Former Address ..

on its part that duringthe continuance of this
Contract there shall be no lock -outs of the said No........... Street .
Association of its members, it being the mutual

desire of both parties hereto to provide during Post Office ...

the continuance of this Contractforuninterrupted

SEC . 22 .



Athletics and
Saving
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"HE athlete gets far more than exercise in

striving for his laurels - he receives good

mental training, physical development, and

above all, character development.

The saver, like the athlete, receives far more

benefits from saving than the accumulation

of wealth- forsaving builds character, cacour

ages thrift and lays the foundation forsuccess .

STARTSAVING TODAY

!

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

46 Branches in Detroit
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5958
5936

The well dressed woman plans her wardrobe care

fully and deliberately, so that when complete , coat ,

dress, hat and all accessories are in harmony.

It is well to have a dress for between the season's

that may be worn without a coat at home, while

shopping or for business. It may be a coat dress, or

a two- piece jumper model, in wool georgette, a popular

material at present, or in flannel or jersey .

A top coat of tweed or wool mixtiire with small

revers, and a coat collar , raglan shoulders and semi

wide sleeves, double breasted and with or without the

new flare will be a coat of service and utility.

A black coat is also a good choice since it is a good

accompaniment for all colors.

Satin or canton crepe is appropriate for daytime or

afternoon dresses.

For evening wear a frock of chiffon lame fabrics and

sheer velvetsare in vogue.

A dress of gray or beige georgette is lovely for after

noon affairs.

The styles are most attractive for the coming season .

The flare has returned with new grace in attractive

ripples and swirls. The uneven hem is achieved with

side and centre drapes in plait and jabot effects.

Bolero styles are stillwith us, tucks of all kinds, and

at all angles are skillfully manipulated to form motifs

and designs.

For a smart and sturdy tailored suit with wrap skirt

and a short jacket corduroy is to he recommended .

If one likes a draped gown the new transparent

velvets will be interesting, since the material is light

and falls in graceful folds.

Sleeveless frocks are worn at bridge and afternoon

teas with jackets of velvet or velveteen .

Lace is used extensively for trimming, sometimes it

outlines a finish and again it forms cascade or jabot
draperies.

In the newest ensembles coat and gown match in

color and material. One may have a coat and frock

of this kind for afternoon wear, with the dress so

fashionedthat it mayserve as an evening dress without

Very attractive is a dress with a bolero back, and

crosswise bands on the front of the waist and skirt.

Flounces and tiers are becoming to tall figures.

5958. Child's Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes: 2, 3, 4 and 5 years . A 4 year size requires 178

yardsof 27-inch material,together with 6 yard of contrastingmaterial. Price 12 € .

5936. Ladies' Coat .

Cut in 6 Sizes: 34 , 36, 38 , 40, 42 and 44 inches bust measure.

4 38-inch size requires 3 % yards of 54-inch material,and iyard
of fur or furcloth17inches wide. Price 12 é .

5951. Girls' Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes: 6 , 8 , 10 and 12 years. A 10 year size requires

2 %yards of36-inch material, togetherwith %yardof contrasting
material. Price 126.

5939. Ladies Dress.

Cut in 6 Sizes:
34, 36 , 38 , 40, 42 and 44 'inches bust measure

A 38-inch size requires 1% yard of figured material, and 1% yard

of plain material 40 inches wide. The width of Dress at the lower
edge is 14 yard. Price 12 ¢.

the coat.

5951

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12¢ in silver or stamps for ourUP - TO -DATE FALI, and
WINTER 1927-1928 BOOK OFFASHIONS, showing color plates,

and containing500designsof Ladies', Misses and Children's
Patterns, a CONCise and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON

DRESSMÄKING, ALSO SOME POINTS FORTHE NEEDLE

(illustrating 30 of the various,simple stitches) all valuable hints
to the home dressmaker.

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO .,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn, N. Y.

5939



$ 2750

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

TIME AND AGAIN thousands of Traction Men

Thave to

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here, at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands, The Bloch Company has

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines .

fine appearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have longbeen famous,

We're anxious to have you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50 . If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted.

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.

UNITED

The Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic

cured here and opposite

are both made of the

same pure wool , fine

quality material to sell at

an equally low price.

Q
L
O
T
H
I
N
G

Union Label in both Uni.

form and Civilian Suits

filloch

UNIFORMS

OFQUALITY
The Bloch Company Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge. Also Trolley Jim Time Book.

Name

Address

Name of Dealer.
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Local Executive Board Member J. P. Holland.

Standing from left to right: Financial Secretary - Treasurer C. C. Ferguson , Board

Member E. Rutkowskiand Recording Secretary C. É. Dennison .

THE LATITUDE OF JUSTICE who enact laws, and the latitude is as

sumedly measured by the law limitations.

In court cases, the latitude of justice is There are those , however, who assume to

assumed to have been determined by those determine upon the meaning of the law
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someone ac

governing the latitude of justice , and those Officers of the Amalgamated Association of

are the courts who sit as judges.
Street and Electric Railway Employes of

It is proper to have courts - judges. The America .

judiciary element is necessary in the social
They were penalized upon the

order of things as a governmental feature.
charge of violatingan injunction issued by

a federal judge. They were penalized by
Our Constitution of the United States the judge who issued the injunction. The

sets forth that the government of the evidence before the judge was in effect that

United States is divided into three parts these two International Officers - Inter

executive, legislative and judicial .
national Vice - Presidents John M. Parker

The legislature of the United States is and Robert B. Armstrong - did not violate

elected by the people. The legislature, com the injunction. But, for some reason, the

prising of Senate and House of Representa judge assumed to read between the lines of

tives, is the branch of government that theevidence.

makes the laws, and it is assumed that Upon petition to International President

there are no laws of national character but W. D. Mahon, by letter from street car

that are made by the legislative branch of men in Indianapolis, that they wished to

the government.
organize and desired that

Upon the executive branch of the govern quainted with the movements of organiza

ment is imposed the duty of carrying out tion be sent there to assist them , the Inter

the laws made by the legislative branch of national President detailed Vice- Presidents

the government, and the chief executive Parker and Armstrong to assist the Indian

the president is supposedly elected by the apolis street car men in organizing. Their

people . Therefore, in the matter of the work was a success .
While the process of

government of the United States the people organizing was proceeding, some sixty-four

elect the executive and legislative branches, employes were dismissed, singly and in

and these two branches of the government various groups, upon the charge of being

are accepted to accord as a government of, members of the movement to organize.

by and for the people. Assumedly, the After many futile endeavors to obtain the

legislative branch fixes ' the confines of reinstatement of those unjustly dismissed

justice and liberty and so fixes, by consent employes, the employes concluded to call a

of the people governed. These laws en meeting and determine upon what course to

acted , of course, provide the executive or pursueto obtain the reinstatement of those

president department with a knowledge of sixty - four dismissed members. The com

his duty within the confines of justice and pany became aware of this meeting, sought

right, as set forth in the laws . an injunction from the federal court and,
When we arrive at the judiciary branch as the meeting was convening, this injunc

of the government, what may we say as to tion was served upon Vice-Presidents Parker

the proper functioning of that branch ? and Armstrong, with the request of the

Naturally , we assume that the judiciary federal marshall that Vice - President Parker

is established to determine upon differences read the injunction to the meeting, which

that may arise between contending parties. he promised to do , and did . After reading

Naturally, we assumethat the judiciary, in the injunction , as instructed by the mar

disposing of its functionary work , confines shall , and explaining it, they then left the
itself to the actual laws, enacted by repre meeting, advising the employes that, under

sentatives of the people. the injunction, they had no right to advise

There are civil and criminal laws en with them pertaining to the course of the

acted . Civil laws are enacted to govern meeting. They left the meeting and within

the civil life of the people in their business that attendance and advice relative to the

and social relations. Criminal laws are en injunction was embodied all that could be

acted for the protection of the people and attributed in any wayto acharge that they

provide for penalizing criminals . Courts had violated the injunction .

and juries are supposed to determine upon At this meeting, following the departure

the guilt or innocence of those accused of of Vice- Presidents Parker and Armstrong,

crime within the criminal laws .
the chairman of the meeting advised the

Naturally, courts should be respected as employes that, should they return to 'em .

an element of the government functioning ployment following the meeting and still

within the realm of justice and should be maintain their membership in the organiza

sustained by the people in supporting justice tion , they would be dismissed for being in

and in penalizing criminals . But do all membership in the organization. There was

courts confine themselves to the realm of a vote taken, showingthat to be the senti

justice ? Is a judge fitted to function in ment of those assembled .

the judicial department of government, who the company actually establisheda lock-out

cannot avoid prejudice in so functioning? insofar as members of the newly organized

The federal judiciary, by virtue of the DivisionAssociation were concerned . They

Constitution of the United States, comprises were told by the chairman that they would

judges appointed for life . To eliminate no longer be able to work for the employ

those unfitted for the position requires an ing property and retain their membership

arbitrary and most complicated movement. in the Association .

Yet, judges who are unfitted bring a re The next day there existed in Indianapolis

Alection upon the judiciary department of what was termed to be a street car em

the federal government. ployes' " strike." The public seemed to be

In Indianapolis, at this writing , there are in sympathy with the employes. Thesitua

incarcerated in jail , two International
tion ' wenton favorablyto the employes for

The attitude of
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as

some few days, when the management of Court of Appeals, that sustained the judge's

the property , through their attorney, ap sentence imposing the criminal penalty.

pealed to the court to arrest Vice - Preisdents An appeal was then taken to the Supreme

Parker and Armstrong on the charge of Court of the United States, the members of

violating the injunction that had restrained which are also appointed for life , and sup

them from interfering with what developed posed to officiate in the interest of the

to be known as a so -called master and ser government of, for and by the people, who

vant agreement. It appears that upon this
refused to hear the case. The result was

petition for the arrest of Vice -Presidents that the Indianapolis Federal Judge again

Parker and Armstrong, the company attor installed Vice-Presidents Parker and Arm .

neys and the company management were strong in jail , to continue the service of

advised that until there should be some their ninety days' sentence .

interruption in the service there would be What crime did Vice- Presidents Parker

no citation of Parker and Armstrong before and Armstrong commit? Why are they in
the court . Immediately following this jail , serving a criminal penalizing? Has

move, there were explosives placed upon their case been dealt with and disposed of

the tracks , thus interrupting the service and within the realm of justice as defined by the

converting the movement of the locked-out laws of the United States , enacted under

employes into an attitude upon which they assurance of civil liberty to the citizens ?

could be charged with " interruption of Is there not a reason in this case for

service." Then followed the citation of organized wage workers to petition the real

Vice-Presidents Parker and Armstrong and representatives of the people for a re -fixture

some of the members of the new Local or definition of the confines of real justice

before the federal court upon the charge of within which innocent wage workers and

violating the injunction. citizens of the United States may function

While before the court evidence was sub
without being condemned criminals,

when it is known that those individuals
mitted of the attitude taken by Vice

and their wives and families are completely
Presidents Parker and Armstrong before the

without the realm of criminality,
meeting and before the members of the

The attitude of the Federal Judiciary

new union, in which they told the employes

that they could not advise them in any
Department, thus far exercised , is not

function within the realm of justice. It

way relative to the course that they should
steps outside and sustains the employing

pursue, pertaining to the dismissal of their

sixty -four associates. However, the judge
management in even violating a master and

servant agreement. It steps outside of the
declared them guilty of violation of the

realm of justice and imposes a penalty ,
injunction and sentenced them to ninety

days' imprisonment.
branding two innocent wage workers as dire

criminals.

In the course of questioning some of the Is this latitude of justice as exercised by

others who were before the court , there the Federal court consistent with the life

developed that a certain individual had sup. of a government of, for and by th people,

plied them with the explosives. This indi through which government respectable, law

vidual was the one who presided at the abiding citizens are assured of the rights of

meeting and had advised the employes life , liberty and the pursuit of happiness ?

that, should they return to work , they Upon what type of justice rock does the

would receive the same treatment from the Constitution of the United States stand ?

company as had the sixty - four discharged

employes, that of dismissal from the service , ORIGIN OF SLANDER

should they retain their membership in the By Bill Hawkes

union. He advised them to stay away from

the company's service.
There were several of us standing in the

The court, then ,
waiting room , looking over a copy of the

upon this appraisement, and not knowing

that this chairman of the meeting was a
" Union Leader, " when Brother Knockum

paid secret service man of the employing came rushing in and wanted to know if

we had heard the latest piece of Union
property, demanded that he be brought

before the court. He had left Indianapolis,
scandal . There was a chorus of nos and

but he was brought backby the Federal a request that the story be told , His

Department of Justice. Before the court
reply was that he had just met Brother

he confessed that he was being paid $ 50.00
Spy , who told him that Brother Knowall

per week by the employing property, and ,
had heard Brother Sneaks say that Brother

when the courtendeavored to charge him Squealer had heard Brother Mystery say

with having double -crossed both the em
that our Business Agent had just bought a

lot of new furniture for his home and that
ployes and the company , hedeclared that

he had not double - crossed the company. it looked mighty suspicious, coming so close

However,all of this information had no after the unsuccessful attempt at securing

influence upon the court relative to his
an increase in wages. Brother Good , who

sentencing Vice- Presidents Parker and Arm
is always on the lookout to squelch slander

strong to prison . and abuse, demanded more specific informa

tion . The result was that a committee of

Knowing that what presumed to be a three was appointed to find out the facts .

provision of the Federal Clayton Act had After tracing the rumor to its supposed

been either violated or misconstrued by the source , they could find nothing our Scept

judge, the case of Vice-Presidents Parker that our business agent had recently pur

and Armstrong was appealed to a Federal chased a new high chair for his baby.

A
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DO YOU REMEMBER YOUR

OBLIGATION

By W. D. Mahon

then our own position, morally as well as

industrially . If you have failed in that ,

again you have failed to carry out your

solemn obligation .

Sixth : “ I promise to promote the cause

of Trade Union principles and defend

freedom of thought, whether expressed by

tongue or pen , with all the power at my

command." Have you carried out this part

of your obligation, have you defended the

Trade Union and its principles, have you

upheld freedom of thought, whether ex

pressed by tongue or pen ? If not, again

the word " failure " can be written in your

case ,

we lived up

When a person becomes a member of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, he

takes a solemn obligation to support and

uphold the laws, policies and principles of

the Association. There is no secret in this

obligation that cannot be given to the

world , and those who have carried out

and lived up to this obligation have, with

out doubt, become better men and women,

better husbands and better wives, better

fathers and mothers, better brothers and

sisters, as
well as better workmen and

citizens of their country, Let us, for a

moment, briefly review this obligation and

see if we have carried it out as we agreed

to when we took it,

First : " I obligate myself not to allow

any political or religious matter to interfere

with my duties to this Association ," Have

we lived up to that obligation and allowed

our fellowmen to have the same political

rights and religious liberties that we seek

for ourselves ? If we have not , we have

failed in our obligation.

Second : “ I will not slander or abuse

the members or officers and will report to

the Association officers or to the meetings

of the Association, any false or slanderous

stories that may be circulated to injure a

member. " Have to that

obligation or have we slandered and abused

our fellow -men or allowed others to circulate

slanderous and abusive stories about our

fellow members and officers of our Organi

zation without informing them of the same?

If we have, again we have failed in the

obligation we have taken and have been

neglectful in promoting the great principles

on which our Organization is established .

Third : " I will not knowingly wrong a

member or see one wronged , if in my power

to prevent it." Have you carried out that

obligation , have you lived up to it as you

solemnly declared you would do when you

became a member of this Association ? If

youhave not, you have again failed in your

duty .

Fourth : " I will be respectful in word

and action to every woman , to be consider

ate to the widow and orphan, the weak

and defenseless and discriminate

against a fellow worker account of

creed, color or nationality ."
There is a

solemn promise in this obligation which we

owe to our fellow men . Have you lived

up to it, have you carried it out in the

spirit in which it is written and in the

spirit in which it was given to you when

you became a member of this Association ?

if not , again you have failed .

“ I will work to promote the

best interest of this Association and to

becomeencourage my fellow workers

members of the same. Have you lived

up to that part of your obligation . If

the Organization is good for you, it is good

for your fellow men and by strengthening

our Organization, building it up , we streng

Now if you have carried out the princi

ples hereby set forth in the obligation you

have taken when you became a member of

this Association, you have done much to

improve the conditions of the worker,

thereby improving the conditions of human

ity in general, aiding and promoting the

uplift, not only of your fellow men but of

yourself and those dependent upon you as

a supporter.

I leave it to the members to answer the

questions that are hereby given and to

decide whether they have lived up to their

obligation or not. If you have not lived

up to your obligation , remember it is never

too late to begin to do that which is right

and remember that today is the time, for

tomorrow never comes.

WHAT IMMIGRATION RESTRICTION

MEANS

Smyrna, Asia Minor - Young Turkish

girls are hitched to plows in mountain

valleys behind Asia Minor ports. They are

used'indiscriminately with camels as draught

animals . Such scenes arouse sympathy of

Americans. One wonders whether we have

not almost a duty to admit these unfortu.

nates, instead of barring them under the

Quota Act.

However, such sympathy is misplaced

An American University President recently

declared : “ For each immigrant that leaves,

a baby , takes his place." In other words,

population pressure has reached its limit

here. The cause of the misery of the

Mediterranean basin is a birth rate that

outdistances food supply . Wages here per

day are therefore not much more than they

are per hour in America . Nearly every one

here wants to go to America . They have

the wildest dreams about it .

gold is to be picked up in the streets of

American cities .

Studies here convince social workers that

all that saves the American standard of

living is the Quota of the Johnson Immi,

gration Restriction Act . The population of

America otherwise would be doubled, pos

sibly nearly tripled, in a space of time only

limited by the carrying capacity of ships.

The effect upon American wages can be

imagined . Instead of the wage earner

riding to his work in an automobile, we

would have the spectacle of American girls

reduced to a condition where they would be

cheap enough to be used

animals .

never

on They think
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Americans, particularly American labor, railway men in organizing a Local of the

must be alert. Their sympathies, under a Knights of Labor. After many years of

skillful propaganda of sob stuff stories service in that city, he migrated to Chicago,

should not interfere with sober judgment. Ill., where he entered service with the

The organized hypenates who are paying Chicago City Railway Co., then commonly

for this propaganda care more for their known as the South Side System of Cable

relatives overseas than they do for Ameri Cars. In 1902, upon this system was in

ca's future. stituted Division No. 260 , of the Amalga

mated Association , of which Brother Mc

Lain , active in organizing the Local, be

came vice -president and executive board

member. His membership dates from June

1 , 1902 . After the two main properties of

Chicago were consolidated and became the

Chicago Railways Company, Division No.

260 consolidated with, and became part of

Division No. 241. Thus, January 1, 1915,

Brother McLain became member of

Dịvision No. 241, and was elected vice

president of that Local, which position he

still holds. He is now 87 years of age and

yet retains his employment with the com

pany as a conductor on run of the

surface lines of Chicago . In the course of

his life he has witnessed the advancement

in employment in street railway work ,

through organization, and is, today, one of

the most profound advocates of the organi

zation of wage workers . He is very likely

the oldest active Union Labor Official in the

American Labor Movement. While for

merly an active spirit of the old Knights

of Labor, he has been a member of the

Amalgamated Association for more than 25

years. He is well known to delegates who

have attended the International Conven .

tions of the Amalgamated Association for

the last 12 years.

a

$

COOLIE LABOR A MENACE

Immigration Study Commission

Shanghai, China—The cost in America

of a cheap cigar represents in China the

value of a day's labor. A tip the size of

the American cost of a cheap cigar brought

annoyance to an Immigration Study Com

mission fieldworker here. Because he gave

a back country coolie such a trinkgeld , the

latter made life miserable for the American.

The fee represented more than a day's

labor. He wanted more work from one

carelessly dispensing such tips.

The mere existence of great reservoirs

of coolie labor must be a constant menace

to American living standards.

approach coolie conditions in Latin America,

in Eastern Europe and in the Mediter:

ranean basin . The Immigration Restriction

Act is the only protection of America living

standards.

The coming Congress will see a fierce

struggle to weaken this law . Already there

is wide spread propaganda in the interests

of those who care less for the preservation

of American institutions than for their

relatives To overcome this,

patriotic Americans must continue to fight

on the Offensive. DEfensive struggle

means impairment of morale.

In the World of Labor the Union Label

is the starry banner of liberty and altruism .

Wages

le

overseas.
VICE -PRESIDENT JOHN MCLAIN

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Vice -president John McLain of Division

No. 241 entered street railway service in

horse-car days ,66 years ago, inNew York

City, where he assisted New York street
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The M , and C. , on behalf of every mem

ber of the_Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes, ex

tends Christmas greetings.

come and goChristmas time cannot

without enlivening the spirit of giving and

receiving. It is the spirit of " Good will

toward men , " and that means men , women

and children of any and all classes.

Christmas time brings forth the under.

standing that we do not live our lives in

selfish loneliness. We live for the good

we may do to others . That is the source

of genuine happiness.

The Amalgamated Association , in the

Twentieth Convention held in September,

in Birmingham , Ala ., again outlined and

adopted the laws and policies for the_two

year period, datingfrom the close of that

Convention. The Convention's action was

really a continuance of the laws and poli

cies of the past two years, under which ,

as the reports to the Convention show,

very satisfactory, progress was made in the

way of maintaining the organization upon a

solid foundation and in the way of progress

in employment to the membership.

the agreement stand upon an equal basis.

Were this equity in agreement-making in

existence, it is very clear that the un .

organized wage workers who are employed

under such individual agreements would

never seek to associate together to improve

the wages and conditions of employment

existing in such "yellow dog" contracts.

Most such agreements have no term within

which to expire. They are made, as an

attorney representing an employing prop

erty recently said , "to last forever." Again,

there is a law existing to the effect that

such agreements cannot extend beyond one

year. Is it reasonable to presume that a

wage worker will sign one of those master

and servant agreements, knowing that, so

long as he continues in the employment of

the company, that agreement cannot be

changed only as it may be changed by the

management of the employing property?

Why are these things not taken into con

sideration bythe injunction - granting judge?

The master and servant agreement origin

ated in slavery days and there is no equity

ground upon which the parties to the agree

ment may stand in making such agree,

ments. No one should be better prepared

to understand that, than injunction - granting

judges. They should well know that there

is no equity in employmentwhere the wagę

workers are unorganized and the individual

wage worker stands alone , in an attitude

subjecting him to themasterful commands

of the management of a large employing

corporation . Organization of wage workers

is the only ground uponwhich wage work

ers can stand in any degree in the nature

of equality with the organized employing

corporation. Therefore, injunctions granted

to restrain wage workersfromorganizing is

a slavery -sustaining order .

In many cases of injunction -granting, the

injunction is petitioned on the assumed

principle that the organizing of the wage

workers will end or interfere with an indi

vidual agreement, commonly called , in labor

parlance , the " yellow dog" agreement, arbi

trarily forced upon employes by the man

agement of an employing property. Such

instruments are not agreements, except that

it may be reasoned that the parties to
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

members of the Eastern Massachusetts

Company, visited Boston , where this subject

was taken under advisement and a very

thorough conference held relative thereto .

Per his report of December 10th, Treasurer

Bland states that a report of this endeavor

will be made to the International President

and the General Executive Board , for their

consideration . He also associated with

International President W. D. Mahon and

Board Member P. J. Shea upon the New

York injunction situation prior to returning

to his work in Chicago .

International President W. D. Mahon,

while attending the American Federation of

Labor conference in the interest of the

Mine Worker's Union, held in Pittsburgh,

Pa. , also attended and addressed a meeting

of Division No. 85. In his work in Pitts

burgh he had associated with him First

International Vice - President Wm. B. Fitz

gerald. President Mahon served the Mine

Workers conference upon the committee

that prepared the appeal to the labor

movement for assistance of the Mine

Workers, together with an explanation of

the situation , which will be found pub

lished in another column of this issue .

Upon returning to the office, he later

visited New York , being required to appear

there in conference with attorneys and

President William Green and associates of

the A. F. of L. , relative to procedure in the

injunction case brought against the labor

movement and the Amalgamated Associa

tion by the Interborough Rapid Transit

Company of New York City, in which the

company seeks to have the court restrain

the employes of the Interborough Company

from organizing, The injunction is also

sought to restrain the Amalgamated Asso

ciation and other Federation of Labor

Unions from accepting into membership , the

employes of the company. From New York

he returned to the General Office. Upon

petition of Division No. 855, comprising

employes of the Grand Rapids, Grand

Haven and Muskegon Traction Company,

he dispatched an International Officer to

Fruitport, Mich ., to advise with and assist

the Local upon the subject of membership

of bus operators in Division No. 855.

This matter was adjusted, insofar as the

right of membership in the organization of

bus operators was concerned, the manager

of the property assuring the Local that

there would be recognized the right of bus

Operators to join the organization. Upon

the Parker and Armstrong case , in which

Vice- Presidents John M. Parker and Robert

B. Armstrong were under penalty of ninety

days' imprisonment on the charge of violat

ing an injunction in Indianapolis, in 1926,

President Mahon gave much consideration,

which case was pending further appeal to

the courts at the close of this report,

December 10th , President Mahon being at

the General Office on this date and in

immediate touch withthe attorneyshaving
the case in hand . He also advised with

the officers of Division No. 26, Detroit ,

Mich . , upon agreement subjectsapplying to

employment upon the city railway service.

First International Vice - President Wm . B.

Fitzgerald , who associated with Inter

national President W. D. Mahon as repre

sentative of the Amalgamated Association

in the A. F. of L. conference held in

Pittsburgh, Pa . , in the interest of the strik

ing, bituminous miners, also attended and

addressed a meeting of Division No. 85

while in Pittsburgh, where this conference

took place . With attorneys representing

the Association in the Indianapolis injunc

tion case upon which Vice - Presidents Parker

and Armstrong stand criminally penalized ,

he visited Indianapolis, where preparations

were made for further appeal of the case

and where he consulted with Vice - Presidents

Parker and Armstrong , who are at present

serving the sentence in the Marion County

jail . He reports that an endeavor will be

made by the attorneys in making the appeal

to again have Vice -Presidents Parker and

Armstrong released bail . With the

attorneys he visited Cincinnati, Ohio , in

the interest of the case . At the General

Office at the close of this report , December

10th , he was assisting the International

President in the general direction of the

Association, and also with the International

President was in advisement with Division

No. 26 relative to agreement provisions

applying to the D. S. R. Branch of the Lecal.

on

Second International Vice-President P. J.

O'Brien , who is assisting the Connecticut

Locals in extension of organization work ,

was associated with G. E. B. Member

P. I. Shea in delivering an address at the

anniversary meeting of Division No. 459,

Bridgeport , Conn . He visited Boston ,

Mass., in the interest of the Connecticut

bus operators . He also visited Thompson

ville, Conn ., Division No. 452 , and Port

Chester , N. Y. , Division No. 481 , in the

interest of those Locals. Per his report of

December 3rd, agreement negotiations in

the interest of Division No. 481 , Port

Chester , were awaiting conference with the

officials of the employing property .

International Treasurer L. D. Bland , who

was reported in the last issue of the

M.and C.asbeing associated with G. E. B.

Member P. J. Shea as a committee repre

senting the A. A. of S. and E.R. E. of A.

in negotiations with the Machinists Inter

national Union, relative to the jurisdiction

question arisingas affecting members of
Division No. 589, Boston , Mass ., and

Fifth International Vice- President James

Largay , who was assisting Division No.

268, Cleveland , Ohio , upon organization

extension work , per his report of December

3d , was yet upon that situation . His report

is of some encouragement relative to the

bus operators.

Eighth International Vice- President John

M. Parker, at Hamilton , Ont . , assisted
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was

is in the Marion County jail endeavoring

to obtain bail pending a future investiga

tion of the case by the federal authorities.

Fourteenth International Vice -President

Thomas L. McBrayer, who, per former

report, was at Rome, Ga. , assisting Division

No. 979 upon grievance work, reports under

date of October 23rd that the cases were

yet pending further endeavors of adjust

ment .

on a an

Division No. 107 upon agreement work.

He attended and addressed a meeting of

the Local, where he reported upon the

agreement conference with the employing

property.
He later dispatched . to

Fort Wayne, Ind . , to advise with Division

No. 682 upon agreement work, upon which

he reports the assumption that the question

of wage adjustment will be submitted to

the Indiana Public Service Commission for

arbitration , Later he was required to

meet with the attorneys of the Association

upon a proposed court hearing to be held

before Judge Baltzell of Indianapolis , Ind . ,

Monday , November 28th , where

petition was made for extension of bail for

time within which to further appeal the

case , in the event that the court would

refuse to consider a petition for discontinu

ance of the sentence . The court refused

to consider discontinuance of the sentence

or permit the extension of the bail time

and' at once directed the imprisonment of

Vice -Presidents Parker Robert

Armstrong in jail, to continue serving the

sentence imposed upon them for criminality

on the charge of criminally violating an

injunction . At this time , December 10th,

Vice - Presidents Parker and Armstrong are

awaiting an effort of the attorneys in the
case for further release on bail .

General Executive Member Edw. Mc

Morrow, at Gary, Ind . , completed the work

of consummating agreement in the

interest of Division No. 517 , as applying to
bus operation . He ter advised with the

officers of Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill . ,

upon the subject of repair work men, mem .
bers of that Local. He was then detailed

to assist Division No. 900, Highwood , [ 11.,

upon the affairs of that Local , and per his

report of December 3rd , he reports that

certain matters under advisement may be

taken to the management of the property.

and B.

T.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair vis

ited Peterboro, Ont . , in the interest of

Division No. 622, on the subject of bus

seniority. He advised with the Local upon

this situation, giving them the results of

his investigation. Later he was dispatched

to Fort Wayne, Ind . , to assist Division

No. 682 upon wage agreement work . Per

his report of December 4th , the proposition

was before the Local relative to submission

of the question of wages for arbitration, to

be arbitrated by the Public Service Com

mission of the State of Indiana .

my
case

Tenth International Vice- President Robert

B. Armstrong, associated with Vice- President

John M. Parker, met in Detroit with the

attorneys representing the Amalgamated

Association in their case , which is yet

pending further appeal. The case is that

of there being imposed upon Vice- Presidents

Armstrong and · Parker a ninety days '

sentence on the charge of criminally dis

obeying an injunction issued by Judge

Baltzell , of the Indiana District of the

United States Federal Court. It is held

by the Association that not only did not

Vice - Presidents Amrstrong and Parker vio

late the injunction, but that the injunction

was granted on petition of the employing

Indianapolis Traction and Terminal Com

pany while the petition was filed with un

clean hands on the part of the petitioners.

The was appealed to the Federal

Court of Appeals in Chicago , upon which

sat Federal Judge Anderson and two others

of evidently the sametype , who sustained

the sentence of Judge Baltzell. Appeal was

further made to the Supreme Court of the

United States, and while it was

material case, affecting two innocent, law

abiding citizens of the United States, the

U. S. Supreme Court refused to give con

sideration to the case. Then there was

presented before Judge Baltzell of the

Federal Court in Indianapolis affidavits

showing the character of the case under

which he penalized Vice- Presidents Parker

and Armstrong as arch criminals. Regard

less of this evidence, Judge Baltzeli re

incarcerated Vice -Presidents Armstrong and

Parker in jail to continue service of their

ninety days' sentence for the alleged crime

they had committed . At this writing,

December 10th , Vice -President Armstrong

6.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, who was

associated with · International Treasurer

L. D. Bland as a committee representing

the Amalgamated Association in conference

with representativ
es of the International

Association of Machinists, visited Boston ,

Mass . , where a conference was held with

the Machinists' representativ
e and Amalga;

mated Association Committmen Bland and

Shea. Report upon this conference will be

later made to the International President

and General Executive Board . The con

ference involved the question of jurisdiction

relative to members of the Amalgamated

Association being direct members of Divi,

sion No. 589 and of the Locals employed

upon the Eastern Massachusett
s property;

With Vice-President P. J. O'Brien, Board

Member Shea attended and addressed an

anniversary meeting of Division No. 459,

Bridgeport, Conn . , and reports the Local

to be in excellent condition and well

officered . At New York he associated with

International President W. D. Mahon and

International Treasurer L. D. Bland in

conference with attorneysof the Associa

tion and American Federation of Labor, at

which conference were in attendance Presi.

dent William Green and Vice -President

Matthew Woll of the A. F. of L. This

conference was pertaining to the injunction

case involving the general labor movement

in the endeavor on thepartof the Inter

a most
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borough Rapid Transit Company to pro

hibit the employes from organizing and to

prohibit organizations from accepting them

into membership, on the charge that it will

violate a so-called company union agree

ment. This case is pending: Board Mem

ber Shea also was in advisement with

President Edward Leahy of Division No.

726, relative to extension of organization

in the Staten Island district . Per his

report of December 4th , he was yet in

New York .

which he participated with the officials of

the Local ' and the management of the

company, the question of wage increase

was deferred for ninety days at the request

of the operating management of the prop

erty, and per his report of December 4th,

he had returned to his home in Shreveport , La.

was

were

case

a was

one cent

one

a

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon is

in consultation with Division No. 620,

Framingham, Mass . , upon the affairs of that

Local, pending reorganization of the employ

ing property. He also visited Salem , Mass.,

where he addressed Division No. 246 on

grievances and advised with the officers

thereof. At Lowell , Mass., he attended and

addressed a two-session meeting of Division

No. 280 and advised the Local and officers

of the Local relative to the employment by

the employing company of those known as
call men . The company holds that the

call men do not come under the agree

ment , At Lawrence , Mass . , he advised

with the officers of Division No. 261 upon

a question of seniority arising involving

three members. At Portland, Maine, he

attended and addressed meeting of

Division No. 714 and advised with the

membership upon the one -man car opera

tion and equipment. Associated with the

president of the Local he conferred with

the manager of the property relative to

the equipment of one- man cars and received

the assurance

that the company would

further equip those cars. He also associ

ated with the Joint Advisory Board of the

Eastern Massachusetts Locals , Division No.

174 and associated Locals, in a conference

with the management of the company, at

which grievances were taken up and ad

justed. He advised with the officers of

Division No. 589 , Boston , Mass . , pertaining

to a permit petition for the operation of

busses in competition with the Boston

Street Railway Company and the properties

of the Eastern Massachusetts Company.

Per his report of December 3rd , he was in

advisement with Division No. 600, Waltham ,

Mass., regarding agreement conditions .

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover , who

assisting Divisions Nos. 101, Van

couver; 109, Victoria and 134 , New West

minster, B. C. , upon agreement work ,

reports that questions including that of

wages submitted to a conciliation

board appointed by the government, em

bracing Justice D. A. McDonald, chairman ;

Mr. Percy R. Bengough , for the employes;

and Mr. A. D. McCandless, for the com

pany . The was presented to this

board of conciliators and per his report of

November 23d , majority award

granted by the conciliators, granting to

motormen and conductors per

hour immediate increase, with a three-year

agreement with the final year providing

for another one cent per hour increase in

wages . The award also contained a

cent per hour increase in wages to city

trackmen and one - half cent per hour in

crease in wage to interurban trackmen , with

a provision granting 4 cents per hour in

crease to Victoria car operators . Mr. Ben

gough issued a dissenting opinion , contend

ing that the increase was too small. This

award fixes wages for motormen and con

ductors for the first two years of the

agreement at the rates of 53 cents per hour

for city and suburban lines for the first

six months ; 5742 cents per hour for the

next six months; 60 %, cents per hour for

the third six months and 63 cents per hour

thereafter. On interurban passenger service

it fixes rates of 53 cents per hour for first

six months service men ; 5872 cents per hour

for the second six months; 62 cents per

hour for the third six months and 65 cents

per hour thereafter. Upon one -man cars it

fixes the rate of 64 cents per hour on the

city lines of Victoria and Vancouver. On

the Main Line lines the rate is 68 cents

per hour. Sunday work receives time and

one-fourth . Overtime and holidays work is

paid at the rate of time and one-half .

These rates will be increased one cent per

hour for the final or third year of the

agreement.

1

STRIKES AND LOCK-OUTS

G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch , who

for some days was sick in a hospital in

Mt. Clemens, Mich ., has recovered and

returned to his home in West Virginia .

Due to his sickness he was unable to further

pursue his work in Fort Wayne, Ind . This

work is now in charge of Board Member

Magnus Sinclair.

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson , at

Montgomery, Ala., assisted Division No.

765 on agreement work . The Local was

seeking an increase in wages, While upon

this work he attended and addressed a

meeting of the Central Trades and Labor

Council and also attended and addressed

the annual banquet held by that organiza
tion.

As a result of wage references in

Girardville, Pa .-Here, through the sub

stitution of busses for rail cars and the

fact that the wage rates were decreased 13

cents per hour and the company refused to

further deal with Division No. 165, the

Local recognized a condition of lock -out of

its members and suspended work September

29th . The situation is in the hands of

Organizer Lawrence F. Hart. There has

been no adjustmert made by which the

members of Divisic 1 No. 165 may be pro

tected in employnint upon the busses, the

busses being opera ' ed by outside individuals

recognized as strike-breakers.
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In the proceedings of the Twentieth

Convention , as published in the October

number of The Motorman and Conductor,

there was inadvertently an omission made

of the sponsoring of the six -day week as

it was brought before the Convention by

Resolution No. 36, introduced by the dele.

gates of Division No. 589, Boston , Mass.,

also as speaking against the preferential

ballot which was before the Convention , on

the part of Delegate Frank L. Shaughnessy

of Division No. 589. Brother Shaughnessy

was also active in discussing other issues

brought before the Convention.

are

INDIANAPOLIS CENTRAL LABOR UNION

ACT ON PARKER-ARMSTRONG CASE 2

brutal and inhuman treatment accorded

them by Coal and Iron Police, the State

Constabulary and Deputy Sheriffs.

Thousands have been evicted from their

homes and are living in barracks built for

them by the United Mine Workers of

America. Thousands more are facing

eviction ,

With the approach of winter their hard

ships will be almost unbearable and they

must have help in order to endure them.

There 150,000 miners on strike.

There are 600,000 women and children de

pendent upon them . Seven hundred and

fifty thousand people must be clothed, fed

and cared for by the United Mine Workers

of America . WILL YOU HELP THEM

IN THE DISCHARGE OF THIS STU.

PENDOUS OBLIGATION ?

The American Federation of Labor,

through the Executive Council , appeals to

the membership of Our great organized

labor movement and to their friends, asking

for money , food , clothing , shoes

blankets .

Send all clothing, food , shoes and sup

plies to William Hargest, 408 Columbia

Bank Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania .

Brother Hargest , in conjunction with the

Officers of the United Mine Workers of

America, will see to it that it is all dis

tributed throughout the bituminous strike

fields of Pennsylvania, Ohio and West

Virginia .

Send a!1 money to Frank Morrison,

Secretary of the American Federation of

Labor, A. F. of L. Building, Washington,

D. C. Secretary Morrison will promptly

receipt for it and send it to the duly consti

tuted Officers of the United Mine Workers

of America .

A. F. OF L. EXECUTIVE COUNCII ,

Wm. Green , President ,

Frank Morrison , Secretary .

Indianapolis organized labor today got

behind a movement for a presidential par

don for Robert B. Armstrong and James

M. Parker, street railway union organizers,

serving ninety -day sentences in Marion

County jail .

Central Labor Union , Monday night ,

directed Secretary Emil Salsbury to draft

an appeal to President Coolidge for the

prisoners, declaring that it is the belief that

Parker and Armstrong committed no crime.

in their work among Indianapolis Street

Railway workers during the 1926 strike.

Federal Judge Robert C. Blatzell sent

Parker and Armstrong to jail November 21 ,

after refusing their last plea . They were

charged with violating an injunction Baltzell

issued upon petition of the Street Railway

Company during the strike. It was alleged

they were connected with dynamiting of

company property .

Their attorneys introduced twelve affi.

davits that responsibility for the dynamiting

rested with Harry Boggs , a secret company

representative, who worked his way into

the confidence of the strikers.

The Central Labor Union also called

upon all Local Unions to send pardon pleas

to President Coolidge .

The pardon movementwas suggested by

President James C. Shanessey of the

Journeymen Barbers' International Union in

a speech Monday night in which he de

clared he believed organized labor should

stand solidly behind the jailed car union

eaders.--The Indianapolis Times .

and

TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

APPEAL TO HELP COAL MINERS

Washington , D. C.

To the Officers and Members of

Organized Labor , Greeting :

For seven long , weary months thousands

of bituminous coal miners have been either

locked out or on strike in Central and

Western Pennsylvania, Ohio , Northern West

Virginia and elsewhere.

The plight of these striking miners and

their families presents a most tragic and

pitiable picture. Suffering, sacrifice and

starvation have been endured and are being

faced by these heroic miners and their

tamilies . In the State of Pennsylvania

these miners, members of the United Mine

orkers of America , are the victims of

" Since the report to the Tenth Conven

tion of the Association held in New Orleans,

La . , in October , President Mahon has

granted charters for the institution of Divi .

sions Nos. 484, Kewanee, Ill . ; 485, Lorain ,

Ohio ; 486 , St. Thomas , Ont.: 487 , Kansas

City, Kan .; 488, Henderson , Ky.; 489 ,

Dalton, Pa .; 490, Yonkers , N. Y .; 491 ,

Des Moines, Iowa ; 492 , Tulsa, Okla .; 493 ,

LaSalle, Ill .; and 494, Kankakee, Ill .

“ The present financial depression is one

that concerns no one more than the wagę

earner . Banks have closed their doors and

some financial men have gone under, profits

have been lessened to others , but the man

who is hit hardest is the man who depends

upon his wage for his prospertiy . In this

country it is supposed that there are more

than three and one-half billions of dollars.

At least , there has been enough money in

circulation to carry on the business of the

country andinsure practical prosperity.If

such is true , the questionarises at thistime:

Where are those three and one-half billions

of dollars ? For some reason they have
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a

on

been withdrawn from circulation . There is Company and requested that the advance

a cause for this. We are told that distrust in wages must take place at once. The

was brought about in some mysterious way Company refused to increase wages before

that caused depositors to withdraw their the first of January and the men decided

deposits from banks. In lieu of money , we to suspend op tion until such time as

have seen clearing house and bank certifi terms could be made. On the morning of

cates issued as a circulating medium . This, the 16th the suspension was in full force.

in itself, has extended distrust. Some banks On Saturday, the 20th , President Mahon

have gone under . What is peculiar about was telegraphed for. He arrived in New

this is that now conditions begin to enliven Castle on Monday, the 22nd, and in the

and money is loosening up : It is possible afternoon held conference with the

that those who are responsible for the con general manager and secretary -treasurer of

ditions from which we are emerging have the Company, where the entire grievances

seen some handwriting upon the wall, which of the men were discussed and the Com

is causing them to again replace in circula pany's position thoroughly explained. Late

tion the hoarded funds that we must accept on Tuesday night, the 23rd, President

as representing the 'distrust of those who Richard Quay, of the Company was com

withdrew it from circulation . Now, if municated with and he requested President

money can be manipulated through the Mahon to wait in New Castle until Wednes

present banking system in such a way by day, when he would arrive there, At ten

those who have the power over the cur o'clock Wednesday President Quay

rency, that the wheels of progress can be arrived in the city ; a conference was im

blocked at will, it will certainly appear to mediately entered into with him, Mr.

the thoughtful that a money system can Cummons, the manager, and Mr. Dilworth,

and should be effected and made practical the secretary treasurer, the Association being

that cannot be so controlled . Government represented by President Mahon and the

banks would prove a guarantee against the executive board of Division No. 89. After

conditions that now prevail. The govern. about one and one-half hours ' discussion, a

ment would give authority and would be satisfactory settlement was reached . The

expected to issue certificates representing men were paid 15 cents per hour instead of

money in which there could be no distrust 12% cents per hour, the increase to take

and in which the people would have abso place at once. Nothing but union men

lute confidence . National banks, as they were to be employed on all departments

are now , are not beyond popular suspicion. of the road. The division of time between

The largest of them have reverted into the the various runs was left to the organiza

control of trust promoters and trust mag tion to adjust to suit themselves. That the

nates. This is a condition that was not members of Division No. 89 had acted

anticipated when the present banking privi- hastily in going out, no one can dispute,
leges were established . It is the real condi but conditions sometimes must be taken

tion that should now be remedied. Let into consideration before we condemn

the government have full control of the hasty strike. However, it is a thing of the

issuance of its own money, or certificates past. The future is what we haveto look

representing money, and there would be no to. Harmonious relations have again been

need of a stringency of a medium for circu established between the employes and the

lation. Were therepostal savings banks,
New Castle Street Railway Company. The

small depositors would sleep soundly at all employes have won a great victory; let

times and with full confidence that their them guard it carefully.

savings were safe ." "The property of the Englewood and

Chicago ( 111.) Street Railway Company, of

the face value of $1,178,000, has been sold
THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR
to Jules L. Bache for $ 260,000.

"The ordinance providing, for a 3 - cent

fare on street car lines in Cleveland, Ohio,

" Division No. 89, of New Castle, Pa . , has been killed by the Council.”

had its birth on the ninth day of October ,

1897. Like all other children in the

Amalgamated family , it first saw the light
POLICY RESOULITIONS AND POLICIES

ENACTED BY THE TWENTIETH CON.
of day amidst long hours and small pay ,

VENTION OF THE A. A. OF S.
but No. 89 from its very birth was a hearty

AND E. R. E. OF A.
and a very pert child . At the end of

twenty days it found itself prepared to

make demands and call for a change of
The Twentieth Convention of the Asso

conditions.
These requests were made to

ciation , recently held in Birmingham , Ala.,

the New Castle Electric Railway Company enacted resolutions and Association policies

on the first day of November. " The Com
not to be included within the Constitution

pany asked for fifteen days time in which
and General Laws of the Association , but

to consider the matter. This was granted
which are tentative instructions to officers

and on the 15th day of November the
and members, as follows :

committee were notified that the Company Resolution No. 18

would give them an increase of pay . on Submitted to the Convention by the dele.

the first of January, 1898 . On the night gates of Division No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.,

of the 15th, the committee made their which was adopted to read as follows:

report to a meeting of the Division. The " Whereas: The following had been agreed

Division rejected the proposition of the upon between the St. Louis, Mo., city ad

a
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man .
1

ministration , representatives of the street

railway company and Division No. 788 of

the A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., as

provisions of the new 30 -year franchise,

which provisions applying to labor, arbitra

tion and safety provisions are:

" 1. That the company will not directly

or through any person do anything to pre

vent employes from organizing for the

purpose of collective bargaining.

" 2. That in all written contracts there

shall be inserted a clause providing for

arbitration of disputes or questions arising

between the company and employees.

" 3. That employes shall be entitled to an

average of one day's rest per week.

“ 4. That the company will not operate

one-man cars, except when and where the

Board of Aldermen shall declare that they

may be operated safely , practically and

economically, and

“ Whereas: We are convinced that said

above set out provisions are for the best

interests of all concerned, in that they will

secure greater safety for the public in the

operation of street cars, as well as effect

greater economy and efficiency in the opera

tion of street railway systems and will tend

to naintain a more harmonious re ion ,

and

“ Whereas : We are further convinced

that it is impossible for one man to safely

operate a car and at the same time attend

to his duties as collector, owing to the ever

increasing number of trucks and machines,

and at the same time give the public the

efficient service to which the public is en

titled ; therefore, be it

“ Resolved : That the officers and G. E. B.

are hereby instructed to assist in having

similar provisions inserted in new street

railway franchises whenever proposed in any

city."

Resolution No. 22

Submitted by the delegates of Division

No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.

“ Resolved : That in the event that the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America is

requested by the International Safety Con

gress to affiliate with that body, the same

to be referred to the Executive Board, and

if , in the judgment of the G. E. B. , there

be no conditions restricting our affiliation,

that President W. D. Mahon or appointee

shall act as Association's representative in

said International Safety Congress,"

Resolution No. 28

Submitted by delegates representing Divi

sion No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa .

" Resolved : That this Convention endorse

the action of Local Division No. 441 ,

Des Moines , Iowa, in theLocal's efforts to

enforce the provisions of the existing agree

ment which has been in effect for the past

twelve years and has stood the test of the

courts ; further

" Resolved : That we reaffirm the position

taken by the Amalgamated Association in

the open convention in 1923, in the matter

of the one-man car question ."

Resolution No. 31

Submitted by the Berry For President

Club of Alabama , Allen L. Morton, Chair.

" Resolved : That the Amalgamated Asso

ciation , in general convention, call on

Major George L. Berry to become a candi

date for president of the United States of

America, and in the event that he decides

to enter the race, we pledge him our full

and complete support."

Resolution No. 32

Submitted by Delegate E. 0. Brooks, of

Division No. 416, Peoria , Ill .

"Resolved : That the International Presi.

dent and General Executive Board be in

structed to confer with the Union Label

Department of the A. F. of L., to the end

that a “ Label Order of Business" with

some kind of marker be added to the Ritual

or other book, as may contain the regular

' Order of Business' of the various Locals,

that the matter of the Union Label may be

continuously before the members, that the

patronage of the Union Label may be thus

increased . "

Resolution No. 33

Submitted by Delegate E. O. Brooks, of

Division No. 416, Peoria, Ill.

“ Whereas: The International President

issues, yearly, a book containing a list of

wage scales in various cities, with informa

tion for guidance of Local Committees and

assisting International officers in settling

grievances and contracts, and

“ Whereas : Feeling that more informa.

tion relative to other cities is generally

needed in wage agreement conferences;

therefore, be it

“Resolved : That, to the information now

contained in said ' Year Book, there be

added :

" 1. The population of the cities listed.

" 2. Rates of fare paid in said cities."

Resolution No. 35

Submitted by the delegates of Division

No.589, Boston, Mass.

“Whereas : The employers in the street

railway industry require that employes sub

mit to both a physical and mental test

before being employed, and from the result

of these tests the employers have the

advantage of selecting a better type of

manhood, and

“ Whereas : The conditions under which

employes work, such as the overcrowding

of cars, drafts, exposure and long hours,

causes ill health in many instances; there

fore, be it

" Resolved : That this Convention go on

record as favoring a sick and disability

benefit for employes to be embodied in all

agreements. "

Resolutfon No. 38

Submitted by Delegates Bernard Flana

gan, Division No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn .,

and Samuel F.Curry, Division No. 281,

New Haven, Conn .

" Resolved : That this Convention take

such action as will make it obligatory. on

Local Divisions to reply to communications

from the General Office and give such in

formation to the International President as

he may ask , at any time."

.
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The Convention enacted to continue the

endeavor on the part of Local Divisions to

extend the establishment of the 8-hour day .

The Convention enacted to continue the

policy of the Association in the endeavor

on the part of Local Divisions to extend

the adoption of the 6-day week.

The Convention enacted to continue the

policy of arbitration to avoid suspension of

work in adjustments of disputes and the

making of agreements.

The Convention enacted to continue the

policy of the Association in bonding the

financial officers of the Association .

Disbursements from the Death, Disability and
Old Age Benefit Fund during the month of Sep

tember, 1927, were made to beneficiaries on claims

as follows:

Death Benefits

Mary O'Leary , beneficiary, death claim of

Cornelius Sullivan, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 22, Worcester, Mass .; cause,

Tuberculosis of Left Hip Joint .. $ 800.00

Katherine A. Glennon , beneficiary , death

claim of John Glennon , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 22,Worcester, Mass.;

cause, Ruptured Appendix and Gangrene.. 800.00

Mrs. Carrie Riley, beneficiary, death claim

of William Riley, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause, Mitral
Insufficiency 800.00

Mrs. Mildred Curtis, beneficiary, death claim

of Floyd J: Curtis, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause ,
Cerebral Embolism ..... 800.00

Mrs. Lucia Ricci, beneficiary , death claim of

T. L. Sam Ricci , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich.; cause, Carci

noma of Throat . 100.00

Mrs. Amelia Farrell , beneficiary , death claim

of John Farrell, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 103, Wheeling, W. Va.; cause,

Cerebral Hemorrhage.
350.00

Mrs. Letitia Hanson , beneficiary , death claim

of Arthur Hanson, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause,

Hardening of the Arteries . 800.00

Mss. Albert Wild ,Randolph Poote and Edna

V. Foote, beneficiaries, death claim of w.

Foote, deceased , late member of Div. No.

194 , New Orleans, La.; cause, Chronic

Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Val Decker and Alex Pagan , beneficia

ries, death claim of J. Fagan,deceased, late

member of Div . No. 194, New Orleans,

La.; cause, Nephritis . 800.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and

treasures of Div . No. 215, for beneficiary,

death claim of Ira D. Runyon , deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 215, Wheaton,

IIl .; cause , Organic Heart Disease .. 800.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No, 215, for beneficiary ,

death claim of Mike Caspar, deceased , late
member of Div . No, 215, Wheaton, Ill .;

cause, Acute Dilitation of Heart
100.00

P.H. Wilson , financial secretary of Div . No.

235, for beneficiaries, deathclaim of A. A.

Canan, deceased, late member of Div. No.

235,Brockton ,Mass., cause , Carcinoma of
the Intestines .. 800.00

Clara Howard , beneficiary, death claim of

E. W.Howard,deceased , late member of

Div. No. 235, Brockton , Mass .; cause,
Heart Disease 800.00

Mrs. Maria L. Lovering. beneficiary, death

claim of Aiden B. Smith , deceased, late

member ofDic. No. 240, Chelsea , Mass.;

cause, Chronic Interstitial Nephritis and
Uraemia . 800.00

Mrs. Irene Carney, beneficiary, death claim

of Robert M. Carney, deceased, late mem

ber of Div, No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 250.00

Mrs. Florence Fitzpatrick, beneficiary, death

claim of Roy E. Pitzpatrick, deceased ,late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Organic Heart Disease . 100.00

Mrs. Rose Ryan, beneficiary, death claim of

James E. Ryan, deceased, ' latemember of

Div. No. 241,Chicago , I .; cause, Cholan
gitis dod Diabetes Mellitus .... 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 241, to apply on bill of funeral

expenses , death claim of Matt Mateljak,

deceased, late member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago , 111 .; cause , Pulmonary Tubercu .

losis . 100.00

Mrs. Catherine Freitag, beneficiary. , death

claim of Erwin C. Freitag, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Pneumoroccis Meningitis , . 400.00

William Taber, financial secretary-treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death claim

of Richard Gough , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Hypo
static Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs, Emma Buenger, beneficiary, death claim

of George E. Buenger, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause,
Traumatic Pneumonia and Acute Myo

carditis 100.00

Mrs. Mary Horan , beneficiary, death claim of

Jeremiah Horan , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Dia

betis Coma . 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary - treasurer of

Div. No. 241 , for beneficiary , death claim

of Stephen Zurowski, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Carci
noma of Gall Bladder . 250.00

William Taber, financial secretary- treasurer of

Div. No. 241 , for Power of Attorney for
beneficiary , balance due on death claim of

Michael Pappas (Mike Exerhos ), deceased,

late member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Organic Heart Disease . 175.00

Mrs. Ellen Maher , beneficiary , death claim of

James Maher, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Pulmo

nary Oedema . 800.00

Mrs. Clara Roe, beneficiary, death claim of

Henry Roe, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 241, Chicago, III.; cause, Organic

Heart Disease 800.00

Matthew Sheff and Mary Sheff, executor of

will of deceased, for beneficiaries, death

claim of Peter Theisen, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Arcenic Coma .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Cook , beneficiary , death claim of

William M. Cook , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cerebral

Hemorrhage.. 800.00

Mrs. Winefred Barcel , beneficiary, death claim

of William Barcel, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Cere
bral Arterio Sclerosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Larson , beneficiary, death claim

of James Larsen , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Arterio

Sclerolic Dementia ... 800.00

Mrs. May Purtel , beneficiary, death claim of

Arthur Purtel , deceased , late member of

Div , No. 241. Chicago, Ill.; cause , Asthma 800.00

Mrs. Fannie Rodman, beneficiary , death claim

of Albert Rodman, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241. Chicago, I11 .; cause ,

Chronic Endocarditis .. 800.00

Mary A. Doyle , beneficiary, death claim of

Frank J. Doyle, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ; cause ,

Gastric Ulcer . 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Henry J. Éscher, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Chronic Interstitial Nephritis .. 800.00

Emma Cisna , beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Cisna, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 416, Peoria, Ill.; cause , Acute
Myocarditis .. 800.00

Allie McIntire, beneficiary, death claim of

Kilby H. McIntire, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 455 , Portsmouth , Ohio ; cause,

Intestinal Obstruction . 600.00

Fredricka Michael , beneficiary, death claim of

William R. Michael, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 568 , Erie , Pa .; cause , Carci.

noma of Liver and Gall Bladder 800.00

Mrs. Alberta L. Moore, beneficiary, death

claim of J. Richard Moore , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 587, Seattle, Wash.;

cause , Carcinoma of Sigmoid . 800.00

Mrs. Agnes Chapman , beneficiary, death
claim of Manley Chapman, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.;

cause, Chronic Valvular Heart Disease . 800.00

Amelia M. Chapman, beneficiary, death claim

of Heary F. Chapman, deceased , late mem
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ber of Div . No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y .; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis . . 800.00

Mrs. Louise Binzer, beneficiary , death claim of

Joseph Binzer, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause, Accident

-Struck by automobile, causing injuries to

head, left chest, left lung and other in

juries . 800.00

Mrs. Ella Griffith , beneficiary, death claim of

Walter Griffith , deceased , late member of
Div . No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause ,

Phthisis Pulmonalis ... 400.00

Mrs. Donie Lee Rogers, beneficiary, death

claim of John W. Rodgers, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 694, San Antonio,

Texas; cause, Hemorrhage of Brain ... 800.00

Ernest L. Plummer, power of attorney for the

beneficiaries, death claim of Eugene F.
Plummer, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 714 , Portland , Maine ; cause, Angina
Pectoris 800.00

Mss. Mattie Smith , beneficiary, death claim

of Curtis M. Smith , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala .; cause ,

General Paresis , (Insanity ) . 300.00

Mrs. Sarah Dorough , beneficiary , death claim

of J. E. Dorough , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .; cause ,

Apoplexy 800.00

Mrs. Lela Hubbard, beneficiary, death claim

of C. D. Hubbard, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .; cause,

General decline following attack of Influ

enza and Tonsilitis . 800.00

Mrs. Willie Garner, beneficiary , death claim

of George W. Garner, deceased , late mem
ber of Div . No. 732, Atlanta, Ga.; cause,

Terminal Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs. Bertha E. Garvin , beneficiary , death

claim of William B. Garvin , deceased, late
member of Div . No. 732, Atlanta , Ga.;

cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 800.00

Adah Precechtil, beneficiary , death claim of

Alfred F. Precechtil , deceased, late mem.

ber of Div . No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ;

cause , Lobar Pneumonia .. 200.00

Mrs. A. Cleveland, beneficiary, death claim

of Ervy Cleveland, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 777 , Muskegon, Mich.; cause,

Angina pectoris . 800.00

L. A. Graeser, financial secretary and treas .

urer of Div . No. 788 , for payment of

funeral , tombstone and doctor's bills , death

claim of William Frazier, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.;
cause , Locomotor Ataxia and Acute Indi.

gestion ... 800.00

Mrs. Robert Brown , beneficiary, death claim

of Robert ' Brown, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause , Myo
carditis . 300.00

May Toumey, beneficiary, death claim of

Cornelius Toumey, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 818, Oakland , Calif .; cause ,

Carcinoma of Stomach . 100.00

R. S. Northey, financial secretary of Div. No.

818, for beneficiary , death claim of Harry

Perrin , deceased, late member of Div. No.

818, Oakland, Calif.; cause, Cirrhosis of
Liver ... 300.00

Vaughen J. Rehn, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 822, for payment of

funeral, tombstone, board and doctor's bills,

death claim of Frank P. Corby, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 822. Paterson,

N. J.; cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 588.00

Disability Benefits

John Graydon , member of Div . No. 192,
Oakland, Calif.; cause, Accident-Was

struck by an automobile while on duty

flagging car, causing Fracture and disloca

tion of left shoulder, head injury, concus

sion of brain and contusion of right knee,

and causing permanent disability ..., 800.00

J. W. Ball, member of Div . No. 272, Youngs

town, Ohio ; cause, Heart Failure (Hyper

tensive Heart Disease) , Heart Block , caused

by an accident while at work when struck

by an automobile, causing total disability .. 800.00

Arthur H. Chamberlain, memberof Div. No.

589, Boston, Mass .; cause , in adjusting

trolley on front of his car, acar hacked

into him , fracturing, two ribs and jamming
his side and stomach ; injuries causing total

disability 800.00

Alfred Lefrancois, member of Div . No. 618 ,

Providence, R. 1 .;cause, Accident- Car he

was operating as motorman collided with

electric freight car , necessitating amputation

of left leg below knee and right leg crushed
from knee to foot , and causing permanent

disability .
800.00

C. V. Cash , member of Div . No. 627, Cincin

nati, Ohio ; cause, Rear-end collision of

street cars, causing injury to lower part of

Spine and total disability ..
800.00

Old Age Benefits

0. R. Wedgewood , member of Div. No. 268,
Cleveland, Ohio .. 800.00

J. W. Simons, member of Div. No, 441 , Des
Moines , Iowa ..

800.00

Ezra Hildebrand, member of Div . No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh, Pa.. 800.00

John Henry Case, member of Div. No. 269,

Danbury, Conn ....
800.00

James Edmond Walrath, member of Div . No.

441 , Des Moines, Iowa .
800.00

Total ... . $ 43,113.00

in M e moria m

By Division No. 779, Sioux City , Iowa

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has seen fit to

remove from our midst Brother John C. Garnett,

who was a charter member of our Division ; and

Whereas: We bow in humble submission to Him

who docth all things well and knoweth best . yet we

feel that it will be a consolation for his family to

knowthat faithful friends and brothers extend to

them heartfelt sympathy in their great sorrow in

the loss of their loved one; therefore, be it

Resolved : That a copy of this resolution be sent

to the bereaved family , a copy spread upon the

minutes of our meeting and that a copy be sent to
the Motorman and Conductor for publication ; also

that our charter be draped for a period of thirty

days .

November 9th . 0. L. BARBOE,

J. NEWELL,

A. T. DAY,

Com. on Res.

Resolved : That the members of Div. No. 448

extend to his widow, family and relatives our sincere

sympathy, and share with them in their sad be

reavement; and , be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days; that these resolutions be sent

to his bereaved widow and family; and also be

published in the Motorman and Conductor.

R. C. KERR,

J. P. COUGHLIN ,

J. W. LEONARD .
Res. Com.

By Div. No. 713, Memphis, Tenn.

Whereas : Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

and power has seen fit to remove from ourmidst,

by death, our beloved brother. Thomas J. Gibson,

causing us to lose a loyal and faithful brother and

the Company a faithful employe; therefore, be it
Resolved : That Division No. 713, Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America, in regular meetingassembled,

extend to the bereaved relatives and friends, our

heartfelt sympathy in this their dark hourof be

reavement; and, be it further

Resolved : In memoryof our departed brother,

that our charter bedraped for a period of thirty

days, and copyof these resolutions be spread upon

the records ofthis Divisionand copy be sentto the

Division No. 448 , Springfield , Mass.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father , in His infinite

mercy and wisdom, has called to His Eternal Home

our late brother, John Bailey , in whose death

have lost a true and loyal brother, his widow and

family a loving husband and father, and the com

pany an efficient and faithful employee ; therefore,
be it

we
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Motorman and Conductor, the official journal , for be sent to the bereaved family , that they be spread

publication.
upon the minutes of this meeting and a copy sent

June 22 , 1927 .
to the Motorman and Conductor for publication .

A. D. BROWN .
Attest : G. P. McCRAY, President,

J. D. MATHIS , . D. CUTRIGHT,Secretary.
C. N. P. REDDICK ,

Committee. By Div. No. 430, Mauch Chunk, Pa .

By Div. No, 713, Memphis, Tenn. Whereas: Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

has seen fit to remove from our midst our esteemed

Whereas : Almighty God His wisdom and power brother, Nathan E. Reinert , in whose death

has seen fit to remove from our midst by death , our have lost a true and loyal member ; and, while we

beloved brother, Buford C. Lane, in whose death know that words cannot alleviate the grief of the

we have lost a faithful member of this Association, sorrowing relatives, yet we feel it will be a conso

and while we know that words cannot alleviate the lation for them to know that faithful friends and

grief ofthe belovedwidowandfamily,yet we feel brothers offer their deepest sympathy ; therefore ,

it will be a consolation for them to know that be it

faithful friends and brothers offer their deepest Resolved: That we , the members of Local

sympathy in this, their darkest hour of affliction ; Division No. 430, Amalgamated Association of

therefore, be it Street and Electric Railway Employees of America,
Resolved : That we, the members of Division extend our heartfelt sympathy and consolation to

No. 713. Amalgamated Associationof Street and the bereaved relatives of our late brother ; and , be

Electric Railway of America, extend our heartfelt it further

sympathy and consolation to the bereaved family of Resolved : That the charter of Division 430 of

our late brother; and, be it further the Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Resolved : That copies of these resolutions be Railway Employes of America be draped for a

spread upon the records of this Division , a copy period of thirty days ; a copy of these resolutions

sent to the bereaved family, and published in the be sent to the bereaved relatives; that they be

Motorman and Conductor. spread upon the minutes of this meeting, and a cupy
pug. 24 . sent to the Motorman and Conductor for publica

A. D. BROWN, tion .

J. D. MATHIS, October 28, 1927 .

C. N. F. REDDICK , WILLIAM F. LOBIEN ,

Committee. FRED C. BOYET,

ERSKINE R. SOLOMON,

By Division No. 577 , Augusta , Ga. Resolution Committee.

Whereas: Almighty God in his power and infinite

wisdom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our

midst our beloved friendand loyal brother, P. S.
Godman ; and
Whereas: Brother Godman was a true and

faithful member of our Local Division, whom we

will miss from our ranks for some time to come ;
therefore, be it

Resolved : That we convey to the family, of the

deceased brother our profound sympathy in this,

their hour of sorrow ; and , be it further

Resolved : That a copyof these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of ourregular meeting, a

copy, sent to the family of Brother Godman, and

to the Labor Review , and Motorman , and Con
ductor for publication.

C. H. SCARBROUGH,

L. A. BARTON,

L. B. FURTICK,

Committee .

By Div. No. 517, Gary , Iad.

Whereas: Almighty God in His infinite wisdom
and mercy has seen fitto remove from our midst

our beloved brother, J. C. Liming, whose kindly
manner endeared him to all those who knew him,

and while it was with deep regret we received the
news of this sad occurrence, wemustbowinhumble
submission to Him who doeth allthings well; there
fore, be it

Resolved: That our charter be draped in mourn .

ing for thirty days and that thismemorialupon the

deathofour late brother, J. C. Liming, be entered

upon the minutes ofthis meetingandpublished in
the Motorman and Conductor .

J. MEANS,

E. P. BROWN

S. B. WARD,

Committee .

By Division No. 813 , Fairmont, W. Va . 210

Whereas: Almighty God in His infinite wisdom

has seenfit to remove from our midst ouresteemed

brother, PrederickMübrad , inwhosedeath we have
LATE BROTHER C. B. SMITH

lost a true and loyal member; and , while we know Division No. 847, St. Joseph , Mo.

that words cannot alleviate thegrief of the beloved

widow and family, yet we feel itwill be a consola,

tion for them to knowthat faithful friends and Brother C. B. Smith , an active member

brothers offer their deepest sympathy in this , their
dark hourof affliction ; therefore, be it

of the St. Joseph Local of the Amalga

Resolved: That we, the members of Local Divi mated Association , recently passed from

sion No. 813 Amalgamated Association of Street this life . His sudden demise was due to

and Electric Railway Employees ofAmerica, extend
apoplexy.

our heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the be
He was the second oldest em

reaved family of our late brother; and, beit further ploye of the company. Brother Smith is

Resolved : That the charter of Division No. 813 survived by his daughter, two brothers and

oftheAmalgamated Associationof Street andElec
a sister. He died at the age of seventy-two

tric Railway Employees ofAmerica be draped for a
YS . COPY of these resolutions years.
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OFFICERS OF DIV . NO . 618, PROVIDENCE, R. I. FOURTH FROM RIGHT IS PRESIDENT BURNS

HERE'S ONE aim . When they waked up and started for a goal,
the ship was then runbya live crew." . How many

dead men have we sailing with us in our ship?

Arewe all alive to the problems that come up every

day? Let's keep in mind that yesterday ended

last night. Look ahead to the future.
What will

you be doing a year from now ? Even though you

still are running a street car, you can be helping

& good cause along.
A good slogan to follow is

"Do a good deed each day."
That is a Boy Scout

slogan and is good for us to follow.
Let nothing

shake your faith in truth and right .
-Cor. 563.

Lansing, Mich . - Brother A. D. Hicks, our dele

gate to the Twentieth Convention held in Birming

ham , Ala . , gave us a very complete report of the
Convention and his trip . We enjoyed it very much

and it was instructive.

Brother Lepley is having a hard time holding a

daylight run. It looked good to him when Bucky
quit. but when the interurban men came back to

thecity he lost out.
Here's one: She entered the telegraph office and

said : " I hope it isn't too late to change that

telegram I just put in. I omitted something very
important." " No, madam , " said the clerk , handing
out the message. The young lady took it and

underscored the words perfectly lovely , " which she

had written in acknowledgment of the receipt of a

bracelet. "That underscoring will please Jack , "

she said . "Don't mention it," said the clerk ; "if
you would like , I will sprinkle a few drops of violet
perfume on it at the same rate.' " Oh, thank you !

You don't know how I appreciate it . I am going
to send all of my telegrams through this office

hereafter, you are so obliging ." And the smile she

gave him would have did anyone good, with the
possible exception of Jack .

The last meeting of Division No. 563 was well
attended . Nomination of officers took place at the

mecting. There seemed to be more interest at this
meeting than has beenexperienced in months.

Keep it up , boys, that's what we need .

Recently , I heard a minister give the following:
" A ship. sailing, was manned with a dead crew .

This crew had been sailing for some time with no

SYMPATHY EXTENDED TO SUPERINTENDENT

San Jose, Calif.-Division No. 265 sends greetings

to all sister Divisions in the United States and

Canada. We are a hearty, vigorousbody, with a

membership of about 95 per cent.
There is no

special news, except that all take out their cards

willingly and then as willingly stay away from

meetings. We wish they would willingly come to

meetings. It would be of vast interest.

We here chronicle the sad news that yesterday

General Superintendent E. G.Shoup losthisthirteen

year old daughter, who was afflicted with acute

appendicitis.
She was a very bright girl and all

enjoyed taking her to school.
We will miss her

andeach of us express heartfelt sympathyforMs

Shoup and his bereaved family.

at her passing from this life.
Brother J. w.Gobel continues on the sick list

We have paid himayear'sbenefit of $ 32.50, which

We are saddened
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keeps him in good standing in the Union, and

$ 8.50 more.

Brother Deshlevy continues to be one of our top
hands.

Archie Trowbridge still pilots one of the Delmas
Avenue cars .

Brother Wilfred Blackmore holds down the job of

driving the Martin Avenue bus . He is an old

stager and, in spite of being badly crippled , he
makes a living for his wife and babies and well

sticks to Unionism .

-Cor. 265.

in our meetings and discuss fairly those things which

are of concern to us and , if possible, determine upon

the best measures that can be adopted in the interest
of all concerned . This is the property upon which

we work , and as an organized group of employes

we should work to get the best possible out of it
that we are able to conclude upon by fair and

reasonable deliberation .

Cor. 622 .

OFFICERS FOR 1928

OBSERVE TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY

SO

Bridgeport, Conn . - Division No. 459 made merry

at Champ's Farm on the night of November 15th.

It was in observance of the Twentieth Anniversary

of our branch of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E , of A.

More than two hundred , including invited guests,
were present for a chicken dinner, entertainment
and speeches. A royal good time was had and it

was voted by all that these dinners should become
an annual event. President Bernard Flanagan was

the toastmaster. The guests included G. E. B.

Member P. I. Shea, who represented International
President W. D. Mahon ; Vice - President P. J.

O'Brien ; President P. F. O'Meara and Secretary

John J. Eagan of the Connecticut Federation of

Labor; Captain James Walker of the Traffic Burcau;
Local Manager J. B. Potter of the Connecticut

Company; and Superintendent Prank L. Kibling.
Every Local in the state had representatives present .

Entertainers were Brothers John W. Morris, Wm .

McDermott, John Hughes and Divid J. Scully. The
committee in charge of this most successful affair

was headed by President B. Flanagan and included

Brothers R. E. Wald , John W. Wehb, John Dooley ,
John Brown , Samuel Strauss and John Hurley.
Paul Kovacs is now qualified as a full- fledged

fireman and Jim Noonan gave us an exhibition at

ouranniversary in the way of a clog dance . Hobo
Smith and Boudine the prize as the best

eaters, although Bill Dorley says he had plenty .

Well, boys, now that the banquet is over.

attention is called to the fact that our election of
officers comes

up again in December. President

Flanagan has been re-nominated , without opposition .
The only offices where there are any contests are

those of recording secretary and members of the
executive board.

Here's hoping we elect the best
men.

Some of the boys on the extra list have organized
a basketball team. So far they have won three

games . Some of the members of the team are

Ghiotto, Dorley, Robertson, Reilly ,H. Smith, Farrin ,
Josephson and Deandrea .

We have some good pinochle players and we

expect to arrange for a tournament of the members
in the near future .

Brothers Bill Dorley and Boudine are going to

take a nice little laté run the next pick and are

going to take a trip to the coast next spring.

Cor . 459.

Galesburg, Ill. The officers of Division No. 515
have been elected and installed for the year 1928 ,

as follows: President, C. H. Cobb; vice- president,

G. T. Falk ; recording secretary , L. W. Crawford ;

financial secretary -treasurer, N. Alters; correspond.

ing secretary, F, H. Allison; warden, GeorgeAngel;
conductor, L. W. Wogoman; sentinel, E. R. Curtis;

executive board , E. V. Brown, H. W, Evans, E. G.

Johnson , G. B. Johnson and H. Lucas.

The new dance hall here seems to be the_berries,

from the size of the attendance at a recent Wednes

day evening, which was opening night . The Lom

bard bus ran an extra trip , leaving town at midnight

and the dance hall at 12:10 a . m ., arriving in town

at 12:30, It is rumored that it will continue to do

on Wednesday and Saturday nights, to care for

the Avalon dances.
I presume we'll have to name

the bus the Avalon Owl.

Hunters have been oiling up their gats here and

brushing up theis hunting , togs, preparatory to

chasing Bunny and Bob White. So, we'll soon be

hearing fish tales - cather, I mean cotton tails . Hold

her, Newt , and let Al Roper.

We have another new rookie, being taught the

ins and outs of the game, by the name of Al Roper.

Brother Percy Allen recently laid off and took a

trip to Peoria, to visit relatives and inspect the

bus and car lines of that city. He returned well

satisfied with an extra pair of trousers.

Brother J. Durre is recuperating from sickness .

Brother George Batemen is holding Jack's run.

Brother Orner hasn't yet returned from his fall

vacation , which makes Brother Blackie Herndon

happy.
Brother Allison did not start from home soon

enough a recent Thursday and was late, thus giving
him an enforced two-day vacation. Brother Clifford

Young was the lucky one to catch the sun .

-Cor. 515 .

HERE AGAIN

won

our

BUSSES INSTALLED

Peterboro, Ont.--Brother Magnus Sinclair paid a

visit to the old street railway employes and the

young and new energetic men who are trying to
make the service,

He gave the bus management in

Peterboro a very thorough investigation and finds

that they are very unbalanced as to whether it is

going to pay to operate a bus line in this city.
However, inasmuchasyour officers here have asked

that a representative from the International Office
come down to Peterboroto look into some minor

contentions as applying to the older hands and junior

ones, he strongly advised them that they would have

to cut out contentions as, if continued , he wasn't

sure ,what might happen . He explained the situation
to the members of Division No. 622, asking them to

put in the winter under the conditions that had

been adopted by this Border City Transit Company

who are operating the busses .

Brother Sinclair explained that the contentions

they were asking adjustment upon would be taken

away, by promotional rights of those of twenty -five
years' experience.

If the address of Brother Sinclair is not beneficial

to newmen , it should be, as well as to the older

We wish tothank those so prompt in the

intent of their requestsand also for the profitable

measures that they deal with .

It is up to us to make the best of this situation

and work out that which will be to the advantage
of all concerned. That is one of the objects of

organization . We should, at all times , get together

Windsor , Ont. - Well, here we are again . This is

the last from Division No. 616 for the year 1927.

I trust that our boys have enjoyed the Motorman

and Conductor. I cannot say at this time who will

do this work of corresponding for the next year .

I am taking this means, however, of thanking the

members for the co-operation they have given me

in this work . I hope to see our little write-ups in

our book next year, and I extend to each member

and their families a very Merry Christmas and

Happy New Year. This is also extended to our

property and the officials thereof. I trust that our

relations with our operating officials for the next

year will be most happy relations , as they have

been during this year.

Brother C. Bagley is again on the job .
We wish Brother J. Armstrong success in the

farming business.

Did you hear of Brother D. Burgess being marked

off and going down to see whether he was working?

Did you hear of the accident had by Brother H.

Hayes with his little ſattier , October 9th, and that

the two Jews are yet looking for him ?
Brother L. Broderick was admitted to the Hotel

Dieu Hospital, October 21st, for an appendicitis
operation . He wishes to thank the members who

called on him and the Division for the flowers that

were sent him .

Brother Allen Ardern returned from the Con.

vention , that he attended in Birmingham , Ala., and

reports that it was a wonderful trip and that the

Convention was of much interest and most har

monious. We are pleased that he has safely returned

to his old job .

The boys would be pleased to know what takes

Brother C. Chittle over to that little store at Stop

41 on the Tecumseh Line every night.

The dog business must be good . Brother George
Burrows has bought a Reo touring car .

It is reported that Brother Joe Celest Reaume has

enlisted with the Essex Scottish Kiltie Battalion.

The boys always regarded Celest as having a military

appearance .

men.
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Will someone please show Brother D. Kenney how
to run on time on the Tecumseh Line ?

Brother D. Phillips, recently on the sick list, is

again on the job .

Brother A. Norry says it is a great life on the

bus line and keeps him out of mischief.

Brother H. Readman is doing his stuff on the

Erie Line this sign -up period.

Brother A. Gibbs, sick for some time, is again
O. K.

Brother J. Murray has taken a three months leave

of absence , to visit his old home in England .

We are advised that Brother Sambo Boughner is

again taking soothing syrup :

Brother 8. Langlois, off sick , is now getting along

very Well .

We hear that Brother J. Cook gets his supply of

garlic every morning on the Amherstburg Line, on

the 7 o'clock trip leaving Windsor .

-Cor. 616 .

MEETINGS WELL ATTENDED

1

was presided over by President Jacob Bush of our
Local. Nominations were made as follows : For

president. Jacob Bush and Guy Barrett; for vice

president, Earl Averill, A. Lawton and George

Roth ; for recording secretary, Earl M. Averill, Guy

Barrett, Jacob Bush and Albert French; for financial

secretary -treasurer, Earl M. Averill , McKinley

Brown, R. P. Rich and C. Paterson ; for warden ,

Pred Baker. McKinley Brown, A. Lawton,Albert
Vander Nolen ; for conductor ,

McKinley Brown , A. Roth and C. M. Stewart; for

executive board members, E. M. Averill , Guy

Barrett, Jacob Bush , McKinley Brown . C. Paterson

and John Waldo. It will be seen that the members

of our Local have an opportunity to make very

good selections in electing officers for the year 1928 .

President Bush made a very good report upon a

conference with our general manager, Mr. Vaughn,

in respect to the bus operators contention . He re .

ported that Mr. Vaughan had no objections to the
bus operators becoming members of Division No.

855 and that there would be no discrimination on

account of their joining the organization ; further.

that , until features of agreement may be consum
mated as applying to bus operation , the first section

of the present agreement will apply in the matter
of any grievances that among the coach

operators .

Several applications for membership were before

the meetingand Applicants Gerald Benware, Homer

Dillinbeck , Pred Lampen , William C. McClure and

Joseph W. Plante were electedto membership.

We had with us at this meeting an International

Officer who paid our Local a fine compliment and

also complimented the general manager of the prop;
erty and urged hearty co -operation on the part of

the employes with the management, in making this

property a financial success. He urged vigorous

endeavor on the part of the employes to protect
property and to Co- operate stimulating

patronage . He showed the boys that they naturally

have or should have a greater interest in making

the property a success than is possible with bond

holdersand stockholders, in that the revenue in the

way, of wages to employes is vastly more important

to the employes than dividends on stock or interest

on bonds to stock and bondholders, as this is the

big source of living expense to the employes, while

stock and bondholders do not rely upon the returns

of the property in any way for their living ex

penses .
-R . P. R.

Marinette, Wis.-- The regular midnight meeting of
Division No. 302 , held November 8th , was largely

attended . However, we want more of our brothers

to be at the following meeting . There is plenty of

room .

Our officers have been elected and installed for the

year 1928, as follows: President, George Greenier;

vice- president, John Hyslop ; financial secretary

Joseph Seidle; recording secretary- treasurer, John

Herscheid ; conductor, Del Collard; warden , Felix

Moline ; correspondent, Melville Larson; executive

board , George Greenier, Chairman , John Hyslop ,

Leander Combes, Albert Stewart, John Mostead;

sick and welfare committee, Melville Larson , Mari

nette , Wis., Harry Terriault, Menominee , Mich .

Brother William Provencher was pleased to get

off to see the big football game between Marinette

and Menominee, where Bill's side won .
Brother Harry Terriault recently off three

days on a deer hunt . He came home with a rusty

gun again .

Brothers, it looks as though busses are coming

and the street car is going up our way .

-Cor. 302 .

arise
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BANKING ON CHRISTMAS

DON'T GET BEHIND

1

The

we

Brockton, Mass .-Another Thanksgiving has come

and gone . Not many of the Local men loafed , as

they are banking on getting off Christmas .

Checkers are coming into popularity during off

hours in the lobby . Stark is conceded the champion

player. Russell is a close second . Brother Single G.

Peterson has yet to trim Brother Jug Hall .

Brother E. I. Morse, operator on the Ames Street

Line , recently made a stop between two white poles

to take a young man on as passenger . When the

young man got on , Brother Morse said to him :

" We stop at while poles only ." " Well, sir , I'm a

white pole," replied the passenger.
Candidates for office in Division No. 235 for the

year 1928 were nominated November 2nd at Owl's

Hall, Brockton .

A new choice of runs , from Brother Pred Wood

down , has been completed . It was occasioned by

the return of Brother Wood into the fold after a

long sickness . Single G. kept the same run , the

Cannon Ball Express to Cross turnout , Brockton

Heights. These is where he showed judgment.

From a late report , there is to be seven minutes

street car service from Quincy to Boston . That

was a feather in the cap of the Elevated and Eastern

Massachusetts companies.
We believe that if the Nantasket Beach Line were

re -opened through Hull, Rockland , Abington and

Brockton , it would be a paying proposition . Some

two hundred thousand people visit this grand beach

Sundays and holidays . It is the best beach resort

of the East .

Brother Frank Cormier keeps us posted on the

Bruins --the Boston Ice Hockey Team.

Brother George Ellis , of the line department, is

still throwing the bull. He has been doing it for

some time.

So long, until the next .
-Cor. 235 .

year on

Hartford, Conn.- Division No. 425 is still coming

strong . We had with us at our November meeting.

International President W. D. Mahon , G. E. B.

Member John H. Reardon . Int. Vice-President P. J.
O'Brien and some other well known labor men

from New England cities . They all gave us very

interesting talks and the address of International

President Mahon was specially interesting.

meeting was well attended .
At our last meeting had nominations of

officers. Some old officers are
going out for office

again , including Former President Thomas U. Lee

and Pormer Vice- President John Miller .

Brother Hans Esbessen is back on the Cedar Hill

Line with Brother Dan Lynch , after a
Park Street . He says he came back to straighten

the line, as there has been no service on it since he

left .

Brother John Kemp is the proud father of a haby

girl and Brother John Zazzarois the proud father
of a baby boy. Congratulations, boys, keep the

good work up .

Brother James Hunt's prize Barred Rock rooster.

that he boughtfrom Brother Dick Benson, has died .

Please accept our condolence.
Brother Anthony Zazzaro recently joined the

matrimonial tribe . We wish
Mrs. and Brother

Zazzaro the best of luck in double harness.

Brothers Milford Mandigo and Robert Lloyd are

on the Cannon Ball Prospect South .
and hurry back ,

Brother Galvin is still on the Cedar Hill Line.

Brothers Donahue, Hunt, and O'Meara say they

had a great time at Birmingham , Ala .

Brothers , don't get behind in your dues .

very easy matter to keep your dues yp :
likesomeoftheotherguyswho have let themselves

drop from the organization .
without organization we would have not much of

a job .

Go right out

It is a

Don't beCOACH OPERATORS MAY BECOME MEMBERS

We all know that
Grand Haven , Mich . - Division No. 855 , that has

appeared to the readers of the M. and c . but a

very few times within its life, held a nomination
meeting the night of November 29th. The meeting --Cor. 425.
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Brother Jack Brown charges his kids with changerBROTHER BALDWIN RE - ELECTED PRESIDENT

shortage .

Brother Weldon is pleased with the prizes hisRegina, Sask.-Division No. 588 held the regular
birds wonelected . at the Poultry Show. He is a hardmidnight meeting. at which officers were

workerand we are glad to hear of his success.Brother Baldwin was re -elected president for the

third term by acclamation . He is the right man The new runs are 0. K. , except that they are

in the right position . Great credit is due him for from sixty to ninety minutes too long for one-man
car runs. We believe Messrs. Graves and Bern

the good conditions we are enjoying at the present
time. Give him could figure them shorter, should they wish to do so .your support, brothers, and, if

Brothers Terrill , Doney, Frederickson and Sullivanyou have any new ideas, bring them up in the

are under the doctor's care,proper place , where they will receive due considera .

tion, instead of airing them on the street corners. Brother Walt Haefs held a birthday party for

It was & success .It did one's eyes good to see so Mrs. Hacfs . Walt says he gotmany at the

meeting. The room was packed . It sure looked like bawled out for phoning Bill for a lay -off that day .
old times. All barn men , day and night crews, Brother Johns has real changer springs and they

and the office staff have joined our Union . It has are Union Made. If any need them , buy of him.

been Brother Baldwin's ambition for years to see Division No. 779 wishes all of the membership of
them all in the Division, not forgetting our lady the Amalgamated Association, their wives and fami
typist . There is a girl with real backbone. We

lies a Merry Christmas and most Happy and Pros
are very pleased that she is one of Much perous New Year .

-Cor. 779 .
credit is due Brother Martin for bringing in

many new members. There is now but one

not in the Union. We will do our best to get him
OFFICIAL NOMINEES

with us.

Our executive board are now very busy drawing
Worcester, Mass.-- Nomination for officers ofup a new agreement for presentation to our com

Division No. 22 for the year 1928 took place atpany, so, if you have any ideas for the betterment

of the system , let us have them right away. the last regular meeting in November. No definite

This has been a most successful year for our date was set for the election , which will be decided

system . They are showing a clear profit. We have upon at our next regular meeting, held the second

five new cars coming in the spring. Tuesday in December . Our election is a vital step

The coffee and sandwiches were sure appreciated in the success of our Local . Every member should
by the boys. Brother Thomas must be like a cow do his part in the election of officers. Let's make
hasa good feed and then chews the cud. it a 100 per cent vote . It is a duty of all members .

The new member, who stated he was ten dollars If there are any who failed to discharge their full

short in his ticket money, must have left the meet duty during the last year, they should be discharged

ing with a good impression of Unionism , as the cap for the good and welfare of the organization, but

was passed around , and presto the money was if your board of officers have been efficient, they
soon back . deserve your support, not only at the pol but

Much enjoyment was gotten from the recent during their term of office . This is a matter entirely
snooker tournament. Shorty might have done better in your hands. Show your colors and get out and

against Brother Dick Casson had he vote .
not given

him so much snuff. I notice that Scotchmen don't The following is the list of nominations for the
yeargo into these things and it may be necessary to 1928 : President, Ernest W. Hanson and

get up a porridge contest , making it free , giving Wm. H. Leahy ; vice -president, Michael Kane and
each one a prize .

That will bring out the Scotch . John J. Shea; treasurer, Harry H. Bailey; recording
We are pleased that Brother Archer's wife is secretary, Charles Dacey, Wm . J. Sullivan andrecovering from a recent operation and trust she Percy G. Dewi, financial secretary and business

will soon again be strong; agent , Thomas F. Broderick and Peter J. Rooney;

Brothers Blissett and Ledsham are learning that joint conference board, Harry H. Bailey, Thomas F.

the proper way to get suggestions over is to attend Broderick, Wm. C. Fitzgerald, Ernest W. Hanson,
the meetings and state what is wanted . Don't Michael A. Kane. Wm. H. Murphy, David McGrath
leave it to thesame old crowd to do all the work. and Peter J. Rooney ; legislative committee , Thomas
Let's every member attend

F. Broderick , Ernest W. Hanson andthe meetings of Peter J.
Local. It is our business institution : Rooney ; executive board , Wm .H.Murphy, Arthur

-Egad-Regina .
Barrett, Wm . H. Fitzgerald and David McGrath;

correspondent, Wm . Hanratty and Percy G. Dew :

WILL MAKE SUCCESS OF IT early conductor, Charles Powers; late conductor,
Arthur Sansoucy; early warden , George Upham and

Sioux City , Iowa_Brother and Mrs. A. J. Webber Wm. Wall; late warden , John McCartland ; early
entertained their card clubThanksgiving evening by sentinel, Sam Champayne; late sentinel, Jeremiah
a dinner, after which the usual pastime was enjoyed. Sweet.
Brother William Doney, though slightly improving . Records for the past month showed increase in

is yet on the sick list .
our sick list. Added to the list at Gates Lane are

We understand that Brother Gus Gunther is Brothers Alfred Vania , John Sheridan, Hughie Rice ,
taking cribbage lessons. We hope she is a good John Kelly. Wm. Pentland, Henry McGrath, Bernardteacher .

Fields, George Hanlon , James Monahan . Eddie
Brother Fredrickson is again out, after a few days Devlin and Michael Myers. On the Grove Division

in the hospital following an operation . are
May he Brothers John H , O'Brien , C. Blair ,

speedily recover. Danany, Olof Holmgren , Charles Drugan and Ed .
Brother H. T. Woodward, president of our Local Cunningham . On the Blackstone Valley Division

for the last nine years , was presented with a bill. are Brothers George Aldrich and Thomas Mannix,fold and a nice check at while at the Charlton Division are added Brothers
recent meeting, It

showed him that his efforts in behalf of the Local C. V. Cooper and Arthur Dupray. The following
were appreciated and he has our best wishes for his are sick from the results of automobile and trolley

accidents : Brother Eddie Deviin
taking

Brother Clyde Terrill is again at work, part time Brothers James Monahan and George Hanlon home,

as inspector, and feels so good that he cannot tell when his car became involved in crash with a
just how he does feel. truck . Brother Mike Myers tried to stop an auto
on We are glad to see him againduty. mobile but didn't get away with it. The result
Business Agent James D. Griffin is quite busy was a headache the next morning . His condition is

these days. He never loses anopportunity to help good at the present time.
Brothers Frank Dunn, chief clerk to Superin.

Brother L. E. Garnett is out every day soliciting tendent J. Tully, Chief Starter GeorgeMcGeachey,
ads for the Local's year book. his aide, Mike Donahue, from the Swamp. and

He is doing nicely ,
considering allof the handicaps that he encounters, Eddie Norton , assistant starter at Gates Lane, have
combined with hard luck stories, returned from their annual vacations ,He will make asuccess of it.

Brother Tommy O'Callaghan , of the line depart
We are pleased to see so many old car men again

ment, was recently married and is at present enjoy.
back on the job for the winter.

ing his honeymoon ,
It is said that BrotherJacobson could qualifyfor Brother Wm. Sullivan and an estimable young

the Morningside Track Team ,should he do as well lady were recently married.

as he did crossingthe park the morning George Brother Frank and Mrs. Hurley are the proud
checked the boys' changers.

parents of a new daughter. Congratulations!
Brother and Mrs. Webber celebrated their wedding Troubles never come singly . Take the case of

anniversary with some friends who visitedthem, and Brother Eddie Devlin, just recovering from
after the social hour the guests departed,wishing accident, when his only son, seven years of age,
them many happy returns. was taken seriously sick with scarlet fever.

our

Wm .

а

future.
was

a

the boys.

an
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We regret that , as a result of the advent of the motives and actions, that cannot be obtained in

new cars, 100 per cent one-man cars operation has any other way. As a means of mutual develop

caused members to be laid off. meat, no better training can be had .

Wonder what Brother Mike Geniro was trying to Local587 is proud of our achievements and will

do with the " silent cop " on Summit Street a few so prove to the other Locals when they send their
nights ago, while working on the Normal School representatives here.

Line . Merry Christmas and Happy New Year we wish
Perhaps Brothers Billy Murphy and Johnny Ring to all.

can tell us why. Kayo Moran changed his diet --Cor, 587 .

recently. Formerly it was crullers and coffee; now

it is oyster stew . What's the answer, Tommy? ELECTION OF INTEREST

Manager Cy Lee, of the Gates Lane Division, has

been a very busy man the past few weeks, getting Waterbury , Conn . - Following a lapse of several
bis Athletes in shape for a Field Day that is being months, we have enough news that will fill six or
arranged with Springfield Local 448 . But first of seven Motorman and Conductors, but, due to short

all , Cy would like to arrange & meet between his age of paper, we are obliged to confine ourselves.
team and Chick Pontain's cripples from Grove Unusual interest is being showa at the present

Street. Cy says it's a waste of time trying to get time by the members of Division No. 570, due to
the bunch from the " Swamp " to come to life . the coming election of officers. Brother David

The opinion among the Gates Lane men was thas Scully , who has served as our president, also secre
when Arthur Barrett, their leading athlete, wat tary of the State Board, is being opposed by, ous
transferred to Grove Street they would begin to worthy brother, Warren Duchane. No doubt

come to life . But they are all like tombstones in Brother Martin Kelly, at present holding the posi

a cemetery up there. They have got Arthur acting tion offinancial secretary-treasures, will continue in
as grave-digger , Cy says if this don't bring action, that office for the year 1928.

nothing will . Our meetings are not being as well attended as
Pleased to report at this time that the sick list they should. However, November 16 an unusually

at Gates Lane is at last practically cleaned up. large attendance was on hand. By the next edition

with the exception of Brother George Glispin , who of the M. and C. we hope our recording, secretary
is still at the hospital. Brothers Joe Gonyea, can report seventy - five per cent or more in attend

Charlie Deardon , Brainard Fields and Frank Thirrieu ance at our meetings. Let's all rally to our cause,
are able to be on the job again . It was at first brothers, and show our strength by our attendance.

thought that Frank was seriously ill, and would Our members extend condoleace to Brothers

have to undergo an operation , but he fooled them. Poody, Dutcher , Felske and Luth, who have recently

But watch your step, Frank, or they will get you lostmembers of their families.

yet. We have recently had two or three of our mem .

A referendum vote was taken by the members bers in the hospital for operations. At the present

of Division 22 , favoring a six -day week , but whether time two members are sick . Brother Herrick was

this will be a new clause inserted in the Contract recently discharged from the hospital, but is yet

for 1928 has not been decided as yet . unable to resume his duties . We wish him and his

No word has been received from Brother Sam family speedy recovery to normal health . Brother

Crothers, who receptly sailed for Ireland and McCluskey, confined to his bed , has our best

England. As he is due to report for work Sep wishes for a speedy recovery .

tember 1, I hope to have a detailed report of The Connecticut Company management has in

Sam's trials and tribulations in our next issue. stalled twoBrunswick , Balke, Collendar pool alleys

During the past month , two of our worthy at the car barn for the benefit of our members.

brothers, Charlie Pearson and Frank Putnam , in It keeps the boys' arms fit for theoperation ofone

vested in autos-Charlie a Chevrolet and “ Putt" a and two -man trolleys, which are being operated

Chrysler . " Putt" went out for a trial spin a few here. Before the installation of thealleys,various

days ago and stalled his engine. He immediately members of the single classwere seen visiting city

steppedfrom the auto and went to the rear to put parks and amusement resorts , accompanied by their

his trolley on. Brother Ed. Peck is sponsor for lady friends. At presentthe bowlingalleysseemto

this story . be a greater attraction to them. The members are

We regret to report the deaths of Brothers the stockholders of the enterprise, the company

Cornelius Sullivan , " James McGahey and John giving rent and light free. By Christmas the stock:
Glennon. The sympathy of the entire member ings of the stockholders should bemore than well
ship of Local is extended to the bereaved filled , as the alleys are a financial success. We are

families in their time of sorrow . hoping that our worthy brother , J.Oates, president

-Cor. 22. of the Bowling Team , will soonbe able to announce

the new recreation room , where the members can

WILL MAKE SEATTLE HUSTLE hold theirown in pool and pinochle against the city's

best.

Seattle, Wash.--Local 587 is preparing for election
The election of officers takes place December 6th.

of officers for 1928 . About this time of year all
Will announce theresult in the next issue of the

M. and C.
seem to be more interested than at other times of -Cor. 570.
the year . Good !

At our last meeting, Mr. Henderson, general super

intendent of the city lines , and Mr. Walter M. DELEGATES REPORT PLEASANT TRIP

Brown , of the Rainier Valley Lines, addressed our

members in a general way and pledged support in

our behalf on the 1929 Convention, both moral and

Worcester, Mass. Our delegates to the Twentieth

Convention , held at
financial. I want to say that the major portion of

Birmingham , Ala ., have re

turned .
the membership appreciate this kind of co -operation.

They wereBrothers Pete Rooney, Tom

Broderick and Dave McGrath .
They report a

Of course , there are few that don't appreciate

anything . However, we will live up to what the

pleasant trip . although the weather was extremely

warm .
delegates experienced at the Birmingham Conven
tion . We will have colder weather than we enjoyed

A very pretty wedding recently took place is

in Birmingham and we will show the good delegates
Leicester, a suburb of Worcester, whenone of our

that we are real human beings .
Receiver's Department, was united in marriage with

I wish , at this time , to say that in Birmingham Miss M. H. Horne, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

the delegates were given the best there was. The Charles Horne.

hospitality of those Southern people can never be

surpassed, so that will make Seattle hustle .
honeymoon

in touring through New YorkState

The and the White
business men of Seattle and the laboring people

Mountainsof New Hampshire.

They are Don
throughout, through telegrams, extended to the street

at hometo their friendsat 30

Hartshorn
railway men of the United States and Canada an

Ave., Worcester.
Brother Speak's Bar

open -handed, invitati
on
to come to Seattle in 1929,

riage dealt a hard blow to the remaining members

We know that when the traditional generosity and
of theOwls Club, as one of the rules of theClub

good will of Seattle have been impressively reflected
is that no married mancan be a member.

in the kindly treatment accorded the delegates, they
Brother John Long recentlyreturned from an

will leave here with intense reluctance . extensiveauto trip to Niagara Falls, through News

them will long to stay and some may return
Some of

York State and Canada. He reports very enjoy

citizens of Seattle .
as able trip.

So , street car men of the United States and

Canada , prepare to join us here in 1929, for the throughCanada. NewHempshire and Massachusetts,

BrotherHenry Lanquer has returned from a trip

best convention ever . These conventions broaden

the views
of men and give insight into human

Bailey recently returned from a visit to their home

in Vermont.

our

a
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We have a white man for superintendent. He is
Brother and Mrs. Bill King recently enjoyed an

the type of man with whom we should work in full
auto trip to Philadelphia , Pa .

concert to make this property a success .Brother Earl Thresber has returned from a

-Cor. 163 .month's Vacation on his farm in Meine, during

which he spent a few days deep sea fishing.
OLD AGREEMENT UNCHANGEDBrother Samuel Crothers has just returned from

three months' trip abroad, during which he visited

friends and relatives in Ireland. Sam is greatly Amesbury, Mass. -Our agreement for 1927

improved in health and reports a very pleasant mains the same as 1926, with the exception that

trip : three barn men have received an increase of
Now that the outdoor Season has drawn to a cent per hour.

close,, Brothers Kennington, Holden, Devlin and All members are requested to attend the next
AtMurphy have returned to the Checker Board . regular meeting for a big turkey dinner .

present “ Kenny" seems to be the champ.
Brother Langmaid has purchased a new Pontiac

We are all pleased to see Brother Patsy Mara car .

again on the job , after being laid up for three weeks Brother Delano took a few days off to pick his
with a sprained ankle.

apples, but be spent most of the time chasing cows
Brother JoeWalkerrecently suffered from a severe out of the orchard .

case of La Grippe, but is able to be again at work . Brother Quill is now looking at Pords. There is
Since our last appearancein the M. and C.,we No workmen's car at present, he doesn't care to

have lost Brother Elmer Bratt through death . The walk .
sympathy of the Division is extended to the be Brother Towler had a wonderful time at the
reaved family .

Brockton Fair , trying to buy $5.00 horses.

We regret to report that Brother Charles Fink is Brother Gale is back on the spare list.
at present ill with asthma. He has our best wishes Brother MacLean is ainticpating going South for
for • speedy recovery .

a few months this winter.
-Cor . 2160-22. Brothers Noyes, Currin and Chase are trying

hard to ruo No. 1 plow out of Newburyport thisBUS LINES DISCONTINUED
winter.

Brother Peebles is thinking seriousiy of running
Clinton , Iowa --Division No. 911 is progressing for Mayor ofNewburyport the coming election .

nicely, although there is not much change. Our Brother Kelleher likes walking home.

saeetings are very good , but attendance is not what Brother Tarbox's auto is back on the road again ,
it should be. Those who do attend, however, gain after colliding with a B. & M. freight train .
much .

Brother Moynihan keeps himself safe nights at the
Our company has discontinued the Eagle Point barn by seeing that the door is well locked,

Park and Comanche Avenue bus lines .
We are pleased to see Brother Blaesdell again at

Brother James Clark recently returned from lowa work after along illness.
City, where he underwent two severe operations. Brother O'Keefe, still on a diet, has reduced to a

He is now feeling fipe and the boys are glad to see ton,
bira back .

-Cor. 785 .
Brother Charles Pierce was recently struck by an

automobile as he was leaving his cas , sustaining :
GAVE INTERESTING REPORT

broken leg. The auto carried no lights. He is now
back at work .

Brother George Lord drove his new Whippet to Bridgeport, Cona . - Division No. 459 held the

the central part of the state, where he visited usual monthly meeting in October. Attendance was
relatives for a week recently. very good , in fact it was the largest meeting of the

Brother Dave Passick spent four days of a recent current year and the members are to be congratu .

week in Chicago, visiting relatives. lated .

Brother Chris Claussen has returned from Den President Bernard Flanagan returned from the
mark . Convention in Birmingham , Ala., at which he was

Brother George Lard wishes an extension might a delegate, and gave a very interesting report.

be put on the Main Street Line. He allows it is Details of ourTwentieth Anniversary Banquet, to
100 short . be held at the Stratford Hotel, have been well

Brother Clarence Taylor is trying his hand as a prepared by our committee and a date will soon be
sleuth .

He is trying to locate his son's stolen
announced .

bicycie. The individual prize for attending the monthly

Brother Isenhart says his hardest workon Brother meeting is yet to be captured. Brothers Tom Walsh,

Mitchell's sun is waving at the girls and answering
Scotty Robertson and Josephson are putting up a

the question : " Where is Mitch ?" scramble for it.

--Cor . 911 .
Brother Ply had a little experience with a shot .

gan receatly . He complains that cars were raising

havoc with his chickens. One night, after completALL ONE -MAN CARS
ing his run on the “ Spirit of St. Louis," he found

several cats in his coop. Brother Ply will tell you
Meriden, Cong . - We have lost all two-man cars of the crack shot .

here in Mesiden . However, our old men have been Brother Bill Dorley shows himself to be a good

able to take work on the one-man cars, although samaritan by his invitations to have a meal with

the introduction of the one-man car has reduced him at the Silver Slipper.

the opportunity of employmentand thus leasened Brothers Josephson and Jonesare no
now the proudthe membership of our Local. All recognize that possessors of cars. Bill and The Sheik will visit

one-man cars add to the responsibility in employ; Canadain November ,
ment in the way of safety. But the operation of Brother Joe Green has bought Brother Takaaz's
one-man cars now is of no complaint, in that they Hudson.

are here to stay. It is a question of the public and Brother Baudine wants to know what Joe does

our employing company. with all the Moxie bottles .
President William Loskowskie and Brothers Tittle " Donkey " Lynch , now and then uses two reverse

and Sam Hamlin in October visited New York . handles.

They report having enjoyed their trip. Brothers “ Hurry -up " Platt and Morris can be

Pop Trask has retired as anoperator, after thisty found on the links in Beardsley Park. Brother Platt

years, and is now in other employment. He is intends to take a trip by aero in the near future.
seventy -eight years of age . Brother Morganregrets the closing of the beaches

We attended a meeting of Division No. 425, for the season . He and Billy Dorley missed

Hartford,Conn., at which appeared International nights at Walnut Beach this year .

President W. D. Mabonand International Vice Our baseball team closed & very successful season .
President P.J. O'Brien . Their addresses were very Next year we expect to travel more. We are aboutinteresting. to organize a baseball team of several good players

Wewish we had three thousand John L. Sullivans in our Local for next year.
in our Local.
Board .

Sullivan is president of the State Several of our boys were disappointed over the

Dempsey - Tunney fight. They expected the decision
Boys, try and get to our meetings. Don't cry to go the other way. Brothers Price and Buck

when things are not coming yourway if you don't Meade chartered an aeroplane to attend the fight.

attend the meetings. It isyourorganizationandit They invited De Vincent to go with them. Every

isupto us to show that wearecapable of operating thing went 0. K. until theywere about to take off,

our organization. Theway to do that is to attend when the rudder dropped off and they were forced

the meetingsand help toconduct them . to abandon the trip .

BrotherGusFrench has a dandyrubber hat. --Cor. 459 .

no
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AGREEMENT RENEWED

was

con

and counsel was often sought and given , He was

beloved and respected by all who became acquainted

with him. He will be missed by a large circle of

friends . Profound sympathy is extended to the

bereaved family in their hour of sorrow . .

Brother Sid Stewart is again on his run, after a

battle with the influenza.

Brother C. E. Johnshas quit the street car busi.

ness and entered the insurance business. We wish

him success .

-Cor. 779.

MEET IN NEW QUARTERS

East Liverpool, Ohio - President W, 1. Hall, of

Division No. 52 , who served us as our delegate to

the Twentieth Convention, held in Birmingham ,

Ala ., in September. safely returned and gave us a

good historyof his wonderful trip andthe proceed .

ings of the Convention.
Division No. 52 is now meeting in our new

quarters-- the B. O. P. Hall . Sixth Street -- fine
hall in all respects. Don't forget, boys, and come

out and see the new hall and make it a practice to
come often . We need your presence.

Brother W , M. Boyce is again at work, after

several weeks' illness,

Brother H. W.Kirchner is still wearing a smile .

A young son arrived at his home.

PinancialSecretaryA.C.Bailey reports the boys

are doing a little better in lifting their cards. Bear

in mind, it is to your own good and in your own

interest and in the interest of your family in time
of need. Do not overlook this one advantage you

owe to yourself . Always keep in mind you can see

our financial secretary at the Crews Room the day

after pay day, the 6th of each month .

Brother A. R.Walker hasagainrecovered from

the sick list.

Our company has improved service to Beaver by

putting on a half -hour service. This means a great

deal to the traveling public who go down the river,
as a half hour to these men means a whole lot .

They certainlywill appreciate it very much.

BrotherFrank Guysometime since took a fish;

ing trip to catch some ofthose finebass . He had

the wrong bait and caught suckers. The next time

we hope he will do better.

It takes Brother James Allen to put the line men
to flight. Ask him.

Brother Jacob Bair is talking about going up in

the mountainsin Pennsylvania for a hunting trip.
He is an expert athunting deer . - Kirch.

Shreveport, La.--- The agreement of Division No.
558 with our employing company renewed

without discussion on the part of the men or the

company. Everything is going nicely and the future

looks bright. Many of our motormen and

ductors were awarded the gold star and a free

uniform for their splendid , careful service in the

past year in being successful in making a record

that was clear of accidents. Let those who failed

be aot discouraged , but make a more determined

effort to be on the winning list next year. Let's

hope to make it 100 per cent.

Brother W. E. Lawson, who holds the position
of vice -president in the Central Trades and Labor

Council, was grand marshallin Our Labor Day

parade, September 5th . On horseback he had the

happy band of workingmen and women in a costume

gorgeous and gay., that caused those looking on to
gaze and wonder “ Who goes there .'

We were pleased that Brother L.L. Randin won

first prize in the street car men's lineup on Labor
Day for his decorated car. The prize comprised

twenty dollars cash .

Aside from street railway work , prosperity seems

to abound throughout old Shreveport and surround

ing territory ,
The Louisiana State Fair, in session from October

27th to November 6th, was one of the best and
largest attendedin the history of the Fair .

Brother H. C. Young was operated on at the

Tri State Sanitarium August 21st . He got along

fine and we are glad to see him again on the job .

President J , D. Elliott attended the Twnetieth

Biennial Convention, held in Birmingham , Ala. , and

reported a great and aoble session,being among the
best the Association ever held . Each day's work

was full of pep and enthusiasm and many good
things were said and done. One of the great fea

tures of the Convention was the banquet held in the

City Auditorium the right of September 14th . He

reports it to have been most enjoyable and that

one thousand three hundred and seventy -five plates

were artistically arranged, and the good things to
eat will long be remembered .

Brother J. B. Lawson was in Mobile the last part

of September.
Brother 0. L. Gee recently lost his auto . Some.

one horrowed it without permission.

Brothers F. 0. Harrison and L. L. Randin are

suffering, with acute heart trouble from some cause.
Be careful, boys, and watch your step . You will

soon have a vision .

Let me leave with you this one thought, brother

memberstoyour Loret Pontion toattend every regular
meeting. Ask yourself the question: What kind

of a Union would we have if all the members were

like me?"

Come on , all you writers from the different Locals

tbroughout the United States and Canada !

-Cor. 558.

AIT

HOLD ANNUAL PICNIC

car was

OLD MEMBER DIES vs.

on

Sioux City , lowa - Brother Clyde Terrill is again

out, after recovering from a serious operation .

Brother Barboe sports a new Pontiac sedan, keep

ing up with his neighbors.

Brother Bill Doney, sick for a few weeks, is again

at work .

Brother Trapp reports one of his boys fell from
& bench and broke an arm . We hope for his re

covery .

Brother Haggerty has found a new way to push

bells when they are stuck. He uses the switch-hook.

Brother Criteser caught an auto the night of the

big rain .

Brother M. R. Boughton spent Labor Day in
the Twin Cities, from where he reports having a

good time.

Brother C. E. Johns is authority on the World

War.

Brother Webber enjoyed the 94 degree weather we

had in September.
Brother H. T. Woodward continues to have his

sick spells and has to occasionally be released from

work.

Brother Rice enjoyed his trip to the Convention

and upon his return made a spiendid report.
Have you noticed Brother Brown's sideburns ?

They will be out nicely by cold weather .

Brother J. C. Garnett has been called from his

earthly home to the Great Beyond. He was one

of the oldest men in point of service and was &

charter member of Division No. 779 . His advice

Wichita, Kansas-- The annual picnic given bythe
street company held at Timmermier's

Grove, August24th . Itwaswellattended and all

had plenty to eatanddrink.Athleticstunts were
features ofthe day. SuperintendentKiel and Master

Mechanic Smithtook part in several events, which

madethingsinteresting for the younger boys.A
ball game wasfirst on the program --the bus drivers

motormen . A four-round boxing contest was

given by Cecil Fisher and Tye. These boys are ten

years old and are exceptionally good atheltes.

They showed themselves to be masters of jabs.

hooks , uppercuts and various other features of a

boxing contest . They showed much skill.

At the annual picnic Brothers Razor and Finley

locked horns the mat. After some fourteen

minutes of wrestling . neither ofthem seemed well

able to stand on their feet .
Later , Brother Finley

gave up and thus Brother Razor was given the

docision . He is nowto meet Pane Fisher ,who has

held the championship of
our Athletic Club for

four years. It is predicted that Brother Razor will

find things a little different when they meet.
Those who enjoyed vacations and havereturned

to employment are :
Brothers W , K. Futtrell, Jack

Wheaton, Burt Doguid . F.
C. Evans, Litkey,

Buttrum , Bell , Richey and Bob King.
BrothersA. E. Evans, Bill Kerwin and Pane

Fisher have recovered from the sick list.

Our LaborDay parade in this city was a great

drawing card.
of Wichitato viewthe manywho passed by inthe

Thousands of people lined the streets

parade.
It was a mile and a half long. The parade

was followed by good speaking at thepark .
--Cor. 794.

DOING BUSINESS AS USUAL

San Jose, Calif . — Division No. 265 is at the old

.

We have no news

towrite of unusual interest ,except that the San
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Cheer up .

near

men lined up . Upon nomination
of officers

for this

Jose R. R. and the Los Gatos Interurban have Local, Brother H. W. Robertson was again nomi
finished leveling their tracks and now have a beauti nated for president, to succeed himself . It is a
!ul roadbed to ride over . position he has held for a number of years. Brother

Under the efficient management of Superintendent James Parmenter, his opponent this year, is the first
E.G. Shoup everything is going along smoothly. opposition to the chair in a long time. Officers

General Manager Prank Webster, of the Central nominated without opposition were Treasurer J. L.

California lines belonging to the Los Angeles Pacific Worshem and Financial and Recording Secretary

Railway , has a petition before the Railroad Com . J. D. Elliott .

mission for a raise in fare, from six to seven cents, Brother Paul J. Babin , a few nights ago , had
with bright prospects of getting the raise. These the misfortune of getting his Chevvy sedan burned.

roads are owned largely by the Southern Pacific He will now ride the street cars to see his girl.

and are said to have never paid dividends.
The He wears a sad, long. mournful face .

hope of the present management is to get a return Paul , the worst is yet to come.
on the money invested of 8 per cent . Bus compe Brothers H. A. Lynn and F. 0. Harrison were on

tition and private automobiles have cut the daily the sick list . We are pleased to see them again on

patronage to less than half of what it used to be. their runs.

In spite of all this, the Southern Pacific spent Brother J. F. Porte is building a duplex near his

more than $60,000 repairing the tracks and is still home on Judson Street. Two of our street car con

going ahead improving their equipment. ductors have already rented the fats and will occupy
One of the oldest men, who had a slight accident , them as soon as completed .

was immediately dismissed from the service without Brother J. D. Jones now has a Nash roadster, to
being given a chance to defend himself. The acci air out when getting warm .

dent was caused by the company refusing to sand Brother G. A. Wallace has purchased a home on

the tracks in slippery places. Catherine Street , the Queensborough High

-Cor. 265 . School .

Brothers L. L. Hartzell and J. D. Elliott have

ATTENDANCE PRIZE GIVEN recently spent all their money in repairs on their
homes on Catherine Street . It means good-bye ,

Christmas; hello, New Year.
St. Louis, Mo. - Division No. 788, on November

Brother J. J. Alexander is now the proud owner
29th , nominated candidates for office from whom to
elect for the year 1928 . of a beautiful home on Catherine Street.It was a well attended

meeting. Brothers L. S. Robertson, G. C. Shaw and J. O.Both morning and evening sessions

Puckett have lost their fathers in the last few
showed great enthusiasm and were both harmonious

months . Our entire membership joins them in theirassemblages. Our attendance prize is proving to
sad hour of bereavement and extends to them pro.be a success . Brother Gogens of the Laclede Barn
found sympathy:

was the lucky man at the morning session, drawing G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson , in the
à prize of $9.00 . Brother e . W. Holter of the

East at present, is on a very difficult problem , but
Hodiamont Line drew the prize in the evening,
which was $ 3.00 . we hope to see him during the Christmas HolidaysOf course it is impossible to tell

who the lucky man will be at these meetings. If and that he may be successful in his present en.

deavor .
you are not present when your name is drawn from

Prospects for the coming year look good and we
the box , the prize is carried over to the next draw.

are to make an effort to take advantage of any

Things are quite lively now on the St. Louis and all projects that will be to the best interests of

Division No. 558 and its members .
lines, as the receivership is at an end tomorrow .
Our old friend , Rollie Wells , will turn this Best wishes for a Happy New Year .

-Cor. 558 .
property to the new company. known as the St.

Louis Public Service Company. He speaks in glow

ing respect for those withwhomhehasbeen asso PRESIDENT SPENCER TURNED THE TABLE

ciated for the past eightand one-half years, and we
can say fully as much for him. He has our best

Pueblo, Colo.-On the night of October 30th ,

wishes in whatever future job he may land . We President Dee A. Spencer of Local had an
would be pleased to see him in the big white house

exciting experience with a hold -up man, with whom
in Washington and he could handle the job well.

he was able to turn the table . Brother Spencer's
Our hearts also throb in good feeling for Colonel account of the affair is as follows :

We only hope our new officers will be of
" As I approached the end of the Fairmount

Park Line , at 10:25 p. m . , a man dressed in work
We have been holding some real safety meetings .

Onewas heldat SouthBroadway , where the entire
ing clothes approached the car as an ordinary pas
senger. As I stopped and opened the door heSouth Broadway family was present. Good speak placed a red handkerchief over the lowerpart of

ing and music were features. Brother Allen inter

ested us with walkinga loose rope, which surprised
his face , and , pointing a gun , commanded me to
'stick 'em up ." I put up my hands and he boarded

the car and ordered me to go on . Not knowing
* Brother Harry Muntain speaks some seven differ. just what he meant, I asked him .

He replied :ent tongues and does many funny stunts . It caused
Mr. Bastham to ask him if there was anything he Start the car and go on . ' I then started the car

couldn't do.. " Yes, " he replied , " I can't run and he seated himself. opposite met with the sunone -man car.

We recently received me up , he probably thought he was taking the
letter of thanks from

Brother and Mrs. Griffin for assistance rendered company's money, whereas most of the money I

them during sickness . had in my possession was mine. It was Sunday

We are sorry to note the death of Brother A. and I had taken in very little money.

Broodie , who passed from " We rode about fifteen blocks, when thethis life the 15th of
November, leaving his widowand many friends to ordered me to stop at the next corner. The next
mourn his departure.

corner being dark I did not stop, but continued to
Brother Clarence Pranzer passed from this life the second corner, where he looked out, saw it was

November 15th , leaving his parents, brothers and light and ordered me to again go ahead . I went
friends to mourn his death. on for about three blocks , when he demanded that

Brother J. J. Hastings has left us through death I stop at the next corner. I stopped at 24th and

and Division No. 788 extends profound sympathy to Elizabeth Streets . He then came to me, still point .

ing the gun, took what money had in my outside

--Cor. 788 . coat pocket and some money from the changer and
hacked off the car , keeping me covered with his

gun . When half way to the sidewalk , he turned hisWELL ATTENDED MEETING

back towards me, walking rapidly away . I grabbed

Shreveport, La.-- Division No. 558 held a rousing a gun I had in the car and ordered him to putup
meeting November 22nd. his hands . He whirled about and shot at me.
best attendance for many months .The hall was full-the returned the shot and believe I hit him with the

ently in high spirits, which puts pepintothosewhoAll were appar first shot . I then jumped to the pavement and he

ispiring to different public positions inThere were present visiting candidates
ran to a nearby electric light post, firing two shots

as he ran and two after he stepped behind the

our city . post , but failed to hit me. I fired three shots in

bir thing that prevents members of Division No.The all at him . heard his gun click on an empty

558 and their wivesfrom being 100 per cent voters shell . He then threw up his hands and said :is not having thejoblong enough.
You've got me. ' He dropped his gun at my order

man seeking office to get the car
Therefore , it and kept his hands above his head and I forced

him to get on the car, picking up his gun and

following him . I ordered him to the rear end of

over

our

Perkins.

the same type.

us.
L

9
a

man

the bereaved family.

are active.

behooves every
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We would like all our Brothers, their wives and

dance , the excellence of which is emphasized by all

We are pleased to say that our Executive Board,
at regular meeting, gave to the men in the Motor
Coach Department a representative on the Executive

His work will be difficult because of the

scattered lines and at the three or four reporting

places that now exist, so , on his behall , may * ?

the adjustment of grievances, 80 that nothing ma)

the car,assuring him that I would shoot again if Brother Guy Galloway was married recently to
he disobeyed. I then drove the car twoblocks to a beautiful young lady from Salt Lake City. Good

24th and Grand, from where I phoned Mr. Burris luck , Guy, we hope your troubles will be little ones,

at the car service office. As I returned to my car With best regards to all Divisions, we remain.

I asked him if I had shot him and he replied , "Yes,
-Cor. 518.

in the stomach. ' Went about three blocks farther

and he asked if he could lie down , stating that he DETROIT DIGEST

was suffering . I permitted him to lie down and

he lay down on the floor, until we reached Grand Brother John Burras, an old time Flint inter
and Union, opposite the police station , where urban member, recently passed from this life in
Superintendent Porter and Night Foreman Burris the mountains of California , where he has lived for

met the car . some time past, to better his health . He was for

“ We took the man into the police station , from over twenty - five years a member of Division No. 26.

where he was taken to the hospital, where he died Brother Frank Fouchey is irregularly working, due

at 7:13 the following morning. Before dying he to an affliction from heat, that came upon him

made a complete confession of the affair . while attending the 20th Convention in September
" The police department, county coroner and in Birmingham , Ala ., wherehe was a delegate of

district attorney made complete investigations and Division No. 26.

all fully exonerated me . ' Mrs. Sidney Van Ness is at present improving

Brother Spencer began working on the cars here from a severe attack of inflammatory rheumatism

a conductor February 6, 1912 . For the past which came on shortly after returning from attend .
four years he has been operating a one-man car. ance at the 20th Convention .
January 1, 1916 , he took the office of president of Mrs. Hughes, wife of Brother Hughes, of the 14th
Division No. 662 , which he has held since that Line , recently passed from this life. Brother Hughes

time , with the exception of the year 1925 .

Brother

has the sympathy of our members in his sad be .
Dee received letter from General

reavement .

Manager W. M. Clark, bearing upon the case, which Mrs. Martin Cofield , wife of Brother Cofield of
was of date of November 1 , 1927, and reads : the Jefferson Line, was taken from this life. The

“ My dear Mr. Spencer : family have our full sympathy in their profound
" I wish to take this occasion to thank you for sorrow .

your very good work in protecting this_company

and its assets from highway robbery . While the

amount involved is not great, the principle of your
HELLO BUDDIES

determined and commendable action is outstanding .

" I know that you feel you were merely doing Hello, Buddies ! That's the word

your duty on this occasion but I feel that your I want to say .

action should be recognized in some manner. It I'm thinking of you constantly

occurs to me to present you with some small token since I went away :
of our appreciation and I am asking our Purchasing I'm at the Capitol City in
Agent to enclose herewith order for new dear old Washington,

uniform , which I trust you will accept with our But how could I forget my Buddies

thanks.
of Division 2-8-1.

“ Very truly yours, I understand things are not
" SOỦTHERN COLORADO POWER Co. , running smoothly
“ W. N. CLARK, Vice - President and General On the good old lines,

Manager. "
But don't let that faze you ,

--Cor. 662 . Buddies ;

It's only a matter of time.

PRESIDENT MAKES CONVENTION REPORT
This sure is a beautiful city ,

With all its richness here .

Fall River, Mass.- The October meeting of Divi
Though I long to hearthe roll call

sion No. 174 was well attended , The early session
Echo once again in my ear.

was called at 9:30 a . m . , for the night men , and the
I long to hear Tom sign up the

late session at 7:30 p . m . , for the day men . Presi fliers each night,

dent John M. Machado read his report upon his
And to hear my Buddies argue,

trip to Birmingham , Ala. , where, as a delegate of
But there never was a fight.

our Local, he attended the Twentieth Convention.
I am confident that the Amal.

Our members were well pleased with the report.
gamated will

We understand, by our president, that the Conven Send this poem to press .

tion went on record in favor of Locals appointing
I have written them several

a committee of three to provide means for a fund,
And have always tried my best .

that Locals may be in attendance at the next
--C.EARLEHORTON , Div , 281 .

Convention, which will be held in Seattle, Wash.

There is a spirit in Division No. 174 to get together TORONTO TOPICS

and do it . We can hold a whist Party, monthly . By W. D. Robbins

and dances . Watch the fund grow.

Our election of officers will take place in Decem Since our last correspondence, we welcomed into

ber . There will be a contest for the position of the System the
financial secretary-treasurer . There are four in the

men of the Metropolit
an

and

Mimico Lines, into the respective Divisions
field . The more the merrier . Let the one who gets Eglinton and Roncesvalles Divisions. We hope that

most votes win and let's put our shoulders to the

wheel and help the one who is elected , by paying

the amalgamationofthese lines will be beneficial

our dues every month promptly .

In the adjustments and sign-upon

the respective Boardsthatwill follow, wehope that

Ten of our new members worked during the

Brockton Pair operating open
There were

it will bedonein a brotherly spiritbecause we are
two on a car . It put one in mind of old times . allworkingforthe one purpose, and that is to better

Brother John Burrows, sick for some time. is

our conditions and togive service to the public.

getting along very well and will be working with

Weare pleasedtoreport thatour monthly dances

are being well patronized.
us soon.

-Cor. 174 .

we had $40 paid admissions;November dance, 640

andinour Becember dance wearegladto report

a still further increase in patronage.

ANNUAL BALL A SUCCESS

San Francisco , Calif.- Division 518 is holding her

friendstocomedownto the Crystal Ball Room,

The hand of Fate has reached into our ranks

King Edward Hotel," on the second Saturday, in

since my last report to the M. & C. and taken our

each month andenjoy areal good game of Buchre.

for which

beloved brother, Jim Moriarity .

we give very valuable prises, and

Our Annual Ball was held during the month of

October, at the Scottish Rite Auditorium, and was

a big success . Mayor Rolph lead the Grand March

and was loudly applauded by the car men and their Board .

friends, in appreciation of the support he has given

our organization during his administrati
on . Presi

dent Vandeleur, Brothers " Bill' ' Casey , Grunig .

Robinson and Ring worked hard, and

ask the men in the Motor Coach Departmentto

a result

our Sick and Injured Fund will have abalanceof

Co-operatewith him inthe payment of dues are

$ 2,000 for the year 1928 . be overlooked .

cars .

At our October dance

own .

as
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The end of our agreement, which is March 31st,

is fast approaching, and we are preparing the new

draft agreement to be negotiated with our Com.

mission, and in order to cover all the points . we

invite suggestions from any of the Brothers.

There are also many men who are not members

of our Union, and we would ask the co -operation

of all the men to speak to their non -union mate

with a view to bringing in their applications.

Several of the Divisions are holding a Christmas
Tree at or

near their Local Divisions, and our

executive board has extended to them & liberal

donation for the enjoyment of themselves, their

wives and children , and let us hopethat next year

we may have a central Christmas Tree , where we

can all assemble, morning and evening. to enjoy

the festivities together in a manner that is suitable

for our large organization .

LABOR MOVEMENT IN

GREAT BRITAIN

com

tion and collective bargaining has become

an established condition of British industry .

In that respect it may be said that British

trade unionism has a record which has fully

justified its policy .

" In the political sphere, our political in "

stitutions and traditions, along with the

hard realities of our social life , necessitated

the growth of an organization of a character

independent of the orthodox political parties

who for over a century had in turn domi

nated the legislative machine, and check

mated the efforts of the organized workers

to secure that Parliament should express in

practical legislative measures, the human

aspirations of the laboring masses of our

country, as against the preferential claims of

prosperity and privilege. This led to the

formation of a Political Labor Movement to

assert the rights of Labor to a definite and

direct participation in every form of local

and national government and administra .

tion .

" At the same time, in the social sphere

of development British Trade Unionism

accepted as part of its historic task , the

general raising of the standard and status

of working -class life.

" The problem that now confronts us ,

however, lies in the fact that, while we

have established the broad basis of a politi

cal democracy in Great Britain , we are still

a long way off from realizing an economic

democracy, and our troubles- as in other

politically advanced countries--are

bined with the fact that a political demoe

racy and an economic autocracy are in

compatible , and that the effort to

system on such lines involves inevitable

waste and friction . More than ever it is

borne upon us that political power alone is

not sufficient, but that parallel with our

development in the political field, we must

attain greater power in the economic sphere,

and for that purpose must evolve a

structive economic policy that will recog

nize problems that are both national and

international in character , some of which , as

a result of the world war of 1914 onwards,

have evolved much earlier than might other

wise have been the case.

“ As concerns the British Labor Move

ment, we are undoubtedly passing through

a period of reaction . The acute depression

in the great metal, textile, engincering and

shipbuilding industries of the past six years,

culminating in the events of last year and

arising from the conditions and relation

ships in the Mining industry , has produced

situation for Movement without

parall : 1 in its history. The real nature of

the situation is probably not apparent to

outside observers, and is perhaps not fully

comprehended even inside the organized

labor movement.

" For generations past them ining industry

has, in combination with our iron resources,

been literally the foundation of British

national economy. It is next to agriculture,

the largest of our industries, taking the

scope of its operations, the number of

workers employed , the value of its product

and the amount of capital invested , as a

run a

From an address of Fraternal Delegate

Arthur Pugh , of the British Trades Union

Congress , to the recent American Federa

tion of Labor, which was instructive on the

British Trades Union Movement, is the

to !lowing:

" For a period of 33 years it has been

the custom for elected representatives of

our Congress to attend the Convention of

the American Federation of Labor, and for

representatives of your Federation to appear

at the British Trades Union Congress. It is

a great pleasure to me to have this privilege

along with my colleague, on this occasion.

" Chief among those from your Federation

who have visited our shores during that

period, was your late President , Mr. Sam

Gompers, who first attended our Congress

at Cardiff in 1895, a man who in this

country was venerated by the Movement to

which his life was devoted, and who also

commanded the respect and admiration of

our British Movement which , perhaps , next

to your own , was best able to understand

and appreciate his sterling qualities. From

the statement made by yourself at the open

ing of this convention we are able to gauge

the quality of his successor and so

gratulate the Federation upon the excellence

of its choice .

"The wish of your late President at our

1895 Conference, that the two Movements

would work hand-in-hand towards the

accomplishment of Labor ideals, has at least

been acted upon in the sense that the bond

of sympathy and understanding has de

veloped between our two Movements to a

Feater extent probably, than between the
Trade Union Movements of any other two

countries; but we have both had to adapt

our methods and shape our policies accord .

ing to the special circumstances in which

we have been placed, and the conditions
with which we have to deal .

" On our side, British Trade Unionism,

having after a century of struggle attained

the right of collective action and expression

inthe sphere ofindustry, and the power of

political franchiseutilised what it had

gained to enable theworkers through trade

union organizationto limit the autocracy of

capital in deciding the terms and conditions

under which Labor shall be applied to the

means and machinery of wealth production

and distribution . In order to give practical

effect to this,joint machinery of 'negotia

con con

1

a our
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measure of its importance. Upon coal and them to move in any, pre-ordained path.

iron we have built up our whole industrial Until this Trade Disputes and Trade

system, not only our productive enterprises, Unions Act, 1927 , the unions developed

but our export trade, our shipping and our practically without interference from the

financial institutions. British prosperity has government.

rested in a very large degree upon our “ Earlier legislation was not in fact of a

ability to find a market abroad for the repressive character, but, rather, took the

vast quantity of raw coal produced in our form of acts which sought to define the

coal fields surplus to the requirements of powers and legal rights of the unions.

our own industry and population, and the “ The policy which the unions had pur.

manufactured products, which our coal re sued right up to the moment when the

sources enabled us to develop. national strike started was in line with the

" And when the future of the British traditional action of the trade union move

mining industry as an industry organized
ment in such circumstances; that is to say,

for the extraction and sale of raw coal was we sought a settlement by consent, and

compromised by the development of other resisteda dictated settlement.

sources of supply and the adoption of new " There was nothing in the nature

forms of power, oil and hydro -electric power conspiracy to overthrow constitutional gov

especially, the entire economic outlook of ernment or to subvert established political

the country was necessarily changed. It is institutions , or to dictate terms to the

not too much to say that the failure of the country , or to substitute the authority of

mining industry to adapt itself to the new
the T. U. C. for that of Parliament.

post -war conditions has been one of the " A review of the legislation affecting the

chief causes of the economic troubles which unions from 1825 to 1913 shows that Parlai.

brought the trade unions into the conflict ment has regarded the unions as possessing

of 1926 , and has produced a situation potent the status of voluntary unincorporated

with grave complications during the next bodies , and has only interfered to alter the

few years. status as the growth of the unions and the

" The report of the Royal Commission extension of their influence and authority

set up in 1925 was a confirmation of con revealed anomalies, injustices and grievances

clusions arrived at by previous inquiries as which legislation alone could remove.

to the unorganized and economically waste “ The 1927 act stands in a totally different

ful methods under which the industry was category. It marks a reversion to the re

conducted , and recommendations which , actionary and discredited policy of the gov.

while they looked for co -operation on the ernments which produced the combination

part of the miners and some sacrifice from laws. Its purpose is definitely hostile to
the more highly paid men during the trade unionism . The act is aimed at the

period of transition, were to a very sub fundamental principle of working. class
stantial degree favorable to the men's side organization , and is intended to restrict the

of the case. scope of trade union action in specific ways.

“ The subsequent blunders in handling the
" The ostensible purpose of the act is to

situation by the government , which brought

them ostensibly behind the mine owners in

protect the community against allegedabuse

of power by the trade unions. Nobody can

their policy, provoked a crisis despite the study the record of the discussion , however,

strenuous efforts of the general council of
without realizing that the act invades the

the T. U. C. to avoid it , and find a means sphere of trade union action in unprece
of settlement, and the unions decided that ,

dented ways. Broadly , it makes illegal any

if the miners were locked out on the mine
stoppage of work which may be held by a

owners ' proposals , that the movement should
court of law to have any other object than

stand behind the men in opposition to a the furtherance of a trade dispute between
form of settlement dictated by the mine employers and workers within the trade or

owners on the basis of longer hours and
industry inwhich the stoppage occurs, if

reduced wages. A condition of this sup
the stoppage can be held to be designed or

port, however, was, that the dispute must calculatedto coerce the government either

no longer be regarded as one affecting the
directly or by inflicting hardship upon the

miners alone, but one to be placed in the community .
hands of the general council of the Trade " The avowed object of the government in

Union Congress to conduct as representing
framing this provision of the act is to

the whole movement . illegalize anything inthe nature of a strike

“ The effort in settlement failed ; the lock having a political object, or a strike that

out notices took effect and the unions in is not confined in intention and effect to

railways, transport and the chief productive the furtheranceofa dispute with employers.

industries called a stoppage which was re It is to give an appearance of validity, to

sponded to by nearly 100 per cent of the this distinction between 'political strikes

unions' membership .
and strikeswhich have a legitimate in

" The act passed this year is the nly dustrial object that the events of last year

example of repressive legislation which the were misrepresented , as I have tried

trade union movement has known since the show, as an attackupon the authority of

repeal of the combination laws in the first the government and achallenge to parlia

quarter of the last century . Legislation of mentary institutions.

restrictive character has not seriously " Thus the new act rests upon a demon

limited the action of the trade unions since strably false proposition. It is a barrier

they were legalized in 1824-25, or forced against an imaginary peril." But it is in

a
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fact and, as I believe, in intention , designed with policies which have for their object,

as a barrier to the further development of fundamental changes in an economic system

the organized power of the workers of based on the private ownership and control

Britain , both in the political and the in of the means and machinery of production .

dustrial sphere. That can be proved from Labor has adopted a policy which aims at

the text of the act itself. If it was in transforming that system into one based on

tended only to illegalize a general strike, as public ownership, and in the past fifty years

its authors professed to desire, it would material developments in one form or the

have been a different measure altogether. other have taken place in that direction .

It would not, as it does, seek to proscribe “ Further, there is perhaps some ground

the sympathetic action of unions in support for the criticism that the British Unions

of workers involved in a trade dispute; it have somewhat neglected the necessity of

would not have offered to individual work developing a central co - ordinated policy in

ers the encouragement and incitement it the economic sphere, in their anxiety to

actually gives to be disloyal to their unions establish a strong and independent political

and to "scab' on their fellow workers; it party . The tendency, however, to neglect

would not have restricted the right of the the obligation to formulate a definitely

unions to picket in industrial disputes and trade union programme and policy in rela

to use lawful means of persuasion to pre tion to industry and economic affairs in

vent a strike being broken by disloyal general, is, I trust, likely to be corrected

unionists of non -unionists. It would nor in the light of our later experience.

have stretched the definition of " intimida “ We are watching with much interest the

tion , molestation and obstruction " to such line of thought andpolicy which appears to

fantastic extremes that it becomes impos be disclosing itself in your country. The

sible for a union picket to approach a entry of the trade unions into different

strike-breaking workman unless that work . channels of the domain of capitalist control:

man is willing to be picketed .
It would

the ownership of productive undertakings,

not have interferred with the political fund the control of banking interests, and the

arrangements of the unions and thus have
development on the lines of adjusting in

introduced an entirely new principle, which dustrial relationships and advancing the

enables an objecting minority to nullify a status and power of the workers in the

majority decision arrived at by democratic
economic life of the country by a combina

procedure. It would not have denied to
tion of the intelligence, skill and capacity

the workers in government employment the of manual and mental labor in co -operative

full rights of citizenship ,including the right endeavor.

to associate with their fellow workers, out “ To whatever extent the lines of advance

side the state services by the affiliation of I have indicated are showing themselves in

their unions to the Trades Union Congress the United States, they are potential of

and the labor party. It would not have
great changes in economic and industrial

placed in the hands of a party politician ,
policy . Is it consciously working toward

the attorney general, the power to go to economic freedom , or, as your late presi

the courts and demand an injunction against dent (Gompers) termed it in 1895, towards

any union or group of unions to restrain the emancipation of labor? The answer to

them from acting in defense of their mem these questions is a matter of very great

bers' interests any strike which the
interest to our British labor movement.

government may choose to consider

illegal strike within the meaning of the act.
“ In no country in the world it would

It would not have given to the judges the
seem to me, is the opportunity so great and

the circumstances so propitious for broad
power to decide on their sole discretion

whether any action
practical experiments in national economicof a sympathetic

character which a union or group of unions
policy . But there are also international

may tala in furtherance of a trade dispute
considerations to which I shall refer later,

in what their members are not directly
“ The United States at the present time

concerned as employes of the employers
is being watched with much interest by

who are in dispute is a criminal Offense.
other countries, and with a good deal of

But the act does much more than that . It speculation as to its future developments.

actually lays it down that a worker who Deputations varied in character and with

refuses to accept employment under a com
different kinds of credentials, have visited

mon understanding with other workers in
your shores for the purpose of investigation

any strike which under its provisions may into your industrial methods and policy,

be deemed to be illegal becomes guilty of
and their conclusions have varied accord

a criminal offense.
It is almost unthink

ing to the impressions they have gained, or

able that a British government should go have sought to convey in order to account

so far in the direction of re- establishing in for the different degree of prosperity alleged

But they have pursued
to exist between the United States and the

theirreactionarypolicy even to that frantic
countries of western Europe. Some of

extreme. And they have done so, let me those deputations have come from Great

repeat, on the wholly unjustifiable plea that Britain , but I venture to assert that no

the unions have abused their power by real comparison can be made between the

using industrial weapons for political ends .
continent of America - with its great feder

ated but largely autonomous states; its
" It is perfectly true that the aims of

British Labor are in a sense political; that
aggregation of peoples of different races and

is to say, the Movementhas identified itself
languages, and a country like Great Britain .

The nature of our respective problems,

in

an

dustrial serfdom .
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are SO aseconomic, industrial and political, far inter -communication between

hardly the same. peoples is concerned, is shortening the

" International trade union organization circumference of the globe and transcending

and policy in Europe at the present time is the physical obstacleswhich separate nation

somewhat disordered. from nation .

“ In my view it is a case of a machine, " The troubles of trade and commerce, the

the form and operation of which is unequal waste of natural and human resources, the

to meet the international needs of today. unemployed wealth producers, and the social

I venture to express the doubt whether the degradation of the peoples is still due to a

one big international is likely to be the false conception of the true meaning and

most effective form of organization. purpose of wealth production in relation to

“ I believe we should get more practical human needs. The eternal truth, uttered

results if we developed our international by Ruskin half acentury ago , has never

organizations on industrial lines, as this it been gainsaid : There is no wealth but

seems to me, would more accord with the life. That country is richest which nourishes

developments of capitalist economy , Such the greatest number of happy, healthy ,

forms of organization with a co-ordinating human beings'."

secretariat engaged in practical co -operation

with the International Labor Office at
LOCAL DIVISION ELECTIONS

Geneva, appears to me to offer the best

means of effective international work .
The Twentieth Convention of the A. A.

“ For that reason it is a source of satis of S. and E. R. E. of A. enacted into the

faction tomyself as one directly connected laws of the Association the preferential

with the British metal industries that your ballot system of electing officers in Local

metal section has decided to link up with Divisions of the Association.

the International Metalworkers' Federation . International President W. D. Mahon in

“ In the international labor organization his report to the Convention upon this

I am convinced we have an instrument with subject, very definitely explained the method

tremendous potentialities. The I. L ' O. and of voting by preferential ballot. His report

the conferences held under its auspices give was published in the October issue of the

us a sounding board for the discussion of Motorman and Conductor and the law, as

international labor problems and for creat. enacted ,governing elections, again appeared

ing a world public opinion on industrial in the Novemberissue.

questions which, if fully and rightly used , The preferential ballot is used in the

can be of immense value in raising the
elections in some cities. It is used in

standards of life of the work people in the Cincinnati, Ohio , in city elections.

different countries, and for preventing the Ballots used by the voters in Cincinnati

exploitation of those workers in countries city elections contain at the top of the

where there is not yet that conscious class ballot instructions to voters as follows:

organization and the necessary assertion of “ Directions to Voters "

the right of the working people to have a " Put the figure 1 in the square opposite

voice in deciding their conditions of life .
the name of your first choice. Express

" But how and by what means can organ your second , third and other choices by

ized labor play its part in the direction of putting the figure 2 opposite the name of

affairs by which human existence canbe your second choice , the figure 3 opposite

justified ? Not by a merely negative policy the name of your third choice, and so on .

of organized antagonism to existing systems You may express thus as many choices as

and institutions, for organization is not an you please, without any regard to the num.

end in itself , but only a means to an end. berbeing elected.

Just as there could be no war without the “ Your ballot will be counted for your

active co -operation and participation of the first choice if it can be used to help elect

working millions, so equally their active him . If it can not help elect him, it will

co-operation and participation is necessary be transferred to thehighest of your other

if the world is to escape from its present choices whom it can help .

economic disorder and peaceful progress and "You can not hurt any of those you

security be attained . Organized labor is prefer by marking lower choices for others.

becoming increasingly conscious of the need The more choices you express, the surer

for fundamental changes in the organization you are to make your ballot count for one

and control of industry ; it must equally of them . But do not feel obliged to express

think out the means to be adopted to bring choices which you do not really have.

the workers into closer association with the " Do not put the same figure opposite

conduct of industry ,
more than one name.

" In the changes that are ahead this great " If you spoil this ballot, tear it across

but comparatively young nation of the once, return it to the election officer in

United States of America has an important charge ofthe ballots and get another from

part to play.
him .

“ The interdependence of nations becomes Following these instructions appear the

increasingly apparent , and artificial bounda lists of candidates fortherespective offices.

ries, political or economic , are being demon Where there are threeor morecandidates

strated as a futile method of securing na for an office, the voter makes known upon

tional interests. The problems of time and the ballot his first, second , etc. choice,by

space arebeing overcome by thediscoveries inserting the figures 1, 2, etc.opposite the

of science and mechanical invention which , respective names.
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APPEAL FOR MINE WORKERS

CONFERENCE

The instructions, as above copied, as

appearing upon the ballots in the City of

Cincinnati, apply practically to Division

Association elections under the preferential

ballot.

The preferential ballot was adopted by

the Convention as a means of saving ex

pense and time in elections and provides a

definite way of electing officers by majority

vote,

UNIONS SECURE DELAY IN

INJUNCTION SUIT

was

New York, N. Y. - Supreme Court Judge

Wasservogel granted the union's request for

a postponement of a hearing on the Inter

borough Rapid Transit Company's applica

tion for an injunction against the Amalga

mated Street Car Men's Union and A. F.

of L. membership and sympathizers .

The unionists' counsel, which includes

United States Senator Wagner, asked for a

delay of three weeks to prepare an answer.

They pointed out that the Interborough

Company had taken two months to prepare

its complaint. The hearing was set for

December 21st.

" We will cover three points in our

answer," said J. H. Coleman , Amalga

mated organizer. “ They are the 'yellow

dog,' the company 'union ' and abuse ofthe

injunction. We want to prove that the

first is subversive of the public interest, the

second a counterfeit and the third unjust

and dangerous.
This will require time."

The Transit Commission informed Amal

gamated representatives that their complaint

that the Interborough is spending the

people's money on spy. systems has been
referred to the commission's accountants.

HAIL TO THE NEW YEAR

By Evelyn E. Nutting

Once again the bells are ringing,

Ushering in a glad New Year.

Once again our hearts are singing

Filled with happiness and good cheer.

Por our grand Association , with its progress

Through the year One-Nine -Two -Eight all

its membership will bless.

Let us usher in this New Year as we always

have before,

With a brave determination for progress

ing, more and more.

"Freedom through Organization "-our good

slogan - ever true

Let it be our great incentive, more and

better work to do .

Let us have co -operation let us ever stop
and think

That the strongest chain is never stronger

than its weakest link.

Attend your meetings, pay your dues, lend

your officers a hand .

Make your Union what it should bea

strong and willing band.

We've bad many good things happen in the

year that has just passed.

All together, now ! Make this one even

better than the last .

In compliance with a resolution adopted

by the American Federation of Labor Con

vention, recently held in Los Angeles , Cal . ,

President William Green of the American

Federation of Labor called a conference

convention of representatives of Inter

national and National Unions and Central

Bodies to meet in Pittsburgh, Pa . , No

vember 14th . The conference convened on

that date in Pittsburgh and was comprised

of the International and National Presidents

of the various organizations affiliated with

the American Federation of Labor, together

with representatives of the Pennsylvania

State Federation and Pennsylvania central

bodies. The meeting comprised one hun.

dred and seventy -two delegates. The

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America was

represented by International President W. D.

Mahon and International Vice-President

Wm . B. Fitzgerald. International Vice.

President P. J. McGrath was one of the

representatives in attendance representing

the Pittsburgh Central Trades and Labor

Council. Among those who addressed the

meeting was former Governor Gifford Pin

chot of Pennsylvania . His address

most interesting and will be found in

another column.

The Convention was presided over by

President William Green of the A. F. of L. ,

who appointed a committee to outline á

policy in support of the mine workers on

strike in Pennsylvania, Ohio and West

Virginia . The report of this committee
was made to the conference

on the follow .

ing day , November 15th, and is fully

descriptive
of the situation as applying to

the mine workers at present locked out.

The Report of the Committee

The report of the committee made to the

conference, which was adopted and upon

which is based the appeal made by the

A. F. of L. , which appears in another

column , of this issue, was as follows :

We, the representatives of the trade

unions of America , presenting our plea to

the hearts and the minds of the American

people, set forth here the case of the coal

miners now on strike in Pennsylvania, Ohio

and West Virginia.

We have the richest nation on earth . We

believe we have the most democratic nation

on earth . We believe Americans have the

finest sense of justice and fairness of any

people .

In this wealthy, powerful, just and demo

cratic nation, we have 150,000 bituminous

miners on strike. Eighty -five thousand of

these aredirectly involved in Central and

Western Pennsylvania . These 85,000 have

325,000 dependents. The 150,000 have an

army of 600,000 dependents .

The miners of Central and Western

Pennsylvania
find themselves

with savings

exhausted and credit gone . Their supplies

gone. Their clothing is worn out. They

have been in large numbers evicted from

their homes. All not yet evicted face

and success ,
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eviction. They are on the verge of real and the American people , because it destroys

bitter destitution, with winter upon them. the rights and authority of the states and

This presents a situation that challenges destroys the rights and the liberties of the

and ought to shock the sense of justice of individual, guaranteed to him bythe Con

the American people. stitution of the United States , our great

The cardinal principle upon which de
basic guarantee of human freedom in

mocracy is founded is the declaration that America .

every citizen is entitled to the right of life,
What has the state of Pennsylvania done

liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Our in this tragic crisis confronting almost

nation is founded upon that principle. 400,000 of its people? Has it used its

The Federal Government, the State govern power to bring relief to the starving miners

ments and the municipal governments are and their dependents? What has it done

for the purpose of carrying that prime to shelter these thousands of its citizens

guarantee into effect. And yet, what have and to protect them against the rigors of

the municipal governments done, what has the coming winter ? What has it done to

the state government done, what has the prevent the eviction of these miners from

Federal government done to give the benefit
their homes ? What has it done to protect

of that great declaration to these miners
the individual citizens ?

who are on the verge of starvation, who The record represented indicates that

have been and are being thrown from their every avenue of the state government has

homes, who are long past the end of their been used to depress the mine workers in

individual resources? the bituminous field of Pennsylvania, that

Insofar as the Federal Government is the police power of the state has been used

concerned, no step has been taken either to deny the workers the protection of life

toward inquiry into the situation, much and property and the pursuit of happiness.

less to protect the rights and interests of It is charged that the coal and iron

the citizens of the state of Pennsylvania. police have been used not for the purpose

To the contrary , we find Federal legislation, of protecting the properties of the mine

intended to curb the power of large cor owners, but to intimidate the miners and

porate organizations and monopolies, per to commit acts of violence against the mine

verted to their interests and used for the workers and their dependents. It has used

suppression of the rights of wage earners. the state constabulary, not for the mainte

We find that the Clayton Act, intended
nance of order and the preserving of peace

to set forth the rights of the workers, and
and the protection of equality before the

to curb the unwarrantable and irresponsible
law, but it is charged that this constabulary

power of Federal judiciary , has been has been used to promote disorder, to create

cunningly twisted to oppress the wagę
strife and to deny the workers the equal

earners and throw the power of our Federal
protection of the law .

Government and its judiciary on the side All this has been done, it is charged, to

of the large corporate combinations and promote the interests of the mine operators.

against the organizations of the wage The coal and iron police, recruited from

among thugs and gunmen by the mine

Under the Federal Constitution every owners and paid by the mine owners, consti

man is guaranteed equality before the law . tutes a feudal army, as of old ; a private

No man is to be deprived of his life , liberty army privately raised and supported, pri

or property without due process of law. vately directed and subject to no control

Are these constitutional guarantees enforced by the people through the state.
Can we

in Pennsylvania ? in America" longer tolerate such feudalistic

In Pennsylvania we find that all of the control of the industry, when the funda

anti -combination laws, intended to restrain mental purpose of our Government is to

the great corporate combinations, have been promote equality before the law and not to

perverted to safeguard and advance create a police power designed purposely

porate wealth and to oppress the wage
and specifically for the sole benefit of a

favored few? This presents a most compre

The injunctive process has been used in hensible state of affairs in free America.

Pennsylvania, not to sustain law or provide And what have the county authorities

equity, but to deny the workers the right done in the state of Pennsylvania ? Have

secure justice under the law . It has they exercised their power and authority

been used to set aside the law , so that the to bring helpful relief to those suffering

workers are denied the right to appeal under privation and starvation ? Have they

the law to the courts to test the validity attempted to promote equality before the

of leases . The injunction has removed the law ? Have they sought to give protection

law, taken the place of the law and oper to the wage earners to the same degree

ated to reverse the safeguards intended by that they have manifested their interest in

the law . the mine owners?

By these injunction decrees the workers It is charged that the sheriffs of a

have been removed entirely from the opera number of counties of Pennsylvania have

tion of state legislation and state law and deliberately perverted their official position

have been placed under Federal Judge-made and have selfishly profited by the appoint:

dictum . ment of deputy sheriffs, clothed with full

This misuse and abuse of power by the police authority to carry out the directions

Federal judiciary constitutes one of the of mine owners who are paying for the

gravest issues that could possibly confront service . Does this not constitute a grave

earners .

cor

earners.

to
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are

violation of constitutional guarantees ? Is organizing the unorganized workers of the

this not creating another feudal army to state into trade unions and to co-operate

deny instead of to promote equality before with the miners of Central and Western

the law ? Do these acts not in themselves Pennsylvania in every possible way in their

condemn those who are responsible for present struggle. We urge that the National

them? and International Vuions give every pos

This condition of affairs is not one that sible co -operation and support in this work

is alone of concern to labor, organized or by delegating organizers or representatives

unorganized. It is one that is of deep and to this field of activity, and especially to

abiding concern to every liberty loving aid the striking miners in Pennsylvania.

citizen . It is inconceivable that such a " We further call upon the organized labor

state of affairs' should be tolerated in our
forces in Pennsylvania to enter the field of

day and time. We believe that such a
political activity with renewed vigor and

state of affairs cannot long exist if the determination , based upon the non -partison

American people are made aware of the political policy and program of the Ameri

facts and of all that is transpiring in this can Federation of Labor to the end that

land of the free and home of the brave. the previous and tragic situation now pre

This conference therefore calls upon all vailing in Pennsylvania may be speedily

liberty loving and liberal minded citizens of righted .

our great republic to give this subject " We call upon the chairman of this

serious consideration . We call upon the conference, Mr. William Green, President

churches, the educational institutions, and of the American Federation of Labor, to

all liberal minded and free institutions and select a representative committee of the

organizations to come into Pittsburgh , to organized wage earners for the purpose of

see what we have seen, to learn for them personally presenting this grievous situation

selves, to behold this degradation and and this protest to the Governor of the

oppression of brutality, to witness this eco State, to demand an immediate and im

nomic and social tragedy, to learn of the partial investigation of all that is charged

perversion of the judicial processes and of against the state government and to secure

the feudalistic police control of the State of from him not only the assurance but the

Pennsylvania . "The story is an amazing and actual enforcement of equality before the

tragic one. law and a full , complete and immediate
What

we, organized trade union manifestation of interest and activity in

workers , going to do in this situation ? behalf of the human relations and human

Our first call is to the members of the liberties of the citizens of the state .

United Mine Workers who are battling for " Last, but not least, we call upon the

decent American standards of life and work , entire organized labor movement, as repre

to remain true and loyal to their trade sented by the American Federation of

union. We call upon them as fellow citizens
Labor, to give immediate consideration and

for the continuance of the full observance a full measure of response to the needs of

of the law as prescribed in the American
the miners who are suffering privation and

Constitution and to pay no heed to power who are nearing the point of starvation .

assumed by those who are unauthorized We ask the National and International

under the law to limit , circumscribe or re Unions , their respective Local Unions and

press their rights as citizens .
the various allied Councils and Organiza

Wecall upon the executive council of the
tions, as well as all City Central Bodies

erican Federation of Labor to confer and State Federations of Labor, immediately

h the Chief Executive of our Nation and to engage in a most effective campaign for

such other officials of our National Govern the securing of the necessary money, food

ment as the executive council may deter and clothing, to help meet the crisis in

mine upon to lay before them the facts of
which the miners find themselves and to

this situation , in order that the intolerable give a helping hand to these oppressed wage

and reprehensible condition in Pennsylvania

may be speedily corrected.
“ Never before in the history of the labor

We pledge ourselves unhesitatingly and
movement was need urgent as

without qualification to the hearty indorse,
Every trade unionist, every American

ment and support of all measures proposed worker, every liberty -loving citizen is called

by the American Federation of Labor to upon to engage in this battle for human

make impossible the issuance of injunctions rights and human liberty and for the

in labor disputes and to prevent the further preservation of American standards of liv.

perversion of the judicial processes of our ing and life . Give and give until it hurts !

National Government . " International and National Unions should

We further pledge ourselves to support immediately urge their Local Unions and

the efforts of the American Federation of their members to make all contributions

Labor to wipe out or amend the existing within their power of money, food and

National anti-combination laws which have clothing and Local Unions everywhere

heretofore proven effective only in denying should at once appoint relief committees for

to the workers the right to organize and the purpose of carrying into effect this

which have but strengthened the power and appeal for moral and financial aid , State

influence of corporate wealth and corporate Federations of Labor and City Central

organizations in our land. Bodies should likewise appoint committees

"We callupon the organized labor forces for this purpose and all should Co -operate

in Pennsylvania to renew their activities in with the American Federation of Labor

earners .

SO now .
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Arthur 0. Wharton, Machinists,

James Wilson, Pattern Makers,

James Maloney, Glass Bottle

Blowers ,

Luther C. Steward, Federal Em.

ployes,

Edward J. McGivern , Plasterers,

E. J. Manion, O. R. T.,

William P. Clarke, Glass Workers,

George F. Hedrick, Painters,

B. A. Larger, Garment Workers,

George Thornton, Bricklayers,

Committee.

in demonstrating to these oppressors that

American trade unionists shall not want for

the necessary support and assistance while

engaged in the struggle of a common cause.

" Let it be known once more to all that

an injury to one is the concern of all .

Liberties lost to even one are menaced for

all. Unity and solidarity is the crying need

of the hour. Let there be unity , solidarity

and an invincible standing together until

victory is won for the miners and every

liberty issured for every American citizen '

" We hereby urge the Executive Council

of the American Federation of Labor, not

only to give enforcement to the foregoing

declarations and appeals, and to conduct

this campaign for help so urgently needed,

but we likewise call upon it to take such

further actions and to adopt such additional

measures as may hasten an amicable, fair

and just settlement of this controversy and

as will assure not only the miners of

Pennsylvania, but all wage workers, that

their rights and interests will hereafter be

fully protected, safe -guarded and promoted.

" We feel confident that the Executive

Council will take all such measures of every

character as will assure , so far as may be

humanly possible, that there shall never

again , in this field or any other, be such a

calamitous, disgraceful and reactionary de

struction of human rights and liberties .

" If liberty is lost , all is lost . Liberty

shall not be lost !

" American trades unionism , with its

great , constructive program , with its ideals

of justice and freedom , with its great banner

of hope Aung, to the breeze to encourage

and to lead forward the great masses of

our people, is here to stay. American

freedom , threatened by , autocratic powers
more collossal than ever before known in the

history of the world , needs this conserving ,

protecting force . What is happening today

to besmirch the great commonwealth of

Pennsylvania is but one demonstration of

this need . American trade unionism will go

forward , performing its great, historic mis

sion , Let every struggling worker in our

land take hope . Let all who seek special

privileges and all who would subborn or

pervert our free institutions beware. The

soul of the Declaration of Independence, the

spirit of the Bill of Rights , go marching on

under the banner of American trade

unionism ."

( Signed ) William L. Hutcheson , Chairman ,

Carpenters Union ,

Matthew Woll, Secretary , Engrav

ers Union,

Martin F. Ryan , Carmen's Union ,

Thomas L. Hughes, Teamsters '

Union ,

Arthur M. Huddell, Hoisting

Engineers,

Chas. P. Howard, Typographical

Union ,

Michael J. Keough , Molders,

Philip Murray, Miners,

W. H. Mahon , A. A. of S. &

E. R. E. of A. ,

Victor A. Olander , Seaman's

Union,

BROTHER JOHN HERSCHEID

Div . No. 302, Menominee, Mich. ,

and Marinette, Wis.

The above is a picture of Brother John

Herscheid , of Division No. 302, one of the

oldest Locals of the Association . Brother

Herscheid started as a motorman in 1892.
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ALEXANDRIA , LA. , AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into

by and between the Municipal Authorities of the

Municipal Bus Company of the City of Alexandria ,

Louisiana, Parish of Rapides, and hereinafter, for

convenience sake, called the Company, party of the
first part , and the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway and Bus Employees of

America , Division 981 , of Alexandria , Louisiana, and

hereinafter, for convenience sake , called the Asso

ciation , party of the second part.

WITNESSETH : That in the operation of the

lines of the Party of the First Part , both parties
hereto mutually agree that for and in the considera.

tion of the covenants and agreements hereinafter

stated. The Party of the First Part agrees with the

Party of the Second Part as follows, to -wit :

SECTION 1 : First, the party of the first part

agrees not to discriminate against any employee on

account of his membership in the Association , or

for the exercise of legitimate trade union activities .
Second : the classification of employee's rates of

wages and working hours shall be as follows :

( a) Wages for Bus Operators who have not been

in the employment of the Company one year

shall be forty - five cents per hour.

(b) Wages for Bus Operators in continuous ser

vice of the Company for one year fifty cents
per hour.

(c) A day's work shall be upon the basis of 9

hours and any regular man called upon or

required to work more than 9 hours, the

same shall be classed as overtime and shall

be paid at the rate of time and a half for
such over time .

(d) Operators shall be permitted to choose their

Funs, according to length of time they have

been in continuous service of the Company.

Sec. 2 . All business matters arising between par
ties hereto shall be transacted between the properly

accredited officials of the Company and the properly
accredited officials of the Association, or a duly
appointed committee thereof.

Sec. 3. The employees shall be permitted to pur

chase their own uniforms in the open market , the

Company prescribing the style and the general
character of the material to be used .

Sec. 4 . All employees shall be entitled to free

transportation , subject to the rules of the Company .

SEC. 5.
Where any employee is laid off to look

up evidence or to act witness in court , he shall

be paid the full time for the time consumed

court or looking up evidence, payment to be made
at the next regular pay -day .

SEC. 6. Any employee suspended by the Com

pany, but upon investigationfound not guilty of
the charge or charges shall be reinstated to his

former position and paid the wages he would have
earned during such suspension.

The rules for missing shall be as follows:
(a) When a misses his car for the first

offense, he shall serve two days on the extra
list . Should he miss his car the second time

within thirty days , he shall serve 5 days on

the extra list . Men missing their cars shall

report in time for the next relief . Should a

man miss a relief while serving on the extra

list , an additional day shall beaddedfor each
miss ; this to apply to regular men while

serving on the extra list and he shall not be
permitted to take out a run if there is an

extra man available . Men who do not report

in time for next relief, having missed roll-call,

will not be regarded as having missed , but
will be considered as having stayed away

without permission and subject to dismissal
by the Company.

(b) No employee serving a suspension shall be

asked to report and any employee serving a

suspension and is called backto work before

said suspension expires, it shall be considered
that he has served his full time .

All time for extra men to be divided so
that each extra man in turn will receive one day's

work as he may be entitled to the same.

The Association and its members agree

that during the continuance of this agreement there

shall beno strike or walk -outhy saidAssociation

of itsmembers for any cause or any grievance ad;
mitting of arbitration under this agreement. And

the Company on its part agrees that during the

continuance of this agreement there will be no lock

outs of the said Association and its members.

Sec. 10. Except in case of discharge on account

of irregularity in registering fares or transfers, any

employee of the Company who may be a member

of the Association, feeling that he has been unjustly

treated , may ask the superintendent for a review of

his case, and on his failing to secure a satisfactory

adjustment may appeal to the Association for further

consideration and , if the proper officials of the Asso .

ciation feel that such employee is entitled to further

consideration, then said question or grievance shall

be submitted to a temporary Board of Arbitration ,

one member therefor to be selected by the officials

of the Company, and one by the Executive Com
mittee of the Association , and the two so chosen ,

before entering upon the performance of their duties ,

shall select a third to act in case they do not agree

and the discussion of the majority of said Board,

submitted in writing to the Company and Asso

ciation , shall be binding upon the parties thereto.

The Company and the Association shall select the

arbitrators within the five days from the time either

party, notifies the other in writing that an arbitra

tion is desired , and shall state in said writing the

appoints to be arbitrated . Failure of either the

Company or the Association to name an arbitrator

within five days shall constitute a default and cause

the defaulting party to lose the case , The arbi .

trators shall hold daily meetings to adjust the matter

referred to them , unless by mutual consent of both

parties, the time may be extended . The Executive

Committee of the Association shall first hear and

pass upon all grievances before making any demand
of the Company. Should the Company desire arbi

tration, the same ruling as above is to apply .

Sec. 11 , The Committee of the Association shall

have the privilege of examination of reports of in

spectors on any employee that may be discharged
or suspended from the employment of the Company.

SEC. 12 . It is agreed that the student operators

will be required to furnish their own running change

while breaking in ,

Sec . 13 . There shall be sufficient heat provided

on cars for the operators , on all cars from the first
of November until the first of April, covering a

period of five months.

SEC . 14 . When the Officials of the Company in

tend to call a member of the Association for any

irregularity in registering fares or transfers, it shall

be within seventy -two (72) hours after said offense
has been committed . In case discharge or suspen .

sion for the said offense, the properly accredited

officials of the Association , bringing written authority

from the discharged or suspended employee or em .

ployees , shall receive a hearing from the properly
accredited officials of the Company, and all records

of said employec or employees shall be furnished at
this hearing.

SEC. 15 . The Company shall for the first sixty

(60) days of employment of new employees covered

by this agreement, have the right to discharge or

discipline such employees without the right of such

new employees to an appeal to the Association under

this agreement, that is , it is understood that such

new employees are on probation for a period of

sixty ( 60) days and the purpose of this clause is ,

such new employees shall not have the right of pro

tection of the Association in matters of discharge

or other grievances during the said probation period .

Sec. 16. The Company agrees that any employee

who may be a member of the Association and sus

pended or expelled by said Association for a non

payment of dues or misconduct, said employee shall

not be reinstated to his former position until mutu

ally agreed upon by both the Company and Asso

ciation . It is further understood and agreed that

the Company shall be given written notice in five

( 5 ) days of such suspension and that the Company

will in no way be liable for any back pay account

of reinstatement of employee .

SEC. 17 . It is agreed that the principle of straight

seniority shall be strictly observed according to the

time the men are in continuous service of the Com
pany until vacancies occur or new runs open , and

ten ( 10 ) days grace will be given for the decision of

seniority on new runs.

Sec . 18 . It is also agreed that when an extra

man is working eighteen ( 18 ) hours continuously , he

will be relieved one ( 1 ) hour for meals after nine
(9) hours of work.

Sec. 19 . It is also agreed that all rules and

regulations now in force regarding conduct of em .

ployees and operation of busses shall remain
effect and be strictly adhered to .

Sec. 20. Any changes in the present contract

in

SEC . 7 .

man

SEC, 8.

SEC. 9 .



Thirty-eight MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

Has No Sign of

Asthma Now

ATTENTION !

Motormen andConductors

WE SPECIALIZE IN BETTER -BUILT

Traction Uniforms

at $ 32.50

Says Wheeze and Cough Entirely Gone.

Tells What Did It.
Made of Regulation Blue Sergeby

SKILLED UNION WORKMEN

Also For the benefit of asthma sufferers, Mr. Charlas

Civilian Suits and Overcoats

Dean , 910 %. Virginia avenue, Indianapolis, Ind. , tells
how he got entirely rid of this stubborn disease .

Made to Measure Mr. Dean Says:

$ 27.50 to $ 35.00
“ I began having asthma in 1912 . Kept getting

CAPS AND HIGH -SPEED CHANGERS

worse, and couldn't do a day's work. I would

All Garments have the Union: Label

wheeze and chokeand if I walked a square, I had to
lean against a post and rest. In October, 1923 , I

HOFFMAN TAILORING CO. began taking Nacor. Relief came very promptly .

2341 Olive Street at Jefferson
and I continued to improve, gaining , 13 pounds in

Phone: Central 9279 ST. LOUIS, MO.
weight. I feel perfectly well again and can saythat

Nacor is the only medicine thatever brought me relief."

Hundreds of other sufferers from asthma, bron

chitis and severe chronic coughs have reported their

contemplated either by the Company or the Asso
recovery , after years of affliction . Their letters and

ciation shall be open for discussion and deliberation
a booklet full of valuable information about these

between July 1st and July 15th of every year.
stubborn diseases will be sent free by Nacor Medi

Sec . 21. THIS AGREEMENT and the provisions
cine Co., 606 State Life Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

herein shall be binding on the Municipal authorities
No matter how serious your case seems, write for

this free booklet today. It may giveyour whole life

of the Municipal Bus Company and the Association a new meaning .
for a term of one (1 ) year, beginning August 5 ,

1927 , ending August 5, 1928, and may be extended

for a period of one ( 1 ) more year with the consent DON'T WEAR

of all concerned .

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto A TRUSS

have executed this agreement on this 4th day of

August, 1927 .

MUNICIPAL BUS COMPANY,
BE COMFORTABLE

By V. M. AKE, Wear the Brooks Appliance , the

Commissioner of Finance & Utilities .
modern scientific invention which

By S. B. PEARCE, gives rupture sufferers immediate

Superintendent of Bus Company .
relief. It has no obnoxious springs

Attest : or pads . Automatic Air Cushions

P. J. CAERILLON, MR. C. E.BROOKS bind and draw together the broken

HARRY KELONE.
parts . No salves or plasters. Dur

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF able . Cheap . Sent on trial to prove its worth . Be

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL
ware of imitations. Never sold in stores nor by

WAY AND BUS EMPLOYEES OF agents,. Every appliance made to special order and

AMERICA , DIVISION 981.
sent direct from Marshall. Full information and

By L. J. CAILLETEAU, President ,
booklet sent free in plain , sealed envelope .

By H. H. Dwight, Secretary .
BROOKS APPLIANCE CO. , 98B State St. , Marshall, Mich .

Attest :

J. B. LAWSON,

W. R. LAWRENCE . motormen must sit in tiny cages, gazing

only into the damp blackness, as the train

CONDITIONS OF THE NEW YORK burrows underground. It is a job offering

SUBWAYS
monotonous tedium , in gloomiest surround

ings.

0. 0. McIntyre , in " The Detroit News" " Subway workers , after a few months'

of October 27, 1927 , has the following to service, acquire what is known as 'subway

say of the conditions in the New York fat . ' Almost invariably they add weight

Subways : and the standard of health is high , which

" The New Yorksubway never has had is a blow to those who predicted dire

a great disaster. There have been panics physical results for workers when subways

and such but not a wreck of consequence. were opened."

The mechanical system is almost fool

proof. A train can not zip past a station Haley Fiske, president of the Metro

without stopping, so highly perfected are politan Life Insurance Company has this

the lock contrivances. to say of The Union Labor Life Insurance

" The motorman'shand must be on the Company: " The working people are be
operating switch or the train will not budge. coming capitalists through savings, invest

This offers safety in case the motorman ments and life insurance. They have

should fall dead or faint at his post. In formed a largelife insurancecompany which

this emergenc
y the train stops and the is going to do old line life insurance on

train behind receives a warning signal. scientific principle
s with adequate reserves,

Only once has a motorma
n fallen lifeless ample capital,and undercompeten

t
advice,

at the throttle , whose president, Mr, Woll, is a man of

" Subway workers are paid for a very great ability and vision, patriotism and

day week' from $29 for guards to $48 for statesmanship ."

motormen and in consideration of risks

they take it seems small pay . They have George W. Perkins, the former long-time

gone on strike several times but the wage president of the Cigar Makers' Union, is

gain has been slight . about to open

" There are in the subway 2,662 curves,

an office in Chicago as

Western representativeofthe Union Labor

stop signals and switch crossings. The Life Insurance Company.

seven
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FASHION LETTER

The Winter Fashions are both feminine and simple,

but withal have a note of elegance accentuated in

fabrics and trimmings.

The flaring silhouette, the raised waistline and un

even hem line were indicated in the past season , and

they are brought out again more attractively and

gracefully .

For tailored costumes tweeds, and jerseys and other

woolens are used .

Formal dresses are made up in metal cloth , printed

velvets, satins and moire.

Lovely fabrics, elaborate drapery flares, and flounces

and sparkling trimmings are important to the evening

mode.

Skirts of evening gowns are longer and the fitted

bodice, and uneven hem line are outstanding features.

Black taffeta and also black Velvet is used for

youthful frocks made with bouffant skirts and molded

bodices.

Skirt treatments on afternoon dresses show tiers ,

ruffles, spirals and drapes.

Neck edges vary from round lines to the pointed and

square.

A smart tailored suit is very effective in black and

gray printed velvet. It is made with a box jacket, and

a wrap around skirt .

Lace is used for entire dresses and also in combina

tion with crepe, georgette or satin .

The conventional two-piece tailored suit of cloth is

very popular.

Roman stripe velvets , plaid velvets and plaid and

checked silks are shown in lovely color combinations.

Some of the new frocks show a hipline belt to indicate

that the waistline may still be low , others show the

waistline higher, and in some dresses the belt effects a

diagonal waistline.

Long tunics , to the knees , are
under skirts.

Wide girdles hold skirts snugly over the hips , making

the flare below the girdle morepronounced.

Black holds first place, both for evening and daytime

Blues and browns are good , especially cocoa brown
in satin .

Rubyand rosemary are apt representatives of the

All the lovely pastel shades and Patou pink are

shown for evening frocks.

5966. Ladies' Dress.

Cutin 6Sizes : 34, 36, 38 , 40, 42 and 44 inches bust measur .

A 38- inch size requires 33 yards of 40-inch material, together with
4 yard ofcontrasting material. The width of the Dress at the

lower edge with plaits extended is 2 yards . Price 12 ¢ .

4579. A New Doll and Garment Outfit.
Cut in 3 Sizes for dolls:

12, 16, and 20 inches in length . To

make the doll in a 16 -inch size requires yard of 36 -inch ma

terial. The dress and cap require % yard. " The cap alonerequires
44 yard. Price 12 é.

5965. Ladies ' Dress.

Cut in 6 Sizes: 34 , 36 , 38 , 40 , 42 and 44 inches bust measure .

A 40-inch size requires1xyard of 32-inch lining for the under .

body and 3 %,yards of 40-inch material for Blouse and skirt, to
The width of the

Skirt atthe lower edge with plaitsextended is1 % yard . Price 12 ¢.
5983. Child's Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes: 4 , 6 , 8 and 10 years .
A 10 - year size requires

2 %yards of 36 -inch material,together with % yard of contrastingmaterial. Price 12 ¢.

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12 ¢ in silver or stamps for our UP-TO- DATE FALL and
WINTER 1927-1928 BOOK OP FASHIONS , showing color plates,

and containing 500 designs of Ladies', Misses and Children's

Patterns, a CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON

DRESSMÄKING , ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THE NEEDLE

(illustrating30 of the various, simple stitches) all valuablehints
to the home dressmaker.

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO.,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

worn over narrow

wear .

red family.

5965 5983



$ 2750

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

IME AND AGAIN thousands of Traction Men

to

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here, at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands, The Bloch Companyhas

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fine appearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have long been famous.

We're anxious tohave you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50. If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted .

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.

UITO
The Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic.

tured here and opposite

are both made ofthe

same pure wool,fine

quality material to sell at

an equally lowprice. Union Label in both Uni.

formand Civilian Suics

Bloch

UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY

The Bloch Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge. Also Trolley Jim Time Book.

Name

Address

Name of Dealer .
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Volume 36 DETROIT, MICHIGAN , JANUARY 1928 Number 2

Published monthly by the Amalgamated Association Entered at the Post Office as Second Class Matter.

of Street andElectric Railway Employes ofAmerica. Accepted for Mailing at special rates of postage pro

W. D. Mahon , President vided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3 , 1017.

260 Vernor Highway E. , Detroit, Michigan Subscription Price . . $ 0.75
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Seated : W. D. Mahon, Federal Judge Wilkerson, Mayor William Hale Thompson, Henry

A. Blair, president of the Chicago Railways,

Standing: Guy Richardson , GeneralManager of the Chicago Railways; Oscar Nelson ,

appointed Arbitrator, vice-president of the Chicago Federation : Joseph Kehoe, recording

secretary of Division No. 241;L. D. Bland, William Quinlan, William Taber, Herman

Hettler, one of the receiversof theChicago Railways.

PRESIDENT MAHON AGAIN SUSTAINS the wage controversy, Each party to the

ARBITRATION agreement appointed an arbitrator.
These

two arbitrators , under the agreement, were

Last July , when agreement negotiations to appoint a third arbitrator to complete

upon the Chicago surface lines , between the the arbitration board of three men. During

officers of the company and Division No. the succeeding four months, these arbi.

241, became deadlocked, International Presi trators failed to function in appointing the

dent W. D. Mahon was required to give third arbitrator. This led to the assump

the case his personal attention . He suc tion on the part of the officers and members

ceeded in bringing about an agreement for of Division No. 241 that they were being

arbitrationofthe disputed points, including imposed upon by the ineffectúality of the
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workers does not directly interest the great

public. They can suspend work, close up

the mine, mill or factory, and fight out

their disputes without inconveniencing to

any great extent anyone else. But it is

not so with the street car men, because, as

I have said, their suspension affects every

man , woman and child in the community,

and both the employers and employes must

realize and appreciate this situation, and I

believe that both sides now fully appreciate

the situation here in Chicago .

“ There is another phase of this arbitra

tion situation here in Chicago at this time

that I don't believe the representatives of

the men and of the company fully realize,

and that is this : A part of these surface

roads are now in the hands of federal re

ceivers ,who are under the direction and are

being directed by the judge of the Federal

Court. At the time we took up the question

of arbitration last July, before we could

proceed with arbitration, as our agreements

provided for, we had to go before Judge

Wilkerson in the Federal Court, explain to

him the terms of our agreement on arbitra

tion and get his permission to arbitrate.

Judge Wilkerson had attorneys representing

the court investigate the situation, our

agreements and the laws of the Amalga

mated Association. We then as representa

tives from both the company side and the

union side went before Judge Wilkerson,

submitted and explained our agreement of

arbitration. The judge approved of it and

made it a court order.'

arbitration. Strike talk was paraded by the

Chicago newspapers and an appeal was

made by the Local to the International

Association for approval to strike to enforce

from the Company the conditions sought

through the arbitration agreement. Presi

dent Mahon took the position that failure

of the two arbitrators to function , in no

way destroyed the agreement to arbitrate.

Uponpetition of President Wm. Quinlan

and Business Agent Wm. Raber of the

Local, he went to Chicago, and in con

ference with the officers to the agreement

he was again able to prevail upon the

parties to appoint new arbitrators, under a

supplemental agreement, and thus , again

settled the case for arbitration, and thus

avoided further strike possibilities .

Much of the Chicago surface street rail

way is in the hands of a receiver, and in

both settlements, the case had to be taken

to the Federal Court for approval. Upon

page 5 of this issue appear the parties that

participated in the later settlement, includ

ing Federal Judge James H. Wilkerson, in

whose hands the property rests in receiver

ship.

President Mahon held that as the agree.

ment to arbitrate had been approved and

made a court order by Judge Wilker it

should be observed . The Judge agreed with

him and again approved his course in the

settlement. The settlement conference was

held December 12th . Representing Division

No. 241 in this conference were Inter

national President W. D. Mahon , President

William Quinlan, Financial Secretary -Treas

urer William Taber, Recording Secretary

Joseph J.Kehoe of Division 241, and Inter

national Treasurer L. D. Bland . The com

pany representatives were President Henry

A. Blair, Vice- President G. A. Richardson,

Messrs. L. A. Busby, F. O. Wetmore, B. E.

Sunny, H. Hettler, F. L. Rawson and J. H.

Chapman .

The two arbitrators appointed, Alderman

Oscar F. Nelson , vice -president of the

Chicago Federation of Labor, representing

the employes, and Mr. Guy A. Richardson,

vice-president and general manager of the

Chicago Surface Lines, representing the

company, arranged to hold their first meet.

ing Thursday, December 15 .

In the statement issued by President

Mahon upon this subject in Chicago, are

taken the following :

" Our organization , because of the nature

of our employment, is founded on arbitra

tion . The membership of our organiza

tion , who formulated our constitution and

laws, fully appreciate the situation sur

rounding the occupation. We the

servants of the great riding public, whose

only means of conveyance is the street

railways , and we fully appreciate that this

public cannot be inconvenienced over the

various disputes that may arise from time

to time between the employes of the com

pany, and therefore we founded our Asso

ciation on the principle of arbitration .

" Our occupation is not like that of the

worker in the mill , the mine or the shop .

An industrial dispute between these other

CAUTIOUS VIEW OF BUSINESS

Within a line of review of business issued

by B. C. Forbes, as published in various

newspapers, appears the following :

“ Those who take a cautious view of busi

ness emphasize the significance of such

things as the shrinkage of 13 per cent in

railway traffic as compared with a year ago;

the abnormal number of furnaces now idle ;

the failure last week of the largest coke

plant in the world to ship a singlepound to

consumers; the heavy drop in automobile

sales and the failure of Detroit to employ

as many workers as a year ago ; the 10

per cent reduction in wages announced last

week by important New England textile

mills and curtailed production by southern
mills ; the continued chaos in the oil in

dustry ; the renewed preponderance of com

modity price declines over advances ; the

decline in earnings reported by many enter,

prises during recent months ; the very mixed

trade reports of Dun's and Bradstreet's

the latter records 'curtailment of manu.

facturing in some directions, reports of un

employment of labor and isolated wage

reduction ; the expansion of a billion dollars

in brokers' loansduring the year; the out

flow of gold all through this month at the

rate of almost $ 3,000,000_daily; the un.

favorable decisionbytheFederal Court in

the St. Louis and O'Fallon Railway case;

the approach of the presidential election,

etc."

are
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labor
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THE UNION LABEL
market by enforcing low wages and unde

sirable conditions in employment. It is the

There is branch of the American strong element with which organized wage

Federation of Labor designated as the Union workers have to contend . It is that ele .

Label Trades Department. Associated in ment that discharges an employee for join

this department are the unions that very ing with his associate workers in the

vigorously depend upon the Union Label as
American labor movement and would thus

a means of acquainting members of all crowd them wholly out of employment.

crafts in employment and those in sympathy
It is that element that creates the vast

with the American labor movement relative army of unemployed and thus establishes a

to fair production in the way of soliciting competition most weakening to the wage

patronage for the products of fair employ
worker who must depend upon his wage

ing concerns. These trades that present for a livelihood . It is that element that

themselves as more or less dependable upon wishes its products to be purchased in

the Union Label constitute a very numerous preference to the products of the organized

element of the American labor movement. wage workers or fair employing concerns.

The federation of labor unions, as repre And that element is in all types of in

sented by the American Federation of
dustry, commerce and profit- taking enter

Labor, is for the purpose of establishing a
prise . These are things that may well be

upon the mind of every organized wage
sympathetic accord among all trade union

worker and those in sympathy with fairists in the way of building up the American

movement . The primary principle wages in employment .

upon which this federation is maintained is The antagonizing influence set up against

a principle that conveys to the organized the trade union movement may be found

wage workers of all crafts that the entire to be considerable in transportation busi

labor movement is dependable upon each ness , where operators of street and electric

and every member as well as each and every railways and motor coaches or busses, as

union for extension of the labor movement . they may be called , insist upon maintaining

The federating of organized wage workers the non -union system in employment. That

means that it should be conceived that which this element has to sell is trans

every union wage worker , by becoming a portation. The market from which profit
union man

woman becomes a union is to be made in this line is dependable

organizer, with the purpose of extending upon patronage, the same as though of

organization, making it stronger, more en manufactured products. None should be

during and more beneficial to the wage better acquainted with this than the organ.

working class and thus to society in general. ized wage worker, Are employes of such

Therefore, every wage earner is naturally institutions organized or are they pro

interested in the Union Label and is natur hibited from organizing in the American

ally interested as a purchaser of fair made
labor movement? It is easy enough for the

products, so indicated by the Union Label patrons of these concerns, and particularly

and further, interested in the patronage of easy enough to those who are members of

all institutions that are fair to organized organized labor to know whether the trans.

labor, even though the marketable serviceis portation property seeking his or her patron.

of a type that cannot definitely bear the age is a fair employing concern, employing

Union Label stamped as materially placed
members of the American labor movement.

upon goods.
If it is not a fair employing concern , has

In the purchase of a suit of clothes, a it a right to the patronage of the union

hat, a collar, shoes , a loaf of breadand
wage worker ?

many material things , the Union Label is Then the question arises : What can the

the symbol of a production through fair union wage workers do in the way of in

employment. The purchase of labeled goods ducing the management of such property to

is the upbuilding of the American labor become a fair employer?

movement. It is a strengthenin
g

proposi Transportati
on

concerns depend upon the

tion to the entire labor movement. That

good - will of the public for the privilege of
is the purpose of the nion Label .

operation and for the privilege of profit

It is unnecessary to organized wage work making . If the directors and management

ers to allude to the fact that there is a of such a property are fair to labor and are

contending element that opposes a market dealing with labor under collective agree

for union labeled products, as it is so , and ment relations, it stands in the same atti

well known to the union wage worker. tude of the fair employing labeled goods

However, the fact maybeconveyed to those manufacturer. The rides it sells are a union

who are not union wage workers, with the product, entitled to union patronage and

explanation that this particular element is the utmost union encouragement in the way

the viciously opposing element of organized of obtaining profit -making privileges and the

labor. It is the element that is exploiting rightsof operation. If itis an unfair em

the so - called "American Plan.' It is the ploying concern , it is entitled to such disci

element that seeks to establish low wages pline as the organized wage workers of the

for wage workers and destroy conditions community, may invoke in the way of deny

satisfactory tothe wage worker in employ- ing to such unfair concern profit-operating
ment. It is a strong element. It carries privileges.

on its exploitation of non-unionism very
The trade union movement has worked

deftly. It is the element that accumulates out policies by which movements in accord

profits through low wages , but destroys the with progress may be concertedly made .

1
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SO

concerns .

These policies embrace central trades and

labor councils, as well as the union units

thereof. These trades and labor councils

can , consistently, and should, vigorously,

oppose community privilege granting provi

sions to such non-union employing concerns.

Rights of operation , rates of fare, etc. , can

readily come under the advisement of trades

and labor councils as applying to unfair

employing properties.

Is it not the duty of labor unions and

trades and labor councils of the community

to, in every, way, discourage the granting

of rights and privileges to a non-union em

ploying concern ? These questions embody

political consideration as applying to public

utility concerns and much can be done by

trade unions, generally, and through central

trades and labor councils, in the way of

promoting the American labor movement,

by, to the fullest possible extent, limiting

privileges to unfair employing public utility

Such concerns are not promotive

of public welfare. The promoters and own

ers of such concerns are in the business for

profit at the extreme expense of the public

and wage workers. Such concerns apply

themselves to the lowering of the standard

of wages and the filching from wage work

It is such concerns that do much in

a demoralizing way in the lowering of the

standard of wages in a community and the

destruction of the American labor move

ment in general. They contribute much to

the destruction of healthful market condi.

tions. They do much to lower the social

order in a community and the public in

general. A principle exists with the Ameri

can labor movement to oppose this type of

employment and this type of unfair employ

ing concerns. It should not be necessary

to appeal to all or any of the trades of

the organized American labor_movement to

function along this line. The American

labor movement understands its duty and

should clearly understand why trades and

labor councils are instituted

couragement to the labor unions and in line

with extension of the American labor move.

ment , and in line with improvement to

wage workers and the social order in

general .

ers .

rapon

this condition has developed from the vast

increase of the army of unemployed wage

workers. There are many stories that may

be read between the lines that are not

pleasant.

It is not the intent here to analyze

conditions that have brought about this

serious depression that has affected

small business men and the multitude of

wage workers, and , in its course, affected

productive agricultural or farming interests.

When small business men fail and the

number of job-seekers is extended , it should

cause many to deeply study the real nature

of these depressions and from what they

result. However, the impoverishing period

through which the people have passed is a

special record-maker and will make intensive

the memory of this depression.

There are elements of the populace who

have been able to pass through this de

pressive period and yet continue with little

reason for concern as applying to their own

individual circumstances . Of these ele

ments is that element that, through profit

seeking and accruing , have amassed suffi

cient to bear them through depressive

periods without effect other than the

kindling of sympathy for the multitude that

bears the weight of the depression. A
second element that has withstood these

serious conditions that have beset wage

workers and small business concerns are

those who are well and thoroughly organ.

ized in the American labor movement.

That element has been the staying hand of

an even more severe depression, in that it

has maintained wages and resisted the

destructive endeavors of the managements

Through the efforts of the organized

wage workers wages to organized wagę

workers have, as a ,general proposition,

been maintained within this depressive

period . This has contributed to upholding

market opportunities and has even

tributed to sustaining non -unionists in a

better wage than would have come to

them had there been no organized labor

movement.

In Detroit and vicinity non -union em

ploying, profit -seeking corporations within

this period of depression have reduced

wages from 20 per cent to 40 per cent.

Skilled workers in non -union factories in

Detroit, that preceding the immediate de

pressive period were being paid 75 cents

per hour, today find their wages cut to 40

and 45 cents per hour ~ a reduction of 40

per cent and more. Unskilled non -union

wage workers have sustained vicious re

ductions in wages. These reductions in

wages have lessened the markets and added

to the low wage impoverishment.

The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America

has survived the year 1927 without a single

wage reduction . The Association, generally,

may look upon this survival with a very

vigorous degree of satisfaction . But it is

due to the membership, their solidarity

and their intense and intellectual concert

in functioning within thepurposes of the
Association,

con

as an en

HISTORY SKETCHES OF PAST YEAR

was

With the close of the year 1927 ends

another year's record . In reviewing it, one

is impressed that it is a year that will be

long remembered by multitudes. The entire

year
embraced within a depressive

period that started as early as the first of

July, 1926 . The year records one of the

most depressive periods that has existed

since the depression of the years 1892 and

1893. These depressions affect wage work

ers and small business men most seriously,

As the year 1927 closes, one may walk

up and down the streets of the cities in

the United States and find many business

places for rent. These excessive " For Rent"

vacant places tell the story of failures that

have come to small business men and back

of it , between the lines , may be seen that
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To add to the maintaining of wages is

the further satisfaction that increased wages

came to that part of the membership, em

braced in thirty units or Divisions of the

Amalgamated Association . Within the year

1927 wage increases obtained to the mem

bers of thirty Local Divisions , embracing

above 14,000 members of the Association.

It means that those members received more

than $500,000 increase in wages ; thus ex

tending their purchasing power to exceed

$ 500,000- a contributory influence in the

way of improving markets for manufactured

products.

The labor movement in general can record

like advancements with that of the Amalga

mated Association , as other craft organized

wage workers have sustained the wage rates

with which they entered into the year 1927 ,

and there are units of those organizations

that increased wages during this depressive

year. Thus, the entire labor movement has

the satisfaction of contributing to stay the

effects of this industrial depression, within

which we enter the year 1928.

A recent increase in wage reported in

newspapers is that of from $ 3 to 87 per

month for 3,400 employes of the Union

Pacific Railroad, including clerks, messen

gers, office boys , telephone operators, etc.

It is given that the aggregate annual in

crease in this case will amount to $ 280,000

to these 3,400 employes . This is another

record in the interest of organized wage

workers , as had it not been for the organi

zation of railway employes these 3,400 em .

ployes would have more likely received

even a greater decrease in wages than to

which their increase amounted.

The year has marked stupendous en

deavor on the part of non -union concerns

to use Federal Courts in their endeavor to

stay the hand of organized labor and limit

to wage workers the possibility of organi
zation .

In many instances the Federal

Courts have bowed in submission to the

will of these non -union employing manage

ments. Injunctions have been granted in

various instances, affecting various crafts of

organized wage workers with whom is far

foreign any criminal intent, which could

not have failed to be well known to the

injunction -granting judges.

An illustration of this injunction type of

obedience is the fact that at this writing

there remain in jail in the Federal Depart

ment in Marion County , Indiana, two

members of the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, 'Vice -Presidents John M Parker

and Robert B , Armstrong . These two men ,

while serving under criminal penalizing im

posed by a Federal Court, are guilty of no
crime .

It is alleged by attorneys thar

represented this case in the Courts, that

there was evidence before Federal Judge

Baltzell, clearly proving that these

were not even guilty of violating what the

attorneys alleged to be an illegal injunction.

It is alleged that the injunction was granted

in violation of the Clayton Act and evidence

was placed before the Court that the in

junction was granted on a petition of peti

tioners coming before the Court with un

clean hands.

The year 1927 bears a record of injunc

tion proceedings that awakens to the organ

ized wage workers a retrospect as applying

to a divergence in respect to the Declara

tion of Independence and the Constitution

of the United States, the latter providing

for life term Federal Courts that hold their

positions by an executive appointive power

and in respect to whose appointments the

people have nothing whatever to do or say.

This is a matter that should well attract

attention of the voting populace.

During the year 1927, from the Death ,

Disability and Old Age Benefit Fund, the

members of the Amalgamated Association

have paid 1,128 claims , aggregating $ 752,

135.15. Of these claims 1,000 were death

benefit claims , aggregating $ 653,085.15- an

average of $ 653 per claim . There were 39

disability benefits paid within the year

1927, aggregating $ 27,850 - an average of

$714.10 per claim . There were 89 old age

benefit claims paid at $800 each , aggregat

ing $71.200.

The record of the year 1927 shows a

practical unity in co -operation on the part

of the membership of the Amalgamated

Association and managements of fair em

ploying companies in the interest of the

properties upon which the members are em

ployed . This attainment places the Asso

ciation upon a groundwork of expectancy

that the year 1928 will be even more bene

ficial and as equally approvable in the

functioning and attainments of the Asso

ciation within the period of the new year.

The Labor Bulletin of the State of Illinois

Department of Labor of the November

issue, upon the " Unemployment Situation "

in the State of Illinois, affords some con

cept of the depressive conditions that

generally prevail to wage earners . The

date is based upon applications for employ.

ment at the Free Employment Offices of

the Department of Labor for the past few

years. Taking the month of October as the

basis of fixing the date , the report states ,

that in October , 1927, there were 163.2

applicants for each 100 jobs. In October ,

1926, there were 127 applicants for each

100 jobs available . In 1925 there were 122

applicants for each 00 jobs available . In

1924 there were 139 applicants for each 100

jobs available . In 1923 there were 117

applicants for each 100 jobs , In 1922

there were 96 applicants for each 100 jobs.

Taking this as a basis, computation shows

that unemployment increased from October,

1922 , to October, 1927 , 70 per cent .

FARE INCREASE GRANTED

men

The City of lansing, Mich ., has granted

the Michigan Electric Railway Co. in

creased fare rates . The new rates are 10 €

cash ; tickets, 3 for 25 °; 7 tickets for 50 ¢ ;

and a rate of 5¢ for children . Lansing has

about 65,000 population . The employes are

members of Division No. 563 of the A. A.

of S. and E. R. E. of A.
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car.

concern

Christmas in the year 1927 , as in past of “ Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach

years, was a renewal of hopefulness for the Operator. ” Thus, when speaking of street

future . It was a day upon which we re and electric railway properties and employes,

ceived many cheerful greetings with it includes, and applies to motor coach

pressions of good -will for the future. And operators, a vast number of whom are true

these Christmas greetings were made in and loyal members of the Amalgamated

earnest. Association. A motor coach used for public

transportation is a street car or interurban

The Amalgamated Association joins with While it is not a rail car, it is equally

the multitude in wishing all a happy and of to the membership of the

prosperous New Year. Let us be sincere Amalgamated Association as is a rail car.

in this. Let us put our shoulder to the

wheel in an effort to make the year 1928 The year 1928 awakens with the full

a better year for the wage workers, pro understanding on the part of the member
ducers and their dependents, than has been

ship of the Amalgamated Association, that

the closing year.
It can be done if we there are none more interested in the suc

maintain our sincerity that appears behind cessful management and operation of street

the expression of best wishes for a happy and electric railway cars and motor coaches

and progressive New Year.
than is the member of the Amalgamated

Association . This attained knowledge in

The Amalgamated Association of Street spires endeavor for vigorous co -operation

and Electric Railway Employes of America with the managements of employing proper

has the satisfaction of entering the New ties on the part of the members of the

Year, to be known as the year 1928, with Amalgamated Association, to whom it is

an understanding that, so far as the street fully hopeful that the year 1928 will be one

and electric railway employment is con

cerned, the organization enjoys the good employing propertiesand employes, and

of progress and vigorous prosperity to the

will of the vast majority of street and that the traveling public may be so treated

electric railway managements. This is very in respect to their patronage that there may

clear from the very few unpleasant dis be a general live unity in making the prop

turbances with which the Association has ertiesa success.

been compelled to contend within the clos

ing year. As we are extending our greetings fora

Happy New Year to all, let us not fail to

In accord with action of the Twentieth observe the fact that the Amalgamated

Convention of the Amalgamated Association Association of Street and Electric Railway

of Street and Electric Railway Employes Employes of America isenteringthe New

of America, held in Birmingham , Alabama , Year with a sore spot inflicted by an ele,

in September , which provides that amend ment that cannot be sincere in wishing well

ments to the Constitution and General Laws to mankind. That sore spot is represented

of the Association take effect January 1 , by two of our members, International Vice

1928, this issue comes forth with the title Presidents JohnM. Parker andRobert B.
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was

SO

Armstrong , who are compelled to pass their FROM LATE REPORTS OF INTER

holiday period in the Federal Department NATIONAL OFFICERS

of the Marion County jail, located in the

city of Indianapolis, These two brothers , International President W. D. Mahon

innocent of any crime or violation of law , was required to again give his attention to

can be assured that they are the recipients the affairs of Divisions Nos. 241 and 308,

of the very best wishes of the entire mem Chicago , Ill . Last July he arranged to and

bership of the American labor movement. succeeded in having the employing property

Their service in imprisonment is a martyr and Division No. 241 enter into an agree

dom in the interest of every wage worker. ment to arbitrate the wage controversy and

other amendments to the existing agree

Christmas has the effect of bringing to ment . This case spread over a period of

our attention the reply of Cain when asked
some four months without the two arbi

to locate his brother. His reply was : “ Am trators originally appointed being able to

I my brother's keeper ? " Cain had mur obtain a third arbitrator. Upon his recent

dered his brother Abel , of which crime he visit to Chicago, President Mahon

was endeavoring to evade detection , The successful in having the arbitration agree

American labor movement is based upon the ment continued with two new arbitrators

principle that we are our brothers' keeper.
chosen to first attempt to agree upon the

One of the high principles of the organized wage scale to continue in the agreement,

wage workers is to destroy , so far as pos. and in the event they should fail, to select

sible, unemployment and accord to all of
the third arbitrator. Upon this work he

hadour brothers, so far as associated with him International
we may be able

to do , the privilege of employment .
Treasurer L. D. Bland . Upon his return

That is the big reason why the shorter to the office he was required to give his

service day is sought. It is the big reason attention to agreement negotiations between

why the organized wage workers seek to the Detroit Street Railway Branch of Divia :

place a penalty upon overtime by having sion No. 26 and the employing manage

inserted in collective agreements a provision ment of the municipally owned and operated

that those required to work in excess of street railway system . He was successful

the regular service day shall be paid more in shaping an arrangement by which the

than the regular service day wage. Does agreement was acknowledged in existence.

this overtime pay , shorter service day and President Mahon also gave much attention

shorter service week apply in non-union to the Parker -Armstrong case, known as the

employment? It does not. Therefore, theTherefore, the Indianapolis injunction case, in an endeavor

non-union employe is denied the privilege to obtain the release of International Vice

of serving the principle that he is his Presidents John M. Parker and Robert B.

brother's keeper. There is six-day Armstrong from imprisonment in the Marion

service week, or eight-hour service day, or County jail , to where they were sentenced

extra pay for overtime existing upon any to ninety days' imprisonment by Federal

street , electric railway or motor bus prop . Judge Robert C. Baltzell . To his attention

erty where the workers are prohibited the was also called a case of arbitration , result

right of organization. Upon such proper ing from a dispute over the dismissal of a

the managements stand upon the member of Division No. 836 from employ

principle of Cain , and, when asked to ex ment with the Grand Rapids Railway,

tend employment by the shortening of the Grand Rapids , Mich . He dispatched an

service day or the service week and by International Officer to assist the Local in

paying a penalty for overtime, respond in
this arbitration case . The arbitrators held

the language of Cain, “ Am I my brother's
that the employe incompetent to

keeper ?" This theoretic reply on the part operate a street car, but recommended that
of
managements affirms the attitude of non

he be given other employment by the em

union employing properties. Impoverishing ploying property. Aside from this workhe

distress that is being experienced by the has given his attention to the general

vastarmy of unemployed is a clear exposure
affairs of the Association and at the close

of the Cain attitude of non -union profit of this report, December 29 , was at the

employing properties and the managements General Office.

thereof.

International Treasurer L. D. Bland at

NEW FARE RATE IN ATLANTA Chicago associated with International Presi

dent W. D. Mahon in conferences in the

The Georgia Power Company, by a grant
interest of Division No. 241 , that led to the

of the Georgia Public Service Commission,
continuance of the arbitration agreement

has placed ineffectupon the Atlanta city
entered into by the employing property and

street railway service fare rates of 10 ¢ cash, the Local last July .

4 tickets for 30¢ , 20 tickets for $ 1.50 and

school children's rate, 5€. The 5¢ school First International Vice- President Wm. B.

children's rate is a ticket rate on the basis Fitzgerald , in association with International

of 20 tickets for $ 1.00, good from the hours President W. D. Mahon , gave his attention

of 7:00 o'clock a . m . to 4:00 o'clock p . m . to the completing of agreement conditions

The population of Atlanta in 1920 with the Detroit City Railway management

200,616 . The street railway property em in the interest of that branch of Division

ployes the members of Division No. 732 , No. 26. Due to the inability of Inter

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. national President W. D. Mahon to attend

no

ties ,

was

was
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the Twenty -fifth Anniversary Meeting of but, under some influence, this was disre.

Division No. 272, Youngstown, Ohio, he garded and the penalty imposed was re

was dispatched to take his place in attend quired by Judge Baltzell to be served .

ance at that meeting , at which were also

in attendance the managers of the employ Tenth International Vice - President Robert

ing property . Later he visited Cleveland, B. Armstrong, who, under date of Novem

Ohio , where he associated with Vice ber 23, was incarcerated in prison as a

President James Largay in advisement with criminal by Judge Robert C. Baltzell of

Division No. 268 upon organization exten the Indiana Federal District Court, con

sion work . He visited Indianapolis, Ind ., tinues in imprisonment at this writing.

on the Parker- Armstrong injunction case, However, endeavors are being made to

where he explained to those two vice obtain their release from other sources than

presidents that every endeavor is being the Indianapolis Branch of the Federal

made to release them from imprisonment. Judiciary. The complete sentence is ninety

He was later dispatched to New York , to days . To the satisfaction of the judge

associate in the injunction petition defense who imposed_the penalty , Brothers Arm.

in the interest of Division No. 977 , where, strong and Parker spent the Christmas

at the close of this report, December 29, holidays in the Federal Department of the

the case was pending before the Court. Marion County jail in Indianapolis .

Gira

Second International Vice -President P. J. General Executive Board Member Edw.

O'Brien visited Hartford and New Haven , McMorrow was dispatched to St. Louis,

Conn . , in the interest of organization ex Mo. , where he assisted Division No. 788

tension work, as applying to bus operation. upon agreement work . While upon this

At New Haven he attended the funeral of work we met with the Presidents of Divi

late President Patrick O'Mara of the State sions Nos . 125 and 805, of East St. Louis,

Federation of Labor, whose death recently I11., and reports that those Locals are in

occurred . He served as honorary pallbearer good working condition . He associated

at this funeral. He visited Port Chester , with Treasurer L. D. Bland in advisement

N. Y. , where he assisted Division No. 481 of Divisions Nos . 241 and 308, Chicago,

upon agreement work. Per his report of upon the wage agreement provisions that

December 24, this case was pending further are subject for arbitration as between Divi.

conferences with the employing property . sion No. 241 and the employing property

Per his report of December 17 , agreement

Fourth International Vice- President P. J. negotiations involving Division No. 788,

McGrath was dispatched to Washington , St. Louis, were pending conferences with the

D. C., and New York, N. Y., upon the
officials of the employing company.

injunction case pending in New York upon

petition of the employing management of G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair , at

the I. R. T. Company, where he associated
Fort Wayne, Ind . , assisted in advisement

with G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea and with Division No. 682 upon agreement

Organizer James Coleman in conferences
work . Per his report of December 18, the

with the Association lawyers having the wage dispute between the Local and the

case in charge . Following contributing to employing property was subject for arbi

this situation, he returned to his duties as tration before the State Public Service

Secretary of Division No. 85 , Pittsburgh ,
Commission of Indiana .

Pa .

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , at New

Fifth International Vice -President James York assisted Division No. 977 in its

Largay, who was assisting Division No.
various processes in establishing itself as an

268, Cleveland, Ohio , in organization ex organization in the interest of collective

tension work, as applying to bus operators, agreement relations with the employing

during this work , made a visit to Youngs property . The Interboro Rapid Transit

town, Ohio, where, in association with Vice Company of New York is seeking an in

President Wm. B. Fitzgerald , he attended junction in the courts to restrain further

and addressed the Anniversary Meeting of organization effort. Per his report of

Division No. 272. Per his report of Decem December 25, the case was continuing be

ber 24 , he was yet in charge of the Cleve fore the courts.

land situation .

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon

Eighth International Vice-President John visited Manchester, N. H., where he assisted

M. Parker , who , with Vice-President Robert Division No. 717 in a case where a mem

B. Armstrong, sentenced to ninety ber of the Local was dismissed on the

days' imprisonment upon the alleged charge charge of defective eyesight. He attended

of violating an injunction issued by Federal and addressed a meeting of the Local. The

Judge Robert C. Baltzell, and who was in case is further pending investigation as to

carcerated to continue service of the ninety the eyesight condition of the discharged

days ' penalty on November 23, is yet in employe,withtheunderstanding that, in

prison as a criminal in the Marion County, the event that the eyesight of themember
Indiana, jail the Federal Department may be remedied , he will be reinstated .

thereof. There was abundance of evidence He assisted Division No. 600, Waltham,

before Judge Baltzell showing the innocence Mass. , upon agreement work , which was

of Vice - Presidents Parker and Armstrong , pending , per his last report. ' At Framing.

was
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em

ham, Mass. , he advised with Division No. “ With the approach of winter, their hard

620 relative to preparation to present a ships will be almost unbearable and they

proposed agreement to the new management must have help in order to endure them .

of that property . He also advised with a
" In these desperate straits , they look to

committee of the Advisory Board of the us , their brothers and sisters in the Trade

Eastern Massachusetts Locals, embracing Union Movement, for sustenance and sup

Division No. 174 and associate Locals, port . The long continued struggle, during

relative to membership of call men the summer and fall , has exhausted their

ployed by the employing property . Per his resources . Without funds, clothing, food

report of December 17 , the agreement cases or shelter, they battle on with grim de

of Divisions Nos. 600 , Waltham , and 620, termination and with an unconquerable

Framingham, were in continuance, awaiting spirit. Each day makes new demands

conferences.
upon their fortitude and each hour they are

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover , per called upon to make new sacrifices.

his report of December 23 , reports that " The suffering of the wives and children

Divisions Nos. 101, Vancouver; 109 , Vic who are poorly clothed , ill fed and under

toria and 134 , New Westminster, B. C. , nourished , should reach the great heart of

have accepted the recent award of the the American Labor Movement in such a

Mediation Commission that heard evidence way as to bring an immediate response to

of the employing property and joint Locals their pathetic appeal for help .

upon the question of wages and rendered “ The situation is so serious that it calls

an award, as reported in the December for immediate action ."

issue , and has accepted the award to be In person, while attending recent con

inserted in the agreement to continue for a ferences in behalf of the Miners at Pitts.

period of three years. burgh , Pa. , I visited camps of the Miners.

I found them living in little board houses,

STRIKES AND LOCK -OUTS or so -called barracks , erected by the United

Mine Workers ' organization . Three little

Girardville , Pa.- Division No. 165 , the rooms in these little wooden huts, housed
members of which were locked out Sep families , sometimes of six, eight and up to

tember 29 , due to refusal of the company ten : I went among them and talked with

to extend the agreement provisions of that the women and children . The women are

Local with the employing company over determined that the battle shall be won .

bus service installed to take the place of They are courageous and surely need en

rail cars, has brought about very little couragement from their fellow unionists

change in the situation. Appeals are being throughout America. One woman pointed

made for moral assistance of the organized to the bare - footed children out on the frosty

miners of that section , as it is held by the ground . She said one of their great needs

Local that these busses belong to the mem is shoes, so these children can go to school .

bers in the matter of employment and really She pointed out children wearing their

should come under the existing agreement, father's and mother's shoes in order to be

The situation is in the hands of Special able to go to school.

Organizer Lawrence F. Hart . It was one of the saddest sights of my

life and I only wish that every member of

AMALGAMATED APPEAL TO MINERS our Association could have witnessed these

sights. I believe it would have been a

To the Members of the Local Divisions of great inspiration to them to appreciate

the Amalgamated Association of Street their position and what their organization

and Electric Railway Employes of America . has done for them .

Fellow Workers: I take this means of I , therefore , appeal to every member of

forwarding you the urgent appeal that is our organization to come to the assistance,

being made by the American Federation of financially, of these struggling miners . Ap

Labor in behalf of the struggling Miners. point committees in your Divisions to take

President Green's appeal states; up a collection from each and every mem

" For seven long weary months thousands ber , as well as the contribution from your

of bituminous coal miners have been either Local Division , and send that money, im

locked-out or strike in Central and mediately, to Frank Morrison , Secretary,

Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Northern Vir American Federation of Labor, American

ginia and elsewhere. The plight of these Federation of Labor Building, Washington,

striking miners and their families presents a D. C., and notify me of the amount you

most tragic and pitiable picture. Suffering , send . Also appoint committees to solicit

sacrifice and starvation have been endured clothing, such as shoes and all kinds of

and are being faced by these heroic miners wearing apparel, and forward them to

and their families. In the State of Pennsyl William Hargest , 408 Columbia Bank Build

vania these miners , members of the United ing , Pittsburgh, Pa . Also secure the assist

Mine Workers of America , are the victims ance of your women to help collect this

of brutal and inhuman treatment accorded clothing. Do not delay a moment. Winter

them by the Coal and Iron Police, the State is here, there is great suffering among your

Constabulary and Deputy Sheriffs. Thou fellow unionists in this region . Gather

sands have been evicted from their homes every stitch of clothing that can be secured

and are living in barracks built for them by and forward it at once. Where Divisions

the United Mine Workers of America . have local headquarters, gather these sup

Thousands more are facing eviction . plies into your headquarters and forward

on
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them from there to the address given . fluence on the entire industry and have done

Remember that it is Christmas time and much to awaken the present almost uni

do what you can to send a cheer to these versal interest in the improvement of elec

struggling unionists in their great hour of tric railway service . With limited facilities ,

need . on its own initiative , and largely with its

Trusting that every member of the Amal own resources , this comparatively small

gamated Association will appreciate and railway property, which was scarcely known

make some sacrifices for these determined outside of its own city a few years ago,

people, who are making such great sacrifices undertook to demonstrate to the world the

in behalf of the principles of Trade Unions, process of popularizing electric railways by

for which we are all struggling, with best the improvement of equipment and service.

wishes and hopes for speedy action , I " Its accomplishments have not all been

remain , in the direction of spectacular innovations
Fraternally yours, and showmanship. Combined with this

W. D. MAHON , there has been a consistent program of in

International President. creasing operating efficiency and reducing

costs. With no change in the rate of fare ,

GRAND RAPIDS RAILROAD WINS revenues in 1926 showed an increase of

COFFIN PRIZE 1.04 per cent over 1925 , and in 1927, when

the average figures for properties of its size

A most highly complimentary award was
showed a heavy decrease, it held its revenue

in October received by the Grand Rapids
slightly above what it had been in 1926 ,

Railroad , Grand Rapids, Mich .
This ex despite a reduction in the activity of the

tremecompliment is in the way of receiving

basic industry of its city . For the year

the Charles A. Coffin Award, which is a
ended May 31 , 1927 , there was a reduction

standing award to the electric railway com
of 9.88 per cent in operating expenses and

pany in the United States that makes the
an increase of 20.83 per cent in net revenue ,

greatest headway, advantageous to itself ,

in comparison with the year 1926. After

and is open for contest by all street railway charging off depreciation amounting toap

properties in the United States.
proximately 10 per cent of its gross earn

The Grand Rapids street railway prop
ings , there was available for taxes a balance

erty is under the management of Mr. Louis
equal to 6.4 per cent of its rate base of

J. DeLamarter , who, shortly after the in

$6,000,000 This was an increase for the

stitution of Division No. 836 of the Amalga
year ended May 31 , 1927 , of 41.68 per cent

mated Association of Street and Electric
over the corresponding year of 1926. There

Railway Employes of America upon the
had likewise been an increase in this figure

property, succeeded to the vice-presidency
for 1926 over 1925 of 15.63 per cent.

and general manager of the property. Since " ' In recognition of the accomplishments of

he became general manager, his course has this property towards increasing the ad

been in line with winning the hearty co vantages of electric railway transportation

operation of the membership of the Local for the convenience and well- being of the

in the operation of the property. public and for the benefit of the industry,

The Charles A. Coffin Award embraces a your committee takes great pleasure in

gold medal , bearing on one side an engray awarding the Charles A. Coffin medal for

ing of the general manager of the property
1927 to the Grand Rapids Railroad Com

that wins the award and on the other side pany , Grand Rapids , Mich . "

an inscription of the purpose of the award . Mr. DeLamarter, consistent with his good

It is a valuable token . Aside from this , will towards the employes , gave $ 500 of the

there accompanies the medal a cash prize. cash feature of the prize to Division No.

The committee, comprising Mr. W. H. 836 of the Amalgamated Association, the

Sawyer , Mr. R. P. Stevens and Mr. James members of which are employed by the

H. McGraw , that awarded this prize for the Grand Rapids Railroad Company. As an

year 1927, gives a very clear purpose of expression of the appreciation of the prop;

granting the award to the property under erty winning the award and the good will

the management of Mr. DeLarmarter. In
of General Manager Louis J. DeLamarter

part, the committee says of Grand Rapids in his co -operativeendeavor in enlisting the

and the property :
hearty support of the officers and members

“ This is a comparatively small city prop of the Local in making the property a great

erty in an industrial community of about success, is presented a letter from the Local

160,000 population, the class of city in to Mr. DeLamarter , which is as follows:

which the effects of automobile competition “ Mr. L. J. Delamarter,

are felt the strongest. It is among railway Vice - President and General Manager

properties of this size that there is shown Grand Rapids Railroad Company ,

a serious dropping off of revenues in many Grand Rapids , Mich .

cities. Nevertheless , the property entered “ Dear Mr. DeLamarter :

in this competition has received national and “ We, the officers and members of Division

even international attention by railway men , 836 , congratulate you andthe Grand Rapids

by the technical press and by the news Railroad Company for the opportunity

papers, not only of its own city . but in given us all in winning the Coffin Award.

many very much larger cities throughout “ We realize it was only through the efforts

the country.

of you , Mr, Delamarter, that this was made

“ The practices and accomplishments of possible, and we again congratulate and

this property have had a widespread in .
thank you .
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" Very truly yours, at law ; for the purpose of determining such

“ CLAUDE W. FISHER , jurisdiction, nothing shall be held to be

President of Division No. 836 , property unless it is tangible and trans

Amalgamated Association of Street ferable , and all laws and parts of laws in

and Electric Railway Employees of consistent herewith are hereby repealed.”

America ." The bill has also been presented to the

The above shows the high affiliation be House of Representatives by Congressman

tween the management of the Grand LaGuardia ofNew York. Senator Shipstead

Rapids Railroad Company and the officers supports the bill as follows:

and members of Division No. 836 of the * If these 47 words are approved by

Amalgamated Association . Congress and signed by the President,

In previous years this Coffin Award has Federal judges are notified that the law

been won by the Pittsburgh Railways making branch of our government, acting

Company, the property upon which is em under the Federal Constitution, has taken

ployed the members of Division No. 85 , from the courts the power to issue in.

and the Chicago , North Shore & Milwaukee junctions except in cases where property or

Railroad , upon which property is employed property rights are involved," said Senator

the membership of Division No. 900 of the Shipstead.

A. A. of S. and E , R. E. of A. "The question of what is property or a

property right can easily be answered if it

INJUNCTION WRIT NOT BASED is subjected to this test : ' Is it tangible ;

ON LAW
is it transferable' ?

“ The power of labor is not tangible, be

New York, N. Y.-The increasing use of cause it includes memory, understanding

the injunction in labor disputes willprovoke
and will . These elements distinguish the

" a conflict of such magnitude as is likely
human being from every other factor in

to affect our entire social, political and in
industry. Neither is the power to labor a

dustrial order ," said Matthew Woll , A. F.
thing that can be transferred , for if such

of L. vice-president, in an address at the werethe case man would notown himself. "

National Cívic Federation meeting. “ Heretofore," continued Senator Ship

The trade unionist called for a curb upon stead, “ Congress has permitted equity

the equity power of courts, which have courts to issue injunctions in labor disputes

" arrogated to themselves authority never
and has trusted to the moods of these

intended to be exercised by this process .' judges to exercise their power in a benevo.

He urged amendment or repeal of the
lent fashion . It should be clear that such

Sherman anti-trust law and Clayton amend power can not be entrusted to any man if

ments under which , he said , combinations we believe in governmentby law . '

of business and farming enterprises are per

mitted, but trade unions are prosecuted .
UNION LABOR LIFE PLANS

“Employers conspiring to oppress or de
SAMUEL GOMPERS MONTH

press their workers find the equity courts a

ready means of using the power of the Washington, D. C .-- Matthew Woll , presi.

state to carry out their designs," said Mr. dent of The Union Labor Life Insurance

" In too many instances they are Company, announces thatthe Company has

actively promoting discord to give apparent designated January , 1928, as SAMUEL

cause for the use of the injunction writ . GOMPERS MONTH as a tribute to the

are confronted with the
first president of the American Federation

appalling attempt being made in this city of Labor.

to enjoin 3,000,000 workers by the applica The field force of the Company during

tion of a single injunction. If this attempt this month will make a special drive for

is successful it will stamp the entire Ameri five million dollars of insurance in memory

can labor movement as an illegal conspiracy. of Mr. Gompers, who was a firm believer

And for what ? Merely to enforce a work in life insurance.

contract that the employer has forced upon Mr. Gompers was born in London, Jan

the employe and which is so iniquitous as uary 27, 1850, and came to this country in

to shock the moral conscience of the people 1863. Practically his entire life was devoted

when its full effect is understood , regard to the advancement of the welfare of the

less of whether it will affect the conscience wage earner .

of this particular court to which the workers When the problem of sound life insurance

must now look for justice ." benefits for trade unions was under con

sideration , Mr. Gompers did everything in

SENATOR SHIPSTEAD RE-INTRODUCES his power to help the committee complete

INJUNCTION CONTROL BILL plans for Labor's own company: Unfor

tunately , he did not live to see the institu

Senator Shipstead has again presented to tion in operation .

the U. S. Senatethe bill he introduced in Never in the history of American trade

the former session of the Senate, his in unionism has there been a tribute to an

junction limitingbill , which, if adopted and individual like that planned by the Union

approved by the vetoing powers of the
Labor Life.

V. s., thePresident and FederalJudiciary, No finer tribute could be paid to the

will provide as follows:
memory of Mr. Gompers than to follow in

" Equity courtsshall have jurisdiction to a practical way his teachings and ideals

protect property when there is no remedy always the protection of the wage earner

Woll.

" And now we
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and his family. Every American trade These figures are a strong announcement

unionist can participate in SAMUEL of the importance of the organization of

GOMPERS MONTH. wage workers.

Matthew Woll, in appealing to members The Des Moines City Railway of Des

of organized labor to do theirpart in mak Moines , Iowa , has again passed into the

ing SAMUEL GOMPERS MONTH a suc hands of a receivership . This resulted from

cess , says :
a demand of the bondholders. The Com

“ Samuel Gompers is the Atlas of the
pany holds that the operation of the prop

labor world. The organized labor move

erty during the year 1927 showed a deficit

ment in America, as it stands today , rests of about $ 130,000. The Company is

upon the shoulders he gave to sustain the
operating under a franchise granted in

burden.
1921 .

“ Union Labor Life represents the direct
It is at present difficult to con

template what the result of the receivership
action of one of his most cherished dreams.

may be . Upon this property is employed

It affords an opportunity for every worker the members of Division No. 441 of the

to protect the future of his family in a
A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., which

manner in which he can do it out of his
Local holds a long -term agreement with the

wages. It is a direct and effective attack
employing property that prohibits the opera

upon the most dreadful form of poverty . tion of one-man cars and upon which pro

It eliminates helplessness from the widows

and the orphans and substitutes strength,
hibitory provision of the agreement the

“ We call upon all organized labor, in
members of the Local have stood adamant.

honor to the name and work of the As the property was placed in receivership,

greatest
Federal Judge Martin J. Wade issued an

man Labor has produced in order giving the receivers full power to

America, to participate in Union Labor terminate or suspend the agreement held

Life's SAMUEL GOMPERS MONTH ."

by the employes with the employing

OLD AGE DEPENDENCY
property.

Disbursements from the Death, Disability and Olp

Age Benefit Fund during the month of October, 1927

The National Civic Federation has issued were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows :

Death Benefits
a bulletin , setting forth that the Industrial Detroit Trust Co. , administrator of estate of

Welfare Department of that organization deceased , for beneficiary, death claim of

has made a study of old age dependency . Clyde Brooks, deceased , late member of

'The statement deals with those of the U. S.
Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich.; cause, Sarcoma
of Brain . $800.00

population advanced to sixty - five years of Mrs. Nellie Axe, beneficiary, death claimof

age or over. Dan Axe , deceased, late member of Div .

No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .; cause, Post-opera
The actuary data on life supplies the tive Shock 400.00

estimate that of the entire population of the P. J. McGrath , financial secretary and treas

United States , 4.6 per cent are of the urer of Div. No. 85 , for beneficiaries, death

claim of Michael George, deceased , late
age of sixty -five years or over . Of a popu meinber of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .;
lation of 115,000,000 people of all ages, cause , Cerebral Apoplexy . 800.00

from infants to the oldest, this means that Angela Lunz , beneficiary, death claim of

Michael Lunz, deceased, late member of
there are of the United States population , Div. No, 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause, Acci

approximately 5,300,000 who have passed dent-Struck by taxi-cab while on duty as

their sixty - fifth birthday.
motorman , causing Fractured Skull . 800.00

Mrs. Bertha M. Clawson, beneficiary, death
The statement issued from the survey of claim of James T. Clawson, deceased, late

the National Civic Federation shows that member of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.;

29 % 2 per cent of those canvassed cause , Fractured Skull and Crushed Chestwere
from airplane accident ... 100.00

propertyless. To apply this to the 5,300 , Mrs. Alma B. Aheimer , beneficiary, death

000 who have passed their sixty -fifth birth claim of John F, Aheimer, deceased, late

day , it means that 1,563,500 of the citizens
meinber of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa .;

cause , Shock and Hemorrhage following
of the United States sixty - five years of age Fracture of both Femurs, being crushed

and over are really poverty stricken - de between street car and a building when car

jumped track—Accident .. 800.00
pendents. Some of these propertyless old

Mrs. Sophia Strengoski, beneficiary, death
age citizens are at work , earning small claim of Stanley Strengoski, deceased, late

wages - sufficient to bear them along while member of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

in a healthful condition. cause, Shock and Internal Injuries due to
crushed chest, being crushed between street

Based upon the results of the study of car and building when car jumped track
the Civic Federation , as issued in its bulle Accident..

Margaret Pruner, beneficiary , death claim of
tin , it may be fairly estimated that approxi . William Allen Pruner, deceased , late mem

mately 3,200,000 of the 5,300,000 of the ber of Div. No.
99 , Winnipeg , Man.;

United States population that has passed cause, Heart Attack - Coronary Thrombo

the sixty- fifth birthday have assured in

Mary Elizabeth Butterick, beneficiary, death
comes to exceed $ 1,000 per year or are claim of Albert Butterick , deceased , late

owners of property valued in excess of member of Div. No. 569, Edmonton, Alta.;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia
300.00

$5,000 .
Blanche E. Varden, beneficiary, death claim

Study of this question shows that of those of Martin M. Varden , deceased, late mem

who are propertyless or in poverty is em ber of Div . No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y .;

cause , Chronic Interstitial Nephritis and
braced a vast percentage of wage workers Arterio Sclerosis 800.00

who have reached old age, or at least the Daniel Hanley, financial secretary and treas

age of sixty - five years, in various employ urer of Div. No. 518, for benenciary, death

claim of David J. Murphy, deceased , late
ments within which the wage was not to

member of Div . No. 518, San Francisco,

them of the saving possibility . Calif .; cause, Myocarditis ,

800.00

SIS .. 800.00

800.00
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Grace A. Shepherd , beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph H. Shepherd, deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No. 662, Pueblo, Colo .; cause,

Chronic Nephritis... 800.00

Mrs. Agatha Donovan , beneficiary, death

claim of Michael Donovan, deceased , late
member of Div . No. 279 , Ottawa, Ont.;

cause , Myocarditis .... 800.00

William F. Gould, financial secretary of Div.

No. 537, for beneficiaries, death claim of

Henry L. Ufford , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 537, Holyoke , Mass.; cause,

Apoplexy (Cerebral Hemorrhage) 800.00

Mary E. Bourgois, beneficiary, death claim of
Maurice Bourgois , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 717, Manchester, N. H .; cause,
Endocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Delphine Loup Ybos, beneficiary, death

claim of Louis I. Ybos, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La .;

cause , Carcinoma of Mouth and Tongue ... 800.00

Mrs. Ida L. Baker , beneficiary , deathclaim

of Laurence Baker , deceased , late member
of Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La.; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Margaret T. Burns, beneficiary, death claim

of John E. Burns, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y .; cause ,
Accidental Drowning . 250.00

J. B. McGee, beneficiary, death claim of
William Pleasant McGee, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 558, Shreveport, La .;

cause, Being . Shot-Traumatism by Fire
arms (Homicide) . 700.00

Marie Schrimpl, power of attorney for bene

ficiary , death claim of John Walsh, de
ceased, late member of Div. No. 241 .

Chicago, Ill.; cause . General Paralysis of

the Insane .. 800.00

Mrs. Mathea Foss, beneficiary, death claim

of Nells Foss (Niles) , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Chronic Interstitial Nephritis ani Chronic

Myocarditis .. 800.00

Mrs. Rosie L. Davis, beneficiary, death claim

of C. H. Davis, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 713, Memphis, Tenn.; cause,

Chronic Glomerulonepbritis and Uremia .. 800.00

Mrs. F. S. Godman, beneficiary , death claim

of P. S. Godman, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 577, Augusta , Ga.; cause, Cere
bral Hemorrhage .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Jones, beneficiary, death claim of

£. R. Jones, deceased, late member of Div.
No. 587 , Seattle, Wash .;cause, Chronic

Myocarditis with Cardiac' Decompensation. 800.00

Gus. J. Bienvenu , financial secretary of Div.

No. 194, for payment of funeral, doctorand

other expenses, death claim of S. W. High,

deceased, late member of Div. No. 194,

New Orleans, La.; cause , Myocarditis and
Decompensation.. 560.00

Mrs. Bridget Noonan , beneficiary, death claim

of Michael Noonan (Noonen ), . deceased,

late member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Pyelocystitis ... 800.00

Mrs. Eliza Gloede, beneficiary, death claim of

Fred Gloede, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 241, Chicago , I11.; cause , Chronic Myo

carditis and Arterio Sclerosis , 800.00

Newton Stewart, beneficiary, death claim of

Zella Stewart, deceased,late member of
Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; causo, Pulmo.

nary Tuberculosis . 150.00

Wm. 'S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph Grasela, deceased, latemember of

Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Thermic
Fever and Chronic Myocarditis . 500.00

Mrs. Barbara S. Montgomery, beneficiary,

death claim of John Montgomery, deceased,
late member of Div . No. 589 , Boston,

Mass .; cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Mrs. Ellen Thomas, beneficiary, death claim

of Louis Thomas, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass .; cause ,

Organic Disease of the Heart ( Aortic In

sufficiency) . 800.00

Mrs. Marion Graves, beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph P. Graves , deceased, latemember

of Div. No. 620 , Framingham , Mass .;

cause , Arterio Sclerosis, Enlarged Heart,

CerebralHemorrhageand Renal Sclerosis 800.00

Mss.. Josephine Widua , beneficiary, death

claimofM. Widua, deceased, late member

of Div, No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis... 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim

of William A. Haho , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Apo

plexy. Paralysis of Right Side and Edema

of Lungs. 800.00

Mrs. Malwina Bach, beneficiary, death claim

of Hugo Bach. deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Hem

orrhage from Ulcer of Stomach , probably

Cancer 800.00

Clara McConnell and Albert McConnell, bene

ficiaries , death claim of Hy. J. McConnell,

deceased , late member of Div . No. 194,

New Orleans, La.; cause, Chronic Inter
stitial Nephritis .. 100.00

Abe L. Spradling , financial secretary -treasurer

of Div . No. 627, for payment of funeral

and other expenses, death claim of Andy

Helferich, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 627. Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause, Pulmo

nary Tuberculosis and Hemorrhage... 600.00

Florence H. Hooper, benenciary , death claim

of Herbert E. Hooper, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 714, Portland, Maine;

cause, Angina pectoris (Heart Trouble) .... 800.00

Emma Schmuel , beneficiary, death claim of
William Schmuel, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 900 , Highwood, Ill.; cause, Myo

cardial Degeneration with Insufficienc' . 50.00

Cecylia Stelter, beneficiary, death claim of
Michael Stelter , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 900, High wood , Ill .; cause, Apo

plexy .. 200.00

Dorothy Klockziem , beneficiary. death claim
of William Klockziem ,deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 900, Highwood, Ill .; cause,

Obstruction of Bowel ... 250.00

Mrs. Cora Rose, beneficiary , death claim of

John Edward Rose, deceased ,late member

of Div . No. 822, Paterson , N. J.; cause,

Pernicious Anaemia .... 800.00

Mrs. Louise S. Cowart Weber, beneficiary,
death claim of Edward T. Cowart , deceased,

late member of Div. No. 194, New Orleans,

La.; cause , Acute Cardiac Dilatation ,

Chronic Hepatitis and Chronic Nephritis . , 800,00

Lewis Parker, financial secretary of Div. No.

741 , for beneficiary, death claim of Arthur

Murrison , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 741 , London , Ont.; cause , Cardiac De

compensation due to Aortic Stenosis and

Regurgitation .. 800.00

Owen Lynch , financial secretary of Div . No.

580, for beneficiaries, death claim of Frank

Felt , deceased , late member of Div . No.

580, Syracuse, N. Y .; cause , Meningitis,

Pneumonia and Diabetes .. 800.00

Mrs. Lena Wood, beneficiary, death claim of
Fred Wood , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Carcinoma of

Liver .. 50.00

Mrs. Cecelia Burns, beneficiary, death claim

of Patrick Burns, deceased, late member of

Div . No , 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Carci

noma of Bladder.. 800.00

Mrs. Louise Gasser,beneficiary, death claim

of Jacob Gasser, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill .; cause, Organic

Heart Disease .. 800.00

Mrs. CarlaSilke, beneficiary , death claim of

William T. Silke, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Fracture

of Neck and Strangulation due to hanging

-Suicide . 800.00

Nettie Crawford, beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas Crawford, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause,

Lobar Pneumonia 500.00

Nellie C. Eddins, beneficiary , death claim of

Charles R. Edding, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause,

Tuberculosis ... 600.00

Felix Hammer, beneficiary , death claim of

Jerome Hammer, deceased , late member of

Div, No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 800.00

Mrs. Nora Lane, beneficiary, death claim of

Mark Lane , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 589. Boston , Mass .; cause , Cancer of
Transverse Colon .... 800.00

Maggie Naomi Watson , beneficiary, death

claim of William L. Watson , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 113 , Toronto , Ont.;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage and Arterio

Sclerosis . 800.00

Mrs. Carrie Neuteling. beneficiary, death

claim of Peter Neutzling, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 103, Wheeling , West
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Va.; cause , Asthma and Chronic Hyper

tension 800.00

Mrs. Sarah Harrison Bellemare, beneficiary,

death claim of W. Bellemare, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 790 , Montreal, Quebec ;

cause, Intestinal Sarcoma. 250.00

Elizabeth Bailey , beneficiary , death claim of
John Bailey , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 448, Springfield, Mass.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage. 800.00

C. E. Bostwick, guardian of minor beneficiary.

death claim of Harry Fowlkes, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 770 , Mobile, Ala .;

cause, Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 500.00

Roy. Shaffer, financial secretary - treasurer of
Div. No. 847, to be applied on bill of

funeral expenses , death claim of Charles B.

Smith , deceased , late member of Div. No.

847, St. Joseph , Mo.; cause , Apoplexy .. 100.00

Mrs. Emma Morgan, beneficiary, death claim

of D. W. Morgan , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 725, Birmingham, Aal.; cause,

Homicide-Gunshot wounds of Chest . 100.00

Mrs. Belle Michel, beneficiary, death claim of

Peter Michel, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 757, Portland , Oregon ; cause,

Occlusion of the Posterior Coronary Artery

and Chronic Intestitial Nephritis ... 100.00

L.P. Shaw , beneficiary, deathclaim of Frank

Shaw, deceased , late member of Div. No.

669, Auburn, N. Y.; cause , Chronic Nephri
tis and Cardiac Decompensation.. 800.00

Mrs. Martha Burden, beneficiary, death claim
of Harrison L. Burden, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 697 , Toledo, Ohio ; cause,

Angina Pectoris . 800.00

William F. Fitzgerald, executor of will of de
ceased for beneficiary , death claim of

Maurice Fitzgerald , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause,

Carcinoma of Prostate and Myocarditis.. 800.00

Annie Rhodes, beneficiary, death claim of

John Rhodes, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Elec

tric Street Car accident in which he re

ceived Crushed Skull . 800.00

Mrs. Mary Leahy, beneficiary, death claim of

John F. Leahy, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Lobar

Pneumonia . 800.00

Thos. W. Strauss , administrator of estate of

deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

M. E. Kaox, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio ; cause , Pulmonary
Tuberculosis .. 800.00

Nellie Moriarty, beneficiary, death claim of

James J. Moriarty, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 518, San Francisco , Cal .; cause ,

Accident - Crushed between two street cars,
causing Shock and Hemorrhage following

crushing of both Legs , Thighs and Pelvis .. 800.00

W. M. Rea, financial secretary of Div . No.

268, for beneficiaries, death claim of John P.
Burt, deceased , late member of Div. No.

268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause , Cirrhosis of

Liver . 500.00

Charles D. Savercool and Harwood H. Mark

land, executors of will ofdeceased for bene

ficiary, death claim of George H. Tapling,

deceased, late member of Div. No. 580,

Syracuse, N. Y .; cause, Perinephretic Ab.

scess and Multiple Abscesses of both Lungs 800.00
Ellen Topping. beneficiary , death claim of

George B. Topping, deceased late member

of Div . No. 618 , Providence, R. I.; cause ,
Cardio Renal Disease and Chronic Inter

stitial Nephritis ..
800.00

L. A. Wagner, beneficiary, death claim of

Theophilus Wagner, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Or

ganic Heart Disease . 100.00

Mrs. Margaret Groark , beneficiary, death

claim of Martin Groark , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 308 , Chicago, I11 .;

cause, Accident-Shock and Hemorrhage
due to external violence from automobile

accident
250.00

May Kast Nurden , beneficiary, death claim of

William Nurden , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 282, Rochester, N. Y .; cause ,
Chronic Valvular Heart Disease 800.00

O. E. White, financial secretary and treasurer

of Div. No. 416 , for beneficiary , death

claim of Andrew Ott, deceased, late mem .
ber of Div . No. 416, Peoria , Ill .; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage : 700.00

Allie Lou Brown, beneficiary, death claim of

L. L. Brown, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 517, Gary, Ind.; cause , Accident - Skull

Fracture received when automobile he was

driving struck curbing of viaduct........ 250.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 241 , for beneficiary , death claim

of Martin Finn, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, Chronic

Interstitial Nephritis .... 800.00

Mrs. Mary Delguidice, beneficiary, death

claim of Ross Belguidice (Delgindice ), de
ceased , late member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill.; cause, Ruptured Appendix

Shock .. 700.00

Mrs. Mary Proctor, beneficiary, death claim

of Harry . R. Proctor, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis and Diabetes. 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Daly , beneficiary , death claim

of Timothy Daly ,deceased ,late member of

Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill.; cause, Intesti

nal Obstruction . 800.00

Giacinta Lalli, beneficiary, death claim of

Mareno Lalli, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 168, Scranton , Pa.; cause , Acute

Appendicitis and Peritonitis ..
800.00

Mamie A. Collingridge, beneficiary, death

claim of W.. Collingridge, deceased ,late

member of Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage .
800.00

Mrs. Anastasia Duffy , beneficiary, death claim

of William H. Dufy, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 174, Fall River, Mass .;

cause, Nephritis . 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary-treasures of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Helen H. Kennedy , deceased, late mem
ber of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Addison's Disease .. 800.00

Marion Hall, beneficiary, death claim of

Andrew W.Hall, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 240, Chelsea, Mass.; cause, Senile
Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Mrs. Nancy Ellen McKeen, beneficiary, death

claim of J. F. McKeen , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 103, Wheeling. West Va.;

cause , Acute Cardiac Decompensation ....
800.00

Nettie Odorisio , beneficiary, death claim of
Joseph Odorisio , deceased, latemember of

Div . No. 880, Camden , N. J.; cause, Meta

static Carcinoma..

Laura J. Landpherd, beneficiary, death claim

of Fred L. Landpherd , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause,

Arterio Sclerosis and Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Mary L. Olsen , beneficiary , death claim of

Carl T. Olsen, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause, Chronic

Myocarditis .

Daniel J. McGrath, administrator of estate of

deceased for beneficiary. death claim of
Joseph Connolly. deceased , late member of

Div .No.589,Boston , Mass.; cause, Pyloric

Obstruction .. 250.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary , death claim

of G. De Piano, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Organic
Heart Disease .. 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary - treasurer of

Div . No. 241 , for beneficiaries, death claim

of Patrick McNamara, deceased, late mem .

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis .
300.00

Mrs. Alice Robinson, beneficiary, death claim

of David D. Robinson, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill.; cause,
Cerebral Hemorrahge... 800.00

Gussine Simons, beneficiary, death claim of

Nathan Simons , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 281 , New Haven, Conn .; cause,

Suicide by Gas, was melancholy through
illness . 800.00

Mrs. Alice L. King, beneficiary , death claim

of.Jady King. deceased , late member of
Div . No. 725. Birmingham, Ala.; cause,

Meningitis .

Mrs. Chester Raught , beneficiary, death claim

of Chester Raught, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 506 , Rensselaer, N. Y.; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis and Chronic Nephritis 800.00

W.W. Johnston , financial secretary and treas
urer of Div. No. 280, for beneficiaries,death

claim of Thomas McNerney, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 280, Lowell, Mass.;
cause, Uremia ..

800,00

Mary Tunno, beneficiary. death claim of
Francisco Tunno , deceased , late member of
Div . No. 757, Portland , Ore .; cause, Un

600.00

800.00

100.00
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sis .

determined - Possibly Brain Tumor or Ab

scesses . 800.00

Ellen Harris, beneficiary , death claim of Henry

Harris, deceased, late member of Div . No.

623, Buffalo , N. Y.; cause, Arterio Sclero

800.00

Mrs. Augusta Noon , beneficiary, death claim

of Thomas B. Noon , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Septi

cemia .. 800.00

Edith C. Squire, executrix of will of deceased

for beneficiary, death claim of George D.

Coburn , deceased , late member of Div. No.

589, Boston , Mass .; cause , Arterio Sclerosis 800.00

Frank Ludwig, beneficiary . death claim of

Gustav L. Ludwig , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 228. Joliet, 111 .; cause, Strangu

lation with suicidal intent, by hanging .. 100.00

Disability Benefits

Leon P. Hill , member of Div. No. 282 ,

Rochester, N. Y.; cause. Accident - Broken

Pelvis, Broken Hip . Injured Knee and other

injuries, caused by accident while working

as motorman when his car collided with a

truck . 800.00

Thomas G. Reynolds, member of Div. No.

113 , Toronto , Ont. , cause, Accident-While

carrying large coal scuttle to replenish

supply of coal on car , injured his back ,

which caused total disability 800.00

Old Age Benefits

Patrick J. Dwyer, member of Div . No. 132 ,

Troy, N. Y.... 800.00

Michael R. Kelley , member of Div. No. 26,

Detroit , Mich .. 800.00

Henry A. Taber, member of Div. No. 253 ,

Quincy, Mass.. 800.00

G. F. Eichele, member of Div. No. 268.

Cleveland , Ohio . 800.00

J. D. Crane, member of Div. No. 113,

Toronto , Ont.. 800.00

Owen Lapham , member of Div . No. 26,

Detroit, Mich .. 800.00
Walter Smith , member of Div . No. 476 ,

Norwalk , Conn .. 800.00

Florence Disher for Walter Disher, member

of Div. No. 109 , Victoria , B. C. 800.00

John Carrig, member of Div. No. 281, New
Haven, Conn . 800.00

Michael Joseph Barrett , member of Div. No.

19 , Colorado Springs, Colo.. 800.0

George A. Mills, member of Div. No. 382 ,

Salt Lake City , Utah . 800.00

Charles Thompson , member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill . 800.00

Total $ 77,410.00

In Memoria m

By Div. No. 839, Newark, Ohio and share with them in their sad bereavement ; and ,
be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions
be sent to his bereaved wife and family , a copy sent
to the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach

Operator for publication, and that they be spreadonour minutes.

W. TURNER , Rec . Secy. ,

E. F. FOX , President .

December 18 .

By Division No. 580, Syracuse , N. Y.

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His supreme

power and wisdom , has removed from our midst

our beloved brother, James C. Burgett ; and
Whereas: We deeply feel that we have lost a

true, loyal and beloved member, and that words

cannot express the grief of his loved ones , but we

believe that it will be a consolation for them to

know that we are profoundly saddened by the un

timely passing of our brother; therefore, be it
Resolved : That the members of Division No.

839 , of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , extend

to the bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy, and
that these resolutions be entered upon the minutes

of our Local; be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our, departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, and acopy of these resolu

tions be sent to the bereaved widow and that they

be published in the Motorman and Conductor.
December 10.

J. F. LEEDY,

H. N. SNELLING ,

P. P. ARMENTROUT,

Committee.

to our

Whereas : Almighty God , in His infinite power

and wisdom , has called to his eternal home our

beloved brother, Edward Galligan , in whose death

we have lost a true and honest brother and his
wife and children a faithful husband and loving

father ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 580

extend the widow and children sincere

sympathy , and share with them in their bereave
ment; and , be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days and the members stand in
silence for one minute, a copy of these resolutions

be sent to the bereaved family. spread on the

minutes and published in the Motorman, Conductor

and Motor Coach Operator.
December 27 .

OWEN LYNCH,

WM . MCGUIRE,

THOS . J. VAN ÉTTEN , Committee .

By Div. No. 857, Green Bay, Wis.

By Division No. 109, Victoria , B. C.

Whereas: Almighty God , in His supreme power

and wisdom , hasseenfit to remove from our midst
our beloved brother , Cyrus LaPlant; and

Whereas: We bow in humble submission to Him

who knoweth best, yet we feel it will be consoling

to his bereaved widow and ily to know that

faithful friendsandbrothers extend to them their

heartfelt sympathy; therefore, be it
Resolved : That, as a mark of respect to our

true and beloved brother, we drape our charter

for a period of thirty days ; that a copy ofthis
resolution be sent to thebereaved family; that it

be published in the Motorman and Conductor and
entered on the minutes of our meeting . '

December 7th , 1927 .

NICK LISTEL , Pres .,

J. VANLANGENDON, Secy.

By Division No. 109, Victoria , B. C.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom . has called to his eternalhome

our late brother, Robert Campbell, in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal brother, his wife and

family a loving husband and father and the com

pany an efficient and faithful employe ; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 109

extend to his wife and family our sincere sympathy

and share with them in their bereavement ; and, bé
it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days and copies of these resolutions

be spread on our minutes, sent to the bereaved wife
and family, and published in the Motorman, Con.

ductor and Motor Coach Operator.

W.TURNER ," Rec. Secy. ,

E. F. FOX , President.

December 18 .

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom , has called to his eternal home

purlate brother , Walter Disher, in whose death we

have lost a true and loyal brother, his wife and

family a lovinghusbandand father , and the com

pany an efficient and faithful employe; therefore ,

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 109

extend to his wife and family our sincere sympathy

be it
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seventh term as financial secretary -treasurer

of Division 518. His re-election shows the

intense appreciation of the membership of

the genuine devotion of Brother Hanley to

the interests of Division 518 and the

American Labor Movement in general.

Division 518 is one of the most advanced

Locals in the Association . The wage paid

the members is 75 cents per hour, with time

and one-half for overtime, and with an

eight-hour service day established. Old

Division 518 will continue its progress.

2

FINANCIAL SECRETARY - TREASURER

DANIEL HANLEY

Division 518, San Francisco , Cal .

CUIUS

FEDERAL COURT PENALIZES INNOCENT MEN

Indianapolis, Ind . - Division No. 976 is still in

existence and wishthe Amalgamated Association in

general to know that we do exist.

Amongtheunfortunate features of the life of this

Local, which bears a degree of sorrow to every

member, is the fact that today, as I am writing

this news letter , the two brothers who assisted us

in organizing with a purpose of advancing our wages

and working conditionsand resource for a happier

life , are imprisoned in the Marion County jail here

in Indianapolis . Those two men are Vice-Presidents

John M. Parker, of Niagara Falls, Ont., and Robert
B. Armstrong, of St. Louis, Mo. With them is

Brother Edgar Day, of Division No. 976 . We are

hopeful that there may besome meansby which
the International Association may relieve those

brothers from continuing in the service of their

ninety days' imprisonment, on the charge of vio
lating an injunction issued by Judge Robert C.
Baltzell , of the Indiana District Federal Court. We

know that these brothers are unjustly imprisoned.
They are not criminals . Neither did they violate
the injunction .

The employes working upon the Indianapolis Street

Railwaycannot failto know that the endeavors of

these men actually did result in an increase of 3
cents per hour in wages to them. This makes the

minimum rate to the first year service men 40 cents

per hour, with one cent per hour added for each

year, until after they work five years, when they

are placed upon the 45 cents per hour rate.
As our

boys think of this 3 cents per hour increase, they

can also think of the men in the pen, whose efforts

brought to them that increase of 3 cents per hour,

Manyofthe men on the cars appreciate this and

are actual members of Division No. 976 .

Brother James P. Greene, last January, petitioned

the management of thecompany to replace the men

who had not been replaced who were locked out.

The company refused this, and he carried his

grievances, which included a petition for an increase

in wages , to the Public_Service Commission. The

award granted by this Public Service Commission,

that served as an arbitration board , carried with it

3 cents per hour increase in wages and a recom

mendation that the men who were yet locked out

be reinstated. The Commission also ruled that the

employes, under their " master and servant" agree

ment, Section 2 thereof, were entitled to be members

of a labor organization without discrimination.

Applications were madeby the lockedoutmen for

re-employment, but the companyignored the Com

mission's recommendation andrefused to reinstate
those men.

On a later date, evidently feeling that the wages
were yet too low and that certain changes should be

made, such as pay for reporting time,reduction of
the five-year periodto reach the maximum wage.
and time and one-half for overtimeand extra work

done by regular men , and recognizing that the com
pany was not giving heed to the recommendation

of the Commission , it seems that Brother Greene,
representing many of the street car men who were
actually working and the multitude of those locked

our, presented further grievances to the company.
but the company ignored these grievances and they
standnowsubmittedto the Public Service Commis:
sion for its consideration.

We expect this case will

be tried early. It has now been delayed many

weeks.

Among the historical Locals of the Asso

ciation_exists Division 518, San Francisco ,

Cal . This Local embraces the employes of

the municipally owned and operated street
railway of San Francisco. This Local

sprang from old Division 205, that existed

the United Railroad porperty until

locked out in 1907, when the members, led

by late G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius,

launched a plan for municipal ownership, to

include the Geary Street system that served

as a basis for establishing municipally

owned and operated roads. Brother Daniel

Hanley, whose picture is given above, was

one of those early pioneers who, in this

way, contributed his bit to maintain organ

ized labor on the street railway properties of

San Francisco . Brother Hanley started

work as a motorman on the United Rail

road in 1904. Following unsuccessful en

deavor to increase wages in 1907 and main

tain old Division 205 on the property,

Brother Hanley worked for the California

Street Cable R. R. and later entered work

on the municipal property . He has now

completed twenty-one years as a motor

man. His family comprises himself, a most

charming wife and four children. A slogan

of Division 518, used by the majority of

the members, "Why change," resulted in

Brother Hanley being re - elected for his

on
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Brother Morford announces thearrival of an eight

pound motorman in his home . Cigars are in order ,
Brother Morford , and you are entitled to congratu

lations .

As retiring vice-president and correspondent , I

wish the officers and members of Division No. 518

and their families a Happy and Prosperous New

Year. This is also extended on behalf of Division

No. 518 to the entire membership of the Amalga.

mated Association .

-Cor. 518 .

INSTALL NEW OFFICERS

are :

Fortunately, we have a very good secretary , who

has stood by us and is helping to maintain the

organization. In Brother E. W. Euliss , our vice

president, we have a man who is intensely earnest

in contributing to the maintaining of the organiza

tion . Brother Euliss, of course , is employed in other

employment, but he attends every meeting ,
Our president is Brother Burnett Miller, who

also attends each meeting . Our business agent and

executive board member of those members employed

upon the property is Brother James F. Greene, who
is a practical business man and who has contributed

much to the advancement of the interests of the
men on the cars, as well as interesting himself in
those who are yet locked out. He is entitled to a

high degree of respect for what he has done for
the Indianapolis street railway men . There are

others I might mention who have been wonderfully
effective in continuing this organization .

Our Trades and Labor Council recently passed a

resolution, petitioning the President of the United

States to pardon Brothers Parker , Armstrong, and
Day . This shows something of the value of the

federation of wage workers in the American Labor
Movement .

I trust that, by the time the February issue of
the M. and C. comes out, I may be able to report

thoroughly on this situation.

I might say here , however, that this endeavor to

organize on the part of the Indianapolis street rail
way employes has resulted in increasing wages , as

I have before stated, for the men now employed by

the company. It has resulted in ameliorating their
conditions in employment . It has resulted in a

decision of the Public Service Commission of Indiana ,

under the so -called " yellow dog ' agreement , that

employes have the right to work on the property and

be members of the Union or not, as they see fit,

and without discrimination , If the decision of the

Indiana Public Service Commission is solidly upon

a formidable foundation, the sixty-four employes who

were dismissed on account of their membership in

the organization , were unjustly dismissed and en

titled to return as employes of the property and

maintain their membership in the Union . . Further,
as the others were told that they would be dis

missed if they maintained their membership in the

Union , and so told by a paid representative of the

employing property, they are also entitled to com

pensation sustained by the injustice of the employ

ing management in discriminating against them be

cause of their membership in the Union .
We wish all members of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation , who have stood well by us in our struggle, a

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

--C . B.

Brantford , Ont.-- Local 685 has not been heard

from for some time, but here goes for a little news . '

We installed officers for the New Year at our last

meeting. Your humble servant , being past presi

dent, had the honor of conducting the installation .
Our new officers President , J. Longhurst;

first vice- president, A. Stanley ; second vice-president ,

J. Arthurs; recording secretary, Leo Hurley; financial

secretary -treasurer, G. H. Gilham ; warden , T. Moon ;

correspondent, F. S. Vinali ;, executive board , C.
Forsyth , F , Vinall and G. Gilham .

Now , brothers, it is up to us to make the year
1928 a real success . The way to do, is to be regular

in your attendance at meetings. Don't leave it to

George . Be there yourself. Your executive Board

have already some interesting work to do . So, be

at the next meeting and hear their report.

Brother J. O'Connor, quite a bridge shark, made

a grand slam recently. He was always a lucky dog.

Now laugh , Jack .

Secretary Leo Hurley is a goodhand with a cross
cut saw. He is anxious to give Brother C. Forsyth

a workout ,

Brothers W. Jones and Hank Johnson are working

spare time and arrangements have been made with
the local fire chief to ring the fire bell at five A. M.

when they are on early shift .

Brother Charles Groves has completed a quarter

of a century with our road . We hope his usefulness

will last another twenty - five years . We all like old

Greasy Face .

Brothers Cocky Westlake and E. Weller are on

the spare list . We call them " gimmes" no more.

They are cured . They are good relief men and

always on the job .

Brother Bert Churchill had much trouble recently

to hoist 134 up South Market Street hill . It is to

be regretted that our Commission could not have

bought good rolling stock instead of those old cast.

offs from Toronto ,

Our new president, J. Longhurst, is not new

the job . He is the oldest platform man onthe road.
We wish him our leader . He is well
qualified and will keep on the straight and

narrow path . He runs on theGrand Valley ,

Brothers Alfred Hunt and George Boughnes are

in the sick list and we hope for their speedy re

covery .

Well, this will do for this time , but I will keep

you interested each month .-- Yours to a cinder ,

F. S. V.

on

success

CLOSING YEAR REGISTERS PROGRESS

as

us

tan , BROTHER ALLEN RE -ELECTED

a

as

San Francisco, Cal .-Division No. 518 has elected

officers for the year 1928, as follows: President,
Edward Vandeleur; vice-president,

Peter Hart;

recording secretary, ' Jack Sherry ; financial secretary

treasurer, Daniel Hanley ; sergeant- at-arms, Johnny

Mannix ; correspondent,August Musante; executive

board , John Casey , William Beasley, George Corco
William

Cummings, John Jacobsen, Henry
Miland, Ed. Porter and William Rice; delegates to

the Labor Council, Edward Vandeleur, John Case,

P : Connolly , E. Hart, N. Kore, John Mooney, Ed.
McAuliffe, Ed. Ottosen and V. Yerriago.

Brother Chris Ward , better known
“ Fat , "

was recently married to an estimable young lady

and is now a resident of the Eureka Valley district.
Our best wishes are extended to them .

Our baseball team, under the
management ofBrother Thomas, is playing fine ball.

Our band, under themanagement of Instructor

Hicks, is a credit to our organization, when one

realizes that some of the members did not know one

note from another a year ago, and today they are

playing popular tunes such as Charmaine. "

President Ed. Vandeleur was successful in a niew

vacation system , which begins January 1st . Our

members will sign up for their vacations according
to seniority .

The hand of Fate has again reached into our

Tanks and taken a true and loyal member, late

Brother John Dougherty, whose certificate of mem
bership dates back to 1902 , then our Local was

known as Division No. 205 .

The year 1927 was progressive to our Local as the
minutes show. Let us resolve to keepour dues paid

and attend the regular meetings of

and discuss our ideas and grievances. our Division

Let this bethe record upon which

may look back at the

Hamilton , Ont.- The annual election of officers
resulted in W. M. Allan being honored with

second term as president of Division 107 , Hamilton

Street Railway Employes' Union . His opponent

was past-president James Mclllwraith .
A surprise

was the defeat of William F. Clark , retiring record

ing -secretary. By a big vote Arthur F. Blackwell
retained the office of financial Secretary . After

E. W. A. O'Dell, general organizer, International

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union , had addressed the

meeting , the members decided to affiliate with the

Hamilton Union Label League, The annual Christ

mas drawing will be conducted on Tuesday, Decem

ber 20th .

The officers elected as follows :
President,William M. Allan; vice- president, J. Burrows (accla .

mation) ; financial secretary, Arthur F. Blackwell ;
recording secretary , W. Leach ; chairman of sick
committee, D. Murphy and F. Walsh ; warden , S.
Groves; conductor, T. Weis (acclamation ); auditors,

J. Burrows, P. Murphy, F. Walsh ; executive com
mittee, W. H. Perrin , J. Ritchie, D. Turnbull and
R. Turnbull;sentinel , V , Gill ( acclamation) ; Trades
and Labor council delegates, A. F. Blackwell, J. T.
Burrows , W.

F. Clark , A , Tillbury, F. Walsh,
V. Gilland R. S. Douglass ; trustees, R. Turnbull ,

F. Anthony; union label league, A. "Tillbury, F.

Walsh.

-Cor. 107

are

close of 1928. we
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man ; J. 0 , Wilson , S. Blair , H. W. Beers and

APPOINTIVE LIFE TERMJUDGESHIP
Billy Walsh and Sheik Collins can be seen going

NOT DEMOCRATIC out together every Wednesday night - the boys are

wondering why.

Battle Creek, Mich.-Well , the Christmas Holi Well, boys, continue your good work by attend

days are about over and 1927 is fast drawing to a ing the meeting as good as you have been doing.

close . Speaking of Christmas should remind us of
Then we can look for another good year. Keep

the true significance of that Day and consequently
your change carriers well filled and leave them in

make each of us a better christian citizen , and put
lockers. Oh , yes, ask McCarthy, Shea, Farin ,

forth our best efforts to play square with our fellow
Guest and several other boys .

man in all forms of personal contact. But , as !
--Cor. 459 ,

have just been reading in the December issue of

the Motorman and Conductor the latest develop
BUSINESS DULL

ments, regarding the incarceration of two of our
International Vice- Presidents , Brothers Parker and Altoona , Pa.-old Division No. 801 is still in ex

Armstrong, in the county jail at Indianapolis , Ind . , istence and in good , live condition . There are not

it certainly seems that some of the various court so many attending meetings as we should like, in
judges are not very much imbued with the Christly cluding myself. Even I have been unable to get to

Spirit . And this incident, as well as many others , the meetings for some little time . However , it was

should serve to awaken organized labor, if it is not reported to me that they are fairly well attended .

already awake, to the absolute necessity of electing Yet everything is going along very nicely at this
the right men to the various state and National season .
offices in an effort to right an existing wrong. This

Some of the boys are out deer and dear hunting.
appointive life term Judgeship is not democratic

Some got deer, but it is believed more easy to catch
and should cease . a dear.
At our December meeting the regular election of

We hear a great many " dear me's."

regret that did not get a " deer."
officers was held and brothers were elected to the

various offices as follows : James Merrill, president;

One of the power plant employes at Tyrone,

whose name starts with an H, during the rabbit
Homer Belch , first vice -president; Frank Wood , season took some kind of an animal for a rabbit

second vice -president ; Wm. Davis, secretary, and whose name starts with sk . There will be more to

treasurer ; Brother Scheinbein, sentinel ; Marion this in my next letter.

Richardson , conductor ; Chas. Larrew, correspondent.

The Battle Creek Federation of Labor, of which

At this time we have made nominations for those

who will run for offices for the year 1928.
It looks

this Local is a member, has recently leased a hall very favorable in the way of the old staff becoming

West Main St. , where all affiliated Locals will re -elected for another year,

meet in the future , and it is sincerely hoped that it Most of our boys are
will prove to be for the good of all concerned .

in good working order.

Brothers Linhart and Gwinn are spending a few

There are not many on the sick list at this time,

days with relatives and friends in Indiana .
but it comprises Brothers Wright and the two

Standards .

It is rumored that the company, " for various
Qur general manager recently placed before usreasons, is contemplating the installation of a com some questions to be answered . Some of the boys

plete bath in the Inspectors Booth at the corner of

Main and Jefferson .
fell down on them , but will likely pick up later .

Weare expecting it .
Wishing all M. & C. readers a Happy and Pros There is not much doing in and about Altoona

perous New Year, I am sincerely yours. at this time .
-Cor. 333 .

Business is rather of a blue cast .

We hope for it to pick up after the first of the year.
Our band, comprising some of our best musicians,

EXTEND SEASON'S GREETINGS are planning a little " swing your partner" entertain
ment . Our band comprises Brothers S, Yeoder,

Bridgeport, Conn.- Local 459 extends the season's H. Klahre, James Owens, Bennie Brannin , L. R.

greetings to all other Divisions of the Amalgamated Moore, Joe Harpster, Uncle Josh, the humdinger,

Association . Once more we report a very success
Robert Smith and Billy McQuigg, the old- time bass

ful year and we hope that the year 1928 will bring drummer. It is a good band.

to us as much luck as we had within the past few In closing, let me say thatwe are all wishing, one

years . All our members can be congratulated in another a Merry Christmasand Happy New Year,

the help they have offered the officers and they will
and take pleasure in extending this to the

continue to do so. International Officers and membershipin general
We held our annual election of officers in De throughout the United States and Canada.

cember . Barney Flanagan was again elected presi.
-Cor . 801 ,

dent, unanimously . John Brown was elected vice

president and , of course, " Honest John " Cody was HOLD NOMINATION MEETING

re - elected to the office of secretary and treasurer.
Sam Strauss was eiected recording secretary. The

other officers elected were the writer, M. J. Clyons .

New Orleans, La .-- Division No. 194, on December

corresponding secretary ; George Parker, sentinal;
14, held a nomination meeting, at which nominations

for officers for the year 1928 made .

and Fred Preuss , recorder. The executive board for attendance numbered over 450 members. It was a

the coming year consists of Bernard Flanagan , chair

man, John Dooley, John Brown, John Hurley , John
usually well attended meeting .

Buckley , Jack Webb and Doc . Wald .
Candidates whohavebeen nominated for office

for the coming year are
as follows: President,

At our last meeting the prize which was offered

to the lucky member for the last several months
Edwin Peyroux; first vice-president, E. A. Veillon;

was finally won by Brother Ludford . Well, boys, we
second vice-president, E. J. Bienvenue ; secretary:

Gus J. Bienvenu ;
start all over again with the $ 5 . It can be said

assistant secretary , R. Wagner;

treasurer , Ed.
without any exaggeration that

Lawrence ; correspondent, Paul J.

this proposition, Durel; conductor, John M. Carbon; warden, John

which was put before the members several months

ago, was one of the best investments ever attempted

H. Koenig ; sentinel, J. Paddock ; grand marshal,

Albert Freyder; central trades and labor council

hy Local 459.

Brother Bill Dorley is again back the job
delegates, E. A. Veillon, OscarPertuit, E. Peyroux.

after being off sick for several days. The boys in
The officers elected will be installed at a meeting

to be held December 28 .
the Silver Slipper missed Bill .

The three Volga Boatmen . Galsky Platt and

Carlson, are waiting for the Spring to set in , so
OFFICERS FOR NEW YEAR

they can take their skiffs out in the sound. What

fishing stories are going to hear this coming Lansing , Mich. At a regular meeting of the

summer . Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Bill Tooth got new station over his radio Employees of America, Local No. 563, held at the

recently . He claims he got Wisscotty. Scotty

Robertson says Bill means Wisconsin .

LaborHall on December 7-8 , the following officers

were elected for the coming year:
The sawdust twins, Farin and Deandrea, held a president; J. 0 . Wilson, vice-president; c. W

big reception at Farin's house over the holidays.

Paddy Walsh danced an old time jig and Hobo

Gregory, ' first recording Secretary , H. Chamberlain,

financial secretary and treasurer ;' H. W. Beers, joint

Smith sang several of the old time songs . A good advisory board member;w . F. Hamilton , second

time was had by all . Boudine does not stay out recording secretary ;

late nights any more, so he could not attend.

W. K. Taylor, second vice

Our basketball team has been going along nicely.
president; A. C. Wheeler, correspondent.

of the executive board are :
So far, we have won seven games and lost none .

Tommy Connors and Deitz are the high scorers of M. Doyle,

the team ,

we

The
were

on

we

a

A. D. Hicks,

Members

A. D. Hicks, chair

Cor. 194.
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wish to thank him for all he did for them during

WILL START CONVENTION FUND Someone has to lose out and this time it was

Charley.

Syracuse, N. Y.- Division No. 580 held the elec One contest that aroused excitement in the elec

tion of officers for the year 1928 on December19th . tion , was that of business agent, between Brothers

Officers elected were as follows: President . William Tom F. Broderick and Peter J. Rooney, Brother

McGinn ; vice -president, Arthur McCann ; second Rooney was the victor by eighteen votes .

vice-president, M. J. Sullivan ; recording secretary . The following are our officers for the year 1928 :

Thomas J. Van Etten ; financial secretary and busi President, Ernest Hansen ; vice -president, Michael A.

ness agent, Owen Lynch ; treasurer, James Barry ; Kane; recording secretary, Percy Dew; financial
secretary and

conductor, Paul Bonner; warden , John Drohan ;
business agent, Peter J. Rooney ;

executive board members, John Collins , John Loftus, treasurer, H. Bailey ; board members, Gates Lane,

Patrick Gahan, William Beeman , Patrick O'Mear William H. Murphy ; Grove Street, Arthur Barrett ;

and M. J. Sullivan ; delegates to the Trades Assem Line Department, Thomas O'Callahan ; Miscellaneous

bly , Owen Lynch , William McGinn, John Drohan , Department, William H. Fitzgerald ; Charlton Divi
Arthur McCann, Neal Crowley, Richard Brereton sion , Joseph Greeley; Uxbridge Division ,Joseph
and John Collins. Murphy; Attleboro Division, Stephen Beaton ; Power

Division No. 580, at the beginning of the year, Department, A. McDermott; joint conference board ,

start a convention fund and we want all members Thomas F. Broderick, Peter J. Rooney and David

to get their shoulder to the wheel and make it a McGrath ; legislative committee, Peter J. Rooney and
Success . Start the fund off right. We have held Thomas F. Broderick ; correspondent, Percy Dew ;

dances before and had a good time. Let's make this sentinels , Charles Towers and Samuel Champayne ;

one a greater and bettertime of them all . wardens, George Upham and Jerry Sweet.

It is reported that when Brother Henry Frank It is with regret that I report on the sick list at

goes after Berrys again, he will wear snow shoes , the Gates Lane Division , Brothers George Glispin ,

that he may not get stuck in the mud and require Alfred Vania , William Lacey, Phil . Powers , Fred

three men to get him out. Davis, Bernard Fields, Alfred Bond , James O'Connor

Brothers Loftus and Herrick bave been instructed and Pete Alger . At the Grove Street Division are

as conductors on the Oneida Line. Brothers John S. O'Brien, Dan Gilmore, James

We hope for the speedy recovery of Brothers Dowling. Frank Rice , Charley Towers and David

Boal, Green, Stillman and Parkhurst, who have McGrath . We wish these brothers a speedy re
been on the sick list for some time. covery

-Cor. 2160-22 .
Our company has installed one-man cars on the

West Gedesee Line. There are now only three two

man car lines left and our company has oneofthe LEE AGAIN TOBE PRESIDENT

largest extra lists in history . So, you regular boys

can get a day off when you want it . Must be Hartford, Conn . - Division No. 425 is still on the

they are looking for snow and bad weather. wap. We recently held an election of officers for

The boys were busyduring the boliday rush .
the coming year. Those elected were : President ,

Well, brothers, this is a newyear andthe officers Thomas V. Lee;vice-president, Thomas F. Murray;

hope to see you all at the meetings. If you can't business agent, Frank O'Meara ; recording secretary ,

come all at once, comeat least each month. Our Wallace J. Gibson ; financial secretary, Daniel M.

meetings are the second and fourth Monday. We Donahue ; treasurer, James P. Hunt; correspondent ,

would like to have the new members come down . Robert L. Lloyd . The executive board includes the

Don't wait until you get in trouble before you see above officers and Edward P. Lawton, Charles H.

the officers .
Be at the meetings . There is room

Bronkie and Prancis R. Everin . State Conference

for all . Let's make this newyear a banner year. Board, Daniel M. Donahue, Francis R. Everin and

Get behind your officers. Don't wait until the first Frank O'Meara.

of May and then want them to do everything in a Brother John Donahue is an old-timer on the

few days. Come on , let's go ! Franklin Ave. Line.

--Div. 580, T. J. V.
Brother William Kinsella is yet on the Franklin

Ave, Line, where he has experienced twenty years

of bis work as a railway man . He knows all theEXPERIENCE CLOSE ELECTION CONTEST
passengers and if some are missing . be always in
quires why and where they are .

Worcester, Mass.-- Division No. 22 wishes to ex Brother Archie Frenette left the vice-president's

tend New Year Greetings to all officers and Locals job and is now on the side lines.

affiliated with the Amalgamated throughout the Brother Charles Drew is certainly a popular

United States and Canada--Prosperity for 1928. motorman,

We are aboutto starton another year , but before Brother Peter Chairizio is the proud father of a
saying au revoir to 1927, I would like to state New son. Congratulations and best wishes.
that the officers during the past year wish to thank Brother Thomas Lee is again with us as president ,
the members for their co -operation and support after a lay -off of several years. We believe he will
during the term.

make a good executive.

In many respects 1927 was unkind to Local 22 . Brother John Lynch has a new son in his family

Many of our loyal brothers have been takenfrom and extend to him and Mrs. Lynch hearty

us by death . Othershavebeen obliged to take up congratulations.

other lines of business through curtailment of --Cor. 425.

service resulting from the advent of busses and one.

man cars and through discontinuance of suburban
EXTEND WISH FOR HAPPY NEW YEAR

lines. la spite of all these setbacks,much has been
done during the past year, which can be labeled Brockton, Mass.-- Division No. 235 has elected

progress for old 22. The company has added fifty officers for the year 1928 and these officers will be

new cars, also several newbusses, besides building installed at a meeting to be held January 16 , in

a dew car house and bus garage the Grove Eagles Hall, Brockton. Those elected were

Street property . These improvementscame during follows: President,W. 0. McGowabi,vice- president,
1927,

C. A. Stiles; recording secretary , E. A. Hazard ;

One other problem that occupied the minds of financial secretary-treasurer, F. H. Wilson ; corre

our members has been the election of officers for spondent, S. G. Þeterson ; conductor, J. 0.Tingley:

1928. December 14 was election day. I wish to warden , H. o. Bumpus; sentinel, Edward Welch ;

inform the members, right here,thatmuch credit is executive board, G, F. Ellis, T. Chisholm , A. L.

due them , because& record vote was cast - practi. Gilbride , H. F. Loring, Edward Welch , D. H.

cally a onehundred per cent vote. Why not call Smalley, Maurice Regan and C. A. McKenney. Ofthis one hundred per cent
attendance at 1928 W.those elected, Brother 0. McGowan, C. A.

Stiles, E. A. Hazard, F. H. Wilson and S. G.
With few exceptions the officers for 1928 are those Peterson were re-elected .

Who will remain in the places they occupied in Brother John Keohane, on a visit to his brother
1927. Brother Dana Hodgkins, for the past few in New York City Thanksgiving Eve, received an

years serving on the Gates Lane Division as board injury to his leg while riding as a passenger in a
member, resigned. The brothers in Gates Lane taxicab . We surely missed Brother Keohane while

he was off duty, but are pleased to report that, ere
his yearsofservice.

Two other members missed this will be read , he will again be on the job.

fromthe board are Brothers CharleyDacey and Brother Joe Maguire is contemplating a haircut,

Bill McCann. Brother McCann represented Charlton to take place the latter part of February.

DivisionforseveralyearsandBrotherDaceyrepre Mrs. Peterson , wife of S. G. Peterson , has given

sented the uniform men in the Grove Street Division Brother Nichols , one of our operators, a new recipe

Brother Dacey's friends wished for cooking prune soup .

tosee him advance onthe Board, but unfortunately We wish everybody & Happy New Year and assure
the job he was seeking was only for one you of more in the next issue. -Cor. 235.

1

we

on as

meetings?

for several years.

man.
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dice

B. Connell , proprietor of the cigar store at 1620

WATCHING IS THE KEY -NOTE central. You should have seen the look Brother

Holt gave him.

Indianapolis, Ind . After reading monthly reports The climax came when Brother Bunch Gallagher

in the Motorman and Conductor from SO many told the joke about the Irishman and the Jew.

Local Organizations throughout the country of great Brother Crozier countered with the joka on the
benefits they have secured in working conditions Scotchman.

and of wages, without working conditions much to Brother Avery Warner made a motion that none

the credit of organization would be lost. Wages shall sleep in the next meeting . Just think what he

are sure to follow with better conditions. In the did himself.

same issues of the M. and C. , reports of " fair Brother Woodley startled them all by the an

attendance at meeting, " " lack of interest, " Brothers nouneement that our banquet embraced a

be a booster and not a slacker, " " assist your officers chicken . Of course George meant roast chicken.

and your organization ," " the bestis not too good, " Brother Culp, all smiles, expressed himself that

“ be a leader and not a follower," " put the pep in he had it all over us by having the express car.

your meeting and officers and not on the streets,' Brother A. Caughill stated that it is more pleasant
some will ask : " Well, well , what is the matter with running alone down to Niagara on a one-man car,

Indianapolis? How are their working conditions and Brother Hugh Hendry had his hair well soaped

wages?" We say they are bad, Why? Because we for the occasion . He said it won't be long dow.

had members staying away, street talkers, gunmen, We assume he meant that Leap Year was near.

sluggers , greasy backs , and there are plenty of them Brother Ellis says that, while he did not become
here yet . When time came to renew our agreement , president , he got the next best office, that of vice
a lock-out was placed against our members who president. Frank takes his defeat like a sport.

would not sign the MASTER and SERVANT con Brother Fred Dunham is authority that he knows
tract, and we are out yet . So , Brother members, about a good time. You should have seen him.

assist your officers and keep your contract. Brother Aleck Egerton claims he missed the roast
Brothers S. M. Subers and F. A. Gootee, of chicken , but says he and Brother P. Mitchell had

California, write of the great climate, but get much to listen all next day to Brother Culp tell of what

pleasure from the M. and C. and hope to know, they missed .

sometime, organization will win here. At our banquet Brother Caughill was asked how
Brother Frank Murphy has been sick but is im he enjoyed himself. He replied that the crowd was

proving at this time, and Brother Fred J. Weber, small, but that they were all there and are stayers
who has been afflicted with palsy, is again able to So, you can look for more from 846.
walk some. -A. C. , Cor.

Members and their families enjoyed a halloween
party at Brother and Mrs. Ray Toms' home. They PRESIDENT PUBLICLY APPEALS

were all dolled up , Brother Geo. T. Layne failed FOR NO ACCIDENTS
to even know his own wife . He said , “ They all

look so much apart , I can not tell them alike , Fall River, Mass.-Divisioa No. 174 has held

Next event was a Christmas party at Brother and election of officers, electing those who will serve the

Mrs. Charles W. Davis ' home. Everybody took a Local for the year 1928 . The election resulted as

present , and they were drawn by the number. No follows: President, John R. Machado ; vice-president,

one was missed and a good time was enjoyed . J. Henrys; financial secretary- treasurer, A. Howard;

Music , games and refreshments and late hour recording secretary , Thomas Fletcher; executive

were indulged in . board, P. Atherton , H. Belanger, C.Estes, J. Henrys
Our next meeting will be December 31st , and will

and G. Ross; auditors, A. Bassett, H. Belanger and
be a watch party at the Brother and Mrs. Samuel 1. Singleton; c . L. U. delegates , J. R. Machado,
T. McBroom home. We will answer with current P. Atherton, T. Fletcher , W. Haggerty and
events at roll call . The evening will be spent in Morris ; correspondent, W. Ogden ; conductor. W.
music, games and refreshments and a watch of the Dube; sentinel, W. Megarry; warden, P. Atherton;

old year passing, and the New Year greeting. hall committee, P. Atherton , X. Caron and W. Dube.

Members of Local 645 extend their sympathy to In our election there were 113 votes cast. IA

Mrs. Joseph Franke and daughter, in their loss of the election of president there was no contest. For

husband and father, Joseph Franke, who was called vice- president BrotherP. Morris, the opposing candi

to his reward November 5th . Brother Franke was date , received 45 votes. For financial secretary-treas.

our oldest member, being 79 years old , and had urer Brother Howard had two contestants. Brother

been a member 14 years, to the day .-Cos. 645 . G. Ross received 41 votes and Brother P. Billemuth

received 20 votes . For recording secretary Brother

DOWN, BUT NOT OUT
W. Wilkinson was the opposing candidate and re:
ceived 45 votes. On the executive board contestants

Brothers W. Guymond, who received 57

St. Catharines , Ont .—The heading of this article votes, and P. Morris, who received 54 votes.

is about the best way I can describe our condition . At a recent meeting Brother Frank O'Keefe, who

Local 846 held a nearly 100 per cent meeting at the has a vacation , was presented with a traveling bag,
Imperial Hotel, Queenstone Street. At this time we combination fountainpenand penciland a smoking

have no particular hall in which to meet and our set by our members. President Jahn R. Machado

membership has reached the grand total of 17 made the presentation speech . Brother O'Keefe

members. The last meeting of Local 846 was was rather overcome, but responded nicely, showing

February 10, 1927 . his appreciation .
It was decided by the officers to hold election of Our president, prior to Christmas week , placed

officers in December and tack on a banquet for letter inthe Herald News, appealing to the people

good measure . The brothers met at the Imperial of our city , to co -operate in making ano-accident

Hotel , the chair being filled by Brother William Christmas this year. I am here giving the letter as

Wilson , president. The regular routine of business it was published :
was conducted with dispatch . Next on the agenda " Editor of the Herald News :
was election of officers and the following were I hope that you can find space in your valu

elected : President, William Wilson; vice-president, able paper to put thisappeal to the people of our

F. Ellis ; recording secretary . A. Crozier ; financial

secretary -treasurer, William A. Holt ; other officers

city to co - operate with the Street Carmen to

make this another no-accident Christmas so every

appointed by the Chair were Auditors A. Culp , body will be happy on Christmas day .

Bunch Gallagher and Avery Warner. minute of carelessness may mean years of regret.

After the storm was over there was another very Let us all be careful.
important item on the program . Brother Holt in " JOHN R. MACHADO, President,

formed the brothers that everything was set for a Div, 174, Carmen's Union.

feed . The members retired to the dining room Brother Machado is the type of president whose

where they heartily enjoyed roast chicken and all service brings benefit to our employing company as

that goes with it to make a real banquet . The well as ourselves .

tables were decorated with flowers for the occasion.

He is a type of president who has

After the boys had done justice to the inner man ,
made our organization one of the best .

it was decided to leave our next time and place of
meeting to the call of the Chair . RENSHAW AGAIN ELECTED PRESIDENT
We wish to note here some tidbits of the banquet :

Brother Jake Farr said that had he known it was

to be such a swell banquet, he would have been

Wilmington, Del. - Through the courtesy of John

there .

Brother Holt threw out the reminder that

Delaware avenue, just across the avenue fromthe

will soon have to audit our books .

car barns and officesof the Delaware Electric Power

In reply to

this . Brother Wilson moved that we hold our next

Company, the annual election of Division No. 842,

meeting in Brother Avery Warner's house , it being

Trolleymen, was held on Thursday from 9 a . m . to

6 D. m.
The ballot used wasAustralian and the

were

One

--Cor. 174 .

we
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you something new, and you will say that some

one has woke up and new life has come back ,

Remember the date, January 26, Thursday night-
snap out of it.

MEMBER BRUTALLY MURDERED

members cast their ballots in a steady stream while

the polls were open . Immediately upon the closing

of the polls the tellers and judge of election began

their work of tallying and counting the vote , with

the result as follows : President, Herbert Renshaw;

vice-president, R. J. Oliver ; recording secretary ,

j. W. Lyons; financial secretary, A. H. King ;
treasurer, F. Wingate ; conductor, W. Stewart;

warden , G. McDowell; sentinel , I. J. Harkins ; press

agent, B. B. Mitchell; ' executive board, J. W. Lyons,

C. G. Hutchinson , J. Hunter, C. Ferguson, G. H.

Hall, Jr., and T. Taylor; delegates to CentralLabor

Union, J. W. Lyons, B. B. Mitchell, R. J. Oliver,

A. H. King, W.J. Hunter, W. Lloyd, and G.

Sebold ; auditing committee, B. B. Mitchell, J. B.
Maxwell, and G. Sebold .

OLD AGREEMENT RENEWED

Toledo, Ohio - Division No. 697 held an election
for officers of 1928. Polling places were at the

different barns. The result of the election was as

follows: President, Seymour Jones ; vice-president ,

William B. Blankenship; financial secretary -treasurer

and business agent, H , Lee Camp; recording, secre

tary, John Melms; conductor, P. P. Pavkovich ;
warden , Joseph Slosser; sentinel , W. J. Hill ; corre

spondent, J. Melms; delegates tothe Central Labor

Union, H. Lee Camp, W. B. Blankenship. C : H.

East , George M. Cook , James Price and William
Wittman ; executive board , Paul Fiedler , C. H.

East , Walter O'Neil and H. W. Brown.

An agreement has been consummated on the basis
of the last year's agreement between Division

No. 697 and the Toledo, Fostoria and Findlay Line.

Brother L. J. Seelman, sick, is improving.

Brother Jake Martin is on the sick list .

Brothers, don't forget that we meet on the second

and fourth Friday of each month . Meetings are

called at 10:30 a. m ., 4:30 p . m. and 7:30 p . m ., at

415 Twelfth Street . Let's all be on hand at these

meetings. It is important to our future progress .

Along this line I am submitting the following :

Are you a lively member,

Or do you just belong ?

Do you merely wear a button,

Just to join the throng ?

Come up to the meetings,

Join in friendly greetings ,

And show you are a member,

Just to help the work along.

Don't be just a joiner,

But work with hand and heart

To show you are not a slacker

And glad to do your part:

It will come back two -fold .

Workers of this calibre

Are worth their weight in gold .

Don't be just dead timber,

Don't say you haven't got the time ;

For you will pass awaysome day

And join that happy throng.

Then you'll ask yourself, "Was I a member,
Or did I just belong? "

-Cor. 697.

Memphis, Tenn.-- Division No. 713 held two en
thusiastic meetings in the month of December. It

was during that month that election of officers took

place. Brother F. Hammer was re -elected president.
Other officers elected were : Vice-president, C. H.

Artman ; financial secretary -treasurer, C , N, F.

Reddick ; recording secretary , A. D. Brown; executive

board, C. H. Artman, A. D.Brown,W.' H. Dett
willer , W. F. Breeden and W. R. Fry ; sentinel,

H. E. Goldman; conductors, C. L, Miney. G. P.

Cash , F. H. Hayes and J. M , Byrnes; delegates to
the Trades and Labor Council, J. M. Byraes , W. H.

Dettwiller, G. A. Fry, J. D. Mathis and C. N. F.
Reddick.

We had a deplorable occurrence December 22 .

Brother R. H. Calvery, one-man car operator, was

shot to death by a bandit, who then robbed him

and escaped with the fare -box and Brother Calvery's

changer. The murderer has not yet been captured.

There is $ 1,000 reward offered for his arrest and

conviction. The membership of Division No. 713

has made an offer of $500 and the company $ 500.

Brother Calvery was a man of unquestionable in

tegrity and a loyal member of our Division , who

will be greatly missed by all . The bereaved widow

and daughter have the sympathy of our membership .

Brothers, J. P. Faulkner., J. L. H. Phillips and

1. B. Parker, old -timers of our Local, have been

confined to their homes, sick , for several weeks .

We hope they will soon again be on the job.

Brothers J. R. James and A. Steed are all smiles
these days. They both tell us it's a boy. Both

families are congratulated .
--Cor. 713.

ASNOW JAND BLIZZARD OPENS NEW YEAR

a
Lansing , Mich. Brother A., D. Hicks is now our

new president. We are all looking forward to

good , prosperous and peaceful year with him at the
head of our Local .

I am certainly glad at the expression of appre
ciation shown me at the time of nomination of

officers. I like to be where I can be of benefit to
others, although it may not be much .

We all had our fun on the last day of the old

year. You all know what streetcasting is in a snow.
storm and blizzard . Well , that's us.

The illustration of Henry Ford is one of a mam

moth business . He had the courage to destroy

machinery equipment amounting to millions, that he
might build something bigger and better. In De

troit, a comparatively recent hotel was torn down ,
that a larger bank building might be erected .

Many people have the courage to destroy, that some

thing bigger and better may arise . We must destroy

out-of -date ideas and viewpoints, replacing them

with those that meet the call of the present times.

The highest spiritual mind is required to build a

strong and dependable character . The process must

be one of continuous destruction , that some finer

and more constructive value may arise .

" To every man there openeth a highway and
lowway.

The high soul climbs the highway, the low soul
gropes the low.

And between the misty flats the rest drift to and fro ,

And every man decideth which wayhis soul shali

Life should begin anew each morning , We should

dress for it with great care, with attention to essen

tial details, and, when oight comes, we shouldlock
the door of the spent day and throw the key away.

When you are about to get mad - angry - just calm

yourself and see how much stronger and better you
are. The mind that is disturbed Dever does its

best . There is nothing that brings serenity like

beauty of some form. The calm mind always

educates. One of the most beautiful statements I

ever heard is what one of the trainmen said , after
he had turned in : " I get so mad out on the line,

sometimes, that I just boil, but when I'm through
work I forget all about what happened ," How
much aicer it would be for everyone if more of us

would do the same - not get mad on the line-but

forget about incidents over which, should we lose

our control, anger or insanity might result.

Happy New Year, boys , to all .

--Cor. 563.

a

MAKE BANNER YEAR

We greet all with the new year and let every one

put the shoulder to the wheel and try and make this
the banner one for Division 537 .

Let's all work hard and all members attend the

meetings, so we may make the meetings more inter

esting,and we all may make new ideas and bring
something that will be worth while, and get new

life. Get outto yourmeetings before something, is
put over that will cause you to ask : “ Why did I

stay home? " Come to the meetings and greet the

new officers thatyou elected to do your bidding.
Come and back them up. This means youthe
members of Division 537 (please take notice ) .

Officers for year 1928, newly installed are: Presi

dent, John L. O'Neill;vice-president, Frank H.

Shea; financial secretary. William F. Gould ; treas

urer, William F. Gould ; grievance board, Prank H.

Shea, Frank J. Watson." TheodoreEmond; corte

spondent M. & c., William F. Gould .

Atthis writing. we are pleased to note that all
sick brothers are on the gain andhope that we may

see them all back on thejob soon -- BrothersNelson
Gagnon , Alfred Bemis , Howard Bush, Florence

Let the brothers call onthese brothers

and show them that we think of them and give

them a cheering word. It is our duty to look after
them and cheer them up.

Take notice , brothers ,
andtry it out.

All members should attend the next meeting, as
installation ofofficers willtakeplace. It will give

go . "

Donovan.
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ME

as

of the pioneer officials of Div. No. 343 and served

DOUGLAS AND GRAESER RE-ELECTED Brother L. H. Houer rides in the morning from

the country to his work and it appears to be giving
St. Louis , Mo.-- Division No. 788 held the annual him good health.

election December 17 , at which officers were elected
Brother " Speedy " . Fightmaster has become a

for the year 1928. Brother M. J. Douglas was re regular mea . The girls will have their fun now, as

elected president. We are surely proud of Brothers " Speedy” hashis regular hours:

Douglas and Graeser, as they have shown them
that , our last collection of dues,

selves to know their business at every turn of the
there was a special assessment for the Miners.

road . Brother Douglas was also re -elected first
Some two-thirds of our members asked what it

vice -president of the Central Trades Council, and
was for . Brothers, move in and do not be in the

Brother Graeser is on the Legislative Committee of
dark when something comes up . Attend the meet

that body, Their recent re -election to those posia ings, not now and then but all of them . Show

tions place them back for a third term.
your colors. Let the other fellow have the yellow

Well, the new officials of the company are in full
back . We are pleased to contribute to the Mine

charge now . Workers Union in their time of need.

G. E. B. Member_Edward McMorrow attended Brothers, we have white men for superintendents.

our last meeting of December 12 . He is always a They are the type of men with whom we should
welcome guest. Due to the meeting which he work in full harmony to make this propertya

attended being close to Christmas, we consolidated
Success, Let's make fine showing for 1928.

the two meetings, that the boys might play safety Attend our meetingsand geta line on the business.

first. - Cor. J. E. D.

Now, boys, there will be lots of business at the

next mceting. Be sure and be on hand. GIBAULT AND NOEL RE -ELECTED

Our Ladies Auxiliary , is doing a great deal of

good in assisting Division No. 788 to reach the
goal.

Hull, Quebec - At a meeting of Division No. 591,

We have been submerged by foggy atmosphere
held at Aylmes, December 16 , election of officers

here of late and it stands in for the boys to be
for the year 1928 took place. Officers elected were

very careful and bear in mind safety first in operat
as follows : President , J. J. Gibault; vice- president,

ingthrough these fogs.
R. A. Hill ; recording secretary. W. A. Sutherland;

We extend sincere sympathy to Brother Mayo
financial secretary -treasurer, J. A. Noel ; executive

and family in the loss of their daughter, Irene V.,
board , J. J. Gibault, J. Lusk , W. A.Sutherland,

twenty -one years of age . Her death occurred
J. A. foel, G. Proulx , M. Renaud, M. Armand ,

December 3 .
I. Coderreand H. Kilpatrick ; conductor, E. Suom

Brother B. L. Innis met a very sad death De
mier ; warden, E. Ladouceur; sentinel. I. Coderre;

cember 11 . He wascrushed between two cars
correspondent. F. L. Boucher; auditors, Gab . Proulx,

he was attempting to replace his trolley during a
W. A. Sutherland and George Proulx; delegates to

dense fog. Sympathy is extended to the bereaved
the Trades Council, J. J. Gibault, R. A. Hill and

family.

A Bean .

Oficers elected by Division No. 788 are : Presi
At our election meeting a supper was enjoyed

dent, M. J. Douglas; first vice- president, W. E.
and the members turned out en masse.

It was a

London ; second vice-president, C.H. Hacker ; record.
very delightful evening ,

ing secretary, G. E. Tipton; financial secretary
We held a euchre party recently and it was a

treasurer, L.A. Graeser ; conductor, Albert Martin ;
grand success .

warden, S. M. Nelson ; sentinel, C. A. Shelton ;
The stork visited the home of Mrs , and Brother

corresponding secretary. Dave Fleming ; executive
E. Boucher and left a daughter.

At the home of

board members, or, as we call them , captains, H. L.
Mrs. and Brother Coderre the grand old bird left

Walker, J. W. Fletcher, D. E. Cramer, G , J. Hor
a son . Congratulations to both families.

ridge, W. E. Parker, Thomas Moore, C. C. Mueller,
BrothersĎ . Seguin and A.Beaudryhave stored

R. W. Harvey, W. T. Hodges, Ora Casey , Marvin
their cars away for the winter.

Robins, George McKean, A. A , Hearin, Joseph

Brother E. Cayen has returned from a two weeks'

Schrick , James F. Morgan, J. 0. Thompson, William
holiday.

Radie , Joseph Heidenfelder , J. Crossley, William H.
Brothers Nap. Seguin , J. Lusk and D. Irwin are

Almstedt and John T. Cody .
on the sick list, but we are pleased to report them

improving.

Our Ladies Auxiliary of Division No. 788, com -Cor. 591 .

prising the wives,mothers and daughters of mem
bers of our Local , gave their first annual dance at

the Hibernian Hall , Grand and Finney Ave. , De
OFFICERS FOR NEW YEAR

cember 3 . The affair, as their first attempt. was a
grand success. The hall was crowded to its fullest New Haven, Conn.-At the last December meeting

capacity . All attending had & wonderful time .
of Division No. 281 the Local elected officers for the

All went away well pleased and we know that , if
new year. Officers were elected as follows: Presi

the Ladies Auxiliary gives another dance , those
dent , Samuel Curry ; vice-president,

M. Wood;

Thewho attended this one will strive to be there .
secretary-business agent, Frederick F. Walker;

proceeds of the dance, aggregating $ 165 , will be a treasurer. Daniel MacKay. Yours truly was elected

help to the Auxiliary in doing great work in assist correspondent by acclamation.
Executive board,

ing our Local and promoting the welfare of organized S. Alperowitz, J.J. Fitzgerald and M. Woods,

labor generally .

The brothers of the West Haven Barn regret that

they lost Starter Flannagan.
He has been made

At the annual election of officers by the Ladies

Auxiliary , officers for 1928 were elected as follows :
night dispatcher and all wish him the best of luck

President, Mrs. L. A. Graeser ; first vice-president,
and believe hewillmake a good dispatcher.

Brothers, is what eard about Brother Henry

Mrs. J. É. Cude ; second vice -president, Mrs. W. E.
Shea true ?

London; secretary , Mrs. Norma Taylor ; treasurer ,

I have been told that he recently got

married .
Mrs. W. T. Hodges; conductor, Mrs. W. J. Murphy;

If so , we wish him and his bride good

inner guard, Mrs. C. Blunt ; organist , Mrs. I. Jones.

luck and trusthe doesn't forget to pass around the

cigars .
Well , at this hour I am pleased to represent Divi In the year 1927 we lost Brothers Simons and

sion No. 788 in extending hearty well wishes for a Firestien . The families of these two brothers have

Happy New Year to all members of the Amalga the heartfelt sympathy of our membership ;
ear.

mated Association . In closing, we wish all a Happy New

--Cor. 788 .

ASSIST MINE WORKERS OLD TIME OFFICIAL PASSES OUT

Hamilton, Ohio - Old Local 738 is yet very much Kalamazoo ,
Mich.-George E. Bouck , 59 , of

alive . At our recent election we re-elected Brother ArthurAve., 'diedat OldBurgess hospital Thursday,

Harry A. Lucas president, and this will be his third following a stroke of apoplexy he suffered November

18 .
terin .Brother Bowman appears wonderfully pleased Michigan United Railway, having been employed by

these days. He is widely attractive . There seems that company for thelast 23 years, and a member

to be a very important change in his demeanor. of the State Car Men's Union .

He is now a daddy. Congratulations. widow, Cora, a
son and two daughters, Edward

Brother Fenton seems to be up against it as to Bouck ' and Mrs. AudreyBullock of Kalamazoo and
how to spend his evenings . He now has a day Mrs.W. R.Johnsonof Boulder, Colo.;asister and

brother in New York state.
Brother Bouck was one

run .Brother A. A. Holland , hurt last spring. is still

oi .

several yearson the official staff of the Local.

-Sam , Cor. 281 .

He was

Survivi
ng

isthe
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DETROIT DIGEST LEGAL ASPECTS OF TORONTO

LABOR INJUNCTION CASE

ex

a

Our old brother, Frank Bird , now with the Ford
Co., recently paid us a very agreeable visit . He

states that Ford is reinstating former employes as

his business is picking up ,

Bro. Louis Haas, D. M. & I. motorman, January

4th met an accidental death . Sympathy is
tended to the bereaved family.

The body of Brother Harry Hengy was recovered

recently out West Jefferson , where he had been
murdered.

The D. U. R. has put in effect a new run guide ,

upon which the Rapid Railway will bereafter operate,

into the Interurban Station from Port Huron and
Mt. Clemens .

Brother Fred Minard, of the Flint Interurban,

after serving 21 years in freight service, has re
turned to the passenger service .

Bro . George Wilbur has shown himself to have

been sufficiently attractive to an estimable young

lady to whom he was recently married . Both have

the well wishes of Division 26 .

Division No. 26 has changed its headquarters to
906 Lawyers Building .

Bro. Fred Haddix has purchased farm in

Sanalac County and expects to move there in the
spring. He will retain his membership in the

Amalgamaged.

Cold weather has its effect upon service in Detroit
and vicinity .

A NEW YEAR GREETING TO THE

EMPLOYERS AND THE PUBLIC

By William Green , President

American Federation of Labor

Upon the very threshold of the New Year

organized labor in the United States chal

lenges the owners and management of

industry to co -operate with it in the estab

lishment and maintenance of sound eco

nomic standards and industrial peace. We

welcome the opportunity of giving our col

lective skill , training and technique to the

development of industrial and individual

efficiency. We believe that American living

standards and national prosperity can be

fostered only through themaintenance of a

high industrial productivity level , and a

high and still higher mass purchasing power.

The problem of the New Year will be

that of financing commodity consumption ,

Not only must the consuming mass of

people be encouraged to buy but they must

be financed to the point where they can buy

freely .

How will the owners of industrial enter

prises meet this challenge ? Will they

accept organized Labor's offer of co -opera

tion?
Will they assist in the giving of

new force and meaning to collective bargain

ing so that all concerned may think in

terms of industrial peace and of the peace.

ful solution of industrial problems which

affect the relationship of employers and
employes?

Team work on the part of employers and

employes is a very desirable thing but

before it can be a practical reality there

must be a will to work together and a frank

recognition of and respect for each other's
rights.

Opposition to the American Federation

of Labor and its constituent parts, through

the organization of company unions, the

use of court injunctions and the forced

denial of the exercise of the right of em

ployes to join the labor union of their

choice tends to fan the flame of industrial

hate and tendsto widen the breach be

tween employers and employes.

The legal aspect of the Toronto strike,

and particularly in relation to the injunction

proceedings, which ended in the Building

Trades Council winning their case, is de

scribed in the following report made to the

Council by the lawyers representing the

labor point of view :

ARTHUR ROEBUCK & NEWSON

Barristers , Solicitors

Notaries Public

Room 610 , Federal Building,

85 Richmond St. West ,

Toronto 2, Ontario .

November 21 , 1927 .

Mr. James F. Marsh ,

Labor Temple,

Toronto, 2.

Dear Mr. Marsh :

PIGGOTT vs. VARLE .

This is to report to you that in accord

ance with your instructions we have settled

the action of Piggott vs. Varley by consent

of all parties. On the completion of your

agreement, we attended as Counsel on be

half of the Defendants with Counsel for

the Plaintiffs before the Court of Appeals

when the employers' action , together with

their Appeal, was dismissed without costs.

This appears to us a satisfactory con

clusion to this litigation . The Plaintiffs are

eight of the largest building constructors

carrying on business in Toronto and were

at the time of the strike engaged in the

erection of numerous large and important

buildings in and about Toronto . The

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and

Joiners of America declared a strike on the

buildings referred to , the object being to

secure from these employers an increase in

wages , together with the closed shop, as

against all organized or unorganized Car

penters other than the members of the

Brotherhood . After the strike had been

carried on for a short time the United

Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of

America were joined by the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers , the

United Association of Plumbers and Steam

fitters of the United States and Canada , the

Sheet Metal Workers ' International Union of

Plasterers of America and the International

Union of Steam and Operative Engineers ,

acting within the Toronto Building Trades

Council, in what was in some instances at

least a purely sympathetic strike. By a

sympathetic strike I mean that certain of

the Unions named had no cause for leaving

work and nothing to be gained by them

other than the general results to be achieved

by the success of the Carpenters ' Strike in

the obtaining of an increased wage and a

closed shop . The situation further

complicated by the presence of the Amalga
mated Carpenters of Canada , an organiza

tion of carpenters of more or less local

character , but having branches in some few

of the cities of Canada in addition to

Toronto .

In October , 1927, the eight contractors in

question issued a Writ against the Toronto

was
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Or

as

no breach of

working conditions, the only question being of the Ame Building Trades Department

far -reaching for it means that the unin .

Building Trades Council, the Brotherhood or any of them or by any sub -contractors

of Carpenters, and the other Unions men of the Plaintiffs' or any of them and

tioned , and a number of named individuals from inducing any of said workmen or

from each body. The claim was as follows : employees to leave their work or employa

“ The Plaintiffs' claim is for an injunc ment and from taking any steps in

tion restraining the Defendants and each furtherance of such strike until Monday,

of them , their and each of their officers, the 31st day of October next, and until

members and agents from calling out on the motion then to be made to continue

strike workmen or other employees of the

Plaintiffs' or any of them or workmen or
this injunction shall have been heard and
determined . "

other employees of any sub-contractors of

the Plaintiffs' or any of them now
The Motion to continue the Injunction

hereafter engaged in any work connected

was heard before Mr. Justice Logie on

with the erection or construction of build
Monday, the 31st day of October , 1927 ,

ings or other works being carried on by
Messrs. Tilley and Parmenter appearing for

the Plaintiffs or any of them or by any
the Plaintiffs and Hon . N. W. Rowell and

sub-contractors of the Plaintiffs' or any
the writer appearing for the Defendants .

of them and from inducing any of said Mr. Tilley referred to what he described

workmen or employees to leave their the oppressive character of the De

work or employment and from takingany fendants ' operations and declared the De

steps in furtherance of such strike and for
fendants' acts to be illegal on the ground

damages." of criminal conspiracy, being also in breach

Immediately on the issue of the Writ the
of contract, and for the express purpose of

Plaintiffs applied to a Judge of the Supreme
doing injury to the Amalgamated Carpenters

Court for an Injunction restraining the De
rather than for the advancing of the De:

fendants from calling out on strike work

fendants' legitimate interests . Mr. Rowell

men of the plaintiffs' and from taking any
denied that any criminal character attached

steps in furtherance of the existing strike.
to the Defendants' acts and His Lordship

The application was heard ex parte by Mr.
pointed out that the Civil Courts did not

Justice Orde, and in support of the Motion
back up the Criminal Courts by issuing an

there was filed an Affidavit by Mr: Blake

injunction to restrain a crime. Mr. Rowell

established that there was

Jackson , President of the Plaintiffs' organi

zation . Mr. Jackson alleged an attempt on
contract and the argument narrowed down

the part of the Brotherhood to force the
to whether or not the alleged sympathetic

Amalgamated Carpenters into their organi
feature of the strike made it illegal. Mr.

Rowell described the connection between
zation . No dispute existed , he said , with

the various striking bodies in their affilia.

respect to hours of labor, wages or other

whether the Amalgamated Carpenters shall

Federation of Labor

through their various International Head

be allowed to maintain their own organiza

tion as an independent labor Union distinct

quarters, with the American Federation of

Labor itself and with the Trades and

from the Brotherhood . Mr. Jackson stated

that the Plaintiffs are in no
Labor Congress of Canada and their further

way

cerned with whether there shall be two

organization within the Toronto Building

Trades Council, and his Lordship commented

organizations or only one , but the De that “ all headed upinto one organization."

fendants , in order to force them to take The Plaintiffs' Motion for an injunction

sides with the Brotherhood , had declared a
was dismissed by Mr. Justice Logie on the

sympathetic strike of the various trades
ground that no case of illegality had been

engaged in the Plaintiffs ' work.
made out as against the Defendants. The

Mr. Jackson continues to describe the
various bodies engaging in the strike being

disastrous effects of the strike upon the

Plaintiffs' building operations.

connected in one organization, the interests

He main
of one justified the action of all ; nor did

tains that great damage will be done unless the fact that the closedshop was sought as

prevented by Court intervention, against another Labor Union make the

On this material Injunction
demand illegal any more than it would

granted by Mr. Justice Orde on Thursday, have been had the opposing forces been

the 27th day of October, 1927 , and until composed entirely of non-union men.

the Motion then to be made to continue The above is the substanceand effect of

the Injunction shall have been heard and the decision which was not,however, written

determined . The vital part of the Injunc and His Lordship'sreasonsfor judgment

tion Order is as follows : are therefore not of record. In addition to

" THIS COURT DOTH ORDER that the dismissal of the Motion for an Injunc

the Defendants and each of them , their tion His Lordship decided that the Plaintiffs

and each of their officers, members and could not as a matter of law obtain an

agents be and they are hereby restrained Order of the Court making individuals

from calling out on strike workmen or named representat
ive of all other members

other employees of the Plaintiffs' or any of their respective Unions. This decision is

of them or workmen or other employees

of any sub -contractor
s of the Plaintiffs'

corporated Labor Unions cannot be sued

or any of them now or hereafter engaged for a wrong or tort by naming certain of

in any work connected with the erection
its members, and that action must be

construction of buildings or other brought against each of itsmembers per

works being carried on by the Plaintiffs sonally, and not as a body.

con

an was

or
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ment."

Appeal was immediately taken from both ARE THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

these decisions and was set down for hear
PROSPEROUS

ing before the First Divisional Court . A
H. B. Brougham In American Federationist

settlement, however , was effected between

the employers and the Unions by the grant
An eminent American economist has

ing of the increase in wages demanded and

by according to the Building Trades Council
recently expressed fear that this nation may

the exclusive working agreement.
not endure its present pitch of prosperity .

At the

instructions of the parties, Counsel accord
In his article, appearing in “ The New York

Times,” Professor Thomas Nixon Carver, of
ingly appeared before the Court of Appeal

Harvard University, remarks upon the
when both Action and Appeal were dis

missed . We have made this statement of “ commonplace that we are the most prosper

what has taken place as accurate as pos
ous country the world has ever seen ;" that

sible and trust that you will find it suff " prosperity is more widely diffused here

than it has ever been at any other place
ciently clear and satisfactory.

or time. " To withstand the dangers to
ARTHUR ROEBUCK & NEWSON,

which this prosperity gives rise, Professor
Per A. W. ROEBUCK .

Carver calls for a " new moral discipline"

-Canadian Congress Journal .
that will properly equip us as a nation ;

otherwise, he prophesies, “ our civilization

TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL will go the way of all others, and will last

LABOR NEWS a shorter time than others , because there

will be no mass of poverty from which to
By U. S. Department of Labor

recruit the prosperous classes. "

Professor Carver stresses the dangers of

Chile -- Simultaneously with the Govern dissipation . Formerly , he says , the masses

ment's endeavor to aid national Chilean
of the people were so poor as to be " unable

manufacturers, home industries, and agri to buy enough liquor to do them a great

culture, a sentiment is being awakened to deal of harm , " , but now " alcoholism may

show the necessity for the importation of play havoc with us."
The same argument

skilled labor to teach the Chileans special
applies to a multitude of other “ base and

ized trades , to introduce the most modern
ignoble amusements and sources of excite

and advanced scientific ideas as regards
Poverty, he admits, has "probably

agricultural development, and to aid in
extinguished more people than prosperity,

obtaining a greater production with less yet out of povertyhas come a discipline of
effort and expenditure.

character against its evils , giving birth to
France -- It is said that restriction regu the economic virtues of industry, sobriety ,

lations with respect to the introduction of thrift , common honesty, and mutual help

foreign labor are still being strictly enforced fulness. Now we have emerged from that

in France, despite alleged efforts on the state . The " people know perfectly well that

part of various employers at or near border they can waste their substance in riotous

points to have them modified or set aside . living and still not come to want.' Their

Germany - By an act of October 28 , 1927 , previously acquired habits , moral disciplines,

the Reichstag ratified Germany's adherence
emotional attractions and aversions , he finds,

to the International Convention concerning
are subject to strain ; they " may , and very

helth insurance of workmen and employees likely will, prove inadequate ." We have no

in trade and commerce , together with house
more wildernesses to conquer , no continents

hold employees. The Reichstag also rati to bring under subjection . Hence

fied the Convention concerning health in
“ When we find ourselves without a great

surance of agricultural workers, signed June
task capable of firing our imaginations and

15 , 1927 , ať Geneva, by members of the disciplining our gluttonous tendencies, when

International Organization of Labor of the
we find ourselves with our national barns

League of Nations.
well filled and with nothing to do but say ,

' Soul , thou hast much goods laid up for

Greece--According to a report recently

submitted to the Ministry of National
many years ; take thine ease, eat , drink, and

Economy, unemployment among the tobacco
be merry, '—that is the time we shall lose

our souls ; then we shall lose the visionworkers has reached the figure of 2,800 out without which the people perish ."

of a total of 4,000 available workers in the
This assumption of universal prosperity

Saloniki district, and 7,000 out of 12,000 in America is shared by most of our leaders

available workers at Ovalla. Discontinua
of thought and action . The stream of dele

tion of tobacco cultivating activities is said

to be the chief cause of this unemployment .
gations from Europe and other parts of the

world in search of the causes of it , attests

Italy - In order to provide for the mutual the universal belief in its prevalence here.
benefit of employers and the 30,000 laborers Doubtless Professor Carver's alarm is shared

working in the millsproducing railway ma by many good people that it will prove

terial, it is said that a 10 per cent wage generally demoralizing to us as a nation,

reduction is to be made in the near future, But is it true that the great majority of

together with an increase of working hours. us, as represented by the wage-earning and

Santo Domingo - The SantoSanto Domingo salaried classes, are prosperous? Is it at all

Secretary of Immigration and Agriculture is true that we shall have to adopt some

said to be devoting considerable time to the heroic course of conduct for fear of " merely

project of establishing immigration dissipating" this prosperity, to useProfessor

colony near the Haitian-Dominican frontier . Carver's words , " in riotous living ?"

an
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Record of Productive Gains What is Prosperity ?

The fact is that we have hardly realized Here is manifest gain in the living stand

the depth of our former poverty as a people, ard, But in identifying this gain with

or the extent to which it still prevails. “ prosperity," Professor Carver has failed,

We have been blinded by a recent and except in terms of its dangers, to define

wonderful record of national production , prosperity. What is prosperity ? How far

production which has not yet been nearly does it rise above an adequate standard of

translated into terms of consumers' goods living ? What is a minimum standard of

and enjoyments. comfort , or a minimum standard of health

For abundant statistical evidence exists and decency ? Answers to these questions

that the United States has made prodigious should yield gauges needed to measure the

strides, both in physical output of goods degree of well-being of the chief part of

and in capacity for producing goods . Thus, this nation .

during the twenty - six years, from 1899 to Since the first investigation of the cost of

1925, the output of American factories in living by the United States Bureau of

creased by 175 per cent, while the number Labor in 1900-1902 , the minimum standard

of wage- earners employed by these factories of health and decency for an American

increased by only 60 per cent. This adds family has been defined in expert studies

half to manufactures per wage-earner. with increasing clearness. The first investi .

Primary horsepower installed in American gations revealed only the size, average in

works multiplied during this 26 -year period come, sources of income, and expenditures

by more than twice and one-half. During of American families in many sections of

the seven years subsequent to 1919 , the the country. The British Board of Trade

growth in production amounted to 25 per reported on these items in twenty-nine

cent, while the total number of persons American cities during 1909. They are

engaged diminished by nearly 9 per cent . summed up successively in the reports of

During the past five years the process has the United States Railroad Wage Commis

become accelerated , so that the output per sion in 1917 and of the National War Labor

person has grown by 32 per cent-by nearly Board during the following two years. The

one-third-and is now twice as large as latter report represented ninety-two com

the increase during the decade from 1899 munities from coast to coast, and super

to 1909.
seded studies previously made by the Bureau

As in manufactures in mining , in of Labor Statistics and other governmental

farm production, and in transportation, the bodies .

growth in the nation's production of goods None of these investigations formulated a

and service has been great in proportion to standard of living, or estimated the cost of

exerted man-power . Farm products have maintaining it . However, they were supple

increased by 45 per cent since 1899, with mented by numerous studies of family

no increase in number of farm workers . budgets in specified localities, which not

The output of the mines was nearly three only determined the actual cost of living,

times as great in 1925 as in 1899. The but established the cost of maintaining a

transportation service in 1925 was almost minimum standard . These are the much

two and a half times as great as in 1899, quoted investigations by More, Chapin,

while the number of railroad workers had Howard, Byington ; by the United States

increased by only about one-third . Bureau of Labor ' in the cotton textile

Thus by the aid of inventions and su centers; the intensive studies of Kennedy

perior forms of organization , whereby me
and of Little and Cotton ; the studies of

chanical power and skill are substituted for the New York Factory Investigating Com.

drudgery ; by special economies in power, mission , of the United States Bureau of

such as the use of electricity and oil ; and Labor Statistics in the District of Columbia,

by large- scale operations and mass produc
and in Dallas by the Dallas WageCommis,

tion , as well as by the rise of entirely new sion . In Philadelphia, also, the Bureau of

industries, such as the petroleum , cement ,
Municipal Research formulated a minimum

and automobile industries, the people have comfort budget and found its cost.

gained enormously in their basic means of These researches comprise two groups, of
subsistence. Whether the majority yet which the first allows for the bare necessi

enjoys these gains in ample measure is ties of food, shelter,clothing, fuel and light,

another question, but the assumption of and minor necessary items. This group is
increased national output and power to based on the income available for work

produce is amply justified.
men's families in the communitiessurveyed,

No doubt exists , either, about a compara and the goods and services they could

tive advance in the standard of living. The actually afford . Whether the budgets thus

National Industrial Conference Board re formulated were adequate for health and

ports a steady decline in average living costs decency was not the question.

throughout 1925 and 1926 — that is , à gain The second group attempts to define a

in purchasing power of the dollar -- so that " minimum comfort budget" or a " minimum

at present the wage -earner draws average standard of health and decency," and to

weekly pay of about 34 per cent greater estimate its cost . The standard laid down

purchasing power than he did just before by the United States Bureau of Labor

the war. That is , the family income goes Statistics in August, 1919 , in its report on

about a third farther than it did at the
the cost of living in the District of Colum

beginning of the war, before prices had bia , seems entirely reasonable.

begun to rise. theory that three children, at least, are

On the
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new

an

as

temptation
and

necessary for the race to perpetuate itself, widely diffused

the Bureau's budget aims to provide for an temptation to luxury and dissipation, neces

average family husband, wife, and three sitating the cultivation of added virtues and

children of school age, as follows: • fresh habits of restraint beyond those ac

" (1) A sufficiency of nourishing food for quired from the discipline of poverty, and

the maintainance of health , particularly the comprising, as the professor describes them ,

children's health ; an entirely new set of “ emotional attrac

" (2) Housing in low -rent neighborhoods
tions and aversions." That income, to be

and within the smallest possible number of come dangerous to the nation, must mani

rooms consistent with decency, but with
festly rise far above the sum established for

sufficient light , heat, and toilet facilities for an adequate standard of living. Should it

the maintenance of health and decency ; be one-quarter , or one-half above the ade

“ ( 3) The upkeep of household equipment , quate income, or double or more ? For there

such as kitchen utensils, bedding, and linen , are many legitimate comforts, such as home

necessary for health , but with no provision owning, the achievement of leisure for

for the purchase of additional furniture; higher education , travel and entertainment

" (4) Clothing sufficient for warmth, of a that might suffice to double the standard of

sufficiently good quality to beeconomical, living beforea surplus for more questionable
but with no further regard for appearance expenditure is reached .

and style than is necessary to permit the But let us be content with the statement

family members to appear in public and
that such an income must exceed that

within their rather narrow social circle needed to maintain an adequate standard

without slovenliness or loss of self-respect; of living. Of course, everybody will agree

“ ( 5 ). A surplus over the above expendi that the wage-earning and low -salaried class ,

tures which would permit of only a mini comprising with the farmers the great

mum outlay for such necessary demands as majority of this nation , should enjoy at

“ ( a ) Street car fares to and from work least income which experience, well

andnecessary rides to stores and markets ; attested by expert investigation, finds neces

":(b) The keeping up of a modest amount sary for mental , physical , and moral de

of insurance; velopment, and that it should provide

" (c) Medical and dental care ; proper conditions of nutrition, comfort, and

" ( d) Contributions to churches and labor education; that it would be unwise, perhaps

or beneficial organizations; dangerous, to fall below this standard of

" (e) Simple amusements, such the adequacy. For any considerable deviation

moving pictures once in a while; occasional below it would summon the evils of poverty,

street car rides for pleasure , some Christmas
which Professor Carver admits to be po

gifts for the children , etc.; tentially more damaging than those of

“ (f) Daily newspaper." prosperity.

In defining its standard in these terms the
Average Income is not yet Adequate

report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics Yet a body of evidence is at hand which

declared it was not intended as an ideal indicates that the evils of poverty , not of

budget, but merely as " a bottom level of prosperity, still predominantly threaten the

health and decency below which a family, wage-earning, and salaried classes and the

farmers . With all the wonderful improve

cannot go without danger of physical and

moral deterioration ," " The budget fails to
ments in industrial processes and the great

include," the report continues, "many com
and recent increases in production, and

forts that should go into a proper ' American
with the undoubted improvement in living

standard of living. Thus no provision is
standards, the income of the average family

directly made for savings, other than in in the wage-earning or low -salaried class is

surance, or for vacations, or for books and
not yet equal to the cost of the inadequate

other educational budget of food , housing, clothing , medical
purposes. The year's

cost of goods and services included for this
and dental care and other sundries formu

minimum standard ,at prices then prevail
lated by the United States Bureau of Labor

ing, was $ 2,262.47.
Statistics .

Inasmuch as the cost of this budget failed A wave of " prosperity " was rising when

the cost of this budget was estimated in

to represent an adequate standard of liv

ing, but represented only a minimum stand
Washington , August , 1919, at $ 2,262.47. Its

ard or "bottom levelof health and de
crest was reached in 1920, when the aver

cency ," by so much the more it must have age of annual wages and salaries for all

fallen below any possible standard of ade
industries throughout the nation amounted

quacy.
to only $ 1,367 . In his study of “ Real

For the purposes of this inquiry,

therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that
Wages ". Paul H. Douglas finds no group

the cost of anadequate budget should rise
averaging at this high crest than

$ 1,648, while all groups range down to $582
at least 10 per cent above the estimate

for farm workers.
made in this study by the United States

During the depression

Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1919- allow of 1921 the average pay of all workers in

the United States fell to $ 1,121 .
ing, of course, for the present difference in

But since 1921 the national income has
the purchasing powerof the dollar.

What average income should be adequate
increased and the standard of living has

risen . Until that date living standards had

for a family budget that would incur

Professor Carver's strictures always remained far below any reasonable
about the

dangers of prosperity among the masses ? Pollak Publication , Number 9 , Boston ,

Such an income must besufficient to invite 1927 .

more
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mum.

minimum , as far back as index numbers can

be used . It should not seem incredible,

therefore, even while printer's ink is being

used unsparingly to proclaim recent ad.

vances in the means of living, that the

average earner still falls short of that mini

The items of the budget, prepared

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, were

priced by the Labor Bureau, Inc., in typical

working -class sections of New York, Phila

delphia, Chicago , Schenectady, Rochester,

Reading, Pa.; Minneapolis, San Francisco ,

and Los Angeles, at intervals during the

years 1920-1923. The costs thus ascertained

were brought up to date in June , 1926, by

means of the index of the cost of living

in these cities , prepared by the United

States Department of Labor. Thus de

termined, the average cost of the minimum

health and decency budget in these nine

cities during 1926 was $ 2,432.39. The low

est cost, that for Schenectady, was found

to be $2,095.73, and the highest, $2,660.89 ,

for Minneapolis.

Yet different budgets, based on actually

lower living conditions than the “ health and

decency " budget of the United States

Bureau of Labor Statistics, were formulated

by the National Industrial Conference

Board in its study of “The Cost of Living

in New York City, 1926 ;" . these were de

signed to ascertain the " minimum require

ments of the families of industrial or office

workers living at a fair American standard ."

Regarding these budgets the Board notes:

The estimates are made on the assump

tion that all of the housework, laundry,

cooking and some of the sewing is done by

the mother of the family ; that there are

no emergencies. There is nothing for a

vacation, for unemployment, for old age.

for savings of any kind."

On this basis, the cost of living for an

industrial worker, wife and three children

in New York during the spring of 1926 was

estimated at $ 1,908.42 in the Bronx ;

$ 1,841.70 in Brooklyn ; $ 1,907.76 in Man

hattan ; $ 1,893.76 in Queens , and $1,870.37

in Richmond . For the office worker's

budget the cost was found to be higher, due

to nature of the employment , and slightly

different food, clothing , and other essentials.

The totals are: Bronx, $ 2,085.42; Brooklyn ,

$2,084.27 ; Manhattan, $2,156.66; Queens,

$2,152.95 , and Richmond , $2,203.00 .

What does the average family , whether

that of a wage-worker or minor salaried

man , and representing the bulk of the

American population , get to meet the mini

mum expenditures of budgets such as those

prepared by the National Industrial Con

ference Board and the United States Bureau

of Labor Statistics ? What share of the

national income falls to this class ?

Basing its estimate on the growth of

production rather than on money incomes,

the National Industrial Conference Board

finds that the national income of the United

States during 1926 rose to $ 78,649,000,000,

as compared with $68,260,000,000 in 1919.

If equally distributed among persons gain

fully employed , this would amount to an

average income for 1926 of $ 1,805.37 . But

" this does notmean, " the Board points out,

"that everybody received that much money,

or, it might be added , that it is a fair

measure of the income of the wage-earning

and lower salaried class.

The National Bureau of Economic Re

search, in its study of " Income" in the

United States (pp. 85-87), apportions to

wages and salaries about 22 per cent of

the gross value of output of factories of the

United States . Professor Willford I. King ,

in his "Wealth and Income" (p . 235),

divides the population into four income

groups. In this division Professor King

assigns to the “ poorest class," comprising

65 per cent of the population, 38.6 per cent

of the national income ; 14.2 per cent of the

national income is apportioned to the

" lower middle class," which makes up 15

per cent of the population , and 26.8 per

cent of total income goes to the " upper

middle class," representing 18 per cent of

the population . These three groups com

prise 98 per cent of all the people, while

the remaining 2 per cent, the " richest

class," gets 20.4 per cent of the national

income.

The census estimate of total population

during 1926 was 117,135,817. Accepting the

estimate of total income for that year,

made by the National Industrial Con .

ference Board , we have for the " poorest

class " of 76,138,400 people, a total income

of $ 29,842,818,000 , or $ 398.73 per person .

If this “ poorest class " were divided into

families of five, this would yield an average

income per family of $ 1,993.65. That sum

would include, moreover , all of the addi

tional family revenues contributed by wage.

carners other than the head of family .

But $ 1,993.65 falls considerably below

most of the estimated budget costs for 1926.

It falls short of the $2,095.63 of the Sche

nectady budget for 1926 , and far short of

the average of $2,432.39 for the nine cities

in which the Labor Bureau , Inc., priced

the items of the Bureau of Labor Statistics

budget ; it falls short, also , of the office

workers ' budget for Greater New York, as

priced by the National Industrial Con

ference Board, and is only slightly higher

than the Board's workmen's budget for

New York City, which makes no allowance

for expenses of sickness , old age, unemploy:

mentor other emergency , or for savings of

any kind .
These are all admittedly sub

standard budgets, since they fail to include

items of necessity and comfort that would

go into any estimate of an adequate stand

ard of living.

It is manifest , therefore, that the average

incomeof the majority of American people

still fails to meet the costs of these sub .

standard family budgets, representing the

" bottom level of health and decency , below

which a family can not go without danger

of physical and moral deterioration ." Ten

per cent added to the lowest of these budget

costs , in order to provide a little for sav

ings and added simple comforts of an

" adequate" standard, would raise it far

above the reach of the average income.
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or for

Seventy -six Millions of Poor Folks finds that this diminutive human quota is

But the trumpeters of America's prosper. no longer needed . It is significant that

ity should realize that these seventy- six during the past five years , when the rate of

millions of plain folks still living not very increase in the nation's output became

prosperously exceed in number the entire prodigious, so that each year's increment

population of continental United States in greatly exceeded the aggregate increase of

1900. They are more than the combined the 20-year period from 1899 to 1919 ,

population of the urban territory of the nevertheless the number of workers in the

United States at the last census, including factories absolutely decreased by more than

all places of 1,000,000 or more, down to all a million . During this time the population

places below, 2,500 in the United States ; grew by 12. per cent. Taking into account

and , together with these, one-half of the the population increase and the decrease of

population of all rural territory in the farm and railroad workers, Paul H. Douglas

United States. reports that there are
now, apparently ,

These are the " masses" upon whose buy " over two million workers who are not em

ing, power, chiefly, the business of the ployed in manufacturing, agriculture , or

nation must rely for continued support and railroad transportation, whose industrial

for its labor. whereabouts are unknown . ” *

Assuredly it is not among these millions, No doubt the billion dollars and more

comprising the bulk of our population , that spent on highways during 1926 absorbed

one may look for evidences of superfluity some of this surplus labor, while the various

of wealth that " can waste its substance in services of filling stations and supply shops

riotous living and still not come to want." for automobiles furnished a livelihood for

It may be said that they came to want more of it . But from the reports of em

when they were born , and want never for ployment and charitable agencies through

sook them . For their apportionment of out the country it is certain that the nation

the nation's income allows them only bare is facing the paradox of increased produc

subsistence and the simplest comforts , with tion and increasing unemployment.

nothing left for sickness , old age , unemploy Production is Outstripping Consumption

ment, or any savings for homes Moreover, the nation's ability to produce
investment.

is outstripping its increased buying power

One-third of the whole population still for consumption . No merchant and no

lives on the farms. As revealed by the manufacturer need be told this , for lack of

last census , only one farm in ten has water orders to keep running_at capacity is their

piped into the house , and less than one in chief complaint. Mr.Bernard M. Brauch ,

fourteen has gas and electric lights . In formerly Chairman of the United States War

thirty -three northern and western states Industries Board, calls this the “ most

only one in five farms boasts a bathtub. baffling, problem of our industrial civiliza

More than one- quarterof the farms in this tion ," in the face of which the unimpeded

country , including houses, barns and out law of supply and demand has “ worked

buildings, are entirely unpainted ; nearly havoc. " Mr. Baruch finds that the plight

three- quarters of them are so ill-painted as of the farmer , with his annual surplus, is

to suffer loss through weathering and decay . the plight of the producers of most raw

To the one-third of the population repre material in America today. He speaks of

sented by the farmers, the admonition that the voluntary curtailment in these industries

the nation is in a state of riotous prosperity “ tending to limit production to market

must sound like mockery. While they regu
demand . " The great automobile industry,

larly grow a surplus of crops which they on the growth of which the country has

must sell at ruinously low prices, their chief largely built up its records of increased

anxiety, like that of the average production, has been checked, with a shrink

among the seventy-six millions of the “ poor age of 12 per cent in sales during the first

est class," is still for the means of keeping six months of 1927. The rate of production

body and soul together. How can
the

for the aggregate of American industries has

father's worn clothes be made to fit his diminished since the third quarter of 1926.

small sons?
How about shoes and soles , It had outstripped market demand .

flannel shirts and overcoats ? How can the Yet the reasons for recent growth in pro

roof be patched and the broken panes re
duction and in consumers' buying power ,

placed to withstand winter winds ? Then although this has stopped short of produc

there are the children's neglected teeth and ing a prosperous condition for the working

swollen tonsils, the lackof medical care of majority of the people, is worthy of inquiry.

the sick and infirm , the unpaid doctor's
Certain stock explanations do not suffice .

bills. How can the mortgage paymentsbe The spread of installment selling is one of

met? What can be done when the possible them . It is true that this has helped save

foreclosure takes the family homestead? the country from a business recession. How

For employment in the cities is hard to long can it continue to delay it ?

get . The exodus from the farms to factories
stimulant of which business needs larger

bas virtually ceased. Factory employment
and larger doses, since consumers cannot

itself is shrinking. About one billion horse
permanently add to their purchases by in

power has been developed by steamand elec
creasing the goods which they have taken

tricity to run the factories. To this total on deferred payments. It is obvious that

a sturdy farmer, turned factory operative, no one can increase his installment buying

can contribute about one-fourth of one * Proceedings,Academy of Political Science

horsepower during
sustained labor. He in New York, July , 1927.

earner

It is a
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now

indefinitely. On a given income, cash pur ing for the growth of new industries by

chases must be reduced in successive fresh volumes of credit.

periods, in proportion to the new obliga

In tracing the

recent growth of the automobile and build.

tions contracted . Growth in income is what ing industries, these writers establish what

is needed, and with that the need of selling they term an " economic principle of the

on installment would diminish . first importance ." " It is impossible," they

A second stock explanation is that the observe, " to use the capital facilities we

nation's foreign trade is increasing: But already have, to a sufficient extent to keep

the annual excess of exports over imports business prosperous , unless we are building

is now less than in 1913. The excess in new capital facilities at a sufficient rate."

that year amounted to $691,000,000, as By happy chance this principle has been

against $683,000,000 in 1925 and only applied in the growth of the automotive

$377,000,000 in 1926. The United States is industry, which in turn has aided the ex

a creditor country. Repayments of pansion of the building and other industries.

her loans must come in goods , and these The banks have released volumes of credit

goods now compete in our already over in support of the quickened rate of growth

stocked domestic market. An increase of of these industries. These new credits have

imports would prove a menace so long as employed millions who would otherwise have

th people at home have not enough to

buy even their own products. But despite fered severe wage reductions.

remained unemployed or would have suf

Thus fresh

our excess of exports , now diminishing, and streams of purchasing power have been

despite the billions' worth of goods dis poured into all channels of trade.

tributed to consumers on the installment By this hopeful means, principally, great

plan in excess of what they have paid for, gains have been achieved . Now that the

yet consumer buying has not sufficed in automobile industry has ceased to grow and

recent years to sustain the wholesale and industry as a whole is checked , how can

retail price levels of the domestic goods that they be maintained? Rather, how can they

we have produced . Hence the increase in be increased, to the end that the nation,

foreign trade , at best , can be only a tempo as a whole, may become prosperous? That

rary expedient to solve the problem of is to say, whatnew capital facilities can be

enabling the people to consume as much as built at a sufficient rate to sustain the use

they produce of consumers' goods; at worst of the facilities we already have ?

it is no expedient at all, but a hindrance . This is a chief part of this problem in

A third explanation is that with which which the livelihood of the nation is largely

Henry Ford has made everybody familiar. involved. But before it can be solved there

All we need do , Mr. Ford says, is to in must be agreement that we are not yet in

crease wages, cut costs by mass production , a dangerous state of prosperity such as

and sell at lower unit profits. This process Professor Carver and others apprehend. It

has undoubtedly proved effective, within must be realized that there is an actual

limits . By reducing other costs of pro dearth of buying power, and that the

duction and by reducing by three-fourths problem exists for solution.

the number of men needed for a given out

put, Mr. Ford has helped employers to see TYPE OF JAPANESE LABOR

how to pay higher wages. No doubt this

policy can be extended in other industries.

But Mr. Ford has never paid out enough
Nikko, Japan Japanese lacquer ware,

in wages and for materials to enable con
which one sees in museums, occasionally in

sumers , to buy his cars. He cannot, and

art stores, is made at a frightful cost of

neither can all of the manufacturers of con
human happiness. Lacquer is obtained from

a plant known as Rhus. Its juice is a
sumer goods combined, pay out enough for powerful irritant. Its cousins in America

the needs of consumers; profits must be

included in prices , and part of the profits

are known as " poison ivy" and " poison

oak . " Workers in lacquer become terribly

must currently be withheld from
poisoned.

sumers for the future needs of industry.

The eruption extends all over

the body.
These three explanations, therefore, do not

When it gets into the eye

Together with a fourth factor, that

socket, it is particularly troublesome.

of credits for producers controlled by the

Yet always workers are to be found in

banks in a way that has helped keep the

this poison . Necessity forces men to under

take even this means of bread-getting. In

general level of wholesale and retail prices

from Auctuating violently , they serve to

the last analysis, this is a matter of popu

lation . AsMr.Chester Rowell said : " The

account in some degree for temporary ad

vances in consumer income. They fail ,

Japanese birth rate biologically resembles

the increase of the codfish ,
The mother

however, to point the way toward attaining

an adequate standard of living by the
codfish lays a million eggs. If two survive,

the race continues."
majority of this nation .

fifth factor has recently been

America's only dike against a flood of

immigration from over-populated countries

analyzed by Foster and Catchings in the with coolie wage standards like Japan and

publications of the Pollak Foundation for

Economic Research . ' This relates to financ

Italy is the Johnson Immigration Restric

tion Act . To hold its gains in the face of

See Ch . VI , “ How Capital Growth Pro sob stuff propaganda by the hypenates is

vides Business With a Buyer," in " Business
These care more for their rela

Without a Buyer," by Foster and Catch tives overseas than they do for American

ings, Pollak Publication No. 10, 1927 . living standards.

con

go far.

But
a

not easy .
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Ruptured 38 Years

Is This a Miracl
e
?

A SUDDEN STRAIN AT THE AGE OF TWELVE....

THIRTY -EIGHT YEARS OF PAIN AND DISCOMFORT.

NOW AT FIFTY RELIEF AT LAST .

"I
ABO

I

the finger against the skin and noto the white spot remain

ing, the spot is white because blood can't circulate under
harsh pressure .

No More Heavy, Unclean Crotch or

Leg Straps

08

HAD despaired of ever getting relief from torture, un
comfortable devices, and fear of strangulation. Then

came the day that I learned of this remarkable new
discovery. It appealedto mycommon sense, so I sent for

it. Almost immediately Ifeltitswonderful relief. In a

few months I wasa new man . Today at 50 I enjoy life as
a normal man should ."

Is this a miracle ? No. Thousands of others have also

discovered the almost magic power of anamazingpewin
vention which has revolutionized old -fashioned methodsof

helping hernia.Although only recently announced to the

general public, scientific men have been watchingwith keen
interestthetestsmadewithin the last eighteen months.

The inventor, an Americanscientist of note, quietlyoffered

it to a limited number of sufferers in everystage of replace

ahle rupture. The results are of keen interest to medicalscience .

A New York man who has suffered for 20 years reported

it to be the firstdevice he hasever publicly endorsed-a

90-year-old man writes that his herniahas almostdis
appeared .

A Nebraska man says that he has for
gotten he is wearing it.

Physicians praise it as an
entirely new departure. And now it is available to

every rupture sufferer in Americal

Seals Rupture With a Quarter

Now aqueer little device little larger than a quarter

weighinglessthan1-25th of an ounce - reduces rupture by a

new method called" sealing ,"a modern method heretofore

impossible with old -fashioned appliances .Nolongerneed

hernia sufferers wear awkward steel springs, weighty

cushions, unclean leg-straps, and other make-shift devices

that were always slipping off the wound .

Magic Dotcannot possibly slip off - for it anchors to the

acutepointof rupture. More,it allowsfreebloodcircula

tion to tend to knit the tissues overthewound , and healit

much like every otherwoundis permittedtoheal. This ex

clusive advantage is important,saysscience. For the old

time " pressing method withits harsh pressure , common

bensowarns, prevents free blood circulation and nature's

bealing processcannot fullyoperate. Test thisfact - press

This new modern way is like no other appliance in the

world . It is an appliance for human beings. It enables the

wearer to bend, cough , run , jump or sleep in any position

without fear of the appliance slipping down. For Magic

Dot is protected by a tiesh -soft, air -porous pad which has no

hardcorners or harsh surface to grind into the flesh and

which flexes with every move of the body. It “ breathes."

A new kind of comfortable method gently supports the pad .

So it isno wonder users say they forget they are wearing it!

And no wonder it is healing thousands of rupture cases like

those quoted here.

So confident are the inventors that Magic Dot will relieve

anddelightevery sufferer - even cases ofmany years stand

ing -- that they are making anamazing " SEĚ ÍT FIRST"
offer. Send no money. Be under no obligation. Simply get

full description and details ofthis unusual offer. Learn how

easy it is to reduce rupture athomein an amazing short time

and banish pain and discomfort forever. Use the coupon.

NEW SCIENCE INSTITUTE

5744 Clay Street STEUBENVILLE , OHIO

.

New Science In ate,

5744 Clay St. , Steubenville, Ohio .

Yes, send mecomplete details of the Magic Dot that.

Name .1

| Address .

City . State .
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THE HIGH SPEED CHANGER

1

Has always beenthe Leader, and therefore

Standard Equipment of the

Largest Transportation Companies

And the Latest Improvement makes it

The Undisputed Leader and the Preferred Changer

The Improved 1928 4 - Barrel Model

at the Same Low Price

No. 1 throws 1 Quarter, 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, 1 Penny
No. 5 throws 1 Quarter, 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, 5 Pennies

No. 2 throws i Quarter, 1 Dime, i Nickel, 1 Nickel

No, 21 throws 1 Quarter, 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, 1 Token

PATENTED SAFETY LOCKING DEVICE ON ALL

Postage J.-L. GALEF

Paid 75 Chambera St. , New York City

new man .

11

A Better Lighter Has Had No Asthma

QUICKLITE

For Two Years NowAgents Wanted to earn big, money selling

this excellent pocket lighter. Lights instantly

as cap is pulled off. Burns any inflammable

liquid . Unequalled advertising novelty .
Felt Like New Man in Two Weeks, and

Send 50c for nickel plated sa mple and details .
Asthma Soon Disappeared

Doz. $ 2.00 . Gold plated in jewel box , $ 1.00 . Entirely rid of asthma in six months, and free

Rapid Mig. Co., 799-N, Broadway , New York City from it ever since, is the experience of Frank Cole

man , 210 Madison Ave., N.' E., Roanoke, Va. He

says :

TEACHERS AS CITIZENS “ I wish every asthma sufferer could know what I
know now about this disease. I had it in severe

form until I started taking Nacor in August , 1921.
Are teachers functioning as citizens? Are Within two weeks, I felt like a

My

they taking an active part in the civic life cough and pains disappeared , and within 6 months,

every symptom of asthma had left me . Now

I fear the answer,of their communities ? ( April 12, 1925 ) it is two years since I have taken

with few exceptions, is “ No." any of the treatment , and I have had no sign of

asthma. "

The teacher needs to be aroused to a Sufferers from asthma, bronchitis or severe chronic

realization of the deplorably low status to cough , should read the vital information about these

which he has dropped. He needs to know

diseases in a booklet which will be sent free by

Nacor Medicine Co., 606 State Life Bldg., Indian.
that he has permitted himself to drop to apolis , Ind . They will also send you the letters of

this low statue. He needs to know that people whose trouble disappeared years ago and

the remedy lies in himself alone.

never returned . No matter how serious your case

seems , write for this free information .
It has led

When citizens ' committees are formed to thousands back to health and strength .

examine into any community problem , edu

cational or otherwise, are the teachers in

vited to send their representatives , or are
DON'T WEAR

they practically the only group omitted ?

Look into the personnel of school com

A TRUSS

mittees throughout the country and you BE COMFORTABLE

will find every group and class represented Wear the Brooks Appliance, the

except the teachers, whose business the
modern scientific invention which

schools are. No other group has so little
gives rupture sufferers immediate

to say about that which is its business .

relief. It has no obnoxioussprings

or pads. Automatic Air Cushions

Teachers sign contracts that a street
MR. C. E.BROOKS bind and draw together the broken

sweeper would scorn . Efforts have even
parts. No salves or plasters. Dur

been made to disfranchise the teacher by

able . Cheap. Sent on trial to prove itsworth . Be

ware of imitations. Never sold in stores por by

rules that teachers shall take no part in agents. Every appliance made to special order and

elections.
sent direct from Marshall . Full information and

Teachers accept with thanks a pension
bookletsent free in plain , sealed envelope .

BROOKS APPLIANCE CO .,

system that ties them to that particular

98B State St., Marshall, Mich .

community and makes it impossible to

change their position without financial loss .

PRISON LABEL LAW SUSTAINED

What is a serf, anyway ?
IN WEST

Of course, there are some conspicuous

exceptions. The union teacher has won his Tacoma, Wash. - Supreme Court Judge

freedom and self-respect. Unionization gives Wilsonof Pierce County upheld the 1927

theteacher recognition , boththrough labor legislative act, which requires dealers in
and through his own union . Unionization prison products to labelsuch merchandise

makes the teacher a_power whose voice is " prison made."

heard and heeded . The union teacher is a

real citizen with social awareness and civic

The law was contested by the Fibre

made Chair Company of Louisville, Ky::

conscience. Are you ?
a prison -labor concern .

-The American Teacher.

The plaintiff will

appeal,
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE President Mahon returned to the General

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR Office and later went to the strike situation

of the Indiana Union Traction system ,

“ The first Division instituted in 1907 was where four Divisions of the Association are

No. 448 , Springfield , Mass. During the now involved in a strike . He assisted in

course of the year there were forty- six shaping affairs of the Divisions involved,
charters granted . but found conditions unfavorable for a fair

" A review of the work of this Association settlement and left the situation in the

for the year 1907 shows that agreement hands of Vice- President A. L. Behner and

adjustments were effected by ninety -seven Board Member Fred Fay . '

Division Associations .

" The aggregate increase in wage to the
THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

membership of this Association during the
MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

year 1907 reaches the gratifying figure of

$2,346,000 . These figures are computed
“ Gross earnings of the Union Traction

from the agreements and wage reports made Company of Philadelphia for November are

to this office.
said have reached

aggregate

“ Of the strikes and lock-outs in which
$800,000, an increase of $30,000 over earn

the Locals of this Association were involved
ings for the corresponding month last year,

" A reduction of 10 per cent has been
in the year 1907 , the cause of sixteen of

made in the wages of the surface railway
them is directly traceable to the determina

of Port Huron , Mich ., which the
tion of the employing company to destroy

the Local Division or defeat its establish company claims was inevitable, owing to

ment . Nineteen Locals were involved in
the poor patronage accorded the roads.

“ It is said that the La Salle and Peru
strikes and lock -outs. Two of these are

( III . ) Electric Railway Company, in orderyet in progress , seven were lost and ten

to reduce expenses, have discharged their
were adjusted favorably to the member

ship ; 6,955 members were involved. There
conductors and employed boys instead. The

were paid in strike benefits within the year
boys , who are from fourteen to sixteen

years of age , receive $ 3.00 per week , with
$105,315, representing 21,063 weeks .

a day's work of twelve hours.

" International President W. D. Mahon, " Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass. , held

since the last report, was called to Phila its regular monthly meeting on the 6th

delphia , Pa., by the serious situation that
inst., and the following officers were in

had developed in connection with the stalled : President, E. T. Hastings ; vice

formation of Division No. 477 . Several
president, M. A. Butler; recording secre

members had been discharged and the com tary , J. McGrath; sentine !, F. Bohn; execu

pany assumed an attitude in antagonism tive board, E. T. Hastings, M. A. Butler,

that brought the situation to crisis .
J. W. Bowes , J. S. O'Brien , D. Sullivan ,

Not only were members of the organiza P. Shea , D. F. Kennedy, J. J. Murphy,

tion being discharged, but preparations O. McDonald .

were made to replace union men by the " Of the 153 street car lines in Great

employment of a large number of strike Britain 144 are under private control, the

breakers, who were shipped to Philadelphia remainder being owned wholly or in part
from New York City. The company had, by municipalities and the system of muni

no doubt, become considerably concerned cipal management is being rapidly extended .

as to the outcome of the movement being In some cases on the municipally owned

promoted by their employes and expected and operated roads the dividends are not
a strike, Conservatism prevailed on the

so large, but the employes are better paid,

part of the employes to a creditable degree and the surplus reverts to the benefit of the

and the looked for strike did not material whole people instead of a private company,

ize. What went further in the way of The roads of Glasgow , Sheffield, Plymouth,

leading to a greater effort to effect a peace Hull , Leeds and Huddersfield are operated

fui adjustment was the fact that the com by the cities . In thirty other cities , in

pany, evidently becoming aware of the
cluding London , Birmingham , Manchester

extent of the organization , withdrew . its and Edinburgh , the cities are part owners .

antagonism to the extent that it declined

to further dismiss its old employes. The MACON, GA . , AGREEMENT

Mayorof thecity became interestedin the

affairs of the employes and lent his good This agreement made and entered into by and

offices as an agent for peace. As a result,
between the Macon Railway & Light Company, of

Macon , Georgia, hereinafter, for the sake of con

he has been successful in establishing rela venience , called the Company, party of the First

tions between the employes and the com
Part; and the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employees of America, Divi
pany, which is sure to lead to the quelling No. 898, of Macon, Georgia, hereinafter, for
of all further bitter feeling. The company

of convenience, called the Association ,

reinstatedforty -eight of the discharged men, party of the Second Part .

in fact all of them whose discharge could WITNESSETH : That in the operation of the

lines of the electric railway of the party of the

be traced directly to their activity in the
first part, in the County of Bibb , State of Georgia,

organization , and has agreed to take up agrees with the party of the second part that, in

matters of grievance, which virtually means
consideration of mutual covenants herein contained ,

dealing with the organization, All possi
contracts and agrees with each other as follows.

to -wit :

bility of a strike in Philadelphia has been

averted and the Local gives promise of agreement the membership ofsaid Association stais

being oneof the largest in the Association. consist of operators in the employ of the Company .

a

Od!

SA

sion

the sake
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a

engaged in the operation of electric cars the

system of the Company.

Sec. No. 2 . The Company agrees that all oper

ators, employees of the 'Macon Railway & Light

Company, shall become members of the Association
within thirty (30) days after their employment.

Sec . No. 3 . The Company agrees to meet and

treat with the duly accredited officers and

mittees that are elected or selected by the Associa

tion upon all questions and grievances that may arise

between the parties hereto during the life of this
contract .

Sec. No. 4. Any employee of the Company who

is a member of the Association, who has been sus

pended or discharged or demerited, shall have the

right to have his case taken up by the officers or

committees of the Association with the duly accred

ited officers of the Company, and in such

where, upon investigation , it is found and mutually

a zreed to by the representatives of the Association

and the representatives of the Company , that such
employee has been demerited, suspended or dis

charged is not at fault , he shall be reinstated to his

former position and paid the wage to which he

would have been entitled had he continued in the

Company's employment during the period of

pension or discharge. It is agreed when any em

ployee is called to answer any charge that may cause
him to be disciplined or discharged , it shall be

done within ten ( 10) days of said offense, unless
unusual conditions prevent. Nothing herein shall

abridge the rights of the Company to relieve or disa
charge employees from duty because of lack of

work .

It is agreed that , where men are laid off to reduce

the service in any department, the last man hired

shall be the first one laid off , and so on down the

list, and where men are again employed in this

department the men laid off shall be re-employed
according to their previous age in the service of the
Company, if so desired .

Sec . No. 5 . When any dispute arises between the

Company and the Association over which they can
not_mutually agrce , the same shall be submitted to

Board of Arbitration composed of three dis

interested persons. One of these arbitrators to be

chosen by the Company, one by the Association,
and the two ( 2 ) arbitrators thus selected shall

choose the third . Each party shall select their

arbitrator in ten ( 10) days after either party shall

notify the other in writing that an arbitration is

desired , and the two arbitrators thus chosen shall

without undue delay select the third and proceed
with the arbitration . This Board of Arbitration so

constituted shall hear all evidence and argument on

the points in dispute and the written decision of a

majority of the members of the Board of Arbitra

tion shall be final and binding on the parties hereto .

The parties hereto shall each pay the arbitrators of

its own selection and they shall jointly pay the

third arbitrator and the other legitimate joint ex
penses of such arbitration . Each party , however,

paying its own expenses incurred in compiling or

presenting the case .

Sec . No. 6 . That the right to hire and discharge

employees and the management of the properties

are reserved by and shall be vested exclusively in

the Company, and the Company shall have the

right to determine how many it will employ or re

tain in its transportation and other departments,
together with the right to exercise full control and

discipline in the interest of proper service and con
duct of its business and the operation thereof.

SEC . No. 7 . The employees, members of the As

sociation , shall have the right of wearing their

Association button while on duty .

Sec . No. 8 . The wages of operators are as fol

lows :

For the first four ( 4 ) months in service...42 € per hour

For the next four (4 ) months in service 464 per hour

For the next four ( 4 ) months in service . 50 ¢ per hour

After one ( 1 ) year in service .. 55 € per hour

Where two are required to operate car for

any purpose their rate shall be six cents (6 ¢ ) less

than the above rates mentioned , according to length

of service ,

Sec. No. 9. All operators shall be given prefer

ence the boards according to their continued

seniority and service to the Company, the oldest

man in the point of service shall have the preference

of runs and when runs are changed and new sched
ules are put up they shall select their runs in ac .

cordance with their age in the service of the Com .

pany,
when vacancies shall be

promoted according to their continued service. It

being distinctly understood that men cannot stay

on the extra list when a regular run is available
for them. Seniority list shall be posted on the

bulletin boards every six (6) months.

Sec. No. 10 . All operators making out accident

reports shall receive one hour and a half special time
for each accident report mad out an each report

must be made out and signed by them jointly .

SEC. No. 11 . All regularly scheduled week day

runs for operators shall be classed as follows :

Class No. 1 --One Piece runs shall pay a minimum

of eight ( 8 ) hours and must be completed within

eleven ( 11 ) hours.

Class No. 2 - Two Piece runs shall pay a mini
mum of eight (8 ) hours and must be completed

within fifteen ( 15 ) hours .

Class No. 3 - Three Piece runs shall pay a mini

mum of nine (9 ) hours and must be completed
within fifteen ( 15 ) hours.

Class No. 4-On runs designated as tripper runs

or on work car operation operators shall be paid

actual time made at platform wages according to
classification of operator.

In making up schedules, every effort will be made

to make as many Class 1 runs as possible and to
make all Class No. 1 and No. 2 runs pay as near

9 hours as possible and to make the hours of labor

as satisfactory as possible and in so doing, if it is
necessary to make a few runs with less than 8

hours in them, the runs with less than 8 hours will

be considered as extra ruins and will be operated

by extra men , who will be assigned to them each

day in rotating manner, unless , however, some regu.

lar men desire to bid for such runs, and in such
case , the men will be permitted according to their

seniority to bid for these runs and any man who

bids for one of these runs will not be required to
run it more than thirty days ,
Whenever it can be shown by the Association

that runs can be improved their suggestions will be

given consideration and every effort made to im
prove working conditions from time to time .

All regularly scheduled Sunday runs shall be Class

No. 1 runs without a guarantee of minimum time;

but to be completed within a spread of 11 hours.

Holiday runs will be scheduled on the same princi

ple as Sunday runs when possible to do so.

Sec . No. 12 . The extra board at each car barn

shall be worked in rotation . The first extra man in

on a day's run shall be the first to go out on a

run and no man shall be excused from taking the
run that falls to his lot except where a regular

man is off for more than three days. In this case,

after the third day, the oldest extra man in service

shall be given the run hold during the vacancy.

and , should the oldest extra man in service refuse

to take the run , it shall fall to the next oldest

extra in service , and so on down the list .

Where extramen are required to make the regular

or daily report and do not get employment sufficient

to make five ( 5 ) hours time in a day all extra men

in the service shall be paid five (5) hours time for

making such reports , and the list of these men shall

be posted by the Company the first of each month .

Sec . No, 13 . The rules in regard to working

conditions shall be fromtime to time posted by

the Company in a conspicious place at the shops,

barns or relief building or other headquarters of

the department affected. The rule so posted shall

be observed until changed by the Company.

SEC. No. 14 . There shall be placed in the men's

at each car barn , shop or other reporting

places , bulletin boards which this agreement

and any changes or supplements thereto shall be
posted , and on this bulletin board the Association

shall have the right to post notice of meetings and
other notices of which the Association may desire

to reach and notify the members thereof,

SEC . No. 15 . The Company agrees that the offi

cers and committees of the Association shall be

granted leavesofabsence on organization business

when so requested to do so , except in the case of

shortage of men and then arrangements shall be

made to relieve the officers and committees as soon

as it is possible to do so .

Sec . No. 16. Any member of this Association, at

the time an employee ofthe Company, who may be
elected or appointed to any officein the Division

No. 898 , or in the International Association, shall,
upon his retirement from said office, be reinstated

inhis former position with his full seniority rights

in the employment of the Company. provided be
presents himself for reinstatement within ffteen

( 15) days from the date of retirement from such
office.
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thereafter until either party notifies the other party

not less than fifteen days or more than thirty days

prior to the expiration of each year of any change

of any Section or Sections that may be desired to

be changed .

IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE COMPANY

AND THE ASSOCIATION have each caused these

presents to be executed in their name and behalf

by their proper officers hereunto duly authorized

the 28th day of July , 1927 .

MACON RAILWAY & LIGHT COMPANY,

By R. A. MAGRAW , Vice - President.

AMALGAMATED ASSN . OF STREET AND

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYEES OF

AMERICA , DIVISION No. 898 ,

By J. T. Dix, President ,

J. F. MCCARTHY, Secretary,

W. N. JONES, Executive Board Member,

S. E , CLARK , Executive Board Member,

Approved :
J. B. LAWSON, Member General Executive

Board .

Workers, true to themselves, never feel

pleasure in the possession of non-union

merchandise.

Buy

Union Stamped

Shoes

Sec. No. 17. Employees shall be granted the

right to purchase their uniforms in the open market.

The Company shall prescribe the quality and the

style of the uniform .

The Company shall have the right to insist upon

the neat appearance of the operators in service and

prescribe such rules as are necessary to govern the

same.

Sec. No. 18 . An open book shall be kept in each

car barn, and shop or other reporting places, to

allow the men to sign off the day or days that they

wish to be absent from employment, and the first

man registering for any particular day or days shall

have the first preference, with the exception that

the Committee of the Division shall have the first

preference when it is necessary for them to be off

to attend conference or to take up any negotiations
of any kind in behalf of the Association with the

officers of the Company. Men must sign the book

to be off in ink, the book to be dated three ( 3 )

days ahead , so that any man may have the privilege

of asking off three (3) days ahead of the days he

desires to be off .

SEC, No. 19. The employees of the Company

members of said Association, agree that they will

perform loyal and efficient work and service in the

several departments of work and they will give to

the riding public courteous and respectful considera

tion and treatment, that they will use their best

endeavors and influence to protect the property of

the Company and its interests ; that they will co

operate with the Company in promoting and ad.

vancing the welfare and prosperity of the same at

all times .
Sec . No. 20. In order that harmonious relations

may be advanced between the Company, and the

Association, which will result in improved working

conditions to the employees , more efficient and satis
factory service to the Company, and which will

result also in the more satisfactory service to the

public , it is agreed that there shall be appointed a
joint committee between the Company and the

Association . On the part of the Association the
committee shall consist of officers of the Association

with members of the executive board of the Asso

ciation . This committee appointed by the Associa

tion shall meet with a like committee of the Com

pany's officers in this department for the purpose
of discussing and deciding on the conditions of

labor and other regulations and conditions that will

improve and better the service and promote the

best interest of both the parties hereto . This com

mittee shall meet upon the first Wednesday of each

month and oftener if necessary. The committee

representing the Association shall have a chairman

and a secretary . The committee representing the

Company shall be regulated as the Company deems

best. It shall be the duty of the committee repre.

senting the employees to report the results of their

conferences to the regular meeting of the Associa

tion for the Association's consideration and adop

tion . When this committee meets jointly they

shall select from time to time a chairman to preside

over these meetings and the secretaries representing

the Association and the Company shall each keep a

minute of the meetings and see that the same are
properly recorded as herein agreed to . The cost

of printing and such other costs as may be con

rected with the work of the committee shall be

borne by the Company and , if the committee repre
senting are required to lose any time from their

employment , they shall be reimbursed by the Com

pany, paying the same compensation they would

have received had they been following their regular

employment .
SEC. No. 21 . The printed rules of the Company

furnished operators are hereby made a part of this

contract and the operators agree that their service

and operation will be according to these rules and

this contract .

Sec . No. 22 . The Association and its members

agree that , during the continuation of this contract,

there shall be no strikes or walk-outs by said Asso

ciation and the Company agrees, on its part , that
during the continuation of this contract there will

be no lock -outs of the said Association or its mem

bers, it being the mutual desire of both parties

hereto to provide duringthe continuation of this

contract uninterrupted continuous service . Nothing

herein , however, is intended to prevent resignation

or discharge of individuals, discharges being subject

to review under the conditions and manner herein

hefore provided .

Sec. No. 23. This agreement andthe provisions

herein shall continue in full force from August 1 ,

1927 , until August1 , 1928, and from year to year

on /STAMP

We ask all members of

organized labor to pur

chase shoes bearing our

Union Stamp on

the sole, inner BOOT &SHOE

sole or lining of
WORKERS UNION

the shoe. We ask
UNION HISTAMP

you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

you actually see

this Union Stamp.

Boot & Shoe

Worker's Union

Affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor

246 SummerSt. Boston , Mass.

COLLIS LOVELY , General President

CHAS . L. BAINE, General Sec'y-Treas .

If You Don't Receive Your

Motorman and Conductor

fill in this coupon and hand ic to your F. S. , or mail

it to the MOTORMAN ANDCONDUCTOR, 260

East Vernor Highway, Detroit, Mich.

Name Div. No...

Street .

Former Address .

No........
Street.

Post Office



Save a Little !

Every Pay -Day

2015
GOOD way to build up a worth

while savings account is to set aside

a certain papart of your earnings ev

ery pay-day and deposit it in The Peoples

State Bank where saving is a pleasure .

A

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

Branches Throughout Detroit

OPEN MONDAY NIGHTS

To be welldressed and
BATCHELDER MADE

neat in appearance , order

UNIFORMS

Maya TRADE
MARK
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C3
QUALITY & STYLE MAKE

BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORM

A SOURCE OF SATISFACTION

TO EVERY WEARER

C5

For Sale by Dealers

A WRITE FOR SAMPLES

C4

FRED M. BATCHELDER CO .

120 HARRISON AVENUE

BOSTON
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American woman .

T

6016

5996

FASHION LETTER

Some one has remarked that current styles are very

feminine, and once againwomen are beautifully dressed,

and the masculine features appearonly in sports
apparel.

We have much drapery, panels, flares, tucks, seams,

uneven hem lines, diagonal closings, frills, lace and em .

broidery, elaborate trimmings and sumptuous fabrics.

Velvets and metal materials, fineandsheerwool, soft

satins andbeautiful silks, all aid in glorifying the

Hats and all accessories must be in harmony with
the dress and coat.

Many of the new models show the irregular treat

ments, with one side of the garmentdifferent from the

other. Sometimes it is the neck or sleeve that shows

this feature.

The flare is ever present, but not obstensively so , it

is shown in set- in sections, godets, tiers, and circular
cuttings.

The waistline is still a matter of opinion . It is some

times in a raised position, indicated by abelt or trim

ming, again itis left to take care of itself as it pleases,

The close-fitting plain sleeve is the popular and

practical sleeve, but the sleeve that widens below the

elbow is new and attractive.
Some are bulgy at the

wrist, others form a gauntlet cuff over the hand .

A double collar is always pleasing, since one may thus

have the top one in a color that goes well with the

complexion .

Coat styles vary in form and trimming. The straight

line or the filare coat for sportsor utility is usually of

tweed and untrimmed . The coat for formal occasions

is of velours, soft and pliable. It may be draped at

the side, ormade with flare insets, and is usually fur

trimmed. Blacklynx is the most fashionable fur of

the season , but other colors are popular.

Dresses for evening wearmay be simple or elaborate.

The period frock is the heightof style and is adaptable

to youthful and mature figures . It looks well in taffeta

or in tulle and taffeta, and usually the waist is fitted ,
and the neck very low.

In dance frocks, wide skirts are in order, the fulness

may be supplied by means of gathers, plaits, godets or
cascade folds,

6016. Child's Coat.

Cut in 3 Sizes: 2 , 4 and 6 years. A 4 year size requires 1%

yard of 54 inchmaterial. Tofacecollar withcontrastingmaterial

will require y yard 18 inches widecut lengthwise , Il collar is

made of fur yard 5 inches wide is required . Price 12c.
5996. Ladies' Dress.

Cut in șizes: 34, 36, 38, 40, 42and44 inchesbustmeasure.

A38inch sizerequireskyardof32 inch lining for the under:
body,18 yard ofone material 40 inches wide for blouse,puff

portion of sleeve;collar, revers, and cuft facings, and 37 yards of

other material forskirt , upper sleeve portion and bolero.

width of the skirt at the lower edgewith plaits extended is 1%
yard . Price 12c.

6000. Misses' Dress.

Cut in 3 Sizes : 16 , 18 and 20 years . A 16 year size requires

2 % yards of 40 inch' material. Thewidth of the Dress at the
lower edge is 2 % yards. Price 12c.

0017, Boys' Suit.

Cut in3 Sizes :2 , 4 and 6 years. A 4 year size requires 1 %

yard of 32 inch material for the Blouse, and yardof54 inch
material for the Trousers. Price 12c.

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12 € in silveror stamps for our UP-TO -DATE

FALL and WINTER 1927-1928 BOOK OF FASHIONS,

showingcolor plates, and containing 500 designsof

Ladies", Misses * and Children's Patterns, a CONCISE

and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON'DRESSMAK

ING , ALSO SOME POINTSFORTHE NEEDLE

(Ulustrating 30ofthevarious , simplestitches), all

valuable hints to the home dressmaker .

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTYPATTERN Co.,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn , N. Y.
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$ 2750

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

* Veri

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

TIME AND AGAIN thousands of Traction Men

Thahave expressed a desire to own a civilian

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here, at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands, The Bloch Company has

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fineappearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have long been famous,

We're anxious to have you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50 . If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted.

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.

$ 35The Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic

tured here and opposite

are both made of the

same pure wool , fine

qualitymaterial to sell at

an equally low price.
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Union Label in boch Uni

form and Civilian Suits

ill
och

UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY

The Bloch Company Cleveland , Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge. Also Trolley Jim Time Book .

Name

Address

Name of Dealer.
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INTERNATIONAL VICE-PRESIDENTS to organize , as they understood very clearly

JOHN M. PARKER AND ROBERT that, in the event of organizing, it would

B. ARMSTRONG improve their wages and working conditions,

whereas they were individually unable to

At the right, above, is the picture of
do so . The vast majority were very well

International Vice -President John M, Parker pleased to receive the assistance of Vice

and at the left is the picture of Inter Presidents Parker and Armstrong. They

national Vice- President Robert B. Arm. instituted a Local known as Division No.

strong. Brother Parker is a member of 976, within which all members became

Division No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y. His resi- obligated as members withinthe Amalga

dence is in Niagara Falls, Ont. Brother mated Association. During this process o

Armstrong is a member of Division No. 788, organizing, the company , seeing thattheir

St. Louis, Mo., in which city he resides. employeswere successfully proceeding, in

These two officers, upon petitions of the groups and individually, called the employes

employes of the Indianapolis Street Rail. to the office and advised them that, if they

way Company , received early in 1926 and did not get out of the Amalgamated Asso

at various previous occasions, went to assist ciation, they would be dismissed. In this

the Indianapolis street railway employes in way sixty -four employes were dismissed

organizing,that they mightestablish col from the service, The management of the

lective agreement relationswith the employ property, believing that, in the event they

ing property. These employes, unorganized, could drive Vice - Presidents Parker and

were compelled to work for 37 cents per Armstrong from Indianapolis, they would

hour, without additional pay for overtime have their employes sufficiently intimidated

or extra work . In the matter of wages and to cause them to desist the work of organi

working conditions they were under the zation , and having, created a political force

immediate dictation of the management of in Indianapolis and in the state of Indiana ,

the property. These employes wereanxious invoked the assistance of the mayor and
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on 5 days and 47 hours on the sixth.

An additional 78 hours in any one calendar

police department of Indianapolis, through calling a strike or strike vote. The court

which assistance Brothers Parker and Arm advised that there must be some interrup

strong arrested several times for tion of service. Following this, there were

vagrancy In that they were not vagrants explosions under cars. There were affidavits

and in that this procedure of the employing to the effect that this company official who

management and city administration was a presided the meeting approached

united endeavor to destroy the movement Brother Parker for money with which to

of organization, Brothers Parker and Arm buy explosives and he advised againstsuch

strong , through an attorney, entered the a movement and refused to lend any finan.

Federal Court, seeking restraint of the city cial aid in purchasing explosives. There is

administration in continuing those arrests. an affidavit that this company official, or

This court , Judge Baltzell, in a very in agent, made a later statement that another

dignant manner , denounced them for ap company official did advance the money to

pearing in the Federal Court for protection him with which to buy explosives. Im

and refused to in any way enjoin the mediately following the explosions under

company management and city administra. the cars, this agent left Indianapolis and

tion, The arrests continued , until another BrothersParker and Armstrong were brought

court did issue a restraining order. Then before Judge Baltzel who held them

Brothers Parker and Armstrong associated guilty of violating the order issued, pro

with the employes in an endeavor to obtain hibiting them from advising the men to go

an understanding, with the employing man, on strike or to violate an alleged individual

agement by which the sixty -four discharged agreement known as the master and servant

employes would be returned to work . All type, and sentenced them to ninety days

endeavors failed and to sustain the position imprisonment. Brothers Parker and Arm

of the managing officials of_the company, strong, though_clearly not violating the

these officials entered the Federal Court, order of the Federal Court , started the

before Judge Robert C. Baltzell, and ob service of their ninety days' sentence

tained an injunction for intimidating pur. November 21st, and at this writing are

poses. There was no hesitancy on the part serving a martyrdom in the interest of

of Judge Baltzell in granting the enjoining organized wage workers and in the interest

order drafted by the attorneys of the oflabor generally and the improvement of

Indianapolis Street Railway Company, al the socialorder of mankind . This is a case

though he had previously_ refused , as where an injunction wasgranted in viola

Federal Court, to protect Brothers Parker tion of the principles and laws that regulate

and Armstrong from the impositions of the the social order of mankind. It is also a

Indianapolis police department and city case of the granting of such an injunction

administration in joining with the company by a judge who is appointed for life- not

to drive them out of towni At the time electedby the people but appointed for

this injunction was served, a meeting of life by the appointive power, the President

the employes was convening , and at the of the United States, wholly contrary to the

request of the Federal Marshall , Brother principles set out in the Declaration of

Parker read the injunction to the employes Independence of the UnitedStates. And

after they had assembled in the meeting, this judge has been sustained in thus acting

and advised them that he and Brother by even the SupremeCourt of the United

Armstrong could not in any way participate States, the members ofwhich are appointed

in the meeting . This attitude of Brother for life terms and not elected or in any

Parker was sustained by a few remarks of way holding their positions through the

Brother Armstrong and they retired from grace of the voting population. It is an

the meeting. This meeting was presided example of the enforcement of slavery as a

over by an agent of the employing property, condition for unorganized wage workers.
who advised the employes that , in the event The Labor Movement isin full sympathy

that they should return to work and refuse with Brothers Parker and Armstrong in this

to withdraw from the Amalgamated Asso illegal imprisonment.

ciation , they would be dismissed the same

as the sixty -four employes who had been According to the recent annual report of

previously dismissed . This statement proved Miss Mary Anderson, Director of the

to be accepted by the employes and they Women's Bureau of the United States

voted , generally, that it was their feeling Department of Labor, New York State has

in the matter. The company official presid amended the law that applies to the service

ing over the meeting, then advised them to of women , which will provide, beginning

stay away from their employment , and January 1, 1928, an 8-hour service day and

what has been termed a " strike" took a 48-hour week for factory and mercantile

place. Some more than two hundred of establishments, with a work week of 49

the employes continued on the cars , but hours, if not morethan 9 hours are worked

the public was expressively in sympathy

with the employes who were members of

the organization, and it is reported that year is permitted for emergency overtime.

the management, through company attor În Arizona theservice week for women has

neys , petitioned that Brothers Parker and been shortened to 48 hours and not to

Armstrong should be called into court on exceed 6 days.

a charge of contempt for violating the in

junction , although they had not advised a Bound in a living rampart about the

strike, and under the laws of the Amalga Union Label, organized workers will be up

mated Association could not take part in conquerable.

a
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THE DIGNITY OF LABOR be a menial class the wage workers. Evi

dence of this is the antagonism of the

Once on a time, some poets and authors organizing of wage workers on the part of

contributed to the dignity of labor. Today
this element of the social order and the in

the dignifying of labor, in the social order sistence on the part of this element, that

as it exists , is with the wage worker, and wage workers shall have no say in fixing

Union
the sole institution through which the wage ' wage rates and working conditions.

worker may dignify labor is the organiza wage workers today are blacklisted by that

tion of wage workers. class of non-union employers.

It dawns upon the wage worker of today A slight survey of what organized wage

to know that by his labor he exists. With workers have done in the way of advance

it is carried the understanding that, speak ment brings to our attention the fact that

ing generally, existence for the wage worker organization has increased wages to the

is lifetime wage-working.
There are union wage workers and thus even advanced

ceptions , but, comparatively speaking, the the low standard of wage necessary for non

exceptions are few . The large army of union employers to pay to obtain labor.

wage workers of today will pass from this The advance in wages created by organ

life as wage workers. That means that
ized wage workers has resulted in a better

whatever dignity may be attained to labor,
distribution of products and thus created a

must be attained by those who are wage better market by which all types of the

workers .
social order profit.

Some may attempt it , but none
Organized wage workers have reduced the

establish a well- founded denial that wage
hours of the service day to eight and less

workers , today, are a class by themselves. hours. The effect of this has been to in
In the social order of mankind , how are

crease the opportunity of employment to

wage workers, as a class, regarded ?
wage workers - non -union as well as union

There is no identity of wage workers as
wage workers . This increase in opportunity

a class beyond menials, except that which for employment could be more greatly ad
is established by the organized wage work

vanced , should non -union wage workers dis
ers themselves.

continue their non -unionism and associate

What part does the wage worker of today
with the organizations of their crafts.

take in the advancement of the social order

of mankind ?
Another feature that has extended em

Are the servile element of

wage workers participating in this endeavor
ployment and thus advanced the social

at advancement ? Ask the non-union wage order is the reduction of the service week,

worker. from seven days to six and from six days

What is the course by which labor may to five , This has not alone advanced condi

be dignified and brought to a more favor
tions for the organized wage workers, but

able standing in the public eye? Thought
it has extended the opportunity of employ

ful wage workers have concluded upon this
ment in the realm of non -unionism . This

subject. Thoughtful wage workers will say is another point that can be called to the

attention of non-unionists in the way of
that the greatest promotive institution
within the human family is the organiza profit to them by their becoming organized

tion of wage workers, by which they can
wage workers.

act co-ordinately in advancing the interests
The wage worker who persists in working

of wage workers, in dignifying labor and seven days per week is not only antagoniz

thus advancing the social order in general . ing organized wage workers and assisting

There is not a move in the direction of non -union employing concerns in maintain

dignifying labor and advancing the social
ing low wages, but is denying to himself the

order , except those moves studied upon ,
advancement that would otherwise come to

formulated and advanced by wage workers him and his family . His non-unionism

themselves in their organized state. That affects him in the way of adding to the

cannot be reasonably denied by anyone. army of unemployed and thus creating

The organization of wage workers stands
added competition for his own job.

pon the principles thou t out by wage In street and electric railway and motor

workers themselves, that through collective coach service , no wage worker should exceed

agreement relations with employing proper six service days per week in employment ,

ties better wages and working conditions
and a provision in employment agreements

obtain, and that conditions are subject, in should exact this six -day week by fixing the

the way of improvement, to thecollective seventh day as extra work , that when the

deliberation of wageworkers themselves. seventh day is worked, time and one-half

The American labor movement is not shall be paid therefor.

based upon theprinciple of charity. It is As a matter of fact , in street and electric

based upon the principle of collective , in railway and motor coach service , a five-day

telligent reasoning by wage workers. week could easily be established under an

We are but a few years from the period agreement provision that would provide

of bonded wage workers and slaves. When that the motorman , conductor or operator

we reflect back upon that period , it comes shall not be required to exceed five of any

to us that there has been an advancement six consecutive days in employment. The
in the social order .

With the social order six-day week under the present system

is attendant that class that asserted slavery would yield to the employe fifty -two relief

rights in the earlier age and attempts, to days per year. The five-day week would

day, to assert the right to dictate as give to the employe sixty relief days per

class to what they presume to the world to year, or five days per month, and would

a
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UNION-MANAGEMENT CO -OPERATION

ON PITTSBURGH RAILWAYS

By P. J. McGrath , in American

Federationist

2

E

create a greater opportunity for employ

ment.

The lessening of the number of hours in

a service day and the lessening of the num

ber of days in the service week yield more

jobs, destroy competition in the labor

market and would yield a better annual

wage.

A provision of one day off in six would

also lessen the liability of accidents in street

and electric railway and motor coach

service. It would prove a Safety First

proposition. It would prove a health propo

sition to the employe and a social and

financial advancement to the employe and

his family and dependents.

Each organized wage worker is of him

self an organizer. Naturally he understands

it to be his business in meeting the un*

organized, to convey to the unorganized

the non-union man -- the importance of his

organizing and associating with his associate

employes and advancing his wages and

working conditions.

Remember, it is only through organiza

tion that wage workers can bring about the

recognition of the dignity of labor.

Let the year 1928 be a vigorous period

in the endeavor to extend in membership

the American labor movement.

ANTI-INJUNCTION CONFERENCE

CALLED ; UNIONISTS WILL MEET

IN WASHINGTON

Miama, Fla . — The A. F. of L. Executive

Council, at its quarterly session here, has

called a conference of representatives of

national and international trade unions to

convene on February 8th , at A. F. of L.

Headquarters, Washington, to outline united

and nation -wide action in support of labor

injunction relief by the present Congress.

The Executive Council's decision is in

line with unanimous approval of the follow

ing committee report_by the Los Angeles

convention of the A. F. of L.

" In addition to its report on the nature

of the legislation and other measures re

quired as a remedy for the evils with which

the labor movement is confronted under the

so-called anti-trust laws and the growing

misuse of the equity power of the courts,

the committee recommends that the Execu

tive Council be authorized and instructed to

call a national conference of trade union

representatives and representaitves of such

other groups as it deems advisable to meet

at the national capital , at such time as

the Council may believe most opportune,

for the purpose of considering plans to

secure the passage of the necessary legisla

tion as outlined by this convention and to

make effective the declarations of the

American Federation of Labor these

vital questions."

Advanced thought of today endorses

principles of co -operation between employer

and employee, providing the spirit of co

operation is mutual and that neither side

$ seeking advantage for ulterior motives,

ibut that both parties are genuinely co

perating one with the other for the benefit

of all concerned .

Ownership and management in America's

leading industries are detecting the eco

nomic necessity of adopting the new policy .

Leaders in the ranks of labor in some

instances have welcomed the innovation.

Others, perhaps through lack of under

standing and possibly lack of confidence

(from experience) are somewhat loath in its

adoption , its being somewhat of a new

project in the ranks of labor.

Improved industrial relations are a natural

consequence. Collective management and

collective bargaining means collective intel

ligence, and no problem can be completely

solved if truths are concealed, hence the

necessity for a genuinely mutual co-opera

tion .

The co -operative methods is pursued in

Pittsburgh , Pa. , between the management

and the trainmen developed from actual

experience and hard knocks.

About a year and a half ago it was

recognized that lack of understanding be
tween those concerned could not produce

satisfactory results and that conficting

claims could not be reconciled without an

open discussion ; hence , the proposal that

the company officials of each department,

numbering from thirty- five to fifty and the

officers of the organization, including its

executive and local board , numbering

seventy - five to one hundred, meet in joint
session once a month .

The company officials, as well as the

committee, realizing the benefits derived

from these methods, arranged for an in:

definite continuation of the meetings and

regular meetings are being held since that

time.

At these meetings the first business taken

up is that of the company's financial earn

ings , compared with the same date of a year

ago, and sometimes with the dates of previ.

ous years, these statements giving the em,

ployees an understanding of the financial

situation of the company. This report is

followed by another on the trend of busi

ness during that particular month , as com

pared with the same month of a year ago .

The meeting is then thrown open for any

questions or comments on the reports.

A report is then made as to the disposi

tion of complaints made by the men at the
previous meeting . I desire to state here

that, on an average , 90 to 95 per cent of

the complaints are satisfactorily adjusted,

and for those which are not a reason is

given, and again the meeting is open for

questions or comments. ( First meeting,

February , 1926. )

on

The wholesale issuance of injunctions is

an evil , the practice often working an in

justice. It is a distinct menace to liberty,

this wholesale issuing of injunctions. - U . S.

Senator Hendrik Shipstead.
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The meeting is then thrown open for any that is , that there can not be a true spirit

further complaints the men might have. of co -operation without you yourself being

These are taken down in shorthand and a thoroughly co -operative in your own organi

copy, is sent in typewritten form to each zation, for it is through the fact of your

car house, where the men in general may thorough organization that you will be

read the nature of the complaint, the name sought as a necessity for co -operation, for

of its sponsor, and its disposition. The were any employing company to have to

complaint is then taken up by the depart deal with the individual with the expecta

ment to which the complaint belongs and tion of a thorough and sincere co-operation

the results are reported by that department. it would be found to be impossible. There

There is a special investigation committee fore it is through theofficialdom of your

who handle the more serious complaints , organization, and they likewise through you,

and a member of the union organization is that a thorough co -operative spirit can be

a member of that committee . maintained , so I say, look well to your

At these meetings the entire range of organization and strive to keep it intact
railway operations is discussed , the welfare and thereby you will be prepared for any

of the whole industry being of principal thing that might be presented to you. So,

concern of the trainmen . while we may all wish for a better and

The interests of the traveling public also more beneficient understanding of our prob.

receive a large share of attention, questions lems, I can only say with the old general

involving technology and operations com of an army when he said : “ Always be for

prising, a large part of the discussions. peace , my boys, but keep your powder dry."

Financial difficulties of the company, where

they exist, are freely disclosed and discussed
VICTORIES FOR LABOR

and methods of increasing business form a

popular subject. The “Labor Advocate ," Lexington , Ky . ,

No suggestion is ignored, for, while they sets forth the fact that organized labor was

might not all be acceptable as made, they successful in electing Hon. Flem D. Samp

very often lead to other desirable methods son, governor. Governor- elect Sampson ran

whereby a great deal of good is accom upon the Republican ticket and was the

plished
only state Republican candidate elected .

The following are typical of the subjects He was elected by nearly forty thousand

proposed by the trainmen and considered majority .

by the company : He was endorsed by the entire labor

Additional service at peaks on certain movementof Kentucky, including the trans

routes. portation Brotherhoods.

Change in certain car loading points. Within the city of Lexington , " The Labor

Advisability of an early morning car on a Advocate" states that organized labor

certain route.
elected for mayor, Hon. James J. O'Brien.

Loss of time in dropping trailers. An editorial taken from “ The Labor

Children's 5-cent school ticket. Advocate " reads ;

Additional service on certain routes . " The Labor Advocate' is proud of

Schedules, sanding equipment, cleaning organized labor in Kentucky for scoring

such a glorious victory at the polls in

Thermostats, lights , switches, signals, and
November.

so forth . “ The machine politicians who predicted

These subjects are thoroughly discussed that labor would not vote together must

and reported on accordingly . It is char now feel like jumping in a hole and pulling

acteristic of the American workman to want it in after them. Never again will they

to understand, understanding improving the attempt to ignore and discredit the mem

quality of service and stimulating interest bers of Labor Unions.

in duties.
" It was one of the most thrilling political

Transportation is a competitive business . contests ever witnessed in Kentucky. It

The trainmen are the sales agents and they forever settled the question that our citi

aim to make the car ride as attractive as zens have at last learned to vote for men

possible. By so doing , the public benefits, and measures and not for the emblems of

the company profits, and the employees, by the parties. The election of Sampson for

contributing to the success of the company, Governor by a overwhelming vote when

earn that recognition of their efforts that
the rest of the Republican ticket was de

must eventually bring them their reward as feated proves this fact.

the profits of the employing company will " Organized Labor in Lexington won two

permit. victories, carrying the city for Sampson for

With these thoughts in mind then why Governor and O'Brien for. Mayor. The

should it become necessary to urge either Mayor -elect is one of the early leaders of

demployer or employee to co -operate when
Union Labor in this city and past president

it is so apparentthatboth must benefit by of the Blue Grass Typographical Union.

so doing? The employee increases his life " Keep up the good work and before

giving income, and the employer his profit voting, always lookup a candidate's Labor
or accumulating income , and the public in record . No man should be voted for on

general is benefited to the greatest extent account of his promises, but his past record

by this co -operative and harmonious rela towards Labor should be the guide.

tionship of employer and employee.

However, there is one thought that I Demand the Union Label today . Good

wish to impress upon the wage- earners, and resolutions for tomorrow butter no parsnips.

cars .

9 )
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modern and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally ; to encourage

the settlement of all disputes between etaployer and

employes by arbitration ; to secure employment and

adequate pay for our work; to reduce the hours of

daily labor and by, all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social conditions.

Unsigned communications cannot be published.

Names of correspondents will not appear with their

products unlessby special permission of the corre.
spondent. Matter of publication should be in not

later than the 2nd of the month , and should be
written on one side of the paper.

.

Z $

The next regular semi-annual meeting of

the General Executive Board will convene

at Association Headquarters, 260 East

Vernor Highway, Detroit, Michigan , at

10 o'clock a. m., Monday, February 20th.

Sessions of the meeting ,will continue until

the business before the Board is completed.

a rain

ploying property and in the interest of the

public at large, in the matter of convenience

and safety. Organized wage workers do not

look upon their employment as

check . " They look upon it as a source of

livelihood for the present and future. That

is the cause of wage workers seeking to

organize and in thatway associate in the

common interest of all. 19The existence of organization among wage

workers is positive evidence that organiza

tion is voluntary on the part of the wage

workers. It is not an enforced institution

insofar as the membership and officers of

the organization are concerned. It is posi

tive evidence that all wage workers upon

non -union properties, werethey not intimi.

dated by the employing managements,

would be pleased to organize and would

voluntarily organize for the institution of

collective agreement relations with the

employing property .

In this issue is published some data on

accidents upon the street railway system in

St. Louis, Mo., which shows the importance

of co -operation on the part of employing

properties and members of the Amalgamated

Association in the interest of Safety First.

In St. Louis there is co-ordinating action

between the management of the property

and the membership of Division No. 788 in

the interest of Safety First. A like situa

tion exists in Pittsburgh, Pa. , and on various

other transportation properties, where the

Amalgamated Association exists.

Upon the properties where voluntary

organization exists among the wage workers,

as exemplified by the trade union and the

fair employing management, there can de

velop no contending condition as between

the management and employes of an em

barrassing nature. The Amalgamated Asso

ciation, by virtue of one of its principle

is committed to the arbitration of a

disputes not adjustable through friendly

negotiating with the employing manage

ment, and where there is failure of adjust

ment the case is submitted for arbitration

with the most kindly feeling as between the

parties to the arbitration submission. As a

general proposition, submissions for arbitra .

tion deal almost wholly with the wage

question . Thus, by following the principles

of the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America,

there is no occasion for strikes and lock

outs. There is no occasion for vicious

controversies between themanagement and

employes. Earnest co-operation can exist.

Low wages, without the right of ordinary

endeavor to improve wages and working

conditions , does not breed co -ordination on

the part of the management and wage

workers. Itbreeds distrust, anger andcon.

tempt on the part of the wage worker.

But the signal featureofsuch employment

It cannot be denied but that there can

be a wonderful advantage to street and

electric railway and motor coach properties

through uniting with the wage workers em

ployed upon these properties asan organized

body, in the way of safeguarding the em
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with the employing property is the profit labor injunction. It is remarkable that the

intent, with the assumption on the part of deception vaunted by labor injunctions can

the employing property and its manage not be brought to the surface in the interest

ment that profits are more resultful from of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

low wages and control of wage workers by In the Indianapolis injunction case, per

capitalism . Thus, it is the eagerness for taining to which two international vice

more profit that withholds respect on the presidents are now serving penal servitude

part of the employing management for the in a Federal prison in Indianapolis, the in

wage workers employed by the employing junction served upon them provided to re
property. This can be no more clear to strain them from forcing employes of the

anyonethan it is to the non -union employe Indianapolis street railway company to join

who is refused the right of organization by a labor union or compelling them to go on

the employing management. No such re strike or cease to work in employment with

volt feeling exists in the minds of organized the Indianapolis street railway company.

wage workers who are employed by fair There coaldbe no other conclusion on the

employing properties and managements. part of the Federal Judge, Baltzell, but that

Brothers Armstrong and Parker were not

Upon non -union employing properties guilty of forcing, anything in connection

there can be no co -ordination of the man
with the organizing of the Indianapolis

street railway employes. He could conclude
agement and employes in a spirit of respect

in no other way than that Brothers Arm

and good fellowship. The mere fact that
strong and Parker did not in any way force

the employes are intimidated from organiz
the Indianapolis street railway employes to

ing is sufficient evidence to the employes

that they are denied their citizens' rights of July, 1926. Yet he gives forth to the

remain away from employment on the 5th

by the employing management, and , where
public that those two officials of the Amal

a man of ordinary intelligence is denied
gamated Association violated his enjoining

citizen's rights, there cannot fail to be a order. No one knew better than Judge

feeling of revolt towards the management Baltzell that Brothers Armstrong and

of an employing property that so denies to Parker could not have forced the street

the employe that citizen's right to organize. railway employes of Indianapolis to form

When there is a revoltingfeeling of this

nature, there cannot prevail harmony and

an organization, and no one could have

known better than he that they could not
good feeling in the matter of unity in the

have forced the employes of the street rail.

operation of the property upon which the

workers are employed . They can look upon

way property to retire from employment

in a body. Yet that is what he enjoined

their employment, and do look upon it only them not to do. The language of his in

as a rain check, with the hope of leaving junction , as in all other injunctions, in no
such despotic employment at the earliest

way prohibited Brothers Armstrong and

possible moment.
Parker from requesting an employe to join

the Amalgamated Association. Nothing in

An inference of the value of " yellow dog" his injunction refused to them the privilege

company agreements comes to light in the
of accepting applications from those applica

refusal of the Indiana Public Service Com tions that were given voluntarily by the

mission to serve an arbitration board employes. There was nothing in his in

upon grievances submitted to the Indian junction that prohibited the employes from

apolis street railway company officials by ceasing work , and there was no evidence

an employe of that company.
When the before him that Brothers Armstrong and

employe failed to have the grievances ad Parker in any way even encouraged the

justed by the president of the company, employes in the meeting of July 5th to

he followed a provision of the so -called cease work. But it is a difficult problem to

agreement that the grievances should be get these things understood by thepublic

submitted to the Public Service Commission in general . The construction of the Federal

for arbitration. The company, then, filed a Court was based upon the principle of re

motion with the Public Service Commission taining in government control a despotic

that the grievancesbe dismissed without a condition . It provided that the

The Public Service Commission Supreme Court judges were to be appointed

sustained the motion and refused to serve for life terms. They were not to be elected

as an arbitration board, as provided in the by the people, but appointed and appointed

so -called agreement. It is sufficient evidence for life . The Constitution provided that

to show that so-called company agreements Congress should have the power to establish

or master and servant agreements are not District Federal Courts, and following the

workable, except as dictated by the employ principle of the appointive creation of the

ing management. Of course, in Indiana
Supreme Court, District Federal Courts are

there is a political controlin favor of union appointed for life, but they are restricted

smashing employers. Some Public Service in their jurisdiction by laws enacted by

Commissions serve in the interest of the Congress. These questions cause one to

public. reflect upon the nature of government

within which are presumed to regard

If there is a feature in the life and liberty ourselves as under a government of, for and

ofmankind, as existing underthe Federal by the people, It shows that

Government of the United States, that rather under a despotic government , the

one to deliberate upon the despotism of which exists in the judiciary

methods of dispensing justice, it is the department of the Federal Government.

as

was

hearing.

we

we are

would cause
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF INTER Federation of Labor officials . President

NATIONAL OFFICERS Mahon is also in advisement upon the

injunction case in New York City, which

A very important situation that is before is now pending trial before the Court to

the attention of International President which the Interborough Rapid Transit

W. D. Mahon is that of the arbitration Company has petitioned for an injunction

submission in Chicago , Ill ., involving the designing to prohibit the Amalgamated

members of Division No. 241, in respect Association from accepting into membership

to wages and working conditions that were employes working for the Interborough

submitted for arbitration last July. For Rapid Transit Company of New York City.

some time the case was in the process of

selecting the third arbitrator, when it came International Treasurer L. D. Bland

to the attention of the officers and mem. associated with International President

bers of the Local that the two arbitrators W. D. Mahon upon his survey trip in the

chosen were not progressing . A few weeks Southwest and at the close of this report,

ago this occasioned another visit of the January 26th, had returned to Chicago,

International President to Chicago, where where he is associating with the Inter

he was successful in having the parties to national President in advisement with the

the agreement appoint new arbitrators. officers of Division No. 241 upon the

These two arbitrators have been endeavor. agreement arbitration now primarily before

ing to reach some satisfactory, agreement an arbitration board comprising two arbi

upon the subjects before them for determi trators , with the hope of an early adjust

nation by arbitration . In the event that ment .

they are unable to reach an agreement,

then these two arbitrators are supposed to First International Vice- President Wm. B.

endeavor to choose third arbitrator . Fitzgerald , who, at the close of the last

This case has not yet been settled and as report here published , was in New York,

this report goes to press, January 26th , the N. Y., in advisement upon the injunction

International President is in Chicago, in case that is now being presented before the

advisement upon this situation. Prior to court to whom was petitioned by the

this visit to Chicago, President Mahon, in I. R. T. Company for an injunction, after

company with International Treasurer L. D.
advisement upon the case returned to the

Bland , visited the southern section of the General Office, from where he was later

United States in the interest of a survey dispatched to Indianapolis, Ind., to present

of the possibilities of the Association in to International Vice -Presidents John M.

that district. Prior to his visit to the Parker and Robert B. Armstrong the propo

South , the International President , at the sition of the United States Attorney Gen

General Office, gave much attention to the eral for their consideration . Brothers

illegal Parker and Armstrong imprisonment Parker and Armstrong both refused to plead

in the Federal Department of the Marion guilty in a case in which they were not

County jail in Indiana, which is located in guilty. Vice-President Fitzgerald reported

Indianapolis. He endeavored to seek a this to the International President. While

means to place this situation before Presi. in Indianapolis, he visited the headquarters

dent Calvin Coolidge of the United States , of the Team Drivers' Union , where he met

hopeful that the President of the United Vice-President Gillespie and Secretary

States would at least make an investigation Hughes upon the Boston jurisdiction ques.

of the case, and upon finding that warranty tion involving certain of the members of

existed , would release Vice- Presidents Parker Division No. °589. Upon his return to the

and Armstrong from imprisonment. The General Office, he was dispatched to St.

petition made by Attorney James H. Vahey Louis, Mo. , where, in association with

to the President of the United States re G. E. B. Member' Edw . McMorrow, he

sulted in the President's statement to him attended and addressed meeting of

that , for him , the President , to consider the Division No. 788, and installed the newly

of Brothers Parker and Armstrong , elected officers of that Local . He reports

there must come to him a recommendation most of these officers were re- elected. He

from Attorney General Sargent's office. At advised with the Local upon agreement

this office Attorney Vahey advised preparations. His report isthat the Local

that , in the event that Brothers Parker is in fine condition . He later visited

and ' Armstrong, would plead guilty,and Toledo, Ohio , where he advisedwiththe

apologize to Judge Robert C. Baltzell, the officers of Division No. 697 upon the affairs

Attorney General's office wouldrecommend of that Local . On his return from Toledo

that they be pardoned by the President of he went to Rochester, N. Y. , where a

the United States. President Mahon then dispute had arisen relative to the recent

dispatched Vice-President Wm . B. Fitz election of officers of Division No. 282, in

gerald to Indianapolis, to place the proposi respect to the office of secretary -treasurer.

tion before Vice- Presidents Parker and Arm Per his report upon the situation , it appears

strong, and these two brothers, faithful to that the case will be appealed to the next

their integrity and to the Amalgamated meeting of the General Executive Board.

Association, refused to plead guilty of the At the closeof thisreport,January 26th,

offense charged against them , from the he was at the International Office in De

fact they are not guilty and are being troit, looking after the general welfare of the

wrongfully and illegally penalized. By Association .

direction of President Mahon the entire

situation is before the American Second International Vice - President P. J.

a

case

was

I
s
t
o

now
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was an cover

case was

O'Brien at Hartford , Conn., attended and date to be fixed by the Public Service

addressed a meeting of Division No. 425 . Commission for trial, pending the appoint

At Port Chester, N. Y. , he assisted the ment of the time for trial of this case

officers of Division No. 481 upon agree was dispatched to Wichita , Kan. , where he

ment work . However, this situation was attended and addressed meetings of Divi.

deferred for further conference with the sions Nos. 794 and 829. He reports these

management of the employing property. Locals to be in excellent condition and well

At Worcester , Mass., he attended a meet officered, He then visited Division No.

ing of Division No. 22, where he installed 497 , Pittsburg, Kan . , where he addressed

the newly elected officers of the Local. a meeting of that Local , which he reports

At New Haven, Conn. , he attended a meet to be in good shape and in a 100 per cent

ing of Division No. 281 , where he addressed condition as applying to organization. He

the membership and installed the newly visited Topeka, Kan ., where he met and

elected officers. Upon another visit to advised with the officers of Division No.

Hartford, Conn . , he attended and addressed 797 upon the affairs of that Local . Per his

a meeting of Division No. 692 and was report of January 15th , he was at St.

present during the election of officers for Joseph, Mo., where he attended and ad.

the year 1928. Per his last report, January dressed a meeting of Division No. 847 .

14th, he had completed an audit of the His report upon this Local is that it is

financial books of Division No. 692 prepara well organized .

tory, to turning the books
to the

newly elected secretary -treasurer. G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , at Mahanoy

City, Pa. , advised upon the strike situation

Eighth International Vice-President John of Division No. 165, Girardville, Pa . , which

M. Parker at the close of this report, is under the charge of Organizer Lawrence

January 26th , is serving an unwarranted Hart . There has been no settlement as

sentence in the Federal Department of the yet effected . At Pottsville, Pa., he asso

Marion County, Indiana , jail . The excuse ciated with the officers of Division No. 118 ,

for this sentence on the part of Federal Pottsville , and 433, Lansford, Pa . , upon the

Judge Robert C. Baltzell a charge seeking of agreement to bus

that Brother Parker had violated an in operation . This deferred for

junction issued by the Federal District action of the two Locals by refereneum

Judge, an injunction that was illegally and vote. At New York, N. Y., he attended

unwarrantedly granted, and though granted , and addressed meetings of Division No.

was not violated by Brother Parker . 977. The members of this Local are await

ing action of the Court upon a petition

Tenth International Vice-President Robert for an injunction seeking to restrain through

B. Armstrong is associated with Vice the Court further acceptance into member

President John M. Parker in serving a ship of any employes of the Interborough

sentence in the Indianapolis Federal prison Rapid Transit Company. From New York

department on the charge of violating an he was dispatched to Portsmouth, Ohio ,

injunction granted by Federal Judge Robert where he attended and addressed a meet.

C. Baltzell in the interest of the manage ing of Division No. 455. He reports the

ment of the Indianapolis Street Railway Local to be well officered and practically

Company. This injunction was granted in a 100 per cent organization . At Dayton,

a case where the petitioner approached the
Ohio , he addressed a meeting of Division

judge of the Federal Court with unclean No. 810 and reports the Local to be in a

hands. progressive condition. At Wapakoneta,

Ohio , he attended and addressed a meeting

General Executive Board Member Edw . of Division No. 939 and reports the Local

McMorrow visited St. Louis, Mo., where to be well organized and progressive .

he, with International Vice- President Wm . his report of January 15th , he was in

B. Fitzgerald , attended and addressed a Springfield , Ohio, where he attended and

meeting of Division No. 788 and advised addressed a meeting of Division No. 851 .

with the officers of that Local upon new

agreement preparations for presentation to
G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon

management of the employing associated with the Joint Advisory Board

property. Following this work, he asso of Division No. 174, Fall River , and asso

ciated with the officers of Division No. ciate Locals, in adjusting grievances that

517, Gary, Ind .,asapplying to motor coach had arisen affecting the members of those

operation . Per his report of January 14th , Locals . He attended and addressed

he was in advisement with the officers of meeting of Division No. 717, Manchester ,

Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill., upon an N. H., and installed the officers of that

agreement arbitration involving the mem Local . He reports the Local in good work

bers of that Local. ing condition . At Providence , R. I. , he

attended a meeting of Division No. 618

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, who and advised with the officers of that Local

was assisting Division No. 682 , Fort Wayne, upon the bus situation there . At Lowell ,

Ind., upon agreement work and reported Mass . , he attended and addressed a meet

that an agreement was reached between the ing of Division No. 280 and installed the

Local and employing property, that the newly elected officers of the Local , He

question of wages should be submitted to advised with the officers of the Division

the Indiana Public Service Commission for upon grievance matters. At Waltham ,

arbitration , which submission is pending a Mass . , he associated with the officers of

Per

the new

a
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this year.

Division No. 600 upon agreement work in

conferences with the employing property.

By a referendum vote the question of wages

has been instructed to be submitted for

arbitration . He attended a meeting of the

Local, which he addressed, and also installed

the newly elected officers. Per his report

of January 14th, he was in advisement with

the officers of Division No. 618, Providence,

R. I., in respect to an interpretation of a

provision of the present working agree

ment, as applying to the power plant em

ployes.

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt attended

and addressed a meeting of Division No.

382, Salt Lake City, Utah, where he

served to install the newly elected officers

of that Local. He reports the Local to

be in good working condition.

NOTICE TO LOCAL SECRETARIES

Detroit, Mich . , February 2, 1928.

Notice to Secretaries :

I take this means of calling to the atten.

tion of Secretaries of Local Divisions that,

from time to time, blanks, seeking informa

tion from the various Divisions are sent to

the Secretaries, asking them to fill out the

blanks with the information, and return the

same to the General Office at once.

In many cases these blanks are absolutely

disregarded, and we have to send out the

second and sometimes the third one - and

in many cases, then we do not receive the

answers from all the Divisions.

This subject was discussed at the last

Convention and it was left with the General

Executive Board to deal with this subject

in the future. The Board has decided ; first,

to publish the names of Secretaries and

Divisions that refuse to answer these blanks,

and then , if that will not bring any results,

to try other means.

These blanks are important or they would

not be sent to you , and the most of them

are of such a nature that the Secretary

could bill them out in a very few minutes

and return them .

The information sought is always of vital

importance, and I take this means of appeal

ing to Secretaries- when they receive blanks

from the General Office to at once attend

to them , see that they are filled out, and

the information forwarded .

Indications from the carelessness of some

seem as though they do not care whether

the Organization makes progress or not.

The General Office is working on matters

at all times to promote the best interests

of the membership , and when information

is sought from Local Divisions, it is for

the purpose of promoting the best interest

of Organization, and if the Secretaries will

co-operate by filling out these blanks , it will

help in the work of promoting the best

interests of Organization.

I therefore appeal to you-in the future

to attend to this matter as soon as blanks

are received .

With best wishes , I remain ,

Fraternally yours,

W. Ø . MAHON , Int. President .

From “The Business Bulletin " issued by

the Cleveland Trust Company, pertaining

to the outlook of business for the new year,

is quoted the following:

"In actual fact the new year starts off

with prospects good , but with present con

ditions not very good . It now seems likely

that the iron and steel industry will have

a better year in 1928 than it did in 1927 .

The railroads and automobile makers will

almost surely buy more steel than they did

last year, and probably the farm implement

makers will also .

" In the automobile field the price war

that all the manufacturers have united in

declaring impossible is already getting well

under way. Clearly competition among the

motor makers is going to reach a new pitch

Fortunately for all concerned,

the proportion of cars sold on installments

is steadily declining, and probably no un.

fortunate developments are to be feared

from that source. It now looks as though

the competition among the automobile

manufacturers would benefit the general

public and general business, but create new

difficulties for the companies .

" Building construction is starting off as

though it would maintain a high level of

volume and value this year, and probably

in excess of the records of 1927.

" In view of the prospects in these three

great fundamental industries it seems likely

that the generally optimistic tenor of the

year -end forecasts will prove to be justified

even though it is true that no definite up

turn in general business is as yet clearly

revealed by the actual increase of trade ,

industry and transportation."

No court has ever had the temerity to

issue an injunction to prevent you de

manding the Union Label on your pur.

chases.

1.

1

1
1
.

Disbursements from the Death, Disability and

Old Age Benefit Fund during the month of Novem

ber, 1927 , were made to beneficiaries or claims as
follows :

Death Benefit

Marie Beilfuss, beneficiary, death claim of

Edward Beilfuss, deceased, latemember of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Cancer
of Bronchi and Right Lung .. $ 800.00

Mrs. , Joseph F. Wilson, beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph F. Wilson , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 261 , Lawrence, Mass.;

cause, Acute Nephritis . 800.00

Angus MacInnis, financial secretary of Div.

No. 101, for beneficiary, death claim of

Frank Marshall, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 101, Vancouver, B. C.; cause ,
Pulmonary Tuberculosis .

800.00

Mrs. Caroline Perry, beneficiary , death claim

of W. Wesley Perry , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 757. Portland , Oregon; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis and Arterio Sclerosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Albertine Daudelin Leclait, beneficiary ,

death claim of George Leclair. deceased.

late member of Div . No. 790, Montreal,

Quebec ; cause, Asphyxiation-- Tumor caused
Paralysis of Thorax ..

800.00

Josephine L. Hope, beneficiary , death claim

of Robert H. Hope, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 282, Rochester, N. Y .; cause .

Cardio Vascular Renal Disease .
800,00

Wm. S. McClenatha
n

, secretary- treasurer of

Div. No. 308, to be applied on bill of

funeral expenses, death claim of Anna M.
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Sullivan , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Exhaustion

(Dementia Praecox ) 250.00

South Side Trust& Savings Bank, guardian

of minor children , the beneficiaries, death

claim of Susie A. Stancik , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 517, Gary, Ind.; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.. 150.00

R. U. Morford , financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 272, for beneficiary, death

claim of J. W. Driskell, deceased, late mem

ber ofDiv. No. 272, Youngstown, Ohio;

ause , Carcinoma of Stomach, Liver and
Intestines 800.00

Libbie McNeil,, beneficiary , death claim of

Orlo W. McNeil, deceased, late member of
Div. No. 441 , Des Moines, lowa ; cause,

Articus and Endocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Bertha Lewis,beneficiary, death claim

of George Lewis , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 820, Union City, N. J.; cause

Tuberculosis of Lungs.. 400.00

Mrs. Eva Dickens, beneficiary, death claim of

0. C. Dickens, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage .... 800.00

George E. Adams, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 215. for beneficiary,

death claim of Thomas Holborn , deceased,

late member of Div. No. 215 Wheaton,

Ill .; cause, Gangrene due to Diabetes Mel
litus . 800.00

Mrs. Ella Garnett , beneficiary, death claim of

John C. Garnett, deceased, late member of
Div. No. 779, Sioux City, Iowa; cause ,

Chronic Endocarditis, Chronic Myocarditis

and Bronchial Asthma . 300.00

H, L. Thomas, financial secretary and treas

urer , of Div . No. 757, for beneficiaries,
death claim of Hugh A. Kennedy, deceased

late member of Div. No. 757, Portland ,

Oregon ; cause. Aneurism of Aorta .. 800.00

Florence Gallagher, beneficiary, death claim

of Frank Gallagher, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 168, Scranton , Pa .; cause,
Generalized Infection caused by injection

for piles . , 800.00

Mrs. Clara Belle Milbrad, beneficiary , death

claim of Fred Milbrad, deceased , late mem .

ber of Div, No. 813, Fairmont, W. Va.;

cause, Diabetes .. 800.00

Carrie Carr , beneficiary, death claim of

James F. Carr, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 847, St. Joseph , Mo.; cause,
Heart Disease . 300.00

Michael Mahoney, administrator of estate of

deceased for beneficiaries, death claim of

Patrick Wholey, deceased, late member of

Div , No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio; cause, Or.

ganic Heart Disease . 800.00

Mrs. Lura A. Stone, beneficiary , death claim

of Edward A. Stone, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 620 , Peamingham , Mass.;

cause, Cardio Vascular Renal Disease . 800.00

Mrs. Georgia McLaughlin , beneficiary , death

claim of W. C , McLaughlin , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 725, Birmingham, Ala.;

cause, Nephritis .. 700.00

Mrs. CaronPerryman , beneficiary , death claim

of B. P. Perryman , deceased , late member .

of Div. No. 725, Birmingham, Ala .; cause,

Myocarditis ... 800.00

Jennie LeGault, beneficiary, death claim of
Armen LeGault , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 587, Seattle, Wash .; cause, Ar

terio Sclerosis and Myocarditis .. 800.00

Marietta Andrews, beneficiary, death claim

of Fred H. Andrews, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 587 , Seattle, Wash.; cause,

Organic Heart Disease and Broken Com

pensation ... 800.00

Elizabeth G. Carty, beneficiary, death claim

of Edward J. Carty, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 618 , Providence, R. 1 .; cause ,
Diabetes Mellitus.. 800,00

Edward F. Keaveney, power of attorney for
beneficiaries, death claim of Michael

Keaveney, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 589. Boston, Mass .;cause, Chronic
Myocarditis and Arterio Scierosis . 800.00

Margaret Cronin , beneficiary, death claim of

Jeremiah M. Cronin ,deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause,

Angina pectoris, Fractured Ribs and Pul
monary Edema .. 800.00

L. A. Graeser, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No, 788 , for beneficiaries,

death claim of Matthew Hurley, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 788, St. Louis,
Mo.; cause, Arterio Sclerosis, Softening of

Brain and other ailments . 300.00

Mrs. John Goebel, beneficiary , death claim

of John Goebel, deceased , late member of

Div, No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis ... 300.00

Mrs. Thomas O'Hare, beneficiary , death claim

of Thomas O'Hare, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 788. St. Louis, Mo.; cause ,

Symphosarcoma (Vomiting, dizziness and

loss of weight) . 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasures of

Div. No. 308, to be applied on bill of

funeral expenses, death claim of Charles
Holmes, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Prostatic
Obstruction and Urosepsis .. 250.00

Teresa Cleary , beneficiary, death claim of

John Cleary, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 168, Scranton, Pa.; cause, Broncho

Pneumonia, contributary . Automobile acci.
dent 800.00

Mary F. Collins, beneficiary, death claim of

John H. Collins, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 238, Lynn, Mass.; cause , Pulmo

nary Tuberculosis .... 800.00

Norah O'Reilly, beneficiary , death claim of

Maurice O'Reilly, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 819, Newark , N. J .; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 800.00

Mrs. Ethel White, beneficiary, death claim of

J. W. White, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 256 , Sacramento, Calif.; cause,

Acute Myocarditis and Chronic Tubercu .

losis .. 800.00

Ella Brede, beneficiary, death claim of Oscar

P. Brede, deceased, late member of Div.
No. 587, Seattle , Wash .; cause, Hepatic

Abscess . 600.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim

of Walter J. Scott, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia .. 800.00

Eleanor A. Cronin, beneficiary , death claim of

James J. Cronin, deceased , late member of

Div. No, 589 , Boston, Mass.; cause, Chronic

Valvular Heart Disease 100.00

Frederick W. Dallinger , public administrator

of estate of deceased, for beneficiaries, death
claim of Austin O'Hare, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.;

cause, Auto_accident, causing Concussion of
Brain and Fractured Skull 150.00

Ernst O. M. Fehrnstrom , financial secretary

and treasurer of Div, No. 589, for bene.

ficiaries, death claim of Clifford R. Crockett,

deceased, late member of Div . No. 589,

Boston, Mass.; cause, Arterio Sclerosis. 800.00
Mrs. Florence Wallace, beneficiary, death

claim of William James Wallace, deceased ,

late member of Div. No, 125 , Belleville , Ill .;

cause , Carcinoma of Bladder .. 800.00

Mrs. Martha Kaspitzke , beneficiary , death

claim of Frank J. Kaspitzke, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 697, Toledo, Ohio ;

cause, Valvular Heart Disease . 800.00

Mrs. Freida Blair, beneficiary, death claim of

Fred Blair , deceased, late member of Div .

No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio; cause, Myo

carditis . 800.00
Elizabeth Myers, beneficiary, death claim of

M. Myers , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 380, Elyria, Ohio ; cause, Accidental
Struck by Automobile while walking over

street, causing instant death . 800.00
Ellen H. Quinn, beneficiary, death claim of

M. J. Quinn , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I .; cause ,

Carcinoma of Stomach . 800.00

Catherine McHugh, beneficiary, death claim

of Felix McHugh , deceased , late member of

Div , No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y .; cause,

Dropsy and Myocarditis . 800.00
Mrs. Sadie Fitzgerald , beneficiary, deat h

claim of Charles W. Graham , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause , Cancer of Stomach ( 800.00
Mrs, Amanda Melcher, beneficiary, death

claim of Henry Melcher, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, I11 .;

cause, Septicemia following Carbuncle of

Head and Face .. 800.00
Lewis E. Martin , beneficiary, death claim of

Bert W. Martin , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause, Chronic

Myocarditis and Chronic Nephritis .. 800.00

C
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E. W. Nelson , financial secretary and treas.

urer of Div. No, 691 , to be applied on bill

of funeral expenses, death claim of J. H.

Showers, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 691, Springfield , Mo.; cause, Chronic

Heart Disease . 100.00

Mrs. Catherine H. Hulseberg, beneficiary,

death claim of H. Hulseberg, deceased , late

member of Div. No, 194 , New Orleans,

La. ; . cause , Uremia complicating Myo .

carditis . 800.00

Helen McGregor, beneficiary, death claim of

Frank McGregor, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 568, Erie, Pa.; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis with Decompensation ..
800.00

William F. White, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No.645, for beneficiary ,

death claim of Joseph Franke, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 645, Indianapolis,

Ind.; cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 800.00

Mrs. Lillian Mapes, beneficiary, death claim

of William Mapes, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause, Phenol

Poisoning - despondent over family affairs.. 100.00

Wm . S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Elizabeth M. Cuddy , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 308, Chicago, I11 .;

cause, Organic Heart Disease . 300.00

Katherine T. Sullivan, beneficiary, death

claim of Cornelius Sullivan , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.;

cause , Acute Focal Pneumonia plus Oedema

of Brain and Dilatation of Heart .. 800.00

Mary F. Mehegan , administratrix of estate of

deceased for beneficiaries, death claim of

John Mehegan , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis ..
800.00

Mrs. Myrtle Pinckard , beneficiary, death

claim of Walter Pinckard, deceased, late

member of Div. No.725 , Birmingham , Ala.;

cause, Acute Dilitation of Heart . 500.00

Cathryn Tighe, beneficiary , death claim of

Patrick Tighe, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 168 , Scranton , Pa.; cause , Acci

dent - Struck byautomobile, causing Frac

ture at base of Skull . 800.00

Owen Lynch, financial secretary of Div. No.

580 , to be applied on bill of funeral ex

penses, death claim of Ernest F. Seeley ,

deceased, late member of Div. No. 580,

Syracuse, N. Y.; cause , Pneumonia ... 250.00

Celestine H. Jenkins, beneficiary , death claim

of John Jenkins, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 618 , Providence, R. I.; cause ,

Acute Gangrenous Appendicitis and Bila

teral Broncho Pneumonia .. 800.00

Eva C. Harwood, beneficiary , death claim of

Guy B. Harwood , deceased , late member of
Div . No. 618, Providence, R. I.; cause,

Chronic Valvular Heart Disease . 800.00

Mrs, Charles C. Holzhauer, beneficiary, death

claim of Charles C. Holzhauer, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 788 , St. Louis,

Mo.; cause, Chronic_Interstitial Nephritis
following Shock and Burns received in his

home..
800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Tyrrell, beneficiary, death

claim of Frank Tyrrell, deceased , late mem

ber at large, Detroit, Mich.; cause , Diverti

culitis of Colon, Abscess and Myocarditis .. 800,00

Mrs. Kate Neal, beneficiary , death claim of
Pratt Neal, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 627. Cincinnati, Ohio; cause, Chronic

Parenchymatous Nephritis . 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Green , beneficiary, death claim

of William Green, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 627 , Cincinnati , Ohio ; cause,

Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 100.00

Della Sampson, beneficiary, death claim of

John A.Sampson , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 308, Chicago,Ill., cause, Carci

noma of Liver (Liver Trouble ). 50.00

Mary H. Hastings, beneficiary death claim
of James Hastings, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause,

Carcinoma of Esophagus ..
300,00

F. A. Hatter, financial secretary and treasurer

of Div . No. 169, for beneficiary, death claim

of William H. Hunsberger, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 169, Easton, Pa.;

cause, General Paralysis of the Insane ..... 800.00

Agnes A. Moore, beneficiary , death claim of

W. Moore , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 89, New Castle, Pa.; cause.

Carcinoma of Jaw .
800.00

Josephine Triplett, beneficiary, death claim of

John Triplett, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 380, Elyria , Ohio; cause , Brain

Hemorrhage 800.00

Mrs. Ida M. Ward, beneficiary, death claim
of George M. Ward, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Pulmonary Edema..
800.00

Ottoa H. Rosenberger, beneficiary, death

claim of Victor V. Rosenberger, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause, Smallpox .. 100.00

Christina Dixon, beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas Dixon, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 101, Vancouver, B. C.; cause,

Carcinoma of Liver and Pancreas... 800.00

Harriet E. Varner, beneficiary , death claim of

John A. Varner, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,

Cancer of Stomach .
400.00

Mrs. Margaret Whalen , beneficiary, death

claim ofJames D. Whalen, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 549, Northampton,
Mass.; cause , General Carcinomatosis fol

lowing Cancer of Rectum .
800,00

Disability Benefit

H. S. Salscheider , member of Div. No. 758,

Tacoma, Wash.; cause, Collision between

passenger car and line car ; lost right foot,

same being amputated about half way

between foot and knee, and left leg badly

injured ....
800.00

Old Age Benefit

George H. Englebrake, memberof Div. No.

168, Scranton , Pa....
800,00

Patrick Durkin , member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago , Ill.
800.00

Frank Moore, member of Div. No. 85 , Pitts

burgh , Pa...
800.00

John P. Galvin , member of Div. No. 238,

Lynn , Mass.
800.00

Phillip Haseley, member of Div . No. 268,

Cleveland Ohio .
800.00

John S. Cotton, member of Div. No. 268,

Cleveland, Ohio .
800.00

Edgar M. Dickens, member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago ,Ill .
800.00

Bernard Cassidy, member of Div . No. 279 ,

Ottawa, Ont...
800.00

W. Mitchell, member of Div . No. 113,

Toronto, Ont,
800.00

William L. Smith , member of Div. No. 192 ,

Oakland, Calif...
800.00

Total.. . $ 58,000.00

In Memoriam

By Division No. 839 , Newark , Ohio

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His supreme
power and wisdom , has removed from our midst

our beloved brother, Harvey D. Amspaugh; and

Whereas : We deeply feel that we have lost a
true, loyal and beloved member and that words

cannot express the grief of his loved ones, but we

feelthat it will be a consolation forthem to know

that we are profoundly saddened by the untimely

passing of our beloved brother ; therefore,beit
Resolved : That the members of Division No.

839 of the A. A. of S. and E. R.E. of A ,extend

to the bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy in

this hour of their sadness, and that these resolutions

be entered upon theminutes ofour Local; further,

be it

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , our charterbe draped for a

period of thirty daysanda copy of these resolutions

be senttothe bereaved widow and that they be

published inthe Motorman, Conductor and Motor
Coach Operator.

January 27th .

J. F, LEEDY,

S. R. BISHOP,

PERCY ARMÉNTRAUT,
Res. Com
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By Division No. 622, Peterboro , Ont.

we

Whereas: Our Heavanly Father, in His infinite

wisdom and power, has seen fit to suddenly remove

from our midst our beloved officer and brother,

Walter Sedgewick ,in whose death we have lost

true and loyal officer and brother , his family

loving husband and father, and we feel the loss of

a true and loyal friend ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

622 , A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , in regular

meeting assembled , extend to the bereaved widow

and family our heartfelt sympathy and consolation

in this, their dark hour of affliction , that they may

know that true and loyal friends are sharing the

loss with them ; and, be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed, brother, our charter be draped for

thirty days, that a copy of these resolutionsbe sent
to the bereaved family ,a copy to the Motorman,
Conductor and Motor Coach Operator for publica

tion, and a copy spread on the minutes of the
organization.

January 23, 1928 .

LOYD H. REDMOND, President,

LAWRENCE GIBSON , Vice-Pres.,

HAROLD G. SMITH , Fin . Sec.

taking from us of our beloved brother; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That we, of Division No. 448 of the

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., in regular meeting

assembled, bow to the will of the Most High and

here deplore the loss of one always interested in the

welfare of our Local, and one who won the esteem

and good -will of all ; and, be it further

Resolved: That extend to the sorrowing

relatives of our late deceased brother our profound

sympathy in their hour of bereavement, and that

we pray that God , in His tender mercy, will lighten
their load of sorrow and reveal in their memory

the good qualities of our departed brother ; further

Resolved: That our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions be sent

the relatives of the deceased , a copy spread upon

the minutes of the organization and that they be

published in the Motorman, Conductor and Motor

Coach Operator.

E. A. RALEIGH,

J. P. COUGHLIN ,

J. W. LEONARD,

Res . Com .

By Division No. 732, Atlanta , Ga.

1

By Division No. 794, Wichita, Kansas seen

Whereas : Almighty God, in His wisdom and

power, has seen fit to remove from our midst by

death, our beloved brother, Archie E. Evans, in
whose death we lost a faithful member of this

Association,and, while we know that words cannot

alleviate the grief of the beloved widow and family,
yet we feel it will be a consolation for them to know

that faithful friends and brothers offer their deepest

sympathy in this, their darkest hour of affliction ;
therefore, be it
Resolved : That we, the members of Division

No. 794, Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America , extend our

heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the bereaved

family of our laté brother; and, be it further

Resolved : That copies of these resolutions be

spread upon the records of the Union , a copy, sent

to the bereaved family, and published in the Motor

man, Conductor and Motor Coach Operator.

January 17, 1928.

A, C. ARNETT,

R. W. ARMSTRONG,

R. STEIN ,

Resolution Committee.

Whereas: Almighty God, in His power and in

finite wisdom, has fit
to suddenly remove

from our ranks our beloved friend and brother,

J. T. Gibson ; and

Whereas : Brother Gibson was a true and faith

ful member of our Local Division, whowe will miss

from our ranks for some time to come ; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That we convey to the family of the

deceased brother our profound sympathy in this,

their hour of sorrow; and, be it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes of our regular meeting , a

copy be sent the bereaved family, and the Motor

man,, Conductor and Motor Coach Operator Maga
zine for publication .

January 4th .

R. BIRD ,

W. J. DEAN,

H. E. JAMES,

Resolution Committee.

By Division No. 109, Victoria , B. C.

By Division No. 794, Wichita , Kansas

Wherein : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom , has called to his EternalHome

our late brother, George Gaiger, in whosedeathwe

have lost a true and loyal brother, his widowand

family a loving husband and father, and the com

pany an efficient and faithful employee; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 109

extendtohis widow and family our sincere sympathy

and share with them in their sad bereavement; and,

be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days and copies of these resolutions
be spread on our minutes, a copy sent to the be.

reaved widow and family, and also be published in

the Motorman, Conductor and Motor Coach Oper
ator.

January 11 .
W. TURNER , Rec . Secy .,

JAS. P. TORRANCE, President.

Whereas: Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom ,

has seenfit to remove suddenly from our midst our

esteemed brother, Frank C. Fulton , in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal member; and , while

we know that words cannot alleviate the grief of

the sorrowing relatives, yet feel it will be

consolation for them to know that faithful friends

and brothers offer their deepest sympathy ; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Local Divi.

sion No. 794 , Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employees of America, extend

our heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the be
reaved relatives of our late brother; and, be it

further

Resolved : That the charter of Division 794 of

the, Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America be draped for
period of thirty days; a copy of these resolutions

be sent to the bereaved relatives; that they be spread
upon the minutes of this meeting , and a copy sent
to the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach

Operator for publication,

January 17, 1928 .

A. C. ARNETT,

R. W, ARMSTRONG,

R. STEIN ,

Resolution Committee."

we

a
By Division No. 215 , Wheaton, Ill.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has called to

His eternal home our beloved and highly esteemed

brother , William Bell , who was a loyal member; and

Whereas : We deem it proper at this time to con.

vey to the sorrowing familyand relatives our sincere
sympathy in their great afdiction ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That copies of these resolutions be

mailed to them , and also to the official journals for

publication ; and, be it further

Resolved : That our charter be draped in mourn

ing for a period of thirty days , and a copy of these

resolutions be spread upon the minutes of the regu .

lar meeting.

WILLIAM PRAZER ,

VERNON RADDI,

ADOLPH SCHAAF,

Committee on Resolutions.

By Division No. 448, Springfield , Mass .

Whereas : It has been the will of the Divine

Power to remove fromamong usour late brother,

Peter Cashen , and in our mutual daily association

in work and 'affiliationhe became endearedinour
hearts,making it fitting that should at this

time give expression to our feelings of loss in the

we
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the year 1927 are: Brothers Alex Lilly, Thomas

McElroy, Thomas Markey, J. D. Crane, Robert

Baldwin , W. Mitchell andWalter Black. They have

been made honorary members of our Division.

Our monthly dance, on the second Saturday in

each month , in the Crystal Ball Room, King Edward

Hotel, is getting bigger and better each month. If

you let the winter months slip by without attend.

ing at least one of these dances, the loss will be

yours.

Our Motor Coach Department held a special

meeting January 25th, at 10:30 a . m . and 8:00

p . to talk over general working conditions.

D. ?
all brothers to be on hand. It was a most interest

ing meeting;
Toronto has started the year 1928 in the right

way, by electing Joe and Bill to the Board of

Control Thankyou kindly .

This list of topics is closed with the very best

wishes to one and all for a bright and prosperous

New Year. -Cor, 113.

CELEBRATE TWENTY - FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

Youngstown, Ohio-December 14 15 the

Locals employed by our employing company cele

brated the twenty -fifth anniversary of the existence

of Division No. 272 . On the 14th - our regular

meeting day - we were honored by the presence of

Brothers Wm. B. Fitzgerald and James Largay,
International Officers . Each gave us a wonderful

address , interspersed with sound logic.

At the afternoon meeting of the 14th of December,

Division No. 272 installed officers for the ensuing

year,, as follows : President. M. J. Lyden; vic :

president, P. H. Enyeart; recording secretary, H.L.

Shoemaker; financial secretary -treasurer, R.

Morford ; business agent, James Law ; executive

board members, M. J. Lyden, A. C. Beard , H.

Enyeart and E. B. Buchanan .
June 25, 1902, Division No. 272 received its

charter, and of the ten members whose signatures

appear on the charter, Brother M. A. Blair has

remained in active service continuously, to the

present time. At that time ourpresent superin

tendent, J. A. Harvey, and Brothers R. A. Sause

and P. Reed became members. In August, of the

same year, Brothers W. C. Clark and H. L. Shoe

maker were admitted. Brother Ed. Whitstone came

in a few months later . We are glad to note that

Brother Whitstone, who underwent a serious opera.

tion some time ago, has almost recovered .
Thursday, December 15th , was given over to the

main celebration . A banquet, entertainment by

music, singing and speeches was arranged for 11:30
m. and 6:30 pm. We wish to congratulate

the committee on decorations, which comprised

Mrs. M.J. Lyden, Mrs. A. C.' Beard, Mrs. R. U.

Morford, Mrs. H. R. Weller and Mrs. H. Enyeart.

We feel very thankful to them for the beautifully

arranged and decorated tablesfor our two hundred

and eighty guests at each sitting.

After thedinner, on the 15th, President Lyden,

amid tumultuous applause, called the meeting to
order and in his welcomeaddress characteristically

outlined the splendid co -operationmanifest in allof
these intervening years. At the conclusion of his

address , Chairman Lyden introduced former Presi

dent H. R. Weller. now superintendent of the

Youngstown State-City Employment Bureau, 95
toastmaster. Brother Weller , in his characteristic

manner, performed that function totheamusement

and satisfaction of all. We were treated to a splendid

address by our guests, Brothers Fitzgerald and

Largay, followed by a silent tribute to departed

members.

President McCalla, of the Penn-Ohio, must have

considered the occasion worth while, as heand his

wife motoredtwohundred andfifty miles,from

Parkersburg ,W. Va., to be present at the evening
banquet. His onlyregretwasthat theyhad been

unable to reachYoungstownin timetoattend the
noon meeting. In his address, Mr. McCalla con

gratulated the members on their record for the past

twenty- five yearsand expressed thehopethat they
may continue for another twenty - five years,

Other speakers of note Manager R. N.

Graham . Manager Frank Wertof Public Relations,

Division Superintend
ent

J. A.Harvey, Assistant

a.

BROTHER W. E. LAWSON

Division No. 558, Shreveport, La .

Brother W. E. Lawson , commonly known

as “ Ed,” led the Labor Day parade in

Shreveport. He is a charter member of

Division No. 558 and is at present vice

president of the Central Trades and Labor

Council. His leadership as grand marshall

of the Labor Day parade was something of

which Division No. 558 feels proud . It

was a grand success . Brother Lawson is a

brother of General Executive Board Mem

ber James B. Lawson , who was re -elected

to the G. E. B. at the recent Twentieth

Convention , held in Birmingham , Ala.

TORONTO TOPICS

During the year 1927, just passed, Division No.

113 of this city has paid in sick benefits and doctor's

bills to sick and disabled members and beneficiaries

of those who have died the following amounts:

Sick benefits and doctors, $ 10,000 .

Local death benefits, $2,300.

Death benefits paid by the International Associa

tion , $12,150.
old age benefits paid by the International Asso

ciation , $ 5.600.

The total amount paid aggregates $30,050,

There were paid 7 old age benefits by the Inter

national Association, of $800 per benefit, aggregating,
as before stated, $ 5.600 .

Benefit payments, as heretofore stated , present a

creditable showing and one worthy of whichto be

proud .

Members who have drawn their pensions during

were :
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dent

We

put

on

Cher jobs
like

soldiers
.

Treasurer A. R. Hughes and Superintendent T. C. We have passed through a most trying year at

Moore of the Trumbull Division. the close of 1927. The majority of our members are

We are proud to note that every number on the very glad that the officers wereconservative intheir

program was rendered by the Penn -Ohio employes. views, for it is our earnest belief that one of the

During the assembling of guests and intervals aims of the company was to destroy Division , 956 .

throughout the entertainment, our Municipal Rail It wasn't done, much to the good foresight of our

way Band furnished high class music. Our quartette, executive board. This company has put into execu

composed of Eddie Gilronan, Billy Golden, Warren tion a plan of running cars that make the system

Steinbeck and Charles Hilton, accompanied by L. C. of the Logan Valley, one of the most balled -up that

Smith on the guitar, gave a number of vocal selec be found anywhere. The men have stood by

tions and were repeatedly encored . They were never accused
Miss Gertrude Schmith , daughter of Operator of lying down. But we think that the time is here

Maurice Schmith, gave numerous recitations and now when the new management will admit that this

songs, which were appreciated by the audience . system is a complete failure and improve it.

The outstanding feature of the entertainment was Brother Henry Hohl likes Tenth Street alright .

a Rube Sketch of old -time fiddle and guitar music He wishes to go past the coke works occasionally .

put over by Brothers Roy Whittenberger and F. E. You are alright, Henry.
Thomas. They were compelled to respond to re Some of our members laid up in the spring are

peated encores . back on the job and we are glad to see them .

Though our anniversary celebration required a lot will be pleased when we see them again in the

of energy, time and considerable expense, we con Local.

sider the effort was well worth while . It was the Another Ohio man named Mack has been taken

means of bringing all together on a common ground into our family. He is to be division superintendent

for a mutual and co -ordinated understanding. for the Bethlehem Line . We expect our members

We hold our regular monthly meetings on the to be courteous and gentlemanly and assist him in

second Wednesday of each month , at 10 o'clock every way possible.

& . m ., for the convenience of those who work late Now that we have had our turkey dinners , let's
runs, and at 3:00 P. m . , for the early men. All get down to real work and make this a banner year,

through the past year the rank and file have en by getting every man in the union. It is a duty

couraged the officers by their remarkable attendance, that we owe to ourselves and our families.

due largely from the fact that one hundred per cent We hear of a lady on the Hellertown Line , by

of the car and bus operators are members of our the name of Celia . Some believe Ed. , Al. and Cal .

Local, not necessarily because they are required to all know her .

affiliate, but rather because they are loyal and sense Brother Ed . Scholl has been appointed car in

the advantage of organized labor. structor . We think the management made no mis

Division No. 272 wishes everyone a Happy New take when they picked Brother Scholl for the place .
Year . We are pleased to see Brother Walter Breisch

--Cor. 272 . Again on the job. He suffered more than his share

and we hope he will be able to stay now,

MAKE SPECIAL APPEAL
It is rumored that the company will

drive- it-yourself (one-man cars) Tenth Street.

We hope it is only a rumor.
Allentown, Pa.-Boys, wake up and attend the Some of our members expect to be appointed on

meetings of Division No. 956. Help make these
the city police force. There , you must belong to

gatherings interesting. It is your organization , the union . They allow no one with a yellow streak
Division No. 956 elected officers for the year 1928,

on the police force .

as follows: President , Clyde Horn ; vice-presidents, Now , boys, let's try and get every man on this

W. Peters_and Sam Schaffer ; secretary -treasurer, system in the union . Make 1928 a year long to be

Edgar J. Frack; conductors, Joe Yeager andW. remembered.

Weierbach; wardens,Ed. GarrandC.Schlagerwitz; -Cor, 956.
sentinels , A. Delong and J. P. Smith ; trustees, E. J:

Kurtz, M. G. Brey andJoe Yeager; executive board LARGE VOTE CAST
members, M.Brey, Corvin Yeakel, Fred Knauss and

Charles Weider ; correspondent,M. G. Brey; dele
gates to the C. L. C., D. Yoder. Joe Yeager, Charles Wichita , Kansas - Division No. 794, in holding an

Weider and Robert Silvert. There was no opposition election of officers for the year 1928. is pleased to

in the election and thus a light vote was cast. report that a large vote was cast and that nearly

The newly elected officers make a special appeal every member took an active part in the election .

to the members to get out to the meetings and Officers elected were : President, J. L. Riley; vice

bring your grievances along . if you have any. Also president, Rex Ford; recording secretary, M. P.

bring along your ideas of co - operation . Your Phelps ; financial secretary -treasurer, A. C. Arnett ;

officers wish to do what you want them to do. correspondent , William F. Fisher.

We are sorry to report the sad departure of two Our meetings are very interesting and well at

of our veteran employesof the L. V.T.Co., Brother tended , regardless of the bad weather. However,
Morris Thomas and Mr. George Trick . The latter there are a few who do not attend regularly . Come

was employed as a dispatcher for a number of years . out , boys, and get the latest dope.
There is a contrast in these two cases. Brother Secretary A. C. Arnett has been one busy man
Morris Thomas joined the Local when it was

for the last three months.
organized and always had his dues paid. He was

A recent snowstorm here hampered traffic a great
sick only a few weeks, when we made up & purse

of $ 40.00 for him .
deal for several days . Every man took an interest

Mr. Trick gave his best years

for the company and alwaysshowed his bitterness
in giving his best service possible and we crawled

to the members of the union . He worked late and through the snowbanks very successfully .

early, spying on our men . He was sick for an in Those of our embers reported seriously ill are :
definite period. He sent for his pay and was told Brothers J. L. Riley. William Kirwin , Handy and

none coming . He got his reward for Daddy Grable.

Brother Thomas got his for being Brother William F. Fisher har returned from

faithful to his union. Get wise to yourselves, Colorado, where he spent a couple of months to

brothers. It is a duty you owe to your families and recover his health .

particularly your children, that, whenyouare called An Essex auto recently stopped Brother Ray Hall

to the Great Beyond, your family will not need to on the Stockyards Line ,

rely, upon charity , but will know that they will Brother Kennedy is again at work.
receive assistance from the union . Join the union Brother F. C. Evans recently escaped being

and stand to it . seriously injured in a scuffle with Brother George
Division 956 has lost Brother John Heffentrager, Innes. Brother Evans is authority that Brother

who decided that he has enough years in trolley Innes is a mighty man to be feared.
service. He bought out a hardware store in Telford, Mrs. Ford , wife of Brother Ford , is very sick with
his old home town.

We wish him all the success pneumonia . We all wish her an early recovery.

possible. . He invites all members to come and visit Brother Wertz recently took Mrs. Wertz to New
him in his place of business . Mexico in the interest of her health .

We haven't heard that Brother John Christman Brother McKinney is visiting relatives and friends

made an overcoat out of his bearskin . We hope in Oklahoma.

he does, for we would like to see John in a bear . We are very sorry to learn of the death of late
skin overcoat. Brother A. E. Evans .

Our members responded very nobly to the appea A new assignment of runs took place the 15th of
of the striking Miners, through contributing money this month . There were few changes.

and clothing . Our membersare hoping and praying Panther Barkhurst is on the sick list .
that they will win out. Cor. 794 .

there was

faithful spying:
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WINDSOR DIGEST ickness of a serious nature to mar the happinesss

of our men.

We have exceptionally friendly relations with our

officials . This altogether makes us feel very well

pleased . We wish that our day men would find

more time to devote to our Local, rather than letting
the night men attend to the business at all times.

Brother Albert A. Wheeler has been elected presi
dent for the year 1928 . He is one of our oldest

members and most regular attendants at our meet.

ings. We are proud of him and feel that he will
be a success.

A short time ago the Daugherty Mens' Associa

tion , of which we are all members, held a star

party at the car barns. Some of the boys really

think they had a good time.
No one on the sick list .

The zero weather of New Years Day is broken .

We feel that six degrees below zero was slightly too
cool for comfort . We were glad to see the tempera

ture rise.
-Cor . 389.

Division No. 616 is moving along nicely. We

have completed a successful year, thanks to our

officers. Hopewe shall do better this coming year,
Officers installed for the year 1928 are : President,

George Bennett ; vice- president , Thomas Bird ;

recording and corresponding secretary, W. T. Wall;

financial secretary -treasurer and dues collector, W.

O'Hara ; sentinel, conductor and warden , W. Smith ;

executive board , R. Burgess, T, Bird and A. Goddard .

The nine border municipalities have cast a favor

able vote instructing the taking over under public

ownership of the Windsor, Essex& Lake Shore Line,

under Hydro management. Let's hope the other

three groups yet to vote upon this question vote in

the same way. It will be a betterment of the service

for the communities interested and an advancement

for our Local. It is in the interest of the public in

general.

Brother L. Broderick is again on the job, after a
long illness .

BrothersO'Loane and Cody are on the sick list .

Brother J. Pemburn took his usual two weeks

holiday for Christmas, on the excuse of getting

ma ed ,

Brother George Burrows held the center of the

street so long on the Seminole Line that he will no

more guide his auto. He now has a chauffeur.

Brother Rosie O'Grady seems to have hard luck

of late . He recently contributed $ 10.00 to the city

treasury for traveling in his Ford along London

Street at twenty miles an hour. A few nights later,

at the Ferry Dock, he was deprived of his lady

friend by her father, who took her from his car.

Brother O'Grady has our sympathy.

We have learned why Brother Gus Balmer failed

to take his run out on the Ford Line Saturday ,

December 10th , It appears he had an appointment

with the Ford Motor Company,, as he spent a

valuable afternoon at the Universal Car Agency on

Wyandotte Street, demonstrating the new Ford .

The stork called at the homeof Brother and Mrs.

Padden January 2nd , a little late for a New Year

gift . He left a nice baby boy of eight and one-half

pounds. Congratulations!

Brother Ed . Sadler has made a new year resolu
tion , to leave pretty girls on the Tecumseh Line

alone throughout the entire year 1928 , It is a strong

resolution,

Brothers, attend your union meetings each month

and help your worthy president in the business of

your Local, Have a say and lend a helping hand

Better wages and better working conditions have

been gotten through the co -operation and effort of

cach and every member. So, boys, put your

shoulders to the wheel and work for advancement

in 1928.
-Cor. 616.

MEET SECOND AND FOURTH TUESDAYS

St. Joseph, Mo.-- Division No. 847 is moving on

very nicely. We are having fairly well attended

meetings.
Some of members laid up. Brother

Curtin , our switchman , got hit by an automobile,

in which accident he sustained three broken ribs

and a broken collar bone. He was also otherwise

bruised . Dr. Morris was recently struck by an

automobile. He was considerably bruised . Both

of these brothers have been off duty for some time.

Brother Lee Renane has been off some time, suffer

ing from smallpox, and Brother C. L. Walton is on
the sick list ,

The election of officers for the year 1928 by
Division No. 847 resulted as follows: President,

P. 0. Gregory ; first vice-president, Rich Hansen;
recording secretary .Wm . A. Payne ; financial secre

tary -treasurer, Roy Shaffer ; conductor. Charles Allen;

warden , Thomas Forsee; sentinel, . L. D. Wilds;

executive board, H. , L. Cobb, Richard Johnson ,
Frank Hopkins and George Lambert . Officers

elected for afternoon meetings are: Second vice

president , s . R. Richardson; assistant recording

secretary . R. T. Lee; warden, P. P. Kirschner;
sentinel. R. D. Pickard.

Our organization meets the second and fourth

Thursdays of each month , at Central Labor Council

Hall , Fifth and Edmond Streets .
-Cor. 847 .

FUTURE PROSPECTS BRIGHT

Mansfield , Ohio-Division No. 389 wishes to tell

all brothers, everywhere, that are entering on

the New Year with bright prospects and in excellent

financial condition . No deaths to speak of ana

FORWARDS RELIEF TO MINERS

Jackson, Mich . - Division No. 245 is still trotting

in the 100 per cent class, with every man a member

and we are proud of it.

Our regular monthly meeting was held January

5th , with a fairly good attendance, but not what
it might have been . Installation of officers for the

ensuing year took place . Nearly all of the old

officers were re-elected and re-installed. The only

contests in the election were for secretary and

executive board members.

Brother Arthur Miller was elected for and will
be our delegate representing us at the Michigan

Federation of Labor Convention, to be held in

Detroit, starting February 14th .

We have sent a box of supplies, including, clothing
and shoes , to the striking miners. We wish them

success .

Brother Addison Smith recently sustained an

operation at the Foot Memorial Hospital. We are

pleased that he is improving. He is one of our 100

per cent union men , and we hope to see him again

on the job very soon.

Our members, aside from Brother Addison Smith ,

are in good health .

It is rumored that, if you want to go where the

moonshine shineth , pick a run on Page Avenue.

Brother William Kelly is authority that in operat

ing one-man cars , onemust be a mechanic, engineer,
brakeman , fireman and conductor, Some believe he

is right.

Brother Archie Ahrens seems to be all set now,

with a baby girl on one knee and a baby boy on
the other. Congratulations.

Brother Burt Ferris, in these days of short skirts

is advising operators to keep their eyes looking
heavenward . It appears that Brother Phin Clough

doesn't accept the advice of Brother Ferris.

Street car traffic is very good during these winter

months.

We trust that our relations with our operating

officials will beas pleasant and agreeable in the
future as they have been during the year 1927.

There is nothinglike harmony. Let the good work
go on , boys . Let's all stay in the harness and be

and attend your meetings. There is every

reason why we should all unite in improving busi

ness to the best of our ability for this property on
which are employed. We need a little more

ourselves and the way to get what we deserve, is to

lend our assistance in making the property a success.

-Cor. 245 .

PREPARE TO INSTALL BUS SERVICE

Marinette , Wis.-- Street cars will soon be a thing

of the past in Marinette and Menominee.
At the

presenttime the company has placed an order for

eight Reo busses with which tosupply service to
the Twin Cities,

Brother Remington is telling all the boys that it
won't be long now .

Brother MacBride is planning on installing Car

No. 6 in his back yard when the new busses arrive,

Brother Combes was a lucky boy the other day:

While turninghis trolley atthe end of the line, he

found a quarter, and no one has called for it,
One day & lady ran to cat Brother Moline's

car . After boarding the car she looked at him,

while paying her fare, and said : " Every time !
ride with you I have to run after you. "

Brother

Moline replied: " You're not running after me; you

are running after the street car . '
-Cor. 302,
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ELECTION OF OFFICERS

are :

We are

defeating Brother W. P. Prevost , Others installed

Vice-president, S. P. Ray ; western division

board member, W. B. Jennings; repair department

board member, J. A. B. Keel; and gas department

board member, John Mashark .

We wish to inform all who were delegates to the

last convention held in our city , who have not
received group pictures taken at the convention ,

that we have done all in our power to have the
pictures delivered . sorry that, in many

instances , there have been disappointments in the
matter of delivery of these pictures . Let all who

have not yet received a picture write to President

V. A. McDowell, Board Member J. L.
Hurst or

Secretary J. S. McGinnis, 608 Lyric Building , and

we will make renewed efforts to see that they are
sent .

Our beloved brother , J. A. Redd , recently passed

from this life . He was well liked by our entire

membership and held in high respect by the officials

of our company . Thus, one member has passed

from our ranks by death during the year 1928 .

During the year 1927 we lost sixteen members .

We wish the entire membership of the Amalga

mated a most prosperous and happy New Year .

-Cor. 725 .

Bloomington, 11 .-- The officers of Division 752

have been elected and installed for the year 1928

as follows : President , W. Lucas ; vice-president,

H. Habecker; recording secretary , Paul Evelsizer ;

financial secretary-treasurer, Bret Hayes; warden ,

E. Woods; sentinel, J. Binnion ; conductor , H. Gier:

man ; executive board , M. Fuller, W.H, Vanderbur,

H. Gierman , W. H , Carroll and F. Bowen.

We held our first annual ball January 12th, at

the Bloomington Club ball room with an attendance

of about 150 couples. Music was furnished by the

leading orchestra of the city. George Gorforth and

his WLS gold band. The proceeds of the dance

will be used to reimburse the treasury of the Local.

It is our intention to make this an annual affair .

Let's get together, men , and put on one of the

largest carnivals that ever hit Bloomington .

We wonder what is the trouble with the road

master on the Western Division. He has brought in

no ducks lately.

E. Woods beat Dupre in election by one bale of

hayi
We would like to see more of the members attend

meetings , as we have a big job on our hands getting

a new contract ready.

Brothers Hayens and Fitzgerald are back at work

after a sick spell .

What is the matter wit! preacher Bowen? We

have heard no sermons lately .

Our pitch players are back on the job after a
short rest .

Our membership is now 100% paid up. Let's

keep it that way .

Is Brother Kline going to get a fishing license for
1928 ?

Under the efficient management of Superintendent

E. L. Meece, everything is running along smoothly .

Let's everyone get outand attend our get-together

meetings with General Manager E. O. Brown.

The extra men would like to see the regular men

lay off more because they sure need the work.
Whatis the matter with Senif and the bus?

If any of the members have any news, give it to

the corresponding secretary , so he can send it in to

the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Oper.
ator,

Look for news from Bloomington in the next
issue.

--Cor. 752.

CELEBRATED TENTH ANNIVERSARY

us

Sioux City, iowa-Local 779 celebrated the tenth
anniversary January 11th . It was an open meeting,

at which we installed officers . There was an elabo

rate entertainment, Mayor Stewart Gilman gave us

a very nice talk, Ex-Mayor Short--Mayor at the

time 779 was organized and who had a great deal

to do with our agreement - was present and gave

some good advice. General Manager W. J.

Bertke gave us a short talk , commending the mem

bers for their loyalty and co -operation, Superin

tendent R. W. Herrick was present, Music for the

evening was furnished by Professor Shemate and his

Juvenile Orchestra . Brother Weeks gave us a sample
of old-time dance music with his violin . It sure

was a big hit with the audience. Brother H. Miller

rendered a piano solo . Miss Samner rendered a

solo , and Brother Glen Olson was there with his

saxaphone. A mock trial was staged by Brothers

Dunn , Cameron, Spencer, Hagerty , and others, and

caused considerable merriment. All present enjoyed

the evening and hope to be present at the next
entertainment of our Local.

The committee that supplied the entertainment
for our recent installation meeting comprised

Brothers Rice , Kugel and Garnett, They are en

titled to much credit.

Boys, you who were not at the meeting . Wednes

day morning , missed one of the best talks Mr. W. N.

Short ever gave us, and that is saying much .

We were pleased to see the mayor, ex -mayor and

some of the common council at our entertainment
meeting, also our manager and superintendent , It

shows they are interested in what car operators do.

We nearly forgot to mention our old friend, Jerry

O'Connor, who was present at the meeting and gave

us a sample of his Irish wit. Jerry is the man who
was instrumental in getting the car in this

city organized . He has always looked after

with a fatherly care and we hope to see him more
often at our meetings. He is always welcome .

--Cor. 779.

men

us

INSTALL OFFICERS FOR 1928

Cedar Rapids, Iowa - Brother H. R. Berry re:

ceived the sad news of the death of his father, and

our members sympathize with him in his bereave
ment . His father's remains were brought here from

Oakland, Calif ., for burial .

Brother Louis Koffron is back at work, after being

absent several weeks with liver trouble.

The company has just finished repair work on the

Marion Line at Hollenbeck's curve.

Brother Lewis, unable to work for several weeks,

is getting along nicely . He is able to be out, but

the doctor will not let him return to work on the
car.

The New Year was ushered in with some very

cold weather, and there was a noticeable increase in

business, especially on the Marion Line .

At our last regular meeting officers who had been
elected for the year 1928 were installed. Officers
elected were: É. J: Flaherty, president; F. M.

edmundson , vice-president; ... A. Walker, secretary;
J. V. Nash, treasurer; executive board, F. J.

Flaherty , Chas. Briggs and Geo . Sellers.

Weare looking forward toa fine turn -out of the

members when Brother Magnus Sinclair speaks here
on the 25th,

The success of this organization depends upon the

interest taken in itsmeetings,aswellastheattend

Come, Brothers , let's attend the meetings,

-Cor. 638 .

INSTALLED NEW YEAR OFFICERS

ance . some

as

IN FINE SHAPE

Birmingham , Ala . “ We are taking this means of

informing the membershipof theÅ . A. of S. and
E. R. E. of A.that Division No. 725 is still on the
map and in fine shape.

We recently held an election of officers for the
year 1928, and old friend , Brother J. Sims

McGinnis,' was re -elected secretary - treasurer by a

landslide, defeating four opponents. Our old friend

and brother , J. L. Hurst, was also re- elected by a

These two old war- horses will be on
hand to serve themembership another term. Our

president, Brother v , A. McDowell,was re- elected,

Syracuse , N. Y.-January 13th Division No. 737

installed officers and those who failed to attend
that meeting missed the time of their lives . After

the meetinga real good supper was served. Brother

John Hasner was the chef and he was some chef.

Brothers A. H. Crowell and Dennis Hogan were the
waiters but looked for no tips. Brothers Bert Green

and Frank Spring showed clever dancing .

Brothers Eugene Allen and Frederick Carter were
very much alive, Brother Crowell knows ,

Brothers James Lybolt and Robert Leahey went

away smiling , Brother Albert Glassale made him.

self sick, but was abls to be on the job Saturday.

Financial Secretary C. B. Pickens made a report

at our meeting as to what was done with the dues

for the past year .

Brother Cady attended our meeting with his usual

smile ,

Brother William Zahn should watch his step ,

hereafter, when working on the work cars .

Brother Frank Steves attended our meeting in
readiness to take up his new duties as recording

secretary .

--J. H. C. P.

Our

large vote .
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our

announce

We

INITIATE FIVE NEW MEMBERS

Waterbury , Cono . - Division No. 570 held the first
meeting of the year 1928 January 5th . President

Durham and other newly elected officers were in
stalled , Five new members were added to

Local and we have seven applications to be acted

upon by members at the February meeting.
Division No. 570 have collected clothing to aid the

miners and their wives and children . The members

gave generously. There was enough to fill two large

crates and a barrel.

Brother George Russell is now the proud father of
twins. Double congratulations!

We also congratulate Brother Francis Roach , who

is also a proud daddy,

We are glad to see Brother Luth again on his
run , after an illness of two months' duration,

Brothers Dow and Gooley take Thursdays off, to

teach local amateur boxers the fine points of boxing.

Brother Sparky McVeigh has a kennel of dogs that

have seen better days.

The members were all surprised when Brother

RedRoach lost the bowling championship toWalter

Hoyt, our dashing switch -boy:

Your officers are anticipating a large attendance

at future meetings. Please do not disappoint them .
-Cor. 570.

TWO CALVERY MURDERERS CAPTURED

Memphis, Tenn . - Division No. 713 held two very
interesting meetings in January. Pour new members
were initiated. Our membership is now 500, a

decrease of some 100 for the last eighteen months,
though we are holding our own .

Two of the highwaymen who murdered Brother

R. H. CalveryDecember 22nd havebeen captured.
There is a third who is still at large . The two

captured have confessed .

Brothers Faulkner, Phillips and Parker, on the

sick list for several months, are reported improving.

Brother G. M. Miller is all smiles these days.

Guy is boasting of a fine new girl and we congratu
late Brother and Mrs. Miller.

Brother and Mrs. E, C. Holder are the parents of
a fine new boy . Congratulations ! --Cor. 713.

DETROIT DIGEST

ability and old age benefits during the year 1927
aggregated $43,000.00. This does not include the

benefits received from the International Office, which

would add $ 20,140.00 to the above, being in pay.
ment of 30 claims. This makes the total of $63,

140.00 in benefits paid within the year.

Our Local also forwarded to the striking Miners

of Pennsylvania , Ohio and West Virginia a donation

of $ 250.00 .

We are pleased to the recent good

fortune of Brother Joseph J. Reghi, one of our

popular members . This good fortune, or the knowl

edge of it, came to us rather suddenly, as nothing

was ever observed in Brother Reghi's course that

would indicate that any such thingwas possible to

befall him . Of course, this applies to observation of
his pursuits in Detroit. were very favorably

surprisedwhen we picked upa paperof a recent
issue, published in Ionia, Mich ., in which we read

the following:

"Miss Idelphia A. Peacock, well known_in Ionia

and vicinity was married Saturday, December

twenty - fourth , in Detroit to Joseph I. Reghi, of
that city. The bride was attended by her sister,

Mrs. Victor Wilson , of Sebewa.
"Fifty guests attended a reception given the

newly -weds at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Victor

H. Wilson, in Sebewa, Wednesday evening. Many

beautiful gifts were in evidence.

" Miss Peacock is the daughter of the late

Katharine Elizabeth Peacock , of Sebewa. and has

taught in Detroit High Schools the past five years.

" The groom is the son of Mrs. Gertrude Reghi,

of Detroit,

" The couple will be at home in Detroit after

January second . "

Brother and Mrs. Reghi have the best wishes of

the members of Division No. 26 for a most happy

and successful future , - REX,

OFFICIALS CHANGE WITH TIME

now

now

The year 1927 , as applying to Division No. 26,

shows an excellent record andthe value of organiza

tion , During the year 1927. Division No. 26 paid

twenty -eight death claims, two old age claims and

two total disability claims . The death claims paid

were helpful to those who were left behind by our

twenty - eight members who passed from this life .

Death claims paid to beneficiaries upon the deaths

of those members of our Local who passed from this

life during the year 1927 are as follows:

Aram Leblebijian .. $ 1,400.00

William Patrick . 2,000.00

James R. Cook . 1,400.00

Albert Burgman . 1,600.00

Samuel Beelby. 2,000.00

Phillip Hoffman 200.00

William Stein . 2,000.00

William Drescoll 1,600.00

Frank McCoucha 200.00

Joseph Budo .. 1,800.00

Benjamin Kiddle. 2,000.00

Oscar Ruggles . : 200.00

James L. Robbins. 2,000.00
Walter Gilbert . 600.00

Chas . B. Howk . 2.000.00

George R. Cowan 2.000.00

Thomas B. Reynolds . 2,000.00
Robert Isard 200.00

Joseph P. DeWitt 200.00

George Comer . 2,000.00

Luman Lawrence 2,000.00

George Christie 1.800.00

Ray Sears 1,400.00

Anthony Kreutz 2.000.00
Sam Ricci 400.00

William Riley . 2,000.00

Clyde Brooks . 2,000.00

William Mapes , 400.00

Old age benefits were paid to members who retired
rom the service as follows :

William Miller . $ 1,000.00

Michael Kelly 1,000.00

Disability benefits were paid to those totally dis

abled from again working upon the street railway

system as follows:

Clyde J. Teifer . $ 600.00

Robert Boyle . 1,000.00

The total paid by Division No. 26 in death , dis

Brockton , Mass.-- It is seventeen years ,

January 11th , since the Torrey Street Car House

opened on the west side of Brockton . Today all

cars of the Brockton Division operate from this
barn . When thebarn was opened , seventeen years

ago, Mr. JohnT. Conway wasdivision superin.

tendent; Mr. Walter B. Hall, now councilman in

the First Ward, was operating superintendent, and

Mr. George E. McCrait was barn foreman.
Mr.

Conway is retired . Mr. McCrait died with influenza

some ten years ago. Mr. A. J. Boardman is now

manager; Mr. Orin E. Prench is superintendent;

Mr.A.L. Mather is day foreman; Mr. Roy Jackson,

base ballast; and Peter L. King, radio expert, is
night foreman. Business at this barn is in a fourish

ing condition, Where will all of these men be in

seventeen years from who are at present

officially connected with the business at that barn?

Operator Merrill J. Stimpson is now the father

of a new 8 -pound boy. Mrs. Stimpson and boy are

doing well . Brother Stimpson is well posted in

seafaring. having been a sailor for a dumber of

years before operating street cars .
However, we

presume his new son will grow up in connection with

transportation service.

Brother CharlesE. Place, operator, who under:

went an operation at the Palmer MemorialHospital

in Boston, is convalescing, we are pleased to report:

Brother John Ogle, Perkins Avenue operator, may

beseen daily smoking the pipe of peace.

Brother John" Jiggs "Donohue isagain at work,

following sickness. He is slick at jig dancing, and,

if you are short on information ,he will direct you .

His favorite sport is horse racing.

A passenger car, well loaded with passengers.

recently stopped at a receptiongiven by Mr. Edgar

Davis, millionaire, where all alighted , according to

Brother Christensen.

Onlast electionday , while discussing matters in
the car house lobby, Brothers Miller," Hazard and

S. Peterson were looking ten years ahead,
It was

the general consensusthat a subway would bebuilt

between Charles Street
North and Allen Street

South on Main Street,by Brockton and the Eastern

Massachuset
ts Street Railway Co.

that it was the way to relieve the traffic con

gestion,
Brother , John Smith and his genial smile are

missed . He has taken on other duties,

A strange yellow cat recently came strollinginto
ourlobby. He is well cared for byForemanJackson

and Brother Stimpson.
The daily menu consists

mostly of fish. Ourforeman has christened him

" Goldie . " His colorharmonize
s with the nameand

the color of our cars,

It was figured

--Cor. 235.
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tunes, but as several of the ladies complained of

sore toes, a change was made to “ Birdie fly out and

Papa fly in ," finishing with " Home Sweet Home"

at 3:30 a, m . A supper was served to eighty - five

members and ladies present. The was :

Creamed potatoes, brown gravy, fresh roast ham,

sweet corn,, catsup, coffee, rolls and pie. , Brother
Hope furnished the cigars and gum . Thanks. The

committee that prepared our program and carried it

through were : Brothers C. Novest, B , C. Riley ,

G. Pomeroy. A. Brown and C. Glasner. Brother

Grovenberg was the lucky lad who won the wish
bone.

Notes of our meeting may be made by stating

that Brother Leonard stayed close to the kitchen.

for some reason unknown to others .

Brother Glasner wiped all the dishes, but wished

this not to be known by Mrs. Glasner .

Brother Novest acted as official dishwasher and I

can recommend him as a first - class, efficient potato

peeler.

Well, now , boys, that we are about to begin the

new year, let's every one of us put our shoulder to
the wheel and make this the banner year for Divi.

sion No. 343. Let's all work hard, attend meetings

and make them more interesting . Get out to the

meetings before something is put over that will

cause you to ask : "Why did I stay home?" Come

to the meetings and greet the new officers that you

have elected to do your bidding. This means you

the members of Division No. 343 .

At this writing I would also like to say a few
words to our Sick Committee : Keep in mind those
brothers who are home sick , Call on them and

give them a cheering word . It is your duty to
look after them and cheer them up, Take notice,

brothers, and try it out. Let's be in a position to

say that we have awakened and that new life has

come . Snap out of it and attend meetings.
-B. C. R., 343.

A GOOD MEMBERSHIP

as new

SHEA VISITS OLD LOCAL

Wheeling, W. Va .-- Division No 103 held a

special meeting in January, to give our members

a chance to hear some good speaking. An excel.

lent address was delivered by President John B.

Easton , of the StateFederation of Labor. G.E. B.

Member P. J. Shea was also with us and at his

best. We regret to say that the attendance was

small and that many brothers missed some good
smokes , as well as some good talks. Marsh stogies

were passed around, and, should our brothers smoke

them instead of Mexican cigarettes, there would be

less kicking on account of tobacco smoke.

Brother George Myers, who lives in Martins

Ferry, where the Pennsylvania Railroad is improving

their tracks along the viaduct - well, let George tell

it . While enjoying his dinner, with his feet under

the table , a large stone came rolling down the hill.

side, crashing through a window , landingin Brother
George's bowl of bean soup . " Enough of that," said

George; so he went to West Wheeling to hunt a
vacant house. While there, he met men who were

also hunting, but they were hunting &, panther.
They invited George to go with them. He is now

trying to rent a house next door to the Benwood

city building.

Brother Bernard J. Romanski, ex -council candidate

in the 8th Ward, tells us that, while walking bare.

headed along 45th Street, noted for its good -hearted

citizens, a small boy came running up the walk ,

carrying an old hat in hishand. Catching up with
Brother Bernard , he cried out : “ Mr. Romeo , here

is an old hat of father's. My mother said you could

have it." Did you lose your hat when you threw

it in the ring?

The Wheeling Traction Company is one of the
leaders in the Safety First movement in this city.
Our members are doing their bit. Safety First

means that you must remember when you said in

times gone by : " So long. kid, be good. If you

can't be good, be careful." Well, what we mean

is that you can't be careful unless you anticipate .

You never notice a dog anticipating anything. They

say that when he wags his tail he is glad to see

you, but he is taking no chances on your being glad

to see him. You may be in a bad humor and give

him a kick, so he wags his tail to make sure there

is nothing behind him, so he can turn and run .

That is anticipate - make sure.

Brother Leo Scheutz made a nice speech before

the Hardware Dealers Convention. Ask Leo for a

copy of his poem entitled " The Kitchen Sink . "

Brother Roy Bond is now a married man . He
always said he was willing to stay single , but
someone put th girl up to ask him. This is Leap

Well, here we are preaching Safety First, but

running, on resistance, so our typewriter is getting

hot. Watch for us next month.

-Cor. 103.

ANNIVERSARY MERTING

Kalamazoo, Mich . Division No. 343 has installed
officers who will serve this Local in directing its
affairs for the year 1928. The officers installed are :

President, Herman Wedel; first vice-president,

William Weninger; second vice- president, E. Fisher;
recording and financial secretary and financial secre

tary of the Sick and Accident Branch , L. Farr;

assistant recording secretary . B. DeHond; treasurer,

A ... Carlton; corresponding secretary ,B. ' c . Riley:
first conductor, T. Townsend ; second conductor,

F. Sterne ;first warden , William Pickard;second
warden ,T. Beedle ; executive board , Herman Wedel,

L. Farr, B. C. Riley,E.Fisher ,E.Schoonmakerand

R Pykett; joint advisory board members, Herman
Wedel and L. Farr .

At themeetingat which our officers were installed
Brother Sterne acted as installing officer. We held

a sort of entertainment
og anniversary feature.

Brother Tim O'Neill did a sketch entitled “ The

Ghost .” He also gave the boysa good talk on the

good and welfare of Division No. 343 . President

Wedel acted as toastmaster, calling upon several of

the brothers and theirwives, who were present, to

I wish to mention that Brother Holmes' wife made

some good suggestions, showing her to be a true

unionman'scompanion. She urgedallof the ladies

present to take pains to see that their husbands

attend meetings of the Local. More power to Mrs.

A musical program was a feature of our meeting ,

towhich wascontributed by our members and the

ladies present in songs and instrumentalmusic.
Dancing was also afeature. It started on jazz

Year.

Peterboro , Ont .-- In finishing the year 1927, we

were afflicted by double bereavement. First, Mrs. L.

Redmond suddenly passed from this life , about the
time we installed Brother Redmond our

president for the year 1928. The deepest sympathy

is extended to our president. , Brother Sedgwick , one

week later , passed from this life . Thus, great gloom

spread over the brothers of our Division for the
closing year.

Our new bus line is working hard to accommodate

the public . They are opposed to unions and want

to treat men as in the year '67. They are succeeding

with their measures pretty well. Brother D. Poster

was wrongfully accused of running up to a Canadian
National Railway track too closely, and they gave

him a two weeks' holiday as a punishment . Any

reasonable thinking person would recognize that he
did not deserve it . The consequence is that he is

working no more for such people. The junior men

are being paid the lowest wage possible to get them

to work.

We have a good membership . standing about 96

per cent, and all with good hearts.
Wehave several brothers out of work, but they

are large-hearted and patiently waiting to secure a

position. They have our best wishes .

- Cor. 622

BUNCH OF GOOD MEN

Burlington , Iowa - It's been a long time since you

heard from 212 . The boys are working and all

feeling well . Division 212 has a bunch of good

men, from President Leurs down to the end.
At our meetings, Brother LaPoint sits in his

chair and wonders why the rest aren't there ,

W. C. Thomas-we can't forget him --with his

Local work_he's always there with a grin ,

Brother Fred Judd, pleasant and jolly , when not

collecting fares is turning his trolley.

Brother Redill recently looked at the boss as hard

as a rock, and the reason he did so was that there

wasno tick in his clock.

Hinie is always with us with stories, to keep the

men jolly and lessen their worries.
Brother Bill Parson weighs two sixty -five, but

surely is always very much alive,

Brother Frank Hasselman , you all know well , is

one with orders of the company to sell .

Brother Babe Julius, raised from our rank, is

certainly a good fellow , and never a crank,
Well, I haven't much time and am poor with the

pen, but will try some other time to write more
about the men.

- " Bubbles."

give talks.

Holmes !
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0where the organization has done a great deal of good
to the members, He also told us to hold fast to

that which is good, as an organization , and to build
for the future .

We have on the sick list at the present writing

Brothers P. Curtin, W. L. Walton, W. F. Struck ,

William Dunbar and W. C. Gullay.

Officers installed at our installation meeting are
as follows: President, P. O. Gregory ; first vice

president, Rich Hansen; financial secretary. Roy

Shaffer; recording secretary, Wm . A. Payne; con

ductor, Chas , Allen ; warden , Thos. Porsee; sentinel
L. A. Wilds, Executive board of car men : H. L

Cobb. Richard Johnson ; shop department, Frank
Hopkins ; track department, Geo. Lambert. Officers

for the afternoon meetings are : Second vice

president, S. R. Richardson; assistant recording

secretary , R. T. Lee; conductor, Bert Francis;

warden ,P. P. Kirschner; sentinel,R. B. Pickard .

Now fellows, we have elected a good set of officers

and let's back them up by attending the meetings

and doing our little bit. Our meetings are on the

second and fourth Thursday nights of each month

and the relief meetings on the second and fourth
Friday afternoons of each month.

-Cor. 847 ,

NO CHANGE IN OFFICIAL STAFF

OLD LOCAL AGAIN APPEARS

New Castle, Pa . - It's been a long time since

you have heard anything from Div. 89. So , being

a newly elected correspondent, I'll try, at least, to

keep you in touch with what's going on around the

reporting room .

Division 89 recently held two special meetings.
We had the honor of having with us G. E. B.

Member P. J. Shea, who gave us a very interesting
talk, which went over strong. This is not the first

time the boys of Division 80 have had the pleasure

of hearing Brother Shea, as he has spoken here
before and always finds interested listeners,

Brother 'Hess has fully recovered from a long
illness - thanks to “ Dreco ."

Brother Kaufman is our champion checker player.

He is ready to challenge anyone who thinks they

can outplayhim.

Brother ' Vogan has returned to work , after a

slight sick spell.

Brother Thompson was recently voted the most

courteous conductor on the Croton Line. The ladies

and children are very fond of him .

Brother Kray does not seem to show much im

provement after his severe accident of some months
ago. We hope he will be soon with us again.

Has anybody seen " Rowan ?"

Brother Hogue and family entertained recently at

a supper , with Brother McKee and family as guests.

They had a fine repast, with sauer-kraut and pork
holding a prominent place on the menu. We don't

know what else they had. But, anyway, they had

Sauer- Kraut.

We've been wondering if it wouldn't be a good

idea for Brothers Smith and Hamilton to get to

gether on that cigar proposition. For it won't be

long now.

There's a new baby up at Brother Reed's house .
They named her Harriett Mathilda, This is not

their first baby. Brother Reed has quite a few.
But , nevertheless, he wears the smile that won't

come off .

Brother Patterson , we are glad to say, has re

covered from his illness and returned towork .

We've often wondered why Mike Pazzo don't
move over to State Street . He sure wastes a lot

of gas and shoe leather - A little marriage license
would do the trick, Mike.

Brother Lowers is now custodian of our

building.

If you want to keep on the good side of " Big Pat"

don't pull " little Pat's " tail ,

Some of you boys must have forgotten that we

have a “ Safety " contest on.
Signing off. More static next month.

-Cor. 89.
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LOSE HONORED MEMBER

Altoona, Pa.-The last meeting of Division No.

801 held in the year 1927 took place the 28th of
December . The regular routine of business was

transacted , An interesting part of the meeting was

installation of newly elected officers for the year
1928 . Officers installed were : President, C. R.

McKelvey ; vice -president, J. 0. Davis; secretary ,

H. Klahre; recording secretary, J. Kell; conductor,
H. Bagley ; warden , C. H. Foor; sentinel, L. S.
Imler ; executiveboard, C. R. McKelvey . J. 0 .

Jones, J.Leidy, H.Reilly and H. Klahre; corre
spondent, E. E. Detwiler. There was a good turn
out on part of the membership. Several members

spoke on the good and welfare of the Division and

advanced many things to think of that will likely

be beneficial to many of those who were present.
At this time we find ourselves established under

aumber of new stockholders in our employing

property, but there have been no changes made on

the official staff . Let us hope there may not be.

We think we have the best office staff on the market.

So , let's all work together with them and try , and

establish , if anything, a better service than here

tofore.

Mr. Stouch states that if the boys keep up de.

creasing the accident list, as per the record of the

final quarter of the year 1927, he will furnish us

with a fine fish supper . Let's get that fish supper.

Let's make the year 1928 a humdinger.

We learn that at our recent little skating, party
at the Park, there were present Staff Manager

McCrane, Mr. Hoofnagle, William Woods, Master
Mechanic Keefer and C. S. Reily . We find our

general manager could cut a star in fine shape, but

C.S.Reily had them all guessing when he cuta

catterpillar eight. -Cor. 801 .

DON'T FORGET THE MINERS

New Haven, Conn . - At our January meeting

officers for the year 1928 were installed by Inter

national Vice -President P. J. O'Brien , who also

made a fine address, telling us of the need of the

Coal Miners who were locked out of employment.

He also spoke on theone-man car proposition .
Sunday, January 22nd, the New Haven Trades

Council held a meeting at the Hyperion Theater.
Brother Ellis Searle, Editor of the United Mine

Workers' Journal of America, addressed the meeting.

He told us the story of the Miners ' strike, which

took place , March 31, 1927, when the union men

were locked out because the coal operators broke

the contract they had with the men. He called

attention to the suffering among the miners and

their families on account of lack offood and clothing.

In aiding the Miners, the Union has expended

$400,000 in erecting barracks in which they might

live . Twelve thousand families in Pennsylvania

were evicted from their homes. Armed thugs, in

the guise of policemen , are constantly battling and

harrassing them. So, brothers, you see the need

of the Miners and we appeal to you to help them
all you can,

I understand that a certain brother from the

West Haven Car Barn attempted to turn a switch
at Broadway with his nose. I wonder who it was .

In closing, brothers, I wish to say once more

DON'T FORGET THE MINERSI

-Cor. 281 .

We

are

East Liverpool, Ohio . - It is with deep sorrow and

a sense of irreparable loss that wenote the tragic

and untimely death of Brother Wiley J. Barber.

In his passing from this life our community loses

an honored citizen, the Steubenville, East Liverpool
and Beaver Valley Traction Co. a most valued and
trusted servant and Division No. 52, of the A. A.

of S. and E. R. E. of A., a most esteemed member

and friend , His attitude in the organization can

stand complete analysis. In our sense of loss we

are also made to think of the Infinite again,

not unmindful of the Divine Providence who

never faſters in Hi splans and never errs in wisdom.

The family circle is bereft and the community is

poorer from the departure of our late lamented

brother.

Division No. 52 passed a resolution of regret and

condolence upon the death of our late brother,

bowing in humbie submission to the decree of Al

mighty God , and it is up to us to make ourselves
worthy of our passing away in the future.

Our Local , by resolution, extended our deepest

sympathy to the bereaved family and the same was
entered upon the minutes of our meeting. Our

charter is being draped for a period of thirty days.
-Cor. 52,

HAVING FAIR ATTENDANCE

St. Joseph, Mo.-- Division No. 847 are having a
fair attendance at meetings. December 22nd

had an election of officers.

At our meeting of January 14th we had with us

Brother Magnus Sinclair, a member of the General

Executive Board, who installed our new officers. He

also gave us a very interesting talk at both sessions

of the meeting , in which he pointed out several cases

2
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OLD OFFICERS CONTINUED

San Jose, Calif. There is no news of particular

interest, except that Division No. 265 is alive and

healthy. We continue our old lack of interest. The

members take out their cards faithfully, then just

as faithfully stay at home in blissful ignorance or

neglect of the fact that it is their duty to attend

meetings. They, as well astheir officers , should put

their shoulders to the wheel and push ever so little

for the good of the working men, not only of San

Jose , but all over the nation and the world. They

set up the cry that they do not see what good it

does to come to meetings, when there is nothing to

do but sit there in monotony. Well , if they would

come and show an interest ' there would be some

thing doing besides monotony. Many questions

would spring up and measures would be put forth

that would relieve the monotony that the officers

have toundergo by looking at bare walls and vacant

seats. I have tried to explain and trust it may do

some good .

As we did not hold an election at the end of the

1927 term , all old officers, who are our stand -bys,

will continue another year of solitude. They are :

President , R. L. Jameson ; vice -president, C. Montoya ;

recording secretary, S. W. Smith ; financial secretary .

treasurer, F. C. Vierke; conductor, H. Hansen;

warden, M. T. Murray ; sentinel , J. W. Trousdell;

delegates to the Central Labor Council, R. L.

Jameson, J. W. Trousdell, H. Hansen , W. H.
Kuhn and S. W. Smith.

We are proud of our young members, who delight

in wearing their union buttons. They are a credit

to unionism ,

Our good old stand-by, Brother Archie Trow

bridge, wascompelledto retire from workon account
of sickness . We wish him better health some day.

Brother Wilford Blackmore is still on the sick list .

The boys took up a collection asa token of their
sympathy. We trust he may soon recover.

--Cor. 265 .

South Portland . He has previously served in the

same capacity , and has been onthe Negotiation
Committee with the Company. D. H. MacDougall

was installed as executive man from Deering for
the second time and Charles A. Madsen for West
brook for the first time.

We begin the year with a considerably smallar

roll than at the beginning of last year, During the

year the System became one hundred per cent one

man car operation . Several were laid off from the

foot of the list . Fifteen, slightly under the pension

age and not one-man car operators, were offered

pensions by the Company. With one exception,

these accepted. This one still holds his job, flesh

and smile .

Death has claimed six of our members since last

writing .

We regret the retirement of President H. C. Wood

side, who has served assuch for the past four years;

also that of Brother Henry Evans, who has acted

as vice - president of our Local since the second year
of its existence ,

Brother F. W. Bickford , who hurt his finger in

closing a car door October 23rd, is again on the

job .

Winter has come. Veteran Charles Payne has

followed the birds to the Sunny South,

Brother Sam Davis is having his annual bronchial
attack, He says that one of the outs of the oil

heating system is, now he has nothing to do but

smoke and brood over his ailments.

We sympathize with Brother Orin Randall, who

was called to Washington County on account of the

sudden death of a younger brother.

Brother Allie Mills has returned to work, after a

two weeks ' la grippe vacation.
Our new vice - and ex -president , the congenial

Brother H. M. Wiggin, who is an anaemic and has

been off duty, for some time, is now looking hale

and robust . A few pounds of liver has brought him

from one hundred and thirty pounds to one hundred

and seventy.

Don't forget the new year and the new president ,

boys. Kelley is a good fellow , but he can do for

us only in proportion as we do for him and the
Local.

Acknowledgement, We've been unfaithful

correspondent. Apology offered . Better things

promised . Please stand by.

- " DEAK ."

an

elected were :

SHEA VISITS LOCAL

Wapakoneta, Ohio-Division No. 939 has not been

heard from through the columns of the M., C. and
M. C. O, for some time, We will try to do better

in the future and let you hear from us often .

At a recent meeting we had the pleasure of listen

ing to a very interesting talk madeby General

Executive Board Member P. J. Shea . His subject

was "Unionism." We all enjoyed it . The meeting

was well attended and ended with a fish fry , to

which all did justice, except President A. J. Boyd ,
who didn't get his portion .

We have held election of officers, electing those
who will serve the Local for the year 1928 . Officers

President, J. A. Boyd ; vice- president,

Theo. J. Shultz; financial secretary - treasurer, E.M.
Barber; recording secretary, E , C. Martin; corre

sponding secretary, D. E. 'Howe; conductor . W. F.
Moomey; warden . Charles Kohle ; sentinel, Roy

Krogman; executive board, H. Smallenberger, E. L.
Grosse, C. P. James and Herbert Heil.

We wonder if Brother H. Spurlock will ever quit

cussing when he has to work the owl's trick.

We understand that BrotherH. Heil is trying to

organize a Minnow Club . All those desiring to

join such an organization, will obtain desired in

formation on the sameby' consulting Brother Heil.
--Cor, 939.

NEWLY INSTALLED OFFICERS

Portland, Me.-At the last bi-monthly meeting of

Local 714 , the following officersfor the ensuing year
were installed : President, Howard R. Kelley, who

represented us one year at the State Convention

and has served as executive man from the West

brook Division for several terms; vice-president,

H. M. Wiggin, who was fourth president, repre

sented us at three State Conventions and served as

executive man at Deering forseveral terms;financial

third, president ofthe Local, represented us at the

Providence and Montreal International Conventions,

at two State Conventions and onthe Negotiation

Committee with the Company, and has served in

the present capacity since June 1, 1920 ; recording

secretary, W. H. Smith , who enters upon his fifth

term as such, and also as correspondent for the

same period ;conductor , William A.Goodwin , who

is acting as an officer of the Local for the first

time; sentinel, C. D. Webster,whobegins his third

year in this office, and has served two years . as

executive man for the St. John Street Division.
P. H. Walton was installed as executive man for

REORGANIZED JOINT ADVISORY BOARD

Jackson, Mich . - The Joint Advisory Board of

Divisions Nos. 245, Jackson ; 333, Battle Creek;

343, Kalamazoo ; 362, Albion ; and 563, Lansing, held

the first meeting for the new year at Labos Temple,

Jackson, January 17th. The new Board is comprised

of President E. Orrison and Board Member A. A.

Miller of Division No. 245. Jackson ; President J. E.

Merrill of Division No. 333, Battle Creek ; President

Herman Wedel and Secretary L. Part of Division

No. 343, Kalamazoo ; President George Hoyt and

Board Member W. 3. McConnell of Division No.

362, Albion , which comprises members upon inter

urban lines ; President A. D. Hicks and Board Mem

ber L. Beers of Division No. 562 , Lansing and

Owosso , Mich .

The Board organized for the year 1928 by the

election of Joint Board Member James E. Merrill

as chairman ; President A. D. Hicks of Division No.

563, Lansing, as Vice- President , and Board Member

W.'J. McConnel of Division No. 362, Albion, as

Secretary -treasurer.

The only newmembers of the Joint Advisory
Board are Brothers A. A. Miller of Division No.

245 , Jackson, and L. Beers of Division No. 563 ,
Lansing ,

The Joint Advisory Board is practically the

executive board, or directorate, ofthe five Locals

employed upon the Michigan Electric Railway

property, and , through the institution of this Board,

the five Locals operate practically as a unit in ali

matters placed in the hands of the Board .

--Cor. Joint Advisory Board.

TO BE AN IMPORTANT YEAR

Hamilton, Ont. - A very pleasing incident took

place at our last regular meeting, when Brother Art,

Blackwell was presented with a cheque, in apprecia .

tion of his wonderful efforts in building up our Sick

Benefit and Funeral Fund . He has, during the past

few years, put , well over $ 1,000.00 into this fund,

the receipts of his annual Christmas drawing. Art.

has been financial secretary-treasurer and dues col

loctor of our Local for the past sixteen years, He
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is recording secretary for the District Trades and

Labor Council, past chancellor commander, Knights

of Pythias, a member of the A, F.andA. M.,and

of the Independent Labor Party, and has recently

been made a director of the Hamilton Community

Fund. He is an enthusiastic soccer fan , and runs

our football Sweepstakes. He is also man of

letters , having addeda new word— " Yourduesaredue "

-to the English language.
Brother George Fields was unsuccessful in his

efforts to take a bottle of whiskey, instead of

flowers, to our sick brother, Harry Walters. Rumor
has it that Brother Fields wanted to make it De.

war's Scotch, and Brother Murphy, chairman of the

Sick Committee, wanted to send Burke's Irish , and

neither of them would compromise . Brother Charlie

Brownlie says it is not true, but, it was because it
was thought Brother Fields was not the man to

take it, I mean to deliver it, so George decided to

take him a few onions when he paid him a visit
and he forgot the onions. Charlie Brownlie says

that's a grape story.

BrothersWhalley , Laing, Nugent and Phillips are
having a long stretch on the sick list , the two former

having been off work for over a year, through being

injured while on duty; the latter, for six months,
suffering from paralysis of the knee. I am uncertain

how long Brother Nugent has been away but it is

a long time, far longer than either Brother Nugent
or ourselves care to remember. I would like to see .

the chairman of our Sick Committee invite , and take

them, to a real night out, by taxi, to a good show

or anything that would insure giving them a good

time, and have our Local foot the bill.

Don't forget to attend our next regular meeting;

an important notice of motion gets a second read

ing. The By- Laws revision is to be presented for

endorsation . There will be another notice of motion

made, and we are beginning to realize that it is too

late to kick after these are either passed or rejected .

So, come up to the meeting, say and do something,

if it will improve our conditions or our Local.

Less than 10 per cent of our membership attended
our last regular meeting. Let's make it read another

time, that less than 10 per cent were absent .

1928 is going to be a very important year in this

company's history, and, if we are willing. we can

make it an important one in the history of our

Division , Now is the time to prepare our platform

to take care of the many and varied issues that we

will have to settle. So get in line. February 11th

and March 10th are the dates.

When Brother Coomber's notice of motion is dis

cussed , what do you say if each one of us make
up our minds to support that side, which in our

individual opinion will do most good to the greatest

number of our membership and to our Division.

By doing this, we will be sure to obtain the happiest

results .

Some people have aot seen Brother Dave Turnbull

smile in a long time. S'matter Dave-toothache ?

-Cor. 107 .

entirely of carmen , and it won't be long now before

you shall see them in full regalia, strutting down

the "Avenue," led by a real Drum Major,inthe

person of Brother Joe Rourke. President Vandeleur
announced that a banquet will be held by the

members of the band on February 13th , at the

Geary Street Car House , to which all members of

the union, and their friends, were invited . Constant
Schnell is the caterer who will attempt to satisfy

your epicurean desires for the evening. His reputa

tion is well established and, according to the presi

dent and Brother Ottoson , a $ 3.00 menu will be had
for $ 1.50 .

Mr. Wm, Scott, chief statistician of the Municipal

Railway, and Mr. Wm . Pidge, of the Engineers

Department of the City, addressed the members on

behalf of their respective candidacy of the Retire
ment Board .

The matter of Jim Kline's reinstatement was re

ceived with satisfaction after a complete detailing
of the circumstances .

Brother Ottoson brought up the matter of holding

day meetings forthe benefit of the brothers unable

to attend the night sessions, and it was decided that
the matter be given a fair trial. Therefore, we will

have a day meeting at the Geary Street Car House

and it ishopedthat they will be well attended , to
warrant their continuance .

Nowork is being done on the Judah Street Line,

and construction is at a standstill.

Brother JoeFitzgibbonscondition is about the
same,

Brother Wheeler, one of the deans of railway

knights , is still confined to his home, and , as if to
bear out the old adage, " miser y loves company," his

good wife is also ill.

Brother Dave Greig is incapacitated with a severe

case of rheumatism and improvement is very slow .
We wish all a speedy recovery.

To Brother J. A. Robinson we extend our heart
felt sympathy in the loss of his brother.

Brothers, let us extend ourselves in expressing

appreciation of the humane conditions that we enjoy.

Let courtesy and consideration to the public be our
monumental principles, and let those

principles religiously and practically, It is a known

fact that the most of you already possess these

traits, and to those of you who do not, I advise

you to try to cultivate them . Brothers, when you

have learned them, a new dawn will be your reward

and your apparent drudgeries will become pleasures.

You oweitto the road, the public andyourself.
--Cor. 518.

us revere

CANDIDATE FOR ALDERMAN

2015

OWE IT TO THE PUBLIC

on

San Francisco , Cal.-The second regular meeting

of 1928 was held on January 26th , at the Labor

Temple , with a large attendance present, President
Vanderleur presiding. Quite conspicuous were , the
many young brothers present, and we are delighted

to have them with us, and we urge them to attend

regularly, which will enable them to acquire an

uninterrupted knowledge of the proceedings of the

organization, because their shoulders the re

sponsibility of its destiny lies .

Our newly elected Recording Secretary Sherry

demonstrated his fitness, by the accurate compila.

tion and coherency of the minutes which he read,

although for the benefit of the writer, whose hearing

is at present not good , due to a cold , would courte

ously request him to read a little louder.

The executive board requested that $ 10.00 per

month be paid to the sick investigator, to defray
expenses incurred while visiting sick brothers. It

also recommended that Brother Ed. Cranna, who

has filled the position for 2 years, without any
compensation whatever, be persuaded to accept the

appointment. Brother Cranna accepted, after con
currence .

The obligation was conferred on nine new brothers,

although the entire body joined the new members

and repledged fealty to the organization , a touch of

dignity to ceremonies.

The " Band Drive" is on and the union enacted to

purchase 100 tickets for this cause. This band has

been commented upon by all who have heard it.

Only 18 months ago some of the members of this

band knew nothing about music , It is composed

Galesburg, III. - Brother Jim Durbin was stung

by the political bug and now he is a prospective
candidate for alderman in the fourth ward . We

hope he wins out.

Brother Allison has been mentioned as a possible

prospective candidate for alderman in the fifth ward

but at present is undecided whether he will run or

not .

Mrs. Allison , wife of our correspondent, Brother

F. H, Allison, who is in St. Mary's hospital seriously
ill, is a little better at present. She seems to be

improving everyday and willrecover unless compli
cations set in .

Brother Elmer Johnson was off duty for one day

and Brother Ropertook care of Elmer's monkey

town bus run and he monkeyed with it all evening.

( Looked natural too, didn't he ? )

Brother Walihan must have been having some

more new radio troubles ashe was laying off last

Friday night and hisrun wasin charge of Brother
Herndon .

Brother Bateman is in charge of the Monmouth

Boulevard run that was Brother Meridith's. Brother

Meridith has left the street car service and it is

rumored that he has accepted another job in another

department.
Brother Cobb's run was in charge of Brother

Kinnamon for one day . Charlie must have gone

hunting again , rabbits of course .

Brother Falk was absent for one day, which gave

our new heavyweight, Brother Collopy, a chance to
do his stuff on the S. West and Seminary Line,

which gave him lots of corners to turn .
Brother Bateman rested up for one day and

Brother Young had the fun.

Brother Curtis was caught in a traffic jam on

Seminary Street the other evening and had to wait

patiently for nearly 15 minutes for someone to come

and remove an auto that was double parked on the
east side of the street on the car track.

Bro.Walihan has been away for over a week now.

No it wasn't theradio thatwent wrong this time.
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Wally was detailed to Chicago to help drive back

two new busses for Kewanee and , on arriving there,

was put to work breaking in new drivers for the

busses, and, having completed this task , he has

arrived home tired out but very enthusiastic over

his trip. His run here was in charge of Brother

Kinnamon during hisabsence.

Brother Allen is still in charge of Brother Cline's

run on the N. Broad and Depot Line, as Eph
doesn't choose to work for a while yet.

Brother Bateman will hold Brother Meridith's sun

until the first of February, as Meridith has left the

service,

Brother Evans was late the other morning. Yah ,

the old heads get caught once in a while , same as the

rest of us.

Brother Roper, who has been off sick for a few

days, returned to warm up the bench and caught

Brother Allen's run right off the bat, then forgot to

şign the book, so he kept right on warming the

bench , and Brother Herndon got the run.

-Cor. 515.

give it the boost it so rightly deserves. Send it over

the top with a bang.

Now, as the poet said - or was it Brother Lampard

-We now pass from the ridiculous to the sublime.

Let's one and all attend meetings of Division No.

508 and give our new president and his associate

officers, that you put there , the support they have

the right to expect from us, namely, attendance at

meetings and interest in the affairs of our Division ,
We are nearly 100 per cent union . Boost unionism .

Show your fellow worker you are interested in his

welfare, Make the Local grow . Here's hoping that

by the end of the year 1928 we shall be at the top

100 per cent all around.

I am sorry to report Brothers Kearns, Davis and

Jennings on the sick list . Here's hoping they have

a speedy recovery .

I am pleased to report that our January meeting.

both afternoon and evening sessions, was well at

tended . I was pleased to see our genial Brother

Hall at the afternoon session . Charlie may not

quite understand steam pressure in one inch pipes.

Never mind, Charlie, we live and learn .

Since we were last in print, Brother Boston joined

the holy state of matrimony - I was about to say

matter of money-but he will likely find , that out

later. Well, here's wishing Brother and Mrs. Boston

success in double harness .

Our Ford enthusiasts , Brothers Ramsay, the

McPhails, R. McKenzie. Jennings and Croft, are

looking the city over for trade-ins. Any information

will be welcomed .

Hoping to see you all at our next regular meeting

and assuring you of more next time , I remain .

Cor. 4367, R. H. A.

GOOD SET OF OFFICERS

+

APPOINTED COMMITTEES

Hartford, Conn .-- Division 425 is going strong .

although there is room at the meetings for more
members,

We have too many men in our ranks that do not

belong to the union . It is about time they got

wise. Where would we be today without the union ?

It is the union that got us all we have and any

man that works for the Company and don't belong
is not fit to work with the rest. In the next issue

of the Motorman, Conductor and Motor Coach

Operator all non -members will be published .

Brother Geo. Collins is learning to speak Polish
on the New Britain Line .

Brothers DaveHunt and Jos. Curley are going to

take a special course at Starr's Agricultural College
on_turkey raising.

Brothers Jos. Leist and John Delaney are going to
box at Wethersfield Car Barn soon . Both are heavy

weights,

Brother Leo Schultz is back on the Blue Hills

Line, after working on a stone cas all summer .

Brothers Timothy Keating and John Murphy are

proud fathers of baby girls, born during January.

Congratulations! Keep the good work up.

Brother Herbert Stacy did not miss a day from
work in 1927.

Brother Francis Geary says the reason hc is late ,

is that the conductor on the Blue Hills Line don't

give him the bells quick enough; that he keeps the

cracks in the foot filled to prevent his conductor
falling through.

We have a good set of officers now-the best in

years . Let's help them out in every way , by attend

ing the meetings and paying our dues promptly.
The officers can't do it all , It is discouraging to

have only a half dozen at each meeting. Every

member should also wear their button at all times.

-Cor. 425 .

Å

*

Brantford , Ont.-- Well, boys, here we are again .
I would deem it a favor if some of the brothers

would report to me items of interest or humor, as

the case may be, that I can send in a good report
each month.

The following is the list of committees appointed

by our president at our recent meeting: Sports and
Social , Brothers C. Forsyth , Leo Hurley, G. Gilham ,

F. Vinall; Sick Committee, Brothers T. Moon and

F. Talley ; Trades and Labor Delegates, Brothers
J. Longhurst and C. Forsyth. These brothers are

expected to be on deck and make things hum this
year.

Our president is wishing for a more earnest en

deavor by our membership in attendance at meet

ings.

Brother G. Gilham knows about the red ring .
Ask him and smile .

Brother G. Arthurs knows how to get a rest. Sure

cure, George,

We regret to report that there has been much
sickness among our boys. Some, we are pleased to

say , are back on the job . The sick has endured

Brothers A. Hunt, S. Babbitt, F. Talley , G. Boughner,

F. Cunningham , C. Fetzel , George Arthurs and

W. Williams,

The sympathy of our officers and members goes

out to Brother and Mrs. Leo Hurley in their recent

sad bereavement.

The Commission should be notified of the very

uncivil and unsocial actions of Office Boy Brader. It

is a wonder he would not take a tumble to himself,

Brother Bill Weller, when last seen, was renting

one of Brown's billiard tables for a bed.

Brother Jack Sopes broke his good record and

slept in again . Wind up the clock, Jack ,

Brother Hank Johnson recently attempted to find

a burned out lamp with the trolley pole tied down .

I am now ringing off until next month ,

-- '' F . S. V."

FROM METROPOLIS BY THE SEA

RECEIVE FOUR CENTS PER HOUR INCREASE

Halifax, N. S .-- Once again we are presenting news

from old Division No. 508 , from the most eastern

metropolis by the sea, Halifax, N.S.
Division No. 508has installed officers for the year

1928. Those who were honored by being elected
to office are: President, F. Ramsay; first vice
president,, M. Dwyer; second vice -president, L.

McDonald; recording secretary,H. Herriott; financial

secretary-treasurer, R. Lauder;business agent. A.
Berringer; conductors, E. Smith and G. Hardy.

The installation wasably carried out by past Presi

dent H.Henderson , towhom a vote of thanks was

accorded for his past work in the interest of Divi
sion No. 508 .

Our Christmas drawing proved a great success .

A word of praise is in order to Brother W. Smith
and those who so ably co -operated with him . The

mercury of our sick fund thermometer sure received

a hoist. Here's one who hopes it will always climb.
Congratulations to two snowbirds,

Brothers Bertinger and Bushen . Poor Keeler.no

more eats or sleeps, Brothers Dauphinee, Munro

and G. Wambolt are now regular snowbirds.

It is rumored that Brother Vaughn came to the
car barn on snowshoes- " Mooch ." It rained,

Brother B. Hardy is now real daddy. The

stork recently left a bouncing baby boyto Mrs. and

Brother Hardy, making it a pigeon pair. There is

a hint here for Brothers Buchler and Little .

By the time this is in print, brothers, our annual
ball will be under way.

Let's all get together and

Our new

Atlanta , Ga .-Well, the first of the year is here

and all is well with Division 732.

Our Committee has been working hard for several

weeks, negotiating a new agreement with the em

ploying company . We are glad to report they have

been successful in settling up , without trouble.

The following wages will be paid from January 1,
1928, to April 30 , 1929 : For the first nine months

of service, 50 cents per hour ; for the second nine
months of service , 55 cents per hour; thereafter, 58

cents per hour. One- man cars, 7 cents per hour

additional. While it is not what we would have

liked, it is another step forward . An increase of 4

cents per hour will help.

The Committee, also , made some other improve

ments in the working agreement and the member

a
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ship generally is well pleased. The relationship with

the company remains intact.

We have lost three brothers through death this
year . Our sympathy goes out to the bereaved

families,

Wouldn't it be fine if all the Brothers would

come to the meetings all the time, as they do while
the Committee is trying to negotiate a new con

tract?

Put your shoulders to the wheel, brothers, and

help the officers run this union for the remainder
of the year. They have made splendid progress

during the last four years. Let's help them keep

Trust all other Divisions are doing as well as we

are in attendance. While it can be improved, it is

very satisfactory . Just keep on driving it into their

heads that it is necessary for them to be present at
all of the meetings .

With best wishes for a prosperous New Year,

-Cor. 732 .

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

ATTEND MEETING

Lowest in history of Claim Department, or since
1907.

C - Lowest with exception 1926 .

D-Lowest since 1922 .

G-Lowest, with exception 1918 and 1925 .

K - Lowest since 1920.

L - Lowest, with exception 1924 , 1925 , 1926 .
M-Lowest since 1920 .

With motor vehicle collisions eliminated , the total

of all other classes of accidents , 7,491 , is the lowest

in history of the Claim Department by 905, the
next best year in that respect being 1925. The total

of all transportation accidents, 17,097, including

those with motor vehicles, is the lowest since 1920,

when there were but 61,782 motor vehicles registered .

Our average car miles per transportation accident

for 1927 figure roughly 2,450 against an average of

2,380 for 57 city companies reporting to the Ameri
can Electric Railway Association for 1926 . When it

is considered that, of the 57 city companies, probably
not ten have traffic and operating hazards

comparable to St. Louis , we believe this average is

outstanding.

Division No. 788 most interestingly co-operates

with the management in safety work.
--Cor. 788.

it up .

over

PRESIDENTS MAHON AND WILSON

ATTEND MEETING

a

St. Louis, Mo.-- Division No. 788 is enjoying

good meetings and obligating large classes at each

meeting.
January 9th , while hearing the report of our

president , who came walking in with Financial

Secretary L. A. Graeser but International Vice

President Wm. B. Fitzgerald and G. E. B. Member

Edw. McMorrow. When the members got sight of

them , things stopped and you should have heard

the applause .

Brother Fitzgerald delivered a most interesting

address , warning the boys. He explained the in

junctions issued against our Association in Indian

apolis and New York. He complimented Division

No. 788 for the brotherly spirit shown.
Brothers Armstrong and Parker are evidently

going their full length in the interest of labor . We

did not forget to send them nice Christmas

present .

Brother McMorrow gave us one of his splendid,

fatherly talks , which was highly appreciated .

We had our new proposed agreement up for dis
cussion and it was approved almost unaniomusly.

We expect to, in the near future , be able to tell

the readers more about it .

Our new general manager, Mr. Greenland, seems
to be a man of broad -mindedness. While we have
many neW changes in transfers and timetables ,

everything seems to be working out well.

I would like to say to the few brothers who were

not present at the meeting to which I have referred ,
that they missed a very good time. Don't miss the

next one .

We are pleased to note that on the Park Avenue

and Compton Lines the one-man car has been

abandoned. We understand that next Sunday will

be the last of them on the Tower Grove Line.

Brother O. F. Dustman was run down by an auto
in June , suffering a broken leg . He was laid

four months with it , and when able to be out, had

the misfortune to fall and break it again . He is

now back on the job . Brothers Lambertson and

Hartman , of the South Division Line, had a similar

experience December 21st. They were standing in a

safety zone to catch a car, The police patrol had a

hurry -up call and did not see those two brothers in

the safety zone and ran them down , causing them

both to go to the hospital for four or five weeks,

but they are again on the job .

Jefferson has been running in good luck , winning
safety prizes, having won three for the month of

December . South Broadway has two prizes for the

month of January .
The figures on accidents connected with trans

portation for the years 1927 and 1926 follow:

% %

1927 1926 Dec. Inc.

A. Collissions with wagons , 315 344 8.4

B. Collisions with persons . 368 485 24.1

C. Collisions with animals 34 17.7

D. Collisions with motor ve

hicles 9606 10526 8.7

E. Collisions with cars . 229 312 26.6

F. Derailments. 314 214 46.7

G , Boarding and alighting , 2078 2198 5.5

11. Falling in cars .. 1395 1472 5.2
I. Disturbances 451 567 20.5

J. Burnouts and blowouts 24 29 17.2

K Miscellaneous, 1763 2054 14.2

L. Employees injured 171 131 30.5

M. Struck by doors . 343 406 15.5

up for

Cincinnati, Ohio-At our meeting of January 5th
we installed officers for the year 1928 . The meeting

took place in the large hall, to accommodate the

large attendance , We had the pleasure of having

with us at this meeting our worthy International

President . W. D. Mahon, who installed the newly

elected officers, after which he gave us a wonderful
address, dwelling at length on the benefits derived

by our Local from its inception to the present time .

He also spoke of conditions in the street railway

industry of the country in general and other interest.

ing subjects. Those members who were not present

missed a real treat, as his address was educational

and inspiring and was heartily enjoyed by those
present, President Wilson , of the Pattern Makers,

was also one of the speakers and gave us food for
thought, as he usually does when he is with us.

We were glad to have these brothers with us and

trust that they will come again. They will be

welcome.

Officers elected to serve Division No. 627 for the

year 1928 are as follows : President, E. Brophy;

vice-president, G. Schutte; recording secretary, R. S.

Barnes; financial secretary -treasurer, A.L. Spradling;

executive board members. E. Mead. H. Black, E.
Beverage , E. Metz, E. Ludington , S. McCaffery,

E. Wykoff, L. Louderback , L. Bengel, W. Holleman;
Bus. Div ., J. Schultz; C. G. & P. E., E. King;

C. L. & A.. Klem ,

Brothers , it is now up to you to attend meetings

and get behind your officers. This year will be a

trying one and we must stand solidly together to

accomplish our aims.

Have you heard the news ? Brother Kilgour is a

grandpap.

Brother A. E. Jones is now the proud father of a

baby girl. Congratulations !

Brother Pete Schafer bumped Brother J. Hurst off

the owl car . Pete says Brother Hurst seems some

what disgruntled over the change.

Brother Schuster is still waiting and watching.
Brother Wykoff says he has Brother Harry

Hauck's goat. Harry says not .
Brother Mead has been assured that fare boxes

will be installed on all cars of his division , He has

worked hard to accomplish this and naturally feels

gratified .

Brother Little Louis Bengle was presented with

the compliments of the season , in the form of lead
pencils, at the last meeting, by his friends . For

what ?

The recent request from the International Office

to aid the striking miners met with prompt and

substantial results.

Some of the members are sending news items to

" The News." That is alright , but why not also

send news items of interest to your board members

and the editor of the M. , C. and M. C. 0. will see

that it appears each month . Get busy !

Brother Harry Smyth represents The Union Labor

Life Insurance Company. This is an insurance com

pany that should be patronized by members of
organized labor. We are union men , why not obtain

insurance from a union insurance company ? Brother

Smyth can be reached by ' phone orat theHyde
Park division . Get busy and get in touch with

him .
-Cor. 627 .
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BRITISH COLUMBIA AGREEMENT

an

case

per hour

60 %26 "

or

.69 €

AGREEMENT entered into ( in duplicate) this

23rd day of December, One Thousand Nine Hundred

and Twenty -seven , between THE BRITISH CO

LUMBIA ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY,

LIMITED, hereinafter called “ The Company, " and
THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYEES OF AMERICA, representing the em

ployees of thesaid Company affected by the agree
ment, hereinafter called " The Association . "

WITNESSETH , that the following Wage Schedule

and Worķing Conditions shall take effect and be

binding uponthe parties hereto, and shall govern all

employees of the Company referred to therein , except

the conductors, motormen and trainmen employed
on Districts 2 and 3 ( Lulu Island Branch and

Fraser Valley Line) .

PART I.

Wage Schedule

SECTION 1. This Wage Schedule and the Working

Conditions submitted herewith shall be binding on

the Company and its employees for three years from

the 30th day of September, 1927 , and thereafter
until changed by the parties hcreto , except as pro
vided in Section 2 .

Either of the parties desiring, to change same or
open up the Agreement or Wage Schedule shall

give to the other party at least thirty days' notice
in writing , such notice to expire on the 30th day

of September, 1930, or at any time thereafter.
Sec, 2. The following rates of wages shall be paid

from and after the first day of September, 1927 ,

during the life of this Agreement:

(a) On City and Suburban Lines, motormen and

conductors shall receive :

First six months ,. 536

Second six months . 57 % ¢

Third six months .

Thereafter.. .63 €

( b ) One -man car operators :

Vancouver Island per hour
Mainland . 69 €

( c) Motormen and conductors in work train service

shall receive 2 cents per hour in addition to
above rates.

(d ) On Interurban Lines, being District 1 , District

4, 16th Street Yard and Carrall Street Yard :

Passenger motormen and conductors
First six months .. 53 €

Second six months . 58 %26
Third six months 62 ¢

Thereafter ... 65 €

Freight motormen and conductors-
First six months . .56 ¢
Second six months . .61 €

Third six months .. .65 €

Thereafter .. 67 % !

Passenger brakemen
First six months . 53 ¢
Second six months. 56 % !
Third six months . 59 %
Thereafter .. 62 ¢

Freight brakemen . .63 €
Trolleymen .. .61 €

( e) All work done on Sundays to be paid for at the
rate of time and one- quarter. Holidays at the

rate of time and one-half.

( f) Extra men to be guaranteed a minimum monthly

earning of Ninety-two Dollars ($92.00) .

( 8) SHOP AND BARN WAGES :

Motor car repairers and freight car repairers
First six months .

56 €
Second six months. 60 %
Third six months .

63 % ¢
Thereafter .. 66 ¢

Armature winders ' helpers, blacksmiths' helpers,
carpenters' helpers, mechanists ' helpers and
sawyers:

First six months
51 % ¢ per hour

Second six months , 56 ¢
Third six months .. 59 ¢
Thereafter . 61 % ¢

Barn janitors and car cleaners :
First six months

46 €
Thereafter .. 52 ¢

Freight car inspectors , .68 €
Freight car repairers' helpers. ... 56 €

WORKING CONDITIONS

PART II-GENERAL

Recognition of Association
SEC. 3. The Company recognizes the Employees'

Union of Association and will not discriminate

against any employee because of his connectionwith

The Company agrees that all employees

affected by this agreement shall, within one month

after appearing on the pay-roll, become and shall

remain members of the Association in order that

all questions and grievances may be dealt with by
one head. In case of suspension or expulsion of

any of its members by the Association, the Com

pany agrees to suspend or dismiss from its service

such members, upon the satisfactory proof of such

misconduct alleged for which suspension or expulsion

is made. Shop and barn men , however, not to

attain seniority rank until three months have elapsed

from date of entering employ:

Interference of Association

SEC. 4 . The Association agrees that it will not

in any way interfere with or limit the right of the

Company, to discharge or discipline its employees

for sufficient cause except for membership of the
Association .

Dismissal fór Inefficiency

Sec. 5 . The Company shall have the absolute

right to dismiss any employee for inefficiency , pro
vided employee so dismissed shall have an

appeal to the president. In the event of the presi
dent's decision not being satisfactory to the Asso

ciation, the shall be subject to arbitration

under Subsection (c ) of Section 7 of this Agree.

ment.

Advising Association of Names of Employees
Sec. 6 . The Company shall forward the names of

all men entering its employ affected by this Agree

ment to the secretaries of the Division within one

week after the date of their first pay cheque.
Grievances

Sec 7. . ( a ) Properly qualified officers of the Asso

ciation Divisions shall be recognized by the Com

pany in discussing any grievance of any employee.

Grievances will first be presented to the local man

ager or superintendent, and if a satisfactory adjust.

ment cannot be obtained , an appeal will be made to

the president.
( b) Any employee suspended dismissed for

cause , and upon investigation not being proved

guilty, shall be reinstated and paid for all time lost

through such suspension or dismissal . Investigation

of a charge in cases of suspension or dismissal shall
be held within four days . The suspended or dis

missed employee shall be notified at least 24 hours

in advance when and where to attend, and also be
notified of the nature of the charge laid against

him , He shall have the right to produce witnesses

and evidence thereat , and also the privilege of

having officers of the Association present , if he so

desires. Final decision in all cases of suspension or

dismissal shall be given within 48 hours after the

hearing of the charge is closed .

( c ) In the event of decision given by the

Company, under the foregoing subsection not being
considered just and equitable by the Association,

the Company agrees to refer same to a Board of
Arbitration , which board shall consist of one officer

of the Company and one officer of the Associa

tion . These two shall meet within 48 hours and

select a third arbitrator umpire, and in the

event of a disagreement and a selection not being

made within five days, such umpire shall be ap

pointed by a judge of the Supreme Court,
decision of the board shall be final and binding on

all parties. Each party shall bear the expenses of

its own arbitrator, and the expenses of the umpire

shall be borne equally by the parties hereto .

( d ) If any employee has been suspended or dis

missed for any violation of duty, constituting, in

the opinion of the Company, an indictable offense,

then the Company shall immediately inform such

an employee to that effect, designating such viola

tion, without being required to furnish the evidence

in support thereof. If the Association is not satis

fied with such suspension or dismissal , it shall,

within seven ( 7 ) days, notify the Company in writ

ing to that effect, and if within seven ( 7 ) days after

receiving such notice the Company does not crimi

nally prosecute the employee for such alleged viola
tion, then such suspension or dismissal shall be

subject to arbitration and dealt with under the forem

going subsection .

It is understood that the provisions of this sub

section are not in any way to impair, affect or delay

criminal proceedings being taken at any time against

any employee.

Leave of Absence

Sec. 8. (a) Should the business of the Division

increase that it becomes necessary to have a

business agent, and an employee is appointed , then

the Company shall recognize the employee so ap

pointed as business agent, and he shall retain his

seniority in the Company's service and have access

to the Company's premises at all reasonable times

upon application to the official in charge.

( b ) Officers of the Association shall be granted

leave of absence on Association business insofar as

per hour
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the regular operation of the service will permit, and

shall be given precedence over any other application
for leave on the same day .

( c ) Any employee elected to office in the Associa

tion which requires his absence from the Company's

employ shall retain his seniority rights, and shall,

upon his retirement from such office, return to the

Company's employ .

(d) Employees shall be granted leave of absence on

application to their respective foremen or superin

tendents where such leave of absence does not exceed

fourteen days, insofar as the proper operation of the

service will permit. All applications for a longer

period shall be made through the business agentor

president of the Association, and taken up with the

proper official of the Company and dealt with in

accordance with the priority of the application.

Three months' absence shall be granted if desired ,

after one year's service, insofar as the proper opera
tion of the service will permit. No leave of absence

for more than fourteen days will be recognized un

less jointly approved of by the Company and the
Association. No leave shall be granted for the

purpose of entering other occupations.

Leave granted for the business of the Association

shall not be included in the foregoing .

Rules and Regulations Governing Employees
SEC. 9 . All employees shall be governed by the

rules and regulations established from time to time

by the Company, and shall also strictly observe all

special orders bulletined or verbally conveyed by

the officers of the Company, unless such orders are

contrary to the law or to the provisions of this

Agreement.

Complaints to be in Writing

Sec. 10. All complaints to the Company brought

against employees and resulting in suspension or dis
missal (except as provided in Clause 7 (d ) , must be

in writing , and the papers shall be open to the in

spection of the officers of the Association.

Promotion

SEC. 11 . In accordance with the past policy of

the Company, promotion will, as far as possible,and
having due regard to the needs of the service, be

governed by seniority and proficiency ; but in all

matters of promotion and appointments the Com
pany reserves the right of absolute freedom in

selection . When vacancies occur, notice of same will

be given on the bulletin boards, so that employees

may make application for position.

Holidays

Sec. 12 . Monthly men shall be given two weeks'

holiday each year after one year's service, and shall

be paid for same. Public holidays not included in
the two weeks.

Payment of Wages

SEC . 13 . Payment of wages shall be made semi

monthly on the 8th and 23rd of each month , or as

near thereto as practicable, having regard to Sundays

and holidays. Shortages and omissions caused by

the fault of the office staff shall be paid by special

cheque, if requested by the employee. A clerk shall

be employed in the New Westminster office to deal

with adjustments of wages of employees on inter

urban lines, Westminster city lines and in West

minster car shops Cash to be available for paying

cheques after banking hours ,

Concessions

Sec. 14. (a) Any employee covered by this Agree

ment will be entitled, on becoming a consumer , to
gas concessions as heretofore, and to purchase electric

light from the Company for the use of himself and

his family only at the rate paid by the public, ex
cept that the first step of the rate will be 3 ¢ . This

will apply to the Mainland in those municipalities

where the Company operates the electric light sys

tem . In Victoria the rate will be 3 ¢ straight , with

meter rent . These concessions are subject to

such regulations for the use of same as the Company

may issue from time to time .

( b ) Free transportation shall be granted to all

employees at all times over all lines within the city

in which they are employed , or over the interurban

district on which they are employed. Under special

circumstances the Company may grant, upon

quest , a pass to an employee, covering transporta

tion between the nearest interurban station to his

home, and the place where he is employed, should

he be living in a district where city car accommoda

tion will not adequately cover his needs. Track

men on District 2 to have passes good on Vancouver

Or Westminster city lines, as desired .

(c ) Each employee shall be granted one round -trip

pass per week for himself, wife and members of his

family wholly dependent upon him, over Districts
1 , 2 and 4 , good on any day of such week, and four

round-trip passes per year over District 3, good on

any day except Saturday, Sunday or public holiday,

or daypreceding a public holiday.

(d) Any employee residing on the interurban lines

shall be entitled to purchase settlers' tickets, not

exceeding thirty per month ,at half rate for his wife

and the members of his family wholly dependent on

him , unless this provision is contrary to law; pro

vided, that the minimum rate for such tickets shall

be six ( 6 ) cents .

(e) Motormen and conductors' badges will cover

transportation at all times over all lines, except on

District 3 , where they will not be good on Sundays

and holidays,

(f) Any employee making wrongful use of any

of the concessions granted by this clause or trans

ferring them to persons not authorized to receive

them shall be dismissed from the service .

Accident Reports

Sec. 15 . Fifteen minutes will be paid for making

out accident reports ; when motorman and conductor

make out statement of accident they shall each

receive fifteen minutes' pay .

Time for Reporting

Sec. 16. Employecs held off on Company's busi

ness by order of the Company's officials will be
paid schedule rates for time lost and will be reim

bursed reasonable expenses when away from home .

Like rates and expenses shall be paid to employees
when compelled to attend inquests or court

subpoena requested or procured by the Company's

officials, the Company to receive and retain any

witness fees payable .
Any employee requested to attend at the Head

Office in connection with claims or accidents not

the fault of the employee shall be paid straight time

for such attendance.

Present Working Conditions

SEC. 17 . Any working condition at present in

force which is not specifically mentioned in this

Agreement and is not contrary to its intention shall

continue in effect ; provided , that should any dispute

arise as to the existence of any such working condi

tion , then the president shall decide the matter.

If the decision isnot satisfactory to the Association,

then it shall have the right of appeal to a Board

of Arbitration , to be constituted under and having

all the powers outlined in Subsection ( ) of Section

7 of this Agreement.
Holidays - Meaning of

Sec . 18. When the word " holidays" appears in

this Agreement it shall be deemed to mean New

Year's Day, Good Friday. Victoria Day, Dominion

Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas

Day .

Exceptions to Closed Shop and Seniority

Sec. 19 . The Closed Shop and Seniority clauses

of the Agreement shall not apply to track foremen ,

freight office staff, station agents, storekeepers , at

Westminster barn ,Carrall Street depot master, ticket

clerks atterminal office and train dispatchers.

PART III--CITY AND SUBURBAN LINES

Motorman and Conductors Overtime

Sec. 20. (a ) When a man is compelled to work

over schedule running time, time and a half will be

allowed up to 12 midnight, and double time after

12 midnight until he is relieved from duty. (This

to apply to men working day runs. )
( b ) Men working night runs, after finishing their

run shall be allowed time and a half up to 2 a . m .

and double time thereafter until relieved from duty.

( c ) When an extra man is required to work over

8% hours he shall receive time and a half up to 11

hours and double time thereafter until relieved from

duty .

( d ) Men working owl runs shall be allowed time

and a half after running timeup to eleven ( 11)

hours, and double time after aleven ( 11 ) hours until

relieved from duty.

Eight-hour Day
Sec. 21 . ( a ) Eight hours to constitute a day's

work , and shall be observed as far as operating

conditions permit . When operating conditions neces.

sitate a longer schedule time than eight hours and

twenty minutes on some runs, no overtime is to be

allowed for such additional twenty minutes, but

beyond eight hours and twenty minutes, overtime
shall be paid . Traveling time to be included in

the eight hours and twenty minutes.

( b ) Runs less than eight hours and not less than

seven hours and fifty minutes shall be paid eight

hours' time, the Company undertaking that
the

number of such runs shall notbe more than three

percent of the total number of regular runs.

Running Sheets
Sec. 22 . (a ) A new runningsheet for city and

suburban cars shall be posted everytwomonths,
and shall be signed up within seven days of posting.
Each new running sheet shall take effect on the

no
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first day of the month ; provided , however, the

Company reserves the right to extend the time for

bringing a new running schedule into effect if foggy

weather or other exceptional conditions prevail .

(b ) The Company is to have the right to change

the running sheet during Exhibition week and Christ

mas week or on holidays, or in the event of an un

forseen occurrence happening which so interferes

with traffic as to require a change. If the change at

any time exceeds one week, then the Company shall

post a new running sheet.

( c) The Association shall have the right to appoint

to representatives to co -operate with the Traffic

Department in the construction of new running

sheets, and the suggestions of the representatives will

be adopted as far as possible . The completion of

the sheet by the specified date shall not be retarded

unduly , and in the event of the Traffic Depart

ment not considering the suggestions possible the

representatives shall show on paper the possibility

of carrying out the suggestions.

The sheet must be made up on the basis of the

Company's running schedule.
Day Off in Eight

SEC. 23 . Motormen and conductors on regular

runs must be allowed every eighth day off, except

on holidays and Exhibition week , when all motormen

and conductors will be available for service; pro,

vided , that the motormen andconductors considered

necessary by the Company for service on these

occasions shall be given threedays' notice .

Reporting Time
SEC. 24. ( a ) Motormen and conductors taking

cars out of the barn before eight (8) o'clock in the

morning on week days and twelve (12) o'clock on

Sundays shall be paid ten minutes in addition to

schedule running time; after eight ( 8) o'clock on

Freek days or twelve ( 12) o'clock on Sundays they

shall be paid five minutes .

(b) Motormen and conductors on regular runs

shall be paid five minutes in addition to schedule

running time for returning car into barn .

( c) Conductors making relief on the road shall be

allowed five minutes for taking out fare-box and

supplies, and shall be paid traveling time, accord.
ing to schedule running time from the nearest

office to relief point and from relief point to the
Dearest office .

( d) Motormen who have to take run ten minutes

or more from car barn shall be paid traveling time

to and from point of relief.

( e) Motormen and conductors called for work on

the early morning show -up list shall be paid from

time they report until relieved ; no report to be
less than two hours.

Breaking in New Men
Sec. 25. The Company shall pay extra to con

ductors and motormen for breaking in new men at

the rate of three cents per hour. Men breaking in

new men shall have served at least one year in

the service, and will be selected by the Company

in accordance with their efficiency.

Definition of Runs

Sec. 26.. Day Run: Any run of eight hours or
more finishing at or before 6:30 p . m .
Early Night Run: Any run of eight hours or

more finishing before 8:30 p . m .

Night Run: Any run of eight hours or

finishing between 6:30 p . m . and 1:00 a . m.
Owl Run : Any run of eight hours

finishing after 1:00 a. m.

Block Run: Block runs shall be classed as regular

runs with the exception of those containing one
owl run or more , which shall be classed as owi runs .

Special Runs : Any run of less than eight hours .

Uniforms
Sec. 27 .

Each regular conductor and motorman,

if required by the Company, shall wear uniform

ind cap while on duty, and the Company shall
provide such employee with onefull uniform , in

cluding cap, and one extra pair of pants , each year.

The cost of said uniform and cap to be, insofar as

contributions by the Company are concerned, based

upon a fixed price that shall beagreed upon by the
Company and the Association . The Company's

contribution shall be one-half of said fixed price .

Union scale of wages for making the uniforms

In the event of any employee damaging, or de
stroying his uniform in the execution of his duty,

the Company will make good the damage or supply
free an extra uniform , if the case warrants. Any

employeewho hasbeen in the employofthe Com

pany for six months and has had a uniform for

three months shallupon leaving the Company's
ervice not be requiredto pay more than one-half

he cost of such uniform . ( This section shall also
apply to interurban lines.)

Changers
SEC. 28. Conductors' changers to be furnished

by the Company and to remain the property of the
Company,

Minimum Age

Sec. 29. No new men shall be employed as

conductors of motormen who are under the age of

twenty-one years .

Extra List

Sec. 30. The Company shall endeavor to main .

tain at all times an adequate and proper extra list.
up to twenty per cent of the regular men , if the

obtaining of them is practicable. No motorman or

conductor, after finishing a run , shall be required to
do extra work if there are any competent men

available, and the Company will endeavor at all

times to provide a sufficient number of extra man

so that any motorman or conductor will not be

required to work over schedule running time.

Change Money

Sec. 31. All conductors on passenger runs shall

be supplied with up to $ 30.00 change money,

according to the necessities of their run .

Work Trains and Line Cars

SEC. 32 . All regular work trains shall be operated

by a fully qualified crew, and each line car shall
be operated by a fully qualified motorman. Such

crews shall sign on a special sheet for a period of

six months, from July 1st to December 31st, and
from January 1st to June 30th . Provided, how .

ever, the Company reserves the right to withdraw

any car or cars referred to in this clause, where

upon the crews signed for any car 60 withdrawn

shall be assigned to duty in their proper position in
the passenger service, and a new running sheet

posted, if necessary. And further provided, that

crews signed as above, if not required for work

train or line car service on any day, may be assigned

to duty in the passenger service by the superin

tendent for the day or days said work train or line

car is temporarily out of service. The Company to

put on a pilot when necessary , on interurban lines,

superintendent to decide , and to be guided in his

decision by the necessity of one of the crew , at
least knowing the road.

Temporary Change of Work

Sec. 33 . Men compulsorily taken from their runs

and put into temporary positions shall be paid the
same rate as they would be paid on their respective

runs, and shall not have their wages reduced, owing
to_shortage of hours.

Leave of Absence

SEC. 34 . Men absent on account of sickness shall

notify their superintendent when desirous of return.

Ing to duty, not later than 1:00 o'clock p. m . of

the preceding day, and shall be restored to the

former run held by them when taken ill , unless

there has been a change in the run list .

leave of absence shall be booked for their run

without this requirement at expiration of leave, if

leave is not more than fourteen days.

Heating Vestibules

SEC. 35 . The system of heating front vestibules

to be as at present, unless the Company decides to
improve thereon . Two heaters to be provided on

double-end cars.

Hand Rails

SEC. 36 . Hand rails on P. A. Y. C. cars to be

covered with suitable material,

Lavatories

SEC. 37 . Lavatories shall be provided at the

most suitable terminal of each line, as far as prac

ticable. Such lavatories shall be kept in a sanitary

condition and be equipped with a serviceable lock

and key.
Lockers

Sec. 38 . Lockers to be provided where this

arrangement is not already in effect, as far

practicable.

Spread-over

Sec. 39 . In the event of a run not being com

pleted within ten hours of the commencement of

the first shift , all such overtime shall be paid for

at the rate of twenty cents per hour, in addition

to work pay, the Company, agreeing , as far as

practicable, to complete runs within the following

times :

50 per cent within 9 hours;

10 per cent within 9 % hours;
20 per cent within 10 hours ;

10 per cent within 11 hours ;

10 per cent within 12 hours .

PART IV-INTERURBAN LINE

DISTRICT 1, DISTRICT 4, 16TH STREET(AND

CÁRRALL STREET YARDS

Runs
SEC. 40 . A new running sheet on passenger

service, to go into effect on the first day of each

Men on
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month , shall be posted not later than the twenty

fifth of preceding month for signing. A new running

sheet for freight service, to be signed up every three

months, shall be posted not later than the twenty

fifth of month preceding, commencement of the three.

monthly period for signing .
( a ) Men will sign in order of seniority for the

run they desire towork for the sign -up.
( b ) Any man who does not wish to sign for a

regular run may sign the spare sheet instead, and

will be a spare man for the life of that sign -up.

( c ) When it is known that a man willbe absent

for fifteen days or longer in the following month ,

he will be required to sign the spare sheet instead

of a regular run .
(d) Every passenger run will be worked by the

man signed up for it when in passenger service,

and when he is absent from his run it will be

worked by the senior competent man on the spare
list.

(e) When vacancy occurs in freight service,

through a regular man being, absent , or extra trains
or cars being put into service , such vacancy shall

be filled by the senior competent man in any service
who desires the run .

( f) In the event of new trains or cars being put

into service for a period of six days or longer during

the life of a sign -up, the senior competent man

applying for the run shall take it , and his run shall

be worked by the senior competent man on the

Work Train Crew

SEC. 41 . Work train crews to consist of conductor,

motorman, and at least one brakeman and trolley

man,

Line Car Crew

Sec. 42 . Line car will be classed under work

train basis. Line car crew consists of conductor

and motorman.

Road Crew , Freight Service

SEC. 43 . Road crews in freight service, when

handling from one to five cars in addition to the

locomotive, will consist of conductor, motorman, one

brakeman and trolleyman ,
When handling more than five cars in addition

to the locomotive, the road crew will consist of
conductor, motorman , two brakemen and trolley.
man.

Freightand Work Trains - Minimum Pay

Sec. 44. Freight and work trains regularly set up,

not less than twenty- six calendar working days to

constitute a month at any service, and must be

paid a proportionate rate for number of days held

in service . This clause not to apply to the month

of February.
Way Freight, Etc. Crews

SEC. 45 . Away freight, express or baggage motor

crew to consist of at least one motorman , one con

ductor and one brakeman , except where business is

light , when crews may, if consistent with safety , be

composed of a conductor and a motorman ; super
intendent to decide .

Way Freight or Milk, Unduly Heavy

SEC. 46. If the work on any way freight or

milk train is unduly heavy, it will be lightened by

employing additional men . Superintendent to decide.

Passenger Service Passenger Crews , One Car

SEC. 47 . A passenger crew for one car consists

of at least one motorman and one conductor .

Passenger Crews , Two Cars or More

Sec. 48 . Passenger trains of two cars , one brake

man in addition to conductor and motorman. All

other passenger trains to be manned as safety and

traffic demand. Superintendent to decide .

Trainmen , Definition of

SEC. 49. The term " trainman " means a man em

ployed by the Company exclusively for service as

conductor, motorman, brakeman or trolleyman ,

and shown on its lists and records as having been

assigned to the train service .

Home Terminals

SEC . 50 . (a ) The home terminal of all trains shall

be designated when runs are advertised for signing.

( b ) New Westminster depot shall be the home
terminal for all spare men .

( c ) Men working runs whose terminal is other

than New Westminster depot shall be entitled to

relief for one full day each week in addition to any

relief rendered necessary by illness.
(d ) Any, man required to work a run which ties

up away from his home terminal shall be provided

with suitable lodgings or allowed cost of same .
Overtime

Sec . 51 . ( a ) When a man holding a regular pas

senger sun or passenger extra is compelled to work

over eight ( 8 ) hours and fifteen ( 15 ) minutes, he
will receive time and one-half up to sixteen ( 16 )

hours , and double time after sixteen ( 16) hours until

relieved from duty, provided that when the schedule

time of a regular run in passenger service is less

than 8 hours and 15 minutes, such overtime shall

be paid as from the end of the schedule run .

(6) Men holding freight, work trains or extra

freight or work train runs, if compelled to work over

eight (8 ) hours shall receive time and one-half up to

sixteen ( 16 ) hours, and double time after sixteen

( 16) hours until relieved from duty .
Night Men, Extra Allowance

Sec. 52 . All night men engaged in freight service

on District 1 or 16th Street Yard shall be allowed

2 cents per hour extra over and above wages paid

to day men. Night is defined to be from 6:00 p. m .

to 6:00 a . m.

Eight Hour Day

Sec. 53. The rate of wages shall be based on a

day's work of eight (8) hours.

Reporting Time

Sec. 54. ( a ) Fifteen minutes shall be allowed for

reporting time for all service on Districts 1 and 4 .

(b ) Days Off : All men in passenger service will

be allowed two days off in each pay period, first

to șixteenth , and sixteenth to end of month, except
during the period in which the New Westminster

Exhibition occurs, or during Christmas week.

Runs Less Than Eight Hours

SEC. 55 . When schedule runs do not consume

eight (8) working hours, the Company reserves the
right to assign crews holding such runs further

duties as required to complete full day's work, it
being provided, however, that such further duties
shall be specified when runs are advertised . No

freight work to be included in passenger runs .

Relief for Trainmen

Sec. 56 . In theevent of a train man requiring

relief the Company will furnish such relief, so long

as there are extra competent trainmen not working,

and the Company will be advised at 4:00 p. m . of

the day previous that such relief is required , in

order to arrange such relief, except in
cases of

emergency.

Reliefs will be granted in the order in which

applications are made ; no application to be filed

earlier than thirty days before commencement of

leave required .

Rest for Trainmen

SEC. 57. After sixteen (16) hours' duty & train.

man may claim eight ( 8 ) hours' rest.

Regular Rúns, Period of

Sec. 58. Insofar as service demands and working

conditions will permit, all regular runs shall be com,

pleted within eleven (11) hours of commencement of
first shift .

In the event of a run not being completed within

eleven (11) hours , all such time over eleven (11)

hours shall be computed as allowance time and shall

be paid in addition to theworking pay.

Extra_Men, Minimum Pay
Sec. 59. (a ) Extra trainmen , called for duty

which entails switching movements in and about

any terminal yard , shop , station , or other point on
the system , shall receive pay for actual time on

duty ; provided they shall be allowed for any such

duty not less than two ( 2 ) such full hours .

( b ) Extra train men called for duty involving road

movements shall receive pay for actual time on duty :

provided , that allowance for such extra duty shall

not be paid less than two (2) hours .
( c ) When an extra is called for duty and

works more than four ( 4) hours and less than

eight (8 ) hours , he shall receive eight (8 ) hours '

рау..
SEC. 60. Any man needed for duty after 7:00

o'clock p . and not called before 5:00 o'clock

D. m . shall be paid not less than four hours for

such duty .

Sec. 61. Train men's time shall be computed from

the time men are required to report for their run,

and shall finish at the time they arrive at their

home terminals after they have finished their run

and been relieved of charge of their train .
SEC . 62 . A running sheet assigning men to vacant

runs shall be posted not later than 5:00 o'clock p . m .

of the preceding day, and if an extra man is not

marked up correctly , according to seniority, he shail

receive pay equal to
the run which the mistake

deprived him of, unless other work is provided for

him within the same hours as far as practicable,

and paying the same amount of time .

Calling Extra Men

SEC . 63 . Extra men to be called at place of

residence for duty if place of residence is within one

mile of terminal . Extra board to be placed in

men's waiting room.

Student's Pay
SEC . 64 . Students whilst breaking in as trainmen

shall be paid at least one dollar per day during

SC
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probation, provided that they qualify within four

teen days.

Freight Crews, Sign -up

SEC. 65. All road crews in freight service shall

sign up for runs as follows:

A conductor in charge of train .

A motorman in charge of motor.

A rear brakeman to be a conductor.

A trolleyman .

A head brakeman to be a motorman or conductor

according to seniority .

Meals , Allowance Time

SEC. 66. Trainmen on duty shallbe allowed time,

not to exceed thirty (30) minutes, for meals, when

detained from home terminal in any capacity, and

shall be paid for time so consumed . Dispatcher's

permission must be obtained.

Pilots

Sec. 67. When & train is being operated over

any district other than that which the crew operating

the train is acquainted with the physical character.
istics or running rules of such district. qualified
trainmen will be supplied as, pilot . Pilots will be

paid same rate as their seniority entitled them to as

conductors.

Trains Running Over Two Districts
SEC. 68 . Where trains are operated over two or

more districts or lines, such runs shall be pro-rated
among such districts on a mileagebasis as deemed

fair by the superintendent, who will hearclaims of
such districts in connection with such distribution.

Train men of each district will be tendered the

through runs assigned to such districts in accordance

with seniority, and the judgment of said superin .
tendent as to competence, as above set forth .

A joint meeting to be arranged between the com

mittees of the districts affected to decide the basis

on which these runs shall be pro -rated .

Qualified Trainmen to Operate Trains
Sec. 69. No employee not a qualified trainman

shall be allowed to operate a train on any district

unless absolutely necessary .

Change Money

Sec. 70. Conductorsshall be provided with fifteen

dollars ( $ 15.00 ) change money for passenger work.

Trip Reports
Sec. 71 . Where trip reports detain conductors

after day's work, they will be paid reasonable time
for same.

Double -Heading
Sec . 72 . Trainmen dead -heading will be paid

actual time to and from home terminal.

Men Taken Off Regular Run

Sec. 73 . A trainman taken from his regular run

to other duty shall receive not less than the same

compensation as on his regular run, and if held for

service in addition to their regular run they will be

paid at overtime rates until relieved , if called for

duty within three hours after tie-up; the interval

not to be paid for.

Seniority
Sec. 74. Runs shall be awarded to qualified

trainmen , in accordance with their seniority , on the

district on which they are employed .

Shortages in Pay
Sec. 75. Trainmen will be notified when time is

not allowed as per time slips, with reasons therefor,

and shortages and omissions in pay will be paid
by time card if requested by train men , with
little delay as possible.

Seniority
SEC. 76. Trainmen's seniority shall commence

from time application is accepted , and same shall

be furnished to Association if desired.

Reporting After Lay -off
Sec. 77.

Trainmen aiter laying off shall report

for duty at 2:00 p . m , the day before they desire

to resume duty ; otherwise shall not be entered on
the board for their regular run .

Sickness, Etc.
Sec. 78. Trainmen sick or unfit for duty will

register in proper book, and when they are 0. K.

for duty again they will take their regular run.

Competent Brakemen

Sec. 79. One brakeman on each train or car must

be competent and have at least four ( 4) months'
experience as such, and the same or other brake

man must be acquainted with the road , A con

ductor will not be required to take out a brakeman
who is found to be incompetent more than

round trip, unless his alleged incompetency on in

vestigation is disproved .

Bad Order Cars

SEC. 80. Train men will notbecompelled to handle

"bad order " cars on trains,draftgear of which is

defective and requires to be changed , further than

to take care of perishable freightor live stock that

may become disabled en route to the first terminal.

Uader no circumstances will trainmen be compelled

to handle cars behind van , other than official cars .

Discharge of Resignation

Sec. 81 . When a trainman is discharged or re

sigas he will as soon aspracticable be paid and given

a certificate, stating the term of service and in what

capacity he was employed, three days to be con ;

sidered sufficient; if held longer, he will be paid

eight (8) hours per day at the rate he was receiving.

Extra Work and Extra Men

SEC. 82. Regular crews, after finishing their run ,

will not be required to do extra work if there are
extra men available .

The Company will endeavor at all times to pro

vide sufficient number of extra men so that regular

men will not be required to do such extra work .

Seniority List

Sec. 83. Seniority list of trainmen will be posted

up every six months.

Brakemen, Examinations

Sec. 84. Senior brakemen will be required to pass
their examination for conductor in turn . Brake

men refusing their promotion to conductor or failing

to qualify for same will, in failing , rate junior to the
man who has qualified ahead of them . This claus

will apply to trolleymen also .

Eight Hours' Rest

Sec. 85 . Where other men are available , men

working night runs will not be required to report
for duty or to work runs until they have had

eight (8) hours' rest after the completion of their
night's work.

PART V-SHOP AND BARN DEPARTMENTS

Night Men
Sec. 86. (a) All mechanics and mechanics' help

ers in Mechanical department on night work to re .

ceive 5 cents per hour additional to regular rate
received by them on regular day work.

( b) All vacancies for day work to be recruited

from night men , seniority and proficiency to govern ,

Hours of Work

SEC. 87 . For all Shop and Barn employees and

Freight Car Repair department:

( a ) Eight hours shall constitute a day's work .

(b) The working hours of day men will be from

8:00 2. m. to 5:00 p. m. , with one hour off for

lunch , between 12:00 noon and 1:00 p. m . , for first

five days in the week, and from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00

noon on Saturdays.

( c) The working hours of night men shall be any

eight consecutive hours between 10:00 P. m. and

8:00 a . m ., with a half -hour off for lunch , for six

nights per week .

( d ) Men required to work shifts other than those

specified shall be classed as night men and shall
work eight consecutive hours for six days per week

and shall receive 5 cents per hour extra for all

time worked , except that the extra pay shall not

apply to shifts starting before five (5 ) p . m .

( e) All overtime to be paid at the rate of time

and one-half, except that when men are required to

work more than five hours ' overtime, after having
already worked eight hours at straight time , they

shall be paid double time for all time worked in
excess of such five hours, Time and one- half will

be paid for all work done on Sundays, holidays and

Saturday afternoons.

(f) Night men required to work over eight hours

to be paid overtime rates , also for the seventh

night, when required to work, and overtime rates
for all work done on holidays ,

( 8) As large a proportion as possible of the
employees shall have their night off at week -ends,

and provision will be made that employees shali
have their leave at week-ends in turn .

(h) Extra duty involving overtime to be taken

by employees in rotation , as far as it may be con
venient .

( i ) Emergency calls shall be paid not less than
four hours ' time .

Notice of emergency calls will be given as early as

possible .

Traveling Time

SEC. 88. (a ) Any man called to work in outside

places from his own shop shall receive time for going
to and coming from such places, also free trans

portation , except in the case of a man being trans

ferred from one shop or barn to another for a period
exceeding twenty days .

(b) Any man sent to Chilliwack to relieve barn

men ' there , or to Jordan River, shall have all ex

penses paid .

(c) When men are called to places where food is

not readily obtainable, they shall not be required to

work more than six hours without meals being sup

plied by the Company.

Moving Cars

SEC, 89. When men engaged in car barns are re

as

one
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quired to move cars in making changes outside of

barns, there shall be not less than two men in service
on & car or cars .

Reduction of Staff

Sec. 90 . On reduction of staffthrough slackness

of work, last on , first off; last off, first on ; and a
man shall not be considered a new man in re .

starting, provided that the Company shall not be
required tore-engage men who have been out of

the service more than twelve (12) months. Men ,

on being laid off under this clause, shall leave an
address with the Company. Not less than forty .

eight (48) hours' notice of resumption of work shall

be given by the Company to the men by mailing
advice to such addresses . If men do not appear to

resume their positions, same shall be deemed to be
vacated.

Blacksmiths ' Helpers

SEC. 91. Blacksmiths to haveown regular helpers

as far as circumstances will allow .

Tools
Sec. 92 . Car repairers to be supplied with all

tools . Carpenters to be supplied with machinist's

hammer and monkey -wrench and bits for repair
work, when equire

Lateness in Reporting

Sec . 93. All employees in mechanical staff who

are unable to report for work at specified time for

good and valid reasons shall be allowed to start

half an hour or one hour later. Superintendent to
decide .

Lavatory Accommodation , Etc.
SEC . 94 . Suitable toilet and lavatory accommoda

tion to be provided ; mess- room accommodation , as
far as practicable.

First -Aid Men
Sec. 95. The Company shall name and appoint

competent first-aid men to take charge of first -aid
work and boxes at each barn and department.

Heaters
SEC, 96 . Heaters shall be installed inside each

barn , suitable for drying wet clothes . Each barn

shall be heated between November 1st and April
30th ,

Employment Application Form
SEC. 97 . All candidates making application shall

only be required to state their last three employers

on employment application form ,

Car Cleaners, Transfer of
SEC. 98 . Service car cleaners to count on

wage scale when cleaners are transferred to

repairing.

Apprentices, Transference or Dismissal

SEC . 99 . Any apprentice , who, having served

year, in the opinion of the shop foreman,

shows no aptitude for acquiring the trade, will be

transferred or dismissed, and all obligations accepted

by the Company will of necessity be forfeited .

SEC . 100. Men who have served an apprentice

ship or had four years or over varied experience in
the separate trades or callings, as described in the

next succeeding paragraphs, shall be termed me .

chanics , and any man doing work which generally

is accepted in Vancouver, New Westminster and

Victoria as mechanics ' work shall be paid at the

minimum rate of pay , and the Company will not

employsemi-skilled men for mechanics'' work, or
have helpers do mechanics' work or any part

thereof.
SEC . 101 . Men who have served an apprentice

ship or had four years' or over varied experience

in the operating of lathes, planing , slotting, milling,

shaping and tire -boring machines or other machine

tools, and fitters who are capable of fitting up.

assembling and repairing the various parts or details

of engines , or locomotives, stationary, marine, or

any kind of machine or machine tools, and vise work

generally, shall be designated as machinists.

Sec. 102. Any man who has served an apprentice

ship of four years
who has had four years'

varied experience at the blacksmith trade , and who,

by his skill and experience, is qualified and capable
of taking a piece of work, and with the use of

drawings and blueprints or from instructions can

transmit work to successful completion within a

reasonable length of time, shall be considered a

blacksmith .

Apprentices

Sec. 103 . Boys serving an apprenticeship to learn

the trade shall be designated apprentices. Any

boy hereafter engaging himself to learn any

chanical trade shall be sixteen and under

twenty- one years of age , must serve not less than

four years, must be able to read and write English

and know the first four rules of arithmetic .

SEC, 104. The number of apprentices , in the case

of machinists, shall be one for the shop and one for

every four machinists employed . Helpers will not

be advanced to the work of machinists, and when

used in connection with machinists' work will work

under the direction of a machinist .

Carpenters
SEC. 105. Aay man whohas served an apprentice

ship of four years or who has had four years'

varied experience at the carpenter trade, and who,
by his skill and experience, is qualified and capable

of taking a piece of work, and with the use of

drawings and blueprints or from instructions can

transmit such work to successful completion within

a reasonable time, shall be considered a carpenter.

Freight Carpenters

SEC. 106 . Any man who shall prove qualified to

make satisfactory, carpenter repairs to freight car

bodies of any class, steel framework excepted,

wherein skill required for joiner or cabinet work is

not necessary , and who can perform same within
reasonable time, shall be considered freight

carpenter .

Painters

Sec. 107. Any man who has served an apprentice

ship of four years, or who has had four years'

varied experience at the painters' trade, and who,

by his skill and experience, is qualified to mix and

blend paints to the colors required by specifications
or otherwise, and who can perform successfully

within a reasonable time the work usually per

formed by a skilled painter, shall be considered a

painter.

Freight Car and Rough Painters
Sec. 108. .Any man who can prove his qualifica

tions to satisfactorily , apply paint to freight car

bodies and work of this class, and who can perform

same within reasonable time, shall be considered a

freight caror rough painter.
Brush Hands

SEC. 109. Any man who by his qualifications can

satisfactorily clean work preparatory to being

painted, and also apply paint in a satisfactory

manner to parts of car not requiring high-grade or

varnish finish , such as , floors, outside roof, bottom

of car, window guards, fenders and piping, shall be
considered a brush hand,

Air - Brake Fitters

SEC. 110. Any man who has full knowledge of

all pertaining to the mechanical side of air- brake

equipment and is capable of repairing any part
of same shall be considered an air-brake fitter.

Car Wiremen

SEC. 111. Any man who has full knowledge of

all pertaining to the wiring of electric cars, and is

able to locate and repair all electrical trouble on

electric cars and motors, shall be considered a car
wireman .

Armature Winders

SEC. 112 . Any man who is qualified by his skill

and experience to satisfactorily repair motor arma
tures and rewind same shall be considered an arma .

ture winder of one of the classes mentioned below ,

depending upon the number of years ' service he

may have given in any armature room of recognized

standing :
First Class - One who has served four years or

more in an armature room .

Second Class-One who has served three years or

more in an armature room .

Third Class - One who has served less than three

years in an armature room .

Blacksmiths' Helpers

SEC. 113 . A blacksmith's helper shall be per

mitted to have a fire after he has worked two years

continuously in the shop where he is employed,

provided there is a vacancy ; seniority and compe;
tency to govern such advancement. An advanced

helper shall agree to work for a term of three

years, and each year shall receive an advance of

3 cents per hour, but not to exceed the minimum

rate paid to blacksmiths. After three months' trial ,

should heprove incompetent, he may be reduced to

helper. It will be the duty of the foreman to
advance apprentices and advance helpers in all
branches of their respective trades. The number of

advanced blacksmiths helpers or blacksmiths' ap
prentices shall not exceed the ratio of one to five

blacksmiths.

PART VI - TRACK MAINTENANCE

Definition

Sec. 114 . The term " track maintenance men "

means employees who take their orders from the

roadmaster or track foreman , and whose duties are
to maintain the track in safe condition for opera
tion . This definition to include extra gangmen who

have been in theCompany's serviee continuously for
three months or more.

Number of Working Hours
SEC. 115. Eight hours shall constitute a day's

work, the hours to be from 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p . m . ,
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How Far Did'LINDY'Fly ?

FROM NEW YORK TO PARIS

Solve this Puzzle as

The letters on thewing of this planeshow the

number of milesLindbergh flewfromNew York

to Paris. The letters in the alphabet are num

bered - A is 1, B is 2, etc. Putdown thenumber
represented by each letter (CFAI) in the
orderthey appear and you will have the sumber

of miles Lindbergh flew from New York to Paris.
Can youwork it out? Send your answer today - 00

obligation or cost to you now , later , or ever. Be wise

C

F

A

T

OT

AND WIN BUICK

to this om $ 1800 Cash

4 Cars

Given

Buick Sedan, also a 1928 Nash Sedan also a 1928 Essex
Sedan, also a 1928 Chevrolet Sedan - four cars and a

large list of additionalcostly prizes - over $5000.00 . Cars will be delivered freeto

winners by nearest auto dealers. I have already given over fifty new automobiles
to advertise our business and now YOU can get this new Buick Sedan or cash it

you wish . You can win it. It costs nothing to try. First prize winner can have
Buick of cash value ofcar( $ 1295.00 ) and

$50500 EXTRA For Promptness !

Be prompt- just figure out what number each letteron the wing of the plane represents .Put
themdown in order shown. Mailmeyour answer with yournameand address. That's all .Send

no money. No obligation . All who answer can share in cash and prizes. In case of ties duplicate
prizesgiven. Everybody rewarded . Hurry ! $506.00cashextra for promptness.

T. W. Kelly , Mgr ., Dept. 433 SOO No. Dearborn St., Chicago , Ill.

PILES ?

Don't suffer in silence !

End misery now, this modern

non-surgical way. Unguentine

Pile Cones check itching,

bleeding. Same healing powers

as Unguentine . At your drug

gist's, 75c. Send for trial FREE.

Address The Norwich Pharma

cal Co. , Norwich , N. Y.

or other hours mutually arranged ., with one hour

offfor lunch, the first five daysof the week ,and

from 8:00 a. m.to12:00 noon for Saturdays, or as

mutually arranged .

Night Work

Sec. 116. (a) In the event of day gangs being

required to do night work for a period of two nights

or less, they shall not onthat account be compelled

to lose a day prior to thecommencement of that

night work , and theyshall bepaidovertime rates
for the two nights.

(b) When a day gang is required to work eight
hours per night for three nights or more in suc

cession , it shall be consideredto havebeen trans

ferred to night work for the time being. but shall

be paid at overtime rates for the first night's work.

(c ) Gangs on steady night work to receive 5 cents
per hour extra .

(d ) Provided that the foregoing shall not apply

to extra men taken on for emergency work in con

nection with snow trouble.

Overtime
Sec. 117.

All overtimeto be paid for at the

rate of time and one-half, except that when men
are required to work more than five hours ' overtime,

after having already worked eight hours at straight

time, they shallbe paiddouble time for all time
worked in excess of such five hours . If called out

before regulartime ofstartingin the morning, to

receive time and one-half until such regular time of

starting. Timeandone-half willbepaid for all work

done on Sundays, holidays and Saturday after
noons .

Emergency Work-Minimum Pay
SEC. 118. I called out on emergency work, men

shall be paid not less than four hours ' straight time;

ng man to be required to work for longer period

than six hours without meals being provided by the
Company .

Payment from Assembling Points

Sec. 119. Men to be paid time from assembling
points to and from work .

Section Tool-Houses
SEC. 120.

Section tool-houses to be provided on
each section when circumstances warrant.

Reduction of Staff
Sec. 121.

Seniority list of maintenance -of-way

men to be kept bythe Company. If, through slack .

ness of work , a lay-off becomes necessary,
shall be laid off in the following manner: Last on ,

first off; last off, first on; provided that the Com
pany shall not be required to re-engage men who
have been out of the service more than twelve
months. When

are needed, Section 90 to
apply, insofar as it relates tonotices being sent

for resumption of work. Provided ,that, in moving

men from one gangto another gang. preference
shall be given to married men,so that they shall
not be moved fartherfrom their homes. A separate

seniority list shall be maintained for District 2
men .

such

Bulletining Vacancies
Sec. 122. All vacancies for promotion amongst

track maintenance men to be bulletined .

Night Watchmen

SEC. 123. Night watchmen to be appointed from

maintenance -of -way men on maintenance - of -way

work , seniority to govern, provided that

appointment does not involve overtime.
Sec. 124. If men are taken from shops to do

blacksmiths' work or blacksmiths' helpers ' work on

maintenance -of -way, they shall receive regular shop

schedule wages.

PART VI - FREIGHT SHED & BAGGAGE ROOM
of

Sec. 125. Freight shed and baggage room : Eight

hours to constitute a day's work; hours to be from

7:00 a. m. to 4:00 p. m. , or 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. ,

according to the requirements of the service, with
one hour off for lunch .

Lay -Offs

SEC. 126. Lay - offs to be governed by Section 90.

Overtime

SEC. 127 . All overtime to be paid at the rate of

time and one-half until 10:00 p. m ., and double

time thereafter until relieved from duty.

All time worked on Sundays or holidays to be

paid double time, each man towork in turn .

Sundays Off

Sec. 128 . Baggage room men shall have every

second Sunday oł .

PART VIII - STATION AGENTS

Sec. 129. (a) Regular working hours per day, shall

be designated for each agent, it being understood
that the hours so designated shall enable the agent

to attend to the regular scheduled trains.

( b) Ten hours shall constitute a day's work for

men

men
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'CometoMeand

I WillHelpYou"

Said REV . HEUMANN

and thousands up

on thousands of

sick have found

relief through

his book

" AidsToGood HEALTH "

you or your loved ones are sick -

.

to relief. This benefactor, for 20 years

in charge of Elsberoth Church, strove

to help those under his care. His won

derful work spread rapidly to the far

corners of the earth, and his teachings

have been prepared in his book, " Aids

To Good Health ” . a 288 page book

with 143 illustrations, of which more

than 4,110,000 copies have been printed

in nine languages.
288 TheWONDER

YOU need a copy ofthis pages BOOK

wonderful book . It's

FREE. It has led thou

sands to good health .

Morethan 150,000letters

of thanks have been re

ceived from those who

regained their health
143

by following Rev. Hev- FREE Tilastration
mann's advice .

Write for your copy today ; there is no obli.

gation . Rev. Heumann's book will prove a

revelation to you . Don't wait to start on the

road to health and happiness - write us today .

Mail Coupon NOW For Your Copy

setting forth the reasons for time not being allowed .

( g ) All agents will be relieved for two whole days

per month , without loss of pay. Section 12 of the

general agreement to apply to agents for annual

holidays .

(h ) All agents will be furnished with dwelling

house, fuel and light free .

(i) Where agents are required to attend switch

lamps they will be paid $4.00 per month extra for

six or less lamps, and 50 cents additional for each

lamp in excess of six,

Bridge and Building Gang

Sec. 130. Bridge and building masters' renewals

and maintenance gang to be included for hours of

work and overtime rates same as mechanical depart.

ment, for those carpenters, painters, pipefitters and

all helpers employed on renewals alterations and
maintenance.

Section 90 to apply to this department to govern
lay -offs.

As witness the hands of the parties hereto :
BRITISH COLUMBIA ELECTRIC RAILWAY

COMPANY, LIMITED .

W. L. MURRAY, Vice- President,

W. SAYILLE, General Secretary .

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYEES

OF AMERICA.

W. H.COTTRELL , President Division 101 ,

E. F. Fox, President Division 109,

A. P. BOND , Business Agent Division 134,

F. A. HOOVER, General Executive Board Member.

STRIKES AND LOCK-OUTS

c
o
n
n
a
i
s
s
a
n

Rey

HeymannsAlds to
Oood

Health

Girardville, Pa .-- Division No. 165 can

report no settlement as yet in sight. The

lock-out involving the members of the

Local occurred September 29 , 1927. The

company installed busses as a substitute

for street cars, using an auxiliary arrange

ment, and refused to enter the bus service

under the collective agreement that applied

to the operation of rail cars. The situation

is under the direction of Special Organizer

Lawrence F. Hart.

L. HEUMANN & CO. , Inc., 34 East 12th St. ,

New York , N.Y. 614 - A

Please send, free of charge and without ob .
ligation Rev. Heumann's Book " Aids to Good

Health."

Name

S : reet.......... R.F.D ....... Box......

Town ..... State ..

Print your name very plainly , and check disorder

below with which you are suffering .

NERVOUS DISORDERS BLADDER & KIDNEY
Nervousness TROUBLE
Unduly Excited DROPSY

STOMACH & BOWEL COLDS and COUGHS

DISORDERS Head Colds, Hoarseness,
RHEUMATISM & GOUT Bronchial Catarrh , Grip
LEG SORES pe, and like disorders .
Varicoge Veins, Ulcers SKIN TROUBLE

Slow Healing Wounds Eczema, Irritation ,

ANEMIA Eruptions ofthe skin ,etc .
General Weakness HEMORRHOIDS (Piles)
Chlorosis RUPTURE

CONSTIPATION HARDENINGofARTERIES
Purifying the Bowels High Blood Pressure

System Purifying Infirmitiesof Old Age
ASTHMA GALL & LIVER TROUBLE

Difficulty in Breathing Gallstones, Jaundice

Pottsville, Pa.-A situation has arisen in

connection with the street railway service

in Pottsville and Lansford, Pa. , very like

that in Girardville. The company operating

these two properties has installed bus service

with the evident intent to abandon practi

cally all the rail car service in these two

municipalities and the mining districts sup

plied by transportation by the operating

companies. In management it is really one

company. The management of the property

refused to include bus operation within the

collective agreement existing upon rail cars

and refuses to employ union men upon
busses. The result is that the members of

Divisions Nos. 118 , Pottsville, and 433,

Lansford , jointly deliberated upon the

situation and recognized a condition of

lock-out to exist, and suspended work

January 5th . Preceding the suspension of

work , G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea was

upon the situation and was unable to work

out any arrangement by which the busses

would be included under the collective

agreement. The two Locals also had the

assistance of Organizer Lawrence F. Hart,

business agent of the Scranton , Pa. Local.

Following the suspension of work, Brother

Hart has been endeavoring to bring about
an agreeable settlement, but at this writing

there has been no change in the situation
and the members of Divisions Nos. 118 and

443 are in a state of being locked out of

employment.

all agents , for six days per week, and Sunday hours

shall not exceed one-half hour for attendance on

each regular passenger or express train .

( c ) Agents required to work outside of regular

assigned hours shall be paid overtime for such work

at the rate of time and one-half, based on schedule

rates for a 26-day month ; any portion of an hour

less than 30 minutes not to count ; any portion of

an hour 30 minutes or over to count as one hour.

( d ) Agents required to work over ten hours per

day will be paid overtime at the rate of time and

one-halffor all time worked in excess of ten hours.

( e ) All agents will be allowed sixty consecutive
minutes for a meal .

( f) Overtime tickets will be sent in by agents to

the proper official, and if overtime is not allowed ,

agent will be notified in writing within ten days,
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Button Rupture

NewestWay

(Without Pressure)

CIENCE now advises discarding cruel steel

springs, barbarous leg straps, and other har .

ness that press against the rupture and thus pre

vent nature from healing it. A new sensible

method has been perfected , after thousands of

test cases, called Magic Dot entirely different

from any other way. Instead of " pressing " it

" seals” rupture, and of course allows users to

run , jump, bend and cough in perfect safety .

Breathes Air

ASTONISHING

RESULTS!

I take pleasure in in .

forming you torough

the use of the New

Science System my rupy

ture is entirely relieved .

At the time I ordered

your System I bad

been ruptured 20 years.

M. P. Brumbaugh,

Juanita, Pa.

I 3m writingto let you

know that my rupture

does not trouble me any

more and I think in a

little while it will be

gone. Your appliance

has all you claimfor it.

Before I got it I could

work only part of the

time. Now I can do

almost anything.

Mrs.C.W. DeLong,

Gilboa, N.Y.

With this 1-25th oz . device is a new kind of pad , air

porousand washable . It actually breathes air, and cannot

slip off the rupture a feature, you'll frankly admit, that

is lacking in your present appliance. In fact, it is so superior

and different that it is praised by physicians as “an entirely

new departure." Users report they have forgotten they

are wearing it. But don't buy it yet.

See It First

By a special arrangement you can now have it sent to

your home without obligation to wear it. Don't send a

penny or order it now . Just mail the coupon for full

description of “Magic Dot" and details of this unusual

offer. Act now for quick relief. Write your name and

address on the coupon and mail it today !

NEW SCIENCE INSTITUTE

5745 Clay Street Steubenville , O.

New Science Institute,

| 5745 Clay St., Steubenville,O.
Please send me free your illustrated book and sample of

Airtex. Include also your offer which permitsme to see the

New Science System without cost or obligation .

Name...

| Address .

City . State .
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Don't Buy a New Changer

1

Sena

Every time the fare is changed .

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five-Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant

Saves time, pockets, patience and Speeds

up schedules - no fumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking device and our exclusive

Adjustable feature on fourth and fifth barrels .

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 -BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter , 1 dime, 1 nickel,1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 566 throws 1 quarter , 1 dime, 1 nickcl, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 6 tokens

Price $ 4.00 postage paid. J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St. , New York City

Evene

With

You can make

$ 20aday

$ 3
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We have hundreds of men now doing it

in every partof the country. We're abig,

reliable house, have been in businesssince

1909 and are regarded as one of the most

successful in the field . We put out a line

of men's finest All-Wool Clothes at a sen

sational low price that is just half of what

moststorekeeperschargeforsame quality

LIBERAL COMMISSIONS

CASH BONUSES

We pay liberal commissions and extra cash

bonuses enablingourproducersto make real

money. Earnings of $ 20 a day are common.

$ 30 , $ 40and $50 a day are not unusual. Andwe
have some men who have made as high as $80 in

single day with our line. Maybe we can show you
the way to do the same. Much depends on you , your
earnestness and willing

ness to work and profit by
the training we give. You

don't have to be experi
enced if onlyyou arewilling.
Prefer men who can give

us their full time ,though
we're always willing to
take a part-time worker,
if he is honest and depend
able and will agree to do
his best with the oppor

tunity we offer . As a gen .
eral thing we prefer mar James Runyan , of

ried menwho are over 25 New York ,whohas

years of age . Your name
been selling BART
LETT Clothes for six

and address on the coupon Beasons . His earn .
below willbring you thefull ings run as high as
details without obligation $ 200.00 week .

toyou . Address Dept. 796

WILLIAMC.BARTLETT,INC.

850 West Adams Street Chicago

796

Name..

Is your pay check bigenough for all
the thingsyou need ? Can you afford

a few luxuries ? ... If you areame

chanie ,salesman or clerk , ifyou
work foraliving and don't makeit,
get in touch with meandI'lltell you
how other men LIKE YOU have

solved the problem . If you arewill
ing to work ,if you can furnish a char

acterreference or two, we willget you
up as our representative and equip

you to meetand beat all competi

tion in men's clothing. One sale a

day means $ 30.00 a week - extra!

"$100 a week" says 0. W. Martin

I nevermade over $50.00 a week until I
took upselling Fairbanks clothesinspara
time. Theworkis easy . Nohigh -pressurg
salesmanship - the$23.75 price gets ' em . I
am sellingfull time now andmake $ 100
week . YOU CAN tool"

SALESMEN WANTED !

Weprefer full-time,experienced tal

loring salesmen , of course. But you
can start on part time and whatyou

don't lenow we'll teach you . We are
established 40 years, and are one of
the largest concerns in the field . We

offer real $ 35.00 all-wool sults and
overcoats , tallored to individual

measure for only $ 23.75 . BIG COM

MISSIONS, paid daily . Sample out

At, salesmanshiptraining ,advertising
helps, all furnishedfree . Write today , tell
ing us all about your pastexperience - your
age - present occupation .Full details of our
otter willbe sent to you - Free .

Fairbanks Tailoring Co., Dept. 246
Wabansia Ave , at Oaklay Blvd., Chiu

*

All Wool

75

Silored to

M
e
a
s
u
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Address ....

PALL
Town.. State.......

Every movement has its Chauvins - men

ready to risk all on struggles of violence

and danger - but the movements that

succeed are those supported by loyal, self

sacrificing adherents whose enthusiasm never

wanes . The Union Label offers every

worker opportunity to become one of these

valued ones.

DON'T WEAR

A TRUSS

BE COMFORTAB
LE

Weny the Brooks Appliance, the

modern scientific invention which

gives rupture sufferers immediate

relief. It has no obnoxious spriags

op pads . Automatic Air Cushions

MR. C. E.BROOKS parts.No salvesorplasterDar.

bind and draw together the broken

able. Cheap. Sent on trial toprove itsworth. Be.
ware of imitations. Never sold in stores por by

agents.. Every appliance made to special order and

sent direct from Marshall. Full information and

booklet sent free in plain,sealed envelope.

BROOKS APPLIANCE CO .
988 Stato 81. Marshall, Molah .

8
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6035 6019

FASHION LETTER

First of importance in a woman's wardrobe are the

daytime dresses, or utility frocks, which she wears for

all her daytime activities, for business, shopping or

sports. In such dressesshe may be as individual and

smart as she pleases. The dresses may be of silk and

wool material, or somewhat more dressy , so as to serve

for an informal luncheon or tea.

In coat style the daytime dress is most popular,

especially when developed with the side closing.

Otherone-piece models of light woolen, and suggestive

of sports attire are also attractive for day wear.

Very pleasing is a coat dress of brown rep with cire

soutache braid , as is also one of blue wool crepe with

facings of tan georgette .

Evening clothes are also very important this season ;

they are brilliant, lovely and most formal. Elaborate

trimmings and beautiful material combine to achieve

sumptuous elegance.

Rich- lames are trimmed with fur and velvet for

evening frocks.

Satins that stand alone are combined with sheer laces

and soft chiffons.

Unevenness of hemline, bouffant period frocks, grace.

ful drapery and loose panels are all features that add

to the attractions of evening gowns.

The formal afternoon dress is of printed velvet, or

crepe, or chiffon. It is most feminine, and flattering,

with a pleasing lack of sameness and charming elabora
tion .

The silhouette remains unchanged , skirts are full, and

uneven at the hem, brought about by flared tiers,

flounces, panels and tunics.

Large hip bows are used on both afternoon and eve

ning dresses.

Princess lines are seen on evening dresses, and trains

are in evidence .

Evening, ensembles are quite popular, long sleeved

jackets of lame or worn over dresses in matching tones.

Black continues in favor for every occasion, but it is

brightened by light colored furs, sparkling jewelry , beige

stockings and gloves and steel buckles.

Beige and gray is shown in sports materiais, as are

also dull reds, and smart shades of yellow.

6035. Girls ' Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes: 6 , 8, 10 and 12 years. A 10 year size requires

1% yard of 54 inchmaterialtogetherwith 4 yard of contrasting
material. Price 12c.

6019. Ladies' Dress.

Cut in 9Sizes: 38, 40 , 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52 and 54 inches bust

A 42 inch size requires 4% yards of 40 inch material.

If collar is faced with contrasting material 1%yard 22 inches wide

is required , cut crosswise . The width of the dress at the lower
edge is 1% yard. Price 12c .

6046. Ladies' Blouse.

Cut in 6 Sizes: 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 inches bust measure.

A 40 inch size requires 2% yardsof 32inch material together with

% yard of contrasting material. Price 12c.

6020. Ladies' Dress .

Cut in 6 Sizes: 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 inches bust measure.

6.38inch size requires 4 % yards of 39inchmaterial if madewith
the bolero. If bolero is omitted , 3 % yardswill be required. The
width of the dress at the lower edge is 144 yard . Price 12c ,

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12¢ in silver or stamps for our UP - TO -DATE

FALL and WINTER 1927-1928 BOOK OF FASHIONS ,

showing color plates, and containing 500 designsof

Ladies', Misses and Children's Patterns,a CONCISE

and CÓMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON 'DRESSMAK

ING , ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THENEEDLE

(illustrating 30 of the various, simple stitches) , all

valuable hints to the home dressmaker.

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO. ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

measure,

1

6046
G020
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$ 2750

For a Blue Serge

Traction Uniform

or

a Dress Up

Civilian Suit

That

TIME AND AGAIN thousands of Traction Men

have expressed a desire to own a civilian

suit that would stack up in quality and long

wear with their Bloch Uniforms.

Here, at last, is the opportunity. In response

to insistent demands, The Bloch Company has

designed a stylish dress up suit that combines

fine appearance with the lasting service for

which Bloch Uniforms have longbeen famous.

We're anxious tohave you look over this new

garment and see for yourself what a value it is

at $27.50. If you don't know the Bloch dealer

near you, now's the time to get acquainted .

Just write for his name or write for Sample

No. 3500 Serge.

The Bloch Company, Cleveland, O.

UNI
TED

J
O
I
N
I
N

The Traction Uniform

and the Civilian Suit pic

tured here and opposite

are both made of the

same pure wool , fine

qualitymaterial to sell at

an equally low price.

AMER
ICA

Union Label in both Uni

formand Civilian Suits

filoch

UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY

The Bloch Company Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge . Also Trolley Jim Time Book.

Name

Address

Name of Dealer .
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these false impressions, I am writing this

article .

First, let me say that, personally , I have

never favored the one-man car or looked

upon it as a solution of the financial diffi

culties that surround the Street Railways,

which have broughtforth, in my opinion,

the one-man The one-man car may

have been beneficial, financially, on

small Systems, but as a solution for the

street railway problems in an ordinary city ,

to my opinion , the one-man car is not a

solution of the problems confronting the

industry . In my reports I have dealt, more

or less , with this subject and I find that

those who ' are trying to construe my re

ports to make me express myself in favor

of the car , only certain

parts of my reports, not using or expressing

my real sentiments in what I have said to

the Street and Electric Railway men

this subject.

The agitation for the one-man car came

about, owing to the financial conditions

affecting the Street Railways of the country.

Prior to the war , we had begun to feel

that the basis upon which the Street Rail

ways had been established , so far as rates

of 'fare were concerned , was not a proper

Almost universally throughout Amer

ica , the Street Railways had been estab

lished on a universal Five -cent (50) fare.

As the Roads extended and grew in length,

the Five-cent fare became inadequate to

meet the cost of carrying the people. Then

when the war came on and the purchasing

power of our money was defiated orde.

moralized, the One Dollar becoming worth

about Fifty Cents , which reduced the Five

Cents in purchasing power to about Two

and One-half Cents, the Street Railways

of the country found themselves in a terri

ble financial condition and, owing to their

franchise arrangements , they were in

situation different from , possibly , any other

industry . The rates of fare were estab

lished by their franchises and they could

not raise the fare to meet the financial

situation , and this brought on discussions

as to what was best to be done .

then that the advocates of the one-man

car got in their work and promoted the

proposition of the one-man car, pointing

out that it would cheapen the operation

materially , and of course, the riding public,

who are always opposed to any increase in

the rates of fare and always advocating a

reduction, quickly seized upon this proposi

tion and there
a strong sentiment

created in favor of the one-man car. Those

DELEGATE M. J. LYDEN

Div. No. 272, Youngstown, Ohio

BrotherM. J. Lyden is president of Divi

sion No. 272, Youngstown, Ohio, one of the

old and leading Locals of the Amalga

mated Association , a Local to which he

has given devoted service for many years.

Brother Lyden served the 20th Convention

upon the Committee on Appeals.

a

THE ONE-MAN CAR

By W. D. Mahon

It was

From time to time , I have been in receipt

of communications from Officers of Local

Divisions of this Association, stating that

representatives of the various Street Rail

ways, at different places where they were

agitating for the one-man car, had been

quoting parts from my reports to the

various Conventions of this Association on

the subject of theone-mancar and had been

using just such parts of those reports as

would indicate that I was in favor of the

one -man car , and , in order to set right

was
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who favored it did not stop to look at the

conditions that would surround the opera

tion of the one-man cars and only looked

at the possibilities of cheapening and keep

ing down the rates of fare. The Companies

that were promoting the one- man car ,

offered anywhere from Two Cents ( 2c) to

Five Cents (50) per hour increase in

wages to the men who operated the one

This induced many of the men

to be in favor of one-man cars , for there

are some men who will undertake almost

anything if it promises an increase in wages.

The sentiment that was created in favor

of the one-man cars brought about their

adoption and they were put in operation.

The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America

expressed themselves strongly against the

one-man car, but they were unable to pre

vent their coming and as a result one-man

were being put into operation with

very little consideration for the conditions

that effected the employes . I appreciated

this situation and pointed out the fact to

the Street Railway men in their Conven

tions that they could not hope to prevent

the coming of the one-man car, but what

they should do was to establish conditions

and wages for men who were compelled to

operate these cars. If a man had to do the

work of two men , he surey was entitled

to a greater compensation than he had been

receiving, and therefore , I advocated that

it was useless to oppose the one-man car ,

but that they should outline a program ,

insisting upon proper conditions and

vironments for the men who

pelled to operate these one -man cars and ,

at the Atlanta Convention of our Associa.

tion , in 1921 , after pointing out the situa

tion , I recommended the following :

" That we should recognize that the one

man car was here, but that we should insist

upon proper protection to the employes

who operate these cars and to the riding

public , and that we should call the atten

tion of the operating Companies , the

Municipalities of the different cities and of

the State authorities to this effect. I

pointed out to them that, where two men

operation had been abandoned and the one

man required to perform the duties of

both motorman and conductor, that under

these conditions the one

pelled to handle large loads of passengers

and that for the one man operator to give

to these passengers the proper attention

and protection that was necessary, he must

be surrounded with proper safety regula

tions . I pointed out he could not act as

an operator, flagman , crossing tender and

do all kinds of work that was formerly

done by two men without he was given the

proper facilities for doing it and that, if

he was to operate these cars, he would

have to be guaranteed proper protection,

either by the operating Company, the

Municipality or the State. I advocated

that proper legislation should be secured ,

providing ;

" First : The duty involving the collection

of fares and issuing transfers and the many

other duties that may prevent an operator

en

com

from giving full attention to the roadway,

while the car is moving, shall be performed

only when the car is standing still .

" Second : That no car operated by one

man shall carry more passengers at any

time than can be seated in the car.

“ Third : That all cars operated by one

man shall be equipped with standard safety

devices, such as air brakes , proper sanding

devices and all other necessary devices for

the protection of the Public and the

property .

" Fourth : That every Railroad crossing

that one-man cars are operated over shall

be provided with fagmen, whose duty it

shall be to signal these cars and in no case

shall an operator of one-man cars be per

mitted to act , as a flagman and perform

the duties of ar. Operator and in all places

of danger, pri ur guards to see that they

are fully protected, shall be provided.

" Fifth : That, inasmuch as the operators

of these one-man cars have assumed the re

sponsibilities and are doing the work of the

men who operated two -man cars, an ad

vance in wage, over the wage paid to two

man car operators, be granted to the oper

ator to properly compensate him for the

extra service which he is compelled to

give .'

Now, when these gentlemen quote me as

being favorable to the one-man car, they

do not touch the real reports and recom

mendations I have made . They simply

take from my reports such items as may

suit their arguments. No sane man who

understands the street railway business,

can truthfully say that one-man

anywhere near as safe or satisfactory , as

the two -man cars. The only point is that

of economy, it saves the work of one man.

Otherwise, to my mind, it is not an eco

nomical success, when we take into con

sideration the fact that to successfully

operate one-man cars, you have to reduce

the speed , for no one can handle a

large load of passengers and operate the

car with the speed and care that two men

There are many other dangers that

confront the operator of one-man

through crowded thoroughfares and over

dangerous crossings , for he cannot give

proper attention to the passengers inside

his car and watch the operation from the

outside and I would request that when those

who use what I have said upon this sub

ject , that they quote the facts and not

distort my reports.

Pittsburgh , Pa.-- Churches in the Pitts

burgh district will help give relief to strik

ing miners and their children, it was de
cided at a meeting of representatives of

various churches here.

The decision to aid the miners was arrived

at after a survey by a group of church.

The report of the survey stressed

the suffering among the children of the

strikers . All churches in this section will

be asked to help the miners.

The Pittsburgh Council of Churches

sponsoring the relief drive . Special effor

will be made to get clothing for the childr

so they can attend school ,

were cars are

man

can .

cars

man was com

men .
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WHAT I THINK OF SAFETY which was not brought forward and spon

Address of Vice -President P. J. McGrath sored by that element of wage workers

before the Sixteenth Annual Safety Con with which I identify myself.

gress held in Chicago Sept. 26-30, 1927 I cite this fact to show that through co

operation of wage workers and the manage

The subject alloted to me should appeal
ments of employing concerns the safety

to every man , woman and child , for surely
plans can be instigated and extended , to

there are none who are uninterested in their a far greater degree than without this

own safety , and they should also be inter
co-operation .

ested in the safety of their fellowman .
Safety plans come without the enactment

of laws to enforce them . But there must

Therefore, I am strongly in favor of safety

or any measure that would tend to promote
be a liberty of action , without which such

safety , either by way of improved ma
safety plans can be of little value. Em

chinery, by the adoption of proper safety
ployees must be interested in extending

safety to others. There is only one way

legislation , by the education of the public
in which this can be accomplished and that

by personal contact through holding meet
is by a spirit of freedom . That spirit

ings along safety lines , by bulletins posted
leads the wage worker not to loc upon

in conspicuous places, where they may be
his employment as a mere rain check , but

read by the vast majority of the people, makes him understand that it is his duty

or by, organized newspaper publicity in and a source of satisfaction to him to

every large city of the country, contribute to the advancement of his

I am of the opinion that arrangements fellowmen , recognizing that in this is his

could be made (for little cost , if any) to . own advancement .

have the newspapers print an article every I take pleasure in stating therefore that

day , on the same page of the various publi. within my class of wage workers this spirit

cations , (so the people would know where of safety is active and it inspires in each

to look for it) , dealing with the subject of individual a concern for all others.

safety. The people, I believe, would be There is a common interest in safety

come interested and would look for that among employing investors and wage work.

item , the same as our younger people look The wage worker recognizes that he
for the baseball news. has even a greater interest in the safety

What I am trying to suggest is some pos and success of the employing property than

sible way of constantly having the subject may be had by the individual stockholder

before the masses of the people. or investor . His employment is the source

We might hold our various meetings of of his income. Therefore, he has a common

employer and employee, and discuss the concern and interest in the employing

subject very diligently and with extremely property. His possibilities are dependent

good results ; but that would only be be upon its prosperity. He knows it is to his

tween employer and employee, and would interest to protect the employing

not be apt to reach outside of that group . property and safeguard it to the extentof

There is nothing more important to which his ability .

a man may devote his life than safety in Why should it be necessary to urge upon

the interest of others, and theword " Safety" employers and employees the importance of

in meaning has an extensive realm . co -operating in safety ? Both are dependent

No onerealizes the importance of safety upon the employing property for income;

more than the wage worker . But for a yet there are some to whom this common

wage worker to contribute to safety , aside interest is not apparent .

from his own
personal safety , he must This makes necessary special endeavor in

possess a sense of freedom in the exercise the interest of safety so that these ignorant

of his duties to his fellowmen ; and the ex ones may be brought to a full understand

pression " fellowmen " includes both employer ing of their co -ordinate interest.

and employee. Then we may go beyond the immediate

The first question that comes to the wage sphere of the employing property and its

worker is , “How far am I at liberty to employees. Naturally, we observe that in

participate in the safety of others and in transportation service it is imperative that

the interest of the property with which I the safety of the general public be con

am employed ? " A further question is, served . There is a large element of the

" How far can I participate in advancing public in whose interest we must be eter

my safety ideals ?" But the latter question nally watchful. This requires rules and

is wholly dependent upon the former and regulations in the operation of transporta

inclusive within it . Then what is the tion service ; and we may well know that

limit? the best service in conserving safety comes

Wage workers are classified . One class from those who harmonize in watchfulness,

of wage workers can have very little to do who co -operate and recognize a full freedom

in the extension of safety plans. The other within that co -operating field , In the

class really has all to do in the matter of general association of wage workers in their

extension of safety plans. I might take various crafts, they are continually alert

considerable time in ' identifying these two to this duty of conserving safety in trans

classes, but I feel it unnecessary . There portation.

is not a safety law on the statute books Every wage worker should be a safety

of the Federal or State Governments, ( nor expert. Insofar his concept of his

in the Dominion of Canada) in the interest personal safety is concerned, he is a safety

of safety as applying to the wage workers , engineer , but without proper association

own

1

as
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with his fellow wage workers of all crafts, Accident Prevention Resolution is Adopted

he is without the possibility of extending " President Mahon has given to us in his

his service in the field of safety to others. report figures taken from statistics as to

There is no doubt that wonderful results the number of lives lost and the number of

can be, and probably are being obtained people maimed through accidents in the

through thorough co -operative safety effort various industries every year that is appall

between employer and employee. But we
ing. For instance, let us take the year

may promote still further that spirit of
of 1926, where there were twenty-three

co -operation and confidence and eventually
thousand (23,000 ) men , women and chil

obtain the goal to which I trust we are
dren slaughtered on our highways of the

all aspiring
United States, an increase of one thousand

( 1,000 ) over the records of 1925.
So we

Report of Special Committee on Safety say , Mr. Chairman , and Brothers, who is

With your permission, I would like to

read just a small item that was taken up

there among our membership who is not

willing, with due care, judgment and pre
at the recent convention held last week ,

Which I believe will be of interest to you ,
caution, desirous of alleviatingas far as

and will show that the street car men,
possible, this tremendous slaughter that is

happening in our midst every year.
through their organization, are becoming

more and more interested in the question
“ We have heard from Mr. Perkins, gen

of safety .

eral manager of the St. Louis Street Rail

It came about after the twogeneral Committee System that splendid results are

way Company, where they have a Safety

managers, Mr. Perkins of St. Louis and
being obtained and that the amount of

Mr. Fitzgerald of Pittsburgh , spoke at the

convention of the street car

accidents are being reduced considerably.
Both

And again , fromthe city of Pittsburgh we

gave a splendid talk on safety, and were
hear from Mr. Fitzgerald, general manager

given a great ovation . As a result of their
of the Pittsburgh Railways Company, where

talk , a safety committee was formed who
they have a co -operative, as well as

brought back the report that I intend read
Safety Committee System , that their amount

ing to you. of accidents are being reduced considerably .

“ Birmingham , Ala ., Sept. 16, 1927 . “So while we, as your committee on

“ Mr. Chairman and Delegates to the
'Safety First,' do not recommend that our

Twentieth Biennial Convention held at
membership should follow particularly either

Birmingham , Alabama: one of those systems, we do suggest and

" It is only after careful consideration and
even recommend that our membership take

study on the subject submitted to them up for earnest consideration some method

that your Committee on 'Safety First ' whereby the tremendous amount of acci

brings back to you the following recom dents happening will be reduced to a mini .

mendations for your consideration. mum, thereby bringing due credit to the

"Before doing so we desire to preface Amalgamated and its membership; bearing

those few remarks. in mind whatever system there might be

" First of all , we recognize that the ques adopted, that our members see to it that

tion of 'Safety First ' is somewhat of anew their membership in the Amalgamated re:

question in our development as Street Rail main intact, for it is through it , and it

way Workers.
We feel that , while it is only , that they will be sought, for either

practieed by some of our members on some Safety First , co-operation or any other

of our roads , it has not reached the great system that might be considered an ad

bulk of our membership. Therefore, it vancement to civilization.

needs be given deep study and earnest “ Resolution No. 22, presented by the

consideration by our membership before St. Louis delegates , read in part as follows :

putting into practice on our various systems, “ Resolved , that the Amalgamated Asso

for, while it may be practical and bene ciation of Street and Electric Railway

ficial to our membership on one road or
Employees of America make application for

system , it may possibly be to the contrary
membership in the International Safety

on another, for we believe that unless there

is a true spirit of co-operation between men
Congress and have at least one representa

tive at their conventions .
and management, the question of ' Safety

First' will not be a success .
“ Your committee recommends that this

be amended as follows :
" By that we mean that if there should

be an ulterior motive , other than that of " Resolved that if the Amalgamated Asso

sincere and unbiased co-operation , then we
ciation of Street and Electric Railway

can expect nothing but disaster and dis Employees of America is requested by the

satisfaction as far asthe question of 'Safety International Safety Congress to affiliate

First' is concerned . On the other hand, who
with that body, the same be referred to

is there among our membership who is not
the executive board , and if in their judg

(or at least should be) interested in safety, ment there be no conditions restricting our

to the extent of safeguarding the life and affiliation , that President Mahon or his

limb , not only of our men employed in our appointee act as our representative."

industry , but our people in general, whether

it be in the mine, mill, factory , in the

home or on the street car .
Eliminate negligence and indifference and

We feel that nothing can retard progress of the labor

not deserving of consideration

among the human element were it not so .

movement behind the banner of the Union

Label.

we were
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CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS OF The New York decision is a direct re

WAGE WORKERS versal of the injunction granting that is

being experiencedby Indianapolis street

A decision rendered by Supreme Court railway men in their effort to organize .

Justice Wasservogel , of New York, estab Justice Wasservogel's decision is an expres

lishes beyond possible dispute the citizen sion to the Indianapolis street railway

rights of wage workers. The action upon men , that they have the right to volun

which this decision rendered tarily organize in a trade union. The Court

brought by a petition of the Interborough ruled that the alleged individual contract is

Rapid Transit Company officials, of New inequitable and unenforcable.

York City, in which they petitioned for an . The exercise of the rights of citizenship

injunction order, restraining the Amalga
in contract making is where agreements

mated Association of Street and Electric are made under conditions by which both

Railway Employes of America from accept contracting parties stand upon equal ground.

ing into membership employes of the Such equality cannot exist in labor con

I. R. T. Company, on the ground that a tracting where the wage workers are

company agreement had been subscribed to organized. This fact is recognized in the

by each individual employe of that com New York decision and there emphasized.

pany, in which they had agreed not to International President W. D. Mahon and

join a union or enter into strikes. President William Green , of the American

Had this injunction been granted, it Federation of Labor , are entitled to much

would have prohibited the employes of the
credit from the American labor movement

Interborough Rapid Transit Company from in making this New York case a contest in

forming an organization attached to the which it might be determined and made

American Federation of Labor. It would plain before non- union wage workers their

have prohibited the American Federation of rights to organize and their privilege to

Labor, Amalgamated Association any exercise their citizenship rights.

other union affiliated with the A. F. of L. , with this determination that President

from accepting into membership any , em
Mahon and President Green entered into

ploye of that property. It would have this contest. The time had arrived when

established another so -called precedent by it became necessary that something of this

which employers of an aggregation ofwage nature should be available to non -union

workers could have, by aidof the Court, wage workers, as well as being available in

restrained any extension whatever of the the interest of educational work on the part

American labor movement through organiz of the American labor movement in extend

ing the unorganized. ing organization . With this decision stand

It has been long since held as a matter of ing, as it will stand , there can be exercised

law that wage workers have a right to no further embarrassment for the American

voluntarily form an association or organiza labor movement in the matter of extension

țion or affiliate with any labor union asa of organization.

Local of said labor union. However, for

some time, employers of vast assemblages '
TO OPPOSE " YELLOW DOG "

of men, who were employing labor for

profit, have taken the position that by Middletown, Ohio -- An aggressive cam

individual agreements with the employes paign against the " yellow dog" contract

they could abridge the rights of the em was agreed to by the annual convention of

ployes to join a bona fide trade union . It the Ohio Federation of Labor. Sentiment

has been held by the labor movement that was unanimous that this vicious system

such a course was practically a reversion must be outlawed in this State .

to the servile conditions that existed under An anti-" yellow dog” bill was defeated

slavery, establishing conditions under which by a trick in the last General Assembly .

wagę workers, by being wage workers, were
The workers' case is strengthened im

deprived of their rights as citizens as de measurably by State's Attorney General

signed by the Declaration of Independence Turner's ruling that the State can annul

of the United States and by various slavery these one -sided contracts that are based on

prohibiting features of the Constitution of the necessities of workers seeking employ
the United States.

ment, and who are forced to agree not to

The decision in the New York case em join a trade union while so employed.

phasizes the position of the American labor “ As I read it," said the attorney general,

movement, that wage workers have a right " the bill is designed to preserve in this

to voluntarily become members of trade State the right of collective bargaining. In

unions, and thatthose who are members of my opinion this object is within the police
trade unions have a right to extend in vita power of the State.

tions to non -union wage workers tojoin
“ While the right of contract is a part

the ranksof the organized wage workers.
of the individual freedom protected by the

TheNewYork decision opens the way for Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal

every, non -union wage worker to enter the Constitution , nothing is better settled by

American labor movement , as represented the repeated decisions of the Supreme

by the AmericanFederation of Labor and Court of the United States than that the
its various units . It liberates the wage right of contract is not absolute and un

worker and grants to him citizen's rights yielding, but is subject to limits and re

equal to the citizen's rights of the employer straints in the interests of public health ,

or employing management of any profit safety and welfare and such limitationmay,
employing concern. be declared in the legislation of the State ."
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and the employing property. The award

extends the Chicago agreement for two
years, beginning with June 1 , 1928. This

case was under the immediate direction of

International President W. D. Mahon.

As this issue goes to press, the General

Executive Board of the Amalgamated

Association is in session at Association

Headquarters, Detroit, Michigan . The

Board convened February 20th.

February 15th International President

W. D. Mahon received a telegram from

New York , setting forth that the New

York injunction case has been decided in

favor of the American labor movement and

the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America .

This grants to the organization the right

to accept into membership the employes

employed by the I. R. T. Company, of

New York City, and grants to them the

right of voluntary membership in the

organization.

The Motorman , Conductor and Motor

Coach Operator is in receipt of the “ Official

Street Guide and Year * Book " annually

issued by Division No. 779, Sioux City ,

Iowa. This Street Guide and Year Book

issued by Division No. 779 is an amazingly

advantageous directory for all citizens of a

city in which such a book might be pub

lished. The book is issued under the

immediate direction of Brother L. E.

Garnett. It cost the Association $ 1,019 to

issue the book . Advertising obtained, which

is a splendid feature of the book , yielded to

the Local $ 1,700, leaving a net profit of

$681.00. It is a vest pocket directory of

the city. Sufficient of this profit will be

set aside to pay the expense of a delegate

to the 1929 Convention to be held in

Seattle , Wash ., in September of that year.

These Guide Books are issued by the Local

each year . A copy of this Guide Book

can
be obtained by addressing, Brother

A. T. Day, recording secretary of Division

779, 1819 Villa Ave. , Sioux City, Iowa.

a

International Vice- Presidents John M.

Parker and Robert B. Armstrong were re

leased from the Marion County, Indiana,

jail, Saturday, February 18th. Their term

of ninety days imposed upon them as

penalty by Judge Robert C. Baltzell expired

on that date. They have the satisfaction

of having served a martyrdom in the inter

est of organized labor. It was through the

efforts of these two brothers that wage

rates were increased to Indianapolis street

railway men 3 cents per hour. There has

also resulted, from their efforts, a condition

in employment through which Indianapolis

street railway men have a right to join the

union.

In another column of this issue of the

M. C. and M. C. 0. ispresented a resolu,

tion adopted by the Wichita (Kan . ) Central

Labor Union , which shows that the labor

movement of that city is co -operating with

the employing property in an endeavor to

obtain a reasonable fare rate increase. It

is a most vivid illustration of the value of

organization to fair employing properties.

It shows the opportunity that fair employ

ing properties obtain through the organiza

In another column of this issue is the

award granted by the two arbitrators

chosen by the Chicago surface lines and

Division No. 241 in the wage agreement

dispute that existed between that Local
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tions of their employes. A vivid under FROM LATE REPORTS OF INTER

standing of this co -operation comes to wage NATIONAL OFFICERS

workers in the way of respecting the union

label that appears upon the products of fair International President W. D. Mahon,

employing manufacturing concerns. who for some time gave much attention to

group of unorganized wage workers could the agreement subject as applying to Divi

be instrumental along this line, as no unfair sion No. 241 and the employing property

employing company can obtain support and and which proposed agreement was sub

co-operation of the American labor move mitted for arbitration , reports that the

ment in advancing its interests . Wichita, arbitrators have granted an award which

Kan ., is only one of the many cities in continues the old agreement until June 1 ,

which street railway properties are recog; 1930 , with the wage provision so modified

nized as fair employing properties and that an increase in the wage rates of one

therehy have the full sympathy and sup cent per hour is to take effect as of June

port of the trades and labor movement of 1, 1928, and another cent increase is to

the communities in which they operate . take effect as of June 1 , 1929 , and a

provision inserted in the agreement by the

arbitrators providing for sick , disability and

A profit employing corporation that pays death benefits to be supplied to the mem

low wages to wage workers contributes to bership by the employing property. The

limiting markets and destroying prosperity arbitrators also awarded to the members

within the social order . A street and elec of Division No. 241 a lump sum of $35.00

tric railway or bus company is in the to all employes in the service of the com.

business for profit . Investors in street rail pany June 1, 1927, and $ 12.00 to those

ways, electric railways and bus properties who entered the service between June 1

are entitled to a fair profit on their invest and November 1 , 1927. The $35.00 was

ment. But when those investors endeavor awarded in lieu of death , sick and accident

to limit markets and destroy prosperity by insurance , and the $ 12.00 in lieu of life

refusing to permit employes to organize insurance . The award appears upon an

and enjoy collective bargaining relations, other page of this issue of this publication.

they should be made to sense the fact that The arbitrators comprised Councilman Oscar

the market is iimited by their pernicious F. Nelson , chosen by Division No. 241 , and
motive. Non-unionism means low wages . Attorney Guy A. Richardson, chosen by

Street, electric railway and motor coach the Chicago surface lines property. These

properties that prohibit their employes from two arbitrators were able to reach

organizing pay low wages and are not en award without the selection of a third

titled to the co-operation of the public and arbitrator. The award is looked upon by

organized labor movement in advancing the International President as a reasonable

fares or gaining concessions from munici adjustment of the Chicago situation. Upon

palities and communities that such proper the Indianapolis injunction case, President
ties assume to serve . Such companies are Mahon , with First Vice-President Fitz

in the same line with non- union employing gerald , attended a conference of representa
manufacturers who deny employes tives of National and International Unions

privilege of organizing and enjoying collec held in Washington, D. C. , February 8th ,

tive agreement relations. The element of at which consideration was also given to

the social order that should call these facts the Shipstead Bill, seeking an enactment

to the attention of the public, is the element governing the issuance of labor injunctions.

of organized wage workers , and the oppor
As a result of this conference, through

tune time to attract the public's attention President William Green , of the A. F. of Ľ. ,

to the unworthiness of the employing prop the Indianapolis case was brought to the

erty is when such properties are seeking attention of the U. S. Senate Judiciary

privileges from municipalities and Committee and a committee of U. s.

munities they presume to serve or intend Senators was established to investigate the

to serve and to states that have public Indianapolis injunction. Arrangements were

service commissions clothed with authority made by President Mahon and President

to grant permits for the operation of busses Green , of the A. F. of L., for an appear.

and other means of transportation. No set ance of the attorneys of the Amalgamated

of investors have a moral right to a permit Association before the Senatorial Committee

to do business with the purpose of con February 21st. It is looked upon by

ducting business relations with employes President Mahon that the imprisonment of

and the public, under conditions that will Vice - Presidents John M, Parker and Robert

destroy or limit markets and thus tend to B. Armstrong for violation of the Indian.

destroy prosperity . Such concerns are often apolis injunction was unjust and that really

seeking to increase the rates of fare , when the injunction was not sought by clean

they are not entitled to the increase from hands on the part of the Indianapolis street

the fact that they are stultifying business railway property and should not have been

with low wages andnon -union employment granted. President Mahon , upon his trip
conditions.

These facts are subjects for to Washington , visited New York, where he

merited deliberation on the part of trade consulted with the attorneys and A. F. of

unions of all crafts, central trades and labor L. representatives , as well as Association

councils and state federations, and the organizers, relative to the injunction case ,

entire American labor movement. There wherein the I. R. T. Co. of New York

can be no reasonable co -operation with un petitioned for an injunction restraining the

fair profit employing concerns. Amalgamated Association from accepting

the

3
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into membership the employes of that

property. Information came to President

Mahon February 15th that the injunction ,

for which was petitioned by the I. R. T.,

was disallowed by the Court. This accords

to the employes of the I. R. T. Co. the

right of membership in the Amalgamated

Association , While in New York, Presi

dent Mahon, with others, addressed a mass

meeting, at which the subject of the in

junction was discussed before a vast assem

blage of wage workers and others. The

meeting was also addressed by representa

tives of the American Federation of Labor.

At the close of this report , February , 20th ,

President Mahon was in session with the

general executive board of the Association

at Association headquarters, 260 East

Vernor Highway, Detroit, Mich .

International Treasurer L. D. Bland , who

associated with President Mahon in the

Chicago arbitration proceedings, was at the

close of this report in attendance at the

regular meeting of the general executive

board at Association headquarters , Detroit ,

Mich .

Eighth International Vice- President John

M. Parker, who was serving a sentence of

ninety days' imprisonment in the Marion

County, Ind . , prison , which sentence was

imposed upon him by Judge Robert C.

Baltzell , on the charge of violating an in

junction , was released from prison February
18th . This case is at present being in

vestigated by an U. S. Senate Committee.

The labor movement has petitioned the

Senate for an investigation of this injunc

tion case and imprisonment of two Inter

national Officers, on the ground that it is

regarded as unjust and that the injunction

was illegally granted.

Tenth International Vice- President Robert

B. Armstrong, who was associated with

Vice-President" John M. Parker in being

sentenced to ninety days' imprisonment in

Indianapolis by a Federal Judge, having

served his term , was released from im .

prisonment February 18th. The Indian

apolis injunction case is now under investi

gation by a U. S. Senate Committee . It is

held that the injunction was obtained by

unclean hands on the part of the petitioner,

which , at the time of the imprisonment of

Vice-Presidents Parker and Armstrong , was

known by the Federal Judge.

on .

First International Vice- President Wm. B.

Fitzgerald, aside from assisting International

President W. D. Mahon in the general

affairs of the Association , at General Head

quarters, visited Toledo, Ohio , where he

advised with the officers of Division No.

697 relative to bus operation conditions .

He later visited Cleveland, Ohio , where he

attended and addressed a meeting of Divi

sion No. 268 and advised with the officers

relative to wagę agreement propositions.

He rendered assistance to the D. U. R.

Branch of Division No. 26 , Detroit , upon

a grievance_occurring upon the Detroit,

Monroe & Toledo Short Line. He asso

ciated with International President Mahon

in attendance at the conference of repre

sentatives of National and International

organizations of the A. F. of L., held in

Washington , D. C., February 8th , and later

associated with President Mahon in attend

ing a mass meeting in New York City ,

upon the injunction case started by the

I. R. T. Co. Following his return to the

General Office he was again dispatched to

New York, succeeding the decision of the

Court, denying the injunction petitioned for

by the I. R. T. Co. The injunction peti

tion having been dismissed , arrangements

will be made for admission to membership

in Division No. 977 of the employes of

that property. It is reported that a vast

majority of them are anxious to establish

themselves in membership in that Local.

Second International Vice - President P. J.

O'Brien at Hartford , Conn. , assisted Divi

sion No. 692 in auditing its books. He

also advised with representatives of the

New Haven Local upon the matter of

motor coach organization extension . Per

his report of February 11th , he had as

sisted Division No. 481, Port Chester,

N. Y. , upon agreement work , which was

at that date pending further conferences

with the employing property .

Eleventh International Vice - President Abe

Spradling was dispatched to Lexington , Ky . ,

to assist Division No. 639 in an adjustment

of a seniority dispute. From his report

upon this situation there is reason to be.

lieve that Division No. 639 will advance in

the way of extension, from now
It

appears that in Lexington the municipal

management, that was recently installed ,

was well supported by the labor morement

and it is believed the city management

will accord to the members of Division

No. 639 their citizens' rights in extension

of organization.

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow, who associated with Inter

national President W. D. Mahon and

Treasurer l.. D. Bland in advisement with

Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . , upon the

arbitration of wages and working conditions,

also advised with the officers of Division

No. 308, Chicago, relative to agreement

relations, and visited Division No. 517,

Gary , Ind . , and assisted that Local in a

petition for back pay for certain of the

members working in other lines than trans

portation. He also advised with the officers

and members of Division No. 507, Marengo ,

Ill . , upon the affairs of that Local. In his

report of February 18th , he speaks very

highly of the progress of Division 517.

1

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, at

Davenport , Iowa, attended and addressed

a meeting of Division No. 312 ; also Divi

sion No. 313, Rock Island , Ill . , and Divi.

sion No. 599, Muscatine, Iowa. ' The mem

bers of these three Locals all work for the

same property . He reports the Locais in

fine shape and well officered . He visited

Dubuque , Iowa , where he addressed a meet
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ing of Division No. 329 , and reports fav

orably upon the condition of that Local .

At Cedar Rapids, Iowa , he attended and
addressed well attended meeting of

Division No. 638 , which Local he states to

be in a progressive condition. At Marshall

town , Iowa, he found Division No. 607 to

be one of lowa's most progressive Locals.

At Oskaloosa, Iowa, he reports that the

bus operators are unorganized and working

at the rate of 35 cents per hour. The

Oskaloosa Local is Division No. 524. He

visited Des Moines, Iowa, where he at

tended and addressed a meeting of Division

No. 441 . He reports the Local to be in

excellent shape. On his trip he stopped off

at Burlington, Iowa , and his visit there

caused him to report Division No. 212 to

be in fine shape- a 100 per cent organiza

tion . On his return to the East , he stopped

at Sioux City , Iowa , where he attended

and addressed a meeting of Division No.

779, which Local he reports to be in an

excellent condition and well officered . On

February 20th he was in attendance at the

meeting of the general executive board held

at Association Headquarters, Detroit, Mich .

11113
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Conference Board meeting of Division No.

162, Meriden, and other Connecticut Locals ,

where he advised with the Board upon a

proposed new agreement , and also upon the

motor coach organization extension work in

which those Locals are involved . He ad

vised with the officers of Division No. 22,

Worcester, Mass. , the Local being involved

in a suit instituted by two former foremen

of the Leominster Division of the employ

ing property. He did not explain in his

report the nature of this legal proceeding,

but it is directed against the membership

of Division No. 22 , including himself. Per

his report of February 11th, he had asso

ciated with the officers of Division No. 600 ,

Waltham , Mass . , which Local has the sub

ject of wages , up for arbitration. The arbi

trator chosen by the Local is Attorney

James H. Vahey .

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt , at the

close of this report, February 20th , was in

attendance at the meeting of the General

Executive Board , at Association Head

quarters, Detroit , Mich.

G. E. B. Member Wm . F. Welch , at the

close of this report, was in attendance at

the regular semi-annual meeting of the

General Executive Board , that convened

February 20th , at Association Headquarters ,

Detroit, Mich .

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson , at the

close of this report , was in attendance at

the regular meeting of the General Execu

tive Board , heldat Association Head

quarters, Detroit , Mich .

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover , in a

late report to the General Office, reports

that a separate agreement has been made

for a branch of the bus employes, members

of Divisions Nos. 101, Vancouver; 109 ,

Victoria ; and 134, New Westminster, B. C.

At the close of this report he was in

attendance at the General Executive Board

meeting, being held at Association Head

quarters, Detroit, Mich .

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

was

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea at Newark,

Ohio, attended and addressed a meeting of

Division No. 839. He reports the Local to

be 100 per cent strong. At East Liverpool,

Ohio, he attended and addressed a meeting

of Division No. 52 , one of the old , leading

Locals of the Association. At Wheeling,

W. Va. , he attended and addressed a meet

ing of Division No. 103 and reports the

Local in excellent shape and well officered.

On his trip he stopped off at New Castle,

Pa. , where he attended and addressed a

meeting of old Division No. 89 , which he

reports to be in fine shape. He

dispatched to Altoona , Pa . , where he at

tended and addressed a meeting of Division

No. 801 .
His report shows that Division

No. 801 is in full and hearty co-operation

with the management of the property in

the operation of that system and that the

Local is well officered . From Altoona he

was dispatched to Alliance, Ohio , where he

arranged with the officers and members of
Division No. 360 for the extension of the

organization , and per his report of February

12th, the Local was left in a most progres

sive state .

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon at

Chelsea, Mass., assisted Division No. 240

on a grievance situation affecting the mem

bers of that Local . He later met with the

Joint Conference Board of the Eastern

Massachusetts Locals- Division No. 174 ,

Fall River and associate Locals, including

Division No. 240, of Chelsea - relative to

the matter of free bus transportation for

members of the Locals . He reports that

the company claims that free bus trans

portation is not provided in the agreement.

At Framingham ,Mass., he attendeda meet

ing ofDivision No. 620 , where he installed

the officers for the ensuing year and advised

with the officers and members upon the

agreement situation which is yet pending.

At New Haven, Conn . , he attended a Joint

Girardville, Pa . - There has yet been no

settlement of the lockout of the members

of Division No. 165 , which was started

September 29 , 1927. There is some activity

among business men in an endeavor to

adjust the situation , the Local having

agreed to arbitrate , which the management

$

yet resists .

Pottsville , Pa .-The lockout involving

Divisions 118 , Pottsville , and 433 , Lans

ford , Pa. , still continues. The management

is installing bus service , the same as in

Girardville, and has declined to permit the

bus service to come under the agreement

and employed outside employes, refusing to

employ union men upon the busses. This

situation, as in the case of Division No.

165 , Girard ville, is under the immediate

direction of Association Organizer Lawrence

F. Hart ,
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IS A STRIKE A DISASTER?

an

1

“ When it is asserted that a strike should

be regarded as a calamity similar to

earthquake, flood, or famine, and that

those who suffer in a strike should be re

lieved on the same basis as in such natural

catastrophes, the chief objections that arise

to that policy appear to be ( 1 ) that ,

whereas earthquakes and similar occur

rences are 'acts of God , ' strikes are willed

and caused by human beings ; and ( 2 ) that,

if social agencies relieve distress in strikes

on the same basis as in the other instances

named , they are in effect taking sides in

an industrial dispute and possibly helping

to drag it out.

" The answer to these objections," says

A. J. Muste, of the Brookwood Labor

College, in the February issue of The

FAMILY, “ is that practically all strikes in

which social agencies are asked to give

relief are , if not ' acts of God ' in quite the

same sense as an earthquake or food, at

any rate calamities not freely willed in any

real sense by those who take part in them ,"

and he goes on to indicate some of the

reasons for strikes and his belief that the

individuals involved are practically power

less to prevent them .

" Is a strike, under the circumstances

indicated , any less a symptom and inevit

able outcome of the social weather than a

tornado is a symptom and an outcome of

the cosmic weather under given condi

tions? "

“ If giving relief to the miners is taking

sides with them and prolonging the strike,

it is equally true that not giving relief ,

permitting them to be beaten back to work

by starvation and at starvation wages, is

taking sides with criminally negligent man

agement or an equally negligent society, is

prolonging the impossible basic conditions

of which the strike is merely a symptom ,

and is postponing intelligent action about

these conditions . Standing by is also tak

ing sides perfectly definitely with a society ,

a public, whose crime is precisely that it

stands by, and permits anarchy , ignorance,

and greed to rule industry, at least until

the cries of the innocent victims rise to

heaven . The only way the relief

agency can avoid taking sides is by not

seeing any 'sides' -- that is not its business

but by doing its job of relieving acute

suffering, pending the carrying outof more

fundamental adjustments.” — The Family .

Disbursements from the Death , Disability and old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of December ,
1927 , were made to beneficiaries on claims as

follows :

Death Benefits

Bertha G. Fogg. beneficiary , death claim of
George H. Fogg , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 238 , Lynn, Mass.; cause , Harden

ing of the Arteries $ 800.00

Francis E. Durgin, beneficiary , death claim

of Horace A. Durgin , deceased , late mem .

ber of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Coronary Sclerosis . 800.00

Margaret T. Burke, beneficiary, death claim
of Daniel J. Burke, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause,

Cerehral Hemorrhage 800.00
Mrs. Mary A. Hurley, beneficiary , death

claim of Daniel J. Hurley , deceased , late
member of Div . No. 589 , Boston, Mass.;
cause, Broncho Pneumonia and Sub- acute

Bacterial Endocarditis 700.00

LibbieD. Coughlin , beneficiary , death claim
of Everett P. Coughlin , deceased , late

member of Div . No, 589 , Boston , Mass.;

cause, Arterio Sclerosis and Chronic Myo .
carditis . 800.00

Mrs. Cora Ackerman , beneficiary, death claim

of Orison Ackerman, deceased, late member

of Div . No , 169 , Easton, Pa.; cause , Ence

phelitis 800.00

Charles Runberg, beneficiary , death claim of

Andrew Runberg , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cerebral

Hemorrhage 800.00

Oma V. Burgett, beneficiary , death claim of

James Conrod Burgett, deccased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 839, Newark , Ohio ; cause ,

Cancer-- Epithelioma of Throat and Lips . 100.00
Nellie Gallegan , beneficiary , death claim of

Edward Gallegan , deceased , late member of

Div , No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y.; cause ,

Acute Dilatation of Heart 800.00

Peter J. Rooney , financial secretary of Div .

No. 22, for administrator of estate of de

ceased for beneficiaries, death claim of

James McGahey , deceas d , late member of

Div . No. 22 . Worcester, Mass.; cause ,

Automobile accident, causing Multiple in
juries - compound fracture of right leg ,

fracture of right arm and lacerations of

head and meningitis . 300.00

Mrs. Cecil Fisher , beneficiary , death claim of

Charles A. Fisher, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Aurelie Valois Deslauriers, beneficiary, death

claim of L. Deslauriers, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 790, Montreal , Quebec ;

cause, Chronic Nephritis and Heart Disease 500.00

P. J. McGrath , financial secretary and treas .

urer of Div . No. 85 , for payment of funeral

and other expenses , death claim of Joseph
Collins, deceased, late member of Div . No.

85 , Pittsburgh , Pa ; cause , Uremic Poison

ing and Chronic Nephritis .. 380.76

D. E. Seamons, financial secretary of Div.

No. 382, for beneficiaries, death claim of

Francis Irvine, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 382 , Salt Lake City , Utah ; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis and Chronic Bright's
Disease 800.00

Joseph Trottier, executor of will of deceased ,
for beneficiaries, death claim of Odilon

Trottier, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 790 , Montreal, Que.; cause, Cancer of
the Rectum 800.00

Mrs. Sarah Donaldson Gosling. beneficiary,

death claim of John Gosling , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 790 , Montreal, Que.;

cause, Heart Failure due to Chronic Myo
carditis 100.00

Mrs. Rose cliff O'Brien, beneficiary, death

claim of Thomas J. O'Brien , deceased, late

mmber of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .;

cause , Lung Abscess 500.00

Josph Firesttin , beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Fir stein , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 281. New Haven , Conn ; cause' ,

Fracture at base of Skull - Strick by auto
mobile whily at work as trackman 500.00

Cl Liriklitir, banketiniary, death cum of

Theo. P. Linklater, ieregsed , late mimber
of Di No. 757, Portland , Ore ; cause.

Acute D :1.tation of Hart and Chronic
Myocarditis 800.00

Irving C. Wachtel, beneficiary , death claim

of Theola E. Wachtel, deceased , late mem

a as

The Estate Stove Company, of Hamilton,

Ohio , is yet unfair to labor. This company

manufactures
gas ranges and furnaces and

parlor heater known the Estate

“ Heatrola ." The company, it is alleged ,

is now attempting to deceive the public by

placing its furnaces on the market under

the trade name of “ Barry Furnaces." The

Stove Mounters' Union would be pleased

to have every union man bear in mind

that the “ Barry Furnaces," as well as other

products of this company, are the products

of an unfair employing concern .
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ber of Div . No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause,

Cerebral Apoplexy .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Cotter, beneficiary, death claim of

John B. Cotter, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 669, Auburn, N. Y.; cause, Gas

tric Hemorrhage. 800.00
Felix Alarie and Phileas Larose, testamentary

executors of will of deceased for bene

ficiaries, death claim of Antoine Bergeron ,
deceased, late member of Div. No. 790,
Montreal, Que.; cause, Pulmonary Con

gestion ... 300.00

Mrs. Eva Tromblay Bergeron , beneficiary,

death claim of Donat Bergeron , deceased ,

late member of Div, No. 790 , Montreal,

Que.; cause, Chronic Nephritis . 800.00

Mrs. Bertha Hettinger, beneficiary, death

claim of William H.Hettinger, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill. ;

cause, Carcinoma of Liver . 800.00

Louise, G. Wyman , beneficiary, death claim
of Herbert Wyman , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause,

Miliary Tuberculosis, Generalized 600.00

Harvey Hackley, beneficiary, death claim of

James Hackley, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 611 , Kankakee, Ill .; cause , Chronic

Interstitial Nephritis and Asterio Sclerosis. 800.00

William Taber, ' financial secretary -treasurer

of Div . No. 241. for beneficiaries, death

claim of William G. Blackinton , deceased ,

late member of Div, No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Chronic Nephritis and Uremia . 800.00

Mrs. Julia Soulinskos, beneficiary, death

claim of Adam Soulinskos, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill .;

cause, Ruptured Gangrenous Appendicitis,

Broncho Pneumonia and Acute Nephritis . . 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasures of

Div, No. 308, for neficiaries, death claim

of Ernest Knust , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Epi

lepsy . 800.00
Mrs. Rosima E. Meredith, beneficiary , death

claim of Edward Meredith, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 194, New Orleans,

La.; cause, Oedema of Lung .. 700.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Fetterman , beneficiary, death

claim of Charles Fetterman , deceased , late

member of Div . No, 381, Butte, Mont.;

cause , Lysol Poisoning -- self - inflicted -- Sui
cide 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Fyfe, beneficiary, death claim

of Frank Fife (Fyfe), deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago , II .; cause,

Acute Pleurisy with Myocarditis .. 800.00

Mrs. Elsie Wernimont, beneficiary , death

claim of John P. Wernimont, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Carcinoma of Liver . 600,00

Mrs. Elise La Plant, beneficiary, death claim

of Cyrus La Plant, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 857 , Green Bay, Wis.; cause,
Cerebral Hemorrhage . 500.00

Louis M. Farr, financial secretary of Div. No.

343, for beneficiary, death claim of George

E. Bouck, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 343, Kalamazoo , Mich .; cause, Cerebral
Hemorrhage . 800.00

Robert Weifenbach , executor of will of de
ceased for beneficiary, death claim of

George Stephan, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,
Lobar Pneumonia .. 300.00

Abe L. Spradling, financial secretary -treasurer

of Div . No. 627, for beneficiaries, death

claim of Andrew Gaffney, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio ;
cause , Hypertrophy and

Dilatation of
Heart and Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Mrs. Mona Poe, beneficiary, death claim of

Steve E. Poe, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala.; cause,

Tuberculosis of Throat and Intestine. 600.00

Lucy Bicknell, beneficiary, death claim of

E. J. Bicknell, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I .; cause,
General Tuberculosis. 800.00

Ellen Hearns , beneficiary, death claim of

Patrick Hearns, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 148, Albany, N.' Y.; cause, Carci
noma of Penis .. 800.00

Elizabeth Pranger, beneficiary, death claim of

Clement G. Pranger , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause,
Typhoid Fever 400.00

Oma Beck, beneficiary, death claim of James

Edward Beck , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; causo , Myo

carditis and Pneumonia . 800.00

Augusta Brodie, beneficiary, death elaim of

Marsehal Brodie , deceased, late member of

Div, No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Carci

noma of Oesophagus and Stomach . 800.00

William Ewald ," beneficiary, death claim of

William J. Ewald , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Illi.; cause , Acci

dent - Fracture of Pelvis, Practure of right

leg and other injuries while in an automo

bile which was struck by a train ... 800.00

Mary Maud Tossell, beneficiary, death claim

of William Tossell, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 876 , Hamilton , Ont.; cause,

Acute Toxemia .. 300.00

Mary A, Orr, executrix of will of deceased for

beneficiary , death claim of John J. Orr, de

ceased , late member of Div. No. 589,

Boston, Mass.; cause , Pulmonary Tubercu
losis .. 800.00

Frances Donahue, beneficiary, death claim of

T. Donahue, deceased, late member of

Div, No. 628, Covington, Ky.; cause,

Arterio Sclerosis and Acute Myocarditis . 800.00

Gus. J. Bienvenu, financial secretary of Div .

No. 194, for beneficiaries, death claim of

Anthony Schmaltz, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause,

Cerebral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Mary M. Price, beneficiary, death claim of

Henry A. Price, deceased , late member of

Div , No. 572, Frostburg, Md .; cause, Cere
bral Hemorrhage . 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 241, for beneficiary. death claim

of John B. Reising, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Cere.

bral Hemorrhage .. 350.00

Elizabeth Craig , beneficiary , death claim of

J. S. Craig, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause , Angina

Pectoris ( Heart Failure ) . 50.00
Mrs. Arabella Dorward , beneficiary, death

claim of W. Dorward . deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont .; cause ,

Hardening of the Arteries .. 800.00

Mrs. Alice Theyer, beneficiary, death claim of

J. E. Theyer, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause, Pneu

monia and Myocarditis .. 800.00

Maggie McClain , beneficiary, death claim of

Charles B. McClain , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 892 , Sapulpa, Okla .; cause,

Abscess of Brain 100.00
Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. , No. 308., for beneficiary: death claim
of Charles Hallberg, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 308 , Chicago, I11.; cause, Acute

Myocarditis, Chronic Endocarditis and

Chronic Nephritis ...
800.00

Rebecca Campbell , beneficiary, death claim of

Tom McDade, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 623, Buffalo , N , Y.; cause, Epi

thelioma of Pharynx . 800,00

Ellen Boury, beneficiary , death claim of John

W. Boury, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 284, Nashua, N. H .; cause, Bullet

wound of Head --self-indicted . 800.00
William Taber , financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death claim
of Bernard J. Ryan , deceased, late mem
berof Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Internal Hemorrahge from a fall . 700.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No, 241 , for executrix of will of de

ceased for beneficiaries, death claim of

Joseph Koch ( Coach) , deceased , late mem
ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Cerebral Thrombosis . 800.00

Nellie Lynch , beneficiary, death claim

John Lynch , deceased, late member of
Div . No. 281, New Haven, Conn .; cause ,

Arterio Sclerosis and Cerebral Apoplexy.. 800.00

Anna A. Moran, executrix of will of deceased

for beneficiaries, death claim of Patrick

Moran, deceased, late member of Div . No.

623 , Buffalo , N. Y .; cause. Carcinoma of

Ear and Throat . 800.00

Edwin S. Ringberg, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 900, for beneficiary,
death claim of Albert S. Newsome, de

ceased, late member of Div. No. 900,

Highwood , Ill.; eause , Chronic Nephritis,

Myocarditis and Angina Peetoris. 300.00
Mrs. Eva Wicklander, beneficiary , death claim

of Harry A. Wicklander, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 900 , Highwood, Illi ;

!
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cause , Accident -- Injuries from collision

between two trains . 800.00

Minnie Thomas, beneficiary , death claim of

M. K. Thomas, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 956, Allentown , Pa.; cause , Tumor
of the Brain . 700.00

Mrs. Bertha M. Monahan , beneficiary, death
claim of Charles liam Monahan, e.

ceased , late member of Div . No. 85 , Pitts.

burgh , Pa. ;. cause,
Accident - Being run

over by railroad train, body found de

capitated .. 100.00

Mrs. Catherine Imhoffe, beneficiary, death

claim of Henry J. Imhoffe , deceased, late

member of Div, No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.;

cause, Accident - Hemorrhage, as result of

fall and striking head on street while in a

struggle ..
800.00

Mrs. Martha Zellers, beneficiary , death claim

of Charles H. Zellers , deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .; cause,
Myocardial Insufficiency, Arterio Sclerosis

and Diabetes . 800.00

Mrs. Catherine W. Davis, beneficiary, death

claim of William H. Davis, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 194, New Orleans ,

La.; cause, General Peritonitis following

Ruptured Appendix .
800,00

Dennis Fitzgerald, administrator of estate of

deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Michael Fitzgerald , deceased , late member

of Div, No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause,

Edema of Brain and Lungs, and Alcohol

ism .
800.00

Margaret Dolan, beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas H. Dolan , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause ,

Angina Pectoris, Hypertension and Arterio

Sclerosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Alice Chilton , beneficiary, death claim

of Bert R. Chilton, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Peritonitis .
800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim

of A. Steinbrecher, Sr., deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Apoplexy and Arterio Sclerosis. 800.00

Mary Dorrat Campbell, beneficiary, death

claim of Robert Campbell, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 109. Victoria , B. C.;

cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis .. 400.00

James . Devine, executor of will of deceased,

for beneficiary , death claim of James J.

Devine, deceased , late member of Div. No.

589 , Boston, Mass .; cause, Broncho -Pneu

monia .
800.00

Marjorie D. Corey, administratrix of estate of

deceased, for beneficiaries, death claim of

Frank J. Corey, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause, Ar

terio Sclerosis . 800.00

Mrs. Marjorie Mooney , beneficiary, death

claim of James Maher, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause,
Chronic Cholecystitis and Chronic Myo

carditis . 800.00

Mrs. Martha Klein, beneficiary, death claim
of Frank A. Klein , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis.. 350.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Elenz, beneficiary , death

claim of J. E. Elenz , deceased , late mem

berof Div. No.308, Chicago , Ill .; cause ,
Organic Heart Disease and Chronic Gas

tritis . 800.00

Mrs. Grace Brewer, beneficiary , death claim

of Arthur Brewer, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause . Aneu

rysm of Arch of Aorta 800.00

F. H. Chapman, financial secretary of Div.

No. 615, for beneficiary , death claim of

Joseph Moores, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 615 , Saskatoon, Sask.; cause,

Pneumonia and Acute Asthma . 800.00

Evelyn Hoffman, beneficiary, death claim of
William S. Hoffman, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 587, Seattle , Wash .; cause ,

Sarcoma of Mediastinum . 500.00

M. J. Hennessey, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div, No. 448, for beneficiaries,

death claim of Peter J. Cashen, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 448, Springficid,
Mass.; cause , Chronic Myocarditis and

Acute Cardiac Dilatation .. 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308 , for payment of funeral and

other expenses , death claim of Stephen S.

Sharrits, deceased, late member of Div. No.

308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Chronic Myo

carditis and Chronic Nephritis. 398.00

John F. O'Brien , president of Div. No. 261,

for payment of funeral, doctor and other

expenses, death claim of Clarence Sturte

vant, deceased , late member of Div . No.

261, Lawrence, Mass.; cause, Myocarditis .. 215.00

Roy E. Lyons, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div . No. 125 , for beneficiary, death
claim of Howard E. Lindsay , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 125, Belleville, Ill .;

cause, Chronic Endocarditis .. 800.00

Mrs. Jay J. McCarthy, beneficiary, death
claim of Michael Dempsey. deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill.;

cause, Chronic Myocarditis and Chronic

Nephritis .. 800.00

Mrs. Maria S. Larson, beneficiary , death

claim of Arthur A. Larson , deceased , late
member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

causę , Chronic Myocarditis ..
800.00

Harry L. Ewing and WalterR. Ewing, bene.

ficiaries , death claim of William S. Ewing.
deceased, late member of Div. No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause, Hypertension and
Chronic Nephritis ... 800.00

Mrs. Mame Burnham Martin , beneficiary,

death claim of Fred Martin, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 789 , Gates, N. Y.;

cause, Angina pectoris 800.00

Lenora E. Curtis, beneficiary , death claim of

William J. Curtis, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I.; cause ,
Intestinal Obstruction due to Adhesions

and Shock following operation for relief .., 800.00

Lulu M. Caynor, beneficiary, death claim of
John P. Caynor, deceased . late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Chronic
Mitral Insufficiency .. 800.00

Nancy Kornick, beneficiary, death claim of

Peter Kornick , deceased, late member of
Div . No. 168, Scranton, Pa .; cause , Alco

holic Cirrhosis of the Liver and Acute Pul

monary Tuberculosis ... 700.00

Disability Benest

William J. McGonagle, guardian of R. E.
McGonagle, member of Diy, No. 587 ,

Seattle, Wash .; cause, Fell from a moving

street car while on duty. sustaining a

Fracture at base of Skull, injury to right

elbow and other injuries , which has caused

total disability . 500.00

Eddie M. Mann, member of Div, No. 725 ,

Birmingham, Ala .; cause, Cinder in eye

while on duty, causing him to lose his left

eye and totally disabled . 400.00

Joseph C. Gaus, member of Div. No. 103 ,

Wheeling, W. Va .; cause, Accident - Injuries

to leg caused by controller falling over on

leg and breaking it in four places below the

knee, causing total disability . 800.00
Warren B. Ackerman , member of Div. No.

843 , Bellingham, Wash .; cause, Fell from

top of car while fixing trolley and also fell

into headlight while fixing trolley rope

when being held up by two masked and

armed men , causing total disability ... 600.00
John Poyner , member of Div. No. 876,

Hamilton, Ont.; cause , Shock Caused by
accident between Street car and automo

bile , causing total disability. 700.00

Frank R. Chase, member of Div . No. 595 ,

Salem , N. H.; cause , Slipped getting onto

car, causing an Impacted Fracture of the
neck of the left Femur, and total disa.

bility .. 800.00

William M. Steeb , member of Div . No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause , Car which he was

operating as a motorman jumped the track
and went into a ditch , injuring his spine

and which has totally disabled him . 800.00

Old Age Benefit

Dominikus Scheurlein , member of Div. No.

282, Rochester, N. Y ... 800.00

E. W. Edwards, member of Div . No. 268,

Cleveland , Ohio ... 800.00

John Molloy, member of Div . No. 280,

Lowell, Mass... 800.00

Frank Keiff, member of Div, No. 174, Fall

River , Mass.. 800.00

Robert Baldwin , member of Div. No. 113,
Toronto, Ont ... 800.00

Charles F. Brown, member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill. 800.00
Albert C. Oglevee, member of Div. No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa.. 800.00

1

1

1
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Thomas Beck, member of Div. No. 268,

Cleveland , Ohio . 800.00

George L. Stevens, member of Div. No. 448,

Springfield , Mass.. 800.00

George H. Smith , member of Div. No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh, Pa... 800.00
William J. Couch , member of Div . No. 268,

Cleveland, Ohio . 800.00
John Bernard Murray, member of Div. No.

242 , Montpelier, Vt.. 800.00

Jacob Staub, member of Div. No. 194, New

Orleans, La .. 800.00
Andrew Parks , member of Div . No. 19,

Colorado Springs, Colo... 800.00

Fred D. Gray, member of Div . No. 268,

Cleveland, Ohio . 800.00

Thomas Flanagan, member of Div. No. 125,
Belleville , Ill ....... 800.00

Total $ 79,243.76

Disbursements from the Death, Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund during the month of January,

1928 , were made to beneficiaries on claims
follows:

Death Benefits

Jennie Curley, beneficiary, death claim of

John J. Curley, deceased, late member of
Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause,

Chronic Parenchymatous Nephritis and
Chronic Myocarditis . 500.00

Mrs. Alice Buck, beneficiary, death claim of

Albert H. Buck, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, Acute

Dilatation of Heart followed by Pulmonary

Oedema . 100.00
Mary O'Keefe Uniack, power of attorney for

beneficiaries, death claim of Daniel O'Keefe,

deceased , late member of Div. No. 589,

Boston , Mass.; cause, Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Daniel Hanley , financialsecretary and treas.

urer of Div. No. 518 , for beneficiary, death

claim of John M. Dougherty , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 518 , San Francisco ,

Calif .; cause , Cancer of the Bladder and
Prostate Gland . 800.00

W. W. Johnston, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 280, for beneficiaries,

death claim of John Wisted , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 280, Lowell, Mass.;

cause, Arterio Sclerosis and Myocarditis . .: 800.00

A. L. Hughes, financial secretary of Div. No.

118, for payment of funeral and other ex

penses, death claim of Charles Lord , de
ceased , late member of Div. No. 118 ,

Pottsville , Pa.; cause, Chronic Myocarditis
and Anemia . 300.00

Marwin M. O'Brien, power of attorney for

beneficiary, death claim of Christian Hahn ,
deceased, late member of Div. No. 241,

Chicago , Ill .; cause , Shock and Hemorrhage

due to bullet wound from a revolver fired
by himself . 300.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death claim

of Ulysses S. Gillis, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cere.
bral Hemorrhage ..

800.00
Edwin S. Ringberg , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 900, to be applied

on bill of funeral expenses, death claim of

Charles Heckendorf, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 900, High wood, Ill .; cause,

Broncho Pneumonia and Pleurisy compli

cated with Uraemia ..
250.00

Wm, S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for payment of funeral and
other expenses, death claim of Martin

Burns, deceased, late member of Div. No.

308, Chicago, I11.; cause, Shock and Hem

orrhage due to bullet wound in and through
body-murdered .. 500.00

Mrs. Lloyd I. Caldwell, beneficiary, death
claim of Lloyd I. Caldwell , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.;

cause, Cirrhosis of Liver and Nephritis .. 500.00

Olive Talhot , beneficiary, death claim of

James Talbot, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 583, Calgary, Alta ; cause , Cardio

Renal Disease .. 500.00

da M. Barber, beneficiary, death claim of

W. J. Barber, deceased , ' late member of

Div . No. 52, East Liverpool, Ohio ; cause,

Accident- Street car backed over him, cut,

ting off both legs below knee and crushed

him through breast and head ... 800.00

Mrs. Armilda Waller, beneficiary , death claim

of Robert G. Waller,deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 758, Tacoma , Wash .;

cause , Ruptured Appendix with Paeumonia 800.00
Mrs. Elizabeth Carroll, beneficiary, death

claim of William Carroll, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 758, Tacoma, Wash.;

cause, Cerebral Arterio Sclerosis ( Hardening

of the Arteries) 100.00

Mary Bauries , beneficiary, death claim of

G. Bauries, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Acute Dilata

tion of Heart and Myocarditis .. 800.00

Mrs. Cecilia D. J. Reyes, beneficiary death
claim of D. J. Reyer, deceased , jate mem

ber of Div . No. 194, New Orleans, La .;

cause, Paralysis and Acute Dilatation of
Heart .. 800.00

Mrs. Belle Amspaugh, beneficiary , death claim

of Harvey Amspaugh, deceased , late mem
ber of Div. No. 839 , Newark , Ohio ; cause,

Diabetes Mellitus 500.00

Mrs. Mary McKibbin , beneficiary, death

claim of Henry McKibbin , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

cause , Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Dosha Carroll Calvery , beneficiary , death

claim of Robert H. Calvery, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 713, Memphis, Tenn .;

cause, Pistol shot wound in left eye , in .

flicted by an unknown negro - murdered ... 800.00

Mrs. B. L. Imus, beneficiary, death claim of

Benjamin H. Imus, deceased , late member
of Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause,

Accident - Crushed between two cars while

putting on trolley .... 100.00
Anna Powers, beneficiary , death claim of

Patrick Powers, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause , Heart

Disease 300.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary , death claim

of F. Peterson, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308. Chicago, Ill .; cause, Coronary

Einbolism and Arterio Sclerosis 800.00

Flora Hart, beneficiary, death claim of Robert

Hart , deceased , late member of Div . No.

101, Vancouver, B, C.; cause , Lymphatic

Leukemia .. 500.00

Mrs. Sadie A. Monahan, beneficiary, death

claim of James J. Monahan, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause , Chronic Diffuse Myelitis of Cord . 800.00

Mrs. Filomena Russo , beneficiary, death

claim of Ludovico Russo, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.;

cause , Accident- Multiple injuries including
crushed chest -- struck by auto ... 800.00

Mrs. Bridget Kelly, beneficiary, death claim
of Patrick Kelly, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston ,Mass.; cause, Cardio

Renal Disease ( Chronic Myocarditis ). 800,00

Mrs. Anna M. Schoonover, beneficiary, death

claim of Jesse L. Schoonover, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Mitral Insufficiency and Cirrhosis of
Liver .. 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div, No. 308 , to be applied on bill of

funeral expenses, death claim of Michael A.

Ford , deceased , late member of Div . No.

308, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Hemorrhage and

shock due to bullet wound in neck in a

holdup on Elevated platform .... 150.00

Mrs. Anna Heaton, beneficiary, death claim
of Nathaniel T. Heaton . deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause , Cirrhosis of Liver (Portal) . 800.00

Josephine Lang. beneficiary, death claim of

Nels Peter Lang, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 900. Highwood , Ill.; cause , Acute

Myocarditis (Acute Heart Failure) . 100.00

Joseph A. Blake, beneficiary, death claim of

John Blake, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Myocarditis . . 800.00

Mrs. MaeGriese, beneficiary, death claim of

William F. Griese, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Organic

Heart Disease.. 500.00
Mrs. Mable Sedgwick , beneficiary , death

claim of Walter Sedgwick, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 622 , Peterborough,

Ont.; cause , Coronary Embolism .. 800.00
Annie 1. Fitzgerald , beneficiary, death claim

ot James J. Fitzgerald , deceased , late mem
ber of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause ,

Pleuo - Pneumonia .. 800,00

J. B. Wiley , financial secretary of Div. No.

441 , for beneficiaries, death claim of Wil.

liam Burns, deceased , late member of Div ,
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No. 441, Des Moines, Iowa; cause, Peri

tonitis . 300.00

Mary Carson , beneficiary, death claim of

W. B. Carson , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 441, Des Moines, Iowa ; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage.. 800.00

Christine Carlson, beneficiary, death claim of

Elof Carson , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 441. Des Moines, Iowa ; cause, Hyper

nephroma 800.00

Mrs. Leota Haas, beneficiary, death claim of

Louie C. Haas , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .; cause , Acci

dent- crushed under freight car, one leg

severed 800.00

Carrie May Hosse, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Hosse, deceased , late member of
Diy, No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ; cause ,

Acute Dilatation of Heart from automobile

accident, which caused Fracture of Tibia

and Fibula of Right Leg and other injuries 800.00

Eurona Richards, beneficiary, death claim of

William B. Richards , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 757, Portland , Oregon ; cause ,
Accident--Crushing injuries to ches with

fatal Hemorrhage into pleural cavity while

coasting down a hill on sled ,. 700.00

Mrs. Anna McVady, beneficiary, death claim
of Richard McVady, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Acute

Dilatation of Heart 800.00

Mrs. Matilde Saratonio Mann , beneficiary ,

death claim of Guiseppe Mann, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 790, Montreal,

Que .; cause , Chronic Heart Disease , Chronic

Nephritis and Asthma (Cardiac ). 300.00

Mrs. Maggie Moon , beneficiary, death claim

of Everett W. Moon , deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 732 , Atlanta , Ga .; cause ,

Peritonitis .. 800.00

Mrs. Cyrene Wheatley, beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph Wheatley, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 125, Belleville, Ill .;

cause , Senility and Uremic Coma 800.00

Elizabeth Jane Madigan , guardian for minor
beneficiary, death claim of David Walsh ,

deceased , late member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill.; cause , Bronchiectasis 700.00

Mrs. Alma Ford , beneficiary, death claim of

James F. Ford, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cerebro

Spinal Meningitis 100.00

Mro. Elizabeth Malinowski, beneficiary, death

claim of Louis Malinowski, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.;

cause, Tonic Goiter and Chronic Myo

carditis 800.00

Mrs. Preda A. Kranscope, beneficiary, death
claim of H. Kranscope, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.;
cause, Ruptured Duodenal Ulcer and Peri

tonitis . 800.00

Mrs. Rose Jankowski, beneficiary, death claim

of John Jankowski, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis and Uraemia .. 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 308 , for beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph Slim , deceased , late member of

Div . NO. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Broncho

Pneumonia 500.00

Mrs. James W. Robertson, beneficiary, death

claim of James Webb Robertson , deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 558 , Shreveport ,

La.; cause , Apoplexy, 150.00

Alfred Coates, financial secretary of Div . No.

618 , for beneficiaries, death claim of W. A.

Armstrong, deceased. late member of Div .

No. 618 , Providence, R. I.; cause , Acci .

dent - Struck by auto. causing Compound

Fracture of right elbow and Septicaemia

from injury . 800.00

Alfred Coates, financial secretary of Div. No.

618 , to be applied on bill of funeral ex

penses, death claim of Nelson Proulx, de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 618 ,

Providence , R. I .; cause , Cerebral Hem

orrhage 100.00

Cordelia B. McGregor, beneficiary, death

claim of Edwin E. McGregor, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 101, Vancouver,
B. C .; cause , Carcinoma of Stomach .. 800.00

Mrs. Wm . P. Hall, beneficiary , death claim

of William Poe Hall. deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 99 , Akron , Ohio; cause ,
Cerebral Hemorrhage and Uremic Poison

ing . 800,00

Mre. Eda Ofstedahl , beneficiary, death claim

of Oscar Ofstedahl, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cere
bral Hemorrhage .... 100.00

Mrs. Edna Cutbertson, beneficiary , death

claim of Nils Anderson , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241. Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Carcinoma of Pyloric end of Stomach . 800.00

Gus. J. Bienvenu, financial secretary of Div.

No. 194 , for beneficiaries, death claim of
F. Gausepohl, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 194 , New Orleans , La.; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Anna Shepard, beneficiary, d -ath

claim of John J. Shepard, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage. 800.00

Mrs. Margaret O'Malley, beneficiary, death

claim of Patrick O'Malley , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

cause, Bronchial Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Dilling, beneficiary , death claim

of John A. Dilling, deceased , late member
of Div , No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause,

Apoplexy . 800.00

Mrs. Katé Phillips, beneficiary , dea claim

of James R. Phillips, deceased , late mem

her of Div. No. 732 , Atlanta, Ga.; cause,
Myocarditis , Cardiac Hypertrophy and

Dilatation 600.00

Mary A. Conley, administratrix of cstate of

deceased for beneficiary and also guardian
of minor beneficiaries, death claim of

Patrick Nee, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Carci
noma of Esophagus and Broncho Pneu

monia . 800.00

Kathryn Hoeg . beneficiary , death claim of

Max B. Hoeg, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause , Malig

nant Lymphoma(Cancer ). 250.00

Mrs. Emma S. McLeod, benenciary, death

claim of John G. McLeod , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.;
cause , Carcinoma of Stomach .. 800.00

Marie Cronin, beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas J. Cronin , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 687, San Francisco , Calif.;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia . 300.00

Mrs. Catherine Walsh , beneficiary, death

claim of William H. Walsh , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Uremia.. 800.00

Peter J. Jones , financial secretary of Div . No.

282, for payment of funeral, doctors and

other expenses , death claim of John J.

McCall , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 282, Rochester, N. Y .; cause, Carci

noma of Larynx ... 800.00

P. J. McGrath , financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 85 , for beneficiary, death

claim of George Summers, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.;

cause, Lobar Pneumonia ,.. 800.00

Mrs. Willie E Gibson , beneficiary, death

claim of John T. Gibson, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 732, Atlanta, Ga .;

cause , Ptomaine Poisoning from food eaten
at restaurant 800.00

Catherine E. Gaffney Waller, beneficiary ,

death claim of Robert Waller, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 425, Hartford,

Conn.; cause , Broncho Pneumonia .
800.00

Abe L. Spradling , financial secretary of Div ,

No. 627 , for beneficiary, death claim of

William J: Gerwe , deceased, late member
of Div. No. 627. Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,
Septic (Streptococcis) Meningitis and

Chronic Streptococcis Mastoiditis.
800.00

Mrs. Mary Raaba, beneficiary, death claim

of John Raaba, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause ,

Mitral Insufficiency and Acute Cardiac

Dilatation . 800.00

Mrs. Olive M. Mathews, beneficiary, death

claim of J. W. Mathews, deceased , late
member of Div . No. 358, Cumberland,

Md .; cause , Pneumonia complicated with

Enpyema and Suppurative Pericarditis ...
800.00

Clarence Nugent, financial secretary

treasurer of Div . No. 26 , for payment of
funeral, tombstone and other expenses ,

death claim of John W. Burras, deceased ,

late member of Div . No. 26 , Detroit ,

Mich .; cause , Cardio Renal Disease compli

cated by Diabetes ... 800.00

Mrs. Ellen Maloney, beneficiary, death claim

of Lant Maloney . deceased, late member
of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

and
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Uremic Coma following Acute Diffuse

Nephritis ..

800.00

Mrs. Caroline Hengy, beneficiary, death claim

of Harry Hengy, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .; cause, Shock

and Hemorrhage following Crushed Skull

Homicide -- murdered
150.00

Mrs. Veronica Weineroski , beneficiary, death

claim of Michael Weineroski , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Lobar Pneumonia ...
800.00

R. A. C. Dewar, financial secretary of Div.

No. 109, for beneficiary , death claim of

George Gaiger, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 109, Victoria , B. C .; cause ,

Cardiac Failure and Influenza .
800.00

Mrs. Sarah A. McGuire, beneficiary, death

claim of M. J. McGuire, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa.;

cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis , ..
800.00

Edward E. Smith , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 692, to apply on bill

of funeral expenses , death claim of Frank

Kastash , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 692 , Hartford, Conn .; cause, Cardiac

Decompensation complicated by Hyperten

sion and Coronary Thrombosis .....
150.00

Margaret Bernosconi, beneficiary , death calim

of Joseph Bernosconi, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 569 , Edmonton, Alta .;

cause, Acute Lobar Pneumonia ..
800.00

Mrs. Josephine Law , beneficiary , death claim

of Prentice ( Prentiss) J. Law , deceased,

late member of Div. No. 192, Oakland ,

Calif.; cause, Arterio Sclerosis of Coronary

Arteries and Myocarditis ..

800.00

Elizabeth Burke, beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas F. Burke, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 821 , Jersey City, N. J .; cause ,

Arterio Sclerosis .

500.00

Mrs. Margaret Trieweiler , beneficiary , death

claim of Peter Trieweiler, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Organic Heart Disease ..
800.00

Mrs. Johana H. Kiesow , beneficiary, death

claim of John Kiesow, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . Vo. 282, Rochester, N. Y.;

cause , Arterio Sclerosis...
800.00

Florence J. Cleveland, beneficiary, death claim

of Frank H. Cleveland , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage ...

800.00

Catherine McGrady, beneficiary, death claim

of John W. McGrady, deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 448, Springfield, Mass.;

cause , Erysipelas and Diabetes Mellitus

( Coma) ...

800.00

Mrs. Elise Faille Piquette, beneficiary , death

claim of 2 non Piquette, deceased , late

member of Div , No. 790, Montreal, Que.;

cause , Broncho Pneumonia . 500.00

Disability Benefits

William J. Guider, member of Div . No. 589 ,

Boston, Mass.; cause, While operating his

car , received a piece of steel in his eye,

same being removed but eye has since be .

come totally blind and other eye has been

strained, causing total disability ..
809.00

Charles F. Leatherman, member of Div. No.

26 , Detroit , Mich .: cause, In head-on col

lision causing left side of head to be crushed

and leaving right side of body silent or

asleep or paralized from blow , left collar

bone " broken and other injuries received ,

causing total disability ..
800.00

George P. Manders, member of Div. No. 610.
Charleston , S. C .; cause , fell from stool

while operating his car, suffered Paralytic

Stroke and permanent disability .
800.00

Oid Age Benefits

Albert Trask , member of Div. No. 163 ,

Meriden , Cong..
800.00

Walter Black , member of Div . No. 113 ,

Toronto, Ont, ...
800.00

Total.
. $61,000.00

In Memor
iam

By Division No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn .

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler of the universe, in

His infinite wisdom and power, has removed from
our midst Brother Robert H. ' Calvery , in whose

death we have lost a true friend and loyal member

of this Division , his family a loving husband and

father , and, whilewe realize that these expressions

cannot greatly lighten the sorrows of those he loved

and protected, we feel that it will be a consolation

for them to know that friends and brothers are
sharing the sorrow with them in the loss of their

loved one; therefore, be it
Resolved : That we , the members of Division

No. 713, Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America, in regular

meeting assembled, extend to the bereaved family of

our late brother our heartfelt sympathy; and, be it

further
Resolved : That , as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, and that a
copy of these

resolution
s be sent to the bereaved family, spread

upon the records of this Division and published in

the Motorman , Conducto
r

and Motor Coach Oper

ator.

January 11 , 1928 .
A. D. BROWN,

J. D. MATHIS ,

C. N. F. REDDICK ,

Committee.

and , while we know that mere wor cannot alleviato

the grief and sorrow of those who were near them ;

therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division No. 623, in regular

meeting assembled, extend to the bereaved families

our heartfelt sympathy in this, their sad bereave

ment ; and, be it further

Resolved : That the Charter of Division No. 623.

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , be draped for a

period of thirty days; that copies of these resolu .

tions be sent to the bereaved families; that they be

spread upon the minutes of this meeting and a copy

sent to the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach

Operator for publication .

JOHN B. KOLB ,

WILLIAM BUSHNELL,

CLARENCE F. CONROY,

Committee.

By Division No. 558 , Shreveport, La.

we

Whereas : Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom

and mercy, has seen fit to remove from our midst

our beloved brother, James W. Robertson, whose

kindly manner endeared him to all those who knew

him ; and, while it was with deep regret we received

the news of this sad occurrence , must bow in

humble submission to Him who doeth all things

well ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That our charter be draped in mourn .

ing for a period of thirty days and that this me.

morial upon the death of our late brother, James

W. Robertson, be entered upon the minutes of this

meeting and published in the Motorman, Conductor

and Motor Coach Operator,

February 2nd .

Attest : H. W. ROBERTSON, President,

J. D. ELLIOTT, Secretary .

By Division No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y.

Whereas:
The Supreme Ruler, in His infinite

wisdom , has seen fit to suddenly remove from our

midst
late brothers , Louis Wein, Andrew

Higgins and Michael Clark, and we have not only

lost good and worthy brothersbut faithful workers ;

our
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to the San Antonio Labor Temple Association , C. E ,

Dennison , A. Braden and J. H. Osborne.

Division No. 694 is in excellent condition at the

present time, The membership is standing solidly

together for their organization and we are looking

for a prosperous 1928.

We expect to hold two special social meetings in

the near future, so watch this column for news from

old Division 694 .

-Cor. 694 .

O'LEARY ELECTED PRESIDENT

won .

1

23

VARNUM T. BOYDEN

Member Division 448, Springfield , Mass .

The above is a picture of Brother Varnum

Taylor Boyden, of Division 448, Springfield,

Mass. Brother Boyden entered service of

the Springfield Street Railway Company

January 5 , 1893, as a conductor, and on

the 4th of January, 1928, completed thirty

five years of consecutive service and is still

in the ranks. He is one of the original

members of the Springfield Local.

East St. Louis, Ill. - Division No. 125 has been
slow in getting in print . However, we are not
dead .

Our officers were installed in January by Retiring
President E. A. Ward . The new officers are : Presi

dent, William R. O'Leary ; vice-president, A.Karuss;
recording secretary , H. Ć . Baughahn ; financial secre

tary- treasurer, Roy Lyons; executive board, William

R. O'Leary, E. Jeager, Ř. Kinion, G. Penny, C.
McAullife and G. Luke. With these officers in

stalled , it is not to be said that success is

It is the way the rank and file back up the men

we have chosen to do our work that will bring
Success . If you attend your meetings, you will

gather no moss , but should you neglect this part of
the program, you will fade. So , wake up, all you

union men , do not be union men by cards; be union

men by hearts.

Our entertainment committee gave a Christmas

program for the children and it proved a wonderful
Success .

The meeting days of Division No. 125 are the

first and third Wednesdays of each month, at 418
Collinsville Ave. , East St. Louis . The sessions are

called at 10:00 a . m. and 7:00 p. m. We invite

our sister unions of other cities to attend our meet

ings when in our city .

Let me sound the wishes of every member of

Division No. 125 , by wishing Brother O'Leary and

his new staff of officers success for the year 1928 .

I am pledging myself here, to have a news letter
in the M. , C. and M. C. Ó . each month. I will

write , immediately after the last meeting of each

month and present to the Association in general the

processes of old Division No. 125 .
Yours in unionism.

-Cor. 125 .

PAST YEAR PROGRESSIVE

Newark, N. Y.-Division No. 887 has installed

officers for the year 1928 as follows: President ,

J. W. Marshall ; vice-president, I. B. Langdon;

recording secretary, John Barn maker ; financial secre
tary -treasurer, W. A. Beal , Jr.; executive board,

W. Marshall, H. Lounsbery, 'c . W. Nicles and
F. Timm.

The year 1927 was progressive to our Local. as

the minutes show . Let us resolve to keep our dues

paid and attend regular meetings and discuss our
ideas and grievances at the meetings. Let this be

the recordupon which we may look back at the
close of 1928.

Brother H. Head, sick for some time, is again at

work . Let us hope he continues well.

Brother C. Pulver got a new station over his

radio recently. He claims to have gotten " Wis.

cotty." Whitey Caves says he means " Wisconsin ."

Now, brothers, this is a new year. The new

officers' hope to see you at the meetings. If you

cannot come all at once, come at least once each

month . Our meetings are the first Thursday of

each month. We would be pleased to have the

new membership come down . Don't wait until you

get in trouble , Attend meetings. There is room

enough for all. Let's make this a banner year.

Get behind your officers, Don't wait until the

first of May and then want them to do everything

in a few days.

Come on ! Let's go !

--Cor. 887.

HELD INSTALLATION AND BANQUET

Worcester, Mass .-- Our annual banquet and in

stallation of officers took placeJanuary10th ,in the
banquet hall of the Bay State Hotel. Second

PRESIDENT ELECTED FOR ELEVENTH
CONSECUTIVE TERM

San Antonio , Texas - On the morning of December

13th , at2 o'clock , a special meeting was held for

nomination and election of officers for the two-year

term of 1928-1929. All of the old officers were re

elected without opposition .
Brother George H. Nelson , who has held the

office of president of Division No. 694 from the

time we were organized, in February, 1916, to the
present time , was re-elected to that office for the

coming term. This will be his eleventh consecutive
term .

Officers elected for the years 1928 and 1929 are:

President, George H. Nelson ; vice- president, W. J.

Powell ; recording secretary , C. R. Dennison ; financial

secretary- treasurer , C. C.Ferguson ; A. M. warden,
G.

A. M. conductor, W. F. Brod ; P. M. conductor,

H. L. Johnson; executive board members, G. H.

Nelson, chairman, C. E.Dennison , J. P. Holland,
W. J. Powell, C. Rutkowski and c. C. Ferguson;
audit committee, H. L. Hagen, C. E. Dennison and

A. A. Einkauf; siek committee, E. T. Mills and

W. A. Lambert; committee on candidates, A. G.
Anderson, V. E. Giffin and W. W. Spangler;

delegates to the San Antonio Trades_Council, O. F.

Keene, C. E. Dennison and L. W. Pytel ; delegates
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I aternational Vice - President P. J. O'Brien was the

in stalling officer.

After the banquet and installation, Local mem

bers provided a very interesting entertainment, which

followed by speakers from the Company,

Division No. 448, Springfield , and our Local .
The principal speakers were : Second International

Vice - President P. J. O'Brien, Business Agent Martin

Hennessey, President Raleigh and Secretary Meaney,
of Division 448, Financial Secretary P. J. Rooney,
President Hanson, Vice - President M. Kane and

Treasurer H. Bailey , of our Local , and General

Manager Henry Page, Superintendent Joe Tully ,
and

Transportation Department Superintendent

McPherson, representing the company .
The chief entertainers were : Brothers John Shea,

of the Grove Street division , Brother Mike Leahy .
of the Miscellaneous Department, and former

brother from Gates Lane Division , Ezra Bixby .

About 120 were seated at the banquet and all

report a good feed and an enjoyable evening.
Preceding the banquet, members of Divisions

Nos. 448 and 22 met in a bowling match , the former

demonstrating their abilityby defeating the “ hams "

of Worcester by 70 pins. Though we were defeated

this time , a return match is being considered for the
near future .

Members of Division No. 22 accepted an invitation

extended by Brother Martin Hennessey, of Division

No: 448 , Springfield , to attend their annual banquet,

which was held at the Hooker Street Barn January

17th ,

The official opening of the new barn and

garage on the Grove Street property took place

January 17th , when the Board of Directors, several
stockholders and company officials escorted

through the various buildings by President C. V.

The buildings consist of a garage , car barn,
offices, employes ' lobby, recreation room and

restaurant .

We are pleased to Brother George Glispin

about again , after spending eight months in
hospital.

The following brothers are on the sick list : Gates

Lane - Vania, Fields, Keefe, John Lacey, Prouty and

Charles Chalupki; Grove Street -- O'Brien, T. Brod

erick , J. Dowling and Patrick O'Neil . Brothers ,

some evening . while enjoying your after -supper

smoke, why not visit one of these sick brothers .

They will appreciate it.

We are pleased to Brothers Mike Dowd,

Prank Hosey, William Lacey and Jim O'Connor
back on the job, after several weeks of illness.

veteran members taken by

death during the past month - Brothers Ed. Long
and Fred Ordway . The sympathy of the entire

membership is extended to the families of these late
brothers ; also to Brother Jack Speak and family,
is the death of his father .

Some of the ambitious members of our Local are

preparing for spring . Brothers Goulette and Pearson
are going into the fertilizing game. Brother Mike

is crazy about ducks and will probably purchase a

--Cor. 22-2160.

BROCK ADDRESSES BANQUET ATTENDANTS

Battle Creek, Mich . - Another month has come

and gone, bringing us little nearer warm
weather, which still seems so far away.

At our January meeting we had a very good
attendance .

Newly elected officers were duly in
stalled .

We are now ready to try out our new sign -up,

caused by Brother Joe Wilson going South - not

West . We wonder if the weather caused him to take

time off.

Prother C. Marsh is experimenting with a new
job at the Michigan Carton. We miss Clif, but ,

if he fwels that it benefits him , we are with him .
The writer and several others, with their wives,

except Sam Russell, had the pleasure of attending a

banquet given by the Federation of Labor on the

23rd at the new Kellogg Inn . It was a real pleasure.

An excellent dinner was followed by very good short

talks and several good musical numbers. Mr.

Eugene J. Brock , Commissioner of the Department

of Labor and Industry at
Lansing , presided

A heart rending scene
was staged in the heart

of the city of Battle Creek the other day. A large

crowd gathered on the Bank Corners and, whenthe
police made their way

to the center, they found

Gus Welcher, Shorty Spears, Skinny Ambrose and

Welcher, Spears and Ambrose
arguing about which should be groundhog and Bill ,

(having a worse time than he had out at Kellogg's

In

once upon a time ) . was trying to console Skinny

Ambrose. The crowd finally interceded and Ambrose

was duly " sworn " in .

-Cor. 333 .

COMMISSION REFUSES TO SERVE

AS ARBITRATORS

Indianapolis , Ind.- Division No. 976 is sustained

in its opinion of the political situation here in
Indianapolis , by the recent decision of the Indiana
Public Service Commission upon grievances sub

mitted to it by Mr. James F. Greene undes the so
called street car agreement .
Someone

year ago, Brother Greene , who is a

member of this Division and had obtained

employment with the employing company, sub

mitted to the company a petition for an increase in

wages from 37 cents per hour. He asked for 60

cents per hour. The so - called agreement provides

that grievances of an employe may be submitted

the second or fourth Tuesday of the month to the

superintendent. In the event that he fails to adjust

the grievance, then , on the third Tuesday of the

month , it may be submitted to President Robert I.

Todd, of the company. In the event that he fails

or refuses to adjust the grievance, then the so -called

agreement provides that within ten days of the time

of submission to the president of the company, the

grievance may be submitted to the Public Service

Commission , who are to sit as a board of arbitra

tion . The so -called agreement provides that both

parties shall accept the decision of the board of

arbitration . The so-called agreement provides that

the employe . if he is to be assisted before the

Public Service Commission in the matter for arbitra

tion , must employ an attorney of the Indianapolis

Bar . Of course, this provision is put in there to

make it practically impossible for any individual

employe to arbitrate his case, because, from the

wages he receives, he would not have money enough
to pay an attorney , Mr. Greene had representing

him Attorney Frank P. Baker, who served as the

attorney for this Division and Brothers Parker and

Armstrong in their cases, and he has taken much
interest the endeavor to maintain organizations

of labor here in Indianapolis , He has shown him

self to be a special friend of organized labor.

this original petition , a year ago, Brother

Greene sought the reinstatement of employes whom

the company locked out July 5, 1926. Sixty -four of

those employes had been dismissed for joining the

union and the company had given all employes

information , through its agent, a man by the name

of Boggs, that in the event they returned to em

ployment they must get out of the union . The

employes sensed that this lock-out and

suspended work ,

These grievances went before the Public Service

Commission and the Public Service Commission

recommended to the company reinstatement of all

employes that were locked out July 5 , 1926 , and

granted an increase of 3 cents per hour, but made

no provision for overtime; neither did the Commis

sion give any attention to the differential of five

years in the wage rates here . However, the decision

was accepted and the former employes were in

structed by Brother Greene to report for work.

They did so, but the employing agent told them ,

substantially , that he had been instructed not to

re -employ any of them . Finding that the company

had refused to comply with the recommendation of

the Public Service Commission and that the Public

Service Commission had interpreted a provision in

the So - called agreement that provides that the

property shall be operated upon the " open shop

principle," Brother Greene compiled further griev.

ances, requesting further increase in wages, also pay

for overtime work and a limitation of the service

day, with a few other things , and also requested

the reinstatement of the sixty -four employes who had

been discharged for joining the union , basing this

petition upon the interpretation of the Public Service

Commission , and also brought to the attention of

the company the fact that they had ignored the

Public Service Commission's recommendation to re

instate all of the men yet out of work, who had

been locked out . Of course, Superintendent Tretton

and President Todd both ignored this petition for

adjustment of grievances , and the new grievances

were submitted to the Public Service Commision

under the section of the so-called agreement, pser

mitting such submission for arbitration.

Organized labor in Indianapolis well understands

the political situation here and had no faith thai

the Public Service Commission would deal fairlt

with Brother Greene's grievances. It was believe y

by those who understand the political situation thad

see

Two of our were

was a

farm.

а to

astoastmaster .

Bill Havilin .
were
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jail have refused us the privilege of meeting with
Brothers Parker and Armstrong, We obtained from

the Federal Marshall permits to see them , yet the
Federal wardens, even with those permits, refused

to allow us to meet or talk with Brothers Parker

and Armstrong . From where does this come if it

is not an expression of the political control that
exists here ?

I sense the fact that an exposure of the attitude

of the Public Service Commission of Indiana and its

semblance of the political situation that exists here,

as herein given , will not reach very far into the

public, only as it may be conveyed by the street
car who this journal . But

pleased that there are a few Locals of the Amalga
mated Association Indiana who can take this

information into central labor bodies and otherwise

distribute it, with the hope that the political situa

tion in Indiana may be changed, so that the state

officials and, if possible , the Federal officials will be

officials of, for and by the people .

-Cor. 976.

men receive we are

a

as was a

the Public Service Commission would be controlled
exclusively by the employing company. It was also

believed that the 3 cents per hour increase given

before by the Public Service Commission had been

agreed upon by the employing company with the

Public Service Commission before the Commission
granted it in Brother Greene's former grievance

petition . Therefore, Brother Greene was not en

couraged by organized labor in his endeavor to

better wages and working conditions of the men and
to secure the reinstatement of the sixty -four men

who were discharged in violation of the " open shop "

provision of the so- called agreement. However, it

appears that he designed to give the Commission

an opportunity to show whether it was under the

control of the employing management or not .

The case was submitted some months ago to the

Commission for arbitration . It was delayed until

practically a year after the submission of the former

grievances.

The Commission set Tuesday, January 17th , as

the date upon which the evidence on the grievances
would be heard . When this was done , the company

immediately submitted motion to dismiss the

Greene grievances . Regardless of the fact that the

so-called agreement provides that evidence upon

grievances must be heard and passed upon, the

Commission, in the interest of the company, set

Saturday, January 21st , as the date on which oral
arguments would be heard on the " motion to dis

miss .

The Commission knew well that , under the so

called agreement, the Commission was to serve

an arbitration board , and hear the evidence upon

Brother Greene's petition for the adjustment of

grievances and determine upon the grievances and

not entertain a motion to dismiss without evidence .

Attorney Baker represented Brother Green in

discussing the motion to dismiss and pointed out
to the Commission that the motion was not proper .

However, the Commission entertained argument on

the part of thecompany's attorneyand then , before

advising Brother Greene, gave out , through Chair

man Howell Ellis, a statement for publication in the

Indianapolis papers, as shown by a clipping from the

Indianapolis Star, that the Commission dismissed

Brother Greene's submission for arbitration and re

dress of grievances under the contract for better

wages and working conditions, basing this dismissal

upon its assumption that they were the same

grievances submitted to the Commission one year

ago, which was not true , aside from the request for
an increase in wages .

The fact that this Commission has sustained a

motion to dismiss unheard grievances submitted for

arbitration is enough to place them under suspicion ,
It discloses the sorry plight in Indiana and lays

bare the fact that the Commission is only the

creatures of some force antagonistic to union labor.

It is a phase of the general political corruption that

exists here . It is a subject that the public should

take into consideration , as the Public Service Com
mission is supposed to serve the public , not be

under the control of the street railway manage

ments.

One, to have fully understood the attitude of this

Commission , should have been present at the time

this motion to dismiss was argued and seen the

special expressions of the friendly , attitude of the
Commissioners towards President Todd of the em

ploying company .
What can the public expect to obtain from a

Public Service Commission of this type ? In this

Greene case the Commissioners have identified them.

selves . Of course, the attitude of this Commission ,

as shown in the Greene case , in its relation with the

capitalistic nature of their creation will very likely

not be published by the Indianapolis newspapers.

and it is up to organized labor to let the public

know the real political situation that exists in this

state and city .

There is another illustration of political control

in this city . In the Federal Department of the

Marion County jail are two prisoners, Brothers

Robert B. Armstrong and John M. Parker . They

are innocent victimsof the political situation exist

ing here. They are in jail under criminal sentence

of Judge Robert C. Baltzell, of the Federal Court

on the charge of violating an injunction that organ

ized labor recognized as an illegal injunction , and
which injunction Brothers Parker and Armstrong

did not really violate . They were sent to prison

through the political condition that exists here.

The Officers of our Local, recently , from time to

time, have tried to meet with these brothers, who

are in jail and who came here to assist the street

car men to get better wages and working conditions ,

and the control of the Federal Department of the

We

SIX DAY WEEK INSTITUTED

Portland , Oregon-Installation of officers of Divi

sion No. 757 has been held for the ycar 1928, and

we find the following officers now functioningto the
best of their ability : President, William Cooper;

business agent, R. (Dad) Walker ; financial secretary
treasurer, W. H. Beatty; conductor, C. F. Van

Demarr; warden , E. J. Flagg . At the recent election
there close contest between the various

aspirants , but after the smoke cleared away, all

were found to be in a receptive frame of mind,

willing to co-operate for the betterment of all,

Our business agent, " Dad " Walker, claims the

distinction of being the oldest active business agent

in the United States, being seventy-one years old
his last birthday . When sa active-well , ask

some of the superintendents. " Dad " is somewhat

handicapped at the present time, having had all
his teeth extracted, which makes his diction some

what muddled . However, he is still going strong

with his chewing tobacco .

The pension proposition is again being revived

and it is the earnest hope of the writer that some

workable solution may result .

The year 1927 Saw a very radical and welcome

change in the working conditions of the members

of our Local. The six -day week was instituted and

the majority of the members were well pleased .
From now on , the readers of this journal may

expect to hear from Division 757 regularly .
are located away up here in the Northwest , but

we've got a wonderful organization , if we do say it
ourselves .

-Cor. 757 ,

INITIATE FIVE APPLICANTS

San Francisco, Calif.-- Division No. 687 held a

meeting Tuesday evening. January 22nd, in the

San Francisco Labor Temple, at which five new

members were initiated --Brothers Hugh McGee,

L. Cunningham , J. Hallisey, J. Connelly and Joe

Emery . They are all fine young fellows, whom I

am sure will be a credit to the organization.

From Christmas Eve to January 30th a period

of sadness overtook the members of our Division .

The wife of Brother Crowley passed away, Brother

Durkin also lost his beloved wife by death . Brother

William Castro, former secretary-treasurer, was

struck and injured by an automobile, and died a

few days later . Brother Callaghan , who acted as

pall bearer atthe funeral of Brother Castro, dropped
dead from heart failure about a half hour after

arriving home from the funeral. The funeral of

Brother Tom Smith was held January 30th .

Brother Tim McCarthy underwent an operation

in the San Francisco Hospital recently .
We are

all boosting for his speedy recovery.

Brother William J. Honan, who was struck by an

automobile last Christmas Eve, after spending some

time in Letterman's General Hospital,is again able

to be about .
I trust that when I again send in news from this

Local, I may be able to report that the dark cloud

of misfortune has turned, showing the silver lining.
Cor. 687 .

A JOB TO SUIT

Foreman : “ Here, now. Murphy, what about

carrying some more bricks?

Murphy: ain't feeling well , gov'nor ; I'm

trembling all over. "
Foreman : " Well , then , lend hand with the

sieve. " - Auto Workers News.

" I

a
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EGAN RE-ELECTED PRESIDENT

og

city of Wilkes-Barre , Pa . We all wish him the

best of success in his new position. Superintendent

F. L. Kibling succeeded Mr. Potter as manager of

the Bridgeport division. He is well known to the

boys as he has been with the company a long time ,

We also wish him the best of success in his new

position.

The members of Local 459 can be congratulated,

as they responded nobly to the cause of helping the
needy families of the miners in Pennsylvania. In

addition to sending a substantial şum of money,
three large cases of clothes were collected from the
members , The members of the committee surely did

splendid work.

Well, we had our first snowstorm this year and,
by the way, Brother Josephson has attained his life

ambition-he is qualified for the snowplow . Brothers

Baudine and Scotty Robertson are two great pals.

They can always be seen in one another's company.

The Volga Boatmen , Platt , Galsky and Carlson , in

tend buying a boathouse on the Sound this coming

year .

Our basketball team keep on winning . Connors

is the leading scorer of the team . Our pinochle

tournament is going along fine, Ohearn and Morris

are leading the rest of the bunch.

The attendance prize is mounting boys . Keep up

your good work by attending the meetings , as you
did last year.

-Cor. 459.

ARRANGING FOR NEW AGREEMENT

So ? " are
We

Waltham , Mass,-We are glad to report the

following brothers were installed in office at our
last meeting: Brother Wm. T. Egan, re - elected

president and executive board member ;. Brother

Elmer E. Butler, vice-president and executive board

member; Brother Edward Corcoran , recording secre
tary ; Brother O'Connor, financial secretary and

executive board member; Brother Flaherty, executive

board member; Brother Goodale, corresponding secre

tary.

Our Waltham-Watertown and Needham -Water

town Lines were motorized recently. There have

been several changes made in the Waitham -Water

town timetable, in an effort to establish it suitable,

resulting, in a number of ratings being held . We

are in hopes that the company will be able to

establish a suitable timetable in the near future.

The buses on the Needham - Watertown were only

running as far as Upper Falls for some time, but

are now running all the way through to Needham .

This does away with making passengers who wanted

to go all the way through to Needham , transfer to

a one -man car at Upper Falls to complete their trip.

There has been an increase in the riding on all

lines since the first of the year, due no doubt to

the great number of people not having obtained their

registrations for 1928.

Come on, brothers, attend the meetings regularly

and be a little more interested in what's going on .
At last we are back on the map again . Look

out, brothers !

How about a re-count Brother Killarney ?

Somebody, must have met with a terrible wind

storm , eh Webby?

We congratulate you on your neat appearance of

late, Sparky.
All praise to Brother Jerome. He is always on

the job lining up the switches. Show your apprecia
tion , boys. Treat him to a cigar. He eats them.

Brother Quinn, of the Bus Department, did a good

job on Brother Keizer in tutoring him in mechanism

of the critical parts of the motors. We hope Brother
Garfield won't take offense .

We will all be glad when Brother Rhuda regains

his license, after having the misfortune of being in
a fatal accident in which he was proven not to

blame. Hope it won't be long now, Harry.

Ask Brother Hodgkins how evolution is

line . No monkey business, Len .

Failing tomake the grade in the recent campaign
for executive board member, Brother Killarney

changed his campaign to the shaving cream sex ,

Let us know, Brother Killarney , what success you

had with the complexion cream beauty.

One of the brothers would make a good lawyer ,
always asking, " where were you ? What were you

doing ? etc ,
We are sorry to hear Brother Glynn has severed

connections with the company .

We all wonder if Brother Olsen carries a safety

pin around with him when the butt gets short .
He has a rival upstairs. Watch your step , Little

Mack !

Who'se first for work ? Ask liver and onions.

Congratulations, Brother Cullen , from 600, on a
bouncing baby girl .

Brother J. Hartford appreciates the change at the

last rating , Rumors of a new school at Lowell

Avenue, Newtonville,

What are you doing ? Can't you look at the list ,

Ollie ?

Brother Woodbury shot and killed a deer recently

during the deer season .
Some deer too. We all

liked it very much ,

Brother Whitney's down to Lake Street with

dairy maid .

Brother Holland is spending his time in West

Newton. We wonder why ?
-Cor. 600 .

on the

Regina , Sask.-Everything is moving along nicely

with Division No. 588.

" Were you at the last meeting ? What did they

do? Why don't they do something about so and

Those the questions asked by a few

members who stay away from the meetings.

would like to have them attend and offer their

suggestions. Some of them , when they do attend

meetings, never have a thing to say -- just sit and

say nothing - then, after the meeting is over and

they are out on the street, they begin to kick like

steers ,

Our committee have spent a great deal of time
on the new agreement and it is a credit to them .

Our superintendent looks on it with favor, and , if

the commissioners do the same, we will have one of

the finest agreements in the country . Digest that ,

brothers, it is saying something for your president .

Brother Hogg has some fine Harry Lauder records.
He invited two of us to hear them the other day .

I think we enjoyed the one best entitled " Save Me

a Little Drop ' for the Morning," which he brought

out from under the bed . Oh, boy ! It was a dandy,

Brother Thomas, the “ Bermuda Rube, " says he

can't see why some fellows are always catching cold,

He claims he has a " boogee" at home that will

drive out a cold, yet the poor boy was of his run
three days, suffering from a cold , Guess his " boo

gee" must have been out of order .

It is rumored that Brothers O'Connell and Knape,

with the assistance of Brother Nelson, are thinking
of presenting , soon a little sketch entitled " The

Blacksmith's Lullaby. " They have much talent in

the barn , Brother Bob Watchman will recite . You

have all heard Bob . Brother Ed . Kruntz will

wrestle the pick of the motormen ,who no doubt

will be Brother George Webster, as George is pretty

good on the mat. Brother Pritchard will give some

of his experiences while in the wilds of Moose Jaw.

So , watch for the announcement, brothers .
" EGAD . "

a
NICHOLSON AGAIN PRESIDENT

new

WELL ATTENDED MEETING

Bridgeport, Conn . - Local 459 held their usual

monthly meeting in January. Both at the morning

and evening sessions a large crowd attended. Quite

an amount of business was transacted and , in addi

tion , the officers elected for the ensuing year were

installed . President Flanagan gave a very interesting

address on the progress and success of the Local

for the past several years . Financial Secretary

Cody give a satisfactory report on the financial
condition of the Local .

We are about to have a change in the local
management. We regret to hear that J. B. Potter

bas resigned and has taken a like position in the

East Liverpool , Ohio - Division No. 52 reports
progress .

At a regular meeting held January 25th
officers took their places . Brother Will Nicholson

was again installed as president. He is one of our

old - timers . Immediately after his installation he

lost no time in getting our agreement renewed for

another year .

Those on the sick list at present are
Brothers

I. L. Yancy, Charles Ketchum , R. W. White and

D. F. Dillon .

Brother James Allen recently ran down an opos
sum near Yellow Creek.

Brother Frank Guy is a busy man, marketing his

eggs. He has a fine' Rock of chickens.

Our boys are helping the miners in every way
possible . We have them close to home here. It is

not hearsay -- we know they need help.
Cor. 52.
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MONTGOMERY RB -ELECTED PRESIDENT

Lansing, Mich . - Brother A. L. Montgomery , our

former president and vice- chairman of the Joint

Advisory Board , has been re -elected president of the

Lansing Tradesand Labor Council. "We are pleased
to seehim in that position.

It is very apparent that our company fails to
appreciate what we do for them. This appearance

comes from the way the management recently

treated Brother Montgomery .. It looks like

mighty small thing to do, following the work he

did in the interest of the company and in the en

deavor for co -operation. To my knowledge, he is

one of the bestand most dependablementhe com
pany has in its employ.

We are pleased to announce the success of the

son of Brother Montgomery, who is with the General
Motors Corporation.
Brother Crowe is again with us.

What are we here for? Did you ever stop to

think and wonder about it ? We are here to grow .

I don't mean physically but men y . Learn to

endure discipline, for by, that you are building

character .Character, as Manning puts it, is " our
will." What we will, we do. Growth is normal,

but let it be in the direction of better men, better

citizens, better brothers and better employes. If you

are not up and doing, you are being done. Man's

noblest gift to man is his sincerity .

Seaman A. Knapp, at the head of some depart

ment of agriculture in a college in theWest, through

some political row, was dismissed . The fine thing

about him wasthat he did not stop growing. He

went into the South and became interested in the

fight with the boll weevil, an insect that destroys

cotton. He learned what he could and kept finding

new remedies for the extermination of the insect.

The government finally put him in charge of that
work . He has succeeded to a great extent. The

point is that he , at the age of sixty - five, was still

working and directing this work , and even at the

age of seventy did not quit learning and growing.

Kipling, gare us a wonderful pictureof the master

man in his poem entitled “ If ." It reads :

" If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;

If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,

But make allowance for their doubting too ;

If you canwait and not be tired of waiting

Orbeing lied about, don't deal in lies .

Os being hated , don't give way to hating,

And yet don't look too good nor talk too wise ;

"If you can dream - and not make dreams your
master ;

If you can think-and not make thoughts your
aim ;

Il you can meet with triumph and disaster
And treat those two imposters just the same;

If you can bear to hearthetruthyou've spoken

Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,

Or watch the things you gave your life to , broken ,

And stoop and build 'em up with worn -out tools ;

" If you can make one heap of all your winnings,
And risk it on one turn of pitch -and - toss,

And lose, and start again at your beginning
And never breathe à word about your loss ;

If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew

To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you

Except the will which says to them , 'Hold onl '

" If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,

Or walk with kings nor lose the common touch ;

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you ;

If all men count with you, but none too much;

If you can fill the unforgiving minute

With sixty seconds' worth of distance run,

Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it .

And which is more --you'll be a Man, my son !"
You have your own life to live. Live it as best

you know how.

--Cor. 563.

Oh! would that the world could abide here with

us, and share the bounteous gifts which a beneficient

nature has bestowed on the inhabitants of this great

city ,

The year 1927, all things considered, elosed with

a record, as the most prosperous one, in the earn .

ings of carmen during the history of Division 518.

It leaves us with anestimated increase in salaries,

over the preceding year, of over $60,000. If evi
dence , where concerted and unified action are salient

for the attainment of any purpose, then we offer
Division 518 as an exemplification of such a model,

as we are nearly solidly organized. We were indeed

fortunate in having a man of Brother Vandeleur's

ability and prestige at the helm , when making our

demands, and we were equally fortunate in having

at our command the services of Mr. Melnikow , of

the Labor Bureau, a renowned statistician , who

clearly constructed a foundation for the justification
of our demands. Our sympathetic Mayor, Hon .

James Roli , Jr. , had the final say. To this gentle

man, who has always been a friend of labor and
who ssesses a keen insight of the benefits accruing

to the workers, merchants, and all others in the

increase, we owe our unstinted thanks.

This Division is composed entirely of uniformed

men employed on the Municipal Railway. owned and
operated by the city of San Francisco. The rate

of pay is $6.00 flat per day of 8 hours, with a pen

altyof time and one-half for work performed over

8 hours.

The range feature exacts time and one - half for

work performed in excess of the hour range . We

have one day of rest in seven , with a penalty of

time and one -half when comeplied to work on the

seventh day.

We receive a two-weeks vacation, with full pay
annually. The above conditions apply to all men,

from the first day they enter the service.

But the crowning feature of conditions is our

splendid retirement system , which , even if I were

able, is too inexhaustive to explain in detail. Suffice

it to say , according to opinions of eminent actuaries
and insurance statisticians, it is one of the best and

most stable institutions in the world , It has been

in operation about six years, and the visible benefits

in our midst are very apparent. However, we are
ever on the alert for changes.

This, brothers, is a crude summary of the fruits

of organization , In order to show the comparative

conditions existing with the unorganized group in

this city , the synopsis cited below is illustrative.

Our competitor, the Market Street RailwayCo.,
under control of the Byllesby Corporation, operates

over three times the mileage of the Municipal Rail

way. The men, unorganized , receive a sliding scale

of wages, from 48 cents to. 54 cents per hour . All

overtime is paid straight time rate and, having no

range time protection , are compelled to put in long
hours . The runs average from 10 hours to over 11

hours, but, in order to receive this amount of time,

a period of 12 to 13 hours elapses from the time
of commencement. In some of the divisions of this

corporation the men are allowed every tenth day
off, but in the others only those of a rebelling nature

succeed in getting off . It is not uncommon to hear

some of the men say they haven't had a day off
for 3 months, In order to earn what is earned by

the organized group in 8 hours they must labor

from 11 %4 hours to 12 hours, and we receive for

straight time from 21 to 27 cents per hour in excess

of their rate and for overtime 48 to 54 cents per

hour more .

There is hope, however, as the greater percentage

are fine men , and when the psychological time comes,

we hope to be as one. I have spent over 4 years

with them, SO that this synopsis I feel is fairly

authentic

The eighth annual Yuletide party for children of

the Municipal Railway employees, and their friends,

was given Wednesday, evening, December 28, 1927.
by the Division, in their spacious assembly hall at
the Geary Street Car House, The attendance num

bered over 500, of which 400 were children. Brother

Thos. G. Miller, who has had charge of seven of

the annual events, was again chairman of the Com
mittee of Arrangements. He was assisted by a corps

of able and worthy assistants. Santa Claus, who

was impersonated by Brother Chas. Sharkey, had
provided nearly 600 packages to be distributed

among the kiddies. Those brave enough to venture

out that inclement evening were amply compensated

by the enjoyable evening, and by the beautiful

entertainment furnished by the many talented

children of carmen. The treat of the evening was

the rendition of many popular and classic airs by

the carmen's band. Following the entertainment,

the Christmas packages were distributed Brother

1

GOLDEN GATE NEWS

i

San Francisco , Cal.-- Tune in folks ! Greetings to

the fellow officersand members of the A. A. of S.

and E. R. E. of A ; and we wish you all a happy

and prosperousyear for 1928 in its entirety:

Division 518 is fortunately located in this beautiful
city of the " Far West. " Such a city ! Wonderful

city! From its numerous hilltops may be seen the

herbage ,on the Marin peaks and hills, and the
fields of suburban East Bay getting greener each

day under a brilliant sky of serene blue.
It is

January , nevertheless this region wears the habili

ments of early summer.

1
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the San Francisco Hospital . We wish them

Brother A. Foster is at the Livermore Hospital ,

doing splendidly.
-Cor. 518.

a

INSTALL NEWLY ELECTED OFFICERS

&

Miller stated that nearly 200 packages were also
sent to the Infant Shelter Nursery For Homeless

Children , The evening's enjoyment was concluded
with dance that produced a most democratic

scene, with the mingling of General Superintendent

Fred Boeken and other officials, their wives and

families, with the rank and file of the men.
The first meeting of the new year was held

January 12th , at the Labor Temple. President

Vanderleur reported it not likely that the Judah

Street Line litigation would be resumed before the

15th of February, but in order to circumvent the

delay of construction , he was striving to discover

means to have the work proceed without further

delay. A report by Brother John Grunig, chairman

of the Annual Dance Committee, was read , giving

assurance that the sick and needy, would be amply

provided for, It is a noteworthy fact that we have
a man of Brother Grunig's ability and inclination

as chairman of this important committee.

A donation of $ 50.00 was made to the bituminous

coal miners in Pennsylvania , for assistance in their

fight for conditions,

Brothers Edward Cranna and Robert Connolly , of

the Sick Committee, presented an excellent report

and we regret to hear that they desire to be relieved
from that committee, President Vandeleur per

suaded them to remain a while longer. The work

done by this committee in the past two years has

attracted great attention .

Motorman John H. McGhan is at the San Fran

cisco Hospital, and we hope his indomitable courage

will pull him through.

Motorman Pat Deenen is improving slowly.

Starter Jerry Sullivan is improving wonderfully.

Go carefully, Jerry .

Brother Henry Rowe is just raring to go , and

may be seen most any time on a sunny day basking
on his sun porch . He says he's anxious to get in

the harness.
Brother George is getting along very well . In

fact, there's nothing the matter with him , so the
Medicos say. We hope before this goes to press

Georgie will be following the hunt on the rear end.

Brother Tim Kelly is not dead, as reported ; just
hibernating for the winter . Tim will be like

duck when old sol makes his debut more impres

sively .

Brother Humphrey O'Leary is much improved and

will soon be on the job again.

Brother M. J. O'Connell is also about primed up

to start, glad to say .

The newly elected officers were inducted to their

respective offices by Past President Curry in
dignified and efficient manner. All outgoing and in.
coming officers responded to a call from the Chair

with appropriate remarks.

The members of Division 518 extend heartfelt

sympathy to Brother Fred Keen, who recently lost

his beloved wife; and to Brother Wm . P. Manning,
who recently lost his beloved mother.

The Unfaltering Reaper has laid a heavy hand on

our sister Local No. 687, taking three of our brothers

in the space of eight days . To Local 687 and to

the bereaved families of Thomas Cronin, William

Castro, and Daniel Callaghan, Local 518 extend

sincere and heartfelt sympathy.

Brothers George Guldager and George DeGroat

were recently retired from duty and we wish them

many years of happy retirement and leisure, which

they have earned .

Brothers, do not forget the Whist Game conducted

by Brother L. A. Davis , Show your loyalty by

patronizing it .
Remember that it is your game,

conducted by 518 , and the profits derived from it are

for a worthy cause . Bring the wife , relatives or

friends with you . There are many prizes , besides

the $50.00 prize. Wouldn't it be a joke to walk

away with that $ 50.00 tucked snugly in your jeans ?

Besides , you are assured of a good time, as Brother

Davis has the reputation of having an excellent

element attending his games. Every Tuesday and

Friday evenings at the spacious Assembly Hall ,

Geary Street Car House,

Brothers , lest we forget , let's do our share towards

the Community Chest. There are those to whom

misfortune comes - illness, suffering and poverty

The joyful breadwinner of yesterday was toiling
contentedly , until something happened . The wid.

owed mother, with children to care for and educate ,

is the victim . Then , there are the orphan , deserted
and invalid children . Can refuse them ?

Brothers, give according to your circumstances,

The fruits of your generosity will be a lasting satis

faction . The Community Chest is the proper in .
strument to accomplish the end .

Brothers L. C. Parley and M. J. Conroy are at

Staten Island , N. Y.-At the regular meeting of

Division No. 726, held January 3, 1928, the follow
ing officers were installed : President, Edward J.

Leahy ; vice-president, Thos. Curry; financial secre

tary-treasurer, John O'Donnell; recording secretary ,

Carl L. Laskey ; correspondent, Moses Silverman;
sentinel , James Brown; warden , Moses Silverman ;

conductor , Peter Catillo; executive board , E. J.

Leahy. Thos. Curry, Harry Longside and John
Ahearn .

This is the first bit of news Division No. 726

has had in some time. Brother Laskey used to be

correspondent, but he admits he was the lost key

when it came to writing , so we gave the job to
Moses and he, being distant relative of the

original Moses, ought to make good .

Brother Fred Rivers is back on the job , after an
absence of over six weeks . King Winter has been

very good to most of us but he gave Brother Rivers

a hard slap, which seems to denote that he had a
grudge against him . Welcome back , Brother Rivers.

We also welcome Brother John Pisher back , after

a severe throat illness,

Brother Taylor has the smile that won't come off

and Daddy Parker is still going strong.

President E. J. Leahy is with us again, after a

long absence . Only our international officers can

fully realize and appreciate the good work he has

been doing in New York and Brooklyn, where a

big fight is being waged to save Organized Labor

from having the most fatal injunction slapped upon
it in its history . Division No. 726 is proud to be

represented in the big fight, and to have as its leader

a president who is fearless, capable and ever ready
to go to the front ranks and face the smoke and

fire . Organized Labor needs more men of this type.

More power to you, Eddiel

The latest news on the bus hearings is as follows:

Adjourned ; put over ; put off; adjourned again ;, ad
journed until the 30th . The very latest bulletin
says : " Adjourned until January 30 , 1928." Brother

Laskey says it is like the 158 curves you make in

a round trip on the North Shore. You finish one,
then hit another. By the time you are through,

wonder your wife asks how many you had .

One Hundred and Fifty -eight curves on one round

trip is enough to make anyone dizzy.

You ask , “ How is Division 726 progressing? "
Fine , thank you ! Getting bigger and better every

year. Among our new members we have several

who have come over from Division No. 980, now
out of existence, due to the discontinuance of

operation bythe city cars . We know these brothers

and their calibre. They were with us before and we

feel sure they are glad to be back with the iron
bound boys.

Any operator of Division No. 726, having served

five years on the Bulls Head Line, is considered

eligible to enter Sailors Snug Harbor.

Any man having sailed that many times around the

Horn ought to be .

-Cor. 726 .
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Why not ?
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WINDSOR DIGEST
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Division No. 616 reports progress .

Brother Broderick wishes toconvey, through these

columns, his sincere thanks to members ofDivision

616 for their generous contributions of gifts at the
Christmas season ,

Brother McNiece made a new year resolution not

to get “mad" during the year 1928, andhe earnestly

requests no member to get mad at him.

Brother O'Hara must berather popular on the

" Parent Avenue Line," what with filling his stocking

at Christmas. The fair members on that line prefer

to ride with " Mr. O'Hara ,"

Brother Bennett is earnestly requested to return
on the ' Burg Line in thenear future. They rather

miss him out there .

The boys are wondering who Brother Lee's new

conductor was on the Tecumseh Extra on January

11th, when he got things rather mixed up on that

line .

The stork visited the home of Brother Roy and

Mrs. Carson some time ago, leaving a nice baby

girl . Congratulations !

-Cor. 616.
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CO-OPERATE
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new officers for 1928 were installed by Past Presi

dent P. M. Hoover , The new staff of officers are

as follows : President , Albert Wheeler ; vice - president ,

Oliver Gremeling; recording secretary and treasurer,

E. Campbell ; financial secretary , R. A. McGinty;

warden , R. Thomas; conductor, J. Whiteleather;

sentinel, William Sheets; executive board members.

Albert Wheeler, R. A. McGinity, Ed. Curtis,J. Wise

and Frank Newville ; correspondent, Frank Newville.
There is no one on the sick list and our treasury

is in good condition . We look to 1928 as a banner

year. ,

-Cor. 389 .

CONSTRUCT FIFTEEN- MILE BRIDGE

The

Fall River , Mass.- If some of the past officers

would co -operate with the present officers, instead
of " knocking " them , things would progerss much

better. Some of them do not ever attend the meet

ings, but spend a lot of time " knocking ' on the car

and other places . Come to the meetings and tell it !

We have not had a suspension or discharge in
our division in three years . Keep up the good

work; live up to your rules ; co- operate .

I think our operators change more " bills" in a
day than any bank in the city . What about it ,

boys ?

Fall River is a way behind in regard to traffic

regulations . We haven't a one - way street in the

city . Parking is a detriment to everybody, any

where, anytime; no limit , only to a certain few ; no
uniform traffic signals , and the policy with the

traffic officers seems to be " Autos first .'

Preparations are under way for our annual ball,
which will be held Easter Monday evening , at the
Casino. The committee reports progress,

Brother Geo. Campeau has returned to work ,

after a lengthy sickness.

We had our first snow January 29th , making the

spare men happy.

Brother Henrys has returned , after an extended

trip to New York . I wonder if he loosened up and
if he still has his pass card .

Brother Delahunt is still as spry a young
fellow. Look out, Fred !

I wonder if Bill Cosgrove is still keen for Kennedy.
after the Coat's game January 23rd.

Brothers A. Rounds , H. Rounds and Peckham are

going to stage a story -telling contest. There'll be
some stories told , I'll say .

Cor. 174 .
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SINCLAIR VISITS LOCAL

across

car

Sioux City, Iowa --- General Executive Board Mem
ber Magnus Sinclair was with us Febraury 7th and
gave us two good talks . He is a fine speaker and
those who heard him learned much of the history

of the Amalgamated Association . We trust those

who heard him realized the difference between being

organized and unorganized by the many examples

he cited, and that they can now see that the money

paid for dues is for their benefit. Brother Sinclair
knows the street car game from A to Z, so far as

the car man is concerned , having served as a

man since the days of the horse -car. We trust we

may have the pleasure of his presence again and

that all of our members may hear him .

The ladies of the Label League, consisting of

Mrs. Garnett, Mrs. Noyes, Mrs. Charles Huney and
Mrs. Matt Kerger, served a chicken dinner and

supper to the members of Division 779 and their
friends on January 7th . It is needless to say that

it was enjoyed by all present, The above quartette

is hard to beat , when it comes to cooking , looks

and weight.

Brother F. Campbell, in the hospital, is doing
nicely after an operation .

Brother Doney is still on the sick list .

Brothers Fred and Chris Bern's sister died re

cently in Chicago. Her funeral was held in this

city. The membership of Division No. 779 extend

heartfelt sympathy to the Brothers Bern in their
sad bereavement .

Brother Webber craves company at times and

gets up a party . The last one was what is known

as a " Cupid Party,"

Cor. 779 .

New Orleans , La.--Our handsome warden ,

Brother John Koenig, married for twelve years, is

now the papa of a beautiful girl , Doris Rose.

girl is two months old and has four teeth . John

believes that in a week or so more she will be eat

ing corn beef and cabbage . He makes a wonderful

daddy.

We note in a newspaper that promotion of ' the

" Company Union ' to displace the Brotherhood of
Railway Clerks is a violation of the Railroad Labor

Act and that four officials of the Southern Pacific

lines of Texas and Louisiana are facing recommenda

tion for prosecution for contempt, unless the Brother .
hood is recognized. Federal Judge J. C. Hutcheson,

at Houston , Texas, recommends the contempt pro

ceedings, indicating that they could purge them

selves only by restoring the Brotherhood and dis
solving the company union .

Labor has played a nice hand in the building of

the New Orleans-Pontchartrain Bridge . The bridge

is nearly fifteen and one - half miles long , including
approaches, with two Bascule spans , one of one

hundred and fity -six feet . It will handle three

lanes of autos abreast and will cut down time

between New Orleans and Slidell, La . , to about

one hour, instead of four. It does away with double

ferry crossing and gives a route eight miles shorter.

Upon the construction of this bridge, Brother Charles

S. Fitere, business agent of the Hoisting and Port

able Engineers' Local 406 , has submitted a letter

published on this bridge proposition, which reads:

“ The people of New Orleans are feeling rather
proud of the fact that on February 18th they

will formally open the world's longest all -con

crete bridge, running for almost fifteen anda
half miles over the marshes and the

waters of Lake Pontchartrain .

" We, of Hoisting and Portable Engineers'
Local No. 406 , also feel proud of the part we

have had in it from the very beginning. when,

as business representative, was able to negoti .

ate with the Raymond Concrete Pile Company

and continue these arrangements until the last

slab was poured .
" Since a number of the structural contractors

have established the custom of recognizing the

part organized labor has played in the successful
erection of big structures, we feel we can well

follow the custom and tell the world of the part

we have had in putting this bridge through in

less than contract time . I'd be obliged if you'd

run the enclosed and send us a copy or two of

your publication ."

--Cor. 194 .

ORGANIZE NEW MOVEMENT

Toledo , Ohio -At our recent regular meeting we
organized a " Go Get ' Em " committee for the

following stations : Central Avenue, Rogers, James ,

Cook, Pavokovich, Sindell, Warrick, Armitage, Erd :

inen , Handy and Carroll; Starr Avenue Station,

Highland , Furtwangler, Guest, Slasser, Reddington,

Melms, Collins and Gardner ; Tracy Street Station ,

Forbes, B. E. Davies, Johnson , Soper and Martin ;

Central Avenue Shop . Garns, Bobash , Mahaley.

Lewandowski, Helstem , Alberts , Earl Soper and

Claude Collins.

Brother Gordon recently had the misfortune of
losing his left eye . It caused him to lose

siderable time .
Brother John Porter recently had all of his toes

on one foot taken off on account of sickness ,
Brother Buck Ellis, our Broadway owl motorman,

is on the sick list , as are Brothers Blarden , Seeiman,

Martin and Roebke.

Brothers, don't forget the cartoon our president

had for January. “ It gwon't be long now . " So ,

come of the sessions of the meeting of

February 24th and March 9th and 23rd .

our three next meetings .

-Cor. 697 .

HELD ANNUAL ENTERTAINMENT

con

Mansfield, Ohio-- The January meeting of Local
389 was a rousing success A banquet was served

at 12 o'clock midnight. We wire honored by the
presence of our superintendent, trainmaster and
assistant trainmaster,

After the feed of our meeting, which consisted
of chicken pot pie and trimmings, a social half

hour was enjoyed . There were storytelling. ex
pressions of experiences of Various kinds , songs .
music , etc.

Some have often wond -red why our om als never

punish any of us by suspnsions, etc. I found out

that they do not believe much in meting out disci

pline until the party becomes unbearables, thenthe
extreme penalty 1s extended that of dismissal.

When they talk to the boyson the cars, they do

it in the way of instruction and in a reasoning way;

After our entertainment, all members retired and

1
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THE REAL ANSWER The mystery of why Brothers Victor Blaner and
Ted McCormack are always seen together is now
solved. A short time ago the stork presented
Brother and Mrs. Blaner with a fine girl , and

Brother and Mrs. McCormack with a husky new

son . They feel that with both babies crying on

the front seat of Brother McCormack's car, they

will not need a horn. I don't think either of them

are Scotch

Night Foreman Cuming is the proud father of a
baby boy .

Cor. 972 .

" Bill ,

BOARD MEMBER MAGNUS SINCLAIR

VISITS LOCAL

Ottumwa, Iowa - The outside world has heard little
from our Local during the past year. The old say

ing is : " Practice what you preach ." So , I must

Dep up a little myself .

wish to tell the members of a little incident that

happened to me some years ago : At times I would

forget to put in my daily time sheet and one day

the superintendent called me in and said :

you failed to get your time sheet in yesterday .
Now, that is where you get yours . If this continues

you will get no pay. Just see that it is to your own
interest. If you haven't interest enough ' in your

own business to care for it , how can you stand on

the front of a street car and take an interest in the

company's business ? " That brings some thought

to mymind, not only to the interest of Division
No. 199, but to every Local in our land . Listen :

What wages were you getting twenty years ago ?

What got your increase ?

Who got vestibules on the cars ?

Who got heat in your vestibules ?

Who got airbrakes on your cars?

Who helped you to hold your job and took care

of your troubles ?

The real answer to these questions is, that it was
your organization in each instance . The fact is

that all better conditions of today over twenty

years ago came through our Local . Therefore, our

Local is of most vital concern to every one of us .

Take the best of care of it . Attend your meetings.

Help do the business . Your work brings the main

interests of life to you and your family. Just think

what holds your job, holds your wages and improves
your working conditions . The very root of all good

things that come to you is your Local .

There is a feeling that organized labor is approach

ing a crisis in this country . Can't you feel some

thing slipping when you are not giving the proper
concern to your Local? We cannot be too true ,

steadfast and faithful in maintaining our organiza
tion .

The officers whom we have installed for the year

1928 are : President , J. J. Johnston ; vice -president,

C. M. Lewis ; recording secretary, C. D. Smallwood ;
financial secretary -treasurer. H. Denebrink; con

ductor, C. Samuelson ; sentinel , A. Carlson ; corre .

spondent, W. H. Morehouse ; executive board, J. J.

Johnston , c . M. Lewis, H. Denebrink, F. H. Finley

and A. C. Thorp .

--- Cor. 199.

Des Moines , Iowa-Thursday, February 2nd ,

Division No. 441 held a special mecting in two

sessions at 9:30 a . m . and 7:30 p . m . , and was

honored by the presence of General Executive Board
Member Magnus Sinclair , who addressed the mem

bership regarding the general labor situation , espe
cially as it affected our Association , A. L. Urick ,

state labor commissioner; J. C. Lewis and M. E.

Sherman, president and secretary of the Iowa State
Federation of Labor ; Roy Welch , W. C. Riley and
W. F. Wheeler, president , vice - president and secre
tary of the Des Moines Trades and Labor Assembly ;

and Fred A. Canfield , United States labor concillator ,

were guests at this menting.
Brother Urick , president of the State Federation

spoke of the early history of the Division . Brothers

Lewis and Sherman spoke of the activity of the

Division in the State Federation of Labor, the

Division having been in continuous affiliation since

it was organized in 1906 . Brothers Welch and

Wheeler spoke of the continuous relationship be

tween the Central Body and the Division , and

Brother Riley of the past and present support given

to the United Mine Workers in their trouble . There

was a large attendance and all were well repaid for

the time spent in hearing Brother Sinclair and the

other representatives of labor.

Local 441 is continuing on as usual, the Supreme

Court having refused to grant the Company a re

hearing in the contract case , which leaves the con

tract a valid one in every respect .

The company is now in the hands of receivers,

but , as yet, it has had no ill effect on the Local

and there has been no change in conditions. The

report to the effect that the Federal Court had

annulled and set aside our contract, is a mistake,
no such action has been taken, which leaves

Division 441 in the same firm position as they have
been for several years . Of course we do not know

what the next move will be but we expect to be

equal to the occasion , whatever it is , and will cross

the bridge when we come to it ,

At present we are very much interested in the

bitter fight being made by the Coal Operators

against the Mine Workers, as we are located in the

midst of District No. 3 of the Mine Workers, and

the Division has collected many boxes of clothing

for the needy families and have made an assessment
to be continued each month until the Miners have

settled . This amounts to a fraction over $ 200.00

The funds are being handled by a local

committee of miners, who use it to purchase groceries

and who deliver it to the mining camps
The slogan of Division 441 IS : " Whatever the

situation, Division 441 will meet it and will go on
forever . '

-J. B. W.. Cor .

as

COSTELLO JOINT CONFERENCE

BOARD SECRETARY

per month .

SHEA VISITS LOCAL

the

Bridgeport, Conn.-- Division No. 972 has installed

officers for the year 1928 as follows : President ,

W. Costello ; vice -president.. A. H. Hemmingway ;

recording secretary , R. Cuming; financial secretary.

treasurer, L. P. Farrell ; warden and sentinel, J.

Pascucci; conductor, George Dann ; correspondent,

0. Ringstrom ; executive board members, W. Costello ,

S. George, J. MacFarlane and J. Curran .

President W. Costello . of our Local , has been

elected recording secretary of the Connecticut Joint

Conference Board .

Our newly appointed delegates to the Central

Labor Union are Brothers J. Pascucci, J. Sturrock

and O. Ringstrom .
Brother James MacFarlane is the newly elected

executive board mer representing the Line

Department. We wish him the best of luck .

Brother Mac Willan , recently thrown from the line

tower, is again on the job . He had a very bad

fall and we are pleased to see him again out.

Our spring -like weather here is a good thing for

the coal bin , but some claim it is rather hard on

the constitution , as at the present time Brothers

J. Clark , George Fisher, George Dann, Jack Curran

and Sid . Morris are on the sick list .

Brother Herman Hirsch rounded out thirty-two

years of service with this company December 18th

as a street railway worker. Brother Hirsch was a

charter member of Division No. 269 and the first

secretary thereof. He also held the offic . of presi
dent of that Local. He transferred to Division

No. 972 in April , 1926 .

Brother Jake Schairer had the misfortune of losing

sixteen dogs , ten cats and a pair of my glasses in

one week . Jake says that his flying squirrel found

the glasses for him .
Brother Ed . Barnett is raising a mistache, pos

sibly as a disguise with which to deceive the police.

Brother R. Cuming is learning to play the uke.

We hope his wife will stick to him until he has

mastered it .

we

Altoona , Pa.- Division No. 801 is still on

board and going strong.
The new staff of officers

are taking hold in fine shape and expect to bring
about better results in the future . We sure do

need a few more boosters of the same kind .

At our last meeting we were sure pleased to

have with us G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , who

enlightened our boys on
the benefits of unionism .

He was also a guest at our “ Safety " banquet and

the leading speaker of the evening .
He spoke of

our system that have on this property and

eulogized our managing department. He congratu .

lated our general manager,
Mr. C C Crane.

extend a welcome to Brother Shea

with us .
Our beloved Brother Mottir has passed from this

He wis onewho tried to make it pleasant for

all and he filled the air with the sweetest perfume

as
the seasons came along He was the nurs ry

man at the park and he certainly did persist , in

beautifying that pleasant spot.

Our loved one has

passed from beneath to the beyond .
Do we miss

We

to again be

life .
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him ? Yes, we miss him in sight and we miss him

where his efforts were to have the flowers bright.

Mr. George Howell , our dispatcher , and an estim

able young lady were recently married and have

returned from their honeymoon trip. We wish them

happiness and full success for the future .

A prominent and local speaker of Tyrone, at his

next lecture is to advance information as to why

the tomato happens to be red instead of yellow .
It is worth your while to hear this wonderful

address of G. B.

--Cor. 801 .

a couple of Fords . Brother Herscheid came out of

a side street with his Ford , looking the other way
at a lady, who seems also to have attracted the

attention of Brother Hyslop, and the two cars came
together, breaking a Ford wheel. We would sug

gest to Brothers Herscheid and Hyslop to keep

their eyes on the road ahead of them .

Our manager has given us all a talk on the bus

proposition and now , brothers, it is up to us to
make the best out of it .

-Cor. 302 .

WILL HOLD ANNUAL BALL

Scranton, Pa.-We have very much talent in old

Division No. 168, consisting of first - class howlers.

who at present are leading a commercial league.

We also enjoy the knowledge of having in our

membership a fine base ball team , second to none

in our vicinity . I will say more about this in a
later issue .

Division No. 168 will hold the annual ball com

memorative of our Local within the month of April ,
this year.

In starting our renewed appearance in the Motors
man, Conductor and Motor Coach Operator,

wish to extend greetings to all Locals, with the

hope that the year 1928 will be one of marked

progress.

- Brother Member.

we

WICHITA CENTRAL BODY APPROVES

UTILITY GRANT

on

ATTENDANCE FAIRLY GOOD

Galesburg, Ill.- Friday, January 20th , was meet
ing day for Local 515 ,A. A. ofS , and e .' R. E. of A.

Some very important business was transacted ; the

attendance was fairly good but could have been
much better. Brother Allison , who was absent from

the previous meeting, during installation of officers,
was installed as correspondent. The hot-foot or

nervous-toed boys want to dance and the question

of putting on a shin -dig was put up for discussion

and is still pending a decision ,

It is thought and also said that if the people

who do all the complaining about the service and

the operators had to operate a public conveyance

for one day and put up with the trials of the trade,

they would be deaf and dumb for the rest of their

natural lives or go to other cities and compare the

difference in treatment and service , we think they

would come back knowing that here they have a

real bunch of operators accommodating to the limit .
Brother Harvey Elvestead has accepted a position

with us again after an absence of over a year ,

which he spent on a farm in Wisconsin . It seems

good to have Harvey with us again but it is sort

of out of place for Harvey, as he had a regular
run when he left us .

Brother E. W. Brown's young son is breaking in
on the lines and will soon be a street car man .
Like father, like son . Such is life .

Brother Allison received two checks on January
20th , both fair sized ones. One was the regular

pay check ; the other was a seven - pound boy checked
in to his credit at St. Mary's hospital. Mother

and baby are doing very nicely now. The boy's

name is Francis Henry ) . Allison . “ Yah , I guess
he can stand it. I had to," says Brother Allison ,

" but I hope he won't have to drive a bus."

Brother Alters rested up for one day recently

and our wild Irish fat man, Brother Collopy, looped
the loop in Nathan's place.

News of the death of Brother Gould , who worked

on the cars here a few years ago, reached the car
barn Monday. Our heartfelt sympathy is extended
to his family . Brother Gould left the service

few years ago and took upthe barber trade,which

he worked at until sickness and death overtook
him.

Brother Al Collopy has taken temporary charge

of signal operations at the Santa Fe crossing on

Broad St., in place of Brother Harry Wilson , who
is off duty, sick .

Brother Wilson, who has been off sick for about

a week, is back on the job again and we are glad
to have him with us once more.

Brother Percy Allen, who has been an extra man

for a long time, has at last given up his nice warm

seat on the bench and accepted a regular run .

Brother Charles Cobb has bumped Brother Wogo

man off the daylight run on Lombard .

-Cor. 515 .

PREPARING FOR COACH OPERATION

Marinette, Wis.-- At the present writing our boys

are being examined by a state physician for jobs
on the busses . The company has a Reo truck on

whichtheboys arebeingpermittedtobreakin , so
t will not be so hard when the busses arrive ,

Brother Frank Kuffes sure likes to shift gears on
the Reo .

Brother Combes is pleased with Car No. 1 on

Brother W. McBride is attempting to keep No. 6

here, but the boys are telling Mac that he is out
of luck,

Brother Joseph Laundre is now operating a lunch ;room.
When you are hungry, boys, go over and

see Joe.

Brother Moline had the bumper taken off his
Nash .

Brother John Hyslop is using that same old song
" It won't be long now . '

Brothers John Hyslop and John Herscheid recently
experienced the misfortune ofcoming together with

The Central Trades and Labor Assembly

of Wichita recently addressed a resolution

to the City Commission of Wichita, Kansas,

requesting them to grant the local trans

portation company an increase in fares , a

long-time franchise and a re-routing of the

busses.

In other words, labor, as represented by

the Allied Council of the Unions in Wichita,

placed themselves record before the

City Commission of Wichita , after a long

and careful investigation of the transporta

tion company's request, for increased fares

on the street cars.

The following is a copy of the resolution :

“ Whereas : An adequate and efficient

street transportation system is one of the

important necessities of a growing city, and

particularly important to the members of

the Central Trades and Labor Assembly,

and their families; and

“ Whereas : There are now under con

sideration by the governing body of the

City of Wichita certain matters vitally

affecting the street railroad and bus system

of the City of Wichita ; and

“ Whereas: A special committee has been

appointed by the Central Trades and Labor

Assembly to investigate the present proposal

now being made by the Wichita Trans

portation Company, relating to (a) the

granting of a new street railway franchise;

(b) the re -routing of certain bus lines; and

(c ) the equalization of rates and fares on

the said transportation lines ; and

“ Whereas: Your committee, duly ap

pointed , and composed of representatives

from seven of the Locals belonging to said

Central Trades and Labor Assembly , has

investigated the matters above referred to ,

does hereby make this report of said com

mittee and respectfully moves the adoption

of these resolutions, i.e.

“ Resolved : That The Central Trades and

Labor Assembly does hereby approve and

commend the efforts of the newly organized

The Wichita Transportation Company, and

his run .
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its officers, executives and employes in the

things done, the efforts now being made ,

and the plans proposed for providing for

the City of Wichita an improved and unified

street railway and motor bus transportation

facility .

" Be it further resolved : That we recom

mend to the governing body of the City of

Wichita that a new 20-year street railway

franchise be granted to said The Wichita

Transportation Company.

" Be it further resolved : That we believe

that a re-routing of the motor lines should

be encouraged and approved, to the end

that uneconomic operation may be elimi.

nated , unnecessary duplication of service

avoided , and transportationservice be pro

vided for portions of the City of Wichita

which are now without adequate facilities .

" Be it further resolved : That new

schedule of fares should be established for

use upon the street railway and uniform

rates of fare upon both street cars and buses

be established . Such fares to be so estab

lished and equalized as will produce suffi

cient earnings to justify free and universal

transfer between buses and street cars and

to enable the transportation company to

carry on its program of rehabilitation and

improvement, and to return to the investors

a reasonable profit. In the opinion of this

body the following rates of fares are deemed

“ reasonable :

“ For school children attending grade and

other schools, as well as high school, col

leges , universities, 51/2 cents per ride during

school hours ;

" To regular riders, two for 15 cents.

" To transit and single riders, 8 cents ;

" Free transfers from street cars to buses

and from buses to street cars to all of said

rates .

“ Be it further resolved : That we com

mend the local owners of the transportation

lines for the accomplishment thus far made ,

and their plans and efforts for the future. '

The resolution was signed by a

mittee composed of A. C. Arnett, Floyd E.

Keith , L. H. Durham , Hazel E. Grotts ,

H. B. Damon , W. H. Dunham, and Ed.

Syria ; also J. R. Cupples, president; and

H. W. Notlemeyer, corresponding secretary

and treasurer .

This resolution was passed following a

previous visit to Wichita of Mangus Sin

clair, a member of the executive committee

of the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes . Mr. Sin

clair is an international officer of the Asso

ciation , which is affiliated with the American

Federation of Labor.

He has charge of the disputes between

men and management in the United States

and Canada .

Mr. Sinclair said that for the first time in

twenty - five years' experience he found

Wichita a city which called for no work on

his part. He said the men were absolutely

satisfied that the company was doing all

for them it possibly could under existing

conditions and he advised the men to co

operate with their transportation company

for securing an increase in fares, a twenty

year franchise and a re-routing of the buses.

J. L. Riley, president of the Local Asso

ciation of the street car and bus employes,

said , in speaking of the labor situation in

Wichita and the relations between the

transportation company and its men , " I

believe we have the best management in

the country, and , if the people and the

City Commissioners will give the same co

operation to the new management that our

Association will , no city in the country will

have a better transportation system than

Wichita,"

A. C. Arnett , financial secretary and

treasurer of the union, in speaking of the

situation in Wichita said that the greatest

evidence of good faith on the part of the

transportation company that they

raised wages after they had bought out the

independent bus owners . Mr. Arnett also

referred to the sixteen new buses as further

evidence of good intentions of the trans

portation company and urged that these

efforts on the part of the transportation

company be aided by the individual and

Amalgamated co -operation of every laboring
man in Wichita.

Street car fares in Wichita are practically

two cents lower per ride than the average

fare in all the cities in the United States.

It speaks volumes for the leadership of

labor and the great bodyof union men who

comprise the Central Trades and Labor

Assembly of Wichita , that they have real

ized the situation, weighed the evidence and

placed themselves on record with the City

Commission of Wichita as favoring a move

which will benefit both themselves and the

owners of the transportation company, and

give their city a modern transportation

system.

The situation in Wichita is a little differ

ent than in most cities , inasmuch as the

transportation company is owned and con

trolled by local men . These men have

other business enterprises besides being

officers and directors of the local transporta

tion system. They keenly appreciate the

fact that all businesses are dependent to a

greater or less degree on a fair wage being

paid to employes. They naturally have

more interest in the welfare of the city as

a whole than the old owners did with their

headquarters in Chicago, Ill .

Wichita should feel proud of its laboring

It has further cause to feel proud of

the new owners of its transportation sys

tems.—Kansas Federationist.

com

men .

NON-PARTISAN PLAN TO

INTEREST FARMERS

Washington , D. C.- In a statement signed

by President' Green and Secretary Frank

Morrison, on authority of the A. F. of L.

Executive Council , workers are called upon

to not only interest farmers in labor's

non -partisan political program , but to re
new their determination to elect friends of

social justice and " defeat those whose

records demonstrate that they disregard the

people's rights.'

State, city central and local unions are

urged to appoint committees to aid this

movement.
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GALLSTONES

Liver and Stomach Troubles

You do not need to soffer from gallstones ,pains in

back , orliver and stomach troubles. You can get rid
of them now , if you will send for this free sample .

Gallstonesaredangerous; they are painful, tortura,
and causeburning paing around your liver , pains in
your sides ,and oftenthey cause chills ,fever,colic ,

indigestion, or gastritis, Letmesend you a libera.

Free Proof Gadistoneand Liver Car

sales, andbe relieved. They may save yourlife
avoid an operation. Send name and address to

day ; no obligation . Dr. Hildebrand's Laboratory ,
Dept. 1962 155 N. Union Ave. , Chicago , ili .

CHICAGO ARBITRATION AWARD

" We, the undersigned arbitrators , acting

under and pursuant to the terms of a cer

tain agreement, dated July 18, 1927 , and a

certain supplement agreement, dated De

cember 12 , 1927, between Division 241,

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America , as

party of the first part , and Chicago Surface

Lines, as party of the second part, do

hereby adjudge and award the following in

adjustment of the differences between the

parties to said agreement and said supple

mental agreement, namely :

" SECTION 1 . The agreement between the

Chicago Surface Lines and Division 241,

covering wages and working conditions,

which by its terms was to expire on the

31st day of May, 1927 , is hereby continued

in full force and effect as to all its terms

and conditions until the 31st day of May,

1930, except as modified and supplemented

by this award.

" Sec. 2. Chicago Surface Lines shall pay

to all members of Division 241 in the

service of Chicago Surface Lines on Feb

ruary 1 , 1928 :

" (a ) Thirty-five Dollars ($35.00) to those

who were in such service on June 1 , 1927 ,

in lieu of life , sick and accident insurance ;
and

" (b) Twelve Dollars ($ 12.00) to those

who entered such service between June 1,

1927, and November 1, 1927, in lieu of life

" This item of the award is made because

of the practical impossibility of making in

surance retroactive. Therefore, the arbi

trators have computed the approximate

amount of money it would have cost the

Chicago Surface Lines in case such insur

ance had been in effect since June 1 , 1927.

" Sec. 3. For the period beginning Feb

ruary 1, 1928, and thereafter, until and in

cluding May 31, 1930, the Chicago Surface

Lines shall bear and pay the cost and ex

pense ofgroup life insurance to the amount

of One Thousand Dollars ($ 1,000.00) upon

the life of each employe covered by this

agreement who has been in the employ of

the Chicago Surface Lines for three months,

while continuing inthe service of the

Chicago Surface Lines , subject to the

acceptance by the insurance company writ

ing such insurance , of any new employe as

"Chicago Surface Lines shall also , from

February 1 , 1928, and thereafter, until and

including May 31 , 1930 , bear and pay the

cost and expense of a group health policy

covering each employe covered by this

agreement, who has been in the service of

the Chicago Surface lines for more than

one year, for Twenty Dollars ($ 20.00) per

week against becoming , while insured under

said policy, wholly and continuously dis

abled and prevented from performing any

and every duty of his or her occupation by

sickness contracted or injuries sustained,

provided that no indemnity shall be payable

for the first seven (7 ) days of incapacity

nor for more than twenty-six ( 26) week's

thereafter. Such group health policy shall

not cover the following:

" ( 1) Any period of incapacity for which

the employe is not treated by a licensed

practicing physician.

“ (2 ) Any period of incapacity for which

the employe is entitled to indemnity or

compensation under any Workmen's com

pensation Act, except to the extent of the

difference between such compensation allow

ance and the Twenty, Dollars ( $ 20.00 ) per

week provided by such health insurance.
" ( 3 ) Sickness contracted or suffered or

injury sustained outside of the continental

limits of the United States , in North Amer

ica or Canada , or in any part of either,

north of the 60th degree ofnorth latitude;

nor sickness or injury caused directly or in

directly by war or riot, or while participat

ing in , or in consequence of having partici

pated in , aeronautics; nor intentionally self

inflicted injury, while sane or insane.

“ Said health insurance shall continue only

while the employe remains in the employ of

the Company.

" Reasonable rules and regulations shall be

promulgated by Chicago Surface Lines to

make effective the intent and purpose of..

the insurance provisions of this award .

“ Sec . 4 . During the first year in which

the insurance hereby awarded is effective,

the same shall be provided by policy or

policies , written by reputable insurance

company or companies ; but at the expira

tion of said first year, Chicago Surface

Lines shall have the right, if they so elect,

to provide for the carrying out and per

formance by their own insurance depart

ment of the obligations and undertakings

which will give to the employes the pro

tection and benefits hereby awarded .

“ Sec. 5. In conformity with Paragraph

(b ) , Section 1, of the Arbitration Agree

ment, dated July 18, 1927, which provides

that cost of insurance benefits shall be con

sidered as wages, this Board of Arbitration

estimates the cost of health , accident and

life insurance at Six Hundred and Fifty

Thousand Dollars ( $ 650,000.00) per annum ,

which is approximately one and one-half

( 174 ) cents per hour wage rate per employe.

" Sec. 6 . For the period beginning June

1 , 1928, and continuing to and including

May 31 , 1929, an increase of 1 cent pei

insurance .
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To advertise ourproduct we are going to give

over $ 6000.00 in prizes. Have already given

awaythousandsofdollars. Virginia Umbarger

won $ 1445.00, Effie Swearingen , $1500.00 . Louis
3 4

Siltberg,$ 2000.00, and others . Addresses on
5

request. Now you can win$ 3000.00 .

Can You Find the Twins ?

No, it's not as easy as it looks because two,

and only two of the hats on the girls pictured

to the right are exactly alike. Find them 7

mark them - send your answer today , 350

big costly prizes will be given and duplicate

prizes will be paid in case of ties to thosetying :

Costs you nothing, now , later, or ever. Ali

who answer can shareincashprizes. Every .

body rewarded. Send answer- learn how to Prizes
get this prize.

(Model

A

or$ 500.00 in cash if you prefer,making total first prize you can win

$3000.00. Send no money-- just find the twin heads. Answer today!

3
5
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Today

We'llGetPrompt
Delivery

for You ! ThenewModelA Ford Sedan
that theworld has beenwait

ing for. A speed of 55to65milesanhour.

Standardgear shift, four wheel brakes, shock

absorbers. Ford's crowning achievement!

This is youropportunity to be among the first

to drive this new Model A Ford Sedan .

G. A. CULVER , Advertising Manager

500 No. Dearborn St., Room No.411 Chicago , Ill.

Thei

hour is awarded in the hourly wages of all “ The Portland Central Union at a meet

employes , members of Division 241. ing held January 4 , 1928, unanimously

" SEC. 7. For the period beginning, June voted to transmit to you this communication.

1 , 1929, and continuing to and including " It is earnestly requested that you use

May 31, 1930, a further increase of 1 cent your influence to have President Calvin

perhour is awarded in the hourly wages of Coolidge pardon or terminate the sentences

all employes, members of Division 241. of one John M. Parker and one Robert

"In " witness whereof, the undersigned B. Armstrong, now imprisoned in Marion

arbitrators have hereunto subscribed our
County Jail, Indiana.

names, this 21st da of January, 1928.
" Said John M. Parker and Robert B.

“ (Signed) OSCAR F. NELSON,

GUY A. RICHARDSON ,
Armstrong, eighth and tenth vice- presidents

of the Amalgamated Association of Street

Arbitrators. "
and Electric Railway Employees of America

The award establishes wage rates for
respectively, have been sentenced by Judge

motormen and conductors and one-man car
Robert C. Baltzell to prison for ninety

operators, members of Division No. 241 ,
days for, supposedly, criminally violating an

upon surface lines of Chicago, beginning injunction served by the same Judge in

with June 1st, this year, at 71 cents per 1926.

hour for first three months employes ; 74 “ The Supreme Court of the United States
cents per hour for those of more than three has refused to consider this case so that a

months and less than one year in the
decision could be rendered by this August

service; and 76 cents per hour to those of
body.

more than one year in the service. One
“ The Central Labor Union of Portland ,

man car operators are paid eight cents per
in conjunction with others, feel this a gross

hour in excess of these rates. Overtime

violation of the rights of American citizens .
work is paid at the rate of time and one

The right to a trial by a jury of his peers
half. One cent per hour will be added to

the above rates for the year beginning
is guaranteed by the Constitution to every

American citizen .

June 1 , 1929.
" This casedeserves your most earnest

The Chicago case is one that required the

personal attention of International President injunction petitioner evidently came tocourt

consideration in view of the fact that the

W. D. Mahon.
with unclean hands, insofar as evidence

ARMSTRONG-PARKER CASE
shows where a paid 'employee of petitioner

ATTRACTS WIDE ATTENTION
was the confessed instigator of the act that

caused this unfortunate circumstance.

The Portland, Maine, Central Trades and " Praying you will use your influence with

Labor Union forwarded to U. S. Senator President Coolidge to bring release of these

Hale, who is a senator from the State of two men at the earliest possible date , we

Maine, and also to President Coolidge , a remain, Yours truly,

letter which reads :
“ Central Labor Union , Portland, Maine . "

AC
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Startling Free Offer to Sufferers From

DEAFNESS

Head Noises,EarTubalCatarrhorNasalCatarrh Only

Physician Restores His

Own Hearing

Dr. Coffee's Wonderful

Experience

Dr. W. O, Coffee, one of the most Few specialists in the entire United

States ever had as remarkable experi
widely known specialists in the middle

west for many years, originated a
ence as Dr. Coffee, so long a nationally

treatment which completely restored
known figure in the treatment of deaf

his hearing. relieved the head noises ness, head noises and nasal catarrh ,

and healed his catarrh after suffering constantly treating deafness, head

several years. noises and catarrhal conditions for over

45 years . He perfected this homeHe was so proud of this treatment

and the splendid results of his own treatment so that patients are able to

case he gave it to many others that treat their own deafness, head noises,

found the same relief from its use . nose , head and throat catarrh right in

So effective has it proved with others their own home. This has been the

afficted with partial deafness, head means of restoring hearing and reliev .

noises and nasal catarrh , that this ing head noises for thousands that

treatment will be sent absolutely free might have become completely deaf.

to anyone who wishes a trial.
A great number of people stated

More than 500,000 people afflicted that they had been partially deaf and

their hearing growing worse five, ten

ing of head noises Strom eass tubatao DR.W.O.COFFEE and even twenty years, one person 48

head catarrh have sent for the Dr. ORIGINATOR years, and had their hearing benefited

Coffee Home Treatment in the past or completely restored and the head

The records of hundreds who have re noises relieved by the Dr. Coffee home treatment.

gained their hearing by this remarkable home treat Hundreds of mild cases have found quick and com
ment are now on file here . plete relief from its use.

The FrequentCause of Deafness Trial Treatment Relieves Many

Authorities say that about 90 per cent of the cases

of partial deafness or head noises are due to ear In addition to this enviable record of relieving

tubal, head or throat catarrh either in the wet or dry deafness and head noises, this remarkable treatment

form. Every one who is suffering in this way is freed thousands of people from nasal , head or throat

urged to take advantage of this remarkable free offer catarrh .
and see if this treatment won't restore their hearing ,

relieve the head noises or catarrh , especially those No money is asked from you for this free demon .

cases that are partially deaf or quite bad in one ear stration treatment on your case. It arrives at your

and the other just getting started or growing deaf . home by parcel post with full instructions how it

It is imperative to save their hearing, relieve the should be used. You will be under no obligation to

disease before the tissues of the middle ear continue its use further unless you wish . Many
injured .

people have written that this free demonstration of

The Dr. Coffee Home Treatment restored hearing Dr. Coffee's home treatment alone had benefited or

to many people who were very deaf and many severe restored their hearing and relieved the head noises.

cases of head noises. This treatment may be just It won't cost you cent to try this remarkable

what you need to relieve you and restore your treatment on your own case and see if it will not

• help you.

three years .

are

а

hearing.

25,000

Free Trial Treatments

Will Be Given Away

If you are afflicted with Partial Deafness, Dullness of Hearing, Head

Noises from Ear Tubal or Nasal Catarrh , read what these people say.

Try this Free Treatment; see for yourself if it will restore your hear

ing and free you from distressing Head Noises and Nasal Catarrh .

ACT NOW ! Postcardor letter bringsyou afree demonstrationtreatment:absolutely without costor

Davenport, Iowa.
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FORD SEDANOR
SPORTCARFREE

WE ARE SPENDING THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS AND GIVING AWAYCAR LOADS OFVAL
UABLE GIFTSTOADVERTISEHERE IS THE CREATEST PREE OFFER OPALL - Chelon

ofother brand new Ford Sedan or Sport Coupe We expect to make hundreds of new trieda
through this method of advertising Write at once. YOU roky be nert. This is a freede made
for adves and purposes and youwill make no mistake by taking advantage ofit

Latest

Model :

SOLVE THIS PUZZLE

Number the wphaben * 17" ? and 19 21 18 5 23 9 14

ACT QUICK - YOU CANNOT LOSE

letter 8 ). What two

do the number in the square make? Flowe it out and and solution & ODOR

If you can solve the pudde, sondwe at onceyou may soon be doing a choice of one

of these fine actor You have probably heard of Ire auto often but this one a different You get prompt action and fair treatment no long waitno

Lard work to doandNO SUBSCRIPTIONS TO SELL Wnile koday - receive austrationsand descriptions of ner Forda together with full particular by

return mail You stand to lowesoching and are not obligated in any w . This is FREE OFTER, and when weMy FREE we mean it Ad now it you want

one of these can Under the new plan every active member positively receives a prize L you want to get in on the rite u today .

LIBERTY AUTO CLUB Depe K -30 GREENVILLE , PENNA

DON'T WEAR

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Motormen andConductors
A TRUSS

WE SPECIALIZE IN BETTER -BUILT BE COMFORTABLE

Traction Uniforms

Wear the Brooks Appliance, the

modern scientific invention which

Union Made gives rupture suferers immediate

relief, it has no obaoxious springs

at $ 27.50 to $ 35.00 Oppads . Automatic Air Cusblent

Made of RegulationBluo Sergo by
SKILLED UNION TAILORS

biad and draw together the broken
MR. C. E. BROOKS

parts. No salves or plasters. Dur.

Also able. Cheap. Sent on trial toprove its worth . Be.

Civilian Suits and Overcoats
ware of imitations. Nover sold in stores por by

agents . Every appliance made to special order and
Made to Measuro sent direct fromMarshall . Full information and

HOFFMAN TAILORING CO .
booklet sent free in plain , sealed envelope.

BROOKS APPLIANCE CO .. 98B Stato St. Marshan , Milch

2341 Olivo Street at Jofferson

Phone : Central 9279 ST . LOUIS, MO.

OPEN EVENINGS
existed in practice. When he thought of

religious liberty he remembered that religion

is an issue of the 1928 campaign, and when
LIBERTY

he thought of economic liberty he remem

bered the Interstate Commerce Commission

A prominent Michigan lawyer was telling and the Federal Trade Commission and the

recently that his young daughter, who was Sherman Anti-Trust law and the unions and

at college, asked him to help her in the the unionistic supporters and well, by, that

preparation of a thesis on liberty, with time he quit. He sadly informed his

particular regard to liberty as it is under- daughter that his mind wasnot agile enough

stood in the United States. He said he to cope with the subject and she must

agreed , with a certain amount of pleasure, confine herself to a discussion of theoretical

because he was fully aware of the fact , as liberty and read the enthusiastic comments

he thought , that he could write an of writers on the Constitution . — Lansing In

thusiastic volume with practically no prep dustrial News.

aration . He was speedily disillusioned , and

at the end of a month was fully conscious RAILWAY CLERKS' UNION

of the fact that if he attemptedto dilate REINSTATED

on the theoretical question of liberty he

would have little difficulty , but when he The Executive Council of the American

came to apply his theoretical liberty to Federation of Labor has been instrumental

present day conditions and to show how in adjusting a dispute between the Team

our court governments today - Federal and Drivers' Union and the Railway Clerks'

State - conserve the sacred liberty of ours , Union, that arose some two or three years

he was stumped . He said he found more ago and whichresulted in the suspension of

restraints , more prohibitions , more inhibi. the Railway Clerks ' Union from the A. F.

tions , more trick laws than it seemed pos of L. The International Union of Railway

sible for the brain of man to conceive. Clerks has approximately 100,000 members

His definition of liberty seemed only a and is an important unit of the American

dream when he found so many difficulties Federation of Labor . President William

in applying present laws to his theory. Green and the A. F. of L. Executive

When he thought of political liberty he Council are entitled to much credit for the

wondered how he could reconcile the power adjustment of this jurisdictional dispute,

of the bosses and other things with the that has resulted in again absorbing this

theory . When he thought of personal admirable organization of the steam railway

liberty he remembered the million laws on clerks and express and freight handlers.

thestatute books, and the million unwritten

rules of our various communities through The Union Label represents a determined

out the nation. When he thought of social effort to increase the sum of human happi

liberty he realized that the greatest tyranny

en

Dess .
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HowFar Did'LINDY'Fly ?

FROM NEW YORK TO PARIS

Solve this Puzzle

Theletters on thewing of this planeshowthe

number ofmiles Lindbergh flew from New York
to Paris. The letters in the alphabet are num .
bered - A is 1, B is 2 , etc. Put down the number

represented by each letter ( C FAI)inthe
orderthey appear andyou will have the number
of miles Lindbergh flew from New York to Paris.
Can you work it out? Send your answer today - ao

obligation or cost to you now , later, or ever. Be wise

C

F

A

L

ANDWIN BUICK or A Cara

to give of
$ 1800 Cash

Given

Buick Sedan , also a 1928 Nash Sedan also a 1928 Essex

Sedan , also a 1928 Chevrolet Sedan - four cars and a

large list of additional costly prizes- over $5000.00 . Cars will be delivered freeto

winners by nearest auto dealers. Ihave already given over fifty new automobiles

to advertise our business and now YOU can get this new Buick Sedan or cash it

you wish . You can win it. It costs nothing to try . First prize winner can have
Buick or cashvalue of car ( $ 1295.00 ) and

$ 50500 EXTRA For Promptness !

Be prompt - just figureout whatnumber each letter on thewing of theplane represents.Pot
themdowninordershown . Mail me your answerwithyourname and address. That's all. Send

no money. No obligation . All who answer can share in cash and prizes. In case of ties duplicate
prizedgiven . Everybody rewarded . Hurry ! 8506.00 cash extraforpromptness.

T. W. Kelly, Mgr ., Dept 434 500 No. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

You can make

BIG
COMMISSION

$ 20a day

SUITor

(From Fifth Avenue to You)

Fifth Avenue manufacturer now

selling direct, Dress Suits and ALL

Wool Topcoats at $13.75 . You

collect and keep $ 3.50 deposit on

every sale . Customer's satisfaction ,
and repeat orders

guaranteed.
Large selection of Cheviots, Serges,

Worsteds, Tropicals, Diamond

Weaves and Herringbones, in 1/3

yard samples, gathered in wonderful

sales-getting portfolio.Territory going
fast.Write today forFREEoutfit.

AVENUE TAILORINGCO .

Dept. G-3 140 Fifth Avenue , New York135

Does Not Suffer

From Asthma Now

We have hundreds of men now doing it

in every part of the country. We're a big,

reliable house, have been in businesssince

1909 and are regarded as one of the most

successful in the field . We put out a line

of men's finest All -Wool Clothes at a sen

sational low price that is just half of what

moststorekeepers charge for samequality

LIBERAL COMMISSIONS

CASH BONUSES

We pay liberal commissions and extra cash

bonusesenabling our producers to make real

money. Earnings of $20 a day are common .

$30, $40 and $50 a day are not unusual. Andwe
have some men who have made as high ag $80 in &
single day with our line . Maybe wecan show you

the way to dothe same. Muchdepends on you , your
earnestness and wil ing

ness to work and profitby
the training we give. You
don't have to be experi

encedifonly you are willing.
Prefer men who can give

us their full time, though

we're always willing to
take a part-time worker ,
if he is honest and depend
Rble and will agree to co
his best with the oppor

tunity we offer. As a gen .

eral thing we prefer mar James Runyan , of
ried men who are over 25 New York , who has
years of age . Your name been welling BART

and address on the coupon LETT Clothes for Bix
seasone, His earn

below willbring you the full ings run ashighas
details without obligation $ 200.00 a week .

toyou . Address Dept. 796

WILLIAMC.BARTLETT ,INC.

850 West Adams Street Chicago

796

Every Sign of Trouble Gone

Works All the Time Now

People who suffer from asthma or chronic bron

chial coughs will be interested in a letter written by
Wm. F. McKinley. 649 Arbor Ave. , Indianapolis.
He says:

I had suffered from asthma for 15 years. Was
unable to work for 4 or 5 months in a year, had to

sit in a chair for weeks, unable to lie down. I tried

different medicines, but they did me very little good.

I commenced taking . Nacor in September, 1923,and

I hadn't taken a half bottle until I could lie down

and rest at night . I have no signs of asthma now

and my health is good again ,"

If you suffer from asthma, bronchitis or chronic

cough , you should read the valuable booklet which

will be sent free by Nacor Medicine Co., 606 State

Life Bldg. , Indianapolis , Ind . They will also send

letters from people whose trouble disappeared years

ago, and never returned . No matter how serious

your case seems, write for this free information. It

may put you on the road to good health again.

The disposition to exploit the worker is

ever present, but a powerful defense has

been rallied about the Union Label.

Name....

Address .

Town .... State ...
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IN

101

Solve thisPuzzle

aNe
w

25 15 21 3114

Win

Studebaker
2396 1920

or $2800 cash

23 9 14 9 20

8 CYLINDER - 100H.P.- "PRESIDENT ".

A is 1, B is 2, C is 3,

etc. Can you make out

what the four words are ?

It may meanwinning the
Studebaker Sedan if you

send me your answer

right away.

I am going to give away, absolutely

free, an 8 cylinder, 100 Horsepower,

Custom Built Studebaker Sedan to

someone who answers this ad. We have

already given away many automobiles and

thousands of dollars in cash and valuable

prizes to people who have helped us advertise

our business, but this is the most liberal offer

ever made. It is open to anyone living in the United

States , outside of Chicago,and is backed by a Big Reliable

Company of many years standing. The Studebaker Sedan will

be delivered through the nearest dealer , all charges paid , or winner may

have its full value in cash ($2,250.00 ) . This is your opportunity to get a

wonderful car for your very own . Get busy and solve the puzzle right away.

S
p
e
e
d -

8
0

Miles
per

H
o
u
r !

M

$ 550.00 in Cash Extra

for
Promptness

In addition to the Studebaker Sedan, I am giving away a latest model

Chevrolet Sedan ; a Victor Orthophonic Victrola ; a Shetland Pony with

Bridle, Saddle and Halter ; a Seven-Tube Single Dial Metrodyne Radio ; Gold

Watches; Silverware and many other valuable prizes — besides Hundreds of

Dollars in Cash—including a Special Cash Prize of $550.00 for acting promptly. Any

winner may have cash instead of the

Mail Coupon Right Away prize won, if preferred . First prize win.

ner will receive the 8 cylinder Stude

L. E. Wilferd , Mgr., Dept.5183 , baker Sedan and $550.00 in cash , or a

totalof $2,800.00 in cash . In case of ties

duplicate prizes will be awarded. Solve
The answer to the puzzle is .

the puzzle and send me your answer

right away together with your name and

address plainly written. $5,000,00 worth

of prizes in all. EVERYBODY RE

WARDED. Address.

315 So. Peoria St., Chicago, Ill .

My Name .

Address

L. E. Wilferd , Mgr.

Dept. 5183 315 S. Peoria St. Chicago, II.
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE
" 6th . A general bankrupt law.

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR " 7th . A lien of the laborer upon his work

for his wages .

" The last charter of affiliation granted by " 8th. Abolition of imprisonment for debt.

International President W. D. Mahon, and “ 9th . Equal rights for women with men

it was granted since the last report, was in all respects.

for the institution of Division No. 498, em “ 10th . ' Abolition of chattel slavery .

bracing the railway men of Mt.Vernon and " 11th . Land limitation to one hundred

New Rochelle, N. Y. This Division was and sixty acres; no person after the passage

organized under the instruction of the of this law to become possessed of more

International President by G. E. B. Mem than that amount of land . But when a

ber Wm. B. Fitzgerald . land monopolist died , his heirs were to

" Hideous, is the only word that can be take each his legal number of acres, and be

fitly used in commenting upon the grue. compelled to sell the overplus, using the

some facts brought to light by the United proceeds as they pleased.

Mine Workers Journal concerning the recent " 12th . Mails in the United States to run

disaster at theMonongah mines. Think of on the Sabbath.

it! The Fairmount Coal Company is now “This platform was the basis of the

offering a reward of $100 to any outsider workingmen's party in the State of New

who marries one of the widows of the poor York, who held their first convention in the

fellows whose bruised bodies have been left city of Syracuse in the year 1830 and

to rot away beneath hundreds of tons of nominated Ezekial Williams for governor of

fallen slate. Helpless women auctioned off the state . Williams received but 3,000

like so much horse flesh , to rid the coal votes, but it was in this campaign that

company of its responsibilities towards them labor made its first political mistake and

and their destitute families. The Monongah established a precedent that has been fol.

is a typical non-union mine, the state courts lowed from that day down to the present.

having issued injunctions commanding the In the city of New York, where it was

Miners Union not to organize the men in expected that Williams would develop the

that district; but the non -unionists of other greatest strength , the local workers pooled

crafts will find little to comfort them in issues with the Whigs and sacrificed Williams

pursuing the sickening story of the Monon and their ticket to get one or two of their

gah disaster, for it is a grand illustration of candidates endorsed on the Whig ticket and

what unionism accomplishes when one con elected to the state legislature. Thus the

trasts the difference between the open shop early political movement by the members

mines of the South and the strictly union of organized labor was destroyed at the

mines of Pennsylvania . Say what you will very start, for they had found it necessary

of unionism , it has never sanctioned the to form an independent political party to

selling of women like so much old junk, oppose the existing parties and to secure

for the capitalist that even hinted at such labor's rights, andwhen they consolidated

a dirty trick in a union district would get or pooled issues with them they lost sight

his so swiftthat he'dspeedily wonder when of labor's rights and sacrificed their princi.

and where the cyclone struck ." ples for a few offices, destroying their party

and giving their strength to the very party

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE MOTOR
for which they had organized to

MAN AND CONDUCTOR throw , and it is sad to say that this has

been the mistake of all political parties
" Some Early Political History ”

originated in the ranks of labor from that

day down until the time the Populists were

" Political action by the forces of organ swallowed in Chicago in 1896."

ized labor is not a new proposition, by any

Political action has been advocated

since the very birth of organized labor in Addressing the first annual meeting of
America. In 1825 the Evans Brothers the shareholders of The Union Labor Life

commenced the publication of the first Insurance Company, Hon. Carville D.

labor paper in this country, and, while Benson , the insurance commissioner of

there was some little organization previous Maryland , said : " I have been watching

to this time, thiswas really the birth ofthe the development of what is destined tobe

movement, for, through their paper, " The a great insurance institution . The results

Workingman's 'Advocate,' the Evans Broth accomplished with very small expense are

ers united the forces and gave direction to extraordinary, but possibly to be expected
the labor movement. The name of their from such an organization.

You are start

paper was changed from 'Workingman's ing in the safest, sanest and best possible

Advocate' to 'YoungAmerican,' and in manner. You are employing people who

1828 published at its head the first labor are not guessing-who know what it costs

platform in America, which was as follows : to operate , and you have the benefit of

" Ist. The right of man to the soil . ' Vote
excellent advice along these lines. Most

yourself a farm .' laboring men are underinsured in proportion

" 2nd. Down with monopolies, especially to their earnings. Youare going to remedy

the United States Bank . that , and rapidly. You will be giving

" 3rd. Freedom of public lands.
your people cheap insurance. sure

" 4th. Homesteads made inalienable. that you will grow to be one of the strong

" 5th . Abolition of all laws for the col. and largest companies in the United

lection of debts . States."

over -

means .

I am
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THE HIGH SPEED CHANGER

BNTE

7

SECTIE

Has always been the Leader, andtherefore

Standard Equipment of the

Largest Transportation Companies

And the Latest Improvement makes it

The Undisputed Leader and the Preferred Changer

The improved 1928 4 - Barrel Model

at the Same Low Price

No. 1 throws 1 Quarter, 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, 1 Ponny
No. 5 throws 1 Quarter, 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, s Pennies

No. 2 throws i Quarter , 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, 1 Nickel
No. 21 throws 1 Quarter, 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, 1 Toluca

PATENTED SAFETY LOCKING DEVICE ON ALL

Postage J. L. GALEF

Paid 75 Chambor, St., Now York City

SH

Soc !

$ 300 Posto
re

Me

PROSPERITY we to determine upon it? Not by the bare

statements of men who have reached their

In a recent issue of The Detroit Times , conclusions while lounging " on flowery beds

Edward S. Greece, a prominent Detroit of ease, " but rather by the men who pro

Attorney , responds to the claims of present duce the wealth and who make the back.

" prosperity" as presented by certain public bone of this country.

exponders. His contradictory response very What do these facts show ? Let us take

clearly presents the present situation . In first the farmers. The value of farm prop

part, his presentation is as follows: erties has fallen 20 billion two hundred

To the Editor : Will The News explain , sixty -three million dollars from 1920 to

if possible, what is meant by the claim of 1926. If we take commercial failures as an

so many and from such authority , as one indication of " prosperity" we will find that

continually hears it, of prosperity in this the number in 1926 was 21,773, involving

country ? a loss of nearly five and one-half billion

It comes to us from many sourcesand dollars; for the nine months from January,

from the president down . President Cool 1927, to September, both inclusive, the num

idge, in his annual message just delivered to ber of commercial failures was 17,333, in.

Congress, and published in all the papers, volving over four billion dollars. With three

says : “ The country as a whole has had a months more to go until the end of the

prosperity, never expected. Wages are at year doubtless the sum total to the end of

their highest range, and employment is the year will be greater than 1926; bank

plentiful The purchasingpower of suspensions or failures for 1926 were 956,

agriculture has increased. If the people involving a loss to depositors of about

maintain the confidence which they are en . $ 1,000,000,000. For the first nine months

titled to have in themselves and America, of 1927, there were 526 bank failures, total.

a comfortable prosperity will continue." ing a loss to depositors of over$ 330,000,000,

Last Friday evening ata luncheon given

at the D. A. C., to " wealthy and prominent

and this, to repeat, was for only nine

months of this most prosperous year" of

Detroiters '," the principal speaker, Charles 1927.

A. Mitchell, president of the National City Taking up the matter of labor employ.

Bank of New York, by the way one of the ment for the same nine months of 1927, the

most prosperous banks of America in pay average is below 1926, or any other year,

ment of dividends, stated that he did not
so far as my statistics show since 1920 , the

want to give the impression that 1927 was a year we " returned to normalcy " by " de

bad business year, but rather that 1928 dation " of about $2,000,000,000 , by order

would be a better one." of the Federal Reserve Bank ,

At the Banker's convention , held in Now, may I ask again , after having given

Houston , Texas, October 23, M. A. Taylor, the above figures, which are all taken from

president of the American Bankers' Asso the United States Statistical Abstract, or

ciation, stated : “ On the whole business has the November report of the Federal Reserve

been satisfactory this year." Mr. Davis, Board, to explain to your thousands of

head of the Department of Labor, in his readers why the statements are made by

late report, made statements about prosper men in governmental authority and in

ity of the country, and even Mr. Green , business, especially bankers trust

president of the American Federation of magnates of their great claims, as I have

Labor, in his late annual address, made above shown?

statements of the same strain. Of course Instead of there having been a " period of

his statements and authority only extend prosperity
whole never exceeded,"

to organized labor. there has neverbeen ,in this country, such

I am emboldened to ask The News to times of bank and commercial disaster as

give some explanation , or reason for these the years immediatelyfollowing " deflation ,"

claims in the face of actual facts. How are 1920, including 1926 and 1927.

and

as a
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
toilets , consisting of commodes, urinals, at one end

Portsmouth , Ohio, Agreement
of the different Divisions , or shall make arrange .

ments with private parties whereby the crews shall

have the use of their toilets . The Company to see

fore
ENTERED INTO this 31st day of December, that said toilets be kept clean .

1927, by and between The Portsmouth Public Sec. No. 16. This agreement and the provisions

Service Company. Party of the first part, herein thereof shall remain in force for one year from date

Janis after, for convenience, called the Company, and The
of entering intu Expires January first ( 1st) , NineAmalgamated Association of Street and Electric teen Hundred and Twenty-nine ( 1929) .

it Railroad Employees of America, Division No. 455,

of Portsmouth , Ohio , party of the second part,
WITNESS OUR HAND THIS 22ND DAY OF

Change bereinafter, for convenience, called the Association . DECEMBER, A. D. 1927.

odel Section No. 1. The Company shall not, now or
THE PORTSMOUTH PUBLIC SERVICE CO. ,

in the future , discriminate for or against those who By Jas. F. LOFTUS, Manager.

are members of the Union, nor shall Union men THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION

discriminate against Non-Union men . STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM.

Sec. No. 2 .
PLOYEES OF AMERICA,That ten consecutive hours shall

constitute a day's work as near as possible . All By VIRGIL CURNUTTE, President ,

regular runs figured off one day in seven. J. C. HANNAH , Secretary .

Sec. No. 3. The scale of wages for Motormen and

F
Conductors on City Lines shall be as follows : I want it said of me by those who know
A man in the first six months of service

me best, that I have always plucked ashall receive a rate of .. 51 ¢ per hour

The second six months of service 52 € per hour thistle and planted a flower in its place,

The third six months of service. 53 € per hour wherever a flower would grow . - Lincoln .

The fourth six months of service . 54 ¢ per hour

Over two years of service ... 55 € per hour

" One-man car operators to receive 5 cents per

hour additional .

Motormen and conductors on traction service to
receive 3 cents per hour more than on city lines.

Either party desiring a change in wage scale dur

ing the period of this agreement shallgive the other

party thirty days notice.

Sec. No. 4. Whenever any grievance exists, they

shall be adjusted between superintendent of general

manager of the Company, and the executive com
mittee or officers of the Association .

We ask all members of
Sec. No. 5. Signups shall be three times each

year. Taking effect January 1st , May 1st, and organized labor to pur

September 1st. Seniority shall prevail at all times
on all lines,

chase shoes bearing our
SEC. No. 6. No conductor shall be called to do

the work of a motorman when motormen are avail Union Stamp on
able. No motorman shall be called to do the work

of conductor when conductors are available . the sole, inner

Sec. No. 7 . All work cars, baggage or freight
sole or lining of WORKERS UNIONcars on traction line shall be operated by regularly

employed motormen and conductors.
the shoe . We ask

Work cars on city lines, when used on work re UNION STAMPIquiring the use of a car for a period of one day or
longer, shall be operated by regularly employed you not to buy
motormen and conductors,

any shoes unless FactorySec. No. 8. No extra call shall pay less than

three (3) hours; over three hours shall pay five ( 5 ); you actually see
over five (5) hours actual time shall be paid .

Sec. No. 9. Men who sign for runs either work this Union Stamp .

runs they sign for, or lay off entirely .

Sec. No. 10. Motormen and conductors are en

titled to a reasonable leave of absence until they Boot & Shoe

shall report for duty ; provided, however, that no

leave of absence shall be longer than thirty ( 30 ) Worker's Union

days, except in case of sickness or disability. The

Company agrees to keep employed a reasonable Affiliated with the

number of extra men to do extra work and relieve American Federation of Labor

regular sign -up men desiring off. Regular sign - up

men to be called only when absolutely, necessary. 246 SummerSt.Boston, Mass.

Extra calls for regular sign-up men will pay time
and one-half.

COLLIS LOVELY , General President

CHAS, L. BAINE , General Sec'y - Treas.Sec. No. 11. The Company agrees to heat the

cars to a comfortable temperature, to employ men
to take care of fires and empty ashes. Police pro

tection at all times when necessary . Cars to be

swept after they are laid .

Sec. No. 12. Traction and City Lines to be oper

ated separately. Only cars operating on through If You Don't Receive Your Motorman,

service to Ironton are to be considered as Traction Conductor and Motor Coach Operator

Sec, No. 13.
fill in this coupon and band it to your F. S. , or

Operating rules and regulations of

the Company, as well as special bulletin orders, mail it to the MOTORMAN, CONDUCTOR

shall be strictly observed by all employees . AND MOTOR COACH OPERATOR, 260 East

Sec. No. 14. Employees who are members of any Vernor Highway , Detroit , Mich .

committee of the Association or who are officers of

the Association of the employees, or are delegates Name .

to conventions of the Association, shall have leave

of absencefor the purpose of attending conventions Street ..
or of doing such otherworkin connection with the

Association asmaybe necessarywithoutlosing any Former Address ..
privilege of seniority. Members who may be

the grievance committee are to berelieved by the No... Street ..

Company, when necessary for said committee to
meet with the Company. Post Office ..

Sec . No. 15. The Company shall provide suitable

Line cars .

Div . No.....

on
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THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
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QUALITY STYLE MAKE

BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORM
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TO EVERY WEARER
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For Sale by Dealers

WRITE FOR SAMPLES

FRED M.BATCHELDER CO.
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6049 6061

FASHION LETTER

The suit will rank first in importance during the

coming season, in both three-quarter and jacket length

styles . A suit is always a comfortable style, and more

ever attractive, and often chic.

It lends itself well to the fur neck piece, kerchief,

of scarf , and is a fitting , setting for pretty blouses,

gilets, jabots and collars which add to its dressiness.

The new two- piece suits are shown in wool crepe,

homespun, checks and plaids. Taffeta also is considered

for these suits.

There are wonderfully attractive sweaters , also jersey

and crepella blouses, to be worn with sports suits .

The coat linings of suits are often repeated in the

blouses worn with the suits. Dressy suits show crepe

de chine blouses, in white or contrasting colors. With

a suit of gray a slate blue blouse could be worn . Gray

and beige also combine well .

One sees lovely blouses in two or three colorings;

alternating stripes or applied bandings or motifs in

complimentary color are placed on a cream or putty

background.

Sports frocks are usually shown in two -piece effects.

Sometimes the skirt has a yoke fitted with an elastic

band, or shaped and buttoned at the hips.

Jersey is combined with silk .

One sees cloth skirts and silk blouses , or the reverse

in sports clothes for youthful figures.

The new ensembles have shorter coats than those of

last season and, when composed of three pieces, the

coat lining and the material of the blouse are alike.

Black ensemble coats in three-quarter length are

shown with one-piece frocks of checked or plaid silk .

Straight line top coats of black satin , dark broad

cloth and light colored , light weight woolens are made

with straight lines and inset bands of self material .

Shawl collars and straight fur collars are in vogue.

In some new models, collars of cloth are shown tied

in loops under the chin .

For street dresses, crepes and crepe satins are still

popular.

6049. Ladies' Dress with Slender Hips.
Cut in 8 Sizes : 38, 40 , 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52 inches bust

A 44- inch size requires 4 % yards of 39- inch material,

together with%yard of contrasting material forfacing on collar,

and tab cut crosswise. If cut lengthwise1 % yard 15 inches wide

is required. The width of the Dress at thelower edge, with plaits

extended , is 2 % yards . Price 12 ¢ .

6061. Girls' Dress .

Cut in 4 Şizes : 8, 10, 12 and 14 years . A 12- year size requires

2 %, yards of39-inch material, together with %yard of contrast

ing material for facing on collar,cuffs and belt , cut lengthwise.
Price 12 ¢.

6067. Child's Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes: 2 , 4 , 6 and 8 years. A 6- year size requires

2% yards of 32-inch material . To face the yoke bands with con.

trasting material requires yard 27 inches wide . To finish with

narrow bias binding, as illustrated , requires 4 % 8 yards. Price 12 ¢ .

6054. Misses ' Dress.
Cut in 3 Sizes : 16 , 18 and 20 years. An 18 -year size requires

1 % yardof checked " or figured material 39 inches wide and 3

If made without the jacket , 1 % 4 yard of

plain material is required .' The width of the dress at the lowes
edge , withplaits extended, is 2 yards. Price 124 .

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 12¢ in silver or stamps for our UP - TO -DATE

SPRING and SUMMER1928 BOOK OF FASHIONS,

showing color plates, and containing 500 designsof

Ladies', Misses ' and 'Children's Patterns,a CONCISE

and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON DRESSMAK

ING , ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THE NEEDLE

(illustrating 30 of the various, simple stitches) , all

valuable hints to the home dressmaker .

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO. ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn , N. Y.

1

measure ,

L
o
e

1

1

6067

6054

w



Some Clothing Stores

don't handle

Union Label Clothing

20Buro

UNITED

AMERICA

B

because they

don't know

that

Traction men

demand it.

IU

F your dealer does not have sewed in every garmentwe make

Union Label Uniforms and -(both uniform and civilian

Civilian Clothing in stock now styles) and is your protection

send us his name and we'll write against inferior makes, assuring

him about it. you of satisfaction .

Traction men who prefer Blue Before you buy your next suit,

Serge can secure our Standard send for a sample of 3500 Serge

Serge No. 3500 in either Uniform for comparison.

or Civilian Styles at $27.50. If your dealer cannot supply

We are also able to furnish
you, we will arrange to have a

all standard uniform fabrics and reputable clothing storein your

a full line of Hand Tail. city take your size and

ored Civilian Clothing. make any needed altera

The Union Label is tionswithout extracharge.

Bloch

The Bloch Company 2320 Superior Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge.

GCLOTHES

OF QUALITY

Name

Address

Name of Dealer
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Published monthly by the Amalgamated Association Entered at the Post Office as Second Class Matter :
of Street and Electric Railway Employes of America . Accepted for Mailing at special rates of postagepro

W. D. Mahon , President vided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917 .

260 Vernor Highway E. , Detroit, Michigan Subscription Price .. . $ 0.75

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE

MENT, CIRCULATION , ETC., REQUIRED BY
THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912 ,

of the MOTORMAN, CONDUCTOR AND MOTOR COACH
OPERATOR, publishedmonthly at Detroit , Michigan ,
for April 1st, 1928.

State of Michigan , County of Wayne, ss .

Before me,a Notary Public in andfor theState

and County' aforesaid, personally appeared R. L.

Reeves,who, having been duly sworn according to

law, deposes and says thathe is the Editor of the

MOTORMAN , CONDUCTOR AND MOTOR COACH OPER

ATOR, and that thefollowing is, to the best of his

knowledge andbelief, a true statement of the owner.

ship, management(and, if a daily paper, the circula
tion ), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date

shown in the above caption , required by the Act of

August 24, 1912, embodied in Section 411 , Postal

Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this
form , to -wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher ,

editor,managing editor, andbusiness managers are;
Publisher, Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, 260 , East

Vernor Highway, Detroit , Mich .; Editor, R. L.
Reeves, 260 East Vernor Highway, Detroit, Mich.;
Managing Editor, R. L. Reeves, 260 East Vernor

Highway, Detroit, Mich.; BusinessManager, R. L.

Reeves, 260 East'Vernor 'Highway, Detroit, Mich .
2. That the owner is (If

ned by a corporation ,
its name and address must be stated and also im
mediately thereunder the names and addresses of

stockholders owning or holdingoneper cent or more
of total amount of stock.

If not owned by a cor
poration , the names and addresses of the individual

owners must be given . If owned by a firm , com

pany, or other unincorporated concern, its name and
address , as well as those ofeach individual member,

must be given .) AmalgamatedAssociation of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America, 260 East

Vernor Highway, Detroit , Mich.; W. D. Mahon .

International President, 260 East Vernor Highway,
Detroit, Mich .; R. L. Reeves, Secretary General

Executive Board , 260 East Vernor Highway. Detroit,
Mich .

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and

other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent

or more of the total amountof bonds, mortgages,or

othersecurities are ( if there are none, so state ),

None.

4.That the two paragraphs next above, giving the

names of the owners, stockholders and security

holders, if any , contain not only the list of stock .

holders and security holders as they appear upon the

books of the company but also , in cases where the

stockholder or security holder appears upon the

books of the company as trustee or in any other

fiduciary relation , the name of the person or corpora

tion for whom such trustee is acting, is given ; also

that the said two paragraphs contain statements

embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to

the circumstances and conditions under which stock

holders and security holders who do not appear upon

the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and

securities in a capacity other than that of a bona

fide owner ; and this affiant has no reason to believe

that any other person , association, or corporation has

any interest direct or indirect in the said stock ,

bonds or other securities than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of each

issue of this publication sold or distributed through

the mails or otherwise to paid subscribers, during the

six months preceding the date shown above, is ( This

information is required from daily publications only) .

R. L , REEVES, Editor.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this twenty

third day of March , 1928.

Jennie Shellfish , Notary Public .

( Scal) My commission expires May 27, 1929.
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HE
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PROCEEDINGS OF SEMI-ANNUAL ending with January 31, 1928, is credited

MEETING OF GENERAL
with having made nine official visits in

EXECUTIVE BOARD
which he assisted eight Locals upon griev

February 20-25 , 1928 ance, agreement and arbitration work .

General Executive Board Member Ed.

The regular semi-annual meeting, of the ward McMorrow , in the course of the six

general executive board of the A. A. of S. months' audit period , ending with January

and E. R. E. of A. , to cover the six 31, 1928, aside from attending the 20th

months audit period ending with January Convention held in Birmingham , Ala., last

31 , 1928, convened at Association head September, and the previous G. E. B.

quarters, 260 East Vernor Highway, De Meeting, is credited with having made

troit, Mich ., at 10 o'clock a. m. , Monday, thirty official visits, in which he assisted

February 20th. ten Locals upon grievance and agreement

Roll call showed to be present: General work . Important in his work , was that of

Executive Board Members Edw. McMorrow, assisting International President W. D.

Division 241 , Chicago, Ill.; Magnus Sin Mahonupon the Chicago wage adjustment.

clair, Division 113, Toronto, Ont .; P. J. General Executive Board Member Mag.
Shea, Division 168, Scranton, Pa ; John H. nus Sinclair, in the course of this six

Reardon, Division 22 , Worcester, Mass.; months' audit period , is reported to have

Allen H. Burt, Division 382, Salt Lake made thirty-three official visits, in which

City, Utah ;Wm . F. Welch , Division 103, he assisted twenty-one Locals upon griev

Wheeling, W. Va.; Fred A. Hoover , Divi ance and agreement work. He also at

sion 101, Vancouver, B. C.; R. L. Reeves, tended the previous G. E. B. Meeting and

Division 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .; International
the 20th Convention of the Association,

President W. D. Mahon, Detroit, Mich.; held last September, at Birmingham , Ala.

International Treasurer L. D. Bland, Divi General Executive Board Member P. J.

sion 241, Chicago, Ill.; First International Shea, aside from attending the last G. E. B.

Vice - President Wm. B. Fitzgerald , Division Meeting, and the 20th Convention of the

132, Troy, N. Y. Association, in Birmingham , Ala. , last

International President W. D. Mahon September , is reported as having made

presented to the Board a semi-annual report thirty -six official visits , during which he

of the Association for the six months end . assisted twenty -four Locals upon agreement
ing with January 31, 1928. A synopsis of and grievance work. Board Member Shea

the report is as follows:
was also a member of the jurisdictional

President's Report
dispute committee with Treasurer L. D.

Bland, upon the subject of claims of the

“ Detroit, Mich. , February 1 , 1928.
Machinists' Union , a report upon which was

submitted to this G. E. B. Meeting. He
" TO THE MEMBERS OF THE GEN

was also a delegate of this Association , in
ERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE attendance at the A. F. of L. Convention

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF held in Los Angeles, Cal. Board Member

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY
Shea's work also included organizing work

EMPLOYES OF AMERICA. in New York City .

“ Brothers :
" General Election Board Member John H.

" In accordance with the Laws of this
Reardon, during the six months' audit

Association , I hereby submit the reports of period, ending with January 31, 1928, aside

my office for the past six months, from
from attending the previous Board meeting

August 1, 1927, to February 1 , 1928, in
and the 20th Convention of the Association,

cluding all books and bills, receipts and
is credited with having made 65 official

expenditures for the past six months, for visits , in the course of which he assisted

inspection and audit." upon grievance and agreement work 29

Work of International Officers Locals .

" General Executive Board Member Allen

International Treasurer L. D. Bland , in H. Burt, for the six months ending with

the course of the six months' period, is January 31, 1928, is credited with having

reported as having made ten official visits , made 1 official visits, in the course of which

during which he assisted four Locals upon he assisted 5 Locals upon grievance and

grievance and agreement work . He also agreement work. He also attended the

attended the 20th Convention of the Asso previous Board meeting and was in attend

ciation , held in Birmingham , Ala . , last ance at the 20th Convention of the Asso

September ; attended the A. F. of L. Con ciation , which held in Birmingham,

vention at Los Angeles, Calif. , as a dele Ala ., in September, 1927.

gate, representing, with others, the Amalga " General Executive Board Member Wm.

mated Association, and served with G. E. B. F. Welch is reported to have made four

Member P. J. Shea as a member of the official visits during the six months' audit

committee of two that met with a like period ending with January 31 , 1928. Upon

committee of the Machinists' Union in an these visits he assisted two Locals upon

effort to adjust the jurisdictional question agreement work . He also attended the

existing , as involving the two organizations. previous Board meeting and the 20th

A report of this committee was made to Convention of the Association held in

the G. E. B. at this meeting. He also Birmingham, Ala . , in September, 1927.

served as Editor of the Union Leader. " General Executive Board Member James

General Executive Board Member R. L. B. Lawson, in the courseof this six months'

Reeves, in the course of the six months audit period , is reported to have made 9

was
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official visits , in the course of which he He also attended and addressed the Na.

assisted 6 Locals upon grievance and agree tional Safety Convention held in Chicago,

ment work . He also attended the previous Ill., last September.

Board meeting and the 20th Convention of "Fifth International Vice-President James

the Association .
Largay is credited with having made 6

"General Executive Board Member Fred official visits , in the course of which he

A. Hoover, aside from attending the assisted 2 Locals upon grievance and

previous Board meeting and the 20th organization extension work , within the

Convention of the Association , held in six months' period ending with January 31 ,

Birmingham , Ala. , in September, 1927 , 1928.

where he was re-elected to the Board for " Sixth International Vice- President John

the present term , is credited with having B. Wiley , aside from serving as financial

made 7 official visits during the six months' secretary and business agent of Division

audit period ending with January 31 , 1928. No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa, attended the

Upon these visits he assisted 4 Locals upon 20th Convention of the Association held at

agreement work, 3 of which Locals ` he Birmingham, Ala., last September, as a

assisted in conducting an arbitration of delegate, representing the Des Moines Local.

wages and working conditions.
" Seventh International Vice- President

" First International Vice-President Wm. M. J. Murray, within the six months'

B. Fitzgerald, during the six months' audit period ending with January 31, 1928, is

period ending with January 31 , 1928, is credited with having made 2 official visits

reported to have made 34 official visits, in and assisting 2 Locals upon their affairs.

the course of which he assisted 17 Locals, " Eighth International Vice- President John

largely upon agreement work. Aside from M. Parker, during the six months' audit

this road work, he attended the previous period ending with January 31, 1928, is

G. E. B. meeting and the 20th Association credited with having made 26 official visits

Convention held last September in Birming and assisting 4 Locals with agreement

ham, Ala. As representing the Inter work. He was also engaged in organization

national President, he , as a delegate, at extension work. He was also involved in

tended the A. F. of L. Convention held in the Indianapolis injunction case, and was,

Los Angeles, Calif ., where he was elected as since proclaimed by U. S. Senators,

A. F. of L. delegateto attend the on-coming illegally penalized by a Federal Court, and

British Trades Congress Convention, which was under this unreasonable infliction at

will be held in England within this year. the close of the six months' report,

He is also credited with serving as assistant “ Ninth International Vice-President

to the International President at the Gen Charles H. Clark, during the six months'

eral Office, upon the general affairs of the audit period ending with January 31 , 1928,
Association.

is credited with having made one official

"Second International Vice-President P. J. visit, upon which he assisted a Local upon

O'Brien , within the six months ' period end a grievance situation. Also, asa delegate

ing with January 31, 1928 , is credited with representing Division No. 589, Boston ,

having made 26 official visits, during which Mass . , of which he is a member, he at.

he assisted 10 Locals upon agreement and tended the 20th Convention of this Asso
grievance work. He also attended the ciation held last September in Birmingham ,

20th Convention of the Association held in Ala . , at which he was re-elected to the

Birmingham , Ala. , in September, 1927, as International staff of officers,

a delegate representing Div . No. 448, “ Tenth International Vice-President Robt.

Springfield , Mass., of which he is a member. B. Armstrong is reported to have made 15

" Third International Vice- President Wm. official visits , in the course of which he

S. McClenathan , within this six months' assisted 8 Locals. His work was princi

audit päriod ending with January 31, 1928, pally upon wage agreement negotiations.

aside from his service as secretary and He was also involved with Vice- President

business agent of Div . No. 308,Chicago, Ill., ' Parker in the Indianapolis, Ind., injunction

represented that Local as a delegate in at case, in which they were illegally, penalized

tendance at the 20th Convention of this by a Federal Judge for alleged violation of

Association held in Birmingham , Ala ., in the injunction granted at the command of

September, 1927. He is also credited with the Indianapolis Street Railway Company

having made one official visit , upon which management, and at the close of this six

he assisted one Local upon agreement work, months' period ending with January 31 ,

" Fourth International Vice-President P. J. 1928, was undergoing the illegal penaliza

McGrath , within the six months' audit tion .

period ending January 31 , 1928, attended “ Eleventh International Vice-President

the 20th Convention of ' this Association Abe L. Spradling is credited as having

held in September, 1927, at Birmingham , made official visit within the six

a . delegate representing Division months' term here reported . Upon this

No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa., at which con visit he assisted one Local in the adjust,

vention he was re- elected to the Associa ment of a complaint. He also attended the

tion's staff of International officers. He is 20th Convention of this Association held

also financial secretary -treasurer of Div. in September, 1927, at Birmingham, Ala . ,

Aside from this service, he is a ' delegate from Division No. 627,

credited with making one official visit, in Cincinnati , Ohio, where he was elected to

which he rendered assistance in the New the staff of International Officers .

York injunction case , involving the mem “Twelfth International Vice - President

bers of Div. No. 977, of New York, N. Y. George Durand, during the six months'

one

Ala., as

No. 85. as
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reported upon, as ending with January 31 ,

1928, is credited with having made one

official visit upon which he rendered

assistance to one Local in connection with

an election controversy.

“ Thirteenth International Vice -President

Henri Champagne, within this six months'

period reported upon, attended the 20th

Convention of this Association, which was

held in Birmingham , Ala., last September,

as a delegate representing Division No. 790,

Montreal, Que. , at which Convention he

was elected to the staff of International

Officers.

" Fourteenth International Vice - President

Thomas L. McBrayer, within this six

months' audit period , is credited with

having made 4 official visits , upon which

he assisted 2 Locals upon agreement work .

As a delegate from Division No. 732,

Atlanta, Ga ., he attended the 20th Con

vention of the Association held in Birming

ham, Ala ., in September, 1927, where he

was elected to the staff of International

Officers of this Association .

" Former Vice- President George A. Dean,

within this semi-annual period ending with

January 31 , 1928, is reported to have made

six official visits, in the course of which he

rendered assistance to six Locals.

“ International President William D.

Mahon, in the course of the six months'

ending with January 31, 1928, made 19

official visits , upon which he rendered

assistance to 12 Locals. He also attended

the previous meeting of the G. E. B. , and

attended and presided at the 20th Con

vention of this Association, which Conven

tion was held in September, 1927, at

Birmingham , Ala . Aside from the service

mentioned, he has given general supervision

of the affairs of the Association, as affect

ing all features thereof, and has served as

director in the legal affairs of the Associa

tion as applying to the Indianapolis, New

Orleans, Boston and New York injunction

cases. He was also the immediate director

in the Chicago wage arbitration, in which

was involved the membership of Division

No. 241 and the employing property.

Aside from the work of International

Officers, the Report of the International

President described the service of Associa- .

tion Organizers Lawrence F. Hart, of Divi.

sion No. 168, Scranton, Pa.; James H.

Coleman , Division No. 618, Providence,

R. I .; C. F. Conroy, Division No. 623,

Buffalo, N. Y .; and Edward A. Raleigh ,

Division No. 448, Springfield , Mass ."

DEATH , DISABILITY AND OLD AGE BENEFITS

During the six months' audit period, from August

1 , 1927, to January 31 , 1928 , the following death ,

disability and old age benefits have been paid :

Death Benefits

Division No. 22 , Worcester , Mass.

Glennon , John, deceased $ 800.00

McGahey, James, deceased 300.00

Sullivan , Cornelius , deceased 800.00

Washburn , Charles, deceased 800.00

Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .

Axe , Dan , deceased 400.00

Brooks, Clyde, deceased

Burras, John W., deceased 800.00

Curtis , Floyd J. deceased. 800.00

Haas, Louis C., deceased . 800.00

Hengy, Harry , deceased 150.00

Kruets, Anthony A., deceased 800.00

Mapes, William , deceased 100.00

Ricci, Sam T. L., deceased 100.00
Riley, William , deceased . 800.00

Sears, Ray,deceased . 600.00
Division No.52, East Liverpool, Ohio .

Barber, W. J., deceased . 800.00

Division No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .

Aheimer, John F., deceased . 800.00
Clawson , James 7. , deceased 100.00

Collins, Joseph, deceased (funeral and other
expenses) 380.76

Dilling , John A., deceased 800.00

Ewing , William S., deceased 800.00

George, Michael , deceased .. 800.00

Imhoffe, Henry J., deceased 800.00

Kranscope, H., deceased . 800.00

Lunz, Michael, deceased 800.00

McGuire, M.J.,deceased . 800.00

McKibbin , Henry , deceased 800.00

Monahan , Charles William , deceased. 100.00
O'Brien , Thomas, J., deceased . 500.00

O'Malley, Patrick , deceased , 800.00

Strengoski, Stanley, deceased . 800.00

Summers, George, deceased 800.00
Zellers, Charles H., deceased 800.00

Division No. 89, New Castle , Pa.

Moore, J. W., deceased 800,00
Division No. 98 , Akron , Ohio .

Hall, William Poe, deceased 800.00
Division No.99, Winnipeg , Man.

Pruner , William Allen, deceased 800.00

Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

Dixon, Thomas, deceased . 800.00

Hart , Robert, deceased . 500.00

Marshall, Frank, deceased . 800.00

McGregor, Edwin E., deceased .. 800.00

Division No. 103, Wheeling, West Va .

350.00
Parrell. John, deceased .
McKeen , J. F., deceased . 800.00

Neutzling, Peter, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 107, Hamilton , Ont.

Treblecock, John, deceased . 100.00

Division No. 109, Victoria , B. C.

Campbell, Robert, deceased . 400.00

Gaiger, George, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont.

Craig. J. S. , deceased 50.00

Dorward, W., deceased
800.00

Hanson, Arthur , deceased 800.00

Theyer, J.E., deceased . 800.00

Watson, William L.,deceased 800.00

DivisionNo. 118, Pottsville , Pa.

Lord, Charles, deceased .. 300.00

Division No. 125, Belleville, Ill.

Lindsay, Howard E. , deceased . 800.00

Wallace, William James, deceased 800.00

Wheatley, Joseph ,deceased 800.00

Division No. 148 , Albany , N. Y.

Hearns ,Patrick , deceased 800.00

Division No. 168, Scranton , Pa.

Cleary, John, deceased . 800.00

Kornick , Peter, deceased 700.00

Gallagher, Frank, deceased 800.00

Lalli, Mareno, deceased 800.00

Tierney, P. J., deceased 800.00

Tighe, Patrick, deceased 800.00

Division No. 169, Easton, Da .

Ackerman , Orison , deceased 800.00

Hunsberger, William H., deceased 800.00

Division No. 174 , Fall River , Mass.

Duffy, William H. , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 184, Williamsport, Pa.

Mansberger, Harry R. , deceased. 800.00

Division No. 192, Oakland , Calif.

Law, Prentice ( Prentiss) J. , deceased . 800,00

Division No. 194, New Orleans, La .

Baker, Laurence , deceased . 800.00

Chiasson , Rene C., deceased 500.00

Cowart, Edward T. , deceased .
800.00

Davis, William H. , deceased 800.00

Fagan, J. , deceased 800.00

Foote , W. , deceased 800.00

Gausepohi, F., deceased
800,00

High . S. W. , deceased (funeral, doctors and
other expenses) 560.00

Hodgson , G. H. , deceased
800.00

Hulseberg , H., deceased .
800.00

McConnell . Hy. J., deceased
100.00

Meredith, Edward , deceased
700.00

Reyer, D. J. , deceased .
800.00

Schmaltz, Anthony, deceased
800,00

Ulm , Fred , deceased .
800.00

Wallace , H. M. , deceased
800.00

Willis, Anderson, deceased .
300.00

Ybos, Louis I. , deceased .
800.00

Division No. 215, Wheaton, Ill .

Casper, Mike , deceased .
100.00

Holborn, Thomas, deceased
800.00

Runyon, Ira D., deceased .
800.00

800.00
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Division No. 343, adeceased .

Division No. 228 , Joliet, ill . Division No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio.

Ludwig , Gustav L., deceased . 100.00 Burt, John F., deceased . 500.00

DivisionNo. 235, Brockton, Mass. Collingridge , W., deceased 800.00

Casan , A , A., deceased . 800.00 Doyle , Frank J. , deceased 800.00

Howard , E. W.,deceased . 800.00 Hammer, Jerome, deceased . 800,00

Division No. 238, Lynn, Mass. Knox, M. E., deceased . 800.00

Collins, John H., deceased .. 800.00 Leibold, J., deceased . 800.00

Pogg. George H., deceased . 800.00 Sullivan , John , deceased . 800.00
Division No. 240, Chelsea , Mass. Varner, John A., deceased 400.00

Hall, Andrew W., deceased 800.00 Wholey, Patrick , deceased 800.00
Smith , Alden B. , deceased 800.00 Wyman , Herbert, deceased . 600.00

Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill. Division No. 272 , Youngstown, Ohio .

Anderson, Nils, deceased .. 800.00 Driskell, J. W., deceased . 800.00
Barcel, William , deceased 800.00 Division No. 279 , Ottawa , Ont.

Blackinton , William G., deceased 800.00 Donovan, Michael, deceased . 800.00
Blake , John, deceased . 800.00 Division No. 280, Lowell, Mass .

Brewer, Arthur, deceased 800.00 McNerney, Thomas, deceased . 800.00

Buenger, George E., deceased 100.00 Wisted ,John, deceased.. 800.00
Burns, Patrick , deceased . 800.00 Division No.281 , New Haven , Conn.

Carney, Robert M. , deceased . 250.00 Firestein , Charles, deceased .. 500.00

Chilton , Bert R., deceased . 800.00 Lynch, John , deceased .. 800.00

Cook, William M., deceased . 800.00 Simons , Nathan , deceased . 800.00

Daly . Timothy, deceased . 800.00 Division No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.

Delguidice (Delgindice), Ross, deceased 700.00 Burns, John T. , deceased 250.00

Dempsey, Michael, deceased 800.00 Hope, Robert H., deceased 800.00
Dobbertine, Conrad, deceased 800.00 Kiesow , John, deceased . 800.00

Dunn, Robert, deceased . 800.00 McCall, John J. , deceased 800.00

Ewald , William J., deceased . 800.00 McHugh, Felix, deceased 800.00

Pife (Fyfe ), Frank, deceased . 800.00 Nurden, William , deceased 800.00

Pinn, Martin , deceased . 800.00 Shepard, John J. , deceased 800.00

Fitzpatrick, Roy E., deceased . 100.00 Division No. 284, Nashua , N. H.
Fleming. Barney (Bernard ), deceased 800.00 Boury, JohnW., deceased 800.00
Ford, James F. deceased . 100.00 Division No. 308 , Chicago, Iu.

Foss, Nells(Niles ), deceased 800.00 Bach , Hugo, deceased 800.00

Freitag, Erwin C., deceased . 400.00 Bauries, G., deceased . 800.00
Gasser. Jacob , deceased .. 800.00 Beilfuss, Edward, deceased . 800.00

Gillis, Ulysses S. , deceased .. 800.00 Buck, Albert H., deceased 100.00

Gloede, Fred , deceased .. 800.00 Burns, Martin , deceased . 500.00

Gough , Richard, deceased 800.00 Gaynor, John P., deceased . 800.00

Graham ,Charles W., deceased 800.00 Cuddy, Elizabeth M. , deceased 300.00

Griese, William F., deceased 500.00 Cullen , Minnie, deceased . 800.00

Hahn , Christian, deceased . 300.00 De Piano, G. , deceased . 800.00

Heaton , Nathaniel T., deceased 800.00 Elenz, J. E., deceased . 800.00

Hettinger, William H., deceased 800.00 Escher, Henry J. , deceased 800.00

Horan , Jeremiah, deceased .. 800.00 Fisher, Charles A .. deceased 800.00

Jankowski, John, deceased . 800.00 Ford , Michael A. , deceased 150.00

Koch (Coach ), Joseph, deceased 800.00 Grasela , Joseph, deceased 500.00
Kunstmann , Albert J., deceased . 800.00 Groark , Martin ,deceased 250.00

Larsen, James , deceased .. 800.00 Hahn, William A., deceased 800.00

Larson , Arthur A., deceased . 800.00 Hallberg , Charles, deceased . 800.00
Maher, James, deceased . 800.00 Holmes, Charles, deceased 250.00
Malinowski, Louis, deceased 800.00 Kennedy, Helen H.. deceased 800.00
Maloney, Lant , deceased . 800.00 Klein , Frank A. , deceased 350.00
Martin, Bert W., deceased 800.00 Knust, Ernest, deceased . 800.00

Mateljak, Matt, deceased 100.00 Peterson , F. , deceased . 800.00
Melcher, Henry, deceased 800.00 Sampson, John A., deceased . 50.00

McCormick, Charles, deceased 800.00 Scott, Walter J., deceased 800.00

McNamara, Patrick , deceased . 300.00 Sharrits, Stephen S. , deceased (funeral and
McVady, Richard , deceased . 800.00 other expenses) .. 398.00
Noon, Thomas B., deceased . 800,00 Slim, Joseph, deceased .. 500,00

Noonan (Noonen ). Michael, deceased . 800.00 Smith , John Wm. , deceased 800.00
Oistedahl, Oscar, deceased . 100.00 Spillman , Casper, deceased 100.00
Pacanowski, John J. , deceased . 700.00 Steinbrecher , A., Sr. , deceased 800.00

Papenfus, Ernest A., deceased . 800.00 Stewart, Zella , deceased . 150.00

Pappas, Michael (MikeExerhos), deceased, Sullivan, Anna M. , deceased , 250.00

balance due. 175.00 Wagner , Theophilus, deceased 100.00

Proctor,HarryR., deceased 800.00 Wegner, Otto M , C., deceased 800.00
Purtel, Arthur, deceased . 800.00 Widua, M., deceased .... 800.00
Reising. John B., deceased 350.00 Mich .
Robinson, David D. , deceased 800.00 Bouck , George E., 800.00
Rodman , Albert, deceased . 800.00 Division No. 358 , Cumberland , Md .

Roe, Henry, deceased . 800.00 Mathews, J. W., deceased 800.00
Rosenberger. Victor V., deceased 100.00 Division No. 380, Elyria , Ohio.
Runberg, Andrew , deceased . 800.00 Myers, M., deceased . 800.00
Ryan , Bernard J., deceased 700.00 Triplett, John, deceased . 800.00

Ryan, James E., deceased .. 800.00 Division No. 381, Butte , Mont.
Schoonover, Jesse L., deceased 800.00 Fetterman , Charles, deceased 800.00
Silke, William T., deceased . 800.00 Division No. 382 , Salt Lake City , Utah.

Soulinkos, Adam , deceased 800.00 Irvine, Francis, deceased . 800.00

Theisen , Peter, deceased . 800.00 Division No. 416 , Peoria , Ill.

Trieweiler. Peter, deceased . 800.00 Cisna, Charles , deceased . 800.00

Walsh, David . deceased . 700.00 Ott, Andrew, deceased 700.00
Walsh, John, deceased .. 800.00 Division No. 425, Hartford , Conn .
Walsh, William H., deceased 800.00 Waller, Robert, deceased . 800.00

Ward , George M., deceased . 800.00 Division No. 430, Mauch Chunk , Pa .
Weineroski.Michael,deceased . 800.00 Reinart , Nathan E. , deceased 800.00
Wernimont. John P.. deceased 600.00 Division No. 441, Des Moines, Iowa .
Wood, Fred , deceased .. 50.00 Burns, William , deceased . 300.00

Zurowski, Stephen, deceased . 250.00 Carlson , Elof, deceased 800.00

Division No.256, Sacramento , Calif. Carson , W. B., deceased 800.00

White, J. W., deceased ..
McNeil. Orlo W., deceased . 800.00

800.00

Division No. 261, Lawrence, Mass.
Division No. 448 , Springfield, Mass .

Sturtevant, Clarence, deceased
Bailey, John. deceased . 800.00

(funeral , Cashen, Peter J. , deceased 800.00doctors and other expenses) 215.00

Wilson , Joseph F., deceased ..
McGrady , John W. , deceased 800.00

800.00 Powers, William J. , deceased . 800.00
Division No.265 , San Jose, Calit. Division No. 455, Portsmouth , Ohio .
Genmell, William , deceased . 800.00 Mclotire, Kilby H. , deceased 600.00

å

.
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Division No. 469, Derby, Conn.

O'Doherty, George, deceased 800.00

Division No. 506, Rensselaer, N. Y.

Raught, Chester, deceased.. 800.00

Division No. 508, Halifax, Nova Scotia .

Johnston , Donald J. , deceased . 700.00

Division No. 517, Gary, Ind.

Brown , L. L., deceased . 250.00

Spencer, Jay D., deceased 800.00

Stancik, Šusie A., deceased . 150.00

Division No. 518 , San Francisco, Calif.

Dougherty , John M., deceased 800.00

Judge, William Thomas, deceased 250.00

Moriarty, James J. , deceased . 800.00

Murphy , David J. deceased . 800.00

Division No. 537 , Holyoke , Mass.

Ufford , Henry L., deceased . 800.00

Division No. 540, Trenton , N. J.

Challender, Henry, deceased .. 800.00

Division No. 549, Northampton, Mass.

Whalen, James D. , deceased 800.00

Division No. 558 , Shreveport, La .

McGee, William Pleasant , deceased . 700,00

Robertson , James Webb , deceased 150.00

Division No. 568, Erie, Pa.

Coughlin , Daniel H. , deceased . 700.00

McGregor, Frank,deceased . 800.00

Michael, William R., deceased 800.00

Division No. 569, Edmonton, Alta .

Bernosconi, Joseph , deceased 800.00

Butterick, Albert, deceased . 300.00

Division No. 572, Frostburg, Md .
Price , Henry A. , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 577, Augusta , Ga .

Godman, F. D. , deceased . 800.00

Division_No. 580, Syracuse, N. Y.
Felt, Frank, deceased 800.00

Gallegan, Edward , deceased 800.00

Graboske, Charles, deceased 400.00

Leahan, James , deceased 100.00

Mackey, Albert, deceased 400.00

Seeley , Ernest F. , deceased . 250,00

Tapling, George H. , deceased 800.00

Varden , Martin M. , deceased 800.00

Division No. 583 , Calgary, Alta .

Talbot, James , deceased 500,00

Division No.587, Seattle , Wash .

Andrews , Fred H. , deceased . 800.00

Brede , Oscar P. , deceased . 600.00

Hoffman , William S. , deceased 500.00

Jones, E. R., deceased 800.00

Le Gault , Armen , deceased 800.00

Moore, J. Richard, deceased 800.00

Roland, Charles Edward, deceased 100.00

Division No. 589, Boston , Mass.

Barnes , Stephen, deceased . 800.00

Bracy , John F. , deceased 800.00

Burke. Daniel J., deceased 800.00

Chapman, Manley , deceased . 800.00

Cleveland , Frank H., deceased 800.00

Coburn , George D. , deceased 800.00

Connolly , Joseph , deceased 250.00

Connolly , Michael , deceased 800.00

Corey , Frank J. , deceased .. 800.00

Coughlin , Everett P. , deceased 800.00

Crockett , Clifford R. , deceased 800.00

Cronin , James J. , deceased 100.00

Cronin , Jeremiah M. , deceased 800.00

Devine, James J. , deceased 800.00

Dolan, Thomas H., deceased 800.00

Durgin , Horace A. , deceased 800.00

Fitzgerald , James J. , deceased 800.00

Fitzgerald , Maurice, deceased , 800.00

Fitzgerald, Michael , deceased 800.00

Hoeg. Max B. , deceased 250.00

Hurley , Daniel J. , deceased 700.00

Joyce, Thomas, deceased . 500.00

Keaveney, Michael , deceased 800.00

Kelly , Patrick , deceased . 800.00

Landpherd , Fred L. , deceased 800.00

Lane , Mark , deceased 800.00

Leahy. John F., deceased 800.00

Maher, James, deceased 800.00

McDonough , John, deceased 300.00

McLeod, John G., deceased 800.00

Mehegan , John, deceased . 800.00

Monahan, James J. , deceased 800.00

Montgomery , John , deceased 800.00

Murch , Newell P., deceased . 800.00

Nee, Patrick , deceased . 800.00

O'Hare, Austin, deceased 150.00

O'Keefe , Daniel, deceased 800.00

O'Leary, John W., deceased (funeral and
tombstone expenses) 375.00

Olsen , Carl T .. deceased 800.00

Orr. John J. , deceased 800.00

Rhodes, John, deceased 800.00

Russo , Ludovico, deceased 800.00

Sullivan , Cornelius, deceased

Thomas, Louis, deceased .

Division No. 600, Waltham , Mass.

Hickey, Daniel S., deceased

Roach , James J., deceased .

Division No. 611, Kankakee, IlI .

Hackley, James, deceased ..

Division No. 615, Saskatoon , Sask.

Moores , Joseph , deceased .
Division No. 618 , Providence , R. I.

Armstronge W. A., deceased

Bicknell, E. J., deceased .

Carty,Edward J., deceased .

Curtis, William J., deceased .

Harwood, Guy B. , deceased

Jenkins, John , deceased .

Proulx , Nelson, deceased

Quinn, M , J. , deceased .

Riley, Terrence, deceased

Topping, George B., deceased

Tourges , Herbert E. deceased

DivisionNo. 620 , Framingham , Mass .

Graves , Joseph P., deceased

Stone, Edward A., deceased .

Division No. 622 , Peterborough , Ont.

Sedgwick , Walter, deceased ,
Division No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y.

Chapman, Henry F. deceased .

Harris , Henry, deceased .

McDade, Tom, deceased

Moran , Patrick , deceased

Mueller, George, deceased ..

Division No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio .

Binzer, Joseph, deceased .

Blair, Fred, deceased .

Dickens, o. C., deceased .

Gaffney , Andrew , deceased

Gerwe , William J., deceased

Green , William , deceased .

Griffith , Walter, deceased

Helferich , Andy, deceased

Neal , Pratt, deceased

Raaba, Joha, deceased ..

Stephan , George, deceased .

Strong, R., deceased ..

DivisionNo.628, Covington, Ky.

Donahue, T. , deceased .

Division No. 638, Cedar Rapids, Iowa .

Belknap, Frank M., deceased

Division No. 645, Indianapolis , Ind.

Franke, Joseph, deceased .

Lawler, William J. , deceased .

Division No. 662 , Pueblo , Colo.

Shepherd, Joseph H., deceased
Division No. 669, Aubura , N. Y.

Cotter, John B., deceased .

Shaw , Frank , deceased .

Division No. 687, San Francisco, Calif.

Cronin , ThomasJ., deceased
Division No. 691, Springfield , Mo.

Showers, J. H., deceased .
Division No. 692, Hartford , Conn .

Kastash, Frank, deceased .

Division No. 694 , San Antonio , Texas.

Rodgers, John W., deceased

Division No. 697, Toledo, Ohio .

Burden , Harrison L. , deceased .

Kaspitzke, Frank J. , deceased

Steinman , Oscar, deceased .

Division No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn .

Calvery , Robert H., deceased .

Davis, C. H., deceased .

Lane, Buford C. , deceased

Division No. 714, Portland, Maine.

Hooper, Herbert e ., deceased

Plummer, Eugene F. , deceased.

Division No. 717, Manchester, N. H.

Bourgois, Maurice, deceased ..
Division No. 725 , Birmingham, Ala .

Dorough , J. E., deceased .

Hayes, T. M., deceased ..

Hubbard , O, D., deceased

King, Jady, deceased

McLaughlin, w . C., deceased

Morgan, D. w ., deceased .

Perryman, B. P. , deceased

Pinckard. Walter, deceased .

Poe, Steve E., deceased .

Smith , Curtis M. , deceased

Division No. 732 , Atlanta , Ga .

Garner, George W. , deceased

Garvin, William B., deceased

Gibson, John T., deceased .

Phillips, " James R., deceased

Division No. 741, London , Ont .

Murrison , Arthur, deceased

Division No. 757 , Portland , Oregon,

House, Charles, deceased ..
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800.00 Member at Large , Int'l Office, Detroit , Mich .Keller, Gotlieb , deceased
800.00

800.00 Tyrrell, Frank. deceased .Kennedy, Hugh A., deceased
800.00Linklater, Theo. P. deceased
100.00 Total $312,241.76Michel, Peter, deceased ..
800.00Perry, W. Wesley. deceased Amount returned by Division No.
200.00Precechtil, Alfred F., deceased 85. Pittsburgh , Pa., on funeral

700.00 benefit claim of Michael George,Richards, William B. , deceased

800.00 due to one of the beneficiariesSilverspar, Fred, deceased

800.00 not being located ..Tunno, Francisco , deceased . $ 200.00

Amount returned by Division No.
Division No. 758, Tacoma, Wash .

100.00 308, Chicago, Ill., on funeralCarroll, William, deceased
benefit claim of May Posey, due800.00

Waller, Robert G., deceased
to beneficiary not being located . 306.60

506.60Division No. 770, Mobile , Ala .
500.00Fowlkes, Harry, deceased This would make the total expenses in

six months in death benefits , $311,735.16Division No. 777, Muskegon, Mich.
800.00

Cleveland, Ervy, deceased .

Disability BenefitsDivision No. 779, Sioux City, Iowa .

300.00 Division No. 26, Detroit , Mich .Garnett, John C. , deceased .

100.00 Leatherman, Charles F. $ 800.00Olson, Tom , deceased ..

Division No. 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa.
Division No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.

800.00 Cain, L. 800.00Beck, James Edward, deceased
Steeb, William M. 800.00800.00Brodie, Marschal, deceased

300.00 Division No. 103, Wheeling, West Va .
Brown , Robert , deceased .

500.00 Gaus, Joseph C.. 800.00
Caldwell, Lloyd I. , deceased .

800.00
Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont.

Chappell, Allen, deceased
500.00 Reynolds, Thomas G .. 800.00

Crawford, Thomas, deceased .
500.00 Division No. 192 , Oakland , Calif .

Curley , John J., deceased
800.00 Graydon, John .. 800.00Dierkes, A. G. , deceased .

600.00
Division No. 272 , Youngstown, Ohio .

Edding, Charles R. , deceased
Ball, J. W .. 800.00Frazier, William , deceased 800.00

Division No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.300.00Goebel, John , deceased ..
300.00 Atkin , William . , 800.00Hastings, James, deceased
800.00 Hill , Leon P. 800.00Holzhauer, Charles C. , deceased
300.00 Division No. 304 , Glens Falls , N. Y.

Hurley, Matthew, deceased
100.00 Sweeney, Timothy . 800.00Imus, Benjamin I. , deceased

Division No. 398, Boise, Idaho .
O'Hare, Thomas, deceased 800.00

Ryals, W. B.
700.00Powers, Patrick , deceased

300.00

400.00 Division No. 587 , Seattle , Wash .
Pranger, Clement G., deceased

800.00 McGonagle, R. E.Wachtel, Theola E. , decease 500,00
Division No. 589, Boston, Mass.

Division No. 789 , Gates , N. Y.
Chamberlain , Arthur H. 800.00Martin , Fred , deceased . , 800.00
Guider, William J , .. 800.00Division No. 790 , Montreal, Quebec .

Division No. 595 , Salem, N. H.
250.00Bellemare , W. , deceased

Chase, Frank R .. 800.00Bergeron , Antoine , deceased
300.00 Division No.610, Charleston , s . C.

Bergeron , Donat , deceased . 800.00
Manders, George P. 800.00Brunet, Osias, deceased .. 800.00

Division No. 618 , Providence, R. I.
Des Lauriers, L., deceased 500.00 Lefrancois , Alfred 800.00Gosling, John, deccased

100.00
Division No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio .Goulet, Joseph, deceased 800.00

Cash , C. V.
800.00Lacroix , Ismael, deceased 300.00

Division No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala .
Leclair , George, deceased 800.00

Mann, Eddie M. 400,00Mann , Guiseppe, deceased
300.00

Division No. 758, Tacoma , Wash .
Piquette , Zenon , deceased 500.00

Salscheider , H. S.
800.00

Pradet, Amedee, deceased , 500.00
Division No. 843 , Bellingham , Wash .Trottier, Odilon , deceased 800.00
Ackerman , Warren B.

600.00
Division No. 813, Fairmont, West Va.

Division No. 876 , Hamilton , Ont.Milbrad, Fred , deceased .. 800.00
Division No. 818, Oakland , Calif . Poyner, John ... 700.00

Ferrin , Harry, deceased .. 300.00
Total Disability Benefits . $ 16,500.00

Toumey, Cornelius, deceased 100.00
DivisionNo. 819 , Newark, N. J.

O'Reilly, Maurice, deceased . 800.00 Old Age Benefits
Division No. 820 , Union City, N. J.

Division No. 19, Colorado Springs , Colo.Lewis, George, deceased
400.00 Barrett, Michael Joseph . 800.00Division No. 8zi, Jersey City , N. J.

Parks, Andrew ..
800.00Burke, Thomas F.. deceased 500.00 Division No. 22 , Worcester, Mass.

Carroll, Martin , deceased .
500.00 Moore, Fred E..Division No. 822, Paterson, N. J , 800.00Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.

Corby. Frank P., deceased (for funeral,
Kelley , Michael R..

800.00tombstone and other expenses)
588.00 Lapham , Owen 800.00

Rose, Edward, deceased ...
800.00 Division No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.Division No. 839, Newark , Ohio.

Hildebrand, Ezra ,
800.00

Amspaugh, Harvey, deceased
500.00 Moore, Frank . ,Burgett, Conrod, deceased

800.00100.00 Oglevee, Albert G.
Division No. 847, St. Joseph, Mo. 800,00Smith, George H ..

300.00 Division No. 109, Victoria, B. C. 800.00
Smith, Charles B., deceased

100.00Division No.857, Green Bay, Wis. Disher , Walter .
800.00Kenney, Joseph .LaPlant, Cyrus, deceased .

500.00 Division No. 113 , Toronto, Ont. 800.00Division No. 876 , Hamilton , Ont.

Tossell, William , deceased Baldwin , Robert ,
300.00 800.00Division No. 880 , 'Camden , N. J. Black, William

800.00Odorisio, Joseph, deceased . Crane, J. D.
600.00 800.00Division No. 892,Sapulpa,Okla Mitchell, W.

Division No. 125, Belleville, II . 800.00

Division No. 900, Highwood, Ill. 100.00 Flanagan . Thomas ..
Heckendorf, Charles, deceased . Division No. 132 , Troy, N. Y. 800.00

HiKlockziem , William , deceased 250.0c Dwyer, Patrick J.....
Lang , Nels Peter, deceased . 250.00 Division No. 163, Meriden, Conn . 800.00

Maechtle , Fred K., deceased 100.00 Trask, Albert .
Newsome, Albert s.,deceased 500.00 Division No. 168 , Scranton , Pa .
Schmuel, William , deceased . 300.00 Englebrake, George H.,

Stelter,Michael,deceased 50.00 Division No. 174, Fall River, Mass. 800.00
3 Wicklander,Harry A., deceased

200.00 Keiff, Frank

800.00 Division No. 192, Oakland, Calif . 800.00
Thomas, M. K., deceased . Smith, William L ....

700.00
(Continued or pago 25 ) 800.00

800.00

Division No.956,
Allentowa, Pa.
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ASSOCIATION

Articles of Constitution
Section 1 . The objects of this Association shall be

to organize Division Associations,
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This issue contains the report of the No. 26, Detroit , Mich . , at the time of the

proceedings of the General Executive Board , Convention , and who became so entranced

which is the cause for the omission of some with the beauties of California that he is

correspondence, which will appear in May. a prominent resident of that Pacific

Coast state. At the extreme right stands

By reading the feature presented by the Carl Kay, who gallantly served this nation

correspondent of Division No. 662, Pueblo, in the World War, being one of those

Col. , appearing in this issue , you will
stationed in Russia. At the left of Brother

observe that lahor has much to do in the Kay is Brother Herbert Meeker, one of

election of legislators . This should be an
the oldest members of Division No. 26 ,

inspiration for every Local of the Amalga and also for years a member of the Brother

mated Association and labor in general, to
hood of Carpenters. He has served Divi.

take an active, solidified part in govern sion No. 26 as president and in other posi

mental affairs .
tions for many years . He is a native of

Otsego County, New York . Reading from

In this issue of the Motorman, Conductor left to right, the others in the picture are :

and Motor Coach Operator, in the proceed.
BusinessAgent Neil McLellan and President

ings of the recent General Executive Board Robert H. Otis, of Division No. 26 ; R. L.

will be discovered the amount paid by the
Reeves, of Division No. 85,Pittsburgh,

Amalgamated Association in the way of Pa.; Archie D. Black and P. ' J. Ward, of

death, disability and old age benefits. The Division No. 26.

total aggregates $368,235.00. There were

553 benefit claims paid. This gives to the The recent release of two International

membership of the Amalgamate Associa Officers of our Association from an unjust

tion of Street and Electric Railway Em penalty , which they were compelled to

ployes of America the satisfaction of having serve , has a live inspiration for every mem

contributed to assist the families of 553 ber of organized labor to study what may

members of the Association within the six be done by a united endeavoron the part

months ' period . The membership of the of organized labor in the way of eliminating

Amalgamated Association grants to each despotism and installing democracy in

member this benefit assurance and it costs governmental affairs. How did Judge

less than could be obtained from any Robert C. Baltzell, who inflicted the illegal

insurance company, It is one of the im penalizing of our two International Officers

portant features that obtains through or and othersin Indianapolis, obtain his posi

ganization of wage workers . tion as a Federal District Judge ? Is that

not a question to be brought to the atten

On the fifth page of this issue is presented tion of each and every member of the

picture containing representatives in American Labor Movement? How can in

attendance at the 18th Convention of the efficiency in the Federal judiciary depart

Association , held in Oakland , Calif . , in ment be eliminated ? This is not to say

September, 1923 . At the extreme left is that all Federal Judges are

Herbert Gee, who was president of Division Presumably, most of them

a

inefficient.

are not ,
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the dismissal of fourteen of their members.

This had aroused their indignation and they

had suspended work , under the assumption

that the company had instituted a lock -out,

which appeared to exist . President Mahon

took this matter up with the general man

ager of the Detroit United Railway, advis

ing him of the situation , and as a result

the employes were restored to employment,

with assurance of recognition . At the close

of this report, March 31 , President Mahon

was at the General Office looking after the

general affairs of the Association . He had

also advised with the officers of Division

No. 111 , Ypsilanti , Mich. , upon a proposed

new agreement proposition .

International Treasurer L. D. Bland

attended the regular meeting of the General

Executive Board, held February 20-25, and

later the special meeting of the Board ,

held March 17-19 , where he was appointed

upon a committee, comprising G. E. B.

Member P. J. Shea and Chief Clerk 0. L.

Mahon, to associate with International

President W. D. Mahon in negotiations of

an understanding with Mr. Mitten . Later,

he associated as a member of this com

mittee, at meetings held in Atlantic City

and Philadelphia , where an agreement was

reached . At the close of this report,

March 31 , he was at his office in Chicago .

2245

International President W. D. Mahon

attended the regular meeting of the General

Executive Board, held at Association Head

quarters, 260_East Vernor Highway , De

troit, Mich . , February 20 , to which Board

meeting he made a report for the six

months' period ending with January 31,

1928. Due to the injunction and organizing

situation in New York City, he, together

with Vice-President Wm. B. Fitzgerald ,

visited New York , where an arrangement

had been made for the holding of ameeting

of the members of Division No. 977. Due

to the situation he found existing in New

York, this meeting was deferred and he

held conference with the officers of that

Local and had associated with him in these

conferences Vice -Presidents Fitzgerald and

O'Brien and Organizer James H. Coleman .

This led to conferences with His Honor ,

Mayor Walker of New York , at whose re

quest the meeting of the Local was deferred

and through whom a prior understanding

was reached with the management of the

property, that employes would not be dis

missed for being members of the Amalga

mated Association . This agreement had

been violated by the management of the

property, who had already discharged some

twenty -one members of the Amalgamated

Association, for the sole reason that they

were members of the Amalgamated . Hav

ing an appointment to meet in Cleveland ,

Ohio, President Mahon left the New York

situation in the hands of Vice- President

Fitzgerald and visited Cleveland, where he

attended a meeting of the Local and ad

vised with the officers upon an agreement

situation . From Cleveland he visited

Toronto , Ont. , where he addressed a meet

ing of Division No. 113 and advised with

the Local officers upon the affairs of the

Division . This Local is extending organiza

He returned to the General Office,

where he cared for the business of the

Association in general, and then visited

Washington , D. ° C ., and Philadelphia, Pa.

Resultant from this visit , a special meeting

of the General Executive Board was called,

which convened in Detroit March 17 , at

which he made a report upon the Mitten

Management. His conferences in Phila

delphia led to an investigation of a pro

posed agreement by Chief Clerk o .' L.

Mahon , who had held conferences with

Dr. Mitten and W. Jett Lauck, a report

upon which was submitted to this special

Board meeting
Following this special

President Mahon again

visited Washington and Philadelphia , with

the result that an agreement was formu

lated, as approved, between this Associa

tion and Mr. Mitten . In this work he had

associated with him , aside from Chief Clerk

0. I. Mahon . International Treasurer L. D.

Bland and G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea .

Early in the work of the period covered

by this report, President Mahon was ad

vised that the employesof the Star Motor
Coach Company, in a movement in which

the employes were organized , had suffered

tion .

First International Vice - President Wm . B.

Fitzgerald , who was in New York at the

close of the last published report upon an

organizing situation , returned and attended

the regular meeting of the General Execu

tive Board , held February 20-25 , and also

the special meeting held March 17-19 .

Vice- President Fitzgerald was in advisement

upon the Star Motor Coach situation of

Birmingham , Mich ., with Business Agent

Sidney Van Ness, who reported the desire

of the bus operators to organize. The

organization was established . Following the

regular Board meeting , associated with

International President W. D. Mahon,

Vice - President Fitzgerald made a second

visit to New York , where the Association

had been successful in injunction legislation .

At New York there were associated with

them , Vice-President P. J. O'Brien and

Organizer James H. Coleman, in mapping

a program for future procedure upon that

situation . He visited Boston , Mass ., where

he advised with the Legislative Committee

in association with Board Member John H.

Reardon, upon matters under the

sideration of that committee . While in

New York , he took up the subject of settle

ment of the Pottsville, Girardville and

Lansford strike , obtaining a proposition for

submission to the members on strike , which

was forwarded to Organizer Hart for a vote

of the members . On his return to the

General Office he was in advisement with

the officers of Division No. 111 , Ypsilanti,

Mich ., upon agreement work . He also

assisted the officers of the Star Motor

Coach Branch of Division No. 26 lipon

agreement work . He attended the Conven

tion of the Michigan State F. of L., held

in Detroit. At Royal Oak , Mich ., he

con

Board meeting,
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appeared before the City Commission of

that town , in advisement upon a proposition

before the Commission to grant permits for

jitney competition with the D. U. R.

electric railway , at which he set forth the

inconsistency of the granting of such per

mits . At the close of this report , March 31 ,

he was at the General Office, assisting in

the work of the Association in general.

was to

Indianapolis , was released February 18,

and, with Vice- President Parker, upon his

return home visited Detroit and attended a

session of ' the General Executive Board

meeting . He later dispatched

Springfield, Mo. , where he held a meeting

of Division No. 691. With him, in attend

ing this meeting , was President Wood of

the Missouri State F. of L. , who also

addressed the meeting. He advised with

the officers upon the affairs of that Division

and , per his report of March 18, he had

returned to his home in St. Louis.

a

Divisie

Second International Vice- President P. J.

O'Brien , at Hartford , Conn . , attended

meeting of bus operators in the work of

extension of Division No. 425 . He also

visited Providence , where he advised with

the officers of Division No. 618 upon bus

extension organization , and made a like

visit to Worcester , Mass . , where he con

sulted with the officers of Division No. 22

upon the same subject. Per his report of

March 24 , he was at New York , associating

with Organizer J. H. Coleman upon work

in the interest of Division No. 977. Pre

ceding this, he had associated with Presi

dent Mahon and Vice- President Fitzgerald

in mapping out future processes upon that

situation and in the various conferences

therewith .

1 11

General Executive Board Member Edw .

McMorrow attended the regular meeting of

the General Executive Board, held Feb

ruary 20-25, at Association Headquarters,

following which he visited Gary, Ind .,

where he was in advisement with the mem

bers of Division No. 517 upon organization

extension work . He also advised with the

officers of Division No. 215, Wheaton, Ill.,
upon internal affairs of that Local. He

attended the special meeting of the G. E. B.

and was later dispatched to St. Louis, Mo. ,

where, per his report of March 24, he was

assisting Division No. 788 upon agreement

work.

*

was

Fifth International Vice -President James

Largay, upon a report received at theGen

eral Office by President Mahon ,

dispatched to Terre Haute, Ind . , to in

vestigate the processes of organization upon

the Indiana interurban lines extending from

Indianapolis. He also visited Indianapolis,

where he made a more thorough investiga

tion , and was later dispatched to Dayton ,

Ohio, where, per his report of March 24,

he was assisting the officers and members

of Division 810 in organization extension

work .

Sixth International Vice- President John

B. Wiley recently visited the International

Office, where he advised upon the condi

tions existing in Des Moines, Iowa, and as

affecting other Locals in that section .

Seventh International Vice- President M. J.

Murray visited Everett, Wash ., where he

assisted Division No. 883 upon wage agree

ment work and grievances, all of which

were adjusted. He later East to

attend the funeral of a sister, and upon his

return visited the General Office in Detroit.

At the close of this report , March 31, he

had returned to his home in Seattle, Wash

G, E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, follow.

ing the regular meeting of the General

Executive Board, held in Detroit February

20-25 , proceeded to Rochester, N. Y. , where

he supervised a special election held by

Division No. 282 March 9, upon the elec

tion of secretary -business agent. He also

attended the special G. E. B. meeting, held

March 17-19 . At Indianapolis, Ind., he

attended and addressed a meeting of Divi

sion No. 976, as per his report of March 25.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, at Souder

ton, Pa . , assisted Division No. 954 in ad

visement upon the subject of rights of

members as bus operators. This subject

was left in abeyance and Brother Shea

attended the regular meeting of the G. E. B.,

at Detroit , Mich ., February 20-25. He

also attended a convention of the Lacka

wanna Valley Unions , held in Scranton ,

Pa. Following the regular Board meeting ,

he visited Rensellaer, N. Y. , Division No.

506 , where he advised with the officers

upon the affairs of that Local . He later

visited Middletown, N. Y. , Division No.

516 , where he advised with the officers of

that Local. He finds in Middletown that

busses are being operated. He later visited

Pottsville , Girardville and Lansford, Pa. ,

where he addressed the members of Divi

sions Nos. 118, 165 and 433 upon their

suspension of work situation . Upon this

situation he attended a meeting of the

Ministerial Society and also advised with a

Citizens' Committee, bearing upon the situa

tion . Endeavors are being made to effect

an adjustment of this situation. He then

attended the special meeting of the General

Executive Board , held March 17-19, and,

in association with International President

W. D. Mahon, International Treasurer L. D.

Bland and Chief Clerk 0. L. Mahon , visited

Atlantic City , N. J., where a conference

came

Eighth International Vice -President John

M. Parker, who was released from an illegal

penalising period

February 18 visited Association Head

quarters, where he attended a session of the

G. E. B. meeting . He was later dispatched

to Hamilton , Ont., where , per his report

of March 23 , he was assisting Division No.

107 upon wage agreement work . The situa

tion was in a conference stage at this date .

was

Tenth International Vice - President Robert

B. Armstrong, who associated with

Vice- President John M. Parker in under

going an unjust and illegal penalty in
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was held with Mr. Thomas E. Mitten , Dr. General Executive Board , held in Detroit,

A. A. Mitten and Mr. W. Jett Lauck in February 20-25, visited Division No. 713 ,

the consummation of an agreement with Memphis, Tenn. , and assisted the Local in

the Mitten management. Per his report of wage arbitration . The submission of

March 25, this agreement was consummated . evidence in this case was completed, after

which he went to Tulsa, Okla. , to assist

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon , at Division No. 892 upon agreement work .

the close of the regular G. E. B. meeting,
While this work was in progress, he returned

held in Detroit, Mich ., February 20-25, at to Detroit , where he participated in the

which he was in attendance, visited Boston , special meeting of the G. E. B. , held March

Mass. , where he advised with the officers 17-19. At the close of this meeting, he

of Division No. 589 upon legislation pend returned to Tulsa, where, per his report of

ing that is of import to the members of March 24, the agreement renewal situation

that Local. At New Haven, Conn ., he was in a conference stage.

attended and addressed a meeting of Divi

sion No. 281 and advised with the mem G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, at the

bers upon agreement work. He also at close of the regular G. E. B. meeting, held

tended an Advisory Board meeting of the in Detroit, Mich ., February 20-25,

Connecticut Locals, held in New Haven , dispatched to Ottawa, Ont., where he in

upon preparation for renewal of agreement. vestigated a contention upon seniority that

From Waltham , Mass., he reports that was affecting the internal affairs of Division

Division No. 600 and the employing com No. 279. He addressed a meeting of this

pany have renewed agreement relations, with Local and also visited and addressed a meet

an increase in wage of one cent per hour. ing of Division No. 591 , Hull, Quebec. At

This established new wage rates at 50 % 2 ¢ Fort William , Ont., he addressed a meeting

per hour for first 3 months service men ; of Division No. 966. The Local has pre

55€ per hour for the next 9 months men ; pared a new proposed wage agreement to

and 59¢ per hour to those in service one submit to the management of the employ.

year or more, with time and one-half for ing property. Following his advice upon

overtime. One-man car operators are to be this proposed new agreement with the

paid 5 cents per hour in excess of the rates officers of the Local, Board Member

above given . At Hartford , Conn ., he
Hoover returned to Detroit, where he at

attended a meeting of Division No. 425 tended the special meeting of the G. E. B. ,

and advised with the officers and members held March 17-19.

upon bus operation. At Manchester, N. H. ,

he assisted Division No. 717 upon grievance
STRIKES AND LOCK-OUTS

adjustment resulting from the suspension of

a member charged with failure of eyesight .

He reports that Division No. 717 has re
Pottsville, Pa. - The lock -out involving

newed the old agreement.
Divisions Nos. 118, Pottsville ; 165, Girard

At Boston,

Mass., he attended a meeting of the Joint
ville ; and 433, Lansford , Pa., remains yet

Board of the Eastern Massachusetts Locals
unsettled . The management of the employ

--Division No. 174 , Fall River, and asso ing property refused to include bus operators

ciate Locals, upon the Eastern Massa within the collective agreement relations of

these three Locals and the bus competition
chusetts properties —- upon agreement work.

He attended a banquet of the New England
became strongly competitive in employment

Street Railway Club , held at Springfield ,
with the employment of those Divisions,

Mass.
Per his report of March 24, the

repidly reducing employment to the mem

bers. The members recognized this as
agreement situation, as affecting the Con
necticut Locals and the Locals of the practical lock-out , so far as Amalgamated

Eastern Massachusetts property , was yet
Association members were concerned. The

under advisement. situation remains under the immediate direc

tion of Association Organizer Lawrence F.

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt attended
Hart .

the regular G. E. B. meeting , held in De

troit , Mich., February 20-25, and later Birmingham , Mich.-What are known as

attended the special meeting , held March the Star Motor Coach operators

17-19. locked -out for joining the Amalgamated

Association, Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich . ,
G. E. B. Member Wm . F. Welch attended March 2 . This is a subsidiary of the

the regular G. E. B. meeting, held in Detroit United Railway, but the immediate

Detroit, February 20-25, and later management was distinct from the electric

dispatched to Auburn, N.Y., where he railway property. International President

assisted Division No. 669 upon agreement Mahon reached the operating director of the

preparations for submission to the employ D. U. R. property, placing the situation

ing company for renewal of agreement. before him . He immediately directed a

He reports the Local to be well officered and reinstatement of all employes , with the

in good condition. He attended the special right of organization . This suspension of

meeting of the General Executive Board , bus operation from Pontiac to Detroit and

held March 17-19 , at Association Head other points continued less than twenty

quarters, Detroit , Mich . four hours. The situation was under the

immediate supervision ofBusiness Agent
G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson, at Sidney Van Ness, of the D. U. R. Branch

the close of the regular meeting of the of Division No. 26.

a

were

was
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MITTEN -MAHON UNDER
plan prepared with the co -operation of

STANDING — 1928 L. D. Bland, treasurer, and B. J. Shea,

Vice- president of the Amalgamated, whereby

These two men have been seeking in the Mitten policy of co -operation between
dustrial peace for more than 30 years. management and men , with each sharing

Each has always had great respect and 50-50 in the proceeds, maybe applied to

admiration for the other, Yet more than anytransportation system . See page 2.

half the time each has been obliged to fight
W. D. Mahon has trained his own son in

the other by the force of the powers to economics, which fits him admirablyfor the

which Mahon owed his leadership as presi task of representing labor in carrying out

dent of theAmalgamated Association of this new agreement, which on the part of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of capital willbe represented for Mitten Man

America, and Mitten his position represent agement by T. E. Mitten's son , who has

ing capital. pow assumed the chairmanship of P. R. T.

Mitten 20 years ago endeavored to secure
here and also of I. R. C. at Buffalo .

co -operation as between capital and labor,

but neither the force led by Mahon nor

the capital represented by Mitten could be
W. D. MAHON ON CO -OPERATION

brought each to trust the other at Chicago,
WITH THE MITTEN MANAGEMENT

and Mitten came east in 1911 to try his

50-50 plan as between labor and capital in For the past three weeks representatives

Philadelphia, where it was fully intended of the Amalgamated Association of Street

by Mitten and Mahon that the union and and Electric Railway Employes of America

company would co -operate . have been in conference from time to time

The P. R. T. co -operative plan of 1911
with Mr. T. E. Mitten and Dr. A. A.

was signed up and all looked 'well, but in Mitten, who represent the Mitten Manage

surgents in the forces of organized labor
ment, working to bring about an under

caused it to fail in polling the agreed two standing between the two organizations.

thirds vote. The fat was in the fire, and , We feel that we have finally reached a

as one fight leads to another, there followed thorough understanding. We have agreed

a constant sniping by labor at its real that all disputes of the past shall be

friend , Mitten , who for the past 15 years
buried and that we will co -operate in the

has been forced to fight off organized labor
future on a basis that will establish better

and against conservative capital,toprotect conditions for all who are interested in this

his 50-50 plan, which is now generally transportation question. The basis that we

admitted to have proven beneficial alike to
have outlined we feel will bring to the rid

employes, owners and public.
ing public a perfect, cheap and satisfactory

" Ali's well that ends well" and " every system of transportation that will answer

thing happens for the best " are old and
all requirements.

trite sayings. These have proven true here.
Second - we feel that it will bring to the

Capital' has capitulated, and, had management an assured , reliable and perma

Mitten and Mahon worked together from
nent business,

1911 forward , as planned, their very asso
Third -- that it will bring to the employes

ciation would have encouraged radical labor
who follow this occu ion better wages, a

and reactionary capital to such opposition higher standard of living and , in the end,

as would have made impossible the wonder joint ownership, and management of the

ful results secured by Mitten and the men
properties on which we work.

of Philadelphia and Buffalo. These two It is a new step in the industrial underº

cities, independently operated , can be now takings of America, but I feel that we

used as a measuring stick for results to be understand one another thoroughly and that

obtained wherever Mitten Management and the spirit of co-operation will be developed

organized labor can be combined. fully , fairly and honestly , and that , if that

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers is done , it is bound to bring the results

bank absorption by Mitten Bank on terms
that we are striving for. It will take time

most favorable to the Brotherhood, and
and patience to work it out, but both sides

Producer's and Consumer's labor bank' being thoroughly understand one another, and I

saved by Mitten men and management, has
have great hopes for this plan for the

future.
brought the Mitten organization very close

It brings, as it were, a new day

to other labor organizations, notably the
to this great army of industrial workers

Full Fashioned Hosiery Workers, who are

that follow this occupation and have

leading the van in protection of their in
struggled for so many years to bring about

dustry, as shown by President Geiges' letter
a better and happier day , and I feel as

on page 3. Labor Economist W. Jett Lauck, sured that, if our plans work out as we

in his position as Secretary of the War
have outlined them, it is the beginning of a

Labor Board , investigated the Mitten Plan
happier and brighter hour for the street

and found it so good that he has ever
and electric railway workers of America.

since urged on Mahon and Mitten the

wisdom of labor and capital being brought Freedom is alone the unoriginated birth

together in mutual advantage under Mitten's right of man ; it belongs to him by force

50-50 plan . of his humanity; and is in dependence on

The Mittens and Mahons have been the will and creation of every other, insofar

meeting at Atlantic City, through the good as this consists with every other person's

offices of Lauck . They have agreed on freedom . - Kant.

B

now

a
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In Memoriam

our departed brother, ons ohester be draped for a

period of thirty days , a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family , spread upon the records
of this Division, and published in the Motorman,

Conductor and Motor Coach Operator.

March 9th .

WM , R. O'LEARY,

ROY E. LYONS,

HENRY C. BERGHAHN ,

Res. Com .

101

By Division No. 549, Northampton , Mass.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

wisdom and power, has seen fit to remove from our

midst our beloved brother , past President James D.

Whalen, the first president of our Division , in whose

death we have lost a true and loyal brother, one

who suffered his long illness patiently until called

by Him who knoweth best ; and

Whereas: While words cannot lighten the sorrows

of those he loved and protected , we feel it will be

a consolation to them to know that friends and

brothers are sharing the sorrow with them in the

loss of their loved one ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

549, in regular meeting assembled , extend to the

bereaved widow and family , our heartfelt sympathy

and consolation ; and , be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to our departed

brother, our charter be draped for thirty days, a

copy of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved

family, a copy sent to the Motorman , Conductor

and Motor Coach Operator, and a copy spread on

the minutes of this meeting.

December 9, 1927 .

JOSEPH H. MCDONALD ,
JOHN F. BRITT,

W. A, THOMPSON.

A

21

MS

thed

USA

By Division No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas: Almighty God, in His supreme mercy

and wisdom , has seen fit to remove from our midst

our beloved brother, James Drummond; and

Whereas: We bow in humble submission to Him

who knoweth best, yetwefeelthat it will be a con .

solation to his bereaved family to know that faith .

ful friends and brothers extend to them our heart .

felt sympathy;therefore, be it

Resolved : That, as a token of respect to our

departed brother ,we drape ourcharterfor a period

of thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions, be

sentto the bereaved family. that they be published

in the Motorman. Conductor and Motor Coach

Operator, and entered on the minutes of our meeting.

J. P. COUGHLIN,

M. J. HENNESSEY,

J. W. LEONARD,

Committee .

By Division No. 107, Hamilton , Ont.

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His supreme

power and wisdom , has removed from our midst

our beloved brother, Arthur Barnes ; and
Whereas: We deeply feel that we have lost a

true, loyal and beloved member, and that words

cannot express the grief of his loved ones, but we
believe it will be a consolation for them to know

that we are profoundly saddened by the passing of
our brother; therefore, be it
Resolved : That the members of Division 107,

of the A.A. of S. and E.R. E. of A., extend to

the bereaved family ourheartfelt sympathy, and
that these resolutions be spread upon the minutes

of our Local ; be it further

Resolved: ' That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, and a copy of theseresolutions

be sent to the bereaved widow and that they be
published in the Motorman , Conductor and Motor
Coach Operator

Attest : WM. CLARK, Rec. Secy.

By Division No. 496 , Pittsfield , Mass .

Whereas: Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom ,

has seen fit to remove suddenly from our midst our

esteemed brother, Gilbert Stokes, in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal member ; and, while

we know that words cannot alleviate the grief of

the sorrowing relatives,yet we feel it will be a con.

solation for them to know that faithful friends and

brothers offer their deepest sympathy ; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Local Divi

sion No. 496. Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employees of America, extend

our heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the be
reaved relatives of our late brother ; and, be it
further

Resolved : That the charter of Division 496 be

draped for a period of thirty days; a copy of these

resolutions be sent to the bereaved relatives; that

they be spread upon the minutes ofthis meeting;

and a copy sent to the Motorman , Conductor and
Motor Coach Operator for publication .
March 8, 1928.

RAYMOND BRIGGS,

ROY A. VINCENT,

Resolution Committee .

By Division No. 125, Belleville , Ill .

Whereas: The Supreme Ruler of the Universe, in

His infinite wisdom and power , hasremoved from

qur midst Brother William Gass, Sr. , in whose

death we have lost a true and loyal member; at

his home there is a vacant chair and silent voice ;

and, while we realize that these expressions cannot

greatly lighten the sorrows of those he loved and

protected , we feel that it will be a consolation for

them to know that friends and brothers are sharing

the sorrow with them in the loss of their loved one;
therefore, be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No.

125 of theA, A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , in regular

meeting assembled , extend to the bereaved family of

our departed brother our heartfelt sympathy ; and,
be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

By Division No. 358, Cumberland, Md.

Whereas: We regret the sudden death of our

beloved brother, J. W. Matthews, in the service of

the Potomac Edison Company as motorman for a

number of years , and realizing that , in the death

of Brother Matthews, our Local has lost a worthy

member, his widow a loving husband , and the com

munity a good citizen ; and

Whereas: In his passing we are not only deeply

affected as an organization, but a sense of sorrow

rests heavily on all our hearts , yet our present

sorrow is soothed by the reflection that, under the

various conditions of life, we recognize the faithful

performance of his duty to his fellow men ; therefore,

Resolved : That we drape our charter for a period

of ninety days, as a token of respect to our de

parted brother; that a copy of these resolutions be
sent to the bereaved wife ; that they be spread on

the minutes of this meeting ; and a copy sent to the

Motorman, Conductor and Motor Coach Operator

for publication .
JOHN K. SMITH , President,

E. W. KEMMET, Rec. Secy.

By Division No. 794, Wichita , Kansas

Whereas : Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom ,

has seen fit to remove from our midst by death our

beloved brother, Floyd D. Barkhurst, in whose death

we have lost a faithful member of this Association;
and , while we know that words cannot alleviate the

grief of the beloved, widow andfamily, yet we feel
it will be a consolation for them to know that
faithful friends and brothers offer their deepest

sympathy in this, their darkest hour of affliction;
therefore, be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

794. Amalgamated Association of Street and Rail.

way Employes of America, extend our heartfelt

sympathy and consolation to the bereaved family

of our late brother; and, be it further
Resolved : That' copies of these resolutions be

spread upon the records of the Division , a copy

sent to the bereaved family , and published in the

Motorman , Conductor andMotor Coach Operator.

A. C. ARNETT,

F. C. EVANS,

R. E. CAMPBELL,

Committee.
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Bro . W. L. Holt was born October 13, 1863, at

Malden , Ill., spending his early life there. He was

married to Emma Carlon , whosurvives, on February

6 , 1890, and the couple lived in Galesburg for the
past 31 years.

Surviving besides the widow are four children :
Mrs. Esther Easely. Rock Island; Mrs. Mable

Swanson, Mrs. Anna Fox and Howard Holt, of

Galesburkissbrotannie Hoblet, Bagley: 'Towa; Mrs.
brother, S. L. Holt, Ohio , Ill.; three

Ella Keel, Princeton, and Mrs. Myrtle Buckeridge,

Beloit , Wis.; a step -mother, Mrs. Teressa Holt,

Beloit, and five grand -children.
Funeral services for Bro . W. L. Holt were held at

the residence, 692 South Cedar, and at the First

Methodist church . Rev. Charles Bready officiated.

A quartet composed of E. E. Hinchliff, Dr. C. A.

Barnes, F. W.Winterburn and Cecil Jordan sang.

Bearers were W. E. Bamber, W. H. Young, W. L.

Stitt, Jack Arner, Guy Johnson and Ben Swinger.

Burial was in Dunndale.
-Cor. 515 .

: SJones
Towe !" >

CONTRIBUTE WELL TO MINERS

ONE-MAN CAR REDUCED JOBS

Jersey City , N. J. - For the benefit of the brothers

who bought shares in our raffle for $100.00 in gold ,

would say that the winners were as follows:

1st prize ,$ 65.00 - won by Brother Henry Goll, of

Greenville Car House.

2nd prize , $ 25.00 - won by Brother Augustus Swift,

Montgomery Car House.
3rd prize, $ 10.00 - won by Mrs. A. Kizonak , of 17

Mill Road, Jersey , City.
Thanking you for help in making this affair a

success , we remain, Fraternally yours, Executive

Board, Local 821.

The Executive Board of Local 821 was pleased

the way the members took up the appeal of our

International President W. D. Mahon, asking for
financial assistance for the Striking Miners. Each

member assessed themselves $ 1.00 on their February

working cards and the sum of $300.00 was forwarded

to Secretary Morrison to be sent to the Striking

Miners. That's a good spirit, brothers . Keep up

the good work,
President Reilly thanks the brothers who re

sponded with clothes and shoes for the suffering

miners' families. This clothing was sent to the

Central Labor Union and forwarded, along with

other merchandise from this County . Might also

state that this Local 821 also helped pay the cost of

shipping this merchandise to Pennsylvania .

Brothers, we have another appeal now before us.

Let's see if we cannot do something for our own

brothers , Divisions165, 118 and 435, all of Pennsyl
vania, who are out on strike.

Glad to see Brothers Colgan and Mason on the

job again. Also glad to hear that Brother Michael

Clarke's operation wasa success.

Brother James McNulty, of Montgomery Car

House, has at last obtained his pension. Good luck,

Jim !
Had a very good attendance at last meeting.

Brother Appleton, state business agent, paid us a
visit at this meeting and told us that all over the

state of New Jersey everything was progressing.

That's very fine brothers. Let's hope it keeps up .
-Cor . 821 .

Salt Lake City , Utah - Just a few lines from

Division No. 382, to let the world know thatwe
are still plugging along the best we can under the

circumstances . Although we are reduced to about

one -half of the membership since the installation of

the one-mancars, we can congratulateour members

for the fortitude and support they have shown in
the most trying times gone by. The end is not in
sight yet, as our Company, contemplates some

radical changes of routing and servicein the near

future that will undoubtedly reduce the car hours
of the service .
We sincerely sympathize with all Divisions that

are working on the open shop basis, as we have a

few of our former members that have contracted a

form of blindness thatis peculiar to those who have

non-union tendencies.

Our committeemeets the manager and the various

heads of departments on the third Wednesdayof

each month, in meeting assembled to thrash out the

difficulties that arise from time to time, and we

are very much enthused over the results of those

meetings.

We felt much gratified to the management for

reconsidering the case of Brother Sutton , who was

discharged on the complaints of the riding public.

Wefeelthat Brother Sutton was worthy of the

pension and other concessions that thecommittee

interceded for, as he has been a faithful member

of the Division, as well as an employee of the com

pany , for the past 30 years.
Efficiency, and speed are the sole topics and re

quirements here at the present time. It is needless

to say, that it keeps us going to keep up the
pace that is set for us : No time to talk or eat,

vegetables and meat, so I grab a bun, while on

the run,

The boys are highly elated over the change of

location of our office, as well as the conveniencethat

is derived therefrom . We can boast of a good, up

to -date office at 211 Beason Building. If you come

to Salt Lake, drop in and see us .
All Divisions must continue to bear in mind the

instructions comingfrom the A. F. of Labor. per.
taining to the policy that is adopted, which pertains

to the coming Presidential election, as well as the
State.

We have a man on the job named Pill,who

broughthis car safe down the Brewery Hill. When

a man with his mind set on a lass, he forgets about

safety and steps on the gas. He struck Pill's car

witha terrible smack . It left the rails;yes, jumped

the track . Now , Jack Hannigan's crew has gotquitea

knack , but it took them an hour to get it back.

This story was doubted by Al and Herb , but they

saw the tracks of the car over to the curb . And

after you read this, anddoubts you have still, you

will be convinced, if you ask Brother Pill.

Abouttheman whotook the chance , they say

he wasa soldier over in France . Hesays he'll sue

for quite a hunk, for his machine was reduced to

junk . But heswears by the stars and the skies so

blue, to take no more such chances -- he'spositively
through . -T. J. 0.-Cor.

DEATH TAKES VALUED MEMBER

Galesburg, Ill. - In the recent death of the late

W. L. Holt , Division 515 , of the Street and Electric

Employes Association , loses a very loyal and re

spected member. Brother Hart had been ill for

some time after suffering a stroke ; he had been im

proving a little when the last attack came and

death resulted.

Billy Holt , as he was so well known among the

street car boys , was a very likeable man , beingvery

quiet and unassuming. He was a good man with

the public, because he was always accommodating

and triedto please the patrons of the cars . He

was a good union man and always took an interest

inthe affairs of the Division . In his own way he

tried to live up to the principles of the trade union

movementandwas notashamed to be known as a

member of a labor union . The members of the

Division and hismanyother friendsamong the

laboring people,extend to the widow andfamily

their sincere sympathyand condolence in thishour

of great loss and sorrow .
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COMPANY PRESIDENT PASSES AWAY

ever

had many social times of the kind at which the

members had a chance to meet socially after the

day's work is over .

Brother F. Chetwynd is still confined in the

hospital, after a very serious operation . We hope for
his speedy recovery .

Motorman Johnson returned home a few days

ago , after three weeks in the hospital , and is on the
road to recovery:

Brother Jack Murray, of the Amsterdam division ,

is slowly recovering from injuries .

Brother Groff, of the Amsterdam division , for

over 20 years on line car 49 , had the misfortune to

injure his foot and it is reported that gangrene has

set in , and that amputation of the leg may result .

The members of both Locals sympathize with the

brother in his affliction , as he has always been
faithful worker, and has the esteem and respect of

us all .

-Cor. 925 .

POLITICALLY INTERESTED

Pueblo , Cal. - The members of Division 662 have

scored another victory in the election of Brother

Earl M. Kouns as secretary - manager of the Pueblo

Labor Temple and secretary-treasurer of the Pueblo
Trades and Labor Assembly .

With Brothers A. E. Leach and Ray A. Talbot

elected to the State Legislature at the last election ,

Brother J. W. Briggs elected as a member of the

City Civil Service Commission at the recent city

election, and Brother Kouns being chosen by the

board of directors to manage the affairs of the

Pueblo Labor Temple , to handle the affairs of the

Trades and Labor Assembly , makes us feel that at

least some of our members are progressive.

Brother Earl M. Kouns is a charter member of

our Local and has served several terms as financial
secretary- treasurer . He has served almost con

tinuously as a member of our executive board and

has taken part in all wage negotiations with our
employing company . Brother Koun's ability and

fairness in considering matters from all angles has
caused us to consider him our most valuable execu

tive board member. He has been active in the

Labor Movement in Pueblo and in Colorado since

were organized . He has held various offices in
the Trades Assembly , was several terms vice

president of the State Federation of Labor, all of
which he filled with credit to himself and to our

organization . He served one term in the Colorado

Legislature, where he made a record to be proud

of, having been classed as 100% fair on all labor
bills . We think Brother Kouns and our Local have

gained , and that the Labor Movement of Pueblo
has gained in securing an able manager of the
Labor Temple . We predict that under his careful

guidance the building will soon be paid for and put
in first -class condition .

The Pueblo Labor Temple, located at the corner

of Richmond and Union Ave., is a four-story build .

ing and at one time was the leading building of

Pueblo . In the Fall of 1916 the Labor Movement,

deciding, it wanted a home of its own , purchased

the building for $44,000.00 , with payment of

$ 1,000.00 down and took possession of it January

1 , 1917 . The money has been raised by the sale

of stock to Locals , Central Bodies and some to indi.

viduals . Some of the money has been raised by

programs of the Trades Assembly. The building

would have been paid for by now had it not been

for $ 10,000.00 having been expended in remodeling
and about $ 15,000.00 which the flood of 1921 cost.
At the present time the indebtedness is below
$ 10,000.00 and general program of repairs is
under way . A new automatic elevator is under

construction and the interior of the building will be

redecorated , The Labor Temple is the home of

organized labor in Pueblo, as all Locals hold meet

ings there .

Brother W. H. Young, of the Pressmen's Union .

is the father of the building . having planned it and

acted as manager until one year ago, when he re

ceived an appointment as a member of the State

Industrial Commission of Colorado.

-Cor. 662 .

INTERESTING
MEETING

Charleston , S. C. - Once again we will try and
let other brothers hear from Dixie . We are not

dead , Everything is running smoothly and every

member of our Division seems to be in good health
at this time.

The first of the year our hearts were saddened

at the death of the president of our company , Mr.

B. A. Hagood. Division No. 610 has lost a good

friend in the death of Mr. Hagood . He was always

ready to lend a helping hand to the members of
Division No. 610 .

Also we lost our good brother , George P. Manders ,

who fell from his stool and suffered a paralytic

stroke . He received his disability benefit from the

International just four weeks before he died. He

was one of the oldest men in the service and liked

by all . He was always ready to do his bit in any

thing to help his fellow man . We regret the passing

of Brother Manders.

Brother Lane was sick for two weeks , but is able

to be on the loop again , and as good looking as

Our good -looking chairman of the sick committee ,
W. L. Tyler, has not much to do now, as every

body seems to be well .

The stork visited Brother Polk recently and left a

fine girl . Congratulations!
Our belt line is cut in half by the paving of

Broad Street and Brother Lemacks' has a hard time
keeping out of the way of freight trains . He says

there is a delay slip every night. President Eubanks
runs on this same line . He also says all the box

lars pass Chapel and Alexander Streets. Brother

Ramsey says he cannot see how anybody can get
blocked as much as these fellows can .

Brother Kennedy says the man that runs the

schedule ahead of him , runs late , and hauls all of
his passengers .

Brother Jacobi says he don't see what they make

such long bumpers on automobiles for, as they are
always in the way on King Street .

Well , spring is here and hundreds of tourists are

visiting the wonderfulMagnolia Gardens and Middle
ton Place Gardens.

We have looked for our International President to

visit the city by the sea , We hope he will find

time to come in the near future .

The boys send greetings to members of other

Divisions, and, if any visit the Southland, drop in .

The latch string is on the outside . --Cor. 610,

MEMBER HELD UP

Cedar Rapids, Iowa - Our company is now having

its spring and summer sign -up. There not

many changes made , the brothers seem to desire to
keep their old runs .

At our last regular meeting there was a nearly

100 per cent attendance.
Brother Magnus Sinclair, G. E. B. member,

addressed a recent meeting of Division No. 638.
The only regret was that there not more

brothers present to hear him . The longer Brother
Sinclair spoke, the more interesting became his
address . In fact , he held his listeners spellbound .

His address was instructive and beneficial to all

who heard him. We hope he may again visit us.

On the night of February 22 , Brother H. J.

Eitzer was held up atthe end of theGrand Avenue

car line , at the point of an army rifle . The assailant ,

after receiving some $7.00 in change, fled. The hold

up happenedabout 9:40 p . m ., when Brother Eitzer
was alone in the car. A description of the bandit

was turned in to the police . We hope he may be

apprehended .

--Cor. 638 .

BROTHER BOWERS RE-ELECTED PRESIDENT

Gloversville , N. Y.-At the annual meeting for

election of officers by Division No. 925, held re
cently, the following officers were elected and in

stalled: President, Asa Browers ;vice-president , Wm .

Abel; recording secretary. Geo. Getmer ; financial
secretary, J. S. Ostrander; warden , H. Pangburn ;

sentinal, Rans Groff; correspondent, Wm . Shaffer ;

executive board . Wm . L. Shaffer, Geo . H. Putman ,

Wm. Abel, Herman Snyder and H. Pangburn.

At the February meeting a smoker and pork and
beef supper was served under the supervision of
Brother Busse .

The members were agreeably sur .
prised that we had a brother who wasable to have

such a fine layout equal to any old experienced chef .
They voted it the finest we had eaten in some

time.. Brother Ostrander was very efficient as waiter,
in white cap and apron . Of late years we have not

we
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New Castle, Pa .---February 14th Division 89 held

very interesting meeting . There many

lengthy discussions on various subjects for the good

of the Local. President Douglas read the last report

from the joint board meeting, which was held in

Youngstown, Ohio .

It is with regret that we must record the illness

of Brothers Roeder and McConnell, who haveboth
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been seriously ill for the past few weeks. They are
as yet unable to work.

We are sorry. Mrs. Smith , that we didn't get

around to take that picture yet . We thought, per

haps, it would be better to wait until we became a

little more experienced .

It made us feel very proud of Division 89 when

they all donated so generously to the cause of our
disabled brother.

Ladies : Attention ! Why don't Division 89 have

a Ladies Auxiliary ? Others have - why not we?

You know a social good time is of benefit to all ,

Brother Sullivan says don't need Ladies

Auxiliary , as Lodge is the only place he can go now
without his wife .

You couldn't tell it by his looks , but Brother

Nelson is a grandpa now.

Brother Meade is quite popular with the mail man .

Our loyal dispatcher is not quite so frisky since

he had his teeth extracted .

Brother Pazzo met with a slight accident on his

road home from work. We are glad to say that it

didn't prove serious .

Brother Kray is slowly recovering.
Brothers Douglas and McCommons some

shoppers, and one of our former brothers , C. L.
Denny, knows how to sell them the goods.

--Cor. 89 .
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SHOULD ATTEND MEETINGS

Cumberland, Md. -- Division 358 is going along the
same as usual, with a rather slim attendance at

times. Now , if the various brothers would only

stop and consider for a moment what it really means
to each individual member to attend the meetings

and voice their objections and approvals in the
various matters which come before them every day

in the year, instead of broadcasting it amongst the

public in general and around the car barns, they

would soon change their method and co - operate

with the Local Division at the meetings and work

in harmony with each other, which would surely

spell " success" and " satisfaction " for the Local

Division, and, at the same time , promote organized

labor in general. Now , brothers , let's get together

and work in harmony for the best interests of all

concerned. You can do it .

Brother Jos . E. Myers, who was critically ill , has

returned to hispost, feeling much improved.

Brothers G. Ward and SamHarden arestill con

fined with illness.

Brother A. M. Bittner has been transferred from

theRailway Department to bus operator.
Brother J. N. Firle, who was struck by a motor.

ycle while discharging his duties , has returned to
work somewhat stiffened up.

Brother Wallizer is still among the gang, going

strong with his fish stories and humorist sayings

and doings. -Cor. 358 .

HOLD ANNUAL BANQUET

OF BOWLING LEAGUE

Waterbury , Conn . - Local 570 held two regular

monthly meetings Wednesday, March 7th . There

was good attendance at both afternoon and night

meetings. The working conditions for coming year,

starting June 1. 1928. were read and many good
changes were suggested by members present . Two

newmembers were obligated .

The annualbanquet for members of bowling league
was held at Lakeside Tavern , Monday, March 5th .

About seventy were present , There were some rare

displays of talent by some of the brothers . Brother

Wells gave exhibition of tight rope walikng

(without the rope). Brother Poster taught us some

thing about the art of mixing tonics that was new
to all . Brother Holt was present but not alone .
He had a brand new mustach with him. After the

banquet the boys played whist into the wee hours

of the morning.

Brother Salmon is back at work, after an absense

of three months, due to an operation . Welcome

back, Bill . The boys are all singing the latest

popular song, entitled “ My Heart Bleeds for the

OnassignedMen .' Cor. 570.

NOT MUCH PEP

Pretty tough on Brother Murnane when he has to

take a night run , after not having one for 20 years.

He seems to be rather popular on his new run.

Wonder what Brother Bittman is doing for a

living,now that he can't work night and day?

Sorry to hear that Dispatcher Pritchard is ili and

hope he will be backto work soon .
We miss Brother George Brede's smile. Brother

Harbert, however, feels safe in bringing his car to
work . He has no fear of Georgie going through the

windshield.

Brother Wm. Kane is back on thejob, after being

laid up for 10 months. Be careful, Bill, don't catch

cold again.

It looks as if Brothers J. Brede and J. Griffin were ,

going to be bachelors.

Signing off. Hope there isn't too much static

here. -Cor. 479.

HAVE NEW SUPERINTENDENT

Ottumwa , Iowa-The members of Division No. 199

at, present getting acquainted withour new

superintendent, Mr. R.W Kelley, who came here
from Burlington to succeed Mr. O. C. Sterner, who

has been superintendent for several years. Mr.

Kelley seems to be a fine man and we feel sure we

will like him and that everything will be harmonious .

Our members are all good fellows and easy to get

along with .

The cars have been taken from two of our lines

and busses installed . The company is studying the

traffic question very closely and we expect more

changes this spring.
Brother J. A. Spilman has been off sick with boils,

which , though not serious , are painful.

We have not been having good attendance at

meetings, due perhaps to the fact that too much

time is taken up indiscussing matters outside of
the regular routine of business. It is unnecessary

to take three hours to take care of business that

should be taken care of in thirty minutes. Let's

get down to business, cut out smoking during

meetings and have order . Let us do our business

in a businesslike way. The business transacted at

our meetings is of vital importance to all of us .

Let's try to get members to attend meetings regu

larly , that in case of trouble of any kind , they will

be free to ask the aid of the Local.

Also , brothers, keep your dues paid, then your
experience will not be like the brother who let his

card run behind, then became very ill with blood

poisoning and was compelled to enter a hospital for
treatment , after which he brought in a doctor's

certificate for sick benefits, to which he was not

eligible , being in arrears . Remember, if you become

in arrears, you are not eligible for sick benefits nor

will your beneficiaries receive your death benefits.

It is up to you , yourself, to see that your dues

are paid .

Officers elected by Division No. 199 for the en

suing, year President. J. J. Johnston ; vice

president, C. N. Lewis ; financial secretary -treasurer,

H. Denebrink ; recording secretary, C. D. Smallwood;

conductor , C. Gemmelson ; sentinel , A. Carlson ; corn

respondent, W. H. Morehouse ; executive board

members , C. N. Lewis , H. Denebrink, P. H. Finley

and A. C. Thorp . -Cor. 199.

MEMBER SERIOUSLY ILL

Battle Creek, Mich . - February has gone and she
did her worst . It won't be long now.

At this writing our thoughts and sympathy are

with the Marsh family. Brother Marsh is in a very
serious condition . Nevertheless, while there is life

there is hope, so here is hoping that Cliff pulls
through .

Brother Manaker is having a time to get squared
away to work again . We are brought to remember

that some people continue to make mountains out

of mole hills. If they could just turn Charlie loose

for a few minutes, he could clean house.
Say , have you seen Brother Joe Wilson's cute

little blond mustache ? Now, others have to take a

back seat .

We are in the midst of another sign -up. Some

of the old horses are giving up the battle on the
Speed line .

Brother “ Curley " Richardson is the proud pos.
sessor of twins . He won't tell where or how he got
them , but he has them . That's more than Vale

can say

Wemissed Brother Bower's smiling a few days last
week.

Should you guys know of any news that

belongs in this paper, please open up and let's
have it . -Cor. 333.

are :
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Middletown, Conn . - Division No. 479 didn't start
the new year with much pep . There were only

four men at the first meeting of the year, three of
them being officers. We hope they'll show more

interest in the future. Come on , boys, show us

what you can do. Let's go !

Wooder how Brother Dan Kane likes working
mights on the bus?

any of
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ENJOY PANCAKE SUPPER The officers are at present busily engaged in pre

paring the new agreement to be presented to the
company in the near future .

Your correspondent desires to offer an apology

for failing to contribute any news items from this

Local in several issues of the Motorman , Conductor

and Motor Coach Operator, but has the best of in

tentions in this regard for the future .

-P. J. T.

PRESIDENT ELECTED MAYOR

Amsterdam , N. Y. - Our last meeting was pretty

well attended on account of one of our president's

famous pancake suppers. Brothers Lampkin and

Roach were the Local contractors and did the mix

ing, and were busy for a while.

From last report, Brother Muarry is gaining fast

and will soon be with us again , after his wild ride

down suicide hill , something that none of us will

forget for some time . We all hoped for the keeping

in service of our latest type of Hill Car, which

affords better protection for the operator , also street

traffic, but the expense of operation in the line of

power is too great.

From late report , our president would like very

much to hold our summer meetings in Broadalhin ,

but can only get one other's consent, for reasons
unknown.

Brother Ripley would like the brothers to know

that he has a tunnel started from First Street to

Harrowers on the Hagaman Line,

At the recent sign up , motorman Glaser of the

Lyon Street Line lost his sheik conductor with the
band master's cap.

Last report credits Motorman Munroe with attend

ing Sunday -school.

Conductor Robinson works the ice car quite often

lately, but was surprised on arriving home the other

morning at 5:00 a. m. and finding Dad had called

the night before to visit him . Dad was still waiting

up when James arrived home, worn and fatigued

from a laborous night of ice breaking.

Speaking of bouts,we had some exciting ones at
our last meeting. Brothers Olekask and House

mixed it up a bit and were enjoyed by all those
present. Brother Kolod was too much for any

present and danced alone. We regretted that Bro.

H. Barker could not be present for the occasion,
Members of 925 were missing as this was held

Tuesday, and the old familiar faces around the

table were absent .

At this writing. to look out, I think the boys

will do some snow fighting tomorrow, March 7th ,
the first for the winter. Signing off . --Cor. 923 .

RE-OPEN OLD CAR BARN

Ottawa, Ont.--Division No. 279 has elected and
installed officers for the year 1928 as follows: Presi

dent , J. A. Robinson ;vice-president, W. F. McRae;

recording secretary. Þ . J. Tomkins , financial secre
tary , A. Brisbois ; treasurer, E. Earle ; executive

board members, A. McElroy , F. Bradley and Wm.
Caldwell .

The employing company have recently , placed

twenty new cars in the service, equipped with a rear
treadle -step exit . Considerable difficulty

first experienced in the operation of these cars ,
owing to the public being unfamiliar with this

invention, and it seriously interfered with the

schedules for a time, but this has entirely dis

appeared and the service is again normal on the
Bronson Line .

Rockliffe Car Barn , closed for some time . , has
just recently been re -opened. Brother Alex Scharfe

has been appointed as night foreman . Congratula
tions are in order .

We are pleased to report that Brother Bill Carson ,

our popular car starter on the Eight Street Line ,
seriously ill for some

time, is greatly improved .
We trust he will soon be able to again resume his
duties .

Sincere sympathy of the Division is extended to
Brother AlexCameron,whose father and mother

passed away during the same week ; to Brother Alex
McDonald , whose wife passed away after a lengthy

illness; to Brothers John and Robert Miles, whose

mother died very suddenly , andto Brother and Mrs.
Allen Moore , whose infant daughter died after being
ill only a few days.

The stork visited this locality recently. Brother
and Mrs. A. Bedard and

Brother and Mrs. A.

Wiggans were respectively the recipients of a young
Congratulations! Brother and Mrs. Bedard

can , claim the distinction of registering, the first
birth in the capital city of Canada for the year of1928.

Brothers W. ) . Stalford , A. Benoit and D. Whitton ,

on the sick list for some time, have returned to
work .

Brother C. Perron is still on the sick list .

The Grievance Committee have been successful in
obtaining the consent of the employing company to

place service stripes on the uniforms, and they will

accordingly appear on the next issue of uniforms.
Brother Frank Wollenschlager has been appointed

to the position of night clerk at Cobourg Barn .

Wheeling, W. Va . - They say that the many Ford

jokes told is what made the auto so popular.
We

believe that poor street car service had a lot to do

with it . Wheeling is the home of The Mail Pouch

Tobacco and the men here sure like it. They sit

by an open window and spit the juice on the foor .

Can you blame the women for wearing short skirts .

President Oscar Wilson , of Local 103 , was elected

Mayor of Mc Mechen. He had such a great ma

jority that they now claim he used the Traction
Company freight car to haul the votes in . Superin

tendent Jess Marple, hearing about the big land

slide, rushed a track gang , down to the Narrows.

The Mound City Limited, or Forty - five Mintues

to Moundsville , sounds nice, but who wants to go

down there, after giving the town the once - over .

The only thing that lingers in our memory was a

largesign of House & Herman. Did they ever hear
about the fire ?

The Skipper, of Toonerville Trolley fame , was a
visitor in our city. He made several trips on the

Fair Grounds car . We wonder who is the Skipper's

nephew

Bro. James Robertson denies that power meters
were first used in Scotland,

Bro, Albert Polley is wearing a brown derby-- if

he would only grow a beard.

Bro. Joe Hayden takes in boarders , and also feeds

them home cooking.
Bro . H. L. Rayl is dance instructor for the old

time dances. If you want a good teacher, see Hal .

Bro . Lewis Castilow reports the loss of his watch .

He says the finder may keep the watch, but he

would like to have the chain .

Bro . Clarence D. Potter was seen at the Mountain

State booking agency . They offered him a part in

Uncle Tom'sCabin,

So many close shaves at the railroad crossings ,

they paint the gates with stripes, like a barber shop

ad . wonder if it would help any if we would join

the Barbers ' Union .

Now that they have a limited , maybe some of

the Mound City members will attend meetings, Do

they expect the Island Barn to do it all ?

The Traction Officials here say some motor men

do not use horse sense . We would like to know

what kind of sense the driver of an auto uses , who

passed a street car while unloading passengers . Had

no license on his car, and he ran through a red

traffic light . That's the kind of drivers we have to

contend with . 1f we get by for a month without

one of them hitting us, we get bonus . Any

brother wishing to collect a year's bonus, see Di

spatcher Riddle.

-Cor, 103.

was at
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INSTALLING BUSSES
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son.

Menominee , Mich .-The companynow has eight

new Reo busses at the car barn , They are using

them break in the boys. They expect to

start the busses in ten days. The six new safety

cars recently purchased by our company were sold

to the LaCrosse property and will be shipped there

as soon as car service has terminated .

Cars 59 and 11 have been junked. The bodies

were sold to a party near Lena , Wis. , who will use

them as cottages. The company has sold all the

old car bodies to parties outside of the city , who

will use them for cottages and garages .

Brother John Mosted is to start a lunch room .

Boys, don't forget to patronize John.
Brother Dell Collard was at Marinette and took

the last ride over the lines a week ago.

Brother John Herscheid was on the last Marinette

run a recent Sunday . He said he sure likes Car

No. 1 .

Brother Louis Kickbush is busy preparing his

Nash for summer driving . It won't be long now ,
Brother Kickbush , when you will be stepping on

the gas .

Brother Bill Provencer likes the new busses ,

Brother Harry, Terriault hates to lose Car No. 6,

so he is going after Bus No. 6 .

-Cor . 302 ,
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TO HOLD MONTHLY MEETINGS

Grand Rapids, Mich . It has been some time since

Division 836 has appeared in print, but we are still

on the map and progressing nicely .
Our officers were installed the first Firday, in

January. The old officers were all re - elected. They

are Claud W. Fisher, president; John Gelders, vice

president ; Fred Roell treasurer ; E. L. Johnson ,

financial secretary ; Wm . P. McCormick , recording

secretary .

One of our oldest members, Bro. 1. D. Skiff,

recently went to St. Mary's Hospital to have one of

his legs treated .

Bro. John Hillis has been suffering with a bad case
of bronchitis . We hope for his speedy recovery.

Singing lessons are getting to be quite the rage

at the Wealthy Street Car House. Among the more
recent song birds is Bro. Mack Troyer, He's

practicing on" Sweet Adeline. "

Bro. Ren Slager is back on his run , having re

covered from a slight attack of tonsolitis .

Bro. Chas. Willet, on the sick list for two weeks ,

is feeling somewhat bettes now and is back on the job .

Our Division held a dance February 16th in the

Company's assembly hall. A very enjoyable time

was had by all who attended. It is planned to

have another April 13th .

The stork recently paid a visit to several of our

members' homes. Bro. Hugo Heffron was presented

with a fine boy, Brother Willet with a boy. Brother
Johnson was also given a boy , and Brother Williams

a girl . Brother Heffron says he thinks his son will

be a daylight man, as he showed up about 4:30 in

the morning ,

Our last regular meeting was held at 1:30 a . m.

It was voted to have one regular meeting a month

in the future . This meeting is to be called at 1:30

Meeting night is the third Friday of each
month .

Boys , let'sallget out to these meetings andgive
our officers the support they deserve. We certainly

can not better our union by staying away from

meetings.

Bro. Arnold West took to himself a blushing bride

February 4th . Bro. Kenny Decker also took the

fatal plunge February 11th . Our hearty wish to

the two lads is a long and happy married life .
--- Cor . 836.

Brantford, Ont. Well, boys, by, the time you
receive this issue of the M. , C. and M. C. 0. our

Annual Ball will be over . Your Committee are sure

working hard to make it a big success . We sincerely

hope it will be . Hope to hear you all say that it

was the best yet . Brother Westlake is some ticket

seller . He sold one to a minister just ten minutes

after receiving his quota . Of course we cannot all

be good salesmen, but there is one thing you all

can be, and that is, Boosters . So, get behind your

committees at all times, boys, and they will make

a success of anything that they undertake.

At this writing, we have heard no news from our

commission , regarding our new agreement, but we

expect to get a notice to meet them any time now .

We hope to make a good settlement with them ,
Brother C. Feetzel is on the sick list again . Hope

to see him back soon .

Brother Moon says Car No. 131 needs some over

hauling. I agree with him . I run it , too .

Weare pleased toseeBrotherHunt on the job,

after a long spell on the sick list .

Brother “ Chubby " Ireland has been chosen as

president of the Alert Baseball Team for this year,

We join in wishing him and his team a successful
year .

Brother G. Gilham did some hustling with his

advertising matter for the Big Ball. He was here ,

all over, like a cork in the ocean .
We wish to thank our worthy manager, Mr.

Foster, for his co -operation regarding ot our dance

He has helped us out on many occasions of this
kind, -Cor. 685 .

PACK THE HALL

Holyoke, Mass. At this writing . brothers, you

are working under the new officers of the year.

Let's get back of them and see if we can put new

life into the Local . The only way this can be done

is to come to the meetings and show them you are

back of them.

At this time we have a number of brothers on

the sick list - Bush , Gagnon , Bemis, Bridges , Eddy,

Tacy, Donohue, and Donovan. We hope they will

soon be back on the job .

On February, 2nd we lost a loyal brother and we

extend to the family of late Brother Adelbert Allen

our deep sympathy.

At this writing, our worthy president is at the
City Hospital for an operation . We hope for his

speedy recovery .

The success of the organization depends upon the

interest taken in meetings, as well as the attendance.

Brothers, let's all go to the next one and show

them we can pack the hall and then the officers will

know that members are back, as something is com.
ing up and you will have tocome to find out what

it is (take notice ).

At the next meeting there will be some kind of an

entertainment for all, so you should keep this meet.
ing in mind and be on hand. There will be hot

coffee and sinkers, and I don't know what else .

Come and see what it is, and think of the good time.
--Cor. 537 ,

a . m .

ABANDON OLD BARN

Worcester, Mass.-Numerous changes have taken

place here in Worcester, the home of Local Div, 22 ,

during the past few years, but the change that
caused the greatest comment and criticism , from the

riding public, took place February 19, 1928, when
the Company closed up the Gates Lane Car Barn .

This barn was opened in 1901 , and was considered

at that time , to be the best equipped of its kind
in Massachusetts. The closing of this barn is in
line of economy, but perhaps not efficiency: Not

only will the riding public suffer in this district .

buť several of our loyal members have had homes

built in this section .

Justas an example of what this hardship, means,

to about 140 employees who worked in this barn,
60 of them own their homes in this district .

The worthy brothers of the defunct Gates Lane

Division have never been quitters, and we are not
going to lay down now. Our own Fred Bond , chief

starter , could rely on us at Gates Lane, and now
that he has been awarded a promotion at the new

Grove Street Barn , his old stand-bys are not going
back on him .

BrothersEd. Norton and Frank Therrien , assist
ant starters at Gates Lane , have also moved to the

new barn and taken up positions there. Eddie has

charge of the busses while Frank's position has not
been clearly defined up to date .

Some of our veterans have not taken very kindly
to the change, but our brothers from the Grove

Street Barn have given them a royal welcome, and

are trying to make things easier for them , for which

the boys of Gates Lane are thankful.

Two of our worthy brothers recently were taken
from us by death-Brother Ed . Long with a

splendid record as motorman for about 25 years, and
Brother Billy Rynn , a lineman . Billy was well liked

and was a credit to his profession . The sympathy

of thewhole Division is extended to the bereaved
families .

A very pleasant evening was spent by about fifty

of our members at a farewell banquet on February
17th , given in memory of the closing of Gates Lane
Car Barn . Brothers Wm . H. Murphy, Red Lynch

and Mike Kane had charge of the affair, and believe
me, maybe we didn't close that barn .-Cor. 22.

HELD SNAPPY MEETING

Peterboro, Ont.--Division No. 622 held a very

snappy business session February 12 .
All of our

new officers were in place and there was a good

attendance. The new officers are taking an interest

in our business affairs in a very earnest manner.

The bus service is proving very satisfactory to

some of the patrons, but there are others who are

not expressing enjoyment with the bus service and

are very expressive that they preferred the old street

car service , though the street cas service was some

seventy - five years behind the times.

Avery, interesting event took place here last

month,when Mr. Griffin took unto himself a life

partner , The employes climbed into aBlack Maria

bus and went down to the home and were treated

very courteously, the groom presenting them with
smokes and dainties of different

varieties. The

couple took short honeymoon trip up
Main

Street , with announcin
g pennants on which

inscribed , “ Now watch Peterboro grow ." When on

their return,theyparted in the wee ,sma' hours of

the morning, singing " Weare jolly good fellows."

Brother Strong is making a very interesting move:

ment in and around the Office by helping to count
the receipts of each day's business.

If the brothers

don't getthe exact credit for their different duties,

they should .
-Cor. 622.

a
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ARMSTRONG ATTENDS MEETING

St. Louis, Mo.--February 29th is the extra day
that comes only once in four years, Many now

living may never see another February 29th . So ,

let's prosper by what Washington and so many of

our great' men did, aspire to make the world better

for those who come after us. This is the spirit that

prevails in Division 788. It surely is a pleasure to

attend our meetings and enjoy the real team work

going on with ournoble officers.
Division 788 has visitors at the regular

meetings who are very helpful to the good cause of

organized labor. President Jabe Woods, of the

Missouri Federation of Labor, visited us on the

13th and gave us a good lecture, complimenting our

officers and members in the united stand we take.

He also lauded U. S. Senator Harry Hawes and

Congressman Cockrell as being great friends to labor ,

We also had with us Brother Robert B. Armstrong,

who told us of his experience and assured us that,

should we conceive the hardships that many have to

undergo, wewould be stronger union men .

Attorney William R. Schneider,whom we hope will

be the next governor of Missouri, recently addressed

one of our meetings and gave us some grand advice.

Our wagecommittee is now working , negotiating

a new agreement. It is up to us to stand with

them . We haven't anything. so far, to give out to
the public.

Ms. Leroy, Philips, chairman of the Compensation
Committee, is a friend to labor, as are also his aides,

Mr. Graves, Dr. Humes, Senator Brunk and Messrs.
Shaw and Richardson . They all assure us that at

any time we would go to 814 Pierce Building. the

door would be open to us and they would see that

justice is awarded.

Well, our meetings are well attended . but listen,

brothers, the other night, as the attendance prize

was drawn, the only brother that got excused was

the brother whose name was drawn, so he lost out

to the good fortune of the next name drawn. Try
and stick it out until after the drawing. As the

Chinaman said , when he got his leg cut off, " It
won't be long now. '

We are pleased that Brother Joe Cook is again
out toflag the crossings . He was laid up over a

year from leg trouble.

Brother Michael Lynch is now on the sick list.

We hope to see him out soon.

Don't forget Mr. Schneider, our candidate for
governor. -Cor. 788.

standing of right and wrong in respect to their
fellow men . The bus operators here have a mis

conceived fear. -Cor. 268 .

PAST YEAR SAW MANY CHANGES

Gary , Ind . The past year has seen many changes

in our Gary Railways Co., which has ultimately
affected our Division , The entire system is now

completely equipped with the most modern and up
to -date oneman cars which can be bought. However,

the elimination of the two -man cars has caused a

number of our members to lose runs, but this con

dition has been partially. remedied by increased

service on practically all lines by the company,

Our sick committee has been kept very busy

looking after an unusually large number of sick

members,

Our president. Ed . Olds, has returned from the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn ., and reports he

has been greatly benefited .

Brother Burl Briggs, accidently shot in the leg

while hunting, a few months ago, is improving as

much as canbe expected .

Brother L. James is slowly recovering and gain

ing back his strength from an attack of scarlet
lever.

Brother Chas. MacKay has been off for two

months with another stomach attack .

Brother Pinner, off over a year with an ulcerated

case, is now flagging cars for the company atthe
Aetna crossing and reports he is gaining strength and

weight and is feeling much better.
Brother Stage, oft for some time, is reported better

and thinks he will be on the job again soon.

With so much sickness, our sick benefit funds have

been nearly exhausted ; but, with good weather com .

ing on, our Division officers expect this fund to be
quickly reimbursod.

Our vacation list has been posted and we

proud of the fact that a very large per cent of our

trainmen and coach operators are to receive not

only the regular service vacation, but the extra five

days for having a clean accident record for the

year .
-Cor. 517.

TORONTO TOPICS
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MISCONCEIVED FEAR

Cleveland, Ohio -- Division No. 268 has as officers

for the year 1928: President , Fred Schultz ; first

vice-president, Walter Arndt; second vice -president,

Harry Roberts; financial secretary, William Rea;

recording secretary, E. Thornton ; treasurer, H. 1.

Kessler; executive board members, C. S. McHugh ,

Ps Walker, O. F. Mattingly . R. c. Henderson,

William Brown. A. Dudley, R. M. Holloran , J.

Benes, E. Schellman , C. P. Schoen , C. A. Roe ,

E.J. Hare. P. McCaffery, A. Adrion and J. Cooney.
Brothers Schultz and Rea were re -elected by a sub
stantial majority ,

Our membership is holding up in most splendid

shape. We hope to make some accomplishments

this spring thatwill sort of clear up the horizon

to an extent that it will have a strong tendency

to build up this Local to somewhere near the point
that we attained a few years back. Personally , I

am , and have been at all times, exceptionally grate

fulto the membership for the mannerinwhichthey
stood by their Local, while we were blocked at

most all times in our endeavors .

We have, here in Cleveland, a bus system that

has been installedand the operators seem inclined

to regard with a degree of fear their affiliation with

our Local Of course,there is no man who works

for wages who refrains from joining a Union except

through fear of possible loss of his job . This fear

should be wiped from theminds of our bus oper:

ators, as should they become members of this

Locai, theyshould recognize that they will be en

titled to theunited support of the entire member
ship in barring from them any mistreatment. How

ever, we do not look upon the management of this

property as ofa type thatwould in any way censure

any employe for being a member of a Union,

One of our chief officials wasat one time an
International Vice-President of

the Amalgamated

To assumethathe has lost his love

for that organization, orthat he has changed in
his principles of manliness that is consistent with a

creditable respect for Unionism andUnion men , is

whollyin error, esmen do notlose their under

I notice a number of men selling stocks of one

kind or another, visiting the car barns and homes

of our members, lately. Brothers, be very careful .

as many of these stocks are not " investments," but

" speculations," and, in my opinion , should be left

alone .

Our monthly dances in the Crystal Ball Room of

the King Edward Hotel continue to be exceedingly

popular. The seventh and last was held March24.
Therewas a good attendance and it was an enjoy

able occasion.

We welcome into our Union the men from Hill

crest Equipment Department. We are sure the step

they have taken will be of benefit to them andit
will also strengthen our cause generally .

Our basket and family picnic will be held in the

Canadian National Exhibition Grounds Saturday,

June 30, and we ask for the co -operation of all
brothers to make this a great success . We have a

permit for all the area between the Transportation

and Manufacturers Buildings and expect to have

good games, prizes, music , dancing, eats and
admirable crowd in attendance, as features of the

occasion .

-Cor . 113 .

REPRESENTED
AT STATE CONVENTION

Lansing, Mich . - Brother Roy Marsh is again

around , following a sickness of some time.
Brothers H. E. Chamberlain and H. Beers spent

a week in Detroit recently . attending the annual

convention of the Michigan Federation of Labor.

They reported having a good meeting.

Do you know anything new ? Well this isn't new,
but itmay be to Brother Wishmeyer. He now has

someone to kick him out of bed when the alarm
clock sounds . He was recently passing the cigars.

They have our best wishes .

Enjoy your vacation , boys, while you have

chance, and laugh at it . Remember, he who laughs

last, laughs best, Do the next thing first .
If we all did what we know is right within our

selves, our company would have noneed for disci.

pline. Profit by your mistakes. Do better next

time. Everyone makes mistakes, but the man who

profits by his mistakes is the best success. None of

us are interested in failures.

Cor. 563.

1
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man and we are a happy family, even if we have to
get in and dig.

Brother R , H. White, down with the " Au " for a

few days, is again at work. Our offcial greaser,

Manuel Schwartz , had atrip withthe same com.

plaint, and Brother1. W. Trousdell has recovered

from a severe attack. Brother Trousdell will be

about as deputy assessor for four months.

Brother Archie Trowbridge is now in the Santa

Cruz Mountains for his health .

Brother, Wilfred Blackmore is confined to his
home. He also had the misfortune to lose his

father, Mr. William Blackmore, who was a veteran

railroader .

All of our younger members are sticking fast to

their Union and make us proud of them.
--Cor. 265 .

WINDSOR , ONT. , TOPICS

RUNS CONSTANTLY CHANGING

Alleatown, Pa . - Most of our newly elected officers

of Division No. 956 were installed at the second

meeting in January and an entertainment committee

was appointed by President C. Horn, as follows :

C. Horn , chairman, M. G. Brey . Fred Knauss,

A. Held, Henry Thomas, Ed. Track , E. C. Peters

and D. Yoder. Under the arrangement of this

committee there was a sauer kraut supper, which

entertained a nice crowd, at a good profit.

Our runs on this property are constantly changing.

One cannot tell from one week to another what or

how he will work . Who does it? Every dog has

his day.

Our meetings are not so well attended as they
should be . Brothers, put your shoulders to the

wheel. This is the organization that helps you take

care of your job and it is up to you to do your
share to make this Local a success. It is your

business institution . Let's show that we can attend

to our business by attending our meetings and taking
part in them.

BrotherD. Yoder is delegate to our central body.

He is wide awake and, when our entertainment

committee wanted & live orchestra, Cramer's or

chestra was decided upon , but Brother Yoder

jumped in and told the committee that Cramer's

orchestra is on the unfair list . Thanks, David, you

are 100 per cent.
Recently two of our men were discharged for

trivial offenses. They did not belong to our Local.

Our old friend , " Scotty , " is coasidered a good

conductor,and, when he learned to be a motorman,
he said : " Anybody can run a trolley car." " Scotty '

is also a soccer ball player and has a strong team

in Fullerton .

Our company has built a new ice skating pond
at Central Park, which adds another attraction.

The young folks say that it is the nicest skating

pond in the vicinity .

Our company is converting some of the 900 type

cars into one-man cars . The center doors are taken

out and put at the ends. They have the finest

grade of leather seats and electric heat. They are ,

presumably, the most comfortable and up-to-date

street cars in Pennsylvania, if not in the country.

-Cor. 956.

The regular monthly meeting of Division 616

was held in the Machinest Hall, 61 Pitt St. , Feb

ruary 16. The regular routine of business was

transacted, with a fairly good attendance of mem
bers at the morning and night sessions. The two

monthly meetings were well attended . Keep it up ,

boys , and you will find it to your benefit.

Brother Knapp has our sympathy in the loss he

sustained by the death of his mother, Mrs. Philo

mene Langis Knapp.

Brother George Burrows recently won a prize

bulldog for 50 cents in Ford City. He is now reap

ing his reward in prizes. " Atta boy. Geo."

Great credit should be given Brother Yates and

the boys of Division 616 Hockey Team for the suc .

cess, they have achieved through their efforts in the

Civic League.
Brother Cockrane seems to have hard luck these

days. He lost the affections of the nice young

lady in the lunch room on Wellington Avenue to

Brother Osborne, but he still has hope. Don't give

up " Cocky."

The boys are wondering if the style of wearing

the uniform cap badge, as adopted by Brother

Tilson, will sooncome in regulation.

The stork called at the home of Brother and

Mrs. Geo. Carpentier recently , leaving a fine baby

boy: Congộatulations!
We are pleased to see Brother Ed . Sadler back on

the job after his recent illness,
Now, boys, let's all pay our dues and attend the

meetings regularly and make 1928 a banner year.

-Cor. 616.
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Brockton , Mass. - A recent change has been made

in transit here by the Grafton Street Line now

running around Center Street Loop, around the
Brockton Depot , instead of the Crescent Street

loop. The changeis very gratifying to the patrons,
A few of the 4200 type cars have been repainted

and look fine .

The long wall by Track No. 1 is receiving a new

coat of white paint.

Washington's Birthday was a good day for traffic

here on all lines.

It appears now that we will have better material

for a base ball team for the coming summer. Oper.

ator FrankCormier will be in charge of the team ,

as usual . He is contemplating a series of games

with the police and firemen of Brockton .

The first serious snowstorm of the passing winter
started here February 17. It was a 24-hour storm .

However, no trips were lost. The snow was well

handled by our men .

Operator Bert Bumpus, who was interfering with

Foreman Mather's box office, made a New Year

resolution to in the future mind his own business .

Police Sergeant Samuel Turner proves to be a

joker. One of our members recently said to him :
* . The storm has subsided ." He replied : “ Yes,

perceptibly ."
So long, until the next .

--Cor. 235 .

MOVING ALONG SLOWLY

Cincinnati, Ohio -- The attendance at the last two

meetings was wonderful. Brothers , keep it up .
It

shows the right spirit of encourageme
nt to our newly

elected officers.
It was mighty fine to note that some of the older

brothers are coming out, well as those just

initiated.

What has become of Barney Google, Brothers

Wilson , Sly, Boyden , Crutcher, Lovett and lots

more of the regulars ?

Brother Farrell (alias Duke ), of the Eighth Street
Division , just returned fromIreland, and statedthe

Irish girls wouldn't haveanythingto do with him
or his money . We wonder if Brother Paul's trip

could be like Duke's.

Our old friend ( Kaintuck) Brother Parsons, the
noted fiddler, is confined to his home again . Call

on him, brothers, and give him aword of good
cheer, as well as all the other brothers who are
home. Goodness knows they need your welcome
voices .

Some time ago Brother J. Nester slipped and fell

from the car, causinga compound fracture of the
hip .

The Brighton Glee and Musical Club has nothing

on the Dixie Rollers of 8th . If you don't believe

us, call around and hear them practice.

Contract time is coming on,brothers. So, come
out to your meetings and givethe officers some food
for thought.

It is with deep sorrow and a sense of irreparable

loss that we note, since the first of the New Year,

the following brothers have passed to theGreat

Gardner, of East End; Brother Wolf, of Hartwell;

Brother Mills, of Brighton ;and Brother Raaba, of
East End . We members of LocalDivision 627.

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A , extend our heartfelt

sympathy and consolation to the bereaved families
and relatives,

-Cor. 627.

San Jose, Calif. - Division No. 265 is still hoiding
its own and even a little better. We can report

no loss in membership . At our last
meeting,

Brother M. C. Casey, one of our new men , expressed

hisappreciation of our unionism by taking out his

card. He will make a staunch member.

Things are moving along, smoothly, despite the

frantic way wehave to work our one-man cars and
avoid automobiles. We have had no serious acci

dents lately.

General Superintendent E. Shoup, of our line, is

a friend of the boys, as far as he can be, but . of

course, a stern master when he has to be. Our

Susistant superintendent, Mr. Burton, in a genial
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PROCEBDINGSOFSEMI-ANNUALMEETING OF During this period, there has been expended
GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD

in strikes and lock -outs $ 17,547.11 . Of
(Continued from pag ! IT)

Division No. 194, New Orleans ,La. this amount, $ 13,307,11 was paid for strike
Staub, John ..

800.00 and lock -out legal expenses.
Division No. 238, Lynn, Mass .

" The strikes and lock -outs are as follows:
Galvin , John P. 800.00

Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill . “ During the past six months, there have
Brown, Charles F..

800.00 developed two strikes, affecting three Divi.Dickens, Edgar M .. 800.00
Durkin , Patrick . sions of the Association.800.00 They are
Rosenberg, Max . 800.00 follows:"
Thompson , Charles . 800.00

" Girardville, Pa."DivisionNo. 242, Montpelier, Vt.

Murray , John Bernard .. 800.00
Division No. 253, Quincy, Mass .

“ Division No. 165, of Girardville, Pa. ,
Taber, Henry A..

800.00
Division No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio . suspended work September 29, 1927. They

Beck , Thomas ..
800.00 had the endorsement of your Board. The

Cotton , JohnS.
800.00 agreement was expiring and the membersCouch , William J ..

800.00 of this Division requested an increase inEdwards, E. W.
800.00

Gray, Fred D.
800.00 wages of seven cents per hour. The com

Hare, Richard John .
800.00 pany requested a reduction of two centsHaseley, Phillip
800.00

Michele, G. F. per hour on the two-man cars and in the
800.00Wedgewood, O. R...
800.00 operation of one-man cars, the rate to be

Division No. 269, Danbury, Conn.
sixty - seven and one-half cents per hour.Case, John Henry

800.00
Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont. The Local committee, assisted by Organizer
Cassidy , Bernard

800.00
Lawrence F. Hart, held a number of con

Division No. 280 , Lowell, Mass.
ferences with the representatives of theMolloy, John ..

800.00
Division No.281, New Haven, Conn. company, but they were unable to agree.

Carrig . John ...
800.00 The question of seniority rights andthe

Division No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.
wagesof the bus operators also entered intoCrowley, Andrew .

800.00Scheurlein , Dominikus this contention . Busses were being substi
800.00

Division No. 382, Salt Lake City , Utah. tuted for street cars and the company

Mills, George A ,
800.00

Division No. 441, Des Moines, Iowa. were employing outside to operate

Simons, J. W.. them at fifty cents per hour. The entire
800.00

Walrath , James Edmond
800.00 matter, it seems, was in the hands of

DivisionNo.448, Springfield, Mass. Mr. Evans of Philadelphia. ConferencesStevens, George L ......
800.00

Division No.476, Norwalk , Conn . were held with Mr. Evans, but nothing
Smith, Walter ...

800.00 satisfactory in the way of a settlement could

be reached, the company taking the posiTotal Old Age Benefits .. $ 40,000.00
Total death , disabilityand old age bene tion that the busses were operated under a

fits paid duringthe six months from
separate company, although on going tothe Benefit Fund amounted to :

$368,235.16 Harrisburg, the Capitol of the State,
During the six months period, there were

death, 22 disability and 50 old age claims paid, mak Brother Hart found , from the records, the

ing a total of 553 claims. bus company and street car company are

" Local Division Benefits" practically the same and controlled by the

same people. No settlement could be

The report contained reports from 263
reached and the Division suspended opera

Locals, setting forth sick andother benefits
tion September 29 , 1927 , and are still out

paid to members by those Locals for the
at the close of this report."

“ Pottsville and Lansford, Pa."
year 1927, which added thousands of dollars

Ho the benefits paid through the Inter
“ Divisions Nos. 118, Pottsville, and 433,national Benefit Fund. Thisfeature of the

Lansford, Pa ., suspended work the morning
report made mention of several Locals that

had not responded to the request of the
of January6, 1928, under the endorsement

of your Board. Brother Hart is also
General Office for the information, presum

ably through neglect of the Local secre
handling this situation. This company had

taries of those Locals. also put on busses and were hiring outside

men to run them. The agreement between

the Division and the company expired
The report continued as follows:

December 31 , 1927. The question of a new

" Enrollment of Members " agreement, covering bus operation ,

taken up with the company. A number

" During the period covered by this re ofconferences were held with the company

port, 5,796 members have been enrolled and officials and Manager Evans, who stated

certificates of membership granted to the they were willing to sign upthe old con

same."
tract, but would have to eliminate any .

" Agreements " thing concerning the busses. The Divisions

offered arbitration, but with no result ; the

“ During this term , 52 agreements have company refused to consider the operation

As a result,been renewed ; 14carried increases; making of busses in the agreement.

a total of 66 agreements closed this term . the Divisions suspended work January 6th,

and are still out at the conclusion of this" Strikes and Lockouts"

report."

" St. John, N. B.”
" During the term , the Association has

recorded four strikes and lock -outs, in

“There is still pending the suspension ofvolving five Local Divisions. Two of these

Division 663, St. John, New Brunswick ,
strikes were previously reported upon .

481
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which took place June 29, 1921. No settle

ment has ever been made and the men are

still out, at the closing of this report."

“ Buffalo , N. Y."

"The suspension of Division No. 623,

Buffalo , New York , which took place July

2, 1922, still stands. Up to the present

time no settlement of that matter has been

made. "

“ Arbitrations"

" At the close of the last Board Report,

there were three arbitration cases pending.

One of these cases has been closed and the

manner of adjustment is given herewith .

Two new arbitration cases and one media

tion was reported to the International

Office during this six months' term, of

which one arbitration and one mediation

have been closed, leaving three arbitration

cases still pending at the close of this

Board Report.

" The report of the arbitration cases, as

entered at the International Office during

the past six months is given herewith ;"

“ Divisions No. 592, Fredonia, N. Y., and

624, Buffalo , N. Y."

" The agreement between the above Divi

sions and the Buffalo & Lake Erie Railway

Company, expiring May 1, 1927, notice

was given the company officials of the

changes desired, the membership requesting

a 15% increase in wages. They would not

agree to leave the wages as they are for

another year and the matter was sub

mitted to arbitration . The Division se

lected Harry Solomon, of Division 568,

Erie, Pa. , as their arbitrator and the com

pany selected H. L. Mack, of Buffalo ,

N. Y. They could not agree on the selec

tion of the third arbitrator and the com

pany took it to the Court, the Judge finally

deciding the Court had jurisdiction in the

selection of the third arbitrator, which

action has been objected to . At the close

of this report, this case is still pending,

under supervision of Organizer Clarence

Conroy .'

“Division No. 836, Grand Rapids, Mich ."

" This is a case where a member by the

name of Ira Muelenberg of Division 836,

Grand Rapids , Mich ., had three automobile

accidents in succession and the company

had dismissed him. The Local took the

matter up for arbitration and the arbi.

trators chosen were Edward Kosten for the

Division, Attorney Jacob Steketee for the

company and Reverend Charles W. Marriam

as presiding arbitrator. Brother Muelen

berg confessed that he was responsible.

The Board of Arbitration requested the

company to give him other work, which

was agreed to as the best that could be

obtained under the circumstances. This

arbitration was under the supervision of

Brother R. L. Reeves."

“Division No. 726, Staten Island , New York ."

" As reported in the last Board Report,

there two discharge

arbitration in Division 726, Staten Island,

New York, one beinga case of a member

by the name of O'Hearn, who was sus

pended one week for missing; and the other

being the case of Brother Dimler, dis

charged for a head-on collision . In both

cases it was agreed to submit the matter

to arbitration. Attorney Francis McNamara

was chosen to represent the Division and

S. H. Serena, superintendent of transporta.

tion , for the company. At the close of

the last Board Report they were awaiting

the selection of the third man. No in

formation has been received that this situa

tion has been settled and it is here reported

as still pending. Special OrganizerJames

H. Coleman has this arbitration under his

supervision .

“ Divisions No. 241 and 308, Chicago, Ill. "

" As reported in the last Board Report,

Divisions Nos. 241 and 308, of Chicago,

Ill., having notified the employing com .

panies of their desire to enter negotiations

for a new agreement, asked for an increase

in wages. The company refused to con

sider any increase in wages and , after many

conferences with the company, an agree

ment was reached whereby the matter was

submitted to arbitration . The arbitrators

first chosen were Judge Scanlon for the

Association and Mr. McElrath for the

company. These two arbitrators, failing to

reach an agreement in the selection of the

third arbitrator, conferences were held and

two new arbitrators were selected , who were

to endeavor to settle the matter without

the selection of a third man. The two new

arbitrators chosen were Oscar Nelson for

the Association and Mr. Richardson for the

company. At this time the arbitration

award has been received , which increases

thewages one cent per hour from June 1 ,

1928, to May 31 , 1929, with an additional

increase of one cent per hour from June 1 ,

1929, to May 31 , 1930. Including pro

visions for back pay of $35.00 insurance

for members of Division 241 , of the Surface

Lines , to those who were in such service

on June 1 , 1927 , in lieu of life, sick and

accident insurance, and $ 12.00 ' to those

who entered such service between June 1,

1927 , to November 1 , 1927, in lieu of life,

sick and accident insurance, with further

provisions for insurance from February 1,

1928 , until May 31 , 1930, in the amount

of $ 1,000.00 for those who have been in

the service of the company for three

months. Also , for men in service for more

than one year , $ 20.00 per week against

becoming wholly and continuously disabled

and prevented from performing their duties

by sickness contracted or injuries sustained.

The members of Division 308, of the Rapid

Transit Lines having the insurance pro

visions, did not receive thebackpay. Vice

President Fitzgerald, McMorrow and Bland

assisted me in this situation ."

" Division No. 600, Waltham , Mass .

" The agreement between the employing

company and Division No. 600, of Waltham ,

Mass., expiring December 31, 1927, the

Division requested an increase in wages,

which the company refused , and it was

were cases up for
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decided to arbitrate. The Division chose as

their arbitrator Mr. James H. Vahey and

the selection of the company arbitrator and

the chairman of the Arbitration Board are

reported as pending at the close of this

Board Report. This arbitration has been

under the supervision of General Executive

Board Member Reardon,"

" Mediation Involving Divisions 101, Van

cou, B. C .; 109, Victoria, B , C., and

134, New Westminster, B. Ć ."

“The joint agreement of Divisions Nos.

101 , Vancouver; 109 , Victoria ; and 134,

New Westminster, B. C., having expired

September 1 , 1927, the Divisions requested

a ten per cent increase in wages , with pro

visions for Holidays with pay and several

changes in working conditions. Being un

able to reach any settlement with the

company, the matter was referred to the

Government Board of Conciliation . The

Board consisted of Honorable Mr. Justice

D. A. McDonald , Chairman ; Percy R.

Bengough, for the Divisions; and A. C.

McCandless , for the company. After many

conferences, the matter was settled by the

Divisions accepting a one cent per hour in

crease with a five cents per hour increase

for the one -man car operators of Vancouver

Island, bringing them to the same rate as

Division 101, Vancouver ; and 134, of New

Westminster. An agreement was signed for

a period of three years, with the increase
retroactive from September 1 , 1927. This

matter was under the supervision of

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover."

(Further subjects of the report of the International
President, together with his financial statements and

reports, will be reported as hereinafter given from
the minutes of the resolutions and enactments of the
General Executive Board . )

Decisions, Rulings and Enactments of the Board

Submitted to the Board were several applications
for funeral, disability and old age benefits, as

Dorted upon by the International President.

Enactments on Disability Benefits

To the Board was submitted a claim for disability,

benefit in the interest ofMember James Haskins, of

Division No. 620 , Framingham , Mass. The record
and evidence in this in effect, that

Brother Haskins became a member of the Associa

tion, through Division No.620, March 21, 1913 ,

and was required togive up employment October
Age at the time of making application

was fifty -four years.
He was employed as an oper:

ator.
Cause of disability was given as high blood

pressure and leaky valve of the heart. Certification

of Dr. Henry 1.'Twiss was that Brother Haskins

hashighblood pressure and Valvular Heart Disease

and,inhis opinion, is unable to continue work.
Certification of Dr. 'Libby was thatthe heart was
enlarged to left and he considers the case Cardio
Vascular Disease . Certification of Dr. Glass was ,

in effect, that Brother Haskinsis incapacitated from

Arterio Sclerosis, Chronic Endocarditis and Valvular

Disease of the Heart , with high blood pressure.

There appeared no evidence in this case of a con .

vincing nature that the disability was due to acci

dent, as required under Section 10 of the Constitu ;

tion and General Laws permitting the granting of
disability benefits. The Board enacted that payment
of the claim be disallowed.

Application fordisability benefit of Member Bert

Norton, of Division No. 26, Detroit. Mich .,
submitted to the Board . The record and evidence

were , in effect, that Brother Norton

member of Association , through
Division No. 90, of Mt. Clemens, Mich ., in 1900.

At the time of applying for disability benefit he
was sixty - four years

. Statement of Dr.

Joseph M. Croman was that Brother Norton's eye

sight, with glasses, was one-half for the right eye

and two - thirds normal for the leít. With the right

ear he could hear a voice five feet distant, normal

twenty feet . With left ear could hear a voice

fifteen feet distant, normal twenty fcet . Statement

of Dr. Edward G. Folsom was coincident with that

of Dr. Croman , and that the condition of his eyes

and ears unfitted him to continue his work as a

conductor; that he had for number of years

suffered from Lumbago, which might be caused by

continuous jarring of the car . In deliberating upon

this case, the Board recognized that the disability

was neither occupational or resultant from accident

as required by Section 110 of the Constitution and

General Laws permitting payment of disability bene
fits. The Board enacted that payment of the claim

be disallowed .

Submitted to the Board was an application for

disability benefit of Member Jeremiah P. O'Neil , of

Division No. 589 , Boston , Mass. The record and

evidence in this case were that Brother O'Neil be .

a member of the Association , through Divi

sion No. 589. September 5 , 1914. He was thirty

seven years of age at the time of making application
for disability benefit. Claim is based on disability

alleged to have occurred while working in the re
ceiving office, Statement of Dr. Daniel J. Buckley

is that Member O'Neil was treated by him in

December, 1926, and complained of pain and stiff
ness in back and both legs. Dr. John P. Nelligan

certified that Member O'Neil had no sickness prior

to six years ago , when he had difficulty with his
may have had an attack of Sleeping

Sickness . Diagnosis shows palsy of the lower half

of the body on both sides, usually due to disease

of the spinal cord ; that it is the doctor's opinion

that the present condition is due to pressure or

destruction of tissue in the lumbar spinal cord , low

down . Brother O'Neil worked as a conductor from

July 20, 1911 , until March 4 , 1923, when he went
into the receiving department. The evidence in.

ferred preceding ailment and the Board regarded

that there should be further evidence as applying

to what effect the accident may have had in the

disability from which Brother O'Neil is at present
suffering. The Board enacted that the claim be

referred to the I. P. for further investigation.
Referred to the Board an application for

disability benefit of Member William Waterman , of

Division No. 542. Waterloo, N. Y. The record and

evidence in the case were , in effect, that Brother

Waterman became & member of the Association ,

through Division No. 542 , December 1 , 1918, and

was forty -seven years of age at the time of making

application for disability benefit. He was employed

as a conductor. The application was based upon

disability from a stroke . He was obliged to give up

employment August 9, 1927 , Certification of Dr.

Lester W. Bellows is that , while Brother Waterman

on duty , he suffered a severe cerebral hem

orrhage , resulting in Hemiplegia of entire right side

of body, together with Aphasia , and that it

doubtful whether he will ever be able to again per

form his duties as conductor. Letter from the

Secretary of the Local was, in effect, that Brother

Waterman did not receive the injury in an accident.

A further statement of Dr. Bellows was that the

disability followed a fall, due to the sudden stopping

of a street car , in which he struck the left side of

his head against the street car casing August 9th .

Statement of Dr. C. B. Bacon is that the cause of

disability is cerebral hemorrhage, due to falling when

the street car suddenly stopped August 9, 1927 ;

that Aphasia is resultant from a disease or injury

of the brain . In deliberating upon this case, it

appeared to the Board that the evidence was in
sufficient upon which to base assurance that the

disability was resultant from the fall, as required
by Section 110 of the Constitution and General
Laws. The Board enacted that payment of the
claim be disallowed .

Re-submitted to the Board was an application for

disability benefit in the interest of Member Percy S.

Cessna, of Division No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa . The
record and evidence in this case were, in effect,

that Brother Cessna became member of

Association, through Division No. 85, February 23,
1911 . His age at the time of making , application

was forty - two years . Claim was based upon dis

ability resultant from being severely beaten bya
passenger upon street car upon which Brother

Cessna serving as conductor September 17 .

1912 , which resulted in insanity , There was evi

dence before the Board that , succeeding this severe

beating, Brother Cessna returned to work for a few

days, when he obtained leave of absence for a hunt

ing trip , upon return from which he was pronounced

insane and committed to the St. Francis Hospital

and later taken to his parents ' home in the country .
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Later, due to his peculiar actions, he was examined

and sent to Mayview Hospital. He has not worked

since first being pronounced insane, but is at the
present time yet in the hospital . The Board recog

nized that , in dealing with this case , it must be

dealt with under the laws of the Association of 1911

to 1913, and that , should the claim be allowed,

payment could be only as of the second year of

membership, in that Member Cessna has been un.
able to work since in January , 1912, Also the Board

took into consideration laws that provide that appli

cation for disability, benefits must be filed within

two years from the time of the accident. The Board

enacted that payment of the claim be disallowed.
Submitted to the Board was an application for

disability benefit of Member William Sheridan, of

Division No, 819 , Newark, N. J. The record and

evidence in the case before the Board were , in

effect, that Member Sheridan became a member of

the Association, through Division No. 819, August

1, 1918, and was forty -eight years of age at the

time of filing, application for disability benefit. He

was employed as a conductor for the Public Service

Railway Co. Statement of Dr. Earl H. Snayeley

was that Brother Sheridan was admitted to the

hospital April 23 , 1927; diagnosis, Chronic Arthritis

of the knees and hands. Statement of Dr. William

Petry, is that Brother Sheridan had been under his

care for the past two and one-half years for Rheu

matoid Arthritis and his condition became pro

gressively worse , confining him to the Newark City

Hospital for five months, and he is presumably

permanently disabled for work of any kind . In

reviewing, the evidence upon this case, the Board

was unable to trace the affliction to any accident or

incident sustained in the occupation , as required by

Section 110 of the Constitution and General Laws

for the payment of disability benefits. The Board

enacted that payment of the claim be disallowed .

Application for disability benefit for Member

Fred W. Heffernan , of Division No. 724, Augusta,

Maine, was submitted to the Board for its considera
tion . This case was before the Board at the previous
Board meeting. Additional evidence, as contained

in a letter from Secretary Olin E. Pierce, is that
the Local feels that the claim should come under

the terms of the laws, in that the affliction is not

of a natural growth , but due to strain and lifting

excessive freight . Statement of Dr. Thomas Burrage

was that, from a study of the case , it appeared that
the condition came in line of duty, having been

precipitated by lifting one heavy barrel from another

on the night of December 23, 1926, from which is
dated his present disability ; that it was the last

straw of a vascular system . Statement of Member

William B. Keenan cites the incident of December
23, 1926. A newspaper clipping showed that in

1918 Brother Heffernan sustained injuries to his

hips and legs by being caught between a freight car
and the freight shed and that later , December 16,
1924 , he sustained an accident in which his little

finger of the right hand was crushed . A letter from

Brother Heffernan cited hardships of the freight run
upon which he worked . Communication fromGen.

eral Manager Alfred Sweeney spoke well of the
character of Brother Heffernan, citing the kind

of freight work performed by him and that he is

now cut off from any work of the slightest character.

Dr. E. H. Drake cited tracings that showed high
grade patrial heart , heart block with dropped beats

and ectropic ventricular contractions. The additional

statements before the Board atthis meeting, relative

to thedisability of Member Heffernan, in no way

attributed the a Miction to the accidents enumerated,
as required in Section_110 of the Constitution and

General Laws. The Board enacted that , in that

there is insufficient evidence to show that applicant
is permanently. totally disabled , and that the

a fiction is attributed to any accident, payment of
the c ! aim be disallowed .

Application for disability benefit in the interest

of Member-At-Large OmerJ. Jackson

submitted to the Board , for its further consideration.

This claim was disallowed at the previous Board

meeting. New evidence before the Board

letter from Brother Jackson, in which he stated that

the cause of his affliction is due to the fu; that it

settled in his hip and leg and that he is unable to

work, being bedfast. Statement of Dr. P. Noble,

of Rochester, Minn . , is that Brother Jackson's case

is that of tuberculosis of the right hip, spine and
iliac . Statement of Dr. Clarence B. Ripley

was that the afdiction is from Au , being tuberculosis

ofthe hip joint and has long passed curable stage.
This evidence was viewed by the Board as not

advancing the case from the evidence before the

Board at the previous session , in that the case was

not allowable under Section 110 the Constitution

and General Laws. It was enacted that payment

of the claim be disallowed .

Submitted to the Board was an application for
disability benefit of Member Daniel J. Sullivan , of
Division No. 589, Boston , Mass. This application

was before the meeting of the G. E. B. of February

24- March 6, 1927, where it was disallowed . At the

presentation of this meeting additional evidence came
in the way of statement from Dr. Henry E.

Emmons, that vision of the right eye is limited to
motion of two feet and that of the left eye is but

one-tenth; cornea slightly cloudy. pupils dilated and

inactive ; both arterior chambers shallow ; that the

injury is not the direct result of an accident; that
the affliction is Chronic Glaucoma. Communication

from Secretary Fehrnstrom was that it is held that

the disability is traceable to the occupation through
hurtful strain. in deliberating upon this claim , it

appeared to the Board that evidence was lacking
that Glaucoma, from which Brother Sullivan is

suffering, is an occupational affiction or resultant

from any accident; the definition of Glaucoma being

that it is a diseased condition of the eye, marked by

a hard, inelastic condition of the eyeball, a bluish
tinge of the optic disk and excavation in the head
of the optic nerve . The Board regarded that this

additional evidence before it does not trace the
disability to the occupation. The Board enacted

that payment of the claim be disallowed .

Old Age Benefit Claims

Submitted to the Board was application for old

age benefit of Member William R. Olney, of Divi .
sion No. 22 , Worcester, Mass. The record and

evidence before the Board were , in effect, that the

application was received September 19, 1927; that

Brother Olney became a member of theAssociation ,

through Division No. 22. May 7 , 1907; was

ployed as a conductor, being compelled to give up
his employment June 28 , 1924 , when he had been
seventeen years a member of the Association . He

was seventy -seven years of age at the time of filing

application Letter from the Secretary showed that

Brother Olney retired from employment due to the
installing of one-man cars . There was sufficient

evidence before the Board that Brother Olney is

sufficiently disabled not to follow the employment,

but in reviewing the evidence it was clear that

payment of the old age benefit would not be con

sistent with Section 115 of the Constitution and

General Laws, which provides that : " Persons who

leave the street railway service before having reached
twenty years of continuous membership are not

entitled to old age benefits, The Board enacted

that payment of the claim be disallowed .

Submitted to the Board an application for

old age benefit for Member George H. Harris, of
Division No. 26, Detroit , Mich . The record and

evidence in this case was that the application was

received September 27. 1927 ; that Brother Harris
became a member of the Association, through

Division No. 26, May 5 , 1905 ; was employed as a

motorman ; that he gave up employment July 25,

1925, at a time when he was twenty -six days less
than sixty-three years of age . A letter from Brother

Harris was that, in regard to leaving service, he

left for two months on leave of absence and that

he is now sixty - five years of age ; was obliged to
quit the service at the time and went into the

country on a piece of land . In reviewing this case,

the Board recognized that Section 115 of the Consti

tution and General Laws provides that : " The old

age benefit is for those who follow the occupation

until they shall have reached the age of sixty - five

years and shall have been twenty years in con .
tinuous membership . " . As the evidence

effect , that Brother Harris left the service at the

age of sixty -three years , the Board enacted that

payment of the claim be disallowed .

Funeral Benefit Applications

Submitted to the Board , for its consideration, was
an application for funeral benefit upon the death

of late Member James C. Mills,of Division No. 697 .

Toledo , Ohio. The record and evidence in this case
were , in effect, that Brother Mills became a member

of the Association, through Division No. 697 , March

15. 1916 ; that his death occurred August 3, 1927.
from Chronic Endocarditis . It appears that there

was a question as to whether his case would be

regarded as of the type of those who die while they

arrears in the Local. The evidence before

the Board showed that during the illness of Mem

ber Mills, his wife had expected that she had re :

tained him properly in membership, while the Local

held that the last payment received , which

brought to the Secretary's office by a member of

the Local for Mrs. Mills, was not sufficient to fully
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pay for the month of June, although cards were

issued for June and July and death occurred August

3rd . In that the evidence before the Board was of

a disputable nature , for which the family of Brother

Mills was not responsible, the Board enacted that

payment of the claim be allowed .

Application for funeral benefit upon the death of

late Member Ed . Phelps, of Division No. 757,

Portland, Oregon , was submitted to the Board, for
its consideration and action. The record and evi

dence before the Board were that late Member

Phelps became amember of the Association, through

Division No. 757 , July 7. 1917, and was reported

as having been suspended April 30. 1927. His

death occurred August 4, 1927, at the age of fifty,

eight years. There was evidence before the Board
that this member became insane and was in that

condition at the time he was suspended for non

payment of dues, and that Mrs. Phelps had not
received the notice of his arrearage . He was ad.

mitted to the State Hospital for the Insane June

20, 1927. There was evidence before the Board that

this Local cares for sick members in the way of

maintaining their dues and it was impressive upon

the Board that the suspension occurred under condi

tions unknown to the Financial Secretary at the

time and that the Executive Board Member of the

branch to which late Member Phelps belonged was

not aware of his suspension, confiding in the course
of the Local to care for sick members and bear them

along in good standing. The Board enacted that

payment of the claim be allowed .

Submitted to the Board, for its action , was an

application for funeral benefit upon the death of

late Member Charles S. Wiltsey, of Division No.

880, Camden , N. J. The record and evidence before

the Board was that late Member Wiltsey became a

member of the Association, through Division No.

880, May 8, 1919, atthe age of forty years; was

suspended August 31, 1927. then reinstated October

1, 1927. His death occurred October 29, 1927, from

General Paralysis of the Insane. A letter from the

Secretary showed that when Brother Wiltsey was

stricken the president of the Local saw Mrs. Wiltsey
and informed her that Brother Wiltsey was de

linquent and that on September 30, when the Secre

tary made his report for August, he marked Brother

Wiltsey suspended. A few week's later Mrs. Wiltsey
saw the President and asked to pay the dues . The

president, then informed the secretary and the

Secretary reinstated him and states that he thinks

that Mrs. Wiltsey , through her troubles, overlooked

the dues that she had promised President Adams to
pay. In deliberating upon this case.. the Board

regarded that there should be a further investigation

ofthe case relative to the real standing of deceased

at the time of his death and as to the exact dates

relative to the payment of dues in Division No. 880.

The Board enacted that payment of the claim be

deferred for further investigation asto the date of
payment of last dues.

Enactmentsof Decisions on Appeals

Submitted to the Board by the report of the Inter

national President were appeals and his decisions

These appeals and decisions were sub
mitted for the Board's approval of disapproval,

These cases were appeals not made to the General
Executive Board from the decision of the I. P.

and were in reality of a local nature, mostly bearing
upon the question of seniority rights . The decisions

on appeals fortheapproval ordisapproval of the

Division No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala ., on a question
Appeal of Member J. T. Johnston , of

P : E. Gurske, W. H. Doyle , J. M. Berry, V. H.
Appeal of Members , c . L. Penrose,

Copeland and Gust Anderson, of Division No. 757,

Portland, Oregon, upon the question of vacations

for Division officers.Appeal of Members John T.

Tracey. John R. Heceltine and John T. O'Neil, of

Division No. 618. Providence, R. I., relative to the

changing of a feature ofthe agreement and of a

Appeal of Members James V.

McLaughlin , William c . White, Edward F. Dower

and Myron E. Harvey, of Division No. 690, Pitch

burg. Mass. relative to seniority, rights pertaining

to a dispute_existing between Divisions Nos. 690

and 22. of Worcester,Mass." Appeal of Member

Patrick J. Shea and ' forty -five other members of

Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass., relative to pro

cedure in an attempt on the part of certain mem .

bers to establish inthe agreement a six -day week

Provision . Appeal of MemberDaniel E. Ferguson,

of Division No. 22. Worcester ,Mass.. relative to

seniority in transfer of work from one Division to

another Appeals of Member" James H. Hill and

thirty -six others, EdwardLyons and three others,

Ernest L. Venghaus andJohnF. Rofe and thirteen

others, members of Division No. 589, Boston , Mass .,

relative to seniority rights in transfer of work from

one Division to another upon the employing prop

erty . Appeal of William H. West and twenty-four

other members of Division No. 241. Chicago, Ill ..

for the service of the International in obtaining

employment for appellants, whose line upon the

Chicago & interurban Traction Co. had been dis

continued, appellants wishing to be re -employed in

other divisions of the property, the evidence showing

that the Local was using every endeavor to obtain

their re -employment. Appeal of William A. Wam

pole , of Division No. 641, Shamokin , Pa. , relative

to seniority in employment. Appeal of Member

George J. Callahan , ofDivision No. 261 , Lawrence ,
Mass., relative to maintaining seniority while in

outside employment service . Appeal of Member

Charles F. Dacey, of Division No. 22, Worcester ,

Mass., relative to change of revolving extra board

applying to seniority . Appeals of Members

Samuel Shaw and John R. Heceltine , of Division

No. 618, Providence, R. I., relative to seniority

privileges in changes made from one car house to

another, as respecting the following of work in such

transfers. Appeal of Member John H. Murphy , of

Division No. 238, Lynn, Mass . , relative to the com

bining of certain offices of the Local Division in the

matter of election of officers. Appeal of Member

H. I.Kessler, of Division No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio,

relative to placement of a candidate upon the ballot

following the primary , after said candidate had de

clined to permit his name to be used on the ballot

at the time of the primary . Appeal of Members

C. P. Cook , E. L. Godbury and forty other members

of Division No. 416 , Peoria , ill . , relative to seniority

rights of member reinstated to employment .

Appeal of Member John J. Bahan , of Division No.

788 , St. Louis , Mo. , relative to qualification of
candidacy upon the election ballot . Appeal of

Member Paul J. Bonner, of Division No. 580 ,

Syracuse , N. Y., relative to a ruling of the president,

pertaining to a motion before the Local of a local
nature . Appeal of Recording Secretary A. E.

Hazard , of Division No. 235 , Brockton , Mass . , upon

the subject of the rights of " call men , as applying

to protection under the agreement . Appeal of
Business Agent M. J. Hennessey , of Division No.

448, Springfield, Mass . , for an opinion relative to
the status of line men and chauffeurs pertaining to

the subject of seniority . Appeal of Member M. W.

Le Beck and five others , of Division No. 587 , Seattle,

Wash., relative tothe qualification of candidacy upon
the election ballot . Appeal of Member Margaret

Maccoy, of Division No. 589. Boston , Mass. , rela

tive to seniority rights in employment in respect to

transfer from one type of employment to another.

Upon all of these decisions of the International

President upon appeals , the Board enacted to

approve the decisions of the International President,
Decisions on Appeals to the General

Executive Board

thereon .

Board were :

of seniority :

Submitted to the Board was an appeal made by

Member A. J. Ransil, of Division No. 85 , Pitts

burgh, Pa. This appeal was of date of January 28,

1928, taken from a decision upon the case by the

International President, The evidence in this case

before the Board was, in effect, that Brother Ransil

was employed as a motorman some ten years pre

ceding the appeal, and while operating his car, met

with an accident, for which he was held responsible

and relative to which the management dismissed him

as a motorman. Upon intervention in his behalf , an

arrangement was made that he would be permitted

to re -enter employment as a conductor, and there

was found a conductor who was willing to change

with him , taking his position as a motorman and

allowing Brother Ransil to take the position of the

conductor with his seniority as a motorman . This

arrangement was submitted to Division No.85 and
voted upon, but when first voted upon the Local

voted not to permit Brother Ransil to carry his

seniority as a motorman with him in taking the

position of conductor . He , then, entered the service

as a conductor on the extra list . At a meeting of

the Local, some six months later, the subject of

the trade was again brought before the Local and

the change as first arranged was approved . From

this approval there was taken an appeal to the

International President by Member Edward J.

Maroney and nineteen others . upon which appeal

the International President rendered a decision sus .

taining the position of appellants, in that Brother

Ransil could not carry with him seniority , but must

re- enter the service on the extra list as a conductor.

It was from this decision that the appeal was taken

to the G. E. B. Appellant Ransil, who was sixty.

eight years of age at the time of his appeal, stated

Local nature .
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that he had ten years ' seniority as a motorman .
Bearing upon this case were statements of Secretary

P. J. McGrath and Business Agent Joseph Thomas.
of Division No. 85 . However, their statements

bore out the statement of appellant and the action
of Division No. 85 thereon . In reviewing the case,

the Board recognized that the International Presi
dent, in rendering his decisio upon the case ,

accorded with Section 154 of the Constitution and

General Laws of the Association and the policy of

the Association as approved by various conventions
upon such cases , and rendered its decision not to

sustain the appeal , thus concurring in the decision
of the International President upon the case

presented by the appeal of Edward A. Maroney and
nineteen other members of the Local .

Submitted to the Board, for its consideration and
action , was an appeal of Division No. 125 , East

St. Louis , Ill . This appeal was taken as a petition

for a decision of the International President upon

the subject of operating the so-called paper car for
the distribution of Sunday papers outside of East

St. Louis, to such places as Alton, Edwardsville,

Collinsville , Belleville and other places . It is alleged

in the appeal that this operation provides the
operators of the car ten hours' time for their work

and is being operated by Division No. 805, the
interurban Local of the system . Division No. 125

set forth that , under the charter agreement by which

Division No. 805 was instituted, this paper car work
belongs to Division No. 125 . However, in the

appeal it is set forth that prior to giving this work

to the members of Division No. 805, the manager

obtained the permission from Division No. 125 ,

which in the appeal was alleged as being temporary .

In other words, Division No. 125 temporarily con.

sented to this arrangement: In deliberating upon

this case , the Board had under advisement an appeal

by Division No. 805 , relative to the continuation
of the charter agreement clauses pertaining to

express car service which is made to the Twenty .

first convention , to be held in Seattle , Wash ., in

September, 1929. This , together with the evident

assent of Division No. 125 to the operation of the
paper car by Division No. 805 , brought forth a con

clusion from the Board , that the case should stand

as it is today until the charter agreement provisions
may be dcalt with by the Twenty - first convention ,

when , should it be the pleasure of Division No. 125

to involve the paper car question , it may be done

and decided by the Convention .
Submitted to the Board , for its consideration and

action, was an appeal of Member Willard H , Russell,

of Division No. 282, Rochester, N. Y. , upon the

subject of the election of Financial Secretary - Busi
ness Agent of the Local . This appeal was of date

of December 31 , 1927 , setting forth that Member

Russell a candidate upon the ballot for the
position of financial secretary -business agent. The

preferential system of voting was used . There were

three candidates upon the ballot . In counting the

vote, ballots that did not carry second choice were
laid aside and not counted in the contest . The

appeal sets forth that first choice in voting resulted

in appellant receiving 323 votes and his associate
candidates receiving , each, 98 and 200 votes. How

ever, there were 111 first choice votes alleged to

have been set aside and not counted , for the reason
that those 111 voters failed to vote second choice

on the ballots, and by counting second choice

ballots Candidate Joncs received a majority vote,

and was declared elected. Appellant held that this

was an illegal method of counting the votes , How

ever, an appeal had previously been made to the

International President, requesting his opinion as to

the validity of votes in such cases, and he had

ruled that each voter should vote the required

choices upon the ballot; otherwise the vote could not

be regarded as a legal ballot in the counting , and

the Local had complied with this opinion in count

ing the votes. In determining upon this case, the
Board recognized that the By -laws of Division No.

282 required the preferential ballot system in elect
ing officers and the election was so conducted. The

General Executive Board ruled that for ballots to

be legally counted under the preferential ballot, the

voter must express choices upon the said ballot, that

the purpose of the ballot may obtain , in that the

member receiving a majority of votes shall be de.

clared elected . The Board recognized that should
members cast ballots containing but one choice

where there are three candidates, the

majority of those voting may not determine the

election as the laws of the Association require and

ruled as its understanding that the preferential

system of voting is mandatory upon the voters of

Division Associations and they must express their

choices or their ballots cannot be counted in de.

termining the election . However, this being the

first case of this character before the Board , and

there being in the evidence before the Board the

fact that Division No. 282 would hold another

election upon this position of financial secretary

business agent, and that appellant had assented to

it , the General Executive Board ruled that another
election be held and said electio be conducted

with the understanding on the part of the election

board that ballots that do not contain the full

choices , as provided by the law , are not to be con

sidered in the summary counting of the ballots to
determine upon the election . The Board further

directed that available notice of the decision be

given to each member before the re -election should
occur

There was submitted to the Board an appeal of

Member Ernest L. Venghaus and others of Divi

sion No. 589 , Boston, Mass . , for its consideration
and action , This appeal was of date of November

10, 1927, and appellants were motormen and guards

of the Rapid Transit lines of the Boston Elevated
Railway , appealing from a decision of the Inter

national President upon the subject matter presented

in the appeal relative to the transfer of men from

Division 1 of the surface lines to the Rapid Transit
division , setting forth that thirty -four motormen

and conductors from Division 1, of the surface lines,

were transferred to cover work ' added to the Rapid

Transit division because of an extension of one of
its lines . The appeal set forth the nature of the

transfer as it was submitted to the International

President upon a hearing upon the case in Boston .
The appeal cited Sections 104 and 212 of the

agreement existing between Division No. 589 and the

employing property as not conciliatory . Section 216
provides that, where such an extension is made on

the Rapid Transit lines, making a consequent re.

duction of work on the surface lines, the subject

shall be taken up in conference with the officers
of the Local and the company. It was held that

there was no reduction of work on Division 1 due

to the extension of the line upon the Rapid Transit

division . Section 104 provides that employes shall

follow their work when it is transferred through

consolidation or re-organization , but that in no case
shall an employe be transferred or removed against
his or her wishes to make place for another. In

reviewing this case , the Board recognized that the

International President had given the case a per

sonal hearing, at which those interested in the situa

tion were permitted to appear before him and make
statements relative to the contention and he had

rendered decision approving the action of the
Local in making the transfer. He had also found

that service had been reduced , so far as employ.
ment privilege was concerned , upon Division 1 .

All of the evidence of his investigation was before

the Board , as well as the statements of appellants,
In reviewing the case , the General Executive Board

rendered a decision not to sustain the appeal, but
to approve of the action of Division No. 589 .

Submitted to the Board , for its consideration and

action , was a petition from Division No. 569,

Edmonton, Alta. This submission was a request for

instructionsrelative to application for a change in

a section of the Constitution and General Laws of

the Association , in which it appears that it is desired

to make some change in some section of the Consti

tution and General Laws to provide further rights

on the part of the International Officers in determin

ing upon senioritv or so amending the Constitution

as to provide that Locals may establish the type of

seniority desired , as this petition for instructions,

relative to amendment of the Constitution, was sub

mitted following a decision of the president upon a

petition bearing upon the subjectsenumerated, in

which the International President cited the Associa.

tion's laws and policies, as enacted by the conven .

tions, as governing the subject before him .

Board enacted instructing the secretary to advise

Division No. 569, through the secretary of that

Local, that the proper course for Locals to follow

in seeking amendments to the Constitution , is to

prepare the suggested amendment and present it to

the Twenty-first Convention, to be held in Sep

tember, 1929, in Seattle , Wash .. and to submit the

proposed requested amendment through the delegate

of the Local in attendanceat the Convention or

through forwarding the proposed amendment to the

International President for submission to the Con

vention .

Injunction Cases

The course of procedure in the Indianapolis, Ind..

injunction was reported to the meeting of the

G. E. B.by the International President's report,in

which it showed thatthe International President had
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followed the instructions of the previous meeting of

the General Executive Board, ' to do everything

possible in the defense of International Vice - Presi.

dents John M. Parker and Robert B. Armstrong
that might lead to their release from undergoing a

penalty,on the alleged violationof an injunction

issued by Federal Judge Robert C. Baltzell , of the
Indiana Federal District. The report of the 1. P.

explained the processes followed in the endeavor,

and also cited that, at the close of the report, Vice
Presidents Parker and Armstrong were being penal

ized , as United States Senators had stated when the

case was brought to their attention , illegally . How

ever , there was information before the Board that

Brothers Parker and Armstrong were released at the

finality of the service of the penalizing. February

18th, and they attended a session of the General
Executive Board held on the 20th , and were accom

panied by Attorney Frank P. Baker, of Indianapolis.

At their appearance before the Board it was ex
plained to the Board that the American Federation

of Labor had submitted to the judiciary committee
of the United States Senate a record of what was

clearly shown to be an illegal proceeding and pen:

alization of Brothers Parker and Armstrong.
this situation, however, it was expressed as

opinion of the Board that further procedure in this

case must be deferred to await the results of the

appearance before the United States Senate Com

mittee of former Governor Alex Groesbeck and

Attorney George A. Kelly , who were summoned to
appear before the United States Senate Committee
to explain the case . The Board enacted to approve

the course followed in this case .

Pertaining to the New York, N. Y., injunction

proceedings instituted upon the petition of the

Interborough Rapid Transit Company to prohibit

the Amalgamated Association and the A. F. of L.

organizations from accepting into membershi
p the

employes of the Interboroug
h Rapid Transit Com

panyand to prohibit the employes from entering

the Amalgamated Association or any other A. F.

of L. , organization , the report of the Internationa
l

President contained a complete review of the case,

showing that in this injunction case the court

before whom petition was placed for the injunction ,

denied the injunction ; thus liberating the Amalga

mated Association in the matter of organizing work

in New York as applying to the employes of the

1. R. T. Company and extending to the employes

the right of organizati
on in the various organization

s

of the American Federation of Labor . The petition

for this injunction was directed against the American

Federation of Labor and the Amalgamate
d

Associa

tion . The course of procedure in this case , as previ.

ously outlined and approved by the Board , was at

this meeting againapproved as the case was pursued

by the Internationa
l
President .

Submitted to the Board by the report of the Inter

national President was the subject of a petition for

injunction by members of Division No. 589 , Boston ,

Mass., in which petition the petitioners sought to

prevent the Amalgamated Association from eliminat
ing from the working agreementprovisions specifying

wages and working conditions in the interest of team

drivers and truck operators , it having beenagreed

that this work belonged to the Brotherhood of Team
Drivers and Chauffeurs' organization . This case was

reported as still pending and included an opinion

relative to the case framed by Attorney James H.

Vahey. The Board enacted to approvethe procedure

By the report of the International President there

was presented to the Board an injunction case in

which & petition is made to restrain the Amalga

mated Association from carrying out the action of
the 20th Convention of the Association held in

Birmingham , Ala .. last September, in which the
Convention enacted that certain members of Divi.

sion No. 194, New Orleans, La., should be expelled
from membership. This was reported upon
before theFederal Court in Detroit , subject to

hearing on the 23rd day of April. The Board en

acted to approve the procedure being followed upon

this case for the protection of theAssociation .

Jurisdictional Dispute

Submitted to the Board by the report of a special

committee, comprisingG. E. B.Member Pi J. Shea
and International Treasurer L. D. Bland. was

report upon the jurisdictionaldispute instituted by
the International Association of Machinists. The

report showed that at therecent A , F. of L. Con

vention an agreement was obtained by which two

representatives of the Amalgamated Association and
IPO representatives of the Machinists should be

chosen to constitute a committee forthe purpose of

adjustment of the specific cases broughtforth by

the Machinists under their demand for the turning

over of certain members of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation to the Machinists' Union . The report of the

representatives of the Amalgamated Association, as

presented to the Board , showed that the Machinists '

representatives proceeded along a line irreconciliable

for adjustment of any of the questions that arose.
Conferences of these representatives were held in

Newark, N., J., and Boston , Mass., but the attitude
of the Machinists International Union was of such

an adamant nature that it was impossible to estab

lish any adjustment. The Board sustained the re

port ofthe committee representing the Amalgamated
Association and directed that the attitude of the

General Executive Board be submitted to President

William Green of the American Federation of Labor.

The Board's attitude upon this question was con

sistent with the action of the 20th Convention upon

the Machinists' jurisdictional dispute.

Miscellaneous Enactments

Submitted to the Board by the report of the

International President was the work rendered the

Association by the Lynch - Calkins Publicity Com

pany, relative to various cases of publicity regarded

as advantageous to the Association and setting forth
the cost of this company to the Association, aside

from the regular support subscription , the expense

aggregating $2,477.90. The Board enacted

authorize the International President to continue

affiliation with the Lynch - Calkins Company, but

instructed the President to advise the company that

it is the sense of the Board that the incidental

expense in connection with the work of the mem
bers of the Lynch -Calkins Company appears ex

cessive .

Submitted to the Board by the report of the

International President was the situation bearing

upon the consolidation of the street railway proper
ties of Washington , D. C. , showing an arrangement

made in the interest of the public and the employes

in permits granted for this consolidation , in the event
that it is consummated. The Board approved of

the course being pursued upon this situation .

By the report of the International President there

was brought to the Board's attention depressive

conditions affecting Divisions Nos. 620, Framingham ,

Mass.; 976. Indianapolis, Ind.; 165, Girardville, Pa.

118, Pottsville, Pa.;, and 433, Lansford. Pa . Per

taining to these Locals , the Board enacted to approve

remittance of per capita tax to Division No. 620,

Framingham, Mass... for the months of July and

August, 1927; to Divisions Nos. 118. Pottsville ; 165,

Girardville; and 433 , Lansford , Pa., for the periods

of suspension of work by those Divisions in their

controversy relative to bus operation , the company

withholding the right of bus employment to the

members and withholding the right of including

within agreement relations the operation service of

the busses . This enactment was made, with author.

ity granted to the International President to dis

continue remission of per capita tax , as the situation

might warrant. As pertaining to Division No. 976 ,

Indianapolis. Ind .. the Board approved the remis

sion of per capita tax to that Local for the term

and that further remission be left in the hands of

the International President, with authority to dis

continue the remittance when in his judgment the

situation should warrant it .

Brought to the attention of the Board by the

report of the International President was the action

of the 20th Convention of the Association , pertain

ing to attendance at the National Safety Council

Convention, calling attention to the convention of

the National Safety Council in Chicago , beginning

Monday, September 26th , which was attended and

addressed by International Vice- President

McGrath . Upon invitation the International Presi

dent, being unable attend himself, delegated

General Executive Board Member Edw . McMorrow

to attend all sessions . Upon this subject Board

Member McMorrow presented before the Board a

very interesting, detailed statement of the proceed.

ings of the convention . It was particularly men .

tioned that the principal address of the opening

day was by the Rev. Charles Stelzle . Upon this

subject the Board enacted to concur in the action

of the 20th Convention relative to attendance at

these conventions .

Submitted to the Board the report of the

International President
a petition from the

International Labor News Service, for the Amalga

mated Association to participate in this organiza

tion . Upon this subject the Board enacted to sub

mit the subject of affiliation to the International

President, with authority to take such action as in

his judgment might warrant in connection with

affiliation there with .

in this case .

P. J.

to

case

a

a

was
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Submitted to the Board by the report of the

International President was the subject of donations

made by the Association to the United Mine Work

ers and in other cases , to the amount of $ 2,440.00,
during the six months' term. The Board enacted

to approve of the donations reported .

Donations to Miners of Ohio, Pennsylvania and
West Virginia

The report also set forth donations made by Local

Divisions to the United Mine Workers of America

on strike in the bituminous coal regions of Ohio,

Pennsylvania and West Virginia. This list of dona .

tions, as reported to the International President as

having been made within the six months' audit

period ending with January 31 , 1928 , are as follows:
Div. No. 26, Detroit, Mich,. $ 250.00

Div. No. 52, E. Liverpool, Ohio. 50.00

Div. No. 98 , Akron, Ohio . 10.00

Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ontario . 100.00

Div. No. 168, Scranton , Pa.. 100.00

Div. No. 174, Fall River , Mass. 36.10

Div . No. 192 , Oakland , Calif.. 150.00

Div. No. 199, Ottumwa, Iowa. 10.00

( To the Miners in their own District)

Div. No. 228. Joliet, Ill.. 18.85

Div. No. 235 , Brockton, Mass.
10.00

Div. No. 240, Chelsea , Mass. 50.00

Div. No. 253, Quincy, Mass.. 10.00

Div. No. 256 , Sacramento, Calif. 20.00

Div. No. 272, Youngstown, Ohio 50.00

Personal check sent to Thos. J. Donnelly,

Secretary of the Ohio State Federation of
Labor for ... 10.00

Div. No. 279, Ottawa, Ontario . 10.00

Div. No. 280, Lowell , Mass. 50.00

Div. No. 281 , New Haven , Conn . 80.75

Div. No. 302, Marinette, Wisc.. 10.00

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill. 500.00

Div. No. 343, Kalamazoo, Mich. 10.00

Div. No. 379, Niles, Ohio .. 5.00

Div . No. 381 , Butte, Montana 45.00

Div. No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah 44.00

Div. No. 389, Mansfield , Ohio . 15.00

Div . No. 443 , Stamford , Conn. 10.00

Div. No. 448, Springfield, Mass .. 100.00

Div. No. 459. Bridgeport, Conn.. 60.00

Div. No. 497, Pittsburg, Kans.. 25.00

Div. No. 515, Galesburg. III.. 5.00

Div. No. 518, San Francisco, Calif . 50.00

Div . No. 519 , La Crosse, Wisc. 10.00

Div. No. 537 , Holyoke,Mass. 10.00

Diy, No. 540, Chelsea , Mass.. 27,50

Div. No. 580, Syracuse , N. Y. 172.00

Div. No. 610, Charleston, S. C. 11,75

Div. No. 616, Windsor, Ontario . 25.00

Div . No. 628. Covington, Ky..
47.00

Div. No. 645, Indianapolis, Iad. 25.00

Div. No. 662, Pueblo, Colo . 10.00

Div . No. 664 , Great Falls, Mont. 10.00

Div. No. 669, Auburn, N. Y .. 10.00

Div. No. 674 , Fort Smith, Ark . 25.00

Div. No. 687 , San Francisco, Cal . 40.00

Div. No. 694 , San Antonio , Texas . 108.00

Div . No. 708, Wilmington , N. C. 15.00

Div. No. 714, Portland, Me.. 50.00

Div. No. 732 , Atlanta, Ga.. 125.00

Div. No. 738 , Hamilton, Ohio 30.00

Div. No. 741 , London , Ontario 25.00

Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.. 500.00

Also forwardedto Dist. 25 in Missouri 100.00

Div. No. 815 , Parkersburg, W. Va.. 20.00

Div. No. 818 , Oakland , Calif.. 50.00

Div. No. 821 , Jersey City , N. J. 300.00

Div . No. 878 , Evansville, Ind .. 20.00

Also forwarded to the Bick Ind.. Miners 10.00

Div . No. 887 , Newark, N. Y. 50.00

Div . No. 925 , Gloversville, N. Y ..
25.00

Div , No. 953 , Kingston, N. Y. 10.00

Div . No. 956 , Allentown , Pa .. 20.00

Individual donation from J. H. Reardon 25.00

Donated by the International Office . 1000.00

TOTAL .... $4,800.95
Audit

Receipts - August 1 , 1927 ,

to January 31 , 1928 ... 632.683.34

Total.. $ 2,405,478.13

Expenditures-- August 1 ,

1927. to January 31 ,
1928 521,651.12

Balance - Cash and as

sets at the close of

January 31, 1928 .....$ 1,883,827.01

The above balance consists of the following:
Cash in banks on com.

mercial accounts and

savings accounts , cash

on hand and deposit

in Post Office .... $ 893,468.68

U. S. Gov't Liberty and

Treasury Boads and

Treasury Notes ... 232,150.00

Dominion of Canada War

Loan Bonds 84,303.24

Canadian Northern Ry.

Bonds . 14.703.04

No. Dakota Bonds . 1,000.00

Ontario, Can., Bonds . 27.222.70

Alberta , Can., Bonds 9,439.37

Emmet County, Mich. ,

Bonds 10,697.91

Niles, Ohio , Bonds . 5,048.38

Findlay, Ohio , Bonds. 5,118.25

Los Angeles, Cal., Bonds 10,125.33

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio ,

Bonds . 20,866.33

Orlando , Fla ., Bonds.. 10,101.31

Woodmere, Mich ., Bonds 12,454.04

Dennison , Ohio , Bonds .. 10,201.33

Winnipeg, Man., Bonds . 9,611.88

Niagara Falls, Ontario ,

Bonds ... 3,000.00

. : 10,484.80

Asheville , N. C. , Bonds . 10,103.22

Port Arthur, Tex ., Bonds 10,259.57

Ecorse, Mich ., Bonds... 13,134.92

Royal Oak , Mich. , Bonds 10,428.51

Nankin , Mich ., Bonds ... 11,473.18

Toronto, Ont., Bonds .. 9,494.38

Braun Lumber Corpora

tion Bonds .. 6,987.06

Detroit Guaranty Trust

Company Mortgage ... 19,927.59
Toledo Labor Building

Bond . 1,000.00

Real Estate Mortgages .. 310,175.00

Association Headquarters

and Factory Building

Property 66,207.85

Union Labor Life Insur

ance Stock 20,000.00

Federal Bank & Trust

Co. of N. Y. Stock .. 400.00

Central States Co -opera

tive Society Stock .. 175.00

Council Bluffs Labor

Temple Stock.... 30.00

Division and Interest

Bearing Loans... 11.303.00

Accounts Receivable 3,624.76

Accrued Interest , July

31, 1927_ ( Bal . ) . 225.00

Supplies, Emblems. Fur.
niture and Office

Equipment .. 8,881,38

TOTAL ... $ 1,883,827.01

It will be observed that within the six

months' audit period ending with January

31 , 1928, the funds and assets increased

$ 101,032.22.

The audit shows that, of the $ 521,651.12

expenditures within the six months' audit

period , is included an expenditure of

$368,235.16 from the Benefit Fund in pay .

ment of death , disability and old age bene

fits, which is approximately 71 per cent of

the entire expenditures.

During the six months' audit period there

were 481 death benefits paid , aggregating

8311,735.16 - an average of approximately

$648.10 per claim .
Within the course of the six months'

audit period there were paid 22 disability

The accounts at the General Office of the Asso

ciation were audited by the Newton Audit Company,

public accountants, of Detroit,andreviewedbya

committee appointed by the General Executive

Board . The accounts of the Union Leader were

audited by the Walton, Joplin, Langer Company,

public accountants, of Chicago.
A recapitulation of the General Office audit for

the six months' term ending with January 31 , 1928 ,

is 19 follows :

Balance -- Cash and

sett, July 31 , 1927 . $ 1,772,794.79
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claims, aggregating $ 16,500.00 — an average The strike of Division No. 623, Buffalo,

of $750.00per claim . N. Y. , that started July 2, 1922, was re

In the course of the six months' audit ported upon as continuing, and the report

period there were paid 50 old age benefit showed that the Local is still active in its

claims, at the rate of $800.00 each , aggre strike endeavors, it being illustrative of the

gating $40,000.00. unfairness of the employing management

Compare this six months' audit period and is so understood by the labor move
with the preceding six months' audit period ment of Buffalo .

ending with July 31 , 1927. The audit The report of the International President

statement for that six months showed to showed that, generally, there is now de

have been paid 516 funeral benefit claims, veloping no serious controversies with

aggregating $ 341,395.39 — an average of employing properties, aside from those

$661.62 per claim . mentioned, and that all matters of dispute

In the course of the preceding six months' have been reasonably and fairly adjusted ,

audit period there were paid $19 disability either by conference or arbitration, except
benefits, aggregating $ 12,950.00 — an average in the cases mentioned as applying to

of $681.58 per claim. Divisions 118, 165 and 433, the member

During the preceding six months' audit ship of which are employed under the same

period ending July 31, 1927, there were 32 management.

old age benefits paid , at $ 800.00 each , The report of the International President

aggregating $ 25,600.00 . shows that in agreement negotiations for

During the audit period ending with July the six months' period , the membership of

31 , 1927, there were paid 576 funeral, fourteen Locals received increases in wages ,

disability and old age benefit claims, aggre while ninety -four Locals renewed the former

gating $ 379,945.39-an average of $670.10 wage agreements . However, within this

per claim , six months' period there expired agreements

The total number of death , disability and
to only a minor number of the Locals of the

old age benefit claims paid within the audit
Association .

period ending with January 31 , 1928,
The Board wishes to report that the six

aggregated 553553 claims-- an average of months' period covered by this audit shows

$665.88 per claim.
that the Association is generally upon a

substantial basis, upon which progress is
From the Defense Fund during the six

assured for the future. The financial stand.

months' audit period ending with January

31, 1928, there were paid in strike, lock -out
ing of the Association was never better,

and legal expense, $ 17,547.11. This, asso
and, through the assistance of the officers

and members of Local Divisions , as

ciated with the payment of death , disability

and old age benefits, aggregates $385,782.27 ,
operating with the policies of the Associa.

or 74 per cent of the entire expenditures of
tion, there exists generally, a spirit of

the Association within the six months audit
progress in the interest of the Association

period.
and membership and employing, properties.

Your General Executive Board, in closing

Within the six months' audit period there this report, desires to express the fullest

developed practically but one strike, in appreciation for the intense co -operation of

volving three Local Divisions of the Asso. the officers and members of Local Divisions

ciation. This strike, which might well be in maintaining the progress and policies of

termed a lock -out, originated first as in the Association . It is such co -operation

volving Division No. 165, Girardville, Pa ., that has established and is maintaining the

September 29, 1927. The contention de
solid foundation upon which the Amalga

veloped from the fact that the employing mated Association of Street and Electric

management refused to include bus opera. Railway Employes of America stands in the

tion within the agreement and bus compe. industrial field .

tition to rail car service had been installed , Most fraternally submitted ,

the bus operation being given to newly GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD ,

employed men ; thus eliminating employ Edw. McMorrow ,

ment for the rail car men to a certain Magnus Sinclair,

degree. The company refused to arbitrate P. J. Shea,

this subject. Later, upon practically the John H. Reardon,

same property, Divisions Nos . 118, Potts Allen H. Burt ,

ville, and 433, Lansford, Pa . , suspended Wm. F. Welch ,

work as of January 6, 1928, for the same James B. Lawson ,

reason , that the management refused to Fred A. Hoover,

extend the agreement to embrace competing
R. L. Reeves.

This strike, or lock-out ,

was in continuance involving these three Ideals are like stars ; you will not succeed

Locals at the close of the six months' audit in touching them with your hands, but, like

period.
the seafaring man on the desert of waters,

There were reported to the Board the you choose them as your guides, and , fol .

continuance of suspension ofwork of Divi lowing them, you reach your destiny.--- Carl

sion No. 663, St. John, N. B., which took Schurz.

place June 29, 1921. Upon this strike

situation , theBoard regarded it inconsistent The salesman who advises you to forget

to continue maintenance of this affair as a the Union Label is a propagandist to be

record proposition and enacted to discon avoided . He does not deserve your confi .

tinue it . dence .

bus operation .
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PORT CHESTER , N. Y., AGREEMENT

COUNTY TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, INC.

Operators' Wage Scale and Working Conditions

ARTICLE 1 . The following wage scale is made

effective as of January 15 , 1928 ; the terms and con.

ditions of this agreement to remain in effect until

July 1 , 1928, and thereafter until either party hereto
gives thirty( 30) days notice in ng the other

party , specifying changes they desire to make ,

Per Hour

Pirst three ( 3 ) months .. .65 €

Next nine (9 ) months .67 €

First year and thereafter ..69 €

(All Operators in service at time this agree
ment becomes effective to be rated as first

year men. )

ARTICLE 2. Extra men, while assigned to regular

runs, shall be subject to all the conditions covering

regular men, except the rate of pay .

ARTICLE 3. Overtime; time and one-half regular

rate.

ARTICLE 4. Overtime will commence after the

total time called for on employe's regular run has
been worked, except as provided in Article 12 and

for extra men unassigned temporarily to regular runs

after having worked ten ( 10) hours,

ARTICLE 5. Upon reasonable notice the Company

willat all times treat with its operators, or properly
accredited representatives from amongst their num .

ber, it being understood that any, questions regard .

ing interpretation ofworking conditions or discipline
shall be taken up with the Superintendent and then ,

if necessary , with the General Superintendent, An

appeal may be taken to the President from the

decision of the General Superintendent.

Should any question arise which cannot be

mutually agreed upon the same shall be submitted

to a Board of Arbitratoin , to be selected in the

following manner : The Company shall choose one

arbitrator and the Association shall choose one

arbitrator and the two thus chosen shall select the

third arbitrator, who shall act as Chairman of the

Board .

ARTICLE 6. All operators will be allowed pas

senger coach runs, according to seniority of continu .

ous service and the bidding-in system shall prevail.

the Superintendent reserving the right to change

allotments,requiring a man to bid some other run,
if necessary for the good of the service. If the

Company desires to prohibit a man from continuing

on any specific run at the next bidding-in he shall

be advised of this fact at least four ( 4 ) days before

the bidding-in of runs. In the event any operator

is denied the run he desires to bid in and is entitled

to by reason of seniority of service, the reaon or

reasons for such refusal will be given him upon

application by the man or by the Committee regu

larly representing the men . An operator from among

the employees may be present at the bidding-in of

runs. A new run board will be posted as often as

it is reasonable upon request of the Committee or

at the discretion of the Company. The Company

will post list of runs four ( 4 ) days in advance of

date of bid , if possible , and will advise Committee

one day before runs are posted , so that Committee

may see the runs.

ARTICLE 7 . If the Company establishes a regular
reduction in the time of any run or runs after a

bid -in , the time called for by such run or runs will
be paid , or a new board will be put up. When

time is added to a regular run or runs after a bid- in ,
such added time will be paid for at overtime rate

or a new board will be put up if requested by the

Committee regularly representing the men or at the

discretion of the Company.

ARTICLE 8 . Day runs becoming temporarily

vacant for a period exceeding six (6 ) days will be

given to night men, according to seniority , night

runs becoming vacant will be given to extra men ,
according to seniority , during the term of such

vacancy. When Board is open any operator refus

ing to bid in run shall lose his seniority during

period of this bid -in . This does not change em

ploye's rate of pay, or, standing on seniority roster.

ARTICLE 9. A bulletin will be posted at the

Operators room daily , not later than 5:00 p.m ..
if possible, showing what extra men are ordered to

answer the first roll call on the following morning.

A man who is ordered to report , as per this section ,

for the first roll call, makes such report and re

mains, unless he ohtains work prior thereto , until

the last regular coach is scheduled to go out, will

be guaranteed two (2 ) hours pay for this report.

11 a man receives work at this roll call amounting

to more than two ( 2 ) hours he is paid only for the
time worked .

ARTICLE 10. On days of heavy travel and at

other times, when men are relieved for short periods

amounting to less than one ( 1 ) hour, for lunch, they

will be paid for such time the same as if they

were continued on the coach. Where possible, relief

crews will be provided to make this relief.
ARTICLE 11 . Any man taken from his regular

run for extra service and reports for and works

same, but does not make the time his regular run

calls for, will be paid for the time of his regular
run.

ARTICLE 12 . Any man ordered to report on the

first or second half of his run later than his regular

time will be allowed time from the reporting time

called for on hisregularrunand overtime will begin

at the time he ordinarily completes regular run .
ARTICLE 13 . Any man ordered to report on the

firstor second half of his run earlier than his regular

reporting time and does report, as ordered , shall be

paid not less than one hour for such earlier report.

ARTICLE 14, If a regular man is ordered to report

after the completion of his regular day's work and

the time at which he is orderedto report is less than

one ( 1) hour after his regular relieving time, he shall

be paid from his regular relieving time until he runs

his coach into garage or is relieved , which time

shall not be less than one hour.
ARTICLE 15. If a regular man is ordered to re

port after the completion of his regular day's

work and the time at which he is ordered to report

is more than one ( 1 ) hour after his regular relieving

time, he will receive time from the time at which he

is to report, which time shall not be less than 2

hours.

ARTICLE 16 . Regular men running into a garage

or relief point ordered to go directly to another

point to take a coach will be allowed time from the

time at which they are ordered to leave their regu

lar garage or relief point until they return to their

regular garage or relief point.
ARTICLE 17. Men who do not report for duty be

fore the leaving time of the last regular coach

scheduled to run out at the first roll call, or who

do not report to take their coaches at the relief

point, will be given one dayat the foot of the extra

list for the first offense ; on the second failure to

properly report, two days at the foot of extra list ;

third failure. three days; until employe's record

warrants other discipline being applied. The record

of such failures will be computed by the calendar

month . The day at the foot of the extra list is

to date from the day following the one upon which
the failure to report for duty is made. A man

reporting within twenty(20) minutes of last regular

run scheduled to go out will not be penalized.

ARTICLE 18 . Any regular or extra man working

days who reports late but before the last regular

coach goes outduringthat day will not be penalized

the next day. Any regular or extra man working

nights who reports late but before the last relief

that day will not be penalized the next day,

ARTICLE 19 . Any operator desiring it will be

entitled to have one day off duty each week, Sun

day and Holidays to count as a day in such cases,

except period between Decoration Day and Labor

Day inclusive , when days off will be granted when

it is possible for the Superintendent to relieve men,

the week to begin on Sunday and terminate on

Saturday .
Days taken off by members doing work on

Committee are not to be included as days relieved.

In the event of a shortage of men this agreement

will be modified temporarily.

The book in which assignments of days off are

listed shall be open at twelve noon, thirty (30)

days before date on which relief is desired .

When a man has had one day off in a week,

beginning Sunday and terminating Saturday, other

menwho havenothada day off are tobe given

preference for other days.

Menwill be relieved on New Year's Day, Thanks

giving Day and Christmas in such a manner that

these days will be divided amongthe men, so that
no one man shall be entitled to more than one of

the above days in the same yearor to any one

particular day two years in succession.
ARTICLE 20 . Operators will be held responsible

for proper display of destination signs,
Operators

who failtoproperly display destination signs will

be bulletined for first offense and will be given one

day's suspension for each subsequent failure.
ARTICLE 21 . An Operator desiring to see his

record , as kept in the office ofthe Superintendent,

willbe allowed to do so upon application.A com

mittee representing the operator mayalso see such
employe's record upon request of the emplove.

Record referred to coversdiscipline, accidents and
general infractions of the rules.
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What Made His

Hair Grow ?

Read His Letter for the Answer

DON'T
SUFFER -

fearing an op

eration . Use
Unguentine Pile

Cones. Beginthis
modern

treat

ment at once. Stop
itching,

bleeding,
soothe thepain .Same

healing
powersas

Unguentine.

At your
druggist's,

75c. Trial

FREE. Write today. The Nor .
wich

Pharmacal Co.,

Norwich , N.Y.

NOTICE !!

Motormen and
Conductors !

" Two years ago

Iwas bald allover

the top of my head .

" I felt ashamed

for peopleto seemy

head . I tried differ

ent preparations,

but they did no

good . I remained

bald , until I used

Kotalko.

" New hair came

almostimmediat

ely and kept on

growing . In a short
timeI had a splen
did head of hair ,

which has been per

fect ever since

and no return of

the baldness ."

This verified statement is byMr. H.A.Wild . He

Is butone of the big legion of usersof Kotalko who

voluntarily attest it hasstopped falling hair, elimin

ated dandruff or aided new, luxuriant hair growth.

KOTALKO is sold by busy druggists everywhere .

ST, LOUIS

We Specialize in BETTER BUILT

Traction
Uniforms MADE

MADE

$27.50 to $ 35.00

Made of Regulation BlueSerge, by Skilled

UNION TAILORS

-Also

Civilian Suits $ 27.50 to $35.00

Hoffman
Tailoring Co.

FREE Trial BoxCAPS AND MONEY CHANGERS

2341 olive Street at Jefferson

Open Evenings
Phono Central 9279

ST . LOUIS

To prove the efficacy of Kotalka, for men's ,

womon's and children's hair , the producers are

giving Proof Boxes . Use coupon or write , to

KOTAL CO., A -784, Station L , New York

Please send me FREE Proof Box of KOTALKO

Name. ...

Address
ARTICLE 22. Suspension on complaint of a pas

senger or other person not connected with the

Company will only be made after the accused man

has been calledto the office and an investigation

has been made. The Company will ask complainant
if he has witnesses and if such complainant or

witnesses are willing to see a committee . If so,

the names will be given to the committee.

ARTICLE 23. When any employe is summoned

to the office for discipline it shall be as soon as

posable after the alleged offense is committed .
The charge or charges shall bemade to himinthe
order of their occurrence and upon the request of

the employe, after he has made astatement in

writing, if necessary an adjournment of not to ex
ceed three ( 3) days will be granted, so that he may
obtain witnesses or other information before a de
cision is made in his case.

A copy ofthe charges (other than those of im .

properly handling fares ) will be given the accused
in writing upon request.

When anemployeis summoned to come to the

office to answercharges hewillanswer such specific
charges only.

ARTICLE 24. Nothing will be placed against the

record of an operatoraskept intheSuperintendent's
office until the employehas been given an oppor.

tunity to be heardandthen nosuch record will be
made unless the charge has been proven . If any

operator is to be summoned totheoffice fordisci

pline notice shall be given him within two weeks

from the date the Company has knowledge of the

accused's connection with the occurrence .

ARTICLE 25. Where discipline is to be admin

istered to an employe, suchdiscipline shall com

mence from thedate a final decision is reached in

his case and shall include all days he was held
under suspension , if any.

ARTICLE 26. Decision by local Superintendent will

be rendered within sixdays from date Companyhas

notified employe to answerto the charge unless it is

necessary to obtain witnesses or other information .

If a Committee of employes desires

to be heard regarding the caseof an employe a
hearing by the operating official will be given , pro

vided the employe, whose case is to be discussed'

is present within forty -eight (48) hours after being

requested by either the Committee or the Company.

ARTICLE 28. Any operator suspended for any

cause, who, upon investigation, is proven not guilty

of the charges preferred shall be reinstated tohis

former position and rating and paid for all lost time.

ARTICLE 29. Employes are not to be reprimanded

while on duty in such a manner as to attract the

attention of passengers or bystanders .

ARTICLE 30. Operators will not be held responsi

ble for bad coins that they could not reasonably

discover as passengers drop same in fare box. If

operators turn in such counterfeit, mutilated or

foreign coin , which they could not reasonably dis

cover, cashier will not charge operator. In case of

doubt, matter will be taken up with the Superin
tendent .

ARTICLE 31. Shortages and overages will be col

lected and returned by the Cashier: Operator's day

card or trip sheet will be produced upon request.

ARTICLE 32 . Where there vacancies for

dispatchers, inspectors, starters, etc. , a list showing

such vacancy , or vacancies will be posted on the

bulletin board five days, if possible . before making

permanent appointments. Applications for such

positions areto be filed in writing with the Superin

tendentas soon as possible after posting of the list

and applicants will be considered in order of their

seniority , the Superintendent reserving the right to

refuse applicants in order of their seniority if he
can show cause for such action .

ARTICLE 33.... When an operator takes an official

position he will not advance in his rating on the
board during the period he is serving in such official

position, provided he continuously retains such

position more than six months, A starter, dispatcher
or other transportation official holding his placeon

the board, who returns to the coaches of his own

volition , shall go to the foot of the extra list.

are

ARTICLE 27 .
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Don't Buy a New Changer
Laut

"Buy

BRIE

Info

a

Every time the fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five - Barrel Lever - Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant

Saves time, pockets, patience-- and Speeds

up schedules - no fumbling for coins.

Patentedsafety locking device and our exclusive

Adjustable feature on fourth and fifthbarrels.

THE ONLY 5 -BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 -BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 566 throws 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 6 tokens

Price $4.00 postage paid . J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St. , New York City

450Miles

on
aG
al
lo
n

ofGa
s
/

Buy

Union Stamped

Shoes

According to a recent article by the

president of the world's largest motor

research corporation , there is enough

energy in a gallon of gasoline if con

verted 100% in mechanical energy to
run à four cylinder car 450 miles.

NEW GAS SAVING

INVENTION ASTONISHES

CAR OWNERS

BOOT&SHOE
A marvelous device, already installed

on thousands of cars, hag accomplish

ed wonders in utilizing a portion of

this waste energy and is producing
mileage tests that seem unbelievable.

Not only does it save gasoline,

but it also creates more power , gives

instant starting. quick pick -up . and eliminates carbon .

FREE SAMPLE and $100 a Week

We ask all members of

organized labor to pur

chase shoes bearing our

Union Stamp on

the sole, inner

sole or lining of WORKERS UNION

the shoe. We ask
JUNION STAMPIN

you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

you actually see

this Union Stamp .

Boot & Shoe

Worker's Union

Affiliated with the

AmericanFederation of Labor

246SummerSt. Boston , Mass.

COLLIS LOVELY, General President

CHAS. L, BAINE, General Sec'y - Treas.

To obtain national distribution quickly , men are being
appointed everywhere to help supply the tremendous de
mand. Free samples furnished to workers. Write today

to E. Oliver , Pres., for this free sample and big

money malang offer .

WHIRLWIND MFG . CO .

999. 242 - E . Third St., Milwaukee , Wisc .

U

U

ARTICLE 34. Employes will be paid for time while

attending Court or inquests at request of the Com .

pany, or in the Company's interest .

ARTICLE 35. The Company agrees to furnish free

transportation to all Operators over all lines of the

Company.

ARTICLE 36. It is understood that all coaches,

before being taken out , shall be put in proper operat.
ing condition by the garage force, including operators'
seat , destination signs, headlights, horn , etc.

ARTICLE 37 . Employe's seniority rights shall

prevail at all times, except as provided under other

articles of these working conditions .

ARTICLE 38. Upon reasonable notice the Commit

tee regularly representing the men will be given

leave of absence when conditions warrant.

ARTICLE 39. Operators may wear thin uniform

coats, of mohair or other suitable material, the same

design and color of regular uniforms, during warm

weather.

S. M. J. SMITH, General Superintendent,

Approved :

S. L. MILLER, President ,

COUNTY TRANSPORTATION CO. , INC.

January 10 , 1928 .

Geo. H. SMITH , Chairman ,

W. P. DUTCHER, Secretary,

REPRESENTING OPERATORS OF DIV . NO. 481 ,

AMALGAMATEDASSOCIATION .

A. A. OP S. & E. R. E. OP A.

ht

DON'T WEAR

A TRUSS

BE COMFORTABLE

Wear the Brooks Appliance, the

modern scientific invention which

gives rupture sufferers immediate

relief. It has no obnoxious springs
or pads. Automatic Air Cushions

MR.C. E.BROOKS bind and draw togetherthe broken

able . Cheap. Sent on trial to prove its worth. Be:
No salves or plasters. Dur

ware of imitations. Never sold in stores nor by

agents,Everyappliance made to special order and
sent direct from Marshall .

booklet sent free in plain , sealed envelope..

Full information and

BROOKS APPLIANCE CO ., 98 - B Stato St., Marshall, Mich .
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Last
Word in a

Change
Carrier

" Buy the best, it's
cheapest in the ond "

THE RAPID
READY-

LEVER
CHANGE

CARRIER Model 1926 is
several ounces

lighter in weightthan all others,

withfewerparts. Is accurate, fast, strong, durable and

fool-proof.

Has no castings to break , and spring troubles unknown. Made

entirely of LIBERTY SILVER , which will never rust or tarnish .

Coins drop from the bottom into the hand.

Easy to keepclean, needs no oiling. Price

$3.25. Our OLD
RELIABLE SLIP CAR

RIER, price $ 2.50, broughtout in 1896 is

still used and liked by many.

Agents wanted .
A. F. NELSON , Mfgr.

Special prices.

907 N. Front St. , Harrisburg , Pa .

Change Carrier Mfgr.

since 1896

UNION MADE

TRACTION UNIFORMS

Style, Fit and Satisfaction

WRITE FOR CATALOG, SAMPLES AND PRICES

The Fechheimer Bros. Co.

Cincinnati , Ohio.

Free - A Fechheimer Time Book - Send for yours .

Name

Address:

PRICE LIST OF

SPECIAL Association Supplies

.50

Uniforms for D. S. R.

Operators and

Conductors

$33

Union Made of Regulation

Blue Serge

Tailored of No. 386 Wanskuk 16-02.

fine weave Blue Serge in strict ac

cordance with D.S.R.Specifications.

The lining is of twill Blue Serge.

It's a pleasure to show them to you

any time whether you come to buy

or look . Drop in .

Convenient terms if desired

Official Seal . $5.50
Proposition for membership blanks, per 100 .

Rituals, each . .25

Withdrawal cards, each .05

Traveling cards, each . .05

Transfer cards, each .05

Duplicate report books, each .. 2.00

Constitutions , in lots of 100 or more, per 100 4.75

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100, each . , .05
Financial secretary's order book on treasurer .35

Treasurer's receipt book .35

Association badges, rolled gold , each . .50

Association badges, solid gold , each . 1.10

Association buttons, gold plate, each .30

Association buttons, rolled gold , each . .50

Association buttons, solid gold , each . 1.10

Emblem cuff buttons , per pair .. 1.10

Emblem tie clasps , each .70

Association charms, each . 1.10

Association lockets, each . 1.75

Cuts of official seal for use on printed mat

ter, plain , each , .75

Cuts of official seal, with flag design . 2.00

Recording secretary's minute books, 300 pgs. 1.50

Gilt Seals, per box 50 .. .50

Loose leaf membership ledgers. Ruled and

printed on both sides, providing fora 12
year record of the payment of dues by

your members.

Loose leaf post binder, canvas with leather

corners , each . 4.50

Price of sheets, in lots of less than 100 , each .0234

In lots of 100, or more, per 100 . 2.50

In lots of 500, or more, per 500 . 11.00

In lots of 1000, or more, per M. 20.00

All orders must be accompanied by ex

press, postoffice money ordersor draft.

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded.

Clayto
n's

Michigan at Shelby since 1883

DITKORT'S LARGEST BICLURVE MEN'S AND BOYS ' APPAREL STORE
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AmazingNewllopetSufferers from
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ton

Neuritis, Sciatica, Lumbago, Gout and Neuralgia Pains

Prof. Harrell's

Startling Story

De

FREE

“ I have found that

only a brief use of this

Combination Treatment

Several years ago I turned my atten will chase away the

tion to the serious study of Rheuma pains of rheumatism

tism , Sciatica , Lumbago, Neuritis , Gout like the sun dries up
and Neuralgia . My studies showed

the dew . "

that there is a lot of misunderstanding

and wrong information in people's
J. Randolph Harrell,

minds about Rheumatism . I becamo Ph. G., R. Ph.

convinced that the distress can be I want to get a package of my treat

quickly remedied and relieved and the
ment into the hands of all those who

deeper I studied the more convinced I
suffer from Rheumatism , Gout, Scia

tica , Neuritis or Neuralgia, at once ,

became. without further delay. So I am sending

Let me explain the agonizing pain
out 50,000 of these wonderful combina

and distress of your diseases that you
tion treatments entirely and absolutely

suffer . These pains are causod by IN.

FECTIONS of toxic poisons which

have developed in your body. The

kidneys, stomach and bowels are usu- J. Randolph Harrell, Ph.G., R.Ph. Just send your name and address on

Professor of Chemistry and
the coupon andI will send you a pack

ally among the most definite sources of

National Authority on Pharma

age ofmy treatment without any cost

the evil.
or obligation . All the arguing and

ceutical and Physiological " telling in the world will notdo as

Chemistry
much good as one trial package placed

in the hands of a man or woman who is

Harrell's Marvelous in pains and needs help .

Treatment
posits or "nests " at the places where trial treatments to last long -50

I do notexpect this lot of 50,000

your pains are most severe . do not put off sendingfor yours.

My studies convinced me that a Third : It must remove these infec Get rid of your pains --better

thorough treatment must do the follow- tions from your system .

your health and enjoy living to

its fullest.

ing : Fourth : It must stimulate the kid
Here isthe Coupon - Fill it out!

First : Dissolve the poison virus and neys to throw off the excess of uric acid
Mail it right now !

toxic infections in your blood . that is in your blood and let it pass out

TREATMENT

COUPON
Second : It must break up the deº of your system in the urine.

PROF. J. RANDOLPH HARRELL

(Prsonal),
Harrell Associated Chemists,

111 No. Wacker Drive, Chicago,

III. ( Dept. 252) .
Please send meone of your test

Those of you who are sitting around human suffering in the world that could treatments for Rheumatism ,Sciatica,

helpless, whose every move means pain be relieved with this treatment is so
Neuritis, Gout and Neuralgia.

—who cannot raise an arm above a great as to be pitiful and tragic.

This treatment is to be entirely

FREE andno charge of anykind

certain point - who limp with a cane Sometimes , within just a few hours,
made for it.

because you have to keep your weight you will begin to notice improvement (If you WISH, you may send 10

off one sick leg — who keep the head and will soon find yourself free from

cents for postageandpacking.)

tilted to one side because of pain in the pain and feeling fit and fine. Name .

neck or shoulders-who have tried The Harrell Treatment contains

many drugs without relief—who are nothing harmful--no temporary "pain Address .

about to give up hope of any relief from killer." It is intended to eradicate

your everlasting, ever -present pains — to Rheumatism conditions from

Town ..
your

..State..

you I want to show that the amount of system .

Thename ofeach person must be given

| if more thanone partage is requested

FREE

1
2
7

1
2
8

50,000 Treatments Given Away

1

.
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FASHION
LETTER

The
graceful

feminizing cape has a very
important

place in
Spring

Fashions.

dress, or coat, again as
completing an

ensemble, andIt is shown as part of a
often as a

separate
garment.

On a coat cut in three tiers , the cape forms the

upper tier and extends to the hips. Its fronts are
turned back to form shawl revers .

Other cape models show full circular sections joined

to round yokes, sometimes finished with tie ends in
front.

In evening dresses one finds tiers and flounces well

represented, as are also rippled jabots and cascades,
draped collars and fluttering panels.

Taffeta seems to reappear each year at this season,

and so it is again sponsored for dressy coats, en

sembles and daytime dresses, also for youthful dance

frocks. It is shown in floral patterns, and in geometri

cal designs.

Printed and plain chiffon will be used for spring and

summer frocks.

The diagonal line is stressed in daytime and evening

dresses, as is also the hemline that slants.

Black over pink is much in evidence.

A dress of yellow crepe has a bloused waist finished

with round neck line , and a skirt cut in many sections,

each ending in a round scallop at the lower edge.

Brown and beige combine well in ensemble

costume made with a seven -eighths length collarless

and buttonless coat. The coat lining is brown and the

brown is used on pointed empiecements of the blouse,

and on the band cuffs of the bishop sleeve.

The long sleeve frock for tennis is being exploited.

The trouser skirt, which really is the ' Turkish

Trousers, is a comfortable garment and will be approved

of generally ere many seasons have passed .

On a sleeveless formal frock a sheer shoulder cape of

chiffon is very attractive.

The new prints are in small designs , in cross bar

plaids or dots or tweed patterns.

Wool jersey in lace weaves, in stripes or plain , is

shown for sports dresses and one-piece day frocks.

6078. Ladies ' Dress .

Cut in 7 Sizes : 34, 36 , 38, 40, 42, 44 and 46 inches bust

A 38 -inch size requires 1 % yard of plain material, and

2 % yards of figured orothercontrasting material 39 inches wide,

The width of the Dress at the lower edge is 2 % yards. Price 12 € .

6091. Girls' Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes : 8, 10, 12 and 14 years. A 12 -year size requires

2 % yards of39-inch material, togetherwith % yard of contrasting

material. Price 12 ¢ .

6095. Girls ' Dress .

Cut in 4 Sizes: 4 , 6, 8 and 10 years. A 10-year size requires

3% yards of 39- inch material. Price 12 ¢.

6087. Ladies ' Morning Frock .
Cut in 9 Sizes : 38. 40, 42, 44 , 46 , 48, 50 , 52 and 54 inches

bust material. A 42-inch size requires 4 % yards of 36 - inch ma

The widthterial, together with % yard of contrasting material ,

ofthe Dressat the loweredge, with plaits extended , is 2 yards .

an

Ph.

6078

6091

11

measure.

Price 12 ¢ .

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send12¢ in silver or stamps for our UP - TO -DATE

SPRING and SUMMER 1928 BOOK OF FASHIONS,

showing color plates, and containing 500 designs of

Ladies', Misses' and ' Children's Patterns,a CONCISE

and CÓMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ONDRESSMAK

ING , ALSO SOME POINTS FOR THE NEEDLE

(illustrating 30ofthe various, simple stitches ), all

valuable hints to thehomedressmaker.

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO . ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn , N. Y.

6087

6095



Some Clothing Stores

don't handle

Union Label Clothing

102

8

CON

UNITED

because they

don't know

that

Traction men

demand it.

If

TEAD

F your dealer does not have sewed in every garmentwe make

Union Label Uniforms and -(both uniform and civilian

Civilian Clothing in stock now styles) and is your protection

send us his name and we'll write against inferior makes, assuring

him about it. you of satisfaction .

Traction men who prefer Blue Before you buy your next suit,

Serge can secure our Standard send for a sample of 3500 Serge

Serge No.3500 in eitherUniform for comparison.

or Civilian Styles at $27.50 . If your dealer annot supply

We are also able to furnish you, we will arrange to have a

all standard uniform fabrics and reputable clothing store in your

a full line of Hand Tail city take your size and

ored Civilian Clothing. make any needed altera

The Union Label is tionswithout extra charge.

Bloch

The Bloch Company 2320 Superior Avenue

Cleveland , Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge.

CLOTHES

OF QUALITY

Name

Address

Name of Dealer
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VETERANS OF DIV. 113 , TORONTO, ONT.

WHAT THE TRADE UNION HAS DONE and in less than 100 years, has revolution

By W. D. Mahon ized the working conditions in the mills ,

mines and factories of the country and has

When we examine the history of Labor established , instead of the conditions here

and compare the changes in the conditions expressed , the eight-hour day and, in some

of the working men andwomenof America cases, the five day week, with all other

under the advanced conditions that the improvements that have followed. Just

Trade Union has brought about , and com
read this article yourself and compare the

pare that condition with the conditions change, in your own mind , and then ask

prior to the days of the Union , we can see yourself whether the Union has been bene

great progress and improvements that the
ficial or not.

Union hasbrought to the masses of workers Factory Rules Have Changed in Century

of our Country. “ How conditions under which the fac

Very few people, today , realize what the tory employe works have changed dur

Unions have really done until they do make ing the past century may be gleaned

these comparisons and see the wonderful from a perusal of the following excerpts

changes that have been wrought . from a set of rules and regulations

I am hereby calling attention to an article posted by Amasa Whitney inhis fac

that appeared in a recent issue of the tory at Winchendon, Mass., in 1830.

" Detroit News." This article shows the " Rule 1. This mill will be put into

condition that prevailed less than 100 years operation 10 minutes before sunrise at

ago , in 1830. The Trade Union movement
all seasons of the year, The gate will

of America began its work in about 1825 be shut 10 minutes past sunset from
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ATE

the twentieth of March to the twenti It is a straight rate. It is a wage that has

eth of September; at 30 minutes past been obtained through organization and ,

8, from the twentieth of September to of course , Division No. 518 obtained the

the twentieth of March ; Saturdays at 8-hour day, it being the first Local in the

sunset. Amalgamated Association that did obtain

" Rule 4. Anyone who by negligence the 8 -hour day .

or misconduct causes damage to the In San Francisco there is operated a

machinery or impedes the progress of competing street railway system , known as

work, will be liable to make good the the Market Street Railway Company. It

damage of the same. was formerly the United ' Railroads Com.

“ Rule 6. Any person employed for pany. This company employs approxi.

no certain length of time will be re mately one thousand four hundred motor

quired to give, at least, four weeks ' men and conductors . This road is relig

notice of their intention to leave (sick iously non-union . The management refuses

ness excepted) or forfeit four weeks' to permit the employes to organize. The

pay, unless by particular agreement. wages paid to non -union motormen and

* Rule 15. The hands will take their conductors upon this property are as fol.

breakfast from the first of September lows : To first six months' service men , 48¢

until the first of March, before going to per hour ; second six months' service men,

work. They will take supper from the 50¢ per hour ; third six months' service

first of May until the last of August, men , 52 ¢ per hour ; fourth and fifth six

30 minutes past 5 o'clock p . m . From months' service men , 54¢ per hour; to those

the twentieth of September until the in service in excess of two and one-half

twentieth of March between sundown years, 56¢ per hour. Thus, the rates extend

and dark . Twenty - five minutes will be from a minimum of 48 ¢ to a maximum

allowed for breakfast , thirty minutes for of 56¢.

dinner and twenty - five minutes for This statement of wages shows that the
supper, and no more, from the time the first six months' men upon the Market

gate is shut until started again ." Street Railway receive 27 ¢ per hour less

than the organized employes. The second

THE BENEFIT OF ORGANIZATION six months' service men receive 25¢ less

per hour than the Association members

To wage workers who have a concern in receive. The third six months ' service men

bettering their conditions it clearly appears upon the non-union lines receive 23¢ per

that the only course for betterment of hour less than the same term service men

wages in general and wage workers' con receive. The fourth and fifth six months '

ditions is exclusively through organization. service men receive 21 ¢ per hour less than

An illustration of the effect of organiza the fourth and fifth six months' service

tion in the interest of wage workers can be organized men receive. Those of two and

determined by the comparison of wage rates one-half years of service upon the non

paid in San Francisco , Calif. union road receive 19 ¢ per hour less than

Upon what was formerly known as the those of two and one-half years of service

Geary Street Railway System and , which, upon the organized property.

since having been taken over by the muni The above comparison shows that, on the

cipality has been extended , is employed the straight wage proposition, the first six

members of Division No. 518 of the Amal. months' men on the unorganized property

gamated Association of Street and Electric receive $ 1.00 in wage for $ 1.56 in wage

Railway Employes of America. received by the first six months' wage

Division No. 518 and its early member. worker upon the organized property. The

ship , in the days of late General Executive non-union wage worker in employment in

Board Member Richard Cornelius, excess of two and one-half years upon the

instrumental in establishing municipal own unorganized property receives 74.6 ¢, as

ership in San Francisco upon this property, compared with $ 1.00 received by the organ

that, at the time it was taken over, was ized wage worker .

recognized as a fair employing property , The employes upon the unorganized

due to the fact that the employes were property receive nothing for overtime work.

organized . This property has been The employes upon the organized property

tended , so that today the membership of receive $1.12% per hour for overtime work

Division No. 518 aggregates approximately - work done in excess of 8 hours.

one thousand members. The employes upon The organized wage workers also receive

this property are exclusively trade unionists. a two weeks' vacation period , each year ,

The motormen and conductors - transporta with full pay . The unorganized wage work

tion operators are in Division No. 518. ers receive no vacations atthe expense of

The maintenance element of the wage work the employing property.

ers belong to Division No. 687. In Divi The above is an immediate and most

sion No. 518 the membership , as heretofore opportune convenience illustrative of the

stated, totals approximately one thousand. value of organization .

The wage received by the transportation Another convenient comparison can be

employes- motormen and conductors, mem made upon the non-unionsystem of Indian

bers of Division No. 518 — is 75 ¢ per hour apolis , Ind., with the Beech Grove Line,

and they work upon the basis of an 8 -hour where the organized men upon the Beech

day . Work in excess of eight hours is paid Grove Line receive as a minimumrate 6 ¢

at the rate of $ 1.1274 per hour. These are
per hour in excess of the employes upon

the wages of motormen and conductors . the unorganized lines, and a maximum rate

were

ex
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common

an

one

of 10 ¢ in excess of the employes upon the junctions are presented to , and heard by ,

unorganized lines. the court. There are several forms of

There are a multitude of other illustra procedure, but a one, and one

tion of the value of organization through most carefully safeguarded against abuse , is

comparisons of the wages paid non -union as follows:

men, who are prohibited from the right of The plaintiff employer delivers to the

organizing, and the wages paid to those court a written statement of the misconduct

who have associated together in organiza of which he complains the defendants were

tion , that they may have something to say guilty . This statement is supported by

relative to the wages and working condi. sworn statements of the plaintiff and others

tions they receive. in the form of affidavits, setting out in

This should prove to be a sufficient appeal detail what unlawful acts it is claimed that

to the unorganized. the defendants have been doing or threaten

ing to do . The defendants then put in a

LABOR - WHAT ARE ITS RIGHTS written statement, in the form of

By Herman Oliphant answer, denying all or part of the acts

Professor of Law, Columbia University complained of , and this answer may also

be supported by affidavits. With these

The suit for an injunction , brought by documents before the court, the plaintiff

the Interborough Rapid Transit Company then asks it to grant a temporary injunc

of New York City against the officers and tion . Now one of the gravest dangers in

members of both the American Federation this situation is found in the fact that the

of Labor and the Amalgamated Association court, when it issues the injunction , does

of Street and Electric Railway Workers of so without the defendants having had an

America, as is so often true in such cases, opportunity to confront in open court those

came up for a hearing on an application , persons testifying against them in the

not for a permanent injunction , but for a affidavits which they prepared in support

temporary one . Those who have followed of the plaintiff's complaint. The history of

this case will recall that the temporary in Anglo-American jurisprudence abounds in

junction sought was to restrain the testimony of the fact that confrontation of

defendants from inducing the employes of witnesses is an important device in guaran

the transit company to join the Amalga teeing the truth of things testified to ,

mated Association, it being claimed that Even more important is the fact that these

such employes were bound by a promise to witnesses, who, in their sworn statements,

the company not to joinan outside union. testify for the plaintiff, are not subjected to

As juststated, the case was heard in the cross -examination by the defendant. Such

Supreme Court of New York on the applica cross -examination is probably our most im

tion by the company for a temporary in portant method of detecting falsehood in

junction. In this case the temporary testimony.

injunction was denied . Frequently it is There are other dangers of a miscarriage

granted. There is to be no appeal of the of justice in the issuance of temporary in

case, but, had such appeal been taken , it junctions, but the two mentioned are the

would have , in all probability, gone to the outstanding ones .

higher courts on the question as to whether On the other side of the issue, two things

or not the lower court erred in denying the should be said . Evidence adduced by the

temporary injunction . defendant in the affidavits supporting their

One of the questions which we need to answer may be just as unreliable as are the

collect some statistics on is the following : affidavits of the plaintiff. If there is any

In what per cent of the cases where way of avoiding it, it is unfortunate either
injunctions against labor are sought to issue an injunction, or for that matter ,

does the employer actually seek a to deny an injunction, without there having
permanent injunction, thereby bringing been turned on the whole situation the

the case on for a full hearing on its searching light of confrontation and cross
merits ? Are most of these labor in examination of witnesses. The other thing

junction cases actually being finally which needs to be said is that justification

disposed of by the courts deciding the for issuing a temporary injunction is the

question as to whether the employer
need for haste in order to prevent irrepar

is entitled to a temporary injunction ? able damage to the plaintiff. It is certainly

From the standpoint of labor the tempo not beyond the ingenuity of our people to

rary injunction may be just as fatal to the devise ways for taking care of both the

Success of the struggle which it is making
need that truth shall be certainly ascer

as a permanent injunction would be.
If a tained before any injunction issues and ,

temporary injunction is improperly issued second , that the plaintiff shall be protected

in connection with a strike, it may be against irreparable damages. Those

effective in defeating the strike before it perienced in labor matters know that the

can be reversed or before there is a full effect of a temporary injunction is not to

hearing on themerits asto whether or not maintain the status quo , pending the hear

the injunction should be made permanent . ing on the question as to whether or not

To understand how important the ques it shall be a permanent injunction both

tion is as to whether or notmost injunction because the strike may be lost in the

cases are being disposed of by the courts ' meantime , and because no permanent in

Tuling on the application for a temporary junction mayever be applied for.

injunction, it is necessaryto consider just In other fields of equity, which is the

how applications for such temporary in
branch of law here concerned , no temporary

ex
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LONG DISPUTE ADJUSTED

are

A

injunction will be issued if the effect of

such temporary injunction is to give to

the plaintiff all the relief he would be later

entitled to under a permanent injunction.

For example, if I have knowingly so built

a building that it projects over on your

land , you entitled to a permanent

mandatory injunction, compelling me to

remove the encroachment. In this case no

temporary injunction ordering the removal

would issue, the courts recognizing it is

dangerous to issue a temporary injunction

with no more certain guarantee that the

plaintiff is in the right than that which

comes from the inadequate investigation of

facts which attends the issuance of a tempo

rary injunction. The result is that in such

cases no injunction of any kind will issue

until after there has been the full hearing

on the merits which precedes the issuance

of a permanent injunction .

If, as a matter of fact, the granting of a

temporary injunction in labor disputes has

all the practical effects which the granting

of a permanent injunction would, either

because the employer sying does not want,

and hence does not later apply for, a perma

nent injunction, or because the struggle

which labor is making ends in failure before

the matter of issuing a permanent injunc

tion can be heard and is passed upon , then

it would seem that the same principle should

apply. The matter can be summed up this

way : If the temporary injunction in labor

disputes actually operates to afford to the

employer complete and final relief , it should

not issue until there has been an investi

gation approaching in thoroughness and

reliability the investigation which precedes

the issuance of a permanent injunction.

This whole matter was strongly urged

upon the court by the defendants in the

Interborough Rapid Transit case .

previous case, involving some of the same

issues, a temporary injunction had been

issued . The case was carried to the Court

of Appeals and reversed. That case has

been in the courts a year and eight months,

and , in all that time, the plaintiff has

made no effort to secure a permanent in

junction . That is probably a fairly com

mon situation, and it seems to show pretty

clearly that the employer does not look

upon the temporary injunction as

thing to prevent irreparable damage during

the interval of time which must elapse be

fore a permanent injunction can be ob.

tained . In such cases it is looked upon as

the only relief really wanted .

Unfortunately, we did not have available

for presentation to the court statistics to

show the percentage of cases in which

nothing but a temporary, injunction is ever

sought or issued . In the past too much

time and energy has been spent in the

general oratorical condemnation of the in

junction and not enough time has been

spent in collecting specific information as

just how the injunction machinery

operates .

The first and best victory is to conquer

self ; to be conquered by self is , of all

things, the most shameful and vile.- Plato .

An agreement between the powerful

Mitten traction interests and the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America is confirmed

in a statement made by President W. D.

Mahon to headquarters of International

Labor News Service.

First announcement of the agreement was

made in the "house organ " of the Mitten

interests, in which the agreement was

quoted and in which the Mittens declared

that " capital has now capitulated to

Mahon, " saying " all's well that ends well . "

The agreement was signed by the sons of

the two chiefs, A. A. Mitten for the Mitten

interests and O. L. Mahon for the veteran

president of the traction workers.

The agreement probably is one of the

most remarkable in trade union experience

and will, no doubt, be studied with deep

interest by trade union executives every :

where. It is one of the finest examples of

the diplomacy of W. D. Mahon , which has

for years been famed for its cleverness and

effectiveness.

In his statement to International Labor

News Service, Mahon details the events

leading up to the agreement and expresses

his hopes as to its results in the following

language:

"For the past three weeks representatives

of our Association have been in conference

with T. E. Mitten and Dr. A. A. Mitten ,

representing their management.
We have

reached an understanding that all disputes

of the past shall be buried and that we will

co -operate in the future on the basis that

will establish better conditions for all who

are interested in the transportation question.

“ The basis we have outlined we feel will

bring to the riding public a perfect, cheap

and satisfactory system of transportation

that will answer all requirements.

“ Second , we feel it will bring to the

management an assured reliable and perma

nent business.

“ Third, that it will bring to the employes

who follow this occupation better wages, a

higher standard of living and in the end

joint ownership, and management of the

properties on which we work.

" It is a new step in the industrial under

takings in America, but we feel we under

stand one another thoroughly and that the

spirit of co-operation will develop fully,
fairly and honestly . While it will take

time and patience to work it out, I feel

both sides thoroughly understand one an

other and we have great hopes for the plan

in the future. "

It appears that the Mitten -Mahon agree

ment brings under the workings of thenew

understanding many of the features de

veloped by Mitten , but brings to Mitten a

co -operation on the part of the employes

that could not be developed without the

sense of security and independence that

unionization brings to workers. Working

agreements and standards of work will be

a matter of local agreement .
When the

union votes authority for so doing, Mitten

management will collect, by check -off, such

In a

some

to
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amounts as the union may direct. The

benefit systems will come under the juris

diction of the union, the company con

tributing $1.00 per month, it is reported.

Philadelphia Labor News.

THE UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY

Constantinople- A merchant at seven

years of age ! In the bazaars of Constanti.

nople one often finds a lad of tender years

with a tra across his breast, held over the

shoulder by a string. Herein is displayed

needles, pins and other notions. Our field

worker asked a Turk to ascertain the age

of several of such young merchants. They

averaged seven years . Darting in and out

of the bazaar crowd, they shrewdly ply

their trade. Their master hires them for a

mere monthly pittance. They must sell a

certain amount daily, or earn a beating in

lieu of supper.

They are characteristic of life in areas of

intense population pressure. Where the

birth rate crowds the bread supply , one

finds coolie standards of living . That is

why millions upon millions from the Medi

terranean basin would pour into America

our country not protected by the

Johnson Quota Act. One's heart bleeds for

these lads. One must remember , however,

that to break down our protection would

result in destruction of our standards of

living without helping them . For, as Presi

dent Wilbur of Stanford University well

says, "for each immigrant that moves out ,

a baby moves in ."

In order to hold our gains under the

Quota Act, our strategy must be continued

fighting on the OFFENSIVE,

con

were

MR. COLLINS BECOMES RECEIVER

The Union Labor Life Insurance Com .

pany was instituted by Organized Labor.

Investigation of insurance, as affecting

wage workers , was started by a resolution

adopted at the American Federation of

Labor Convention held in Portland, Ore .,

October, 1923. At this convention, a com

mittee was appointed to make the investi

gation.

A report on the committee's investiga

tion was made to the A. F. of L. conven

tion held in El Paso, Texas, November,

1924. By act of this convention , a

ference of wage_workers' unions was held

in Washington , D. C. , in July, 1925, where

it was resoluted to establish a Union Labor

Life Insurance Company, and a committee

was appointed for that purpose. As a

result, a company programwas formulated ,

and , following organization, it was incorpo

rated in the State of Maryland, October 26,
1927.

Stock subscriptions closed February 28,

1927.

The Company formally opened for busi

ness June 15, 1927.

The Capital Stock and Surplus paidto

establish thecompany aggregated $ 750,000.

There were 15,000 shares sold . Of thesə

shares, International and Local unions pur.

chased 13,286, or 89 per cent of the stock .

Eleven per cent, or 1,714 shares, were pur.

chased by individuals.

The restrictions on the purchase and

holding of stock permits a national or inter

national union to purchase only 800 shares.

A Local union is permitted to hold not to

exceed 80 shares. ' An individual was per

mitted to purchase not toexceed 10 shares,

This provides that the Company is, and

will remain exclusively within the owner

ship and control of union wage workers.

Dividends on stock and surplus invest

ment is limited to 6%. This prohibits the

paying of excessive profits to stockholders

and provides that surplus earnings are ſe

turned to policy holders. Thus, those who

become insured in the Union Labor Life

Insurance Company, are the real profit
receivers.

At the close of the first seven months of

the operationofthe company, ending with

January 15 , 1928 , there had been issued

policies aggregating $ 34,817,000 , covering

50,020 individuals. This is reported to be

a record far in excess of any previously

established insurance company,
and

assurance of the reliability and success of

this Company

Green, the historian , tells us that the

world is moved not only by the mighty

shoves of the heroes, but also by the aggre

gate of the tinypushes of each honest

worker.-- Helen Keller.

Mr. John F. Collins, vice -president and

general manager of the Michigan Electric

Railway lines, whose general office is at

Jackson, Mich ., has been appointed receiver

of the Detroit, Jackson & Chicago Railway,

the employes upon which are members of

Division No. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich . This

property operates from Detroit to Jackson ,

through Ypsilanti , Ann Arbor and other

intermediate towns. This is a direct route ,

included with the Michigan Electric Rail

way lines , from Detroit to Kalamazoo , a

distance of 144 miles . The Michigan Elec

tric Railway line between Jackson and

Kalamazoo is the employing property of

the members of Division No. 362, Albion,

Mich . The D. J. and C. was formerly

operated by the Detroit United Railway

Company.

an

Miss Mary Anderson , Director of the

Women's Bureau of the U. S, Department

of Labor, after thorough investigation issues

a statement that two million young girls

under twenty years of age are working for

their livelihood as wage workers in the

United States. Miss Anderson states that

the “ Daughters of America " is a litho

graphed poster, very attractive , which can

be had ' from the Government Printing

Office for a small sum , shows a group of

factory girls, in the noise and stir of th :

workroom and ends with the question,

" They have youth - have they opportunity?
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The Amalgamated Association has as one There is no to solve this question

of its principles the protection of the memf aside from the wage earners themselves.

bers from discrimination on the part o. The great solution would come through the

employing properties. On practically all effecting, of service days and service weeks

properties that employ members of the by which the unemployed would be given

Amalgamated Association there is no dis employment. There is no other institution

crimination on the part of the manage in existence outside of the trade union

ments. They are fair employing manage movement that has ever endeavored along

ments and are entitled to the credit of being this line to create more jobs, that the un

fair employing managements. employed may be given employment and

at fair wages. The eight-hour day has long

It is a principle of the Amalgamated since become the standard service day for

Association of Street and Electric Railway trade unionists. Several organizations have

Employes of America to co -operate in mak. succeeded in establishing the five-day week.

ing employing properties creditable proper If it should become general, it would give

ties to the investors, with a service that is a thousand men jobs where, today, only

creditable in the interest of the patrons of seven hundred and fifty are employed.

the employing property. There are employ.

ing properties, however, that believe that, The extent of the endeavors of the organ

through low wages and non -union conditions ized wage workers to establish the shorter

a greater profit may be made to the in service day and the shorter service week

vestors and greater advantages may come affects only immediately the organized wage

to the investors and to the properties. Of workers , but it leaves an opening for the

course, this is an error for many reasons. unorganized. Were all wage workers organ

The low wage employer is a strong con ized and receiving the union scale of wages,

tributor to unemployment and poor markets. there would exist no unemployment griev.

Unemployment and poor markets are ance. All wage workers would have jobs

sultant from non-unionism in employment. available to them , at wage ratesthat would

establish prosperous markets . The big job

The American Labor Movement is work is to extend organization and teach the

ing to establish the five-day service week, non -union men the advantage that would

That which inspires this endeavor is the come to them throughorganization. This is

recognition that the question of unemploy.
the endeavor oftheAmerican Labor Move

ment must be in some way solved . The ment, but it has the opposition of the so

best authority brings forth the fact that called get-rich -quick, cheap labor, non -union

there are approximately 8,000,000 wage employing managements .

workers out of employment in the United

States and Canada. That which contributes The General Executive Board held a

largely in this army of unemployed is the special meeting at Association Headquarters,

advancement in machine work, by which a March 15-17. This meeting was called to

dozen men, today, can produce what it review a proposed agreement with the

t ok thirty men to produce ten years ago . Mitten Management. A committee was

re
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appointed to meet the Mitten Management, management knows well that it cannot run

as the proposed agreement was approved its own business. Some managements of

with slight modifications. Later, at street railway properties would make the

meeting of this committee with Mr. Mitten poorest types of motormen , conductors or

and Dr. A. A. Mitten, the agreement was operators. Were they left to themselves to

consumated . There was also under advise operate their system , they would find them

ment at this meeting the various injunction selves to be failures.

proceedings in which the Association is

involved .
The labor union is the business institu

tion of wage workers. Some managements

" Venture," written by Max Eastman, a attempt to advocate that wage workers are

well known writer, is a new story of politi not business men and thus not capable even

cal interest. If not yet obtainable in book of operating a labor union . Labor unions

stores, a copy can be obtained by address have existed and are maintaining today,
ing Albert and Charles Boni , .66 Fifth

more strongly than in the past, showing

Avenue, New York, the publishers of the that those of the organized labor move

book . Not only is it a most interesting ment are capable of doing business and are

story, but it is of political instruction and of capable of handling a progressive business.

interest to 'wage earners. The immediate business of abor unions is

inaugurated at the meetings of the members

In another column of this issue appears and meetings are important to each and

an article taken , largely, from the “ Lansing every member of each and every union .

Labor News," as bearing upon the Indian There should be no cause for complaint in

apolis situation. It will be observed that the matter of attention of organized wage

this article bears the information that the workers relative to the business of their

attorney of the Indianapolis Street Railway business institution, which is the union to

Company assures the employes that they which they belong and also the general

have the right to organize in a Union. labor movement.

With this information as to the attitude of

theemploying property, the question of the
The fair operating management always

Indianapolis street car men organizing is up to
recognizes the right of wage workers to

their own judgment and volition , without
exercise their privileges as citizens in respect

any restraint on the part of the employing
to organizing and making collective agree

property .
ment relations. Not only that, but the em

ployes are impressed that the management

It is very likely well known by the understands that co-operation in the opera

Indianapolis street railway men that, as a tion of the property is necessary for its

result of the efforts of the Amalgamated utmost success . And the fair management

Association in Indianapolis, the Indianapolis gets that co -operation from the organized

street railway employes obtained a three wage workers, who recognize they are vastly

cents per hour increase in wages. However, concerned in the success of the fair employ

the employes well understand that their ing property. Thus it is known, or should

present rates, a feature of which is 40 cents be known by every trade unionist of

per hour for the first service year , are far whatever craft, that the fair employing

below a living wage. Their wage rates are property should receive the patronage of

yet those of a non -union employing prop those of the trade union movement and it

erty . This increase of three cents should receive the assistance of those of

obtained through a petition of a member of the trade union movement in destroying

the Amalgamated Association, that competition by unfair employing concerns.

carried to the Public Service Commission, This is the inspiration that causes the

and in its decision in this case the Public organized wage worker to know that

Service Commission declared that the em products bearing the union label

ployes have the right to bemembers of the products of fair employing concerns. More

respect should be given to all fair employ

ing concerns that recognize the right of

It is a fortunate fact for wage workers labor to organize and enjoy collective

that a multitude of profit employing con agreement relations with the employing

cerns are within the control of fair employ property . Thus, the trade unionist

ing managements
. But there is no fair organized wage worker that rides upon a

employing management that attempts to street or electric railway car or bus the

prohibit wage workers from organizing. management of which refuses the right of

The type ofmanagement that attempts to organization to the operators, such organ

prohibit wage workers from organizing is ized wage worker is contributing to the

the excessive profit-seeker, who has a mis antagonism of organization among wage

conception of the source of profit income
workers. His money is going to the pur

asa permanent proposition. They are im chase of unfair rides and it is used by the

bued with the immediate possibilities of management in antagonism of the very

immediate profit and either ignore ofhave principleupon which the organization ofthe

a misconception of the rights of wage organized wage worker stands.
workers as citizens .

It is that element of ized wage workers that patronize the fair

profit-employing concerns that wishes to employing property , are contributing to the

impress upon wage workers that they have support and extension of organized labor.
the right to run their own business. That He is contributing to his own welfare .

was

was

are

Union .

or

The organ
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF INTER

NATIONAL OFFICERS

was

dent P. J. O'Brien and others upon the

New York situation, as resulting from the

recept injunction proceedings.

Second International Vice- President P. ) .

O'Brien, per his report of April 12, was in

New York City, where he was in advise

ment upon the affairs of Division No. 977,

and upon agreement work in the interest

of another Local of the Association. While

in New York he had in consultation, rela

tive to the interests of the members he is

assisting, International Vice- President Wm .

B. Fitzgerald .

Fifth International Vice- President James

Largay, who is assisting Division No. 810 ,

Dayton, Ohio , relative to the affairs of

that Local, was dispatched to Memphis,

Tenn . , to assist Division No. 713 upon

agreement work . Per his report of April

14, this case was in a conference stage, the

questions of dispute remaining unsettled

being the wage rates to be inserted in the

new agreement and the matter of an arbi

tration clause, to provide that future dis

putes involving the membership and man

agement of the property, where not other

wise adjusted , shall be submitted

arbitration .

was

to

International President W. D. Mahon

has been compelled to give much of his

attention to injunction processes sought

against the Association . The petition for

injunction by , the management of the

Interborough Rapid Transit Company of

New York, N. Y. , was dismissed by the

Court, thus granting the employes of that

company the right to choose the type of

organization they want, insofar as the

Court is concerned . This decision

rendered consistent with the laws of the

United States and the State of New York.

It shows that there are judges who comply

with the laws in dealing with such peti

tions. The New Orleans injunction case

is now before a Federal Court in Detroit .

Upon this case the International President

associated with Vice-President Wm. B.

Fitzgerald in consulting attorneys, to com

ply with instructions enacted by the late

General Executive Board meeting . While

at the General Office the International

President in advisement with the

officers of Divisions Nos . 26 and 111 , of

Detroit and Ypsilanti , Mich .,, as applying

to the relations of the membership with

the Detroit United Railways . It is rumored

that the Detroit, Jackson and Chicago

Railway will be placed in the hands ofa

receiver and that Mr. John F. Collins, Vice

President and General Manager of the

Michigan Electric Railway Company, will

become receiver of that property . However,

it was held by the International President

that the proper course for Division No. 111

to pursue, in relation to its affairs with the

employing property, was to proceed along

the line as under the present management

by the Detroit United Railways. President

Mahon also advised with the officers of

Division No. 697 , Toledo, Ohio, relative to

the affairs of that Division. At the close

of this report , April 21 , President Mahon

had visited Chicago , Ill . , where he con

ferred with the officers of Division No. 241 ,

upon the affairs of the big Chicago Local ,

and from that situation he proceeded south

west to Texas.

First International Vice-President Wm. B.

Fitzgerald associated with the International

President in advisement with officials of

Division No. 26 , Detroit , and Division No.

111 , Ypsilanti, Mich ., upon the relations

of those two Locals with the employing

property.
He also conducted a wage ne

gotiation conference in the interest of the

bus operators' branch of Division No. 26,

known as the Star Motor Coach Company

employes. He was later dispatched

Cleveland, Ohio, where he advised with the

officers of Division No. 268, and proceeded

from there to Pottsville, Pa ., where he

reviewed the lock -out situation involving

Divisions Nos . 118, Pottsville ; 165 , Girard

ville ; and 433, Lansford, Pa., with a view

to effecting some reasonable agreement upon

that situation. From Pottsville he pro

ceeded to New York City, where, on April

17, he was in consultation with Vice-Presi

Seventh International Vice- President M. J.

Murray visited Everett, Wash . , in the inter

est of Division No. 883, upon a complaint

relative to two employes on the extra list

seeking to have the company discontinue

operating under the 8 -hour service day.

Conferences with the superintendent of the

employing property, per the report of Vice

President Murray of March 28, led to an

adjustment of the dispute,

Eighth International Vice- President John

M. Parker, who was assisting Division No.

107 , Hamilton, Ont . , in negotiating a new

wagę agreement, reports that the provisions

of the agreement were all agreed upon by

the employing property and membership of

the Local, except the question of wages,

which was submitted for abritration before

the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board,

by mutual agreement between the manage

ment and Division No. 107. Pending a

time to be set for a hearing of this case,

Vice-President Parker was dispatched to

Cornwall , Ont. , where he assisted Division

No. 946 upon wage agreement conferences.

An agreement was reached in this case,

which bears with it an increase of 4 cents

per hour to the membership of the Corn

wall Local, fixing their wage rates as

follows: 39¢ per hour for first year service

men ; 41 € per hour for second year service

men ; and 44 ¢ per hour to those of more

than one year of service ,with pay at the

rate of time and one-half for Sunday work.

Per his report of April13,the time set for

conciliation effort upon the wage subject

involving Division No. 107, Hamilton, Ont.,

and the employing property, is fixed as

April 18.

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow visited Highwood, I11., where he

to
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advised with the officers of Division No. 900 G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch attended

upon the affairs of that Local . He later the recent special General Executive Board

visited Gary, Ind., where he was in advise meeting , held at Association Headquarters,

ment with the officers of Division No. 517, Detroit, Mich . Per his report of March

relative to the affairs of that Local. At. 27 , he had returned to his home in Wheel

St. Louis, Mo. , he is assisting Division No. ing, W. Va .

788 upon wage agreement work, where the

company has proposed a reduction in wages. G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson , who

The question may be subject to arbitration. was assisting Division No. 892, Sapulpa ,

However, per his report of April 14, the Okla . , upon agreement work , as affecting

situation was continuing in a conference stage. bus operators, reports that the old agree

ment was continued, with an understanding

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, at that at a later date the wage provision of

Indianapolis, Ind . , attended and addressed the agreement may be opened. Per his

meetings of Division No. 976. He reports report of April 14, he had assisted Division

quite favorably upon that situation . From No. 558, Shreveport, La. , upon the adjust

there he was dispatched to Hannibal, Mo. , ment of grievances resultant from the dis

where he attended and addressed a meeting missal of two members of the Local, who ,

of Division No. 872. He advised with the through negotiations with the employing

officers of the Local upon its affairs. He management, were reinstated in employ

reports the Local to be in excellent con ment .

dition and well officered , and in a progres.

sive condition . Bus operation in Hannibal G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, who

is reported to be by a separate company, attended the recent_special meeting of the

although the management is under the man General Executive Board, held in Detroit ,

agement of the street railway company, following attendance at that meeting safely

Per his report of April 15, he had returned returned to his home in Vancouver , B. c. ,

to his home in Toronto , Ont. per his report of March 27.

G. E. B , Member P. J. Shea visited STRIKES AND LOCK-OUTS

Wilmington , Del., where he attended and

addressed meetings of Division No. 842.
Pottsville, Pa.-- The lock-out of members

Per his report of April 15, he records the of Divisions Nos. 118, Pottsville; 165,

Local to be in excellent condition and well Girardville ; and 433, Lansford, Pa. , con
officered.

tinues. This lock-out developed from the

attitude of the employing management,

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon, at that refused to permit bus operators being

Holyoke, Mass., advised with Division No. included within the collective agreements

537 upon a seniority question which had that have existed for years between the

arisen involving a member of that Local. employing property and members of the

By his advice the case is held in abeyance Locals. The members of the Locals were

to await later conferences, He met with restrained from in any way entering the

the Joint Advisory Board of Division No. bus service that was being substituted for

174, Fall River, and associate Locals, the electric railway service upon the principal

members of which are employed upon the lines. The situation remains under the

Eastern Massachusetts Railway property. immediate direction of Association Organ

This conference was pertaining to agree izer Lawrence F. Hart, in the interest of

ment negotiations with the employing com the locked-out members.

pany , for the renewal of agreement, with

an increase in wages. Conferences with the
For the six months' audit period ending

employing company failed to settle the wage with January 31, 1928, the Amalgamated

question and it was submitted for arbitra Association paid in death, disability and

tion, the Locals choosing as their arbitrator, old age benefits $ 368,235.00. This benefit

Attorney James H. Vahey of Boston . At payment cost the membership of the Asso

Portland, Maine, he advised with the officers ciation at an insurance rate of slightly less

and members of Division No. 714 . The than $ 11.35 per year per thousand dollars .

case that has received his attention is In other words, the members of the Amal.

relative to a petition for discontinuance of gamated Association of Street and Electric

some thirty miles of track by the employing Railway Employes of America are insuring

property. The subject is before the Public themselves, through their Association , on a

Utilities Commission ofMaine, At Boston basis of $ 11.35 per year per thousand . And

he advised with the officers of Division this benefit feature includes funeral or

No: 589 upon legislative matters affecting death ,total disability benefit and old age

the Local. Per his report of April 7 , the benefit. The average benefit was $648.00 .

matter of a pending grievance involving a This is an insurance rate impossible with

member of Division No. 717, Manchester, any insurance company.

N H., had been dropped upon suggestion

of the member involved, There is but one virtue : to help human

beings to free and beautiful life ; but one

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt , who sin : to do them indifferent or cruel hurt;

attended the recent special General Execu the love of humanity is the whole of moral

tive Boardmeeting, perhis report of March ity . This is Goodness, this is Humanism ,

27, had safely returned tohis home in this is the Social Conscience .-J . William

Salt Lake City , Utah . Lloyd .
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INDIANAPOLIS COMPANY ACKNOWL voice, he said it seemed to be " a small

EDGES RIGHT OF EMPLOYES thing" there.

TO ORGANIZE
Following the appearance of Ex -Governor

Groesbeck before the Committee, Will H.

Former Governor Alex J. Groesbeck , Latta, attorney for the Indianapolis street

counsel for the Amalgamated Association company , appeared before the Sub

of Street and Electric Railway Employes
Committee February 22.

of America, was the last witness called by A report on his appearance, as published

the American Federation of Labor before by the newspapers, is that, despite his

the U. S. Senate Judiciary Committee in
contention that the service contracts were

hearings on the Shipstead Anti- Injunction
a proper basis for the injunction , members

Bill held recently in Washington, D. C.
of the Committee argued to the contrary,

As to the sentencing of Vice-Presidents
taking the view that the contract was an

John M. Parker and Robert B. Armstrong ,

agreement for the breach of which there

of the Street Car Men's Union , for con

was no remedy in law for either the com

tempţ , under the Indianapolis injunction

pany or its employes.

issued by Federal Judge Robert C. Baltzell,

The report shows further :

Ex -Governor Groesbeck said that the two
“ Latta pointed out that the contract did

Union Officials were " framed from the start
not prevent the service men from forming a

to finish." U. S. Senator Norris, presiding,
Union, but only from striking or quitting

appeared amazed when Ex-Governor Groes
work in a body . " It was brought out that

beck said that the Indianapolis injunction

Latta drew the bill of complaint and

was based on individual employment con

presented the case to the Indiana District

Court.
tracts that there was reason to believe did

The report further states :
not exist . At the request of Senator Norris,

" Latta , quizzed by the Committee, ad
the witness read into the record the entire

Baltzell injunction and statements of Parker
mitted employes of the company had joined

the Union and served as spies."
which they were

" They

and Armstrong, upon

found in contempt of court and sentenced

were subsidized or whatever you wish to

call it , ” he said. “ They reported to us

to serve ninety days each in prison.
proceedings relative to the strike. "

In their statements, made to the Indian In answer to questions by the Committee,

apolis Local Union of street car men , both Latta stated : “ One of the company's

officials declared to themembers that they spies got himself elected president of the
were under injunction and had not freedom

Union, andhe presented the motion to strike."

to advise the Union as to its course, as However, Latta, in speaking for the

they would obey to the letter the injunc company, it will be observed above, pointed

tion . They said, also , that the Constitu out "that the contract did not prevent the

tion of their International prevented them service men from forming a Union."

from advising the Local members to strike Federal Prosecutor Ward, of the Indiana

or not to strike and that they could not Federal District, made statements that

advise them , even if there showed his inefficiency as a Government

junction. official.

“ I am frank to say," said the former The evidence before the Committee is

Michigan Governor, beginning his testi conclusive that Judge Robert C. Baltzell is

mony, “ that I think that the purposes not of the type of Federal Judge that

which Congress had in mind which prompted would commend Federal Judges as compe

adoption of the Clayton Act, havenot been
tent for the positions they hold.

accomplished, and , if it is the wish that Before Baltzell was the fact that the

these purposes should be made effective, it " contract”. did not prevent the service men

is necessary to amend the Clayton Act." from forming a Union , and that the com

Former Governor Groesbeck, in part, pany management had violated the so

further stated : “ Your members and your called “ contract” by discharging 64 em .

officers are preaching respect for law and ployes for joining the Union. How can this

order. In the pulpit and elsewhere there be reconciled with the imprisonment of

is lament that there is not respect. Here Union men ? Or, how with his fitness as a

is an instance , in my opinion, of a very Federal Judge? There is also more that

flagrant abuse of power and authority there is reason to believe he knew of the

which becomes known to hundreds of unclean hands of the injunction petitioners.

thousands of persons in detail . I don't

see where we are going to get anywhere STREET CAR MEN HELP

as long as we have this sort of thing. ONE ANOTHER

What Judge Baltzell and the Court of

Appeals which sustained him said , was that Who ever heard of a non -union man lay

when Parker and Armstrong said they could ing off to let a fellow worker get in some

not advise the and that the men time, in order to get something to keep up

must decide for themselves , they did not the family needs ?

what they said , but meant strike. You hear of this quite often in Union

This case was never tried on its merits and circles, for the Union teaches Brotherhood.

never will be. " The Street Car Men of Richmond have

The witness revealed that in his efforts been short of work for all members lately,

to prevent the prison sentence from being so they have been alternating on the job

carried out he had gone to the Department

of Justice, but, with discouragement in his

so as to give alla chance. Contra Costa

County Labor News .

were no in

men

inean
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DONATIONS TO LOCKED OUT MINERS TIME TO CONTEMPLATE BEING REP

RESENTED AT THE TWENTY -FIRST

In the report upon the proceedings of CONVENTION

the General Executive Board was listed as

having been donated by various Locals of International President W. D. Mahon, a

the Amalgamated Association , the sum of short time since, forwarded to all Local

$ 4,800.95. Since the report to the General
Divisions of the Amalgamated Association a

Executive Board there have been donations
very impressive appeal, that early interest

made by Locals of the Amalgamated Asso
be taken in preparation for all Locals to be

ciation , as follows:
represented at the Twenty -First Convention

Div. No. 26 ; Detroit, Mich .... $ 100.00
of the Amalgamated Association of Street

Div. No. 215, Wheaton, Ill... 25.00 and Electric Railway Employes of America .

Div. No. 568, Erie , Pa .... 98.50
The Twenty - First Convention of the

Div. No. 570, Waterbury ,Conn. 10.00
Amalgamated Association will take place in

Div. No. 600 , Waltham, Mass .. 138.00
September in the year 1929 , at Seattle,

Div. No. 717 , Manchester, N.H. 50.00
Wash.

Div. No. 725, Birmingham , Ala, 200.00
The letter addressed to Local Divisions

Div. No. 818, Oakland, Cal ..... 25.00
by the International President is as follows :

Div. No. 858, York , Pa.. 10.00

This makes a total of $5,457.45 donated “ Acting under the advice of the last con

to the Miners of Pennsylvania , Ohio and vention, I am bringing to your attention the

West Virginia by members of the Amalga importance of your Division being repre

mated Association of Street and Electric sented at the convention of this Association

Railway Employes of America , as reported by delegates .

to and through the International Office. " Our Laws, Section 15, provide that

Together with the previous report, the
Divisions of from one hundred ( 100) mem

donations made above credit Division No. bers or more shall be represented at the

26, Detroit, Mich . , with having donated conventions of the Association . This Law

$ 450.00, and Division No. 818, Oakland , should be read and clearly understood by

Cal . , with having donated $75,00.
all of our Local Divisions. It does not

excuse any Division only under certain con

In Memoriam
ditions , and while the last convention held

BY THE GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD at Birmingham was pronounced by all who

OF THE A, A. OF S. AND E. R. OF A. attended it as one of the best conventions

ever held by our Association , yet there were

Whereas: The Great and Supreme Ruler a number of Divisions that were not repre

of the Universe has, in His infinite wisdom, sented , This neglect on the part of these

removed from among us one of our worthy Divisions will, no doubt, be considered and

and esteemed fellow -laborers, Edgar Wallace, acted upon by the general executive board

for many years Legislative Representative at their next meeting, but I am appealing

of the American Federation ofLabor;and hereby to you to at once givethismatter
Whereas: Brother Wallace was one of consideration for the next convention of this

the men who helped to lay the foundation
Association . To the average Division there

and establish the present or
nization of

is no reason , if they will take proper action ,

United Mine Workers of America, not only for not being represented at the convention .

taking an active part in building up that Some of our smallest Divisions are always

organization , but giving his time and talent
represented and every Division practically

to assist and aid in building up the Trade
within the Association should be represented

Union Movement of America , and by one delegate or There are

Whereas : The wisdom and ability which
number of our Divisions that have made

he has exercised in the aid of the Trade arrangements to create Convention

Union Movement of America by service,
Fund. This fund is created by giving balls ,

contributions and counsel will always be entertainments, getting out year books and

held in grateful remembrance ; and in other ways where the cost is practically

Whereas: The sudden removal of such a nothing to the membership of the Local

life from among our midst leaves a vacancy
Divisions. Some Divisions set aside a small

and shadow that will be deeply realized assessment.

and felt by all the members and friends of “ Now , I would advise that you take this

the Trade Union Movement of America , matter up at once and lay your plans for

and will provea serious loss to the com creating a fund for the next convention,

munity and the public ; therefore, be it which is two years off and will be held in
Resolved : That, with deep sympathy Seattle, Washington. I would advise that

with the bereaved relatives of the deceased, you at once appoint a committee of say

We express our hope that even so great a three to five of your members to give due

loss to us all , may be overruled for good consideration to plans to be reported and

by Him who doeth all things well ; further, adopted by the Division for the purpose of
Resolved :

That these resolutions be creating a Convention Fund. I would also

entered upon our records, printed in our request Divisions that have created funds

official journals andacopyforwarded to
of this kind or have decided to arrange

the Journal of the United Mine Workers plans for the future to write me and let

and to President William Green of the me know just how they do create these

American Federation of Labor. funds, so it can be communicated through

Adopted in Special Session , March 17 . our official journals to the rank and file of

MAGNUS SINCLAIR , Acting Secy . the membership .

more,
a

a
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" A

" The convention of our Association is its

legislative body: There we consider and

make laws, ' rules and lay plans for the

promotion and advancement of the condi.

tions of the Street Railway Men of America.

There was, as you know , some very im

portant questions at the last convention and

there will, without doubt, be one of the

most important questions before our next

convention that has ever effected us, and

it is , therefore, very important that each

and every Local Division be represented at

these conventions, and, if you will take this

matter up now , you will have two years'

time in which to amass a fund to have your

Division represented at the next convention.

" Trusting that you will take this matter

up at once and make arrangements, as

above suggested , I remain , fraternally yours,

W. D. MAHON , International President."

1

SOME COMMON SENSE

39

Martine Hall, beneficiary, death claim of

Goorge Hall, late member of Div . No. 880,

Candea. N. L cause, Broncho Pneumonia . 600.00
Mrs. Anna K. Kirby, beneficiary, death claim

of WilliamKirby,deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, I .; cause, Carci.

aoma of Bladder . 800.00

John S. Mitchell, beneficiary.death claim of

Eugene Mitchell , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill .;. cause, Vicer

of Stomach and Carcinoma of Stomach .... 400.00

Cecilia R. Stoutner, beneficiary, death claim

of Andrew Stoutner, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 925 , Gloversville, N. Y.;

cause , Carcinoma of Bladder .. 800.00

Alonzo C. Arnett, administrator of estate of

deceased , for beneficiary, death claim of

F. Fulton , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 794 ,,Wichita , Kansas;cause, Automo
bile accident causing Fracture of Skull.... 300.00

Charles Newcombe, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 583, for executors of

will of deceased , for beneficiaries, death

claim of Alfred JohnStearns, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 583, Calgary , Alberta;
cause, Cancer of Stomach . 800.00

Mrs. Bertha Daemeckie , beneficiary, death

claim of Edward A. Daemeckie , deceased,

late memberof Div . No, 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Streptococcus Meningitis . 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary and treas

urer of Div . No. 241 , for beneficiaries,

death claim of Joha J. Sower, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.;
cause, Uremia . 800.00

Mrs. Mary Hansen, beneficiary , death claim

of Frank Hanson (Hansen ). deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;
cause , Chronic Myocarditis and Acute

Dilatation of Heart . 800.00

Mrs. Mary E. Gallager, beneficiary, death

claim of Thomas Gallager, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 304, Glens Falls,

N. Y .; cause, Pneumonia .. 100.00

Lizzie Dwenger, beneficiary, death claim of

Henry C. Dwenger, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 228.Joliet, III.; cause, Myo

carditis .. 200.00

Emily Tomlinson, beneficiary, death claim of
F. A. Tomlinson , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause, Mitral

Stenosis (Heart Trouble ) .
800.00

Mrs. Ollie Schroder, beneficiary , death claim

of Edward Schroder, deceased , late mem.

ber of Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.
800.00

M. J. Hennessey, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 448, for beneficiary,

death claim of Patrick Curran , deceased,

late member of Div . No. 448, Springfield ,
Mass.; cause , Accident --Hit by Trolley

Car, causing Shock and Hemorrhage from

crushing of chest and Fracture of both legs 800.00

Mrs. MaryJ. Winter, executrix of will of de.

ceased. " for beneficiary, death claim of

Raymond Winter, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause,

Electrocution ... 800.00

Mrs. Ellen McGann , beneficiary , death claim

of John McGann . deceased , late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause,

Myocarditis and Arterio Sclerosis.
800.00

Helen Seifried , beneficiary , death claim of

Joseph A. Seifried , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause ,

Paresis . 800.00

Irene F. Hoelscher , beneficiary, death claim

of Charles F. Hoelscher, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.;
cause, Ascites due to Cirrhosis of Liver , ..

L. A. Graeser, financial secretary and treas
urer of Div. No. 788, for beneficiaries,

death, claim of John J. Cavanaugh, de
ceased , late member of Div . No. 788 , St.
Louis , Mo . ; . cause, Accident - Fractured

Skull caused by falling to sidewalk .;

Mrs. Anna Flynn , beneficiary , death claim of
Thomas Flynn , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Dilata.
tion of Heart ..

George. Durand, president and business agent
of Div . No. 192 , for payment of funeral

expenses, death claim of Frank J. Meyers,
deceased, late member of Div . No. 192,

Oakland , Calif.; cause, Asterio Sclerosis of
Coronary Arteries .

397.50

Mrs. Aanie McBroy, beneficiary , death claim

of James McEvoy, deceased , late member

The Editor of the Lansing, Michigan ,

Journal knows something about economics

and a great deal about the local transporta .

tion business, and he proves it by saying

editorially :

" There is nothing sacred about a nickel

in the street car business. There is nothing,

either, that would definitely fix ten cents

as the limit. Those who ride the car lines

will have to pay what it costs. Chase the

matter through arguing between Company

and Council, chase the issue through the

courts, chase it anywhere you please, and,

in the end, that is what it will amount to.

If railway service functions, it must be paid

for. That part of the matter is inescap

able. "

Disbursements from the Death, Disability and

old AgeBenefit Fund during the month ofFebruary,

1928 , were made to beneficiaries on claims

follows:
Death Benefits

Susie Bauer, beneficiary , death claim of

William G. Bauer, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio ; cause,

Accident - Skull Fracture from being struck

by auto when running derailer working the

sweeper .....
$ 400.00

Felicie Castro , beneficiary, death claim of

William R. Castro, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 687 , San Francisco, Calif.;

cause, Shock and Hemorrhage following

exterior Fracture of Skull after being struck

by auto .
800.00

Hannah Callaghan , beneficiary , death claim of

Daniel Callaghan , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 687. San Francisco, Calif.;

cause, Mitral Insufficiency.. 800.00

Mrs. Lydia Barnes, beneficiary, death claim

of Arthur H. Barnes, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 107 , Hamilton, Ont.; cause ,

Ascites caused by Cirrhosis of Liver and

Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Clarice Slavin , beneficiary, death claim

of William H. Slavin , deceased, late mem
ber of Div . No. 304, Glens Falls, N. Y .;

cause , Angina pectoris. 800.00

J. W. Hilliker, financial secretary and treas.

urer of Div . No. 215, for beneficiary, death

claim of William C. Williams, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 215. Wheaton , Ill .;

cause, Chronic Myocarditis . 100.00

Mrs. Arabelle Grisham , beneficiary, death

claim of William F. Grisham , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo .;

cause, Paralysis and Chronic Nephritis.. 300.00

V. A. Olson , financial secretary and treasurer

of Div . No. 880 , for funeral bill, death

claim of Arthur N. Updegrove, deceased .

latemember of Div. No. 880, Camden ,

N. J .; cause, Appendicitis . 250.00

as

600.00

400.00

**
**
**
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800.00 ,

of Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La .; cause , Mrs. Maria Stokes, beneficiary, death claim

Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00 of Gilbert Stokes, deceased, latemember of

Irene S. Rieger, administratrix of state of Div. No. 496, Pittsfield , Mass.; cause ,

Pneumonia . 800.00deceased, for beneficiaries , death claim of

James Owens, deceased, late member of Maria George, beneficiary , balance due on

Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause, death claim of Michael George, deceased ,

Ruptured Duodenal Ulcer and Ruptured late member of Div. No. 85. Pittsburgh ,

Appendix . 800.00 Pa.; cause, Cerebral Apoplexy .. 200.00

Mrs. Rose Mills, beneficiary, death claim of Mrs. Nattie Goold, beneficiary, death claim of

Harvey W. Mills, deceased , late member of Warren A. Goold , deceased, late member of
Div. No. 627. Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,

Div, No. 515 , Galesburg, Ill.; cause, ChronicLobar Pneumonia ..
800.00 Interstitial Nephritis . 500.00

Mrs. Martha Larson , beneficiary , death claim Mrs. Florence_Redd , beneficiary , death claim

of Charles Larson , deceased , late member of John A. Redd, deceased , late member of
of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Acci. Div . No.725 , Birmingham, Ala .; cause ,
dent — Skull Fracture due to being struck Double Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00by auto 400.00

Mary Wurstner and Charles Wein , beneficiaWm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of
ries, death claim of Louis Wein , deceased ,

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim
late member of Div. No. 623 , Buffalo ,

of J. B. Darby, deceased, late member of
N. Y .; cause, Carcinoma of Head of Pan .Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, Cerebral

Hemorrhage . 800.00 creas and_Anaemia .
300.00

Mrs. Lula E. Stort, beneficiary , death claim
Roy Shaffer, financial secretary and treasurer of Thomas E. Stors , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 847, to be applied on bill of of Div . No. 842, Wilmington , Del.; cause,

funeral expenses, death claim of William Cerebral Apoplexy ...
500.00Mathies, deceased , late member of Div . No.

Nellie J. Allen , beneficiary, death claim of
847 , St. Joseph, Mo.; cause, Broncho Pneu Adelbert Allen , deceased, late member of
monia . 100.00 Div . No. 537 , Holyoke, Mass .; cause , Cere

Mrs. Rachael Burchell, beneficiary, death
bral Hemorrhage .

800.00
claim of Henry Lawrence Burchell, de

ceased , late member of Div, No. 587 . Mrs. Blanche Beauchamp Cartwright, bene
Seattle, Wash .; cause, Acute Cardiac Dila ficiary, death claim of Henri Cartwright,
tation

500.00 deceased, late member of Div . , No. 790 .

Ophelia McKenna, beneficiary, death claim of
Montreal, Quebec; cause , Accidental In .

Patrick McKinney (McKenna), deceased,
toxication (medicine taken by error) 800.00

late member of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill .;
Wilbert E. Nelson , beneficiary , death claim of

August W. Nelson, deceased , late member
cause , Lobas Pneumonia

of
Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim
Tumemit right

800.00
of George Forrest, deceased , late member of Kuntz, beneficiary, death

Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, claim of George Kuntz, deceased, lateAcute
Intestinal Obstruction .. member of Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La .;800.00

J. W. Hilliker, financial secretary and treas. cause, Myocarditis and Chronic Nephritis.: 800.00

urer of Div. No. 215 , for beneficiary, death Mrs. Annie M. Flynn , beneficiary , death
claim of William Hatch Bell , deceased , late claim of Thomas J. Flynn , deceased, late
member of Div . No. 215, Wheaton , Ill .; member of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.;

cause, Uraemia ... 800.00 cause , Aortic and Mitral Insufficiency . 800.00

Xavier Murphy, beneficiary, death claim of Margaret M. Harrington, beneficiary , death
William J. Murphy, deceased , late member

claim of Edward . Harrington , deceased,

of Div . No. 240, Chelsea , Mass .; cause, late member of Div. No. 589, Boston ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage and Nephritis. Mass .; cause, Chronic Diffuse Nephritis . .800.00 800.00

Mrs. Emma Mercer, beneficiary, death claim
Mrs. Annie Hunter, beneficiary , death claim

of Robert J. Hunter, deceased, late mem
of Robert Mercer , deceased , late member

of Div , No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Os ber of Div. No, 85 , Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause,

ganic Heart Disease..... Valvular Heart Disease .800.00 800.00
Catherine Burns, beneficiary, death claim of A. C. Arnett, financial secretary and treasures

Joseph F. Burns, deceased , late member of of Div . No. 794, for beneficiary, death

Div. No. 618, Providence , R.I.; cause, claim of Floyd D. Barkhurst, deceased , late

Lobar Pneumonia and Cardiac Pailure .. 800.00 member of Div. No. 794, Wichita , Kansas;
Mrs. Helena E. Mullen , beneficiary, death cause, Chronic Interstitial Nephritis .. 700.00
claim of Edward Mullen, deceased, late Mrs, Lena Ossler, beneficiary, death claim of
member of Div. No. 194 , New Orleans , La.; Louis G. Ossler, deceased , late member of

cause, Chronic Myocarditis, Dilatation and Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Chronic

Chronic Nephritis. 800.00 Nephritis .
800.00

Augusta Braun , beneficiary, death claim of Isabelle Topham , beneficiary, death claim of
Charles V. Braun , deceased , late member Charles E. Topham , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 820, Union City, N. J .; cause, of Div .No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause,

General Paresis, Toxemia and Exhaustion .. 800.00 Chronic Nephritis ....
150.00

Mary Smith , beneficiary , death claim of
Disability BenefitsThomas Smith , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 687, San Francisco, Calif.; cause , N. C. McDougall, member of Div. No. 947.
Cerebral Hemorrhage.. 800.00 Morristown , N. J .; cause, While at work , in

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of passing from one car to another, slipped on

the ice striking the back of his head on
Div . No. 308, for beneficiary , death claim

the rail , causing a Fracture of the Skull andof William J. Stevens, deceased , late mem
Total disability ,ber of Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.;cause, 300.00

Acute Cardiac Dilitation and Chronic William Fitzgerald, member of Div. No. 85,
Bronchial Asthma ... Pittsburgh, Pa .; cause, When about to get800.00

on his car after eating dinner in the crews'
Ellen McManus, beneficiary,death claim of

room , tripped and fell very heavily , break.
John McManus, deceased , late member of

ing thigh bone, which has caused perma
Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause, Pulmo

nent disability ..nary Tuberculosis. 800.00 800.00

E. M. Barber, financial secretary and treas Edwin Nelson Growe, member of Div. No.

urer of Div . No. 939 , for beneficiary, death 587, Seattle, Wash .; cause, From a motor

claim of Jud Garrett, deceased , late mem burning out on car he was working on ,

ber ofDiv. No. 939, Wapakoneta, Ohio ; causing burns on front of his leg and total

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 500.00 disability 700.00
Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of Redmond O'Connor, member of Div. No.

Div. No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim 687, San Francisco, Calif .;. cause , Struck

of MaryMcDonald ,deceased,' late member by an automobile truck while oiling track ,

of Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause , Acute
causing injuries which have permanently

Cardiac Pailure due to Myocarditis and disabled him
800.00

Endocarditis. 800.00 0. Wise, member of Div. No. 758 , Tacoma,

Mrs. Emma Hepner, beneficiary , death claim
Wash .; cause . Was struck by an automo.

of Robert L.Hepner,deceased , late mem
bile while throwing switch , causing Frac

ber of Div . No.241, Chicago, Ill .; cause, tured Right Cla vicle, right Tibia and Con.

Pyelo -Nephritis ..... 800.00 tusions on body , and totally disabling him . 800.00

1
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Alexandor W. Hamilton , member of Div . No.

241 , Chicago, Ill. ... 800.00

John Schultz , member of Div. No. 268,

Cleveland, Ohio . 800.00

James McDougall, member of Div . No. 268,

Cleveland , Ohio . 800.00

Walter D. Porter, member of Div. No. 470,

Franklin , Pa.... 800.00

Harry McMillen , member of Div. No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa..... 800.00

James Roche, member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill.... 800.00

John B. Van Huben , member of Div. No.

241 , Chicago, Ill . 800.00

Total . . $52,097.50

in M e mori a m

By Division No. 587 , Seattle, Wash. friends and brothers are sharing the sorrow with
them in the loss of their loved one ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

No. 610, Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, in regular

meeting, assembled , extend to the bereaved family

of our late brother our heartfelt sympathy ; and, be

it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, and that a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the bereaved family , a copy

spread upon the recordsof this Division , and pub

lished in the Motorman, Conductor and Motor Coach
Operator:

March 16, 1928.

H. G. BOYTER, Pin. Secy.

By Division No. 515 , Galesburg, Ill.

TENA

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has called to

his Eternal Home our late brothers, P. L. Carvenor

and Bertram McCoubrey, in whose deaths we have

lost true and loyal brothers , the City efficient and

faithful employees and their families loving fathers ;

therefore, be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 587

extend to the families ous sincere sympathy , and

share with them in their sad bereavement; and, be
it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brothers, our charter, be draped for

a period of thirty days, a copy of this resolution
be spread on our minutes , copies sent to the fami

lies, and also that it be published in the Motorman,

Conductor and Motor Coach Operator.

C. V , RAWDING,

J. L. GOOTEE.

W. E. CARPENTER,

Committee on Resolution.

US

Whereas : God in His infinite wisdom has seen

fit to remove from our midst our loyal brother,

Wm. L. Holt , in whose death we have lost a true

and worthy member; and, while we know that words

cannot lessen the grief of the bereaved family , we

feel it will be a consolation for them to know that

the brother workers of deceased offer their heart

felt sympathy in this hour of sorrow ; therefore,

be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

No. 515 , A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , extend

heartfelt sympathy and consolation to the

family of our late brother; and , be it further
Resolved : That copies of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family, spread on the minutes

of this meeting, and sent to the Motorman, Con

ductor and Motor Coach Operator for publication.

CHARLES H. COBB , President ,

NATHAN ALTERS, Secretary .

By Division No. 380, Elyria, Ohio .

By Division No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas: Almighty God, in His supreme power

and wisdom , has seen fit to remove from our midst
our beloved brother, William H. Wall , and

Whereas : We bow in humble submission to Him

who knoweth best, yet we feel that it will be a

consolation for his bereaved family to know that

faithful friends and brothers extend to them our

heartfelt sympathy ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That, as a mark of respect to our

departed brother, we drape our charter for a period

of thirty days , that a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the bereaved family, that they be published

in the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach

Operator, and entered on the minutes of our meeting.

M. J. HENNESSEY,

E. A. RALEIGH ,

J. P. COUGHLIN,

J. W. LEONARD , Secy ..

Resolution Committee.

our

By Division No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom , has called to his Eternal Home

our late brother , Patrick Curran , in whose death

We have lost a true and loyal brother, his wife and

family a loving husband and father, and the com

pany an efficient and faithful employee ; therefore,

be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 448

extend to the bereaved widow and family our

sincere sympathy, and share with them in their sad

bereavement; and , be it further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions

sent to the bereaved family, to the Motorman,

Conductor and Motor Coach Operator for publica

tion , and that they be spread on our minutes.

E. A. RALEIGH ,

M. J. HENNESSEY,

J. W. LEONARD,

Committee .

By Division No. 610, Charleston , S. C.

Whereas : Almighty God, in His supreme power
and wisdon as removed fro our midst our be .

loved brother, George W. Hoppie , who met death
by accident February 19 , 1928 .

Whereas : We sense that we have lost a true and

beloved member, and that words cannot alleviate
the grief of his beloved ones, but we believe that

it will be a consolation for them to know that we

were profoundly saddened at his untimely passing:
therefore , be it

Resolved: That, as mark of respect for our de.

parted brother , we drape our charter for a period

of thirty , days; that a copy of this resolution be

sent to his family ; that it be published in the

Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Operator,

and entered on the records of the Division.

B. J. FERON ,

I. LORD ,
Resolution Committee .

By Division No. 662 , Pueblo, Colo.

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler of the Universe ,

giver of all good gifts and graces,, in His infinite

wisdom and power, has removed from our midst

Brother George P. Manders, in whose death we have

lost a true friend and br ther , and a loyal member,

his family a loving son and brother ; and, while we

realize that these expressions cannot lighten the

sorrows of those he loved and protected, we feel

that it will be a monsolation for them to know that

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler of the Universe

has taken from this life our fellow worker, Brother

John F. Evans, in whose death we have lost a loyal
member, the Company has lost an efficient em

ploye, and his family has lost a loving husband and

father; and
Whereas : We know that words cannot alleviate

the sorrowcausedby hispassing, yet we feelthat

our expression of sympathymay help to lighten the

grief of his family ; therefore , be it
Resolved : That a copy of thisresolution be sent

to thefamily, a copy spread upon our minutes and
a copy sent to the M. , E. and M. c .o. for publica

tion.

March 17th .
DEE A. SPENCER , President.

LEWIS BRADY, Secretary.
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By Division No. 809 , Zapesville , Ohio .

Whereas : Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom

and mercy , has seen fit to remove from our midst

our beloved brother , Oscar Lovell , whose kindly

manner endeared him to all those who knew him.

and, while it was with deep regret we received the

news of this sad occurrence, we must bow in humble

submission to Him who doeth all things well ; there
fore , be it

Resolved : That our charter be draped in mourn

ing for a period of thirty days and that this me

morial upon the death of our late brother , Oscar

Lovell, be entered upon the minutes of this meeting

and a copy be sent to his beloved Grandmother,

and published in the Motorman, Conductor and

Motor Coach Operator.

R. W. SPENCER,

M. EARL ANDERSON,

WELCOME DAVIS ,

Committee .

By Division No. 737 , Syracuse, N. Y.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has called to

His eternal home our beloved and highly esteemed

brother, Frank Van Horn, who was a loyal member ;
and

Whereas : We deem it proper, at this time, to

convey to the sorrowing family and relatives out

sincere sympathy in their great amiction ; therefore ,
be it

Resolved : That this Division extend to the be

reaved family our most heartfelt sympathy ; that a

copy of this resolution be mailed to the family of

our deceased brother and published in our official

journal; further ,

Resolved : That our charter be draped in mourn

ing for a period of thirty days and a copy of this
resolution be placed upon the minutes of our regular

meeting ,
March 28.

Attest : C. B. PICKENS, Secretary.

T :

By Division No. 515, Galesburg, IU .

PS

By Division No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y.

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler, in His infinite

wisdom , has seen fit to suddenly remove from our

midst our late brother , Ernest McCombs, and we

have not only lost a good and worthy brother, but

a faithful worker; and, while we know that mere

words cannot alleviate the grief and sorrow of those

who were near him ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division No. 623 , in regular

meeting assembled, extend to the bereaved family

our heartfelt sympathy in this , their sad bereave

ment; and , be it further

Resolved: That the charter of Division No. 623 ,

of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., be draped

for a period of thirty days;that a copy of these

resolutions be sent to the bereaved family; that

they be spread upon the minutes of this meeting

and a copy sent to the Motorman, Conductor and

Motor Coach Operator for publication.

JOHN B. KOLB,

WILLIAM BUSBELL,

CLARENCE F. CONROY,
Committee.

AL

Whereas : Almighty God , in His supreme power

and wisdom , has removed from our midst our

beloved brother, W. A. Gould ; and
Whereas : We sense that we have lost a true

and beloved member, and that words cannot allevi.

ate the grief of his beloved ones , but we believe

that it will be a consolation for them to know that

we are profoundly saddened at his passing ; there

fore, be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 515 , of
the A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , extend to the

bereaved widow our heartfelt sympathy and that
these resolutions be entered upon the minutes of our

Local; be it further

Resolved : That these resolutions be forwarded to

the bereaved widow, and a copy sent to the Motor

man , Conductor and Motor Coach Operator for

publication .
CHAS . H. COBB , President .

N. ALTERS, Secretary .

By Division No. 939 , Wapakoneta, Ohio

By Division No. 628, Covington and Newport, Ky.

Whereas:
Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom , has called to his Eternal Home

our late brother. William J. Boyd , in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal brother, his widow and

children a loving husband and father, and the com

pany an efficient and faithful employee ; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 628

extend to his widow and family our sincere sympathy

and share with them in their sad bereavement ; and,
be it further

Resolved : That , as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions

be spread on the minutes, a copy sent to the be

reaved family, and also that they be published in

the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Oper
ator.

February 21 , 1928.

L. H. PERKINS, Rec. Secy ..

C. A. CUMMINS, President .

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom, has called to his eternal home

our late brother , Judd Garrett , in whose death we

have lost a true and loyal brother, his widow and

family a loving husband and father and the com

pany an efficient and faithful employe ; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 939

extend to the widow and family most sincere

sympathy and share with them in their sad bereave

ment; further,

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions

be forwarded to the bereaved widow and family , a

copy sent to the Motorman, Conductor and Motor

CoachOperator for publication and that the resolu

tions be placed upon the minutes of our meeting .

D. E. Howe .

HERB. HEIL,

C. P. JAMES,
Committee.

By Division No. 537 , Holyoke, Mass .

.

we

By Div. No. 448 , Springfield , Mass.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His supreme

power and wisdom, has removed from our midst

our beloved brother, John W. McGrady ; and
Whereas :

We deeply feel that we have lost a
loyal and beloved member, and that words cannot

express the grief of his loved ones, but we feel that

it will be a consolation for them to know that we

are profoundly saddened by the untimely passing

of our brother , therefore, be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division 448,

of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., extend to

the bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy andthat

these resolutions be enteredupon the minutes of our
Local; be it further

Resolved: That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, a copy of these resolutions

be sent to the bereaved family , and that they be

published in the Motorman , Conductor and Motor
Coach Operator.

E. A. RALEIGH ,

M. J. HENNESSEY,

J. W. LEONARD,

Committee.

Whereas : Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom,

has seen fit to remove from our midst our esteemed

and beloved brother , Adelbert L. Allen , in whose

death we have lost a true and loyal member; and,

while know that words cannot alleviate the

grief of the beloved widow,andfamily, yet we feel
it will be a consolation for them to know that

faithful friends and brothers offer their deepest

sympathy in this, their dark hour of affliction ;
therefore, be it

Resolved: That we, the members of Division No.

537.Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, extend our heartfelt

sympathy and consolation to the bereaved family of

our late brother ; and , be it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

spread upon the minutes, a copy sent to the be
reaved widow and copy be published in the

Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Operator.

March 22 , 1928.
Attest : JOHN J. SOMERS,

GEORGE COURNOYERS,

DANIEL J. LEARY,

Committee.
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We are making some showing towards the enter .
tainment fund for our Convention. We hope

to have 10,000 visitors at this convention. It will
be the best the Amalgamated ever had, if we reach

our expectations .

-Cor. 587 .

REARDON VISITS LOCAL

SIS

24

A Delegation that Attended the Recent Twentieth

Convention of The A. A. of S , and E. R. E.

of A., held in Birmingham , Ala .

From left to right are : First , G. E. B. Member

Fred A. Hoover; 3rd , General Association Chief

Clerk O. L. Mahon ; 4th , G. E. B. Member P. J.

Shea ; 5th , Secretary Clarence Nugent of Div . No.

26, Detroit; and at extremeright is Local Board

Member George Ashton of Div. No. 26. Detroit ,

Mich.

Hartford , Conn .-- Division No. 425 is progressing

rapidly. At our last meeting we had the pleasure

of having in attendance G. E. B. Member John H.

Reardon , who gave us a very interesting talk , We

had a good attendance.

Brother Charles Drew's fox terrier won second

prize at the Dog Show held here recently . Brother
Drew is proud of his dog and is advertising him to
the passengers .

Our bowling team has completed a successful
season . Anyone desiring a final game will please let

us know.

Brother John Carney avoided coal bills this winter

by burning leaves in the furnace.

Brothers Jerry Murphy, Timothy Waldron, James

Sheehan , John O'Sullivan , Abe Greenberg and Frank

Virginia , with their respective wives, are the proud

parents of new baby girls . Fine, congratulations!

Brothers Arthur Lane, Macy. Specter and Albert

Dennis are again welcomed back into our organiza

tion . It shows that, after all, they are men and

have come to understand their own interest.

Brother Pete Reynolds has joined the matrimonial

tribe . We wish Mrs. and Brother Pete the best of

luck an that all their troubles will be little ones .

Brother George Brookbanks is again on the
Wethersfield Line. He likes that run and the
attraction at Stamford Street,

Brother Michael Morkan, second oldest conductor

in employment here, is now on our executive board.

He was formerly financial secretary and has served

as delegate at several conventions.

Our baseball team are preparing to start the

season. Get in touch with the manager if you

wish a tryout.
Any of our neighbor Locals who

think they can play ball please let us know . Address

Division 425, State Street Car Barn , Hartford,
Conn.

--Cor. 425 .

CITY ELECTION OVER

are

ESTEEMED MEMBER PASSES OUT

Seattle, Wash.-Division No. 587 is making

progress in all directions, even against the wishes of
a few .

Our city election is now over. We know the

City Council gave healthy raises to some city officials

aggregating several thousands of dollars. These
raises fix the salaries higher than our men

getting. I presume, when a man of a salary of

$ 1,200 per year asks for consideration , they will
reply by asking us to show where they can get the
money. However, we are going to see what answer

we_may get.

Brother M. J. Murray, international vice -president,

has returned from a trip East , where, for the last

time, he visited his dear sister. He has our sym

pathy.

Brother J. H. Vancleave will be at work again

soon .

Brother E. H. Gorham returned to work March

19 , following three weeks' sickness .

Brother F. H. Hudson is convalescing in the

Seattle General Hospital, following a serious injury

by an automobile January 3.

Brother F. E. Leslie is again on the job, after
several weeks' sickness.

Brother A. W. McClure has been upon the sick

list since August 4 last .

Brother R. W. Morris has returned to work, after
a brief illness .

Brother W. M. Pohle had one more finger than

was needed , so he chopped it off while splitting

wood .

Brother R. T. Ramsey, following several months'

illness, has returned to work.

Brother P. E. Townsley, has been on the sick list
since March 10 . We wish him a speedy recovery .

Brother C. C. Van Woert is off with a broken

thumb.

Brother A. A. Whiteley is again on the job, after
recovering from a serious automobile accident, in

which his family was also injured .

Brother James B._Sutton is confined to his bed

in Woodman, Col. Drop him a line , boys .

Brother R. L. Raymond has been confined to his
home for several years. We trust he may soon be

able to rejoin the ranks.

Brother I. Jacobson is not yet able to resume his
position on the cars .

Brothers E. N. Crowe, J. C. Larson and P. E.

Horton ,of the Rainier Valley Lines, have our best

wishes and we trust they may soon be able to again

mingle with us.

Brockton, Mass . - Brother Ed. Packard was re

cently elected president of the Southeastern Massa
chusetts Fish and Game Association . Brother

Forest Nichols is recording secretary of the same

association .

Anotherof our veteran operators passed from this

life recently-- Brother Josiah Sherman . He was sick
for some time with a kidney ailment, To the

funeral a beautiful floral tribute was presented by
Division No. 235 . Interment was at Horwich ,

Mass .

Brother Charles E. Place , who underwent an

operation at the Palmer Memorial Hospital, is

improving and I presume will be again at work
when this ap ears in print. He was given a purse

of gold by his fellow employes .

Brother Powers is sick with la grippe . We wish

him a speedy recovery .

It looks natural to see Brother Curry Stiles on
the Taunton Shore Line again . He was off all
winter .

Brother Charles Olson, alias Charlie Oilskin, is

seen doing his daily dozen on theGrafton Line.

There was a general shake-up at the last choice
of runs. Trimmer Hunt took an afternoon car on

the West Bridgewater Line . Operator Charles

O'Brien took the spare list. His hobby is to juggle
a flat car's mechanism .

А new nickname for Brother Tim Santry

" Sanitary."

Brothers Prank Cormier and Roy Jackson are in

the auto contest held by theJames Edgar Company .
They solicit their fellow workmen's votes.

Brother Cormier is still keeping tab
Boston Bruing.

--Cor. 235 .

on the
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REVISION OF FARES three strikes in the interest of organization . John

Dugan and Charlie Marsch. Sincere sympathy is

extended to the bereaved relatives . These brothers

are gone, but not forgotten.
Brother James Moore, on the sick list for some

time, is again on the job .

Brother Oscar Reck is sick . Drop over and see

him , boys; also Brother Mike Lynch .

South Broadway, is getting chesty. She has won

three efficiency prizes, for December, January and

February, and there was a chicken supper at the

company's hall April 12 . Of course , all the South

Broadway boys were there . Let those who win gold ,

wear it .

-Cor. 788 .
༩

IN UNION THERE IS STRENGTH

Youngstown, Ohio - Seven years ago our street

railway management inaugurated a safety first

campaign, by appointing two representatives from
each department. Each department meets monthly

and the respective representatives are encouraged to

offer constructive safety suggestions. Fully 90 per

cent of the suggestions made in the intervening

years have been adopted . In some instances con

siderable time elapsed before the improvement could

be put into operation . Shortly after the campaign
started functioning, Brother Howard Shanes, of

Division 114 , was appointed safety supervisor and ,

at his suggestion, the operators were divided into,

at first, four teams. Each team numbered seventy

five street car operators , who were later augmented
by two teams of bus operators . Each month the

team having the least number of chargeable acci

dents is declared the winner, and , as a reward, the

members of the winning class were given a dinner

and free entertainment by the company: Beginning

January 1 , the management has divided the bus
and car operators into three teams each . The

contest is to run three months , at the end of which

the members of the winning teams and their wives

or sweethearts are privileged to attend the dinner
and entertainment. In this laudable undertaking

the operators and management have co -operated to

a remarkable degree. During the year from January

1 , 1926, to January 1 , 1927 , of approximately three

hundred operators, one hundred and one , or thirty.

three andone-third per cent, came through without

a single chargeable accident.

In February death entered the homes of two of

our brothers. Early in the month the estimable

wife of Brother H. R. Weller succumbed , following

an operation at the City Hospital. A few weeks

later , Miss Irene Schilling . daughter of Mrs. and

Brother F. J. Schilling,. was taken away at St.

Elizabeth Hospital. Miss Schilling would have
graduated as a nurse six months hence . Sincere

sympathy goes out to the brothers and their re

spective families in their bereavement .

Brother Charles Burdick, confined in the hospital
for nearly ayear , is convalescing . We hope he will
again soon be at work.

Brother D. D. Fitzgerald has accepted the posi.

tion of City Weighmaster at the Incinerator. We

wish him success in his new venture .

Beginning March 1 , with the consent of the

CityCouncil, our company raised the rate of fare
within the corporate limits. The old rate was 8

cents -- seven tickets for 50 cents -- with one cent

charged for a transfer. The new rates are 10 cents

cash fare - six tickets for 50 cents and free trans

fers. In addition , they areoffering their patrons a

weekly pass with unlimited rides for $ 1.50 . By

common consent the new rate is allowed to be in

operation for a sixty -day trial period .

-Cor. 272.

upi

Battle Creek - Many times after we have assem

bled for our regular union meeting , we glance around

to see those attending, and , as a rule, several are

absent. WHY ? There are some members I have

never had the pleasure of seeing at a meeting.

Why they do not attend I do not know . These
meetings and the business transacted surely must be
of some interest to them . Generally , they can

offer plenty of free advice as to how this or that

matter might have been better handled . Should

one of these men be suspended or discharged he
would be first to arrive and last to leave .

We like to get figured up, turned in and be free

to go or do as we please . we have some troubles

we hunt the president, tell him our tale of woe and

sit down to wait. Now , it's proper for him to

spend time on the case . Maybe it will be neces.

sary for him to go to Jackson for someone but that

is alright. He has a family but that cannot be

helped, for we elected him to this place and it is

his duty to look after these things , BUT I am in

a hurry to get home today and cannot spare the

timeto attend the meeting today. Are YOU an

HONEST-TO-GOD UNION MAN ? If you are,

prove it by attending our next meeting. Don't sit
or stand in public places and tell all you know,

hear or think you know, about someone but come

to the meeting and do your talking.

Brother Marsh, on top of his recent illness, just

finished serving 10 days in the hospital .

sentence was passed on him by Judge Pneumonia.

We hope he will make a speedy recovery and soon

be back at work.

Brothers Huff and Ray Rogers lost their fathers

and Brother Woodard his grandfather this week,

Boys, this organization sympathizes with you and

yours over your loss .

Brother Herrick's wife has been on the sick list

for some time - confined to the hospital for a week

or so , but is at home again, and we hope much im

proved.

ATTEND TO YOUR BUSINESS BY ATTEND

ING YOUR UNION'S MEETINGSI

-Cor. 333.

The

EXERCISING PROPER PATIENCE
AGAIN SHOW UP

St. Louis, Mo. - The members of Division No. 788

are holding their breath and waiting patiently for
a report from G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow
and our agreement committee, who are now in

conference with the officials of the property , upon

which we are employed . We are very hopeful of
getting good news in the near future. Brother

Douglas, at our last meeting, asked us to be patient

and he feels sure things will come outall right, but
that it takes time . We can

well afford to wait
and take his word for it, as he has gotten most

everything he has ever undertaken . We got by

the, one-man car proposition in St. Louis, did it
well, and under his direction .

At our last Local meeting we initiated thirteen
applicants -- a baker's dozen . Brother McMorrow

advised the boys in respect to riding the white

mule. He statedtothemthat he is not a crank on

prohibition, but that anyone who fools with that

stuff, must have a spite on himself . I agree with
Brother McMorrow .

I recently visited St. Johns

Hospital and found a half dozen out there, in bad

shape, who had been monkeying with the white

mule andit is advisable to stay away from that
animal.

I visited Brother Alec S. Fleming at the hospital

Hisis a most serious case. Someone beathimnearly

to death on the morning of the 20th , while he was

lying in bed. In fact,hewasleftunconscious and

is unabletogive an account of the case.

Deathhas calledfromour ranks three of our old

triedandworthy brothers ---- Brothers Pat Hayes.
forty -three yearsin theservice , who went through

Fort Smith , Ark.- Again we show up down here

in Arkansas, across the river from Moffett, Okla ..

with about the same officials as we have heretofore

had.

Our regular meeting, held March 28, was a good

one and , for the benefit of those not there, we may

say that they should have been there , as we sure

had some hot arguments

Mrs. Frank Sharpless , at this writing . is in the

hospital. We wish her an early recovery and an

early home-coming. We extend sympathy, not only

to her, but to Brother Sharpless.
Brother Woods is farming this year near Rudy,

Ark. We are hoping there will be plenty of peaches.

How about it, Brother Woods ?

Brother George Kennedy lost much time during

the winter on account of illness.

Brother Frank Goldeo has the egg pool under

control thisyear.

Messrs.Wasson and Daily are two very busy men

these days.

Our Railway Department made a fine score this

year on the Indoor Baseball . Our team was handi

capped at the close of the season account of

Ms. Coffey having many out-of -town calls.

Brother Lowe is sick at this writing .

he is soon again on the job .

Brother Cope's Aower house is getting larger and

better .

Mr. McCluskey was re-elected secretary -treasurer

of the Twilight Baseball League . Good !

Cor. 674 .

on

We hope
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PROPOSED NEW AGREEMENT APPROVED

Bridgeport, Conn.- Local 459 held the usual monthly

meeting in April and a large crowd was present at

both sessions. Seven new members were initiated ,

The terms of the new agreement were read to the

members and it is expected that the same will be

put into effect by the first of June.

The attendance prize is still mounting and , so

far this year , all names that have been drawn were

of members who were absent from the meetings.

Now, some of you night men can surely get to

the morning meeting , as the time of same

changed for your convenience.

Well , boys, our basketball team have just com
pleted a very successful season . Manager Bill

Dorley will take over the reins of the baseball team

again. He expects the team to get a good start
this year , He has some good material to start

with , including Jim Reilly , the mainstay of the box

last year, Josephson, Pat Takasz, Farin, Robertson ,

Powetz, Coons, Morris , and old reliable Leo Calla:

han. The schedule is Glled and all games are to be

played in Seaside Park .

Brother Francis Collins has sworn off passing

through Stratford in his car. I wonder why,

Doc. Wald recently duplicated Donkey. Lynch's
trick of taking two reverse handles with him.

Brother Tom Walsh , the most popular conductor
and operator in the Division , received a compliment

in a local daily. Tommy is a credit to our Local.
Brother Paddy Walsh is still on the sick list and

the boys all hope that he will be back soon.

“Volga Boatman " Carlson has been working on his

boat for several weeks and expects to have it fit

to take a trip to Long Island soon . He has yet to

adopta name for same. Suggestions are in order.

Well , boys, if any of you become interested in

taking outa policy of the Union Labor Life Insurance

Co., you can get information from President Barney

Flanagan. He will be ready at all times to talk

over the matter with you .

Brother Morris recently bought a home in the

country: He expects to raise chickens . Here's

luck , Malcolm.

Don't forget the meetings, brothers.

-Cor. 459.

good pull together. We shall then be a happy

family .

I regret to report the sickness of Brothers Pader,
Glasebrook, Ogilvie and Kearns. We wish them &

speedy recovery. Upon this subject , I might men .

tion that it isn't necessary for us to be appointed
on the sick committee to visit our sick brothers.

All of us can constitute ourselves individually as a

committee and pass an hour or two with those

brothers and help brighten their dull hours, while

they are lying on a bed of sickness.

Brother J.Moore has been promoted to shunter,

following his service in the ticket and money depart
ment for a number of years . Congratulations, Jack .

A word to the gas workers and linemen, who do
not know where the Odd Fellows Hall is : Cars

marked " Route 7 " and " Route 8" take you to the
door, Your transportation pass is good on the

fourth Tuesday of each month , which makes an

equal convenience with the brothers that own or

owe for automobiles. Those who have automobiles

have liberty to park outside the door.
arrive, just mention Division 508 and about fifty

or sixty of the brothers will be there to welcome
you. So, here's hoping to see your smiling faces at

our next regular meeting .

Now, brothers, as I am about to ring off, I must

say, the sympathy of our officers and brothers goes

out to Brother Clancy in his recent bereavement.

Remember the 20th Anniversary of the formation

of Division 508. It will be one humdinger of a time.

I hear they are repealing the prohibition act for that
pight and putting, in local option . Well, here's

looking at you! Cheeriol

-43677-R. H. A.

PROGRESS ON AGREEMENT

As you

W !

SEEKING LABOR LEGISLATION

IN NOVA SCOTIA

Regina , Sask.-The March meeting of Division

No. 588 was well attended . The committee reported

progress on the agreement . Though the Commis.

sioners are pretty long-winded, we believe everything

will come along alright .

It may be good news to you to know that , after
seventeen years, we are 100 per cent. Great credit

is due to Brother Baldwin. He has surely put

Division No. 588 on the map.

What do you think of the mustache that Brother

Dowling_ is growing? Will it compare with the one

Jimmy Wells used to wear?

Brother Ladd spends his off days trying out the

new makes of cars , He hasn't been seen in one of

the new Henrys yet.

Brother Simpson is getting fat on the College

Line . It must agree with his constitution. We miss

him on the Blue Line .

Once it was everyman for himself after 4 o'clock,

now we have to govern ourselves accordingly .

Brothers, don't forget that , if you want any

vulcanizing done this summer, you should see

Brother Baldwin , as he hasbeen taking lessons, and

there is talk of his opening a shop in Wigan in the

Dear future .
- " EGAD."

FIGURING ON NEXT AGREEMENT

Halifax, N. S. - The regular, meeting of Division

508. held at Odd Fellows Hall , Agricola Street ,

March 9, was creditable in the turn-out of members

at both afternoon and evening sessions . It was also

instructive to the members present. We had two

initiations , one at each session , and, if what we

hear is true , we shall have one or two every month

for the remainder of the year, which will bring us

near 100 per cent . Taking into consideration that

this is not a closed shop property and the brothers

joining Division 508, stands to reason that there

mustbe something in organization that does not

need advertising .
At our last regular meeting, the general opinion

of the brothers was, that the report brought back

by Brother H. Henderson , re labor's proposed legis.
lation by the Nova Scotia government, was the

best verbal report ever given by a delegate of

Division 508. It goes to show that the confidence

placed in Brother Henderson was not misplaced .

He received applause on the conclusion of his

report .. I hope the brother will be appointed to

represent Division 508 at our next International

Convention and that the members will take cog

nizance of these remarks and profit by them.

Since last appearing in the M. , C. and M. C. 0.,

the old stork in the vicinity of Cornwall Street

alighted exhausted on the roof of Brother Tim

Donovan, bearing a bouncing baby boy. Now, to

utter the famous quotation : “ ' Tis not in mortals

to command success, but do more , and deserve it . "

Believe me, Brother Tim deserves success on re

ceiving a son and hcir. So, here's best wishes to

Mrs. and Brother Donovan.

I am pleased to report Brother Dauphinee again

at work after his accident, and that his injury will
have no effect on his boarding, or alighting from
No. 6 sweeper. So, I guess Brother Tanner has
lost his chance .

We are pleased , to welcome Brothers Dowling

and Josey in the fold and hope to see their faces

regularly at the Odd Fellows Hell, on the fourth

Tuesday of month . Don't be sa fied with

just becoming a member. Come in and see our

workings . Show your interest in the A. A. of S.

and E. R. E. of A. Let us know your feelings.

Tell us our faults and , incidentally, yours, and

Meriden, Conn.-Division No. 163 has a good

chairman and a good financial secretary, They

have been working to obtain relief for some time,

but the men will have none of it. They should be

good for aboutfive years yet, before seeking relief

from their office.

We have experienced good attendance at our

meetings lately .

We have here only one -man cars and one bus.

Some ofthe extra men are not gettingmuch work.

A few of our older men tookanindefinite vacation

and a couple of young men left the service since the

last shift to the one-man cars .

We are now figuring on the next agreement with

our employing company. I hope we get better

money and hours.

-Cor. 163 .

REPORT EXCELLENT PROGRESS

San Francisco, Calif . - Since the initiation of five

new members at our January 22meeting,wehave

initiated one more; thus cleaning the slate.
last member was initiated at a meeting in March.
This member wouldhavebeeninitiatedsooner, but

he had torelieveour secretary. who is employed

nights.
report excellent

No. 687 .

The

can progress for Division

-Cor. 687.
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WHAT'S IN A NAME

Wheeling, W. Va .--Group meetings to discus

salesmanship are now on here. They formerly sold

gold bricks; now it is transportation. , Sell them a

ride on your car, but after you get them on, what

are you going to do with them . Suppose a pas.

senger on a Main Linecar wants to catch an Ohio
side car. You must not let passengers off, only in
safety zones and the zones are a little too short

to accommodate more than two cars . The result

is, that the passenger doesn't catch the car ahead
and the crew gets the blame, The Main Line car

should arrive at 10th Street ahead of the Ohio side

car,giving passengers a chance to transfer. Cars

on Routes 2, 7 and 9 should run from 8th Street,

Benwood, to 10th Street in 28 minutes . Going

south with their slow pay system , the running time

would be 32 minutes for the same distance ,

What's in a name? We have our names in the

cars, so that the public may know who is in charge
of the car.

Sometimes our name is given in police

court by someone who has been courting the moon.

shiner's daughter . Funny, how they forget their

own name and remember the names they see in the
street car .

The Wheeling papers know that the

names that they give are usually fakes, yet they

publish them. After getting, a write-upin alocal

paper, can you blame one when he fails to deliver

newspapers to their proper destination .

The Wheeling Traction Orchestra furnished music

for a dance for the benefit of the striking miners.

They made a great hit with their latest number,

entitled " I am a left-handed guy, but my heart's

all right ." Prof. Benny Jones, the leader of the

band, isa graduate of the Harmony Hill Conserva.
tory of Music.

Brother Victor Schoenian , paper hanger in his

spare time, is a busy man . He makes a great bit
with his artistic work . On a recent job, " Vic "

agreed to paper the house while the owners were on
their vacation . Upon their return, the lady said

that it was a fine piece of work . She didn't mind

when he put the paper that was intended for the
kitchen in the parlor, but he had the border upside
down.

Brother Lewis Castilow is not allowed to sleep
at home. Wake him up, brothers , at the bridge.

-Cor. 103 .

TO HOLD ANOTHER MATCH

Worcester , Mass . - About sixty from Worcester,

comprising railroad officials, officers and members

of Division 22, March 22, visited Springfield ,, the
home of Division 448 . Officials present from

Worcester were : General Manager Page, Vice
President Whitney , Superintendent Joe Tully

Superintendent Alex McPherson, Superintendent

Finlayson and Secretary Seal. Division 22 was

represented by President E. W. Hanson , Vice

President M. A. Kane . Business Agent P. J.

Rooney, Treasurer Harry Bailey, and others . They

were the guests of the New England Railway

Club and President c .v . Wood, of the Springfield

and Worcesterproperties, presided, at the Hotel
Kimball.

The meeting was opened at 3:30 D. m .

by Vice- President Howard Pritch , of the Club.

Papers were read and pictures shown , explaining

operation of the Treadle -door, by Ms. VanderVeer,

of the Pneumatic Company of New York. Dinner

was served at 6:30 p . mn . , followed by speeches

made by President Wood , Vice- President Buckland,

of the N. Y., N. H. and H. Co. , and the Mayors

of Springfield and Worcester. Transportation was

furnished by the street railway companies. It was

a glorious event.

Brother Jack Lappin is seriously ill at his home ,
38 Maywood Street. Call on him!

In addition to those formerly reported sick , there

are now on the sick list Brothers Jim Hunt, Maurice

Perry and Wm. Fitzgerald .

Though the Worcester bowlers havebeen beaten

three times by the team from Springfield , another

match is arranged totake place in Worcester before

the close of the bowling season.
Manager Arthur

Barrett, of the Worcester team , has promised the
Springfield crowd a trimming this time.

Brother " Art " Barrett is a good bowler , but as

manager he's the limburger cheese . A short time

ago Mary and May, from the office , assisted by

Piske and Bill Leary , arrangedamatchbetween
the ladies' and gents' team . Brother Joe Shea,

popular ideal of theofficeforce, was to bowl anchor

on the men's team andthe ladies were to receive

250 pins as a handicap. Barnett figured his gang

was in for anothertrimming.so, unknown to the

ladies team ,he switched his line-up, by arranging

with Dispatcher George McGeschey to keep Brother

She working . Jarrett informed the ladies be was

one mig day, but the ladies insisted ongoing

through with the match . So Barrett uploaded a

ringor. The result was another trimming for Barrett

and his gang -- the worst they ever got. Just ask

Barrett who his Ringer wasand what was his total
for the three strings. Nuf sed ! The ladies are

telling Barrett and his gang to go get a reputation.

Baseball candidatesare practicing each day under
the watchful aid of " Chicks Fontain and " Cy " Lee.

Brothers Tommy . Fraser, Bill Holden and Bill

Jeffries are in mid - season form nowand are raring
to go.

The indoor season is closing and it looks as

though Brothers Jim Meade and McCrea will be

the checker champions, unless Dan Ford comes out

of retirement to defend his ground .

-Cor. 22.

ATTEND YOUR MEETINGS

Baston, Pa . - Quite some time has elapsed since

the appearance of a news item in thecolumnsof

the Motorman, Conductor and Motor Coach Oper.

ator from Division No. 169.

Quite some time has elapsed since a number of
our members have attended a meeting of the above

mentionad Division . This should not be , Attend

your meetings at least once a month . If you have

forgotten they are held on the first and second
Wednesday of each month . It is necessary to attend

-to take part in the transaction of business - to

enable you to acquire an intelligent knowledge of

the proceedings and principles of the organization .

Co -operation is necessary for the accomplishment of
beneficial results. Show your colors by attending

your meetings, and prove yourself a better union

man than the fellow on the outside.

The 500 party and dance held during the month
of February in Seibert's Dancing Acadamy. Odd

Fellows Temple, was a big success. In the collect .

ing of prizes for the 500, Mrs. Lawrence Bickel and

Mrs. Chas. Davey aided considerably in this success,

To these two ladies and to all those who contributed

we extend our sincere thanks .

Brother W. B. Jamison, after an illness of sixteen

weeks, has returned to work. To fully recuperate ,

he has taken a position as flagman at Shimersville
Crossing .

The records of the past number of years show

the following, standingof our sick list:
Brother W. G. Heard , a former conductor of the

Slate Belt Division , had a long stretch of sickness,
extending over a period of nine years ; Brother

J. W. Daubert, & motorman of the Easton Transit
Division , has been sick nearly nine years ; Brother

Rosco Jackson , another former conductor on the
Slate Belt Division, has been laid up four years ;
Brother Herman Limeberry, Easton Transit

motorman , has been affilicted with rheumatism for
three years,

Brother Lyde Asumn, who has been off duty for

seven months, is reported as improving.
Brother Geo. B. Washburn, who has been con.

fined to his home for eleven weeks, is slightly im.

proved. We wish all a speedy recovery .

Brother H. A. Klipple, day operator of the one

man car on the. Butztown, Middletown and South

Bethlehem Division, has pronounced himself a 100 %

operator,

To get a good, hearty, laugh, watch the per
formance of Brother C. H. Jones when the finger

goes to theright place .

Pretty aifty uniform overcoat Road Officer C. L,
Werkheiser is wearing.

Brother Howard Gruver, better known

“ Whitey, " who now tips the scales at 275, is very

anxious to increase his avoidupois by eating Fleish .

man's yeast cakes.

The one -man car system has caused a serious

decrease in the ranks of our motormen and con

ductors, and forced & number of the older men to

operate so -called “ tripper runs." This , however,

gives them at least a chance to hang on .

It is unofficially rumored that at the next pick

of runs, the Southside Division will be operatedby

This change will again lessen our

ranks. Railroad crossing jobs, or such other work,

is not sufficient to give employment to the older

men, who will be unable to operate a one-man car.

Brother Furman Houser , better known as “ Pop ."

and Brother S. D. Minnich , are the fortunate ones

on crossing jobs.

Attend your meetings. It is a duty we owe ous.

selves and the public, that we do the best we can

all times . Wagu nad working conditions largely

depend on howwe conduct ourselves. Cor. 169 .

an
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one- man cars .
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PREPARING FOR ANNIVERSARY

We

not continuous, however. Io 1892 he left the

service, taking a place as city fireman, and served
there until 1905, when he returned. Brother Boyd

was very popular and well liked by everyone.
mourn his loss.

We have been successful in persuading our com .

pany to place five old employees oa the pension

list . They have no special fund for that purpose,

but we got the pensions.

Our president goes over to see the officers of
Division 627 every now and then. We are glad

to have Brother Abe Spradling.an international
officer, so close to us. We are grateful to Division

627 for many things. Much of our success depends

upon their efforts.

Brother Elliott is crowing over getting some stops

on his line eliminated .

Brother Johason, our aew board member, has an

accurate memory for what happened on his car in

times past. The general manager says that he is

too long winded .

Brother Adams, another new board member, is
the old owl,

-Cor. 628

.

.

BUSINESS AGENT BUSY

Halifax, N. S. - Once more Division S08 comes
forth in priat, after the excellent turn -out of mem

bers at our last regular meeting, both afternoon

and evening sessions . Although the accommodation

wasnot of the best, owing to a break down of the
heating system, both meetings were full of pep and
very instructive, especially the steam argument.
Even our business agent. Brother Berringer, got
warmed up. The brothers came away more wise

than when they went in .

I am sorry to report that Brother R. Daupinee
is on the sick list with an injury to his knee. We
sure miss him when it comes to selling cards.

Here's hoping he has a speedy recovery .

Good fortune smiled on Brother T. Swales recently,

when he was the lucky winner of first high on the
hockey card . Thanks, Tommy !

By the time this is in print our annual dance will
be over and I sincerely hope it will meet with the

same success as in the past . We should stage a
dance more often , The convention fund would get

a boost . Now, you Coavention Committee, there is

a suggestion to work on.

Labour received poor treatment at the hands of
the Nova Scotia Government re their proposed

Memorandum of Legislation for enactment . Divi.

sion 508 was ably represented by Brothers I.Ramsay
and H , Henderson.

Once more, brothers, let me remind you that the

fourth Tuesday in each month is the day when

Division 508 holds regular meetings, and let me

again remind you it is your duty to attend these

meetings. Let the officers you elected hear your

criticisms . That is why they are there . Now,

brothers , give this matter yourserious attention and

from now on, makeit a practise to keep the fourth

Tuesday in each month free of all engagements,

and give it to Division 508 and the officers you
honoured by electing them to represent you.

Brother McArthur has recovered from a startling

experience. Recently, wishing to use the telephone

of one of our citizens, he was asked if he minded a
corpse being there . Mac informed your corre

spondent that he thought he was on a Sherlock
Holmes mystery.

A word , brothers, about the 20th birthday of

Division 508, which arrives in July. This should
be one day when we can thank those few charter

members that are with us today for the pleasant
working conditions that we enjoy at the present
time. One of those brothers, I might mention, is

Brother G. Horne . If but a few of us had labour

at heart, as has Brother G. Horne , this Old World,
as regarding labour conditions , would be better to
live in. Anything connected with labour is

trouble to him - picnics, fights, concerts, dances,

drawings, visiting the sick , delegate to this and tha

-it is all the same to George. To him it is a labour

of love, and now, to the members of Division 508,

I will say-go thou and do likewise .

Brother Lampard is now with the aristocracy .

He has taken a house on Young Avenue. The

brothers of the high and dry stone district still

claim they are in the aristocratic part of the city .

I guess the Mayor will settle that .

A few suggestions from the brothers will be wel

comed by thecommittee appointed to devise ways
and of celebrating our 20th anniversary.

What about the Brothers McKenzie , also our es
teemed Brother “ Shorty " Munroe ? I am certain

the Ways and Means Committee would be more

than pleased to hear from him ; Brother Harry

Keeler another great fellow at suggestions (especially
the team to back ) . These are only a few . There

are many others, if only they will come forward .

Come along. you gas workers, linemen, trouble men,

etc., let us hear from you and make this one day of

ours a day of all days.

Enough for this month, Hope to see you all the

fourth Tuesday in each month at Odd Fellows Hall

43677 .

-R . H. A.
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Sious City , Iowa - Everything is moving smoothly
with Division No. 779.

Brother Diller is at work again , after an absence

caused by illness in his family.

Brother A. J. Webber and family are settled in

their new home. Brother Webber is as happy as

ever and is looking for a card club.

Brother Verne Johns recentlysuffered a week's

illness from the " flu . " Several of the members have

been a fiicted with this same ailment .

Brother Bill Kugal is again at work, after a

recent illness,

Brother George Hillard , who had a lapse of
memory and did not show up one recent Sunday ,

has been enjoying a vacation .
Brother Walter Haefs has been obliged to spend

most of his time at home lately, being afflicted with

rheumatism . We hope he will soon again be able to

work regularly ,
Ted and Walter have their little spats every night,

just to keep George good -natured .
Brother Arthur Prosser has resigned his position

as inspectorand has taken a run on the Crescent

Park Line. All is not gold thatglitters.

We understand BrotherRoyBolton has resigned

to accept a position with a railroad company,
Brother George Webster is assisting the boys to

learn the rules, by lending themhis rule book. He

was always accommodating.
President H. T. Woodward is longing for the time

when the wife and he can start to make garden. It

won't be long now.

BusinessAgent Griffin is a very busy man these

days.

Some of the regular men have been butting in on

the extra men lately . Looks rather porky. " Live

and let live" is a good motto. Nuf ced .

Brother Criteser stays home nights . He says he
geeds the sleep.

We are sorry to learn of Inspector Thornley's

illness, and trust he will soon recover.
BrotherDuhaime lost his third and last daughter

recently, by death, The sympathy of the entire

Local goes outto Brother Duhaimeand family.

If your namewas not on the list, it maybe on

the next, so don't get chesty .
--- Cor. 779.

no

means

VALUE OF SICK FUND

***

FROM OLD KENTUCKY

Sioux City, Iowa-Division No. 779 reports

progress .

Some of our members are beginning to realize

that the money paid into ourSickPund is not such

a bad investment.Some whonever were in it are

considering it and maywish to join. Those who feel

the worst are those who join , and thendrop out

and now wish they had stayed in, as $1.50 a day

looks pretty good when you are not able to work

Ifyou don't belong, approach BrotherD. 0. Rice

and join the Sick Fund.
He will start you at

once. Join now, before it is too late. None of us

are immune from sickness.

Brother George Altquit street -carring a few days

ago. He is deliberating upon whether to raise onions

in Sioux City or furniture in Chicago.

Brothers Haefs , Campbell and Moyer are improv

ing.

Brother Swanson has gone back to his old trade.

Covington and Newport, Ky.- The affairs of

Division 628 are in tip-top shape, We are a 100

per cent organization and our members are showing
pep in attendance at our meetings. Our contract

runs out in August and we will need all this pep
at that time , We are one of the few localities still

putting up with a five -cent fare .

On February12we lostoneof our real old - timers,
Brother w . ) . Boyd, aged 70. He entered the

service of our company in 1877. His service was --Cor. 779.
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BEERS REPORTS FROM CONVENTION

Lansing, Mich.-Brother Grant Miller is sporting
a new Ford coach.

Brother Charlie Cole spent his five days with

the rest of the men that were supposed to need

jacking-up .

Brother Beers, who attended the annual meeting

of the Michigan Federation of Labor, gave a very

good report of the proceedings of that convention.

He reports that Brother Herb. Chamberlain was

again re -elected sixth vice-president of the State

Federation. His report shows that the Federation

has mapped out a program to bring forth better

and greater results in another year .

We would mention that Brothers Winn and Furst

had to take a nap over reporting time.
Brother Cummings has been sick. We hope he

will soon return to his work .

" It's the man who comes through day after day,

efficient without attempting any grand standing,
who fills the bill most acceptably." This is from

an article by Lieutenant Maitland, relative to

Colonel Lindbergh. It is a good quotation to think
about. " A wise makes more opportunities

than he finds. The greatest business of life is to

be , to do and to do without." Here's a way for

self - checking. A little colored boy , hired to a lady

to do chores, so , wondering how satisfactory he

was, he went to a telephone in a drug store and

called the lady and asked for a job . The lady re

plied : " I have a little colored boy who does chores

for meand helps me very nicely. He seems very

satisfactory, so I couldn't let him go just to give
you a job . " The little fellow thanked her and

went away from the telephone smiling with satis;

faction , for she had tole him just what he wanted

to know . If more of us had a check-up on our

selves, there wouldn't have been the need for so

many having to serve time.

Know what's right, then go ahead . A task worth

doing, a friend worth having, makes a life worth
living.

-Cor. 562.

INTERFERENCE OF NON-UNIONISM

San Francisco, Calif. - The initial day meeting,

held on February 9th at the Geary Street Car

bouse, bristled with activity and attendance .

A committee composed of James O'Niell, Thomas

Williams, Chas. Sharkey and P. J. Ford

appointed tosurveyourfinances, with the object of a

recommendation of a plan , whereby sick and dis
abled members would receive weekly benefits. At

the night session a lengthy report by President

Vandeleur was made, including the classification and
standardization of city employees, which must be

watched vigilantly, that our class may be zoned
adequately . Judah Street Line construction is at

a standstill. “ Heroic endeavors are being made to

have the litigation date placed on the March calen

dar. The report of Brother Cranna on sick mem
bers will be summarized below. It was a shock to

hear of the demise of ourlate brother, Tim Kelly.

This genial brother will be missed by all who knew

him. Tohis bereaved family we offer our heartfelt

sympathy. A donation of $ 50.00 was ordered sent

to the striking miners in Colorado . The meeting

adjourned outofrespect to thememory of our late
brother, Tim Kelly,

The Social held February 13 , in the Assembly

Hall of the Geary Street Car House, was the scene

ofa happy gathering of carmen with theirfamilies

and friends. An interestingprogram was renderedby the Carmen's Band , Miss Hagan ,of the Gar.

ment
Workers Union ; Supervisor Havenner,

champion of municipal ownership; and Superin
tendent Fred Bocken honored us with their presence ,
and informal talks .

Miss Hagan secured the assur
ance ofall present to assist in making April, Union
Label Month , a
Label shirt.

success by purchasing a Union

We are indeed thankful for the gen
erosityof Superintendent Bocken ,who has promised

to personally defray the expenses of the Band mem
ber's uniforms.

Brother H. S. Beaumont was the

lucky possessor of the winning ticket in the raffe

of theuniform . A dance and refreshmentsfollowed.

TheBandmembers banquet,to beheldontheabove
date, was postponed .

The day and night meetings of March 23 were
fairly well attended ,

Remember, brothers of the

day meetings, do not let yourinterest wane. You

cannot afford to forfeit by your absence. The

Union is subject toexpense, and wefeel the ex.

penditure isa good investment, if sufficient interest

isshown. There are absolutelyno groundsfor com

plaint if matters are notdisposed oftoour satis

faction , when we are delinquent in our attendance .

The opportunity, is now given to the night men
for proper attendance. President Vandeleur's report

on classification and standardization was similar to

his preceeding report . The protestant to the Judah
Street Line construction has filed a brief, and a

copy, which was displayed , had the appearance of a

volume. City Attorney, O'Toole was preparing an

answer . There is no change in the contemplated

date, as stated above, for the hearing . A report

from the Fund Survey Committee was read , offering

a tentative plan of aiding the sick and disabled
brothers. The report was a masterpiece . It was

referred to the Executive Board , and a rising vote

of thanks was voted to the Committee .

Brother John McGhan is at St. Joseph's Hospital,
and his condition about the same. Brothers, visit

him .

Brother Francis O'Flanagan has left St. Francis

Hospital and is now at home ,
Brother Lucien Farley is at home, but sorry to

say , not improved.

Brother Jack Wurz had a streak of hard luck but

is better now .

Brother Ben Cohen , the victim of an accident

while turning in at Masonic Avenue, is getting along

nicely .

Brother Conroy is at the S. P. Hospital and con .

dition slightly improving.

Brother Hyland has been sick since January 13 .

Procure his address from the Potrero dispatcher and

visit him.

Brother Emil Meyer is improving .

Glad to hear of the improved condition of Brother

Wheeler.

Brother Henry Rowe may be invariably seen

basking on his sun porch .

Brother Jerry Sullivan is now working a tripper.

Brother Pat Deenen is working a tripper and get

ting along fine.

Brother O'Leary is improved to the extent that

it is hoped he will be working before this goes to

print.

We regret to announce the death of our late

Brother Newhouse , one ofthe oldest in pointof

service on the Municipal Railway. Brother New
house has been ailing a long time and fought a

brave fight . TO Mrs. Newhouse we extend our

heartfeltsympathy. The meeting of the 23rd ad

journed , out of respect to the memory of our late

Brother Newhouse .

We wonder why Charley Sharkey signs up for

38- B .

Boys, if you want your palate tickled , try Jim

Lacey's favorite dish .

We are at a loss to account for the sympathy

offered at the receivers window- " Poor John , poor ,

We wonder why Rueben Hunt, the big -hearted

" friend " of the Municipal Railway , could not

the illegal diversion of funds for the construction
of the " M " car line in 1924-1925 , as he sees now

in the construction of the Judah Street Line - a

parallel case. Had we attempted to impede con

struction of this " M " line , already costing over

$ 500,000, he would have taken a stand against us.

By his acts, it is plain he is a cat's paw of the
Market Street Railway. Brothers, let's demonstrate

the worthiness of the Municipal Railway by render

ing a service second to none.
Let's give the same

we receive from the public , and superior

to our unorganized fellow workers . Then we shall
always have the support necessary to prevent the

perishing of the Municipal Railway .

We are undergoing a very serious ordeal at this

time , due to the foul tactics of the Byllesby Cor

poration, now, controlling the Market Street Rail
way. They have millions to spend in order to

annihilate the Municipal Railways and are sparing

no vile propaganda .

--Cor . 518 .

were

poor John ."

see

measure
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AGREEMENT WORK ON

Ha milton , Ont.-At our last regular meeting of

Division 107 , an expression of grateful thanks was
tendered to Mrs. And Brother James Howitt, to

show our appreciation of the generous offer they

made to the two sons of our widowed brother, Jack

Simpson . Brother Simpson was a very sick man and

we thought we should care for the two boys until

Jack should get well again. We found that Brother
and Mrs. Howitt had been there already and

offered them a home. Such thoughtfulness should

not be allowed to pass unnoticed . Brother and Mrs.

Howitt have shown us the way to a practical

brotherhood .
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Union. We hope for its success , extending invita.

tion to the bus drivers.

Ourboys, who have stuck through thick and thin.
are talking of having a social club. We sure have

the science and musical goods for such a club aod

the Local promises to finance the same.

The Logan Valley Company is now rebuilding the

Fairview Lines, including new steel and reinforced

concrete paving,

We observed one of our Tyrone brothers, on

Easter, stepping out on an electioneering course.

He not only had an Easter egg, but also the chicken

--some stepper.

Our band, comprised of Brothers Klahre, Owens,

Harpster, Leidy.. Rice , Fogart, C. Markey and
W. McCullough, intend giving a concert soon .

In looking over a few paragraphs lately in a paper.
I noticed where co -operation of capitalism in many

ways has been instituted , effecting control in such

lines as tailors, merchants, clergymen, manufacturers
and, in fact , almost all classes, for the benefit of

that element of the social order, including lawyers
and many others whom I will not mention. Let

me ask then, why keep the under man -- the wage
worker - down ? -Cor. 801 .

ACCEPT NEW WAGE RATES
I am

an
2

13

We are still down to that " less than ten per cent
attendance." Come around to our next meeting and

be introduced .

Why does Brother Bilie Olds so often say : " If

there's anything I hate , it's that? "

When Brother Bob Patterson comes toa meeting

you may be sure there is something to be said and

will be said. Bob doesn't come often enough,

Brother Arthur Davies was recently the recipient

of a handsomely bound morocco leather Methodist

Hymnal --the gift of the officers of his church .

The inscription reads that it is for regular attendance
and long and faithful service . The chairman who

inade the presentation ,made reference to the num

ber of years Brother Davies had held the position

of usher, class leader, Sunday school teacher and

superintendent, and said it was the effortof such

men as John Wesley, Peter Mackenzie and Arthur

Davies that caused Methodism to occupy the place

it does today . In a brief reply , Brother Davies

modestly thanked the officers and said he would

always value the gift . He told of & similar ex

perience he enjoyed a number of years ago, when

Ira D. Sankey presented him with an autographed

copy of Sankey's Hymn Book. So, Brother Davies,

we of Division 107 wish to assure you that when we

heard of it, we felt as proud as you - as though we,

ourselves, had been the donors . sure that

every member will wish you further honors, believing

that such a popular member of the church is de

serving of the best that Methodism can offer ,

Brother " Spuds" Rowley says he has been trying
to get his name in “ The Little Page." So far he

has had no luck. The climax was reached when he

loaned his raincoat to a young lady , employed by

the Dominion Stores, to protect her from the rain ,

He figured that she would notify “ The Little Page"

for the Sir Walter Raleigh stunt , but she did not,

and now " Spuds” wonders if he should carry top
boots as well .

It is with extreme sadness that we record the

passing of Brother Jack Simpson , also the one year

old daughter of Brother John Neeley, the seven
year old son of Brother D. M. Jones and Brother

Ben Baker's brother . May God , in His infinite

mercy , give courage, strength and support to those

who are left to mourn , is the sincere wish of Divi.

sion 107 .

We regret to report the illness of Brothers George

Hollaway, Jamieson and Frank Benton . All three

brothers are dangerously ill and we hope that our

members will help them in every way possible .

Brother Dan Murphy, who has resigned from the

chairmanship of our Sick Committee, will be hard

to replace . He has shown untiring energy in the

performance of his duties.

International Vice-President John M. Parker paid

us a recent visit in connection with opening our
agreement. He has instilled new enthusiasm among

our members. In one week's campaign he secured

thirty-three new members, most of whom apparently

only needed asking . After he leaves us, let us keep
up the good work he has begun . He assisted us in

a mending some of the terms of the proposed new

agreement in a manner that gave us great confidence,

his suggestions and criticisms showing him to be
conversant with the details of such work. President

Billy Allan never smiled once when Brother Parker

told the story of the Scotchman and the quarter ,
although all the other Scotchmen appeared to

enjoy it.

Brother Tillbury recently attended a card party.

While the game was in progress, the host's daughter

received a visit from several girl friends, so the
card party was moved to the kitchen . Some way

Brother Tillbury's new Christie union -labeled hat

was placed on a chair seat and one of the girls
sat it . When she discovered what she had

done, she took the ruinedhat to Brother Tillbury
and showed it to him. He replied , in his usual

gallant manner, " pardon me, lady, my fault I'm

sure , I should not have been so careless."

Brother Hugh Halliday recently purchased a fine
watch for three dollars, The watch failed to func

tion properly and, after a long search for the cause,

he presented it to Bob Butterworth , who discovered
it had been oiled with vaseline . He set it on a

heater and the watch is once more valuable , and

Bob's property .
- Cor. 107 .

ON MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

Altoona, Pa .-Easter greeting is extended by

Division No. 801 to all members and we trust that
our entire membership throughout he organization
will have many more fine Easters.

Division No. 801 is starting on a membership
drive , to capture a few who are yet outside the

Waltham , Mass . - Division No. 600 voted to

accept increase offered by the company of one ( 1 )

cent per hour, bringing the rate of pay for two ( 2 )

man operation up to fifty -nine (59) cents per hour;

one (1 ) man operation up to sixty -four (64)
cents per hour.

Brother Baker is at work again.
He was off

awhile, due to a mishap while cranking a bus .

The boys would like to know what attraction

Brother Leveroni has besides hot coffee at Shorty's
Lunch .

Brother Carpenter must enjoy his steaks and chops

since he had his new molars installed .

Brother Sprague's auto stalls occasionally, but
you can't stick him. He gets out and puts the

trolley on and away he goes again.

Prunes are good for what ails you .
See Brother

“ Lizzie " Hartford .

Ihope Brother Desmond never buys a paper, for

I'm afraid the boys would never be able to stand
the shock .

Don't ever ask Roache for part of the paper he

might be reading, for if there is anything he hates
to do, its to split a paper, boys.

Brother Lawler is said to have had the seven

year itch and to have scratched out of it in fout.

Good work !

BrotherO'Brien thought he was a wizard at the

checker board until Brother James Slamin taught

him a severe lesson with a three to nothing score.
Just because you can be fooled on thequality of

half dollarsbypassengers , don'tthinkyou can fool
our receiver. Can't be done, Bob.

We are all pleased that Brother Rhuda has his

license again. We wish you the best of luck in the

future, Harry .

BrotherButler has shown he is qualified to hold

the position as our new Executive Board member.

How is it when it rains that one of our brothers

always wants off ? What say , George ?

Ask Brother Baker if he nowknows how to

manipulate the crank handle on a bus.
We wonder if Brother Cosgrove wouldn't be

money in , if he bought a wax flower instead of a

genuine flower, If you do, Bill, look outfor the

hot days when they come.

Now we know where all the peanuts are going.

The boys trailed the monkey out to the garage.
Ask W. O. about it.

Brother O'Brien sure can broadcast when he enters

the lobby . He would be a wonderful man in the

arena when there is a boxing match on.

Judging by the size of BrotherRudenoff, the boys

thinkhewas meant to betwins andthey forgot to
separate him.

One of our brothers is spying around for a new
variety of prunes . Maybe our official prune expert

can give us a little light on this matter. He has

taste and stopstothink as to whichis best for his

constitution , Come out into the open , as we all

want to know what the attraction is besides prunes.

Things that seldom happen.
Brother Dwyer

worked Riley's last night. Try it again sometime.

The pirate made connections with theLower
Falls at 12:05 . Good work , brother, you were only

eighteen minutes late .

Most people use ahair in testing a razor . There
is onewho still believes that, if arazorwill take .

goodsliceoutof his finger, it ought to shave alright.
Who do you suppose that one is ?

on
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He had to show Baudine around, as it was the

first time he visited the big city . He was quite

impressed by tall buildings and says he will venture

a trip alone in the future.

Brother Bert Cronk has returned from a month's

vacation down in sunny Florida . He gave an inter

esting talk in the conductors' room about his ex

periences and brought back a number of souvenirs.

The Volga Boatmen, Galsky. Platt , Carlson and

Bill Krugh, have built a boathouse on the Housa

tonic River However, on their trips around the

Sound they have to have Tommy Connors as pilot.

The pinochle tournament is in full sway. The

team is composed of " Hobo" Smith, Kalius, Morris
and Josephson .

Our bowling team has just completed a very suc

cessful season . However , next year we expect to

do much better .

Brothers Leo Callahan and Wally Rourke are to

take an auto trip to Canada within the next few

weeks. " Sheik " Collins and Ahearn want to go

along with them .

Well , boys , keep up your good attendance at the

meetings .

-Cor . 459 .

WINDSOR TOPICS

a

way .

over

Brother Cosgrove's hardest work is waving at the

“ Janes" on his run .

Brother Killarney is still on a leaveof absence .

Checkers is popular game . The best are

Brothers Woodbury and Cruikshank, with our newly

appointed Executive Board member. Elmer Butler, a

close second.

Brother Donlon knows where Williams Street is.
He carries red light at times to hold up the last

car from Newton. It does come hard to say " good

night," Frank , when you'r in love. Guess who the

others were that found that task hard.

Brother MacDonald is on his car again , after a

long illness .

Brother Corcoran ( 2nd ) has a large appetite .

Most anybody would rather pay his board than
feed him .

Brother Quinn, of the Mechanical Staff, still has

that pleasant smile for Brother John Desmond.

Both were born in Woburn.

Brother Spidel looks pretty nifty when he trims
that mustache .

From what I hear , the General Office bowling

team must be taking lessons on " How to Bowl"

from the members of the Blue Uniformed Men's
team.

We are glad to see our old faithful friend back on
the job again, His smiling face was missed for

some time, due to recent illness . All power,

Inspector Cosgrove, Sr. ! We hope Brother Slamin

won't take offense.

Brother Crosby, of the Bemis Line, certainly

must miss running the electric cars , for he cannot

stop and get off and pick up anything in the middle
of the road now, from a pin to a steam shovel.

We would all like to know what Brother Jerome's

thoughts are when he looks at you in that pleasant

As for matching witty sayings, we all think

Brother Desmond has it on Brother Travers.

The boys appreciate thecluster of lights installed

the checker table by Superintendent John
Walsh .

We would like to know who the lady friend is,
Brother Beals. You can't deny this , Milton, as

you were seen March 12 , between 9:00 and 10:00
D. m.

The boys should chip in and someone take up a
collection for a new sweater. It is very antique.

At least Brothers Childs and Butler think so.

We have a full grown orator in Division One .
Brother Cruikshank can talk on anything from a

trip to Europe down to the ingredients of the
Woolworth Buildings. Cor. 600 .

IT IS YOU

Dunellen, N. J.-Division No. 862 can report
progress.

The entire membership of Division 862 extends

profound sympathy to Brother Martin Hipp in the

loss of his beloved wife, who passed from this life
March 21 .

To the members, generally , I make the following

If you want to work in the kind of a Union like

the kind of a Union you like, you needn't slip your

clothes in a grip and start on a long, long hike .

You'll only find what you left behind . for there's
nothing that's really new . It's a knock at your

self when you knock your Union ; it isn't your

Real Unions aren't made by men

afraid lest somebody else goes ahead ; when every .

one works and nobody shirks, you raise
Union from the dead . And if , while you make

your personal stake, your brother can make one

too , your Union will be what you want to

It isn't your Union, it's you.

Cor. 862 .

PREPARING FOR AGREEMENT TIME

Bridgeport, Conn.-- Local 459 held the usual

monthly meeting in March , with very good
attendance at both sessions . President Flanagan

spoke on theprogress madeby theJointConference

Board regarding the new agreement, which is to
come up next June.

The individual attendance prize has yet to be
won for this year.

All the boys are waiting for the baseball season.
We expect to have quite a team this year . Bill

Dorley is to be manageragain this year. He will

have good talent to pick from . D. Lynch andPete

farin are expected to do most ofthe battery, work .

The boys are training at theArmory these days.

A aumber of the gang went tosee the Heeney

Delaney fight." Brother Jack Hurley was in charge.

Windsor , Ont.-The regular meeting of Division

No. 616 was held at Machinists Hall, No. 6 Pitt

Street , March 15 . There was a good attendance

and the session was very interesting. Sergeant

Mitchell , of the Traffic Squad, gave us an interesting

talk and was given a hearty vote of thanks by the

members , who are always willing to co -operate with

the traffic department in solving traffic problems .

Brother L. Broderick has concluded to make the

long decided move on the checkerboard of life , by
entering matrimony April 24 . Brother Doyle will

also make a love- nest for two. Congratulations!

Both are worthy brothers and they have our best
wishes for many years of peace and happiness ,

crowned with the best of health for themselves and

prospective wives .

A hearty vote of thanks has been rendered to the

hockeyteam of Division No. 616 , fortheir success

in winning the Civic League Cup and Shield . a

little item of interest occurred in the hockey game

between Division No. 616 and the Windsor firemen .

Brother Readman was carrying the puck down the

ice at a rapid pace , and when he reached the end

of the ice he was unable to stop and went head

first through the board fence, where he remained

for the rest of the period. It was well the firemen

were on the spot, for the splinters he knocked from

the board fence caught fire on the ice .

Brother Young and brother- in - law recently paid a

visit to the Avenue Theater , Brother Young evi.

dently enjoyed the show so well that it was only

on the way home that he missed a previous purchase

of a new pair of boots. He has our sympathy.

Brothers Sadler and Ware recently enjoyed a visit

at the home of a most pleasant young lady , but the

telephone unfortunately interrupted their good time.

Brother O'Loane is again on the road, after an

illness of some three and one -half months' duration.

Following the holiday week trip , Brother Werden
treated some of our boys with maple syrup.
Brother Charlie Chittle recently had a brand new

haircut. He hadhard luck some time ago , for which

he received a bill amounting to $ 18.00 for breaking

glass. Glass carries weighty words,

A new schedule for the Tecumseh Line went into

effect Sunday , April 15 .

Our new fare rate in Windsor and the border

cities is 7 cents cash and four tickets for 25 cents.

It took effect April 15 .

We are moving along nicely , boys , and let's keep

up the good work.

-Cor. 616 .

IT WILL HELP

Allentown , Pa .-I again urge the members of

Division No. 956 to attend meetings .

president and executive board to go after what you
want . It will help get it .

Another old -fashioned country dance was given by

Division No. 956 and well attended. It was held

March 21. Everyone enjoyed it .

Everybody was wondering why a certain operator

(you see we are called operators now, not motormen

or conductors) was going about his work recently

with a broad smile . At last it became known. His

good wife had presented to him a little operator .

Go to it, Brother Raymond.

Brother Courtwright is now operating & Sixth

Street one-man car and has apparently lost weight .

suggestion :

Union , it's you .

can

see .

a

Help your
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FORMER PRESIDENT PASSES BEYOND

Bloomington , Ill . - The Bloomington street railway

men lost a staunch friend and tireless worker in the
death of late Brother John Wesley Hart, whose

death occurred at Normal, Ill . , where he lived ,

March 6 . His first street railway work began in

St. Louis, Mo., when he was a member of Division
No. 313 , in 1900 . He there showed his loyalty to

his co - workers in the strike that occurred March

26 , 1900, He then came to Bloomington , joining
Division No. 290 , September 9 , 1902 . A strike

occurred here in 1904 . Soon after the losing of

this strike he went to Peoria to work on the cars .

He returned to Bloomington and was employed by

the Illinois Power and Light Corporation February

19 , 1908 . He worked steadily until in May, 1917,

when he participated in the big strike, which lasted
through the summer, until August. When this was

settled, he worked regularly until his death .

Brother Hart was a leader and served as presi .
dent of Division No. 752 for five years . He served

as a delegate to three conventions, where he served

as recording secretary. Brother Hart, throughout

his life , proved to be a leader in organized labor

and was an active worker on the co -operative move .

ment in Bloomington . His death has left a hard

place to fill among his fellow-carmen of this city .

-Cor. 75 .

WILL CONTINUE PRESENT AGREEMENT

ar
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and, he says, a dozen , other things, through fear

that , should he berequired to stay on muchlonger,

hemay lose his religion.

Superintendent Lust recently appointed Brother
William Follweiter as riding conductor. His duties

will be to ride the cars and instruct operators how

to do their work the easiest and most simple way .

Each man on this property should be proud of the

fact that two important positions have been filled
by union men . This makes it evident that the com

pany is not prejudiced from anemploye being a
member of our organization . We wish Brother

Follweiler every success and request every man to

give him the best of assistance in every way pos
sible . I am sure that he will assist us wherever

he can.

Ourregular spring change of runs has taken place

early this time, due to the fact that the Tenth

Street Line is put on a one-man car basis.
It is time that Locals 956, 954 of Souderton and

169 of Easton, should put their heads together and

extend a helping hand to our sister Local of Potts
ville . Let's not forget that the interest of the

Pottsville Local is also our interest . We must hang

together or hang separately .

Brother Wilson Miller has picked the conductor

end of the Bethlehem owl car . The rough element

of the night riders on that car should be careful or

Brother Wilson will settle all roughness .

Do you know that there are a bunch of men here ,

working on this property , that want the Union to

get everything for them that they want , but they

don't want to join and help get what they want?

Such men are of little benefit in the way of helping
to better the conditions of their class. We hope

the time is not far away when the Union can say

to the company that all must belong to the Union

or get off the property . The scab is despicable to

all classes, and the worker that wants everything
but wants his fellow workers to get it for him , may

be in another class, but he would be more helpful
to himself if he became a member of the Union .

Again, it makes concerted action in the interest of

the property that we are working for. There can

not prevail that harmony necessary for hearty co

operation on the system upon which non-union men

are employes .
Our men are well pleased with the new boss . Mr.

Mack of Bethlehem .

Do you not think that it is about time that the

executive boards of the Locals , the members of

which are working for this property, should hold a

joint conference in the interest of obtaining a joint

agreement ? There is no reason why such a con.

ference should not be held . The efficiency experts

have done their work . Let us get on the job and

do ours .

We regret to say Brother Shubert left us , but he

must know what is best for him .

Brother Frank Williams, sick all winter, we hope

will soon recover .

We are pleased to learn that the company has
voluntarily granted seniority to bus drivers here and

in Bethlehem . They now have the same privilege of

rail car men in selecting runs.

The reason there was no report from this Local

in the March issue is, without doubt, due to the fact

that my letter did not reach the Editor in time .

Anyhow, we expect to see this in the April issue.

-Cor. 956.

Muskegon , Mich.- At our late regular meeting

Division No. 777 voted to continue the present

agreement for another year . The members regarded

that it was not an opportune time to ask for in

creased wages, due to the general industrial depres

sion that has continued since July , 1926. Business

may survive during this year, but it is theopinion

that it will not get back to normal before the year

1929 ,

Division No. 777 , we can report , is progressing

fairly well . Each member is endeavoring to make

this property a success to both ourselves and the

investors and to render the very best of service to

the traveling public.

Our boys are all pleased that Brother Chris Jensen,

our secretary for years, is again on the job . We

hope he will bear up under it well . He was a victim

of the late war and is not physically what he was
before he enlisted and served the course of that
war . He is one of our devoted members and each

member is pleased that he is again on the cars.
-Acting Cor. 777 .

JURY TRIAL GRANTED IN CONTEMPT

CASE

RBO BUSSES IN USE

Marinette, Wis. - At the present writing, we are
again in the journal with more news. The news
is that the Reo busses are all running fine. There

are two busses on the Broadway Line, three on the

Loop Line from Marinette to Menominee and one
bus on the local line in Marinette .

Some of our old men , who failed to take bus

runs, are working on other jobs for our company,

Our annual Easter Ball was held April 20, at
Legion Hall, Menominee. There was a fine attend

ance and it was an enjoyable event .

There was a fine turn -out at our last meeting.
Even some of the day mea were there . Keep it

up, brothers . That is the place to bring up the

news and subjects for discussion, not on the line or

in the garage.

Brother Louis Kickbush is busy on his days off
at his home with the little Kickbush .

Brother Jim Herscheid continues driving his Ford

with the new wheels .

Brother Moline, on his last day off , had his car
apart, and when he put it together he had a shovel
full of nuts, bolts and screws left.

Brother Kupples is pleased with his work on the

Loop Line . --- Cor. 307 .

Kenosha, Wis.- For the first time in

American legal history , as far as it is

known here, jury trials will be granted to

more than 19 leaders and members of the

Kenosha , Wis . , branch of the American

Federation of Full Fashioned Hosiery

Workers, who have been cited for con.

tempt of court on the ground that they

have violated the terms of a Federal in

junction , handed down in connection with

the lock -out by the Allen - A Hosiery Com

pany of Kenosha. Up until now the judge

who has issued the restraining order in a

labor disput has always tried without a

jury a contempt case arising out of an

alleged violation of that injunction.

United States Federal Judge F. A. Geiger

has granted jury trials on charges of con:

tempt, upon application of Attorney Joseph

Padway, ' who represents the locked -out

employes.

Harold E. Steele , vice - president of the

American Federation
of Full Fashioned

Hosiery Workers and its representati
ve

in

the Middle West, and Louis F. Budenz of

New York , special organizer for the hosiery

workers, are among those cited for con

tempt .

These cases are the outcome of the lock

CC
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out by the Allen -A company February 15 pose of discussing the status of the naval

of some 300 men and women workers in expansion program now awaiting action in

the full fashioned department of its Kenosha the United States Senate.

plant. The firm expressly stated in a notice While food control and farm relief legis

posted on the mill doors it had shut down lation , as major impending domestic issues,

until the workers would definitely agree have yet to get final consideration on the

never to join a trade union. The organized
floor of either House, the naval program

workers recognized the existence of the has been pushed ahead of these important

lock -out and sent for the national officials matters to the point that the naval ex

of the union , who are now under charges pansion bill passed the House and is now

of contempt. awaiting its turn for action in the Senate.

Kenosha, usually regarded as a typical In addition to the vast sums involved in

open -shop town, became aroused over the this new building program , the regular naval

situation and almost 2,000 citizens insisted appropriation bill, asking for $ 359,000,000,

on accompanying the pickets when they is the largest since the Washington Con

patrolled the mill at quitting time in the ference," advised Mr. Libby, while quoting

evening. At a dance held by the strike the warning of Congressman French , Chair

relief committee three thousand people man of the House Naval Appropriations

turned out and contributed to the strike Committee, that " costs will continue mount

fund. ing unless a way is found to reduce con

The company then went to the Federal struction of ships of war."

court for aid . The Allen - A , to avoid the Advising that " co -operation , rather than

corporation taxes in Wisconsin, had in competition , is the watch word for nations

corporated in some other state. An in- now -a -days," Mr. Libby states :

junction limiting the use of pickets was
Constructive legislation, such as adequate

secured. There was a sort of spontaneous flood control and farm relief should take

public arising against the action of the precedence of any naval expansion .

judge in issuing the injunction . Crowds This year's Naval Appropriation Bill , ask

marched around the mill, over a thousand ing for $359,000,000, is the largest since the

strong at times, singing patriotic songs and Washington Conference. Mr. French, Chair

carrying American flags. The reply to this man of the House Naval Appropriations

was the citations for contempt . The tempo Committee , warns the country that the costs

rary injunction was made permanent. But will continue mounting " unless we can find

all of this has not stopped picketing in a way to reduce the construction of ships
Kenosha. Women wheeling baby carriages of war. " A Naval Reduction Conference

and young mothers leading children by the must be held and it must succeed .

hand have taken up the work of patrolling This Naval Appropriation Bill, now before

the factory.
Congress, provides for building eight 10,000

The Central Labor bodies in Milwaukee ton cruisers, six of which are just being

and Kenosha have gotten into this fight, started . There is no emergency that re

together with the State Federation of quires us to start five additional ones , as

Labor, with all their feet . Senator Blaine proposed in the naval expansion bill , and

of Wisconsin, speaking in Wisconsin, re cannot afford to build unnecessary

cently condemned the action of the Allen-A cruisers this year.

in refusing its employes the right to or It is poor policy for us to go beyond the

ganize. year 1929 in our building program when

Senator Robert M. LaFollette , Jr., ar England's building program stops with 1929.

ranged with Senator Norris, head of the We merely stimulating, England to

Senate Judiciary Committee, to hold a build more ; and then we shall be asked to

special session to hear Judge Padway in build more still .

Washington on this injunction case. The Our policy is particularly calculated to

Senate committee was told that the in stimulate England's building program in

junction handed down by Judge Geiger view of the fact that these fifteencruisers

was the most drastic ever issued in the would give twenty-three 10,000-ton

state of Wisconsin and, at a single sweep cruisers, against thirteen 10,000 - ton

of the pen,it actually ' nullified the entire cruisers for the British Empire. Mr. Bridge

liberal system of labor laws which has been man,the British Lord of the Admiralty , has

the proud possession of labor in Wisconsin announced that Great Britain has suspended

for many years past. building these monster 10,000-ton cruisers

The Allen -A company is a prosperous
until the United States catches up .

concern with headquarters in New York not stop building in this class when we

City. reach equality? Why challenge her to

start building this type again ?

CO-OPERATION RATHER THAN And, after all the big navy " propaganda

COMPETITION on both sides of the water, what do a few

cruisers matter as between us and England

Washington, D. C. , March 29–Giving any more than a few art galleries matter?

flood control and farm relief legislation Since we are not going to fight each other,

precedence over the naval expansion pro let us not threaten to fight each other .

gram was endorsed as a sound legislative What our times and our peoples demand is

policy by Frederick J. Libby, Executive bigger and better treaties, and not bigger

Secretary of theNational CouncilforPre and better cruisers — with bigger wars. Co

vention of War, just prior to leaving operation, rather than competition , is the

Washington to fill engagements for the pur
watchword for nations now-a-days.

we
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ALEXANDRIA, LA . , MUNICIPAL August . 51,620 83,448 61%

OWNERSHIP A SUCCESS September 56,079 79,974 424

By George C. Merkel, Secretary -Manager,

October 61,838 97,700 58

Alexandria , La . , Chamber of Commerce
November 46,676 81,690 77 %

December . 51,776 89,325 53 %

When the electrically operated street cars
Average monthly increase for bus

ses over street cars ...........

of this metropolis of Central Louisiana made

..57 %

their way down the streets of Alexandria, During the months of April, May and

serving citizens, it was often asked : " How June, 1927 , the excess waters of the Red

are we going to make them pay ? "
River could not enter the Mississippi,

Alexandria, like all other progressive com which was at flood stage, resulting in the

munities, was stretching out, extending its breaking of a hurriedly constructed levee

residential section . It was realized that it above Alexandria , to which a number of

would cost a fortune to extend and re Alexandria's municipal busses were di

route the street railway system , buy modern spatched, transportin
g

labor and supplies.

equipment and make improveme
nts

com
This seriously interferred with operating

mensurate to requirements for years to schedules in Alexandria, reducing the num

ber of cars in service and the number of

The Commission Council of Alexandria passengers carried . During the months of

studied these changes , obtained data through July, August and September, 1927, railroad

the Alexandria Chamber of Commerce, travel in Louisiana was restricted because

through motor bus manufacturers and of the floods in the east restricting railroad

directly from such communities, and de travel out of New Orleans , Baton Rouge

cided on the substitution of the entire and Vicksburg, which reflected in number

system by motor busses, in which they of passengers carried by the bus line serv .

had the hearty approval of the citizenry .
ing our railroad stations and the line

That was during the latter part of the operating to the railroad terminals, where

year 1926. First , a trial bus line crews were reduced to the minimum be

operated; then, on January 1 , 1927 , all of cause of restriction of passenger and freight

the cars were taken off and since, the trains through the flood area to the east.

Municipal Bus Lines have operated over a One of the interesting features connected

series of routes worked out according to with the installation of the Municipal Bus

population growth . Instead of ten cars of Lines in Alexandria is the fact that this

the type , operating over nine system , which cost the city of Alexandria

miles of single track route, a dozen Mack $ 85,973.25, including garage and repair

busses carry passengers over approximately equipment, was taken out of the general

fifteen miles of route, on a closer schedule fund and earnings of the City of Alexandria

and to the entire satisfaction of the citizens, and not by bond issue or issuance of certifi

as will be shown by the figures quoted cates of indebtedness.

later . In this connection , we are also glad to

Opponents to the motor busses argued the quote Mayor J. F. Foisy, who states the

expense of upkeep of tires, mechanical City of Alexandria have and

equipment and depreciation. With an extra spending approximately $400,000 on im

bus always in reserve, each bus is given a provements, without the issuance of bonds ,

thorough inspection and such service as is and, in addition , reducing its bonded in

necessary every twelfth day. A trouble debtedness in accordance with schedule pro

car is ever ready to change a tire or make vided for retiring bonds.

some adjustment without noticeable delay The City of Alexandria is operated under

to the patrons of the route effected . the Commission Form of Government , its

A seven -cent fare is charged and the Council consisting of Hon . J. F. Foisy, as

system is a paying institution as a whole. Mayor and Commissioner of Public Health

Only one of the lines does not pay , and and Safety; V. M. Ake, Commissioner of

that, because it operates beyond the city Finance and Public Utilities ; and R. W.

limits to a railroad terminal with periodi. Bringhurst, Commissioner of Public Streets

cally heavy passenger movements and little and Parks. All utilities of the city, which

territory to serve enroute at other times of include electric light and power plant,

the day . water works, bus lines and gas distribution

In a previous article we quoted the num system , are municipally owned and oper.

ber of passengerscarried on street cars in ated, and improvements in streets , fire and

the spring of 1926 as compared to busses police departments are keeping progress with

during the first three months of 1927 . the steady development of the city, which

These figures are again included, together has grown from a community of 17,510 in

with explanatory notations, showing the last federal census to approximately

treme fluctuation and causes thereof. 25,000 population within city limits; eight

St. Cars Busses thousand additional in its immediate sub

Month
in 1926 in 1927 Inc. urbs, and with a metropolitan population

January
47,298 52,386 11 % of 35,000 within a radius of five miles of

February
41,002 71,477 74 % the Alexandria City Hall.

March .. 47,683 86,728 829

April .
47,846 78,533 64 Woman in crowded car, to her friend~ " I

May .
54,206 83,557 55 wish that good looking man would give me

June.
54,512 79,259 63% his seat. ' Five

July .
54,284 87,660 61 % Trolley Topics .

are now

ex

men got up ." -- Timely
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AMERICAN LABOR SHOULD

BE INTERESTED

BRITISH TRANSPORTATION METHODS

By Harry Jones

are

a over

A comparison of real wages in various New Castle - On Tyne : The New Castle

large cities of the world is given by the system of municipal transportation is mu

International Labor Office. These nicipally owned and employs, I understand,

presented as index numbers, using London about 1,400 men, who are about 90 per cent

as the base, or 100. The American ex organized . ( I do not know of any single

ample is Philadelphia . It shows America as property over here that has a closed shop

having the highestreal wage level , with an agreement. ) There are about 290 passenger

index number of 178. cars on the system , as well as work cars ,

These are of interest to every American snow ploughs, etc. Between 70 and 80

wage earner, since they disclose the kind of busses are also owned by the city .

competition he must meet with , as to the I can scarcely begin to describe our

labor of incoming immigrants. Those of system without also mentioning the Gates.

Nordic Europe approach most nearly the head Company's system to the South , over

American standards. Canada's 156 follows the river Tyne; also the Tyneside Com

closely United States ' 178 . Denmark's pany's system , which operates over one of

actual wage index comes next with 106. our routes from the East Side of the City .

England's norm of 100 is followed by The Gateshead Company operates over

Sweden's 92, Holland's 87 . several of our routes on a mutual running

The wisdom of the Johnson Immigration basis ; that is , when a Gateshead car is in

Act, in severely excluding Mediterranean Newcastle , it becomes a Newcastle car, and

and East Europeans is evident. Cities in all takings belong to Newcastle . The same

these areas pay much lower actual wages. applies to a Newcastle car in Gateshead.

Milan's index figure is 52, less than one This was made possible through Newcastle

third of Philadelphia's . Other cities in the laying down a car track over the High

severely restricted area make even a poorer Level Bridge which connects Newcastle

showing. Riga is 48, Prague 46, Rome 43,
with Gateshead. The bridge is the property

Vienna 41, Warsaw 37 . Lisbon gives of the London & North Eastern R. R., and

Portugal the worst record , 31 . Six men is toll bridge. Pedestrians the

there earn just about one man's actual wage bridge pay one cent each , and Newcastle

in Philadelphia . had to guarantee $50,000.00 per year to

Ought not Labor meet with suspicion the R. R. before they were allowed to lay

sob -stuff stories about poor broken families
down their car track. The amounts paid ,

and other propaganda, financed, for the however, have far exceeded this amount

sole purpose of opening America's gates to during the time of operation, so popular has

a horde of cheap labor?-1. S. C.
the through running been . Six different

routes operate over this bridge and pas

PENNSYLVANIA COURTS
sengers carried about one-half mile

over the lines of the system , as well as

over the bridge , on a 2-cent ticket, 1 cent
Taken from “ Labor," a labor paper pub of which goes to the bridge company.

lished in Washington, D. C. , is the state.
The Gateshead Company own about 14

ment that : “ Pennsylvania courts are owned miles of track , have 67 passenger cars and ,

by the enemies of labor because workers fail
I might say , have some of the finest rolling

to use their political power intelligently . "
stock that can be seen anywhere in this

The article further states :
country . One of the types operated (a long

“ The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has Salson ) is as nearly American as anything

sustained the coal companies in the eviction I ever saw on your side of the pond. It

cases brought against striking miners .
is only fair to mention the fact that this

These miners, for the crime of asking decent company have practically reconstructed the

living wages, are not only deprived of their whole of their rolling stock during the last

jobs, but are thrown out of their homes at 4 or 5 years.

the beginning of winter, tohuddle in what The same interests which own the Gates

ever shelter they may find until they be- · head property also own a large fleet of

come cold enough and hungry enough to busses. I am told there are nearly 300

submit to the will of the bosses once more. which operate over a large area beyond the

And this is by court order. Gateshead borough . These have rendered

"There is no occasion for surprise. any extension of the street railways un

" Judges have been chosen who would do necessary, though they do not compete

the bidding ofBigBusiness; and they have with the street railways. A passenger,

done it. That is all. boarding these busses in the street railway

" Pennsylvania is one of the most highly area , pays double fare that he would
pay

industrialized states in the Union . Prob on rail car.

ably three-quarters of its votersare either All busses have driver and conductor,

wage earners , or intimately dependent upon
and all work under trade union conditions.

wage earners. If they will organize to use These busses are operated as a separate

their political power,no machine can stand property, quite distinct from the street

against them ." railway company. There does not seem to

be any worty on the part of the railway

The secret of happiness is not in doing company, in regard to the busses .

what one likes, butin liking what one has The company has relaid a considerable

to do.-James M. Barrie. amount of their track , as well as the re

are
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lo

construction of cars . This company reports
passenger receives ticket bearing the

paying a 10 per cent dividend, besides carry amount of fare and punched to destination.

ing forward a large amount, which looks These are all charged up to the conductor

alright for the Gateshead Company. and every one must be paid for unless

I am here quoting from a statement in returned to the office.

the " Evening Chronicle" of March 27, The zone system prevents to a consider

1928 : able degree, I feel sure, the introduction of

Dividends byTynemouth and Gateshead Co.'s. the one-man vehicle, either bus or car.

" An increase of £8,134 is shown in the I have mentioned the 2 cents per mile

revenue of Tynemouth and District Electric fare, but I must mention that 3 cents

Traction Co. for last year, while the net carries one as far as 4 cents would if paid

profit is £6,395, compared with £ 2,840 in in twice, while a 4 - cent fare carries one

the previous year. A dividend on the ordi. 3 times as far as a 2-cent fare would.

nary shares at the rate of 772 per cent is There are also cheap fares available for

recommended, carrying forward £2,754, workmen , by coupon, whichare purchased

twice as much as in 1926 . at street railway offices. These are good

“Gateshead and District Tramways Co. during certain hours- upon cars leaving

report a net profit of £ 24,595, compared barns until 8:00 a . m.; 12 till 2 ; 4 till 6

with £18,235 in the previous year. А and 9 till 10:30. These cost 2, 3 and 4

dividend at the rate of 10 per cent is cents, and are accepted in lieu of cash.

recommended, with £ 21,369 to be carried , They carry workmen for long distances.

against £ 23,341 brought from the previous Thus, it can be easily seen that short

account.
distance passengers pay the piper for the

The through running of the two systems long distance ones.

Newcastle and Gateshead - also showed the In my next letter I shall try to tell you

absolute necessity for another bridge. A something about the wages paid on the

single - span bridge, which is the largest of systems mentioned , rotation of duties,

itskind in this country, owned jointly by days off, holidays with pay, length of ser

the two Boroughs, is rapidly nearing com vice day, overtime rates, etc.

pletion.

The Tyneside Railway Co. is not, how
UNION LABOR LIFE INSURANCE

ever, in such a favorable position. This is COMPANY

a small property, owned privately, has about

9 miles of ' track , about 25 passenger cars By Matthew Woll, President

and operates on the North bank of the

River Tyne, from Wallsend to North Ten months ago The Union Labor Life

Shields ; also across country to Gosforth ; Insurance Company held its first share

also operate over the municipal line on one holders' meeting. Seven months ago, the

route . The city system pays a rental for formal openingof the Company was held .

the use of their car and driver, the com Today we are licensed widely in the United

pany cars being manned by city conductors States and have insurance in force in excess

when operating over a city, route. This of $ 35,000,000, furnishing protection to more

property has been hard hit by the busses than 50,000 homes.

of every Tom , Dick or Harry who can As you well know, this Company was

obtain a license. These busses travel in a conceived in the American Federation of

more direct route from Wallsend to North Labor, and was brought into being for the

Shields and have virtually stolen all long purpose of furnishing the trade unionists

distance revenue . A part of the Gosforth life insurance protection which it has been

track is leased to and worked by the New
difficult to obtain elsewhere. Obviously the

castle system . Company could not fulfill its mission by

Tyneside Company's men are organized operating locally , as does a normal young

and are paid wages according to classifica
life insurance company . Hence we sought

tion of the system , and obtained entry to solicit insurance by

Fare rates over the different systems are of personal representatives in a

many and varied , but all operate on the large number of states and invited local

zone system , about 2 cents per mile. There trade unions to select members to act as

is nothing here like the universal fare, which our agents. It is our intention to offer

is so common on American properties , and our services as widely as possible in the

let me whisper this : Quite a number of United States and Canada, and where we

the roads on your side would have been do not feel that it will be profitable to have

much better off if they had been operating soliciting agents, the mails will be used .

on the zone system . There are no transfer To supplement the work of representa,

privileges . tives of trade unions in the solicitation of

On this side a separate fare must be paid individual insurance policies , we are now

on every car one boards. The zone system organizing a force of full-time insurance

entails a considerable amount of work on solicitors, who will co-operate in every

the part of the conductor. He must see way possible with the trade union move

that passengers do not over- ride the amount ment in offering to members of trade

of fare paid, also must keep tab on where unionsand to the general public the services

passengers board the car, in order to collect of The Union Labor Life Insurance Com

the proper fare to destination . I've worked pany. We have appointed general agents

on both systems and I can tell you , under in a number of states and cities and this

the universal fare, conductors have a picnic, work will be continued as rapidly as suit

as compared with the zone system . Each able men can be found .

means

܀ܗܶܠ
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YouCanHave

00

EMPLOYMENT FOR

500 MEN AT ONCE

$50 00

ST

EverySaturday

Ifyou are a reliable, honest man , I will give

youan opportunity to make $50 or more a

week looking after our business in your

locality. Just take care of my established

business with theatres, hotels, stores,

home owners, filling stations, etc.

Inspect these places and demonstrate

our new improved " Super " Fyr.

Fyter and arrange for their install

ment. I don't ask you to invest any

money in stock - no experience

needed — if you are the kind of a man I want , I will show you

how to handle the business. We deliver and look after collections.

PAY TO START AT ONCE

If you are in earnest and are responsible, your earnings can start

at once . Checks mailed every Saturday. An established Ohio

Corporation is behind you . Write at once .

RAY C. HAHN

Fyr - Fyter Co., 98 - E Fyr-Fyter Bldg ., Dayton , o .

Mitchell, So. Dak . - Walter M. Willy, of

this city, is in need of 500 men to help

market his new and amazing invention,

which makes glare from passing automobiles

impossible. This device fits and matches all

cars. It can be installed in a minute. It

is inexpensive . It is entirely different from

anything else previously used for this

purpose.

The inventor is now ready to place this

remarkable discovery on the market and

has an introductory free sample offer to

mail you . Write Mr. Willy today. Charles

Hickey wrote for this free sample offer.

Since then Mr. Hickey has made $ 4,931.50

profit and earned $977.25 in prizes. To get

this liberal offer simplywrite your name and

address, enclose this ad in an envelope and

address it to W. M. Willy , E- 291 Logan

Bldg. , Mitchell , S. Dak.

for

CE

If You Own a

Car You Can

Obtain30Days

Demonstration

FREE!

Icel
as

Z
A
G
O

ORS

NEW

SPARK PLUGH

Theopportunities for group insurance are

unlimited and with experience and time

The Union Labor LifeInsurance Company

will be in a position to offer group insur

ance on a basis that cannot be equalled

by any other insurance company - barring

none. In developing this department of our

business, we are adhering to the New York

State Laws which are the most sound and

safe on this form of insurance to both the

Company and the trade unions. Briefly

stated -- we are building up an insurance

company for permanent growth and sta

bility and are not actuated for mere im

mediate gain and profits and a severe

reckoning later on .

As president of the Union Labor Life

Insurance Company, in recognition of your

widespread interest in the welfare of this

Company, I have felt it my duty now , at

the beginning of the New Year, to give

you the facts regarding the Company's

short period of operation and its prospects

for the future .

All shareholders Members of the Ad

visory Board - National and International

Unions - State Federations of Labor - Cen .

tral Labor Unions and all affiliated local

unions, their officers,organizers, agents and

representatives, are urged to co-operate with

The Union Labor Life Insurance Company

to the fullest possible extent.

First:We welcome any and all sugges,

tions. We solicit your helpful advice and

urge presentation of your constructive sug

Second: We desire to have you apply for

an individual policy for yourself.

We desire your help and co

operation in having every officer, organizer,

agent or representative of your organization

apply for an individual life insurance policy .

Fourth :
We urge you to consider the

advisability of groupinsurance, covering the

members of your Union andwe solicit the

MORE

MILEAGE
MORE

POWER
MORE

SPEED

Famousnew Lynamito Spark Plugseves82 out
of every $10 spent for gas. VacuumTransformer
Chamber produces big blue-white spark ,manytimes
stronger than ordinary faint red spark . Fires at 200
pounds compression . Gives 15 % more power. Fires
20 % leaner mixture . Prevents carbon. Fires thru
oil . Gets you over bills . Sturdilybuilt forlifetime

use. Eigholz, Cal.,writes :' Over 30,000mileswith
out a miss ."Three million already on cars .

SEND IMMEDIATELY

Just statemake and year of your car and numberof

cylinders . Complete setLynamite Plugs will besent
absolutely Free State if liberal

Agents Proposition shouldbe

included . Use 30 days entirely
Noatourexpense. See whatamaz .

ing results you get and then
eithersend $ 1for each plug or
return to us. You risk nothing ,
Bo send now - TODAY- to

NO
Dept. 675 - G .

LYDON MFG . CO. C.O.D
180 N.Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Deposit ?

gestions.

on

Third ;

opportunity of furnishing detailed informa

tion to you this subject. We are

serving other unions similarly situated .

Fifth : Advise us of any member of your

organization who has had experience in

soliciting life insurance and whom you feel

would be a real asset to this movement,

either as a part- time or full -time agent.

Sixth : Assist both our part-time and full
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Does Not Suffer

From Asthma Now

O

BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER '

Fascinating Work BIG PAY . Learn Quickly

Earn $50 to $ 250 Weekly

Write for Free Fascinating Illustrated

Book. Tells how you can become a

successful Movie Photographer, Por.

trait, Commercial or News Photogra

pher. Learn in your spare time at

homo or at our New York studios.

Free employment Service.

NEW YORKINSTITUTE

OF PHOTOGRAPHY

10 W. 33rd St., New York . Dept. 132

Every Sign of Trouble Gone.

Works All the Time Now .

time trade union and general insurance

agents in securing a hearing before trade

union meetings , to present the mission of

The Union Labor Life Insurance Company.

Remember, above all , that the Union

Labor Life Insurance Company is organized

labor's achievement that it is wholly a

trade union organization - organized to serve

the cause of organized labor and of all

workers their friends and sympathizers.

People who suffer from asthma or chronic bronchial

coughs will be interested in a letter written by

Wm . F. McKinley , 649 Arbor Ave. , Indianapolis.
He says :

" I had suffered from asthma for 15 years. Was

unable to work for 4 or 5 months in a year, had to

sit in a chair for weeks, unable to lie down. I tried

different medicines, but they did me very little good,

I commenced taking Nacor in September, 1923, and

I hadn't taken a half bottle until I could lie down

and rest at night, I have no signs of asthma 409

and my health is good again ." ,
If you suffer from asthma, bronchitis or chronic

cough, you should read the valuable booklet which

will be sent free by Nacor Medicine Co., 606 State

Life Bldg., Indianapolis , Ind . They will also send

letters from people whose trouble disappeared years
ago, and never returned . No matter how serious

your case seems, write for this free information.

It may put you on the road to good health again .
Sta.

a

camell

T

TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE
“ Third Vice-President W. C. Downing has

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR
organized and instituted Division No.499,

Chicago, Ill . The Local is composed of

" Eighty -nine death claims were paid by the Tunnel Workers of Chicago . "

this Association during the six months end .

ing with February 29, 1908. In consider
THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

ing this, it can be better appreciated when MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

it is understood that death benefits were

paid to so few Locals. There were one

hundred and fifteen deaths reported , yet
“New York City has 458 miles ofstreet

railways to a population of 1,851,060, or
these were reported from very small

an average of 4,042 population to a mile

minority of the Locals. Most of the Locals of track.

reported no deaths during the entire six
" Paris, France, has 184 miles of street

months.
car track to a population of 2,500,000, OT,

" Since last reported, President Mahon an average of 13,587 persons to a mile of

has granted charters of affiliation . Division track.

No. 499, Tunnel Workers of Chicago, Ill ., “Brooklyn , N. Y. , has 393 miles of track

and Division No. 500, electric railway em to a population of 1,053,393, or an average

ployes of Chester, Pa., are the Locals in of 2,680 persons to a mile of track .

stituted under the two charters. " Berlin, Germany, has 180 miles of street

“ The Pittsburgh Railways Co. notified car track ' to a population of 1,800,000, an

the officers of the Local that it was desirous average of 10,000 persons to a mile of

of reducing wages 3 ¢ per hour. The present
track .

rate is 25, 26 and 27 ¢ per hour. President
“ Detroit, Mich . , has 202 miles of street

Mahon dispatched G. E. B. Member Wm. car track , 280,000 population, or an aver

B. Fitzgerald to the assistance of the Local , ageof 1,386 persons to a mile of track.

but, due to the inability to yet reach an “ Glasgow , Scotland , has 73 miles of street

agreement and upon special appeal, Presi vailway track, a population of 840,000 per.
dent Mahon went to Pittsburgh in person . sons , an average of 11,507 persons to a mile

Through negotiations with the company, it
of track ."

was arranged that the present wage scale

shall continue until the 20th of April and UNION BRICKLAYERS ESTABLISH

that, in the meantime , a new wage scale 5-DAY WEEK

shall be arbitrated . The Local will ask for

30 ¢ per hour .
Building contractors of Denver, Colo.,

“ Vice -President A. L. Behner returned have been notified by the Bricklayers'

from Rochester to Cleveland, Ohio , to Union that the organized bricklayers of the

assist the officers of the Cleveland Locals in city will work on a 5 -day week basis, be.

prosecuting for conditions in the proposed ginning, May 1 . The Bricklayers' Union

security franchise being sought by the com adopted the 5-day week by a vote of three

panies of that city, under which a 3-cent to one of the members ofthe Local. Indi

fare lease isexpected to be granted by the cations are that contractors willapprove the

Cleveland Electric Co. to the Municipal 5-day week ,

Traction Co., which, if granted , will prove

consolidation of the
companies

One thing is imperative -wages mustnot
operating in that city , come down. lower the purchasing

" Second Vice-President P. J. She has power of the country, our products will go

organized and instituted Division No. 500, unsold , no matter how careful we are of

at Chester , Pa . production .-James J. Davis .

two

If w
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C2 Neuritis, Sciatica, Lumbago, Gout and Neuralgia Pains

Prof. Harrell's

Startling Story

OTEIC!

les
s

FREE

is

" I have found that

only a brief use of this

CombinationTreatment

will chase away theSeveral years ago I turned my atton

tion to the serious study of Rhouma
pains of rheumatism

tiam , Sciatica, Lumbago, Nauritis , Gout

like the sun dries upand Neuralgia. My studies showed

the dew . "that there is a lot of misunderstanding

J. Randolph Harrell,

and wrong information in people's

minds about Rheumatiem . I becam .

Ph. G , R. Ph .
convinced that the distress can be

I want toget a packageof my treat
quickly remedied and relieved and tho

mont into the hands of all those who

Ruffer from Rheumatism , Gout, Scia
deeper I studied the moro convinced I

tica, Neuritis or Neuralgia, at once,
becamo.

without further dolay. So I am sending

out 50,000 of theso wonderful combina
Let me explain the agonizing pain

tion treatments entirely and absolutelyand distress of your diseases that you

suffer. These pains are caused by IN

FECTIONS of toxic poisons which

have developed in your body. The

Just send your namo and address onkidneys, stomach and bowels are usu . J. Randolph Harrell, Ph.G., R.Ph.

ally among the most definite sources of Professor of Chemistry and the coupon and I will send you a pack

age of my treatment without any costthe evil.
National Authority on Pharma

or obligation . All the arguing and
coutical and Phyodological " tolling " in the world will not do as

Chemistry much good as one trial packago placed
inthe hands of aman orwoman who isHarrell's Marvelous

in pains and noods help .

I do not oxpect this lot of 50,000Treatment posits or " nesls " at the places where
trial treatments to last long - 40

your pains are most severo . do not put off sonding for yours ,My studies convinced me that a
Get rid of your palns — bottorThird : It must romove these infec

your health and onJoy llving to
thorough treatment must do the follow- tions from your system .

Its fullest .ing:

Fourth : It must stimulato the kid . Here is the Coupon - Fill it out !
Mail it right now !First: Dissolve the poison virus and neys to throw off tho excess of uric acid

toxic infections in your blood .

that is in your blood and lot it pass out

COUPONSecond: It must break up tho deº of your systom in the urine .

PROF . J. RANDOLPH HARRELL

(Perronal),
Harrell Associatod Chomists ,

111 No. Wacker Drivo, Chicago ,
IU. (Dept. 252).

Please send me ono of your test

treatments for Rheumatism ,Sciatica,Those of you who are sitting around human suffering in the world that could

Neuritis, Gout and Neuralgia .helpless, whose overy movemeans pain be relieved with this treatment is so This treatment is to be entirely

-who cannot raise an arm above a great
astobe pitiful and tragio. FREE and no charge of any kind

certain point -- who limp with a cane
made for it.

Sometimes, within just a few hours,
(If you WISH , you may send 10because you have tokeep your weight you will begin to notice improvoment cents for postage and packing .)

off one sick legm- wbo keep thehead and will soon find yourself free from

tilted to one side because ofpain in the pain and feeling fit and fino. Namo...
Deck or shoulders — who have tried

The Harrell Treatment contains

Address..many drugs without relief - who aro nothing harmful - no comporary " pain

about to give uphopeofany relief from killer. " It is intended toeradicato

Town ............ Stato....
your everlasting,ever-present pains - to Rheumatism conditions from your The name ofeach person must be given

you I want to show that the amount of system .

ifmore than one package in roquestod

FREE TREATMENT

50,000 Treatments Given Away

ܕ:
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ATLANTA, GA .

Memorandum of Agreement

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into by
and between the Georgia Power Company of

Atlanta , Georgia, hereinafter, for the sake of con.

venience, called the “ Company," party of the first
part, and the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employees of America, Divi

sion No. 732, of Atlanta , Georgia, hereinafter, for

the sake of convenience, called the " Association ,"
party of the second part,

WITNESSETH : That in the operation of the

said lines of electric railway and busses of the party

of the first part and the Atlanta Northern Railway

Company and the coaches and busses of the Atlanta

Coach Company,in the Counties ofFulton, DeKalb

and Cobb, in the State of Georgia, the parties hereto

in consideration of the mutual covenants and agree

ments herein contained , contract and agree with

each other as follows, to -wit:

SECTION 1 . That for the purpose of this agree

ment , the membership of said Association shall

consist only of, and this agreement shall cover only

Motormen and Conductors, Safety Car Operators
and Coach and Bus Operators employed by the

Company and the Atlania Northern Railway Com .

pany and the Atlanta Coach Company, engaged in

the operation of electric cars, coaches and busses on

the system of said Company and the Atlanta North

ern Railway and the Atlanta Coach Company, in

the Counties of Fulton , DeKalb and Cobb, in the

State of Georgia , and of men employed in the car

shops or in the car barns, or in track construction

or maintenance work, excluding, however, such men
in the several departments where trades make them
eligible for membership in other trades Unions .

Men eligible for membership in other trades Unions,

employed by the Georgia Power Company, will

have the right to corne under this agreement if

they sỌ elect , and the rates of pay for the above

named enployees that are fixed later in this con

tract for all of the above said departments.

SEC. 2 . That any and all Motormen , Con .

ductors and Operators of Safety Cars , Coaches and

Busses , as above described , or other men employed

by the Company or the Atlanta Northern Railway
Company in the car shops or barns , or in the

track construction or maintenance work , as above

limited , shall be eligible to membership in said

Association and shall have the right to join or not

to join the Association, as they individually prefer,

it being agreed that there shall be no discrimination

for or against any employee of said departments

on account of membership in the said Association ,

or for exercise of legitimate trade union activities in

connection therewith , and likewise that no employee

of the said Company shall be discriminated against

for non- membership in the said Association , and that

neither the said Association, nor any employees of
the Company, members of such Association , shall

attempt to coerce any employees of the Company

into joining such Association against their will, or

interfere with them in any way because of failure

or refusal on their part to join such Association .

Sec. 3 . The Company agrees to meet and treat

with duly accredited officers and committees that

are elected or selected by the Association upon all

questions and grievances that may arise between

the parties hereto during the life of this contract.

SEC . 4 . Any employee of the said Company, a

member of the Association , who has been suspended,
demerited or discharged , shall have the right to have

his case taken up by the officers or committee of

the said Association with the duly accredited officers

of the Company, and in such cases where, upon
investigation , it is found and mutually agreed to
by the representatives of the Association and the
representatives of the Company, that such employee

who has been suspended , demerited or discharged,
was not at fault , he shall be reinstated to his former

position, and paid the wages to which he would

have been entitled had he continued in the Com

pany's employment during the period of suspension,
or demerit, or discharge. The Company agrees that
when men are to be disciplined for violation of

Company's rules, with exception of short register
cases or accidents, sucl discipline shall be bulletined,

of the employee otherwise notified within five days .
Where reports of violations of rules other than

routine reports of Supervisors are brought to the

Company's notice too late to comply with this rule,
necessary time shall be taken for investigation .

When men are suspended who report for early

morning work , such suspension shall not start

within twenty -four (24) hours after being posted.

Nothing herein shall abridge the right of the Com .

pany to relieve or discharge employees on duty

because of lack of work .

It is agreed that when men are laid off to reduce

the service in any department, that preference shall

be given to those retained in accordancewith their

length of service with the Company; and when

mea are again employed in any of the above de

partments preference shall be given to men previ.

ously laid off in accordance with their previous time

of service with the Company.

Sec. 5. When any disputes arise between the

Company and the Association, or its members, over

which they can not mutually agree, the same shall

be submitted to a Board of Arbitration, composed

of threedisinterested persons, one Arbitrator to be

chosen by the Company, one by the Association, and

the two Arbitrators thus selected, shall choose a
third Arbitrator. The Board of Arbitrators SO

constituted shall hear all evidence and argudents

on the points in dispute and the written decision

of a majority of the members of the Board of

Arbitration shall be final and binding on the parties

hereto. The parties hereto shall each pay the Arbi
trator of its own selection and they shall jointly

pay the Third Arbitrator and the other legitimate

joint expenses of such arbitration , each party, how .

ever, paying its own expenses incurred in preparing
and presenting its case . In the event that the said

Arbitrators shall fail to agree upon an Umpire,

within ten days after their appointment, then the

matter shall be referred back to the Company and
the Association , who shall each appoint a no

Arbitrator in place of the one formerly named , an !

these new Arbitrators, shall proceed as above specie

fied .

Sec . 6 . That the right to hire and discharge

employees and the management of the properties

of the Company, cars, car shops, barns, railway lines

and all other departments are reserved by the

Company, and shall be vested exclusively in the

Company, and the Company shall have the right to
determine how many men it will employ or retain

in said shops . barns, track construction , or mainte

nance work, and on the cars or in the Transporta

tion or other departments, together with the right

to exercise full control and discipline in the interest
of proper service and in the conduct of its business

except as expressly restricted in this contract .

Sec . 7 . The members of said Association shall

be allowed to wear their Union Buttons on duty at

all times .

SEC . 8 . Wages of Operators on safety cars and

Operators on double deck busses will be as follows:
Per Hour

Por the first nine months in service . . . .57 €

For the second nine months in service..624

Thereafter , .65 €

Wages of Motormen and Conductors on two -man

cars and Operators on signle-deck busses will be as

follows :
Per Hour

For the first nine months of service.... 50 €

For the second nine months of service..55 €

Thereafter..
.58

Motormen , Conductors and Operators training men

will be paid 5 cents per hour in addition to their

regular rates of pay, for suchtraining service.
Motormen and Conductors inservice as of January

1 , 1927, when training for Operators, will bepaid

one-half their regular scale of wages for such train .

ing.

All Motormen, Conductors and Operators making

out accident reports shall receive onehourspecial

time. If it takes longer than one hourto make

out such reports, they will be paid their regular

platform wages for such time in excess of one hour .

Sec, 9 . All Poremen, Assistant Foremen , Motor
menin charge of work cars and Truck Drivers in

the Roadway Department shall be paid on a weekly
basis . Salary agreed to be paid to them covers :
week of seven (7 ) days . The time ordinarily put

in by them during the week shall be approximately

54 hours forPoremen andAssistant Poremen, and

60 hours for Motormenin chargeof work cars and
Truck Drivers. In the event theactual time worked

by them shall bemore than the hours stated above,

they shall receive no additional pay;and in the

event the work time required of them shall be less
there shall be no reduction of pay.

No man working on straight time shall be away

from his dutiesfor personal reasons or sickness and

receive pay therefor, withoutpermissionfrom his
superior officer.

The term foremen is intended to cover foremen

in charge of bridge gangs,foremen in charge of

carpenters, foremeain charge oftrackgangs, fore
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.... 57 €

men in charge of welders and track grinders , fore

men in charge of stock yards and quarry .

The term assistant foremen is intended to cover

men who are regularly in charge of workmen and

who report directly to foremen . Welder and grinder

helpers and oxyacetylene cutters will not be classed

as loremen or assistant foremen .

The following rates of wages will be paid :
Per Week

Track Poremen , Stock Yard Foremen ,

Quarry Foremen , Bridge Foremen ,

and Carpenter Foremen $ 43.00

Assistant Foremen .. 37.00

Welder and Grinder Foremen . 40.00

Work Car Motormen . 40.00

Truck Drivers . 28.50

Welder and Grinder Helpers shall receive:
Per Hour

For the first three months . 49 €

For the second three months 52 €

For the third three months .54 €

For the fourth three months and there
after.. 57 €

Bridge Carpenters, who are able to qualify as
such , shall receive :

Per Hour

For the first three months 49 €

For the second three months . 52 ¢

For the third three months . 54 ¢

For the fourth three months and there
after....

Welder and Grinder Helpers and Bridge and

Building, Carpenters shall be guaranteed 42 hours

per week, provided they reportfor work.

Holidays with pay shall be granted only to fore

men and others working on a weekly wage basis.

Welder and Grinder Helpers who are temporarily

placed in charge of welders and grinders , in the

absence of welder and grinder foremen, shall be

paid weider and grinder fore men's wages after three

days of such service , for the balance of time they
substitute for the foreman .

Air- Compressor Operators to be selected and

rated the same as Assistant Foremen .

No minimum rate of wage is guaranteed to any

employee except as specified above .

The work day of other employees in the Road
way Department, members of the Association, except

night watchmen , shall be nine (9 ) hours ; and, in

the event theyputin more thannine (9) hours in

any one day of twenty -four ( 24) hours, they shall
be paid for such additional time at the rate of time
and one- half.

All Roadway and Maintenance Employees, work
ing on a weekly basis , members of this Association,

will be granted the following holidays :

New Year's Day

Fourth of July

Labor Day

Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Eve Afternoon

Christmas Day, and the day following Christmas

Day , provided conditions are such that this can be

granted without detriment to the work or the interest
of the Company:

Seniority shall apply to employees in the Road

way Department in accordance with article four, as

far as practicable. The Company , however, reserves

the right, in discharging menwhen it is necessary to
reduce forces, to retain the most competent, irre

spective of the length of service , and in re-employing

men , ſeserves the right to employ the most compe
tent , irrespective of their previous length of service .

Sec . 10.
The Company will adhere , as far as

practicable, to three general mark -ups each year

(February ' 15th ,June 15th and October 15th) , but

reserves the rightto order a general mark-up at
any time .

In a general mark-up the principle of
general seniority shall be extended to all Motor men ,
Conductors and Operators. They shall be given

preference in the selection of week -day, Saturday

and Sunday runs, in accordance with their continued

age as such and without regard to the Division of
the Company's routes , may later be

established , except on line cars , work cars , sand cars ,

emergency cars and emergency trucks. The Motor
men and Conductors for the above cars, excluded

from the mark -up, willbe selected and assigned to

such cars by the Superintendent of Transportation
or his representative.

In the interim between mark -ups, all vacant and

additional runswillbeposted on the 20th of each

month, and bids for them mustall be in by 12:00

o'clock midnight on the 23rd ofthe month . The

men bidding for these runs will be marked on them
according to their seniority. There will then be
posted a list of vacant runs caused by this mark-up

on the 25th of each month; bids for these runs must

all be in by 12 o'clock noon of the 28th , and will

be marked up according to the seniority of the men

bidding , both lists to take effect on the first day

of the month following .

The runs left vacant by the men making the sec.

ond bid will be filled by extra men until the next

monthly mark-up.

It is further agreed that , when any route is

changed or refigured, the men on the said route shall

be permitted to bid for the runs on that line ,

according to seniority before changes take effect

(except in cases of emergency; but not longer than

one day) , and , if any man fails to get a run in the

same class, the men so affected shall be permitted

to bid for another run on any Division , according

to seniority , at the regular monthly mark -up, and

in the meantime, such men shall be allowed to work
at the head of the extra board until the next

monthly mark-up .
In case man bids for a run at the general

mark -up or during the interim , who, in the opinion
of theSuperintendent of Transportation or his repre

sentative, is incompetent to fill such run, then the

Superintendent or his representative may decline the

application. Any man whose application is so denied
shall have the right to have same investigated as

herein before provided for.

General seniority shall be extended to all motor

coaches and busses at the first general mark-up

each year. All vacant and additional coach and

bus runs in the interim between mark-ups will be

posted at the monthly mark-ups and bid in accord
ing to system seniority by men qualified .

In case any man bids for a run on coaches and

busses at the general mark-up or in the interim ,

who, on account of lack of courtesy , cleanliness, or

general good record, in the opinion of the Superin .
tendent of Transportation or his representative, is

incompetent to fill such run , then the Superintendent

or his representative may decline the application,

and any man whose application is so declined, shali

have the right to have the same investigated as

herein before provided for.

Seniority shall also apply to all other employees

where applicants are competent.

Sec . 11 . All regularly scheduled week-day runs

for Motormen. Conductors, Safety Car Operators

and Operators of coaches and busses shall be classed
as follows :

Class 1 . One- piece runs , shall pay a minimum of

8 hours and must be completed within 11 hours .
Class 2 . Two- piece runs, shall pay a minimum of

8 hours and must be completed within 14 hours,
Class 3 . Three-piece runs , shall pay a minimum

of 10 hours and must be completed within 14 hours.

In making up schedules, there shall not be less
than 50 per cent one- piece runs and not more than

10 per cent three-piece runs.

Effort will be made to make as many additional

straight runs over and above the guarantee of 50

per cent as possible , and to make all runs pay as

near nine hours as possible ; and to make the hours

of labor as satisfactory as possible ; and , in so doing,

if it is necessary to have a few runs with less than

eight ( 8 ) hours in them , except trailer runs, the

runs with less than eight ( 8) hours will be con
sidered as extra runs and the starter will be required

to assign extra men to such runs each day in rotat

ing manner, unless , however, some men desire to

bid for such runs , and in such cases , the men will

be permitted according to their seniority to bid

for these runs , and any man who bids for one of

these runs will not be required to run it more than

thirty ( 30) days .

When it can be shown by the Association that

runs can be improved, their suggestions will be

given consideration and every effort made to im

prove working conditions from time to time.

All regularly scheduled Sunday runs shall be

straight runs , without a guarantee of minimum time;
but to be completed within a spread of eleven (11)
hours. Holiday runs will be scheduled on the same

principle as Sunday runs when possible to do so.

Time and one - half will be paid for all time worked

over any schedule run in Classes 1 , 2 and 3 , and

Sunday runs; and in the event any run in any of

these classes extend over the prescribed spread, time

and one -half shall be paid for all time worked over

this spread , except in either case where such time

is due to delays or blockades on the line , causing

the holder of the run to be delayed in reaching his

relief point or the barn , straight time only will be

paid ..

It is not the intention of this section to mean that

overtime will be paid both for time worked beyond

the scheduled run and for time worked beyond the

1

as now or
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THE HIGH SPEED CHANGER

TU

Has always been the Leader, andtherefore

Standard Equipment of the

Largest Transportation Companies

And the Latest Improvement makes it

The Undisputed Leader and the Preferred Changer

The Improved 1928 4 - Barrel Model

at the Same Low Price

No. 1 throws 1 Quarter, 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, 1 Penny

No. 5 throws 1 Quarter, 1 Dime, 1 Nickel, 5 Pennier

No. 2 throws i Quarter, i Dime, i Nickel, 1 Nickel

No. 21 throws 1 Quarter, i Dime, 1 Niekel, i Tolten

PATENTED SAFETY LOCKING DEVICE ON ALL

Postage J. L. GALEF

Paid 75 Chambers St. , Now York City

50 €

spread , but it is the intention that time and one
half will be paid on one basis or the other and under

the conditions named.

Inthe computation of time to be paid on any

run , the premium time shall be added to the straight

time before adding any bonus time making up the

prescribed minimum for a run of any class .

Men working extra will be paid straight time, and,

if working more than twelve consecutive hours,

will be paid a premium of half time in addition to

straight time for such time beyond 12 consecutive

hours.

Sec. 12 . The following rates of wages will be

paid to men in the Mechanical Department at shops

and barns, as covered by this contract:

Motor_and Truck Repairmen at

Fulton County Plant

Per Hour
First year 52 é

Second year 54 ¢
Third year . 564
Fourth year 59 ¢
Thereafter . .63 ¢

Time and one-half shall be paid for all work done

at Fulton County Plant in excessof fifty (50) hours

in any one week , watchmen and firemen excepted .
Inspectors at Car Barns :

Per Hour
First year

Second year .. 52 ¢
Third year 54 €

Fourth year . 57 €
Thereafter .. .61 ¢

NOTE; Two men at Ashby Street Barn and two

men at Butler Street Barn shall be classedasMotor

and Truck Repairmen, and receive two ( 2 ) cents

an hour above the regular schedule for barn in

spectors .

NOTE : Two men at Ashby Street Barn, three

men at Butler Street Barn and three men at Edge

wood Avenue Barn shall be classed oilers and

packers and receive two ( 2 ) cents an hour above

the regular schedule for barn inspectors.

NOTE : One man operating wheel grinder at

Butler Street Barn shall receive two ( 2 ) cents an

hour above the regular schedule for barn inspectors.

Carpenters at Fulton County Plant and

Barns shall receive 80 cents per hour. All Carpenter

Apprentices shall receive the top scale of wages

after four (4 ) years apprenticeship .

Painters who can qualify as such , employed at

Fulton County Plant , shall be paid as follows:
Per Hour

First year ..58 ¢
Second year . ..63 €

Third year . 68 €

Fourth year and thereafter 70 €

It is agreed that night men employed in the car

barns shall have one night off at least every two

weeks, if they so desire , but without pay .

It is understood that, in the event any of the

oilers and packers, or any of the motor and truck
repairmen , are off from their work on account of

sickness, accidents , or otherwise , that any other

man at that location may be designated to do that
particular work in place absent man without

any increase in rate of pay of such man while on

this work temporarily .

No minimum rate of wage is guaranteed to any

employee in the car barns or in shops, except as

specified herein .

The work day for all employees in car barns (ex.

cept watchmen and firemen ) shall be nine hours in

any one day of 24 hours with time and one-half for
all ' time worked over 9 hours in any one day of

24 hours, and timeand one -half for work done on
the following holidays :

New Year's Day. Fourth of July, Labor Day,

Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day.

When a man working in car barns is reqạired to
work on his regular Sunday off, he will be paid
time and one -half for time worked on such day.

All men desiring to be off of all Sunday work shall
make request to their Foreman in writing, and men

making such requestwill be excused fromSunday
work, if possible to do so. Men working Sundays
will rotate .

Seniority shall apply to all men in shops and at

car barns where applicants are competent. In case

of any man applying for change of jobs on his
seniority rights , he shall make written application

to his foreman for such change. If the applicant

is qualified, he will be given the change in jobs

requested , same to become effective at the begio

ning of the next payroll period, or within 15 days
from date of such application,

Any man bidding in any job in car barns shall

be required to hold same for a period of six months
before bidding in anyother job , except in case of
vacancy.

Men employed in shops and car barns will make
written request to their foremen for increase in wages

in accordance with the above schedule. Men trans

ferred to different classes of work within the Me

chanical Departmentshall not lose their seniority .

SEC .13 . Any member of this Association, at the

timean employee ofthe Company inthe several
departments herein before mentioned, who may be

elected or appointedto any office in Division No
732 , or to the International Association, shall, upon

his retirement from said office, be reinstated to his

former positionwithfullseniority rights in the

employment of the Company in the service of which

he was employed , provided he presents himself for
reinstatement within 30 days from the date of his
retirement from such office.

Sec. 14 . The rules regarding the working condi.

tions of the several departments shall be, from
time to time, posted by the Company in a con
spicuous place at the car shops barns, or trans

portation building . orotherheadquarters of the

department affected, The rules so posted shall be

observed until changed by mutual agreement be

tween the Association and the Company, or in the

event of a disputeunless anduntil changed by

arbitration in the mannerhereinbefore provided for.
SEC . 15 . There shall be placed in the men's room

for each car barn, shop or other reporting places , a
bulletin board on which this agreement and any

changes in or supplement thereto shall be posted ,and
this bulletin board the Association shall

have the right to post notices of which the Asso

ciation maydesire to reach and notify its members.
SEC. 16.

The Company agrees that the officers

and committees of the Association shall be granted

leave of absence on organization business when 50

requested to do, except in cases ofshortageof men,

and then arrangements will be made to relieve the

officers and committee assoon as possible to do so.

SEC. 17 . The extra board at each barn shall be
worked in rotation . The first extra man in on a

run shall be the first to go out on a run and no

as
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on
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be executed in their names and behalf by their

proper officers hereunto duly authorized on this ,

the 20th day of January, 1928.

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY,

By P. S. ARKWRIGHT, President ,

By W. H. WRIGHT, Secretary .

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET
AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYEES

OF AMERICA, DIVISION No. 732 .

By T. L. McBRAYER , President ,

By E. P. Dodd , Secretary,

Model

€ He said that he would do it ,

And he had the nerve to try

And the heart to stay right by it

And all obstacles defy,

And we know that he has done it ,

And we know the reason why

Was because he said he'd do it

And had the nerve to try.

-American Flint.

EF

York Oh

Buy

Union Stamped

Shoes

man shall be excused from taking the that

falls to his lot , except where a regular man is off
for more than three days. In that case, after the

third day, the oldest extra man in the service shall

be given the run to hold during the vacancy, and ,

should the oldest extra man in the service refuse or

give up the run , it shall fall to the next oldest extra

man in point of service , and so on down the list.

Where extra men are required to make the regular

daily reports and do not get employment sufficient

to make five hours time in the day, they shall be
paid five hours time for making such reports. It is

agreed that extra men who work runs that do not

reach barn before 12 o'clock midnight and who fail

to make early report the following morning, will

in feit no rights due them by reason of such failure

to report . No regular man will be given any work

otser than his regular run , except where there are

110 extra men available . It is agreed that the

Company will not require any member of the

Association, employed by it , to perform work of a

substantially different character from that reasonably

included within the department of the Company in

which he is employed , unless in the particular case

it is satisfactory to the individual to perform such
different work.

When the Company requires men to report and

remain on call at the Uptown Starter's Office, they

shall be paid at the regular rate for time so held .

Sec. 18. There shall be posted thirty days before

the first general mark -up in each year, a revised

seniority list , showing the continued seniority of all
Motormen, Conductors and Operators.

SEC. 19. All employees shall be granted the right

to purchase their uniforms in the open market ;

the Company, however, to prescribe the style and
quality of such uniforms. Employees may wear

lighter uniforms during the summer if they so desire ,

but such uniforms must comply with specifications.

It is agreed that a black bow tie may be worn if
desired .

SEC, 20 ,
The Company agrees to furnish suitable

places on each line for the purpose of employees to
answer the call of nature . The Company also agrees

to furnish suitable places for Motormen, Conductors

and Operators to get ice water.

SEC. 21. Employees of the Company, members of

said Association, agree, and this Association agrees,

that said members will perform loyal and efficient

service in their several departments of work ; that

they will be attentive to their duties; that they will

observe and conform to the rules and regulations

of theCompany; that they will comply with the

instructions and directions of the officers of the

Company over them ; that they will operate their

cars carefully and with the utmost regard at all

times for the safety of the passengers and the pub

lic ; that they will give the riding public courteous

and respectful consideration and treatment at all

times ; that they will use their influence and best

endeavors to protect the property of the Company

and its interest, and that they will co -operate with

the Company in promoting and advancing the wel

fare and prosperity of the same at all times .

Employees, Boards of Arbitration and Officials of

the Company and the Association shall in all

matters pertaining to this agreement , take into con

he Company is a public service
corporation and that the safety and good - will of

the general public , including the patrons of the

Company, are of primary importance.

The Association and its members agree
that, during the continuance of this contract, there

shall be no strikes or walk outs by the said Asso.
ciation or its members. And the Company agrees

on its part that, during the continuance of this
contract, there shall be no lock- outs of the said

its members, it being the mutual
desire of both parties hereto to provide during the
continuance of this contract for uninterrupted public
service .

Nothing herein , however, is intended to
prevent the resignation or discharge of any indi

vidual, all discharges being subject to review under
the conditions and in the manner herein before pro

This agreement and provisions thereof
shall become effective January 1 , 1928, and con

tinue through April 30 , 1929, or as long thereafter

asmay be mutually agreeable to the Company and

the Association , except that notice in writing may

be given at least ten daysin advance of the desire

on the part of the Association or the Company to
negotiate new wage scale after April 30, 1929.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company and

the Association have eachcaused these presents to

We ask all members of

organized labor to pur

chase shoes bearing our

Union Stamp on

the sole, inner BOOT &SHON

sole or lining of
WORKERS UNION

the shoe . We ask
UNIONISTAMPI

you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

you actually see

this Union Stamp .

Boot & Shoe

Worker's Union

Affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor

246 SummerSt. Boston , Mass.

COLLIS LOVELY, General President

CHAS. L. DAINE , General Sec'y - Treas,

sideration tha

SEC . 22 .

Association or
If You Don't Receive Your Motorman,

Conductor and Motor Coach Operator

fill in this coupon and hand it to your F, S., or

mail it to the MOTORMAN, CONDUCTOR

AND MOTOR COACH OPERATOR, 200 East

Vernor Highway, Detroit, Mich.

Namo .. Div . No.....

vided for

Sec . 23 .

......Street .

Former Address .

No........ Street

Post Office ..
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The Growing Needs of Greater Detroit

The Peoples Wayne County Bank means more

convenience and better banking service for you

... Whereve
r
you live - wherever you work

you will now find one of the 96 banking offices

of this institutio
n

close by ... Whateve
r
your

banking problems may be, the complete

facilities and highly trained personne
l
of

this instituti
on

are always at your service.

PEOPLES WAYNE COUNTY BANK V

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $ 33,000,000

(243)

To be welldressed and
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QUALITY STYLE MAKE

BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORM

A SOURCE OF SATISFACTION

TO EVERY WEARER
C5

For Sale by Dealers

А WRITE FOR SAMPLES

C4

FRED M.BATCHELDER CO .

120 HARRISONAVENUE

BOSTON

alk.
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FASHION LETTER

The Spring season has brought many attractive style

features, greater femininity and softer lines in fabric and

mode and a new interest through the scarf and cape effects.

Draperies and panels and uneven hem lines are still

holding their own.

Skirts are shown with more length over the back, and

belts and trimmings help to achieve a higher waistline.

Tiers, plaits and flares, the circular shaping, greater

fullness, and more detail , folds and sunburst plaitings

enliven the new skirt modes.

We have now the molded hip line generally, becoming

with extra blousing above the waistlinewhere the hips are

naturally broad .

Jumpers and blouses for sports wear show attractive

scarf trimmings which trimming is also used on afternoon
dresses.

Deep cape like collars and berthas are shown on youthful
frocks.

The sheer fabrics of this season lend themselves well to

plaited and shirred effects to tiers and ruffles.

Satin back crepe is still a universal favorite for daytime

dresses. The dull side usually forms the decoration by

way of a belt, cuffs or applied designs.

A straight line coat of tan mixed woolen is smart and

serviceable for general wear, motoring or traveling.

A coat of black kasha has a polka dot silk lining.

A dress of printed silk in blue, beige and red is trimmed
with narrow bands of red .

The new feather weight woolens are combined with silk

for sports frocks of the dressy type. Angora is used with

jersey or silk .

The long tunic blouse is new and smart.

Independence blue, water blue and beige are standard

colors for the Spring season .

Green and yellow will also be popular.

Skirts are a little longer, even in sports frocks.

Belts are wide and girdles are wider.

Spring costumes call for scarfs as a separate unit, or as

part of the frock or coat . The scarf may be draped on the

shoulders,or hang from the back of the neck over the front

in loose folds, or it may be tied near one ear in a smart bow .

K

6103

6124

ADE

IS

6124. Girls' Bloomer Dress.

Cut in 4 Sizes: 4 , 6, 8 and 10 yoars. An 8 year size requires 4 %

yards of 27 -inch material, together with x yard of contrasting
material. Price 12 ¢.

6103. Ladies' Dress .

Cut in 8Sizes: 38, 40, 42 , 44, 46 , 48, 50 and 52 inches bust measure ,

A44 inch size requires4 yards of 35-inch material together with 38

yard of contrasting material. The width of the Dressatthe lower
edge with plaits extended is 56 inches. Price 12 € .

6119. A Practical Garment.

Cut in4 Sizes: 2, 3, 4 and 5 years. A 3- year size requires1 % yard
of 36-inch material. Tobind neckand arm openings as illustrated

will require 1 % yard of narrow bias binding. Price 12¢ .

6114. Ladies ' Morning Frock.

Cut in 4 Sizes: Small, 34-36; Medium, 38-40 ; Large . 42-44; and
Extra Large ,46-48 inches bust measure, A Medium size requires 3

yardsof 36 -inch material togetherwithy yard of contrasting material.

Thewidth of the frock at the lower edge is 1%yard. Price 12 ¢ .

6114

11

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send124 in silver or stamps for ourUP-TO-DATE SPRING and

SUMMER 1928 BOOK OF FASHIONS, showing color plates, and

containing 500designsof Ladies', Misses' and Children's Patterns,a

CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON DRESSMAK

ING , ALSO SOME POINTS FORTHE NEEDLE (illustrating 30

of the various, simple stitches), allvaluable hintsto thehome dress

6119

i

maker .

Send to Dept. M. C. BEAUTY PATTERN CO .,

11 and 13 Sterling Place, Brooklyn , N. Y.



Some Clothing Stores

don't handle

Union Label Clothing

SUO

UNITE

AMER
ICA

because they

don't know

that

Traction men

demand it.

If
not have

F sewed in every garmentwe make

Union Label Uniforms and -(both uniform and civilian

Civilian Clothing in stocknow styles) and is your protection

send us his name and we'll write against inferior makes, assuring

him about it. you of satisfaction .

Traction men who prefer Blue Before you buy your nextsuit,

Serge can secure our Standard send for a sample of 3500 Serge

Serge No. 3500 in either Uniform for comparison.

or Civilian Styles at $27.50. If your dealer cannot supply

We are also able to furnish
you, we will arrange to have a

all standard uniform fabrics and reputable clothingstorein your

a full line of Hand Tail.
city take your size and

ored Civilian Clothing. make any needed altera

The Union Label is tionswithoutextracharge.

Bloch

The Bloch Company 2320 Superior Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge.

CLOTHES

OFQUALITY

Name

Address

Name of Dealer
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even giving very serious thought to thesubject

of labor , particularly superficially. This we

accept asbeing due to the fact of the great

accumulated values inherited or attained by

them to the great bulk that is inexhaustible

within their life era . The only time that ele

ment may be inconveienced is through the

lateness of a train , the slowness of their auto

by traffic congestion or some inconvenient

purchase possibility . But they have the

money and can purchase food , wearing apparel

and social convenience at pleasure and without

very serious mental or physical exhaustion .

However, even that element is dependable

upon the labor of others. Yet they need not

be very seriously concerned relative to the

welfare of wage workers, and particularly

beyond the convenience of purchase. How .

ever , generally , the mental 'faculties of this

element are applied to concern in the social

order in its entire make-up , as without the

labor element of the social order they would

be greatly inconvenienced in the regularity

of social enjoyment.

Due to the fact that this particular element

with which it is unnecessary to exert earning

endeavor, constitute a very smail proportion

of the human element , they can contribute

but very little to market opportunities for

others, or, in other words, contribute to

maintain prosperity to any great extent .

PRESIDENT W. D. MAHON AND Independence isan objective. The endeavor

HIS GRANDSON, W. D., JR. to obtain independence is an incentive.

There is a social element that is seeking to

President Mahon, with his bodyguard , is accumulate wealth in which endeavor isthe

seen returning from the woods on the farm requirement of wage workers. Company

near Mt. Clemens, Mich . W. D. , Jr., is institutions are established by this element

the son of Eugene v . Mahon, who is the and it is represented by the vast employing

youngest son of President Mahon of this properties. Some of these properties are fair
Association .

Eugene is an agriculturist ,
in theemployment of wage workers and recog.

whose farm lies about three miles west of nize that fair wages make better markets for

Mt. Clemens. their productions. There is another group of

these employing concerns that own properties

WHY CONCERN IN AMERICAN that are creating products for sale thatexpects

LABOR MOVEMENT
substantial return in the way of profit from

the markets established through fair employ

The foundation of the social order is labor. ment, and this group seeks to profit without

There is no element of the social order of contributing to the establishment of fair

mankind but that is most determinedly inter markets , by paying the lowest possible wages

ested in labor. There are elements of the to wage workers. This group constitutes

social order that arenot dependable upon the extensive employing concerns, the manage

wages they earn for their living and for the
ments of which are required to be unfairto

type of living that they enjoy. But there is
wage workers employed by such properties.

not an elementinthesocial order but that is Another element of the social order com

absolutely dependable upon the wageworkers prises the wage workers who are dependable

for their existenceinthetypesof life theylive. upon the wages they receive for a living for

Thereis an element ofthesocial order that, themselves and families and for the possibility

within theireraoflife ,canexistin wonderful of creating sufficient funds to care for them .

enjoyment, sofar asfood, clothing, housing selves in old age. It is this element of the

and social pleasures are concerned , without social order that is strongest in the establish

|
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ment of markets from which profits obtain . endeavor to advance the general interests of

They are the strongest element from the fact wage workers.

that they are the most numerous. Therefore, Let the non -union wage worker investigate

the market for the sale of products, which is wages and working conditions in general, that

the prosperity pulsation , for substantial he may become acquainted with the fact that

prosperity beating is absolutely dependable organized wage workers receive better pay

uponwage workers. When wage workers are for their labor and so arrange conditions in

out of employme
nt,markets drop. When wage employmen

t by which more jobs are open to

workers are compelled to accept a reduction wage workers, that there maybe less competi

in wages, markets drop. tion in the wage workers' market and that the

President William Green, of the American great army of unemployed may be lessened at

Federation of Labor, in a recent public address all times.

stated that the health and strength of children The organizing of wage workers means the

is dependable upon fair wages on the part of attaining of the greatest possible degree of
the wageworker head of the family. He was independence for wage workers. Not the

right. The death rate is excessive in the slightest degree of independence can come to

families of those dependable upon low wages wage workers without organization.

for a living. This not only bears upon the The concern in the labor movement is most

longevity in life of children , but it also bears greatly within two elements of the social

on the cultural possibilities of children of low order. Those two elements comprise non

wage families, and it is cultural conditions union, profit - seeking, employing concerns

upon which the social order advances or and the wage workers thems ves. The non

detracts.
union employing institutions are desperately

There is no element of the social order that concerned in the destruction of the American

is entitled to greater consideration than should labor movement. The employes are desper

be given to wage workers. This leads us to ately concerned in extending the labor move

ask: From what element of the social order ment.

do wage workers receive the greatest consid Non -union, low wage employing concerns

eration? Do they receive itfrom that ele constitute the greatest market destruction.

ment seeking the most profitable market for Organized wage workers constitute the great

their products? If they did, there would be no est market creation .

complaint as to wagesand working conditions Fairemploying concerns are entitled to the

by wage workers. enthusiastic support of all organized wage

How many non -union wage workers are workers; really, they are entitled to the sup

there employed who can faithfully say to the port of all unorganized wage workers.

public that they are receiving fair wagesand Unfair, low wage, non-union employing
working undermost desirably fair working concerns are not entitled to and should not

conditions ? How many non -union wage receive the support of the organized wage

workers can confidently expect that their workers ; really, they should not receive the

application for a desirable wage made to a support and patronage of any element desirous

non-union establishment will receive favor at of advancing the social order in the way of

the hands of the management of the non sustaining prosperity:

union employing concern ? It is clear that the organized element of

There are two features that enter into the wage workers is the element of social order

establishment of non-union wages and work
advancement, The big thing is to extend

ing conditions. The primary feature is com organization among wage workers.

petition in the labor market. The secondary

feature is the influence of organized wage
THE HEART OF THE INJUNCTION

workers in fixing the standard of wages.
ByJohn P. Frey

Merchants in industrial communities know
Before the U. S. Senate Committee

that their business is dependable principally
on Shipstead Bill

upon wage workers ' ability to purchase. * Yet

how many merchants in industrial communities
In the cases which I have called to your

are seeking to increase wages for wage workers ?
attention, and I have been as brief as

Newspaper concerns know that the sale of possible , merely picking out a few here to

their newspapers depend largely upon the
point out a distinctive condition, and a

few there to show you that
purchase power of wage workers. How many burden the record if we gave you all of

newspapers in the United States are advocat

ing increased wages for wage workers ?
them , I have pointed out that free speech

We find that the only element that is con

has been prohibited by equity courts during

an industrial dispute ; that the right to go
cerned in the interest of wage workers com on strike , to quit work when the conditions

prises the wage workers themselves . It has
of labor became unsatisfactory, have been

come to wage workers that the only way that restrained ; that injunctions have issued

their interests can be advanced is through compelling men to remain at work; that

co -operative endeavor as represented by the the right to carry on organizing efforts has
American labor movement. They know that been prohibited ; and , furthermore, that

the only way that they can advance into a
when organized ' bodies of employers or

stage of prosperity is through organization .
members of organized bodies of employers

Is not thewage worker seeking independence have endeavored to destroy our trades

in the way independence is recognized by the unions, the equity courts have issued in

social order ? He certainly is , and he knows junctions restraining us from protecting our

that the only course for independence is to selves. On the one handthey deny us the

associate with his associate wage workers in an right to protect our organizationswhen the

we would
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was

we

employer endeavors to destroy them, and the United States. Here we are with a

on the other hand they deny our right to Constitution guaranteeing our rights, taught

organize when the employer declines to give to believe that the serious questions which

his consent. arise must be disposed of through a repre

The injunction has done something more sentative form of government, the enact

than that. Many injunctions have been ment of law, the application of that law

issued restraining men from doing, these by duly constituted authority. Here we

things to which I have referred , and when find developing since 1888 an authority

the case has been carried to a higher court, which has no constitutional provision creat

the temporary injunction has been modified ing it except in the instance of the United

and sometimes vacated. It has taken States Supreme Court, which has no statu

months and sometimes years , one important tory enactment defining what it can and

case being decided by the United States can not do , which apparently has no limita

Supreme Court two and one -half tion upon its jurisdiction except the limita

years after the original injunction tion which the individual judge sitting in

issued .
equity is willing to place upon himself. So

The injunction is something which is so we have had developed , so far as industrial

different from all that know under disputes are concerned, government by law

government by law. The judge who today and government by judicial discretion.

is presiding over his court, governed and Under this condition, which I term govern

limited by the statutory authority which ment by judicial discretion, come these

placed him there, governed and limited by conflicting opinions of courts of equity,

the statutes in connection with the type of conflicting principles announced which have

case being heard before him, governed in been called to your attention and which

the case by the findings of the jury , be area part of the record .

comes another man when he sits in equity. The workmen of the country have seen

Not only does he then issue the temporary their right to free speech taken from them

injunction, but when he has done it he has by an equity court during an industrial

done something as dangerous as any condi dispute, their right to a trial by jury , their

tion that I have already called to your right to protect their organizations. They

attention . The very moment that a judge have seen all of these things developed in

issues an injunction he also denies to those recent years, and a new extension of this

enjoined the right to a trial by jury . So authority or this jurisdiction by the courts

that one of the evils of the injunction to of equity, the assumption of a power to

the workmen is that the employer is given determine whether men may or may not

a weapon which is first of all indefinite strike and , in substance, through the judicial

because of the phraseology, which is abso edicts , attempting to set up the law that if

lutely binding upon everyone involved until employers are opposed to trade-union or

a higher court may have passed upon it ganizations among their employes the court

and which , until the higher court has de will assist them in making organization

cided whether he erred or has exceeded his impossible ; that if the employes go out on

jurisdiction, denies anybody who has been a strike to maintain that right, that without

enjoined the right to a trial by jury. a trial by jury the equity court will de

We are told that our courts are not held termine what the punishment shall be.

in the respect that they should be . We They have seen , from the injunctions called

are told that there is an indifference on the to your attention and the many more which

part of a good many Americans in their exist, that the right to trade -union organi

attitude toward the courts. I want to ask zations, the right to talk with your fellow

you how a workman who has had his right men, discuss your problems and his prob.

to free speech , his right to organize, his lems for the purpose of working out a solu .

right to trial by jury, taken away from him tion , has been denied by the Federal courts

by a judge through an injunction which has time and again .

been issued, can haveany confidence in the Upon what theory do these equity courts

justness of that judge or the even balance proceed? Where do they get their author

of the scales if later on, in a civil suit in ity ? The authorityof British practice is

which his employer was involved, he found contrary, diametrically so , to the theory

himself in the same courtroom with the upon which our Federal and State courts

same judge upon the bench ? have acted in the great majority of cases

It seems to us that every citizen is en in issuing injunctions in connection with

titled to all of the rights and privileges
industrial disputes. They surely find no

that any other citizen is entitled to ; that such theory in the Federal statutes or any

where, because of his position in life or his of the State statutes. Apparently , though ,

activities, he can not exercise the identical they have never made it clear , there lies

right exercised by another, that he then is in the back of their minds that idea that

entitled to the equivalent right or , if it is somehow or other, because of relationships

legal for an employer to discharge an em of employer and employe not being identi

ploye or to discharge all of hisemployes, cal , the employer has a property right in

the equivalent right is that of the employe the labor of human beings; that he is en

is to quit that employer'sservice individu titled to an unobstructed, uninterfered with

ally or collectively . market in which to secure labor in the

What we have now is a condition which same way that he holds himself entitled

is the most disturbing to confidence inthe to an unlimited market in the purchase of

ability of government to maintain justice raw materials and the other thingsthat he

between men that has ever developed in requires.
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men.

are

There have been peculiar ideas in the past holding that the custom , the patronage of

as to what labor was. At one time labor customers, which is good-will , is something

was bought and sold because the human which could be sold and transferred from

being who had the power to labor was a one merchant to another as a matter of

slave and a subject of commerce, his body sale. I do not know whether that is the

sold by one man to another. Out of that theory. These courts sitting in equity have

we had a new conception of labor, not that not been kind enough to reveal to us all

of slavery , but that of the serf. Under the that passes through their minds, but that

laws of England and continental Europe a evidently is one of the things.

serf could not be bought and sold as a We have found what happens where we

slave, but he was tied to the land where he depend upon the individual judge's con .

was employed and he did not have the science or his conception of what is right

liberty to move from one section of the and wrong. No good lawyer will argue that

country to another and secure employment. human discretion, whether in a judge or in

He could only give his labor power to one anyone else, is a safe guide for govern.

employer. That proved untenable. That ment, is a safe rule by which we will

proved repugnant to the ideas of human determine what equal rights are between

liberty.

Then another state developed , and in It seems to us that the essential thing

this country, during the colonial period , is that instead of leaving those questions

we had the indenture system, under which to the discretion of a judge sitting , in

a man was bound to a master. Our com equity, Congress shou take some ction ;

mon law is based on a medieval conception Congress should , build limitations around

of the relationship of master and servant, the powers which may be exercised by a

the master having superior rights and the court of equity in the same manner that

servant inferior rights, the master's rights the mother country, Great Britain, as the

to be protected by law as well as by the result of 300 years of experience, finally

courts. established the basic rules of equity fixing

Apparently there is in the minds of many the jurisdiction of equity courts. In the

judges sitting in equity the thought that in United States there is nothing of that kind.

some way or other employers must be given They are controlled apparently by nothing.

a propiretary right in our labor, because They are free to do anything which seems

they say we injure their business if we tell to them appropriate under the circum

the truth about a dispute which we have stances, and the result has been some of

had with them, that we injure their busi those conditions called to your attention by

ness irreparably if we go out on strike, that what has already been said.

we injure their business irreparably if we What are we to think as wage-earners?
tell others. Here is the law of the land which appar

But what property right can an employer ently defines what we may and may not
have in a workman ? He can have no more do , which establishes our rights and tells

property right in a workman than he has us how we must proceed to enjoy these

a property right in the friendship of those rights, We have a Government by law.

who like him or in the custom of those We have the machinery by which law is

who are willing to purchase from him, administered. We have our law courts.

Yet we come here in connection with these We have our prosecuting attorneys, our

injunctions and find a great deal said sheriffs or our United States marsháls, and

about the equity court existing merely to we have our grand juries, our petit juries ,

protect their property right from irreparable and when we violate the law , consciously

injury. or unconsciously , we know that, under this

Then, gradually , as a result of judicial government by law , with the machinery

conception and interpretation , instead of which we have developed to apply it , we

legislative enactment, there is built up a have our day in court, our full defense, and

theory that there is a property right in a the necessary right of a jury passing upon

man's good will ; that there is a property the facts. That is government by law, as I

right in business . Where is there any understand it .

property right in business ? Business is Developing side by side with government

merely endeavoring to dispose of articles by law, with respect and confidence in these

that you have at a profit to yourself. If methods, has come government by judicial

there is that property right in good-will discretion . Here no longer can we know

which is stated by many equity courts, what the rules or laws are . There is no

then there must be an equal property right statute book to which we can go to discover

in the friendship which one man has for the laws. There is no place where we can

another. But no equity court has yet had go to discover what we may do and may

the hardihood to say that when a man sold not do. Instead of the definiteness which

the material articles in which he was deal is the foundation of government by law, we

ing , the building in which he had carried enter the indefiniteness of equity discretion.

onbusiness and the articles in it accompa We could overwhelm this room with docu

nied by the good - will , that there was some ments to prove that when it comes to gov

mysterious manner that also sold to the ernment by judicial discretion, there isno

purchaser the good -will of the customers knowledge of what a judge can do. The

who had been buying from him . decisions or their opinions are in direct

If the theory was sound, as the equity conflict with eachother. Theirstatement of

courts apply ittolabor during an industrial principles are in direct conflict, and in each

dispute, it would be equally sound in instance, regardless of what viewpoint the
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If we

judge may take, he goes right back to the If some were born with saddles already

United States Constitution and there dis strapped to their backs and others were

covers that his position is sound. born with boot and spur to ride upon

If we are to be governed in industrial them, as one great British patriot said,

disputes by judicial discretion, we may be then would not be discussing this

compelled to change the methods by which question with you . It would be valueless,

we endeavor to make progress and over because the Creator would have made dis

come the injustices that exist. If, as a tinctions and created special privileges.

continuance of this government by judicial But we do not believe the Creator intended

discretion during industrial disputes, what that one set of men should have special

has already been established as sound by privileges over others. When we established

some equity courts continued, one thing our form of government with the greatest

inevitably will follow -- that the National care , the makers of the Constitution and

Association of Manufacturers, that the Na the people afterwards , in adding the amend

tional Metal Trades Association , that the ments which constitute the Bill of Rights,

United States Chamber of Commerce, that made it evident that we were all equal

other national organizations of employers before the law, all equal in our rights and

will have a complete domination over labor, our opportunities and our privileges; yet,

placing labor in a position where it must as a result of the practices of our equity

agree with anything that these organized courts in connection with industrial dis

bodies of men wantto bring about, because. putes, our rights have been made unequal,

the worker will have no trade -union .
class privileges have been established.

He has been denied in many cases the We are told that employers may do

right to organize, the right to discuss trade things ; that it is necessary for them to do

unionism . He has been denied the right these things in order that they may suc.

to protect his organization when the em . ceed in life and as business men.

ployers attack him through " yellow dog" do the same thing , we are told that we are

contracts or other methods, and then , as I committing a crime; that it is un-American

said this morning, those organized groups and unlawful. The employer knows that

of employers who are endeavoring to destroy he is protected by the courts in his right to

us will discover that they have created a organize.

frankenstein which will not only destroy Senators, if a single chamber of commerce

them but destroy all civilization, because could come beforeyou and make it clear

we can not continue in this country as that a court decree had issued from an

wage-earners, men governed by law so far equity court denying them the right to

as our citizenship is concerned and gov maintain their chamber of commerce, you

erned by judicial discretion so far as our would have Washington so filled with attor

being wage -earners is concerned . That is neys representing chambers of commerce

impossible. that you could not find room for them in

I said this was not wholly a trade -union the hotels of the city. If any power even

question . It is not . It goes much further suggested that the manufacturer did not

than labor organizations , because finally it have the legal right to form their associa

was possible to do some of the things tions, to advance their own interests, to

through equity courts in other fields of study their own problems and act accord .

jurisdiction which have been done in con ingly , I think Congress would stop much

nection with labor disputes. Awakening to that the body wasdoing until that neces

the fact that , if an injunction is issued, sary and essential American right had been

those restrained are denied a trial by jury, restored to them ,

we have had State and Federal court using We come here indicating that our most

the equity power to enforce statutory legis essential right, that of organization, has

lation instead of using the orderly, proper already been taken away from us , because

machinery which exists for the administra courts of equity have arrogated to them.
tion of the law .

selves an authority never conferred upon

The question is going further than labor them by the Constitution or conferred upon

organizations. If it is continued , if equity them by any statutory enactment.

courts are to be used to enforce the law ,

the statutory law , the result will be that MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS AND

equity will be used to kill law and your FATALITIES INCREASE

power to legislate for the United States, the

power of State legislatures to legislate for During 1927 there were 2,424 motor

their respective States will be nullified be vehicle fatalities, and 85,862 persons injured

cause of the power which equity courts may in New York State. This is an increase

have been able to establish .
over the previous year of 281 fatalities and

I have already takenup more time than 18,041 persons injured, according to a report

Ishould. Inclosing,may I emphasize this of the State Motor Vehicle Bureau.

thought, that whetherwe are employers or Safety work , which has been started in

employes, we
are all free men ; that we many cities and communities, is in its

are all guaranteed equality under the law ; infancy. Local communities must study

that if any condition arises which disturbs their problems and work out remedies so

that equality and grants privileges and that this terrific loss of life and economic

rights and opportunities to one group which destruction of property will be eliminated.

are denied ' to another , then the whole Health News.

structure on which our civilization has been

erected will be destroyed . Speech is the index of the mind . - Seneca .
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Congressman John J. Casey, of Wilkes Such negligence causes rapid depreciation of

Barre,Pa. , was recently elected president of cars andalso tensified the liability in respect

the Pennsylvania Federation of Labor. He accidents. It lessens the pleasantry of riding

succeeds former President James H. Maurer, to passengers and in many instances actually

of Reading, Pa. drives passengers from electric railways to bus

service, even though bus service is not a com

First International Vice - President Wm. B. fortable transportation service. These deplet

Fitzgerald reports that thewage disputein . ing conditions in the operation of electric rail

volving the members of Division No. 788, ways, particularly as applying to interurban

St. Louis, Mo. , byagreement on part of the
service, should attract the attention of the

company and theLocal has been submitted public . The cause of this declining condition

for arbitration. The arbitrators in this case may be regarded as due to competitive bus

will be the Public Service Commission of operation, a situation that should attract the

Missouri. With this arrangement the old attention of state public service commissions,

agreement is renewed , with all of its adjust that are assumedly created in the interest of

ment provisions. This is an attitudinal expres. the traveling public. Bus operation is neces

sion showing that the new managementof the sarily under permit of publicservice commis

St. Louis company designs to be a fair em sions in the various states. Just what is the

ploying management.
interest of thepublic relative to this depleting

of transportation means and in reality making

Upon the construction of about three miles
transportation more expensive? Bus operation

of electric railway by the Boston Elevated
is more costly than rail car operation .

Railway Company, which construction has

been completed, theBoston Elevated Railway Fair wage rates for wage workers upon street

Company, in compiling the cost of this coni. and electric railway properties are being im

struction, shows thatwith a force of one hun. periled by the charge of employing companies

dred men there was done the work that it re that thepropertiesare unable topay. This

quired four hundred men to do eighteen years plea is brought forthby the employingelectric

ago. This is evidence of the cheapening in rail. railway and bus properties in many wage

way construction through the use of advanced arbitrations. Can it be presumedthat the

machinery. It is another example ofwhy labor public patronage of street andelectric railway

should be concerned in reducing the service and bus properties is desirous of low fares at

day and the service week, thatemployment the expense of impoverishing wage rates to

may be extended to the unemployed and com employes? Upon what foundation standsthe

petition in the labor market reduced. This pleaof an employing property for impoverish

same labor saving, through advanced ma ing wage rates ? In the caseofmanyproperties

chinery, applies to all other employing in entering receivership, the courts in whose

dustries. hands such properties have been placed have

held that reductions in wages are not war.

One of the depreciative influences as apply . ranted from inability of theproperty to pay.

ing
to electric railway operation isshown to be Such courts recognize the rights of wage

negligence in respect to upkeep of the property. workers andrecognizethatwhen theproperty
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less wages .

34

is not able to pay a living wage and there is no efforts of organized wage workers . As these

other remedy than that of paying an im things may be made known to the un

poverishing wage, the employing property organized wage workers, those unorganized

should go out of business. wage workers will hope for and seek some

pathway by which they may unite with

The proposition before the U. S. Congress the organized wage workers . Let it be

is that $36,000,000 be appropriated for the known.

maintenance and extension to be paid within

the year 1928. This means a payment of Pequot sheets and pillow cases, manu

$3 for each man, woman and child. This factured by the Naumkeag Steam Cotton

taxation means $10.50 for each family in Company, Salem, Mass., are made under

an estimate of 3 % persons per family. 100 per cent union conditions. The firm

This taxation would not be a subject for employspractically three thousand members

complaint, in the event that there existed of the United Textile Workers, Don't for

no vast army of unemployed , and no un get, in purchasing sheets and pillow cases,

reasonably low wage employes. As it is , that the Pequot sheets and pillow cases are

wage workers and farmers are requiredto A No. 1 and made by a fair employing

pay all taxes, directly, or indirectly. The property. They have been shown by 'test

employing institution that pays taxes direct, to be the best you can buy.

naturally takes it from the production of

the wage workers, in the way of paying The Grand Rapids, Grand Haven &

Muskegon Electric Railway, a system of some

50 miles of interurban track running from

President John Burns, of Division No. Grand Haven, on Lake Michigan toGrand

618, Providence, R.( I., was recently elected Rapids, Mich ., also from Muskegon Heights

president of the Rhode Island State Federa to Grand Rapids has gone out of business.

tion of Labor. Brother Burns is one of the The property, which was in the hands of a

original members who helped to form Divi receiver,was ordered scrapped by the federal

sion No. 618 of the Amalgamated Associa court. This property gave employment to the

tion , in 1913, and has served the Local as members of Div . 855 , of Grand Haven , Mich .

president for a number of years . He has The property had installed a bus system from

also been one of the leading officials and Grand Haven , Mich . to Grand Rapids, but

committeemen of the Rhode Island labor this has been taken over by the Greyhound

movement for a number of years. He has bus company.

contributed very much in the way of

assisting other units of the A. F. of L. in Division No. 268 of the Amalgamated

the work of those organizations. Brother
Association , through negotiations with the

Burns has attended all conventions of the management of the employing property, has

Amalgamated Association since Division No. obtained an increase in wages for motormen,

618 was instituted and is well known to conductors and one-man car operators, of 2c

associate delegates that attended those con. per hour. This establishes the wage rates at

ventions fromvarious sections of the United 67c for first 3 months' men , 70c for those of

States and Canada. The Rhode Island the next nine months of service and 72c per

labor movement has made no mistake in hour for those of one or more years of service.

placing Brother Burns at the head of their One-man car service operators will receive 5c

organization . per hour in excess of those rates . Overtime is

paid at the rate of one and one -half time,

The organization of wage workers, Negotiations were in progress for some time

represented by the American Labor Move and the local had the assistance of Inter

ment, is a progressive institution. It is in national President W. D, Mahon and Int.

the interest of the entire citizenship . It is Vice-Pres. Wm. B. Fitzgerald .

democratic, voluntarily democratic. There

are no things sought for the benefit of the
THANKS TO AMALGAMATED

social order - mankind in general-but that ASSOCIATION

it is sought by the American Labor Move

ment. All progressive legislation is sustained
President W. D. Mahon has received

by the American Labor Movement. The from Mrs. Clarence S. Walter a letter of

spirit of the brotherhood of man is exempli
thanks to this Association for prompt pay.

fied by the American Labor Movement. ment of the funeral benefit upon the demise

It stands uponthe principle that each man of her late husband, who was one of the

is his brother's keeper.
It stands upon the

valued members of Division No. 268, Cleve

principle that no individual is independent land, Ohio . The letter is here presented :

of others.That this principle is sustained " Lakewood, O. , May 7 , 1928.

is evident from theprogressof wage workers " Mr. W. D. Mahon, International President,

throughorganization, whichmeans a bene " Detroit, Mich .

fit to all types of businessandsocial order. “ Dear Sir: I wish to thank the Amalga

Wage workers arethe big factor of markets,
mated Association of Street and Electric

where all types of businesslook for profits. Railway Employes of America for the check

Lowwagesmeanslessening ofmarketpossi received as payment of the death benefit

bilities.Good union wages means increas on the death of my beloved husband, and

ingmarket possibilities. And the fair wagę also for the promptness in which the pay.

is established solely through the efforts of ment was made.

organized wage workers. Fairemployment " Yours sincerely,

conditions areestablished solely through the “Mrs. Clarence S. Walter."
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McMorrow , he advised with the officers of

Division No. 788 upon agreement work

that Local. At Cleveland, Ohio , he assisted

Division No. 268 upon agreement work and

reports a settlement as having been obtained,

by which wage rates were increased 2 cents

per hour. This fixes the wage rates of the

Cleveland Railway motormen and conductors

at 67c per hour for first three months' service

men ; 70c per hour for those of the next nine

months of service, and 72c per hour for those

of more than one year of service. At the close

of this report, May 20, Vice -President Fitz

gerald was in St. Louis, Mo. , where he, in

association with G. E. B. Member Edw.

McMorrow , was giving assistance to Division

No. 788 upon their agreement situation.

Aside from this work, he assisted Division No.

26, Detroit, Mich. , D. U. R. Branch , upon

agreement work, and Division No. iii ,

Ypsilanti, Mich . , relative to wage adjustment

followinga reduction in wage bythe Receiver,

without respect to the agreement provision .

He was also associated with International

President W. D. Mahon upon the injunction

case pending in the Federal Court in Detroit,

as broughtby expelled members of Division

No , 194, New Orleans, La.

FROM LATE REPORTS OF

( 'INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

International President W. D. Mahon, on

his return from the Southwest stopped at

St. Louis, Mo. , where he advised with General

Executive Board Member Edw. McMorrow

and officers of Division No. 788, upon the

agreement situation involving the members of

that Local. At this conference he had

associated with him , First International Vice

President Wm. B. Fitzgerald . Leaving the

situation in a conference stage, he returned to

the General Office . In Detroit there was

brought to his attention an alleged variance of

agreement relations as applying to the M. O.

Branch of Division No. 26 and the employing

property. Upon this situation he advised the

officers relative to the course to pursue for an

adjustment. Upon the New Orleans Injunc

tion case, he was advised by Division No. 194

that, by error in application for an appeal

from the local case in New Orleans , the local

court had issued an order demanding the

re-instatement by the Local of former mem

bers who had been expelled by act of the

Twentieth Convention of the Association.

This order was looked upon as an interference

with the case pending before the Federal

Court in Detroit . The case was referred to

the Detroit attorneys for investigation.

Upon the D. J. & C. property in Michigan ,

President Mahon was petitioned by the

officers of Division No. 111 for advice relative

to a charge that the Receiver of the property ,

the property being in the hands of a receiver,

had declared a wage reduction of 6 cents per

hour, as applying to the scale of wages for

motormen and conductors , without observing

the wage provision of the existing agreement

between Division No. 111 and the D. J. & C.

property . In that this property is in the

hands of Receiver, President Mahon

directed that the case be referred to the

Federal Court from whence the Receiver was

appointed . Relative to Cincinnati, Ohio , he

advised with the officers of Division No. 627

and Vice-President Wm. B. Fitzgerald, upon

the renewal of agreement proposals in sub

mission before the Company . The case isina

conference stage . Upon the Cleveland , Ohio

agreement situation , in which President

Mahon was in advisement, it was reported

that a 2 cents per hour increase in wages has

been granted to the motormen and con

ductors, members of Division No. 268. At

the close of this report, May 21, President

Mahon was at the General Office giving atten

tion to the general affairs of the Association.

International Treasurer L. D. Bland visited

Milwaukee, Wis. in the interest of Division

No. 900 , Highwood , Ill . , a branch of which

Local extends into Milwaukee . He advised

with Division No. 900 upon the affairs of that

Local.

Second International Vice-President P. J.

O'Brien , in New York, was instructed by Vice

President Wm.B. Fitzgerald and G. E. B.

Member P. J. Shea , relative to plans to be

pursued in the future for the extension of

organization work in the interest of Division

No. 977. He later visited Frostburg, Md.,

relative to the affairs of Division No. 572. At

the close of his report of May 12, he was at

Washington , D. C. in the interest of Division

No. 689, where preparations for a merger of

the two properties in Washington are being
made.

a

Fourth International Vice-President P. J.

McGrath , early in May, attended the con

vention of the Pennsylvania Federation of

Labor, which was held in Philadelphia. This

convention went on record as in support of the

members of Divisions Nos. 118 , Pottsville;

165 , Girardville ; and 433 , Lansford, Pa. , who

are locked out. An endeavor will be made to

have this endorsementextended to be accepted

by the anthricite mine workers.

Fifth International Vice -President James

Largay, whowas assisting Division No. 713,

Memphis, Tenn., upon agreement work,

reports that the agreement was obtained and

signed . At Dayton, Ohio, he advised with

the officers of Division No.810 upon the

affairs of that Local. At Zanesville,Ohio, he

assisted DivisionsNo. 809upona question of

seniority. Upon this subject a verbal under

standing was made with the employing

property management, that in the matter of

bus seniority the electricrailway men would

be cared for. Per his report of May 6, he was

at his home.

Eighth International Vice- President John

M. Parker,who is assistingDivisionNo.107,

Hamilton , Ont., upon agreement work ,reports

that the question of wages has been sub

mitted for arbitration before the Ontario

First International Vice-President Wm. B.

Fitzgerald, upon his return from the East, was

dispatched to. Cincinnati, Ohio , where he

assisted Division No. 627 upon agreement

preparation work. He later visited St. Louis,

Mo. , where, with International President

W. D. Mahon and G. E. B. Member Edw.
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Railway and Municipal Board, Per his report

of May 12, the hearing upon this case is to

commence May 21. In the meantime , he is

preparing evidence for submission in the case.

Tenth International Vice- President Robert

B. Armstrong, per his report of May 13, was

at Wichita , Kansas, where he was assisting

Division No. 794 , relative to the obtaining of a

new franchise for the employing property .

Twelfth International Vice-President George

Durand paid a visit the last of April to

Division No. 265, San Jose , Calif. He held a

meeting of this Local and reports the Local
to be well officered .

Holyoke, Mass. , he advised with Division No.

new agreement work and bus

seniority , which is yet pending. At Portland,

Maine, he visited Division No. 714, where he

assisted the officers and members upon agree

ment negotiations. His late report is that the

company has made a proposition to the

employes for renewal of the oldagreement.

At Boston, Mass., he is assisting Division No.

589 upon agreement work . At Waltham ,

Mass., he met with the officers of Division

No. 600, relative to seniority in bus service

which is being installed . He also , at New

Haven , Conn .,metin advisement of the Joint

Advisory Board of Division No. 163 , Meriden ,

Conn . and associate Locals, upon the Con

necticut Consolidated lines, relative to renewal

of agreement work . Per his report of May 12,

the subject of wage rates has been submitted

for arbitration upon the Eastern Massa.

chusetts property, involving Division No. 174 ,

Fall River , and associate Locals. The case is

pending the selection of a third arbitrator .

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow is assisting Division No. 788, St.

Louis, Mo, upon agreement work . The

serious question in connection with this

renewal of agreement arose relative to wages .

The company has demandeda reduction on

wage, which has been rejected by the members

of the Local. Per his report of May 12, the

subject remains in a conference stage .

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover , asso

ciated with the Joint Advisory Board of

Divisions Nos . 101, Vancouver; 109, Victoria ;

and 134 , New Westminster, B. C. , relative to

the establishment of collective agreement

relations to apply to truck operation being

conducted as an auxiliary of the British

Columbia Electric Railway property . His

report indicates that the operators of the

busses are unorganized .

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, in the

interest of Division No. 616 , Windsor, Ont.,

appeared before the Hydro Electric Com

mission in Toronto , to obtain an adjustment

of the insurance provisions installed by the

Hydro Electric as applying to the employes.

He believes the matter will be properly

adjusted. At Amsterdam and Gloversville,

N. Y, he assisted Divisions Nos. 923 and 925

upon agreement work . As a result of con

ferences, the wage question, which was the

bone of contention, was settled. From there

he was dispatched to Ottawa, Ont., where he

assisted Division No. 279 upon wage agree

ment work and per his report of May 13, the

case is deferred to await a reply upon the

application of the Local from the employing

company.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, at New York ,

in association with Vice-President Wm . B.

Fitzgerald and P. J. O'Brien , designed a plan

for further extension work of Division No. 977 .

He later visited Williamstown, Pa. , Division

No. 544, and reports the Local to have

He visited Pottsville, Pa ., upon

the suspension of work situation affecting
Divisions Nos. 118, 165 and 433 . Per his

report of May 13 , he attended the Pennsyl

vania State Federation of Labor Convention ,

heldin Philadelphia, where the convention

resoluted in support of the locked out mem

bers in Pottsville, Girardville and Lansford,

dissolved .

Pottsville , Pa . - There appears to be no

material change in the situation involving the

members of Divisions Nos. 118, Pottsville;

165, Girardville; and 433, Lansford, Pa. The

employes of this property are yet locked out .

The business men of the three towns recognize

the unfairness of the management of this

property in maintaining this lockout against

the employes and endeavors are being made

for a settlement . The cause of this lockout

was refusal of the management to permit bus

operation to come within the collective agree

ment relations that had previously existed as

applying to rail car operators. Members of

the Locals were refused permission to select

runs in the bus service unless they retired

from membership the Association and

would work for wages and working conditions

determined upon by the management of the

employing property , which meant a severe

reduction in wages. There is continually less

traffic on the busses that are being operated

and the company is losing money continually,

but it is presumed that a measure of this loss

is contemplated to be made up by destroying

the three Locals of the Amalgamated Associa

tion and operating the bus properties and rail

properties under non -unionconditions , at low

wages and long hours. The Pennsylvania

State Federation of Labor has endorsed the

attitude of the employes in this case and this

will have its effect, presumably , with certain

of the Miners' local unions. The situation

remains under the personal direction of

Association Organizer Lawrence F. Hart, as

applying to the interests of the employes.

Pa .

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon visited

Framingham ,Mass. , whereheadvised with

Division No. 620 upon agreement matters.

He reports that the employing property has

abandoned freight cars; thus, eliminating

some twenty jobs of members of Division No.

620. The new management also ignores the

agreement relations that existed before the

property went into the hands of a Receiver.

Conferences are in process relative to the

re- establishment of agreement relations. At
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FURTHER APPEAL FOR MINE WORKERS prevailing in the striking bituminous coal

fields.

Detroit , Mich . , May 18, 1923. " We urge an assessment upon the member

TO THE OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF THE ship equal to one day's pay. Make it, if

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET necessary, an immediate sacrifice by sending

AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES in a day'spay as recommended and called for.

OF AMERICA. “ We make this urgent pressing appeal to

BROTHERS : I take this means of forwarding organized labor and its friends to give as you

you another appealin behalf of the struggling have never given before. Give to the full

Mine Workers of Central Pennsylvania, extent of your financial limitations. May this

Western Pennsylvania , Ohio , West Virginia appeal touch your hearts and emotions. The

and other bituminous coal fields. The miners and their families need help and need

Executive Council of the American Federa it now . "

tion of Labor has just issued another appeal I would request that each Division of the

in behalf of these struggling Miners and in Amalgamated ' Association of Street and

theirappeal they state as follows: Electric Railway Employes of America take

“ This lockout and strike has been in effect up this appeal at once and arrange to send

for more than thirteen months. Suffering and assistance as this appeal requests, to these

distress among the striking miners and their suffering fellow workers and their families .

families continue in a most aggravatedform. It is important and to us who are working,

Hunger , woe, poverty and human distress though we may not be receiving all we desire ,

which cannot be described in words prevail in yet we are so much in advance of the condi .

all strike communities. Never in the history tions of these poor struggling miners and their

of an industrial conflict were greater courage families that we should sacrifice something

in conflict, loyalty to a trade-union policy and
and sacrifice it at once. In the name of our

devotion to trade-union obligations and Organization, which has always shown its

principles shown than in this great miners' sympathy in cases of this kind , I'appeal to you

struggle. Such heroism and fortitude are a to act and to act at once .

challenge to our imagination . Send all contributions of money to Frank

“ An official delegation representing the Morrison, Secretary, American Federation of

International Executive Board of the United Labor, American Federation of Labor Build

Mine Workers of America appeared before the ing, Washington , D. C. and notify this office
Executive Council of the American Federation of the amount .

of Labor on April 26th and officially appealed Send all food, clothing and supplies to

for further additional help fromthe members William Hargest, 408 Columbia Bank Build

and friends of the American Federation of ing, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Labor for the striking miners and their families Do not delay action but act at once. These

in the strike fields. people are suffering.

“ This committee told in simple language With best wishes, I remain ,

the story of the tragic economic struggle which, Fraternally yours ,

for more than a year, has been going on in the W. D. Mahon, International President.

bituminous coal fields. It was a story of

police brutality , court injunctions, wholesale A NEW COMBINATION INCLUDES

evictions of families from coal company owned MICHIGAN AND OHIO

houses, oppression, starvation and social

degredation. It made a profound impression The Allied Power & Light Company has

upon the hearts and minds of the members of been formed by the combination of the

the Executive Council . Hodenpyl, Hardy & Co. with the Stevens &

" In response to this appeal of the United Wood,Inc. of New York . This new company

Mine Workers of America for assistance, the will include the Commonwealth Power Com

Executive Council directed that another call pany , the Penn-Ohio Edison Co., the Northern

be made to organized labor and its friends for Ohio Power & LightCo., the Illinois Power

further contributions of money, food and sup Co. , the Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Co.,

plies for the striking mine workers and their the MichiganElectric Railway Co.,the Elec

families. While themembership of organized tric Railway Securities Co. and the Sioux City

labor have contributed in a most generous way Service Co. The new consolidation will

in response to the two previous appeals which include street and electric railways operated in

were issued , we feel sure they will again Michigan , Illinois and Indiana, which are

respond in full measure to this third request of known as Hodenpyl, Hardy & Co. properties,

the Executive Council of the American operated under the titles of the Michigan

Federation of Labor. Railroad, the Grand Rapids city lines, the

“ Picture, if you can , the thousands of Michigan Electric Railway and the Saginaw

underfed , ill -clad and emaciated children , city line in Michigan,the Canton, Akron and

dependent upon the help which organized the Akron , Bedford & Cleveland interurban

labor and its friends extend to them for daily with extension through Massilon to New

sustenance and life . When contemplating Baltimore, Ohio , interurban line at Evans

such a picture , listen to the echoes of the cries ville, Indiana, Springville , 111. city street car

of these children for bread and clothing . Even service and the Rockford, 111. line with branch

though your own income may be inadequate extending into Wisconsin , also the Peoples

to meetall your wants and even though your Railway in Dayton, O. and Chattanoogaand

difficulties may be great, bear in mind your Nashville, Tenn. street railways. The Stevens

lives are not in danger and bad as your con & Wood properties include electric railways

dition may be it does not compare in misery in New Castle , Pa. and Youngstown, Ohio.

and suffering to the deplorable conditions Mr. R. P. Stevens, itis reported, becomes

TE
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president of the new company and Mr. B. C.

Cobb of the Hodenpyl, Hardy Co., becomes

chairman of the board of directors.

INDICATIONS FROM ACTIVITIES OF

SPECULATIVE MARKET

A late issue of The Cleveland Trust Com

pany Business Bulletin , pertaining to recent

developments in the iron and steel industry,

sets forth that these developments “ do not

lend support to the theory that the recent

sharp prices foreshadow a business boom with

its concomitant large industrial earnings. The

rapid increases in iron and steel production

which have been taking place since the open ,

ing of the year seem to have come to anend

and some recession is apparent.

"Although the April production of both

iron and steel was at a rate exceeding that

of March, there was a turning point during

the month, and the rateof production at the

end of the month was less than at the be

ginning. There were 194 blast furnaces in

blast at the end of the month compared with

196 at the beginning. This decrease is the

first interruption of a steady upward progress

which commenced last November. The per

centage in blast was 55.6. Average daily pig

iron production in April was approximately

106 thousand tons compared with 103 in

March , and 114 in April, 1927. The low was

87 in December last. Steel production con

tinues at levels well recovered from those of

last fall but with weakening prices. Average

daily production of steel ingots in Aprilwas

new high record of over 172 thousand tons

compared with 167 in March and 158 in

April, 1927. The rate of steel output as

measured by per cent of capacity operations

experienced a decline in the latter part of

April."

There is no prosperity in a community

where wages are low , and wages are low

Where workers are unorganized . If a man

is earning only fifteen dollars per week , he

can spend only fifteen. He can not pay

bills; he can not get his teeth looked after ;

he can not have his eyes taken care of; he

becomes a broken - down machine, a physical

wreck,cast on the human junkpile early in
life. He can spend only what he earns.

save nothing for a rainy day.

Through the Union he gets decent wages

and lives like a buman being, like a real

American . - Daniel J. Tobin.

The enlightened mind is not hoodwinked;

it is not shut us in agloomy prison till it

thinks the walls of its own dungeon the

limits of the universe, and the reach of its

own chainthe outer verge of intelligence.

-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow .

Although imitation is one of the great

instruments used by Providence in bring;

ing our nature toward its perfection, yet, if

men gave themselves toimitation entirely,

and each followed the other, and so on in

aneternal circle, it is easy to see that there

could never be any improvement among

them . - Edmund Burke.

Disbursements from the Death , Disability and

Old Age Benefit Fund during the month of March,

1928, were made to beneficiaries on claims as

follows :

Death Benefits

Mary A. Long. beneficiary , death claim of

Edward H. Long ,deceased, late member of
Div , No. 22 , Worcester, Mass.; cause,

Lobar Pneumonia ..... . $800.00

Mrs. Irene_Schultz, beneficiary, death claim

of Paul R. Schultz, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .; cause ,Left
Lobar Pneumonia - stabbed about three

weeks before death .. 150.00

Mrs. Lula Valentine, beneficiary, death claim

of Jacob M. Valentine, deceased , late mem
ber of Div . No. 26, Detroit , Mich.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage... 800.00

Mrs. Dora Laidlaw , beneficiary, death claim

of J. J. Laidlaw , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause , Cancer

of Duoduem . 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Scott, beneficiary , death claim

of James Scott, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 26, Detroit, Mich.; cause, Acute

Indigestion ... 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Poulton, beneficiary, death

claim ofLeRoy L. Poulton , deceased, late

memberof Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

cause,Fibrous Tuberculosis, RectalAbscess

and Chronic Gastritis .. 800.00

W. H.Clement, beneficiary, death claim of

Oliver W. Clement, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .; cause,

Lobar Pneumonia ... 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Campbell, beneficiary , death

claim of Francis Campbell, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.;
cause , Acute Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Gaunt, beneficiary, death

claim of Charles Henry Gaunt ,deceased,

late member of Div. No. 101 , Vancouver,

B. C .;cause, Paralysis Agitans from self

inflicted throat wound while despondent ... 800.00

Mrs. Effie Whissen, beneficiary, death claim

of John E. Whissen, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 103. Wheeling. West Va .;

cause, Carcinoma of Bladder .. 800.00

Florence Rose Hall , beneficiary, death claim
of F. M. Hall, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause , Pro

gressive Muscular Atrophy and Myocardial
Failure .. 700.00

W. D. Robbins, financial secretary and treas.

urer of Div. No. 113, for beneficiaries ,

death claim of Fred Pratt, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont.;

cause , Uraemia and Prostate Adenoma... 800.00

LauraDuesbury , beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph Duesbury, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause , Arterio

Sclerosis and Hemiplegia, also Hypostatic

Pneumonia 300.00

Mrs. Annie Scott, beneficiary, death claim of

George Scott, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause , Bron
cho Pneumonia ... 800.00

Daisy, Murphy, beneficiary, death claim of
Arthur L. Murphy, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 113, Toronto , Ont.; cause,

Lobar Pneumonia and Empyema ... 800.00

Mrs. Mary Lane, beneficiary , death claim of

Edward Lane, deceased . late member of

Div . No. 132, Troy, N. Y .; cause , Gastric
Carcinoma and Mitral Regurgitation ..... 800.00

Anna Costello, beneficiary , death claim of

Edward Costello, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 148, Albany , N. Y .; cause, Cere

bral Hemorrhage and Interstitial Nephritis , 800.00

Ethel Wolcott Beaune and Margaret Wolcott,

beneficiaries, death claim of Pierce F. Wol.

cott, deceased, late member of Div. No.
164, Wilkes- Barre, Pa. ; . cause , Chronic

Nephritis, Uraemia and Myocarditis .... 800.00

John A. Walsh , Undertaker, for funeral ex

Pessional services.death

and Dr. Robert J. Flynn, for pro

claim of John

Dorsey, deceased , late member of Div. No.

168, Scranton , Pa.; cause, Chronic Myo

carditis and Heart Failure. ... 483.00

George Durand, president and business agent

of Div. No. 192, for beneficiary, death

claim of John W. Pfeffer, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 192, Oakland, Calif.;

He can
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cause, Hypertensive Cardio Vascular Dis.

ease .. 800.00

Adolph J. Wahlen , Mrs. Louis P. Nick, Mrs.

Clarence Le Blanc and Mrs. Herman Rinck,

beneficiaries, death claim of John Wahlen,

deceased , late member of Div. No. 194,

New Orleans, La.; cause , Ural Sepsis.... 800.00
Mrs. Mary J. Paysse , beneficiary, death claim

of John Paysse , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 194 , New Orleans , La .; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis with Decompensation . 800.00

Mrs. Delia H. Allament, beneficiary , death

claim of H. Alla ment, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La.;

cause, Angina Pectoris . 800.00

Mrs. Olive E. C. Tastet , beneficiary , death

claim of E, C. Tastet , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La.;

cause, Chronic Interstitial Nephritis.... 800.00

Kate Riley, beneficiary , death claim of Luke

E. Riley, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 215 , Wheaton, Ill .; cause, Angina

Pactoris . 300.00

Cora Fletcher, beneficiary, death claim of

Alvin E. Fletcher , deceased , late member
of Div. No. 215 , Wheaton, Ill .; cause ,

Carcinoma of Liver and Stomach ......... 800.00

F. H. Wilson , financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 235, for beneficiary , death

claim of Josiah B. Sherman , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 235, Brockton, Mass.;
cause, Cerebral Arterio Sclerosis and Cerea

bral Hemorrhage complicated with Dia

botes . 800.00

F. H. Wilson , financial secretary of Div. No.
235, for beneficiary, death claim of Ivar W.

Karlson , deceased , late member of Div. No.

235 , Brockton , Mass.; cause , Arteior Sclero

sis and Cerebral Hemorrhage. 800.00

Mrs. Josephine Ziegelmueller, beneficiary,

death claim of Frank Ziegelmueller, de
ceased , late member of Div. 241 ,
Chicago, I11.; cause, Acute Edema -of

Larynz and Uremia 800.00

Patrick Gaskin , beneficiary , death claim of

Henry Gaskin, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Pulmo.

nary Tuberculosis .. 500.00

Mrs. Frieda Geisler, beneficiary, death claim

of Henry Geisler, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Lobar

Pneumonia .. 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary - treasurer of

Div. No. 241 , for beneficiary, death claim

of Dennis Monahan, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Pul.
monary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs.Martha Olive Spencer , beneficiary , death

claim of John E. Spencer, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Nellie E. Regan, beneficiary, death claim

of James Regan, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241. Chicago, Ill .; cause , Carci
noma of Stomach . 800.00

Mrs. Anna Watson , beneficiary, death claim

of Charles Watson , deceased, late member
of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Or

ganic Heart Disease . 250.00

Mrs. Anna Phenegas, beneficiary, death claim

of Wesley Phenegar, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Organic Heart Disease 150.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death claim

of Charles A. Webber, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia . 100.00

Mrs. Lucille Boers, beneficiary, death claim

of Herbert F. Boers, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ilí .; cause, Or

ganic Heart Disease from Septic Poisoning
due to abscesses in teeth .... 150.00

Estella L. Benvie, beneficiary, death claim of

John Benvie, deceased, late member of

Div . No.246, Salem , Mass.; cause. Angina

Pectoris ... 800.00

Emma Held, beneficiary, death claim of John
Held , deceased , late member of Div. No.

268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause, Carcinoma of
Liver and Bowel . 800.00

Anna Kimak, beneficiary, death claim of Luke
Kimak, deceased , late member of Div , No.

268.Cleveland, Ohio ; cause, Broncho Pneu .

monia . 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Charles H.Conklin , deceased, late mem

ber of Div, No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis and Nephritis ..., 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Koller, beneficiary, death

claim of Charles Koller, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 308, Chicago, III.;

cause, Myocarditis and Nephritis ..
300.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

of Emorette Saunders, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Myocardial Degeneration.. 800.00

Mrs. Reginia Hoppie, beneficiary , death claim

of George W. Hoppie, deceased , late mem

berof Div . No. 380, Elyria, Ohio; cause,

Accident- Fractured Skull from head-on
collision of street cars ...... 800.00

Mrs. Hattie Tourtellott Burke, beneficiary.

death claim of William E. Burke, deceased ,

late member of Div. No. 425. Hartford,

Conn .; cause , Haert Failure and Cerebral
Hemorrhage 800.00

Mrs. Mary Gilchrist Crockett, beneficiary,

death claim of John Crockett, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 425, Hartford ,

Conn .; cause , Diabetes Mellitus and Myo
carditis . 800.00

AgnesKnebel Seidel, beneficiary , death claim

of Robert H. Seidei , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 425 , Hartford, Conn .;

cause, Chronic Endocarditis..
800.00

M. J. Hennessey, financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No._448, for beneficiary,

death claim of James Drummond, deceased,
late member of Div. No. 448, Springfield,

Mass.; cause, A heart affection not posi
tively determined, probably Myocardial.. 800.00

M. J. Hennessey, financial secretary, and

treasurer of Div . No. 448 , for beneficiaries,

death claim of William H. Wall, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 448 , Springfield,

Mass.; cause , Diabetes and Mitral Stenosis , 800.00

Mrs. Ella Keith, beneficiary, death claim of

Alton Keith , deceased, late member ofDiv.

No. 481, Port Chester, N.Y.; cause, Bron

cho Pneumonia and Chronic Myocarditis .. 800.00

Anne Kelly , beneficiary, death claim of

Timothy F. Kelly , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 518, San Francisco, Calif.;

cause , Arterio Sclerosis-Generalized ... 800.00

LeonoreNewhouse, beneficiary, death claim
of William G. Newhouse, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 518, San Francisco,
Calif .; cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage and
Fracture of Humerus .... 800.00

John T. Semler, financial secretary of Div.

No. 540, for beneficiary, death claim of

Louis H. Winfield, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 540 , Trenton , N. J .; cause ,

Acute Cardiac Dilatation and Myocarditis. 800.00

Michelina Veece, beneficiary, death claim of

Patrick Veece, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause, Lobar
Pneumonia . 800.00

Ernst O. M. Fehrnstrom , financial secretary

and treasurer of Div. No. 589 , for payment

of funeral and tombstone expenses, death

c!aim of John A. Armstrong, deceased, late
member of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause , Pacial Erysipelas and Broncho Pneu
monia , 375.00

Karolynee E. Barton , administratrix of estate

of deceased, for beneficiary, death claim of

Francis N. Barton, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 589 , Boston , Mass. ; . cause,

Apoplexy and Arterio Sclerotic Nephritis .. 800.00

Henry G.Imbesheid, beneficiary , death claim

of Helen F. Garrity. Imbesheid , deceased,
late member of Div. No. 589. Boston ,
Mass.; cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage....

800.00

John M. Kendricken , administrator of estate

of deceased , for beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas Reidy , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Cardio

Vascular Nephritis..

Mrs. Mary, Carney, beneficiary, death claim
of Patrick Carney, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause ,
Pulmonary Tuberculosis .

Mary J. Houlihan, beneficiary , death claim of
Edward H. Houlihan, deceased, lato mem

ber of Div. No, 600, Waltham , Mass.

cause, Carcinoma of Prostate,Bladder and
Liver..
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Anna M. Shanley, beneficiary, death claim of
Thomas P. Shanley, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 618 , Providence, R. I.; cause ,

Meningitis and Acute Pneumoccis . 800,00

Agnes, France, beneficiary, death claim of

Herbert France, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 618 , Providence, R. I.; cause ,

Cardiac Decompensation and Chronic

Nephritis .. 800.00

Mrs. W. S. Brown , beneficiary, death claim of

W. S. Brown, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I .; cause,

Chronic Cholecystitis, Cholelithiasis Adhe

sions and Post-operative Gastric Hemorth
age and Dilatation .. 800.00

Alfred Coates , financial secretary of Div. No.

618, for beneficiaries, death claim of L. A.

Baron, deceased , late member of Div. No.

618, Providence, R. I .; cause, Bronchiecta
sis Pneumonia ... 800.00

Bridget W. Higgins, beneficiary, death claim

ofAndrew Higgins, deceased, late member
of Div, No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y .; cause,

Accidental-Struck by automobile, causing

Fracture of Skull.. 800.00

Helena Clark , beneficiary, death claim of
Michael Clark, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y .; cause, Carci

noma of Stomach .. 800.00

Clarence Held , beneficiary, death claim of

John Held , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 624, Buffalo, N.Y .; cause , Cerebral
Hemorrhage . 800.00

Mrs. Mae Wolff, beneficiary , death claim of
Charles Wolff , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis.. 800.00

Mrs. Hanna Magee , beneficiary, death claim

of Patrick Magee, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,

Acute Dilatation of Heart . 800.00

Mrs. Florence Gardner, beneficiary, death

claim of A. (Andrew ) Gardner, deceased ,
late member of Div . ' No. 627, Cincinnati,

Ohio ; cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis ...... 800.00

Anna L. Boyd , beneficiary , death claim of

W. J. Boyd, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 628, Covington, Ky.; cause, Cancer of
Bowels ... 800.00

Wayne E. Bell, beneficiary , death claim of

J : W. Bell, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 682,Fort Wayne, Ind.; cause , Sarcoma

of Right Jaw ... 800.00

Lynne, E. Clarkson, beneficiary, death claim

of Thomas Clarkson, deceased, late member

Div. No. 689 , Washington, D. C.; cause,
Angina pectoris . 600.00

Rena B. Montgomery, beneficiary, death claim

of Joseph M. Montgomery , deceased,late
member of Div. No. 689 , Washington ,

D. C.; cause , Pulmonary Tuberculosis ... 150.00

Edward E. Smith , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div . No. 692, for payment of
funeral, tombstone and other expenses,

death claim of John Simmons, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 692, Hartford ,

Conn .; cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage. 800.00

C. C. Ferguson , financial secretary and treas

urer of Div. No. 694 , for beneficiary, death

claim of J. C. Baker, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 694, San Antonio , Texas ;

cause , Bright's Disease . 800.00

Emma Jane Mills , beneficiary , death claim of

James C. Mills, deceased, late member of
Div. No, 697, Toledo, Ohio ; cause, Chronic
Endocarditis . 800.00

Mary Leila Stewart, beneficiary, death claim

of H. H. Stewart,deceased ,latememberof
Div. No. 713, Memphis, Tenn .; cause,

Arterio Sclerosis and associated with Hyper
tension . 800.00

Mrs. Mattie May, beneficiary , death claim of

William E. May, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 725, Birmingham, Ala .; cause,

Accident- Fractured Skull andTraumatic

Practure of body from auto and train col

400.00

Maggie Vick Farr, executrix of will of de

ceased , for beneficiary , death claim of A.

Vick, deceased, late member of Div . No

725, Birmingham , Ala .; cause, Nephritis... 800.00

Mrs. Ellen Bayes, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Bayes, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 741, London , Ont.; cause, Cancer
of Stomach . 100.00

Mrs. Cecilia Phelps , beneficiary, death claim

of Ed. Phelps, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 757, Portland , Oregon ; cause,

Apoplexy : 800.00

Umatilla Oldham , beneficiary, death claim of

William Oldham, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 757, Portland , Oregon ; cause,

Marassmus and Stomach Trouble . 800.00

Mrs. W. H. Heitman , beneficiary , death

claim of W. H. Heitman, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ;

cause , Accidental Internal Injuries from be:

ing kicked and trampled by a horse . 100.00

Mrs. Alma R. Doney, beneficiary, death claim

of William F. Doney. deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 779 , Sioux City, Iowa;

cause , Chronic Interstitial Nephritis and

Acute Parenchymatous Nephritis .. 300.00

Margaret Swoboda, beneficiary , death claim

of Joseph A. Swoboda, deceased , late mem
ber of Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.; cause ,

Valvular Disease of Heart . 800.00

Amanda Irene Roberson, beneficiary, death

claim of John David Roberson , deceased,

late member of Div . No. 788. St. Louis,
Mo.; cause , Chronic Myocarditis and

Chronic Interstitial Nephritis . 800.00

Mrs. R. H.Young, beneficiary , death claim of

Robert Young, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.; cause, Pulmo

nary Tuberculosis ... 800.00

Mrs. Ivy Lewis, beneficiary, death claim of

Benjamin Franklin Lewis, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 788. St. Louis , Mo.;
cause, Coronary Thrombosis .. 300.00

Raymond Dalpe, beneficiary , death claim of

Joseph Dalpe, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ; cause,

Chronic Myocarditis .. 300.00

Mrs. Nancy Jones , beneficiary , death claim

of Oscar F. Lovell, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 809, Zanesville, Ohio; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis ... 150.00

Katie Smith, beneficiary, death claim of

Leonard Smith , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 811, Norristown, Pa.; cause, Acute

Dilatation of Heart .... 800.00

Mary Iannott, beneficiary , death claim of

Joseph Iannott, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 818, Oakland, Calif.; cause, Acci

dent - Fracture of Skull and Internal Inju .

ries from being struck by automobile ...... 800.00

Sophie Gowacki, beneficiary, death claim of

John Gowacki, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 824, New Brunswick, N. J .;
cause, Electrocution-received electric

burn on his left hand from telephone re

ceiver while at work ... 150.00
Ella Reimel, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph Reimel, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 880, Camden, N. J .; cause, Myo

carditis .. 500.00

Disability Benefits

James Flynn, member of Div . No. 518, San

Francisco, Calif.; cause, Lifting fare box

railing at end of Line, which caused a

Rupture on right side , causing total dis
ability . 800.00

James Gavagan, member of Div . No. 459.

Bridgeport, Conn .; cause. While cleaning
front window on car, slipped off bumper

and fell on his hip, causing slight shock on

left side and total disability .. 800.00

Thomas F. McCall, member of Div. No. 240,

Chelsea , Mass.; cause , Struck by automo.

bile while employed as flagman, causing
Fracture of Left Tibia, multiple contusions

and other injuries , 800.00

Old Age Benefit

Alexander Michael, member of Div. No. 113,

Toronto, Ont.. 800.00
Severin Cicutat, member of Div. No. 194,

New Orleans , La.. 800.00
John G. Anderson , member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago , Ill ... 800.00
John M.Malmberg, member of Div. No. 241
Chicago, Ill .. 800.00

James Urban , member of Div. No. 241,

Chicago, Ill.. 800.00
Luther Baxter Sutton , member of Div. No.

382, Salt Lake City , Utah 800.00
John M. Boylan, member of Div. No. 441.

Des Moines, Iowa , 800.00
John Mostad, member of Div. No. 302,

Marinette, Wis ... 800.00

Total.
$ 73,708,00

1
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lision ...
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By Division No. 713, Memphis , Tenn .

Whereas: The Supreme Ruler of the Universe ,

in His infinite wisdom and power , has seen fit to

remove suddenly from our midst brother W. M.

Whitbey , in whose death we have lost a true and
wortky member, and his wife and children a kind

and loving father and husband . While we know

that words cannot lighten the grief of the sorrowing

family and relatives,yet we feelit will be a consola .

tion for them to know that faithful friends and

brothers offer their deepest sympathy in this, their

darkest hour of affliction ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

713, Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America, extend ourheartfelt

sympathy and consolation to the bereaved family of
our late brother ; and, be it further

Resolved: That, in memory of our late brother,

& copy of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved

family, spread upon the records of this Division,

and sent to the Motorman, Conductor and Motor

Coach Operator for publication.

April 25, 1928 . J. D. MATHIS ,

C. N. F. REDDICK ,

Committee.

By Division No. 713, Memphis, Tenn.

Whereas: Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom,

has seen fit to remove from our midst by death ,

our esteemed brother, John P. Paulkner, in whose

death wehave lost a true and loyal member; and ,
his family & loving father and husband, whilewe

know that words cannot alleviate the grief of the

sorrowing family and relatives , yet we feel it will

be a consolation for them to know that faithful

friends and brothers offer their heartfelt sympathy ;

therefore , be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

No. 713, Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric RailwayEmployes of America, extend our
sympathy and consolation to the bereaved family

and relatives of our late brother ; and , be it further

Resolved : That, in memory of our late brother,

ourcharter be draped for a period of thirty days,

and copies of these resolutions be spread upon the
records of this Division , and a copy sent to the
bereaved family, and a copy be published in the

Motorman,Conductor and Motor Coach Operator,
March 14, 1928. A. D. BROWN ,

J. D. MATHIS ,

C. N. F. REDDICK ,

Committee.

By Division No. 713, Memphis, Tenn .

Whereas : Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom

has seen fit to remove from our midst by death ,

our esteemed brother, J. H. Spencer, in whose death

we have lost a true and loyal member; and his

wife and family a true husband and father, while

we know that words cannot alleviate the grief of

the sorrowing relatives, yet we feel it will be a

consolation for them to know that faithful friends

and brothers offer their heartfelt sympathy ; there

fore , be it
Resolved : That we, the members of Division

No. 713. Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America, extend our

deepest sympathy to the sorrowing family and rela .

tives of our late brother ; and , be it further

Resolved : That the charter of Division 713 be

draped for a period of thirty days ; and copy of

these resolutions be sent to the bereaved family ;

that they be spread upon the records of this Divi.

sion and published in the Motorman, Conductor and

Motor Coach Operator.

April 25 , 1928. J. D. MATHIS,

C. N. F. REDDICK,

Committee.

By Division No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y.

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler, in His infinite

wisdom , has seen fit to suddenly remove fromour

midst our late brothers, James Shutt , Adam Gulden

arm and Ignatius Wehr, and we have not only lost

good and worthy brothers , but faithful workers;

and , while we know that mere words cannot allevia
ate the grief and sorrow of those who were near
them ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division No. 623 , in regular

meeting assembled , extend to the bereaved families

our heartfelt sympathy in this, their sad bereave.
ment; and , be it further

Resolved : Thatthe charter of Division No. 623 ,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , be draped for a

period of thirty days;that a copy of these resolu
tions be sent to the bereaved families ; that they

be spread upontheminutes ofthis meeting andacopy sent to the Motorman , Conductor and Motor

Coach Operator for publication .

JOHN B. KOLB,

W. J. BUSHELL,

C. P. CONROY,

Committee.

By Division No. 517, Gary, Ind.

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His supreme

power and wisdom, has removed from our midst

our beloved brother, Cloyse O'Dell; and

Whereas : We deeply feel we have lost a true,

loyal and beloved member, and that words cannot

alleviate the grief of his loved ones , but we believe

it will be a consolation for them to know that we

are profoundly saddened by the passing of our

brother; therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division 517 , of the A. A. of S.

and E. R. E. of A. , extend to the bereaved family

our heartfelt sympathy. , and that these resolutions

be spread upon the minutes of our Local; be it

further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, and a copy of these resolu

tions be sent to the bereaved family , and that they
be published in the Motorman, Conductor and

Motor Coach Operator.

April 19 , 1928 . H. A. LANCASTER ,

C. A. DRUMHELLER,

A. E. SHANDREW,

Res. Com .

By Division No. 568, Erie , Pa.

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

wisdom and power, has seen fit to suddenlyremove
from our midst our beloved friend and brother,

Richard Mackrell, in whose death we have lost a

true and loyal brother, his wife a loving husband

and his family a loving son and brother , while we

feel the loss ofa true and loyal friend ; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

568,A. A. ofS.and E. R. E. of A.,in regular

meeting assembled , extend to the bereaved wife and

family ourheartfelt sympathy and consolation, in

this, their dark hour of affliction , that they may

know that true and loyal friendsare sharing the loss

with them; and, be further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for

thirty days, that a copy of these resolutionsbe sent

to the bereaved family, a copybe sent to the

Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Operator

for publication , anda copy spread on the minutes
of this organization .

April 24th WILLIAM J. SUTTER, President,

JAMES J. HAYES, Secretary.

By Division No. 109 , Victoria , B. C.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom , hascalled to his eternalhome, our

late brother . James D. Chamberlaine, in whose death

we have lost a true andloyalbrother, his daughter

lovingfather and thecompany an efficient and faithful
employe; therefore , be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 109

extend to his daughter and relatives our sincere sym

pathyand share withthem in their sad bereavement,
and be it further

Resolved : That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brotherourcharterbe draped for a period of
thirty days and that a copy of these resolutions be

spread on our minutes, a copy sent to hisbereaved
daughter and thatacopybe forwarded to theMotor.
man , Conductor and Motor Coach Operator for
publication .

May 13 , 1928,

W. TURNER ,Rec. Secy.
JAMES P. TORRANCÉ, Pres.
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By Division No. 568 , Erie, Pa.

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

wisdom and power, has seen fit to suddenly remove
from our midst , our beloved brother, Charles

Monroe, in whose death we have lost a true and

loyal friend and brother , his family a loving husband
and father, while we feel the loss of a true and

loyal friend ; therefore, be it
Resolved : That we, the members of Division

568 , A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , in regular

meeting assembled extend to the bereaved wife and

family our heartfelt sympathy and consolation, in

this, their dark hour of affiction, that they may

know that true and loyal friends are sharing the

loss with them; and , be it further

Resolved : That,asa tributeto the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for

thirty days , that a copyof these resolutionsbe sent

to the bereaved family, a copy be sent to the

Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Operator

for publication, and a copy spread on the minutes of
this organization ,

April 24th .

WILLIAM J. SUTTER , President,

JAMES J. HAYES, Secretary.

whose pleasing ministrations will be keenly missed ;
and

Resolved : That we extend to the bereaved

family , our deepest sympathy, glad in the promise

of that eternal springtime, when God shall wipe

away all tears from their eyes and death shall be

no more; that our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days, in respect to his memory ; and that

a copy of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved

amily ; a copy be placed on our records; and a copy

be sent to the official organ of our Association , the

Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Operator

for publication.

May 7th .

FRED W. HEFFERNAN,

NORMAN H. BROWN,

OLIN E. PRICE ,

Res. Com .

By Division No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His supreme

power and wisdom, has removed from our midst our

beloved brother, J. McDonald ; and

Whereas : We deeply feel that we have lost a

true , loyal and beloved member, and that words

cannot alleviate the grief of his loved ones , but we

believe it will be a consolation for them to know

that we are profoundly saddened by the passing of

our brother; therefore , be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 282 ,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , extend to the be

reaved family our heartfelt sympathy and that these

resolutions be spread upon the minutes of our Local ;

be it further

Resolved : That , as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a
period of thirty days and a copy of these resolu
tions be sent to the bereaved widow and published
in the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach

Operator:

May 14th .

E. M. DWYER, Pres . ,

W. H. RUSSELL, Fin . Secy ..

JOS . BLAKER, Rec . Secy .

By Division No. 724 , Augusta, Me.

Whereas :
It has pleased the ever just and wise

Ruler of the Universe to call from this to another

state of existence , our late brother , Harry L. Dear

born, whose familiar voice is silenced, his willing

hands are stilled and his kindly eyes are closed

forever, forthey have put on the garment of eter.

nity, and left us their memories only , with the
loneliness of separation ; and

Whereas : We recognize in this experience that

each passing year repeats to us the operation of a

law of Our Heavenly Father , who is the source of

all our blessings and who does not afflict willingly

OF. grieve for naught, " that we trust in all things,
His infinite wisdom and mercy and love, however

darkandmysterious they may be to our human
wisdom , and we believethat the uses of our sorrows

and joys alike , shall be made plain to us beyond

the gates that shut the present from the future ;
therefore, be it

Resolved: That we tender our fullest sympathy

to the family of ourdeceased brother , and fervently

hope and trust that the infinite love andtenderness

of Our Common Father may soothe their grief and

ever bless and comfort their aching hearts ; and

Resolved: Thatwe drape our charter for thirty

days; that a copy of these resolutions be sent to

the bereaved famíly ; that a copy be placed on our

records, and that a copybe sent to the Motorman,

Conductor and Motor Coach Operator for publica

May 7 , 1928 . FRED W. HEFFERNAN,

NORMAN H. BROWN,

OLIN E. PRICE ,

Res . Com .

By Division No. 939, Wapakoneta , Ohio

tion .

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom , called to his eternal home ous

late brother, Judd Garrett, in whose death we lost

a true and loyal brother, his widow and family a

loving husband and father and our company an

efficient and faithful employe ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 939,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , extend to the bo .

reaved widow and family sincere sympathy and the

assurance that we share with them in their sad

bereavement; further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother, our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days ; that a copy of these resolu.
tions be forwarded to the bereaved widow and

family ; a copy printed in the Motorman , Conductor
and Motor Coach Operator, and that the resolutions

be spread upon the minutes of this meeting.
H. E. HOWE,

HERB. HEIL,

C. P. JAMES,

Res. Com.

By Division No. 752, Bloomington , tui.

Whereas: was,

By Division No. 724, Augusta , Me .

Whereas : The Infinite Father of all the living,

who gives with thedarkest storms ofearth , bright

ness, and blessing, has called to His nearer presence

our late brother and fellow -worker, Harry G.Tupper:
leaving only the pleasant memories of comradship

to cheer us, as we turn from the sadness of part.

ing, and go forward in our earthly duties, always

remembering that just beyond us - nearer perhaps

than we think are the invisible lines of that great

majority of our departed ones, who wait to welcome

us to a brighter and better country, where sorrow
and pain can never come ; and

His most sadly, an untimely

Parting from our happy circle, cut down without a

moment's warning, in thevery prime and vigor of

life, upon which he wasjust feeling some of its
richly deserved fulness. He will be greatly missed

by his countless friends and fellow -workers..

faithful and loving husband, a trueand loyal friend ,

whose ever cheerful smile and kindly grasp of fellow

ship will always remaina tributeto his memory.

"He gave on the way a pleasant smile,

And thought no more about it .
It cheered a life thathad been dark the while ,

Which might have been wrecked without it,

And so for that smile and fruitage rare,
Hewillreapa crown sometime, somewhere. "

Therefore, be it

Resolved : That, in his passing, we lost & true

and valued member of our Association, and one

А

Whereas : Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom

and mercy, has seen fit to remove from our midst,

our beloved brother . John W. Hart, whose kindly

manner endeared him to all those who knewhim

and , while it was with deep regret we received the

news of this sad occurrence , we must bow in humble

submission to Him, who doeth all things well; there
fore , be it

Resolved: That we convey to the family of the

deceased brother our profound sympathy in this,
their sad hourof sorrow ; and , be it further

Resolved : That, as a mark of respect to our

true and beloved brother, we drape our charter for

a period of thirty days; that a copy of these reso
lutions be sent to the bereaved family; published
in the Motorman, Conductor and Motor Coach

Operator; and be entered on the minutes of our

meeting .

March16 , 1928.

WALTER LUCAS, President,

PAUL EVELSIZER , Reo. Sec .,

BRET H. HAYES,

Committee.
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tember , 1921 . His death occurred recently in St.

Louis, Mo., where he was in the bakery business.

He is survived by his widow and two children,

who have the profound sympathy of our members.

Division No. 26 held a moonlight excursion on

the eve of June 21st , which moved up St. Clair

River . It was a most enjoyable excursion .

- " REX ."

ANDERSON LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATE

Portland, Ore .-- At the present writing, politics

seem to be the general discussion . Seven members

of organized labor have filed for State Representa.

tive , with an excellent chance of part, or all of them
going over. These men bucked " old man " super

stition and filed on Friday, April 13th . Brother

Gust Anderson , a member of Division 757, aspires

to this honorable position and we are all pulling for
him .

Division 757 has assessed its membership 25c per

member for the relief of Divisions 118 , 165 and 433
in Pennsylvania , who are on strike .

Our 71 -year- young business agent, Dad Walker,

while playing with bunch of school children ,

contracted smallpox and was quarantined for two

weeks, but is out and apparently better than ever.

We are making preparations for our annual picnic,
to be held at the new Columbia Beech Park, Sun

day, July 29th . A good time is anticipated.

Brother Joe Singleton , a former member, has

been re-employed by the P. E. P. Co. , and goes

back to Ankeny to start all over again . Well , Joe,

you have our sympathy .
Brother Jack Workman has returned from Cali

fornia . Jack has an orange grove, and spends his
winters picking oranges. Brother Frank Smith has

also wintered in California , and is back at work ,

looking fine.

The Bowlers' Club gave their annual banquet at
the Elks Temple, April 24th . It was well attended .

The eats were great, and the entertainment, com

prised of several young lady entertainers , was

great. This is the first of these banquets that this

correspondent has attended, but, if I feel as young
as I do now, it won't be the last one . I can see ,

or did see , why Paul Gurske, A. J. Woodcock and

some others look forward to this event .
-Cor. 757 .

a

OFFICERSEOFIDIVISIONNO. 685 ,

BRÄNTFORD , ONT.

Reading from left to right are: Vice

President A. Stanley, Executive Board

Member C. B. Forsyth, Executive Board

Member and Correspondent F. S. Vinall,

President J. Longhurst, Executive Board

Member J. H. Gilham and Warden T.

Moon.

was run

TORONTO TOPICS

We welcome into our Local 113, 80 members of

the former Canadian Street Railway Employees
Federation , 44 of whom were former members of

our Local. We are very glad to know that we are

now a united body, working for the best interests of

everyone. We hope that all the men of Division

No. 113 will receive these brothers in the right

spirit.
Remember our Annual Picnic , to be held in the

Exhibition Grounds on the 30th of June next. We

expect to have a very large crowd - perhaps some
of the brothers from the neighboring cities will be
with us. A good time is promised to all. Be sure

to bring the Ladies and Children . A splendid

programme, arranged carefully for the enjoyment of

all old and young - will be wound up by a dance

in the Transportation Building
in the evening .

Come one come all ! Kindly keep this date open ,

as it will be a RED LETTER DAY forthe men

and their families of Division No. 113.

The busy season for the motor coaches is now

approaching, and we hope that all our men of the

Division will do everything they can to bring busi

ness to our motor coaches. If any of you know of

any picnics or excursions , kindly let the Manage

ment know , because the more work the Company
gets the more work for us . It is our duty, when

we secure excursions, to make the parties as com.

fortable as possible , so that they will want to come

back again .

We congratulate Brother Bert Merson on his

appointment to the Treasury Department of the
City . We thank him for the efforts he has made
on behalf of Division 113 and sincerely wish him

long life and happiness in his new position.
-Cor. 113 .

DETROIT DIGEST

MEETINGS HELD THIRD MONDAY

EACH MONTH

Brockton, Mass. The regular meetings of Divi

sion No. 235are held the third Monday of each

month, Brothers , be as punctual as possible in

attending meetings. That's the slogan-attend the

meeting.

Brother Bert Bumpus, who
into and

injured by an auto , is improving .
Brother Al. Sprague claims he has the best radio

on the market - namely, a Kolster.
Brother Ed. (Half- Pint) Packard, while fishing

for trout, got five new members to join the Pish

and Game Association . There's a sucker born every

minute. The expression - Half- Pint - merely refers to

Brother Packard's size .
Foreman Mather, while trout fishing recently,

nothaving his compass with him , got lostin the

hussocks within a quarterof a mile from the car

house .

Brother Hunt eats a pickle a day, to sharpen his

voice, so they say .
This is a busy season with Brother Samuelson.

He is an authority on flowersand vegetables.

Brother Perkins claims he has bought stock in

Brockton's new base ball team .
Brockton is fortu

nateingetting into the New EnglandLeague this

year.

Headed by Mayor Harold D. Bent, in selling

stock , Brockton has bought out the Nashua fran

chise.' The league starts May 16th . Brockton plays
its first game at Highland Park, Avon, with the

Lewiston team. It is claimed Brockton will have

the best grounds in the circuit.

and diamond are just completed .

Brother Charles Thomasisback on his car, after

a period of sickness.

More news in the next , So long.
-Cor. 235.

New stands , fences

Brother James J. Laidlaw, former officer of

Division No. 26 , who left thestreet railway service
some four years ago, has passed to the Great

Beyond. Brother Laidlaw . during his several years

ofservice with theDetroit United Railway, was one

of the prominent members and officers ofourLocal.
The last International Conventionattendedbyhim ,

as#delegate, was held in Atlanta , Ga. , in Sep
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ADDING MEMBERS TO ROLL

Altoona, Pa .-Division No. 801 is still on the job ,
adding members to the roll .

Some of our good members were recently working

on the miners relief campaign . They had good

success financially and many donations in clothing.

Since Easter, some of our boys are in the fishing
contest . Superintendent Hoofnagle will give a prize
for the best story. It seems it will fall to Brother

Sam Shaffer He surely can spin a few.

Our sick brothershavebeen on the sick list for

some time, with but slight improvement.

We find our Tyrone bunch have eliminated their

attraction up town , at least they are not quite so

regular, although things lock favorable for the spring
Opening

Brother Sam Shaffcr tells the boy's that the fins

on the fish he is catching hang like glue on a
Detrified monkey.

We learn that many of our fellow workmen , who

were lagging behind , now have the harness on and

are doing their stuff . This comes as the good old

summer time is peeping around the corner . That's

alright, boys, but watch your step .

It has come to us that the management of the

Logan Valley system has signed our agreement and

is well pleased with it .

We all like our superintendent very much and
congratulate ourselves for the interest he takes in

our behalf.

Brother William Fetters, of Tyrone , is again able
to be about , after undergoing an operation.

The work on the Fairview Division is now about

completed . It is in shape so that cars are being
run over it . It has all new steel and ties . Of

course, during the short period that the line was

being repaired. Brother Leidy had some attraction
in Tyrone.

Remember, boys , Division No. 801 is still on the
map and will continue.

-Cor. 801 .

to see our

ful burial , and , by Division 618, the balance of one

thousand dollars paid to the dependents and rela.

tives of our deceased members . This makes our

Association one of the outstanding in the American

Labor Movement, because we do not only protect

our membership in their work by taking care of

their wages, conditions , hours of labor, etc. , but

protect our membership in old age, total disability,

and care for the dependents in case of death.

Division 618 , whose membership covers practi

cally the entire state of Rhode Island, is the out .

standing organization affiliated with the Labor

Movement of the State . Its officers and members

are always able and willing to assist the entire

Labor Movement and at the Convention of the

Rhode Island State Federation of Labor , held

April 28th and 29th , President John T. Burns was

a candidate for president of the Federation of Labor.

Brother Robert Hill, of the Carpenters' Organiza.

tion , who was president of the Federation , was

candidate for re-election . Delegates from all over

the state knew of the valuable assistance rendered

by President Burns in behalf of labor , and it was

gratifying to see his nomination seconded by dele .

gates from all parts of Rhode Island. President

Burns was elected president of the Federation of

Labor by 248 to 44 votes and it is indeed a pleasure

worthy president leading the Labor

Movement in the state of Rhode Island .

Relations between the officials of the Company

and the officers and members of the Association

are good . Captain Williams , general manager of

the Company, has instructed the men who direct
the U. E. R. Co. property to co -operate with the

workers, officers and board members of the Asso

ciation, in order that we may have a better under
standing for the best interests of all . We believe

that , with those instructions and the new policies

of our newly elected general manager, we are bound
to make progress .

The most important matter pending between the

Association and the Company that happened before

Captain Williams became general manager is the
Power House Arbitration case . Three of our mem

bers were dropped from the service at the Power

Plant . The Company claimed they had the right,

under the terms of the arbitration award of 1925 .

The Association believed they did not have the

right under the award . Hearings were held and

we became deadlocked and could not agree . The

matter was discussed at the executive board and

at the meetings of the Division , and we were advised
by international officers the case . Owing to

the fact that it was a matter of interpretation of

' the award of the board of arbitration of 1925 , it

was agreed that the case would have to be settled
by the board of arbitration . Governor Higgins ,

who was the Association's representative at the

1925 arbitration , had died , so the Division selected

Brother James H. Vahey,, of Boston , Mass ., to
represent the Association ; Mr. Tillinghast , of Provi

dence, represented the Company; and Professor
Adams , of Brown University, was chosen to act as
third arbitrator. The argued before
Professor Adams last week and we expect a speedy

decision on the case .

-Cor. 618.

ONE CENT WAGE INCREASE THIS YEAR

one- man cars .

on

case Was

1929 .

100 PER CENT ORGANIZED

Providence, R. 1.-Division 618 is getting along

well, in spite of the fact that the Company is
continuing the installing of The

officers of the Division have been successful in

convincing the Company officials of the unwisdom

of installing one-man cars on some of the important
trunk lines. When the Hope Street Line was

changed from two-man operation to one -man ,

was accomplished without the loss of men through

having collectors retained in the rush hours in the

a. m . ,and p . m . , and distributing the rest of the
men throughout the system,

Miscellaneous Departments are working full time
and have enoughwork laid out to insure continual

work for all men in these departments until they

are compelled toquit outside work in the winter.

We feel that we were wise in signing up for a

two-year contract last June, with a two-cent increase

for all members until June 1, 1928, and an addi
tional cent increase from June 1. 1928, to June ! .

Although the increase of June 1 , 1928, is

only one cent,it is more than enough to pay the
membership's dues to the Association .

Since the first of the year the following members

of our Local have passed on : Brother Wm . Arm

strong, of the Cranston Pit Department ; Brother
Nelson Proulx, of the Pawtucket City Track Depart.

ment ;, Brother Joseph Burns, of the Mt. Pleasant
Car House; Brother Thomas' p . Shanley, who was

the Board Member representing the North Main
Car House , and who attended the Birmingham
Convention of

the International Association last

September as a delegate from Division 618; Brother
Herbert France, of the Arlington Repair Shop ;

Brother Leo Baron, of the North Main Street Car

House ; Brother Walter S. Brown, of the Elmwood

Car House ; Brother Anthony Barony, of the Old
Sea View Division Track Department; Brother

Michael Feeley , who was struck by an auto while at
the Track Department; Brother John

McDonough, of the Mt. Pleasant Division; Brother
Joseph McGovern, of the Cranston CarHouse,who

was struck by an auto after leaving his car , in the
performance of his work to light signal; and

Brother Eugene Hamel, of the North Main Street

Car House , who died suddenly after completing his
We extend

families and loved ones.
sincere sympathy to their

When we see such men

passing on,we cannot help but realize the foresight

of the pioneers of our Association in establishing

our Funeral Benefits for the insurance of a respect

was
Hamilton , 0. - The attendance at the last meeting

fine. Keep up the good work brothers .

Brother Jas. Anderson is getting along fine; he

expects to be back with the boys in about two
weeks .

Brother Holland , who was injured about a year

ago , is still off of his run . The brothers wish him

good luck .

" Daddy " Bowman is waiting for his baby to talk

Tailway business to him.

The Company has put on another run on the

City Line in Hamilton, giving Brother Poe a day.

light run .
Brother Farmer has got a new machine to go

fishing in , etc.
Brother Lucas, our president , is always on the

job . It shows, as the meetings are well attended .
Brother Manius has moved into his new home,

Brother Jack Egan says the country ais is good .

Brother Rooks is back on the passenger run .

Our treasurer. Brother Wm. LaFever , has taken

a freight run for the summer.

Don't forget, brothers , keep up with your good

work in attending meetings , as our Local is 100 %

organized .

-J . E. D.

work in

a

tun .
Our

2
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ID

T

Darties on disciplinary cases during the life of our
contract, which is for a period of three years, ua.

less at the end of any one year either party wishes
to terminate or make changes. Before any case is

carried before this board , it shall be handled locally .

If the decision of the superintendent is not satis

factory, the case shall then be referred to the

president and vice -president of the company and

the president and secretary of the Local, and they
shall hear all evidence in the case and try to render

& satisfactory decision . If this cannot be reached,

then it shall go to the standing, board . This was

finally decided on as a compromiseby both parties
and the strike call was cancelled . The old contract,

with the addition of this clause, was agreed upon

and signed .

Now that we have succeeded in establishing agree.

ment conditions for another one , two or three years,

there is every reason why hearty co -operation should
exist between the management of this property and

our membership . We recognize that we have even

a greater concern relative to the success of this

company, than can be possible with stock and bond

holders, It is from this property that we look for

a living wage to come , Therefore, we

personally concerned in the welfare of this property
and it will not be our fault in the event that there

is not hearty co -operation on the part of the officials
of the property and ourselves .

-Cor. 713 .

AT

GOOD ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS

Bridgeport, Conn . - Division No. 459 held its

regular April meeting. Doc Wald's name was drawn

for the attendance prize and the crowd attending

were rewarded by seeing someone present win the
money.

We are all set for our new agreement and expect

to hear the final details by the first of June .

Brothers Willie Farrin and Donkey Lynch are now
qualified as first class deep sea divers. Willie went

fishing with Hobo Smith and Galsky and on their
return to the shore someone pulled the boat from
under Willie . Paddy Walsh says that he wouldn't

be surprised were it not Hobo . However, Willie
fell into the sound and got wet . The moral is

never go fishing with Hobo again .

Donkey Lynch recently, on his way to work , fell
into Bruce's pond . He could not explain . How

ever , Tommy Walsh says that if he will stop looking

over Stratford realty the wetting will not happen

again.

Our base ball team is going along in fine shape.
We have added a few players, including Scully ,

who was one of the best shortstops several years

pitcher.

Dick Southard, the radio king, can give the names
of the best sets .

The boys are pleased to see smiling Paddy Walsh

again on the job, after being off sick.

Brothers Frank Carr and Deitz are great pals.

They , intend taking up flying in the near future .

This is , as Boudine would say, a very good mixture .

The Toothless Trio , Dewgaw, Wynn and Jones,

will now sing their next big hit " Soup , Soup.

Soup !"

Pat O'Neill is coming back on the unsigned list

the next pick , so he can be around with his good

friend , Boudine.

Spillane says that every time he sees Pat McClean
off duty, he wears that famous iron hat .

Bill Dorley will be unable to go with Morgan on

& trip this summer, as it is rumored that Morgan

is about to become a benedict ,

Well , boys, we are having wonderful attendance

at the meetings. Keep up the good work .

-Cor. 459 .

WA
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RENEW AGREEMENT RELATIONS

Memphis, Tenn .-Division No. 713 has allmatters
now settled and under a new contract . We sure

have been in a turmoil for the last two months.

First we had an arbitration , which had been pend.

ing for eleven months , due to failure of the selection
of a third arbitrator . The executive board took

the matter up with the officials of the company and

the officials refused to act in any way, there being

several proposals froin our side to complete the

board . We held & mass meeting February 26th

and voted to suspend work March 18t, in the event
that the board was not completed. Mayor Watkins

Overton of our city at once called our arbitrator,

Mr. A. D , Galloway, and the company's arbitrator ,

Mr. F. N. Fisher, together and immediately ap.

pointed W. A. Ransom as third arbitrator . This

board immediately heard the evidence and rendered

a decision , which was to let the old wage of 47 %

per hour for the first year; 52 % ¢ per hour for the

second year , and 57 % per hour for those of more
than two years of service , stand as it is , with 5 °

per hour additional for the operating of one-man
cars . G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson was

sent here to assist in this work , but the proposition
to suspend work had been called off before he

arrived . He stayed with us until the arbitration

was over. Jim has been with us on several occasions
and we are always glad to have him .

After the settlement of the wage dispute, we had

to negotiate a new agreement, as our old one expired
April 1st. After several conferences with the com

pany officials , Vice -President James Largay was.
upon our appeal , sent to assist us. We were trying

to reclaim our old clause for arbitration of all

disputes. The company refused to grant arbitra.

tion , except on the subject of wages . They wanted
the matter of discipline to stay entirely in the

hands of the company . They agreed to let it go

as far as the directors of the company and their
decision would be final. We refused to sign such an

agreement
and the membership again voted to

suspend work . We kept trying , until the date for

suspension work was 18th . Then

Mayor Overton again interceded , and finally he

made the proposition of appointing two directors

ofthe company and one outside man tocompose
board to pass written submission of both

GOOD WORK WITH BUSSES

Menominee, Mich.-Again old Division No. 302

appears and everything is going along fine.

May 13 was Mothers ' Day. All brothers came out

with their new bus uniforms, wearing red or white
carnations .

Our busses have been running seven weeks now , to
the present writing. with only one accident . Good

work , boys , and let's keep it up. All of the busses have

watch -hangers, installed by the company.

Brother Joe MacGuire is in the hospital at present,

where he underwent an operation May 13. We hope
for his speedyrecovery.

Brother Gilbert Brabant and Student Nels Johnson

were the only boys that had punctures on their busses ,
so far.

Brother Henry Remington's local run was pulled off

April 16 , but he is running extra on the Loop run.

Brother Harry Therriault likes his day run .

Brother George Greenier was busy on his last day off,
making a fence. When you want a fence built , see

George.

Brother Albert Sewald is pleased with his Broadway

run and Bus No. 355 .

Brother Frank Kupples, while in the garage one night,

told the boys that if they want exercise, to appear at
his place, as Mrs. Kupples has many rugs to beat.

A few days ago a lady asked Brother Kickbush if his

son is driving a bus. He replied that the boy can drive

Nash , but he was not sure that he could drive a bus

like his dad .

Will see you in our next month's issue , hoping every.

thing goes well .
-Cor . Him or Me .

SECRETARY VISITS RELATIVES IN OREGON

Wichita, Kan.-- Secretary A. C. Arnett and wife are

leaving for Oregon and Washington , to visit relatives.

Brother George Innes has left the service and gone to

Oregon . Our best wishes go with him.

Brother Vail is recovering from a major operation.

Brother Stormy Stevens is our new inspector.

Watch your step , boys.
Brothers Webb and Kazor will soon clash on the

elimination mat. Much interest is taken in this match .

as the winner meets the champion of ourathletic club.

Brother WilliamKirwin is again 0.K., after a long

siege of sickness .

Brother Gillenwater is in a hospital near Denver,

Colo . We hear he is getting along nicely:

Brother Frank Coon was off recently , for a few days,

Brother Kirk is again on thejob, following several

days in which he repaired his digestive organs.
Brother and Mrs. Frank Grable are preparing to

make a visit to relatives in Arkansas,
Our baseball team rather needs nine players than

practice .
Brother J. W. Harris recently visited Kansas City ,

Brother Hensworthisbuilding anice five-soom home.

Brother Jim Burks recently ran a fish hookinto his

finger, while out fishing. He lostno time in getting a

doctor .
Supervisor Carl Carrothers loads 10,000 school

children onthe street cars each week and reports no

accidents . Carl knows his onions,
on & --Cor. 794.
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MEETINGS SECOND TUESDAY EACH MONTH

Worcester, Mass . — Brothers, about two years ago

the members voted on a plan whereby the attend.
ance at monthly meetings could be increased . An

attendance prize of $ 3.00 was offered every month .

For a time the result exceeded all expectations.

Lately attendance has been falling off again .

Brothers,for your information , meetings are held

on the second Tuesday of each month and the

officers ask you to attend the meetings. Be present

and present your grievances,also act on the welfare

of your Local. This is not only an officers' organi.

zation, as some seem to think. It belongs to all
who are members.

It has been noticed by loyal brothers that unfair

criticism has been spread on street corners , cars

and in the lobbies. For your own sake, cut this
out. Come to the meetings and criticise and we

may have to build bleachers in our hall.

Brother Jack Duna was recently stricken seriously
ill with ulcers of the stomach . He was operated

upon and latest reports are favorable.

Brothers, hats off to Brother Jim Meade, For

the past few weeks he has been the honored guest

of some of our worthy judges of this district. He

has been serving on the jury .

Brother Michael Kett had the misfortune recently

to fall from the roof of a car, while repairing the
trolley stand in the barn . He had nothing more

soft than the cement floor upon which to fall. . He

was lucky_that his injuries were not more serious.

Although Brother Kett is not working, he is around

and recovering from a cracked bone in his right
heel.

I am sorry to announce the death of Brother

Jack Lappin . He was a loyal member of Division

No. 22 and served on several committees. Sympa

thy is profoundlyextended to his bereaved family.

For a time sickness seemed to be on the wane,

but lately the la grippe seems to be laying, us low ,
right and left . Superintendent Tully, Chief Di

spatcher BondandStarters Eddie Norton and Frank
Therrien were all laid up together, also numerous

members of our Local. including Brothers Jack

Gregory, Dick Perry , Maurice Perry , Hugh Rice,
Das Sullivan and Albert Proulx.

-Cor. 2160-22.
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rolling pin rolled across the floor . He declares that

no black cat had previously crossedhis track .
While picking runs, recently, Brother Hosmer

wont home to a fish supper and Mr. Wier picked

the run for him . Brother McNutt got back just in

time, or he would have been compelled to work for

a living.

Brother Orin Zimmerman recently passed the

barn with his straw cap on , while there was one

inch of snow on the ground.

Brother Scneck is under contract to help fat

women out of the mud on Brown Street.

Brother Green recently moved to the South End

and became a second to Rip Van Winkle, 80 he

worked extra for seven days.

Board Member Wier recently drove his auto to

Detroit, where there was no place to park , so he

was compelled to hang it on a telephone pole, from

where it was taken by the fire department, so Earl
says .

Our company is enlarging the repair department,

as our one-man cars seem to need some repairing,
particularly when it rains.

Brother Guy Potter has moved down near the
car barn , He lived in the North End for ten years.

The first day he worked , after moving. he was

soen waiting on the corner for a North Saginaw
car, until Brother Dick Moore told him that he

had moved. He then went home rejoicing.

-Cor. 6448.

MUNICIPAL OPERATION A SUCCESS

San Francisco , Calif. - The proof of success of

municipal ownership is being demonstrated in San

Francisco . Not only, has it kept the fare down to

even nickle , which means a saving of over

$40.00 per year to, the average working man's

family.. but also endows to its employes the God

given right to organize, with the result that, besides

the 8 -hour day, the good people of San Francisco

have granted us humanitarian conditions. This

success prevails. regardless of the desperate and
strategic activity of our competitor, the Market

Street Railway, using every device and trickery

known in the disseminationof false propoganda in .

tentively for injuring the Municipal" Railway, and

impeding its development and progress,

In contrast, the Market Street Railway Co. denies
their men the right to organize, and compels them

to sacrifice standards of the American worker.

do not blame these employees for this state, as

among their ranks the preponderance are Union men

at heart , but due to the company's spying system,
these men are helpless . It is a fact that some of

the uniformed men are of this spying system . The

Union man and friends of labor in this and other

cities must be made cognizant of this peculiar

situation in San Francisco and should patronize and

urge your friends to patronize the Municipal Rail
way when visiting San Francisco .

Joyous spring has made its gracious bow , and
here in gifted California we have the good fortune

of observing it at its best. The hills and fields,

carpeted profusely with radiant wild flowers, seem

to enhance the marvelous beauty, April, the pivotal

month, prophetically decrees a bumper harvest for
the coming summer. The prospects assuredly be
token a vision of prosperity to the tiller of the soil.
Brother Hayward left April 3rd for an extended

trip , and others are making preparations to enjoy

the delights of California .

Of our sick membership . , all are improving.

Brother O'Flanagan surprised us by his quick

recovery , after a serious operation, and is again at
the helm. Brother Davidson was overcome while

working on the " f " Line, but is doing nicely.
Brother Clem Crosbie is_ as proud a daddy as

eyes ever set on . his wife's Easter presentation being

& first born baby boy. Both mother and young

Crosbie are doing fine .

Brother Harry Collins' change of demeanor has

been solved at last - married to a beautiful young

lady . Congratulations!

The meeting of March 22nd adjourned , out of

respect to the memory of our late Brother Carter,

and to his son we express our heartfelt sympathy .
We regret to hear ofthe demise of Tom Rice's

father, Brother John S. Rice, a loyal and consistent

Union man, and past president of Carpenters Union,

Local 22. We express our profound sympathy in

the loss of Tom's dear father.

Our superintendent received a letter from a gentle

man in New York, stating that, while visiting our

city, he was highly impressed by the efficient and

courteous manner Brother Leffingwell handles his

passengers. It is not at all surprising to us who

Inow Billy , and we should feel proud of his affiliation.

WELL ATTENDED MEETINGS
We

catch anyone

Flint, Mich . — Division No. 26 recently held two

meetings in Flint and there was a full attendance .

The meeting experienced some strong debating over

the reinstatement of one of our members.

Our boardmember is nowstudying law . He says

itis necessary to be an attorney to be a board
member.

Brother McTaggart is very ill.
We now have a detective agency, among us ,

with Brother Cooper as president. Heis sure to
that steals members' tickets and

changers at the end of the carline, if there are no

clothes lines in the back yards. He lost his changer
while experimenting.

Brother Newman' will now furnish meals to those

who will relieve him long enough to go home and
seethe first new arrival.

Have you observed Brother Sanders with his
educated beans ?

Brother Harper recently purchased the Danley
estate .

Brother Kettler has a new automobile that runs

50 quietly that heis obliged to stop his watch to
hear the engine running,

Brother Matthewsisnow in the hospital with a

Brother Peacock is building a filling station on the
Dort Highway .

Brother Sutfin recently paid a dollar to Richard
for information regarding atransfer.

We now havea new run guide. We didn't think

wewould have to work it, but we received word

from Business Agent Van Nessthat we shall work

it, even though of little satisfaction .

BrothersKunethand Evans
willsoon go toRose

City, to lookover the farm uponwhich BrotherKuneth raised his big rooster.

Brother J. Miller picked a run from Brother
Hirner, that Brother "Hiraer had worked since
boy .

Brother Shirley purchased two autos for three
dollarseach,which includeddelivery charges .

Brother Sharp still has oneempty house forrent.WhileBrother Max Walton's wife was away , a

ghostAppeared one night,whilehewas eating his

The stove tipped over and the

broken leg .

midnight supper .
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weDespite the one-man car, are holding our

membership up fine. This is being done bya num

ber of our brothers taking the eighth day off. This

should be done by every regular man.

Delegates T. L. McBrayer , I , H. Butler, J. C.

Thompson, W.N. Padgett and M. Bohler returned

from Macon, where they attended the Georgia State

F. of L. Convention. They report a real constructive

convention to have been held .

Several brothers have been off sick during the
past few months. Practically all of them are again

on the job.

We sincerely regret the loss of our good and faith

ful brother, Joe Chandler, who was one of our oldest

and most loyal members, Our sympathy goes out

to the bereaved family.

As mentioned above, we are having very few

grievances to handle. This, I think , is being brought

about by more strict co-operation on both sides,

which , in my opinion, is the best way of keeping

them down.

-Cor. 732 .
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The Municipal Railway base ball team and root

ers celebrated the completion of a successful season
with a banquet at the Aida Cafe, and a gala time

wasenjoyed. Charlie Ryan presided as toastmaster,
and presented a token to Jack Sullivan from his

team mates in appreciation of his consistent per
formance during the season . Among the many

responses, ex -motorman Eddie Flynn, of the Piggly

Wiggly quartette, rendered several choice vocal

selections . Our team finished second in the Winter

League, composed of crack teams from this vicinity .

Thegood conduct of our team was made possible

by the mystifying twirling of Jack Sullivan and

brilliant support of his team mates. In the post

season game with the Cartman Tire Co. , winners of

the pennant, our team won by an overwhelming

score , demonstrating that with even breaks,

would have copped the title .

Our Municipal Railway band celebrated a joy.

fest in a downtown cafe , and all answered present

next day.

Our social at the Geary Street Car House is now
an established monthly affair and always weil

attended, our guests always leaving with faces teem

ing with smiles . President Vandeleur stated that

an effort is being made to have these affairs occur

on a different day each month , to enable all an

opportunity to attend.

A decision is expected about the early part of

May in the litigation matter of the Judah Street

Line construction , and indications presage a favor

able decision for the Municipal Railway .

--Cor. 518 .

we

TO EXTEND ONE-MAN CAR OPERATION

AGREEMENT TIME APPROACHING

Grand Rapids, Mich .-- The last regular meeting

of Division No. 836 prior to this writing was held
April 20th . It was well attended . Contract time

is approaching and we should all make it a point

to be on deck, to offer any suggestions we have in

mind.

While preparing this bit of news from Division

No. 836, I received word that one of our loyal

members, Brother E. L. Smith , had passed from
this life . He suffered the past few weeks from an

attack of acute appendicitis. Our heartfelt sympathy

is extended to the bereaved family in this , their

time of sorrow ,

Brother Harvey Tanner has given his house a

new coat of paint, inside and out.

Brotheri . D. Skiff's condition has not improved
much in the last month. He is suffering with leg

trouble .

Brothers Hale, Sexton and Crane are on the sick

list. We wish for their speedy recovery.
Brother Bill Roell went with Mrs. Roell down

town shopping the other day. On leaving the five

and ten cent store , he started down the street with

a couple of strange women, while his wife stood

watching to see how far Bill would go before dis

covering that Mrs. Roell was not with him . Some

report that he is passing along. although Mrs. Roell

returned home.

Our company lost a very valuable employe when

Brother James Murphy was struck by an automobile

while working at the West Side Car House .

Brother Ren Slager is seriously contemplating the

purchase of a chicken farm .

Let's have a full house at our next meeting and

show the real union spirit .
--Cor. 826.

Hartford , Conn . - Division No. 425 is still in

Hartford . However, the company has granted a

decision to run one-man cars all over thecity and

they promise to soon put into operation ninety per
cent . Looks like the trolley game is backing up .

Brother James Hogan is unable to get away from
the Glastonbury Line. What is the attraction?

We regret that Brother Thomas Wilson got his

two weeks' vacation during the winter.
Brothers Frank O'Donnell, Fred T. Gerich and

Patrick Godfrey have been appointed by President

Lee as auditing committee of Division No. 425

during the year 1928,

Those suspended in March for non -payment of
dues are : Fred Wells, R. J. Bannon , Alex Roullins,

C. T. Evans, P. De Nocenzo, J. C. Foren, Thomas

Gundek and Robert Frazier,

The home of Brother John Mullen was recently

broken into by burglars . They were caught. Better

carry your money with you , John .

Following long sieges of sickness, there are again

with us Brothers Louis DePalma, Leon Barrall,

Fred T. Gerich , Thomas Walsh and Thomas Cook.

Brothers Harry Walsh , Michael Morkan and David

Barry are on the sick list . We hope to see these

brothers soon again on the job .

Brother Abjohn Stokes is again at work, after

spending the winter in Florida. He had a wonderful

time .

We sincerely regret the recent death of Brother

Hyman Pearlman ,who had been a member of our

Local for eight years. Division No. 425 extends

profound sympathy to Mrs. Pearlman and family

in their bereavement .

Brother Clark Brown is in Vermont on his vac&.

tion . Some think he is to be married .

Brothers Herman Miller, Shorty Barslou and

Samuel Beattie recently visited Holyoke, to attend &

prize fight.

Brother Samuel Beattie gives us the assurance

that he is to be married on some date in June.

Brother Frank O'Meara is to be best man.
We

hope Sam will come next.

Don't forget to keep your dues paid .
easy for Brother Donahue.

Make it

AGREEMENT IN CONFERENCE STAGE

GRIEVANCES AVOIDED BY CO-OPERATION

Atlanta , Ga. - Am pleased to report that Division

No. 732 is moving along fine. We have the best

egreement we have heretofore made with our em

ploying property and the relationship between our
management and the employes is exceptional. We

haven't much of which to complain. Probably that

is why the fellows stay away from the meetings so

much. However, they should attend the meetings.

Did you ever notice that those who attend meet
ings more regularly are the ones who have the

least trouble ? There are entirely too many who

stay away from the meetings and seem to believe in

letting the other fellow run the business. Once

something goes wrong , they are the ones who holler

the loudest .

Since we have so many extra men , our company

has arranged to let a few off indefinitely. Some are

taking advantage of itand are making hay or rather

expect to, if the sun ever shines.

East St. Louis , III.-- Division No. 125 holds regular

meetings at 418 Coll Ave., the first and third

Wednesdays of each month.
Our meetings are well

attended , but there really are vacant chairs. So,

boys , don't be afraid that you must stand.

We have gone in conference with our manage

ment upon a new agreementand hope that by the
next writing we willtellof success in our negotia

tions .

Brother and Mrs. E. Leusch are the proud parents

of a new baby boy.
Brother and Mrs. G. Luke

now have a baby girl .
Congratulati

ons and good

luck to both families from Division No. 125 .

The Winstanley Shop boys are showing great

interest in our Local ,
They are in attendance at

our meetings wellarrayed at the call to orderby

President Wm. R. O'Leary .
Keep up this good

spirit , boys . Don't forget that the way you back

up your officers is the way you
will reap your

harvest .
--Cor. 125.
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INTERESTING MEETING

Brantford, Oat. - The first part of the meeting of

Division No. 685 , held April 15th, in Labor Hall,

was conducted as an open meeting. Mr. M. M.

McBride, chief highway supervisor, was the speaker

of the evening. Those who attended surely enjoyed

his address on traffic . Brother F. Vinall was in the

chair and of those present were : Commissioners

John Hill and Harry Symonds and Manager A. H.
Poster . Our worthy manager addressed us briefly

and substantiated the remarks of Mr. McBride.

Our inspector was present and it is the opinion of

your correspondent that more of these open meetings

would be a great booster for our organization and
instructive to the membership .
Our dance is over. While it was not a big finan

cial success, it was gratifying to get togetherand
all present had a very enjoyable time. Just a few
more boosters was all that was needed to make it a

real big affair .

Brother Huson had the sad misfortune to lose
his sister and an aunt within two weeks. The

sympathy of the entire membership of Division
No. 685 goes out to him in his bereavement.

Brother Bill Taylor was looking for his broom

the other day. How about putting a red light or
bell on it? It might help.

Brother Stevens recently saw some kids rough

housing a baby buggy on the car tracks. It caused

him to have a fit . Going to the rescue , he dis

covered that the baby was only a doll.

having a Humane Society medal made for him.

Brother George Gilham has moved to Society
Brant Ave. All neighbors have been

advised to keep their chicken pens locked . George

is a reputed chicken fancier .

Brothers S. Clementand C. Teetzell are on the
sick list at this time .

-P. S. V.

1

executive board , with the authority that, if the wage

cut is attempted to be placed in effect, the board

can notify the boys to suspend work . However,
we do not believe that this cut in wages will be

instituted , as it would be a despotic move on the

part of the management of our employing property .
We have instructed our wage committee to seek

further conferences with the management of the

property in an endeavor to work out a new ee

ment. We are being, assisted by G. E. B: Member

Edw. McMorrow . We feel that we should have an

increase in wages.

When this management took hold of our property

we were impressed favorably that its purpose was

to be fair with the employes. . However, it remains
to be seen as to whether this impression will be

maintained . We have here, in our city , well trained

men and we trust that our present scramble will

result in a continuance of good relations with our

employing management , as these properties need

that type of co -operation that can be given by

union men only : There will nothing happen until

we reach the bridge,

We are proud of the Ladies Auxiliary. They are

doing fine work in helping us in the labor move
ment. They held their first anniversary on the

day of this writing and there was enjoyed a fine

luncheon . A large crowd was in attendance . Presi .

dent Murray Douglass and Secretary L. A. Graeser

attended the event and presented several fine bou

quets , which were highly appreciated by the ladies.

We hope to have better news to report at our
next writing . In the meantime, we will all sit

steady in the boat and leave the situation up to
Brother McMorrow and our executive board . We

have an abounding confidence in Brother McMorrow .

Brother Chris Rhosier is on the sick list in the

hospital . Brother Alec Fleming is getting better and
will soon be home.

I note in the May issue , in reference to Brother

McMorrow's advice relative to the white mule , that I

mentioned that I visited St. John's Hospital and

found a half dozen out there in bad shape, who had

been monkeying with the white mule. Permit me to

advise the readers of the M. C. and M. C. O. , that this

remark did not refer to members of Division No. 788,

as there was not one of our members in the hospital

who was in any way thus afflicted . I wish to clarify

the statement , fearing it may be misinterpreted .

-Cor. 788.

We are

Row on

VICE -PRESIDENT DURAND VISITS LOCAL

A GOOD PROPOSITION

San Jose, Calit . - Division No. 265 has the same

old story, a good percentage of membership but a

sparse attendance . Many of our boys are impressed

that all they have to do is pay their dues . How

ever, the running of a one -man car against auto

mobile traffic is a full day's work , tedious, and I

presume they are too tired to come to the union
meeting.

On April 13th we had the pleasure of having

with us Brother George Durand of Division No. 192,
Oakland, Calif . He is an international vice-presi

dent .
He made an exhaustive inquiry into the

conditions of Division No. 265 and found that, out

of eighty -two men employed by our property , the

San JoseRailroad, seventy -oneof them are mem :
bers of Division No. 265 . He found that none of

the employes are actually non -union. He inquired

minutely about our wage scale ,ourhours andthe
equipment of the system . Following several hours

of discussion, he rendered a decision that

in as good condition as any Local with which he
is acquainted. We listened with much admiration

to his discussion of the general success of street

railroading and it was with regret that we saw him

depart. We wish he could be present at more of
our meetings.

Our old stand -by , Brother F. C. Vierke, is seri
ously sick with high blood pressure.

Brother T, W.
Davis has enjoyed a six -day

vacation .

The members present at the meeting attended by
Brother Durand were :

Brothers Jameson, Murray,

Hardwick, Kuhns, Bayard, Hansen, Trousdell,Smith,
Montoya and Bannon. Why couldn't there have
been more present?

-Cor. 265 .

we are

Sioux City , Iowa-President H. T. Woodward

took an all-day run at the last sign-up, so hewould

not be afraid to go home alone nights.

Brother Walter Haefs is yet unable to handle his

run on account of rheumatism.

Brother Joe Smith and family appear to have

more than their share of sickness. By last report
they are improving.

Brother Jack Dunn expects to move over neares

the car barns .

Brothers Noyes and Campbell are again working,

after a slight touch of rheumatism .

Brother and Mrs. Webber held their annual

Easter party Easter Sunday. All present had a good

time and plenty of eggs .

C. J.seems to dislike to see cooked eggs around ,

as he always tries to get around them and usually

succeeds.

Brother Charlie Hall spends his spare time with

his chickens . He is a hard worker and we hope he

makes a success of his new venture.

Brother Thornley is again out, after some three

months under the doctor's care .

Brother Skardahl is looking for a new Ford .

We hear that Brother Pete Storm cleaned up a

nice sum on his bonds, by selling them at a premium.
He needs the money .

The stork stopped at the home of Mrs, and
Brother Fletcher and left a baby girl. This makes

two girls and two boys . Mother and daughter are

doing nicely . Congratulations !

We are surprised to learn that some of our men

who signed up for the new benefit fund have not

yet paid in their $ 2.00 . This is a good proposition,

boys, and no one knows who will be the next called ,

So, don't wait, but pay up pay-day .

Hi took off a few more cars recently and some

of our boys are back on the extra list .
It is alleged

that the cause of this is that there are too many

Pords.

-Cor. 779.

AGREEMENT MAKING AWAITED

St.Louis, Mo.- Well, our long silence has beenbroken .
The members of Division No. 788 have

been waiting, patiently, for some six weeks to hear
from our wage committee.

Ourcompany has now served notice upon us that
our agreement is to be discontinued June 1st .

This hasenlivened things, as, with itcomesthe in.

formation thatthe company designs to make acut

in wages to begin on that date. We have taken

action in thiscase thatwe believe will bring about

anadjustment of the situationand continue agree

ment relations with our employing company . We
have placedthe whole matter in the hands of our
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ALL MEMBERS SHOULD HELP THANKS TO DIVISION NO. 691
AF

Allentown, Pa.-- We, of Division No. 956, are

urged to attend meetings and help do what work comes

before the members. There is much important work to

be undertaken ,but all members should help .

It is reported that Brother Charles Weider is going

back to the farm. Some do not take well to those

" drive- it -yourself"' cars .

Brother Clyde Horn recently called an executive

board meeting to take place at his home. Some very
important business was transacted . All were present

except Brother Weider. It was decided that President

Clyde Horn and Brother M. G. Bray should attend the

State F. of L. Convention the second week in May.

There is a movement on here to organize a Women's

Auxiliary . We think it a good move .

Brother Wm . Louback has resigned and gone into
the cement business with his brother . We wish him

success .

Brother Harvey Andrews has lost weight since he

took the conductor's end with Cy. Perkins. We knew

Cy. was rough. We didn't think, however, that he

would advise a fat man to change with Brother

Andrews,

A brother on the Slatington Line reports he saw

snakes up that way. Of course, there are snakes to be

seenon this property the year round.

We had a change of board the first week of May .

Some runs in Bethlehem were changed and some taken

off. It reminds a person of an elimination test , aswe

are all the time losing ground. Well, they say the first

one hundred years are the hardest, so cheer up.

Our company had a wonderful exhibition of evolu.

tion in industry in the Jubilee Celebration Parade ,

showing development of street transportation since the

old horse-car was in use . It was admired by a large

crowd along the line of parade .

There was recently donated by our members, for

relief, a nice sum to Brother Frank Williams, who is in

bad shape.

Our old friend , Henry Hohl, off on account of

rheumatism is now on the job again .
Brothers, if you want anything in the line of real

estate , consult Brother James Smith . He has a large

variety and we feel he can surely please you .

Our friend Scotty insisted he could operate one of
those drive-it -yourself street cars and to prove it , when

we had the first spring change he selected one and got
his experience driving a mule in the mines . Scotty

did a dirty trick on the mule, but he says, “ Never

again ."

The members of Division No. 956 are again urged to

come out to the meetings. You can help the others to

join the Local . We should try and get all in , for that is

where you belong . Our company would not for a

minute , think of not belonging to their union , the

American Electric Railway Association, and why
should you stay our of your union ?

The fishing season is here . We have heard no fish

stories yet , but there is no telling. Of course , we all

like to listen to a good fish story.
-Cor. 956.

GOOD TURNOUT

Galesburg, I11. — The last meeting of Division No. 515

enjoyed a good turnout . That is what we like to see ,

only let's try and make each meeting 100 per cent, from

now on , as some very important business is at hand

and we want all to be on the job .

Brother Allen has at last attained the right to wear

his hat on three hairs . It's a boy . Mrs. Allen and son

are doing nicely . Congratulations.

Brother Guy Johnson came down to thebarn one
morning and ran his car outside . All that " Bro . Extra

Man " had to do was to drive the car away , as Guy

had failed to sign the register -out book. Better signup

first, from now on , and then you can run the car after
you get it out .

Brother Allison wishes to thank the boys who visited

him while he was laid up. He holds that it helped to
cheer him along. He is again at work.

Brother Evans was off duty for a few days and his run

was in charge of Brother Al Collopy, who likes day.

light runs.
Brother Clifford Young, the sheik , is holding Brother

E. V. Brown's run .

Brother Blanton of the South Seminary bus, was off

duty recently .
A newspaper formerly printed the following : "Street

need not apologize for being on the streets .

Operators should develop a recognition that each

street car is as important as forty to sixty individual

autos . Trainmen should be encouraged to operate

safely at high speed, and also be ready to avoid acci.

dents, but should not let automobiles assume superior

rights ." --Cor . $ 15.

Springfield , Mo. , April, 22 , 1928.

TO THE MEMBERS OF Division No. 691,

EMPLOYES OF THE SPRINGFIELD

TRACTION COMPANY AND OTHERS.

GREETINGS: Bythis means I wish tothank all of you,

in the name ofmy family and myself, for your great

kindness to us during the past few weeks, and your

sincere expression of friendship and good will.

Having been on the sick list since February 18, what

you havedone for us places us under great obligation
and should it be the misfortune of others to be so

situated , we will deem it both our duty and great

pleasure to do our part to aid those whom may need

assistance . You have done more good than you know,

and there is One, I believe , who will reward you fully.

We extend to all those connected with the Springfield

Traction Company our best wishes.
H. L. LORANCE.

WELL ATTENDED MEETINGS

New Orleans , La.-- Division No. 194 , from the way

our attendance is keeping up, may be obliged to get a

larger hall. At each meetingthehall is crowded to the
doors, The members are waking up. We have in the

attendance many of the old -timers, also new men who

are very good union men . I can say they are 100 per

centunion . At each meeting we have some very good

speakers who helpto make the meetings interesting and

educational , for the old as well as the new members.

Let's keep up this attendance, boys . Of course , we all
know that it is our duty which we oweto ourselves and

the public , as well as our families , that we do the best

we can at all times. Wages and working conditions

largely depend on how we conduct ourselves. All good

unionmen should follow the golden rule I quote here,

as follows :

" Though your duty may be hard ,
Look not on it as an ill .

If it be an honest task ,

Do it with an honest will."

Brother A. Paddock has recently increased his eating

staff with another girl . Wee Shirley May makes a

total of seven at each sitting . Brother Paddock is to be

congratulated , but from now on , we presume he will
watch his step .

BrotherOry, sick for some time , it is hoped will soon

get well andbe among us once more.

Brother J. Simonds, an old -timer, has undergone
eightoperations ,but is back on the job and is good for

twenty years more .

Brother Bernard Pays is now in the bird business.

He sells some very fine birds as well as eggs. He has

appointed as his agent, the celebrated peddler, Ed.

Lacoste.

The Arabella Barn Social Club is making prepara.

tions to give a trolley and boat ride, which should be a

great success. The arrangements committee is com

posed of the best men at the Arabellas Barn for that

purpose.
--Cor. 194.

ABANDONU
SE OF BUSSES

New Castle, Pa. - After some five years of trial,

New Castle has at last abandoned busses and re.

installed rail cars. Bus drivers were given places

at the foot of the extra list .

Two of our rail car men and

recently had the misfortune to be in an automobile

accident. Brothers Hofelder and Moore escaped

with minor cuts andbruises, but Brother Hunter

was not so fortunate. He was in the hospital for a

few days .

Brother Sargeant has no love for garlic in his

gravy .

Deacon Fink , of the Highland Line, is going on

an extended visit to Cincinnati.
Brother Houston is on the sick list.

How long doyouexpect one ham to last, Brother

Douglas?

Home rule is a fine thing. Brother Hamilton , even

though you get it in a car.

Put on your Charleston slippers, boys, and get

ready for Miss Craig's party.
It will be a hot

number,

Brother Kaufman is yet on the sick list,
Could you comeout tonight and take a little

ride? “ So you did . "

Wesent our usual quota to the opening ball game

at Pittsburgh. BrothersMcFate, Mariacher, Ziegler ,

Sargeant and Supt. C. C. Coulthard were there.

They report it tohavebeen a great gameand they

hada fine time .

Now, boys, all together !

one bus driver

cars

-Cor. 89.
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AGREEMENT PENDING INCREASED FARE
PETITION

was
vy

work in nearly all places he had visited was hard to
obtain .

A few nights ago , our Division 925, and the Amster

dam Division , 923, held the annual meeting and election

of officers of the F. J. & G. R. R. Benefit Association ,

which is composed of all employes of any class of work ,

both steam and electric men in theemploy of the Fonda,

Johnstown & Gloversville R. R. Company. Our

general superintendent , Mr. Judson Zimmer, is presi

dent of the Association ; Mr. Joe Peasely is secretary.

The trustees from Division 925 elected were Brother

George Putman and Mr. Joe Nellis of the steam

division . After the business meeting was over a social

time was had , pool , cards, etc., until a late hour .

General Superintendent Zimmer furnished special cars

and free transportation for any one wishing to attend .

One of the pleasant incidents of the outing was meet

ing our old friend and fellow worker, a former con.

ductor on the electric division , and a former resident of

Gloversville, Ms. James Nellis , who , by hard work and

strict attention to business , has been promoted from

one position to another until he is at present super

intendent of all lines in Schenectady, one of the largest

electric city and suburban lines in this section . All his

old friends on the F.J. & G. wish him success in his new

position . He is a brother of our division superintendent,
Mr. C. B. Nellis , and also of Mr. Joe Nellis , conductor

of the steam division .

Brother Johnson , main line motorman , who was at

the hospital for some time , has fully recovered and

returned to his run .

Brother Chetwynd, seriously ill, is slowly recovering

and the boys hope to see him fully restored to health .

Brother Bowdish, on pension , the oldest motorman

on this division , is at present in a serious condition ,

having suffered a stroke a few days since . He is con
fined to his home and quite feeble . The boys sympa.

thize with the brother in his affliction .

The automobile, both pleasure and commercial, is
cutting into our business badly here . No doubt, that

is the trouble all over the country , and does not tend

to make the future look very rosy for traction employes.

Well, it can't be cured , so , will have to be endured .

-Cor . Division 925 .

his run.

HIGH FINANCE BATTLE AFFECTING

BRITISH COLUMBIA ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

Ottawa, Ont.-- Division , No. 279 is progressing

favorably, oven in the face of considerable difficulties

that have been prevailing for some time, and we are

pleased to report that the sun is shining on both sides of
the fence . The assistance and advice of G. E. B. Mem

ber , Bro . Hoover and G. E. B. Member , Bro . Sinclair,

who have visited this Division just recently has had

the effect of greatly improving thesituation .

The employmentsituation in this locality , which was

considered to be critical , has improved somewhat with

the advent of favorable weather conditions and has

made possible the opening up of several building

operations .

Negotiation of our new agreement , which

presented to the employing company some time ago, to

be effective as from May, ist, has been somewhat

delayed owingto an application for increased fares, at

present pending before the Board of Dominion Railway

Commissioners of Canada .

Bro. Frank Wollenschlager, who recently accepted

the position of night clerk at Cobourg Barn has been

compelled to resign, owing to ill health and is again on

Bro, Archie Armstrong will replace him as

night clerk .

Bro. Terry Burns has again taken the promise of
" For better or For worse . ' The Division extends best

wishes for the future to Mr. and Mrs. Burns.

The sincere sympathy ofthe Division is extended to

Bro. Michael O'Hara, whose Father passed away

recently .

Bro . Emile Blais, who has been ill for some time is
back on his run again .

Bro . Frank Curry,one of our old timers , has returned

towork after beingon thesick list for some time,

The stork visited this locality recently and Mr. and

Mrs. Geo .Langill were the receipients ofa healthy baby
girl. Congratulations are in order.

Our summer schedule was fective on May 14th . A

considerable reduction in service was noticeable and a
number of men have been laid off indefinitely .

We hear that this Division has a member who holds
the record for disposing of hen -fruit . Bro. Mick

Maddensays “ that eight eggs are his usual number
o every morning for breakfast . We trust the little red hen

willbe able to keep production in accord with the
demand .

Bro . Geo. Burns hasresigned from the service and has

gone to Chicago. The Division wishes Bro, Burns every
success in his new surroundings .

Bro. Brisbois extends a very cordialinvitation to all of
the Brothers to visit him in the committee rooms ,

especially on pay-days.

-P. J. T.

RENEW OLD AGREEMENT

Glopersville , N. Y.- Since my last_letter, we have

settled uponouragreementwith the F. J. & G. R. R.
Company, until November1 , 1928 . Our annual

agreement expired May 1. The R. R. Co, asked to

make anew agreement, calling for a cut of five cents an

hour on nearly all classes of work. A special meeting

being called, at which the men voted to ask for an

increase of five cents an hour, as there was no guarantee

as to the length of time before the wages would be
restored . After another meeting with the R. R.

officials, they made us a better offer; a cut of three cents

an hour on all employes , both steam and electric, with

allowance that the presentwage would be restored

November 1 , with an increase , if business improved in
the meantime,

On the night the vote was taken , Brother Magnus

Sinclair of the G.E. B.waspresent and addressed the
members of both Locals and advised us to accept the
offer and avoid useless expense. He also told the mem

bers that a strike never ought to be considered for a
minute; also, that arbitration is a very uncertain

proposition, asitisan easy matter to pick the first two

but the third man is a man to be reckoned with ;

that in our case especially , as in his estimationit was

the fairest offer to any Localhe had visited recently, for

the lowest cut anywhere he had helped by advice of
late, was five cents an hour and from that up to 15

cents or more; with no guarantee as to the length of

time when the wages would be restored. Not only

that, but he said our officials recognizedour union and

were always willing to meet them and discuss any

He further said , in conversation with

members after the meeting, that at Headquarters at
Detroit, it was remarked that onthe very few occasions

when any G , E.B. members had been called here to

help out in any way toavoid trouble , our officials had

alwaysbeen very courteousand gentlemenly. Brother

Sinclair seemed much pleased with theresultof the

vote , as he thought it was the best we could do , as

The battle of increasing offers for the share

capital of the British Columbia Electric Rail

way Company has culminated in a bid involv

ing more than £ 11,000,000 sterling.

Viscount Rothermere, who, with his associ.

ates, made the first offer, has now definitely

retired from the contest, and the third bid ,

announced on Saturday , now holds the field .

This third bid comes from an enormously

powerful group controlling tens of millions of

pounds sterling, comprising Sir Herbert Holt,

Mr. G. H. Gundy , the Canadian and Foreign

Power Corporation, and Messrs. Andrew

Holt and Co., London .

The original offer of Lord Rothermere was

£240 per £ 100 of Preference stock and £280

per £ 100 for Ordinary, which meant more

than £ 10,200,000 .

The second bid was from the Power Cor

poration of Canada, which last Friday made

an offer of £26 per £ 100 more than Lord

Rothermere's that is , £266 per £ 100 for the

Preference and £306 per £ 100 for the Ordinary

--which means more than £ 11,000,000, and

this was accompanied by a deposit of £ 1,000,

000 .

Before the latest offer was made the

directors of the Britist Columbia Electric

Railway Company had circularised the share

holders from the company's office at Stafford

House, London , E. C., recommending that the

Canadian offer should be accepted , and

stating that they had already accepted it in

regard to their own holdings .-New Castle

on-Tyne Daily Mail.

men ,

grievance .
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LAST YEAR SHOWS RECORD OF Canadian organizations paid $43,673.00. This

EXTENSION OF CANADIAN means that the American Federation of Labor

TRADE UNIONISM
laborunions paid $24,401,862.00 of the $ 24 ,

445,535.00 of benefits reported.

The seventeenth annual report on labor Considerable space in the report is given to

organizations in Canada, for the year 1927 , those organizations which are propagating the

issued by the CanadianDepartment of Labor, principlesof Communism in Canada and else.

shows some features of the labor movement whereand in which is recorded the opposition

in the Dominion for the year 1927, as follows : to the Communistic bodies by the trade union

The combined membership of American movement as represented by the American

Federation of Labor Unions within the Federation of Labor.

Dominion of Canada at the close of the year

1927 aggregated 180,755, an increase over the BRITISH TRANSPORTATION WORKERS

year 1926, of 1,488. By Harry Jones

The One Big Union is reported as having

fifty local units in Canada, a loss of ten units. In my preceding letter I promised to the

The membership of the One Big Union at the readers of the MOTORMAN, CONDUCTOR AND

close of the year 1927 aggregated 19,245 . MOTOR Coach OPERATOR , that I would sub

The Industrial Workers of the World is mit the wage rates paid upon the electric rail.

reported as having seven local branches in way system of New Castle-on -Tyne. In the

Canada , with a membership of 4,400-- a schedule of wages I am submitting for the

decrease of 200 . information of the members of the Amalga

The report states that there are one hundred mated Association , I am using the American

and four National and Catholic Unions, with a money unit. The wage rates paid on the New

total membership of 25,000 , the same Castle-on - Tyne roads is practically the union
reported for the three previous years. rates paid throughout Great Britain . The

It is reported that there are 2,604 branches rates for motormen and conductors are as

of all classes of unions in Canada, with a com follows :

binedreported and estimated membership of
First 6 months' service employes, 2844 ¢ per

290,282 . hour ; second 6 months' service employes,

The reportshows that of the entire member 28346 per hour ; third 6 months' service

ship of organized wage workers at the close of employes, 2974 ¢ per hour ; fourth and fifth 6

the year 1927, five-eighths of them were months' service employes, 2934 ¢ per hour ;

members of the American Federation of Labor sixth , seventh and eighth 6 months' service

Union. The assumption is well founded that employes, 3074€ per hour ; after four years ,

the A. F. of L. units exceet five -eighths of the 3034 ¢ per hour.

organized labor movement, in that as shown The period of qualification for the merit

by the report, the membership ofthoseunits badge, which is following the first five years,

outside of the A. F. of L. are included within creates a flat wage of 31/4 € per hour.

the expression " reported and estimated ," The shed staff, following a recent increase

whereas the A. F. of L. membership is an in wage, receive rates for daywork of 25346 per

exact reported membership. hour for unskilled, and 2774 € per hour for

The Province of Ontario stands first, the semi-skilled workers. For night work these

Province of Quebec second , the Province of rates are 2634 ¢ per hour for unskilled and

Alberta third , the Province of British Colum 28 /4 ¢ per hour for semi-skilled workers.

bia fourth and the Province of Saskatchewan In the bus department the rate for drivers

fifth , in membership of organized workers. is the same as given above for motormen and

Succeedingthese five leading provinces come, conductors. For bus conductors the rates are

in order,the Provinces of Manitoba, Nova graduated as per the age of the conductor.

Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Bus conductors 18 years of age receive 14 ¢ per

Island . hour ; 19 years of age, 15¢ per hour; 20 years of
The cities of Canada in which wage workers age, 16 ¢ per hour; to those 21 years of age or

are organized , in respect to numerical mem more is paid 25¢ per hour.

bership, come in order as follows: Montreal, With the Gateshead company the top rate

Toronto , Winnipeg , Vancouver, Calgary, for motormen is 3034 ¢ per hour and for con

Edmonton , Ottawa, Quebec , Hamilton, ductors, 2834¢ per hour.

London , Regina , Victoria , Saskatoon, Halifax , TheTynesidecompany pays a top rateof

St. John , Windsor, St. Thomas, MooseJaw, 2874 € per hour for motormen and conductors.

Sherbrooke, Fort William , Brandon, Leth Theguarantee for a week's pay is 48 hours.

bridge, Moncton, Port Arthur, Stratford , Work in excess of 48 hours is computed every

North Bay , Three Rivers, Brantford, Kings 13 weeks and paid at the rate of time and

ton , St. Catherines , Guelph and Sault Ste one-half. Trippers or specialson call are paid

Marie . separately at time and one-half.

The report shows that benefits paid by the New entrants into the service commence

organized wage workers ' unions during the training at " School," while lectures are given

year 1927 aggregated $24,455,535, These by instructors from about 10 A. M. to 12 M.

benefits are given as follows. Students finishon a dayrun with the teacher

Death benefits .. $ 13,349,076.00 training in about 14 days . In the course of

Unemployed and traveling this training they are paid$ 1.20 per day.

benefits .
927,735.00 Whenturned inas competent, the student is

Strike benefits . 1,475,056.00 assigned to a dayrun foroneweek and a night

Sick and accident benefits.. 3,646,695.00 ſun for one week. He is then employed in the

Old age and other benefits .. 5,056,973.00 barns asa carwasher or cleaner at the com

The report states that of these benefits mencing rate of 2874 ¢ per hour and advancing
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in rates the same as though employed on the CONGRATULATES UNION LABOR

road. A straight shift on nights is from LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

10 P. M. until 6 A. M. , with meal relief

allowed and paid for. Following on the heels of its smashing vic

Employes' cars, theatre trippers, dance tory in Massachusetts, where the state legis

specials, etc., are worked by cleaners and if lature has enacted a law giving trade unions

outside the hours of 10 to 6, they are paid at the right to secure group insurance as unions,

time and one-half, so that generally cleaners The Union Labor Life Insurance Company is

earn more than regulars on the road. following up its task of making insurance

If I may disgress for a moment, I may say available to workers everywhere by rapid

that I would have been pleased to have organization of agencies in cities and states of

received $ 1.20 per day when breaking in at heaviest industrial population .

Toronto in 1911 , or again at Winnipeg in Agencies are being organized in Detroit,

1912, and to have been assured after being Philadelphia and Columbus and will be put

turned in of regular work. in the field immediately, either by the Central

I claim some credit for the $ 18.00 per week, Labor Union in each city or by seading men in

which , through the Amalgamated Associa each central body. This is a distinctly new

tion , was secured to the Winnipeg men and development in the formation of life insurance
for which I suffered dismissal on a trumped-up agencies and one that will be watched for

charge, which could not be proved , so I was results by insurance men generally. In each

later re-instated with full rights and pay. case trained insurance men will handle the

There is no bidding in for runs. We have business.

seniority for work—the last men taken on are In much the same manner agencies have

the first men laid off in case of reduction in been organized and are in operation in Albany ,

service. Runs are worked in rotation - day Buffalo, Chicago, New York, Kansas City,
runs one week, night runs next week. Routes St. Louis and Denver.

are worked separately, each man staying on Next to come in line, with negotiations now

the route he was assigned to and working the under way , will be Cleveland, Toledo , Dayton,

whole of the runs on that route, under a 6-day Syracuse, Rochester , New Haven, Providence,

week as the rule.
Baltimore, Cincinnati , Pittsburgh and Scran

Straight runs are very few. Motormen and ton .

conductors prefer a short relief-20 to 50 As President Matthew Woll has stated , the

minutes and thus most of the runs are two oneobject of the company is to write insurance

piece runs. Common , however, with other and to make insurance available to trade

parts of the globe, we have those three-piece unionists first of all .

ſuns, but our management recognizes them as The progress made by the company has

being out of the ordinary, by giving 50 brought favorable comment from
many

minutes a day extra forthose runs. That is, leaders in the insurance world , one of the

they pay 8 hours and 50 minutes and some latest being a letter of congratulation from

of themrun less than 7 hours. Sunday work Second Vice -President William J. Graham , of

and Christmas are paid double time. Four the Equitable Life Assurance Society, of

national holidays, Easter Monday, Whit which Thomas I. Parkinson is president. Mr.

Monday, August Bank Holiday and Boxing Graham said in his letter to President Woll :

Day, are paid at the rate of time and one " From the newspaper reports of the accom

fourth. There are given8 days of holidays, plishment in business written , which includes

with pay, annually after the first year of about a million and a quarter of Ordinary

service. We take our holidays on a rotation business and thirty -four millions of Group for

principle. Holidays are divided into 21
the Union Labor Life at the end of the first

periods. The man who takes No. 1 period this year, I am moved to drop you this line and

year, jumps to No. 8 next year, then to No. extend my hearty congratulations.

15 thethird year, andback toNo. 1 the fourth " I know you must take pride also in the

year. Thisgives each one two good periods fact that you have closed the year with a

and one bad one .
surplus remaining of $ 209,000 after a sub

I may mention that all runs pay 10 minutes stantial performance in business gained and

reporting time and 5 minutes reporting time with total assets of $618,000 ."

off. Cars taken over outside traveling, time is

allowed and paid for. AUTO WORKERS UNION

Uniforms come free and are provided to PROGRESSING

students while training, consisting of,for the

first year, two pairs of'pants,one tunic, one Oshawa, Ont.— The new union of auto .

cap, one overcoat and , in the case of motor mobile workers at the Canadian plant of

men, a raincoat . Thereafter, one pair of the General Motors is making rapid progress

pants, one tunic, one cap, overcoat and rain and leaders predict that it will soon be a

coat is issued every two years. 100 per cent organization .

Free transportation is granted only to James Simpson , vice -president, Trades

employes in uniform over the three systems. and Labor Congress of Canada, has been

In my nextletter, I canmake out arotation selected to represent the employes on the

of dutiesaswework them . It seems to me board of conciliation established by the

that such information might be ofinterest, in minister of labor,

view of award to Divisions Nos. 101, 109 and This board will investigate the drastic

134 of the British Columbia Electric Railway. reduction in wages suggested by General

Motors. A strike of the employes com

Your sole contribution to the sum of pelled the company to suspend the cut

thingsis yourself. Dr. Frank Crane. pending conciliation .
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A SENSATIONAL AGREEMENT the overthrow of the present system of

Government in Canada and the substitution

On March 25, 1928, the management of the therefor of a Soviet system to newcomers to

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company and the the Dominion , particularly to Ukrainian

Amalgamated Association of Street and settlers in the West, and were seeking to

Electric Railway Employes of America entered implant revolutionary and anti-religious ideas

into an agreement which may well mark an in the minds of little children . This evidence

important developmentin industrial relations. Senator Robertson was able to supplement

The management, which has been operating and he was ablso also to furnish information

under an employe representation plan, declares concerning communist attempts at " boring

that it is willing to deal with organized labor from within " in Canadian labor organizations.

whenever and wherever the union will under

take to cooperate to bring about increasing PACIFIC COAST CARPENTERS

efficiency and where two -thirds of the em RELEASED

ployes by secret ballot so elect .

The union announces its willingness to San Francisco , Calif.-- Superior Judge

participate in the plan and share in the Ruben Schmidt of Los Angeles dismissed

rewards which are paid in addition to the charges against 50 union carpenters, and

wages. It is understood that the union shall the plot to discredit the labor movement of

have the right to organize any properties this city has collapsed .

which the management of the P. R. T. The carpenters suspended work two years

acquires in the future. ago to enforce the union shop. The In

The employe representation plan which is dustrial Association led the fight against

in effect in Buffalo as well as in Philadelphia, them .

is to continue without representation of the Judge Schmidt was ordered from Los

union until the results of cooperation between Angeles to take the place of Judge Conlon,

the management and the union in Wilming In every case dismissed , the court ruled

ton, Delaware, are known. Then , if the that the should never have been

results equal or excel those attained in Phila arrested.

delphia and Buffalo , the question of unioniza "For two years," says Organized Labor,

tion ofthese properties will be discussed and official paper of the local and State Build

made the basis of further agreement. ing Trades Council , “ the defendants have

In arriving at agreements on compensation been held under heavy bonds, charged with

and workingconditions the employes will be crimes ranging from simple assault to

represented by branch , departmental and murder, and the Industrial Association and

general committees as under the plan in other enemies of union labor have broad

operation in Philadeiphia and Buffalo. If casted the story in their efforts to discredit

there is a failure to agree, provision is made union labor of San Francisco .

for arbitration . "Now, after two years of persecution, an

When two-thirds of the employes so decide, unbiased judge from Los Angeles finds that

the company will check -off union dues and there is no evidence against the accused

assessments upon all employes. Funeral, carpenters. The representatives of the

disability, old age and all other benefits are to District Attorney and the police depart

be undertaken by the union, and the company ment agree with the judge and the cases

will pay the union one dollar a month for each are dismissed.

man to build funds for these purposes. " After several trials , two union car

Both parties to the agreement bind them penters, Madsen and Pesce, were found

selves to give the same degree of cooperation guilty of manslaughter and sentenced to

that has been attained under the employe prison by Judge Conlon , on the

representation plan . Thus, if the manage evidence that was ruled ' ' insufficient' by

ment does its part , it will be up to the union to Judge Schmidt in the cases of six other

prove that union men can be as efficient and defendants charged jointly with Madsen and

as responsive under a plan of cooperation as Pesce with the murder of a non-unionist.

non-union men . If it is found to be possible The cases of Madsen and Pesce are now

for union men to attain this result and still be on appeal and it is expected that they will

loyal to the union the demonstration will be be acquitted ."

of great significance to management through

outAmerican industry and an object lesson to UTILITIES REACH INTO SCHOOLS

other unions in the American labor move

ment .-Information Service -- F. C. of the Pennsylvania public utilities maintain a

Church of Christ in America . surveillance over textbooks on economics

used in the schools and colleges in that

COMMUNISTS IN CANADA state, according to testimony submitted to

Canadian Congress Journal the Federal Trade Commission in its probe

of public utilities .

Hon . C. P. Beaubien and Hon . Gideon Letters written by J. S. S. Richardson,

Robertson have done good service in exposing formerhead of the Pennsylvania publicity

before the Senate of Canada the character of bureau, and now directorofthe national

communistic propaganda being carried on in bureau maintained by the utilities, show

this country and in asking what measures to that textbooksin that state were surveyed

suppress this activity the Government con with a view to the elimination of all matter

templates taking. Senator Beaubien cited objectionable to these corporations.

voluminous evidence to show that communist In one letter Richardson advised that

organizations andpublications were preaching local publicity committees carry on this

same
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last year.

He organ

ас

campaign in a manner well safeguarded operation of its employes. The company

from suspicion .” furthermore states that the prices previously

Dr. Theodore J, Grayson, professor of established for the new fall line will remain

economics at the University of Pennsyl- unchanged . In the last analysis, both the

vania, was paid $407.27 for fee and ex firm and the officials of the union feel that

penses for making a speech in New Orleans this step is inline with progress in industry

He was also paid $ 579.89 for today. - The Garment Worker.

the same purpose at Richmond, Va. , at

Ithaca, N. Y. TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL LABOR

Dr. Grayson is antagonistic to govern NEWS

ment ownership in every form . By U. S. Dept. of Labor

ized night classes, Richardson said , " to

combat the movement for public owner Ecuador: According to a decree of the

ship ." Provisional President, a special “ Civil Pension

The commission uncovered a slush fund and Gratuity, Savings , and Co -operative

of $59,000 which was used by electric power Fund " has been created. The purpose of this

interests to hire lobbyists and influence fund is to provide suitable pensions for

legislators in Pennsylvania. Witnesses for employees and insurance gratuities to sur

the power trust admitted that part of this vivors ofdeceased participants, and to advance

money , was spent secretly , and never
funds to applicants for loans , etc.

counted for. Walter H. Johnson , of Phila France : The Workmen's Insurance Bill has

delphia, until recently president of the finallybecome a law by Presidentialproclama

Philadelphia Electric Company and now tion of April 5, 1928. The law insures against

head of the publicity bureau maintained by sickness, disability , old age , and death. In

the utilities of that State, distributed this addition , it provides for expenses arising from

money. He assured the committee that he dependent, maternity, andinvoluntary unem

could not recollect where he placed the ployment.

money, although on February 29th of_this Germany: During the last week of the
year he spent the last $675 of it.-A. F. of month of March, 1928, 70,000 seasonal

L. New
laborers were recordedat the railway stations

of Breslau , passing through the city from

LARGE ROCHESTER , N. Y., CLOTHING Czechoslovakia and Poland, destined to

MANUFACTURING COMPANY ESTAB various sections of Germany to work on the

LISHES FIVE - DAY WORK WEEK farms during the coming crop season .

Irish Free State : The railway crises, which

Michaels -Stern & Company, of Rochester, was created following the announcement that

N. Y., the largest clothing firm in the city new wage rates wouldbe established for certain

of Rochester, and one of the largest in the grades of railway workers, especially in rela

country, make the following announcement: tion to new entrants to the service, has been

That beginning May 1st, the work week settled to the satisfaction of all concerned .

will consist of five working days of eight Peru : " El Tiempo" of April 8, mentions

hours each, with an increase in rates to the possibility of the immigration into Peru

conform to the reduction in hours." of 2,000 Swedish families to take up land in

In making their announcement, executives the Madre de Dios region. Q Q

of the Michaels-Stern Company stated that Sweden : The lockout in the Swedish

they have been considering the adoption of wood-pulp mills, which went into effect in

the forty -hour week for some time and that January ofthis year, later becoming the direct

they have reached the conclusion that the cause of the lockouts at the sawmills and

forty-hour week is economically sound. paper mills, recently came to an end .

They further stated that the development Venezuela : The Government has been

of modern machinery and labor-saving de recentay publishing advertisements in the

vices , plus the greater efficiency of the Caraca's press to the effect that as many as

average worker in the Michaels -Stern organi 5,000 laborers will be given employment in

zation, warrants the adoption of the shorter Maracay and other localities of the Giradot

work week.
district on long-time public works.

The firm held several conferences with Hungary : The Ministry of Labor and

representatives of the United Garment Social Welfare is preparing a biul introducing

Workers of America, who are affiliated with obligatory pension insurance for all private

the AmericanFederation of Labor and with salaried employes, providing for old age and

whom the firm has a working agreement. invalidity pensions, as well as pensions for

The advisability of making such a change widows and orphans. It is estimated that it

at this time was considered at length. will affect about 1,600,000 employes. Pension

Representatives of the union put them insurance for agricultural employes is to be

selves on record as advocating the five dealt with in a separate bill to be prepared by

day week of eight hours, based as they the Ministry of Agriculture.

stated, on the conviction that the shorter Poland: There is at present an upward

day is both economical and humanely trend in labor wages in Poland , due , it is said ,
justified. to the upward trend in the cost of living and to

The firm , on the other hand , regardless increases in the import customs tariff. It is

of the fact that the new fall line has been also reported that the wages of laborers in

priced irrespective ofany effect which this general have recently increased approximately

action might impose on the company, felt 8 per cent, and that piece workers are being

that, in takingthis step ,it was a worthy paid approximately 4 per cent more thanin

recognitionoftheloyalty and splendid co previous months.

B
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"The policies that were adopted by the

members of Division No. 78, of Galveston,

Texas, should be followed out by every

Division in the Association. When Division

No. 78 organized, they decided that it was

their duty to spread the organization to the

next city . In following out this resolution,

they appointed a committee and sent them

to Houston, which resulted in organizing

that city. If every Division would adopt

this policy, it would be but a short time

until this countrywould be organized.

“ Division No. 52 is moving along in its

old and prosperous manner, but has the

misfortune of reporting another death for

the month of January , making the second

death to enter our little Division since the

month of October. On January 24th,

Motorman George Richards died at his

home in the East End, of typhoid fever.

He was thirty -three years old , and leaves

a wife and one child.

" The trollies will be running regularly

over the Brooklyn Bridge by the loth of

the month. That's thelatest report, sub

ject, of course, to amendment and postpone

ment.

" The United States Investor says Sixty:

four street railway lines, with $40,000,000

capital , bave sought receivership during the

past three years."

" A late telegram from Vice -President

A. H. Burt, of Division No. 382, Salt

Lake City , Utah, bears the sorrowing in

telligence that the death of late Inter

national Vice-President H. T. B. Grey

occurred at his home in Salt Lake City,

Utah , on the 10th inst.

“On the labor injunction, let us use just

one sentence of the late special message of

the President of the United States to the

Federal Congress , January 31, 1908. The

sentence reads: ' I again call your attention

to the need of some action in connection

with the abuse of injunctions in labor

cases .' Can this utterance of the highest

authority in the land be styled a criticism

of the courts? It is certainly a criticism

of some courts ayhow. This is an admis

sion by the Republican party that the use

of the injunction, as it is now permitted,

places in the hands of judges a dangerous

power, from the abuse of which there is no

redress. Let us take another sentence of

that same message: 'Men of property can

not afford to trust to anything save the

spirit of justice and fair play ; for those

very public men who, while it is to their

interest, defend all the abuses committed

by capital and pose as champions of con

servatism , will, the moment they think

their interest changes, take the lead in just

such a matter as this and pander to what

they esteem popularfeeling by endeavoring,

for instance, effectually to destroy the power

of the courts in the matters of injunction ;

and will even seek to render nugatory the

power to punish for contempt, upon which

power the very existence of the orderly

administration of justice depends. ' In the

first sentence quoted, President Roosevelt

makes no hesitancy in declaring the abuse

of injunctions in labor matters. In the

second, he points to the 'handwriting on

the wall .' Will it be heeded ?

“ The result of the election of the suc

cessor to John Mitchell, president of the

United Mine Workers of America, places

Tom L. Lewis at the head of the largest

craft organization in the A. F. of L. The

new president of the Miners is by no means

an unknown quantity. He is recognized as

a man of unusual executive ability , and his

record as a labor official is meritorious with

results. Tom Lewis is a typical leader of

His magnetic personality adds to his

natural ability. A genial and sympathetic

nature has popularized him amonga host

of friends. As an adviser, he is candid and

sagacious. He looks upon the labor move

ment as world wide, and has allowed no

narrow confines to limit his efforts.

" Since last reported , President W. D.

Mahon has issued charters for the institu

tion of Div. No. 495, at Helena , Mont. ,

Division No. 496, Pittsfield , Mass ., and

Division No. 497 , Pittsburg , Kans. Other

work of organization has been projected

from which reports are favorable, which

indicates the steady expansion of the Asso

ciation in spite of the depression of the

men .

LATE BROTHER JOHN W. HART

Division No. 752, Bloomington, Ill.

Brother John W. Hart, a member of

Division No. 752, Bloomington, Ill., passed

from this life March 6. Brother Hart was

one of the best known members in the

labor movementin and about Bloomington,

He served for some five years as president

of Division No. 752. He will be remem

bered as a delegate representing the Bloom

ington Local atthe Chicago , Ill., Conven

tion of thisAssociation, held' in September,

1919, and atthe Atlanta , Ga., Convention ,

held in September, 1921.
He is survived

by his widow and a daughter.times."
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BRITISH TRANSPORTATION WORKERS

By Harry Jones

a

I have read in the Motorman, Conductor

and Motor Coach Operator something of

* the installing of busses in the United States

and Canada as a substitute, and also in

competition with rail cars.

I may mention in this presentment to

and Motor Coach Operator that in the

Sunderland District Street Railway system

it has gone " bus.” This property operated

street cars with the laudible intention of

giving service to as many patrons as pos

sible and went a long way round to do it

the journey taking sixty minutes running

time. Another company then began oper

ating busses by a more direct route, cutting

the running time to thirty minutes. The

street cars looked like going out of business,

but the street car company decided to go

into the bus business and began running

busses in line with their competitor and

developed situation where the biters

were very much bitten . In this change of

business every employee of the street rail

way company was absorbed by the busses,

and from the new busses being added to

this property there has developed a greater

amount of employment than was possible

under the rail car regime. I do not wish

to confuse this bus business with the

municipal street car system of the town of

Sunderland, which still operates street cars

and has not a single bus in competition.

Again , the Hartlepool municipal system

of rail cars has been displaced by the trolley

busses, but there has no less employment

resulted .

The Darlington system has gone into the

trolley bus business, also . The employes, I

understand, benefited by the change. So I

am sure these circumstances make it imma

terial to the employes whether they run

rail cars or trolley busses or even the gaso
line vehicle.

I am enclosing with this letter for publica

tion a picture of our union street railway

band,

In my next submission for publication , I

will give youan idea ofthe workingcondi

tions and wages enjoyed by street railway

men in this country .

THE MARRIED WOMAN

IN INDUSTRY

Whether married women go to work be

cause of economic necessity, whether it is

from personal preference for work outside

the home or whether it means a desire to

beeconomicallyindependent,they are being

employed in increasingly large numbers.

Their presence in our industries can

longer be ignored or pushedaside because

of prejudice or fear. So writes Nelle

Swartz , Director of the New York State

•Bureau of Women in Industry, and she

cites the instance of the city of Binghamton,

where her Bureau has made a recent study.

In all cities in the United States with a

population of 25,000 to 50,000, 23 per cent

workers

Binghamton,48per cent aremarried.-- Life

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., AGREEMENT

AN AGREEMENT made and optered into the

1st day of June, 1928, between the Grand Rapids

Railroad Company, a corporation organized sad

existing under the laws of Michigan, with its princi.

pal office at Grand Rapids, in said State, herein .

after called the Company, party of the first part,

and Division No. 836, Amalgamated Association of
Street and Electric Railway Employes of America,

a voluntary Associat.on of Grand Rapids, Michigan ,

with its office in Grand Rapids, in said State, here

inafter called the Association, party of the second

part .

WHEREAS, first party is the owner and operator

of the street railway system in Grand Rapids, and,

as such , is entitled, obligated and desires to provide

at all times safe , uninterrupted and efficient service

to the public upon its lines and at all times to be

at liberty to employ and discharge, men necessary

for that purpose under reasonable rules, and accord .

ing to the well -known principles of the open shop .

and as particularly applied and defined by the

National War Labor Board ; and

WHEREAS, second party represents that it is

lawfully authorized to contract and act for each of

said first party's employes as now are or may be .

come hereafter members of the Association ; and
WHEREAS, both parties are desirous that certain

of the agreements and obligations which do and

should exist and obtain between the Company and
such of its employes as are or may be represented

by the Association shall be evidenced by a written

agreement between the Company and the Associa .
tion ;

THEREFORE, this agreement witnesseth

follows :

1. DEFINITIONS : The words " employe " as used

herein , unless the text plainly indicates otherwise,
shall mean a Conductor or Conductors and /or å

Motorman or Motormen and /or Operator or Oper.

ators and /or Employes in the maintenance of equip

ment department who are members in good stand .
ing of the Association .

2. The Company will bargain and /or treat with

its employes collectively through the accredited

officers and committees, or representatives, of the

Association , at or on his or their request at any

and all reasonable times upon any matter covered

by this agreement.

The Association will keep the Company constantly

advised of the and addresses in Grand

Rapids of its officers and the names and addresses

in Grand Rapids of the members of its committee

authorized to bargain and treat with the Company,

Unless the authority of such officers and /or com
mittee is limited in writing the Company shall be

authorized to consider and treat their authority as

general .

3. The Company has adopted and shall maintain

the open shop, according to the well known princi

ples of the open shop and particularly as applied

and defined by the National War Labor Board , in

the employment of all its employes of all kinds,

and noperson employed by the Company shall be
interferred with or discriminated against because of

his membership in or non-membership in the Asso
ciation or any other labor union. A simple request

to join or leave the Association or any other union,

or a written request, stating reasons for joining or

leaving the Association or any other union , shall not

be considered interference or discrimination.

All matters of difference between the parties hereto

being arbitrable under the terms hereof, it is ex

pressly understood that all negotiations between the

parties with respect to matters of difference and /or

with respect to the existence of any difference shall

be at all times confidential and not made or per.

mitted to be made the subject of public discussion.

All matters submitted to arbitration shall be pub .

licly heard by the arbitrators upon the request of

either party hereto.

4. Any and all disputes that may, or do develop.

relating to the employment or services of any ema

ploye or violations or alleged violations of the com

pany's orders, rules and regulations, or relating to

penalties applied by the Company on account

thereof, shall be considered and determined

follows : At any time within ninety -six hours after

any employe shall be disciplined , suspended or dis

charged for any violation or alleged violation of any

of the Company's orders, rules or regulations, or for

other cause or alleged cause, the Company, upon

request of the Association, through its said proper

officers or committee or representatives, shall without

unreasonable delay take the matter up for con

names

no

&8

of women

and Labor.
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ference and adjustment through its superintendent,
and, in event adjustment does not result from such

conference, then such matter shall be appealed to

the Company's president or general manager, and
if thennotadjusted , shall be subject to arbitration

under the terms hereof.

4 - a. Party of the first part shall promptly post

on the bulletin board in each carhouse the names

of all employes given leave of absence longer than
thirty days. In case of a leave of absence such

bulletin shall state the reason therefor.

5. Any matter of difference between the parties

hereto , as to the final determination of any question

arising hereunder or growing hereout, and /or any

matter required by the termshereof to bearbitrated,

shall be arbitrated and determined as follows: The

party , hereto desiring arbitration of any matter or

question hereunder shall give the other party written

notice, stating its understanding of the question to

be arbitrated , and give the name and address of

the person chosen to represent it in such arbitra

tion ; within five days from the receipt of such

notice the other party shall, in writing, acknowledge

the receipt thereof, state its understanding of the

question to be arbitrated and give the name and

address of the person chosen to represent it in such
arbitration . The person appointed by the party

asking the arbitration shall within forty -eight hours

after the other party's representative is named

furnish such other party's representativ
e

the names

of ten men competent to act as arbitrators, any one

of whom may be selected by such representativ
e

as

the third arbitrator, but if all of said persons are

rejected within forty -eight hours after thenames

are submitted, then , at the time of such rejection,

the representati
ve so rejecting shall within forty

eight hours submit a written list of ten men compe.

tent to act as arbitrator to therepresentat
iveof

the party asking for arbitration in the first instance,

who may select any one of said ten persons within

forty-eight hours after receiving such list and, if no

arbitrator is thus selected , then the two arbitrators

representing the parties hereto respectively shall

forthwith meet and continue together until they shall

select a third arbitrator, but if they are unable to

select a third arbitrator or if they separate without

selecting one, or if the arbitrator selected by them

is unable or unwilling to act and they cannot

immediately agree upon another, then the president

os general manager of the company , or his desig

nated representativ
e and the international president

of the Association or his designated rperesentativ
e

shall select the third arbitrator . The three arbi

trators So chosen shall constitute the Board of

Arbitration .

Each person selected and listed as hereinabove

provided and the third arbitrator, when chosen , shall
bea disinterested person,

The Board of Arbitration shall frame the issue

to be determined , fix a time for hearing the matter

to be submitted to them, such time to be within

ten days , and give notice thereof to both parties

hereto . At the time fixed in such notice they shall

hear the parties under such reasonable rules as they

may establish and may adjourn the hearing from
time time not exceeding thirty days in all .

After the hearing and consideration of the evidence
and arguments of parties and /or their counsel ,

they shall arrive at and announce their decision,

which shall be reduced to writing and signed by
them. The decision of a majority of the Board of

Arbitrators shall be final and binding upon the

parties hereto .

Each party shall pay its own expenses, including

its own arbitrator, and one-half of the cost and /or
expenses of the third arbitrator as fixed and de

termined by the Board of Arbitrators .

6. Until further determined in the manner pro

vided herein the Company will pay the following

schedule of wages to Motormen , Conductors and /or

Operators and Motor Inspectors :

First six months .. .49 € per hour

Second six months and thereafter ..51 ¢ per hour

With five cents per hour added for Operators of

one-man safety cars.

Overtime work shall be paid at the rate of ten

cents per hour in addition to the regular rates.

Wages will be computed on the basis of five min

utes or one -twelfth of an hour.

Men called upon to work overtime will receive at

least one hour's pay. Overtime will be worked by

extra men when they are available.

6 -a. As many runs as possible of straight regular

runs shall be completed within ten consecutive hours

and none of said runs shall exceed twelve consecu

tive hours within which to be completed . Relief

runs, as many as possible, shall be completed within

twelve bours but not to exceed thirteen and one

half consecutive hours. Extra and split runs must

be completed within thirteen and one-half consecu

tive hours.

Five minutes set-back will be allowed between

the hours of 10:30 a . m. and 12:00 noon for early

run men , and between 8:30 p. m. and 9:30 p. m ..

for late run men, within which to eat lunch .

The daylight Motormen , Conductors and /or

Operators shall have the right to choose a straight

run or a run with a dinner relief. Split runs will
be worked the same as at present, At the time

these runs are changed the Board for all night

runs will be opened for selection of runs at a time

when notices to that effect will be posted on the

bulletin boards.

TheCompany, will post all new permanent time

cards and running schedules upon the boards at
each carhouse forty - eight hours before they are to

take effect. It is further agreed that all runs shall

be opened for seniority choice twice each year, viz .:

June 1st and December 1st. Trippers will not be
attached to regular runs.

Regular runs are to be known as runs regularly

worked and identified by being carried upon the

standing schedule of runs. No regular run shall pay

less than eight hours. An extra man , when placed

upon the regular board, becomes a regular man until
placed on the extra board again.

Extra men reporting at all change times and as

required by the carhouse foreman shall be paid for

time held and guaranteed a minimum of six hours

pay, within thirteen andone -half consecutive hours.

Extra men being required to be on the board longer

than thirteen and one-half consecutive hours and

being required to relieve a regular night man , shall

be entitled to the same run next day . Extra men

who pull in a car after 12:00 o'clock midnight and

are required to make early reports the following

morning. will be guaranteed one hours' work for
such report.

Motormen, Conductors and Operators shall have

their respective places upon the lines operating from

the carhouse at which they are employed in accord

ance with the time they are employed at their

respective carhouses . Seniority inemployment shall
prevail in the selection of runs.

Motor Inspectors , except Foremen , shall have the

right to select their working shifts in accordance

with their seniority in the serviceat their respective
carhouses.

When Motormen, Conductors and /or Operators

are required to report at carhouseat points distant
from the point of taking their runs, and are rem

quired to go to and return from such runs, or make

reliefs, the time necessarily consumed, both going

and coming. shall be paid for at the rate of full

time. Five minutes will be allowed on the Madison

and Lafayette lines; ten minutes on the Franklin

line and twenty minutes on the Butterworth line

these runs from the Hall Street carhouse. Fifteen

minutes will be allowed on the Fulton line ; ten

minutes on the Michigan and Lyon line; ten min

utes on the Division -Plainfield line; twenty minutes

on the Carrier line these runs out of the Scribner
Avenue carhouse . These time allowances are desig

nated to cover one way .

All Motormen, Conductors and /or Operators shall

be paid fifteen minutes time in addition to the

regularly scheduled service day, which time is to

be regarded as reporting time, and such time is to

be devoted to seeing that their cars and equipment

are ready for service and to be on their cars ready

to start promptly on time.

Motormen , Conductors and /or Operators while
instructing new under the direction of the

Company, shall be paid fifty cents per day , in

addition totheir regular compensation, and they

shall each receive payfor fifteen minutes time for

a full report, with witnesses, of each accident re

quired to be furnished by the Company,

7. Employes shall be entitled to free transporta

tion on the Company's cars over its lines in the

city of GrandRapids, by ticket or pass, to be

taken up or registered and noted by the Conductor

or Operator ofthe car, as the Company's orders,

rules or regulations may require .
7 - a . Any Motorman, Conductor and /or Operator

whosodesires will havea regular day of each
week. Seniority shall prevail in selecting the day

off .

7-6. All lost articles found on the cars by the

Motormen, Conductors and/ or Operators, are to be

turned in to the party ofthe first part of its agents,
who, upon receiving same, shall deliver to said

Motorman , Conductor orOperatora receipt covering

said article, andafter threemonths the said articles

to

men
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MALT EXTRACT

3

PLUS DELIVERY

CHARGES

ZEPPELIN

FULL OVER

3 lb. BRAND
60yrsBARLEY MALT

CANS

LXTRACT

100 % PURE SKILL

SPECIAL OFFER FOR THIS MONTH

Catalog FREE .

RY-OAK (liquid ) considered themost perfect

FLAVOR in the world , 4 -oz . $ 1.00 .

CONTINENTAL , 41-S West 45th St., N. Y.

or in lieu thereof, a receipt bearing the name and

address of the owner, shall be returned to the

employe who found and turned it in.

7 -c. Shortages shall be presented for correction
inside of twelve days and the necessary proof from

the general office shall be shown, and any employe

called into the general office for such shortage, or

any other charge, and after investigation found not

at fault, or not guilty of the charges, shall be paid
for the lost time. Errors due to intentional manipu

lation of registers or intentional mis - statements on

trip sheets are not included in this provision.

7 -d . When the Company instructs any inspector

or carhouse foreman to take any employe's name

from the working board and place it upon the off

duty board , such employe shall at that time be

informed as to the proper officer to whom to report.

If he reports to such Officer within twenty -four

hours and the charges against him are not proven,

or if found not at fault, he shall be paid for the
time lost .

7 -e. Bulletin boards shall be provided at each

carhouse and shop in a place where it shall be in

full view of the members of the Association . Such

boards shall be for the exclusive use only of this

Association to post their bulletins and notices of

their meetings of any other business that may

come up; provided that nothing obnoxious or detri

mental to the interests of the Company shall be

posted thereon .

7 - f. Any Motorman, Conductor or Operator, who,

on account of sickness , is unable to report for his

fun on reporting time , who can furnish satisfactory

proof of such cause, will be marked a miss only for

the one day, and any case whereruns do not finish

up by 11:00 P. m. or after, such employes shall

not be marked a miss forone day if marked up for

a report before 10:30 a. m. the following day. All

regular platform men , employes of the Company,

who otherwise miss, for the first miss inside of

thirty days will serve the day missed if he reports

and works extra on that day. If he fails to so re

port he shall serve one day additional, For the

second missinside of seven dayshe shall be made

to serve two days. For the third miss inside of ten

days he shall bemade to serve five days. For the

fourth miss inside of ten days he shall be made to

serve seven days. Any other miss inside of twenty

days will be just cause for dismissal.

8. Any employe elected or appointed to office in
the Association, whose dutiesas such officer shall

Tequire his temporaryabsence from the services of

the Company, shall, upon application, be excused

from service , andupon retirement from such office
shall be entitled toand hold his place the same

as if he had not been so excused Officers and
committee members shall be given preference upon

application for relief on account of office or com
mittee work,

9. Seats will be supplied for the convenience of

Conductors and Operators in the operation of all

cars and for theconvenience of Motormen in all

air-brake cars; but providing seats shall not be

construed as authorizing the use thereofwhen the

proper discharge ofthe dutiesof the operation of

the car requires the Conductor and /or Motorman

to be upon his feet. Employes have the right to

furnish spring-cap cushionsfor their own stools.
Motormen will be upon their feetfrom Buckley

andDivisionto Wealthy and Division, andfrom
Cherry and Division to the east end of Bridge
Street bridge , and

Bridge Street; to the cornerof Lyon andDivision
in crossing Front Avenue on

Avenue, north ; to the corner of Tonia and Michigan

Street ; to the corner of Market Avenue andPulton

Street andto the east end of Pearl Street bridge;

between Plainfield Avenue and sand stop on Carrier

line, and between Monroe Avenue and the corner of
Jefferson and East Fulton Street; and also overall

railroad crossings, excepting Operators of one-man

safety cars,who mayusetheirseats at all times
when their duties do not require them to be upon

9-a. Whenever it can be done without additional

expense, there shall bea regular car assigned to each
crew and run and said car to be marked up every

morningfor this run unless it hasto be held in

the shop for repairsor other necessary causes.

9.b. Party of the first part will place at each

carhouse with carhouse foreman,employes' semi

annual pass cards, such cards to be taken up and

given out by the carhouse foreman June30th and
December 31st of each year.

9-c. No Motorman ,
Conductor Operator

orderedto report or whileonduty shall sufferloss

of time on account of break-downs or disabled cars,

Or shortage of cars, or any of theabovetroubles

over which they have no control , unless sufficient

amount of time is given them in a notice not to

report to pull out extras or do extra work . Any

car without workable brakes shall be towed into the

carhouse .

9 -d . The snow plow men shall be paid at the rate

of overtime work and not be on duty longer than

six hours before given time to geta lunchor their

supper ; party of the first part shall not considerit

an offense or breaking of their rules if such em

ployes wish to smoke while performing such duties.

9 - e . Nine hours shall constitute a day's work for

all motor and brake inspectors. This also applies to

car washers.

9.1 . All passenger cars shall be properly filled

with sand, broom, link switch -bar and properly
fueled for the day, and fire shall be laid in the stove

before it is turned over to the crew to be pulled

out upon the road. This does not excuse the crew

from examining the car to see that every thing is

in working order before pulling the cas out, as they
are and shall be held responsible for the condition

of the sand and brakes after it leaves the barn .

9-8. Motormen, Conductors and Operators shall

not be required to remove fires from cars when

brought into the respective carhouses.

9 - h . On busy days, such as Fair days, Fourth

of July . and all show days , Motormen with less

than six months experience shall not be assigned

to any motor car, either air or hand-brakes , with a
trailer behind it , and the Company may take from

their regular runs any man necessary to run such

trains,

9-1. The party of the first part shall furnish a

sanitary suitable place at the end of each line, or

along each line, for employes to answer the call of

nature and shall give such employes an opportunity
to use the same.

9 - j. Where any run consumes a longer period than

seven consecutive hours in one stretch, such run

shall have five minutes time on the running time to

allow such employes to eat their lunch, such time
to be designated on the time card .

9 - k . Any Motorman or Conductor who is capable

and does work either end of the car shall notbe

entitled to take runs that would otherwise fall to

extra men, such as a regular night conductor taking

a daylight motor run next day away from an extra

Motorman who is entitled to the said run.

9-1. Conductors and Operators shall receive fifteen

minutes time for making up their daily remittances,

excepting Conductors or Operators operating locked
fare boxes, and any apparent overage shall be re

ported to the employe within ninety- six hours and ,

if such employe shows to the satisfaction of the

first party that such apparent overage. belongs to

such employe, it shall be returned tohim at once.

9 -m . Motormen, Conductors and Operators, while

instructing new men as students, shall receive fifty

cents perday in addition to their regular time, and

the provisions against discriminationinthis contract

shall apply to placing of students with instructors ,

9 - n . Runs with seven hours or over shall be con

sidered regular runs and are to be paid not less than

eight hours. The crew on such runs, however, shall

be subject to additional service before 10:00 P. m .,

to make up eight hours. When daylight relief and

split run men are taken from their regular runs to
be used on some other run they shall be given an

their feet.

Or
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THE NEW IMPROVED

HIGH SPEED

CHANGE CARRIER

JUST PRESS THE LEVER --AND THE

COIN IS IN YOUR HAND

A little more of that famous “ High Speed " convenience,

accuracy and durability at no extra cost to you ! Patented

safety locking device - ring stop feature - reinforcing back

brace -- yet asgraceful and light as ever . A dependable,

rapid change-making machine.

4-TUBE ADJUSTABLE MODELS - $ 3.00 POSTAGE PAID

An innovation in 4-barrel changers

No. A5 ejects 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies .

J. L. GALEF, 75 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Write your name and address on the margin and enclose your money order with this " ad . " We'll do the rest .
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Use Magic Polishing Cloth Thought She Would

Die From Asthma

On Anything Hard to Clean

Clean and polish your lanterns, uniforms
buttons and all kindsof musical instrumeets ,

auto nickel, gold , silver , brass, aluminum

and all fine metal- INSTANTLY. For better

reception, polish the points of your radio

tubes with this cloth . Nopaste. Nopowder.

No liquid . No Acid . Norubbing. Guaranteed harmless.

Excells any polish on themarket. Canbe carried in your

pocket. Satisfaction POSITIVELY guaranteed or money

refunded . Send 25c in coin for sample .

The French Mfg .Co.,5953 Michigan Blvd.,Chicago, II.

Hyde Park Station . AGENTS WANTED.

a

opportunity to get in eight hours time before 6:00

9.0. The company will pay six per cent interest ,

payable on January, first of each year , on moneys
deposited for tools, badges and punches.

9-p . The Company will post their daily running

timecards and rosters on the boards at the different

carhouses at five o'clock P. m . Motormen , Con

ductors and /or Operators will not suffer the loss

of any time on account of any changes made in

time- cards or rosters after five o'clock p . m .

10. If a car or cars, run or runs , are transferred

from one car barn to another to be and become a

part of the street railway service at the barn to

which the transfer is made, and which said transfer

causes a decrease of work upon the lines radiating

from the car barn from which the transfer is made

and at which car barn the board ndicating employ.

ment was posted to indicate regular service at said

barn , then such number of Motormen, Con

ductors or Operators sufficient to supply the service

so transferred shall be allowed to transfer with the

work So transferred . In the transfer of crews

seniority shall prevail within the respective types of

employment. Upon such transfers of cars and work

the men so transferred shall carry their seniority

with them , in accordance with the term in employ.

ment at the car barn from which the transfer is

made, to the barn to which they are transferred, and

will then become of the board at the car barn to

which the transfer is made and on and after the

first general selection of runs at said car barn to

whichthe transfer is made , said transferred employes

shall become there permanently established in senior

ity upon the board of said barn and in accordance

with the seniority, they brought with them ; and , in

respect to selecting , of runs under the seniority

rule , the said transferred work shall then become
subject for general seniority, as of the work of the
barn to which the transfer is made. In the event

that, prior to the first regular choosing of runs at

the barn to which the transfer is made , said work,
or any part of it, shall have been returned to the

barn from which it came, the men or such propor.

tion of the men originally transferred shall return
to the barn from which they transferred with their

seniority unimpaired . Otherwise, they shall remain
andbe as of the barn to which the work was

transferred .
NoMotorman, Conductor or Operator who, except

in case of transfer of work, as hereinabove provided,

voluntarilytransferringfrom one barn to another.
will be permitted to take his seniority with him or

retain the seniority at the barn from which the

transfer was made.

Nearly Choked to Death : Tells How She

Found Lasting Relief

People who have coughed and choked all night

long from asthma or bronchitis will be glad to learn

how Mrs. Jennie Seiger, 135 E. College Ave., York,
Pa., ended her trouble . She writes :

" I had asthma in severe form for two years . I

tried everything. Finally I had it so bad ſ had to

sit up in bed , coughing and strangling until I

thought my time had come. Reading about Nacor,

I tried it as a last resort . I have taken 3 bottles

and am feeling like a spring chicken . I have had

no asthma, no cough for two months now. I am

sleeping fine_and can walk 3 miles without a sign

of trouble . The little money I spent for Nacor gave

me back my health . "

Mrs. Sieger is only one of hundreds of sufferers

from asthma, bronchitis and severe chronic coughs

who havetoid how their trouble disappeared and

never returned . Their letters and a booklet full of

vital information about these diseases will be sent

free by Nacor Medicine Co., 606 State Life Bldg..

Indianapolis, Ind . The more serious your case the

more valuable this free information may be to you.

Write for it today .

This section of the agreement is made and entered

into with the purpose of protecting each and every

employe in employment, to establish a fair and just
distribution of workand toprotect the principle

of barn seniority that no transfer of men may be

made from one barn to another by which loss in

seniority shall result from said transfer, except that

a proportional amount of work shallbe transferred

from one barn to the other at the time of the

transfer of said employe, or employes.
11. This agreement shall remain in force until

June 1 , 1929, and from year to year thereafter,
unless terminated by a written notice given by

either party to the other thirty days prior to June

first of any year , and until so terminated may be

amendedby agreement between the parties or by

arbitration, in accordance with this agreement;

provided, that noticeof any desired change of

changesin this Agreement shall be given thirty ( 30)

days prior to June first of any year.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto, by

the respective officers duly authorized, havehere.

unto set their handsand sealsthe day and year first

above written .
GRAND RAPIDS RAILROAD COMPANY,

By L. J. DELAMARTER,

Vice Pres,& Gen. Mgr.

ATTEST:

W. E. LIVINGSTON , Secretary ,
DIVISION NO. 836, ÁMALGAMATED ASSOCIA

TION OF STREETAND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA .
By CLAUD W. FISHER, President.

ATTEST :

E. L. JOHSNON, Secretary.

Men will fight for a principle, but women

make best soldiers in the Union Label army.

Iyou
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Startling Free Offer to Sufferers From

DEAFNESS
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Head Noises,EarTubal CatarrhorNasalCatarrh Only
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Physician Restores His Dr. Cottee's Wonderful

Own Hearing
Experience

Dr. W. O. Coffee , one of the most Pew specialists in the ontiro United

widely known specialists in the middle
States ever had as remarkable uspori

wut for many years, originated a
ence as Dr. Coffee, so long a nationally

treatmont which completely restored
known figure in the treatment of deaf.

his hearing, relieved the head noises
ness , head noises and nasal catasth ,

and healed his catarrh after suffering
constantly treating deafnes , hoad

wveral years. noises and catarrhal conditions for over

45 years. He perfected this homo
He was so proud of this treatment

and the splendid results of his own
treatment so that patients are able to

cu be give it to many others that
treat their own deafness, bead soises,

lound the same relief from its use . aose , head and throat catarrh right in

80 effective has it proved with others their own home. This has been tho

aflicted with partial deafness, head means of restoring hearing and rollov .

noises and nasal catarrh , that this ing head noises for thousands that

trutment will be sent absolutely free might have become completely deal.

to anyone who wishes a trial. A great number of poople stated

More than 500,000 people afflicted that they had been partially deat and

with partial deafness, dullness of hear
their hearing growing worse five, ton

lag or head noises from ear tubal or DR.W.O.COFFEE and even twenty years, one persons
head catarth have sent for the Dr. ORIGINATOR years , and had their hearing bogedted

Coffee Home Treatment in the past or completely restored and the head

three years . The records of hundreds who have re. noises relieved by the Dr, Coffee home treatment.

gained their hearing by this remarkable home treat Hundreds of mild cases have found quick and com

ment are now on file here . plete relief from its use .

The FrequentCause of Deafness Trial Treatment Relieves Many

Authorities say that about 90 per cent of the cases
of partial deafness orhead noises are due to car In addition to this enviable record of relieving

tubal, head orthroatcatarrh either inthe wet or dry deafness and head noises, this remarkable treatment

lorm. Every one who is suffering in this way is freed thousands of people from nasal , head or throat

urged to take advantage of thisremarkable free offer catarrh .

and see if thistreatment won't restoretheirhearing.,

relieve the head noisesor catarrh , especially those No monoy is asked from you for this free demon

cases that are partially deaf or quite bad in one ear stration treatment on your case , It arrives at your

Rod theother just getting startedor growingdeaf. home by parcel post with full instructions how it

It is imperativetosavetheir hearing , relieve the should be used. You will be under no obligation to

disease before the tissues of the middle ear are continue its use further unless you wish . Many
injured. people have written that this free demonstration of

The Dr. Coffee Home Treatment restored hearing Dr. Coffee's home treatment alone had benefited or

to many people who were very deaf and many severo
restored their hearing and relieved the head noises.

cases of head noises. This treatment may be just It won't cost you a cent to try this remarkable

what you need to relieve you and restore your
treatment on your own case and see if it will not

help you .

Free Trial Treatments

Will Be Given Away

If you are afflicted with Partial Deafness, Dullness of Hearing, Head

Noises from Ear Tubal or Nasal Catarrh, read what these people say.

Try this Free Treatment; see for yourself if it will restore your hear

ing and free you from distressing Head Noises and Nasal Catarrh .

ACT NOW !
obligation. Merelyaddress DR . W. O. COFFEE Co., 869 St. James HotelBid ...

Davenport, Iowa .

hearing.

he

25,000 Fre
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Last Word in a Change Carrier

“ Buy the best, it's cheapest in the end”

THE RAPID READY -LEVER CHANGE

CARRIER Model 1926 is several ounces

lighter in weight than all others, with fewer

parts. Is accurate, fast, strong, durable and

fool-proof.

Has no castings to break , and spring troubles unknown. Made

entirely of LIBERTY SILVER , which will never rust or tarnish .

Coins drop from the bottom into the hand .

Easy to keep clean, needs no oiling. Price

$ 3.25. Our "OLD RELIABLE SLIP CAR

RIER , price $2.50 , brought out in 1896 is

still used and liked by many.

Agents wanted . A , F. NELSON , Mfgr.

Special prices. 907 N. Front St. , Harrisburg, Pa .

J

Change Carrier Mfgr.

since 1896

UNION MADE

TRACTION UNIFORMS

Style, Fit and Satisfaction

WRITE YOR CATALOQ, SAMPLES AND PRICES

The Fechheimer Bros. Co.

Cincinnati, Obio .

Free - A Fochheimer Timo Book - Sand for yours .

Names

Address.

PRICE LIST OF

SPECIAL
Association Supplies

Alpa$ 5.50

.50

.25

.05

.05

.05

2.00

.35

Uniforms for D. S. R.

Operators and

Conductors

$33

Union Made of Regulation

Blue Serge

Tailored of No. 386 Wanskuk 16 oz.

fine weave Blue Serge in strict ac

cordancewith D.S.R.Specifications.

The lining is of twill Blue Serge.

It's a pleasure to show them to you

any time whether you come to buy

or look. Drop in .

Convenient terms if desired

Official Seal.

Proposition formembership blanks, per 100 .

Rituals, each ..

Withdrawal cards , each .

Traveling cards, each .

Transfer cards, each .

Duplicate report books, each .

Constitutions,in lots of 100 or more, per 100 4.75

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100, each .. .05

Financial secretary's order book on treasurer 35

Treasurer's receipt book ...

Association badges, rolled gold, each . .50

Association badges, solid gold , each
1.10

Association buttons, gold plate, each

Association buttons, rolled gold , each .

Association buttons, solid gold, each .

Emblem cuff buttons, per pair .
Emblem tie clasps, each ..

Association charms, each

Association lockets , each .

Cuts of official seal for use on printed mat

ter, plain , each .

Cuts of official seal, with flag design,

Recording secretary's minute books, 300 pgs. 1.50

Gilt Seals, per box 50 ..

Loose leaf membership ledgers. Ruled and

printed on both sides, providing for a 12
year record of the payment of dues by

your members .

Loose leaf post binder, canvas with leather

corners , each .

Price of sheets, in lots of less than 100, each .02 %

In lots of 100, or more, per 100 .

In lots of 500, or more, per 500
11.00

In lots of 1000, or more, per M.

All ordersmust be accompanied by ex
press, postoffice money orders or draft.

Otherwisesupplieswillnot be forwarded.

.30

.50

1.10

1.10

.70

1.10

1.75

.75

2.00

.50

4.50

2.50

20.00

Clayto
n's

Michigan at Shelby since 1883

DITRONT ' LARGEST EXCLUSIVE MEN'S AND BOYS' APPAREL STORE
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6133 6147

FASHION LETTER

Current fashions do not indicate any decided changes'

skirts are longer but only apparently so , in lengthened

lines formedby uneven hem lines, draperies or panels.

The wasitline has rasied its viewpoint by width and

position of belt, girdle or trimmings to make it appear

higher.

Styles of the present moment are distinctively feminine,

all severity, and masculine like appearance is smothered

with a touch of lace or similar feminine trimming or

decoration. Fabrics are rich , and are treated in opulent

ways.

Polds, founces, tiers, full draperies, ruffles, and frills,

plaits and jabots, all add to the variety of features that

mark the Spring mode.
Low waisted , and full at the waistline is a popular

evening mode , with voluminous draperies, and a back dip

that comes very near to being a train .

Jackets for evening wear are new and novel. They are

sometimes beaded , and match the accompanying gown.

Capes and scarfs are receiving much attentionat this

time.

Capes are considered a part of thetailored costume; they

are seen on jacket suits, adding additional chic, and

warmth .

In tailored suits without capes, the one with a short

jacket is much favored , and the three-quarter length cut is

also well liked .

Soft woolens, cheviot or kasha are used for these two

piece suits; they are usually worn with a blouse of white

crepe de chine. Jabots of plaited crepe form the decora

tion on such blouses.

Coats of wool georgette are worn with black or navy silk

frocks.

Jersey and angora is used for sports dresses, which also

are shown in silk and wool voile.

Taffeta is shown in plain and printed styles.

Dresses of colored chiffon are trimmed with laces dyed

in matched colors.

Alpaca is with us again, durable and cool as it ever was .

For daytime wear, beige and beige gray is in vogue, also

as a new Spring color is very popular.
Navy blue is combined with white and also with sealing

wax red.

Por evening wear a pale lemon color is popular, while for

sports costumes a deeper yellow shade is worn .

6133. Ladies' Dress .
Cut in 8 Sizes: 38,40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52 inches bust measure .

A 44-inch size requires47 yards of35-inch material togetherwith

1% yard of contrasting material for facing on vestee and collar,and

underfacing on the drapery. The width oftheDress at theloweredge

is 56 inches. Price 12 ¢ .

6147. Girls' Dress .
Cut in 4 Sizes : 6 , 8 , 10 and 12 years. A 10 -year size requires 3%

yards of 27-inch material, together with % yard of contrasting

material. Price 12 ¢ .

6139. Misses' Dress.
Cut in 3 Sizes: 16 , 18 and 20 years . An 18 -year size requires 1 %

yard of 39-inch figured material, and i % yard ofplain material. If

made with sleeves2 yardsofthefigured material will be required.

The underbody requires 1 % yard of32-inch lining. The sash bow

requires 2 % yards of 10 -inch ribbon or material. The width of the

Dress at the lower edge is 2 yards . Price 126.

6153. Girls' Dress.
Cut in 5 Sizes: 1, 2, 3 , 4 and 5 years . A 3- year size requires 13

yard of material 32 inches wide orwider. Por facingon the cufs zu

yard of contrasting material20 inches wide is required. Price 12 ¢.

FASHION BOOK NOTICE

Send 124 in silver or stamps for our UP-TO-DATE SPRING and

SUMMER 1928 BOOK OF PASHIONS, showing color plates, and

containing500designs of Ladies'. Misses 'andChildren's Patterns,a
CONCISE and COMPREHENSIVE ARTICLE ON DRESSMAK

ING,ALSO SOME POINTS POR THE NEEDLE (illustrating30
ofthevarious,simple stitches). all valuablehintsto thehomedress

Send to Dept.M. C. BEAUTY PATTERNCO. ,

11 and 13 Sterling Place , Brooklyn , N. Y.

6153

6139

maker .



Some Clothing Stores

don't handle

Union Label Clothing

UNITED

ERICA

C
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m
mbecause they

don't know

that

Traction men

demand it.

F

Union Label Uniforms and -(both uniform and civilian

Civilian Clothing in stocknow styles) and is your protection

send us his name and we'll write against inferior makes, assuring

him about it. you of satisfaction .

Traction men who prefer Blue Before you buy your next suit,

Serge can 'secure our Standard send for a sample of 3500 Serge

Serge No. 3500 in either Uniform for comparison.

or Civilian Styles at $27.50 . If your dealer annot supply

We are also able to furnish you, we will arrange to have a

all standard uniform fabrics and reputable clothing storein your

a full line of Hand Tail
city take your size and

ored Civilian Clothing. make any needed altera

The Union Label is tions without extra charge.
Hilloch

The Bloch Company

G CLOTHES

OF QUALITY
2320 Superior Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge.

i

Name

Address

Name of Dealer
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Volume 36 DETROIT , MICHIGAN , JULY 1928 Number 8

Published monthly by the Amalgamated Association Entered at the Post Office as Second Class Matter.

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of America. Accepted for Mailing at special rates of postage pro

W. D. Mabon , President vided for in Section 1103 , Act of October 3 , 1017 .
260 Vernor Highway E., Detroit, Michigan Subscription Price .. $ 0.75

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE , ENGLAND , MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC RAILWAY BAND

The above picture represents an element of the organized street railway employes of

Newcastle -on - Tyne. The employing property is municipally owned and operated.

The present
The Newcastle Electric Tramways

began running December 16, 1901 .

tramway embraces eighty-five and one-half miles total length of tramway tracks. The

total revenue of this property for the year 1927 aggregated $3,037,000.00
. Operating

expenses aggregated
$ 2,257,000.00

. This left a gross income of approximately

$780,000.00 , showing the success of the operation of the property.
There are em

ployed 1,866 employes upon this property, 1,188 of whomare uniform employes. The

property supplies transportation to approximately 110,000,000 passengers per year.

THE UNION-MANAGEMENT this is necessary and as natural as theseparate

AGREEMENT organization of hand and brain . The satis

By W. D, Mahon, in the Federationist factory end can be obtained only when each

of these classes fully realize that self protection

The President of the American Federation is the best protection , that self help is the best

of Labor has asked me, for the benefit of the help, and self respect is the surest guarantee

readers of the American Federationist, to ofthe respect of all others. That brings us to

express my views on the Union -Management fully realize and to appreciate that the larger

agreement enteredintobetween the Mitten and ultimate concern in the end is the welfare

Company and the Amalgamated Association of all.

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of While each of these classes must organize

America .
and develop their own interests, through their

In establishing an agreement , establishing respective organizations, always bearing in

co -operation between capital and labor, both mind that while developing their respective

sides have got to have a clear idea of the actual strength and position, that to weaken or

situation prevailing in the business and lower the standard or injure or impoverishany

economic world asit exists between capital other class, that in the end it is bound to

and labor.
injure all classes . With that foundation laid

We live today in an age of organization. If as the basis between the organizations of

we look to nature wefind everything butdead capital and labor, we are in position to proceed

matter organized. When we look at the to protect our class interests through organ

business world we find the separateorganiza. ized co -operation. Both sides, I repeat, must

tionsofeachclass, or the differentmembers of fully realize and appreciate this situation. In

society, organizedintogroupsand classes, and working out our agreement for co -operation
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THE BATTLE CRY OF FREEDOM

**

was

A new

between the Mitten Management and the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America that

was the basis from which we started .

The Mitten Company has properties now

organized with theiremployes on a co -opera

tive basis. The Amalgamated Association has

many unions throughout the United States

and Canada that have their working contracts

with the various street railway companies.

We therefore appreciated each others' position

and decided to move with caution and care ,

not disturbing at the present time either of our

present organizations. We are planning for

the future .

The Mitten Management is acquiring and

taking over street railway properties . On

some of them we have unions. On others

there may be no unions. These newly -ac

quired properties, if we have organizations on

them, will be brought at once under the

co-operative plan. If they are unorganized ,

we will organize them and bring them under

the co -operative plan .

The first thing we will do in bringing these

properties under the co -operative agreement

will be to establish a wage sufficient for the

necessaries of life , comfort and saving.

Then we will establish the profit-sharing

on the 50-59 basis. The agreement entered

into provides for arbitration incase of disputes

over any of the questions which cannot be

mutually agreed upon. In that respect this

agreement is based upon the laws of the Amal.

gamated Association and carries the same

arbitration provisions in all of our contracts

with the various companies with which we

now deal .

In working out this agreementfor co -opera .

tion we have carefully surveyed the industrial

situation that now prevails. Both sides fully

appreciate that there is something radically

wrong with our presentbasis of dealing, and

fully believe if our modern civilization is to

continue and advance, our economic life must

equal with civilization or down will go

civilization to destruction .

Capital, with its autocracy, must be curbed.

Labor, with its curbed and chained power,

must be freed, and our belief is that the way

to bring about the proper labor and economic

condition is to harness, through co -operative

organization , labor and capital into a united

team of industrial democracy, and through

co -operation , each having its own organiza

tion, standing squarely upon its rights, with

the provisions of arbitration, makethem work

even, each pulling its share of the burden and

receiving its full share of the products pro

duced , keeping in mind the public and their

respective relations to the same in such a

manner as to always keep in sight thefact that

true success depends upon equal justice and

the right of all classes concerned.

We appreciate that this is a big under

taking. It is a radical change. It will have

its critics and opponents. We do not expect

to bring the millenium within a day . But we

do sincerely feel that our position is a step in

the right direction , an effort at laying the

foundation for the establishment of co -opera

tion that ultimately will bring economic

justice and fair play, not alone to the workers

but to humanity itself.

The Fourth of July again recalls to the

minds of the people of the United States

of America the Revolution , that resulted

in the establishment of a new government.

On this Fourth of July homage is liberally

paid to those who fought, bled and died

for Freedom. It was a heroic encounter.

There were leaders in that Revolution .

As we reflect back to that historical day,

we learn that a vigorous protest was put

forth by labor as a result of the British

government limiting shipments upon the

ocean by American -constructed ships; thus

lessening employment in the ship con

struction industry, which a leading

industry in the British colonies. This

lessened employment to the ship wage

workers and it was those wage workers that

precipitated what is historically known as

the " Boston Tea Party," and which was

one of the chief incitements of the Revolu

tion .

The Revolution was a success.

nation was established among the British

provinces in America.

Like all wars, the wage workers and

farmers comprised the chief e.ement that

set forth to fight for Freedom . Capitalism

was interested and in line with strong in.

spiration to maintain the battle until it

was won, the rank and file of the army

and people were enthused with the idea

that Freedom would be established to all .

Ina way it has ultimately come.

Following the Declaration of Independ.

ence, on July 4, 1776, the battle raged until

won and then camethe great Constitutional

Convention, at which the public were led
to believe would be established laws and

principles in line with the Freedom spirit

that had encouraged the vigorous contest

historically known the Revolutionary

War.

On this Fourth of July we may survey

the results that obtained by the creation

of the U. S. Constitution, which the people

were led to adopt as a basis of Freedom

government. The British provinces were

then unionized into the United States of

America . A later war resulted , known as

the War of the Rebellion , which was

necessitated to hold the Union together.

For unionism it was a success and today

the United States of America stands forth

as illustrative of the spirit of Freedom that

is assumed to prevail with good citizens of

the United States.

In our survey we find that there was an

element in existence that even exists today,

that was represented in the Constitutional

Convention , the design of which element

was to lead as far as possible from Freedom

in the establishing of the Constitution.

Wage workers were not represented in

that Constitutional Conyention. A control

existed at that time , prohibitive of any

citizen serving in that convention exclusive

of the then capitalistic element.
To be a

delegate in that convention one

quired to be a substantial tax payer and

property owner, tothe extent of those who

are today looked upon as of Big Business.

ad

as

was re
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Has that element continued to control in The Supreme Court of the United States

the United States of America ? has power to declare any law enacted by

The Constitution was required to be so Congress to be illegal . It has power to

constructed that by the casual glance of interpret laws, to set forth the meaning

those who were living within the confines of laws, even wholly inconsistent with the

of the new nation , would be accepted as a intent and reading of the laws.

Freedom Constitution . Thus was adopted As a result of this despotic power, pro

and its despotic feature remains to this vided by the Constitution as it isat present

day. as confined to the Supreme Court and

Does the control element want this Federal District Courts, Freedom it

despotic feature stricken from the Consti should be properly interpreted does not

tution of the United States ? It can be exist in the government of the United

done. Fortunately the Constitution pro States. However, the Constitution pro

vides that it may be amended by the vides a means by which thisdespotism

voters . But there is a process by which may be obliterated and where " Union For.

this despotic feature may be brought before ever" with Freedom as its principle may be

the people to be voted upon, that is in established .

control of the United States Congress Let's "Rally 'round the flag, boys ; rally

Senate and House of Representatives . once again . "

As this article is being written , conven

tions of the controlling political parties are VALUE OF UNION LABOR

practically in session . Will the delegates LIFE INSURANCE

at those conventions give consideration to

this subject necessary to Freedom ? How The Union Labor Life Insurance

The original Constitution has been some Company is helping trade unions in the

what changed, so that today in electing the field of organization work has been strik.

President of the United States, the people ingly demonstrated by a number of recent

may vote for electors but not direct for events, Matthew Woll , president of the

the President . Of course this denies the Company, announces .

majority rule in the election of a President Amongthe organizations to take advan

of the United States , as the electors are tage of Union Labor Life Insurance Com

confined to various states. We need not pany claim payments in appealing for new

reason but that those whom we honor on members, is the American Federation of

the Fourth of July as patriots of the Full Fashioned Hosiery Workers. This

Revolution by a vast majority preferred organization has had a splendid example of

that the majority should rule in the control the organization value of group insurance.

of the nation they were struggling to The Reading Local union of this organi
establish .

zation took a group insurance policy early

A further amendment should be advo in the year. Under this policy each mem

cated by the two leading parties to assure ber of the union is insured for $ 1,000.

the public of the privilege of eliminating In February a young knitter named John

the despotic rule of the nation by the Angstadt joined the union. He paid the

Federal Court , comprised of nine initiation fee of five dollars and he paid

appointed for life . dues for two months . Then he met with

Taken from the principle of the install an accident which resulted in his death .

ing of a Federal Supreme Court for life , He had paid $ 11 into his union treasury ,

Congress has continued in the appointment Young John Angstadt had named his

of Federal District Courts for life. These mother , Cora M. Angstadt , as his bene.

Federal Courts are appointed by the Presi ficiary. Shortly after the death of the

dent of the United States and their appoint young man, Earl White, organizer of the

ments confirmed by the Senate , Until the Reading union, took to Mrs. Angstadt a

Constitution of the United States ischanged check for $ 1,000 , as the full payment due

by an amendment, the Supreme Court of under the group insurance policy covering

the United States must be appointed for the Reading union.
life. Records of Supreme Court decisions “ The Hosiery Worker," official organ of

and Federal District Court decisions , if the union, rightly calls this a "very re

studied by the citizenry of the United markable story ," and says, " All non -union

States, would cause the public to demand workers should join the union and buy

that an amendmentto the Constitution cheap protection not only for their industry,

shall be adopted to limit the term of the but for their lives well . " President

Supreme Court consistent with the term of Woll points out that every union and every

the President who makes these appoint union member can have equally effective
ments. Further, Congress could, in the protection, to the benefit of the trade union

interest of the public, change the method movement and of the individual members
of the term

appointments of Federal and their beneficiaries.

District Courts . With such changes there Another even more remarkable case has

should be established a public Freedom come to light in the Montreal Local of

principle by limiting the power of the the International Federation of Musicians .

Supreme and Federal District Courts, to That union secured group insurance

be consistent with the voice of the people. policy about two months ago. In the mem

Until such an amendment is adopted and bership of that union was one who suffered

such regulation is made, the citizenry of from tuberculosis in an advanced stage .

the United States cannot boast of a Free When he was making up the roster of

dom nation . members to forward to the Union Labor

men

as

a
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Life Insurance Company, the secretary did

not include the name of this stricken mem

ber, because he thought the member would

not be accepted as a risk .

However, as the Company makes clear,

in all unions having a membership of 500

or more, all members are accepted , no

matter what may be the state of their

health .

But in this case the member's name was

not even placed on the list of membership
forwarded to the Company . Within a

month after the policy was issued this

member died . Shortly after the death, the

secretary of the union met General Man

ager Rainard Robbins , of the Company,

and casually mentioned the matter to

Mr. Robbins. Mr. Robbins immediately

said that the member, being in good stand

ing, was entitled to protection and that

failure to report his name made no differ

ence in is status as an insur member.

Consequently , Mr. Robbins said , the bene

ficiary would be paid $ 1,000 . Payment of

this sum waits only for receipt of the de

ceased member's name in the office of the

Company. Thus a policy is paid, even

though the Company has never had the

man's name on its list of insured persons

and did not know of his existence.

In the view of President Woll these are

two striking cases of the value of Union

Labor Life Insurance to trade unions, not

only as a matter of financial protection to

members and survivors, but as a bond for

the strengthening and building of the unions

themselves.
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an employer that will protect his own

interest? Certainly not . He needs a job

and needs it badly. And the ' yellow dog'

contract he is asked to sign by the employer

to get a job, stipulates that he , the em

ployee, will work for such wages as the

employer may choose to pay , such hours

that the employer stipulates shall be

worked , that the employee will take no

collective action with his fellow - employees

in any matter connected with wages or shop

conditions , that he or she will not become

a member of a labor union , that he will

not talk over the question of unionism

with a member of a union , and that he

further pledges himself that after he leaves

the firm's employ, he will never again talk

to any of the firm's employees on the

question of trades ' unionism or endeavor to

prevail upon them to join a union .

" And they call this a contract ! Not a

word or a line in it that places the em

ployer under any obligation . Nothing in

it guarantees the employee steady work ,

reasonable hours, stipulated wages or any

other one solitary thing in behalf of the

employee. The signing of such a one-sided

document means nothing more than in

voluntary servitude, and comes in direct

conflict with Section 1 of Article 13 of the

U. S. Constitution .

“ Made Void by Anti -Peonage Clause

"When chattel slavery was abolished, the

legal advisors of the Southern Slave States

hoped to overcome President Lincoln's

Declaration of Emancipation through the

sacred right of contract by promising the

ignorant Negroes food and clothing, and

by such promises enveigled them into mak

ing their mark to what they called a con

tract . This, of course, meant perpetual

slavery through contract, because the

masters took good care to keep the illiterate

Negroes always in debt to them for food ,

clothing and shelter. Whereupon the United

States Congress enacted an anti -peonage

law , which abolished that kind of 'sacred

right ' of contract , and this anti-peonage

law has been held to be strictly constitu.

tional by the Supreme Court of the United

States .

" Indeed we need not go back to the

emancipation of the colored man to learn

that other so-called contracts are not neces

sarily sacred in the eyes of the law . Not

so very long ago our Workmen's Compensa

tion laws came into existence in this

country . And in some states , the compensa

tion law specifies that 'no agreement by an

employee to waive his rights to compensa

tion under the act shall be valid , ' This

provision has also been held to be consti

tutional . Thus we see that there are laws

that declare certain kinds of contracts are

invalid .

“ Imposes Involuntary Servitude

" No contract made by using moral or

physical compulsion , or that leads to in

voluntary servitude , except as a punish

ment for crime, can, according to the pro

visions of both State and Federal Consti

tutions , be valid , But a starving , man ,

begging for a chance to work ,, can hardly
be expected to scrutinize carefully

ANTI-PEONAGE CLAUSE OF U. S. CON

STITUTION VOIDS “ YELLOW DOG "

CONTRACT

From Address by James H. Maurer

are

the

2

TE

Y

" The ' yellow dog ' contract and the in

junction the greatest dangers the

American labor movement has ever faced

and unless organized labor offers

intelligent opposition, then I fear that the

trade unions of this country are bound to

suffer extinction . "

These statements were the keynote of a

remarkable address by James H. Maurer,

president of the Pennsylvania Federation

of Labor and chairman of the Workers'

Educational Bureau of America , delivered

before the Philadelphia Branch of the

American Federation of Full Fashioned

Hosiery Workers.

" The 'yellow dog ' contract is clearly un

constitutional but the courts to their ever

lasting shame are upholding this miserable

thing as legal in many cases," Maurer said .

" Therefore organized Labor in Pennyslvania

and the country over , must put up the

fight of its life to have legislation passed

declaring the yellow dog' contract against

public policy and rendering it automatically
null and void .

“ Terms of Contract

" A man out of work with a wife and

children depending upon him for their very

existence, with rent overdue,, doctor and

other bills waiting to be paid , is such a

man in position to make a contract with
or
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question the validity of a "yellow dog '

contract when it's a question of sign or

keep on starving. If this is not applying

both moral and physical compulsion that

leads directly to involuntary servitude, I

would indeed be pleased to have some

injunction Judge tell me why it is not.

And yet , difficult as it may be to believe ,

there are judges who hold that contracts

signed under conditions even than

those I have just described , are sacred and

valid .

" I know of certain industries that were

not organized , and where there were

contracts, and when an attempt was made

to organize the industry , the employers

hurriedly got signed up as many "yellow

dog ' contracts threats, cajolery and

coercion could drive the employees into

put their names to and then appealed to

the courts for an injunction to enjoin the

union organizers from organizing their em

ployees or even to talk to them on the

grounds that to do so was to interfere and

endanger the sacredness of the contracts

that they had with their employees.

" One would think that it should not re

quire the wisdom of a lawyer or judge to

know that such procedure is illegal . But

it seems that many of them do not know

it. Some of them don't even seem to know

that there are any such thing as constitu

tional guarantees, and if they do know,

they can find a hundred ways to twist,

warp and mutilate the true meaning of

them .

“ Ignore Constitutional Rights

" The State and Federal Constitutions

have established the right of free associa

tion and any effort to abridge that right

should be properly regarded for what it is ---

an evasion or abrogation of a constitutional

guarantee. If the courts are willing to say

that an employer is above the Constitution

the people of ihis land , through their legis

lative bodies , should make it plain that

they are determined to have the Constitu

tion lived up to and will insure the abso

lute right of all workers to join a legitimate
labor union .

“The right of contract is only a 'sacred

right' as long as it does not work injustice.

Whenever the application of any lawworks

an injustice then it is no longer sacred.

The 'liberty of contract theory' has been

very much over - worked by our courts.

“ Not a Legal Contract

“ The courts, and the employers, talk

about the freedom of the individual and

the sacredness of contracts . But any con

tract to be valid , under the law , must be

entered into freely between equals and each

party to it must be guaranteed something

under its terms . No contract signed under

coercion is a valid contract. The 'yellow

dog' contract is forced upon the worker ,

and , no matter how it may be phrased ,

gives the worker nothing and the employer

everything It is a denial of the most

fundamental principles upon which this

country was founded to give an instrument

of this character a standing in our courts

of law .

" An Underhanded Device

“ Of course , the yellow dog ' contract is

not new in American industrial history .

It is only recently, however, that it has

been adopted on a widespread scale and it

is only comparatively recently that the

courts have become so flagrant in their

use of the injunction. I am convinced that

the powerful anti -labor forces of this

country, which were back of the unsuc

cessful 'open shop' drive of 1921 , are now

adopting the yellow dog ' and the injunction

method as their means of destroying labor

unions . They hope to accomplish by under

handed means, by legal subterfuges and by

the illegitimate use of the courts, what

they could not do in a straight-out fight.

If organized labor cannot be aroused to

this danger quickly enough the unions will

be wiped out by a wholesale series of law

suits and injunctions. And what the future

of American industry would be without real

organizations of workers is something I do

not like to prediet in detail . I am safe in

saying, however, that if the employing

class of America had any vision at all it

would realize that complete chaos is the

only end to such a mad course.

“ Urges Political Action

" As far as Pennsylvania is concerned, I

would urge upon organized labor in this

State to make the nullification of the

‘yellow dog' contract , the curbing of the

injunction power of the courts in this

State , and the abolition of the State Police

its three principal objectives in the next

session of the Legislature. I would begin

the fight on these two major issues right

No other matters which now

front the workers of this · State are of

greater importance, or greater urgency .

" I say to you solemnly that we must be

prepared to fight as we never fought be

fore to abolish government by a gang of

cossacks on the one hand and by judges

on the other . This is a struggle for the

very existence of American democracy as it

was originally conceived ; it is a struggle for

the survival of trade unionism and for the

maintenance of common decency and fair

play in industrial life . ' '

*
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MEMORY OF GOMPERS

REVERED BY LABOR

1

Yonkers, N. Y. - A delegation of trade

unionists, headed by William Collins, A. F.

of L. , representative, and officers of the

Westchester County Federation of Labor ,

revered the memory of Samuel Gompers on

Decoration Day

The unionists placed flowers on the grave

in Sleepy Hollow Cemetery.

Mr. Collins recalled the work and ideals

of one whose life was devoted to humanity.

President McGeory and Secretary Pearce

called attention to the progress trade union

ists have made by their refusal to abandon

Samuel Gompers ' philosophy.

" Billy , do you know what happens to

little boys who tell lies? "

" Sure, they ride for half - fare." - The

Northern Light .
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The United States Congress has adjourned employer is of the element of non-union

without taking action upon the Shipstead employing concerns. Thus it is essential

Anti-Injunction Bill . It now remains to be that the American labor movement shall

seen what may be accomplished by the stand by and render assistance to the fair

A. F. of L. along this line, in the next union employing production industries , and

convening of Congress . It is very likely through concentrated endeavor the American

that remedial legislation will then be more labor movement can do much along this line.

vigorously pursued .

Who the contributors to better

The American labor movement is grow wages and better working conditions for

ing stronger, even in the face of the vigor wage workers? Do those who so contribute

ous obstruction continually fomented by the embrace non -union wage workers? Do

enemies of organization of wage work those who contribute embrace non

The greater the American labor
union employlng managements? Do those

movement extends, the quicker will come who so contribute embrace those who an

the most generally sought relief for wage tagonize and endeavor to belittle the

workers. Such relief cannot come from American labor movement? Ask the non

any other source than through the organi unionist what he ever contributed to ad

zation of wage workers. vance the welfare of mankind . However,

it is not that the non-union wage worker

In all past history, it can be cited that does not wish to organize. This is ex

at no time was the situation as applying emplified from the fact of the multitude of

to wage workers and those relying upon organized wage workers.

wage working for a livelihood more critical

than it is at present.
This situation has

There is no union of wage workers in

many contributing factors. One factor is the American labor movement but that it

that of the development of machinery that is voluntary. All of the organized wage

extends the volume of production, with less workers have volunteered to be members

wage workers. This is something that can of organized labor. None was ever coerced

be remedied only through the activity of to join a trade union . Union men

the American labor movement in shortening voluntarily union. They are union men

the service week and service day and in because they know what unionism means.

that way extending employment to the They know that it means better wages and

continually growing army of unemployed. better working conditions. They know that

The instrument for this remedial course is organization is an institution through which

the organization of wage workers.
they can contribute to the progress of man

kind and be of service to their fellow men

The employer who seeks to lower wages in elevating the standard of living ; thus

and lengthen the service day and service making life's purposes more attainable. It

week of wage workers is serving well to is a cultural pursuit . That is why organ

stay , and even destroy , the possibility of ized labor comprises a multitude of wage

prosperity in industrial affairs. Such an workers as a voluntary membership ,

an
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The Kansas City (Mo. ) Public Service employed at present are : Messrs. Harry W.

Company has obtained a permit from the Call, Seattle , Wash .; S. W. Campbell,

CityCouncil to increasefare rates on trunk Spokane , Wash.; James H. Englen, 402

bus lines to 15 cents . The former rate was Title Guarantee Building , St. Louis, Mo.;

10 cents . C. M. Feider , Los Angeles, Calif.; Samuel

C. Gelston , 110 William St. , New York,

The New York State Railways has N. Y.; Raymond V. Holwell, Denver, Colo .;

planned to abandon the Rochester and Frank L. Jensen , Salt Lake City , Utah;

Sodus Bay Interurban Line and substitute Kremen & Furman, Baltimore, Md .; Alex

therefor a bus service . This is a line lead ander D. LaHait, Albany, N. Y.; Joseph

ing from Rochester, N. Y. , for forty miles C. Reilly , Jr., San Diego, Calif.; P. K.

along Lake Ontario . Renbert, Kansas City, Mo.; George M.

Spector, New York, N. Y .; E. J. Stack,

Brother and Mrs. Allen H. Burt are the Portland, Ore .; . Thoroman & Gans, 1550

parents of a new daughter -- Hazel Dawn Nicholas Building, Toledo, Ohio ; and

born May 19. Brother and Mrs. Burt may Samuel Wells, 313 Brisbane Building,

feel that they are the recipients of con Buffalo, N. Y.

gratulations
and best wishes of the entire

Amalgamated
Association

. Mrs. Burt will LABOR'S SUGGESTIONS TO

be remembered as having accompanied her
PARTY CONVENTIONS

husband in his attendance at the Twentieth

Convention of the Association in Birming The American Federation of Labor, in

ham , Ala . , last September . the interest of wage workers, through Presi

dent Wm . Green , is presenting to the

Brother Gust Anderson , of Division No. National Conventions of the Republican and

757, Portland , Oregon, has received the Democrat parties, principles for adoption ,

nomination for State Legislature Repre as follows :

sentative on both Republican and Demo 1 . The Sherman anti -trust law should
crat tickets. This is an assurance that be amended so that " labor, industry and

Brother Anderson will be elected to the agriculture" may develop "along normal,

Oregon State Legislature. Brother Anderson constructive lines ," and labor and farm

will be remembered as one of the A. F. organizations should be free to advance

of L. delegates elected at the Twentieth the interests of the producers.

Convention of this Association, held in 2 . The injunction evil must be wiped

Birmingham , Ala . In his selection for the out, “ if labor is to be economically free .'

State Legislature the people of Oregon will 3. The right of workingmen and women

have a people's representative . to organize into trade unions must be

recognized and those unions must be per

It is reported that there has been planned mitted " to exercise their normal activities. '

to take place a reorganization of the 4 . The present immigration policy must

Michigan Electric Railway . This property be continued.

operates street railway systems in Jackson, Suggest Coal Commitment
Battle Creek, Kalamazoo and Lansing,

5 . The distressing condition of the coal

Mich . , and interurban lines connecting these industry is emphasized and the demand is

cities,
The plan for reorganization of the made for " constructive legislation which

property has been adopted by the bond will allow capital and labor in that industry

holders' committee. It is given out that it to enjoy a fair share of our prosperity , with

is designed that holders of first and re adequate protection to the
consuming

funding mortgage bonds will receive for public ."

each $ 100 principal amount of bonds , one 6. The convention is urged to adopt a

share of stock in the new company. declaration in favor of the adoption of the

child labor amendment to the Constitution ,

The Union Labor Life Insurance Com 7 . Legislation is asked permitting the

pany was instituted by the American labor states to control the sale of convict-made

movement. The institution of this insur goods within their borders.

ance company
was inspired by the ad. 8 . A scientific study of unemployment is

vantages it would be to the organized asked with a view to the enactment of

workers in obtaining an insurance at practi- legislation " which will
real

cal cost .
Various Locals of the Amalga, remedy" for this great evil .

mated Association and other International 9 . Opposition is expressed to industrial

Unions interest themselves in this conscription at any time and to conscription

Union Labor Life Insurance Company, for army and navy service, " except in case

much to the advantage of the members. of a defensive war. "

General information upon the Union Labor
10. Freedom of speech , press and as

Life Insurance Company and its policies semblage must not be abridged .

can be obtained by writing The Union 11. The five-day work week is declaredLabor Life Insurance Company, 1701 to be one of the " high aims and chief

Connecticut Avenue N. W. , Washington, objectives" of the American Federation of

D. C. , or consulting the general agents of
Labor.

the company, who, of course, need the

assistance of every labor union in the I do not value fortune. The love of

United States, as it is the desire to make labor is my sheet-anchor. I work that I

this Union Labor Life Insurance Company may forget, and forgetting, I am happy .--

a most successful affair. General agents Stephen Girard.
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of agreement relations as between Division

No. 788 and the employing property. In

this adjustment the subject of wage rates

is to be arbitrated before the Public Service

Commission of Missouri . He was later

dispatched to Indianapolis , Ind . , to acceler

ate investigation of the situation affecting

Division No. 976 and as pertaining to the

injunction situation as applying to organiz.

ing endeavors in that city. He rendered

assistance to the D. U. R. Branch of Divi

sion No. 26 upon agreement work in asso

ciation with Business Agent Sidney Van

Ness . Conferences have led to a continu

ance of the old wage rates and also the

extension of bus organization . He was in

advisement with President W. D. Mahon

relative to the radical wage cut imposed

upon the membership of Division No. 111 ,

Ypsilanti, Mich . , and which was informally

taken before the Court June 12. It is

evident that a formal presentation of this

case will be necessary .

Second International Vice - President P. J.

O'Brien , at Washington, D. C., assisted

Division No. 689 in connection ' with a

mergerof properties in progress in that

city . He attended many conferences with

the City Commission , officers of the Com

pany and representatives of the A. F. of L.

In these conferences he had associated with

him the officers of Division No. 689 and

in final conferences International President

W. D. Mahon . The case was deferred and

Vice -President O'Brien visited New York ,

N. Y. , where he was in advisement with

Board Member P. J. Shea and officers of

Division No. 726 upon an adjustment of

a grievance affecting the members of that

Local. This situation he left in the hands

of Board Member Shea and proceeded to

Boston , Mass. , where he, with International

President Mahon, held a conference with

the officers of Division No. 589, pertaining

to the affairs of that Local . Per his

report of June 9, he had returned to his

home in Springfield , Mass .

International President W. D. Mahon

had brought before him new information

on the Indianapolis situation , as affecting
Division No. 976 . Pertaining to this

matter he dispatched Vice -President Wm . B.

Fitzgerald to Indianapolis to investigate or

establish an investigation of the situation.

Pertaining to the wage cut, as affecting

Division No. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich ., in

which the Receiver arbitrarily cut the wages

6 cents per hour, without considerationof

agreement conditions, the matter was taken

up in informal conferences with Justice

Simons of the Federal Court of Detroit,

by Attorney Francis, representing the Local,

and Attorney McDonald of Detroit, repre

senting the Receiver. The Court held

that he could make no definite decision

upon the case without a trial and a brief

will later be submitted to him , setting forth

the cause of the protest on the part of

the members of the Local . Upon the St.

Louis situation, involving members of Divi

sion No. 788, to which President Mahon

gave his personal attention and later left

the situation in charge of Vice- President

Wm. B. Fitzgerald and G. E. B. Member

Edw. McMorrow , an agreement has been

reached by which the old contract will be

renewed , with the wage dispute a subject

for arbitration before the Missouri Public

Service Commission . Upon the agreement

situation involving Division No. 627 , Cin

cinnati, Ohio , President Mahon consulted

with the president and business agent of

the Local and later dispatched Vice- Presi

dent Fitzgerald to Cincinnati to assist upon

that situation . President Mahon was also

required to give his attention to agreement

provisions applying to Division No. 26,

Detroit, Mich ., which had been evaded by

the employing management of the D. S. R.

property. This matter, it is understood ,

has been adjusted . The merger situation

affecting Division No. 689, Washington,

D. C., required the personal attention of

President Mahon and he visited Wash

ington , D. C. , to attend conferences with

the officers of the Local and Vice- President

P. J. O'Brien, also with officers of the

A. F. of L. , pertaining thereto . The situa

tion is at present deferred. From Wash

ington he visited Boston and Eastern

Massachusetts, in advisement upon agree

ment situations affecting the Locals in that

section , and also with Division No. 589,

Boston , Mass., pertaining to the affairs of

that Local . At the close of this report ,

June 14 , President Mahon had returned to

The General Office, where he was in charge

of the general affairs of the Association .

Hall

Teen
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Fifth International Vice-President James

Largay, upon petition from employes em

ployed upon the Columbus, Ohio, street

railway system , was dispatched to Columbus,

to make an investigation relative to the

petition for organization. Per his report of

June 9, he had made a thorough investiga

tion, with the conclusion that the time is

inopportune to assist the Columbus, Ohio ,

street railway men in organizing work .

Eighth International Vice-President John

M. Parker, at Hamilton , Ont., assisted

Division No. 107 in preparation of evidence

for submission before the Ontario Railway

and Municipal Board , in the matter of

arbitrating the wage rates to be inserted in

the renewed agreement . There was a ses

sion of the Board in Hamilton May 21 ,

but the Board adjourned to June 12.

There were present upon the Board, Com

missioners C. M. McKeown, A. D. Ingram

and E. E. Ellis.

First International Vice- President Wm . B.

Fitzgerald , at Cincinnati , Ohio , assisted the

officers of Division No. 627 upon agree

ment work , which is in progress. At. St.

Louis, Mo., upon advisement of Inter

national President W. D. Mahon and in

association with G. E. B. Member Edw.

McMorrow and officials of the Local, he

was successful in bringing about a renewal Tenth International Vice -President Robert
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B. Armstrong, at Wichita, Kansas , assisted 10, he was assisting Division No. 726 ,

Division No. 794 in conferences with the Staten Island, N. Y., upon agreement

employing property, pertaining to the shap work ,

ing of a new franchise , which was worked

out for presentation to the City Council . G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon , at

Later he was disptached to Topeka, where Portland , Maine , assisted Division No. 714 ,

he was in advisement with Division No. in bringing about a renewal of the old

797 upon the affairs of that Local . The agreement. At Framingham , Mass. , he

company is installing busses as a feature advised with Division No. 620 upon the

of the transportation service. At Bloom affairs of that Local, it being involved in

ington , Ill . , he was in advisement with the the subject of manning busses that are

officers of Division No. 752 upon agreement being installed in the way of substitution

work . Due to the absence of the superin for rail car service . At Holyoke, Mass., he

tendent , per his report of June 9 , the case assisted Division No. 537 in adjustment of

was pending opening of conferences relative a grievance case resulting from the dis

thereto . missal of a lineman . At Waltham , Mass.,

he advised with the officers of Division

Eleventh International Vice - President Abe No. 600 in the adjustment of a dispute

Spradling was dispatched to Birmingham , arising from bus operation. He is also

Ala. , where he rendered assistance to assisting Division No. 174 , Fall River,

Division No. 725 , pertaining to a situation Mass . , and ten associate Locals, upon arbi.

arising relative to seniority as applying to tration work , where the wage subject is

barn and shop workers. Per his report of up for arbitration . The case is pending

June 8 , the was pending further the selection of a third arbitrator. Per his

consideration.
report of June 9, he was assisting Division

No. 163, Meriden , Conn ., and associate

General Executive Board Member Edw. Locals, upon joint agreement work , which

McMorrow, at Gary , Ind ., assisted the was pending further conferences with the

officers of Division No. 517 upon develop- employing company.

ments requiring his attention , pertaining to

the bus situation . At St. Louis, Mo., he G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson is

assisted Division No. 788 upon agreement assisting the A. F. of L. upon an organizing

work . In connection with this work he campaign , that is in progress in North

had in advisement with him , at various Carolina . Petition was made to the General

times, officers of the Local, International Office by Organizer A. Hoffman for this

President W. D. Mahon and First Inter assistance, and, per his report of June 9 ,

national Vice -President Wm . B. Fitzgerald . the labor movement is progressing .

Many conferences held upon this

situation, which ultimately resulted in a STRIKES AND LOCK-OUTS

renewal of the agreement , with the wage

rates a subject for arbitration before the Pottsville , Pa.---We are pleased to report ,

Public Service Commission of Missouri . at this time , that a settlement has been

Per his report of June 9 , the arbitration made, as applying to the lock-out of the

was pending conferences at a time to be members of Divisions Nos. 118 and 433 ,

fixed by the Public Service Commission . Pottsville and Lansford, Pa . As applying

to the members of Division No. 165 ,

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair , upon Girardville, the subject of settlement is

information arriving at the General Office awaiting the return of the manager of that

that the labor movement of Omaha, Neb . , property. It is presumed that a like settle

was interesting itself in a franchise being ment will be made that will restore the

sought by the employing property, was members to their old employment.

dispatched to Omaha to lend his assistance

to the labor movement in this line of work. PRESIDENT OF NEW YORK LOCAL

Per his report of June 10, the subject of MEETS UNTIMELY DEATH

franchise provisions was under the super

vision of the Omaha Central Labor Union. President William J. Thompson , of Divi

sion No. 977, New York, N. Y. , passed

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , at Potts from this life June 6. President Thompson ,

ville , Pa . , rendered assistance to Organizer who was discharged from the service of the

Lawrence F. Hart and the officers of Interborough Rapid Transit Company for

Divisions Nos. 118, 165 and 433 , Pottsville , his activity in organizing the Local, became

Girardville and Lansford , Pa . , in an employed in marble and tile setting work

deavor to settle the lock -out situation there . and about ten days prior to his death

He also visited Allentown, Pa . , in advise sustained an injury to his finger , which

ment of Division No. 956 upon agreement resulted in blood poisoning and ultimately

work . He also visited Reading , Pa. , where in his death .

the labor movement has on a labor organ . Brother Thompson was one of the strong

izing movement. At Morristown and characters in the progressive work that

Dover, N. J., he advised with Division established the New York Local and in the

a bus situation . In con interest of the American labor movement

nection with this , he had associated with sacrificed his employment with the com

him William Wepner, of Newark , N. J., pany. The company, at first, sought an

who assisted in bringing about an adjust injunction to restrain the employes from
ment of the case.

Per his report of June organizing. Being defeated in this attempt,

1 were

en

No. 947 upon
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they set forth in an endeavor to destroy

the organization and intimidate the em

ployes by the dismissal of those known to

be mostactive in the extension of organiza

tion , which included Brother Thompson .

In his death the labor movement has lost

outstanding active promoter . The

family will receive the sympathy of the

entire labor movement.

On an appeal to the circuit court of

appeals such cases shall have precedence

over all other matters, except older matters

of the same character .

This will end the practice of employers

securing temporary orders and then using

the writ to intimidate workers while higher

courts do not consider the appeal for months

and years after the strike has ended .

-A . F. of L. News .
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Washington , D. C. - The sub - committee

of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary

presented a substitute for the Shipstead

anti-injunction bill at the closing hours of

Congress.

The sub -committee was Messrs . Norris,

Walsh (Mont.) and Blaine. The main

committee ordered that the bill be printed

in the Congressional Record, that the

country may become acquainted with its

text before Congress convenes next De

cember.

The Shipstead bill is a short declaration

that no injunction shall be issued except

where the plaintiff has no remedy at law

to protect property , which is defined as a

transferable or tangible thing.

The substitute is extensive and

excludes this sharp definition of property .

There is some discussion over this feature

of the bill as injunction judges, it is claimed ,

retain their power to define what consti

tutes " property ,” which has been held to

include patronage and prospective profits.

A feature of the substitute is an " eco

nomic policy of the United States," which

declares that the unorganized worker is

helpless under the company “ union " and

" yellow dog' systems ; that he not

exercise actual liberty of contract and that

the jurisdiction of federal courts must be

limited in such cases .

The substitute emphasizes the right of

workers to do all things in times of strike

that are legal if no strike exists . They

may advertise their cause, and give pub

licity to same by speaking , patrolling “ or

any other method not involving fraud or

violence . "

No officer or member of a union can be

held responsible for any unlawful acts of

individual officers or members except upon

clear proof of actual participation

authorization of such acts .

An injunction can not be issued on

parte evidence. The case must be heard

in open court, under oath , and defendants

permitted to cross examine the plaintiff.

This will compel employers to publicly

defend their claim that their interests are

endangered , and will permit trade unionists

expose workings of company agents

inside the union and guards who create

public disorder .

No temporary injunction shall be effective

more than five days. The complainant shall

file a bond to recompense those enjoined

for any loss, expense or damage caused by

the improvident issuance of such injunction,

including all reasonable costs and attorney's

fees.

ari

The claim that injunction judges should

carefully, use their power is a revival of

the exploded theory under which kings

ruled .

It is inherent in man to abuse uncon

trolled power. The passing of kings is proof

of this claim.

The injunction judge sits as a court of

conscience. He rules, as did kings, accord

ing to his belief . He is unhampered by the

Constitution , by statutes , by precedent, by

rule or common law .

If guarantees of free speech , free press

and against involuntary servitude stand in

his way , be airly sweeps them aside, while

he talks of “ the law of the land . His

guide is his conscience, that varies with

man's standards, viewpoints and environ

ment .

A court of conscience recognizes no

guarantee -when wage workers are in

volved , The court's one purpose is to

protect property which he alone defines .

He lists as " property," prospective profits,

sales value and good -will.

William Howard Taft , writing in the

Philadelphia Public Ledger, issue of No

vember 20 , 1919, before his appointment as

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, said

" frequent application of them (the labor

injunction ) would shake to pieces the whole

machine."

Mr. Taft warned these judges to be

" good ," but this is too muchto expect

from those who have uncontrolled power.

Since 1919 all records for denial of freedom

have been broken by these courts of con

science,

It is idle to appeal to the " goodness" of

these judges, or to hope they will be mod

erate in the use of a power that is placed

in their hands. Men tried these things

before they abolished kings.

The power of the injunction judge should

be defined , as in courts of law. So long

as this judgerather than the law- making

branch-is permitted to define property, he

has jurisdiction . When he has jurisdiction

his power to sitas a court of conscience is

unchallenged. Then he can rule as his

moods dictate ; he can --and does -- annul

every constitutional guarantee.

Kingship in any form is abhorrent . It

makesno difference to liberty lovers if the

autocrat be garbed in regal robes or the

somber gown of an equityjudge.

-A . F. of L. News .

We owe help to others for we owe them

well-nigh everything else. Forbes Magazine ,
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MANAGEMENT'S RESPONSIBILITY

Fees

DE

ten

We hear a great deal nowadays of co

operation in industry. Employers preach

it to their employes, but in most instances

fail to grasp its real meaning themselves.

Co -operation is something that cannotbe

charted . It is not to be found in blue

prints or brochures. It is a spirit-in its

essence the recognition of and just con

sideration for the rights of others. In these

and other respects its true expression lies in

faithful performance.

The spirit of co -operation is born of

confidence and mutual understanding. Sin

cerity is its life. Where this spirit perme

ates an industry success is as certain as

the flow of river to sea.

Co -operation is a voluntary expression of

good-will, the antithesis of compulsion , and ,

if it is to find proper response from em .

ployes, this spirit must actuate industrial

management.

Where the spirit of co -operation in in

dustry is lacking, let management analyze

its methods . There will be found the

prime cause of failure .-L. D. Bland.

Judge Hutcheson quoted a letter written

by H. M. Lull, executive vice-president of

the Texas & New Orleans line to President

McDonald of the Southern Pacific, in

which Lull frankly states that the company

" union ” would save thousands of dollars to

the management.

Lull called attention to a 10 per cent

wage movement being considered by the

legitimate organization of railway clerks.

Lull said if the issue went to arbitration it

" was practically certain " that an award

would increase wages $ 340,000 per year.

He proposed to refuse arbitration on the

ground that the Brotherhood of Railway

Clerks did not have the right to represent

these employes.

" This will permit us," continued Lull,

" to get away from the interference of this

organization and if successful in this I am

satisfied we can make a settlement with our

own employes (organized in a company

‘union ') at a cost not exceeding $ 75,000

per annum . "

Judge Hutcheson said additional hearings

before him proved more abundantly than

before that the railroad officials deliberately

disregarded the terms of the railroad act .

12
INTERURBAN JUNKING HEARING

DÉLAYED
UNION PAY SCALES CONTINUE

TO ADVANCE

was

A hearing on
an order to show cause

why the Michigan Railroad Co. should not

be permitted to abandon its electric lines

serving Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids, Allegan,

Battle Creek and Camp Custer because

they have shown deficits for the last two

years , was adjourned by Federal Judge

Charles C. Simons until June 23 to permit

interested parties to file answers.

The order obtained by John F.

Collins, appointed receiver for the road in

April of this year. His petition stated the

lines lost $6,000 in 1926 and $20,000 in

1927 .

The motion for abandonment was opposed

by the Michigan Public Utilities Commis

sion on the grounds that the receiver had

not done everything in his province to
make the lines profitable. The War De

partment, through Charles B. W. Aldrich ,

assistant United States district attorney,

objected on the grounds that abandonment

of the line to "Battle Creek and Camp

Custer would handicap the annual military

training camp, the American Legion Hos

pital of the veterans hospital there. Aldrich

argued the court lacked jurisdiction in the

latter matter.

€

Washington, D. C. , (I. L. N. S .) - Union

wage scales, in general, continued their

advance in the year from May, 1926, to

May, 1927 , according to a report just

made public by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics of the United States Department

of Labor. The report is based on data for

862,308 members of trade unions employed

at time rates in 60 cities .

The report shows that the building trades,

as a whole, increased from $1.278 to $ 1.332

per hour, being led by the bricklayers,

whose hourly wages increased from $ 1.565

to $ 1.603 .

A summary of the report, as issued by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics, follows:

“ The rate of wages of bakers in the

United States increased from 92.5 cents

per hour in May, 1926, to 95,7 cents in

May , 1927 . The building trades, as

whole, increased from $ 1.278 to $ 1.323 per

hour. Bricklayers went from an average of

$ 1.565 to $ 1.311, painters from $ 1.305 to

$ 1.349, plasterers from $ 1.595 to $ 1.628 , and

plumbers from $ 1.391 to $ 1.409 . With few

exceptions the building
trades generally

showed similar changes.

Slight Reductions Listed

“ Slight reductions are shown both in the

granite cutters and stone cutters rates, the

combined rate receding from $ 1.330 to

$ 1.321 . Chauffeurs , teamsters and drivers

showed a substantial increase from 66.3

cents in 1926 to 70.4 cents in 1927 , while

laundry workers, linemen and longshoremen

each declined very slightly .

The group of book and job printing trades

increased from 99.7 cents per hour to

$ 1.021 ,and the newspaper printing trades

from $ 1.155 to $ 1.190. All trades covered

except bus drivers, and street railway motor

men and conductors, increased from $ 1.148

COMPANY “ UNION ” IS SHOWN

IN TRUE COLOR

Houston, Texas-Federal District Judge

Hutcheson' has made permanent his in

junction against the Texas & New Orleans

Railroad (subsidiary of the Southern Pacific)

from interfering with the Brotherhood of

Railway Clerks, affiliated to the A. F. of L.

The court refused to dissolve contempt

proceedings against three officials of the

company charged with violating the tempo

rary order.
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LEE BECOMES SECRETARY

Grot

to $1.90 . Motormen and conductors in

creased from 66.2 cents in 1926 to 68.2

cents in 1927 .

Average Hours Calculated

“ The workers in these time work trades

had an average full time of 45,2 hours per

week. The building trades are almost en

tirely on a 44-hour week with an average

of 43.7 hours due to many trades working

only a five-day or 40 - hour week . The

newspaper printing trades had an average

of 45.2 hours per week .

" The union trades referred to as a whole

had an hourly time wage rate per hour

2.6 times the hourly rate of 1913 and 2.9

times the rate of 1907. Between 1913 and

1927 the full time hours per week were

reduced 7.6 per cent.

“ The building trades as a whole had an

average rate, in 1927 , of 2.57 times the rate

of 1913."

Cleveland, Ohio - William G. Lee, for

nearly a quarter of a century president of

the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen , was

defeated for re -election by A. F. Whitney,

secretary-treasurer of the organization . The

vote was 486 to 462.

The deposed presidentwas elected secre

tary -treasurer, defeating W , G. Anderson of

Kansas City by a vote of 503 to 444 .

Lee's defeat marks the passing of the

third president of the “ Big Four " railroad

brotherhoods within year. Alvaney

Johnston elected president of the

engineers, succeeding W. B. Prenter, who
refused to be a candidate. In the recent

convention of conductors L. E. Sheppard

declined to be a candidate for re -election .

He was succeeded by Secretary - Treasurer

E , P. Curtis.
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TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL BERNARD A. ABRAMS DEAD

LABOR NEWS

By Federal Department of Labor
New York , N. Y.-Bernard A. Abrams,

for yearsa general executive board member

Chile-In order to meet the shortage of
of the United Garment Workers' Union,

died in this city. He was

labor in the mining districts, it is said that

one of the

the Chilean Government has recently pro
founders of this union and prior to its

mulgated an ordinance against vagrancy ,
formation was active in the Knights of

and is shipping the unemployed from the
Labor. He traveled extensively, because of

larger cities to the mining districts.
his duties , and he had a wide circle of

Denmark - During the monthof April acquaintances throughout the continent.

there was a continued heavy decline in The funeral, held in this city , was

attended by local
Danish unemployment, the figure in this

trade unionists and

officials of many national and international
respect having been 64,044 at the beginning unions.
of the month and 50,311 at the close of

the month . The decline has been stimu

lated by governmental and private activi.
Stranded Motorist -- " Say, do you know

ties for the relief of unemployment, includ

anything about automobiles? "

Suburbanite " Sure ! That's why I am
ing the supplying , by the Danish Heath

Society, of work opportunities in thedigging riding the street cars . ”—The Pretzel.

of peat , the gathering of fuel of other Disbursements from the Death , Disability and

kinds, and the clearing of land for cultiva Old Age Benefit Fund during the month of April ,

tion . 1928 , beneficiaries on claims

follows :

India—The average daily number of per Death Benefits

sons employed in the factories in India Sadie A. Bone , beneficiary , death claim of

during 1926 , the latest year for which Edward E. Bone , deceased , late member

of Div, No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ; cause ,
statistics are available, was 1,518,391 against

1,494,958 during the preceding year.
Stroke of Apoplexy and then contracted

Of Pneumonia . $ 803.00

this total 80 per cent was adult males, Mary Elizabeth Painter, beneficiary, death

claim of B. F. Painter, deceased ,late mem
16 per cent adult females , and 4 per cent ber of Div. No. 528, Tarentum , Pa.; cause ,
children . Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mexico - It is reported from Mexicali, Elizabeth Dunn , beneficiary, death claim of

B. C. , Mexico , that, in spite of the unem
B. J. ( Bernard J.) Dunn , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.;
ployment and economic hardship , due to the cause , Cardiac Hypertrophy. Hepatic Cir

greatly reduced cotton -picking activities, rhosis and Nephritis . . 800.00

there have been , to date, ( May 15 ) , some
Mrs. Emma Holt, beneficiary , death claim of

William L. Holt, deceased , late member of
400 fewer Mexicans emigrating to the Div. No. 515 , Galesburg, Ill .; cause , Paresis
United States through that Consulate than following Cerebral Hemorrhage ,

800.00

during the same period of the previous
Mrs. Violet Sarnecki,beneficiary, death claim

fiscal year.
of Peter Sarnecki, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause . Acci.

Peru-The Peruvian Government is said
dent -Skull Fracture, due to being struck

by auto . 800.00

to be continuing its efforts to induce col Mrs. Mary A. McCuen , beneficiary, death

onization in the Montana region . Through claim of Charles McCuen, deceased, late

negotiations with a Polish Mission , it is
member of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause. Apoplexy . 800.00

reported that a contract has been signed Bridget Haggerty, beneficiary, death claim of

for the concession of a million hectares of John F. Haggerty,deceased , late member of

land , and that the Government of Peru Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass.; cause, Frac.

has agreed to provide transportation and
tured Hip froma fall on floor and Chronic
Myocarditis 100.00

supplies for 3,000 Polish families, who will Mrs. Mattie Tate , beneficiary, death claim of

receive grants of land and supplies until a W. C. Tate , deceased, latemember of Div.

No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala.; cause. Dia

colony can be firmly established . betes ... 800.00

1
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Anna C , Hyde, beneficiary , death claim of

Frank S. Hyde, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 757, Portland , Oregon ; cause , In

halation of illuminating gas - Suicide. 800.00

Mrs. Alice Hamilton Faulkner, beneficiary ,

death claim of J. P. Faulkner, deceased,

late member of Div. No. 713, Memphis ,

Tenn.; cause , Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Covy Langley, beneficiary, death claim

of Grover Langley, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 228 , Joliet, Ill .; cause , Acute

Lobar Pneumonia ..., 800.00

Margaret Rothwell Egan, beneficiary, death

claim of Tappan E. Egan, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 589. Boston , Mass.;

cause , Pneumonia .. 800.00

Jeanette Anderson , beneficiary , death claim of

E. M. Anderson , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.; cause,

Arterio Sclerosis , Nephritis and Cerebral

Hemorrhage..
800.00

Mrs. MathildaJones, beneficiary , death claim

of Richard L. Jones, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Carcinoma of Colon ..
800.00

William Taber, financial secretary - treasurer of

Div. No. 241 , to be applied on bill of

funeral expenses, death claim of Michael

Enright , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Bronchial

Pneumonia .
250,00

Mrs. Lillian Conerty , beneficiary , death claim

of Kort H. Pohle, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

Tuberculosis of Lungs and Throat
800.00

Ella E. Sanders McCombs, beneficiary, death

claim of Ernest McCombs , deceased , late

member of Div , No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y .;

cause, Chronic Myocarditis ..
800.00

Mary Edna Haak , beneficiary, death claim of

William Haak , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 820, Union City , N. J .; cause ,

Cardiac Insufficiency from Acute Myocar

ditis following recurrent attacks of Jaundice 800.00

Mrs. Dina Gass, beneficiary , death claim of

Williain Gass , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 125. Belleville, Ill .; cause , Apo

plexy .
800.00

W. E. Carpenter, financial secretary -treasurer

of Div . No. 587 , for payment of funeral ,

doctors' and hospital bills , death claim of

Bertram McCoubrey, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 587, Seattle , Wash .; cause ,

Acute Nephritis
700.00

Pearl Orre, beneficiary , death claim of Roy L.

Orre, deceased , late member of Div. No.

168, Scranton , Pa.; cause, Lobar Pneu

monia
800.00

Jennie Mellick, beneficiary , death claim of

Peter P. ( P. P.) Mellick , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.;

cause , Chronic Myocarditis and Bronchial

Asthma .
500.00

CatherineDuggan, beneficiary, death claim of

John Duggan, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Basal

Meningitis secondary to middle ear condi

tion
300.00

L. A. Graeser, financial secretary and treas,

urer of Div. No. 788 , for payment of

funeral and other expenses, death claim of

Edward M. ( E. M.) Nihell, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.;

cause , Chronic Myocarditis ..
300.00

Harriet Marsh , beneficiary, death claim of

Charles E. (C. E.) Marsh , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo.;

cause, Asphyxiation , (apparently an

dent) , due to fuel gas poisoning... ,
300.00

William Taber , financial secretary - treasurer of

Div . No. 241, to apply on bill of funeral

expenses, death claim of William Erickson ,

deceased, late member of Div. No. 241,

Chicago. 111.; cause , Broncho Pneumonia ... 100.00

Katherine' v .Egan,administratrix of estate of

deceased for beneficiaries, death claim of

Richard Egan, deceased , late member of

Div, No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Arterio

Sclerotic and Hypertensive Heart Disease

and Chronic Nephritis .
800.00

John Finlay, financial secretary of Div. No.

823 , for beneficiary , death claim of Joseph

Strubble, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 823, Elizabeth, N. J.; cause , Coronary

Thrombosis .
500.00

Mrs. Julia L. Rapp , beneficiary, death claim

of L. Rapp, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 194 , New Orleans, La .; cause , Carci.

noma Penis and Scrotum 800.00

W., E. Carpenter , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div. No. 587 , for beneficiaries,

death claim of Lemuel P. Carvener , de

ceased , late member of Div . No. 587

Seattle , Wash .; cause , Pulmonary Tubercu

losis . 700.00

John F. Semmelrock, administrator of estate

of deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Louis Kunkler, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis .. 800.00

Mrs. J. C. Mullin , beneficiary, death claim of

James C. Mullin, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis .
800.00

Charles S. Peak, beneficiary, death claim of

Daniel D. Peak , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 240, Chelsea , Mass .; cause, Massin

Hemorrhage from Mouth 400.00

Mrs. Clara White , beneficiary, death claim of

Harland B. White , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 240, Chelsea , Mass .; cause ,

General Peritonitis from Rupture of Appen

dix 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Blunk , beneficiary, death claim

of James I. Blunk, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 398 , Boise , Idaho; cause , Flu . 800.00

Mrs. Pauline Akins, beneficiary , death claim

of George Akins , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 113 , Toronto , Ont.; cause , Cardio

Renal Disease , Myocarditis and Nephritis .. 450.00

Lewis Brady, financial secretary and treasurer
of Div. No. 662 , for beneficiary, death

claim of J. F. Evans, deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 662, Pueblo, Colo .; cause,

Cerebral Embolism , Mitral Stenosis and

Arterio Sclerosis .. 800.00

William J. Smith, beneficiary, death claim of

Mary L. Regan Smith, deceased, late mem .

ber of Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass.; cause,

Acute Lobar Pneumonia 250.00

Marie Collins, executrix of will deceased ,
for beneficiaries, death claim of Walter

Peter Collins, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 819 , Newark , N. J .; cause , Dis

location of left Humerus from pushing auto

on street while employed as street cleaner

by Company, and Lobar Pneumonia 100.00

Edouard Gaudreau, tutor for minor beneficia .

ries , death claim of Simon Gaudreau , de.

ceased , late member of Div . No. 790 ,

Montreal , Quebec ; cause , Acute Appendi

citis and Peritonitis 700.00

Mrs. Eva Sauve, beneficiary, death claim of

Zenon Sauve, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 790. Montreal , Quebec ; cause,

Nephritis following Pneumonia . 100.00

Julia A. Sharple, beneficiary, death claim of

William Sharple , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 824, New Brunswick , N. J .;

cause , Lobar Pneumonia and Gangrenous

Appendicitis.
150.00

Mrs. Susie F. K. Campbell, beneficiary, death

claim of F. K. Campbell, deceased , late

member of Div . No , 194, New Orleans ,

La .; cause , Cardio Renal Disease ... 800,00

Sarah M. Rynn , beneficiary, death claim of

William E. Rynn , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 22 , Worcester, Mass.; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis and Myocarditis, also

Hypertension .
800.00

Mary A. McLean, beneficiary , death claim of

Angus McLean , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Carci .

noma ( Gastric ) 800.00

Marie Garvey, beneficiary , death claim of

James L. Garvey , deceased, late member

of Div. No. 580, Syracuse, N , Y ,; cause ,

Terminal Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Bertha M. Day, beneficiary , death claim of

John F. Day , deceased , late Member At

Large, International Office, Detroit , Mich .;

cause, Acute Dilitation of Heart . 800.00

Mrs. Lillian Thomas, beneficiary, death claim

of Charles Thomas, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Or.

ganic Heart Disease ... 800,00

Mrs. Margaret Conway , beneficiary, death

claim of William Conway, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;
cause , Lobar Pneumonia 800.00

James C. O'Keefe , executor of will of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

James Keefe, deceased . late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Lobar

Pneumonia 800.00

1
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Mrs. Augusta C. Lauber, beneficiary, death Div. No. 518, San Francisco, Calif.; cause .
claim of Charles Lauber, deceased, late General Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

member of Div . No. 194, New Orleans, Alfred Coates , financial secretary of Div .

La.; cause, Myocarditis . . 800.00 No. 618, for beneficiaries, death claim of

Mrs. Emma F. Wright, beneficiary, death Anthony Barony, deceased, late member of
claim of Francis J. Wright, deceased , late Div. No. 618, Providence , R. I .; cause,

member of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass .; Cancer of Stomach 800.00

cause , Chronic Myocarditis .. 800.00 Catherine Feeley, beneficiary, death claim of
Mrs. Annie Hynek , beneficiary , death claim of Michael J. Feeley, deceased, late member

Albert Hynek, deceased, late member of of Div . No. 618, Providence, R. I .; cause,

Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Cholan Accident - Struck by auto while at work,

gitis and Sepsis Obstruction 250.00 causing Fractured Skull .... 800.00

Jennie Thorsen, beneficiary, death claim of Annie C. Harkins, beneficiary, death claim of
Harry Thorsen , deceased , late member of Charles R. Harkins, deceased , late member
Div . No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio ; cause , Bul of Div . No. 238. Lynn, Mass.; cause ,
bar Paralysis .. 800.00 Dropsy .. 800.00

Ellen Fletcher, beneficiary , death claim of

Howard Fletcher, deceased , late member of
Howard Martin , financial secretary and treas

Div. No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio ; cause ,
urer of Div . No. 691, for beneficiary, death

Angina pectoris.
claim of John F. O'Neill, deceased, late

800.00

Helena Agatha Baxter, beneficiary, death
member of Div . No. 691 , Springfield , Mo.;

800.00
claim of George W. Baxter, deceased , late

cause, Influenza ..

member of Div . No. 757 , Portland , Oregon ;
Mrs. MyrtleCook, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Dox, deceased, late member of Div .
causc , Uremia and Broncho Pneumonia .... 800.00

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Acute Intes

Mrs. Mary Van Horn , beneficiary, death claim tinal Obstruction .
700.00

of Frank Van Horn, deceased, late member Mrs. Mary Leonard , beneficiary, death claim
of Div. No. 737 , Syracuse, N. Y.; cause , of Jay Leonard , deceased , late member of

Myocarditis and Nephritis.. 100.00 Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ii.; cause , Pulmo

Mrs. Catherine Tracey, beneficiary , death nary Tuberculosis . 800.00

claim of James Tracey . deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241. Chicago, Ill .; cause,
Marie E. Scheiring, beneficiary, death claim

Blood Poisoning from infected Thumb and
of John J. Scheiring , deceased, late mem
ber of Div. No. 85, Þittsburgh, Pa.; cause ,

Knee . 800.00
Lobar Pneumonia 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Beckelheimer , beneficiary ,

death claim of Charles Beckelheimer, de
Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasures of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary, death claim

ceased , late member of Div . No. 627. Cin. of Frank Lov , deceased , late member of
cinnati , Ohio ; cause, Coronary Embolism .. 800.00 Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; cause , Carci.

Mrs.. Charlotte Kemphaus, beneficiary, death noma of Stomach 800.00

claim of Henry Kemphaus, deceased,late H. F.Bowker, financial secretary of Div. No ,
member of Div. No. 627 , Cincinnati , Ohio ;

cause , Chronic Cystitis .
312, for beneficiary, death claim of Samuel

800.00
0. King. deceased , late member of Div.

Elizabeth A. Lussier , beneficiary, death claim

of Edward Lussier (Lucius ), deceased , late
No. 312. Davenport, Iowa ; cause , Pulmo.

nary Tuberculosis ... 400.00

member of Div. No. 280, Lowell, Mass.;

cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage . :
800.00 Mrs. Susanna Simpson , beneficiary, death

Mary Branson , executrix of will of deceased,
claim of Robert A. Simpson , deceased, late

for beneficiaries, death claim of Patrick
member of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill .;

800.00
Hayes, deceased, late member of Div . No. cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage .

788. St. Louis , Mo.; cause , Lobar Pneu .
A. F. Blackwell, financial secretary and treas .

monia and Chronic Myocarditis .
300.00 urer of Div. No. 107 , for administrator of

estate of deceased , for beneficiaries, death
Rosetta Ingram , beneficiary , death claim of

claim of John Simpson, deceased , late mem .
Joseph R. ( J. R.) Ingram, deceased , late

ber of Div . No. 107, Hamilton, Ont. , cause ,
member of Div . No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; Infection in Bladder followed by General

cause , Lobar Pneumonia 100.00
Toxemia . 800.00

Mrs. Alice Davis, beneficiary , death claim of Mrs. Effie Wells, beneficiary, death claim of

Lorn A. Davis, deceased , late member of

Div . No, 282, Rochester , N. Y .; cause ,
Perry E. Wells , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 697 , Toledo , Ohio ; cause , Cerebral
Carcinoma of Prostate . 800.00 Hemorrhage ...

500.00

Mrs. H. B. Johnson, Mrs. N. B. Sullivan ,

Mrs. A. J. Stupey, John Staib and Jos . G.
Celia Stevenson , beneficiary , death claim of

Staib , beneficiaries, death claim of John E.
Harry W. Stevenson , deceased , late mem

Staib , deceased , late member of Div . No. ber of Div . No. 599, Muscatine , Iowa ;
800,00

85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause , Cerebral Apo
cause , Influenza .

800.00 Mary McDonald, beneficiary , death claim of

Ella L. Rose, beneficiary , death claim of
Michael M. McDonald, deceased , late mem

Elmer Rose , deceased, late member of ber of Div . No. 448, Springfield , Mass.;

Div . No. 805 , East St. Louis , Ill .; cause ,
cause , Heart Disease 800.00

Appendicitis .
800.00 Mrs. Lena Bauersfeld , beneficiary , death claim

Mrs. Viola Hahn, beneficiary , death claim of
of E. J. (Edw .) Bauersfeld , deceased , late

Philip Hahn , deceased, late member of
member of Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio;

Div . No. 811, Norristown , Pa .; cause , cause, Lumbar Abscess (Right Side) and
800.00

Acute Myocarditis with Dilatation ... 100.00 Acute Nephritis . :

Lizzie A. Harrison , beneficiary, death claim of Charlotte Walter, beneficiary, death claim of

Clarence E. Harrison , deceased , late mem
C. S. Walter , deceased ,late member of

ber of Div. No. 063 , St. John , N. B .;
Div . No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause , Dia

cause , Apoplexy ... 800.00 betes Mellitus and Diabetic Coma . 800.00

Alice Bennett, beneficiary, death claim of
Old Age Benefit

Henry Bennett, deceased, late member of George W. Harris, member of Div. No. 26,
Div . No. 757, Portland , Oregon ; cause , Detroit, Mich .. 800.00

Myocarditis . 800.00 Amos Weller, member of Div . No , 441 , Des

M. J. Hennessey, financial secretary . and Moines, Iowa .
800.00

treasurer of Div. No. 448 , for beneficiaries, Julius Reinhold Grosser, member of Div . No.

death claim of John Higgins, deceased, late 308 , Chicago , Ill.
800.00

member of Div. No. 448, Springfield,
Martin Fitzgerald , member of Div. No. 241 ,

Mass., cause , Chronic Interstitial Nephritis Chicago, Ill ..
800.00

with Edema 800.00 Andrew H. West, member of Div. No. 241,

Mrs. Rose G. Roman , beneficiary , death Chicago, Ill .....
800.00

claim of Gus Roman , deceased, late mem Horace E. Olmstead, member of Div . No. 22 ,
ber of Div . No. 194, New Orleans, La .; Worcester, Mass, .... 800.00

cause, Chronic Pulmonary Tuberculosis 800.00 John C. Bankerd, member of Div. No. 268 ,
F. H. Wilson , financial secretary of Div. No, Cleveland , Ohio .

800.00

235 , for beneficiary, death claim of George

E. Morse, deceased , late member of Div .
George Lyster, member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill .. 800.00

No. 235, Brockton , Mass.; cause , Angina Otto Berthold, member of Div. No. 241 .
Pectoris (Heart Disease) 800.00 Chicago , Ill.. 800.00

George K. Carter, beneficiary , death claim of John Mc Tigue, member of Div . No. 125 ,
John H. Carter , deceased, late member of Belleville, Ill...

800.00

plexy:
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Norman E. Barnes, member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill.. 800.00

John Miller, member of Div. No. 241, Chi.

cago , Ill ..... 800.00

Dan Spaulding. member of Div. No. 268,

Cleveland, Ohio . 800.00

William McKillop , member of Div. No. 85,

Pittsburgh, Pa... 800.00

Michael Murphy, member of Div . No. 26 ,

Detroit , Mich .. 800.00

Total . $ 71,550.00

In M e mori a m

By Division No. 862, Dunellen, N. J.

Whereas : Almighty God , in His supreme power

and wisdom , has removed from our midst our be

loved brother. Samuel Stryker, who met death by
accident May 23, 1928 ; and

Whereas : We sense that we have lost a true and

beloved brother and that words cannot alleviate

the grief of his loved ones, but we believe that it

will be a consolation for them to know that we

were profoundly saddened at his untimely passing ;

therefore, be it
Resolved : That , as a mark of respect for our

departed brother , we drape our charter for a period

of thirty days; that a copy of this resolution be

sent to his brotherand sisters; that it be published

in the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach

Operator; and enteredon the records of the Division .

May 29, 1928.

CHAS. A. FRECH, Fin . Secy.

His Eternal Home our late brother , A. C. Twyman ,

in whose death we have lost a true and loyal

brother, his widow a loving husband, and the

Company an efficient and faithiul employee ; there

fore , be it

Resolved : That we, the members of Division

662 , extend to the widow and relatives our most

sincere sympathy and share with them in their sad
bereavement; be it further

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be

mailed to the widow , that they be spread upon the

minutes of our Local, and a copy be published in

the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Oper.

ator.

May 25 , 1928 .

Attest : G. A. CARLSON ,

ALBERT MEINKE,

C. L. EVANS.

Division No. 662 , Pueblo , Colo .

Whereas: We regret the sudden death of our

beloved brother, Glenn s . Bemis, in the service of

the Southern Colorado Power Co. as Operator for

a number of years, and realizing that , in the death

of Brother Bemis , our Local has lost & worthy

member, his widow and family a loving husband

and father, and the community a good citizen; and
Whereas : In his passing we are not only deeply

affected as an organization, but a sense of sorrow
rests heavily on all our hearts, yet our present

Sorrow is soothed by the reflection that, under the
various conditions of life, we recognize the faithful

performance of his duty to his fellow men ; therefore ,
be it

Resolved : That we drape our charter for a period

of thirty days, as a token of respect to our departed

brother, that a copy of these resolutionsbesent to
the bereaved family, that they be spread on the
minutes of this meeting , and published in the

Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Operator.
June 3.

W. S. BIGGS,

C. C. BROWN,

JAS. W. HOWARD ,

Committeo .

By Division No. 588, Regina, Sask .

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

wisdom , has seen fit to remove from our midst our

late loyal and faithful charter member, Brother

J. A. Regan ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 588

go on record as extending to the bereaved widow

our sincere sympathy and condolence ; further

Resolved : That our charter be draped for a

period of hirty days ; that a copy of these resolu

tions be forwarded to Mrs. J. A. Regan ; and that

the resolutions be published in the Motorman , Con.

ductor and Motor Coach Operator .

May 23.

Attest : A. BAKER, Secy.

By Division No. 623 , Buffalo, N. Y.

Whereas : The Supreme Rules in His infinite

wisdom has seen fit to suddenly remove from our midst

our late brother, John P. Kroerber, and we have not

only lost a good and worthy brother, but a faithful

worker; and while we know that mere words cannot
alleviate the grief and sorrow of those who were near

him ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division No. 623, in regular moet

ing assembled , extends to the bereaved family our
heartfelt sympathy in this , their sad bereavement , and
be it further

Resolved : Thatthe Charter of Division No. 623 .

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., be draped for a period

of thirty days ; that a copy of these resolutions be sent

to the bereaved family ; that they be spread upon the

minutes of this meeting and a copy sent to the Motor

man. Conductor and Motor Coach Operator, for

publication .

QQQ JOHN KOLB.

QQQ W. J. BUSHELL,

QQQ C. É , CONROY .

Committee.

By Division No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn.

By Division No. 563 , Lansing, Mich .

Whereas: The Supreme Ruler has seen fit to take

from the ranks of the AmalgamatedAssociation,
Division No.563, late Brother W.C. Moore, whose

passing from this life occurred April 8th, after two

years of illness, and in his death we have lost a
faithful member. While we know that words can

aot express the grief we feel at his departure, we

confide that he has gone to the Great Beyond; and
Whereas : We feel that it should be entered upon

our record that late Brother Moore entered street

railway service early in the 80's, in Indiana polis,
Ind ., afterwards in San Antonio and Houston ,

Texas, later returning to Indianapolis , where he

becameamember of Division No. 645, and from

which Local he was transferred to Division No.

563, Lansing, Mich.; therefore, be it

Resolved : That we, of Division No. 563, Amalga
mated Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employesof America, extend heartfelt sympathy to
the bereaved brothers of our late brother ; and
further

Resolved : That a copy of this resolution be for.

warded tothe bereaved brothers, also published in

the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Oper.

ator, and that a copybe spreadupon the minutes
of thismeeting of April 9,1928.

A. D. HICKS, President,

HERBERTCHAMBERLAIN , Secretary.

By Division No. 662 , Pueblo, Colo.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father has called to

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

wisdom , has called our late brother, H. H. Stewart,
in whose death we have lost a true and loyal

brother, and his wife and son a loving husband and

father ; therefore , he it

Resolved : That the members of Division No.

713, of the A , A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., extend

to the family our sincere sympathy and share in

their bereavement; and , be it further

Resolved : That , as a tribute to the memory of

our departed brother , our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days, and copies of these resolutions

be spread on our minutes, sent to the bereaved

wife and son , and published in the Motorman, Con
ductor and Motor Coach Operator,

A. D. BROWN.

J. D. MATHIS,

C. N. P. REDDICK,

Committee.
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things. Rents are as high and other things have

gone up since our last agreement.
Brother Daniel Barnett 1S in .a New Haven

hospital in a very serious condition , with a tumor

on his breast . We hope he will early recover.

Division No. 425 extends profound sympathy to

Mrs. Walsh in the death of our oldest motorman,

Brother Harry Walsh , who was a highly respected

member.

Brother Abjohn Stokes has returned from his

vacation , spent in Florida through the winter.
Brother Joseph Colletti has joined the matri

monial tribe . We wish Brother and Mrs. Colletti
the best that can come to them and may their

wedded life be happy.

We have recently lost by death Brothers Harry C.

Walsh , twenty years in_service; Herbert Pearlman .

eight years in service ; Robert Seidel , twenty years

in service ; William Burke , twenty years in service;

and John J. Crockett, twenty -eight years in service.

Proper resolutions were adopted by our Local and

the saddened relatives have the profound sympathy

of every member of Division No. 425.

Employes who have been suspended for non

payment of dues are : G. M. Fogg , Thomas

Thompson , E. J. Melley, C. Totten . E. Kuster

A. A. Casey and W. Konaski. Bear these names in

mind. Brothers , keep your dues paid and don't

get in the class of those names. It is very easily

done and amounts to very little , as compared to

benefits received through our associated endeavors.

--Cor. 425 .

41
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A VETERAN STREET CAR MAN

Brother Emile Huppe, whose picture

appears above, has completed thirty -eight

years of street railway service upon the

electric railway property of Ottawa , Ont.

Brother Huppe is sixty -five years of age

and engaged in street railway service at

the age of twenty -seven . He began his

service on the old horse, cars May 23 ,

1890. At that time, Mr. J. D. Fraser was

secretary -treasurer of the company. Brother

Huppe gives out that on the day he first

started employment, May 24 , 1890, the

temperature was ninety degrees in the shade

and horses were dropping on the street

from heat exhaustion . Of him , the Ottawa

Journal, daily paper, says : " Many

congratulations have been extended to Mr.

Huppe on his fine record of service. Few

men in Ottawa are better known , as he has

always been ready with a cheery word for

the passengers. He is now sixty -five, but

lookes forward to rounding out another half

century in the service .' Brother Huppe

became a member of Division No. 279 in

1908, and is now twenty years in member.

ship with the Amalgamated Association.

HOLD TENTH ANNUAL BANQUET

Norristown , Pa.-- The Tenth Annual Banquet and

Entertainment of Division 811 held in Odd

Fellows Hall , Thursday , May 24, 1928 . About 3.50

were present, including our wives, friends and chil
dren . Everyone present claimed this to be the

largest and best yet . Brother George C. (Jock )

Curry, of radio fame , entertained with a number of

Scotch songs and stories. He was dressed in his

native costume, thekilts . Brother Curry broadcasts

weekly from WCAU, Philadelphia. Ande, a well

known magician , son of Edw. Furlong, financial

secretary of Division 811 , entertained with tricks,

escapes and mind reading. This is Ande's fifth

annual engagement with us, and he is always a

favorite, especially with the ladies and children.

The men are still talking of some of his card tricks.

Brother Horace Smith has been rour years trying to

get one of them and now has to acknowledge he is

no card sharper.

Little Willie Showalter, son of Brother Charles

Showalter, was presented with a beautiful white

bunny by Ande.

A beautiful bouquet of flowers was presented in

honor of our late brother, Joseph Williams, by his
daughter, Mrs. Wolfe.

The newspapers of the city gave us a half column

write -up, with a picture of Ande . A number of

reporters were with us and enjoyed the good time.

Brother Leightkep , as always, was the life of the

party . As head waiter, Walter is a scream .
We

wonder what he uses to make his bald head shine .

Daddy Spangler was again master of ceremonies,

and his announcements and little speeches were

much enjoyed . Brother Bill Weikel , as chairman of

the committee, and his assistants deserve much

credit for the way they put this banquet over.

Brother Frank Kners, after six weeks' illness, was

present and we were all very glad to see him again .

The familiar face of Brother Frank Skrobanek was

among the missing, he being laid up with rheuma

tism . This is thefirst banquet Frank has missed.

Brother William Bossert, of Pottstown, was also
among the missing , He is confined to the house ,

following an operation on his eyes .

Brother William Detwiler is
treasurer of the

committee and Brother Ed. Furlong was on the

door, handling the pasteboards, and, if you got by

them without them seeing you and giving you a

" hello" anda handshake, you were a wonder, and

would be able tocrash any gate . Vice-president

H. C. McCoy says he crashed the gate at the
Philadelphia Ball Park but was unable to do it

there .
--Cor. 811 .

a
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HOPE FOR NEW AGREEMENT

Hartford , Conn.-- Division No. 425 is still moving

along. Our agreement with the employing company
runs out June 1st . We hope for a speedy new

agreement. The cost of living has not gone down a
bit in this city, but I think it is higher in some
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not be ashamed . Some or the best complexions,

aside from American bred and American drug stores ,
come from Sweden .

We regret it being necessary to announce the

death of our late Brother James Taylor, who for

years was associated with street railway work in
Brockton , formerly as a conductor, then an operator,

and more recently , ticket taker. He will be sadly

missed .

The family of Brother Herrick has been seriously
sick with la grippe, but are improving .

The New England League is a boon to this old

colony and Plymouth County districts in general .
Where will you find a car operator who is not a

baseball enthusiast? Speaking of base ball : Brother
Frank Cormier has booked a game with the West

Lynn Car House team, to be played on the former
Brockton - New England League grounds , east of the
Brockton depot . Brother Cormier is manager of

the Torrey Street Car House team. He has been

manager for some ten years .

Brother Bealey Alden can give you the lineage of

the Alden kindred . It is reported that he is a direct

descendant of the world famous John Alden and

Priscilla Mullins.

Brother Curry Stiles is curry- combing the Short

Line to a T.

--Cor. 235 .

so far .

AWAITING AGREEMENT DEVELOPMENTS

Bridgeport, Coon . - Local 459 held their usual

monthly meeting in June and a large crowd attended
both morning and evening sessions. President

Barney Flanagan reported progress on the new agree

ment.. He also gave a splendid talk to the members

regarding the laxness of some and it is hoped that

an improvement is noted in that respect in the
near future. Without doubt , boys, you have the

best set of officers you ever had. So , show your

appreciation of their efforts .

We hope to see more night men at the morning
sessions in the near future .

Well , boys, the baseball team is doing well and
so far we are yet to lose a game. Tommy Connors

is the outstanding star Bill Dorley and

Buckley are going great , also.

By the way, Tommy Connors will never leave
out in front again . Someone from the

open spaces took it by mistake not long ago.

It is reported that within a short time, Skipper
McGee and Williams are to engage in the hosiery

business as a side line .

The boys are all wondering why Morgan is taking
those week -end trips to Guilford .

Bill Dorley and Baudine went to New Haven

recently to attend Hattie's wedding. Dorley was
the best man .

Tom Walsh , the most popular operator in our

Division , is considered to be a first class gardner

and his home , at the east end of this city , is a real

credit to Tommy's ability: Many people go out to

view the garden surrounding his home.

It is noted lately that well known comedian ,

Eugene Lynch , has been putting on considerable

weight and, as Lenihan put it , Gene is getting fat .

Hobo Smith and Kovacs are the latest who be

came qualified to swim the Long Island Sound .
Pat Kennedy took a short vacation recently and

it is said most of his time was spent hunting rattle
snakes up in Newtown.

Chippa A'Hearn is now the owner of a rattling

--Cor. 459 .

his car

AGREEMENT RENEWED

are

good car .

blood pressure;

ASK YOURSELVES

San Jose , Calif.-- Division No. 265 is moving

along in the same old way. Everybody is taking

their cards faithfully, but they seem to as faith

fully stay awayfrom the meetings. Boys . why not
get to the meetings ? Ask yourselves. Let's make
Division No. 265° interesting . It is our business

institution .

Our faithful monument, Brother Fred Vierke, is

still off his run , but improving from a case of high

We miss him , as do the passengers ,
They frequently inquire about him .

Wehave passed through that beautiful function
the Fiesta De Los Rosas or the Festival of the

Roses, which occurs in Mayof each year. It was

attended by at least500,000 spectators. lining the
sidewalks for more

than five miles. The public

applauded the procession , which was some three

miles long, and made up ofallkinds of floats and

designs built in flowers.It was estimated that there

were at least twenty thousand strange automobiles
in San Jose. You all know what that caused the

car men, who succeeded in dodging all of these
machines, with but two small accidents. Hurrah

for the San Jose car men !

All of our members are well and our sick benefit
fund is growing. es

we are paying out but very

Cor. 265 .

DESCENDANT OF JOHN ALDEN

Brockton, Mass. The recent death of the son

of Superintendent Orin E.French cast a shadow
Division No. 235 , Ms. Kenneth French ,

wenty -two years old , an expert accountant, had
been ill for some time,

Funeral services were held

from the home in East Weymouth . One of the

largest assortments ofhandsomeforal tributes was
assembled at the bier of this young man , showing

the esteemin which he was held . Carmen were in

attendance at the funeral from many Divisions.

The Eastern Massachusetts Railway Company sent

a large Foegelbus, filled with a large delegation

from the Brockton Division." Interment was in the

family lot in the Framingham , Mass., Cemetery.

Brother Joseph Lainie, in shaving himself recently,

got the razor too close to his handsome mustache,

takingof quite a section thereof, so he shavedoff
the whole mustache. He now presumes to look

like a Swede, If that is the case , Joe, you need

Grand Rapids, Mich.-- Things progressing

nicely with Division No. 836 . Our present agree:

ment has been renewed and the same wages and

conditions will continue for another year .

Vice - President John Gelders has received thc

appointment of landing master at Ramona Park

again for this year.

Brother Rudy Anderson is wearing a new hat .

A fine looking Swede is Brother Anderson , when he
is in fine attire .

Brothers Green and Murray recently went trout

fishing. They reported a catch of six hundred , or

rather sixty good sized trout .

Brother Green has been experiencing trouble with

his Ford lately , which has continuously burned out

bearings. The other day he was seen driving down

the street with his son's scooter tied on the spare

tire . When asked why, he replied : " I can't depend

on ' Lizzie ' and I don't like to walk . "

Brother Gelders has a boil on his neck , which

interferes with turning his head . He says the boil

is not bad , but that with summer weather and the

new clothes of the ladies , in their latest styles ,
causes the boil to be a very serious annoyance .

--- Cor. 826 .

SUMMER CALLS WORKERS BACK

Worcester , Mass .-- During the past month a vaca .

tion list was opened and many of the members of

Division No. 22 a vailed themselves of the oppor .

tunity to choose vacations . Brothers Schambo and

Friel are arranging for a sea voyage to England .

Ireland, France, Belgium and Holland, for a couple

of months,

Brother Earl Thresher is contemplating a month's

vacation trip through Maine . This will include a

week's deep sea fishing .. Last year he exposed a
two-pound trout for his trouble . but lately he

graduated to the heavy weight class and we expeet
he may land a whale. Brother Earl now weighs

two hundred and twenty pounds .

A model of the 1929 class electric car has been

driven around the system during the past week by

Chief InspectorDavid Barker, who was accompanied

by officials of the company. This car was designed

and built by the Osgood -Bradley. Car Company, of
Worcester . It is equipped with top lights and

bumpers of the same type as busses. Everything
in the line of safety and comfort is embodied in the
new car . No definite announcement has been made

as to when these cars will be put in operation ,

A number of our brothers have been called back

to work during the summer vacation months.
welcome themback on the job and hope their day

with us will be permanent .

We must inform our members, at this time, of the
serious illness of Brothers Thomas Broderick and

John Dunn . Brother Broderick underwent a very
serio operation a few days since . His condition is

considered fair . We hope for the speedy recovery of

both brothers .

Many members have recently been commenting

on the actions of one of our veteran motormen ,

trying to find the cause of it . This worthy motor .

man is a regular attendant at our monthly meet.

ings, but for some reason he did not attend the

little .

$
Over

1

We
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meeting in May. The amount of the attendance

prize was $ 42.00. His name was drawn , but he

lost the $42.00 by being absent . It seems he was

attending another meeting in the interest of another

attendance prize of $ 100. He lost out in both

places . We are told that he was caught eating

dog biscuits recently , Never mind , brother, your

chance will come again , when we all wish you better
luck ,

-Cor. 22 .

It is little things that make great fortunes - little

things hidden behind big ideas. The biggest men

not those with the most money . Little men have

wealth. Character is a matter of kindness , generosity,
background and worth . If you have these things,

you are a success .

I may quote a few words which I believe to be

worthy of attention . They are : " Listen to the

salutation of the dawn . Look to this day, for it is

life - the very life of life . In its brief course lies

all the varieties and realities of existence . The

place of growth, the glory of action, the splendor of

beauty. Yesterday is a dream-tomorrow a vision

but today, well lived , makes every yesterday , a

dream of happiness and every tomorrow a vision

of hope. Look well, therefore, to this day . Such

is the salutation of dawn ."

I have been interested in street car service here

in Detroit , although I have left that line of work .

The Service News I find very interesting. It is a

weekly leaflet pulbished by the D. S. R., telling of

improvements, places of interest and jokes . I may

quote a few of these jokes :
Coachman : " We are now passing the oldest

saloon in the Dominion of Canada ,

Tourist : “ Why ?"

Another might be of interest which I quote :

*Are you ill , Mike? "

Mike : " Nope."

"Then why do you close your eyes ? "

Mike : " I hate to see the ladies standing in the

street car . '

Boys of Division No. 563, I cannot express what

I wish to say, but I have enjoyed being one of you .

I certainly appreciate all you did for me. Some.

times I think you were too good to me , Although

I am gone, you are not forgotten and I have learned

that you have, jointly with your associate Locals,

renewed the old agreement for another period .

' Awake ! The purpose high which strives, and

falling , stands again ; confirm the will of eager lives

to acquit themselves like men .'

Sincerely yours,

A. C. WHEELER, Retijing Cor.

Tespondent of Division No. 563 .

ENTER NEW AGREEMENT

us

RENEW OLD AGREEMENT

Portland , Maine - Do you want to hear from

Portland , Maine ? Well , here we are all signing up
for another year. We began our work on our agree

ment earlier than usual. Our agreement committee

was composed of President H. R. Kelley and

Brothers E. J. Cook and F. C. MacDonald . They

brought in a suggestion , following a meeting of the

board on March19, for a six -day work week , with

a 5 cents per hour increase in wages, together with

one week's vacation per year, with pay, and some

minor changes in discipline and working conditions.
After an extended discussion at a meeting held

March 16 , the committee was asked to obtain the

six -day work week, with seniority rights throughout,

The committee obtained the aid of G. E. B. Mem

ber John H. Reardon . A special board meeting of
March 28 showed little progress . At the regular

meeting of April 23 , it was voted to accept the

various minor changes resulting from negotiations

with the company and put the matter of the six.
day work week , with a scents increase , to a refer.
endum vote, The result favored negotiating for

the six - day week . Following conferences with

company officials resulted in rejecting of our propo

sition but finally with a willingness to sign up ihe
old agreement with a few minor verbal changes.

At the meeting of May 14, it was voted to put the

question of arbitration for the six-day work week

or signing up the old agreement to a referendum

vote, which was taken May 17 , with the result

favorable to signing up the old agreement .

A peek at the Sunday off list and an open ear

to the call for time off, with many frequent misses,

will convince one that we have many six- day week

boys among us.

Secretary H. C. Woodside of the State Branch ,

and Brothers H. M. Wiggin and F. C. MacDonald
have been chosen to represent at the State

Convention to be held in the House of Representa

tives, Augusta , June 10-13 .

We are pleased to again see “ Hard Luck " Bickford

on the job . He was hit by a passing auto when

alighting from a car February 29 .

Brother Renus Bruns has a new T. L. , cost $35.00 ,

tires $ 20.00, the remaining parts $ 15.00 .
Rumor

has it that Sam T. has already challenged him for
A race . It will be pulled off on Richardson's field .

Spectators will be barricaded in the nearby audio

torium , to avoid danger from Aying glass - E . J.
Cook , Promoter, General Manager and Stockholder .

The amalgamation of the South Portland and
St. John Street divisions means the lay-off of

Brothers G. Stevens, J. H. Mullin , A. J. Riley,
F. F. Stoddard and D.Foss.

Brother Allie Mills has returned to work , following

a few weeks ' illness .

BrothersEdward Libby and Sam Davis are among

those enjoying leave of absence .

-Cor. 714.

CORRESPONDENT LEAVES SERVICE

Lansing, Mich . - Brother members of Division No.

563, this is my last report from our Local which I

will be able to make. I regret that this is my last

message . I certainly have enjoyed the little task,

although at times I missed an issue or had to

snap about to get in on time.
Things may seem dull and monotonous at this

time. I think the cause is due to being tied up
in a knot about ourselves . We need freedom,

change, new scenery .

Since I left the service , I haven't found time to

be lonesome or homesick or to see things alongthe
monotonous trail. We must keep busy . The fellow

who stands on tiptoe sees what the other fellow
does not. We get nothing by lying down , we see

less .
The biggest man is he who takes advantage of the

breaks, who picks up opportunities that others

trample under their feet, who does not fret, who
beats out fear and smiles when he is defeated ,

knowing that today is the beginning of tomorrow

and a new chancelooms." Yesterday is a memory.
tomorroy - a mystery. Today is the day, let's goldi

Scranton , Pa.-- After a Rip Van Winkle slumber

for many months,I desireto report that Division

No. 168 is continually, making progress . It is with

a feeling of great pride that I can report that we

were successful in consummating a new contract with

our employers, the Scranton Railway Company, for
the year 1928. We were instrumental in securing

an increase of 3 cents per hour on the busses , mak

ing the wages now 73 cents per hour ; and a slight

increase in wages for some of our members in the

Barns and Shops; and a minimum of four hours on

tripper trips and improving working conditions,
Never, in the history of our organization , has a

contract been consummated with such promptitude

and dispatch. It was necessary to hold but one day

and night conference to bring about a settlement.
Never in the memory of the oldest members of our

organization can they recall such a mutual co -opera
tive spirit displayed during the negotiations. This

can be attributed in a large measure to the eminent

fairness of the general manager of the Scranton
Railway Company.. Mr. H. H. Dartt . Not only

during the negotiations has he exhibited that trait

of character, but ever since his appointment as an

official of the Scranton Railway Company, about 12

years ago , when he was appointed Superintendent of
Maintenance and Ways.

The attitude of General Manager Dratt during

the negotiations could easily be distinguished as one

of honesty and sincerity of purpose , everything that
co - operation implies, both in letter and spirit , in
direct contrast to the bickerings in past years .

Thank God ! A better mutual understanding has been

created and we are sure will continue .

It has been clearly demonstrated that , where both

parties are fair and honorable, regardless of the

nature of the dispute , a fair and equitable settlement
can come.

The members of Division 168 can feel proud of

their officers, who have_served them for many

years with great credit . Their ability , honesty and

integrity is a priceless asset to our organization.

We were ably assisted by International Board Mem.

ber Brother P. J. Shea,whose interest in our Divi

sion is akin to business Agent L. F. Hart, who has
led our Division in all our trials and tribulations

for nearly 25 years, and kept our Division in the

front ranks with the proud record that we have
never been compelled to take a backward step .

The wonderful address delivered by Business Agent
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L. F. Hart at the general meeting was a master•

piece, which held our members spellbound for nearly
an hour, and at the conclusion of his address the

cheers rocked the Hall and demonstrated therespect

and confidence which the members of Division 168
repose in him ,

Weconducted our Annual Ball Thursday Evening.

April 12 . It was the most successful affair we ever

conducted in every detail . Over 3,000 people

attended . The Town Hall was beautifully decorated,

and the terpsichorean artists danced to the music

of the two best Orchestras that money could secure.

And what an assemblage, of beauty and fashion
Our members of the Committee dressed in their

tuxedos, with their wives and sweethearts, made a
splendid appearance . Too much credit cannot be

given Brother M. P. Healey, chairman of the Com .
mittee , who so ably assisted by the other

members of the Committee thatmade this affair
such a great success .

Now, brothers, my attention has been called to

the non-attendance at our meetings. There is time
for everything, and there is not any reasonable

excuse with a membership of 500 that itis impossible

to hold our regular meetings on account of lack of
a quorum. That is disgrace to our organization

and should not be tolerated any longer. Most of

you can find time to attend Fraternal and Social

affairs, and yet you cannot afford time to attend
your Union meeting and thus subordinate your or

ganization that has been instrumental in securing

for you wages and conditions that make it possible
for you to belong to those other organizations.
The officers are doing their share now, Let the

members assume their burden of responsibility, and
attend the meetings and conduct business there
instead of the street corners and in the street car

office. Stop the pussyfooting into the superinten
dent's office , Otherwise steps will be taken to

remedy this situation ,

--Arrah Na Pogue .

NEW MEMBERS SHOULD

ATTEND MEETINGS

TO ARBITRATE WAGE RATES

St. Louis, Mo.--Division No. 788 has experienced

some lively times since the opening of our agree

ment. As I previously stated , the employing com

pany asked for a reduction in wage of from four to

six cents per hour. We submitted a proposition

that the wage be increased six cents per hour.

Several conferences resulted and special meetings of

the Local were called , at a late meeting of which

it was enacted to take a secret vote of the member

ship , as the officers of the company not only insisted

upon the reduction in wage but upon cancellation

of the agreement as soon as it expired, June ! ,

1928 . The vote resulted in placing in the hands

of the officers of our Local the right to order a

suspension of work, in the event that it should

appear that it might be necessary in order to retain

collective agreement relations with the employing

property , We stood upon the cold steel fact that

we would all go down together, in the event that

it should be necessary to sacrifice to hold our

agreement: This brought action by our Honorable

Mayor, Victor J. Miller , who asked for a conference

of the officers of our Local and the company in

his office. This conference was held, at which the

company agreed to renew the old agreement, with

the provision that the Public Service Commission

should serve as an arbitration board for the fixation

of the wage provision of the agreement. I can say

that the service of our officers and members in con

nection wit} this affair has been of a nature, the

result of which makes me feel proud of them and

proud that I am one of them . We have shown

what it means to be associated together in a mutual

movement , as represented by the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Employes

of America , and I am pleased that we have as

officers men of the type of the committee that has

conducted our end of this affair. We have also

had the assistance of G. E. B. Member Edw .

McMorrow and other International Officers and we

are in a position, now, to let our staff of officers,

associated with Brother McMorrow , continue their

work . We can confide in Brother Douglas and his

associates .

Today, Brother London , our first vice -president,

conducted our meeting and handled it very bril

liantly . Our attorney, Mr. W. R. Schneider, gave

us a very interesting talk and advised us to just

continue as we have been doing and to be sure

and register as voters, on the 21st of June. This
registration matter will be watched by every mem

ber, that we may be in a position to vote on the

political features that will come before us . We want

our friends in public office .

Local 788 has much of which to be proud. The

big storm now seems to be under control and Mr.
Schneider says there is nobody to thank but our:

selves.

We are pleased to report Brother William Glasco

getting better after suffering a slight stroke of

paralysis.

Brother Mike Lynch is still off. We hope to see

him back soon .

Brother Edward Shaffer won the attendance prize

and Brother Casey a pair of overalls donated by

Brother Mike Kinney, of 12 South Broadway, who

gave us a splendid talk and informed us that at

any time we want anything, from a toothbrush to

a suit of clothes , he has it with the union label on

every article . So , remember the number - 12 South

Broadway.

-Cor. 788.

on

New Orleans, La.--Division No. 194 is drawing

large crowds atthe regular meetings . Weare fortu

nate to have good union leaders at each meeting
to give the members a real talk unionism .

This is much appreciated bythe memberspresent.
Another good feature which we have adopted is

that our meetings do not last long. By 9:30 pm .

the meetings are adjourned . This gives the straight

day men a chance to go home and get some sleep.

Keep up the good work , old timers. We also want

the new members to attend the meetings, that they
canlearn the workings of the Local,

The Arabella , Canal and Poland Barns are wel!
represented at our meetings. The Carrolton and

Prytania Barns could renderbetter attendance. We

want to see you boys of the Carrolton and Prytania
Barns in greater numbersat the next meeting.

Executive Board Member George Stroemyer, of
the Algiers Division , is still on the job . He is a
hard worker and has the union at heart . The men

of his Division think the world of him .

Brother Bernard Pays had the misfortune, when

a, boy , to be vaccinated with a phonograph needle.
He has been talking ever since .

Brother James Rodgers, an officer of this Local

since its inception, has retired from active member

ship . However, he never misses the regular meetings

and always gives the boys a real talk , which is

always appreciated by those present .

Brother Joseph Boudreaux , better known as

" Sky," is still onthejob.Some thinkJoe is getting

old , but heis still a goodman and we are of the

opinion that, regardless of his years, he is yet
young . He retired from active work after being

an officer for over twenty years, but he still possesses
the union spirit .

Brother Ed. Lacost, of the Canal Barn , has made
his will .

It provides to leave his old shoes to

Brother Seicshnydre ; his uniform to Brother New

man , better known as " Sweet Papa ;" his straw cap

to Brother H. Stucke; his false teeth to Brother
Paul Durel, and his old stool to Brother F. Vonoff.

He alsoleavesa celluloid collarand atie to Brother
Saltzmann ,

The boys believe, however, that the

property will be much older before Brother Lacost
Passes from this life .

-Cor. 194 .

RAILWAY SERVICE MOVING NICELY

Altoona, Pa .-- Business in general in this district

is almost at a standstill, so far as advancement is

concerned . Yet everything is moving along very

nicely in the street railway service.
Some of our brothers who were formerly sick

have returned to employment. Brother Coleman is

still suffering from rheumatism .

Some of our fish sportsmen are yet hooking the

spotted fellows. Brother Sam Shaffer holds the

championship among the Valley boys as capturing

the largest trout , while Brother Monahan has the

same honor in respect to the sucker . You're alright ,

Mony. It doesn't mean maybe, either.

It is wonderful how our ball team is stepping

out this year. The team is cleaning up practically

everything they go up against, except the bases.
The week of the 18th they will play the truckmen .

It will be some game. Music will be supplied at

this game by the Valley Band.

-Cor, 801 .

Certain thoughts are prayers. There are

moments when, whatever bé the attitude of

the body , the soulis on its knees.-- Hugo.
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business or have some other objective on their

minds and should be reminded of their disregard

for the rights of others . With these placards

properly placed, the intentional and viciously in

clined could be properly dealt with in a way of

stiff fines or revoking of licenses.

Brother E. V. Brown being on the sick list, his

run has been operated by Brother Al . Roper.

Brother Alison was off duty a recent afternoon .

It is handed out that he pounded his ear too long
and was unconscious of the fact that time and tide

wait for no man .

Special busses were run to St. Joseph Cemetery

the morning of Memorial Day services.
Brothers

Elvestead, Young and Roper were in charge of the
busses,

The May first sign -up , brought few changes .

Brother Crawford, tired of Monmouth Boulevard,

went back to West Main ; and Brother Allen, who
was bumped, took overthe Boulevard run . Brother

George Bateman, head extra man, put the rollers

under Brother Clif. Young, the sheik who was
holding Brother Brown's run.

The musical-foot boys had another exercise at the

Avalon's popular shindig recently . Now the mystery

thickens : Who's who, that's got musical steppers ?
Hattie knows.

Brother Ed. Anderson was off duty recently for

four or five days,due to the illness of Mrs. Anderson

is now much better and Ed. has returned to work.

Cor, 515 .

VETERAN CONDUCTOR PASSES

WILL ATTEND STATE CONVENTION

Siour City, Iowa-Brother and Mrs. L. E. Garnett

held a party in honor of the wedding of their

daughter Margaret . The reception was featured

with flowers and a multitude of friends were present.

After spending & delightful evening, including a

fine luncheon and the wishing of the bride and

groom a long and happy life , the guests departed

in full appreciation of the occasion .
Mrs. Bates, wife of Brother Charles Bates, re

cently held a birthday party to celebrate the birth

day of her husband. A most genial evening was

enjoyed by those present, and among the enjoy
ments was a delicious luncheon .

Upon retirement:
the guests wished Charlie many happy returns of
he day .

President H. T. Woodward , of our Local, was

elected delegate to the State Convention held at
Waterloo. He and Brother M. R. Boughton, of

the State F. of L. Executive Board , will give our

boys a representation of two and with the other

delegates from Sioux City, will try and get the

convention for our creditable town for the year 1929 .

We are pleased to see Brother Walter Haefs again
on his run, following being laid up for three and

one-half months with rheumatism .

Brother Webber is considering getting a Sunday

run, in order to have something to do on Sundays.

He gets lonesome on those days, with nothing to

do, and he is notin the habit of being off duty..

Brother Jake Kiarman has been called to the

Great Beyond. He was an old and trusted employe

of the Service Company and will be missed by many
friends . The members of Division No. 779, of

which Brother Jake had been a member for several

years , extend deepest sympathy to the bereaved

family.

President J. C. Lewis , of the Iowa State Federa

tion of Labor, came up from Des Moines recently

and , while here , visited our Local and gave us

good talk on co -operation and the compensation
law. We wish he could come more often , as his

talks are instructive as well as interesting.

We regret that Brother Rice had to give up his

endeavor to establish a funeral benefit fund . Many

signed for it , but failed to pay the two dollars.

No one knows whose family may need that beneſt
first .

Brother Tripp has his vacation planned. We hope

it may come his way.

Brother Pete Mersch can now sleep nights , since

he has been bumped from the owl car.

Brother Barboe's folks can now drive their new

car without trying to climb a telephone pole .

Brother William Walden's brother recently passed

from this life . Brother Walden and family have

the sincere sympathy of Division No. 779 .

The stork recently left a baby daughter at the

home of Brother and Mrs. Fred Bern . Congratula
tions ! There are now two daughters and one son

in Fred's family.

Brother Matt Kerger is not enthused with the
owl car .

Brothers Motts and Cormany are spending much

time in Nebraska during the paving near the bridge.

Mrs, Ericksen , wife of Brother Steve Ericksen ,
passed from this life recently . Few knew she was

ailing. She was a very devout and earnest church

worker and will be missed by her many friends .

Sincere sympathy is extended to Brother Steve and

family.
Brothers Kugel and McDonald are to take vaca

tions this summer .

Brother Weeks, after many years, has concluded

to get a room near the barn .
Brother Pat O'Brien is again on the sick list .

We hope he will soon be at work.

Cor. 779 .

LET'S KEEP COMING

&

Windsor, Ont.--Division No. 616 held the usual

monthly meeting May 17 , in Machinists Hall, 61

Pitt St. E., with a very good attendance at both

sessions , The principal businesswas consideration

The
of a new agreement , to take effect July 1 .

morning session was very interesting . through the

efforts of Brother Boothroyd .

One of our veteran conductors passed from this
life recently. He had been ill for some time .

was our respected Brother Joseph Renaud . A stroke

proved fatal. The funeral was attended by a large

guard of honor in uniform, comprising members of

Division No. 616, who also presented a beautiful

floral tribute in the way of a miniature street car ,
decorated with Aowers .

It is rumored that Tex Rickard is negotiating

with certain Hydro employes for , a
match with

Gene Tunney. It is understood that Brother Cal

Davidson accepted the terms, with Brother Tom
Sheperd actingas official sparring partner,

We are pleased to see Brother Wall again on the
road, after his recent illness.

Brother Tiny Dunlap has invested in a new silent
Dodge car. He hopes to spend many happy hours
this summer.

The stork recently visited the home of Brother

and Mrs. Thomas Shannon, leaving a nice baby boy .

Congratulations !

We wonder if Brother Pop Adams took his boy
to the circus or carnival May 14 .

Brother Ducharme is taking a three months leave

of absence for the good of his health and will spend

his time in the central states .

We extend to Brother Wilfred O'Hara deepest

sympathy in the death of his father .

Brother Padden recently took a day off, to move .

He enjoyed it immensely.

Brother werden is sporting a new Peerless.

The boys on the Tec. Line are none too pleased

with the change that recently took place, although

Brother Simser was advocate of the change .

Some say Brother George Burrows is unable to
drive a We hear he intends to take a bus

run next sign -up . How's that , boys ?
Line up , boys. Co-operation is what is wanted.

Union men should attend their meetings and put

forward the business .

--- Cor. 616,

car .

ESTABLISH SICK BENEFIT

Galesburg , Ill .---Our last meeting in May was

an honest-to - goodness 100 per cent in attendance.

That's what we all want all the time . Let's keep

coming .
The fact that many motorists are holding up

schedules and delaying traffic by cutting in and

out in front of street cars and busses and running

through safety.zones, delaying passengers and in

juring them in their efforts to catch theircar or bus,
should be in some way brought to the minds of

the authorities, as well as thoughtless motorists,

and
a way as to cause them to respect the

rights of other people. The sooner this is done,

the more harmony will prevail for all .
A good

idea would be to placard corners and dangerous

places. Some motorists seem to be thinking about

Hull, Quebec-A group insurance has been added

by our company as a benefit toall employes.. A

sick benefit of $ 10.00 per week is included for $ 1,00

per month . This is appreciated. We are 100 per
cent strong.

Brother Pete Lowell isagain on the job, after an
absence of six months.

His mate , C. Boucher, had
a great shake of hands with him and a smile when

they met, Brother Lowell was in trim to wrestle

a bear at Queen's Park . Superintendent J. Jaques

will not allow it, as the bear is very weak, after

licking his paw all winter.
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Brothers E. Soummier , T. Gibeault and George

Proulx will leave shortly for a fishing trip to the

Rimmicks. They will use cheese for bait again this

year.

Brothers W. Southerland and Gabe Prouls are

busy sowing their gardens. An abundant crop is

expected this year.

Brothers Nap Seguin , John Lusk and 0. Deschene

are on the sick list, but we are pleased to report

that they are improving.

The meinbers of Division No. 591 extend to the

family of Brother Joseph Noel our sincere sympathy

and share with them in their bereavement in the

late death of his aged mother , who passed from this

life at the ripe old age of ninety -six years .
We extend to the family of Brother P. Lowell

sincere sympathy in their bereavement at the death
of the mother of Brother Lowell.

-Cor . 591 .

Castator, of the City of Detroit, and Perry J. Wasd

of the Michigan State Labor Department. They are

both members of Division No. 26.

The meeting was also addressed by Mr. Charles

Fleming. proprietor of the Amherst House , who

extended a hearty welcome to the Pioneers Outing
members who were present.

The event closed by duets rendered by Brothers

Robert Rankin and John Henrym , who are profes.

sionally qualified singers .

Division No. 26 will hold the Thirty -seventh

Annual Excursion Wednesday, July 18 . Å feature

of this excursion will be the regular annual picnic

held by the Local and will comprise the entire

membership, including D. S. R. and D. U. R. em

ployes. This picnic will be held at Bob - Lo Island ,

Boats will leave the foot of Woodward Avenue at

the hours of 9 and 10 a . m . , and also boats in the

afternoon will be at the convenience of those who
are unable to take the forenoon boats . A program

of sports and entertainment has been arranged for

this event by the committee in charge . Prizes will

be awarded to winners in racing and other contests.

- " REX .".

FEDERAL EMPLOYES WIN TWENTY

MILLION INCREASE

RENEW OLD AGREEMENT

East St. Louis , III . - Local No. 125 is very lucky

in having their last year's contract renewed for the
ensueing year. This , we boys think , is better than
arbitration .

Brother Fred Hartnagel, our retired painter, is
always glad to see some of the boys favorably

regarding our efforts.

When this issue will be out , Brother Fred Berg

hahn will be 76 years old and still active in service.

Our pleasant ' looking financial secretary , Roy

Lyons, and wife are proud parents of a baby gir !:
and likewise is Brother F. Roesch and wife of their

Some great talk among the boys regarding the
mud colored uniforms. They are so good that

several of the men had to borrow an overcoat to

go home and get a pair of trousers . So , brothers ,

be careful when some one suggests the Fifth Avenue

Clothing Co., Chicago , Ill. It looks somewhat

suspicious in Brother Jimmy Beard's case . A

charming young lady takes him riding on the days

he is off his Blue Goose job.

Boys, be on hand for the next meeting and do
some of that " much -shed -talk " at the meeting. In

that way your voices will bring better results.
--Cor. 125 .

first girl .
crease.
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Washington, D. C.- After one of the

most thrilling wage struggles in the history

of Congress , the National Federation of

Federal Employes won a $20,000,000 in

The bill has been signed by the

President. It provides for a survey of

wages paid federal employes.

The measure introduced in the

House by Mr. Welch and in the Senate by

Mr. Smoot. It is the first general increase

for government employes outside the postal

service since 1853.

" Our organization appreciates the aid of

hundreds of friends who made success pos

sible," said Luther Steward , president of the

Federation of Federal Employes.

“The fight was won despite tremendous

obstacles, the strongest of which was the

defeatist sentiment that would fail .

The result has vindicated our position and

the hearings showed that many federal em

ployes working under unbelievable

conditions.

“ We consider this bill as emergency relief

legislation and we are confident that the

survey of government salaries, as provided

in the bill just signed, will justify our

position that these salaries are still far

below rates that are the rule in private

industry ."

we

r
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WAVERING LOYALTY IS

EASILY STARTED

DETROIT DIGEST

On Tuesday, June 12 , Division No. 26 held the
annual Veteran gathering . This year the gathering

was held at the Amherst House, Amherstburg. Ont.
The Committee in

charge comprised President
Hercules Otis , Secretary Clarence Nugent and

Business Agents Neil McLellan and Sidney Van Ness,

Due to his being required to attend a meeting in
the Federal Court in the interest of Division No. 111 ,

Ypsilanti, Mich ., Brother Van Ness was unable to

be present at the outing .
The assemblage motored to Amherstburg:

distance of twenty-three miles from Detroit. Upon

assembling at the Amherst House, Brother Carey D.

Ferguson, who is Federal Collector of Customs in

Detroit, waschosen astoastmaster and presided over
all events .

Entertainment comprised singing by Brother

Robert Rankin , one of the original constructors of
Division No. 26 . Brother Rankin is past his

eightieth year, but holds voice of forty years .

Among his songs rendered was a Scotch song. most

entertaining to those present.

President Hercules .Otis delivered an address to

the assemblage , reviewing the history of Division

No. 26 , one ofthe oldest Locals in the Amalgamated
Association .

General Manager D. A. Smith , of the Detroit
Street Railway , delivered most interesting and

instructive address to the many assembled . He

commented much upon the agricultural work of

Business Agent Neil McLellan ,speaking commenda

torily of the large farin that Brother McLellan owns

on the Detroit River andLake Erie , a very valuable
plot of ground of some two hundred and eighty

Others who addressed the meeting were Business

Agent Neil McLellan, Deputy Sheriff Garrett Burns

Walter Clark , General Superintendent Leo Reynolds,

William Halleen , Fred w Castator, Robert Sunder
land , Perry J. Ward , James Lee and Clarence

also present , Paymaster Edward

Venke , of the Detroit United Lines, and Assistant

General Manager Fred Nolan, of the D. S. R.
Among those mentioned as being present, who

addressed the meeting. were Councilman Fred W.

a

acres,

“ Td fail to attend union meetings is the

first step in losing interest.

“ Loss of interest means a wavering of

loyalty . An efficient trade union is insur

ance against deterioration in wages and

work conditions. There is not always time

to revive or reorganize the union after

danger develops. In addition to a strong

union for defensive purposes it is even more

necessary to have an alert, active union to

enable wage earners to take a constructive

part in considering problems and determin

ing policies.

" It is far better policy to avert trouble

by seeing to it that developments are

wisely directed than merely to rely upon

defensive tactics to repel aggression .'

President Green .

Nugent.
There were
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PAN-AMERICAN LABOR REPORT school enrolled 300 young men during the

By Pan - American Union past year. The association's School of

Military Instruction permitted 2,460 young

Argentina - In a report to the Ministry of citizens to fulfill their obligatory military

the Interior, the National Department of training without interruption of their pro

Labor gave the following figures on strikes fessional duties. The association is re

in Buenos Aires : During 1927, 36 strikes sponsible for the law granting an annual

were begun in the Federal Capital, involv vacation to employees, as well as for im

ing 18,657 workers, of whom 18,477 were provement in other labor legislation, con

men and 180 women, all over 18 years of sistently acting, on its principle that " the

age. During 1926 , 35 strikes were declared, employee of today will be the employer of

which involved 13,751 workers . Of the 36 tomorrow ." Thus the association , which

strikes of 1927, three were of union char began its existence in a borrowed hall and

acter and were participated in by 11,900 outgrew its headquarters many times, is

workers ; in the remaining 33, the strikes now possessed of property amounting to

were partial and involved 6,757 workers. 7,000,000 milreis ( $ 3,800,000 ).

According to the given by the

strikers for the declaration of these strikes, Chile -- The Government has required a

13 were account of wages ;
coal company operating in the southern

account of working hours ; 18 on account of part of Chile to present within a month

organization ; and two for unnamed causes.
a plan for the adequate housing of its

From these figures it is shown that 50 per workers , who have for some time lived

cent of the conflicts were due to questions
under crowded and unsanitary conditions.

of labor organization , followed in order by

demands for increase in wages , which repre

sented 36.1 per cent of the causes of con
Guatemala - A union of linotypeoperators

flict . On March 1 , 1928, the Patriotic employed by the various periodicals, dailies,

League of Argentina opened free schools for
and print shops, in Guatemala City and

working women in various parts of Buenos
nearby towns was organized February 4,

1928.
Aires , where are taught: Reading, writing ,

arithmetic , Argentine history, grammar,

geography, typing, care of children , first

SAFETY AND PRODUCTION

aid, domestic science, ethics, the catechism ,
From American Federationist

deportment, hygiene, sewing, embroidery,

linen work , mending, darning, cutting and Some few years after the war casualty

fitting, machine embroidery, and weavingof insurance companies began to note that

rugs and cloth . During 1927 over 3,000 costs of accidents were increasing. The

women attended the league's free schools. tendency became increasingly serious and

two years ago the National Bureau of

Bolivia - On petition of the Oruro Labor Casualty and Surety Underwriters asked

Congress, an executive decree was issued the American Engineering Council to study

on February 2 , 1928, establishing in all the accident situation and especially the

mining centers of the Republic à mining relationship between accidents and increas

police, to function in co -operation with the ing efficiency . This study, which has

National Labor Bureau . They will be paid recently been published , produces the

by a voluntary deduction of one per cent following significant percentage of changes
from miners' wages . Their duty will be to between 1922 and 1925 :

act as representatives of the miners, in Productivity increased , 14.4 per cent

which capacity they may take part in Accident frequency decreased , 10.4 per cent

negotiations for labor contracts and the Accident severity increased, 2.5 per cent

fixing of wages , that saloons and The increase in the seriousness of acci

markets make no compulsion on trade and dents is ascribed to increased intensity of

do not overcharge , investigate industrial work. Two striking factsare emphasized:

accidents and suggest measures for their There fewer accidents measured in

prevention, prepare statistics, audit the terms of things produced but more things

investment of labor union funds, and per are produced and hence there are after all

form other similar duties . They more accidents , This is another way of

strictly forbidden to make propaganda more accidents. This is another way of

against the companies. saying that accidents measured in man -hour

exposure have increased.
Brazil - The Association of Commercial The effect of mechanization is thus stated

Employees of Rio de Janeiro celebrated the by Dr. Whitney in his foreword to the

forty - eighth anniversary of its foundation report :

on March 7 , 1928, with a meeting at which 1. The introduction of machinery has, in

a number of addresses were made . At the many cases , displaced handwork that was

first meeting there were but 43 young men comparatively safe. Even though the

members, the founders of the organization, change may have resulted in accomplishing

which today has about 31,000 members. the work in question with less sacrifice of

Among the services for members life and limb, the hazard per worker , be

pharmacy and clinic with 12 sections for cause of the greatly decreased number of

all specialties , which clinic during the past workers, is , in general, greater. Not only

year gave 42,005 consultations . The asso is the number of hine accidents per

ciation's employment bureau places annually worker greater , but the severity is greater

hundreds of employees, while its commercial than under nonmechanized conditions,

CHIC

see
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2. The introduction of automatic

chinery has, in general , had the effect of

displacing operators that were working under

standardized conditions at machines that

could be thoroughly guarded . The man

power that is needed on automatic ma

chinery , on the other hand, is largely for

repair work. Such work is intrinsically

dangerous and is scarcely capable of being

standardized .

3. Under mechanized conditions the speed

with which material goes through the pro

cesses of manufacture is increased and the

exposure to accident, other things being

equal, is proportionately greater .

That accidents may be prevented, the

report affirms and cites a number of illustra

tions . " An industry that is rightly con

ceived and organized ," says . Dr. Whitney ,

" will function properly, not in one respect ,

but in all respects. It will be efficient, not

through any special quality , but because it

is functioning as it was meant to function ;

it will be safe, not primarily because of

special precautions, but because safety is a

characteristic of an industry that is function

ing properly."

The committee placed the responsibility

for imperative improvement squarely upon
industrial executives. Safety is a problem ,

however, upon which management must

have the co -operation of employes and the

facts of this survey prove the need for

definite and sustained organization for

greater safety for those who work.

forming their daily duties. That point of

view has now been reversed .

Heroic or spectacular achievement de.

serves its reward, but after all it is the

day-by-day work accomplished, often with

great celerity but with none of the aspects

of the spectacular, that counts. It is

never pleasant to contemplate the theory

of chances as applied to the matter of

hazards to which everyone always is subject.

The obligation to be careful is not lightly

accepted by public service corporations ,

but it would be reassuring to know that all

drivers of vehicles had been subjected to

tests comparable in their severity to the

to which all motormen and

ductors must first submit before they are

accepted as being qualified for their tasks .

The preponderance of men on the Chicago

Surface Lines who have won the right to

wear the insignia of inerit which stamps

them as being most careful should be re

assuring to all of the company's

service who do not take life with a spirit

which is carefree . Certainly the Chicago

Surface Lines has every to be

proud of its record . And the citizens of

Chicago have every reason to be proud of

the organization which ' established that

record . It is an unusual accomplishment.

The results attained were achieved only by

constant vigilance sustained by a properly

aroused sense of individual responsibility.

--Electric Railway Journal .

users

11
reason

RELIEF OF WEALTHY NOT

PATERNALISM
CHICAGO'S 5,441 HONOR MEN

a real

Guiding a street car successfully through

the intricacies of traffic in a city such as

Chicago day in and day out is
achievement. And when 5,441 men do it

for a whole year without a single accident

the performance takes unusual

aspect. Yet this is the record that men in

the employ of the Chicago Surface Lines

on an
ever

achieved last year.

On its part it would seem that the

general public is disposed too much to

accept meritorious service as its right.

Trains whirl through the night at high

speed, boats ploughthrough theseas beset

by storm and fog and many other dangers ,

street cars speed through city streets en
compassed at all times by a thousand

hazards.
It is true that on the common

carrier rests the obligation to get the

passenger through safely to his destination,

butthe hazards are great and the likeli

hood of human failure is always present .

A child killed in the street , a passenger

maimed or a pedestrian injured can mean

only woe in some household somewhere,

Only at the occasional occurrences of

man -failure is the public aroused, often

negatively rather thanpositively. This is

a tendency from which even the railways

the Chicago system among them , have not

In fact, the former plan of

keeping accident records in use by that

company tended to focus attention on the

few men who were in trouble rather than

on the many who were satisfactorily per

Washington , D. C .-- " Paternalism is bad

only when it helps the poor," declared

Congressman Berger of Wisconsin in urging

the House to approve his old -age pension

bill .

“ The 'paternalistic' issue is raised when

any measure proposes to give the

great mass of the people some small part

of the special privileges the ruling class of

our country has enjoyed from the beginning,

and which it receives today in the form

of tariff protection , subsidies, land grants

and the like," said Mr. Berger .

“ Newspapers, in commenting on this bill ,

say it is a form of 'paternalism ' which

should be shunned at all hazards because

it is contrary to the ' genius ' of our insti

tutions.

“ The use of government to enrich mo

nopolists is not paternalism , in the eyes of

these editors .

" Returning hundreds of millions of dollars

paid in taxes to the super -wealthy every

time Congress meets is not , in their opinion ,

paternalism .

" The granting of millions of acres of land

to railroad companies and enabling these

railroads to charge excessive rates, never

seemed to them to be paternalism .''

been free .

All higher motives , ideals , conceptions,

sentiments in a man are of no account if

they do not come forward to strengthen

him for the better discharge of the duties

which devolve upon him in the ordinary

affairs of life.-- Henry Ward Beecher.
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LABOR : WHAT ARE ITS RIGHTS? unexpected attempt to use the injunction

By Herman Oliphant weapon in peace times. By this is meant

that no strike of New York subway em

In November of last year there was be- ployes was going on , threatened or

gun in the courts of New York labor liti. templated. Hitherto the injunction has

gation which promises to be the most been used in labor disputes only when a

important case which our courts have been strike was threatened or in progress. The

called upon to decide since the historic plaintiff's success in its present suit may

decision in the Dred Scott case . It is the well mean that we must face a new era in

suit for an injunction brought by the which employers seek to use the injunction

Interborough Rapid Transit Company of during peace times to prevent organized

New York City against the officers and labor taking up any position from which it

against each and every member both of can later successfully battle by means of

the American Federation of Labor and of the strike for improved wages and working

the Amalgamated Association of Street and conditions . If the use of the injunction in

Electric Railway Workers of America. connection with strikes is a serious handicap

Neither the bench and the bar nor the rank to the lawful activities of organized labor,

and file of the organized labor movement, what will be the effects of its use in peace

much less the American public, understand times ? That is a question for sober think

what broad issues of social policy this liti- ing. and it will require full discussion .

gation involves or how seriously it threatens Incidentally, there is here involved the

the whole labor movement in this country . alleged abuses in the present uses of the

If the expected happens, this case, won by injunction which are aimed at in the Ship

labor in the first court, will pass through stead anti-injunction bill . They and it will

the Appellate Division, to the Court of need to be discussed .

Appeals, the highest court in the State of In the second place, the Interborough

New York, and finally to the Supreme Company is seeking nation -wide in

Court of the United States. junction against the whole American Federa

The Interborough Company has what it tion of Labor charging conspiracy to destroy

claims to be a company union of its four company ' unions. , Is that entire member

teen thousand subway workers called ship subject to such injunction suit ? May

Brotherhood . It claims that all of these organized labor protect itself against the

workmen signed a valid contract binding creeping paralysis of company unionism ?

each and every one of them individually What are the relative merits of company

( 1 ) not to leave the employ of the company unions and trade unions ? Are they in

for two years and (2 ) not to join any labor compatible ? Have the courts power to

organization other than the Company's choose which of them shall be the ultimate

Brotherhood. The Amalgamated Associa form of labor organization in this country?

tion is in New York City trying to organize Here is a nest of disturbing questions which

these subway workers into a regular trade this litigation uncovers. They should have

union . The Interborough Company claims careful consideration.

that to induce their men to join the Amal In the third place, is the anti-union

gamated Association is inducing them to promise valid in law void because

break their contract with the Company, opposed to public policy ? True, an em

and , on this ground, it is seeking an in ployer may refuse to hire a

junction to restrain this attempt to organ belongs to a union , but may he bind the

ize its employes . The Company charges man by contract not to join a union? Is

also that there is a giant conspiracy on the anti-union promise á proper part of

foot to destroy its company union , the the modern work contract or is it an im .

Brotherhood , and it claims that all of its proper barnacle thereon ? What collateral

officers and members of the American promises may be attached to the modern

Federation of Labor and of the Amalga work contract ? What of a promise not to

mated Association parties to this carry insurance, to submit to medical ex

conspiracy. amination, to trade at company stores, to

This injunction suit raises a number of attend the employer's church, to vote the

most startling and grave questions. There employer's political ticket ? All the issues

is space here merely to enumerate them, as to the permissible incidental functions of

and to show how they are involved in this the modern work contract come up for dis

litigation . In later parts of this discussion cussion in connection with this case .

of the rights of labor before the law, it In the fourth place, legal protection is

will be told how organized labor is attempt here being sought for a promise which

ing to meet this attack. A rather full binds men to work for two years. The

description of this suit will be later given like has never been attempted in the history

because its consequences widely of American industry. The attempt is

ramifying, that it will serve excellently as revolutionary . Unions have made contracts

a basis for discussing the basic questions running two years , but individual men were

as to labor's rights before the law . free to quit. Not 50
under the Inter

What are the novel and surprising issues borough Company's contract. These men

thrown into the legal arena by the Inter may not quit though offered double pay

borough's work contract and its suit to save elsewhere or though wanting to go

its Brotherhood ? school or to change occupations. We are

In the first place, students of labor prob. compelled by this case to think through

lems, organized labor and many of the more for the first time this grave question: For

thoughtful employers were startled by this what periods of time and under what con

or

man if he

are

are SO
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ditions may the American workman bind

himself to his job ? Leave that question

unanswered and there will creep upon us,

if indeed it is not already here , a

serfdom, not a feudal serfdom , but an im

personal industrial serfdom .

This is the most grave and serious case

which the American labor movement has

ever faced. It promises to be the most

important litigation in America since the

Dred Scott case. It merits careful study .

-International Labor News Service .

LET US STAND FAITHFULLY

BY OUR FRIENDS

A Call to Organized Labor by A. F. of L.

se

The wage

oppressive laws enacted as a result of the

election of reactionary public officials.

The Constitution of the United States

requires the election of a president every

fourth year. This year, 1928, brings again

the need for a presidential election . The

records show that the elections of 1924 less

than 50 per cent of the electorate cast their

ballots.

If every man and woman holding mem

bership in organizations of labor who is

qualified to vote in this presidential election

would exercise that right and privilege,

labor would measurably near make effective

its slogan :

“ Stand faithfully by our friends and elect

them . Oppose our enemies and defeat

them ; whether they be candidates for presi

dent, for Congress or other offices; whether

executive, legislative or judicial."

The annual convention of the American

Federation of Labor is labor's supreme

parliament. A decision of a convention is

à solemn obligation which trade union

officials assume for themselves and for the

membership they represent.
With regard

to labor's non -partisan political policythe

1927 convention declared:

In November, 1928 , a president and vice

president of the United States, one-third of

the members of the United States Senate

and 435 members of the House 'of Repre

sentatives will be elected . Besides , many

governors and other public officials will be

elected in the several states .

earners , as well as all other forward -looking
citizens, have a duty to perform the result

of which will determine whether our country

is to continue still further toward reaction

or advance along progressive lines .

While the American Federation of Labor

may regard one or more candidates for the

presidency as acceptable it does not advo

cate the nomination of any particular per

Its first concern is in the adoption of

platforms that will pledge, the parties to

enact legislation that will be of benefit to

labor and the people. It is then the duty

of the wage earners and their friends to

support the candidate on the most accept

able platform .

The experiences of 1924 should be

warning to both parties. Neither platform

that year appealed to labor. Representa

tives of the American Federation of Labor

appeared before the Resolutions Committee

of both conventions and urged that certain

declarations be made in their platforms.

Both parties ignored the plea of labor.

The platform of neither party was accept

able to those who were looking forward as

evidenced by the fact that nearly

5,000,000 protest votes were cast for a third

candidate.

As in the past , the Executive Council

will prepare a list of principles which will

be submitted to both political party con .

ventions and an earnest appeal made that

they be approved. We repeat what we

have said many times heretofore, that labor

never asks for any special privileges but

advances economic principles that will be

of benefit to all the people except those

who favor reaction ,

that policy.

President William Green and Secretary

Frank Morrison by order of the Executive

Council of the American Federation of

Labor , have issued a call to the members

of organized labor and its friends to take

heed of the present political situation and

prepare for the 1928 fall elections . Labor

has many friends in the political arena and

many more will be added later , It like

wise has many enemies who have little

regard for the welfare of the wage earners

and their families. Therefore, it behooves

all to be on the alert and unrestrained in

their determination and openly declare their

intention to support labor's friends and de

feat its enemies with the hope that the

rights of the workers be recognized and

justice be accorded them .-- Editor.

To All Organized Labor

Twenty -two years ago the American
Federation of Labor promulgated and

vigorously fought for the recognition of its

non-partisan political policy. Events and

developments nationally and internationally

during the succeeding years have demon

strated the wisdom and statesmanship of

This communication will not attempt to

review what has been accomplished through

Labor's non-partisan political policy, that is

a matter of historical record of which trade

union officials and members have been ad

vised from time to time as necessity seemed

to require.

Whatever labor has sought to achieve

through its non -partisan political activities

has not been for the good of labor only,

for whatever benefits labor directly reacts

indirectly for the betterment of all the

people.

Labor is part of the body politic. Mem

bers of labor unions are citizens, with the

same rights and privileges of all other

citizens of our republic. Whatever progress

may be made or advantages secured by

labor must of necessity be reflected in the
lives of other citizens.

Labor seeks nothing

that would retard the welfare of the citizen

ship generally.

There is no greater duty imposed upon

us as loyal citizens and as members of

trade unions than the exercise of the right

of citizenship as guaranteed by the consti
tution. Unless

go to the polls on

primary and election days and record our

wishes through our votes, we have little
justifiable grounds

for protest against

son .

a
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It is believed that the people of the surely are competent to nominate them in

nation are alarmed at the growing influence a direct primary. No greater scheme to

of reactionaries and will aggressively sup place the nomination of candidates in the

port the political party which adopts a hands of a few men can be imagined than

platform that honestly reflects the progres in the convention system . Labor must

sive ideas of the great majority . continue active in opposing every move in

Not only should every effort be made to any state to repeal the direct primary laws.

have the national political parties adopt A most important feature of the prima

progressive platforms but in every state the ries and elections is getting out the vote.
labor movement should make the same There is not a wrong that can not be

appeal to the state political party conven righted if all those entitled to vote cast

tions. their ballots, Less than 50 per cent of

Early in 1928 every local union , city the voters in the United States went to the

central body and state federation of labor polls in the November, 1924, election , Un

should arrange that their respective legis doubtedly, millions of those who did not

lative committees become non -partisan po. vote have sadly repented .

litical campaign committees which will It is therefore the duty of every national

prepare for a most intensive agitation for and international union to urge members

the election of outstanding candidates who, of their local unions to agitate for a full

by their records, have shown they will be vote of the membership . Štate federations

true to the people. The non -partisan com of labor, city central bodies and local

mittees of local unions should work in unions should join in carrying out this

conjunction with the non -partisan campaign necessary policy. The Executive Council

committees of the central bodies for the believes that the great majority of those

election of congressmen and other officials who failed to vote wage

in their respective districts and with the Agitation for getting out the vote should

state federations of labor for the election of not be confined to organized wage earners

state officers and United States Senators . but should be extended to the unorganized

All of these organizations and their com and also those in sympathy with the aims
mittees should join with the American and objects of the labor movement. The

Federation of Labor in urging the national campaign should not be for a week or a

political parties to adopt progressive plat month ; it should begin early in the year

forms and then aid in supporting the party 1928 and continue until the primaries and

whose declarations are the most progressive , elections are held .

They should impress upon delegates elected The official and weekly labor press could

to the city , county , state and national be helpful by printing in a prominent place

political conventions that, in orderto secure in their publications shortly before the

ihe support of working men and women , primaries and elections attractive

they must demand that the platforms slogan that will appeal to the voters and

adopted shall contain planks which will be impress upon them the obligations they owe

approved by labor. These delegates must not only to themselves but to their fellow

be informed that labor citizens.

determined to elect its friends than it will The Executive Council will begin an early

be in the 1928 elections. campaign and national and international

Forty -four legislatures held sessions be unions , state federations of labor, city

ginning in January this year and in more central bodies and local unions are re

than thirty of them bills were introduced quested to give careful attention to all

to repeal or weaken the primary laws . information furnished them in order that

This was attempted in face of the fact the elections of 1928 can be made most

that in many states in 1926 the primary effective. The successes of the non-partisan

vote was larger than in the presidential political campaign of the American Federa

election in 1924 . tion of Labor have been gradually becom

Forty-four states have direct primary ing greater. A larger number of wage

laws. Connecticut , Rhode Island , Utah and earners every year sees the benefit of non

New Mexico have not enacted such legis partisan action and this, it is believed , will

lation . From reports received up to date, make them a greater factor in the coming

no state repealed its primary law , although election than they ever have been hereto

the Maine legislature left the question to a fore .

vote of the people. In some of them , Success can not be gained without hard

primary laws were strengthened . work . Active trade unionists should be

The opponents of the primary laws con appointed on all non-partisan committees

tend that it imposes greater costs upon the and they should understand that much

candidates and their friends than the old depends upon their activities. If the plans

" boss" -controlled convention system . Friends of the Executive Council are carried out in

of the primary law admit that purchasing an aggressive manner we have reason to

the political " bosses" who control conven hope and believe that the greatest successes

tions would not be as costly as would of labor will be the outcome of labor's

securing voters in a direct primary. But activities in 1928 .

they contend that the primary laws could This declaration should be an incentive

be strengthened by each state enacting a and inspiration to all members of trade

corrupt practices act which would limit th
union organizations and to all sympathizers

purposes for which money could be spent. with labor'saims and aspirationsto go into

As we have said before , if the people are the non -partisan political campaign of 1928

competent to elect candidates to office they with renewed determinationandpurpose to

some

was never more
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RAILROAD ENJOINED FROM INTER

FERING WITH ORGANIZATION

scan
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elect friends of labor and the people and to

defeat those whose records demonstrate that

they are disregardful of the rights of the

people,

All wage earners , all justice -loving people,
should closely the records of all

candidates.

Support by your votes only those candi

dates who have proved the genuineness of

their service, or their desire for service , to

the people and to labor.

In presidential elections in the past in

some districts labor has been aided by

farmers. Earnest and persistent efforts

should be made by local non -partisan

political campaign committees to induce

individual farmers and farm organizations

to join with labor in its non -partisan po

litical campaign to elect justice-minded
candidates, Bear in mind the fact that

labor has supported all measures before

Congress which have been approved by

farmers and farın organizations. Labor's

representatives have appeared before com

mittees in advocacy of farm relief legisla
tion .

Labor is in entire sympathy with

the efforts of farmers and farm organiza

tions to secure economic and political relief.

When shaping plans for future policies

and actions it is but the simplicity of

wisdom to chart a course that will avoid

the pitfalls of the past.

Let no one assume that the presidential

campaign of 1928 will be less free from in

fluence , secret
or otherwise , tending to

swerve the wage earners from the proven

and effectively established , non -partisan

political policy of the American Federation

of Labor than have been presidential cam

paigns in the past twenty -two years .

Realizing this, it is all the more impera

tive that each state federation of labor,

each city central body, each local union,

should appoint a non -partisan political cam

paign committee, and, in the light of ex

perience gained in past presidential cam

paigns, map out plans and programs that

will best co -operate with and support the

non-partisan political policy of the American
Federation of Labor.

Keep ever before you these watchwords:

1. We will not vote for a candidate who

has opposed remedial legislation urged by
labor.

2. We will vote only for those candidates

who have proved that the interests of all

the people are above the selfish demands of
the few .

Let every member of every trade union

delegate himself as a committee of one , in

addition to the local non -partisan political

campaign committee , to carry out the non

partisan policy of the American Federation
of Labor.

When the primaries and elections of 1928

shall have been held , let it not be said

that trade unionists have been disloyal not

only to themselves but to their fellow wage

and their fellow citizens. --- The
American Flint.

Success or failure in business is caused

more by mental attitude than by

mental capacities.--Walter Dill Scott.

In case of Brotherhood of Railway and

Steamship Clerks vs. Texas & New Orleans

Railway Company (District Court of the

United States, Southern District of Texas) .

The above entitled and numbered cause

coming on to be heard on the 12, 13, 14 ,

15 and 30th days of March , 1928, and all

parties thereto having appeared by counsel ,

and the Court having heard the pleadings ,

the evidence , and arguments of counsel,

and upon due consideration thereof it

appearing to the Court that the complain

ants should be granted the relief prayed

for in their first amended original bill of

complaint as further amended by order of

this Court entered herein this day, it is

therefore on this the 30th day of March ,

A. D., 1928 ,

ORDERED , ADJUDGED AND DE

CREED that the temporary injunction

heretofore granted and issued by this Court

herein on the 29th day of July, 1927, and

entered in the office of the Clerk of this

Court on the 3rd day of August, 1927, be

and the same hereby is made perpetual and

permanent, and that the defendant, Texas

and New Orleans Railroad Company, its

officers, agents and employes, having and

exercising executive, directory and or super

visory powers over railway clerks in the

employ of said Texas and New Orleans

Railroad Company in the States of Texas

and Louisiana, be permanently and per

petually enjoined and restrained from in

any way or manner interfering with , in

fluencing, intimidating, or coercing plaintiff

Harper or any of the approximately 1,700

clerical employes (and being the clerical

employes described and referred to in

complainants' first amended original bill of

complaint heretofore filed herein, which in

cludes approximately 1,700 railway clerks

in the employ of said defendant railway

company on its lines throughout the States

of Texas and Louisiana, except such clerical

employes as are employedand engaged in

its general office in the City of Houston,

Texas, and in its general office in the City

of New Orleans , Louisiana) with respect to

their free and untrammeled right of selecting

and designating their representatives for the

purpose of considering and deciding any

and all disputes between said clerical em

ployes and the defendant railroad company;

and further permanently and perpetually

enjoining and restraining said defendant

railroad company and its aforesaid officers,

agents and employes from in any way or

manner interfering , with , influencing, in
timidating or coercing plaintiff Harper or

any of said clerical employes herein referred

to of their free and untrammeled right of

self organization.

Nothing in this injunction shall be con

sidered or construed as authority to prevent

any employe of said defendant railroad

company , in the class referred to , from

organizing, joining, promoting, or fostering

as many unions as he or they( meaning such

employes in the class referred to ) may de

sire , and in any way which he or they may

ibs

earners

even
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desire, and with the assistance and aid of

any of his fellow employes in any way and

to any extent that said fellow employes (in

the class referred to ) nor from providing

as to them may seem best, in the selection

or designation of representatives as afore

said ; nor shall anything in this injunction

be considered or construed as authority or

permission for any officer or agent of said

company, or any employe, acting for or on

behalf of the defendant railroad company,

attempting to influence or to interfere with

said selection or designation of their said

representatives, or their right to self organi

zation as herein referred to , upon any

pretext that they are acting individually

and not as representatives of said defendant

corporation,

It is further ORDERED , ADJUDGED

AND DECREED that the defendant,

Texas and New Orleans Railroad Company,

pay the costs of these proceedings to be

taxed by the Clerk of this Court, and that

execution issue for the same. Houston ,
GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER

JAMES B. LAWSON

Texas, April 19, 1928. At his home at Shrieveport, La .

LAWS ENACTED BY CONGRESS

BILLS PASSED AND VETOED vetoed by the President but was passed

By William Green , President A. F. of L. over his veto by both Houses.

Both Houses of Congress passed a bill

The first session of the Seventeenth providing that the government make allow

Congress adjourned May 29 , 1928. Bills ance for light, heat and fuel for fourth

dealing with injunction abuses in labor class postmasters. It was vetoed by the

disputes were introduced in both Houses President but was passed over his veto .

and extensive hearings were held . The The 144,000 residents of the District of

Senate Sub - committee on the Judiciary , con Columbia who are wage earners in industry

sisting of Senators Norris of Nebraska , for whom there was no protection in case

Walsh of Montana and Blaine of Wis of accident are protected by a law enacted

consin , gave most sympathetic study to this placing them under the Longshoremen's

problem and reported to the full committee Compensation Act. The wage earners of

a legislative proposal which , while not the District have been appealing for a

interfering with the use of injunctions to workmen's compensation law for twenty

protect property, proposes safeguards to years.

prevent its use an employer's tool in Other Measures which Labor supported

industrial disputes. During the period be

tween now and the short session of Con The Flood Control bill, which waspassed

gress, which convenes December 3, careful by Congress and signed by the President.

analysis and profound study will be given Memorial to General Gorgas.

to this proposed legislation . Congress also approved our request for

Two laws passed by this Congress are permission to erect a memorial to Samuel

the Child Labor Law for the District of Gompers in the District of Columbia .

Columbia and the setting aside of May 1 Repeated efforts were made to have

as our National Child Health Day . Congress prohibit the admission of Filipinos

Labor was also concerned with the enact intothe United States. It was argued by

ment of measures to increase the incomes members of the Immigration Committees

of Government workers — the Welch bill, that citizens of the Philippine Islands were

extra pay for night work in the Post Office American citizens and could not be for.

Department, increased pay for those in the bidden entrance to the Continental United

immigration inspection service, allowance States. These efforts having failed, Repre

for light, heat and fuel for fourth - class sentative Welch of California introduced an

postmasters, compensation for all employes amendment to the immigration law, includ

of the District . The following is an outline ing under the term " alien " any citizen of

of this legislation : the Philippine Islands.

The Welch bill , which provides an annual When the Naval bill

increase in wages of approximately $ 18, House an amendment was adopted, provid.

000,000 for 135,000 employes of the govern ing that eight of the fifteen cruisers should

ment , passed both Houses and became a be built navy yards of the United

law. The Welch bill is a beginning of a States. In the Senate an amendment was

constructive employment policy for the tacked on which excepted " such material

government. or parts thereof as the Secretary of the

Both Houses passed a bill providing that Navy may find procurable by contract or

night workers in the Post Office Depart purchase at an appreciable saving in cost to

ment should be paid 10 per cent more than the government. ' This practically nullified

those working in day time. The bill was the House amendment as the greater part

as

were :

was before the

in
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were

of the fifteen cruisers would be constructed The McNary-Haugen bill , to afford relief

by private contractors. The bill failed of to farmers, was vetoed by the President ,

passage but will come up for action in the A bill providing for industrial conscription

next session, when efforts will be made to when war is imminent did not receive much

strike out the Senate amendment.
support in the Committee on Military

The Hawes -Cooper convict labor bill
Affairs of the House. Hearings were held

passed the House by a vote of 303 to 39 but it was understood that the committee

and was prevented by a filibuster from would not report the bill favorably .

coming to a vote in the Senate, where 75 Efforts to permit Cuban cigars to be

Senators had given a pledge to vote for
admitted to the United States in packages

the bill, It will be unfinished business of 25 and up instead of 3,000 , have been

when Congress meets in December.
defeated so far. The Ways and Meants

The House appointed a committee to
Committee of the House reported it favor

investigate conditions surrounding federal ably but objections in the House have

prisons and also to gather information on prevented action . If the bill passed it

the amount and kind of goods , wares and
would be most injurious to members of the

merchandise manufactured , produced Cigarmakers ' International Union.

mined in state institutions. At labor's request, the Senate directed

The Bacon bill , which provides that the Interstate Commerce Committee to

public buildings shall be erected by citizens
make an extensive investigation into con

of a state in which they are built, was ditions existing in the coal industry in

favorably reported by the House Com Western Pennsylvania, Ohio and West

mittee on Labor but no action was taken . Virginia. Extended hearings were held and

It is hoped that this bill will be passed in a report made to the Senate . It is hoped

the next session . that out of the hearings and the bill pre

sented , satisfactory legislation will be en
Separate bills providing for a four-hour

day on Saturday for all government em
acted to solve the problems confronting the

ployes were coal industry:
presented . Three of these

The question of unemployment became
passed the Senate; one providing for the

shorter workday on Saturday for postal
an important one in both Houses of Con

gress , as evidence was submitted that esti

employes, one for Government Printing
mated the idle be from two to eight

Office employes and one for all laborers, millions. Several bills introduced
skilled and semi-skilled , and mechanics,

exclusive of those in the Postal Service and providing for appropriation of money in

good times to be spent during business de
the Government Printing Office. The latter

pressions, and other bills for the establish
bill was reported to the House with an

ment of employment agencies and unem

amendment excepting the Department of

Interior in the field and employes of the
ployment investigations. Out of them it is

Panama Canal on the Isthmus.
believed a proper bill will be presented to

No action
the next session of Congress.

was taken .
The other two bills were not Of the 19,770 bills introduced in both

reported.

Houses, nearly 1,000 affected labor directly
Legislation providing for the establish

or indirectly.
ment of farms for the treatment of narcotic

victims passed the House. The measure
THE MODERN WAGE POLICY OF THE

was also supported by labor .
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

The Retirement bill passed the Senate

and failed in the House. The Rules Com One of the chief tasks of organized labor

mittee voted unanimously a rule for the has always been to secure higher wages for

bill but the chairman did not submit it in workers. The struggle for higher wages now

the House ,
It was understood that the enters its third phase.

bill would be vetoed by the President and In the earliest period organized labor

therefore it was not permitted to come to struggled for higher money wages. Instead

him .
of $ 10 per week, it tried to secure $ 11 per

A bill to coordinate the public health week, and the next year perhaps $ 12.

activities of the government, supportedby A second period in the wage policy began

the American Federation of Labor, as organized labor realized that the amount

passed by Congressbutwasvetoed by the of money is no adequate measure for de
President .

ciding whether a wage is high or low, and

A bill making eligible for retirement under that it is necessary to relate money wages

certain conditions officers and former officers to prices. Then organized labor struggled

of the army, navy or marine corps, other for higher real wages—that is , wages that

than officers of the regular army, navy , or would buy more.

marine corps, who incurred physical dis Very obvious changes in prices induced

ability in line of duty while in the service organized labor to realize the necessity for

of the United States during the World calculating in real wages .

War, passed both Houses and was vetoed Very obvious changes in productivity of

by the President. Thisbill was passed over labor today induce organized labor again to

the President's veto . widen its wage policy.

An appropriation of $20,000, to permit Higher money wages from an economic

the Government Employment Service to point of view do not improve the situation

establish employment agencies inthe agri
of the worker if productivity increases more

cultural districts, passed the Senate but was
than real wages,

striken out in conference. Higher real wages from a social point of

was
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Torturing

PILES

soothed

Free to Asthma and

HayFeverSufferers

Free Trial of Method that Anyone

Cas Use Without Discomfort

or Loss of Time

Mai

This modern non -surgical way.

Unguentine Pile Cones quickly

check itching, bleeding. Soothe

inflamed tissues. Made by the

makers of Unguentine. At your

druggist's, 75c. Trial FREE,

Write today . The Norwich

Pharmacal Company,

Norwich , N. Y.

We have a method for the control of Asthma,

and we want you to try it at our expense. No

matter whether your case is of long standing or

recent development, whether it is present as Chronic

Asthma os Hay Fever , you should send for a free

Trial of our method . No matter in what climate

you live , no matter what your age or occupation,

if you are troubled with Asthma or Hay Fever, our

method should relieve you promptly .

We especially want to send it to those apparently

hopeless cases, where all forms of inhalers, douches,

opium preparations, fumes , " patent smokes," etc. ,
have failed . We want to show everyone at our

expense, that our method is designed to end all

difficult breathing , all wheezing , and all those terrible
paroxysms .

This free offer is too important to neglect a single

day. Write now and begin the method at once.
Send no money. Simply mail coupon below , Do

it Today .

EARN EXTRA MONEY

We need men of good character and stand

ing, with a knowledge of railroading, to

represent us in their spare hours. This

work is with a responsible company, does

not entail any investment by you and it

will bring you an attractive extra monthly

income the year round . Write : C. E.

Shaffner , 1932 Ford Bldg. , Detroit, Mich .

FREE TRIAL COUPON

FRONTIER ASTHMA CO .,

2056 - F Frontier Bldg., 462 Niagara St. ,

Buffalo , N. Y,

Send free trial of your method to :

real wages,

No civilization is complete which does not

include the dumb and defenseless of God's

creatures within the sphere of charity and

mercy.-Queen Victoria .

It is only those who do not know how

to work that do not love it . To those

who do, it is better than play-it is religion .

M

view do not improve the situation of the

worker if productivity increases more than

For higher productivity without corre

sponding increase of real wages means that

the additional product has to be bought by

others than the wage -earner, This means

that the social position of the wage - earner

in relation to other consumers
becomes

worse , because his standard of living will

not advance proportionately
with those of

other groups:

Deteriorating social position, that is, de

clining purchasing power of the mass of the

wage earners in relation to the national

product brings about industrial instability

which will develop into industrial crisis.

The American Federation of Labor is the

first organization of labor in the world to

realize the importance of the factor pro

ductivity in economic society. It no longer

strives merely for higher money wages; it

no longer strives merely for higher real

wages ; it strives for higher social wages,

for wages which increase as measured by

prices and productivity.

This modern wage policy lifts the move

ment to an absolutely new level . For higher

real wages meant only : betterment of the

economic position - while higher social wages

betterment of the economic and

social position of the worker. The modern

wage policy guarantees an active but stable

development of industrial society .-- Ameri

can Federationist,

" Why do you rise so early in the morn

" I have to get downtown early in order

to find & parking place for my automobile . "

" But do you not have a good deal of

time hanging on your hands? " *

" Oh, then I take the street car home and

have breakfast." -- Transportation News .

IF MEN WERE WISE

By Charles Mackay

What miglt be done if men were wise,

What glorious deeds, my suffering brother ,

Would they unite

In love and right ,

And cease their scorn of one another ?

Oppression's heart might be imbued

With kindling drops of loving kindness ,

And knowledge pour

From shore to shore

Light on the eyes of mental blindness .

All slavery, warfare , lies, and wrongs,

All vice and crime might die together ;

And meat and corn ,

To each man born ,

Be free as warmth in summer weather,

The meanest wretch that ever trod ,

The deepest sunk in guilt and sorrow ,

Might stand erect

In self -respect,

And share the teeming world tomorrow,

What might be done? This might be done

And more than this, my suffering brother :

More than the tongue

E're said or sung ,

If men were wise and loved each other .

mean :

ing? "
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" The World's Most Useful Small Tool"
and tho 125-Pictura PLIERENCH

Circular.

Name ...
R.F.D.
No., St...

P.O.

City, Stt...

Intrstd . in Big Factory
Repr.

Proposition

Anyon

fort

23

fce -

CUP HERE

Mail today to THE FLASH.SALESCORPN

CG - 4809 N. Ashland Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.

FREE ON COUPON -- an E-F ANGLE SCREWDRIVER

of tempered crucible Spring steel, it has 7tpowerful
driving edges forlarge and small screws and 101other
uses - works under obstructions where others won't.
Carries like small pocketknite - oftenmore valuable .

Also FREE — the " $ 5,000 " Circular

giving amazing 125.Picture story of R

ThePocket

Machine Shop !

0

ur

" International President W. D. Mahon

held a conference with Vice - President A. L.

Behner, upon the Cleveland strike situation .

The Cleveland strike still continues. Since

last report President Mahon has granted

charters for the institution of Division No.

505, Cincinnati, O. , organized by G. E. B.

Member Fred Fay and Organizer 0. C. Scott,

and Division No. 506, Rensellaer, N. Y.

organized by G. E. B. Member Wm . B.

Fitzgerald. On July 11, President Mahon

addressed a large gathering at the picnic of

Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill., at Brand's

Park . It was one of the largest gatherings of

people ever entertained by the Chicago rail

way men . Ex-President John Mitchell, of the

United Mine Workers and other prominent

speakers were present.

" First Vice-President A. L. Behner still

continued with the Cleveland strike situation .

The result of the strike just now depends upon

the political action in respect to the franchise

secured through the efforts of the Municipal

Traction Co. The City Countil granted a

twenty - five -year, six tickets for a quarter

franchise to the Cleveland Electric Railway

through the influence of Mayor Johnson.

The Municipal Traction Co. is a holding

company of which the Mayoris chief director.

It leased the franchise rights and property

secured to the Cleveland Electric Co. and

sold all of its three-cent franchise to the

Cleveland Electric Co., taking stock in the

new concern in payment therefor, making

Mayor Johnson aheavy and important stock

holder in the Cleveland Railway Co. , the

re-organized name of the old company. The

people demand a referendum vote upon the

twenty - five-year franchise. Mayor Johnson

is endeavoring to defeat the application of the

very law he secured for his own protection.

In this franchise fight, Division No. 268 is

taking the lead and secured twice the number

of votes necessary to petition for a referendum

vote upon the franchise. The question now is

upon the bringing ofthe franchise to a vote of

the people, and if they get a chance to vote

upon it, it will be annulled ."

THIRTY YEARS AGO INTHEMOTORMAN

AND CONDUCTOR

with its

ANGLE -GEAR
1. TON

POWER -GEAR it

WAN Outgrips a40 -LB . Vise !
The ' band - grip " of a tiny Rubber
band holds a Bearing Ball -- the Hardest.
to - hold thing known - against a 300-1b . Pull !

IT IS AN AUTOMATIC LOCK - GRIP RATCHET WRENCH

AII Speed VISE

Parallel

One PLIERS

Plus !
No. 3 - for all Wire NO . 2 - for all Pipe
chain,spring :mak . work , ' chewed nuts
ing, fence work , etc. in tight places , etc.

No. 1. Universal -- for ALL Pliers , Nut Wrench ,
Vise and clamp,Spring-makingWork, etc.

EIFEL-FLASH. PLERENCH KIT

( Say " Eye-fel- Flash " ; " The T.N.T. of Tools"

You get the amazingly Quicker , Better, Easier. Unl
versal Tool Service of 1,2& 3 - Convertible in 15
second - in the new 24 -Ounce Master ToolKit - for the

Price OfOne Good Tool; yet It Does the workofthe
best other tools Weighing 60 Pounds and costing
$50.00! THE

Hundreds ofThousands of Men and Women are using EIFEL FLASH
these wonder Kita to make their Homes and Estates more

PLIE RENCH
comfortable -- Farma, Shops, ete . , more profitable: to get
more and better service from Automobiles and all me

IN HOLSTEchanical devices; withan enormous saving in money ,
time andenergy ! Used bythe U.S.Army and Navy .
Just Try a Plie Rench Kit Once, and youwouldno more
go back to other tools than to the ancientOx-Cart!

With each Kit is a 64- page Manual of Mechanics

A GUARANTEED SUPER -QUALITY PRODUCT ( 9'28 - J.E .)

If interested in Permanent income of $ 75 to $200 Weekly

as Factory Representative (full or part time)mark coupon !

MAIL the Valuable Coupon above - NOWI
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CLOAK MAKERS OBTAIN

FIVE-DAY WEEK

New York , N. Y.—The cloak, suit and

skirt industry of this city has been placed

on a five -day week basis with no reduction
in wages.

1

The decision is the result of conferences

between employers and officers of the Inter

national Ladies' Garment Workers' Union .

The latter will launch a drive against small

non-union
shops that destroy working

standards and place union employers at

an unfair advantage. These shops are

controlled mainly by Communists. The

"reds"are dealta hard blow by theunion's

gain, which will have a far-reaching effect

on the entire trade union movement.

" On account of the regisnation of W. T.

Hayworth from the General Executive Board,

Mr. S. A. Spurgeon, second vice-president of

the Association ,has become a member of the

Executive Board .

“ Strike"

“ By Rev. Herbert M. Casson "

“ The strike springs from the sacred germ of

resistance implanted by nature in every man.

There is nothing higher or holier in human

nature than that impulse which resists

oppression and strikes for liberty. A dogwill

bite, a mule will kick , a cat will scratch ; but

the man who will not strike against tyranny

and injustice is lower than a rabbit. The man

who is afraid to strike, afraid to resist, and

who will sit and wipehis eyes and say. ' Let

well enough alone,' ' Thank God it is no

worse,' and ' The Lord loveth those whom He
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THE NEW IMPROVED

“ HIGH SPEED "

CHANGE CARRIER

" JUST PRESS THE LEVER- AND THE

COIN IS IN YOUR HAND "

A little more of that famous " High Speed " convenience,

accuracy and durability at no extra cost to you! Patented

features -- safety locking device - ring stop feature - reinforc.

ing back braces —yet as graceful andlight as ever. A

dependable, rapid change-making machine.

4-TUBE ADJUSTABLE MODEL $ 3.00 POSTAGE PAID

An innovation in 4 -barrel changers

No. 85 ejects 1 quarter, i dime, 1 nickel, 1to 5 ponnies

J. L. GALEF, 75 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Write your name and address in the margin and enclose your money order with this " ad . " We'll do the rest.
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chasteneth,' is a barnacle on the ship of

progress . Had his advice been followed in the

past, mankind would today be little better

than the animals and the human race would

be like apes. Moses struck against capitalistic

Pharaoh of Egypt ; Christ struck against the Had Lost All Hope . Tells How She Regained

corruption of Judaism . He formed a union of Àealth Quickly

twelve men , and one of them was a scab.

Cromwell instituted a national strike against
Those who seem making a hopeless fight against

asthma and bronchial cough will be encouraged by

the king and the aristocracy, and the king lost a letter from Miss Sara Ellis, Route 1, Delphi, Ind .

the strike and his head, too. Our revolu
Shesays:

tionary forefathers organized a glorious strike

“ When a child, I had asthma, and seemed to

outgrow it , but 12 years ago it came back and I

against English taxation and was successful . have had the disease ever since . I tried serum
John Brown started a small strike at Harpers treatments and everything I ould hear but the

Ferry forty years ago, that struck the shackles trouble persisted. Last June I had fu, and mygave up hope . A friend,

from the limbs ofthousands of people, and reading about Nacor, asked me to try it . Finally

peoplethink none the less of him for it today . I did , and promptly had a change for the better.
In a week I could breathe freely , and soon my

Even Christianity itself was the ethical result cough stopped entirely . I have now gone through

of along series of laborstrikes and revolutions, the winter with no asthma, so I feel sure I am at

“ Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass. , has last entirely well."

elected the following officers for the ensuing

Hundreds of other sufferers from asthma , bronchitis

and chronic coughs have written just such letters
term : President , E. L. Hastings ; Vice -Presi as the one above, telling how theirtroubles left and

dent, M. A. Butler ; Recording Secretary, never returned . These letters will gladly be sent

J. W. Bowes ; Financial Secretary, M. J.
you free by Nacor Medicine Co., 606 State Life

Bldg. , Indianapolis, Ind . , together with a booklet of

Guerin ; Treasurer, J. S. O'Brien .” valuable information about these diseases. No

matter how serious your case , write for this free

LOW STANDARD OF SYRIAN
information. It may bethemeans of bringing back

your health .

WAGE WORKERS

unrest is an object lesson in nation-planning.

Ability to speak 15 languages is worth a To avoid future friction similar here, Amer.

salary raise of only ten cents daily over ica should extend the Immigration Quota

the earnings of the one-language chauffeur. Act to all areas of low living standards.

This is true in the "Grand Lebanon ,
This will occur as to Latin America if

French mandated state in Syria, according Congress passes the Box Bill. - By Imimgra

to our commission's fieldworker there. For tion Study Commission .

such ability the driver gains a few coppers,

stamped with the Cedar ofLebanon, prized CHELMSFORD GINGER ALE CO.

for its timber ever since David wrote his UNFAIR

Psalms.

The unrest there, which led to the recent Knowledge is set forth that the Chelms

Druse war, is due basically to fears as to ford Ginger Ale Co. , of Worcester, Mass.,

the French_immigration policy. The in has dismissed employes for being known

jection by France of groups of Armenian members of the Bottlers and Drivers

refugees into Syria's population mass caused Union , No. 180. The Chelmsford Company

the beginnings of the friction. More came purchased this products company some

because of France's Tonkinese soldiers. months ago and have arranged to cut

Though the Syrian wage rate is only one wages and have declared thatthe system

tenth of that of the United States, it is of employment will be non-union . The

still almost ten times higher than that of Central Labor Union of Worcester has

Indo -China. The Syrians claim France aims placed the Chelmsford Ginger Ale Co. and

to strengthen her economic grip by coloniz its products as being on the unfair

ing, Armenians , Senegambians," Tonquinese,

with whom the former cannot economically A great thing is a great book; but a

compete.
greater thing than all is the talk of a great

Our fieldworker continues : The Syrian man.-- Disraeli.

2
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MEMPHIS , TENN. , AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into the

1st day of April, 1928, by and between The Memphis

Street Railway Company,its successors and assigns,

party of the firstpart (hereinafter referred to as

the Company) , and the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employees of Amer
ica , Division No. 713, of the City of Memphis,

State of Tennessee, party of the second part (here
inafter referred to as the Association ).

WITNESSETH : The parties to this contract

hereby recognize that they are engaged in a busi

ness impressed with public service and that they

owe to the public the duty and obligation to provide

and render safe, adequate, continuous and efficient

street railway service and to that end they have

entered into these mutual covenants, with full

recognition of the paramount rightsand interest of
the public and of their obligation to fully and

sincerely co -operate to meet the public's require
ments,

The parties hereto further recognize that the

employees are entitled to a fair and just living

wage and the company a fair and just return on

theinvestment in the properties dedicated to the

publio use, and that the attainmentof those ends

constitute the moving and controlling consideration
of this agreement.

In the interest of Public Service, the Company

shall havefull andcompletecontrol and direction

of the Company's affairs and enforcement of disci

pline among the employees in the conduct of the

Company's business under such reasonable and

proper rules and regulations as it may from time to
time establish insofar as they do not conflict with

the provisions of this contract, and subject to the

provisionsof Section 3 hereof.

SECTION NO. 1-GENERAL : This agreement

shall cover all Motormen and Conductors, One-man

Car Operators and Barn and Shop Repair Men ,
except minors, not to exceed one in each depart
ment .

If the Company desires to do so , it may employ

one minor in each department under the age of
twenty -one (21) , years at such wages, and upon
such terms

as it may be able to fix with such

minor and his parent or his guardian , but upon

any such minor reaching the age of twenty -one (21)
years and continuing in such employment, such

minor shall then receive the minimum wage pro.

vided in this contract , and the spread of two ( 2 )

years shall begin .

AllMotormen ,Conductors, One-man Car Operators,

and Barn and Shop Repair Men , as above defined ,

who may become members of this Association shall

remain members in good standing in accordance with

the laws of the Association during the life of this

agreement, and any such member or members who

fail to comply with this Section shall be dismissed
from the service of the Company.

The Association agrees, insofar as its membership

may permit , at the request of the Company, to

provide it with men for the continuous operation of
its railway .

SECTION NO . 2-PROBATIONARY PERIOD :

Except as to the wage scale establishedasprovided
for in Section 21 hereof, employees of the Company

shall not have the benefits of this agreement during

the probationary period of ninety (90) days, but

this shall not prevent the Association from soliciting

such probational employees becoming members of

the Association upon the understanding , that they

are not to enjoy , until after expiration of such pro

bationary period any of the benefits of this agree
ment other than the aforesaid wage scale .

SECTION NO . 3-CONFERENCES: The Com

pany, through its properly accredited officers, agrees
to meet and confer with the properly accredited
officers and committees of said Association upon all

questions within the spirit of this agreement which
may from time to time arise between them .

If any employee shallhave any grievance

complaint of unjust treatment, same shall be taken
up directly by the employee involved or by repre

sentatives or committee composed of and selected

by the Association , with the head of the department

in which he may be employed , provided that no

complaint shall be considered unless made through

the head of the department within 15 days after
the occurrence which is made the basis of com

plaint. The right of appeal to and review by the

general superintendent shall exist from any ruling

or decision of the head of the department. If the

decision is unsatisfactory to the party accused, the
Association , through it's president and secretary,

shall have the right to call for a meeting within 15

days with the president and vice-president of the

Company, who shallmeet promptly and review the
matter which is the basis of the grievance. It shall

be the duty of said meeting to endeavor to satis

factorily investigate and adjust anysuch grievance

to the end that justice may be done. Should itbe

impossible to reach an agreement, the Association

shall have the right to appeal said case to a stand

ing committee which shall remain in existence during

the term of_this contract, composed of Chauncey

W. Butler, W. W. Mallory, members of the Board

of Directors of the Company, and George Harsh,

all of said men selected by the Mayor of Memphis

and mutually agreed to by the Association and the

Company. The Company and the Association shall

each submit a statement in writing, setting forth its

complaint, statements of witnesses and all other

matters pertinent to the case appealed. The com
mittee shall have the authority to summon witnesses

before it or representatives of the Association or

the Company and both the Association and the

Company agree to lend all assistance within their

power to the committee in obtaining all necessary
information . Said committee shall proceed as rapidly

as possibleto a consideration of the issue involved

and at the completion of its investigation, makea

written decision and the majority opinion shall be

final and binding upon both parties. This method

of settling shall apply to all differences that may

arise under this agreement when properly submitted

under the terms hereof, except the wage scale , which

is covered in Sections 21 and 22 hereof.

SECTION NO. 4 - SUSPENSION : Any member

of the Association who may be suspended for mis

conduct, or for any cause except reporting late for

duty , shall not berequired to report until the last

regular reporting time of the day preceding the

expiration of hissuspension.

Any man reporting himself sick as a reason for

absenting himself from duty and found to be not

sick or to have used sickness as a subterfuge shall

be suspended for a period not to exceed ten ( 10 )

days , if such misrepresentation becomes habitual, the

guilty employee will subject himself to discharge.

Any member of the Association who may be
suspended for any cause whatever and after investi

gation is found not guilty of the offense for which

he was suspended , shall be reinstated to his former

position , and paid for the time lost at the same

rate he would have received had he been on regular

duty .

SECTION NO . 5-OVERTIME: Motorpon,

Conductors and One-man Car Operators, covered by
this agreement, may at their option work overtime

at their respective wage scale rate, but in the event

of the Company requiring overtime service from

such employe, except in case of unusual emergencies
or when the overtime is due to the fault of a co

employe, the employe shall be entitled to time and

one-half for all overtime;, provided , however, that

extra Motormen and Conductors and One-man Car

Operators shall be entitled to overtime only after

working in excess of ten ( 10) hours, and provided

further , that all employes covered by this agree.

ment shall be paid time and one -half for all hours

which they work on the following named holidays :
July 4th , Labor Day and Christmas.

An extra man remains an extra man until assigned
to a regular run . When so assigned he becomes a

regular man for that day , and shall be paid time
and one-half for any time , in addition to the regular

run , after completion of such regular run .

SECTION NO . 6 - OPPOSED TO OVERTIME :

The parties hereto ' are opposed, as a matter of

principle , to overtime work ; therefore, overtime shall

not be required of employes with regular runs

long as there are available other employes who may

be used without being required to work overtime.

SECTION NO . 7-SENIORITY : Both parties ,

agree to system seniority , sign-up to be made not

oftener than once each year , and during the summer

months, division seniority to prevail between sign

ups.

SECTION NO . 8 - SENIORITY PROMOTION :

When in the conduct of the Company's business, it
becomes necessary to reduce the Barn and Shop

force and men are laid off, they are to hold their

seniority for a period of ninety (90) days, and if
in that period their services are required , they are

to be recalled in accordance with their seniority.

Barn and Shop men shall be promoted from night

work to day work , according to their seniority , when

competent , their competency to be determined by
the master mechanic .

SECTION NO. 9— BARN AND SHOP REPAIR

MEN-GENERAL : All Barn and Shop Repair

SO

OT
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Uniforms for D. S. R.

Operators and

Conductors

$33

Union Made of Regulation

Blue Serge

Tailored of No. 386 Wanskuk 16 -oz.

fine weave Blue Serge in strict ac

cordancewith D.S.R.Specifications.

The lining is of twill Blue Serge.

It's a pleasure to show them to you

any time whether you come to buy

or look . Drop in.

Convenient terms if desired

As
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Michigan at Shelby since 1883
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Men covered by this agreement who work in excess

of their regular nine (9 ) hour day shall be paid

at the rate of time and one-half time for such

overtime. The standard work day of nine (9) hours

for Barn and Shop Repair Men shall continue , but
the Company shall have the right , when in its

judgment conditions make it necessary, to tempo
rarily reduce the work day to eight hours , but it

shall not establish a regular workday of less than

eight hours .
The Company agrees that Barn and Shop Repair

Men covered by this agreement may lay off oneday

in each week. The day of such lay off shall be

chosen in accordance with their seniority

SECTION NO. 10 - SPREAD BARN AND

SHOP REPAIR MEN: The Company agrees that

Barn and Shop Repair Men are to receive same

spread as Motormen , Conductors and One-man Car

Operators.
SECTION NO. 11-LEAVE OF ABSENCE :

Leave of absence shall be granted to employees, for

the transaction of either Company or Association
business , and such leave shall not effect their

seniority rights, so long as they remain members of

the Association .

SECTION NO. 12–WRITTEN STATEMENTS :

The Company agrees to furnish any person who

voluntarily leaves the service, a written statement,

stating that said person leaves the service of his

own free will, also length of service .

SECTION NO. 13 - FREE TRANSPORTATION :

Free transportation on all lines of said Company

shall be granted to all employes covered by this

agreement, subject to the rules for use of same .

Employes only who have been in the continuous

service of the Company one ( 1 ) year or longer will

be issued pass books. The Company, however, re

serves the right to withdraw the pass book privi

lege from said employe if the privilege, is abused,
and, when individual abuse is found, the employe

guilty of such abuse will be discharged .
The issu

ance and use of the pass books shall be under such

regulations as the Company may prescribe.

SECTION NO. 14 - A DAY'S WORK : A day's

work shall constitute as nearly as reasonably pos

sible nine (9) hours, and in event shall any

regular run be less than eight (8) hours , or more

than eleven ( 11 ) hours.
The Company will endeavor to confine the spread ,

as above mentioned , so that all runs will be com

pleted in not less than eight (8 ) hours, not more

than ten ( 10) hours.

SECTION NO. 15—REGULAR RUNS : As many

of the regular runs shall be straight runs
reasonably possible and all regular runs shall be

completed as follows:
60 per cent within 11 hours.

70 per cent within 13% hours.

90 per cent within 14 hours .

100 per cent within 15 hours .

SECTION NO. 16 - REGULAR MAN EXTRA

WORK : In case a regular man is required to do

extra work in addition to his run , continuous time

shall be allowed from first reporting time until final

selief , and he shall hold himself at the Barn or

other designated place subject to call .

SECTION NO. 17-TIME ALLOWED FOR

ACCIDENT REPORT : When an employe is re

quired to make accident report he shall be allowed

straight time consumed in makingreport , provided

he complies with the rules of the Company in con

nection with the happening of the accident and the

Company calls for his finished report.

SECTION NO. 18 - INSTRUCTING STU.

DENTS : All men instructing students shall receive

compensation at the rate of 50 cents per day or

major portion thereof.

SECTION NO. 19— MINIMUM PAY EXTRA

MEN : The average minimum pay for extra men ,

based on not more than two ( 2) regular days off

during the pay period, shall be at the rate of

98 hours for a 16 day pay period.

91 hours ; or a 15 day pay period .

84 hours for a 14 day pay period .

77 hours for a 13 day pay period .

For each regular day off in excess of two (2 ) days

the rate shall decrease seven (7 ) hours.

SECTION NO . 20—15 MINUTES ALLOWED

FOR TRIP REPORT : All Conductors and One

man Car Operators shall be allowed 15 minutes per

day time for making up trip report and settling for

their day's work.

SECTION NO. 21 -- WAGE SCALE : (a ) The

Wage Scale for Operators of one-man cars covered

as IS

by this agreement, effective April 1 , 1928, shall be

as follows :
First year of employment 52 %2 € per hour

Second year of employment. 57 % e per hour

Third year and thereafter. ..6272 ¢ per hour

(b) The Wage Scale for Operators of two -men

cars ( Motormen and Conductors) covered by this

agreement, effective April 1 , 1928, shall be as

follows:
First year of employment ..... .47 % ¢ per hour

Second year of employment .. .52 % per hour

Third year and thereafter , .57 % per hour

(c) The minimum scale for Barn and Shop Repair

Men covered by this agreement, effective April 1 ,

1928, shall be as follows:
First year of employment . 4774 per hour

Second year of employment. 52 % e per hour

Third year and thereafter . .57 % per hour

SECTION NO. 22-TERM OF CONTRACT:

This contract and all of its terms and conditions

shall be effective for three years, beginning April 1 ,

1928 , if neither party shall give the other written

potice within thirty (30 ) days prior to March 1,

1929, or March 1, 1930, of its desire to terminate

the contract on April 1 , 1929 or April 1 , 1930,

provided that , if no such notice is given then, the

Associationor theCompany may by giving, notice
in writing, between March 1st and 15th , of 1929,

and /or March 1st and 15th, 1930 , demand a re:

adjustmentof the wage scale, saidreadjustment, if

fixed , to become effective April 1st following.

Ifthe parties hereto are unableto agree upon the
wage scale if readjustment be demanded, then the

matter shall be submitted to arbitration , the arbi

trators to be chosen as follows: One by the Com

pany, one by the Association and the two arbitrators

thus chosen shall select a third. Each party shall

name its arbitrator within five ( 5) days after either

party has been notified in writing of the desire for

arbitration and the Board of Arbitration shall hear

all evidence and arguments on Point or Points in

disputeand the written decision of a majority of the

membersof the Board of Arbitration shall befinal

and binding on the parties hereto .

Each partyshall pay thearbitrator of its own

selection and the parties hereto shall jointly pay

the third arbitrator and other legitimate joint ex

penses of such arbitration, provided that each party

18
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Last Word in a Change Carrier

“Buy the best, it's cheapest in the end”

THE RAPID READY -LEVER CHANGE

CARRIER Model 1926 is several ounces

lighter in weight than all others, with fewer

parts. Is accurate, fast, strong, durable and

fool-proof.

Has no castings to break , and spring troubles unknown . Made

entirely of LIBERTY SILVER , which will never rust or tarnish .

Coins drop from the bottom into the hand.

Easy to keep clean , needs no oiling. Price

$ 3.25. Our OLD RELIABLE SLIP CAR

RIER, price $ 2.50 , brought out in 1896 is

still used and liked by many.

Agents wanted .
A. F. NELSON , Mfgr.

Special prices.
907 N. Front St. , Harrisburg, Pa.

ChangeCarrier Mfgr.

since 1896

Buy

Union Stamped

Shoes

.25

PRICE LIST OF

Association Supplies

Official Seal $5.50

Proposition for membership blanks , per 100 . .50
Rituals, each ...

Withdrawal cards, each .05

Traveling cards, each .. .05

Transfer cards, each . .05

Duplicate report books, each 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more, per 100 4.75

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100, each .. .05

Financial secretary's order book on treasurer .35
Treasurer's receipt book .... .35

Association badges, rolled gold, each . .50

Association badges, solid gold, each. 1.10

Association buttons, gold plate, each . .30

Association buttons, rolled gold , each .50

Association buttons, solid gold ,each . 1.10

Emblem cuff buttons, per pair . 1.10

Emblem tie clasps, each .70
Association charms, each 1.10
Association lockets, each 1.75

Cuts of official seal for use on printed mat

ter, plain , each

Cuts of official seal, with flag design, 2.00

Recording secretary's minute books, 300 pgs. 1.50
Gilt Seals, per box 50..

Loose leaf membership ledgers . Ruled and

printed on both sides, providing for a 12

year record of the payment of dues by

your members .

Loose leaf post binder, canvas with leather
corners , each ... 4.50

Price of sheets , in lots of less than 100, each .0274
In lots of 100, or more, per 100 . 2.50

In lots of 500, or more , per 500 . 11.00

In lots of 1000, or more, per M. 20.00

All orders must be accompanied by ex

press, postoffice money orders or draft.

Otherwise supplies will notbeforwarded.

.75

We ask all members of

organized labor to pur

chase shoes bearing our

Union Stamp on

the sole, inner BOOT &SHOE

sole or lining of WORKERS UNION

the shoe. We ask
UNION STAMP

you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

you actually see

this Union Stamp .

Boot & Shoe

Worker's Union

Affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor

246 SummerSt. Boston , Mass.

COLLIS LOVELY, General President

CHAS. L. BAINE, General Sec'y - Treas.

3 .50

If "

you don't receive your Motorman, Conductor

and Motor Coach Operator

Fill in this coupon and hand it to your F. S. , or mail

it to the Motorman, Conductor and Motor Coach

Operator, 260 East Vernor Highway, Detroit, Mich .

shall pay expenses incurred by it in preparing and
presenting its case .

In case of any readjustment the wages of Barn

and Shop Repair Men who are on thedate when

such readjustmentbecomes effective receiving in
excess of the minimum fixed in Paragraph " C " , of

Section 21 hereof , shall be increased or reduced

correspondingly upon a percentage basis equal to the
percentage of increase or reduction of the middle

Wage in said Paragraph " C." If such readjustment
shall result in a fraction of acent the change in

wage shall be the nearest half cent, provided further

any exact quarter of a centin excess of or less than
one -half cent shall be ignored .

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have
executed this agreement, this 21st day of April,1928.

THE MEMPHIS STREET_RAILWAY CO.,

By E. W. BOND, Vice-President.
AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF
AMERICA , DIVISION NO. 713.

By F. HAMMER, President,

By C. N. F. REDDICK, Secretary .

Name Div . No.........

No.... Street

Former Address

No ........... Street

Post Office
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To be well dressed and
BATCHELDER MADE
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QUALITY STYLE MAKE

BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORM

A SOURCE OF SATISFACTION

TO EVERY WEARER

For Sale by Dealers

WRITE FOR SAMPLES
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A
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FRED M.BATCHELDER CO .
120 HARRISON AVENUE

BOSTON
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$5,000.00

Worth of Prizes

I

AM going to give away, ABSOLUTELY FREE, more than $ 5,000.00worth of wonderful

prizes, consisting oftwoAutomobiles, two Phonographs, a Shetland Pony, a Radio, a Bicycle,

Silverware and manyother high grade articles of merchandise besides Hundreds of Dollars

in Cash. Alreadywe have given away Thousands ofDollars in Cash and Valuable Prizes to
advertiseourbusiness, butthisis the most liberal offerwe have ever made. First Prizewinner

will receive an 8Cyl., 100 Horsepower, CustomBuilt Studebaker Sedan , or $ 2,250,00 in cash ;

Second Prize winner will receive a Four - door Chevrolet Sedan or $675.00 in cash ; Third Prize

winner will receive a Victor Orthophonic Victrola, Model 84, or $ 235.00 in cash, etc. Each Prize

will be shippedand deliveredright to thewinner's door , all charges paid. This offer is open to

anyone living in the United States, outside of Chicago, and is backed by a Big Reliable
Company

of many years' standing.

HOP

1506

Find 5 Objects

Starting with the Letter " C "

There are many objects in thepictureofthe circusabove, suchas lion , balloon, Indian, auto

mobile , rooster , boy, tent,etc. If youcan find 5 that startwiththe letter "C" youmaywinaBig

Prize. Just think ofwinning a wonderful new 8 - cylinder Studebaker Sedan or $ 2,250.00 in cash,

absolutely free. Somebody is bound to win . Whynot you ?Get busy right away . Find five objects

starting with theletter “ Č ," all in the coupon below and send it to me at once.

$550.00 Given for Promptness

In addition to the Studebaker Sedan , the Chevrolet Sedan , the Victor

Orthophonjo Victrola , the Shetland Pony and the many other valuable prizes

besides Hundreds of Dollars in Cash - I am also going to give $550.00 in

Cash for Promptness. It will pay you to act at once. Any winner may have

cash instead of the prize won and in case of ties , duplicate prizes will be

awarded . There are no tricks or illusions of any kind and neatness or

handwriting do not count. You will not be asked to write in any squares,

add up ans figures, build words, or solve any additional puzzles of any kind.
Get busy right away , Find 5 objects starting with the letter_ " C ." fill in

the couponbelow and send it to me just as soon as possible. EVERYBODY

REWARDED . Address

L. E. Wilferd, Mgr., Dept. C-518 315 So. Peoria St.,

Chicago , IN .

List of Prizes

1. 8 Cylinder Studebaker Sedan,

2. Four -door Chevrolet Sedan .

3. Victor Orthophonic Victrola.

4. Shetland Pony , Saddle and
Bridle.

5. SevenTube Console Radio.

6. Fibre Living Room Set.

7. Electric Vacuum Cleaner.

8. Apollo Motorbike Bicycle.

9. 100 -Piece Dinner Set.

10. Ladies' or Men's Elgin Watch.

11. 29-Piece Silverware Set.

12. Swanson King Portable

Phonograph

13. New Haven Banjo Clock .

14. Wrought Iron Bridge Lamp.

15. Ladies' Overnight Bag.

L, E. Wilferd, Mgr . , Dept. C -518

315 So. Peoria St., Chicago , Ill .

The objects starting with the letter "C"" are :

My Name.

My Address.



Some Clothing Stores

don't handle

Union Label Clothing

UNTE

because they

don't know

that

Traction men

demand it.

I

F

Union Label Uniforms and -(both uniform and civilian

Civilian Clothing in stock now styles) and is your protection

send us his name and we'll write against inferior makes, assuring

him about it. you of satisfaction.

Traction men who prefer Blue Before you buy your next suit,

Serge can secure our Standard send for a sample of 3500 Serge

Serge No. 3500 in eitherUniform for comparison.

or Civilian Styles at $27.50 . If your dealer annot supply

We are also able to furnish
you, we will arrange to have a

all standard uniform fabrics and reputable clothing storein your

a full line of Hand Tail.
city take your size and

ored Civilian Clothing. make any needed altera

The Union Label is tionswithout extracharge.

Bloch
90000000000000000000000000

The Bloch Company

GCLOTHES

OF QUALITY
2320 Superior Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio
d

1

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge.

Name.

Address

Name of Dealer
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No , it is a general holiday. It is a day that

brings forth to all classes something of the

significance of labor. In its significance is in

cluded those who labor - wage workers . Isn't

that true ?

How came about Labor Day as a holiday ?

The effort of what class of citizenshipresulted

in the establishing of Labor Day as a holiday ?

The significance of labor as a feature of

human progress and, in fact , human existence

never arrived in its recognition sufficiently to

inspire the reflection upon its dignity only as

it was promoted by wage workers.

The suggestion of Labor Day as a general

holiday was never brought forward by any

element of so - called business - merchants,

manufacturers or any other element of busi

ness — unless it may be included that those of

labor are of the business element. If there

is anything of advantage in Labor Day as a

holiday , the credit is due to wage workers

and that element of wage workers known as of

the make-up of organized labor. Labor Day

is the product of organized wage workers

organized in the American labor movement.

The suggestion of Labor Day as a holiday

was neverput forth even by non-union or

unorganized wage workers. It was inspired

by wage workers through organization .

Is there anything in the way of advance

ment in the social order that was inspired by

any individual without organization as

forceful creator ?

The trade union movement - the organized

wage workers — is the creator of Labor Day

as a legal national holiday.

Labor Day stands forth as an annual an

nouncement to the entire public, including

non -union wage workers, that there exists

a power for good and an enforcement for

popular advancement as of organization of

wage workers.

Labor Day, as it has been established ,

as an incentive for the entire public to stop

and reflect upon the meaning of organization

of wage workers.

Labor Day unveils the labor organization

antagonizing element. It unveils to thepublic

eye the purpose of that antagonism in its

explicity selfish character. It cannot fail to

rivet the public eye upon the selfish, unfair,

social advancement obstructive, profit -seek

ing employers and employing concerns and

those in sympathy with such unfair employ

ment. It rivets the eye of the public upon the

writhing misery of thatelement of the social

order that is prohibited from organizing by

2 9203
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SECRETARY VAUGHN J. REHN

Division No. 822 , Paterson , N. J.

Brother Vaughn J. Rehn is one of the

original institutors ofDivision No. 822 , Pater

son, N. J. , and from the inception of the Local

has served officially and is respected as of the

progressive unionists upon the Public Service

Corporation properties, that extend through

out the State of New Jersey , the largest of the

Locals being DivisionNo.819, Newark. The

Locals work undera joint agreement with the

employing property and are, today , of the

leading element of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation. It will be borne in mind that Brother

William Wepner of the Newark Local served

the Amalgamated Association asone of the

delegates in the recent A. F. of L. Conven

tion, held fin Los Angeles, Cal ., where he

took part in the formulating ofthe laws and

policies of the A. F. of L.

serves

LABOR DAY

September 3 in the year 1928 is Labor Day,

What is the significance of Labor Day ?

Is it a class day ?
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unfair profit- employing concerns, and known PROPOSED FEDERAL ANTI-INJUNC

as the non-union element of the wage workers. TION LEGISLATION

Labor Day rivets the eye of the public upon

the cause of unemployment — the unfair dis
(For the benefit of our readers there is sub

tribution of labor's production.
mitted here a statement of Senator Norris,

Labor Day will bring to light the advance
Chairman of the Senate Committee on the

mentto wage workers brought about bythe Judiciary, and the proposed amendmentto
American trade union movement. It is the the Judicial Codewhich had been favorably

milestone from which one may make a survey considered by the Subcommittee of the Senate

that will show that organization of wage Committee on the Judiciary , consisting of

workers establishes better wages, better work Senators Norris, Blaine, and Walsh of Montana.

ing conditions and a better life for wage The statement is taken from the CONGRES

workers in the social order of mankind. It SIONAL RECORD of Saturday, May 26, 1928. )

is a milestone from which the public may
“ Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President, I was

observe what unionism has contributed in the directed by the Committee on the Judiciary

interest of advancement in childhood , family at its meeting this morning to make a request

life and reservation for old age. of the Senate, which I will submit as soon as

Labor Day , this year, will be observed in I have made an explanatoryintroduction.

all industrial populaces in which labor is “ Near the beginning of the present session

organized . On Labor Day the world will be there was introduced by the Senator from

told, undisputably, that organized wage Minnesota (Mr.Shipstead) a bill to amend the

workers receive better wages and enjoy better Judicial Code, which is generally known

working conditions through organization than throughout the country as the injunction bill .

they would enjoywerethey unorganized. The A subcommittee was appointed , consisting of

people will be told that common schools were the Senator from Wisconsin (Mr. Blaine) , the

nstituted through the efforts of organized
Senator from Montana ( Mr. Walsh ), and my

wage workers.
The people will be told and

self, to consider the bill. The subcommittee

made to know that the provision for free had very extensive hearings, gave it a great

school books by states was established by deal of consideration, and devoted a great deal

organized wage workers. The people will be of timeto it , and finally unanimously reported

told that laws governing the attendance of to the full committee a substitute bill, It was

children in schools were enacted upon the in intended to try to get that bill reported from

ception of such laws by organized wage work the full committee, but in the last week or two

ers. The people will be told that those who it has been an impossibility , on account of the

antagonized school laws sought in the interest pressure of work on all Senators which every

of children were those bitterly antagonistic of body understands , to give it the consideration

wage workers organizing , that the children
which a bill of such importance deserves.

might be exploited for profit by unfair em " At themeetingof the Judiciary Committee

ploying concerns. The people will be told this morning I was asked to have the bill, in

that organized wage workers are the strong the form in which the subcommittee reported

element of the social order that seeks to pro it to the full committee and the form in which

tect and culture children . it is now pending before the full committee,

From Labor Day will again go out the printed in the Record in order that we might

appeal to all unorganized wage workers to give as much publicity to it as possible , and

organize , that those who are yet unorganized
inform the Senate and the country to the

may become of that element of social , cultural greatest possible extent as to just what is

protection , and that, as a protection and ex
pending before the Committee on the Judiciary .

tension of the social order of mankind , " I therefore ask, as a part of my remarks, to

organized labor stands for the privilege of
have inserted in the Record at this point a

fair and profitable employment to all . copy of the bill which contains the substitute

Labor Day will again make it known that prepared and recommended by the sub

the only resistence to the extension of the
committee.

standing army of unemployed is the organiza
“ The VICE PRESIDENT, Is there

tion of Labor.
objection ?

Mr. BORAH . Mr. President , as I under

BRITISH UNIONISTS INDORSE PEACE stand, this is not intended in any sense as a

PLAN report of the committee ?

“ Mr. NORRIS. Oh , no .
London , England - The General Council

of the British Trades Union Congress has " Mr. BRUCE. I understand it is not the

approved a plan for the establishment of a intention of the Senator to press the matter

national industrial council to set up concilia at this time ?

tion boards. " Mr. NORRIS. Oh , no ; not at all . The

The plan was evolved by a group of trade committee themselves have not yet acted on

union officials and employers who have dis the report of the subcommittee. We realize

cussed industrial peace since last January . that it is a bill of great importance , and we do

The conciliation boards would investigate not want to have anything occur which might

such trade disputes as mightbe referred to lead anyone to believe that the subcommittee

them before a lockout or strike is declared . or the committee itself were reporting a bill of

Communists oppose the proposal. such importance without full consideration .

The man who has not anything to boast
We want to give it as much publicity as

of but his illustrious ancestors is like a possible. We are not reporting the bill at this

time .
potato - the only good belonging to him is

underground.-- Sir Thomas Overbury.

“ Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. It is
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un

merelya request to have the bill printed in the “ (b ) Eitherparty to such contract or agree .

Record ? ment undertakes or promises that he will

Mr. NORRIS. That is all. We want to withdraw from an employment relation in the

give it asmuch publicity as possible. event that he joins, becomes, or remains a

“ The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob member of any labor organization or of any

jection , it is so ordered, employer organization.

" The bill referred to is as follows: Sec. 4. No court of the United States shall

" A bill (S. 1482) to amend the Judicial Code have jurisdiction to issue any restraining order

and to define and limit the jurisdiction or injunction in cases involving or growing out

of courts sitting in equity , and for other of any labor dispute to prohibit any person or

purposes. persons participating and interested in such

" Be it enacted , etc. , That no court of the dispute ( as these terms are herein defined )

United States, as herein defined, shall have from doing, whether singly or in concert, any

jurisdiction to issue any restraining order or of the following acts :

injunction in a case involving or growing out of “ (a ) Ceasing or refusing to perform any

a labor dispute, except “ , work or to remain in any relation of employ

" (a) When the procedure followed and the ment ;

order issued by the court shall conform to the " (b ) Becoming or remaining a member of

definitions of, and the limitations upon , the any labor organization or of any employer

jurisdiction and authority of the court con organization , regardless of any such under

tained in this act ; and taking or promise as is described in section 3

“ ( b ) When the issuance of such a restrain of this act ;

ing order or injunction shall not be contrary to " ( c) Paying or giving to , or withholding

the public policy declared in this act. from, any person participating and interested

" Sec. 2 . In the interpretation of this act in such labor dispute any strike or unemploy

and in determining thejurisdiction and author ment benefits or insurance or other moneys or

ity of the courts of the United States, as such things of value ;

jurisdiction and authority are herein defined " (d) By all lawful means aiding any person

and limited , the public policy of the United participating and interested in any labor

States is hereby declared as follows : dispute who is being proceeded against in , or is

“ Whereas under prevailing economic con prosecuting , any action or suit in any court of

ditions, developed with the aid of govern the United Statesor of any State ;

mental authority for owners of property to " (e) Giving publicity to the existence of, or

organize in the corporate and other forms of facts involved in , any labor dispute, whether

ownership association , the individual by advertising, speaking, patrolling, orby any

organized worker is commonly helpless to other method not involving fraud or violence;

exercise actual liberty of contract and to pro “ (f) Assembling peaceably to act or to

tect his freedom of labor, and thereby to organize to act in promotion of their interests

obtain acceptable terms and conditions of in a labordispute;

employment, wherefore it is necessary that he " ( g ) Advising or notifying any person of an

have full freedom of association , self -organ intention to do any of the acts heretofore

ization, and designation of representatives of specified .

his own choosing to negotiate the terms and “ (h ) Agreeing with other persons to do or

conditions of his employment, and that he not to do any of the acts heretofore specified ;

shall be free from the interference, restraint, or and

coercion of employers of labor, or their agents, " (i) Advising , urging, or otherwise causing

in the designation of such representatives or in or inducing without fraud or violence the acts

self-organization or in other concerted activi heretofore specified , regardless of any such

ties for the purpose of collective bargaining or undertaking or promise as is described in

other mutual aid or protection ; therefore the section 3 of this act.

following definitions of , and limitations upon, “ Sec. 5. No court of the United States shall

the jurisdiction and authority of the courts of have jurisdiction to issue a restraining order or

the United States are hereby enacted. injunction upon the ground that any of the

Sec. 3. . No undertaking or promise, such persons participating and interested in a labor

as is described in this section , or any other dispute constitute or are engaged in an un

undertaking or promise contrary to the public lawful combination or conspiracy because of

policy declared in section 2 of this act, shall be the doing in concert of the acts enumerated in

enforceable or shall afford any basis for the section 4 of this act .

granting of legal or equitable relief by any “ Sec. 6. No officer or member of any

court of the United States, including specific association or organization , and no association

ally the following: or organization participating and interested in

" Everyundertaking or promise hereafter a labor dispute, shall be held responsible or

made , whether written or oral, express or liable in any court of the United States for the

implied, consistuting or contained in any unlawful acts of individual officers , members,

contract or agreement of hiring or employ or agents , except upon clear proof of actual

ment between any individual, firm , company, participation in , or actual authorization of,

association, or corporation, and any em such acts, or of ratification of such acts after

ployee or prospective employee of the same, actual knowledge thereof.

whereby " Sec . 7 . No court of the United States shall

“ ( a ) Either party to such contract or agree have jurisdiction to issue an injunction in any

ment undertakes or promises not to join , case involvingor growingoutof a labor dispute,

become, or remain a member of any labor as herein defined, except after hearing the

organization or of any employer organization ; testimony of witnesses in open court (with

opportunity for cross-examination ) in support
or
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of the allegations of a complaint made affirmed , modified, or set aside with the

under oath , and except after finding of fact by greatest possible expedition, giving the pro

thecourt , to the effect ceeding precedence over all other matters

“ (a ) That unlawful acts have been com exceptolder matters of the same character.

mitted and will be continued unless restrained ; “ Sec. 8. In all cases where a person shall

“ ( b ) That substantial and irreparable in be charged with indirect criminal contempt for

jury to complainant's property will follow ; violation of a restraining order or injunction

* (c) That as to each item of relief sought issued by a court of the United States (as

greater injury will be inflicted upon com herein defined) , the accused shall enjoy the

plaint by the denial of relief than will be in right to a speedy and public trial by an

Aicted upon defendants by the granting of impartial jury of the State and district wherein

relief;
the contempt shall have been committed :

" (d) That complainant has no adequate Provided, That this requirement shallnot be

remedy at law ; and construed to apply to contempts committed in

“ ( e) That the public officers charged with the presence of the court or so near thereto

the duty to protect complainant's property are as to interfere with the administration of

unable or unwilling to furnish adequate justice or to apply to the misbehavior, mis

protection . conduct, or obedience of any officer of the

" Such hearing shall be held after due and court in respect to the writs, orders, or process

personal notice thereof has been given, in such of the court .

manner as the court shall direct, to all known “ Sec, 9. When used in this act, and for the

persons against whom relief is sought, and also purposes of this act

to those public officers charged with the duty “(a) A caseshall be held to involve or to

to protect complainant'sproperty : Provided grow out of a labor dispute if the case involves

however, That if a complaint shall also allege persons who are engagedin the same industry ,

that, unless a temporary restraining order trade, craft, or occupation ; or who are em

shall be issued without notice, a substantial ployees of the same employer ; or who are

and irreparable injury to complainant's members of the same organization or em

property will be unavoidable, such a temporary ployers or employees ; whether such dispute is

restraining order may be issued upon testi ( 1 ) between one or more employers or associa

mony under oath sufficient, if sustained , to tions of employers and one or more employees

justify the court in issuing a temporary in or associations of employees; ( 2 ) between one

junction upon a hearing after notice. Such a or more employers or associations of employers

temporary restraining order shall be effective and one or more employers or associations of

for no longer than five days,and shall become employers ; or (3) between one or more em

void at the expiration ofsaid five days. No ployees orassociations of employees and one or

temporary restraining order or temporary in more employees or associations of employees.

junction shall be issued except on condition “ (b) A person or association shall be held

that complainant shall first file a bond sufficient to be aperson participating and interested in a

to recompense those enjoined for any loss , labor dispute if relief is sought against him

expense ordamage caused by the improvident or it and if he or it is engaged in the same in

issuance of such order or injunction, including dustry, trade , craft , or occupation in which

all reasonable costs ( together with a reasonable such dispute occurs , or is a member, officer, or

attorney's fee) and expense of defense against agent of any association of employers or

the granting of any injunctive relief sought in employees engaged in such industry, trade,

the same proceeding and subsequently denied craft, or occupation ,

by the court. " ( c ) The term “labor dispute ' includes any

" Sec. 7a . No restraining order or injunctive controversy concerning terms or conditions of

relief shall be granted to any complainant who employment, or concerning the association or

has failed to comply with any obligation im representation of persons in negotiating, fixing,

posed by law which is involved in the labor maintaining, changing, or seeking toarrange

dispute in question ,or who has failed tomake terms and conditions of employment, or con

every reasonable effort to settle such dispute cerning employment relations, or any other

either by negotiation or with the aid of any controversy arising out of the respective

available governmental machinery of media interests of employer and employee, regardless

tion or arbitration . of whether or not the disputants stand in the

" Sec. 76. No restraining order or tem proximate relation of employer and employee .

porary injunction shall be granted in a case “ ( d ) The term ' court of the United States '

involving or growing out of a labor dispute, means any court of the United States whose

except on the basis offindings of fact made and
jurisdiction has been or may be conferred or

filed by the court in the record of the case defined or limited by act of Congress.

prior to the issuance of such order or injunc

tion .
" Sec. 10. If any provision of this act or the

" Sec. 7c . Whenever any court of the
application thereof to any person or circum

United States shall issue or deny any tem

stance is held invalid , the remainder of the

porary injunction in a case involving or grow
act and the application of such provisions to

other persons or circumstances shall not be

ing out of a labor dispute , the court shall,
affected thereby .

upon the request of any party to the proceed

ings , forthwith certify the entire record of the " Sec. 11. All acts and parts of acts in con

case , including a transcript of the evidence flict with the provisions of this act are hereby

taken , to the circuit court of appeals for its repealed .

review. Upon the filing of such record in the " Amend the title so as to read : ' A bill to

circuit court of appeals, the appeal shall be define and limit the jurisdiction of the courts

heard and the temporary injunctive order of the United States, and for other purposes .'
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For

FACING REALITIES evade the eternal struggle that is on . Labor's

hope is organized effort in the direction of

East Bay Labor Journal betterment. The moment the workers quit

There is no reality in life more stern and trying, that moment sinister interests start

unescapablethan the problem of obtaining a enslaving them .

livelihood. To be in a position to get food and

shelter is a goalfor which all must strive. It is AN APPRECIATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

nourishment that maintains life above all

things elseand whenever the home income is Upon appropriation of a further contribu

impairedto the point where the standard of tion to the United Mine Workers who are

living is forced below levels fixed by the laws striving for the right offair collective bargain

of life and health , then misery and human ing, International President W.D. Mahon of

suffering must result .
the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. wrote to

Everything we eat , all that we wear and President JohnL. Lewis of the Mine Workers ,

every mansion or hut that houses man are all advising him of the interest this association is

produced by labor. All wealth that exists taking in concern of the locked out bituminous

has been produced by labor. Yet those who coal miners . In response thereto, he received

have labored the hardest and the longest are a reply that is an expression of the sincere

not, as arule, the possessors of any , great appreciation oftheinterest this organization is
amount of wealth . For most people the giving to the mine workers .

struggle to exist occupies their waking mo President Lewis' letter to President Mahon

ments and uses up such strength as they have. in full reads :

This is what makes the labor question the “ Dear friend Bill :

sternest and at the same time the most acute “ You cannot know how much I appreciate

problem of human society. Getting a liveli your splendid letter of June 1st . Since its

hood is the most realistic of allthe realities of arrival, I have read it several times , awaiting

life , and to obtain it , both men and women an opportunity when I could be free for a few

resort to extreme lengths when the more moments to make adequate reply .

ordinary channels to earning a living for the " I am appreciative of the fact that during

time being seem to beclosed . Long periods of your many years experience as a trade union

past history consisted chiefly of the subjuga leader you have come to have a profound

tion and enslavement of serfs who were held as understanding of the trials and tribulations

chattels.
which accrue to those who hold positions of

" Submit or die ," were the two doleful responsibility in our great movement .
alternatives that were presented to those who many years I have watched you from afar

longed for liberty, freedom and justice in the and mutual friends have depicted to me some

past . Those who refused were put to death or of your own very great burdens and have

were permitted to starve to death . Some sketched the crosses you have had to bear. I ,

escaped and continued the struggle for human therefore , prize your words even more highly ,

freedom . Out of that struggleand out of the when , in the midst of your own very great

chaos, the injustice and the intoleranceof the problems , you pause to send cheer to a brother
dark and dismal past have emerged such free in arms. Such letters come too rarely to most

dom and liberty as we have on earth today. Too often we are so much concerned in

This struggle to obtain a living may be a our desire to confound the enemies of our

mere theory to some people but to most of us cause that we neglect our friends and often

it is the most prominent reality of existence. miss an opportunity to say a word of cheer

As a recession of ages of ceaseless struggle and under circumstances where it is of inestimable

as a result of the introduction of labor -saving value,

machinery to make possible that which here “ My own problems are to me very great.

tofore was impossible, human beings are They take every moment of my time and

slowly learning that they can solve the problem almost every atom of my strength and energy .

of obtaining a livelihood far more effectively I am , therefore , profoundly appreciative of

through co -operation and combined effort for your kind words and reciprocate them in every

the common benefit ofall than it is possible to way as pertaining to yourself and the grand

secure through individual effort. organization you represent.

It is this growing recognition of the needfor " It was indeed fine of your organization , in

united action thathas brought organized labor answer to the third appeal of the American

into existence . Our unions are dealing with Federation of Labor, to send an additional

the greatest reality of our day or of any age $ 1,000.00 to Secretary Morrison . This is a

that has preceded . They are helpingto solve splendid action and doubtless will encourage

the age -long problem of bringingabout a more many of your local unions to give all they can

equitable division of the wealth that is pro under the circumstances. We are carrying on

duced by labor,which, in the final analysis the best we may. The end of the fight is not

includes allwealth . This is the greatest reality even in sight, but you may rely that we will

of our time and of all time. go on to the very limit of our ability to endure.

We are all facing this reality whether we Our membership will deeply appreciate the
like it or not.

There is no escape from it action of your own great organization and

so long as a spark of life remains. It is for us every dollar of it will go to alleviate human

to help or to hinder the solution of the problem distress.

of the ages. But escape it we cannot no matter “ I trust this letter will find you in vigorous

what we do or how we act . It is the ever health and that every success will accrue to

present reality that confronts every human you and to those whom you have the honor to

being. represent .

There is no middle road on which you can Sincerely yours , John L. Lewis ."

of us .
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The events of Labor Day will, this year, be man knows that the Union brings to him

contributed to by the various Locals of the better wages and better working conditions

Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec than would come to him were there no organ

tric Railway Employes of America. It is ized wage workers. Neither do these better

Organized Labor's day and reaches into the wages and working conditions cease at the

concern of the unorganized. limit of organization. It extends to the unor

ganized, who, although receiving a much less

The semi-annual meeting of the General wage than the organized wage workers, are

Executive Board of the A. A. of S. and E. R. really receiving more wages and having more

E. of A. will convene at Association Head opportunity for employment than would exist

quarters, 260 East Vernor Highway, Detroit, to them were there no organized wage work

Mich ., at 10 o'clock A. M., Monday, August This knowledge should be an incentive

6. The Board will continue in sessions until for every non -union wage worker to get into

its work is completed. his Union,

Brother Howard S. Kelly , a member of The extension of the shorter service week

Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill., and Mrs. and the shorter service day, that is being put

Kelly were recent pleasant callers at the Gen forward by the Trade Union Movement has

eral Office. Brother Kelly was in attendance extended the privilege of employment to those

at the convention of the Knights Templar of the army of unemployed. This is their most

held at the Masonic Temple, Temple Avenue, important promotive policy and is having

Detroit, beginning with July 17. Brother much to do with the loosening of the coils of

Kelly took part in the parade of Knights depression in the industrial field. It makes

Templar that comprised some 35,000 mem more jobs and more jobs mean more money

bers . It was the greatest parade that ever for a better distribution of production. Wage

took place in Detroit, it requiring five hours workers comprise themajority element of

to pass a given point. Brother Kelly was a market possibilities. When wage workers'

former citizen of Detroit. Years ago his uncle, wages are cut and their hours ofday service

Hon . John Paton , was mayor of Detroit. In and days of week service are extended, it

those years Mr. Paton was a carriage manu means less employment,less wages and a more

facturer. defective marketpossibility . Thus,it becomes

a wonder that there are those who seek to

There cannot be too much said to bring
destroy organization and extend non -unionism

before wage workers the importance of the
and unemployment.

organization of wage workers. Also informa

tion of the importance of the organization of It is only the fear imposed upon non-union

wage workers to wage workers should be car wage workers by non -union employing man

ried into the ranksof the yet unorganized. agements of non-union employing properties

Every organized wage worker recognizes that that restrains non-union wage workers from

it is his duty to extend a knowledge of the organizing. One of the great endeavors of a

advantages of organization to theunorganized non -union employing management is the

and encourage them to organize. Every Union study applying to the retention of non
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unionism and the prevailing upon wage work by this receiver or the court , when the prop

ers not to organize. Every conceivable scheme erty is unable to pay ? Was the violation of

to mislead wage workers is put into practice. the agreement in the way of cutting wages

The strong forces used to placate unorganized and then installing this insurance scheme

wage workers are insurance methods and com designed to have any effect upon the organized

panyunion methods. The non-union employe wage workers in the way of advancing tothem

who has the privilege of life insurance , sick that the court designed to be a great friend

and accident insurance, who gives thought to and is exercising great concern as to the wel

what that may amount to him in wages , can fare of the employes? Of course this insurance

not fail to know that the expense of insurance expenseassumedby the court and his receiver

is a very infinitesimal mite, should that ex is an infinitesimal feature in the way of restor

pense of the employing company be added to ing the wage cut of 6 cents per hour. You

the wage . The Amalgamated Association of have undoubtedly heard of the offering of a

Street and Electric Railway Employes of sop to Cerberus.

America has as one of its relief features a

death , disability and old age benefit provision. Organized wage workers employed by a fair

Each member pays into this fund approxi- employing property naturally have a deep

mately 272 cents per day and the average concern in the interest of that property and

benefit for which he is paying is $700, and his all associate organized wage workers recognize

benefit fund is increasing. This means that that it is theirconcern to assist in stimulating

there isn't a non -union employing company's business of a fair employing property. This

insurance benefit to non -union employes that applies equally to street, electric railway and

exceeds 3 cents per day, which for non -union bus properties . If street car , electric railway

employes working nine and ten hours per day and bus properties are fair to organized labor,

aggregates approximately one-fourth of a cent it is one of the primary principles of all organ

per hour in wages—a very small benefit in ized wage workers and their friends to be fair

excess of the regular low wage the employe is to that employing property and tender every

receiving. Thus it can be observed that insur possible unit of co -operation in making such

ance for non -union employes , paid for by property a success in the way of safety and

non-union employing companies, is a very fair profit in operation .

inexpensive method of imposing or endeavor

ing to impose upon the wage worker an idea With public utilities how does the trade

that the employing company is a friend . The union movement stand ? What proportion of

employe could obtain this insurance by pay public utilities are fair employing concerns?

ing regular insurance premiums to insurance What interest has organized labor in unfair

companies at a very low rate when compiled employing public utility concerns. There has

upon the hourly or daily cost of insurance. been before, no period on the American Conti

nent when public utilities were so seeking

There exists a street railway property that co-operation on the part of the public and due

went into the hands of a court some three consideration for the investment in public

years ago and a receiver was appointed . Up utilities . What is due consideration as apply .

to May 1 , 1928 , the receiver at that time ing to the American labor movement ? What

appointed by the court was continued . Dur consideration has unfair non -union employing

ing that period collective agreement relations public utilities in the interest of organized

were renewed by the court through his receiver labor? Is organized labor strong enough to

or agent. About May 1 , this year , the court
have any effect in the way of the response to

appointed a new receiver or court agent upon the appeal of unfair public utility properties

this property. The new receiver, on May 16, for support on the part of the public? Is the

in violation of the agreement that the court American labor movement alert to the peti

had previously agreed upon with the employes tions of unfair street and electric railway

in their collective character, disregarded this properties for increased fares and renewal of

agreement and cut wages 6 cents per hour, franchise ? There are cities in the United

An informal appeal made to the court resulted States in which unfair employing properties

in the court refusing to render a decision as to are seeking renewal of franchises. What

whether the wage rates would be restored or course will organized labor pursue in such

not. He took the position that the property fields ? A fair employing property that deals

could not pay and that the wages were fixed with organized laboris entitled to the ardent

upon the ability of the property to pay. Imme support of the American trade union move

diately following this appeal for restoration ment . That fair employing property is entitled

of wages, which as yet has not been granted to the same support that is represented for

and , therefore, stands as a violation of agree fair employing concerns in the purchase of

ment relations, the court , through the receiver , union -labeled goods. Fair employing street

has introduced a company insurance scheme and electric railway properties and bus prop

by which the company assumes to pay for erties are entitled to the patronage of the

insurance, presumably through an arrange American labor movement . They are entitled

ment with some insurance company, upon to deep consideration in their interest in the

which insurance the company, will pay the advancement of those fair employing proper

premium . Yet there is no relaxing on the part ties . The unfair employing street and electric

of the court from its attitude that wages were railway or bus property is entitled to an equal

cut due to inability of the property to pay. antagonism on the part of the American labor

However, this insurance promise is an admis movement that is being put up by unfair

sion thatthe propertyisable to pay more than properties against organized labor. Allorgan

the wage fixed by the court or his receiver, the ized labor should , and perhaps may recognize

agent. Why is this insurance feature advanced the concern that it should have in responding
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to the antagonisms of unfair employing street DEATH OF MRS. MARY COOLEY OCCURS

and electric railway and bus corporations. If

the street car , interurban car or bus is operated Mrs. Mary Cooley of Columbus, Ohio

by non -union men , it is known that those men passed from this life Sunday, July 8. Mrs.

are non -union through fear that they they will Cooley was the sister of International Presi

lose their jobs if they advocate organization .
dent W. D. Mahon of the A , A , of S. and E.

Therefore , the property that employs those
R. E. of A. She leaves to mourn her loss two

non -union employes is not entitled to the grandchildren , two brothers and a sister ,

patronage of trade unionists or their friends, Mrs. Cooley was seventy -seven years of age

but it is entitled to the antagonism of trade
at the time of her death . President Mahon

unionism in seeking franchises, operation per was with her when death occurred .

mits or increased fares. This is a subject that The funeral of Mrs. Cooley took place at

can fayorably arise in the interest of labor of Collinsville, Ohio , where she formerly lived

every community in which the unfair public prior to the death of her husband, which

utility operates. occurred some years ago and where the body

was interred by the side of her late husband.

Mrs. Cooley was a member of the Order of

What is the company union . Its sole pur The Eastern Star and was socially highly

pose is to place in immediate control of the respected and beloved by her many friends

employingmanagement the non-union wage in Columbus and Collinsville.

workers. The assumption is that the wage The Motorman , Conductor and Motor

workers in the company union have the oppor Coach Operator indites the sentiment of the

tunity to determine upon and have something Amalgamated Association and the entire

to say about their wages and working condi
American labor movement in extending to

tions. The employe that is so absorbed in this International President W. D. Mahon and

idea that he is one of the control element of the bereaved family profound sympathy in

his wages and working conditions is soon dis
their hour of sadness upon the departure of

covered by the employing management and
their beloved one.

his services are dispensed with . He knows
BERNARD A. LARGER DEAD

that the company union must do the bidding

of the employing management. Those who New York . --Bernard A. Larger , secretary ,

do not comply therewith are dismissed from treasurer of the United Garment Workers'

the service. It is looked upon by the non Union for a quarter of a century, died unex

union employing managements as the most pectedly at his home in this city .

easy and inexpensive way of keeping well He was one of the best known trade unionists

posted relative to the thoughts of the wage in the United States and was a familiar figure

workers as applying to the running of their at the A. F. of L , conventions. He was born

own business. Under the company union , the in Massachusetts in 1865. His life was spent

employe has less opportunity to run his own in the organized labor movement. He served

business than without the company union . as president of his organization prior to his

He has less to say in the fixing of his wages election secretary-treasurer. He was

and working conditions , if it is at all possible elected fraternal delegate to the British

for him to have less to say thereon. The insti . Trades Union Congress by the 1906 A. F. of L.

tuting of a company union is a method convention .

instituted to fight genuine Organized Labor He had been in poor health for several

and keep non-unionemployes more docile. months. Two days before his death he

attended the funeral of his sister in Troy.

Shortly after returning he was stricken with

In the coming political Presidential elece heart disease and passed away before medical

tion contest, that will continue until the aid could be summoned .

election is over , much will be said relative to Mr. Larger was an old-time trade unionist .

the Volstead Act. Organized Labor has a He was interested in but one theory--that

greater interest than that of campaigning for the workers must organize, increase their

or against the Volstead Act . With Organized economic power, enlarge their intelligence and

Labor it is a question of promoting the inter stir the public conscience in their struggle for

ests of wage workers and the advancement better conditions.

of the social order of mankind . Labor will His life was a challenge to sweat-shop

not be mis by subjects that are really of production , long hours, low wages and auto

no concern to the wage worker in respect to cratic control of workers, and he continually

better wages and working conditions. pointed out to the Garment Workers success as

proof that steady advance is always possible

when labor is solidified.

CO-OPERATION

OUR MISSION

This is the law of the jungle ,

As old and as true as the sky, There is not a wrong against which we

And the wolf that shall keep it will prosper, fail to protest or seek a remedy; there is

But the wolf that shall break it must die, not a right to which any of our fellows are

entitled which it is not our duty, mission

As the ivy that girdles the tree trunk, and work and struggle to attain. So long

The law runneth forward and back, as there shall remain a . wrong unrighted

For the strength of the pack is the wolf, or a right denied , there will be work for the

And the strength of the wolf is the pack. labor movement to do .

-Rudyar
d Kipling. --Samuel Gompers.

as
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Local. He advised with Business Agent Sidney

Van Ness of Division No. 26 upon the coach

situation as applying to D. U. R.coach service.

Due to an accident occurring some time since

upon the Detroit, Jackson &Chicago Railway ,

a member of Division No. 111 , Brother Bur

rows, motorman , was arrested under a new

accident law , enacted in the State of Michigan

with the intent that it should apply to auto

mobile accidents, Brother Burrows was tried

and convicted upon a charge of negligent homi

cide. In the accident one passenger was killed .

Following the trial and conviction of Brother

Burrows, the case was called to the attention

of International President W. D. Mahon, who

delegated Vice-President Fitzgerald to look

after the case . Vice - President Fitzgerald was

successful in obtaining a suspension of sentence

and the release of Brother Burrows in the case

on a probationary provision. Attention is

being given by President Mahon and Vice

President Fitzgerald as to the advisability of

a re - trial of this case. At the close of this

report, July 16 , Vice -President Fitzgerald was

at the General Office, assisting in the general

affairs of the Association .

FROM LATE REPORTS OF

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

International President W. D, Mahon , since

last reported, granted Charter No. 984, for

the institution of a Local at Durham , N. C.

This Local was instituted by G. E. B. Mem

ber James B. Lawson . President Mahon has

given attention to an effort for observance of

the agreement existing between Division No.

111 , Ypsilanti , Mich ., and the Detroit,

Jackson& Chicago Railway Co. This properly

has been in the hands of the Federal Court of

the Detroit District for some two years. The

Court, through the original Receiver, renewed

the agreement on two occasions. Then another

Receiver was appointed about the first of

June, this year, who ignored the agreement,

evidently by order of the Court, and reduced

the wages from 66 cents per hour to 60 cents

per hour to take effect June 16. An informal

petition was made to Federal Judge Simons,

who stated that he would not render a decision

unless the case was formally presented. It is at

present in the hands of Attorney George A.

Kelly , who is endeavoring to obtain an adjust

ment through attorneys for the property.

President Mahon received the sad information

that his sister , Mrs. Mary Cooley , who

resided in Columbus, Ohio, was seriously ill .

This occasioned him to visit Columbus, where

his sister passed from this life Sundaymorn

ing, July 8. The funeral was held at Collins

ville , Ohio, his sister's former home, where

interment took place . President Mahon, with

Vice -President Wm. B. Fitzgerald , has given

attention to the situation involving Division

No. 976, Indianapolis , Ind . His purpose is ,

unless extension of organization is per

mitted to continue and does continue, to

bringthe Indianapolis case more clearly before

both branches of the U. S. Congress upon the

re-convening of Congress . At present an

investigation is under way which will more

clearly vivify this situation. This case is one

in which International Vic-Presidents John

M. Parker and Robert B. Armstrong were

clearly unjustly imprisoned. Other matters

before him are subjects of agreement work of

various Locals, upon which he has delegated

to assist those Locals various International

Officers. The Toronto wage question is at

present undergoing conferences preceding

possible arbitration . At the close of this report,

July 16, President Mahon was at the General

Office directing the general affairs of the Asso
ciation .

Second International Vice -President P. J.

O'Brien attended the State Federation of

Labor Convention , which was held in the

Capitol at Augusta. He addressed the con

vention and reports that Delegate Woodside

of Division No. 174 , Portland , Maine, A. A.

of S. and E. R. E. of A. , was elected Secretary

and Legislative Agent of the Maine State

Federation of Labor . At the close of his

report of July 7 he was at Reading, Pa . ,

assisting upon the Labor Forward move in

progress in that city.

Fourth International Vice-President P. J.

McGrath visited Mars, Pa . , in the interest of

Division No. 687. The Local was involved in

an internal seniority dispute , which Vice

President McGrath was successful in adjusting,

He attended and addressed a meeting of the

Local and reports the organization to be in

good working conditions . The Local has

renewed the agreement with the employing

company for another year.

Fifth International Vice-President James

Largay, at Dayton , Ohio advised with the

officers and members of Division No. 810 upon

the affairs of that Local. Following his visit

to Dayton he was dispatched to Toledo, Ohio ,

where he gave advice to the officers and

members of Division No. 697 upon agreement

work . The old agreement has been renewed

for another year, per his report of July 7 .

Eighth International Vice -President John

M. Parker was able to complete the wage

arbitration at Hamilton, Ont. June 22. This

case had been pending for some days. The

arbitration of wages was agreed upon by Divis

ion No. 107 and the employing company, to

be submitted to the Ontario Railway and

Municipal Board as arbitrators. At Toronto,

Ont. Vice- President Parker is assisting Divis

ion No. 113 upon agreement work . Many

conferences have been held with the Toronto

Street Railway Commission and officers of

Division No. 113. Upon the subject of

First International Vice -President Wm. B.

Fitzgerald , aside from assisting the Inter

national President at the General Office,

visited Grand Rapids, Mich. in the interest of

Division No. 836. An internal situation arose

there, requiring the personal attention of an

International Officer.' He advised with Presi

dent Claude Fisher and the Exective Board

upon the situation , which had resulted in a

financial controversy upon the matter of

issuance of the annual souvenir publication of

the Local. He advised the officers and Local

executive Board of a way to adjust the situa

tion . He also assisted the by- laws committee

of Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich., in the

matter of amending the by -laws of that
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wages, it has been agreed upon to make sub also been in advisement with Division No.

mission for arbitration . Per his report of 517, Gary, Ind., upon agreement work as

July 11 , the award upon the case of Division applying to the bus systems operated by the

No. 107 , Hamilton , Ont. was not yet fully employing property. Per his report of July 9,

granted , and the subject for arbitration in he was assisting Division No. 788, St.Louis,

volving Division No. 113 , Toronto , Ont. was Mo. , in preparation of evidence upon the

in course of preparation . Division No. 113 had wagequestion for submission to the arbitration

chosen Mr. James Simpson as the Local's board at a later date.

arbitrator.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, at

Ninth International Vice-President Charles Omaha, Neb . , with the Omaha Central Trades

H. Clark was dispatched to Hartford and New Union, approached the Mayor and City

Haven , Conn . , where he united with G. E. B. Council of the city relative to provisions to be

Member John H. Reardon in assisting upon embraced in a new franchise beingsought by

joint agreement work in the interest of the Omaha street car company. His Honor,

Divisions Nos . 163, 281 , 425 , 443, 459 , 469 , the Mayor, and the City Council seemed

476, 479, 570, 692 and 972, Meriden , New favorable in the matter of the protection of

Haven , Hartford , Stamford, Bridgeport , Der the public by inserting governing features

by , Norwalk, Middletown, Waterbury, Hart relative to labor in the franchise. After a very
ford and Bridgeport , Conn. These Locals thorough investigation of this situation , and

have been jointly negotiating with the it being a matter to be submitted to a referen

management of the Connecticut Railway dum vote of the people in November, Board
for a renewal of agreement , to contain Member Sinclair ieft the situation in the hands

a substantial increase in wages. The company of the Omaha Central Labor Union and others

had refused to grant an increase and a vote of the labor movement, who will give the

had been taken to suspend work until the matter their serious attention . Per his report

increase might be granted by the company. of July 8, he had returned to his home in

Through the efforts of Vice-President Clark Toronto, Ont. , where he was under the care of

and Board Member Reardon, the company's a physician .

proposition to renew the old agreement was

accepted and the situation thus adjusted . G.E. B. Member P. J. Shea, at New York,

N. Y. is assisting Division No. 726 upon a

Tenth International Vice-President Robert renewal of agreement work, the Local desiring

B. Armstrong, at Bloomington , Ill . , is assisting an increase in wages. He also visited Trenton,

Division No. 752 upon agreement work. The N. J., where he addressed two meetings of

Local asked for several changes in the agree Division No. 540 and advised with the officers

ment , including each eighth day off and an upon the affairs of the Local . At Camden ,
increase in wages. Negotiations through N. J. , he made an investiation of a bus service

several conferences have led to some favorable situation that it is feared will affect the mem

changes, and per his report of July 7, the bers of Division No. 880. However ,he learned

present status of a proposed settlement is to that there was to be no invasion of the terri

be submitted to the Local for a vote of the tory beingoperated upon by the members of

membership. Division No. 880. The bus service is in the

hands of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

Eleventh International Vice- President Abe Per his report of July 8 , the agreement situa

L. Spradling was dispatched to Lexington , tion involving Division No. 726, New York,

Ky . , in the interest of Division No. 639, upon N. Y. was continuing in a conference stage.

extension of organization work . He reports

the Local to be well officered and that the G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon assisted

members are staunch and well determined Division No. 240 , Chelsea, Mass . upon a griev

unionists. He found that there are employes ance situation . At New Haven . Conn . , where

not yet in the organization through fear. They he had associated with him International

cannot butunderstand the imortance of union Vice- President Charles H. Clark , he was

ism , and that organization of wage workers successful in bringing about a renewal of the

improves wages and working conditions. Yet agreement for Divisions Nos . 163, Meriden ;

the fear is deep seated in most of those who 281 , New Haven ; 425 and 692, Hartford ; 443,

are not members. The Lexington labor Stamford ; 459 and 972, Bridgeport ; 469,

movement has been reported as being strong Derby ; 476, Norwalk ; 479 , Middletown , and

in respect to the political situation in Lexing 570 , Waterbury , Conn. At Waltham , Mass.

ton . The system of transportation was found he advised with Division No. 600 upon a bus

to need the co-operative spirit , which cannot situation affecting the members of that Local.

attain without organization. Per his report of At Pittsfield , Mass . he assisted Division No.

June 29, Vice- President Spradling, left the 496 upon agreement work, which , per his

situation under advisement of the Lexington report of July 7 , was continuing in conference

labor movement , with intent to return again stage . Also the subject of arbitration of wages

at a later date. in the interest of Division No, 174, Fall River,

Mass. and associate Locals , the members of

General Executive Board Member Edw. which are employed upon the Eastern Massa

McMorrow , at St. Louis , Mo. , aided Division chusetts Railway property , was pending the

No. 788 in bringing about an agreement with selecting of a third arbitrator.

the employing company , under which agree

ment wages are to go to arbitration for fixation G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson , at

and the Missouri Public Service Commission Mobile , Ala. , assisted Division No. 770 upon

was chosen as the arbitration board . He has agreement work . A renewal of agreement
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was obtained , which bears with it an increase had to suspend me when he could have

of 2 cents per hour to the members of the learned that I was on a vacation and

Local. The new wage scale provides wages as
would eventually return ?”

follows: For first year service man, 43 cents Now , my dear fellow, the Financial Secre

per hour ; second year, 45c per hour; to those tary did not suspend you. You suspended

of more than two years of service, 49 cents per yourself. Section 89 ofthe General Constitu

hour upon two -men cars. Upon one -man cars tion provides that all dues, fines and assess

the rates are: 47 cents per hour for first year ments of members of this Association are due

service men ; 49 cents per hour to those of the and payable on the first of each month for

second year of service ; to those of more than that month and all money due the Association

two years of service, 53 cents per hour. Over by members shall be considered as dues and

time is paid at the rate of time and one-half. come under the same terms for collection

The agreement also covers bus operation. without other arrangements are made. They

At Durham , N. C. , on July 13, Board Member must be paid by the 15th of the month in

Lawson instituted Division No. 984, a newly order to continue the member in good stand

organized Local, at which institution officers ing. Section 99 reads as follows:

ofthe new Local were elected. Per his report
" It is the duty of each member to see

of July 7, he had again returned to Durham that his dues, fines and assessments and
to assist the new Local in its affairs .

other moneys due the Association are

G. E. B , Member Fred A. Hoover was dis

promptly paid as the Laws provide and

that he is in possession of a paid up work

patched to Seattle, Wash ., where a controversy ing card by the 15th of eachmonth and it

has arisen between the labor movement and
is especially his own duty to look after

what is known as the Civil Service League of
and pay thesame. A member in arrears

Seattle . It appears that the Civil Service
after the 15th of the current month is not

League has extended its functions toembrace in good standing and not entitled to
wage fixing for all city employes. While at

funeral, total disability or old age bene
Seattle, Board Member Hoover visited a fits and where a member allows his ar

meeting of the Central Labor Union and rearage in dues and assessments to run

reports that a committee of that body was
into the second month before paying

appointed to confer with the Civil Service same, he shall be debarred from benefits

League relative to its dual endeavors as
for onemonth after payment of his arrear

applying to various labor organizations,
age. When he has in his possession

members of which work for the city and have moneys of the Association which he has

heretofore had their wages fixed through received in any manner, he must render

adjustment by officers of the respective Unions an account for it and if he refuses to turn

to which they belong .While there he addressed over or render an account for same it shall

a meeting of Division No.587 , and later visited
be held the same as dues and assessments

Tacoma, Wash.,where he addressed a meet and he shall be debarred from benefits for
ing of Division No. 758. Per his report of one month after paying his arrearage as

June 24, he had returned to his home in Van
specified in the laws provided for dues

couver, B , C.
and assessments. Where a member

allows himself to become two months in
DUES AND ASSESSMENTS

arrearage for dues and assessments, he

The Amalgamated Association is now pay
does thereby suspend himself from

ing out in death , disability and old age bene
membership in this Association and is,

fits, nearly a million dollars per year to its
therefore, not entitled to any funeral.

membership: This is being done without
total disability or oldage benefitsas pro

carrying a big reserve fund orwithout levying
vided in this Constitution and General

Laws."
assessments, owing to the laws of theAssocia

tion which provide that members shall pay

their dues monthly and pay them promptly,
This Law is clear and plain and can be

otherwise it would be necessary, at times , to easily understood by any one who will take the

make assessments to meet the requirements in
trouble to read it . In order to carry on the

the payment ofthesebenefits. But the mem
work of this Association and promptly meet

bership, in general,understand the laws of the all death , disability and old age benefit claims,

Association and comply with them promptly . it is necessary that each member comply with

However, occasionally we meet with a case these Laws, otherwise it would not bepossible

where a member feels that he is at liberty to to carry on and meet the beneficial features

pay his dues when he pleases and yet be promptly as we do .

entitled to benefits, as the following letter It is a rule of the General Office to pay all

received recently at the General Office will legitimate claims for death , disability and old

show . This communication is from a member age promptly . No claim ever lays over that is

and he states :
legally submitted and is entitled to the bene

" I was away for three months on a Gits. As stated before, the reason we are able

vacation . I had only intended to stay to meet theserequirements is because of the

away two months but changed my plans promptness of the majority of our member

after going away and I did not pay my ship in meeting the requirements of the laws

dues before going, intending to pay them of the Association and it is a member's duty

upon my return . When I returned, the under the Law, to see that his dues are paid and

Financial Secretary informed me that I if he is suspended he suspends himself as the

had suspended myself from membership. Laws provide. Fraternally ,

Will you explain what right the Secretary
W. D. MAHON, Int. Pres.
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Disbursements from the Death , Disability and Old Age

Benefit Fund duringthe month of May : 1928, were made

to beneficiaries on claims as follows :

Death Benefits

Mrs. Michae Queenan , beneficiary, death

claim of Michael Queenan , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 22 , Worcester, Mass .;

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage . $800.00

atherine Lappin , beneficiary , death claim of

John Lappin , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 22, Worcester , Mass.; cause , Chronic

Nephritis, 800.00

Annie 2. Cheney, beneficiary, death claim of

Samuel H. Cheney, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 22, Worcester , Mass.;

Apoplexy . 800.00

Mrs. Augusta O'Connor, beneficiary , death

claim of Patrick O'Connor , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .;

cause , Accident Internal Hemorrhage fol

lowing crushing injuries to chest ; struck by

auto . 800.00

Mrs. Nellie McLeod, beneficiary, death claim of

John McLeod, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .; cause , Cerebral

Hemorrhage . 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Sanders and Mrs. Mary Lauer,

beneficiaries , death claim of James McCauley

deceased , late member of Div . No. 26 , De

troit , Mich . , cause , General Paralysis of the

Insane and Apoplexy. 500.00

Mrs. Margaret Hazen , beneficiary , death claim

of Edward C. Hazen, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .; cause ,

Diabetes Mellitus .. 800.00

William B. Streiner and Philip Streiner , execu
tor of will of deceased , forbeneficiaries, death

claim of William C. Streiner, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .;

cause , Suicide by inhaling Nautral Gas. 800.00

P. J. McGrath, financial secretary - treasurer

of Div . No. 85, for payment of funeral ,

tombstone , hospital and other expenses ,

death claim of Anthony Zeller , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .;

cause, Encephalitis .. 800.00

Mrs. Tina Croke, beneficiary, death claim of

Jerome D. Croke , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .; cause, Lobar

Pneumonia 800.00

Mrs. Bertha Neely, beneficiary, death claim of

James J. Neely , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 107. Hamilton , Ont.; cause , En.

docarditis and Nephritis .. 700.00

Dorothy Agnes Callow, beneficiary , death

claim of James Chamberlain , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 109 , Victoria , B. C .;

cause , Street car accident , causing Both

Femur comminuted and right compound .. 800.00

rs . Mary Walker, beneficiary , death claim

of C. W. Walker, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.; cause, Nephri

tis and Hypertension ( Acute Kindey Trouble) 800.00

W. D. Robbins , financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 113 , for beneficiaries, death claim

of Duncan Ferguson , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 113. Toronto , Ont.; cause ,

Coronary Thrombosis ( Acute Indigestion )... 700.00

Mrs. Isabella Meikle , beneficiary , death claim

of A. Meikle , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 113 , Toronto , Ont .; cause , Pernicious

Anaemia 800.00
Mrs. Julia Clark , beneficiary , death claim of

Robert J. Clark , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 113 , Toronto , Ont .; cause , Broncho

Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs. Mary Ryan , beneficiary, death e aim of

John Ryan , deceased, late member of Div .

No. 132 , Troy, N. Y .; cause , Acute Dilatation

of Heart and Pernicious Anaemia .. 300.00

George Durand, president and business agent

of Div . No. 192 , for beneficiary , death claim

of Bernard ( Bernhart ) Rice, deceased , late

membr of Div . No. 192, Oakland , Calif .;

cause, Acute Endocarditis (Heart Trouble) 800.00

Mrs. Alice D. Reehlmann, beneficiary, death

claim of Daniel Reehlmann, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 194. New Orleans, La .;
cause, General Tuberculosis 800.00

Mrs. Clara G. P. Roux Sr. , beneficiary, death

claim of George P. Roux Sr. , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 194 , New Orleans , La .;

cause , Chronic Myocarditis .. 300.00

Mrs. G. W. May, beneficiary , death claim of

George May, deceased , late member of Div .

No. 215, Wheaton, Ill.; cause , Heart Lesion

( Mitral Regurgitation ) following Pneumonia . 300.00

Mrs. Nina I. Aspel , beneficiary , death claim of

Peter D. Aspel, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 228 , Joliet , Ill .; cause , Hydrophobia

( Rabies) 800 00

Otto Pearson, Jr., administrator of estate of

deceased , for beneficiary , death claim o :

OttoPearson, deceased, late member of Div
No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause , Diabetes

Mellitus with Coma following Broncho Pneu
monia . 800.00

Mrs. Nellie Jankowski , beneficiary , death

claim of Anton Jankowski, deceased, late
member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause,

General Peritonitis due to Perforated Gastric
Ulcer . 100.00

Mrs. Mary Walsh, beneficiary, death claim of

Mathew Walsh , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago , I11.; cause , Carcinoma

of Left Lung 300.00

Mrs. Louise Puetz, beneficiary, death claim of

John B. Puetz , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Carcinoma
of the Stomach 800.00

Patrick J. Burke, administrator of estate of de

ceased, for beneficiaries, death claim ofMyles
Maloney, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Acute Myocar
ditis and General Paresis . 800.00

Mrs. Mary Liska, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph J. Liska, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Organic
Heart Disease 800.00

Mrs. Johanna Finucane , beneficiary , death

claim of Patrick T. Finucane, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause ,

Carcinoma of Esophagus . 100.00

William Taber , financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 241, for beneficiaries, death claim of

Richard F. Bond , deceased , late member of

Div. No.241, Chicago , I11.;cause , Pulmonary

Tuberculosis.. 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Caldwell, beneficiary , death

claim of Samuel Caldwell , deceased , late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill ., cause ,

Coronary Thrombosis and Angina pectoris. 800.00

Mrs. Ellen Benson , Beneficiary , death claim of

Benjamin Benson, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Arterio
Sclerosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Catherine Stevans , beneficiary, death

claim of Charles Stevans, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Margaret E. Wojtkiewicz , beneficiary,

death claim of James Shaw , deceased, late
member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Chronic Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Vivian King, beneficiary, death claim of

Claus E. Casper, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis.. 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary- treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death claim of

James C. Kane, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis . 800.00

Alfred E. Shaw, administrator of estate of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

John F. Hyland , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 243 , Taunton , Mass.; cause , Angina

Pectoris . 800.00

Mary E. Stuart , beneficiary , death claim of

W. A. Stuart , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio ; cause , Myocardi

tis . 800.00

Victoria Pasty , beneficiary , death claim of

Frank Pasty (Pazsty) , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio ; cause ,

Toxemia due to Ulcerative Carcinoma of

left Kidney and left Abdominal Wall . 400.00

Mary Buckly , beneficiary, death claim of A.

Buckly , deceased , late member of Div . No.

268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause , Endocarditis
and Myocarditis .. 800.00

Henry Hatz , beneficiary, death claim of Henry

Hatz, deceased , late member of Div. No. 282 ,

Rochester , N. Y .; cause , Acute Cardiac Dila
tation 100.00

Mrs. Jennie Ellsworth , beneficiary, death claim

of John W. Ellsworth , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 282 , Rochester , N. Y.; cause ,

Bright's Disease , ( Nephritis). 800.00

Libbie McDonald , beneficiary, death claim of
Jerry S. McDonald , deceased, late member of
Div . No. 282, Rochester , N. Y .; cause ,

Myocarditis , . 800.00

Mary A. Farrell, beneficiary , death claim of

Mary Farrell , deceased, late member of Div.

5
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No. 308 , Chicago , Ill. , cause , Organic Heart

Disease and Broncho Pneumonia. 350.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 308 , for payment of funeral, hos

pital and doctors ' bills, death claim of May

Cummings, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Carcinoma of
Uterus. 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 308 , for payment of funeral and
tombstone bills , death claim of John A.

Maurer, deceased, late member of Div . No.

408, Chicago, Ill .; cause Bronchitis and
Asthma . 375.00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div. No: 308, for beneficiary , dealth claim of

Arthur J. Beckett, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, IlI .; cause, Carcinoma
of Prostate 800.00

Wm. S.McClenathan, secretary -treasures of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiaries, dealth claim

of W.c . Conklin , deceased, late memberof
Div. No. 308 , Chicago , Ill.; cause , Mitral

Insufficiency and Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Mrs. Maletdo L. Adams, beneficiary, death

claim of Robert B. Adams , late member of

Div . No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause , Myocardi

tis and Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Wm . S. McClenthan , secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 308 , for beneficiary, dealth claim of

John Kenny, deceased, late member of Div .

308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Chronic Myocardi

800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiaries, dealth claim of

Helen Harper , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, 111.; cause ( Probable)

Accidental Drowning.. 800.00

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for payment of funeral ex

penses , death claim of William J. Adams,

deceased , late member of Div . No. 308.

Chicago, Ill.; cause . Accident-Practure of
Skull, fell down stars at his home 275.00

Mrs. Jennie Madsen , beneficiary, death claim

of Fred G. Madsen , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308. Chicago, Ill .; cause, Accidental
death due to Carbon Monoxide Gas in garage
from auto

800.00

Mrs. Lillian Roche, beneficiary, death claim of

William C.Roche , deceased, late member of

Div. No: 308, Chicago, Ill. ; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis and Chronic Bronchitis ... 300.00
William Hibbert , beneficiary, balance due on

death claim of May S. Posey , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Pulmonary Edema and Broncho Pneumonia . 306.60

Mrs. Marie Nesladek, beneficiary, death claim

of James Joseph Nesladek, decesased, late
member of Div. No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia and Influenza .. 100.00

Mrs. Carolyn Morin , beneficiary , death claim

of H. J. Morin , deceased , late member of Div .

No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Suicide; Shock

and Hemorrhage due to bullet wound in and

through head fired from revolver held in his

own hands while temporarily insane 800.00
Jennie Gilmour, beneficiary, dealth claim of

W.J. Gilmour, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 379 , Niles , Ohio ; cause , Cerebral Hem
orrhage . 800.00

May Wadelow , beneficiary, death claim of

Robert W. Wadelow , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 497 , Pittsburg , Kansas; cause,

Organic Heart Disease preceeded by Acute
Gastritis .

800.00
Mrs. Cornelia Abrams , beneficiary, death claim

of Peter Abrams, deceased , late member of

Div. No, 540, Trenton ,N.J .; cause , Angina

Pectoris, Myocarditis and Chronic Nephri
tis . 800.00

Florence Marsh, beneficiary, dealth claim of

Roy Marsh , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 563, Lansing, Mich .;. cause, Chronic

Myocarditis and Cardiac Pailure . 800.00

Mrs. CarrieJessie Monroe, beneficiary, death

claim of Charles H. Monroe, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 568 ,Erie, Pa .; cause ,

Angina Pectoris and Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Mrs. Carrie M. Mackrell, beneficiary, deat h

claim of Richard M. Mackrell, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 568, Erie, Pa.; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.. 800.00

Annie Young, beneficiary, dealth claim of

William Young, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 569, Edmonton, Alberta ; cause ,

Acute Septic Endocarditis .
250.00

Elizabeth Richards, beneficiary, death claim of

D. J. Richards, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 569 , Edmonton, Alberta ; cause,

Acute Anaemia caused by Influenza . 800.00

Mary Gibbons, beneficiary , death claim of

JohnF. Gibbons, deceased , late member of
Div. No. 580, Syracuse , N. Y .; cause, Chronic

Myocarditis . 800.00

Catherine C. Hewitt , beneficiary, dealth claim

of John Hewitt, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 580 , Syracuse, N. Y.; cause, Pul

monary Hemorrhage and Diabetes .. 800. 0

MaryC.Doty, beneficiary, dealth claim of

D. P. Doty, deceased , late member of Div.
No. 582, Utica , N. Y.; cause , Nephritis and

Diabetes, also Gangrenous Appendicitis . . 800.00

Dorothy Thornton, beneficiary,dealth claim of
Albert Joseph Thornton , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 587, Seattle, Wash .;

cause, Flu ,complicated by Valvular Disease .. 800.00
A. G. Morris, financial secretary of Div. No.

588, for beneficiary, death claim of James A.

Regan , deceased , late member of Div. No.

588. Regina, Sask .; cause , Pneumonia .. 800.00

. Lizzie P. Pickett , beneficiary , death claim of

Louis J. Pickett, deceased , late member of
Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause , Angina
Pectoris . 800.00

Mrs. Alice M. O'Donnell , administratrix of

estate of deceased, for beneficiaries, death

claim of James M. Marshall, deceased , late
member of Div . No.589, Boston , Mass .; cause ,

Organic Heart Disease and Arterior Sclerosis . 800.00
Martin Milmore , executor of will of deceased ,

for beneficiary , death claim of James P.

McMahon , deceased, late member of Div .

No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Drowning,

probably suicidal... 800.00
Tohn F. Marr, power of attorney for benefic .

iaries , deathclaim of John F. Marr, deceased,
late member of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass .;

cause, Chronic Myocarditis, Pulmonary

Oedema and Arterio Schlerosis , . 800.00

Thomas George Dale , executor of will of de

ceased , for beneficiary, death claim of Willaim

H. Dale , deceased , late member of Div. No.

589, Boston, Mass.; cause, Myocarditis with

Acute Dilatation and Coronary Disease . 800.00
Arthur E. Patterson , executor of will of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of Frank

E. Patterson , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 589, Boston , Mass .; cause , Broncho

Pneumonia and Arterio Sclerosis . 800,00

Mary McDonough , beneficiary , dealth claim of

John E. McDonough , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 618 , Providence, R , I .; cause ,

Cardio Vascular Renal Disease
800.00

Mary McGovern, beneficiary, dealth claim of

Joseph E. McGovern, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 618 , Providence, R. I .; cause ,

Accident - Struck by auto , causing Hem

orrhage , Shock and Intra -abdominal in

juries. 700.00
Mary T. Hamell , beneficiary, death claim of

Eugene Hamell , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 618 , Providence, R. I .; cause,

Chronic Nephritis , Myocarditis and Acute

Cardiac Failure .
800.00

Louise Ulrich Ewald , beneficiary, dealth claim

of William Ewald , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y .; cause, Fell

into cellar, accidental Fracture ofSkull... 800.00

Frances Dorn Guldenarm , beneficiary , death

claim of Adam Guldenarm , deceased , late

member of Div , No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y.;

cause . Myocarditis ...
800.00

William H.Wehr, executor of will of deceased,

for beneficiary, dealth claim of Ignatius
Wehr , deceased, late member of Div . No.
623 , Buffalo , N. Y .; cause , Cerebral Hem

orrhage ..
800.00

C. F. Conroy, financial secretary and treasurer

of Div. No. 623 , for beneficiaries , death

claim of James F. Shutt, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 623 , Buffalo , N. Y.; cause,

Hypostatic Pneumonia and Myocarditis;

operated for Stone in Bladder ..
800.00

Anna Meiers, beneficiary, death claim of Frank

Meiers, deceased , late member of Div. No.

628, Covington , Ky.; cause , Pulmonary

Tuberculosis .
800.00

H. B. Carter, financial secretary of Div. No.

628, for payment of funeral and other ex

penses, death claim of Richard -Weighaus,

deceased , late member of Div. No. 628 , Cova

ington , Ky.; cause , Chronic Myocarditis and

Chronic Interstitial Nephritis . ....... 800.00
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Anna M. Burns, beneficiary , death claim of

John W. Burns, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 641 , Shamokin, Pa .; cause, Acute

Intestinal Obstruction preceeded by Acute

Septic Arthritis 800.00

Lewis Brady, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No.662, for beneficiary, death claim of

Ade C. Twyman, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 662, Pueblo , Colo.; cause , Cerebral
Hemorrhage . 800.00

George H. Gilham , financial secretary of Div.
No. 685, for beneficiary , death claim of

Charles Teetzel, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 685, Brantford, Ont.; cause, General

Exhaustion following Pneumonia and Heart
Trouble .. 150.00

Emma Hassmer, beneficiary, death claim of
Jacob E. Hassmer, deceased . late member of

Div. No, 687, San Francisco, Calif.; cause ,

Cerebral Apoplexy ..... 800.00

Maggie Lusbey Spencer. beneficiary , death
claim of J. H. Spencer, deceased , late mem
ber of Div. No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn .; cause ,

Paemonia and Spinal Tumor 800.00

Lola Jackson Whitbey, beneficiary, death claim

of William M.Whitbey, deceased, late mem

bef of Div. No. 713, Memphis, Tenn.; cause,

Acute Pancretitis and Acute Empyema of
Gall Bladder . 400.00

HenriettaM.Ballard ,beneficiary , deathựclaim of

Harry S. Ballard, deceased, late member of
Div. No. 714, Portland , Maine; cause ,

Cerebral Thombosis, Valvular Heart Disease
and Arterio Schlerosis .. 800.00

Emily J. Littlefield , beneficiary , dealth claim of
William E.Littlefield , deceased,late member

If Div. No. 717 , Manchester, N. H .; cause ,
Asthma . 800.00

Mrs. Alice D. Tupper, beneficiary , death claim

of HarryG. Tupper , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 724, Augusta , Maine ; cause,

Accident- Collision between freight and

passengercar , causing Shock and Hemorrhage

from crushing in of right side of chest . 800.00

Mrs. Mabel A. Dearborn, beneficiary , death

claim of Harry L. Dearborn , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 724 , Augusta , Maine ;

cause, Double Lobar Pneumonia . 250.00

Mrs. Ludia Chandler, beneficiary, death claim

ofJoseph Chandler, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 732 , Atlanta, Ga .; cause , Tubercu

losis of the Lungs . 300.00

Bret H.Hayes, financial secretary of Div. No.

752, for executor of will for beneficiaries ,

death claim of J. W. Hart, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 752, Bloomington, Ill .;

cause , Cardiac Dilitation and Ruptured Gas

tric Ulcer .... 800.00

Mattie Hunt , beneficiary, death claim of Dave

Hunt, deceased, late member of Div .No. 757 ,

Portland, Oregon; cause, Chronic Myocardi:
tis , 800.00

Narcisse Sicard , testamentary executor of will

of deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Oliver Champagne, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 790 , Montreal, Quebec ; cause ,

Pulmonary, Tuberculosis 800.00

Elizabeth J. Irwin , beneficiary , death claim of

Dobert Irwin , deceased, late member of Div .

No. 819, Newark , N. J .; cause , Carcinoma of

Peritoneum . 500.00

Gertrude Seacord , beneficiary, death claim of

William Seacord , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 820, Union City, N. J.; cause ,

Suicide by hanging . 100.00
Mrs. Frances M. Smith, beneficiary. death

claim of E. L. Smith , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 836 , Grand Rapids , Mich.;

cause , Peritonitis 250.00

Fanny A. Norcutt , beneficiary , death claim of
William Cyrus Norcutt, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 883, Everett , Wash.; cause,

Myocarditis .. 500.00

May Hendrickson , beneficiary, death claim of

Rex Henderson, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 892 , Sapulpa , Okla.; cause , Cerebral

Hemorrhage ... 100.00

Disability Benefits

Fred W. Heffernan , member of Div . No. 724 ,

Augusta , Maine; cause , Heart Block and

General Breakdown caused by his work as
freight messenger while in theservice . 800.00

Jeremiah P. O'Neil, member of Div. No. 589,

Boston , Mass.; cause , while at work , fell off

chair on to floor, injuring his back and
causing permanent disability 800.00

Gregory A. White, guardian of Percy S.Cessna ,

member of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause

Being beaten severely by another passenger

while operating his car as a conductor, caus

ing insanity .
100.00

Walter J, Miller, member of Div. No. 282, Ro.
chester , N. Y .; cause , Accident-Rear-end

collision in which his foot was burned off ex

cept fortendons, which necessitated amputa

tion of right leg just below knee ... 250.00

Old Age Benefits

James R. Toms, member of Div. No. 253,

Quincy, Mass..
800.00

Emil 0. W. Broberg, member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill . 800.00

Joseph W. Trousdeli, member of Div. No. 265,

San Jose , Calif . 800.00

Frank E. Wright , member of Div. No. 265 , San

Jose , Calif. 800.00

Caleb Curtis, member of Div . No. 241. Chicago,
Ill .. 800.00

Byron Carr,member of Div. No. 199 , Ottumwa,
Iowa ... 800.00

Robert Fyffe, member of Div. No. 241. Chicago,
Ill .. 800.00

Malachi Naughton , member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill. 800.00

Charles Peterson , member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill.
800.00

August Jantz, member of Div. No, 241, Chi

800.00cago , Ill ..

Total.. 79,756.60

In M e mori a m

By Division No. 109, Victoria , B. C.BY DIV, No. 192, OAKLAND, CAL.

Whereas: Almighty God, in his supreme power

and wisdom , has seen fit to remove from our midst our

beloved Brothers Charles R. Eaton , Frank Nemeth and

John E. Clarkson , and

Whereas: We bow in humble submission to him

who knoweth best, yetwe feel it will be consoling to the

bereaved ones left behind to know that faithful friends

and brothers extend to them their heartfelt sympathy ;
therefore , be it

Resolved: That, as a mark of respect to our true

and beloved Brothers, we drape our charter for a period

of thirty days; that a copy of this resolution be sent to

each family; that it be published in the Motorman,

Conductor and Motor Coach Operator; and that a

copy of same be entered on the minutse of our meeting.
Cbas. R. Glotfelty ,

Wm. J. Bullus,

Geo . Durand,

Committee.

July 3 , 1928

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and wisdom, has called to his eternal home our

late brother, Ivan J. Stephen, in whose death we have

lost a true and loyal brother,his wife and family a

loving husband and father and the company an efficient

and faithful employe ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 109

extend to his bereaved wife and family their sincere

sympathy and share with them in their sad bereave

ment ; and be it further

Resolved : That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother ourcharter be draped for a period of

thirty days , a copy of these resolutions be spread in our

minutes, a copy sent to his bereaved wife and family

and that they be published inthe Motorman , Con.

ductor and Motor Coach Operator.

JAS. P. TORRANCE, President.

W. TURNER, Rec. Secy .
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By Division No. 616, Windsor, Ont. mere words cannot alleviate the grief and sorrow

of those who were near them , therefore, be it
Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in His infinite Resolved : That Division No. 623, in regular meet

mercy and wisdom , has called to his eternal reward our ing assembled , extend to the bereaved families our

late brother, Joseph Renaud, in whose death we have heartfelt sympathy in this, their sad bereavement, and
be it further

lost a true and loyal brother, his wife and family a

loving husband and father and the company an efficient Resolved : That the Charter of Division No. 623

and faithful employee; therefore , be it: of A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. be draped for a period

Resolved : That the members of Div, 616 extend to of thirty days ; that a copy of these resolutions be sent

the bereaved widow and family our sincere sympathy to the bereaved families ; that they be spread upon the

and share with them in their sad bereavement , and be it minutes of this meeting and a copy sent to the Motor

further man Conductor and Motor Coach Operator for public
Resolved : That as a tribute to the memory of our cation .

departed brother , our charter be draped for a period of JOHN KOLB,

thirty days , a copy of these resolutions be sent to the W. J. BUSHELL,

bereaved family, to the Motorman , Conductor and C. É. CONROY,

Motor Coach Operator for publication , and that they Committee.

be spread on our minutes.

GEO. BENNETT,

CAL. DAVIDSON,
By Division No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn.

Committee.

By Division No. 312, Davenport, Iowa
Whereas : Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom ,

Whereas : It has been the wisdom of the Supreme has seen to remove from our midst by death , our

Ruler of the Universe to remove from among us by esteemed brother, Henry L. Nolan , in whose demise

death our late brother and fellow workman, R. W. we have lost a true and loyal member, and , while

Dunn , and we know that words cannot alleviate the grief of

Whereas: The members of Division No. 312 , A. A. his widow , yet we feel it will be a consolation for

of S. and E. R. E. of A., wish to join in an expression her to know that faithful friends and brothers offer

of sincere sympathy and friendship to the bereaved their heartfelt sympathy ; therefore , be it

family in their great sorrow ; therefore , be it Resolved : That we, the members of Division

Resolved : That our charter be draped in memory of No. 459 , Amalgamated Association of Street and

our late Brother R. W. Dunn for a period of thirty days . Electric Railway Employees of America, extend our
Further

deepest sympathy to the sorrowing relatives of our

Resolved : That we forward the bereaved family an late brother; and, be it further

expression of our profound sympathy and sadness in
Resolved : That the charter of Division 459 be

this hour of their distress and that a copy of this draped for a period of thirty days ; and a copy of

resolution be forwarded to the Labor Review for pub these resolutions be sent to the bereaved relatives;

lication and that it be published in the Motorman , that they be spread upon the records of the Division

Conductor and Motor Coach Operator. and published in the Motorman , Conductor and

RALPH L. BLAKE,
Motor Coach Operator.

SAMUEL H. HOWELL, June 29 , 1928 .

A. E. BALDRIDGE, Bernard Flanagan , President ,

Res . Com . Samuel Strauss, Recording Secy . ,

Michael J. Clyons, Correspondent.

By Division No. 333 , Battle Creek , Mich.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite

mercy and love , has called to his eternal home our late BY DIV. No. 809, ZANESVILLE , OHIO

brother. James Gorsline, in whose death we have lost a

true and loyal brother , his sons a loving father and our Whereas: The Infinite Father of all the living , who

company an efficient and faithful employe ; therefore , gives with the darkest storms of Earth brightness and
be it blessing , has called to His nearer presence our late

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 333 Brother and beloved Vice - President and fellow-worker,

extend sincere sympathy to the bereaved sons and Geo . Stewart , leaving only the pleasant memories of
relatives in this hour of their sorrow ; further comradeship to cheer us as we turn from the sadness of

Resolved : That as a tribute to the memory of our parting and go forward in our earthly duties , always

departed brotherour charter be draped for a period of remembering that just beyond us, nearer perhaps than

thirty days; that these resolutions be enteredupon the we think, are the invisible lines of that great majority

minutes of our meeting, a copy being forwarded to the
of our departed ones , who wait to welcome us to a

bereavedsons and that these resslutions be published brighter and better country , where sorrow and pain can

in the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach never come , and

Operator and the SquareDeal . Whereas: His was most sadly an untimely parting

Attest : WILLIAM A. DAVIS , Secy . from our happy circle , cut down without a moments

warning in the very primeand vigor of life upon which

By Division No. 537 , Holyoke , Mass. he was just feeling some of its richly deserved fullness ;
he will be greatly missed by his countless friends and

Whereas: Almighty God in His infinite wisdom has
fellow workers , a faithful and loving Brother, a true and

seen fit to remove from our midst our esteemed and loyal friend , whose ever cheerful smile and kindly grasp

beloved brother , Nelson Gagnon , in whose death we of fellowship will always remain a tribute to his memory.

have lost a true and loyal member ; and while we know " He gave on the way a pleasant smile

that words cannot alleviate the grief of the beloved And the no more about it .

widow and family , yet we feel it will be a consolitation It cheered a life that had been dark the while ,

for them to know that faithful friends and brothers Which might have been wrecked without it .

offer their deepest sympathy in this their dark hour of And , so , for that smile and fruitage rare ,

affliction ; therefore, be it He will reap a crown sometime , somewhere."
Resolved: That we,the members of Local Division

therefore , be it
No. 537 , Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, extend our heartfelt
Resolved : That in his passing we lost a true and

valued member and officer of our Association and onesympathy and consolation to the bereaved family of

our late brother; and be it further whose pleasing ministrations will be keenly missed , and

Resolved : That copies ofthese resolutions be spread Resolved that we extend to the bereaved Sister

upon the minutes, a copy sent to the bereaved widow our sympathy , glad in the promise ofthat eternal spring

and a copy be published in theMotorman,Conductor time when God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes,

and Motor Coach Operator. and death shall be nomore; that our Charter be draped

EDWARD DAY , for a period of sixty days in respect to his memory and

uly 10, 1928 . NAPOLEON P. WOODS, that a copy of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved

CLARENCE A. BRIDGES , sisters , a copy be placed on our records, a copy sent

Committee. to the daily press and also a copy be sent to the official

organ of our Association, the Motorman , Conductor

By Div . No. 623, Buffalo, N. Y.
and Motor Coach Operator , for publication .

Whereas: the SupremeRuler in His infinite wisdom R. W. Spencer ,

hasseen fit to suddenlyremovefromour midst our late Earl Anderson ,
brothers, John P.Koerber, John Stibb and Richard

Welcome Davis ,Schneider , and we have not only lost good and worthy

brothers but faithful workers; and, while we know Committee .
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Brother J. W. Robinson , with his fractured arm ,

is getting along nicely.

Brother Henry Rowe, chipper and lively , is now

ready for harness, after an absence of nearly 16 months .

Brother F. Wheeler is still in a weakened con

dition .

Brother A. Foster was down from Livermore on

a visit recently and looks better , but the medico

advised no haste in associating with the controller.

The following Brothers are improving and

wish and hope that at the next writing we will be
able to report their readiness to follow the pursuit :

Brothers H. Clark , L. C. Farley , 0. Orchard , M. C.

Sullivan , Dave Sullivan , Joe Breen and Georgie

Curran .

Gritty Brother Tim Lehane is now working , after

a serious operation , and is looking fine.
Jovial Tom Foley . past recording secretary , and

of cable car fame , is also working and feeling , never
better .

With deep sorrow we regret the calling by our

Omnipotent Father, two of ourbeloved and esteemed

members, Brothers Martin E. Davis and Edward C.

Welch , two stalwart and consistent Union men ,

noted for their efficiency of duty and a credit to

our ranks . Although only middle aged , they were

pioneers in the electric railway service . To the

bereaved families of our departed brothers, who

were highly esteemed by Local Division 518 , A. A.
of S. & E. R. of A., we pray they accept our

condolence in the loss of their departed loved ones .

Cor. 518.
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San Francisco , Cal. - Emerging from a lingering

slumber, justice has prevailed in the litigation con
cerning the Judah St. Line construction . The able

jurists of the California Supreme Court have shown
an inclination to expidite this exigent matter . The

decision of Justice Waste , with the concurrance of
his associates this California Supreme Court

edict, was broad and sweeping. defining in unmis

takable language the interrelation of the Judah St.

Line to the Municipal Railway and of the legal

right of the accessibility to the funds of the Munici

pal Railway for the cost of construction of such
extensions . Construction was resumed before the

decision had fully cooled and will continue, we hope ,

to a speedy completion . This termination of legal

hostilities will mark an epoch of events , which will

be fruitful to the people of Sunset and redown to
the welfare of San Francisco. It is indeed a great

victory for the people of the Sunset district , and ,

remember, brothers of Local 518, to these good

people the Municipal Railway owes a deep debt of

gratitude for their insistence and loyalty . We will
an opportunity to express our gratitude by

rendering service second to none when our cars ply

through that wonderful district , which is estimated

to be sometime in September .

lodora Park , in Alameda, was the battle ground

of Division 518 vs. Division 818 , where the long

standing dispute for the supremacy in the realm of

the National sport was staged on Sunday, June 3 ,

and , although victorious , 518 had to extend them

selves, as it required a run in the ninth inning to
tell the tale . Southpaw Jack Sullivan pitched his

usual steady game, making the old apple perform

dexterously , and Johnnie Costello made the longest
hit of the game-a three-bagger . Our team

stimulated to action by the presence of a large

body of rooters from this side of the bay, and our

band took no little part in augmenting their victory .

Those fortunate to attend had a good time , the

feature of the day being the hospitality extended to

the members and friends of Division 518 by Division
818 .

The monthly social at the Geary St. Car House,

held May 21, was largely attended and the refresh

ments committee are planning for a greater abund
ance of pastry and refreshments to meet the desires

of increasing patrons .

At the meeting of June 14 , President Vandeleur

reported on many matters, chiefly the resumption
of construction on the Judah Street Line, which
will be pushed through as rapidly as possible. In

order to assist the operating department of the

Municipal Railway. President Vandeleur reported

the checking of travel at Twin Peaks Tunnel , and

has recommended the re - scheduling, of cars on some

lines , thus avoiding wasteful car miles, and providing

increased transportation , where material changes,

increased population , and course of travel has taken
place . He is being assisted in this work by Mr.

Clapp, a renowned maker of time-tables , and Mr.

Henry Melnikow, formerly of the Labor Bureau .

We hope the city government and the operating

management can see the wisdom of this tentative
plan offered . President Vandeleur states that the

proposed plan would not only serve the public

better, and increase patronage , but would cause an

economy of over $ 50.000 a year.

We are sorry to say that our day meetings have

been discontinued, due to those having the oppor
tunity to attend , not attending . Your correspondent

was present when this action was taken , and , al

though regretting the course , believes the reasons

set forth for their discontinuance were justified to
some extent , but we hope, for the sake of a fuller

representation , that an effort will be made in the
future for their resumption. We believe that , with

proper education , a habit of attendance can be in
culcated in them .

To the best of my information , I beg to report

the following regarding sick brothers . It is our wish

that Brother John McGhan's mettle and nerves of

steel will enhance his recovery . Mac has been a

very sick man and brothers who can are requested

to visit him . Keep it up, Mack, the boys are all

pulling for you.

TAKE PART IN STATE FEDERATION

CONVENTION

Sioux City, Iowa - President H. T. Woodward and

Brother M. R. Boughton attended the State Street

Car Convention at Waterloo and the State Federation

of Labor Convention , held in the same place , at the

same time . They report that much of interest was

evident in both conventions and that the Waterloo
brothers are good entertainers . These conventions go

to Iowa City next year .

We regret to hear that three of our extra men were

laid off for a time on account of lack ofwork , or, rather,

some want to have all of the work. Why not live and
let live?

Brother Vern Johns has moved over near the barns,

to save time he spent in going to and from the west

side . He has alsodecided to get anew set of teeth , to

save time in chewing his eats. However, he doesn't
look real old .

We wonder if Pete Storm is prospecting on marriage.

He recently decided to room out near Highland.

Brother A. J. Webber.likes parties. We believe he

would stay up allnight just to please his guests .

Brother Pete Mersch is convinced that he was lucky

when he took an all day run , to sleep nights during hot
weather.

Brother Walter Haefs is working every hot day . It

is goodfor what ails him.

Brother L. E. Garnett is living with the children

while Mrs. Garnett is enjoying her vacation in Yellow
stone Park .

Brother Joe Young will spend his vacation , this year,

cooking in the restaurant, while Mrs. Young takes a
we earned rest .

Brother Tripp recently got the wanderlust fever and

has gone West .

Brother Criteser will spend his vacation at Riverside.

If any of the brothers want an easy job , apply to
Collector D. 0. Rice . He has severalcards on which

to collect . It is really heart rending to hear some of the

excuses of brothers who are back on their dues.

Did you ever notice Brothers Christenson and

Cormany broadcasting while playing cards?

Brother Dan McCarthy says it's all over but the

shouting. Dan never lets an opportunity pass to tell
you who will be the next President .

Brother Padarta is enjoying his vacation among the

lakes in Northern Minnesota .

Inspector William Skardahl is spending his vacation

with his wife and kiddies at their summer cottage on the
bank of Sioux River . He reports a good time .

BrothersGarnett andNewellwere elected to office in

the Trades and Labor Assembly at their last election .

Brother Freem Smith may spend his vacation in

Canada , -Cor. 779 .
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RENEW OLD AGREEMENT

Hartford , Conn . - Division No. 425 is still going

strong. We recently experienced an exciting time in

the State of Connecticut. Our agreement with our

employing company expired June 1. . The company

offered us the same agreement, which was voted

upon and turned down due to unsatisfactory working

conditions . We asked for an eight -hour day and

arbitration of disciplinary matters. The company

would agree to arbitrate wagesbut not working condi
tions . On June 23 , we voted to strike to enforce our

requests.

On June 24, International Executive Board Member

John H. Reardon , who became impressed that some of

our members did not understand the nature of the

strike vote and who claimed they thought the ballot

was for committee work , annulled the strike vote .

After due explanation another vote was taken June

27 , which extended all over the state property , and the

result was the reverse of the previous vote:

We all well knew that this is no year in which to

strike, when working conditions exist as they do with

us. The conditions throughout the entire country for

labor are verybad at thepresent time and astrike

would be bad for our company - even worse than it

would be for us . Nobody wants to see a strike at this

time . It is easier to settle matters some other way and

we were successful in adjusting the situation , or, in

other words , renew the old agreement for another

year

Well , boys, let's all stick together, more now than

ever. Keep your dues paid promptly and attend the

meetings regularly. It isup to us to get right down to
business and stand behind our officers , whatever way
things go .

A son was recently born to Mrs. and Brother Warren

Howarth. Congratulations! Keep the good work up.

Brother Bell is again at work , after spending a long

Vacation in california , where he declares the climate is

fruitful. He enjoyed, among other things , honeydew
melons while on his visit there.

Brother Henry Magee bid in a Burnside night run on
the one- man car.

Brother George Fay left the Burnside line, where he

had beenformany years,andis nowon theGlastonbury
line .

Brother Michael Toomey was recently seen gazing in

furniture store windows. It must be he is contem
plating the " great leap ."

Once again , brothers, keep your dues paid and
attend the meetings. Put your shoulders to the

wheel.

--Cor . Div, 425 ,

PREPARING FOR WAGE ARBITRATION

St. Louis , Mo.-Division No. 788 is enjoying

good meetings, at which are being obligated large
classes . We are sorry to report that Brother L. A.

Graeser has suffered a nervous breakdown and was

unable to attend our last meeting . We sure missed

him and hope for his early recovery .

Our delegates have returned from the convention

of the State Federation , held in Springfield , and

they madea wonderful report, in effect that the
convention was a business affair and the trip a most
enjoyable one.

Ourcompany is trimming the shop force to reduce
expenses. Men are being laid off and it has caused

some serious consideration , in that they do not

enjoy seniority rights in respect to being laid off.

They are subject to the deliberations of the bosses

at the various sheds, regardless of seniority, as to

whom must first go when a reduction is made in
the interest of economy. Brother Edward McMorrow ,

of the G. E. B., was asked for advice upon this

subject, and, due to Section 44 of our agreement

with the employingcompany , it was clear that he

could make no headwayaside from a sort of common

right along theprinciple that the last man employed
should be the first laid off . He gave us a fine talk

and advised our officersto get in touch with the

company on this question in a spirit of co-operation .
Board Member McMorrow explained to the mem.

bers of our Local the Pittsburgh co -operative plan

and suggested that it works well for both the com

pany and the employes.

We have suffered from deaths of some of our
members. Brother Adams, of the Page Division ,

passed away June 10, leaving a widow and daughter
to mourn his loss . Brother Martin J. Richter , of

the 39th Shops, died June 9, leaving a widow , son
and daughter to his departure. Brother

Mike Lynch passed from this life June 21, of heart
trouble . He leaves & widow and many friends to

mourn his loss . The bereaved families of our late

brothers may know that they have the profound

sympathy of the members of Division No. 788 in

their sorrow , and it is a sorrow to us.

Brother Tom Moore has been having his share of
pleasantry, and sadness . On June 20 his oldest son

was married to Miss Alva Mesker. We wish the

new bride and groom a long and happy life . Fol

lowing this pleasantry, death took from the family

of Brother Moore a son nine years of age, who died

of hearttrouble. We extend sincere sympathy to the

bereaved family.

Brother Sellers recently returned to his home,

after attending the funeral of his father, who passed
from this life at the age of sixty - eight. He died in

the same home in which he was born . He leaves
eleven children , who have now grown to man- and

womanhood, to mourn his loss. They have our

sympathy.

The 8 - cent cash fare went into effect here July 1 .
We now have to hit the ball , as we have more

change to make in the collecting of fares . However,

we hope for the best and that the new fare will be

anadvantage to our employing property.

Our boys, at various stations, are now filling out

& questionnaire , to be used in our arbitration , when

our wage is arbitrated before the Public Service
Commission . We hope for some good news on this

subject in our next report .
-Cor. 788 .

RENEW WAGE AGREEMENT

Cincinnati, Ohio - A referendum vote taken by

Division No. 627, here in Cincinnati , resulted in in

structions to renew the present agreement for another
year , with a slight change in respect to split runs . In

previous contracts there was no arrangement made for

minimum rates for split or tripper runs. This was

established in the new agreement and the agreement

provides for eight and one-half hours minimum on this
class of runs . The renewal was mutual as between

the management of the employing property and our

Association .

Our men seem satisfied with the conclusion of negotia

ting on the agreement.

Brothers G. Lavell and H. Davis of Brighton , P.

Kashbaum of Vine Street and C. Gloystein of Eighth

Street have passed to the Great Beyond , leaving their

families and a host of friends to mourn their loss . The

bereaved families have the profound sympathy of

Division No. 627 .

It seemssingular to our Local editor of the M. C. and
M. C. 0. that there appear some items in the News .

Now, brothers, if you have news, send it to your board
member and he will see that the same is printed in our

magazine. If you cannot see your board member,

then get in touch with Brother H Schuster of the Vine

Street division . He can be met at the regular meet

ings, if not otherwise.

Brother Beverage was recently seen riding a broncho

at the Fair. Now he is being called Buffalo Bill. He is

rather entitled to that name, as he is a good broncho

rider .

Brother Abrams was recently seen carrying a hat in a

black bag as he was passing down Elm Street .
wondered who was dead .

Brother Haubrock complimented the election board

in the finished manner in which the referendum vote

was handled under the leadership of Brother Abrams,

who was chairman .

Brother Wykoff discarded his cane and is now in

possession of a Whippet. . He holds that he can make
better time . Well, whip it along!

Springtime was late in arriving, but our members

have their lawns nicely fixed this summer and I have

been instructed to ask the members to get in touch

with Brother Kilgour, who makes a specialty of land

scape gardening: He does this work after completing

his run in the afternoon and is an expert, as his work

will show. If you want any reference , Brother Kilgour

respectfully refers you to Brother A , Haubrock .

-Cor. 627 .

HELD TENTH ANNIVERSARY

Paterson , N. J.-Division No. 822 held an anni.

versary in celebration of its tenth birthday on June 25.

Ten years ago , when Division No. 822 was organized.

we had a membership of two hundred and fifty -one,

employed upon two-men cars . Then , along came the

one-man car and we felt that our Local would start

down grade . Instead , we held our own , as along came

the motor bus and we have an ever increasing member

ship , and I feel confident that when we reach our

twentieth birthday we will register not less than one

thousand active members .

During the past ten years we have watched our
InternationalUnion increase its resources to a practical

two million dollar organization . This speaks well for

1
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came

the ability of our International President and we feel 3 rother Tommy Walsh has had many visitors out

that ten years will see our transportation workers to see his model garden. Eugene Lynch has been
that are on the outside, organized into our Amalga. down from Stratford to look it over . It is under

mated Association . It is up to them to do it , as it stood that he tried to sell Tommy some hedge.

means better wages and better working conditions, Tommy says he has to pay off the old homestead.

and it means better salesmanship and better standing Hobo Smith, Parin and Deandrca took a ride

with the public and public officials. through the open spaces , looking for wild cabbage ,

We were pleased to read of the agreement made by recently . They got caught in a storm and were
our International President in the interest of our marooned all night . Willie says no more skunk

Association with Mr. Mitten of Philadelphia , as it cabbage for him .

seems to us that it cannot be otherwise than the be Skipper McGee and Williams claim when they
ginning of the end of strife in our industry . It will retire from the railway game they intend going
bring better co -operation and a mutual understand into the rug business together .

ing,
Brothers Hickey and Touhey are to take a trip

Our Local Union is running along very nicely : In to Europe the latter part of the summer:

going over the list, we find that Brother Harry Jones Brother Carlsom , one of these days, is going to
is still President . This is an office that he has held for head his launch across the pond as he intends

ten years . Other officers who haveheldtheir positions bringing his sweetie out here . So , look out you

since the Local was instituted in 1918 are : Vice Volga Boatman ,some day you will take a long ride

President Charles Lillard , Executive Board Member with Gus .

Daniel Harrow , Financial Secretary- Treasurer Vaughen Chippa Ahearn , McDowell and C. Smith are about

J. Rehn , and other officers who have served several to open a loan association , Anyone wishing any

terms are :Executive Board Members Arthur J. Mc. " jack ," see them .

Dermott , William Conlon, Henry Stockard and George -Cor. 459 .

Betz , and Recording Secretary George Woodruff.

We take pleasure in this period , after we have passed TO PLAY THIRD GAME

ten years of organized life, to send greetings to our

parent organization. May we say to you throughout Brockton , Mass .-On June 15 the West Lynn

the organization, that we have stood faithfully with Car House baseball team to Brockton to

you during these entire years and we have maintained play the Torrey Street car men . There was good

100 per cent organized . Of course , we are always open batting on both sides . However, West Lynn won

to suggestions that will improve our Local or our by a score of 9 to 3 . On June 21 the Torrey boys

working conditions and advance the interest of our went to West Lynn and won out in a game by a

employing company. score of 17 to 10. Roy Jackson twirled both games
-Cor. 822 . for Brockton. Jackson scored six runs in the last

game, getting four hits and two bases on balls .

INTEREST SHOWN IN MEETINGS The West Lynn club is a good combination . Another

game will be played shortly .

Altoona, Pa.-Division No. 801 can report being still Brother McGowan has returned from his vacation

on the roll and every member taking an interest in our down East , which he claims he immensely enjoyed .

meetings. Our superintendent is surely pleased with Brother Al . Badger is on the sick list and we hope
the way our boys are hanging together , with an intent he will soon recover .

and co -operative spirit in the interest of our employ Spring housecleaning has been the order of the

ment and the property upon which we are employed. day, lately, in our homes.

Well , we have discovered that since the opening of Brother Powers is again back in the Brockton

our park some of our boys have other business than at Division , following time he spent at the Quincy

the park. Division

We learn that the sentence handed down by our Brother Russell is at present working on the

superintendent recently was not so serious . However, Milton Division ,

it was felt that it was a hard blow . We also learn of a Brother Chickering had a good trade on his home

few minor offenses to which there is a penalty attached. grown strawberries.

Well , there it goes again - someone has interrupted Brother Gus Peterson is working on the track

grinder this summer .
Boys, I think the word "mum " would be in place Brother Curry Stiles is working in the track

here . Say nothing . department this summer,

The next thing on the program is the ball game New rails arebeing laid on Pleasant Street , be

preparations between the conductor operators and the tween Main and Warren.

old time motormen operators. Brother James Fogart Brother Stark is with the line department this

is picked to pitch for the conductors and Brother James summer. He will be with us again in the checker

Owens for the motormen . Brother Sam Shaffer will tournament next fall .

be umpire . Brother Jack Sauers is catcher for the Brother White is having his hands full pulling

motor men and Brother Jesse Davis for the conductors . alibis for the Boston Braves .

Our superintendent is now holding back the fishing -Cor. 235 .

contest prize until our ball games are over, as there
will be a five spot prize that will go to the one who DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BUS AND AUTO

makes the most home runs . Uncle Josh is to do all
the rooting at the ball games. Galesburg, Ill. - Division No. 515 can report prog

In my next letter I will report on the game that was ress .

played July 6th , at which the Logan Valley band Our recent sign-up made a sort of shake-up in the

furnished music . runs,as the Board Street cars were discontinued, which
Cor, 801 . put two regular men back on the extra list. One bus

was added on theSouth Seminary Line, and both
RENEW OLD AGREEMENT

bussesnow run up North Cedar, making what will be

known as the South SeminaryandNorth Broad Street
Bridgeport , Conn.- Local 459 held their usual Line when the pavementon North Broad Street i

monthly meeting in July . Large crowds continue finished .
to attend our sessions. Our present agreement with The difference between a bus and an auto is that
the company has been renewed and the same while the auto benefits but one family ,themotorbus

wages and conditions will prevail for another year. benefits a number of families and is classed as a common

Although for a time a cirisis appeared between the carrier ; therefore, hasthat one auto more right than

company and men , everything has been forgotten the people represented by a bus? Street cars and

by both sides, so harmony and loyalty prevails. bussesare both common carriers, followingdesignated

It is good to hear through the report of President routes, and in taking the placeof a discontinued street

Flanagan that the harmony which prevails on the car a bus automatically is given the right of way over
State Conference Board speaks well for your repre the streets, whichsaidroute isrunin accordance with
sentatives . the franchise giventothe operating company .There.
We regret it being necessary to announce the

fore, autos should give the busthesameright of way as
recent deaths of Brothers Michael Dunn and Henry street cars.

Nolan . Both of the late brothers were associated
with street railway work for a number of years.

Have you subscribed for Mother's Home Life Maga
zine yet? If not , see Brother Allison .

Both of them were exceptionally popular and any.
one who came in contact with them always had a Brother Durre is still off sick .

good word to say about them . Ou heart : elt sym The Fourth of July was celebrated here mostly at
pathy goes out to their families.

Lincoln Park, anditwas a wonderful day after the
Well , boys, our baseball team has quite a schedule rain, which brought the celebrators out .

to fill, and as yet we are to meet with defeat . crowdmade itsappearance. Four busses were kept

Brother Tommy Connors is reported to be going busy andtwo more off thecity lines helped foracouple
into the produce business within the near future . oftrips. The four in chargeof the regular LincolnPark

me !

Bay

1

A record
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HOLD ANNUAL TROLLEY AND BOAT RIDEbusses were Brothers Roper, Herndon , Elvestead and

Brown .

The next act in our family comedy isa very appro
priate little ballad, by Brother A. L. Edwards. The

title is “ The Street Car Man " and it reads:

Wesing of the gallant soldier lad ,
And the sailor who braves the sea ,

While tales are told of knights of old ,

In the days of theirchivalry.

The poetssing till the echoes ring
Of the rustic who tills the land,

But never a word is ever heard ,

In praise of the street car man.

Out in his den in the early dawn,

In the rain , sleet , and the snow ,

Ahead of the sun ere the day has begun,
Hungry he has to go .

With his eye on the track and his soul in a sack ,
With his mind on the air and sand,

He swallows a bun at the end of his run ,

That's the meal of the street car man .

Hehears all the fussing and the passengers cussing .
He's blamed when power goes down,

When he says " forward please ," thepassengers freeze .
In their tracks and grumble and frown,
No Sundays for him for his week never ends,

His worries we don't understand,

To stay on the job and take care of the mob ,
Is the lot of the street car man.

Stop and consider before you berate ,
I ask in humanity's name.

I'm betting a dime if he isn't on time

There's a reason and he'snot to blame .

He's as human asyou and his pleasures are few ,
So treat him as well as you can,

Just hand him a smileevery once in a while ,
He deserves it-the street car man.

-Cor. Div. 515 .

New Orleans, La .--Division No. 194 continues to

hold well attended meetings. The large attendance has

required of us to get a larger hall . When our meeting

of July 11 adjourned and our boys got out on the street,

the police evidently thought it was an unusual street

assemblage and a large squad of the police rushed over

to see what it was all about. When they found it to be

an outflow from our adjourned meeting, they left in

much surprise. Keep up the good work, boys.

The annual trolley and boat ride and dance of the

Arabella Line Benevolent and Social Club, in which the

steainer, Greater New Orleans, was used , took place

Sunday night, June 24. Two bands of music were

engaged. It was a most successful and pleasurable

occasion . The Arrangement Committee comprised

Brothers Thomas C. Wicker Honorary Chairman, L.

Roy Mattingly , Chairman , Geo. H. Kent, Ex-Officio,

E. A. Veillon , J. T. Domingo, A. A. Abreo, W. P.

George, J. M. Whitmeyer, A. L. Richard , P. A. Duple

chin , C. G. Maillian , E. G. Terrebonne, C. E. Wassner,

H. E. Lassabe.

The Floor Committee comprised Brothers Elmer L.

Mauterer, Chairman , J. Ackermann , E. J. Anderson ,

I. Arceneaux, C. Aucoin , L. Bert , Elmer L. Mauterer,

Chairman , J.Ackermann, E. J. Anderson , I. Arceneaxu,

C. Aucoin , L. Bertucci, S. Blanchard, J. E. Boesch , E.

Bordelon , L. Bordelon, F. L. Bourgeois, M. Brasseaux,

C. Breaux , P. Brown, T. Buhler, J. Caparo , J. Cannon,

P. Chabrecek , R. Charles, N. Cimino, J. Clement, I.

Cunningham ,A. Danos, E. Dardenne, J. Dazet, J. H.

Dees, J. De Maggio , E. Doiron, E. Domonique, J.

Duett, L. Dufrene, E. Dufrense, H. Duplantis, L. J.

Duplechin , W. J. Duplechin , G. Dupre, W. W. Duty.

P. Engelbracht, E.Feldman , J. J. Fisher, P. E, Fischer ,

W. Fischer, Z. Foy. J.Gardner, N. Gaurino, C. Gau,

treaux, H. Glory. J. F. Graff, J. Gramman, L. L

Gremillion, P, Gremillion E. Gros, F. Gurtner, J.

Hasselbeck , J. Hauser, C. J. Herbert, F. Helwig. / .

Heron, Holthaus, Hoppe, A. Hosch , E , Hugo.

J. J. Jansen, M. Keanan , W. F. King. J. Koenig .

Leary, A. V. LeJeune, W.J. Little , M. Malbrough , J.

Marchese, J. Marks, E. Marquette, S. J. Martin , A.

Martory, J. T. Mathews, E. J. Meyers, H. A. Meyers,

0. Mire, J. Mire, C. J. Modica , P. Molaison , W. J.

Morrow . S. Murphy , J. A. Nissen , J. Nolan , T. Nolan,

E. Norton , D. Ordogne, J. Orr A. Paddock, 1. Parr,

C. A. Pareti , E. Peyroux, P. Plauche, J. Polchow , T.

Ponthier, E. J. Prosperie, f . Rein, M. Reppel, E. J.

Richard , O. Richard, J. Reihl, J. Rodgers, O. Rogers, L.

Rosenbohm, R. Roussel , M. Ryan , H. Sabarahe, H.

Schibble, A. Scharmann, J. Shocley, R. D. Simons,

E. D. Smith, J. Stephens, M. Talley, H. Terrebonne,

F. Terell, F. Theba ult, F. Thompson , J; Unland, R.
Unser, F. E. Vasterling. F. Voss , C. Welcker, G. Whit

ner, F. Wingerter , J. Tansey.
Those in charge of the affair are entitled to much

credit .

-Cor. 194.

DETROIT DIGEST

" , 1:PRESIDENT CANDIDATE FOR COUNTY CLERK

LaCrosse , Wis . - Brother Sieger, President of our

Local, hasannounced his candidacy forCounty Clerk .

Weall wish Brother Sieger Success.

Brother Lyden haspurchased a new Chrysler, so he

can ride to work in comfort instead of riding in Brother
Franklin's " Collegian,"

Brother Blaskahasa new car, which passes anything
but a filling station .

Car No. 53 is always on time, due to Brother Jones '
good wrist watch.

Brother Marshall has resigned and is now living at

Clyde, New York,

We are all tuning in on WKBH, hoping to hear
Brother McGregor's gentle voice.

Brother Bachman is delightedby his promotion to a
steady night run on car No. 53 .

BrotherGriswold is still praying for a day run . Good
luck, Bill.

Just a word of advice to the extra men ; If you work

Brother Woldt's run,take your cushion with you. --

Cor. Div . 519

WINDSOR , ONT. , DIGEST

of age .

Division No. 616 held the usual monthly meeting

June 21st in MachinistHall , 6 Pitt St. E. The attend

ance at both sessions was sure a credit to the local . The

principal order of business was theconsiderationof the

proposed new agreement. Brother Geo . Tanguay is to

be congratulated on his able and forcable addressto the
members at both sessions.

A Mass Meeting was held July 14th at the Machinist

Hall, to consider the managementofferon thenew
agreement . The attendance was such to show that the

members of Division 616 mean business in regard to

working conditions and the welfare oftheirDivision.

Mrs. Joseph Renaud and family wish to thank the

members of Division 016 for their help , tribute and

sympathyto them in their sad bereavement by the

death of their husband andfather andourlate Brother
Joseph Renaud.

Brother Rosie O'Grady and Burdon met all the ferry

boatsone night recently in a Buick Special. Something
special.

Boys at the present time we are faced by a critical

position .The world was won by theuniting of forces

and a solid front; victory willbe yours, boys, by union ,
so stick together.

-Cor.

The thirty-seventh annual excursion of Division

No. 26 took place July 18 , 1928 . Steamers were used

for transport to Bob -Lo Island , a beautiful park island

in the Detroit River . Some four thousand street rail

way men , their friends and families enjoyed the event .

Át Bob-Lo Island various sports were a feature .

A most interesting feature was the tossing of dimes .

nickels and pennies into a pile of sawdust that were

to be mined by children under ten yearsofage. The

money was donated by Justice Ralph W. Liddy and
Councilman Fred W. Castator, who is a member of

Division No. 26.

Another event was a race for boys under ten years

In this race the first prize was a League base
ball donated by the Local . The second prize was 75

cents and the third prize was 50 cents . It was a most
interesting race .

Another race was for boys from ten to fourteen years

of age , with like prizes.

A race for girls under ten years of age provided as

a first prize one dollar ; second and third prizes 50 cents
each .

Then there was a girl's race of girls from ten to

fourteen years of age . In this race the first prize was a

la vlliere donated by the Basch Jewelry Co. , vanity

compact donated by Ray's Jewelry Co. and a third

prize of 50 cents donated by Justice Liddy .

There was a sixty yard race entered by the wives of

the members of Division No. 26 and the prizes were the

same as for the ten to fourteen year old girls ' race .

Another eventwas a young unmarried ladies ' race of

seventy -five yards . The first prize in this case was a
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new busses are 359 and 360. Some of the boys like the
new busses best .

Brother John Herschied is breaking in on the busses

at the present time and will work extra.

Brother Joe Macguire says : “ It won't be long now

before we will be riding in my new Ford." Wish you

luck , Joe .

Brother Frank Kupples worked his last Saturday and
Sunday off.

Brothers Harry Terriault and Merrill Tusonenjoyed

a picnic June 6. They had fun with their friends.

-Cor. 302,

STATE CONVENTION TO BE HELD IN

ROCHESTER

Rochester, N. Y.-Division No. 282 extends a most
hearty welcome to our brothers who will be with us

during the convention of the State F. of L.,which will
be held in this city. There will be delegates from

various partsof NewYork State .

President E. M. Dwyer has appointed Business

Agent W. H. Russell and Ex-Business Agent P: J.

Jones as delegatesand our members elected President

Dwyeradelegate ,also Brother JamesR. Gaffney,

who is known among our membership of the state

through his activitiesat previous conventions and in
organization work . Brother Gaffney will be very

much in evidence, as usual .

Rochester has many points of great interest to
visitors in this city . It has a park system unequalled

by any city of its isze . We have the Genesee Valley

Park on the upper Genesee River and Maplewood and
Seneca Parks on the lower Genesee River, Durand,

Eastman and Ontario Beach Parks are located on Lake

Ontario , Sea Breeze Amusement Park is situated at

the junction of IrondequoitBay and Lake Ontario,

lying both on the bay and lake.

The Eastman Theater andSchool of Music and the

famous Kodak Park Plant should be visited . It is

assured that every courtesy will be extended to sight.

These and many other interesting places will more

than fill the spare time of the delegates, much of which

will , of course, be spent in renewingold acquaintance

among brother members.

Trusting that our visiting members and delegates

will find their sojourn inRochesteramost pleasurable
and profitable one and a great mutual benefit,

Sincerely yours .-R . S.

seers .

round trip ticket to Flint, Mich .; second prize, three

dollars ; third prize, $ 2.50, and the fourth prize, one

dollar, all of which were given by Supt. J. B. Peters of

the Detroit-Flintline .

Aonehundred yard dash by platform men only was a

very interesting race. In this case the first prize was

donated by J. B. Simpson Co., being uniform trousers

the second prize was a pair of uniform trousers donated

by P. J. Whaling; the third prize was a uniform straw

cap donated by the Haskin Marine Co.

A two hundred yard dash race by D. S. R. and

D. U. R. employes resulted in the winning of a first

prize of a pair of uniform trousers donated by P. J.

Whaling, a second prize of five dollars donated by

J. B. Simpson Co. and a belt buckle donated by the
Basch Jewelry Co.

A feature of the sports was a wheelbarrow race in

which the first prize was an alpaca coat donated by
Haskin Marine Co.; second prize one pair of shoes

donated by P. J: Whaling; third prize two caps donated

by Henry the Hatter, and a fourth prize of two dollars

cash donated by Barrows Restaurant .

There was a nail keg,race, with prizes donated by

P.J. Whaling, Barrows Restaurant and Basch Jewelry
Co.

A girls ' race comprising the office help of the D. S. R.

and D. U. R. provided five dollars cash as first prize
donatedby L. M. Zapp. general manager of the

Detroit United Railway ; second prize of threedollars

cash donated by Supt. R. Cady of the D. U. R. line ;

third prize of two dollars donated by Supt. R. Cady.
Then there was a Liddie Car race , which was very

interesting, a one hundred yard dash race of men over

forty- fiveyears of age and a base ball throwing contest

by ladies only.

There was also a tug of war enjoyed , the West Side

men being captained by Supt. Richard Dawson and the

East SidebySecretary Clarence Nugent.
Base ball game events were between the Jefferson

East Coach and the Shoemaker-Gratiot.
There was

alsoa ball game between D , S.R. and Star Motor Coach

D. U.R. teams. Umpires in these games were Manager
Dell Smith of the D. S. R. and President Robert Otis of

Division No. 26 .

Official judges of the race and gameevents were :

GeneralManager Dell Smith of the D. S. R. , General

Manager L. M.Zapp of the D.U. R. , Superintendents

Lee Reynolds, R. Cady, J. C. Huston, John B. Peters

and Highland Park Commissioner Stanley Wilson ,

Chief Engineer W. D. Dunham , Superintendent Philip

Kerwin , Claim Superintendent Arthur Barkey, Equip

ment Superintendents Colbyand Challeen , Traffic
Manager W. Rogers, Councilman Fred W. Castator,

Justice Ralph W. Liddy, Brother P. L. Whaling, Mr.

Davidson of Birmingham , Paymaster Edward Behnke ,

U. S. Customs Collector Carey D. Ferguson , Louis

Behnke, Peter Drexelius, Guy Hilliger, Frank Peppler,

Herman Taylor, Roy Wagner, Fred Nolan , Executive

Manager A. L. Drumm of the D. U. R., JohnRoss,
Christ Wendt, Joseph Koviak, President Robert

Otis of Division No. 26, State Labor Commissioner

Eugene Brock , Perry J. Ward, Ray Burns, Frank

Wolff, CharlesFaver , Colonel Milton Hinkley , Mayor's

Secretary Quinn and Dr. Liddy.

-Rex.

SERVICE CURTAILED

Fort Smith , Ark . - Old Division No. 674 is still on

the map , but we regret that since our last writing we

have suffered a loss in membership as well as in our

seniority . Our company has abandoned a number of

runs, resulting in several of our men being cut off the

board .

Brothers Coleman and Sharpless are en route to

California ,

Brother Doc Baker, one of our barn men , has been on

the sick list for some time. We are hopeful of his

speedy recovery and will be glad to see him back on the

job.
Brothers Ben Bules and Charlie McClure are the

only night men we have at the barn at present. They

are doing their duty and have the cars lined up each

morning. Also they have kept our flower garden in

fine shape.

Our train master is still with us and he has gallantly

shouldered the role of superintendent of the company
as well.-B. H.

THINGS RUNNING FINE

Menominee , Mich . - Everything is moving along
fine with Division No. 302 .

Busses are now running old street car routes

Marinette , Wis . and Menominee, Mich . We have

now inoperation the Loop run,Hall-Pierce line, Broad

way line and Stevenson Ave. line. We have two more
busses , making ten busses. The numbers of the two

GERMAN UNION DECLINES ITALIIAN

INVITATION

In a letter dated 15 May the German Traffic

Union declined an invitation of the German

Ministry of Transport to take part in a Wrold

Automobile Congress to be held in Rome from

15 to 29 September. A paragraph in the

letter reads as follows :

“ While we are very much interested in the

questions which figure on the agenda, we must

nevertheless decline the invitation, as our

convictionspreventus from accepting hospital.

ity from a country in which all democratic

ideas are suppressed and restricted by the

Fascist regimeof terror. Our sympathy with

the suffering Italian people and contempt of

the bloody Fascist dictatorship, which does

not hesitate to insult by words and deeds,and

to persecute our brethren of German origin,

impose upon us the duty to abstain from tak

ing any part in such demonstrations on

Italian territory ......

-I. T. F.
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The recent declines in stock prices are quite

in accord with the old and well tried rule that

security prices decline when short-time inter

est rates are high , and advance when they are

low. According to that same rule, still further

important declines are tobe expected by the

end of this year.

-Cleveland Trust Co, Bulletin .
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The Twentieth Convention of the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric Rail.

way Employes of America , held in Birming

ham , Ala. , last September, amended the elec

tion laws by which officers of Local Divisions

are to be elected .

Section 40 of the Constitution and General

Laws provides that the election of officers in

Locals where the membership does not exceed

two hundred , except that the Local may adopt

the preferential ballot system , shall be held on

the following basis : Nominations shall take

place at the regular meeting prior to the elec

tion meeting. No nominations shall be allowed

upon the night of election , except where an

office for which the members nominated have

declined to run , or where there are no nomi

nees for the office. In such cases nominations

shall be allowed upon the night of election .

In the matter of election, at the election meet

ing the presiding officer shall appoint two

tellers, whose duty it shall be to distribute,

collect and read the ballots in the presence of

the meeting. The recording secretary shall

act as clerk and keep a record of the ballots

cast and enter this record in his minutes . He

shall announce the result of the count for each

vote to the presiding officer, who , in turn ,

shall declare the result of the election . In

these elections it will require a majority of the

members voting to constitute an election .

Where there are more than two candidates

the lowest in each unsuccessful ballot shall be .

dropped and the ballot continued until a

majority has been cast for one candidate .

The above provisions provide for elections

in Locals of not to exceed two hundred mem

bers . However , these Locals may adopt the

preferential ballot system , if the Local so
chooses.

Section 41 of the Constitution and General

Laws provides for the nominations and elec

tion in Locals exceeding two hundred mem

bers. This section provides that a Local

exceeding two hundred members shall specify

dates for nominations and elections . These

nominations and elections may take place in

meetings. The nomination meeting shall be

held not less thanoneweek before the date of

election. However, not less than a five days'

notice of nominations shall be given to the

members previous to the holding of a nomina

tion meeting. Immediately after this nomi

nation meeting, the secretary shall prepare a

ballot in accordance with Section 42 of the

Constitution and General Laws. Names shall

be placed upon this ballot in the case of each

office in alphabetical order . Where there are

more than two candidates for an office, the

ballots shall be so arranged that the voter can

express his various choices, as first, second,

third, etc. Of course , where there are but two

candidates for an office, the voter can express

his choice for only one.

In cases of Locals of over two hundred

members, the preferential ballot is designed

to avoid expense to the Local in elections.

Where thereare three candidates for one office ,

the voter must cast his vote for first and sec

ond choice . Where there are four candidates,

he must cast his vote for first, second and

third choice . The voter must cast choices for

candidates for a number within one of the

number of candidates upon the ballot . In

other words, if there are ten candidates for

one office, the voter must cast nine choices.

Otherwise the majority election may not pre

vail , as the Constitution provides that the

candidate elected must have a majority of all

votes cast .

In that the Constitution provides that the

candidate elected must be elected by a ma

jority of all votes cast, and where there are ,

say , five candidates for the one office and the

member votes only one choice, his vote cannot

be taken as a vote cast .

For instance, where there are five candi

dates for one office and there are cast three

hundred votes, wherein upon the first count

one candidate receives 120 votes , the second

receives 110 votes , the third receives 40 votes ,

the fourth candidate receives 20 votes and the

fifth candidate receives 10 votes, no one has

the majority vote for that office. In that case

the fifth candidate , who received ten votes , is

dropped and the second choices are then added

votes of the four remaining candidates.

The law provides that the ballots shall be

separated into piles , which in case of five candi

dates will constitute five piles of ballots. The

ballots for the fifth candidate who has been

dropped are in a pile by themselves, but upon

those ten ballots are indicated the second

choice of those ten voters , which are to be

credited to the four candidates remaining in

the contest as specified upon the ballots cast

for this fifth candidate.

It will be seen that in the event that mem

bers voting for the first two candidates who

received one hundred and twenty and one

hundred and ten votes respectively , the second

choice could not contain the second choice

preference of those members who voted for
those two candidates, who failed to express

their second choice . This might so relax the

vote that even upon second or third choice

counting no one would receive a majority of

the votes cast . In other words, they would

not receive a majority of the three hundred

votes cast , which is necessarily one hundred

and fifty -one votes. Therefore, those who

have cast only first choice ballots cannot be

counted as having cast a ballot proper in the

election . Therefore, such members who do

not cast their full choices for candidates can

not be included as voters in the election . For

instance, of the three hundred ballots cast ,

should there be ten who did not cast their full

votes, or rather four choices upon the ballot

and make it known what their four choices

were , would lessen the number of votes cast

and the actual vote would then constitute only

two hundred and ninety votes, requiring only

one hundred and forty - six votes necessary for

election .

For instance, of the one hundred and twenty

votes cast for the high man , should there be

of those ballots eighty -one votes that did not

express the second choice, they would be

thrown out as not proper votes. This would

leave the proper voting to be two hundred

and nineteen of the three hundred votes cast .

The second candidate receiving one hundred

and ten votes of those two hundred and nine
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teen would have a majority and would nat

urally be declared elected to the office. His

majority would stand on the elimination of

the eighty -one members' votes who failed to

vote their full choices upon the ballot and

who cast their ballots for the candidate who

would otherwise have received the

hundred and twenty votes, but by their error

in voting actually received only thirty -nine

votes of the ballots qualified to be counted.

In such case it would be unnecessary to count

the second ballot choice, in that upon the first

ballot the member receiving the one hundred

and ten votes would receive one majority of

the two hundred and nineteen legally cast

ballots.

Tellers who are handling the election should

advise eachvoter as he approaches to cast his

ballot, or when the ballot is given him by the

teller, that he must cast four choices upon the

ballot where there are five candidatesfor the

one office. In the event that there are but

three candidates for the one office, the mem

ber who applies for his ballot or comes forth

to cast it , should be advised that he must

place upon the ballot his first and second

choice ; otherwise his ballot will be thrown out

as not a ballot qualified for counting. This

applies to the preferential ballot system.

The law is very specific and members of

Divisions that adopt the preferential ballot

should acquaint themselves fully and well

relative to Sections 41 and 42 of the Constitu

tion and General Laws.

In Section 42 is presented theform for pref.

erential choice ballots. It will be observed

that the first feature of this section is the

preparation of the ballot for President with

choices marked thereon. The member who

votes , should his first choice be John Doe , will

make a check mark in the first vote space for

John Doe . Then he must consider which of

James Roe, John Smith or James Jones he

would prefer in the event that John Doe

should not receive a majority on the first

choice . Thus, should his second choice be

John Smith he will make his check mark in

the space provided forsecond choice opposite

the name of John Smith . Then he marks his

third choice , which would be for either James

Roe or James Jones. Should his third choice

be James Jones, he will make his check mark

in the space provided for third choice opposite

the name of James Jones. He has then quali

fied his ballot to be counted .

.

Here are some interesting facts revealed

by the recent Census of Distribution, which

is analyzed by Paul T. Cherington, in

Forbes Magazine (N. Y.) .

1. The aggregate business of the retail

stores in eleven selected cities was over four

billion dollars , which is about one-tenth of

the total retail business of the country.

2. Aggregate sales per capita ranged from

$ 433.44 in Providence (district) to $ 800.19

in Kansas City (district).

3. There wasa retail store for every fifty

six people in Springfield , Illinois, and for

every ninety -one people in Providence

(district ). These were the extremes, the

average for the eleven cities being seventy

two .

4. For all the cities together there was

one grocery for every 325 people, and one

drug store for every 154 people,

5. Independent retail stores do 71.35 per

cent of the aggregate business in these

eleven cities, the chain stores 28,62 per

cent.

6. Restaurants do more than twice as

much business relatively in Seattle or

Chicago as in Baltimore.

Perhaps the most disturbing factis the

picture it gives of the relative insignificance

of the small stores as distributing factors.

Of all the retail stores enumerated 28.09

per cent did a gross business of less than

$ 5,000 a year - or less than $ 16 per day:

Their combined percentage of all the retail

business ofthese cities was 1.69. Perhaps

more disturbing still is the fact that 88.64

per cent of all the stores did less than

$ 50,000 a year and their aggregate share in

the total retail business was less than 30

Even an ordinary net profit on $1,000 of

gross sales per week does not represent a

very heavy earning for a man of reasonable

intelligence, and yet this figure includes

nearly nine-tenths of the stores and gives

less than a third of perfect distribution.

This is something to be thought aboutby

those who feelthat the small man is being

routed by the chain store and that the

local merchant class is destined to be sup

planted by " hired men ."

The distribution census covered eleven

areas in which about one-tenth of the

country's retailing is done.
The statistics

are for 1926. Th total of sales is $4,224,

109,000. Of this, $ 3,011,090,300 , or 71.28

per cent,was reportedby independent, and

$ 1,213,018,800, or 28.72 per cent, by chain

establishment
s

.
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The Court of Appeals of Maryland, has

before it evidence, pro and con , upon which to

render a decision upon an application for fare

increase as affecting the Baltimore street rail

way company , The company made applica

tion to the Public Service Commission of

Maryland for an increase in fare to 10 cents

straight . The Public Service Commission

granted a 9c cash fare with 3 tokens for 250,

Following this decision , the Company entered

the Court for a better rating. Thiswas on the

basis of fare fixation made by the Commission

on 6.25 per cent income on $75,000,000

capitalization valuation. The Judge of the

Baltimore Court held it to be illegal to limit

the Company to a 9c fare, and the case was

taken to the Court of Appeals. The property

is a cheap wage property .

HOW WORKERS FARED IN

REPUBLICAN PLATFORM

Washington, D. C.-- The platform of the

Republican Party, adopted in Kansas City,

containsthis reference to the misuse of the

injunction writ :

" We believe that injunctions in labor

disputes have in some instancesbeenabused

and have givenriseto aserious question for
legislation .'

C
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The general biennial election was held May

23 .

Other officers elected were : First Vice-Presi

dent, Theodore Perry , Indianapolis, Ind .;

Second Vice-President, George Bentley, New

York ; Secretary - Treasurer, Woodruff Ran

dolph, Chicago. The above officers constitute

the Executive Council of the International

Union . Other officers are : Trustees to the

Union Printers' Home at Colorado Springs,

Frank H. Cook , Colorado Springs; George H.

Knell , San Francisco and William R. Lucas,

Toronto , Ont.; Agent UnionPrinters' Home,

Ira Gwinnup, Denver Colo.;Fred J. Robinson,

New York , member of the International Board

of Auditors; W. B. Lowe, Winnipeg, Delegate

to the Canadian Trades and Labor Congress;

Delegates to the American Federation of

Labor: Frank Morrison, Washington , D. C.;

William R. Trotter, Vancouver, B. C.; Frank

X. Martel, Detroit ; William M. Reilly, Dallas,

Tex.; William J. Robinson, New York ; Max

S. Hayes , Cleveland , Ohio .

All Ward Bread and Cakes are reported to

be of a make unfair. The Ward products are

sold in many cities. Other bread and cake is

available where Ward bread and cakes are on

the market . The Ward Company has been

known to be unfair for a long time. It should

be known to every union member and friends.

Buying Ward products means the encourage

ment of low wages and long hours,

George M. Harrison of St. Louis , Mo., at

the recent convention of the Brotherhood of

Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight

Handlers , Express and Station Employes , was

unanimously elected president of that organ

ization to succeed retiring President, E. H.

Fitzgerald .

ple, a

Wage standards of American workers is

credited to the protective tariff system , and

" the Republican Party pledges itself to

continue its efforts to maintain this present

standard of living and high wage scale.

" The party favors freedom in wage con

tracts, the right of collective bargaining by

free and responsible agents of their own

choosing, which develops and maintains that

purposeful co -operation which gainsits chief

incentive through voluntary agreement."

Immigration restriction policies are in
dorsed .

" Steps have already been taken by the

Republican Congress to make (employment

in ) the ( government) service more attractive

as to wages and retirement privileges and

we commend what has been done as a step

in the right direction.”

" Stabilization of the coal mining industry

which will work with justice to the miners,

consumers and producers," is favored .

" A policy of permanent retention of the

power sites on public land " has been assured

by the federal water powers act , " passed

by a Republican Congress ," the platform

states .

Congress is commended for " further

liberalizing the laws applicable to veterans'

relief . "

“ The improper use of money in govern

mental and political affairs is great

national evil." Publicity of campaign ex

penses of the Republican Party is pledged .

No reference is made to the McNary

Haugen farm relief bill and its equalization

fee.
The platform declares for a “ federal

system of organization for co -operative and

orderly marketing of farm products.'

Government operation of ships is favored
until such time private owners

ready to operate " on certain of the essential

trade routes. '

" The Republican Party pledges itself and

its nominees to the enforcement and vigor

ous enforcement" of the eighteenth amend

ment.

The administration's foreign policies are
indorsed .

State control of public utilities

favored, “ while recognizing that at times

Federal regulations might be more effec

tive . "

Other planks urged by labor were not

do 711
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WHAT IS A TRADE UNION?
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A trade union is an organization that grows

out of the needs of life and work. It follows

every need of its members in the light of

existing conditions. It is an agency necessary

because workers are one of the integral groups

essential to production and must have a part

in deciding both the terms and conditions

under whichthey work and the problems aris

ing out of the work they do. Workers have

an intelligent part in undertakings of a co

operative nature only if they operate through

organized channels and in accord with policies

based upon past information and experience.

The union reflects the genius of the nation ,

the customs of the community in which the

industrial establishment is located and the

attitude and practices of the industrial man

agement. That is to say , the spirit and pro

cedure of the union are not matters determined

solely by that group , but are a complex reflect

ing the social and economic structure as a

whole .

The union must first meet the problem of

providing for wage earners those essential

guarantees of justice in the business relations

required by self -respect and the means

whereby standards of living commensurate

with national ideals and well-being shall be

established . The union thus serves as a lifting

force to higher economies and social levels,

was

PRINTERS' ELECTION RESULTS

The official report of the canvassing board

issued from the headquarters of the Inter

national Typhgraphical Union in Indianapolis,

Ind., June 20, shows Charles P. Howard,

Chicago, present incumbent, elected

Presidentby a vote of 37,057 . His opponent,

James M. Lynch , Syracuse, New York, a

former president of the international Union

received 20,944 votes. The report includes

the returns ' from 739 subordinate unions in

cities and towns in the United States and

Canada casting a total vote of 58,001 . The

organization has 80,000 members employed in

composing rooms of all the leading newspapers

and commercial printing establishmentsin the
two countries.

N
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The American labor movement has never

accepted the philosophy of class conflict and

hence does not believe that warfare between

employer and employes is inevitable , his pri

mary principle makes possible the spirit and

method of co-operation for the best interests

of all concerned with production—Stove

Mounters & Range Workers Journal.

09

employment caused widespread pauperism

in St. Louis during 1927 , says the report

of the Provident Association for that year.

The association aided 4,131 families during

the year. Unemployment was the cause of

2,085 of the destitute cases, while accident

and illness of the bread winner accounted

for 450 more appeals for help . Their scant

wages when working did not permit a

reserye for emergency . '

Lack of space prevents us from covering

more of the ground that Henry traveled ,

but in closing this article we can't help

wondering why Henry don't believe bread

lines in this country exist. - Auto Workers

News.

HENRY FORD IS SURPRISED

PRESIDENT BURNS NOW PRESIDENT

OF RHODE ISLAND FEDERATION

OF LABOR
10

1

3
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President John T. Burns of Division No.

618 , Providence , R. I. , at the recent Rhode

Island Federation of Labor Convention, was

elected President of that body .

The Rhode Island Labor Leader has this

to say of Brother Burns .

" J. T. Burns , President of Division 618 ,

Street and Electric Railways Employes, was

elected Presidentof the State Federation , A.

F. of L.,on April 29. This election was a well

deserved tribute to one who has for so many

years been identified with and such an active

worker in labor circles .

“ Mr. Burns has had an unbroken record as

President of Local 618 since 1917 and , since

1913 , has served as delegate to the Providence

Central Federated Union. Since 1913, he has

attended all the conventions of the Amalga

mated Association and has taken an active

part in its deliberations.

“ It is fitting to say that President Burns is

one of the most popular labor leaders in the

State and he numbers among his loyal friends

both those within the organized ranks of labor

and outside as well .

“ President Burns' election was a most popui.

lar one and his many friends congratulate him

on attaining this office. "

POVERTY UNNECESSARY

100

On his return to the U. S. from a trip to

England, Henry Ford had the following re

marks to make to the reporters :

“ The Englishmen are gentlemen . They

do not bother you . They let you come and

go as you like. One thing though , THEY

THINK WE HAVE BREAD LINES IN

THIS COUNTRY. That was a strange

thought to me because I don't believe i

have seen any and I have traveled from

Florida to Boston and out through the

Middle West in the last few months."

So Henry is surprised that Englishmen

should have such ideas about thisland of

prosperity. He has seen no bread lines

inside the Waldorf Astoria or in similar

places in other cities . Lack of space in

this small paper prevents us from printing

a few pictures of bread lines, but if Henry

will turn to the May 19 issue of that

“ Bolshevic" magazine, “ The Literary Di

gest, " he will find a picture of one bread

line in New York .

Henry saw no bread lines in Florida .

Below we print some observations of

traveler from Miami, Florida , where millions

have been made overnight :

" The number of unemployed is appalling.

On Sunday, April 8 , I visited the men's

bible class held here at the Olympic Theatre.

I was a bit late . When I arrived a principal

of the schools was making a plea for the

support of some civic organization . This

is what he narrated . In the 24 schools

of Miami, of the lower grades, there were

many children who without food .

The parents' organizations are all in debt

and can render little aid . The children's

pride prevents them telling of their con

ditions. Nurses were sent to investigate

their home conditions. Tickets were issued

to those in need . Not only in grammar

schools but even in the high schools, hungry

students found. Cases have been

reported where the hungry ones picked the

crumbs of their more fortunate schoolmates .

It costs about 150 to feed a child at noon .

One thousand tickets are given away daily .

I was told that a private citizen suggested

the arrangement of an affair for the purpose

of raising funds to help feed the children,

but the school authorities refused on the

ground that it might hurt Miami's reputa

tion in the business world . "

Perhaps Henry doesn't know that right

here in Detroit the Welfare Department

spent nearly two million dollars to help the

unfortunates. He , himself, for the first

time, felt the need to contribute to this

fund, but, like a true Christian , " His right

hand knows not what his left hand giveth .'

Going a little further west, we print a

Federated Press item from St. Louis : “ Un

€

came

were

now

" Unemployment is unnecessary . Poverty

is unnecessary . War is unnecessary. I do

not mean by this that any individual can

find work if he wants to : for poverty, like

war, is a social problem. What I mean is

that America possesses enough in

dustrial knowledge to abolish poverty, un

employment and war if that knowledge

were only organized . We have ample in

dustrial technique in America to achieve

almost anything we can imagine. All we

need now is industrial statesmanship to

apply that technique to these great human

aims." — Benjamin A. Javits, in Forbes

Magazine ,

(

!

The only way in which one human being

can properly attempt to influence another

is the encouraging him to think for him

self, instead of endeavoring to instill ready

made opinions into his head. --Sir Leslie

Stephen.
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MICHIGAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS

HANDS OF COURT

Girardville , Pa .-Division No. 165 , the

A recent published statement is that Judge members of which were locked out some

Charles S. Simons of the Detroit U.S. District months ago by the employing property in

Court has had placed in his hands the opera . order to effect a bus service to be operated

tion of the Michigan Electric Railway which upon a non-union basis as a substitute for the

property operates Jackson, Battle Creek, Kala most of the street rail cars , yet continuesits

mazoo and Lansing, Michigan, city lines and endeavor to bring the bus operation within

the connecting interurban lines. The state. the unionized agreement. The company is

ment carries with it that the Court has continuing the operation of non -union busses,

appointed Mr. John F. Collins Receiver. Mr. but without very good results. The situation

Collins was Vice - President and General Man remains in the hands of Organizer Lawrence

ager of the property. F. Hart , who reports that the labor depart

Receivers appointed as in the position of ment of Pennsylvania are unable to effect a

Mr. Collins, so become an Officer of the Court. settlement of the situation and that , there

Thus, the property is now in the hands of the fore , the lockout continues. The members of

Court , and Mr. Collins is the Court's agent in the Local are steadfast in their determination

Mr. Collins is alsoReceiver of the to bring bus service within collective agree

Michigan Railroad and the Detroit , Jackson ment relations that formerlyexisted to the street

& Chicago Ry. car operators. The management of the pro

The statement is that the M. E. R. property perty yet refuses to employ union men in the

is placed in the hands of the Court, due to operation of the busses operating in and from

competition of the Auto and buses over con Girardville .

crete highways, which , it is alleged , has created

an inability of the property to pay interest on

bonds since Jan. 1 , 1925. STAND BY UNION ENDEAVOR

While the property is in the Receivership , it

is stated that the Company will continue

efforts to secure franchises to operate trucks to Edmonton, Alta . Giving practical

do freight business upon the highways of demonstration of its strong trade union
Michigan . principles , Edmonton Motion Picture Pro .

jectionists, Local No. 360, at recent

TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL
meeting , unanimously passed the following

LABOR NEWS resolution on receipt of a letter from the

Hotel and Restaurant Employes and Bev
Canada - Final figures for the automobile

industry in Canada show that 179,054 cars
erage Dispensers' Union: “ That any mem

ber of Local No. 360 found in a non - union

were produced in 1927. This output was 13
cafe be fined $ 1 for each offense.” Several

per cent below the record of 204,727 cars
other unions have also taken similar action .

produced in 1926. In 1927 the industry gave
Local No. 360 announces that as a result

employment to 11,063 people, whose combined
of the splendid support and assistance of

wages and salaries for the year totaled $ 18,

862,846, an average individual wage of $ 1,705.
the Edmonton Trades and Labor Council

and its affiliated unions , the Projectionists'
China - At the close of the last session of

the Fourth National Conference of the All
Union has at last got its members back into

China Labor Federation , a manifesto was
the Gem Theatre and placed that house on

the fair list again . Members of the Musi
approved declaring for certain reforms in the cians ' Union are also back in the Gem
working conditions of laborers , among which

Theatre.

may be mentioned the eight-hour day for

children over 16 years of age, a six -hour day

for those between 13 and 16, and prohibition BRING ME FLOWERS NOW

of the employment of children below that age.

England — Changes in the rates of wages in

May, 1928, as reported by the Ministry of ( A Commendatary poem written in Life by

Labor to have come into operation during the Miss Mary Cooley , sister of President W. D.

month , resulted in total increases of 3,500 Mahon, who recently passed to her Heavenly

pounds, Sterling, affecting some 45,000 work Home)

ers , and in a reduction of nearly 3,000 pounds, I'd rather have one little rose

Sterling, affecting about 31,600 workers.
From the garden of a friend,

Netherlands - The Netherlands Govern Than to have the choicest flowers

ment is said to becooperating with the Protes When my stay on earth must end.

tant and Catholic organizations to arrange I'd rather have the kindest words

for the emigration of the surplus population Which may now be said to me ,

of the Netherlands to Canada and other Than to be fattered when I am gone

countries.
And Life has ceased to be.

Peru — It is reported that the recent pres I'd rather have a loving smile

ence of a Polish Com ssion in connection From friends I know are true ,

with projects for intensive colonization in Than tears shed 'round my casket

Peru by Polish citizens has revived interest in When I've bade this world adieu .

the Peruvian Government's efforts to open up Bring me allyour flowers to -day ,

for development the vast timbered regions Whether pink or white or red ,

known as the “ Montana," lying east of the I'd rather have one blossom now

Andes and as yet wholly undeveloped . Than a trunk load when I am dead,

fore

1
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BRITISH TRADE UNIONISTS AND EM Congressside expressed definite opinions yes

PLOYERS UNITE terday that these clauses ruled out non

From London Daily Express
political organizations such as Mr. Spencer's

Miner's Union in Nottingham . The employes

Remarkable proposals, which are recom were hazy on this point.

mended as the first steps towards a new era of Again , the agreement on the question of no

peace in industry , are outlined in a memo victimisation lays down the principle that no

randum issued by the Mond Committee on workman shall be punished onaccount of trade

leading employers and employes, who have union activity, but it does not even refer to

been meeting in round -table conference to that form of victimisation which is one of the

thrash out industrial problems and bring greatest abuses of trade unionism -- the vic

capital and labour together in whole-hearted timisation of non-unionists by trade union

co -operation. workers.

Agreement has been reached by thepowerful
Both sides refrain from expressing any

group of employers, who control capital opinion on the general strike, and commit

amounting to lb 1,000,000,000, and the General themselves to a policy of “ Forgive and forget.'

Council of the Trade Union Congress , who The memorandum states:

represent 4,000,000 organized workers, on the " It is recognised that misunderstanding

following points: exists upon consequences which , it is claimed,

( 1 ) The employers recognise the national followed the great dispute of 1926. Without

authority of the T. U. C., and recommend expressing any view upon the events of 1926,

that workers should belong to an affiliated and their consequences, we consider, on

union . account of the vital importance of improved

( 2 ) No victimisation of workers for trade industrial relations, that where workmen are

union activities. Both sides agree to forget being penalised for any part they played in

their differences over the general strike and those events, whether justified or not, such

bury the hatchet. actions are to be deprecated. For the sake of a

( 3 ) A national industrial council, .composed better understanding in the future in the in

of equalnumbers ofemployers and members of dustrial world we hope efforts will be made to

the T. U. C. , should be formed to settle dis restore the pre 1926 position ,

putes and prevent strikes and lock-outs. “ We are further of opinion that where a

( 4) Encouragement of the tendency towards prima facie case is established that a workman

the grouping of individual units within an in has been dismissed or otherwise penalised for

dustry. his membership of a trade union, or for

These points, which are to be the basis of activities as previously defined , some appeal

future discussion, were criticised yesterday machinery should be provided for the in

mainly on the ground that the Trade Union vestigation and review of such a case "

Congress has succeeded in establishing a A great national body of employers and em.

virtual monopoly in the negotiations with em ployed to form a permanent industrial council

ployers, and has extracted valuable concessions is the main proposal for preserving peace in in

for the members of its affiliated unions, which dustry. But here again the TradeUnion Con

are apparently denied to other workers. gress is to be the sole mouthpiece of the

A study of the detailed proposals which were workers.

issued after the full joint session of the Peace It is suggested that membership should be

Committee at Burlington House yesterday composedof representatives of the Trade

shows that little , if any , provision has been Union Congress and an equal number of em

made for trade unionists who are outside the ployers nominated by the Federation of

Trade Union Congress. British Industries and the Nationa Con.

Employers , in fact , extend a direct invita , federation of Employers ' Associations.

tion to all workers to enrol themselves under Three main functions of this body should

the banner of the Trade Union Congress. be to hold regularmeetngs, once a quarter, for

Thus, on the question of trade union general consultation ; to establish a standing

recognition , the committee reports: “ It is joint committee to elect joint conciliation

recognized that the T. U. C., representing as it boards to arbitrate on industrial disputes ; and

does the affiliated trade unions, is the most to establish and direct machinery for con

effective organization , and is the only body tinuous investigation into industrial problems.

which possesses the authority, and can exercise What exactly is to be done when a dispute

such authority through its general council to has come to a head in an industry is set out in

discuss and negotiate on all questions relating the following clause :

to the entire field of industrial reorganization. “ When a dispute has failed to be settled

“ As regards individual industries, it is within an industry, on the application of either

agreed that the most effective co -operation party the joint standing committee would
can best be obtained by deliberation and make available a joint conciliation board to in

negotiations with the accredited representa vestigate and report upon the matters tending

tives of affiliated unions, or of unions recog towards a dispute. In order to facilitate in

nized by the general council of the T. U. C. as vestigation, it is desirable that both parties

bona fide unions. should arrange thatonan application being

“ We further consider that negotiations be made to the joint standing committee no

tween employers and workmen are facilitated stoppage of work or alteration in conditions

by workmen being members of an affiliated shouldtake place pending the report of the

union , or other bona fide trade union already joint conciliation board."

defined, and also by employers likewise being A notable step towards recognition of the

organized." needfor reorganizing industryonmodernlines

Committee members of the Trade Union is taken by the Labour members in joining
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with the employers in a recommendation in cation and other similar matters of mutual

favour of “ rationalisation . " The committee re interest totheemployes and the management.

ports: It shall afford full opportunity for the pre

“ The tendency towards a rational organisa sentation and discussion of these matters.

tion of industry and trade, includingthe group “When the policy of the company as to any

ing of individual units within an industry into of these matters has been settled , its execution

larger units, is recognised, and this tendency
shall remain with the management , but the

should be welcomed and encouraged in so far manner of that execution may at any time be

as it leads to improvements in the efficiency of a subject for the consideration of the Works

industrial production services and distribution, Council."

and to the raising of the standard of living of Or, in other words, the harvester trust allows

the people. employes to actually talk. They may even

Bothparties to the conference have drawn " discuss the manner of execution ," but the

up the memorandum entirely on their own corporation has the last word.

responsibility, but between now and October In the harvester trust's lexicon there is no

the recommendations will be submitted to such word as “ arbitration . "

their constituent bodies. The rule is : “ Let the workers believe they

The labour representatives will submit their own themselves and then apply the thumb

report to the Trade Union Congress in Sep screws . " - Grand Rapids Labor News.

tember. The extremists are bound to fight

hard to secure the rejection of the proposals, PRESIDENT GREEN EXTENDS SYM

but the recommendations of the committee are PATHY OF LABOR TO MEXICO

almost certain to be upheld by a substantial

majority. William Green , President of the Pan -Ameri

The employers, for their part, will submit can Federation of Labor, sent the following

their proposals to the Federation of British telegram to President Calles of Mexico in

Industries and the National Conferderation of which heexpressedthe sorrow of the working

Employers' Associations, andwhen the peace people affiliated withthePan-American Feder

in industry committee" meets again in October ation of Labor for the unspeakable and un

both parties are virtually certain to be in justifiable assassination of President-elect

vested with full official status. Obregon :

"HisExcellency,

DON'T OVERLOOK CONGRESS Plutarco Elias Calles,

President of the Republic of Mexico ,

At this fall's elections the people will vote Mexico City , Mexico .

for a complete membership of the House of “ The tragic death of President-elect Obregon

Representatives and for one-third of the mem has created feelings of deep regret and pro

bers of the Senate.
found sorrow among the working , people

The Congress so elected will not take office affiliated with the Pan -American Federation

until the first Monday in December, 1929. of Labor. We cannot understand the mental

The present Congresswillconvenefor its final and moral characteristics of any person who

session next December and will adjourn sine would assassinate a man so signally honored

die just before the presidential inauguration. and universally proclaimed by the people of

Injunction relief and other progressive Mexico .

legislation may be passed on to the new Con " It was an unspeakable and unjustifiable

gress, as the “ short session " of this Congress , crime calling for the swift and certain punish

which convenes next December, will consider ment which we are sure will be meted out to

appropriation bills. The "short session " will the guilty

include the " lame ducks' '-who have been " În behalf of the officers and members of

repudiated by their constituents and who seek the Pan-American Federation of Labor I ex

federal appointments or connections with big tendthrough you to the relatives and friends of

business as lobbyists and lawyers. President-elect Obregon my sincere sympathy

Organized labor should awake to the impor in their sad bereavement.

tance of the next Congress , whose members are " William Green , President,

nowup for re-election . " Pan - American Federation of Labor. "

While the election of a suitable President is

important and full discussion of this subject “ REDS” WANT MONEY

should be encouraged, workersmustnot forget

that Congress is the lawmakingbranchof
Pittsburgh , Pa ., - Communists who cloak

government. - A . F. of L. News. their activities in the Miners' Union by their

" save-the-union " movement , have called a
MAY WORKERS ACTUALLY TALK

conference in this city next September.

The announced purpose is to form a new

Employers who have set up company
Miners ' Union .

" unions" profess " liberality " because they At the Senate coal strike probe it was shown

permit employesto discuss working conditions. that Communists and coal owners in more than

The International Harvester Company's
one instance worked for a common objective

Industrial Council is pointedto as a “ model”
destruction of the Miners ' Union .

company " union . ” Article XI , Section 1 of the
Constitution provides:

" The Works Councilmay consider and make Man (in street car) — " I beg your pardon

recommendation on all questions relating to for walking on your feet."

working conditions, protection of health, Another Patron- " Oh, that's alright. I

safety, wages, hours of labor,recreation, edu walk on 'em myself." -- The Pretzel .
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PUBLIC OWNERSHIP PLANNED labor's celebration and by the use of labor

emblems in their own festivities for the day.

“ A well planned , well carried out Labor

Day celebration will be helpful in awakening

interest, inspiring enthusiasm, encouraging

the hesitating. It will pave the way for a

follow -up concerted organizing campaign.

“ To the extent to which emphasis is laid

upon LaborDay, the influence of trade unions

is extended .”

LETTER FROM READING, PA . ,

TROLLEY MEN

NEW YORK , July 16.-A plan for re

organizing and uniting into a single service

the various rapid transit agencies of this city

was made public here this morningby Samuel

Untermeyer, special counsel to the Transit

Commission .

The plan provides for municipal ownership

and operation, through a non -political agency.

This agency will exchange its own bonds,

bearing 414 per cent interest, for the existing

transit securities on terms still to be settled .

The five-cent fare is to be retained . If it

proves insufficient, the Board of Estimates can

either make it good through taxation , or in

crease it .

Strong intimations have been given that

the companies' extravagant claims of valua

tion will be scaled down mightily, though

there is sure to be a wrangle on this point . The

original cost of the Williamsburg power plant ,

for example , was about $ 18,000,000. The com

pany insists on valuing it at $36,000,000. It

has used similar multipliers in connection with

its other properties.

A matter of extreme interest is the fact that

by refinancing on a 494 per cent basis , the

lines will become self-supporting on a five - cent

fare .

This rational use of the city's credit is ex

pected to solve a problem over which experts

have mulled for years. The boost which such a

plan gives to municipal ownership in general

hardly needs to be pointed out .

The city has over $350,000,000 invested in

subways which will be included in the new

unified plan.

To the Editor of Reading Unionist :

Some of us happened to witness the meeting

at the carbarn last week. We noticed that the

bosses were keenly interested . The head

inspector kept his distance with a snicker on

his face. He is only a worker like ourselves,

but- (censored ). We all know how true your

article of two weeks ago was. Nearly all of us

want a real union and we hope that you will

have more meetings at the barn .

The Brotherhood we have here is nothing

but a company union . We can discuss any

thing at our meetings but wages and condi

tions. A word in reference to wages or better

homes means that we are called to the carpet

and sometimes discharged . Some Brother

hood ! To speak of yourtroubles is dangerous,

as your best friend may be spotter -- it's full

of them.

Anything you can do to crush this Charism

will be greatly appreciated byus.

Yours for Success ,

SOME OF THE EMPLOYES OF THE

READING TRANSIT CO.

MAKE THIS LABOR DAY NOTABLE NEW BEDFORD LOCKOUT ENTERS

FOURTEENTH WEEK

term .

" Prepare now for a fitting: obserance of

Labor Day,” says President Green in a letter

to city central bodies.

“ There must be a real plan in order to carry

out the purpose of the day, so that it shall not

degenerate into just a holiday, " said Mr.

Green . " If Labor Day is to serve its highest

purpose and aid our movement , it should be a

holy day in the original significance of that

" It is more than 40 years since the first

Labor Day was celebrated, and these years

have witnessed revolutions in industry and

community life. Our celebration should utilize

modern mechanisms and methods.

" The automobile and radio probably have

altered the habits of life of wage earners more

than any other mechanical changes. It would

be well to include specifically these two agen

cies in plans for a Labor Day celebration .

President Green suggests that the respective

communities observe the day by a general

display of the American flag. The standards

and emblems of the various A. F. of L. affiliates

can be used for decorative purposes on homes

and automobiles of workers.

" If at all possible , plan out -of-door meet

ings with games , sports and contests for all ,

singing and speaking.

" It would be helpful to secure the co -opera

tion of all civic and community organizations

through the sending of representarives to

Every day in New Bedford thousands of

little children line up at the soup kitchens of

the New Bedford Textile Council; every day

hundreds of weary pickets tramp before the

mill gates, and the hearts of thousands of

mothers are torn with the anxiety for thewel

fare of their children . This is New Bedford.

Thirty thousand workers are fighting with

their backs to the wall against the cruelty of a

small but powerful clique of capital . These

workers know they must win or the manu

facturers will rob them of their standard of

living and of all self-respect.

The workers of New Bedford have proved

their mettle in these weary weeks of struggle .

American Labor has never given a finerevi

dence of solidarity: They do not fear the mill

barons, although they understand the meaning

of their brutal silence. It is clear to them that

their employers have adopted the old policy of

waiting ....waiting for hunger and hardship

to break their spirit. Nothing but hunger can

defeat the NewBedford strikers . It is the job

of the whole body of American labor to supply

the ammunition necessary to carry this fight to

a glorious victory.

Together with the Miners these Textile

workers form the offensive of Labor's army.

Should their glorious efforts fail , textile

workers throughout the country will lose hope

for many years to come . It is now the lowest

paid industry in the country and unless the
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workers succeed in raising it to the standard izations are considering the matter. What I

of others industries it must follow that the want to pointout is that delay is dangerous to

other toilers will be dragged down to the same the individual and to the group and of no im

intolerable level. mediate value to labor's insurance company.

During the week , seven of our picket cap There can be no material difference between

tains have been arrested but this has not the premiums charged by , standard legal

dimmed the spiritor the courage of the pickets. reserve life insurancecompanies, but there can

When it was discovered that some strike be and will be a material difference to the

breakers were being concealed at night in one workers who insure with their own Company,

of the millsthe pickets did not hesitate to start because the profits of the Company will come

a mid -night picket line which did not give up back to them.

until six o'clock the following morning, “ Let us all work together for a year that will

Labor and its friends must rush aid to the break all records in the Life insurance bus

embattled textile workers. Their fight has iness and put our own Company away up in

beenso courageousand is so full of significance the front ranks. Insurance actually written

to the working class that it must not be is the one thing that will accomplish the
sacrificed to indifference . Think of 30,000 splendid result which is hoped for and which

and their dependents whose hopes lie in the labor's own company deserves at the hands of

outcome of this struggle .---Frank J. Manning. the wage working masses.

MESSAGE OF UNION LABOR

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LABOR URGES MOONEY PARDON

“ Get your policy " is the message to every

union man and woman.

It is President Woll's view, expressed re
San Francisco, Calif. — The Labor Council

peatedly, that expressions of good will, of
has asked Governor Young topardon Thomas

loyalty and support, are splendid, but the one
J. Mooney and Warren K. Billings, who are

thing that really counts in making of the enter
serving life sentences for alleged complicity

prise the big success itought to be is insurance
in the bombingof the Preparedness Parade,

written -- policies delivered and premiums
July 22, 1916. Several persons were killed .

paid . Sacramento newspapers state that the

With by far the greater part of the trade governor intimates the two men should apply

union movement interested in the Company for parole , and then , if their conduct warrants,

through holdings of its stock, there should be he will pardon them .

no reason whya majority of trade unionists The accused insist they have been “ framed "

should neglect to insure themselves in their and should be set free or be forced to stand

own Company. By so doing they gain all of trial for one of the other deaths .

the advantages of standard, legal reserve life the

insurance allthatany company could give
Mooney was convicted mainly on

evidence of one Oxman , so - called “ Oregon

plus participation in the profits of their own cattle man. After the trial it was discovered

enterprise. And the more business done, as
Oxman came from Illinois , and that District

President Woll points out, the more profits

there will be and the sooner they will come.
Attorney Fickert and the police used him .

The insurance business is growing stead Judge Franklin A. Griffin , trial judge, de

ily ” , President Woll says . “ New insurance clared he would “ unhesitatingly granta new

written in the United States during June by trial" if the perjury evidence was submitted to

the big companies associated in the Associa him before Mooney was sentenced . The plea

tion of Life Insurance Presidents, ran 11.2 per for a new trial was carried to the State

cent higher than for June of 1927. For the Supreme Court, and was indorsed by Judge

first half of this year these same companies Griffin and Attorney General Webb. The

write 7.3 per cent more insurance than in the court refused the plea on the ground that it

first half of 1927. Insurance for the first half can only consider “ the record, " that is , the

of this year totalled $6,241,292,000 of which evidence given at the trial . The United

$4,241,005,000 is ordinary insurance of in States Supreme Court upheld this ruling, and

dividual lives and $577,245,000 is group insur the astounding spectacle is presented of men

in jail on evidence everyone agrees is perjured .

“ Our own progress has been proportionate,
In discussing this case in Washington ,

I am happy to say ,butwemustcontinueto
when Mooney was under sentence of death,

gain in volume of business and to do that as
the late W. Bourke Cochran , noted lawyer

rapidly as possible. and orator, said : " Has anything similar to
" Our appeal for insurance business is not it ever occurred in the historyof civilized

basedonthedesiremerely to make a good states ? We are face to face with a case where

showing on our books, but is based on a desire
the court itself fastens the rope around the

that our Company should be of the utmost neck of a man whom it has declared to have

service to the labor movement and to the
been unjustly convicted and orders that he

workers. That it cando only in proportion to be strangledto death . That is to say , the

the business it does for its strength rests on courts organized to prevent murder have

that and nothing else . themselves become agents to perpetrate

" Individual insurance is coming to us at an murder. "

excellent rate and we are organizing agencies

for the convenience of the wage earners as
President Woodrow Wilson succeeded in

life imrapidly as possible. We have written much having the sentence commuted to

group insurance and several additional organ prisonment.
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TEACHERS RE -ELECT PRESIDENT

BAKER

Chicago , I11 . — Miss Mary C. Barker and

Mrs. Florence C. Hanson were re-elected presi

dent and secretary-treasurer of the American

Federation of Teachers at their convention in

this city.

A feature of the convention was President

Barker's plea for education uncontrolled by

privilege.

" Shall the schools of the people become the

vehicles in which special interest may parade

before impressionable youth their particular

adaptation of the drama in human affairs ?"

she asked .

“ Shall youth, unsuspecting and defenseless

commited by society to the teacher for his

quest of truth , be met at the threshold of his

career by a person who carries in his soul, if not

in his pocket, a commission to divert that

youth into conformity with some particular

group thought? "

LOW -WAGE EMPLOYERS WON'T

DISCUSS ISSUE

CVET

atce.

mett:

tein

TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

" Since last reported President W. D. Mahon

has issued charters for the institution of Divi.

sion No. 507, Marengo, Ill . , and Division

No. 508, Halifax, N. S. To meet a long stand

ing appointment, the President visited Tor

to , Ont., and addressed a mass meeting of

Division No. 113 on July 15. His report upon

conditions of Division No. 113 is very gratify

ing. From Toronto he returned to the office,

from where he has since directed the general

affairs of the Association .

“ Vice - President A. L. Behner is at present

assisting Division No. 285, Steubenville, 0.,

upon negotiations with the Steubenville &

E. L. Ry & Light Co. for modification of

agreement conditions. He also assisted the

officers of Division No. 103, Wheeling, W. Va.

upon the adjustment of a case of a discharged

member. Prior to this , he was dispatchedto

Galion and Mansfield in the interest of the

locals in those places, and visited the Mead

ville Division . He is also in touch with the

Cleveland strike situation.

" The strike situation in Cleveland is begin

ning to look brighter for an early resumption

of work by the members of Division No. 268.

The situation remains a political one, with

chances growing stronger for the overthrow

of the Mayor Johnson management.
The

company is approaching the limit of franchise

rights in the rate of fare, and has stated that

five cents willbe charged to all passengers who

don't ride on tickets. This confirms the

suspicion that the company has not intended

to install straight three cent fares."

No. :

adet

" D

ph
-

class

Erol

Stree

T:

Reading, Pa .-Business and professional

interests ignore the low-wage claims of trade

union speakers during the organization drive

in this city .

The average wage is $22.55 a week. The

figures are based on estimates by the federal

government. Commercial agencies endeav

ored to refute these figures , or to confuse the

popular mind by proving the figures are un

reliable in certain instances . The $22.55

standard can not be refuted , however, and

low-wage defenders are silent .

facts

ܶܐܪܡ

ALEX. S. STRACHAN DEAD

Chicago , Ill.—The death of Alex . S.

Strachan, general secretary-treasurer of Can

adian Pacific System, Division No. 1 , is

announced by Frank B. Powers, international

secretary -treasurer of the Commercial Tele

graphers' Union of America .

A pat on the back sends many a man for

ward. --Forbes Magazine ( N. Y. )

NOT THE SAME

192I do not want to be the same

Asthose who let timespeed away,

And never do a kindly thing

But selfish live from day to day .

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

" The motormen and conductors of Division

No. 78, Galveston, Texas, have received an

increase of one cent per hour in wages. It

will be remembered that out road went into

the hands of a receiver last October Last

March we went before the court asking for an

increase of three cents an hour. It was a fore

gone conclusion that we would get something.

The writer, since, believes that the receiver

asked the court not to interfere but rather let

him raise the wages himself, thereby maintain

ing discipline and respect among the men . So

we have gotten an increase of one cent per

hour.

" On Friday, August 13, Division No. 26 ,

Detroit , Mich. , held two rousing meetings,

one at 8:30 in the morning for the late men

and another at 8:30 in the evening for the

early men, The question that came before

this meeting wasthe proposition toreduce the

wages upon the three cent roads . The matters

were discussed and the men were determined

in their decision not to accept any reduction .

While they realize that there is a difference

between the three and four cent roads they

maintained that the labor was the same, and a

man does just as hard work on the one as on

the other. They, as working men , had not

compelled the Detroit Railway to build a three

cent' road, and if the company could not

operate the roads for three cents they felt it

was the company's duty to appeal to the city

I trust to always be unlike

The ones that pass the needy by ,

And who , their aid refuse to give

Though hearing oft the painful cry.

I do not strive for gold alone,

But rather for the gift to see

Where kindness will relieve distress

And pleasant smiles be given me.

Then any time I have the chance

To help some one that is in need ,

I know I shall not be tate

To gladly do a kindly deed .

-E. G. NUMMERY,
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council and not ask labor tp bear the blunt of and if an agreement can not be reached , the entire

their mistakes.
matter shall be submitted to the general manager

Up to the time of going to
of the Company and should he be unable to adjust

press the committeehad not yet secured a con the differences at issue , the same shall be sub

ference with the company, but we are safe in mitted to a Board of Arbitration within ten ( 10 )
The

saying that if the three cent reduction is made
days after failure to adjust such differences.

Arbitration Board shall meet in continuous sessions

in the City of Detroit it will only be after a until decision is reached .

long and hard struggle .
The Board of Arbitration shall consist of three

Onedisinterested parties , as follows :
" Division No. 22 of Worcester, Mass. , is in

be selected

by the Company, one to be selected by the Asso
a prosperous condition . We meet twice a ciation and the two so selected to select the third .

month , one meeting for the early men , the Provided , further , that should the Arbitrators So

other for the late men . The attendance for appointed by each of the parties to this agreement

fail to agree within a period of five days upon the

the past three or four months has been steadily third arbitrator, then the officers of the Company

increasing , and as soon as the hot weather is and the officers of the Association , with the two

arbitrators selected , shall meet and see if it is pos

over weexpect to have a still larger attend
sible to agree upon a third arbitrator , or make such

ance. We are taking in new members at every arrangements concerning the arbitration as they

meeting and expect to add a considerable may deem advisable. The decision of said Board

number to our ranks before the end of this
of Arbitration in writing by majority vote shall be

binding on both parties to this agreement.
term. Labor Day is to be celebrated in

Expenses and compensation for said Board of

Worcester by all labor organizations ; Division Arbitration shall be borne as follows :

No. 22 will take action in regard to having as Each party hereto shall bear the expense of the

large a representativeturnoutas possible. An arbitrator of their own selection and jointly bear the

aide to the chief marshall will be elected at the

expense of the third arbitrator . All other expenses

of the arbitrators to be borne equally by the parties
next regular business meeting to be held to this agreement .

August 19. SECTION 1 . This agreement shall apply to persons

"Division No. 85 is moving along very in the employ of the Company working as motor:

successfully. While we have burned no red
men , conductors , trainmen's helpers or shop and

barn employees, automobile mechanics and helpers ;

lights , or made no great demonstrations our and such employees must , if eligible to membership

organization has been moving along in first therein , become members of the Association within

at least sixty (60 ) days after formally starting to
classshape until today we canboast of having work for the Company, its successors , lessees

enrolled in our organization a majority of the assigns .

street car workers of this city ." Rules governing bus operators:
The Company

will assign men who are holding road seniority to

The Estate ranges, furnaces and a parlor bus operating jobs provided , in their judgment,

heater known as the Estate Heatrola , manu
they have men who can qualify for such positions ,

but in the event they have not , they have the right

factured by the Estate Stove Co., of Hamilton , to hire bus operators from the outside . Any em

Ohio, remain on the unfair list . The company, ployee taking a position as a bus driver and later

it is reported by the Stove Mounters Union, is
desires to go back to his place on the cars will

retain his seniority, provided both buses and street
absolutely unfair to labor . The products of cars operate from the same barn .

this unfair company are sold throughout the Provided , further, that if any bus operations are

country .
direct substitution for street railway service,

affected shall have first pick and retain their senior

ity , regardless of the base of operations of the bus .
WHEELING , W. VA . , AGREEMENT

It is agreed that the Company shall have the

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into right , at its discretion, to dismiss any employees

this 23rd day of April , 1928 , effective May 1st. working under this agreement , within the period of

1928 , by and between the WHEELING TRAC sixty (60) days after their employment without such

TION COMPANY, including the PAN HANDLE, dismissal constituting a grievance .
THE STEUBENVILLE, WELLSBURG AND

Sec. 2 . Any member of the Association in the

WEIRTON and THE STEUBENVILLE AND
employ of the Company ( except those expressly

WHEELING DIVISIONS, their successors, lessees stated herein ) suspended or discharged from the
of assigns, party of the first part, hereinafter called service of the Company shall have a notification of

the Company, and LOCAL DIVISION NO . 103, the charges for which they have been suspended or
of the AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

discharged within forty -eight hours after said action
STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

by the Company ; if , after a complete and throough
PLOYEES OF AMERICA, party, of the second investigation of said charges by the accredited

part, hereinafter called the Association . representatives of the Company and of the Associa
WITNESSETH : THAT WHEREAS, under the

tion , it is found that they are not guilty of sufficient

contract between the Company and the Association cause to warrant such action on the part of the
effective from May 1 , 1926. to April 30., 1929, Company , they shall be reinstated to their former

notice in writing thirty (30) days previous to May 1, positionand seniority rights , with compensation as

1927, was duly given in accordance with the terms provided for in this agreement for such of the time

of Section 31 thereof and the Company and the they lost through the unwarranted action of the
Association desire that certain changes, effecting Company as may be determined equitable by said

working conditions, shall be incorporated as set forth Board of Arbitration .
herein .

SEC. 3 .
Now , therefore , in consideration of the conditions,

Any offense charged against a member of

stipulations and covenants hereinafter set forth , both
the Association by the Company must be notified

parties hereto agree as follows:
to such member within ten ( 10 ) days after the date

the offense was committed and has been brought
The Company, through its properly accredited

officers, will withtreat its employees and the to the Company's attention . In no case , however,

properly accredited officers or committees of the
shall a longer period than thirty (30) days elapse.

Association upon all matters covered by this agree
Such member shall acknowledge such notification by

ment . attaching their signature to the report or other

Such Committee representing the Association shall

papers which stated the occurrence in which the

consist of not
offense arose .more than six employees of the Failure on the part of the Company
to

Company , including the presidentofLocal No. 103
present the charges within the specified time

and , in addition , one International Executive Board
annuls the offense, but this provision shall in no

Member. way effect the records of the Company made up

That the properly accredited officers or Committee
prior to May 1 , 1918, and further , shall not effect

of the Association shall have full power to adjust the official records made up during the life of the

all differences that may arise between the parties
contracts running from May 1 , 1918 , to April 30,

hereto with the properly accredited officers of the
1929.

Company, and all differences, except those expressly SEC . 4. The penalty for trainmen failing to report

stated herein , shall be submitted to the Company at time specified by the Company he shall be

by the properlyaccredited officers of the Association ,sharked to the foot of the extra list, and shallserve

.
men
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this penalty on the day subsequent to the day of
the shark . The penalties shall be one day for first
offense , two days for second offense and three

days for third offense, within thirty days . Any

trainman failing to report at the time specified by

the Company if he reports in person or by phone

within two hours of the above time, will be subject
to be assigned to such work or on the extra board ,

as the dispatcher may deem advisable .

Such reporting or working shall cancel one day

of his shark but shall not cancel the record of the
shark . If the failure to report for duty is due to

intention or indifference it shall be subject to such
discipline as shall be reasonable in the circum

stances,

The penalty for shark shall not apply to extra

men unless they have been off duty six (6) or more

hours .

Sec . 5 . It is further understood , agreed and

guaranteed that all employees working for the

Company under the terms of this agreement will

perform their duties at all times efficiently and

loyally and will observe and obey to the best of

their judgment , all rules of the Company.

Sec . 6 . All grievances (except those expressly

stated herein ) arising between the Company and

any members of the Association shall first be sub

mitted to the general manager or other accredited

authority of the Company by the accredited com
mittee of the Association . If the accredited repre

sentatives of the Association are unable to agree

with the accredited authority or the general man

ager of the Company , then the grievances shall be
submitted to a Board of Arbitration , as provided

herein , in not to exceed ten days thereafter,

Sec . 7 . The basis of operation for motormen and

conductors shall be nine hours for a day's work.

All regular passenger runs shall , as far as practic

able, consist of early and late straights and shall

be paid straight time for the time actually con

sumed by the run , but not less than a nine -hour

day on week days. On Sundays this provision for

a minimum of nine hours shall not apply . The time

of all regular runs shall be divided as nearly equal

as practicable .
Time and one -half shall be paid to any motor

conductor holding or working a regular

passenger car run , for time in excess of thirty ( 30 )
minutes over the scheduled time of such run .

Provided , however , that any motorman or conductor

holding a regular passenger car run , including an
extra working regular passenger is

called upon to do work in addition to that consti

tuted in such run , he shall be paid overtime for
such work .

Any motorman or conductor holding or working
a swing passenger car run , shall be subject to work

other than that constituted in such swing run

without overtime pay for such additional work,

until ten hours of work shall have actually been

performed . All work in excess of ten hours shall

be paid for at time and one-half. Or in other

words, overtime is to be paid for all work in excess

of ten hours , including swings that call for more
than ten hours as the regular run.

SEC. 8 . If an extra man ( including any regular

man who is on the extra list ) is marked up on any

day for any run or any work is definitely assigned
to him , he shall receive not less than five hours'

pay at regular rate for such day , but it is under

stood that this does not apply to extra men who

report generally as extra men to take such runs as

may be open . Extra men shall be paid not less

than one hour for each time they may be required
to report in person for duty , until relieved by

accredited authority of the Company, provided that

if the extra man is assigned to any work, bench time

shall not apply .

SEC. 9 . It is agreed by the Company that dues

collectors of the Association shall have the privilege

of collecting dues from the members of the Associa

tion inside the barns and the employees' private

rooms but not on the cars of the Company while

on regular or extra runs , or while on duty.

SEC. 10 . All regular freight and service cars shall

be classed as regular runs, so numbered , and shall

be open for choice annually on June 1st , and shall

be named by a full crew of motorman and con

ductor,

SEC. 11 . Seats shall be provided for motormen

and conductors and all cars shall be fully equipped

by the Company before being taken out of the barn

for runs ,

Sec . 12 . Employees shall be given free and un

imited transportation on re ular passenger cars at

all times , and on all lines owned by the Company,

Sec, 13 . All badges and punches necessary for

the employees must be supplied by the Company.

A reasonable deposit, to be fixed by the Company ,

shall be made bytheemploye upon such issuing.

and such deposit will bear interest at four per cent

if held as a deposit of one year or more, but not
prior to May 1 , 1918 .

Sec. 14. Any employee of the Company promoted
from a position of trainman, desiring to return to

his former position , may be placed in the same

position as to seniority which he held before the
time of promotion, Any member of the Associa

tion assigned to duties of the aforesaid Association

shall return to their respective position or place on

the board on their return to the position held prior

to said promotion or assignment .

It is agreed that the officers and the committee

of the Association , as provided for herein , consisting

of not more than six of the Company's employees,

shall be granted leave of absence on such days as

are necessary to enable them to attend to the duties

of the Association or to carry on negotiations of any

kind with any of the officials of the Company .

Sec. 15 . Seniority of service of motormen and

conductors is to be recognized at all car barns,

In the event there is a run taken off, the board
shall be thrown open .

Provided , however, that if
the run

or runs taken off shall be held by the

youngest crew or crews, the board will not be thrown
open . A run added shall be advertised the same

as a vacancy . In the case of a change in schedule
of one or

more runs that may inconvenience crew

or crews the board may be thrown open at the car
barn where such run or runs originate for pick.

All runs permanently vacant shall be advertised
and moved up to be effective the 1st or the 16th

day of the month .

In the event of an early man being off with sick

ness, or otherwise, for a period of more than ten
days and not exceeding sixty days , the oldest man

not working an early run shall have preference of

the run and the oldest extra man preference of the

man's run who has been assigned to the early run .
For a period longer than 60 days, a temporary

move-up shall be made. The above provision of
this section shall apply at all barns except
McMechen Barn and Pan Handle Division cars

working out of the Warwood Barn ,

In the event a run is taken off , a run added or
a change made in the schedule in any one or more

runs , the board shall be thrown open at that car
barn for a pick accordingto age in service.

All

runs. vacant, shall be advertised and moved up
within ten ( 10) days from the time the vacancy
occurs. In the event that any trainman may be

off with sickness or otherwise , for a period of more

than ten (10) days , a temporary move-up shall be

made . The above provision to apply at Mc Mechen

Barn and Pan Handle Division cars working out of

the Warwood Barn.

Provided , further , that there shall be an annual

pick of runs at all operating barns of the Company

the first day in June and provided further that if

the board has been open ninety days previous to

June 1st , this paragraph shall not apply.

SEC. 16-a . It is hereby agreed that motormen

and conductors on snow sweepers shall receive five

( 5 ) cents per hour in addition to their regular rate

for the time they may actually be required for such
work.

SEC. 16-b . Motormen or conductors on freight

car runs shall receive not less than six cents per hour

in addition to their regular passenger rate. ' Freight

car helpers shall receive 47 cents per hour for the

first three months , 50 cents per hour for the next

nine months and 55 cents per hour thereafter, and

shall be subject to the same working conditions as

motormen and conductors holding such runs .

Sec. 16-c . Motormen or conductors on regular

service car runs shall receive not less than four cents

per hour in addition to their regular passenger car '

rate .

Regular runs of both of the above classifications

(" b " and " c " ) shall be guaranteed nine hours of

work six days per week at the rate as provided for

above and after the completion of ten and one -half
(10% ) hours ' work on saidregular runs at the regu.

lar rate , shall be paid time andone -half for all time

in excess thereof.

Motormen or conductors on non-scheduled service

car runs shall be paid time and one- half after the

performance of ten and one - half ( 10 % ) hours'

work.

man a run
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Equip yourself with a NEW

Five -Barrel Lever - Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant

Saves time , pockets, patience -- and Speeds

up schedules--no fumbling for coins.

Patented safety locking deviceand our exclusive

Adjustable feature on fourth and fifth barrels.

THE ONLY 5 -BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 -BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter , 1 dime , 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies
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Price $4.00 postage paid. J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St., New York City
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On any day when motormen or conductors hold

ing runs of either of the above classifications are

to perform passenger car service in
addition to that performed on their regular runs,

they shall be paid timeand one -half after ten and
one-half (10%) hours' work.

If required towork onother than their regular

runs or combination of part of the time on their

own runs and part of the time on other work , they

shall be paid for time equivalent to that called for

by their regular run and any time in excess thereof,

ifput in on passenger carservice, shall be paidfor
under Section 7 and if on other class of work, shall

be paid for according to classification .

Sec. 17 . Motormen and conductors when acting

as instructors of student motormen and conductors

shall receive five ( 5) centsper hour in addition to
their regular passenger car wage .

Sec. 18. Train men shall receive pay at his regular

straight time wage rate for making out accident

reports . A minimumof fifteen minutes and a maxi

mum of thirty minutes' time shall apply to the pay

of allmenmakingout these reports . if moretime

is necessary,application shall bemade to thesuper
intendent or dispatcher.

Sec. 19. Straight time only shall apply for dead ;
heading and watching cars . If,afterthe periodof

watching is over , it is necessary to operate the cat

on another run, time and a half shall be paid for
the time on the other run, provided the run is not

one to which he is assigned .

Sec. 20.
It is further agreed that the Company

willprovide workmen's compensation protectionfor
members of the Association in its employ to the

extent of its abiltiy to do so under the laws of

WestVirginia andOhio or the equivalent thereof.

( This clause to be subject to further consideration

by the Company andofficers of the Association .)

SEC. 21 .
The wages for all motormen and con:

ductors in passenger service andbusoperators shall

be as follows during the year ending April 30, 1929 :
First three months of employment .. 49 € per hour

Next nine months of employment . 52 € per hour
Thereafter .. 57 € per hour

One-man car operators shall be allowed 5¢ more per

The recognized holidays applying to all
sections of this agreement shall be as follows:

January 1st , May 30th, July 4th, Labor Day,

Thanksgiving Day andDecember 25th, or days set
a part for the observance of same .

Sec. 23. Nine hours shall constitute a day's

workforall shop and barn employees,except where

otherwise agreedby Company and Association.

SEC. 24.
In making promotions, consideration

shall be given to fitness andability ,provided, how
ever, that in all cases where two

possess equal qualifications, seniority of service shall
rule .

Further, that any grievances arising under this

section shall be determined by the provisions of
Section 6 hereof.

Sec. 25 .
All shop or barn employees shall be

privileged to buyand owntheir own tools. If any

employee choose todo so , the Company shall within

thirty ( 30 ) days after employment furnish such
employee with tools, which in the Company's judg

ment shall correspond with his line of work , which

may be charged to said employee by the Company

In case any tool is defective or broken whileinthe

use of the Company's service, it shall be turned

over to the proper Official of the Company and a
new one shall be issued for same. No employee

shall be forced to receive Company's tools if he

does not wish to do so but if he does not choose

to receive the Company's tools he must provide

suitable tools of his own. All employees, upon

leaving the service , shall return to the Company

the tools accepted from the Company and in case
any tool is missing they shall make proper com .

pensation for same. No charge will be made for

socket or box wrenches.

The Company further agrees to replace any tools

that are worn out or broken in the service of the

Company, provided that such tools or tool shallin
a reasonable measure correspond to the Company's

standard tools .

Sec . 26. Fifteen minutes may be taken for lunch

by the day or night forces at any car barn at such

time as may be agreed upon by the Association

and the Company . This time shall not be paid for.

Ten minutes shall be given each shop and barn

employee at the close of their day's work to put
their tools away and prepare to gohome.

Sec. 27. Time and one-half shall be paid shop

and barn employees for all overtime and holidays.

Shop or barn employees shall be paid five (5) cents

per hour in addition to their regular rate for such

time as they may be actually required to work on

snow sweepers while such snow sweepers are in use

the Company's lines outside of its barns or

shops.
Shop and barn employees who are members of

the Association will be allowed one day off per week,

if desired , in cases of extreme emergency.. He shall

notify his foreman at least one day previous, The

Company to pay no portion of such time.

Sec. 28 . The shop and barn employees of the

Company to be classified as follows :

Painters -- Class " A " .62 € per hour
Class " B "

55 € per hour
Blacksmiths ... 56 to 65 € per hour

This classification covers men capable of doing

necessary work required of them in Blacksmith

Shop.

Repairmen - Class " A " 59 € per hour

Class " B " 54 ¢ per hour

Helpers in Shop and Barn Dept. 42 to 53 € per hour

Apprentices, Errand Boys, etc... .25 to 30€ per hour

Watchmen and Janitors .30 ¢ per hour
Car Cleaners and Sanders ... .34 to 38 € per hour

The Company shall have the right to pay any

barn or shop employee any rate higher than the

highest rate In his group than those provided for in

this agreement that may in the judgment of the

Company seem proper.

Sec. 29. That, if any member of the Association

by word or act, shall interfere with or disturb the
course of negotiations between the properly accred

ited officers of the Company and the Association

respectively , upon any subject whatsoever, or inter
fere withor disturb the Company's service in any

way, contrary to the conditions and spirit of this
agreement, such member or members shall upon

reasonable proof of the same, be dismissed from the

Company's service . This section does not apply to

the Company
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TOBACCO HABIT

BANISHED

a new

QUICK, SURE, LASTING RESULTS

Tobacco Redeemer banishes the habit com

pletely, almost before you know it. An absolutely

scientific, thoroughly reliable treatment. No

matter how long the habit, or in what form used,

you will have no craving for tobacco after you

take this pleasant, inexpensive treatment. This

we positively guarantee. Your money returned

without argument or question if not satisfied.

Write for free explanatory booklet and proof of
whatTobacco Redeemer has done for men addicted

to the tobacco habit. Send post card or letter today ,

Newell Pharmacal Co., Clayton Station , Dept. 857, St. Louis, M

&

W

any member working under instructions of the

Association .

Sec. 30 . At the time of the expiration of this

agreement, should either of the parties hereto desire

a renewal hereofor
agreement and said

parties are unable to agree on the terms and con

ditions of such renewal or new agreement or any

of them , either of the said parties may ask for and

be entitled to arbitration to settle any or all terms

and conditions of such renewal or new agreement

which the parties hereto have not agreed upon

previous to the time of the expiration of the present

agreement and the Board of Arbitration shallbe

selected as provided for in this agreement.

Pending the adjustment of anydifferences between

the parties hereto upon any matters arising under

the terms of this agreement or as to such renewal

or new agreement, there shall be no lock -out, strike

or cessation of work.
All motormen and conductors in the employ of

the Company on and after May 1, 1921, after two

years of continuous service and for any reason

leaves the employ of the Company who may be re

employed within two years thereafter, shall receive

the prevailing rate of wage for the first two months

of service and then be rated according to the actual

number of years of previous service . Seniority to

date at the time of re -employment.

Sec. 31 . This agreement shall be in full force

and effect from May 1 , 1926 , to April 30, 1929.

Provided that either party hereto desiring a change

in any section or sections or additions, shall notify

the other party in writing thirty (30) days previous

to May 1st of each year, as to the section or

sections or additions.

WHEELING TRACTION COMPANY ,

(Signed) A.C. SPURR, General Manager.
LOCAL DIVISION NO. 103, AMALGA .

MATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYEES OF AMERICA,

S. O. WILSON, President No. 103 .

S. G , thôn,

S. M. Wilson ,

William J. Myles,

Clarence Wood,

Arthui Taylor,

Committee .

TE
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MALT EXTRACT

$074
74ADOZ

EN

3

PLUS DELIVERY

CHARGES

60yrs.)

ZEPPELIN

FULL OVER

3 lb. BRAND
BARLEY MALT

CANS EXTRACT

100 % PURE
SKILL

SPECIAL OFFER FOR THIS MONTH - Catalog FREE

RY-OAK (liquid) considered the most perfect

FLAVOR in theworld, 4-oz. $ 1.00 .

CONTINENTAL , 41-5 West45thSt., N. Y.

SPECIAL

EARN EXTRA MONEY

We need men of good character and standing,

with a knowledgeof railroading, to represent

us in their space hours. This work is with a

responsible company, does not entail any in

vestment by you and it will bring you an

attractive extra monthly income the year

round . Write : C. E. Shaffner, 1932 Ford Bldg. ,

Detroit , Mich .

a

$

Asthma Left Him

Four Years Ago

No Sign of It Since. Tells How He

Found Lasting Relief.

Elderely people, made miserable by asthma or

bronchial cough, will find cheer in a letter from 0. M.

Oleson , age 65, Route 2, Eagle Grove, Iowa. He says :

" I had asthma for 15 years. Allthat time I wheezed,

coughed and choked until at times I could hardly

breathe. After trying everything. I finally started

taking Nacor in April, 1922. It gave me wonderful

relief and I started to improve every month. The last

trace of asthma left me in 1923 . I have taken no

medicine for over 4 years and have had no asthma , so

I am now sure that I amridofthat terrible disease ."

Mr. Oleson is only one of hundreds who have told

howtheir asthma left and never returned. If you suffer

with asthma or bronchial cough, you will enjoy reading

their letters , which will be sent free by Nacor Medicine

Co., 606 State Life Bldg. , Indianapolis, Ind . Also a

booklet of valuable information about these diseases

will be sent you.
This free information may be just

as helpful to you as it has to thousands of others .

No matter how serious your case , write for it today.

Uniforms for D. S. R.

Operators and

Conductors

$33

Union Made of Regulation

Blue Serge

Tailored of No. 386 Wanskuk 16 -oz.

fine weave Blue Serge in strict ac

cordancewith D.S.R.Specifications
.

The lining is of twill Blue Serge.

It's a pleasure to show them to you

any time whether you come to buy

or look . Drop in .

Convenient terms if desired

Clayton's

Michigan at Shelby since 1883

DETROIT'ILARGEST BICLUSIVE MEN'S AND BOYS' APPAREL OTORI
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$5,000.00

Worth of Prizes

I

AM going to give away , ABSOLUTELY FREE, more than $ 5,000.00 worth of wonderful

prizes, consisting of two Automobiles, two Phonographs, a Shetland Pony, a Radio, a Bicycle,
Silverware andmanyotherhighgrade articles of merchandise - besides Hundreds ofDollars

in Cash. Already we have given away Thousands of Dollars in Cash and Valuable Prizes to

advertiseourbusiness, butthisisthemost liberal offer we have ever made. First Prize winner
will receive an 8Cyl., 100 Horsepower, Custom Built Studebaker Sedan , or $ 2,250.00 in cash ;
Second Prize winnerwill receive a Four -door Chevrolet Sedan or $675.00 in cash ; Third Prize
winner will receive a Victor Orthophonic Victrola, Model 84, or $235.00 in cash , etc. Each Prize

will be shippedand deliveredright to the winner'sdoor, all charges paid. This offer is open to

anyoneliving in theUnited States, outside of Chicago, and is backed by a Big Reliable Company
of many years' standing.

HP

ERY

50

Perles

1.

R.

Find 5 Objects

Starting with the Letter “ C ”

There aremany objects in the picture ofthe circus above, such as lion , balloon , Indian, auto

mobile ,rooster, boy, tent,etc. If you can find 5 that startwith the letter “ c , "you may win aBig

Prize. Just think ofwinning a wonderful new 8 -cylinder Studebaker Sedan or $ 2,250.00 in cash,

absolutely free . Somebody is boundto win . Whynot you ? Get busy right away . Find Ave objects

starting with the letter " Č ," All in the coupon below and send it to me at once.

$550.00 Givenfor Promptness

in
In addition to the Studebaker Sedan , the Chevrolet Sedan , the Victor

Orthophonio Victrola, the Shetland Ponyandthemanyothervaluableprizes-
besides Hundreds of Dollars in Cash - I am also going to give $ 550.00 in
Cash for Promptness. It will pay you to act at once. Any winner may have

cash instead of the prize won and in case of ties. duplicate prizes will bo
awarded . There are no tricks or illusions of any kind and neatness or
handwriting do not count. You will not be asked to write in any squares,
add up any figures, build words, or solve any additional puzzles of any kind.
Get busy right away . Find 5 objects startingwith the letter “ C. " All in

the coupon below and send it to me just as soon as possible . EVERYBODY
REWARDED . Address

L. E. Wilferd , Mgr., Dept. C -518 315 So. Peoria St.,
Chicago, III,

c

$

2

C

List of Prizes

1. 8 Cylinder Studebaker Sedan .

2. Four -door ChevroletSedan .

3. VictorOrthophonic Victrola .

4. Shetland Pony, Saddle and
Bridle .

5. SevenTube Console Radio.

6. Fibre Living Room Set.

7. Electric Vacuum Cleaner.

8. Apollo Motorbike Bicycle.

9. 100-Piece Dinner Set.

10. Ladies' or Men'sElginWatch.

11. 29-Piece Silverware Set.

12. Swanson King Portable
Phonograph .

13. New Haven Banjo Clock.

14. Wrought Iron Bridge Lamp.

15. Ladies Overnight Bag.

L. E. Wilferd , Mgr., Dept. C -518

315 So. Peoria St., Chicago, Ill .

The objects starting with the let:er " C " are :

My Name.

My Address.....



Some Clothing Stores

don't handle

Union Label Clothing
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m
mbecause they

don't know

that

Traction men

demand it.

IR

F your dealer does not have sewed in every garmentwe make

Union Label Uniforms and -(both uniform and civilian

Civilian Clothing in stock now styles) and is your protection

send us his name and we'll write against inferior makes, assuring

him about it. you of satisfaction .

• Traction men who prefer Blue Before you buy your next suit,

Serge can secure our Standard send for a sample of 3500 Serge

Serge No.3500in either Uniform for comparison.

or Civilian Styles at $27.50. If your dealer cannot supply

We are also able to furnish you, we will arrange to have a

all standard uniform fabrics and reputable clothingstorein your

a full line of nd Tail.
city take your size and

ored Civilian Clothing. make any needed altera

The Union Label is tionswithout extra charge.

Bloch

The Bloch Company 2320 Superior Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge.

100...1000000000000000000000000000000

G CLOTHES

OFQUALITY

Name .

Address

Name of Dealer
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Volume 36 DETROIT , MICHIGAN , SEPTEMBER 1928 Number 10

Published monthly by the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric RailwayEmployes of America.

W.D. Mahon , President

260 Vernor Highway E., Detroit, Micbigan

Entered at the Post Office as Second Class Matter .

Accepted for Mailing at special rates of postage pro

vided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 1017.

Subscription Price .... . $ 0.73

and succeeding the death of late Vice-Presi.

dent John J. Thorpe, Brother Fitzgerald was

elected to the position of First International

Vice- President, and was brought to the Gen

eral Office at Detroit, where he has served as

First International Vice-President and assist

ant to the InternationalPresident in the direc

tion of the generalaffairsof the Association .

Brother and Mrs. Fitzgerald are now residents

of Detroit, Mich.

ORGANIZED WAGE WORKERS

Why are there organized workers ?

What is the purpose of organized wage

workers?

With profit employing properties, wage

workers are employed withoutrespect to what

frateranl organizations they belong or with

what religious sects theyare affiliated, except

in one single instance. That single instanceis

as to whether the wage workers belong to an

association of wage workers. With this fact

before us, we cannot deny but that there is

some significance relative to the organized

wage workers and the fact that they are such.

When one seeking employment at wages

applies for employment, before him , by the

employing agent ofthe property is placed an

“ Application For Employment.'

plications for employment contain as a first

VICE -PRESIDENT WM. B. FITZGERALD expression : “ I hereby make application for

AND MRS. FITZGERALD the position of Following

this the applicant states where he was born ,

First International Vice - President Wm. B. when he was born , etc. Often in these

Fitzgerald ,accompanied by hiswife, left for applications is asked the question as to

Swansea , Wales, August 19. They took pas whether he is married, single or a widower.

sage at Boston . Brother Fitzgerald is a fra Then come the two questions in the applica

ternal delegate representing the American tion that is at present beforethe writer, and

Federation of Labor to the British Trades one of them is numbered " 7 " which reads :

Congress Convention, which will convene in “ 7. Of what labor organizations are you

Swansea, Wales, September 3. He a member ? "

elected as a delegate to the British Trades Then question No. 8 in this same application

Congress Convention at theA.F.of L. Con for employment reads :

vention, held in Los Angeles, Calif. , nearly a “ 8. of what labor organization have you

year ago , at which convention he was in at been a member ? "

tendance as one of the delegatesrepresenting Why are these questions in the application

the Amalgamated Association . Brother Fitz for employment by a largeemploying concern

gerald is a member of Division No. 132, that is known as a non-union employing con

Troy, N. Y., and has been an International cern ?

Officer for more than twenty -five years . At On the back of this application is the con

the Pittsburgh Convention , held in 1903 , he tract known as the " yellow dog contract"

wasin attendanceasadelegate representing whichapplicant must sign as a proposedagree

the Troy Local, andatthatconvention he was ment in employment and here are given what

elected to membership on the General Execu was set forth as Sections 8 and 9 :

tive Board of the Association. He held this Section 8 of this so - called " yellow dog

position until 1917 , when , at the convention agreement” which the applicant for employ

of the Association held at Providence, R. I. , ment must sign to get a job reads:

203
These ap

was
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“ That the said ...
. Company anything to say relative to the wage rates

has been operated , is operated and will be they should receive, except by associating with

operated upon a non -union basis and as non their fellow workmen and establishing them

union ;" selves as organized wage workers. That is

Section 9 reads:
the reason there exist organized wage workers

" 9. That the undersigned is not a member today.

of any labor union nor any organization com Through organizing, they found that the

posed of persons who are engaged in thesame course to pursue was to determine co -opera

ora similar occupation, business or craft, nor tively upon the wage that should be paid and

will he (or she) join or in any way become then delegate to apart of their membership

affiliated with any such organization while an the authority to negotiate for the wage desired.

employe of the .. Company, nor All wage workers could not stop work and

will he (or she) have any dealings, communi apply. collectively. So in the operating of

ations or interviews with any member or organizations by organized wage workers ,

members, agent or agents of such an organiza rules and regulations of procedure were

tion in relation to membership or affiliation mapped out , including the designation of

with any such organization :" representatives, styled president, secretary

Section 10 of this agreement that is neces and board members or executive board , to

sary to be subscribed to by the applicant for whom should be committed the duties of

employment reads: complying with the conclusions of the organ

10. That it is the intention and desire of ized wage workers in their assembled state.

the said ... ..Company and the Has there anything been accomplished by

undersigned that the employment relation organized wage workers that is to their in

between them be kept entirely free from inter dividual advantage? This question may be

ference or intervention in any respect by any answered by a survey of wages paid to wage

labor union, its officers or agents:' workers who are organized as compared with

Section 12 of this so -called agreement reads : the wages of the unorganized wage workers

" 12. The undersigned further represents in the same line of employment. This com

that he (or she) will work for the said .... parison shows that through organization

..Company in such positions as may wage workers arereceiving a higher standard

be assigned to him (or her) from time to time of wages than could have attained to them did

at such wages and for such hours as are now there exist no organized wage workers. That

effective for such positions, provided, however, shows the value of organization to wage

there shall be no reduction in positions except workers.

for good cause." There are other comparisons that may be

The above quotations show features of made ;

what the non -union applicant for employ In this so-called " yellow dog contract " from

ment in this case and in many others of unfair which quotations are heretofore made, there

employing properties, must agree to ; other exists the provision that the employe must

wise he will have to look elsewhere for a job . work the number of hours fixed by the em

This type of agreement , it is well under ployer.

stood, isa type ofagreement outlined by so The organized wage workers are those who

called " American Plan " employers ' organiza give deliberate and impressive thought to

tions . what may be of advantage to the social order.

Why is the organized wage worker the sole Not one organized wage worker that compre

singled out individual whowill not be given hends the principles upon which he stands as

employment by this type of property ? an organized wage worker, is there but that is

Yet this is the only type of employing putting forth his endeavor along that line.

managements and properties that protest the The organized wage worker is he who knows

so -called closed shop union and they are he is contributing to effect a standard of

posing as " closed shop " non-union employing employment of advantages in wages and

concerns. working conditions, that he could not enjoy

Then the question arises : Who is the were there no organized wage workers.
He

organized wage worker and why is he an joined his associate organized wage workers

organized wage worker? with the understanding that he was to con .

There are reasons why wage workers organ tribute what he wouldbe able to contribute

ize and this reason cannot be more clearly in in the way of bettering the conditionsof all

dicated as existing than for the wage worker andin that way bettering his own conditions.

or others to read the above provisions in the There is not one organized wage worker,

so - called " yellow dog contract ." Isn't that working in association with his associate

true ? organized wage workers, but that knows that

The wage worker cannot fail to know that intheir organized capacity theyare receiving

without associating himself with his associate better wages and better working conditions

employees he mustwork for the wage fixed by and that they have relieved competition in

the employing property , exclusive of what he employment to a very great extent, that

may think his wage should be and exclusive could nothavebeenaccomplishe
d without

of whether the wage rate is a living rate or organization. That is the organized wage

a poverty maintaining wage rate. worker.

Wage workers cameto understand the situa The organized wage worker knows thatthe

tion . They felt that they should have some deliberations upon whathasbeenaccomplished

thing to say relative to the fixing of wages for took place within the meetings of the orga

which they should be employedas profit-pro ized wage workers. He knows that at the

ducing employes. To them appeared the real meeting is the place to advance ideals in

fact that there was no way for them to have betterment of wagesand working conditions.

1
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He knows that by attending those meetings not entitled to anything but antagonism from

he is contributing to such accomplishment. organized wage worker. Such non-union

He knows that his organization is a business employing properties and managements are

institution. He has come to understand that as much entitled to antagonism as are the

wage workers are also business men and cap contageous diseases that inflict mankind

able of conducting their business as wage smallpox, scarlet fever , diphtheria, etc.

workers. He knows that the unfair non -union Can it be disputed that the organized wage

employing management endeavors to discredit workers are the advancing element of the

the idea that thewage worker is capable , with social order upon the American Continent?

his associates, of conducting their business.

But he has experienced the test and knows that FROM LABOR DAY ADDRESS OF A. F.

associated wage workers are capable of con OF L. PRESIDENT

ducting their business and capable of advance

ment in their business. He knows that The address of President William Green

through non-unionism nothing is attained in of the American Federation of Labor was

the interest of wage workers. He knows that delivered at Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 3, 1928.

non-unionism is an obstruction of advance Extracts therefrom are quoted as follows:

ment and really a contributing factor to the " The proper observance of Labor Day

servility of wage workers. That is the serves to inspire profound thinking and to

organized wage worker.
awaken in the hearts and minds of millions

The merchant who looks for patronage in of working men and women hopes and ideals

his business , cannot fail to recognize that which lie dormant. The atmosphere of this

wage workers comprise the vast element of great national holiday is surcharged with a

market -making and patronage in commercial current of optimism which stimulates the

ism . The merchant that thinks in the interest workers with renewed faith and confidence in

of his own business, cannot fail to understand the cause of Labor. As a result service in our

the advantage to him and his associate mer Homeland has been raised to a higher plane of

chants that comes through organized wage dignity and importance.

workers. He cannot fail to recognize that the *The workers enter into the spirit of the day

organized wage worker, through his organiza with manifestationsofenthusiasm and personal

tion, has a greater purchase power than has pride. The great holiday is for them , their

the unorganized wage worker. So , the mer families and their friends. They are conscious

chant, should he only give proper thought to of this fact and they appreciate its significance.

the subject, cannot fail to recognize the im But all this time the workers are thinking,

portance of the organized wage workers. dreaming and planning . Constantly before

They are an advantage in the business inter them is a vision of a brighter and better life

ests of a community . They advance the social for all. They yearn for human progress and

standing of a community. They contribute their
purpose to realize it becomes determined

most to prosperity in a community. That is and irrevocable . Their thoughts revolve

the organized wage worker. around plans and policies designed to accom

The organized wage worker has given plish it .

sufficient study to the subject, to know that by "Working men and women understand most

establishing a shorter service day and a clearly that wages constitute the very basis of

shorter service week, there becomes a more their comfort, welfare and happiness. The

general distribution of the privilege of em amount of wages they receive determines the

ployment , and , naturally, a reduction in standard of living which they mayenjoy. For

competition in the labor market . It gives this reason wage rates occupy a larger place

greater healthfulresource to the wage worker in the thoughts and minds of all wage earners

and his family. It has a tendency to advance than other questions which vitally affect them .

the standard of wages and it assuredly ad " It is gratifying to observe that outside the

vances the standard of employingconditions. ranks of Labor an increasingly large number of
It advances the social order . It adds to people are accepting Labor's point of view

prosperity in general.That is the organized regarding wages. The theory of low wages

wage worker .
and cheap, production has been exploded . If

In contributing to the advancement of the followed in modern industrial practices it

social order, what do we note in comparing would mean demoralization and injury to all

the wages and working conditions of the non forces and factors identified with production.

union man with the wages and workingcon The economic problem , as Labor has seriously

ditions of the organized wage worker ? What contended , is to develop and increase con

do we note when we compare the helpfulness suming power , to stimulate the use and con

to society of the organized wage worker and sumption of manufactured commodities and to

the non-union wage worker? The non - union enlarge and increase the market so that it may

wage worker is helpless , even unto himself, let correspond with the constant increase in

alone the advancement of society . The production. Obviously, this result cannot be

organized wage worker is helpful, not only to accomplished without increasing the consum

himself 'but to all society . That is the organ ing power of the great mass of the people

ized wage worker. through the establishment and maintenance of

The organized wage worker is he who recog high wages and high wage levels.

nizes that the fair employing property and " Low wages in America would be a calam

managements are the concerns and manage ity . Wages must keep pace with our increased

ments that are entitled to the vigorous and power of production and must correspond

hearty support of all organized wage workers . with the requirements of the American stand

He knows, also , that the unfair non-union ard of living. We have long since passed the

employing properties and managements are point where any general reduction in wages can
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take place without inflicting great injury provide employment in governmental con

upon all classes of people. Our high wage struction work for all who are temporarily

standards must be maintained. unemployed during periods of industrial

" One of the chief objectives of Labor is the depression, be given the fullest consideration

establishment of the five day workweek in all andthe most favorable action possible.

lines of industry. This great economic reform “Labor regards the abuse of the writ of

is made possible through the installation of injunction in industrial disputes as most ser

improved machinery, the development of skill ious, calling for legislation and a change in

and science and anincreasing use of electrical judicialprocedure. During the past year many

power. The public mind has accepted this injunctions were issued against labor repre

change and public opinion has placed upon it sentatives and labor organizations and many

the stamp of approval. Hundredsof thousands of them were regardedby Labor as a trans

of working people have secured the five day gression upon human liberty and human

workweek . This has been the significant rights.

accomplishment of Labor during the past " We do not object to a proper and rational

year. use of the writ ofinjunction for the purpose of

" In a rational andpractical way theworkers protecting physical property when threatened

are pressing their demand for the five day with irreparable injury, when there is no

.workweek. In some instances international remedy at law .

unions have made national agreements with “ It is when injunctions are so issued as to

employers providing for the establishment of classify labor as a commodity and when men

thefive day workweek. and women are enjoined from refusing to give

“ In the beginning the inauguration of the service or to withhold service, at will, and when

five day workweek wasconsidered an experi they are enjoined from enjoying the guar

ment. The practicability of the five day antee of free press, free assembly, and free

workweek hasbeen tested and proven . It has speech Labor protests and seeks legislative

brought to the workers extended oportunities enactment to prevent the recurrence of these

for rest, recreation, moral and spiritual abuses .

development. As a result they have become " The grievance of Labor is being better

more efficient and community andcivic lifehas understood by fair-minded people. It is

been elevated to a higherplane. The American generally conceded that Labor's grievance

Federation of Laborwill continue to concen regarding the abuse of the use of injunctions is

trate its efforts in behalf of this great modern well -founded . Each of the great political

industrial reform .
parties has declared, in its platform , that

“We must see to it that working men and investigation has disclosed that abuses in the

women may be permitted to enjoy the benefits use of the writ of injunction have occurred

and blessings which come from the use of and that Labor is entitled to legislative relief.

machinery and power. They must not be It is the purpose ofthe American Federation

made the victims of invention , science, skill of Laborto press this matter most diligently

and their own efficiency. This would be the and increasingly upon the attention of Con.

result if millions of working, people were gress until legislation is enacted which will

thrown idle and their purchasing power remove the abuses relative to the use of the

destroyed . writ of injunction against which Labor most

" Difficult as the problem may be we must seriously complains.

find a way by which every man and woman is “ The American Federation of Labor is con

accorded an opportunity to secure employ- tending vigorously against the denial, through

ment , give service and receive wages . the use ofindividual contracts and company

“ Atvarying intervals during the past year unions , of the right of working men and women

thousands of working men and women have to organize into trade unions. We hold that

been forced into unemployment .
On some

the company union is formed for the express

occasions it became so serious as to command purpose of preventing the workers from join

public attention . Such a state of affairs con ing the bona fide trade unions affiliated with

stitutes a menace to our well-being and the American Federation of Labor. We believe

domestic happiness. There is nothing which that thegreat mass of working men and women

distrubs and seriously affects individuals and a wish to identify themselves with the officially

community to a greater degree than wide recognized American labor movement. They

spread unemployment. ought to be permitted to exercise their

“ The American Federation of Labor appeals personal and citizenship rights, to determine

to the Government and to industry to consider this question without threats or coercion ,

this great question and to join with it in find . “ Men and women should be free to exercise

ing ways and means by which unemployment their own judgment and opinion regarding

may be avoided . Labor has suggested a plan affiliation with their fellow workers and a bona

and has urged not only the Government but fide, officially recognized tradeunion. When

also the two political parties to accept it . The men and women, in order to secure work, are

plan provides thatthe Government shall make compelled to sign individual contracts with

available appropriations for public improve employersin which it is agreed that they will

ments and buildings with the provision that not join a labor union they are being made the

the work shall be carried on immediately when victims of economic injustice. This is a prac

unemployment forces itself upon a large num tice which has been adopted by some em

ber of our citizens . Labor is not asking the ployers oflaborin recent years. So long as it is

Government toadopt impractical or visionary continued it will incite industrial unrest, cause

methods in seeking a remedy for unemploy industrial disturbance andtend to widen the

ment . It demands, however, that the plan breach between employers andemployes.

proposed by Labor which, if adopted , would “ The AmericanFederation of Labor will

bar
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continue its opposition, in most uncompromis call for the universal approvalof Labor's rela

ing fashion, to these un -American practices tion to the protection and education of

which are being followed by some employing children .

interests in our country . “ If I would consider any character of advice

"Because we are on the threshold of a great more important than any other, upon this ,

political campaign, itis quite appropriate and our Nation's holiday , it would be to suggest

proper that considerationbe given to the effect that working menand women think most

of it and tothe attitude which themass of the seriouslyof the political and economic situa
people will assume towardit. As citizens of the tion which confronts them.

Republic we are interested and as working men “ The American Federation of Labor is

and women we are deeply concerned. For endeavoring to exercise a strong moral and

these special reasons every working man and economic influence in the political, social and

womanand the wives of working men ought to industrial life of the Nation . It is a construc

cast their vote at the coming election . tive movement. It seeks to promote and

" The influences of the masses of the people advance the material, moral and spiritual

ought to be exercised as a determining factor welfare of the masses of the people. In for

in the national election . This can only be mulating its policies and in pursuing a practical

done by working men and women going to the course it will oppose employers of labor and

polls on election day and casting their votes . employing interests which seek to place work

They cannot serve their political and economic ingmen and women in a condition of involun

interests in a right wayif they stay at home. tary servitude. Our great movement is

I appeal to working men and women every endeavoring to translate the ideals, hopes and

where to make it amatter of special interest aspirations of working men and women into

to go to the polls on election day and cast their practical realities . We ask all friends who

votes. believe in us and in our policies to give us their

" Because the American Federation of Labor loyal and valuable support."

is an economic organization made up of men

and women who entertain different political

opinions, the Executive Council deemed it SENATOR LA FOLLETTE CONDEMNS

unwise to followa partisan political policy in IN JUNCTIONS

this campaign. One of the fundamental rights

guaranteed men and women who join the
Kenosha , Wis . - Senator " Bob " La Follette

American Federation of Labor is the exercise
raked the labor injunction fore and aft , upheld

of political freedom. They are guaranteed that

there will be no transgression upon these

organized labor and praised hosiery workers

on strike against the Allen -A plant, in an

political rights when they accept an obligation address in this city.

and become members of a trade union . But , " Workers must organize to bargain effec

it is proper for the American Federation of
tually with employers," said Senator La Fol

Labor to supply to working men and women lette . " And unions perform other services

all information possible regarding platforms
besides bargaining. It is not enough for work

and candidates and the attitude of candidates
ers to be well fed and well housed . Pride in

toward Labor. In conformity with the non
the physical condition of their men is part of

partisan political policy of the American
the make-up of some of our 'open ' shop indus

Federation of Labor this course will be fol trialists. But men want something more than
lowed.

the good physical condition of healthy slaves.

" All available information regarding candi
They want some power over the external con

didates and platforms will be secured by the ditions which most affect their lives. It is

Non -Partisan Political Committee of the
only by organizing that workers can win such

American Federation of Labor and supplied for
power .

the consideration and information of its mem " The most serious governmental interfer

bers.
ence with the organization and activities of

"Because there are many legislative matters
unions is the court injunction. Court delays

in which we are deeply interested, it is of make the injunction weapon most effective.

importance that working men and women give And in the end a workman may still find that

particular attention to candidates for the
the question of whether he disobeyed a long

Congress of the United States. Let us look well
and complicated order which he never studied

into the record of those who aspire to repre
is left not to a jury, but to the angry judge who

sent the people in the Congress of the United wrote the order.

States. Especial attention should be given to

candidates for the United States Senate and
" The struggle at the Allen - A plant in this

city is an example of the value of labor or
for the House of Representatives.

ganizations and the tactics of those who are
" The American Federation of Labor is con

cerning itself with the welfare of women and

opposed to them ."

The Allen -A strike , referred to by the
children . It maintains its traditional policy

Senator , was caused by a refusal of workers to

regarding compulsoryschool education and the adopt a speed-up system and to abandon their

prevention of the employment of children in union .

industry. We believe that children should be

permitted to develop and grow during their

childhood daysunder the influence of home The social unrest that is rocking the world

and favorable community environment , free cannot rightfully be charged up against the

from exploitation andthe blighting effect of labor agitator. He has not created social

industrial service. The welfareof the Republic , unrest. It has created him . The laborofficialis

the perpetuation of our form of government appointed to give expression to a social unrest

an d the maintenanceof Americaninstitutions which already exists.-Rev. Charles Stelzle.
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The proceedings of the recent regularmeet. organization is the federation of all craft

ings of the General Executive Board held organizations as exemplified by the American

August 6-10, will appear in the October Federation of Labor. It is not for one craft

number of the Motorman , Conductor and to determine the wages and working condi

Motor Coach Operator. tions of another craft, but it is for the one

craft to assist all other crafts in obtainingthe

Reports to the General Office show that wages and working conditions for which they

Labor Day was generally observed by the seek ashaving been determined upon by the

members of the various Locals of the Amal said individual craft. This is real organization

gamated Association . It was the day of in and is in unity and in concert of endeavor in

spiration to wage earners for further endeavors maintaining, extending and upbuilding Organ

in the the extension of organization . * ized Labor .

Labor Day, this year, was a day that The amalgamated Association of Street and

brought to the forefront unity of various craft Electric RailwayRailway Employes of Amer

organizations. Not only is it important that ica, which includes motor coach service, is a

the individual craft may organize, but is as single craft unit ofthe federation of organized

important that each individual craft may be wage workers. The member of each Local is a

concerned in all other crafts. This is shown member of the Amalgamated Association in

by the unity of endeavor in participating in general and the member of each Local is in

Labor Day and this showing comes forth terested in the endeavors and attainments of

to the public. the members of all other Locals. Thus the

member of a Local in one locality has the

The various crafts of Organized Labor are common united support of the members in all

not separate each from the other, only by other localities. It is one generalorganization.

craft distinction. The sentiment of organiza Each Local is assured ofthe support, sympathy

tion prevails in each and every craft organiza- and unity of endeavor of all other Locals of the

tion . The sense exists with each craft organ Amalgamated Association . Then , when it

ization that organization means that all crafts becomes necessary appeal may be made to the

shall be organized and federated in the organ . organizations of all other crafts, as they are

ized endeavor in extension and upbuilding of associated by federation as represented by the

organization. American Federation of Labor. Therefore,

there is to be seen the complete unity on the

Theindividual craft organization recognizes part of organizedwage workers, no matter of

that its subsistence is dependable upon the what craft or class in employment.

general moral, and if necessary, financial sup

port of all other craft organizations. There There are ways and means devised along the

fore, there is a unity that cannot be dismem line of extension oforganization. These ways

bered in any wayby one craft being independ. and means are determined upon by the

ent of another. Thereisno suchindependence. organized wage workers in theirrespective

Craftorganizations in purpose are in unity craft organizationsandin their unity in the

and in support are in unity. The great way offederation with other crafts. One

1
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material recognized effective endeavor for does not exist a unit of the Amalgamated

extension of organization is the unity in sup Association , but there do exist various units of

port offair employing properties. Oneof the other craft organizations. Those other craft

signal illustrations of this appears in the use organizations, like all other cities and com

of the label for union-made goods. When we munities , are federated together in a central

purchase apair of shoes we look for the Boot trades council or central labor union and are

and Shoe Workers ' Union Label in the shoes ; in a position to use their endeavors to demon

thus our patronage is given to the fairemploy. strate to such unfair transportation properties

ing shoe manufacturing property . This should that there is something in organized labor

apply to all organized wage workers. It does that should be respected by the unfair trans

so apply. It is the duty of each organized portation properties. The way for those

wage worker to , so far as it is possible, pur organized wage workers to so demonstrate is

chase union-made goods bearing the Union to oppose extensions of such unfair properties,

Label or at least known to be made by a fair oppose fare readjustments , where readjust

employing property that employs organized ments would be in favor of such unfair

labor through collective agreement arrange properties and , in fact, show the same spirit

ment. This extends the market for the prod in every way in antagonizing of the unfairness

ucts of organized wage workers . It extends of the unfair property that the unfair property

the business of fair employing corporations, shows towards the organized wage workers in

much to the interest of the organized wagę refusing employment to union men in the

workers. It extends employment to organized operation of their property. This principle of

wage workers, who , through organization, unity of endeavor on the part of organized

have the privilegeof participating in the fixing wage workers may have been re-inspired by

of wages and working conditions. Such sup the Labor Day observance of the year 1928 .

portof fair employing industries extends the An unfair transportation company in any

privilege of employment to wage workers and community is not entitled to increased rates of

lessens competition in the labor market. fare. They are not entitled to extension

Thus , it is the recognized duty of the organ privileges. In fact , from the organized wage

ized wage worker to in all cases, as a purchaser, worker's viewpoint they are not entitled to

purchase the products of fair employing prop operate at all. The unity of organized wage

erties and avoid the purchase ofproducts of workers, as demonstrated by Labor Day, can

unfair employing properties. When one is be forced to be recognized by even unfair

purchasing a garment, the thought of the transportation properties, whether they be

Garment Workers' Union Label should be electric rail cars or transportation bus prop

upon his mind, that he may purchase the
erties . Let each central labor union or trades

garment that is the production of a fair em council ask itself : Is the transportation

ploying concern that employs organized wage property operating in this community a fair

workers. employing concern ? If the answer is “ No” ,

then the measures may be put into movement
The members of the amalgamatedAssocia

that will impress such transportation prop
tion of Street and Electric Railway Employes

erties with the importance of being fair

of America work for fair employing trans
employing properties.

portation properties , either rail or railless

street and electric railway operation and bus FIVE DAY WEEK IS LOGICAL

transportation. Thus, properties upon which Business men and government officials con

members of the Amalgamated Association are tinue to remind the public that the nation

employed under collective agreement relations, faces too much production ; that 100 per cent

are fair employing properties and are entitled efficiency is out of thequestion .

to the support and patronage of all organized Dr. George Otis Smith , director of the

wage workers, and the organized wage worker United States Geological Survey says the

understands that it his business and in the country is "overengined," that to slow down

interest of his organization that he patronize industry is a safety measure urgently needed.

these fair properties in preference to competing In every industry the cry for “stabilization "

unfair properties. The organized wage worker -a soothing definition for slowing down-is

should and does understand that his patronage raised .

of anunfairemploying transportation property The latest call for less production, is by

is not contributing to the extension and build Oklahoma oil operators wlio ask the state to

ing up of organization as ageneral proposition , aid them . Capitalists, as a rule , however,

but is rather contributing to the unfair prop depend upon " gentlemen's agreements" to

erty operator. In many cities there are unfair accomplish this purpose.

competitors to fair employing transportation Dr. A. F. Woods of the Federal Department
concerns .

The interest of theorganized wage of Agriculture, warns dairymen not to over

worker is with the fair employing transporta- produce. He says this industry has " reached

a stage of development where its future must

There are industrial communities in which be carefully considered if we are to avoid

no fair employing transportation property trouble."

exists. The only transportation properties Workers should awaken to the significano

in such cities and communities that are of this silent resolution , which is yet in its

for patronageareunfairtransportation prop infancy.

erties and these unfair transportation prop Workers shouid also note the abandonment

erties not only seek patronage but fare privi
of individualistic theories by business men

leges and extension privileges. In such com and government.

munities thatare supplied with transportation These revolutionary changes sustain labor's

only by unfair transportation companies, there five -day week demand .-A. F. of L. News,

گنج
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employes of the City of Detroit . He attended

the General Executive Board meeting. He was

also in advisement with International Presi.

dent W. D. Mahon upon the Ypsilanti case

affecting Division No. 111,which isnow being

prepared for presentation to the Federal Court

that appointed the Receiver of the property

upon which this Division is employed. Per his

report of August 13, he was preparing for his

trip to Swansea, Wales , where as a delegate of

the American Federation of Labor he is to

attend the British Trades Congress Conven

tion , which will take place in Swansea.

10

International President W. D. Mahon has

granted CharterNo. 985 for the institution of a

Local of the Amalgamated Association in

Quebec, Que. The Local was instituted by

A. F. of L. Organizer A. Bastien of Quebec.

Upon the Detroit, Jackson &Chicago Railway

situation , where the Receriver ignored the

existing agreement and reduced the wages

from 66c to 60c per hour, in place of complying

with the agreement which requires 66c per

hour for another year, the matter was sub

mitted by President Mahon, through Attorney

George A. Kelly , to the Receiverof the prop

erty , Mr. John F. Collins , who has declined

to respect the wage agreement . The case is

ing prepared to be presented to the Federal

Court in a formal way. It is being presented to

the Federal Court who appointed theReceiver.

In this case the agreement was continued by a

former Receiver, but was ignored by the

present Receiver. President Mahon attended

the recent General Executive Board meeting,

held August 6-10, at Association Headquarters

in Detroit. Following the Executive Board

meeting, he was required to visit New York

City inthe interest of Division No. 726, that

was involved in a renewal of agreement con

troversy with the employing property. Upon

this situation he was in advisement with

G , E. B. Member P. J. Shea and from a recent

report a settlement was satisfactorily con

summated, to extend for another year. He

then went to Boston , Mass. , where Division

No. 589 is involved in a renewal of agreement

situation , and at the end of this report,

August 27, is upon that situation . He also

attended a testimonial dinner given to First

Vice-President Wm. B. Fitzgerald upon the

date of his leaving the American shore to

attend the British Trades Union Congress

Convention , that is to assemble in Swansea ,

Wales. Vice-President Fitzgerald attends this

Convention as an A. F. of L. Delegate.

International Treasurer L. D. Bland at

tended the General Executive Board meeting,

held in Detroit August 6-10, where he rendered

his report as Treasurer. He later assisted

Division No. 517 , Gary , Ind . , upon the adjust

ment of a grievance.

First International Vice-President Wm. B.

Fitzgerald visited Staten Island , N. Y. , where

he advised with Board Member P. J. Shea

upon an agreement negotiating situation in the

interest of Division No. 726. He later returned

to the General Office and visited Grand Rapids ,

Mich . , where he assisted Division No. 836

upon an internal situation that had arisen

within that Local . He then visited Indiana

polis, Ind . , in the interest of Division No. 976,

in company with Vice-President R. B. Arm

strong , to make an investigation of that situa

tion . Upon his return tothe General Office

there was presented to himself and President

Mahon the status of a management absorbing

by the Detroit City Railway Commission of

the operation of the Wyandotte Branch of the

D. U. R. , an interurban property extending

from Detroit to Wyandotte. The Detroit

management looks upon these men as not

Second International Vice- President P. J.

O'Brien , on his return from Reading, Pa.,

stopped off in New York , where he advised

with Vice -President Wm. B. Fitzgerald and

Board Member Shea on the Staten Island

Local's situation, which is seekinga renewal of

agreement. From there hewas dispatched to

Halifax, N. S. , to assist Division No. 508 upon

a wage situation involving the members of

that Local. Later, with President W. D.

Mahon and Vice-President Charles Clark and

Board MembersP. J. Shea and John H. Rear.

don , he attended the testimonial dinner given

to First Vice-President Wm. B. Fitzgerald by

the Eastern Massachusetts Locals upon the

departure of Vice -President Fitzgerald to the

British shore. He visited Hartford,Conn . ,

where he took up the subject of consolidation

of Divisions Nos. 425 and 692, which Locals

work for the same employing property . The

subject ofconsolidation, however, was deferred

to await the conclusion of the Septembermeet

ing of the Locals. Per his report of August 25,

he was at Boston , Mass., with President

Mahon and Board Member John H. Reardon,

in advisement with Division No. 589 upon

agreement work .

Fifth International Vice-President James

Largay visited Division No. 887, Newark,

N. Y., andreports the Local in good shape. At

Syracuse , N. Y. , he attended a meeting of

Division No. 737 and reports that Local to be

well officered and in good shape. At Auburn,

N. Y. , he assisted Division No. 669 in an ad

justment of its internal affairs, and per his

report of August 18, states that the Local is

well officered and progressing .

A
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Sixth International Vice-President John B.

Wiley visited Marshalltown, Iowa, where he

assisted Division No. 607 in agreement en.

deavors of that Local to extend the street rail

way agreement between the Local and Com

pany to include the operation of busses. Vice

President Wiley reports success in bringing

about the embracing in the street railway

agreement of operation of busses. He also

reports that the street railway cars are being

abandoned and substituted by bus service,

1

1

1

1

Eighth International Vice- President John

M. Parker, upon the wage case of Division

No. 107, Hamilton, Ont., which was arbitrated,

reports that the decision of the arbitrators

granted to the members of Division No. 107 ,

4c per hour increase inwages. AtToronto he

is assisting Division No. 113 upon wage agree.
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ment work. Features of the dispute have

been submitted for arbitration . The Local's

arbitrator is Mr. James Simpson and the

Street Railway Commission's arbitrator if

Mr. George A. Kilmer. Per his report of

August 22, the case was pendingthe selection
of the third arbitrator. Vice-President

Parker also associated in conferences with the

Hydro Electric Commission of Ontario upon

agreement negotiations in the interest of

Division No. 616, Windsor, Ont . , in the

final conferences of which the Commission

offered the Local 2c per hour increase in wage.

Tenth International Vice- President Robert

B. Armstrong, at Bloomington , Ill . , assisted

Division No. 752 upon agreement work. As a

result of conferences the old agreement was

renewed , with some slight changes. Per his

report of August 25 , he was at Indianapolis,

Ind., investigating the situation involving Di

vision No. 976.

Eleventh International Vice-President Abe

L. Spradling was dispatched to Newark, Ohio ,

to assist Division No. 839 upon a grievance

situation that had resulted from thedismissal

of a freight brakeman . He left the situation in

the hands of the Local Officers, due to the

absence of the General Manager.

General Executive Board Member Edw .

McMorrow, at St. Louis , Mo. , assisted Divi

sion No. 788 inpreparing for thearbitration

of the wage rates to beinserted in the new

agreementof that Local with the employing

company. He also assisted the Local upon the

adjustment of grievances. Later he advised

with the Officers of Division No. 517 , Gary ,

Ind ., upon the bus situation involving that

Local. Immediately following this work he was

taken violently ill from blood poisoning and

was unable to attend the General Executive

Board meeting , held at Detroit , August 6-10.

Per his reportof August 18 , he is recovering

from his illness , but yet confined to his home

under the care of a physician .

President W. D. Mahon and International

Vice -President Wm. B. Fitzgerald he was able

to bring about a satisfactory agreement, as per

his report of August 19. At Wilmington , Del.

he attended a meeting of Division No. 842 and

advised with the Officers upon the affairs of

that Local. At Reading , Pa . he consulted the

officials who have in charge the Labor Forward

movement in that city. Hevisited Mahanoy

City , Pa . , where he attended and addressed a

meeting of Division No. 165, the members of

which are locked out. He attended the General

Executive Board meeting, held at Association

Headquarters , Detroit, Mich. , August 6-10 ,

and following the consummation ofthe agree

ment in behalf of Division No. 726, Staten

Island , N. Y., he visited Boston , Mass . , where

in association with PresidentW. D. Mahon he

advised with the officers of Division No. 589

upon their agreement situation . He also at

tended a banquet held in honor of Inter

national Vice-President Wm. B. Fitzgerald

prior to his departure for England and Wales ,

to attend the Convention of the British Trades

Congress.

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon reports

a renewal of agreement of Division No. 496 ,

Pittsfield, Mass. , with the employingcompany.

At Framingham , Mass. he assisted Division

No. 620 upon the affairs of that Local. At

Waltham , Mass ., he assisted Division No. 600 ,

the members of which are faced with the sub

stitution of bus service for some of the street

railway service. Upon the wage abritration

case of Division No. 174 , Fall River, and

associate Locals, the members of which are

employed by the Eastern Massachusetts Rail

way Company, he assisted the Locals in sub

mission of the case to the arbitrators. The

arbitrators in this case were Attorneys James

H. Vahey , for the Locals, Fred J. Cummings ,

for the street railway company , andJames

Kerwin , chosen as third arbitrator. At Boston,

Mass . , he associated with President W. D.

Mahon and Executive Board Member P. J.

Shea in advisement of the officers of Division

No. 589 upon the negotiating of a renewal of

agreement. He also attended the General

Executive Board meeting, held at Association

Headquarters in Detroit, August 6-10, and at

Boston attended the banquet given to Vice

President Wm . B. Fitzgerald preceding his de

parture as an A. F. ofL.Delegate in attendance :

at the convention of the British Trades Con

gress at Swansea , Wales . At Providence, R. I.

he advised with the Officers of Division

No. 618 upon the subject of transfer of runs

from one division to another and seniority

thereon , and attended and addressed a meeting

of that Local. Per his report of August 15 , he

states that the question of wages in the interest

of Division No. 174 , Fall River, and associate

Locals is at present in the hands of the

arbitrators, awaiting their award . He assisted

in presenting this case to the arbitrators in the

interest of the Locals involved .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair assisted

Division No. 279 , Ottawa , Ont . , upon agree

ment work. Pending this work he returned to

Detroit, Mich ., where he attended the meeting

of the General Executive Board , held August

6-10. He was then dispatched to Quebec, Que.,

to assist Division No. 985 , it having been

reported that the Officers of the new Local had

been discharged by the employing property.

He is being assisted upon this situation by

A. F. of L. Organizer A. Bastien , and per his re

port of August 19 , it is expected that this

matter will necessarily be submitted to the

Government Conciliation Board . In this

report he also advises that the agreement

of Division No. 279 , Ottawa, Ont., has been
renewed .

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea attended a

meeting of Division No. 858 at York, Pa . , and

advised with the Officers of that Local upon

its affairs. At New York , N. Y , he assisted

Division No. 726 , Staten Island , upon agree,

ment work. With the aid of International

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt was in

attendance at the recent General Executive

Board meeting, held at Association Head

quarters in Detroit, Mich . Later he was dis

patched to Ottawa, Ill . , where Division No.

916 was involved in a dispute with the em
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Disbursements from the Death , Disability and Old Age

Benefit Fund during the month of June, 1928, were

made to beneficiaries on claimsas follows :

ploying property relative to the manning of a

bus that had been introduced in the interurban

service as a substitute for a car ,the operators

of which were members of the Ottawa Local.

He also assisted Division No. 228, Joliet, Ill . ,

in bus agreement conferences . Per his report

of August 18 , both of these cases were pending

in conference stage .

G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch attended

the recent General Executive Board meeting

at Association Headquarters, Detroit, Mich.

Upon his return home to West Virginia he was

afflicted with illness , from which , per his report

of August 18, he was recovering.

G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson, at

Mobile, Ala . , assisted Division No. 770 upon

renewal of agreement negotiations . In obtain

ing the agreement the Local was granted a 2c

per hour increase in wage. This establishes

wage rates of 43c per hour for those of the first

year of service; 45c per hour for those of the

second year of service , and 49c per hour to

those of more than two years of service, with

overtime to be paid at time and one-half, and

4c per hour added to the aforementioned rates

for one-man cars, establishing wage rates for

one -man cars of 470, 49c and 53c per hour,

The agreement provides, also , for the opera

tion of busses. At Durham , N. C. he assisted

Division No. 984 in extension of organization

work. At Birmingham , Ala. , he advised with

Division No. 725 on the subject of seniority in

a case where two divisions had been con

solidated . He attended the General Executive

Board meeting of the Association, held at

Association Headquarters in Detroit , August

6-10, after which he returned to Birmingham ,

Ala . , where he further assisted in an effort to

adjust the seniority dispute..Per his report of

August 19, he was at Macon, Ga . , assisting

Division No. 898 upon agreement negotia

tions , the Local seeking to renew the present

agreement , with an increase in wage. In this

report he also statesthat the seniority dispute

of Division No. 725 , Birmingham , Ala ., may be

appealed to the International President .

Death Benefits

Florence L. Seeley, Wm . F. Seeley, Harry G.

Seeley and Stella A. Fargo, beneficiaries,

death claim of William Seeley, deceased, late

member of Div , No. 26, Detroit , Mich.;

cause , MitralRegurgitation . $ 800.00

Mrs. Ann Van Liew , beneficiary, death claim

of William Van Liew, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .; cause , Cere
bral Hemorrhage . 800.00

Mrs. Hazel M. Newell, beneficiary, death claim

of J. L. Newell, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich .; cause, Lobar
Pneumonia . 600.00

Mrs. Izara McTaggart, beneficiary , death

claim of Roy McTaggart, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich.;

cause , Heart Disease 800.00

Mrs. Matilda L. Peak, beneficiary , death claim

of Dudley Peak, deceased , late member of

Div, No. 26, Detroit , Mich .; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis...
800.00

Robert Mitchell , Margaret Shorter and Earl

Mitchell, beneficiaries, death claim of John

Mitchell, deceased , late member of Div. No.

26, Detroit, Mich .; cause, Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Mary Liversidge, beneficiary , death claim of

William Liversidge, deceased, late member

of Div , No. 101, Vancouver, B. C.; cause,
Intestinal Obstruction and Acute Dilatation

of Stomach .
800.00

Mrs. Melvin E. Garrison , beneficiary, death

claim of Melvin E. Garrison , deceased , late

member of Div . No. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich.;
cause, Acute Nephritis with a Terminal

Uremia .
800.00

Isabella Trearnor, beneficiary, death claim of

Edward P. Trearnor, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.; cause ,

Carcinoma of Bowel and Liver . 700.00

Mrs. W. T. Lloyd , beneficiary, death claim of

W. T. Lloyd, deceased , late member of Div,

No. 113, Toronto , Ont.; cause, Accident

run over by trailer, almost severing his head

from body
800.00

Mrs. Mary E. Pell, beneficiary , death claim of

Arthur M. Decker, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 148 , Albany, N. Y .; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis .
800.00

Belinda Gibbons, beneficiary, death claim of

Edward Gibbons, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 164 , Wilkes- Barre, Pa . , cause,

Pneumonia . 800.00

Elizabeth Gredlein , executrix of will of

deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

George I. Weed, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 168, Scranton, Pa .; cause , Paralysis

Agitans .
800.00

Jennie Gallagher, beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Gallagher, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 168, Scranton , Pa .; cause, Dilation

of Heart .. 800.00

James Hurley , Mrs. Mary Reyer and Mrs. Wm.

Gerdes , beneficiaries, death claim of Patruck

Hurley , deceased , late member of Div . No.

194, New Orleans, La.; cause , Uraemia and

Chronic Nephritis . .. 100.00

Mrs. Katie J. Schwalb , beneficiary , death claim

of John Schwalb , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La .; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis , Chronic Mvocardi

tis and Decompensation .. 800.00

Mrs. Mary A. McCarthy, beneficiary, death

claim of A. McCarthy, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 194, New Orleans , La .; cause ,

Lobar Pneumonia ..
800.00

A. J. Smallwood , beneficiary , death claim of

Lennie Dilling Smallwood , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 199, Ottumwa, Iowa;

cause, Embolism following Pneumonia . .
150,00

Mrs. , Josephine Bjorson. beneficiary, death

claim of John E. Bjorson, deceased, late
member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause,

Carcinomaof Rectum .. 800.00

Mrs. Edith Marse , beneficiary , death claim of

William H. Marse, deceased , late member of

Div. No.241, Chicago , Ill.; cause , Carcinoma

of Thyroid Gland . 800.00

E. O. M. Fehrnstrom , financial secretary and

treasurer of Div, No. 589, for beneficiaries,

death claim of John Donovan , deceased, late
member of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause , Heart Disease .

1

G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover was dis

patched to Fort William and Port Arthur,

Ont . , to assist Division No. 966 upon agree

ment work . Conferences with the Commission

operating this system , it being municipally

owned and operated , resulted in agreement on

working conditions and in all matters except

wage rates, the Local seeking an increase in

wage . While conferences were pending upon

this case , he attended the General Executive

Board meeting, held at Association Head

quarters, Detroit, Mich., August 6-10 , and

returned to Fort William and Port Arthur to

further assist Division No. 966 in an endeavor

to adjust the wage dispute. Per his report of

August 18, it has been agreed by the Commis

sion and Local to submit the subject ofwages

for arbitration before a Boardto be appointed

by the Dominion Government Labor Depart

ment.

1
The idler in an organization is like a rotten

apple in a barrel : he hurts the value of others.

-Forbes Magazine 800.00
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1

Mrs. Nellie Dooley, beneficiary, death claim of

Martin Dooley , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 421 , Mt. Carmel, Pa.; cause ,
Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Alfred Coates, financial secretary of Div . No.

618, for beneficiaries, death claim of Antonio

Vacella, deceased, late member of Div. No.
618, Providence, R. I .; cause , Broncho
Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs. Mary Johnson , beneficiary, death claim

of Frank Johnson , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause , Pleurisy

with Infusion . 800.00

Wm. S.McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim

of G. A. Bachmann, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , Chronic

Interstitial Nephritis, Acute Endocarditis

and Myocarditis .. 800.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary-treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiary , death claim of

H. V. Waltermire, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Organic
Heart Disease ...

800.00

Mary A. Cleary, beneficiary, death claim of

Edward Cleary , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis , Mo .; cause , Cancer
of the Bladder . 500.00

Florence Pearson , beneficiary, death claim of

Robert E. Pearson , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Lobar
Pneumonia and Endocarditis . 500.00

Mrs. EmmaGeraghty , beneficiary,death claim

of Francis M. Geraghty , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause,

Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Addie Geisler, beneficiary, death claim of

William Geisler , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308,Chicago , Ill.; cause, Abscesses

of Lungs and Kidneys ... 100.00

J. H. Cookman , financial secretary of Div. No.

689, for beneficiary , death claim of Floyd L.
Kendrick , deceased , latemember of Div .

No. 689 , Washington , D.C .; cause , Cardiac
Dilatation .. 500.00

Elizabeth M. Donaldson, beneficiary , death

claim of James E. Donaldson , deceased , late

member of Div.No. 689, Washington , D.C .;

cause , Accident-- being struck by automo

bile while switching cars, causing Fractured
Skull .. 500.00

Mrs. Margaret Lavell, beneficiary, death claim

of George Lavell, deceased, latememberof

Div. No. 627. Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,
Urinary Tuberculosis... 800.00

Margaret G. Murray, power of attorney for

beneficiaries, death claim of James C. Mc

Kenzie, deceased, late member ofDiv . No.

589 , Boston, Mass.; cause, Chronic Pul.
monary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs.MaryMcTernan, beneficiary, death claim

of Myles B. McTernan , deceased, late mem

ber of Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause,
Lobar Pneumonia .. 800.00

Katie Mizor, beneficiary, death claim of John

Mizor, deceased , late memberof Div. No.

819, Newark, N. J.; cause, Fallfrom stairs,

accidental, causing Practure of Skull, Lacera

tion and Hemorrhage of Brain and Acute

Alcoholism . 800.00

Mrs. Harry Snyder,beneficiary , death claim of

Jacob Klarman . deceased , late member of

Div . No. 779 ,' Sioux City, Iowa ; cause ,
Dilation of Heart . 250.00

Mrs. Isabella Wiederrecht, beneficiary, death

claim of Charles Wiederrecht, deceased, late
member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause,
Lobar Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs.SophieEmerson, beneficiary, death claim

of Christian Emerson, deceased, late member

of Div. No.308, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Car

cinoma of Right Lung .. 800.00

Mrs.Prancis Zednicek, beneficiary , death claim

ofJames Zednicek, deceased , late memberof

Div .No. 308, Chicago,Ill.; cause, Carcinoma

of Cardiac portion of Stomach and Hyposta
tic Pneumonia . 300.00

Jennie Koerber, beneficiary, death claim of

John P.Koerber .deceased, latemember of

Div . No.623, Buffalo , N. Y .; cause, General

Peritonitisfollowing' Phelebitis, Cellulites
and Abscess of Leg.... 400.00

Joseph Haas, Guardian of beneficiaries, minors,

death claimofGottfriedHaas,deceased, late

member of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

Myocarditis following Acute Rheumatism ... 350.00

Alvina Hanchett , beneficiary, death claim of

W. P. Hanchett, deceased, late member of
Div . No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio.; cause , Acute

Pancreatitis (Indigestion).. 700.00

E.P. Dodd, financial secretary and treasurer of
Div. No. 732, for power of attorney for

beneficiaries, death claim of Caleb S.

Mitchell , deceased , late member of Div. No.

732, Atlanta, Ga.; cause, Myocarditis,

Chronic Nephritis and Hypertension . 450.00

Ernst O. M. Fehrnstrom , financial secretary

and treasurer of Div. No. 589, for beneficiar

ies , death claim of James T. O'Connor,

deceased, late member of Div. No. 589 ,

Boston, Mass.; cause , Chronic Heart Disease 800.00

Mrs. Harry C. Walsh ,beneficiary, death claim

of Harry C. Walsh ,deceased, late member of
Div . No. 425 , Hartford , Conn .; cause ,

Chronic Nephritis and Uremia . 800.00

Vena Brown, beneficiary, death claim of R. C.

Brown , deceased, late member of Div. No.

757 , Portland, Oregon, cause, Lobar Pneu
monia 800.00

Chester A. Engle, executor of will of deceased,

for beneficiaries, death claim of Andrew J.

Parish, deceased , late member of Div. No.

851 , Springfield , Ohio ; cause , Myocardial

Degeneration . 300.00

Eleanor Davis Borcherding, administratrix of

estate of deceased , for beneficiaries, death

claim of Hugh Davis, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,

Acute Alcoholism and Cardiac Dilatation ...... 800.00

Constance Renaud, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph Arthur Renaud, deceased , late mem
ber of Div . No. 616 , Windsor, Ont.; cause,

Cerebral Hemorrhage . . 800.00

Harry H. Baker, administrator of estate of

deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

R. (Robt. ) Montgomery, deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 627, Cincinnati , Ohio ; cause ,

Broncho Pneumonia . 800.00

Christopher Stryker, beneficiary, death claim

of Samuel Stryker, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 862, Dunellen , N. J.; cause , Acci

dental-Drowning, canoe capsized while

fishing . 800.00

E. M. Barber, financial secretary and treasurer
of Div. No.939, for beneficiary , death claim

of Numan Meeker, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 939, Wapakoneta , Ohio ; cause ,

Brain Tumor . , 800.00

Mrs. C. Coleman, beneficiary, death claim of

John Coleman , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 329 , Dubuque, Iowa ; cause , Car

bolic Acid Poisoning - suicidal.. 150.00

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 308, for beneficiaries, death claim

of J. H. Rassau , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill . ; cause, Myocardi.

tis , Arterio Sclerosis and Senility . 800.00

Anton (Antana) Willewski, power of attorney

for beneficiaries, death claim of Joseph
Willewski , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause, Pulmonary
Tuberculosis .. 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 241 , for beneficiary, death claim of
John Whalen, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Chronic Myo.

carditis . 800.00

Mrs. Emma Nelson, beneficiary, death claim of

Gustaf Nelson , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis. 800.00

Mrs. Mary Blickley , executrix of will of

deceased , for beneficiary, death claim of

John Smith , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 819, Newark, N. J .; cause, Diabetes

Mellitus with Liver complications. 500.00

Nellie Belknap , beneficiary, death claim of

Nelson H. Belknap, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 618, Providence, R. I .; cause,
Hypertrophied Prostrate - Operation and

Myocarditis . 800.00

Elizabeth L. Gagnon , beneficiary, death claim

of Nelson Gagnon , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 537, Holyoke, Mass.; cause ,

Chronic Endocarditis , Myocarditis and

Chronic Nephritis .. 300.00

Mrs. Margaret Lawler, beneficiary, death

claim of Ed . Dowling, deceased, late member

of Div . No.697 , Toledo, Ohio ; cause, Cere
bral Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00

Alice M. Morris, beneficiary , death claim of

Ray W. Morris, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 587, Seattle, Wash .; cause, Illumi
nating Gas-Suicide .. 800.00
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Frank Akson, member of Div. No. 268, Cleve.

land, Ohio . 800.00

Edward A. Thurston, member of Div . No. 22 ,

Worcester, Mass... 800.00
Wilmot A. Fick, member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill .. 800.00

Martin Cuneen, member of Div . No. 281, New

Haven, Conn . 800.00

Jerry McCarthy, member of Div . No. 282,
Rochester, N. Ý . 800.00

J. J. Lockhart, member of Div. No. 85, Pittsa,

burgh , Pa .... 800.00

P. R. Hallom , member of Div. No. 194, New

Orleans, La 800.00

John Ecklund, member of Div. No. 308,

Chicago , Ill . 800.00

J. M. Zimmerman , member of Div . No. 85 ,

Pittsburgh , Pa ... 800.00

GustafA. Johnson, member of Div , No. 241,

Chicago , Ill.. 800.00

Total ..... $66,600.00

Disbursements from the Death , Disability and Old Age

Benefit Fund during the month of July, 1928 , were made

to beneficiaries on claims as follows:

Death Benefits

1

Catherine R. Craig , beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph Franklin Craig. deceased , late mem

ber of Div. No. 905, Danville, Ill .; cause,

Accident -Crushing injuries about head and

other parts of body in a collision of street

cars.......... 800.00

Mrs, Ida Hurst, beneficiary, death claim of

George Hurst, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .; cause, Apoplexy
and Arterio Sclerosis.. 800.00

Mrs. Eleanor Zupka, beneficiary , death claim

of Simon Zupka, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Accident

being hit by automobile while crossing street 800.00
Mary Roberts, beneficiary, death claim ofPeter

Roberts, deceased, late member of Div. No.

448 , Springfield, Mass.;. cause, Cerebral

Hemorrhage, Chronic Nephritis with Hyper

tension . 800.00

Mrs.Mae M. Gobel, beneficiary , death claim

of James W. Gobel , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 265, San Jose , Calif .; cause, Pul

monary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Helen 0. Merritt, beneficiary, death claim of

Jillman Merritt, decased , late member of

Div . No. 618, Providence , R. I .; cause,
Carcinoma of Stomach . 800.00

Ida May Cook, beneficiary, death claim of

James E. Cook , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 900, Highwood , Ill.; cuase, Carci

noma of Liver and Stomach ... 250.00

James J. Tirrell, beneficiary, death claim of

Mabel S. Tirrell, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass .; cause , Puer

peral Septicemia and Chronic Bronchitis... 400.00

Mrs. Gioselina Guerra Teolis, beneficiary, death

claim of Giocome Teolis, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ;

cause, Acute Nephritis ... 300.00

Mrs. Ida Bisson Lepage, beneficiary, death

claim of Alexandre Lepage, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ;

cause, General Paralysis .
800.00

Urania A. Whitney, beneficiary, death claim of

Melvin M. Todd, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio ; cause ,

Broncho Pneumonia .
800.00

Cecilia Zinkann , beneficiary, death claim of

Edward Zinkann, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill .; cause , Carcinoma

of Rectum . 800.00

Mrs. Ella A. McGinnis, beneficiary, death

claim of Patrick J. McGinnis, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.;

cause , Multiple Embolisin Lungs following

Phlebitis of Right Leg : 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 241 , for payment of funeral , tomb

stone, doctors , hospital and other expenses,

death claim of James Cass, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause ,
Hypostatic Pneumonia and Operation for

Hemorrhoidsand Hernia .. 800.00

Cicero Trust & Savings Bank, administrator

of estate of deceased , for beneficiaries, death

claim of Jeremiah McCarthy, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Broncho Pneumonia , 800.00

VirginiaTroccoli, beneficiary, death claim of

Patrick A. Troccoli, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 819, Newark, N. J.; cause, Acute

Gangrenous Appendicitis and General Peri.

tonitis .. 800.00

Anna Faulkner Hare , administratrix of estate

of deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Alexander Faulkner, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass.; cause, Pul
monary Hemorrhage due to Tuberculosis.. 800.00

Mrs. Florence Christensen , beneficiary, death

claimof William N. Christensen, deceased,
late member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause , Post -operative Shock . 700.00

Disability Benefits

Charles L. Davis, member of Div. No. 128,

Asheville, N. C .;cause , Double Rupture from

a severe fall by stepping upon a folding seat

to switch off lights on street car, and casuing

permanent disability ... 800.00

Old Age Benefits

Anthony Godic, member of Div. No. 241 ,
Chicago, Ill . 800.00

William Farris , member of Div. No. 26, Detroit,
Mich ..

800.00

R. E. Harwood, member of Div. No. 113,
Toronto, Ont ... 800.00

2

W. M. Rea, financial secretary of Div. No. 268.

for beneficiaries, death claim of Charles

Blackstone , deceased, late member of Div.

No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio ; cause, Broncho

Pneumonia .. . $ 300.00

Kathrine Starner, beneficiary, death claim of

Frank B. Starner , deceased, late member of

Div. No. 682 , Fort Wayne, Ind .; cause ,

Cardiac Decompensation and Aortic In

sufficiency . 800.00

Mrs. Marie McElwain , beneficiary, death claim

of J. W. McElwain , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis ... 800.00

C. M. Berry, executor of will of deceased, for

beneficiary, death claim of Frank E. Berry,

deceased , late member of Div. No. 713, Mem

phis, Tenn .; cause , Pyo -Nephrosis .. 800.00

Bridget Rainey, beneficiary , death claim of

Thomas Rainey , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause, Chronic

Toxi Myocarditis . 400.00

Mrs. Anna Gearhart, beneficiary , death claim of

William L. Gearhart , deceased, late member

of Div . No. 26, Detroit, Mich .; cause , Brain

Abscess . 800.00

Mrs. Hannah O'Connell, beneficiary, death

claimof Walter E. O'Connell, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause ,
Aneurysm of the Aortic Arch 800.00

Mrs. Lena Ashby, beneficiary, death claim of

James C. Ashby, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241. Chicago , Ill .; cause, Pulmonary

Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs.Barbara Sarther, beneficiary , death claim

of Charles A. Sarther, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 241, Chicago, III .; cause, Car

cinoma of Rectum ... 800.00

Mrs. Anna Kornacki, beneficiary, death claim of

Robert Kornacki, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause, Aneurism

of the Boulbry Artery and Spontaneous Rupe
ture . 800.00

Mrs. JohnF.Jamison , beneficiary, death claim

of John F. Jamison , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 107 , Hamilton , Ont.; cause,Cancer
of the Stomach ... 100.00

Samuel G. Babcock, administrato
r
of estate of

deceased, for beneficiaries, death claim of

John W. Byrdsong, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589 , Boston , Mass.; cause, Chronic

Endocarditis, Nephritis and Rheumatism ... 500.00

Anna Adams, beneficiary , death claimof Fred

H. Adams,deceased, late member of Div. No.

589 , Boston, Mass.; cause, Carcinoma of
Liver ... 800.00

Mrs. E. J. Thompson , beneficiary, death claim

of E. J. Thompson , deceased, late member of

Div . No. 199, Ottumwa, Iowa; cause, Cancer

of Signoid or Large Bowel .. 800.00

Owen Lynch , financial secretary of Div. No.

580, for beneficiary, death claim of Peter

Coughlin , deceased , latemember of Div. No.

580, Syracuse ,N. Y .; cause, Chronic Myo
carditis and Nephritis . 800.00
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E.L. Johnson , financial secretary of Div. No.

836, to be applied on bill of funeral expenses,
death claim of Isais D , Skiff, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 836, Grand Rapids,

Mich.; cause , Apoplexy . 100.00

Alice Davis, beneficiary, death claim of Joe

Davis, deceased , late member of Div. No.

788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Cerebral Hem

orrhage . 100.00

Kate Cullen , beneficiary, death claim of Michael

Cullen , deceased , late member of Div. No.

788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause , Broncho Pneu.

monia and Cancer of Stomach . 300.00

Mary E. Henry, beneficiary , death claim of An.

thony Henry, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 576, Schenectady, N. Y.; cause, Pul

monary Oedema and Carcinoma of Prostate . 800.00

Selvina Bacon, beneficiary, death claim of Fred

Bacon, deceased , late member of Div. No.

618 , Providence , R. I .; cause, Accident-Run

over by own street car; failed to shut off con

trol switchwhen he stopped out on tracks to

change trolley .... 800.00

Mrs. Edna Dunn , beneficiary, death claim of

Raymond E. Dunn ,deceased , late member of

Div. No. 312, Davenport, Iowa; cause,

Chronic Mitral Valvular Heart Disease and

Chronic Myocarditis . 100.00

John J , Cody, financialsecretary ofDiv. No.

459, for beneficiaries, death claimof Michael

Dunn , deceased , late member of Div. No.

459, Bridgeport, Conn.; cause, Coronary

Disease. (Heart Failure ) .. 800.00

Mrs. Margaret E. Nolan, beneficiary, death

claim of Henry L. Nolan,deceased , latemem

ber of Div . No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn . ,

cause, Aneurysm of Aorta (Leakage of

Heart) 800.00

Ellen F. Coppinger, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph F.Coppinger,deceased , late member

of Div. No. 174, Fall River, Mass.; cause ,

Broncho Pneumonia and Myocarditis ... 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary - treasurer of

Div. No. 241 , to be applied on funeral bill,

death claim of John Kelos, deceased , late
member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

Cardiac Failure due to Chronic Myocarditis. 150.00

Mrs. FreidaWentzel,beneficiary, death claim of
Magnus C. Wentzel, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Chronic
Myocarditis . 800.00

Mrs. Louis Hoffman , beneficiary, death claim of

Louis Hoffman , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause,Suicide

Carbolic acid poisoning ( self -administered ) .. 800.00

Mary E.Wade , beneficiary, death claim of J. M.

Wade, deceased , latememberof Div.No. 788.

St. Louis ,Mo.; cause, Cancerof Throat ... 800.00

Ida Adams, beneficiary, death claim of Arthur

E.Adams, deceased, late member of Div. No.

788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Cerebral Apo
plexy . 300.00

Lillie M. Bretscher. beneficiary, deathclaim of

MartinJ. Bretscher, deceased ,latemember of
Div. No. 788. St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Car

cinoma of Throat .... 500.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Riley, beneficiary, death claim

of JamesE.Riley, deceased , late memberof

Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.; cuase, Acute

Gangrenous Appendicitis with Rupture . 800.00

Mrs. GertrudeA.Jennewine, beneficiary, death

claim of Albert Jennewine , deceased, late

member of Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh , Pa.;

cause, Acute Parenchymatous Nephritis .. 800.00

Mrs. MargaretHagen, beneficiary,death claim

of Thorluf Hagen, deceased, late member of

Div . No.241, Chicago,Ill.;cause, Tubercular
Peritonitis .. 100.00

Mrs.Margaret Sass, beneficiary, death claim of

Fred J.Sass,deceased ,late member of Div.

No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause, Arterio Sclerosis 800.00

Mrs.. Catherine Godfrey, beneficiary, death

claim of JamesGodfrey, deceased, latemem
ber of Div . No. 241. Chicago, Ill.; cause ,

Acute Gangrenous Appendicitis. 800.00

John J. Walsh ,executor of will of deceased , for

beneficiary andforfuneral and other ex

penses, death claim of Patrick Kane, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 589 , Boston , Mass .;

cause, Myocarditis, Broncho Pneumonia and
Arterio Sclerosis .

800.00

Mrs. Albina Mongeau , beneficiary, death claim

of Alexandre Mongeau , deceased,late mem
ber ofDiv. No. 790, Montreal, Quebec ;

cause, General Debility caused by Rheumatism .
300.00

Mrs. Matilda Thompson , beneficiary, death
claim of William ) . Thompson, deceased ,
mamber of Div. No. 977 , New York.; cause ,

Septicaemia ( Blood Poisoning) . 100.00

Anna L. Stibb and Mary Bryske , beneficiaries,

death claim of John Stibb, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y.;

cause, Adenoma of Prostate and Broncho

Pneumonia . 800.00

Mrs. Emma L. Casson , beneficiary , death claim

of B. B. Casson , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 380 , Elyria, Ohio ; cause, Dropsy .. 800.00

Lilly Thompson, beneficiary, death claim of

E. L. Thompson , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 757 , Portland, Oregon ; cause,

Bronchial Pneumonia .. 300.00

Alice R. Baker, beneficiary , death claim of

J: C. Rippon , deceased , late member of Div.

No. 689, Washington, D. C .; cause , Cardio
Vascular Disease . 800.00

Emma L. Kenney, beneficiary, death claim of

T. H. Kenney, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 689, Washington , D. C.; cause, General

ized Carcinoma of Stomach . 800.00

Bettie Easley, beneficiary, death claim of Spen

cer Easley, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 788, St. Louis , Mo.; cause, Myocarditis

with Valvular Insufficiency . 800.00

Mrs. Alfred Hunter, beneficiary , death claim of

Alfred Hunter, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 113, Toronto , Ont.; cause, Hardening of

the Arteries ( Cardiac Failure) . 800.00

Mrs. Harriett M. Spear, beneficiary, death

claim of Herbert H. Spear, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 589, Boston , Mass.;

cause, Carcinoma of Prostate.. 800.00

Mrs. D. F. Carey, beneficiary, death claim of
D. F. Carey, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 757, Portland, Oregon ; cause, Aneurism

with Rupture : 800.00

Mrs. Nina Sands, beneficiary, death claim of

Ralph Smith Sands, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 908, Peoria , Ill .; cause , Chronic
Parenchymatous Nephritis and Chronic

Myocarditis .. 100.00

Grace B. Eaton , beneficiary, death claim of

Charles R. Eaton, deceased , late member of

Div . No, 192, Oakland , Calif.; cause, Pyone

phrosis (Kidney Trouble) . 800.00

Vince Nemeth, beneficiary, death claim of

Frank Nemeth , deceased , late member of

Div . No, 192, Oakland ,Calid .; cause ,As

phyxiation by drowning, accidental. 150,00

Catherine A. Clarkson, beneficiary, death claim

of John E. Clarkson, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 192, Oakland, Calif.; cause,

Failure of Compensation and Endocarditis . 150.00

Bridget Bagley, beneficiary , death claim of

James Bagley, deceased , late member of Div.,

No. 717 , Manchester, N. H .; cause , Acute

Peritonitis and Appendicitis .. 800.00

Mrs. Loretta A. Schneider, beneficiary , death

claim of Art Schneider, deceased, latemember
of Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La .; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage : 800.00

Mrs. Adelheid J. Meisler, beneficiary, death

claimof John D. Meisler, deceased , latemem

ber of Div . No. 194 , New Orleans, La .; cause ,

Myocarditis and Chronic Interstitial Neph .
ritis . 300.00

Margaret L. Blake, beneficiary , deathclaim of

Lemine Day Blake,deceased, late member of
Div. No. 714, Portland, Maine; cause, Car

cinoma of Bladder .. 800.00

Katherine Agnes Davis, beneficiary , death

claim of M. C. Davis, deceased , late member
of Div. No. 518 , San Francisco , Calif.; cause,

Sub acute Colitis and Acute Peritonitis .. 800.00

Catherine Welch , beneficiary, death claim of

Edward C. Weich , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 518, San Francisco, Calif .; cause,

Cerebral Thrombosis . 800.00
Mrs. Marguerite C. Neill, beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph G. Neill, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 85. Pittsburgh , Pa .;

cause, Intestinal Obstruction and Pyloric

Obstruction through operation . , 700.00

Lucy Stewart, beneficiary , death claim of

George William Stewart, deceased, late mem
ber of Div. No. 809, Zanesville, Ohio ; cause ,

Myocarditis .. 250.00
Esther Walker, beneficiary , death claim of

Raleigh T. Walker, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 587 , Seattle, Wash .; cause, Acute

Lobar Pneumonia ... 100.00

Mrs. Helen Scheifer, beneficiary , death claim of

Frank H. Scheifer, deceased, late member of
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tension and Chronic Nephritis .... 800.00

Mrs. Sarah Webb, beneficiary, death claim of

James N. Webb, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 697 , Toledo, Ohio ; cause, Carcinoma

of Pancreas and Empyema of Gall Bladder .. 800.00

Mrs. Katherine McMillan , beneficiary , death

claim of Duncan A. McMillan, deceased , late

member of Div. No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .;

cause, Pleura Pneumonia .. 700.00

Mrs. Ernestine Gunst, beneficiary , death claim

of Edward Gunst, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 26, Detroit , Mich.; cause , Chronic

Myocarditis.. 800.00

Mrs. Exilda Chatel Cantin, beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph Cantin , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No, 790, Montreal , Quebec ,

cause, Uremia .. 800.00

Margaret Bowles, beneficiary , death claim of

John Bowl (Bowles) , deceased , late member

of Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill .; cause , Cere

bral Hemorrhage . 800.00

G. A. Lambert, financial secretary of Div, No.

966, for beneficiary , death claim of John R.

Dowdall, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 966 , Port Arthur and Fort William , Ont.;

cause, Abscess of the Lung .. 200.00

Josephine Van Antwerp, beneficiary, death

claim of James Churchill Van Antwerp .
deceased , late Member At Large, at Int'l .

Office, Detroit, Mich.; cause , Chronic Inter

stitial Nephritis (Uremia ).. 800.00

Mrs. Emily Edgar , beneficiary, death claim of

David Edgar, deceased, late member of Div .

No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; cause, Myocardial

Disease with Hypertension and Acute

Cardiac Dilatation (Heart Failure ). 800.00

Mrs. Sarah Smillie, beneficiary, death claim of

William Smillie , deceased , late member of

Div , No. 113. Toronto, Ont.; cause, In

fluenzal Pneumonia and Acute Miliary

Tuberculosis following Pneumonia ......... 800.00

C. H.Reagan, financial secretary and treasurer

of Div. No. 242, for beneficiary, death claim

ofFred H. Murray, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 242, Montpelier, Vt.; cause, Chronic
Articular Rheumatism . 800.00

Martha Elizabeth Brown, beneficiary, death

claim of James Eli Brown , deceased, late

member of Div. No. 733, Anniston, Ala .;
cause , Carcinoma of Pyloris of Stomach . 800.00

Mrs. Cadda E. Moore , beneficiary, death claim
of Frank J. Moore , deceased , late member of

Div . No.26 , Detroit, Mich .; cause, Appen
dicitis 500.00

Mrs. Lydia Beilfuss, beneficiary , death claim of

HarryW. Beilfuss, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Coronary

Thrombosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Lillous Sanders, beneficiary, death claim of

William T. Sanders, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 750, Chattanooga, Tenn .; cause,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis .
150.00

Disability Benefit

Hanible E. Baley , member of Div. No. 497 ,

Pittsburg , Kansas; cause, Fell in pit while

working in car barn, causingFracture of Leg

above ankle and total disability . 500.00

Old Age Benefits

John Dooley, member of Div . No. 85, Pitts

burgh , Pa ... 800.00

R. J. Hill, member of Div. No. 113, Toronto ,
Ont .. 800.00

M. P. Scott, member of Div . No. 398, Boise,

Idaho . 800.00

Charles J. Olsen, member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill. 800.00

John T. Cloney , member Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill .. 800.00

James Mahoney, member of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill . 800.00

August Stolp , member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago ,
800.00

Div. No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa.; cause , Angina

Pectoris . 800.00

Mrs. Ida Bradbury, beneficiary, death claim of

Wallace Bradbury, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass.;cause Carcin
oma of Stomach and Chronic Myocarditis .. 800.00

Laura M. Kilmer, beneficiary , death claim of

Charles W. Kilmer, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 506 , Rensselaer, N. Y .; cause,

Carcinoma of Rectum .. 800.00

Maud Evelyn Stephen, beneficiary, death claim

of Ivan J. Stephen, deceased , late member of

Div. No. 109. Victoria , B.C .; cause , Acute

Appendicitis with Paresis of Bowels.. 800.00

Mrs. Martha Wendt, beneficiary, death claim of

Gus Wendt, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 241,Chicago, Ill .; cause , Lennox Hyper

trophic Cirrhosis ofLiver . 800.00

Abe L. Spradling, financial secretary -treasurer

of Div . No:627,for beneficiaries,death claim

of C. (Chris. ) Gloystein , deceased, late mem

ber of Div . No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio ; cause,
Diabetes Mellitus, . 800.00

Mrs. Anna Kashbaum , beneficiary, death claim

of P. ( Peter) Kashbaum, deceased , late mem.

ber of Div. No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio; cause,

Pylonephrosis bilateral Urinary Septicemia

and Pyemia ... 800.00

Gerald Griffin, administrator of estate of de

ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Herbert J. Griffin , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 589, Boston , Mass. , cause, Old

Fracture of Hip, Arthritis and Cardaic Fail

ure ..::: . 800.00

Lettie Easterday, beneficiary, death claim of

Llewellyn G. Easterday, deceased, late mem

ber of Div.No. 682, Fort Wayne, Ind .; cause,
Paralysis of Bowels, Myocarditis and

Toxemia . 800.00

Mss. Edna Perkins, beneficiary , death claim of

Frederick Perkins, deceased, late member of

Div . No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .; cause, General

Paralysis of the Insane . 800.00

Kathryn Hanes, beneficiary, death claim of

J. H. Hanes, deceased , late member of Div.

No. 313, Rock Island,Ill .; cause , Pulmonary

Embolism ... 800.00

Annie Hayes, beneficiary , death claim of J.

Hayes, deceased, late member of Div. No.

313, Rock Island, Ill.; cause, Septicemia .... 800.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Hibbler, beneficiary , death

claim of William Hibbler, deceased, late

member of Div. No. 201, Ithaca , N. Y .;cause,

Tuberculosis of Small Intestines 800.00

Mrs. Maggie Caninenberg, beneficiary, death

claim of John Caninenberg, deceased , late
member of Div . No. 78 , Galveston, Texas ;

cause, Cerebral Hemmorhage and Apoplexy 500.00

Thella Thompson, beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph T.Thompson, deceased, late member

of Div. No. 847, St. Joseph , Mo.; cause,

Fracture at base of Skull, fell from top of

street car , accident . 500.00

Virgie Newspickel, beneficiary , death claim of

Milton Newspickel, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 858 , York, Pa .; cause , Influenza

and Broncho Pneumonia . 800.00

Charles D , Sanderson, beneficiary, death claim

of Frederick Sanderson, deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage and Broncho Pneu

monia .. 800.00

Delia Duval , beneficiary, death claim of Henry

Duval , deceased, late member of Div . No.

618. Providence, R. I .; cause, Pulmonary

Tuberculosis and Hemorrhage 800.00

Jennie M. Paddock , beneficiary, death claim of

Ora F. Paddock , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 448. Springfield , Mass.; cause,

Cerebral Apoplexy . 800.00

Mrs. Catherine E. G. Landwehr, beneficiary,

death claim of E. Landwehr, deceased , late

member of Div . No. 194, New Orleans, La .;

cause. Myocardial Decompensation , Hyper

1

10

5

Ill .

Total ..... $ 66,850.00

In M e moriam

By Div . No. 908 , Peoria , Ill .

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite mercy

and wisdom , called to his eternalhome, our late brother,

Ralph Sands,in whose death we lost a true and loyal

brother, his widow and two daughters a loving husband

andfather . He will be greatly missed by his countless

friends and fellow workers , a true and loyal friend, whose

ever cheerful smile and kindly grasp of fellowship will

always remain a tribute to his memory ; therefore, be it

Resolved: That the members of Division No. 908,

Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Rail

way Employes of America, in regular meeting assem

bled , extend to the bereaved wife and family, our
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heartfelt sympathy and consolation , in their dark

hour of affliction that they may know that true and

loyal friends are sharing the loss with them ; and ,

be it further

Resolved : That , as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother , our charter be draped for thirty days,

that a copy of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved

family, a copy be sent to the MOTORMAN, CONDUCTOR

AND MOTOR Coach OPERATOR for publication , and a

copy spread on the minutes of this organization.

FRANK DOMAGALL, President

J. M. RUGLESS , Secretary .

July 2 , 1928.

alleviate the grief of his loved ones, but we believe it will

be a consolation for them to know that we are pro

foundly saddened by the passing of our brother ; there
fore, be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 733

of Street and Electric Railway Employees of America

extend to the bereaved family our heartfelt sympathy

and that these resolutions be spread upon the minutes

of our Local ; be it further

Resolved :' That, as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days and a copy of these resolutions be sent to

the bereaved widow and published in the Motorman ,
Conductor and Motor Coach Operator.

J. P. DODGEN, President ,

H. L.HOLDER, Secretary ,

R. L. BRIDGES ,

Committee.

July 25 , 1928 .

By Div . No. 662 , Pueblo, Colorado

Whereas, The Supreme Ruler of the Universe has

taken from this life our beloved brother, Lewis Brady,

in whose death his family has lost a loving husband and

father, Division 662 , a faithful Financial Secretary

Treasurer and Executive Board Member, and the South

ern Colorado Power Company an efficient employe; and

Whereas, We bow in humble submission to Him who

knoweth best , yet our hearts are sad at the loss of one

we have been associated with for so many years ; and

Whereas, We know that mere words cannot alleviate

the sorrow caused by his passing ,we feel that it will be

a consolation tohis family to know that faithfulfriends

remember them in this , their hour of bereavement ;
therefore , be it

Resolved. That we drape our charter for a period of

thirty days in token of respect to our departedbrother ;
and , be it further

Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions be sent to

the bereaved family ,a copy spread on theminutes of

our Division and a copy sent to the MOTORMAN ,

CONDUCTOR AND MOTOR COACH OPERATOR for public
cation .

August 250 DEE A. SPENCER ,

J. W. Biggs,

RAY H. TALBOT,

EARL M. KOUNS, Comm.

By Div. No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in His supreme power

and wisdom , has removed from our midst ,our beloved

brother, Phillip Cloos, and

Whereas : We deeply feel that we have lost a true ,

loyal and beloved member and that words cannot

alleviate the grief of his loved ones, but we believe it
will be a consolation for them to know that we are pro

foundly saddened by the passing of our brother; there
fore be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 282 ,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. extend to the bereaved

family, our heartfeltsympathy and that these resolu

tions be spread upon the minutes of our Local , and ,

be it further

Resolved: That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother , our charter be draped for a period of

thirty days and a copy of these resolutions be sent to

the bereaved widow, and published in the MOTORMEN ,

CONDUCTOR AND MOTOR COACHOPERATOR .
E. M. DWYER , Pres .

W. H. RUSSELL, Fin . Secy .

Jos. BLAKER, Rec . Secy .By Div . No. 690, Fitchburg, Mass .

Whereas, Almighty God , in His infinite wisdom , has

seen fit to remove from our midst our esteemed and

loyal brother,Paul Santangelo, in whose death we have

lost a true and beloved member ; and

Whereas, We know that words cannot alleviate the

grief of hisloved ones, yetwe feel it will be consolation

for them to know that faithful friends and brothers

offer their deepest sympathy; therefore, be it

Resolved . That we, the membersof Div. No. 690,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , extend our heartfelt

sympathy and consolation to the bereaved family of

ourlate brother ; and , be it further

Resolved. That our charter be draped in mourning

for onemonthasa token of respect, that a copy of these

resolutions be spread upon our records, a copy sent to

the family anda copy be sent toour Official Journal for

publication.

MYRON E. HARVEY ,

WILLIAM C. WHITE,

Committee .

By Div. No. 847, St. Joseph, Mo.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite wis

dom , has called our late brother, Joseph Thompson ,
in whose death we have lost a true and loyal brother,

and his wife and children, a loving husband and father ;
therefore be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 847 ,
A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. in meeting assembled, ex

tend to the family our sincere sympathy and share in

their bereavement ; and , be it further

Resolved : That , as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother , our charter be draped for a period of

thirty days , a copy of these resolutions be spread on

the minutes of the meeting , a copy be forwarded to the

bereaved family and a copy be published in the MOTOR

MAN , CONDUCTOR AND MOTOR COACH OPERATOR .

ROY SHAFFER,

CHAS. ALLEN ,

WM. A. PAYNE,

Committee.
By Div . No. 765 , Montgomery, Ala.

Whereas, God , in His infinite wisdom , has seen fit to

remove from our midst by death , our esteemed brother,

S. S. Cloudis, in whosedeath wehave lost a true and

loyal member and his family a loving father . While

we know that words cannot alleviate the grief of the

sorrowing family and relatives, yet we feel it will be a
consolation for them to know that faithful friends and

brothers offer their heartfelt sympathy; therefore, be it

Resolved. That we, the members of Div. No. 765 ,

Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Rail.

way Employes of America, extend our sympathy and

consolation to the bereaved family and relatives of our

late brother ; and , be it further

Resolved , That in memory of our late brother , our

charter be draped for a period of thirty days , a copy of

these resolutions be spread upon the records of this

Division , a copy sent to thebereaved family and a

copy be published in the MOTORMAN , CONDUCTOR AND
MOTOR COACH OPERATOR.

N. O. ARNOLD, Secy .

By Div. No. 125 East St. Louis , lli.

Whereas : The Supreme Ruler of the Universe, in His

infinite power and wisdom , has removed from our midst ,

our beloved brother, Samuel B. Wright . In his death ,

we have lost a true and loyal member; at home a vacant

chair and silent voice . While we feel that these expres

sions cannot greatly lighten the sorrow of those heloved

and protected , we feel that it will be a consolation for

them to know that friends and brothers are sharing the

sorrow with them in the loss of their beloved one;

therefore , be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 125 of

the Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America , in regular meeting
assembled , extend to the bereaved family of our des

parted brother , our heartfelt sympathy ; and furtherbe
it

Resolved : That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother , our charter be draped for a period of

thirty days and that a copy of these resolutions be sent

to the bereaved family, also spread upon the records of

this Division and published in the MOTORMAN

CONDUCTOR and Motor Coach Operator Magazine,

WM. R. O'LEARY,

RoyE. LYONS,

H.C. BERGKANN,

Committee.

By Division No. 733 , Anniston , Ala .

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father , in His supreme

power and wisdom ,has removed from our midst our

beloved brotherand former treasurer, J. E. Brown , and

Whereas : We deeply feelthatwe have lost a true,

loyaland beloved member, and that words cannot
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Hope they may see their way clear to visit us again at

an early date. They are always welcome .

We have dropped one meeting each month. Our
Executive Board regarded that with the small attend

ance at our meetings, it was almost a useless expense

to pay hall rent for two meetings per month, so it is

arranged that our regular monthly meeting will be held

on the second Friday of each month. ' Bear it in mind,

Brothers, and be on hand at these regular meetings.

Let's make them more interesting by a better attend

ance. Tell your wives to remind you of these meetings.
They know it is for their benefit as well as for yours,

that you attend these meetings. It is your business
organization . Don't forget it. Work is your business .

In fact, you are more interested in this property upon

which you work, than can the stock and bondholders

be . Just consider what your wages mean to you in the

livelihood of yourself and those in whom you are

interested . Then it will come to you that you have an

important interest in making this property such a
success that you can get more out of it in the way of

better wages. Every merchant in this city knows that
the better we can do as wage earners, the better becomes

their business. So, your work isbusiness in which you
are interested . Your organization is your business

institution . It is where you can be of service to all.

Show yourself concerned in your own welfare. You

are a salesman. Your manager will tell you that.

What have you to sell, if it is not your labor. Get

together and attend your meetings . You will find it

toyour advantage .

Our boys are now pretty free fromsickness, so our

Sick Benefit Fund is waxing strong. That is not bad .

Brother Vierkeis gaining his health again .
Brother A. J. Trobridge is holding his own well and

is looking younger.

BrotherJ. W. Goble, sick for years, has passed to the

Great Beyond. He was a lovable man and a staunch

member of the old Amalgamated .

Our younger members are sticking with us well.

We are proud of their unionism . They are good

members.

-Cor. 265 .

AUDIT SHOWS ACCOUNTS CORRECT

Rochester, N. Y.- The Auditors of the accounts of

Div . No. 282 financial officers have completed their

work and reported thereon. The audit shows the
financial affairs of the Local to be in fine shape, much

to the credit of the present financial officers .
Business Agent W. H. Russell is keptbusy in his

work . He has obtained the reinstatementof several

members who were dismissed from the service. He is

also well pleased over the Dues question . This matter
looks better now than for months past.

Brothers, while the attendance at ourmeetings is

good , we notice some vacant chairs that might be filled

by those who have heretofore failed to attend . How

ever, we expect a large attendance from now on, as our

meetings will be very interesting .

Our Delegates who are attending the State F. of L.

convention being held this year inour city are President

E. M. Dwyer, Business Agent W. H. Russell and

Brother P. J. Jones.

Remember,our meetings are held the first and third
Fridays of each month.

-Cor. 282.

AWAITING ARBITRATION AWARD

Brockton , Mass . - Attorney James J. Kerwin of

Lowell, Mass., has been chosen as the third, orpresiding

arbitrator in the wage arbitration being awaited by

the members of Div. No. 235 and associated Locals,

the members of which are employedupon theEastern

Massachusetts Co. property . Hon. HamesH.Vahey is

thearbitrator chosenby the Locals. Thiswage will

enter a new agreement for anotheryear. The date for

trial of the case will now be soon set.

Brother Al (Admiral) Badger, sick for somethree
months, is again with us. Pleased to see you back, Al.

Ourmain office at Torrey Street is getting a new coat

of whitepaint.

The office force is now starting their annual vacation.

Brother Ed Cogan keepsus posted on good blue
berry patches.

-Cor. Div. 235.

B.
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SECRETARY A. C. ARNETT

DIVISION NO. 794, WICHITA, KAN.

Division No. 794 of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation , Wichita , Kan. , is one of the middle

aged Locals of the Amalgamated. The Local

was instituted in March,1918, and has been

in good live existenceover ten years. Among

the officers of this Local is Brother A. C.

Arnett , who is one of the active spirits of the

Labor Movement of Wichita and is now serv

ing and has for some time served Division No.

794 as Financial Secretary - Treasurer, a posi

tion equal in importance to that of chief

executive. Brother Arnett's service as an

officer of the Local has been of a nature most

commendable . He is one of those officers

who understand clearly the importance of co

operation with a fair employing management

in the operation of a property, recognizing

that it is the source of the principal revenue

of employes and thatsuch property should be

made progressive and successful in operation.

DURAND VISITS LOCAL

San Jose, Calif. - Division No. 265 enjoyed a visit

paid to us byInternational Vice -President George

Durandand Secretary L.W.Mathews of Div .No.192,
Oakland, Calif . recently. Their visit was greatly

enjoyedbyour members whoattended themeeting.

They gave us some good advice in their addresses.
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BUSINESS OFFICE CHANGED

Worcester , Mass.Brothers Mike Genivo and

George Barrett have returned after spending a pleasant

two weeks viewing thescenery at Camp Devens , one

of the palatial homes of Uncle Sam . I will not vouch for

some of their statements. They claim they had a

wonderful time with nothing to do except eat chicken ,

but I have heard that Beans were served. Brothers ,

why don't you tell the truth , that you plied the pick

and shovel and that Brother Barrett served four days

in the guardhouse. Nuf sed .

Brother Harry Hicks returned after completing a

delightful auto tour of New York, New Hampshire,

Ontario and Quebec, with a few days at Niagara Falls.

They recommend Canada as a favorable outing field .

Brother Eddy Norton , Boss ofthe Garage , with a few

of his men recently went on a fishing excursion . Buckley ,

skipper of Bus 23, fromaccounts, landed the largest
fish . From the different descriptions it must have

been a rubber fish , as the stories of its size extend .

The boys at Grove St. wonder what Brother Jack

Tynan did to Register Checker Billy Sullivan . They

arechums now . Recently , while on his way home to
dinner, Sully fell asleep in the car-a Hope Cemetery.

Careful, Sully, those who sleep in a cemetery on
awaken nights .

Brothers,don't spend all your hard earned cash going
to movies . Stick around the lobby at Grove St. and

watch Eddy Lawless play checkers.

Congratulations are in order. The Stork visited the

home of Brother and Mrs. James Casavant and left a
nice baby daughter.

Often we read of heroes. Division No. 22 has two.

They risked their lives to save others. BrotherCharlie

Odell left his car, jumped into the street and stopped a

runaway horse. But for the courage of Charlie , several
children might have been seriously injured and some
might have been killed. Brother Mike Ford recently
risked his life to save his passengers. A trolley wire

dropped in front of his car. The passengers rushed to
escape, To save them, Mike grabbed the wire and

threw it from the car, but severely burned his hands.
He placed himself in great danger .

Brother George Hanlon recently suffered painful
burns about his face and hands from a flash from the

controller. We will be pleased to see George again back
on the job .

Brother Eddy Keefe , seriously ill from ulcers of the

stomach , hasreturned to his home from the hospital.

We are all pulling for you, Eddy, so keep up your

courage, as we wantyou to soon be as strong,as ever .
Brothers, your officers are patiently waiting, for

another installment on The Business

Agent would like to meet you every Wednesday . He

comes prepared to change bills from $ 1 to a $ 100.

Please don't forget that our business office is moved
to 29 Pearl St., Room 422, Chapin Building . Don't

forget to visit Brother Pete Rooney occasionally.

Brother W. H. Bloxom and family have moved to

the country , out on Darien St.

We are pleased to note the boys on the road are taking

a greater interest now in theperformance of their duties
than ever before . We believe if every one will just

give this matter more consideration it will mean much
to the men, also the Company. Efficiency , promptness,

attention , cleanliness and good habits are important

things for street car men to follow . Before complain
ing , first stop and make a close inspection of yourself

and then be your own judge. See ifyour shortcomings

can be improved to the extent that others will take

notice. Sometimes Motormen and Conductors, adher

ing closely to their duties will avoid angry words and a

feeling of dissatisfaction . Work together and pull

together in a friendly spirit is about the only way to

succeed at any thing.

Brother J. B. Lawson in letter to Brother Robertson ,

reports having organized a new Local at Durham , N.C.

It is a fact and has been officially reported , that
Brother N. G. Thornton has selected some beautiful

young lady for his long, long time companion andthey

mutually agreed to be joined together in the Holy
Bonds of wedlock . Epluribous, world without end .

Best wishes to them from all the boys . Their honey
moon was short and sweet. Thornton is now on his

runevery day.

Claim agent 0. M. McDuff reported the worms

destroyed 1,000 head of cabbage for him in a few days ,

Conductor C. J. Hough will soon secure a leave of
absence in orderthat he may gather his cotton crop .

There are others who have plots in the Dixie garden

but to date have made no reports.

As it has been some time since any thing has been

seen from this Local , I will ring off and promise to be
back soon.

-Cor. 558.

DEATH TAKES RESPECTED MEMBER

your dues.

St. Joseph , Mo. - Brother J. F. Thompson met an

untimely fatal mishap July 5, while on top of his car

attempting to adjust the trolley. In some way he fell

from the car roof to the street, which resulted in his

death . He had been some 5 years on the job as a

motorman . He leaves a widow and two young children ,

Sarah Vivian and Bettie Joe. Mrs. Thompson and

the children have the profound sympathy of Division

847 and a host of other friends . Not only did the

organization lose a splendid and lovable member, but

the Company lost a most valuable employe. It is a

case in whichweunite in the grief of his family. Brother

Thompson is also survived by four brothers , three
sisters and his father.

We
are having fairly well attended meetings.

Brothers, it's a good idea to attend every meeting of

Division 847. There are always questions to discuss

of interest to all .

We are pleased that Brothers Charles Cabiness is

again of our ranks. Father Charley also has a late

arrival at his home in the way of a new girl .

Mrs. Kuhn and Bridges have returned to their old

jobs. We welcome them.

Brother Gulley has been sick for some time but is
much improved .

Brothers Walton and Wm. Struck are on the sick

list .

Mrs. McCombs , wife of Brother John McCombs , sick

for a long time , recently became worse and is now at

St. Joseph Hospital .

-Cor. 847.

Thank you.

-Cor . 2160-26.

A BROTHER ENTERS NEW ERA OF LIFE

RENEW OLD AGREEMENT

Shreveport, La . - Division No. 558 is moving along
nicely and the membership are rejoicing over the re

newal of our contract for another year which took effect

the 1st of July . The Shreveport Railways Company

did not at this time see fit to open the agreement for

discussion and then the members of theCommittee

thought it best toremain silent on the contract for at

least onemore year . At the present time the Company

is expectinga decisionfromthePublic Service Com
mission on application for an increase in fare, placed
before that body several weeks ago. The Company is

requesting a 100 cash fare.

The sick listisclaiming Brothers J. A. Alfordand
T.H. McClure. It is reported that Brother McClure

has contractedtuberculosis in both lungs. We hope

the thorough examination at New Orleans, to which

place he has been dispatched , will prove favorable to
him.

Brother F. 0. Harrison ison a long extendedtrip to
Montgomery, Ala ., his old home. We know " Fatty "

will have lots of fun and willkeepthe boys laughing for
some time when he returns .

President H.W. Robertson was seen on Cross lake,

fishing, one day last week in Company with Brothers

0. Weaver, J. 1. Alexanderand J. D. Elliott . A big
time was reported .

The regular meeting held Sunday night , July 22 , was
a rousing good one and the attendance was fine. All

seem to show a spirit of interest , and when under the
head of good and welfare a great number were heard

Brother E. A. Smith took one lesson in the pugilistic

profession some weeks ago , but heis undecided on

San Francisco , Calif.- At this time, we have a secret

to divulge . Our informant is Bob Connolly , a friend

and neighbor of our subject. The incident occurred
some two months ago . Brother William Bode has

taken unto himself a life partner in the person of one

ofour most charming native daughters. Blessings on

you , Mrs. and Mr. Wm. Bode. May your alliance be

enduring, prosperous and happy, You have the

unanimous best wishes of all of Division No. 518. It is

the entering of a new era of life for you .

We are grieved to hear of the death of Edward
O'Neill , brother of Inspector Joe O'Neill . We, of

Division No. 518 , sincerely express to you, Joe, and

your dear family, most profound sympathy .

George Fish is again at his post and as indicated by

his appearance, is prepared for any arithmetical

problems the boys may wish to have adjusted . We
are pleased to see him back and although his reputation

for carefulness is well established , we would advise that

he develop the power of perception to such a degree

as to keep far from the reckless autoist ,
--Cor. 518 .

from .

taking another
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A FEATURE OF BIG BUSINESS

Lansing , Mich . - Since last we appeared before the

readers of this publication , the members of Div . No.

563 have not attended the meetings so well as they

should . Boys, this is our organization, in which we

should be as much interested as business men are in

their organizations. They meet every day , as you will

note , usually for lunch , and give their undivided atten
tion to their business as a group. What is their busi

ness? A big feature of it , is thesubject of employment.

There is more attention given by business men , in their

meetings , to the method of holding wage earners under

subjection than to any other feature of their business .

Did that ever occur to you ? Place yourself, for a mo

ment , in the attitude of an employing business man ,

who depends upon the wages hepays for laborfor the

profit in his business, and you will find yourself figuring

on the cost of production, and the means by which you

can lower the cost of production in the way of less labor

cost, that you may make a more assured and greater

profit from your business . Isn't that natural? Then

attend your meetings . These meetings are your meet

ings where you can co- operate with your associate wage

earners to keep up the move for more income from your

employment at a greater convenience to yourself and

your families. Let's not forget .

Brother Cole still brings home the bacon-now celery

instead of bologna .

Brother Aldrich is again back . He has been helping

his father - in -law , who is very ill.

Brother W , Smalley will be off some to try out his
new Ford coupe ,

Brother Wellington will take a vacation nextmonth

rumored that it is to be a honeymoon .

Brother Shalow , hit by an auto some time since , is

yet confined with a broken leg .

Brother Gates is yet awake . Several nights out,

caused dame nature to take a hand and it was difficult

to awaken him again . However, sleep is the best

medicine.

The boys have been busy, lately , campaigning for

their friends in preparation for the coming primary.
Don't forget that former Senator Fred Woodworth , is

a candidate for Lieutenant Governor. In the legisla
ture , he was a good friend of labor. We need such men

in the Legislature .

Some of our boys are away onvacations. Let's hope

they all catch the " biggest fish ."

Our railway management has been making extensive

repairs on the car barns. It improves appearance very
much ,

Well , we are signing off, until next month .

Cor. 563 .

Leon Herrick is adapting himself to his work in fine

shape after his long seige of sickness,

We trust the scenic paintings on the side windows of

our street carsare being appreciated by the riding pub

lic . The work is quite artistic and merits favorable com

ment by those who know true artistic brush work . This

is the only city on the system where such painting

seems to be in vogue and it looks as though this city

was the only one that had a man in its paint department
who was capable of doing such work. The man who

does the work should be commanding a good salary

over and above the average .

We hope that the Union readers of this column will

not forget that the milk drivers of this city are organized

in the Teamster's Union and arethus worthy of all the

help that can be given them . If you takemilk from

any local concern , be sure that it is being delivered to

you by a Union Milk Driver . It will not take much

effort on your part to do this and it will tend to

strengthen the organization of the men who have lately

organized. We owe it to one another to be of whatever

service we can be, one to the other . If you canaid a

brother with but little effort on your part, do it. Every

milk driver and every truck driver in this city should

be a member of the teamsters organization . With your

help and assistance much progress can be made along
that line .

Of course, let us not forget the meat cutter's organiza

tion. Let your meat be cut, weighed and sold to you by

a member of the Meat Cutters' Union .

Cor. Div . 333 .

WENT TO HOT DOGS

DON'T FORGET MEAT CUTTERS

Oakland, Calif. - The membership of Local 192 has

gone to the dogs . Whether the situation is alarming or

notmustbe determined byyouupona close analysis

of the events of August 8 .

The situation referred to is the annual hot dog festival

that has made the Carmen's Union the mecca of all

politicians during election time.

From 10 o'clock in the morning until midnight, men
were streaming into the hall to advance the spirit of

good fellowship. It has been rumored that many mem

bers andoutsiders were attracted by our Scotty Kavan

naugh who prophesied a miracle by announcing that

hot dogs were to be dispensed by a Scotchmanfor

nothing . That prophecy was indeed fulfilled. The

members were literally stuffed with good hot dogs and

everyone enjoyed it .

Music was provided at intervals to prevent acute

indigestion on the part ofsome of the participants of the
feed .

It was difficult to realize that Brothers Bowbeer and

Mathews have been in our organization for many years

because theart that they displayed ascaterers seemed

suggestive of their ignorance in ing anything else .

There were two types of people at thismemorable

feast - carmen and politicians. John F. Mullins , incum

bent , Supervisor and a friend of labor for the twenty -one

years of his political life , delivered a very interesting

message in which he laid special stress on the humani

tarian principles that he has been trying to instill in

government .

James C. Walsh , another very warm friend of labor

likewisediscussed the necessity of makingpublic insti

tutions , especially county hospitals, accessible to the

middle man .

Richard Hamb , another candidate for supervisor

pointed out the necessity of economy in our County
Government.

Mike McDonough , who has voted 100 per cent on
labor measures in the California State Assembly and

who isa candidate to succeed himself,pointed out to the
membership the uphill fight that must be made each

time a labor measure is voted upon ,
Brothers Lee Laytham , Deputy County

Recorder, Bird , now Deputy County Clerk , B. Peru,

now City Tax Collector and S. Robrecht , Deputy City

Health Inspector , honored us with their usual presence.

Brother C. E. Éthridge of the Central Division whose

attendanceat the meeting is asfrequent as the falling of

snow in Oakland, was present and promised to be more
active in the affairs of Local 192.

Brother 0. C. Johnson , the silent but active worker of

our local, was on the reception committee for the affair.

Commissioners Frank Colburn and C. C. Young gave

short talks and thanked the Carmen's Union for the

support given them in their 1927 campaigns.

Mr. J. P. Potter, representing the propertieson which

our Localis employed, made a few enlightening observa

tionsdealing withthe relationship ofthe carmen and the

public .

George Durand , our President and business agent in

hischaracteristicway wasthe toastmaster of theeven

ing andwas indeedinstrumentalinlendingdignityto

the occasion . Brother Durand ,because of his alertness

Battle Creek , Mich .-A bill poster advertising a

motor six , politely informs one to try to get by without

one . " Needless to say we are , but one of the very many

who get by very nicely without half trying . It takes

very little effort on our part and less than any exertion

on our pocketbook in doing without the much adver

tised " six ." It always pays to advertise but exaggera

tion should not enter into it . Sometimes we believe

that such ads should read " try to get by without one

and seehow muchmore readily you can pay your bills. "
Our Superintendent , J. J. Mahoney, has been on his

annual vacation and has taken in the Empire State

and some of the other eastern States . During his ab
sence , Joseph O'Hara , city superintendent of Jackson,

has had supervision of this city much to the delight of
the men who have worked under him . Mr. O'Hara was

with us for a month last year and gave a very creditable
account of himself while he was here . Weare always

pleased to have him as a boss . He is a railroad man

through and through, having spentmany years in the

work in Grand Rapids, Mich ., and Springfield , Ill. He

is dignified in appearance, diplomatic and tactful in his

dealings with the publica - firm yet pleasing in his rela

tions with the employes.
With more men of Mr.

O'Hara's type as officials in any industry, there would

be less friction between capital and labor in this coun

try .

The switch at the Bedford road , Urbandale, was tem

porarily out of use for a few days this week so as notto

hinder the laying of the water main which is now being
extended to the city limits one mile west .

A temporary double siding has been made in a vacant

field near Alleene Ave. , on W. lichigan Ave. , for the

purpose of handling thecarloads of gravelthat are going

to be shipped over the electric lines from Kalamazoo for

use in the paving of M - 37 which is now in progress.

Harry Sleight is now much improved in health at his
home on Iroquoise street . He's still on the sick list ,

but we are glad to note that his name is no longer on
the dangerous list .

now
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to the problems of organized labor, gained the respect
and admiration of the entire labor movement of the

community. At a recent hotly contested election at the

Central Labor Council of Alameda County, Brother

Durand was given most encouraging support from all
miscellaneous crafts when he was returned to the

Presidency of the Central Labor Council for the fourth

consecutive time . Our local is extremely fortunate in

having a man who is not only a great leader in the labor

movement but also a man whose voice in humanitarian ,
civic and political circles carries fruitful force . Our

organization and members are respected in Oakland .
Without any exaggeration it can besaid that this warm

attitude is mainly due to the honesty, integrity and

understanding of our President , Brother George Durand

Our membership now boasts of 1300 members and

we hope that all of the members will pay their dues

promptly and show active interest in the affairs of our

Localso that the theory ofcollectivebargaining and the

spirit of brotherhood may constantly raise our standard

of living .-- Nathan Harry Miller.

-Cor. Div. 192 .

NEW AGREEMENT UNDER WAY

Wichita, Kans. - A new agreement is now under way,

beingin a conference stage as between Div. No. 794

and the Management of the employing Company,

Every chair in the hall at ourlast meetingwas filled.

That is fine, boys Division No. 794 is our business

organization and our members will not turn their busi

ness over to others . We will fill the old Hall to the brim

in our coming meetings and the boys will look after their
business affairs there.

Secretary A. C.Arnett and Mrs. Arnett have returned

from the West Coast where they spent their vacation .

Brother and Mrs. Kirk spent a few weeks in Arkansas.

Brother Dooley and wife report having a fine visit at

Denver, Colo .

Įuly and August usually find our extra board short.

For watches, rings and notions, see I. W. Hart.

Brother Charles Cline recently left for Colorado

Springs, Colo .

Brother and Mrs. Powell fanned dust several days

recently . He says they found it hot down there.

Rex Ford is tuning his motor for a trip to Joplin , Mo.

At a recent meeting. Brother M. F. Phelps didn't

make a political speach - it was for the new float.

Division 794 will make a real showing in the Labor Day

parade,

Brothers Handy and Fisher have given their houses a
new coat of paint.

We are still adding new members to our Localeach
month .

-Cor. 794.

WELL ATTENDED MEETINGS

GOOD ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS

Holyoke, Mass.-- Division No. 537, at this time, can

report good attendance at meetings. The attendance

has increased since we changed the hours for convening.

Night men now gather at the hall to convene in meet

ing at 9 o'clock , a . m. and day men at 8 p. m. on the

fourth Thursday of each month. Keep the good work

up , brothers, and make it your business to attend
meetings . Business of importance may demand your

presence, as we do not know what may confrontus this
Fall. Let's be prepared for whatmay come.

On the sick list are Brothers Bush , Bemis, Donovan,

Eberlien , Cusson , Sanderson , Sullivan , Perron, and
Laramie , We wish them a speedy recovery.

Brother Bemis has returned from Malone, N. Y.,

but is not much improved.

Our worthy president attended the State Federation
of Labor Convention , held at Salem this year. He re.

ports that the meeting was interesting , instructive and
progressive .

At this time , plans are under way for our concert and

dance to be held atMountainPark , the night of Satur

day, September 22. It will be to replenish our Benefit

Fund. It will be the last event at the park before its

closing for the season . Let's make it the best ever .

Sell all the tickets you can , Presents will be given to

those who sell the most tickets. We need the money

for our Relief Fund .

Some of our brothers are lax in paying their dues .

Let that notbe. Should anything happen , you might

be out of luckin respect to benefits . Read Section 89
of the Laws of the Associationand don't let your dues
slip over the time you should pay. Don't get in bad

standing. Your wife or members of your family might

suffer for your negligence. Take notice before it is too
late . Wake up.

-Cor. 537.

us.
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Altoona, Pa. — Division No. 801 is holding some well

attended meetings. This is good , as it gives us an

encouragement to stick together and make our work
more mutual .

We recognize that a social gathering is an induce
ment and brings our extra and younger element in with

A social gathering embraces music by our band ,

baseball practice and other attractions. Our Superin

tendentissure taking an interest in such events and gave

us a very interesting and encouraging address. He urges

usto pull together and keepthe ball rolling . We know

this is the thing to do, and it is pleasing to receive his

encouragement in it . There cannot be too much

harmonizing in our work. It means better patronage.

Our Superintendent has not yet awarded thefishing
contest prize,but we have no doubt that it will do to
Brother S. Shaffer, as from the fish stories , he is evi.

dently the winner.

Our sick brothers have recovered and we can report

hem again on the job .

Our President, who met with an unpleasant accident

some time ago , has recovered and is again on he job,

and is pleased with the way the boys hang together. He

says that if this continues, we will have one of the best

locals in the State .
--Cor, Div, 801.

3 .

RIGHT TO ORGANIZE CONFIRMED

TAKE CARE OF ME

East St. Louis , III.-- Division 125 still meets the 1st

and 3rd Wednesdays at Labor Temple Hall and an
invitation is given to all to attend .

Brother G. Luke , better known as “ Peaches " had a

day job in the shop and on account of sunlight hurting

his eyes hechanged back to night work .

Brother H. Bilderback layed off to attend a Cardinal
ball game .

The team lost this game and haven't
fully regained their stride yet.

Brother D. Wagner took his sweetie out in his new

Elcar and suddenlyheard some air leaving. He got

out and looked and final.y said : “ Well, dear, that tire

is all right on top but flat on the bottom .

Brothers Wright andRautmann are off sick.

Do not forgetto attend your union meeting. The

doors are always open for you.

Take Care of Me

Perhaps you don't think much of me at times, but if

you were to wake up somemorningand realize you did
not have me , you would start the day with an uneasy

feeling. From meyou get food, clothing, shelterand

such luxuries as you enjoy. But I am exacting: Iam

a jealous mistress. Sometimes you appear hardly to

appreciate me at all . In fact , you make slighting re

marks aboutme at times and neglect me. Considering

the fact that you needmenot only for the material

things of life but spiritually as well. I wonder, some:

times, that you neglect me as you do . What if I

shouldgetaway fromyou ? Yourhappiness wouldBee

for atime at least , and your friendswouldworry and

your bank account dwindle . So, after all , I'm pretty
importantto you. Cherish me . Take good care of

meand I'll take good care of you .

I'm your Job. Cor. 125 .

Indianapolis, Ind. - Division No. 976 can at present

ſeport progress. Within the past brief period there have
been manyworking upon the cars in Indianapoliswho

have come forward and become members of the Associ

ation . There has now developed sufficient membership

on the cars to control the organization and meetings are

being very well attended.

The men on the cars are very grateful to the Inter
national Association for dispatching to our assistance

Vice- President Robert B. Armstrong, who, with Vice

President John M. Parker were the original creators of
Division No. 976 and who, in the interest of the street

railway men of Indianapolis, in order to assist them in

improving their wages and working conditions, sacri
ficed their liberty for some ninety days for alleged
violation of an injunction which they never in any way

violated .

Among those arrested and bought before the Federal

Judge for contempt of court on alleged violations of the

injunction issued by him at the instance of the then

president of the Indianapolis street railway property

and others , was one of our members named Everett

Talley . He was recently brought before Judge Baltzell

and sentenced to one day in jail . This was thelastof

the cases brought before the court in conection with

the lockout imposed upon the employes by the president

of the company and his associates. The then president

of the company is now dead.

One of thecompanyattorneys brought before the

U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee to explain the cause

andaature of the injunction that was issued by Federal

g
e
r

*

BOX
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Judge Baltzell, made the statement before that Com

mittee that the employes of the Indianapolis street

railway company have the right to be members of the
Amalgamated Association under the agreement. He

held , however, that outsiders had no right to induce the

employes to go on strike, referring of course to Brothers

Armstrong and Parker. The Indiana PublicService

Commission , also, in a case brought before them through

the instrumentality of the Amalgamated Association ,
rendered a decision that the so-called agreement which

the company alleged was violated through the influence
of Brothers Parker and Armstrong, permitted employes

to be and become members of the Amalgamated Associa

tion , without discrimination . Therefore, the situation

today, as it stands as ruled upon by the Indiana Public
Service Commission and sustained by the statement of

the company's attorney , gives the employes the right

to orgamize , and it is up to them to freely becomemem
bers of Division No. 976 .

It now appears that Division No. 976 will come into

the control of employes working upon the property , as

the greater number of members in the Localare working

upon the property .
-Cor. Div. 976.

PI

month. The members of this Div. extends to them our

sympathy,

This is being written just before Labor Day, and the

Memphis Trades & Labor Council is preparig for a

monster Labor Day celebration at the Fair Grounds,

We hope they will make a bigger success than they did
last year. They cleared over $ 3,000.00 on theaffair

and invested it in the Labor Temple. We hope every

member of organized labor will take part in the event

and make it a real success. In addition to the celebra.

tion to be held at the Fair Grounds, we areplanning for

a parade, and our committee has everything arranged

for a big parade. We have decorated a street car in the

way of a float, and we hope every member that is off

duty long enough will participate in this parade. We

think we havethe prettiest banner and flag of any

organization inthe city of Memphis, and we trust every
member will follow his banner.

Some of our members are delving into thre recordsof
Herbert Hoover and Al Smith, to find out which is the

best man from his view pointto vote for. Others are

sending literature out fora straw vote so he canvote for

the winner. Of course, Miss Peachey Sims don't give a

rap who is elected , just so she is on the winning side .
She is not the only one.

Quite a number of our members have returned from

their vacations spent on the farm. For some reason

they are walking around with about the same comfort

of the old cow that spent the night in the pea fieid.

Our meetings this month have been well attended.

We trust that the membership will continue toattend
their meetings, as thatis where thebusiness of the

organization is transacted . The membership should be

there to take a part in all business pertaining to his
Division .

-R.S.

ANNUAL PICNIC A SUCCESS

B

DETROIT DIGEST

Sioux City, Iowa - The stork recently left a beautiful
baby daughter at Pat O'Brien's home. Mother and

daughter are doing well .

Brother Lyons, off some two months from sickness,

we hope will soon be with us .

Brothers H. T. Woodward and Dogherty, with their

families spent a vacation at Lake Okaboja , as we under

stand, with theusual fishermen's luck .

Brother Joe Young, when not cooking, puts in his

spare time viewing the country from his new car.

The checkerboards are working overtime these hot

days.

We regret the accident that Brother Kelley was in ,

but accidents will happen.

Brother Andy Johnson took a much needed vacation

a few days last month .

Brother Webber is longing for Christmas , due to hot
weather.

Brother O. L. Barboe was very much interested in the

Marathon dance . He worked as trainer for some time

evenings .

Brother Strong , recently on a vacation , reports that

where he was spending his time there was not even an
oasis .

The annual picnic was a success . Our committee de

served credit , as they devoted much time and gasoline
to make it a success . The ball game between Newel

Giants and Rice's Athletes was won by the latter.

Bruning , the umpire , was decorated with stuffed olives

for his close decisions . The ladies demonstrated that

they could run as fast as they could talk . There should

have been a race on the part of BrothersHaggerty ,

McIntyreand Criteser for the grand prize , but it was

postponed because Brother McIntyre had to report
for duty .

Brother Rice will be on his vacation shortly and we

wish him the pleasant trip he deserves .

Brother Campbell likes to walk and expects to spend

his vacation in Indiana. Brother Hall is authority that

walking is good in that state.

At our picnic at Riverside Park, we had a program of

sports and contests . The winners of the various events

Guessing contest-- Mrs. J. W. Balerston .

Shoe kicking contest -- Mrs . E. Padrta .

Women's race-Mrs. Earl Garnett.

Boys' race - Lavern Balerston .

Men's race - George Chamberlin .

Girls ' race - Georgia Ploof .

Race for girls under 6 years old-Phylis Padrta,

Race formen over 40 years old - George Crietser.

Race for women-Mrs . Earl Garnett , first and Mrs.

George Chamberlin , second .

Race for men-A . W. McIntyre , first and George

Chamberlin , second.

Race for older men-Dave Hagerty.
--Cor. 779.

The Detroit Street Railways has taken over from the

Detroit United Railway for operation the suburban line
known as the Wyandotte Line, upon which were em

ployed by the D. U. R. twenty -seven men . The line

thus newlyacquired bythe Detroit Street Railway aug
ments the Fort Street Line service . The management

of the D. S. R. has taken the position that those of the

Detroit United Railway who worked uponthe Wyan

dotte system must take their places at the foot of the

extra list if they work upon the city lines. This has
created a serious contention . It is in the hands of

Business Agents, Sidney Van Ness and Neil McLellan ,

for adjustmentof seniority rights.

Division No. 26 is very muchinterested in obtaining

the nomination and election of Mr. Fred Woodworth for

Lieutenant Governor of the State of Michigan. While
he was in the Senate he wasknown tobeavery fair

man for Organized Labor.

Secretary ClarenceNugent reports that there is some

extension in street railway service upon the Detroit

citylines , and this, of course, extendsthe membership
of Division No. 26. -Rex .

PREPARED FOR ARBITRATION

were :

St. Louis, Mo.-- Division No. 788 is enjoying well

attended meetings, although the hot weather here has
been tremendous.

Our wage arbitration before the Utilities Commission

is under way. President M. J. Douglas is very hopeful
that we will soon know the results. We now have our

case ready .

There are being many changes on our system . Page

and Hodimont crews have been moved to Delmar and

Taylor to North Broadway . Now comes the question

of seniority to be determined in these cases. It is caus

ing much discussion at our meetings.

Well, the hot weatheris the bigcause of talk here .
However, it will not be long now.

Messrs, Greenland and Butler visited our shed recent

ly and left a check for $ 100 . We appreciated it very

much ... It will be used to pay the dues of sick mebers.

Really, things are movingwell with Division 788 and

we extend good wishes to other Locals.
-Cor. 788.

8
.
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RAISE DUES FOR BENEFIT FUND

PARTICIPATE IN LABOR DAY

Memphis , Tenn.-- Division 713 has had some diver.

sion of late in the way of news for the Div. , both sad

and glad. J. D. Mathis, who has the stile of shifty
Logan, recently took unto himself a bride , also , W.C.

Davis and C. P. Lowry did likewise, and by theway,

was about to forget that Mr. Henry L. Lay also got

married and taken quite ahoneymoon trip through the
south land . Brother Joe Baker had the misfortune to

lose his baby and brother A. Clark lost his mother this

New Orleans, La . — Division No. 194, at the regular

monthlymeetingheld July 25, raisedour dues from
$ 2.00 to $ 2.50 for men on the road and $ 2.25 for "off
road" members. The initiation fee was also raised to

$15.00 The vote fordues and initiation fee increase was

370for and 98 against. Therewere 468 members who

voted upon this proposition .
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There are many of ourmembers upon the sick list ,

which is lightening our sick fund, but we will overcome

this withthe raise in dues andthe two balls we give each

year, which are always a success.

Our oldfriend, Bob Martin , assistant secretary for

years, is now with T. Dumas& Sons. Bob will be very

glad to have his many friends inneed of furniture call on

him. The people bywhom he is employed have home
furnishing goods . Remember, Bob is the same old

fellow and should be helped by every member of our
Local.

-Cor. 194 .

PLEASED WITH NEW SUPERINTENDENT

Fort Smith , Ark . - Division No. 674 reports progress.

Our last sign -up resulted in a few changes. As there
have been many runs discontinued, the changes went

almost the whole way around .

Daddy Wood,the passengerson Fifth Street say they
miss your smile. We expect their loss is a gain for

othersas wesee yoursmiling face onGrand Ave.

This year has certainly been a trying onefor our little
band of workers. However, we still have our regular

meetings twice each month.

Weare certainlywell pleased with our superintend

ent. He served well as ourtrainmaster for a long time.

We feel that he understands our weaknesses and short

comings far better than anyone else could.

Weare hopeful for a brighter and betterfuture, as we
realize we are now passing a crisis .

-Cor. 674.

RESPECTED CONGRESSMAN DIES

Brockton , Mass.-Everything is going well with
Division No. 235.

A numberof our men have signed off for Labor Day.

Ourmembersand Organized Labor,in general,feelvery

grateful for this day, which has come into being through

the efforts of the American Labor Movement, and from
no other source . It was the members of Organized

Labor who caused this day to be put on the statutes as a
legal holiday.

A new choice of runs will go into effect September

2nd, as the patronage increases after Labor Day.

BrotherJ. E. White is about to enter the business of

dog raising. He will specialize on Police dogs.

From reports, the car men have been successful in

picking blueberries this year.

It is rumored thatHighland Park ,which is located on

the MattapanLine, just over theBrockton line,is to
have a swimming pool next summer.

We regrettoreport the deathofCongressman Louis
E. Frothingham . He accomplished his work as a

ligistlator in a way that was a credittohimself and those
who elected him to the position .

--Cor. 235 .

BROTHER GEORGE BURROWS

Division No. 616, Windsor, Ont.

Division No. 616 was organized in 1916,

over twelve year ago, and Brother George

Burrows wasone of the first year members of

the Local. It is reported that he has grown

old since then and the above picture indicates

his inclining sensitiveness. He is the fond

owner of the affectionate type of dog in which

he takes very much interest and towhich he

is very much devoted . Brother Burrows is

one of the active members of the Windsor

Local, which is one of the Locals in the fore

frontof the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America.

PAY REGULATION ON NONUNION BUS

PROPERTY

The following applies to a published plan

governing pay for Nonunion "Bus operators

alleged to be in existence upon aSouthernBus

System undermanagement ofa former Detroit

jitney operator, and who was president of the

White Star MotorbusCompany until in 1924.

This manager's article on employment is

quoted as follows :

In the following article it is not the pur,

pose of the writer to propounda set method

of training themodern driver, but rather to

describe how we handle one of the most

essential parts of operation to -day. The

driver, without doubt, is the most important

factor in the successofany operation. The

astonishing thing is that so many companies

neglect to do anything to assist in training the

men they employ.

" It is our belief that one cannot be too care

ful in the selection of the men behind the

wheel. Only men ofgood habits, who are

neat; steady, polite and honest,should be

considered. We are not so particular as to

experience, for some of our best men have

never driven a bus before. We have found it

hard to train men spoiled by some one else,

while on the other hand those who have had

experience with a good company are as a rule

easy to teach .

"Our training is done by placing the student

in charge ofan experienced driver ,who teaches

him actual details except actual driving. When

the student has become proficientin the

handling of passengers, baggage, tickets, cash

fares and reports, he is then taughtto operate

the bus. After being thorough, trained in

driving and turned in " O.K." (the man turn

ing him in is held responsible for his work for

90 days), thename of the new man is placed

upon the call board, and he is given a number

to designate his seniority. His nameis placed

upon the call board or perhaps on the extra

board, depending upon the number of men

ahead of him at the time. But whether it is

the call board , extra board or regular, he is

still a student for three months and receives a

student's pay of 274 cents a mile. His pay

thereafter,like that of all the other drivers, is

controlled bya percentage rating used upon a

three months' record. Thepay is 3/4 cents a

mile if the rating is from 75 to 100 per cent .

It is 3 cents a mile for a rating of from 70 to 74

percent , and 234 cents for a rating of from 65

to 69 per cent . Anything less means dismissal.

The percentage isfigured on the three -months

showing, so that if a good man has one poor

month,it does not affect his pay materially,
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section devoted to gossip about the drivers.

“ Our rules are divided into eight groups,

each with an introduction emphasizing their

importance in the operation of the system .

The rules with the introductory matter, and

the penalties for their violation are given else

where in the order of importance, first to the

public and second to the company."

The bonus rating published with the above

article shows that for the month of Januray,

1928, of 39 employes named , 17 were credited

with bonus credits rangingfrom $ 7.10 to $ 8.80.

Not one is credited with the $ 10 . There are 22

of the 39 named that received no bonus credit .

The wage rates show that for an operator to

receive $5.00 for a day's work, he must operate

a distance of 154 miles at the highest mileage

rate of 374 cents per mile. Of course, accident

costs and delays have to do with thelowering

of the wage that may be realized.
However,

the writer states that the employes are well

pleased with this nonunion plan of employ.

ment. What do you think of it ?

IMMIGRATION QUOTA ACT NECESSARY

By C. M. Goethe

but the man with a poor rating consistently

soon eliminates himself by falling below the 65

per cent mark .

" The monthly rating is used directly in

figuring a monthly bonus, determined as

follows: At the beginning of eachmonth all

the drivers are given a rating of 100 per cent .

This represents a $ 10 bonus. This amount or

that portion of it depending upon the man's

percentage at the endof themonth is credited

to him and paid at the end of three months.

To share in this bonus the driver must make 75

per cent or more each month . A mark of 74

per cent pays nothing, 75 per cents pays $7.50,

80 per cents pays $ 8, and so on until 100 per

cent pays the full $ 10 . The actual standing

during a recent month is shown in an accomp

anying table .

" We have a printed rule book, which is in

the hands of all the drivers . Deductions or

demerits are imposed for violations according

to a fixed scale . Credit or merit points are not

used , except to the extent that we give the

high driver on cash pick-ups , a star which

amounts to zero demerits , and the others, the

second man , one demerit , and so on up to ten .

This is indicated in the rules , as are also the

penalties for violations of the other rules.

Three of these are shown , for the first, second

and third offense .

“ An up-to -date record of each man's stand

ing is kept on the driver's bulletin board at the

Austin headquarters garage. The days ofthe

month appear in the first column , and then

each driver's name and number are listed ,

left to right across the sheet . Each violation

is posted as it occurs, thereby informing the

offender and also acting as a warning to all the

others. The working of the system is shown by

the accompanying section of the January record .

Driver No. 3 , for example has a total of 22 de

merits and a credit of one point, making his

net 21 , which when subtracted from 100 gives

him a rating for the month of 79 per cent.

Consequently , he receives a bonus of $7.90.

It will be noticed that the rule number is

posted , thus helping all the drivers to keep

informed about the contents of the rule book.

" It is very necessary to the success of this

system that all the drivers must be treated alike

and on an absolutely impartial basis. Our

method of fixing demerits is as follows : The

main office keeps a record of all errors in re

ports , of cash fare pick-ups , days off and cash

advances . The garage superintendent keeps

track of all damage done to a particular

vehicle , and thisis charged against the driver

assigned to it. Other violations are recorded

by the men in charge of the drivers .

“ The use of rules in the manner outlined will

do more to improve a driver than any other

method of which we know . The men like the

system and take a keen interest in it . One

reason for this, perhaps, is that we use their

ratings in deciding questions as to preferred

runs, choice of vehicles, and the life . If two

drivers want the same run, for example, and

“ A ” outranks “ B ” in seniority , while " B " has

the better average, we consider they stand

even and they settle the matter by tossing a

coin . Another thing that appeals to the

drivers is that in our monthly printed sched

ules we publish the photo of the winner and

the names of the leaders. This is done in a

In Chinese glassworks, children are worked

from 6 A. M. until even 11 P. M. under most

unsanitary conditions, exposed to deadly

fumes, and high temperatures. Their wages

are $ 1 per month plus food. When they die,

others a-plenty take their places.

Does America want her kiddies to come to

this ? Without immigration restriction laws,

populations tend to flow, like water, from

different economic levels until equilibrium is

attained . If engulfment of American living

standards comes, it will include similar tragic

child labor for our youngsters of tomorrow .

We must prevent this, whether the deluge

threatens from The Orient , from Latin Amer

ica , or from those parts of Europe where

intensified population pressure is forcing

living standards toward coolie levels.

The dikes against such floods are laws like

our Quota Immigration Act. Herein Ameri

cans must be alert as to sobstuff propaganda.

This is being financed by hyphenates who care

far less for America than for the overseas

lands from which we blunderingly permit
them to come.

COMPANY "UNION” RESTS ON

COERCION

A self-styled student of economics insists

" there is something wrong" with trade union

ism because the company " union" has in
creased the pastyear.

Does this student and his kind understand

the purpose and maintenance method of the

company " union ? "

Anti-union employers know they can not

preach individualism (which they term open

shop) in this age of organization . To check

their employes' longing for collective action ,

they present a fake union. Workers arecom

pelled to join . If they do not join, they do not

work.

It seems incredible that even a " student of

economics" would compare this coercion with

the voluntariness of the legitimate trade

union. -Ex.
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UNCLE SAM'S LABOR PROBLEMS

a

From Labor Day Address by Ralph M. Easley

The Labor Day address of Chairman Ralph

M. Easley of the Executive Council of the

National Civic Federation was delivered be

fore members of the National Civic Federation

in New York City , Sept. 3. From his address

are presented the following extracts:

“ From an industrial point of view , the out

standing facts of this Labor Day are, first,

that there were fewer strikes and lockouts in

1927-28 than in any year during the past fifty

years, the number having decreased from

4,450 in 1917 to 732 in 1927-28 ; second, that

mass production through improved machinery

and more efficient methods resulted in lower

cost per unit in many industries with lower

prices to consumers and yet higher wages for

the workers .

" That high wages make for better conditions

is becoming generally recognized but with this

discovery comes another one that calls for

scientific treatment along with production

methods and that is how to find new work for

the men displaced by machinery and , in deal

ing with this problem , labor does not propose ,

as it did fifty years ago, that the machine

should be smashed but that society should find

a way to utilize the greater production from

the machine without placing the burden upon

labor. In the railroad field , certain systems

show that they have done more business in the

past year at a lower cost and with fewer men .

What became of the surplus men ? Did they

simply drop into the unemployed class ? If so ,

as the editor of The Annalist says , inventors

must invent new jobs to the number of many

millions if the workers, who are being turned

off in droves by increasing efficiency , are to be

absorbed .

“ But, there is another oustanding fact for

the general public to consider this Labor Day

andthat is that the American labor movement

is not only the one labor movement in the

world which is not Red but that it is militant

ly anti - Red .

“ Read the pronouncements by Ramsay

MacDonald in Canada last week in favor of

the recognition of Soviet Russia and the

Socialist program in general; the platform laid

down by theBritish Labor Party as well as the

industrial programs of Germany, France ,

Czechoslovakia, Belgium et al ; and then look

at the situation in Germany with the Govern

ment practically under the control of the

Socialist Party ! ' Then read the action of the

meeting held by the Executive Council of the

American Federation of Labor at Atlantic

City announced August 3, and this striking

and very wholesomedifference betweenthe

American and the European labor movements

will be clearly apparent .

" The American labor movemnt, in contrast,

consistently says to its Government : “We

want no recognition of Soviet Russia in any

form , with its resultant establishment, in the

industrial centers of our country , of Soviet

consulates which would become nothing but

hotbedsof Red propaganda just as happened

in Europe. We have enough trouble with the
Communists as it is!"

" And, as strange as it may seem , one of the

reasons that the American Federation of Labor

has so much trouble with the Communists in

this country today is that, under our federal

laws , the United States Government at

Washington is without power either to in

vestigate or to check the venemous propa

ganda and intrigues of the Communists and

other subversive forces which are striking

viciously at the vitals of our national life and

attempting to undermine the American labor

movement.

“ During the past week , a cable from Mos

Cow contained statement by Senator

Thomas of Oklahoma who was just leaving

that city after a two weeks ' " study of condi

tions." It is needless to say that it was ful

some in the extreme as are all interviews with

American guests of the revolutionary Reds of

Soviet Russia but the Senator went much

further and declared :

“ I am convinced that American business is

losing millions of dollars every year through

lack of direct relations with Russia .

“ When American business men and farmers

realize the money they are losing by neglecting

the Russian market or trading indirectly, then

recognition will be possible, but not till then .

America needs more information on business

realities in Russia ."

“ But while , in the defense of their own

organizations, the American Federation of

Labor and the Railway Brotherhoods have

also had to make general warfare against those

attacking our American institutions as a whole,

they naturally have , in addition, had their

warfare to wage against the continuous attacks

of the anti-union employers of the country

who would destroy the unions if they could ,

and, in their efforts to do so , some of them

would gladly join hands with the Communists.

" While there are organizations of employers

frankly combating the trade union movement

as such and while there are large employers so

pronounced in their opposition to the unions

that they insist that their employes shall sign

an agreement never to join a trade union ,

there are other employers who object to cer

tain rules and policies of the unions which they

would like to have modified . Those employers

fully appreciate the great work the unions are

doing in combating the Red menace in this

country and want to find a way to deal with

them , as they say, " not to have their businesses

interfered with by autocratic union rules ."

They point to the building trades , where both

sides are organized, as thebest place to test the

soundness of tradeunion principles and where,

they say , the public interest is wholly ignored .

Many other employers deal with what are

termed by the regular union leaders as com

pany unions. Between such employers and

the trade union leaders , is it not possible to

work out a modus vivendi ? Collective bar

bargaining in principle , they say , is all right

but they allege that it does not always work

out satisfactorily for the reasons suggested.

Union men frankly admit that they are willing

to sit down with the fair American employers

and undertake to develop a policy that will

work . At any rate , it should be possible for

such employers and labor leaders to bridge

any chasm when the two sides are in that

attitude of mind . William Green says : “ We

are ready to meet them half way ."

99
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policies must be based upon deliberate con

sideration of facts representing the points

of view of all concerned . We are living in an

age characterized by associated human en

deavor; and , if there is to be uniform op

portunity for progress, plans for associated

undertakings must consider the welfare of all

groups affected ."

WHAT IT COSTS TO BELONG TO

A UNION

By Eliot Harris In Labor

Commission on Industrial Inquiry

"To try to find the bridge to cross this

chasm , The National Civic Federation has

organized a Commission on Industrial Inquiry

composed of one hundred leaders of labor,

agriculture, manufacturing, finance and com

merce. It has taken up, through sub -com

mittees , four questions which cause much of

the trouble today , to-wit : the Sherman Anti

Trust Act, Injunctionsin Industrial Disputes,

Forms of Employe Organization, involving

company union , and Employment Contracts,

involvingthe yellow dog contract.

" The Committee on Study of Anti- Trust

Legislation of which Wheeler P. Bloodgood is

Chairman , has agreed that , in addtion to

analyzing court decisions, proposals for legisla

tion , results of foreign experience and the

recommendations of various groups,-coal,

cotton , oil copper, lumber, labor agricultural ,

trade association and so forth a questionnaire

shall be sent to 25000 lawyers, economists,

industrialists, bankers , manufacturers and

officials of labor and agricultural organiza;

tions, as well as those of manufacturers' and

other trade associations. This questionnaire

will be substantially as follows : Do you favor

the repeal of the Sherman , Clayton and other

Anti- Trust Laws ? If so, what would you

substitute for them ? Do you favor amending

the Anti-Trust Laws ? If so, in what manner?;

or Doyou favor leaving the Anti- Trust Laws

intact ?

“The Committee on Study of Injunctions in

Industrial Disputes has decided to analyze the

federal court decisions in injunction cases

where, on the one hand, labor claims to have

been wronged . This work will be done by

lawyers under the direction of Chairman

James W. Gerard of New York and Mr.

William A. Glasgow, Jr. , of Philadelphia.

Upon thecompletion of the analysis, the com

mittee will endeavor to agree upon a definite

recommendation to be submitted to the com

mission for its consideration .

" The Committee on Study of Forms of Em

ployee Organization and of Employment Con

tracts has agreed upon a tentative program for

making a thorough , impartial study of those

two subjects, the general purpose being stated

as follows : For the advancement of harmony

in relationship between employers and em

ployees , it is the purpose of this study to

analyze existing types of formal arrangements

between employees and employers , their pur

poses, the ways in which they function , the

methods or practices used, and , so far as

possible , to determine the effectiveness of re

sults obtained through these forms and

methods.

The spirit of this endeavor is fully expressed

in the following statement by the Committee

on Plan and Scope, headed by Owen D.

Young and Matthew Woll:

“ The purpose of the investigation is to study

economic factors and policies upon which wide

differences of opinion exist , to see if an im

partial presentation of facts will disclose basic

principles acceptable to the three great

groups presenting American industrial life ,

capital , labor and the public . We believe it

difficult for any one group to see all factors

which must be considered in reaching con

clusions ; but we believe it equally true that

Charles P. Ford , chairman of the Executive

Council of the International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers, has an article in the Aug.

ust issue of the Official Journalof the organiza

tion so good that it ought to be passed along

to trades unionists everywhere .

Mr. Ford asks and answers the question:

What does it cost to belong to a labor union?

Thereply, worked out in detal, will surprise

many a good union man and all others.

It would be easier to condense Mr. Ford's

article for LABOR if it were not so highly con

densed already , but an attempt must be made.

Mr. Ford says :

" Wages and working conditions are the re

turns ordinarily expected from trade-union

membership , and in theory, the dues and

assessments are paid by the members in order

that proper standards of wages and working

conditions may be obtained and maintained.

If such returns are an approach to satisfaction,

the purpose for which the members have made

their contribution has been secured.”

But there are other benefits of unionism ,

and taking hisown organization as an example,

Mr. Ford analyzes these.

All for $24 Per Year

Members of the Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers pay the international organization

$24 per year. This covers operating expenses,

including the per capita to the A. F. of L. ,

salaries and expenses ofofficers and employes ,

legal expenses , incidentals . It seems a mod.

erate sum to pay for such services. But in

addition to these, each member gets for that

payment :

Life insurance of not more than $1,000.

Old age insurance, beginning at 65, of $40

per month .

“ As an international matter, then ," says

Mr. Ford , " electrical workers have three forms

of insurace: Life, old-age annuity, and full

protection of economic conditions,all for $24

per year."

What would these cost if bought individu

ally ?

Of course, economic security cannot be

bought individually at all. Wages and work

ingconditions canbe protected by the union,

and by the union alone; and the proof is the

condition ofworkersin any unorganized in.

dustry that has been running long enough to

let the bosses develop unrestrained sway.

Steel , for example, and textiles.

Ford goes on to show what the other insurances

would cost .

Assuming that no member of the Brother

hood is over 35 years ofage, $ 1,000 life insur

ance would cost him $20 per year.

2

1

1

But Mr
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the workers assemble at the convention of the

Trades and Labor Congress of Canada at

Toronto this month.

Winnipeg Labor Speaks

In the meantime, the Winnipeg Trades and

Labor Council has expressed thesentiment of

organized labor in a series of resolutions.

The council declares that the men brought

from abroad, ostensibly to assist with the

harvest, drift into the cities, " lowering the

standard of living by their willingness to work

long hours at smaller rates of pay. "

The council urges the adoption of aquota

law similar to that existing in the United

States.

The workers of Winnipeg are probably as

familiar with this problem as any other section

of the labor movement. Winnipeg is the dis

tributing center for the whole of western

Canada.

Every winter large numbers of unemployed

crowd into the city from the rural sections and

the municipality has been obliged to expend

large sums for the relief of the unfortunate

workers . -Labor.

Cheap Protection for Members of Local

Unions

On the same assumption , his old -age pen

sion would cost him $ 12 per year for each $ 10

per month , or $48 per year for the $40 pension

which the union pays. This comes to $68 per

year, and the members of the Brotherhood

actually pay $24. Or, as Mr. Ford says :

"The members are really paid $ 44 per year

to belong to the Brotherhood."

But there could be no international organ

ization without locals , and local dues are

considerably larger than international dues.

Mr. Ford takes that up , next.

Always bearing in mind that the primary

things the workerpays for when he joins the

union are wages and working conditions,

consider first the worker who belongs to Local

No. 3 , New York City .

His annual dues are $ 66 , and to this Mr.

Ford adds interest on his initiation fee , which

at 6 per cent comes to $9 , making a total local

cost of $75 per year.

For this , he gets $3,000 life insurance, and

$50 per monthold-age pension , beginning at

65. If he bought as an individual the life in

surance, at 35 would cost him $60 per year,

and the old -age annuity $48, a total of $ 108

per year--and he is getting it for $75 .

Members of this local, then save $33 per

year by belonging to the union, and have pro

tection to wages and working conditions be

sides !

Union Dues an Investment, Not Expense

Mr. Ford gives other examples. The electric

worker who belongs to Pittsburgh Local No.

5 saves $ 11.80 per year on these two insurance

items alone,

If he belongs to Local No. 1 in St. Louis, he

saves $ 19 ; in Local No. 64, at Youngstown ,

Ohio, he clears only $ 3 ; but in Local No. 145 ,

in Chicago, he is ahead $86 per year on insur

ance, besides always getting the primary

protection of decent wages and working

conditions at his job .

How much does it cost to belong to a union ?

A little time , a little co-operative spirit , a little

helpfulness, all of which are worth while , just

in themselves . As for money cost , there isn't

none. Mr. Ford proves that beyond dispute.

The money put into a union is an invest

ment, not an expense, and it pays big divi
dends.

SON OF BROTHER FRED WILLIAMS ,

OLYMPIC HERO

Vancouver, B. C. - Percy Williams, the

Canadian youth who thrilled the Dominion

and gained world fame by winning both the

100 and 200 meter races at the Olympic games

in Amsterdam , is the product of a tradeunion

home .

His father, Fred Williams, is anactivemem

ber in the street railway men's union here. In

the public reception which awaits the home

coming of the world's champion sprinter, the

local trade unions will play a prominent part .

The performance of Williams was one of the

great surprises at Amsterdam . He defeated

the world's best sprinters, including the great

American runner, Charley Paddock, long

known as " the fastest human ."

Local labor executives are hoping to have

Williams perform at the Labor Day sports .

Brother Fred Williams is a member of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes of America .

“ FARE, PLEASE"

HAVE ENOUGH HARVESTERS

Recently the Canadian Railways Announced

that many of the harvester excursions to

western Canada had been canceled on the

ground that western farmershad all the help

they need.

This bears out the contention of organized

labor that sufficient labor is available in

Canada without the necessity of importing

Britishers for this seasonal work.

Many Canadians who hadlooked to the

West for a few weeks' employment are now

denied cheap transportation, their places

having been taken by workers who were sent

to Canada by the British government in its

effort to relieve an embarrassing unemploy

ment situation which treatened serious results

for the Tories in the coming general election .

More will be heard onthis subject when

A scholarly minister, in course of a sermon

on our responsibilities in this world , said :

“ Every day the Lord_and man, too-asks

each one of us, ' Fare , please. ' Are you so

living that you pay full fare daily ? Or are you

trying to get a free ride, at the expense of

others?" I know some men—and women , also

-who scheme to get out of paying their fare.

These men usually contrive to do less than

they are paid for ; or , they are men of more or

less wealth who are unproductive loafers,who

accept no responsibilities for using either

themselves or their means in any helpful way.

Not a few women who dodge paying their fare

are empty-headed, frivolous, parasites who

shirk every obligation. This theme calls for

no lengthy moralizing. Rather does it call for

frank self- questioning.

“ Fare, please ." ~ B . C. Forbes, in Forbes

Magazine
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LABOR DAY, 1928 to us to be the solution for this condition . We

By Frank Morrison, Secretary American will continue to emphasize the importance of

Federation of Labor these two issues , while urging the doctrine of

self-help , organization and education among

National holidays in America call attention all wage workers, regardless of race , sex or

to specific instances in history, Labor Day is creed .

an exception to this rule.

The first Monday in September is not in AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

tended to remind us of one particular advance NON-PARTISAN IN FALL ELECTION

by wage workers , but rather to attract us to

their problems , their triumphs and their In the coming Presidential election , there

wrongs . will be elected either the Republican or

Labor Day is a milestone that marks the Democrat candidate . There is no encourage

progress from serfdom to human dignity and ment that any other party candidate can be

worth . elected .

Labor Day is an American institution. It The Executive Council of the American

was suggested by Peter J. McGuire, union Federation of Labor has placedthe American

carpenter, in 1882. It was adopted by the Labor Movement in a nonpartisan attitude .

American Federation of Labor in 1884, and How could it have done otherwise , in consider

has been declared a holiday by Congress and ing the Republican and Democratic platforms?

by state legislatures . The un-American attitude of the U. S.

European workers copied the idea , which Government restsin the functioning of the

they express in different form through their Federal Judiciary Department , as applying to

May Day political agitations and demonstra. the use of that Department by the Organiza

tions. tion of non -union employing corporations.

Our unions were born of the necessities of This is shown by the granting of injunctions

wage workers. The nation -wide scope of this wholly inconsistent with a " government for, of

voluntary army of millions of working men and by the people.” Under this unethical

and women is proof that there are deep -seated injunction granting , honest men and women

causes for their unity. are restrained from exercising their rights as

Two questions of major interest to trade citizens, and often are penalized when abso

unionists this Labor Day are the misuse of the lutely innocent of any law violation . The

injunction writ and the mechanization of in purpose is to subject wage workers to thrall.

dustry. Labor will carry its opposition to the dom . It is used to retain wage workers in

injunction misuse in this fall's campaign . slavery . In fact , it places wage workers in

Candidates for both branches of Congress will greater jeopardy than to be bodily owned by

be asked to state their position on a writ that slave owners ofolden times.

classifies human beings who work for wages Upon this slave subject , how have the

with a commodity that is subject to the laws Republican and Democrat parties, in their

of trade . platform , committed themselves?

Labor power is the ability to produce . It is The Republic party platform states: " We

man's creative faculties. This power is believe that injunctions in labor disputes have

distinct from the product itself. Labor power in some instances been abused and have given

is inseparable from a human being. It in rise to a serious question for legislation .'

volves memory, understanding, and will The Democrat platform states :“ The express

elements wholly lacking in Labor's product - a purpose of representatives of capital , labor and

commodity, a property — that should be pro the bar to devise a plan for the elimination of

tected by the injunction writ when the owner the present evils with respect to injunctions

of such property has no remedy at law. must be supported and legislation designed to

By refusing wage workers fundamental accomplish these ends formulatedand passed ."

rights accorded other citizens , the injunction What is the difference in these two party

judge rejects government by law . proposals to labor ?

The injunction process is necessary . Labor The Republican platform acknowledges

does not ask its abolition . The workers , how that there should be remedial legislation . The

ever, insist that it be used as originally in Democrat Platform acknowledges that in

tended , and not to curtail human rights, and junction evils exist , but states that the rem

to establish one-man government . edial legislation should be agreed upon by

The workers will continue their agitation Capital, Labor and Lawyers .

against this wrong , confident that an The Executive Council of the American

lightened public opinion will overcome the Federation of Labor, following astudy of these

power of the comparative few who profit by declarations of the two leading political

court usurpation , even though faith in our parties, declines to change its non-partisan

governmental theory be weakened. Because views in respect to theelection of president,

lawmakers respond to an enlightened public but is interested in the election of Senators

opinion , we purpose to carry this question on and Congressmen . It matters not to which

to the political field in this fall's election , party they! belong , providing they

The mechanization of industry is the out Progressives of the type Senators George W.

standing problem on the economic field . Norris , LaFollette, Shipstead , Wheeler,

Observers agree with labor that this country, Frazier andHiramJohnsonwho are candidates

in the language of Hon . George Otis Smith , for re-election , Can enough of them be

Director of the United States Geological brought into the Senate and House of Repre

Survey , is " overengined .” sentatives whocanbe depended upon for the

We are producing more than we can con desired remedial legislation ? It is upto Union

sume. Higher wages and shorter hours appear wage workers to try.

en

are
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per week.

A NEW AND TRUE STORY These tactics have been employed until the

average wage now paid in the factories is

By E. Lewis Evans, President, Tobacco figured at $11.00 per week. The lowest rate
Workers' International Union

paid is $2.65 per week , to stemmers and

Louisville , Ky. several thousand receive from $5.00 to $7.50

The users of Camel Cigarettes or Prince
The slavish conditions imposed by the Com

Albert Smoking Tobacco do not know the pany became so obnoxious, that in the fall of

slavish conditions surrounding the employes 1927, the employees again appealed to the

in the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company's
Union to organize them. Wages had been cut

factories in Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
50%, by not only reducing the wages , but by

where these goods are made. The Tobacco

Workers, Machinists and other trades are
abolishing over -time pay , and increasing the

work-day from an eight hour to a ten hour
anxious for the people of the United States

basis. As the Company's profits increased,

who smoke these Cigarettes and tobaccos to

know the truth about conditions in the

the wages of the employees decreased. In a

few years, the net profits, increased from

Reynolds Company's factories .
$ 16,000,000 to nearly $ 30,000,000 in 1927.

When it is known that the labor turnover It can be well understood how such wages

has been as high as 84.6% in twelve months it and conditions would affect the business of

will be sufficient evidence that all the charges the community in which the factories are

made against the company are true. located . Winston -Salem is a city of between

The employesorganized in 1919 and secured 80 and 90 thousand inhabitants. The business

an agreement with the Company for an eight men of the city denounce the policies of the

hour day, 20 % increase in wages, time and one R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, in refusing

half for overtime, and other concessions. The to recognize and treat with organized labor.

wages and conditions previously had been As soon as the Tobacco Workers began to

deplorable. The agreement did not provide join the Tobacco Workers Union, the Fore

that all the employees should belong to the men , under previous pretexts, commenced

Union , but gave the union the rightto seek wholesale discharges . When asked by some of

members.
the employees, why they were discharged ,

The business of the Company increased some of the foremen said : “ We intend to

enormously since the fact that it had made an break up that Union ."

agreement with the Tobacco Workers ' Union Up to March of this year, 1928, many

was widely heralded throughout the United thousands of Tobacco Workers had joined the

States. But it was not long before theForemen Union . Then the most active, and prominent

began a policy ofdiscrediting the Union among spirited members of the Union were picked out

the Tobacco Workers themselves. They and discharged .

ridiculed the Union . They employed new The Tobacco Workers' are not alone the

workers who they would not let become mem victims of this persecution by the Company,

bers of the Union , and created dissension , by but Machinists, Carpenters , Millwrights,

pointing out to the Union Members, that Electritions, Plumbers, Bricklayers and others

employes who did not belong to the Union , are paid a miserable wage, and discharged if

were getting as much as they were, and were they join the union of their trade .

not paying any dues . Modern mechanical production has intro

After this campaign to discredit the Union duced complicated andheavy machines, and

had reached a satisfactory point so far as the machines used in packing the Cigarettes is a

company was concerned , an order was issued man sized job to run . Girls , however, have

to lay off 10% of all employes , on the ground , been forced to operate these machines, and on

that business was bad. This was not true. one occasion , one of the girls being worn out

Business was exceedingly good . But when a on the task called on the chief operator to

Foreman laid off 10 % of the employes in his start her machine , and asked him if he did not

department , he told them they could expect a think that running this machine was a man's

larger layoff if business did not improve, and job . He replied , that he thought it was, and

rumors were circulated that the entire force only men should do that work . When the

might be laid off for 90 days . However , in foreman was informed by a factory spy , of this

about ten days, the department heads, told statement , the offending but truthfulemployee

the employes that effective on the following was told to go to the paymaster and get his

Thursday morning the employeswho had been time .

laid off would be re-employedif they applied at The clothing of the employees are continual

the employment office.Effectivealso at the ly searched in the dressing rooms , while the

same timehowever, was a reduction of 20% in employees are at work, for incriminating

wages. evidence against them . One day a package of

Immediately after this maneuver, a new Cigarettes was found in an employees coat

turnover policy was adopted, whereby the pocket, made by a competitive firm , and he

higher paid workers in small groups were sent was immediately discharged .

to the employment office andtold that their All attempts by committees to arrange a

jobs had playedout in that department. When conference with the company including the

they applied atthe employmentoffice, they Central Labor Union , of Winston -Salem , the

were told that they could not be paid as much State Federation of Labor, of North Carolina

on the new job as they had been receiving on and the American Federation of Labor, have

the old, if they wished employment under been met with this reply ; " We are not

these conditions they could have it . Depart interested in any agreement relations with

ment after department used this subterfuge organized labor, and we have nothing to
successfully to further cut wages. disuss.
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Those who smoke Camel Cigarettes and intolerable from the point of view of Christian

Prince Albert smoking tobacco should know brotherhood . Let the forces of religion vigoro

the conditions under which they are made. orously renew their efforts so to inspire our

In accordance with the attitude above technicians, and so to impress upon industrial

mentioned , the Camel Cigarettes and the leaders and when necessary upon government

Prince Albert Smoking Tobacco, and all other
the demand for solutions forunemployment,

tobacco products of the R. J. Reynolds that wise and effective measures may be work

TobaccoCompany have been placed on the ed out to remove this evil from our economic

UNFAIR LIST, and, dear readers, what is life .

your verdict now that you know the story , The coincidence of unemployment and the

too ?
rapidly advancing, productive power of the

nation due to the increased use of machinery,

LABOR SUNDAY MESSAGE, 1928
new power resources, scientific management,

and thegrowing efficiency of labor suggest
(Prepared by the Commission on the Church thepossibility of a further shortening of hours

and Social Service, of the Federal Council of
and of a five -day-week in certain industries.

the Churches of Christ in America, for use on Churches and social agencies must be pre

Labor Sunday, September 2, 1928) pared to do their part in providing for the

increasing leisure timefor all ashours of work

Dreams of a better social order can no longer are shortened . We have learned to view with

be dismissed as the impracticable objectives of confidence the ability of the workers, if oppor.

sentimentalists. Science appears upon the tunities are provided , to make as good use of

scene as the handmaid of religion. For science their leisure time as any other social group.

has already accomplished the impossible. By It is of basic importance in theapproach, not

its knowledge of law it has subdued the natural only to these problems of hours and unem

order to the will ofman . Man fies,hespeaks ployment, but toall matters whichtouch
through space, he draws electric power from intimately the lives of the workers , that the

the sky. By the aid of sciencewenow do those right of collective bargaining shallbe recog;

thingswhich previous generations put down as nized as fundamental. Representation of all

the foolish dreams of impractical men . There the people concerned in a common under

is every reason to believe that science can now taking, which is the American principle of

adopt social ideals as specifications of a great
government , is the only sound and scientific

task to be accomplished for humanity and method of adjusting labor relations and of

proceed by the scientific method to assist in working out permanent solutions of industrial

evolving a new industrial order which shall be problems . We view with satisfaction the for

increasingly characterized by righteousness and ward- lookingoffers of the American Federation

peace. of Labor and other unions to cooperae with

A score of years ago the churches of this management in an effort to eliminate waste

country expressed theidealsof religion in their
from industry, to increase production and to

bearing on socialand industrial relations. The promote efficiency in the service of the public.

abolition of child labor ; protective regulations An engineering approach to industrial prob

for women in industry ; the abatement and
lems by the labor unions in practical coopera

prevention of poverty ; the protection of the tion with management holds a significant

worker from dangerous machinery and occu promise of orderly and constructive progress.

pational diseases and the hardship of enforced It must not be forgotten that the churches

unemployment; suitable provision for old age ; are also employers of labor and that as such

the right of employes and employers alike to they are under the same moral obligations as

organize ; adequate means of arbitration and other employerstooperate on Christian prin

conciliation in industrial disputes ; the gradual ciples in their relations with those whom they

and reasonable reduction of hours of labor to employ . Indeed, they are under greater obli

the lowest practicable point ; a living wage as a gations because of the position they assume as

minimum in every industry and the highest teachers of ethics and religion . The churches

wage that each industry can afford ; anew
musk ask themselves not only whether the

emphasis upon the application of Christian salaries of ministers , missionaries and church

principlesto the acquisition and use of pro workers are fixed ona brotherly basis, but also

perty; and the most equitable division of the whether , in the business enterprises of their

product of industry that can ultimately be boards and publication agencies, conditions of

devised—these are the industrial ideals for
employment, wages, hours and control are in

which the churches stand .
accord with an enlightened Christian con

Certain phases of the industrial problem science. Some labor leaders have not been

press for immediate attention . The past year interested in the liberal pronouncements of

has seen a serious condition of unemployment. the churches because of evasions by the

The situation has been not less but more churches themselves of the practical issues

challenging because of a condition of prosperity involved . A prominent church official has

for many while a very large number of men said : " I am about ready to ask my.com,

were out of work. The Department of Labor munion either to practice some of its liberal

has estimated that there were nearly two pronouncements or to repeal them ."

million fewer persons employed in January We, therefore , urge both the religious and

of this year than in January , 1925. Since the secular forces of the nation to renew their

so-called normal unemployment is not less faith in the social ideals of the churches as

than one million , this government estimate practicable objectives for American life. We

means that at least three million workers must suggest to all concerned in industry that they

have been unemployed duringthe past winter. approach the solution of labor problems in a

Such a condition is economically unsound and more scientific and cooperative spirit, assured
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of the possibility of hitherto unattainable "People who advocate longerhours and less

social progress. We call upon capital, laborand wages as a cure for our industrial ills are still

the public to move forward with good will, thinking back in the 16th century , when the

courage and intelligence into a new and better world'speople could not get enough for every

day . one to eat and wear, and worked from dawn to

dark to achieve it ," he said .

DRIVE FOR MOONEY PARDON Export Not Answer

LAUNCHED " Our problem today is exactly the reverse.

We have to find the means by which our

San Francisco, Calif . - A pardon for Tom tremendous production may beabsorbed . The

Mooney, serving a life sentence for alleged shoe factories of the United States can turn

complicity in the Preparedness Paradein this out at capacity 730,000,000 pairs of shoes a

city July 22, 1916, is the objective of Molders' year ,andwe can absorb only 330,000,000. Ex

Union No. 164. Mooney is a member of this port is not the answer. Even such countries as

local.
the Argentine and Mexico, where many people

A committee headed by Paul Scharrenberg, go shoeless, are exportingin competition with

secretary of the California Federation of us. And the shoe situation is typical of many

Labor, recently called on Governor Young in industries.

Mooney's behalf. “ American industry could go on the five-day

In their pardon plea the molders say : week tomorrow and the country wouldn't lose

" Time, the great healer of wounds and im a nickel. Many manufacturers are already

partial explorer of human events, has in the seeing it hardly paysto start up their factories

great tragedy known as the Mooney case , for the Saturday half-holiday.

heaped circumstance upon circumstance, fact Stewart does not believe that public work

on fact, confession on confession, and ac programs should be enlarged purely to meet

cumulated irrefutable evidence , not available theemployment problem.

during the trial, leading to the almost univer “ Put the unemployed to work building

sal, unprejudiced opinion that Thomas J. dams, roads and schools , and within a short

Mooney is innocent of the crime for which he time we'd be over -dammed , over-roaded and

is immured in San Quentin prison . over- schooled, and be bonded beyond our

“The trial judgeand appellate justices , all capacity to pay,” he said . “ Let public works

living members ofthejury, and all the material keep a steady pace.

witnesses in the case except one , are convinced “ The immediate palliation of the unemploy

that they contributed to the commission of an ment problem lies in spreading amongthe

irreparable error in the conviction of an inno people more generally the ability to buy. This

cent man , and now regret such action and means higher wages . '

would undo the wrong if it were in their

power.

“ The Supreme Court of California has
PENINSULAR STOVE COMPANY UNFAIR

settledthe law of the state, declaring the legal

impossibility of granting a new trial and ad
The Peninsular Stove Company , of Detroit ,

vising and recommendingto the defendant as
Mich . , is barring from employment, members

his only recourse under the constitution and
of the Molders' Union. This company is one

the laws of the state being an application for
of the largest manufacturers of stoves , heaters

pardon at the hands of the governor of the
and furnaces in the business , and for years was

state. " a fair employing concern . Several months ago ,

it was taken over by a new management that ,

SIX HOUR DAY - FIVE DAY WEEK it is alleged , ignored the CollectiveAgreement

NECESSARY
with the Molders Union , practically locked out

its union employes, and is now employing

Washington, D. C.-Not only will American
strike breakers .

industry be forced to adopt the five- day week ,
Local Union , No. 31 of Detroit, which is

but also the six -hour day, Ethelbert Stewart, one of the oldest Locals of the Molders Inter

chief of the Statistics Division of the Depart national Union , in a letter of advisement on

ment of Labor, predicts. the situation states :

Furthermore, he thinks that these anges “ We are asking that your local union give

will be accompanied by an actual increase in us your moral support by appointing a com

the wage rate instead of a decrease.
mittee to inform any dealer that may be

Only Beginning handling , the Peninsular products in your

Stewart thinks that those persons who be city, of the conditions existing in this shop.

lievethe present unemployment may be only Your committee can particularly point out

the beginning of a permanent unemploy
to the dealers the inferior quality of the cast

ment" are correct in their opinion. ings now being turned out bythis company as

His reason is that a growing number of in
it is very easy to determine that most ofthe

dustries are equipped to produce more than large furnacecastings are patched up by elec

consumers have the money to buy , together tric welding."

with the supplantingof workers by machines .
The Peninsular Stove Company products

Situation Grave are sold throughout the United States and

Stewart conceded this possibility is a grave Canada.

Measures to meet it , he said , would

include notonly the 30 -hour week, but cessa " Footprints on the sands of time" are less

tion of child labor, and the payment of wages important to leave behind than imprints on

which would allow workers to save , and to human hearts.

spend their old age in leisure. -Forbes Magazine (N. Y. )

one,
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SHORT STORIES ON WEALTH No matter what the article may be the same

principle applies. A house, an automobile, a

By Professor Irving Fisher radio set, a carpet, a suit of clothes, a can of

tomatoes, a loaf of bread , or anything else is

THE FUTURE, NOT THE PAST, RULES VALUE
worth, not the labor going into it in the past,

This short story ends our study of prices but the good expected to come out of it in the

and begins our study of the rate of interest future.

and how interest depends on time. First No one can understand how market values

of all I shall, in this story, show that it is are influenced unless he gets out of his mind

the future prospects which always make the the very common notion that the value of

present value ofanything. anything is simply what it has cost to produce.

When a man thinks ofbuying, let us say , an Then , you are asking, does past cost of pro

orange grove in Florida he thinks of the future duction have no influence at all on value ?

crops of oranges he will be getting . If he ex It certainly does, but only indirectly and

pects big crops he will, other things being only as it affects the expectation of future

equal, give more for the grove than if he ex benefits or future costs , or both.

pects small crops. He will also reckon on the

future costs of planting, tending, fertilizing,

If the past cost of production of any kind of

picking, and so on . If he expects big costs he

goods— orange groves, portraits , factories,

wheat, and so forth - is more than the market

will , other things being equal, give less for the
price of thosegoodstheir production will soon

grove than if he expects small costs. Both the
be reduced ; this will reduce the supply . On

benefits and the costs on which he reckons lie
the other hand , if the past cost is very much

wholly in the future, although the past per
less than their market price their production

formance of the grove may be a guide as to will soon be increased ; this will increase the

how big or little these future crops and future

costs are likely to be.

supply. When farmers find that their wheat is

notworth what it cost they will stop producing
Many people imagine that the value of

so much wheat. When they find they can get
things depends directly on what they have

much more than the cost they will produce
already cost in the past. That is not true.

The orange grove may have cost a million

dollars in the past . Yet if most of the trees
These indirect effects are often slow. When

have died the grove maynowbe worth next to new methods of production reduced the cost

nothing. On the other hand , the grove may
of making radio sets the first effect was not to

have cost next to nothing in the past and yet,
decrease the price of radio sets but to increase

if the prospects are good for a large future the profits of producers. For a while, pro

yield, it may be worth a million dollars. ducers, small and large, made money rapidly

Near where I live a man once foolishly built
becauseconsumers still had so great a demand

an expensive hotel on the top of a cliff. Almost for the future benefits / concerts for instance

nobody ever patronizes it because the only —from these sets that they were willing to pay

way to reach it was to climb the cliff on foot. the old high prices .

This hotel cost many thousands of dollars but It is also true that thepast record helps us

was not worth kindling wood and was finally guess what the future will be. As soon as big

abandoned . earnings of the United States Steel Corpora

On the other hand , there is at Yale Univer tion are announced the stock rises simply be

sity a portrait of George Washington worth cause these big earnings make the public con

$250,000. The cost of painting that portrait fident that future dividends will also be big .

must have been far less than this sum , perhaps In these ways , in the long run , and for staple

only a few dollars.
goods (that is , goods for which demand and

I know a factory of stone, built in 1801. If
supply are fairly steady, past cost is usually

that factory were sold today neither buyer nor

seller would even think of setting the price at
only slightly below market price.

its original cost even if he could find out what
But for novelties, such as radios, before they

that price was . Its value during the century
have become staple goods, for antiquities, like

and a quarter has changed up and down with
the portrait of George Washington, never to be

absolutely no reference to what the cost was
reproduced, for lands and real estate, like the

in 1801 but only with reference to what , at any orange grove, and for all other very long-last

time , its future services and costs , Irs , and ing goods , like factories , ships, railways,

so forth , would probably be .
pianos, books , especially after many years

In the Chicago wheat pit or the New York
have elapsed , the price is seldom anywhere

produce exchange the traders who haggle over
near the past cost .

the price of wheat never stop to thinkof what Of course our expectations of the future are

the wheat cost to produce. Its price is some often wrong and if we have contracted to pay a

times higher and sometimes lower than its cost price made under such a wrong expectation ,

of production . It sells according to supply and we still have to pay that price even though we

demand and the supply and demand are ruled would no longer be willing to , if we could help

by what the wheat is thought to be good for it . You may have " bought" a sewing machine

turned into future flour . on the installment plan and been sorry. You

On the Stock Exchange the stocks represent must continue paying installments,even if the

ing shares in railways, factories or other machine has perhapsbeen thrown on the rub.

wealth go up and down every day without any bish heap . But the price you agreed to did

reference to original cost but always with represent your expectations at the time you

reference to future expected earnings. agreed to it.

In other words , all our valuations look for Without exception , future expectations rule

ward not backward .
price .

1
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GROSS Adjustable COIN CHANGER
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E the rain

Cst to

No Springs to Break—

No Repairs to Make

CAPACITY — 52 Quarters , 72 Dimes, 44 Nickels, 55 Pennies,

70 Tokens. Double barrels hold 105 Pennies or 130 Tokens

3 Barrel.... $ 2.50 4 Barrel .... $ 3.50 5 Barrel....$ 4.50

Postpaid on Receipt of Price or C. O. D.

CHANGERS MADE UP IN ANY COMBINATION

Dealers Write for Attractive Offer
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GROSS COIN CHANGER CO. 1435 Grand Avenue, Dept. A, ST. PAUL, MINN.
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COURTS ON TRIAL

Contra Costa County Labor Journal

We live in an age during which special
( LIQUID )

attention is being directed to the courts ofthe
The Most Amazing Reproducing

FLAVOR of the Age
land. It is the Federal courts and the United

It is new in principle and content .. combinestaste ,quality
States Supreme Court whose tendency is the with aroma. Gives a perfect color.. yet there is no caramel

source of the most concern to those who realize whatsoever. It is all accomplished by regulating a new

the gravity of the situation .

process . 4 ounces $ 1 . For exceptionally fine Malt Extract

and other rare products,send for catalog.

There are two tendencies that stand out and CONTINENTAL, 41 -S West 45th Street, New York

overshadow all others. One is the use of

injunctions in labor disputes and the other is in

declaring legislation unconstitutional after our

permitted to have a law theywant, then it will

Congress, has duly enacted humane and far

not be the will of the people that will rule , but

it will be the will of influenced judges and if

reachinglegislation that millions of people that day ever becomes a complete reality, our

have spent a life -time to secure. boasted democracy will have ceased to exist.

During recent years any number of injunc In fact , the tendency has already gone so

tions have been issued by the terms of which far that there are not a few who today look

workingmen out on strike have been enjoined
upon our democracy and our republican form

from exercising practically every constitutional

right they have and this abusehas grown and

of government relative to using injunctionsin

labor disputes and towards nullifying legisla

spread until today, when itis a graver menace tion as of the greatest significance. It is also

than most people realize. Unless this abuse is true that these same courts are on trial before

corrected there is no one who can foretell how
the bar of public opinion . If they persist in

far these usurpations may go nor who can continuing to trample upon the will of the

predict how serious maybecome the reactions majority of our people they are liable to be

on the part of those who are outraged by such
called to task some fine day and itmay come in

court injunctions. the most unexpected way and with such

During recentyears the Supreme Court of

the UnitedStates hasseen fit to declare uncon

startling suddenness that nothing can avert

the day of reckoning.
stitutional such lawsas the child labor law, the

Yes, our courts are truly on trial, and if they

first income tax and many other measures for continue their usurpations and infringements

which nation-wide campaigns had been waged on the rights of labor, which fundamentally

for years until Congress finally yielded to the

general public demand by passing these laws.

and intrinsically are nothing more nor less than

the rights of the majority of the people inas

For the courts tonullify such laws, after they

have been duly enacted, is a highly dangerous

much as labor constitutes the overwhelming

majority, theday will come when the courts

practice. themselves will be called to task for such con

There may be any amountof fine- gun logic duct. That day may be nearer at hand than

and endless reasons advanced why the courts most people realize.

should have the right to declare such laws

unconstitutionalbutthe realpoint involved is
ORGANIZE CITY EMPLOYES

that whenever thecourts nullify anylaw that

represents the will of the majority ofthe people The first labor union organized by city em

of our land , andwhich has been enacted by ployes in Reading, Pa . , has been established by

their duly elected representatives, they arenot 50 municipal workers under the title of

only defeating the will of our people but they " Reading Workers' Union .” The move is the

are undermining and destroying the republican sequel to a city -wide " join the union " cam

form of government. paign, in which various city officials, members

In the final analysis, if courts are to have the of the Socialist administration now in control

final say onwhetheror notthe people are to be of city affairs, are interested .
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Trainmen .your Layover

Time is worthMoney

kg

Don't waste it ! Turn spare hours into extra dollars –

selling Doublewear Shoes. Exclusive features,matchless

values place them beyond all competition .C.Jones sold

18 pairs in 30 minutes . Jas. W. Garton sold 504 pairs in

onemonth . Wear apair- your fellow workersand others

who see them will want a pairlike them . Most rail.

road men are acquaintedwith Doublewear quality . Our

direct - to - wearer prices save them $2.00 to $ 3.00 per pair.

No. 0784, illustrated , is built especially for engineers, firerden,
brakemen. Quality -made, 8 -inchHi-cut, tan chrome elk uppers,
twofulloak -tannedsoles . $ 5.95postpaid No.0112 ,forcon
ductors and trainmen , hasfine blackcalfuppers. Sizes 5 to 12
widths, C , D, E , EE. Orderapairforyourself,seehow quickly
others ask you where they can buy a pair. Send your order now .

Big profits easily made.

All

J

$ 5.95

Postpaid
* FROM FACTORY TO WEARER "

315 E. Lake St. Dept. 1 U MINNEAPOLIS , MINN .

2

1

Asthma Made His

Life a Burden

TOW - joyful, soothing relief in 7?

minutes. Almost incredible ! New

and amazingmedication does the work.

Tubes are 50c at drug stores. Mail

coupon now for convincing trial treat

ment, sent post paid in plain wrapper .

Found Way toConquer Trouble, Has Been

Well Ever Since

MUN YON’S

Pile Ointment

MUNYON REMEDY CO. , Scranton , Pa. 119

Send free trial Munyon's Pile Ointment.

Name............

fferers from asthma and stubborn bronchial coughs

wil find unusual interest in a letter written by Jos.

Thompson,935 Tibbs Ave., Indianapolis, Ind. He says :

" I had asthma 7 years and a severe bronchial cough
12 years. My wheeze and cough kept me awake most

of the night and even my neighbors awake. Finally a

relative who had been benefited by Nacor got me to try

it . I was confined to my bed at the time , but before !
had finished one bottle I was able to go downtown. !
improved steadily and am now feeling fine. Have had

no coughand no asthma for over a year. Am sleeping

fine all night,and Iam working every day, although

am 67 years old ."

Amazing as this letter may be to sufferers from
asthma , bronchitis and severe chronic coughs, there are

many other such statements from people who never ex;

pected to be well again . Their letters , and a book of
valuable information about these stubborn diseases will

besentfree by the Nacor MedicineCo., 606State Life

Bldg ., Indianapolis , Ind . Write for it today. No matter

how serious your case seems, this free information may

be the means of showing you the road to health .

Address. Dept. 113

$ 100 a Week Selling Shirts

Make Big Money in

Your Spare Hours !

SAMPLE LINE FREE

Sell Carlton's custom - quality Shirts,

Neckwear, Pajamas and Underwear.

D. J , S. , Texas Biggest Commission. Extra Bonus.

averages$5 anhour Profitsharing. DeLuxe outfit. Goes
in spare time. So in YourPocket WRITE TODAY

with $100 a Week .

CARLTON MILLS INC 414 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK .DEPT. 525- P

EARN EXTRA MONEY

We need men of good character and stand

ing, with a knowledge of railroading, to

represent us in their spare hours. This

work is with a responsible company, does

not entail any investment by you and it

will bring you an attractive extra monthly

income the year round. Write : C. E.

Shaffner , 1932 Ford Bldg. , Detroit, Mich.

TOBACCO HABIT

BANISHED

QUICK, SURE , LASTING RESULTS

can you !

Tobacco Redeemer banishesthe habit com

pletely , almost before you know it. An absolutely

scientific, thoroughly reliable treatment. No

matterhow long the habit, or in what form used ,

you will have nocraving fortobacco after you

take this pleasant, inexpensivetreatment .This

we positively guarantee. Your money returned

without argumentorquestion ifnot satisfied.

Write for free explanatorybookletand proof of

whatTobacco Redeemer hesdoneformenaddicted

to the tobacco habit .Send postcard or letter today

Nowell Plarımacal Co., Ciagian Station, Dept. 857 , St. Louis , M
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THE NEW IMPROVED

“ HIGH SPEED "

CHANGE CARRIER

“ JUST PRESS THE LEVER- AND THE

COIN IS IN YOUR HAND "

A little more of that famous “ High Speed " convenience,

accuracy and durability at no extra cost to you ! Patented

features - safety locking device - sing stop feature - reinforce

ing back braces —yet as graceful and light as ever . A

dependable, rapid change-making machine.

4 - TUBE ADJUSTABLE MODEL $3.00 POSTAGE PAID

An innovation in 4 -barrel changers

No. A5 ejects 1 quarter, 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 5 pennios

J. L. GALEF , 75 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Write your name and address in the margin and enclose your money order with this " ad . " Well do the rest .

del

- B

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

" How disgusting it is to the American work

er to watch Congress and the so - called states

men of this countryin their attempt to extend

our markets to foreign lands , while neglecting

home consumption , shipping shoes and cloth

ingto foreigncountries, while men and women

at home are barefooted and hungry ; hunting

foreign markets for American flour, meat and

fuel, while American men , women andchildren

are freezing and starving at home. Is it not

about time that the people rise up and elect a

Congress who will legislate in the interest of

American manhood and womanhood ? Yes,

when that will carry out the Declaration of

independence in spirit and in truth, and give to

the American citizens the " rights to life, liberty

and the pursuits of happiness" by legislating

to give every man whodesires an opportunity

to labor.'

TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR

" International President W. D. Mahon has

granted Charter No. 509 for the institution of

a Division at Staunton , Ill. The local was

organized by BoardMember Edw. Mc
Morrow .

“ There has yet been effected no settlement

of the Cleveland strike. The local is continu

ing its efforts to bring the question of a fran

chise to a referendumvote of the citizens . The

local officers report satisfactory progress and

they are absolutely confident in ultimately

winning the contest which will restore the

membership to their old positions upon the

The legal end of the fight is being con

ducted in the interest of the members of

Division 268 by Attorney Kline who is abso

lutely sanguine of eventual success . The

members are generally employed in various

sections but will be recalled to their places as

soon as a favorable decision from the franchise

is secured . As there is no question but what if

the people vote upon the franchise underwhich

the lease was secured by the municipal com

pany the franchise will be overwhelmingly

defeated. The question atpresent is the valid

ity of the Smith Referendum Law . Already

the lower court has rendered a decision that

the law is constitutional. It is now before

the Supreme Court."

MARS, PA ., AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into as

ofthe first dayof MAY ,1928 , between the PITTS
BURGH , MARS &BUTLERRAILWAY COM .

PANY, its successors and assigns, party of the first

part, hereinafter designated as the Company,and
theAMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET
AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYEES OF

AMERICA, DIVISION 678,OF MARS, PENN

SYLVANIA , party of thesecond part, hereinafter
called the Association , WITNESSETH :

SECTION 1. The Company will recognize and treat

with said Division 678 of said Association, or its

Executive Committee , upon all questions or differ

ences that may arise during the life of this agree.
ment.

Sec. 2. The employees declare it to be their in

tention to render faithful service in their respective

positions to which they may be assigned and gen

erally to co -operate with the Company, in making

relations mutually agreeable and profitable.
SEC. 3 . For trainmen all runs to conform to as

near an eight (8 ) hour day as possible. Noregular
runs shall pay less than eight (8) hours. All swing

runs, including extra Saturday and Sunday swing

trippers, shall be completed in thirteen ( 13) con
secutive hours . Crews shall not be required to

report more than twice for one day's work . Crews

working swing, runs that leave cars at Millvale or

Butler shall have the privilege of spending the

intervening time between their swing runs atthese

terminals if they so desire by notifying Dispatcher.

Sunday Wildwood tripper when called tobeused

for sixteen ( 16 ) hours or over, the crew shall be

relieved at expiration of eight (8) hours, when extra

men are available .

All runs to be paid overtime after scheduled time

of relief at relieving point if the total time worked

during the day exceeds eight (8) hours. All freight

runs to be posted for six (6) days a week, excepting

holidays. Any scheduled passenger train that can

not conveniently be added to regular runs, may, if

agreed to by both parties , be worked as trippers.
Sec. 4. In the Passenger and Freight train service,

all employes shall be paid from the time they are

required to report for work until they are released

from duty at schedule starting point. The time of
both extra and regular runs to start and stop time
from same place. In case any runs do not do so,

time shall be allowed to crews to starting point.

When crews are required to report for runs atany

other point than the Mars Shops, time shall be

allowed them until returned to Mars Shops after

such run or runs are completed .
SEC. 5 . Whenever it becomes necessary to make

a general assignment of runs by reason of change of

schedule or for any other reason , a list of runs shall

be posted on the bulletin board at Mars for a period

of one week previous to such change.

All employees to have runs according to their

continuous period of service in the department to

which they may be assigned .

Priority of service shall determir an employee's

rights , it being understood that the oldest employee

has a right to first choice of runs and so on down

through the entire list , employment to begin when

time is first assigned.

It is understood that there shall be no trading or

changing of runs between any employees unless

agreed upon by the Association and the Company.
In event it becomes desirable to permit a change

cars .
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of runs by employees, then in all such events all

runs shall be posted for bids in the same manner
as provided for runs by reason of change in schedule.
When any run or runs are lengthened , shortened

or discontinued, such change to be bulletined for a

period of forty-eight (48 ) hours in advance , after

which time trainmen holding such runs shall be

assigned to runs according to seniority rules .

When no notice is given of such change or changes

trainmen holding runs discontinued or shortened shall

receive the rate of pay the same as run held and

after forty - eight (48 ) hours shall be assigned to
runs according to seniority rules .

A general assignment of runs shall be made

January first , April first , July first and October first,

excepting, when assignments are made by reason of

change of schedule within thirty ( 30) days of any
such date .

Sec. 6. Any member who is elected or appointed

to any office in this Association or the International

Association upon retirement from such office, to be
reinstated in his former position with same seniority

rights.

Any member appointed to a position with the

Company, other than motorman or conductor, upon

relinquishing, such position , to be reinstated to his

former position with same seniority rights.

Any member seeking employment other than with

the Company, engaging therein and absenting him

self for a period of over six (6 ) months, thereby
forfeits all seniority rights .

Sec. 7 . The Company agrees, after a period not

to exceed sixty (60) days' trial, not to keep in its
employe any motorman conductor who may

prove unsatisfactory to the Company or to the

Association . Also that no person be permitted to

act as either motorman or conductor who has not

yet become a member of this Association or a regu

lar student .

In case of expulsion of any of its members by

said Association , the Company agrees to dismiss from

its service such members upon satisfactory proof of

the misconduct alleged or on account of conduct

contrary to the spirit and conditions of this agree

ment.

Sec. 8 . No student, motorman or conductor,

after securing employment as motorman
ductor, shall go on a car for service without first

securing a permit card and presenting it to each

member of the Executive Board of this Association
for signature to the same .
Sec . 9 . When trailer loads are attached to

Motor Freight runs the T, F. A , shall be subject to

the direction of the train crew and , if he should

be directed to the extra car or cars, or in

emergency , act as flagman or other similar work , it

shallbe his duty to perform this work at the direc

tion of the train crew and he shall be responsible
for any such duty entrusted to him .

All trains or cars shall be manned at all times

by a motorman and a conductor from Division 678,

except in case of emergency . The necessity for

flagman to be at the discretion of the superintendent.

When flagman is used , he shall be a recognized

motorman or conductor.

SEC. 10. Where any motorman or conductor has

been suspended or discharged from the service of

the Company, and after an investigation has been

found not guilty of sufficient cause to warrant such

discharge or suspension , he shall be reinstated and

paid for all time lost ,

Sec. 11. All motormen's vestibules shall be heated

and made as comfortable as possible.

SEC. 12 . In case of any temporary vacancies on

the list to exist for fifteen ( 15 ) days or more , said

run or runs shall be posted for bid for a period of

two (2) days,

Sec. 13 . Motormen and Conductors called and

not used shall be allowed five ( 5 ) hours ; called and

used less than five ( 5 ) hours to be allowed five ( 5 )

hours. If used over five (5) hours to be allowed

platform time. If called twice in one day to be

allowed eight (8 ) hours and all time worked in

excess of eight ( 8 ) hours. Extra man not to lose

his place on the board until he has been allowed

eight (8) hours pay,

Sec . 14 . In case where the Company discharges

or suspends a member and if such member or the

Association desires information concerning the reason

for such suspension or discharge , it shall be given

them by the Company within forty-eight (48 ) hours,

after such request has been made.

In case the Association suspends a member in

the employ of the Company, or has suspended a

member who afterwards desires employment , and

the suspended member or the Company desires the

rəason for such suspension , it shall be furnished

within forty -eight (48) hours after such request has
been made.

SEC. 15 . Trainmen attending Court or inquests

to receive eight (8 ) hours at regular wage rate and

will not be required to report back for duty unless
run can be finished in fifteen consecutive hours from

the time required to leave on account of inquests

or Court cases , or when extra men are not avail

able for regular run or such trainmen are needed
for an emergency run . In such events they shall

be allowed actual time spent on cases, with time

of run worked, not to be less than eight (8) hours,

and to be paid not less than their regular run would

have paid them .

SEC. 16 . It is further agreed that all extrawork

shall be done by extra menwhen they are available,

the Company to have the right to select men for

operating work trains.

If regular men are selected and do not desire to

accept such runs, they shall not be required to

Regular men may be chosen from day to day and

to be paid not less than their regular run would

have paid them,

Sec. 17 . All “ Lost Articles" found by employees

shall be tagged with date and hour found , car and

train number, finder's name, and turned into the

office of the Company to be disposed of according
to law .

Sec. 18. In event it is necessary to call a regulas

or crew for scheduled or non-pcheduled runr

or in event it becomes necessary to have aregular
man crew trade runs before reaching their

scheduled relieving point, to be paid according to
SECTION 13 .

Extra men to participate in same conditions as
regular men .
SEC. 19 . The extra list to be run as follows:

First man in to be first man out, providing all other

men have been out during the day.

Swing runs to be posted for six (6) days per
week. Crews holding the same shall be used only

in case of emergencyon Sunday, and shall becalled

in the order they finished on Saturday.

Assignment board shall be marked up at 7:30
p . Any runs open after that time shall be

worked by extra men left on the board.

Sec . 20 . The rate of wages tobe sixty -seven

(67), cents per hour for passenger motormen and

conductors and sixty -nine (69 ) cents per hour for

freight motormen and conductors.

Before any alterations or deductions are made on

time cards, owner of card shall be notified and

shown where mistake is made.

SEC. 21 . Free transportation over the lines of

this Company shall be granted to all employees

covered by this agreement .

It is further agreed that Annual Transportation

shall be issued to the wife of each motorman or

conductor but shall not be used on Saturdays,

Sundays or Holidays . It is further agreed that

two ( 2) passes per month shall be granted to em

ployees' families upon request.
Sec. 22. This agreement and provision thereof

shall continuein full and be binding upon the

respective parties until the 30th day of April, 1929,

and from year to year, thereafter, unless changed

by the parties hereto , and subject to the provisions

of the Operating Agreements between the Pitts

burgh . Mars & Butler Railway Company and the

Pittsburgh Railways Company.
Any of the parties hereto desiring a change in

any section or sections of this agreement shall notify

the other party in writing of thedesired change

thirty (30) days prior to the endingof this agree

ment, which is the 30th day of April, 1929, upon

which notice this Agreement shall be open to execute

change or changes desired and remain open until

adjusted .

It is hereby agreed that in event one-man car

operation is desired by the Company that this

Agreement may be opened for revision bynotifying

either party thirty (30 ) days before such change.

SEC. 23. In the event of a failure to reach a

mutually satisfactory adjustment of a question of

grievance thatmay arise, the same shall on written

request of either party hereto be submitted to a

Board of Arbitratorsto beelected asfollows: The

Company shall choose one Arbitrator, the Associa

tion shall choose one Arbitrator, and the two thus

selected shallchoosea third Arbitrator. Each party

shall name its Arbitrator within five (5)days from

the timethat written notice hasbeen given by

either party to the other that Arbitration isdesired.

The two Arbitrators shall then meet daily for

the purpose of selecting a third Arbitrator.

shall be the duty of the three Arbitrators thus

man

It
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Last Word in a Change Carrier

“Buy the best, it's cheapest in the ond"

THE RAPID READY -LEVER CHANGE

CARRIER Model 1926 is several ounces

lighter in weight than all others, with fewer

parts. Is accurate, fast, strong, durable and

fool-proof.

Hos no castings to break, and spring troubles unknown. Mado

entirely of LIBERTY SILVER , which will never rust or tarnish.

Coins drop from the bottom into the hand.

Easy tokeepclean , needs no oiling. Price

$ 3.25. Our "OLD RELIABLE SLIP CAR

RIER, price $2.50, brought out in 1896 is

stillused and liked by many.

Agents wanted .
A. F. NELSON , Mfgr.

Special prices. 907 N. Front St. , Harrisburg, Pa .

ChangeCarrier Mfgr.

since 1896

PRICE LIST OF

Association Supplies

.05

Official Seal . $5.50

Proposition for membership blanks, per 100 .
.50

Rituals, each .. .25

Withdrawal cards, each . .05

Traveling cards, each . .05

Transfer cards, each

Duplicate seport books, each .
2.00

Constitutions,in lots of 100 or more, per 100 4.75

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100, each .. .05

Financial secretary's order book on treasurer
.35

Treasurer's receipt book...
.35

Association badges, rolled gold, each .
.50

Association badges, solid gold , each
1.10

Association buttons, gold plate, each .
.30

Association buttons, rolled gold, each
.50

Association buttons, solid gold , each .
1.10

Emblem cuff buttons, per pair .
1.10

Emblem tie clasps, each ...
.70

Association charms, each . 1,10

Association lockets, each .
1.75

Cuts of official seal foruse on printed mat

ter, plain , each ..
.75

Cuts of officialseal, with Aag design ,
2.00

Recording secretary's minute books,300 pgs. 1.50

Gilt Seals, per box 50..:: ;..

Loose leaf membership ledgers. Ruled and

printed onbothsides, providing for a 12
year record of the payment of dues by

your members .

Loose leaf post binder, canvas with leather

corners , each 4.50

Price of sheets, in lots of less than 100, each .02 %

In lots of 100, or more, per 100 .. 2.50

In lots of 500 , or more , per 500 .
11.00

In lots of 1000, or more, per M.
20.00

All orders must be accompanied by ex
press, postoffice money orders or draft.

Otherwisesupplieswill not be forwarded . *

Buy

Union Stamped

Shoes

We ask all members of

organized labor to pur

chase shoes bearing our

Union Stamp on

the sole , inner
BOOT &SHOE

sole or lining of WORKERS UNION

the shoe. Weask
UNIONNISTAMPI

you not to buy

any shoes unless Factory

you actually see

this Union Stamp .

Boot & Shoe

Worker's Union

Affiliatod with the

American Foderation of Labor

246SummerSt. Boston , Mass .

COLLIS LOVELY, General President

CHAS. L.BAINE,GeneralSec'y - Treas.

If you don't receive your Motorman, Conductor

Motor

Fill in this coupon and hand it to your P. S., or mail

it to the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach

Operator, 260 Bast Vernor Highway, Detroit, Mich .

Name.. Div. No..

No................. Street..

selected to meet wit hout delay and receive all th

evidence and testimony that either may desire to
submit to them pertaining to the case . After all

facts have been presented , then the Board of

Arbitrators shall render their decisions, and shall

submit copy of same in writing to both parties

hereto , which shall be final and binding upon them .

Each party hereto shall pay the expense of its

own Arbitrator and both parties shall jointlypay
the expenseof third Arbitratorandthere shall be

no suspension of work during arbitration or until

all amicable means of settlement, as above set forth ,

have been exhausted .

PITTSBURGH, MARS & BUTLER RAIL

WAY COMPANY,

By D. 1. McCAHILL, President.

(CORPORATE SEAL)
ATTEST:

R. M. GLICK , Secretary .
AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYEES

OF AMERICA , DIVISION 678, MARS,

PENNSYLVANIA,

By Č. A. PROFFITT, President.

Former Address .......

No. Street.

Post Office

(SEAL)

ATTEST :

J. R. MYTINGER, Secretary .
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QUALITY & STYLE MAKE

BATCHELDER MADE UNIFORM

A SOURCE OF SATISFACTION

TO EVERY WEARER

C5

For Sale by Dealers

А WRITE FOR SAMPLES

C4

FRED M.BATCHELDER CO.

120 HARRISONAVENUE

BOSTON
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$ 5,000.00

Worth of Prizes

I

AMgoing to give away , ABSOLUTELY FREE, more than $5,000.00 worth of wonderful

prizes ,consisting of two Automobiles, two Phonographs, a Shetland Pony, a Radio, a Bicycle,

Silverware and manyotherhighgradearticles of merchandise - besidesHundreds of Dollars

in Cash . Already we have given away Thousands ofDollars in Cash and Valuable Prizes to

advertise our business, but this is the most liberal offer we have ever made. First Prize winner

will receive an 8 Cyl., 100 Horsepower, CustomBuilt Studebaker Sedan ,or $ 2,250.00 in cash ;

Second Prize winnerwill receive a Four -door Chevrolet Sedan or$ 675.00 in cash ; Third Prize

winner will receive a Victor Orthophonic Victrola, Model 84 , or $ 235.00 in cash, etc. Each Prize

will be shipped and deliveredright to the winner'sdoor, all charges paid . This offer is open to

anyone living in the United States, outside of Chicago, and is backed bya Big Reliable Company

of many years' standing .

HIP

50 %

Find 5 Objects

Starting with the Letter " C "

There are many objects in the picture of the circus above, such as lion , balloon , Indian, auto

mobile, rooster, boy, tent, etc. If you can find 5 that start with the letter "C" youmay win aBig
Prize. Just think ofwinning a wonderful new 8 -cylinder Studebaker Sedan or$ 2,250.00 in cash,
absolutely free. Somebody is bound to win . Why not you ? Getbusy right away.Find five objects

starting withtheletter " č ," fill inthe coupon below and send it to me at once.

$550.00 Given for Promptness

In addition to the Studebaker Sedan , the Chevrolet Sedan, the Victor
Orthophonio Victrola, the Shetland Pony and the many other valuableprizes

besides Hundredsof Dollars in Cash - I am also going to give $550.00 in
Cash for Promptness. It will pay you to act at once. Any winner may have

cash instead of the prize won and in case of ties, duplicate prizes will be
awarded . There are no tricks or illusions of any kind and neatness or

bandwriting do not count. You will not be asked to write in any squares,

List of Prizes add up any figures, build words, or solve any additional puzzles of any kind.

1. 8 Cylinder Studebaker Sedan .
Get busy right away. Find 5 objects starting with the letter " C." All in

the coupon below and sendit to mejust as soon as possible . EVERYBODY
2. Four-door Chevrolet Sedan. REWARDED . Address

3. VictorOrthophonic Victrola.

4. Shetland Pony,Saddle and

L. E. Wilferd , Mgr. , Dept. 5186 315 So. Peoria St.,

Bridle,
Chicago, III.

5. SevenTube Console Radio.

6. Fibre Living Room Set.

7. Electric Vacuum Cleaner.
L. E. Wilferd, Mgr., Dept. 5186

8. Apollo Motorbike Bicycle.
315 So. Peoria St., Chicago, Ill .

9. 100 -Piece Dinner Set. The objects starting with the letter " C " are :

10. Ladies' or Men's Elgin Watch .

11. 29-Piece Silverware Set .
12. Swanson King Portable

Phonograph

13. New Haven Banjo Clock .
My Name.com

14. Wrought Iron Bridge Lamp.
15. Ladies' Overnight Bag.

My Address.
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Union Label Uniforms and both uniform and civilian

Civilian Clothing in stock now styles) and is your protection

send us his name and we'll write against inferior makes, assuring

him about it. you of satisfaction .

Traction men who prefer Blue Before you buy your next suit,

Serge can secure our Standard send for a sample of 3500 Serge

Serge No. 3500 in either Uniform for comparison.

or Civilian Styles at $27.50.
If your dealer Cannot supply

We are also able to furnish you, we will arrange to have a

all standard uniform fabrics and reputable clothing storein your

a full line of Hand Tail. city take your size and

ored Civilian Clothing. make any needed altera

The Union Label is tionswithoutextra charge.

Bloch

The Bloch Company 2320 Superior Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio

I

ID0010101010

GCLOTHES

OFQUALITY

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge.

Name .

Address

Name of Dealer
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Upon roll - call, there were present General

Executive Board Members Magnus Sinclair of

Division No. 113, Toronto , Ont.; P. J. Shea of

Division No. 168, Scranton , Pa.; John H.

Reardon of Division No. 22, Worcester,

Mass .; Allen H. Burt of Division No. 382,

Salt Lake City , Utah ; Wm. F. Welch of

Division No. 103, Wheeling , W. Va.; James

B. Lawson of Division No.558, Shreveport,

La.; Fred A. Hoover of Division No. 101,

Vancouver, B. C.; R. L. Reeves of Division

No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa. , and International

President W. D. Mahon of Detroit, Mich.;

International Treasurer L. D. Bland of Div

ision No. 241 , Chicago , Ill., and First Inter

national Vice -President Wm. B. Fitzgerald

of Division No. 132, Troy , N. Y.

The absentee of this Board meeting was

General Executive Board Member Edw .

McMorrow of Division No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.

His absence was due to illness, he being under

the care of a physician in a hospital in

Chicago .

In the course of the regular order of business,

International President W. D. Mahon pre

sented to the Board his regular semi-annual

report, embracing the work , records and

financial books and statements of the Associa

tion for the six months' period ending with

July 31 , 1928. His report, as usual, was

voluminous and in presenting it in this report

of the proceedings of the Board, many parts

of the report are abbreviated beacuse of lack

of space .' The report, as thus abbreviated, is

as follows :

President's Report

“ Detroit, Mich ., August 1, 1928

“ TO THE MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE AMAL

GAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYES OF AMERICA

“Brothers : In accordance with the Laws of

this Association, I hereby submit the reports

of my office for the six months from February

1 , 1928 to July 31, 1928. I am submitting to

you the books and bills, including receipts

and expenditures for the six months reported

upon, for your inspection and audit , following

which thesame will be printed and forwarded

to Local Divisions as the Constitution re

“ Charters Granted"

" Charters were granted for the institution

of Division Associations as follows: Division

No. 984 , Durham , N. C. , and Division No.

985 , Quebec, Que.

“ Funds of Disbanded Divisions"

“ The funds of disbanded Division No. 782,

INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT

W. D. MAHON AND GRANDDAUGHTER
€

International President W. D. Mahon of

the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America

arrived at the age of sixty -seven years August

12, 1928. With him in the above picture is

his granddaughter , Mary Buskin , whose

birthday is onthe same date as that of

President Mahon.Mary arrived at the age of

nine years. Since shewasa baby she hasbeen

a pal of President Mahon and they have the

satisfaction of celebrating their birthdays

each year on the samedate . Mary is the

daughterof Ida Mahon Buskin andAndrew

Buskin .

PROCEEDINGS OF THE REGULAR SEMI

ANNUALMEETINGOF THE GENERAL

EXECUTIVE BOARD

quires.

The regular semi-annual meeting of the

General Executive Board of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

EmployesofAmerica convened at Associa

tion Headquarters, 260 East Vernor Highway,

Detroit, Mich ., at 10 o'clock A. M., Monday,

August 6, 1928.
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Dovor, N. H. , aggregating $4.33 , were held in “ G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, in the

trust for one year, as the Laws provide, and course of the six months' audit period , aside

were then transferred on July 31, 1928 , to the from attending the regular and special meet

Death , Disability and OldAge Benefit Fund. ings of your Board held within the period, is

“ Divisions Consolidated" recorded as having made nine official visits,

“ During this term there were two Divisions in the course of which he assisted eight Local

consolidated. These two Divisions Divisions.

Division No. 681 Oswego , N. Y. , the members “ First International Vice -President Wm. B.

of which were transferred to Division No. Fitzgerald, aside from attending the regular

737, Syracuse, N. Y. , and special meetings of your General Exec

“Workof International Officers" utive Board held within this audit period and

" International Treasurer L. D. Bland with assisting in the conduct of the general affairs

in this six months' period covered by this of the Association, is recorded as having made

report, aside from serving as Editor of The thirty-six official visits , in the course of which

Union Leader and attending the previous he assisted fourteen Local Divisions .

General Executive Board meeting, is recorded " Second International Vice-President P. J.

with having made nine official visits, in the O'Brien , in the course of this six months'

course of which he assisted four Local Diy. audit period, is recorded with having made

isions. He also attended the Special Meeting eighteen official visits and assisting twelve

of your General Executive Board held March Local Divisions.

17. He assisted as a member of the Committee “ Third International Vice-President Wm .

in the consummating of the Mitten Manage S. McClenathan , in the course of this six

ment agreement with this Association. months's period,has given his attention to

" G. E. B. Member R. L. Reeves, in the the interests of Division No. 308, Chicago ,

course of the six months' period herein re Ill., of which he is Financial Secretary,

ported upon , is recorded as having, made " Fourth International Vice-President P. J.

sixteen official visits, in the course of which he McGrath, within this six months' period,

assisted twelve Local Divisions.
aside from caring for this work as Secretary

" G. E, B. Member Edw. McMorrow , aside Treasurer of Division No. 85, Pittsburgh ,

from attending the previous General Execu. Pa., made one official visit, in the courseof

tive Board meetings, including the Special which he rendered assistance to one Local

Meeting held within this term , is recorded Division .

with having made thirty -two official visits, in " Fifth International Vice-President James

the course of which he has assisted eight Largay, during the six months' term to which

Local Divisions . thisreport applies, is credited with having

“ G , E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair , in the made nineteenofficial visits, in the course of

course of this six months ' period , is recorded which he assisted seven Local Divisions.

as having made nineteen official visits, upon " Sixth International Vice -President John

which he assisted thirteen Local Divisions. B. Wiley during this audit term has given

He also attended your previous Board meet his attention as Financial Secretary - Treasurer

ings, both regular and special, held within to Division No. 441 , Des Moines , Iowa.

this six months' period . " Seventh International Vice-President M.

" G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , within the J. Murray, in the course of the six months'

six months' period, is recorded as having audit period, is recorded as having made one

made fifty - five official visits , in the course of official visit, upon which he assisted one Local

which he assisted twenty-one Local Divisions, Division ,

generally upon agreement work . He also " Eighth International Vice-President John

attended the preceding regular and special M. Parker within this six months' audit period

meetings held within this six months' period . is credited with having made twenty.one

" G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon, aside official visits, during which he assisted three

from attending your regular and special board Local Divisions.

meetings within the term is credited with “ Ninth International Vice -President

having made sixty -nine visits, in the course of Charles Clark within this six months' audit

which he assisted thirty-two Local Divisions . period, is recorded as having made two official

" G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt , within the visits, during which he assisted two Local

six months' period, is recorded as having Divisions.

attended the regular and special meeting of “ Tenth International Vice-President Robert

your Board and is further recorded with hav B. Armstrong during the six months' term is

ing made two official visits, in the course of recorded as having made eleven official visits,

which he assisted two Local Divisions. in the course of which he assisted five Local

“ G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch attended Divisions.

the regular and special meetings of your “ Eleventh International Vice-President Abe

General Executive Board, held within this L. Spradling during the six months's audit

six months' period , and is recorded with period made four official visits, during which

having made five official visits, in the course he assisted three Local Divisions. He has also

of which he assisted three Local Divisions . conducted his workas Financial Secretary of

" G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson, with Division No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio.

in this six months' audit period , attended the " Twelfth International Vice - President

regular and special meetings of your Board George Durand during this six months'audit

and is recorded with having made sixteen period made one official visit, in advisement

official visits, in the course of which he assisted with one Local Division. He has also served

nine Local Divisions. He also aided in organ as President and Business Agent of Division

izing and instituting Division No. 984 , Ďur No. 192, Oakland , Calif.

ham , N. C. “ Thirteenth International Vice -President
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Henri Champagne during this six months'

period was not engaged in International work ,

aside from his advisement of the officers and

members of Division No. 790, Montreal, Que.

" Forteenth International Vice- President

T. L. McBrayer, within the six months' period,

made one official visit , upon which he assisted

one Local Division . He is also President of

Division No. 732 , Atlanta, Ga .

" International President W. D. Mahon,

in the report covering the six months' audit

period, attended the preceding G. E. B.

meeting, also the special meetingof the G. E.

B. , directed the general affairs of the Associa

tion and is credited with having made fifteen

official visits, in the course of which he ren

dered assistance to six Local Divisions.

The report embraced work done for the

International Association by Association Or

ganizers Lawrence F. Hart of Division No.

168, Scranton, Pa . , who made thirty official

visits and assisted six Local Divisions;James

H. Coleman of Division No. 18, Providence,

R. I. , who is recorded as having made fourteen

official visits , in the course of which he

assisted six Local Divisions; C. F. Conroy of

Division No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y .,, who is

credited with having made four official visits

and assisting two Local Divisions, and L. B.

Dolan of Division No. 215, Wheaton , Ill.,

who is credited with having made ten official

visits in the interest of organization work .

“ Payments of Death , Disability and

Old Age Benefits "

" During the six months ' audit period from

February1 , 1928 to July 31 , 1928, there were

paid from the Death , Disability and Old

Age Benefit Fund claims for Death, Disability

and Old Age Benefits as follows :

Death Benefits

Division No. 22 , Worcester , Mass.

Cheney, Samuel, deceased . $800.00

Lappin , John , deceased .
800.00

Long, Edward H., deceased 800.00

Queenan, Michacl, deceased .
800.00

Rynn, William E. , deceased 800.00

Division No. 26, Detroit , Mich.

Gearhart, William L., deceased . 800.00

Gunst, Edward , deceased . 800.00

Hazen , Edward C. , deceased 800.00

Laidlaw , J. J. , deceased .
800.00

McCauley, James, deceased 500.00

McLeod, John , deceased . 800.00

McMillan , Duncan A. , deceased 700.00

McTaggart, Roy , deceased . 800.00

Mitchell, John, deceased . 800.00

Moore, Frank J. , deceased . 500.00

Newell, J. L., deceased 600.00

O'Connor,Patrick , deceased . 800.00

Peak, Dudley, deceased . 800.00

Schroder, Edward, deceased 800.00

Schultz, Paul R. , deceased . 150.00

Scott, James, deceased . 800.00

Seeley , William , deceased . 800.00

Valentine, Jacob M., deceased . 800.00

Van Liew, William , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 78, Galveston , Texas

Canineberg, John , deceased 500.00

Division No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa .

Campbell. Francis, deceased . 800.00

Clement, Oliver W., deceased . 800.00

Croke, Jerome D.,deceased . 800.00

George , Michael ,deceased(balance due) 200.00

Hunter, Robert J., deceased. 800.00

Jennewine, Albert, deceased 800.00

Kunkler, Louis, deceased 800.00

McElwain , J. W., deceased . 800.00

Mullin , James C.,deceased . 800.00

Neill, Joseph G., deceased . 700.00

Perkins, Prederick deceased . 800.00

Poulton, LeRoy L., deceased . 800.00

Riley, James E., deceased . 800.00

Scheifer , Frank H., deceased . 800.00

Scheiring, John J. , deceased . 800.00
Staib, JohnE., deceased . 800.00
Streiner, William C., deceased . 800.00
Winter, Raymond, deceased ... 800.00

Zeller, Anthony, deceased . 800.00
Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

Gaunt, Charles Henry, deceased . 800.00
Liversidge, William , deceased 800.00

Division No. 103 ,Wheeling, West Va.

Whissen , John E., deceased.
800.00

Division No. 107, Hamilton, Ont.

Barnes, Arthur H., deceased 800.00

Jamison, John F., deceased .. 100.00
Neely, James J., deceased . 700.00
Simpson , John, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 109 , Victoria, B. C.

Chamberlain , James, deceased .
800.00

Stephen, Ivan J., deceased . 800.00

Division No. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Garrison , MelvinE., deceased .
800.00

Division No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.

Akins, George, deceased . 450.00

Clark, Robert J., deceased . 800.00

Duesbury, Joseph , deceased . 300.00
Edgar, David , deceased . 800.00

Ferguson, Duncan, deceased . 700.00
Hall, F. M., deceased . 700.00
Hunter, Alfred, deceased 800.00

Lloyd , W. T.,deceased . 800.00

Meikle, A., deceased .. 800,00

Murphy, Arthur L. , deceased 800.00

Pratt, Fred , deceased . 800.00
Scott, George, deceased . 800.00

Smillie, William , deceased . 800.00

Tomlinson , F. A., deceased .
800.00

Trearnor, Edward P. , deceased 700.00

Walker, C. W. , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 125, Belleville, Ill.

Gass, William , deceased .. 800.00

Division No. 132, Troy, N. Y.

Lane, Edward, deceased . 800.00

Ryan, John , deceased . 300.00

Division No. 148, Albany , N. Y.

Costello, Edward , deceased . 800.0

Decker, Arthur M. , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 164, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Gibbons, Edward, deceased . 800.00
Wolcott, Pierce F. , deceased . 800.00

Division No , 168 , Scranton , Pa.

Dorsey, John, deceased (funeral and doctor's
bills ) . 483.00

Gallagher, Charles, deceased . 800.00
Orre, Roy L. , deceased . 800.00

Weed , George I. , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 174 , Fall River, Mass .

Coppinger, Joseph F. , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 192, Oakland , Calif.

Clarkson, John E. , deceased . 150.00
Eaton , Charles R. , deceased . 800.00

Meyers , Frank J., deceased ( funeral and

other expenses) . 397.50
Nemeth, Frank, deceased . 150.00

Pfeffer, John W., deceased . 800.00

Rice, Bernard ( Bernhart) , deceased 800.00

Division No. 194 , New Orleans, La.

Allament , H., deceased . 800.00

Campbell, F. K. , deceased 800.00

Hurley , Patrick , deceased 100.00

Kuntz, George, deceased 800.00

Landwehr, E., deceased . 800.00
Lauber, Charles , deceased . 800.00

McCarthy, A. , deceased . 800.00

McEvoy, James,deceased . 800.00
Meisler, John D. , deceased 300.00
Mullen , Edward , deceased $ 800.00
Paysse , John , deceased . 800.00

Rapp, L., deceased .. 800.00
Reehlmann, Daniel, deceased 800.00
Roman , Gus, deceased .

800.00
Roux, George P., Sr. , deceased 300.00
Schneider, Art . , deceased 800.00
Schwalb , John , deceased , 800.00
Tastet , E. C. , deceased . 800.00

Wahlen , John , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 199, Ottumwa, Iowa

Smallwood , Lennie Dilling , deceased 150.00
Thompson, E. J. , deceased .. 800.00

Division No. 201, Ithaca , N. Y.

Hibbler, William , deceased .
800.00

Division No.215 ,Wheaton , Ill.

Bell, William Harch , deceased . 800.00
Fletcher, Alvin E., deceased . 800.00
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May . George , deceased

Riley , Luke É . , deceased

Williams , William C. , deceased .

Division No. 228 , Joilet , III .

Aspel , Peter D., derrased

Dwrnger. Henry C. , deceased

Langley , Grover, deceased

Division No. 235, Brockton , Mass.

Karison , Ivar W. , deceased

Morse, George E., deceased

Sherman. Josiab B. , deceased.

Division No. 238, Lynn, Mass.

Harkins, Charles R., deceased .

Division No. 240, Chelsea , Mass.

Murphy. William J. deceased.
Peak, Daniel D., deceased

White , Harland B., deceased .

Division No. 241 , Chicago , III .

Ashby , Jumes C., deceased

Beilfuss, Harry W. deceased .

Benson Benjamin , deceased .

Bjorson, John E., decerned

Boers, Herbert F. decensed

Bond , Richard P. , deceased

Caldwell, Samuel, decensed

Casper , Claus E., deceased

Can . James, deceased

Christensen, William M. , deceased .

Conway , William , deceased
Daemeckie, Edward A. , deceased

Dox , Charles, decensed

Baright , Michael, deceased.

Brickson, William , deceased

Pinucant, Patrick T., deceased .

Plynn , Thomas, deceased

Gaskia , Henry , deceased

Geisler , Henry , deceased

Geraghty . Prancis M. , deceased

Godfrey, James, deceased

Hagen , Thorlul , deceased

Hanion . ( Hansen ) , Prank , deceased

Hepner, Robert L., deceased .

Jankowski, Anton , deceased .

Johoson , Prank, deceased

Jones, Richard L., deceased .

Kane. James C., deceased
Kelos, John , deceased

Kirby, William , deceased

Kornacki, Robert , deceased .

Larion , Charles , deceased .

Leonard, Jay, deceased

Liska , Joseph J. , deceased .

Maloney, Myles, deceased .

McCarthy. Jeremiah, deceased .

Mercer, Robert , deceased

Mitchell , Eugene, deceased

Monahan , Dennis, deceased

Morse, William H. , deceased .

Nelson , August W. , deceased .

Nelson, Gustal, deceased

O'Connell , Walter E. deceased .

Ossler, Louis G., deceased

Pearson , Otto, deceased

Phenegar, Wesley , deceased .

Pohle , Kort H. , deceased

Puetz, John B., deceased .

Regan , James , deceased .

Sarnecki, Peter, deceased

Sarther , Charles A. , deceased

Sass, Pred J. , deceased

Shaw . James, deceased

Simpson, Robert A. , deceased

Spencer, John E., deceased

Sower . John J. , deceased

Stevans, Charles, deceased .

Thomas, Charles, deceased .

Tracey. James, deceased

Walsh, Mathew , deceased

Watson , Charles , deceased

Webber, Charles A. , deceased.

Wendt , Gus , deceased

Wentzel , Magnus C. , deceased .

Whalen , John, deceased .

Wiederrecht , Charles , deceased .

Willewski. Joseph , deceased .

Ziegelmueller, Frank, deceased .

Zupka , Simon, deceased .

Division No. 242 , Montpelier, Vt.

Murray , Fred H. , deceased.

Division No. 243, Taunton, Mass

Hyland, John F., deceased

Division No. 246 , Salem, Mass.

Benvio, Joba , deceased ...

300.00 Division No. 263 , San Jose, Calli .

300.00 Gobel, James W. , deceased 800.00

100.00 Division No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio

Bauer , William G. , deceased 400.00

800.00 Blackstone, Charles, deceased . 300.00

200.00 Bone, Edward E. , deceased 800.00

800.00 Buckly , A., deceased 800.00

Pletcher, Howard, deceased 800.00

800.00 Hanchett, W. P. , deceased . 700.00

800.00 Held , Joha, deceased . 800.00

800.00 Kimak , Luke, deceased . 800.00

Pasty ( Passty ) , Prank , deceased 400.00

Stuart , w , A., deceased . 800.00
800.00

Thorsen, Harry , deceased . 800.00

Todd, Melvin M. , deceased . 800.00

800.00 Walter, C. S. , deceased . 800.00

400.00 Division No. 280 , Lowell, Mass.

800.00 Lussier, ( Lucius) , Edward , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 282 , Rochester , N. Y.

800.00 Auderson , E. M. , deceased 800.00

800.00 Davis, Lord A. , deceased 800.00

800.00 Ellsworth, John W. , deceased 800.00

800 00 Hats, Heary, deceased 100.00

150 00 Mc Donald, Jerry S., deceased . 800.00

800.00 McGinnis, Patrick J. deceased . 800.00

800.00 Division No. 304, Gleas Falle, N. Y.

800.00 Gullager, Thomas, deceased 100.00

800.00 Slavin, William H., deceased . 800.00
700.00

800.00 Division No. 308 , Chicago , ni,

800 00 Adams, Robert B. , deceased . 800.00

700 00 Adams, William J. , deceased

250.00 (Puneral oxpenses) 275.00

100.00 Bachmann, G. A., deceased 800.00

100.00 Beckett , Arthur J., deceased . 800.00

800.00 Bowls, ( Bowles ). John , deceased 800.00

500.00 Conklin , Charles D. , deceased . 800.00

800.00 Conklin , W. C., deceased 800.00

800.00 Cummings, May , deceased
800.00

800.00 Darby . J. B. , deceased 800.00

100.00 Emerson, Christian , deceased 800.00

800.00 Parrell, Mary , deceased . 350.00

800.00 Forrest, George, deceased . 800.00

100.00 Geisler , William , deceased 100.00

800.00 Haas, Gottfried, deceased . 350.00

800.00 Harper, Helen , deceased . 800.00

800.00 Hynek , Albert, deceased . 250.00

150.00 Kenny , John, deceased .
800.00

800.00 Koller, Charles, deceased . 300.00

800.00 Lov, Prank, deceased . 800.00

400.00 Madsen , Fred G., deceased. 800.00

800.00 Maurer, John A., deceased

800.00 ( Puneral and tombstono expenses ) 375.00

800.00 McDonald , Mary, deceased
800.00

800.00 McKinney, (McKenna), Patrick , deceased ... 800.00

800.00 Morin , H. ). , deceased ..
800.00

400.00 Nesladek, James Joseph, deceased .
100.00

800.00 Posey , May S., deceased, ( Belance due)
306.50

800.00 Rassau , J. H., deceased .. 800.00

800.00 Roche , William C. , deceased 300.00

800.00 Saunders ,Emorette ,deceased
800.00

800.00 Stevens, William J..deceased .

800.00 Walterrnire, H. V., deceased . 800.00

800.00 Zednicek, James, deccased
300.00

150.00 Zinkann , Edward , deceased . 800.00

800.00 Division No. 312, Davenport, Iowa

800.00 Dunn , Raymond E. , deceased .
100.00

800.00 King . Samuel O. , deceased .
400.00

800.00

Division No. 313, Rock Island , til.800.00

800.00 Hanes, J. H. , deceased .

Hayes, J. , deceased .800.00

800.00 Division No. 329, Dubuque, Iowa

800.00 Coleman, John , deceased
150.00

800.00 Division No. 379, Niles , Ohio

800.00 Gilmour, W. J. , deceased . 800.00

800.00

800.00 Division No. 380 , Elyria, Ohio

300.00
Casson , B. B. deceased .

250.00 Hoppie, George W .. deceased

100.00 Division No. 398, Boise , Idaho

800.00 Blunk , James I. , deceased .
800.00

800.00 Division No. 421 , Mt. Carmel, Pa.

800.00 Dooley , Martin deceased .
800.00

800.00
Division No. 425 , Hartford , Coon .

800.00

800.00 Burke, William E. , deceased

800.00
Crockett , John , deceased

Seidel, Robert H. , deceased .

Walsh, Harry C., deceased .

800.00
Division No. 448, Springfield , Masa.

Curran, Patrick , deceased
800.00

800.00 Drummond, James, deceased
800.00

Higgins, John, deceased

McDonald, Michael M., deceased .

800.00 Paddock, Ora F. , deceased .

1
1

Di

D

D

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00
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800.00

800.00

1

800.00

800.00

500.00

800.00
800.00

250.00

800.00

400.00

800.00

800.00
800.00

800.00
800.00

800.00
800.00

800.00
800.00

500.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800,00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800,00

800.00

800.00

800.00

700.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

300.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

400.00

800.00

800.00

800.00
800.00

300.00

800.00

250.00

800.00
800.00

Roberts, Peter,deceased .

Wall, William H., deceased .

Division No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn .

Dunn , Michael, deceased .

Nolan, Henry L., deceased .

Division No. 481 , Port Chestor, N. Y.

Keith, Alton , deceased ..

Division No. 496, Pittsfield , Mass .

Stokes, Gilbert, deceased ..

Division No. 497 , Pittsburg , Kansas

Wadelow , Robert W., deceased ..

Division No. 500 , Rensselaer , N. Y.
Kümer, Charles W. , deceased .

Division No. 515, Galesburg, Ill.

Goold , Warren A. , deceased .

Holt ,William L., deceased .

Division No. 518, San Francisco , Calif.

Carter, John H., deceased .

Davis , M.C. , deceased .

Kelly , Timothy P. , deceased.

Newhouse, William G.,deceased .

Welch , Edward C., deceased .

Division No. 528, Tarentum , Pa .

Painter , B. F., deceased ....

Division No. 337, Holyoke, Mass.

Allen , Adelbert, deceased .

Gagnon , Nelson, deceased .

Divicion No. 540, Trenton , N. J.

Abrams, Peter, deceased .

Winfield , Louis H., deceased

Division No. 563 , Lansing, Mich.

Marsh , Roy, deceased .

Division No. 568, Erie, Pa .

Mackrell , Richard M. , deceased .

Monroe, Charles H. , deceased ..

Division No. 569 , Edmonton, Alta .

Richards, D. J. , deceased.

Young. William , deceased .

Division No. 376, Schonectady, N. Y.

Henry, Anthony, deceased ..

Division No.580 , Syracuse, N. Y.

Coughlin, Peter , deceased

Garvey , James L.,deceased .

Gibbons, John F. deceased .

Hewitt , John, deceased .

Division No. 582, Utica, N. Y.

Doty, D. P. , deceased .

Division No. 583, Calgary, Alta .

Stearns, Alfred Joha , deceased ..

Division No. 587, Seattle , Wash .

Burchell, Henry Lawrence, deceased .
Carvener, Lemuel P. , deceased .

M.Coubrey , Bertram , deceased .
Morris, Ray W., deceased .

Thornton, Albert Joseph , deceased .
Walker, Raleigh T., deceased ..

Division No. 588, Regina , Sask.

Regan, James A., deceased .

Division No. 589, Boston, Mass.

Adams, Fred H. , deceased .

Armstrong, John A. , deceased ,

( Puneral and tombstone expenses) .

Barton , Prancis H., deceased .

Bradbury, Wallace, deceased .

Byrdsong. John M., deceased .

Carney, Patrick, deceased .
Dale, William H. , deceased .

Donovan , John, deceased .

Egan, Richard, deceased .

Egan, Tappan E., deceased.

Paulkner,Alexander, deceased
Flynn, Thomas J., deceased .

Griffin , Herbert J., deceased

Haggerty , John F. deceased

Harrington , Edward J. , deceased

Imbesheid ,HelenP. Garrity ,deceased .
Kane, Patrick , deceased .

Keefe, James, deceased .

Marr , John P., deceased .

Marshall, James M. , deceased

McCuen, Charles, decreased .

McGann, John , deceased

McKenzie, JamesC., deceased
McLean, Angus,deceased .

McMahon, James P., deceased

McManus, John , deceased .

McTernan, Myles B.,deceased

O'Connor, James T.,deceased

Patterson, Frank E., deceased .
Pickett , Louis J., deceased .

Rainey , Thomas, deceased

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

Roidy, Thomas, deceased .
Sanderson , Frederick, deceased .

Seifried , Joseph A., deceased .

Smith ,MaryL. Regan , deceased

Spear, Herbert H.,deceased .

Tirrell, Mabel S., deceased .

Veece, Patrick, deceased .

Wright, Francis J. , deceased ..

Division No. 599 , Muscatine, Iowa

Stevenson , Harry W., deceased .

Division No. 600 , Waltham , Mass .

Houlihan , Edward H. , deceased .

Division No. 616, Windsor,Ont.

Renaud, Joseph Arthur, deceased .

Division No. 618, Providenco , R. I.

Bacon, Fred , deceased .

Baron, L. A., deceased .

Barony, Anthony, deceased .

Belknap , Nelson H., deceased
Brown, W.S. , deceased.

Burns, Joseph P. , deceased .

Duval, Henry , deceased .

Peeley, Michael J., deceased .

France, Herbert, deceased .

Hamell, Eugene, deceased

McDonough, John E., deceased

McGovern , Joseph E., deceased

Merritt, Jillman , deceased ..

Shanley, Thomas P. , deceased
Vacella , Antonio, deceased .

Division No. 023, Buffalo, N. Y.

Clark, Michael, deceased .

Ewald , William , decreased .

Guldenarm , Adam, deceased .

Higgins, Andrew, deceased .

Koerber, John P. , deceased,
McCombi, Ernest, deceased .

Shutt. James P. , deceased .

Stibb , John , deceased ..

Wehr. Ignatius, deceased .
Wein , Louis , deceased .

Division No. 624 , Buffalo , N. Y.

Held , John, deceased .

Division No. 627, Cincinnati, Ohio

Bauersfeld, E. J., (Edw.) , deceased
Beckelhoimer, Charles, deceased .

Davis, Hugh , deceased .

Gardner, A. (Andrew ), deceased

Gloystein , C. (Chris), deceased .

Kashbaum , P. ( Peter) , deceased

Kemphaus, Henry, deceased.

Lavoll, George, deceased.

Magee, Patrick, deceased .

Mills, Harvey W., deceased .

Montgomery, R. (Robt.), deceased ..

Owens, James, deceased ..

Wolil, Charles, deceased .

Division No. 628 , Covington, Ky.

Boyd, W. J. , deceased

Meiers, Frank, deceased .

Weighaus, Richard , deceased .

Division No. 041, Shamokin, Pa .

Burns, John W. , deceased..

Division No. 662 , Pueblo , Colo.

Evans, J. F. , deceased .

Twyman, Ade C. , deceased .

Division No. 663 , St. John , R. B.

Harrison , Clarence E. , deceased ..

Division No. 682, Fort Wayne, Ind.Q

Bell , J. W., deceased .

Easterday, Llewellyn G. , deceased

Starner , Prank B., deceased ,

Division No. 68$, Brantford, Ont.

Teetzel , Charles, deceased ..

Division No. 687 , San Francisco, Calif .

Callaghan , Daniel, deceased .

Castro, William R. , deceased

Hassmer , Jacob E., deceased .

Smith, Thomas, deceased ..

Division No.689, Washington , D. C.

Clarkson, Thomas, deceased .

Donaldson , James E., deceased .

Kendrick, Floyd L. , deceased .

Kennedy, T. H., deceased

Montgomery. Joseph M., eceused

Rippon, J. C., deceased ..

Division No. 691 , Sprlogfield , Mo.

O'Neill, John B., deceased ..

Division No.692 , Hartford , Conn.

Simmons, John, decoased ..

Division No.694, San Antonio , Texas

Baker, J. C., deceased .

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

500.00

700.00

700.00

800.00

800.00

100.00 800.00
800.00

800.00
800.00

800.00
800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00
800.00

150.00

375.00

800.00

800.00

500.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

100.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800,00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

400.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

600.00

500.00

500.00

800.00

150.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

300.00
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800.00

800.00

800.00

500.00

800.00
800.00

800.00

800.00

400.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

250.00

800.00

800.00

400.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

300.00

450.00

800.00

100.00

100.00

. $150.00

800.00

Division No.697 ,Toledo, Oslo

Mills , James C., deceased .

Webb, James N., deceased .

Wells , Berry E., deceased .

* Division No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn.

Berry, Frank E.,deceased .

Faulkner, J. P., deceased ..

Spencer, J. H., deceased .

Stewart, H. H., deceased

Whitbey, William M., deceased .

Division No. 714, Portland , Maine

Ballard, Harry S., deceased .

Blake, Lemine Day, deceased .

Division No. 717, Manchester, N. H.

Bagley . James ,deceased,

Littlefield , William E., deceased .

Division No. 724, Augusta , Maine

Dearborn, Harry L., deceased .

Tupper, Harry G., deceased .

Division No. 725, Birmingham , Ala .

Hurst, George, deceased .

May, William E., deceased .

Redd, John A., deceased .

Tate, W.C., deceased ..

Vick, A., deceased ...

Division No. 732, Atlanta , Ga.

Chandler,Joseph,deceased .
Mitchell, Caleb , s ., deceased .

Division No. 733,Anniston , Ala .

Browa, James Eli, deceased .

DivisionNo. 737, Syracuso, N. Y.

Van Horn , Frank, deceased ..

Division No. 741 , London , Ont.

Bayes, Charles, deceased .

Division No. 750 , Chattanooga ,Tenn.

Saaders, William T. , deceased .

Division No. 752 , Bloomington , Ill.

Hart, J. W., deceased ...

Division No. 757, Portland, Oregon
Baxter, George W., deceased .

Bennett, Henry, deceased .

Brown, R. C., deceased .

Carey , D. F., deceased .

Heitman , W. H., deceased

Hunt, Dave, deceased .

Hyde, Frank S., deceased .

Oldham , William , dceased

Phelps, Ed .,deceased .

Thompson, E. L., deceased ..

Division No.779 , Sioux City , Iowa.

Doney, William F., deceased .

Klarman , Jacob, deceased .

Division No. 788 , St. Louis , Mo.

Adams, Arthur E., deceased .

Bretscher, Martin J., deceased .

Cavanaugh, John J., deceased .

Cleary, Edward, deceased .

Cullen , Michael, deceased .

Davis, Joe, deceased

Dugan, John, deceased

Dunn , B. J., ( Bernard J. ) , deceased

Easley, Spencer, deceased .

Grisham ,William F. , deceased .

Hayes , Patrick , deceased .

Hoelscher, Charles F., deceased ..

Hoffman , Louis, deceased

Ingram , Joseph R., (J. R.) , deceased .

Lewis, Benjamin Franklin , deceased.

Marsh , Charles E. , ( C. E.), deceased

Mellick , Peter P., (P. P.) , deceased

Nihell, Edward M., deceased .

Pearson , Robert E., deceased .

Roberson, John David, deceased .

Swoboda, Joseph A. , deceased .

Wade, J. M., deceased .

Young,Robert, deceased

Division No. 790 , Montreal Quebec

Cantin, Joseph, deceased .

Cartwright, Henri, deceased

Champagne, Oliver, deceased

Dalpe, Joseph, deceased .
Gaudreau, Simon , deceased

Lepage, Alexandre, deceased

Mongeau, Alexandre , deceased

Sauve, Zenon, deceased .

Teolis, Giocome, deceased .

Division No. 794 , Wichita , Kansas

Barkhurst, Floyd D. , deceased .

Fulton , P., deceased .

Division No. 805, East St. Louis , III.

Rose , Elmer , deceased .....

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

100.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

300.00

Division No. 809 , Zanesville , Ohio

Lovell,Oscar P. deceased .. 150.00
Stewart, George William , deceased . 250.00

Division No. 811, Norristown, Pa.

Hahn, Philip deceased . 100.00

Smith , Leonard, deceased . 800.00

Division No. 818, Oakland, Calif.

Lannott, Joseph , deceased ., 800.00

Division No. 819, Newark , N. J.

Collins, Walter Peter, deceased . 100.00
Irwin , Robert, deceased . 500.00

Mizor, Joha, deceased . 800.00

Smith, John , deceased . 500.00
Troccoli, Patrick A., deceased , 800.00

Division No. 820, Union City ,N. J.

Braun , Charles V., deceased ., 800.00
Haak , William , deceased . 800.00

Seacord, William , deceased . 100.00

Division No. 823,Elizabeth , N. J.

Strubble, Joseph , deceased . 500.00

Division No. 824, New Bruggwick , N. J.

Gowacki, John , deceased . 150.00

Sharple , William, deceased . 150.00

Division No. 836 , Grand Rapids, Mich.

Skiff, Isais D., deceased . 100.00

Smith , E. L., deceased ... 250.00

Division No. 842,Wilmington , Del.

Stort, Thomas E., deceased .. 500.00

Division No. 847, St. Joseph, Mo.

Mathies, William , deceased . 100.00

Thompson, Joseph T., deceased . 500.00

Division No. 851, Springfield , Ohio

Parish , Andrew J. deceased . 300.00

Division No. 858, York , Pa .

Newspickel, Milton , deceased , 800.00

Division No. 862, Dunellen , N. J.

Stryker, Samuel, deceased .. 800.00

Division No. 880, Camden, N. J.

Hall, George, deceased .. 600.00

Reimel, Joseph, deceased. 500.00

Updegrove, Arthur N., deceased . 250.00

Division No. 883 , Everett, Wash .

Norcutt, William Cyrus, deceased . 500.00

Division No. 892 , Sapulpa , Okla .

Henderson , Rex , deceased .. 100.00

Division No. 900 , Highwood , Ill.

Cook , James E., deceased 250.00

Division No. 905 , Danville , Ill.

Craig , Joseph Franklin , deceased . 800.00

Division No. 908, Peoria, Ili.

Sands, Ralph Smith , deceased .. 100.00

Division No. 925 , Gloversville, N. Y.

Stoutner, Andrew, deceased .. 800.00

Division No. 939, Wapakoneta , Ohio

Garrett, Jud , deceased ..
500.00

Meeker, Numan , deceased .
800.00

Division No. 966, Port Arthur and Fort Will.

jam , Ont.

Dowdall, John R. , deceased ...

Division No. 977, New York , N. Y.

Thompson, William J., deceased ..

Members At Large Int'l Ofice, Detroit, Mich .

Day , John F. , deceased .
800.00

Van Antwerp. JamesChurchill,deceased ....

Total .. $ 353,512.10

Amount returned by Division No.

192, Oakland , Calif . , on Funeral

Benefit Claim ofFrank J. Meyers,

same not disbursed . $ 35.50

Amount returned by Division No.

308, Chicago, Ill. , on Funeral

Benefit Claim of John A. Maurer,

same not disbursed . 35.00

Amount returned by Division No.

26, Detroit , Mich ., Funeral Bene

fit Claim of James Scott, due to

beneficiary not being located .. 800.00

This would make the total

penses in six months in death

benefits ..

Disability Benefits

Division No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .

Cessna, Percy s..

Fitzgerald , William .

Division No. 128 , Asheville , N. C.

Davis, Charles L ...

Division No. 240 ,Chrlson , Mass.

MeCall, Thomas F..

300.00

250.00

200.00

100.00

300.00

500.00

400.00

500.00

300.00

100.00

300.00

800.00

800,00

300.00

300.00

600.00

800.00

100.00

300.00

300.00

500.00

300.00

500.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

$870.50

ex

800.00

800.00

800.00

300.00

700.00

800.00

300.00

100.00

300.00

. $352,641.60

$ 100.00

800.00

700.00

300.00
800.00

800.00

800.00
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250.00

800.00

500.00

800.00

700.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

300.00

$ 9,050.00

$ 800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

Division No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.

Miller, Walter J., ...

Division No. 459, Bridgeport,Conn .

Gavagan , James.

Division No. 497 , Pittsburg, Kansas

Baley , Hanible,E..

Division No. 518 , Szn Francisco, Calif.

Flynn , James .

Division No. 587, Seattle, Wash .

Growe, Edwin, Nelson .

Division No. 589, Boston, Mass.

O'Neil, Jeremiah P ...

Division No. 687, San Francisco , Calif.

O'Connor, Redmond ..

Division No. 724,Augusta, Maine
Heffernan , Fred W ...

Division No. 758, Tacoma, Wash .

Wise , 0 ,..

Division No. 947, Morristown, N. J.

McDougall, N. C..

Total Disability Benefits .

Old Age Benefits
Division No , 22, Worcester , Mass .

Olmstead , Horace .

Thurston, Edward A..

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.

Parris, William .

Harris, George W.

Murphy, Michael .

Division No. 85, Pittsburgh, Pa .

Dooley, John

Lockhart, J. J .:

McKillop, William .
McMillen, Harry .

Zimmerman , J. M ..

Division No. 113, Toronto , Ont.

Harwood, R. E.
Hill, R. J.

Michael, Alexander.

Division No. 125 , Belleville, Ill.

McTigue, John ...

Division No. 194, New Orleans, La.

Cieutat, Severin .

Hallom, P, R..

DivisionNo. 199, Ottumwa , Iowa

Carr, Byron ..

Division No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .

Anderson, John G ...

Barnes, Norman E..

Berthold, Otto

Broberg , Emil O.W.

Cloney, John T..

Curtis, Caleb .

Fick , Wilmot A.

Fitzgerald , Martin .

Fyffe, Robert .

Godic, Anthony .

Hamilton, Alexander W.

Holmberg, John M ...

Jantz, August ..

Johnson , Gustaf A.
Lyster, George ..

Mahoney. James

Miller, John ..

Naughton , Malachi
Olsen, Charles J..

Peterson , Charles .

Roche, James .

Stolp , August .

Urban , James.

Van Huben, John B.

West, Andrew H..

Division No. 253, Quincy, Mass.

Thoms, James R ....

Division No. 265 , San Jose, Calif.

Trousdell, Joseph W ..

Wright, Frank E ..

Division No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio
Akson , Frank .

Bankerd, John C..
McDougall, James .
Schultz , John .

Spaulding, Dan ..

Division No. 281, New Haven , Cona .
Cuneen, Martin ..

Division No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.

McCarthy, Jerry ..

Division No. 302, Marinette, Wis.
Mostad , John ..

Division No. 308, Chicago , Ill .
Ecklund, John .

Grosser,Julius, Reinhold .

Division No. 382 , SaltLake City , Utah
Sutton , Luther Baxter

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

300.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800.00

800,00

800.00

800.00

Division No. 398, Boise, Idaho

Scott, M. P.....
800.00

Division No. 441,Des Moines, Iowa

Boylan, John M... 800.00
Weller, Amos... 800.00

Division No. 470 , Franklin , Pa .

Porter, William D....
800.00

Total Old Age Benefits .. $ 48,000.00

Total death , disability and old age benefits

paid during the six months from the
Benefit Fund amounted to .. $ 409,691.60

Duringthesix months' period, therewere

528 death , 14 disability and 60 old age

claims paid , making a total of 602

claims.

“ Enrollment of Memberg"

" During the six months 'period covered by

this report 4984 members have been enrolled

and certificates granted to the same.'

" Agreements "

“ During this term 74 agreements have been

renewed ; 7 carried increases and 4 received a

reduction , makinga total of 85 agreements

closed this six months' term ."

“ Strikes and Lockouts"

“ During this term active strikes involved

the membership of fourLocal Divisions.

“ Division No. 165, Girardville, Pa., sus

pended work September 29, 1927,as reported

at your last meeting . At the close of this

report, July 31, 1928 ,there has been no change

in that situation . Later, Locals uponthese

same properties , Divisions Nos. 118 ,Potts

ville, Pa. , and 433, Lansford, Pa., suspended

work on the morning of January 6, 1928, under

the endorsement of this Board. A report upon

the cause of this strike was submitted to the

last meeting. It was the same cause that re

sulted inthe suspension of work of the mem

bers of Division No. 165. These two latter

Divisions were out five months. Under the

settlement the members were returned to

work on the 1927 wage scale and to be re

placed in employment as soon as the lines

were placed in operation.

" The Star Motor Bus employes' branchof

Division No. 26, with headquarters at Bir

mingham , Mich ., was organized in March,

On the morning of March 22, members were

dismissed for joining the Union. This was

recognized as a lockout and suspension of

work occurred the morning of March 22, in

volving ninety -three members. This lockout

lasted twenty-four hours, when, upon infor

mation reaching the general manager of the

D. U.R. properties, asettlement was reached,

providing for the reinstatement of the dis

charged men and recognition of their right to

organization.

“ Arbitrations"

" At the close of the last Board report there

were three arbitrationcases pending. Two of

these have been closed and the manner of ad.

justment is here given . Five new arbitration

cases and two mediation cases were reported

to the General Office during this six months'

term , of which two arbitration cases and one

mediation case have been closed, leaving four

arbitrations and one mediation still pending

at the close of this audit period, July 31, 1928 .

The arbitration and mediation cases are as

follows:

" Arbitration involving the members of

Division No. 600 , Waltham , Mass., was penda

Continued on page 29
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EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

W. D. MAHON .. International President

WM . B. FITZGERALD .First Vice - President

P. J. O'BRIEN . Second Vice-President

W. S.McCLENATHAN . Third Vice- President

P. J. MCGRATH . Fourth Vice -President

JAMES LARGAY .. Fifth Vice- President

JOHN B. WILEY . Sixth Vice- President

M. J. MURRAY . Seventh Vice -President

JOHN M. PARKER Eighth Vice-President

CHARLES H. CLARK Ninth Vice - President
ROBT, B. ARMSTRONG . Tenth Vice - President

ABE L. SPRADLING . . Eleventh Vice -President
GEORGE DURAND Twelfth Vice -President
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Correspondents will please addressall communica

tions for publication to R. L. REEVES, Editor.
Subscriptions payable to w .D. Mahon, President.

SUBSCRIPTION
Per Annum $ 0.75 . Single Copies 10 cents

ASSOCIATION

Articles of Constitution

Section 1. The objects of this Association shall be

to organize_Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a high plane

of intelligence, efficiency and skill; toencourage the
formation in Division associations of Sick Benefit

Funds ; to establish schools of instruction and ex
amination for imparting a practical knowledge of

modern and improved methods and systems of trans
portation and trade matters generally; to encourago

the settlement of all disputes between employer and

employes by arbitration; to secure employment and

adequate pay for ourwork; to reduce the hours of
daily labor and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social conditions.

Unsigned communications cannot be published.

Namesof correspondentswill not appear with their

products unlessby specialpermission of the corre:

spondent. Matter of publication should be in not

later than the 2nd of the month ,and should be
written on one side of the paper.

Along this

Information has come to the General Office labor, regardless ofwhat party to which they

upon the late death of Mrs. Fred Schultz, the may be affiliated. It is the logical and reason

esteemed wife of Brother Fred Schultz, able attitude for the wage workers. Vote for

President and Business Agent of Division the friends of organized wage workers. Where

No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio . Mrs. Schultz's the candidates are all friends of a nature , 80

death occurred Saturday, September 22. A far as labor is concerned there can be ao

few days previous she sustained fatal injuries choice, there can be very little concern as to

in an automobile accident in Cleveland. which of those candidates maybe elected . In

Brother Schultz is a well known representative most cases, however, there is achoice .

of the Association, having attended several

conventions in which he actively participated Let the wage workers not think for a

in the construction of the laws of this Associa moment that the enemies of organized labor

tion. This publication extends to Brother are not anxious to electto political influential

Schultz the profound sympathy of the entire positions men and women who will not favor

membership of the Amalgamated Association the organized labor movement,

in this hourof his sad bereavement. line antagonists of organized labor are non

partisan and direct their votes in the interest

The Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way of those candidates in whom they have con

Employes held their annual convention in fidence will not favor the American labor

Detroit this year. The opening, day was movement. Therefore, organized labor is not

September 10. ' International President 'W. D. the only institution connected with industires

Mahon was present at the opening and that is non-partisan . The antagonists of

extended a welcome to the convention on the organized labor are non- partisan and they will

part of the Detroit labor movement. Other seek to elect candidates to office in whom they

opening speakers were President William can depend for assistance in destroying

Greenof the A. F. of L.; Secretary John J. organized labor, regardless of what party to

Scannell of the Michigan Federation of Labor which they may belong. As a matter of fact,

and Councilman Robert Ewald of Detroit. this element tries to control both old parties.

Vice-President Matthew Woll of the A. F. of That is the ambition thatleadsthe antagonists

L. was also a visitor at the convention.
of the organized labor movement.

President Mahon states that the convention

was impressive of good intent and progress of Just what credit does the union -smashing

the Maintenance of Way Brotherhood . advocate expectfromthe publicin general as

applying to industrial conditions? Is the

This is a time when the votes of organized average merchant naturallythe man who con

wage workers and their friends are being much tributes to low wages, long hours and the

sought by candidates of various political building up of unemployment ? It is hardly

parties. This is the period of the presidential to be so presumed . Yet, how manymerchants

election . The American labor movement has of industrial communities favor organized

taken a non-partisan attitude, which means labor? The answer is that all of them should,

an invitation to all organized wage workers as there is no other elementin industrial com

and their friends to vote for thefriends of munities aside from the American labor
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movement that endeavors to establish and unionman and thatif he lost that job, it would

maintain fairwages and employment privilege, be difficult for him to get another. Therefore,

and, naturally, good wages makes more it is real fear that causesthe non -union wage

business for the merchant . The man who worker to remain non-union , and that fearis

receives good wages and regular employment imposed by the non-union , cheap wage

is a far more meritorious patron than the man employer.

who received low wages , and by working long

hours lessens the privilege of employment. In reading extracts from campaign speeches

Who else of industrial communities have an made by candidates for office of the two old

interest in wages aside from the wage workers, political parties, can there be observed an

themselves, and the merchants? Naturally, appeal on thepart of those candidates for wage

this may be answered in only one way - the workers to remain unorganized ? Do those

non -union low wage employment element. candidates make condemnatory remarks about

There are but few others of an industrial organized labor ? Read their speeches and

community aside from the wage workers, you will observe no statement included in

employers and merchants. There are, of them condemning organized labor or advocat

course, a few bankers, doctors and lawyers, ing non -unionism . It is true that many of the

but they are not many when compared with candidates avoid discussing that question in

the aggregate of the community comprising their political speeches. What would be

wage workers, commercial men and employers. thought of the candidate, who , in seeking

support ofthe voters would urge wage workers

A vigorous purpose of organized wage to remain non-union . What would be thought

workers is to establish and maintain fair of the candidate for office who would urge

wages, and that means a wage in excess of a wage workers to work for low wages and work

mere living wage, and this element- the long hours in employment ? Yet there are

organized wage workers — know that one of candidates who seek other subjects to discuss

the means of establishing and maintaining fair in an endeavor to delude the wage workers

wages is to use an endeavor to establish and or a multitude of voters . They point out

maintain employment privilege. That cannot other subjects and discuss them in a way to

be done by working
ng hours. The shorter lead the wage-working voter to lay aside his

work -day extends employment. Is it impos ambition for reasonably fair wages and work

şible to impress upon the non-union man that ing conditions. And the wage workers are a

he, himself, is dependable upon organized considerable proportionof thevoting populace

wage workers for the privilege of employment of industrial communities. The strong ele

at reasonably fair wages ? It would seem that ment that bids to make industry a success,

their mental ability would cause them to seize that bids to establish and maintain good

a full understanding of what is to their markets, is that element of the populace known

advantage, thus seek membership in their as the organized wage workers . Can anyone

craft organization. Why is it that there really dispute that ?

exists a multitude of non -union men?

Craft organizations of wage workers assemble

A non-union bus operator was recently their delegates in what are known as trades

asked why he and his associates upon a and labor councils, central labor bodies,

system did not organize. It was a non -union building trades councils and state federations

employing bus company for whom this of labor. These federated bodies are con

employe was working. His reply was that he structed for the sole purpose of sustaining and

didn'twant to pay money into a labor union. building up organized labor. That is the

Was that the reason whythis employe and his incentive that led to their establishment from

associates did not seek to establish an organiza the fact that there exists mutual concern in

tion upon that system ? That was an excuse. the various trades. What are these central

The employes upon that system know that trades and labor councils supposed to do in the

they are receiving much less wages and more way of building up and extending organized

arduous working conditions thanprevail upon labor and establishing better wages and

bus properties that are organized. For conditions in employment for wage workers?

instance, the organized wage workers upon They are supposed to sustain their friends in

transportation systems are receiving from one preference to their enemies. Who are the

to three dollars per day more wages than is enemies of organized labor. Are they not the

beingreceived by thoseupon non-union trans non -union employing concerns? Are we, as

poration systems. This onetothree dollars organized wage workers, through our central

per day wages in excess of the non-union wage trades and labor councils, to contribute to the

accords to the union wage worker a very sustenance of unfair, non -union employing

pleasing privilege to pay dues into his union concerns ? Our work in central trades and

that amounts for the month less than the labor councils is to extend the endeavor to

increased wagesfor one day.Thatnon -union patronize the fair union employing concerns.

man, it would seem , cannot fail to know that We are not soorganized to assist in extending

by being organized he would receivefrom $ 300 patronage and advantages to the unfair , non

to $ 1000 per year more in wages and that his union , cheap wage employing concerns. А

working conditions would be so improved that big element among employing concerns are

it would extend employment uponthe system . transportation enterprises. Which trans

With that non-union man it wasn'taquestion portation institution , as between the fair

ofpaying money into a labor union that employing concern and the unfair employing

debarredhimand his associates from organiz concern, is organized labor going to support

ing. It was the deadening fear withwhich he and assist in obtaining patronage and privi

was impressed , knowing thathe was a non leges? And there are many industrialcom
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munities into which unfair employing trans
FROM LATE REPORTS OF

portation concerns have crept and are yet INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

creeping. Are they creeping intoyour com

munity ? Are there unorganized bus and International President W. D. Mahon at

street car properties being operated in your Boston, Mass. was successful in assisting

community ? If so, is not this question one Division No. 589.in obtaining a renewal of

which should be brought before your central agreement with desired changes. The con

trades and labor council? None of such summating of this agreement required several

concernscan operatewithout privileges from successive conferences with the manager of the

the public. None of them can successfully property and reports on respective conferences

operate without patronage. It is within the to the Local Division . An important factor

power of organized wage workers, through obtained in the new agreement was a new sec

their central trades and labor organizations, tion providing a week's vacation with pay.

to do much in bringing about a fairness After completing this work, President Mahon

in employment on the part of what are returned to theGeneral Office, where he took

known unorganized transporta up and disposed of subjects awaiting his

tion systems. The non - union transpor personal review . Amongthe matters called to

tation system is a union -smasher. It will his attention wasthe subject of ignoring the

remain a union -smasher, until it is converted agreement conditions upon the Detroit,

into a fair employing property. Such con. Jackson & Chicago Railway on the part of the

cerns are not interested in electing the friends newly appointed Receiver in respect to the
of labor and defeating the enemies of labor in wage section of the agreement. The provisions

seeking legislative and executive positions. of the wage agreement were wholly ignored
Such concerns are interested in the election of by the new Receiver, who, without respect to

the enemies and defeating of the friends of the agreement, cut wages to trainmen six

organized labor. Such concerns must have cents perhour. The agreement exists between

privileges, permits, etc. from the public for Division No. 111 of Ypsilanti, Mich ., and the

successfuloperation. Organized labor is a big employing property. Notonly were the wagęs
element of the public. Let's make it bigger cut six cents per hour, butthe new Receiver is

by using our endeavors to convert all unfair ignoring the dead-headand overtimeprovisions

employing concerns into union employing of the agreement. The case was appealed,

concerns. Let's use our endeavors along that informally, to the Federal Judge who appoint
line and thus extend the trade union move ed the Receiver, but the Judge took the

ment, position that, as the case was not formally

placed before him, he could not render a

Brother Herbert A. Meeker of Division decision. By instructions of President Mahon

No. 26, Detroit, Mich . , was a recent visitor the case is now formally beforethe Court who

at the General Office of the Association . appointed the Receiver, and the Federal

Brother Meeker, sick for several months from Judge has fixed October 29 as the date for a

an internal condition , was compelled to enter hearing. This case has continued in attempts

the Pierce World Sanitarium in Buffalo for an at correction since the date of the violation of

internal operation. He had become so con the agreement, which was June 16. It will be

ditioned physically that his friends were in observed that thehearing will occur somefour

grave doubt of his continuance in this life. and one-half months following the violation of

Fortunately , the operation hesustained in the the agreement. There wasalso brought to

Buffalo hospital was completely successful and the attention of President Mahon the matter

Brother Meeker is, today , in appearance a of seniorityof members formerly employed by

man of fine healthful condition . He will be the Detroit United Railwayupon the Wyan

remembered by the many delegates that dotte Division. The Wyandotte suburban

attended the biennial conventions of this line running from Detroitto Wyandotte has

Association . He served for many years as an been taken over for operation by the Detroit

officer of Division No. 26, including several Street Railway Commission. The subject

terms as chief executive. Brother Meeker has brought to the attention of President Mahon

passed the age of seventy -one year, but his was relative to the seniority rights of these

friends believe, now, that he will continue for former D. U. R. employes in the matter of

many years yet as an active member of the their following their work , in that the

Association, Wyandotte suburban line is now consolidated

upon the board of what is known as the West

PAINTERS WINNING FIVE DAY WEEK Fort Street line of the city street railway.

Upon being approachedupon this subject, the
Lafayette, Ind .,- “Wehave 62,500 members management of the Detroit Street Railway

or approximately one-half of the Brotherhood held thatthepresent operation ofthesuburban

of Painters, working on a five-day basis ,' line to Wyandotte is experimental; therefore,

reports George F. Hedrick , general president the subjectofseniorityas applying to those

of that organization . men is being deferred to awaitthe result ofthe

" Within a few years the five-day week in experiment. At Toronto, Ont., the subject of

our trade will be universal. Wherever this arbitration of agreement conditionsby the

system has been established it has proven Toronto Street Railway Commission and

satisfactory to employer and employed . Division No. 113 has continued in the way of

“ No better method has been devised to meet selecting a third arbitrator for sometime. The

new conditions that machineryſ and labor. case was under the immediate direction of

saving devices have created .” International Vice-President JohnM.Parker,

The casewasreported ina nature thatrequired

Grow or go . -Forbes Magazine the presence in Toronto of International

1
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President W. D. Mahon. He thereupon went Tenth International Vice - President Robert

to Toronto , where there is also being held the B. Armstrong attended the Indiana State

annual convention of the Canadian Trades Federation of Labor Convention, which, this

Congress, several sessions of which he has year, was held at Evansville, Ind . Per his

attended. Atthe close of this report, Septem- report of September 15, the State Federation

ber 24, President Mahon had returned to the of Labor Convention passed a resolution in

General Office, where he was giving his atten recognition of the unfair conditions existing in

tion to the general affairs of the Association . Indianapolis as applying to the organization of

the trainmen working upon theIndianapolis

First International Vice-President Wm. B. street railway system . The resolution wasan

Fitzgerald is in attendance at the convention awakening on the part of the entire state labor

of the British Trades Congress held in Swansea, movement relative to the Indianapolis situa

Wales. He is representing as a delegate the tion . He reports that Division No. 976 of

American Federation of Labor. Indianapolis is progressing in organization

extension work .

Second International Vice-President P. J.

O'Brien, at Boston , Mass., attended a special General Ececutive Board Member Edw .

meeting of Division No. 589 that was held McMorrow , it is pleasing, to report, has

duringthe course of agreement negotiations recovered from the illness with which he was

with the employing property under thedirec affilicted as resultant from blood poisoning

tion of the International President.At Provi from an injury to his hand. Immediately upon

dence, R.I. he was in advisement with Division recovering to a state of healthpermitting it,

No. 618 upon the question of organization he returned to St. Louis, Mo., where he

extension . At Hartford, Conn ., he attended a assisted Division No. 788 upon grievance

meeting of Division No. 692, where the sub matters arising relative to the shifting of line

ject of consolidation of that Division with headquarters from one barn to another,

Division No. 425 was under discussion. Per creating a condition relative to seniority. He is

his report of September 15 , Division No. 692 also assisting the Local in preparation for

voted to continue without consolidation with arbitration of wages , which, per his report of

Division No. 425, which is composed of the September 14, has been set for arbitration

trainmen employed upon the Hartford street October 3.

railway line.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, at

Fourth International Vice -President P. J. Quebec, Que. , is rendering assistance to

McGrath visited Mars, Pa. , where he advised Division No. 985 , in association with A. F.

with Division No. 678 upon a question that of L. Organizer A. Bastien. This Local was

had arisen with that Local relative to freight instituted by Organizer Bastien. Following

service . Per his report of September 7, the case its institution, themanagementof the property

was pending dismissed forty -one members, contending that

it has a closed shop agreement with a Catholic

Fifth International Vice-President James Union that prohibits employment of any.

Largay, perhis report of August25, attendeda thing but members of that union. Per his

meeting of Division No. 669, Auburn , N. Y. , report of September 9,petition had been made

where an election took place to complete the for the appointment of a conciliation board to

board of officers of that Local, vacancies upon determine upon the situation . Pending the

which had resulted from certain of the mem arrival of the conciliation board at Quebec,

bers leaving the service. He reports the Local Board Member Sinclair attended the Canadian

nowto be fully officered and officiating in good Trades Congress Convention , at Toronto ,

shape. Ont. , where he was a delegate at large from the

Amalgamated Association.

Eighth International Vice -President John

M. Parker, at Toronto , Ont. , is assisting G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , at Boston,

Division No. 113 upon agreement work. The Mass. , associated with International President

subjects of the agreement have been sub W. D. Mahon, G. E. B. Member John H.

mitted for arbitration . Due to the delay in the Reardon, International Vice -President P. J

creation of a third arbitrator ,upon his request O'Brien and the officers of Division No.

InternationalPresident W. D.Mahon visited 589 upon the procedure of conferences rel.

Toronto . With President Mahon, Vice -Presi ativeto obtaining a renewal of the agreement

dentParkerattendedmeetings of theCanadian of Division No. 589. Later he visited York,

Trades Congress Convention, which is being Pa . , where he assisted Division No. 858 in

held in Toronto this year. He also tookpart preparation of a new agreement for submis

ina conferencewith theHydro-Electric Com sion to the employing property . While there,

mission accompanied by President George he attended and addressed a meeting of

Bennett and theAgreement Committeeof
Division No. 858. On Labor Day he servod as

Division No. 616, Windsor, Ont. This confer chief marshall of the Labor Day parade at

encewas relative to a wage agreement being Scranton, Pa. , in which some more than five

negotiated by the Windsor Local with the thousand trade unionists participated . Per

Hydro Commission which has charge of the his report ofSeptember 16 , he was assisting

operation of the Windsor property . Per his DivisionNo. 268, Cleveland, Ohio , in extension

report of September 12, the third arbitrator of organization work.

upon the arbitration board being created in

Toronto in the interest of Division No. 113 G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon , at

and the employing property had not yet been Providence, R. I., assisted Division No. 618 in
chosen .

the adjustment of a seniority case in confer

1
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ence with the managementof the property. hour for bus operators. Later he was dis

At Boston he associated with BoardMember
patched to Birmingham ,Ala. , where, per his

Shea, Vice- President P. J. O'Brien and Inter report of September 15, he was assisting

national President W. D.Mahon in advisement Division No. 725 in the adjustment of a

upontheagreement situation affecting Divis- seniority dispute resulting from the consolida

ion No. 589. He assisted Division No. 174, tion of lines .

Fall River, Mass., in an adjustment of a local

grievance. At Lowell, Mass ., he assisted G. E. B. Member Fred A. Hoover, at Fort

DivisionNo. 280 upon a grievance case involv William and Port Arthur, Ont. , assisted

ing the dismissal of a member by the employing Division No. 966 upon wageagreement work.

property. At Manchester, N. H. , in conference The wagewasultimately submitted for arbi

with the management of the property in an tration before Rev.Hugh R. Grant, as presid

endeavor to restore a member to employment, ing arbitrator; Mr. A. G. Seaman,repre

who had been dismissed from the transporta senting the Street Railway Commission, and

tion department, he was successful in obtain Mr. Fred E. Moore, representing Division

ing re -employment for the member in another No. 966. Per his report of September 15, the

department of the property. He reports that award has been granted, which established

Divisions Nos. 22, Worcester, and 448, wage rates at 62 %2c per hour for the first 6

Springfield , Mass., are renewing their old months servicemen ; 5742c per hour for second

agreement for another year. At Worcester 6 months service men, and 62c per hour to

he was in advisement with the officers and those of more than one year of service. These

members of Division No. 22 relative to a rates are one -man car operator rates. Over

seniority question, which developed through time is paid at the rate of time and one- half.

the suspension of two trackmen from work on

the Worcester division of the Worcester street AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

railway system . These two men were laid off CONVENTION CALL

in accordance with seniority in employment

uponthe Worcester division. Theyhad pre The Executive Council of the American

viously served as trackmen upon the Leo Federation of Labor has issued the call for the

minster division, which was abandoned, and 1928 Federation of Labor Convention .

they were transferred to the Worcester divis
The convention will convene this year, in

ion . TheLocal and company took the position New Orleans, La. , November 19.

that their seniority should date from the

time they entered employment upon the

" New problems arising out of industrial

Worcester division . These two men have sued

development present themselves for con

Division No. 22 for damage upon the charge

sideration, analysis and solution," says the

council in urging unions to be represented.
that they lost out through the Local. The

“ Naturally, these problems affect the well

agreement of the Local with the employing being and happinessofall working people.

company provides that where men are laid off

through lack of employment, the latest men

Let us present labor's formula as a remedyfor

industrial ills and social injustice. We can do

employed upon the division upon which they
this in an impressive and effective way if all

areemployed shall be the ones to be laid off in
organizations affiliated with the A. F. of L.

proportionto seniority in the service . Per his
are fully represented.

report of September 15th , the wage arbitra
“ You will be benefited by being there and

tion case involving the members of Division
the labor movement will be helped by your

No. 174, Fall River, Mass ., and fourteen
associate Locals with the Eastern Massachu presence , your counsel and your service .”

Calls have also been issued for annual

settsRailway system was in progress. The

Locals are being assisted in presenting the

conventions in the same city by the Building

Trades, the Metal Trades and the Union

case by Board Member Reardon.
Label Trades Departments of the A. F. of L.

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt, at Ottawa,

The delegates who will represent the

I11 . , is assisting Division No. 916 upon agree

A. A. of S. &E. R. E. of A. , at the A. P. ofL.

Convention are International President W. D.
ment work. He has also under his advisement

agreement work in the interest of Division
Mahon ; Pres.Wm. Quinlan of Div .241,

No. 228, Joliet, Ill ., as applying to bus opera

Chicago, Ill.; G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea;

tion . With President George Brereton of

Division No. 228, he has heldseveral confer
" I don't know where the first open shop

ences with the manager upon this subject. Per movement or company union got its start, but

his report of September 8, both the Ottawa wherever it was, no right-thinking citizen is

and Joliet cases were in conference stage. going to boast about his city being responsible

for its origin. A body of short-sighted em ;

G. E. B. Member Wm. F.Welch, at Cum ployers dedicated to the idea of low wages and

berland , Md. , assisted Division No. 358 upon inhuman working conditions is not an asset

organization extension work asapplying to to any community.'

bus operation . He was later dispatched to --Mayor I. N. Ragsdale of Atlanta , Ga.

Wichita, Kansas, where, per his report of

September 18, he is assisting Division No. 794 The Illinois State Federation of Labor Con

upon agreement work. The Local is seeking vention , this year, will be held at Herrin, Ill .,

an increase in wage for bus operators. and will convene November 9.

G. L. B.Member James B. Lawsoa reports Pitiful indeed are we if we foel not one spark

from Sapulpa, Okla ., that Division No. 892

has obtained an increase of three certs per

of the God -like in us.

-Forbes Magazine
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JAMES DUNCAN YET A LIVING

EXAMPLE

law placing Mexico under the same quota we

maintain against white Europe ?

loro a

s pret

BOI

The granite that James Duncan shaped as a OBTAIN VACATION WITH PAY

craftsman was emblematic of his life .

The late A. F. of L. first vice-president was International President W. D. Mahon

the last active trade unionist of that small assisted Division No. 589, Boston , Mass ., in

band of mariners who launched the A. F. of negotiations for renewal of the agreement that

L. nearly half a century ago. existed to July 1 of this year.

Since then the frail bark has developed Conferences led to a change in the final sec

into weather -beaten institution whose tion of the agreement to providethat:

principles are woveninto the consciousness of "This agreement and the provisions thereof

millions ofwage workers.
shall continue in force and be binding upon

James Duncan was steadfast in his trade therespective parties hereto until the first day

union philosophy. The greater the storm the of July , 1929, and from year to year thereafter

straighter did " Jim " Duncan's flag fly above unless changed by the parties hereto ."

the tumult. The important change in the agreement that

He was unflinching in the belief that was sought by Division No. 589 was the privi

workers could develop their lives only through lege of a vacation with pay . Conferences

voluntary organization and education. He finally led to the acceptance by the Company

never swerved from this belief that was often of this change in the agreement . This change

almost engulfed by numberless programs and in the agreement provided for the addition of

plans offered workers in the early history of a new section numbered Section 113 and which

the A. F. of L. section reads:

He was uncompromising for his principle, " All employes of the Company included in

was generous to defeated foes and was a pai
the classifications contained in Part Five of

to friends whom he always held . this agreement who are members of the Asso.

His world grasp of social problems threw ciation and who have been continuously in the

him in contact with rulers of state , but he employ of the Company one year, shall be

was the same " Jim " Duncan to those with granted one week's vacation each calendar

whom he struggled for a better day. year, beginning January 1, 1919, with pay at

His life is an inspiration to every trade the fat rate of their regular classification, as

unionist who admires character and con specified in said Part Five of this agreement.

viction . Such moral strength and certainty of " Vacations shall be assigned at the direction

purpose is essential in an age that is too prone of the Company at such times during the year

to do homage to the panderer who would as can , in its judgment, be best arranged with .
divide when he fails to conquer. outdetriment to the service.

He died at the age of 71 years, but will for “ Employes substituting for vacations shall

ever stand as an example for emulation.
receive only the rate of their regular position.

" Employes absent from work more than

WHAT IMMIGRATION MEANS
twenty -eight (28) days during the preceding

calendar year shall not be entitled to a vaca

By C. M. Goethe tion . "

Part Five of the new agreement embraces

Three hundred twenty-two automobiles the classification of employes to whom the

filled with Mexican laborers and families vacation period with pay applies. This Part

passed northward over one Southern Calia Five embraces Surface Line motormen and

fornia highway DURING ONE WEEK conductors , Rapid Transit Lines mutormen,

recently . This is exclusive of Mexican pas yard motormen , guards, yard guards, one -man

sengers in auto stages and in trains. The rail car operators , bus drivers, gatemen , collectors,

roads sometimes carry them in carload lots. train clerks, change distributors , etc.

The peons ' names were often safety -pinned to The wage provision of the new agreement

their sombreros. One of our fieldworkers asked continues the old rates of wages for another

Jose Sanchez, driving one fourth -hand seven year, which are as follows :

passenger, how manychildren he hadbrought
Motormen and conductors on Surface Lines,

The reply was " once" ( 11 ) . Pablo Gon first 3 months of service, 59 8c per hour; next

zales had " nueve" (9 ). Pedro Alvarado's 9 months of service , 65 ac per hour; to those

brood numbered " ocho" (8) . Juan Garcia's of more than one year of service, 75c per hour.

were " diez" ( 10 ) . Here is an average of plus 9. Motormen on Rapid Transit Lines, 7860

An Anglo -Saxon complained that, on his

little farm , in competition with Mexicans, he Rapid Transit yard motormen , 82c per

coud afford to bring only 3 kiddies into the bour.

world . We computed that, at the 3 rate, he Yard guards, 80c per hour.

might have 27 great grandchildren. At a nine Transportation train guards, first 3 months

child rate, any of above named Mexicans of service, 59% 8c per hour; next 9 months of

would average 729 great grandchildren . service, 65 %6c per hour; to those of more than

If one week's automobiles carried 322 fami one year of service, 75c per hour.

lies and if the train and stage influx was the One-man car operators and bus drivers

same, at such a 9 average, we have admitted receive, for first 3 months of service , 69c

the forbears of 469,476 peons to compete for per hour; for the next 9 months of service,

food with 17,388 great grandchildren from a 75%c per hour; to those of mure than one year

similar present -day American group. With of service, 85c per hour .

this mass movement over The Border, dare Overtime is paid at the rate of time and one

America delay any longer the enactment of a half.

HI

in.

per hour.
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Mass. on Monday, September 17th, at 2:30

P.JM.

James Duncan was born in Scotland, May 5,

1857. He was a pioneer of the organized labor

movement and a granite cutter by trade. He

was Secretary of the New York branch of

Granite Cutters in 1881 ; of the Baltimore

branch in 1884.

In March 1895 he was elected General

President of the Granite Cutters' Inter

national Association and held that position

continuously until July, 1923. In 1900 he led

the successful strike in the granite cutting

industry for the eight-hour day.

He was a delegate to the conventions of the

American Federation of Labor from 1886.

He was elected Second Vice - President of the

American Federation of Labor in 1894 at the

convention held in Denver, Colorado. Four

years later he was elected First Vice - President

and has since continuously served in that

office. In 1898 he served as A. F. of L, fraternal

delegate to the British Trade Union Congress.

In 1911 he represented the American Fed

eration of Labor at the meeting of the Inter

national Secretariat held at Budapest, Hun

gary .

In 1913 he was selected as one of the five

United States Commissioners to investigate

and report on the subject of workmen's com

pensation,

In 1917 he was appointed by President

Wilson with five others as envoy extraordinary

LATE BROTHER JAMES DUNCAN on a diplomatic mission to Russia .

In 1919 he was appointed by President

James Duncan, First Vice-President of the Wilson as a member of the American Labor

American Federationof Labor, died at his
Mission to the Peace Conference in Paris.

home at Wollaston, Quincy, Mass., Friday , He is survived by his widow , who has the

September 14th , at11 A. M. Funeral services deep sympathy of the entire American Labor

were held at the Masonic Temple, Quincy, movement.

1

!

1

1

In Memoria m

days, that a copy of this resolution be sent to the be

reavedfamily, that a copy besent to the MOTORMAN

CONDUCTORANDMOTORCOACHOPERATOR for publica

tion, and acopy enteredon the minutes of this meeting

D. L. STEWARD ,

H. J. McMICHAEL,

Res. Com .

By Div. No. 624, Buffalo , N. Y.

1

By Division No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His supreme

powerand wisdom , has removed from our midst our

beloved brother,H.W.Pardee; and

Whereas: We deeply feel that we have lost a true ,

loyalandbelovedmember, and thatworeds cannot

alleviate the grief of his loved ones, but we believe it will

be a consolation for them to know that we are pro

foundly saddened by the passing of our brother; there
fore, be it

Resolved : That the members of Division 282 , A. A.

of S.andE. R. E. of A., extend to the bereaved family

our heartfelt sympathy and that these resolutionsbe
spread upon the minutes ofour Local; be it further

Resolved ; That, as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped fora period

ofthirty days and a copyoftheseresolutionsbesent

to thebereaved widow and published in the Motorman,

Conductorand Motor Coach Operator .

September 18 E. N.DWYER , Pres.,

W.H. RUSSELL, Fin. Secy.

JOS. BLAKER, Rec. Secy .

By Div . No. 770, Mobile , Ala .

Whereas: The Supreme Ruler of the Universe has

takenfrom this life our fellow worker, Brother Edward
A. Lett,and

Whereas: We bow in humble submission to Him who

kaoweth best ,yetwe feel it will be a consolationforhis

bereaved family to know thatfaithfulfriendsand

brothers extend to them their heartfelt sympathy;
therefore be it

Resolved. That as a markof respect to ourdeparted

brother, we drape our charter for a period of thirty

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father has called to the

Great Beyond our dear brother, Edward Wolfe, in

whose deathwe have lost afaithfulbrother; therefore,
be it

Resolved : That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother our charter bedraped for thirty days;

that we express our deepest sympathytothebereaved

widow and family and that this expressionof sorrow be

published in The Motorman , Conductor and Motor
Coach Operator.

September 3, 1928Q Attest : Jacob F. Gernold,

Secretary

By Div. No. 624, Buffalo , N. Y.

Whereas: God , in His infinite wisdom , who knows and

seesall things best, has seen fit to call from among us

tohisheavenlyhomeour belovedandfaithfulbrother,

John S.Bauld, thathemayenjoythe rest well carned

through his loyal service on thisearth ; therefore, be it

Resolved: That we, the members of Div. No. 624,
A. A. ofs . and E.R. E. of A., take this means of

expressing our sincere and earnest sympathy to tho
bereavedfamily .
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Resolved : That these resolutions be forwarded to

the bereaved family andpublished in The Motorman,
Conductor and Motor Coach Operator .

September 3 Attest : Jacob F. Gernold ,

Secretary

and that copy of same be entered on the minutes

of our meeting.

H. C. Morgan,

J. A. Heck ,

P. Furey ,

Committee,

By Div. No. 448 , Springfield , Mass.

By Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite mercy

and wisdom has called to his eternal home our late

brother , Ira F. Paddock , in whose death wehave lost a

true and loyal brother , his widow and family a loving

husband and father and the company an efficient and

faithful employe ; therefore, be it

Resolved: That the members of Division No. 448
extend to the bereaved widow and family sincere sym

pathy and share with them in their sad bereavement ;
further

Resolved : That as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brotherour charterbe draped for a period of

thirty days, a copy ofthese resolutions spread on the
minutes of our meeting and a copy forwarded to the

bereaved widowand family; also that these resolutions
be published in our official journal ,

M. J. Hennessey,

E. A. Raleigh ,

J. P. Coughlin,

J. W. Leonard,

Com.

Whereas : Almighty God , in His power and wisdom

has seen fit to suddenly remove from our ranks our

beloved friend and brother, Daniel O'Leary , and

Whereas: Brother O'Leary was a true and faithful

member of our Division, whom we will miss from our

ranks for time to come; therefore, be it
Resolved : That we convey to the family of our

deceased brother our profound sympathy in this, their

hour of sorrow, and further

Resolved: That acopy of these resolutions be spread

upon the minutes of our regular meeting, a copy for
warded to the bereaved family and that they be pub .
lished in our official magazine, and, as a token of respect

to our departed brother, our charter be draped for a
period of thirty days.

M. J. Hennessey ,

E. A. Raleigh,

J. P. Coughlin ,

J. W. Logard .

Com ,

By Div . No. 054, Hubbard , Ohio By Division No. 682, Fort Wayne, Ind .

Whereas : It has been the wisdom of the Supreme

Ruler of the Universe to remove from among us by

death our late Brother and President of our Local,

Brother M. J. Shevlin , and

Whereas: The members of Division No. 654, A. A. of

S. and E. R. E. of A. wish to join in an expression of

sincere sympathy and friendship to the bereaved family

in their great sorrow ; therefore, be it

Resolved: That our charter be draped in mourning

in memory of our late Brother M. J. Shevlin for thirty
days. Further

Resolved : That we forward the bereaved family an

expression of our profound sympathy and sadness in

this hour of theirdistress and thata copy of this resolu

tion be spread on the minutes of the Local, also a copy

be forwarded to theMotorman , Conductor and Motor

Coach Operator for publication .

Walter Algoe,

Archie DeVassie

J. W. Aldrich

By Division No. 779, Sioux City , Iowa

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in His infinite

wisdom has seen fit to remove from our midst our late

brothers , James Bell, Frank B. Starner and Lewis
Easterday ; therefore, be it :

Resolved: That the members of Division No. 682

go on record as extendingto their bereaved families
our heartfelt sympathy; and further

Resolved : To show our respect for our departed

brothers, our charter be draped for a period of thirty

days and that a copy of these resolutions besent tothe

bereaved families and published in the Motorman,

Conductor and Motor Coach Operator.

G. L. JONES ,

W. D.FOUTZ ,

Commttee.

BY DIV. NO . 713 , MEMPHIS, TENN.

Whereas: Our Heavenly Father, in His supreme

power and wisdom, has removed from our midst

our esteemed brother, Jacob Klarman ; and

Whereas : We feel that we have lost a true and

loyal member and that words cannot alleviate the

grief of his loved ones, but believe it will be a con

solation for them toknow that we are saddened by

the passing of our beloved brother; therefore, be it

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 779,

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., extend to the be.

reaved family profound sympathy and thatthese
resolutions be placed upon the minutes of our

meeting, a copy be sent to the bereaved family , and

that the resolutions be published in the Metorman ,

ConductorandMotor Coach Operator ; further, be it
Resolved : That , in commemorating the death of

our late brother, our charter bedraped in mourning

for a period of thirty days .

June 24 .

H. T. Woodward, President ,

A. G. Day , Recording Secy. ,

A. D. Rice, Financial Secy.

Whereas : Almighty God in His Infinite power and

wisdom has seen fit to remove from our midst our

beloved brother Frank E. Berry, in whose death we

have lost a true and loyal member, and his wife a kind

and loving husband ; therefore be it

Resolved : That Division No. 713 of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Employes

of America in meeting assembled, extend to the family

and relatives our deepest sympathy and share in their
bereavement;and be it further

Resolved : That, asa tribute to the memory of our

departed brother , our charter be draped for a period of

thirty days, and copies of these resolutions be spread on

ourminutes, sent to the bereaved family and published

in the Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Opera
tor.

A. D. Brown

J. D. Mathis

C. N. F. Reddick

Committee.

By Division No. 192, Oakland, Cal .

Whereas : Almighty God , in His supreme power

and wisdom , has seen fit to remove from our midst

our beloved brothers, Ben Rice, Frank Nemeth , and
Chas. R. Eatog ; and
Whereas : We bow in humble submission to him

who knoweth best, yet we feelitwill be consoling

to the bereaved ones left behind to know that

faithful friends and brothers extend to them their

heartfelt sympathy ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That as a mark of respect to our true

and beloved brothers, we drape our charter for a

period of thirty days; that a copy of thisresolution
be sent to the families; that it be published in the
Motorman , Conductor and Motor Coach Operator;

By Division No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn .

Whereas : Almighty God, in His infinito wisdom

has seen fit to remove from our midst by death , our

esteemed brother, Michael J. Dunn , in whose domise

we have lost a true and loyal member, and while we

know that words cannot alleviatethe grief of the

sorrowing relatives, yet we feel it will be aconsolation

for them to know that faithful friends and brothers

offer their heartfelt sympathy ; therefore , beit

Resolved: That we, the members of Division No.

459, Amalgamated Association of Street andElectric

Railway Employeesof America , extend our deepest

sympathy to the sorrowing relatives of our late brother,
and , be it further

Resolved : That the charter of Division 459 be

draped for a period of thirty days; a copy of theat

resolutions be sent to the bereaved relatives; thsd

they be spread upon the records of the Division ano

published in the Motorman , Conductor and Motor
Coach Operator ,

BERNARDFLANAGAN , President,

June 13th , SAMUEL STRAUSS ,Rec .Secy ,

1928 . MICHAEL J. CLYONS, Corr.
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as it holds out false hopes to prospective settlersand
induces many of them to come to this country without

being suitably equipped . The railway companies, be

charged, are offenders under this system.

The Oshawa strike of General Motors employes was

the subject ofintetesting discussion. Delegate McGuire
of Oshawa charged that the President ofthe Oshawa

IN MEMORY OF branch oftheGeneralMotors Co. declared : " If we rec
ognize your organization the heads in New York and

THOMAS JOYCE Detroit will close the plant in Oshawa . " The Oshawa

MED AUG . 5. 1927
situation was one where a successful strike prevented

the reduction of wages. However , Delegate James

AGED 5 YRS. Simpson stated that the policy of the General Motors

ERECTED BY THE BOSTON
Co. is not to recognize unions . He held that the General

Motors Co. institutes a black list against any men who

CAREN'S UNION attempt to organize or join a union .

Four hundred and fifty delegates of the Canadian

Trades and Labor Congress Convention visited Niagara

Falls. The delegates were entertained at a dinner over

which Deputy Minister of Labour H. H. Ballantyne

presided .

Resolutions and discussions before the Congress

showed thatlabor is awakening to the necessity of

restriction of immigration into Canada of laborers that
compete with Canadian wage workers. The Congress

took action to bring this matter before the Canadian

Parliament.

Brother Keenan's report covered many matters of

interest that were dealt with bytheconvention. It was

2 Be a very successful convention . --Cor. Div. 946.

MEMORIAL TO LATE
MARKET STREET SEEKS NEW FRANCHISE

BROTHER THOMAS JOYCE San Francisco , Calif.- Following the heralding thata

day meeting of Division No. 518 would be held August

From time to time come complaints to the

23 , it was a disappointment to observe so few in attend

ance. It was noticeable that many of the brothers who

General Office that the Law of the Association clamored for these day meetings were numbered among

providing $ 100.00 for a stone or marker at a
the absentees. However, President Vandeleur went

through with the affairs of the meeting and much was
grave is insufficient, in that a respectable gleanedthroughthe discussions that took place .

grave marker cannot be purchased for $ 100.00. The Market Street Railway is again reaching out

Above is presented a picture of a gravestone
with its avaricious tentacles. Its objective is to have

erected by Division No. 589 , Boston, Mass. ,, scheme to secure indeterminate. " revokable" franchise

placed on the ballot in the November election their

in memory of late Brother Thomas Joyce. and the insistence that the Charter be divested of the

This stone was purchased for the sum of eight-hour day provision to the grantees of franchises.

$ 100.00. It was purchased from the W. C.

Itwould be a blotonSan Francisco's fair name should

that company succeed in puttingthis atrocious amend.

Canniff & Son Monument Co. , of Boston , ment over. The public spirited citizens , the Transpor:

Mass. If this purchase can be made in tation League and Organized Labor are in arms against

Boston, there is no reason why gravestones
thisgiganticscheme. Get sot, brothers , and take a firm

grasp.butwithcool heads and gentlemanly attitude,
cannot be obtained at reasonable cost in Be prepared to convince every citizen of thedetermined

other places.
features of their illogical scheme.

President Vandeleuer hasreported that the Judah

Street Line is rapidly progressing and to tho best ofhis
REPRESENTED AT TRADESCONGRESS knowledge will start operation not laterthan October 1 .

CONVENTION Our band have received their uniforms,which gives

the boyı a dignified,professional appearance. They are

Corowall, Ont. — Division No. 946 was represented having two rehearsals a week , preparing themselves for

at the convention of the Canadian Trades and Labor the opening of the JudahStreetLine.

Congress, which was held this year at Toronto. Our Many of you do not know it, although it occurred

delegate was Brother Joho Keenan and he reports that over a toonth ago . The victim is Brother William Bode

he represented, in respect to numbers, the smallest and the bride themostcharming ofourcharming native

Local thatparticipatedin the convention. Hereports daughter . Blessings on you, Bill and Mrs. Bode, and

that hehad the pleasure of meeting International may your alliancebe long and happy , is tho wish of

President W. D. Mahon, International Vice-President Division No. 518.

John M.Parker and G.E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair Another link has been forged in the family of Brother

at the convention , also delegates from other Locals of Elmer Hawkes. It was a seven - pounder and both

the Amalgamated Association. Brother Keenan motherand the young conductor are doing fine . Con

expresses sincere thanks to Division No. 113 of Toronto gratulations .

for the way themembersof that Local looked afterthe Brother William Hobin is enjoying the envy of all

visiting brothersfromdifferent Localsoftheelectric eyes. Heis personification of happiness. It's a junior.

railways. Also he mentions thebig, dinner rivenby Mother and son are doing fine. Congratulations.

Division No. 113 at the KingEdward Hotel Thursday The death ofourlate BrotherJ.D.Sullivan, for

evening, September 13. Theconvention convened merly identified with the activities of Division No. 518.

September 10. was the cause of sorrow among his friends of the

Features of the convention upon which Brother MunicipalRailway To thebereaved familyDivision

Keonad reported were as follows: No. 518 expresses heartfelt sympathy,

Secretary P. M. Draper of the Congress, in his report The sudden passingofour late Brother John Quinn

shows that the membership of the Canadian Trades was a saddening to his friends.He hadbeen seen shortly

Congress has reached 119,243 members. Total receipts beforein goodhealth. BrotherQuina had been retired

for the year 1928 aggregate $ 28,976.65. Expenditures nearly two years.He was honestand one who fulfilled

for the year reported aggregate$23,173.70 . The all promince. It is withdeep sorrowthatwemourobis

membership in 1927 was 114,362. This year showsa gaio loss Heleft oo family but a host of friends.

inmembership of 4,881. The meeting of August 23 adjourned out of respect to

Upon immigration , President Tom Moore declared the memoryof Brother Burton Spitler. He was an out:

that he was strongly opposedto recruitingimmigrants, standing member of Division No. $ 18 , na eficient
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motorman and was one of the picturesque pioneers

always considerate to his passengers. To the dear family

of our late Brother Division No. 518 expresses profound

sympathy at the death of one who has left an indelible

imprint of his association with us in our memory and
hearts.

We are grieved to hear of the death of Edward

O'Neill, brother of Inspector Joe O'Neill
The many

friends and brothers of Division No. 518 express deep

sympathy to you, Joe , your mother and famly in your
loss .

Brother Jack Darcy is again on the pay-roll. He says
ho is fine.

Brother George Curran was operated upon at the

S. P. Hospital. So far everything isfavorable .

Brother E: J. Ellein , who fell from the top of his car,

has a painful fractureof the heel and is confined at the

S. F. Hospital. The nature of such an inqury makes

improvement slow

Brother Tom Niland is again peering through the

front end , dodging machines and pedestrians. Tom had

a severe case of Pneumonia, and, we are glad to say , was
victorious.

BrotherB Kitto is confined at the S. P. Hospitaland

is reported to be in fine spirit, but poor health. It is

hoped that the contemplated trip South will bring him
back to normalcy.

Sick brothers who can be seen at their homes, except

Brother F. Davidson ,who is atthe Letterman Hospital

and progressing, are : Brothers J. W. McGhan, O.

Orchard .F.F.Wheeler, L. C.Farley and Harry Clark .

Visit them, brothers. -Cor. Div. 518

Brothers Alex Roulling, Pogg and Cris Toten have

rejoined the organization. They are good men and

we are pleased to see them with us again .

Brother Richard T. Skehan is on a vacation through

New York State, the Berkshires and Canada. It is

rumored that he is on his honeymoon . If so , we wish

him the best of luck .

Death has taken from us our late Brother Daniel

Barnell. Hewas a good member, always attending the

meetings and took an active part in the affairs of the
organization. Division No. 425 extends profound

sympathy to the bereaved family,

Brother Charles Drew is now the proud father of a

baby daughter, born August 4. Congratulations, Pop.

Brother Henry Mellen is again at work, following a

short vacation at Myrtle Beach .

Brother John Carney is saving all used transfers for

use in the furnace the coming winter. He thinks it will

save coal bills .

Brother Patrick Sullivan has concluded to go to

Mexico, where he will run for president . We wish him
luck but cannot expect to again see him , if he goes .

Brother William Kinsella has returned from a two

weeks' vacation at the Shore .

Brother John Donahue was recently injured in a

collision , when his car collided with a truck . We expect
him back on the job soon.

Brother Frank Smith is again at work , after several

weeks of sickness .

Brother George M. Stimets has returned from his
vacation in Vermont .

Brothers, keep your dues paid and make it easier for

Brother Donahue. Don't be like some of the slackers

among us.

--Cor. 425

EXPERIENCING BETTER ATTENDANCE

54

PARTICIPATED IN LABOR DAY

Sioux City , Iowa-Well , Brother Andy Johnson dis
covered what a vest is worth on inspection day . Any

how , the rest did him good.

Brother Dan McCarthy claims he is to lay off the
day Al. Smith comes to Sioux City .

Brother Bill Walden is too busy to become a city

employe, but he says that he has to go.

Brother Haggerty iskeepingwarm this weather.

Brother Garnett is out of luck. He has a cold in his
throat . He talked too much Labor Day.

Brother Griffin is busy as possible, or more so.

Brother M. J. Boughton is trying to keep house.

Whynot get a housekeeper?

Brother Lyons isyet on the sick list . We hope he soon
recovers.

Brother H. T. Woodward enjoys attending T. and L.
meetings.

Brother Criteser was off Labor Day.

Brother Dunnyet continues on the checker board .

Brother Terrill is having a battle of his own. He
claims he eats too much .

Brother Webber has been off a few days. Mrs.
Webberis not very well . We hope for her speedy
recovery .

Brother Strong is wearing the gloves . We were not
before aware that he was a boxer .

Haveyouseen Brother O'Bryan lately? Heard he
was looking for a bus.

Brother Brown still wears the sideburns and tie. He

should make a hit with the ladies.

Brother Rice reports having a good visit with his
people in Indiana . Brother Hall says that even though

people have to walk in Indiana, the roads are quite good
there .

Brother Kaiser surely can broadcast for the Giants.

Brother C. J. Carlson has a new auto. We hope he

misses the telephone poles.

Brother Allburn is still seen going to the East End
evenings.

Brother Welden took a thirty -day leave of absence for

his nerves. Wetrustit did him good.

We are pleased tosee Brother Fletcher again at work.
BrotherWeeksandson put in their spare time fishing.

They report several large catches.

Brother William Skavdah) holds he is not an inspec.

tor but nearly a jack of all trades and willbe glad when

he hashis bungalow on the banks of the Sioux finished.

It surely will be somehome. When the finishing is done,
there will be a house -warming.

Brother Joe Smith isready to trade runs. He has

held this onenearlytwo months.

Did you see BrotherJimNewell carrying our banner

in the LaborDayparade? Hewas a good leader.

Our track boys are busy nightand day , getting ready
theoold weather.

-Cor. Div. 779

Lansing, Mich.- The boys of Division No. 563 are

attending meetings a little better now . Keep it up ,

boys , until attendance is one hundred per cent at both

day and night meetings .

President A. D. Hicks recently spent two weeks in

the Upper Peninsula . He reports that the fishing was

good and that he got many. Heforgot to say how " big "

they were and so disappointed the boys. Cheer up.
Brother Hicks , when you have fished as much as we

have, you won't forget. A singular thing about Brother
Hicks' fishing trip is that we saw none of the fish .

Brothers Swanson and Ingalls are driving new

Chevrolet coaches. Brother Miller is driving a machino

made by Ford . Wonder if they are all for Hooveror Al .

Brother Schalow is again on the job. His leg is still

giving him some trouble.

Brother Wellington is off on account of an injured

spine.

Brother " Peewee " Cantrell is now in Chicago.

Brother G. Smalley is on his vacation.

Brother Lepley is in the UpperPeninsula , helping to

organize the Hay Fever Club . It is rumored that the

password is to be " Kerchoo " and the emblem the gold .

enrod. The banner will be a large bandana handker.

chief .

Brother Wischmeyer was recently seen passing the

cigars. What's the idea , brother ?

Several new members were received into our Division

at a recent meeting. Let a kind work and helping

hand smooth the bumps for them. Remember that

when we were new , we needed and appreciated some

kindness at times.

Brothers, better lay in some coal for the chilly

mornings. Don't know what you will have to pay , but
it is about two dollars per ton for soft coal at the

mines. Who gets the rake-off? Cor. Div. 562.

BUS ROUTES CHANGED

The

Marinette , Wis . Old Division No.302 is moving

along in good health and working every day.

Our bus routes have been changed since we last

appeared in the journal. We have three busseson the

Loop; two on Broadway; one on Hall - Pierce.

busses now are running the old street car routes. We

have one bus stubbing on the Park End .

June 8 our company bought two new busses , which

came in on the car ferry Ann Arbor . This makes ten
busses we now have .

Brother Bill Wakeley is on a two months' leave of

absence. We hope to see Brother Bill back soon,

Brother Joe McGuire is on the job. He has a new

Ford sedan . Look out for Brother Joe. Brothers ???

also have new Ford cars.

Brother Pelı Moline is pleased with his day run .

Cor. 302.

A
AS STRONG AS EVER

Hartford, Conn . - Division No. 425 is as strong as

over . We arenow operating several one-man cars , with
prospects of severalmorebeing installed .
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DETROIT DIGEST OBJECT OFEMPLOYE

STOCK OWNERSHIP

Division No. 26, in the recent change of the Local's
bylaws, has provided that delegates to the Inter

national conventions shall comprise the president,
The Information Service of the Federal

secretary -treasurer and the two business agents, one Council of the Churches of Christ in America

for the city and one for the D. U.R. branches, which

provides fora board of only four delegates . The law
has issued a publication on Employe Stock

further provides that more delegates may be elected , Ownership which embraces the following edu

providing that sufficient fund for such expense may be cational extracts :

raised otherwise than from the regular dues of the

Division . This latter provision encourages other means Whether employe stock ownership maybe

of raising convention delegate funds, to provide for a regarded as aninvestment or as a speculation

full board of delegates. The Executive Board has

arranged other means of building a delegate fund , that
is a timely subject of inquiry by Professor

the local may have a full delegation. The first project Willard C. Fisher, College of the City of

is a September rafile for one uniform . Thus, the lucky New York , which the Journal of the Inter

number will receive a free uniform . This raffle has national Electrical Workers and Operators

started the fund at approximately $300. To add to this

$ 300, BrotherP. J. Whaling has donated$ 100 and will publishes in June of this year as “ one of the

furnish merchandise for the next raffle. Brother Whal. most valuable pieces of research the Journal

ing is proprietor of one of themost creditable clothing has ever been able to get. '
stores in troit . Thus, through th good will of

Brother Whaling , the fund has been increased to $ 400. American corporations have offered their

Brother Edward Gunst of the Jefferson line recently stock for subscription by their employes for

passed from this life. The survivors are Mrs. Gunst

and two children. He was an old member of the Local.
reasons stated as follows : ( 1 ) To create a

Brother Joseph Murphy's recent deathtook from demand for their securities and to help meet

Division No. 26 an old motorman of the Jeffersonline. their increasing requirements in capital. ( 2 )

He is survived by his widow and two sons.

Brothers Bert Norton , formerly of Division 90, Port reduce labor turnover , retain seasoned em.

Huronand Robert H. Sunderland have received their ployes, and stimulate interest , loyalty, and

Old Age Benefits and are now out ofthe service. It is efficiencyin theirworkers. (3) To have work
regrettable that they are not now enjoying good health .
We hope they may recover. ers becomecapitalists , make them less respon

Brothers Hugh Fergusonand Perry J. Ward are pre sive to radical agitation and more tractable

paring for a northernMichigan hunting trip. and obedient to their supervisors. (4) To
Mrs. Castator, wife of Brother Fred Castator, who

has been in a hospital undergoing anoperation , is enabling the workers to share inthe control of

encourage saving and develop a means of

again at home, slowly recovering.

Rumor has it that Brother Neil McLellan is about the corporation . (5) To provide the workers

to double upwithan estimable young lady.

Brother A. D. Mee, we are pleased to report, is im
an opportunity for safe and profitable invest

proving in health .-Rex.
ment.

The last named motive must be taken as

ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE IN LABOR DAY EVENTS
underlying all the others, for if employe stock

Pueblo , Colo . - Another Labor Day has passed , and ,
ownership cannot meet the accepted tests for

as usual, the members of Division 662 helped other sound investment, nothing else can justify it
.

members of organized labor of Pueblo celebrate the day Theworkman with a family depending upon

in a fitting manner,

We entered a float in the parade, which was held at
his current earnings needs security of principal

10 A. M. Qur float was in the form of a street car , above everything. The next desirable element

nicely decorated in yellow, trimmed in purple and of safety is an assurance that interest or divi.

loaded with small boys and girls. We received first

prize for our showing in the parade. All members of
dends will not default or decrease. “ The pros

our local not working at the time , marched in uniform pect of an increased principal value is to be

infrontof the float.We also had amule following the considered by the speculator, but it is not to

float and wearing a banner with the words, " I was a
be considered seriously by the true investor,street car motor in 1890 .

The prize won consisted of three shares of Labor assuredly not by the working man. If the

Temple Stock valued at $30.00, and a silver loving cup . higher future value is reasonably well assured,

Brother R. E. Stahlnecker, a charter member of our

local , served as Grand Marshall of the parade for the
it will have been foreseen by shrewder and

third consecutive year, together with the Honorable more alert purchasers than the industrial

William H. Adams, Governor of Colorado, both on employe or others of like position and pre

horses .

Brother Earl M. Kouns, our Financial Secretary
occupations, and will have been anticipated in

Treasurer, who is also Secretary -Manager of the Pueblo present prices. If it is not well assured , then

Labor Temple and Secretary - Treasurer of the Pueblo

Trades Assembly,acted as Chairman of the LaborDay winningitis sheerspeculation , in whichitis

to count upon it and to buy in the hope of

speaking, introducing Governor William H. Adams,

Brother J. W. Biggs, a charter member of our local and madness for the employe, or any other person

member of the Pueblo Civil Service Commission , John without money to lose, ever to indulge. '

R. Lawson and W. H. Young as the speakers of the day. It follows that theprospect of speculative

We were very proud of the showing we made on gain should thereforenot beused by employers
Labor Day and of the number of ourmembers who

occupied prominent places in the celebration .
in support of employe stockownership. For

Primary election is over and threeof our members even in connection with careful investment it

are candidates for office this Fall . Brother Ray H.

Talbot, former member of the Legislature , is a candi
isnecessaryto diversify holdings and choose

date for State Senator. Brother A , E. Leach is a senior securities, preferably bonds and proved

candidate for re-election
asRepresentativeandBrother preferred stocks. And " even themost careful

F. R. Daniel is a candidate for Constable.
selections sometimes may prove to have beenconfident that we can elect all three of these brothers .

On August 17th our Financial- Secretary - Treasurer,
unfortunate, when unexpectedindustrial de

Brother Lewis Brady , passed away after a few days
velopments may shatter theprosperity of cor:

illness .Hewas just in theprime of life, beingonlyforty porations which hadappeared to be towers ofyears old . He was a charter member of our local and financial strength." Itisonly recently that a
had at all times been a very active member, serving as

Executive Board member. Recording Secretary and
few common stocks have foundaplace in the

Vice- President at various times and for the past two portfolios of investment bankers. Thus " the

years was Financial Secretary . We mourn the loss of
presumptions areall against the safety of

one who had served us at all times to the best of his

ability, and we extend to his sorrowing widowand two employe stock ownership asaninvestment,

daughters our heartfelt sympathy . - Corr .. 662. since the employe practices neitherselection

5
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We are
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nor diversification, neither ofthe two policies International Harvester Co .... 7.16 per cent.

of time-tried wisdom which all other investors Lehigh Coal and Navigation

are forever warned that they neglect only at Co .... .39 per cent.

their peril. For in only two or three of the Lehigh Valley Railroad . .88 per cent.

American stock subscription plans can it be National Biscuit Co.. 3.35 per cent.
said that he is given even the nominal privilege New York Central Lines . 1.64 per cent.

of selecting his own investment, subject to his Pennsylvania Railroad . .95 per cent.

employer's approval; while, even in these two Philadelphia Electric Co ... 1.16 per cent.

of three, he does, in fact, disregard his ostensi Proctor and Gamble Co... 11.61 per cent.

ble option and takes the securities of his own The Pure Oil Co..... 2.35 per cent.

company, which thecompany is offering him, Radio Corporation of America . .24 per cent.

with a stated or implied recommendation, and Standard Oil Co. of California . 3.83 per cent.

which it will assign him , unless he has the Standard Oil Co. ( Indiana ) .... 4.12 per cent.

wisdom and the hardihood to declare to his Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey). 4.18 per cent.

employer that he prefers something else. Swift and Co .. .11.39 per cent.

Bondsare offered less than half a dozentimes. The number of employes given asstock own

Common stocks are sold twice as often as pre ers in the above companies is 243,907. The

ferred. And the companies which have sold amount of stock owned by the employes is

their stocks to their employes have been of given at $ 303,496,879 and is an average of 4%

every degree of goodness and badness. Clearly per cent of the entire stocks of the named
there has been no selection . companies.

" Nor, in the very nature of the case,can the
From this it is evident that the ratio of

employe practice diversification. By the mere
employe holdings to total stock is small

fact of his holding employment in a corpora .
although the holdings of the better paidem

tionand finding there much the greater part ployes and the holdings of those of executive

of his possible incomehe alreadyhasmade his
rank are included.

heaviest investment, in the substantial mean The report says frankly that an employe

ing of terms. So that diversification , perhaps whose savings are in the stock of the company

the first principle of safe investing, and cer
by which he is employed is putting all of his

tainly the first in speculative investing, the
eggs in onebasket. Regarding the possibility

principle to which employers themselves ever
of “frozen" investments it points out that,

cling in their own real investments, is defi
"from an investment point of view, lack of a

nitely flouted by the employe who placeshis
market except through the company is a seri

formal security investment, often the chief or
ous drawback to some of the stock sold to

only investment he can make in the same employes, meaning as it does thatthe employe

company by which he is employed. Of a truth can not take advantage of an ordinary rise in

this is putting all of the eggs in one basket. ”
value to sell at a profit, and that on leaving

the employ of the issuing company thestock

Employes, like all other speculators, are
often must be sold back . The same funds put

easilyfrightened into selling by fall values. into more liquid securities would in the end
To cope with these tendencies some compa

very likely net a better return than if put into

nies have expendeda good deal of ingenuity stock from which the maximum benefit can
and money in the effort to assure a retention

not be secured because of the limits on its

of stocks once they are possessed by employes.
resale. The employe -owner whose right to

Here is a good part of thereason bonuses for resell is limited thus suffers not only because

continued ownership . And some companies he is unable to take advantage of any appre

exclude from later subscriptions all employes
ciation there may be in the value of his se

who do not retain at least a part of the stocks

secured earlier.
curity to dispose of his stock at a profit, but

also becausehe leaves his investment behind

The bonuses and gratuities offered are de when he quits the company , and has his funds

clared to be" primarily rewards for uninter on hand at what may be an inauspicious time

rupted and satisfactory service, with a satis for reinvestment. In the case of special

factory display of a properinterestin thewel employes' stock the securities are not negoti

fare of the corporation - whatever may be ble , and in the case of stock of a close corpora

found to be the true meaning ofthis common tion the purchase agreement prevents resale.

phrasing. But quite certainly it means not This applies in some cases, also , to general

taking work elsewhere at better pay. Equally market securities. The more recent issues of

clearly it means not striking.And,as a matter preferred stocks, in many instances, are call

of fact, itusuallymeansnot being a member able, so that the employe-owner of these secur.

ofa trade unionandnot pressing too hard for ities hasno guarantee of the continuance of his

better terms of employment. The bonuses, investment.

therefore, are secured only by renouncing what " On the other hand , of course, whenthe pur

might be valuable advantages. chase price is guaranteed, the employe has

The extent of employe stock ownership in preference over other stockholders, and the

1926 of 20 companies as compared with the safety of his investment is practically assured.

amount of stock of each company upon a per If all the employe's savings are put into the

centage basis is given as follows : pu hase of company stock , without a repur

American Sugar Refining Co... 1.12 per cent. chase agreement, his risk is greatly intensified,

American Telephone and and there is always the danger, negligible as a

Telegraph Co.. 5.6 per cent. possibility in many instances, to be sure, that

Bethlehem Steel Co., Inc. 6.56 per cent. his failure to diversify his investments will

Henry L. Doherty and Co. 3.09 per cent. result in the total loss, or at least the severe

Eastman Kodak Co .. 8.44 per cent . depreciation, of his entire estate. Some com .

Illinois Central System . .61 per cent. panies realize the seriousness of this situation
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and either give their employes a chance to buy the future will bring depends on the direction

other securities in addition to those of the in which the movement spreads. Through

employing company, such as the alternative employe stock purchase plans, upwards of a

investments of the Brooklyn Edison Company, million recipients of wages and salaries in the

the Commonwealth Edison Company or the United States, in other words, employes, have

International Harvester Company, or they been added to the number of ownersof shares

provide for free investment advice in case the in industrial enterprises. These employes own

employe wishes to sell. The savings and in over one billion dollars' worth of securities of

vestment funds of some companies provide the companies by which they are employed.

the same features, while the investment trust Responsibility for such a considerable invest

of the General Electric Company is designed ment and forits expansion rests largelyon the

to insure a steady income through diversity of management which arranges details of stock

investment ." , purchase plans and exercises the necessary

Consideringthe needs of theemploye as an

control over their execution , "

investor, the Board concludes that he should

not be encouraged to invest in company stock TABLOID OF INTERNATIONAL LABOR

unless he is adequately protected against
NEWS

adverse fuctuations in its price, In some cor U.S. Department of Labor

porations it would be better to provide the

employes with a safer meansof saving through

more diversified investments than company

BRAZIL :- It is reportedin a recent issue of

stock alone, such as are furnished by invest
"O Jornal," published at Rio de Janeiro, that

the Presidentof Brazil has under consideration

ment trusts and by saving funds, and to give

them expert assistance in investing their funds

various projects looking to increasing the

in a safe and profitable manner." ,

current of immigration and thereby founding

new immigrant colonies. In this connection

In regard to the broader aspects of employe it is said that Japanese immigrants frequently

stock ownership the report concludes that arrive, destined for the State of Sao Paulo,

whether employe ownership and control of where they at once enter into the culture of

industry will ever become significent will rice.

depend (1) on the employes ' capacity to buy. BRITISH
Thus far the heaviest purchasing has been

COLUMBIA :-Industrial pay rolls

of British Columbia for 1927 , computed from

done by the better paid employes and execu the returns of approximately 8,243 firms, are

tives . As long as incomes are distributed
said to show a total of approximately $ 175 ,

according to present ratios this is bound to be
000,000 nearly 50 per cent more than in the

the case . year 1921 , according to the annual report of

It will depend (2) on the willingness of the the provincial Workmen's Compensation

present owners to sell . In many companies Board. This totaldenotes a great expansion

51 per cent of the stock is never traded but is
in the industries of the province.

kept safely in managerial hands. Disposition
DENMARK:-The Copenhagen assembling

of stock in close corporations is always within

the control of the present owners and , except

plant of a well -known American automobile

for those concerns which definitely aim to have

recently resumed operations following a close

down of 18 months. Capacity operation is

the employes own the business, there is no
contemplated in the very near future, at which

chance of the employes obtaining control. In

other companies, while the bulk of the capi
time, $ 1,300 workers will be employed in pro

talization is for public sale, the voting and

ducing output of 200 cars, the majority por

tion of which will be exported to near -by

managing shares are continuously held by the
countries.

group which controls the company's financial

policy .

GERMANY : By a recent decree the maxi.

It will depend (3) on the employes' desire to mum salaries of employees up to which a

have a controlling interest. But at present person is liable to compulsory old -age insur

their main emphasis is on obtaining wages,

ance is extended as of September ?, 1928,

hours, and working conditions which con from 6,000 to 8,400 reichsmarks a year, como

stantly better their status. Furthermore, if a mensurate with the increase in the wage scale

majority of the stock were owned by the em. since May 1,1925.

ployes , control would not be possible unless

their stock was voted as a block by trustees TOWERMAN ONLY A CLERK

designated to look after the interests of the

employes. New York, Sept. 18. — District Attorney

Finally the report concludes : “From the Blanton askstheInterboroughRapidTransit

evidence at hand, it is clear that corporate Company to explain why it used a train clerk

stock ownership by employes up to the present instead of a skilled towermanin the signal

time has been , for the most part, an ownership tower at theTimessubway station last month

by the superior employes and often by those when 16 passengers werekilled andmore than

in the more responsible and better paid posi 100 wereinjured in a wreck .

tions ; there has been no great redistribution of " It seems tome it was an inefficient lack of

wealth and income as a result of it . Nor is attention to equipment which the company

there anything to indicate that in the imme

diate future profits will be more important to

has to prevent accidents," said Mr. Blanton.

The Interboroughhas been in the public eye

the rank and file of workers than wages or for several yearsbecauseofits anti-union

that they will have, through their ownership policyand its financial jugglery. The corpora.

of corporate stock , a much larger part in the tion operates the subways that were built by

management than at present . Still, what

1

1

the city .
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INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT tion , led the fight against “Mondism ." He

WORKERS' FEDERATION CONVENTION fainted during an impassioned speech on the

convention floor.

The International Transport Workers' Fed. W. H. Citrine, secretary of the British Trade

eration Convention was held this year in Union Congress, opened debate for the plan.

Stockholm , Sweden , July 9 to 14. There were He said it was a logical and common sense step,

107 voting delegates in attendance, represent and was in line with world development of

ing transport workers' organizations of trade unionism . He reminded the delegates

Argentine, Austria ,Belgium , Bulgaria, Canada that at the verybeginning of the negotiations

Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland , France, it had been definitely stipulated that there

Germany, Great Britain , Holland, Ireland, would be no interference with labor's right to

Latvia, Luxemburg, Norway, Palestine, suspend work.

Poland, Spain , Sweden , Switzerland and
It was further specifically declared by the

Yugoslavia. joint conference that full recognition should

There were reported 19 non -voting delegates
only be given to bona fide trade unions and

present from affiliated organizations and that no worker should be victimized because

Representatives: Jouhaux, representing the of trade union activity.

International Federation of Trade Unions; Communists were debarred from the con

Vargas, the Mexican Federation of Labour vention hall but this element waged a fight

(C. R. O. M.) ; Lagergren , the International against the resolution from the outside. They

Federation of Workers in the Foodand Drink
call the new policy " class collaboration ."

Trades; Novotny, the Vienna Chamberof

Labour and the Workers' Wireless Inter
MUSICIANS OPPOSE CANNED MUSIC

national; and Dr.Topalovitch, the Inter

national Labour Office.

Among resolutions adopted were endeavor
Thousands of American musicians

resolves for "RoadImprovement and Develop threatened with loss of their jobs and the

ment," " Standardization of Working Hours, American public faces a deplorable adultera

" Organization of Motor Drivers," " Safety in
tion of the musical entertainment as a result of

Motor Transport," "Common International the introduction of the talking movies , it is

regulations in respect to wages, working con charged by Joseph N. Weber, president of the

ditions and protection of dockers ," " Better and American Federation of Musicians.

more improved conditions and wages for inland
More than two hundred theatres have

waterway workers."
installed the new machines, which synchronize

The Convention adopted on “ Fascism " in spoken words and music with screen action ,

Italy the following resolution : and nearly a thousand have prepared for such

" The International Transportworkers' Con. installation , it is said . In many instances

gress again protests against the terror to which
whole orchestras have been thrown out of

the workers in general, and the railwaymen , employment.

seamen and other transport workers in particu The American Federation of Musicians

lar, are subjected under the Fascist regime in plans to fight the development with all of its

Italy, and under similar governments in a resources. In that connection it is recalled

number of other countries. that the musicians, in convention in May,

.It expresses its sympathy and solidarity
increased their dues to provide $ 1,500,000

with the victims of the existing reaction , and additional yearly to their defense fund .

calls upon the transport workers of all coun " And inopposing the substitution of canned

tries to work for the establishment of democ music for the genuine article we will be doing

racy and the freedom of the working class." the general public a great service," said Mr.

The convention elected officers for the Weber. " What theatre patrons actually face

ensuing term as follows: C. T. Cramp, Presi is a total loss of high grade musical entertain

dent; J. Doring, Vice -President; E. Fimmen, ment , for which , however , they will continue to

General Secretary ; N. Nathans, General pay:

Assistant Secretary; H. Jochade, M. Bide " The score of motion picture, reproduced

garay, M. Issaleff, A. Forstner, T. Gomey, mechanically, may intrigue the public interest

Charles Lindley, C.Mahlman and G. Sardelli, At first as a novelty, but that will not last . You

General Council. The headquarters will con cannot mechanize an art . Soon this mechanical

tinue in Amsterdam , Holland. - I. T. W. music will become as hollow and unsatisfying

as a synthetic kiss .

BRITISH UNIONS FAVOR PEACE PLANS " But, once the innovation has been accepted

and competing theatres have adopted the

Swansea, Wales — The annual convention of practice, what can be done about it? The

the British Trades Union Congress approved public will have to go on accepting the sub

its general council's indorsement of concilia stitute or stay at home, for the movies have

tion and mediation with employers. established practically a monopoly on public

The vote, based onmembershipof affiliated entertainment.

unions, was 3,075,000 to 566,000 . " From the musicians' viewpoint the appar

The plan originated with the unions, and ent determination of some theatre owners to

meetings have been held the past year with make this change comes as a tragic threat , not

two employers'organizations,representing only to their individual fortunes , butalsoto

95per cent ofBritain'sindustry. The plan is their art. It means literally corruption of the

called " Mondism ,” because the chairman of public taste for good music . It means that the

the meetings is Sir Alfred Mond, Britishcapi worker is to be photographed at his labor and
talist, who is now Lord Melchett. then driven from his job by the competition of

A. J. Cook,secretary of the Miners' Federa this photograph.
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“ We want it understood that we are not with the dictates of their consciences and

opposing scientific progress. Argument is inconformity with their politicaljudgment.

scarcely required to establish that canned STAND FAITHFULLÎ BY OUR FRIENDS

music - however perfect the reproduction- AND ELECT THEM . OPPOSE OUR ENE

cannot approach the genuine article. Music is MIES AND DEFEAT THEM ; WHETHER

dependent for its quality upon themood of THEY BE CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT,

theartist. The public will not be allowed to FOR CONGRESS, OR OTHER OFFICES;

realize this. What we fear is that this form of WHETHER EXECUTIVE, LEGISLATIVE,

entertainment will be patronized as a novelty ORJUDICIAL.

and thus will gradually transplant real music Everyone of the 35,000 local unions in the
in theatres. " United States should also select non-partisan

Mr. Weber codemned the avarice and political campaign committees to work with

short-sightedness of theatre owners who are the committees of the central bodies and state

attempting to capitalize the “shadow and federations of labor.

echo " form of amusement. I hope that the official and weekly labor

“ If someone will justly supply a robot to press will launch an agitation for the registra

operate the projection machine, these owners tion of all citizens. They can givegreataid to

will install coin turnstiles at their theatre the non-partisan committees of the state

doors,and let their queer museums work while federations of labor, city central bodies and

they sleep ," he said . local unions.

"The organized musicians are addressing After registration days are over another

appeals to union sympathizers and music intensive campaign must be conductedtosee

lovers everywhere to join forces in an effort to thatall whoregistered shall cast their ballots

convince the theatrical interests that driving on election day.

musicians from their theatres will not prove Many of the states will elect governors and

profitable. - A . F. of M. otherstate officials. Many municipal elections

will also be held ,

ELECT FRIENDS OF LABOR Great care should be taken in carrying out

the non -partisan political policy of the Ameri

The importance of the coming election can Federation ofLabor.

should awaken the intense interestof every As before statedmembers of organized labor

wage earner. A President and Vice -President can not be compelled to yote for any candi

of the United States, members of the United As before stated members of organized

States Senate and House of Representatives, labor can not be compelled to vote for any
Governors in a number of states,members of candidate. The records of the candidates

Legislatures and other public officials are to should be submitted and the members of

be elected . organized labor can then vote as their con

Undoubtedly the presidential campaign will sciences dictate .

be vigorously conducted and there is fear The American Federation of Labor will

that it will over -shadow the campaign for furnish all state federations of labor, city

members of Congress and other legislative central bodies and local unions with the labor

bodies. planks inthe platforms of the national political

It is therefore necessary that the organized parties; the referencesmade by the candidates
wage earners of the country should take as for President and Vice- President in their

deep interest in the election of members of acceptance speeches on the labor issues con

Congress as of President and Vice - President. tained in thetwo political paltforms, andthe

The utmost care should be exercised in
legislative records on measures of interest to

selecting members of Congress. labor of the candidates for the United States

Thirty -five members ofthe United States Senate and House of Representatives who

Senate are to be elected and four hundred and have served in those bodies.

thirty - five members of the House of Repre Wide publicity should be given these

sentatives. records in order that the rank and file may

This means that every citizen who has a vote know whether the candidates have proved

anywhere in the nation will have an oppor loyal to the interests of labor and the people

tunity to express his preferences. or have been untrue to their trust.

But the greatest care should be taken that The results of the election will depend upon

they do not neglect the most importantpart of the number of voters. Every man andwoman

the election , and that is to REGISTER.
who has a vote is notprotecting hisor herown

In many sections of thecountry citizens are interests if they neglect to go to the polls on

required to register in order to qualify as November 6.

voters on election day. In order to arouse We hope, however, that they will keep in

interest in registration and to stimulate action mind these slogans:.

I urge that city central bodies and state federa NO LOYAL CITIZEN OF THE UNITED

tions of labor create non -partisan committees STATES WILLVOTEFORACANDIDATE

for the purpose of giving to this workspecial WHO WILL NOTSUPPORT LEGISLATION

attention and to prevail upon members of PROHIBITING THE USE OF INJUNC

organized labor, working men and women to TIONS IN LABOR DISPUTES.

register and vote on election day. NO JUST-MINDED CITIZEN WILL
It is not intended that committees of this VOTEFOR A CANDIDATE FOR A STATE

kind should exercise a partisan influence LEGISLATUREWHOISNOTIN FAVOR

they should be strictly non -partisan. OF PROTECTING THENATION'S CHILD

They should not attempt to influence work REN FROMINDUSTRIAL EXPLOITATION.

ingmen and women how to vote but they These are outstanding issues before the

should influence them to vote in accordance
people of our nation. Their acceptance of
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defeat mean much to the future of our Repub of all times. The hopelessnessof placing such

lic.
a man in the White House is the high tragedy

Therefore I urge you with all sincerity and of the Jazz Age through which we are passing.

in the name of our great cause not to fail to The White House with a Norris in it would be

exercise the right of registration and franchise a Light House thatwould restore to the human

in the coming election . Ifthewrong candidates heart in all lands the hope once stirred by the

are elected it will be the fault of the voters . birth of our Nation ,

We hope therefore that at the election the But it is by no means through Senator

organized wage earners will have exercised Norris alone that the Progressive Spirit mani

their constitutional right and duty to vote and fests itself in Congress. Inthe House there are

that the result will be of benefit to the nation . some twenty - five or thirty members through

But they must not neglect their most whom it speaks and acts frequently if not all

important duty - to REGISTER. the time. Conspicuous among these are Rep

With best wishes andkindest regards , I am resentatives Huddleston of Alabama and

Yours fraternally, La Guardia of New York. The names of the

WM . GREEN, President others are on our roll of honor. Space forbids

American Federation of Labor . mentioning them here. They will be furnished

promptly to interested voters. It is a high

BACK UP ALL PROGRESSIVES
duty of Progressives to do their utmost to see

The People's Business
that these men are returned to the House.

In the Senate Senator Norris has some excel

We speak as a Progressive to Progressives. lent company . We cannot here and now name

The hopeof America is the growth of the all of those who have some good right to be

Progressive Movement. And it is by no means classed among the Progressives, and to be

a bad hope. We admit that at themoment it worthy of Progressive support. We must limit

is not a bankable hope so far as party action ourselves to naming those who are up for

is concerned . We admit that as a partymove reelection in November. Senator Burton K.

ment it has made two conspicuous failures. Wheeler of Montana, Senator Robert M.

Conspicuous, not disastrous. We admit that La Follette of Wisconsin , Senator Lynn J.

the ProgressiveCause is at present without a Frazier of North Dakota , Senator Robert B ,

visible body. But we declare our faith that Howell ofNebraska , Senator Henrik Ship

the Cause was born never to die until it has, stead of Minnesota, Senator David I. Walsh

whether directly or indirectly , made its regen of Massachusetts, Senator Hiram W. Johnson

erating influence felt throughout the Nation. of California, Senator C. C. Dill of Washing

We assert that the Progressive Spirit is ton , Senator Kenneth D. McKellar of Ten

today a vital polítical force to be reckoned nessee, Senator Henry F. Ashurst of Arizona,

with. That it manifests itself at strategic times Senator Bronson M. Cutting of New Mexico,

and places and makes magnificent fights in and (though perhaps in a somewhat different

behalf of government of the people, by the category ) Senator Royal S. Copeland, Senator

people, for the people ;forhuman rights, for William H. King, and Senator Key Pittman .

international good neighborhood ; for the kind RepresentativeTom Connally of Texas is in

of a nation and the kind of a world in which a line to succeed Senator Mayfield, and will be a

Jefferson and a Lincoln would be happily at real addition to the Progressive group in the

home. We assert that these fights are not Senate .

infrequently successful, sometimes on a small , Progressives should get behind all these men

sometimes on a grand scale . and return them to the Senate .

The place where the Progressive Spiritmani

fests itself most frequently and most fruitfully
THE DREAMS AHEAD

at present is in the Halls of Congress. Espe
cially in the Senate. There it exercises real What would we do in this world of ours ,

power, Power that can be felt . Power the Were it not for the dreams ahead ?

results of which can be seen , now in the expo For thorns are mixed with the blooming

sure of some great fraud , now in the frustration flowers,

of some great robbery, now inthe recovery of No matter which path we tread .

stolen public propertyofenormous value, now
And each of us has his golden goal ,

in wise efforts to make the machinery of gov .

ernment function more fairly, more effectively
Stretching far into the years;

And ever he climbs with a hopeful soul ,
and more honestly , now in some great con . With alternate smiles and tears.

structive measure for the benefit of the rank

and file of the people. That dream ahead is what holds him up

The Progressives in Congress weardifferent Throughthe storms of a ceaseless fight;

party labels. The thing that distinguishes When his lips are pressed to the wormwoods'

them as Progressives is that they can pretty cup ,

generally becounted upon not to let party, And clouds shut out the light.

class,corporateorpersonal obligations domi

nate their conduct when questions involving
To someit's a dream of high estate;

To someit's a dream of wealth ;
human rights and the general welfare come

before them .
To some it's a dream of a truce with Fate

In a constant search for health .

The greatest exponent of the Progressive

Spirit in Congress today is Senator George W. To some it's a dream of home and wife ;

Norris of Nebraska. Încharacter,in under To some it's a crown above;

standing, in abilityto get right things done, The dreams ahead are what make each life

in courage, and sweet reasonableness,Senator The dreams and faith and love !

Norris standshigh amongAmerican statesmen
-Edwin Carlile Litsey .

B77
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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE MOTOR BRITISH STATESMEN VISIT CANADA

MAN AND CONDUCTOR By J. A. P. Haydon

" International President W. D. Mahon, All Canada is playing host to the members

since last reported , has issued charters of
of the Empire Parliamentary Association.

affiliation for the institution of Divisions Nos. Theparty arrived from England and were

510, Girard , Kan .; 511 , Decatur, Ill.; 512,
officially welcomed to Canada by Hon.

Danville, Ill. , and 513 , Bartonville, ill .
Rodolphe Lemieux, speaker of the House of

" At the sessions of the General Executive

Commons.

Board of September 12, 1908, the Board com
In the distinguished group are representa

pleted the audit of the financial books and
tives of all the parliaments in the British

accounts of the General Office. A recapitula
Empire, including Great Britain , Australia,

tion of the audit is as follows :
New Zealand, South Africa , the Irish Free

State, Newfoundland, India , Southern Rhod.

" Balance on hand Feb. 29 , 1908, $22,206.51 . esia and Malta,

" Receipts March 1-Aug . 31, 1908, $69 , "The association is, of course, non -partisan,

059.05 . and among the visitors are members of all

“ Total, $91,265.56. political parties.

“Expenditures March 1 to Aug. 31 , 1908,

$63,835.05.
Famous Labor M. P.'s

“ Balance on hand Sept. 1 , 1908, $27,430.51 .

Among the spokesmen for the British

Labor party are David Kirkwood, one of the

“Of the expenditures $ 8,400 were upon best known of the Scottish M. P.'s ; " Tom "

Death and Disability Benefits and $ 24,900 Shaw , who was minister of labor in the Mac

from the Defense Fund." Donald cabinet, and Lord Thomson, a great

soldier and internationally known as an

advocate ofpeace, who acted as air minister

THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE MOTOR
when the Labor party was running the

MAN AND CONDUCTORS Empire.

During the sessions here the debates will

“ We clip the following from The Nashville deal with development of trade within the

Working Man, which is self -explanatory : empire , migration and settlement, and other

" " The Nashville street railway company has

subjects calculated to draw the various parts

again applied the pruning knife to a portion of
of the empire closer together.

their employes. This last cut is on the Wharf
The party will crossthe continent to Van

Ave, line, and the motormen on said line now
couver and will, of course , be hospitably re

draw the princely sum of $8.00 per week
ceived in all the large cities.

instead of $10.00 for twelve hours' work,

seven days per week, or less than eight and LABOR HAS TWO STRONG ARMS

one -half cents per hour for the privilege of

driving one of the cars for this greedy corpora The body of Labor has two strong arms-

tion. A few weeks ago they loweredthe wages the industrial and the political. Failure to use

of motormen onMcNairy, Highand Main lines either of these arms brings on the weakness

from $10.00 to $8.00. At the time of the first
of a one-armed man. Whenever Labor forgets

cut they also placed the conductors on the this absolute factit pays a heavy penalty.

Broad Street line on a kindergarten arrange The handthatcasts the wrong ballot isan

ment by hiring boys instead of men and enemy of the hand that holds the right union

paying them $ 6.00 per week . The men are card .

becoming very much dissatisfied on account A victory for Labor on the industrial field is

of the way promotions are made. Men who
often turned into defeat by the enemies of

have been with the company for years have Labor holding political power. Big Business

been overreached by sonsand nephews of city
knowsthis. That iswhyit is keeping a power:

councilmen and others whose parents have ful Lobby at the National Capitol. That is

somepolitical pull or influence.Lengthof whyit spends its millions (made by Labor
service and knowledge of the business does not

and paid by the Public) to influence legislation,

carry much weight when it comes to whether
control the press, mislead public thought,

a man's wages are to be cut or someone advanc escape investigation , infect the schools with

ed to a steady situation. Last year, when the
anti-labor propaganda and prevail over the

Centennial was in progress and extra runs courts to issue anti-labor injunctions,eviction

were demanded,the menfilled the call without
writs and anti-picketing orders.

a murmur, but since them when a car was to be
Labormust protect itself byusing its polit

sidetracked , the men also were run into the

shed with their carandtheseyoung sprigs of big majority . Democracy means the ruleof

ical arm . The workers of thiscountry are in 8

nobility placed in positions on the remaining the majority . The time must comewhen

cars. ' America will be ruled by the workers in the

“ We wonder if the Nashville street railway interest of all the people. That time will not

men can now see any necessity of organization . just come of itself. It will arrive only when

Last Deoember we paid Nashville a visit and the leaders and the rank and file of the workers

tried to induce the men there to organize, but think and vote as they should . Self-protec

they could not see thenecessity of an organi tion , self-advancement and the public good

zation . Had they followed our advice at that furnish a supreme challenge toall workers to

time and organized, they would not today be exercise the power ofthe majority in the

working for eight and one-half cents per coming campaign . How will you meet that

hour. " challenge?-Baker's Journal.

1
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE REGULAR SEMI “ Division No. 726, Staten Island , N. Y.,

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE GENERAL as reported in my report to your previous

EXECUTIVE BOARD Board meeting, had up for arbitration the

“ Arbitrations " question of reinstatement of Member Dimler ,

Continuedfrom page II
who was discharged for a head-on collision,

and the case of Member O'Hern who was

ing per previous report to your Board . suspended one week for missing. In both

H. Vahey was the arbitrator these cases the company refused to make any

chosen by Division No. 600. Several con concession and agreed to submit the subject

ferences proceeded in connection with this for arbitration . Division No. 726 selected as

case, which resulted in the acceptance by the arbitrator Attorney Francis McNamara ; the

employes of one cent per hour increase in company selected Superintendent S. H. Ser.

wages ; thus making it unnecessary to present The case was originally under the

the case for an award of the arbitration board . supervision of G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea,

The settlement provided wage rates upon but, he being dispatched to another situation ,

two -men cars of : For the first 3 months, the matter was placed in the hands of Oró

50 c per hour ; next 9 months, 550 per hour; ganizer James H. Coleman . During April of

to those of more than one year of service, 59c this six months' term Organizer Coleman re

per hour. One-man car and bus operators ported the case as still pending and I am so

are provided with 50 per hour in addition to reporting, it at theclose of this Board report.

the above rates. Overtime is paid at the " Division No. 788 , St. Louis, Mo. , at this

rate of time and one-half . This case was time is involved in a wage arbitration . The

under the supervision of G. E. B. Member Local asked for an increase and the company

John H. Reardon . asked for a decrease. The subject was sub

" Divisions Nos. 592 and 624, Fredonia and mitted for arbitration before the Missouri

Buffalo , N. Y., were involved in arbitration State Utilities Commission and is pending at

as reported at your last Board meeting. In the close of this report. This case is under the

this case the matter of appointment of a third supervision of Board Member Edw. Mc

arbitrator was taken to the County Court, Morrow .

in that the two arbitrators chosen - Arbi " Division No. 682, Fort Wayne, Ind . , in

trator Harry Soloman of Division No. 568, renewal of agreement relations with the

Erie, Pa. , chosen by the two Locals in arbi- employing property was unable to bring

tration, and Mr. H. L. Mack of Buffalo, about an agreement on the wage question.

chosen by the employing property - were un The Local had asked for 10c per hour increase

able to select a third arbitrator . The com in wages. The subject was submitted for

pany held that the Court had the right to arbitration, with the Public Service Commis

select the third arbitrator. After several con sion of Indiana serving as the arbitration

ferences, Judge Cruce was chosen as the third board . The award in this case retained the

arbitrator. It is reported, at this time, that old wage rate. Submission for arbitration in

the Divisions decided to abandon the arbi this case was under the supervision of G , E.

tration and accept the agreement of 1926 for B. Member R. L. Reeves.

This situation was under the " Divisions Nos. 174 , Fall River ; 235,

supervision of Organizer C. F. Conroy of Brockton ; 240 , Chelsea; 243, Taunton ; 246 ,

Division No. 623,Buffalo, N. Y. Salem ; 253 , Quincy ; 261, Lawrence ; 280,

“Division No. 713, Memphis, Tenn . , the Lowell; 373, Hyde Park, and 503 , Haverhill,

membership of which had asked for an in Mass. , in negotiating a renewal of agreement

crease of 9%cper hour for two-men cars and applied for an increase in wage and improve

20c per hour for one-man cars and the com ment in working conditions, upon which

pany asking a reduction of 7 %c per hour, sub agreement could not be made with the

mittedthequestionof wageswith the com management of the employing property . The

pany to arbitration. The two arbitrators subjects of the agreement not agreed upon

chosenwere Mr. A. D.Galloway by Division were submitted for arbitration. The Locals,
No. 713 and Mr. F. N. Fisher by the company , through their Joint Advisory Board, chose as

Mr. W. A. Ranson was chosen as chairman of the arbitrator for the Divisions Attorney

the board of arbitration. The mayor of the James H. Vahey ; the company chose Mr.

city succeededin getting the third arbitrator Fred J. Cummings, and the two arbitrators

selected. The award, in this case, granted thus chosen selected Mr. James J. Kerwin as

the oldwage scale. This situation was under the the third arbitrator. At the close of the

supervision of Board Member Jas. B. Lawson. period covered by this report, this case was

" Division No. 333, Battle Creek ,Mich ., still pending. It was under the supervision of

placed in arbitration the question ofreinstate Board Member John H. Reardon.

ment in employment of Member Lionel Sara , “ Division No. 107 , Hamilton, Ont. , in

who had been dismissed from the service on remaking of the agreement with the employ.

the charge of being responsible for a near ing property, petitioned for an increase in

accident with a Grand Trunk , Railway passen wage and some improvements in working

ger train in Battle Creek. The arbitrators in conditions. The company agreed to submit

this case were Dr. C. F. Ryan, chosen by the questions for arbitration and the case was

Division No. 333 ; Mr. James Meary , chosen submitted for arbitration before the Ontario

by the company, and Úr. E. N. Marvin as Railway Board. At the time of making this

presiding chairman. The award of the arbi report information is received that an award

tration board resulted in the reinstatement of has been granted , carrying with it an increase

Member Sara in employment. This case was of 4c per hour, establishing wage rates in the

under the supervisionof G. E. B. Member newagreement at 42c perhour for first year

R. L. Reeves.
service men ; 46c per hour for second year

GLI
F

another year .
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enactments of the General Executive Board

and will appear in the minutes of the rulings

and enactments of the General Executive

Board as hereinafter presented .)

RULINGS, ENACTMENTS AND DECISIONS

OF THE GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD

Enactmeats on Benefit Claims

}

fate

1

service men ; 52c per hour for those of more

than two years of service upon two -men

operated cars, with 5c per hour additional for

operators on one-man cars and busses. The

award carries with it 7c per hour additional

for Sunday work and for overtime and legal

holidays time and one-half. This situation

was under the supervision of Vice- President

John M. Parker,

"Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont. , in its

endeavors for renewal of agreement relations

with the management of the employing

property, sought conditions of employment

upon which agreement could not be made and

the subjects for improved conditions in the

agreement were submitted for arbitration.

At the close of the six months' period covered

by this report, the arbitration case was pend

ing under the supervision of Vice-President

John M. Parker on part of the Local.

“ Donations to Miners"

“During this six months' term ending with

July 31 , 1928, an appeal was sent to theDivi

sions of this Association, requesting the

membership to again give financial assistance

to the Miners of Ohio , Pennsylvania and West

Virginia , who are on strike. The Locals were

advised to forward their donations to Secre

tary Frank Morrison of the A. F. of L. and

report thesame to this office. The following

donations have been reported :

Div, No. 19- Colorado Springs, Colo .. $ 30,00

Div. No. 52-E , Liverpool , Ohio . 16.15

Div. No. 89 -- New Castle , Pa .
25.00

Div. No. 101 - Vancouver, B, C. 10.00

Div. No. 169 — Easton , Pa. 27.00

Div. No. 174 – Fall River, Mass. 10.00

Div. No. 176 - Sharon , Pa.. 10.00

Div . No. 240_Chelsea , Mass.. 65.00

Div . No. 253—Quincy , Mass.. 25.00

Div. No. 256 - Sacramento, California . 20.00

Div. No. 281-New Haven , Connecticut 170.35

Div. No. 284 - Nashua , N. H .. 10 00

Div, No. 382--Salt Lake City , Utah 71.25

Div. No. 388 --Newburgh, New York 10.00

Div. No. 381-Butte , Montana . 58.00

Div. No. 389 - Mansfield , Ohio . 15.00

Div. No. 459— Bridgeport, Connecticut. 68.50

Div, No. 518 ---San Francisco, California . 100.00

Div . No. 540 — Trenton , N. J .... 39.55

Div. No. 582-Utica , N. Y... 50.00

Div. No. 587 - Seattle , Washington 185.00

Div. No. 599- Muscatine, Iowa . 5.00

Div. No. 628 — Covington , Ky. 10.00

Div. No. 654 -— Hubbard , Ohio 10.00

Div. No. 664 --Great Falls, Montana . 10.00

Div. No. 678 — Mars, Pa ... 28.00

Div. No. 694 - San Antonio , Texas . 268.00

Div. No. 714 - Portland, Me.. 200.00

Div. No. 717 — Manchester, N.H.. 95.00

Div . No. 738 — Hamilton , Ohio .. 29,00

Div . No. 741-London , Ontario 25.00

Div. No. 812–Clarksburg, W. Va .. 20.00

Div . No. 818 - Oakland, California . 25.00

Div . No. 909 - Staunton , Illinois 51.00

Div , No. 954Souderton , Pa .. 15.00

Div . No. 965 — Escanaba, Michigan 10.00

H , W. Downing. Division 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.. 5.00
J. H. Reardon , Member, G. E. B. 10.00

International Association , 1000.00

TOTAL . $ 2831.80

" The above , together with donations of

$4,800.95 reported to your Board at your

previous meeting as having been donated

within the six months covered by the report

to that meeting ending with January 31 ,

1928, aggregates $ 7,632.75, as reported to

this office as having been donated to the

Miners to aid them in their endeavor to sus

tain their organization ."

(Further features of the report of the

International President contained matters

submitted to the meeting for rulings and

Submitted to the Board , for its consideration and

action , was a claim for Disability Benefit and payment

thereof of Member Percy S. Cessna of Division No. 85,

Pittsburgh , Pa. This case had been previously returned

to the International President on the ground thatat

the time of total disability, the disability sustained by

Member Cessna occasioned his insanity, and the

evidence before the Board was in effect that the case

was held pending application by those interested in
Member Cessna until hehad advanced to an age in

membership , upon which age in membership the

parties interested expected tobe used as a basis of

allowance for Disability, Benefit, The report of the

I. P.showed that those interested in the care of Mem

ber Cessna recognized the nature of the error and pay.

ment of the claim, as approved by the Board, was made

as of the time of Member Cessna sustaining his total

disability condition .

Application for Disability Benefit of Member John A.

Anderson of Division No. 212, Burlington, Iowa, was

submitted to the Board , for its consideration and action .

The record and evidence in this case accompanying the

application for Disability Benefit were in effect that

Brother Andersonbecame a member of the Association,

through Division No. 212 , December 1, 1904. Date of

disability occurrence was given as February 1 , 1928.

Age of claimant at time of filing application was sixty
two years, Cause of disability was given as Paralysis

Agitans . The Board recognized that the claim was

based on Shaking Palsy, which it could not reconcile as

having been caused by injury, and , therefore, could not

be reconciled with the payment permission features of

Section 110 ofthe Constitution and General Laws that

require that disability must result from accident or

injury sustained in the occupation . The Board enacted

to disallow payment of the claim .

Application for Disability Benefit of Member Joba

A. Raidy of Division No. 261, Lawrence, Mass., was

submitted to the Board, for its consideration and
action . The record and evidence before the Board

were in effect that Brother Raidy became a mem

ber of the Association ,throughDivision No. 201 ,

August 24, 1911; was suspended December 31, 1912,
and reinstated February 13, 1913. Disability is

alleged to have occurred in June 1926. Applicant was

compelled to give up employment as an operator:

Certifications of Dr. Herbert A , Fenton were in effect,

first that symptoms suggestedLocomotor Ataxia.. At

a later date, August 3,ishis certification that disability

was due to applicant being thrown off his car while

pulling trolley off wire, November 17, 1926. Symptoms,
Locomotor Ataxia. Certification of Dr. Howard L.

Cushman , as of March 13, 1928, was thatapplicant was

suffering from Locomotor Ataxia . Further statement

of Dr. Cushman, of July 30 , 1928, is that disability was

due to falling on the ice while stepping from car to
change trolley November 17 , 1926 . Symptoms,
Locomotor Ataxia . In reviewing this case and the

evidence thereon , the Board was guided by itsunder

standing of the cause for LocomotorAtaxia, which is a
disease of the nervous system characterized by sclerosis

of posterior columns ofthe spinal cord and that falling

down with the eyes closedis an incidentof the disease.
It was the convictionof the Boardthat the disability

was not resultant from any accident orincident in con.
nection with employment . The Board enacted that

the claim be disallowed ,

Application for Disability Benefit of Member Samuel

Harden of Division No. 358, Cumberland, Md., was

submittedtothe Board for its consideration and action.
The record and evidence before the Board were, in

effect,that Brother Harden became a memberof the
Association June 6 , 1907; that hegave up employment

November 12, 1928. Age ofclaimantat the time of fil;

ing application wassixty -oneyears . Certifications of
Dr. Thomas W. Koon were, in effect, that Member

Harden was sufferingfrom Ånkolosis ofall vertebrae
and both hips-- permanently disabled .

applicantbecame worse aftera fallhe received in 1921.

CertificationsofDr.e. f. Raphel were that disability
wasdue to exposure ; that he fellsomesix years ago and

struck his hup and disability occurred November 12,1921 .
HasbeensufferingfromArthritis since. In

deliberating upon thiscase the Board took into con
sideration Section 110ofthe Constitution and General

Laws, which permits paymentof Disability Benefit

onlyincase of injuries whiloin employment, further

1

Also that
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that no claim for Disability Benefitwillbe entertained
or allowed where theaccident occured two years prior

to the time of filing such claim . The Board recognised

that the claim was unallowable due toSection 110, and

enacted that payment of the claim be disallowed .
Application for Disability Benefit of Member Charles

L. Langrey of Division No.518, San Francisco, Calif.,
was submitted to theBoard for its consideration and
action . The record and evidence before the Board in

this case were, in effect, that Brother Langrey became a
member of the Association, through Division No. 518,

February 22 , 1914, and gave up employment April 12 ,

1928, and at the time of making application was sixty
two - years of age. The evidence was, in effect, that

Member Langrey, atthe time of giving up employment,
was suffering from High Blood Pressure and Nephritis
or Inflammation of the Kidneys, as per an original

statement of Dr. Herman Marcus, which undoubtedly

had the tendency of effect in full in the retirementof

Member Langrey from employment. Physicians also

stated that he hada large Hernia and right Inguinal
Hernia . The record showed that applicant had been

retired by the company on a pension. The evidence
was impressive to the Bo hat Member Langre did

not leave the service from the results of any accident ,

but was retiredand placed on a pension at the ageof

sixty -two years, the causebeing resultant from his in

creasing age and that the affiction could not be recon
çiled with Section110 ofthe Constitution and General
Laws. The Board enacted that payment of the claim be
disallowed .

Application for Disability Benefit of Member Samuel
W. Chadbourne of Division No. 518, San Francisco,

Calif., was submitted to the Board for itsconsideration
and action. The record and evidence in this case were ,

in effect, that Brother Chadbourne became a member

ofthe Association,throughDivision No. 518, May. 1 .

1913 , and sustained disability August 16, 1923, being

compelled to give up employmentNovember 30, 1926 .
Theage of claimant at the time of filing application was
seventy -one years. Cause of disability is that he was

alleged to havecaughtcold while in draft on rear plat
form . Statement of Dr. Sherman Tuttle was in effect

that Member Chadbourne is suffering from Inflam

matory Arthritis .In deliberating upon this claim , the

Board took into considerationSection 110 of the Con
stitution and General Laws, which provides that

elgibility for Disability Benefit must be where the

disability is resultant from an accident or where a

member' is suffering fromanaffliction, the cause of

which is dueto an injury sustainedin anaccident. The

section further provides that no claim for Disability
Benefit willbe entertained where the accident has

occurred two yearspreceding thetime of filing the claim .
The Board enacted that payment of the claim be dis
allowed.

Application for Disability Benefit in the interest of

Member Jeremiah P.O'Neilof Division No. 589,

Boston , Mass.,was submitted to the Board for its con

sideration and action . This case wasbefore the Board

ata previousBoardmeeting and referred back to the
International President for further investigation ag

applying to what effect the alleged accident had as

resulting in the disability. The furtherevidence showed

that the disability was resultant from the accident and

the Board enacted approving payment of the claim.

Application for Disability Benefit in the interest of
Member Fred W. Heffernan of Division No. 724,

Augusta , Maine, wassubmittedto the Board, for its
consideration and action . This case was before a

previous meeting ofthe General ExecutiveBoard,
at which it was shown that accidents had resulta

ed to the applicant, but notattaching the accidents

as the cause of the disability . The case was referred

back to the International President to obtain the rela

tion of the accidents to the disability. Further evidence

was obtained that the disability was resultant from the

accidentsas placed before the Boardatthe previous
G. E. B. meeting .The Board enacted to approve pay
ment of the claim .

Application for Disability Benefit in the interest of

MemberFrankH.Knight of Division No. 725, Birm

ingham , Ala.,was submitted to the Board , for its con
sideration and action . Thereportof theI. P. uponthis

case was, in effect,thatKnight was a member of Divi

sion No. 725, Birmingham , Ala ., and brought suit in the

local courts for total disability. The Division had

never filed the application. When suit was broughtthe
I. P. instructed that an attorney be employed to look

after the case. The case washeard in court and decided

against Applicant Knight. Dealing with this case, the
evidence showed that the course pursued by the

International President was in accordance with the

Lawsof theAssociation. The Boardenacted to approve

the action of the I. P. in the case.

Application for Disability Benefit in the interest of

Member 1. N. Ferguson ofDivisionNo. 788, St. Louis ,

Mo. , was submitted to the Board , for its consideration
and action. The record and evidence in this case were

in effect that Applicant Fergusonbecame a member of
the Association , through Division No. 788, February 2 ,

1918 , at the age of forty -one years . Application was

received March 12 , 1928. Cause of disability was given

as having caught three or four severe colds in the head

and chest during the winter months, followed by

Bronchial Pneumonia, complications of the heart,

Endocarditis and Aortic Insufficiency. In deliberating

upon this case, the Board recognized thatthe provisions
of Section 110 of the Constitution and General Laws

prohibited payment of Disability Benefit in such case ,
in that there was no evidence that the disability was

resultant from injuries sustained within two years pre

ceding the filingof the application . The Board enacted

that payment of the claim be disallowed .

Submitted to the Board, for its consideration and

action, was a claim forFuneralBenefit upon the death of

late Member Robert Porgie of Division No. 101 , Vaq.

couver, B. C. The record and evidence before the

Board in this case were , in effect, that late Member

Forgie became a memberof the Association , through

Division No. 101 , December 1910. His death oc

curred April 30, 1928, from injuries received by acci
dentally falling down an elevator shaft . Late Member

Forgie had resigned from employment in the street

railway service and taken employment as a keeper of

the Vancouver Post Office Building. There was sub
mitted before the Board that the death occurred not

while late Member Forgie was engaged in employment

as in the occupation. The Board referſed the case
back to the International President for investigation

and that if new evidence conclusive that late Member

Porgie was not in hisregular occupation outside of street
railway service at the time of the accident which re

sulted in his death, that payment of the claim be
allowed .

Submitted to the Board, for its consideration and

action , was a claim for Funeral Benefit upon the death

of former Member Carrere of Division No. 194, New
Orleans, La. The record and evidence in this case were,

in effect, that deceased became a member of the Local

July 26, 1902, but that he was suspended by directiou

of the G. E. B. upon action taken on May 11, 1927.

Death occurred June 12 , 1927. The history of the case

showed that duration of illness was from February,

1927,and it was recognized by the Board that it required

timeto notify members of suspension under direction of
the Board , and that in that former Member Carrere's

fatal illness was in existence at the time of the enact

ment for his suspension and he being in goodstanding.

the Board enacted directing paymentof the claim .

Submitted to the Board was a claim for Funeral

Benefit upon the death of late Member Edmond J.
Levielle of Division No.620, Pramingham , Mass. The

record of the Local before the Board was, in effect, that

Division No. 620 at the time of the death of Member

Levielle was in arrears in per capita tax with the Inter

national Association , although the records showed that

late Member Levielle was in good standing in the

Local . There was evidence before the Board that this

Local had been involved in excessive expense in its

endeavor to maintain and renew collective agreement

relations with the employing property . The Board

enacted that per capita tax to the Local be remitted

for the months of February, March, April and May,

and that in the event that Division No. 620 should pay

per capita tax for June and July , the I.P. be authorized

to pay the Funeral Benefit claim .

There was re -submitted to the Board a claim for

Funeral Benefit upon the death of late Member Charles

S. Wiltsey of Division No. 880, Camden, N. J. , for its

consideration and action . This case before the Board

at the previous meeting had been deferred to awaitin

formation on the cause of Member Wiltsey being in

arrears in dues with the Local at the time of his death .

At this meeting there was informationbefore the Board

that the delinquency of Member Wiltsey may have

been due to mental inability or insanity , as the cause of

his death was given as General Paralysis of the Insane.

The Board enacted directing the Secretary to obtain

from the attending physician, through the Secretary of

Division No. 880 and the widow of late Member Wilt

sey , information relative to the state of mind of de

ceased at the time he became delinquent in dues, and

that the question of payment of the benefit be deter

mined upon the nature of Member Wiltsey's mindat

the time he became delinquent .

An application for Old Age Benefit in the interest of
Member Patrick Lavin of Division No. 490, Yonkers,

N , Y., was submitted to the Board for its consideration

and action . The record and evidence before the Board

upon this case were that Member Lavin became a

member of the Association, through Division No.490,

October 24, 1907, causing him to be a member fuli

twenty years prior to making application for Old Age
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Benefit. He was born in 1860, being in excess of the

age of sixty -five at the time of filing his application .

However, the record showed that he had given up em

ployment October 15 , 1926 ; thus being less than nine

teen years in membership at the time of leaving em .

ployment. The Board recognized that payment of this
claim was deniable under Section 115 of the Constitu

tion and GeneralLaws, which provides thatit a member

continues his membership after leaving the street rail

way service , he shall be entitled to only Death Benefit

and not entitled toOld Age Benefit. The Board enacted
that payment of claim for Old Age Benefit in the case
be disallowed .

Submitted to the Board , for its consideration and

action , was a claim for Old Age Benefit in the interest of

MemberGeorge H. Harris of Division No. 26, Detroit,
Mich. The record and evidence in this case was, in

effect, that Member Harris became a member of the

Association, through Division No. 26, May 5, 1905,

and became ruptured in 1923 , from which time he was

compelled to lay off employment much of the time, and

was finally compelled to retire from the service. The

Board enacted approving payment of the claim.

Application for Old Age Benefit of Member Lyman

B. Whitney of Division No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio, was

submitted to the Board for its consideration and action .
The record and evidence before the Board in this case

were in effect that Member Whitney was one of the

original constructors of Division No. 268, in the con

struction of which he took a leading part; that at the

time of making application for Old Age Benefit, he was

sixty-eight years of age , having retired from employ

ment August 1 , 1927 , being in excess of sixty - five years
of age at the time of retirement from employment.

The record showed that except for strikes in the Local,

he was in continuousemployment of the street railway
property . The Board enacted approving payment of

the claim .

Action on Decisions on Appeala

Before the Board were submitted decisions of the

International President upon sixteen appeals from

members of various Local Divisions. The appeals and

decisions were submittedto the Board through the re

port of the International President for action of the

Board . These decisions were on appeals as follows:

Decision of the I. P. upon appeal of Member Harry

W. Blood of Division No.228, Joliet, Ill ., relative to
seniority in the selection of runs. The decision of the

1. P. thereon was , in effect, that Member Blood has the

right to select his run in accordance with his continuous

age in the service from the time he was employed as a
conductor. The decision was approved . Decision of

the I.P. upon appeal of Member Irvin R. Gruneberg

of Division No. 641 , Shamokin, Pa., relative to seniority

rights of appellant. The decision of the I. P. sustained
the appeal, which was approved by the G. E. B.

Decision of the I , P. upon appeal of Members Peter J.

Romondo, Melvin Jones and Lionel J. Kinsch of Divi.

sion No. 497, Pittsburg , Kan . , which was from a de.

cision of the Local on the question of seniority, upon
which appeal the I. P. sustained the decision of Divi

sion No.497 and overruled the appeal. The decision

of the I. P. was approved by the Board. Decision of

the I. P. upon appeal of Member M. L. Harwood of

Division No. 900, Highwood, Ill., from a decision of

Division No. 900 relative to seniority of appellant. The

decision of the I. P. sustained the decision of Division
No. 900. The Board approved the decision of the I. P.

Decision of the I. P. upon appeal of Member Harry L.

Coolidge of Division No. 000. Waltham , Mass., from

actionof the Local on the subject of seniority in trans
ferring workfrom rail cars to coach service . The deci.

sion of the I. P. susta Division No. 600 upon the

subject of seniority . The Board approved the decision

of the I. P. Decision of the I. P. upon appeal of Men

bers Joseph P. Greeley and Wm . J. McCann of Division

No. 22 , Worcester, Mass. , taken from a decision of the

Local relative to seniority of Member Joshua Wilkin

son , upon which the decision of the I. P. sustainedthe

appeal. In that an appeal was made by Member

Wilkinsonfrom this decision to the General Executive

Board , the Board deferred action upon the decision of

the I. P. in the case for consideration upon taking up
the appeal of Member Wilkinson , Decision of the

I. P. upon appeal of Member John T. Rodgers and

Joseph C. Lucot of Division No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.,

from a decision of Division No.85 as applyingto service
of motormen in extra work . The decision of the I. P.

sustained the action of Division No. 85. The Board

approved the decision . Decision of the I. P, upon ap

peal of Member A. W, Aycock of Division No. 713.
Memphis, Tenn. , appealing from action of Division No.

713 relative to a grievance case involving appellants .

The decision of the I. P. sustained the action of Divi.

sion No. 713 in the case. The Board_approved the

decision of the I. P. Decision of the I. P. upon appeal

of Members Thomas O'Hare und Peter Sullivın of

Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass ., appealing from a

decision of Division No. 22 relative to ro-rating at the

Grove Street Car House in the matter of seniority

rights inthe selection of runs. The decision of the I. P.

sustained the decision of Division No. 22 thereonand

the Board approved the decision . Decision of the I. P.

upon appeal of Member James Moihr of Division No.

569, Edmonton, Alta ., upon the subject of seniority

which has been determined by Division No. 569 as

applying to appellant.The decisionof the I. P. sus

tained the decision of Division No. 569. The Board

approved the decision of the I. P. Decision of tho I. P.

upon appeal of MemberHarvey Walton of Division

No. 900, Highwood, Ill., from a decision ofthe Local

relativeto seniority rights of appellant. Ia this case

the decision of the I. P. sustained the appeal. The

Boardapproved the decision of the I. P. Decision of

the I. P. upon appeal of MemberFrank W. Colwell of

Division No. 618. Providence , R. I., appealing from an

act of Division No. 618 upon seniority as applying to

appellant. The decision of the I , P. sustained the action

of Division No. 618 indetermining upon the case . The

Board approved the decision of the I. P. Decision of

the I. P.uponappeal of Member Wm . Stacey of Divi.

sion No. 101, Vancouver, B. C. , relanive to seniority of

appellant ,the appeal having been taken from action of

Division No. 101 in fixing appellant's seniority . The

I. P. vustained DivisionNo. 101 in itsdecision. The

Board approved thedecision of the I. P. Decision of

the I. P. upon appeal of MemberR. L. Smith ofDivi.

sion No. 125 , Birmingham , Ala .,from a decision of

Division No. 725 relative to appellant's seniority. In

this case the decision of the I. P. sustained the appeal.

The Board approved the decision oftheI. P. Decision

of the I. P. upon appeal of Memberi JohnP. Lyons

and Loren E. Huckias of Division No. 22, Worcester,

Mass., upon the subject of seniority la the Pitroom ,

which appeal was taken froman act ofDivision No. 22

as applying to the seaiorityof appellants. In this case

thedecision of the I. P. sustained thedecision of Divi.

tion No. 22. The Board approved the decision of the

I. P. Decision of the I. P. upon appeal of Members

W. A. Davis,J.H. Johnson and Homer C. Belch of

Division No. 333, Battle Creek, Mich., relative to

seniority as applying to returned interurban railway

men to city service . The decision of the I. P. sustained

the agreementconditions governing such cases andthe

action of the Joint Advisory Board of Divisions Nos.

245, 333, 343, 362 and 563asapplying to the case . The

Board approved thedecision of the I. P.

Decisions on Appeals to the General Executive Board
Submitted to the Board, for its consideration and

action, was anappeal of Member Joshua Wilkinson of

Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass., appealing from a

decision of the International President rendered upon

an appeal of Members Joseph P. Greeley and Wm . J.

McCann of Division No.22.The appeal and evidence

beforethe Board were, in effect,thatAppellant Wilkin.
son was employed as a conductor on theCharlton Line

of the Worcester street railwaycompany, and while so
employed, in September, 1927, bus operation was put

into effect as a substitutefor railcaroperation. Rail

car employes were given the privilege ofeateringthis
busservice. The evidence isthat bus service wasoffered

to Appellant Wilkinson ,who hesitated accepting bus

service, or in accepting the privilege of entering the bus

service at the time. OnFebruary 7, some five months

thereafter, appellant reported tothesuperintendent for

work and wastold toconsult the business agent of

DivisionNo.22.Laterappellantreportedforwork,
February 13, 1928, when he was told he would have to

take up his question ofseniority with theUnion. The
subjectwas submittedtoDivisionNo. 22andthe Local

enacted to grant appellant his seniority onbusopera.

tion toincludehis seniority on rail cari. Appeal was
taken from this decision of Division No. 22by Appel

lants Joseph P. Greeley and Wm. J. McCann, on the

ground that Appellant Wilkinson hadbeengranted

thirtydayswithinwhich to replyto the superintendent

asto whether he would accept employmentin the bus
service . The superintendent arranged temporary

cmploymentfor a period of two months to awaitthe

conclusion of Appellant Wilkinson ;then he placed these

two runs in regular seniority operation,naturally

assuming that Brother Wilkinson was disponed not to

return toemployment. The decision oftheInter;

National President rendered upon thecasesustained

the appealofMembers GreeleyandMcCann, oa the

ground thattheevidence was,ineffect, that Brother

Wilkinson had beengiven an opportunitytobreakin
onthe bus but had declined and that theprivilege had

beenheldopen to himfor thirty days in which to make

otherwork for somemonths;thus forfeiting his right

tiveBoardupontheWilkinsonappea! wag practically
the uno asthat which was before the laternational
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Prepdent upon the appral of Members Greeley and

McCann li appeared clear to the Board that Appellant
Wilkinsoy had been given special privilege of sixty day !

time in which to return to employment, but that he had

neglected taking advantage of this privilege, until at

the end of sixty days the board had been marked up in

accordance with seniority of those employed . It was

cleas to the Board that appellant shouldhave reported

to the superintendent andkeptin touch with the situa.

tion within the period held open to him . After review .

ing all of the evidence in this case, the Board rendered

ito decision sustaining the decision oftheInternational

President upon the Greeley -McCann case and overruled
tho appeal.

Blections in Local Divisions

The report of the International President called

attention to inquiriesofvarious Locals relative to the

method of electing officersin various Locals upon the

preferential ballotsystem as adopted by the Twentieth

Convention held in Birmingham . Ala ., in September,

1927 After deliberation upon this subject and giving

full study to the Law as enacted by the Twentieth Con .

vention , the General Executive Board prepared its

opinion and decision thereon for submission to the

various Local Divisions as follows:

On the part of your General Executive Board, we

take thismeans of calling your attention to the changes

that were made in the Laws governing the election of

Officers of local Divisions by the Birmingham Conven

tion of our Association. It was provided by the Con
vention that thelaws as changed, shouldgo into force

And effectcommencingwith this year's election, 1928.

We are hereby giving you full explanation of these laws
andhow they will operate.

" Section 40 of the Constitution and General Laws

provides that the election of officers inLocals where the

membership does not exceed two hundred , except that

the Local may adopt the preferential ballot system,

shall be held on the following basis: Nominationsshall

take place at the regular meeting prior to the election

meeting. No nominations shallbe allowed upon the

night of election , except where an office for which the
members nominated have declined to run , or where

there are no nominees for the office . In such cases

nominations shallbe allowed upon the night of election.

In the matter of election, at the election meeting the

presiding officer shall appoint two tellers, whoseduty
It shallbeto distribute, collect andread the ballots in

thepresence ofthe meeting. The recording secretary

shallactasclerkandkeeparecord of the ballots cast
and enter this record in his minutes. He shall announce

the result of the count for each votetothe presiding

officer,who, in turn, shall declare the result of theelec

tion. In these elections it will requireamajorityofthe

members voting to constitute an election . Where there

aremore than two candidates the lowest ineach unsuc

cessful ballotshall bedropped andthe ballot continued
until a majority has beencast forone candidate.

" The above provisions provide for electionsinLocals

pot to exceed two hundred members . However, these

Locals may adopt the preferentialballotsystem , if the
Local so chooses.

" Section 41 of the Constitution and General Laws

providesfor the nominationsand election in Locals
exceeding two hundredmembers . This section pro

vides that a Local exceeding two hundred members

shall specifydates fornominations and elections. These

nominations and electionsmay take place in meetings.

The nominating meetingshall be held notlessthanone

Weekbeforethe date ofelection .However,not lessthan

&five days' notice of nominations shallbe given to the

membersprevious to the holding of a nomination meet.

Ing. Immediately after this nomination meeting ,the

secretary shallpreparea ballot in accordancewith Sec

tion 42 of the Constitution and GeneralLaws. Names

shall be placed upon this ballot in the case of each office

in alphabetical order. Wherethere are more thantwo

candidates for an office,the ballots shallbe so arranged

that the voter canexpresshis various choices, as first,
second, third , etc. Ofcourse , where thereare but two

candidatesfor anoffice, the voter can express his choice

" In cases of Locals of over two hundred members,

the preferential ballot is designed to avoid expense to

the Local in elections. Wherethere are three candidates

for one office, the voter must cast his vote for firstand
second choice .

Where there are four candidates, he

must cast his vote for first , second andthird choice .

The voter mustcastchoices forcandidatesfor a num

ber, within one of the numberof candidatesuponthe

ballot .In otherwords, if there are ten candidates for

one office , the voter must cast nine choices. Otherwise,

themajority election may not prevail,as the Constitu
tion provides that the candidate elected must have a
majority of all votes cast.

" In that theConstitution provides that the candidate
electedmustbe elected by a majority of all votes cast,

and where there are, say, five candidates for the one

office, and the member votes only one choice, his vote

cannot be taken as a vote cast .

" Por instance, where there are five candidates for

one office and there are cast three hundred votes ,

wherein upon the first count one candidate receives

one hundred and twenty ( 120 ) votes , the second receives

one hundred and ten (110) votes , the third receives

forty (40) , the fourth candidate receives twenty (20)

votes and the fifth candidate receives ten ( 10) votes,

no one has the majority vote for that office. lo that

case the fifth candidate, who received ten votes, is

dropped and the second choices are then added votes

of the four remaining candidates .

“The law provides that the ballots shall be separated

into piles, which in case of five candidates will constitute

five piles of ballots. The ballots for the fifth candidate

whohas been dropped are in a pile by themselves, but

upon those ten ballots are indicated the secondchoice

of those ten voters, which are to be credited to the four

candidates remaining in the contest as specified upon

the ballots cast of this fifth candidate .

" It will be seen that in the event that members voting

for the first two candidates who received one hundred

and twenty and one hundred and ten votes respectively,
the second choice could not contain the second choice

preference of those members who voted for those two

candidates, who failed to express their second choice.
This might so relax the vote that even upon second or

third choice counting no one would receive a majority
of the votes cast . In other words, they would not

receive a majority of the three hundred votes cast,

which is necessarily one hundred and fifty -one votes.

Therefore, those who have cast only first choice ballots
cannotbe counted as having cast a ballot proper in the

election . Therefore, such members who do not cast

their full choices for candidates cannot be included as

voters in the election . For instance , of the three hun

dred ballots cast , should there be ten who did not cast

their full votes , or rather four choices upon the ballot

and make it known what their four choices were , would

lessen the number of votes cast and the actual vote

would then constitute only two hundred and ninety

votes , requiring only one hundred and forty- six votes
necessary for election .

" For instance , of the one hundred and twenty votes

cast for the high man, should there be of those ballots

eighty -one votes thatdid not express the second choice,
they would be thrown out as not proper votes . This

would leave the proper voting to be two hundred and
nineteen of the three hundred votes cast . The second

candidate receiving one hundred and ten votes of those
two hundred and nineteen would have a majority and

would naturally be declared elected to the office. His

majority would stand on the elimination of the eighty

one members' votes who failed to vote their full choices

upon the ballot and who cast their ballots for the candi
date who would otherwise have received the one huna

dred and twenty votes, but by their error in voting

actually received only thirty-nine votes of the ballots
qualified to be counted. In such case it would be

unnecessary to count the second ballot choice, in that

upon the first ballot the member receiving the one

hundred and ten votes would receive one majority of

the two hundred and nineteen legally cast ballots .

“ Tellers who are handling the election should advise

each voter as he approaches to cast his ballot , or when
the ballot is givenhim by the teller, that he must cast
four choices upon the ballot where there are five candi

dates for the one office. In the event that there are but

three candidates for the one office, the member who

applies for his ballot or comes forth to cast it , should be
advised that he must place upon the ballot his first and
second choice ; otherwise his ballot will be thrown out

as not a ballot qualified for counting . This applies to

the preferential ballot system .

* The law is very specific and members of Divisions
that adopt the preferential ballot should acquaint them

selves fully and well relative to Sections 41 and 42of
the Constitution and General Laws.

" In Section 42 is presented the form for preferential

choice ballots . It will be observed that the first feature

of this section is the preparation of the ballot for Presi

dent with choices marked thereon . The member who

votes , should his first choice be John Doe, will make a

check mark in the first vote space for John Doe. Then

he must consider which of James Roe, John Smith or

James Jones hewould prefer in the event that John Doe

should not receive a majority on the first choice. Thus,
should his second choice be John Smith he will make his

check mark in the space provided for second choice

opposite the name of JohnSmith. Thenhemarks his
third choice which would be for either James Roe or

James Jones . Should his third choice bo James Jones,

ho willmake his check mark in the spaceprovided for

third choice opposite the name of James Jones. He has

then qualified his ballot to be counted.

for only one .
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" Now there has arisan sem . quostion in some of the the delegates of the Amalgamated Association use their

Divisions regarding tho olection of delegates to the endeavors to obtain Vancouver as the convention city.

Convention andthere is a fearthat they could not use Upon this subject the Board enacted directing the

the preferential ballot satisfactorily in the election of a A. F. of L. delegater ofthe Amalgamated Association

largo number of delegates toourConvention . We of Street and Electric Railway Employes of America,

would , therefore, recommend that so far as the election to vote for Vancouver, B. C. , for the succeeding A.P. of

of delegates to the Convention of the Association in L. Convention.

concernod, that the Divisions use the old law and elect The Board endorsed the non-partisan rule of the

delegates in thefutureastheyhavein the past, but for American Federation of Labor in the matter of the

all other officers to strictly adhere to the laws as pub presidential election, by adopting the following resolu

lished . tion :

"Wo would advise the Local Divisions that whero " Whereas: The Executive Council of the American

their present By-Laws now conflict withthislaw that Federation of Labor have decided to remain neutral

they, at once, change their Local By - Laws so they will in the present political campaign for President of the
conform with the law as adopted . United States, therefore, be it,

Ticket

" We would advisethatacopy of the International " Resolved : that we, the General ExecutiveBoard

Constitution and By-Laws be place in the hands of each of theAmalgamated AssociationofStreet and Electric

andevery member so that they cancarefully studyand RailwayEmployees ofAmerica, in session assembled
familiarize themselves with these lawsand itwillbe this eighth day ofAugust , 1928, dohereby box to the

bornein mind by the Local Divisions that where any judgmentofthe Executive Council of the American
appeals on the election are taken that the rulings of Federation ofLaborand instruct our Officers ,assuch,

the Board will be strictly confined to the laws as to follow the policiesof the American Federationof

adopted at Birmingham and hereby explained." Labor and remain neutral in the present campaign ."

Miscellaneous Rulings and Enactments Audit
Relative to the expense of the New York injunction The audit of the books and accounts of the General

case , the Board enacted granting to the International Office of the Association affords a recapitulation as
President authorityto settle the same. Upon this sub follows:

ject President William Green of the A. F. of L. was Recapitulation
before the Board and made a statementrelativeto the

Balance on Hand February 1, 1928 . $ 1,883,827.01
attitude ofthe A. F. of L. Executive Council upon the Receipt for6Months'Period Ending with

matter of injunction proceedings. July 31 , 1928 .... 644,202.22

Remission of per capita tax was approved by the

Board in the interest of Divisions Nos. 118, Pottsville, Total.. . $2,528,029.23

165, Girardville,and 433, Lansford, Pa., pending their Disbursements Peb . 1 to July 31 , 1928 ... 566,841.30

recent strike, and the Board placedin thehands of the

International President the matter of further remittance Total Cash and Assets on Hand July 31 ,

of per capita tax pertaining to Division No. 976, . $ 1,961,187.93

Indianapolis, Ind. Investments of the Association are represented in

Beforethe Board by statement in the report ofthe book value as follows:

International President and bystatements of President U. S. Gov't . Bonds, and Treasury Notes . . $ 232,250.00

William Green before the Board, was the subject of Canadian Gov't. Bonds . 84,303.24

the jurisdiction dispute between the Machinists Inter Canadian Northern Ry. Bonds

national Union and the Amalgamate
d

Association. No. Dak. State Bonds.

Aftor giving much deliberation upon this case, the Ont. Prov . Bonds.

Board resolutedthat the Association must decline to Alta . Prov. Bonds .

meet the Machinists upon the subject of jurisdiction Emmet Co. Mich. Bonds .

until the Machinists should modify their position in a Wayne and Macomb Co., Mich . Bonds .

way to appear presentable awillingness of the Machine Niles, O. , Bonds ..

ists' Uniontomeet the Amalgamate
d

Association upon Findlay, O. , Bonds.

a reasonable basis to adjust the dispute. Los Angeles, Calif., Bonds.

Presented to the Board by the report of the I. P. was Cuyahoga Palls, O., Bonds.

the agreement between the Mitten Managementand Orlando, Fla ., Bonds..

the Amalgamated Association,asmade by a Committee Woodmere, Mich ., Bonds

appointedfor that purpose at the previous G.E. B. Dennison , O.,Bonds.

meeting with the Mítten Management of Philadelphia. Asheville , N. C., Bonds .

After deliberation upon this agreement, the Board Port Arthur, Tex ., Bonds.

enacted to approvethe agreement. Fordson, Mich ., Bonds.
Reported to the Boardwas thesubject of consolida Halfway, Mich ., Bonds .

tionoftractioninterests in Washington , D. C., and Winnipeg , Mån ., Bonds.
service rendered by Messrs. W.Jett Lauck and Arthur Niagara Falls, Ont., Bonds .

Sturgis . Relative to this subject, the arrangementof Sandwich , Ont., Bonds..
these gentlemen with International President W. D. Toronto , Ont., Bonds.

Mahon was approved and authority extended to the Ecorse, Mich., Bonds.
International President to meet charges in the case. Royal Oak , Mich ., Bonds.

An arrangement reported to the Board by the report Nankin , Mich ., Bonds.
of the I. P. in lineofassistance tothe International Moffat Tunnel, Colo ., Bonds .

Labor News Service, asrendered by the International Braun Lumber Corp. Mich . Bonds.

President, was approved . Detroit Masonic Temple Stock

By the reportofthe I. P. was submitted to the Board Toledo Labor Bldg, Bonds...

the subject of affiliation with the Workers' Educational Securities with Detroit Trust Co.

Bureau. After deliberationupon this subject , the Board Stock Fed . Bk . & Trust Co..

enacted to lay it on the table . Council Bluffs Labor Temple Stock .

Presented tothe Board , for its consideration , was the Central State Co-operative Society Stock .

subject of purchasing further stock in the Union Labor Union Labor Life Ins. Co. Stock .

LifeInsurance Company . In deliberating upon this Real Estate First Mortgage Bonds .
subject , theBoard took into consideration thefinancial

condition of the Association , which, it was ruled by the Total Investments - Stocks, Bonds

Boarddoes not warrant further purchase of Union and Mortgages .

Labor Life Insurance stock. The Association , at pres

ent, has $ 40,000.00 invested in this stock . The report
Real estate - office and factory building

showsthat the Union Labor Life Insurance Company aggregate $73,319.27.

has become a substantial financial concern ,that is giv Inventories - supplies aggregate $8,566.25 .

ing assured interest privileges to policy holders . Ithas

reached a stable condition, which makesitsfuture suc
Bank savings accounts aggregate $375,

cess assured . 807.06.

The report of the I. P. brought tothe Board the situa Bank checking accounts at the close of

tionrelativeto the New Orleans injunction case , which

is yet pending. The Board enacted approvingthe pro
July 31, 1928, aggregated $ 601,875.60.

cedure of theAssociationunderInternationalPresident The investments of the Association here

W.D. Mahonin this case.

The Boston injunction was reported by the Inter

shown bear interest at rates from 3% per cent

national President as still pending . The Association is to 7 per cent.

inline of defense in that case .
The audit of the Union Leader shows i

The subject of determining the convention city for addition to the above balance on hand at t

the A. P.of L. succeeding the next convention was

brought before the Board by Board Member Hoover.
GeneralOffice, a balance of$ 3,544.90tot

His petition wasthat at the next A. F.of L. Convention credit of the Association iu theCentral Tru

14,703.04

1,000.00

27,222.70

9,439.37

10,697.91

20,442.33

5,048.38

5,118.25

10,125.33

20,866.33

10,101.31

12,454.04

10,201.33

10,103.22

10,259.57

10,162.45

10,348.65

9,611.8
8

3,000.0
0

10,484.
80

9,494.3
8

13,134.
92

10,428.
51

11,473.
18

11,309.
75

6,987.0
6

10,000.
00

1,000.0
0

19,927.
59

400.00

30.00

100,00

20,000.
00

238,625
,00

. $ 890.929.5
1
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GROSS Adjustable COIN CHANGER

No Springs to Break –

No Repairs to Make

CAPACITY — 52 Quarters , 72 Dimes, 44 Nickels, 55 Pennies,

70 Tokens. Double barrels hold 105 Pennies or 130 Tokens

3 Barrel.... $ 2.50 4 Barrel.... $ 3.50 5 Barrel.... $ 4.50

Postpaid on Receipt of Price or C. O. D.

CHANGERS MADE UP IN ANY COMBINATION

Dealers Write for Attractive Offer

GROSS COIN CHANGER CO . 1435 Grand Avenue, Dept. A, ST. PAUL, MINN.

- an

Company of Illinois Bank at the close of Old Age Benefits, at $800.00 each , aggregating

July 31 , 1928. $ 40,000.00.

The audit of the books and accounts at the During the period ending January 31, 1928,

General Office was conducted by the Newton there were paid 553 claims from the Benefit

Audit Company, Public Accountants of Fund, aggregating $ 368,235.16 - an average

Detroit, Michigan. of $665.88 per claim .

The audit of the Union Leader, which has During the six months' audit period ending

headquarters in Chicago , I11. , was made by with July 31, 1927, there were paid 576 Fun

Walton, Joplin , Langer & Company, Certified eral, Disability and Old Age Benefit claims,

Accountants of Chicago . aggregating $379,945.39 average of

The audit shows an increase in the funds
$ 670.10 per claim .

and assets within the six months' auditperiod
The report of the International President

ending July 31, 1928, in the sum of $ 77,360.92.
showed that , generally, there is now no occa

sion for suspicion of any barred future prog.

The report shows that of the $ 566,841.30 ress. The Association never stood upon a

expenditures for the six months' period, better foundation than at the present time .

$409,691.60 were expended in Death , Dis This is well exhibited by the financial condi .

ability and Old Age Benefits, showing that tion of the Association .

72% percent of the entire expenditures were Your Board desires to report that the six

from the Death , Disability and Old Age Bene months covered by this audit period ending

fit Fund.
with July 31, 1928, has not been a period of

There were expended from the Defense expected industrial progress, but there is

Fund $40,499.59. This payment from the reason to believe there will come no setbacks

Defense Fund, together with the payment in the succeeding six months ' period. There

from the Benefít Fund, aggregates $ 450,191.19 have been improvements noted within this six

or approximately 7972 per cent of the entire months and there is no organization within the

expendituresofthe Association. realm of the American Federation of Labor

During the sixmonths 'audit periodending that stands upon a more substantial base than

with July 31, 1928, there were paid 528 Death doesthe Amalgamated Association of Street

Benefits, aggregating $352,641.60 — an average and Electric Railway Employes of America ,

of $ 667.88per benefit. Your General Executive Board further

During the six months' audit periodending desires to express sincere appreciation for the

with July 31, 1928,there were paid 14 Dis vigorous co -operation of the officers and mem

ability Benefits, aggregating $ 9,050.00 - an bers of Local Divisions in the course of the

average of $646.42 per benefit . progressand functioning of the policies of the

During the six months' audit periodending Association. This Association stands out as

with July 31 , 1928 ,therewerepaid 60 Old Age an example of co -operation , for which your

Benefits, at $ 800.00 each , aggregating $48, General Executive Board feels most grateful.

000.00.
Most fraternallysubmitted,

The number of Death , Disability and Old
GENERALEXECUTIVE BOARD,

Age Benefits paid duringthesix months' Edw. McMorrow ,

period totaled 602 claims — an average of Magnus Sinclair,

$680.55 per claim . P. J. Shea,

During the preceding six months ending John H. Reardon ,

with January 31, 1928 ,therewerepaid 481 Allen H.Burt,

Death Beneſts, aggregating $ 311,735.18 - an Wm. F. Welch,

average of $648.10 per claim . James B. Lawson ,

Within the course of the six months' audit Fred A. Hoover,

period ending withJanuary31,1928, there R. L. Reeves.

werepaid 22 Disability Benefits,aggregating

$ 16,500.00 - an average of $750.00 per claim . Goodwill towards others make for your

During the six months' audit period ending own good health .

-Forbes Magazino (N. Y. )
with January 31, 1928, there were paid 60
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EARN EXTRA MONEY

We need men of good character and stand

ing, with a knowledge of railroading, to

represent us in their spare hours. Thiswork

is with a responsible company, does not entail

any investment by you and it will bring you

an attractive extra monthly incometheyear

round. Write: C. E. Shaffner, 1932 Ford

Bldg. , Detroit, Mich.

Get FRE
E

SAM
PLE

roue

GALLSTONES

Liver and Stomach Troubles

Yon do not need to Boffer from gallstones , paine in

back ,orliver and stomach troubles. You can get rid
of them now , it you will send for this tree samplo .

Gallstonesare dangerous; they are painful, torture,
and cause burning pains around your liver ,painn in
your sides, and often thay cause ehilly, tever , colle,

Indigestion , or gastritis, Letmesend you a liberal

FreeProofGallotoneand Liver for
sules, and be relieved . Theymay save your life
Avoid en operation. Send nameand addressto

day ; no obligation. Dr. Hildebrand's Laboratory ,

Dept. 168 155 N. Union Ave., Chicago, Ill.
I Price

" I believein organized labor because I look

upon it as a bulwark of democracy. And I am

for organized labor, just as Iwould be for the

armies of my country in a foreign land ,

because I know that they are fighting for me

and mine. I know that organized labor in its

broadest political aspect, in its public aspect,

is battling for the rights ofaverage people in

America. I know that it is the organized fight

ing force for all labor, and not only for labor,

organized and unorganized , but it is the fight,

ing force to embattle for common men and

women, whether laboring or otherwise,

throughout the length and breadth of this

country ." - Congressman George Huddleston,

of Alabama . (The Railway Clerk .)

Union Labor

Life Insurance Co.

MATTHEW WOLL, President

Washington , D. C.

Conceived in

The American Federation of Labor

LABOR'S OWN COMPANY

Offers

INDIVIDUAL LIFE INSURANCE

GROUP LIFE INSURANCE

Strength of Your Company

Capital Stock .. $ 375,000

Contributed Surplus. 375,000

Total contributed by

shareholders .... : $750,000

Owned, Controlled and Operated

by Organized Labor

Shareholders

American Federation of Labor

Sixty National and International Unions

Seven State Federations of Labor

Thirty - four City Centrals

Nearly Three Hundred Trade Unionists

Profits Go to Policyholders

Not more than 6 per cent of con

tributed capital and surplus may be

paid annually as dividends to share

holders.

All other surplus belongs to policy

holders.

All policies are participating and

share in the distribution of surplus.

Individual or Group Insurance

By Group Insurance, the Union is

strengthened because the members are

bound together by an additional tie ;

dues are paid more regularly ; records

are kept better.

ADVANTAGES OVER

EMPLOYER INSURANCE

The employer can no longer claim

that he is doing a favor by furnishing

group insurance.

The employer can no longer use group

insurance to tie men to their jobs.

The worker can move from job to job

without losing insurance.

The union receives credit in the mem

ber'shome for insurance protection.

Labor's insurance is in its own hands,

operated for labor's own special benefit.

Get the movement for group insur

ance protection in your union under

way at once.

For information , write to the Union

Labor Life Insurance Co., Washington ,

D. C.

SPECIAL

Uniforms for D. S. R.

Operators and

Conductors

$33

Union Made of Regulation

Blue Serge

Tailored of No. 386 Wanskuk 16 -oz.

fine weave Blue Serge in strict ac

cordance with D.S.R.Specifications.

The lining is of twill Blue Serge.

It's a pleasure to show them to you

any time whether you come to buy

or look . Drop in .

Convenient terms if desired

Clayton'
s

Michigan at Shelby since 1883

dirzorT'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE MEN'S AND BOYS' APPAREL ETORI
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Every time the fare is changed.

Equip yourself with a NEW

Five - Barrel Lever -Operated

Adjustable Changer

Makes change in an instant

Saves time, pockets, patienceand Speeds

up schedules no fumbling for coins.

Patentedsafety locking device and our exclusivo

Adjustable feature onfourth and ifthbarrele .

THE ONLY 5-BARREL MODEL Sold at the 4 - BARREL PRICE

No. 555 throws 1 quarter , 1 dimo, 1 nickel,1 to 5 pennies, 1 to 5 pennies

No. 666 throws 1 quarter , 1 dime, 1 nickel, 1 to 6 pennies , 1 to 6 tokens

Price $4.00 postage paid . J. L. GALEF, 73 Chambers St., New York City

GREAT FALLS , MONT., AGREEMENT SECTION 5. No employee shall be

granted more than six months leave of

This Memorandum of Agreement, made and absence in one year without the consent of

entered into this 15th day of August,A. D. both Company and Association . Company

1928, by and between THE MONTANA will report to Secretary of Association, leave of

POWER COMPANY, GREAT FALLS absence granted of thirty days or more.

STREET RAILWAY DEPARTMENT, here SECTION 6. Employees are required to

inafter called the Company,party of the first affiliate with Association within thirty days

part , and DIVISION NO. 664 of GREAT after employment.

PALLS, MONTANA, AMALGAMATED SECTION 7. It is hereby agreed that the

ASSOCÍATION OF STREET AND ELEC

TRIC RAILWAY
provisions herein shall remain in fullforce and

EMPLOYERS OF

effect for a period of time commencing the

AMERICA,hereinaftercalled the Associa
15th day of August, 1928,and to continue in

tion,party of the second part, WITNES
full force and effect until the 15th day of

SETH:
August, 1929, and thereafter unless thirty

SECTION 1. The schedule of wages for ( 30 ) days notice is given in writing by either

all motormen and conductors shall be as Party hereto of their desire to amend, sub
follows :

stitute or allow to expire this agreement.

(A) For the first three months of service
SECTION 8. In Witness Whereof, the

fifty -nine and one-half (5972) cents per
Party of the First Part has caused these

hour. For the next nine months of
presents to be signed by its Manager, and

service sixty-two and one-half (6242)
the Party of the Second Part has caused these

cents per hour. Thereafter, sixty - five

and one-half (6542) cents per hour .

presents to be signed by its President and

Secretary all of said officers being thereunto

(B ) Employees of shopat Car Barn same
duly authorized, the day and year first above

rate as motormen and conductors.
written .

(C) A time allowance of fifteen minutes per
THE MONTANA POWER COMPANY

day shall be allowed for making up re
STREET RAILWAY DEPARTMENT

ports, and ten days vacation with pay
BY FRANK SCOTTEN

each year shall be allowed for all men
WITNESS :

President
over one year in the service.

(D) Trackmen, $5.00 per day of eight
B. L. ROBERTSON

hours. AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

SECTION 2. Eight hours as nearly as STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY

practical to constitute a day's work , time and EMPLOYEES OF AM] ICA, IV

one-half to be allowed for all time worked in SION NO, 664.

excess of eleven hours . By A. P. DUNCAN

SECTION 3. When an employee is re
ATTEST :

Manager

quired tomake trip run to Smelter in the
BERT A. STRONG

morning, and histime is not continuedafter
Secretary.

run , he shall receive not less than One Dolar

($ 1.00 ) for his time for same even though
THE OLD AGE BENEFIT

time amounts to less than One Dollar.

SECTION 4. Seniority rights shall pre A feature of the benefit provisions of the

vail with all roadmen. Employeesof shop at Amalgamated Association ofStreet and Elec

Car Barn and Trackmen will not hold rights tric Railway Employes of America isthe pay.

on roads, exceptwhen assigned to road work ment of Old Age Benefits. The Benefit Law of

permanently. " Company will report date of the Association provides that a member reach

such assignment to Secretary ofAssociation. ing the age of sixty -fiveyearsandretiringfrom

If requested , roadmen may work in shop, street railway service at which he has been

when no road workisavailable, and shopmen employed long enough to be twenty years in

may make extra runs on road when no extra membership in the Association , shall receive
roadmen are available .

$800.00 as an Old Age Benefit. This Law went

SR
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6 ROOM
HOUSE

GIVEN !

Solve the Puzzle Below

There is one link missing in the chain forming the border of this announcement,

In the circle to the left thereare six links. BUTONE AND ONLY ONE IS
IDENTICAL WITH THE LINKS IN THE CHAIN . Can you find it ? Each

link is numbered-- just write the number of the missing link on a piece of paper
with your name and address and mail it at once . Youmay win the fine sixroom
house which we are giving away . This is a FREE offer made to advertise ,

Il you can had the missing link write today you may be the happy owner of the hine home before you
realize it Here is one of the greatest tree oflers erti made by a reliable organisation

de ne pass it op

Ilast

" Buy

THE R

CARRI

iebter i

parts, 1

CFIND THEMISSING LINK

一

|
|

BasDo tas

Coins d

$ 200 CHECK to Pay for the Lot Sent At Once as Below if Solution Correct
Find the missing link. Wewill immediately send fall particulars of the remarkable offer and also voucher check
good for$ 200to Rey lot to put house on if you wis . costs NOTHINGTO TRY - luns aseto send yourpazzle
solution. No need to risk any of your money now or at any time DO NOT PASS UPTHIS SNAP, You maybave
heardof Free Harne efter ,but this oneis different -- you gel quick sction ad fair treatmentlong delay and
work ia do and NO SCESCRIPTIONS TO SELL onderthis new plan every active member la positively rewardel
THE LIBERTY HOME CLUR,

Dept C - 32 GREENVILLE , PENNA .

Easy ใน

209 6
RIFER,

Agents
into effect under which payments under it were

included for the first complete year of an audit

ending with August 1, 1914, the law going into

effect January 1 , 1914. A comparison of the

advantages to the membership of this provision

Success for most of us , must consist of

doing ordinary things extraordinarily well.

- Forbes Magazine (N. Y.)

special

may beshownin taking intoconsideration the Asthma Left. No

Sign of It Now

two-year audit period reports beginning with

August 1 , 1913. The biennial reports show as

follows:

During the two years period from August 1 , HAD GIVEN UP HOPE, BUT FOUND QUICK AND

1913, to July 31 , 1915 , there were paid two Old LASTING RELIEF

Age Benefits, amounting to $ 1,600.00. Victims of asthma and bronchial trouble will find

new hope in the experience of Mrs. Jennie Atkins,
During the two yearsperiod from August 1 , Route C, Lawton , Okla . She writes:

1915toJuly 31 , 1917 , there wre paid seven Old “ Forover 3 years,Ihad asthma and a terrible cough.

Age Benefits, aggregating $ 5,600.00.
WhenI read aboutNacorand sent for it,Ididn't think

it could helpmuch , as I had terrible pains in my chest

For the two years beginning with August 1 , andwas weakandhopeless from coughing, choking and

1917 and ending July 31, 1919 , there were
loss of sleep .Istarted takingNacorApril 3rd , 1927. In

paid ten Old Age Benefit claims, aggregating
afew days, I could breathe better, sleep soundly , and

my cough began to leave. Insix months, every sign of
$ 8,000.00 asthmahaddisappeared and it hasnot returned."

During the two years from August 1 , 1919,
Hundreds ofjust such positive statements havebeen

to July 31, 1921 , there were paid twenty Old

made by sufferers, tellinghow their asthma and bron.

chial cough disappeared and never returned . Their

Age Benefit claims, aggregating $16,000.00 . letters and a booklet of valuable information about

For the two years from August 1 , 1921, to

thesediseases will be sent free by Nacor Medicine Co.,

uly 31 , 1923 , there wre paid one hundred and

606 State Life Bidg.,Indianapolis, Ind. No matter how

serious your case ,this free information may be the

eighteen Old Age Benefit claims, aggregating making of you. Wsite for it today .

$ 94,400.00.

During the two years from August 1, 1923,

to July 31 , 1925 , there wre paid one hundred

and thirty-two Old Age Benefit claims, aggre

gating $ 105,600.00.

Forthe two years from August 1 , 1925, to

July 31 , 1927 , there were paid one hundred

and fifty -two Age Benefit claims, aggregating

$ 121,600.00. According to a recent article by the
For the one year from August 1 , 1927, to presidentof the world's largest motor

research corporation ,thereis enough
July 31 , 1928, there were paid one hundred energy in a gallon of gasoline if con

and ten Old Age Benefit claims, aggregating
verted 100%in mechanical energy to
run a tour cylinder car 450 miles .

$88,000.00.

In the course of the fifteen years covered by NEW GAS SAVING

this statement there were paid five hundred
INVENTION ASTONISHES

and fifty -one Old Age Benefit claims, at

$800.00 each , aggregating $440,800.00. CAR OWNERS

A marvelous device , already installed

on thousands of cars , has accomplish
ed wondersin utilizing & portion of

this waste energy and is producing
mileage tests that seem unbelievable .
Not does gasoline,

but it also creates more power, gives

Thousands of sufferers,many cases of years stand
Instant starting, quick pick - up , and eliminates carbon

ing ,after using the Phungen Treatment report

amazing recovery. It rids youof pain , vomiting FREE SAMPLE and $100 a Weele

and other discomforts at once. Nodiet. Improve To obtain national distribution quickly, men are beline
ment steady and rapid . The Phungen Treatment is high appointed everywhere to helpsupplythe tremendousde

ly recommendedfor Ulcers, severe chronic Gastritisas
well as Acidosis,Dyspepsia, Indigestion , etc.Costsnoth

Freesamples furnishedtoworkers. Write todas

Oliver , Pres ., for
ingunless you aremore than satisfied . Interest

this free sample and bi

money malang offer .
ing bookletonStomachUlcerssentFREE,also

enthusiastic letters of praise from former sufferers. WHIRLWIND MFG. CO .

PhungenLaboratories, 163Dakota Bldg. , St. Paul, Mind 999. 335 -E . Third St. ,
Milwaukee, Wisi

450Miles
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Last Word in a Change Carrier

“ Buy the best , it's cheapest in the end "

THE RAPID READY -LEVER CHANGE

CARRIER Model 1926 is several ounces

lighter in weight than all others,with fewer

parts. Is accurate, fast, strong, durable and

fool-proof.

Has no castings to break , and spring troubles unknown . Made

entirely of LIBERTY SILVER , which will never rust or tarnish .

Coins drop from the bottom into the hand .

Easy to keep clean, needs no oiling. Price

$ 3.25. Our "OLD RELIABLE SLIP CAR

RIER , price $2.50, brought out in 1896 is

still used and liked by many.

Agents wanted .
A. F. NELSON , Mfgr.

Special prices.
907 N. Front St. , Harrisburg, Pa.

Caract

ChangeCarrier Mfgr.

since 1896
est was

Bordicant

dagazine

No

It No

UND QUI

UNION MADE

TRACTIO
N
UNIFORM

S

Style, Fit and Satisfaction

WRITE FOR CATALOG, SAMPLES AND PRICES

The Fechheimer Bros. Co.

Cincinnati, Obio .

Free - A Fechheimer Time Book - Send for your .

Name

Address

5:

or ste i dodati

2018

* return
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'

stege
so

be

asth
i
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PRICE LIST OP

Association Supplies

SPECIAL

S
a
l

Uniforms for D. S. R.

Operators and

Conductors

$33

.30

Oncial Seal . . $ 5.50

Proposition for membership blanko, per 100 . .50

Rtv 1...
.25

Withdrawal cardo, spel
.05

Traveling eardo, madd .. .05

Truador carde, wok ..
.05

Dapleato report books, sach ..
2.00

Constitutions,in lots of 100 or more, per 100 4.75

Constitutions, in lots of loss than 100, each .. .05

Pinancialsecretary'ı order bookon treasurer
.35

Treasurer's receipt book ..
.35

Association badges, rolled gold , bach .
.SO

Association badges, solidgold ,each .
1.10

Anociation buttoos, gold plate, sach ...

Association buttons, rollod gold, oseb . .50

Association buttons, solid golg .each .
1.10

Bablom cul buttons, per pais ......
1.10

Bmblom ble claspe, each .. .70

Abociation charms, saab
1.10

Association lockets, each . 1.75

Cutsotoficialseal for use on printed mat.
.75

ter, plain , each .....
Cateo oficialreal, withfaçdesign ,

2.00

Recording Secretary '. minuto books, 300 pgs. 1.50

Gut Seals, per box 50 .
.50

Loose loal membership ledgeri. Ruled and

printed on both sides,providing for • 12

yeas record of the payment of dues by

your mesbots.

Loonleat post bindor , canvas with leather
comers , each .. 4.50

Potee of theets, in lots of lou than 100, each.02 %
la lots of100, or moro , per 100 . 2.30

Is lots of 500, or more, der 500 . 11.00

Ia lots of 1000 , or moro, Der M .. ... 20.00

All orders pust be accompanied by ex

press, postofficemoney order or draft.

Otherwise supplierwillnot beforwarded .

Union Made of Regulation

Blue Serge

Tailored of No. 386 Wanskuk 16 - oz .

fine weave Blue Serge in strict ac

cordancewith D.S.R.Specifications.

The lining is of twill Blue Serge.

It's a pleasure to show them to you

any time whether you come to buy

or look . Drop in .

Convenient terms if desired

00 1

Clayton's

Michigan at Shelby since 1883

DITLOIT'I LARGEST BICLUSIVE MEN'S AND BOYS ' APPAREL STOREco.



Some Clothin
g Stores

don't handle

Union Label Clothing

M 36.

20

because they

don't know

that

Traction men

demand it.

your dealer does not have sewed in every garmentwe make

Union Label Uniforms and -(both uniform and civilian

Civilian Clothing in stock now styles) and is your protection

send us his name and we'll write against inferior makes, assuring

him about it. you of satisfaction .

Traction men who prefer Blue Before you buy your next suit ,

Serge can secure our Standard send for a sample of 3500 Serge

Serge No.3500 in either Uniform for comparison.

or Civilian Styles at $27.50.
If your dealer cannot supply

We are also able to furnish
you , we will arrange to have a

all standard uniform fabrics and reputable clothingstorein your

a full line of Hand Tail.
city take your size and

ored Civilian Clothing. make any needed altera

The Union Label is tionswithoutextracharge.

Bloc
h

0000000000000000000000001010000000000000

The Bloch Company

CLOTHES

OFQUALITY
2320 Superior Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio

Send me free Sample No. 3500 Serge.

Name ---

Address

Name of Dealer
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The above picture is that of Brother Her

bert A. Meeker of Division No. 26, Detroit,

Mich. Brother Meeker recently sustained a

serious operation in aBuffalo hospital, which ,

his manyfriends will be pleased to know , was

successful,andwhich gives assurance of his

future good health . For many years, Brother

Meeker has beena most active trade unionist

andisknown by the many delegates who have

attended our past Association biennial con
ventions.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE

MENT, CIRCULATION , ETC., REQUIRED BY

THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF'AUGUST 24, 1912 ,

of the MOTORMAN. CONDUCTOR ANDMOTOR COACH

OPERATOR , publishedmonthlyat Detroit , Michigan,
for September 1st, 1928.

State of Michigan, County of Wayne,ss .

Before me, a Notary Public in andfortheState and

Countyaforesaid ,personally appeared R.L. Reeves,

who,havingbeen duly sworn according to law ,deposes

and saysthathe is the Editor of the MOTORMAN,

CONDUCTOR AND MOTOR COACH OOPERATOR , andthat
the following is,

to the best of his knowledge and

belief, a true statementofthe ownership , management

(and ,' if a daily paper, thecirculation , etc., otthe

HOW CAN MODERNIZATION

BE JUSTIFIED ?

( Address of Manager Alonzo R. Williams of

the United Electric Railways Co., Provi

dence , R. I., before the American Electric

Railway Convention held in Cleveland

September 22-29. )

The subject which has been so ably handled

by the last speaker is entitled : " How can

modernization be justified from its financial

results so that additional capital can be se

cured for this purpose? "

Again that question , “ How can moderniza.
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WAN

une int

tion be justified ?" . In other words, can we street railway companies in this country have

justify our action in being up-to -date? Are already modernized their methods and their

we justified in 'dying a lingering death? Are equipment and the financial results have

we justified in conceiving one new thought justified the expenditures made. In the case

or developing one new principle ? Are we of United Electric Railways Company of

justified in lolling about in our legarthy while Providence, Rhode Island , the process of cacho

the rest of the world goes by and we are modernization is going on and it's effect is table

trodden under foot , smiling the while , sick already being reflected in the financial state stress

ishly, as we mutter “ The song is ended and ments.

not even the melody lingers on . It is ab THIRDLY, " If financial results justify

surdity itself to ask such a question . Of modernization , will such results attract new The

course modernization is justified . It cannot capital? "

be otherwise for unless any industry, in any The mere asking of the question presents

clime, keeps pace with the times it must of the answer. Capital is always ready to invest

necessity die. If anyone here believes that the in a business ably managed along modern

street railways of today should lag behind as lines and any business so managed must, of

they have in the past and allow others to take necessity, furnish a financial statement attrac

from them that which is theirs without an tive to the financier. Capital is ever seeking

attempt to bring himself abreast of the times such an enterprise in which to invest its

and stop the heaving of heavysighs mingled surplus funds and such an industry need

with the crying of Calamity," then he does never seek assistance in that direction for it

not belong in the line-up of the teams play: will be offered without the asking.

ing the electric railway gameof today. Of The question asked , therefore, is faulty

course modernization is justified. Moderniza for it presents no topic for discussion. Every

tion as I define the word , is being up -to -date , thought expressed in the question dictates

" keeping pace with the times," " being just its own answer and that answer is simplicity

one jump ahead of our competitor," .. " sensing itself . Modernization is a recognized ne

the public pulse and catering to it." If the cessity ;-improvement in the financial results

street railways of today are up- to -date, if the mustfollow and capital will respond.

street railways of today keep pace with the The Street Railway of Yesterday Modernized

times, if the street railways of today are just With but few exceptions the street railway

one jump ahead of the other fellow , and if the executive in charge of operations of yesterday

street railways of today truly sense the public was a king upon a throne and all others were

pulse and make their own beat in unison there but his slaves. He governed the going out

with , that so- called modernization must of and the coming in of the populace at his will

necessity bring financial results . It cannot and pleasure for there were none who could

fail . say him nay. Perched high upon his self

Population is increasing. The people seek constructed pedestal he immediately sur

and must have transportation . rounded himself with battlements, upon

tunity is at hand and he who fails to see that which he painted a sign reading " Thou shalt

opportunity and grasp it as it presents itself not pass and this means you ," and, in his own

and in the manner in which it presents itself, opinion , thus secure, he was monarch of all he

is a failure in the transportation business. surveyed. To most of the employees of his

SECONDLY, “ Do the financial results Company he was an unknown quantity and

justify modernization ?" May Iask if the his features were seldom seen except , perhaps,

automobile industry is financially successful? in print . He had no direct contact with those

No one will deny that the automobile industry whom he asked to serve him , and he did not

today is financially stable. Why? Because care to hold communion , or even associate,

it is modernized transportation and is going with those whom hesought to serve through

forward with leaps and bounds . It is not the medium of his lines. Entrenched behind

standing still. It is not retrogressing. Can solid mahogany, polished to a shining lustre,

anyone deny the stability of the great electric he spread before him his charts and his maps,

power industry of today? No,-and why ? made and drawn by others than himself,

Because it is a modernized development of and on this checkerboard played the street

natural resources. With the advent of railway game in solitude and to his heart's

electricity it was heralded far and wide that content . He knew little or nothing, gained

gas companies would cease to exist , yet by from first-hand information, of what was

modernization they are in better condition transpiring outside the walls of his castle.

today than ever before. It was said that the Guards, clad in the impenetrable armor of

radio spelled the doom of the Victor record, stoic obedience to orders , in the form of

yet today through modernization it has ad . office boys and clerks, protected him at all

vanced and has not gone backward . In the times from communication with the outside

textile industry we find the antithesis. It world , except with those whose business

has been satisfied , for the most part in the interested him . In this encirclement he

past , to pay large dividends at the expense of lived his daily life . He decreased service from

its physical properties. It failed to keep pace a mere glance at his line earnings sheet. He

with the times . It failed to modernize and seldom increased it . The whys and where

now is in desperate financial straights. In fores of his business was his alone. His

almost every case where that or any other service , and his alone, was to be had if desired;

industry had modernized the financial re if that service did not suit then nothing better

sults have justified that course. In every case could be had. Seclusion, secrecy, and auto

where industry has failed to modernize it has cracy give rise to suspicion, antagonism and

faced financial ruin . From what I have been then hatred,and it was because of these three

able to gather from various publications, some things that the term " soullesscorporation"

The oppor

1
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was

the past.

came into being, to be followed by the by

word " that damned railroad company .'

When the course of transportation

changed, influenced by his single tracked

mind in the course of which no turnouts

were to be found, he attempted to stem the

march of progress and is now paying the in

evitable penalty . The onward march of

progress cannot be held back by human brains

or human hands. It sweeps all before it.

Such is the tidal wave of Modernization .

The modernized and up-to-date street

railway executive has before him , a super

human task in overcoming the antagonism

of his heritage. But a truly modern executive

can overcome that plague. He can come out

victorious only by a sublime faith in the

public, in his company, in his men, and in

himself, and , spurred on by that faith , by

relentlessly pressing always forward with

unbounded enthusiasm to right the wrongs of

Amodern executive must pull down those

battlements and those walls which separated

his predecessor from his men and from the

public at large. He must fling his doors wide

open and must remove those who bar the

entrance to those who would consult with him .

The " boys in blue" upon the cars and upon

the motor transport lines, operating their

conveyances back and forth , hour in and

hour out , have at their disposal a wealth of

valuable information gained through years of

experience upon the lines. He should consult

with them in his private office. They are the

ones who know the public need , who sense

the public pulse — are those upon whom the

public vents its wrath . He should help them

by personally listening to their suggestions.

He should realize that they are men, human

beings like himself. He should work with

them , work for them , encourage them and

compliment them for deeds well done. He

should compliment them personally and not

through a selected agent. He should teach

them ; he should inspire them ; he should lead

them . For when all is said and done " the

boys in blue"are the salesmen in the field

and no salesman can enthusiastically sell his

wares unless he has faith in his calling and

faith in his management. Faith can alone

come from intimate association, belief in the

known and understood policies of the director

and respect for the one who commands re

spect. Isolation , ignorance and secrecy

breed contempt. When those men upon the

lines have that faith , when they have that

understanding, when they feel the power of

that leadership, and when they feel that they

are truly a responsible part of a great whole,

then will they go out into the highways and

byways and with acourteous regard for the

rights of others, with a spirit of helpfulness

to all , and with a sense of responsibility to

themselves, their company, and their patrons,

sell the goods a street railway has to offer to a

willing and an appreciative purchaser.

The public today, knows what it most

desires and, not as in the past , is almost un

limited in its power and ability to satisfy

those desires. The advent of the automobile

has brought to thedoor of the citizen of

today two things; SPEED and COMFORT.

The system ofFederal and State highways has

brought those two charms of present day

life to a state of perfection. The people can

have both , will have both , and their patronage

will go to him who will furnish both . Slow

motion and discomfort are things of the past.

This is " Modernization ' and this is the result

of modernization.

The Public dictates today, not the railway

executive. Welding of rail joints, steel ties ,

rubber padded trucks, leather covered seats ,

rear door control, and a hundred other con

trivances are ' but means to an end . Sub

stitution of buses for long haul or feeder

lines presents one more item for consideration

but it is not my purpose to discuss these

elementary considerations by themselves.

Suffice it to say that there are just two out

standing governing principles which must

permeate thesoul of the modern executive ;

namely , COMFORT and CONVENIENCE.

He may use what means he may but he must

provide comfort and convenience and the

standard of comfort and convenience by

which he must be guided is that of the auto

mobile. The masses havefelt its exhileration ,

they demand it, they will have it , and it is

the executive's job to give it to them if he

would remain in the street railway business.

That is Modernization and the result of

Modernization .

The Public today has at its command an

instrumentality capable of great speed and

it has tasted the luxury of speed . It therefore

demands SPEED , It must have speed and

it is up to the railway executive to furnish

speed . That's Modernization and the result

of Modernization . Dragging of cars along

the line for passing time points may be well

enough for the schedule of the Toonerville

Trolley but it has no place in modern rail

roading. A railway car may wait;the public

will not wait. The phrase " Rush Hour" was

coined from the state of mind of the intending

passenger during certain hours of the day.

During those hours , when the mass traffic

is in one direction only , the leaving time

from the heavy loading points should be the

time considered by the up-to -date manager.

From that point on to the terminus the high

est speed , irrespective of schedule , commen

surate with safety , is one means of salvation

of the present trolley .

You can fool all the people some of the time

and some of the people all of the time but you

n't fool a car rider today and get away with

it . You can tell a man on the street to go

to the devil but you can't say that to a trolley

patron today for there are too many places

for him to go instead , and if he does take

your advice and goes to the placewhere his

Satanic Majesty hangs out you'll find it will

be to the door of your competitor. That

too , is Modernization and the result of

Modernization.

The public of today have drunk deep of the

refreshing stimulant of Prosperity. It has

inhaled the delightful perfume of Luxury.

It has become restless and has developed a

psychology of its own . The modern street

railway man must needs study that psychol

ogy, interpret it correctlyand 'must be able to

meet its requirements. It is one of the big

problems ofmodern times and only a modern

ized executive can cope with the situation
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The public, it is true, has always had a well feel proud of having such an efficient

psychology but it always found the means at man in your employment. Sincerely , Mrs. D.

hand meagre for its exercise as a reality. Rainville , Ware, Mass."

Today thepublic is on its tiptoes ; it is set and (c) Believing that a manperforms his task

“ rarin ' to go . " The modern street railway better and moreunderstandingly if he realizes

executive must be on the mark and beat the the meaning of and the reasons for the

starting gun if he can. The public today de various tasks he is asked to undertake, the

mands SERVICE and frequent service . Woe management, over its personal signature,

betide the executive who fails to heed that sends each week withthe pay check a note to

cry. Hemust find a way to give it. That's each employee containing some helpful sug

his job today. That's Modernization and gestion or word of cheer .

the result of Modernization. ( Sample No. 1 )

The Methods Used in Modernization and the , " Do you Know That, One more passenger

Results Attained From Such Methods in per day per operator means 900 more pass

the Lines of the United Electric engers? 900 morepassengers per day for one

Railways Company in Rhode week means 6,300 morepassengers? 6,300

Island more passengers perweek for oneyear means

1. Having absolute faith in the employees 327,600 passengers? Well, it does! SO

of the company, believing that theyare real DON'T PASS UP ANYONE, GET EVERY.

men and that they should be treated like men, ONE ABOARD YOUR CAR. STOP FOR

the management took steps to make their HIM , CALL HIM , GET HIM . YOU'RE
work a pleasure rather than a drudgery. IN BUSINESS. THAT'S BUSINESS."

(a) It abolished all petty fines and (Sample No. 2)

penalties and put the men on their honor. " More PASSENGERS mean more CARS,

It technically closed its eyes to a man's past More CARS mean more WORK, More

record and gave every man a chance to prove WORK means more MEN, so if you have

himself worthy of recognition, respect, and to break a rule toget a PASSENGER ,GET

confidence. THE PASSENGER . It is better to break

(b) Knowing that no man can do good a ruleandget aPASSENGER than to miss

work or can be content when continuous the PASSENGER and BREAK THE COM

criticism is heaped upon his head, and when PANY."

the only chance of meeting his superior is The result has beenelectrifying. Now the

upon the occasion of a reprimand, such boys feel that an individual, not an imper

practice was likewise abolished , reprimands sonate object, is interested in them and in

took on a different tone and were few and far their work, and they feel that they are now

between and for only flagrant violations, if indeed a part of a great industry and they

any there were . Instead , the men were in enter upon their dayswork with a light heart,

vited to come to the management at any cheery disposition and with renewed enthus

time , communicate with it by phone or letter iasm . This is Modernization .

whenever they pleased, offer suggestions 2,. Studying thepsychologyof the modern

freely and become a militant part of the public it is found that especially during rush

management itself. The management can hours and more especially during the P. M.

be seen any day and at any time upon the peaks it wants service on the spot and it

lines, in the shops and in the carhouses, al . wants that service speedy. It demands

ways with a smile and a word of cheer. courteous treatment. It wants information

Compliments are paid when due, a receptive without having to ask for it . If it walks &

ear is always listening anda helping hand is part of the way it will walk the whole dis

always outstretched . Word is received every tance . It will take the first means of con

day that a great load has been lifted from
veyance that is going its way .

But it is

the shoulders of the faithful employee, his reasonable . It will forbear if itunderstands

life is brighter, his face wears a smile instead but it must be shown.

of a frown and the public now recognizes and (a)The managemen
t

instituted a system

has remarked that no finer or more courteous of "Five minutes chat with the people of

body of employees exist on any property than Rhode Island" on Friday nights of each week.

in Providence. I read , “ Dear Sir, I visited It talked in their language. It explained what

your city on Friday the 6th of this month a street railway was, what its difficulties were.

and had occasion to ride on your trolleys, It was straightforward, frank and explicit

and I assure you I was much impressed with in all its statements. The people listened,

the courteous treatment I received from one they understood and they were pleased . Their

of your employees. I boarded the car in attitudechangedfromone ofignorance and

question at Elmwood Avenue and Reservoir hence suspicion to one of understanding and

Avenue early in the afternoon and was hence helpfulness. They made suggestions

accompanied by an aged man, who is very as requested and 75 % of them were con

feeble. When I arrived in the center of your structive and were carriedout.The attitude

city , I inquired the way to the Union Station . of the public changed . That surely is Modern

Your employee not only directed me how to ization .

get there , but helped my aged friend off the ( b ) Instead of decreasing service on lines

car and onto the sidewalk, I offered him a where the gross was faling off, service was

slight token of my appreciation , and he in a increased . Letme cite oneofmanyinstances,

very kind manner remarked, “ My dear friend , Headways on HopeStreet were increased 7-5

that is part of my job , treating the public minutes , 10-6-2/3, and 6-4 during certain

in a courteous manner. ' Wewere so im- periods ofthe day and the line was double;

pressed with this motorman that we have tracked . The color of the cars was changed

never ceased to talk about him. You may froma dark green which blended into that
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of the surrounding terrain to a yellow which tended, lap-overs established with an appre

made them plainly visible at a distance. For preciable effect on the gross revenue. Arbi.

the four months period of the inauguration of trary fare zone limits have been abolished and

additional service the earnings increased 7.7 %. in their stead others established on a suburban

The theory behind it was that if an in line connecting two community centers where

tending passenger could see a car coming before the zone limit lay between them. The

at all times he would wait, otherwise he would increase in receipts per car mile due to the

Therefore, he now sees that car change was 2.53c, or 6.18%.

and waits. Conclusion

(c) In theolden days if an intending pass But enough of this. Modernization is the

enger failed to be at aregular stopping place antithesis of the practices of the past. Mod

as the car approached hewas out of luck, ernization is nothing more or less than this:

run as hard as he might . The autoist follow Quick , comfortable and frequent service

ing picked him up with the remark " To hell rendered by contented, courteous, helpful

with him , get in ," and the intending passenger employees, to an understanding, satisfied and

entered the automobile with the remark “Yes, appreciative public. That it pays goes with

to hell with the railroad." A fare was lost and out saying. It has paid in Rhode Island,

an enemy made. Today you will see that From a study of the curves of passenger

motorman stop between white poles and as earnings 1927-1928 from January to June,

the passenger enters you will hear him say it is found that in January of this year the

" Thank you ," and the replay of the operator decrease in gross amounted to $71,871 , where

or conductor “ You're welcome.
Both a

as in June the curves had so approximated

fare and a friend has been gained for the as to show a difference of but $24,203, and

company and the man . This is modern and the curve for 1928 was flatteningout, and that

in a State where the industrial situation is

(d) In the past, white poles or stopping none too good and the weather, peculiar to

places were painted as far apart as it was this year, has kept people indoors. Under

thought the public would tolerate them , such a showing capital is ready to help.

especially in outer zones. The result was that Allow me to leave one thought with you .

if an intending passenger reached such a Several years ago there was born into the

point and a car was not in sight he would transportation family, a youth. That youth

begin to walk and soon would find that he has gone unnoticed by us, and our condition

was so near the zone point that he would nowlest we take care and modernize will be

finish his walk rather than pay an extra fare . similar to that in which a man named White

Studying the pscyhology of the public it was found himself . Sitting alone in his room in a

found that if stopping places were close far distant city he scanned the pages of his

together the intending passenger would re home town newspaper. An advertisement

main standing rather than try to reach the arrested his attention and he read " If Howard

next pole. So the poles were painted white White, who deserted his wife and babe 25

atnearly every street corner . Not only good years ago will return , said babe will knock

will butmore riders were obtained as a result. his block off . Slowly but surely the auto

( e) Managements in the past have , for mobile and the independent motor bus ,

some reason or other of their own , not plausi young atthe game, have made their inroads ,

ble I maintain , decided to scrap the bloomer unnoticed till recently, in the field of the street

Allah be praised that the fire had not railway transport industry because that in
reached some one hundred and more in

dustry would not modernize. The answer is

Rhode Island . During the summer months simple. Why discuss that which needs no dis

the open car has been the salvation of the cussion . Less talk and more modernized

company in Rhode Island and many have action should be the watch word of the future.

asked to be directed to a line so equipped

that they might ride for pleasure . The WHY MAN POWER BREAKS

people desire the open car. We have given it

to them. The " breakdown of man power " is responsi

(f) On occasions like the " night before the ble for wrecks and loss of life on the New York

Fourth ” regular schedules were run till three Interborough Rapid Transit system, according

o'clock in the morning, something unheard of to investigators.

before, and the grossincreased for that day If an employe hints that a trade union would

alone by $5,000 . relieve conditions, he is reported by company

( g) The travelling public today will not spies , and officials of the " union" insist that he

patronize long haul lines on surface railways, be discharged.

Except on private rights-of-way speed and Frank Hedley, president of the Inter

comfort do not go hand in hand with such borough , complies. If he does not, he faces a

long distance rides . Therefore, such lines stroke of his company “ union" employes, he

have been abandoned and the most up-to -date says . And this without a smile.

parlor car type buses seating 40 passengers The speeding up , long hours, low wagesand

have been substituted and parlor car express a denialofelemental rights have shattered the

service is about to start over such routes for workers' morale.

the business man night and morning . Prop The morale of passengers is likewise shat.

erly scheuled and maintained such bus lines tered, as it is shown that between August 24

have attracted many extra fares . Special and September 6 the Interborough carried

express routes to the beaches at a higher 1,036,923 fewer passengers than in the corres

fare than that charged upon the rail lines ponding period a year ago .

have been most profitable. New Cross - town Mr.Hedley, is payinga costly price for run

lines have been established , fare zones ex ning ( ? ) " his " business. - A . F. of L. News .

can.
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The forty -eighth Annual Convention of the extend organization by contributing to the

American Federation of Labor convenes at organizingof the yetunorganized , and thus

the Atheneum Hall, New Orleans, La., at 10 have the satisfaction of contributing most

o'clock , Monday morning, November 19. greatly to the uplift of mankind. There is

no element of the social order that has con

First International Vice - President Wm. B. tributed more for the advancement of all

Fitzgerald has returned from the British classes of people than have the organized

Trades Congress Convention,held in Swansea,
wage workers. It is a source of great pride

Wales. In another column will be found some
to be a member and contributor to the

of his views of the labor situation in the Brit
American Labor Movement.

ish Isles.

The great incentive for the establishing of

In the article written by Vice-President productive industrythatrequiresemploy;

Fitzgerald , which may be read in another ment of wage workers is the anticipated

column of this issue, may be seen something market for the saleof the production of such

of the nature of the cause of the intense inter industrial corporations. In America, as well

est inthe organization of wage workers in the as in the British Isles, employment and pro

British Isles. Are we, in America, approaching duction dependupon thepossibility of sale

that kind of situation ? Whether or not we of products. What constitutes the market

may be, the situation here upon the American privilege or opportunity ?Itiswholly depend

Continent is of a nature in the way of an able upon the purchasers and their ability,

assurance that for the benefit of the great to purchase, and that means the power of

mass of the people and really all of the people, buying. The 'wage workers in Great Britain

isthe institution and maintenance of organiza and other congested countries of Europe con

tion among wage workers. stitute the big element of home buyers. That

is the case upon the American Continent.

Thanksgiving Day is approaching. Are With low wages and unemployment the home

there any of us who will feel that there is market for products is proportionately,af

very little for which to be thankful in life ? fected . Withgoodwagesand good employ.

Health, well living and prosperity are fetaures ment opportunities home markets are stimu

for which we may render thanks and feel lated and made good.Whatelement of the

most gratefully thankful. There are none of
social order is it that seeksmostto establish

us independent, not even the millionaire, as and maintain good wages and generalemploy.

there is no one not dependable upon others ment privilege? Is it not the organized wage

in the course of life . Therefore, we all have workers? It certainly is. Themarket privi,

reason to respect and enjoy Thanksgiving lege rests upon the opportunityto work and

Day and makeit an expressionby really feeling upon the wages received by wage workers.

thankful to God and our fellowmen.

It is unfortunate in America that there are

One of the great things for which the somany wage workers unorganized, many of

organized wage workers may feel thankful is whom , environedby their nonunionism , can

theopportunity of using every endeavor to give but little thought tothe question ofexten.

1
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sion of the privilege of employment and are would not be so well able to pay his dues, or,

by such environment denied the privilege of for that matter, payanything else, He would

expression as to methods of improvement. be one of the smallest type of contrubitors

No one knows this better than the organized to the markets required for prosperity , as is

wage workers, and it is one of the incentives the non-union man today.

for the extension of organization. Every

organized wage worker knows well the im In another column of this issue there appears

portance of organization . He knows that the an address made by. Manager Alonzo R.

wages and working conditions he is enjoying Williams of the Providence, R. I. , street rail.

were broughtabout through organization . He way property before the recent convention of

is , therefore, committed to earnestly and the American Electric Railway Managers

enthusiastically sustain organization . He Association , held in Cleveland. Manager

knows that by being delinquent in his dues
Williams in his address sets forth the condi

as an organized wage worker in sustaining and tions in the operation ofstreet railways that

in upbuilding of organization, he is in that must exist for street railways to succeed in

proportion contributing to destroy his own this age . Should his advice be followed by all

wages and working conditions. He knows he managers, there could be no hesitancy in

is reverting to non -unionism , a condition that understanding, that street railwayproperties
is injurious to his own present life's prosperity are sure in their operation to prove financially

and will prove to be destructive of progres successful. Mr. Williams cites the importance

sive life for those of future birth. of a most hearty co -operation on the part of

managements, the employes and the public

In manyletters published in the Morotman, in the direction of street railway affairs. It is

Conductor and Motor Coach Operator from absolutely necessary and stands out as an

various Locals may be read from the pen of assurance of success. The street railway em

thecorrespondenturgentappeals for certain ployes upon the Providence , R.I., street

of the organized wage workers to be prompt railway property comprise oneof the advanced

in payment of their dues. This is an indica Locals of the Amalgamated Association.

tion that even among those who have joined That Local, with its officers and members act

the organized wage workers there are some ing in concert, earnestly and enthusiastically

who do not sense the great value to them of co -operate with Mr. Williams and his asso .

organization ; otherwise there would be no ciate officials in the management and opera

such appeals written by the correspondents of tion of that property. It is one of the stable

various Locals. Such members should give principles of the variousLocals of the Amal

the subjectserious thought as totheimport, gamated Association to effect such conditions

anceof their maintaining membership and of co -operation and it comes about to the

up to date membership in their respective needed success of the property wherever man
Local Unions. Not one of these members agements recognize the rights of their em

can dispute the fact that better wages and ployees to organize and collectively act in

working conditions are being enjoyed by them making the source of their livelihood a success.

through the endeavorsof their organization .

All they have to do is toreach out and learn GOVERNMENT EMPLOYES HAVE

thewages and working conditionsupon stirctly
RIGHT TO ORGANIZE

non -union properties of the same class of

work. A thought upon this subject with a Ottawa, Ont.-- The canadian government

knowledge of the differential cannot fail to guarantees the right to organize to its em

bring tothem the factthat,throughorganiza- ployes, declaredHon. PeterHeenan , Minster

tion , they are receiving a most substantially of Labor, himself a member of the B. of L. E. ,

higher wage within a year of employment in an address before the Civil Service Federa .

than they would possibly be receiving had
tion here last week.

the property upon which they are employed Mr. Heenan gave his approbation to the

been continuouslyoperated as a strictly non federation and said before doing so he has

union property. They cannot fail to under consulted the Prime Minister and the mem.

stand that working conditions are vastly bers of the cabinet .

improved to them with very much more favor " I would like it to be taken ," he said, " as an

in their interest than would have come to example by the various employers throughout

them had the property remained strictly non. the country in their attitude toward their own

union. With these thoughts upon their minds employes.

they cannot fail to recognize that there rests ' If this attitude is adopted by private em

upon them a duty to assist in maintaining and ployers throughout Canada, nothing but the

making most effectual their organization . The greatest good can result.

big thing in doing this is the maintenance of " The present government indorses any

membership up to date. That means to pay association or union of employees in any

dues promptly and not force the dues col sphere which has for its object the sane and

lector to beg for the payment of dues. Again, rational improvement of its members."

there are other benefits that come through

this organization of wage workers. This It is true that capitalism is infinitely

should also lend to the awakening of the stronger and better intrenched than were

thought in themind of the delinquent that he the slave owners in their day . The eco

should no longer be delinquent, but be a nomic trend of our civilization , however, the

prompt , up -to -date member and bring credit better education of the masses, and the

to his own record in that respect. Were it not greater power of resistance of the common

for his unionism and the work done through people are factors that will enable us to

organization by his associate employes, he overcome this disadvantage .-- Victor Berger.

.
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FROM LATE REPORTS OF

INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

Branch of Division No. 26, upon the affairs of

that branch of the Local.

2

.

1

International President W. D. Mahon , Second International Vice -President P. J.

following his attendance at the convention of O'Brien assisted Division No. 425, Hartford ,

the Canadian Trades and Labor Congress Conn . , upon the internal affairs of that Local.

held in Toronto, Ont. , was required to visit He also conferred with the officers of Division

Quebec, Que . , in the interest of Division No. No. 692, Hartford , Conn ., relative to the

985, several members of which were dismissed internal affairs of that Local. The subject of

from the service due to membership therein . consolidation of those two Locals has been

While engaged upon this situation the funeral disposed of, per previous report, the two Locals

of late Vice - President James Duncan of the to remain as they are. Per his report of

American Federation of Labor was to take October 14, he was at Lewiston, Maine, where

place in Quincy , Mass. President Mahon, he was assisting Division No. 721 upon the

associated with Board Member Magnus Sin straightening out of the internal affairs of that

clair visited Quincy, where they attended the Local.

funeral of late Vice - President Duncan.

While in Eastern Massachusetts he visited Sixth International Vice -President John B.

Boston, where he took up the situation as Wiley was recently at the General Office. He

affecting Divison No. 985, Quebec , with was in Detroit upon a visit to his son , who is in

Attorney James H. Vahey , who accompanied business in that city. He reports Division

them back to Quebec. At Quebec the case of No, 441 of Des Moines, Ia . , to be in excellent

dismissal of members of the Local was sub condition . Mrs. Wiley, his wife, accompanied

mitted for a hearing before a Dominion Board him upon his visitt to Detroit .

of Conciliation. After the submission of the

case and before a decision uponit by the Board, Eighth International Vice-President John

President Mahon and Board Member Sin M. Parker, at Toronto, Ont . , attended various

clair visited Montreal, Que., where , with sessions of the Convention of the Dominion

President Foster of the Central Trades Trades Congress , held in that city . Upon an

Council of Montreal and President Gerard appeal he had received for organization en

Gagnon, together with the Executive Board of deavor, he visited Oshawa , Ont . , and made an

Division No. 790, held a conference with the investigation of the street railway situation in

head official of the Railway Power & Light that city. He was later dispatched to London,

Company, that also owns the Quebec street Ont . , to assist Division No. 741 upon wagę

railway system. The report upon this situa. agreement conferences. The company had

tion indicates that the matter may be favor refused to grant any increase in wage. " With

able settled by the authorities of theproperty President John Colbert of the Local he again

with Division No. 985. In the submission be. visited Toronto , where he placed the London

fore the Conciliation Board , President Mahon situation before the Ontario Railway and

and Attorney Vahey had associated with them Municipal Board . Per his report of October

A. F. of L. Organizer A. Bastien , who organ 17, the London wage dispute has been sub

ized the Local. Upon his return to the Gen mitted for arbitration before the Ontario

eral Office, President Mahon was in advise Railway and Municipal Board .

ment with the officers of Division No. 268 ,

Cleveland , Ohio , upon the affairs of that Local Ninth International Vice-President Charles

relative to organization extension work. He H. Clark attended the funeral of late Vice

was also required to give advisement to the President James Duncan of the American

officers of Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich. , Federation of Labor,which was held in

upon a subject of seniority upon one of the Quincy , Mass. At the service he met Inter

lines of the Detroit Street Railway property. national President W. D. Mahon and Board

At the close of this report , October 29 , Presi Member Magnus Sinclair and with them later

dent Mahon was at the General Office giving conferred with Attorney James H. Valey upon

his attention to the general affairs of the the Quebec , Que.,situationinvolving Division

Association . No. 585. With them he visited Quebec, Que.,

being present in assisting and placing the sub

International Treasurer L. D. Bland assisted ject of reinstatement of dismissed members

Division No. 215 , Wheaton, Ill . , upon matters before the Dominion Conciliation Board .

affecting that Local. He was later dispatched From Quebec he returned to his home in

to Washington , D. C. , with G. E, B. Member Boston via Detroit .

P. J. Shea , to appear in conference with officers

of the Machinists' International Union , upon Tenth International Vice- President Robert

which conference report from him is forth B. Armstrong at Indianapolis, Ind.has been

coming at the close of this report of October 22. assisting Division No.976upon the affairs of

that Local. He reports that acommittee of the

First International Vice- President Wm . B. Localhassubmitted to the company aproposi
:

Fitzgerald , who was in attendance as a dele tion for anincrease in wages, which was first

gate representing the American Federation of submitted to the Superintendent, and later to

Labor at the Convention of the British Trades the acting President of the company. The

Congress, held at Swansea, Wales, returned company has taken the position that it can.

from his overseas trip October 12. Following not grant the requested increase, and, per his

his return he has been assisting International report of October 20, the subjectof conditions

President W. D. Mahon upon the general sought by the committee of Division Ho.976

affairs of the Association and was also in was submitted for arbitration,tobearbitrated

advisement with the officers of the D. U. R. beforetheIndiana Public Service Commission.

1
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He reports the acquisition of a considerable

number of new members into Division No. 976

and gives forth that there is much encourage

ment for the developing ofa most active and

vigorous organization in Indianapolis. His

reports show that approximately one-half of

the employes of the Indaiapolis street railway

company are in the organization . There

appear to be some of the under officials of the

company that are endeavoring to discourage

the employes in their sentiment for joining the

organization. This , however, is absurd, as

the company's attorney, Mr. Will Latta ,

stated before the United States Senate that

the employes had a perfect right to join the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America. Even

the company's attorney confessed that the

injunction issued by Judge Baltzell does not

prohibit the employes joining Division No.

976. Further, the Indiana Public Service

Commission has declared that a provision in

the so-called individual agreement provides

that employes shall have the right to work

upon the property as membersof the Amal

gamated Association, without discrimination.

This decision of the Public Service Commission

was rendered upon the provision in the agree

ment that reads that the property shall be

operated under the open shop plan. Vice

President Armstrong states that he finds that

the employes are sufficiently enlightened to

recognize their rights of organization and that

they are applying for membership , even to a

considerable extent in meetings , although far

more outside of the meetings , and that meet

ings are being fairly well attended. His re

ports upon the situation in Indianapolis are

very encouraging.

the adjournment of the convention, he

associated with International President W.

D. Mahon upon his work in Quebec, Que.,

which required a visit to Montreal, Que. ,

where they consulted with the chief official of

the Railway Power & Light Company upon

the situation affecting Division No. 985. He

also , with President Mahon, attended the

funeral of late Vice-President James Duncan

of the American Federation ofLabor, held in

Quincy , Mass ., and was present in assisting

President Mahon, Attorney, James H. Valey

and A. F. of L. Organizer A. Bastien in pre

senting the grievances of the members of

Division No. 985 before a Dominion Concilia

tion Bord appointed by the Canadian Labor

Commissioner. Per his report of October 21 ,

he had returned to his home in Toronto, Ont. ,

where he was afflicted with a severe cold,

being under treatment of a physician.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea in Cleveland ,

Ohio , assisted Division No. 268 upon exten

sion of organization work. While there, he

attended the funerals of the late wives of

Brothers Fred Shultz and former Secretary

Griffin . He was later dispatched to Scranton ,

Pa . , where he held a conference with an

official of the York , Pa ., street railway system

in the interest of Division No. 858, arranging

for a later conference upon the wage agree

ment proposition involving the York Local.

Following this conference he visited York,

where headvised the officers of Division No.

858 of the coming conference and from which

place he was dispatched to Washington, D. C. ,

where he held a conference with the officers of

the Machinists' International Union. Per his

report of October 21 , this case was pending a

report from the International Treasurer upon

the results of the conference.Fourteenth International Vice-President

Thomas L. McBrayer at Rome, Ga. , assisted

Division No. 979 ° in conferences with the

management of the employing property and

was successful in adjustinga complaint in

volving the extra board. He attended and

addressed a meeting of the Local and reports

the Local to be well officered and in a healthy

condition .

General Executive Board Member Edw.

McMorrow , at East St. Louis, 111., assisted

Division No. 805 in an endeavor to adjust a

grievance case resulting fromthe dismissal of a

member . He is also assisting Division No,

788, St. Louis , Mo., upon agreement work and

wage arbitration . Conferences were held

relative to special features of the agreement

which were agreed upon priorto the conven

ing of the arbitration board. The wage ques

tion is at present being tried before the

Missouri Public Service Commission. Per his

report of October 13 , the arbitration proceed

ings in the interest of Division No. 788 were

yet incomplete and the grievance case in

volving Division No. 805 , East St. Louis , was

yet pending.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, as a

delegate of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, attended the recent convention of

the Dominion Trades and Labor Congress held

in Toronto , Ont. , in September. Following

G. E. B. Member John H. Reardon reports

that the equity case brought by two former

employes , of the Worcester street railway

property in an endeavor to enjoin the activity

of the agreement of Division No. 22 with the

employing company, relative to their seniority

rights and rights of employment, was tried

before the equity court. The equity court

rendered a decision sustaining the decision

of Division No. 22. The case was tried in the

interest of Division No. 22 and the Inter

national Association by Attorney James H.

Vahey . Board Member Reardon reports

that the wage arbitration in the interest of

Division No. 174, Fall River , Mass., and

associate Locals , the members of which are

employed by the Eastern Massachusetts

Railway Company , was completed and an

award was rendered, granting 3c per hour

increase in wages. This fixes the wages for

the members of the Locals involved at 61220

per hour for first three months service men ;

64920 per hour for the next nine months

service men , and 67c per hour for those of

more than one year of service. The award

provides that one-man car operators shall

have 5c per hour in addition to these rates,

fixing the maximum wage rate for one-man

car operators at 72c per hour. The award

carries pay for overtime at the rate of time

and one-half . Eight hours was established

by the award as the standard work day. The
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arbitrators were Attorney James H. Vahey, the date forhearing of this case was set for

chosen by the Locals; Mr. Fred A. Cumming, November 22.

chosen by the company ; and Attorney James

J. Kerwin of Lowell, Mass., chosen as the G. E. B. Member James B. Lawson, at

third and presiding arbitrator. At Boston he Birmingham , Ala . , was assisting the officers

associated " in an agreement conference in and members of Division No. 725 in the

respect to determining the subject of arbitra- adjustment of a seniority, dispute that had

tion of disciplinary cases. He reports that arisen and had been previously submitted to

the cases involved were the dismissal of the International President for his decision

three or four men , complaint upon which was thereon. While at Birmingham he attended

adjusted by reinstatement of the discharged andaddressed a meeting of the Executive

employes. At Lowell he attended and Board of the Alabama State Federation of

addressed a meeting of Division No. 280, Labor. Per his report of October 23, the

advising upon a seniority case . At Framing case for adjustment of seniorityas affecting

ham, Mass., he advised with DivisionNo. 620 the members of Division No. 725 was still

upon the affairs of that Local. At Waltham pending.

he assisted Division No. 600 in obtaining the

reinstatement of discharged members. He STATEMENTS OF A TAXI DRIVER

assisted Divisions Nos. 235, Brockton, and WHO LOST HIS PERMIT

238, Lynn, Mass., upon grievance work and

was later dispatched to New Orleans, La ., " In order for a taxi to take in any money ,

where the subject of amendment of the Local it is necessary to keep wheeling all the time

Constitution had necessitated the attendance that one is on duty. I worked from about

of an International Officer. Per his report of 10:00 A. M. to 3:00 A. M. the next morning.

October 20, he had arrived in New Orleans. We were instructed to run on the street car

lines and drive very slowly past each corner,

G. E. B. Member Allen H. Burt, who is

as our street pickups were a large percentage

of our business. The best stands are located

assisting Division No. 228, Joliet , Ill. , in wage at the corners and (after 10:30 P. M. we could

conferences applying to a newly installed bus

service line between Joliet and Chicago, was
stand all our cars on the street, procuring

successful in bringingabout an adjustment by

many more loads from people waiting for

which the bus operatorsare to receive 66c per

street cars) and opposite the Theatre which

is close to - and streets .

hour as an addenda to the present agreement,
" In order to make a fair wage on a commis

which provides time and one-half as overtime

At Ottawa, Ill., he was assisting have some sidelines. I used to have liquor in

sion of 25% of bookings, it is necessary to

Division No. 916 in the adjustment of a dis my room to sell at a profit to customers after

pute relative to bus operation between
8:00 P. M. The best revenue producing trips

Ottawa and Streator, Ill. " The rail car had
were for fellows wanting girls. If they were

been abandoned and bus operation substi satisfied, I could get as high as $ 3.00 perhour
tuted , and in the manning of the bus lower

although our advertised rates were $ 2.00 per

wages were paid than the agreement of hour.

Division No. 916 with the employing company

If a man after midnight wanted a

woman , I learned to demand $ 5.00 in advance

calls for . The situation was finally adjusted before taking him, as possibly I would other.
by a restoration of the operation of this bus

line to be operated as applying to employ- mation .

wise get 25 or 50 cents for my trip and infor.

ment under the agreement existing between

Division No. 916 and the employing property

“ Other business consists principally of

with the agreement rateand rightsof seniority.

people who are regularly street car riders

going to and from business. There are very

At Decatur, Ill . , he advised with Division No.
few tips from this type. This type of clientele

906 upon the subject of seniority that was

Atinvolving the members of that Local.

was largely the working class of people with

the exception of our night business.
Springfield, Ill. , he attended and addressed a

" The matter of taking passengers to blind

meeting of Division No. 907, involved in the
pigs is a risky business. I preferred not to wait

same question as that of Division No. 916.

Followinghis advisement upon this situation ,

for passengers at these places . If I did I

waited outside in my car, which was my
he attended and addressed a meeting of

instructions. As the law was hot on these

Division No. 691 , Springfield , Mo. , and

assised the Local in the adjustment of a

places you had to keep track of them every

time they moved .

complaint that had arisen with shop and barn
“ The life of a car used in this business is

men. He reports this Local to be well officered
aboutone year. It is necessary to trade them

and in good working order. Per his report of

October 13, he had arrived at his home in

in at least once a year as they are unservice

Salt Lake City .

able often before that time. As the owners of

these cars have no garage of their own, the

cars were never taken to a service garage

G. E. B. Member Wm. F. Welch , who was until there was something broken . Unless !

assisting Division No. 794, Wichita, Kan. , insisted that the car needed attention (which

upon agreement work in an endeavor to obtain did ) the car would not get any doping or

improved wages and working conditions, adjustments. We usually wiped the dirt off

reports that upon being unable to reach an the car as there was no wash rack maintained

agreement with the management of the em with the business.

ploying property, the subject has been sub " The rateis too low to allow profit to the

mitted for arbitration to the Kansas Labor owner or a fair wage to the driver. We can

Commission . Per his report of October 20, not attract the better class of people who are
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serves ,

regular motor cab drivers, becauseour service once more, while wages are lower than in

is not up to their standard. Wait until America or Britain , they are higher than any

traffic is heavy during the races and see these where else . In the least wealthy of the

boys pile up their cars.
countries above named, India and China, one

" I cannot see why they cancelled my permit finds again the lowest wage. Some coolies

when I never had an accident or conviction receivea daily wage so low that it would

whiledriving a taxi.
hardly pay a streetcar fare in America .

"Many of the owners claim they are not Wages also tend to reduce in proportion to

making money and are going to quit soon . population pressure. The danger to our

" For the money earned the chances are American wage standard is not in immigration

greatest from the driver's standpoint. from the Orient. The color difference there is

" However, as one owner quits, there seems so great the Americans react vigorously to

to be two to take his place, they assuming such coolie immigration . The real menace

that they can well compete with street car to our living standards lies in countries like

service. This same assumption brings forth Italy. With a heavy excess of births over

jitney competition. Why is it allowed ? dealths, Italian wages are low compared with

" I have learned that this jitney and taxi the United States.

competition in small towns has caused the
If America wishes to hold its present living

abandonment of street car operation. I have
standard , it must vigorously protest against

also learned that due to this competition
the present beginnings of a movement to

certain factors ofstreet railways in large cities
amend to death the Johnson Immigration

have been lopped off. Of course, this results Restriction Act . This is being done by sob .
in a greater expense to those whose work and stuff stories.

business requires purchased transport means,

How long will it be before wage earners and
RECOGNITION FOR

others of industrial communities may tumble

to these facts ?
A FAITHFUL “ SCAB"

" There is another feature, of which my

experience has taughtme. That is, thatmany Patrick J. Connolly, motorman and presi

auto accidents resulting in death and injury
dent of the Interborough Rapid Transit

in the congested sections of large cities are Company's privately owned company union,

due to the immense traffic congestion caused
has been made a director of the corporation he

by these jitneys and taxicabs. This can read

ily be observed on the downtown streetsof the The event was announced with a flourish

great city of Detroit. During business hours, of trumpets by the company's publicity

more than one-half of the vehicular traffic on artists ; but the liberal part oftheAmerican

Woodward Avenue, Detroit , comprises jit press is growing a bit “ wise" to corporation

neys, taxicabs and busess . Why is this tactics. For example, the New York World

allowed in Detroit ? Why should it be allowed commented on the case editorially as follows:

in any such large cities ? 'It is a safety menace. “ The election of Patrick J. Connolly, a

Isn't it ?
motorman on the Sixth avenuç elevated,as a

" But safety in traffic is a subject for the member of the Interborough's board of direct

people to consider . Yet it seems to be brought ors will not be hailed by organized labor as

to their attention only when some child, another milestone in its progress.

woman or man is injured or killed by this " Since 1919 Mr. Connolly has been head

unnecessary onrush of commercial vehicles. of the company union known as the Brother

“ Yet, I can't understand why my permit hood of Interborough Rapid Transit Company

wascancelled , unless it was dueto my deep Employes,andinthis position bas gained

concern for the safety of the public. It may more of a reputation as a company man than

be that this deep concern was a sort of halt as a labor leader.

in receipts for my employer. I am willing " This brotherhood is the only union which

to let it rest at that. Yet, dothe authorities the Interborough management will recognize

represent the public or the 'business' grab- and permit its members tojoin. Indeed, it
bers ? "

compels them to join or give up their jobs.

In consequence, they are denied the right

STAND BY JOHNSON IMMIGRATION ofindependent organization and of conducting

RESTRICTION ACT collective bargaining through agents who are

By C. M. Goethe not dependent on the company for their liveli

hood.

The comparative wealth of nations has a
" In the motorman's strike of 1926 , and

strange parallel in their respective wage
again in the struggle of a group of Inter

standards, United States' wealth so much ex
borough employes last winter for the right to

ceeds that of any other nation that it is now
join an outside union , Mr. Connolly battled

nearly half that of the entire world . Here also forthe management alongside Messrs. Hedley

wages are far the highest. Our national and Quackenbush .

wealth now about equals that of Great . " He hasclearlywon the recognition implied

Britain, France, Germany, Italy, India, China but it would hardly be accurate to designate

and Argentine combined . this as a wider recognition of labor's right to

Outside the United States , the next wealth
a voice in industrial management."

iest nation is England . Here again , wages are It only remains to be added that Connolly

considerably higher than in other parts ofthe admits that the company payshim for the

world outside of the United States. The next time spent in his " duties " as president of the

wealthiest group is France and Germany. Here, company union .-- Labor.

.
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ESTATE PRODUCTS STOVE COMPANY

STILL UNFAIR

TWENTY YEARS AGO IN THE MOTOR

MAN AND CONDUCTOR

The
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For the information of all organized labor " International President W. D. Mahon, at

and friends we are again broadcasting the fact

that the Estate Stove Company of Hamilton ,

this writing, is in attendance at the American

Federationof Labor Convention being held in

Ohio , still remains unfair. Denver, Colo. The convention was called to

This concern , which manufactures Estate order Monday, November 9 , and will likely

stoves, gas ranges, furnaces and a parlor continue in session for some two weeks. The

heater known as the Estate " Heatrola " is still associate delegates with President Mahon

sending out false and misleading statements

thatthe trouble is settled and the purpose of

representing this organization at the conven

tion are G. E. B. Members Magnus Sinclair

this communication is to advise you that no of Toronto , Ont. and D. S. Fitzgerald of New

settlement has been made and that Estate Haven, Conn . Since last reported, the Presi

products are still unfair. dent has granted charters of affiliation for

Central Bodies in many sections of the the institution of Divisions Nos. 514, Sydney,

country have advised us that they have per
N. S. and 515 , Galesburg , Ill.

suaded stove dealers to discontinue the sale of “ Vice - President A. L. Behner continues in

Estate goods until this trouble is settled and advisement with Division No. 268, Cleveland,

we feel sure that with the continued support of Ohio. As has been heretofore reported , Divis.

organized labor we will soon be able to report ion No. 268, in the interest of promoting her

a satisfactory settlement.

We are asking for the moral support of every

strike, brought about a referendum vote

member of organized labor to help us win this

upon the blanketfranchise granted by the

fight, and as the season for buying heating

Cleveland City Council to the Cleveland

stoves is now at hand we are requesting that

Electric Railway Company. A law exists in

Ohio by which any franchise granted to a

your organization again appoint a committee public utility company, upon petition of 15

to visitstove dealers in your city and inform per cent of the voters, must be submitted to

them that the product of the Estate Stove

Company is unfair and to urge those dealers

the people for approvalor disapproval. Under

found selling Estate goods to discontinue the

this law the proper petition was filed to bring

the franchise beforethe people. Election was
sale of the same until the trouble is settled .

set for October 22. As soon as the day was

Please do this much for us and also let us hear fixed President Mahon recalled Vice -President

from you as to the results of your visits to the

dealers.

Behner to Cleveland , directing him to take

charge in carrying out the purpose of the

Our position has been endorsed by the Trade

& Labor Council of Hamilton , Ohio, the Stove

Association. As a pre-election promise , it is

Mounters International Union , the Metal

well known that Mayor Johnson assured the

city of Cleveland that no franchise would be

Trades Department of the American Federa

tion of Labor and the 1926 and 1927 conven

granted that did not assure three-cent fares .

tions of the American Federation of Labor.

After his election , however , he secured the

Thanking you for any assistance you may

granting of the five -cent franchise to the

Cleveland Electric Railway Company. Fur

be able to render, we remain ,

Stove Mounters Int. Union, Local No. 8 ,

ther, he secured the lease of the lines to the

Hamilton , Ohio .

Municipal Traction Company , of which Mayor

Arthur Sapp .

Johnson is president and a director. The

CarlReiter,Sec’y . Johnson immediately set about to operate the

franchise was for twenty -five years. Mayor

EXPERIENCE PRISON SENTENCE cars upon a three-cent fare. However, there

was no assurance to the city that such a fare

Atlanta , Ga .-President Arthur 0. Wharton

should continue. As a result of the election on

and the entire Executive Council of the
October 22, the franchise wasdefeated and the

International Association of Machinists were
situation in Cleveland as it presents itself

imprisoned in the Fulton county jail Friday,

today , is that no franchise for the operation

Sept. 14, after they had been tried on of cars exists beyond such franchises that

charge of trespassing and found guilty.

existed before the blanket franchise was

The incarceration of the general officers of

granted . Legality of the vote and other legal

the Machinists ' Union , which is holding its
matters are being appealed by the Municipal

eighteenth convention here, was part of the
Company in order to escape the surrender of

entertainment program planned by Emmett
the lines to the ClevelandElectric Company.

L. Quinn , chairman of the local convention
However, indications at the present writing,as

committee and also a deputy sheriff of Fulton
reported by Vice- President Behner, are to the

county.

effect that it will be a matter of but a few days

Mr. Wharton and the council were invited
before our membership will be returned to

to make a tour of the county jail by Mr. Quinn their employment upon the old Cleveland

and Sheriff J. I. Lowry , a member of the Order
Electric Railway lines."

of Railway Conductorsand veteran sheriff of

this county . While there they were tried THIRTY YEARS AGO IN THE MOTOR

before a kangaroo court composed ofprisoners MAN AND CONDUCTOR

and found guilty of " entering a jail of their

own free will."

After the sentences expired the union

“Four new Division were chartered last

officials were Sheriff Lowry's guests at an

month as follows: DivisionsNos. 95 , Superior,

e xcellet dinner. - Labor.

Wis.; 96 , Carrollton , Mich .; 97, London, Ont. ,

and 98, Akron , O.

a

1
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" M. J. McLeod, ouryoung and popular

traveling delegate of Division No. 26, has

been elected to the Michigan State Legislature.

The street car men's vote cut quite a figure

in the recent election.

“ The man who forsakes a political party

with which he has been affiliated is termed a

turncoat or mugwump; the one that goes

over to the enemy in the hour of his country's

greatest danger is called a traitor, and is

generally hanged if he falls into the hands of

his former compatriots; but the man who,

after being admitted into the sacred fellow

ship of a trades union and voluntarily takes

the oath to abide by the decision of the

majority, and protect, as best he can , the

interests of his fellow members, deliberately

surrenders to the enemy and enters their

ranks against his brothers who are battling

fortheir rights, is called a 'scab , ' simply that

and nothing more . But what a world of shame

and degradation the word conveys! Perhaps

no other word of four letters in the English

language has power to so thoroughly ostracise

a man from the society of rightthinking people

as he who has it attached to his name . It

leaves a mark as deep as that upon the brow

of Cain , placed there by the hand of God six

thousand years ago ."

Disbursements from the Death , Disability and

Old Ago Beneft Fund during the month of August,

1928, were made to beneficiaries on claims as follows:

Death Benefits

Mrs. Bertha Shaffer, beneficiary,death claim of
John George Shaffer, deceased , late member

of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburgh , Pa.; cause , Apo

pendicitis. . $ 800.00

Allred J. Harraway, financial secretary ofDiv.

No. 101, for beneficiary, death claim of Peter

Logee, deceased, late member ofDiv. No.

101, Vancouver, B.C .; cause, AcuteGastritis
and Potassium Cyanide Poisoning , .. 800.00
W. D. Robbins, financialsecretary of Div. No.

113, for beneficiary, death claim of Joha J.

Towers, deceased, late member of Div. No.

113, Toronto , Ont.; cause , Acute Cardiac
Dilatation and Pleuro Pneumonia . 800.00

W.D. Robbins ,financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No.113, for beneficiaries,death claim of

Charles Cass, deceased , late memberof Div.

No. 113, Toronto , Ont .; cause , Carcinoma of
Stomach .

700.00
Mrs. Belle Wright,beneficiary, death claim of

Samuel Berkeley Wright, deceased , late mem
ber of Div . No. 125, Belleville, Ill .; cause ,
Erysipelas... ?! 800.00

Mrs. Margaret Mulvey, beneficiary , death claim

of John Mulvey, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 165, Girardville, Pa .;, cause, Tox

emia and Exhaustion following Myocarditis .. 800.00

Mrs. Orrie B. Greenway, beneficiary, death

claim of John Jackson Greenway, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 192 , Oakland, Calif.;

cause , Pulmonary Hemorrhage and Pulmon.
ary Tuberculosis

400.00
Mrs. Georgie L. Carrere , beneficiary, death

claim of L. Carrere, deceased , late member of

Div . No.194 , New Orleans, La .; cause, Car

cinoma of Throat and Toxemia ..'
800.00

Mrs. AnnieC. Belsome, beneficiary, death claim
of CamilleL. Belsome, deceased, late member
of Div . No. 194, New Orleans, La.; cause ,

Cerebral Hemorrhage. .
300.00

Gus. J. Bienvenu, financial secretary of Div.

No. 194, for beneficiaries, death claimof Gaga

per Giglio, deceased, late member of Div. No.

194, New Orleans, La.; cause, Aneurysm of

Aorta, Streptococcal Septicemia and Ab

scesses of Lungs..
600,00Mrs. Fredericker W.Kleyle, beneficiary, death

claim ofWilliam Kleyle , deceased , late mem

ber of Div . No. 194, New Orleans, La.;

Shock following operation for partial Obstruc
tion of Large Bowel .

800.00Mrs. Blanche L. Blank, beneficiary, death claim

of John E. Blank , deceased, lato member of

Div. No. 194, New Orleans, La .; cause , Pul

monary Tuberculosis .. 800.00
Frank M. McGuinness, administrator of estate

of deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Henry McGuinness, deceased, late member of

Div, No. 241 , Chicago, I11.; cause, Senile Ar

terio Sclerosis . 800.00
William Taber, financial secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 241, to apply on bill of funeral ex

penses, death claim of Philip O'Connell,

deceased , late member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill.; cause , Shock and Hemorrhage
due to bulletwound - accidental .. 100.00

Mrs. Lena Goodman , beneficiary, death claim of

Roscoe L. Goodman , deceased , latemember

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, I11 . , cause , Uremia .. 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div. No. 241, for beneficiary, death claim of

Arthur R. Ogan , deceased , late member of
Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Pyelone

phritis .. 150.00

Mrs. SarahFinnegan, beneficiary, death claim

of JamesF. Finnegan, deceased, late member
of Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Bullet

wound, shotby unknown person .. 400.00

Axel Swanson , administrator of estate of de
ceased, for beneficiaries, death claim of

Edward Swanson, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill.; cause, Organic

Heart Disease... 800.00

William Taber, financial secretary -treasurer of

Div . No. 241, for beneficiaries, death claim of

Charles Clausen ( Thorvald M.), deceased,

late member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .;

cause , Organic Heart Disease . 800.00

Mrs. Loretta Marrero, beneficiary, death claim

of William R. Marrero, deseased , late member

of Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill.; cause , Pulmon
ary Tuberculosis .. 800.00

Mrs. Honora Ahern , beneficiary, death claim of

Joseph M. Ahern , deceased , late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause , General

Paralysis of the Insane. 800.00

Mrs. Theresa McHale, beneficiary , death claim

of John McHale, deceased, late member of

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Carcinoma

of Stomach . 800.00

Mrs. Pearl Anderson , beneficiary, death claim

of Matthew Anderson , deceased , late member

of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Pul

monary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Mrs.. Margaret Kelleher, beneficiary, death
claim of Michael Kelleher, deceased, late

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.; cause,

Acute Nephritis and Valvular Heart Disease . 800.00

Catherine Agnes Crane, beneficiary, death claim

of Michael J. Crane, deceased , late member

of Div . No. 246, Salem, Mass.; cause , Acci

dent- Electrocution caused by coming into

contact with Trolley wire while at work .. 800.00

Frances Carson and Evangeline Carson, bene

ficiaries, death claim ofWilliam Carson, de

ceased, late member of Div. No. 279, Ottawa,

Ont.; cause, Mitral Stenosis, Auricular Fibril.

lation and Cardiac Dilatation ... 800.00

Marguerite Eveleen Johnston , beneficiary,

deathclaimof William W.Johnston , deceased,

late member of Div . No. 280, Lowell, Mass.;

cause, Carcinoma of Rectum . 800,00

Ernestine Schock, beneficiary, death claim of

Rudolph Schock, deceased, late member of
Div. No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.; cause, Car

cinoma of Stomach . . 800.00

Mrs. Antonia Schlueter, beneficiary, death claim

of Louis Schlueter, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.; cause, Cere.

bral Apoplexy 800.00

Amy Close, beneficiary, death claim of Philip

Cloos, deceased , latemember of Div. No.282,

Rochester, N. Y.; cause, Myocardial Failure
from Right Lobar Pneumonia , 100,00
Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary - treasurer of

Div. No, 308, to apply on billof funeral ex

penses, death claim of Harland A. Cline,
deceased , late member of Div. No. 308 , Chi

cago, 11 .; cause , Shock and Hemorrhage due
to external violence from being struck and run

over by North Shore Train while at work as
Gateman. 250,00

Wm. S. McClenathan, secretary-treasurer of

Div. No. 308 , for beneficiary, death claim of

Charles Waldie, deceased, late member of Div.

No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Acute Septic

Endocarditis. 800.00
Wm . S. McClenathan, secretary -treasurer of

Div . No, 308, for beneficiary, death claim of
W.H. Shurtlefi, deceased , latemomber of

6
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Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause , Cerebral ceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of

Hemorrhage . 800.00 Richard Schneider, deceased, late member of

Josephine Schiffert, beneficiary, death claim of Div . No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y .; cause, Coronary

William J. Schiffert, deceased, late member of Thrombosis . 800.00

Div. No. 308, Chicago , Ill.; cause, Cardio Mary Mulcahy, beneficiary , death claim of

Renal Disease . 800.00 of Patrick Mulcahy, deceased, late member of

Wm. S. McClenathan , secretary -treasurer of Div . No. 623, Buffalo , N. Y .; cause, Diabetes

Div. No. 308, for beneficiary , death claim of Mellitus, Chronic Parenchymatous Nephritis,

Gust Orb , deceased , late member of Div. No. Chronic Myocarditis and Cardiac Decom .

308, Chicago, Ill.; cause, Accidental Electro pensation . 800.00

cution when he came in contact with the Roy Evans Pangburn , administrator of estate of
third rail which is charged with electricity ... 300.00 deceased , for beneficiary, deathclaimof J. W.

Wm . S. McClenathan , secretary-treasurer of (Josiah Wilson) Pangburn , deceased , late

Div. No. 308, to applyon bill offuneral ex
late member of Div. No. 027, Cincinnati,

peases, death claim of Jennie R. Covert, Ohio ; cause , Chronic Hypertension and Dili

deceased, late member of Div. No. 308, Chi. tation Generalized Vascular Sclerosis....... 800.00

cago, Ill .,cause, Meningitis .
100.00 Mrs. Della Burgher, beneficiary , death claimof

0. E. White, financial secretary -treasurer of Algin Burgher, deceased, late memberofDiv,

Div. No. 416, for beneficiaries, death claim of No. 627 , Cincinnati, Ohio; cause, Lobar Poeu

Frank Patz, deceased, late member of Div. monia . 400.00

No. 416, Peoria, Ill . cause, Chronic Myo
Mrs. Michael J. Shevlin , beneficiary, death

carditis and Chronic Nephritis ..
800.00 claim of Michael J. Shevlin , deceased , late

Daniel M.Donahue, financial secretary of Div. member of Div. No. 654, Hubbard , Ohio;

No.. 425, for beneficiary, death claim of cause, Cerebral Apoplexy , Hypertension and

Daniel A. Barnell, deceased , late member of Chronic Interstitial Nephritis .
800.00

Div . No. 425, Hartford, Conn .; cause , Acute R.C. Lane, financial secretary of Div. No. 690,

Myocarditis Pailure ..
800.00 for beneficiary, death claim of Paulo San.

Mrs. Josephine H.McBrideFowler, beneficiary,
tangle , deceased, late member of Div. No.

death claim of Walter Fowler, deceased , late
690 , Fitchburg , Mass.; cause , Accident

member of Div. No. 425 , Harttord , Conn .; fracture of Left Hip and Left Elbow, Diabetes

cause , Cerebral Hemorrhage...
800.00 and Probable Hemorrhagefrom being crushed

J. B. Wiley , financial secretary of Div. No. 441, between two electric cars during employment. 800.00

for beneficiaries, death claim of Louis E. Fannie Edge, beneficiary, death claim of K. A.

Jones,deceased , late member of Div. No. 441 , Edge, deceased , late member of Div. No. 694,

Des Moines, Iowa; cause, Insanity .
800.00 San Antonio, Texas ; cause, Acute Cardiac

Dilatation ...
300.00

Sofia Nelson, beneficiary, death claim of Enoch
Nelson, deceased , late member of Div. No. Mary A. Odea , beneficiary , death claim of Wil.
441, Des Moines, Iowa; cause, Myocarditis.. 800.00 liam Odea, deceased , late member of Div. No.

Kate Brown, beneficiary,'death claimofAlonzo 697, Toledo, Ohio ; cause, Cerebral Apoplexy
800.00

L. Brown, deceased, late member of Div. No. and Generalized Arterial Hardening ...

441, Des Moines, Iowa; cause, Acute Infec Minnie J. Newell, beneficiary , death claim of

tion from Carbuncle in Cervicle region and RalphE. Newell, deceased , late member of

Heart Disease .. 800.00 Div . No. 717,Manchester, N. H.; cause,
Cerebral Tumor .

800.00
Hannah O'Leary, beneficiary, death claim of

Daniel O'Leary, deceased , late member of Mrs. Fannie Crowder, beneficiary, death claim

Div. No. 448. Springfield, Mass.; cause, Men
of Homer F. Crowder, deceased, late member

ingitis and LaGrippe.
800.00 of Div . No. 725, Birmingham , Ala.; cause,

Mrs. Hattie Osterhout, beneficiary , death claim Gangrene Appendix Operation ...
800.00

of Isac T. McIntyre, deceased , late member Mrs. MargaretE. Dale, beneficiary, death claim

of Div . No. 496, Pittsfield , Mass .; cause , of RobertDale, deceased, late member ofDiv.

Valvular Disease of Heart .
800.00 No. 741 , London, Ont.; cause , Organic Heart

Adeline M.Sullivan,beneficiary, death claim of Disease 800.00

John D. Sullivan , deceased, late member of Laurence Arthur Brown , administrator of estate

Div . No. 518, San Francisco, Calif .; cause, of deceased, for beneficiary, death claim of

Chronic Parenchymatous Nephritis .
800.00 2.W. C. Clark, deceased , late member of Div.

WilliamP. Moore, executor of will ofdeceased , Div. 757, Portland ,Oregon; cause, Paralysis

for beneficiaries, death claim of W. C. Moore, due to Gun Shot wound of Neck . 800.00

deceased, late member of Div. No. 563, John Wadlow , financial secretary - treasurer of
Lansing, Mich.; cause, Arterio Sclerosis and Div. No. 770, to be applied on bill of funeral

Stroke of Paralysis .
800.00 expenses, death claim of Edward A. Lett, de

Elizabeth Bennett, beneficiary,death claim of ceased , late member of Div. No. 770, Mobile,

Gilbert H. Bennett, deceased , late member of Ala .; cause , Cholecystitis ...
150.00

Div . No. 580, Syracuse , N. Y.; cause , Myo L. A. Graeser,financialsecretary and treasurer

carditis .. 800.00 of Div. No. 788, for funeral expenses, death

Emie Dill, beneficiary, deathclaimof I. M. Dili, claim of Dennis Shannahan, deceased, late

deceased, late member of Div. No. 587 , member of Div . No. 788. St. Louis, Mo.;

Seattle, Wash .; cause, Partial removal of cause, Shock and injuries (Hemorrhage due to

Stomach for Ulcers . 800.00 Ruptured Spleen) .
275.00

Mrs. Mary Downing, beneficiary, death claim of Elizabeth Frey, beneficiary, death claim ofJohn

Daniel ) . Downing, deceased, late member of L. Frey, deceased, late memberof Div. No.

Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , Angina 788, St. Louis, Mo.; cause , Hypertension

Pectoria and Arterio Sclerosis . 800.00 (High Blood Pressure ) .. 500.00

Mary A. Forster, beneficiary, death claim of EmmaKopfi, beneficiary, death claim of Clem J.

James W. Forster, deceased, late member of Kopff, deceased, late member of Div. No. 788,

Div. No. 589, Boston, Mass. cause, Hyper St. Louis , Mo.; cause , Bright's Disease ....
800.00

trophied Prostate . 800.00 Maude DeGarmo, beneficiary, death claim of
Catherine D. Driscoll, beneficiary , death claim Olin C. DeGarmo, deceased , late member of

of William F. O'Neil, deceased ,late member Div . No. 788, St. Louis, Mo .; cause , Strych

of Div, No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause , nine Poisoning ( Suicide).. 600.00

Broncho Pneumonia ..
250.00 Nick. G. Nicholas , John A. Demetri and W.

Mrs. Elizabeth Kirchgaessner, beneficiary, Hargraves, testamentry executors of will of
death claim of Leopold Kirchgaessner, de deceased , for beneficiary , death claim of
ceased , late member of Div. No.589, Boston , Thomas Economos, deceased, late member of

Mass.; cause, Cerebral Hemorrhage .. 800.00 Div .No, 790, Montreal, Quebec ; cause , Ban.
Rose A. Murray, beneficiary , death claim of tis Disease (Uraemia) 800.00

James E. Murray. Jr. , deceased , late member Mrs. Germaine Plante Cournoyer, beneficiary.

of Div . No. 589, Boston, Mass.; cause, Paren death claim of Donat Cournoyer, deceased,

chymatous Nephritis . 800.00 late member of Div . No. 790, Montreal,
Sophia Myers, beneficiary , death claim of C. M. Quebec ; cause , Accidentally crushed between
Myers, deceased, late member of Div. No. street cars , causing Fracture of Pelvis and
618. Providence, R. I.; cause , Fracture of Spine .

Skull, Intracranial injury . Acute Alcoholism

250.00

Mrs. Marie -Louise La Madelaine Lacouceur,

in altercation with companion .. 800.00 beneficiary , death claim of Odilon Ladouceur.

Marie Walsh , beneficiary ,death claim of T. F.

Walsh , deceased , late member of Div. No.

deceased, late member of Div. No. 790, Mon.

618. Providence , R , I .; Cause , Acute Diffuse
treal, Quebec ; cause, Complete Cardiac Io .

Nephritis ..
sufficiency (Heart Disease ) ..

800.00
800.00

Ralph Joha Schneider, executor of will of de

Ernest Charette, testamentary executor of will

of deceased , for beneficiaries, death claim of
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Raoul Trudeau , deceased , late member of

Div . No. 790 , Montreal, Quebec ; cause , Tu

berculosis of the Throat . 400.00

Mrs. Doduilda Dupre Rodrigue, beneficiary,

death claim of Joseph Rodrigue, deceased,

late member of Div . No. 790, Montreal,

Quebec; cause, Abscess on the Brain 800.00

Ellen A. Littlejohn , beneficiary , death claim of

Daniel Littlejohn, deceased , late member of

Div . No.818, Oakland, Calif.; cause, Tumor

pressing on Trachea . 800.00

H.A. Peters, financialsecretary and treasurer of

Div. No. 819 , for payment of funeral, tomb

stone and doctor's bills, death claim ofSabino

Elia, deceased , late member of Div. No. 819,

Newark , N. J.; cause , Chronic Valvular
Disease . 425.00

Wiekie De Young, beneficiary, death claim of

PeterDe Young, deceased , late member of

Div . No. 900, Highwood , Ill .; cause , Cancer
of Caecum .. 50.00

Bernece Leufenberg , beneficiary, death claim of

Arthur E. Leufenberg, deceased, late member

of Div . No. 900, Highwood, Ill.; cause, Acci

dent - Compound Fracture of Skull from

head being struck by telegraph pole while he

was standing on platform of moving car ..... 100.00

Blanche E. Taylor, beneficiary, death claim of

William Isaac Taylor, deceased, late member

of Div . No.907 , Springfield , Ill .; cause, Acute
Alcoholism . 500.00

Ella H. Ball, beneficiary , death claimof Chester

A. Ball,deceased , late member of Div. No.

909, St. Louis, Mo.; cause, Injury received

from fall from car while repairing trolley rope , 100.00

Mrs. Lena Kabes, beneficiary , death claim of

August F. Kabes, deceased, late Member At

Large in Int'l. Office, Detroit, Mich.; cause ,

Pulmonary Tuberculosis . 800.00

Old Age Benefits

August Giese , member of Div. No. 268, Cleve

land, Ohio ... $800.00

Edgar J. Roberts, member of Div. No. 238 .

Lynn , Mass... 800.00

Lyman B. Whitney, member of Div. No. 268,

Cleveland, Ohio . 800.00

Thomas Hughes, member of Div . No. 308,

Chicago, Ill.. 800.00

Joseph McNally, member of Div. No. 168,

Scranton , Pa.. 800.00

Wilson Gross, member of Div. No. 85, Pitts.

burgh, Pa.... 800.00

George G. Uetz, member of Div. No. 441,

Des Moines, Iowa ... 800.00

Adolph Frederich Meesen , member of Div, No.

441 , Des Moines, Iowa.. 800.00

John J. Miskell, member of Div. No. 241 , Chi

cago, Ill.. 800.00

Total ..... , $62,100.00

In M e moriam

entered upon the minutes of this meeting , that they

be forwarded to the bereaved family and that theybe

published in the Motorman, Conductor and Motor
Coach Operator.

Attest : J. W. KELL, Secertary.

By Division No. 470, Franklin, Pa.

By Division No.779, Sioux City, Iowa

Whereas : It was the wisdom of the Supreme Ruler of

the Universe to remove from our midst by death our late

brother, H. C. Chapman, and

Whereas : The membersof Division No. 779 , A. A, of

S. and E.R. E. of A. wishto join in an expression of

sincere sympathy and friendship to the bereaved family

in their great sorrow ; therefore , be it

Resolved : That our charter be draped for a period of

thirty days ; that we forward to thebereaved family of

our late brother an expression of profound sympathy

and sadness in this hour of their distress and that a copy

of this resolution bepublished in the Motorman, Con

ductor and Motor Coach Operator. Further, that the

resolution bearing this expression be spread upon the

minutes of the meeting of this Division Association.

October 10 Attest : Arthur T. Day,

Secretary .

Whereas : Our Heavenly Father, in His infinite mercy

and wisdom , has called to his eternal reward our late

brother , Walter D. Porter, who was a charter member

of our local and in whose death we lost a true and loyal

member, as well as the company a faithful employee :
therefore, be it .

Resolved : That the members of Division No. 470
extend to the relatives and friends their most sincere

sympathy in the time of their bereavement. Further

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our charter be draped for 30 days ,

a copy of these resolutions be published in a daily
Paper

Operator and these resolutions be placed inthe minutes
of our meeting.

FRED H. DAVISON ,

WILLIAM B. BIXLER,

Attest : J. B. Beck , JAMES W, GIBSON ,

Sec. L. D. 470 Committee.

By Div. No. 279 , Ottawa , Ont.

B
Div . No. 713 , Memphis, Tenn .

Whereas: Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom and

mercy , has seen fit to remove from our midst our be

loved brother, William Carson , whose kindly manner

endeared him to all those who knew him ; and while it

was with deep regret we received the news of this sad

occurence , we must bow in humble submission to Him

who doeth all things well ; therefore, be it

Resolved : That Division No. 279, in regular meeting

assembled, extend to the bereaved brothers and sisters

our heartfelt sympathy in this, their sad bereavement ;
and be it further

Resolved : That our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days and that this memorial upon thedeath

of our late brother, William Carson , be entered in the

minutes of this Local Division and published in the
Motorman, Conductor and Motor Coach Operator .

August, 1st , 1928 .

Attest : J. A. Robinson , President .

P. J. Tomkins, Secretary .

By Div. No. 801 , Altoona , Pa.

Whereas : God, in his infinite wisdom has seen fit to

remove from our midst , by death, our revered Brother,

H. A. Ole, in whose death wehave lost a valuable mem

ber and friend , therefore be it

Resolved : That while we know that words cannot

wipe away the sorrow of his bereaved ones , yet we feel

that it will be aconsolation to them to knowthat faith

ful friends and Brothers tender heartfelt sympathy,

we therefore hereby tender to the bereived family the

assurance that we participate with them as in deep

sorrow , and extend to them our most profound sym

pathy in their saddeningloss. Further

Resolved : Thatour Charter be draped in mourning

for a period of30 days, that these resolutions be

Whereas : Almighty God in His infinite wisdom and

power, has seen fit to remove from our midst, our
esteemed brother Joseph R. Rogers, and

Whereas : We deeply realize that we have lost a

trustworthy member and the Memphis Street Railway

Company one of its oldest employees , his children a

true father, and while we know that words cannot

alleviate the grief of his loved ones, we believe it will be

a consolation for them to know that friends and

brothers offer their deepest sympathy in this hour of

adversity , therefore , be it

Resolved : - That the members of Division No. 713

of the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America, in regular

meeting assembled , extend to the bereaved family of

our departed brother, our heartfelt sympathy ; and
further be it

Resolved : That, as a tribute to the memory of our

departed brother, our chaſter be draped for a period of

thirty days , a copy of theis resolution be spread on the

minutes of our meeting, a copy be forwarded to the

family, and published in the Motorman , Conductor
and Motor Coach Operator.

Sept. 26th , 1928 . A. D. BROWN

J. D. MATHIS

C. N. F. REDDIK

Committee .
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they may get acquainted with our members and know
more of the importance of our organization. Don'tyou
think this a good idea ?

Finally , don't forget to read Section 89 of the Consti

tution of our Association. It will mean a whole lot to

you. Acquaint your wives of it . Please takenotice.

Cor. 537.

GOOD FINANCIAL REPORT

al

PARTICIPATED IN LABOR DAY PARADE

Memphis, Tenn . - The last squib from Div. 713 was

prior to Labor Day, and the officers urged that all

members possible get in the parade . That they did .

We had the biggest turn out in a parade that we

ever had . Our men made a good showing , for their

formation and march was splendid . The officers and

committees appreciate and congratulate our members

for their response on this occasion .

A resolution of condolence was read at our regular

meeting , Sept. 26th and adopted and ordered sent to the

bereaved family of our late brother Joseph R. Rogers,

who died Sept. 21st , and in the passing of Brother

Rogers , we have lost one of our oldest members and

employes. He entered the service of the Street Railway

Co., in the nineties and had been continuous in the
service until about three years ago, when the Company

retired him for life on pension of $ 60.00 per month.

Some months ago the Financial Secretary was in

structed to get the attained ages of our members to

ascertain the cost of a group insurance . In the mean

time he took the matter up with the Union Labor Life

Insurance Co. , for the rates. The first meeting in

Sept. he made a report on the ages of our members

with the exception of a few, which showed the ages

averaged less than forty , and theaction of the meeting

on Sept. 26th , was almost unanimous in adoption of a

group insurance policy of $ 1,000.00 for our membership
with the Union Labor Life Insurance Co. , which is

owned and controlled by the Labor movement. The

effective date hasn't been set at this time, but, it will be

about the first of Nov. as our By -Laws will have to

be changed to do away with an assessment of $ 1.00 in

case of a death . It may be stated that the $ 1.00

assessment amounted to $ 470.00 to $ 500.00 in case of

the death of a member, and it cost us from $5.00 to

$8.00 per year. Our members' beneficaries will receive

$ 1,000.00 from the group insurance at a cost of less

than $ 10.00 per year per member. So, in consideration

of increased insurancewe will be entitled to, it is cheaper

than the amount derived from the $ 1.00 assessment .

A few of the boys still have their ear to the ground

sounding the dope on Al and Herb . At first, they

thought that Herb had a walk over, but since Al's

western tour, netting him the Iudian title of “ Charging

Hawk " , " Happy Warrior" etc., and his water power

speach in Denver, some of them have quieted at pres

ent , waiting for Herb's Elizabethtown, Tenn . , oration

to build their batteries up for another charge. One

stated that Al is a loud shouter, but he hadn't received

his returns on his straw canvass. However they will be

in before the 6th , of Nov. At any rate , after that date

he will announce who is elected . R. S.

Joliet, Ill. Those who may be interested to know

how the brothers of Division No. 228 are getting along

can obtain much information by scanning the figures

am heregiving , covering themembership and financial

affairs of ourLocal. The statement covers a three

months audit period ending with September 30, 1928.

Membership in good standing July 1, 1928....179
Admitted to membership during the 3months.. 3

Withdrawals and suspensions in the 3 months 3

Total membership at the close of Sept. 30.... 179
Our financial statement for the 3 months period is as

follows :

Balance on hand July 1 , 1928 . $3138.36

Receipts during the 3 months to Sept. 30 .. 1073.00

Total . 4211.36

Expenses .. 944,09

Balance on hand Sept. 30, 1928 . $3267.27

It will be observed that Div. No. 228 increased its

balance for these three months, $ 128.91 . This is

better than going behind.

Our audit was made by the audit committee com.

prised of BrothersRay P. Button , O. E. Habberkorn ,
Thomas Halliday and George E. Brereton .

Our receiptscomprised$ 1.062 dues, $ 10 initiation
fees and $ 1 assessment . Our expenditures contained

$ 536 per capita to the International, $ 15 per capita to

the State Federation of Labor and $9 per capita to our

Central Trades Council. Our rent aggregated $ 18.75.

We paid $ 2 registration fees and $ 6 for Aowers. We

paid $ 47.16 for the Union Leader and the balance of our

expenses was paid in wages to the Officers and Com

míttees of the Local. This amounted to approximately

$ 100 per month .

Of our balance, in it is represented bonds and a

mortgage from which we receive6 per cent interest.

The latter we obtained recently, but it makes an in

come investment, better than bank interest.

Our local can report being ona good foundation and
being in a progressive state. We are also in cordial

relations with our employing property , realizingthat
we have even more interest in itthando the stock or

bondholders, as it is fromwhere we receive our major
income . We are interested in maintaining cordial

relations, and wehaveagood executivetodirect our
affairs.

Cor. Div. 228 .RELIEF FUND RE-IMBURSED

DEATH TAKES RESPECTED MEMBER
Holyoke , Mass. -At this writing . I am pleased to

announce that our Dance at Mountain Park, held

September 22 was a grand financial success. The profit
from it reimburses our Relief Fund . It was very much

needed . We have a number of members who will not be

in shape to work for some time . So , you see, this was for
a good cause . All should have worked a little harder to

have made the return from the dance stronger. Any of

us are liable to be the next in need of relief help . Think

this over , brothers, and say to yourselves that this

statement is right .

We now have, at this writing , on the sick list , Brothers

Bernis, Bush , Buckly , Casson , Donovan , Person ,

Sanderson , Hennessey , Sullivan and Mr. Whipple,

starter at the car barn . We wish them all a speedy

recovery. Call and visit them , Brothers. Give them a

word of cheer . We don't know which of us will be the

next to appreciate a call of this kind , I know those

brothers will be pleased if you will visit them.
I may say thatwe are having better attendance at the

meetings of the night men since the time was fixed at

9 o'clock , a , m . They came strong at the meetings of

Thursday, September 27 to get the prize given that day .

It is with regret that we extend sympathy to our

Superintendent in the sad death of his beloved mother.

Brothers, the Winter season is drawing near. Let's

have a Committee appointed to keep the boys inter

ested at our meetings. Let's have good times together.

Think this over and nothang back . Let's give ourwives

a good time at some properly called open meeting, that

Altoona , Pa .-Division No. 801 held the September

meeting with a good attendance . It was presided over

by President C. H. McKelvey. Bills were read and

ordered paid. Communications were read,considered
and filed , some for further consideration . All business

of importance was transacted . Upon the death of late

Brother HomerOle,a Committee was appointed which

drafted resolutionswhich were adoptedand directed to
be published in our publication, the Motorman ,

Conductor and Motor Coach Operátor.

Since the Summerseason has passed , there is now not
much left to talk about. Some of our members had

good Summer vacations. Some were lengthy. Our

Superintendent is now busy in figuring out whowon
the pennant as the best fisherman and who is entitled

to the prize as the best ballplayer. Some think that

Brothers Sam Shaffer and James Fogart will be the
declared winners.

There are a few of our members on the sick list, in

cluding your correspondent .

I have heard that many cigars have been handed out

at the office, but I am not informed whether it is a

wedding or some newbirth . Whichever it may be , I

am hopeful that another event may be later recorded

that I may receive some of the realUnionmade cigars

and thus be required to extend well wishes to the

favored ones . --Cor . 801.

1
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ADD NEWLY ACQUIRED ROAD

t
s

Doints in south Texas before returning to Shrevepor
October 2nd .

Shreveport and surrounding country is lookinz or

ward to the corning of the Louisiana State Fair to be

held here October 25th to November 4th . The predic

tion of the Fair Officials is that it will be one of the best

attended StateFairs held in many years .

Brother T. R. Caliway who is now at New Orleans,

La. , under treatment at the Government Hospital, is

reported no better. We all trust Brother Caliway will
soon be on the road to recovery .

H. A. Lynn , who lives on Caperton Street has entered

a new enterprise over in Bessier City, but he still clings
to his Depot run . He says that a bird in hand is worth
two in a bush .

Board Member J. L.Worsham had a sick boy, but on

last report he was0. K.

The summer days are passing and we all gladly wel.

come the Autum days.

-Cor. 558 .

WILL INSTALL NEW COACHES

Windsor, Ont. - After many months of negotiating,

we are pleased to report that the Windsor, Essex and
Lake Erie radial electric railway line is now the property

of the nine Border Municipalities. That consolidates

the W. E. & L. E. line with our property. It will also
add to Division No. 616 .

The members and officers of our Local had a busy and

interestingtime within the last few months in negotiat
ing changes in our agreement for the coming year, Two

special meetings were held at 61 Pitt St. E. for the pur

pose of hearing the report of President George Bennett
and the wageagreementcommittceupontheirtwo con
ferences held in Toronto with the Hydro Electric Power
Commission , the Commission being the operative

authority in charge of the property upon which we are

employed. Both meetings were attended by an Inter
national officer, who, with Vice -President John M.

Parker, participated in the conferences. At those con
ferences, President Bennett and the committee, together

with the International officers , presented to the Com
mission a request for better wages, that two men be

placed on all double truck cars , that free uniforms and

pea- jackets be supplied and that a two weeks' vacation

with pay be allowed the employes. The Commission's
offer of two cents per hour increase in wages with free

uniforms and pea-jackets was accepted by our members.

As a result of the action of our meetings upon the

renewal of agreement, the agreement has been con

summated , with the increase in wages to revert to July

1 . As a token of the event , Brothers Girard and Shear.

down havebeen presented with two beautiful baby girls.

Brother Sheardown has named his new daughter

Romellia, as a remembrance of his service on the

Agreement Committee. Congratulations are extended

to the two brothers .

The boys are wondering if Brother George Burrows

has yet received his setting of guinea pig eggs.

Brothers George Paddon and George Ware were

recently on the sick list .

Brother Roy Carson recently sustained a fracture of
his collar bone when struck byan auto.

Brother Percy Simser is sure burning up the road

since purchasing a new Chev.

The next time Brother Fred Francis steps out , he
should not leave itfor someone to take his cap home.

The Owl runs became regularspare runs and were

signed up, at the late sign -up . The spare men are not

worrying very much .

Brother Rosie O'Grady recently left our ranks to take

a position with the Fire Department . We wish him

every success in his new undertaking .

Boys, remember your union meetings held on the

third Thursday of each month . There is always business

for each and every member at these meetings. So, boys,

attend the meetings . They are for you .

Another bus run has been added to Howard Ave.

and the line is now extended to Devonshire Track,

Four extra runs have also been added to the Seminary

Line.

Brother Readman is on the water wagon now.

The stork recently visited the home of Mrs, and

Brother “ Peg' ' Immell, leaving a six-pound baby girl.
Congratulations.

-Cor. 616.

Marinette , Wis.- Weare expecting the early adding

of four or five new Yellow coaches foradditionalwinter

service. They will be 29-passenger capacity and will be

placed upon the Loop line ,

October 3, we held a midnight meeting at which

Division No. 302 initiated three applicants. Those

initiated were Brothers Allen Stinbeck , Nels Johnson

and James Sterrit . We had a good attendance. Keep up

the good work, boys, and continue to come out to the

meetings. It is the place for you to have your say . Itis

better than discussing subjects at the garage.

Other new students who will beinitiated into member

ship at a near meeting are Applicants Louis Whitaker,
William Veek , George Gough and Harold Paul. The

three latter are now on the extra list .

Brother Henry Renington is to be our Assistant

Superintendent during the Winter. He will assist Mr.
0. Carlander .

We have recently experienced some changes in runs .

Brother Larson now has a day run on Hall- Pierce ,

Brother Nels Johnson a night run on the Loop line and

Brother James Sterrit a night run on the Hall- Pierce

line . Brother Sterrit sure likes his new run . Brother

Johnson is also praising his night run on the Loop.
Brother Larson likes his new day run , too .

Brother Harry Therriault is sure pleased with bus No.

352 on the Loop line.

Brother Louis Kickbush recently reported that he was

out duck hunting on one of hisday's off and brought in

23 ducks. He is saving them for Thanisgiving. Thus,

the boys expect a fine dinner of ducks this coming

Thanksgiving. Please, Brother Kickbush , permit me

toplace our invitation in the next issue , as the boys

will surely appreciate the invite as well as the duck

dinner.

In the next issue of this publication , expect to be

in a position to announce our newly elected officers for
the year 1929 .

Everything is going good with old Division No. 302 .
We are 100 per cent organized . This , of course, con

templates the initiation of four outstanding applicants .

How is that for organization ?

Will now ring off and you may expect more good

news in the next issue of our publication.Cor. 302 .

1
MANY WIN FREE UNIFORMS MOTHER OF TWO MEMBERS ENTERS ETERNAL

LIFE

Shreveport, La - Division No. 558 met in regular

session Saturday night , September 22nd. A splendid

time was enjoyed by the large attendance at the regular

meeting in August. The boys were served with cakeand

cream by the Sunday school class from the Park Ave.
MethodistChurch and all those present reported a most

enjoyable time .

You sometimes miss a great treat by being negligent

and failing toattendthe meetingsof your organization.

For fear wemayforget, let's ask ourselves :" What kind
of a Union man am i ? "

Brother L. M. Wimberly has made enough sweet

potatoes tokeep the pot boiling throughout the winter.

He is an old experienced farmer.

Brother J. B.Lawson , G. E. B. member, is away in the

East on business for the Association .

Many of the boys are rejoicing over being successful

this year in winning a free uniform . Others are sad , due

to the fact that they hung theirs on the back end of

some automobile or the rear end of street cars , and

others at some R. R. Crossing . Even at that, we are
informed that the Shreveport Railways Company

received an honorable mention in the Charles Coffin

prize. Of course that speaks well for the members of this

Local,in reducing accidents.

Brothers G. C. Babin and Dewitt Whitley made a

fying trip to Houston , Texas, and likely will visitother

Rochester, N. Y.- Division No. 282 report being in

a progressive state . Our officers are handling the affairs
of our Local very satisfactorily. The property upon

which we work is being fairly patronized and we hope

it will improve . There is a good feeling expressive as

between the management of our property and Division

No. 282. It is fine for both to be working cooperatively

for the best that can be gotten for the property . The

big thing is to keep the patronage pleased. That is very

much up to us to do , and we are working to do it .

A very sad incident recently occurred to two of our

esteemed members. The belovedmother of Brothers P.

and T. Hastings was removed by death to a higher

home . She was a most kindly ladyand is also missed by

many friends . Upon presentation to our Local by a

Committee composed of President Edmund M. Dwyer,

Recording Secretary J. Blaker and our Financial Secres

tary and Business Agent , Brother W. H. Russell the

following resolution was passed by our members.
Whereas : Our Heavenly Father in his supreme

power and wisdom , has removed from our midst the

beloved mother of Brothers P. and T. Hastings, two

highly esteemed brothers in our Organization , there

fore, we, as Brothers of these two members wish to, and
do hereby express our most heartfelt sympathy in the

loss of their loving mother.-Cor. 282 .

aka
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ESTABLISH CONVENTION FUND Bro. William Cooper, present President, was agair

nominated without opposition .

The new Preferential Ballot System that is to be used

by this Local for the first time , is causing much discus

sion and no doubt much confusion until the member.

ship acquaint themselves with the new method of

voting.

Bro. Harry Riley, better known as “ Cap", passed

away on Oct. 11. We are saddened by theloss ofour

beloved Brother.

Bro.Bert West of the Piedmont Division is recuper
ating in California.

Bro. A. G. Kregness has taken a vacation and gone
to visit his folks in Kansas, after an absence of many

years.

It is reported that Bros. Jim Dickson and Jake Lack

man have leased a rooming house . Jim and Jake are

great friends, and will no doubt make a success in this
business .

-Cert. 757 ,

ELECTION APPROACHING

1

Ottawa , Ont.-- Division No. 279 and the employing

company have signed to renew the agreement which

expired on April 30th, for a period of one year . In

deciding to renew the old contract we believe a wise

course has been followed and that our position in regard

to obtaining improved working conditions and an in

crease in the hourly rate of pay , asked for at this time

will be more favorable by the time this contract has

expired .

It is with sincere regret that we reportthe passing

from our midst on another member of this Local Divis

ion , in the person of Bro. William Carson . “ Bill" , as he

was familiarly known , had been in the employ of our

company for the past 21 years as a conductor and had

only recently been appointed to the position of car
starter. He was a regular fellow and will be greatly

missed by all of the brothers . Division 279 extends

sincere sympathy to his brothers and sisters who

survive him .

Bro. Frank Curry, one of our old timers , on the sick

list for some time, is as yet unable to report for duty.
Bro. Curry has the best wishes of all for a speedy re

covery.

Bro. F. W. McRae is back on his run after spending

some time in Detroit and Windsor .

Bro . Paddy Hall has recently undertaken the working

out of the problem of the weekly budget , making provi
ion for two. The Division extendes best wishes to

Brother and Mrs. Hall for the future .

Bro. E. Earle , who attended the Dominion Trades

Congress Convention at Toronto, reports a very inter

esting Convention , also an exceptionally good time.

We are pleased to report that Bro . Alex Beaupre , our

grand old man,according to length of service, is back on

his run again after undergoing treatment in the hospital

for stomach trouble .

The AnnualEuchres in aid of the Sickand Disability

Fund were held on the 8th and 15th of October, and

while it has not been possible to submit a report of the

result as yet , it is safe to assume that the usual financial

success report will be forthcoming.

After considerable effort on the part of the Officers of

this Local Division , & Convention Fund has been

established. A year ago a contract was arranged with a
local coal merchant to supply coal, wood, etc. , to the

employees of our company , which provided that a

commission at a rate per ton on the total amount pur

chased would be paidto the Division . Just recently a

substantial checque was received covering the commis

sion for the past season's supply of coal , wood , etc. ,

which has been deposited to the credit of The Con

vention Fund . We are also pleased to report that

another contract has been arranged for the present
season and that it is intended to carry on in this direc

tion from year to year, which assures the attendance of

a dclegateat the Conventions of the Association .

Bro. LaPlante isback to work, after an extensive

trip through Uncle Sam's domain ,

On the evening of October 6th, a surprise party was

arranged and the Officers of this Local Division , ac

companied by their wives journeyed to the home of

Fin-Sec . Brisbois and Mrs. Brisbois ,and on behalf of

the membership .. presented our , Brother with

address and a writing desk and a bouquet of roses to

Mrs. Brisbois . A very enjoyable time was spent in

playing progressive euchre , after which refreshments

were served and in the wee small hours the merry
makers returned to their homes well satisfied with the

evening spent as uninvited guests at the home of our

Financial Secretary.

The membershipof this Local Division has recently

been increased by the return to the fold of a number of

our former brothers . There are as yet a number of one.

time members who we understand are seriously con

sidering the fact that monthly button in the lapel of a

uniform coat will greatly assist toward better conditions

for everybody concerned .

-P. J. T.

East St. Louis , III.-- Local No. 125 is still doing busi.

ness at 418 Coll. Ave. We would like to see more of the

members attend the meetings . You are soon to elect
officers for the year 1929.

Brothers, read your new election law clause that

applies to your method of voting . The new ballot will
require you to indicate your choice of officers. For

instance, wherethere mayertoqualify your ballot youappear three or more candi.

dates for an office , in

must vote all choices but one . Where there are three

candidates,you must vote your first and second choice.

Where there are four candidates for the same office,

you must mark first, second and third choice. This is

the way you must qualify your vote . Otherwise, the

counters of the votes must regard your ballot on that

office as no vote. Therefore, to qualify your ballots for
counting , vote your full choices, first, ond, third , etc.

up to within one of the number of candidates for the

olhce . Then your vote is legal and must be counted .

Such is the " preferential" voting system .

Mrs. Wm . Deal was recently called to the Great

Beyond. Brother Deal has the profoundsympathy of
our Local in his sadness upon the death of his beloved

wife.

Brother Wm. Wagner Sr. was recently called to Ohio

to the deathbed of his beloved mother. He has our

sympathy.

Recently, in the Conductor's room, Brothers Wage

neck and Ben Sharrockgot intoa hot argument when

Brother Wageneck held that he could do that which it

was impossible for Brother Sharrock to do. Sharrock be

came angry in his insistence that he was able to do any.

thing Wageneck could , and was about to use violence

which frightened Wageneck tothe point of disclosing

his superiority over Sharrock . It changed Sharrock's

anger to hysterical laughter. Brother Wageneck demon

strated thathe could wash his teeth withoutwetting his

mouth . He has artificial teeth .

Do not forget to let the lights of our hall at 418 Coll.

Ave shine on your face at our nextmeeting.Cor.125 .
an

SECRETARY ELECTED C. L. U. DELEGATE TO

A. F. OF L.

BROTHER WILLIAM COOPER RE-ELECTED

PRESIDENT OF STATE FEDERATION

St. Louis, Mo. - Division No. 788 is pleased to report
that at a recent meeting of the St. Louis Trades and

Labor Council, Secretary L. A, Graeser of our local was

elected delegate to the American Federation of Labor

Convention , which convenes in New Orleans , La ..

October 19. Brother Graeser was elected by acclama.
tion . We are proud of this honor, and can assure the

Trades and Labor Council thatSt. Louis will be fairly
and well represented . Brother Graeser is the right

man in the right place . He surely knows how to play

his part at the Convention.

Division No. 788 is moving along slowly and cautious

ly . We are experiencing well attended meetings.

We arepleased to report that the oppressively hot

weather has subsided . At present, thehome is made

more comfortable by heat .

At South Broadway on September 19, Mr. Fink, our

traffic manager, who is new on thejob, gave us a good

talk and advised those present thatit is up to us to put

our work over in a way to meet the public pleasure,

Mr. Easton , our safety leader was also present and

made us a good talk .
We are extremely sorry for the untimely death of Mrs.

Louis Brocker. She passed from this life September 4,

at her home , 3514 Iowa Ave. Aside from her bereaved

husband , she is survived byher mother and one brother.

Sympathy is extended to BrotherBrockerand her

relatives in their hour of grief.

Portland , Ore.- Now that the fall season has arrived

and vacation days are over, our thoughts turn to the

more serious things of life, such as , where am I going to

get the money to pay the fuel, gas, light and many other

bills that must be paid . Then there is the little side

issue, the political situation , both National and City ,

not mentioning our own little political situation , the
Election of Officers for the ensuing year . The present

Officers will no doubt find out what a no good Blankety

Blank they have been the past year.

The State Federation of Labor Convention was held

at La Grande, Ore . , and was well attended by the Dele

gates from the various Locals throughout the State.
-Cor. 788.
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ENTER THE SICK BENEFIT FUND Brother Prosser has joined the Checker Club.

Inspectors Bern and Thornley have returned to the

cars , and Sandy is on the extra listagain .

Brother Ed. Carlson visited Rockwell City for treat

ment and we learn he is improving.

Brother Rice may go to Indiana soon . Wonder who

will be the lucky one to get the collecting job.
Brother Garnett will be out working on our new

Year Book . We hope he had good success. He de

serves it .

Brother Den McCarty carries one of Smith's caps in

his pocket, a sure cure for rheumatism .

Boys , the time is rapidly arriving when we will
nominate candidates for various offices in our Localto

serve us for the year 1929. Let's pick the ones whowill

fill theplacesto the best interest of all concerned.

-Cor. 779.

PREPARING FOR THANKSGIVING BALL

Waterbury, Cona . - The regular meetings of Division

No. 570 are held the first Wednesday of each month,

Wemight havea little better attendance. Bear in mind

that Division No. 570 is your importantbusinessinsti

tution. Attend its meetings. Without it, you would not

be receiving the wages and working conditionsyou are

now enjoying. Also, take care of your other benefits

that come toyou through this union . Show up at the
meetings .

At our meeting in November, which will be held

November 7 , nominations for offices will take place.

Be present andnominate for office the men who you
know willwork for union principles.

Some of our members could be a little more prompt

paying dues. It is only a small sum eachmonth, and if

you were without your union , you wouldn't be as well

able to pay your dues. That shouldseep into your

reasoning.

Our members have founded a sick benefit fund. The

fund protects you through 12weeks ofsickness,should

it come upon you . It costs you only one and one -half
cents per day to keep this tund in working order. Isn't

it worth it? If sickness befalls you, youwill sense the

value of it . Get in . Besides, you have thepleasure of

knowing that you are helpingyourmembers who do
become affiicted .

Brother McElligott, sick for some three months, we

are pleasedtoreport, is again on his run.

Brother E. Hubbard is at present unable to work.
This isdueto theblowing of the overhead switch when

& spark struck him in one eye. We wish him an early
recovery .

Brother Glover is on the sick list. We are hopeful

that hewillsoon again be at work.

Brother Grady of thebusseswas off recently for a

few days. Some say he wassick , butask Pete Kenney.

Boys, when you arehungry, go across thestreet to a

union man's lunchcounter . You will find the counter

man to be that red-headed union man O'Shea. The

coffee isdelicious,thepie isextra fine and the corn

beef and cabbagehangs high , and if this is not enough ,

try a juicy steak . Brother O'Shea has been amember

of Local ś70 forthe pastnineyears. Well, Brothers,

don't forget the meetings. - Cor. 570 .

New Orleans , La.-- Division No.194 is making

preparations for the AnnualThanksgiving Ballwhich will

be held atthe Athenaeum for the benefit ofour sickand

disability fund. Our Sheik , Brother John H. Koenig , is

Chairman of the Ball Committee and that alone will

draw hundreds of pretty girls to the Ball, as he is an
extremely handsome gentlemen . The officers and

Executive Board form the preparations committee.

TheGold Dust Twins - ParetiandGisevius- areworking
hard to makethe ball a success . Bob Martin is Chair

man of the Refreshments Committee, which is an

assurancethatif you get hungry, while attending the
event , you will be wellfed at a minimum cost.

We are still holding well attended meetings. Our

meetings are monthly and do not run later than 9

o'clock p: m., giving the straight day men time togo

home and get a proper amount of sleep . Keep up the
good work, boys, and Division No. 194 will revert

back to its 100 per cent membership of the year 1920.

We haveevery reason toknow whatthe advantages are

forus to be well organized . There is no freedom for wage

workers without organization .

Brother Joseph Simonds is again at work after

recovering from a severe operation. He was of some

two months. Weare pleased that he hasrecovered and

is again at work.

Brother Joseph Dominques appeared at ourrecent

meeting. Wewerepleased that he was there. Hewas
finely dressed, as though prepared for his firstcom

munion . Joe is a good mixerand has many friends .We

all like him and hope his future visits to us will be

many.-Cor. 194 .

ROBBER MAKES HIS APPEARANCE

MEETINGS BEING WELL ATTENDED

success .

Sioux City, Iowa — Brother Chapman was called from

thisworld to theGreatBeyondrecently. Heissurvived

by two children, a son and daughter. They have the

profoundsympathyof the members of Division No.

779. Brother Chapman had been ailing for some time,

but no one suspected it to be a fatalillness.

Brother Fred Sawyer, in the hospital for an operation,
is reported improving .

Brother Lyons was recently at the barn looking quito

well butholdsthat looks are sometimes deceiving .' We

are pleased that he is again about .

Brother L. E.Garnett has again been chosen as solici.

for for our new yearbook: Heis hard to beat atthat

job. Whenever he hashandled it, ithas always been a

Brothers Dave Hagerty and John Weidert recently

went to Omaha,Neb., to hear Al Smith make a campaign

speech . They report an enjoyable trip .

Brother Edmunson recently took a short vacation

upon which he visitedOmaha, Neb. He reportsthat

the street car men of Omaha are not organized . Three

men like Brothers Edmunson , Hagerty and Weidert,

upon another visit to that town, will try and stir some

thing up along the lineof encouraging them to organize.

We understand that there is a Central Labor body in

that town . Why don't they get busy ?

BrotherPeteStorm , recently at the checker board,

hada briefloss of mind andwasdefeated byBrother
Harvey.

Brothers H. T. Woodward and Webber were recent

solicitors for the Community Fund. They report suc

Brother Weldon is again on the job after a 30 days'
vacation. He looks better than ever.

Some sneak -thief recently stole Brother Pete Storm's

money changer. The box was later found , but the money

had disappeared. From where the box was found , it is

evident that the thief is not a stranger inthis section .

Brother Pete Storm has moved back to the East

Side, near the car barn, and is quite pleased these days.

Brothers Harry Motts and Easton are doing most of
the broadcasting this month.

Brother Tommy Lyons has a night job and Brother

Jones is again back on the cars . Both appear to be

satisfied.

Most of our boys appear to be well satisfied with the

change in management here .

Bridgeport, Conn.-Well, boys , we have been off the

air fora few months. However, now that the old hot

stove league is in session we will continue where we left

off .

During the past two months our meetings have been

well attended , and the prize is mounting. If anyone

captures it within the next two meetings, buy Chippa
Ahearn's car , as he has it up for sale .

Boys, the nomination for officers for next year is to be

held in November. Of course the election is to take

place in December. This year we vote under the prefer.

ential ballot system and no doubt everyone under.
stands it .

President Barney Flanagan was recently honored by

an article in a local newspaper, It spoke well of our

President and it is indeed an honor to our organization .

Brother Bill Dorley expects to pick a run on the

Avenue for the winter. Bill says it's a long winter.

Eugene Lynch was seen going around the yard with

an arc light , recently , looking for an overage .

Well, the fishing season is over. Tommy Connors

captured the prize for catching the most fish . By the

way, Tommy was seen out in the radio show recently

with that famous iron hat .

Bauidine and Hobo Smith just returned from a trip

to Canada .

Our pinochle tournament is in full force now. Bike

and Dewgaw are the leading team .

All the candidates for the basket ball team have re

ported to Coach Jimmy Noonan,the old N. Y. U. star,
Devincent, McMahon , Moore, Collins, Dorley, Meyers

and Metcalf comprise the team.

Well, boys, we have lost only a few members this year

thru nonpaymentof theirdues. Don't be laxin that
respect, forJohn Cody will be ready to take your dues

anytime . Also attend the meetings as good as you

have been doing and your organization will continue to

be successful. -M. C. 459.

cess .
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brought about. This matter could be broughtto the

attention of the executive board members and through

them to the employes upon the D. S. R.

Brother SidneyVan Ness, business agent of the

D.U.R. Branch of Division No. 26, hasbeenactive and

is making progress along the line of organizing thebus

operators in the employ of the Eastern Michigan Rail

way . He has recently organized the Wyandotte bus

system , which it is believed will be an advantage. The

committeemen there are Brothers Ridel and Tuxberry,

Brother J. D. Brown of the Pontiac City bus system

tenders a good report on that branch of Division No.

26. He is the committeeman of the Pontiac City coach
men.-Rex.

PRESIDENT LYDEN REMAINS VICE -PRESIDENT

OHIO FEDERATION OF LABOR

Youngstown, Ohio - Most of our members have had

their vacations and are back on the job again.

Interest in, and attendance at ourmeetings kept up

remarkably during the hot Summer months,

Pres. M. J. Lyden and R. U. Morford attended the

OhioState Fed . of Labor convention at Columbus last

week . Our own " Mike'' is 5th Vice -President of that

body .

The P. & O. band was on the program of entertain.

ment at the opening of the American Railway Associa

tion Annual exhibition , at Cleveland , September 25 .

Both , our band and popular male quartette , are quite

frequently called on for outside entertainment, the

latter having been on the program of K. B. N. broad
casting Tuesday evening. Sept. 20 .

Brother Ed . Whitstone, one of our oldest members in

point of service, and highly respected is seriously ill at

his home. We are hoping for his speedy recovery:

Weare glad to report that Bro. John McCarthy, is

on the road to recovery , having been confined to his

home for several months.

The bus operators at the Mahoning Ave. Garage,

by popular subscription , have bought and installed a

fine new electric radio in the employees room .

now anxiously awaiting the post season baseball series.
Bros. F. C. Watson and Billie " Golden took unto

themselves life partners last week . Congratulations,

boys and thanks for the cigars. 272.

We are

A GOOD ATTENDANCE

Lansing, Mich . - Oh, boy ! That sure was a big feed

we had at our last meeting. The boys surely did turn

out for it . Wehad frankfurters and sauerkraut, with

all of the trimminge. It was enoyed . President A. D.

Hicks ate his share. Neis a good eater .

About a score of our boys are about to go on a hunt.

ing trip . Brother Jesse Reams is using his head this

time. He is leaving his poochhound athome. Last year

he had another hound ,and , after feeding him on beef
stew all summer , took him on a hunting trip, but, for
some reason , the dog failed to returnwith him . When

Jesse aims at wild game, look out !

Brother John Creyts in on the sick list again.

The son of Brother O.Cantrell recently fell and broke

his arm . It was a regrettable accident .

Brother Aldrich is in the radiobusiness. Good luck,

Brother Aldrich .

Brother Francisco is working temporarily in the bago
gage room .

Brother Roy Sample was recently seen buying a
diamond ring. Who is the young lady ?

BrotherO.Weeks is trying the bus proposition again.

Brother Ingalls has recovered sufficiently to again be

working on his run ,

Brother McEwen is jumping from run to run when.
ever the board goes up. ' Which is the best run, brother?

At a recent meeting candidates for mayor and alder

menappeared before the boys and stated their positions

on the city administration . Theygave their opinions

frankly. These present day office seekers are better,

because they do not do so much hedging aboutsome new
policy. What we like is " Yes" and "No" men .-- Cor.

563 .

MEETINGS WELL ATTENDED

Newburgh , N. Y.-The boys of Division No. 388 are

attending meetings very well. Keep it up , boys.

Maybe those five or six day men will attend during the

winter months and make our meetings one hundred
Think it over .

Brother and Mrs. Shea are now the proud parents of

another bouncing boy . Keep the good work up , Paddy.

Brother Joe Sheppard recently took a trip to Georgia ,
to visit the folks back home.

Brother George Plant says his Star can pass every

thing on the road , including filling stations.

Bus No.10 is always on time , due to Brother Boye's

good wrist watch .

Brother James McVeigh is on a two weeks' fishing

and hunting trip in the mountains. We hope he will
not shoot too much hot air on his return .

Now, boys, it is up to us to get down to business.

Let's stand behind our officers and not wait until the

last minute before we pay our dues.
-Cor. 388 ,

per cent .

HAVE ANNUAL BOARD CHANGE

Fort Smith , Ark . - Service here has been hampered

recently by much paving work that is being done .

On the North Eleventh - Van Buren Line it is almost

impossible to render any reliable service, though it is no
fault of ours or the company. We can say that all

of our boys are doing their best for the public's interest

and that is all that can be expected . They are taking

upand replacing many switches around thecar barns,
requiring us to put on extra runs to enter the barn at

night.
The first of the coming month we have an annual

change on our board . Brother Cap Baker has expressed

some fear of losing his run , but Brother H. Howard

say that he has no fear along that line any more.

We had so much talk about busses in our city that

Brother Woodward tried it out with a street

recently . He only made about thirty feet , as the

trolleys do not travel much on concrete .

We hope for some relief in respect to the traffic

situation in the near future. However, with all the

new paved streets in Fort Smith , we hope the motorists

will find they are more pleasant than the car tracks.
-Cor. 674.

ACTIVE CHARTER MEMBER

Rochester, N. Y .-- Division No. 282 at the last meet

ing enjoyed a good turnout. That is what we like to see.

Let'stry andmakeeach meeting asnearlyone hundred

per cent in attendance as possible, fromnow on. We
would liketo see more ofthe told -timers in attendance.

One of the features at our meetings is the attend;

ance of Brother George Maser . Brother Maser is still

working on the line and is in his seventy-fourth year.

He is a charter member of DivisionNo. 282 and a

mighty good member . He is one of those to whom may

be referred as one of the creators of our Local . He is

entitled to congratulations and shouldbe anencourage

ment for delinquents to promptly pay their dues.
Brother Maser is beloved and appreciated by every

member. May he long live and remain with us.

Brothers, our audit has been completed for the

quarter and everything is found to beperfect. The dues
situation is very good indeed .

President E. M.Dwyer certainly got after the Enter
tainment Committee and they surely did produce a very

enjoyable evening program . Those who did not attend

thatmeeting missed a wonderful time, as the brothers

from Lake Avenue Car House , Benton, Healey and

Company, are first class comedians. The applause they

received from the membership present was immense.

So, brothers, attend meetingsregularly, as the comed
ians will be called on again shortly ;

Brothers , remember that Brothers Blood and R.

Hayes are sick and they surely would like to have you

call upon them . Weare pleased to report that they are

improving, though slowly .-- Cor. 282.

car
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DETROIT DIGEST

The city members of Division No. 26 are well pleased

with the court's ruling on the subject of jitney operation.

The court's ruling has resulted in the eliminating of

jitneys from the principal thoroughfares, likeWood

ward Ave., Jefferson Ave., Grand River Ave.,Fort St.
and Gratiot Ave. It also has required the management

of the property to install additional cars and busses,

It should be understood by every street car man and

bus operator employed upon the Detroit city street rail

waysthat the present wage being received by them was

obtained through the endeavors of the Amalgamated

Association . Thisshould inspire enthused membership

in Division No. 26 throughout the entire system. It is

the only method by which unity of endeavor can be

FAMILY RELATIVES INCREASE

San Francisco, Calif.There is great joy in the hearts

of Mrs.and Brother Jack Darcy thesedays. It is the

birth of an heir to the Darcythrone. Jack is a former

member of ourExecutive Board and is one of the most

popular members ofour Division . Congratulations,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack .

Mrs. and Brother Martin Mulkeen have recently taken

in another boarder. Motherandthe little cherub are

getting alongnicely. Division318congratulatesthem.

-Cor. 518.
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MEMBERS FIRM IN MEMBERSHIP

San Jose , Calif. - Theusual good new of Division No.
265 is no news. This Division is sailing along in the
usual solid way. It is not progressing in membership ,

but it is not receding. All of our membersare standing

firm . All members who joined lastareholding on and

We are proud of them . Brothers Deshlivy, McCliman

and Johnson are union men to be proud of . They see

the benefit of unionism and intend to puttheir shoulders

to the wheel and do their part .

Our old staunch stand -by, Brother Joe Trousdell,

still carries the flag of our order . Although he is not an

employe of our company, he is Presidentof the General

Labor Council and refuses todesert the ranks of Union

Labor. Long live Joel UnionLaborneedsmore men
like him.

We are having rather troublesome time to navigate

on East Santa Clara Street , as the electric company ,

thewater company andthe city areall doing work on

both sides of ourtracks atonce. This forces the automo
bile traffic onto the street car tracks. It is a difficult

problem to avoid collisions. Melvin Smiley recently
hit a sand truck with a 40,000-pound street car. He

knockeddownone corner of his car and damaged the
truck.

All of our boys have to run at half speed and

have their eyes on both sides, front and behindat the

same time . However, our good friends, Superintendents
Shoup and Burton,standfirmly behind us to he best
of their ability .-Cor. 265 .

SATISFACTORY WAGE AWARD

Brockton, Mass.-In the recentaward by a special

Arbitration Board composed of Fred J. Cummings,
trustee for the Eastern Mass St. Railway Co. Attorney

J: J. Kerwin of Lowell, Mass. and Attorney James H.
Vahey, ofBoston , the atter representing the St.

Carmen's Union , an increase of 3 cents an hour was

granted over the former two man and one-man car

operation . This makes the wages of two -man operation

67 cents an hour and for one-man operation 72 cents .

The 15 locals combined in this big system , which com

prises over 650 miles of rail, were highly elated over the

Increase. We would have preferred to see the fare rates
as before . The situation with the line and track depart

ments were held as per previous contract.

Brother SethHargreaves is reported improving after
an attack of Pneumonia .

Brother Al Badger is recuperating after an extended

illness. In fact, quite a few men have been compelled to
loaf for various sickness,

Our Supt. Orrin E. French gives us our usual reminder

of sand equipment,the season ofthe year most dreaded

by streetcarmen ,namely the slippery rail season .

Our foreman , Al Mather still does quite a confec
tionery, cigar and tobacco business.

So long . – Cor. 235 .

MAKING CONVENTION PREPARATIONS

Seattle , Wash .-- Division No. 587 is making progress

for the1929 Convention , which will be held in Septem
ber of that year . We are giving a show at the Eagle

Auditorium known as " The Days of '49 . " This show

will be a huge success .. All members are doingtheir

part to make the showa hit. We are featuring West
cott's Modern Minstrels , consisting of ten men .

Our Local has grown one hundred members larger

this year on account of thecomingconvention . Wehope

to have a one hundred per cent organization by the
time the convention convenes here .

It is regrettable to reportat thistime that our general

superintendent, Mr. D.W.Henderson, is very sick . We

hope it will not be long untilhe is again around . To
show that our members appreciate Ms. Henderson ,

three members of our Local gave their blood in trans
fusion that he might get well. These members are

Brothers L. F. Peary, C. E. Raines and F. E.Johnson.
We want every Local in the United States and

Canada to berepresented at theconvention inSeattle in
1929.-Cor. 587.

TRIBUTE TO LATE BROTHER

JAMES DUNCAN

Address by President William Green of the

A. F. of L., at the funeral services of Vice

President James Duncan, in the Masonic

Temple, Quincy , Mass.

" My friends, I know I correctly express your

feelings when I say we are deeply impressed

by this solemn serviceand we are overwhelmed

with the solemnity of this occasion. We are

standing in the presence of a power to which

all must yield and we are reminded of the fact

that death is the inevitable end of all .

Assembled here today are representative

men and women from all sections of our land,

neighbors and friends of our Departed Bro

ther, who have come for the purpose of paying

to him our last tribute of respect, and, as we

do so , our hearts are sad because we are con

scious of the fact that there has passed from

our midst a great mind , a noble soul, an out

standing figure.

“ For years and years our departed friend

served with us , worked with us , counseled

with us and associated with us, and now, as a

great Philosopher said centuries ago , when

describing death, ' The silver cord is loosed, the

golden bowl is broken, the pitcher is broken

at the fountain and the wheel is broken at the

cistern. '

“ It seems but yesterday that we heard his

voice and felt the clasp of his friendly hand ,

and now we are face to face with the reality

that he is with us no moregone never to

return . We are reminded, however, on this

occasion , of those noble qualities of his char

acter , his heart and his mind. We, who asso

ciated with him, understand them better than

those who knew him only by reputation. He

was typicalof humanity .

" Brother Duncan was born in Scotland in

1857. He came to America and here he made

his home. Instinctively he associated himself

with the labor movement . It was natural and

logical that he should do so because he loved

his fellow -men . He became, early in his life a

local officer of the Granite Cutters' Inter

national Association of America , but only for a

short time because his outstanding qualities of

strength , character and training appealed to

his fellow workers and he was called to serve

them as their chosen leader.

“ For a quarter ofa century he served in that

capacity. He brought , through that leadership

and that faithfulness to principles of devotion

and loyalty to their cuase, the enjoyment of

the eight-hour working day for the granite

cutters of the United States and Canada .About

that time, in 1894, he was elected a Member of

the Executive Council of the American Federa.

tion of Labor, called to serve in that exalted

and honorable position, and for thirty -four

years he servedin that capacity.

“ We feel his loss. It is an irreparable loss.

He gave us the benefit of his great mind and

advice. He inspired us by his noble character

and his personality, and if there is any group

that ever sustained a very great loss, in

America, it is themembership of the American

Federation of Labor. We sustained this loss

through the passing of this greatcharacter.

“ He suffered a great outstanding sorrow

one that bore heavily upon him. Hewas called

WORLD'S GREAT NEED

3
A little more kindness and a little less creed;

A little more giving and a little less greed ;

A little more smile and a little less frown ;

A little less kicking a man when he's down;

A little more " we," and a little less " I;"

A little more laugh and a little less cry :

A little more flowers on the pathway of life ;

And fewer on graves at the end of the strife.

-The Journeyman Barber.
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the men and women of America owe more to

him than mere words can express .

" It seems to me that the words of the poet,

paraphrased , are applicable to this situation,

to the life of this man :

"He lived in a house by the side of the road

Where the race of men pass by ;

Some that were good and some that were

bad ,

As good and as bad as I.

Buthe would not sit in the scorner's seat

Or hurl the cynic's ban .

He lived in the House by the side of the

road

He was truly a friend to man.

" We shall enshrine upon the tablets of our

hearts and memory his noble virtues and his

good deeds. No doubt a suitable monument

will be erected in honor of Vice -President

Duncan but even so the monument which will

ever remain imperishable and indestructible is

the monument enshrined and built in the

hearts of working men and women who knew
him and loved him . "

HUMAN AND SPIRITUAL RELATIONS

IN INDUSTRY

From an address by President Wm. Green of

the A. F. of L. delivered under auspices of

Dept. of Christian Social Service General

Convention, Washington , D. C.

October 17,

upon to give up an only son , the apple of his

eye, the one upon whom he centered his

love and affection. It was a great blow, a great

sorrow that staggered him. He lived in the

shadow of that great sorrow ever afterward.

Out of its refining process he emerged heroic

and strong with an expression on his face: 'Thy

will be done.'

“ The experiences of this great man brought

sunshine and happiness into the homes of the

widows and fatherless, and in that way he

certainly practised the precepts of pure
religion .

“It was my privilege to know him well and

to associate with him . In addition to these

honors to which I have just referred, he

visited Europe as an ambassador of the

American Federation of Labor to the British

Trade Union Congress and to the Convention

of the International Federation of Trade

Unions. He attended the Peace Conference at

Paris and worked with his fellows and collea

guesin drafting that part of the Peace Treaty

which provided for the creation of the Inter

national Labor Office. He was honored by

being chosen to visit Russia, during the early

days of the Russian Revolution , along with

distinguished American citizens for the pur

pose of conveying to that distressed country

the well -wishes and help of our great Republic.

" Surely , this man lived a successful life, an

honorable life, a serviceable life. He made a

record of which any man might well be proud.

For almost half a century he wasthe associate,

the intimate associate and counsellor and

friend of my distinguished predecessor, the

late Samuel Ğompers. These two men battled

together for the cause of humanity and the

cause of labor, and only a short time ago these

friends were parted .

“ My good friend, our departed brother,

Vice - President Duncan, was at the bedside of

the late President Gompers when he passed

away and when this great outstanding man

embarked upon thatgreat journey into the

great Unknown of Eternity he breathed a

message into Brother Duncan's ear. At the

funeral service of Mr. Gompers Vice - President

Duncan delivered that parting message to the

representatives of Labor,

“ He was an American in all that the word

implies. He was devoted to our form of

government, tothe principles upon which it so

firmly rests. He was a defender, in every

sense of the word, of pure Americanism . In the

halls and councils ofthe American Federation

of Labor he stood like a plumed knight bat.

tling against the hosts of error and destruction .

“ I believe in the Trade Union philosophy of

our departed Brother. His friends, gathered

from all sections of the United States today,

believe in the philosophy he advocated and it

shall be our undying purpose to uphold , de

fend and preserve the Trade Union philosophy

of James Duncan and Samuel Gomzers.

" And so webid him a long and last farewell !

A great soul has gone, a man who loved his

fellow-men, a man who gave his service , his

mind and energy in an effort to bring little

more sunshine and happiness into the homes

of working men and women. His philosophy

was summed up in two words : 'Human better

ment. ' His life was devoted to that cause, and

The evolution of industry has produced

great changes in our economic and social life

and these changes have affected the habits,

lives and thoughts of allclasses of people,

Our nation is passing fromapurelyagricultural

country to a great industrial empire.

One of the most striking changes which

have taken place is the organization and

growth of new industries inwhich millions

of dollars of capital are invested and hun

dreds of thousands ofworkersare employed.

Chief among these new industries is the auto

mobile industry which originated and has

been built up within the last three decades.

We arenowstanding by watching the estab

lishment and growth of theaeroplaneindus

try . Other industries such as themanufacture

of electrical household accessories and the

equipment essential to thesuccess of these

newindustries have called for the employment

of additional large amountsof capital.

We now produce manufactured commodities

in such large volume as to bring our whole

industrial processwithin the classification of

mass production . Many of our cities and

industrial centers where formerly thousands

of workers were employed have grown and

expanded into huge centers of population.

With these developments have come stand:

ardizationin the characterandquantity of

manufactured goodsandtheelimination of

duplication and wasteful processes. The result

hasbeen an increased economy in the cost of

production.

Human relations in industry have been

tremendously affected by thesedevelopments.

Specialized service has been substituted for

individual skilland training and therelation

ship between the human factorsin industry

has been practically revolutionized. The

great labor turn -over, so characteristic of our

1
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mass production industries, means that thou endeavoring to advance the cause of industrial

sands of workers serve temporarily and pass peaceand to promote co -operation and under

on to seek employment in other cities and standing between The American

in other industries while new workmen , Federation of Labor is committed to this

recruited fromremote sections, are employed principle.

to take their places. For many years before the World War a

The workers employed in industry are, as a group of menand women identified with the

rule, strangers to each other . Men and women Protestant Episcopal Church interested them.

employed in one department of a huge modern selves in labor problems and in astudy of the

industrial establishment seldom know the causes of labor controversies. One of them

names of others employed in other depart was the late Bishop Potter, whom laboring

ments. It is almost impossible to establish men and women remember with reverent

contacts, acquaintanceships or relationships affection . Another outstanding member of

between the owners of industry and the this group was the late Father Huntington ,

thousands of workers employed in industry. who occupies justaslarge a place in the hearts

The character and form of present-day indus and minds of all laboring men who knew

trial corporations precludes this possibility. him either personally or by reputation. It is

The group of owners is represented by the said of Father Huntington that he served as

officers and managers of the business entity. a mediator in a coal strike in Illinois in such

The only way working men and women can a masterly and successful way as to gain the

be fairly and accurately represented is through confidence and respect of operators and miners

representatives selected by them and author and a satisfactory settlement of the strike.

ized to speak for them. The miners wished to express their apprecia.

Within this great industrial army the indi tion of the valuable service renderedby Father

vidual worker is submerged and because of a Huntington butwere unable to give him either

lack of personal contact with ownership or money or a costly gift . So, observing that his

management his individuality is lost. boots were badly worn they presented him

Realizing this hampering of their rightful with a new pair ofshoes.

opportunities the workers have set up an Since the close of the war more complicated

instrumentality through which they can give industrial problems havearisen . Theycannot

expression to their hopes and aspirations and be avoided or evaded. They may be difficult

through which they may give utterance to
of solution but that fact should not deter us

their protests againstthe imposition of in or swerve us from our purpose to grapple with
justice and wrong .

The great philosopher, them when it is possible to do so .

Thomas Carlyle, referred tothis instru The Church can help in all this work

mentality as " Organized Labor" and desig , through a sympathetic study of human rela

nated itas “ The universal, vital problem of tions in industry and of the economic and

the world . "
social problems which arise therefrom.

This instrumentality is the one and only The problems of unemployment, machine

national and international agency created by displacement and the care of aged and disabled

the workers in America which is clothed with workers are serious problems for they are so

authority to represent them and speak for vital to the home, the community and the

them . nation. Widespread unemployment, alone,

This organization created by the workers creates untold misery and suffering. It con

and by them named the American Federation stitutes a menace to our national security

of Labor speaks not only for approximately through the creation of discontent and unresť.

five million working men and women directly No doubt the Church is in accord with

associated with it but also speaks indirectly organized labor in its efforts to protect

for additional millions more whose voices are women in industry, to abolish child laborand

inarticulate, and whose personal , industrial sweatshops, to protect the health of working

identity is practically lost. men and women, to advance the cause of

It is inconceivable thatthe Church , divinely industrial hygiene, to protect the products of

commissioned to preach the gospel through its free laborfrom the competition ofgoodsmanu

chosen representatives " to all men teaching factured by convict labor and to secure the

them to observe all things whatsoever I have enactment of scientific and adequate workers'

commanded you " would be indifferent or compensation legislation . These are social

unconcerned about the problems which arise justice problems which lie at the very basis of

out of human relations in industry. There human welfare and social progress. In any

mustbe a right way which men should follow study of the problems arising out of human

in industrial relations just as there is a right relations in industry which the Church may

way in business , domestic and professional undertake it must come face to face with the

relationships. There must be a standard of organized labor movement. It must counsel

industrial ethics to which all should conform. and confer with its official reprexentatives for

It would be a serious reflection upon the virtue in no other way can it cometo understand or

and efficacy of religion and morality if indus know the great heart and mind of labor.

trial wrong shouldpermanently triumph over The representatives of organized labor are

industrialrighteousness. conscious of the fact that there are those

With all the bitterness, passion and hate within the Church who view, with feelings of

which characterize industrial relations and apprehension, any action on the part of the

industrial conflicts in some sections, it is Church which might tend to lead it into the

gratifying to observe that there are employers field of industrial controversy. On the other

and employes who are co -operating in an effort hand there are those among the workers who

to find a righteous solution of vexing social believe that the Church is opposed to their

and economic problems. They are sincerely organization and their legitimate endeavors

22
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to secure adequate wages and the enjoyment In fighting and struggling for the advance

of a higher living standard, ment of human welfare and human better.

It is fair to assume that the opinions of ment, organized labor is in a measure parallel

individuals in either of these groups will not ing the work of the Church . Human better

prevent the Church or Labor from following ment is 'organized labor's goal and spiritual

a reasonable , rational and wise policy in all advancement is the objective of the church.

their relations with each other . We want to help the Church by creating a

It is not expected in any contact which the healthy environment, a favorable psycholog.

Church might make with employers of labor ical condition in the homes and communities

or the representatives of organized labor that where workers dwell so that the seed of Gospel

the Church would inject itself into purely Truth may not fall upon stony ground, on

controversial questions such as open or closed beaten paths or among thorns but instead, in

shop or purely administrative details. Those good ground where it will bring forth an

are collateral questions which the Church hundredfold. We wish to co -operate with the

might regard asof imponderable consequence Church in promoting, religion and morality

and which must be left for settlement to those and we ask the Church to understand us and

directly concerned . to assist us in furthering our humane under

The ultimate objective of the American takings and in all matters upon which we may

Federation of Labor, in all its diversified find ourselves in common accord .

activities ,can be expressed in two words ,

“ Human Betterment. It seeks, through the BRITISH TRADES CONGRESS

establishment of a just and sound economic CONVENTION

system within the realm of industrial relations By Wm. B. Fitzgerald

to elevate material , moral andspiritual stand

ards among the masses of mankind. We want I believe a brief report on my observations

to bring about the acceptance of this great as an American Federation of Labor fraternal

truth that man was not made for industry delegate to the Convention of the British

but that industry was made for man. We Trades Union Congress, held at Swansea,

must make machinery the servant of mankind , Wales , September 3-8, may be of some interest

a primary contributing factor in the march of to our membership in general.

the human race toward the realization of a Swansea is a city in Glamorgenshire,

just social order and the enjoyment of a higher, Wales, located on Swansea Bay, and com

richer and better life . prising apopulation of about 120,000. It is a

A social condition in which poverty on the beautifully located city.

one hand and great wealth on the other pre The conventionassembled in Elysium Hall,

vails is not conducive to spiritual growth or September 3. The attendance comprised 619
spiritual prosperity. The seeds of gospel delegates , representing 196 unions. There

truth cannot take root or grow in the soil of were also present Fraternal Delegates F. Bush

human poverty. Nor doesreligion appeal to of the Garment Workers of America , repre

those possessed of great wealth who spend senting the Canadian Trades and ' Labor

their lives in riotous living. A social order Congress; C. A. Vargas of Mexico, repre

where such extremes exist is not good for the senting the Mexican Confederation of Labor ;

Church , Society or civilization . Religion , R. R. Bakhale of India ,representing the All

morality and spiritual excellency attain their India TradeUnion Congress, and M.F.

highest point of influence and strength in Greene of the United Hatters of North

communities where the social and economic America and Wm . B. Fitzgerald (myself),

order is equitably balanced, where moderation representing the American Federation of

prevails and where tranquility of mind blends Labor; also C. Mertens, representing, the

with a social atmosphere created by civic and International Federation of Trade Unions,

community righteousness. D. Williams, M. P. , representing the British

Religion exercises an ennobling influence in Co -Operative Union, and Rt. Hon. Arthur

human relations. A civilization without Henderson, M. P., representing the British

religion is inconceivable. The organized labor Labor Party.

movement realizes this fact for it knows that The Trade Union Congress is so organized

in the settlement of controversies which arise that elements of it are designated as groups

between employers and employes the law of and the Congress is comprised of 17 groups.

righteousness , religion and morality must con These groups are as follows: No. 1 --Mining

trol if settlements arrived at are to be just and Quarrying; No. 2- Railways; No. 3

and fair to all . Transport Workers other than Railways ;

It seemsappropriate to state , in connection No. 4 - Ship Building Workers; No. 5~-En

with this thought regarding religion , that the gineering, Founding and Vehicle Building;

organized labor movement, while encouraging No. 6Iron and Steel and Miner Metal

religion, protects its members in the exercise Trades; No. 7 -- Building, WoodWorking and

of religious freedom . No religious test is Furnishing Workers; No. 8 -- Printing and

required on the part of any working man or Paper Workers; No. 9 - Cotton Workers;

woman who joins the American Federation of
No. 10 — Textile Workers (other than Cotton

Labor. Furthermore, all members are assured Workers); No. 11- Clothing Workers;No. 12

that membership in the American Federation --Food, Drink , Tobacco, Brushmaking and

of Labor will in no way interfere with the Distribution Workers; No. 14 - Agricultural;

exercise of their rights to worship in accord No. 15 —- Public Employes; No. 16--Non

ance with the dictates of their conscience, Manual Workers ; No. 17 - General Workers.

Full and complete liberty of conscience and The largestof these groups is the mining and

worship is guaranteed all who become mem quarryworkers, comprisinga membership of

bers ofthe American Federation of Labor . 769,611 .

{
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Group 2 , known as “Railways," comprises One could not have been present at that

locomotive engineers and firemen and railway convention without leaving it with a most

clerks , with a membership of 423,806. grave understanding that organization of

Street railway workers are embraced in wage workers , no matter in what nation the

Group 3 designated as Transport Workers wage workers may be, is important , and the

other than “ Railways" and comprises several
most important institution for the general

other trades aside from street and electric populace in respect to progress and prosperity.

railway and bus workers, However , this I was impressed that one of the vicious

group comprises 389,571 members of the moves on the part of capitalism in the British

Îrades Congress. Islands since the War was the lengthening

Group No. 4, known as the Ship Building of the service day of the miners , which added

group, comprises 77,911 members. to the already, great volume of unemploy

Group No. 7, comprising. Building Con ment. The mine workers' service day was

structors, Wood Workers and Furnishers, in increased from a practical six-hour day to

cluding building laborers, etc. , is known as eight hours .

having a total membership of 344,773. There is on at present a movement on the

The total membership of the Trades Con part of the trade union representatives and a

gress comprises 3,874,842 workers .
committee of capitalists, to endeavor to solve

Something of the numerical strength of this
the serious problem of unemployment that

British Trades Congress, which comprises
exists in the various industrial centers of the

workers of the Kingdom of Great Britain and
British Islands, and when we speak of the

Ireland, which means England , Scotland,
industrial centers of the British Islands, those

Walesand Ireland,may becontemplated islands, as the farming opportunities uponcenters comprise the vast population of those

when we take into consideration the popu

lation, which is 45,130,000 in the aggregate.
those islands do not compare in any degree

This means that should the American Federa
with the privilege that exists in the United

tion ofLabor, in proportion to the population
States and Canada.

of the United States and Canada, be equalin Following the convention, we visited other

membership to the British Trades Congress, sections of Europe, passing through Spain ,

the American Federation of Labor would France, Switzerland and Italy. Of course,

comprise 11,135,000
members. This means Switzerland

and Italy are small countries

that in proportion
to the population of the

when attention is given the square miles upon

Britsh Islands labor is practically twice as which the vast populace of those nationsare

well organized as are the workers of the required to eke out their existence. Privileges

United States and Canada. in employment in those nations are not very

However, there is another item that may be much different than the British Islands and

of interest for the workers to contemplate, do not compare so favorably as the privileges

andthat is that the number of square miles of for employmentand business, including agri

territory included in the British Islands, culture, upon the American Continent.

including Ireland, England , Scotland and I learned from the reports of the British

Wales, aggregates 121,105 'miles - approxi Trades Congress that it is a most progressive

mately twice the area of New York State, organization, having been in existence sixty

which comprises some 63,000 miles.
This years , as this was the Sixtieth Annual Trades

meansthat should the population of California Congress Convention .

comprise even more than one -third of the en
I am pleased to state, in closing this report ,

tire population of the United States and that this is the second time that the Amalga

Canada, it would be practically as well mated Association, though the good grace of

populated as the British Íslands. This would the American Federation of Labor, has repre

indicate that it is very natural that there are a sented the American Federation of Labor at

multitude more tradesmen and wage workers the British Trades Congress Convention. In

in the British Islands than in the United
1916 International President W. D. Mahon

States and Canada. New York state, com of this Association and President M , Woll of

prising slightly more than one-half of the
the Pressmen's Union represented the Ameri

square miles embraced in the British Islands , can Federation of Labor at the British Trades

comprises approximately 9,500,000 or about Congress Convention , which was held in

one-fifth of the population of the British Birmingham , England . This year my associate

Islands.
delegate was Brother M. F. Greene of the

I found that by observing the reports of the United Hatters of North America.

officers of the British labor movement made

to the convention , and the resolutions and

speeches made to the convention, that the
A railroad had paid a claim for injuries

British trade union movement is faced with
to Mandy. Her husband demanded half of

the money .practically the same problems of those of the

workers of the United States and Canada. " Sam , you don't get none of this yere

The grave question upon
the British money. It was mah face dat was wrecked

Islands , today, is that of unemployment and

and ruined , not yours. Ah did all de

the big procedure of the convention comprised
sufferin ', not you ."

deliberation on various policies presented by “ Ah'm entitled to mah share, Mandy.

the delegates for relief of unemployment, or, Why, after the wreck, dere you was a-lyin'

in other words, for endeavors to adjust em alongside de track , stunned and senseless

ployment in such a way as to relieve the wif nothin' de matter with you and I had

various industrial sections of the British de good business judgment to go over and

Islands of unemployment distress . kick you in de face ." -- Transportation News:
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SHIPSTEAD INJUNCTION PROPOSAL to the effect that unlawful action causing

irreparable injury to complainant'sproperty

Of those for whom labor mayvote to elect had been committed and would continue to be

to Congress are there who will sustain for committed without the injunction and that

enactment as a law the Shipstead injunction police and the law are unable to protect com

restriction bill and it is the all-important plainant's property; and that greater injury

political subject. will be inflicted on complainants by denial of

Among the bills which Congress was unable relief than on defendantby its grant.

to act on at the past session is the Shipstead, A temporary restraining order, void after 5

or as more commonly called, the anti-injuncti- days, may be issued if without it there would

tion bill , designed to amendthe Judicial Code. be substantial and irreparable injury to the

There was not time for even a full committee complainant's property. But the complainant

report on the bill , but in order to insure wide must first file a bond sufficient to coverany

publicity and stimulate comment and criti loss suffered by the enjoined as a result of the

cism , the measure, in the form reported to the improvident issuance of the order.

Senate Committee on the Judiciary by the Restraining order and injunctiverelief may

Subcommittee, it was printed in the Con be issued only after attempts have been made

gressional Record . · to settle the dispute by negotiation or with

A brief account of the proposed act ought to government mediation or arbitration ; and

be of interest , for the legality of labor disputes then only to those who have complied with all

has been a matter of controversy since the obligations ofthe law involved inthe dispute.

first attempts at labor organization in England Violation of the injunction shall be tried by

during the 18th century , when the common jury.

law was involved . The Sherman Anti- Trust Labor dispute," is held to cover cases

law ( 1890) in this country unwittingly brought between individual or organized employees

labor activities within the province of crim and between individual ororganized employ.

inal law . Then the Clayton amendment was ers, as well as between employers and em.

passed in 1914 in order to exempt labor ployees. It includes " any controversy con

organizations from the menace of the injunc cerning terms of employment, or concerning

tion , but was found to be ineffective. Conse the association of persons in negotiating,

quently the present bill, definitely fixing the fixing, maintaining, changing or seeking to

status of parties in a labor dispute, merits arrange terms and conditions ofemployment,

attention . or concerning employment relations, or any

The points ofinterest are three-fold. First: other controversy arising out of the respective

The " public policy of the United States" in interests of employer and employee .

the interpretation of the act and in determin Some of the aspects of the present injunction

ing the jurisdiction andauthority of thecourts situation which are most subject to criticism ,

recognizes that,although governmental author. receive consideration in the Shipstead act:

ity aids property owners to organize, the 1 . The right of the courts to issue injunc

individual unorganized worker is commonly tions to protect intangible property rights has

helpless to exercise actual liberty of contract beenquestioned. The Shipstead act, although

and obtain acceptable terms and conditions it differs from the Clayton act by omitting

of employment ' ' ;. wherefore it is any statement concerning property rights,

necessary that he have full freedom of associa. would probably not effect thetendency to give

tion , self-organization, and designation of property rights the legal status of property:

representatives, and that he shall be Such an interpretation is merely consistent

free from the interference, restraint or coer with present economic institutions which

cion of employers of labor or their agents recognize intangible sources of incomeby giving

in concerted activities for the purpose of them a market value. The extent to which

collective bargaining, or other mutual aid or labor's conduct in a dispute maybe regarded

protection . " as not injurious to the property rights repre ,

In the light of this policy the jurisdiction sented by the employer's business is indicated

and authority of the courts are limited and by the list of activities which are specified as

defined in the two following respects : not enjoinable .

1. The familiarly known 'yellow dog ' con A further objection on this score is that the

tract is denied recognition bylaw . injunction , which protects the propertythe

2. The use of the injunction in labor dis employer has in his business as a going concern,

putes is restricted and modified. Thus — the may at the same time be destroying the

injunction cannot be issued in labor dispute worker's right to income by preventing their

cases to prohibit : strikes, membership in defense of their economicposition. On this

labor or employer organizations, the payment point the Shipstead bill requires that before an

of strike or unemployment benefits, picketing injunction may be issued, the court must find

or other strike propaganda not involving that greater injury will be inflicted upon the

" fraud or violence" or inducing others ( "with complainant in the absence of the restraining

out fraud and violence'' ) to take part in the order than will be inflicted upon the defend

foregoing . The commission of theforegoing by ants by granting it.

persons in concert does not constitute an un . 2. The injunction has been criticized as

lawful combination or conspiracy. giving the courts the power to limit the con

No officer or association may be responsible stitutional guarantees of individual rights.

for the unlawful acts of the members without The courts have answered, as in the Aikens v.

clear proof of having authorized the acts. Wisconsin ( 196 U. S. 194) thus, " the most

Injunction may not be issued exceptafter a innocent and constitutionally protected of acts

hearing with opportunity for cross -examination may be a step in a criminal plot in which case

in open court, in which evidence is produced neither its innocence nor the constitution is
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att

sufficient to prevent the punishment of the INJUNCTION JUDGES IGNORE LAW

plot by the law ." The act meets this by By Victor A. Olander

specifying that an injunction may be issued

only after a finding of fact by the courts that No manin the United States can lawfully

" unlawful" acts have been committed and be compelled to remain in the service of

will continue to be committed unless restrain anotheragainst his will. That liberty is one

ed ; and at the same time excluding themere of the glories of American law. Its denial is

presence of action in concert as offering one of the inequities of the American injunc

grounds for restraining orders. Neither of tion, for under that peculiar system a judge

these points are specifically set forth as such

in the Clayton act which isnow the only con

may issue an order against any citizen which

would be unconstitutional if enacted as a

trol over injunctions in labor disputes. law by Congress.

3. The uncertainty and objection current
It is fundamental that no law can be

concerning the trial of cases of injunction vio
constitutional which is so written that it can

lation is recognized by the requirement that
not be understood by anyone except its

the accused shall be tried by jury, This author. Yet injunctions in labor disputes

requirement, i. e. , that of a mandatory trial, frequently contain language so vague that

was not read into the Clayton act untilthe none but the judge who issued the order can

Wisconsin Michaelson case ( 266 U. S. 42) in
tell what it means.

1924. Prior to that time, the choice between
The supporters of the injunction system

jury trial or a decision by the court alone was may claim that the injunction is different from

left to the discretion of the judge issuing the law and that, therefore, the arguments which

injunction . apply to law do not properly apply to injunc

4. The unrestricted use of temporary injunction arefrequently so different as to be
tions. They are right! The law and the

injunctions has often been cited as demon.

strating the disadvantageous position of labor
completely out of harmony with each other .

under present injunction rights and procedure.

If a citizen believes a lawman act of

Temporaryinjunctions, the issuance of which
Congress or the Legislature to be unconstitu

is based upon merely the written statments
tional he may challengethat lawby disregard

and sworn affidavits presented by the com
ing or violating it and, if he can then prove the

plainant and defendant, is intended only to
law to be erroneous, no penalty attaches to his

maintain the status quo and thus prevent
disobedience. That is one of the essential

irreparable damage before the permanent

liberties of the American citizen.

injunction is issued. In other fields of equity
But our courts do not recognize any such

the temporary injunction may not beusedifit liberty in relation to the judicial edictsor

would accomplish all that would be done by

court orders known as injunctions. Even

the permanent order. In such a case the fuil
though the citizen proves to the satisfaction

hearing is required, for the temporary injunc
of the higher courts that it is an improper

tion does not allow the defendants toconfront
order, nevertheless he is punished for having

those testifyingagainst them , or the witnesses

disobeyed it.

Thus the injunction is actually placed

of the complainant to be cross examined,

both ofwhich are recognized as being necessary

above the law .

methods for guaranteeing the truth. There is

much about theuse of the temporary injunc

TEXTILE STRIKE ENDST?

tion in labor disputes which suggests that it is

all that is required to accomplish the purpose

New Bedford , Mass .-- Textile workers

of the complainant. The cessation of activities

accepted a 5 per cent reduction instead of the

bylabor required by the temporary injunction

10 per cent originally demanded by the

until the permanent hearings are held, is

employers. The strikers rejected this compro

mise a few weeks ago , but the new . Offer

generally all that is necessary for the dispute included additional details. The strike has

to be lost to the laborers. That the employer been on since last April and involved 26,000

does not need or want a permanent injunction workers.
in many cases is indicated by instances where

the employer has failed altogether to apply
FRIENDSHIP

for a permanent order-allowing the temporary
The one that keeps a smiling face

injunction to drag on through months of liti Through hours of toil is in the race ,

gation.

That very often gives him then

The friendship of his fellow men.

The Shipstead act limits temporary injunc While he that hums sweet songs each day,

tions to aperiod of 5 daysand requires that And has kind words for all to say,

the complainant file a bond sufficient to cover
Is sowing sunbeamsbright and clear

any lossoccasioned by an improvident issue of Within the hearts of those that hear.

the injunction .

A nod , a look , a waving hand ,

Are acts that all well understand,

Aside from these four points the Shipstead
So, freely scatter them around

bill attempts torectify shortcomin
gs

ofthe
And friends will always then be found.

present situation by making the list of non
And ohl the thought is most sublime,

That in each life there is the time,

enjoinable acts more specificand more inclus To do at least one kindly deed

ive than the Clayton amendmen
t
and by more For someone who our help may need.

narrowly limiting the grounds upon which an Some friendly acts are thrown away,

injunction may be issued— 111. Labor Bulletin . With some the pearls remain to stay ;

While one good deed will often give

A friend through all the yearswe live.

An ounce of gold can be spun to great
EDWING. MUMMERY,

Oakland, Calif.

lengths;an ounce ofkindness to greater.

-Forbes Magazin
e

(N. Y.)

1
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GROSS Adjustable COIN CHANGER

TO

No Springs to Break

No Repairs to Make

CAPACITY - 52 Quarters, 72 Dimes , 44 Nickels, 55 Pennies,

70 Tokens. Double barrels hold 105 Pennies or 130 Tokens

3 Barrel.... $ 2.50 4 Barrel .... $3.50 5 Barrel.... $ 4.50

Postpaid on Receipt of Price or C. O. D.

CHANGERS MADE UP IN ANY COMBINATION

Dealers Write for Attractive Offer

Agent Pittsburgh District, G.R. Naughton , Craft Ave. Station, Member Div . 85

GROSS COIN CHANGER CO. 1435 Grand Ave. , Dept. A, ST. PAUL , MINN .

WEEKLY AVERAGE OF WAGES IS ]$ 23.50 HOUNDS

Hunting Hounds . Fur Finders. Cheap. Trial. C.O.D.

Washington , Sept. 25.— " High " wages is a Hunting Horns. Collars. Name Plates . Dog Medicine,

fiction and Congress has power to prevent

etc. Make Big Money Raising and Hunting Hounds.

Free Book . BECK HOUNDS, P D 49, Herrick , filinols.

extortion from the people, said Senator Brook

hartin announcinghis intention of presenting

a bill in the next Congress to regulate profits

have no interest in business and are not con

ofindustries that are protected by govern

cerned with its prosperity ,

" One bold statistical fact ought to dispel

ment.

“ When the Federal Government extends
this notion ," said Senator Wagner. " I have

protection to an industry," said Mr. Brook

examined the pay rolls and dividend totalsof

hart, " it has the fundamental right to regulate
six outstanding business organizations. The

that industry's profits. The time has arrived

average stockholder was paid a dividend of

when that idea can no longer be ignored. "

$ 176, the average wage earner $ 1,759. In

other words, the average wage earner secured

Senator Brookhart quoted government fig from the corporation 10 times as much as the

uresto prove his claim that labor is in no wise average stockholder. In the face of such fig.

getting its fair share in our industrial system .' ures, is it fair to say that only the stockholder

“For the past eight years," he said , “there has an interest in business and that the wage

has been a total of about $40,000,000,000 of earner has none ?

capital invested in manufacturing in the “ My comparison is not yet complete. You

United States. There are less than 9,000,000 should further consider that the wages consti

workers in all these factories . The gross pro tute the workman's total income, whereas, the

duction has totaled about $60,000,000,000 a dividend is in most cases only a fraction of the

year. stockholder's income. Then again compare

" It has been pertinently urged that the how easy it is to sell the stock of one corpora.

reason for this high value of manufactured tion and buy that of another, and how difficult

products is due to the high wages of labor. I it is to quit work in one plant and obtain it in

determined to know thefacts in this matter another. If you take these elements into con

and I recently asked the Department of Labor sideration you come to realize how real an

to add up the wages of all these nine millions
interest the wage earners have in the plant in

of workers, and to my astonishment I learned
which they work."

that they only got $ 11,000,000,000. However,

it would notbe fair to pass this comparison

without a study of the raw material in manu

TEXTILE STRIKERS APPEAL

facture. Of this $60,000,000,000 only about
TO GOVERNOR

$25,000,000,000 of new value was added by
the process of manufacture. The balance is Boston , Mass.-A delegation of New Bed

the raw material bill . However, there are huge ford textile strikers asked Governor Fuller to

profits in the raw material bill. attempt to mediate the long work suspension

"Since only $ 11,000,000,000 of this new
of these employes, who are resisting wagę

value goes in wages, there is still $ 14,000,000,
reductions. The strikers told the governor if

000 left for the other items charged to $40,000,
he had a conference with former United States

000,000 of capital.
Senator Butler, a power among the mill own

" Therefore, it is plain that labor isin no wise ers, and impressed him , " he surely would use

getting its fair share in our industrial system ."
his influence withthecotton manufacturers to

rescind the 10 per cent cut without any strings

LABOR'S INTEREST IN INDUSTRY

tied to it and with no speed up.

GREATEST
The governor was informedthatcompetent

management would make the mills efficient.

Rochester ,N. Y.-In an address to the State their jobs because they are relatives of this

Many of the managers, the strikers said , got

Federation of Labor convention United States

Senator Wagner denied that wage workers their duties .
or that person " and they areuninformed of
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Thousands are grateful

for Unguentine Pile Cones

RElitching, hbleeding!Begin!

with Unguentine Pile Cones

today. Same soothing, healing

powers as Unguentine. At your

druggist's, 75c . Trial FREE .

Write now ! The Norwich Phar

macal Co., Norwich, N. Y.

POULTRY TRIBUNE

POULT
RY 3 Years $ 1.00 ; 9 Months Trial 250

Biggest and best poultry magazine . Shows you
how to make money from chickens in your own
back yard . Practical, reliable, up - to -date . Hag

poultry pictures in natural colors. It's printed in
& union shop. Coin or stamps accepted .

POULTRY TRIBUNE, Box 229 , MOUNT MORRIS , ILLINOIS

PITTSBURGH, PA. , AGREEMENT

This Agreementmade and entered into this 18th day

of April, 1928 , by and between the Pittsburgh Railways

Company , party of the first part and the Motormen

and Conductors, in the employ of the Company ,

represented by the undersigned Committee, parties of
the second part.

Witnesseth :

The party of the first part agrees to meet and treat

with the duly authorized and accredited representatives

and Committees of Division No. 85, Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway Employees

of America , as heretofore, and to be fair and just in all

its dealings .

Both parties to this agreement desire to continue

cordial relations one with the other, and desire to co

operate in solving the problems of the Company as

well as the Trainmen , and both parties agree to be fair

and just inall their dealings.

Both parties hereto agree toabide by theprovisions

of Transportation Department Order No. 460, attached

hereto and forming apart hereof .

The Company and the Association realizing the

seriousness of unattached pieces of work not being

operated , agree to co -operate in the operation of all

unattachedpieces of work such as trippers and trailers.

The following means will be used tosecure the opera

tion of all scheduled cars , making use of Motormen as
Conductors when necessary in schedules as described

in Section No. 1 , Paragraphs 2 and 3.

1. The trainmen will be allowed to select the un

attached pieces of work at the same time they

pick their regular runs, or

2. The trippersand trailers will be made into

regular_runs by an increase in the number of

Swing Runs and as small a decrease as possible

in the number of Straight Runs to accomplish

this result . Both parties agree to avoid as far as

possible , all controversy.

However, if there shall arise any dispute over the

interpretation of application of any section or sections

in the Agreement thatcannot beadjusted between the

local committee of the Trainmen and the Company,

the same shall be referred to Mr. W. D. Mahon , or his

nominee, representing the men and an appointee of the

Company representing it ; if these two cannot agree

they shall adopt a method of selecting a third party to

actas umpire to settle the dispute. Said appointment

of arbitrators shall be made within ten ( 10) days after

request made by either party and the decision of the
Board shall be made within ten ( 10 ) days after the sub

mission of any question or questions to them.

Either party desiring a change in any section or
or sections of the Agreement shall notify the other

party in writing thirty ( 30) days before the expiration

of this Agreement, which shall be bindingon both

parties from May1st, 1928 , until April 30th , 1930, both

inclusive , and , unless objected to by either of the

parties hereto ,from year to year thereafter.

Witness our hands and seals the day and year first
above written ,

For the Pittsburgh Railways Company :

W. T. ROSSELL,

General Manager.
For the Tralomen :

WILLIAM WHITE

JOS. THOMAS,

P. J. MCGRATH ,

J. W. LUCEY,

JOHN F. MURPHY,

FRED RENZIEHAUZEN,

M. J. O'CONNOR,

JOHN J. FLYNN ,

ALEX H. LOGUE,

MICHAEL GARVEY.

ATTACHED ORDER No. 400

SECTION 1 .

( 1 ) The hours of service forall early , late and swing

runs shall be on a basis of a maximum of eleven ( 11 )
hours and a minimum of eight (8 ) hours, with the

exception that in order to completea run or schedule

not to exceed two and one-half (24) per cent of the
total number of earlies , lates and swings may go over

eleven ( 11) hours , and the said two and one-half (2X)

percent of runs shall notgo over eleven ( 11) hours and

fifteen ( 15) minutes. A day's work on all early and

late runs shall be completed in not to exceed twelve
and one-half (12 % ) consecutive hours . All swing runs

shall be completed within fifteen ( 15 ) consecutive

hours. Straight runs shall pay timeandone-half for all
outside time in excess of eleven(11 ) hours. Swing runs

shall pay time and one-half for all outside time in

ir

excess of fourteen (14) consecutive hours . The Com

pany to make every effort under limitations regarding

the length and character of runsto so arrange schedules

as to reduce the spread of runs to a minimum ; in other

words, to make the runs as satisfactory to the trainmen

as possible.

( 2 ) The men at each barn will be permitted to

decide whether the schedules shall be made as of

March 1 , 1921 , with long early and late runs and

numerous unattached pieces of work, or whether the

trippers and trailers shall be made into regular runs by

an increase in the number of swing runs and as small

a decrease as possible in the number of straight runs to

accomplish this result. In case there are any regularly

scheduled unattached pieces of work, such as trippers

and trailers, the regular men agree to choose these

unattached pieces of work at the same time as they

choose their regular runs..

(3 ) All schedules put in operation under this agree

ment shall be made on the basis of leaving theminimum

number of unattached pieces of work except that the

number of early runs shall be equal to not less than

81%% and the number of early -late runs shall be

equal to not less than 86% of the total number of

passenger cars in service on the system at 11:00 A. M.

Early and late runs shall be equalized in- so -far as such

equalization does not interfere with the working of

trippers and trailers into runs , but , except on Interurb
an Lines, crews will notbe scheduled to change at other

than relief points . Where it can be shown on any
schedule that the early and late runs can be better

equalized without adding to the number of unattached

pieces of work it will be done as poon as possible.
( 4 ) There shall be no additional trip or trips

attached to the Sunday or Holiday schedules.

(5 ) The above limitations as to length and spread

of runs and additional trips do not apply on July 4th ,
Decoration Day , or at Washington during " Fair Week .

The outside time allowance does not apply on Decora .

tion Day, July 4th , Labor Day, Armistice Day, Thanks.

giving Day, Christmas, and New Years, and at Wash

ington during Fair Days , on which days men who work
shall receive time and one-half time for all time over

eight (8) hours . On Thanksgiving Day, Christmas

Day, and New Years Day, the length of runs will be

reduced as nearly as possible to six hours without meal

relief . It is understood that the Company, in order to

accomplish this, will not be expected to increase the
number of trainmen in its employ., On Thanksgiving

Day, Christmas Day, and New Years Day, runs of
five ( 5 ) hours or less in length will pay five ( 5) hours,

runs between five ( 5) hours and seven ( 7 ) hours in

length will pay straight time, and runs extending over

seven ( 7 ) hours in length will pay time and one-half
time for the time over seven ( 7 ) hours worked.

(6) The runs for these holidays shall be posted for
picking four days in advance of the holiday except

when unforeseen occasions make necessary , à change

in the holiday schedule just before the holiday, when,

if there is not time for picking . Dispatcher shall mark

up the men according to their seniority of service,

excepting that if the schedule to be used is one previous.

f
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Find the

MISSING LINK

0

$
1200.00GIVEN

There is one link missing in the chain forming the border of this announce

ment. Inthecircletotheleftthereare seven links.but oneand only one

is identical with the links in the chain. Can you find it ! Each link is

numbered — just writethenumber of the missing link on a pieceof paper with

your nameand address and mail it at once You may win a big cash prize!

In Cold Cash

6
0

6

$200 CHECK to Apply on Grand Prize Sent immediately as Below if Your Solution is Correct

Find the missing link.We willimmediately send full particulars ofthis remarkable offer and also voucher check good for

$ 200 lo add to the$ 1000prizeif you win. COSTSNOTHING TO TRY-- just a stamp to send yourpuzzlesolution . No

need to risk any of your money now or at any time. DO NOT PASS UP THIS SNAP. You may have heard of free cash

prize offers, bui this oneis different - vouget quick aclion and fair treatmenl- no long delays-- no hard workto do and

NO SUBSCRIPTIONS TO SELL- under this new plan cvery active member positively receives a reward . Ifyou can find

the missing link wrile today. THE LIBERTY CLUB, DEPT . C - 232 GREENVILLE ,PENNA

EARN EXTRA MONEY

We need men of good character and stand

ing, with a knowledge of railroading, to

represent us in their spare hours. Thiswork

is with a responsible company, does not entail

any investment by you and it will bring you

an attractive extra monthly income the year

round . Write : C. E. Shaffner, 1932 Ford

Bldg. , Detroit, Mich .

y picked for the period the men will work the runs

íbeyselected on that schedule ; in either event compen.

sation will be allowed as provided in paragraph 5 of
this Section .

( 7). When possible, the same schedule will be used

for Thanksgivig ,Christmas, and New Years,and one

pick will suffice for the three days , except when there
has been a picking of runs at any barn between Thanks
giving and Christmas, or between Christmas andNew

Years, in which case the schedules for the succeeding

holiday will be picked over.

(8) All runs over five (5) and under eight (8) hours

will pay eight hours' time. This allowance will be

made before the allowance is made for the excess spread

of early and late runs as described in Section 1 , Para

graph 1. That part of all work other than runs over

five (5 ) hours will bepaidforat therate oftime and one

half for thetime between five hours and sevenhours,

provided the man has made all reports required of him

that day. If the work be over seven hours, eight hours'

time will be paid for it .

(9 ) Allmen taken off their ownruns to work other
runs with less working time, shall be paid time called

for on their own runs. This also applies to a Saturday

or other than week -day schedule if used in Christmas
week or on any other week -day, provided the men

work less time on such schedules than is called for on

their regular runs .

( 10) Trainmen who work regular runs and on the

same day workunattached meal reliefs, trippers or

trailers, shall be paid time and one-half time for the
actual time in the extra work.

( 11 ) Suitable accommodations will be provided for

men to eat their meals after they are relieved. Allmen

shall have reasonable time to eat their meals. Where

it can be shown thatthis provision is not being carried

out, the same shall be done without delay. Where cars

are blocked or late , provision shall always be made for

men to eat their meals, and it will be the duty of the

Company officials at each barn to see that this provision

is carried out at all times.

( 12) When on special occasions men are taken from

one barn of the system to another barn to work in

passenger service as , for example, when Park Way men

are sent to Rankin to operate Kennywood Park cars,

and such men finish at the foreign barn , they will be

alloweddouble theone-way running time between the

two points , plus thirty (30 minutes.

( 13) In passenger car service trainmen shall be

paid from the time they are required to report for

work ( five minutes sharking time excepted ), until they

are relieved from duty. When work on a passenger car

does not begin and end at the samepoint on a Division

the trainmen doing such workwillbe paid back to the

starting point when andonly when he goes back tosuch

starting point. This so -called " Travel- Time" willpay

scheduledrunningtime andwill notbe considered as

spread of run in themaking ofschedules and will be

allowed only after timeallowed to make eight hours has

been subtracted. This paragraph does not apply to

men taken from one Division to another.

SECTION 2

( 1) The working board for the following day and a

complete list of extra men shallbe made up and posted

in plainsightnot later than fouro'clock P. M. each

day.

( 2) This list will be worked in the order of a revolv.
ing list, except that when anextramancatches a shark

or gets a runof an excused man, he will hold therun for

the one, two or three days as the casemay be, and

list will be made up in the following order:

1 , New men just learned and turned in for work .

2 . Men who have made their reports and got no

work,

3 . Men who have been off sick three days or more.

4. Regular men in the order of their seniority who

on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, do not

have a run on accountof an insufficient aumbes

of runs for them to pick one.

5. Men who got eight hours' pay or more.

6 . Men who were excused without reporting.

7 . Men who made their report and were excused.

8. Men who have finished serving time for viola
tion of any rule.

9. Men who were oft sick less than three days.

10. Men who have missed report.

11 . Regularmen serving time for missing.

12 . At car houses from which one-man cars are

operated, the extra list will be worked in the

order of a straight revolvinglist with the follow

ing exceptions:

(a) When an operator, be he motorman or con

ductor, catchesa shark or gets therunofan excused

man, he willhold therun for one,twoor three days as
the case may be.

(b) When the run ofa motorman or a conductor on

a two-mancaristobe filled , thefirst motorman on the

listwill,in case of a motorman's run,or the first con
ductor in thecase of a conductor's run, be used.

(c) , When an operator's run becomes open as a

" holddown " the operator oldest inseniority, be he

motormanor conductor, will take the run . However,

ifthe open run includes oneortwodays(Saturday or

Sunday or both forexample) work as a motorman or as

a conductor the entire run shall be given theoldest

motorman -operator or the oldest conductor- operator

according to whether a motorman or conductor is re

quired for the Saturday and /or Sunday part of therun.

Buta dinner or supperrelief or tripper or trailer in.

cluded in the run requiringa motorman or conductor

will not deprive thesenioroperator behe motorman or
conductor,of the run .

Extra men whogetout on a run or who miss shall be

checked off the list.

( 3) , When irregular trippers or trailers leave the

barn before the regular runs are out,the same shallbe

worked from the bottom oftheextra listuntilallregular

cuns are out, when the extra manormenat the top of

thelist shallbe given such work .All open runsshall be
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How do you
YOUR

NAME ?

SPELL

TELL ME

In thewindow , top, body , wheel, or under the fender of tho

BuickSedan pictured here are certain lucky letters cloverly worked
into the picture by the artist , Can you and even one of these

letters which appears in your last name ?

the letter you have found in the car. Ro
member, this letter must appear some

where ia your last name. Send it to me

with your name and address. I am giving away four autos ad

many other prizos. You may be the one who will write me

AND WIN BUICK SEDAN or $1800 Cash

CERTIFICATE FOR $ 480.00 TO APPLYONGRAND PRIZESENTIMMEDIATELYASBELOW IF YOU FINDALETTER

Immediateqñick action --Do delay --we send Certificate for $480.00to add to the first prize ,ifyouwin , and directions for get
ting Balck Sedan . Prizes given to advertise our products locally . Bix new FRIENDSHIP CAMPAIGN of this 35 year old con
cern . This offer is simpleandstraight. Nomore puzzles to solve.No lists ofwords to make or writeor any other puzzlea .This
is all. First prize winner sets Buick Sedap and the $ 480.00 , but guickness is pecessary . C. W. Francis, C. Vogtmann, J. M ,
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Il actively interested . I you can find one of the hidden letters in your namo, send it right away by letter. That's all.

B. H. FRANCE, DEPT. 58, 500 N. DEARBORN ST ., CHICAGO

filled the day before when the list is made out for the
following day. When short of extra men, the extra

men markedon P. M.runs may be required to work a

tripper or trailer in the morning oron Saturdays around

noon ,in which case hewillreceive timeand one-half for
the actual work performed .

SECTION 3

(1) Sharking time shallbe five (5) minutes at all

car houses, men to reporttothe dispatcher or person in

charge before thattime. However, before6:00A , M.

on week -days, and before 7:00 A , M. on Sundays and

on such holidaysascarsstart onehour later than on

week day schedules, trainmen arrivingoncarsdue at

thecarhouse on their sharking time, and then im

mediately reporting to the dispatcher, will be con

sidered to havereported on time.

Allmenmissingtheir runsshall serve two ( 2) days

onthe extra list, but ifaman is sharked through sick .

ness and should be off (7 )days, he shall be marked on

hisrun when he reports. However, iflater, it is found

that he wasnot sick, he willbe requiredtoservea day

at the footoftheextra list foreachdayhe was absent.

When a man workinganearlyor a swing run is

sharked in the morning, and he reportson orbeforethe

next regular P. M. report, that will count for one ( 1)
day of his shark andwhena man working a laterun is

sharked and he reportsfor work within one (1 ) hour

after his run starts, that willcount for one ( 1 ) day of his

shark . However, should a man report to the dispatcher

or person in charge within one (1) hour and provided

he has not been sharked withinthe previous fifteen ( 15)

dayperiodheshall serve but one ( 1) day at the foot of

the extra list, exceptwhereaswing man sharks on the

last half ofhis run, then he shall serve the following one
or two dayson the list also , as the case may be. An

extra manwho sharks and showsup within one ( 1 ) hour

and hasnot been sharked in the previousfifteen (15)

day period shall bemarked in his former place ( sameas
the regularman .

( 3) And when a man starts to work on his car and

he is called home on account ofsicknessofhis family,

or should he be ill himselfand gets off for the balance of

therun, he willbepermittedtowork hisrunthenext

day, provided he reports in timefor his run , but should

hefail to report intime he shall be sharked ,subject

to change with satisfactory explanation tothe Dis

patcher or Superintendent.

(4) In case a regular man is sharked and there is no

extra man to take his run , the saidsharked man shall

take the run forthat day,when he shall then be placed

at the foot of the extra list for the remainder_of_his

shark.

(5) When a car is delayed by accident or blockade

or any other cause so that a man necessarily riding on

same cannot reach his place of reporting on time , no

miss shall be charged against him , but he loses hisrun

for that day if not in time to take his car out on sched

uled time. But such man may be used to work a

tripper or trailer or dinner or supper relief of a run of

the same type, or to do a reasonable amount of other

transportationwork if he is needed during the hours of
his regular run and during the hours of a tripper ,

trailer , dinner or supper relief, receiving therefor the
aamount allowed for such if there is noextra man to
take such work.

SECTION 4

(1 ) The dispatcher will call extra men for work by

a signal bell - one ring for a motorman ; two rings for a

conductor ; three rings for an operator.

( 2 ) A seniority list of all extra men will be so

posted that they may at all times see their standing
upon said list,

SECTION 5

( 1 ) Where conductors work cars that have no fare

boxes, the Dispatcher or Receiver will upon the request
of the conductor, check the number of his packsof

tokens or tickens, count his money and loose tokens
under the number of thirty, and in the presence of the

conductor place the exact amount of money, number

of packs of tokens or tickets and the number ofloose
tokens or tickets on his day card in " ink " and approve

the same. This will clear the conductor of all respon

sibility as to the amount of money , the number of loose

tokens or tickets; however ,conductors will be allowed
to put up their tokens or tickets into packs of thirty (30)

in wrappers provided by the Company.

SECTION 6

( 1) All trainmen shall be listed at the car house

where they report according to their seniority based

upon their date of last employment with the Company

excepting where they are transferred from one barnto

another at their own request at a time other thanwhen

barns orparts of barns are being consolidated . Men so

transferring will be placed on the list at the barn to

which they transfer as ofdate of transfer , retaining their

( 2 )
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Win $3,500.00
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Here's news for puzzle fans ! C. W. Francis, A. F.

Holt, Miss Leola Markus won from $1,800.00 to $ 3,

500.00 each in our last puzzles. Here's the new one.

Here are twelve pictures of Charlie Chaplin, the world

famous United Artists ' star, No, they're not all alike,
even though they look alike. Eleven of them are ex

actly alike, but oneand only one is different from all

the others . That's the real Charlie Chaplin . The differ

ence may be in the tie , shirt or hat, orsomewhere else.

Find the “ Different” Picture

300 prizes totaling over $7,900.00 . $ 3,500.00 to winner of

first prize and duplicate prizes in case of ties. If you can

find the " different " figure you may be the one to get this

great prize.

Certificate for $ 1,000.00 to apply on great prize sent

immediately as below if you find the different" figure

If you find the real Charlie Chaplin we will send as soon as correct
answer is recelved certificate for $1,000.00 to add to the first prize of
$2,500, if you win , and directions for getting largest prize. Over $50 ,

000.00 in prizes already given to adveriise our products locally . No cost

or obligation . Nothing to buy now , later or ever . Everyone rewarded if
actively interested.

F.A. HARRE, Room 23, 510 N. Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL .
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former rate of pay, but no man will be permitted to

transfer unless he has been at his present barn for one
year and then only if he is needed at the barn of his

choice and can be spared from his present barn . This

does notapply to the men desiring to transferto the

Interurban Division . Where barns consisting of one or

more carsareconsolidated , thesenioritybookorparts

of bookswill be consolidated and men will still hold their

former seniority.

( 2) Whenone or more routes or parts of routes are

to be moved from Barn No. 1 to the new barn or barns,

the following shall be the method of procedure: A notice

willbe posted four days ahead at Barn No. 1 stating the
routes or parts of routes that are to be moved, and also

stating the number of men in their particular class
necessary to operate the cars of the routes or parts of
routes that are being moved from Barn No. 1 to the

new barn or barns , (for instance) , if there are three

earlies , three lates and three swings being moved, the
corresponding number of crews in their respective class

shall gowith them , also a proportionate number of
extra men , and if there should be any additional runs

put on the routes or parts of routes that are being
affected by the move and in operation the first day at
the new barnor barns, belong to Barn No.1, but should

any additional runs be put on at Barn No. 2 or any

other route not affected by the move on that day belong
to Barn No, 2 .

( 3) In case a sufficient number of men of any

particular class (early , latesor swings) do not desire to

move, their place may be taken by the men in the next

lower class; in case there is not a sufficient number of

men desiring to go the Superintendent will move a

sufficient number of men from BarnNo. 1 to the other

barn or barnsbeginning at the bottom of the extra
list at Barn No. 1 .

Within ten ( 10) days after route is moved to the

second barn, the second barn will pick their runs over,

each man picking in the regular manner, according to

his seniority .

SECTION 7

( 1 ) Runs in passenger service shall be chosen every
three months, beginning about January 1st, or as near

those dates as may be feasible. At such other times as

operating conditionsrequire, additional picks will be
made, Where reliefs are necessary during these

additional picks, for men to pick their runs, the Comp:

pany shall bear the expense of same.
The choice of

runs will bein accordance with the seniority rights of

thetrainmen at the car housewhere theyreport. The

oldest manin the service will be given thefirstchoice of

runs andso on down through the list, and where there

is more than one route out of a barn , themen shall have

the privilege of picking their runs onany route except

the Interurban Routes at the Washington Barn,on
Perrysville Avenue, Verona ,Greenfield Avenue and

Spring Hill Routes, the menchoosing runs will be

subject totheapprovaloftheDivision Superintendent

as to their competencyand fitness. In caseaman is dis

satisfied withthe decision of the Division Superintendo

ent he is requested to make an immediate appeal to the

Superintendent of Transportation, who will hearthe
case instantly. In case an Interurban Run becomes

vacant for ten (10) days or more ,between choosing

times, such vacancy is to be filled by the oldest man

who wishes it from the Interurban list ; or should a run

consisting of part Interurban and part local work be

come vacant for ten (10 ) days or more, theInterurban

part shall be filled as above stated and the local part

shall be filled from thelocal extra list.

( 2 ) Localmen who do extrawork on the Interurban

routes will be known as " Interurban Extra List." Extra

runs on the Interurban Washington will be worked out

asfollows: Extra early and swing runs finishingon

or before8 o'clock P.M.will beworkedbymenfinishing

on or before that timeon theirlocalrun. Late Inter;

urban runs at Washington will be filled bylate local

men, this method tobecarriedout as far as practicable.

Where discriminationorfavoritismis shown to exist,

the Company will doall thatit possibly can to elimin
ate the same.

(3) The officials of the various barns shall place at

least four ( 4) days ahead of the contemplated changea

list showing run numbersand the hours andminutes

each one works, and alsoroute numbersforwhich the

runs arescheduled . Also a list of names shallbeplaced

inthecrew'sroom starting with the oldest maninthe

serviceandsoon in rotation throughthe entire list,

The early straight men or otherswhose senioritywould

entitle them to an early run will choose between the

hours of 3:00 o'clockP. M. and 8:00 o'clock P.M., on

thesecondday. The latestraightmeaorotherswhose
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seniority would entitle them to a late straight run shall

choose between the hours of 12:00 o'clock M.and 3:00
o'clock P. M. on the third day.

(4) The balance are tochoose on the fourth day

between 10:00 o'clock A.M.and 3:00 o'clock P. M.

Each man when choosing hisrunshallcheck hisname

from the list . If anyman fails to sign up within the

specified time, or shouldhe be attheplace of picking

and wouldhave had the opportunityof selectinghis run

irrespectiveofthespecified timeand he fails todoso,the

Superintendent shall beempowered tosign himup on

the highest andbest run thatmay be open . “ Highest

and best run open " means the early runs so long as the

early runs are available ; thereafter, the longest run

open without regard to type. However a man , where

possible, shall begiven the same type of run for week

days, Saturdaysand Sundays,but if necessary in order

to do this the length of runwould be disregarded and in

casehe has given a written preference he shall be given

the type of run he desires, if possible. The Superin

tendent will not choose a night car run for a man unless

he has been asked by phone or otherwise to do so by the

man . Any man picking a night carshall understand

that uponselecting same he shall worksamethe entire

pick ,and including holidays. This,however,will not

deprive a man of the privilege of passingup his run on
Sundays.

(5) . In case a run becomes vacant before the three

months are up, the first extra man entitled to a regular

run shall take the sameand hold it until the list is

changed . And where a regular man is off through

sicknessor otherwise ,for a periodof ten ( 10 ) daysof
over, the first extramanentitled toa regular run shall

take the same until the said man returns to work , or

until the list is changed , except where curtailment of

the service occurs,in which case Paragraph 6 below will

apply, but wherethere is more than one run vacant and

the run held by the first extra man is filled by the regu .

lar man ,the firstextramanwillthen take the run held

by the second extra man , the last extra man holding a
run to fall back on the extra list . At the time of a

change of a list the extra man entitled to hold-down

runs shall choose the runs according to their seniority

by making their choice known to the Dispatcher .
(6 ) . In case any men lose their runs because of a

curtailmentof service, they shall, if possible, be given

equally good runs of the same kind (night or day ), on

some other route at their own barn , and shall be paid at

least their old time . In case there are no runs open the

men will beheld at the barn during the hours of previous

service to help out in train service, receiving their

former pay until the next picking of runs , or the runs
may be picked at once, butwhenit is more than thirty

(30) days until the next picking of runs , the runs shall

be picked over again, if there is any dissatisfaction , but

it is distinctly understood that there shall not be a

picking of runs every time the traffic requires a change

of schedule.

( 7 ) Money cars will be picked the same as city

cars except only that they will be pickedtwice a year,
but the desirability of the men choosing these runs for

performing all the duties required of them , shall be

approved by theSuperintendent of Transportation.
(8) On other Pittsburgh Railway cars , including

freight, work, line and storehouse cars , in which work

the movement of the car is not the only duty of the

motorman , trainmen shall pick such as are regular in

character, once during each year,the picking time to be

at the option of the department requiring such work,
and the trainmen so picking sh be subject to the

approval of the Superintendent of Transportation, and

they must perform such work in accordance with ina

structions of the department to which they are as

signed . Trainmen regularly , working the above men .

tioned miscellaneous cars will not bepermitted to pick

work on passenger cars except that trainmen picking

freight service, working five ( 5) or six (6 ) days a week
may pick passenger runs on Saturday and Sunday

schedules. Helpers are to be provided when the loads

on freight cars are such that help is needed ; the freight

agent to arrange for such help when such conditions

exist. Cars in specialservice, such as welding, grinding.

etc., running less than twenty - five ( 25 ) miles per day

on a monthly -dailyaverage basis may be operated at
the discretion of the Company by the more skilled
welders , grinders , etc.

(9) Men working snow plows and sweepers shall be

paid ten (10) cents per hour in addition to their regular

rate. Meals will be allowed men doing this class of

work at the expense of the Company. Where regular

men have been detailed for snow plow and sweeper

work, they shall not be required if they have done four

and one-half (4 % ) hours sweeper work or snow plow

work , to take regular runs if extra men are available .

Extra men taken to fill such runs shall be taken from

the bottom of the extra list . However, if there are five

( 5 ) hours intervening between the finishing of the

plow or sweeper work and the commencing of his

regular rua , the latter provision shall not apply.

SECTION 8

Local and Division Superintendents shall give

a fair and impartial hearing to all employees at such
time as not to cause them the loss of any work in

attending the hearing. This provision to be carried

out strictly to the letter.

(2 ) TheSuperintendent of Transportation or the

Superintendent of Car Operation shall on Monday,

Wednesday and Friday ofeach week , at 10:00 o'clock

A.M.,give a fair and impartialhearing to all employees.

In case of Holiday, the day following will be recogoized

as hearing day.

(3 ) Conductors discharged for incompetency in the

collection of fares shall be told privately the reason

for their discharge.

(4) The General Manager will hear at 10:00 o'clock

A. M., on the first and third Tuesdays of each month,

such individual cases as have beenappealed from the

decision of the Superintendent of Transportation . A

memorandum of such cases and the parties' testimony

thereon must be submitted in the forenoon of the pre

ceding Saturday, and at the request of either party tho

individual will be notified to appear at the hearing in

person .
(5)In case any man has been suspended or dis

charged and he isfound to be unjustly suspended or

discharged, he shall be reinstated to his former position
andpaid for all lost time at his regular rate of wages.

SECTION 9.

( 1 ) Trainmen desiring to be excused from duty for a

period not to exceed three (3) days shall obtain the

consent of the Dispatcher; for a leave longer than three

(3 ) and not in excess of fourteen ( 14 ) days, the consent

of the Local Superintendent must be obtained; for a

leave of absence of more than fourteen ( 14) days, the

consent of the Division Superintendent, with the

approval of the Superintendent of Transportation must

be had. Anyemployee accepting a position with any

other firm , corporation or private employer of labor

during a leave of absence shall be considered as having

terminated his services with the Company.

( 2) There shallbe placed in the office of each car

house of the respective lines an open book inwhich the
men can register the particular day or days on which

they wish to get off , but no man will be allowed to

register for the day preceding any Legal Holiday and

Holiday combined when other men want to get offon

the Holiday, and men so registering for any particular

day or days shallhave first preference (excepting Legal
Holidays as above stated ) , except in cases of Members

of Committee , or other members of the Association

wanting off on business of the Association ; they shall
have first preference over all . Persons so registering

must sign in ink , otherwise they lose their turn . Said

book to be dated seven ( 7 ) days ahead, that is , aman to

have the privilege of asking off seven (7 ) days ahead of

any day he desires and no man will be allowed off more

than one ( 1 ) Sunday in three ( 3) consecutive Sundays,

providing there are other men who want to get off. NO

man will be allowed coff on two consecutive Holidays,
provided there are other men who want to get off .

( 3 ) Employees appointed as Collectors of Dues

shall be marked off by the Dispatcher on pay days.

SECTION 10.

(1 ) The Company shall at all times be required to

maintain an adequate extra list. . No regular man will

be compelled to do any extra work after his day's work

is done except that to avoid leaving a car standing in

the street a man may be required to make an extra trip
if there is no man to relieve him.

( 2 ) All passenger cars shall be operated by a motor .

manor conductor when carrying passengers, and all car

changes will be made by qualified motormen and con

ductors when they are available , except that atother

than reporting periods no trainmen will be kept at the

barn for car changeswhen in the opinion of theSuperin

tendent ofTransportation it is not of advantage to the

Company to do so.

SECTION 11 .

( 1 ) When an employee is marked up for a regular

run and he reports on time, and through no fault of his

there is no car for him or no man for him to work with ,
he shall be kept at the barn and be required to do any

work assignedto himduring his hours of regular service,
receiving the time called for on his own run ; and when a
man who on the same day works a regular run is
marked up for work on trippers , trailers , or meal

reliefs, and he reports on time and is not sharked on

that day , and he is not used, he shall be paid time
called tor in such extra work at the rateof time and one
half time. To receive this compensation he must

remain at the barn and do any work assigned to him

during the hours of the trippers, trailers or meal reliefs
on which he is marked.
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SECTION 12 .

( 1 ) All motormen and conductors shall receive an

allowance of fifteen ( 15 ) minutes for making out all
reports requiring the use of the accident blank .

( 2 ) When an employee has had an accident or

other trouble which requires him to make out an

accident report, and he makes out said report as he sees

it , and if he is called to the Claim Department for

additional report, he shall be paid for such time as it

takes going and returning back to his barn and the

timehe is required to remain at the Claim Department

at his regular rate of wages ; or , if a regular man is

required to attend Court or Inquests or to hunt up

additional evidence he shall be paid for all time lost at

his regular rate of wages ; and when an extra man is

required to attend Court or Inquests or to hunt up

additional evidence he shall be paid for eight and one

half (8%) hours' time , providing he returns to his barn

as soon as possible and doesnot get sufficient workto

net him eight and one -half (8 % ) hours' total pay for

that day.

SECTION 13 .

( 1 ) All cars before leaving the barn shall be cleaned

and properlyequipped by barn men . This applies to

cars being properly heated and the Company will see

that there is a heater in every cab with every motorman

and one with the conductor. The same to be in proper

working order by November 1st, and remain as such

during the winter months. When stoves are used ,they

shall be cleaned and coaled by the barn men.

SECTION 14.

Division 85 , Amalgamated Association of Street

and ' Electric Railway Employees of America, shall

maintain the privilege of placing in the crews' room at

each barn or reporting, place, a bulletin board where

notices of that Association can be posted.

SECTION 15 .

(1 ) . Any member who is elected or appointed to any
office in this Association or the International Associa

tion , shall upon his retirement from said office be re

instated in his former position with his seniority rights

in the employ of the Company.

SECTION 16.

( 1 ) Employees of this Company or any other

persons are forbidden to solicit on the 3ompany's

premises, including cars or in front of the car house or

offices, contributions to benefits, balls , individuals or

any other objects. They are also prohibited from

carrying on the barter or sale of tickets for watches,

suits or articles of any kind on the Company's premises.

This includes all forms of lottery and pool tickets.

Should it be necessary to raise a subscription for an
employee or employee's family , the same shall be suba

mitted to the Superintendent of Transportation for his

approval or disapproval , in writing , a carbon copy to
be posted at the barn .

(2) Collection ofdues of Division 85 , Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric RailwayEmployees

of America, shall be permitted in all car houses or

stations

( 3 ) There shall be no discrimination between Union

and Non-union men ; all shall be treated alike as

Employees of the Company.

SECTION 17.

( 1 ) In thehiring of men it will be the policy of the

Company to take into and retain in the service only

men who give promise of developing into good and
faithful railroaders. Men who permit themselves to

be sharked more than five ( 5 ) times in one month with

out good and sufficient cause may be dismissed from

the service of the Company.

( 2 ) Missing the extra list more than once a week

will be dealt with by the Superintendent of Transporta

tion .

(3) All motormen andconductors shall receive fifty
( 50) cents per day in addition to the regular ratefor

teaching students. Students will be required to provide

themselves with $ 10.00 change when learning as con
ductor.

SECTION 18.

( 1 ) In case a man is short inhis pay and the same

is not promptly adjusted he shall make out two cards,

one of which he will hand to the Dispatcher inthe

regular way and send the other direct ot the Superin

tendent of Transportation , who shall see that his back

pay is forwarded to him without delay and he shall not

have to wait until the following pay day to receive it ;
and it is further agreed that the men shall receive their

moneyon pay day inside the barns from November 1st

to April ist , inclusive .

SECTION 19 .

( 1 ) Trippers and trailers working less than five ( 5)

hours or menengaged in the movement of cars shali

receive not less than five (5) hours ' pay at his regular
rate of wages, for such work under five ( 5 ) hours. In

cases where the five ( 5 ) hour minimum is paid trainmen

for work of less than five (5) hours in length and allora

part of thework is performed as an Operator, the hourly

rate ofpay will be as follows:

In the event the only labor performed entitling

the trainmen to five ( 5 ) hours' minimum is work as an

Operator, the entire five (5 ) hours will be paid for, at

the Operator's rate .

In the event both Operator's duties and Two

man car duties are performedand the trainman is

entitled to the five (5) bourminimum , the Operator's

rate is to be paid for the time beginning with the start

of the one-manwork and continuing at that rate until
the time of starting two-man work.

Trainmen will be required to indicate on their time

cards in the column provided the rate claimed for dead

time paid for in the five (5 ) hour minimum by inserting

the word " Operator" , " Motorman" , " Conductor " ,op

posite the startingand finishing time of the dead time

period . In case of runs composedof a combination of

one-man work and two -man work where the interven

ing time between pieces of the work is paid for, the

intervening time following one-man work willbe paid
for at the two-man ate . When a man has been off

sick or otherwise, three days or over , he shall report

between 10:00o'clock A. M. and 3:00 o'clock P. M.

the daybefore he is slated for work. When reporting å

he is requested to work a tripper or trailer or to do other

transportation work in the movement of cars,he shall

receive the compensation mentioned above for such

work. Such employeewill not be required to reportin

uniformbut ifheshall be needed for a tripperortrailer

he may be required to go home and get his uniform ,

but he shall not berequired toworkunless it is absolute

ly necessary .

An extra man working after 12:00 o'clock midnight

and up to 12:30 A. M. shall not berequired to report

before6:00o'clock A. M., anda man working after

12:30 A. M. shallnot be required to report before 9:00
A. M., except when there is aregular rua open where

there is no 6 o'clock A. M. report,these men shall not

be required to report before 9:00 o'clock A. M., and

where there is no 9:00 A. M. report they shall not be

required unless he is markedupfor the same, at barns

for report before the next regular report .

SECTION 20.

( 1 ) The use of stools for all motormen will be
permitted on all lines. The exact locality in which

stools will be used is to be governed by the Superintend.

ent of Transportation and the stool limit will be ex

tended whenever it is shown that the stools can be used

with safety. The Company will furnish stools for all

passenger motormen as soon as possible.

( 2 ) On all low floor, center -entrance cars and other

cars where the conductor is in a separate compartment

out of line of entering and leaving passengers, con .

ductors will be permitted to usea seat provided by the
Company. This applies to all routes where the above

mentioned cars are operated. The seats are to be used

at points about the system to be determined by the
Superintendent of Transportation . Conductors will

not be permitted to be seated when all the seats of the

car are occupied and there are standing passengers in
the car . Permanent stools to be placed on all double

truckmotor carsformotormen as soon as possible.

As far as possiblethe lighter weight fender will be used
on all double end cars .

(3 ) The standard uniform for motormen and con

ductors shall be the sameasthepresent uniform .
During the summer months , conductors and motormen

will be permitted to remove their coats when wearing

the regulation blouse and standard uniform trousers.
Th Interurban trainmen , when acting as motormen

and desiring to wear overalls, will be permitted to
wear the standard overalls.

SECTION 21 .

( 1 ) The Company desires the trainmen to check

over any shortage on the Interurban Line and will show

them the original documents at any time they desire.
( 2 ) Free transportation will be continued for train

men when not in uniform. City men and local men at

Washington will be given a limited number of rides over

the Interurban Lines on tickets furnished bythe local

Superintendent or Division Superintendent,

trainmen will assist the Company by allmeansintheir

power in eliminating and preventing the abuse of this

free transportation privilege .

SECTION 22.

From May 1 , 1928, to April 30, 1930 , both inclusive,

thewages of motormen and conductors shall be:

Pirst three months . .63 cents per hour

Next nine months . 68 cents per hour

Thereafter .... 70 cents per hour

The operators of one-man passenger cars will receive

five (5 ) cents per hour in excess ofthe above rates.

W. T. ROSSELL,

General Manager.
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